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Expanding the Space of Cognitive Science
Laura Carlson, Christoph Hölscher, Thomas F. Shipley
The CogSci2011 slogan “Expanding the Space of Cognitive Science” capitalizes on a
fundamental tenant of the field of cognitive science: the bringing together of researchers
from psychology, neuroscience, philosophy, linguistics, anthropology, and artificial
intelligence in a forum that encourages multi-disciplinary and multi-method approaches to
common problems. To illustrate the benefits of such a tenant, we use spatial thinking as
a case study. Understanding the objects and events that make up the space in which we
live can help to structure human thinking across the range of cognition, from basic
perceptual processing to representations of space and spatial relations in language to
decisions about navigation and wayfinding. Space also helps to structure how we
communicate and learn about complex, non-spatial concepts, ranging from informal social
relations to time to formal education in science. Thus, space offers an inclusive theme to
illustrate the value of interdisciplinary research.
We draw our keynote speakers and our invited symposia from a domain with a long and
successful history of bridging diverse research traditions, and a dedicated international
network of researchers. Our keynote speakers are leading researchers in neuroscience,
linguistics and cognitive science. Our symposia encompass both basic and applied
research, with one focused on navigation through a combination of robotics,
computational modeling, decision-making, perception, and spatial thinking approaches,
and the other focused on real world problems of spatial cognition from the domains of
medicine, architecture, and geosciences. Together, these elements of the program
emphasize the idea that the space occupied by the field of cognitive science is ever
expanding, as also reflected in the key image chosen for our poster – a 3D rendering that
turns our familiar cognitive science symbol into a navigable maze.
We are also honored to include in the program the Governing Board Symposium entitled
“The Biology of Language.” The Governing Board Symposium is designed to showcase
timeless and foundational issues in Cognitive Science, including distinguished speakers
who represent a wide variety of disciplines within Cognitive Science. In addition, this
year we also offer a brief tribute to honor the memory of David Rumelhart, a founding
figure in our field who passed away this past year; this will occur immediately following
Judea Pearl’s Rumelhart Lecture. Finally, we are pleased to continue the tradition of
presentations by recipients of the Heineken Prize for Cognitive Science with this year’s
plenary by Michael Tomasello.
In addition to these special features, the main elements of the program remain strongly in
place: the talks, posters, and workshops and tutorials draw from the wide range of
traditional and emerging domains of inquiry in cognitive science. This attests to the
health and vibrancy of the cognitive science community. The table below shows the
breakdown of the number of submissions and accepted presentations, broken down by
type. We received a record number of submissions in all categories.
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Submission type

6 page papers
Member abstracts
Symposia
Workshops
Tutorials

# submitted

733
213
22
10
14

# accepted as
talks

# accepted
as posters

232 (32%)
---------

316 (43%)
210 (98%)
-------

# accepted as
symposia,
workshops or
tutorials
----15 (68%)
6 (66%)
10 (71%)

We look forward to meeting you in Boston, and we wish you a wonderful conference.
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CogSci2011 Program Committee
Altmann, Erik
Azevedo, Roger
Ball, Jerry
Barkowsky, Thomas
Barley, Mike
Beaman, Philip
Bello, Paul
Bertel, Sven
Best, Brad
Billman, Dorrit
Blessing, Stephen
Bonnefon, Jean-Francois
Borghi, Anna M.
Bosse, Tibor
Bradshaw, Gary
Brook, Andrew
Brumby, Duncan
Burns, Bruce
Busemeyer, Jerome
Byrne, Ruth
Cacciari, Cristina
Cangelosi, Angelo
Carr, Thomas
Casasanto, Daniel
Cassimatis, Nicholas
Castelfranchi, Cristiano
Christiansen, Morten
Clancey, Bill
Cleeremans, Axel
Clement, Catherine
Cooper, Rick
Cox, Anna
Dale, Rick
Dennis, Simon
DMello, Sidney
Douglass, Scott
Epstein, Russell
Epstein, Susan
Estes, Zachary
Ferstl, Evelyn
Forbus, Ken

Frank, Mike
French, Bob
Freudenthal, Daniel
Fu, Wai-Tat
Fum, Danilo
Garrod, Simon
Gentner, Dedre
Gerjets, Peter
Giudice, Nicholas
Goel, Ashok
Goldstone, Rob
Graesser, Arthur
Gunzelmann, Glenn
Hampton, James
Hare, Mary
Heit, Evan
Helie, Sebastien
Holyoak, Keith
Howes, Andrew
Jacobson, Michael
Jones, Gary
Kaschak, Michael
Kemp, Charles
Kennedy, William
Klenk, Matthew
Klippel, Alexander
Koedinger, Ken
Kokinov, Boicho
Kushnir, Tamar
Landy, David
Langley, Patrick
Lee, Michael
Luger, George
Magnani, Lorenzo
Markman, Art
Miller, Craig
Mitrovic, Antonija Tanja
Miyake, Naomi
Mozer, Michael
Myers, Christopher
Navarro, Daniel
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Noelle, David
Nokes, Timothy
Olivetti, Marta
Olney, Andrew
Opfer, John
Pani, John
Papafragou, Anna
Peebles, David
Petrov, Alexander
Pleskac, Timothy
Ragni, Marco
Rapp, David
Reed, Stephen
Richter, Kai-Florian
Riley, Michael
Scheutz, Matthias
Schmalhofer, Franz
Schoelles, Mike
Schultheis, Holger
Schunn, Christian
Shafto, Michael
Shah, Priti
Shelton, Amy
Shtulman, Andrew
Shultz, Thomas
Sloutsky, Vladimir
Stracuzzi, David
Sun, Ron
Tenenbaum, Josh
Trafton, Greg
Treur, Jan
Tversky, Barbara
Upal, M. Afzal
van Elst, Ludger
van Rijn, Hedderik
Waldmann, Michael
Wiles, Janet
Wolff, Phillip
Youmans, Robert
Young, Richard
Zuidema, Willem

CogSci 2011 Awards
Marr Prize
The Marr Prize, named in honor of the late David Marr, is awarded to the best student paper
at the conference. All student first authors were eligible for the Marr Prize for the best student
paper. The Marr Prize includes an honorarium of $1,000 and is sponsored by The Cognitive
Science Society. The winner of the 2011 Marr Prize for Best Student Paper is:
Brendan T. Johns & Michael N. Jones
Construction in Semantic Memory: Generating Perceptual Representations with Global
Lexical Similarity
Thursday, 11:10, Track C

Computational Modeling Prizes
Four prizes worth $1,000 each are awarded for the best full paper submissions to CogSci
2011 that involve computational cognitive modeling. The four prizes represent the best
modeling work in the areas of perception/action, language, higher-level cognition, and
applied cognition. These prizes are all sponsored by The Cognitive Science Society. The
winners of the 2011 Computational Modeling Prizes are:
Applied Cognition
Michael D. Lee, Mark Steyvers, Mindy de Young & Brent J. Miller
A Model-Based Approach to Measuring Expertise in Ranking Tasks
Friday, 11:30, Track C
Perception/Action
S. R. Sudarshan Iyengar, Katharina A. Zweig, Abhiram Nataraja & C. E. Veni
Madhavan
A Network Analysis Approach to Understand the Human Way-finding Problem
Saturday, 15:30, Track E
Language
Timothy J. O’Donnell, Jesse Snedeker, Joshua B. Tenenbaum & Noah D. Goodman
Productivity and Reuse in Language
Friday, 15:50, Track C
Higher-Level Cognition
Gregory E. Cox & Richard M. Shiffrin
Criterion Setting and the Dynamics of Recognition Memory
Thursday, 10:30, Track C
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Cognition and Student Learning (CaSL) Prize
The Cognition and Student Learning (CaSL) Prize is an honorarium of $1,000 that is awarded
to the best paper on research conducted on a topic directly related to cognitive science,
educational practice, and subject matter learning. This prize is sponsored by the Institute of
Education Sciences (IES). The winner of the 2011 Cognition and Student Learning Prize is:
Michael Ramscar, Melody Dye, Hanna Muenke Popick & Fiona O’Donnell-McCarthy
How children learn to value numbers: Information structure and the acquisition of numerical
understanding
Saturday, 12:00, Track C

Student Travel Awards
Travel awards have been provided to students whose papers were accepted as oral
presentations with the highest reviewer rankings, and who indicated a need for travel funding.
The Robert J. Glushko and Pamela Samuelson Foundation generously sponsored $10,000 for
student travel awards for these papers. The 2011 Travel Awards went to:
Geoffrey Brookshire (Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen)
Meredith Brown (University of Rochester)
Christopher Caroll (University of California, Los Angeles)
Sarah Dolscheid (Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen)
Reza Feyzi-Behnagh (McGill University)
Trevor Fountain (University of Edinburgh)
Kevin Holmes (Emory University)
Brendan Johns (Indiana University)
Chigusa Kurumada (Stanford University)
Jeri Little (University of California, Los Angeles)
Caitlyn McColeman (Simon Fraser University)
Everett Mettler (University of California, Los Angeles)
Sarah Miles (University of Western Ontario)
Nicole Nowak (Wayne State University)
Emin Orhan (University of Rochester)
Nancy Owens Renner (University of California, San Diego)
Michael Pacer (University of California, Berkeley)
Sean Tauber (University of California, Irvine)
Tessa Verhoef (University of Amsterdam)
Jennifer Yoon (Stanford University)

Awards Committee
Richard P. Cooper (co-chair), David Peebles (co-chair), Jennifer Wiley (CaSL award
coordinator), Shaaron Ainsworth, Felice Bedford, Anna Cox, Gary S. Dell, Morton Ann
Gernsbacher, Art Graesser, Glenn Gunzelmann, Todd Gureckis, Ulrike Hahn, Andrew
Howes, Frank Keller, Ken Koedinger, Marsha Lovett, Denis Mareschal, Christian D. Schunn,
Eldad Yechiam, Richard M. Young.
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CogSci 2011 Sponsors
We sincerely thank the sponsors of the 33rd Annual Meeting
of the Cognitive Science Society for their support of the
conference awards and the tutorials, and for supporting
student participation through reduced registration fees and
coverage of travel costs.
Air Force Research
Laboratory (AFRL)

Asian Office of Aerospace
Research and Development
(AOARD)

Institute of Education
Sciences (IES)

National Science Foundation
(NSF)

Office of Naval Research
(ONR)

The Robert J. Glushko and
Pamela Samuelson
Foundation
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Invited Plenary Presentations
Rumelhart Prize Lecture
The algorithmization of counterfactuals
Judea Pearl
Thursday July 21, 16:45
Heineken Prize Lecture
Cooperation and Human Cognition
Michael Tomasello
Saturday July 23, 16:45
Space, Time and Causality: Some Neural Observations
Anjan Chatterjee
Thursday July 21, 09:00
Language and Space: Momentary Interactions
Barbara Landau
Friday July 22, 09:00
How Spoken and Signed Language Structure Space Differently
Leonard Talmy
Saturday July 23, 09:00
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Symposia
Rumelhart Prize Symposium:
On Counterfactuals and Cognitive Science: Rumelhart Prize Symposium in Honor of
Judea Pearl
Friday 10:10-11:50 a.m. Imperial Ballroom
Counterfactuals are the building blocks of scientific thought and the oxygen of moral
behavior. The ability to reflect back on one's past actions and envision alternative scenarios is
the basis of free will, responsibility, and social adaptation. Recent progress in the
algorithmization of counterfactuals has advanced our understanding of this mode of reasoning
and has brought us a step closer toward equipping machines with similar capabilities. I hope
this symposium will inspire cognitive scientists to empower themselves with these new tools,
and to tackle some of the more difficult problems that counterfactuals present: why evolution
has endowed humans with the illusion of free will and how it manages to keep that illusion so
vivid in our brain.
Steven Sloaman, Judea Pearl, Nick Chater, Lance Rips, Jim Joyce, Stefan Kaufmann
Governing Board Symposium:
The Biology of Language
Friday 4:45-6:45 Imperial Ballroom
Human language is considered by many scientists to be a biological system, analogous to
other perceptual and cognitive systems that are highly specialized, emerge early in life under
informal conditions of learning, and have a specific neural substrate. This symposium will
include three distinguished speakers who come from quite different traditions in Cognitive
Science, and who will discuss the sense in which language is a biological system, the
challenges that this view holds, and the nature of research that can shed further light on this
issue. Noam Chomsky will provide the perspective of a linguist who has long argued for the
idea of language as a mental organ; David Poeppel will provide the perspective of a
neurolinguist who focuses on the neural instantiation of language; and Patricia Churchland
will provide the perspective of a philosopher who has long considered the relationship
between human knowledge and its neural representation. Elissa Newport will serve as
discussant.
Noam Chomsky, Patricia Churchland, David Poeppel, Elissa Newport
Invited Symposium I:
Finding your way: The cognitive science of navigation
Thursday 10:10-11:50 Imperial Ballroom
One overarching research question in cognitive science concerns how information from
perception and memory is processed and integrated in order to achieve robust, efficient, and
adaptive behavior in space, as is necessary in wayfinding. Examining this integration is quite
complicated, entailing an understanding of learning strategies, spatial memory representations
of static and dynamic relations, perceptual and attentional processes that direct the encoding
and maintenance of select information, reasoning and planning processes, communication of
spatial information via language or other representational media, the influence of background
knowledge, and the development of navigation plans. Due to the complexity of the problem,
research in navigation cuts across a diverse set of disciplines, including cognitive psychology,
linguistics, computer science, robotics, environmental psychology, developmental
psychology, and geography, and ranges from basic research questions to practical
applications. Because of the diversity of the approaches, there are relatively few opportunities
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for researchers to meet across disciplines, and provide a diversified overview of the range of
issues involved. In this symposium speakers focus on navigation from a broad range of
perspectives: animal models, neuronal models, spatial and temporal learning, robotics, and
neuroscience.
Neil Burgess, Ben Kuipers, Russ Epstein, Verner Bingman, Francesca Pazzaglia
Invited Symposium II:
Everyday Cognitive Science: Using the methods of cognitive science to explore spatial
thinking in related disciplines
Saturday 10:10-11:50 Imperial Ballroom
This symposium will address how the breadth of investigation within the cognitive sciences
can be brought to bear on applied everyday common problems, such as difficulties with
reading charts and maps, and difficulties in using an in-car navigation device. Research with a
problem-based focus often requires a systems approach that requires assimilation of work
from many different disciplines. Such problems thus constitute ideal domains for illustrating
the benefits of such multi-discipline and multi-method approaches. Speakers focus on the use
of spatial thinking in the context of examining these applied problems. This symposium will
illustrate the giving away of cognitive science.
Ruth Conroy Dalton, Madeleine Kehner, Dan Montello, Sara Fabrikant, Eric Riggs
More than just logic tasks: New Approaches to understanding Reasoning
Thursday 12:00-1:20 Imperial Ballroom
Reasoning research has long been associated with paper and pencil tasks in which peoples’
reasoning skills are judged against established normative conventions (e.g., Logic). In this
way researchers have tried to assess the extent to which we can think rationally, and of course
how we deviate from normative conventions. The ‘fruit flies’ of this domain has been the
Wason selection task (Wason, 1966), and Syllogistic reasoning tasks (Johnson-Laird, 1984).
The field has advanced in helping us to understanding the influence of context on the kinds of
inferences we tend to make, and we have gained significant insights into the kinds of
situations in which our biased thinking is aligned with normative thinking and the situations
in which it conflicts with it.
Wim de Neys, Magda Osman, Taeko Tsujii, Simon Handley
The potential of Quantum Probability for Modeling Cognitive Processes
Friday 12:00-1:20 p.m. Imperial Ballroom
Quantum probability (QP) theory is a theory for how to assign probabilities to observables. In
the context of physics, it has been successfully employed by researchers for over 100 years
and has been the basis for some of the most impressive discoveries of the human mind (e.g.,
the transistor, and so the microchip, and the laser). But the applicability of QP theory is not
limited to physical phenomena and, indeed, there has been growing interest in exploring the
potential of QP theory in areas as diverse as economics (Baaquie, 2004), information theory
(e.g., Grover, 1997), and psychology.
Emmanuel Pothos, Jerome Busemeyer, Richard Shiffrin, Jennifer Trueblood, Zheng Wang,
Reinhard Blutner, Harald Atmanspacher
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Computational, Neuroscientific, and Lifespan Perspectives on the ExplorationExploitation Dilemma
Saturday 1:40-3:00 Imperial Ballroom
Consider the following real-life decisions that we make: deciding which route to take home to
minimize time spent traveling, choosing amongst a set of known restaurants or a new
restaurant when dining out, deciding between reading a new book by a consistently good
author versus an author whose books vary widely in quality. All of these decisions involve
balancing the conflicting demands of exploiting previous knowledge in order maximize
payoffs versus exploring less-known options in order to gain information about the currently
optimal course of action. Indeed, successfully balancing these competing demands is a nontrivial problem of interest to artificial intelligence and neural Reinforcement Learning (RL)
research communities alike (Cohen, McClure, & Yu, 2007; Daw et al., 2006; Sutton & Barto,
1998). There are adverse consequences for failing to properly balance these demands in the
above examples.
A. Ross, Bradley W. Knox, Bradley C., Sam Gershman, Yael Niv Darrell A. Worthy, W. Todd
Maddox, Jared M. Hotaling, Jerome R. Busemeyer, and Richard M. Shiffrin
Executive Functioning in Children and Adolescents with Disabilities
Friday 1:40-3:00 Imperial Ballroom
Recent research has demonstrated the importance of executive functioning—a set of cognitive
abilities necessary for regulation and control of goal-directed behavior—to academic skills in
typically developing children. Executive functioning may be of particular consequence for
students with disabilities who may already be at risk for academic and learning problems. One
domain of executive functioning, working memory, may be especially crucial for academic
performance. This symposium will present research that takes knowledge of cognitive
science to the realm of educating children with disabilities. The projects include both the
exploration of executive functioning skills and the development of strategies aimed at
improving executive functioning in children with disabilities. They bring together researchers
with various backgrounds (e.g., cognitive psychology, educational psychology, special
education, neuroscience) and cut across different types of psychological and cognitive
disabilities with impairments in executive functioning skills.
Amy L. Sussman, Martin Buschkuehl, Susanne M. Jaeggi, John Jonides, Priti Shah, Lisa
Daunhauer Deborah Fidler, Janine P. Stichter, Melissa J. Herzog, Karen V. O’Connor,
Kristin Lierheimer. Jaime Kerpash, Jaclyn Benigno, Frances A. Conners
The Development of Spatial Cognition During Childhood: Extending Understanding of
Perception, Memory, Language, Maps, and Gestures
Thursday 1:40-3:00 Plaza Ballroom
Understanding the development of spatial cognition during childhood is important for two
reasons. First, because spatial cognition includes interactive processes such as perception,
memory, language, and symbolic understanding, spatial cognition research extends our
understanding in multiple domains. Second, paying close attention to development provides a
lens through with to explore mechanisms that underlie stability and change over time. This
symposium includes four talks that illustrate unity and diversity in the field, highlighting tight
links between spatial perception and memory during early childhood explicated through
dynamic systems theory, specifying the development of spatial language during early
childhood by focusing on the role of scaffolding interactions, exploring links between spatial
language, maps, and search strategies during early childhood, and explicating spatial thinking
during childhood by integrating maps, words, and gestures.
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Anne R. Schutte, Heidi Fleharty, Alycia M. Hund, David H. Uttal, Megan Sauter, Nina
Simms, Dedre Gentner, David H. Uttal
Space (and Time) for Culture
Friday 12:00-1:20 Plaza
Space is a fundamental domain for cognition, and research on spatial perception, orientation,
referencing, and reasoning addresses core questions in most of the disciplines that make up
the cognitive sciences. Consequently, space represents one of those domains for which
various disciplinary interests overlap to a substantial extent. For instance, the question of
whether and how spatial cognition and language interact has been one of the core questions
since early on (e.g., Clark, 1973; Miller & Johnson-Laird, 1976), and yet, consensus between
psychologists and linguists is difficult to achieve (e.g., Li & Gleitman, 2002, vs. Levinson et
al., 2002). Perhaps most controversial in this dispute is the extent to which spatial cognition is
culturally variable (for linguistic variability, see also Evans & Levinson, 2009, and comments
there-in).
Andrea Bender, Sieghard Beller, Giovanni Bennardo, Kirill V. Istomin, Niclas Burenhult,
Olivier Le Guen, Lisa Huether, Thora Tenbrink
Fictional Worlds and Cognitive Science
Friday 1:40-3:00 Imperial Ballroom
Classical computationalism was committed to viewing cognition in terms of physical symbol
systems, using representational formats akin to numbers, or language. Yet it is now becoming
clear this is at best a very partial model that cannot account for and is in many cases
incompatible with the emerging evidence from neuroscience. The study of how the human
mind builds and inhabits intricate fictional worlds has proved to be indispensable to our
understanding of representation, meaning construction, social cognition, and many other
central issues in Cognitive Science. At the same time, there has been a ìcognitive revolutionî
in the disciplines that were traditionally interested in fictional worlds, like literary studies or
art theory. This symposium presents the latest work of six researchers studying the relation
between fictionality and cognition.
Cristóbal Pagán Cánovas, Brian Boyd, Richard Gerrig, Thalia Goldstein, Francis Steen,
Vera Tobin
Moving Beyond Where and What to How: Using Models and fMRI to Understand
Brain-Behavior Relations
Saturday 12:00-1:20 Imperial Ballroom
One central goal of cognitive science is to understand how the brain supports cognition.
Toward this end, a great deal of effort is devoted toward computational modeling and brain
imaging. The former effort is well represented at the Annual Conference, whereas the latter
effort is neglected. One common criticism of brain imaging research from the cognitive
science community is that it is overly focused on the "where" of cognition, as opposed to the
"how" (i.e., process-level questions linking brain and behavior). Model-based analysis of
fMRI data links models to the interpretation of imaging data, allowing process-level questions
to be asked. The basic approach involves fitting models to behavioral data and then using
internal quantities from the models as regressors in the imaging analysis. In this symposium,
a broad assortment of leading researchers demonstrate the value of this approach in several
domains.
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Nathaniel Daw, Bradley C. Love, John O'Doherty, John P. Spencer
Interactivity and Thought
Thursday 1:40-3:00 Imperial Ballroom
The idea for a symposium on interactivity arose at the last Cogsci conference in side bar
conversations when people discussed, in rather animated form, what is meant by interactivity
and how it figures in thought. A shared tenet of embodied, embedded, situated and
distributed cognition is that people make sense of things interactively. They run a simulation,
they exchange words, often taking turns to change and steer the flow of interaction; they
gesture, they handle or manipulate things, they write, sketch or model. Because the concept
of interaction seems intuitive, and the phenomena so pervasive, researchers tend to use the
term to do more work than they have time to explain. A symposium offers a nice forum to
spotlight the term and explore some of its applications.
David Kirsh, Herbert Clark, Susan Goldin-Meadow, Andy Clark
Explanation-based Mechanisms for Learning: An Interdisciplinary Approach
Saturday 3:10-4:30 Imperial Ballroom
The significant role of explanation in learning and generalization is ubiquitous and well
documented: explanation promotes student learning in educational settings, drives conceptual
development in young children, is accorded a central role in theories of conceptual
representation, and has a long history in artificial intelligence. Despite this, relatively little is
known about the precise mechanisms that underlie explanation’s effects, and there is a paucity
of discourse between the disciplines of cognitive science that study explanation. This
interdisciplinary symposium brings together key researchers from education, development,
cognitive psychology and computer science to synthesize the progress from these disciplines,
forging connections between ongoing research programs to identify promising future
directions.
Michelene Chi, Gerald DeJong, Cristine Legare, Tania Lombrozo, Joseph Jay Williams
New Approaches to the Problem of Conceptual Change in the Learning of Science and
Math
Friday 3:10-4:30 Imperial Ballroom
Concepts are not static. They change in many ways from the most simple ñ as in cases where
a new instance is added on to an existing concept ñ to the most radical ñ as in cases that
involve belief revision, ontological category shifts and changes in causality. The purpose of
the present symposium is to present some of the most recent attempts to describe and explain
the more radical kinds of conceptual changes that take place when students are exposed to
counter-intuitive concepts in science and mathematics.
Stella Vosniadou, Stellan Ohlsson, David D. Cosejo, Michelene T. H. Chi, David E. Brown,
Nancy J. Nerserssian
Grow your own representations: Computational constructivism
Saturday 1:40-3:00 Plaza
From a cognitivist standpoint, one main interest of psychology is the study of representations
of the human mind as they mediate how people react to stimuli in their environment (Palmer
1978). This can explain why two people that encounter the same stimulus can behave in very
different ways (Chomsky 1959). For example, an art historian viewing a Jackson Pollock
painting may exclaim ``this is beautiful'' due to her representation of his work as a rejection of
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painting with a brush; however, a lay person may say ``this is ugly'' due to his representation
of the painting as a cluttered mess of colors. Without knowledge of the representations of
each person in this example, it would be nearly impossible to explain their behavior when
interacting with the Jackson Pollock painting.
Joseph L. Austerweil, Robert L. Goldstone, Thomas L. Griffiths, Todd Gureckis, Kevin
Canini, Matt Jones
Exploring Spaces to Make the Right Choice: The Cognitive Science of Search
Saturday 12:00-1:20 Imperial Ballroom
A central question in cognitive science is how humans explore different spaces to find useful
resources, such as the right investment options, the perfect mate, or relevant information on
the WWW. Understanding how cognition guides exploration across the wide range of
information spaces is critical to our understanding of how humans learn about and make
decisions in these environments. The goal of this symposium is to discuss the over-arching
principles underlying the search process as humans explore in different environments. These
principles include the adaptive nature of cognitive search processes (Wai-Tat Fu), the role of
individual differences and executive processing (Thomas Hills), motivational and
environmental factors (Art Markman), and the appropriate tradeoff between exploration and
exploitation (Peter Todd). This diverse set of research results suggests that the cognitive
processes underlying search are central to many areas of cognition.
Wai-Tat Fu, Thomas T. Hills, Arthur B. Markman, Peter M. Todd
What Should we Be Realist about in Cognitive Science?
Thursday 12:00-1:20 Plaza
What should we be a realist about in Cognitive Science? This fundamental question elicits
answers that are not just philosophical in nature, but pertain to measurement of cognitive
phenomena and interpretation of empirical results, as well as the daily practice and general
philosophy of science. Four very different perspectives on this question will be provided by
the speakers in this symposium: Ecological Realism, Measurement Contextuality,
Explanatory Pluralism and Structural Realism. The participants address differences and
similarities between these perspectives and examine whether unification or consensus
perspectives can be achieved.
Fred Hasselman, Rick Dale, John Holden, Tony Chemero
Placeholder structure and numerical computation
Thursday 3:10-4:30 Imperial Ballroom
This symposium explores the role of placeholder structuresósystems of words, non-linguistic
symbols, or proceduresó in the construction and manipulation of numerical concepts.The
symposium will include four distinct talks, each touching on different systems of numerical
representations. Each talk will discuss how placeholder structures guide and constrain
learning, whether by facilitating the association of symbols with quantities, guiding inductive
inferences, or facilitating operations that are unique to a particular structure.
David Barner, Neon Brooks, Michael C. Frank, Elizabet Spaepen
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Workshops and Tutorials
All workshops and tutorials take place on Wednesday, July 20.

Full Day Workshops

Bridging the gap between computational, empirical and
theoretical approaches to reference
Kees van Deemter, Albert Gatt, Roger van Gompel, & Emiel Krahmer
9:00 a.m. – 17:00 p.m. Georgian Room

New Developments in the Cognitive Science of Religion. Hosted by
the International Association for the Cognitive Science of Religion
(IACSR)
Robert N. McCauley, Armin W. Geertz, & Joseph Bulbulia
9:00 a.m. – 17:00 p.m. Terrace Room

Workshop on Computational Models of Spatial Language
Interpretation -- CoSLI-2 in conjunction with CogSci 2011
Joana Hois, Robert J. Ross, John Kelleher, & John A. Bateman
9:00 a.m. – 17:00p.m. Berkeley/Clarendon Room
Half-Day Workshops a.m.

The Psychology of Negotiation: When, Why and How
Hannah Riley Bowles, Laurie Beth Feldman, Janet van Hell, Judith Kroll, &
Suparna Rajaram
9:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. Franklin Room

Optimality Theory as a General Cognitive Architecture
Tamas Biro & Judit Gervain
9:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. White Hall Room

Perspective and Embodiment
Holly Taylor & Elena Andonova
9:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. Statler Room
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Half-Day Workshop on Social Computing and Collective
Intelligence
Yasuaki Sakamoto & Wai-Tat Fu
9:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. Whittier Room
Half-Day Workshops p.m.

The Psychology of Negotiation: When, Why and How
Hannah Riley Bowles, Laurie Beth Feldman, Janet van Hell, Judith Kroll, &
Suparna Rajaram
13:30 p.m. – 17:00 p.m. Franklin Room
Full Day Tutorials

Doing Bayesian Data Analysis with R and BUGS
John Kruschke
9:00 a.m. – 17:00 p.m. Imperial Ballroom

Nengo and the Neural Engineering Framework: Connecting
Cognitive Theory to Neuroscience
Chris Eliasmith & Terrence Stewart
9:00a.m. – 17:00p.m. Arlington Room
Half-day Tutorials a.m.

Tutorial on the Icarus Cognitive Architecture
Pat Langley & Dongkyu Choi
9:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. Beacon Hill Room

Tutorial on Model Comparison Methods
Jay Myung & Mark Pitt
9:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. Plaza Ballroom
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Half-day Tutorials p.m.

ACT-R Tutorial
Niels Taatgen & Jelmer Borst
13:30 p.m. – 17:00 p.m. Statler Room

Doing Cognitive Science by Hand: A Tutorial on Computer
Mouse-Tracking
Jonathan Freeman, Rick Dale, & Michael Spivey
13:30 p.m. – 17:00 p.m. Whittier Room

How to use Mechanical Turk for Cognitive Science Research
Winter Mason & Siddharth Suri
13:30 p.m. – 17:00 p.m. Plaza Ballroom

Preparing and Presenting Complex Images for Perceptual
Cognitive Studies.
Javid Sadr
13:30 p.m. – 17:00 p.m. White Hill Room

Tutorial on using the Psychology Experiment Building Language
(PEBL) in the laboratory, the field, and the classroom
Shane Mueller
13:30 p.m.-17:00 p.m. Beacon Hill Room
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Publication-based Talks
Inferring Conceptual Structure from Cross-Language Data
Friday 1:40 p.m. Stanbro Room
Semantic categories vary across languages, but this variation is constrained: many logically
possible semantic categories are not attested, and similar categories often appear in unrelated
languages. This pattern suggests a universal conceptual basis to the variation, such that
different languages provide different snapshots of the same conceptual terrain. A semantic
map is a means of capturing this idea. Formally, a semantic map is a graph in which vertices
represent different semantic uses or functions, and edges connect closely related uses. It is
assumed that the graph structure is universal, and that language-specific categories always
pick out connected subgraphs of the universal graph. A semantic map thus compactly
represents what patterns of variation one may and may not expect to find in a given semantic
domain, in terms of presumptively universal conceptual structure (e.g. Haspelmath, 2003;
Croft, 2003; Cysouw et al., 2010).
Terry Regier, Naveen Khetarpal, Asifa Majid
Spatial Demonstratives, Perceptual Space, and Linguistic Diversity
Friday 10:10 a.m. Plaza
Communication involves a combination of speech and gestures, which afford joint attention
between speaker and interlocutor (Tomasello, 1999, 2003; Kita, 2003). Characterizing the
mapping between language and the vision and action systems is therefore essential in order to
understand both normal and disordered communication. In a series of five experiments we
target this mapping with respect to one the most central components of natural language
semantics - spatial demonstratives.
Kenny Coventry, Colin Hamilton, Debra Griffiths
Core phonology: Evidence from grammatical universals
Friday 1:40 p.m. Stanbro Room
The human capacity for language is one of the most contentious topics in cognitive science.
While some researchers attribute language to domain-general mechanisms, others postulate a
specialized language system. When it comes to the phonological component, however, even
proponents of domain-specificity concede that specialization is unlikely (Fitch et al., 2005).
Phonological competence, in this view, is the product of experience, auditory perception, and
motor control. And indeed, phonological systems are intimately grounded in phonetics. While
the domain-general perspective can account for this fact, it offers no explanation for several
key features of language. It fails to explain why all languages—signed and spoken—have a
phonological system, why phonological systems emerge spontaneously, in the absence of a
model (Sandler et al., in press), and why the cultural invention of reading and writing
invariably recapitulates phonological principles. Such observationsare readily explained by
viewing phonology as a core knowledge system (Berent, in press).
Iris Berent
Searching Our Cognitive Social Networks: How We Remember Who We Know
Friday 10:10 a.m. Stanbro Room
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Recalling people we know is a key cognitive function, influencing studies of contagious
disease, how we see our relative position in the world, and who we invite to our weddings.
Whereas social memory has often been studied independently from other memory research,
we focus here on possible parallels with search in other domains—in particular the thesis that
search of social memory is governed by similar rules and processes as those that guide search
in semantic memory and may involve executive processes. Such a connection would involve
two claims: First, search in social memory dynamically transitions between local and global
search strategies (similar to search of associative memory; Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1981).
Second, as proposed for a domain general executive search process, dynamic transitions from
local to global search criteria should recruit the general control of attention.
Thomas Hills, Thorsten Pachur
Bodily Relativity: The body-specificity of language and thought
Friday 10:10 a.m. Plaza
Do people with different kinds of bodies think differently? According to the body-specificity
hypothesis (Casasanto 2009), they should. In this paper, I review evidence that right- and lefthanders, who perform actions in systematically different ways, use correspondingly different
areas of the brain for imagining actions and representing the meanings of action verbs.
Beyond the concrete domain of action, the way people use their hands influences the way they
represent abstract ideas with positive and negative emotional valence like “goodness”,
“honesty”, and “intelligence”, and how they communicate about them in spontaneous speech
and gesture. Changing how people use their right and left hands can cause them to think
differently, suggesting that handedness is not merely correlated with cognitive differences.
Body-specific patterns of motor experience shape the way people think, communicate, and
make decisions.
Daniel Casasanto
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Processes
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A Bayesian model of navigation in squirrels
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in young children
Associative and Categorical Priming in Recognition of
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Concept Learning and Modal Reasoning
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Language Mediated Visual Search: The Role of Display Preview
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Thinking for Seeing: Enculturation of Visual-Referential
Expertise as Demonstrated by Photo-Triggered Perceptual
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processing
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enough to capture the bowed shape of the data. The model
in the middle graph is a bit more complex and does a good
job of fitting only the regularity in the data. Because of this,
the goodness of fit and generalizability measures are higher
and also similar. Where the two functions diverge is when
the model is more complex than is necessary to capture the
main trend. The model in the right-most graph captures the
experiment-specific noise, fitting every data point perfectly.
Goodness of fit rewards this behavior by yielding an even
higher fit score, whereas generalizability does just the
opposite, penalizing the model for its excess complexity.

Background
The question of how one should choose among competing
explanations of data is at the heart of the scientific
enterprise. Computational models of cognition are
increasingly being advanced as descriptions and
explanations of behavior in the cognitive sciences. The
success of this line inquiry depends on the availability of
robust quantitative methods to guide the evaluation and
selection of these models.
The basic tenet in model comparison may be summarized
in terms of the following three quantitative criteria of model
evaluation:

Goodness of fit

Overfitting

Goodness of fit: A good fit (or simulation of
observed data) is a necessary, but not a sufficient,
condition for judging the adequacy of a model;

Generalizability

Complexity: When comparing models, one should
avoid choosing an unnecessarily complex model
that overfits, and instead, should try to identify a
model that is sufficiently complex, but not too
complex, to capture the regularity in the data;

Model Complexity

Generalizability: Model comparison should be
based not upon how well a model fits a particular
pattern of observed data, but upon generalizability,
which refers to how well a model fits not only the
observed data at hand but also new, as yet unseen,
data samples from the same underlying process that
generated the observed data.

Figure 1. The relationship among goodness of fit,
complexity, and generalizability. Reprint from Pitt and
Myung (2002).
The foremost goal of model comparison is achieving good
generalizability by trading off between two opposing forces,
goodness of fit and complexity. Scientists in statistics and
computing sciences have proposed a number of model
comparison methods that formally implement this trade-off
principle.
The purpose of this tutorial is to introduce these methods
of model comparison to cognitive scientists who are
engaged in computational modeling of cognitive behavior.
Our goal in the tutorial is to provide a good conceptual
overview of the methods with illustrative examples using
selected models in cognitive science. By the end of the
tutorial, the attendee should have a grasp of the basic issues

The relationship among the three criteria is illustrated in
Figure 1. In the figure, goodness of fit and generalizability
are represented as curves whose performance can be
compared as a function of complexity. The three smaller
graphs in the lower panel contain the same data set (dots)
and the fits to these data by increasingly more complex
models (lines). The left-most model in the figure underfits
the data. The data are curvilinear whereas the model is
linear. In this case, goodness of fit and generalizability
produce similar outcomes because the model is not complex
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in model comparison and an awareness of the tools available
to address them.

Target Audience
Acknowledgment

Graduate students in cognitive sciences who have completed
graduate-level statistics series.

This tutorial is supported by U.S. National Institute of
Health grant R01-MH57472 to both authors.

Outline of the Tutorial
The topics to be covered in this half-day tutorial lecture
include

Lecturers
Jay Myung is a Professor of Psychology at the Ohio State
University. He received his PhD in 1990 in psychology at
Purdue University and spent a year as a postdoc at the
University of Virginia before moving to Ohio State as an
Assistant Professor. His researcher interests in the fields of
cognitive and mathematical psychology include model
comparison, design optimization, Bayesian inference, and
neural networks. He is currently serving as Editor of
Journal of Mathematical Psychology.
Homepage:
http://faculty.psy.ohio-state.edu/myung /personal/.

1. Model evaluation criteria (goodness of fit, complexity,
and generalizability) and their relationship; problem of overfitting; principle of Occam’s razor; null hypothesis
significance testing (NHST).
2. Model selection methods and their properties: Akaike
Information Criterion, Bayesian Information Criterion,
cross-validation, accumulative prediction error, Bayes
factor, minimum description length, NHST-based likelihood
ratio test.

Mark Pitt is a Professor of Psychology at the Ohio State
University. . He received his PhD in 1989 in psychology at
Yale University, twiddled his thumbs for a while, and then
joined the faculty at OSU. His research interests are in
model evaluation, design optimization, and in the field of
language, spoken word recognition. He is currently an
Associate Editor of Cognitive Science. Homepage:
http://lpl.psy.ohio-state.edu/.

3. Other tools for model evaluation: Global model analysis
by landscaping and parameter space partitioning.
4. Model comparison at work: Illustrative example
applications of model evaluation and comparison for
quantitative models of memory retention and connectionist
models of word reading.
.

Suggested Readings
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issue on model selection. Journal of Mathematical
Psychology, 44, 1-231.
Myung, I. J., & Pitt, M. A. (1997). Applying Occam’s razor
in modeling cognition: A Bayesian approach.
Psychonomic Bulletin & Review, 4, 79-95.
Pitt, M. A., Kim, W., Navarro, D. J., & Myung, J. I. (2006).
Global model analysis by parameter space partitioning.
Psychological Review, 113, 57-83.
Pitt, M. A., & Myung, I. J. (2002). When a good fit can be
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Outline
The PRE-CogSci 2011 workshop is a follow up to the
first workshop on the Production of Referring Expressions: Bridging the gap between computational and empirical approaches to reference (PRE-CogSci 2009), organised on 29 July 2009 as part of the Annual Meeting of
the Cognitive Science Society (CogSci 2009) in Amsterdam, The Netherlands.1 This event was very successful,
with 23 oral and poster presentations and an audience
of approximately 65 participants. Following this workshop, the Topics in Cognitive Science (TopiCS) journal
accepted the production of referring expressions as a new
topic; a subsequent open call attracted 28 submissions.
Accepted papers are expected to appear in 2011. Given
the strong interest that the production of referring expressions has attracted on both occasions, another PRECogSci workshop seems timely, and will be organized as
part of the 2011 Annual Meeting in Boston, MA. This
workshop is similar to the first in its topic and overall
structure (mixing externally reviewed oral and poster
presentations with three invited presentations – see below), but this time we also emphasise the role of theoretical linguistic work, explore new directions (e.g., referring
expressions in dialogue), and organise a panel discussion
on the way in which different research communities can
benefit from each others’ expertise on the production of
language.

Workshop overview
Interest and significance The production of referring expressions has been intensively studied by computational linguists and experimental psycholinguists. This
research spans both the production of definite descriptions and anaphora, with recent work showing a renewed
interest in phenomena related to discourse context and
dialogue. These issues have also been tackled in the the1
See http://pre2009.uvt.nl/ for the first workshop website and proceedings.

oretical linguistic community, especially through frameworks that seek a formal account of referential phenomena. While progress has been significant in all three research traditions, the interaction between them has been
somewhat limited. Yet, as the first PRE-CogSci workshop in 2009 demonstrated, there is both scope for and
interest in more collaboration between these areas. The
primary goal of the PRE-CogSci 2011 workshop is to foster such collaboration by bringing researchers from these
three areas together.
Importance Increased collaboration is bound to be
mutually beneficial and have substantial impact. Computational work on reference production would benefit
from a greater awareness of psycholinguistic findings,
with a view to grounding computational models in empirical evidence. At the same time, computational work
contributes by bringing about an increased focus on precise and explicit algorithmic interpretations of psycholinguistic models. An excellent example of an area which
seems ripe for mutually beneficial collaboration is reference in discourse and dialogue. This has evinced a
resurgence of interest in recent years, but much remains
to be discovered, while existing models still need to be
made sufficiently precise. Moreover, both computational
linguistics and psycholinguistics stand to gain from a
greater awareness of theoretical work, which frequently
addresses a broader range of phenomena than either
of the former disciplines (for example, by addressing a
broad range of anaphoric expressions, or through formal
accounts of the semantics of plural references and vague
descriptions). Finally, given the centrality of reference
in linguistic communication, cross-disciplinary work in
this area will be of relevance to a broader community of
researchers interested in language production in general.
Relevance to CogSci 2011 In addition to tackling
an important topic in language processing, we believe
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that this workshop is directly relevant to the CogSci conference theme Expanding the space of cognitive science,
bringing together experts from three areas (computation,
experimental psychology and theoretical linguistics) that
have historically contributed to the development of the
discipline as a whole. Both the focused nature of the
workshop and our proposed panel on future collaboration between the disciplines have the potential to result
in concrete ideas for further multi-disciplinary work.

Format, audience, speakers and impact
Proposed format and funding PRE-CogSci 2011
is a full-day workshop, with three short (30 minutes)
keynote lectures. In addition, we plan to have 10 20minute oral presentations and a poster session. All accepted oral and poster presentations are externally reviewed by members of the programme committee, where
each submission is reviewed by representatives from at
least two out of the three disciplines targeted in this
proposal (computational, theoretical and/or experimental). The workshop is closed with a panel discussion
specifically addressing avenues for future collaboration.
Partial funding for the workshop (specifically, the travel
expenses of the three keynote speakers – see below) will
be covered by NWO, The Netherlands Organization for
Scientific Research, via the NWO-VICI project Bridging
the gap between psycholinguistics and computational linguistics: The case of Referring Expressions (Krahmer,
2009 – 2013; see http://bridging.uvt.nl/).
Likely audience and attendees The workshop will
be of interest to psycholinguists with an interest in computational modeling; computational linguists with an interest in human language production; and theoretical
linguists whose work borders on other areas of cognitive
science, particularly those with an interest in discourse
structure and/or formal models of human language that
are grounded in cognitive principles.
We are proud that three important contributors to
research on reference have accepted our invitation to give
a keynote lecture at the workshop:

• Susan Brennan, Stony Brook University, USA
• Sarah Brown-Schmidt, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, USA
• Robert Dale, Macquarie University, Australia
• Victor Ferreira, University of California, USA
• Claire Gardent, CNRS, France
• Simon Garrod, University of Glasgow, UK
• Jeanette Gundel, University of Minnesota, USA
• Martijn Goudbeek, Tilburg University, The Netherlands
• Markus Guhe, University of Edinburgh, UK
• Ellen Gurman Bard, University of Edinburgh, UK
• Daphna Heller, University of Toronto, Canada
• Helmut Horacek, University of the Saarlandes, Germany
• John Kelleher, Dublin Institute of Technology, Ireland
• Alfons Maes, Tilburg University, The Netherlands
• Danielle Matthews, University of Sheffield, UK
• Linda Moxey, University of Glasgow, UK
• Martin Pickering, University of Edinburgh, UK
• Paul Piwek, Open University, UK
• Ehud Reiter, University of Aberdeen, UK
• David Reitter, Carnegie Mellon University, USA
• Jan-Peter de Ruiter, University of Bielefeld, Germany
• Advaith Siddharthan, University of Aberdeen, UK
• Amanda Stent, AT&T Labs, USA
• Matthew Stone, Rutgers University, USA
• Takenobu Tokunaga, Tokyo Institute of Technology,
Japan
• Duane Watson, University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, USA
Publicity and impact A dedicated website for the
workshop has been created: http://pre2011.uvt.nl/.
While the previous edition resulted in a publication in
Topics in Cognitive Science, related to this edition we
edit a special issue of Language and Cognitive Processes,
specifically dedicated to psychologically plausible models
of reference production.

• Jeannette Gundel (University of Minnesota - theoretical linguistics),
• Amanda Stent (AT&T Labs - computational linguistics and dialogue) and
• Dale Barr (University of Glasgow - psycholinguistics)
In addition, the following individuals, who collectively
represent all three of the disciplines of interest, have
agreed to form part of the programme committee:
• Jennifer Arnold, University of North Carolina, USA
• Adrian Bangerter, Université de Neuchâtel, Switzerland
• Dale Barr, University of Glasgow, UK
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ACT-R Tutorial (half day)
Niels A. Taatgen (n.a.taatgen@rug.nl)
Jelmer P. Borst (j.p.borst@rug.nl)
Artificial Intelligence, University of Groningen
Nijenborgh 9, 9747 AG Groningen, Netherlands
Keywords: Cognitive Architectures; Cognitive Modeling.

Instance learning

ACT-R (Anderson, Bothell, Byrne, Douglass, Lebiere &
Qin, 2004) is a cognitive theory and simulation system for
developing cognitive models. It assumes cognition emerges
through the interaction of a procedural memory of
productions with a declarative memory of chunks and
independent modules for external perception and actions.
Since its release in 1993, ACT-R has supported the
development of over 100 cognitive models, published in the
literature by many different researchers. These models
cover topics as diverse as driving behavior, implicit
memory, learning backgammon, metaphor processing, and
emotion. This tutorial will discuss the latest version of
ACT-R, ACT-R 6.0, which is more interruptible, achieves
greater across-task parameter consistency, has better
mechanisms of production learning, and is more in
correspondence with our knowledge of brain functioning
than previous versions (Figure 1). The tutorial has no
prerequisite knowledge, and is intended to on the one hand
give an overview of the theory, and on the other hand offer
some direct demonstration of ACT-R models. Although half
a day is not sufficient to cover all material, it can wet the
appetite for and serve as a kick-start to the full ACT-R
tutorial that is available online at http://act-r.psy.cmu.edu/.
This website also provides the necessary software, and an
overview of researchers using ACT-R. It also has a list of
ACT-R publications (many of them downloadable).
The tutorial will consist of three parts of approximately one
hour each. In the first hour, we will give an overview of the
theory and software, and demonstrate a simple example
model. In the second hour, participants will be able to get
some hands-on experience with the system in that they can
experiment with some example models. For this purpose,
we recommend they download a java version of ACT-R
before the start of the tutorial from:

Learning by storing and retrieving old experiences from
memory, similar to Logan’s instance theory.

Perceptual/Motor constrained processing
Models in which the main factor in explaining human
performance lies in the limitations of their perceptual and
motor systems.

Rule learning
Models in which new production rules are learned on the
basis of combination of old rules and substitution of
declarative knowledge.

Figure 1: Overview of the ACT-R architecture
Although these individual research paradigms have
produced interesting models by themselves, the full
potential of the architecture can only be seen when they
work together in models of complex cognition, which is the
focus of a large proportion of current ACT-R research.
In addition to the modeling paradigms we will discuss
imaging research that shows how components of the ACT-R
architecture can be mapped onto brain regions.

http://cog.cs.drexel.edu/act-r/
In the third hour we will show models of more complex
phenomena to showcase the depth and breadth of the theory.
During the tutorial, following Taatgen, Lebiere and
Anderson (2006) three popular research paradigms within
ACT-R will be used as a vehicle both to explain the
architecture and to explain how ACT-R accounts for these
phenomena. The three paradigms are the following:
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addition, Taatgen has organized the ACT-R summer school
at CMU in the past, and presently co-hosts the yearly
European ACT-R spring school and workshop. In this year
we have added some hands-on experience in addition to just
presenting material in order to lower the threshold for
participants to start working with ACT-R on their own.

References
Anderson, J. R., Bothell, D., Byrne, M.D., Douglass, S.,
Lebiere, C., Qin, Y. (2004) An integrated theory of Mind.
Psychological Review, 111, 1036-1060. Available online:
http://act-r.psy.cmu.edu/papers/403/IntegratedTheory.pdf
Taatgen, N.A., Lebiere, C. & Anderson, J.R. (2006).
Modeling paradigms in ACT-R. In R. Sun (ed.),
Cognition and Multi-Agent Interaction: From Cognitive
Modeling to Social Simulation (pp. 29-52). Cambridge
University Press. Available online:
http://www.ai.rug.nl/~niels/publications/taatgenLebiereA
nderson.pdf

Requirements
We will provide participants with copies of the slides.
Participants are encouraged to bring along a laptop and
download the software before the start of the tutorial
(http://cog.cs.drexel.edu/act-r/). We will bring along the
software ourselves on USB-keys, and people can team up
and share computers when necessary.

Tutorial History
Taatgen has given this tutorial during CogSci 2004, and
Taatgen and van Rijn during CogSci 2005-2008. In
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New developments in the cognitive science of religion.
Hosted by the International Association for the Cognitive Science of Religion
(IACSR)
Robert N. McCauley, President of the IACSR
Director of Center for Mind, Brain and Culture, Emory University

Armin W. Geertz, President Elect of the IACSR
Director of the Religion, Cognition and Culture (RCC) Research Unit

Joseph Bulbulia, Secretary General of the IACSR
School of Art History, Classics and Religious Studies, Victoria University of Wellington
Keywords: religion; cognition; cognitive science of religion;
neurobiology of religion; experimental science of religion

Submitted Papers
Steven Hrotic (University of Northern Texas). Cumulative
Cultural Evolution of Birdsong in Humans: A genetic
perspective on humanity would understandably study the
animals to whom we are most closely related for parallels to
our own behavior. However, an ecological view would
suggest that instead we observe animals with similar
challenges and similar cognitive tools. For example,
Bengalese finches have been shown to prefer birdsong that
is relatively familiar as an honest signal of relatedness; and
also relatively complex birdsong, as an honest signal of
fitness. This process - a pleasure-response to limited novelty
and intelligible complexity - may describe the social use of
music in humans as a marker of identity. Unlike finches,
humans also have the capacity to cumulatively evolve
culture. Given these two 'soft constraints' (a preference for
novelty and for complexity) this presentation examines the
cumulative cultural evolution of music in humans as a
sequential ratcheting of complexity within a single domain
until a 'hard constraint' is reached.

Workshop Abstract
The International Association for the Cognitive Science of
Religion (IACSR) seeks to advance the naturalistic study of
religion. The IACSR recognizes that the cognitive sciences
encompass a wide array of disciplines and methods, including, among others, experimental research in psychology and
neuroscience, computational modeling, ethnographic, historical, archaeological, and comparative studies of religious
cognition, and the survey techniques of the social sciences.
The main goal of the workshop is to introduce CSS
members to topics that are cutting edge in the cognitive
science of religion. Religion is obviously of global
significance, and its study requires explanations from a
variety of perspectives that involve broader issues relevant
to cognitive science.

Talks, Papers and Posters
Invited Keynote

Natalie A. Emmons, Neil Young & Jesse M. Bering
(Queen’s University Belfast). Adult’s Reasoning about
Early Life and ‘Pre-Life’: In this presentation, we will
introduce findings from a recent study on adults' reasoning
about early life and 'pre-life.' This study follows from
previous investigations on children's early life and 'pre-life'
notions as well as research on children and adults' after-life
reasoning. This study extends findings demonstrating that
children from two cultural groups in Ecuador differentiate
between the types of biological and psychological capacities
they believe they had when they were infants and fetuses
(i.e., early life) in addition to before they were conceived
(i.e., 'pre-life'). The present study sought to determine if
adults from the UK reason like older Ecuadorian children.
When examined with findings from the Ecuadorian child
study, it appears that a developmentally stable strategy for
reasoning about pre-life does exist. The findings from this
study will be used to help explain why after-life beliefs are
pan-cultural whereas pre-life beliefs are only found in
certain cultures.
Paul Reddish, Ronald Fischer & Joseph Bulbulia
(Victoria University of Wellington) Assessing the
Cooperative Effects of Ritual Interactions: Synchrony or

Richard Sosis (Department of Anthropology, University of
Connecticut). Evolutionary Signaling Theory and the
Cognitive Science of Religion: Cognitive and evolutionary
scholars of religion have employed signaling theory to
examine variation in costly religious behaviors and beliefs
across societies, and the selective pressures that have shaped
these cultural traits. Signaling theory posits that religious
costs serve as signals of an individual's commitment to a
religious group, and that increased levels of commitment
facilitate intra-group cooperation and trust. Evolutionary
signaling theory, however, maintains an ambiguous position
in the cognitive science of religion. Here I use recent
ethnographic and experimental studies that test hypotheses
derived from evolutionary signaling theory to explore this
debate. These studies demonstrate how evolutionary
scholars of religion can benefit from understanding
cognitive mechanisms, and how CSR scholars can
strengthen their emerging subfield by making use of the rich
theoretical insights of evolutionary science.
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Choreography?: Religion is not merely professed but also
enacted - in dancing, marching, singing, and chanting.
Social scientists have long proposed that SRIs (Synchronous
Rhythmic Interactions) of the kind found in religious rituals
serve subtle social-solidarity functions. Until recently,
however, causal evidence for cooperative augmentation
from SRIs has been scarce. In the past few years
experimental studies have offered preliminary support for
the SRI hypothesis, but despite these impressive results, the
cognitive mechanisms underlying these effects remains
unclear. Our study extends previous research by isolating
the effects of synchrony on cooperation along three
dimensions: 1) body movements, 2) vocalizations, and 3)
goal structures. A variety of behavioural and self-report
measures were employed to assess cooperative outcomes.
Our results found intriguingly mixed support for the SRI
hypothesis and suggest a more nuanced approach to ritual is
needed.

characterized by a qualitative contrast between body and
mind. However, this dualism is clearly not of the Cartesian
variety. This talk will discuss how, along with other
historical evidence and some recent work in the cognitive
science of culture, these results suggest that the claim that
human beings are "natural Cartesians" (Paul Bloom) needs
to be slightly modified: folk dualism would appear to be
"sloppy" or "weak" rather than consistently Cartesian.

Submitted Posters
Konika Banerjee, Omar S. Haque & Elizabeth S. Spelke
(Harvard University). Melting Lizards and Crying
Mailboxes: Children’s Preferential Recall of Minimally
Counterintuitive Concepts: The study examines whether
children, like adults, also demonstrate superior recall of
minimally counterintuitive concepts.
Tamás Biró (University of Amsterdam). Religious Mental
Structures: Counterintuitiveness Represented in Optimality
Theory: Making use of optimality theory, this study lays
down a formal model of the cognitively optimal representation of counterintuitiveness.
Bethany Heywood (Queen’s University Belfast). Tracing
the Origins of Religion in Human Prehistory: This study
attempts to trace religious belief by tracing the development
of artifacts and subsequent cognition in early humans.
Else-Marie E. Jegindoe et al. (Aarhus University). Prayer
Induced Analgesia: A Controlled Effect Study: This clinical
effect study (Task Force Monitor & Biopack system) finds
that personal prayer reduces pain for religious but not for
non-religious participants.
Jeppe Sinding Jensen (Aarhus University). Normative
Cognition: A Uniquely Human Cognitive Capacity: This
study explores how symbolic systems provide governance
in cognizing and in predicting behavior in self and others.
Mette Løvschal (Aarhus University). Why the Long-Term
Perspective? An Archaeological Approach to Human
Conceptualization: This study explores the impact of time
and materialities on human cognition analyzing a spatial
phenomenon over a 1000 year period.
Panagiotis Mitkidis & Jesper Soerensen (Aarhus
University). For God We Trust and Cooperate. Or Do We?
A Game Theoretical Approach to Functional and NonFunctional Behavior: This study examines the relation that
ritualistic and ordinary behaviors have to trust and
cooperation enhancement.
Winston R. Sieck (Wesleyan University). Metacognition
and Religion: The Case of Islam: This study examines how
metacognitive beliefs instill certitude in religious adherents.
Konrad Talmont-Kaminski (Marie Curie-Sklodowska
University). Epistemic Vigilance, Reasoning, and Religion:
This study examines how epistemic trust and epistemic
vigilance are counterbalanced in by the protection of
religious beliefs.
Dimitris Xygalatas (Aarhus University). Religion and
Cognition in the Field: This poster demonstrates three
studies that show the importance of bringing experimental
methodologies to ethnographic fieldwork.

Kristoffer L. Nielbo & Jesper Soerensen (Aarhus University). Investigating Ritual & Ritualized Behavior:
Spontaneous and Hierarchical Processing of Nonfunctional Events: Rituals are often highly stipulated
actions, the concrete behavioral sequence being specified by
tradition. Further, rituals seem to involve actions made
distinct by means of such features as formality, repetition,
redundancy, stereotypy, invariance, causal opaqueness, goal
demotion and intentional underspecification. In our studies
we have chosen to focus on the derivedness from
instrumental behavior, intentional underspecification and
goal-demotion. In contrast to instrumental or functional
behavior (i.e. actions that cohere causally and have a
necessary integration of subparts), we propose to view ritual
and ritualized action as sub-categories of non-functional
behavior (i.e. actions lacking causal coherence and a
necessary integration between subparts). We propose that
this has non-trivial effects on cognitive processing of
actions. To investigate this claim we have employed a dual
approach, combining behavioral experiments and computer
simulations.
Edward Slingerland (University of British Columbia).
Weak Folk Dualism in Early China: A Large-Scale Corpus
Analysis: Early China has traditionally served in Western
comparative studies as "the Other" par excellence. One
frequently cited feature of Chinese thought-or "Eastern"
thought more generally is its supposedly "holistic"
conception of the self, in contrast to the dualist West. If the
strong versions of such claims are true, Chinese holism
would represent a significant challenge to arguments
concerning the innateness and universality of folk dualism,
as well as hypotheses concerning possible connection
between folk dualism, religious belief, and prosociality.
This talk will present the results of a keyword-focused
coding project focused on the word xin ("heart-mind") in the
pre-Qin Dynasty (pre-221 B.C.E.). Our results strongly
support the claim that early Chinese thought was
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Nengo and the Neural Engineering Framework:
Connecting Cognitive Theory to Neuroscience
Chris Eliasmith (celiasmith@uwaterloo.ca)
Terrence C. Stewart (tcstewar@uwaterloo.ca)
Center for Theoretical Neuroscience, University of Waterloo
200 University Ave West, Waterloo, ON, N2L 3G1, Canada
Keywords: cognitive modeling; neural engineering;
representation; decision making; working memory

with these tutorials (Windows, OS X, and Linux are all
supported, and software is provided).
In particular, the tutorial covers using the NEF to
represent scalars and vectors, perform linear and nonlinear
transformations on these values, and store information over
time. These are the basic mechanisms required for a wide
range of algorithms, and form the basis for our models of
sensorimotor systems, working memory, and cognitive
control. This provides participants with basic building
blocks for constructing novel neural implementations of a
wide variety of cognitive models.
To supplement this, we more closely examine how the
theory of Vector Symbolic Architectures can be
implemented using the NEF. This involves using highdimensional fixed-length vectors to represent symbols and
symbol trees.
The nonlinear operation of circular
convolution is used to manipulate these symbol trees. This
can be seen as a non-classical symbol system, capable of
performing the operations required for symbolic cognition.
The result is a scalable and efficient neural cognitive
architecture, constructed from the basic approaches
described in the first half of the tutorial.
Finally, a variety of other uses of the NEF are provided.
This includes learning rules for modifying synaptic
connection weights (with examples for implementing an
associative memory and reinforcement learning), a model of
the Wason card task (symbol manipulation and
generalization), and a model of the basal ganglia-thalamuscortex loop which implements a basic production system.
Together, these hands-on examples will introduce
participants to many of the major components needed to
address a wide variety of cognitive behaviour.
A previous version of this tutorial was presented at ICCM
2009 and CogSci 2010. Slides and step-by-step instructions
are available at <http://ctn.uwaterloo.ca/~cnrglab/>. As a
result of feedback from these tutorials, we have continued to
improve Nengo's user interface, making common actions
easier and developing new displays for observing and the
ongoing neural activity and adjusting its inputs as the
simulation runs (see Figure 1).

Tutorial Objectives
As we learn more about the neural activity underlying
cognitive function, there is an increasing demand to
explicitly and quantitatively connect cognitive theories to
neurological details. Bridging these levels provides benefits
in both directions; aspects of the cognitive theory can
predict and be constrained by neurological details, and the
neurological details can identify important modifications to
the overall cognitive theory.
This tutorial introduces the Neural Engineering
Framework (NEF; Eliasmith and Anderson, 2003) and the
associated open-source toolkit Nengo (<http://nengo.ca>),
which offer a general method for implementing high-level
cognitive theories using biologically realistic spiking
neurons. The NEF allows researchers to 1) provide a highlevel description of a cognitive theory (in terms of
information being represented and transformed) and 2)
identify
relevant
neural
constraints
(anatomical,
neurophysiological, and so on). It then produces a detailed
model of neural activity, including predicted spike patterns,
firing rates, connectivity, and overall behaviour.
These methods have been made more accessible by the
construction of a software package (Nengo), which provides
a graphical interface suitable for network construction. This
tutorial introduces the NEF theory explaining how highlevel function can be systematically related to single cell
activity, and provides extensive hands-on experience
building these neural models using Nengo. Our central
objective is to allow participants to leave the tutorial with a
method for constructing cognitive models with spiking
neurons, and experience using that method in an intuitive
software environment.

Tutorial Structure
The tutorial is structured so as to combine the theoretical
bases of the Neural Engineering Framework with hands-on
examples of practically applying these concepts. To do this,
we make use of Nengo <nengo.ca>, an open-source Javabased neural simulator that supports the NEF. For example,
the presentation of the theory for how a scalar value can be
represented by the spiking pattern in a group of neurons is
paired with a tutorial on using Nengo to generate such a
neural group and simulate its behavior over time.
Participants are encouraged to bring a laptop to follow along

Tutorial Justification
The Neural Engineering Framework provides a method to
bridge the gap between cognitive and neural theories. Its
earlier applications have been to sensory and motor systems,
including the barn owl auditory system, rodent navigation,
escape and swimming control in zebrafish, and the
translational vestibular ocular reflex in monkeys. However,
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these same principles are now being applied to higher-level
cognitive models. This includes models of serial-order
recall (Choo & Eliasmith, 2010), action selection in the
basal ganglia (Stewart, Choo, & Eliasmith, 2010), visual
working memory (Singh & Eliasmith, 2006), deep belief
networks for visual recognition (Tang & Eliasmith, 2010),
the Wason card task (Eliasmith, 2005), a general-purpose
cognitive architecture (Stewart & Eliasmith, 2010), and a
model of inductive rule generation that received the
computational modelling prize in higher-level cognition at
CogSci 2010 (Rasmussen & Eliasmith, 2010).
While we find that the Neural Engineering Framework
produces extensive new insights into the neural grounding
of cognitive function, we have also found that the
underlying mathematics and a lack of familiarity with
biologically realistic neural modeling have been a
significant barrier to entry for new researchers. As a result,
we feel that a full-day tutorial is most appropriate for
introducing the necessary concepts from control theory,
signal theory, and theoretical neuroscience. Feedback from
our tutorial last year was extremely positive, with at least
two participants going on to teach Nengo to their students at
their own universities.
The NEF provides an exciting new tool for cognitive
science, as it provides a technique for producing direct
neural predictions from cognitive theory. Furthermore, it
leads to important theoretical results as to the relationships
between neural properties and the high-level algorithms they
are capable of implementing (e.g. the relationship between
neurotransmitter re-uptake rate and the time constant of
neural transformations).
These consequences are also very general, as the NEF
provides techniques that can be applied to a wide variety of
cognitive theories. It provides a structure for organizing a
high-level description such that it can be implemented by
realistic spiking neurons, providing meaningful data in
terms of the expected spike patterns, time course, and
accuracy. We have made use of it in a variety of contexts,
and have developed tools that support the creation and
analysis of these models. Tutorial participants will gain
hands-on experience with a tool that can help generate new
models as well as be applied to existing models. In both
cases, these tools will help participants incorporate evermore-abundant neural data into their research.

Audience
Participants are not expected to have any previous
experience with neural modeling. All participants are
encouraged to bring a laptop for installing Nengo (Linux,
OS X, and Windows versions are provided), allowing for
hands-on interactions with the models discussed.

Presenters
Chris Eliasmith holds a Canada Research Chair in
Theoretical Neuroscience, and is director of the Centre for
Theoretical Neuroscience at the University of Waterloo. He
has over 50 publications spanning neuroscience,
psychology, philosophy, computer science, and engineering,
on topics including working memory, mental representation,
population coding, neural dynamics, computation, automatic
text classification, and cognitive architectures. His book,
Neural Engineering, with Charles Anderson is now in
paperback with MIT Press, and forms the basis for this
tutorial.
Terry Stewart is a postdoc in the Centre for Theoretical
Neuroscience, with a PhD in Cognitive Science examining
the methodological issues surrounding the creation and
evaluation of computational cognitive models. His current
work applies the Neural Engineering Framework to develop
a complete neural cognitive architecture.
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Figure 1: The Nengo interface. Network construction (left)
is done either by point-and-click or by Python scripting.
Visualization (right) provides on-the-fly control of inputs
with plots of spiking activity, decoded representations, etc.
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Tutorial on using the Psychology Experiment Building Language (PEBL)
in the Laboratory, the Field, and the Classroom
https://sourceforge.net/apps/mediawiki/pebl/index.php?title=CogSci2011_Tutorial
Presented by: Shane T. Mueller, Ph.D.
Applied Research Associates
smueller@obereed.net
Background:
Laboratory and field research in cognitive science often uses computer-based tools to design
experiments and collect data. Although researchers are typically happy to exchange the data obtained
from such studies, sharing the actual software used to collect the data is more difficult. This partly
stems from the widespread use of special-purpose proprietary software tools to collect data, which
prevents exchange and review of the actual experiment specification (without purchasing costly
licenses) and can at times even prevent researchers from accessing their own past experiments. Yet
often, without a good understanding of the exact experiment, the data can be difficult to interpret.
Furthermore, such systems are typically tied to a particular operating system platform, reducing the
ability to exchange, modify, and evaluate details of an experiment. This is an obstacle to scientific
progress, where it is critical to be able to share, evaluate, modify, and test the paradigms that we use to
develop and test theory.
The Psychology Experiment Building Language (PEBL; Mueller, 2004; 2010) was developed to
overcome these obstacles. It is a cross-platform Free (GPL) software tool for designing and running
computer-based laboratory research. PEBL has been used in research laboratories around the world as
the basis for approximately 40 published articles and reports. 1 PEBL also incorporates a set of
approximately 50 laboratory and clinical tests which are increasingly becoming the standard noncommercial versions of classic neuropsychology tests (including, for example, tests such as the
Wisconsin Card Sort, Iowa Gambling Task, Tower of London task, and pursuit rotor task). The goal of
PEBL is to help researchers share their experiments as easily as they share data.
Objectives:
This half-day tutorial will provide experiential training for using PEBL in laboratory and field
research, and in the classroom. It will begin with the basics of using PEBL and its standardized tests,
with a discussion of the growing body of published literature using PEBL. Basics of the language will
be covered to enable attendees to understand the workings of existing experiments and to modify them.
Following this, we will develop one or more experiments 'from scratch' to highlight the important basic
steps in experimental design. We will conclude with discussions and examples using PEBL outside the
laboratory, in field research, questionnaires, and classroom settings.
As an outcome of this tutorial, attendees will have the ability to incorporate a powerful tool into
their teaching and research repertoire, which both makes research easier to conduct and enables
improved and open scientific exchange and standardization.
Need/Justification for Tutorial:
Developing new experiments in PEBL is fairly simple, but can require guidance and direct
feedback to understand its operation, which is best handled in a tutorial setting. PEBL has the potential
to be broadly useful for laboratory researchers and instructors within the cognitive science community.
These especially include empirical laboratory research psychologists and linguists, which constitute a
large proportion of the membership of the cognitive science society, and the attendees of the
conference.
1 https://sourceforge.net/apps/mediawiki/pebl/index.php?title=Publications_citing_PEBL
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Audience:
The target audience is primarily researchers in psychology and related disciplines who are involved in
empirical work doing laboratory data collection. It will be targeted to two main groups: (1) graduate
students, post-doctoral researchers, and faculty researchers who design and conduct laboratory
experiments; and (2) instructors who wish to enhance classroom instruction using experiment
demonstrations.
Special Requirements:
Participants will need to bring a laptop (Windows, Linux, or OSX), and should download/install the
PEBL software and PEBL User Manual at http://pebl.sourceforge.net prior to the tutorial.
About PEBL
 PEBL is Free psychology software for creating experiments
 PEBL allows researchers to design their own experiments or use ready-made ones
 PEBL enables the exchange of experiments without license or fee
PEBL offers a simple programming language tailor-made for creating and conducting many standard
experiments. It is Free software, licensed under the GPL, with both the compiled executables and
source code available without charge. PEBL is designed to be easily used on multiple computing
platforms, and compiles natively under Win32, Linux, and Macintosh Operating Systems. PEBL is
used by researchers around the world, and its most recent version (PEBL 0.11, released in August
2010) has been downloaded more than 5,000 times.
Qualifications:
Dr. Mueller is the originator and developer of the PEBL, and has implemented each of the tests
in the PEBL Test Battery. He is a cognitive scientist studying human performance and decision making
in the field and laboratory, and created PEBL to reduce the complexity of developing experiments in
these settings. He is a Senior Research Scientist at Applied Research Associates, Inc., in Dayton, OH.
References
Mueller, S. T. (2004). An Introduction to PEBL: The Psychology Experiment Building Language. 34th
Annual Meeting of the Society for Computers in Psychology (SCiP), Minneapolis, MN, Nov, 2004
Mueller, S. T. (2010). A partial implementation of the BICA cognitive decathlon using the Psychology
Experiment Building Language (PEBL). International Journal of Machine Consciousness, 2, 273-288.
PEBL Website:
http://pebl.sourceforge.net
Tutorial Website:
https://sourceforge.net/apps/mediawiki/pebl/index.php?title=CogSci2011_Tutorial
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Tutorial: Doing Bayesian Data Analysis with R and BUGS
John K. Kruschke (kruschke@indiana.edu)
Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences, Indiana University
1101 E. 10th St., Bloomington, IN USA

Before arriving, install free software and get more information from this web site:

http://www.indiana.edu/∼jkkteach/CogSci2011Tutorial.html
Keywords: Data analysis (Bayesian); Statistics (Bayesian);
Markov chain Monte Carlo; Bayesian models; Hierarchical
models

An introduction to doing
Bayesian data analysis
This full-day tutorial shows you how to do Bayesian data
analysis, hands on. The software is free. The intended audience is graduate students and other researchers who want
a ground-floor introduction to Bayesian data analysis. No
mathematical expertise is presumed. The full-day tutorial
progresses through the following topics.

Figure 1: Concepts and methods of Bayesian data analysis (left) transfer to Bayesian models of mind (right), but
Bayesian data analysis with generic descriptive models will
be useful even when specific Bayesian models of mind fail to
mimic behavior.

9:00-10:30 Bayes’ Rule, Grid Approximation, and R.
We start with the basics of conditional probabilities, the
meaning of Bayes’ rule, and simple examples of Bayes’
rule graphically illustrated with grid approximation in the
programming language R.

cesses that generated the data. Bayesian methods infer credible values of parameters in the descriptive models, such as
credible slopes and intercepts in linear regression, as suggested in the left side of Figure 1.
Because the Bayesian approach to inference is the normative approach, some cognitive scientists posit that cognitive
processing itself is based on Bayesian inference by the mind,
as suggested in the right side of Figure 1.When you learn
about concepts and methods of Bayesian data analysis, it is
easier to understand Bayesian models of mind, because the
concepts transfer directly. But Bayesian data analysis will always be useful, even if particular Bayesian models of mind
fail to accurately mimic cognition.

11:00-12:30 MCMC and BUGS; Linear Regression.
We explain the idea of approximating distributions by
large representative samples, and Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) methods for generating them. The BUGS
language is introduced and used to do Bayesian linear
regression.
1:30-3:00 Hierarchical Models and Model Comparison.
Bayesian methods and the BUGS language make hierarchical modeling straight forward. Hierarchical models are
tremendously useful for analyzing individual differences,
repeated measures, and structural constraints across
conditions. Model comparison is a case of hierarchical
modeling.

Why go Bayesian?
Modern Bayesian methods are the best approach to empirical
data analysis because Bayesian methods yield richer inferences than traditional methods and without use of ill-defined
p values. Sciences from astronomy to zoology are changing from 20th-century null-hypothesis significance testing to
Bayesian data analysis. Figure 2 (humorously) suggests this
trend.
Bayesian data analysis delivers many practical benefits:

3:30-5:00 Bayesian ANOVA; Power Analysis. We use hierarchical analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Bayesian
parameter estimates, for rich and flexible inferences about
differences between groups. We conclude with a brief look
at power analysis from a Bayesian perspective.

Concepts and methods of Bayesian data
analysis transfer to Bayesian models of
cognition

• Bayesian methods permit model flexibility and appropriateness: Hierarchical models can be built easily to suit the
design of the experiment and the type of data measured.
Such models can be easily extended to capture individual

Bayesian data analysis uses generic descriptive models such
as linear regression, without any assertions about the pro-
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Before arriving, install free software and get more information from this web site:

http://www.indiana.edu/∼jkkteach/CogSci2011Tutorial.html
ping criterion, such as fixed sample size, and no “peeking”
at the data.
• Bayesian hypothesis testing permits a principled way to assess evidence in favor of a null hypothesis, unlike NHST.
10

• Bayesian methods allow cumulative science and use of
prior knowledge for leveraged inference when data are
sparse, unlike traditional methods.

5

• Power and replication probability are straight forward to
estimate with Bayesian methods, but difficult to assess in
p-value based methods.
• 20th century methods, based on p values, have numerous
deep problems that are avoided with Bayesian methods.

0

Happiness and Success

15

Data with credible regression lines

0

50

100

The tutorial will not have time to address all the points
listed above, but will illustrate many of them with examples
from linear regression and ANOVA. For a brief discussion
of several benefits of Bayesian data analysis, along with a
worked example, and an emphasis that Bayesian data analysis is not Bayesian modeling of mind, see Kruschke (2010b).
For a lengthier exposition that explains one of the primary pitfalls of null hypothesis significance testing and has a discussion of Bayesian null hypothesis testing, along with different
examples, see Kruschke (2010a). A thorough introduction to
these issues is presented in Kruschke (2011), but the tutorial
presents them in a streamlined, interactive, hands-on format.

150

Knowledge of Bayesian data analysis

Figure 2: Bayesian linear regression reveals many credible
lines, instead of a single “best” line. Also revealed are the
inherent trade-offs in estimated slope and intercept: When
the slope is steeper, the intercept is lower.
differences, group differences, repeated measures, and for
various types of data.
• Bayesian methods reveal credibilities of all combinations
of parameter values, unlike traditional analysis which has
only point estimates. As a simple example, Figure 2
demonstrates that Bayesian linear regression reveals correlations in estimated values of slope and intercept. Knowledge of these trade-offs can be useful in applications involving multiple correlated predictors and other realistic
situations.

The instructor
John Kruschke is five-time winner of Teaching Excellence
Recognition Awards from Indiana University, where he is
Professor of Psychological and Brain Sciences, and Adjunct Professor of Statistics. In addition to teaching courses
for over 20 years, he has presented numerous well-received
workshops on Bayesian data analysis. His research interests include the science of morality, applications of Bayesian
methods to adaptive teaching and learning, and models of attention in learning, which he has developed in both connectionist and Bayesian formalisms. He received a Troland Research Award from the National Academy of Sciences. He
chaired the Cognitive Science Conference in 1992.

• Bayesian methods encourage thorough data analysis including multiple comparisons, because there are no penalizing “corrections” for multiple comparisons as in p-value
based decisions. Bayesian methods instead create rational
shrinkage informed by the data.
• Model flexibility allows conceptual transition from generic
descriptive models to domain-specific models wherein parameters serve psychometric purposes.

References
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Kruschke, J. K. (2010b). What to believe: Bayesian methods
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300.
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/ Elsevier.

• Bayesian methods permit different sample sizes in different
groups, and different sample sizes per subject, unlike traditional ANOVA which has troubles with unbalanced designs.
• Bayesian methods allow data collection to stop at any time,
unlike p-value based decisions that require a pre-set stop57

Workshop: The Psychology of Negotiation: When, Why and How
Keynote Speaker: Hannah Riley Bowles
Kennedy School
Harvard University
Laurie Beth Feldman (lf503@albany.edu)
Department of Psychology; SS 369
The University at Albany, SUNY
Albany, NY 12222, USA

Janet van Hell (jgv3@psu.edu)
619 Moore Building
Department of Psychology
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802 USA
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Department of Psychology
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Suparna Rajaram (srajaram@notes.cc.sunysb.edu)
Department of Psychology
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University Park, PA 16802 USA
Keywords: professional development; negotiation; start up
packages.

Economic conditions are placing unprecedented pressures
on universities and funding agencies. For young scholars, this
translates into fewer postdoctoral and faculty lines. For
highly experienced senior scholars, it emerges as fewer
opportunities for new programs of research and
collaborations, and this in turn limits the options available to
senior scientists for training young scientists. Research and
economic analyses predict that the impact of the economic
crisis to be more detrimental for females than for males (see,
e.g., the 2009 ILO Report on Women and the Economic
Crisis). Against this backdrop, reports that recent male PhDs
are almost three times more likely than recent female PhDs to
initiate financial negotiations assume immense significance
(Babcock & Laschever, 2003).
Bowles will describe her recent work on gender and
negotiation (Bowles, & Flynn, in press; Bowles, & Gelfand,
in press; Bohnet, & Bowles, 2008)
2010-2011 Series: The Psychology of negotiation: When,
why and how
Women in Cognitive Science is organizing a series of talks
and panel discussions on negotiation. At the Cognitive
Science meeting, we will organize a half-day tutorial to
address the issue of negotiation. Our keynote speaker is
Hannah Riley Bowles talking on: Three things to know
about gender and job negotiations.
Negotiation takes many forms and yet, over the range of
formal and unstructured contexts, men and women have
different styles of negotiation. In addition, survey data reveal
that men report that they have negotiated for something more
recently and that they negotiate more often, and with better
outcomes, than do women (e.g., Babcock & Laschever, 2003;

Stuhlmacher & Walters, 1999). Further, gender based
differences around willingness to negotiate are not restricted
to people with lower levels of education. In fact, recent male
PhDs are almost three times more likely than recent female
PhDs to initiate financial negotiations in their first
professional position. Finally, the pattern is as common
among twenty year olds as among 40 year olds (Babcock &
Laschever, 2003), and gender differences are observed both
in face-to-face negotiations and in ‘virtual’ negotiations
through email, telephone, or video (Stuhlmacher, Citera, &
Willis, 2007).
For both men and women, the tendency to avoid entering
into even informal negotiation impacts not only one's salary
and employment opportunities, but often one's productivity
and visibility more generally. Importantly, a recent
longitudinal study showed that the subjective value (feelings,
perceptions, and emotions) that incoming employees
achieved during their job negotiations significantly predicted
job satisfaction, compensation satisfaction and turnover
intention as measured one year after the negotiations had
taken place (Curhan, Elfenbein, & Kilduff, 2009).
Interestingly, this subjective value was more strongly
associated with later job attitudes or intentions to leave than
the economic value achieved in the negotiations. Again,
women seem to be at a disadvantage here, as research has
shown that women experience lower levels of confidence,
self-efficacy, and satisfaction with their negotiation
performance (e.g., Stevens, Bavetta, & Gist, 1993; Watson &
Hoffman, 1996; for a review, see Kolb, 2009).
Negotiation in start up packages is obvious to all
academics. Less obvious is the importance of negotiation in
getting university buy in for a new grant, matching new job
offers and arranging leaves. Similar issues arise when
working with editors during the review process and program
directors for grants. The aim of the session is to examine not
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only tactics and strategies but also social and personal forces
that contribute to the tendency to settle rather than to initiate
negotiation, and to provide insight and skills that will help
junior and senior scientists, both women and men, to
negotiate more proactively and effectively for salary,
opportunities, and resources. This issue impacts scholars at
all levels and on both sides of the negotiation table.
7

Gender differences in negotiation outcome: A metaanalysis. Personnel Psychology, 52, 653-677.
Watson, C., & Hoffman, L. R. (1996). Managers as
negotiators: A test of power versus gender as predictors of
feelings, behavior, and outcome. Leadership Quarterly, 7,
63-85.

We will bring together scholars at various points along the
career path, administrators, editors, and program officers of
major US granting organization) who can are willing to share
their experiences and expertise. WICS will make special
efforts to invite persons with varied backgrounds and
experience to participate in the panel.
The unique value of the proposed event is 1) its focus on
attitudes toward as well as techniques of negotiation and 2)
its particular relevance for junior scholars (men and women)
who are embarking on their scholarly careers in this period of
limited resources.
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Drawing together theories and results in spatial language
modeling is a critical research topic for a range of research
disciplines. These includes not only Psychology where
computational theories can be used to bind experimental
results and models, but also disciplines from the wider
community, including: Artificial Intelligence [2],
Computational Linguistics [7], Human-Robot Interaction
[8,9], Ontology Engineering [10], the Semantic Web [11]
and Geographic Information Systems [12,13].

Topics of the Workshop
Competence in spatial language modeling is a cardinal issue
in
disciplines
including
Cognitive
Psychology,
Computational Linguistics, and Computer Science. Within
Cognitive Psychology, the relation of spatial language to
models of spatial representation and reasoning is considered
essential to the development of more complete models of
psycholinguistic and cognitive linguistic theories [1].
Meanwhile, within Computer Science and Computational
Linguistics and Engineering, the development of a wide
class of so-called situated systems such as robotics, virtual
characters, and Geographic Information Systems is heavily
dependent on the existence of adequate models of spatial
language use [2].
Achieving competence in spatial language requires that
appropriate meanings be assigned to spatial terms used in
language, such as location, motion, orientation, perspective,
projective, topological, distance, or path descriptive
markers. The computational modeling of such spatial
language meanings in turn supports the interpretation of an
intended spatial meaning as well as the generation of
adequate linguistic expressions in certain situations and
contexts.
While early computational models for spatial language
interpretation and generation primarily focused on a
geometric understanding of spatial terms, it is now widely
recognized that spatial term meaning depends on functional
and pragmatic features in many ways [5]. Competent
models of spatial language interpretation and generation
must thus draw on complex models of situated meaning [14]
by developing heterogeneous approaches with qualitative
and quantitative models and by combining geometric,
functional, pragmatic, and cognitive features in multi-modal
contexts and applications.

Goals of the Workshop
The main objective of the CoSLI-2 workshop is to foster
computational formalisms and approaches for interpreting or
generating spatial language that take into account cognitive,
functional, or embodiment criteria in modeling. In particular,
this year’s workshop theme is “Function in Spatial
Language: From evidence to execution”, and we welcome in
particular any contributions which aim to address the issues
of modeling function or pragmatic features in spatial
language interpretation or generation.
More generally, the workshop also welcomes contributions
that address symbolic and embodied spatial language
interpretation and generation. This topic remains an ongoing
issue in both natural language processing and cognitive
science, and novel work is encouraged. Such work includes
both formal and empirical models of spatial language
templates and linguistic calculi, corpus-based and statistical
methods, combinations of symbolic and sub-symbolic
representations, and aspects of sensory-motor and multimodal information. Contributions to spatial language
interpretation and generation that integrate results from
empirical and psychological frameworks for spatial language
and that can improve and support situated natural language
systems are also particularly welcomed.
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The workshop proceedings will be distributed at the
workshop and published online through CEUR WS 1. In
addition to this, a post-workshop journal special issue or
edited book on “Computational Models for Spatial
Language Interpretation and Generation” is planned.

CoSLI-2 at CogSci 2011
CoSLI-2 focuses on computational processing of spatial
language that particularly address cognitive components or
empirical models for embodied and functional linguistic
aspects. As such, the topics and goals of CoSLI-2 are a firm
fit with those of the CogSci 2011 conference. The
construction of theories of spatial language use is critically
dependent on interdisciplinary work between Psychology,
Linguistics, and Computer Science, and can provide notable
beneficial feedback to each of these domains. Moreover, at a
thematic level, the CoSLI-2 workshop is well matched with
the overall ‘spatial’ theme of CogSci 2011. The
consequences of this on one hand will be that the workshop
is likely to be of considerable interest to a large number of
CogSci attendees, and will hence make an important and
significant contribution to the CogSci conference. On the
other hand, the interdisciplinary nature of the CoSLI
workshop will attract participants to CogSci who might
otherwise not have attended the conference.
The organizers of the proposed workshop are experienced
researchers in the areas of computational models of spatial
language meaning. In addition to publishing within this
domain, three of the organizers also together proposed and
ran the First Workshop on Computational Models of Spatial
Language Interpretation (CoSLI: http://cosli.org/2010),
which was held in conjunction with the Spatial Cognition
2010 conference, at Mt.Hood/Oregon, USA.

Program Committee
1. Marios Avraamides, University of Cyprus, Cyprus
2. Kenny Coventry, Northumbria University, UK
3. Alexander Klippel, Penn State, USA
4. Alexander Koller, University of Potsdam, Germany
5. Gérard Ligozat, University of Paris-Sud, France
6. Amitabha Mukerjee, Indian Institute of Technology
Kanpur, India
7. Philippe Muller, Université Paul Sabatier, France
8. David Schlangen, University of Bielefeld, Germany
9. Emile van der Zee, University of Lincoln, UK
10. Joost Zwarts, Universiteit Utrecht, Netherlands
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Speakers & Participation
Prof. Kenny Coventry of Northumbria University in the
United Kingdom has agreed to participate as a guest
speaker. The audience for this workshop will be multidisciplinary, including those working in Psychology,
Linguistics, and Computer Science, and the more
specialized topics therein. 15-20 participants are expected to
attend the workshop.

Workshop Format
The workshop will consist of a number of segments. The
first section of the workshop consists of an opening session
for introducing the workshop topics, goals, participants, and
expected outcomes. The invited talk will highlight main
contributions and recent research trends in the field related
to the workshop theme. Participant contributions and
discussions will then be addressed through three sections.
An oral presentation section will be used to allow speakers
to present novel and significant recent contributions to the
community. Then, following on from the first CoSLI
workshop, this oral session will be supplemented with short
presentations and a poster session to allow a greater number
of participants to present work and discuss its implications
and details. Finally, a panel discussion section will be used
to pull together research strands and discuss possibilities for
future research and cooperation.
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Optimality Theory as a General Cognitive Architecture
Tamás Biró (t.s.biro@uva.nl)
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45 rue des Saints-Pères, Paris, 75006, France
Constraints applied to traffic rules (Boersma, 1998; Gilbers
& Schreuder, 2000; Boersma, 2003) and to a Talmudic
dilemma (Dresher, 1996) aim only at illustrating the OT formalism. Parker and Parker (2004) present an analysis of ethical decision making in a religious context, which is clearly
a first step toward an OT-style account of a non-linguistic
domain, despite potential criticism related to the cognitive
grounding of their constraints. Although not elaborating on
the connection with Optimality Theory, the “take the best”
heuristics of the ABC Research Group can also be seen as
an OT/HG-style approach (Gigerenzer, Todd, & the ABC Research Group, 1999). (Compare the lexicographic decision
rule of Coenen and Marewski (2009) to strict domination in
OT; see the comparison of OT and the ABC Research Group’s
heuristics in Smolensky and Legendre (2006, vol. 1, p. 4142) and Bı́ró (2006, p. 225f).)
Even more explicit is the wish to view OT as a general
cognitive framework for (higher) cognition in the work of
Douglas Jones on kinship terminology, as well as of Tamás
Biró on religious rituals. Jones (2003, 2010) developed an
Optimality Theoretic model for one of the classical topics in
anthropology, the cross-cultural typology of kinship systems.
Beside the connection to cognition in general, he also embedded his analysis in an evolutionary psychological account.
His most recent article in BBS generated a vivid discussion
on the applicability of OT beyond linguistics. Biró (in press)
has employed Optimality Theory to account for food taboos
and the dynamics of different types of rituals. By the latter,
he attempted computationally to underpin current theories in
the cognitive science of religion.

Keywords: Optimality Theory; Harmonic Grammar; cognitive architectures; connectionism; symbolic approaches.

Optimality Theory and cognitive science
It was exactly 25 years ago that Paul Smolensky introduced
Harmony Theory (Smolensky, 1986), a framework that would
pursue an exciting, but certainly not straight path through linguistics (namely, Optimality Theory) and other cognitive domains. The goal of this workshop is not so much to look back
to this path, but rather to discuss its potential continuation(s).
Soon after its publication, Optimality Theory (OT) (Prince
& Smolensky, 1993/2004) became one of the most successful frameworks for linguistic research. The number of
publications submitted to the Rutgers Optimality Archive
(at http://roa.rutgers.edu) exceeded one thousand in
November 2008, with a large number of OT-related publications never added to ROA. The older sister of OT, Harmonic
Grammar (HG) (Smolensky, 1986) has also been the object
of a recent raise in interest, especially since the publication
of The Harmonic Mind (Smolensky & Legendre, 2006). The
key idea shared by OT and HG is that the linguistic mapping
between form and meaning, or between underlying form and
surface form, is realized by optimizing an abstract function:
a real-valued one in HG, and a vector-valued one in OT.
By developing the Integrated Connectionist/Symbolic
(ICS) Cognitive Architecture, Smolensky and his colleagues
worked out the connection between linguistics and a general theory of the mind/brain in a hardly precedented manner.
Their approach is probably significantly closer to mainstream
computational cognitive science than much of contemporary
theoretical linguistics. General-purpose cognitive architectures (ACT-R) have also been combined with OT (Misker &
Anderson, 2003; Rij, Rijn, & Hendriks, 2010). Learnability
is addressed by, among others, Tesar, Boersma and Magri.
The authors of the The Harmonic Mind alluded to the possibility that ICS—that is, Optimality Theory and Harmonic
Grammar—may prove a useful and adequate model of much
of (higher) cognition, including domains beyond language.
Simultaneously, and probably independently of their remark,
simply as a consequence of OT’s success in linguistics, a
number of scholars have advanced Optimality Theoretic models for non-linguistic phenomena. The authors of these isolated attempts usually even did not know of each other.

Goals of the workshop
The workshop offers a meeting point to those applying OT
(or HG) to non-linguistic domains, as well as an occasion to
discuss the place of OT, HG and ICS within the cognitive
sciences. Collocating it with CogSci makes it possible to nonOT’ers to join the discussion, and to OT’ers to get feedback
and constructive criticism from external eyes.
By developing OT/HG-style analyses for various domains
of (higher) cognition, we obtain descriptions of many functions of the human mind within a uniform paradigm, employing a shared language and shared standards. We also may get
closer to understanding how these domains are processed in
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the human brain, by translating symbols to connections using
either Smolensky’s ICS, or future alternatives to it.
We see a distinction between OT/HG-style models, on the
one hand, and utility function-based models, on the other. A
huge body of literature describe phenomena by optimizing a
utility-like function external to the brain (for instance, energy
needed to move one’s arm during action planning), or even
external to the human (for instance, monetary gain/loss). Unlike these approaches, an OT/HG-style model optimizes an
abstract target function, a theoretical construct (which may
or may not correspond to energy level of the network within
the brain). A workshop at CogSci is a unique opportunity for
those involved in the two research lines running in parallel to
engage in a cross-fertilizing discourse.

Tamás Biró is postdoc at the Amsterdam Center for Language
and Communication, working on Simulated Annealing for
Optimality Theory. Judit Gervain is CNRS researcher at the
Laboratoire Psychologie de la Perception in Paris, working
on neurolinguistic aspects of syntax and its early acquisition.
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Format of the workshop
The half-day workshop on July 20th consists of talks and a
poster session:
9:00
9:10

9:55
10:20
10:50

11:15
11:40
12:05

Introduction (Judit Gervain and Tamás Biró)
Keynote address by Paul Smolensky (JHU): Parallel
Distributed Symbol Processing: Well-formedness
optimization and discretization in cognition
Giorgio Magri (Jean Nicod): A comparison between
OT and HG from a computational perspective
Poster session followed by coffee break
Petra Hendriks (U. of Groningen): Asymmetries
between production and comprehension and the
development of Theory of Mind
Douglas M. Jones (U. of Utah): Linguistic
grammar and moral grammar: The case of kinship
Lotte Hogeweg (RU Nijmegen): Optimality Theory
as a general linguistic theory
Closing address by Géraldine Legendre (JHU)

A call-for-posters has been circulated seeking contributions by May 20th addressing, primarily, though not exclusively, the following issues:
• Optimality Theory and Harmonic Grammar as general
models of the brain/mind, or of (higher) cognition.
• OT/HG-style analyses of phenomena belonging to (primarily, non-linguistic) domains that have not yet employed OT.
• The connection of linguistic OT/HG to the study of other
(higher) cognitive functions.
• OT vs. HG, from theoretical-mathematical and cognitiveneuroscientific perspectives.
• OT/HG-style formalisms vs. utility function-based approaches from a mathematical-computational perspective.
• Relating connectionist and symbolic approaches: the ICS
Architecture and its eventual alternatives.
• Ontogenetic aspects of OT/HG approaches (learnability).
• Phylogenetic aspects of OT/HG approaches (including historical change, evolutionary models, etc.).
More information, including the accepted posters, abstracts, a position paper and eventual changes in the program,
is available on http://www.birot.hu/events/OTGCA/.
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dialogue and cooperation, and to address the interests of a
wide range of sub-fields with a focus on perspective taking
and its relationship with embodied approaches, broadly
conceived. A special emphasis is placed on providing a
venue for a lively discussion involving keynote speakers,
current research, and the audience. Key questions for the
discussion are listed below. In addition to presenting their
research, speakers will be asked to discuss possibilities for
future integration of approaches across research
communities. We will also attempt to address more general
issues related to theoretical and methodological integration
of the two research areas and defining a shared research
agenda.

Introduction
Embodied cognition is a rapidly expanding research
program that emphasizes the formative role of interactions
with the environment in how cognitive processes develop
and function. A variety of theoretical accounts have been
formulated in the different cognitive science sub-fields
(cognitive development/psychology, cognitive robotics,
psycholinguistics, social cognition, and philosophy of
mind), enriching this interdisciplinary research arena and at
the same time underlining the need for more dialogue across
fields, theories, and methodologies. Recent research
attempts to account for embodiment not only in terms of an
individual’s interactions with the environment but also with
other minds and other bodies. This brings to the fore issues
concerned with perspective taking, both in spatial and in
more general conceptual terms. Indeed, much of the
research in embodied cognition has a spatial dimension.
Issues involved with spatial perspective taking would
seem to provide a particularly interesting venue for
examining embodiment. When referencing spatial location,
choices of spatial perspective and/or frames of reference
must be considered. Perspective taking involves abstracting
from the visual scene and packaging information in
accordance with one or another viewpoint. For example, an
environment can be thought of from the viewpoint of an
individual on the move, an egocentric perspective that
carries a stronger sense of embodiment or a viewpoint
external to the environment.
Having a workshop that brings together perspective
taking and embodiment research will benefit both areas
individually and will move toward outlining a shared
research agenda that addresses common issues and shares
theoretical and methodological concerns.
The topic of this workshop is at the intersection between
two strong areas of interest in the cognitive science
community, i.e., spatial cognition and embodiment. Both
topics are relatively young, in their own right, yet showing
rapid growth and moving towards a more central position in
the community of research. Exploring more explicitly the
interaction between them is a logical next step.
The main goals of the workshop are to provide a forum
for key researchers to present cutting edge research to be
presented by key researchers, to foster cross-disciplinary

Key Questions
The workshop presentations and discussion will be framed
around the following key questions:
A) Do different perspectives tap into embodiment to a
different extent? Or is embodiment associated with
perspectives in varying degrees?
B) Is embodiment necessary for perspective processing?
C) What can individual differences in perspective
preferences and perspective taking tell us about
constraints on embodied cognition?
D) To what extent does perspective more generally
(spatial and conceptual) incorporate embodiment?

Program
The workshop program will consist of two sessions. This is
expected to offer opportunities to participants to become
involved in a wider discussion after the key speakers make
their presentations.

Session 1: Invited Talks
Three key speakers will give invited talks in the first 90
minute session. They will be asked to share their viewpoint
on the issues formulated prior to the workshop and discuss
possibilities for future integration of approaches across
communities of research, in addition to presenting on their
own research and viewpoint. The three key speakers are:
Anna Borghi, University of Bologna
Daniel Casasanto, MPI Nijmegen
Barbara Tversky, Stanford University
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Session 2: Discussion Forum
In the second session, all participants can become engaged
in a discussion focused on a core set of issues as formulated
previously and in the invited speakers’ presentations.
Participants will be invited to prepare single-slide, blitz
presentations on research or issues directly related to the
workshop. These will be designed to stimulate discussion
while allowing participants to efficiently present their ideas.

Documenting Workshop Outcomes
We envision documentation of the workshop to take one of
two possible forms. The most appropriate form will be
determined after the workshop in consultation with the
participants. In the first possibility, a proposal will be
submitted to a cognitive science journal for a special issue.
Participants will be asked to submit new work, integrative
summaries or reviews, or presentations of theoretical
perspectives that build on the workshop discussions as well
as their own research. Submissions will be peer reviewed.
Alternatively, the presentations and discussion at the
workshop will be compiled into a collection of major work
in an edited volume.

Contact
Holly A. Taylor, Tufts University, Department of
Psychology, 490 Boston Ave., Medford, MA 02155 USA,
holly.taylor@tufts.edu.
Elena Andonova, Department of Cognitive Science and
Psychology, New Bulgarian University, 21 Montevideo
Street, Sofia 1618, Bulgaria, eandonova@gmail.com,
eandonova@nbu.bg.
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How to use Mechanical Turk for Cognitive Science Research
Winter A. Mason (winteram@yahoo-inc.com)
Yahoo! Research
111 W. 40th St.
New York, NY 10018 USA

Siddharth Suri (suri@yahoo-inc.com)
Yahoo! Research
111 W. 40th St.
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2. Workers on Mechanical Turk tend to be from a very diverse background, spanning a wide range of age, ethnicity, socio-economic status (SES), language, and country of
origin. Unfortunately, the population of workers on AMT
is not representative of any one country or region, but it
does open the doors to cross-cultural and international research (Eriksson & Simpson, 2010) at a very low cost and
can broaden the validity of studies beyond the undergraduate population.

Keywords: methods; mechanical turk; crowdsourcing

Tutorial Overview and Objectives
In this half-day tutorial we will describe a new tool that has
emerged in the last 5 years for conducting online behavioral
research: crowdsourcing platforms. The term crowdsourcing
has its origin in an article by Howe (2006), who defined it
as a job outsourced to an undefined group of people in the
form of an open call. One of the main benefits of these platforms to behavioral researchers is that they provide access to
a large set of people who are willing to do tasks—including
participating in research studies—for relatively low pay. The
crowdsourcing site with one of the largest subject pools is
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (AMT), so it is the focus of this
tutorial.
Originally, Amazon built Mechanical Turk specifically for
“human computation” tasks. The idea behind its design was
to build a platform for humans to do tasks that are very difficult or impossible for computers, such as extracting data from
images, audio transcription and filtering adult content. In its
essence, however, what Amazon created was a labor market for micro-tasks (Huang, Zhang, Parkes, Gajos, & Chen,
2010). Today Amazon claims hundreds of thousands of workers, and roughly ten thousand employers, with AMT serving as the meeting place and market (Pontin, 2007; Ipeirotis,
2010). For this reason, it also serves as an ideal platform
for recruiting and compensating participants in online experiments.
In this tutorial, we will begin by discussing some of the advantages of doing experiments on Mechanical Turk. Specifically, there are four main advantages to using Mechanical
Turk as a platform for running online experiments:

3. Studies on Mechanical Turk can be conducted at a very
low cost, which clearly compare favorably to paid laboratory participants. For example, (Paolacci, Chandler, &
Ipeirotis, 2010) replicated classic studies from the judgment and decision-making literature at a cost of approximately $1.71/hour, and obtained results that neatly paralleled the same studies conducted with undergraduates in a
laboratory setting.
4. All too often, research is delayed because of the time it
takes to recruit participants and recover from errors in the
methodology. For instance, many academic researchers experience the drought / flood cycle of undergraduate subject
pools, with supply of participants exceeding demand at the
beginning and end of a semester, and then dropping to almost nothing at all other times. The participant availability on Mechanical Turk is relatively stable, with fluctuations in supply largely due to variability in the number of
jobs available in the market. Moreover, experiments can be
built and put on Mechanical Turk easily and rapidly, which
further reduces the time to iterate the cycle of theory development and experimental execution.
We will then discuss how the behavior of workers compares to laboratory subjects, citing work by researchers from
computer science and psychology. Then, we will walk
through the mechanics of putting a task on Mechanical Turk
including recruiting subjects, executing the task, and reviewing the work that was submitted. We will also provide solutions to common problems that a researcher might face when
executing their research on this platform such as techniques
for conducting synchronous experiments, methods to ensure
high quality work, how to keep data private, and how to maintain code security.

1. While researchers at large universities typically have access to large numbers of undergraduates participating in
experiments in exchange for academic credit, these subject pools may be much smaller or even non-existent in
smaller colleges and universities, or may be unavailable to
all researchers. The options for non-academic researchers
are even fewer, with recruitment generally limited to ads
posted online and flyers posted in public areas. Mechanical Turk offers a very large pool of online participants for
these researchers.
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Materials

the conference of the Association for the Advancement of
Artificial Intelligence (AAAI), Workshop on Crowdsourcing
for Search Evaluation (CSE) at SIGIR in 2010, CrowdConf
2011, the workshop on “Computational Social Science and
the Wisdom of Crowds” in 2011 at Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS), and Crowdsourcing for Search and
Data Mining (CSDM) 2011 at Web Search and Data Mining
(WSDM) conference.
We have two published papers reporting research conducted on Mechanical Turk (Mason & Watts, 2009; Suri &
Watts, 2011), as well as two additional manuscripts in press
or under review (Mason & Watts, 2011; Mason & Suri, 2011),
including a methodological review on how to conduct behavioral research on Mechanical Turk, on which this tutorial is
largely based.

The majority of the tutorial will be in a presentation format,
utilizing slides to explain the process of building and running
an experiment on Mechanical Turk. Ideally, if there is access
to the internet, we will actually build and run a classic cognitive science study on Mechanical Turk, with participants
following along to create their own task if possible. This will
allow us to not only demonstrate how to do research on Mechanical Turk, it will also demonstrate how quickly and efficiently research conducted on Mechanical Turk can be.

Relevance to Cognitive Science
Many kinds of cognitive science research rely on human subjects and have methods that can be conducted online, and we
will use many examples from classic and recent cognitive science as motivating examples. For instance, the first study in
(Goldstone, 1995), presenting numbers and letters to participants with differing hues and allowing participants to match
the hue, could have been done with participants on Mechanical Turkwith very little cost and effort and may be the motivating example we use in the tutorial. Research by one of this
year’s invited speakers (Chatterjee, Southwood, & Basilico,
1999) in which participants judged the congruence between
action sentences and corresponding images could also be conducted easily and at low cost on Mechanical Turk.
For these kinds of research projects, and in fact, for any research that can be conducted online, Mechanical Turk offers
low-cost research with a large, diverse, readily-available pool
of participants with a built-in means for running the study and
paying participants. This is an opportunity for researchers
who do not have ready access to a subject pool, have limited resources for paying participants, are interested in doing
cross-cultural research (roughly 50% of workers are not from
the United States), or are interested in rapid data collection.

Special Requirements
The only technical requirement for this tutorial is reliable internet access and a projector.
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Potential Audience
Because Mechanical Turk is a tool for any researcher who
can do studies online, we expect this tutorial to have very
broad appeal. The tutorial will be especially relevant to those
who are unfamiliar with Mechanical Turk or want to know
details about good practices when doing research on the site
and ways to ensure reliable data collection. This tutorial will
not be particularly useful to individuals who are already using
Mechanical Turk for sophisticated research, or who can only
conduct their research in the field, in the laboratory (e.g., cognitive neuroscientists) or with special populations (e.g. developmental cognitive scientists).

Credentials
Over the past three years, we have run 6 independent studies of very different types on Mechanical Turk. We have
also participated in, reviewed papers for, and/or helped organize multiple workshops on crowdsourcing, including: the
Human Computation (HCOMP) Workshop in 2009, 2010 at
Knowledge Discovery and Data mining (KDD) and 2011 at
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important in explaining human behavior, especially
when humans are situated in a social environment
where individuals interact and observe others’ behavior.
• How research in cognitive science can be applied to
the design of social media tools: Work in cognitive
science can provide recommendations for improving
the design of social tools.
The three main goals of this workshop are to:
• bring together researchers working in this area
• bridge research in different fields
• discuss directions for future research
To achieve these goals, we invited speakers with diverse
backgrounds. They study the three topics we have listed,
and conduct research that will shape the future of social
computing and collective intelligence in cognitive science.
Brief introductions of the invited speakers are included in
the Participants section. We will build a webpage to start
discussing current and future research before the workshop.

Background
Twitter announced in April 2010 that its 105,779,710
registered users posted 55 million tweets a day on average,
and its website attracted 180 million unique visitors a month
(Twitter, 2010). Web services like Twitter and Facebook are
becoming integral to our everyday lives. While cognitive
scientists have much to say about how the information flow
between humans and systems eventually lead to emergent
social behavior, there is still a lack of momentum in
gathering researchers to systematically study these social
phenomena in cognitive science.
Using these and other services, crowds can carry out tasks
akin to computers performing processing. Users with
diverse backgrounds can work across time and space, their
ideas aggregated later. This process is involved in
collaborative tagging and filtering, online auctions,
prediction markets, and crowdsourcing. Amazon, Yahoo!,
eBay, and Digg, for example, let users rate a product, and
show the aggregate rating as a collective opinion. Because
crowds are cheap and motivated, yet their collective
solutions can be as good as experts’ (Surowiecki, 2004),
social production has even become a viable alternative to
firms and markets (Benkler, 2006).
Clearly, technologies are changing how humans think and
act, and cognitive science needs to consider this issue
(Glushko et al., 2008). The overall aim of this workshop is
to foster research collaboration among researchers in
multiple areas of cognitive science to systematically study
issues related to social computing and collective
intelligence.

Justification and Relevance
Yasuaki Sakamoto and Wai-Tat Fu will organize the
workshop. Both have background in cognitive science, and
are actively engaged in the study of social computing and
collective intelligence. They have experiences in organizing
similar workshops and conference tracks.
Sakamoto is the Co-PI on a project funded by the SocialComputational Systems program at NSF. He studies how
social networks shape cognition, and how they can be
designed to augment cognition (e.g., Nickerson &
Sakamoto, 2010; Sadlon et al., 2009; Sakamoto, 2010). Fu’s
research focuses on developing cognitive models of how
people interact with social information systems, and how
people can learn from social information shared by the
aggregate users.
The topics addressed in this workshop are current and cut
across disciplines. For example, in the fields of information
systems and human-computer interaction, workshops related
to social-computational systems have been organized
recently. Time is ripe to organize a workshop on this area in
cognitive science.
Consistent with the theme of this year’s conference, one
goal of the workshop is to “expand the space of cognitive
science” by introducing work from multiple disciplines.
Participants who have expressed their intention to attend

Topics and Goals
We propose a half-day workshop on social computing and
collective intelligence. The workshop will cover the
following three topics:
• How networks of humans and computers generate
and use social information: The Internet is changing
the way humans learn and categorize information, make
decisions, and solve problems.
• How individual cognition is influenced by behavior
of others: Social influence is often found to be
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come from cognitive and social psychology, computer
science, information systems, and management, all relevant
to cognitive science. Cognitive science can learn from what
has been done in these other fields. Conversely, research in
cognitive science can greatly influence research in other
fields. We hope that this workshop can serve as an initial
step in integrating work from cognitive science and work
from related disciplines.

science, including lists from previous workshops and
conferences on social computing.
We will solicit 1- to 6-page papers in the conference
format. Program Committee will screen the submissions and
schedule the presentations. We plan to obtain about 10
submissions. We will select 4 or 5 submissions as talks.
Invited speakers will provide us 100- to 200-word abstracts.
If we receive many high-quality submissions, we will make
the last hour either short presentations or posters depending
on the number of such submissions.
We will develop a webpage for this workshop. Detailed
descriptions of the workshop will be available on the
website. Abstracts by invited speakers and accepted papers
will be put together in the workshop program, and made
available on the workshop website. In the future, we plan to
follow up the workshop with a special issue in a relevant
journal.

Participants
We expect that our audience will come from various
backgrounds, as mentioned in the previous paragraph. Some
participants in last year’s invited CogSci workshop by Ron
Sun, titled “Cognitive social sciences – grounding the social
sciences in the cognitive sciences?” might be interested in
our workshop. Some attendees of a social networks track of
an information systems conference have expressed their
interests in attending this workshop. Likely audience also
includes a few professionals outside of academia, such as
marketing firms and Yahoo! Research. In fact, one of the
invited speakers is from Yahoo! Research.
We estimate that the workshop will attract between 25
and 50 participants.

Program Committee
All members of the program committee have agreed to
contribute to the running of the workshop.
• Wai-Tat Fu, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
• Yasuaki Sakamoto, Stevens Institute of Technology
• John Voiklis, Stevens Institute of Technology
We expect no special requirements.

Invited Speakers
Robert L. Goldstone is Chancellor’s Professor of
Psychological and Brain Sciences, and Director of the
Cognitive Science Program at Indiana University at
Bloomington. His research interests range from concepts to
collective behavior.
David Lazer is Associate Professor in Northeastern
University’s Department of Political Science and the
College of Computer and Information Science, and Director
of the Program on Networked Governance at Harvard. His
work focuses on the nexus issues in networks,
computational
social
science,
and
collaborative
intelligence.
Tobias Ley is Professor of Digital Ecosystems at the
University of Tallinn in Estonia. His research interests are in
the areas of intelligent human-computer interfaces for
workplace learning and knowledge management, in
cognitive modeling and social media.
Winter Mason received his Ph.D. in Cognitive Science
and Social Psychology from Indiana University in 2007.
Since then he has worked at Yahoo! Research in the Human
Social Dynamics group.
Jeffrey V. Nickerson is Associate Professor of
Technology Management and Director of the Center for
Decision Technologies at Stevens Institute of Technology.
He studies various topics in design and social networks.
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Publicity
Members of the Program Committee will directly ask
researchers working on related topics to attend the
workshop. In addition, participants will be recruited using
several relevant mailing lists. We have lists of people in
information systems, computer science, and cognitive
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across domains and pushes a unified methodological
message that manual action provides a powerful window
into cognitive processes (Freeman, Dale, & Farmer, 2011).
Mouse-tracking research also has theoretical
significance, and it is often used to make critical distinctions
between competing theoretical accounts. For example,
mouse-tracking data have already been central to the
development of broad theories of mental processing
(Spivey, 2007), and researchers often use such data to select
one theoretical model over another, e.g., dynamic versus
symbolic models (Farmer, Anderson, & Spivey, 2007;
Freeman & Ambady, 2011a; Freeman et al., 2008).
For example, in one study, participants categorized
faces’ sex by moving the mouse from the bottom-center of
the screen to a MALE or FEMALE response, located in the
top-left and top-right corners (Figure 1; Freeman &
Ambady, 2011b). When simultaneously processing a sexatypical voice, participants’ mouse movements were
continuously attracted to the opposite sex-category response
before arriving at response consistent with the face’s sex.
This opened up the real-time face‒voice integration process
and showed how ongoing processing results from the two
modalities are dynamically integrated over time.

Background
Recently, the measurement of computer-mouse trajectories
en route to choices on the screen has served as a window
into the real-time dynamics of a wide range of cognitive
processes. This mouse-tracking methodology is able to
provide a sensitive, temporally fine-grained measure by
which participants’ tentative commitments to various choice
alternatives can be tracked semi-continuously over hundreds
of milliseconds. Similar in spirit to the goals of eye-tracking
methods, mouse-tracking may provide access to the microstructure of perceptual, cognitive, and social decisions.
Though both methodologies have their strengths, one
advantage of mouse-tracking is that it relies on continuous
streams of hand motion rather than discrete saccades, and it
does so with nominal cost—needing nothing more than a
computer and mouse. These qualities led Magnuson (2005,
p. 9996) to comment that “the continuous data provided by
the mouse-tracking technique [has] the potential to address
not only specialized theoretical debates but also some of the
biggest questions facing cognitive science.”
The mouse-tracking methodology has been applied
across a range of topics in cognitive science in recent years.
Through tracking hand movement, novel findings about the
real-time dynamics of cognition have been made with
respect to spoken-word recognition (Spivey, Grosjean, &
Knoblich, 2005), semantic categorization (Dale, Kehoe, &
Spivey, 2007), sentence processing (Dale & Duran, in press;
Farmer, Cargill, Hindy, Dale, & Spivey, 2007), evaluative
thinking (Wojnowicz, Ferguson, Dale, & Spivey, 2009),
person perception (Freeman & Ambady, 2009; Freeman,
Ambady, Rule, & Johnson, 2008; Freeman, Pauker,
Apfelbaum, & Ambady, 2010), audiovisual integration
(Freeman & Ambady, 2011b), learning (Dale, Roche,
Snyder, & McCall, 2008), decision making (McKinstry,
Dale, & Spivey, 2008), deception (Duran, Dale, &
McNamara, 2010), time perception (Miles, Betka, Pendry,
& Macrae, 2010), and many others. This research cuts

Figure 1. Mouse-tracking reveals continuous integration of
face and voice processing (Freeman & Ambady, 2011b).
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Objective and Overview
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The purpose of this tutorial is to introduce the recording,
measurement, analysis, and interpretation of mousetrajectory data to cognitive scientists. As noted above, the
method is relevant to a wide range of interests: perceptual
judgment,
categorization,
psycholinguistics,
social
cognition, and many others. Through an overview of the
freely available MouseTracker software package
(http://mousetracker.jbfreeman.net), we will discuss how to
design and run mouse-tracking studies, compute measures,
and analyze data extracted from mouse trajectories.
MouseTracker is a comprehensive and user-friendly
stimulus presentation and data analysis package with a full
graphical-user interface (Freeman & Ambady, 2010).
Attendees will gain hands-on experience with measuring
and analyzing trajectory data using MouseTracker, and also
using R. By the end of the tutorial, the attendee should have
a conceptual understanding of the methodology and its
theoretical implications, be familiar with procedures, tools,
and software to design and run mouse-tracking studies, and
be equipped to analyze and interpret mouse-trajectory data.
The tutorial is suitable for any cognitive scientist interested
in exploring the real-time dynamics of cognition.
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Widespread Interest in Mouse-Tracking
Since the first mouse-tracking study (Spivey et al., 2005),
many mouse-tracking studies have been published, are in
press, or under review. Now that user-friendly software
(MouseTracker) specifically designed for running and
analyzing mouse-tracking experiments is freely available,
researchers need only a computer and mouse to use the
methodology, making its availability on par with more
common measures, such as response time. The tutorial will
train cognitive scientists in exploiting this burgeoning
mouse-tracking methodology.

Schedule
Conceptual and Theoretical Overview
Designing
and
Running
Studies
using
MouseTracker and Excel
Measuring and Analyzing Mouse-Trajectory Data
using MouseTracker, Excel, and R
Conclusions

30 min.
45 min.
90 min.
15 min.

Further Materials
Participants will receive a flash drive containing copies of
software, scripts, lecture slides, and supporting papers. The
latest version of the MouseTracker software and further
links will be available from:
http://mousetracker.jbfreeman.net/tutorial
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Pollack & Sinha, 2002); neural correlates of perception,
perceptual learning, and new measures of priming (Eger,
Henson, Driver & Dolan, 2007; Liu, Harris & Kanwisher,
2002; Sadr & Sinha, 2003, 2004); dissociating sequential
stages of object and face processing (Liu, Harris &
Kanwisher, 2002; Mack, Gauthier, Sadr & Palmeri, 2008);
mechanisms of scene perception and explorations of
different masking techniques/stimuli (Loschky et al, 2010).

Introduction: Objectives and Scope
The goal of this tutorial is to reduce the "barriers of entry"
for cognitive scientists interested in studying perceptual/
cognitive processes with complex, real-world stimuli - and
in doing so with confidence in their underlying techniques
and conceptual approach. The content of this session will
span basic topics in the selection/creation and (crucial) preprocessing of complex images; powerful stimulus manipulation techniques, including image degradation and filtering
methods; and important considerations in experimental
presentation (e.g., display choice and calibration, web-based
studies) and design of perceptual-cognitive tasks/paradigms.

Motivations, Applications, and Audience
From even a quick survey of publications in the field, it's
clear that interest in perceptual (particularly visual) research
in the cognitive sciences is not merely enormous but evergrowing. This is not surprising in a sense: the role of
perceptual processes in cognition can hardly be overstated,
and in some ways it's hard to imagine one without the other.
However, many studies limit themselves, for good reason,
to very basic visual stimuli (e.g., dots, lines, simple shapes),
while in other studies the move to complex stimuli and
high-level perceptual/cognitive phenomena (e.g., object,
face, and scene perception) has at times led to unfortunate
missteps or misinterpretations relating to stimulus control,
manipulation, and experimental presentation or task design including potential confounds in behavioural and neural
measures resulting from low-level image properties. A very
simple example (Fig. 1) illustrates how attempts to study
spatial-frequency effects in a perception task could coincide
with large shifts in image contrast, a critical stimulus
variable; such confounds may plague a variety of stimuli
and image manipulations, greatly undermining a study's
findings and interpretations (e.g., Rainer et al, 2001).
We have previously reviewed in detail a wide range
of these methodological concerns, consequences, and
corrective measures (Sadr & Sinha, 2001a, 2004), and the
fundamental concepts and techniques covered in this tutorial
(informed in part by our technical and experimental work
[e.g., Sadr & Sinha, 2001a, 2001b, 2003, 2004; Mack,
Gauthier, Sadr & Palmeri, 2008; Willenbockel et al, 2010])
are now being employed in a wide range of cognitive and
neuro- science research, including: developmental and
clinical studies (e.g., Bernstein, Loftus & Meltzoff, 2005;

Figure 1: Original image versus typical low-pass ("blur")
and high-pass ("edge") images: potential confound in image
contrast, seen in luminance histogram's standard deviation.
With sharply growing interest and activity in such
research areas, and a enduring concern for implementing
these techniques soundly, this tutorial is tailored for
scientists interested in, but new to, higher-level perceptual/
cognitive processes and complex images, as well as those
currently exploring such research but perhaps seeking
greater comfort with and intuition for underlying techniques
and concepts. Given the diversity of the audience, our
session is intended to be flexible in its scope, depth, and
progression and is primarily conceived at a level well-suited
to a range of participants, from those with little or no background to those with an intermediate level of experience.

Tutorial Approach and Participation
Our tutorial's overall structure will follow a progression of
core topics and techniques, from basic concepts and
handling of images all the way to stimulus manipulation and
experimental presentation. Along the way, we will try to
address questions and requests regarding subtopics or
special applications as fitting the participants' interests. At
each step, the topics and techniques will be illustrated by the
tutorial organizer or optionally performed as activities by
participants who might wish to bring a computer. Tutorial
content will be provided partly in print (e.g., content from
presentations) and partly via electronic resources online.
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(e.g., image pre-processing, manipulation, and unique task
paradigms) and applications (e.g., object perceptual
priming, stages of processing), in a series of publications
and presentations over the last decade, including a key
methods paper in Cognitive Science (Sadr & Sinha, 2004;
following Sadr & Sinha, 2001a, 2001b). Even so, this is the
first occasion for us to directly share these concepts and
skills - and the insights and intuitions we've gained - with a
broad base of interested researchers in an interactive setting.

Participants are not required to bring a computer (nor
purchase special software/tools). Those who do will have
access to resources and activities (i.e., sample images,
scripts, etc.) to augment the tutorial (e.g., pre-processing and
normalizing a set of source images [Fig. 2], manipulating
stimuli for specific applications [Fig. 3], etc.), and those
attending without a computer will be likewise engaged in
applied examples and demonstrations led by the tutorial
organizer. Overall, our goal is a valuable experience for all
participants, whether they wish to explore these techniques
at certain points during the session itself or to do so at their
leisure following the tutorial.
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Figure 2: Stimuli pre-processed with identical low-level
properties: luminance, contrast, spatial freq.; only means of
discrimination is via visual structure from phase coherence.

Figure 3: Different approaches to image degradation; e.g.,
typical Gaussian blur vs. Fourier phase manipulation (which
can preserve luminance, contrast, and spatial frequencies).

Background
From the outset, this session is planned specifically for the
needs, interests, and backgrounds of participants we
anticipate at this year's Cognitive Science Society
conference. The tutorial's approach, content, and instruction
are built on extensive experience teaching and training
cognitive science and neuroscience students, colleagues, and
collaborators these core topics and techniques in high-level
perceptual/cognitive research.
The tutorial organizer has over ten years' experience
specific to perceptual/cognitive studies using complex
visual stimuli and corresponding image-processing and
experimental methodology. Along with related studies
using both dynamic and static visual stimuli, this work has
been disseminated, both in terms of underlying methods
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Objectives and Scope

We believe that a tutorial on Icarus in particular is
especially timely for three reasons:

This tutorial will introduce attendees to Icarus, a computational theory of the human cognitive architecture.
The framework makes claims about the nature of cognition that distinguish it from more established architectures like ACT-R and Soar, and that we believe many
conference participants will find intriguing.
The presentation will cover the motivations behind
Icarus, the theoretical assumptions it shares with other
architectures and those on which it differs, and the types
of cognitive phenomena it aims to cover. The tutorial
will also introduce attendees to a programming formalism that embodies Icarus’ theoretical commitments,
present some example cognitive models, and illustrate
their use in synthetic environments.

• The architecture has a strong commitment to embodied cognition, a theoretical position that has
been receiving increased attention in recent years.
• Icarus specifically aims to model aspects of highlevel cognition such as problem solving, dialogue,
and reasoning about other agents, which have not
been emphases of most architectures.
• The associated modeling language provides a syntax
that is higher level than those offered by other architectures, which should make it attractive to novice
cognitive modelers.
Taken together, these reasons suggest the event should
be well attended and well received.

Plans for Tutorial Delivery
The tutorial presentation will involve a combination of
PowerPoint slides, recorded videos, and live runs of
Icarus models. We will encourage questions from the
audience to clarify ambiguities and uncover assumptions
not shared by all participants. The tutorial will begin
with a review of symbolic modeling to ensure communication with attendees from different backgrounds.
We will provide attendees with hard copies of slides
from the presentation to aid in note taking. We will
also provide them with a URL at which they can access papers on Icarus during the tutorial and download
software for running the example models we cover.

Intended Audience
We expect a mixed audience for this tutorial. Some researchers who have experience with another architecture
like Soar or ACT-R will attend to learn about the differences from that framework. Some others will participate because they are novice modelers who believe that
Icarus might provide a relatively easy entry into computational modeling of cognition. We expect a mixture
of age groups, but many attendees are likely be graduate students or postdoctoral researchers who are not yet
fully committed to a theoretical paradigm.
The tutorial will assume some familiarity with computer programming, but not with any particular language. Exposure to ideas about predicate logic and pattern matching will also be useful, but they should not
be required. However, attendees should have a desire to
learn about the benefits of cognitive architectures in developing models of conceptual inference, skill execution,
problem solving, and learning, along with the structures
and processes that Icarus offers to this end.

Qualifications of Presenters
The presenters will include Pat Langley (Arizona State
University) and Dongkyu Choi (University of Illinois,
Chicago). As co-developers of the Icarus architecture,
they are very familiar with the design decisions behind
it, with details of its implementation, and with using the
framework to develop intelligent agents. Both have authored papers and presented talks on the architecture,
many slanted toward an unfamiliar audience.
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Motivation
One overarching research question in cognitive
science concerns how information from perception
and memory is processed and integrated in order to
achieve robust, efficient, and adaptive behaviour in
space, as is necessary in wayfinding. Examining this
integration is quite complicated, entailing an
understanding of learning strategies, spatial memory
representations of static and dynamic relations,
perceptual and attentional processes that direct the
encoding and maintenance of select information,
reasoning and planning processes, communication of
spatial information via language or other
representational media, the influence of background
knowledge, and the development of navigation plans.
Due to the complexity of the problem, research in
navigation cuts across a diverse set of disciplines,
including cognitive psychology, linguistics, computer
science, robotics, environmental psychology,
developmental psychology, and geography, and
ranges from basic research questions to practical

applications. This symposium presents research from
across these disciplines, and provides a diversified
overview of the range of issues involved.

Multiple Ontologies for Spatial Mapping
and Navigation
Benjamin Kuipers
Wanting to develop computational models of spatial
knowledge including perception and action grounded
in the physical world, we found ourselves compelled
to build robots. Inspired by the structure of the
human cognitive map, we created the Spatial
Semantic Hierarchy (SSH), showing how several
different ontologies can be used together to represent
knowledge of large-scale and small-scale space [1].
The basic SSH uses hill-climbing and trajectoryfollowing control laws to explore the environment
even with very limited prior knowledge of sensor
semantics, but its knowledge of local space is quite
limited. The Hybrid SSH (HSSH) exploits prior
knowledge of the sensors to build local metrical maps
of small-scale space. These can be abstracted to
capture the qualitative decision structure of local
space, making it possible to build a global topological
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map, which can be used as a skeleton for building a
global metrical map when resources permit [2].
These multiple ontologies naturally support robust
representation and learning of spatial knowledge, as
well as multiple levels of human-robot interaction.

temporal lobe, on the other hand, appears to encode
a map-like representation of spatial coordinates
that allows distances between locations to be
calculated.

Way-finding in Birds: Spatial Cognitive
Processes and Their Neural Bases
Verner P. Bingman

1. The Spatial Semantic Hierarchy. B. Kuipers, 2000.
Artificial Intelligence, 119, p. 191-233.
2. Factoring the mapping problem: Mobile robot
map-building in the Hybrid Spatial Semantic
Hierarchy. P. Beeson, J. Modayil & B. Kuipers, 2010.
Int. J. Robotics Research 29(4), p. 428-459.

The Neural Mechanisms of Spatial
Navigation
Neil Burgess
Single unit recording in the hippocampal and
entorhinal cortices of freely moving rodents provides
detailed information regarding the neural mechanisms
of spatial navigation. I will describe some of these
experiments and the computational mechanisms they
imply, which emphasize the how two types of
information are combined to inform self-location.
These are sensory or imagined representations of
environmental boundaries and path integration via
intrinsic temporal oscillations in the theta band. I will
then describe the implications of these findings for the
mechanisms supporting human memory for spatial
locations and the spatial context of events, and
provide examples of behavioral, neuropsychological
and functional neuroimaging experiments designed to
test the resulting predictions.

From Scenes to Maps: Coding of LargeScale Environments in the Human
Brain
Russell Epstein

Birds are nature’s supreme navigators, which is
attributable to a range of compass-like and maplike spatial representational mechanisms. Looking
at homing pigeons, two map-like mechanisms are
of interest. The “navigational map” enables
pigeons to determine the direction home from
distant, unfamiliar locations, can be understood as
an algorithm based on two intersecting stimulus
gradients and is hippocampal independent. The
“familiar-area map” enables pigeons to determine
the direction home from areas experienced before,
has properties resembling a cognitive map and is
hippocampal dependent. There is also evidence that
the familiar-area map includes the representation of
both discrete landmarks, e.g., wind turbines, and
extended landscape features, e.g., coastlines, the
latter serving perhaps as boundaries defining a
pigeon’s geometric, working space. The
importance of the hippocampus for the familiararea map is revealed by hippocampal-lesioned
pigeons re-orienting poorly following a
navigational error and the path-like response
properties of some hippocampal neurons.

The Role of Subjective Factors and
External Aids in Affecting Spatial
Learning
Francesca Pazzaglia
During navigation individuals focus on different
types of environmental information, and that is
related to the mental representation they derive and
to their ability to navigate successfully through
familiar and unfamiliar environments. In this talk a
set of studies will be presented examining whether
and at what extent the presentation of schematic
maps, spatial descriptions, and instructions focused
on landmarks or intersections influence spatial
representation and navigation. Individual
differences in cognitive style of spatial
representation will be considered, as well, in the
idea that subjective factors (strategies, spatial
ability, spatial memory) interact with external aids
in affecting spatial learning.

Human neuroimaging studies have identified a
network of brain regions involved in spatial
navigation, including parahippocampal cortex,
retrosplenial cortex, and the medial temporal lobe
(hippocampus and entorhinal cortex). However,
the distinct cognitive functions supported by each
component of this network are still unknown. One
approach to this problem is to identify the
representational distinctions made within each
brain region. I will discuss recent work that uses
advanced fMRI techniques to identify neural codes
that support the coding of landmarks and locations
within a familiar campus environment. Results
from these experiments suggest that
parahippocampal and retrosplenial cortices encode
information that allows individual vistas and
landmarks to be distinguished. The medial
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Putnam, 1987). Similarly, Chi, Siler, and Jeong (2004)
observed that student tutors overestimated a tutee‟s correct
understanding and underestimated a tutee‟s incorrect
understanding. Chi et al. (2004) explained this finding with
the tutors‟ bias to use their own normative understanding as
a basis for assessing a tutee‟s understanding (see also
Graesser, Person, & Magliano, 1995).
However, none of these studies compared the assessment
skills of teacher tutors with the assessment skills of student
tutors empirically although there is much theoretical
research on such differences between expert tutors and
novice tutors (e.g., Graesser, D‟Mello, & Cade, 2009).
Therefore, it remains open as to what extent the assessment
accuracy of teacher tutors differs from the assessment
accuracy of student tutors. In this article, we present an
empirical study to shed light on this question. To elucidate
possible differences between teacher tutors and student
tutors, we draw on findings from research on judgments
about learners outside the tutoring context. We integrate
these findings by applying Nickerson‟s (1999) theory on the
development of a model of another person‟s knowledge.

Abstract
Tutors often have difficulty in accurately assessing their
tutees‟ understanding. However, it is unclear how tutors‟
professional experience influences their assessment accuracy.
Therefore, we conducted a study with N = 46 tutor-tutee
dyads and compared the accuracy with which teacher tutors
and student tutors assessed a tutee‟s understanding of the
human circulatory system at the level of mental models.
Results showed that both groups of tutors faced similar
difficulties in assessing a tutee‟s understanding. However,
whereas teacher tutors‟ assessment accuracy remained
constant in the course of tutoring, student tutors‟ assessment
accuracy decreased. Moreover, teacher tutors more accurately
self-assessed their assessment accuracy than student tutors.
Although teacher tutors process diagnostic information more
accurately than student tutors, both groups of tutors seem to
be overwhelmed by processing all information making up a
tutee‟s mental model. Hence, regardless of their professional
experience, tutors need to be supported in assessing a tutee‟s
understanding.
Keywords: assessment accuracy, human tutoring, teacher
tutors, student tutors

Introduction

Outside the Tutoring Context:
Accuracy of Judgments About Learners

To be effective, instruction should be adapted to the learner
(Kalyuga, 2007). Human one-to-one tutoring is a method
that offers many opportunities to adapt instruction to a
learner‟s understanding (Snow & Swanson, 1992).
However, adaptive instruction makes it necessary for tutors
to assess a tutee‟s understanding accurately. Research has
shown that tutors often have difficulty with collecting
diagnostically relevant information about a tutee. This
seems to be true irrespective of whether experienced
classroom teachers (i.e., teacher tutors) or university
students (i.e., student tutors) act as tutors.
For example, Chi, Roy, and Hausmann (2008) found that
a teacher tutor was not responsive to a tutee‟s level of
understanding and comprehension problems (see also

Research has shown that classroom teachers are relatively
accurate in knowing how a learner performs relative to other
learners in a class (Hoge & Coladarci, 1989). However,
when looking at the absolute level of the classroom
teachers‟ estimates of a learner‟s performance, classroom
teachers often overestimate a learner‟s performance (e.g.,
Bates & Nettelbeck, 2001see). Hence, classroom teachers
seem to have difficulty with assessing a learner‟s individual
understanding.
Nevertheless, research also suggests that classroom
teachers and university students differ in their ability to
accurately assess a learner‟s performance. For example,
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Dünnebier, Gräsel, and Krolak-Schwerdt (2009) showed
that classroom teachers, on the one hand, could quite
accurately grade the performance of a fictitious learner in a
German test. They were not strongly influenced by a grade
believed to be provided by an experienced colleague. This
was especially true if classroom teachers were made to
believe that they had to give an important educational
recommendation. University students, on the other hand,
were strongly influenced by the grade of the „experienced
colleague‟. They generally used this grade as an anchor (cf.
Tversky & Kahneman, 1974) for their judgment. Similarly,
Krolak-Schwerdt, Böhmer, and Gräsel (2009) found that
classroom teachers flexibly changed between different
modes of processing when assessing a fictitious learner‟s
performance. The type of processing they showed depended
on the aim associated with the assessment procedure. That
is, when the classroom teachers believed that they merely
had to form an impression of the fictitious learner they paid
most attention to stereotypical information about the learner.
Conversely, when the classroom teachers believed that they
had to give an important educational recommendation they
paid most attention to individual information about the
learner. University students, however, failed to display such
different modes of processing. Krolak-Schwerdt et al.
(2009) attributed these differences between teachers and
university students to the fact that teachers possess more
knowledge about learners than do university students.
Finally, Südkamp and Möller (2009) examined whether
university students would be able to use information about
fictitious learners in the course of teaching to improve their
accuracy in assessing the learners‟ performance. They
showed that the university students generally overestimated
the learners‟ performance and did not become more accurate
in their assessment.
To summarize, the results illustrate that classroom
teachers are quite accurate at assessing learners under some
conditions. The university students‟ assessment accuracy,
however, seems to be more limited. Moreover, university
students appear to be less flexible in processing information
about a learner than classroom teachers.

Classroom teachers as well as university students enter a
teaching situation equipped with their own person specific
knowledge, which they probably use to build a default
model of a learner‟s knowledge (cf. Nickerson, 1999; phase
1). Yet, classroom teachers who are experienced teachers
dedicate a lot of time to engaging in assessment activities
(e.g., Martínez, Stecher, & Borko, 2009) and have usually
gained a differentiated categorical knowledge about
learners, their knowledge, and how they learn (KrolakSchwerdt et al., 2009). This knowledge should help them to
adjust their model about a learner‟s knowledge in the
tutoring situation (cf. Nickerson, 1999; phase 2). Hence,
their assessments of a learner‟s understanding should be
more accurate than those of university students who do not
have such a teaching experience.
Classroom teachers should also have developed routines
to face the multiple demands of teaching. Compared to
university students, they should be less likely affected by a
cognitive overload that occurs when teaching demands
exceed the limited capacity of the working memory (Feldon,
2007). Consequently, classroom teachers should be able to
spend more cognitive resources on flexibly adapting their
model of a learner‟s knowledge and become more accurate
at assessing a learner‟s understanding in the course of
teaching (cf. Nickerson, 1999; phase 3).
Moreover, the experience of classroom teachers should
positively influence the assessment of their own assessment
skills. This is because, as Dunning, Johnson, Ehrlinger, and
Kruger (2003) argue, the skills that are necessary to selfassess one‟s own task performance are strongly associated
to those skills that are necessary to accomplish the task.
Hence, classroom teachers are probably more self-aware of
their assessment skills than university students.

Hypotheses
We present an empirical study in which we examined the
extent to which the assessment accuracy of teacher tutors
differs from the assessment accuracy of student tutors. More
specifically, we addressed the following hypotheses:
1) Teacher tutors are more accurate at assessing a tutee‟s
mental model than student tutors.
2) The accuracy of teacher tutors‟ assessments increases
more strongly in the course of tutoring than the accuracy
of student tutors‟ assessments.
3) Teacher tutors more accurately self-assess their
assessment skills than student tutors.

A Theoretical Framework for Understanding
Differences in the Assessment Between
Teacher Tutors and Student Tutors
To understand the differences in the assessment
performance between classroom teachers and university
students, we draw on Nickerson‟s theory (1999), which
describes how people in general construct a model of
another person‟s knowledge. In the first phase, one‟s own
knowledge serves as an anchor for building a default model
of another person‟s knowledge. In the second phase, the
default model is transformed into a more person-specific
model. This is done by deriving information, amongst
others, about the community to which the person belongs. In
the third phase, a more individualized model is modified on
an ongoing basis in accordance with information obtained
when interacting with the person.

Method
Sample and Design
A total of N = 46 dyads of tutors and tutees participated in
the empirical study. Twenty-one tutors were biology
teachers (teacher tutors). The mean age of the teacher tutors
was M = 44.05 years (SD = 11.76). Of the teacher tutors, 11
tutors were female and 10 tutors were male. On average, the
teacher tutors had M = 13 years (SD = 12.30) of professional
experience as a biology teacher. Twenty-five tutors were
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university students of biology (student tutors). The mean
age of the student tutors was M = 22.24 years (SD = 2.83).
Of the student tutors, 21 tutors were female and 4 tutors
were male. A multiple-choice test showed that the teacher
tutors (M = 12.43, SD = 3.43) and the student tutors (M =
11.56, SD = 3.86) had comparable knowledge about the
human circulatory system, F(1, 44) = 0.63, p = .43, η2 = .01
(small effect). Tutees were grade 7 students from
Realschulen (i.e., schools from the middle track of the
German school system). Of the tutees, 19 were female and
27 were male. Their mean age was M = 12.65 years
(SD = 0.53).
The main dependent variable in this study was the
accuracy with which the tutors assessed a tutee‟s
understanding of the human circulatory system at the level
of mental models. In addition, we examined the extent to
which the tutors accurately self-assessed their assessment
accuracy.

Procedure
Each tutoring session was divided into three phases: pre-test
phase, tutoring phase, and post-test phase. It lasted about 3
hours.
Pre-Test Phase In the pre-test phase, the tutees were asked
to draw the blood path of the human circulatory system in
the outline of a human body and to explain the blood path as
they knew it. Afterwards, both the tutors and the tutees
individually read the passage about the human circulatory
system.
Tutoring Phase The dyads of tutors and tutees read each
sentence of the passage about the human circulatory system
and engaged in a dialogue about each sentence. After the
33rd sentence, tutoring was interrupted and the dyads were
separated. The tutees were asked to draw and explain the
blood path of the human circulatory system. To measure
what the tutors thought that the tutees would know about the
blood path, the tutors were required to draw and explain the
tutees‟ mental model of the human circulatory system. After
accomplishing this task, tutoring was continued.

Materials
Textbook (Tutee and Tutor) In the tutoring session, the
tutor and the tutee engaged in a dialogue on the basis of a
passage about the human circulatory system, which was
previously used by Chi, Siler, Jeong, Yamauchi, and
Hausmann (2001). We adapted this passage for the present
study by deleting and reformulating sentences. Each of the
remaining 59 sentences of the passage was printed on a
separate sheet of paper. The sentences were presented to the
tutor and the tutee in a ring binder.

Post-Test Phase After completing the tutorial dialogue, the
dyads of tutors and tutees were separated again and asked to
draw and explain the blood path of the human circulatory
system. Afterwards, the tutors completed the selfassessment rating scale.

Results

Drawings of the Human Circulatory System (Tutee and
Tutor) On a sheet of paper, the outline of a human body
was displayed. The tutees were asked to draw the blood path
of the circulatory system into the human body and to
explain the blood path. The explanations were audiotaped.
By using this methodology, which was originally developed
by Chi et al. (2004), we assessed a tutee‟s conceptual
understanding about the human circulatory system at the
level of mental models.
To code the tutees‟ and the tutors‟ drawings and
explanations of the human circulatory system, we adapted a
classification scheme originally developed by Azevedo,
Cromley, and Seibert (2004). On the basis of this
classification scheme, the drawings were assigned a score
between 0 and 11. The scores reflect distinguishable types
of correct and incorrect mental models with scores from 0 to
9 indicating different types of incorrect mental models and
with scores from 10 to 11 indicating a correct mental model.

Tutors’ Assessment Accuracy
In a first step, we analyzed the extent to which teacher tutors
and student tutors accurately assessed the level of
correctness of the tutees‟ mental model of the human
circulatory system in the midst of tutoring and at the end of
tutoring. To do so, we compared the score assigned to the
tutees‟ actual mental model of the human circulatory system
with the score assigned to the tutors‟ assumed mental model
of the human circulatory system. The scores were subjected
to a repeated-measures ANOVA with type of tutor as
between-subjects factor.
Assessment Accuracy in the Midst of Tutoring The
results showed that the tutors overall significantly
overestimated the level of correctness of the tutees‟ mental
model of the human circulatory system in the midst of
tutoring (MTutee = 6.52, SDTutee = 2.65; MTutor = 8.09,
SDTutor = 2.48), F(1, 44) = 13.50, p < .001, η2 = .24 (large
effect). The teacher tutors (MTutee = 6.10, SDTutee = 2.74;
MTutor = 8.29, SDTutor = 2.59) were not significantly more
accurate in assessing the level of correctness of the tutees‟
mental model of the human circulatory system than the
student tutors (MTutee = 6.88, SDTutee = 2.57; MTutor = 7.92,
SDTutor = 2.41), F(1, 44) = 1.71, p = .20, η2 = .04 (small
effect).

Self-Assessment of Assessment Accuracy (Tutor) At the
end of tutoring, we asked the tutors to self-assess the
accuracy with which they had assessed a tutee‟s
understanding at the level of mental models in the midst and
at the end of tutoring. To do so, the tutors used a 4-point
rating scale ranging from 1 (= very inaccurate) to 4 (= very
accurate).
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Assessment Accuracy at the End of Tutoring The results
showed that the tutors overall significantly overestimated
the level of correctness of the tutees‟ mental model of the
human circulatory system at the end of tutoring
(MTutee = 7.93, SDTutee = 2.69; MTutor = 10.07, SDTutor = 0.88),
F(1, 44) = 27.94, p < .001, η2 = .39 (large effect). The
teacher tutors (MTutee = 8.05, SDTutee = 2.67; MTutor = 10.00,
SDTutor = 0.84) were not significantly more accurate in
assessing the level of correctness of the tutees‟ mental
model of the human circulatory system than the student
tutors
(MTutee = 7.84,
SDTutee = 2.75;
MTutor = 10.12,
MTutor = 0.93), F(1, 44) = 0.17, p = .68, η2 = .01 (small
effect).

tutoring
(MMidst = 2.19,
SDEnd = 2.64; cf. Figure 1).

SDMidst = 2.66;

MEnd = 1.95,

Self-Assessment of the Accuracy in Assessing a
Tutee’s Understanding of the Human Circulatory
System
In a third step, we examined the extent to which the tutors
accurately self-assessed the accuracy with which they
assessed the tutees‟ understanding of the human circulatory
system. First, we performed a repeated-measures ANOVA
with the tutors‟ self-assessments in the midst of tutoring and
at the end of tutoring as repeated measures and the type of
tutor as between-subjects factor. The results showed that the
tutors assumed their assessment accuracy to be significantly
higher at the end of tutoring (M = 2.93, SD = 0.54) than in
the midst of tutoring (M = 2.33, SD = 0.60), F(1,
43) = 30.13, p < .001, η2 = .41 (large effect). In addition, the
student tutors (M = 2.76, SD = 0.39) self-assessed their
assessment accuracy as being significantly higher than the
teacher tutors (M = 2.48, SD = 0.44), F(1, 43) = 5.32,
p = .03, η2 = .11 (medium effect).
Second, in order to analyze the extent to which the tutors‟
self-assessments reflected their assessment accuracy, we
computed correlations between the tutors‟ self-assessments
and their assessment accuracy as reflected by the difference
between the score assigned to the tutors‟ assumed mental
model of the human circulatory system and the score
assigned to the tutees‟ actual mental model of the human
circulatory system. The correlations for the self-assessments
of the teacher tutors were significant (rMidst = -.47,
pMidst = .04; rEnd = -.56, pEnd = .01). Hence, the more the
teacher tutors assumed their assessment to be accurate, the
more accurate their assessment actually was, as indicated by
a lower difference between the tutors‟ assumed mental
model and the tutees‟ actual mental model. In contrast, the
correlations for the self-assessments of the student tutors
were not significant (rMidst = .14, pMidst = .49; rEnd = .00,
pEnd = .99).

Changes in the Assessment Accuracy in the Course
of Tutoring
In a second step, we examined whether tutors would
become more accurate in assessing the tutees‟ understanding
in the course of tutoring. To do so, we subtracted the score
assigned to the tutees‟ actual mental model of the human
circulatory system from the score assigned to the tutors‟
assumed mental model of the human circulatory system and
compared the difference scores obtained in the midst of
tutoring with the difference scores obtained at the end of
tutoring. The difference scores were subjected to a repeatedmeasures ANOVA with the type of tutor as betweensubjects factor.

Discussion
This study compared the accuracy with which teacher tutors
and student tutors assessed a tutee‟s understanding of the
human circulatory system. We found that the tutors overall
overestimated the level of correctness of the tutees‟ mental
model of the human circulatory system in the midst and at
the end of the tutoring session. In contrast to our
expectations, teacher tutors were not more accurate at
assessing the tutees‟ understanding than student tutors.
However, there were more subtle differences between
teacher tutors and student tutors. First, student tutors
became more inaccurate in their assessments in the course
of tutoring. As a result, their overestimations of the tutees‟
understanding were even more pronounced at the end of
tutoring than in the midst of tutoring. Conversely, teacher
tutors became slightly, albeit insignificantly, more accurate.
Overall, tutors actually did not become more accurate in
assessing the tutees‟ understanding. Yet, they assumed their

Figure 1: Interaction effect between measurement point
and type of tutor on assessment accuracy.
On average, the tutors did not improve their assessment
accuracy in the course of tutoring (MMidst = 1.57,
SDMidst = 2.99; MEnd = 2.13, SDEnd = 2.68), F(1, 44) = 2.08,
p = .16, η2 = .05 (medium effect). However, the results
indicated a significant interaction effect F(1, 44) = 4.53,
p = .04, η2 = .09 (medium effect). Whereas the student
tutors became more inaccurate in assessing the tutees‟
mental model from the midst to the end of tutoring
(MMidst = 1.04, SDMidst = 3.21; MEnd = 2.28, SDEnd = 2.76) the
teacher tutors became slightly more accurate in assessing
the tutees‟ mental model from the midst to the end of
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assessment accuracy to be higher at the end of tutoring than
in the midst of tutoring. With regard to their selfassessments of assessment accuracy, the student tutors had,
second, the impression of being even more accurate than the
teacher tutors. However, our analyses revealed no
significant differences in the assessment performance
between teacher tutors and student tutors. Third, the results
showed that the teacher tutors were fairly accurate in
knowing the extent to which they accurately assessed a
tutee‟s understanding of the human circulatory system
whereas the student tutors failed to do so.
Our result that tutors generally overestimated the
correctness of the tutees‟ understanding is in line with
previous research (Chi et al., 2004). Following Chi et al.
(2004) and Nickerson‟s (1999) theory on the development
of a model of another person‟s knowledge, it can be
assumed that the tutors might have tended to rely too
heavily on their own correct and readily available
understanding as an anchor to construct a mental model of
the tutees‟ understanding. As a result, the tutors failed to
adjust this anchor sufficiently in order to account for
differences between their own and the tutees‟ understanding
(see also Wittwer, Nückles, Landmann, & Renkl, 2010).
Moreover, teacher tutors were not more accurate in
assessing a tutee‟s understanding than student tutors. We
propose two possible explanations for this finding. First, the
task of drawing and explaining a tutee‟s mental model of the
human circulatory system might have been relatively
unfamiliar to all tutors in this study. Second, assessing a
tutee‟s understanding at the level of mental models is rather
difficult because all pieces of information that make up a
tutee‟s mental model must be retrieved by the tutors from
their episodic memory and integrated into the current mental
model in working memory. Hence, this task might have
been too difficult for student tutors and teacher tutors to
produce differences in their assessment accuracy. Indeed,
further results of the study not reported here showed that a
task that was more familiar and less resource-demanding
produced differences in the assessment accuracy in favor of
teacher tutors (cf. Wittwer, Herppich, Nückles, & Renkl,
submitted).
Apart from this, teacher tutors seemed to be aware of the
tutees‟ actual understanding at least to some degree because
they slightly improved their assessment accuracy during
tutoring. Being experienced teachers, they probably could
draw on their differentiated knowledge about learners and
their understanding (Krolak-Schwerdt et al., 2009).
Although differences between the teacher tutors‟ assessment
accuracy and the student tutors‟ assessment accuracy did not
become apparent, the teacher tutors‟ model of a tutee‟s
understanding might have been more elaborate. Moreover,
teacher tutors probably have certain teaching routines at
their disposal that help them cope with the multiple
cognitive demands of tutoring. Thus, they might have been
able to spend at least some cognitive resources on flexibly
adapting their assessment to the tutees‟ understanding in the
course of tutoring and were less influenced by their own

understanding (cf. Dünnebier et al., 2009). Student tutors,
on the contrary, lack this teaching experience (and
knowledge about tutees) and might have fully relied on their
own correct understanding as a basis for their assessment. In
addition, they might “by default” have assumed that the
tutees‟ understanding would be most similar to their own
understanding at the end of tutoring because then all
(normatively correct) contents of the textbook passage had
been discussed and possibly learned by the tutees.
The difference between teacher tutors and student tutors
with regard to changes in their assessment accuracy are
reflected in the differences between teacher tutors‟ and
student tutors‟ self-assessments of assessment accuracy. On
the one hand, the student tutors particularly overestimated
their assessment accuracy. On the other hand, the teacher
tutors rather accurately self-assessed their assessment
accuracy. Overall, these findings are in line with the
considerations of Dunning et al. (2003). They report that
people who are not proficient in accomplishing a certain
task usually overestimate their performance in the task.
People who are proficient in accomplishing a task, however,
usually show rather accurate self-assessments. As Dunning
et al. (2003) argue, this is because the skills that are
necessary to self-assess one‟s own performance and those
skills that are necessary to accomplish a task are connected
by meta-cognitive monitoring and evaluation. It can be
assumed that differences in cognitive processing between
teacher tutors as experienced teachers and student tutors are
reflected by differences in metacognitive skills (e.g., Borko
& Livingston, 1989. Teacher tutors have probably
developed those meta-cognitive skills that enable them to
accurately self-assess their assessment skills. Student tutors,
on the contrary, might miss such meta-cognitive skills.
What are the implications of our study and what are the
directions for future research? First, we found differences
between teacher tutors and student tutors in assessmentrelated variables (i.e., change in assessment accuracy, selfassessment of assessment accuracy) that point to differences
in the processing of diagnostically relevant information
about a tutee‟s understanding between teacher tutors and
student tutors. More direct evidence, however, is still
needed. Therefore, it would be interesting to analyze the
actual tutoring interactions to see if differences between
teacher tutors and student tutors materialize in teaching and
in “online” assessment behavior. Second, it would be
interesting to examine which characteristics of tutors
influence their assessment (accuracy) of a tutee‟s
understanding. In this regard, it would also be interesting to
see whether teacher tutors and student tutors differ in these
characteristics and whether these possible differences in
characteristics are associated with differences in their
assessment (accuracy). A detailed knowledge of the
characteristics that influence assessment accuracy would
help to comprehend why certain tutors are more accurate at
assessing than other tutors. Third, the assessment accuracy
of all tutors in our study was suboptimal. This might
strongly limit the tutors‟ possibilities to adapt their
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instruction to the learner. Hence, the effectiveness of
tutoring and teaching in general would probably benefit
from trainings that aim to improve the assessment skills of
tutors and teachers. Such trainings could be informed by an
analysis of teaching actions in the actual tutoring
interactions. Fourth, to examine the ecological validity of
our findings future studies should test whether the results
can be replicated in more naturalistic tutoring situations.
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Abstract
Prior studies have shown that learning by problem solving in
an intelligent tutoring system such as the Cognitive Tutor can
be even more effective when worked examples are added in
comparison to problem solving alone. Introducing selfexplanation prompts additionally improves learning.
Furthermore, recent findings indicate that fading out worked
examples according to students’ performance during learning
(i.e., adaptive fading) is even more beneficial than fading
worked examples in a predefined procedure (i.e., fixed
fading). In this contribution we investigate the relationship
between potential indicators for learning progress, which can
be used for adapting fading and, thereby, fostering learning
outcome. We found a stronger relationship of learning
outcomes to self-explanation performance than to problemsolving performance during learning. Additionally, selfexplanation performance is a stronger predictor for learning
outcome than prior knowledge. Hence, adaptation, not only of
the example fading procedure but potentially of other aspects
of student learning (e.g., individualized problem selection)
might better be based on self-explanation performance and
not, or at least not only, on problem-solving performance, as
it is typical of intelligent tutoring systems.
Keywords: Scaffolding, Worked Examples, Intelligent
Tutoring Systems, Adaptive Fading

Introduction
Nowadays individualized instruction is a catchphrase that is
becoming more and more important. Cognitive Tutors and
other intelligent tutoring systems have proven to be very
effective in supporting individual students’ learning in a
variety of domains such as mathematics or genetics (for an

overview, see Koedinger & Corbett, 2006). Cognitive
Tutors are used in more than 2600 schools across the United
States as part of the regular curriculum. Based on an online
assessment of students’ learning, Cognitive Tutors provide
individualized support for guided learning by problem
solving (doing). Specifically, the Tutor selects appropriate
problems, gives just-in-time feedback, and provides hints.
Introducing self-explanation prompts to the Cognitive
Tutor made the Tutor even more effective (Aleven &
Koedinger, 2002). However, from a cognitive load
perspective the introduction of self-explanation activities in
addition to problem solving places fairly high demands on
students’ limited cognitive capacity, particularly in the early
stages of skill acquisition (e.g., Sweller, van Merriënboer, &
Paas, 1998), notwithstanding the load reducing aspects of
Cognitive Tutors, such as making subgoals and intermediate
steps explicit. The additional load posed by selfexplanations can be reduced by scaffolding the learning
process with worked examples (e.g., Salden, Aleven, Renkl,
& Schwonke, 2009). Meanwhile, there is ample empirical
evidence showing that learning from worked examples leads
to superior learning outcomes as compared to problem
solving (for an overview, see Renkl, 2011).
Although studying worked examples has proven to be
effective, this is true only during early stages of skill
acquisition (e.g., Kalyuga, Chandler, Tuovinen, & Sweller,
2001). During that phase, scaffolding with worked examples
reduces the cognitive demands of problem solving and
allows the learner to focus on understanding domain
principles. As expertise increases, worked examples not
only lose their effectiveness but can even impede learning
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progress (expertise reversal effect; Kalyuga, Ayres,
Chandler, & Sweller, 2003). The more students know about
a subject matter the more emphasis should be put on
problem-solving activities which lead to an increase of
speed and higher accuracy of performance (Renkl &
Atkinson, 2003). Therefore, Renkl and Atkinson (2003)
proposed a fading procedure in which problem-solving
elements are successively integrated into example study
until the students are able to solve problems on their own,
that is, scaffolding is reduced according to students´
expertise.
In a number of experiments, Renkl and colleagues
provided empirical evidence for the effectiveness of a
smooth transition from example study to problem solving
(e.g., Atkinson, Renkl, & Merrill, 2003; Renkl, Atkinson, &
Große, 2004). The specifics of the sequence in which
worked examples are faded are crucial for the optimization
of learning. Although these studies indicate that worked
examples faded in a fixed procedure were superior to
example-problem pairs, similar like in classical research
about scaffolding (e.g. Wood, Bruner, & Ross, 1976),
fading worked examples adaptively to the individual
learner’s progress should be even more successful. By
assessing the learning progress one can avoid the negative
effects of worked examples, also known as the reverse
worked example effect (Kalyuga et al., 2001). The
Cognitive Tutor with its online assessment provides an
appropriate framework for fading worked examples
adaptively.
Evidence for the effectiveness of adaptively fading
worked examples was first found in one of our previous
experiments (Salden et al., 2009). In this laboratory study,
we compared three conditions: a problem-solving condition,
a fixed-fading condition, and an adaptive-fading condition,
in order to test effects of faded worked examples over
problem-solving alone and adaptive fading over fixed
fading of worked examples (see also Method section in this
paper). As expected, Salden et al. (2009) found a monotonic
trend of adaptive fading over fixed fading over problem
solving. Effects were found in both posttest (Z = 2.03, p <
.05) and delayed posttest (Z = 1.83, p < .05). Additionally,
contrasts calculated to compare the adaptive-fading
condition with the non-adaptive conditions (fixed fading
and problem solving) revealed a significant superiority of
the adaptive-fading condition in both immediate posttest
(t(54) = 1.74, p < .05, d = .49) and delayed posttest (t(49) =
2.04, p < .05, d = .59). These findings could be largely
replicated in a field experiment (Salden et al., 2009). Taken
together, these results indicate that not only are faded
examples superior to example-problem pairs, as already
found in earlier studies (e.g., Schwonke, Renkl, Krieg,
Wittwer, Aleven, & Salden, 2009), but also adapting the
fading procedure according to students’ performance is
superior to a fixed sequence.
Typically, Cognitive Tutors adapt instruction based on the
learner’s
problem-solving
performance
(Corbett,
McLaughlin, & Scarpinatto, 2000). Unlike this widely used

approach, the adaptation (here: of fading) in our experiment
could not be based on problem-solving performance while
working in the Cognitive Tutor, because problem-solving
steps were worked-out in the beginning. Hence, we used
self-explanation performance, that is, a type of metacognitive performance (Aleven & Koedinger, 2002), for
adaptation. Against this background, the questions arise
whether it is sensible at all to rely on self-explanation
performance or whether this might be even the better
indicator for learning progress. The finding of Salden et al.
(2009) on the superiority of adaptive fading suggests that
self-explanation performance is a sensible indicator for
learning progress that can be used for adaptation, even if
these self-explanations are prompted and supported by
menus. However, in order to gain deeper insight in the
potential of self-explanation performance as an indicator for
adaptation and in the potential of different indicators, we
performed a re-analysis of our laboratory study.
We assumed, that students who have difficulties in
gaining deeper understanding make more mistakes while
working with the Tutor (e.g., Aleven, McLaren, &
Koedinger, 2006). Higher proportions of incorrect entries
for both numerical entries (answers) and self-explanation
activities (reasons) should therefore be associated with
inferior learning outcomes (in terms of transfer
performance). This (negative) relationship should be
especially strong for self-explanation (i.e., reason) steps as
we assume that they reflect a deeper understanding.
Therefore, self-explanation performance in addition to the
traditionally used problem-solving performance should be
predictive of learning outcomes. More specifically, we
addressed the following hypotheses:
(1) There is a negative relationship between
performance (i.e., incorrect entries) on problemsolving (i.e., answer) and self-explanation (i.e.,
reason) steps while working with the Tutor and
learning outcomes.
(2) The negative relationship is stronger for
performance on self-explanations steps.
(3) Performance on problem-solving and selfexplanation steps is both predictive of learning
outcomes.
(4) Performance on self-explanations steps is a
predictor of learning outcomes, beyond the
predictive power of performance on problemsolving steps and prior knowledge.

Method
Sample and Design
We recruited 57 students (19 in 9th grade and 38 in 10th
grade) from a German “Realschule”, which is equivalent to
an American high school. The participants (age: M = 15.63,
SD = .84) were randomly assigned to one of the three
conditions with 19 participants each. In two conditions
students were given worked examples for problem-solving
(i.e., answer) steps which were either faded out according to
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a fixed procedure (fixed fading condition) or according to
the student’s individual skill level and self-explanation
performance (adaptive fading condition). The third
condition did not receive any worked examples (problem
condition) and served as a control condition. Students in all
conditions had to provide prompted self-explanations (i.e.,
reasons) for all problem-solving steps and all students had
to solve at least some problem steps (Aleven & Koedinger,
2002). As the aim of our reanalysis was to investigate
relationships between performance on problem and reason
steps while working with the Tutor and performance on
posttest independent of condition, the following results refer
to all 57 participants of the study.

“30” on the answer step and “complementary angles” on the
reason step.
In the two example conditions, students were asked to
study a sequence of worked steps corresponding to the
answer steps in the problem condition. Worked examples
provided the numerical solutions of a problem step and
necessary calculations. Students were then asked to provide
a reason for the answers provided by the worked examples.
The worked examples were gradually faded out according to
either a fixed fading scheme or adaptively according to
students’ performance on self-explanation steps. Selfexplanation activities were held constant across the three
experimental conditions.

Learning Environment – The Cognitive Tutor

Instruments

In order to provide feedback and adapt to students’ skill
acquisition, Cognitive Tutors are based on so called
production rule models. Different production rules for
knowledge components can be learned independently. In the
present case, a knowledge component represents specific
ways of applying principles, for example, angle addition,
that are to be learned by the student.
The assistance in the Geometry Cognitive Tutor is based
on two algorithms: model tracing and knowledge tracing
both of which are grounded in the idea of knowledge
components in the production rule model. This model
enables the tutor to simulate the problem solving process, to
decide whether a student’s action is right or wrong and to
provide intelligent feedback (model tracing) as well as to
estimate the student’s learning progress on the level of
knowledge components (knowledge tracing; Koedinger &
Corbett, 2006). On this basis, the Cognitive Tutor can adapt
the assistance given to students to their learning progress.
Hence, we were also able to fade out worked examples
adaptively in the adaptive fading condition. The type of
problems that were presented in our study was held constant
across conditions.
Learning Materials Students were asked to work on fifteen
problems in a Cognitive Tutor lesson on geometry, together
covering four geometry principles. The first eight problems
required the application of only one geometry principle. The
last seven problems combined different principles and were
therefore more complex. In the problem condition, solving a
problem required students (a) to enter numerical values such
as the measure of an angle (i.e., the answer) and (b) to selfexplain each given numerical answer (i.e., the reason). The
self-explanation consisted of entering the name of the
principle applied into a text entry field. The principle could
be entered either by typing the name of the relevant
principle or by selecting the principle from a glossary that
contained a list of all principles used in the unit. For
example, if angles AB and AC are complementary angles
and the measure of angle AB is 60 degrees, then the
measure of angle AC is 30 degrees, because the sum of the
measures of complementary angles is equal to 90 degrees.
The student would be required to either enter “90-60” or

Pretest The pretest was implemented in the Cognitive Tutor
and consisted of four geometry problems related to the
lessons taught later during the learning phase with the
program. All Cognitive Tutor help facilities (e.g., hints)
were disabled during pretest. All participants completed the
same pretest.
Posttest A posttest that consisted of the same problems as
the pretest was implemented in the Tutor. Additionally, all
participants were asked to complete a paper-pencil test
immediately after working with the Tutor and one week
later (delayed posttest). Both posttests were identical. The
items in the paper-pencil tests differentiated between neartransfer and far-transfer problems (four items for near
transfer and four items for far transfer). Near-transfer
problems were isomorphic to the problems in the Tutor; fartransfer problems were structurally different but based on
the same concepts. As in the example shown in Figure 1,
students were given a structurally similar figure like in the
Tutor for near-transfer items. They were then asked (in this
example) to calculate angle IGT and angle TGH. Figure 2
shows an example for a far-transfer item. In this item
students were given a cover story of a sailor who is
navigating by the stars, in this case, the Southern Cross.
Then they were asked to calculate angle CXD given that
angle AXD is 45 degrees to find out in which angle the
destination island was to the sailor’s ship.

Figure 1: Example for a Near-Transfer Problem
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Figure 2: Example for a Far-Transfer Problem

Procedure
The experimental sessions lasted, on average, 90 minutes
and were divided into three parts: pretest and introduction,
tutoring, and posttest. First, students´ general prior
knowledge was assessed by their mathematics grade
together with some additional demographic data such as age
and gender. Then they received a brief introduction on how
to use the Cognitive Tutor followed by a short pretest
implemented in the Tutor measuring their prior knowledge.
After completing this pretest, students read an instructional
text providing information about the rules and principles
that were later addressed in the Cognitive Tutor. In the
tutoring part, students worked with their respective version
of the Cognitive Tutor. This learning phase was followed by
the posttests.

Results
Table 1: H1 & 2: Relationship of Performance on Answer
and Reason Steps and Learning Outcomes
Answers
r
Posttest

Table 2: H3: Performance on Reason Steps as Predictor for
Learning Outcomes (Final Regression Model)

Reasons
r

To test hypotheses 1 and 2 we determined Pearson´s
correlations between the proportion of incorrect answers in
relation to all answer steps executed (i.e., problem-solving)
as well as the proportion of incorrect reasons (i.e., selfexplanation) on the one hand and immediate as well as
delayed posttest scores on the other hand (Table 1). Posttest
scores reflect the percentage of points students received for
their posttest of the total of points to be achieved. The
performance on reason steps was significantly and
substantially related to scores on near and far transfers items
on both immediate and delayed posttest. In contrast, the
performance on answer steps was only reliably related to
scores on near transfer items in the immediate posttest. In
fact, the relationships to learning outcomes were
significantly stronger for reason steps than for answer steps
as corresponding comparisons (Olkin) shows, z (near
transfer) = 2.69, z (far transfer) = 2.29, z (delayed near
transfer) = 1.87, z (delayed far transfer) = 2.81 (with zcrit =
1.65 for a one-tailed significance test with α= 5%). In
summary, the pattern of results only partly confirmed
hypotheses 1: Performance on reason steps (i.e., selfexplanation), as indicator of deep understanding, was
significantly related to posttest scores (i.e., learning
outcomes), while performance on answer steps (i.e.,
problem solving) were not significantly related to posttest
scores (except for near transfer on immediate posttest).
Hypothesis 2 was confirmed: The negative relationship
between performance on reason steps and learning outcome
was significantly stronger than that for performance on
answer steps and learning outcome.
Although, the performance on answer steps and on reason
steps differed substantially in their predictive power with
respect to the posttest measures, we found a medium
correlation between them (r = .45, p < .001). This
association can be expected because answer steps and
reason steps are not independent but rather measure
understanding on different levels. Moreover, performance
on reason steps might be influenced by the Tutor’s support
received on the respective answer step.

N
B

Near
Transfer

-.34*

-.65***

57

-.18

-.48***

57

-.16

-.41**

52

-.12

-.49***

52

Far
Transfer
Delayed

Near

Posttest

Transfer
Far
Transfer

Note. * p < .05, ** p < .01, and *** p < .001 (two-tailed).

Posttest

SE
B
.03

β

Near
Reasons -.24
-.73***
Transfer
Far
Reasons -.18
.04 -.50***
Transfer
Delayed
Near
Reasons -.12
.04 -.41**
Posttest Transfer
Far
Reasons -.19
.05 -.49***
Transfer
Note. Posttest, Near Transfer: R² = .54; Posttest, Far
Transfer: R² = .25; Delayed Posttest, Near Transfer: R² =
.17; Delayed Posttest, Far Transfer: R² = .24.
** p < .01 and *** p < .001.
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To test hypotheses 3 and to decide if problem-solving or
self-explanation activities or both in combination are
presumably best for adapting support in intelligent tutoring
systems, we calculated a stepwise linear regression with
performance on reason and answer steps as predictors. As
the correlations from Table 1 suggest, the predictive power
of error rate on answer steps (i.e., problem-solving) was
very low. Accordingly, regression models including only
significant predictors omitted error rate on answer steps
(Table 2). Hence, Hypothesis 3 was not confirmed, that is,
only performance on reason steps but not on answer steps
had significant predictive power for learning outcome.
Table 3: H4: Prior Knowledge and Performance on Answer
and Reason Steps as Predictors for Learning Outcomes
B
Posttest

SE
B

β

Near
Transfer

Step 1
-.65***
.03
Reasons -.20
Step 2
-.59***
.03
Reasons -.18
-.26*
.02
Math.
-.04
Grade
Far
Step 1
.05
-.44**
Transfer
Reasons -.17
Step 2
Reasons -.14
.05
-.37**
Math.
-.05
.02
-.27*
Grade
Delayed
Near
Step 1
-.08
.02
-.53***
Posttest Transfer
Math.
Grade
Far
Step 1
Transfer
Reasons -.24
.05
-.55***
Step 2
Reasons -.21
.05
-.49***
Math.
-.05
.02
-.27*
Grade
Note. Posttest, Near Transfer: R² = .42 for Step 1, ΔR² = .06
for Step 2 (p < .05); Posttest, Far Transfer: R² = .19 for Step
1, ΔR² = .07 for Step 2 (p < .05); Delayed Posttest, Near
Transfer: R² = .28; Delayed Posttest, Far Transfer: R² = .30
for Step 1, ΔR² = .07 for Step 2 (p < .05).
* p < .05, ** p < .01, and *** p < .001.
To test Hypothesis 4 we calculated stepwise linear
regressions with general prior knowledge measured by
mathematics grade, specific prior knowledge measured by
the pretest, performance on answer steps (i.e., problemsolving), and performance on reason steps (i.e., selfexplanation) as potential predictors for learning outcome.
Distributional assumptions were met by all dependent
variables, that is, residuals could be assumed to be
independent and distributed normally. Furthermore,
heteroscedasticity could be assumed. (Multi-)Collinearity
among predictors was not an issue, given tolerance values
well above .2 and VIF values well below 10 (VIF values

close to 1 for all predictors). Additionally, collinearity
diagnostics showed that all predictors included in the
models loaded highly on different dimensions.
Results indicate that specific prior knowledge as
measured with the pretest did not yield additional
explanatory power. However, general prior knowledge as
measured with mathematics grade added predictive value to
self-explanation activities in all models and even served as
best sole predictor for near transfer in the delayed posttest
(Table 3). These findings are in accordance with findings of
strong influences of (general) prior knowledge on further
learning (for an overview, see Dochy, Segers, & Buehl,
1999; Shapiro, 2004). On the whole, Hypothesis 4 is
confirmed in that self-explanation performance has
predictive power for learning outcomes beyond prior
knowledge and problem-solving performance. Only in the
case of the delayed near transfer, the hypothesis did not
hold.

Discussion
Contrary to the widely used approach to base adaptation of
instruction in intelligent tutoring systems on problem
solving performance (i.e., answer steps), in the study by
Salden et al. (2009) adaptation was based on selfexplanation performance (i.e., reason steps). The superior
learning outcomes of the adaptive fading condition shows
that adapting on the basis of self-explanation is a feasible
alternative. Our present findings indicate that it may even be
the better alternative: Learning outcomes were better
predicted by performance on reason steps (i.e., selfexplanation) than by performance on answer steps (i.e.,
problem solving). In addition, regression models´ predictive
power for learning outcome was not increased by including
performance on answer steps. Again, given that traditionally
adaptation is based on problem-solving activities this is a
very "provocative" finding: Did we use only a sub-optimal
indicator for students´ learning progress up until now?
Some students were able to write down mathematical
values but failed to provide correct self-explanations. A
similar discrepancy was observed by Siegler and Stern
(1998) in strategy discovery and by Aleven, Koedinger,
Sinclair, and Snyder (1998) for problem solving in the
Geometry Tutor. It indicated that (in spite of the correct
problem-solving performance) a full understanding of the
problem-solving step is still lacking and still needs to be
developed. Against this background, self-explanation
performance might actually be a particularly sensitive
indicator as to whether a student has actually understood a
problem-solving step and should therefore be confronted
with a higher problem-solving demand. In addition, the
present findings suggest that a step should not be faded out
before a "complete" understanding is achieved, that is, a
student can also provide a correct self-explanation (i.e.,
reason) for a problem-solving step.
Our findings have also shown that general domain
knowledge could be worth considering as a basis for initial
adaptation. With respect to the finding that specific prior
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knowledge was less important, one should consider that the
pretest used in this study was rather short. Using a more
elaborate pretest might lead to different results.
Additionally, one can assume that prior knowledge and selfexplanation performance are not independent; prior
knowledge can influence the quality of self-explanations. It
might be argued that self-explanation performance is a more
"proximal" indicator of specific knowledge than a pretest.
Further studies have to clarify this issue.
The main message of this paper is that traditional
adaptation procedures that are based solely on problem
solving performance are presumably sub-optimal and that
including self-explanation performance is likely to improve
adaptation. However, the present findings need, without
doubt, corroboration by further research that tests more
directly the effects of different adaptation procedures. We
suggest a comparison of at least three conditions in future
studies: one in which online assessment and adaptation are
based on self-explanation performance and one in which
online assessment and adaption are based on problemsolving performance. A third group combining the two
should be added to test if self-explanation as a single
indicator is as good or even better compared to a
combination of self-explanation and problem solving.
Considering our results as well as those of many other
studies, prior knowledge, especially general domain
knowledge, should be taken into account as well.
Our results might also have important implications for
classroom settings. Contrary to widely used methods of
measuring students´ understanding by examining if they are
able to solve problems correctly, it might be reasonable to
test for students´ ability to explain their solutions rather than
focusing on correct solution steps only.
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mental effort. Cognitive load theory differentiates between
extraneous cognitive load, stemming from activities not
related to schema acquisition, intrinsic cognitive load, or
inherent difficulty from interactivity of knowledge elements,
and germane cognitive load, or effort related to schema
acquisition (Sweller, Merrienboer, & Paas, 1998). Forms of
assistance that reduce extraneous cognitive load should
enhance learning by freeing up cognitive resources, if the
schemas being learned are sufficiently challenging.
However, also central to the assistance dilemma is the
notion of desirable difficulties – research has shown that
modifications that reduce performance during instruction
(like decreasing feedback) can actually increase learning
(Schmidt & Bjork, 1992), suggesting that mental effort can
be germane to learning. The assistance dilemma considers
when to give assistance and how much assistance to give in
order to facilitate learning and learning efficiency, while
also acknowledging that assistance can serve as a “crutch”
or a “scaffold” (Koedinger et al., 2008).

Abstract
Context personalization, the practice of matching features of
an instructional component to a learner‟s interests and
experiences, has been framed in the literature as a means by
which to improve learning by enhancing motivation.
However, a related perspective could consider personalization
a form of instructional assistance, with the potential to
support the learning of new concepts. In this paper, the
assistance dilemma, known to be “a fundamental unsolved
problem in cognitive science” (Koedinger, Pavlik, McLaren,
& Aleven, 2008, p. 2159), is investigated for context
personalization. Two research studies explore whether
personalization can be considered a form of assistance, and
how this intervention mediates performance measures.
Keywords: personalization; assistance dilemma; cognitive
tutor; algebra

Background
The personalization hypothesis (learnlab.org/research/wiki)
posits that matching up features of an instructional program
to a learner‟s interests, experiences, or typical language
usage will lead to more learning, compared to when
instruction is not personalized. The benefits of
personalization are often framed in terms of motivation or
interest (e.g., Heilman, Collins, Eskenazi, Juffs, & Wilson,
2010); however personalization could also be considered a
form of instructional assistance. This may be a useful
perspective, given that research results for personalization
are mixed, with some studies showing positive effects
(Heilman et al., 2010) and others showing no effect
(McLaren, Lim, Gagnon, Yaron, & Koedinger, 2006).
Framing personalization as assistance makes explicit that
benefits should only be expected in some cases, namely
when the assistance is both needed and substantive. In this
paper, the idea of personalization is explored from the
perspective of an important issue in the science of
instruction, the assistance dilemma.

Context Personalization
Here the primary topic of concern is one specific type of
personalization - context personalization. In context
personalization interventions, features of an instructional
program are matched to individual learner‟s personal
interests and experiences. For example, in mathematics,
rather than being given a generic story problem on
harvesting wheat from a field of grain, a learner might
receive a variation of this problem based on their individual
interests, perhaps a mathematical scenario about playing a
video game or shopping at the mall. The idea that such
personalization of mathematics problems may enhance
learning is prevalent in the culture of schooling (Fives &
Manning, 2005); however little research has empirically
examined its impact.
The assistance dilemma has sometimes been framed with
respect to the “education wars,” or the struggle to strike a
balance between giving more assistance (i.e. direct or
traditional instruction) and less assistance (i.e. problemsolving and discovery learning) in learning environments.
Context personalization is an especially fascinating instance
of the assistance dilemma, because although it could be seen
as a form of information-giving, it is widely supported by
reform movements (e.g. National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics, 2000).

The Assistance Dilemma
The assistance dilemma, or how to balance informationgiving
with
information-withholding
in
learning
environments, has been framed as “a fundamental unsolved
problem in cognitive science” (Koedinger, Pavlik, McLaren,
& Aleven, 2008, p. 2159). Assistance is considered not only
to be direct hints or scaffolds, but any modification to the
learning environment that enhances performance or reduces
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Previous Studies Perhaps the most well-known study of
context personalization in mathematics is Cordova and
Lepper (1996). Elementary school students were given
computer activities on order of operations, presented in
different instructional formats. Results showed that students
in the condition where the activity was individually
personalized to interests (as previously assessed by
questionnaires) had significantly higher learning gains than
those in a generic condition. Anand and Ross (1987)
conducted a similar study where elementary school children
learned about division of fractions in a computer-assisted
environment. They found an overall positive performance
effect for students who received context personalization,
and a significant interaction indicating that personalization
was most beneficial for low- and middle-achieving students.
In a third study where 7th grade students were given story
problems involving division of whole numbers, Lopez and
Sullivan (1992) found that both individual and group-level
context personalization enhanced post-test performance, but
only for more difficult problems involving two operations.
However, other studies of elementary mathematics have
found no effect for context personalization (e.g. Bates &
Weist, 2004).
In the domain of mathematics, the few studies that have
been conducted on personalization have been with
elementary grade students solving simple arithmetic
problems, and outcomes for personalization are mixed.
Whether context personalization can support performance in
higher-level mathematics and for more mature learners is
unknown. The body of research on context personalization
is so small, that from the literature it is not even apparent
whether personalization could generally be considered a
form of assistance. Thus the primary goal of the studies
reported here was first to establish if context personalization
is a form of assistance among a more advanced group of
learners, and then to begin to explore how personalization
may mediate different performance measures.

unknown, where the student must solve for x in a linear
process given a specific value of y. All problems had one of
13 linear functions (i.e. y=2x+11) as their underlying
structure. See Table 1 for example problems.
Table 1: Example of normal and personalized problems
Problem
Type
Normal

Example

Personalized

You are playing your favorite war game on
the Xbox 360. When you started playing
today, there were 80 enemies left in the locust
horde. You kill 6 enemies every minute.
a. How many enemies are left after 10
minutes?
b. How many enemies are left after 7
minutes?
c. Write an algebra rule that represents this
situation using symbols.
d. If there are only 8 enemies left, how long
have you been playing today?

Some early Native Americans used clam
shells called Wampum as a form of currency.
Tagawininto had 80 wampum shells, and
spends 6 of them every day.
a. How many shells did Tagawininto have
after 10 days?
b. How many shells did he have after a week?
c. Write an algebra rule that represents this
situation using symbols.
d. After how many days did he have 8 shells?

Student responses were coded for accuracy by two coders
(kappa = 0.96), and performance data was analyzed using a
mixed-effects logistic model. The dependent variable was
whether the student got a problem part correct or incorrect.
Random effects included which student was solving the
problem, and which linear function was being solved. Fixed
effects included whether the problem was normal or
personalized, which problem part was being solved, whether
the students was classified as low-performing, mediumperforming, or high-performing1, and whether the linear
function was classified as easy, medium, or hard 2.

Study 1
The first study examined the impact of personalization on
student performance during face-to-face problem-solving
sessions. An abbreviated version of the analyses for Study 1
is given to lead into the larger experimental study, Study 2.

Results

Method

Analyses showed that personalization was a significant
predictor of performance. Main effects for all independent
variables were significant (p < .05), along with a number of
interaction terms, including the interaction between problem
type and student level, problem type and problem level, and

Twenty-four high school Algebra I students were given 3
four-part story problems on linear functions to solve using
pencil-and-paper. Two of the problems had been
personalized to out-of-school interests and experiences the
student had discussed during a pre-interview, while one
problem was a normal story problem from the Cognitive
Tutor Algebra (carnegielearning.com) curriculum. The first
two parts of each problem were result unknowns (Koedinger
& Nathan, 2004), where the student was given a specific xvalue to plug into a linear process like “y=2x+11,” and had
to solve for y. In the third part of each problem, the student
had to write an algebra rule, and the final part was a start

1

This classification was based on performance during the
session, however the mathematics standardized test scores of the
students from the low-performing group were significantly lower
than students in the other two groups (t=2.73, p<.05).
2
This classification was based on performance during the
session, but classifications were also reviewed based on
mathematical difficulty of the functional form.
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problem level and student level. The results are summarized
in Figure 1, which also gives the p-value for each
corresponding regression coefficient.
Easy Problem
LowPerformance
Student
MediumPerformance
Student
HighPerformance
Student

No significant
effect

Medium
Problem
No significant
effect
No significant
effect

Decreased
performance*
(96% to 73%)

No significant
effect

Method
Participants and Materials One hundred and forty-five
high school Algebra I students participated in Study 2. The
students‟ school used the Cognitive Tutor Algebra
curriculum. Cognitive Tutor is an interactive, softwarebased intelligent tutoring system that presents multi-part
algebra problems to students and offers customized
problem-selection as well as hints and feedback. The
program individualizes problem selection by using
knowledge-tracing approaches to determine mastery of the
concepts being learned. The program also uses modeltracing to relate the learner‟s problem-solving actions to a
cognitive model in order to diagnose errors and offer
feedback. For a more in-depth discussion of Cognitive
Tutor, see Koedinger and Aleven (2007).

Hard Problem
Increased
performance**
(2% to 28%)
No significant
effect
Increased
performance*
(59% to 90%)

Figure 1: Impact of personalization on performance,
relative to performance on normal problems, by student and
problem levels („*‟ p <. 05, „**‟ p <. 01)

Procedure and Setup Students were randomly assigned to
experimental and control groups. When students in both
groups entered Unit 6 of the software (Linear Models and
Independent Variables), the computer administered an
interests survey where they rated their interest in 9 topics
(sports, music, movies, TV, games, food, stores, art, and
computers). Students in the control group then received the
standard algebra story problems in Unit 6, while students in
the experimental group received problems selected by the
computer to be personalized to their interests.
Each of the 27 problems in the unit had 4 variations
corresponding to different interest categories. These
variations were written based on a prior survey of student
interests (N = 50). The variations were similar to the
manipulation shown in Table 1, although in this study the
changes to the story were sometimes considerably more
simple. For each problem, students were asked to fill in
different cells of a table as they solved result unknowns,
start unknowns, and wrote algebra rules. Figure 2 shows a
screenshot of the questions posed and the answer key for the
scenario, “You are jogging on the school track to train for
the sports team you are on. You are jogging at a rate of 2.9
meters per second, and have already gone 100 meters.”

Figure 1 shows how personalization increased
performance for low-performance students solving hard
problems and high-performance students solving hard
problems. The figure also shows an expertise reversal
(Kalyuga, Chandler, & Sweller, 2003) effect for
personalization when easy problems were being solved by
high-performance students. The figure gives the success
rates as estimated by the logistic model for both
personalized and normal problems.
These results suggest that context personalization is
indeed a form of assistance, and that it can allow students
some level of immediate success and opportunity for
learning when they are struggling to solve difficult
problems. One striking result is that there were 6 students (5
of whom were low-performance) in the sample that got no
parts of their normal problem correct, but were able to have
varying levels of success (25-100%) on their personalized
problems. The reverse was never true. This suggests that
personalization may have the most potential as a form of
assistance when students are near the edge of their
capabilities, and like other forms of assistance, should be
faded out as expertise develops.

Study 2
Ultimately a larger sample size was needed to better
understand how personalization impacts performance and
problem-solving behaviors. Thus preliminary results from
Study 2, a large randomized-control experiment, are
reported next. In this study, there is also discussion of
learning efficiency (Koedinger, Corbett, & Perfetti, 2010),
or the idea that because instructional time is so valuable,
completing instructional activities in less time (without
reducing learning) can be considered an important outcome
of an intervention. Koedinger et al. (2010) observe that “too
many theoretical analyses and experimental studies do not
address the time costs of instructional methods” (p. 34).

Figure 2: Screenshot of questions and solution values for
a story problem in Unit 6 of Cognitive Tutor
Methods of Analysis The unit of analysis was one student
solving one part of one problem, which corresponds to
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filling in one cell in Figure 2. The data included the 73,953
problem parts being solved by the 145 students as they were
presented with normal or personalized versions of the 27
base story problems in Unit 6. Performance was modeled
with a mixed-effects logistic regression. Given the manner
in which Cognitive Tutor‟s artificial intelligence selects
problems and assesses learning based on knowledge-tracing
algorithms, students generally received both different
problems and different numbers of problems. Thus in the
statistical analysis, base problem and student are both
random effects. Fixed effects included what condition the
student was in (experimental or control), as well as what
knowledge component (Koedinger & Aleven, 2007) or skill
was being addressed in the cell they were filling in.
Knowledge components were placed in three groups
based on overall difficulty within Unit 6. The first group
was easy knowledge components; these included filling in
names for quantities and units (first two rows in Figure 2)
and entering a given value. The second group was mediumdifficulty knowledge components, such as solving result and
start unknowns and working with different types of numbers
(small, large, decimal). The third group was the most
difficult knowledge components assessed in the tutor,
writing algebraic expressions of various forms. Along with
an analysis of performance, measures of learning efficiency,
hint-seeking, and gaming the system were also analyzed.

1.03 = 1.46, p < .001). The effect was only marginally
significant for medium knowledge components (odds = 1.42
× 0.83 = 1.17, p = .089). The increased performance on easy
knowledge components, like entering in labels for quantities
and units, suggests that personalization facilitates learners‟
ability to get through less mathematically-relevant portions
of the problem in a timely manner. The increased
performance on writing symbolic expressions (hard KCs)
shows that context personalization could be considered a
form of assistance for this challenging algebraic task.
Placing the raw coefficients in Table 2 into the logistic
model, it can be seen that for hard knowledge components,
the control group had a predicted performance of 46%
correct, while the experimental group had a predicted
performance of 56% correct. Thus the model estimates that
personalization improves performance on hard knowledge
components by 10%, which is a considerable increase for
the domain of algebraic expression-writing.
Results suggest that personalization provides assistance to
students as they learn the difficult skill of algebraic
expression-writing. Personalization may also increase
learning efficiency by facilitating performance on easy
knowledge components. There was no evidence of an
expertise reversal effect in this study – as these problems
were based on general survey data rather than individual
interviews, they may have been less distracting or seductive.

Results

Problem Step Duration Learning efficiency was examined
by looking at the time a learner spent completing each
problem part (i.e. filling in one cell in Figure 2), as it varied
by condition. In terms of average step duration, the pattern
of difficulty for knowledge components was slightly
different than it was for performance. The knowledge
components with the lengthiest step durations included
writing expressions with both slope and intercept terms, and
solving a start unknown when the expression had a positive
slope. For the purposes of the duration analysis, these are
considered “hard” knowledge components. The knowledge
components with medium average step durations included
solving all other start unknowns, working with different
types of numbers (small, large, decimal), and writing
expressions with only slope terms. The easy knowledge
components were the same as they previously were.
A linear mixed-effects regression was conducted with
base problem and student as random effects and condition
and knowledge component difficulty as fixed effects. The
dependent measure was the number of seconds the learner
spent on the problem step. Results are shown in Table 3.
The main effect for condition was not significant;
however, the interaction between condition and knowledge
component difficulty was significant. As can be seen from
the table, personalization significantly decreased step
duration when the problem part being solved was associated
with a hard (time consuming) knowledge component. The
estimated size of the effect is a reduction of 8.6 seconds
(3.06 + 5.54 = 8.6, p < .01). This suggests that
personalization assists learners solving hard problems, and
has the potential to increase learning efficiency. Overall,

Performance Main effects for both condition and difficulty
of knowledge component were significant predictors of
performance, as was the interaction between condition and
knowledge component difficulty (Table 2). The raw
coefficients are in logit form, and in the third column they
are transformed to odds. “Condition-E” is the experimental
group (received personalized problems), and “KC” stands
for knowledge component. The reference groups are the
control condition and easy knowledge components.
Table 2: Regression coefficients for mixed effects logistic
model predicting problem performance (fixed effects only)

(Intercept)
Condition-E
KC-Easy
KC-Medium
KC-Hard
Condition-E×
KC-Medium
Condition-E×
KC-Hard

Raw
Coeff
1.95
0.35
Ref.
-0.85
-2.07
-0.19

Std
Err
0.111
0.091

Exp
(Coeff)
7.03
1.42

z-value

0.029
0.055
0.041

0.43
0.13
0.83

-29.59 ***
-37.66 ***
-4.68 ***

0.03

0.077

1.03

0.38

17.47 ***
3.48 ***

„***‟ p<.001

Being in the experimental condition increased predicted
performance on easy knowledge components (odds = 1.42,
p < .001) and hard knowledge components (odds = 1.42 ×
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students in the experimental group had 1.88 correct answers
per minute in the unit, while control group students had 1.56
correct answers per minute. Looking only at the hard
knowledge components, the efficiency scores for the
experimental and control group were 0.59 correct per
minute and 0.42 correct per minute, respectively.

Table 4 shows that the experimental group received fewer
of their total hints on easy knowledge components, and
more of their total hints on hard knowledge components.
The increased hint-seeking for hard knowledge components
does not explain the performance differences presented
earlier; the dependent measure in those analyses was
whether the student got the correct answer on the first
attempt, without asking for a hint.

Table 3: Regression coefficients for linear mixed-effects
model predicting problem step duration (in seconds)

(Intercept)
Condition-E
KC-Easy
KC-Medium
KC-Hard
Condition-E×
KC-Medium
Condition-E×
KC-Hard

Coeff
17.07
-3.06
Ref.
19.62
43.47
-1.52

Std Err
2.53
2.54
0.75
1.32
1.04

26.16 ***
32.87 ***
-1.46

-5.54

1.80

-3.07 **

Table 4: Percentage of total hints requested by experimental
and control groups for different knowledge components

t-value
6.76 ***
-1.21 ***

KC Type
Easy
Medium
Hard

% of total hints received
Control
Experimental
10.4%
7.0%
54.7%
54.6%
34.9%
38.4%

The analysis of hint-seeking shows that students in the
experimental group received fewer hints, and when they did
receive hints, they were on more difficult knowledge
components. This suggests that personalization facilitates
efficiency on easier knowledge components, but students
still seek help on more challenging skills.

„***‟ p<.001 „**‟ p<.01

Reading Time The time students spent reading each story
scenario was measured by calculating the elapsed time
between when the problem first came up on the student‟s
screen, and their first interaction with the tutor. A linear
mixed-effects regression analysis was conducted with
student and item as random effects, and condition as a fixed
effect. The dependent variable was reading time in seconds.
Results showed that condition was a significant predictor of
reading time (z = -2.06, p < .05) with personalization of
story scenarios estimated to reduce average reading time by
7.6 seconds. The predicted reading time for students in the
control group was 33.1 seconds, compared to 25.5 seconds
for the experimental group. This again suggests that
personalization improves learning efficiency by reducing
time spent on less mathematically-relevant problem parts.

Gaming the System Research on intelligent tutoring
systems has shown that students sometimes engage in
behaviors referred to as gaming the system, (Baker, Corbett,
Koedinger, & Wagner, 2004) where they take advantage of
the tutor‟s help and feedback. For example, students may
enter in answers quickly and repeatedly, trying to guess the
answer that the tutor will accept, or students might click
rapidly through the tutor‟s hints in order to get to the
“bottom out” hint, where the tutor essentially gives the
student the answer to the problem part. Gaming the system
has been shown to be negatively correlated with learning
(Baker et al., 2004), and has been framed with respect to the
assistance dilemma as a reaction to information-withholding
in instructional environments (Koedinger & Aleven, 2007).
Accordingly, research has shown that weaker students are
more likely to game the system (Baker et al., 2004).
The Cognitive Tutor Gaming Detector (Baker & de
Carvalho, 2008) was run on students‟ transactions with the
tutor while in Unit 6. The gaming detector collects a variety
of quantitative data from students‟ transactions with the
tutor, including time and hint-seeking measures, and
determines how often the student is likely to have been
gaming the system. Results showed that students in the
experimental group gamed the system significantly less
often (t = -2.33, p < .05). This suggests that personalization
is acting as a form of assistance, reducing gaming and
increasing
use
of
learning-focused
strategies.
Personalization might be especially effective for weaker
students, given that they most often game the system.

Hint-Seeking The hint-seeking behavior of students was
analyzed by looking for differences in the average number
of hints given to the student by the tutor per problem part. A
linear mixed-effects model with student and item as random
effects found that condition was a significant predictor of
hints requested (z = -2.33, p < .05). Personalization reduced
the number of hints per problem part by 0.12 hints, from an
estimated 0.38 hints per problem part for the control
condition to 0.26 hints per problem part for the experimental
condition. Personalization seemed to act as a form of
assistance that allowed students to use substantially fewer of
the built-in hints in the Cognitive Tutor software.
While it is critical that students try to persist in solving
problems and learn from making mistakes, it is also
important that students have the metacognitive awareness to
know when to seek hints, rather than continue to flounder.
Using only the transactions where students received hints,
an exploratory analysis was conducted to see which problem
parts students received the most hints on.
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Conclusion
The results presented here suggest that context
personalization can be considered a form of assistance,
increasing both performance and learning efficiency.
Framing personalization with respect to interest or intrinsic
motivation is an important perspective, and is central to our
own work; however this explanation alone cannot account
for empirical results. Specifically, rather than context
personalization boosting performance in a single, generic
manner across all problems, it seems to be most effective
when students are struggling with a difficult task. For adept
problem-solvers, it may introduce extraneous cognitive
load, causing accuracy to decrease through an expertise
reversal effect. The conceptualization of personalization as
assistance also helps to explain why the results in the
literature are so mixed. Gains should only be expected when
students are solving challenging problems where the type of
assistance offered by personalization is helpful.
This then leads to the question of why context
personalization actually provides assistance. In the domain
of mathematics story problems, Nathan, Kintsch, and
Young‟s (1992) conception of a situation model seems to be
a highly probable explanation. Context personalization may
allow students to have a better implicit grasp of the actions
and relationships in a story scenario, allowing them to write
algebraic expressions and solve result and start unknowns
more accurately, as they reason with familiar quantities.
Ultimately, the assistance dilemma is about learning, and
in the present paper, we only look at measures of
performance and learning efficiency. As it seems plausible
that context personalization can productively be considered
a form of assistance, in future work we seek to explore
further whether this assistance is a “crutch” or a “scaffold.”
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Abstract

metacognitively monitor their use of strategies or make
accurate metacognitive judgments. For example, students’
failure to metacognitively monitor their learning, make
accurate metacognitive judgments, and deploy regulatory
processes are detrimental and can negatively impact their
learning. One approach to address this issue is to develop
multi-agent learning environments that embody artificial
pedagogical agents that are designed to model, scaffold, and
foster students’ metacognitive processes during learning
(see Azevedo et al., in press; 2010; Leelwaong & Biswas,
2008; Schwartz et al., 2009; White et al., 2009).
The goal of this study was to investigate the effects of a
multi-agent hypermedia learning environment, MetaTutor,
on the accuracy of learners’ metacognitive judgments during
their learning of the human circulatory system. The
metacognitive judgments investigated in this study included
Judgments of Learning (JOLs) and Feelings of Knowing
(FOKs), which were either prompted by one of MetaTutor’s
four pedagogical agents or initiated by the students
themselves using an SRL (Self Regulated Learning) palette
available to them during the learning session. Research by
the MetaTutor team has revealed key self-regulatory
processes, related to planning, metacognitive monitoring,
learning strategies, and methods of handling cognitive task
demands, which are deployed by students while learning
about complex science topics (see Azevedo & Witherspoon,
2009). One of the main objectives of the MetaTutor project
has been to test the effectiveness of pedagogical agents as
external regulatory agents in scaffolding students’ learning.
Pedagogical agents have the potential to provide students
with information that will help them become strategic,
motivated, and independent learners. One of the areas where
pedagogical agents can help students to better regulate their
learning is by improving the accuracy of metacognitive
judgments, such as JOLs and FOKs. Nelson (1996) argued
that, metacognitive judgments are notoriously inaccurate
most of the time. He defined the accuracy of metacognitive
judgments in terms of the correlation between the respective
metacognitive judgments and a subsequent performance
score. When a learner’s metacognitive judgment rating and
performance score correlate closely, they are well
‘calibrated’. Lack of confidence as well as overconfidence
not justified by one’s performance can threaten short- and

Successful learning with advanced learning technologies is
based on the premise that students adaptively regulate their
cognitive and metacognitive processes. However, research
suggests that students are rather dysregulated in their
learning. One major source of dysregulation is based on
inaccurate metacognitive judgments made during learning.
This study investigated learners’ accuracy and confidence in
metacognitive judgments made in the context of learning
about the human circulatory system with MetaTutor, a multiagent intelligent hypermedia learning system. 83 college
students took part in this study, and their interactions within
MetaTutor in the two-hour learning session provided data for
this study. In general, the results revealed that learners were
overconfident to differing degrees in ratings of their
judgments of learning (JOLs) and feelings of knowing
(FOKs). It was also found that receiving timely prompts and
adaptive feedback from the artificial agent in MetaTutor
improved the accuracy of metacognitive judgments. Learners
in the Prompt and Feedback condition (PF) were
overconfident to a lesser degree than those in other conditions
(Prompt Only [PO] and Control). Finally, one-way ANOVA
and Tukey post-hoc results indicated that learners who
received prompts and feedback attained significantly (p < .05)
better learning efficiency scores than learners in Control and
Prompt Only conditions.
Keywords: Metacognitive Judgments; Hypermedia; JOL;
FOK; Accuracy; Multi-Agent Learning Environment.

Objectives and Theoretical Framework
Successful learning with advanced learning technologies is
based on the premise that learners adaptively regulate their
cognitive process based on accurate metacognitive
judgments during learning (Azevedo, Moos, Johnson, &
Chauncey, 2010). However, there is ample empirical
evidence to suggest that learners usually do not regulate key
cognitive, metacognitive, affective, and motivation
processes during learning with advanced learning
technologies such as multi-agent environments (Azevedo et
al., in press; Biswas et al., 2010; Graesser & McNamara,
2010; McQuiggan & Lester, 2009; White et al., 2009). In
other words, learners typically do not deploy effective
learning strategies, modify and update internal cognitive
standards, correct behavior based on feedback and
scaffolding from the learning system or a tutor,
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long-term learning outcomes of the task. As noted by
Boekaerts and Rozendaal (2010), if left unattended, overconfidence or under-confidence in one’s skills and
knowledge may spread to the domain and may eventually
become a personality trait. Winne (2010) argued that the
lack of accuracy in metacognitive judgments can be due to a
shortage of cognitive resources, specifically working
memory and attentional resources, which might be already
in use by other cognitive or metacognitive processes, like
managing progress toward goals. One of the purposes of
using pedagogical agents to provide students with feedback
on their performance and correctness of metacognitive
judgments is to improve the accuracy of these judgments,
because if learners can judge what material they have
learned well and what they have not, they can focus their
attention on the poorly-learned information, else if their
judgments are inaccurate, they cannot successfully guide
their learning (Dunlosky & Lipko, 2007), and deploy
remedial strategies (e.g. re-reading and taking notes).
Although outcome feedback on metacognitive judgments
increases students’ accuracy, a primary role of feedback in
calibration is to change the learners’ level of confidence
(Stone, 2000). Stone (2000) argues that external feedback,
from a teacher or an external agent, can influence how a
task is assessed, and will lead to the improvement of
students’ internal feedback loop as well as their selfregulation of learning. There are two major methods for
assessing accuracy – relative accuracy and absolute
accuracy. Dunlosky & Lipko (2007) define relative
accuracy as the degree to which one’s judgments correlate
with his/her own test performance. Absolute accuracy is
also defined as whether a person’s judgments are over- or

under-confident. In this study, we report several analyses of
student-initiated and system-initiated metacognitive
judgments across three experimental conditions during a
two-hour learning session with MetaTutor.

Method
Participants
A total of eighty-three (N=83) participants (70% females)
drawn from the two large colleges located in large
metropolitan areas took part in this study. They each
received $40 for completing the two-day experiment. The
participants were randomly assigned to one of three
conditions: Prompt and Feedback (PF), Prompt Only (PO),
and Control. The PF condition received timely prompts
from the pedagogical agents in the learning environment to
use different SRL processes and received feedback
regarding their performance on the deployment of the
metacognitive processes. The PO condition received the
same prompts, but no feedback was provided on their
performance. Finally, the control group received no prompts
and they were free to learn without help from agents in
MetaTutor.

MetaTutor, Apparatuses, and Materials
MetaTutor included 41 pages of text and diagrams, designed
to detect, model, trace and foster students’ self-regulated
learning about complex science topics like the human
circulatory, digestive and nervous system (Azevedo &
Witherspoon, 2009; Azevedo, Johnson, Chauncey, &
Graesser, 2011) (See Figure 1). The content for the learning

Figure 1. MetaTutor screenshot
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MetaTutor was designed to collect and record all
participant interactions with the learning environment and
upload these interactions into a log-file which was created
for each participant. Specifically, we examined and
extracted data for two types of metacognitive judgments,
namely Judgments of Learning (JOLs) and Feelings of
Knowing (FOKs). During the learning session, all
participants had the option of clicking on an SRL palette as
a behavioral indication that they were about to deploy
different cognitive strategies like summarization or make a
metacognitive judgment regarding their performance (Userinitiated SRL process). Strategies and metacognitive
judgments were also prompted at appropriate times by the
pedagogical agents (in PO and PF conditions) to scaffold
learners’ self-regulation (System-initiated SRL process).
When the participants clicked on the SRL palette or were
prompted by Mary to make a judgment of learning (JOL),
they were asked to indicate how well they understood the
content they had just read on a 6-point Likert scale, ranging
from one (I strongly believe I do not understand this
content) to six (I strongly believe I do understand this
content). Additionally, the participants could click on a
button related to FOK and assess how well they already
knew the content they were reading, on a 6-point Likert
scale. After making JOLs and FOKs, the participants were
asked to take a short quiz and answer three questions to
assess the accuracy of their judgment. In the PF condition,
participants also received feedback on their performance on
the quiz and the accuracy of their JOL or FOK. All
metacognitive judgments and quiz scores were recorded in
individual log-files along with other interactions with
MetaTutor.

session was material on human circulatory system. Several
apparatuses were used to collect data during the learning
session, including a Tobii T60 LCD remote eye–tracker,
used to collect the eye-tracking data; a digital microphone
for the concurrent think-aloud protocols; system-generated
log files; and a high-definition digital video camera used to
collect participants’ facial expressions to analyze their
emotions during learning.

Experimental Procedure
On the first day of the experiment, participants took a test
which measured their knowledge of SRL processes, as well
as a pre-test examining their prior knowledge about the
human circulatory system. On the second day of the
experiment, learners started by setting three sub-goals for
their learning at the beginning of the learning session.
During their interaction with the learning environment, four
computerized pedagogical agents (Gavin the Guide, Mary
the Monitor, Pam the Planner, and Sam the Strategizer)
helped participants interact with the environment, helped
them plan, monitor, use appropriate strategies, and provided
timely prompts and appropriate feedback (only in PF
condition). The students were also free to choose SRL
processes from an SRL palette in the environment interface,
which included buttons for initiation of different planning,
monitoring and control processes (See Figure 2). The
assessments used in the system were a pretest and a posttest,
each comprised 25 multiple-choice items. Posttest questions
included text-based and inferential questions. In addition to
the pretest and posttest, throughout the learning session, the
participants were tested with short quizzes after they made a
judgment of learning (JOL), feeling of knowing (FOK), and
sub-goal completion. The results of the short quizzes in the
PF condition led the system’s subsequent behavior, and
helped the system to provide the participants with proper
adaptive feedback.

Data Analysis
The data analyzed in this paper are part of a major study,
which were extracted from the log-files created by
MetaTutor for each of the 83 participants across the three
conditions (Prompt Only, Prompt & Feedback, and
Control). For the purpose of this study, the values of the
JOLs and FOKs together with the quiz scores following
these metacognitive judgments were extracted by analyzing
each participant’s log-file. Time stamps in milliseconds
were also extracted for FOKs and JOLs, together with data
on whether these metacognitive judgments were systeminitiated or user-initiated. We then coded the rating values
of FOKs and JOLs, which were made on a 6-point Likert
scale, into two classes, namely, FOK +, FOK -, JOL + and
JOL -, in a way that ratings of 1 to 3 were coded into “+”
valence, and ratings of 4 to 6 were coded into “-“ valence.
The learning efficiency score was calculated by dividing
the raw posttest score by learning time in minutes, which
was the time spent on learning content (Faw & Waller,
1976; Simons, 1983). This calculation was performed to
account for the amount of time students in both
experimental conditions spent on the actual content of the
circulatory system by subtracting the time they spent
interacting with the agents. Interactions with the agents,

Figure 2. SRL palette in MetaTutor interface
The learners were given two hours to learn about the
human circulatory system using MetaTutor, and had the
opportunity to take a short five-minute break after the first
half of the session. After the two-hour learning session, the
participants had 20 minutes to complete the posttest on the
material they had learned, and finally they were paid and
debriefed at the end of the experiment.
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taking quizzes, writing summaries, and other instances when
the instructional content was not visible, were not included
in learning time. Pretest and posttest scores were also
recorded for each participant in the experiment.
We used two measures of bias and the Goodman-Kruskal
Gamma correlation to describe the degree to which
judgments of learning and feelings of knowing correlated
with performance. The calculations were done based on a
two-by-two contingency table created by comparing the
JOL and FOK ratings (+ and -) with the performance on the
subsequent quiz (low vs. high). Bias score was calculated as
the difference between the proportion of high JOLs and
FOKs (+) to the relative performance (total correct
JOLs/FOKs divided by the total numbers of JOLs/FOKs).
Bias scores greater than zero indicate over-confidence,
scores less than zero suggest under-confidence, and zero
indicates perfect accuracy of confidence and performance.
The Goodman-Kruskal gamma correlation is a measure of
relative accuracy of performance outcomes according to the
confidence judgments made by participants (Dunlosky &
Metcalfe, 2009; Schraw, 2009). Gamma indicates the trend
in judgments relative to the trend in performance scores.
Gamma scores close to +1.0 indicate perfect correlation
between JOL/FOK ratings and performance on the
subsequent quiz. Bias scores and Gamma correlation were
calculated for JOLs and FOKs made by the participants
across the three groups in the study.
In order to check for the degree of accuracy of FOK and
JOL ratings made by participants with regard to their
performance, and investigating any under- and overestimations, we tallied the number of agreements between
FOK and JOL ratings and quiz performance on a 3-by-3
contingency table (FOK or JOL ratings from 1 to 3 by
performance on quiz from 1 to 3). The JOL/FOK ratings
made by participants in the MetaTutor environment were
initially on a 6-point Likert scale, but we decided to
transform the 6-point Likert ratings into 3-points, so that
better comparison can be made with performance on a 3item quiz. This way, we would have a symmetrical
contingency table, and can investigate the accuracy of
ratings with regards to the performance on the subsequent
quiz. The frequencies and percentages of accurate
judgments, under- and over-confidence in FOKs and JOLs
were obtained across the three experimental groups.

Feedback (PF) condition significantly outperformed the
Control condition (p < .05). A marginal difference was
found between the PO and Control conditions (p = .052). No
significant difference was observed between PF and PO
conditions in learning efficiency scores. Learning time was
calculated by summing the amount of time spent viewing
the instructional content, including pages and images. A
one-way ANOVA indicated a significant difference among
the groups in learning time, F (2, 80) = 30.541, p < .001.
Tukey-HSD post-hoc analyses indicated that the Control
group had a longer total learning time (M = 86.39 minutes,
SD = 13.54) compared to both the PO condition (M = 68.51,
SD = 14.20) and the PF condition (M = 58.93, SD = 11.74),
p < .001. Additionally, the PO condition had a significantly
longer learning time compared to the PF condition, p < .05.
These findings indicate that receiving agent prompts to
deploy SRL processes and receiving subsequent adaptive
feedback improves learning, as indicated by learning
efficiency scores.

Metacognitive Judgments
In order to compare the system-initiated (prompts) vs. userinitiated (clicks on the button on the SRL palette) JOLs and
FOKs (+ and -) in the two experimental conditions (PO and
PF), 2 x 2 chi square contingency table analyses were
conducted. These analyses do not include the Control group
since participants in this condition do not receive prompts
by the system to deploy SRL processes. The results
indicated that there is a significant difference in the
distribution of user- vs. system-initiated metacognitive
processes across both experimental conditions (p < .05).
This indicates that learners make fewer JOLs by clicking on
the SRL palette when the system does not prompt them to
make a JOL. Also, more positive than negative FOKs and
JOLs are observed in all conditions. Analyzing the accuracy
of these metacognitive judgments might shed light on how
calibrated the students were while making the judgments. A
summary of chi-square results is presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Frequencies of χ2 analysis of user- vs. systeminitiated JOLs and FOKs by valence
Cond.
PF

Results and Discussion
Learning Efficiency and Time on Content

PO

The comparison of total time spent on task indicated a
significant difference among the three conditions, F (2, 80)
= 30.55, p < .05, ηp2 = .045. Tukey-HSD post hoc analyses
revealed that all three groups significantly differ from each
other in total time on task. An analysis of variance
(ANOVA) on the learning efficiency scores indicated a
significant effect of learning condition on learners learning
efficiency (F [2, 80] = 5.538, p < .01, ηp2 = .122). TukeyHSD post-hoc comparisons revealed that the Prompt and

Control

PF
PO
Control
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Initiation
User
System
User
System
User
System
User
System
User
System
User
System

JOL+
66
68
29
114
72
0
FOK+
46
22
45
25
44
0

JOL19
41
1
28
11
0
FOK6
29
6
13
11
0

χ2
5.207

p
0.022*

4.743

0.029*

χ2
23.57

p
0.000*

6.534

0.010*

performance feedback, their confidence judgments
improved across sessions to a greater extent than in other
conditions. As explained in the Procedure section above, in
order to investigate the degree to which participants were
accurate, over- or under-confident in judgments of their
performance on a subsequent quiz, we investigated the
frequency of correct and incorrect judgments. The results
indicated that in the case of JOLs, participants were accurate
about less than half the time (34.8, 41.7, and 44.5 percent
for PO, PF and Control conditions, respectively).

Measures of Accuracy
In order to calculate the accuracy of metacognitive
judgments (agreement between judgment and performance),
we used Goodman-Kruskal Gamma, which is a measure of
correlation and is based on the difference between
concordant and discordant pairs. Under statistical
independence, Gamma will be 0, which means there is no
correlation between judgment and performance. The value
of Gamma ranges from -1 to +1. In this study, whenever
there is an agreement between an FOK or JOL rating (+ or ) and the corresponding subsequent quiz score, it is
considered a concordance. The results of Gamma
calculation indicate the degree of association between FOK
or JOL ratings and performance on the subsequent quiz, in
other words, the agreement of judgments or ratings with
performance (see Table 2). As illustrated in Table 2, there is
a significant correlation between JOL judgments and
performance in both the PO and PF conditions (p < .05).
Specifically, in the case of JOL in the PO group, a strong
agreement can be observed between ratings and
performance (G = .638, p < .001). Nelson and Dunlosky
(1991) reported an average value of Gamma for immediate
metacognitive judgments from +.09 to +.48, and quote other
similar studies finding average Gammas of +.33.

Table 3.Percentage of confidence and accuracy of JOLs and
FOKs
UnderOverAccurate
confidence
confidence
Judgment
PO
16.27 %
48.83 %
34.88 %
JOL PF
22.16 %
36.08 %
41.75 %
Ctrl
16.86 %
38.55 %
44.57 %
FOK

PO
PF
Ctrl

21.34 %
30.09 %
18.18 %

55.05 %
33.98 %
50.90 %

23.59 %
35.92 %
30.90 %

With regards to the accuracy of FOKs, the participants
were even less accurate in comparison to when they made
judgments of their learning (23.5, 35.9, and 30.9 percent for
PO, PF and Control conditions, respectively). A summary of
findings about confidence and accuracy in JOLs and FOKs
is displayed in Table 3.

Table 2. Gamma and Bias score summary table

Gamma Correlation
FOK
Sig JOL
Sig
.296
.262 .638 .001*
.184
.051 .145 .047*
-.256 .502 -.20 .594

PO
PO
Ctrl

Bias Score
FOK JOL
.15
.11
.009 .06
.18
.10

Conclusions and Future Directions
One of the goals of this study was to investigate the
accuracy of metacognitive judgments (FOKs and JOLs)
made by students while learning with a hypermedia multiagent environment. The findings were generally in line with
results of previous studies (e.g., Nelson & Dunlosky, 1991;
Lichtenstein & Fischhoff, 1977) on accuracy of learners’
metacognitive judgments, in terms of the magnitude of
Gamma correlations between judgments and performance,
and the general bias learners have towards overconfidence
in making JOLs and FOKs. We also found that learners
receiving prompts and feedback (i.e., those in the PF
condition) from pedagogical agents were less overconfident
in their JOLs and FOKs than learners in other conditions.
This provides support for the effectiveness of prompts and
adaptive feedback on improving learners’ calibration in their
metacognitive judgments. The findings also have
implications for the design of intelligent and adaptive
computer-based learning environments to help students selfregulate their learning in a better way and become more
calibrated in their metacognitive judgments, which will lead
to improved learning.
The data for the current study was obtained from log-files
generated by MetaTutor, which contained a detailed record
of learners’ interactions with the learning environment.
However, the use of on-line trace methodologies like eyetracking data and concurrent think-alouds could provide

*p < .05
The Gamma values obtained in this study for FOKs and
JOLs are in approximately the same range as those found by
other researchers in similar studies. The medium and low
Gamma correlations obtained here indicate low accuracy of
JOLs and FOKs made by learners in different conditions.
Better accuracies are observed for PO condition, which
might be related to the fact that in the absence of agent
feedback, participants had to become more independent
metacognitively, and monitor their learning more
accurately.
In order to investigate the degree of over- and underconfidence, bias scores were calculated. Bias (Kelemen,
Frost & Weaver, 2000) is a measure of overall degree to
which confidence matches performance. Bias scores greater
than zero indicate over-confidence and bias scores less than
zero show under-confidence. As can be seen in Table 2,
participants in all three conditions were over-confident in
their FOK and JOL ratings, to differing degrees. This is in
line with findings of Lichtenstein and Fischhoff (1977),
where they argued that the most common bias observed in
metacognitive judgments is over-confidence. The bias
scores for JOLs and FOKs in the PF condition are very
small, which corroborates the argument made by Sharp and
colleagues (1988) that when learners are exposed to
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additional evidence about the nature of these metacognitive
processes. Another avenue for future research is the
investigation of the accuracy of delayed-JOLs in the context
of multi-agent learning environments. The delayedjudgment of learning effect has been studied by a number of
researchers, and they have found that delayed judgments are
significantly more accurate than immediate judgments
(Thiede et al., 2005; Veenman et al., 2006).
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Abstract

reversed the appropriate relation, (e.g., 6S=P instead of
6P=S). Subsequent research established clearly the
difficulty of these and other relational equations (e.g.,
Clement, 1982; Mestre & Lochhead, 1983; Hegarty, Mayer,
& Monk, 1995; Martin & Bassok, 2005).
In this paper, we provide an account of the source of
reversal errors motivated by perceptually grounded theories
of notation interpretation and use. Errors on relational
equations result from a structural mismatch between the
surface structure of typical relational comparison statements
in English and the structure of default (multiplication)
equations. Before turning to our account, we review
existing accounts for the difficulty of relational equations.

Abstract relational reasoning is a core component of human
thinking. While abstract relations are understood using a
wide variety of methods, the formal algebraic equation is
among the most powerful and general mechanisms for
representing relational statements. It has often been assumed
that the means by which expressions represent relations are
purely semantic, and are encoded in an abstract syntax that
governs the use of notation without regard to the details of its
physical structure (Anderson, 2005; Hegarty, Mayer, &
Monk, 1995). In contrast, we propose an image of equation
construction that highlights the role of concrete physical
relations in mediating the interpretation of equations. In this
account, construction processes involve a structural alignment
across representation systems. Alignment biases reasoners
toward the selection of representations that maintain the
concrete structure of source representations. We demonstrate
that this approach accounts naturally for a variety of
previously reported phenomena in equation construction, and
correctly predicts several new phenomena.

Two systems accounts of equation construction
Most research in relational equations posit two distinct
strategies: a normative reasoning process, which leads from
situation descriptions to correct relational equations, and
some sort of shallow surface strategy which leads to errors
(e.g., Clement, 1982; Fisher, Borchert, & Bassok, in press;
Hegarty, Mayer & Monk, 1995; Martin & Bassok, 2005).
On this kind of account, successful reasoning relies on
building a mental model of the semantic relations specified
in a situation description. The relations encoded in the
mental model can then be semantically converted into the
relations of notational algebra, and this semantic alignment
is used to construct a problem representation.
Two systems accounts also posit a second route, in which
reasoners use a heuristic or shortcut instead of modeling.
The most commonly discussed second route is left-right
transcription. Reasoners using this strategy would directly
transcribe words from a story problem into mathematical
symbols in a left-right manner, without regard for the
meaning of the mathematical symbols (Clement, 1982;
Clement, et al., 1981; Hegarty, Mayer, & Monk, 1995).
Fisher, Borchert, and Bassok (in press) proposed a two
systems account that relies on their demonstration of two
facts. First, they persuasively demonstrate that inexpert
algebraists often consider multiplication equations as a
‘default’ algebraic expression, and treat division equation
more-or-less exclusively as denoting arithmetic operations.
Second, they speculate that reliance on multiplication as a
standard form leads students into reversals, because
multiplication equations’ left-right structure affords
(incorrect) left-right transcription. Fisher et al. evaluated

Keywords: Relational reasoning, analogy, psychology,
education, problem solving

Introduction
Formal mathematics is among the most powerful means
we have for dealing with abstract relational assertions.
While mathematics uses a wide variety of tools to represent
relations, for the last 500 years, the mathematical expression
or equation as written in the formalism of algebraic notation
has been the most ubiquitous and recognizable way to
express abstract relationships. Understanding the use of
formal symbol systems is thus an important part of
understanding relational reasoning more generally.
Given the importance of algebraic formalisms in
mathematics generally as well as in middle-school and highschool mathematics curricula, it is perhaps surprising that
many people have great trouble constructing and
interpreting even basic expressions written in it (e.g.,
Koedinger, Alibali, & Nathan, 2008). In particular,
reasoners have great difficulty constructing and making
sense of relational equations—equations that assert a
quantitative relationship between two entities.
When
Clement, Lochhead, and Monk (1981) asked undergraduate
engineering students to write an equation representing the
natural language expression “There are six times as many
students as professors,” they found that 37% percent of their
participants made errors. The great majority of those errors
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Table 1: Ways to phrase quantitative relational assertions in English.
Variable
Type
There are four screws for every nail.
Count
There are five rhinos for every six elephants.
Weight
Sally has seven more coats than hats.
Count

Phrasing
Type
Direct
Comparison

Examples

Hypothetical
Comparison

If there were four nails for every nail there really is, there would be
as many screws as nails.
If Sally had seven more hats, she would have as many hats as coats.
If there were three magazines for every magazine there actually is,
there would be as many magazines as journals.
Multiplying the number of nails by four yields the number of screws.
Six times the number of rhinos is the number of elephants times five.

Operation

their proposal by asking participants to construct division
models of relational statements, as in

Equation
Model
4N=S
5R=6E
7+H=C

Aligned?

Count

4N=S

Yes

Count
Weight

7+H=C
3M=J

Yes
No

Count
Weight

4N=S
6E=5R

Yes
No

No
Yes
No

We think that the explanation for the difficulty of
relational statements lies in a greater appreciation for the
ways we interact with formal expressions. Landy &
Goldstone (2007; see also Kirshner & Awtry, 2004) argue
that our use of notation is intimately bound up with the
concrete physical structure of the algebraic notation—
people use proximity, for instance, as a strong cue to the
binding structure of formal expressions.
We propose the concrete alignment view as a novel
explanation of difficulties students have in constructing and
interpreting relational algebraic expressions.
On this
account, students construct equations through constructing
representations and using relational alignment (Gentner,
1983) to reidentify terms, objects, and relations across
representations, using as guides both semantic features and
the concrete relations that inhere in physical notations.
Errors can crop up in either the construction or the mapping
processes, but the concrete alignment view attributes the
primary source of reversals to the mapping stage.
The concrete alignment view accounts for past results by
noting the general mismatch between the physical structure
of comparison statements in English and (multiplication)
statements in algebra, illustrated in Table 1. English
comparatives such as “There are six students for every
professor” bind through textual proximity and phrasal
structure the relating quantity “six” to “students.” Algebraic
multiplication statements in which variables represent
counts make the opposite binding.
Table 1 illustrates that rephrasing the comparison as an
operation automatically binds the relation to objects in the
same manner as a multiplicative equation. In a similar way,
when Fisher et al. (in press) instructed students to write
division equations, they asked them to construct equations
that naturally matched the physical structure of the direct
comparison.
On our interpretation, typical relational
problems are hard because the structure of the phrasing
mismatches the structure of problem, and aligning structures
whose concrete features mismatch is generally hard.
The concrete alignment view is compatible with a wide
variety of published results. To evaluate it further, we

P
=S
6

In this case left-right transcription is impossible,
ostensibly forcing students to engage in more sophisticated
modeling. Indeed, Fisher et al. report a drastic decrease in
the number of reversal errors when divisions are required. In
one study, 29% of multiplication equations were reversals,
compared to only 8% of division equations.
Our account builds on Fisher et al.’s conclusion that
students prefer to use multiplication operations in algebra
equations, and indeed our account also predicts that a
greater willingness to use division equations would
correspond to increased success in relational equation
modeling. However, our proposal for why reasoners are
more successful with division equations in their task is quite
different from Fisher et al.’s.

Structural alignment of concrete relations
The pattern of errors in relational equation construction is
quite robust, and has been replicated many times. However,
it is not clear that the two systems account is the best way to
explain these data. First, reversals are often produced even
when transcription seems impossible. For instance, Mestre
and Lochhead (1983), analyzing across several studies
involving different populations of college students in Israel,
the US, and Japan, reported that reversal rates either stayed
the same or increased when the verbal statement “In one
school, there are six times as many students as there are
teachers,” was replaced with an aerial photograph of 5 cows
and 1 pig in a field. Furthermore, students are often more
successful at solving problems phrased in natural language
than in algebraic syntax (Koedinger & Nathan, 2004;
Koedinger, Alibali, & Nathan, 2008). These results suggest
that the difficulty students face in solving such problems
lies in their ability to work with algebraic notation, not in
their ability or willingness to interpret relationships.
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tested several combinations of phrasing and operations not
previously reported. Here we report results of three
variations on this theme: participants read a problem in one
of the above phrasings, and constructed an equation.

Method

account comparison phrasing and problem type act roughly
independently, so that these factors should not interact in
determining performance.
This prediction provides a strong way to discriminate the
two strategies account, which predicts main effects of
phrasing and variable type when division problems are
constructed, from the concrete alignment view, which
predicts a three-way interaction.

Participants 16 undergraduates attending the University of
Richmond received partial course credit for participation.

Results

Experiment 1

Results were analyzed using nested mixed-effects logistic
regression models, including main effects of phrasing,
frame, and variable type, as well as interactions. Items on
which participants wrote equations or notes outside the
provided equation frame were excluded from analysis.
Reversal rates are shown in Figure 1. The model
including a three-way interaction between phrasing,
equation frame, and variable type fit the data better than the
model including only main effects by a likelihood ratio test,
(χ2(4) = 76, p<.001), and than the model including only twoway interactions (χ2(1) = 58, p<.001). This was also the best
fitting model overall.
The concrete alignment view uniquely predicts an
interaction between variable type and phrasing for division
problems. We separately explored this two-way interaction
by computing mixed-effect logistic regressions using just
division problems. The model that included a two-way
interaction term fit the data substantially better than a model
including only main effects (χ2(1) = 6.9, p<.01).
Examination of this model revealed that weight problems
were associated with more reversals than number problems
(eβ=10.4, z=2.8, p<.01), and operation language led to
marginally more errors than direct comparison (eβ=5.2,
z=1.9, p~.06). The interaction was also significant, such that
problems that were both weight problems and expressed
using operation phrasing were solved with fewer errors than
problems that contained just one of these.

Design We constructed sixteen relational equation
problems. Target items were separated by a multidigit
arithmetic problem that served as a distracter. Each target
described in a short paragraph (2-4 sentences) two sets of
similar objects (e.g. screws and nails) on opposite sides of a
balanced scale. The critical sentence described the
numerical relationship using two relatively prime constants.
Participants filled appropriate numbers and variables into an
equation frame consisting of an operation and equals sign.
The test problems varied along three dimensions:
phrasing (direct comparison or operation), equation frame
format (multiplication or division), and variable type (count
or weight). The “rhino” sentences from Table 1 provide
examples of the form of the direct and operation comparison
statements used in Experiment 1.
On weight problems, students wrote an equation using
variables to represent the weight of each object, rather than
the number of objects. Mathematically, this has the effect of
inverting the concrete relations of the correct equation
without affecting those in the text. For instance, if there are
four nails for every screw, and the total weight nails and
screws is equal, then each screw weighs as much as four
nails. Count problems asked participants to construct more
typical equations in which variables stand for set sizes.
Predictions The basic prediction of the concrete alignment
account is quite simple: accuracy will be highest when the
text places closely together terms that should be placed
closely together in the correct equation—that is, when the
equation aligns with the text (see table 1). Note that on
division problems, alignment is reversed from
multiplication problems. Since each experimental dimension
reverses the alignment of text and equation, this model
predicts a three-way interaction between phrasing, variable
type, and equation frame.
The two strategies account also makes clear predictions.
On problems with a multiplication equation frame,
participants may engage in left-right transcription, so
accuracy should depend on whether that transcription is
correct (transcription yields correct count equations in the
operation condition, and weight equations in the direct
comparison condition). On division frame problems,
participants will be unable to engage in left-right
transcription, and so will be forced to model. The difficulty
of the problem will depend on how difficult it is to extract
the relevant information from the text. Crucially, on this

Discussion
The pattern of results closely matched the predictions of the
concrete alignment view. Reversal rates on problems in
which relation binding in English mismatched that of
mathematics were very high (averaging 76%); when the
concrete features of the two situations aligned, the reversal
rate was just 13% on average. The pattern is weaker in
division than in multiplication. The simplest account for
this difference is suggested by Fisher et al.: multiplication is
the default pattern in algebra, so many students may initially
have conceived a multiplication expression, and converted it
mentally in order to fit it into the required frame.
These problems were clearly quite challenging for our
participants. The within-subjects design also meant that
participants were faced with one difficult problem after
another, and may not have felt motivated to model each
situation individually. Additionally, the operation
statements were written in a manner that could easily be
transcribed, which, while it indeed matched the patterning
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Rate of Reversal Errors

could be modeled by either an addition or a subtraction
equation; the participant chose which operation to use.
Predictions On the concrete alignment view, hypothetical
comparisons should be formalized more readily than direct
comparisons, because their concrete and semantic properties
align well with the same correct response.
The two strategies account does not make a strong
prediction about accuracy in this case.
On direct
comparison statements, some reasoners will be ‘lured’ into
making left-right transcriptions, while others will engage in
modeling. In the hypothetical comparisons, left-right
transcription is blocked by the phrasing, but students who
engage in modeling will arguably have a harder time doing
so, since the relations involved are less transparent in
English. Thus, which phrasing is associated with higher
error rates will depend on whether more students are lured
into transcription in the direct comparison, or more students
make modeling errors in the hypothetical.
However, the two models do make different predictions
about the specific pattern of responses, because the
constant-variable patterning of a “more than” statement is
slightly dispreferred in algebra notation. That is, if the
sentence “Sally has seven more coats than hats” is
transcribed, the result is “7 + c = h” even though the version
“c + 7 = h” is slightly preferred (MacGregor & Stacey,
1993). While students engaging in left-right transcription
may correct this and other minor oddities in producing
expressions, they may not. On the other hand, there is no
pressure in the two systems account for students to invert
expressions in this way in the hypothetical comparison.
Thus, on the two systems account reasoners are more likely
to invert in the direct than the hypothetical comparison.
Just the opposite conclusion follows from the concrete
alignment account. Forming correct equations from direct
comparison statements requires ignoring either physical or
semantic cues, making matching the physical pattern less
likely than in the hypothetical case, in which physical
relationships are a sound guide to correct responding.

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Equation Frame
Multiplication
Division
Operation Dir. Comp
Operation Dir. Comp

Phrasing

Phrasing

Number

Weight

Figure 1: Reversal errors in Experiment
of algebra, was also fairly unnatural as an English sentence.
These properties may have inclined students away from
meaningful semantic modeling, or encouraged an arithmetic
approach. Experiment 2 controls for these problems by
giving participants extremely simple problems associated
with a high degree of success, phrased in the relatively
natural hypothetical comparison structure.

Experiment 2
Method
Participants 100 undergraduates attending the University
of Richmond received partial course credit in exchange for
participation. 5 participants did not complete the study, or
did not fill their responses into the blanks as instructed.
These participants were eliminated from analysis.
Design and Procedure Participants completed a written test
containing 32 story problems, half of which were targets
and half unrelated distracters. Each target item described in
a single sentence the relative quantities of two sets of
similar objects. Test problems varied along two factors:
comparison type and phrasing.
The type of comparison could be more or fewer. For
instance, if in the target situation there are eight more nails
than screws, then half of all participants saw the comparison
statement “there are eight more nails than screws”, while
half saw “there are eight fewer nails than screws.” Each
participant translated 8 comparisons of each type.
Problems were phrased as either direct comparisons or
hypothetical comparisons.
Direct comparisons relate
unequal quantities, as in “Alex has five more pocket
watches than wristwatches”. Hypothetical comparisons
describe what would make the two sets equal, e.g., “If Alex
had five more pocket watches she would have as many
pocket watches as wristwatches.”
Participants used experimenter-specified variables to fill
in an equation frame that modeled the described situation.
The frame included three blanks on the left side of an equals
sign, and one blank on the right. All comparison statements

Results
The main results are presented in Figure 2. Overall accuracy
was very high (M=.9, SE=.01). Logistic regression models
were evaluated with error rate as the dependent measure,
and phrasing (direct vs. hypothetical comparison) and
comparison type (more vs. fewer) as independent factors.
The model including both factors fit better than a model
including only phrasing (χ2(1) = 6.1, p=0.01), and one
including only comparison type (χ2(1) = 11.2, p<.001), and
was the best-fitting model overall. Problems containing the
“more” language were solved more readily than problems
using the “fewer” relation (eβ=1.6, z=2.4, p=.02);
hypothetically phrased problems were solved more easily
than direct problems (eβ=1.82, z=3.3, p=.001).
A logistic analysis regressing relative ordering of the
constant and symbol against phrasing did improve the fit
over a null model (χ2(1) = 15.6, p<0.001; see Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Proportion of responses that were inverted in
Experiment 2.

Figure 2: Error rates in Experiment 2. Errors bars on all
graphs depict standard errors.

Experiment 3

Inversions were more common in the hypothetical than the
direct comparisons. Not surprisingly, inversions were also
more common on “more” problems than on “fewer”
problems; a model that fit main effects of both comparison
type and phrasing provided a better fit than one containing
just phrasing (χ2(1) = 71, p<0.0001) and one containing just
comparison (χ2(1) = 19.7, p<0.0001).
Including the
interaction did not improve the fit (χ2(1) = 1.2, p~.27).
It is possible that the use of physical spacing on
hypothetical comparison problems was an artifact of the
within-subjects nature of the design; participants may have
noticed early on that physical spacing was a reliable guide,
and employed it on later problems in consequence. An
examination of just the first problems seen by each
participant indicated that this was not the case: considering
only the first problem seen by each participant, inversions
were still more common on hypothetical than direct
problems (the model including both factors fit better than
the model just including comparison type, χ2(1) = 11.8,
p<.001), and was the best-fitting model overall.

Method
Participants Participants were 32 undergraduates at the
University of Illinois who had recently completed
introductory physics participating in exchange for monetary
compensation.
Procedure Participants completed a short test containing
several elementary mechanics problems, and other
distracters. Some problems were parts of other experiments,
which will not be discussed here. The target problem was
the fifth problem in a set of sixteen. In this problem,
participants were told a story about several asteroids (with
masses m1, m2, and m3) and a single asteroid (mass m). For
each pairing of the single asteroid and the other asteroid, the
participants were to construct the Newtonian gravitation
equation,

F =G

Discussion
As predicted by the concrete alignment view, hypothetical
comparatives were easier for participants to correctly solve.
More interestingly, inversions were more frequent in this
condition than in the direct comparison condition. Rather
than transcription accounting for errors, in this case
“transcription” is selectively used when it is most likely to
lead to correct responses. This difference cannot be
accounted for by a two systems account, which views
transcription as a shortcut to avoid complex thinking.
However, it is quite natural in the concrete alignment
account in which surface features contribute as a core
component of the general modeling process.
The two systems view might accommodate some results of
Experiments 1 and 2 by generalizing the simple heuristic
shortcuts to include alignments of concrete elements in
addition to simple transcription.
To evaluate this
possibility, we next consider a more sophisticated case of
equation construction, which requires the reasoner to select,
remember, and apply an appropriate equation. This task
cannot be accomplished without some modeling, so we can
use it to evaluate whether mapping occurs in modeling.

m1 m
r2 .

Participants were not reminded of the gravitation
equation, and had to retrieve it from memory. Thus,
transcription is not possible in this case, and some modeling
was required to select and construct an appropriate equation.
Constructing this equation requires deciding which mass
to place on the left, and which on the right. If the alignment
of concrete features is a core component of equation
construction, then in a situation with few semantic factors,
participants should tend to place terms in the order in which
they were introduced in the problem. If concrete alignment
is a shortcut separate from modeling, there is no particular
reason why one term should be placed to the left. The order
in which the terms were introduced was counterbalanced: in
one condition, the single asteroid was described first, and
was described as the agent (it moved from asteroid to
asteroid). The other condition introduced the asteroids first,
which were described as moving past the asteroid.
Results 27 participants responded either correctly, or made
only minor errors not relevant for our purposes (such as
neglecting to square the distance in the denominator). Of
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these, 24 (12 in each counterbalancing condition) placed the
term that was introduced in the narrative first in the equation
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asteroids-first condition and one in the asteroid-first
condition placed the masses in the inverted order.
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Discussion The effect of the order in which terms appear in
a problem statement on how reasoners order equation terms
is not limited to cases in which it provides a suitable
shortcut. This suggests that relational equation reversals are
ubiquitous because the processes involved in modeling an
equation involve relational mapping, and the attended
relations include concrete aspects of algebraic notation.
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General Discussion
Three experiments matched predictions made by the
concrete alignment account of equation use: First,
participants constructing division equations were affected
by relation binding in problem statements, just as are people
writing the more common multiplication equations.
Second, participants freely constructing addition or
subtraction equations did so more successfully when the
problem statement afforded maintaining both concrete
structure and semantic features. Third, participants proved
more likely to match low-level physical structure when
doing so led to correct answers than when it did not,
suggesting that the use of physical structure occurs after or
along with semantic processing. Finally, participants
matched concrete details even when the problem did not
afford any simple heuristic solution.
Beyond simplifying existing accounts of empirical
phenomena and providing new testable predictions, by
making the alignment of concrete notations a central
component of correct equation construction, the current
proposal suggests approaches to teaching students how to
read and understand equations. In particular, it suggests that
rather than trying to instruct students that physical structure
is irrelevant, or exclusively focusing on the intramathematical articulation of implications, it may be possible
to help students understand equations as sensible utterances
by providing interpretation routes (i.e., mappings onto
natural-language descriptions or imagistic models) that are
both interpretable and maintain concrete relational structure.
That is, rather than seeing mappings like this as a shortcut to
be averted, we can see them as a route to potential
understanding.
Finally, this research mirrors suggestions that our ability
for wholly abstract relational reasoning may be strikingly
limited. Algebra and its accompanying notation are a
paradigmatic case of purely symbolic thought.
That
experienced users of algebra rely on concrete physical
structure suggests the interpretation that purely symbolic
thought is itself largely achieved not though complex
abstract internal resources, but through the cooption—in this
case via external formal notations—of resources typically
devoted to representing concrete relations and features.
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Abstract

Introduction

the database from which they are obtained. Following
this, we present the details of the memory model we use
to explain these data and as well as the Bayesian statistical methodology used to connect the model to our data.
It is shown that a basic version of this model, which does
not include the possibility of rehearsal, is unable to account for our data, agreeing with current results in the
memory literature. This leads to a modification of the
model that allows the rehearsal times needed to apply
the model to be inferred from the data. In addition, we
show that the model can be fitted easily to more complex
data sets than are typically used in previous applications.
The results of fitting this model to this more complex
data set, including inferences about the latent patterns of
rehearsal, are then presented. We conclude with a discussion on the limitations of the current approach and
suggest potential ways to improve our results, and also
discuss the relevance of this research for clinical applications and for cognitive psychologists interested in basic
memory research.

Quantitative models of human memory often rely on assumed latent memory processes. These assumptions are
common to a range of memory models, many of which
are based on different theoretical motivations (e.g., twostore vs. unitary accounts of memory), and are used to
account for a similarly diverse range of observed memory phenomena.
In general, however, these memory models are typically developed to account for data collected in the environment of a controlled laboratory experiment, and
problems can arise when the model is forced to leave
this environment and account for data collected in less
controlled settings. These problems should be considered by the developers and users of memory models, as
they help to determine the effectiveness of the model as
an explanatory tool. In this paper, we outline one such
problem that arises in the context of applying a currently
popular memory model to clinical data relating to the diagnosis and assessment of Alzheimer’s disease and related disorders (ADRD). The issue is that overt rehearsal
times, often collected in the laboratory, are not available
in this clinical setting. Instead, we show how Bayesian
statistical methods can be used to infer these rehearsal
times from the available behavioral data.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In the next section,
we provide an overview of our clinical memory data and

Our memory data are a subset of a large clinical ADRD
database (e.g., Pooley, Lee, & Shankle, 2011). This
database contains a wealth of information on thousands
of ADRD patients—and often on their caregivers as
well—who visit neurology clinics for dementia screening and assessment. Among other things, this information includes demographic information and information
concerning personal medical history. In addition to this
medical information, this database also contains the results of various psychological tasks that are administered
as part of the cognitive portion of these dementia assessments. Of these numerous psychological tasks, however,
we focus exclusively on a sequence of four free recall
memory tasks, and we limit our focus to the data of
541 “cognitively normal patients” (i.e., those individuals
judged not to have a form of ADRD by a trained clinican). In this sense, we are treating the data as standard
memory data coming from normally functioning adults.
Collectively, these four memory tasks constitute a single multitrial free recall (MFR) task. Stimuli for this
MFR task consisted of words based on the CERAD
(Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimers Disease) word list (Morris, Mohs, Rogers, et. al, 1988),
which serves as the basis for the neuropsychological por-

Quantitative models of human memory often rely on assumed latent memory processes, such as patterns of rehearsal of the words on a study list. Consequently, the application of memory models that assume latent rehearsals
typically make use of overt rehearsal data. However, these
data are not always available in some settings where the
application of memory models has proven useful (e.g.,
clinical assessments of memory performance). In this
paper, we show Bayesian statistical methodology can be
used to infer the latent pattern of rehearsals needed to successfully apply a temporal model of memory to a clinical
data set. We discuss the relevance of this research for
those interested in neuropsychological assessment as well
as cognitive psychologists interested in basic memory research.
Keywords: Alzheimer’s disease and related disorders;
Cognitive psychometrics; Hierarchical Bayesian modeling; Human memory; Missing data

Task and Data
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Figure 1: Serial position curves for multitrial free recall data. The “IFR i” panel shows the serial position curve for
the ith immediate free recall task, and “DFR” panel shows the serial position curve for the delayed free recall task.
tion of numerous ADRD assessments. These words,
which included a mixture of common nouns (e.g., BUS,
WEATHER , etc.), were chosen via statistical methods
with the goal of minimizing item effects such as semantic
associability, differential item frequency, and so on.
Based on these stimuli, the MFR task was administered according to the following protocal. First, patients
are presented with a study list of ten words. Following
this presentation of the study list, the patients are asked
to recall, in any order, the words on the list. Immediately
following the completion of this first immediate free recall task, the same procedure is then repeated twice, with
the same study list in the same order on the second and
third immediate free recall tasks. After the third immediate free recall task, there is a delay during which the patients complete a variety of unrelated cognitive tasks as
part of their dementia assessment. Following these tasks,
there is a surprise delayed free recall task, in which the
patients are asked to recall, in any order, the words on the
previous study lists.
Since each patient produces a binary string as data, indicating whether or not a given word in a given serial (or
input) position on the study list was recalled, it is often
helpful to reduce the data and provide a group aggregate
of recall performance. This aggregated data, averaged
over patients for each serial position, is shown in Figure 1. These data demonstrate the standard serial position curve in free recall, where words presented in early
and late portions of the study list are better recalled than
are words presented in the middle portion of the study
list.

being goverened by processes that vary according to the
time scale of the to-be-remembered information (i.e.,
they distinguish short- vs. long-term memory “stores”).
In contrast, unitary models of memory (e.g., Brown,
Neath, & Chater, 2007) assume that all aspects of memory, regardless of the time scale of the to-be-remembered
information, are goverened by the same processes (i.e.,
they do not distinguish short- vs. long-term memory processes or structures).
Each class of model has complementary strengths and
weaknesses, and models from both perspectives could
potentially be applied to our MFR data. Since unitary
models of memory tend to be simpler in their implementation (which is well suited to exploratory research
such as this) and would appear to be easier to scale up to
larger data sets (which is well suited to potential future
clinical applications), we explore one representative and
currently popular temporal model in the current application.1

The Basic Model
The representative unitary model of memory2 we apply
was introduced by Brown, Neath, and Chater (2007).
The model is quite general, and is closely related to models of many other cognitive tasks (e.g., Chater & Brown,
2008). This model assumes that each word on the study
list is representated in memory as a simple logarithmic
compression of the time since its last rehearsal by the
patient, where log (Tj ) is the representation of the jth
1
We stress that this choice should not be taken as an endorsement of temporal models as superior to two-store models
in accounting for memory. More specifically, we do not fundamentally believe in the general superiority of any of the currently popular (or unpopular) memory models.
2
A note on our terminology: Models in cognitive psychology often are referred to by an acronym. In the current case,
the model is known as SIMPLE (Scale-Invariant Memory, Perception, and Learning). In the current paper, we have chosen to
identify the model by what we fell is its most important structural feature for our purposes; namely, the use of a single temporal dimension, rather than two “stores” and associated control processes, to account for memory performance.

A Temporal Model of Memory
One goal of this research is to find a psychological model
of memory that has the potential to be applied usefully
to ADRD memory data in a clinical context. Serial position curves have been well studied in the memory literature; consequently, many theories and models of this
curve have been developed.
Psychological models of memory typically take one
of two forms. Two-store models of memory (e.g., Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1981) treat the memory system as
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Based on these retrieval probabilities, an arbitrary
function (i.e., one that is unmotivated by psychological
concerns) is used to compute the response probability for
the jth word, which is given by
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where rj = 1 indicates that the jth word was recalled
and rj = 0 indicates that the jth word was not recalled.
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Applying
the Model to MFR Data
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The generative process just outlined, extended to account for the full structure of our MFR data, is shown
rijm
rijm ∼ Bernoulli (θas
Graphical models
ijm ) a graphical model in Figure 2.
(for an overview, see Jordan, 2004) provide diagramj words
matic representations of statistical models in which the
i patients
nodes of a graph correspond to random variables, and
m tasks
the edges between these nodes correspond to the various
independence assumptions of the statistical model the
Figure 2: Graphical model representation of the temporal
graph represents, with children independent of all other
nodes given their parents. Our notational conventions
model for MFR data.
are as follows: Square nodes represent discrete quantities and circular nodes continuous quantities. Shaded
word3 in memory, which was last rehearsed at time Tj
nodes represent observed quantities and unshaded nodes
relative to the start of the recall task. Thus, although
unobserved quantities. Stochastic quantities are reprewords can be thought of as points in some multidimensented by nodes with a single border and deterministic
sional space, this model treats time (e.g., and not emonodes are by nodes with double borders. Finally, indetional content) as the only relevant dimension for the free
pendent replications of portions of the graph structure
recall task. Based on these representations, the similarity
are enclosed within rectangles, which are referred to as
between the jth and kth words is given by
“plates” in the literature on graphical models.
We apply two variants of the above model. Our first
ηjk = exp {−c| log(Tj ) − log(Tk )|} ,
model assumes words are rehearsed exactly when they
are presented at study. It also assumes that all individwhere the parameter c measures the “distinctiveness” of
uals share the same values for the psychological paramthe memory representations. These pairwise similarities
eters c, s, and t. Thus, in the graphical model in Figare then used to compute the pairwise discriminability
ure 2, each of these deterministic quantities is enclosed
between the jth and kth words, which is given by
in plates corresponding to each patient i ∈ {1, . . . , 541}
and word j, k ∈ {1, . . . , 10}, and the final study times of
ηjk
the words (relative to the start of the recall task) are not
.
δjk = P
x ηjx
enclosed in the plate corresponding to the patients (i.e.,
each patient rehearses the words using the same temporal
The retrieval probability for the jth and kth words is
schedule). Furthermore, the psychological parameters c,
then calculated as a sigmoid function of the associated
s, and t are not enclosed within any of the plates, which
discriminability and is given by
means that they are both shared between the patients and
remain fixed across the four recall tasks.
1
Our second model differs by assuming that there are
ρjk =
,
1 + exp{−s(δjk − t)}
covert rehearsals of the words after they have been presented. There are no data giving these rehearsal timings,
where the parameter t measures the “retrieval threshold”
so they must be inferred from the available data.
for the words and s the “noise” in this retrieval threshold.

Statistical Inference

3

For simplicity of exposition, we use the phrase “the jth
word” to mean “the word presented in the jth serial position of
the study list.”

As should be clear from the above discussion, knowledge
of the temporal schedule of the rehearsals (the Tjm vari-
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Figure 3: Posterior predictive distributions for the MFR task for two implementations of the temporal model, one
representative example in which rehearsal times are fixed (top panel) and the other in which they are inferred from the
available data (bottom panel). The “IFR i” columns show the serial position curves for the ith immediate free recall
task, and “DFR” column shows the serial position curves for the delayed free recall task. The black line shows the
observed serial position curve for each task, and boxes represent posterior predictions made by the model, with the
areas of the boxes proportional to the posterior predictive mass.
ables in Figure 2) is critically important for the functioning of the model. In typical psychological experiments
applying unitary models, experimenters often have some
knowledge of these rehearsal times by having individuals rehearse the words out loud, and keeping track of the
specific timing of the (observed) temporal characteristics
of the rehearsals; thus, researchers using this experimental paradigm can apply this temporal model (e.g., Brown,
Della Salla, Foster, & Vousden, 2007). Fortunately, this
missing data problem can be addressed using Bayesian
statistical methods, where our uncertainty about all unobserved quantities (including missing data such as latent rehearsal times) is expressed using probability distributions (for a comprehensive overview of these methods,
see Gelman, Carlin, Stern, & Rubin, 2005).
The most basic conception of the Bayesian paradigm
is quite simple: Start with a prior distribution for the
unobserved quantities, condition on the observed data
(in our case, the binary MFR data) to obtain the posterior distribution for these unobserved quantities (in
our case, the psychological parameters and the latent rehearsal times), and use this posterior distribution to draw
all the substantive conclusions of the analysis.

informative prior distributions for the latent psychological prameters c, t, and s as have been used in previous
Bayesian applications this temporal memory model (e.g.,
Shiffrin et al., 2008). However, numerous logical constraints coming directly from the MFR task allow for a
more informative prior on the latent rehearsal times, and
in this paper we explore what is, perhaps, the simplest of
these logical contraints.
Consider the three immediate recall tasks. Patients
are presented the words on the study list, one at a time
(spaced approximately 2 seconds apart), and then asked
to recall these words. Since individuals are allowed (in
expeirments where the rehearsals are recited out loud) to
rehearse the words at any time between their initial presentation and the start of the recall period, it seems reasonable to assume a uniform prior over the period of time
from the presentation of any given word to the start of a
given recall period, where this period decreases from the
initial to the final serial positions. Since the fourth recall
task is delayed and a surprise (i.e., it has no proper study
period), it seems reasonable to assume that the prior distribution for the study time for each word is an identical
uniform distribution extending from the start of the third
immediate free recall task test period to the start the delayed free recall task. Of course, more realistic specifications of this basic idea can be made; however, it seems
reasonable as a first pass approximation to a more com-

Choice of Prior Distributions The choice of prior distribution is quite important when using Bayesian methods. In the work presented here, we the same non-
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Figure 4: Temporal characteristics of the MFR task and the inferred rehearsal times for the MFR data. White markers
correspond to stimulus presentations and black markers to MAP estimates of the rehearsal times; black circles represent rehearsal times for immediate free recall trials, and black triangles represent rehearsal times for delayed free
recall trials. Solid vertical lines denote the approximate test periods of the MFR task when subjects are asked to recall
words.
values4 , and the bottom panel shows the posterior predictive distributions for the full model, where these rehearsal times are inferred from the data. Each plot was
generated by sampling parameters values (c, t, s, and the
multiple Tjm ) from the MCMC chains, and using these
parameter values to generate serial position curves. The
box sizes correspond to the amount of posterior predictive mass the model places on a given data point. Clearly,
the model that allows the rehearsal times to be inferred
from the data fits the data well while the model that assumes fixed rehearsal times a priori does not. Thus, we
proceed to draw posterior inferences concerning the latent rehearsal times only for the full model.

plete prior distribution for the rehearsal times.

Modeling Results
Details on MCMC
In order to perform statistical inference, the graphical
model shown in Figure 2 was implemented in WinBUGS (Lunn, Thomas, Best, & Spiegelhalter, 2000),
software that uses a variety of Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) methods to simulate the posterior distribution
of the unknown quantities of interest in the model. Our
results are based on samples from three MCMC chains,
each consisting of 5,000 samples collected following a
burn-in period of 1,000 samples. Convergence of the
chains to the posterior distribution was assessed via the
R̂ statistic (Brooks & Gelman, 1998), which compares
between- and within-chain variability.

Inferred Rehearsal Times
Figure 4 shows the inferred latent rehearsal times for the
data. In this figure, white markers correspond to stimulus
presentations and black markers to MAP estimates of the
rehearsal times; black circles represent rehearsal times
for immediate free recall trials, and black triangles represent rehearsal times for delayed free recall trials. Solid
vertical lines denote test periods of the MFR task when
subjects are asked to recall words.
Although there appear to be general patterns in these
inferences, without additional constraints (from either
theory or data) drawing substantive conclusions about
the rehearsal times is difficult. Finding patterns in these
rehearsal times, however, is not our goal here. Rather,
our point is to demonstrate that the application of unitary models such as the one applied here need not be
limited by the lack of relevant data, which, it is important to recognize, will typically be missing in ADRD
settings. Thus, we feel that these results justify further exploration and extension to the full structure of the
data described above. Once this is done, comparisons

Model Checking
Before we make posterior inferences about the quantitites of interest, we should check that our memory model
is adequate. Many factors determine what makes a psychological model adequate, and just which of these factors are emphasized in a given analysis will ultimately
depend on both the model itself and on the context in
which the model is applied. In our current exploratory
application, it is sensible sense to focus mainly on our
model’s descriptive adequacy (i.e., its to account for and
describe interesting patterns in the observed data). In the
Bayesian paradigm, this task is naturally accomplished
using posterior predictive distributions (e.g., Gelman et
al., 2004, pp. 165-172). Briefly, these distributions correspond to the data the model expects, based on the parameter values it has inferred from the observed data.
Figure 3 shows, for two implementations of the temporal model of memory discussed above, the posterior
predictive distributions for four free recall tasks. The top
panel shows the posterior predictive distributions for a
model that fixes the rehearsal times Tjm to some fixed

4
Our investigations suggest that the exact pattern of latent
rehearsals is underdetermined by the current model and the
data. However, the point here is that without the assumption
of covert rehearsal, the unitary model cannot fit the data.
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that the modeling presented in this paper, although quite
preliminary, is a positive step in this direction.

between the psychological parameter values learned for
the different stages of ADRD severity, for example, can
meaningully be made. As it stands now, however, we can
only claim that these results show that our approach is in
principle a sensible alternative to not applying a model
to a given set of data, and that more knowledge of the
psychological processes at work in the task is needed.
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Abstract

studied words, but from traces of the test word formed during previous life history. In this case, the familiarity value
is based on a comparison of the current context to the context stored with the probe. Target words, having occurred in
the study context, tend to produce higher familiarity values
than foils, with noise arising when probes have occurred in
contexts similar to the study context—we term this context
noise.
Both item noise and context noise models have been shown
to account for myriad effects in the recognition memory literature, including manipulations of list length, list strength,
and similarity between study and test items (for a review, see
Malmberg, 2008). Each of these model types has its merits
and demerits, but both suffer from a problem that arises most
strongly when study and test items are a mixture of different
stimulus types, strengths, and/or similarities. One can imagine, for example, a study list that mixes words (with many
traces from history), random dot patterns (few or no traces
from history), faces (known or unknown and in identical or
similar views), and common objects, with different numbers
of each of these types and items of each type studied for long
or short times. It may be assumed that under these conditions, the absolute degree of match of different kinds of test
items (both targets and foils) to the traces in memory will vary
quite widely (e.g., a dot pattern test item will activate/match
no history traces, but a word will). In such a case how does a
criterion (or several criteria if graded judgments are required)
get set? Different criteria would be needed for each stimulus type, lest certain types always be given “old” judgments
and others always given “new” judgments. Thus far, the field
has not provided a mechanism by which appropriate criteria
could be established and used during testing of a single list of
vastly different test types.
In this research, we propose a way by which recognition
decisions could be made without reference to fixed criteria
and in such a way that they are sensitive to the structure of
both the study and test lists. The essential idea is that the
test item itself can serve as its own reference point. It can do
this because perception takes time. As the percept of the test
item develops, perhaps over a few hundred ms, it is used in
conjunction with context to probe memory, resulting in a familiarity value that evolves dynamically. Early in perception,
this familiarity will be depend primarily on context matching,
since while few item features have yet to be perceived, list
context is more or less constant across testing and is known
before the test item arrives. In these early moments of the test
trial, then, familiarity will result mostly from list traces, since
the item is not well enough perceived for historical traces of

A major puzzle in recognition memory has been the process
by which participants set reasonable old/new decision criteria when the study and test lists are comprised of items of
widely varying types, with differing degrees of baseline familiarity and experience (e.g., words vs. random dot patterns).
We present a model of the recognition process that addresses
this issue. Its core assumption is that recognition decisions are
based not on the absolute value of familiarity, but on how familiarity changes over time as features are sampled from the
test item. We model recognition decisions as the outcome of a
race between two parallel accumulators: one that accumulates
positive changes in familiarity (leading to an “old” decision)
and another that accumulates negative changes (leading to a
“new” decision). Simulations with this model make realistic
predictions for recognition performance and latency regardless
of the baseline familiarity of study and test items.
Keywords: Episodic memory; recognition memory; memory models; reaction time.

Introduction
Recognition memory has been a focus of cognitive science for
many decades, yet remains a rich source of intriguing results
that challenge the many models that have been developed in
this field (e.g., SAM, Gillund & Shiffrin, 1984; MINERVA2,
Hintzman, 1988; TODAM, Murdock, 1982; REM, Shiffrin &
Steyvers, 1997; subjective likelihood, McClelland & Chappell, 1998; BCDMEM, Dennis & Humphreys, 2001). These
models share some similarities, including a reliance on “familiarity” as a major or sole component, where familiarity is a
global signal of match between the memory probe and memory traces. During study of a list of items, memory traces are
formed for the items and enter long-term memory, where individual traces may be stored separately (e.g., SAM, REM)
or in composite (MINERVA2, TODAM, BCDMEM). At test,
a probe item is presented and the task is to say whether or
not the probe was on the most recently studied list. To make
this decision, the probe is compared to the composite trace
or separate traces, resulting in a familiarity value (summed
across individual matches in the case of separate traces) used
to make a decision, with higher values of familiarity leading to an “old” decision. Typically, the match depends both
on context features (features defining the general list context)
and content features (the features of the items on the list).
Generally, these models assume that only those traces from
the most recently studied list enter into the matching process.
In such models, the primary sources of noise in recognition
are the traces of the other list items (called, for short, item
noise). Another class of models, restricted to the usual case
in which study lists are comprised of words (e.g., BCDMEM;
Dennis & Humphreys, 2001), assumes that the noise inherent in recognition memory arises not from traces of the other
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the test item to be evoked. For example, if the test item is a
word, early matching will be based mainly on traces of list
words, since these match on context and the test probe consists mainly of context features. As perception of the test item
continues, the test probe will include more and more features
of the test item itself, increasingly matching history traces of
that test item while reducing the match with list traces (besides that of the test item itself). Thus, the time course profile of familiarity will have a characteristic shape that differs
for targets and foils: target familiarity will gain as perception
continues (because the list trace of the target will be adding
activation) whereas foil familiarity will gain less or decrease
(because there will be no list trace to add to the overall familiarity). The exact shape of the profiles will depend on the
way matching is calculated. If we calculate activation with a
likelihood ratio, as we do shortly, then the target profile tends
to rise and the foil profile tends to fall.
The critical element of this approach, using the shape of
the familiarity profile to make a decision, is the independence
of the decision from overall level of activation: Some item
types will have high familiarity and others low familiarity, but
the profile shape will remain diagnostic of the target-foil discrimination. In this paper, we lay out the details of a system
that will implement these ideas, and show how recognition
decisions might be made sensibly despite wide variations in
type of item studied and tested. Let us emphasize that there
are many ways to estimate stimulus specific criteria if there
is sufficient experience with a given item type, either during
list study or during testing. Such tuning of criteria might indeed be superimposed on the model we are about to present.
Here, our concern is recognition judgments that must be made
without such extended experience. The development of this
model is still in its infancy, so this paper serves primarily as
a proof of concept. We have made several arbitrary and simplifying assumptions in the simulation results that follow that
may need to be revised in applications to real data. Such simplification has the merit, however, that the basic concepts are
implemented in a straightforward fashion.

Name
K

Value
varies

Nc

30.

Nx

30.

c

0.85

Ts
ρ

varies
60.0

θ

1.0

αold

13.0

αnew

−16.0

Description
Number of history traces for a test item that
have the potential to be activated.
Number of item features stored in each
memory trace.
Number of context features stored in each
memory trace.
Probability of correctly copying a feature to
a memory trace.
Study item presentation duration.
Rate (per unit time) at which feature values
are sampled during encoding.
Familiarity threshold for a trace to be activated.
Evidence threshold for making an “old” response.
Evidence threshold for making a “new” response.

Table 1: Parameters of the model, along with the values used
in the simulations reported in this paper. It should be noted
that there is no compelling reason to set Nc = Nx ; this is
merely for convenience.
and place in which the item was studied. It is important to
note that although features in the memory trace can arise from
multiple sources (items, context), we do not assume that the
“memory system” has access to the source identity of features
in memory. That is, the memory system treats a context feature and an item feature identically when matching test probes
to memory traces.

Encoding
When an item is studied, a memory trace is created and added
to memory. However, encoding is assumed to take place over
time, and to be subject to noise. To create a memory trace
for an item, features are sampled from the item one at a time.
With probability c, the sampled feature is copied into the developing memory trace correctly and with probability (1 − c),
a random value (0 or 1) is stored for that feature. Because
each feature sampling event is presumed to be independent, it
is possible that a feature may be sampled for which a value is
already stored. In this case, the most recent sampled value
(which, again, might be copied correctly or randomly) replaces any value that was already stored in the developing
memory trace.
Memory traces also contain features from the context in
which the item is experienced. In accord with findings
that the amount of context stored is independent of study
time (Malmberg & Shiffrin, 2005), and partly because one
could imagine a trade-off between assumptions of probabilistic storage and relative number of context features, we assume
that all context features have a value stored in the memory
trace. Such storage is still noisy, so a context feature is correctly stored with probability c, otherwise a random value (either 0 or 1 with equal probability) is stored with probability
(1 − c).
This encoding procedure is just a simple extension of the
encoding process found in many memory models, especially

The Model
The model described below owes much to the original REM
model of Shiffrin and Steyvers (1997) and somewhat to the
ARC-REM model of Diller, Nobel, and Shiffrin (2001), although it differs substantially from both of those models. The
parameters of the model are summarized in Table 1.

Structure of Memory Traces
Memory traces for items are assumed to consist of a
set of features, with equiprobable binary values, e.g.,
[0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, . . .]. Although we are agnostic as to exactly what these features might represent, we allow that some
of these features arise from properties of the item itself, and
others arise from properties of the context in which the trace
for the item was encoded. Relevant item properties might include the item’s physical features or semantic content. Contextual properties could include information about the time
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tio is a natural way to represent the balance of evidence in
favor of a match between the probe and the memory trace.
The probability of a feature matching between the two
traces, given that the two traces encode the same item, is
Pr (Match|Same) = c + (1 − c) 12 . That is, either the feature was encoded correctly or it was encoded incorrectly,
but matches by chance. Similarly, the probability of a feature match between two traces that do not encode the same
item is Pr (Match|Different) = 12 c + (1 − c) 21 = 12 ; encoding
might have been correct or incorrect, but in either case the
match is purely by chance. Finally, Pr (Mismatch|Same) =
(1 − c) 21 (stored incorrectly and does not match by chance)
and Pr (Mismatch|Different) = 21 c + (1 − c) 12 = 12 (stored correctly and does not match by chance, or stored incorrectly and
does not match by chance).
Because features are encoded independent of one another,
we can directly multiply the probabilities of matches and mismatches for either the “same” or “different” alternatives. Letting Nm and Nn be the number of feature matches and mismatches, respectively, the final match value between a probe
trace and a memory trace is given by:

REM. It differs from REM in that features are sampled from
items with replacement (i.e., the same feature might be sampled more than once), although this change is probably not
consequential for present applications. Content features will
be present in the final memory trace to a degree that depends
on study time. As study time is reduced, fewer samples will
be taken and fewer features will be stored, making it hard
to differentiate between memory traces on the basis of their
content features, resulting in reduced performance.
The notion that perception of an item can be described as
a sequence of independent feature samples is not foreign to
memory models (Brockdorff & Lamberts, 2000; Wagenmakers et al., 2004). As in such models, we assume that the distribution of times between samples is exponential with rate ρ,
f (t) = ρ exp (−ρt), meaning that feature sampling is a homogeneous Poisson process. Thus, for a given trial, the number
of samples drawn, ns , when studying an item for Ts time units
is sampled from the following distribution:
Pr (ns samples; Ts , ρ) =

e−ρTs (ρTs )ns
.
ns !

Recognition

Pr(Nm , Nn |Same)
Pr(Nm , Nn |Different)

 

Pr(Match|Same) Nm
Pr(Mismatch|Same) Nn
=
Pr(Match|Different)
Pr(Mismatch|Different)
"
# "
#
1 Nm
1 Nn
c + (1 − c) 2
(1 − c) 2
=
1
1

λ=

We consider just yes-no recognition (i.e., not multialternative forced choice or confidence ratings). On each trial,
a test item is presented. Just as in study trials, the test item
consists of a set of binary features, which are sampled one at a
time (with exponentially distributed times between samples)
and added to a developing memory trace. The developing
probe trace is compared in parallel to the traces in memory
that are similar to the probe at that moment, producing a familiarity value that evolves as more features are sampled. The
rate of change of this familiarity value as more probe features
are sampled constitutes evidence for the recognition decision:
a preponderance of negative changes is evidence that the item
is new, while primarily positive changes are evidence that the
item is old. Two non-interacting accumulators keep track of
positive and negative familiarity changes and when one accumulator reaches a threshold, the corresponding response
(“old” or “new”) is made.

2
Nm

= (c + 1)

2
Nn

(1 − c)

(1)

and any features where either the probe or the memory trace
have nothing stored (i.e., no value was sampled for that feature) do not enter into the calculation.
Selection of Active Traces We have postulated that the
probe activates only those memory traces that are similar
enough to the probe. If for no other reason, such an assumption is warranted by the fact that the number of episodic traces
in memory is virtually uncountable. Similar traces could include those formed during list study (a target trace matches
well in both content and context; a foil matches only on context features) as well as some of those stored in memory prior
to list study (i.e., from prior life history). For simplicity, we
only consider history traces that are stored during prior occurrences of the test item, since although these fail to match well
in context, they will match well on their content features.
The rule for activation is simple: There is an initial threshold θ for the familiarity value (as calculated in equation 1),
and any trace exceeding that threshold is activated and takes
part in further calculations. We assume that all N traces from
the study list as well as K historical traces of the probe item
are available to be activated. The choice of K is somewhat
arbitrary, but should be fairly large if the probe item is something with which one is expected to have had prior experience
(e.g., a word or picture of a common object). Here, we sim-

Feature Sampling The process of sampling features from
the probe item is identical to the feature sampling process at
study, with the exception that the sampling process is terminated not by stimulus offset (as with a fixed amount of study
time) but by a signal from one of the “old” or “new” accumulators that it has reached a threshold.
Familiarity Calculation Familiarity is calculated as a likelihood ratio: the likelihood that the probe trace (given the current number of samples taken) and the memory trace encode
the same event (an item and its associated context) versus the
likelihood that the probe trace and memory trace encode different events (a different item or different context). Because
encoding is probabilistic, if we assume that the memory system has some knowledge about the amount of noise in the
system and about the possible feature values, a likelihood ra-
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Note, however, that although target familiarity is greater than
foil familiarity, the absolute values are not diagnostic on their
own; they vary with list length, number of available history
traces, and other factors to be discussed shortly, including
study time, category size, and similarity. Simulations with
fixed criteria operating on asymptotic familiarity (omitted due
to space limitations) systematically fail to produce appropriate performance predictions.
The shape of the familiarity profiles for targets and foils
are systematically different, regardless of list length or number of available history traces. Although the shape of the
profiles arises in a complex fashion, the slope of target familiarity profiles is usually positive, while that of foils is
predominantly negative. Thus, rather than make a recognition decision on the basis of raw familiarity, we can do so
on the basis of this slope information. The slope of the logfamiliarity2 profile at time t, log φ(t) can be estimated by taking the difference between times t and (t − 1), ∇ [log φ(t)] =
φ(t)
. We posit that this slope inlog φ(t)−log φ(t −1) = log φ(t−1)
formation accrues in two independent, racing accumulators:
Positive values of ∇ [log φ(t)] are added to an “old” accumulator, while negative values are added to a “new” accumulator. When either of these accumulators reaches its respective
threshold, αold or αnew , feature sampling stops and the corresponding decision is made.
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Figure 1: Familiarity over time as probe features are sampled, for a variety of study list lengths N. Profiles for target
(studied) items are shown in blue, for foils in red. The cases
where K = 0 (no available history traces) are shown in solid
lines, while dashed lines depict K = 200. Green lines reflect
the amount of activation from history—as opposed to list—
traces. Averaged over 1000 simulations.

Dynamics The process by which features are sequentially
sampled from the test item to form a probe trace is presumed
to be the same process at work when studying list items—a
homogeneous Poisson process. Given that the decision procedure terminates after taking a certain number of feature samples from the test item (call this number of samples q), we
can predict a trial’s response time (RT) as a sample from a
q-stage Gamma distribution with rate ρ:

ply let θ = 1, meaning that if the balance of evidence favors
a potential match to the probe (which could be a result of
matching item features, context features, or both) it is activated.
Computing Total Familiarity Computing the summed familiarity φ over the activated memory traces is straightforward, since a familiarity value was already computed for each
trace to determine whether it passes threshold. To put it formally:
(
λi if λi > θ
φ= ∑
(2)
if λi ≤ θ
i∈Memory 0

f (RT ; q, ρ) =

ρq
RT q−1 e−ρRT .
(q − 1)!

Applications
In all of the following applications of the model, context is
represented by 30 random binary features, the values of which
are fixed across all study and test items. Each simulated data
point reflects an average of 1000 simulations. Test lists are
unbiased, consisting of an equal number of old and new items.
No forgetting is posited, nor are any new traces formed during testing. These assumptions are made for the sake of simplicity, to better demonstrate the properties of the recognition
mechanism, which is our primary focus. We also note that
the model’s parameters were chosen in a more-or-less arbitrary fashion, and were not fit to data; the qualitative trends
shown here hold across a variety of parameter settings. History traces are created by the same encoding process as list
traces (with study time Ts = 2), only the context features of
each history trace are randomized.

where λi is the familiarity match of memory trace i to the
probe trace, as given by equation 1.
Making a Recognition Decision Figure 1 shows the average time course of total familiarity (specifically, the natural
logarithm of the result of equation 2) as more features are
sampled and added to the probe trace. The “activation profiles” for both targets and foils across list lengths approach
an asymptotic value, reflecting the saturation of the probe
trace when all (or nearly all) features have a sampled value1 .
1 Because of probabilistic noise in the sampling process, this
value will never remain completely stationary, since a sampled feature value might later be replaced with a different value.

2 We work with the logarithm solely to transform the domain to
all reals, but the logic remains the same if working with untransformed familiarity.
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Figure 2: Simulation results for a variety of list lengths (N)
and number of available history traces (K). The left plot
shows hits (◦) and FAs (M) while the right plot shows mean
predicted RT (in arbitrary units) for hits and CRs.
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Figure 3: Simulation results for a list with varying study time
(Ts ) and history traces (K) per item. In the left plot, upper
lines (◦) are hits, lower lines (M) are FAs (which, strictly, have
a study time of zero). The right plot shows mean model RTs
for hits (in arbitrary units).

List Length
Before addressing more complicated situations, we consider
the most basic episodic recognition paradigm in which participants study a single list of items of the same stimulus type
(e.g., words) one at a time for Ts = 1 time unit. Study of each
item results in the encoding of a trace in long-term memory.
The content features for each item are represented by 30 binary features, assigned randomly such that the items do not
bear any systematic similarity to one another. At test, the
content features of foil items are also assigned at random.
The model’s predicted hit and FA rates, as well as mean
correct RTs (hits and CRs), for varying list lengths are shown
in Figure 2. In addition, we varied the number of history traces for each test item (K) that were available during recognition (i.e., the number that could contribute to the
summed familiarity in equation 2). Across varying values of
K, the model predicts a standard list length mirror effect—
decreasing hit rate and increasing FA rate with list length.
The model’s predicted response time distributions also conform to what is usually found in recognition memory: increased overall correct RT with list length (e.g., Ratcliff &
Murdock, 1976).

be “novel” (K = 0) while the other ten had been previously
encountered in other contexts (K = 200). Foils could also be
“novel” (K = 0) or previously seen (K = 200). Consistent
with results on increased study time (Criss, 2006; Ratcliff &
Murdock, 1976), more study is predicted to result in a higher
hit rate and faster correct responses, regardless of the number
of history traces available for activation, although a foil with
history traces may be endorsed more readily than one without
(see Figure 3).
Varying Knowledge Finally, we turn to a version of the
case described in the introduction in which a single list contains varying numbers of items of varying familiarity. The
study list in this simulation consists of items drawn from eight
categories, four of which are novel (and thus their items have
no history traces, e.g., random dot patterns) and four of which
are familiar (200 available history traces, e.g., everyday objects). The list itself contains a single exemplar from each of
two of the novel categories and two of the familiar categories
and eight exemplars from the remaining four categories (two
novel and two familiar). Within-category similarity was modeled by randomly generating 30 binary features to serve as
a category “prototype” while the features of each exemplar
could be copied from the prototype with 50% probability, or
assigned at random.

Mixed Lists
A particularly problematic situation for models with fixed decision criteria is the case where study and test lists are comprised of varying numbers of items of different types. Different item types may have different raw familiarity values by
virtue of having many history traces (as, perhaps, with words
or well-known objects) or by being studied for a longer time
(an increase in memory “strength”).

Once again, performance of the model (shown in Figure 4)
is generally robust to the introduction of history traces. The
model correctly predicts an increase in FA to categorically
related foils with the number of studied exemplars with no
concomitant rise in unrelated FAs or fall in hit rate (Dennis
& Chapman, 2010; Shiffrin, Huber, & Marinelli, 1995). The
presence of history traces has its main effect on RT, where
more history traces result in faster hits and slower FAs (as
the presence of history traces tends to flatten the familiarity
profile for foils, as can be seen in Figure 1).

Varying Strength Study time is governed by the model parameter Ts , which reflects the amount of time available to
draw samples from an item at study (at rate ρ). For this simulation, we created a study list with 40 items, twenty of which
were studied for Ts = .5 time units, the others for Ts = 2 units.
Further, ten items from each strength level were presumed to
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signal-to-respond paradigm that interrupts recognition at various points (as in Brockdorff & Lamberts, 2000; Hintzman
& Curran, 1994). Finally, the ability of our model to make
simultaneous predictions about both accuracy and RT underscores the need for future research into the dynamics of longterm recognition memory, so as to place tighter constraints on
theory development. While the model presented in this paper
is clearly preliminary, we hope that it may suggest new avenues of research and new ways of conceptualizing problems
in recognition memory.
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Figure 4: Simulation results for a list with varying numbers
of category exemplars and history traces (K). In the left plot,
upper lines (◦) are hits, lower lines are FAs to unrelated (M)
and related (+) foils. In the right plot, ◦’s show mean RT for
hits, +’s show mean RT for CRs of related foils, M’s show
mean RT for CRs of unrelated foils. RTs shown in arbitrary
units.

Discussion
The recognition memory model presented in this paper is a
proof of concept that sensible recognition decisions are possible even with variations in task, study factors, stimuli, and
various other factors that affect overall familiarity of a test
probe. Using two racing accumulators to make a decision
provides a way to take advantage of the expected difference
in the time course profile of familiarity growth for targets and
foils: Noting that the successive familiarity changes tend to
be positive for targets and negative for foils, we let one accumulator add up positive changes, and the other negative
changes. The present results show that such an approach
has promise to solve a long time puzzle in recognition memory: how recognition can occur when tasks and stimulus types
vary widely and there is insufficient experience with any one
type to learn appropriate criteria. Traditional models treat
this problem by adjusting criteria as any of these variables
change. Our approach still involves criteria (αold and αnew )
but these do not need to change across stimulus types in order to produce reasonable predictions. In a sense, this can be
seen as re-framing the problem of criterion setting such that
items themselves can serve as their own reference, rather than
relying on assumed distributions of absolute familiarity.
We believe the approach presented here can shed light on
some recent results that apparently demonstrate criteria adjustments that are problematic for many existing memory
models (e.g., Dennis & Chapman, 2010; Starns, White, &
Ratcliff, 2010), although we have yet to apply our model
directly to their data. Our preliminary results also suggest
that the source of noise may change during recognition, with
other list items serving as the primary source of noise early
in recognition, while historical traces of the test item intrude
later in the process (note the rising activation of history traces
in Figure 1). This possibility could be examined within a
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sequence were a “D” because it would match the one
occurring two prior, but respond “no match” otherwise.
The inter-relationships within a sequence of stimuli
appear to be an important factor in determining how the task
is performed. In particular, stimuli (i.e., lures) that match in
locations n+1 or n-1 can change how the n-back task is
performed (Kane et al, 2007). For example, if the 5th letter
in the aforementioned sequence were an F, it would be
considered a lure because it occurred n+1 stimuli ago, and
the correct response is “non match”. Lures are more difficult
to reject than other non-lure/non-targets stimuli; participants
are less accurate and take longer to respond to lures than to
other non-targets (Gray, Chabris, & Braver, 2003; Kane et
al, 2007; McCabe & Hartman, 2008; Oberauer, 2005).
Arguably, the presence of lures changes how participants
perform the n-back task (Kane et al., 2007). Without lures, it
would be possible to use familiarity alone as the basis for a
correct response. Any stimulus re-occurring somewhat
recently would be a target. However, when lures are
included in the sequence recent re-occurrence is not enough
to distinguish targets from non-targets. Instead, it is
necessary to recollect either what stimulus occurred n items
back or have a fine-grained estimate of when a familiar
stimulus last appeared.
Given the suggested importance of lures, the current
analysis focuses on comparing participant performance on
targets, lures, and other non-targets.

Abstract
Despite the n-back task’s apparent effectiveness as a working
memory (WM) training task, its status as a WM assessment is
questionable. We analyzed the accuracy and reaction time
data of participants performing of an adaptive n-back training
task and developed a computational model to describe this
performance. Application of our model to n-back training data
suggests that performance is consistent with a two-stage,
familiarity and recollection account. Furthermore, our results
suggest that interference resolution is an important
determining factor for task accuracy, especially when
responding to targets.
Keywords: working memory; executive functioning; working
memory training; n-back; continuous performance task;
computational model.

N-back and Working Memory
The n-back task has often been used as a working memory
(WM) assessment (Owen et al., 2005) and has recently
become popular as a WM training task (Jaeggi et al., 2008).
Performance gains on n-back training transfer to tasks that
are heavily reliant on WM. Nevertheless, prior work
questions the validity of n-back as a measure of WM ability
(Jaeggi et al. 2010; Kane et al., 2007) and n-back
performance gains do not appear to transfer to complex WM
span tasks (Jaeggi et al., 2008; Li et al., 2008).
Understanding how n-back is performed is important both
for the purpose of evaluating the its validity as a measure of
WM and for isolating the mechanisms that improve over the
course of WM training. The present study provides an
analysis of performance on an adaptive n-back training task
and a model of n-back performance.

Experiment: Training Data
Fifty-six participants completed ten sessions of an adaptive,
n-back training task as part of a larger working memory
training battery. This battery included a training version of
running-span, letter-number sequencing, and block span
(Atkins et al., 2009) tasks as well as four tasks provided by
Posit Science inc. (Brain Fitness Program, Version 2.1;
Insight, Version 1.1). For the present purposes, we will only
note that many participants improved their performance on
the training tasks, and specifically on the n-back training
task. Furthermore, performance gains on the n-back training
task correlated with gains in several remote tasks, including
sentence ambiguity resolution (Novick et al., submitted).

The N-back Task
In the n-back task, participants are presented with a
sequence of stimuli (e.g., letters) one at a time and asked to
compare the current stimulus to one presented n items prior
in the sequence. When performing 2-back, the current
stimulus is a target when it matches the stimulus presented
two stimuli ago. So in the letter sequence “P-F-D-C…”, the
participant should respond “match” if the 5th letter in the
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Difficulty level can be taken as an indicator of overall
performance, but it does not shed light on what cognitive
processes were used to complete the task.. For that purpose
we turn to accuracy and reaction times on the target, lures,
and other non-targets individually.

N-back Training Task Design
Similar to other training versions of n-back, our version
adapted in difficulty based on participant performance. Two
factors were manipulated to change the task difficulty. The
first was the lure level. There were three levels of lures. The
easiest level (level 0) consisted of no lures. At the next
difficulty level (level 1) lures appeared in position n+1. In
the most difficult lure level (level 2) lures appeared both in
position n+1 and n-1. In addition to adapting lure level to
participant performance, we also adapted difficulty by
changing the value of n. N could range from 1 to 8.
Participants were presented 25-item sequences. In each
sequence there were 5 targets, 0 or 5 lures and the rest were
other non-targets (i.e., letters that had last occurred more
than 10 letters prior). Participant performance on each
sequence was used to determine whether and how the task
difficulty should adapt on the subsequent sequence of 25.
When participants were correct at least 85% of the time the
task got more difficult; when they were correct less than or
equal to 65% of the time, the task got easier. Otherwise, the
task remained at the same difficulty level.
The difficulty level changed by first changing the lure
level. If the difficulty needed to be increased and the lure
level was less than 2, the lure level would increase. Once at
the maximal lure level, n would increase and the lure level
would be reset at zero. Similarly when the task needed to be
made easier and the lure level was greater than 0, the lure
level would be decreased by one level. If the lure level was
already 0, then n would be decreased by one and the lure
level would be reset to two. All participants started at 2back with no lures (i.e., lure level of zero).

Accuracy
Figure 2 shows the percent correct when the target, lure, and
other non-target trials were shown in the third through 25th
serial positions. Participants demonstrated pronounced and
consistent primacy on target trials across serial positions.
Little or no primacy was found for lures and other nontarget trials.

Figure 2: Mean Accuracy for Targets, Lures and Other
non-targets across serial position in the stimulus sequence.
When accuracy is examined separately for each level of n,
the same basic relationship is found. There is an initial drop
in target performance down to an asymptote; the lowest
level of the asymptote is negatively correlated with n. The
top panel of Figure 3 shows representative results from the
4-back task.

Reaction Times
Participants responded correctly to both lures and targets
significantly more slowly than to other non-targets. As
shown in Figure 4, the mean correct reaction time (RT) to
targets and lures were both approximately 380 ms (380.5
and 379.8 respectively). The RT to other non-targets was
343.4, significantly quicker than both other trials types as
determined by within participant t-tests (p’s < 0.001, note
that other significance values are also from within
participant t-tests). This same pattern is found when
analyses are performed separately for each level of n. The
target and lure RTs did not differ significantly for any value
of n. In contrast, for all n values except 8 other non-targets
were responded to more quickly than lures and for all n
values except 2 other non-targets were responded to more
quickly than targets (p’s < 0.05).
A different pattern was found for incorrect response RTs.
Participants were significantly faster at responding
incorrectly to targets than to lures (p < 0.05) and other nontargets (p < 0.01). When examined at each level of n, the

Figure 1: Mean Difficulty level reached by participants by
training session.

General Findings
On average, participants showed marked improvement over
the course of training. Figure 1 shows the mean difficulty
level reached by participants across training sessions, where
difficulty level is defined as the value of n reached plus 1/3
of the lure level or

D = n+

LureLevel
.
3

Eq.1
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results are largely consistent. For n’s of three through eight,
incorrect target responses were quicker than incorrect lure
and incorrect other non-target responses. However, likely
due to the small number of incorrect lure and other nontarget responses, these differences were only significant four
times.
Comparing correct to incorrect response RTs, no
significant difference was found for targets. However,
correct responses were significantly quicker than incorrect
responses for both lures (p < 0.01) and other non-targets (p
< 0.001).

Summary of Results
The RT results are consistent with previous research. Lures
were expected to take longer to reject than other non-targets.
Similarly, responses to lures were expected to be less
accurate than responses to other non-targets. However, the
primacy found in targets trials was surprising. The number
of items that it is necessary to track, namely n, is constant
across the entire sequence. Despite this, the accuracy for
early targets in the sequence is greater than for later targets.
Follow-up analyses indicated that the obtained primacy
was not due to a decrease in the probability of responding
“match” due to the number of prior “match” responses. The
probability of responding “match” to a target did not vary
within a sequence, and remained constant at about 58%.
One explanation for the observed primacy is that
participants were less than perfect at removing stimuli from
consideration that were not longer relevant. Irrelevant
stimuli, stimuli that occurred greater than n positions prior,
may have been maintained in addition to and potentially at
the expense of the relevant stimuli. Removal of irrelevant
information has previously been indicated as important to
performance in the n-back task (Oberauer, 2005).

Figure 3: Participant (Panel A) and Model (Panel B)
Accuracy across serial positions for 4-back.

Figure 5: Participant Reaction time data (Panel A) and
Model predictions for 4-back.

Modeling n-back Performance
A computational model of n-back performance was
developed based on prior work describing n-back
performance. Specifically, the model implemented a twostage decision process, which includes a familiarity and a
recollection process. It also implemented imperfect removal

Figure 4: Mean Reaction Time for Targets, Lures and
Other non-targets for Correct and Incorrect Trials.
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of irrelevant information from the set actively maintained in
WM. Both of these assumptions were based on Oberauer’s
(2005) account of n-back performance. In addition, to allow
the irrelevant information maintained in WM to impact
performance, we implemented forgetting as due to
interference between items actively maintained in WM
(Oberauer & Lewandowsky, 2008).

search for the n-th back stimulus by probing memory with
the n-th back context. However, we assumed that the n-th
back stimulus is only probabilistically reinstated.
Specifically, each item of the n-th back context is reinstated
with probability pReinstate.
The current, modified version of HyGene does not use
any of the standard HyGene parameters (L, AC, ActMinH,
TMAX). Instead, as indicated in the model modification
description it introduces four new parameters. These
parameters and their values for the reported simulations are
shown in Table 1.

Model Implementation
These theoretical assumptions were implemented within an
existing model of familiarity/probability judgment and
recall/recollection, HyGene (Thomas et al., 2008). While
this model has previously only been applied to hypothesis
generation and judgment, it is based on a model of
recognition memory, Minerva2 (Hintzman, 1988) and is
therefore well equipped to handle familiarity judgments. It
also utilizes sampling and retrieval dynamics based on
successful models of recall, making it capable of
recollection as well. To apply HyGene to the n-back task it
was necessary to: (1) Elaborate on its WM processes, (2)
Add a multi-stage recognition process, and (3) Represent
time.

Table 1. Parameters
Name
pRemove
pDrift
pReinstate
tRetrieval

Sim. Value
.15
.33
.75
.10

Model Details
There are three components used in the modified model: the
probe, the active subset of memory, and semantic memory.
Each stimulus in the active subset of memory is represented
as a trace, a combination of an item (e.g., letter) and the
context in which the item appeared. Each item is
represented as a unique, randomly generated vector of 1’s, 1’s, and 0’s. Ones represent the presence and negative ones
represent the absence of some abstract feature. A zero
indicates that the presence or absence of a feature is
unknown or lost. For each simulation run, a new randomly
generated vector is created for each of the letters used in the
experiment. The collection of unique letter vectors
constitutes the semantic memory of the model.
While the initial context vector is generated randomly,
like the item vectors, each subsequent context was generated
based on the previous context vector and a random drift
factor. Each element in a new context is the same as each
element in the previous context with probability (1-pDrift).
With pDrift, that element is set to a random value (i.e., -1, 0,
1).
As each stimulus is processed, a vector representing that
stimulus and the vector representing the current context are
stored as a trace in the active subset of memory. Once the
active subset has more than n traces, the model attempts to
remove the traces of the items that occurred more than n
stimuli prior from the active subset. The probability of
removing the extra traces at each time step is pRemove. The
maintenance of items in the active subset has a cost.
Specifically, every trace competes with every other trace for
each of its shared features. When a new item enters the
active subset, there is a 50% chance that it loses each feature
it shares with an item already in the active subset and a 50%
chance that it keeps that feature and that the item already in
the active subset loses it.

WM Processes We assumed that while performing the nback task, participants try to maintain the last n items in an
active subset of memory. Once the item is more than n
stimuli old, the model attempts to remove that item from the
active subset. The probability of successfully removing the
no longer relevant item on each time step is determined by a
new parameter in the model, pRemove. In addition, items in
the active subset compete with one another. Each feature
can only be maintained by one item in the active subset
(Oberauer & Lewandowsky, 2008), therefore the
competition for features between active items causes
interference.
Recognition Process The model completes up to three
processes when responding in the n-back task. The initial
step is determining the familiarity of the current stimulus. If
the stimulus is not sufficiently familiar, then the current
stimulus is judged as a non-match and no further processing
steps are taken. However, if the current stimulus is
sufficiently familiar, an attempt to recall or recollect the n-th
back item is made. If the retrieved item matches the current
stimulus, the response is “match”. If the retrieved item does
not match the current stimulus, then the response is “nonmatch”. If retrieval fails, that is the activation of the to-beretrieved items is less than a threshold tRetreival, then the
model guesses whether or not that stimulus is a target. The
RT predictions from the present simulations are based on
the simplifying assumption that each process (familiarity
judgment, recollection, and guessing) takes a single unit of
time.
Time Contextual drift was used to represent time. With each
time step the representation of the current context was
modified with probability pDrift. This allowed the model to
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Familiarity is accessed by probing the active subset with
the item portion of the current vector. To determine
familiarity, the first step is to calculate the similarity of the
current item to the items in the active subset by

tRetrieval, otherwise retrieval fails and the model guesses
whether or not the stimulus is a target. The probability of
the model guessing target is set to the actual probability of
targets in the sequence, 0.2 in the current experiment.
If retrieval is successful then the retrieved item is
compared with the current stimulus. If the current stimulus
matches the retrieved item, then the response is “match”. If
the retrieved item does not match the current stimulus, then
the response is “non-match”.
Familiarity, recollection, and guessing each take time.
Here we assume that each take a single unit of time.
Therefore, the RT predictions are completely determined by
the average number of processes required to correctly and
incorrectly respond to the targets, lures and other nontargets.

M

∑PT

j ij

j =1

Si =

Ni

,

Eq. 2

where Pj is jth element in probe P and Tij is the jth element
in memory trace i. Ni is the number of elements that are
non-zero in either the probe or the trace. M is the number of
traces in the active subset.
The activation of each trace, Ai, is the cube of its
similarity value. The echo intensity of the active subset to
the probe is the sum of all these activations:
M

I = ∑ Ai ,

Simulations Results

Eq. 3

The model was run once on each stimulus sequence given to
participants at each level of n. The second panel of Figure 3
shows simulation results for 4-back. The model produces
primacy, especially for targets. It also shows the same
pattern of RT results as shown by participants, as shown in
the second panel of Figure 5. Specifically, correct responses
are made to targets and lures at approximately the same
speed but responses to other non-targets are faster. Incorrect
responses to other non-targets and lures are slower than
incorrect responses to targets. While the detailed results are
only shown for 4-back, the model predictions, like
participant performance, is consistent across levels of n. The
only change being that as n increases, the asymptotic level
of accuracy for targets decreases for both participants and
the model.
Primacy is predicted by the model due to the interference
between the items maintained in the active subset of
memory. Specifically, it is due to the number of other items
that any given item must compete with before that item can
be used to make a response. For example, when performing
4-back, the first item of the sequence only competes with
the three items added after it. After the third subsequent
item is added, the first item will be the n-th back stimulus to
be used to make the next response. However, the fourth item
in the sequence competes with at least the three items that
preceded it into the active subset and the three items that
followed it. The amount of interference is increased when
items that are no longer relevant remain in the active subset.
However, even with perfect removal of irrelevant items
some degree of primacy is found.
As mentioned above, the RT predictions are completely
driven by the number of processes used to make a response.
For example, normally two processes are necessary to make
a correct or incorrect response to a target: familiarity and
recollection. Correct responses to other non-targets are
quicker because they can usually be identified as nonmatches by the results of the familiarity process alone. In
contrast, incorrect responses to other non-targets occur
primarily when the stimulus is judged as familiar but recall
fails and an incorrect guess of “match” is made. Like

i =1

where M is the number of traces in the active subset. If the I
is greater than 0, then the stimulus is considered familiar.
Otherwise, the response is “non-match”.
If the item is familiar then the recollection or recall
process is initiated to determine if the current stimulus
matches the stimulus n-back. This requires the n-th back
context be reinstated. Each element in the current context is
converted to the n-th back context with probability
pReinstate. The reinstated context is used to probe the active
subset by again cubing the results from Equation 2. This
time, however, the context is used as the probe and
activations are not used to determine the echo intensity but
instead the echo content by
M

C = ∑ AiTij .

Eq. 4

i =1

The echo content is a noisy version of the items most
activated by the reinstated context. C will not be an exact
match of any particular item. Therefore, C is disambiguated
following the procedure used to disambiguate hypotheses in
HyGene. This is done by recalling items from semantic
memory based on their activation to C.
Semantic memory is the collection of the vectors
representing each of the items used as stimuli. C is first
normalized and then it is used to probe semantic memory.
Once more Equation 2 is used to determine the activation
but this time of semantic memory instead of the active
subset. Retrieval from semantic memory is based on the
activation of each item vector. The probability of sampling
semantic vector i is

Pi =

Ai

,

W

∑A
j =1

Eq. 5

j

where W is the number of vectors in semantic memory.
The first item sampled from semantic memory is
considered the n-th back stimulus. However, to be
successfully retrieved the activation of the to-be-retrieved
vector must be greater than the retrieval threshold,
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targets, correct lure responses often involve both familiarity
and recollection, but incorrect lure responses are sometimes
the result of false recollection and sometimes the result of
guessing.
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General Discussion
A detailed examination of n-back performance supports the
claim that lures are necessary for making the task more than
a familiarity judgment task (Kane et al., 2007). However,
the difference in RTs between other non-targets and the two
trial types in which recollection is necessary, targets and
lures, indicated that the presence of lures in a stimulus
sequence does not necessarily change how participants
respond to the other non-target trials. The present model
accounts for this RT data by assuming that the familiarity of
a stimulus determines whether or not a recollection is
attempted. If a stimulus is not sufficiently familiar, then the
stimulus is immediately labeled a non-target. Therefore,
according to the present model, correct responses on nontarget trials can be accounted for exclusively by familiarity
whether or not the stimulus sequence also contains lures.
Only lures and targets, the trial types likely to be familiar
due to their occurrence approximately n stimuli ago are
likely to trigger recollection.
Other non-targets make up at least 50% of the trials in
most applications of n-back, so an overall n-back score
could mostly reflect the ability to discriminate familiar
items. Therefore, according to the present analysis the score
does not primarily reflect a participant’s ability to recognize
the reoccurrence of the n-th back item, but instead
familiarity judgment. This is one potential reason for the
low correlation between the n-back task and standard
working memory assessments (e.g., operation span and
reading span) in which recall is necessary.
WM is often conceptualized as having a capacity or span
component as well as an executive function or attentional
control component. The present modeling effort suggests
that the span component of WM is not necessary to account
for n-back performance, as this aspect of WM is not
implemented within the model. Instead the executive
function or attentional control aspect alone might be
sufficient. Attentional control was implemented here as the
ability to remove irrelevant information from attention
(pRemove) and the ability to conduct controlled memory
search (pReinstate). This might also differentiate n-back
from other WM assessments, as the other tasks might rely
more heavily on capacity or span.
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Perceptual symbol systems theory (PSS; Barsalou, 1999),
one of the cornerstones of the grounded cognition
movement (Barsalou, 2008), has been proposed as a
competitor to distributional models as an explanatory theory
for the emergence of lexical semantic structure in memory.
The basis of PSS is the dismissal of amodal symbols as the
central component underlying human mental representation.
Rather, the PSS approach proposes that the symbols used in
reasoning, memory, language, and learning are grounded in
sensory modalities.
In the realm of lexical semantics, PSS proposes that the
mental representation of a word is based on the perceptual
states that underlie experiences with the word‘s physical
referent (Barsalou, 1999). Across many experiences with
words, the underlying neural states tend to stabilize and
create an accurate perceptual representation of a word that is
grounded across sensory areas in the cortex. There is
considerable evidence, across both behavioral and
neuroimaging experiments, that the perceptual associates of
words do play a central role in language processing (for a
review see Barsalou, 2008).
Although distributional models and PSS are often
discussed as competing theories, the two are certainly not
mutually exclusive. PSS is unable to make claims about the
meanings of words that have no physical manifestation—it
is fairly limited to concrete nouns and action verbs
(although these are the most commonly used experimental
stimuli). Further, PSS is silent regarding the simple
observation that humans are quite capable of forming
sophisticated lexical representations when they have been
given nothing to ground those representations in. This is the
situation in which distributional models excel—inferring the
meaning of words in the absence of perceptual information.
However, distributional models certainly fail when given
tests that stress the use of perceptual information—the
situation in which PSS excels. Hence, the two theories
should not be viewed as competitors, but rather as
complimentary (see Riordan & Jones, 2010). What is
needed is research into how humans might integrate the two
types of information to make full use of both the structure of
language and the perceptual environment.
Here we explore whether a central component of PSS,
perceptual simulation, may be integrated with a
distributional model to infer perceptual information for
words that have never been ―perceived‖ by the model based
on global lexical similarity to words that have been
perceived. Further, we test the model‘s ability to infer the

Abstract
The literature currently contains a dichotomy in explaining
how humans learn lexical semantic representations for words.
Theories generally propose either that lexical semantics are
learned through perceptual experience, or through exposure to
regularities in language. We propose here a model to integrate
these two information sources. The model uses the global
structure of memory to exploit the redundancy between
language and perception in order to generate perceptual
representations for words with which the model has no
perceptual experience. We test the model on a variety of
different datasets from grounded cognition experiments.
Keywords: Semantic memory; co-occurrence models; LSA.

Introduction
Modern computational models of lexical semantics (e.g.,
latent semantic analysis (LSA); Landauer & Dumais, 1997)
infer representations for words by observing distributional
regularities across a large corpus of text. Although their
specific learning mechanisms may differ considerably, all
members of this class of model rely on statistical
information in text to infer semantic structure. Distributional
models have seen considerable success at accounting for an
impressive array of behavioral data in tasks involving
semantic cognition. Since their beginning, however,
distributional models have been heavily criticized for their
exclusive reliance on linguistic information (e.g., Perfetti,
1998), essentially making them models of learning meaning
―by listening to the radio‖ (McClelland).
More recently, empirical research has demonstrated that
distributional models fail to account for a variety of
semantic phenomena in the realm of embodied cognition
(e.g., Glenberg & Robertson, 2000). This failure is not a
great surprise given that distributional models do not receive
perceptual input, and they actually perform surprisingly well
on many tasks believed to require perceptual learning due to
the amount of perceptual information redundantly coded in
both language and the environment (for a review, see
Riordan & Jones, 2010). Distributional models do not argue
that perceptual information is unimportant to semantic
learning. Perceptual information is still statistical
information; what is required is a mechanism by which
these two sources of information may be integrated.
Attempts to integrate linguistic and perceptual information
in a unified distributional model are now emerging (e.g.,
Andrews, Vigliocco, & Vinson, 2009; Jones & Recchia,
2010). However, there is little connection in these models
to existing theories of modal perceptual symbol learning.
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likely linguistic distributional structure for a word in
absence of linguistic experience from its perceptual
similarity to words with which the model has had linguistic
experience. In this sense, the model‘s goals are similar to
previous integrative attempts (Andrews et al., 2009; Jones &
Recchia, 2010), but is theoretically linked to important
mechanisms in PSS.
PSS proposes that simulations (based on past experiences)
play a central role in conceptual and semantic processing,
and there is a considerable amount of evidence that this is a
mechanism of central importance in human cognition
(Barsalou, et al., 2003). PSS presumes that each lexical
representation is a multi-modal simulation of the perceptual
experience of that word (e.g. the simulator for horse may
contain what a horse looks like, feels like, sounds like, how
you ride one, etc…), which is reinstated whenever one
experiences a word. For example, when reading the word
metal, your semantic representation is a simulation of
previous perceptual experiences with the word‘s referent,
including its texture, experiences of hard and cold, etc. The
word‘s meaning is not disembodied from its perceptual
characteristics.
We by no means have a solution as to how to formalize
this simulation process, but instead evaluate a type of
simulation that may underlie our ability to make correct
inferences about the perceptual representation of
ungrounded words. Instead of relying upon the structure of
neural states during experience, it instead relies upon the
grounded representations of other words. That is, a word‘s
perceptual simulator can be constructed not by the current
perceptual state, but by the perceptual states of similar
words in memory. The importance of a given word‘s state is
determined by the associative strength between the two
words, derived from the statistical structure of how those
words are used in the language environment. Hence, global
lexical similarity (similarity of a word to all other words in
memory) may be used by a generation mechanism to ‗fillin‘ the perceptual representation for a specific word. We
integrate this idea of experiential simulation into a global
memory model of semantics, based loosely on Hintzman‘s
(1986) MINERVA 2 model.

situational), and are unable to represent more complex
perceptual information such as embodied interaction;
nonetheless, they are a useful starting point. A word‘s full
lexical representation in the model is simply the
concatenation of its linguistic and perceptual vectors (even
if one of the two is completely empty). We demonstrate that
this model is able to use a simple perceptual simulation
mechanism to account for a diverse set of both behavioral
and neuroimaging results in studies of language processing.
Linguistic co-occurrence vectors for words were
computed from counts across 250,000 documents extracted
from Wikipedia (Recchia & Jones, 2009). Perceptual
vectors will depend on the particular simulation, but will
include feature generation norms (McRae, Cree, Seidenberg,
& McNorgan, 2005; Vinson & Vigliocco, 2008), and
modality exclusivity norms (Lynott & Connell, 2009). Each
word‘s representation in the full memory matrix is a
concatenation of its linguistic and perceptual vectors. The
goal of the model is to infer the perceptual vector for a word
from global linguistic similarity to other words, using this
limited data to generalize to the entire lexicon.
Borrowing from Hintzman‘s MINERVA model (see also
Kwantes, 2005), our model attempts to create an abstraction
of a word‘s full lexical vector using a simple retrieval
mechanism. When a partial probe is compared to memory
(say, a word with a linguistic vector, but a zero perceptual
vector), a composite ‗echo‘ vector is returned consisting of
the sum of all lexical vectors in memory weighted by their
similarity to the probe. Across the lexicon, this returns a
stable full lexical estimate for a word, including an inferred
perceptual vector. Specifically, perceptual representations
are constructed in a two-step abstraction process, based on
Hintzman‘s process of ‗deblurring‘ the echo.
In step 1 each representation in memory with a zero
perceptual vector has an estimated perceptual vector
constructed based on its weighted similarity to lexical
entries that have non-zero perceptual vectors:

∑

(

) ,

(1)

Where M represents the size of the lexicon, T represents the
lexical trace for a word, S is similarity function (here, vector
cosine), and  is a similarity weighting parameter. Lambda
is typically set to 3 (Hintzman, 1986), but we will fit this
parameter for each of the different norms (due to differences
in their dimensionality and structural characteristics), and
also for the two different steps of inference (due to
differences in the number of traces being used to create an
echo). Step 1 utilizes only a limited number of traces and so
each trace should add more information, while in Step 2 the
entire lexicon is used, and so each word trace should be
more limited in its importance.
In step 2, the process from step 1 is iterated, but inference
for each word is made from global similarity to all lexical
entries (as they all now contain an inferred perceptual
vector). Hence, representations in step 1 are inferred from a
limited amount of data (only words that have been
―perceived‖ by the model). In step 2, representations for

Generating Perceptual Representations
It is important that we are clear at the outset in our
definitions of linguistic, perceptual, and lexical information
in this model, as they are clearly oversimplifications. A
word‘s linguistic information in the model is simply a
vector representing its co-occurrence structure across
documents in a text corpus. If the word is present in a given
document, that vector element is coded as one; if it is
absent, it is coded as zero. A word‘s perceptual information
in the model is a probability vector over perceptual features
generated by human subjects. For example, the feature
<has_fur> will have a high probability for dog, but a low
probability for pig, and a zero probability for airplane. It is
important to note that these types of feature norms include
much information that is non-perceptual (e.g., taxonomic,
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each word are inferred from the full lexicon—aggregate
linguistic and perceptual information inferred from step 1.
This two-step process is illustrated in Figure 1. Prior to
the inference process, only linguistic information is
contained in memory with a limited amount of perceptual
information. Across the two-step abstraction process, the
model is able to use the associative structure of memory,
along with this initially limited amount of data, and infer a
perceptual representation for each word. The essential claim
of this model is that the global similarity structure that is
contained in the lexicon is sufficient to make sophisticated
predictions about the perceptual properties of words.

a perceptual representation for the blanked out word based
on its associative similarity to other words in the lexicon
across our two inference steps. Finally, the correlation is
computed between the inferred perceptual vector and the
true perceptual vector in the norms for the target word. This
procedure was conducted across all words in each of the
norms. For perceptual norm and step, the parameter was
hand fit to the data.
Table 1. Model Predictions for each Word Norm
Word Norm
McRae, et al.
Vinson & Vigglioco
Lynott & Connell

Step 1
0.42
0.42
0.83

Step 2
0.72
0.77
0.85

* All correlations significant at p < 0.001

The correlations for each of the word norms across the
two steps are displayed in Table 1. This table shows that for
each of the norms that model is able to infer an accurate
perceptual representation is at a high level, with all three
norms achieving a correlation above 0.7.

Simulation 1.2: Effect of Lexicon Size
A second simulation was conducted to manipulate the
number of words in the lexicon used to create the inferred
perceptual representations. This was done by varying the
number of words in the lexicon from 2,000  24,000 in
steps of 2,000. The lexicon was arranged by frequency from
the TASA corpus such that only the most frequent set of
words are included. This simulation exclusively used the
norms from McRae, et al. (2005).
The magnitude of correlation as a function of lexicon size
is shown in Figure 2. This figure shows that a consistent
increase in fit is attained as the size of the lexicon grows,
until about a size of 14,000. From that point on, the model
produces a reduced fit. The reason for this is that after
14,000 words the amount of noise that is accumulated
within the echo vector exceeds the benefits of the added
resolution created by the additional associative structure
provided by the increased lexicon size. In the following
simulations only the first 14,000 words will be utilized by
the generation mechanism.

Figure 1. The two-step process of global construction.

1. Testing Model Foundations
Our preliminary examination of this model will be done by
manipulating core aspects of the framework, including
training the model with different perceptual norms,
changing the lexicon size, and testing on different corpora.

Simulation 1.1: Word Norms
Two different types of perceptual norms were used for
evaluation: feature generation norms (McRae, et al., 2005;
Vinson & Vigglioco, 2008) and modality exclusivity norms
(Lynnott & Connell, 2009). Feature generation norms are
created from hundreds of subjects producing the perceptual
features for a set of target words. Aggregated across
subjects, the result is a vector across possible features for
each word, with elements representing the generation
probability of a given feature for a given word. Modality
exclusivity norms are created by having subjects rate how
much a target word is based in each of the five sensory
modalities. The result is a five-element vector per word,
with each element representing the strength of that modality
for a given word.
To evaluate how well the model is able to infer a word‘s
perceptual representation, we used a cross-validation
procedure. For each sample, a word was randomly selected
from the perceptual norm of interest, and its perceptual
vector in the lexicon was zeroed out. The model then infers

Figure 2. Effect of lexicon size
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Simulation 1.3: Effect of Corpus Size

2. Behavioral Simulations

Recchia & Jones (2009) have demonstrated that increasing
the size of a corpus (i.e. increasing the number and diversity
of the contexts that a word appears in) also increases the fit
to semantic similarity ratings, independent of abstraction
algorithm. To evaluate this trend for inferring perceptual
representations in our global similarity model, we compared
the goodness-of-fit for the model predictions of the McRae,
et al. (2005) norms over a small corpus (the TASA corpus,
composed of 37,600 documents) and a large corpus (a
Wikipedia corpus, composed of 250,000 documents). The
fit for the TASA corpus was r = 0.34 after the first step, and
r = 0.64 after the second step. However, with the larger
Wikipedia corpus, a correlation of r = 0.42 after the first
step, and an r = 0.77 after the second step. This shows that
there is an impressive increase in fit between the model‘s
predictions and data with the use of a larger corpus, even
though the TASA corpus is of higher quality. This is an
important result: It demonstrates that the greater the amount
of experience the model has with language, the better its
inferences are about a word‘s perceptual representation.

The set of simulations in this section uses the global
similarity model to evaluate the model‘s predictions of a
variety of behavioral phenomena from grounded cognition.

Simulation 2.1: Affordances
In a test of the strength of distributional models
(specifically, LSA) Glenberg & Robertson (2000) conducted
a study in which they assessed subjects‘ (and LSA‘s) ability
to account for affordance ratings to different objects within
a given sentence. Objects ranged from being realistic within
the context of the sentence, to being afforded, or nonafforded. For example, subjects were given the sentence
―Hang the coat on the ______‖, and were asked to give
ratings on three words (realistic = coat rack, afforded =
vacuum cleaner, and non-afforded = cup). Unsurprisingly,
realistic objects had a higher score than both afforded and
non-afforded objects, and afforded objects had a higher
rating than non-afforded objects. However, the stimuli were
constructed such that LSA could not discriminate between
afforded and non-afforded conditions.
Our model is not a model of sentence comprehension
(neither is LSA), so a simpler test was conducted using
Glenberg and Robertson‘s (2000) stimuli. The central action
word that described the affordance was used (e.g. ―hang‖
instead of ―Hang the coat on the ______‖). Then the cosine
between this target word and the three different object
words were calculated for both the inferred feature vectors
and the raw co-occurrence vectors. The norms from McRae
et al. (2005) were used for this test. The results of this
simulation are displayed in Figure 3.

Simulation 1.4: Reverse Inference
An interesting aspect of this model is that it is capable of
making reverse inferences. Given the perceptual
representations for words, the model should be able to
estimate the likely linguistic distributional structure for a
word. To test reverse inference in the model, we estimated
each word‘s perceptual representation using (1). A word‘s
inferred linguistic vector was then estimated with (1), but
rather than summing across the perceptual representations in
the lexicon, the linguistic vectors were used (and similarity
was based on similarity of perceptual vectors). The inferred
linguistic vector was then correlated with the word‘s
retrieved co-occurrence vector, where the probe vector is
co-occurrence representation is word, and the representation
of other words is summed, similar to Kwantes (2005).
The correlation between the inferred linguistic
representations for the concrete nouns from the McRae, et
al. norms was r = 0.67, p < 0.001. For all other words in the
lexicon, this correlation is r = 0.5, p < 0.001. The second set
is lower than the concrete nouns for two reasons: 1) the
perceptual space of the McRae norms does not extend to all
words, and 2) not all words have a strong perceptual basis
(e.g. abstract words) and so the inferred perceptual vector
not diagnostic of that word‘s meaning. However, this simple
analysis does show that the model is capable of this reverse
inference: it can, given the perceptual representation of a
word, construct a fairly accurate approximation of the
linguistic co-occurrence structure of that word.
This is a central finding for the model because it allows
for lexical inferences to be made in two directions, both
from linguistic to perceptual and from perceptual to
linguistic. Hence, the model can take in either perceptual or
linguistic information about a word and infer the other type
of representation from it, allowing for both aspects of
memory to be filled in when information is missing.

Figure 3. Simulation of results using stimuli
from Glenberg & Robertson (2000).
As shown in Figure 3, the inferred feature vectors are able
to generate the correct pattern of results – that is, the
average cosine for the realistic words is greater than for the
afforded and non-afforded words, and also the average
cosine for the afforded words is greater than for nonafforded words. The difference between realistic words and
non-afforded words was significant [t(14) = 2.137, p <
0.05], and the difference between afforded and non-afforded
was moderately significant [t(14) = 1.8, p = 0.08]. The
difference between realistic and afforded words was not
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significant [t(14)=0.54, p>0.1], but the trend is in the right
direction. When the raw co-occurrence representation is
used, however, the pattern changes: the average cosine for
the non-afforded words was statistically equal to afforded
words [t(14) = 0.064, n.s.]. In addition, unlike the
constructed perceptual representations, realistic and nonafforded words did not differ [t(14) = 1.56, p > 0.1].

Simulation 2.3: Phrase/referent similarity
Wu & Barsalou (2009) had subjects rate the familiarity of
novel and familiar noun phrases consisting of a concrete
noun preceded by a modifier (e.g. ―smashed tomato‖ vs.
―sliced tomato‖). Wu & Barsalou argue from the results
that conceptual combinations seem to be based on a
perceptual simulation of the combined concept. This model
is not capable of this advanced simulation process, but we
simply wanted to test whether the inferred perceptual
representations are better able to account for the familiarity
ratings from Wu and Barsalou‘s study. Assessing familiarity
is the first step to being able to determine conceptual
combination, by determining the overlap between the two
words‘ representations.
The ten novel and ten familiar noun phrases were taken
from Wu & Barsalou (2009). Five of the twenty modifiers
had to be replaced with their closest synonym (as defined by
WordNet) as they were not in the model‘s lexicon (due to
their very low frequency). To assess familiarity, the cosine
between the two words was computed for both the inferred
perceptual representation and the raw co-occurrence
representation. In addition to examining overall magnitude
differences between the conditions, a correlation analysis
was conducted over the specific familiarity ratings given to
the different noun phrases. Wu & Barsalou published two
sets of familiarity ratings: 1) phrase familiarity: how often
subject‘s had experienced that specific phrase, and 2)
referent familiarity: how often subject‘s had seen that
specific object.
A marginally significant difference was found between
the novel and familiar conditions for both the inferred
perceptual representations [t(9) = 2.0, p = 0.07] and the raw
co-occurrence representations [t(9) = 1.79, p = 0.1].
However, the item-level fits between the model‘s
predictions and subject‘s familiarity ratings for phrases were
also tested. A significant correlation was found between the
inferred perceptual representations and subject ratings, for
both phrase familiarity [r = 0.48, p < 0.05] and referent
familiarity [r = 0.49, p < 0.05]. However, this was not the
case for the co-occurrence representations, as a nonsignificant correlation was found for both phrase familiarity
[r = 0.12, n.s.] and referent familiarity [r = 0.16, n.s.]. This
demonstrates that the inferred perceptual structure is able to
simulate item-level variance in familiarity, while the cooccurrence representations are not.

Simulation 2.2: Sensory/motor based priming
Similar to the previous experiment, Myung, Blumstein, &
Sedivy (2006) tested whether facilitation occurred when a
target word was primed by a word that has sensory/motor
based functional information in common with the target, but
not associative information (e.g. ‗typewriter‘ preceded by
‗piano‘). The prime-target pairs focused on manipulation
knowledge of objects (e.g. what one can do with a given
object). Using a lexical decision task, Myung, et al. found
significant facilitation in this condition.
To simulate their experiment, we used the same primetarget word pairs from Myung, et al. (2006) and the same
unrelated primes. Because some of the words in this
experiment were compounds (‗baby carriage‘, ‗safety pin‘,
etc…), they were transformed to single words (‗carriage‘,
‗pin‘). Where this changed the meaning of the concept, the
word pair was removed from the test. This procedure
resulted in 23 word pairs being tested, with each pair having
both a related-target and unrelated-target condition. Priming
was computed in the model as the related-target cosine
minus the unrelated-target cosine.

Figure 4. Simulation of perceptual priming results.
The magnitude of priming was assessed for both the inferred
perceptual representations and the raw co-occurrence
representations. The result of this simulation is depicted in
Figure 4, which shows that both representation types show a
priming effect. The magnitude of facilitation (related >
unrelated) for the co-occurrence representations was not as
pronounced as the inferred perceptual representations, and
was not significant [t(22) = 1.35, n.s.]. However, the
facilitation effect for the inferred perceptual representations
was significant [t(22) = 2.05, p < 0.05]. This again
demonstrates that the perceptual representations inferred by
this model contain a considerable amount of knowledge
about
the
perceptual
underpinning
of
words.

Simulation 2.4: Inferred Modality Representation
As a final simulation, we tested the ability of the model to
infer the modality rating data from the Lynott & Connell
(2009) norms. In these norms, subjects rate the prominence
of the five modalities in representing a target word. As with
the McRae et al. (2005) feature vectors, each word was
represented as a probability distribution across the five
modalities. In Lynott & Connell‘s norms, subjects tended to
rate vision as consistently more important than other
modalities. To reduce this bias in the model, a preprocessing
normalization procedure was conducted. Before normalizing
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each word vector to a probability distribution, each column
was normalized to have a total magnitude of one, which has
the effect of standardizing the amount of information that
each modality provides. Each word vector was then
normalized to a probability distribution.
The model‘s ability to generate inferred modality ratings
was evaluated over a large number of target words from
various sources. For the visual, auditory, and tactile
modalities the words were taken from van Dantzig, et al.
(2008), who conducted a property verification study on
these modalities. For the olfactory modality, words were
taken from Gonzalez, et al. (2005) who found an increase in
activation in olfactory brain regions to words that have a
strong smell association. Gustatory words were taken from
Goldberg, et al. (2006) who found greater activation in the
orbitofrontal cortex to food words. In order to model this,
the strength of the proposed modality was measured for
each word, and compared against a comparison set of words
drawn randomly from another modality. The results of this
simulation are displayed in Figure 5. All differences among
groups are significant. This demonstrates that this model is
able to create correct inferences about the modality basis of
words, given a limited amount of starting information.

semantics. As such, there are currently many shortcomings.
One major issue is that the only ―perceptual‖ features that
may be inferred are fixed to those used to describe the 541
concrete nouns normed by McRae et al. (2005), which may
make it difficult to generalize those features to other types
of words in the lexicon. While this shortcoming is no
different than other attempts to integrate perceptual and
linguistic information (e.g. Andrews et al., 2009), it is rather
inflexible (and clearly wrong) to believe that the ~2,500
features generated by McRae et al.‘s subjects are sufficient
to describe the perceptual structure of the entire lexicon. In
addition, the model is subject to making errors of ―illusory
feature migrations‖ (Jones & Recchia, 2010); e.g., inferring
that honey has wings. Nonetheless, the phrasal priming
simulations demonstrate that this type of information
migration affords the model sufficient power to simulate
difficult effects in grounded cognition. Furthermore, the
model takes important steps towards the integration of
distributional models, global memory frameworks, and
creates links to theories of grounded cognition.
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Figure 5. Level of strength for different modalities.

Discussion
Here we have proposed a simulation process, similar in
spirit to that suggested by the PSS framework, to generate
inferred perceptual representations for words through the
use of global lexical similarity. The perceptual
representations are constructed by integrating the already
formed (either learnt or inferred) representations of other
words, and these are weighted by the scaled associative
strength among words in the lexicon. Across many words
this simulation process produces a stable representation
containing useful perceptual information about how the
referent of the word is used. The model was capable of
using multiple norm sets, which in turn allowed for a
diverse set of data to be tested. The power of this model is
not in complex inference or learning mechanisms, but
instead is contained in the structure of lexical memory,
which has been shown to be an important information
source in cognitive modeling (Johns & Jones, 2010).
This model is obviously in the very early stages as an
attempt to integrate PSS and distributional models of lexical
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Abstract

pupil dilation on subsequent presentations. His results
showed that pupil dilation was decreased if there were one
or zero intervening words, but dilation increased again for
four or eight intervening words. These results indicate that
encoding effort is decreased when recently encoded
information is repeated, in line with the idea that recently
encoded information is stronger represented in memory.
Although Magliero’s results indicate that there is a link
between memory strength and effort, the participants in this
study were not explicitly instructed to learn the words in the
list; the participants were told at the start of the experiment
that they would participate in a memory task after the list of
words was presented. The current study was set up to test
the effects of memory strength on pupil dilation during the
retrieval process. As relative memory strength is assumed to
decrease over time and increase with the number of
rehearsals, we will manipulate both the number of
intervening items (and thus the time between repetitions)
and the number of repetitions of a to-be-learned item.

The current study investigates the relation between retrieval
effort and the relative memory strength of mentally stored
information. A previous pupillary study by Magliero (1983)
showed that encoding effort reacts to the recency effect but no
studies have linked effort as measured by pupillary dilation to
the frequency effect. In the current study, phasic pupil dilation
of 15 participants was measured and analyzed during retrieval
tasks while they were learning topographical facts. The facts
were studied once and tested during four repetitions in one of
two repetition-interval conditions. We hypothesized that
retrieval effort will decrease as the relative strength of a
memory trace increases. This hypothesis accounts for recency
effects as well as for frequency effects. Analysis of the phasic
pupil response in the experiment shows a significant main
effect for the repetition interval condition. Furthermore an
interaction effect between the number of repetitions and
repetition interval was found, indicating that the difference in
effort between short and long repetition intervals decreased as
the number of rehearsals increased. These findings largely
confirm our hypotheses and the assumptions of theories that
assume that increased retrieval effort increases learning gains.

Decay, Interference, Associations and Rehearsal
Different theories propose different mechanisms
underlying the dynamics of memory strength. One of the
more constant mechanisms is the notion that rehearsals
strengthen memory traces, which increase retrieval
performance. A neuronal explanation of the beneficial effect
of rehearsing was proposed by Hebb (1949), who stated that
neurons strengthen their connection when they show
repeated temporal electrical activation. More support for the
beneficial effect of rehearsing was found in studies that
showed that recall performance decreased when rehearsal
was prevented (e.g., Brown, 1958; Peterson & Peterson
1959). Since these initial findings, many memory models
have been proposed to explain the constructs of human
memory such as the modal model by Atkinson & Shiffrin
(1968) and the multi-component model (Baddeley and
Hitch, 1974; Baddeley, 2009). Both these models
incorporate the importance of rehearsing and assume that
non-rehearsed items will drop out of short-term memory.
However, neither model provides a detailed account of this
process.
More recent theories are more explicit about how
information becomes less accessible. Decay based models
(e.g., ACT-R, Anderson et al, 1998) assume that
information becomes less accessible as a function of time,
whereas other models assume that the interaction with other
information causes the decreased performance (e.g,
association-based models, SAM, Raaijmakers, 2003; and

Keywords: Memory; Effort; Retrieval; Pupil; Dilation;
Learning; Rehearsal.

Introduction
Ever since Ebbinghaus (1885) it is known that recall
performance decreases over time, irrespective of whether
performance is measured as retrieval latency or accuracy.
Over the years, many different theories have been proposed
to explain this effect (Byrnes, 2000). Regardless of the
proposed underlying mechanisms, all theories assume that
the relative memory strength of an item decreases over time.
Furthermore, all theories assume that rehearsing the
materials can counter this decrease as the rehearsals increase
the relative memory strength, resulting in faster and more
accurate responses. However, whether these changes are
also reflected in the effort it takes to retrieve information is
still an open question. The study reported in this paper used
pupil dilation to investigate the relationship between effort
and relative memory strength.
Earlier work that associated memory strength with pupil
dilation is the study reported by Magliero (1983). In his
experiments pupil dilation was measured during an
encoding task. Participants were presented a list of words
and some of these words were repeated 1 or 2 times with
either 0, 1, 4 or 8 intervening words. During the whole
encoding phase pupil dilation was recorded. Magliero
compared the pupil dilation on the first presentation with the
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interference-based models, such as SOB, Farrell &
Lewandowsky, 2002). This decrease in performance has to
be countered by rehearsals. Rehearsal either strengthens a
memory trace by increasing the activation of an information
chunk (i.e., the strength in memory; ACT-R), by creating
and strengthening associative connections between cues and
information (SAM), or by adjusting the vector weights of
the new and all other learned information (SOB).
Therefore, regardless of the underlying mechanisms, all
theories account for recency and frequency effects by means
of relative memory strength.

decrease of dilation is stronger in the more difficult
condition.

Method
Participants–Seven male and twelve female students of the
University of Groningen volunteered to participate in this
experiment in exchange for study credits. Informed consent,
as approved by the Ethical Committee Psychology of the
University of Groningen, was obtained before testing. All
participants were naïve to the study material.

Relative Memory Strength, Pupil Dilation and Effort
The time to retrieve mentally stored information increases
when the relative strength of this information decreases
(e.g., Sternberg, 1969; Stanners et al., 1969; Jolicœur &
Dell'Acqua, 1998). Although equating longer retrieval times
with increased effort might seem straightforward, Porter,
Troscianko and Gilchrist (2007) have shown effects of
effort on pupil dilation in tasks that were matched for
reaction time.
Although changes in pupil size as a response to mental
activities was actively studied from the late 19th century on
(e.g., Schiff and Fao, 1874, Heinrich, 1896?), renewed
interest in this measure stems from the early 1960s (e.g.,
Hess & Polt, 1964). In 1966, Kahneman and Beatty
conducted an experiment in which participants had to
memorize a list of items and later report it. As the pupil
dilation increased with each additional presentation, and
decreased after each successful report, this study is taken as
a prime example of the link between pupil dilation and
effort. After these initial findings, numerous studies
(involving memory, language processing, complex
reasoning, perception and attention) indicated that pupil
dilation increases as a response to increased mental effort in
various tasks (for a review see Beatty, 1982).
Because the study by Porter et al (2007) showed that
effort effects are not always reflected in reaction times, it
remains unclear whether the effort involved in retrieving
mentally stored information is also influenced by relative
memory strength.
We hypothesize that less effort is needed to retrieve
mentally stored information when the relative strength of
the information increases. To test this hypothesis an
experiment was performed in which participants had to
learn facts. To investigate the recency and rehearsal effects
independently, the facts were repeatedly tested at two
different repetition intervals. We predicted that (1) an
increased number of repetitions would result in a decreased
dilation of the pupil; (2) a longer time between two
repetitions will result in a increased dilation. Both these
predictions are based on the notion that increased relative
memory strength is reflected in lower effort as estimated by
pupil dilation. With respect to the interaction, if effort is
linked to relative memory strength in a similar way as
retrieval latency, an interaction is to be expected in that the

Figure 1: Display as presented to the participants during the
answer-part of a test-trial. Circles mark the 26 areas used in
this study.
Stimuli–Participants had to learn brain topography. The
cross-section of the brain used in this experiment is shown
in Figure 1. A total of 26 areas were presented, indicated by
the 26 circles shown. The areas largely correspond to
Brodmann areas, although some Brodmann areas were
combined into a single aggregate. Each of the areas was
indicated throughout the experiment by its topographical
full name (e.g., “Inferior Temporal Gyrus”, or “Dorsal
Anterior Cingulate Cortex”). Two types of trials were
presented, study trials and test trials. During the study trials,
the name of the to be identified area was shown above the
cross-section in Courier New 26 point font, and the
corresponding area was indicated by an arrow. During a test
trial, participants were first presented the name of a
previously learned area in Courier New 26 point font in
black on a white background, centered on the screen. After
this presentation, the cross-section as shown in Figure 1 was
shown. Participants indicated which area they thought
corresponded to the presented name by clicking on one of
the 26 circles.
Design–Every participant was presented all 26 areas,
randomly distributed over five learning blocks. Three
learning blocks contained four areas each, and two learning
blocks contained seven areas. Every block was presented
five times, in consecutive runs, before the next block
commenced. All items of a block were presented in each
run. The first run consisted of study trials; the four
subsequent runs of test trials. When a run was completed,
the order of areas within that block was randomized to avoid
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learning the areas in a fixed order, while taking care that an
area was never presented twice in a row.
As the repetitions of each block were presented
consecutively, the average time or distance between two
presentations of the same area is a function of the number of
items in a block. The four area-blocks constitute the short
repetition interval condition, and two seven area-blocks
constitute the long repetition interval conditions. Because
the order of areas within each run was randomized, the
interval between two repetitions of same area in the short
repetition interval blocks was one to six areas. For the long
blocks the repetition interval was one to twelve intervening
areas. The first block was a short repetition interval block,
and subsequent blocks alternated between long and short
repetition interval (i.e., S, L, S, L, S). A total of 130 trials
were presented.
Procedure–Participants were seated in front of a 22” (20”
viewable) IIlyama Vision Master Pro 513 CRT monitor (set
at a resolution of 1280 x 1024) and were asked to rest their
chin on a head mount in front of the screen. Distance from
head mount to the screen was approximately 60 cm. Pupil
dilation of the right eye was measured at 500 Hz using a SR
Research EyeLink 1000 eye tracker which was placed
immediately below the computer screen. Presentation of all
stimuli was controlled using PsychToolBox (Brainard,
1997; Kleiner et al, 2007) with the Eyelink extensions
(Cornelissen et al, 2002).
Participants were instructed that they were to learn brain
topography, and that they would get a set of study trials that
presented the areas and the associated names, followed by
four runs of test trials in which they had to indicate the
answer by clicking on the circle of the correct region. All
instructions were presented on-screen.
A study trial started with the string “Study trial…”
presented centered on the screen for three seconds after
which the study screen appeared. This screen showed an
area name together with an arrow that indicated the right
corresponding position. Although the right answer was
indicated, the participant was still free to choose any desired
answer. After the participant clicked on a circle to indicate
his or her answer, feedback was provided. The selected
circle turned green for 1 second if correct, or red for 2
seconds if incorrect. If an incorrect answer was given, an
arrow highlighted the correct area.
A test trial started with a fixation cross that was presented
centered on the screen for 4 seconds, followed by the
presentation of the area name for 6 seconds. After this
period, the cross-section of the brain was presented. The
participant had 10 seconds to provide an answer by clicking
on a circle associated with an area using a standard
computer mouse. Feedback was identical to the feedback
presented during the study trials.
The slow pace of the experiment allowed for accurately
measuring the relatively slow fluctuations in pupil dilation.
The long presentation of the fixation cross at the start of
each test trial provided the baseline to which later measures

were scaled. The long presentation of the area name allowed
for measuring a complete phasic pupil response.
The complete experiment, including setup and debriefing,
lasted about 25 minutes.

Results
Four participants were excluded because of technical
measuring problems or not following instructions. The data
from 15 participants (5 male; average age 21.5 years; SD =
2.01) were used for further analysis. The first short
repetition interval block was considered training, and was
not analyzed. We will report data of Run 2 to 5 for Blocks 2
to 5, as in Run 1 only study trials were presented. We will
refer to these runs as Repetition 1 to 4. All trials with a
response time longer than 8 s or shorter than 500 ms were
considered outliers, and removed from further analyses (.9%
of all trials).
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Figure 2: Percentage Correct and Response Time data for
Short and Long Repetition Intervals. The error bars
represent one standard error.
Behavioral Results Figure 2 shows the main behavioral
data. The two lines in black indicate the percentage correct
responses over the four repetitions, which were submitted to
a repeated measure ANOVA after an arcsine transform. As
expected, the correctness is higher for the short repetition
interval condition (F(1,14)=26.8,
=.66, p<0.001) and
increases with increased number of repetitions
(F(1,14)=24.4,
=.64, p<0.001). The figure also shows
that the advantage of the short repetition interval condition
decreases over time (F(1,74)=7.1,
=.09, p=0.009).
An inverse, but qualitatively similar pattern of results can
be observed for the response times, with main effects for
condition (long repetition intervals result in increased
response times, F(1,14)=16.9,
=.55, p=0.001) and
repetition (responses decrease with increased number of
repetitions, F(1,14)=26.7,
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=.66, p<0.001). As for the
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Figure 4: Phasic pupil response (in %) for the short (left)
and long (right) repetition intervals per repetition. The error
bars represent one standard error of the means.
Table 1 shows the results of this analysis. In line with the
hypotheses, the analysis shows that the long retention
interval is associated with increased pupil dilation (β=.14).
This effect is mainly caused by the first repetition as the
interaction effect decreases the difference between short and
long repetition interval with .06 for each additional
repetition. Post-hoc analyses indicated that the interaction
was indeed caused by the decrease in dilation in the long
repetition interval (β=-0.05, p<0.001) and a lack of
repetition effect in the short repetition interval condition
(β=0.02, p=0.393).
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Repetition

Repetition 1
Repetition 4
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22
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Pupillary Results The pupil diameter as reported by the SR
Research Eyelink 1000 eye tracker was cleaned from
saccade and eye blink induced artifacts by linear
interpolation of 25 samples before and after a saccade, and
50 samples before and after a blink. Any remaining artifacts
were manually selected and the associated dilation was
replaced by linear interpolation. A total of 58 trials (3.9%)
were excluded because of either too fast or slow responses
or too many artifacts. The development of the relative
dilation during the presentation of the area name for the first
and last repetition is plotted for the short and long repetition
intervals separately in Figure 3.
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repetitions (F(1,74)=38.2,
=.34, p<0.001). These results
are in line with previous studies: longer repetition intervals
are associated with lower performance than shorter
repetition intervals, and an increasing the number of
repetitions improves performance with a stronger effect for
the long repetition condition.
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24

percentage correct data, the initial response time advantage
for the short repetition interval blocks decreases with

3000

Time (in ms)

Table 1: Overview of the estimates (β), the upper and
lower 95% Bayesian highest posterior density (HPD)
confidence intervals, and p-values based on the MCMC
posterior distribution (determined using pvals.fnc with
10000 samples, Baayen, 2008) of the fixed factors entered
in linear mixed-effect model.
Fixed Effects
HPD95
β
lower upper
pMCMC
Intercept
2.81
2.67
2.97
<.001***
Repetition Interval
0.14
0.02
0.27
.024*
Repetition Number
0.01
-0.02
0.05
.424
RI x RN
-0.06 -0.11
-0.02
.006**

Figure 3: Lowess filtered (f=.05) relative dilation for first
and last repetition, plotted for short (left) and long (right)
retention intervals (RI). Zero ms is the onset of the screen.
The dashed lines indicate one standard error of the means.
The phasic pupil response was calculated per trial as the
difference in dilation between the constriction and peak
(see, e.g., Bradley, Miccoli, Escrig & Lang, 2008). For both
estimates, the average of a window of 400 ms around the
extreme was calculated. Mean phasic pupil response and
(between-subject ANOVA-type) standard errors are
depicted in Figure 4 for all conditions. As the resulting
distribution was heavily right skewed (Shapiro-Wilk test:
W=0.88, p<0.001), the data were log-transformed (W=0.99,
p>.9). Nine (.07%) outliers (> 2.5 SD) were removed.

Discussion
We conducted an experiment in which pupil dilation was
measured to assess effort during fact learning. We predicted
a reverse relation between relative memory strength and
effort. To test this hypothesis, we manipulated relative
memory strength by repeating all information multiple times
at one of two repetition intervals. The behavioral results of
the experiment indicate that our manipulations were
successful: performance increased with increased repetitions

We tested the effects of repetition interval and number of
repetitions on phasic pupil response in correct trials using
linear mixed effect models (Baayen, Davidson, Bates, 2008)
with crossed, independent random effects. Repetition
interval and number of repetitions were entered as fixed
factors, whereas area and participant were entered as
random factors1.
1

We also fitted more complex models, including, for example,
trial number and block. As these models did not qualitatively

change the outcomes, we decided against reporting the more
complex models here.
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and decreased when the repetition interval was longer, an
effect that diminished with increased repetitions. These
effects are in line with the assumption that repeated
presentations increase relative memory strength and an
increased interval between two repetitions results in a
decreased memory strength (compared to a shorter interval).
Although slightly different, the pupil dilation effects also
indicate effects of relative memory strength. First of all, the
long repetition interval – in which a lower relative memory
strength is assumed – is associated with increased pupil
dilation. Second, the interaction between repetition interval
and number of repetitions indicates that the pupil dilation
decreases with an increased number of repetitions in the
long repetition interval condition. Both these effects argue
in favor of an effect of relative memory strength on effort.
However, we also predicted an effect of the number of
repetitions in the short repetition interval conditions, which
could not be found. There are multiple explanations possible
for the lack of an effect in this condition. One explanation is
that the short repetition interval condition resulted in very
strong memory traces that were retrieved in a fraction of the
time available to the participants. After retrieving the fact,
participants might have involved in other mental activities,
which artificially raised the measured pupil dilation.
Another possible explanation is that the phasic pupil
response as shown in Figure 4 has a floor effect of around
18% in our setup. This response could, for example, reflect
the effort associated with reading and processing the
presented area name. If these components of the process
already invoke a large pupillary response, small effects
during high levels of relative memory strength are difficult
to identify. To summarize, these data indicate a negative
correlation between relative memory strength and mental
effort.
Our findings can be explained by the leading memory
theories. According to these theories, introduced above, the
measured increases in retrieval can be explained by extra
memory decay after longer repetition intervals (ACT-R),
weakening of associative connections between cues and
mentally stored information (SAM) or greater interference
from the additional stimuli in the long repetition interval
(SOB).
Porter et al (2007) indicated that effort effects are not
always captured during the retrieval process. However, the
effects from the current experiment are in line with previous
response time memory studies that were able to find these
effort effects. By using pupil dilation as an additional
measure of effort, our study gives a stronger indication that
manipulations in repetitions and repetition intervals affect
retrieval effort (e.g., Sternberg, 1969; Stanners et al., 1969;
Jolicœur & Dell'Acqua, 1998). Furthermore, the finding that
retrieval effort is higher for facts with a lower relative
strength is in line with a fMRI study by Buckner, Koutstaal,
Schacter, Wagner, and Rosen (1998). They conducted a
word recognition task and found that during a successful
retrieval of shallow encoded words, activation in the
bilateral anterior insular regions and a left dorsal prefrontal

region increased. Buckner et al. argue that this increased
activation is indicative of increased effort. Thus, the current
study extends these and Magliero’s (1983) findings by
focusing on retrieval effort instead of on encoding or
recognition effort.
Although memory theories can explain our findings, it
still remains unclear what biological mechanism exactly
causes the increased retrieval effort. A number of recent
theories on the causes of pupillary effects might help in
unraveling this question. One explanation for the pupil
response to mental effort can be derived from the Adaptive
Gain Theory, which states that activation in the cortex is
strongly dependent on the Locus Coeruleus (LC), a nucleus
in the brainstem regulating arousal and behavior (AstonJones & Cohen, 2005). A high correlation between
activation in the LC and pupil dilation was found in
monkeys, and later the effect was confirmed in humans
(Rajkowski et al, 1994; Gilzenrat et al, 2010). By linking
effort during memory retrieval via pupil dilation with
activation in specific brain regions, more precise hypotheses
can be formulated.
Regardless of the underling mechanisms, the results of the
current study can have an extensive impact on learning
theories. Many studies have shown the beneficial effect of
deeper encoding on later retention, whether it is by an
implicit learning task or by mnemonics (Krinsky & Nelson,
1981; McDaniel et al, 1986; Byrnes, 2000). According to
the retrieval effort hypothesis by Pyc and Rawson (2009),
this effect is partly dependent on the amount of effort
required, also during successful retrievals. Although they
confirmed their hypothesis by manipulating retrieval
difficulty through changes in repetition interval and the
number of repetitions, they did not test whether effort was
indeed increased. The current study confirmed this
assumption by showing that pupil dilation decreases when
the repetition interval decreases and when the number of
repetitions increase.
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Abstract

that the sailor really wasn’t forced to do so, despite the fact
that the situational constraint (the threat of capsizing) was
the same (Phillips & Knobe 2009). Thus, moral judgments
appear to alter judgments of situational constraint and force.
While this effect may be interesting, the influence of moral
judgments on force has turned out to be more complex.
In many moral situations, multiple agents may be
responsible for a single bad outcome. For example, if the
sailor was ordered by the captain of the ship to throw the
passengers overboard, then both the captain and the sailor
may be partially responsible for the death of the passengers.
The combination of the fact that moral judgments influence
judgments of situational constraint, and the fact that
multiple agents can be morally responsible for a single
outcome has the following consequence: shifting the
primary focus from one moral agent to another within a
single scenario leads observers to make contradicting
judgments of situational constraint (Young & Phillips
2011). When observers focus not on the ship captain but on
the sailor as the morally blameworthy agent, they judge that
the sailor freely threw the passengers overboard, and that he
was not truly forced by the ship captain. However, if
observers redirect their focus to the captain, then they are
more likely to agree that the captain did force the sailor to
throw the passengers overboard.
We refer to this contradictory response pattern (i.e. X
forced Y, but Y was not forced by X) as the paradox of
moral focus. Our current aims are (1) to illustrate this same
paradoxical pattern of responses in two new scenarios that
may actually occur in ordinary, everyday life, and (2) to
develop a model of the cognitive mechanisms that underlie
this effect.
Notably, this research may be independently important for
the recent debate on the nature of the influence of moral
cognition on non-moral cognition (Guglielmo, Monroe, &
Malle, in press; Machery, 2008; Mallon, 2008). This debate
hinges on whether this influence reflects a legitimate role
for morality in concepts such as force (Knobe, 2010; Pettit
& Knobe, 2009; Phelan & Sarkissian, 2008; Wright &
Bengson, 2009), or whether this influence merely reflects
motivated moral reasoning (Alicke, 2008; Nadelhoffer, in
press). Our contribution aims to help move this debate

The importance of situational constraint for moral evaluations
is widely accepted in philosophy, psychology, and the law.
However, recent work suggests that this relationship is
actually bidirectional: moral evaluations can also influence
our judgments of situational constraint. For example, if an
agent is thought to have acted immorally rather than morally,
that agent is often judged to have acted with greater freedom
and under less situational constraint. Moreover, when
considering interpersonal situations, we judge that an agent
who forces another to act immorally (versus morally) uses
more force. These two features can result in contradictory
response patterns in which participants judge both that (1) a
forcer forced a forcee to act and (2) the forcee was not forced
by the forcer to act. Here, we characterize potential
psychological mechanisms, in particular, “moral focus” and
counterfactual reasoning that account for this paradoxical
pattern of judgments.

Keywords: force; morality; counterfactual thinking;
focus
When evaluating moral agents, we consider whether the
agent acted freely or under situational constraint (Darley &
Shultz, 1990; Nichols & Knobe, 2007; Woolfolk, Doris, &
Darley, 2006). Both ordinary folk and legal scholars
consider this a crucial factor for moral judgment (Hart,
1968). Emerging research, however, suggests that moral
judgments in turn influence our evaluations of situational
constraint (Phillips & Knobe 2009). That is, given a fixed
level of situational constraint, people often judge that an
agent is not forced to perform a morally impermissible
action, though she is forced to perform a morally
permissible action.
Consider an example originally proposed by Aristotle,
featuring a sailor in the midst of a raging storm
(Nicomachean Ethics 1110a10-11). The sailor, knowing
that he must make his ship lighter to avoid capsizing, throws
his expensive cargo overboard. When presented with this
case, participants judge that the sailor was forced to throw
his cargo overboard. However, changing the moral valence
of the sailor’s action changes judgments of force. If the
sailor threw his wife overboard instead, participants judged
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forward by positing a specific underlying cognitive
mechanism for the influence of morality on judgments of
force.
We will begin by outlining this model for the paradox of
moral focus and then present two studies that suggest (1)
such effects may occur in ordinary, everyday situations and
(2) that the mechanisms of moral focus and counterfactual
thinking play fundamental roles in generating the
paradoxical pattern of responses. We then discuss the past
and current studies in terms of the proposed account of the
underlying cognitive mechanisms. Specifically, we argue
that this account can explain the influence of morality on
putative non-moral judgments of force as well as the
paradox of moral focus.

therefore be consistent with participants‘ moral judgments
but, as a result, may reflect internal inconsistencies, as
observed in focusing bias more generally (Legrenzi, et al.,
1993). It is this process that we suggest leads to the paradox
of moral focus.

Study 1
Study 1 presents a new instance of the paradoxical force
judgments. However, the scenario used in this study, unlike
scenarios used in earlier studies, is realistic enough to
actually occur. If participants show the same inconsistent
pattern of results in this more realistic scenario, we would
have initial evidence that such paradoxical reasoning may
influence situations similar to situations that have actually
occurred.1
All participants read about a military commander who
ordered his subordinates to torture captured enemy soldiers
for military information:
There was a military unit commander who wanted to
help end a rebel uprising in his country. He decided
that the best way to do this was to capture some of the
rebel soldiers and obtain information about their future
plans. When the captured rebels refused to give away
their secrets, the unit commander ordered his soldiers
to brutally torture them until they confessed. At first
they were reluctant, but after being ordered several
times, the military soldiers brutally tortured the rebels
until they confessed.
Importantly, when considering the scenario above, one
could focus either on the commander or on the military
troops as the primary moral agent responsible for torturing
the rebel soldiers. Taking advantage of this feature, we
asked participants whether they agreed or disagreed either
with an active sentence, focused on the forcer, or a passive
form of the same sentence, focused on the forcee:
Forcee-focused: The military soldiers were forced to
brutally torture the rebels by the unit commander.
Forcer-focused: The unit commander forced his
soldiers to brutally torture the rebels.

Theoretical Model
Philosophers have long understood that to be ‘forced’
entails lacking the ability to do otherwise. Thus Aquinas
discussed ‘the necessity of coercion,’ by saying: ‘When
someone is forced by some agent…he is not able to do the
contrary’ (Summa Theologica I.II Q6 A6). This suggests
that to claim that an agent was ‘forced’ is at least in part to
say that the agent could not do anything other than what he
did. Moreover, to say that an agent was not forced is to say
he could have acted differently. If people’s intuitive
judgments of force reflect this principle, either consciously
or unconsciously, then their judgments of situational
constraint are partially determined by the extent to which
participants believe an agent could have acted differently.
Importantly, to imagine whether and how an agent could
have acted differently is to engage in counterfactual
reasoning. Past research has targeted the impact of moral
judgment on counterfactual reasoning. In one such study,
participants engaged in more counterfactual thinking for
“immoral” versus neutral causes of an outcome (N'gbala &
Branscombe, 1997). Thus, the influence of morality on
judgments of whether an agent was forced to act seems to
have a straightforward explanation: When participants are
faced with an immoral action, they focus on the agent who
performed the action and are more inclined to entertain
alternative actions that the agent could have performed.
This, in turn, leads participants to judge that the immoral
agent acted freely – given the salient alternative options they
perceive as available to the agent. Returning to the original
study (Phillips & Knobe 2009), the hypothesis is that
participants were more inclined to consider counterfactual
alternatives to the sailor’s action when he threw his wife
overboard than when he threw his expensive cargo
overboard.
Yet, in situations in which more than one agent is
responsible for a single immoral outcome, blame can be
shifted from one agent to the other. Moral evaluations of
different agents may motivate participants to focus on one
agent versus the other. Consequently, the shift in moral
focus may result in a corresponding shift in which
counterfactual actions are considered – that of the forcer
versus that of the forcee. This motivated reasoning should

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1	
  For instance, consider the report of the torture of Isa Abdullah
Isa in Bahrain. ‘On the day of his arrest, Isa Isa was put in the
corner of a room at the CID compound where guards formed a
semi-circle around him, punching and kicking him. An officer of
superior rank came into the room and told the guards to stop. He
said to Isa, “Now, no one can help you. I will ask you one question
and if you don’t answer it this is your last day on earth. Where is
the weapon?” Isa responded, “What weapon?” The officer then
ordered the guards to continue hitting Isa. Isa said that after what
he estimated to be 10 minutes, he felt as if he was going to die and
confessed falsely to hiding a weapon in a cemetery in the village of
Sanabis’ (Human Rights Watch 2011). For the full report and
details of other similar cases, see:
http://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/reports/bahrain0210webwco
ver_0.pdf
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Note that while the focus is shifted from one agent to the
other, the two sentences share the same underlying logical
structure.
We hypothesized that when participants were focused on
the military soldiers (“the forcee”), they would judge that
they were not forced to torture the rebels because
participants would have considered counterfactual
alternatives for the military soldiers’ actions (e.g., they
could have resisted the commander’s orders). Yet, we also
hypothesized that, paradoxically, if participants were
focused instead on the unit commander (“the forcer”), they
would judge that he did force the military soldiers to torture
the rebels because they would have considered
counterfactual alternatives to the commander’s actions (e.g.,
he could have not ordered his soldiers to torture the rebels).
Thus, we hypothesized that participants‘ focus on either the
commander or the soldiers as the primary moral agent
would affect their consideration of counterfactual
alternatives, resulting in a paradoxical pattern of force
judgments.

Figure 1: Participants’ agreement ratings by focus
(Commander vs. Soldiers) for both statements
concerning force (left) and no other options (right) on a
scale from 1 ('Completely disagree') to 7 ('Completely
agree').
Judgments of force and judgments of whether the military
soldiers had no other options were themselves significantly
correlated such that those who agreed that the military
soldiers were forced also tended to agree that they had no
other option (r = .65, p < .001). Additionally, we conducted
a meditational analysis to test whether, as hypothesized,
judgments of having no other option mediated the effect of
moral focus (forcee-focused versus forcer-focused) on
judgments of force. When focus and no other option were
entered simultaneously, the regression coefficient measuring
the relationship between condition and option went from ß =
.30, p < .01 to ß = .01, p > .9. A Sobel test showed that this
reduction was significant, Z = 5.16, p < .001 (Fig. 2).

Methods
Eighty participants (mean: 34 years old; 52 females) were
recruited using Amazon Mechanical Turk. Participants were
randomly assigned to either the forcee-focused or the forcerfocused condition. After reading the same vignette about the
military commander and his soldiers, participants indicated
their agreement with either the forcee-focused or forcerfocused statements. Subsequently, participants indicated
their agreement with a statement to which indicated that the
military soldiers had ‘no other option.’ Participants reported
their agreement for both questions on a 7-point Likert Scale
anchored at 1 ('Completely disagree') and 7 ('Completely
agree').2

Results
As hypothesized, participants agreed that the unit
commander forced the soldiers to torture the rebels (M =
5.54) significantly more than they agreed that the soldiers
were forced by the unit commander to torture the rebels (M
= 4.53), t(77)=2.78, p=.007). Moreover, participants in the
forcee-focused versus forcer-focused conditions delivered
different judgments of whether the military soldiers had no
other option. Participants were less likely to agree the
soldiers had no other option when they were focused on the
soldiers (forcee-focused) (M = 3.4) than when they were
focused on the commander (forcer-focused) (M = 5.2),
t(77)=4.49, p<.001 (Fig. 1).

Figure 2: Standardized regression coefficients for the
relationship between moral focus on forcer vs. forcee
and whether the forcee was forced as mediated by
absence of alternative options for forcee.

Discussion
Participants’ responses replicated the paradoxical pattern of
results found in earlier studies. Here, participants were more
willing to agree that the military commander forced the
soldiers to torture the rebels than to agree that the soldiers
were forced by the military commander to torture the rebels.
Furthermore, when focused on the military commander,

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
2	
  One participant was excluded from the analysis for failing a
control question that determined whether participants had read the
instructions. 	
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participants were more willing to agree that the military
soldiers didn’t have other alternative options. In contrast,
when participants focused on the military soldiers as the
relevant moral agent, they were more willing to agree that
the soldiers did have other alternative options. Participants’
ratings of whether the soldiers had no other options
mediated the effect of focus on force judgments. Thus,
focus influences the extent to which alternative options
available to an agent are considered, influencing judgments
of force in turn.
It remains possible that participants’ responses in this
first study were influenced either by the rigid hierarchy in
the military or by the severity of the immoral action of
brutal torture. Moreover, the difference between conditions
may have also been caused, not by the moral focus
specifically, but rather by some other difference between the
passive and active forms of the sentences. We address these
alternatives in Study 2.

Passive: Tim was forced to lie to the principal about
Sam by Ralph the bully.
Active: Ralph the bully forced Tim to lie to the
principal about Sam.
Clefted: It was by Ralph the bully that Tim was forced
to lie to the principal about Sam.
We hypothesized that agreement ratings with the passive
versus active sentence constructions would replicate the
previously observed paradoxical pattern: Participants
would agree more that Ralph the bully forced Tim to lie
to the principal but agree less that Tim was forced to lie to
the principal by Ralph the bully. Further, we hypothesized
that participants would agree with the clefted form of the
passive sentence, showing that this effect arises
specifically because of moral focus.

Methods
Seventy-five participants (mean: 38 years old; 49 females)
were recruited, as in Study 1. Participants were randomly
assigned to either the passive, active or clefted condition.
After reading the vignette, participants rated their agreement
on a scale from 1 ('Completely disagree') to 7 ('Completely
agree').

Study 2
Study 2 provides two contributions. First, to address the
possibility that the effects observed in Study 1 are specific
to severely immoral actions that take place in the context of
rigid hierarchies (e.g., the military), we presented
participants in Study 2 with a new vignette set at a middle
school. Second, in Study 1 the passive statement was always
focused on the forcee and the active statement was always
focused on the forcer; Study 2 unconfounded these
dimensions by introducing a new passive statement that
focused on the forcer.
All participants read the following vignette:

Results
The data were analyzed using a one-way ANOVA, which
revealed a main effect of condition (passive vs. active vs.
clefted) on judgments of force F(72)= 11.52, p < .001. Posthoc comparisons were then computed to assess differences
between the three conditions, with a Bonferroni correction
applied (α=.0167). At this level, there were significant
differences between both between passive (M = 4.08) and
active (M = 5.62), t(46) = 3.02, p < .01 and between passive
and clefted (M = 6.22), t(49) = 4.64, p < .001, but no
significant difference between active and clefted p > .15
(Fig. 3).

Ralph the bully is well known at his middle school for
getting what he wants by threatening the other students.
Recently, Ralph almost got kicked out of school after a
student named Sam told the principal that Ralph beat
him up. Now Ralph has come up with a plan to get
revenge by telling the principal that Sam has been
sneaking into the girls' locker room. The one problem
is that Ralph knows that the principal won't believe
him. So Ralph tells another student named Tim that if
he doesn't lie to the principal about Sam, he'll beat him
up, just like he beat up Sam. Tim knows that he
shouldn't lie to the principal and that Sam will
probably get kicked out of school, but he tells the
principal anyway because he doesn't want to get beaten
up. After the principal hears that Sam has been
sneaking into the girls' locker room, he expels Sam
from school.
To illustrate that the difference was not due merely to the
passive vs. active constructions of the sentence, we included
a third sentence which was clefted such that it was focused
on the forcer (Ralph the Bully) while remaining passive.
Thus after reading this vignette, participants rated their
agreement with one of these three logically equivalent
sentences:

Figure 3: Participants’ agreement ratings by condition
for statements concerning force on a scale from 1
('Completely disagree') to 7 ('Completely agree').
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to do p' and systematically relied on a success reading for
statements of the form 'Y was forced to do p' but only for
immoral actions and despite the fact that the forcing was
always successful. Thus, the overall body of evidence
suggests that participants deliver inconsistent responses due
specifically to moral focus and counterfactual reasoning.
Such ‘errors’ in moral reasoning fit with the literature on
focusing bias more generally, which has shown that
focusing effects can lead to logical errors in reasoning and
decision-making across a number of contexts (Legrenzi, et
al., 1993). Of course, unlike logical reasoning, moral
reasoning may not generate ‘correct’ or ‘incorrect’ answers.
Nevertheless, participants’ paradoxical response pattern is
clearly internally inconsistent. This point should be
especially clear when one considers these results as only
two of a growing number of similarly structured studies,
which have elicited the same paradoxical pattern. For
example, participants in a previous study read about a chief
of surgery at a hospital who orders a subordinate doctor to
prescribe a drug that kills a patient. Participants judged that
the chief did force the doctor to prescribe a medicine (mean
judgment: 5.2 on a 1 to 7 Likert scale) but judged that the
doctor was not forced to do prescribe the medicine (mean
judgment: 3.8) (Young & Phillips 2011). Moreover, pilot
data suggest that the paradoxical pattern persists even in a
within-subject design.3
To what extent do such paradoxical responses occur? One
possibility is that such effects occur only within the context
of strict power hierarchies, e.g., military commanders and
subordinate soldiers, bullies and their peers. Another
possibility is that such effects are possible within a wide
range of social situations. As we were specifically interested
in judgments of force, we relied on situations in which there
is a background power hierarchy, which is especially
conducive for one person to force another. Future work
should explore a broader range of relationships and
situations.
Importantly, the present studies may be understood as part
of a broader research program, which has suggested that
moral judgments influence a whole host of other seemingly
non-moral judgments. Moral judgments have been shown to
influence judgments of causation (Hitchcock & Knobe,
2009; Knobe & Fraser, 2008), force (Phillips & Knobe,
2009), happiness (Phillips, Misenheimer & Knobe, 2011),
intent (Knobe, 2003), knowledge (Beebe & Buckwalter, in
press), and counterfactual thinking (Branscombe et al.,
1996). We suspect that similarly inconsistent results may
occur for these other types of non-moral judgments as well,
even outside of situations in which there is a power
hierarchy. For instance, consider a situation in which two

Discussion
The predicted paradoxical pattern of results again emerged.
Participants agreed significantly more that ‘Tim was forced
to lie to the principal about Sam by Ralph the bully,’ than
that ‘Ralph the bully forced Tim to lie to the principal about
Sam.’ Because this vignette did not depict an extraordinary
social interaction, Study 2 provides evidence that the
paradox of moral focus may actually occur in ordinary, dayto-day situations.
Moreover, despite not agreeing strongly with the
statement that ‘Tim was forced to lie to the principal by
Ralph the bully’, participants did agree that ‘It was by Ralph
the bully that Tim was forced to lie to the principal about
Sam.’ Finally, for the sentence constructions in which the
moral focus was on the bully (clefted and active), no
significant difference in agreement ratings was observed.
Taken together, these results suggest it is unlikely that the
observed effects are due merely to the difference between
passive versus active sentence constructions. Instead, the
results indicate that the mechanism underlying the
paradoxical pattern of results is moral focus.

General Discussion
Situations in which more than one agent is responsible
for a bad outcome allow for blame shifting – we can focus
on one blameworthy agent or another. This shift in moral
focus can result in a corresponding shift in the actions for
which we consider counterfactual alternatives (e.g., could
the forcer or the forcee have done something else to avoid
this bad outcome?). Counterfactual thinking might therefore
play an important role when people consider issues like
force and freedom in everyday moral situations. The
resulting judgments of situational constraint or force may
therefore be consistent with people’s moral judgments but
also reflect internal inconsistencies, as observed in the
paradoxical response patterns of Studies 1 and 2.
One alternative explanation for the pattern of results is
that participants may be interpreting ‘force’ not in the sense
“X successfully forced Y” but as “X was attempting to force
Y.” If this is right, then it may be the case that “X forces Y
to do p” does not simply entail that “Y is forced to do p”.
While ‘force’ may occasionally be interpreted in this way
(i.e. given a performative reading), it is unlikely that the
complete pattern of results can be explained on this
interpretation. First, note that in each scenario, X did
successfully force Y to do p. Second, previous research has
revealed that this paradoxical pattern disappears when the
action in question is morally neutral. Consider again the
case of the ship captain and the sailor. If the ship captain
orders the sailor to throw cargo (and not passengers)
overboard, participants simply agree both that the captain
forced the sailor to throw the cargo overboard and that the
sailor was forced to throw the cargo overboard. Thus,
alternative explanations that rely on the performative versus
success distinction are unlikely in that they must
assume that participants systematically relied on a
performative reading for statements of the form: 'X forced Y
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  Participants judged that the captain forced the sailor to throw
the passengers overboard (mean: 4.84) more than they judged that
the sailor was forced to throw the passengers overboard (mean:
4.16; t(82)=-3.14 p=0.002). This difference, however, was driven
by a subset of the 83 participants: 29 subjects showed the predicted
difference. 	
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agents jointly cause a bad outcome. Whichever agent
receives more moral focus may be judged as more causally
responsible for the bad outcome. Furthermore, shifting the
moral focus from one agent to another may result in
internally inconsistent patterns of responses, e.g., X rather
than Y caused p versus Y rather than X caused p. These
predictions should be investigated in future research.
Recent research has also sought to target the nature and
boundaries of the impact of moral judgment on non-moral
cognition. Do effects such as this reflect a genuine role for
morality in concepts such as force (Knobe, 2010; Pettit &
Knobe, 2009; Phelan & Sarkissian, 2008; Wright &
Bengson, 2009)? Or do they provide evidence for another
instance of motivated moral reasoning (Adams & Steadman,
2004; Alicke, 2008; Nadelhoffer, in press)? While this may
be, at its core, a philosophical rather than empirical
question, the current study seeks to move this debate
forward by (1) revealing that moral evaluations can lead to
paradoxical patterns of judgments even in ordinary moral
situations and (2) suggesting a specific underlying
mechanism for the influence of moral judgment on nonmoral cognition. Focusing on immoral actions may lead
people to imagine counterfactual alternatives to those
specific actions and, as a result, change downstream
judgments such as whether or not an agent was ‘forced.’ We
leave the question of whether this same mechanism can also
explain the influence of morality on other non-moral
domains for future research.
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recent study which examined adult intuitions of free will
across cultures found that the basic belief in free will is not
culture-dependent (Sarkissian, Chatterjee, De Brigard,
Knobe, Nichols, & Sirker, in press). Further evidence of the
universality of free will intuitions comes from studies
linking the “illusion of conscious will” to our ordinary
physical experience of agency (Haggard & Tsakiris, 2009;
Wegner, 2002). These two different types of evidence point
to the fact that the experience of, and belief in, free will may
be universal. Thus, to the extent that children share adult
intuitions, children across cultures should articulate similar
universal beliefs.
However, because issues of caste, traditional gender
values, and a strong sense of familial and moral obligations,
it is possible that a strong belief in constraint, rather than
free will, is deeply infused into Eastern thinking even from a
young age. Some work in cross-cultural psychology
suggests that individualistic and collectivist cultures differ
in their construal of choice, a concept closely related to free
will. For example, Americans, unlike their East-Asian
counterparts, are more prone to construing mundane,
everyday actions such as selecting a pen to write with as a
unique choice (Savani, Markus, Naidu, Kumar, & Berlia,
2010), to construing interpersonal obligations as choices
(Miller, Bersoff, & Harwood, R. L., 1990), and to
attributing others’ behavior as intentionally chosen rather
than situationally constrained (Morris & Peng, 1994).
Given both shared human experiences and cultural
diversity in beliefs, we propose a universal existence of free
will that manifests in nuanced versions across cultures. In
this work, we compared children ranging from four to
eleven years of age across two cultures: the United States
and Nepal. Because of strong family, moral, and social
obligations stressed in Nepalese culture, this group of
children may be particularly susceptible to “constrained”
free will. We included this wide age range because past
developmental research has shown that cultural differences
often increase with time (Miller, 1984; Wang 2004).
In this study, we surveyed children in both cultures about
a variety of intuitions regarding free will and constraint. In
particular, we looked at children’s beliefs about whether
they have free will to perform (1) simple, unconstrained
actions (e.g., drinking milk instead of juice), (2) physically
and mentally constrained actions (e.g., floating in the air
instead of falling after a jump, doing something you don’t
know how to do), and (3) socially constrained actions (e.g.,
causing harm to another person, breaking the rules).
We predicted three main hypotheses:

Abstract
Recent work finds that children as young as four years old
have an intuitive belief in free will. To what extent is this
early-developing intuition universal, and to what extent
culturally situated? We surveyed school-aged children (4-11)
in two countries (Nepal and the United States) about their
beliefs about people’s “free will” to follow personal
preferences; break physical and mental constraints; and break
social constraints. Results showed both universal and
culturally-learned beliefs in free will. Children across cultures
shared the early-developing intuitions of free will and
constraint, though American children were more likely
construe actions as choices. While American children were
more likely to believe in the free will to break social
constraints as they aged, Nepali children showed the opposite
pattern. These findings show that while a basic notion of free
will is present and early-developing across both cultures,
construals of choice are also culturally learned over time.
Keywords: free will, social
psychology, development

cognition,

cross-cultural

Introduction
Our folk psychology involves the ability to reason about
freedom of choice. Recent work in both social and
developmental psychology finds that the belief that we are
free to do otherwise (i.e., make a choice to take a different
course of action) is intuitive (see Baer, Kaufman, &
Baumeister, 2008) and early-developing (Chernyak,
Kushnir, & Wellman, 2010; Kushnir, Wellman, &
Chernyak, 2009; Nichols, 2004). Moreover, a belief in free
will is fundamental to our everyday social cognition, and
informs much of our intuitions about agency, attribution,
and moral responsibility (Nichols & Knobe, 2007; Phillips
& Knobe, 2009; Pizarro & Helzer, 2010; Vohs & Schooler,
2008).
What is the origin of this important belief? Recent studies
suggest that even 4-year-olds have the ability to reason
about free will (Chernyak et al. 2010; Kushnir et al., 2009).
Importantly, preschoolers discriminate between actions
which are free and actions which are not free, such as
actions in which one is physically or mentally constrained
and therefore does not have the choice to do otherwise.
However, work on preschoolers’ developing concepts of
free will has exclusively focused on children from Western,
individualistic societies, in which freedom of choice is
stressed from a young age. Do children from more
collectivist societies, in which choice is stressed to a lesser
degree, share similar intuitions?
Past work points to two competing conclusions. On the
one hand, free will is thought to be a cognitive universal. A
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1) Children across cultures should share the basic
universal, early-developing complementary notions
of freedom and constraint. Therefore, children from
both the United States and Nepal would likely state
that simple, unconstrained actions are freely chosen,
whereas physically and mentally constrained actions
are not. We should also expect to see consistency
across ages.

Procedure All children were interviewed in a quiet corner
or separate room at the local school or in the home.
Participants were read the questionnaire by the
experimenter. The questionnaire was first devised in
English, and then translated into Nepali by the third author.
The translation was then independently verified by two local
Nepalis versant in American culture, for both grammatical
errors and cultural acceptability. Small changes to ensure
cultural acceptability were made (e.g., changing the word
“fork” to “hands”; using traditional Nepalese names for
characters) for select items.

2) Cultural variations in free choice to act against social
constraints should emerge early but also increase
with age. Specifically, Nepali children may be less
likely to state that socially constrained actions (such
as social and moral conventions) are freely chosen as
they get older, whereas American children would be
more likely to state that such actions are freely
chosen as they get older.

Questionnaire The questionnaire consisted of 27 childappropriate items in the following general format:
“Peter draws a picture every day. He always uses a pen to
make his picture. But today, he wants to do something
different. Peter wants to make his picture with pencils.”

3) There may also be age-related and/or culture related
changes in action predictions that temper the basic
folk-psychological intuition that that people generally
choose to act based on their desires (Wellman &
Miller, 2006). As such, Nepali children may be less
likely than American children to state that characters
will act on their desires, in particular when social
factors such as obligations and rules conflict. This
difference should also increase with age.

The complete set of 27 items fell into 9 categories (3 items
per category). Table 1 shows a sample item from each
category. In the first category of items, the target actions
were simple, unconstrained actions; they were both possible
and did not violate any known laws, norms, or rules. The
next two sets of items comprised physically and mentally
constrained actions. That is, the target action was impossible
because it violated either a physical law (e.g. solidity of
matter) or a mental constraint (e.g., knowledge). The next
six categories comprised socially constrained items. For
these, we included three items in which the target action
violated a known convention. Importantly, we contrast
social norms (e.g., gender-appropriate dress), artifact
conventions (e.g., common use), and moral norms (e.g.,
harm). We also included actions which violate rules (either
arbitrary or justified by an appropriate explanation). Finally,
we included actions which show a character who wants to
perform an action which does not violate any conventions or
rules but is selfish (that is, it prioritizes helping oneself over
helping another).
Pilot work showed that the full 27-item questionnaire
was too lengthy for young children. Thus, each child was
asked 9 items only, one from each category. Items were
counterbalanced across participants. Two orderings of the 9
items (forwards and backwards) were counterbalanced
across participants as well. 2

Experiment
We devised a questionnaire in which we asked children to
answer a series of questions about choices and actions.
Children heard a series of vignettes, each about a character
who displays a consistent behavior over time (e.g., always
using a pen to draw a picture), but wants to engage in a new
action on one occasion (e.g., wants to use a pencil).
Children were then asked two questions about the desired
action: whether the character could choose to perform it
(Free Will Judgment) and whether the character is going to
perform it (Action Prediction). Each of the vignettes fell
into the three categories mentioned above - unconstrained
actions, physically and mentally constrained actions, and
socially constrained actions. Details are provided below
(and also in Table 1).

Method
Participants Fifty-two Nepalese children aged 4-11 (M =
8.02, SD = 1.94) participated. Participants were recruited
from Kathmandu and the Annapurna Himalayan villages.
Participants were recruited via local schools, as well as by
being approached at their homes (in rural areas). A
comparison sample of 32 American children aged 4-11 (M =
7.06, SD = 1.83), were recruited from preschools,
elementary schools, and afterschool programs in a small
university town and a mid-sized urban city. 1

Dependent Measures After hearing each item, participants
were asked to answer two questions related to the
character’s desire to perform the target action: (1) a Free
Will Judgment regarding whether the character can act in
line with his/her preference (e.g., “Can Peter make his
picture with pencils today – yes or no?”); and (2) an Action

2
1

A small set of the eldest children were able to complete
more than one subset. For these children, only their first
responses were analyzed.

Age recorded only in integers.
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Table 1: Sample Questionnaire Items by Category
Category

Example

Free Choice

“Peter draws a picture every day. He always uses a pen to make his picture. But today, he wants
to do something different. Peter wants to make his picture with pencils.”

Physical Laws

“Bobby walks to the store every day. He always walks around the big brick wall. But today, he
wants to do something different. Bobby wants to walk right through the big brick wall.”

Mental Constraints

“Andrew draws pictures every day. He always draws a picture of a dog. But today, Andrew
wants to do something different. Andrew wants to draw a monkey. But Andrew has never seen a
monkey before. He doesn’t know what a monkey looks like.”

Social Norms

“Gary puts on his clothes every day before he goes outside. He always puts on a shirt and pants.
But today, Gary wants to do something different. Gary wants to wear his sister’s dress today.”

Artifact Conventions

“It is raining in Ben’s town today. He always uses an umbrella when it rains. But today, Ben
wants to do something different. Ben wants to use a bucket when it rains.”

Moral Norms

“Pat sees his friend every day. He always tells his friend something nice. But today, Pat wants to
do something different. Pat wants to say something that will make his friend cry.”

Arbitrary Rules

“Dina’s mom tells her that she has to sit on the green chair during dinner. She always listens to
her mom and sits on the green chair. But today, Dina wants to do something different. Dina
wants to sit on the red chair.”

Justified Rules

“Polly’s parents tell her not to lift her little sister because she’s too heavy for Polly and Polly
might get hurt. Polly always listens to her parents and doesn’t lift her little sister. But today,
Polly wants to do something different. Polly wants to lift her little sister.”

Selfish Act

“Timmy eats lunch with his friends. He always helps his friends clean the table after they are
done eating. But today, Timmy wants to do something different. Timmy wants to go play
outside and not help his friends clean the table.

Prediction regarding whether the character will act in line
with that preference (e.g., “What do you think Peter will do
today – make his picture with a pen or make his picture with
pencils?”).

answered that the characters had the Free Will to perform
simple unconstrained actions, Binomial p’s < .001. In
contrast, the majority of both American and Nepalese
children answered that the characters did not have the Free
Will to act against Physical Laws (American: 30/32 (94%);
Nepalese: 35/52 (67%)), or against Mental Constraints
(American: 22/32 (69%); Nepalese: 34/52 (65%)), all
Binomial p’s ≤ .05. Thus, children in both cultures share the
complementary intuitions that some actions are freely willed
and some are not free.
To investigate whether these universal intuitions show
any developmental or cultural variation, we performed a set
of binary regression analyses for each of these items. In
each regression, we used culture (US vs. Nepal), age, and
age x culture interaction as predictors and Free Will
Judgment as the response variable. Due to the number of
analyses and statistical tests, we used a stringent alpha level
of .01 for all regression analyses. For each of these three
item types, none of these predictors were significant (all p’s

Coding For each question, participants were given a score
of “0” if they answered “no” and “1” if they answered
“yes”.

Results
Our first hypothesis was that children of both cultures
would share a universal, early-developing intuition of free
choice as well as the complementary notion of constraint.
Thus, we would expect no cultural differences in the first
three categories of vignettes (Free Choice, Physical Laws,
and Mental Constraints). The dark bars in Figure 1 show
responses to the Free Will Judgment for each of these three
types of vignettes. An overwhelming majority of both
American (29/32; 91%) and Nepalese children (46/52; 88%)
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>.01). These analyses lend further support to the idea that
the notions of free choice and constraint are early
developing and culturally universal.

Free Will judgment scores, although this effect was, by our
strict criteria, only marginal (β = -3.32, SE = .86), t(29) = 2.63, p < .05. The overall results thus confirm our analysis
that with increased age, American children showed an
increased tendency to endorse the free will to act against
social constraints, while Nepalese children showed a
decreased tendency.

Figure 1: Proportion of “Yes” Responses to the Free Will
Judgment and Action Prediction Questions for the Free
Choice, Physical Laws, and Mental Constraints Items
(Bars represent 95% confidence intervals for each mean)
Thus far, the above analyses indicate that both American
and Nepalese children share the intuition that simple free
actions are free, and unambiguously constrained actions are
not. The next set of analyses investigates cultural variation
by focusing on our second hypothesis, namely that culture
would shape what is and isn’t a constraint across time. That
is, as they age, American children would show a greater
tendency to believe in the free will to perform socially
constrained actions (e.g., social norms, artifact conventions,
moral norms, arbitrary and justified rules, and acts which
prioritize the self over others), while Nepalese children
would show a decreased tendency to believe in the freedom
to act against social constraints.
To investigate this hypothesis, we first summed each
child’s Free Will Judgments for the socially constrained
items. Therefore, each child received an overall score of 0-6
for the Free Will Judgment (Cronbach’s α = .80).
We then ran a linear regression with culture, age, and an
age x culture interaction as the predictor variables, and Free
Will Judgment score (0-6) as the response variable. The
results of this analysis are shown in Figure 2. There was a
significant main effect of culture (β = 9.39, SE = 1.70), t(79)
= 5.51, p < .001, a significant main effect of age (β = .86,
SE = .18), t(79) = 4.67, p < .001, and a significant culture x
age interaction (β = -1.26, SE = .23), t(79) = -5.60, p < .001.
To investigate this interaction, we then ran two followup regressions, separately for each culture. For the Nepalese
children, a linear regression with Free Will Judgment score
(0-6) as the response variable and age as the predictor
variable confirmed that age positively predicted Free Will
Judgment score, (β = 6.07, SE = 1.10), t(50) = 5.52, p <
.001. For the American children, age negatively predicted

Figure 2: Regression Lines for Free Will Judgment Sums
(0-6) of the Socially Constrained Items (Social Norms,
Artifact Conventions, Moral Norms, Arbitrary Rules,
Justified Rules, and Selfish Acts) vs. Age.
Our final hypothesis was that there may be cultural
variation in children’s construal of actions as choices (like
for adults in previous studies, e.g., Savani et al., 2010). To
investigate this, we began with children’s Action Prediction
responses for the “universal” vignettes (i.e., Free Choice,
Physical Laws, and Mental Constraints). These are shown
in the light bars of Figure 1 next to the Free Will Judgment
responses, for comparison. The significant majority of both
American (30/32; 94%) and Nepalese children (38/52; 73%)
predicted that the characters would end up performing
simple, desired actions (i.e., Free Choice items; Binomial
p’s < .01). Moreover, children of both cultures predicted
that the characters would not act against either Physical
Laws (American: 29/32 (91%); Nepalese: 41/52 (79%)) or
Mental Constraints (American: 22/32 (69%); Nepalese:
41/52 (79%)), all Binomial p’s ≤ .05.
Binary logistic
regressions confirmed these results (i.e., age, culture, and
age x culture interactions were not significant predictors for
Action Prediction scores, all p’s > .01). Thus, for these
actions, we see no evidence of developmental or cultural
differences.
However, we did see both developmental and cultural
variation of Action Predictions for the social constraint
items. We once again summed each child’s Action
Prediction answers across the six social constraint questions,
resulting in a score of 0-6 (Cronbach’s α = .71). We then ran
a linear regression with culture, age, and an age x culture
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interaction as the predictor variables and Action Prediction
score (0-6) as the response variable (see Figure 3). There
was a significant main effect of culture (β = 4.93, SE =
1.57), t(77) = 3.14, p < .01, main effect of age (β = .58, SE =
.17), t(77) = 3.45, p < .01, and culture x age interaction (β =
-.74, SE = .21), t(77) = -1.77, p < .01.
Once again, to investigate the interaction more closely,
we ran two follow-up linear regressions, separately for each
culture. In each regression, we used Action prediction score
as the response variable and age as the predictor variable.
For the Nepalese children, age did not significantly predict
Action prediction scores, p > .10. However, for the
American children, age positively predicted Action
prediction scores (β = .58, SE = .19), t(29) = 3.13, p < .01.
Thus, with increased age, American children were more
likely to endorse the idea that the characters would act on
their desires, even when those desires went against social
constraints. Nepalese children, however, showed no such
age-related changes. We thus confirm our third hypothesis
that there is cultural variation in the tendency to construe
actions as choices.

Discussion
These results provide evidence for the idea that at least
two intuitions related to free will – that of freedom of choice
and understanding of situational constraint – are intuited
from early in development. Specifically, our results found
that children in both the United States and Nepal stated that
simple acts (such as drinking milk instead of juice) are free
and acts that violate physical and mental laws are not.
These results are in line with past work which has found
that adults from the U.S, Hong Kong, India, and Colombia
all believe an indeterminist universe (Sarkissian et al., in
press). Moreover, our study adds to this work by finding
evidence for the idea that beliefs in free will may be
culturally universal and emerge early in development. This
study moves us one step closer to a developmental account
of cultural universals on free choice and constraint.
We also found evidence for cultural learning in
children’s concepts of free will. Older Nepali children were
less likely than younger Nepali children to state that
breaking social norms, artifact conventions, moral norms,
arbitrary or justified rules; or performing selfish acts was a
free choice. However, American children showed the
opposite pattern: older American children were more likely
than younger American children to state that breaking such
social constraints was a free choice. These age-related
changes are mirrored in past work (Miller, 1984; Wang,
2004).
Finally, we found evidence that American children were
more likely than Nepalese children to believe that people
would act on their preferences. Critically, however, this
pattern was not found for preferences that posed no
constraint (i.e., simple choices), but only for preferences
which were constrained by societal norms such as social and
artifact conventions. Moreover, American children in
particular showed an increased tendency over time to
believe that the characters would act against such norms.
These results support previous theoretical and empirical
work arguing for both universal and culturally constructed
intuitions about the underlying causes for behavior (see Liu,
Wellman, & Tardif, & Sabbagh, 2006; Wellman & Miller,
2006). While links between desire and action are earlydeveloping and culturally universal, over time we learn to
consider obligation and responsibility as motivators of
action as well, even when such deontic considerations
conflict with our own preferences.
Together, these data point to how culture shapes
cognition over time. To the extent that one’s culture
provides evidence for social learning, Nepali and American
children may have answered in this pattern having learned
what people around them actually do and don’t do.
One intriguing finding is the difference between the
youngest children in both cultures. Specifically, our results
indicate that younger Nepali children say characters can and
will chose to act against social constraints, while younger
American children are more likely to say they can’t and
won’t. This difference may be due in part to our very small
sample of younger children. On the other hand, this could

Figure 3: Regression Lines for the Action Prediction Sums
(0-6) of the Socially Constrained Items (Social Norms,
Artifact Conventions, Moral Norms, Arbitrary Rules,
Justified Rules, and Selfish Acts) vs. Age.
Together these results show both universalities in free
will endorsements as well as a cultural divergence over
time. Over time, American children were less likely to view
social constraints as constraints on choice whereas Nepalese
viewed social norms as constraining across all ages.
Importantly, such age-related changes were not observed for
the Free Choice, Physical Laws, and Mental Constraint
items, thus suggesting that social constraints are particularly
susceptible to age and cultural variation.
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also be due to differing interpretations of the word “can”. It
is possible that the younger American children, in answering
that the characters “can’t” perform certain actions meant to
say that the characters shouldn’t. This interpretation is
consistent with our preliminary work which has found that
even American children at times respond as if moral rules as
constrain their choices (Chernyak et al., 2010) and possibly
warrants further investigation.
This study is the first to take a developmental approach to
study cross-cultural differences in the belief in free will.
Further research is needed to tease apart the specific
mechanisms for how culture shapes this understanding over
time. For example, future work could more specifically
examine how beliefs in free will and constraint are
transmitted via parental beliefs, learned from one’s
schooling environment, or encoded and transmitted through
one’s language. Additionally, it may be important to look
more closely at free will beliefs across the lifespan to more
closely examine the impact of development.
Overall, we believe that this cross-cultural
developmental approach is a fruitful area for future research.
Our work follows a small by strong following of studying
conceptual learning across cultures (Liu et al., 2006; Miller,
1984). In further studying how concepts in young children
differ and don’t differ across cultures, we may study how
cultural context provides evidence for children to learn.
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Is Instinct Rational? Are Animals Intelligent?
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tivity – which is considerably model-based2 – they are at the
same time engaged in “being cognitive agents” and therefore
in thinking intelligently. An important effect of this semiotic
activity is a continuous process of “hypothesis generation”
that can be seen at the level of both instinctual behavior, as
a kind of “hardwired” cognition, and representation-oriented
behavior, where nonlinguistic pseudothoughts drive a plastic
model-based cognitive role.
This activity is at the root of a variety of human and nonhuman abductive performances, which I have also analyzed in
the light of the concept of affordance (Magnani, 2009, chapter five). Another important character of the model-based
cognitive activity above is the externalization of artifacts that
play the role of mediators in animal languageless “thinking”.3
That is, the interplay between internal and external representations exhibits a new cognitive perspective on the mechanisms underlying the semiotic emergence of abductive processes in important areas of model-based thinking of mindless organisms. A considerable part of abductive cognition
occurs through an activity consisting in a kind of reification in
the external environment followed by re-projection and reinterpretation through new configurations of neural networks
and their chemical processes. I contend that the analysis of
the central problems of abduction and hypothesis generation
can help to address the problems of other related topics in
model-based animal cognition, like pseudological and reflexive thinking, the role of pseudoexplanatory guesses in plastic
cognition, the role of reification and beliefs and the problem
of the relationship between abduction and perception, and between rationality and instincts.

Abstract
The concept of abduction can be useful to clarify the conflict instinct vs. inference in cognitive science. The resulting idea that abduction is partly explicable as a biological instinctual phenomenon and partly as a more or less “logical”
operation related to “plastic” cognitive endowments of all organisms naturally leads to stress that many animals – traditionally considered “mindless” organisms – make up a series
of signs and are engaged in making, manifesting or reacting
to a series of signs. Through this semiotic activity – which is
considerably model-based – they are at the same time engaged
in “being cognitive agents” and therefore in thinking intelligently. An important effect of this semiotic activity is a continuous process of “hypothesis generation” that can be seen at
the level of both instinctual behavior, as a kind of “hardwired”
cognition, and representation-oriented behavior, where nonlinguistic pseudothoughts drive a plastic model-based cognitive role. Another important character of the abductive modelbased cognitive activity above is the externalization of artifacts
that play the role of mediators in animal languageless “thinking”. That is, the interplay between internal and external representations exhibits a new cognitive perspective on the mechanisms underlying the semiotic emergence of abductive processes in important areas of model-based thinking of mindless
organisms.
Keywords: Abduction; instinct; rationality; animal cognition.

Instinct vs. Inference
The concept of abduction (Magnani, 2009) can be useful to
clarify the conflict instinct vs. inference in cognitive science.
We can overcome this conflict simply by observing that the
work of abduction is partly explicable as a biological phenomenon and partly as a more or less “logical” operation related to “plastic” cognitive endowments of all organisms. I
entirely agree with Peirce: a guess in science and the appearance of a new hypothesis is also a biological phenomenon and
as such it is related to instinct, in the sense that we can compare it to a chance variation in biological evolution (even if of
course the evolution of scientific guesses does not conform to
the pattern of biological evolution). An abduced hypothesis
introduces a change (and an opportunity) in the semiotic processes to advance new perspectives in the coevolution of the
organism and the environment (gene/cognive niches coevolution (Odling-Smee, Laland, & Feldman, 2003)).
The resulting idea that abduction is partly explicable as a
biological instinctual phenomenon and partly as a more or
less “logical” operation related to “plastic” cognitive endowments of all organisms naturally leads to stress that many animals – traditionally considered “mindless” organisms – make
up a series of signs and are engaged in making, manifesting
or reacting to a series of signs.1 Through this semiotic ac1 For

Rationality of Instincts
Instincts are usually considered irrational or at least arational. Nevertheless, there is a way of considering the behavior performances based on them as rational. Based on this
conclusion, while all animal behavior is certainly described as
lution, dynamics, and learning of signaling systems, in humans and
other animals, both from an individual and a “network” perspective,
cf. (Skyrms, 2008).
2 I strongly maintain (Magnani, 2002, 2009) that there are
two kinds of abduction, “sentential”, related to logic and to verbal/symbolic inferences, and “model-based”, related to the exploitation of internalized (or to the manipulation of external) models of
diagrams, pictures, etc., cf. below in this paper. I have to note
that the idea of extension of the notion of abduction beyond logic
is sometimes disputed in the cognitive science literature.
3 On the common historical view – defended, for example by
Daniel Dennett, Michael Dummett, and Donald Davidson, has been
that we should not assign rich cognitive abilities to creatures that
lack language, cf. (Francescotti, 2007).

a recent survey on the current research on the origin, evo-
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rational, at the same time it is still rudimentarily considered
instinctual. The consequence is that every detailed hypothesis on animal intelligence and cognitive capacities is given
up: it is just sufficient to acknowledge the general rationality of animal behavior. Let us illustrate in which sense we
have to interpret this apparent paradox. I think the analysis of this puzzling problem can further improve knowledge
about model-based and manipulative ways of thinking in humans, offering at the same time an integrated view regarding
some central aspects of organisms’ cognitive behavior. Furthermore, I contend that the argument for reduction of the distinction between abductive inference and perception/instinct
offers the suitable philosophical/cognitive tools to make up
this integrated view.

ground assumption is the seeming impossibility that something ineluctable like instinct cannot be at the same time intrinsically rational. Of course the concept of rationality is in
this case paradoxical and the expression rationality has to be
taken in a Pickwickian sense: indeed, in this case the organisms at stake “cannot” be irrational. A strange idea of rationality! Given the fact that many performances of nonlinguistic organisms are explainable in terms of sensory preconditioning (and so are most probably instinct-based – hardwired
– and without learnt and possibly conscious capacities which
enable them to choose and decide), the rationality of costs and
benefits in these behaviors is expressed in the “non-formal”
terms of Darwinian “fitness”. For example, in the optimal
foraging theory, rationality is related to the animal’s capacity
– hardwired thanks to evolution – to optimize the net amount
of energy in a given interval of time. Contrarily to the use of
some consciously exploited heuristics in humans, in animals
many heuristics of the same kind are simply hardwired and
so related to the instinctual adaptation to their niches.
The following example provided by Bermúdez can further
clarify the problem. “Redshanks are shorebirds that dig for
worms in estuaries at low tide. It has been noticed that they
sometimes feed exclusively on large worms and at other times
feed on both large and small worms. [. . . ] In essence, although a large worm is worth more to the red shank in terms
of quantity of energy gained per unit of foraging time than
a small worm, the costs of searching exclusively for large
worms can have deleterious consequences, except when the
large worms are relatively plentiful” (Bermúdez, 2003, p.
117). The conclusion is simple: even if the optimal behavior
can be described in terms of a rational complicated version
of expected utility theory, “[. . . ] the behaviors in which it
manifests itself do not result from the application of such a
theory” (ibid.). We can account for this situation in abductive
terms: the alternatives which are “abductively” chosen by the
redshanks are already wired, so that they follow hardwired algorithms developed through evolution, and simply instantiate
the idea of abduction related to instincts present in Peircean
insights: “When a chicken first emerges from the shell, it does
not try fifty random ways of appeasing its hunger, but within
five minutes is picking up food, choosing as it picks, and picking what it aims to pick. That is not reasoning, because it is
not done deliberately; but in every respect but that, it is just
like abductive inference”.4
The situation does not change in the case that we consider
short-term and long-term rationality in evolutionary behaviors. In the case of the redshank we deal with “short-term”
instinct–based rationality related to fitness, but in the case of
animals that sacrifice their lives in a way that increases the
lifetime fitness of other individuals we deal with “long-term”
fitness. It has to be said that sometimes animals are also
“hardwired” to use external landmarks and territory signs,

Explanations in terms of psychological states obviously attribute to human beings propositional attitudes, which are a
precondition for giving a rational picture of the explained behavior. These attitudes are a combination of beliefs and desires. Rational internal – doxastic – states characterize human
behavior and are related to the fact that they explain why a
certain behavior is appropriate on the basis of a specific relationship between beliefs, desires, and actions (cf. (Magnani,
2007b, chapter seven)). How can this idea of rationality be
extended to nonlinguistic creatures such as human infants and
several types of animals, where the role of instinct is conspicuous? How can the inferential transformations of their possible internal “thoughts” be recognized when, even if conceivable as acting in their nervous systems, these thoughts do not
possess linguistic/propositional features?
The whole idea of rationality in human beings is basically
related to the fact we are able to apply deductive formalsyntactic rules to linguistic units in a truth preserving way,
an image that directly comes from the tradition of classical logic: a kind of rationality robustly related to “logicoepistemological” ideals. The computational revolution of the
last decades has stressed the fact that rationality can also
be viewed as linked to ways of thinking such as abduction and induction, which can in turn be expressed through
more or less simple heuristics. These heuristics are usually
well-assessed and shared among a wide community from the
point of view of the criteria of applicability, but almost always they prove to be strongly connected in their instantiation
to the centrality of language. Indeed cognitive science and
epistemology have recently acknowledged the importance of
model-based and manipulative ways of rational thinking in
human cognition, but their efficacy is basically considered
to be strictly related to their hybridization with the linguistic/propositional level. Consequently, for the reasons I have
just illustrated, it is still difficult to acknowledge the rationality of cognitive activities that are merely model-based and
manipulative, like those of animals.
At the beginning of this section I said that, when dealing
with rationality in nonlinguistic creatures, tradition initially
leads us to a straightforward acknowledgment of the presumptive and intrinsic rationality of their instincts. The back-

4 Cf. the article “The proper treatment of hypotheses: a preliminary chapter, toward and examination of Hume’s argument against
miracles, in its logic and in its history” [1901], in (Peirce, 1966, p.
692).
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and communicate with each other using these threat-display
signals that consent them to avoid direct conflict over food.
These artifacts are just a kind of instinct-based mediators,
which are “instinctually” externalized and already evolutionarily stabilized. These mediators are similar to the cognitive, epistemic, and moral mediators that humans externalize
thanks to their plastic high-level cognitive capacities, but less
complex and merely instinct-based.5

acknowledgment that model-based and manipulative cognitions are endowed with an “inferential” status in the Peicean
wide semiotic sense of the word Peirce: all inference is a
form of sign activity, where the word sign includes “feeling,
image, conception, and other representation” (Peirce, 19311958, 5.283).
The second relates to the rejection of the restricted logical
perspective on inference and rationality I have described in
the previous section, which identifies inferences at the syntactic level of natural and artificial/symbolic languages (in this
last case, also endowed with the truth-preserving property,
which produces the well-known isomorphism between syntactic and semantic/content level). I think the perspective in
terms of multimodal abductive cognition,6 which avoids oldfashioned models of rationality, furnishes the suitable background for a unified analysis of the issue.
At this high-rationality level we can hypothesize in nonlinguistic organisms more than the simple selection of actions,
seen as merely hardwired and operating at the level of perceptions like the theory of immediate affordances teaches, where
a simple instrumental conditioning has attached to some actions a positive worth. Instead, in Level 2 rationality, complicated, relatively stable, internal representations that account
for consequences are at work. In this case selecting is selecting – so to speak – for some “reasons”: a bird that learns
to press a lever in a suitable way to obtain food, which will
then be delivered in a given site, acts by considering an association between that behavior and the consequences. A
kind of instrumental pseudobelief about the future and about
certain probable regularities is established, and contingencies
at stake are represented and generalized in a merely modelbased way. Then the organism internally holds representations with some stability and attaches utility scores to them:
based on their choice a consequent action is triggered, which
will likely satisfy the organism’s desire. The action will be
stopped, in a nonmonotonic way, only in the presence of outcoming obstacles, such as the presence of a predator.
Of course the description above suffers the typical anthropomorphism of the observer’s “psychological” explanations.
However, beliefs do not have to be considered explicit; nevertheless, some actions cannot be explained only on the basis
of sensory input and from knowledge of the environmental
parameters. Psychological explanations can be highly plausible when the goal of the action is immediately perceptible
or when the distal environment contains immediately perceptible instrumental properties. This is obvious and evident in
the case of human beings’ abilities, but something similar occurs in some chimpanzees’ behavior too. When chimpanzees
clearly see some bananas they want to reach and eat, and

Levels of Rationality in Animals
Beyond the above idea of rationality in animals and infants as
being related to tropistic behaviors connected to reflexes and
inborn skills such as imprinting or classical conditioning, the
role of intermediary internal representations has to be clearly
acknowledged. In this last case we can guess that a rational intelligence closer to the one expressed in human cognition, and so related to higher levels of abductive behavior, is
operating. We fundamentally deal with behaviors that show
the capacity to choose among different outcomes, and which
can only be accounted for by hypothesizing learnt intermediate representations and processes. In some cases a kind of
decision-making strategy can also be hypothesized: in front
of a predator an animal can fight or flee and in some sense
one choice can be more rational than the other. In front of
the data, to be intended here as the “affordances” in a Gibsonian sense, provided through mere perception and which
present various possibilities for action, a high-level process
of decision-making is not needed, but choice is still possible.
With respect to mere pre-wired capacities the abductive behavior above seems based on reactions that are more flexible.
(Bermúdez, 2003, p. 121) labels Level 1 this kind of rationality. It differs from rationality intended as merely instinctbased, expressed in immutable rigid behaviors (called Level
0). Level 1 rationality (which can still be split in short-term
and long-term) is for example widespread in the case of animals that entertain interanimal interactions. This kind of rationality would hold when we clearly see ir-rational animals,
which fail to signal to the predator and instead flee, thus creating a bad outcome for group fitness (and for their own lifetime
fitness: other individuals will cooperate with them less in the
future and it will be less probable for them to find a mate).
To have an even higher level rationality (Level 2) we need
to involve the possibility of abductively selecting among different hypotheses which make the organisms able to perform
certain behaviors: a kind of capacity to select among different hypotheses about the data at hand, and to behave correspondingly. This different kind of rational behavior, is neither merely related to instincts nor simply and rudimentarily
flexible, like in the two previous cases.
To make the hypothesis regarding the existence of this
last form of rationality plausible, two epistemological preconditions have to be fulfilled. The first is related to the

6 From the perspective of distributed cognition I also stress that
abduction is essentially multimodal, in that both data and hypotheses can have a full range of verbal and sensory representations, involving words, sights, images, smells, etc., but also kinesthetic –
related to the ability to sense the position and location and orientation and movement of the body and its parts – and motor experiences and other feelings such as pain, and thus all sensory modalities
(Magnani, 2009, chapter four).

5 I have fully described the role of epistemic mediators in scientific reasoning in chapter one of my book (Magnani, 2009), and of
moral mediators in ethics in (Magnani, 2007b).
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Artifactual Mediators and Languageless
Pseudological Thinking

some boxes available on the scene, they have to form an internal instrumental belief/representation on how to exploit the
boxes. This “pseudobelief” is internal because it is not immediately graspable through mere perceptual content:

Animal Artifactual Mediators
Even if the animal construction of external artifactual mediators is sometimes related to instinct, it can also be the
fruit of plastic cognitive abilities strictly related to the need
to improve actions and decisions.7 In this case action occurs through the expert delegation of cognitive roles to external tools, like in the case of chimpanzees in the wild, that
construct wands for dipping into ant swarms or termite nests.
These wands are not innate but highly specialized tools. They
are not merely the fruit of conditioning or trial and error processes as is clearly demonstrated by the fact they depend on
hole size and they are often built in advance and away from
the site where they will be used.
The construction of handaxes by the hominids had similar
features. It involved paleocognitive model-based and manipulative endowments such as fleeting consciousness, private
speech, imposition of symmetry, understanding fracture dynamics, ability to plan ahead, and a high degree of sensorimotor control. They represent one of the main aspects of the
birth of material culture and technical intelligence and are at
the root of what it has been called the process of a “disembodiment of mind” (Magnani, 2006; Mithen, 1996).
From this perspective the construction of artifacts is an
“actualization” in the external environment of various types
of objects and structures endowed with a cognitive/semiotic
value for the individual of for the group. Nonlinguistic beings already externalize signs like alarm calls for indicating
predators and multiple cues to identify the location of the
food caches, which obey the need to simplify the environment and which of course need suitable spatial memory and
representations (Shettleworth, 2002; Balda & Kamil, 2002).
However, animals also externalize complicated artifacts like
in the case of Darwin’s earthworms (Crist, 2002).8

Any psychological explanation will always have an instrumental content, but the component needs not take the
form of an instrumental belief. [. . . ] instrumental beliefs really only enter the picture when two conditions
are met. The first is that the goal of the action should
not be immediately perceptible and the second is that
there should be no immediately perceptible instrumental
properties (that is to say, the creature should be capable
of seeing that a certain course of action will lead to a desired result). The fact, however, that one or both of these
conditions is not met does not entail that we are dealing
with an action that is explicable in non-psychological
terms (Bermúdez, 2003, p. 129).
The outcomes are represented, but these “pseudorepresentations” lack in lower kinds of rationality. The following example is striking. A food source was taken away
from chicken at twice the rate they walked toward it but
advanced toward them at twice the rate they walked away
from it: after 100 trials, this did not affect the creatures’
behavior which failed to represent the two contingencies
((Hershberger, 1986) quoted in (Bermúdez, 2003, p. 125)).
Chicken, which do not retreat from a certain kind of action
faced with the fact that a repeated contingency no longer
holds, are not endowed with this high level “pseudorepresentational” kind of abductive rationality.
The widespread diffusion of abductive cognition is also
confirmed by research into the cognitive basis of science dealing with the potential rational behavior of certain early hominids. (Carruthers, 2002, p. 78) contests the discontinuity
view supporting the idea according to which the human mind
needs to be radically reprogrammed by immersion in an appropriate language-community and culture to acquire cognitive processes (and “in order for anything resembling science
to become possible”). The evolutionary successful, and “social”, art of tracking in hunter-gatherer communities would
have helped them to develop imagination – linguistic and
model-based – and thus, hypothetical cognition (abductive)
– endowed with a kind of explanatory, causal, and instrumental/predictive power. It would have come about because of
its capacity to detect the behavior of animals through the few
signs available, to reach the best explanation. This contention
offers Carruthers the chance to state that “[. . . ] anyone having a capacity for sophisticated tracking will also have the basic cognitive wherewithal to engage in science” (Carruthers,
2002, 83). The only difference lies in aims and beliefs, and of
course in the fact that the development of science needed suitable props and aids, such as instruments, the printing press
and a collective exchange of ideas. The human beings that
created science would not have needed major cognitive reprogramming.

7 Also

plants exhibit interesting plastic changes. In resource-rich
productive habitats where the activities of the plants “generate” various resources above and below ground that strongly modify the environment, plants themselves exhibit various kinds of, so-called, morphological plasticity – that is, the replacement of existing tissues
(Grime & Mackey, 2002, p. 300). It is important to note that plant
plasticity is particularly advantageous when responses are reversible
rather than irreversible (Alpert & Simms, 2002). On plants phenotypic plasticity, like their reaction to appropriate environmental
cues, see also (Godfrey-Smith, 2002); on plants capacity to build
complicated niches (plasticity in dispersal, flowering timing, and
germination timing) cf. (Donohue, 2005). On animals artifacts cf.
also the articles by James L. Gould (Gould, 2007) and Jean Mandler (Mandler, 2007) contained in the recent (Margolis & Laurence,
2007); the book also illustrates other interesting psychological, neurological, evolutionary, and philosophical issues concerning artifacts
in general.
8 Among scientists it is of course Darwin (Darwin, 1985) who
first clearly captured the idea of an “inner life” (the “world of perception” included) in some humble earthworms (Crist, 2002). A kind of
mental life can be hypothesized in many organisms: Darwin wanted
“to learn how far the worms acted consciously and how much mental power they displayed” (Darwin, 1985, p. 3). He found levels of
“mind ” where it was not presumed to exist. It can be said that this
new idea, which bridges the gap between humans and other animals,
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to the capacity to discriminate causal links from mere noncausal generalizations or accidental conjunctions.10
It is interesting to note in prelinguistic organisms the use of
both logical and fallacious types of reasoning. For example
the widespread use of “hasty generalization” shows that poor
generalizations must not only be considered – in the perspective of a Millian abstract universal standard – as a bad kind of
induction. Even if hasty generalizations are considered bad
and fallacious in the light of epistemological ideals, they are
often strategic to the adaptation of the organism to a specific
niche (Woods, 2004; Magnani, 2007a).

These activities of cognitive delegation to external artifacts is the fruit of expert behaviors that conform to innate
or learnt embodied templates of cognitive doing. In some
sense they are analogous to the templates of epistemic doing
I have described in chapter one, which explain how scientists, through appropriate actions and by building artifacts,
elaborate for example a simplification of the reasoning task
and a redistribution of effort across time. For example, Piaget says, they “[. . . ] need to manipulate concrete things in
order to understand structures which are otherwise too abstract” (Piaget, 1974) also to enhance the social communication of results. Some templates of action and manipulation, which are implicit and embodied, can be selected from
the set of the ones available and pre-stored, others have to be
created for the first time to perform the most interesting creative cognitive accomplishments of manipulative cognition.
Manipulative “thinking through doing” is creative in particularly skilled animals, exactly like in the case of human beings, when for example chimpanzees make a “new” kind of
wand for the first time. Later on the new behavior can possibly be imitated by the group and so can become a shared
“established” way of building artifacts. Indeed chimpanzees
often learn about the dynamic of objects from observing them
manipulated by other fellows: a process that enhances social
formation and transmission of cognition.

Conclusion
In this paper, beyond the idea of rationality in animals and
infants as being related to tropistic behaviors connected to reflexes and inborn skills such as imprinting or classical conditioning, I have stressed the role of intermediary internal representations. In this last case I have guessed that a rational intelligence closer to the one expressed in human cognition, and
so related to higher levels of abductive behavior, is operating.
We fundamentally deal with behaviors that show the capacity to choose among different outcomes, and which can only
be accounted for by hypothesizing learnt intermediate representations and processes. The main concern was that modelbased abductive cognition represents a significant unifying
cognitive perspective able to unveil some basic features of
abductive cognition in non-human animals. I have illustrated
that a considerable part of this semiotic activity is a continuous process of “hypothesis generation” that can be seen at the
level of both instinctual behavior and representation-oriented
behavior, where nonlinguistic pseudothoughts drive a “plastic” model-based cognitive role. From this perspective referral to the central role of the externalization of artifacts that act
as mediators in animal languageless cognition also becomes
epistemologically critical to the problem of multimodality of
abduction. An open question – still related to the problem
of rationality – I have not addressed in this paper is related
to the problem of how nonlinguistic creatures could possess
second-order thoughts on thoughts (and so the more or less
rational capacity to attribute thoughts to others) and first –
and second-order – desires (that is desires when one should
have a specific first-order desire).

Pseudological Thinking
Among the various ways of model-based cognition – still related to the problem of animal rationality – present in nonlinguistic organisms, some can be equated to well-known inferential functional schemes which logic has suitably framed
inside abstract and ideal systems. There are forms of pseudological uses of negation (for example dealing with presence/absence, when mammals are able to discern that a
thing cannot have simultaneously two contrary properties),
of modus ponens and modus tollens (of course both related to
the presence of a pseudonegation), and of conditionals (cf.
(Bermúdez, 2003, chapter seven)). Of course, these ways
of reasoning are not truth preserving operations on “propositions” and so they are not based on logical forms, but it can
be hypothesized that they are very efficient at the nonlinguistic level, even if they obviously lack an explicit reference to
logical concepts and schemes.9 They are plausibly all connected with innate abilities to detect regularities in the external niche. In addition, forms of causal thinking are observed,
of course endowed with an obvious survival value, related
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Abstract

pirical reason to think that the consciousness of action plays
no causal role in the production of action.
In Dardis (2008) I argue for an account of causation, laws
and properties that permits mental causation. If my argument
succeeds, then relatively a priori challenges to the causal efficacy of the mental (Kim, 2005) do not work. My book offers arguments for the Davidson-style causal account of action sketched above; I will assume that account of action here.
I will also assume without argument that the folk psychological concepts are not hopelessly flawed.
I take the Wegner/Libet arguments very seriously. My arguments show that mental causation is metaphysically or conceptually possible. But they certainly do not show that it is
actual. The arguments that it is not actual are many and varied
and I cannot do them any kind of justice here. I do, however,
think that they do not succeed; see for instance Bogen (2004)
and Hardcastle (2004).
This paper responds to a contemporary, empirically informed, philosophical account of consciousness (Prinz,
2007). According to Prinz, all consciousness is perceptual,
including all consciousness involved in action. If this is right,
or so I argue below, then one claim that the folk psychological theory of action makes turns out to be false, namely, the
claim that one’s intentions as one acts can be conscious. In
turn, if one’s intentions as one acts are never conscious, then
one’s consciousness isn’t causally involved in one’s actions
in the way that folk psychology takes it to be. When we act—
or so folk psychology suggests—at least sometimes we consciously decide and intend to act, and it is those conscious decisions and intentions that make the action happen. If Prinz’s
theory is right, this turns out to be incorrect. In what follows,
I argue, on conceptual grounds, that Prinz’s theory cannot be
right. At the end I discuss the philosophical and empirical
implications of my argument.

It has recently been widely argued that all consciousness is
perceptual, including the conscious experience of action. This
paper argues that there can be a conscious component of the
experience of action that is not perceptual. The argument is
based on Searle’s concept of “direction of fit” and the conditions of satisfaction of an intention. The conditions of satisfaction of an intention differ from those of a perception. If
the intention involved in action is conscious, that conscious
mental state cannot be exclusively perceptual. Hence not all
consciousness is perceptual.
Keywords: consciousness; agency; action; experience; intentionality

“Folk” psychology and scientific psychology
The concepts of belief, desire, intention, meaning and
consciousness are ubiquitous in “ordinary” (that is, nonscientific) explanations of human behavior. The following
all come from the NY Times: “just 43 percent of Americans believe that Mr. Trump was definitely born in the United
States” (April 26, 2011); doctors “want a life” (April 2); “Justice John Paul Stevens had announced his intention to retire
from the Supreme Court” (April 20); “Or they could black
out—a condition in which they’re conscious but not storing
memories” (April 24); “Some activists are calling the planned
demonstrations ‘Azadi Friday’—Azadi meaning freedom in
Kurdish” (April 28).
According to one philosophical account (Davidson,
1980a), ordinary or folk psychology puts these concepts together in the following ways to explain actions. People want
various things, and they have beliefs about how to get them.
When they act on a desire, they form an intention to do something that they think will get them what they want. A bodily
movement counts as doing that thing provided it is caused by
that intention. While one’s intentions and beliefs and desires
are sometimes conscious as one acts, or as one deliberates
about acting, often they are not. One’s reasons tend more to
be conscious the more difficult the decision is, for instance in
terms of thinking through what and how to act, or in terms of
the costs and benefits of acting.
Challenges to “folk psychology” come from a variety of directions. Eliminativists (Churchland, 1981) argue that these
“folk psychological” concepts are so flawed that they have no
explanatory use. Noncausalists (Wittgenstein, 1958; Wilson,
1989) argue that the explanation of action isn’t causal explanation; some alternative conceptions are that it is teleological
explanation or that it is a kind of explanation that fits an action
into a pattern. Libet (2004) and Wegner (2002) provide em-

Prinz: all consciousness is perceptual
Prinz (2007) argues that all consciousness is perceptual. A
perceptually conscious mental state, according to Prinz, is
one that is “couched in a perceptual format” (336), a format
proprietary to one of the senses. Sensory systems are understood as input systems (338). Mental states that are “couched
in a perceptual format” will thus have the character of states
arising in the sensory systems. Prinz does not assume that
perceptually conscious mental states have to come from the
senses; indeed, his account of the consciousness of action has
it that those perceptually conscious mental states originate in
the motor control systems.
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Since action and perception appear to be diametrically opposite aspects of the mind, consciousness of action appears
to be a counterexample to the thesis that all consciousness
is perceptual. Prinz uses current neurobiological theories of
motor control, for example, (Frith et al., 2000), to explain
how consciousness of action is perceptual. (I will call these
“comparator-based theories”.) Normally when we act, a goal
is sent to a motor control system. The motor control system issues two kinds of representations: inverse models that
specify motor commands to make the body move so as to satisfy the goal, and forward models that (inter alia) represent
predicted sensory consequences of the movement. When a
comparator signals that sensory consequences of the movement match those predicted by the forward model, the agent
has the experience of agency. If the sensory experience of
the match exhausts the consciousness of action, then all consciousness of action is perceptual.
I am going to argue that Prinz’ account of the consciousness of action cannot be correct. The next two sections of the
paper lay out the conceptual materials required to make the
argument: the descriptive/directive distinction and the idea of
direction of fit, and the distinction between “intentional” and
“possessive” readings of the expression “conscious of”. With
these conceptual materials laid out I go on to argue that the
perceptual account of consciousness has no place for a conscious intention in action: a “directive” mental state that has
the “world-to-mind” direction of fit, which is itself conscious,
where our consciousness of it is “possessive” rather than “intentional”.

open the door isn’t satisfied if you open the door for me or if
somehow by accident I cause it to open, and so the CS for my
intention are that this very intention should cause the door to
open.
Searle, Davidson (1980a) and others have argued that if a
bodily movement is an action, then it must be caused by an
intention. Searle distinguishes between prior intentions and
intentions in action. A verbal expression of the experience of
the intention in action is “I am doing A” (Searle, 1983, 84).
The conscious experience of action must therefore be related
in some way to the intention in action that causes the action.
If that intention in action is itself conscious, then the conscious experience of action involves a conscious experience
of that intention.
“Deviant causal chains” show that conscious experience of
agency must (somehow) include the CS of the intention in
action. Davidson’s famous example (Davidson, 1980b, 79)
slightly modified goes like this: a climber wishes “to rid himself of the weight and danger” of his fellow climber on a rope.
This might “so unnerve him as to cause him to loosen his
hold” yet he does not do so intentionally. So the agent’s intention causes what it is the intention to do, yet the agent doesn’t
do it intentionally, since the causal chain is “deviant”. Now
suppose that I am trying to raise my arm. Let a tricky neuroscientist detect activity in my motor control systems, and intervene, so that (a) my arm does go up, but (b) efferent signals
from my motor control systems are not the cause, rather the
neuroscientist’s intervention is what triggers the activity. The
causation is “deviant” relative to the causally self-referential
CS of the experience. Hence my experience of raising my arm
is illusory: the arm’s going up isn’t my action, even though
my motor control systems were involved in making it happen.
(Bayne (2010) gives essentially the same argument to show
that the experience of agency is non-veridical when the neuroscientist intervenes.) My experience of action can therefore
be illusory, and in rather subtle ways, with respect to what
the intention in action specifies. The puzzle, to be discussed
below, is how to locate the causally self-referential CS of the
intention in action with respect to our consciousness of action.

Direction of fit and causal self reference
Searle (1983), following Anscombe (1957), argues for a distinction between two kinds of “direction of fit” intentional
states may have (see Burge (1991); Bayne (2007, 2010) for
critical discussion of Searle’s view). Perceptions and beliefs
have the “mind-to-world” direction of fit, since they are satisfied (i.e., true) when they agree with how the world actually
is. Desires and intentions have the “world-to-mind” direction of fit, since they are satisfied when the world agrees with
them. A performative utterance—for example, “I promise
to do the laundry”—has both directions of fit: it both describes something I am doing, and makes it so that I have done
that very thing, that is, promised to do the laundry. Millikan
(1995) also following Anscombe (1957) uses the terms “descriptive” and “directive” for the distinction, and argues that
there is a very wide class of representations—she calls them
“pushmi-pullyu” representations—that are both descriptive
and directive. (Bayne, 2010) uses the terms “thetic” and
“telic” for the distinction.
Perceptions and intentions (unlike beliefs and desires) have
causally self-referential conditions of satisfaction (CS). My
visual perception of a hummingbird would be incorrect if the
hummingbird did not, in fact, cause the perception. Thus the
CS of this perception are that there is a hummingbird near
me and that it causes this very perception. My intention to

“Consciousness of”
I am going to argue that the conscious experience of the intention in action is not perceptual. Before I get to the argument I
want to dwell for a moment on an ambiguity in the expression
“conscious of”.
Bayne (2010) distinguishes between the “intentional” and
“possessive” senses of the expression “conscious of”. Suppose I am looking at an apple, that I am conscious, and that
my awareness of the apple is conscious. We might say that I
am conscious of seeing the apple. On the “intentional” sense
of the expression, the seeing, and the consciousness of the
seeing, are two distinct things: the latter is an intentional state
that is about the former, an intentional state which is about the
apple. On the “possessive” sense of the expression, if we say
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that I am conscious of seeing the apple, we are saying that the
intentional state which is about the apple is itself conscious
(“has/possesses consciousness”). The “of” in “consciousness
of” fairly strongly implies something like intentionality (reference, aboutness): when I am conscious of the apple in front
of me, my consciousness is one thing and what it’s about is
another. But we also use the expression “conscious of” to report a fact about the mental state itself, regardless of what it
is about: “I am conscious of seeing the apple” just means that
my seeing the apple is a conscious seeing.1
Given a state of affairs reported as “consciousness of M”,
where ‘M’ denotes an intentional state, if the expression
“consciousness of” is understood in the intentional sense,
then the state of affairs involves (at least) two distinct intentional states, M, and the intentional state that is about it (the
consciousness of it). If the expression is understood in the
possessive sense, then the state of affairs may involve only a
single intentional state, M, which is conscious. (Assuming
that M itself has or possesses consciousness, there can also
be another conscious mental state M0 about M: in virtue of
possessing M0 the agent is conscious of M in the intentional
sense. The point of the intentional/possessive distinction is
that there need not be another mental state M0 if the agent is
conscious of M.)
Suppose I raise my arm, and do so intentionally. And suppose I am conscious of raising my arm. I am, then, “conscious
of intentionally doing something.” On the “intentional” understanding of this expression, this consciousness is a conscious intentional state that is directed at or about my raising
my arm. This intentional state is about my doing something,
and so it is about the intention in action that causes the action.
Hence it is something distinct from the intention in action. On
the “possessive” understanding of the expression, the part of
my action that consists of my intentional states (for example:
the intention in action that causes the action) is itself conscious. Again, on the intentional understanding, there are (at
least) two intentional states: the intention in action, and the
intentional state that is about it (and the rest of the action). On
the possessive understanding, there may be one fewer: the in-

tention in action itself is conscious.
For the discussion that follows, it is worth noting that if we
treat the phrase “consciousness of action” as expressing the
intentional understanding of “consciousness of,” it is very—
perhaps overwhelmingly—natural to think of the consciousness involved in intentional action as having the mind-toworld or descriptive direction of fit. On this understanding
the action and the intention that causes it are distinct from the
consciousness of that action and intention, and the consciousness of (or experience of) agency is about them.
By contrast, if we treat the phrase “consciousness of action” as expressing the possessive understanding of “consciousness of,” then it is natural to think of the consciousness
of action in terms of the intentional states involved in action—
particularly the intention in action—themselves having (possessing) consciousness. Such a view leaves open the possibility that there are in addition various intentional mental states
involved with action that are about it: that consciousness of
action is both possessive and intentional. That is the view I
for which I am about to argue.

Consciousness of the intention in action
Prinz argues that all experience of action is perceptual. For
Prinz, being perceptual means having a sensory format. Having a sensory format in turn means having the mind-to-world
direction of fit. Now, it certainly is correct that some aspects
of the experience of action do have the mind-to-world direction of fit. For example, typically (although not always)
agents have sensory experience of what their bodies are doing as they act.
But there is more to the experience of action than sensing that something has happened. The action must be caused
by an intention in action. The experience must be an experience that one has done something, and so must somehow
be an experience of the intention in action. If the intention
in action itself is conscious (in the possessive sense), then
the conscious experience of the action cannot be exclusively
perceptual. If it were, all its intentionality would have the descriptive, mind-to-world direction of fit, and there would be
nothing in the experience that has the kind of CS possessed
by intentions.
Thus a dilemma for the perceptual theory of consciousess:
either the intention in action is itself conscious, and its consciousness cannot be exclusively perceptual, or else the intention in action is not conscious. Since I think the intention in
action can be conscious, I conclude that the perceptual theory
cannot be the whole truth.
There are various ways to think about the collection of
mental states involved in the experience of action. I will lay
out some of the more plausible candidates and show that they
are all impaled on the horns of this dilemma.
Could the conscious mental states involved in the conscious experience of action have both kinds of direction
of fit—perhaps something along the lines of Millikan’s
“pushmi-pullyu” representations? Certainly; but this sugges-

1 I suspect much philosophical mischief is made by the fact that
“conscious of” can be used in both ways. For example, it is part of
what drives higher-order thought accounts of consciousness (Rosenthal, 2006): if my seeing the apple is conscious, then I’m conscious of my seeing the apple, and so (it is argued) it must be
that the consciousness of my seeing is constituted by an intentional
state directed at the seeing. In this paper I remain entirely neutral
on the higher-order thought account of consciousness. The intentional/possessive distinction I am making is unrelated to the higherorder thought theory. To illustrate: suppose I am conscious of seeing
the apple, and I’m using that expression in the intentional sense, so
that the mental state I’m reporting is about the seeing. The intentional/possessive distinction isn’t itself any kind of theory of consciousness, so nothing is entailed by that distinction about what explains the consciousness of any of these mental states. It could be
a higher-order thought explanation. It need not be. It could be that
the consciousness of the seeing is conscious in virtue of some intrinsic feature it has. Moreover, it could also be that the seeing itself
is conscious (that is, I’m “conscious of it” in the possessive sense)
in virtue of some intrinsic feature it has (that is: not in virtue of the
presence of the consciousness of it (in the intentional sense)).
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tion is inconsistent with the claim that these mental states are
(exclusively) perceptual. Adding directive, world-to-mind intentionality to such states would precisely make them not
completely perceptual.
Prinz argues that experience of action is the experience of
the comparator signal. The comparator signal, however, does
not have the right CS for the intention in action. The signal
records a match between a forward model and sensory input.
A verbal expression of its content might be “what my body
has done matches what I predicted it would do”. So it has the
descriptive, mind-to-world direction of fit, and correspondingly the world-to-mind direction of causation: the match is
supposed to cause the experience.
The representational components of the comparator system
also lack the right sort of CS for the intention in action. The
sensory input to the comparator is a perception: it represents,
and is supposed to be caused by, how the body is moving.
The forward model is like a prediction and hence has the
descriptive, mind-to-world direction of fit: “this is how the
body is going to move”. (It also functions to make various
things happen (Frith et al., 2000, 1772): dampen the experience of sensory input that matches predicted input, issue simulations of predicted sensory input to coordinate fast accurate
performance, and others. These contents don’t match those of
the intention in action, though: the intention represents that
it makes the action happen, not these motor control system
events.)
The inverse model is a better candidate to ground the
conscious experience of the intention in action, since it has
intention-like CS: it specifies how the body is to move, and
its function is to move the body in that way. But since the inverse model has the world-to-mind direction of fit, conscious
experience of it (in the possessive sense) could not be purely
perceptual.
So the perceptual consciousness of the action cannot itself
be, or have as a part, the intention in action. What if the perceptual consciousness of action is distinct from the intention
in action? Prinz’s perceptual consciousness view treats the
consciousness of action as a kind of (possibly illusory) sensation of what one is doing. This is the “intentional” understanding of “consciousness of”: the conscious representation
is one thing, and what it’s about is another. So when I am conscious of acting, I’m having a sensory experience, the content
of which can be expressed this way: “I am doing A”. The doing, and the intention, are therefore what is represented by
the experience. The experience is not the conscious intention
in action itself. The conscious experience represents agency;
it is not itself a conscious intention. Hence the perceptually
conscious experience has the “mind-to-world” direction of fit,
and the intention itself has the “world-to-mind” direction of
fit.
But if the intention in action is conscious, but distinct from
the conscious experience of action, then its consciousness
isn’t explained by the conscious experience of the action.
And, again, since it is an intention, however its consciousness

is to be explained, it can’t be a perceptual sort of consciousness.
Finally, what if the intention in action just isn’t conscious
at all? The conscious experience of action then could have
the following components: sensory consciousness of bodily
movement; sensory consciousness of a match between bodily movement and action plans; and some kind of conscious
awareness that the movement was intentional, that is, that
among its causes is an intention in action. That is a coherent position. Its cost is the denial that our intentions are ever
conscious (that we are ever conscious of them, in the “possessive” sense). This seems like a very high price to pay.
A plausible way to avoid that price is to say that the conscious experience of action can involve as a component an
intention in action, which has the world-to-mind direction of
fit and the mind-to-world direction of causation, and that that
intention is conscious. In such a case, part of what we are reporting is the existence of this non-perceptual state, and saying that it is conscious, in the “possessive” sense. (Since the
expression “conscious of” is ambiguous, saying that someone
is conscious of her action does not entail that the agent has a
conscious intention in action. Someone could be conscious of
doing something, in the “intentional” sense of having perceptual consciousness of her action, yet still lack a conscious intention in action. Much ordinary “unreflective” action would
be like this.)

Illusions of agency
I will wrap up by redrawing the contrast between Prinz’ view
and my view of consciousness of action in terms of illusions
of agency (Wegner, 2004, 650-1). We are confronted with
a choice between two ways to model the relation between
consciousness and the intention in action.
• On Prinz’ view, sometimes when we act we have an
episode of perceptual consciousness of the action. It is
consciousness of (in the intentional sense) the action having occurred, including consciousness that it was an action.
The intention in action, which has directive, world-to-mind
CS, is not conscious; rather, it is the mental state that the
consciousness is about.
Now consider two types of illusions of agency:
– illusion of doing: suppose I have the experience of
agency, but I am wrong—for example, I wave my
arm and the automatic door opens. The causally selfreferential CS of the intention in action are not satisfied:
my intention did not make this happen. There are two
mental states that are erroneous or illusory. The intention in action isn’t satisfied. And the experience that the
door opening was something that I did is an illusion.
– illusion of not doing: suppose I experience alien hand
syndrome (example: my left hand makes a move in
checkers that I do not wish to make). I have the intention to move my hand, and my hand moves (caused to
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do so in the right way by my intention), but my perceptual consciousness as it were reports to me that I did not
do this: it incorrectly reports that there was no satisfied
intention in action.

empirical theories of consciousness: they must explain how
nonperceptual consciousness occurs.

• On the view presented in this paper, sometimes when we
act we have a conscious intention in action, the CS of
which have the directive, world-to-mind direction of fit;
its consciousness is therefore not exclusively perceptual.
Again consider the two types of illusions of agency:
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– illusion of doing: my conscious intention to open the
door occurs, but its CS is not satisfied. I don’t realize
this, so I take it that I opened the door.
– illusion of not doing: in this case my intention in action
to move the checkers piece is not conscious (otherwise
I would have the experience of moving it). I do have
the intention, and its CS are satisfied, but I do not have
conscious access to it. Rather, my conscious experience
is of my arm moving, with no accompanying experience
of the intention.

Discussion
I have argued that the perceptual consciousness account of the
experience of action is impaled on a dilemma: either it must
admit conscious intentions in actions, the consciousness of
which is not exclusively perceptual, or else it must deny that
intentions in action are ever conscious. Since that denial is
implausible, I conclude that not all consciousness of action
is perceptual. I want to underscore that much, indeed a very
great deal, of consciousness of action is perceptual. Much of
our experience of action has the mind-to-world direction of
fit. But, if I am right, not all of our experience of action is
like that.
The argument of this paper has both philosophical and empirical implications. Prinz’s theory has the consequence that
the folk psychological account of action is in a crucial respect
wrong: folk psychology is wrong that intentions in action are
conscious. If I’m right, at least to that extent the folk psychological account is vindicated. Prinz’s theory has the empirical consequence that however consciousness is realized
in the brain, it is not “hooked up” to action in the way suggested by folk psychology: all of the consciousness involved
in action, according to Prinz, is “descriptive” or “thetic,” and
it does not cause the action. If I’m right, a full account of
consciousness must reveal how intentions in action are sometimes conscious.
There is one other consequence that is both philosophically
and empirically significant. While much of the consciousness
involved with action is perceptual—it as it were presents to
you what you are doing—the argument of the present paper
is that some of the consciousness can be nonperceptual. This
can seem philosophically surprising on a theory of the mind
like that of the classical empiricists like Locke and Hume,
where the contents of the mind are the same sort of thing as
sensations. If there is, as I’ve argued, such a thing as nonperceptual consciousness, then there is also a constraint on
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metarepresentations than this. But this result does show that
there is at least one variety of metarepresentation that is
found very widely in the animal kingdom.
Metarepresentations are representations whose content in
part concerns the content of another representation. The
sentence: ‘The main headline in the Post today is in huge
letters’ is not metarepresentational. It concerns another
representation, but not its content. The sentence: ‘The main
headline in the Post today is about Gaza’ is
metarepresentational.
To assess whether reward prediction error signals are
metarepresentational I examine the standard informationprocessing account of their role in generating behaviour and
ask what content RPEs would have to have for that account
to be vindicated.

Abstract
Although there has been considerable debate about the
existence of metarepresentational capacities in non-human
animals and their scope in humans, the well-confirmed
temporal difference reinforcement learning models of rewardguided decision making have been largely overlooked. This
paper argues that the reward prediction error signals which
are postulated by temporal difference models and have been
discovered empirically through single unit recording and
neuroimaging do have metarepresentational contents.
Keywords: metarepresentation; metacognition; rewardguided decision making; temporal difference learning

Introduction
It is often argued that the capacity for metarepresentation is
a particularly sophisticated cognitive achievement
(Carruthers, 2008). In the animal literature authors debate
whether success on tasks that seem to require selfmonitoring can be achieved without metarepresentation
(Carruthers, 2009; Hampton, 2001; Smith, 2009). The same
question is debated about tasks that seem to require keeping
track of the mental states of others (Hare, Call, &
Tomasello, 2001; Heyes, 1998). It is assumed that evidence
that non-human animals are processing metarepresentations
is a sign of considerable psychological sophistication, even
consciousness (Cowey & Stoerig, 1995; Smith, Shields, &
Washburn, 2003; Stoerig, Zontanou, & Cowey, 2002);
although some have argued that some forms of
metarepresentation can be achieved more easily (Shea &
Heyes, 2010). In developmental psychology the capacity to
have beliefs about others’ belief states is seen as a
particularly important developmental transition (Leslie,
1987; Perner, Frith, Leslie, & Leekam, 1989; Wimmer &
Perner, 1983), although here too there is increasing evidence
that some forms of very early behaviour depend upon
representing or keeping track of others’ representations
(Apperly & Butterfill, 2009; Onishi & Baillargeon, 2005;
Surian, Caldi, & Sperber, 2007).
This paper argues that there is already strong evidence of
metarepresentation in a different literature – one in which
issues about metarepresentation have seldom been
canvassed. Research on reward-guided decision making has
produced an impressive body of converging evidence that
midbrain dopamine neurons generate a reward prediction
error signal (RPE) that is causally involved in choice
behaviour (Rushworth, Mars, & Summerfield, 2009). I
argue that such RPEs carry a metarepresentational content.
The system is conserved across primates and rodents, and
perhaps more widely (Claridge-Chang et al., 2009). Some
animals doubtless make more sophisticated use of

Reward Prediction Errors
The prediction error signal postulated by temporal
difference learning models of reward-guided decision
making (Sutton & Barto, 1998) was discovered empirically
through single unit recording in the awake behaving
macaque (Schultz, Dayan, & Montague, 1997). The central
idea is that the brain keeps track of the expected value of
various possible actions. When the animal performs an
action, it computes an expected value of the current
behaviour. When feedback does not match that expected
value a prediction error signal is generated. The signal is
used to update the stored representation of the value
associated with that behaviour, by an amount given by the
learning rate. For example if an animal pulls a lever for the
first time and obtains a reward, that will generate a
prediction error signal. The actual reward will have
exceeded any expectation of reward. (If the animal has
some general expectation of there being some rewards in
this environment, then it will have a mild general
expectation of reward.) So the unexpected reward will
generate a prediction error signal.
Normative models of reinforcement learning attempt to
capture the best way of calculating what to do given a
history of rewarded and unrewarded actions (under various
computational constraints).
The popular temporal
difference models suggest that reward prediction error
signals will be used to update the expected value of the
chosen action. As a result, on future occasions the animal
will expect slightly more from pressing the lever. How
much more depends upon the learning rate.
After enough learning, the animal will come to expect
reward when it presses the lever. If it presses the lever and
receives no reward, that will again create a RPE, but in the
opposite direction. The effect will be to reduce the animal’s
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probability of choosing one option as its value relative to
other options increases.
When the agent has made his choice and feedback has
been received, the system calculates a prediction error: the
(signed) difference between the expected reward and the
actual reward. For example, if a moderate reward was
expected with only low probability, a large positive RPE
will be generated if the reward is delivered. The same level
of reward would produce a much smaller RPE if it were
anticipated. The omission of an expected reward generates a
large negative prediction error.
The RPE is then used to update the expected reward for
that action, which in turn is used to make the next decision.
The updated expected reward is moved in the direction of
the reward received. The extent to which it is moved is
moderated by the learning rate. If the learning rate is low,
the expected value is adjusted only slightly in the direction
of the reward just delivered. If the learning rate is high, the
adjustment is more substantial. At the limit, were the
learning rate equal to one, the expected value would be reset
to the value of the last reward.
So the putative representations of interest that figure in
the information processing story are as follows.1

expectation of obtaining a reward from that action in the
future.
The fact that an animal’s behaviour in experimental
situations is well-described by a temporal difference
learning model is not enough to show that it is really
processing over internal representations that represent the
quantities found in the model. On an instrumentalist
approach to representation it would be enough to show that
the model is adequate to the data and predictively accurate.
But that fact also gives us some evidence that the animal
really is processing over real internal variables that
correspond to the quantities in the model: expected values
and prediction errors. We get stronger evidence by
investigating brains directly.
Of course, there could be real internal representations that
are coded in a very non-obvious format. So if the search for
evidence of internal representations in the brain were to
deliver a negative result, that would be far from conclusive
evidence against the existence of internal representations.
Fortunately in the case of RPEs, it looks as if there are
internal representations with a fairly stable, tractable neural
basis. There are midbrain dopamine neurons whose firing
patterns correspond to the quantities found in the model.
In single unit recording in monkeys, dopaminergic
neurons in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and substantia
nigra pars compacta have been found to have a firing profile
corresponding to the RPEs posited for appetitive
conditioning (Bayer & Glimcher, 2005; Schultz, 1998;
Schultz et al., 1997). Functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) in humans shows a similar pattern of
effects. By fitting temporal difference learning models to
the behavioural data, trial-by-trial estimates of a subject’s
representations of value and RPE are generated and
correlated with the fMRI response. These find a BOLD
response consistent with RPEs both in the VTA (D'Ardenne,
McClure, Nystrom, & Cohen, 2008) and in areas of the
ventral striatum receiving dopaminergic inputs (Haruno &
Kawato, 2006; McClure, Berns, & Montague, 2003;
O'Doherty, Dayan, Friston, Critchley, & Dolan, 2003).

Expected value at t of option 1
Expected value at t of option 2
Chosen behaviour at t
Actual reward at t
Prediction error (having chosen i)
Learning rate
Updated expected values:
Chosen behaviour i
Unchosen behaviour j

V1t
V2t
Bi (B1, B2)
rt
δt= rt – Vit
α
Vit+1= Vit + αδt
Vjt+1= Vjt

What should we think of these values as representing if
the information processing story is to make sense? We have
to use words to capture these contents, but the with the
caveat that the words are not aiming to capture either (a)
what the system or the agent understands the contents of the
states to be; or (b) constituent structure – the states whose
contents we are describing have none of the constituent
structure that is found in the sentences we use to describe
them.

Content in the Model
What do these prediction error signals represent? To answer
that question we need to examine the way they are produced
and how they enter into subsequent processing. In order to
have a fixed target, we shall presuppose that the current
state of the evidence supports the conclusion that the
calculations hypothesized by temporal difference learning
models are being performed in the brains of humans and
other animals when they make rapid simple decisions for
probabilistic rewards, and that these calculations are
responsible for the observed patterns of choice behaviour.
At the outset of a trial, when a number of behavioural
options are presented, sometimes following a cue, the
system activates an expected value for each option. A
decision rule makes use of these values to choose an option.
For example a softmax decision rule increases the

Reward and Value Representations
Quantity rt is straightforward: it represents the value of
the reward actually received t (the value of so many ml of
juice, for example): rt was received. B1 and B2 are also
straightforward. Bi has a directive content: do action i, or
choose the action that will select option i.
V1t and V2t seem to be stating facts about causal
conditionals. However, they do not simply predict the value
of the next chosen action. Rather, they predict the reward
that will be obtained on average if an option is repeatedly
1

The symbols are used both to refer to the representations
involved, and to pick out the quantities variably represented by
those representations.
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chosen in the current environment. That is, they represent
expected values in the probabilistic sense of expectation
(summing probability x magnitude): if option 1 is chosen,
then the expected reward will be V1t. Here expected reward
is an objective quantity of which V1t is the agent’s current
estimate. Expected rewards should not be confused with the
agent’s (subjective, represented) expectations about
rewards. So the success condition for behaviour driven by
representation V1t looks to be something like this: the
average reward payoff that would be achieved by repeatedly
choosing option 1 in the current environment would be V1t.2
If the actual expected gain from option 1 is higher than this,
then the agent’s behaviour will be suboptimal in that it will
choose option 1 less than it should. Conversely, if the
actual expected gain from option 1 is lower than that
represented by V1t then the agent’s behaviour will be
suboptimal in that it could increase its chances of receiving
higher overall rewards by selecting option 1 less frequently.
When an actual reward is received when there is a
relatively low V1t that could be because the estimate of
expected value is wrong, or it could be that this is one of
those low-probability occasions where option 1 is rewarded.
Temporal difference learning models finesse this
information gap by re-jigging the value representation in
every case, in effect treating it as possible that this bit of
feedback is a sign that the current estimate is wrong (either
because of insufficient learning or because the environment
has changed). This leads the estimate of expected reward to
be altered for future trials. That recalculation is mediated by
the magnitude and sign of the difference between
represented expected value and feedback: the RPE δt.

to focus in on its content. Downstream, δt is used to update
the expected value of the reward for future trials. The best
way of describing how δt is being acted on cannot help but
advert to the fact that it is used, not directly to select an
action, but to update a second internal register – to update
another internal representation.
Sometimes hierarchical information processing involves a
series of steps (e.g. filters) or the combination of
information from different sources to form a new
representation (e.g. conjunctive feature detectors). These
are also cases where downstream representations are
changed in reliance on upstream representations. But in
those cases the upstream representations are relied upon for
information they carry about some external fact of the
matter. RPEs, by contrast, are acted upon to update value
representations not directly because of information they
carry about reward, but because they carry information
directly about the accuracy of previous estimates. Whether
a reward has just been received or not, the job of δt is to
reset the expected value Vit+1 by a lot if the feedback on the
current occasion was a long way from the average that was
expected over repeated trials, Vit, and by only a little if Vit
closely matches the current feedback.
Consider the kinds of things that could go wrong in neural
processing and why, according to the temporal difference
learning model, these would constitute errors. Suppose that
because of some glitch a large positive prediction error were
generated on an occasion where the chosen option B1 was
not expected to be very rewarding and was not rewarded.
We can’t understand this error straightforwardly in terms of
some mistaken behaviour on the next trial, because the
decision rule might well lead B2 to be chosen on the next
trial. The error is not in how the system acts on the next
trial, but in how it changes its expectations on the next trial,
because it will have mistakenly increased V1, its expected
reward for option 1. Correlatively, suppose δt is produced
in the regular way so it does reflect the difference between rt
and V1t, but is then ignored in downstream processing.
Here we would say that it correctly represented the
possibility that the previous prediction V1t was mistaken,
but that it wasn’t acted on correctly to update V1t+1 for the
next trial.
While these commonsense considerations do not amount
to an unassailable argument, they do give us good reason to
take the assumptions of the normative model at face value.
Surprisingly, it has been little-remarked that temporal
difference learning models attribute metarepresentational
content to δt. Its content can be roughly described as having
both descriptive and directive aspects (Millikan, 1996) as
follows:

Reward Prediction Error
Characterizing the content of δt is more tricky. An inputdriven approach to content looks at the parameters with
which a representation covaries and uses them to ascribe
content (Dretske, 1981). The notorious difficulty is that a
given representation that correlates with some inputs will
thereby correlate with very many others too (Fodor, 1987).
Considered informationally δt will carry some information
about the actual reward, some information about the
expected reward, and even more reliable information about
the difference between them. There are good reasons to be
suspicious of the idea that the content of a representation is
that feature with which it correlates most strongly (Millikan,
1984). For example, consider a predator-detector set up to
produce lots of false positives. Its strongest correlation may
be with shadows, rather than predators.
This suggests that we should also look at how a
representation is used (Godfrey-Smith, 2006). The firing of
a predator detector leads to avoidance behaviour whether or
not the stimulus was just a shadow. Thus, the way a
representation enters into downstream processing helps us

The reward for the current chosen option is
higher/lower than the predicted expected value Vit by an
amount δt; increase/decrease Vit+1 in proportion to the
magnitude δt.

2
Note that we can talk sensibly about this quantity in
counterfactual terms even if the environment is changing so that
the agent does not have the opportunity repeatedly to sample
option 1 in the current environment.
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estimate of an objective probabilistic expectation, but the
temptation to think of this as metarepresentational is just a
mistake. It probably derives from the ambiguity of
‘expectation’. In Vit the agent is keeping track of an
expectation, but ‘expectation’ here is not what the agent (or
anyone else) expects, but an expected value in sense of
probability theory: the average of the magnitudes of the
available options weighted by their objective probabilities.
Vit is keeping track of this quantity, which is fixed by
external parameters of the problem space, rather than
anything about what the agent itself expects.
However, the fact that the expected values Vi should be
ascribed first-order contents is not the end of the matter.
The argument above was only that the RPE signal was
second-order.
The objection Proust considers, when
levelled against RPE, would then be that δt can be
understood in terms of the agent’s chances of succeeding,
rather than keeping track of any kind of internal state. But it
cannot. A very small RPE is compatible with there being a
very high chance of succeeding, for example if reward
expectations were already high and matched the reward
actually received on the current trial. But a very small RPE
is also compatible with there being a very low chance of
succeeding, for example if reward expectations were low
and no reward was delivered. Conversely, a large RPE is
compatible both with a high and a low chance of
succeeding. What the RPE is telling the agent is not well
captured by its connection to the chance of succeeding in
future behaviour. If the temporal difference models are
anything like on track, what the RPE signal is doing is
telling the agent something about how well or badly its
representations of expected value for an option match the
current feedback. What it does with that information,
namely to re-jig its reward expectations proportionately,
also makes much more sense in the light of meta-level
contents. In short, there is no easy way to replace the metalevel contents inherent in temporal difference models of
reward-guided decision making with a first-order
reinterpretation.

Notice that both the descriptive and directive aspects of
the content make reference to the content of another
representation: Vit / Vit+1. The reward prediction error
signal does not just describe some aspect of the agent’s
environment. Nor does it just direct a particular action on
the part of the agent. Instead we should take seriously the
assumption in the temporal-difference learning literature
that the RPE’s content partly concerns the content of
another representation.
That is to say, it is a
metarepresentation.

A Competing First-Order Interpretation
In a series of papers Proust has elucidated a form of what
we have been calling metarepresentation that differs from
the kind of explicit conceptual-level attribution of mental
states to oneself and others that is often the focus of the
literature on metacognition (J. Proust, 2007, 2008; 2009).
She identifies metacognitive ‘feelings’, like the feeling you
know a list of names, as a locus of non-conceptual but metalevel cognition. That is a complementary body of work,
which supports the direction taken here by showing how
meta-level cognitive phenomena arise within nonconceptual thought, well before the level of explicit,
conceptual re-representation of representational contents.
In the course of one of her discussions Proust considers an
argument that the signals processed according to temporal
difference learning models are first-order and do not involve
metarepresentations (Proust 2007, pp. 282-285). This is one
of very few existing discussions of whether RPEs are
metarepresentational, so merits investigation. Proust’s
response to the argument is that, in the kinds of selfmonitoring paradigms she is interested in, it is not possible
to explain performance in terms of the agent keeping track
of its objective chance of success. In experiments such as
Hampton (2001) the animal seems to be drawing on
information beyond that delivered by the problem situation,
but that depends upon keeping track of trial-by-trial
variation in the agent’s own informational resources. That
is, the animal’s performance (one of the two animals, in the
Hampton experiment) seems to depend upon procedural
self-knowledge.
Proust’s own response leaves the original objection, as it
applies to the ordinary cases of reward-guided decision
making captured by temporal difference learning models,
standing — namely that subjects’ behaviour in these
experiments can be fully captured in first order terms. The
argument is that there is no substantive difference between
keeping track of the reliability of one’s estimates of
expected value (second order) and keeping track of one’s
chances of succeeding when performing particular
behaviours (first order) (Proust 2007. p. 283). That
argument does indeed apply to the agent’s representation of
expected reward (the Vit above). Although we could
describe these as measuring how well the agent knows that a
given option will be rewarding, we have seen above that a
first order explanation is preferable. The content to be
attributed to the Vit is rather subtle, involving a subjective

Conclusion
The conclusion that non-conceptual metarepresentations are
processed during reward-guided decision making in many
animals opens up several questions for further research.
What distinguishes these representations from the more
sophisticated forms of metarepresentation involved in
keeping track of the mental states of others, or of the agent’s
own mental states? To what extent does the temporal
difference model connect with decision making at the
personal level, or does it just describe a subpersonal system?
How inferentially promiscuous are the representations
involved in model-free reward guided decision making?
Are they conscious or do they have some impact on
consciousness?
All these questions are interesting and important. A less
obvious question also merits attention.
In temporal
difference learning models of model-free reward-guided
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decision making we have a well-understood, normativelybased model of behaviour with a well-confirmed neural
basis. The whole amounts to one of the strongest results of
the project of cognitive neuroscience: of finding
psychological-level information-processing accounts of
behaviour that can be mapped onto neural processes. Once
we have a good grip on the kinds of content ascriptions that
are supported by these theories, including the
metarepresentational contents discussed here, they provide
us with an excellent arena against which to test
philosophical theories of content. That is, they provide
another test case, quite different from the usual repertoire
from perception and the cognitive psychology of concepts,
of which we can ask: in virtue of what do these
representations have the content they do? It will be an
important
constraint
on
that
theorizing
that
metarepresentational contents can already be realized these
relatively low-level systems.
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More than just logic tasks: New Approaches to understanding Reasoning
Magda Osman (m.osman@qmul.ac.uk)
Experimental Biology and Psychology Centre, Queen Mary University London
London, E14NS, UK

Wim De Neys (wim.deneys@univ-tlse2.fr)
CNRS, Université de Toulouse, Laboratoire CLLE
31058 Toulouse, France,

Keywords: fMRI, rTMS; Subliminal & Supraliminal Priming,
Clinical populations - ADS

New Directions
Reasoning research has long been associated
with paper and pencil tasks in which peoples’
reasoning skills are judged against established
normative conventions (e.g., Logic). In this way
researchers have tried to assess the extent to
which we can think rationally, and of course how
we deviate from normative conventions. The
“fruit flies” of this domain have been the Wason
selection task (Wason, 1966), and Syllogistic
reasoning tasks (Johnson-Laird, 1984). The field
has advanced in helping us to understanding the
influence of context on the kinds of inferences we
tend to make, and we have gained significant
insights into the kinds of situations in which our
biased thinking is aligned with normative thinking
and the situations in which it conflicts with it.
While such gains have led to proposals that the
underlying mechanisms that support reasoning are
highly adaptive, outside of reasoning research, the
most commonly known findings are from classic
paper and pencil tasks. The field has significantly
moved on and the range of empirical methods
developed to examine reasoning behavior has
broadened along with the empirical tools for
measuring patterns in our inductive and deductive
thinking.
This symposium brings to the fore new
pioneering research and findings with the aim of
stimulating discussion on innovative methods that
are currently used to shed new light on old issues
(How biased are we? Is there a relationship
between our intuitive and analytical thinking?).
Moreover, the overview of these new approaches
in the reasoning field will allow us to highlight the

links with ongoing research in other fields (e.g.,
memory, cognitive control, general neuroscience)
to the cognitive science community. This should
help to boost much needed interdisciplinary
research efforts. Moreover, the aim is to generate
new insights into theoretical issues concerning the
relationship between heuristic-based inferences
and deliberative-based inferences, and the
possible meta-cognitive processes thought to
arbitrate between the two. The talks range from
using priming techniques, functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI), electrodermal
recordings (SCR), event-related potentials (ERP),
repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation
(rTMS), and memory probing through to
incorporating clinical populations.
Wim De Neys has been using fMRI, EEG, and
SCR to examine bias detection during thinking,
Taeko Tsujii’s work using rTMS is the first of its
kind to use this method to examine brain regions
associated with belief-biased reasoning. Magda
Osman has pioneered the use of supraliminal and
subliminal priming methods in reasoning research
to uncover the rational status of people’s
underlying reasoning behavior. Simon Handley’s
developmental work has established a new line of
research that has revealed the absence of belief
biased reasoning in a clinical population, which in
turn has helped to establish critical processes in
non-clinical populations that show the bias.
Wim De Neys
People are often biased by heuristic intuitions
when solving classic reasoning tasks. A key
question is whether people detect that their
judgments are biased: Do people know that their
heuristic judgments conflict with normative
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considerations in these task? The line of research
developed by Wim De Neys has used a variety of
new behavioral (e.g., memory-based tasks),
psychophysical (e.g., SCR), and neuro-imaging
(e.g., fMRI, ERP) techniques to address this issue.
In contrast with popular beliefs, these findings
suggest that people detect the unwarranted nature
of their heuristic judgments.
De Neys, W., Moyens, E., & Vansteenwegen, D.
(2010). Feeling we’re biased: autonomic
arousal and reasoning conflict. Cognitive,
Affective, and Behavioral Neuroscience, 10,
208-216.
De Neys, W., Vartanian, O., & Goel, V. (2008).
Smarter than we think: When our brains detect
that we are biased. Psychological Science, 19,
483-489.
Magda Osman
Is our default reasoning process ultimately
rational? The amassing evidence in reasoning
research for the past fifty years would argue that
people tend to automatically rely on heuristics
which in many situations is sensible, but actually
highly biased. To examine this, this talk discusses
findings from a novel paradigm in which we use a
combination of priming techniques to uncover
how biased and deep rooted people’s default
reasoning is. The evidence suggests that actually
when primed directly (primes are deliberately
processed) and primed indirectly (primes are
incidentally processed) people responded most
effectively to primes that encouraged rational
thinking.
Van Opstal, F., Gevers, W., Osman, M., &
Verguts, T. (2010). Unconscious task
application. Consciousness and Cognition, 19,
999-1006.
Osman, M. (2007). Can tutoring improve
performance on a reasoning task under
deadline conditions? Memory & Cognition, 35,
342-351.
Taeko Tsujii

What is the relationship between brain and
behavior when reasoning? Belief-bias is an
experience based form of reasoning in which
people recruit their prior knowledge about general
features in the world to help them make
inferences. The advantage of using (rTMS) is that
brain regions can be selectively stimulated or
disrupted in such a way as to reveal whether
belief-biased effects are enhanced or inhibited.
Tsujii and collaborators have, for the first time
shown that disrupting IFC activity eliminated the
belief-bias effect. These findings pave the way for
significant insights into the neurological
mechanisms that help support reasoning
processes.
Tsujii, T., Masuda, S., Akiyama, T., & Watanabe,
S. (2010). The role of inferior frontal cortex in
belief-bias reasoning: An rTMS study.
Neuropsychologica, 48, 2005-2008.

Simon Handley
Much of our reasoning is informed by our prior
knowledge and experience of the world. Thus, our
beliefs help us make inferences about unfamiliar
contexts by drawing from what we know already.
The study of reasoning has been pivotal in
demonstrating situations in which this type of
inferential process are biasing our thinking.
Recent work by Handley and collaborators has
revealed that a participant population showing
autism spectrum disorder (ASD) do not show the
same kinds of biases that are typical of young
adults.
Mckenzie, R., Evans, J. St. B. T., & Handley, S. J.
(2010). Conditional reasoning in autism:
activation and integration of knowledge and
belief. Developmental Psychology, 46, 391403.
Morsanyi, K., Handley, S.J. & Evans J.S.B.T.
(2010). Decontextualised minds: Adolescents
with autism are less susceptible to the
conjunction fallacy than typically developing
adolescents.
Journal
of
Autism
and
Developmental Disorders, 40, 1378-1388.
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What Should we Be Realist about in Cognitive Science?
Fred Hasselman (f.hasselman@psych.ru.nl)
Symposium organizer (with M.P. Seevinck & R.F.A Cox)
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these foundations. Though some share a theoretical background, the result is anything but a tidy accounting of cognitive ontology: Four very different answers to the realist
question will be explored.

Abstract
The fundamental question that is the title of this symposium
elicits answers that are not just philosophical in nature, directly pertain to measurement, interpretation of empirical results,
modeling, as well as the daily practice and general philosophy
of the science that studies cognitive phenomena. Four different perspectives on the realist question will be provided by
the speakers in this symposium: Ecological Realism, Measurement Contextuality, Explanatory Pluralism and Structural
Realism. The participants address differences and similarities
between these perspectives and examine whether unification
or consensus perspectives can be achieved.

Structural realism
The realist commitment in Structural Realism (SR; Worrall,
1989) is towards uncovering the unobservable structure of
the world by means of ontology that is considered dispensable: A temporary vehicle we need to make sense of the
world. The idea is that we should believe what scientific
theories tell us about this structure (that is retained across
theory change), but not what they tell us about the proposed
constituents of reality.
Fred Hasselman (with Michael Seevinck and Ralf Cox)
will propose to adopt an SR approach to the study cognitive
phenomena observed in cognitive systems (cf. Hasselman,
Seevinck & Cox, submitted). A program of rigorous commitment to ontology is endorsed, but only with the realization that this is a temporary tunnel vision. Ontology should
be crash-tested with reality in order to find out where and
when it breaks down, which parts may be recycled, or
whether a new design is needed. Hasselman et al. suggest
cognitive science can benefit from setting the expiration
date of its ontology to “as soon as possible”, rather than “not
in my lifetime”
Being realist about what our best scientific theories propose as the furniture of the world, may lead to adoption of
theoretical constructs by analogy. The danger in doing so
without examining whether there is a shared structure between the phenomena in question will be discussed. As an

Keywords: ontology; epistemology; scientific realism;
complexity science; measurement contextuality; holism

Constituents of Mental Reality
Age-old philosophical questions continue to be posed in
cognitive science and usually come in the form of what it is
that makes up mental reality: What are the constructs of our
various theories that we can say are real. While some may
argue that visualization of brain activity while performing
cognitive tasks has provided a new window into identifying
such cognitive ontologies (e.g. Albright, Jessell, Kandel, &
Posner, 2000), others may argue that the same puzzling
questions of cognitive reality still remain (e.g. Van Orden,
Pennington, & Stone, 2001). The prospect of a resolution
appears to be remote and that is perhaps the best justification to re-examine the philosophical foundations that guide
and focus empirical inquiries in the cognitive and behavioral
sciences.
The speakers in this symposium will critically examine
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Discussion

example, it will be argued that the current mathematical
structure used to describe classical dynamical systems, cannot serve as the arena for constructs like holism (cf.
Seevinck, 2004) and strong emergence, adopted by the
complexity science approach to study cognitive phenomena.

Several presented perspectives share a concern about falling
prey to ontological fundamentalism by adopting any kind of
realism. Solutions presented to deal with such fears will be
discussed and compared. Also, speakers have different opinions towards adopting concepts from physical theories by
analogy to describe cognitive phenomena or measurement
outcomes. Cautions, warnings and successes will be debated. Finally, the symposium participants will evaluate to
what extent they share the position that the dominant information processing ontology of computation and representation in cognitive science is inappropriate to adequately describe the behavior of agent-environment systems.

Explanatory pluralism
Rick Dale (with Eric Dietrich) will argue for explanatory
pluralism (see Dale, 2008 for a review), in which different
emergent ontologies are posited to exist as a consequence of
assuming the animal-environment system to be a complex
dynamical system. From Marr’s well-known levels, and
before (e.g., Simon, 1962), cognitive scientists have often
recognized the importance of identifying levels of analysis
(in goals, and across scales of space and time) to understand
the operation and ontological status of various theoretical
constructs.
Dale and Dietrich will argue that this issue of levels puts
cognitive science on the horns of an ontological dilemma.
The dilemma can be phrased as two simple answers to the
question that entitles this symposium. Given a (limited) set
of theories being used to explain phenomena in cognitive
science’s many (partially overlapping) domains of inquiry -what is real? Lots of it, or none of it. They will argue for the
former answer, and advocate for integrating the various ontologies of cognitive theory, and briefly review research
programs already carrying this out.
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Measurement contextuality
Jay Holden will talk about the place of measurement in theories of situated behavior: What is the ontological status of
measurement outcomes in cognitive science?
Historically, cognitive science relied on a largely mechanistic, materialist and rationalist ontology. An alternative
ontology will be presented that is rooted in lessons learned
from the physics of self-organization and quantum observations. While within reach, this alternative ontology has implications for the nature of knowledge and explanation for
cognitive science.
The resolution of measurement problems inspired by
quantum phenomena such as entanglement and complementarity will be discussed (cf. Holden, Choi, Amazeen, & Van
Orden, 2010). Implications relating to modeling cognitive
phenomena will be also be discussed.

Ecological Situated realism
Tony Chemero will describe a Radical Embodied Cognitive
Science (cf. Chemero, 2009), in which behavior is explained
in terms of animal-environment dynamics without invoking
the concepts of computation and representation.
This implies an ecological realism, which is above all a
kind of realism about meaning or significance. Meaning, on
this view, is not a projection of information stored in
memory onto stimuli in the brain; instead, animals discover
meaning in the world. Methodological and philosophical
consequences of ecological realism will be discussed.
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rhythmic movement coordination (e.g., Kelso, 1995;
Kugler & Turvey, 1987; Schmidt & Richardson,
2008).
Dynamics of Rhythmic Coordination: Systems
of coupled oscillators (e.g., human limbs,
pendulums, etc.) generally exhibit similar
coordination dynamics regardless of the constitution
of the system in question. Early research (Haken et
al., 1985; Kelso, 1984; Schöner et al., 1986)
demonstrated that rhythmic movements of
oscillatory limbs belonging to the same individual
(e.g., fingers, arms, legs) exhibited two stable modes
of entrainment, namely inphase and antiphase
coordination. These two coordination modes are
captured by the collective variable relative phase
(Φ), with inphase and antiphase coordination
corresponding to Φ = 0° and Φ = 180°, respectively.
These two modes of coordination are intrinsically
stable (are produced without practice), although
antiphase coordination is less stable than inphase
coordination. This difference in the relative stability
of inphase and antiphase coordination is reflected by
the fact that the variability of antiphase coordination
is greater than the variability of inphase coordination
and that individual’s transition from antiphase to the
inphase coordination under certain movement
conditions (i.e., high movement frequencies).
More recent research has demonstrated the same
coordination dynamics constrain oscillatory
movements produced by separate individuals (e.g.,
Richardson et al., 2007; Schmidt et al., 1990;
Schmidt & O’Brien, 1997). Provided a visual
coupling, the coordination that occurs between the
movements of two individuals is constrained to
inphase and antiphase patterns of coordination
(without practice), with antiphase being less stable
than inphase coordination (e.g., Richardson, et al.,
2007; Schmidt et al., 1990). Research has further
demonstrated that similar coordination dynamics can
occur spontaneously (i.e., unintentionally), with the
rhythmic movements of two visually coupled
participants become coordinated even when they are

Abstract
There is contention in perceptual-motor research
concerning the degree to which observing biological
and non-biological movements have equivalent
effects on movement production. This issue results
from the proposal that action observation and
production share neural resources (i.e., mirror
neurons) particularly sensitive to actions performed
by other ‘agents’ (i.e., beings with goals/intentions).
In support of this claim, several discrete and rhythmic
action-observation studies found that action
production is only affected when participants
believed that observed actions were produced by an
agent. Here we present data from two experiments
investigating whether similar agency manipulations
also affect spontaneous movement synchrony.
Collectively, the results suggest that belief in the
‘agency’ of an observed movement does not affect
the emergence and stability of rhythmic movement
synchrony. These results question whether the actions
of other agents are truly privileged across all scales of
coordinated activity, particularly with respect to the
lawful dynamics underlying movement synchrony.
Introduction
In our everyday lives, we sustain complex states of
coordination. On our way to work we coordinate our
actions with our fellow commuters as we jostle for
position in rush hour traffic. At work we coordinate
our ideas with our colleagues as we develop a new
product, policy, or program. Once home for the
evening we coordinate with the clock to ensure we
are well-rested enough to do it all over again the
next day. Certainly, a complete account of
coordination should aim at an explanation of these
multi-scale, dynamic processes.
Rather than attempting to reduce the full
complexity of these phenomena to a sole, dominant
process, an alternative approach is to gain an
understanding of the nested processes that underlie
such coordinated activity. It is in this spirit that
researchers have investigated the lawful dynamics of
1
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not instructed to do so (e.g., Oullier et al., 2008;
Richardson et al., 2005; Schmidt & O’Brien, 1997).
Whereas intentional movement synchrony produces
phase-locking, indicated by absolute concentration
of relative phase at the instructed mode (i.e., either at
0° or 180°), spontaneous coordination results in
intermittent or relative entrainment, which is
characterized by a tendency for relative phase
differences to cluster around 0° and 180°. Despite
this difference, however, states of relative synchrony
display similar coordination dynamics (e.g.,
individual’s exhibit less antiphase entrainment).
Interestingly, the same coordination dynamics
are evident in systems comprised of an individual
participant and a non-biological environmental
stimulus (e.g., Lopresti-Gooman et al., 2007;
Schmidt et al., 2007). As with inter-personal
movement synchrony, the entrainment between the
movements of a participant and an environmental
rhythmic stimulus can occur both intentionally and
unintentionally. Such entrainment exhibits the same
two modes of coordination with the same relative
stabilities. Thus, the phenomenon of visual rhythmic
movement synchrony suggests that these processes
are constrained by the same lawful coupled
oscillator dynamic, regardless of the nature of the
components comprising the system.
Agency Effects: Although the above results
indicate that the same coordination dynamics result
for all systems of coupled oscillators, there is some
question as to the degree to which coordination with
an environmental stimulus approximates the social
coordination that exists between two humans. This
question is justified given the discovery of mirror
neurons in Macaque monkeys, which do not
differentiate between produced and observed
actions, but only when the observed actions are
produced by another agent (see Rizzolatti et al.,
2004 for a review). The human ‘mirror neuron
system’ appears to have a similar preference, in that
the system does not appear to have an equivalent
response to agent and non-agent based action (e.g.,
Buccino et al., 2001; Fadiga et al., 1995).
Within the behavioral literature, there is also
evidence to suggest that the observation of agent and
non-agent based action can have a differential effect
on movement production (e.g., Castiello et al., 2002;
Brass et al., 2001). Press et al. (2005) had
participants produce either hand-opening or handclosing movements in response to stimuli that
depicted a compatible or incompatible action. In the

agent condition the stimuli were still images of a real
human hand, whereas in the non-agent condition the
stimuli were images of a robotic pincher. The results
revealed that participants were faster to respond and
made fewer errors when the observed actions were
compatible than when they were incompatible and
that this action facilitation/interference effect was
greatly reduced in the non-agent condition.
Similarly, research by Kilner et al., (2003) and
Stanley et al., (2007) has demonstrated how a
participants’ belief in the agency of an observed
movement can also influence the production of a
rhythmic limb movement. More specifically, these
studies have demonstrated that individuals exhibit
greater rhythmic movement variability when
observing a spatially incongruent movement
compared to a spatially congruent movement, but
that this effect depends on the perceived agency of
observed movements. That is, observing movements
produced by an agent, or believed to be produced by
an agent, resulted in greater rhythmic movement
variability than observing movements produced by a
non-agent (i.e., computer generated movement or the
movements of a robot).
Although these studies have supported the
existence of ‘agency effects’ in both discrete and
rhythmic movements, no research has been
conducted to investigate such effects in rhythmic
movement synchrony. That is, no studies have
investigated whether a participants’ belief in the
agency of an observed movement influences the
stability or emergence of rhythmic entrainment.
Here we present data from two experiments
specifically designed to examine this question.
Experiment 1
Participants were required to produce rhythmic
movements of the forearm while observing the
rhythmic movements of a dot stimulus on a large
projection screen. Participants were informed that
the movements they were observing were either
computer-generated movements, or pre-recorded
human movements, or the real-time movements of a
confederate positioned on the opposite side of the
screen. In all conditions the movements of the
stimulus were in fact computer-generated.
Method
Participants:
Twenty-five
undergraduate
students from the University of Cincinnati
participated for partial course credit. All participants
2
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had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, had no
history of movement disorders, and were over 18
years of age.
Apparatus: A 1.25 x 1.7 m rear-projection
screen and an Epson Powerlite 53c projector (Epson
America, Long Beach, CA) displayed a red dot with
a 5 cm diameter oscillating horizontally. A
FASTRACK magnetic motion-tracking system
(Polhemus Ltd., VT) recorded the participants’
horizontal arm movements at a sample-rate of 60
Hz.
Design and Procedure: Following consent,
participants were instructed that the purpose of the
experiment was to investigate the effects of
irrelevant movement on symbolic processing. This
cover story was employed to keep participants from
discerning the true purpose of the experiment (i.e.,
rhythmic coordination). They were told their task
was to read single letters from the stimulus-display
and repeat them aloud as quickly as possible. They
were instructed that on each trial they were to
produce rhythmic movements of their right forearm
as a distraction to the symbolic processing task.
They were also instructed that on some trials the
letters would appear on a stationary stimulus and on
other trials the letters would appear on a moving
stimulus as an additional distraction. Finally,
embedded within task instructions, participants were
told that the movements of the stimulus displaying
the letters were either computer-generated (n = 9),
pre-recorded human movement (n = 9), or the realtime movements of confederate positioned on the
opposite side of the projection screen (n = 7).
On each trial, participants began to produce
rhythmic movements and then read letters from the
stimulus-display. The letters appeared on top of the
dot stimulus every 2 s with a random offset between
0 and 0.99ms. Participants completed six trials in
which the stimulus displaying the letters was
stationary (i.e., control condition). On these trials,
there was a hidden oscillating stimulus which
allowed for an assessment of chance-level
coordination. Participants also completed six trials in
which the stimulus displaying the letters oscillated
horizontally across the screen (i.e., experimental
condition). On these trials, displaying the letters on
the stimulus ensured that participants tracked its
movements. Each trial lasted 60 seconds. Upon
completion of the experiment participants underwent
a funnel debriefing procedure to assess whether

participants had discerned the true nature of the
experiment.
Data Analysis: The first 5 s of each trial were
discarded to eliminate any transient behavior. The
remaining 55 s of each trial were then normalized
around 0, and low-pass filtered with a 10 Hz
Butterworth filter. Distribution of relative phase
(DRP) was calculated to evaluate the coordination
between participant and stimulus movements. DRP
evaluates the concentration of relative phase angles
between two movement time-series across nine 20o
regions of relative phase (0-20 °, 21-40 °, 41-60 °, 6180 °, 81-100 °, 101-120 °, 121-140 °, 141-160 °, 161180 °). Entrainment is indicated by a high
concentration of relative phase angles near 0 °
(inphase) and 180 ° (antiphase), while an even
distribution indicates no phase-entrainment.
Results and Discussion
A 2 (condition) x 9 (phase region) x 3 (agency)
mixed ANOVA on DRP revealed a significant effect
of phase region [F (8, 15) = 5.59, p < .05] with a
concentration of phase angles around the 0°
(inphase) and 180° (antiphase) relative phase
regions. There was a significant interaction between
condition and phase region [F (8, 15) = 5.11, p <
.05] with concentration in the 0° and 180° regions
evident only in the experimental trials. There were
no significant effects of agency (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Distribution of relative phase as a function of
agency and condition (Experiment 1).
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The results of this experiment suggested that
there were no effects of agency on the emergence or
stability of rhythmic coordination. The DRP profile
from the control condition revealed the pattern
expected for chance-level coordination, with similar
occurrence of relative phase angles in all regions.
The DRP profile from experimental trials revealed
the pattern expected for spontaneous, intermittent
coordination between a participant and rhythmic
stimulus movement (Schmidt et al., 2007; LoprestiGoodman et al., 2009). That is, there was a
concentration of relative phase angles around the 0°
(inphase) and 180° (antiphase) regions, with slightly
more occurrence around 0°. There were, however, no
differences in the DRP profiles as a function of
agency, indicating that the participants’ belief as to
the source of the observed stimulus movements did
not affect the pattern of coordination.
Although these data suggest that agency does
not influence the stability of rhythmic movement
coordination, there was another possibility for the
lack of agency effects in this experiment. As
demonstrated in prior research (Schmidt et al.,
2007), procedures that require participants to track
the stimulus movements result in a greater degree of
entrainment compared to conditions in which
participants do not track stimulus movements. Thus,
it was possible that employing the visual tracking
methodology in Experiment 1 increased the level of
observed coordination generally and that the strength
of the visual coupling may have eliminated the
potential for more subtle effects to be observed.

Apparatus & Procedure: The experimental
equipment was exactly the same as in Experiment 1.
The design and procedure was also the same as in
Experiment 1, with the sole exception that during
experimental trials letters appeared on a centered,
stationary stimulus, while the moving stimulus
appeared on a horizontal trajectory directly behind
the stationary stimulus. Thus, participants observed
but did not track the moving stimulus.
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Figure 2. Distribution of relative phase as a function of
agency and condition (Experiment 2).

Results
A 2 (condition) x 9 (phase region) x 3 (agency)
mixed ANOVA on DRP revealed a significant effect
of phase region [F (8, 17) = 4.33, p < .01] with a
concentration of phase angles in the 0° (inphase)
region. There was a significant interaction between
condition and phase region [F (8, 17) = 2.66, p <
.05] with the concentration in the 0° region evident
only in the experimental trials. There were no
significant effects of agency evident in the DRP (see
Figure 2).

Experiment 2
To determine whether the lack of an agency effect in
Experiment 1 was due to the strong visual coupling,
we conducted a second experiment in which the
participants did not track the movements of the
stimulus, resulting in weaker visual coupling
(Schmidt et al., 2007). If a participant’s belief in the
agency of stimulus movements has only subtle
effects on coordination then such effects might be
evident when the strength of the visual coupling was
reduced.

Discussion
As in Experiment 1, the results of the second
experiment also suggest that agency has no effect on
the emergence or stability of rhythmic coordination.
As before, the DRP profile for the control and the
experimental condition revealed the pattern expected
for chance-level and spontaneous entrainment,

Method
Participants: Twenty-seven undergraduate
students from the University of Cincinnati
participated for partial course credit. All participants
were over 18 years of age, had normal or correctedto-normal vision, and had no movement disorders.
4
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respectively (Lopresti-Goodman et al., 2009;
Schmidt et al., 2007). In contrast to the results of
Experiment 1, there was only a concentration of
phase angles around the 0° relative phase region (i.e.,
not in the 180° region). This is likely a result of the
decrease in the general level of coordination
associated with the switch from a tracking to a nontracking procedure. The antiphase mode, being the
less stable of the two modes of coordination, is the
first of the two to disappear as the general level of
coordination is decreased (Richardson et al., 2005;
2007).

revealed that not a single participant suspected that
the stimulus movements were not as instructed.
Another alternative is that these results might be
explained by the nature of the stimulus movements.
The present experiments utilized only computergenerated, sinusoidal movements. Kilner et al.
(2007) have found evidence to suggest that agency
effects might only arise when the movements in the
human condition reflect real human movement.
Additionally, it is possible that, in manipulating
agency as a between-subjects variable, the present
obscured effects at the level of the individual
participant.
We
are
currently conducting
experiments to investigate these and similar issues.
It is equally likely, however, that these data
reflect the equivalence of the coordination that
occurs between two individuals and between an
individual and a non-biological environmental
stimulus. This latter conclusion supports the
contention that all systems of coupled oscillators are
governed by the same lawful processes and, whether
coupled biomechanically or via visual information,
will become entrained to one another given
sufficient coupling strength. This claim should
neither be taken to invalidate the results of prior
investigations that revealed ‘agency effects’ at the
neurological and behavioral levels, nor to suggest
that ‘agency’ is not a concept worth further
investigation. Instead this work is intended to further
establish the theoretical boundaries for ‘agency’ as
an explanatory concept. While our beliefs and
knowledge about the goals and intentions of other
agents are certainly an indispensible component to
an account of coordinated behavior in its full
complexity, it is a worthwhile consideration that
such refined aspects of human behavior have their
foundations in the deep, underlying support of
natural law.

General Discussion
Collectively, the results of the two experiments
presented above suggest that a participant’s belief in
the agency of an observed movement has no effect
on the emergence or stability of rhythmic movement
synchrony. Rhythmic entrainment consistently
emerged between the participants’ movements and
the stimulus’ movements, and the stability of
entrainment, as revealed by the DRP profiles, was as
expected. The participants’ beliefs concerning the
agency of the stimulus movements, however, had no
reliable effect on entrainment. Thus, these data
might be argued to support a general equivalence in
rhythmic entrainment between systems comprised of
agents and non-agents. There are, however, several
possible methodological and statistical alternatives
that must be resolved before such a conclusion is
merited.
First, it is possible that the failure to observe an
agency effect is in fact a lack of statistical power
resulting from a small sample size. The sample size
employed in the present experiments was standard
with respect to both number of participants and
number of trials (Kilner et al., 2007; Stanley et al.,
2007). Similarly, it is possible that the employed
statistical test was insufficient to capture any subtle
agency effects in the data. In addition to the
statistical analyses presented here, a range of other
methods, including comparing quadratic fits to DRP
profiles by individual participant and a meta-analysis
across both experiments, have all failed to reveal an
effect of agency.
Second, it is possible that the failure to observe
agency effects is a result of how agency was
manipulated in the present experiments. The primary
concern would be that participants might not have
believed that the observed movements reflected real
human movement. The funnel debriefing procedure
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Abstract

Sims et al., 2008). Various land and sea creatures have been
tracked while foraging for food, and the lengths of paths
from one locale to the next are measured. The probability of
observing path length d often goes as P(d) ~ d-β, with β ~ 2.
The precise formulation of the distribution is often a
matter of dispute, but they are generally agreed to be heavytailed. The Lévy distribution is part of a broader class of
heavy-tailed distributions that indicate multiplicative
interactions in generating the observed data (i.e. path
lengths in this case; Shlesinger, Zaslavsky & Klafter, 1993).
These results are relevant to eye movements because animal
foraging and scene perception are both search behaviors.
Indeed, even memory search has been shown to result in
heavy-tailed distributions of “path lengths”, i.e. time
intervals between recall events (Rhodes & Turvey, 2007).
These results suggest that eye movement trajectories may
also exhibit heavy-tailed path length distributions by virtue
of being a kind of search behavior. Consistent with this
hypothesis, Stephen and Mirman (2010) found that
distances between successive eye tracking samples were
lognormally distributed in a “visual world paradigm” task
(lognormal distributions are heavy-tailed and also associated
with multiplicative interactions). This study alone, however,
leaves it unclear whether the observed lognormal
distributions were due to characteristics of the tasks or
stimuli, such as their constrained, repetitive nature.
The second body of research to suggest general properties
of eye movement trajectories concerns temporal correlations
in neural and behavioral activity. It turns that many different
measures of both kinds of activities have been found to
contain long-range correlations in their intrinsic fluctuations
(Kello et al., 2007). These correlations tend to follow a 1/f
scaling relation, and 1/f scaling is also a kind of heavytailed distribution associated with multiplicative interactions
(Van Orden, Holden & Turvey, 2003). Any time series can
be expressed in the frequency domain as a set of sine waves
of varying amplitudes (power) and frequencies (phase is
discarded for this analysis). 1/f scaling describes a time
series for which power is related to frequency as P ~ 1/fα,
where ideally α ~ 1.
Widespread findings of 1/f scaling, across modalities and
levels of analysis, suggest that its origins are task-general
and domain-general. 1/f scaling has also been found in eye
movements, i.e. in fluctuations of repetitive target fixations
(Shelhamer, 2005), and in variations within and across
standard visual search tasks (Aks, Zelinsky & Sprott, 2002).
However, as with heavy-tailed path lengths, these results on

Eye movements gather visual information from the
environment for various purposes and goals. Spatial patterns
of eye movements vary depending on the layout of visual
information, and intentions of the observer. However, despite
this variability, basic principles of visual information
gathering may be reflected in lawful properties of eye
movement trajectories that hold across various stimulus and
intentional conditions. Two experiments are presented
analyzing eye movement trajectories during scene perception
across pictures with varying spatial frequency distributions
(Expt 1), and across two different task conditions, "finding"
versus "counting" tasks (Expt 2). Results show that, in all
conditions, distributions of saccade amplitudes are heavytailed and nearly identical in shape, and fixation fluctuation
series are long-range correlated with nearly identical spectral
slopes. While a small effect of task intention was found, the
broader conclusion is that eye movements during scene
perception exhibit general statistical characteristics that
models have yet to address.
Keywords: Eye movements, scene perception, lognormal
distributions, Lévy flights, 1/f scaling, long-range correlation.

Introduction
Research on visual search and scene perception tends to
focus on the effects of stimulus factors on eye movements.
For instance, the debate over parallel versus serial search
hinges on stimulus characteristics of targets, distractors, and
the visual field (Triesman & Gelade, 1980). Models of scene
perception relate the saliency of visual features and objects
in scenes to probabilities of eye fixations (Itti, Koch &
Niebur, 1998).
By contrast, the basic character of eye movements is
mostly taken for granted in research on scene perception,
i.e. there are saccades between fixations, and microsaccades
and other more fine-grained movements within fixations
(Liversedge & Findlay, 2000). These categories are coarse
and describe little about the structure of eye movement
trajectories, beyond the fact that trajectories will string
together periods of small-scale movements (fixations)
interspersed with periods of large-scale movements
(saccades and pursuits).
One might assume that more quantitative statements
about eye movements during scene perception will depend
on particularities of scenes and intentions of observers.
However, two bodies of research suggest otherwise. First, a
large body of research on foraging behaviors has shown that
search trajectories are nearly universally characterized by
heavy-tailed distributions of path segment lengths (e.g.,
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1/f scaling in eye movements may also be particular to the
repetitive, constrained nature of the tasks.

10. The other task was a scene memory task whereby
participants were given 60 seconds to verbally describe each
of six images after each one was presented (because image
order was randomized, the memory task appeared randomly
to participants). Each subject viewed all 30 images.

Scene Perception Experiments
The aim of our study was to investigate whether heavytailed distributions and long-range correlations are general
facts about the statistical structure of eye movement
trajectories. If so, then any theory or model of eye
movements would need to explain how this structure is
shaped to fit specific tasks and stimuli, while preserving its
general character across conditions.
We chose to use scene perception as a general kind of
visual information gathering that goes beyond previously
used tasks. Most importantly, scene perception can unfold
over relatively long periods of time without experimental
intervention, and it embodies the kind of information
gathering that visual systems are constantly engaged in.
We manipulated stimulus (Expt 1) and task (Expt 2)
conditions in order to test whether findings are restricted to
any particular conditions. Our basic dependent measure was
Euclidean distances between adjacent pairs of eye tracking
samples, which yields series of eye speed measurements.
Speed series are appropriate for investigating general
properties of eye movements because absolute position
information is not preserved.

Figure 1: Example visual search trajectory for an image of a
spiral staircase inside ancient ruins.

Experiment 1 Methods
Stimuli. Two hundred and fifty images were selected from a
collection of National Geographic's Photo of the Day
website. All images were originally 1600x1200 pixels in
resolution, cropped to 1600x1100 to remove a watermark.
Images were all natural scenes, color and spanned a wide
range of content, including landscapes, action shots, close
ups of animals and people.
To test whether the statistics of trajectories are affected by
stimulus factors, we categorized them according to their
spatial frequency distributions. Spectral analyses of spatial
frequencies in natural images have been shown to exhibit 1/f
scaling analogous to that in time series (Field, 1987). If
heavy tails in eye movement trajectories come from visually
searching over scenes with heavy-tailed spatial frequency
distributions, then varying the latter should affect the
former. Ten images were chosen within each of three
categories: Steep (α < -3), mid-range (-3 < α < -2.25) and
shallow (α > -2.25) scaling relations.
Subjects, Apparatus, and Task. Eleven University of
California Merced undergraduates participated in the
experiment for course credit. Each participant was seated
approximately 36" in front of a 30" flat panel LCD monitor.
Participants viewed each of the thirty images in random
order for 45 seconds per image. Monocular gaze position
was recorded at 500 Hz using an Eye Link II head mounted
eye tracker (Figure 1).
Subjects were instructed to view each image in the
context of two tasks. One was a rating task whereby
participants were asked after each image to characterize the
complexity and memorability of the image on a scale of 1 to

Figure 2: Example partial ISD time series (A) and saccade
amplitude series (B). The dashed line in A indicates
threshold, and B shows the lengths above threshold.

Experiment 1 Results
From the raw gaze position series (Figure 1), inter-sample
distances (ISDs) were computed (Figure 2) and blinks and
measurement malfunctions were removed. As one would
expect given the well known fixation and saccade structure
of human gaze trajectories (Henderson, 2003), ISD series
were characterized by clusters of low values (fixations)
interspersed with “bursts” of high values (saccades). Based
on visual inspection, a threshold of 1.5 pixels was used to
separate saccade speed “bursts” from fixation fluctuations
(increasing this threshold by a few pixels had no qualitative
effect on results). Each saccade length (i.e. amplitude) was
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distributions. Thus there was absolutely no support for the
exponential distribution without a heavy tail.

Figure 3: Example below-threshold fixation time series.
measured as the distance from the first point over threshold
to the next point below threshold (Figure 2), and ISDs
below threshold were concatenated to yield fixation
fluctuations.
Saccade amplitudes correspond to the path lengths of a
Lévy flight, so their distributions were examined. Fixation
ISDs corresponded to intrinsic fluctuations in speed (with
saccades removed), in that no experimental manipulations
were applied within trial series, i.e. for each given picture
(note that speed may be affected by the location of gaze on a
given scene, but the experimenter does not directly
influence where to gaze). Thus their temporal correlations
were examined.
Figure 4 shows saccade amplitude distributions in log-log
coordinates for steep, mid-range, and shallow stimulus
conditions, aggregated over all trials and subjects. Multimodel inferdence (Burnham & Anderson, 2002;
Wagenmakers & Farrell, 2004) was used to determine the
statistical model most likely to generate these distributions.
Four candidate statistical models were tested: exponential,
lognormal, gamma and Pareto distributions. Lognormal,
gamma and Pareto distributions are heavy-tailed,
suggestive of a complex, multiplicative process. The
lognormal distribution is one of the simplest multiplicative
distributions, the Pareto distribution represents an idealized
power-law function, and the gamma distribution is a hybrid
of power-law and exponential distributions, indicating a
truncated power-law. The lognormal distribution has all
power moments defined while the Pareto and gamma
distributions do not. For each candidate, the negative loglikelihood (the function maximized in maximum likelihood
estimation) was calculated. Log-likelihoods were then used
to calculate Akaike's information criterion, which is a
measure of the information-theoretic distance between
candidate distributions and the distribution of the data. The
minimum AIC value indicates the most likely candidate
distribution given the data.
AIC strongly supported the lognormal distribution for all
three condition aggregates. Aggregates were also created for
each image and each subject, and lognormal was supported
for 100% of the former, and 100% of the latter. Using
maximum likelihood estimation, we calculated the
parameters corresponding to the best fit lognormal
distribution. There were no significant effects of condition,
image or their interaction (mean σ = 1.25). AIC analysis of
individual trials predominantly supported lognormal (60%)
with some support for gamma (38%) and pareto (2%)

Figure 4: Aggregate saccade amplitude distributions from
Experiment 1.
Spectral analyses of fixation amplitude series resulted in
evidence for long-range correlations. Averaged spectra for
each condition are shown in Figure 5 in log-log coordinates.
1/f scaling appears as a negative linear relation in log-log
spectra, with a slope significantly less than zero. The figure
shows a 1/f scaling relation in the lower frequencies (where
most variation resides, despite appearances due to the
logarithmic scales), but it is difficult to distinguish longrange from short-range correlation by visual inspection
(Wagenmakers, Farrell & Ratcliff, 2004).
To distinguish between short-range and long-range
correlation, we applied a maximum likelihood method
developed by Thornton and Gilden (2005; Torre &
Wagenmakers, 2009).

Figure 5: Averaged spectra for fixation fluctuation series in
Experiment 1 (dark line is α = 1 reference point).
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The method differentiates between two qualitatively
different models of time series data. One is a 1/f scaling
model, which they expressed in terms of fractional
Brownian motion plus white noise (fBmW). The other
model is short-range correlation model, which they express
as an autoregressive moving-average (ARMA), also with a
white noise term. Both models are thus specified by two
parameters, removing potential bias towards a model with
more free parameters. Given a predefined parameter space,
the maximum likelihood method chooses the model and pair
of parameter values most likely to generate fluctuations with
the spectral characteristics of an observed fluctuation series.
A spectrum was computed for each of the individual peak
angle series, and averaged to form equivalent aggregates for
each condition, each image, and each subject. In all cases,
fBmW was supported over the ARMA model. The α
parameter estimates were also compared across conditions,
images, and subjects. There was no significant effect of
condition (mean α = 0.60, F(2,327) = 0.48).

“find” task, participants searched for a small star embedded
in the image. In a “count” task, participants searched for all
objects of a given kind in order to count them.

Experiment 1 Discussion
These results provide broader evidence that heavy-tailed
distributions and long-range correlations are general
properties of eye movement trajectories. Previous studies
found heavy-tailed distributions for restricted sets of
artificial stimuli, under highly constrained task conditions,
and also long-range correlations in times to repeatedly
saccade between pairs of targets (Shelhamer, 2005).
Experiment 1 expanded upon these results using a wider
range of natural stimuli, a more natural scene perception
task, and a novel but simple threshold method for dividing
series of eye movement speeds into saccade amplitudes and
fixation fluctuations (above and below threshold).
The AIC analysis of individual trials shows majority
support either for lognormal or gamma distributions. The
gamma distribution is sometimes characterized as a
truncated power law, as it is essentially a power law
distribution that tapers into an exponential distribution.
Lognormal distributions are also common in situations
where heavy-tailed behavior is bounded, either in time or
magnitude. Given that eye-tracking is sharply bounded by
the dimensions of the screen, support for lognormal and
gamma may be convergent support for a truncated power
law (a task for future research).
While heavy-tailed distributions and 1/f scaling held
across images and participants, the task in Experiment 1 was
homogeneous across trials. The effects of intention on scene
perception are well-known and were first documented by
Yarbus (1967), who showed that trajectories over the same
image were noticeably different depending on viewing
instructions. Yarbus' work was limited in scope, but more
recent replications have lent some quantitative support to his
results (DeAngelus & Pelz, 2009). Thus different intentions
may result in different distributions and temporal properties.
Experiment 2 was designed to test this possibility. We
created two scene perception search tasks with the goal of
generating highly distinct eye movement trajectories. In a

Figure 6: Example visual search trajectory for the find task
(top) and counting items task (e.g. sheep; bottom).

Experiment 2 Methods
Stimuli. Images were selected from the same collection as
Experiment 1 with the additional criteria that they contain a
set of 40-100 enumerable objects. Example sets include
sheep, spots on a giraffe, and leaves floating in a lake. A
total of 30 such images were selected. A second version of
each image was created by embedding a small, transparent
and textured star at a difficult-to-find location in the image.
A group of volunteers provided feedback to calibrate the
difficulty of locating stars, and star locations and
transparencies were adjusted such that stars could be found
with 60 seconds approximately 50% of the time.
Subjects, Apparatus, and Task. Sixteen University of
California Merced undergraduates participated in the
experiment for course credit. Participants were carefully
screened for potential issues that might affect sampling rate,
such as eyeglasses or cosmetics. Each participant was seated
approximately 36" in front of a 30" flat panel LCD monitor.
Participants viewed one set of 15 images in random order,
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and were asked to either find the star, or count the instances
of a given object. They then performed the other task on the
other 15 images, also presented in random order. Task and
set order were counterbalanced, with four participants in
each of the four possible combinations. Participants were
given 45 seconds for each image, and in the case of the find
task, were instructed to fixate and press a key should they
locate the star before time was up. Monocular gaze position
was recorded at 500 Hz using an Eye Link II head mounted
eye tracker.

information of eye movement trajectories is distinct (a topic
for future research), but eye movement speeds do not carry
positional information and may thus exhibit the same
general properties found in Experiment 1.
Saccade amplitudes and fixation fluctuations were
constructed as in Experiment 1, and both series exhibited
the same properties as in Experiment 1. Support for
lognormally distributed saccade amplitudes was strong at
both the aggregate and individual trial levels (Figure 7). In
particular, lognormal was supported for 86% of the find
trials, 94% of the count trials, 100% of the participant
aggregates, and 100% of the image aggregates, with the
remaining trials in both cases showing support for a gamma
distribution. Estimates of the lognormal shape parameter
were slightly but reliably lower for the find task trials (mean
σ = 1.25) compared with the count task trials (mean σ =
1.26, p < 0.001).
Also as in Experiment 1, spectral analysis was applied to
each series of fixation ISDs from each trial. Spectra were
averaged for find trials versus count trials (Figure 8), and
the Thornton and Gilden (2005) method was used to test for
long-range correlations (versus short-range or no
correlations). We found strong evidence for the fBmW
model in aggregate spectra for each condition, image, and
subject. In all cases, fBmW was supported over the ARMA
model. There were no significant differences in the longrange correlation parameter estimates (α = 0.80) between
task conditions.

Figure 7: Aggregate saccade amplitude distributions from
Experiment 2.

Experiment 2 Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 were as unequivocal as
Experiment 1: the properties of heavy-tailed distributions
and long-range correlations remained, despite visible
differences in the spatial layouts of eye movement
trajectories. Task condition had a small but reliable effect on
lognormal parameter estimates for saccade amplitude
distributions, which indicates that task intentions can alter
series of eye movement speeds, at least by slight quantities.
There were also differences in lognormal and 1/f parameter
estimates across experiments that appear to be at least partly
due to methodological differences. The fact that results were
otherwise so uniform across experiments provides further
evidence for their generality.

Conclusions
The finding that eye movement speeds during scene
perception have a common statistical structure may not
seem very interesting at first, at least not to a cognitive
scientist. All humans have oculomotor apparatus and control
systems, so one might expect these similarities to result in
common statistics of measures like speed that do not carry
positional information. The present results, however, go
well beyond typical measures of central tendency and
variance. Series of eye movement speeds were found to
contain two different general properties in their saccade
amplitudes versus fixation fluctuations. Both of these
properties are power laws, at least within a given range of

Figure 8: Averaged spectra for fixation fluctuation series in
Experiment 2 (dark line is α = 1 reference point).

Experiment 2 Results
The different task conditions had the desired effect of
evoking clearly distinct spatial patterns of eye fixations.
Figure 6 shows example trajectories for the find task (upper)
versus the count task (lower). Based on visual inspection,
the large majority of find trials were similarly distinct from
the large majority of count trials. This means that positional
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scales. And both have been found in other studies of eye
movements, as well as other studies of neural and
behavioral activities of many different kinds. Thus heavytailed distributions and long-range correlations appear to be
common to eye movement trajectories.
The implications of these results are yet to be explored.
One might be able to formulate theories of search behaviors
that provide a common basis for understanding searches
through habitats, visual fields, information networks (e.g.
world-wide web), and long-term memory (Hills, 2006). For
instance, current directions in foraging research include
complex diffusion and state-space models based on the
boundary conditions and constraints specific to search
environments (Patterson et al., 2008). Similar models may
prove fruitful in understanding visual search, especially
based on models of the environment such as saliency maps.
It is important to note that the above mentioned search
models are typically aimed at explaining path lengths
(saccade amplitudes) as opposed to fixation fluctuations.
With regard to the latter, long-range correlations spanned
the many dozens of fixations (interspersed by saccades) that
occur in 45 seconds of scene viewing. This finding is in the
purview of scene perception models because its time scale
goes well beyond “low-level” mechanisms like image
stabilization, at least as they are currently formulated. Thus
it will be a challenge to formalize models that guide eye
movements over varied scenes for varied purposes of
information foraging, while also generating long-range
correlations in the fluctuations of eye movement speeds.
With regard to empirical directions, further statistical
commonalities may be found in the spatial distributions of
eye fixations that are more typically the focus of scene
perception models (Henderson, 2003), and appear to be
more greatly affected by stimulus and task factors.
Whatever the case, it will be informative to investigate how
models and theories of scene perception might address the
present results.
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Abstract

target search influences decision criteria, resulting in more
false alarms at high target prevalence and more misses at
low target prevalence (Godwin, Menneer, Cave, & Donnelly,
2010; Wolfe & Van Wert, 2010). Moreover, these prevalence
effects may be driven by experiences prior to the immediate task (Lau & Huang, 2010). Although these data suggest
that human search behavior adapts to environmental statistics,
there has been no test of the sophistication of these adaptations, nor is there a theory to explain how people decide to
stop searching when the number of targets is unknown. Here
we propose two related models of human stopping behavior
in multi-target search and test whether people are as sensitive
to complex target distributions as these models.

Unlike laboratory experiments, real-world visual search can
contain multiple targets. Searching for an unknown number
of targets creates a unique set of challenges for the observer,
and often produces serious errors. We propose a Bayesian optimal foraging model to predict and describe behavior in such
search scenarios, and investigate whether people adapt their
search strategies based on complex statistics of target distributions. Separate groups searched arrays drawn from three target
distributions with the same average number of targets per display, but different target-clustering properties. As predicted,
participants searched longer when they expected more targets
to remain and adjusted their expectations as searches unfolded,
indicating that searchers are sensitive to the target distribution,
consistent with both an optimal foraging framework and an
ideal Bayesian observer. However, compared to the ideal observers, searchers systematically under-adjusted to the target
distribution, suggesting that training could improve multipletarget search in radiology and other crucial applications.
Keywords: Visual search; Optimal foraging theory; Bayesian
modeling.

Introduction
When should a radiologist stop searching for abnormalities
on your X-Rays? How long should an airport baggage screening officer search through your bag? Searching for important
objects in clutter is a ubiquitous real-world task, which has
been most systematically studied in vision (see Nakayama
& Martini, 2010, for a review). The bulk of this literature
focuses on search for a single target (e.g., looking for your
keys); however, some of the most important real-world visual search tasks (e.g., those conducted by radiologists, baggage screeners, and military personnel) are multiple-target
searches—searches where there might be many targets in a
given display (e.g., an X-ray can contain an unknown and unbounded number of potential abnormalities). This presents an
interesting problem to the searcher: when to stop searching?
It is sometimes possible to search exhaustively by inspecting every potential target; however, in most situations this is
prohibitively costly and inefficient. When the number of possible targets is unknown, searching efficiently requires tailoring a stopping decision to the expected target distribution.
Evidence suggests that people do adapt their search behavior
to environmental statistics. Multiple-target search errors reflect, in part, the probability of a target being present, with
less frequent targets being missed more often (e.g., Fleck,
Samei, & Mitroff, 2010). Similarly, prevalence in single-

Figure 1: A sample search array. All displays contained 40 items,
0–12 of which were targets (perfectly aligned T shapes, 6 present
here).

Optimal Searcher Models
We expect common, effortful, cognitive tasks to efficiently
exploit environmental statistics to improve performance.
While there has been little work in this area for human search,
there is an extensive animal literature on optimal foraging theory that has formalized how animals may make use of the
statistical properties of their environments (see Stephens &
Krebs, 1986, for a review). Optimal foraging is typically used
to explain the behavior of animals consuming food and to answer questions such as “when should a bird eating berries off
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Figure 2: Histograms of the number of targets present in each display. Each participant saw a distribution of targets drawn from a truncated
geometric distribution with an expected value of 1 target per trial, but with groups differing on the proportion of trials that had targets.

a bush move on to another bush?” The key insight of optimal
foraging theory is that an organism should strive to maximize
its rate of energy intake—rather than, say, ensuring that it
has consumed all available food—and should leave one patch
and move to the next when the instantaneous rate of energy
intake for the current patch falls below the expected rate for
the environment as a whole. In short, a forager should aim
to spend time in above-average patches and leave them before they drop below average. While this technique has been
used almost exclusively to analyze animal behavior, a recent
study of human vigilance employing such a model found that
humans were sensitive to patchy, negative binomial distributions of stimuli (Hutchinson, Wilke, & Todd, 2007). Moreover, optimal foraging theory can be adapted into a Bayesian
ideal observer model, where the instantaneous rate of return
is estimated based on a continuously updated posterior over
the value of the search area.
We investigate whether people adjust their search strategy
in a manner consistent with these optimal foraging/search
models. Three groups of participants searched for visual targets under different distributions of the number of targets
present per display. Each group saw, on average, one target per display, but targets were ‘clustered’ differently across
conditions. In one condition, only 25% of trials contained targets, but those trials tended to contain many targets, whereas
in the other extreme condition, 75% of trials contained targets, but those trials tended to contain only one target each.
Do human search strategies adapt to these manipulations of
higher-order target distribution statistics?

There were no penalties for misses or false alarms.
Critically, participants were randomly assigned to one of
three between-participants conditions that manipulated the
target distributions while holding constant the expected number of targets per trial at a value of one (Figure 2). The number of targets present in each trial was sampled from a geometric distribution with the rate parameter adjusted per condition to yield the same average number of targets per trial. In
the 25% condition, only one-quarter of the trials had at least
one target, but those trials were likely to contain many targets.
In the 50% condition, half of the trials had at least one target
and of those trials, half had one target and half had more than
one. In the 75% condition, three-quarters of the trials had at
least one target, but those trials were unlikely to contain more
than one target. These target distributions provided complex,
but informative, target prevalence statistics which could be
exploited to attain
point acquisition.
Procedure
Prior atohigh
the rate
mainofexperiment,
there was a practice block with a 120-point goal to familiarize participants
with the experiment and the target distribution (which was
matched to their condition). Each trial began with a cross appearing for 0.5 s at the center of the screen. The cross was
replaced with a search array of 40 grey items on a cloudy
grey background (Figure 1), targets and distracters were randomly positioned within the search array. Items randomly
varied between 27–65% black. Participants clicked on each
T they found (with the location of the click marked with a
small blue circle) then clicked a button labeled “Done”, ending the trial. Feedback after each trial revealed all the targets
that were present in order to provide all participants the same
information about the target distribution, regardless of their
performance.

Methods
Experiment

Predictions

Participants Forty-five members of the Duke University
community (28 female; aged 18 to 48 years, median = 23)
were asked to find ‘T’s (characterized by a perfectly bisecting line) among ‘L’s (imperfectly bisecting line; see Figure
1). Participants were awarded 15 points for each target found
and the experiment ended when they reached 2000 points.1

How would people perform if they adjusted their search strategy based on target distribution statistics? We can formalize
our predictions via a Bayesian ideal observer that starts every
trial with a prior over the number of targets (P(T )) matched
to the distribution of targets across displays, and computes
a posterior (P(T |F, S)), after having found F targets having

1 These selected values were based on pilot testing to ensure that
the experimental session would not exceed 1 hour.
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Figure 3: Expected rates of return for the different conditions as a function of the number of targets found (different lines, from 0 to 12), and
the number of items searched since the last target was found. The dashed horizontal line in each plot corresponds to the maximum expected
rate of return of switching to a new trial. The ideal observer should continue searching on the current trial so long as the instantaneous
expected rate of return exceeds the maximum expected rate of return of switching.

searched S items: P(T |F, S) ∝ P(F|T, S)P(T ).
For P(F|T, S) we used a sampling distribution without replacement of targets: When a target is found, it cannot be
marked again, but when a distracter is found, it continues
to be sampled during the rest of the search (Horowitz &
Wolfe, 2001). Thus, when searching for 5 targets among
40 items, the probability of finding a target is 5/40 on each
draw until the first target is found, then the probability of
finding the second target on subsequent draws becomes 4/39,
etc. The pseudo-hypergeometric distribution that results from
such half-replacement has no analytical form, but it can be
numerically calculated with high precision for the range of F,
S, and T values we use here.
The posterior over the number of targets yields a predictive
distribution: the probability of finding K more targets when
searching R more items by marginalizing over all possible
total numbers of targets.

distribution:
E[K|R] ∑K,T (K × P(K|T, R)P(T ))
=
R+τ
R+τ
where τ reflects the forgone search opportunity during the 3s
period between trials. Unlike the expected instantaneous rate
of return, E[K|R]/(R +τ) has a peak value at an R > 1. Figure
3 shows the expected instantaneous rates of return for each
number of targets found for each condition, as a function of
time spent searching after the last identified target was found.
When the expected rates of return fall below the maximum
expected rate of return of switching to a new trial, the ideal
observer should end the trial.
The ideal Bayesian observer captures the intuitive prediction (Figure 4B): in the 25% condition, before the first target
is found, the trial is likely to contain few targets, so it does
not make sense to search it for a long time, but once a single
target is found, many more are likely, so it would be best to
continue searching for a longer period of time. In contrast,
in the 75% condition, a target is likely to be present in the
display, but once it is found, a second one is not likely. This
crossover is a characteristic of optimally using these target
distributions during search.

P(K|R, F, S) = ∑(P(K|T, R)P(T |F, S))
T

where P(K|T, R) corresponds to the same distribution as used
for P(F|T, S). This predictive distribution defines an expected
return rate arising from searching R more items:

Results
In order to assess how valuable searchers considered a given
display, we used the amount of time spent searching after
finding a target as a proxy for display quality, with participants assumed to be willing to search longer in displays that
they determined were likely to contain more targets. Specifically, we measured the time between finding the last target
actually found in a display (even if not all targets were found)
and clicking Done to end the search. Figure 4A plots this
difference measure for each condition against the number of
targets found. The main pattern is clear: the more targets
that were likely to be in a display, the longer participants continued searching before terminating their search. This was
confirmed with a 3 × 4 mixed model ANOVA with condition (25%, 50%, or 75%) and number of targets found (0,

E[K|R, F, S] ∑K (K ∗ P(K|R, F, S))
=
R
R
Since the probability of finding another target after sampling
one more item is less than 1, E[K|R, F, S] increases more
slowly than R; thus the peak value is always at R = 1, meaning
that the anticipated instantaneous rate of return corresponds
to the maximum expected rate of return. And just as in optimal foraging theory, the ideal observer will switch trials when
the instantaneous expected rate of return for the current trial
falls below the maximum expected rate of return of switching
to a new trial.
The expected rate of return for switching to a new trial can
be calculated similarly, based only on the prior over the target
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Figure 4: (A) The time spent searching after finding the last target found in a particular display, plotted as a function of the number of targets
found (not necessarily all the targets present) for each condition. The value for 4 targets is not plotted for the 75% condition, as fewer than
half the participants in this condition found 4 targets in a single display. (B) Predictions of a Bayesian ideal observer. When 0 targets have
been found, observers in the 75% condition have cause for optimism, and are expected to search for a long time before stopping; while those
in the 25% condition should be pessimistic about the prospects of the display containing any targets at all. However, once a target has been
found, these expectations reverse: the observers in the 75% condition should not expect to find any more targets, while observers in the 25%
condition should expect to find many more. This should result in participants in the 25% condition searching longer for the 2nd, 3rd, 4th,
target, etc. (C) Potential Value theorem model results with an optimal Bayesian value threshold. (D) Model results assuming only partial
(50%) learning of the target distributions.

1, 2, or 3)2 as factors. There were significant main effects
of condition (F(2, 126) = 4.86, p = 0.013) and of number of
targets found (F(3, 126) = 161.48, p < 0.001) and a significant interaction between the variables (F(6, 126) = 5.08, p <
0.001).
This interaction confirms the qualitative predictions of the
Bayesian ideal observer: finding the first target made people
search longer in the 25% condition, but made them stop earlier in the 75% condition. However, there is a substantial deviation between the magnitude of the predicted and observed
effects. It seems that despite adapting to the target distribution statistics, as predicted, participants did not optimally determine their stopping times, but tended to search overly long
when no targets had been found and in the 25% condition and
not long enough when 1 target had been found in the 25% and
50% conditions.

experiment (or in our case, minimizing the total time to accumulate 2000 points and finish the experiment):
Γ=

n
t +τ

where n is the average number of targets found per trial, t
is the average time spent searching per trial and τ is the constant inter-trial interval. A higher Γ indicates that the searcher
spent less time searching fruitless displays and more time
searching trials with many targets. Guiding behavior to maximize Γ requires estimating two values: the current trial’s
quality (updated continuously) and the quality threshold below which the searcher should switch trials (a constant value
for a given searcher).
We calculated Γ—the overall rate at which targets were
found—for each searcher. A 1-way ANOVA with condition
as a factor revealed that Γ did not differ between distribution conditions (Γ25 = 0.045 ± 0.008 targets/s, Γ50 = 0.042 ±
0.006 targets/s, Γ75 = 0.044 ± 0.010 targets/s; F(2, 42) =
0.44, p = 0.647). Despite searching under different target
distributions, each group settled on the same average target
acquisition rate. Such a result would not be predicted by simple foraging models such as fixed search time models, and
strongly suggests that searchers were adapting their behavior
to the statistics of their search environment in order to achieve
a high rate of target detection.

Potential Value Model
The marginal value theorem (Charnov, 1976), states that an
optimal forager should abandon search at the current location
when the rate of return of the current location reaches the
rate for the environment. The potential value theorem (PVT;
McNamara, 1982) extends the marginal value theorem via a
stopping rule that takes into account information gained by
finding a target. Like the marginal value theorem, the PVT
assumes that searchers are aware of the overall distribution
of targets in their environments, their overall target encounter
rate, and their target encounter rate for the current trial. Here
we employ a Bayesian potential value rule (Olsson & Brown,
2006) that builds upon the Bayesian ideal observer model described previously.
Overall Rate of Target Finding Searchers are presumed
to maximize Γ, their rate of finding targets across the whole

Estimated Trial Quality Under the PVT, trial quality—
how much a trial is worth to the searcher—is estimated in
targets per second, and denoted as Π:
Π=

E(n)
E(t)

where E(n) is the expected number of targets remaining in
the display, and E(t) is the how long it is expected to take
to find them. We computed the estimated trial quality, Π,

2 Fewer

than half of the participants in the 75% condition found
more than 3 targets on any trial.
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Estimated Trial Quality (targets/second)

at each 500ms intervals of each search trial. E(n) and E(t)
were computed based on the number of targets found and
the amount of time already spent searching using the ideal
observer model described above. Figure 5 shows Π as it unfolds over a representative trial from each condition. The estimated trial quality decays exponentially as search continues,
but changes discontinuously when a target is found. These
changes represent the information gained by finding a target.
For example, in the 25% condition, before the first target is
found, knowledge of the distribution gives a 0.75 likelihood
of the display containing zero targets, and a 0.25 likelihood
of the display containing one or more targets. Once a target is
found, however, the chance of the display containing at least
one additional target jumps to 0.75. This additional information accounts for the increase in estimated quality of the 25
% condition trial in Figure 5 seen at about 2s. In contrast,
for the 75% condition, finding a target actually decreases the
estimated trial value: half of the displays in the 75% condition have exactly one target, so finding one target indicates
that finding another target in that display is unlikely. This can
be seen Figure 5 in the large drop in estimated quality for the
75% condition trial at about 3s.
For each participant we calculated the estimated trial quality at the time of search termination. These values were
submitted to the same 3 × 4 mixed model ANOVA as the
quitting times, above. There was not a significant main effect of condition (F(2, 126) = 2.37, p = 0.106), but there
was a significant main effect of number of targets found
(F(3, 126) = 114.52, p < 0.001) and a significant interaction between the factors (F(6, 126) = 172.23, p < 0.001).
While there was no overall difference across conditions, posthoc one-way ANOVAs revealed that condition differences
were significant at all four levels of number of targets found
(0: F(2, 42) = 196.88, p < 0.001; 1: F(2, 42) = 7.30, p =
0.002; 2: F(2, 42) = 12.82, p < 0.001; 3: F(2, 42) =
11.56, p < 0.001; Šidák-corrected threshold=0.010). This
suggests that participants are adjusting to the target distribution statistics, in terms of their rate of target discovery, Γ, and
their raw stopping times, by finding very different quitting
thresholds for each condition. Interestingly, while the PVT
implements a set quitting threshold across all trials, the main
effect of number of targets found suggests that participants
had more variable thresholds.
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Figure 5: Estimated trial quality, Π, over time for three representative trials. Note that finding a target increased estimated trial quality
at the beginning of the trial in the 25% and 50% conditions but decreased it toward the end of those trials and immediately in the 75%
condition.

In order to find Π∗ we examined the actual search timecourses for each trial and tallied the number of targets that
would have been found and amount of time that would have
been spent searching over a large range of quitting thresholds.
To account for trials in which the actual search terminated before the candidate quitting threshold had been reached, Π was
calculated out to 90s of simulated searching, with random target finding events generated based on each participant’s overall search speed and the remaining target density in the display. The Γ values for each candidate quitting threshold were
compared and the threshold that produced the largest Γ for
each searcher was deemed to be their Π∗ . Group averages of
Π∗ and their resulting Γs are shown in Figure 4C.
The clearest result is that searchers in the 75% condition could have done much better by searching longer when
no targets had been found and then giving up immediately upon finding a second target (Γobserved = 0.0448 ±
0.008; ΓΠ∗ = 0.0514 ± 0.008;t(28) = 2.24, p = 0.033). Conversely, searchers in the 25% condition could have done better by quitting their search more quickly before finding a
target but searching longer after the first target was found
(Γobserved = 0.0447 ± 0.010; ΓΠ∗ = 0.0476 ± 0.010). This
deviation between optimal searching and human behavior is
seen when compared to both the Bayesian ideal observer
(Figure 4B) as well as PVT threshold model (Figures 4B
& C). The searchers in the 50% condition performed quite
closely to the Bayesian potential value prediction, slightly,
but non-significantly outperforming the model (Γobserved =
0.0420 ± 0.006; ΓΠ∗ = 0.0415 ± 0.004).
Together, these results suggest that searchers in the 50%

Optimality of Search Termination
Two components affect when searches are terminated, estimated trial quality and the trial value quitting threshold. Under the potential value theorem each searcher has a fixed quitting threshold across all trials. This threshold determines how
many targets are found and how much time is spent searching.
An extreme threshold of very near zero would indicate exhaustive search with all targets found after a long time searching, while a very high threshold would result in search being
terminated very quickly, without finding any targets. The optimal threshold, Π∗ , should be between these extremes and
should be sensitive to the characteristics of the environment.
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condition are accurately using their expectation about trial
quality to influence their performance and adjust these expectations to new target distributions. However, searchers do not
adjust their strategies to take sufficient advantage of the more
extreme target distributions. One possible explanation is that
despite practice, participants may have a strong prior that half
of trials ought to have a target—an exceedingly common scenario in psychology experiments. Figure 4D illustrates the
effects on the model when the extreme distributions are only
50% learned (i.e., that they are assumed to be less extreme),
which is a much closer approximation of the actual data. If
such a prior accounts for human deviations from optimality,
it may be possible to improve applied multiple-target search
performance by training with specially-tuned target distributions.

generality of this mechanism has broad implications, suggesting that artificially modifying target distribution statistics, such as priming baggage screeners with daily training
runs of multiple-target bags (c.f., Wolfe et al., 2007), may be
an effective way to enhance performance in critical multipletarget visual searches and could curtail early termination errors which may be responsible for up to half of missed abnormalities in radiology (Berbaum, Franken, Caldwell, &
Schartz, 2010).
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Discussion
The present experiment demonstrates that searchers adapt in
sophisticated ways to the complex statistics of their search
environment: participants terminated their searches quickly
when finding an additional target was unlikely but searched
longer when finding an additional target was more likely.
This was observed both within participants (with a main effect of number of targets found), and between groups (with an
interaction between condition and number of targets found),
suggesting that people optimize their search strategies to
the environment. While the searchers in the 50% condition
performed nearly optimally, searchers in the 25% and 75%
groups deviated from optimal predictions by not adjusting
sufficiently to the target distributions.
Only one other study to date that has examined sensitivity to patchy target distributions in a human visual cognition
task. Hutchinson et al. (2007) presented participants with a
simulated fishing task in which fish appeared at a rate dependent on the number remaining in the pond. Participants
could switch to a new pond at any time (with a fixed transition duration). They found that participants generally responded appropriately when presented with clustered targets,
but dwelled longer than optimal on a given pond. Our finegrained analysis shows deviations in both directions from optimality depending on the number of targets found and the
target distribution: while searchers adjust to the target distribution, they do not adjust as much as is optimal.
To date, no model of multiple-target visual search has been
put forward to explain search termination behavior. Here we
propose a class of models that predict how search termination behavior is strategically adjusted based on the expectations for the current and subsequent trials. Our experiment
demonstrates that although participants do not adjust their
strategies as much as would be optimal, they are sensitive
to the same factors used by the ideal observers to determine
stopping times. We suspect that the same strategic considerations underlying the behavior we observed likely account for
target prevalence (Wolfe & Van Wert, 2010) and satisfaction
of search (Fleck et al., 2010) effects in visual search. The
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Abstract

p(x)

p(xs | x)

We develop an ideal observer model of human visual shortterm memory. Compared to previous models that have posited
constraints on memory performance intended solely to account for observed phenomena, in the present research we derive the expected behavior of an optimally performing, but
limited-capacity memory system. We develop our model using rate–distortion theory, a branch of information theory that
provides optimal bounds on the accuracy of information transmission subject to a fixed capacity. The resulting model provides a task-independent and theoretically motivated definition
of visual memory capacity and yields novel predictions regarding human performance. These predictions are quantitatively
evaluated in an empirical study. We also demonstrate that our
ideal observer model encompasses two existing, but competing
accounts of VSTM as special cases.
Keywords: Ideal observer analysis, VSTM, information theory, rate–distortion theory
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Figure 1: A schematic diagram of the ideal observer model of
VSTM.

Introduction

but rather only serves to account for observed empirical phenomena. Second, the definition of capacity appears largely
task-dependent, and it is therefore difficult to form predictions
for human performance in different tasks or conditions. In the
case of the discrete slot model, there is no strong theoretical
justification for determining what visual features or objects
can or cannot occupy a single slot, and in the continuous resource model, the nature of the resource that is being divided
is only abstractly specified.

Visual short-term memory (VSTM)—defined as the ability
to store task-relevant visual information in a rapidly accessible and easily manipulated form—is a central component
of nearly all human activities. Given its importance, it is perhaps surprising that the capacity of this system is severely limited. Numerous investigations of VSTM performance have
revealed that we can only accurately store a surprisingly small
number of visual objects or features (for a review, see Luck,
2008).
In recent years there have been numerous attempts to define and quantify what is meant by VSTM capacity. Until
recently, the predominant view has held that capacity is limited to a small, fixed number of visual objects (typically assumed to be 4) stored in discrete “slots” (Awh, Barton, & Vogel, 2007; Luck & Vogel, 1997; Vogel, Woodman, & Luck,
2001; Cowan & Rouder, 2009). Taking a different approach,
Bays and colleagues (Bays, Catalao, & Husain, 2009; Bays
& Husain, 2008) explored how the precision of features encoded in visual working memory may change as a function
of the number of features that are concurrently stored. Based
on the finding that memory precision appears to decrease even
when as few as 2 items are encoded, the authors proposed that
VSTM capacity consists of a single, continuous resource that
must be divided among items stored in working memory.
While both the discrete slot and continuous resource models are able to account for a number of empirical findings,
both are ultimately unsatisfactory as complete theories of human VSTM. First, in the case of both models the nature of the
capacity limit is somewhat arbitrary: the hypothesized capacity limit does not emerge from a principled theoretical basis,

The Ideal Observer Model of VSTM
In this section we derive an ideal observer model of visual
short-term memory. We show that from an informationtheoretic perspective, our ideal observer model is optimally
efficient in that it minimizes a particular measure of memory
distortion subject to a fixed capacity limit.
The resulting model makes several important contributions
to the literature on VSTM. First, whereas previous models
have postulated abstract or task-dependent definitions of visual memory capacity, the ideal observer model provides a
quantitative definition of capacity that is task-independent and
easily interpreted. This enables results obtained in one experiment to generate predictions for performance in another.
Second, since our model exhibits provably optimal performance subject to a fixed capacity, it can be used to obtain
an assumption-free estimate of the minimum capacity of human VSTM. Finally, we demonstrate that our ideal observer
model subsumes two existing models of VSTM: a recent version of the discrete slot model (Cowan & Rouder, 2009), and
the continuous resource model (Bays & Husain, 2008).
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A schematic illustration of our model is given in Figure 1.
The starting point for our analysis is the recognition that human memory can be viewed as a physical communications
channel for storing and transmitting information. We assume
that there is some information source in the world, labeled
𝑥. This signal represents a physical feature of the world—for
example, the gaze-relative location of an object that we intend to reach and grasp—and in general, this signal follows
some probability distribution given by 𝑝(𝑥). This distribution
has some mean and variance (e.g., the variance of target locations in a particular environment). This signal is encoded
by the human sensory system, resulting in a transformed signal 𝑥𝑠 , which can be described by the conditional distribution
𝑝(𝑥𝑠 ∣ 𝑥). This sensory signal must be stored, and then retrieved from memory. If VSTM is viewed as a communication channel, then the input to this channel is the sensory signal 𝑥𝑠 , and the output is the retrieved ‘memory’ signal 𝑥𝑚 . The
conditional distribution 𝑝(𝑥𝑚 ∣ 𝑥𝑠 ) is referred to as the channel distribution. Given the output of this channel, the agent
forms an estimate 𝑥 of the original signal in the environment.
If we view VSTM as a physical communications channel,
then there are two important properties of this system that are
relevant for characterizing its performance. The first is the
distortion of the ideal observer model. Intuitively, if the channel input 𝑥𝑠 and output 𝑥𝑚 are on average, very similar to each
other, then VSTM has a low distortion. In practice, a common
distortion measure is the squared-error difference between the
channel input and output:

the minimum capacity that the system must necessarily possess to achieve this level of performance. Previously derived
results in information theory (Berger, 1971) have shown that if
the input to a communications channel follows a Gaussian distribution with arbitrary mean and variance given by 𝜎 , then
the provably optimal rate–distortion bound is given by
𝜎
1
(3)
𝑅(𝐷) = max0, log  .
2
𝐷
That is to say, for a prescribed level of memory error D,
there cannot exist any physical system that achieves this performance using fewer than R(D) bits on average. Similarly,
for a fixed capacity R, this equation can be used to derive the
minimum distortion achievable by any physical system.
In order to apply the model to human data, it is necessary
to specify parametric forms for the various distributions given
in Figure 1. We define the information source in the world,
𝑝(𝑥), to be Gaussian with mean 𝜇 and variance 𝜎𝑤 . We assume that the distribution of incoming sensory signals 𝑝(𝑥𝑠 )
also follows a Gaussian distribution, with mean 𝜇 and variance 𝜎𝑤 +𝜎𝑠 (the combined variance of the information source
and additive Gaussian sensory noise). We do not choose the
channel distribution 𝑝(𝑥𝑚 ∣ 𝑥𝑠 ) arbitrarily, but rather define
the model so that it achieves the theoretical bounds given by
rate–distortion theory. In particular, optimal performance is
achieved by designing the channel distribution to be Gaussian
with mean and variance given by
𝑝(𝑥𝑚 ∣ 𝑥𝑠 ) = Normal𝜇𝑚 , 𝜎𝑚 

𝐷 = E(𝑥𝑚 − 𝑥𝑠 ) 
= (𝑥𝑚 − 𝑥𝑠 ) 𝑝(𝑥𝑚 ∣ 𝑥𝑠 )𝑝(𝑥𝑠 ) d𝑥𝑚 d𝑥𝑠 .

𝜇𝑚 = 𝑥𝑠 + 𝑒−𝑅 𝜇 − 𝑥𝑠  ,

(1)

𝜎𝑚 = 𝑒−𝑅 𝑒𝑅 − 1 𝜎𝑤 + 𝜎𝑠  .
Computing the distortion of this channel using (1), one obtains the theoretical rate–distortion bound given in (3) for a
signal of variance 𝜎𝑤 + 𝜎𝑠 , thus verifying that our model of
VSTM is optimal. That is to say, there cannot exist any physical system that achieves better performance using the same
or fewer bits, on average, to encode information.
So far, we have considered the properties of the block labeled VSTM in Figure 1. We designed this VSTM system to
be optimal subject to a fixed capacity limit, where the optimality criterion was preserving and transmitting an incoming sensory signal with minimum distortion. For an agent performing
a task, the signal in the world, 𝑥, may be of more interest than
its noisy sensory encoding 𝑥𝑠 . If the agent possesses knowledge of the statistics of the information source and the noise
characteristics of its sensory system, it is straightforward to
extend the model to compute a least-squares estimate of 𝑥
given the capacity-limited memory signal 𝑥𝑚 . In particular,
this least squares estimate 𝑥 is given by
𝜇𝜎𝑠 + 𝑥𝑚 𝜎𝑤
𝑥 =
.
(5)
𝜎𝑤 + 𝜎𝑠

The second property that we derive in this section is the
information rate of the system, defined as the average quantity of information, measured in bits, that can be stored or
transmitted through the channel. We assume that VSTM is
capacity-limited, but is an otherwise optimal system. If the
input to VSTM is the probabilistic sensory signal given by
𝑝(𝑥𝑠 ) and the channel distribution is given by 𝑝(𝑥𝑚 ∣ 𝑥𝑠 ), then
the rate 𝑅 is defined mathematically as the average mutual
information of 𝑥𝑚 and 𝑥𝑠 :
𝑅 = 𝑝(𝑥𝑠 )𝑝(𝑥𝑚 ∣ 𝑥𝑠 ) log

𝑝(𝑥𝑚 ∣ 𝑥𝑠 )
 d𝑥𝑚 d𝑥𝑠 .
𝑝(𝑥𝑚 )

(4)

(2)

If the natural logarithm is used in (2), the information rate
is measured in nats, or the natural logarithm equivalent of binary bits. In this paper all quantities are reported in terms of
the more familiar quantity bits. These two quantities, information rate and distortion, are linked by an important equation
known (not surprisingly) as a rate–distortion equation. For a
given system with a known information rate, we might wish
to know the best-possible performance obtainable by this system: this corresponds to finding the minimum possible distortion subject to a fixed memory capacity. Alternatively, we
may observe the performance of a system, and wish to infer

Finally, we may also extend the model to the case where
several items have to be stored in VSTM simultaneously. If
memory capacity is given by 𝑅 bits and there are 𝑛 items
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to encode in VSTM, then a simple approach would be to
evenly distribute 𝑅/𝑛 bits among each item. This model
would correspond to the continuous resource model (Bays &
Husain, 2008), which evenly distributes a continuous pool of
resources (in this case bits) among visual features in a scene.
By contrast, the discrete slot model (Cowan & Rouder, 2009)
instead assumes that VSTM consists of a set of encoding slots
(typically assumed to be 4), each of which has some fixed
encoding precision. This could also be implemented in our
model by focusing 𝑅/4 bits on a subset of 4 items in the scene.
More generally, our ideal observer model of VSTM can encompass both of these competing theories. If a scene contains
𝑛 items, we define a distribution over the probability of encoding 0 through 𝑛 items in VSTM. This distribution allows
a subject to encode a different number of items on different
trials (for example, sometimes encoding 2 items, and other
times encoding 4 items, etc.). According to the continuous
resource hypothesis, 𝑛 items will be encoded with probability
1.0, whereas the discrete slot model predicts that 4 items will
be encoded with probability 1.0. Our ideal observer model
actually defines a continuum of possible memory encoding
strategies, with the continuous resource and discrete slot models but two special cases out of this continuum.

(a)
(b)

Figure 2: Illustration of the task stimuli. (a) Subjects are
shown a circular array of six small ‘home locations’, and a
varying number of larger colored dots (in this case 4). (b)
After a 500 ms blank retention interval, subjects are shown
a display containing just one of the original dots. Subjects
must decide if the dot has been perturbed clockwise or counterclockwise from its previous location.
used by humans, as a means of exploring the ongoing debate between competing models of the allocation of VSTM
resources.

Application of the model to human data

Experiment

In the previous section, we derived our ideal observer
model of human VSTM and proved its optimality from an
information-theoretic perspective. Given that any physical
system that transmits information must have a finite capacity,
we designed our model of VSTM to be maximally efficient
subject to this constraint. This property enables an important
application of our model to empirical data. By measuring human memory performance, the model enables us to infer the
minimum memory capacity of VSTM necessary to achieve
the observed level of performance.
Our model also yields a novel prediction regarding human
performance. The predicted variance of memory (given by
equation 4) depends not only on the capacity of memory and
the magnitude of sensory noise, but also on the distribution
of information in the environment. If humans have a fixed
memory capacity and use that capacity in a nearly optimal
manner to encode information with a known distribution, the
model predicts that performance should be worse as the variance of the information source 𝜎𝑤 increases. A corollary to
this prediction is that although performance should increase
as the signal variance decreases, the allocated memory capacity (e.g., the number of bits) should remain constant.
In the next section, we describe an empirical study designed
to explore the formal properties and predictions of our model.
In applying our model to human data, we had three goals in
mind. First, we sought to estimate the capacity of human
VSTM in terms of the information-theoretic quantity of bits.
Second, we sought to test the novel prediction of our model
regarding the relationship between memory performance and
the variance of information encoded in memory. Finally, we
sought to uncover evidence regarding the encoding strategy

Method
Participants Eight volunteers from the University of
Rochester participated in the experiment. All subjects had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Apparatus Subjects were seated 40 cm from an LCD monitor set to a resolution of 1280 × 1024 pixels. Subjects’ heads
were kept in a fixed location using a chin rest. During the experiment, subjects wore a head-mounted eye tracker (EyeLink
II; SR Research). The experimental software was written to
ensure that subjects maintained stable fixation for the duration of each trial. Trials where eye movements were detected
were repeated.
Procedure At the start of each trial, subjects were shown a
screen containing a large ring and a array of six evenly spaced
small circles (see Figure 2). These circles are subsequently referred to as the ‘home locations’. Each home location was a
different color, and their location did not change from trial to
trial. The display also contained a fixation cross, located at
the center of the display. Subjects were instructed to maintain fixation on this cross for the duration of each trial. After 250 ms, a stimulus array was displayed (Figure 2a). This
display contained the original home locations, but also contained a varying number of larger colored dots. These larger
dots were randomly located around the circle, where each location was drawn from a Gaussian distribution with the colorcorresponding home location as the mean location. On different trials, the number of larger dots (the set size) varied, using
a set size of 1, 2, 4, or 6 items. Subjects were instructed to
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Results

memorize the location of each larger dot relative to its home
location. This stimulus presentation duration lasted for 1 second, after which the display was blanked for an interval lasting
500 ms.
After the memory retention interval, subjects were shown a
display containing the original home locations, but just one of
the original larger dots (Figure 2b). The location of this larger
dot was always different from its previous location, and on
different trials was perturbed by an amount drawn from the
set {−15, −9, −3, 3, 9, or 15} degrees. The task for the subject
was to decide whether the dot had been perturbed clockwise
or counterclockwise relative to its previous location. Subjects
responded by pressing one of two keys, depending on the direction of the perturbation. Subjects were then given feedback
regarding the correctness of their choice.
The variance of the Gaussian distribution governing the position of the dots was also manipulated as a within-subject
condition. Subjects completed two sessions of the experiment
on separate days. On one of the days, the dots were drawn
from a Gaussian distribution with low variance (SD = 15 degrees), while on the other session the Gaussian distribution
used a high variance (SD = 30 degrees). In both conditions
the mean of the Gaussian distribution was always centered at
the dot’s home location. The order of the two sessions was
counterbalanced across subjects.
In all, subjects completed 30 trials in each of 48 conditions
(4 set sizes × 6 perturbations × 2 variance conditions) over
the course of two 1-hour sessions.

In Figure 3, the proportion of clockwise responses is plotted
for each condition of the experiment (the black circular markers indicate human data). Separate columns in the figure show
performance at each set size (N = 1, 2, 4, or 6 items) and the
two rows of the figure show performance in the low variance
(top row) and high variance (bottom row) conditions. Error
bars correspond to the Bayesian 95% highest density credible
interval, assuming a uniform prior for correct response rate.
To examine human performance in greater detail, we fit
Gaussian cumulative density functions (CDFs) to the data in
Figure 3. For each panel in the figure we estimated a separate
mean and precision (inverse of variance) parameter. We also
estimated a separate lapse rate for each set size, where a lapse
trial corresponds to a guessed response due to the probed item
not being encoded in memory. The Gaussian CDFs were fit
using a Monte Carlo Bayesian parameter estimation procedure (Kruschke, 2011), using broad priors for each parameter1 . According to the continuous resource model (Bays &
Husain, 2008), memory precision should decrease with increasing set size, while the lapse rate should remain constant.
By contrast, according to the discrete slot model (Cowan &
Rouder, 2009) the lapse rate should increase with set size, but
1
We used a uniform(0, 1) prior for the lapse rate, a uniform(0,
100) prior for the standard deviation of the Gaussian CDF, and a
Gaussian prior with mean =  and precision = . for the mean of
the Gaussian CDF. We collected 100,000 Monte Carlo samples from
the posterior for each parameter.
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only once the set size increases beyond the available number
of slots (typically assumed to be ∼ 4).
The estimated lapse rate is shown in Figure 4a, while the
estimated precision is plotted in Figure 4b. The results of
our analysis suggest that neither the discrete slot nor continuous resource models provide an adequate account of our data.
The continuous resource model predicts a constant lapse rate,
whereas the discrete slot model predicts that lapse rate should
only increase as the set size becomes greater than the available
number of slots. The dashed lines in Figure 4a plot hypothetical predictions for these two models. In our data, precision
was found to decrease, in accord with a model that must distribute a continuous resource among items. However, lapse
rate was observed to increase with increasing set size, and the
change in lapse rate was significant even comparing set sizes
of 1 and 2 items.
A novel prediction of our ideal observer model was that
memory variance should be higher for the high variance condition of the experiment (or equivalently, memory precision
should be lower). Estimated memory precision was not significantly different for the smallest two set sizes (the 95%
credible interval for the difference in precision included zero),
whereas precision was significantly lower in the high variance
condition for the two largest set sizes, as can be observed in
Figure 4b. Thus, our empirical data qualitatively support the
prediction of our ideal observer model. In the next section,
we apply our model to evaluate whether it can also quantitatively account for the specific pattern of results obtained in
the experiment.

to the memorized location of the original item. If the probed
item was not encoded during the stimulus presentation, the
model randomly chose its response. Otherwise, if the probe
item was perceived to be clockwise relative to the remembered location, the model responded that the perturbation was
clockwise, and otherwise it responded counterclockwise.
The model contains three types of parameters: the memory capacity (𝑅), sensory noise (𝜎𝑠 ), and the probability of
encoding 𝑛 = 𝑖 items for 𝑖 = 0 to 𝑁, where 𝑁 is the set
size on the current trial. As noted previously, the continuous resource model (Bays & Husain, 2008) and the discrete
slot model (Cowan & Rouder, 2009) can be viewed as special cases of our model by setting 𝑛 = 𝑁 with probability
1.0 (continuous resource model), or 𝑛 = 4 with probability
1.0 (discrete slots model). By placing a distribution over the
number of items encoded in VSTM, our ideal observer model
encompasses a range of possible models, where the continuous resource and discrete slot models are two special cases.
Rather than attempting to fit the human data by searching over the parameter space, we placed broad prior distributions over each parameter2 , and used Bayesian inference
to infer distributions over probable parameter values (see Kruschke, 2011, for an introduction to Bayesian data analysis
techniques). Recall that our model predicts that memory capacity should remain constant across the two variance conditions of the experiment, even though memory precision decreased in the high variance condition. Because of this prediction, we estimated separate capacity parameters, 𝑅𝐿𝑜𝑤 and
𝑅𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ , for each variance condition. If the inferred capacity is
the same or similar in both conditions, this would confirm our
model’s ability to parsimoniously account for the human data.

Modeling Results
For each trial of the experiment, the model encoded the angular position of a subset of stimulus items in memory, using
the VSTM mechanism illustrated in Figure 1. Memory capacity was evenly distributed among each encoded item. During
the test portion of each trial, the model observed a sensory
noise corrupted version of the probe item, and compared it

2
For the memory capacity, we used a uniform prior in the
range (, ) bits. For the sensory noise 𝜎𝑠 , we used a uniform(0, 100) prior, and for the encoding probabilities, we used a flat
Dirichlet(, , … , ) distribution to define a prior over the probability of encoding 0 through N items for each set size. We collected
100,000 samples from the posterior distribution for each parameter.
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The inference process also allowed us to determine the posterior predictive distribution, or a prediction of what the human data should look like under the assumptions encapsulated
by the model. If the posterior predictive data appears similar
to the human data, this can be interpreted as evidence that
the assumptions of the model are a viable explanation for the
data. In Figure 3, the diamond-shaped plot markers indicate
the posterior predictive mean behavior of the model. As can
be seen by inspection of the figure, human and model data are
in close quantitative agreement (in nearly all cases, the model
data fall within the credible interval for the observed human
data).
Figure 4c plots the inferred distributions over the number of
items encoded in memory for each set size. In contrast to both
the continuous resource model and the discrete slot model, it
appears that subjects adopted a rather flexible encoding strategy for storing items in VSTM. For the set size 6 condition,
the continuous resource model predicts a sharp spike at 𝑛 = 6,
whereas the slot model predicts a sharp spike at 𝑛 = 4. Both
of these models appear improbable in light of the data. In
contrast, it appears that the number of stimuli encoded varied
considerably from trial to trial, among the whole range of 0
to 6 items. A similar trend is observed for the other set size
conditions, although as the set size decreases, there is an increasing tendency for subjects to encode the entire stimulus
array.
The estimated mean sensory noise parameter 𝜎𝑠 was found
to be 2.18 degrees (95% credible interval = 1.90 to 2.45). For
the memory capacity parameters 𝑅𝐿𝑜𝑤 and 𝑅𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ , the posterior mean estimate of capacity was 8.44 bits and 8.27 bits,
respectively. The 95% credible interval for the difference in
capacity between the two conditions (𝑅𝐿𝑜𝑤 − 𝑅𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ ) equaled
[−3.64, 2.70]; as this range includes zero we conclude that
there is no significant difference in allocated memory capacity for the two variance conditions. Thus, our model is able to
offer a parsimonious explanation as to why performance was
worse in the high variance condition. Such a performance
drop is predicted by an optimal memory system that has a
single, fixed memory capacity, and must encode information
from an information source with increased variance.

capacity of human VSTM. Importantly, by using an optimal
model of VSTM, this estimate represents a theoretical lower
bound on human memory capacity.
We demonstrated that by allowing a flexible distribution of
memory capacity among stimulus items, our model generalizes two previous, but competing models of VSTM as special
cases. The continuous resource (Bays & Husain, 2008) and
discrete slot models (Cowan & Rouder, 2009) differ primarily in how memory is divided among elements in the visual
scene. The results of our analysis demonstrate that both models are improbable as explanations for human performance.
Instead, it appears that humans exhibit tremendous flexibility in how they allocate their memory capacity (on different
trials, encoding a widely varying number of items in memory). The ideal observer model was easily able to account for
these data, and in fact provided a close quantitative fit to the
observed results.
Finally, our model also generated a novel prediction regarding the precision with which humans can encode visual
features with high versus low variance. Our model predicted
that under a fixed capacity limit, memory precision should
decrease with increasing stimulus variance. Human performance was found to closely match predictions from the ideal
observer analysis.
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Summary & Conclusions
The nature of the capacity limit in human visual short-term
memory (VSTM) is rather poorly understood. While previous
theories have posited mechanisms intended to account for observed phenomena, in the present research we applied an ideal
observer framework to uncover the expected behavior of an
optimally performing, but finite capacity memory system. An
advantage of our model is that it links a theoretically grounded
and task-independent definition of capacity with quantitative
predictions for performance in behavioral experiments.
To evaluate the predictions of our model, we conducted an
experiment in which subjects must remember visual features
(stimulus location) in arrays of varying set size. Based on
these data, we were able to infer a quantitative estimate of the
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Abstract

showed that 3-year-olds could use a replica cue (e.g., a
miniature version of a target container) to find stickers
hidden underneath the target container, but only if the
replica cue was presented with an engaging face. It is
therefore possible that the initial pairing of ostensivecommunicative cues and novel cues may be essential for
infants to learn the communicative message behind an
unfamiliar cue, leading to enhanced learning about the cued
events.
One way to test this hypothesis with infants is to use a
paradigm involving cues that can, on their own, successfully
orient attention but do not produce optimal learning about
the target of attention. For example, a bright light or loud
noise might drag attention to a particular location, without
communicating anything beyond itself. Indeed, in a recent
study when arbitrary attention cues were used, although 8month-olds’ attention was oriented successfully, learning of
the cued event was poor (Wu & Kirkham, 2010). The
present study investigated whether social communicative
signals can scaffold 8-month-olds’ learning of multimodal
events from a novel attention cue (e.g., bright red flashing
squares that surround the location of a target audio-visual
event). In order to test this scaffolding hypothesis, the
appearance of the flashing square cue was preceded by an
engaging face that addressed the infant and verbally
encouraged her to look at a specific event, but did not
provide any directional information (Social Scaffolding
condition). A recent study showed that infants are better at
extracting statistical rules from sequences of non-social
stimuli (e.g., tones) if they first heard those rules
instantiated in social stimuli (i.e., speech; Marcus,
Fernandes, & Johnson, 2007). Therefore, we made a further
prediction that infants in the Social Scaffolding condition
would continue learning from the novel cue even after the
face was no longer present. To show this, at the end of the
first part of the experiment (the Training phase), we
presented infants with a second series of audio-visual events
that were cued only with the flashing square (the
Generalization phase). To ensure that practice with flashing
squares could not account for the transfer learning effects,
we presented another group of infants with only flashing
square cues for both Training and Generalization phases
(the Extended Practice condition). Importantly, this study is
concerned with the product of attention – specific, accurate
learning in a busy multimodal environment, rather than
increased attention to the cued event. We predicted that
when paired with social signals, novel flashing cues would
elicit multimodal learning of cued rather than non-cued

Infants are bombarded with a bewildering array of events to
learn. In such an environment, referential cues (e.g., gestures
or symbols) highlight which events infants should learn.
Although many studies have documented which referential
cues guide attention and learning during infancy, few have
investigated how this learning occurs. The present eyetracking study provides clear evidence for a social scaffolding
process: When preceded repeatedly by communicative signals
(i.e., a face addressing the infant), 9-month-olds learned that
arbitrary cues predicted the appearance of an audio-visual
event. Importantly, the arbitrary cues continued to guide
learning of these events, even after the face disappeared from
the screen. A control condition confirmed that learning from
arbitrary cues alone was unsuccessful, and that eventual
success was not just due to extended practice. These results
are discussed in terms of a theory of cue scaffolding.
Keywords: attention cues; multimodal binding; infant eyetracking; cognitive development; social cues.

Introduction
Human adults use referential cues, such as gaze, pointing,
and arrows, to direct attention and communicate information
(Kita, 2002). By the first year, infants orient to the direction
of gaze and pointing fingers (e.g., Gredebäck, Melinder, &
Daum, in press; Hood, Willen, & Driver, 1998; Senju &
Csibra, 2008) and, more importantly, expect these cues to
communicate about something in the indicated location
(Gliga & Csibra, 2009; Tomasello, Carpenter, &
Liszkowski, 2007). It is not until three years of age,
however, that children can robustly use more arbitrary cues,
such as arrows, to find hidden objects (Leekam, Solomon, &
Teoh, 2010). How do we learn the communicative intent
underlying novel referential cues in order to use these cues
to learn about the world?
A number of studies have highlighted the importance of
ostensive-communicative signals (e.g., infant-directed
speech, eye contact, smiling) for the efficacy of referential
cues and for better learning during infancy. These signals
are necessary for referential gaze shifts to successfully
orient attention in 4- and 6-month-old infants (Senju &
Csibra, 2008; Farroni, Mansfield, Lai, & Johnson, 2003).
These signals also facilitate learning from referential cues
such as gaze (Wu, Gopnik, Richardson, & Kirkham, 2010;
Wu & Kirkham, 2010) and pointing (Yoon, Johnson, &
Csibra, 2008). Though these studies describe the importance
of pairing communicative cues with familiar cues, they do
not show whether communicative cues can scaffold learning
from novel cues during infancy. Leekam et al. (2010)
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locations (similar to gaze cues paired with social signals,
Wu & Kirkham, 2010). Furthermore, we predicted that
infants can then continue learning from these novel cues
even when they are not paired with social signals later.
Without this initial pairing, we predicted that infants would
only learn about the locations of cues (e.g., flashing square
condition in Wu & Kirkham, 2010), and would show no
transfer of learning.

two locations were cued, and within a trial, two locations
contained objects that were paired with a particular sound
(Figure 2). During familiarization, we were interested in
how long infants looked to object and no-object locations
(relative to the multimodal information) and whether this
looking was mediated by novel flashing cues and social
signals. During test trials, only auditory stimuli were played,
so the locations were either matched or unmatched relative
to the objects paired with the sound presented during
familiarization. Stationary kaleidoscopic attention getters
with ringing sounds looped after every trial until the infants
re-engaged with the screen.

Methods
Participants Thirty-one 8- to 9-month-old infants
participated in one of two conditions: Social Scaffolding (N
= 16, 5 girls, 11 boys, M = 8 months, 14 days, range: 7;249;12) or Extended Practice (N = 15, 9 girls, 6 boys, M = 8
months, 21 days, range: 7;29-9;21). Two infants were
excluded from the final analyses (one from each condition)
due to fussiness (i.e., completing only 1 out of 8 blocks).
Infants were recruited via local-area advertisements and
given t-shirts for participating.
Stimuli and Procedure Infants sat in a car seat 50 cm
from a Tobii 1750 eye-tracker with a built-in 17” monitor,
while their caregivers sat behind them. All infants were
calibrated to at least 4 points before the experiment started.
In both conditions, infants were shown up to 8 blocks of
familiarization and test stimuli. The first four blocks
consisted of the Training phase, while the second four
blocks were the Generalization phase. During each phase
infants were familiarized with two audio-visual events.
These events were counterbalanced between participants
with half of the infants seeing the audio-visual animations
during Training that the other half saw during
Generalization. Each block consisted of six familiarization
trials and two test trials. For the Social Scaffolding
condition, the familiarization trials in the first four blocks
showed a central face that looked at the infant and said, “Hi
baby, look at this!” This portion of the clip lasted 4 seconds.
Then, the face froze with a smile while identical animations
appeared in diagonally opposite corners within white
frames. The animations during training were one of two
sets: 1) two cats making bloop sounds and two buses
making whoosh sounds or 2) two ducks making brring
sounds and two dogs making boing sounds. A red flashing
square was presented around the white frame in a lower
corner, containing one of the animations. The trial ended 5
seconds later. Infants in the Extended Practice condition did
not see the face during Training, only the flashing cues and
audio-visual events. The Generalization phase of both
conditions displayed the other two sets of audio-visual
events with only the red flashing square cues (Figure 1). The
test trials (5 s) were identical in both phases across both
conditions and displayed four blank white frames (where
objects previously had appeared), while playing sounds that
were associated with a particular pair of objects. These
blank test trials asked infants to predict where the associated
objects would appear. Throughout an experimental session,

Figure 1: Schematic of one block of Familiarization and
Test trials from the Social Scaffolding condition (Training
and Generalization phases). The presentation of
familiarization events was pseudo-randomized among
infants, and test trial order was counterbalanced. All stimuli
were in full color on a black background. The gray box
around a frame represents a red flashing cue.
Data Reduction and Analyses Four regions of interest
(ROIs) were manually delimited around the four corners
where animations were played for both Familiarization and
Test trials. We measured the accumulated looking time
within each of these locations for the entire duration of
every trial (see Figure 2). Only fixations longer than 100ms
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partial η2=.62). Infants looked longer to cued rather than
non-cued object-present locations (Training: t(15) = 5.37, p
< .001, Generalization: t(15) = 5.09, p < .001).

were considered in the final analyses. For each region of
interest (ROI), we reported the proportional looking time,
which was calculated in each trial for every infant by
dividing the total looking time in that ROI by the total
looking time in all four ROIs.

Social Scaffolding condition (Test trials):
Training phase Critically for our hypothesis, we found a
significant interaction between Cued and Location during
Test, F(1,15) = 9.01, p = .009, partial η2=.38. Infants
looked longer to cued rather than non-cued matched
locations, t(15) = 3.37, p = .004.
Generalization phase Again, as predicted, there was a
significant interaction during test between Cued and
Location, F(1,15) = 6.08, p = .02, partial η2=.29. Infants
looked longer to cued rather than non-cued matched
locations, t(15) = 2.43, p = .028, which suggests that infants
continued to learn from the flashing square in the absence of
the scaffolding social signals.

Figure 2: Regions of interest (ROIs) delineated for
Familiarization and Test trials.

Results
For each condition (Social Scaffolding and Extended
Practice), we first describe infants’ looking behavior during
the Familiarization trials, followed by the behavior during
the Test trials.
A 2 (Cued: Cued or Non-Cued location) x 2 (Location:
Object present or No Object) repeated-measures ANOVA 1
was used to examine the effects of cue and audio-visual
information on infants’ looking distribution during
Familiarization. During Test, when infants had to match a
sound to now empty locations, the factors of interest were
Cue (previously Cued or Non-cued location) and Location
(Matched or Unmatched to the sound). A significant Cue x
Location interaction for Familiarization trials was taken as
evidence that infants followed the cue to objects, and a Cue
x Location interaction during Test indicated that infants
associated the test sound to only the previously cued
matched animation. When a Cue x Location interaction was
found, planned t-tests were conducted to confirm that
infants looked longer to cued rather than non-cued object
present or matched locations.

Social Scaffolding condition (Familiarization
trials):
As expected, infants looked predominantly towards the
Cued, Object present locations during the Familiarization
trials in both the Training and Generalization phases (see
Table 1). This was indicated by highly significant Cue x
Location interactions (Training: F(1,15) = 28.43, p < .001,
partial η2=.66; Generalization: F(1,15) = 24.43, p < .001,
1

Though analyzing non-independent looking times violates a
basic assumption of ANOVA, including the results from all four
locations is the best way for us to conclude that infants show
learning within the test trials (e.g., infants look longer in the
cued object location than the other locations).

Figure 3. Familiarization and Test trials for Social
Scaffolding and Extended Practice conditions. All stimuli
were in full color on a black background. *p < .03
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A 2 (Condition: Social Scaffolding or Extended Practice)
x 2 (Cued locations) x 2 (Object locations) ANOVA did not
reveal a significant interaction for Familiarization trials,
F(1,60) = .44, p = .51, partial η2 < .01, showing that the
looking distribution during these trials was not affected by
the presence of the face in the Social Scaffolding group.
Moreover, there was no total looking time difference (in
seconds) in the Cued Object present ROI between the
Extended Practice condition (M = 51.82, SE = 4.93) and the
Social Scaffolding condition (M = 49.55, SE = 5.17),
t(29)=.32, p=.75. The ANOVA revealed a significant
interaction during Test, F(1,59) = 12.93, p = .001, partial η2
=.18, confirming that infants learned better in the Social
Scaffolding condition.

General Discussion
The present study provides the first evidence for a cuescaffolding process during infancy that is dependent on the
presence of social communicative signals. Importantly, this
process elicits better learning about the cued events rather
than just better attention to them. The measure of learning
used was infants’ anticipatory looks to the cued location of
the target event. When the novel flashing cue was paired
with a communicative social signal (e.g., an engaging face
that maintained mutual gaze), 8-month-olds predicted events
would appear in the correct cued locations, even though the
face never turned or changed eye gaze. In the absence of
these social signals, flashing squares produced only general
spatial learning. After initial training that paired flashing
squares with communicative signals, infants continued
learning from these cues even when the face was no longer
present. Critically, this learning effect was not due to more
practice with the flashing square cue. Without the initial
pairing, infants displayed no learning at this later stage
(perhaps losing interest in the cues but being unable to learn
about the objects without them, Wu & Kirkham, 2010),
suggesting that initial exposure to social signals is necessary
to elicit and maintain specific learning from novel attention
orienting cues at this age.
In human adults and rats, repeated consistent pairing of
cues has been shown to lead to acquired equivalence, where
the properties of one cue are generalized to its paired cue
(Honey & Hall, 1989; Liljeholm & Balleine, 2010). In the
early learning environment, social communicative signals
(e.g., eye contact or calling someone’s name) often precede
referential cues (especially eye gaze and pointing; see
Corkum & Moore, 1998). Infants could therefore transfer
previously acquired knowledge about such social signals
(i.e., communicative intent about an upcoming interesting
event) to novel referential cues (similar to infants’ ability to
transfer perceptual grouping rules from one domain to
another, Quinn & Bhatt, 2009). In the present study, we
propose the infants generalized the knowledge they had
about the communicative intent implied by ostensive signals
(e.g., mutual gaze, infant-directed speech, smiling face) to
the novel attention cues (e.g., flashing squares). Our results

Extended Practice condition (Familiarization
trials):
As in the Social Scaffolding condition, infants looked
predominantly towards the Cued, Object present location
during the Familiarization trials in both the Training and the
Generalization phases (see Table 1). There was a highly
significant Cue x Location interaction (Training: F(1,14) =
40.78, p < .001, partial η2 =.74; Generalization: F(1,14) =
14.46, p = .002, partial η2=.51), and infants looked longer to
cued rather than non-cued object-present locations
(Training: t(14) = 5.79, p < .001, Generalization: t(14) =
3.84, p = .002).

Extended Practice condition (Test trials):
Training phase Contrary to the Social Scaffolding
condition, no interaction between Cue and Location was
found in the absence of social signals during training
(F(1,14) = 1.07, p = .32, partial η2=.07). There was only a
main effect of cued location (F(1,14) = 6.93, p = .02, partial
η2=.33), where infants looked longer to cued locations than
non-cued locations regardless of matching multimodal
information (Mcued=.33, SEcued=.03, Mnon-cued=.17, SEnoncued=.03) (Figure 3).
Generalization phase There were no main effects or
interactions during test trials from this phase, suggesting
that longer exposure to the novel flashing cue was not
responsible for the learning effects observed in the Social
Scaffolding condition (Figure 3).
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provide evidence for a social scaffolding mechanism
explaining how infants learn to learn from novel cues. This
mechanism may help infants eventually learn to use
pointing gestures or arrows, cues they do not understand
earlier in life.
Other mechanisms have been proposed to explain how
infants learn to follow referential cues. For example, it has
been proposed that infants can be trained to respond to
referential cues through reinforcement learning (e.g.,
reinforcing appropriate gaze following with an interesting
object in the cued location; Corkum & Moore, 1998). Such
reinforcement learning is similar to learning the
contingencies between cues and upcoming target locations
(Johnson, Posner, & Rothbart, 1991; McMurray & Aslin,
2004; Ristic & Kingstone, 2009). The present study,
however, goes two steps further, not only showing that
infants can learn to use the novel cue in the absence of a
more reinforcing target (an equally-salient distracter item
was present in all trials), but also showing that cue training
supports better learning of the target events.
This mechanism is fast and resistant to distractions, and
therefore well adapted to function in the infant’s noisy
environment. Future studies will have to determine the exact
contextual requirements for this scaffolding mechanism to
occur, e.g., which of the many social communicative signals
that we used are necessary? Acquired equivalence models
highlight the role of the consistent repeated pairing of the
familiar and the novel cue. Follow-up studies should also
measure the extent of the “referential” function of the paired
novel cue in a variety of contexts (infants can learn many
different types of events from referential cues). We believe
the present findings provide an important first step towards
elucidating an emerging ability to use various referential
cues to support, enhance, and mediate learning, going
beyond documenting which referential cues guide attention
and learning during infancy to proposing a mechanism for
how this learning occurs.
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Abstract

early childhood, children’s causal reasoning may be
restricted to such contexts.
Specifically, Bonawitz et. al (2010) showed toddlers
several trials of predictive relations in which a block began
moving spontaneously towards, and contacted, a base, after
which a toy airplane connected to the base immediately
began to spin. For adults, evidence that event A predicts
event B suggests the possibility that intervening on A might
generate B (i.e., intervening on A to see if B occurs is a
good way to learn whether the relationship is genuinely
causal). However, although both four-year-olds and toddlers
readily learned the predictive relationship, only four-yearolds spontaneously pushed the block into the toy and
anticipated the outcome (i.e., looked predictively towards
the toy). Toddlers succeeded only in restricted contexts, in
particular when the events were initiated by dispositional
agents. 2
One possibility is that although toddlers recognize
predictive relations and are capable of learning the
relationship between their own interventions and outcomes
they do not bind these two kinds of reasoning into a single,
adult-like concept “cause”. Indeed, many researchers have
proposed that adult humans may be unique in integrating the
kind of predictive reasoning involved in classical
conditioning with the ability to anticipate the outcome of
interventions characterized by operant learning (Gopnik et
al., 2004; Tomasello & Call, 1997; Woodward, 2007).
Although animals can make different predictions under
observation and intervention (Blaisdell, Sawa, Leising, &
Waldmann, 2006), there is no evidence that animals
spontaneously design novel interventions after learning
predictive relations. Arguably, this ability develops
relatively late, even in human ontogeny.
Alternatively, toddlers might have an adult-like concept
of causation but fail to token many physical event sequences
as potential causal relationships. Several findings suggest
that children develop an expectation of “causation-oncontact” very early. Research has shown that infants expect
objects to move or change state on contact (Ball, 1973;
Muentener & Carey, 2010; Kotovsky & Baillargeon, 2000;
Luo, Kaufman, & Baillargeon, 2009) and this expectation
persists through early childhood; although four-year-olds
can learn to accept causation-at-a-distance, they too initially

Adults recognize that if event A predicts event B, intervening
on A might generate B. Research suggests that although
preschoolers draw this inference much like adults, toddlers do
not (Bonawitz et. al, 2010). Here we look at whether
toddlers’ failure is domain-general (i.e., they lack an adultlike concept of causality that integrates prediction,
intervention, and agency) or domain-specific (i.e., toddlers
have trouble recognizing some physical processes as causal
but might succeed with psychological events). We showed
toddlers (24 months) a block moving into a base, after which
an effect occurred; we then gave children the block and asked
them to generate the effect.
Toddlers performed the
intervention and predicted the outcome when the effect was
psychological (a puppet laughing) but, replicating previous
studies, not when the effect was physical (a toy activating).
Experiment 2 showed that this was not due to the relative
saliency of the psychological effect.
Keywords: causal reasoning; domain-specific; domaingeneral; physical causality; psychological causality;
prediction; intervention.

Causal representations are central to human cognition. They
support prediction, explanation, and intervention and
underlie folk theories across domains (Carey, 1985; Gopnik
& Meltzoff, 1997; Wellman & Gelman, 1992). Moreover,
causal representations cross-cut conceptual boundaries.
Adults are equally adept at reasoning about causal events in
the physical domain (e.g., driving a car) and psychological
domains (e.g., making someone laugh).
Considerable research testifies to the sophistication of
causal inferences even early in development. Children can
distinguish spurious associations from genuine causes,
reason about unobserved variables, and use the conditional
dependence of interventions and outcomes to distinguish a
range of causal structures (e.g., Bullock, Gelman, &
Baillargeon, 1982; Gopnik & Sobel, 2000; Gopnik et al.,
2004; Kushnir & Gopnik, 2007; Schulz, Goodman,
Tenenbaum, & Jenkins, 2008; Schulz & Sommerville, 2006;
Shultz, 1982; Sobel & Kirkham, 2006; Williamson,
Meltzoff, & Markman, 2008.) Critically however, studies
of causal reasoning tend to investigate children’s inferences
in the context of an agent’s goal-directed actions: children
are almost uniformly asked to reason about events initiated
by people or puppets.1 Recent research suggests that in very

2
One might worry that toddlers failed to intervene simply
because they were troubled by the spontaneous movement of the
block. Control conditions in the earlier study (Bonawitz, et al.,
2010) ruled out this possibility. In particular children succeeded
with spontaneously moving blocks as long as there were other cues
that the events were causal (i.e., causal language).

1

Investigations of Michottian causality (Michotte, 1963) are an
important exception to this claim; however, Michottean causality is
arguably a modular process, divorced from causal knowledge more
broadly (Scholl & Tremoulet, 2000; Woodward, in press; though
see Saxe & Carey, 2006, and Schlottmann, 2000)
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expect that effects occur only on contact (Kushnir &
Gopnik, 2007).
Bonawitz et. al (2010) focused on physical causal events
in which the block contacted a base, which was connected to
the toy by a bright orange wire. From an adult perspective,
a block contacting a base and activating an airplane
connected to the base by a wire does not involve any
violation of contact causality. However, it is possible that
toddlers failed to understand the transmission relationship
involved in these events. The lack of any apparent
transformation or visible transmission of force or energy
within the wire itself might have impaired the children’s
ability to recognize the instantiation of contact causality.
This suggests the possibility that toddlers might be able to
integrate prediction and action into an adult-like concept of
cause, and might succeed in domains where the transmission
relationships are less restricted: in particular toddlers might
be more successful in the domain of psychological causality
where events can occur either through direct contact or (and
even more typically) at a distance. That is, if we remove
constraints on toddlers’ expectations about mechanisms of
causal transmission, toddlers might have no difficulty with
the basic task of integrating prediction and intervention.
In the current study we replicate the Bonawitz et al.,
(2010) procedure and compare toddlers’ causal reasoning
about physical outcomes with their reasoning about
psychological outcomes.
We present toddlers with
predictive events in which a block moves spontaneously
towards a base, connected to a toy. In the Physical
condition, the toy is an airplane that immediately begins to
spin. In the Psychological condition, the toy is a puppet that
immediately begins to laugh. If toddlers lack a domaingeneral concept of causation and only integrate prediction
and action when events are initiated by agents, they should
fail in both conditions (since the block always begins to
move spontaneously; agents are never involved in initiating
the events). By contrast, if toddlers have a domain-general
understanding of causation but simply fail to understand
some mechanisms of physical transmission, they should fail
in the physical condition but succeed in the psychological
condition.

Figure 1: Procedure for Experiment 1. Toddlers viewed 4
On familiarization trials, an Off familiarization trial, and
another On familiarization trial. If toddlers failed to look
towards the effect in the Off familiarization trial, then they
viewed three additional trials (On, Off, On).
blue block (the base) and a green block (both 6 cm3) were
on opposite ends of the stage. The green block was attached
to a stick extending through the floor of the stage, allowing
the hidden confederate to surreptitiously move the block
across the stage to the base. In the Physical condition, a toy
airplane, attached to the base by a wire, was located on the
back stage wall. In the Psychological condition, a puppet
with eyes was seated on a perch on the back stage wall. The
confederate controlled the actions of the airplane and
puppet.

Experiment 1
Methods

Procedure
Familiarization There were two types of familiarization
trials: On trials and Off trials. Toddlers first viewed 4 On
trials, which provided an opportunity to encode the
predictive relationship between the block’s motion and the
effect. In the On trials, the block began at the far right of
the stage. The experimenter drew the toddlers’ attention to
the stage saying, “Watch my show.” The block then moved
towards and contacted the base. As soon as the block
contacted the base, an effect occurred. In the Physical
condition, the airplane spun for 3 s. In the Psychological
condition, the puppet, laughed and wiggled for 3 s. At the

Participants Forty two toddlers (mean: 24.5 months, range
–18 - 30 months) were recruited at a Children’s Museum.
An additional 6 toddlers were recruited but not included in
the final sample due to: inability to complete the session (n
= 2), parental interference (n = 2), or experimenter error (n
= 2). Twenty-two toddlers were assigned to the Physical
condition and sixteen toddlers were assigned to the
Psychological condition. There were no age differences
between the conditions (p = ns).
Materials All events occurred on a white stage (60 cm2 x 50
cm) that blocked a confederate from view (See Figure 1.) A
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end of the trial, the stage was covered by an occluder and
the scene was reset.
Following the On trials, the toddlers viewed one Off trial.
The Off trials were identical to the On trials, with the
exception that the effect did not occur. The experimenter
ended the trial after the toddler looked towards the airplane
or after 3 s, whichever came first. The Off trial served as an
indicator of whether the toddlers had encoded the predictive
relationship between the block’s motion and the effect. If
toddlers did not look towards the effect during the Off trial,
the experimenter repeated another On trial, followed by
another Off trial. All toddlers then viewed one final On
trial. Thus, all toddlers saw a maximum of 8 trials. (If
toddlers looked towards the effect on the first Off trial, then
they saw only 6 trials.)
Test At the start of the test phase, the experimenter
handed the block to the toddler and asked the child to make
the effect occur. If the child did not place the block in
contact with the base within 60 s, the experimenter
prompted the toddler to place the block in contact with the
base. The prompt involved the experimenter pushing the
block across the stage towards, but just short of, the base
block. The experimenter then returned the block to the
toddler and encouraged them to make the effect occur.

wanted to ensure that all toddlers included in the critical
analysis (predictive looking after the intervention) were in
fact willing and able to perform the target action.
Toddlers were less likely to intervene spontaneously in
the Physical condition than in the Psychological condition.
Seven of the 18 toddlers (38.89 %) in the Physical condition
spontaneously placed the block in contact with the base
during the test phase. By contrast, 11 of the 15 toddlers
(73.33 %) in the Psychological condition spontaneously
performed the action (χ2 (1, 33) = 3.92, p < .05). The
remaining 4 toddlers in the Psychological condition and 8 of
the 11 remaining toddlers in the Physical condition
completed the action following a prompt by the
experimenter. Three toddlers in the Physical condition
failed to perform the action either spontaneously or
following a prompt and were thus removed from further
analysis (i.e., toddlers were only included for the final
analysis if they performed the target intervention).
Our primary measure of interest was whether, having
learned the predictive relationship between the block and
the outcome, toddlers predicted that their own intervention
might generate the outcome. Thus the final analysis
assessed whether, after learning the predictive relationship
between the block’s motion and the effect and successfully
performing the intervention (whether spontaneously or
under prompting), toddlers looked up predictively to the toy
(which never activated at test). In the Physical condition,
only 5 of the 15 toddlers (33.00 %) looked to the toy after
intervening. By contrast, in the Psychological condition, all
of the toddlers did so (15/15 toddlers; 100.00 %; χ2 (1, 30) =
12.15, p < .0001).

Results
The first set of analyses assessed whether toddlers had
learned the predictive relationship between the block’s
motion and the effect. We assessed this by coding whether
toddlers looked up towards the effect on the Off trial, in
which the effect did not occur. We counted a behavior as
“looking up” if the toddlers either overtly moved their head
and looked towards the effect or only shifted their gaze
towards the effect. The majority of toddlers learned the
predictive relationship. In the Physical condition, 18 of the
22 toddlers (81.82 %) looked up towards the toy airplane
after the block contacted the base. In the Psychological
condition, 15 of the 16 toddlers (93.75 %) looked up
towards the puppet after the block contact the base. There
was no significant difference between the conditions (χ2 (1,
38) = 1.15, p = ns). To ensure that any differences that
emerged during the test phase were not due to differential
encoding of the predictive relationship, children were only
included in the test phase if they learned the predictive
relationship.
Next, we assessed whether toddlers were able to perform
the target intervention: pushing the block into the base.
Note that merely performing this action is not sufficient
grounds for inferring that toddlers’ recognized that the
action was causal: toddlers might push the block into the
base simply because they had encoded that portion of the
event sequence, or simply for fun. To assess whether the
intervention was causal, we also need to assess whether
toddlers predicted that the target outcome would occur.
Conversely, toddlers might understand the causal
relationships perfectly well and yet be unwilling or unable
to perform the target action (e.g., due to shyness). Thus we

Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 suggest that the nature of the
effect influenced toddlers’ causal representations. We
replicated prior research in showing that toddlers do not
seem to represent non-agentive physical predictive
relationships as potential causal relationships. Although
toddlers learned the predictive relationship between the
block and the airplane’s motion, toddlers did not
spontaneously intervene to cause the event to occur.
Moreover, even after toddlers were prompted to intervene,
they did not look towards the airplane in expectation that the
effect might occur. In contrast toddlers represented the
predictive relations as potential causal relationships for
psychological events: they readily learned the predictive
relationship, spontaneously intervened on the event, and
expected their intervention to cause the outcome.
It is possible however, that toddlers might simply have
been more attentive to the task in the psychological
condition. The laughing puppet may have been more
interesting and salient than the activating plane. Arguing
against this account, there were no differences in toddlers’
ability to learn the predictive relationship between
conditions, suggesting that toddlers were equally attentive to
the familiarization events. Additionally, anecdotally,
toddlers were riveted by the activating plane and activated it
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repeatedly at the end of the test period when they were all
shown how. However, in Experiment 2, we directly test this
alternative account by involving a laughing puppet in the
physical events. If mere increased arousal or attention
improves children’s performance, they should succeed in
this Psychological Control condition of Experiment 2; if
they continue to fail to represent non-agentive physical
relationships causally, toddlers should learn the predictive
relationship but fail to predict the outcome of their own
interventions.

Test The test trial was identical to Experiment 1. The
puppet, while present and seated on the Experimenter’s lap,
did not laugh or move.

Results
We compared toddlers’ performance in the Psychological
Control condition of Experiment 2 to their performance in
the Psychological and Physical conditions of Experiment 1.
We adjusted alpha to accommodate for multiple
comparisons (.05/3 or p < .0167). First, we found that as in
Experiment 1, toddlers readily learned the predictive
relationship between the block and the effect. Seventeen of
the 22 toddlers (77.27 %) looked up towards the plane
during the Off trial. Toddlers’ ability to learn the predictive
relationship in Experiment 2 was no different from their
performance in either the Psychological condition (χ2 (1,
38) = 1.89, p > .05) or the Physical condition (χ2 (1, 44) =
.14, p > .05) of Experiment 1. The 5 toddlers who failed to
learn the predictive relationship in the PsychologicalControl condition of Experiment 2 were removed from
subsequent analyses.
Ten of the 17 toddlers (58.82 %) spontaneously
intervened by placing the block in contact with the base.
Toddlers’ tendency to intervene spontaneously in the
Psychological Control condition did not differ from either
the Psychological condition (χ2 (1, 32) = .74, p > .05) or the
Physical condition of Experiment 1 (χ2 (1, 35) = 1.39, p >
.05). Five additional toddlers completed the intervention
following the experimenter’s prompted action. The final
two toddlers never performed the intervention and were
removed from subsequent analysis.
As in Experiment 1, our critical measure of interest was
whether, having learned the predictive relationship and
demonstrated their ability to perform the target intervention,
the toddlers predicted that the outcome would result from
their intervention. Only 6 of the 15 toddlers (40 %) did so.
Toddlers were significantly less likely to look predictively
towards the toy following their intervention in the
Psychological Control condition of Experiment 2 than in the
Psychological condition of Experiment 1 (χ2 (1, 30) =
12.85, p < .05); their responses were not significantly
different from the performance of children in the Physical
condition of Experiment 1 (χ2 (1, 30) = .14, p = ns).

Experiment 2
Participants Twenty three toddlers (mean: 23.65 months,
range – 18 - 30 months) were recruited at a Children’s
Museum. One additional toddler was recruited but not
included in the final sample due to an inability to complete
the session (n = 1). All children were assigned to a
Psychological Control condition. There were no age
differences between this condition and either condition from
Experiment 1 (p = ns).
Materials The same materials used in the Physical
condition of Experiment 1, and the puppet from the
Psychological condition of Experiment 1, were used in
Experiment 2.
Procedure
Familiarization The familiarization phase was identical
to the Physical condition in Experiment 1 except that at the
start of each familiarization trial, the experimenter drew the
child’s attention to the puppet, who was seated next to the
stage, on the experimenter’s lap. The experimenter asked
the child to say hello to the puppet and the puppet then
laughed and wiggled for 3 s (exactly as in the psychological
condition of Experiment 1). After the puppet laughed, the
experimenter told the child that the puppet was going to
watch the show with them and then turned the puppet to
face towards the stage. The puppet then giggled in an
identical manner at the start of every trial. (Note, we had the
puppet laugh before the trials rather than after so that the
puppet’s laughter could not be construed as an effect; we
had the puppet laugh on the experimenter’s lap rather than
on the stage so the puppet could not be construed as a
dispositional agent initiating the events.)
The trials then proceeded as an On trial or Off trial, which
mirrored the Physical condition from Experiment 1.
Toddlers first viewed 4 On trials, in which the block moved
towards and contacted the base and the effect occurred.
Following the On trials, the toddlers viewed one Off trial, in
which the effect did not occur. As in Experiment 1, if
toddlers did not look towards the effect during the Off trial,
the experimenter repeated another On trial, followed by
another Off trial. All toddlers then viewed one final On
trial. Thus, toddlers saw a maximum of 8 trials. If toddlers
looked towards the effect on the first Off trial, then they saw
only 6 trials.

Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 suggest that children’s success
in the Psychological condition of Experiment 1 was not due
merely to the inclusion of a salient, laughing puppet. When
the puppet was included in Experiment 2 toddlers’
performance did not improve; toddlers did not expect their
interventions to cause the physical effect. This finding
replicates the findings from Experiment 1 that, in the
absence of agent-initiated action, toddlers do not readily
represent physical predictive relations as causal events. The
results are also rule out the alternative explanation of
toddlers’ success in the Psychological condition of
Experiment 1, suggesting that toddlers’ success was due not
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merely to the salience of the puppet but to children’s ability
to represent psychological events causally because they
permit a range of possible transmission relationships; by
contrast in physical relationships, toddlers may require
direct, unmediated contact.

those for physical events: causes do not have to contact the
entities they effect, nor do they need to be physically
connected to them. Nonetheless, there are constraints on
how psychological events can be transmitted. Adults for
instance, understand that visual access is often critical to
psychological outcomes; if a person cannot see an event, she
cannot laugh in response to it. Although we know that even
infants understand many aspects of informational access
(Onishi & Baillargeon, 2005) we do not know whether they
integrate their understanding of informational access into
their understanding of psychological causation.
For
example, if the puppet’s visual access to the blocks were
occluded (e.g., the puppet were blindfolded) would the
toddlers’ recognize that the block could not have caused the
puppet to laugh? In this context, would they know not to
not intervene on the block and look up predictively? We are
currently
investigating
constraints
on
toddlers’
understanding of psychological transmission relationships in
our laboratory.
The current study adds to a growing body of research
suggesting that children may develop rich abstract
inferences in tandem with or even before they have an
accurate understanding of concrete details or specific
mechanisms (Wellman & Gelman, 1992; Schulz, Jenkins,
Goodman, & Tenenbaum, 2008; Goodman, Ullman, &
Tenenbaum, in press). These studies suggest that, although
children may have an adult-like abstract understanding of
the concept of causation that binds prediction and action
very early in development, their ability to recognize any
particular event sequence as an instance of causation may
depend on domain-specific constraints and develop in a
piecemeal manner, in which they must learn viable means of
causal transmission event by event.

General Discussion
The results of previous work (Bonawitz et al., 2010) left
open the possibility that toddlers lacked a domain-general
concept of causation that integrated prediction and
intervention. The current study provides evidence against
that view. Toddlers were able to observe a non-agentive
predictive relationship and move from learning the
prediction to designing an appropriate intervention and
anticipating the outcome. Critically however, they only did
so when the outcome was a psychological one (and the
events might plausibly have occurred at a distance). That is,
toddlers appear to have access to an integrated concept of
causation which bridges the gap between prediction and
intervention, but they the events to which they apply this
concept depend on how causation is instantiated in
particular domains.
How then do children reason about physical causal
events? One speculative possibility is that children initially
only recognize agent-initiated events as causal: events
involving their own actions, Rovee-Collier, 1987; Watson &
Ramey, 1987, or those other goal-directed agents (e.g.,
Gergely et al., 2002; Meltzoff, 2007; see also Slobin, 1981,
1985). With respect to non-agentive events, infants might
initially apply the concept of causation only to contact
causality resulting in object motion (i.e., Michottian
launching events; see Leslie & Keeble, 1987; Cohen &
Oakes, 1990). Evidence suggests that recognizing contact
causality for object changes of state (Muentener & Carey,
2010) may be a later development. By the second year,
toddlers may recognize non-agentive causal relationships as
long as there is a continuous, visible transmission of force
or energy (e.g., consistent with work by Thompson &
Russell, 2004). Only relatively late in development may
children realize that they can engage in causal reasoning for
a larger class of events, including non-agentive events that
occur without visible transmission of energy or information
(through wires) or even through invisible connections.
In future work, we hope to conduct empirical studies to
test this developmental story about how children might
understand mechanisms of physical transmission. Even if
an account like this is correct however, the question remains
of why children readily accept the entire range of these
transmission events as causal, as long as the events are
initiated by goal-directed agents. Future research might
look at whether children can bootstrap from their
understanding of the goal-directed causal events to their
understanding of means of transmission in the absence of
dispositional agency.
What about causal transmission for psychological events?
We have suggested that mechanisms of transmission for
psychological outcomes are relatively less constrained than
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Abstract
We present findings from an experiment with 6-year-old
children in Norway who are getting started with the process
of learning the numbers from 1 to 10. The findings provide
information on number line estimation - that is, translating a
number to a spatial position on a number line. The results
show different categories of representation of the
magnitudes on the number line, which may represent
different stages in a learning sequence. On this basis, we
show a proposal for a cognitive model of the learning
process towards a linear representation of magnitudes.

Parallel Changes

Keywords: Learning; numerical magnitudes; number line;
dynamic decision making; memory; cognitive architectures;
ACT-R.

Introduction
In this paper we will present our first findings from the
pre-test of a larger experiment where the subjects are
Norwegian 6 year old children just started on pre-school
education learning numbers from 1 to 10. One important
learning process that is involved when dealing with
number magnitude is the estimation of what position a
number value has on a number line.
The learning sequence involved is the one that Siegler
calls the logarithmic-to-linear shift in representations of
numerical magnitude (Siegler, Thompson, & Opfer, 2009).
In order to make a cognitive model of this learning process
we want to investigate what cognitive processes are
involved in learning the positioning of number magnitudes
on a number line.
Siegler et al (2009) show that children undergo parallel
changes from logarithmic to linear representation on
numerosity estimation tasks. The example we have reused
from their article in figure 1 shows long-term changes in
estimation of whole number magnitudes. (A) On 0–100
number lines, kindergartners’ estimates were better fit by
the logarithmic function than by the linear, whereas
second-graders’ estimates were better fit by the linear
function than by the logarithmic; (B) On 0–1000 number
lines, second-graders’ estimates were better fit by the
logarithmic function than by the linear, whereas fourthgraders’ estimates were better fit by the linear function
than by the logarithmic.

Figure 1. The logarithmic to linear shift. From Siegler,
Thompson, & Opfer, (2009), Copyright 2009 Wiley.
Reprinted with permission.
From Siegler et al’s research and from others (Dehaene,
Izard, Spelke, & Pica, 2008) we know that a logarithmic
representation is likely to be the starting point of this
learning sequence. This representation is usually attributed
to Weber’s law. However, in some of the Ramani and
Siegler’s work (2008) the initial performance is not
logarithmic, but on average linear but incorrect. Maybe
this has something to do with the scale: 1..10 as opposed to
1..100 compared to the size of the task sheets. But then the
simple Weber explanation will not hold universally.
We also know from the research of Siegler and
colleagues (2009) that this learning sequence happens
several times at different stages during lifetime. That
means children can have multiple representations of
numerical magnitudes. As an example they can have a
logarithmic representation of the numerical magnitudes on
a number line from 0 to 100 while they have a linear
representation on the number line from 0 to 10. As the
children get older and learn a linear representation on the
number line from 0 to 100 too, they may still have a
logarithmic representation on the number line from 0 to
1000, and so on.
A possible account for the transition from logarithmic to
linear is that children learn the location of particular points
on the number line. Schneider et al. (2008) have
investigated the role of anchor points in an eye-movement
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study. They confirmed in a cross-sectional design with
children from Grades 1 to 3 that the distance from the
nearest orientation point is the most important and highly
significant predictor of the frequency with which a position
on the number line is fixated. Furthermore the results show
that the distribution of fixations on the number line for all
three groups of first grade, second grade and third grade
children are concentrated around beginning, midpoint and
ending of the number-line, see figure 2.

Distribution of fixations

Figure 2: Distribution of fixations on the number line (left:
first grade; middle: second grade; right: third grade). From
Schneider et al. (2008), Copyright 2008 Elsevier.
Reprinted with permission.
This shows that a great deal of attention is directed to
those three positions on the number line and that those
positions are of importance when a subject is doing a
number line estimation task. As Schneider himself notes,
the results then replicate Petitto's (1990) findings with
respect to the use of the midpoint strategy and a countingup strategy by students in Grades 1–3.
By an anchor point on a number line we mean a location
that the positions of other number values are related to. If
zero is an anchor point we can say: I know where zero is,
and I know that two is a bit to the right of zero’s position,
and then the same for all of the actual distribution of
number values. That means there is a mapping going on
between a number value and a position on the number line
that is related to an anchor point. The work of Schneider et
al (2007) suggests at least three such anchor points: the
endpoints and the midpoint. They also show that from
grade 1 to3 children tend to increasingly focus on the
correct positions on the number line while solving the
estimation tasks.
A possible model of progressing towards a linear time
scale can therefore be one that increasingly learns the
locations of particular points on the number line, and uses
those as anchors to determine the points that it does not
know. It therefore needs some sort of representation of the
positions of anchor points, but also a method of
determining points in between those anchors.
As a theory of how anchor points are stored in memory,
we use the ACT-R declarative memory (Anderson, 2007).
In order to determine positions between the anchor points,
we use the optional mechanism of blending (Lebiere,
Gonzalez, & Martin, 2007). This mechanism can generate
weighted averages over examples in memory based on
their activation and the distance from the requested item.

Lebiere and colleagues (2007) used blending in an
instance-based model of decision-making for repeated
binary choice. An example of blending that is more similar
to numeric magnitudes is one of time perception by
Taatgen & van Rijn, (Submitted).
To investigate the usefulness of this idea, we looked for
evidence of anchoring in collected data of our own.

The number line estimation task
The experiment, from which we will use the findings from
the pretest in this paper, is a sort of replication of a study
first made by Siegler and Ramani (2008) among preschool
children from low income families. In Norway the
population of children at kindergarten and preschool are
mixed. Thus we have defined the population for the
experiment by learning level. In Norway children start at
school the year they are 6 years old. This first year in
school they start to learn the numbers from 1 to 10. We
assume that this represents a mental level that should make
most of them just capable of dealing with the empty
number line.

The Method of the pre-test
Participants
Participants were 39 children in their first year at school,
so called preschool, with no experience with number lines.
All of them are born in 2004 and recruited from the same
municipality, Gjesdal. 17 of them are recruited from Solås
School, 7 from Dirdal School and 15 from Bærland
School. The population at these schools is mixed, but at
Bærland with a larger representation of children with two
languages, Norwegian not being their mother tongue.
Materials
Stimuli for the number line estimation task were two stacks
of 10 sheets of paper, each with a 25 cm long line arranged
horizontally across the page, with ‘0’ just below the left
end of the line, and ‘10’ just below the right end. A
number from 1 to 10 inclusive was printed approximately 3
cm above the center of the line, with each number printed
on one of the 10 sheets in each stack. The order of the
sheets in the stack is randomized.
Procedure
The test is conducted as a teacher to student task:
- The teacher or student pulls a sheet from the stack.
- The teacher says: “Here's the number [number that is on
the pulled sheet]. And here you see a line that starts with 0
and ends at 10. Where on this line is the correct position
for the number you see. Put a mark with your pencil”.
- The student makes a mark where he thinks the number
should be positioned.
In this way the task is carried out with all the sheets in
the first stack. Then the task is continued in the same way
with the second stack. In this way the numbers from 1 to
10 inclusive were presented twice in random order, with all
numbers presented once before any number was presented
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twice. No feedback was given, only general praise and
encouragement.
Result and discussion
Figure 3 shows the mapping between numbers and
positions on the number line that we found in the
experiment. Performance is on average reasonably good.
What is surprising is that the extent in which the curve
differs from linear is not towards a logarithmic curve, but
in the opposite direction. Points are plotted with error bars.
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The Results

The mirrored L is represented by subjects that seem to
position mostly by counting up and know something about
one or two numbers close to zero and ten. They are
classified in this category if 1 through 8 are all far below
the midline, and 10 above. The plotting of the mean values
gives something like a vertical mirrored L, see figure 5.
The next group, from whom the plotting of mean values
of the task result give us a vertical mirrored Z image, has
positioned more of the numbers close to ten on the correct
side of the middle of the number line and are classified in
this group if at least 8-10 are far above five and 1-6 far
below:
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Figure 3. Mean task result for 39 children
Actual Value

To get a better sense of the difference of responses, we
categorized individuals into four categories. From this
categorization, three of the participants were excluded
because they produced more or less random results.
We found that there were roughly four groups that
resemble a horizontal mirrored L, a mirrored Z, an S and a
linear line. Even though the borders between these
categories are fuzzy, they seem to represent a sequence in
learning the number line from 0 to 10. The categories are
classified as follows:

Figure 6: Mean of results from category Z-shape
The third group is even more close to a linear
representation and the plotting of the mean values of this
group gives us an image more like an italic S. The subjects
in this group are classified to this category if 5 or 6 are put
around the midpoint, and 1-4 are below, and 7-10 are
above the line. The new learning step for this group is that
they have obviously recognized one or two number
magnitudes close to five to belong to the middle of the
empty number line:
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Figure 5. Mean of results from category L-shape

Figure 7. Mean of results from category S-shape
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The fourth and last group is the subjects that seem to
have grasped it all. The plotting of mean values of the task
result from this group looks linear and gives us an image
close to a linear graph:
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This perceived distance can then be used as the mismatch
in the activation equation. Weber’s constant becomes a
scaling parameter.
We think that a subject that is involved in the learning
sequence we are investigating, knows some anchor points
and has a strategy for relating the remaining number values
to those points.
The activation of an anchor point is equal to its base
level activation that is based on the number of experiences
with that anchor in the past minus the distance (according
to the Weber formula) between it and the number you are
trying to retrieve. By first using the equation for base level
learning of ACT-R the model uses the softmax equation to
determine Pi, the probability of retrieving each qualifying
chunk.
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Figure 8: Mean of results from category Linear-shape
Our hypothesis is that this is also the order of progress in
the involved learning sequence: mL -> mZ -> S -> linear.
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In this equation t is a constant for the retrieval noise level
and is set to its default level of 0.25. For the blending
retrieval our model uses the value of Pj to calculate the
result value that is retrieved by the formula of Taatgen and
van Rijn (2010):

A computational cognitive model
The results from the eye-tracking experiment of Schneider
and colleagues, mentioned above, makes us believe that
cognitive functions dealing with number line estimation
connects to one or more anchor points. Thus, a general
idea of this model is that it stores a set of anchor points of
which it knows the location of on the line. These anchors
are stored as chunks in declarative memory, more
specifically as a pair of number and position. When the
model wants to put a point on the line, it attempts a
retrieval of that number and its position.
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Vj is the position of the anchor point on the number line.
So, the resulting position for the number on the number
line is a weighted average of the locations of anchors
(weighed according to their retrieval probability).In our
model the case is not time intervals measured by number
of pulses, but positions (where is the number on the
number line), that are stored in a memory pool.

The functions of the model
How the model works
In order to allow the model to mark positions of numbers
for which it does not have a memory representation, we
will use the blending mechanism that we mentioned
earlier. Blending uses existing (anchor) chunks in
declarative
memory
to
construct
intermediate
representations. Two factors are important in this
construction process: the mismatch between the anchor
point in memory and the number we look for, and the
memory strength of the anchor point.
An appropriate function to define the mismatch between
two numbers is Weber's law. Weber's law is typically used
to express a "just noticeable difference" between two
stimuli. We use it to calculate the magnitude of the
perceived distance between values like this:
   

  2  12, 1

The model is a very simple model, a general memory
theory. And it is not the complete story. Counting will be
implemented at a later stage. Now it has an activation
baseline function and there are three functions dealing with
the declarative memory.
One function makes a reference list of numbers involved
and their position on the number line. A chunk is
represented as a list, with a number (what number is it
about) and a position (where is it on the number line), and
a references list with moments in time the chunk has been
accessed.
The mismatch function is based on Weber’s law and the
result value is zero, a negative value or a positive value
depending on whether the first number is similar, less than
or greater than the second number. The mismatch assumes
two numbers are more similar if they are closer and higher
and is used to calculate the activation of a chunk.
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By using the four functions mentioned above, the model
simulates one of each of the four cases involved in our
empirical data. We have the L-shape case, where we
assume that we know one better than ten. Then chunk
containing number and position for the anchor point 1 is
given one more activation entry. In the second case, the Zcase, we assume that we know 10 a bit better. In the third
case, the S-case, we assume that we now also know five.
And in the fifth case, the linear case, we know pretty well
where most or all numbers belongs on the number line.
The number of entries we add to the chunk can also be
used to manipulate the simulation of the model. The
following table shows the number of activation entries
used for the anchor points:

0

The blending retrieval

The next case tries to simulate the mirrored L-shape
category. In this case the anchor point 1 is given one more
activation entry. The image we get from the curve of this
case is not so clearly L-shaped, figure 10. The reason for
this we assume is because there is a great bit of counting
involved in children’s estimation at this level. Our model
does not do counting as we rely solely on Weber’s law and
blending.

Position on number line

A blending function is performing the retrieval and adds
noise. Because of that we do not use the regular ACT-R
retrieval rule and noise activation function.

Table 1: Number of activation entries

2

1

10
1
1
3
4
5

Results from running the model and discussion
The model gives five images of simulated values where
four are related and rather similar images of estimated
values to images from mean values of our four groups of
empirical data, when plotted.
The initial stage, is a case that gives a logarithmic curve
and has the smallest activation of only one entry on each of
1 and 10 as anchor points, see figure 9.
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Figure 10: Model result simulating L-shape group
In the next case we try to simulate the category when the
results give a curve like a mirrored Z-shape. Now we know
one and ten a bit better, and the activation in declarative
memory is set to five entries for the anchor point 1 and
three entries for anchor point 10. As figure 11 compared to
the curve image in figure 6 shows, the model now fit a lot
better.
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Figure 11: Model result simulating Z-shape group
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Figure 9: Model result from smallest activation

In the case where we get an S-shaped curve the model
knows the anchor point 5 too, but with smallest activation,
and 1 and 10 is strengthened with one entry each. We now
clearly see that the image of the curve is more and more
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similar to the relevant curve image from the result of our
experiment data. The reason for that we assume is relaying
on the subjects decreasing use of counting as they learn
more anchor points and therefore corresponds better to our
model as we already has mentioned do not use counting
but
only
blending,
see
figure
12.

Conclusion
The model produces a rather good fit to our data from
real life. If counting-up and counting-down were added to
the model’s simulation we assume that it would give an
even better fit to our data. To adapt it to estimation tasks
with number lines of longer length then 0 to 10, there is a
need of implementing scaling to simulate the physical size
of the number line.
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Figure 12: Model result simulating S-shape group
In our last case, the model knows even more anchor points.
We have added 3 and 8 as new anchor points in declarative
memory, but with smallest activation: one entry. Again the
anchor points 1 and 10 are strengthened by one more entry.
The anchor point 5 is strengthened by three more entries
and has now almost the same activation level as the anchor
point 10.
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an anchor point, it is for all of them much smaller than a
tenth of 25 cm, that was the length of the number line used
in the estimation task. That shows that for the counting
strategy the subjects do not have a clear clue of what the
size of a unit should be.
But on the opposite, with a larger scale, for example up
to 100, the children’s unit will be too large and counting
often will produce a logarithmic curve like Siegler and
others has found.
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Figure 13: Model simulating Linear-shape group
In our data it seems like all of the subjects that
understand the task use counting as an important part of
the strategies for estimation. As we can see, in the same
way as the results of our collected data from 6 year old
children showed, we obtain no logarithmic curve from
running our model. If we investigate the physical size of
the unit used by the subjects in counting up or down from
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(Johnson & Carey, 1998; Slaughter & Lyons, 2003); the
transition from a behavioral theory of illness to a germbased theory (Au et al., 2008; Solomon & Cassimatis,
1999); and the transition from an essentialist theory of
evolution to a selection-based theory (Shtulman, 2006;
Shtulman & Schulz, 2008).
Different scholars have characterized these transitions in
different ways. Carey (2009) and Smith (2007) have
characterized them as a series of conceptual differentiations,
in which new conceptual boundaries are established, and
conceptual coalescences, in which old conceptual
boundaries are collapsed. Thagard (1992) and Chi (2008)
have characterized them as the reassignment of a key
concept or system of concepts from one branch of an
ontological hierarchy to another. And Vosniadou (1994) and
Wellman and Gelman (1992) have characterized them as a
revision of the core presuppositions of a framework theory,
or a theory that defines a domain’s ontological categories
and causal mechanisms. Common to all characterizations is
a commitment to knowledge restructuring, or the conversion
of one conceptual system into another by radically altering
the structure (and not just the content) of that system.
Implicit in the idea of knowledge restructuring is the idea
that early modes of thought, once restructured, should no
longer be accessible, for the basic constituents of that
system are no longer represented. A number of recent
findings have challenged this idea, however, by showing
that early modes of thought do sometimes reemerge later in
life. Lombrozo, Kelemen, and Zaitchik (2007), for example,
found that adults with Alzheimer’s disease endorse
teleological explanations for natural phenomena that young
children also endorse but that age-matched adults without
Alzheimer’s disease do not – explanations like “trees exist
so that plants and animals have shade” and “rain exists so
that plants and animals have water to drink.” Kelemen and
Rosset (2009) found that, under speeded conditions, college
undergraduates are also inclined to endorse the same kinds
of explanations. The fact that individuals who explicitly
disavow such explanations under normal circumstances will
still endorse them under abnormal circumstances (i.e.,
cognitive load or biological impairment) implies that
teleological thought is suppressed with additional education
but never completely overwritten.
In a different line of experiments, Goldberg and
Thompson-Schill (2009) found that adults are slower and
less accurate at categorizing plants as living things than at
categorizing animals as living things, despite knowing full
well that both plants and animals are alive. While young
children explicitly deny that plants are alive, they typically

Abstract
When individuals replace their naïve theories of natural
phenomena with more accurate, scientific ones, what happens
to the original theories? Are they overwritten or merely
suppressed? We investigated this issue by asking college
undergraduates to verify two types of statements as quickly as
possible: statements whose truth value was the same across
naïve and scientific theories of the phenomena at hand (e.g.,
“The moon revolves around the Earth”) and statements whose
truth value differed across those theories (e.g., “The sun
revolves around the Earth”). Participants verified the former
more quickly and more accurately than the latter, though this
difference was smaller for early-developing domains
(fractions, germs, inheritance, matter, physiology) than latedeveloping domains (astronomy, evolution, mechanics,
thermodynamics, waves). These findings suggest that
intuitive theories survive the acquisition of a mutually
incompatible scientific theory, coexisting with, or even
competing with, that theory for many years to come.
Keywords: intuitive theories, conceptual change, knowledge
acquisition, science education

Introduction
Knowledge acquisition can take two very different forms.
One form, known as “knowledge enrichment,” involves the
accretion of beliefs expressible in terms of preexisting
concepts, like learning the traits of an unfamiliar animal or
learning the history of an unfamiliar country. Another form,
known as “conceptual change,” involves revising the very
concepts that articulate those beliefs, like learning that the
earth is a sphere, not a plane, or learning that weight is a
relational property of objects, not an intrinsic property. The
result is a capacity to represent information incommensurate
with our prior beliefs and experiences.
Numerous instances of conceptual change have been
documented in the cognitive development and science
education literatures. They include the transition from an
impetus-based theory of motion to an inertial theory
(Clement, 1982; McCloskey, 1983); the transition from a
substance-based theory of energy to a process-based theory
(Reiner, Slotta, Chi, & Resnick, 2000; Wiser & Amin,
2001); the transition from a geocentric model of the solar
system to a heliocentric model (Siegal, Butterworth, &
Newcombe, 2004; Vosniadou & Brewer, 1994); the
transition from a tactile theory of matter to a particulate
theory (Nakhleh, Samarapungavan, & Saglam, 2005; Smith,
2007); the transition from an integer-based understanding of
fractions to a division-based understanding (Hartnett &
Gelman, 1998; Moss & Case, 1999); the transition from a
psychological theory of bodily functions to a vitalist theory
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revise this belief by the age of eight or nine (Carey, 1985).
Yet this belief apparently persists at an implicit level across
decades of additional education and experience, for even
Yale biology professors were found to be slower and less
accurate at classifying plants as alive than at classifying
animals as alive. Years of professional experience had not
apparently erased an erroneous distinction these biologists
had once drawn as children.
These findings, among others (e.g., Legare & Gelman,
2008; Shafto, Coley, & Baldwin, 2007), suggest that
scientific knowledge serves to mask, rather than replace,
one’s initial, intuitive conceptions of the relevant domain. A
more conservative interpretation, however, is that teleology
and animism are particularly resilient modes of thought but
that nothing comparable occurs in other domains of
knowledge. We decided to explore this issue by adopting
Goldberg and Thompson-Schill’s (2009) methods but by
expanding the scope of inquiry beyond the living-nonliving
distinction to a variety of other conceptual distinctions in a
variety of other domains: astronomy, evolution, fractions,
germs, inheritance, matter, mechanics, physiology,
thermodynamics, and waves. For each domain, we
measured the speed and accuracy with which well educated
adults verified two types of domain-specific statements:
statements whose truth-value is known to remain constant
across a conceptual change within that domain (e.g., “The
moon revolves around the Earth,” which is true on both
naïve and scientific theories of astronomical phenomena)
and statements whose truth-value is known to reverse across
conceptual change (e.g., “The sun revolves around the
Earth,” which is true on naïve theories of astronomical
phenomena but is not true on a scientific theory).
We hypothesized that, if naïve theories survive the
acquisition of a mutually incompatible scientific theory,
then statements whose truth-value is known to reverse
across conceptual change should cause greater cognitive
conflict than statements whose truth-value is known to
remain constant across that change, resulting in slower and
less accurate verifications of the former as compared to the
latter. If, on the other hand, naïve theories are generally
overwritten by scientific theories, then statements whose
truth-value reverse across conceptual change should cause
no greater cognitive conflict than statements whose truthvalue remain constant, since the naïve theories would no
longer be present to cause such conflict.
We also hypothesized that, if long-discarded theories do
indeed cause cognitive conflict when reasoning about
phenomena once covered by those theories, then
participants should experience different levels of conflict for
theories discarded at different points in time, with theories
discarded early in life yielding the least conflict and theories
discarded late in life yielding the most. To test this
hypothesis, we included both domains that tend to undergo
conceptual reorganization during the first decade of life, like
fractions and physiology, and domains that tend to undergo
conceptual reorganization during the second decade of life
(or later), like evolution and mechanics.

Method
Participants
The participants were 65 college undergraduates (19 men,
46 women) recruited from introductory psychology and
cognitive science courses. Nine were majoring (or intending
to major) in the natural sciences, 25 were majoring in the
arts and humanities majors, and 31 were majoring in the
social sciences. The number of college-level science and
math courses that participants had taken prior to the study
ranged from 0 to 9 and averaged 2.2.

Materials
Participants were presented 200 statements about natural
phenomena and asked to decide whether each was true or
false. The statements were designed to exemplify one of
five conceptual relations specific to one of ten domains
(four statements per relation, five relations per domain).
Five of the domains entailed relations that typically undergo
restructuring in the first decade of life (fractions, germs,
inheritance, matter, physiology), and five entailed relations
that typically undergo restructuring in the second decade of
life, if at all (astronomy, evolution, mechanics, thermodynamics, waves). We refer to the former as “early
developing domains” and the latter as “late developing
domains.” This classification, though inexact, was based on
prior findings within the cognitive development and science
education literatures (noted above). Our selection of
domain-specific conceptual relations was based on these
findings as well.
As an illustration, consider the five relations used to
represent the domain of matter: “[material1] is denser than
[material2],” “[material1] weighs more than [material2],”
“[entity] is composed of matter,” “[entity] can be cut in
half,” and “atoms have [property].” Each of these relations
was represented by four particular types of statements:
statements true on both naïve and scientific conceptions of
the domain (e.g., “steal is denser than foam”); statements
false on both naïve and scientific conceptions of the domain
(e.g., “foam is denser than brick”); statements that true on
naïve conceptions of the domain but false on scientific
conceptions (e.g., “ice is denser than water”), and
statements that true on scientific conceptions of the domain
but false on naïve conceptions (e.g., “cold pennies are
denser than hot pennies”). The first two statements were
classified as “consistent,” because their truth-value was
consistent across both naïve and scientific theories, and the
last two were classified as “inconsistent,” because their
truth-value was not consistent across the two theories.
Sample statements of each type and from each domain are
displayed in Table 1.
This design proved useful for a number of reasons. First,
it ensured there would be an equal number of objectively
true and objectively false statements (as determined by their
correspondence with the scientific theory), which would
discourage participants from adopting a response bias
toward one truth-value or the other. Second, it ensured that
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Table 1: Sample items from the early-developing domains (top) and late-developing domains (bottom) involving the same
conceptual relation. Consistent items were true on both the naïve theory (T1) and the scientific theory (T2) or false on both
theories; inconsistent items were true on one theory but false on the other.
Domain
Fractions

Type
Consistent
Inconsistent

Germs

Consistent
Inconsistent

Inheritance

Consistent
Inconsistent

Matter

Consistent
Inconsistent

Physiology

Consistent
Inconsistent

Astronomy

Consistent
Inconsistent

Evolution

Consistent
Inconsistent

Mechanics

Consistent
Inconsistent

Thermodynamics

Consistent
Inconsistent

Waves

Consistent
Inconsistent

T1
True
False
True
False
True
False
True
False
True
False
True
False
True
False
True
False
True
False
True
False
True
False
True
False
True
False
True
False
True
False
True
False
True
False
True
False
True
False
True
False

T2
True
False
False
True
True
False
False
True
True
False
False
True
True
False
False
True
True
False
False
True
True
False
False
True
True
False
False
True
True
False
False
True
True
False
False
True
True
False
False
True

Statement
12/13 is greater than 1/13.
1/17 is greater than 16/17.
1/17 is greater than 1/9.
1/13 is greater than 1/30.
Being sneezed on can make a person sick.
Being happy can make a person sick.
Being cold can make a person sick.
Being depressed can make a person sick.
Hair color is heritable.
Pierced ears are heritable.
Immunity to chickenpox is heritable.
Intelligence is heritable.
Rocks are composed of matter.
Numbers are composed of matter.
Fire is composed of matter.
Air is composed of matter.
Fish are alive.
Rocks are alive.
The sun is alive.
Coral is alive.
The moon revolves around the Earth.
The sun revolves around the moon.
The sun revolves around the Earth.
The Earth revolves around the sun.
Humans are descended from tree-dwelling creatures.
Humans are descended from plants.
Humans are descended from chimpanzees.
Humans are descended from sea-dwelling creatures.
A moving bullet loses speed.
A moving bullet loses weight.
A moving bullet loses force.
A moving bullet loses height.
Ovens produce heat.
Rain produces heat.
Coats produce heat.
Pressure produces heat.
Red objects reflect red light.
Red objects reflect blue light.
Red objects absorb red light.
Red objects absorb blue light.

the complexity of each conceptual relation was balanced
across statement type (consistent vs. inconsistent) and
response type (true vs. false) so that simple relations (e.g.,
“[entity] evolves over time”) were represented as often as
complex relations (e.g., “[species1] is descended from
[species2]”) within each stimulus category. Third, it ensured
that the average number of words per statement remained
relatively constant across both statement type (consistent vs.
inconsistent) and response type (true vs. false), which was a
necessary precondition for comparing response times across
categories. Additional care was taken to balance the average

number of words per statement across domains, which
ranged from 5.1 to 6.9 and averaged 5.9. No domain was an
outlier on this measure.

Procedure
Stimuli were presented to participants with MediaLab v1.21
software, which also recorded the speed and accuracy of
their truth judgments. The mean response time across items
and across subjects was 3928 ms, and all response times that
fell more than two standard deviations beyond this mean
(200 of 13200, or 1.5%) were eliminated from the dataset.
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Participants were instructed to verify each statement as
quickly as possible without sacrificing accuracy. Responses
were recorded by pressing “1” or “2” on the keypad,
corresponding to “True” and “False” respectively. Once a
response had been selected participants were then asked to
rate the certainty of that response on a 5-point scale (1 = not
certain, 2 = 25% certain, 3 = 50% certain, 4 = 75% certain,
5 = 100% certain). Confidence ratings were included mainly
to provide a brief respite between statements and are not
analyzed here. It should be noted, however, that the mean
confidence rating was 4.1 and the modal confidence rating
was 5 (or “100% certain”), indicating that participants were
highly confident in their responses.
Statements from the same domain (n = 20) were presented
as a block, in order to minimize abrupt changes in content,
but their presentation was randomized within that block, and
the presentation of each domain was randomized as well.
No two participants therefore encountered the same domains
or the same statements in the same order.

0.68), and a significant interaction between statement type
and domain type (F(1,64) = 9.36, p < .01). The source of
this interaction was a 21% greater difference between
consistent and inconsistent statements for the latedeveloping domains (Mdiff. = 0.23) than for the earlydeveloping domains (Mdiff. = 0.19). Participants apparently
erred on more inconsistent statements in the late-developing
domains than in the early-developing domains, implying
that naïve theories held greater sway in the late-developing
domains. This finding is consistent with the fact that many
high school students never actually make conceptual change
in domains like mechanics (McCloskey, 1983) or evolution
(Shtulman, 2006), though participants had most likely been
introduced to the relevant scientific theories previously.

Response Latency
Participants’ speed at verifying consistent and inconsistent
statements is displayed in Table 3. As predicted, participants
verified consistent statements more quickly than they
verified inconsistent statements in all ten domains, though
the effect was statistically significant in only eight
(fractions, t(64) = 7.94, p < .01; germs, t(64) = 4.31, p < .01;
matter, t(64) = 5.33, p < .01; physiology, t(64) = 6.25, p <
.01; astronomy, t(64) = 2.97, p < .05; evolution, t(64) =
2.06, p < .05; thermodynamics, t(64) = 5.85, p < .01; waves,
t(64) = 4.52, p < .01). These effects remained significant
even when incorrect responses were removed from the
dataset (fractions, t(64) = 9.67, p < .01; germs, t(64) = 5.58,
p < .01; matter, t(64) = 3.12, p < .01; physiology, t(64) =
5.44, p < .01; astronomy, t(64) = 2.80, p < .01; evolution,
t(64) = 2.21, p < .05; thermodynamics, t(64) = 6.85, p <
.001; waves, t(64) = 3.13, p < .01). In fact, one nonsignificant effect became significant on this analysis
(mechanics, t(64) = 2.33, p < .05).

Results
Response Accuracy
Participants’ accuracy at verifying statements whose truth
value was consistent across naïve and scientific theories
(“consistent statements”) and statements whose truth value
differed across those theories (“inconsistent statements”) is
displayed in Table 2. Participants correctly verified
consistent statements significantly more often than they
correctly verified inconsistent statements in all ten domains
(paired samples t(64) > 3.9, p < .01 for all comparisons).
Table 2: Mean proportion of consistent and inconsistent
statements correctly verified in the early-developing
domains (top) and late-developing domains (bottom).
Domain
Fractions
Germs
Inheritance
Matter
Physiology
Astronomy
Evolution
Mechanics
Thermodynamics
Waves

Consist.
.90
.90
.78
.90
.94
.83
.72
.78
.85
.81

Inconsist.
.74
.69
.70
.61
.71
.66
.47
.50
.61
.59

Table 3: Mean response times (ms) for consistent and
inconsistent statements in the early-developing domains
(top) and late-developing domains (bottom).

Difference
.16**
.21**
.08**
.29**
.23**
.17**
.25**
.28**
.24**
.22**

Domain
Fractions
Germs
Inheritance
Matter
Physiology
Astronomy
Evolution
Mechanics
Thermodynamics
Waves

A repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was
used to determine whether, and how, the effects of statement
type (consistent vs. inconsistent) varied by domain type
(early-developing vs. late-developing). This analysis
revealed a significant main effect of statement type (F(1,64)
= 705.73, p < .001), as expected, but it also revealed a
significant main effect of domain type (F(1,64) = 196.00, p
< .001), with participants demonstrating greater accuracy
for statements about early-developing domains (M = 0.79)
than for statements about late-developing domains (M =

Consist.
3534
2720
3667
3248
2832
3457
3800
3997
3591
3480

Inconsist.
4134
2976
3769
3652
3350
3700
3971
4149
4151
3853

Difference
-600**
-256**
-102
-404**
-518**
-243*
-172*
-151
-560**
-374**

As with the accuracy data, the latency data were analyzed
with a repeated-measures ANOVA for effects of statement
type (consistent vs. inconsistent) and domain type (earlydeveloping vs. late-developing). This analysis revealed
significant main effects of both (statement type: F(1,64) =
188.94, p < .001; domain type: F(1,64) = 52.40, p < .001),
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indicating that participants were not only faster at verifying
consistent statements (M = 3324) than at verifying
inconsistent statements (M = 3765) but were also faster at
verifying statements about early-developing domains (M =
3387) than at verifying statements about late-developing
domains (M = 3702). This analysis also revealed a
significant interaction between statement type and domain
type (F(1,64) = 10.43, p < .01), owing to a greater
difference between consistent and inconsistent statements in
the late-developing domains (Mdiff. = 507) than in the earlydeveloping ones (Mdiff. = 375).
Thus, just as participants were most accurate at verifying
consistent statements in early-developing domains (M =
88% correct) and least accurate at verifying inconsistent
statements in late-developing domains (M = 57% correct),
they were fastest at verifying consistent statements in earlydeveloping domains (M = 3200 ms) and slowest at verifying
inconsistent statements in late-developing domains (M =
3956 ms). While the accuracy data seem to suggest that
many participants simply defaulted to naïve theories in the
late-developing domains, the latency data do not, for if they
had, the difference in response latency between consistent
and inconsistent statements in the late-developing domains
should have been smaller, not larger, than that in the earlydeveloping domains. Thus, participants appeared to
experience more cognitive conflict between naïve and
scientific theories in the late-developing domains than in the
early-domains, perhaps because the relevant scientific
theory was less well understood or less well consolidated.

these findings, however, by showing that this effect is
pervasive across many domains of knowledge – from the
life sciences (physiology, evolution) to the physical sciences
(astronomy, thermodynamics) to mathematics (fractions) –
and across many conceptual relations within those domains.
They also extend this literature by showing that the
influence of naïve theories appears to diminish over time,
though the magnitude of difference between earlydeveloping and late-developing domains was much smaller
than the magnitude of difference between consistent and
inconsistent statements.
While the present findings are consistent with other
findings in the literature, they are not particularly consistent
with many prominent models of conceptual change, like
Carey’s (2009) differentiation-coalescence model or Chi’s
(2008) ontology-reassignment model, because these models
assume a kind of conceptual restructuring that should render
early modes of thought inaccessible. While these models
could certainly be amended to account for the data at hand,
doing so would require a specification of how a single
concept, like heat or force, could hold different meanings
for the very same individual across different contexts or
different tasks.
One model of conceptual change that may hold more
promise in this regard is Ohlsson’s (2009) “resubsumption”
model, in which a class of phenomena (e.g., the motion of
objects) initially subsumed under one theory (e.g., impetus
theory) is re-subsumed under another (e.g., Newtonian
mechanics). The process is initiated by the learner noticing a
correspondence between one class of phenomena and two
different theories – say, a naïve theory and a scientific
theory – and is completed by a competitive evaluation of the
cognitive utility of each correspondence. While this model
does not currently explain where scientific theories come
from or how learners notice correspondences between
scientific theories and phenomena currently subsumed by
other theories (Shtulman, 2009), it does help to explain the
findings documented here in that it explicitly stipulates that
the outcome of conceptual change is not a single theory,
derived step-by-step from some parent theory, but two
theories in active competition.
An important prediction of the resubsumption model is
that the longer an individual holds a scientific theory, the
less he or she should rely on the naïve theory with which it
competes (assuming, of course, that the scientific theory
will ultimately prove more useful in its explanatory power
and explanatory scope than the naïve one). Consistent with
this prediction, we found that naïve theories held less sway
for early-developing domains than for late-developing
domains, presumably because the competition between
naïve theories and scientific theories had been resolved (in
favor of the scientific theories) to a much larger extent in the
early-developing domains than in the late-developing ones.
Similar results were obtained by Goldberg and ThompsonSchill (2009) in that biologists exhibited less cognitive
conflict classifying plants as alive than undergraduates did,
even though both groups exhibited more conflict classifying

Discussion
A significant component of science education is replacing
inaccurate, pre-instructional theories of natural phenomena
with more accurate, scientific ones, but what happens to the
original theories? Our findings strongly suggest that those
theories are suppressed, not supplanted. Across many
different domains, participants were significantly faster and
more accurate at verifying statements whose truth-value
remained constant across a conceptual change (e.g., “people
turn food into energy,” “whales are more closely related to
fish than to plants”) than at verifying structurally analogous
statements whose truth-value reversed (e.g., “bacteria turn
food into energy,” “whales are more closely related to
humans than to fish”). This effect was observable not only
in domains where participants were likely to have
undergone conceptual change within the past five years but
also in domains where they were likely to have undergone
conceptual change as children, implying that even children’s
naïve theories remain intact, at some level of representation,
following conceptual change.
These findings are consistent with many other recent
findings, including Lombrozo et al.’s (2007) demonstration
that Alzheimer’s patients endorse teleological explanations
of natural phenomena typically endorsed only by children
and Goldberg and Thompson-Schill’s (2009) demonstration
that adults are slower and less accurate at classifying plants
as alive than at classifying animals as alive. They extend
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plants as alive than classifying animals as alive. Expertise in
biology apparently decreased the influence of a longdiscarded ontological distinction between plants and
animals but did not eliminate that distinction altogether.
Future research could explore this issue more directly by
explicitly manipulating the cognitive utility of a newly
acquired scientific theory – by, for example, involving
students in inferential-reasoning tasks easily accomplished
in light of the scientific theory but not possible to
accomplish in light of the naïve theory – and measuring the
effects of that manipulation on the speed and accuracy of
their responses to the kinds of stimuli presented here. If
cognitive utility is indeed a determinant of the continued
survival of a naïve theory, then decreasing the cognitive
utility of that theory should decrease the likelihood that it
will be activated when reasoning about the phenomena it
once subsumed. No manipulation, however, would likely
the eliminate the effect altogether, as the extant data suggest
that naïve theories continue to persist even after decades of
disuse and disrepair.
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Abstract

These studies, however, did not use raw speech signals,
but rather a small number of parameters extracted by hand:
e.g., the frequency of the first and second formants, vowel
duration, etc. (Valhabba et al 2007). This presupposes that
infants are equipped with fairly speech-specific perceptual
abilities and, crucially, that they know how to segment the
continuous stream into discrete segments like consonants, or
vowels. This latter assumption is problematic given that
such segmentation is not universal, but depends on the
phonology of the language (Dupoux et al, 1999).
Varadarajan et al. (2008) is one of the few published
paper that attempted to learn phonemes from raw speech.
Using an optimized version of Successive State Splitting
(SSS, Takami & Sagayama, 1992), they grew in an
unsupervised fashion a large network of Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) states. These states were shown to encode
speech sounds with no loss of information compared to
supervized HMMs, but there were two problems. First, the
states of the HMM network did not correspond to
phonemes, but rather to subphonemic units of the size of
acoustic events (e.g. burst, closure, transition, etc). This is
the oversegmentation problem. Second, even combining
states into sequences did not yield phonemes, but rather,
context dependant variants (contextual allophones). This is
the contextual variability problem. Here, we address the
first problem, the second problem being address in other
work (Peperkamp et al, 2006; Martin et al. submitted;
Boruta et al. 2011).
The oversegmentation problem of SSS, although
disappointing, is not entirely surprising. State-of-the art
supervised HMMs have the same problem: segments are
typically modeled using three states, not a single state. The
reason is that HMMs represent speech as local spectral
feature vectors (e.g. Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coeficients –
MFCC, computed over a 15-20ms window), whereas
phonemes are realized as a complex articulatory trajectory
spanning between 50 and 150ms, sometimes involving a
sequence of events (constriction, release, changes in the
source, etc.). Since HMMs are modeling speech sounds
through Gaussians distributions (which are local), the only
way to model phonemes accurately is to segment them into
subparts. This problem is not limited to MFCC features, but
would also apply to any local feature, like for instance

We describe a model for the coding of speech sounds into a
high dimensional space. This code is obtained by computing
the similarity between speech sounds and stored syllablesized templates. We show that this code yields a better linear
separation of phonemes than the standard MFCC code.
Additional experiments show that the code is tuned to a
particular language, and is able to use temporal cues for the
purpose of phoneme recognition. Optimal templates seem to
correspond to chunks of speech of around 120ms containing
transitions between phonemes or syllables.
Keywords: Early language acquisition, modeling, phonemes

Introduction
Infants spontaneously learn their ambient language at an
amazing speed. During their first year of life, they construct
abstract perceptual categories corresponding to the
phonemes of their language. They lose the ability to
distinguish fine phonetic variants that belong to the same
phoneme category, and enhance their ability to distinguish
between category contrasts (see a review in Kuhl, 2000).
This is done without any supervision from the parents,
before a substantial recognition lexicon has been built (12month-olds are believed to recognize about 100 words), and
before they can articulate correctly the phoneme categories
they recognize. How do infants achieve this? One possibility
is that they perform some kind of unsupervised statistical
clustering of the ambient speech signals. Maye, Werker and
Gerken (2002) showed that 6-month-old infants perform
such computations, using artificial languages with either a
monomodal statistical distribution or a bimodal distribution
of phonetic cues.
Only a limited number of studies have addressed the
computational mechanisms that could underlie such
acquisitions. Guenther & Gjaja (1996) showed that SelfOrganizing Maps have the potential to construct phoneme
categories in an unsupervised fashion (see also Valhabba et
al., 2007; Gauthier, Shi & Xu, 2007). Valhabba et al (2007)
implemented an incremental version of Expectation
Maximization on a Gaussian Mixture model, and showed
that both the number of vowels and their statistical
distributions can be inferred from the signal in an
unsupervised fashion.
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Figure 1. Outline of the High Dimensional Template Matching model. It is composed of an instance-based bank of reference
templates, and has two processing modes: during early language experience (dotted lines), the templates are segmented out of
the speech stream, during subsequent development and in adults, the signal is matched to the bank of templates (solid lines).
wavelet type functions (Smith & Lewicki, 2006), or features
derived from auditory models (Chi et al, 2005).
To solve the oversegmentation problem, we propose to
explore the feasibility of replacing low dimensional, lowlevel features with high dimensional, holistic or coarse
grained features. We review some existing proposals.

segmenting and storing of syllable-sized templates, which
are the basis for discovering the smaller and more abstract
phonemes, which can in turn be used to recover the even
more abstract linguistic features. In this paper, we explore a
quantitative assessment of this last approach.

The algorithm

Holistic/templatic features

The idea of using examples from the problem set as the
basis for representing further examples is at the core of
Support Vector Machine models (Cortes & Vapnik, 1995).
The present proposal is inspired by the idea that large units
like syllables are natural perceptual units for infants and
adults. For instance, Bertoncini & Mehler (1981) showed
that neonates can count the number of syllables in a speech
stream, before they have learned the phonemes of their
language. The proposal is that, during their first year of life,
infants build a large base of syllable-like templates, and at a
later stage, compute the similarity between the incoming
signal and the stored templates. The High Dimensional
Template Matching model (HD-TMatch) presented in
Figure 1 assumes that all sounds (templates and signal) are
first coded in terms of low level features (Step 0). During
the early acquisition phase, (Step 1), the model segments out
chunk of speech of a given size and stores them as templates
in an instance-based memory system. After the templates
become fixed, speech sounds are matched to the templates
(Step 2), and a similarity between each template and the
signal is computed (Step 3). This model translates a time
varying trajectory in acoustic space into a point in similarity
space. As such, it has the potential to solve part of the
oversegmentation problem since it matches whole
trajectories instead of just a slice of time. It also has the
potential to address convergence towards the native sounds
since the stored templates belong to the native language.
Note that the model is not committed to templates being
exactly aligned to linguistically defined syllables; they could
as well correspond to diphones, triphones, or acoustic
chunks of syllable size.

Research into the human visual system has revealed that the
brain analyzes shapes and objects in a series of hierarchical
stages in which stimulus features of increasing complexity
and size are extracted. Ullman et al. (2002) argued that the
maximally informative features for the purpose of object
classification are not local features, but rather features of
intermediate complexity, that correspond to fragments of
images or objects. The brain would store such fragments
which form a high dimensional code adapted to a particular
domain of object perception. Along a similar line, Edelman
(1996) proposed that the brain represents a shape through its
similarity to a number of reference shapes, that are stored as
patterns of elementary features. Familiar and novel objects
are then represented as points in a shape space computed
from similarities to a set of reference objects.
Such proposals are only starting to be applied to speech.
Liquid State Machines (Maas et al, 2002), or Echo State
Systems (Jaeger, 2002) use recurrent networks or dynamic
systems to recode a time-varying low dimensional signal
into a high dimensional one which incorporates information
spanning the recent past of the system. Such codes are more
robust to noise than low-level featural approaches
(Skowronski & Harris, 2007), however it is unclear how to
optimize such representations. Coath & Denham (2005),
proposed a model storing templates consisting of 100ms200ms speech sounds, which are used as convolution filters.
They argue that the high dimensional code obtained is more
robust to variation due to time compression and speaker
variation than classical features. Dupoux (2004) has
proposed a similar approach based on the psycholinguistics
of human infants, whereby processing is based on the
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- Step 0: Coding. The input was coded in terms of a frame
every 5 ms consisting of 13 MFCC coefficients (Mermelstein, 1976) computed on overlapping 15 ms windows.
- Step 1. Templates Segmentation. The template base can
vary according to three independent parameters: (a) number
of templates. To be effective, templates have to be numerous
enough to cover the range of possible sound combinations
in the language. However, too many templates may hamper
learning. (b) template duration: a template has to be long
enough to contain significant dynamic properties, but not
too long, otherwise the number of templates required for
total language coverage explodes. (c) template boundaries:
Templates can either be temporally aligned to structural
properties of speech (syllable boundaries, peak of vowel
nucleus, etc), or randomly segmented. Even though these 3
variables may interact, in the present study, we manipulate
one while keeping the other two constant in artificial
languages.
- Step 2. Template Matching. In the model, each template is
matched to the signal in a parallel and independent way, as
if each template were as an autonomous recognizer, looping
through the signal in the attempt to recognizing itself. We
use Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) (Myers and Rabiner,
1981) to find the optimal alignment of the template and the
signal, hence obtaining a warping function for each
template. Multiple passes through the templates are allowed
if the signal is long enough.
- Step 3. Similarity. The warping function is used to extract
two different types of signal: spectral similarity, and
temporal distortion. Spectral similarity is based on the
readout of the Euclidian distance between the MFCC
coefficients of the signal and the aligned template for each
frame (see Appendix). Temporal distortion is based on the
local slope of the warping function: any deviation from a
slope of 1 in the warping function is giving a cost in the
temporal distortion between the template and signal. The
output representation for a bank of N templates is hence a
set of 2N time series, sampled every 5 ms.

derivatives of the MFCC coefficients are a standard way to
improve on local featural codes to capture some of the
dynamic properties of speech.
The algorithms were tested on two pseudo-languages,
which we constructed with carefully balanced phoneme and
syllable sets. Utterances of each pseudo-language were
recorded by a male talker in a quiet and non reverberating
environment, digitized, and converted into MFCC coefficients. All stimuli were hand labeled for the purpose of
performing the linear separation test. The stimuli were then
distributed into three sets. The first set was used to generate
the templates, the second one for training the perceptron and
a third one for generalization. Each test was performed 10
times, with a different random assignment of sets, in order
to derive standard deviations for the error rates.
The Monosyllabic language contained 6 vowels /a e i u o
y / and 6 consonants /R m s p t k/. These phonemes were
combined to create 36 Consonant-Vowels (CV) syllables.
The syllables were pronounced in isolation (as if they were
monosyllabic words). Each syllable was recorded 54 times.
The template set contained between 4 and 12 exemplars of
each syllables, the training set contained 34 exemplars and
the generalization set contained 8 exemplars.
The Polysyllabic language contained trisyllabic CVCVCV words, composed of 8 phonemes /R ∫ d m e a i u/. These
phonemes are arranged following the same CV structure
than in the previous sets. The set was built in such a way
that all the phonemes consonants or vowels were produced
the same number of times, in every position. The template
set contained 12 exemplars of each syllables (192
templates), the training set contained 34 exemplars and the
generalization set contained 8 exemplars.

Results
Assessing the templatic code
We used the monosyllabic language for these experiments.
The linear classification performance of MFCC and
MFCC+Delta2 are used as baseline (Figure 2a). As seen in
Figure 2b, template features using whole syllables as
templates
yields
systematically
better
phoneme
classification performance than the baselines. This shows
that templatic features are both more informative than the
MFCCs on which it is based, and outperform the MFCC
time derivatives. Increasing the number of templates from 4
per syllable types to 12 per syllable types improves slightly
the performance, but as the overall dimensionality grows
from 144 to 432 dimensions, one can start to see evidence of
over-fitting (i.e. a growing gap between training and
generalization). Adding time distortion coding increases
more the performance than adding more templates,
suggesting that the temporal distortion adds a new and
useful type of information. This is interesting, because
temporal alignment parameters are typically thrown away in
classical speech recognition systems (more on this below).
In Figure 2c, we show that the gain in performance obtained
by template coding is not due to high dimensionality alone.

Methodology
The aim of this paper is to compare the efficiency of
templatic features compared to low-level ones for the
purpose of phoneme classification. We assessed this using a
linear separation test: a perceptron was trained on a set of
labeled examples using the RPROP algorithm (Riedmiller,
and Braun, 1993), and the performance of the classification
was measured both on the training set and on a novel
generalization set. Training and recognition of the phonetic
categories was computed frame by frame using human
labels, and the error rate was the percentage of misclassified
frames over the training or generalization sets. This
performance was compared to the results obtained with two
baseline low-level featural codes. One is the raw MFCC (13
dimensions) used as input to the model. The second baseline
is MFCC + Delta2 code, which corresponds to MFCC
coefficients plus their first and second order derivatives (39
dimensions). This is a useful comparison since time
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Figure 2. Percent error in a phoneme classification test using linear separation, for the training and the generalization sets, as
a function of type of input code, using the Monosyllabic Language. Bars show one standard deviation over and above the
mean. a. Baseline scores for the MFCC (12 dimensions) and MFCC+Delta2 (39 dimensions) codes. b. Scores for templatic
codes. We used as templates 4 exemplars of each of the 36 syllable types (left) or 12 exemplars (right). The ‘-time’ bars show
the scores with spectral similarity only and the ‘+time’ shows the score where time distortion has been added. c. Scores for
compressed templatic codes. We projected a code using 8*36 templates (spectral+temporal) onto the first 39 principal
components (left). We quantizated the spectral similarity of a code with 12*36 templates onto a binary code (0 or 1) (right).
Indeed, projecting the code obtained with 8 templates per
syllable type (plus time distortion) onto the first 39 PCA
dimensions still yields better performance than
MFCC+Delta 2 despite the fact that the number of
dimensions is the same. Finally, we quantized each
dimension onto a binary code by using a threshold set at one
standard deviation above the mean (the means and standard
deviations are computed across the dimensions, for each
time frame separately). This was done for a code using 12
templates per syllable, and the result was undistinguishable
from that obtained using non quantized version, suggesting
that the high dimension templatic code is intrinsically a
(sparse) binary code.

sublanguage used the minimally distinct consonants /p t k/
and vowels /o u y/. Each sublanguage had only 9 syllable
types. We used as a template set the syllables from one
sublanguage, and tested either on new exemplars of the
same language (appropriate templates) or exemplars from
the other language (inappropriate templates). As shown in
Table 1, using the inappropriate language for the template
set yields a large drop in performance, and this both for the
easy and hard sublanguage. An ANOVA ran across 10
simulations on the log probability of error for the
generalization set showed a significant effect of
sublanguage (F(1,36)=537, p<.0001), and appropriateness
(F(1,36)=410, p<.0001), but no interaction between these
two factors (p>.05). Appropriate templates were better than
the MFCC+delta2 baseline (F(1,36)=266; p<.001), and
inappropriate templates were worse score than baseline
(F(1,36)=41, p<.0001). In brief, template features are
optimally tuned to the language from which they are
extracted; they are very good for the segments that belong to
that language, and poor for ‘foreign’ segments. This
mimicks the tuning process to native sounds which take
place during early language acquisition (Kuhl, 2000).

Language specificity
How well does the template code capture languagespecific properties? If this code was only increasing
performance because of its high dimensionality, the
particular set of templates used should be irrelevant. Here,
we split the monosyllabic language into two disjoint
sublanguages. The “easy” sublanguage used the maximally
distinct consonants /R m s/ and vowels /a e i/. The “hard”

Table 1. Percent error in phoneme classification (and standard error across simulations) in two sublanguages, easy and hard,
as a function of the code used to represent the signals: the language-independent MFCC+Delta 2 code, and the templatic
codes based on the appropriate or inappropriate sublanguage.
Code
Easy Language
Hard Language
Baseline
Training
General.
Training
General.
MFCC + Delta 2
8.1% (0.3)
8.9% (0.7)
11.8% (0.3)
12.9% (0.7)
Appropriate Templates
Inappropriate Templates

4.8% (0.2)
8.0% (0.2)

5.2% (0.5)
9.4% (1.0)
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8.2% (0.5)
14.0% (0.7)

10.2% (0.7)
16.6% (1.0)

Figure 4. Effect of the size of the template on phoneme classification using a linear separation test. The
language used was the Polysyllabic Language. The number of templates is fixed in all simulations.
randomly segmented templates of a fixed duration. We
found that randomly segmented templates can do almost as
well as syllables, as long as they have a duration of around
120ms. This duration corresponds to a unit whose size is
intermediate between syllables and phonemes. These two
findings are compatible with the hypothesis that templates
are optimal when they capture the transition parts between
phonemes. The 120ms is also compatible with the optimal
unit found by Coath and Denham (2005).

Temporal cues and vowel duration
We found above that temporal distortion was useful even
in an artificial language in which duration cues a priori
carries little linguistic information. The usefulness of
temporal distortion should be even more apparent in a
language where such cues are used, like in Japanese, where
vowel length is contrastive. We introduced a contrast in
vowel duration in the “easy” sublanguage. It had 6 vowels
/a e i a: e: i:/, the latter three being obtained by doubling the
duration of the vowels in the original recording using pitch
synchronous resynthesis. The results are shown in Table 2;
evidently, template codes, especially with time distortion
fare better than the MFCC controls.

Conclusion
We have found that coding the speech signal in a high
dimensional space of template similarity yields a significant
improvement over standard MFCC features, even when
temporal derivatives are used. In addition, time distortion
derived from the DWT alignment process adds useful
information over and above spectral similarity. This is
especially true when the language makes use of contrastive
durational cues. We found that the improvement of the
templatic code is limited to the particular language used to
make up the template sets. Templates of one language are ill
suited to classify phonemes belonging to a different
language. Finally, optimal templates seem to correspond to
units around 100-200ms, containing at least the transitions
between two adjacent phonemes.
Of course, all of these conclusions are limited by the
experimental approach we used, which is to test our system
on miniature languages, with restricted phoneme and
syllable inventories. It remains to be shown whether such
coding and conclusions scale up to real-sized languages,
more coarticulated inputs such as spontaneous speech, and
psychologically realistic learning procedures, such as
incremental unsupervised clustering. Another point worth
mentioning is that, because of the multiple DTWs, the
complexity of the algorithm is in o(n.l²), where n is the

Table 2. Percent error in phoneme classification (and
standard error across simulations) in a language using
contrastive vowel duration. The score is given for the
training and generalization sets, and for a specific short
versus long vowel contrast (generalization only).
Code
Training
Gener.
MFCC
32.3% (0.3)
32.5% (0.9)
MFCC + Delta 2
26.0% (0.4)
26.1% (0.8)
8*36 – time
8*36 + time

20.3% (0.3)
11.9% (0.2)

23.9% (0.8)
15.1% (0.7)

Size and nature of the templates
What is the optimal size of the templates? We used the
polysyllabic language and tested structurally defined templates, syllables, phonemes and antiphonemes, segmented
using human labels. Antiphonemes were defined as the final
50% part of one phoneme followed by the initial 50% part
of the next. As shown in figure 4, syllabic templates yielded
the best performance, but somewhat counter-intuitively,
antiphonemes were better than phonemes. Second, we tested
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number of templates, and l is the utterance length. More
work remains to be done to optimize this algorithm.
Moreover, the usability of the code is limited by tractability
issues regarding clustering algorithms in high dimensions.
Potentially useful is the fact that templatic features can be
reduced to binary vectors at little or no cost.
Overall, this supports the interest of coarse graine features
for modeling speech perception (Coath & Denham, 2005;
Skowronski & Harris, 2007), but more research is needed to
add biological constraints to such models and derive new
predictions for early language acquisition.
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Appendix
A given stimulus S is aligned to a template T using DTW,
and the two time axes are related through the warping
function warp(t). We can read out DS,T(t), the Euclidian
distance between the signal and warped template:
where si(t)and ti(t) are the MFCC coefficients of S and T at
time t, respectively. We then define Sim(t), a timedependant measure of template similarity:
where α is a constant used to avoid infinite values for a
distance of zero (α =10-3.). Finally, we define a timedependant measure of temporal distortion:
where warp’(t) is the smoothed slope of the warping
function at time t, computed with a regression on 5 adjacent
frames, and truncated to fit the interval [10-3, 10+3].
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Abstract

Eichenbaum, 1997; Eichenbaum, 1997; Eichenbaum &
Bunsey, 1995). This view is represented in a number of
theories of face recognition which hold that associating the
face and voice of an individual depends on integrating
distinct informational streams into a single, ‘Personal
Identity Node’, or PIN (Bruce & Young, 1986; Burton,
Bruce, & Johnston, 1990; Ellis, Jones, & Mosdell, 1997).
Unitizing multisensory properties may make multisensory
object-knowledge more efficient, since each observed
property of that object may be associated with all other,
previously observed, properties via a single link, rather than
maintaining associations among many disparate properties.
An additional potential advantage to a unitized
representation, implicit in the PIN model, is that it may help
to organize associations that go beyond specific stimulusstimulus pairings to more abstract properties of an
underlying ‘object’. For example, if one has encountered a
specific auditory utterance of an individual, along with his
or her face, it would be advantageous to associate a different
utterance by the same individual with that face. Presumably,
this depends on extracting ‘invariant’ properties of the
underlying voice from the sample. Representing individual
face and voice stimuli as properties of the same underlying
individual may facilitate this process.
Despite the potential theoretical advantages to unitization,
there has been no direct behavioral support for the idea that
multisensory unitization is a specialized form of associative
learning. In the current study, we compared associative
learning of visual/auditory pairs under conditions where the
members of the pair were either likely or unlikely to belong
to the same object by virtue of their membership in the same
or different category. Specifically, we compared face/voice
learning when the members of each pair were of the same or
opposite gender (Experiment 1) or the same or different
species (Experiment 2). We reasoned that since only
congruent pairs are consistent with belonging to the same
object (for example, our experience is that people with male
faces always have male voices) they would be likely to be

Learning about objects typically involves the association of
multisensory attributes. Here, we present three experiments
supporting the existence of a specialized form of associative
learning that depends on ‘unitization’. When multisensory pairs
(e.g. faces and voices) were likely to both belong to a single object,
learning was superior than when the pairs were not likely to belong
to the same object. Experiment 1 found that learning of face-voice
pairs was superior when the members of each pair were the same
gender vs. opposite gender. Experiment 2 found a similar result
when the paired associates were pictures and vocalizations of the
same species vs. different species (dogs and birds). In Experiment
3, gender-incongruent video and audio stimuli were dubbed,
producing an artificially unitized stimulus reducing the congruency
advantage. Overall, these results suggest that unitizing
multisensory attributes into a single object or identity is a
specialized form of associative learning

Introduction
Learning about objects typically involves the detection
and association of multisensory attributes. For example, we
may be able to identify certain foods based on their visual,
gustatory, tactile as well as olfactory properties. Likewise,
‘knowing’ a person typically means being able to associate
his or her face with his or her voice. How do we encode the
multisensory properties of objects? One possibility is that
such “object knowledge” simply consists of a network of
associations among each of an object’s unisensory
properties. According to this view, our knowledge about
unitary objects may depend on the same learning
mechanisms as other types of object memory, such as
associations between different objects or between objects
and other properties of the environments in which they
appear. A second possibility is that multiple unisensory
object properties are all linked via an intermediate
‘supramodal’ representation of the object (Mesulam, 1998).
According to this view, associating intra-object information
is a special class of associative learning, involving the
creation of a ‘unitized’ representation (Cohen, Poldrack, &
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‘unitized’ into a single object or identity, while incongruent
pairs would be remembered based on simple associative
processes, without unitization. This difference may be
reflected in better learning of the congruent pairs.

Procedure
The procedure was identical in both conditions.
Participants were instructed that they would be performing a
task in which they must learn to match faces and voices and
that that they would receive feedback on correct or incorrect
responses. In the Incongruent condition subjects were
additionally informed that the faces and voices would be of
opposite gender. Each participant took part in a Learning
Phase and a Generalization Phase. On each trial of the
Learning Phase, participants were presented with a voice
recording of one of the three recorded sentences, while four
faces were presented on the screen with the numbers 1-4
below them (Figure 1). One of the four faces was the
‘match’ to the voice, as determined prior to the experiment
as described above, while the other three served as
distracters. The subjects were instructed to choose which of
the four faces was matched with the voice. An incorrect
response resulted in a low beeping sound. The correct
selection was flashed once—regardless of whether subjects
had chosen it or not— before the stimuli were replaced by a
white screen. The face-voice stimuli were presented in
groups, with each group containing four faces and voices;
the faces within a single group were either all male or all
female. There were four groups (2 male, 2 female), which
were repeated, in six separate experimental blocks, for a
total of 96 trials (4 trials per group X 4 groups X 6 blocks)
per participant.
The Generalization Phase began immediately after the
subjects completed the Learning Matching Phase. The
procedure in the Generalization Phase was identical to the
Learning Phase except that recordings of two new
sentences, not heard in the Learning Phase, were used and
that subjects did not receive feedback. The task of the
participant was to match the face to the new voice
recording, based on the face-voice pairs they had learned in
the Learning Phase. Each participant performed two test
blocks, one for each of the two new voice recordings: each
test block consisted of four groups of four faces as in the
Learning Phase for a total of 32 (4 groups of four faces X 2
blocks) per participant.

Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, we compared learning of face-voice
pairs of the same gender (congruent), versus learning of
pairs of the opposite genders (incongruent). Importantly,
because the task in both conditions was to learn arbitrarily
matched faces and voices, they were—in terms of inherent
task demand— equally difficult. Critically, we hypothesized
that the pairs in the gender-congruent condition were more
likely to be unified into a single identity and that this would
result in better learning performance.
We measured
performance in an initial learning phase in which
participants had to learn associations between pictures of
specific faces and specific utterances (single sentences)
using a forced-choice task with feedback. We then measured
generalization of learning in a second phase where
participants had to match each previously learned face with
new utterances (2 novel sentences) produced by the same
voices as before. All of the experiments used a betweensubjects design.

Methods
Participants
Fifty undergraduate psychology students (25 assigned to
each of the two experimental conditions), naïve to the
purposes of the experiment, participated for course credit.
Each student was screened after the experiment and asked
whether they personally knew any of the people whose
faces/voices were shown during the experiment. Participants
who recognized one of the people used in the stimuli were
not included in the analysis.

Stimuli
Stimuli consisted of photographs and voice recordings of 8
Caucasian females and 8 Caucasian males ranging in age
from 18-26. Each individual was photographed and also
recorded speaking three sentences: 1) “There are clouds in
the sky”, 2) “The boy took his sister to the park”, and 3)
counting from one to five. All photographs displayed the
head and shoulders of the person from a frontal viewpoint.
Before the beginning of the experiment, each of the 16 face
images was matched with a single recorded voice as the
‘pair’ to be learned by the subject. In the Congruent
conditions each picture was uniquely paired with one
randomly chosen voice of the same gender, with the
constraint that it not be the true matching voice. In the
Incongruent condition, each of the female faces was paired
with a single randomly chosen male voice and vice versa.

Results and Discussion
Figure 1a shows the results of the initial learning phase as
a function of block for the two congruency conditions.
While learning is apparent in both the Congruent and
Incongruent conditions, it was much more efficient in the
Congruent condition (peaking at 75% correct; chance
performance was 25%) than in the Incongruent condition
(peaking at 50% correct). A two-way ANOVA on the
Learning data found a significant main effect of both block
number F(5,72) = 31.536, p < .00001] and Congruency
condition. [F(1,72) = 178.962, p < .00001] and no
significant interaction.
Performance in the Generalization Phase was reduced in
both conditions relative to performance in the learning
phase (Figure 1b) but it was still well above chance for the
congruent pairs [t(28)=6.86; p<.001], indicating that
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Figure 1: Experiment 1 Results. (a) Performance in the Learning phase as a function of block for the two conditions. (b)
Performance in the Generalization Phase for the two conditions.
participants successfully generalized their learning to new
utterances, whereas performance for incongruent pairs
declined to near chance (31%; chance was 25) [t(28)=1.23;
p<.05]. There was a significant difference in performance
between the Gender-Congruent and Incongruent conditions
by t-test [t (48) = .325, p = .001].
These findings indicate that generalization of learning
was much more successful when the face-voice pairs were
gender-congruent.
Overall, learning was more efficient and more generalized
when the faces and voices making up the pairs were the
same gender then when they were of the opposite gender.
Since the inherent task difficulty was the same in both
conditions, (i.e. the congruency did not yield any taskrelevant information) the difference in performance is likely
due to the fact that the incongruent pairs could not be
unitized into a single identity and that learning depended on
simple associative learning of the pairs.

the same methods as in Experiment 1 except that this time
we presented pictures and vocalizations of dogs and birds
and compared learning of congruent pairs (e.g. a specific
dog picture and a specific bark) with incongruent pairs (a
specific dog picture with a specific bird song). Then, to
provide converging evidence for the concept of
multisensory unitization, rather than testing for
generalization of learning, we re-tested learning after a 10minute delay to determine whether within category learning
might be more robust than simple associative learning.

Methods
Participants
Sixty undergraduate psychology students (30 for each of
the two experimental conditions), naïve to the purposes of
the experiment participated for course credit.
Stimuli
Stimuli consisted of pictures of cropped faces of 8 ‘midsizes’ dogs (chosen based on subjective judgment) and
pictures of 8 typically sized birds as well as sound
recordings of 8 different mid-range dog barks and 8
different bird chirps (photos and audio recordings were
obtained from the internet).

Experiment 2
Experiment 2 investigated whether the congruency
advantage observed in Experiment 1 is specific to human
faces and voices. Evidence indicates that human face and
voice processing are specialized processes that depend on
dedicated brain regions (Belin, Zatorre, Lafaille, Ahad, &
Pike, 2000; Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997; Puce,
Allison, Gore, & McCarthy, 1995) and/or visual expertise
(Gauthier, Skudlarski, Gore, & Anderson, 2000; Gauthier &
Tarr, 1997) and that learning face-voice pairs preferentially
leads to cross-activation of these unimodal selective
areas(von Kriegstein et al., 2008) This raises the possibility
that the multisensory unitization that we found in
Experiment 1 is restricted to the learning of human faces
and voices rather than a reflection of a general learning
process. To test this possibility, in Experiment 2 we used

Procedure
As in Experiment 1, each participant first performed a
Learning Phase, in which they were given feedback while
learning specific picture-vocalization pairs across six
blocks. After the Learning Phase, participants took a 10
minute break in which they viewed unrelated videos on the
web after which they performed a final Test block
consisting of the same exact task as in the Learning Phase,
but without feedback.
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Figure 2: Experiment 2 results. (a) Mean correct in the Learning Phase as a function of block number, for the two
conditions. (b) Results of the Learning Phase and the Test Phase for the two conditions.
us to compare the effect of motion on the Congruent and
Incongruent conditions. In particular, we were interested in
the possibility that motion would produce a larger benefit in
the Gender-Incongruent condition because it could
encourage unitization for pairs of stimuli that would
otherwise not be unitized.

Results and Discussion
Figure 2a shows the results of the learning phase across the
two conditions as a function of block number. Even though
participants were able to learn both congruent and
incongruent pairs, they exhibited a significant advantage in
learning the species-congruent pairs vs. the incongruent
pairs [t (58) = 2.736; p < .01]. Figure 2b shows the
performance in the initial Learning Phase compared to the
Test Phase for the two conditions. Performance did not drop
significantly following the 10 min delay for the congruent
pairs [t (29) = .61; p > .5] but did decline significantly for
the incongruent pairs [t (29) = 2.23; p < .05]. These results
again suggest that pairs that may be unitized into a single
object lead to a different learning pattern than nonunitizable stimuli.

Methods
Participants
One hundred and twenty undergraduate psychology
students (30 for each of the four experimental conditions),
naïve to the purposes of the experiment participated for
course credit.
Stimuli
Stimuli were movies featuring the same individuals and
utterances as in Experiment 1. Each movie was created by
dubbing the audio recording of one person’s utterance onto
the synchronized video of a different person speaking the
same utterance1. In the Static condition only a still frame of
each movie clip was shown (as described below) while in
the Motion condition, the dubbed movie was shown.

Experiment 3
The results from Experiments 1 & 2 indicate that learning
of multisensory associations is better when the paired
properties belong to the same object. However, this
advantage alone does not indicate that the difference in
performance is due to ‘unitization’ per se rather than some
other effect of their congruency. In Experiment 3, we used
the same method as in Experiment 1 except that here we
also presented some subjects with ‘dubbed’ movies during
the pair-learning phase. This consisted of presenting faces
that could be seen and heard talking in synchrony. Because
temporal audio-visual synchrony can be a powerful cue to
the integration of visual and auditory stimulation
(Lewkowicz, 2010), we expected that synchrony might
encourage subjects to unitize the face-voice pairs even in the
gender-incongruent condition. If that is the case, this, in
turn, might reduce the congruency advantage.
Experiment 3 included four between-subject conditions:
Gender-Congruent and Incongruent (as in Experiment 1),
each with a Motion version (which included the
dynamically speaking faces) and a Static version (in which
only a static picture of the face was shown). This allowed

Procedure
As in Experiment 1, each participant first took part in a
learning phase, in which they were given feedback while
learning specific face-voice pairs in groups of four.
However, before performing the forced choice task, each
face in the group was presented in conjunction with the
recording of the matched voice. In the ‘Motion’ conditions,
the face was a video of the person speaking, accompanied
by the matched voice. In the ‘Static’ conditions, the face
was a still-frame taken from the video sequence. This initial
1
In order to facilitate synchronization, individuals were
recorded uttering each phrase while listening on headphones to a
recording of a repeated, ‘standard’ version of that phrase. This
yielded high degrees of synchrony across different individuals’
recordings with only a small amount of editing needed to bring
them into a high degree of alignment.
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Figure 3: Experiment 3 Results. (a) Mean correct for the Learning Phase, as a function of block number, for the four conditions. (b)
Mean correct in the Generalization Phase for the four conditions.
sequence of four face-voice presentations was then followed
by the exact same forced-choice task as in Experiment 1.
During the learning phase, participants were tested on four
groups of four people (8 male face and 8 female faces)
repeated across four blocks of trials for a total of 64 trials
per participant.
After the learning phase, participants completed a
generalization phase in which they had to try to match each
learned face with the previously paired voice, now uttering a
new sentence. On each trial, participants were presented
with two face-voice stimuli (either static or moving,
depending on condition) in succession: one in which the
face was matched with the same voice it had been paired
with in the learning phase and one where it was paired with
one of the voices that had been paired with a different face
in the learning phase. Participants had to chose which of the
two stimuli matched the learned face-voice pairings. No
feedback was given.

ones. Thus, synchrony cues do not facilitate learning or
generalization when multisensory information is easily
unitized but does facilitate them when the information is not
likely to be unitized.

General Discussion
The current results demonstrate a previously unreported
phenomenon in associative-pair learning. We found that
learning to pair multisensory stimulus properties was much
more efficient, robust, and general when the paired
properties were members of the same category vs. when
they were not. This advantage is likely due, at least in part,
to the ability to unitize the pairs in the congruent category
conditions since artificially encouraging unitization —as in
Experiment 3—significantly decreased the congruency
differential. The current results with regard to faces and
voices are consistent with earlier theories of personal
identity representation, such as Bruce and Young’s (1986)
theory in which multiple properties are integrated via a
single node. However, the extension of the congruency
advantage to visual and auditory pairs of other species—as
in Experiment 2— suggests that unitization may be a
general mechanism, that extends to other kinds of objects. If
so, these results may suggest a fundamental dichotomy
between ‘simple associative learning’— which applies to
associations among properties of different objects—and
unitization— which applies to associations of stimulus
properties corresponding to a single object. Indeed, the
current behavioral results bear interesting relations to
previous findings in both the neuropsychology and
neuroimaging literatures suggesting that “intra-item” and
“inter-item” memories are encoded in distinct neural
substrates (Cohen et al., 1997; Eichenbaum, 1997;
Eichenbaum & Bunsey, 1995). This raises the intriguing
possibility that the different learning patterns observed in
our study for congruent vs. incongruent pairs may represent
neurally separable mechanisms.
The process of unitization discussed here has clear
relations to the concept of ‘binding’ in attention and shortterm memory. The so-called ‘Binding Problem’ refers to the
process by which different properties—typically visual

Results
Figure 3a shows the results of the learning phase for each
of the four conditions (Gender Congruent/Incongruent in
both Motion and Static Cases). Participants exhibited
learning of congruent and incongruent pairs in both the
dynamic and static conditions (main effects for block
number [F (3, 116) = 49.89; p < .0001]. As in the previous
experiments, the two gender-congruent conditions yielded
better performance than the two gender-incongruent
conditions [F (1, 116) = 77.75; p < .0001]. There was no
significant effect of motion (p > .1). However, as Fig. 3a
shows, learning was marginally greater for gendermismatched pairs when the stimuli were dynamic, and thus
synchronized, than when they were static [t(48) = 1.675; p
= .06]. However, learning was not enhanced by synchrony
for gender-congruent pairs (p > .5). Figure 3b shows that
performance in the generalization phase, where chance
performance was .5, mirrored the performance in the initial
learning phase. Here, response to the gender-matched pairs
was equivalent regardless of whether synchrony cues were
provided or not [t (48) = .964, p > .1], but was more robust
for the moving gender-incongruent pairs than for the static
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properties such as shape and color—are identified and
remembered as belonging to a single object during a task
such as visual search or identification. Generally, this
process is thought to involve a specialized process, requiring
attentional mechanisms, in order to integrate the separate
properties into a single ‘object-file’ (Treisman & Gelade,
1980). This mechanism is also thought to underlie the
capacity limitations of working memory (Luck and Vogel,
1997). The object-files formed in these cases are assumed to
be inherently short-lived, lasting perhaps only as long as the
stimulus remains in working memory (Wheeler and
Treisman, 2002. However, the current results suggest the
existence of a long-term object-file mechanism as well.
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e.g. Shanahan 2006; Ziemke et al. 2005) of the functionality
of simulations and their neural substrate.
However, current accounts of simulation do no address the
question of the phylogenetic origin and how simulations develop in the child. Hesslow (2002) emphasized that simulation theory explains cognitive functions in terms of phylogenetically older brain functions, i.e., functions that evolved to
allow mammals to eat, move and reproduce. Thus, it might
be possible to claim that part of the explanation can be offloaded to the explanation of the evolution and development of
perception and action processes themselves. However, while
some of the basic neural substrate for developing simulations,
such as the ability of the cerebellum to learn sensorimotor
contingencies (cf. Svensson et al., 2009), might have an evolutionary origin, it is quite clear that simulations have to be
learnt during the life-time of an individual. Not only does
the world change at various time scales, our body grows and
changes in unexpected ways, which means that inner models (or, in simulation theory terms, simulations) must be quite
plastic (e.g. Wolpert et al., 2001). There is thus a necessity
for an explanation of what guides the initial formation of the
predictive associations between motor and sensory areas of
the brain, resulting in simulations that are independent of the
current environment. Although some accounts of simulation
have touched upon on it (e.g. Gallese, 2003; Grush, 1995), a
coherent account of the origin of simulation is largely missing. In the present paper, we argue that such an account can
be given by considering the function of dreams in infants and
young children.
It should perhaps be pointed out that the origin of simulations is not the same question as that of the origin of representations, which has been extensively discussed in cognitive
science (e.g. Bickhard & Terveen, 1995). The account of how
simulations develop in humans that we seek to establish does
not for example entail explaining intentionality and representational content which an account of the emergence of representation would include. However, this does not preclude
that it can contribute to the understanding of how intentional
states develop (cf. Brinck & Gärdenfors, 1999).

Abstract
In the present paper, we present an argument and an initial
model connecting research into the functional role of dreams
with simulation theories. Traditionally, although theories that
describe the refinement of simulations exist, the origin of these
simulations is not considered in detail. Similarly, research into
the functional role of dreams tends to focus on adults, with less
regard to the dreams of young children.
Here, we suggest that a functional role of dreams in infants
through to early childhood may be the inception of these simulations. We show that the proposed model can present a unified
explanation for functions of both the phenomenological experience of dreaming as well as other aspects of brain activity
during sleeping, e.g. the processing of memories. Additionally, it explicitly provides an account for the development of
simulations in early childhood, hypothesising that an initial
function of dreams is the inception and development of simulations.
Keywords: Simulation Hypothesis; Dream functions; Cognitive Development

Introduction
Where do simulations come from?
With its roots dating at least as far back as the British empiricists, the simulation hypothesis (Hesslow, 2002) (note that
this is somewhat different from simulation theories (ST) in
research on other minds, cf. Carruthers & Smith, 1996) explains features of cognition associated with having an inner
world in terms of reactivations of bodily states (Svensson,
2007). That is, the adult brain has the capacity to - through
anticipatory and associative mechanisms - recreate the same
neural context as during previous interactions with the environment in sensory-, motor-, and somatosensory areas of
the brain. In simpler terms, cognition is explained as coupled chains of simulated actions, (i.e. redeployment of motor
brain areas; see Anderson, 2007a,b), and simulated perceptions (i.e. redeployment of sensory and somatosensory brain
areas). Thus, an essential aspect of the simulation hypothesis
is the ability to predictively associate a particular action with
its consequences in different circumstances and the recreation
of previous multimodal states.
Evidence has been provided for simulated actions and perceptions in several different areas, e.g. motor imagery (e.g.
Jeannerod, 1994), visual imagery (Kosslyn & Thompson,
2000), bodily imagery (e.g. Gibbs & Berg, 2002), action understanding (Rizzolatti, 2005), and language (e.g. Glenberg
& Kaschak, 2002). For a recent review see Barsalou (2008).
Furthermore, there are a number of theoretical (e.g. Barsalou, 1999, 2008; Grush, 2004; Hesslow, 2002) and computational models (for a review see Marques & Holland, 2009,

What is the function of dreams in early life?
There is no certainly lack of theories regarding the functionality of dreams. A popular current example is the theory that
dreams are used to simulate threats (Revonsuo, 2000). This
Threat Simulation Theory (TST) is interesting especially as
it is one of the few that attempts to identify an explicit function of the phenomenology of dreaming including the narra-
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tive nature of dreams. This is in contrast to several theories
that identify functions of, for instance REM sleep without addressing the phenomenal levels of dreams or even the narrative organisation. A popular idea in this line of reasoning is
that dreams are involved in memory processing (e.g. Hobson 1994 or Crick & Mitchison 1983, 1995). A related theory proposes that dreams are a series of events (influenced
by the dreamer’s past) within a model of the world in which
the dreamer actively participates (Foulkes, 1985). However,
as Revonsuo (2000) points out, there still is no function to
the narrative beyond “producing novel and unique mnemonic
configurations”. A different approach theorises that dreams
may allow us to deal with emotional concerns (e.g. Hartmann,
1998).
For a more complete discussion of these theories briefly
mentioned above, see for instance Revonsuo (2000). In the
context of the present paper, however, the critical insight is
that most, if not all, of these theories aim to identify a functional role that is relevant for adult life. Pre-adulthood dreams
are typically only cited to support the theories; Revonsuo
(2000) for instance cites evidence that children’s dreams feature more dangerous animals than adults in favour of his
threat simulation theory while Valli et al. (2005) lists dreams
of traumatised children as additional support for the same theory.
Domhoff (2001) summarises several relevant studies
(Foulkes, 1982, 1999; Foulkes et al., 1990) to illustrate a few
key features of children’s dream. Most importantly, dreams
of children appear to be different from those of adults in that
they exhibit a different frequency and cognitive structure until the child reaches an age of around 9-11 years old. Further,
Domhoff (2001) notes that dream reports from children below the age of around 11-13 years differ from adult dream
reports in length and content. Specifically, dreams of young
children under the age of 5 appear to be “bland”, featuring
mainly static imagery. Between 5 and 8 years old, dreams
do contain interactive characters but the narrative does not
appear well developed. Overall, Domhoff (2001) concludes
that “visual imagination may develop gradually and may be a
necessary cognitive prerequisite for dreaming”.
It is therefore clear that one cannot compare dreams of
adults with dreams of children since the latter tend to be
much less sophisticated. This makes it unlikely that theories such as Revonsuo’s TST (Revonsuo, 2000) apply to children’s dreams. On the other hand, even though the phenomenological aspects of dreams my appear impoverished in
children when compared to adult’s dreams, there is no reason
to believe that they may not serve a function.
In the remainder of this paper, we outline the hypothesis
that dreams in young children may in fact play a crucial role
in the inception and refinement of simulations. This is motivated in part by the ontogenetic hypothesis (Blumberg, 2010;
Roffwarg et al., 1966) of the function of children’s dreams,
namely that the large amount of REM sleep at the beginning
of life can be explained by a need for endogenous stimulation

of the nervous system, especially higher cortical areas, which
“may be useful in assisting neuronal differentiation, maturation, and myelinization” (Roffwarg et al., 1966, p. 616)
of these areas. Thus, the ontogentic hypothesis focuses on
the neurophysiological aspects of brainstem induced cortical
and muscle spindle activity, rather than a possible function of
the conscious experiential aspect. Of interest to our hypothesis, the motor activity initiated by the brain stem, visible as
twitches during REM sleep (Blumberg, 2010), is able to assist in the formation of sensory anticipations (cf. Blumberg,
2010). Thus, the spontaneous production of motor activity
during REM sleep, might be play a role in triggering the formation of simulations, in particular, simulated sensations and
perceptions. It might possibly also explain why simulated actions play a crucial role in simulations (cf. e.g. Cotterill, 1996,
2001; Hesslow, 2002).
Specifically, we therefore argue in this paper that dreams
and simulations form a bootstrapping process in which
dreams help creating and refining simulations which are then
used within dreams to generate narrative content. We show
that this hypothesis is both consistent with available evidence and compatible with theories related to the functions
of dreams in adults as well as the position taken by Domhoff
(2001).

The role of dreams in the inception of
simulations
There are interesting parallels between the insights from research into dreams and the simulation hypothesis. For instance, actions in dreams are thought to be neurophysiologically similar to real actions except for not being executed
(Revonsuo, 2000). In the language of the simulation hypothesis, actions in dreams are therefore simulated actions. Furthermore, Hobson (1999, as described by Revonsuo 2000, p.
889), argued that “the experience of movement in dreams
is created with the help of the efferent copying mechanism,
which sends copies of all cortical motor commands to the
sensory system. The brain thus receives internally generated
information about issued motor commands and computes the
expected consequences of those commands. The sensory system is not informed that these commands were not in actual
fact carried out by the muscles, and therefore the illusion of
movement comes about”. Again, these insights are highly relevant to the simulation hypothesis as the use of efferent copies
or more encompassing input from motor areas to sensory areas has also been proposed as a possible neural substrate for
establishing simulations generally (Cotterill, 2001; Hesslow,
2002).
One can thus argue that the simulation hypothesis is relevant for theories about the functions of dreams in general since it provides the necessary mechanisms for creating dream narratives based on internal models of the world.
Note that this is actually independent of the specific theory
one subscribes to, whether it is TST (Revonsuo, 2000) or for
instance Foulkes’ view (Foulkes, 1985) since most implicitly
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assume the presence of such a mechanism. However, as argued earlier, it is not likely that simulations are formed (at
least beyond a rudimentary proto-simulation) as a result of
an evolutionary process. This implies that simulations must
be formed (or significantly refined) during the lifetime of the
human. Further, according to simulation theory, these simulations are important to cognition and should therefore form
at the earliest opportunity.
Additionally, the phenomenological content of dreams can
in general have further useful consequences for simulation
processes employed when awake (e.g. solve problems).
Firstly, dreams are somewhat more unconstrained than other
thought processes, e.g. dream imagery is often more bizarre
than wake thoughts, self-reflection is absent in dreams, and
dreams lack orientational stability (Hobson et al., 2000).
Thus, dreaming allows the emergence of paths of simulated
actions and perceptions that would not, by some mechanism,
have been thought of while awake. Secondly, dreams might
be useful for creating longer and more stable simulations as
they contain several organising aspects. Dreams integrate
several different dream elements into a coherent story, intensified emotions are experienced which also seem to guide
the narratives during dreams, and instinctual programs such
as fight-flight mechanisms are also used to guide the dreams
(Hobson et al., 2000). There is thus a reason to believe that
simulations can benefit from the phenomenological experience of dreams and thus, that dreams may help in form these
simulations. We suggest that this process begins in early
childhood.

Figure 1: Schematic of the hypothesised relation between
dreams and simulations. Dashed lines indicate functions
that diminish in importance as the child ages whereas thick
lines indicate functions that increase. In very young infants,
re-enacting of experienced sensorimotor perceptions within
dreams shape internal simulations of the world the infant is
living in. Based on these simulations, the infant or young
child will generate predictions which are then validated while
awake, leading to a fine-tuning of the simulation. As the
child grows older, the “Formation” mechanism ceases to play
an important role (although it may be used if radically new
perceptions are encountered) and dreams simply use existing
simulations (with their content formed through other cognitive mechanisms). Simultaneously, the accuracy of the simulations increases as the child grows older, leading both to
a decrease of required fine-tuning and an increased usage
of predictions in other cognitive functions, such as postulated for instance by the Threat Simulation Theory (Revonsuo, 2000). See text for a more thorough description.

Even though children’s dreams are described as “impoverished” (Domhoff, 2001) compared to those of adults, infants spend around 14 hours per day sleeping, compared to
8-9 hours for 16-year olds (Iglowstein et al., 2003). Further,
about half of that is spent in REM sleep, dropping to 30% to
40% (but approaching adult levels in quality) in infants aged
between 1 month to 1 year (Finn Davis et al., 2004). Although
it is hard to know whether or not any phenomenological experience is associated with these sleeping patterns in infants, we
do know, as discussed previously that this is the case in young
children (Domhoff, 2001). Here we suggest, as outlined before, that the relationship between dreams and simulations actually go both ways: while in older children and adults, simulations are primarily used to form the narratives of dreams,
this dependency is reversed in young children where dreams
are used to form and refine the simulations. Figure 1 illustrates our model of this process. The critical notion here is
the existence of two separate loops: one which uses dreams
to refine simulations and a second loop which uses dreams
(and therefore simulations) to support other cognitive abilities. The hypothesis is that the first loop is dominant initially
and gradually declines in importance as the second loop begins to dominate, marking a transition from functional roles
of dreams in children to roles relevant to adults.

ing to a formation of simulations. This is the inception phase.
Since this takes place in young infants, it is hard to know
what the phenomenological experience of this phase is; it
is therefore somewhat of an assumption that it exists (rather
than the inception of simulations being a subconscious process). However, it seems likely that it is initially composed
of a more or less direct repetition of the impressions of recent sensorimotor experiences. Once a simulation has been
formed, dreams begin to use it at which stage the phenomenological experience begins to increase in complexity, including
the generation of event sequences that were not directly experienced but are rather predictions of what is possible. These
predictions can then be tested by the child while it is awake,
leading to a validation mechanism which in turn is used to
finetune the existing simulations. Within our model, this loop

In infants and young children, sensorimotor experiences
are thus hypothesised to be re-enacted within dreams, lead-
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is the dominant one during infancy and early childhood. It
is clear that simulations that depend on sensorimotor experiences can only be accurate to the extent of the infants abilities, which are themselves continuously developing throughout childhood. The first decade of life is therefore likely to be
spent considerably refining the simulations. It is worth pointing out that other models based on simulated actions and perceptions propose similar mechanisms. For instance, Grush
(2004), in his emulation theory of representation, proposed a
model based on Kalman filters (in control theory) in which
the predictions produced by simulations (or emulations in his
terms), are also used to update the emulations themselves by
comparing them with the corresponding actual input.

accuracy and complexity of simulations have advanced sufficiently. This is at least indirectly supported by the fact that
studies that do show evidence for the threat simulation theories relies on data from children aged on average about 12
years, at which age dreams are already adult-like in their complexity and narrative (Domhoff, 2001).
Third, it predicts that internal simulations are defined heavily by the experiences in early childhood. Although this may
be hard to verify, the abundance of bodily metaphors in language (Lakoff & Johonson, 1999) might be a possible consequence thereof.

At the same time, however, as simulations begin to be accurate, the predictions they generate during dreams can be
used in other aspects of higher-level cognition. We do not
attempt to characterise these other aspects in detail but this
would for instance include a function of dreams as postulated
by Revonsuo’s TST (Revonsuo, 2000). In other words, as
the need for fine-tuning is reduced, the function of dreams as
support to higher-level cognitive mechanisms increases. This
creates a second loop where higher-level cognition defines the
narratives of dreams, which increases in complexity as simulations increase in completeness. Within our model, this loop
is dominant from late childhood onwards.

In the present paper, we presented a model that addresses
issues in two separate fields. Within the context of simulation theories, it provides a coherent account of simulations
might originate and form during early childhood, an aspect
that has not been given much attention previously, although
it has been touched upon by some (e.g. Gallese, 2003; Grush,
1995). Within the context of research into the functional role
of dreams, we argued that the traditional focus is on adult
dreams and that theories pertaining to the role of dreams in
children are still missing. Our model thus provides a hypothesis as to what such a function might be by tying into the
development of simulations.
It is worth pointing out that, since the model addresses the
role of dreams at an age not normally covered by other theories of the function of dreams, the present hypothesis is not
actually at odds with those except with the idea that dreams
(as opposed to the activity the brain goes through during a
dream) serve no function (e.g. Flanagan, 1995); indeed, since
our model hypothesises that simulations are fine-tuned based
on predictions generated in dreams, the phenomenological
experience plays an important role. Threat Simulation Theory (Revonsuo, 2000) for instance, as already argued, specifically requires a form of internal simulation in order to be
effective. Additionally, since simulations and the resulting internal models of the world can be seen as a form of memory
(of the functioning of the world), the same mechanisms that
were used in early life to create these simulations can be used
later on to consolidate or process memories during dreams,
as hypothesised for instance by Hobson (1994) or Crick &
Mitchison (1983, 1995), even if this function of dreaming is
not related to the phenomenological experience. Our model
thus also offers a way of unifying separate theories by providing mechanisms that allow a natural distinction between (1)
functions at a phenomenological level, in which the narrative
of the dream has an explicit role in supporting cognition and
(2) functions that may be subconscious and relying on mechanisms that were involved in the construction of simulations.
Our hypothesis and the resulting model are developmental in the sense that the function of the model evolves over
time by shifting the focus from one loop to the other, which
results in a shift from using dreams primarily as a way of refining simulation to using dreams (and the underlying simu-

Discussion

The model leads to a number of predictions. First of all,
it predicts that the complexity of the dreams and the narration increases over time as the internal simulations become
more and more complete. Additionally, dreams will reflect
developmental stages of the brain and body. Since the complexity and content of simulations is defined by by what an
individual can currently experience, they are intrinsically tied
to the overall physiological development of the body. Thus,
as brain and body develop and higher-level cognitive functions emerge, more complex simulations are also made possible. These novel aspects of the simulations will need to be
fine-tuned as postulated by our model, predicting that during
development, the dream contents will reflect newly gained
cognitive or bodily abilities. This is at least partly consistent
with the development of cognitive abilities in children and to
what extent those abilities involve more complex simulations.
For example, at the age of 6-12 months infants are able to e.g.
separate goal from means (Frith & Frith, 2003) and recognize
goal-directed actions (Csibra, 2003), in which brief simulations of actions may play a role (Gallese, 2003). It is not until
around the age of 5 or 6, however, that more complex simulations have developed. For example, at the age of 5 the child
starts to be able to more fully grasp how others behave and
think (Frith & Frith, 2003), which would involve longer and
more extensive simulated chains of perceptions and actions.
Overall, this is in agreement with the description of children’s
dreams listed by for instance Domhoff (2001).
Second, it predicts that any functionality of dreams related
to supporting higher-level cognition, e.g. to simulate and prepare for threats Revonsuo (2000) does not appear until the
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lations) primarily as a way to generate predictions that can be
used in other aspects of cognition (in the same sense that, for
instance, TST (Revonsuo, 2000) sees dreams as functional).
This approach resulted in the explanation of both phenomenological and other functions of dreams discussed in the previous paragraph, which highlights that taking developmental
aspects into consideration is important in general. By restricting themselves to the cognitively developed individual, the
phenomenologically focussed TST (Revonsuo, 2000) for instance can not (and does not need to) account for theories pertaining to e.g. memory processing within dreams (e.g. Crick
& Mitchison, 1983, 1995) or vice versa. In other words, the
developmental perspective has allowed a unified view of what
has previously been considered to be separate processes. The
importance of such a perspective in dream research has been
realised for instance by Domhoff (2001) when he calls for
a new neurocognitive theory of dreams by explicitly noting,
amongst others, that dreams evolve throughout childhood and
the present model is therefore in the same spirit.
Some aspects of the present model on simulation formation can also be related to research into the development of
episodic memory (e.g. Atance & O’Neill, 2005; Perner et
al., 2007). An important aspect and necessary prerequisite
of episodic memory is the ability to recreate previous experiences (cf. Perner et al., 2007); in our terms, simulations.
However, since episodic memory does not develop fully until around the age of four (Atance & O’Neill, 2005), we
would hypothesize that the development of episodic memory is partly determined by the phenomenal quality, stability
and validity (i.e. correspondence to actual previous experiences) of the simulations. For example, Perner et al. (2007)
pointed out that among other things introspection is necessary for episodic memory and this process would certainly be
helped by having more stable simulations, which may not be
available early in life.
Finally, the present paper illustrates that insights from simulation theories and research into dreams can be mutually
beneficial: for research exploring the functions of dreams,
simulation theory offers a comprehensive mechanism that
may well underlie the generation of the phenomenological
experience of dreams. On the other hand, to those interested in the simulation hypothesis, the insights from research
into dreams can provide additional validation and examples
of mechanisms. The similarity - discussed earlier - between dream mechanisms as described by for instance Hobson (1999) and mechanisms of simulation theories (Cotterill,
2001; Hesslow, 2002) or the explicit reference to simulations
(but without considering simulation theories) by Revonsuo
(2000) are a prime examples of this potential mutual benefit
and therefore potential for a close interdisciplinary cooperation.

tulated by simulation theory (Hesslow, 2002). We have outlined an evolving model that describes the changing relations between dreams and simulations and we have illustrated
that the hypothesis is compatible with current knowledge of
dreams. The hypothesis lead to a number of predictions,
which need to be explored more fully in further work.
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Abstract

Changeux (1993). The system consisted of a 1-dimensional
visual retina, a location and normalization cluster, a summation coding layer and a place coding layer. The output
from the place coding layer was used in a “same-different”
comparison and “larger-smaller” comparison tasks. The system was designed to model perception and processing of
non-symbolic stimuli (e.g. a cardinality of a set of items
perceived visually). One of the most interesting findings
was the demonstration of how the described system can
autonomously “discover” the larger-smaller relation based
solely on unsupervised experimentation with addition and
subtraction.

In this paper we describe an embodied developmental model
of the interactions between the neural representations of numbers and space in the humanoid robot iCub. We show how a
simple developmental process that mimics real-world cultural
biases leads to the emergence of certain properties of the number and space representation system that enable the robot to
reproduce well-known experimental phenomena. We demonstrate the validity of the proposed approach by showing that
it leads to the reproduction of three psychological phenomena connected with number processing, namely size and distance effects, the SNARC effect and the Posner-SNARC effect.
Keywords: mathematical cognition; developmental cognitive
robotics; computational modeling; size effect; distance effect;
SNARC effect; Posner-SNARC effect;

One of the first models of number representation based
on recurrent artificial neural networks was proposed by
Rodriguez, Wiles, and Elman (1999). Here, supervised learning techniques were used to teach a simple recurrent neural
network to perform a task, in which counting was required
in order to succeed. In successful networks, neurons formed
a special case of a discrete-time dynamical system in which
numerosity was coded in the dynamical properties of trajectories realized by hidden layer units. This complex solution,
radically different from traditionally used coding methods,
has been obtained despite a small amount of inductive bias
in the training process.

Introduction
Perceiving numbers and quantities is one of the most basic
perceptual skills of humans and animals (Dehaene, 1997).
Given the pure and abstract character of the number concept
as perceived by humans, it is no surprise that many in cognitive science pursue a better understanding of how such a
peculiar concept could have emerged, how it is represented
and processed, and how it relates to other processes that take
place in the brain. These efforts, which can be put together
under the common label of mathematical cognition, constitute a branch of science that has been gaining more and more
momentum during the past few decades (Dehaene & Brannon, 2010).
Computational modeling is an important tool used in the
study of mathematical cognition to understand the principles
of number processing in the brain. Based on observations
from experimental psychological studies as well as hints obtained through various brain imaging techniques, computer
models of number representation and processing are constructed and evaluated on the basis of how well their properties match those of the biological cognitive systems. Analysis
of the computer models helps us to understand how biological systems work at the algorithmic level, which in turn is
necessary to understand their neural implementations.
In this paper we present an embodied developmental cognitive robotic model of interactions between number and space.
In the following paragraphs we provide a short review of previous computational models of numerosity representation and
processing, focusing on those most relevant to the work presented herein.
An influential connectionist model of number representation and processing has been described by Dehaene and

Ahmad, Casey, and Bale (2002) presented a rather complex system aimed at modeling two manifestations of numerical abilities: subitizing and counting. Their system consisted
of two networks, each specifically designed to perform one
of these tasks, composed of several modules playing different
roles and trained separately using various machine learning
techniques. Implementation of the model delivered interesting results especially in the domain of counting (which, being
a more complex task with a temporal structure, has been more
rarely tackled in the literature than instant comprehension of
numerosity), where counting error patterns similar to those
observed in children were obtained.
A relatively consistent path of increasingly complex modeling of different aspects of human mathematical cognition
can be found in a series of papers by Verguts and collaborators (Verguts & Fias, 2004; Verguts, Fias, & Stevens, 2005;
Gevers, Verguts, Reynvoet, Caessens, & Fias, 2006; Chen
& Verguts, 2010). The first model focused on how simple number coding methods believed to be employed in the
brain (summation and place coding) can emerge as the result of an unsupervised learning process, thus showing that
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such systems do not have to be innate as suggested in earlier research. Building on a place-coding system with linear scaling and constant variability as the core representation
of numerosity, Verguts et al. (2005) shifted the responsibility
for size and distance effects from number representation to
later processing stages. It was demonstrated that this leads
to results consistent with experimental data. These are characterized by symmetrical priming patterns and no size effect
in naming and parity tasks, combined with the presence of
both size and distance effects in the comparison task. This
is allegedly not possible to obtain using numerosity representations with compressed scaling and/or increasing variability,
used in earlier models. An important step has been achieved
by Gevers et al. (2006), where experimental phenomenon
more complex than size and distance effects, namely the
SNARC effect (Spacial-Numerical Association of Response
Codes, (Dehaene, Bossini, & Giraux, 1993)) were modeled.
The model used a dual-route architecture to explain the phenomenon, combining findings from previous computational
models and other studies aiming at explaining spatial congruency effects. The simulations were compared to experimental
data, predictions were made about the shape of the SNARC
effect in a certain category of tasks, and these were confirmed
experimentally.

Figure 1: iCub, the humanoid robot used in modeling.

emerge from a simple developmental process.
The following sections of the paper are organized as follows. First we introduce the robotic platform that has been
employed in this modeling study. Then we present the architecture of our model and the process of its development. Next
we demonstrate the validity of our model by showing that it
is able to reproduce three phenomena in which interactions
between numbers and space manifest themselves. We finish
the article by drawing conclusions from the experiments and
emphasizing the capability of the embodied robotic approach
to be used in the modeling of mathematical cognition.

Finally, the model of Gevers et al. (2006) was further extended in a recent paper by Chen and Verguts (2010), in
which a representation of space was introduced instead of an
“automatic pathway” present in the previous model. Chen
and Verguts (2010) added a module corresponding to a “human homologue of lateral intra-parietal area in macaque monkeys”, a saliency map related to the visual field, consisting of
two parts characterized by contra-lateral spatial neuronal gradients. These gradients were identified as the crucial property of the model which allowed for reproduction of a number of psychological experiments, including those involving
patients suffering from certain lesions.

Model Description
iCub, the Humanoid Robot Platform
The model described in this paper has been designed to operate in a simulated model of the humanoid robot iCub (Metta
et al., 2010). The robot itself (figure 1), is an open-source
design developed recently as a benchmark platform for cognitive robotics experiments. The anatomy of the robot is intended to resemble that of a 3.5 years old human child and
has a total of 53 degrees of freedom, 20 of which were used
in the experiments described here (6 for head and eyes, and
7 for each of the two arms). iCub is equipped with devices
which allow it for visual, auditory, tactile and proprioceptive perception. Robot software includes the iCub simulator
(Tikhanoff, Cangelosi, & Metta, in press), a tool for robotic
simulation experiments without the use of the physical robot.
In research described in this paper only the simulated robot
has been used.

The model we present in this paper extends the work of
Chen and Verguts (2010) by addressing two drawbacks with
their model. First, as it is the case with all mathematical cognition models published to-date, the system does not take directly into account any aspects of embodiment. According
to current trends in cognitive science it is not possible to understand the brain in separation from the body in which it is
embedded and from the environment in which it develops.
In line with this, when formulating our model we considered
any relevant constraints imposed by the target body (that of
a humanoid robot), and designed the developmental process
accordingly. Secondly, the most important phenomenon investigated by Chen and Verguts (2010), that is associations
between numbers and space, have been modeled in their paper as hand-wired connections, despite extensive evidence
cited by themselves that most probably it is the “environmental correlation between symbolic numbers and physical
space” that creates this association in the brain. In this paper
we show how necessary patterns of connections can indeed

Model Architecture
The architecture of the model (see figure 2) builds on results
of the modeling experiments described above, as well as those
of Caligiore, Borghi, Parisi, and Baldassarre (2010), where
the authors formulated a general embodied model of compatibility effects focusing on motor affordances and goals.
The processing of information in our model is split into two
neural pathways: “ventral”, responsible for processing the
identity of objects as well as task-dependent decision making
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Ventral Pathway

implemented as 49-cell (7 by 7) 2-dimensional Kohonen SelfOrganizing Maps (SOMs) with cells arranged in a hexagonal
pattern. Input to the GAZ map comes from the 3-dimensional
proprioceptive vector representing the robot gaze direction
(azimuth, elevation and vergence) and input to each arm position map consists of a 7-dimensional proprioceptive vector
representing the position of the relevant arm joints: shoulder
pitch, roll and yaw, elbow angle and wrist pronosupination,
pitch and yaw. The GAZ map is linked to both arm maps:
this implements the transformation of spatial coordinates between frames of reference corresponding to these body parts
(so that a position in the visual field can be translated into
an arm posture corresponding to reaching to this position and
vice-versa). It is important to note that this is the part of the
model where the embodied approach to modeling is implemented, and where the crucial difference between our and all
previous quoted models lies. This point is elaborated in the
Discussion section.

Dorsal Pathway
left arm posture right arm posture

RES

DEC

LFT

RGT

ID
GAZ

INP

gaze direction

Figure 2: Architecture of the model.
and language processing, and “dorsal”, involved in processing of spatial information about the locations and shapes of
objects and sensorimotor transformations which provide online support for visually guided motor actions (please refer to
(Caligiore et al., 2010) for an extensive discussion of motivations for such a division).

Developmental Learning of the Robot
The modeling of the developmental learning process is organized around a number of sequential phases corresponding to
different stages of development of a human child. First, spatial representations for sight and motor affordances have to be
built and correspondences between them established. Later,
the child can learn number words and their meaning. Usually in late preschool years, children learn to count. More or
less at the same stage the child may be taught to perform simple numerical tasks such as number magnitude comparison or
parity judgment. All these stages are reflected in our model.

“Ventral” Pathway: Decision Making and Language Processing The “ventral” pathway is modeled in a very similar
way to components of the (Chen & Verguts, 2010) model.
It consists of: 1) a symbolic input INP which codes for the
number, using place coding (same remarks about the irrelevance of the spatial arrangement of neurons as those raised
in the original paper apply here); 2) a “mental number line”
ID which codes for number identity (the meaning of the symbol) with linear scaling and constant variability; 3) a decision layer DEC executing each of the considered tasks, that
is number comparison and parity judgment; and 4) a response
layer RES, integrating information from both pathways and
responsible for the final selection of the motor response. Similar to the practice used in (Chen & Verguts, 2010), for simplicity of implementation the actual structure of the “ventral”
pathway, especially its decision layer, was adapted depending
on the task to be performed, by removing components irrelevant to the task at hand. Likewise, for the number comparison
task which requires more than one number to be processed at
the same time, short-term memory was implemented by duplicating necessary layers (namely INP and ID). The layers
were composed of the following numbers of neurons: INP
and ID: 15, DEC: 4 (2 for each task), RES: 2.

Building Spatial Representations and Transformations
In order to build the gaze and arm space maps, the robot performs a process equivalent to motor babbling (Von Hofsten,
1982), in which a child refines its internal visual and motor
space representations by performing random movements with
arms while observing its hands, reaching for toys in its visual
field, etc. This enables the child to perform tasks such as
visually guided reaching later in life. This stage of development was implemented in the robot by selecting 90 points uniformly distributed on what has been assumed to be the robot’s
operational space (a part of a sphere in front of the robot with
0.65m radius, centered between robot’s shoulder joints, spanning ±30◦ of elevation and ±45◦ in azimuth). These points
served as target locations for directing gaze and moving both
arms of the robot using inverse kinematic modules. After a
trial in which the robot reached a random position, the resulting gaze and arm postures were read from proprioceptive inputs and stored. Between each trial, the head and arms of the
robot were moved to the rest position in order to eliminate any
influence of the sequence in which the points have been presented on the head and arm posture at the end of the motion.
These data were used to train the three SOMs using the traditional unsupervised learning algorithm. In order to reflect the
asymmetry between reachable space for the left and right arm
(some areas reachable by the right arm cannot be reached by

“Dorsal” Pathway: Spatial Coding and Transformations
The “dorsal” pathway is composed of a number of neuronal
maps which code for the spatial locations of objects in the
robot peripersonal working space using different frames of
reference (Wang, Johnson, & Zhang, 2001): one associated with the gaze direction (GAZ), and two for each of the
robot’s arms: left (LFT) and right (RGT). These maps are
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the left arm and vice versa), only 2/3 of the extreme points
corresponding to an arm were used when building a spatial
map for this arm (e.g. leftmost 2/3 of all points for the left
arm). Learning parameters were adjusted manually based on
the observation of the learning process and analysis of how
well resulting networks span target spaces.

Right Hand
3.8
3.6

RT

3.4

Transformations between the visual spatial map GAZ and
the maps of reachable space LFT and RGT, implemented as
connections between the maps, were trained using the classical Hebbian learning rule. In a process similar to motor babbling, gaze and the appropriate arm were directed toward the
same point and resulting co-activations in already developed
spatial maps were used to establish links between them.

3.2

Dist.=1
Dist.=2
Dist.=3
Dist.=4
Dist.=5
Dist.=6

3.0
2.8
2.6
2.4

1

2

3

4

5

6

Smaller number

Figure 3: Simulation of the size and distance effects in the
number comparison task. On all RT charts error bars show
±2SEM.

Learning Number Words and Their Meaning This stage
of learning corresponds to establishing links between number words, modeled as activations in the INP layer, and number meaning, being activations in the ID layer. In the model
described here links between INP and ID layers were preset
manually implementing place coding with linear scaling and
constant variability (as in (Chen & Verguts, 2010) and previous models). However, Verguts and Fias (2004) showed that
such pattern of connections can arise from a simple supervised learning process.

the cited paper.

Simulation Results
In order to demonstrate the validity of our model we tested it
by simulating three selected tasks which have been used previously to evaluate models by other authors (Chen & Verguts,
2010). In this section we present a brief summary of the
results. All of the tasks involved measuring response times
(RT) of the model. These were obtained by assuming that a
response is given when activity in one of the two response
nodes exceeded an assumed response threshold (0.5 for experiments 1 and 2 and 0.8 for experiment 3). We report RTs
aggregated over 10 independent instantiations of the model1 .

Learning to Count The goal of this stage is to model the
cultural biases that result in an internal association of “small”
numbers with the left side of space and “large” numbers with
the right side, since this is believed to be the cause of SNARC
and similar effects. As an example of these biases we considered a tendency of children to count objects from left to right,
which may be associated with the fact that European culture
is characterized by left-to-right reading direction (Dehaene,
1997). In order to model the process of learning to count,
the robot was exposed to an appropriate sequence of number
words (fed to the INP layer of the model network), while at
the same time robot’s gaze was directed toward a specific location in space (via the input to the GAZ spatial map). These
spatial locations were generated in such a way that their horizontal coordinates correlated with number magnitude (low
number presented on the left, large numbers on the right) with
a certain amount of Gaussian noise. Vertical coordinates were
chosen to uniformly span the represented space. While the
robot is exposed to this process, Hebbian learning establishes
links between number word and stimuli location in the visual
field.

Experiment 1: Size and Distance Effects
Size and distance effects are two of the most common findings from experimental mathematical cognition studies. They
are present in many tasks, but in the context of number comparison they mean that it is more difficult to compare larger
numbers (size effect) and numbers which are closer to each
other (distance effect). This should be evident in RTs growing
with number magnitude and with decreased distance between
numbers being compared. RTs obtained from simulating the
experiment in our model are reported in figure 3. Response
times were measured for all pairs of numbers from 1 to 7. We
report results for the right hand response only (results for the
left hand were similar). Clearly both size and distance effects
are present in the model. Sources of the size and distance effects in our model are the same as in the model by Chen and
Verguts (2010), namely monotonic and compressive patterns
of weights between ID and DEC layers.

Learning Comparison and Parity Tasks Finally, the
model is trained to perform target tasks, that is number comparison and parity judgment, which corresponds to establishing appropriate links between the ID layer and neurons in the
DEC layer. This process, extensively described in (Verguts
et al., 2005), involves supervised learning using the WidrowHoff Delta learning rule after all activations in the network
reach stable states. In our model we used weight values
from our own reproduction of the experiments described in

1 In contrast to cited authors we had no access to numerical data
from relevant psychological experiments, thus we were unable to
perform linear regression over these data. This does not invalidate any of our results (only additional linear scaling of RTs is performed), but must be kept in mind when comparing charts from the
respective papers.
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Figure 5: Simulation of the Posner-SNARC effect.
Thus, for instance when a small number is presented, internal
connections lead to stronger automatic activation of the representations linked with the left arm than those of the right
arm, which causes the SNARC effect. In contrast to (Chen
& Verguts, 2010), in our model this particular pattern of connections is not hand-wired, but emerges as a consequence of
the robot morphology during the development process. We
hypothesize that the presence of such neuronal gradients in
the human brain referred to by (Chen & Verguts, 2010) may
be ascribed to similar factors.

Experiment 2: SNARC effect
SNARC effect is more directly related to interactions between
number and space than size and distance effects. Using a
similar procedure as in (Chen & Verguts, 2010), we report
RTs obtained by our model in parity judgment and number
comparison tasks. Here, the difference between right hand
and left hand RTs for the same number in both congruent and
incongruent condition is reported. The SNARC effect should
manifest itself in a negative slope on such a chart. Results
of our simulations are presented in figure 4. Presence of the
SNARC effect is evident in both tasks. The source of this
effect in our model requires further explanation.
Quoting relevant neuroscientific research, Chen and
Verguts (2010) explain sources of the SNARC effect as the
result of ”an initial dip toward the wrong response hand in
SNARC-incongruent conditions evident in recordings of the
lateralized readiness potentials in the motor cortex”. Accordingly, in our model the presentation of a number word leads
to an automatic activation of the relevant parts of the visual
space representation, due to links established during model
development (more precisely, during learning to count) – left
part for small numbers, and right part for large ones. Visual
space representations in turn are linked to both motor maps,
although not symmetrically. As outlined above in the description of the model development, some parts of the visual space
that can be reached by the right arm cannot be reached by the
left arm, and vice versa. As a consequence, when transformation from the visual space map to arm maps occurs, both
arm-related representations will be activated to a similar degree only for the areas in the center of the visual map. For the
areas placed to the sides of the visual space, the map associated with one arm will be activated more strongly than the
other, as it over-represents that side of space (this is a natural consequence of the robot morphology). Because there is
a significant overlap between represented areas, the effect is
not sudden, but connections between visual and motor maps
form a gradient from left to right – links to the left arm map
become weaker, while those to the right become stronger.

Experiment 3: Posner-SNARC effect
The Posner-SNARC effect is another manifestation of the
connection between numbers and space, placed within the
attention cuing paradigm (Fischer, Castel, Dodd, & Pratt,
2003). A small or large number presented at the fixation point
acts as a cue and directs attention of the participant toward the
left or right side of space, affecting the time needed to detect
an object appearing in the visual field after a certain delay.
The effect results in faster detection of the target on the left
when a small number is presented as a cue, and on the right
for large numbers, even though throughout the experiment
numbers are not predictive of target locations. Simulated response times obtained from model are shown in figure 5. The
effect is visible on the charts in shorter RTs for the target presented on the left for a small number as a cue, and on the right
for a large number as a cue.

Discussion
In the paper we have presented an embodied developmental robotic model of interactions between numbers and space.
We have described the model architecture as well as the associated developmental process. By simulating three wellknown experiments we have demonstrated the validity of our
approach, showing that after development is completed, our
model exhibits the most important properties of the human
mathematical cognition system. In this final section of the
article we discuss the differences between our approach and
those of authors of earlier works, thus highlighting the benefits which embodied robot simulations bring to cognitive
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modeling in general.
As described above, the crucial difference between our
modeling approach and previous literature models is the aspect of embodiment. The robot we use in our experiments
has one head and two arms, thus three separate spatial maps
for each of these body parts are developed in our cognitive
model. The robot proprioceptively perceives its gaze direction and arm positions using specific degrees of freedom, and
as a consequence the maps in our model have to be implemented to span this specific number of dimensions. Finally,
these maps are real spatial maps, in which activations correspond to specific positions of a material limb and vice versa.
Thus such an embodied approach may greatly help to reduce
arbitrariness of the model. Taking as an example the system described by Chen and Verguts (2010), “space representation” has been implemented there as an arbitrary network
of connections, hand-wired in such a way so that it exhibits
properties suggested by neuroscientific data. Although this
allowed for a successful reproduction of a good number of
experiments, the traditional connectionist approach remained
inconclusive regarding how to answer the questions of why
such a pattern of connections is present and how it comes
into being. Supplementing the previous modeling achievements with the embodied approach and replacing previously
arbitrary parts of the model with elements which have direct
material interpretation allowed us to formulate hypotheses to
answer these questions.
The importance of the embodied approach to cognitive
modeling increases together with the level of complexity of
the processes being modeled, and with the degree to which
motor representations and actions are involved. In the context of mathematical cognition one may recall experiments
such as physical line bisection (where the participant is asked
to point at the middle of a line presented on board in front
of him) or investigation of the role of finger counting habits
(Fischer, 2008) or that of gesture in learning to count (Andres,
Seron, & Olivier, 2007) to name just a few. While some researchers already attempted to model the former task with a
purely connectionist model (Chen & Verguts, 2010), the embodied robotic approach is more suited to tackle such problems from the developmental perspective.
Results presented in this paper are part of work in progress.
After connecting the model with the real iCub robot instead
of its virtual equivalent, we plan to employ it to tackle issues
in mathematical cognition directly involving motor representations and actions, with a special focus on the relations between gesturing and learning to count.
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measures of feature association from measures predicting
people’s preferences for particular category structures.
In the second, we describe an experiment comparing the
three measures. In the third, we present the results of
this experiment. Finally, we discuss what these results
mean for other areas of cognitive psychology such as categorization and similarity judgment.

Abstract
In this paper, we develop three measures of association
between concepts and features from three measures of
category structure preference. These measures are total cue validity, feature possession score, and category
utility. We compare these measures experimentally using stimuli from the Leuven Natural Concept Database
(de Deyne et al., 2008). We find the measure developed
from feature possession score, collocation, best captures
human associations between concepts and features, followed by the measure developed from category utility,
and finally the measure developed from total cue validity. We discuss how these results can be applied to open
questions in categorization and similarity judgment such
as domain differences in representation and modeling
the effects of context.
Keywords: Mental representation; categorization; similarity judgment

Association Measures
Each of the category structure preference measures used
here were originally developed to explain basic level preference. Within a category hierarchy, the basic level is
the preferred level of abstraction for describing objects.
Key findings are objects are categorized into basic-level
categories more quickly than sub- or super-ordinate categories, basic level objects are named faster, objects are
described preferentially with basic level names, more features are listed at the basic level than at the superordinate level, basic level names are learned before names
at other levels, and basic level names tend to be shorter
(Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-Braem, 1976).
How basic people consider a category to be is a measure of their preference for its category structure. Since
people prefer basic level categories to non-basic level categories for a large number of mental operations related
to categorization, it seems reasonable to think of these
categories as the standard for what people prefer categories to look like. Consequently, as how basic a category
is considered to be decreases, so does people’s preference
for its category structure.
We derive measures of association between a feature
and a concept for each of three measures of category
structure preference: total cue validity (Rosch et al.,
1976), feature possession score (Jones, 1983), and category utility (Corter & Gluck, 1992). To do this, we
apply a principle we term the feature impact hypothesis.
It states that the features people associate with a concept should be the features that have the largest impact
on category structure preference for the category consisting of the concept’s instances. Categories are abstracted
from objects at least in part to help infer whether a novel
object has one or more unobserved features given one or
more features that have already been observed. Thus, it

Suppose someone asks you which of the features has
wings and sings you associate more with the concept
birds. What about the relationship between the two features and birds determines your answer? One possibility
is that it is determined by how many birds have each
feature. Almost all birds have wings but only a few can
sing, so you would associate has wings with birds more
than sings. Another possibility is that it is determined
by how specific the feature is to birds. A number of
animals besides birds have wings, for instance bats and
wasps, but no other animals sing, so you would associate
sings with birds more than has wings.
Associations between concepts and features form the
basis of many theories of mental representation. For example, feature-based theories of mental representation
hold that a concept is represented in terms of some number of (normally discrete) features. The associations
people form between concepts and features determine
which features will be used to represent a particular concept. Alternatively, dimensional theories of representation hold that a concept is represented by its values on
some number of continuous dimensions. People’s associations determine which dimensions will be used to represent a concept and what the values on each dimension
will be.
The purpose of this paper is to compare empirically
three different measures of feature association using their
predictions of which feature you would choose. We procede as follows. In the first section, we develop the three
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stands to reason that those features that caused a person to prefer a particular category structure in the first
place should be the same features that the person now
associates with the category.
The remainder of this section develops three measures
of the association between a feature and a category. For
each of these measures – cue validity, collocation, and
change in category utility – we start by defining the
measure of category structure on which the measure is
based. Respectively, these are total cue validity, feature
possession score, and category utility. We then apply
the principle that people associate high impact features
with categories in order to derive the three measures of
association.

stimulus given that the stimulus is a member of category
c. Intuitively, collocation can be thought of as the degree
of bi-implication between fk and c. Collocation is high
for features that are possessed by most members of c but
few non-members. From these individual collocations,
feature possession score is computed by associating each
feature to the category it has the largest collocation with
and summing the collocations of all features associated
with c.
Applying the feature impact hypothesis to feature possession score leads to each feature’s collocation being its
degree of association with the category. As with total
cue validity, we would like to find those features that
offer the largest individual contributions to feature possession score. Since collocation is only large when most
exemplars of a category have a feature but most exemplars of different categories do not, collocation can only
be large for a single category. Then, when a feature’s
collocation is large for a particular category, the feature
will have a large impact on preference for that category’s
structure.

Cue Validity
Cue validity is the conditional probability that a stimulus belongs to category c given that it possesses feature
fk . Intuitively, it can be thought of as the degree to
which having feature fk implies being a member of category c. Cue validity is high when most of the stimuli
that possess feature fk are members of c and is low when
most of the stimuli are not members of c.
Rosch et al. (1976) suggest using cue validity to determine which categories belong to the basic level. They
argue that some of the features used to represent a stimulus will be linked with category c and propose using the
sum of the cue validities of the linked features to determine which category is the basic level category. Unfortunately, Rosch and colleagues do not offer a method for
determining which features are linked with which categories.
Applying the feature impact hypothesis to total cue
validity leads to each feature’s cue validity being its degree of association with the category. We would like to
find those features that offer the largest individual contributions to the total cue validity. The contribution
of an individual feature that is linked with the category
simply its cue validity. Though the original theory developed by Rosch et al. (1976) does not specify criteria for
selecting which features to link with a category, it seems
reasonable to assume that a feature is more likely to be
linked with a category when its cue validity with the
category is high. Then, features with high cue validity
have the most impact on category structure preference,
since those features are most likely to be linked with a
category and have the most impact when linked.

Category Utility
Category utility (Corter & Gluck, 1992) derives from
the assumption that the purpose of a category is to convey information about the features of its exemplars. It
is defined as the overall increase in the probability of
correctly guessing, using probability matching, whether
an object has each member of a set independent features upon learning that the object belongs to category
c, normalized by the probability of observing c. Probability matching means that people guess whether an
object has a feature with probability equal to the probability that the object has the feature. For example, if
p(fk ) is the probability an object has feature fk , then
p(fk ) is the probability a person will guess the object
has feature fk and [p(fk )]2 is the probability they will
correctly guess the object has feature fk . Then, for a set
of M independent features, the category utility is
p(c)

M
X


[p(fk |c)]2 − [p(fk )]2 .

(2)

k=1

Applying the feature impact hypothesis to category
utility leads to each feature’s increase in probability of
having its presence correctly guessed,
[p(fk |c)]2 − [p(fk )]2 ,

Collocation

(3)

being its degree of association with the category. As
with the previous two structure preference measures, we
would like to find those features that offer the largest
individual contributions to category utility. Equation (2)
shows that those features that offer the greatest increase
in being correctly induced will have the most impact on
category utility.

Jones (1983) defines feature possession score in terms of
another quantity called collocation. The collocation of
feature fk is
p(c|fk ) × p(fk |c),
(1)
where p(c|fk ) is the product of the cue validity of fk , and
p(fk |c) is the conditional probability of observing fk in a
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Methods

uli to compute the association between each feature and
category using each of the three measures.
To illustrate this process, we will compute the association between the concept birds and the feature has
wings. Recall that the cue validity of feature fk is the
probability a stimulus belongs to category c given the
stimulus has fk . In our case, this means that the cue
validity of the feature has wings for the concept birds is

We describe in this section an experiment to determine
which of the three association measures best captures human associations between concepts and features. Overall, the experiment consists of presenting a number of
triads containing a concept and two features and asking participants to select which of the two features they
more strongly associate with the concept.
Each triad was constructed to differentiate two measures of association. We selected feature pairs such that
one measure, measure A, finds the first feature strongly
associated with the concept but not the second feature,
and the other measure, measure B, finds the second feature strongly associated with the concept but not the
first. Then, a participant selecting the first feature supports measure A being the better model of human associations, and a participant selecting the second feature
supports measure B the better model.
Recall our introductory example with the concept
birds and the features has wings and sings. The probability that an animal has wings greatly increases upon
learning that it is a bird, but the probability that an
animal sings only modestly increases. Because of this,
category utility judges the association between birds and
has wings to be high, and the association between birds
and sings to be low. Alternatively, bats and a number
of insects have wings, but no animals other than birds
sing. Cue validity then judges the association between
birds and has wings to be low, and the association between birds and sings to be high. Thus, selecting has
wings as being more associated with birds supports category utility being a better model of human associations
than cue validity, and selecting sings supports cue validity being a better model than cue validity.
Our description of the experiment consists of three
parts. First, we describe the process used for creating
our stimuli. We then describe the participants in our
experiment. Finally, we describe the experimental procedure.

# birds with wings
.
# animals with wings
The Leuven data set contains 43 stimuli that have wings,
of which 30 are birds, so this cue validity is 30/43 = 0.69.
Now recall that Equation (1) gives the collocation of
feature fk as p(c|fk )×p(fk |c) for category c. In our case,
this is the cue validity of has wings times the proportion
of birds exemplars with has wings,
# birds with wings
# birds with wings
×
.
# animals with wings
# birds
The Leuven data set contain 30 birds exemplars in total,
so the collocation of has wings is 30/43 × 30/30 = 0.69
for birds.
Finally, Equation (3) gives a feature fk ’s contribution
to category utility as [p(fk |c)]2 − [p(fk )]2 . In our case,
p(fk ) is the proportion of animals which have the feature
has wings, so feature fk ’s contribution to category utility
is
 # birds with wings 2  # animals with wings 2
−
.
# birds
# animals
The Leuven data set contains 129 animals exemplars,
43 of which have the feature has wings. Then, the contribution of has wings to category utility is [30/30]2 −
[43/129]2 = 0.88.
Once we had computed the association between each
five animals concepts and 765 animals features and each
of the six artifacts concepts and 1295 artifacts features,
we needed to select triads of one concept and two features
to present to participants. We had two primary goals in
mind when doing this. First, we wanted to select triads whose features have the largest possible difference
in predicted association between the two measures being compared. Second, we wanted to represent as many
different concepts and features as possible. Whenever
possible we used each concept in at least one comparison for each set of measures. This resulted in 61 triads
of one concept and two features.

Stimuli
The stimuli used in our experiment consist of triads consisting of a concept and two features. To choose the
triads we start with the feature representations of 129
animals in terms of 765 features and 166 artifacts in
terms of 1295 features contained in the Leuven Natural
Concept Database (de Deyne et al., 2008), a database of
normative data for a large number of animal and artifact concepts. The 129 animals are distributed among 5
animals categories, mammals, birds, fish, insects and reptiles, and the 166 artifacts are distributed among 6 artifact categories, clothing, kitchen utensils, musical instruments, tools, vehicles and weapons. These 11 categories
are the concepts in our experiment. Since we know which
category each stimulus belongs to, we can use these stim-

Participants
Our participants consisted of thirteen students and faculty from the University of California, Irvine. Of these
thirteen, one was faculty, two were undergraduates, and
ten were graduate students. Their ages ranged from 20
to 42. No compensation of any kind was offered.
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% First Measure Chosen
Measure 1

Measure 2

Collocation
Collocation
Category Utility

Cue Validity
Category Utility
Cue Validity

Animals

Artifacts

All

94
52
83

90
72
70

92
62
77

Table 1: Percentages of comparisons in which participants chose the feature whose highest association was from by
the first model. The first two columns give the measures being compared. The last three columns give the percentage
of comparisons in which Measure A was chosen for animals, artifacts, and all comparisons, respectively.

Procedure

two columns of the table show the measures being compared. The last three columns show the percentage
of comparisons in which participants chose the feature
whose highest association was assigned by the measure
in the ‘Measure 1’ column. The ‘Animals’, ‘Artifacts’,
and ‘All’ columns show these percentages for animals,
artifacts, and all (animals and artifacts together) comparisons. A percentage above 50 indicates that Measure
1 accounted for people’s associations better than Measure 2. A percentage below 50 means the reverse. For
example, the ‘94’ in the ‘Animals’ column of the first row
means that the feature with high collocation and low cue
validity was chosen over the feature with high collocation and low cue validity in 94% of comparisons. This
indicates that collocation accounted for people’s choices
better than cue validity.
The percentages in Table 1 give an overall ordering
on how comparatively well the three measures fit human
judgments of association. It shows that collocation best
describes human judgments, followed by category utility,
and finally cue validity. This ordering is consistent across
domains.

Stimuli for this experiment were presented to participants in MATLAB. The format for each was identical to
the following.
Which of these features best describes
BIRDS:
(1) HAS WINGS
(2) SINGS
Response (Enter 1 or 2):
In these stimuli, the concept always comes in the same
position as birds in the example. The features always
followed on separate lines with the number 1 preceding
the first feature and the number 2 preceding the second. Participants were always reminded to enter 1 if
they preferred the first feature and two if they preferred
the second.
In performing the experiment, each participant first
viewed a set of instructions explaining how to complete
this experiment. Participants indicated they had read
the instructions, at which point, the experiment started.
The 61 triads were shown in two segments. In the first
segment, all of 32 animals triads were shown. In the
second, all the 29 artifacts triads were shown. The presentation order of the triads was randomized across participants, as was the which of the two features was presented first. Finally, the display was cleared after each
response, so that only one stimulus was ever displayed
at a time.

Individual
Figure 1 shows how often each of the three association
measures was chosen by each of our participants in comparisons. In the plots, solid lines correspond to choices
in comparisons between features of animals concepts and
dashed lines correspond to preferences in comparisons
between features of artifacts concepts. As in Table 1, the
dependent measure is the percentage of comparisons in
which the first of the two measure in each title was chosen. For example, Participant 4 always chose the feature
with high collocation in comparisons between cue validity and collocation . Both the solid and dashed lines are
zero for Participant 4 in the first plot, indicating that
in comparisons between cue validity and collocation, cue
validity was chosen in 0% of comparisons.
The plots in Figure 1 allow us to draw a number of
conclusions about the presence of differences across individuals and domains. The first plot shows each participant’s choices in comparisons involving cue validity
and collocation. Here we find that participants consis-

Results
In this section, we present the results of our experiment.
This is done in two parts. In the first part, we look at
how often the high association feature for each measure
was preferred in comparisons with the two other measures across all participants. In the second, we look at
these results on an individual basis.

Overall
Table 1 shows how often participants preferred features
associated with each measure in comparisons. The first
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% First Measure Chosen

Cue Validity vs. Collocation

Cue Validity vs. Category Utility

Collocation vs. Category Utility

100

Animals

50

Artifacts

0
2

4

6

8

10

12

2

4

6

8

10

12

2

4

6

8

10

12

Participant

Figure 1: For each of the three pairs of comparisons – cue validity versus collocation, cue validity versus category
utility, and collocation versus category utility – percentages of comparisons in which each participant chose the first
model. For the leftmost and middle plots, the first measure is cue validity. For the rightmost plot, the first measure is
collocation. Thus, in the leftmost and middle plots, the dependent axis corresponds to the percentage of comparisons
in which cue validity was chosen, and in the rightmost plot it corresponds to the percentage of comparisons in which
collocation was chosen. In each of these plots, the independent axis is participant number. Values for animals
comparisons are indicated by the solid line. Values for artifacts comparisons are indicated by the dashed line.
cations. First, we relate our finding of potential domain
differences in which association measure best captures
human associations between concepts and features to
the previous findings of domain differences in the way
concepts are represented (e.g. Keil, 1989; Zeigenfuse &
Lee, 2010). Second, we suggest how our results could be
used to understand how context affects categorization
and similarity judgments. Finally, we relate our work to
work by Murphy (1982) arguing against cue validity as
a measure of category basicness.

tently chose the feature with high collocation regardless
of whether the concept was an animal or artifact.
The second plot shows participant’s choices in comparisons involving cue validity and category utility. In
this plot, Participants 1 – 10 consistently chose the feature with high category utility regardless of whether the
concept was an animal or artifact. Participants 11 – 13,
however, chose the feature with high category utility for
most animal comparisons, but the feature with high cue
validity for most artifacts comparisons. This suggests
that there may be individual or domain differences in
which of these measures best captures people’s choices.
Finally, the third plot shows participant’s choices between features favored by collocation and category utility. Here, Participants 2, 11, 12 and 13 consistently chose
the feature with high collocation regardless of whether
the concept was an animal or artifact, and Participant
10 consistently chose the feature with high category utility. Participants 1, 5, 6, 7 and 9 chose features with high
collocation and category utility in equal proportions for
animals comparisons, but most often chose features with
high collocation in artifacts comparisons. Participants 3,
4, and 8 chose features with high category utility most
often in animals comparisons, but features with high collocation most often in artifacts comparisons. The large
variety in participant’s choices strongly suggest individual or domain differences in which of collocation and
category utility best captures people’s choices.

Domain Differences
Numerous authors have found that the types of features
used to represent concepts depends upon the domain to
which those concepts belong. Zeigenfuse and Lee (2010),
for example, looked at the ability of sets of features selected according to collocation to fit human similarity
judgments. They found that features selected in this
way fit similarity judgments between animals considerable better than between artifacts. This suggests that
people may use different criteria determine a feature’s
importance depending on the domain of the stimulus.
Here we also find that different domains of exemplars
may be represented in fundamental different ways. The
marked difference between how often people chose features with high collocation over features with high category utility in comparions among features of animals
concepts versus artifacts concepts suggests that they rate
importance more like collocation for artifacts than animals. Since the Zeigenfuse and Lee (2010) heuristics select feature sets according to their each feature’s importance, this suggests that they may be selecting features

Discussion
Our results have implications for many related fields of
cognition. In this section, we discuss three such impli-
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in a manner more similar to collocation for artifacts than
animals.

are basic, then cue validity should best predict their feature importance rankings for basic categories. Our set of
concepts includes basic categories. Thus, people’s preference for features ranked highly by other measures provides evidence against aggregated cue validity being used
to determine category basicness.

Context
Context has been argued by many authors to play a large
role in categorization and similarity judgment (Medin,
Goldstone, & Gentner, 1993, for example). It is believed
that context modulates which features people pay attention to when categorizing concepts or judging the similarity between them. Unfortunately, none of the currently available theories of context effects are able to
predict which features will be important in a particular
context.
The current work has the potential to offer these types
of predictions. It seems likely that the features people
strongly associate with a concept should be the same features they use in categorization and similarity judgments
involving those concepts. Thus, by applying a measure
such as collocation, we could determine each feature’s
importance in these judgments.
Previous work by Zeigenfuse and Lee (2010) supports
this idea. As discussed in the previous section on domain differences, here the authors use feature subsets
selected using heuristics based two of the measures from
this paper, cue validity and collocation, to fit similarity
judgments between the animals and artifacts stimuli in
the Leuven data set. Echoing our result, they found features selected using collocation best able fit the observed
similarities. In some cases, the fit achieved using collocation to be nearly as good as their benchmark measure.
This suggests that a good measure of association, taken
in conjunction with a method for translating between associations and importances within specific models, will
be able to model the effects of context on categorization
and similarity judgments.

Conclusion
In this paper, we have empirically compared three
measures of association between concepts and features.
These measures were cue validity, collocation, and category utility. We found that collocation captured human
associations better than cue validity and category utility,
and that category utility captured human associations
better than cue validity. Additionally, we found strong
evidence for individual or domain differences (or both)
in which measure best captures people’s associations.
Though these results begin to paint a picture of how
people form associations between concepts and features,
additional work is needed. Future work should investigate the absolute ability of each measure to capture
human associations. Additionally, future work should
explore the relationship between the strength of a feature’s association with a concept and its role in categorization decisions and similarity judgments involving
that concept. This will allow us to develop not only
good measures of association, but to understand how
these measures affect context.
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Basic-Level Categories
Our results suggest that people do not make judgments
of feature importance according to a cue validity. This
empirically supports Murphy’s (1982) theoretical argument that aggregating the cue validities of all of the features associated with a category is not a good measure
of how basic a category is. The argument is that given
nested categories, aggregated cue validity will always be
higher for the more inclusive categories. For example,
the category animals contains the category bird, and so
has the higher cue validity, but empirically, bird has been
found to be a basic level category but animals has been
found not to be (Rosch et al., 1976).
Our results support his argument as follows. Suppose
a category is determined to be basic on the basis of large
cue validities for associated features. If we then turn
around and ask people to produce cue validities for features associated with the basic category, the cue validities of these features should be high. As a consequence,
if people use cue validity to determine which categories
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Abstract

adjectives are highly polysemous. Their meaning often depends on the context in which they are used. Small, for example, has a different meaning when it modifies elephant than
when it modifies fly. Third, it is not clear how to derive a similarity structure for adjectives, since one of the most successful
approaches for nouns based on a feature generation task has
no analog for adjectives. Finally, and perhaps most challenging for traditional models of representation, is the presence
of antonomy: the basic relation of many adjective pairs appears to be one of opposition (e.g., fast-slow, hot-cold)1 . It is
not immediately clear how antonomy can be reconciled with
theories of category representation that rely on a summary
representation such as prototypes. For instance, if we assume
that hot and cold are a-similar, but both typical adjectives to
describe a temperature, it is not clear how to derive an average representation of this category representation in which a
different word to describe temperature can be highly typical
and similar to both hot and cold at the same time.

In contrast to nouns, little is known about the graded structure
of adjective categories. In this study we investigate if adjectives categories show a similar graded structure and explain it
using a similarity-based account. The results show a reliable
graded structure which is adequately explained by two formal
models based on prototypes and exemplars, therefore generalizing the model performance from concrete nouns to adjectives. Finally, we show the attention weights of these models
deal with the additional challenge of antonymy in adjectives
and discuss the findings in the light of alternative accounts that
do not rely on item-similarity.
Keywords: concepts; adjectives, typicality, antonymy, GCM,
prototypes.

Research on natural language concepts generally focuses
on object categories; that is, words, most often nouns, that refer to concrete objects such as cats, bat, apples and coconuts.
Category members vary in typicality, with cats being more
typical mammals than bats for example, and one of the most
robust effects across a wide range of tasks is a processing advantage for typical items. This effect is thought to reflect a
graded category structure, with the gradations corresponding
to the degree that concept features are shared between category members (Rosch & Mervis, 1975).
Surprisingly, no attempt has been undertaken to establish
whether a similar structure exists for adjectives. Filling this
void is crucial, since understanding adjective meanings is
central to understanding natural language representations as
a whole. It is natural to expect some similarities to exist: adjective and noun concepts are intimately related, since adjectives convey information about the shape, color, taste, etc. of
the nouns they modify and nouns in their turn restrict the intended sense of the adjectives. Moreover, it is often adjectives
that are used in models of representation of object categories
to denote features. With this in mind, we aim to tackle the
adjective domain in a way that is similar to the way object
categories have been approached.
Despite the similarities, the shift from nouns to adjectives
poses new challenges. First, adjectives differ from nouns because there is no hyponymic relationship. In other words, the
IS-A relationship is undefined for adjectives without specifying a noun domain they might modify (Gross & Miller, 1990;
Murphy & Andrew, 1993). For instance, one can reflect on
different adjectives to describe a feeling, and some of these
adjectives might be better examples than others, but no adjective can be considered to be a superordinate. Second, most

The aim of this study is to investigate the extent to which
the graded structure that exists with nouns is replicated in adjectives. To this end, we apply well-studied formal models
of typicality that have been previously used for noun categories. In the following sections, we first describe categories
for adjectives that can be used to study graded structure. The
findings of this task are used to obtain a direct measure of
graded structure by asking participants to judge the typicality
or goodness of the exemplar for a category. These data allow
us to answer the question whether a reliable graded structure
can be identified. Given the presence of such a structure, we
look for possible accounts. According to the structural view,
the category gradient is a consequence of the similarity of
the items in the set. We test this view by implementing both
an exemplar and prototype model to account for the obtained
structure and investigate how they handle antonymy relationships. We end with a brief discussion on other, non-similarity
based approaches and possible lines of further improvements
to the present approach.

1 Antonymy has a more restricted meaning than opposition (e.g.,
Cruse, 2004), but for the current purposes, we will make no further
distinction.
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Experiment 1: Categories of Adjectives

negative connotations (e.g., young, old).

Since it is not immediately obvious how adjectives are organized in categories, a number of categories will be used, aiming to cover psychologically interesting domains related to
abstract entities, objects, the senses, and person and emotion
properties. These organizing principles were chosen to capture a large variety of categories in terms of the nouns they
can modify and their abstractness.
Consistent with previous work using nouns (e.g., Ruts et
al., 2004), we propose a method where participants generate
exemplars for each of the categories, as a method for approximating a natural language category. To reduce the intrusion of
qualitative judgments (e.g., good and bad), specific modifiers
were used. For example, adjectives for description of a work
of art were used instead of simply asking subjects to generate adjectives used for artworks. Since adjectives are often
polysemous, an indication of the noun domain they modified
was provided where applicable. In other words, instead of
asking persons to generate adjectives for objects or persons,
they were asked to generated adjectives to describe the shape
of an object or the appearance of a person.

Results and discussion
The responses for the different participants were summarized
by tabulation for each category. The counts indicated considerable variation among the number of adjectives generated
for a specific category, ranging from 183 for degree of certainty to 415 for color of an object. The count distributions
of the types were positively skewed with on average 65% of
the types being generated more than once. The results also
showed that out of 1918 adjective types, 594 adjectives were
generated for more than one category. This indicates the polysemous nature of these words.
Despite the instructions asking for descriptive adjectives
for certain categories, qualitative judgments such as good
and bad occurred in many categories such as description of
weather conditions or description of the taste of food.

Experiment 2: Typicality of Adjectives
Method
Participants Twenty-seven female and ten male volunteers
were paid C8/hour. Their ages ranged from 19 to 29 years
(M = 23). All participants were native Dutch speakers.

Method

Stimuli and materials Twelve categories from the initial
set of 22 categories described in the previous task were retained for the typicality judgment study. These categories
were selected so as to cover the proposed adjective domains,
while avoiding the inclusion of similar categories. In addition
categories with only a small number of exemplars (e.g., departure from a norm) or categories containing an adjective in
its name (e.g., degree to which something is difficult or hard)
were also not included. For each category, 30 adjectives were
sampled to cover the entire range of the production frequencies2 . Note that some adjectives like good and bad were included in multiple categories.

Participants Thirty-nine volunteers (32 of them female and
7 male) were paid C8/hour. Their ages ranged from 19 to 57
years (M = 23). All participants were native Dutch speakers.
Stimuli and materials The stimuli consisted of twenty-two
adjective category descriptions that can be used to describe
abstract properties (a quality judgment, description of a quantity, degree to which something is difficult or hard, degree of
certainty, description of weather conditions, departure from
a norm), object properties (description of a landscape, appreciation of a work of art, description of a work of art, the
shape of an object, the value of an object, the position of objects), sensorial properties (description of music, description
of the taste of food, the color of objects, temperature, the feel
of an object) or person and emotion properties (description of
someone’s character, description of a person’s appearance,
description of the sound of someone’s voice, description of
intelligence, description of a mood).
Four different subsets of these descriptions were constructed, each consisting of 11 categories. Two restrictions
were imposed, to prevent related categories co-occurring in
the same permutation. These restrictions were applied to two
category pairs (1) appreciation of a work of art and description of a work of art and (2) the description of music and the
description of the sound of someone’s voice.

Procedure The participants were asked to fill in an online
questionnaire in which they were asked to indicate how good
an example each adjective was of the category mentioned on
the screen. This was done by providing ratings on a sevenpoint Likert-scale ranging from 1 (a very bad example) to 7
(an excellent example). Every participant rated the typicality of all the exemplars of every category. The order of the
categories and the items within the category were completely
randomized for each participant.

Results and discussion
The reliability of the typicality judgments for each of the
categories was estimated using the split-half correlation with
Spearman-Brown correction. Nine categories were found to
be very reliable (rsplithal f > .90). The categories description
of quantity, description of a work of art and description of a
person’s character were only slightly less reliable. For these
categories the values were respectively .83, .85 and .89.

Procedure Every participant filled in an Excel-file containing 11 sheets. Each sheet consisted of the name of a category
and 24 blank lines for filling in words. Participants were instructed to generate as many adjectives as they could think of
in the allotted space. Two examples were given for the category of adjectives used to describe buildings and phases in
life. The examples included both adjectives with positive and

2 All
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data are available upon request.

Constructing a psychological space

The selection of category members across the range of
the generation frequency distribution resulted in categories
with variability in the degree in which a graded structure was
present (mean SD = .77, minimum SD = .56 for description
of someone’s character and maximum SD = 1.30 for color
of an object). We also confirmed the validity of the exemplar
selection procedure based on the generation frequency by calculating the correlations between the log-transformed generation frequencies and the mean typicality judgments. The average correlation was r = .57 and ranged between rmin = .29
(description of a mood) and rmax = .80 (shape of an object).
Although somewhat lower in strength, this confirms previous
findings that show a positive correlation between the number of times an item is generated as a category member and
typicality (Barsalou, 1985).

Feature-based similarity measures have been very successful in predicting conceptual data including typicality judgments (Dry & Storms, 2009). Since adjectives often correspond to concept-features, standard feature listing tasks used
for concrete nouns cannot be applied. However, previous
studies have shown that word association data captures the
semantic representation among a wide range of concepts well
(De Deyne, Peirsman, & Storms, 2009). To derive a similarity space from word associations, updated norms of the data
described in De Deyne and Storms (2008) were used. The
meaning of each adjective is represented by the association
response distribution which encodes the number of time a
certain association was generated to the adjective cue. Using these distributions, similarity indices were derived in a
manner identical to that in De Deyne et al. (2009). First the
counts were transformed using a t-score measure of concordance following a proposal by Church, Gale, Hanks, and Hindle (1991). Next, the similarity between two adjectives was
calculated using the cosine measure. This was done for all
adjective combinations in a category. The multidimensional
representations underlying the GCM and the CPM were constructed for each of the twelve categories by varying the number of dimensions from 2 to 6. Following Kruskal (1964),
solutions with stress-values exceeding .10 are not considered
for further analyses. Using this criterion to select the lowest
dimensionality resulted in dimensionalities with a mode of 4
(see Table 1). Two examples of these spaces using 2 dimensions are shown in Figure 1.

Modeling Adjective Categories
The experimental data clearly show that a reliable, graded
structure exists for these concepts. To model this structure,
we consider two prominent theories that have been applied
successfully to object categories. The exemplar view states
that a category is represented as a collection of all its previously encountered members (e.g., Medin & Schaffer, 1978).
According to the prototype view on the other hand, categories
are represented by an abstract summary or a prototype (e.g.,
Rosch, Simpson, & Miller, 1976). We will briefly describe
the models we used to implement these fundamental views
on representation and their account of typicality.

Exemplar and prototype models
In this study, we make use of the Generalized Context Model
(GCM; Nosofsky, 1986) and the Central Prototype Model
(CPM; Minda & Smith, 2010). Both are similarity based
models in which the psychological distance between two
items i and j is given by
!1
K

di j =

∑ wk |xik − x jk |r

Performance of the models
The GCM and CPM models were fit by optimizing the correlation between the predicted typicality and the observed typicality for each category consisting of 30 members separately.
The results are shown in Table 1. For both the GCM as the
CPM, all correlations were significant at the .01 level (onetailed t). The strength of the correlations varied depending on
the categories and ranged from moderate to high for all categories. The correlations indicate a slight advantage for the
GCM but this was only found to be statistically significant for
a quality judgment, Z = 1.90, p < .05 (Meng, Rosenthal, &
Rubin, 1992). The general pattern of results was consistent
across the tested dimensionality range.
To ensure that these results were not due to flexibility in
(over)fitting the free parameters to the data, we performed
a permutation test. This test consisted of permuting the observed typicality values a 1.000 times and finding the optimal
prediction of both models. If the free parameters in the model
are able to capture every pattern to the same extent, we would
expect optimal correlations for the permuted data sets that are
within the same range as the correlations in Table 1. This was
not the case. Averaged over categories, the correlation was
r = .31 (rmin = .20, rmax = .40) which is considerably lower
than the observed ones.

r

(1)

k=1

where xik and x jk are the coordinates of exemplars i and j on
dimension k, wk is the attention weight granted to dimension
k and K is the number of dimensions. In this study, the parameter r was fixed at 2 to correspond to Euclidean distances
which are more appropriate for integral dimensions (Shepard,
1964). The similarity is then defined:
ηi j = exp(−cdi j )

(2)

where c is the scaling parameter which determines the contribution of similarity as points become more distant in space.
In the exemplar model, the typicality of an item is assessed
by summing the items similarity to all other exemplars. In the
prototype model, typicality is assessed by measuring the similarity to a “prototypical” item located at the centroid which
is calculated by averaging across the K coordinates of all category members. For both models, the free parameters consist
of K − 1 dimension weights and the parameter c.
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Figure 1: Multidimensional scaling solutions for two adjective categories showing the two most important dimensions. The
marker size for each adjective reflects its judged typicality.
The issue of antonymy suggests an interesting application
of the CPM and the GCM, since the adjective valence should
not affect how typical an adjective is for the category. If
the hypothesis is correct, we should expect the attentional
weights for a stimulus dimension that corresponds to valence
to be low in categories characterized by antonymy relations.
To test this hypothesis, we used valence judgments collected in a previous study, in which participants were asked
to indicate on a seven-point scale whether a word evoked a
negative or a positive feeling (Verheyen, De Deyne, Linsen,
& Storms, 2011). As illustrated in the left plot in Figure 1,
high typicality ratings can be found at both extremes of the
first dimension, which largely reflects valence. Moreover, this
valence itself did not correlate with any of the typicality ratings except for color of an object category (r = .52, p < 0.1,
two-tailed t). Despite the lack of correlation with typicality
ratings, Table 2 shows that the valence ratings tended to correlate most strongly with dimension 1 in the MDS solutions4 ,
and was significant for 10 of the 12 categories. The comparison between the weight w for this dimension and the dimension with the highest weight identified by the model (see kmax
and wmax , for the dimension number and the weight) shows
that the importance of the valence dimensions were downweighted by the model for all categories except descriptions
of a quantity. While not necessarily intuitively obvious, the
flexibility offered by dimensional attention weights explains
why the models can account for antonymy-free typicalities
using antonymy-rich similarity representations.

Table 1: GCM and CPM correlations based on K dimensional
MDS solutions.
n = 30
a quality judgment
a quantity
weather circumstances
landscape
artwork
shape of an object
taste of food
color of an object
feeling of an object
someone’s character
person’s appearance
mood

K
4
4
4
5
6
4
6
5
6
5
5
4

stress
0.095
0.096
0.097
0.097
0.086
0.099
0.081
0.098
0.086
0.087
0.089
0.069

GCM
.85
.78
.76
.62
.78
.77
.68
.74
.57
.49
.79
.72

CPM
.82
.73
.76
.49
.76
.64
.63
.72
.55
.51
.78
.76

Novel insights from the models
For a model to truly be useful, it should not only fit data well;
it should also teach us something new about the data. In this
case, it is important to consider the values of the parameters
to understand how the psychological distances affect the predicted typicalities. Most interesting in this respect are the dimensional weights. Unlike nouns, adjectives are often characterized by the presence of antonymy relationships. In terms
of similarity of meaning, words like valuable and worthless
are clear opposites and should be distal in an MDS space.
At the same time, these concepts are semantically closely related. They differ in terms of valence but might be similar on
all other dimensions. The quality judgment category provides
the clearest example of antonymy effects. Indeed, as shown
in Figure 1, the first dimension distinguishes the adjectives in
terms of connotation or valence3 .

Comparison to other accounts
Typicality can also be due to factors other than those tied to
an underlying similarity-based structure. According to the
concept accessibility view (e.g., Janczura & Nelson, 1999),
strong associates for focal concepts like good and bad.
4 Although the statistical model in MDS does not require it, the
nature of MDS algorithms tends to ensure that dimension 1 explains
the largest share of the variance in the similarity data: this occurred
for 11 out of 12 categories.

3 Interestingly, good and bad and black and white are not at the
extremes of this dimension but much more similar. This is most
likely an artifact of the association data, since opposites tend to be
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tives for the majority of the categories used in this study.
For instance, in describing a person’s appearance, one could
count how many times certain adjectives are used to modify
the noun person or consider nouns at a more basic level such
as girl or cowboy. Such an approach is still ill-defined since
no distinction can be made between other person characteristics such as a person’s status, character,etc. Second, generation frequencies are often considered a dependent measure
themselves (e.g., Dry & Storms, 2009) since they could depend on the underlying similarity structure of the concepts
involved. Although beyond the scope of this paper this topic
clearly merits additional attention in future research.

Table 2: Maximum correlations r between valence ratings and dimensions scores with corresponding dimensional
weights w and maximal weights wmax found for kmax dimensions.
category
n
r k
w kmax wmax
a quality judgment
12 .83 1 0.01
4 0.75
a quantity
15 .86 1 0.72
1 0.72
weather circumst.
18 .65 1 0.18
3 0.28
landscape
14 .80 1 0.38
2 0.62
artwork
20 .66 2 0.08
1 0.37
shape of an object
24
– –
–
4 0.47
taste of food
19 .55 2 0.28
1 0.58
color of an object
21 .78 1 0.02
3 0.97
feeling of an object
21
– –
–
5 0.59
someone’s character 16 .95 1 0.07
2 0.54
person’s appearance 22 .58 2 0.03
3 0.56
mood
18 .96 1 0.39
3 0.55

Discussion
Adjective categories, just like noun categories, show a reliable graded structure. This structure was successfully explained using two formal similarity-based models based on
exemplars (GCM) and prototypes (CPM). The application of
the exemplar and prototype model was not only successful,
it also gave us additional insight in the role of antonymy in
adjectives.
To further validate our results for adjectives, we compared the performance of the GCM and CPM with the wellstudied domain of noun concepts. Voorspoels, Vanpaemel,
and Storms (in press) applied the GCM and CPM models to
nouns referring to animals and artifacts. The results in this
study showed that the GCM model obtained correlations with
rated typicality of .65 for animals and .76 for artifacts. Moreover, the average correlations of .71 for the GCM and .68 for
the CPM model indicate that the present results are both similar in terms of magnitude and relative performance of the
models. This is remarkable given the domain differences and
the fact that the similarity space in Voorspoels et al. (in press)
was derived from participant-generated semantic features restricted to a particular domain, rather than word associations
which do not incorporate domain restrictions. Given these encouraging results, we also considered related models. From a
theoretical point of view, formal models based on ideals such
as recently proposed by Voorspoels et al. (in press) could
be of interest given that the adjective classes described here
might share some similarity to the ad hoc goal-derived concepts for which an ideal-based account is preferred (Barsalou, 1985). However, preliminary results showed that an
ideal-based approach performed worse than the basic GCM
or CPM model. Within the same formal framework, the notion of contrasting categories might also prove to be valuable,
since it would allow to penalize polysemous adjectives occurring within different domains. Additional preliminary results
did not fit the data as well as the basic GCM and CPM models. Future research is needed to uncover why these models
fail when applied to adjectives.
Apart from experimenting with models, other improvements might involve deriving the structural representations
for adjectives differently. For instance, one could also opt
to implement a more text-based model to derive a similarity
space. A promising approach is the use of models that derive

typicality judgments do not depend on shared features or similarity between category members but reflect how easy it is
to retrieve category members due to factors such as the preexisting associations with the category, word frequency, or familiarity with the concept. When the concepts that are studied correspond to adjectives, similar factors could explain a
graded structure.
One of these alternative explanations is based on the observation that adjectives like cold or bitter have multiple related senses. Since their meaning differs depending on the
nominal context, one could assume that highly polysemous
adjectives would be perceived to be less typical. As part of
a large scale norming study on adjectives, Verheyen et al.
(2011) asked participants to indicate in how many different
contexts an adjective could be used. These context variability ratings were correlated with rated typicality, in order to
investigate the role of polysemy. Context variability did not
correlate significantly with the typicality ratings of any of the
categories (all p > 0.5, one-tailed t) except for shape of an
object, r = −.34, p < 0.5.
Previous studies show that typicality increases as exemplars become more familiar (e.g., Hampton & Gardiner,
1983; Malt & Smith, 1982). To investigate if this is the case,
we also correlated word frequency and familiarity with the
typicality judgments. Word lemma frequencies were obtained
from the CELEX lexical database (Baayen, Piepenbrock, &
van Rijn, 1993), while familiarity ratings were taken from
Verheyen et al. (2011). Both the log-transformed lemma
frequencies and subjective frequency measured by familiarity did not correlate significantly with the typicality ratings of
any of the categories (all p > .05, one-tailed t).
A final possibility is that typicality simply reflects how often a certain adjective is used as a modifier of the category
concept. There are at least two problems with this view. First,
since the category concepts are defined at a more abstract superordinate level, it is not clear how to retrieve pre-existing
associations between the category description and the adjec-
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specific syntactic dependencies from text (Padó & Lapata,
2007). We explored this possibility but found that antonymy
relations are not encoded as clearly as in the association data
and cannot be discounted as easily by the models. This can
be attributed to the fact that adjectives often modify nouns to
incorporate new information, in a sense that they indicate a
departure from the implicit default values. Thus, people will
not often combine the adjective yellow with banana, while
the collocation red bananas occurs more frequently than what
can be expected from their occurrence in the environment.
Moreover, there are other lexical reasons why people prefer some adjective-noun combinations over others. As noted
by Cruse (2004) the fact that a combination such as spotless
kitchen is more acceptable than spotless taste does not seem
to depend on the meaning of the individual words. These observations support the idea that the success of our approach
hinges on the use of association data since these data reflect
more of the underlying semantic properties and are less biased by syntactic or lexical constraints.
Ultimately, nouns and adjectives will need to be integrated
in a single semantic framework. Our study showed that
this framework will have to incorporate flexibility towards
antonymy in explaining graded structure of adjectives. While
this endeavour provides a challenge for many years to come,
it will broaden our understanding of natural concepts including nouns as well.
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Abstract

In this work, we concentrate on the task of acquiring natural language (semantic) categories and examine how the
statistics of the linguistic environment as approximated by
large corpora influences category learning. Evidently, categories are learned not only from exposure to the linguistic
environment but also from our interaction with the physical
world. Perhaps unsurprisingly, words that refer to concrete
entities and actions are among the first words being learned
as these are directly observable in the environment (Bornstein
et al. 2004). Experimental evidence also shows that children
respond to categories on the basis of visual features, e.g., they
generalize object names to new objects often on the basis
of similarity in shape and texture (Landau et al. 1998, Jones
et al. 1991). Nevertheless, we focus on the acquisition of semantic categories from large text corpora based on the hypothesis that simple co-occurrence statistics can be used to
capture word meaning quantitatively. The corpus-based approach is attractive for modeling the development of linguistic categories. If simple distributional information really does
form the basis of a word’s cognitive representation, this implies that learners are sensitive to the structure of the environment during language development. As experience with a
word accumulates, more information about its contexts of use
becomes encoded, with a corresponding increase in the ability of the language learner to use the word appropriately and
make inferences about novel words of the same category.
The process of learning semantic categories is necessarily incremental. Human language acquisition is bounded by
memory and procecessing limitations, and it is implausible
that children process large amounts of linguistic input at
once and induce an optimal set of categories. An incremental
model learns as it is applied, meaning it does not require separate training and testing phases. Behavioral evidence (Bornstein and Mash 2010) suggests that this scenario more closely
mirrors the process by which infants acquire categories. Having this in mind, we formulate two incremental categorization
models, each differing in the way they represent categories.
Both models follow the exemplar tradition — categories are
denoted by a list of stored exemplars and inclusion of an unknown item in a category is determined by some notion of
similarity between the item and the category exemplars. Previous work (Voorspoels et al. 2008, Storms et al. 2000, Fountain and Lapata 2010) indicates that exemplar models perform
consistently better across a broad range of natural language

Learning categories from examples is a fundamental problem
faced by the human cognitive system, and a long-standing
topic of investigation in psychology. In this work we focus
on the acquisition of natural language categories and examine how the statistics of the linguistic environment influence
category formation. We present two incremental models of
category acquisition — one probabilistic, one graph-based —
which encode different assumptions about how concepts are
represented (i.e., as a set of topics or nodes in a graph). Evaluation against gold-standard clusters and human performance
in a category acquisition task suggests that the graph-based approach is better suited at modeling the acquisition of natural
language categories.

Introduction
The task of categorization, in which people cluster stimuli
into categories and then use those categories to make inferences about novel stimuli, has long been a core problem
within cognitive science. Understanding the mechanisms involved in categorization is essential, as the ability to generalize from experience underlies a variety of common mental
tasks, including perception, learning, and the use of language.
As a result, category learning has been one of the most extensively studied aspects in human cognition, with computational models that range from strict prototypes (categories
are represented by a single idealized member which embodies their core properties; e.g., Reed 1972) to full exemplar
models (categories are represented by a list of previously encountered members; e.g., Nosofsky 1988) or combinations of
the two (e.g., Griffiths et al. 2007a).
Historically, the stimuli involved in such studies tend to be
either concrete objects with an unbounded number of features
(e.g., physical objects; Bornstein and Mash 2010) or highly
abstract, with a small number of manually specified features
(e.g, binary strings, colored shapes; Medin and Schaffer 1978,
Kruschke 1993). Furthermore, most existing models focus on
adult categorization, i.e., it is assumed that a large number of
categories have already been learned. A notable exception is
Anderson’s (1991) rational model of categorization (see also
Griffiths et al. 2007a) where it is assumed that the learner
starts without any predefined categories and stimuli are clustered into groups as they come along. When a new stimulus is
observed, it can either be assigned to one of the pre-existing
clusters, or to a new cluster of its own.
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Category Acquisition Models

Algorithm 1: Batch Chinese Whispers
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Any model of human category acquisition should demonstrate two important features: (1) the input should be processed as it arrives, i.e., the set of clusters is incrementally
updated and (2) the set of clusters should not be fixed in advance, but rather determined by the characteristics of the input data. In what follows, we present two models that satisfy
both constraints.

initialize;
for nodei ∈ Nodes do
class (node) = i;
end
while changes do
for node ∈ Nodes (in random order) do
class (target) = class (nearest neighbor)
end
end

Semantic Networks The standard conception of a semantic network is a graph with edges between word nodes. Such
a graph is unipartite: there is only one type of node, and those
nodes can be interconnected freely. While traditional research
using semantic networks has focused on performing inference
using fully-formed networks, we are argue that they are also
well suited to modeling acquisition, as updating the graph to
reflect newly acquired information is a straightforward procedure. Furthermore, meaningful categories can be extracted
from such a representation by identifying well-structured subgraphs within the network.
The task of extracting such subgraphs is generally viewed
as a graph clustering problem; Chinese Whispers (CW, Biemann 2006) is one such randomized graph-clustering algorithm that takes as input a graph with weighted edges and
produces a hard clustering over the nodes in the graph. It has
several desirable properties, including a tendency to converge
rapidly and the ability to infer the number of output clusters.
The CW algorithm consists of two steps: initialization and iteration. In the initialization step, each node in the graph is
assigned a unique class. In the iterative step, each node in the
graph (in random order) adopts the highest ranked class in
its neighborhood (i.e., the set of nodes with which it shares
an edge). Algorithm 1 shows this procedure in pseudocode.
CW is in general not guaranteed to converge; in particular, a
node with two equally-distant nearest neighbors may flip between the classes of those neighbors indefinitely. In practice,
however, it tends to reach ‘almost-convergence’ quite rapidly.
Vanilla CW requires that the entire graph be known before it can be applied, and thus makes no provision for graphs
which change over time, as would be expected in an acquisition task. Modifying the algorithm for use in an incremental
setting is straightforward: we need only to update the edges
of the graph with newly-encountered input before each iteration and to run the algorithm until there is no more input to
process rather than until convergence (see Algorithm 2).
While applying the incremental CW algorithm to the task
of acquiring semantic categories from text, we maintain a
weighted, undirected graph in which each node represents a
target word and edges between nodes are weighted according
to the similarity between words. To compute this similarity,
the implementation maintains a running co-occurrence matrix in which each row corresponds to a target word and each
column to a possible context word. Similarity between words
is computed as the cosine distance between the corresponding rows. Matrix cells are transformed into (positive) pointwise mutual information values (Bullinaria and Levy 2007).
Our experiments used a context window centered around a
target word, however non-symmetric contexts are also possible; target representations are updated according to the context words appearing in the window.

Algorithm 2: Incremental Chinese Whispers
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

initialize;
for nodei ∈ Nodes do
class (node) = i
end
for target,context ∈ Documents do
update target representation given context;
class (target) = nearest neighbor
end

categorization tasks. This finding is also in line with studies involving artificial stimuli (e.g., Nosofsky 1988). While
these studies focus on natural language categories they tend
not to specifically address the task of language acquisition;
Storms et al. (2000) compare various categorization models
in a natural language context, Voorspoels et al. (2008) model
typicality ratings for natural language concepts, and Fountain
and Lapata (2010) explore a number of corpus-based representations for linguistic exemplars.
Our first model is reminiscent of semantic networks
(Collins and Loftus 1975). In this framework, concepts are
represented as nodes in a graph and edges represent relationships between such concepts. Although semantic networks
are traditionally hand-coded by modelers, we learn them from
naturally occurring data. In our model, nodes in the graph
correspond to words and weighted edges indicate distributional similarity rather than semantic or syntactic relationships. Categories arise naturally in such a representation as
densely connected regions or subgraphs. While most research
on semantic networks focuses on their use within a larger
model of spreading activation (Anderson 1983), they have
also been used to gain insight into performance deficits in
patients with psychological impairments (Tyler et al. 2000)
and to draw comparisons between internet search and memory access (Griffiths et al. 2007b). Our second model follows
a probabilistic approach where categories correspond to topics in a generative model (Griffiths et al. 2007c). Topics themselves are modeled as probability distributions over words,
and can be thought of as a “soft” list of exemplars belonging to that category. In order to obtain a hard clustering of
words into categories we need only compute the most likely
category for each word. Topic models have been successful
at modeling a wide range of cognitive phenomenal including lexical priming, word association, synonym selection, and
reading times (see Griffiths et al. 2007c).
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eter, γ, on the topic distribution. The γ parameter indicates
the proportion of probability mass to reserve for a new, previously unseen topic; as additional topics are created the probability of assigning a word to a new topic decreases in relation
to γ, α, and β act as invisible counts for each topic in a document and each word in a topic, respectively. Combining these
parameters with the graphical model in Figure 2 yields the
following probabilistic model:

β

z

w

Figure 1: The Latent Dirichlet Allocation model (Griffiths
et al. 2007c). d is the distribution of topics within a single
document; z is the distribution over observable words w for a
topic. α and β function as smoothing parameters for d and w,
respectively.
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where w, z and d represent a word, topic (category), or document, respectively. z 0 represents a previously unseen topic; a
word w assigned to z 0 is instead assigned to a newly created
z
category initialized to a uniform distribution. The notation ηw
signifies the number of times word w has appeared in topic
z, while ηzd similarly indicates the count of occurrences of z
within document d.
To maintain incrementality, the model performs no reestimation of probabilities; instead, as each item w of input
is encountered it is assigned to a sampled topic z. The relevant document and topic distributions are then updated in
accordance with the sampled topic. While these individual
predictions are not revised (as in LDA) by subsequent resamplings, predicted topics for subsequent encounters of w
change based on the distribution of words and topics; the
equations for P (w|z) and P (z|d) are thus analogous to those
used during Gibbs sampling in LDA. With additional documents these distributions converge to (hopefully) meaningful
topics.

Figure 2: A nonparametric topic model which infers the number of topics during training. γ indicates the amount of probability mass reserved for unseen categories (analogous to Anderson’s (1990) coupling probability.

Topic Models A great deal of work in recent years has focused on the idea of topic models, in which the meaning of
a particular document or word is encapsulated by the latent
topics it contains or from which it is generated. Conceptually
such models seem appropriate for categorization tasks, as the
notions of “topic” and “category” have much in common.
One particular topic model which has seen wide success is
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA, Blei et al. 2003, Griffiths
et al. 2007c), which provides a probabilistic model of document generation. In LDA, a document is modeled as a probability distribution over a set of latent topics; similarly, a topic
is modeled as a distribution over words. The actual words
composing a document are supposed to have been generated
by a process of repeatedly sampling first a topic from the document distribution, then a single word from the selected topic.
LDA (and generally topic models) can be viewed as a form of
a bipartite graph consisting of two types of nodes, i.e., words
and topics and connections between them.
One drawback to LDA is that it requires the number of topics to be known in advance. As this assumption clearly does
not hold in the case of category acquisition, we developed a
nonparametric, incremental topic model which is similar in
spirit to LDA. This model maintains the generative assumptions of LDA, and much of the same graphical structure; it
differs in the addition of a coupling probability (Anderson
1990) used to infer the number of categories during training.
Additionally, it performs no final re-estimation of probabilities (as in standard LDA) in order to maintain incrementality.
In terms of graphical structure our topic model differs from
standard LDA (Figure 1) by the addition of a third param-

Experiment 1
Our first goal was to compare our two categorization models and establish their performance on a large corpus. To do
this, we trained both on the British National Corpus (BNC)
and compared each model’s resulting clustering against a
human-produced gold standard. In the following we describe
how this gold standard was created, discuss how the model
parameters were estimated, and explain how the model output was evaluated.
Method In order to train our models, the BNC was preprocessed so as to remove stopwords and highly infrequent
words. Target words corresponded to frequently-used nouns,
however this is not a limitation of our models which could
be also applied to verbs or adjectives. The topic model has
three free parameters, i.e., α (the prior observation count for
the number of times a topic is sampled in a document), β
(the prior observation count on the number of times words are
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REPTILE

salamander, iguana, frog, alligator, rattlesnake, tortoise,
crocodile, turtle, toad

Chinese Whispers (dependencies)
Chinese Whispers (bags of words)
Topic model

0.4

FURNITURE

F-score

chair, stool, rocker, sofa, cabinet, desk, bookcase, mirror, shelves, bed, drapes, clock, table, bathtub, bureau,
cupboard, dresser, fence, cushion, bench, bayonet, armour

0.3
0.2

FRUIT

peach, yam, nectarine, banana, cantaloupe, apple,
plum, raspberry, pear, grape, blueberry, raisin, pineapple, prune, rhubarb, strawberry, lemon, honeydew, orange, tomato, lime, cherry, coconut, olive, grapefruit,
tangerine, avocado, pumpkin, cranberry, mandarin

0.1
0

1e+05

2e+05

3e+05

4e+05

5e+05

6e+05

Number of BNC documents encountered

Figure 3: Performance of the topic model and Chinese Whispers using dependencies and a bag of words context window.

Table 1: Example gold standard categories with their exemplars from Fountain and Lapata (2010).
sampled from a topic), and γ (the probability mass reserved
for new topics). For α and β we chose values in accordance
with the literature on LDA (Teh et al. 2006); these parameters were set to 1.2 and 0.1, respectively. The γ parameter
was tuned on a development corpus (10% of the BNC), with
the final value of 0.10. Because of this tuning procedure, all
scores reported are from application on the remaining 90% of
the BNC not used for development.
Note that the output of the topic model is a set of probability distributions rather than a hard clustering over words.
We can nevertheless coerce the model to produce such a clustering by assigning each word to the category (topic) which
maximizes its likelihood:
category(w) = argmaxP (z|w)

0

and CHAIR) with features collected in multiple studies over
several years. Fountain and Lapata obtained category labels
for 517 of these concepts. They presented participants with
a number of nouns chosen at random from McRae et al.’s
norms, and asked them to name the category to which each
noun belonged. Participants responded in freeform strings,
i.e., they were not provided with a list of possible categories.
After adjusting for differences in spelling and conflating synonyms, these responses were used to determine the most “correct” category label for each of the 517 nouns.
Because the norms were originally drawn from a limited
number of concepts many of the nouns were labeled with the
same category label; we were exploited this overlap in order
to construct a clustering over McRae et al.’s norms in which
each cluster corresponds to a subset of nouns assigned the
same category label in Fountain and Lapata (2010). Overall,
we obtained 32 categories averaging approximately 16 nouns
apiece. Examples of the clusters used in our experiments are
shown in Table 1.
Each model produced a clustering over the nouns taken
from the McRae et al. norms which we compared against the
human-produced gold standard clustering described above; to
evaluate cluster quality we computed the F-score measure described in Agirre and Soroa (2007). Under their evaluation
scheme, the gold standard is partitioned into a test and training corpus. The latter is used to derive a mapping of the induced clusters to the gold standard labels. This mapping is
then used to calculate the system’s F-score on the test corpus.
We calculated F-score as the harmonic mean of precision and
recall defined as the number of correct members of a cluster
divided by the number of items in the cluster and the number
of items in the gold-standard class, respectively.

(1)

z

The incremental CW model was trained on noun-centered
context windows of ±5, which were extracted from the BNC.
As the output of CW is a hard clustering over nodes in the
graph, no additional post-processing is required. One obvious question that arises in the context of this experiment is
whether using a richer contextual representation yields more
accurate categories; we examined this hypothesis by applying the incremental CW algorithm to a dependency-parsed
version of the BNC.1 Specifically, we obtained dependency
information from the output of MINIPAR, a broad coverage
parser (Lin 2001). To minimize noise, this output was restricted to a small set of lexicalized dependency relations:
subject, object, and conjunction.
Both models were evaluated based on their clustering of
words into semantic categories and their output was compared against similar clusters elicited from human participants. In particular, we used the data from Fountain and Lapata’s (2010) category naming study as a gold standard.2 The
aim of their experiment was to augument McRae et al.’s
(2005) semantic feature norms with category information.
These norms consist of 541 basic-level concepts (e.g., DOG

Results CW and the topic model produced clusters for 517
nouns. As both models are non-parametric, they induce the
number of clusters (i.e., categories) from the data as well as
which nouns belong to these clusters. The topic model partitioned the target nouns into 167 clusters and CW into 35.
Compared to the gold-standard clustering, the topic model
achieved an F-score of 0.179; CW obtained an F-score
of 0.212 when using a bag of words context window. The

1
Incorporating syntactic information into an incremental topic
model is less straightforward, although extensions of the basic LDA
model have been proposed that take syntax into account (e.g., BoydGraber and Blei 2009).
2
Available from http://bit.ly/categorization.
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The fendle is the very dense region consisting of nucleons
(daxs and tomas) at the center of a gazzer. Almost all of
the mass in a gazzer is made up from the daxs and tomas in
the fendle, with a very small contribution from the orbiting
wugs. The diameter of the fendle is in the range of 1.5fm
(1.75×10-15m) for tulver to about 15fm for the heaviest
gazzers such as tupa.
fendle

tupa
gazzer

dax

consisted of 3–5 paragraphs, each containing between 4–6
sentences in which a small number of re-occurring content
words were replaced with nonce words (nine on average per
document). The study was completed by 250 participants,
mostly undergraduates.
One serious concern in conducting a study like this is ensuring that participants do not actually perform a separate, but
related task, instead determining the mapping between nonsense words and their meaningful equivalents. We mitigated
this problem by extracting the text from highly technical documents, the subject matter of which would almost certainly
be unfamiliar to participants and thus limiting the amount of
world knowledge they could bring to bear. Also of concern
was avoiding priming subjects with the number of categories;
to avoid such influence, participants were asked to group target words into clusters by dragging items together on a virtual
canvas, rather than by assigning labels or placing items into
pre-specified bins. A snapshot of the experimental interface
our participants saw is given in Figure 4.
The topic model and CW were trained on the same set of
paragraphs, and the interim clustering produced after processing each document saved in order to investigate how well the
models captured the interim categories formed during incremental learning. Note that both models were trained from a
blank state, reflecting a lack of pre-existing world knowledge.
Again, we used a bag-of-words representation for CW as the
prevalence of nonsense words in the data resulted in many
parsing mistakes. Following on Experiment 1, we then applied the topic model and CW to the same set of paragraphs
and evaluated the resulting categories against those produced
by participants, again using F-score (Agirre and Soroa 2007).

tulver

toma
wug

Figure 4: The incremental categorization task as seen by participants. Each trial consisted of a series of paragraphs from
the same source document; the words to be clustered (shown
in boldface) remained constant, with participants asked to update their clustering after each trial.
model’s performance improved to an F-score of 0.371 when
dependency relations were used. To put these numbers into
perspective, we also implemented a baseline algorithm that
groups nouns into clusters randomly, which achieved an inferior F-Score of 0.135. Overall, our results indicate that
more fine-grained linguistic information beyond simple cooccurrence is beneficial for categorization. Figure 3 shows
how performance on the category acquisition task varies over
time (i.e., over the course of encountering all documents in
the training set). As can be seen, the quality of clusters produced by CW increases with additional data, i.e., the algorithm’s performance improves with more iterations.

Results Firstly, we assessed how well our participants
agreed on the category acquisition task.4 We computed the
F-score of a single participant’s clustering for each trial as
the average F-score between it and each of the other participants’ clusterings for that trial; and then calculated the mean
reliability as the average F-score of all trials for all participants. On the category acquisition experiment, participants
achieved a mean reliability of 0.694. CW achieved a comparable F-score of 0.656, followed by the topic model with an
F-score of 0.634. These F-scores were computed by a procedure similar to the human reliability described above. The
model was treated as a single participant and the F-score for
each stage was computed as the average F-score between the
model’s clustering in that stage and each participant’s clustering, with the individual stage scores averaged to produce
the final score. Figure 5 shows the F-scores achieved by the
two models for each trial against the human upper bound.
It is interesting to note that both models are close to human
performance, with Chinese Whispers having mostly the lead
over the topic model. Counterintuitively, performance of both
models and human participants declines over time; this is primarily an effect of increasing disagreement between participants when exposed to additional observations.

Experiment 2
While the previous experiment explored how effectively the
two models capture large-scale category information it did
not assess the effect of incrementality. The difficulty in performing such an evaluation is that it requires a snapshot of
category structure throughout the process of category acquisition. Getting such snapshots from children would be ideal,
however a longitudinal study of category acquisition would
be a major undertaking spanning several years. Getting such
snapshots from adults is also problematic, as they clearly possess a great deal of world knowledge about the target words
used in a hypothetical experiment. To rectify this, we conducted a study in which participants were given a series of
paragraphs containing nonsense words and asked, after having read each paragraph, to group the nonsense words into
categories. The hope was that the results from such a study
would illuminate the kinds of interim categories the mind
might construct when presented with minimal information
about a set of novel stimuli.
Method Thirteen source documents were compiled from
Wikipedia articles on various technical domains, including
medicine, physics, biology, and mixology3 . Each document

ular gastronomy.
4
Subject data for Experiment 3 is available from http://bit.
ly/categorization.

3

Molecular Mixology is the term applied to the process of creating cocktails using the scientific equipment and techniques of molec-
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1

mentally that are both meaningful and cognitively plausible.
Interestingly, in this experiment the upper bound (i.e., interannotator agreement) is high despite the seeming difficulty of
the task. This suggests that people are quite consistent in the
types of categories they form even when those categories are
based on only one or two pieces of information, and enforces
the idea that, in the absence of real-world knowledge, people learn categories in an incremental fashion (Lamberts and
Shapiro 2002).5
An important direction for future work is to model the hierarchical structure of categories. Inspection of the clusters
produced in Experiment 2 reveals that participants tend to organize words into hierarchies rather than flat categories.
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Topic Model
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0.9
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Figure 5: Model performance and human upperbound after
each trial.

General Discussion
At first glance the scores on the large-scale task (Experiment 1) for both models appear quite low. Our aim in this
first experiment, however, was merely to establish a comparison between the two approaches on a clustering task.
This is challenging considering that the models are expected
to assign 500+ words into an unspecified number of welldefined semantic categories from word co-occurrence information alone. Humans acquire semantic categories from a
richer environment based on their sensorimotor experiences
in addition to linguistic input.
Regardless, a strict comparison of results shows that CW
outperformed the topic model on this large-scale category
experiment. Manual inspection of the clusters output by the
topic model suggests an explanation: the learned topics, while
clearly capturing some notion of semantic relatedness between words, rarely correspond to the desired semantic categories. Instead they cut across categories, collating words
that share a theme or context rather than words belonging to
a common category. The clusters output by CW, conversely,
capture more of the semantic category information but tend
to do so at a higher level (e.g. conflating FRUIT, VEGETABLE,
and FOOD into a single meta-category).
This is particularly interesting in light of the differences between the two models; CW is a simpler model, both in terms
of the way it represents and forms categories. Recall that the
algorithm creates a unipartite graph with one type of nodes
(i.e., words) which can be interconnected freely. In the topic
model, semantic information is organized in a bipartite graph
consisting of words, topics, and their interconnections. This
more structured representation does not seem appropriate for
the category acquisition task. In particular, the notion of topic
as it is used in the context of the topic model is not equivalent
to that of a semantic category. The relative success of CW,
combined with its simplicity and plausibility, suggests that
such comparatively simple models can often provide a better approach for modeling low-level cognitive tasks, such as
predicting category-specific deficits in patients with cognitive
impairments (Tyler et al. 2000).
The results of the second experiment show that CW (and
the topic model to a lesser extent) produce categories incre-

5
While conceptually unsurprising, we nevertheless found this result somewhat unexpected given the number of complaints from participants regarding the difficulty of the task.
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Abstract

is more likely to use an adjective referring to that contrast.
The current paper builds on previous work to tackle a
number of issues that remain unexplored. In particular, we
explore questions related to the salience of the information
that is described, with respect to both the lexical and
prosodic characteristics of adjectives.

Research in psychology has shown that when people are told
not to think about a pink elephant they cannot avoid doing
just that. Similar results are found for language production in
that people leak information about hidden figures when
instructed to ignore those figures. It is argued that the salience
of information plays a crucial role in these effects. The
present study investigates how different factors of salience
affect speakers’ lexical and prosodic behaviour. Results
indicate that those factors affect lexical use and prosody in
different ways and, crucially, that adjectives signalling leaked
information are prosodically more prominent, as measured by
both by acoustic analysis and prominence ratings.
Keywords: prosody; ironic processes; speech production.

Introduction
A central problem in recent research on speech production
relates to the question to what extent speakers take into
account what their listeners know or do not know. Quite a
few studies report that speakers, under certain conditions,
tend to violate the Gricean maxim of quantity (Grice, 1975)
by giving more information than is strictly speaking
necessary from the perspective of a listener. Such evidence
is often provided by studies that use referential
communication tasks where some information is shared by
all interlocutors (common ground; Clark, 1996) and some
information is only available for the speaker (privileged
ground).
From the use of adjectives there is evidence that speakers
sometimes fail to adapt to listeners when describing pictures
(Wardlow Lane, Groisman, & Ferreira, 2006). For example,
to describe a mutually visible figure speakers may say “the
small triangle”, even when a big triangle is occluded for the
listener (as in Figure 1). Interestingly, when speakers are
instructed not to give information about the occluded figure,
the target figure is even more often described with an
adjective that refers to the contrast between the target and
the occluded figure. Wardlow Lane et al. (2006) concluded
that speakers leak privileged information about their own
perspective.
These findings are explained according to the theory of
ironic processes by Wegner (1994). This theory assumes
two cognitive processes; an operator process which is
responsible for running actions and a monitor process which
is in constant search for failures of the first. Instructions of
the type “do not...” cause the speaker to be aware of
unsuccessful scenarios, which then triggers counterbehaviour. Thus, ironic processes seem to boost the salience
of a contrast relation between two figures so that a speaker

Figure 1: Experimental setup of Wardlow Lane et al.
(2006). The arrow indicates the target object, the bar
indicates the occluder.
First, it remains to be seen whether the effects found by
Wardlow Lane et al. (2006) generalize to all kinds of
adjectives. As is known from theories of incremental speech
production, a speaker may start articulating without being
aware of certain contrast relations (Fry, 1969; Levelt, 1989;
Pechmann, 1989). This claim accounts for the general
finding in object naming that size adjectives are used less
often than color adjectives. That is, size refers to a feature
relative to another object, whereas color can be named when
only one object is known for the speaker. In Wardlow Lane
et al. (2006) only size was investigated. One could question
whether prohibitive instructions have an effect on naming
features that are already highly salient, such as color.
Second, it may also matter what kind of contrast relation
exists between different objects. Indeed, the information an
adjective gives about a contrast can vary. That is, big in “the
big triangle” is more informative with respect to a privileged
smaller triangle than with respect to a privileged smaller
square, the latter differing in two features from the target.
The setup of Wardlow Lane et al. (2006) does not allow for
such variation: the speaker either leaks information (i.e. by
naming the adjective) or not. We hypothesize that contrasts
consisting of one feature are more salient than contrasts
consisting of two features, since the former have fewer
similarities between the objects. So, it can be expected that
the more salient a contrast is, the more likely speakers are to
refer to it with an adjective.
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And third, by looking at the adjectives’ frequency of
occurrence, Wardlow Lane et al. (2006) claim that ironic
processes affect the grammatical encoding stage in speech
production (Levelt, 1989) such that speakers leak
information in their utterance. However, Pechmann (1984,
1989) shows that speakers sometimes redundantly use
adjectives (overspecification). Therefore, just by looking at
its occurrence we cannot tell whether an adjective implicitly
refers (i.e. leaks) or is used redundantly. That is, leaking
implies that speakers encode the hidden information in their
utterance such that listeners can pick it up. By investigating
the prosodic realisation of adjectives we can shed light on
this question. It is known from Pechmann (1984) that under
normal circumstances (i.e. when there is no privileged
information) the adjective signalling a contrast within a
certain visual context, as in Figure 1, is not likely to be
prosodically marked. Incremental production strategies
account for that; speakers may start articulating before they
have a full cognitive representation of a visual context. Only
when such a representation is available, i.e. with respect to a
previous contrastive context, the adjective is always marked
prosodically by means of a pitch accent. The experimental
setup of Pechmann (1984), however, did not include a
setting in which the salience of one hidden member of the
contrast was boosted by ironic processes. It remains to be
seen whether ironic processes are strong enough to affect
both the formulation and articulation of an utterance, which
is expected if one assumes that speakers indeed leak
information.
To shed light on the issues mentioned above, the current
study investigates how factors of salience, such as the
communicative setting, the type of contrast and the
contrastive feature affect both the lexical use and prosodic
realisation of adjectives. A production task elicits speakers’
utterances which are analysed in terms of frequency of
occurrence, and acoustically and perceptually to explore
prominence patterns.

are included. In those settings one of the figures in the
stimulus is occluded for the listener. The privileged and
conceal setting differ in that speakers are instructed not to
give information about the occluded figure in the conceal
setting. In the privileged setting no such instruction is given.
Second, the type of contrast differs such that two figures in
a stimulus are distinguishable by either one feature or two
features. For example, the target figure can be a small
triangle contrasting with a big triangle (single contrast) or
the target figure can be a small diamond contrasting with a
big flash (double contrast), see Figure 2. The latter contrast
is assumed to be less salient than the former. Third, the
contrastive feature is either size or color. For example, the
contrast concerns a small and big triangle (size) or a red and
a grey cross (color). In the double contrasts the second
contrastive feature is always shape. That is, for example, the
contrast concerns a small diamond and a big flash (size) or a
green star and a black circle (color), see Figure 2. Four
instances of each stimulus are created such that different
shapes and colors are used. Note that for all size contrasts
figures have the same color whereas for all color contrasts
figures have the same size (Figure 2). In total, the
experiment consists of 48 stimuli (3 communicative
settings, 2 contrasts, 2 features, 4 repetitions).

Figure 2: Example stimuli per contrast (top: single,
bottom: double) and feature (left: size, right: color). The
arrow indicates the target object, the bar indicates the
occluder.

Recording procedure
Utterances are collected following the paradigm of Wardlow
Lane et al. (2006) where speakers have to describe figures
for their listeners (Figure 1). In the present study the
likelihood of uttering an adjective to refer to a contrast is
manipulated by three factors related to the salience of a
contrast: communicative setting (shared, privileged,
conceal), contrast (single, double) and feature (size, color).
First, as for communicative setting we replicate the
experimental conditions of Wardlow Lane et al. (2006) and
included an additional condition. As for the added
condition, the figures forming a contrast are accessible for
both the speaker and the listener such that the adjective had
to be named to prevent ambiguity (shared setting). The
shared setting most closely resembles the experimental
setup of Pechmann (1984) in that there is no privileged
information. To replicate the effect Wardlow Lane et al.
(2006) find, their baseline condition (henceforth privileged
setting) and conceal condition (henceforth conceal setting)

Each stimulus is prevented from contrasting minimally with
the previous stimulus, which would affect prosodic marking
(Pechmann, 1984). Therefore, two successive targets are
chosen from two different sets of shapes and colors. That is,
if one target is a blue circle the following target is never
blue colored or circle shaped (e.g. a red arrow).
A total of 42 different participants acted as speaker (31
women, 11 men, Mage = 21.3 years, age range: 18-29 years).
The same number of participants acted as listener. All
participants were native speakers of Dutch and students at
Tilburg University who had to take part as a course
requirement.
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Table 1: Effects of communicative setting, contrast and their interactions on repeated proportion measures of size and color
adjective use after analysis of variance (matching: upper left / lower right; mismatching: upper right / lower left).
Feature
Size
Color

Factor
Setting
Contrast
Setting*Contrast
Setting
Contrast
Setting*Contrast

Size adjectives
F(2,82) = 22.74, p < .001, p2 = .36
F(1,41) = 74.45, p < .001, p2 = .64
F(2,82) = 32.48, p < .001, p2 = .44
F(2,82) = 2.65, n.s.
F(1,41) = 1.13, n.s.
F(2,82) < 1, n.s.

Color adjectives
F(2,82) = 1.21, n.s.
F(1,41) < 1, n.s.
F(2,82) < 1, n.s.
F(2,82) = 12.48, p < .001, p2 = .23
F(1,41) = 28.00, p < .001, p2 = .41
F(2,82) = 22.27, p < .001, p2 = .35

Adjective frequency analysis
Method
Adjective use is calculated separately for size and color as a
proportion so that 1 means that all participants uttered an
adjective in all four instances of a stimulus. A distinction is
made between adjectives that match and mismatch the
contrastive feature in the stimulus. That is, whenever
speakers use a size adjective when the contrastive feature is
size (or a color adjective when the feature is color)
adjectives are called matching. Whenever speakers use a
size adjective when the contrastive feature is color (or vice
versa) adjectives are called mismatching. Utterances
including both adjectives count once for size and once for
color (one matching and one mismatching). Four analyses of
Variance (ANOVAs) are performed with repeated mean
proportion measures of adjective use as dependent variables
(i.e. size and color, matching and mismatching) and with
communicative setting (3 levels: shared, privileged,
conceal) and contrast (2 levels: single, double) as within
subject factors.

Results

Figure 3: Mean proportions contrast-matching (top) and
contrast-mismatching (bottom) size (left) and color (right)
adjectives as a function of communicative setting and
contrast (white = single, black = double).

A general effect of adjective type is found in that color
adjectives (M = .61) are uttered more often than size
adjectives (M = .42): [t(2015) = 15.76, p < .001]. Main
effects of contrast and communicative setting are significant
only for adjectives that match the contrastive feature (cf.
Table 1 and Figure 3). That is, speakers are more likely to
utter a matching adjective referring to a single contrast (Msize
= .66, Mcolor = .75) than to a double contrast (Msize = .37,
Mcolor = .59). As for setting, pairwise comparisons reveal that
speakers use fewer matching adjectives in the privileged
setting (Msize = .36, Mcolor = .56), both compared to the shared
setting (size: M = .65, p < .001; color: M = .78, p < .001)
and to the conceal setting (size: M = .52, p < .01; color: M
= .69, p < .05). The interaction effect between setting and
contrast reveals that the difference between the types of
contrast is significantly larger in the shared than in the
privileged or conceal setting. This effect can be related to
the disambiguating function the matching adjective has in
the shared setting for single contrasts. In this situation
uttering only a noun would underspecify the target.
Speakers are mostly aware of this fact, as shown by
proportion values reaching 1 (Figure 3, top).

Speakers use more matching adjectives in the conceal
setting (compared to privileged), which confirms the
findings of Wardlow Lane et al. (2006). To zoom in on this
effect, ANOVAs are performed for each level of the factors
contrast and feature on repeated proportion measures of size
and color adjective use as dependent variables and with
communicative setting as within subject factor. Pairwise
comparisons reveal a significant increase between the
privileged and conceal setting both for matching size and
matching color adjectives either referring to a single
contrast (color marginally) or to a double contrast (Table 2).
The main effect sizes are larger for size than for color
adjectives (Table 1), indicating that a boost in salience
affects low salient features more than high salient features.
The overall high rate of adjectives could be the result of a
size or color contrast in all stimuli, whereas in Wardlow
Lane et al. (2006) there is a size contrast in their test stimuli
(M = .1), but not in their control stimuli (M = .009).
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Table 2: Mean differences, standard errors and 95%
confidence intervals (after pairwise comparisons: conceal–
privileged) for proportion measures of size and color
adjective use per contrast (white = single, shaded = double)
and feature, with a = p < .001, b = p < .01, c = p < .05 and d =
n.s. after Bonferroni correction.
Feature
Size
Color

Size adjectives
MD (SE)
95% CI
.17a (.05) (.08, .26)
.15b (.05) (.05, .25)
.07d (.05) (-.03, .17)
.08d (.05) (-.02, .18)

tempo differences among participants and over different
noun lengths.
Univariate ANOVAs are performed with relative pitch
and relative duration measures of size and color adjectives
(both separately and taken together) as dependent variables
and with communicative setting (2 levels: shared, conceal)
and contrast (2 levels: single, double) as within-subject
factors.

Color adjectives
MD (SE)
95% CI
.05d (.05) (-.05, .16)
.05d (.05) (-.06, .15)
.13b (.04) (.04, .21)
.14c (.05) (.03, .24)

Results

In sum, the present results reveal that communicative
setting, contrast and feature contribute additively to the
likelihood that an adjective is uttered to refer to that
contrast. The different variables only affect the use of
contrast-matching adjectives. A fair amount of contrastmismatching adjectives confirms that speakers have a
tendency to use adjectives as overspecification (Pechmann,
1989). The next section will explore how the salience
factors influence the prosodic realisation of adjectives.

Acoustic analysis
Acoustic analysis concerns pitch, which is believed to be the
most important correlate of accent (Collier & ‘t Hart, 1981)
and duration, which correlates strongly with redundancy
(Lieberman, 1963; Aylett & Turk, 2004). Utterances consist
of contrast-matching adjectives taken from the shared and
the conceal setting, as only those adjectives'occurrence is
affected by the factors communicative setting and contrast.

Figure 4: Mean relative pitch (top) and mean relative
duration (bottom) for size (left) and color (right) adjectives
as a function of communicative setting and contrast (white =
single, black = double).

Method
Analysis is done on utterances including one adjective and a
noun; 104 utterances for size, either kleine (small) or grote
(big), and 121 for color, either groene (green) or grijze
(gray). Utterances including monosyllabic adjectives as a
result of Dutch inflection rules are excluded from analysis.
Furthermore, utterances do not include fillers such as
“uhhmm”. An additional 4 utterances in which vowel
reduction does not allow for F0-measurement are excluded
from pitch analysis (3 for size and 1 for color). Utterances
are segmented manually by auditory perception and spectral
analysis in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2010). Using a
script, the maximum F0 (Hz) and segment durations are
extracted. To abstract over gender differences and to better
represent perceived prominence by the human ear Hertz
values are converted into ERB values using the formula by
Glasberg & Moore (1990) where f is the value in Hertz:
[21.4*log10(0.00437*f+1)]. The pitch value of the noun is
subtracted from the pitch value of the adjective resulting in
a relative measure which accounts for the fact that accents
are perceived relative to each other. Durations are computed
relative to the whole utterance, which abstracts over speech

No overall differences are found between size and color
adjectives; neither for relative duration (Msize = 36.45, Mcolor
= 38.34, t(223) = -1.67, p = .09) nor for relative pitch (Msize
= .04, Mcolor = .08, t(219) = -.33, p = .75). Results show that
adjectives in the conceal setting are uttered with a higher
relative pitch (Msize = .35, Mcolor = .38) than in the shared
setting (Msize = -.08, Mcolor = -.14), see Table 3 and Figure 4.
No effects are found for contrast. The effect of
communicative setting remains significant after analysis on
the data of both size and color adjectives: [F(1,217) = 16.21,
p < .001, p2 = .06]. None of the analyses reveal significant
effects on relative duration (Table 3, Figure 4).
Although speakers produce adjectives in the conceal
setting with a higher relative pitch, it is unclear whether this
effect is strong enough to contribute to listeners’ perception
of prominence. This question will be addressed in a rating
task.
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Table 3: Effects of communicative setting and contrast on measures of relative pitch and relative duration of size and color
adjectives after univariate analyses of variance.
Measure
Relative pitch
Relative duration

Factor
Setting
Contrast
Setting
Contrast

Size adjectives
F(1,97) = 5.09, p < .05, p2 = .05
F(1,97) = 1.42, n.s.
F(1,100) < 1, n.s.
F(1,100) < 1, n.s.

Color adjectives
F(1,116) = 8.51, p < .01,
F(1,116) < 1, n.s.
F(1,117) < 1, n.s.
F(1,117) < 1, n.s.

2
p

= .06

Prominence judgments
Utterances used for acoustic analysis (n = 225) are
presented to listeners in a prominence rating task. A total of
13 participants (10 men, 3 women, Mage = 29.8 years, age
range: 24-44) completed the task. All of them were native
speakers of Dutch without hearing problems who
participated voluntarily.

Method
Participants were asked to rate the prominence of the
adjective and the noun on a seven point scale. The task was
web-based and designed using WWStim (Veenker, 2003).
Stimuli consisted of html-pages on which the utterance
could be played as many times as needed using a button.
Utterances were presented in a random order which was
different for each participant.
Prominence scores are again computed as a relative
measure, for which the prominence value of the noun is
subtracted from the prominence value of the adjective. This
measure accounts for the fact that the perception of
prominence is dependent on surrounding material in a
phrase (Gussenhoven, Repp, Rietveld, Rump, & Terken,
1997). Furthermore, possible individual differences in the
use of the rating scale (i.e. tendencies to use only one end of
the scale) are abstracted over by such a measure. ANOVAs
are performed on repeated relative prominence measures of
size and color adjectives as dependent variable with
communicative setting (2 levels: shared, conceal) and
contrast (2 levels: single, double) as within-subject factors.

Figure 5: Mean relative prominence for size (left) and
color (right) adjectives as a function of communicative
setting and contrast (white = single, black = double).

Conclusion
This study shows that the more salient a contrast is between
figures (i.e. by communicative setting, contrast or feature)
the more likely speakers are to refer to a contrast with an
adjective. There is a clear division between matching and
mismatching adjectives in that only the former are affected
by salience factors. Such a finding is in accordance with
incremental speech production strategies; an adjective may
be uttered when the context to which it refers is not be fully
known to the speaker (i.e. mismatching). For the same
reason, the salience of the target figure, which is determined
by its context, affected the likelihood of usage only for
contrast-matching adjectives. An exception is the general
effect of feature, which is found in both contrast-matching
and contrast-mismatching data.
Looking at the salience factors one by one, we can make a
division between factors that are clear from the visual
representation of a contrast only (type of contrast and
feature) and factors for which additional cognitive
processing is needed (communicative setting). Only the
latter type affects the lexical and the prosodic behaviour of
the speaker in that the adjective is both more likely to be
used and more prominent in the conceal setting.

Results
Overall, the results for size adjectives are not significantly
different from those for color (Msize = .32, Mcolor = .34,
t(2923) = -.24, p = .81). Results indicate that adjectives in
the conceal setting were perceived with more prominence
(Msize = .90, Mcolor = .78) than in the shared setting (Msize =
-.36, Mcolor = -.01), see Table 4 and Figure 5. Pearson'
s
correlation coefficient indicates that the relative prominence
scores closely resemble the relative pitch measures: [size: r
= .45, n = 101, p < .001; color: r = .67, n = 120, p < .001].

Table 4: Effects of communicative setting and contrast on repeated measures of relative prominence on size and color
adjectives after analysis of variance.
Factor
Setting
Contrast

Size adjectives
F(1,12) = 20.17, p < .001,
F(1,12) = 13.75, p < .01,

2
p
2
p

= .63
= .53
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Color adjectives
F(1,12) = 17.38, p < .001,
F(1,12) < 1, n.s.

2
p

= .59
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therefore do not transfer well to the ill-structured and openended task environment of a scientific laboratory. Further,
the DC framework, as it stands now, focuses on the use of
existing external representations, not on the processes of
generating representations, which play a significant role in
scientific practice. Building representations is part of the
activity of what Hall et al. (2010) call “distributing”
cognition, that is, “how cognition … is produced … out of
human activity (p.2).” The DC framework therefore needs
to be extended to understand scientific practices that require
building novel representations for problem solving. In this
paper, we outline some aspects of this extension, using a
case study of how computational models are built in a
system biology lab.

Abstract
The analysis of the cognitive role played by external
representations – particularly within the distributed cognition
(DC) framework – has focused on the use of such
representations in cognitive tasks. In this paper, we argue that
the processes of building such representations require close
attention as well, especially when extending the DC
framework to ill-structured domains such as scientific
laboratories, where building novel representations is crucial
for making discoveries. Based on an ethnographic study of
the building of computational models in a systems biology
laboratory, we examine the complex cognitive roles played by
the external representations built by the lab (pathway
diagrams and models), and the building process itself.
Keywords: Distributed Cognition, External Representations,
Scientific Cognition, Discovery, Creativity, Ethnography

Lab G as a Distributed Cognitive System
Traveler, there is no path,
paths are made by walking.
– Antonio Machado

In our current project we are studying problem-solving
practices in two integrative systems biology labs. We focus
here on one lab that does only computational modeling
(“Lab G”). The modelers come mainly from engineering
fields, but work on building computational models of
biochemical pathways, to simulate and understand
phenomena as varied as Parkinson’s disease, plant systems
for bio-fuels, and atherosclerosis. The problems Lab G
modelers work on are provided by outside experimental
collaborators, who see modeling primarily as a method for
identifying key experiments of scientific or commercial
importance. The collaborators provide experimental data for
modeling, and also generate data needed for developing or
validating the model. In broad terms, the Lab G modeling
processes can be understood as occurring within a
distributed socio-technical system, which is the primary unit
of analysis in DC. This system comprises people working
together (modelers, experimentalists) to accomplish a task
(discover fruitful changes to biological pathways), and the
artifacts they use (models, pathways, diagrams, graphs,
papers, databases, search engines) in the process.
The task environment of the lab, and the external
representations used there, differ drastically from those
usually examined in DC, such as the standard example of
the cockpit and the speed-bug (Hutchins, 1995a). The main
differences can be classified as follows:
Actors and Goals: The lab does not have a structured task
environment, with synchronous actions connecting
individuals or groups. The objective of the lab is to make
discoveries, so the lab task environment is one where the
specific goal is not known in advance. There are very
general goals, such as “discover interesting reactions”, and
less general goals, such as “fit model”. These general goals
are spread across people who share a resource (experimental

The role of external representations in cognitive tasks has
received a lot of attention, particularly within the distributed
cognition (DC) framework (Hutchins, 1995; 1995a; Kirsh,
2010). Much of the work on external representations within
DC focuses on capturing detailed descriptions of the way
external representations are used in highly structured task
environments, such as ship navigation and landing of
aircraft, and the way these representations change the nature
of cognitive tasks. Less understood are the processes of
building external representations to alter task environments
(Kirsh, 1996; Chandrasekharan & Stewart, 2007), and the
role played by this building process in cognition and
problem-solving. In this paper, we focus on the building of
a complex external representation – a computational model
– and examine the role this external representation, and its
building process, plays in structuring, as well as altering, the
discovery task in a systems biology laboratory.
Only a handful of studies have examined problem solving
in scientific research from a DC perspective (e.g, Nersessian
et al, 2003; Alac & Hutchins, 2004; Hall, Wieckert &
Wright, 2010; Goodwin, 1997; Giere, 2002). These studies
do not consider how external representations are built,
largely because the development of a novel external
representation, and the changes it makes to the scientific
task environment, are complex events that occur over long
periods of time, and therefore not easily captured. Even
when such data are available (Chandrasekharan, 2009;
Nersessian & Chandrasekharan, 2009), it is not easy to
understand building using the current DC framework, which
is derived using studies of well-structured tasks, and
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data), but do not share a tightly integrated task environment.
The actors have different goals; they work in different
settings, at different times, and using different instruments.
Conflicts: The community sharing the data has conflicting
interests. Even though the modelers are trying to help the
experimentalists, it is very hard to get data from
experimentalists. One reason is that the experimental labs
have their own projects, and the modeler’s requests are not a
high priority for lab members. The two communities also
work at conflicting time-scales. For instance, once
developed, the models run blazingly fast, and can produce
interesting predictions in a few days. But experimenters take
weeks and months to gather data based on these predictions,
and this ‘phase-lag’ frustrates the modeler. Conflicts also
arise over the different levels of control afforded by models
(more control) and experimental techniques (less control).
Artifacts: The lab researchers do not simply use external
representations to reach a goal. The task of the lab is to
build representations (pathways, models) and use them to
make discoveries. These representations are themselves
built from other representations (papers, data files, online
databases, code), which provide information in a scattered
fashion. There are significant judgments involved in
assessing this scattered information (Is this database
curated? Is this cell line compatible with my problem?), and
integrating the information into a coherent representation
(Should this reaction be included in my pathway? Are there
other regulations missing here?). The engineers involved in
building the models are novices in making these judgments,
and they gain knowledge by discussing these judgments
with the experimentalists, who, in turn, are not clear on how
the model works and what the modeler is doing.
These differences suggest that understanding the lab as a
distributed cognitive system requires extending the current
DC framework – to task environments where goals are not
clearly specified, where many kinds of conflicts exist, and
where building representations is the central component of
the task. Such an extension requires an understanding of the
cognitive roles played by external representations in such
environments, and how the features of these representations
meet the demands of the task. First we consider why
systems biology requires building models, and provide a
brief outline of the lab G building processes.

develop detailed conceptual models of cellular and
molecular-level interactions in your head, or using
pencil and paper, as these processes involve many
levels of structure, occur simultaneously, across
different time scales, and with complex feedback loops.
2) Massive amounts of data are now generated by
experimental work in many areas of biology, such as
high-throughput data in genetics, where the interactions
among different variables are extremely complex, and
cannot be understood without modeling. Further, the
technology that generates the data relies heavily on
embedded statistical models of the distribution of the
data. These data usually require complex visualizations
based on models, as they are difficult to represent, and
comprehend, using traditional structures such as graphs.
3) Data in biology are closely tied to their context (e.g.,
specific cell lines, animals, diseases), and there is no
theory that helps structure all these disparate and
scattered data. Building computational models helps
bring these data together in a structured fashion.
4) The development and easy availability of new
technology that supports modeling and rapid
prototyping has made modeling more widespread.
These factors, together with the technological resource
environment of contemporary science, are driving a rapid
expansion in the practice of building models. Earlier
resource environments, where the only cognitive tools
available were pencil and paper and the brain, saw the
development of methods such as thought experiments
(Nersessian, 1991), and cognitive walk-through simulations
based on models drawn on paper (Nersessian, 2008). These
methods have served science well, but they required
idealizing the problems to a high degree, as both the
cognitive and data-collection resources were limited. Finer
methods and representational modes are needed to provide
insight into the complex, dynamic and non-linear
phenomena investigated by contemporary science, where
massive amounts of data are available, and the details are
critical, so idealizing them away is not an option.

Constructing the Pathway and the Model
Lab G researchers mostly build ordinary differential
equation (ODE) models of metabolic systems, which
capture how the concentration levels of different metabolites
in a given biological pathway change over time. The first
step in this building process is the development of a
pathway diagram, which shows the main reactions involved.
The pathway diagram also captures positive and negative
regulation effects, which specify how the presence of
different metabolites has a positive or negative influence on
different reactions (Figure 1). A rough diagram of the
pathway is usually provided by the experimental
collaborators. But the modelers, who mostly come from
engineering backgrounds, have to estimate the details of the
pathway by themselves, particularly values of parameters

The Need for Building Models
Computational models play a complex set of roles in the
process of discovery, and very little is known about the
cognitive mechanisms that underlie discovery based on such
models
(Nersessian
&
Chandrasekharan,
2009;
Chandrasekharan, 2009). Recently, a combination of four
factors has made the practice of building models more
widespread, particularly in the bio-sciences and engineering.
1) The complex, non-linear, and dynamic nature of the
problems investigated in contemporary biology (and
recent science in general), requires building such
models. This is because it is almost impossible to
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Even though much of the pathway is provided by
experimentalists, these kinds of additions based on literature
searches are required, because the provided pathway does
not identify all the components, and the regulatory
influences they have on the reaction.
The pathway developed by the modeler thus brings
together pieces of information that are spread over a wide
set of papers, databases, and unreported data from the
experimentalists. This pathway is usually trimmed, based on
some simplifying assumptions, mostly to lower the
mathematical and computational complexity involved in
numerically solving the differential equations. After the
trimming, differential equations are generated to capture the
trimmed pathway. A variable is used to represent the
metabolite, while the speed of its change (kinetic order) and
its concentration level (rate constant) are represented by
parameters, which can take many values. The next step
involves estimating values for these parameters, and these
values are then used to initialize simulations of the models.
The simulation results are then compared to actual
experimental results, to judge the ‘fit’ of the model.
Usually, modelers split available experimental data into
two, one set is used to develop the model (training data),
and the other set is used to validate/test the completed
model (test data). When the model data do not fit the test
data, the parameters are “tuned” to get model results that fit.
Once the model fits the test data, it is run through a series of
diagnostic tests, such as stability (e.g. does not crash for a
range of values), sensitivity (e.g. input is proportional to
output) and consistency (e.g. reactant material is not lost or
added). If the diagnostic tests fail, the parameters are tuned
again, and in some cases, the pathway changed, until the
model meets both the fit and diagnostic tests. Figure 2
provides a broad outline of the modeling process.

Figure 1: A sample pathway diagram. Metabolite names are
replaced with alphabets. The dark lines indicate connections
where material moves across nodes, the dotted lines indicate
regulatory connections. Note the question marks over some
connections that are postulated by the modeler.
related to metabolites, such as speed of change (kinetic
order) and concentration level (rate constant), which are
usually not measured by experimenters. Some of this
information is available in rough form (with varying degrees
of reliability) from online databases, but most often these
values need to be estimated, usually through iterative testing
of the model, using a range of numbers as parameter values.
Modelers also add some components to the pathway,
usually metabolites that are known to interact with the
network provided by the experimenters. These components
are found by reading and searching biology journal articles
and databases related to the problem being modeled, and
also based on results from preliminary models.

Figure 2: An outline of the modeling process in Lab G. Note that the ‘building’ phase
incorporates both ‘fitting’ (of the training data) and ‘perturbation’ (model diagnostics) elements.
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Lab G models do not have real-time dynamic visualizations.
Parameter values are changed manually or using scripts.
Results for different parameter values are compared using a
deck of graphs, where each graph plots the concentration
value of a molecule in the pathway across time. These
graphs are used by the modeler while discussing the model
with collaborators and other team members. A significant
chunk of the parameter estimation problem is tackled using
optimization algorithms (such as simulated annealing and
genetic algorithms), which automatically do the ‘tuning’ of
parameters, by comparing the output values (for different
parameter inputs) against a desired value.
Importantly, the linear work flow suggested by the above
description is very deceptive – the modeling process is
highly iterative. For instance, to develop the pathway
diagram, preliminary models are built using the network
provided by the experimenters, and these are run using
tentative parameter values, and the generated model data are
fit to the training data. The parameter values are then
revised based on this fit. If the model data do not fit after a
large number of these parameter revisions – particularly if
the data trends are the exact opposite of experimental data –
the modeler will add some components to the network,
based on elements that are known (in the literature) to be
related to the pathway. There is also an instance where the
modeling led to the discovery that an element (named X) in
another pathway was influencing a bio-fuel pathway. Later
experimental work by collaborators identified a candidate
element for X. Thus, some of the model’s components –
elements and values – are set by building and running the
model itself. These pathway revisions, and their
justifications, are discussed with the collaborators, and if a
revision is considered “reasonable” by the experimenter, it
becomes a stable component of the pathway. This pathway
identification process is usually “bottom-up,” and creates a
“composite” network, made up of parameter values and
metabolites extracted from experiments in different species,
different cell lines etc. This composite is usually unique,
and does not exist anywhere else in the literature.
One of central problems the lab members face is the
unavailability of rich, and dependable, data. In modeling,
data are used for many purposes. One central use of data is
to establish that the model captures a possible biological
mechanism, and this is done by showing that the model’s
output matches the output from experiments (fitting data). A
second use of data is to tune parameter values during the
training phase of building the model. The fit with the
experimental data from each training simulation can
indicate how the model parameters need to be changed, to
generate model data that fit the training data. This use is
highly dependent on the type of data available. Most of the
time, the available data are ‘qualitative’ in nature – usually
how an experimental manipulation led to a change in a
metabolite level from a baseline. Mostly, this is reported as
a single data point, indicating the level going up or down,
and then holding steady. However, when this type of
“steady-state” data fits the results of the model, this fit does

not indicate that the model has captured the biological
mechanism. A range of parameter values can generate
model results that fit such sparse data – the fit is not unique.
Further, since the pathway is an approximation, the modeler
is uncertain as to whether the lack of a unique and accurate
solution is due to poor estimation of parameters, or because
some elements are missing from her pathway.
As an example instance of modeling in this lab, consider
G12, an electrical engineer by training, who is modeling
atherosclerosis. When she started modeling, she had no
background on atherosclerosis. She was provided a rough
outline of the pathway by her experimental collaborators,
and she learned more about the pathway by reading papers.
The initial papers were from the collaborating lab, but then
she spread out using the reference lists of those papers. The
data available were mostly steady-state data. Once she had
read a number of papers, she started building rudimentary
computer models and testing these using available data. She
then added some components to the model based on
connections in the literature. It is worth noting here that
while her problem mostly concerned endothelial cells, some
of her parameters were taken from experiments with
neurons, a very different cell class, and a domain of research
(neuroscience) that is not usually connected to research in
endothelial cells. After discussion, her collaborators
endorsed some of her additions, as “reasonable”.
Estimating parameter values for her model was a tough
problem, since the data were sparse. To get parameter
values that generated model data that fit the training data,
she ran a large number of simulations and compared the
results with the training data. Finally, she arrived at a set of
values that generated data that roughly matched the training
data. Once this was done, she tested her model against the
test data, and got a rough fit there as well. Based on this fit,
she generated a number of predictions from the model, by
changing the parameter values. Some of these predictions
would be tested by her experimental collaborators.
This exemplar is representative of much of the modeling
in this lab, where external representations (pathways and
models) are built up from scattered and unreliable
information, and discussion. These representations are built
by modelers (engineers with no background in biology)
using an iterative building strategy, based on rough data and
guidelines from domain experts. This building process leads
to closer collaboration between the modelers and the
experimentalists. The completed model’s predictions guide
experimental decisions, and potential discoveries in critical
areas such as biofuel production. The data from these
experiments are then incorporated into the model, leading to
another cycle of experiments and discoveries.
In the following section we examine some of the different
cognitive roles played by pathway diagrams and models.

Cognitive Roles of Pathways & Models
Saliency: Kirsh (1995) argues that counting small dots like
these (…………) using a pencil is easier than counting them
with your eye, because the pencil changes the dot-counting
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task to counting of pencil movements, which are more
salient. Further, the pencil movement prevents counting of
dots previously counted. The model serves a similar
cognitive role, since the model variables and their changes
are more salient than the actual reaction variables, and they
can be tracked separately as the reaction proceeds through
time. Further, the model allows grouping different reaction
components, and running the groups separately, and then
bringing the different groups together and running this
integrated model. This is not possible with actual reactions.
Integration: The pathway is developed by combining
inputs from many sources, including rough outlines from
experimenters, related papers, and databases. This
construction process creates a composite structure that
brings together information from disparate literatures. Each
element of the pathway exists in a paper somewhere, but the
composite structure created by the modeler exists only in
her work. This composite structure plays a book-keeping
function, bringing together information that is spread across
papers and domains that may not be related as research
streams. The model built using such a pathway could be
seen as a “running” literature review, and the model’s
correct predictions provide an external, global, validation
for the experiment results on the pathway elements.
Linking: As we saw in G12 case, the information used to
build the pathway/model can be from disparate domains of
research (neurons, endothelial cells). Other work in the lab
connects biophysics and neuroscience, and also tribology
(the study of interacting surfaces in relative motion), paper
science, and plant cell-wall growth. Such composite models
connect disparate literatures, and searches on their keywords
provide entry points (Kirsh, 2001) into systems biology for
people with different backgrounds. Over time, the model
also links together a range of results in a domain, and thus
prevents the dissipation of data and concepts. This ‘ratchet
effect’ also allows novices in the lab to start at a more
complex level than if they start from scratch.
Mangrove: Once built, the model generates predictions that
are used by experimental collaborators to develop new
experiments, and the results from these experiments are fed
back into the model. This process, over time, creates a new
collaboration space, and brings the modeling and
experimental communities together, leading to a research
domain that is distinct from the backgrounds of researchers
in both the streams. The building process also leads to new
shared mental representations. For instance, each reaction
occurs in a specific location in the cell (nucleus, organelles,
cytoplasm), and every reaction is determined by the
structural properties of the molecules involved. The
experimentalist’s judgments are based on this spatial
complexity. But the ODE models do not take into account
any of this spatial complexity, and the modeler with an
engineering background is largely unaware of this
complexity when she starts. Over time, the building of the
model, and the discussion with experimentalists about
possible additions, leads to her developing more awareness
about the spatial complexity, and sometimes new modeling

strategies that take into account this complexity. In the other
direction, discussions about the mathematical advantages
provided
by
time-series
data
could
influence
experimentalists to report data across time, even if the
results are not statistically significant. The building process
thus leads to overlapping problem representations, and
approaches that fit the other community’s task better.
We term this growth over time of shared collaboration
space and mental representations the “mangrove function”
of external representations, after Clark’s (1997) example of
the growth of a mangrove tree to illustrate how writing can
generate thought. A mangrove tree germinates from a seed
floating in shallow water. It then sends out a complex web
of roots to the ground, creating a “plant on stilts.” This
structure traps floating debris, and over time, sand
accumulates around this debris, creating a little island
around the plant. The tree thus generates its own land to
grow. This is similar to how the building of the model
generates its own task environment, collaboration space,
research domain, and shared representations.
Stop-and-Poke: One of the central reasons for building a
model is to have a more controlled environment, where
almost any variable can be controlled in highly accurate and
specific ways. The model also allows many variables to be
changed at the same time, which is not possible with current
experimental techniques. Further, the model output can be
tracked visually over time, and this tracking can instantly
suggest the type of change that needs to be made to
variables to get a desired output. Also, the model can be
stopped at any time-point, and the state of the different
variables can be examined at that point. This ability to stopand-poke the simulation is crucial for understanding the
dynamic interplay among different components. It allows
identification of global patterns in variable states, and their
relation to the output. Over time, comparisons of such
patterns lead to identification of reliable mechanisms. In
contrast, experimental states cannot be stopped in between
and each variable examined in detail.
Coagulation: Models are built by systematically replicating
experimental data. Each replication adds complexity to the
model, until the model “fits” all available experimental data
well. At this point the model can “enact” the behavior of the
pathway that is being examined, and can be used to make
predictions, where variables are changed in ways that
generate desirable results. The notion of fit is complex, as it
is not a data point-by-point replication of all experimental
data for all variables. Rather, ‘fit’ usually means the model
replicates the trends (metabolite production going up/down)
in the experimental data, for most of the major variables. In
other words, fit is a global pattern, and it is approximate.
While estimating unknown parameters, the modeler uses the
fit with the experimental data as an anchor. For each change
in a parameter, the way the model’s output map to the
experimental results (the “fit landscape”) changes. But only
parameter values that improve fit, or keep fit at an
acceptable level, are considered. The building process
proceeds by using the global behavior of the model (fit) as
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an anchor to specify the local structure (parameter values),
which are involved in generating the fit itself. Since the fit is
also used to add/delete components in the pathway, the
model-building process can be thought of as a coagulation
process, where each of the elements (pathway-structure,
parameters, fit) are fluid in the beginning, but get more and
more constrained by their interactions. This process is very
complex and almost impossible without building the model.
Mutation: The model-building process begins by capturing
a reaction using variables, and then proceeds by identifying
ideal combinations of numbers for the variables –
combinations that generate data close to experimental data.
Variables are a way of getting the building process going by
representing the unknown using place-holders. But this
representation has an interesting side effect. The variable
representation provides the modeler with a more flexible
way of thinking about the reaction, compared to the
experimentalist, who works only with one set of values (the
experimental results), which are privileged values, arising
from a set of spatial/structural properties of the molecules.
For the modeler, the variables can take any set of values, as
long as they generate a fit with experimental data. The
variable representation allows the modeler to naturally think
of the experimental value as one possible scenario, and also
examine why this scenario is common. This allows her to
naturally think of broader design patterns, and principles,
that generate the natural order, such as thermodynamic
principles. This is an ongoing effort in the lab. The “variable
thinking” also supports the modeler’s objective of altering
the structure of the reaction, in a way that patterns
commonly seen in nature (such as the thickness of lignin in
plant cell walls) can be redesigned. This objective requires:
1) not fixating on the given natural order, and 2) thinking of
design principles underlying this natural order. The variable
representation facilitates both these cognitive steps.
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Conclusion
The study of scientific laboratories as distributed cognitive
systems is in its infancy. We believe that such analyses
could provide insights into how discovery and innovation
happens in science and engineering. But this analysis
requires moving away from directly applying the DC
framework as it exists to such discovery environments.
Instead, we need to extend the DC framework in new ways,
particularly taking into account ill-structured task
environments, and the way building new representations
changes the task environment. In this paper, we have
outlined some ways of understanding this process, using the
building of a computational model in a system biology lab.
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Abstract
Problem solving from a distributed cognitive system
perspective is an emergent product of the strategic and
opportunistic manipulation of artefacts populating a
physical space. In the present study, insight problem
solving was investigated with matchstick algebra
problems. These problems are false equations expressed
with Roman numerals transformed into true equations
by moving one matchstick. Participants were split in two
groups. In the first, the paper group, they examined a
static two-dimensional representation of the false
algebraic expression and told the experimenter which
matchstick should be moved. The non-interactive
procedure was similar to the one employed in Knoblich,
Ohlsson, Haider, and Rhenius (1999). In the second
group, the interactive group, participants manipulated a
concrete three-dimensional representation of the false
equation. Success rates in the paper group for different
problem types closely replicated the pattern of data
reported in Knoblich et al. In turn, participants in the
interactive group were significantly more likely to
achieve insight. Problem solving success in the paper
group was best predicted by performance on a numeracy
test, whereas in the interactive group, it was best
predicted by performance on a visuo-spatial reasoning
test. Different types of resources and skills were
involved in the different versions of the task.
Implications for process models of problem solving are
discussed.
Keywords: Problem solving, interactivity, individual
differences, distributed cognition, education.

Introduction
Transformation problems such as the Tower of Hanoi or
river crossing problems are structured in terms of a well
defined space of intermediate states linked by simple
discrete moves, with the goal state clearly visible or
imaginable. Their solution rarely involves ‘aha’ moments.
Insight problems on the other hand are different in that
the goal state, or resolution, is initially not visible or
imaginable. With insight problems most participants
initially experience an impasse from which they may or
may not emerge. The impasse is experienced as a result of
a problem representation that is driven by ‘organizing
assumptions’ (Segal, 2004, p. 142) that mislead the
reasoner and prevent him or her from anticipating the
solution. Overcoming an impasse is understood to be
driven by a representational change that re-cast the
relationship among the elements of the representation or

that redefine the role of these elements. This
representational perspective on insight has roots in Gestalt
psychology (e.g., Wertheimer, 1959) and has been
formulated in information processing terms by Ohlsson
(1984, 1992).
The initial representation of the problem is based on the
manner with which the reasoner configures perceptual
elements that compose the problem (how these elements
are ‘chunked’) and reflects the reasoner’s comprehension
based on his or her knowledge and expertise. Thus this
initial representation, structured by perceptual chunks and
conceptual assumptions, guides how the reasoner will
attempt to solve the problem. However that guidance may
also constrain and impede successful problem resolution.
Certain assumptions of the problem representation need to
be relaxed in order for the reasoner to solve the problem.
A classic example of the importance of constraint
relaxation in problem solving is offered by Maier’s
(1930) 9-dot problem. The task is to link all 9 dots with
four continuous lines without lifting the pen from the
paper. The perceptual configuration of the dots imposes
an implicit constraint that the lines can only be drawn
within the projected perimeter delineated by the dots.
Insight for this problem involves relaxing that constraint.
In turn, a well-known Max Wertheimer problem
illustrates how the segmentation of visual information
into chunks is an important determinant of the ensuing
problem representation and the ease with which a
reasoner can solve the problem (see Ohlsson, 1984; Segal,
2004; Fig. 1). In this problem, the reasoner must calculate
the area of the composite figure involving a square and a
parallelogram. This initial problem representation
specifies certain operators that must be retrieved from
long term memory (such as the formula to calculate the
area for parallelograms). It may be that given this initial
representation the reasoner is unable to retrieve the
appropriate operators and hence may experience an
impasse. The reasoner may seek to restructure the
problem representation by decomposing the perceptual
chunks at the heart of it. Some people may realize that the
square -parallelogram configuration can be decomposed
in terms of two overlapping triangles. This new chunking
arrangement may encourage a more fruitful representation
in terms of a rectangle (once the triangles no longer
overlap) that would cue much simpler operators to solve
the problem.
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Figure 1: Max Wertheimer's square and parallelogram
problem. The goal is to find the surface area of the
composite figure. A decomposition of the perceptual chunks
that configured the initial problem representation (involving
a parallelogram on top of a square) leads to a representation
involving overlapping triangles which in turn leads to a
representation of a much simple perceptual chunk: a
rectangle.

Matchstick Algebra
Constraint relaxation and chunk decomposition are
important drivers of representational restructuring. The
reconstruction of a problem representation is deemed
necessary to overcome an impasse and achieve insight.
Constraint relaxation and chunk decomposition were
explored in a series of elegant experiments with matchstick
algebra problems developed by Knoblich, Ohlsson, Haider,
and Rhenius (1999). A matchstick algebra problem is a
false statement expressed with Roman numerals.
Participants are required to move, but not remove, one
stick to make the equation true, with the ‘V’ and ‘X’
numerals each consisting of 2 slanted sticks. For example,
‘VI = VII + I’ is a false statement that can be transformed
into a true one by moving a single stick from the ‘7’ on the
right of the equal sign to the ‘6’ on the left of it such as to
yield ‘VII = VI + I’. To achieve insight, participants must
relax constraints that reflect knowledge and assumptions
concerning algebraic transformations, and decompose
familiar perceptual chunks in the form of numerals and
symbols (operators).
Table 1: The four matchstick algebra problem types
developed by Knoblich, Ohlsson, Haider, and Rhenius
(1999). Solutions for problems for Type A through C require
relaxing constraints of increasing scope, while solving
problems of Type D requires decomposing a tight perceptual
chunk.
Type

Equation

Solution

A

VI = VII + I

VII = VI + I

B

I = II + II

I = III - II

C

III = III + III

III = III = III

D

XI = III + III

VI = III + III

Using matchstick algebra Knoblich et al. explored the
importance of constraint relaxation and chunk
decomposition in achieving insight. To test the importance
of constraint relaxation, they developed three types of false
statements the solution for which required relaxing
constraints of different scopes (see Table 1). Solving Type
A problems involved relaxing a relatively narrow

constraint that numerals cannot be decomposed (value
constraint). Relaxing that constraint enables participants to
transform a numeral to make the statement true. Solving
Type B problems involved relaxing a constraint with a
broader scope, that is one including the constraint on
manipulating operators (operator constraint). Solving Type
C problems involved relaxing a constraint with an even
broader scope, namely the constraint that people rarely
communicate in tautological terms (tautology constraint).
Hence to solve these problems, participants must realize
that tautologies are acceptable. Knoblich et al. predicted
that the solution rate for these three types of matchstick
algebra problems would be a function of the scope of the
constraint to be relaxed, with the narrow constraint of Type
A problems the easiest to relax and hence to solve, and the
broad constraint of Type C problems the hardest to relax
and solve. Knoblich et al. observed the highest rates of
problem solving success for Type A problems, followed by
Type B problems, and the hardest problems were Type C.
Problems of Type D involved relaxing the value constraint
(like problems of Type A) but the solution necessitated
decomposing a numeral that formed a much tighter
perceptual chunk. Knoblich et al. predicted that Type D
problems would be much harder to solve than problems of
Type A, which is what they observed.

Interactive Problem Solving
We pause here to note with interest a key feature of the
Knoblich et al. experimental procedure: Participants were
never invited to manipulate matchsticks as such in solving
these algebra problems. The so-called matchstick algebra
problems did not involve actual matchsticks. Rather the
false arithmetic statements were presented on a computer
screen and participants announced their proposed solution,
which was then noted by the experimenter. Yet, from a
distributed cognitive system perspective (Giere, 2006;
Cowley & Vallée-Tourangeau, 2010), thinking is the
product of an interactive assemblage of resources internal
and external to the agent. The environment and its content
can be exploited to facilitate reasoning and problem
solving in a variety of ways. To this end, a diverse range of
actions are performed, including reorganisation of the
environment, muttering to oneself, pointing and making
notes (Kirsh, 2009).
Kirsh suggests that it is through these actions and
interactions that thought is externalised, with external
artefacts and representations employed as vehicles for
ideas and hypotheses, lightening cognitive load. But these
externalisations do not merely function as a means to
offload memories and reduce cognitive demands. Rather
the generation and, importantly, manipulation of these
representations facilitate understanding by reordering the
original representation into one that may be more
cognitively congenial (Kirsh, 1996). The transformed
representation may potentially reveal affordances and new
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opportunities to guide behaviour. Spatial rearrangement
may modify the problem so that it becomes more visually
compelling, allowing the perception of task elements that
were hitherto invisible to the reasoner. Spatial
rearrangement may also conserve internal computing
resources, as executing tasks externally (such as an object
rotation) may be quicker and require less effort than if
performed mentally, thereby increasing task efficiency
(Kirsh, 1995b).

The Present Study
We sought to investigate problem solving in a context
where matchstick algebra problems were expressed in a
physical representation that could be manipulated by
participants. We sought to determine the degree to which
constraints of different scopes and the tightness of
perceptual chunks remained important obstacles to insight
in an interactive version of this problem solving task.
Interactivity inevitably engages a broader range of
cognitive, perceptual and motor processes and hence
problem solving success may well implicate different skills
in interactive and non-interactive contexts. In an attempt to
gauge the importance of different cognitive skills in these
two versions of the task, we profiled participants’
numeracy, knowledge of Roman numerals, traditional
verbal intelligence (as measured with the National Adult
Reading Test; Nelson, 1991 which correlates positively
with the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale full scale IQ)
along with the Beta III test (Kellog & Morton, 1999).
Separate elements of the test assess aspects of non-verbal
intelligence including spatial reasoning, visual information
processing and the speed and accuracy of processing. We
were then in a position to identify the better predictor(s) of
performance in interactive and non-interactive versions of
insight problem solving using matchstick algebra.

Method
Participants
Fifty participants were recruited among students and
administrative staff on the campus of Kingston University.
Mean age was 27.84 (SD= 12.11) and the majority of
participants were female (N= 30).

Procedure
Participants were allocated on a random basis to one of
two experimental groups, the paper group or the interactive
group. In the paper group participants were presented
matchstick algebra problems on a sheet of paper and
informed the researcher which ‘matchstick’ could be
moved to transform the expression into a true equation.
Participants in the interactive group manipulated artefacts
to create and modify the false expressions into true ones.
All participants were presented with the four types of

problems (A though D) and hence the experimental design
was a 2 (group) by 4 (problem type) mixed design. The
dependent measure was the percentage of problems of
different types solved by the participants.
Participants were tested individually in a quiet room.
Participants first completed a numeracy test during a one
minute period. This test consisted of simple arithmetic
questions. They then completed the NART which involved
reading aloud a series of 50 words, the pronunciation for
each categorised as correct or incorrect by the
experimenter. Participants were then asked to complete the
Roman numerals test, in which they were required to
translate a series of simple Arabic numbers into their
Roman numeral equivalent within a one minute period. No
feedback on performance was given on any of these tests.
Participants from both groups were shown 12 incorrect
matchstick algebra equations; these equations were the
same as those developed by Knoblich et al. (1999;
Experiment 1).These 12 problems were composed of four
of each of Types A and B, and two of each of Types C and
D. The order of presentation was randomised for each
participant. Each equation was printed in the centre of a
sheet of white A4 paper in large, bold, black font held in a
ring binder with the following instruction at the head of
each page, “Move ONE stick to make the equation
TRUE”. Participants in the paper group were asked to
solve the equations using these sheets of paper only. For
the interactive group, we designed a magnetic board (27cm
x 21cm) on which participants created and modified
Roman numerals and algebraic statements using
magnetized matchsticks (.5cm x 4.5cm). Participants in the
interactive group were first asked to recreate the incorrect
form of the equation as presented to them on paper and
then to solve the equation by moving one stick to make the
equation read true. They were encouraged to touch and
manipulate the matchsticks in reasoning about the
problems. Participants in both groups were given a
maximum of 3 minutes to solve each equation, after which
they were presented the next problem.
The experimental session concluded with the five
components of the Beta III test: (i) The Coding test
required participants to match a series of symbols to
numerals (test duration: 120 seconds); (ii) the Picture
Completion section consisted of a series of pictures with
aspects/items missing that participants must complete
(180s); (iii) the Clerical Checking test displayed pairs of
symbols or numbers and participants were required to
judge whether the pairs were identical or not (120s); (iv)
the Picture Absurdities test consisted of a series of
panelled pictures and required participants to identify
which of a set of pictures showe something absurd or
illogical (180s); (v) finally, the Matrix Reasoning test
asked participants to choose a picture from a selection of
five pictures to fill in a gap in a sequence (300s).
Measures. Both the Maths and Roman numerals tests
were expressed in terms of percent correct answers. The
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NART score was reported as the number of correctly
pronounced words. Matchstick algebra performance for
each participant was scored in terms of the percentage of
equations correctly solved for each of the four types of
problems. Each element of the Beta III test was first scored
individually, by summing the correct answers. These
scores were then converted to age corrected scaled scores
(ACSS; Kellog & Morton, 1999).

Results
Cognitive Profiles
Numeracy skills did not differ significantly between the
paper group (M = 49.5, SD = 25.9) and the interactive
group (M = 51.9, SD = 22.0), t(48) =0.35, p = .73.
Knowledge of Roman numerals was equivalent in both the
paper group (M = 48.7, SD = 23.2) and the interactive
group (M = 43.6, SD = 20.8), t(48) =0.83, p = .41.
Performance on the NART did not differ between
participants in the paper group (M = 26.40, SD= 6.11) and
those in the interactive group (M= 24.32, SD= 6.59), t(48)
= 1.16, p = .25. Finally, participants did not differ
significantly on any of the Beta III component tests; largest
non-significant t(48) = 1.19, p = .24 for clerical checking.

Matchstick Algebra Performance
The percentage of correct solutions for each problem type
for each participant was calculated. The percent correct
solution averages in both groups are displayed in Figure 2.
Solution rates appeared marginally greater in the paper
group compared to the interactive group for Type A
problems, but the interactive participants solved more of
types B, C and D problems than their paper counterparts. A
4 (problem type: A, B, C, D) by 2 (group: paper,
interactive) mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed
a significant main effect of problem type, F(3, 144) = 24.6,
p < .001, a significant main effect of group, F(1, 48) =
5.06, p = .029, and a significant interaction between
problem type and group on problem solving performance,
F(3, 144) = 5.03, p = .002.
Separate ANOVAs were conducted for the paper and
interactive groups. In the paper group, the problem type
main effect was significant, F(3, 72) = 29.2, p < .001. Post
hoc tests using the Bonferroni correction revealed that the
solution rates for Type A problems were higher than for
Types B (p < .001), C (p < .001), and D (p < .001), while
the solution rates for Type B problems were greater than
for Type C problems (p = .002). In the interactive group,
the problem type main effect was also significant, F(3, 72)
= 5.39, p = .002. Bonferroni corrected post hoc tests
revealed that the only significant differences in the solution
rates were observed between Types A and C (p = .02), and
Types B and C (p = .03): Thus, in the interactive group, the
solution rates for Type A, B, and D did not differ
statistically

Figure 2: Average solution rates for Types A, B, C and D in
the paper group (open bars) and the interactive group (dark
bars). Error bars are standard errors of the mean.

Predictors of Performance
Performance on some of the cognitive abilities tests was
correlated with overall performance on the matchstick
algebra task. For the paper group participants’ numeracy
was most strongly correlated with matchstick algebra
performance, r(23) = .51, p = .009, and performance on the
NART, r(23) = .45, p = .025. A stepwise regression
analysis produced a significant model, F(1, 23) = 8.13, p =
.009, with numeracy the sole variable entered in the model
explaining 26% of the variance in matchstick algebra
performance in the paper group. For the interactive group,
performance on two Beta component tests, picture
absurdities, r(23) = .46, p = .021, and matrix reasoning,
r(23) = .47, p = .019, were most strongly correlated with
matchstick algebra performance. A stepwise regression
analysis produced a significant model, F(1, 23) = 6.34, p =
.019, with matrix reasoning the sole variable retained in
the model, explaining 22% of the variance.

Discussion
The average solution rate for each of the four types of
problems in the paper group closely replicated the solution
rates reported in Knoblich et al. (1999). That is, Type A
problems were the easiest problems, producing
significantly higher rates of success than Types B and C
problems; Type C problems were the hardest. While
Knoblich et al. did not formulate a prediction concerning
the level of difficulty of Type D problems relative to Types
B and C, they did predict that Type D problems, involving
tighter perceptual chunks, would be harder to solve than
Type A problems, involving the same type of value
constraints but with looser perceptual chunks. Note that
this is exactly the pattern of solution rates observed in the
paper group. However, in the interactive group, the
patterns in the solution rates departed substantially from
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those in the paper group and from those reported in
Knoblich et al. (1999). For one, solution rates for Type A
problems were identical to the solution rates for Type B
problems. Remarkably, the solution rates for Types A and
D did not differ significantly in the interactive group. The
tautology constraint in Type C problems was the hardest to
relax in both groups.

Interactivity Matters
Interactivity encouraged a much higher rate of insight
problem solving for all types of problems, with the
exception of the easiest type of problems, problem A
involving loose perceptual chunks and a low level
constraint. Interactivity encourages the rearrangement of
the matchsticks which generates configurations revealing
novel affordances for action. For example, picking up the
top horizontal stick of the equal sign creates a minus sign
that may frame the action of where to place the stick in
hand. Manipulation thus leads to opportunities that would
otherwise require cognitive effort to identify. Key abilities
for the purpose of this task may therefore involve the
strategic manipulation of the sticks, and the ability to
perceive and act upon affordances in that space. In turn,
participants in the static paper condition are confronted
with a permanent and perceptually immutable incorrect
form of the equation, continually re-focusing attention and
forcing the problem solver to attend to unhelpful
information. The incorrect representation acts like a
“rubber band” (Maglio, Matlock, Raphaely, Chernicky, &
Kirsh, 1999): no matter how far participants can mentally
morph the visual representation, the physical information
exerts a form of conceptual gravity that pulls these mental
efforts back to their starting point.
Physically moving a matchstick helps deconstruct chunks
by creating opportunities to perceive the elements that
make up the numerals. It also facilitates constraint
relaxation by revealing opportunities for action that the
new physical representation may afford. This in turn may
encourage additional manipulation of the physical
representation. Inevitably the physical representation of the
problem will be modified from its original form. Changes
in the problem representation initiate different activation
patterns in long-term memory, cue different knowledge,
and better position the reasoner to overcome an impasse.

Predictors of Performance
The insight problem solving success for participants in the
paper group was best predicted by their level of numeracy
assessed under timed conditions. The non-interactive
nature of the task meant that participants in the paper
group had to rely on their internal/mental computational
abilities to simulate certain matchstick movements. The
timed numeracy test likely used executive function
capacity and, of course, arithmetic abilities, key mental
resources to simulate algebraic transformations mentally.

In turn, performance in the interactive group was best
predicted by the Matrix Reasoning component of the Beta
III. This suggest that non-verbal, spatial and inductive
reasoning aspects of fluid intelligence are important in
determining matchstick performance in interactive insight
problem solving; verbal and mathematical skills are nolonger the dominant predictors of success. Thus different
contexts of reasoning engage different skills. These results
invite a careful examination of the manner with which
problem solving is investigated. The development of
process models of problem solving for insight as well as
for non-insight problems is inevitably predicated on a
certain experimental procedure, which engages different
cognitive abilities and strategies. The question becomes,
which experimental procedure offers the more
representative window onto problem solving occurring
outside the laboratory? We believe one that fosters
interactivity.

Complementary Strategies
Participants from both groups naturally employed
complementary strategies to reduce cognitive demands and
achieve insight. Interaction with both printed and physical
numerals of the matchstick equations in both groups was
rife. A large number of participants in the interactive group
would be in constant contact with the sticks even when
they were not being moved. Participants would rest their
fingers on the magnetic sticks and run them across the
sticks maintaining continuous contact. Tapping and
touching of the sticks are examples of complementary
strategies, focusing attention to the stick in question, like
pointing a pen at an item on a written list (Kirsh, 1995a).
Touching the sticks may also form a type of symbolic
marking in which the contact is a concrete cue that there is
something to remember about that stick (Kirsh, 1995a).
Participants were also seen to pick a matchstick from the
board and hold it in their hand for extended periods of
time, potentially allowing them to predict the
consequences of action from moving the stick, creating a
new short term structure to the task (Kirsh, 1995b).
Participants in the interactive group would also frequently
move the matchsticks into novel positions, physically
testing ideas before placing them back to their original
position. Spatial re-configuration of the equations allowed
participants to encode strategy, simplify the form of the
equation, unveiling new affordances and opportunities to
guide subsequent action.
Participants in the paper group also engaged in
complementary strategies during problem solving.
Participants would frequently be in contact with the printed
Roman numerals: They would move their finger across the
printed equation as if to guide or focus thought, often using
their finger to represent a matchstick, mimicking rotations
and movements to aid visualisation and test spatial
configurations. Some would frequently hover over the
numerals, as though a close proximity to the numerals was
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necessary. Others would tap the printed numerals. The use
of hands in the paper group may reflect an attempt to
materialise mental projections.

How People Think
The experimental procedure developed in the study
reported here coupled people with artefacts in the process
of thinking. And while the problem solving task remained
constrained and artificial, we would argue that the
interactive methodology employed here offers a much
closer approximation of real-world problem solving
behaviour than the non-interactive procedure initially
employed in Knoblich et al. (1999). Improved performance
in the interactive group should not be interpreted to call
into question Ohlsson’s (1992) representational change
theory of insight: It remains a productive characterization
of the processes involved in overcoming an impasse and
achieving insight.
However, what the data presented here strongly suggest
is that such theories must be examined with experimental
procedures that encourage the construction and
modification of distributed problem representations. These
distributed representations recruit resources that are
internal and external to the thinking agent; the control over
behavior is also distributed among internal and external
factors. The patterns in the correlations between test of
cognitive abilities and performance with the matchstick
algebra problems converge on the notion that designing
interactive versions of these tasks is not simply an exercise
in making things more concrete to facilitate reasoning.
Rather, making the task concrete to foster interactivity
inevitably engages a different set of cognitive, perceptual
and motor skills. The data reported here encourage the
design of experimental environments that capture problem
solving as situated, embedded, and embodied activities,
which are likely more representative of the manner people
think and behave. To be sure, interactivity introduces a
large number of degrees of freedom which reduce
experimental control. But it also offers much richer data
from which to infer the reasoning mechanisms at play
when solving problems, data that inform how reasoning
outside the laboratory proceeds.
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Abstract

A richer view of the role of external displays and their manipulation is provided in the work of Carlson and colleagues.
Cary and Carlson (2001) showed that the availability of pencil and paper allowed participants to develop strategies more
reflective of the structure of the task. Similarly, Carlson,
Avraamides, Cary, and Strasberg (2007) showed that pointing increased both accuracy and speed in counting arrays of
items and suggested that this was in part due to the provision
of external markers for the boundaries between phases of a
cognitive strategy. In this article we further explore this idea
that movement allows the marking of items’ roles.
We repeat Kirsh’s (1995) experiment, with actual movement of coins allowed. Conducting our study in a virtual environment is still different from using real coins and multiple
fingers, but allows us to address a range of subtle questions
that go beyond the intuitive result that using hands can help
us solve a mental addition task. Specifically, we answer the
following questions:

Does using our hands help us to add the value of a set of coins?
We test the benefits and costs of direct interaction with a mental arithmetic task in a computerized yoked design in which
groups of participants vary in their interactive mode (move vs.
look) and the initial configuration of coins (pseudo-random vs.
another mover’s final layout). By assessing performance and
conducting a microgenetic analysis of the strategies employed
we argue that the purpose of movement is the result, rather
than the process of moving. Participants move coins in order
to sort, rather than to mark, and select them by value, rather
than by location. They spontaneously create remarkably smart
solutions, thereby incidentally creating physical configurations
that can help other problem solvers.
Keywords: embodied cognition, epistemic actions, complementary strategies, immediate interactive behavior.

Introduction
Do our hands help us to think? Although the roles of actions and gestures for guiding thought have often been recognized (e.g., Kirsh & Maglio, 1994; Clark, 1997; Cary &
Carlson, 2001; Neth & Payne, 2001; Neth et al., 2007) the
transformative potential of using our hands to re-organize and
re-structure a problem is still poorly understood.
Consider the simple task of adding the value of coins scattered across a surface. Kirsh (1995) showed that a ‘hands’
condition was faster and more accurate at this task than
was a ‘look only’ condition. However, the ‘hands’ condition was restricted to pointing to photographs of arrays of
coins—moving the coins was not possible. Furthermore, beyond the important definition of complementary strategies—
organizing activities that recruit external elements to reduce
cognitive loads—Kirsh offers no precise account of the actual strategies which use of hands facilitated. In the absence
of such an account it almost seems as if using hands provides
a ‘magic ingredient’ for problem solving.
One rather mundane possibility is that the interactions per
se have little effect, and all that matters is the information revealed in the resulting states of the world. This possibility
has been supported with respect to interactive computer visualisations of an unfamiliar 3-D object by Keehner, Hegarty,
Cohen, Khooshabeh, and Montello (2008). In these authors’
experiments any learning benefit of interaction was matched
by mere exposure to the most informative displays. In our experiment we test the force of a similar hypothesis with respect
to moving coins while counting them.

1. Performance benefits or trade-offs: Does it help to use our
hands to solve this arithmetic task? If so, is there a benefit
of both accuracy and speed, or rather a trade-off, e.g., a
benefit in accuracy with a corresponding cost in speed?
2. Process vs. result: Are the benefits based on the process of
moving coins or the result of such a process? Are there systematic patterns in which objects are selected and moved?
3. Purpose of interactions: Are objects moved to mark those
that are processed or to sort to facilitate future processing? Are movers reacting adaptively to the complexity of
the task? Can use of hands also decrease performance by
tempting humans to act instead of add on easy tasks?
To answer the performance-related questions we compare
the tasks of adding sets of coins which can only be looked at
with adding sets of coins which can be relocated during addition. Addressing the more detailed questions about how and
why movement helps requires more methodological refinement. Rather than using physical coins, we present realistic
life-size pictures of coins that can be moved on a computer
screen by a mouse-operated drag-and-drop operation. This
allows us to record complete behavioral protocols and perform detailed analyses of movement strategies.
Moreover, the use of a virtual environment enables us to
incorporate a comparison between participants who receive
specific spatial arrangements of coins and participants, who
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Table 1: Overview of the four experimental groups.
interactive mode
move
configuration

initial 1: initial-move
final 4: final-move

look
2: initial-look
3: final-look

Note. Any differences along the configuration dimension depend
on the actions performed in Group 1.

The stimulus sets also involved three dimensions that determined the complexity of the problem (by manipulating the
number and values of coins, as well as the roundness of their
sums). Due to space limitations, we do not analyze or discuss
these within-subjects factors in this report.

Figure 1: Example screen display of an initial configuration
(Participant 3, Trial 9).

Design A 2×2 variation of two between-subjects factors
yielded the four experimental groups depicted in Table 1. The
two between-subjects factors were:

are presented with somebody else’s initial or final coin configurations. This ‘yoked’ design allows us to address a related issue of agency: Is it important that people can interact
themselves with the objects on display, or will they also benefit from the result of someone else’s interactions? To preview our results, we find that people successfully use physical movements of objects to transform the task and adaptively
create structures that are helpful to other problem solvers.

• Interactive mode: In a move-condition participants were
free to move coins individually by using a drag-and-drop
procedure. In the look-condition participants could view
the sets of coins, but could neither move or point at them.
(To prevent its use as a pointing device the cursor was hidden within the display area.)
• Configuration: In the initial condition coins were scattered pseudo-randomly within the display area (with the
constraint that two coins could not appear at the same
location). The other’s final condition—hereafter final—
depended on the manipulations of a particular person in
the initial-move-condition and presented the configuration
of coins at the end of the trial as the initial stimulus for
another person.

Experiment
Method
Participants Sixty psychology undergraduates (44 female,
16 male) participated in the experiment in partial fulfillment
of a course requirement. The mean age of participants was
20.6 years (ranging from 18 to 33).
Apparatus The experimental software was programmed in
Microsoft Visual Basic™6 and ran on an Intel Pentium™4
PC with a 17” flat panel display.
All images of coins were distributed within a white rectangular display area, which measured 30 cm horizontally and
18 cm vertically at the 1024 by 768 screen resolution. When
viewed from a 60 cm distance a coin was viewed at an 1.7–
2.7◦ angle and the display area extended 26◦ horizontally and
16◦ vertically.

For the sake of brevity, members of the four experimental
groups will be referred to as initial movers (Group 1), initial
lookers (2), final lookers (3), and final movers (4).
Note that the 2×2 variation of interactive mode and configuration separates the process of moving from the results of
movement, and movers always have the option of not moving
anything. Thus, any differences along the configural dimension depend entirely on the actions of movers in Group 1. In
the extreme case of a particular mover deciding not to move
anything all three yoked participants receive identical configurations of coins. Likewise, and with respect to the interactive dimension, any non-moving participants in a move
condition would be self-selecting themselves into the corresponding look condition.
Group membership of participants to one of the four groups
resulting from the 2×2 variation of the two between-subjects
factors was assigned according to their order of arrival in the
experimental laboratory. The presentation order of stimuli
was randomized for every participant in Group 1. Yoked
Groups 2 to 4 received the same stimulus order as the corresponding participant in Group 1.

Materials Each stimulus consisted of a set of n British
coins ci , ci ∈ {1 pence, 2p, 5p, 10p, 20p, 50p, £1, £2}, with
n ≥ 7 on any trial. (See Figure 1 for an example.) 24 different stimuli sets (comprising a total of 396 coins) with a mean
number of 20 coins (ranging from 12 to 21) and a mean value
of 480 pence (ranging from 209 to 820 pence) were used.
Coins were presented as naturalistic photographs in their
original dimensions, with diameters ranging from 18 mm for
the smallest (5p) and 28 mm for the largest (£2) coins. However, as only a single image was used for each denomination,
multiple coins of the same value were always viewed from
the same side and at the same rotation angle.
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Table 2: Addition accuracy: Mean number (and standard deviations) of errors by configuration and interactive mode.

Table 3: Addition latency: Mean trial times (and SDs) for
correct additions by configuration and interactive mode.

interactive mode
configuration
initial
final

move

look

5.27 (3.56)
4.93 (3.99)

11.33 (6.49)
6.20 (3.65)

interactive mode
configuration
initial
final

move
29.4 (8.0)
19.1 (6.0)

look
25.2 (6.1)
19.2 (6.1)

could be selected by their location or by their value. In the
absence of any a priori assumptions we will sketch some descriptive analyses that inform these issues.

Procedure Participants were tested individually. They
were instructed to add as quickly as possible without making errors until a criterion of 24 correct trials was reached.
Before the test trials participants practiced the procedure
of adding items and entering sums on four lists of single-digit
numbers and demonstrated knowledge of the drag-and-drop
procedure in a scrabble task (when in the move-condition).
Participants were also shown an example image of each coin
and had to identify its value to the experimenter.
On a typical trial during the test phase, participants were
presented with a stimulus, which they inspected or interacted
with according to their interactive means. When they had
completed adding, they pressed a key, whereupon the stimulus disappeared, and then were prompted for the result. Immediately after entering a result, participants received feedback regarding the correctness of their answer, and could request the next trial by pressing a key. This cycle was repeated until the participants had correctly added 24 stimulus sets. On average, participants completed the experiment
within 32 minutes.

Results
We will first report basic performance results before considering the process of moving coins and the strategies, goals,
and adaptivity of movers.

Performance
Accuracy Accuracy was analysed in terms of the total number of erroneous trials per participant. An ANOVA was performed with configuration and interactive mode as betweensubjects factors. There was a significant main effect of both
configuration and interactive mode and a significant interaction between configuration and interactive mode. The corresponding means and standard deviations are shown in Table 2. An analysis of simple main effects demonstrated that
the combination of being shown the initial configuration and
not being able to move the coins leads to significantly more
errors than being able to move the initial configuration of
coins, F(1, 56) = 13.15, p = .001, or than looking at the final configuration, F(1, 56) = 9.41, p = .003.
In short, initial lookers were less accurate than any of the
other three groups. More specifically, being able to move
coins or receiving the final coin configurations reliably increased the accuracy of participants’ additions.

Hypotheses
The ability to interact with the stimulus set in both move conditions allows for a variety of functions, including pointing,
marking, and sorting. Using some or all of these functions
could allow movers to re-structure the mathematical properties of the task (e.g., exploit the commutativity and associativity of addition, or turn an addition of n identical values v
into a multiplication n · v).
As the strategies available to the participants in our move
condition form a super-set of those available to participants
in the look condition, our most basic hypothesis is that the
former will exhibit performance benefits (in overall speed,
accuracy, or both) over the latter.
If movers mainly move for moving’s sake, i.e., benefit from
the process of moving, then initial and final movers should
show similar extents of movements, and receiving someone’s
final configurations is unlikely to convey a substantial benefit. However, if a main incentive for moving is the result of
having moved objects then final movers should move objects
to a lesser degree than initial movers and receiving the result
of someone’s moves is likely to convey a benefit.
We also hypothesize that two basic (not mutually exclusive) goals of movements could be to mark counted coins vs.
to sort coins into clusters. Similarly, coins that are moved

Latency As the integrity of the within-stimulus dimensions
is only preserved when participants determine the correct
value of a set of coins, latency was analysed in terms of time
to complete correct trials.
Table 3 contains the mean addition latencies for correct additions in all four groups. There was a significant main effect
of configuration (p < .001) but no main effect of interactive
mode or interaction between these two factors. Thus, participants who encountered coins in their final configurations
were reliably faster than those who encountered their initial
configurations (19.1s vs. 27.3s) but being able to move coins
did neither result in faster nor in slower performance than
when only looking at them (24.3s vs. 22.2s, respectively).

Interactive Process and Strategies
Our performance results have shown that the option to move
coins yields some benefits: Initial movers were more accurate
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Table 5: Descriptive indices of the extent of coin relocations.
initial-move

final-move

moved***

Percent of coins
61.09 (17.93) 13.80 (11.78)
Number of moves***
265.13 (93.30) 56.67 (48.88)
Mean distance per move (cm)***9.85 (0.86) 7.31 (1.38)
Mean duration per move (sec)* 0.64 (0.16) 0.53 (0.14)
Note.

∗∗∗ p < .001; ∗ p = .05

in independent t-tests (df = 28).

whether and which coins to move next are made on the fly in
a truly dynamic fashion. As the time interval between moves
(i.e., between dropping one coin and selecting another) must
contain the selection of and movement towards the next target, it is no surprise that both groups spend more time between moves than moving.

Figure 2: Example screen display of a final configuration
(Participant 3, Trial 9). Thin solid lines indicate coin moves;
dashed lines indicate distances between moves.
than initial lookers. However, so far we have only reported indirect evidence that any movement has actually taken place.
The benefits (both in accuracy and in speed) derived from seeing the final configuration suggest that initial movers changed
the display in a way that is helpful to final lookers.
In fact, participants in the initial-move and final-move
groups made ample use of their option to move coins. Their
recorded interactions comprise a total of 4,827 coin relocations, which were moved for a total distance of 457.8 meters in 2,953 seconds. (Figure 2 illustrates how an initial
mover transformed the display of Figure 1.)
In the following, we will provide a precise process account
of what initial movers did in order to explain the observed
configuration effects. We also contrast the interactions of initial movers with those of final movers to assess the purpose
and the adaptivity of their strategies.

It is noteworthy, however, that both groups spend substantial periods of time after making their last move. Although
initial movers spend a smaller proportion of their trial time
after the last move than final movers (29.4% vs. 48.0%), their
longer overall trial times mean that they spend more absolute
time after the last move (8.4s vs. 5.2s, respectively, p < .01).
With respect to the interleaving of cognition and action this
suggests that there is little planning prior to moving, but some
mental addition takes place after the final coin movement.
Extent of movement Our performance and temporal process results suggest that initial movers moved more than final
movers. As ‘moving more’ could mean many different things
Table 5 shows the percentage of moved coins, the mean number of moves, as well as two measures of move distance and
duration. Participants in the initial-move group not only made
more moves, but a coin on average was moved for a further
distance and for a longer time. Further, the fact that a coin
was moved repeatedly in only 5.1% of all cases indicates that
the process is highly successful at first shot.

Time allocations Table 3 reported total trial latencies as a
function of group membership. But how did initial and final
movers allocate their temporal resources? Table 4 shows their
time distributions expressed as relative proportions of overall
time. Although initial movers do not take reliably more time
than final movers, Table 4a shows that they spend a vast majority of their total time (98.3%) on trials with moves (vs.
1.7% on trials without moves, p < .001). By contrast, final
movers spend more equal proportions of their total time on
trials with moves and on trials without moves (57% vs. 43%,
p = .301.).
Table 4b shows the relative time distributions for trials with
at least one move. In both groups, the time interval from
the trial onset to the selection of the first coin is very brief.
Although final movers spend a larger proportion of a trial’s
duration before selecting the first coin than initial movers
(18.0% vs. 8.1%, p < .05), the absolute first-coin selection
latencies of both groups do not differ significantly (2.1s vs.
2.2s, p = .89). The brevity of this interval—which must include the initiation of movement, the choice of and cursor
movement to the first target coin—excludes the possibility
that much adding or planning can have taken place beforehand. This also implies that most subsequent decisions of

If final movers can use the result of their yoked initial
movers, there should be a negative correlation between the
percentages of moved coins by initial and final movers. Indeed, the data shows an inverse relationship between the extent of movement in both groups, i.e., if a particular initial
mover moved a lot the yoked final mover had less of an incentive to move, and vice versa (Pearson’s r = −.48, p < .05).
This indicates that those final movers whose initial movers
had invested more effort were less inclined to move coins.
Purpose of moving Beyond showing performance differences due to the potential for movement and demonstrating that coins were actually moved a deeper explanation has
to address questions about how, where and why coins were
moved. With regards to the purpose of movement we considered two principal a priori hypotheses: Coins could be moved
to mark already counted ones, or to sort coins into different
arrangements. In the first case, the spatial position of a coin
would be used as a primitive cognitive artifact to distinguish
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Table 4: Time allocations in percenta by group.
(a) on all trials
Group
initial-move
final-move

w/o moves
1.7%
43.0%

(b) on trials with moves (m)

with moves

before m

98.3%
57.0%

8.1%
18.0%

during m

betw. m

after m

23.4%
10.4%

39.1%
23.6%

29.4%
48.0%

a

To make both groups comparable, all latencies are expressed as relative proportions. The percentages are based on a mean total time of
704.7s (SD=191.8s) for the initial-move group and lower mean total time of 457.4s (144.4s) for the final-move group, t(28) = 4.0, p < .001.

but first select high-value coins and then coins of identical or
lower value in a step-wise fashion. Figure 3 illustrates this
characteristic pattern for the trial of which the initial and final
configurations were shown by Figures 1 and 2, respectively.
To implement such a selection-by-value strategy, both eyes
and fingers of movers must traverse enormous distances.

between counted coins and coins yet to be counted. In the
second case, the spatial arrangement of coins would be altered to facilitate their subsequent addition.
The performance benefits in the final-look condition and
the inverse relation between initial and final movers already
favors the sorting over the marking hypothesis. To demonstrate that coins were really sorted by their value we conducted two analyses that compared the number of coin clusters in the initial and final configurations. Two kinds of clusters were distinguished: If coins are sorted into clusters of
identical values the number of identical nearest neighbors
(INNs, e.g., a 10p coin being closest to another 10p coin)
should increase. Similarly, if coins are sorted into groups
with a round sum of values the number of round value clusters
should increase. The presence of a ‘round value cluster’ was
registered whenever a coin plus any subset of its 1–5 direct
nearest neighbors added up to the next higher round number
(i.e., 10p for coins Cv , 1p ≤ v ≤ 5p, and 100p for 10p ≤ v ≤
50p). (See Figure 2 for examples of both cluster types.)
Table 6a shows that the proportion of INNs increases substantially in the initial-move group, but not in the final-move
group. Similarly, Table 6b shows a large increase in the number of round value clusters for initial but not final movers.
Thus, both measures provide additional support that movers
move coins to sort them into clusters, but note that the final
result of their movements is still far from perfectly sorted.
Similar analyses, which we can only sketch here, show
that participants select coins by value, rather than by location. More specifically, movers do not minimize the distance
between subsequent pick-up or drop-off positions of coins,

Discussion
Our results demonstrate that a potential for direct interaction
has multi-faceted consequences for the performance and process of a cognitive task.
With respect to performance, being able to move coins increases the accuracy of additions without a corresponding
cost in latency. However, seeing the result of someone else’s
moves increases both accuracy and speed.
Coins were moved to sort them into clusters of identical
and round values, rather than to mark them by location. They
were selected by value, rather than by location. This suggests
that aspects of the mathematical task (concerning the values
of addends) guided and governed the physical events (on the
spatial and perceptual-motor level) in a top-down fashion.
The spontaneity and swiftness of interactions suggests that
the complex interleaving of eye- and hand-movements with
mental processes required little planning or reflective thought.
An inverse relationship between the amount of movements by
initial and their yoked final movers shows not only a high
degree of adaptiveness in their actions, but also that there
is some intersubjective agreement about what constitutes a
‘good’ configuration.
We oversimplified by stating the difference between moving for moving’s sake (or for the process of moving) and moving to achieve a final configuration (or to obtain a result) as a
strict dichotomy. Although both aspects are not mutually exclusive, we accumulated much converging evidence that—for
this task—the result mattered more than the process.

Conclusion
We began this paper with the hunch that using hands would
help to add the values of a set of coins. Although our results confirm this intuition, our analysis uncovered many unanticipated aspects of this task. For instance, the result that
the ability to move increases the accuracy but not the speed of
additions is in contrast to Kirsh (1995)’s results, who reported
an increase both in accuracy and speed when using fingers to
point at photographs of coin displays. However, it is notable

Figure 3: Plotting selected coin values by elapsed time shows
a characteristic downward step function. (See Figures 1 and 2
for the initial and final configurations of the same trial.)
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Table 6: Proportion of identical and round value clusters at the beginning and end of all trials by group.
(a) Identical nearest neighbors
Group
initial-move
final-move

initially
19.5% (1.4%)
46.9% (11.5%)

finally
46.9% (11.5%)
49.1% (8.6%)

(b) Coins in round value clusters
initially

finally

23.5% (1.7%)
50.1% (7.2%)

50.1% (7.2%)
52.2% (7.0%)
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Abstract

• situated, i.e. physical, social, cultural, and historical
contexts all play a role in cognition;
• distributed, i.e. cognition at every scale manifests in nested
systems with interacting parts. People live and act in
cognitive ecosystems, in which brains, bodies, cultural and
material worlds all exert mutual cognitive influence in any
given moment and as they change over time (Hutchins,
2010). Distributed cognition provides a unifying principle.

When children encounter museum exhibits, they find rich
opportunities for action, perception, learning, and other forms
of cognition. Can we see systematic organization in the
children’s behavior, and by extension, their cognition? What
would count as evidence of this organization? Based on an
account of cognition as embodied, situated, and culturally
mediated, this research illustrates how some cognition can be
directly observed, manifested through interactions among
modalities, people and objects in a distributed cognitive
system. This field study uses micro- and macro-analyses of
behavioral data recorded on video to discover organizing
structure in children’s behavior and cognition, evidenced in
allocation of visual and haptic attention, manipulation of
objects, and use of written, spoken, and gestured language. At
micro- and macro-scales, perceptual engagement with
concrete objects precedes engagement with abstract concepts,
as evidenced in motor behavior and content of speech and
gesture. In this context, we describe learning as a process of
adaptive coordination, rather than a product to be measured.
Future studies will test observation-driven hypotheses related
to development of perceptual skills and patterns of scientific
thinking, promising relevance to educational practices.

Research Methods
To understand how the designed environment structures
cognitive activity, we collected and examined data with
several questions in mind: Can we see systematic
organization in the children’s behavior, and by extension,
their cognition? What would count as evidence of this
organization? How do children move their bodies, use their
senses, and utilize language to explore objects and engage
with ideas? The research team collected video data over
several days, including first-person perspective video,
recorded with head-mounted cameras worn by elementary
students, and third-person perspective video, recorded with
hand-held cameras operated by researchers. These two
perspectives provide a wealth of information about what
children pay attention to, as well as their interactions in
physical and social contexts. These two video data streams
amount to approximately 16 hours of video, primarily
focused on 10 participants (five girls, five boys, all
bilingual), some for two visits to the exhibition, with
supplemental video recorded at specific exhibits.

Keywords: multimodal attention; distributed cognition;
situated cognition; perceptual; conceptual; embodied
learning; education

Introduction
To describe the complexity of learning involves an
ecological model built of interactions among human brains
and bodies, cultural practices and artifacts, all subject to
evolutionary and developmental change over time.
“Learning ecosystems” represents the prevailing perspective
among educational researchers and cognitive scientists
today (NRC, 2009). This ecological view stands in stark
contrast to first generation cognitive science and folk
models of learning. These focus on symbolic information
processing, often with a disregard for the role of context,
culture, and history, and ignoring cognition as a biological
phenomenon that includes emotion, sensory-motor
experience, and probabilistic models of learning through
experience (Gardner, 1985). This study uses observational
methods and defines cognition as:

The research team indexed the video to create an outline of
the event structure, making large-scale behavioral patterns
and anomalies apparent for more detailed study. We
transcribed and coded a subset of the video in a densely
detailed manner (figure 1). The video coding system
includes multiple dimensions that fall into broad categories
related to modalities in coordination with physical objects,
social interaction, speech, and reading behavior. The coded
video permits a broad array of analyses, for example,
duration and sequence of behaviors with individual exhibits,
specific objects of attention (looking at and touching
specimens, interactives, graphic panels), composition of
social group, speech and gesture content, language (English
or Spanish), reading, and behavioral configurations defined
by multimodal coordination.

• embodied, i.e. a body is required for cognition, and the
nature of bodily experience profoundly shapes cognition;

To answer the research questions, this study sought to
describe a learning ecosystem and its organizational
1
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structure. Toward this goal, the research documents the
abundance and diversity of behaviors, their distribution in
time and space, and interaction effects. Sustained
observation led to hypotheses about the organization of
multimodal behaviors and content of speech. The coded
video permitted testing of these hypotheses in a quantitative
manner. Allocation of attention, sensory-motor engagement,
and the production and timing of speech and gesture provide
observable behavioral evidence of cognition in action, and
illustrate learning as an adaptive process that takes place
through interaction and over time.

By re-representing the coded video data, we can see how
multimodal behaviors combine in sequence revealing a
distinctive behavioral profile that includes look, talk,
manipulate, touch, gesture, and read (figure 3). This
ChronoVis representation of the coded video shows a LookTalk-Touch pattern. Here, the first onset of speech performs
a social function, i.e. a proposal to access the exhibit
(spoken in Spanish, demonstrating sensitivity to the
recipient’s language abilities). Once the child has access, his
hands engage the object. He moves a knob on the front of
the display (in his peripheral vision) while he looks at top of
the display. He coordinates his hand motion with visual
feedback to align single words in a cut-away window, which
he reads aloud for himself one-by-one during pauses in his
motion, “past—present—future.” Then his hand sweeps
over the textured surface of this representation of the San
Andreas Fault, he looks at the graphic panel then back to the
surface, and he moves the knob back and forth.
Another child arrives and asks, “What is this?” The first
child returns the knob to reset position and reads “past,” as
he points to the word then traces an arc over the sculpted
landscape. He moves the knob again, reads “present,”
underlines the word with his finger and briefly points at the
landscape. He moves the knob a final time, reads “future,”
takes a brief look at the graphic, then cedes possession of
the interactive to his classmate. In 24 seconds of activity,
this child negotiates two social interactions in two
languages, coordinates visual and haptic attention to guide
sensory-motor exploration; he reads text to establish context
and make some sense of the object, then he uses interaction
with the object combined with gesture and speech to
demonstrate the object’s function, and perhaps its meaning,
in response to a peer’s question.

Figure 1: Behavioral configurations become visible in the
coded video. The research team used ELAN software and a
customized behavioral coding scheme to represent the occurrence
of behaviors in the horizontal rows; the red vertical line represents
a behavioral configuration in one moment of time. Student’s firstperson view on left; researcher’s third-person view on right.

Results – Micro-analysis
Not surprising among sighted participants, all observed
interactions with exhibits begin with looking. Focus of
visual attention on an exhibit defines the beginning of an
event. The majority of events proceed from looking only to
looking and touching (figure 2). Most exhibit-related talk is
preceded by touch. When focusing on exhibit-related
behaviors, the data show a normative sequential pattern of
Look-Touch-Talk in 48% of all events. Social interactions
and physical constraints generate variations on this pattern.

Talk
Gesture
Read

Figure 3: Re-representation of video data in ChronoVis to
illustrate how a behavioral profile unfolds in time. Two fourthgrade boys interact with a plate tectonics display. Event duration:
24 seconds. X-axis = time.

When interacting with objects and exhibits, as mentioned
above, children tend to look first, then they touch, and then
they speak. The Look-Touch-Talk pattern varies along
several dimensions, including the content of the speech.

Figure 2: Behavioral sequences unfold with each exhibit
interaction. This diagram shows the frequency of occurrence in
sequence for the first onset of behaviors. Look-Touch-Talk is the
most common sequence of behaviors.

2
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When analyzed across multiple exhibit interactions, talk
related to what an object is and the object’s concrete
perceivable features tends to occur early in the interaction;
talk with abstract conceptual content occurs later (figure 4).
A particular form of perceptual talk—“what” questions and
comments (“What’s that?” “It’s a fossil”)—happen at the
beginning of the interaction most often. Other perceptual
talk includes describing observable features (“They’re so
tiny”) or perceptual processes (“Look, touch it”).
Conceptual talk refers to abstract ideas, unseen processes, or
representational significance, and perceptual/conceptual talk
contains both concrete and abstract content. These tend to
come later in sequence. This work builds on a study of types
and frequencies of learning talk in a museum, which
informed our categorization (Allen, 2002). Of all speech,
these types of exhibit-related talk totaled 46% and talk with
social content totaled 38% (e.g. “Get in line!”). The
remaining 16% had ambiguous content or was inaudible. To
categorize the content and function of speech is certainly
problematic, because any utterance may carry multiple
meanings and perform several functions. Nevertheless, we
sought the defining characteristic for each utterance and
reduced the high-dimensional space of speech to look for
sequential patterns.

Sensory-motor behavior and language content characterize
activities described in these ways: children engage in active
sensing; they discover exhibit uses (or affordances); they
look for cause and effect; they use their bodies to express
ideas; they demonstrate, interpret, and explain. Specific
examples below (with still shots from the video data) serve
as abbreviated illustrations of a broader class of examples.
Active sensing • What is it?
Sensory-motor exploration dominates the children’s
behavior. The children learn about the properties of objects
and environments by experiencing relationships between
movement and the senses (Nöe, 2004). They move bodies,
hands, heads, and eyes, driving sensory input through
multiple modalities simultaneously (figure 5). Using their
bodies, often involving pointing gestures and sometimes
expressed in words, the children ask the question “what is
it?” Often when children read, they trace the text with their
fingers, they voice the words, and sometimes read in unison.
For them, reading is a physical, social, exploratory activity.
Multisensory displays allow for complimentary and
reinforcing experience through many channels.

time in seconds

Types of talk
What
Perceptual
Perceptual/Conceptual
Conceptual

Figure 5: Children engage in active sensing using visual, tactile,
motor, proprioceptive, and auditory systems.

Discovery of exhibit uses (or affordances) •
What can I do with it?
Children’s perceptual skills help
them to find how their bodies fit with objects in the
environment and where they can take action (Gibson, 1979.)
Through imitation learning, observation of others plays a
role in finding affordances. With a plate tectonics interactive
display, a child pushes down on a knob (figure 6). With this
movement, he initiates a series of visual representations: one
plate dives beneath another and begins to melt (subduction),
magma rises to Earth’s surface (volcanism), and the
overlying continental plate lifts up (uplift). Interaction also
provides multisensory experiences of cause and effect.

touch onset
Figure 4: The timing of when talk follows touch depends on the
type of talk. The origin represents the first touch onset. Black
shapes indicate the average latency.

With this field study, we set out to describe cognition
evident in freely behaving humans, and posit structures that
organize the children’s activity at multiple scales. The
quantitative data here are meant to describe the magnitude
of these phenomena. Future quantitative analyses will
explore in finer-grained detail how these patterns vary with
and without adult mediation, and with different kinds of
displays and various objects to touch.

Results – Macro-analysis
Based on this micro-analysis of behavior at a time-scale of
milliseconds, we can also describe macro-scale behavioral
patterns organized into larger activities. By engaging
multiple modalities (sensory, motor, and communicative),
the children use their bodies as if to explore tacit questions.

Figure 6: Children discover exhibit uses. Student’s first-person
view on left; researcher’s third-person view on right.
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Look for cause and effect • What will happen if…?
The discovery of cause and effect relations is a means to
develop perceptual skills (Piaget & Inhelder, 1969). Active
sensing (or finding sensory-motor dependencies) and
discovery of object uses (or affordances) embody children’s
exploration of causality. Children also test the limits of their
actions relative to responses in physical and social realms.
They seem to explore patterns of dependence, which they
can use to infer causal structure (Schultz & Gopnik, 2004).

In our sample taken when the children were freely exploring
the exhibits, representational gestures were uncommon
relative to pointing gestures, comprising 20% of all manual
gestures. Half of all representational gestures occurred at the
subduction display; most gestures originated strategically
where the volcanic vent meets Earth’s surface. We
conjecture that the children used their hands to fill a gap in
the display’s representational content. The Earth’s crosssection shows glowing magma rise to the surface, but then
what? The children seize the opportunity—with fluid
virtuosity—to enact the story’s eruption climax using their
hands, sometimes with explosive vocal sound effects.
Demonstrate, interpret, and explain • Can I show you /
can I tell you? In this social setting, the children comment
on the exhibits, they share what they perceive and know,
often in short sentences accompanied by gesture anchored to
the objects. Their demonstrations, interpretations, and
explanations may be spontaneous or, as in the video stills
(figure 9), elicited by a teacher.

Figure 7: Children look for cause and effect.

In this example, their guided lesson focuses on plate
tectonics, and the children must identify different types of
plate boundaries. The teacher asks what the children see in
the interactive exhibit; they convey in words coupled with
body movements the upward thrust of the uplifted plate
resulting from subduction. The teacher’s orientation lesson
with an activity sheet make explicit a conceptual framework
for plate tectonic theory with three types of plate
boundaries. Highlighting this structure enables the children
to see different features of the display than they saw before.

In a room filled with exhibits that move when pushed and
pulled, this student finds a sandstone block with a ridge
down the middle (figure 7). He places his fingers on the
ridge, pulls toward his body, and tests to see if the rock will
move. In contrast to several other objects that he set in
motion, he discovers that this rock remains immobile.
Use the body to express ideas • How do I make sense of
this? Abundant research suggests that gesture and speech
derive from the same source (McNeill, 2005). Both give the
researcher information about the children’s perceptual
experience and conceptualization. Children use gesture to
express ideas that they can’t easily express in words, due to
language development (especially among bilingual children)
(Goldin-Meadow, 2003) or because gesture can convey
spatial and temporal qualities in a manner different from
speech (Parrill & Sweetser, 2004). Children use gesture as
they speak to model two forms of volcanic eruption in the
subduction display shown below and in figure 6. They use
their hands to perform an oozing spread of lava or a violent
explosion. Gesture compliments speech: “when it builds too
much pressure (hands move up rapidly) it goes up!” (fig 8).

Figure 8: Children use multiple modalities
to express ideas.

Figure 9: Children demonstrate, interpret, and explain.

When enacting tectonic uplift, the morphology of the
gestures express a shape-for-shape mapping (Taub, 2001) in
which the palms represent the horizontality of the Earth’s
crust moving in an upward direction (figure 9). When the
class activity specifically focused the children’s attention on
the structure of the plate boundary and its consequences, the
children produced uplift gestures nearly equal in number to
volcano-type gestures. When children independently
explored the subduction display, the majority of their
gestures expressed aspects of volcanism, possibly an
indicator of its salience. Different forms of mediation
provided by the teacher, i.e. guided observation and an
explicit conceptual framework represented in diagrammatic
form, facilitated new forms of active perception for
scientific thinking. The children used their bodies coupled
4
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Conclusion

with objects within a framework for social participation to
enact a personal and collective understanding of a geologic
phenomemon.

Children’s efforts to make sense of their perceptual
experiences exert organizing structure on behavior and
cognition. The body is the vehicle of cognition, doing its
work through physical and social interaction. The children
engage in a continuous project of bringing perceptual,
motor, and other cognitive resources of the body into
coordination with structure in the world. Making sense of a
situation may require, even demand, multisensory
engagement. Future work will explore: How can we
deliberately create structure in the learning environment that
offers opportunities to practice learning as a set of skills?
These skills include learning how to see, learning how to
coordinate multimodal perceptual experience, and to use
perceptual experience to solve problems, make inferences,
and produce generalizable explanations. Future work will
focus on advancing perceptual learning theory, developing
analytical methods, and creating an educational design
framework that promotes practice of perceptual skills for
conceptual learning. For educators, designers, and
researchers of learning and cognition, rich territory for
exploration lies at the intersection of body, senses, and
world.

Discussion
Each one of these macro-scale activities are comprised of
micro-scale behaviors that involve interaction with objects
and other people through looking, touching, talking,
moving, and reading. The interaction described in the
micro-analysis results (figure 3) illustrates how these
individual multimodal behaviors integrate into macro-scale
cognitive activities. In that example, the child begins with
active sensing to discover the object’s affordances and
cause-and-effect relations. He seems to make sense of the
object as evidenced in the sequence and coordination of
sensory-motor behaviors, the way that he demonstrates the
object’s function, and using very economical means,
explains an aspect of the object’s meaning to a peer.
Sensory engagement is for making sense of a situation.
Children focus attention of multiple modalities
simultaneously, tuning effort and perception to gain what is
useful in a given context. For children in a science museum,
analysis of their multimodal interaction brings insight about
the organization of their behavior and how their behavior
creates a blend of perceptual and conceptual experiences.
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The form and dynamics of the children’s multimodal
exploration, the content of their speech, and their use of
gesture, suggests that they ask and answer questions with
their bodies and words. Based on observation of children’s
behavior, I propose that educators can work with, not
against, children’s predispositions toward multimodal
exploration and curiosity. Children seem to engage exhibits
with an inquiry approach, beginning with questions that
blend: “What is it? / What can I do with it? / What will
happen if…?” Under some conditions, the inquiry proceeds
to “How do I make sense of this? / Can I show and tell?”.
This description may not surprise the reader. The surprise is
the degree to which formal and informal education does not
exploit children’s robust social and sensory-motor skills to
make sense of the world.
Conceptual understanding builds on perceptual experience,
as interacting with objects and phenomena generates the raw
material of experience from which to create memories,
extract features, form categories, make causal inferences,
and develop abstract concepts. Social interaction can
facilitate this process, as peers and teachers point out
important things to notice and explain their significance. In
this study of children’s behavior, we see the multi-faceted
intertwined nature of cognition, action, and perception.
Bodies sense and move and interact with objects, other
bodies, and ideas. Talk can mediate experience by
identifying, describing, explaining, and making meaning.
This coordination of resources—of the brain, body, social
and material worlds—constitutes learning in action.

This study was conducted by Nancy Owens Renner, in cooperation with the San
Diego Natural History Museum and the San Diego Unified School District. Research
oversight was provided by University of California San Diego Cognitive Science
faculty Edwin Hutchins, Jim Hollan, and Rafael Núñez. Research assistance was
provided by Alba Basurto, Gina Bello, Richard Caballero, and Jordan Davison.
Parents granted permission for their children to participate in this research by signing
release forms made available in English and Spanish.
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instruction to origami paper, they gesture over the
illustration or the sheet without executing a fold. None of
these actions brings an origami sheet closer to its final
form. They are done to expedite comprehension. The same
is true of following cooking recipes in the kitchen, using a
map to get from A to B, or chatting with a friend to clarify a
thought. These interactions serve many functions. They
help subjects explore an idea, they help them situate the
instructions in the immediate context of action, they may
even serve as an external form of thought. Gestures, object
manipulations and even self–talk may be part of a
distributed process of thinking, one that can feed back and
influence individual thought. Are there times when
interacting with things or people is literally part of the
thinking process?

Introduction
A shared tenet of embodied, embedded, situated and
distributed cognition is that people make sense of things
interactively. They run a simulation, they exchange words,
often taking turns to change and steer the flow of
interaction; they gesture, they handle or manipulate things,
they write, sketch or model. Because the concept of
interaction seems intuitive, and the phenomena so pervasive,
researchers tend to use the term to do more work than they
have time to explain. This symposium explores different
ideas about the way interactivity is understood, and how it
figures in thought processes.

The paradigm example of interactivity, of course, is
communication and the joint activities it coordinates. In
conversation, the participants exploit all of these actions –
speaking, gesturing, manipulating objects, talking to
oneself, and more. One obvious goal of communication is to
coordinate thoughts with others – to establish a
commonality of thinking. The problem is that theorists tend
to work with different intuitive notions of interaction in the
various circumstances in which it arises.

Some Questions
When you watch TV, are you interacting with it or
not? For some people you do interact. You may express
disgust or surprise, you may shout or ask someone to clarify
something. Yet because the television itself never changes
its behavior in response, because the signal is the same
regardless of who is watching, it might seem that there is no
interaction – there is only one-way dependence.

In the field of human computer interaction (HCI) new
technologies are facilitating new modes of multi-modal
interaction, tightening the coupling between humans,
devices and environments. HCI explores some of the new
interaction styles afforded by new forms of digital
supports. This research is not confined to understanding the
impact of handhelds, where touch and gesture already play
an important role; it is centrally concerned with how more
multi-modal interaction - voice, kinesthetic (e.g. shaking,
moving), can be supported to enhance cognition and
performance. Will new technology revise our notion of
interactivity? Might it change what we mean to think?

Do we interact with our own projections? When a chess
player projects possible moves on a chessboard is he or she
interacting with a virtual structure? Such projections are
ephemeral, and have no physical presence. But both
projection and agent are changed during the process of
projecting and evaluating. Does interaction require the
physical presence of the thing interacted with? Or can we
interact with projections, imagined objects, attributes or
linguistically specified elements not present?
Another example of interaction is found in the everyday
process of following instructions. Instructions offer a
paradigm case of interactive sense making and thinking. If
you train a video camera on people struggling to make sense
of origami instructions, for instance, you see a constellation
of movements that are not mentioned in the instruction set
but which facilitate comprehension. Subjects rotate the
paper displaying the folding illustration, they point from

During the symposium the participants will present
central cases of interaction, as they understand it, and
explain why taking an interactive approach to cognition is
necessary and leads to insight. The theme is how such
forms of interaction constitute thinking, or are constituents
of thinking: how people recruit interaction with structures or
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ephemeral processes to extend thought, to make sense of
things or make sense of instructions, to create interpersonal
thought, and, simply, to communicate.

Handbook of Situated Cognition. New York: Cambridge
University Press. (2010)
Marshall, P., Rogers, Y. and Pantidi, N. (2011) Using Fformations to analyse spatial patterns of interaction in
physical environments. Proceedings of Computer
Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW 2011) ACM Press,
pp. 445-454.

Participants
David Kirsh: moderator and participant. He has been
working on situated, distributed and embedded cognition,
documenting and analyzing how much of cognition is an
interactive process. The phenomena he will present are
drawn from studies of origami, cooking, dance, map
following and using external representations.
Herbert Clark has a long advanced the thesis that
discourse is fundamentally interactive, and that
communication is required for all joint activities. He has
presented seminal work on how to understand the dynamics
of conversation and its use in such joint activities.
Susan Goldin-Meadow has advanced the field of gesture
understanding through her work on the role of gestures in
learning. She has presented accounts of how ideas
expressed in gesture presage the expression of those ideas in
speech, and has suggested that gesture does more than
reflect changing knowledge and actually plays a role in
facilitating that change.
Yvonne Rogers has been working on distributed
cognition, external cognition and embodied interaction in
the fields of human-computer interaction and ubiquitous
computing. Her work focuses on how best to augment
everyday, learning and collaborative work activities with
interactive technologies.
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children’s perceptual abilities. Specifically, over
development children’s ability to perceive the location of
axes of symmetry improves quantitatively. Ortmann and
Schutte (2010) examined whether there were changes in
children’s ability to perceive the location of symmetry axes
by having 3- to 6-year-olds and adults determine on which
half of a large monitor a smiley face was located. Three- to
6-year-olds were above chance at classifying all but the
location closest to midline, and over development there was
improvement in the ability to localize the axis. Despite this
apparent ability to perceive the symmetry axes, 3-year-olds
do not reliably subdivide space in SWM tasks (Huttenlocher
et al., 1994; Schutte et al., 2009). Perhaps their perception of
midline is too “fuzzy” for them to use it as a reference axis
in memory. We conducted a pilot study with 3-year-olds to
examine whether perception of the midline symmetry axis
was related to memory biases. The DFT predicts that biases
toward midline will be reduced for children who are better
able to localize midline, and this relationship will depend on
the location of the target in memory. That is, for 3-yearolds, errors to targets that are close to midline will not be
correlated with the perception of midline, because these
targets are strongly biased toward midline. Memory errors
to targets farther from midline, however, should be
correlated with their perception of midline. The prediction
was supported. Children who were better able to determine
on which side of midline a target was located were more
likely to be biased away from midline in the spatial memory
task for all targets except the two closest to midline. These
results support the DFT and demonstrate interactions
between perception and cognition over development.

Symposium Overview
Understanding the development of spatial cognition during
childhood is important. Paying close attention to
development provides a lens through with to explore
mechanisms that underlie stability and change in perception,
memory, language, and symbolic understanding over time.
This symposium, moderated by Alycia Hund, includes four
talks highlighting tight links between spatial perception of
midline and memory for nearby targets during early
childhood explicated through dynamic systems theory,
specifying the development of spatial language (especially
middle and between) during early childhood by focusing on
the role of scaffolding interactions, exploring links between
spatial language, maps, and midpoint search strategies
during early childhood, and explicating spatial thinking
during childhood by integrating maps, words, and gestures.
The symposium concludes with a discussion of common
themes, including how children perceive, remember, talk
about, and gesture about middle and other spatial relations.

Spatial Perception and Working Memory
Perception and cognition are inextricably intertwined.
This interaction is evident in the development of spatial
memory. Early in development there is a transition in
memory biases. Young children’s spatial working memory
(SWM) responses are biased toward the center of a
homogenous space, whereas older children and adults
subdivide the space along the midline symmetry axis, and
their memory responses are biased away from the center of
the space. According to Dynamic Field Theory (DFT), a
dynamic systems model of spatial cognition, developmental
changes in geometric biases in SWM are caused by changes
in neural interaction in SWM and the development of

Spatial Language
Three-year-olds produce the spatial terms in, on, and
under, whereas 4-year-old children produce more complex
terms such as back and front. Very little is known about
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children’s production of the complex terms between and
middle. These terms require comparison with two reference
objects, which involves considerable conceptual and
syntactic complexity. What mechanisms might facilitate
young children’s mastery of such complexity? One potential
mechanism is scaffolding—the process by which experts
provide support to help children accomplish more than they
could do on their own (Vygotsky, 1978). The goal of this
study was to specify the impact of four prompt types
(scaffolding) in facilitating 4- and 5-year-old children’s use
of between and middle in a direction-giving task in relation
to overhearing conversations. These prompt types were
identified via an observational study involving parents and
children. On each trial, 4- and 5-year-old children hid a
mouse in a small object between two identical furniture
items and then told a doll where the mouse was hiding.
Children were randomly assigned to one of six conditions:
between directive prompting (Is the mouse in the basket
between the couches or in the basket by the couch?), middle
directive prompting (Is the mouse in the basket in the
middle of the couches or in the basket by the couch?), nondirective prompting (Can you tell the doll anything more?),
control (no prompting), overhearing between (overhearing
conversations describing the dollhouse set up using
between),
and
overhearing
middle
(overhearing
conversations using middle). Children who received
directive prompting involving between or middle were
highly likely to incorporate these terms into their directions.
In contrast, children who received non-directive or no
prompting and children who overheard conversations
containing between or middle evinced very limited use of
these terms. Together, these findings indicate that children’s
incorporation of between or middle was not due primarily to
priming effects but was facilitated by the directive nature of
scaffolding provided.

simultaneously, map fairly veridically to spatial relations,
and represent both qualitative and quantitative information.
Accordingly, maps could be a particularly effective way to
communicate the unique and challenging aspects of
midpoint. Thus, the current study explored the relative
effectiveness of labels and maps, separately and in
combination, as tools to communicate spatial relational
information to preschoolers. Two- and three-year-olds
played a challenging hiding-and-finding game: a hidden
object was always located at the midpoint between two
landmarks, but the positions of the landmarks changed on
each trial. Consistent with prior findings, hearing a label
during the task improved children’s accuracy. Surprisingly,
however, children’s performance did not benefit from
seeing a map. These results invite further exploration into
the conditions under which maps are helpful to young
children, and reinforce the role of language as a powerful
tool for conveying spatial relational information.

Spatial Symbols: Maps, Words, and Gestures
Learning to use spatial symbols plays an important role in
the development of spatial cognition. For example, learning
to understand the meaning of left and right may influence
children’s mental representation of spatial information
(Shusterman & Spelke, 2005). Likewise, coming to see and
to think about the world from the perspective of maps can
contribute to the development of spatial cognition (Davies
& Uttal, 2007). Symbols differ in terms of what kinds of
spatial information they communicate efficiently or
effectively. For example, in language, spatial relations must
be communicated serially. In contrast, maps can depict
multiple relations among locations. Gesture can be
construed as intermediate; we often can imply multiple
locations with our hands, such as by laying out a spatial
framework and pointing out locations relative to that
framework. We investigated both the development of
children’s ability to communicate spatial relations and the
influences of this communication on spatial thinking.
Children (ages 6 and 8) learned the layout of six different
toy animals within a room by walking through the space
along a single, specified route and anticipating what could
be found in each of the six hiding locations. Children were
then asked to communicate the locations to their parents in
one of three forms: language alone, language augmented by
gesture, or map drawing. Children returned to the original
room after they had communicated the locations and were
asked to make judgments about spatial relations that they
had not experienced. In the language condition, 6-year-olds
and 8-year-olds tended to name only the animals that they
had experienced. Asking children to add gesture improved
communication, but not reasoning. Asking children to draw
a map improved both communication and reasoning. These
results suggest that the act of communicating spatial
information influences children’s thinking about spatial
information.

Words, Maps, and Spatial Relations
Spatial relations like in, across, or within are fundamental
to spatial thinking, but some spatial relations are more
challenging than others. The present work investigates
children’s understanding of the complex relation midpoint
(or middle). Midpoint is complex in that it encodes location
relative to more than one entity, and it integrates both
qualitative and quantitative spatial information. Here, we
explore two kinds of symbols that might help children
understand this relation: labels and maps. Previous studies
have shown that relational language can help children
reason about spatial relations (Loewenstein & Gentner,
2005), and in fact, children’s knowledge of the terms middle
and between predicts their performance on a challenging
midpoint search task (Simms & Gentner, 2008). Maps also
promote relational representations of space (Uttal, Fisher, &
Taylor, 2006), but differ from labels in important ways
(Davies & Uttal, 2007). Labels convey spatial information
sequentially, map arbitrarily to spatial concepts, and usually
represent only qualitative information. In contrast, maps
convey information about multiple spatial relations
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learned material. Thus, the observed improved recall of
pretested information should reflect the consequence of
processes other than successful retrieval.
Pretesting may be beneficial because it encourages more
active involvement in learning, perhaps by increasing
general interest in the topic. Additionally, the pretest may
help students to discern what information is most important
or what type of information the teacher is likely to test later.
Thus, a pretest may lead to better recall for the previously
tested information because it directs attention to the need to
encode that information when encountered again during
subsequent study (Hamaker, 1986).

Abstract
Taking a test before study can improve subsequent learning of
that pretested information.
How the pretest affects
subsequent learning of other information in the passage is less
clear, however. In three experiments, we examined the
consequences of taking a multiple-choice (MC) pretest on the
later recall of both pretested and non-pretested related
information, finding that pretesting improved recall of
pretested information without impairing recall of nonpretested information. In addition, we compared a pretest
condition to conditions in which subjects were told to
memorize the questions and in which subjects studied facts
prior to reading.
Although taking a pretest was not
significantly more effective than memorizing questions or
studying facts for the pre-exposed information, it did not
impair the learning of related information, whereas studying
facts did. Thus, even when an MC pretest takes time away
from study, that pretest appears to make subsequent study
more effective than other types of activities that pre-expose
students to to-be-tested information.

Possible Negative Consequences of Pretesting with
Multiple-choice (MC) Tests
Answering a question
incorrectly may strengthen the erroneous response and
decrease one’s ability to learn the correct information later
(e.g., Fritz et al., 2000). A negative characteristic of MC
tests, in particular, is that they expose students to incorrect,
but often attractive, alternatives, which can lead students to
intrude those incorrect alternatives on later cued-recall tests
(e.g., Roediger & Marsh, 2005). Of particular concern
when using MC pretests is the finding by Butler and
Roediger (2008) that intrusions increase when participants
take a test without having studied the relevant information
beforehand. On the other hand, Butler and Roediger also
found that students were likely to change erroneous
responses made on the pretest—to correct answers on a later
test—when feedback was given. Therefore, the intrusion of
errors on a later test might be reduced or eliminated as a
consequence of being able to read the passage after taking
the MC pretest.

Keywords: pretesting, testing effects, multiple-choice

Introduction
In addition to assessing learning, tests can enhance learning.
Testing information after study improves later recall more
than additional study (see, e.g., Roediger & Karpicke,
2006). Likewise, testing information before study (i.e.,
pretesting) has been shown to improve subsequent learning
of the pretested information (e.g., Kornell, Hays, & Bjork,
2009; Richland, Kornell, & Kao; 2009; Rothkopf, 1966),
although some evidence suggests that pretesting can have
negative consequences (e.g., persistence of errors, Fritz,
Morris, Bjork, Gelman, & Wickens, 2000). How pretesttaking affects subsequent learning of information not
tested—in particular, related information—is less clear, but
of concern for both practical and theoretical reasons. In the
present work, we examine the effects of pretesting on the
later recall of both tested and nontested related information.

The Effect of Pretesting on Related Information
The effect of pretesting on the subsequent learning of
related information not tested on the pretest has been
investigated in a variety of studies (e.g., see Anderson &
Biddle, 1975; and Hamaker, 1986 for meta-analyses).
Evidence suggests that pretesting directs attention towards
the processing of pretested information. Pretesting appears
to improve subsequent learning of information that is related
to pretested information, but perhaps only when the tested
and nontested information are related in certain ways (e.g.,
the related information aids in searching for the pretested
information during subsequent study). To the extent that
non-pretested information does not aid in the search task,

The Effect of Pretesting on Pretested Information
Testing information after study may improve its later recall
because the act of retrieving information from memory
modifies its representation in such a way as to make it more
recallable in the future than it would have been otherwise
(e.g., Bjork, 1975; Bjork & Bjork, 1992). When given a
pretest, however, correct retrieval of answers is unlikely
given that students have not yet been exposed to the to-be-
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however, such non-pretested information may not be better
learned during subsequent study, even if the pretested and
non-pretested information have a systematic relationship.
For example, non-pretested information that has a
competitive relationship with the pretested information
(e.g., the answer to one question in a pair of related
questions would be a plausible, although incorrect answer,
to the other question in the pair) might not be useful in the
search task. A pretest might thereby impair the learning of
competitive related information. To our knowledge, past
research has not examined the effect of pretesting on the
later learning of competitive non-pretested information.

reading (Experiment 3). Our expectation was that testing
would provide benefits (for both tested and related
information) not afforded by spending the full time
studying, and that these benefits would be larger than those
obtained with other pre-exposure activities.

Experiment 1
Method
Participants and design Twenty-five students at the
University of California, Los Angeles, participated for
partial course credit. Condition of study (pretested vs.
extended-study) was manipulated within-subjects. On the
final cued-recall test, all participants answered pretested and
non-pretested related questions from the passage that was
preceded by a pretest and questions from the passage that
was not preceded by a pretest (baseline control).

Benefits for Related Information with Multiple-Choice
Tests Little and Bjork (2010) demonstrated that taking an
MC test following the study of a text passage improves the
later recall of both tested and competitive nontested
information—if the answer to a competitive question
appears as a incorrect alternative in the initial MC test.
They argued that MC alternatives with competitive incorrect
alternatives encourage students to recall information that not
only confirms why the right answer is correct, but also why
the other alternatives are incorrect. In a pretesting situation,
students would not have access to information that would
allow them to reject incorrect alternatives. The MC pretest,
however, would still encourage participants to examine the
alternatives thoroughly (perhaps in hope that they have
some background information that would enable them to
reject one or more alternatives to make a better guess). In
this process, students may encode not only the question, but
also the alternatives. Consequently, when reading the
passage after the pretest, students may direct their attention
not only to the processing of information that would answer
the pretested questions, but also to the processing of
information having to do with the alternatives—information
that might otherwise interfere with the search for pretested
information. From this perspective, it seems likely that
pretest MC questions could be effective in improving
learning of information that has a competitive relationship
with the pretested information.

Materials Two passages were constructed, one about
Saturn and one about Yellowstone National Park (~800
words), and ten pairs of MC questions were created for each
passage. The two questions in each pair tested the same
topic (e.g., geysers) and had the same four alternatives (e.g.,
Old Faithful, Steamboat Geyser, Castle Geyser, and Daisy
Geyser), but different correct answers (e.g., What is the
tallest geyser in Yellowstone National Park? Answer:
Steamboat Geyser; and, What is the oldest geyser in
Yellowstone National Park? Answer: Castle Geyser). The
questions from each passage were randomly divided into
two 10-item sets (for each pair, one question was in Set A
and one question was in Set B), such that one set would be
tested on the pretest and the other set would serve as related
questions on the final test (counterbalanced). Passage order
and condition order were also counterbalanced across
participants.
Procedure Each participant read two passages—one that
would be preceded by an initial MC test (4 min test; 10 min
study) and one that would be studied for the full time (14
min study). For the pretested condition, the ten MC
questions (i.e., all the items in one of the question sets for
that passage) were presented one at a time on the computer
screen for 22 s. Participants were told that although they
had not yet read the passage, the experimenters wanted to
assess how much they already knew about the topic. In
addition, participants were told that they would take a later
test on the topic and that the questions on the pretest would
provide them with an idea of the type of information that
would be tested later. No corrective feedback was given
during the test. For the passage that was not tested
(control), participants were given the full 14 min to read the
passage, and they were told that if they finished reading
early, they should spend the remainder of the time studying.
Finally, after a 5-min retention interval during which they
played Tetris (a spatial-reasoning puzzle game), participants
received a 40-item final cued-recall test, with the questions
presented one at a time on the computer screen. For the
pretested condition, except for the absence of alternatives,

The Present Work
In the present research, we aimed to assess whether MC
pretests provide benefits for tested information that
outweigh the potential costs of errors made on the initial test
and whether such tests can improve learning of nontested
competitive information. In addition, we explored whether
benefits or costs occur simply as a consequence of being
exposed to to-be-tested information before study or whether
the act of trying to answer questions engages processing that
leads to these effects. Specifically, in Experiments 2 and 3,
we investigated whether a benefit of test-taking (although
mostly unsuccessful) exceeds that of exposure to material,
by comparing pretesting to a condition in which questions
are memorized, but not answered, before reading the
passage (Experiment 2) and a condition in which
participants study facts that could have been tested prior to
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half of the questions were identical to the MC questions
(i.e., pretested) and half were the non-pretested related items
(i.e., the 10 questions from the set that had not been tested).
Related questions were always tested in the first half of the
test, along with half of the control questions, to which their
performance would be compared. Similarly, previously
tested questions were tested in the second half of the test,
along with half of the control questions, to which their
performance would be compared.

Additionally, participants were not—as a consequence of
spending some study time taking a test—impaired in their
ability to answer correctly related, but initially non-pretested
questions. Students were told that the pretest would “give
them an idea of the questions to expect,” in order to steer
them away from focusing on the pretested information
during subsequent study. It was clear from the high
performance on pretested items, however, that—
purposefully or not—they paid significant attention to
pretested information. In fact, it is more likely that
participants directed attention towards the processing of
pretested information than towards the processing of nonpretested information. For this reason, we believe that a
numerical benefit for related information given significantly
less study time for that tested passage (10 min compared to
14 min, respectively) is worth consideration.

Results and Discussion
Pretest Performance Performance on the MC pretest (M =
27%, SD = 12%) was not significantly different from chance
performance (25%), t(24) = 0.89, p > .05.
Final-test Performance We found that taking an MC
pretest in lieu of additional time spent studying improved
recall of that pretested information, but not recall of related
information.
Performance in the pretested condition was compared to
that in the corresponding extended-study control condition
via planned paired-samples t tests. Specifically, these
comparisons revealed that pretested questions (M = 61%, SE
= 4%) were answered correctly more often than were
control questions from the topic that did not receive a
pretest (M = 43%, SE = 4%), t(24) = 5.26, p < .05. No such
benefit occurred for questions of non-tested related
information (M = 48%, SE = 4%) as compared to control
questions (M = 46%, SE = 5%), t(24) = 0.35, p > .05.
Our results suggest that taking a pretest is beneficial for
learning. Previous work, however, has suggested that
spending part of one’s study time taking a test, for which
one is unlikely to know the correct answers might not lead
to the pattern of results that we obtained: Rather, that errors
would persist (e.g., Fritz et al., 2000).
Indeed, participants did sometimes recall previously
incorrect alternatives on the final test. Because all of the
alternatives were contained in the text, however, participants
intruded these responses in the extended study condition as
well. Of interest regarding the costs of MC testing is
whether intrusions are greater after taking a pretest than
after extended study. Table 1 shows recall (intrusion) rates
for incorrect alternatives (or items than could have been
incorrect alternatives) on the final test for the experimental
and control conditions in Experiments 1, 2, and 3. As
shown in Table 1, taking a MC test did not increase
intrusion of incorrect information.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 1, we found that taking a pretest improved
the effectiveness of a subsequent reading session, even
though the pretest took time away from reading and
participants answered a majority of the questions incorrectly
on the pretest. Specifically, recall of pretested information
was improved. Moreover, recall of related information was
not hurt, suggesting that the 10 min of studying after a test
was as effective as studying for the full 14 min without a
test.
It is uncertain, however, whether trying to answer
questions would increase the effectiveness of study beyond
what would occur from simply being exposed to those
questions beforehand. Previous work has demonstrated that
testing (with cued-recall questions) improves retention more
so than does reading those questions before study (Richland,
Kornell, & Kao, 2009). In Experiment 2, we explored
whether trying to answer an MC question leads to improved
performance as compared to memorizing that question and
what impact this difference in processing would have on the
learning of competitive related information. On the one
hand, if trying to answer a question engages a deeper level
of processing than memorizing a question, then answering
questions should provide a benefit that outweighs that of
memorizing questions.
On the other hand, perhaps
answering questions would increase the encoding of
misinformation as compared to memorizing questions.

Method
Participants and design
Sixty-four students at the
University of California, Los Angeles, participated for
partial course credit. Condition of study (question-study vs.
extended-study) was manipulated within-subjects. Type of
instructions for the question-study condition (pretest vs.
memorize) was manipulated between subjects. On the final
cued-recall test, all participants answered pretested or
memorized questions and non-pretested or non-memorized
related questions from the passage that was preceded by
questions, in addition to questions from the passage that was
not preceded by questions (baseline control).

Table 1: Intrusion Percentages for Experiments 1, 2, & 3
Exp.
1
2
3

Activity
Type
Pretest
Pretest
Memorize
Pretest
Fact-Study

Previously Tested
Memorized, or Studied
10%
11%
14%
8%
7%

Extendedstudy Control
13%
13%
13%
14%
14%
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not reveal a significant interaction between type of
instructions (pretested vs. memorized) and condition of
study (question-study vs. extended study control) for related
information, F(1,62) = 2.32, p > .05. In both cases,
however, the interaction trended towards testing being better
than memorizing.
In Experiment 2, we found that although taking a pretest
and memorizing information both led to improved recall of
correct answers to those pre-exposed questions, the benefit
afforded by actually trying to answer questions was
numerically greater than that afforded by a comparable preexposure activity (i.e., memorizing questions). We found
that this trend occurred for related information as well. In
neither case, however, was the benefit of taking a test
significantly better than the benefit afforded by memorizing
the questions, a result that we believe may have occurred as
a consequence of participants in the memorize condition
spontaneously trying to answer the questions.
In
Experiment 3, we attempted to control for this possible
problem with a modified method that would remove the
propensity to endorse an answer, with the expectation that
testing would then reveal a greater overall benefit.

Materials and procedure The materials and procedure
were the same as those used in Experiment 1, with one
exception: the addition of a between-subject variable (type
of instructions). For half of the participants, instead of
answering the questions, they were told to memorize the
questions. Specifically, they were told that they would see
questions that could be asked about the to-be-read passage,
and that they should memorize the questions and the answer
choices. They were given this instruction to insure that they
processed the questions. The pretesting group was not told
anything about a later test, just that the experimenters
wanted to assess their knowledge of the to-be-learned topic.

Results and Discussion
Pretest Performance Performance on the MC test (M =
27%, SD = 18%) was not significantly different from chance
performance (25%), t(31) = 0.68, p > .05.
Final-test Performance Correct recall performance on the
final test is presented in Figure 1, and, as indicated there,
performance on previously exposed questions (in both the
pretest and memorize conditions) was improved, as
compared to spending the full time studying (i.e., control
condition). The recall of related information, however,
appears only to have been improved when participants
answered questions on an initial MC pretest, not when they
simply memorized those questions.

Experiment 3
In Experiment 3, our aim was similar to that in Experiment
2: to compare the effects of pretesting with another task that
also exposes participants to to-be-tested information before
reading. In this case, however, we wanted to ensure that the
non-test activity did not encourage the type of processing
occurring when answering questions, as might have been
the case in Experiment 2. Thus, in Experiment 3, we
compared taking a pretest to being exposed to comparable
facts that contained the correct answer as well as
competitors (e.g., The oldest geyser in Yellowstone National
Park is Castle Geyser, not Old Faithful, Steamboat Geyser,
or Daisy Geyser). Because the facts contained the correct
answer to the matched question, we also gave feedback in
the pretest condition. In addition, we manipulated all
variables within subjects. To do so, we developed a third
passage so that all participants would take a pretest before
one passage, study facts before another passage, and receive
extra time to study a third passage

Correct Recall Performance
Percentages

70
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50
40
30
20
10
0
Pretested

Re lated

Ex tende dStudy Control

Answere d Q uestio ns (Pretest)

Mem orized

Re lated

Ex tende dStudy Control

Mem orized Questions

Figure 1: Correct recall performance percentages as a
function of instruction type and item type in Experiment 2.
The white bars show the average performance for extended
study control questions tested in the first half and second
half of the test for each condition. Error bars represent +/-1
SE.

Method

Correct performance for the pretested and memorized
items was compared to that for the corresponding items in
the extended study control condition via planned pairedsamples t tests. Benefits were found for both pretested
items (M = 54%, SE = 5%) as compared to control (M =
37%, SE = 4%), as well as for memorized items (M = 46%,
SE = 4%) as compared to control (M = 36%, SE = 5%),
t(31) = 3.64, p < .01 and t(31) = 2.54, p < .05, respectively.
A 2 × 2 repeated-measures ANOVA did not reveal a
significant interaction between type of instructions
(pretested vs. memorized) and condition of study (questionstudy vs. extended study control), F(1,62) = 1.55, p > .05.
Additionally, a 2 × 2 repeated-measures ANOVA also did

Participants and design Seventy-two students at the
University of California, Los Angeles, participated for
partial course credit. Activity type (pretest vs. facts vs.
extended-study) was manipulated within subjects. On the
final cued-recall test, all participants answered questions
pertaining to the pretest or studied facts and questions
related to the pretest or studied facts, in addition to
questions from the passage that received extended study
time (baseline control).
Materials The materials were variations of those used in
Experiments 1 and 2. We shortened the passages about
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Correct performance for the information pretested or
studied as facts was compared to that for the corresponding
items in the extended study control condition via planned
paired-samples t tests. Benefits were found for both
pretested items (M = 69%, SE = 3%) and items studied as
facts (M = 66%, SE = 2%) as compared to control (M =
39%, SE = 3%), t(71) = 10.67, p < .01 and t(71) = 9.21, p <
.01, respectively. Pretested information was not recalled
correctly more often than was information studied as facts.
Correct Recall
Performance Percentages

Saturn and Yellowstone (~600 words), without removing
any information contained in the questions. In addition, we
added a passage about stimulant drugs. For each passage,
we used ten pairs of MC questions. Questions for Saturn
and Yellowstone were the same as those used in Experiment
1 and 2. Questions for the passage about stimulants were
constructed in the same manner.
Finally, Experiment 3 differed from Experiment 2 in that
the question-memorization condition from Experiment 2
was replaced with a fact-study condition. For example, in
the fact-study condition, participants would see: The oldest
geyser in Yellowstone National Park is Castle Geyser, not
Steamboat Geyser, Daisy Geyser, or Old Faithful. The facts
contained all of the information contained in the matched
question, including the competitors.

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Pretested

Procedure The procedure for Experiment 3 was the same
as that of Experiment 1, with the following exceptions. All
participants learned about three topics. For one topic, the
reading of the passage (6 min) was preceded by a 10-item
MC test (4 min); for a second topic, the reading of the
passage (6 min) was preceded by a 10-fact study session (4
min); for a third topic, participants were given the full 10
min to read the passage.
On the pretest, participants were given 20 s to answer
each question.
After typing in their response, they
continued to view the question until the 20 s elapsed. After
each question, participants received feedback (i.e., the
correct answer presented below the question) for 4 s. For
the fact-study condition, participants were presented with 10
facts for 24 s each and were told to think about the fact for
the full time that it was presented.
After a 5-min non-verbal distractor task (i.e., playing
Tetris), participants received a final cued-recall test with
sixty questions, ten questions for each of the following
(previously tested, related to tested, previously studied as
facts, related to studied facts) and twenty questions from the
extended study control condition.

Related

Pretest

Studied as
Facts

Related

Fact Study

ExtendedStudy C ontrol

Figure 2: Correct recall performance percentages as a
function of activity type and item type in Experiment 3.
The white bar shows the average performance for extended
study control questions tested in the first half and second
half of the test. Error bars represent +/-1 SE.
Correct performance on questions pertaining to
information that was related to the pre-exposed information
was not better than that for the corresponding information in
the extended-study control condition.
Interestingly,
however, although correct performance on items related to
pretested information (M = 40%, SE = 2%) was not
significantly different than that for control items (M = 41%,
SE = 3%), correct performance on items related to studied
facts (M = 34%, SE = 2%) was significantly worse than that
for control items, t(71) = 2.57, p < .05, and, in fact, was
significantly worse than that for questions related to
pretested information, t(71) = 2.81, p < .01. Thus, although
answering questions before study did not impair one’s
ability to learn related information, studying comparable
facts before study did—even when the facts also provided
participants with the answers to the related questions.
When assessing the total effect of taking a pretest (as
compared to studying facts beforehand or spending the full
time studying) across both tested and related information (M
= 56%, SE = 2%), there was a clear benefit for pretesting
over studying facts (M = 50%, SE = 2%), t(71) = 2.67, p <
.01 and for pretesting compared to extended study (M =
40%, SE = 2%), t(71) = 6.91, p < .05.
In Experiment 3, we found that taking a test with
feedback prior to the reading of a passage provided a
learning benefit that outweighed that of studying facts
beforehand or of spending additional time studying.

Results and Discussion
Pretest Performance Performance on the MC test (M =
30%, SD = 15%) was higher than chance performance, t(71)
= 2.69, p < .01, and resulted as a consequence of high
performance on the pretest for the stimulants topic (M =
38%). Performance for Saturn (M = 25%) and Yellowstone
(M = 26%) were comparable to that found in Experiments 1
and 2.
Final-test Performance Correct recall performance on the
final test is presented in Figure 2, and, as indicated there,
participants’ ability to answer questions for information that
was exposed during the pretest and fact-study conditions
was improved, as compared to spending the full time
studying (i.e., control condition). The recall of related
information appeared not to be hurt as a consequence of
taking an initial pretest, but appeared to be hurt as a
consequence of studying facts before reading.

General Discussion
Although incorrect answers were endorsed for a majority of
the questions on the MC pretests, we found that taking a
pretest made subsequent study more effective, as
demonstrated by improved recall of that pretested
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information as compared to spending the full time studying;
additionally, the pretest appeared not to lead to
misinformation.
This result cannot be the sole consequence of preexposure to to-be-tested information. The trend towards a
benefit for pretesting over studying facts in Experiment 3 is
intriguing because the fact-study condition provided
participants with access to the correct answer for each
question, in the form of a fact, for 24 s (as opposed to
receiving the correct answer for only 4 s after spending 20 s
choosing an incorrect answer for the majority of questions).
This pattern suggests that testing can serve as an effective
learning event before study, even when retrieval fails.
Additionally, although we did not find that related
information was learned better in the pretest condition than
in the extended-study condition, we never found it to be
impaired, even though the extended-study condition actually
provides a very conservative control for total time on task.
In the pretesting condition, participants received
substantially less time to read the passage than they did for
the extended-study condition. We would thus contend that
comparable recall across the two conditions is likely to be
under-representative of relative learning (i.e., correct recall
per minute of reading time). Evidence from Experiment 3
would further support this contention because reduced time
to read the passage in the fact-study condition led to
impaired recall of related information. Finally, compared to
this fact-study condition (which also offers a valid control
for time-on-task), testing did improve recall of related
information.
The present pattern of results speaks to the benefit of
pretests as learning events. The present experiments,
however, do not reveal what specific mechanisms might
lead to testing being more beneficial than studying facts
(Experiment 3). The results are consistent with the idea that
an MC pretest directs attention broadly, such that students
search not only for the correct answer to the pretested
question, but also for information pertaining to the other
choices. Additionally, it is the act of trying to answer
question that leads to enhanced recall of related
information—not simply pre-exposure—as facts containing
the competitors do not seem to direct attention so broadly.
That is, testing might lead to a deeper level of processing
than trying to memorize questions (or studying facts), thus
making it more likely that students will be reminded of
those questions and alternatives when reading the passage
during subsequent study. Although the present research
provides evidence that MC pretests can serve as effective
study events, future research should further investigate the
specific underlying processes that lead to such benefits of
pretesting.
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principles. However, the approaches have rarely been tested
competitively and the conclusions derived from different
lines of research are difficult to compare. Difficulties arise
due to differences in conceptualizing and measuring transfer
(Barnett & Ceci, 2002). The present research aims at
evaluating the different approaches to foster transfer of
principles in one research program by teaching participants
the principles of propositional logic (i.e. the interpretation of
propositions connected by the logic operators negation,
conjunction, disjunction, conditional, and biconditional).
Transfer of principles can be conceptualized as analogical
reasoning (e.g., Goldstone & Son, 2005). Principles are
relational structures that capture the interdependencies
between various variables and are highly flexible in
meaning. Theories of analogical reasoning essentially
explain transfer of a relational structure from a known
domain, the source, to a lesser known domain, the target (for
an overview see Gentner, 2010). Of course, not all problem
solving and knowledge transfer can be reduced to analogical
reasoning (see Nokes, 2009, Bransford & Schwarz, 1999).
However, to explain the phenomenon of transfer of
principles theories of analogical reasoning provide a highly
elaborated and parsimonious conceptual base.
Accordingly, educators have to support their students to
acquire a knowledge representation of the principle which is
a useful and flexible source to solve future (target)
problems. Merely teaching by analogy which means
basically providing learners with a single concrete source
that instantiates the principle and is grounded in everyday
experience has been shown to not result in satisfying
transfer performance (e.g., Duit, Roth, Komorek, &
Wilbers, 2001). Several reasons may account for this
failure: inferences strongly depend on the features of the
source chosen (e.g., Gentner & Gentner, 1983), learners fail
to spontaneously retrieve the required source (e.g., Gick &
Holyoak, 1980), or learners retrieve and integrate
knowledge in the reasoning process that is irrelevant for the
analogy (e.g., Mather, Knight, & McCaffrey, 2005). Given
the failure of “classic” analogy, several approaches have
been proposed on how to teach new principles.

Abstract
Education aims to equip learners with knowledge about
principles that can be applied across a wide range of
situations but often people do not recognize structural
similarity between known cases and novel problems. Several
approaches for designing learning materials to foster transfer
of principles have been proposed including learning a generic
instantiation, comparing instantiating concrete cases, and
learning multiple representations. However, these approaches
have rarely been tested against each other nor have they been
examined by a broad range of transfer tasks. We evaluated the
transfer potential of the different approaches separately
(Experiment 1) and in combination (Experiment 2) by
teaching undergraduates the principles of propositional logic.
Students were tested on an extensive transfer test one week
after learning. The best transfer performance resulted from
the simultaneous comparison of a generic instantiation with
two concrete cases. We suggest this approach for designing
learning materials that introduce new principles.
Keywords: transfer; analogical reasoning; comparison;
generic instantiation; learning by multiple representations.

Introduction
Transfer describes the phenomenon “how knowledge
acquired in one situation applies (or fails to apply) in other
situations” (Singley & Anderson, 1989, p.1). The ability to
transfer knowledge is especially important when scientific
principles are learned. Science often advances by the
discovery of principles that cross-cut and support the crossfertilization of superficially different domains (Goldstone &
Wilensky, 2008). Thus, learning a principle gives students
the possibility to understand a broad range of phenomena in
different domains. For example, if students learn the
principles of propositional logic this should help them to
comprehend the output of combinations of logic gates in
digital circuits and to evaluate the validity of philosophical
arguments. Therefore, it is important that principles learned
in educational settings are not restricted to the
idiosynchrasies of the learning situation.
Researchers have devised several approaches for
designing learning materials that foster transfer of
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One approach suggests providing learners with a generic
instantiation of the principle, which formalizes or
symbolizes a principle without direct reference to concrete
objects (e.g., a formula or a sparse graphic representation).
Within the framework of analogical reasoning learning a
generic instantiation can be considered as learning a single
source comparable to learning via analogy. However, a
generic instantiation contains (almost) no additional
irrelevant information compared to a concrete familiar
source. Sloutsky, Kaminski, and Heckler (2005, p. 508)
aptly illustrate this: “…when different numerosities are
represented by a different number of frogs (as opposed to
being represented by a different number of dots), the
representation
communicates
additional,
irrelevant
information (e.g., shape, color, animacy)”. Providing
learners with a generic instantiation of a principle first is
common in mathematics textbooks and this tendency
increases with grade level (Nathan, Long, & Alibali, 2002).
Several researchers have demonstrated advantages
concerning learning and transfer for generic instantiations
over more concrete instantiations of principles (e.g.,
Kaminski, Sloutsky, & Heckler, 2008; Mevarech & Stern,
1997; Nesher & Sukenik, 1991).
Another approach suggests comparing concrete cases
instantiating the principle to promote transfer. The
comparison of cases highlights the common relational
structure and supports the abstraction and encoding of a
general schema while superficial idiosyncratic features of
the single cases become less important (e.g., Gentner, 2010).
Thus, the source representation is actively abstracted by the
learner from multiple concrete cases. Like a given generic
instantiation, this “self-constructed” source representation
contains less irrelevant information than a single case.
Actively comparing cases (in contrast to processing cases
sequentially) has been found to increase transfer
performance. For example, students who learned the
principles of contingent contracts by comparing two case
studies formed more contingencies in a face-to-face
negotiation exercise than students who interpreted the case
studies separately (Gentner, Loewenstein, & Thompson,
2003). The schema abstracted from comparing cases is thus
more likely to be retrieved and more flexible than are the
concrete representations that are encoded when cases are
studied sequentially.
Finally, a third approach suggests providing learners with
multiple representations of a principle. Here, learners see
different representations of a principle simultaneously such
as a formula in combination with a graph or a concrete case.
This kind of learning is widely used in multimedia
environments (e.g., Ainsworth, 1999). In accordance to this
approach, learners actively construct a source representation
that integrates the information from the different
representations into a coherent structure by aligning the
multiple representations (Schnotz & Bannert, 2003).
However, this integration process is highly demanding for
learners and positive effects on learning and transfer often
do not occur (for an overview see Seufert, 2003). Educators

are thus advised to explicitly and consistently link examples
with corresponding symbols of generic instantiations (e.g.
Berthold & Renkl, 2009; Roy & Chi, 2005). The most basic
form of learning multiple representations is simultaneously
studying a generic instantiation and one concrete case (e.g.,
Colhoun, Gentner, & Loewenstein, 2008).
For educators it would be highly interesting to know
which of these approaches is most effective for fostering
transfer. However, providing an answer is difficult because
the transfer tasks used to test the different approaches are
hardly comparable (Barnett & Ceci, 2002) and the different
approaches have not yet been tested against each other
within one experimental design.

Overview of Research
In the present research, we evaluated three different
approaches to foster transfer separately (Exp 1) and in
combination (Exp 2). In both studies, students learned the
principles of propositional logic (i.e. the truth functionality
of the basic logic operators negation, conjunction,
disjunction, conditional, and biconditional). We chose
propositional logic because the principles are domaingeneral and difficult to learn (e.g., Cheng, Holyoak, Nisbett,
& Oliver, 1986). Participants in both studies received a
booklet that presented a short introduction to propositional
logic. They were instructed to write self-explanations for
each instance of a principle. This ensured that participants
actively processed the materials. More importantly, writing
self-explanations supports the integration of different cases
(e.g., Gentner, Loewenstein, & Thompson, 2003) and of
multiple representations (e.g., Berthold & Renkl, 2009).
Immediately after learning, we controlled learning of the
materials. One week after learning, participants worked on a
transfer test that comprised several transfer tasks to assess
the transfer potential of the different learning materials.
Thus, both studies consisted of three phases: learning,
learning control, and transfer.

Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, four groups of participants learned the
principles of propositional logic with different learning
materials. Learning materials of three groups were based on
the approaches described above: learning generic
instantiations of principles (GENERIC), comparing two
concrete cases instantiating the principles (COMPARE
_CASES), and comparing a generic instantiation with one
concrete case (COMPARE_GENERIC_CASE). A fourth
group served as baseline (BASELINE). The learners in the
BASELINE condition studied the two concrete cases of the
COMPARE_CASES approach sequentially without the
possibility to compare.
In the learning phase, participants of the four intervention
groups learned the principles of propositional logic by
studying truth tables of the basic operators (see Table 1 for
examples). If the learning material was based on generic
instantiations of principles (in the GENERIC group), truth
tables presented variables for propositions (i.e. p, q) and
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symbols for the operator (i.e. →). If the learning material
was based on concrete cases (in the COMPARE_CASES
and BASELINE group), variables and symbols were
instantiated with simple sentences. If the learning material
was based on multiple representations (in the COMPARE_
GENERIC _CASE group), participants studied a generic
instantiation and one of the cases simultaneously.
In the learning control test, we tested whether participants
learned the principles they were just taught. This test
contained tasks based on the same representation used in the
learning materials of the respective group. For example,
having learned the principles with generic instantiations
(e.g., p → q) the tasks contained the identical generic
symbols; and having learned the principles instantiated by
simple sentences (i.e. cases) the tasks contained the identical
sentences. To solve the tasks participants merely had to
recall the principles (see Table 1 for examples of the
learning control test). Given the intelligible learning
material and given that the learning control test was directly
adapted to it, no differences were expected across the four
intervention groups. To ensure that participants of the four
intervention groups benefitted from the learning
environment we compared their performance on the learning
control test with an additional group without intervention.
One week after learning, the four intervention groups
worked on the transfer test. This test was identical for all
participants. It comprised 20 near and 24 far transfer tasks.
Half of the near transfer tasks contained representations
which were related to the variables used in the GENERIC
learning material. Variables used in the learning material
and the learning control test were replaced by different
variables (e.g., Proposition_1 for p). The other half of the
near transfer tasks contained concrete cases. In these tasks,
the simple sentences of the CASE-based learning materials
and learning control tests were substituted by other simple
sentences (see Table 1 for examples). The far transfer test
contained four different kinds of tasks: Wason’s selection

tasks, conjunction/disjunction fallacy tasks, Venn diagrams,
and logic flowcharts. All of these tasks strongly differed
from the learning materials, the learning control tests, and
the near transfer test with respect to superficial features but
could be solved by applying the principles of propositional
logic.
For the near transfer tasks we expected the three
experimental groups (GENERIC, COMPARE_CASES,
COMPARE_GENERIC_CASE)
to
outperform
the
BASELINE. Furthermore, we predicted the COMPARE_
GENERIC_CASE group to be superior to the other two
experimental groups as they were trained on the two
different representations of the principles, whereas the other
two groups were only trained on either one. For the far
transfer test, we again predicted all experimental groups to
outperform the BASELINE. However, given the lack of
research comparing the different approaches, we could not
make any predictions concerning which of the three
experimental groups would perform best.

Method
Participants One-hundred-fourteen undergraduates from
the University of Zurich and the ETH Zurich (Switzerland)
majoring in a wide range of subjects participated.
Additionally 20 undergraduates without any learning
intervention were tested on the learning control test. All
undergraduates were paid for participation. No participant
was familiar with propositional logic. They were randomly
assigned to the four groups.
Materials and Procedure In the learning phase,
participants worked on the learning materials for one hour.
The learning materials consisted of a printed-out booklet in
which the principles of propositional logic were introduced.
The booklets were identical for all participants with only the
presentation of the principles differing between the four
intervention groups. After a break of half an hour,

Table 1: Examples of the learning materials, the learning control tasks, and the near transfer tasks used in Experiment 1 and 2
Learning material
GENERIC
p
true
true
false
false

q
true
false
true
false

CASE
p→q
true
false
true
true

Henry is home.
true
true
false
false

Min is on board.
true
false
true
false

If Henry is home, Min is
on board.
true
false
true
true

Learning control
GENERIC
CASE
You know that the single propositions p and q are both false. Someone
You know that “Henry is home.” and “Min is on board.” are both false.
Someone claims “If Henry is home, Min is on board.” Which truth value
claims that p → q. Which truth value can you assign this conditional?
can you assign this conditional?

Near transfer tasks
GENERIC related tasks
CASE related tasks
You know that the single propositions “Proposition_1” and
You know that “It is raining.” and “Peter is going out.” are both false.
Someone claims “If it is raining, Peter is going out.” Which truth value can
“Proposition_2” are both false. Someone claims that “Proposition_1 →
you assign this conditional?
Proposition_2”. Which truth value can you assign this conditional?
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participants worked on the learning control test for half an
hour. One week after learning the participants had one hour
to answer the tasks of the transfer test. Learning and transfer
were conducted in the same seminar room at the ETH
Zurich and participants were tested in groups with up to 15
students.

one-sided test).

Discussion
In contrast to our prediction, the COMPARE_GENERIC_
CASE group performed worst in both parts of the transfer
test. They did not perform better than the BASELINE and
were outperformed by GENERIC and COMPARE_CASES
groups. While the GENERIC group performed better than
the BASELINE only on the near transfer tasks, the
COMPARE_CASES group showed advantages both on near
and far transfer tasks. Findings of Experiment 1 thus suggest
that comparing two cases which instantiate a principle is
most efficient to promote transfer of this principle.
The
poor
transfer
performance
of
the
COMPARE_GENERIC_CASE group might be due to
superficial processing of the learning materials. For the
COMPARE_CASES group the joint interpretation of two
cases is only possible if idiosyncratic features of the single
cases are ignored. Thus, they had to actively abstract from
the learning materials and encoded a flexible schema that
supported transfer. GENERIC-learners might have been
encouraged to elaborate the learning materials with prior
knowledge, given that no reference to concrete objects was
given. In contrast, COMPARE_GENERIC_CASE-learners
may have only matched the symbols of the generic
instantiation to the idiosyncratic structure of the sentences
without abstracting from or elaborating learning materials.
Therefore, learning from different representations of
principles might induce superficial processing of the
materials in which only parts of one representation are
mapped onto corresponding parts of another representation.
This limits learning gains to tasks which directly match the
learning material (i.e. the tasks of the learning control test).
Given the best performance of the COMPARE_CASES
group, should teaching new principles be only based on
comparison of multiple concrete cases? For everyday
(academic) life, it is extremely important for learners to also
know a generic instantiation of a principle because this
enables them to solve complex problems with a formalized
procedure (Koedinger, Alibali, & Nathan, 2008). In
Experiment 2, we therefore explored different ways how to

Results
Learning control All intervention groups strongly
outperformed (all ps < .01, all ds > .8) the participants who
did not work on any learning material (their solution rate
was 57%). Thus, participants benefited from working on the
learning materials (see Table 2). As expected, solution rates
between the different intervention groups did not differ
significantly (F(3, 110) = 1.349, p = .262). Given that all
participants gained comparably from the different learning
materials, we used performance in the learning control test
as a covariate for the analyses of the transfer test as our aim
was to assess the pure transfer potential rather than the
learning efficiency of the learning materials.
Near transfer An ANCOVA revealed a main effect of the
learning material, F(3, 109)=5.372, p=.002, ηp2=.129 (see
Table 2 for means and standard deviations). The specific
comparisons unexpectedly revealed that the COMPARE_
GENERIC_CASE group showed the worst near transfer
performance. They were significantly outperformed by the
GENERIC (p=.002, d=.63) and COMPARE_CASES groups
(p=.001, d=.69). Furthermore, they did not perform better
than the BASELINE. The GENERIC and COMPARE_
CASES groups significantly outperformed the BASELINE
(p=.027, d=.37; p=.013, d=.43, respectively, one-sided
tests). There was no significant performance difference
between GENERIC and COMPARE_CASES groups.
Far Transfer An ANCOVA again revealed a main effect of
the learning material, F(3, 109)=2.692, p=.050, ηp2=.069.
The specific comparisons (see Table 2 for means and
standard deviations) showed a significant advantage for the
COMPARE_CASES group over the COMPARE_
GENERIC_CASE group (p=.005, d=.63). The latter group
was again least successful. Only the COMPARE_CASES
group slightly outperformed the BASELINE (p=.056, d=.39,

Table 2: Means (percentage of correct answers) and standard deviations of Experiment 1 and 2

Learning control
Near transfer
Far transfer

GENERIC

Experiment 1
COMPARE_CASES

COMPARE_GENERIC_CASE

(N=28)

(N=28)

(N =30)

(N=28)

73.5 (12.1)
66.8 (15.7)
55.7 (18.0)

72.5 (11.7)
67.7 (15.9)
61.5 (18.8)

67.9 (12.9)
57.5 (13.8)
50.0 (17.8)

72.8 (10.5)
60.9 (15.9)
54.9 (14.7)

GENERIC+TWO_CASES
Learning control
Near transfer
Far transfer

(N=27)
73.6 (14.5)
68.5 (13.4)
63.4 (16.8)

Experiment 2
COMPARISON_FIRST
(N=27)
71.7 (11.5)
63.1 (15.0)
56.7 (18.4)
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BASELINE

GENERIC_FIRST
(N=27)
75.8 (11.8)
68.1 (17.4)
54.6 (13.2)

design effective learning materials which contain generic
and concrete instantiations of principles.

learners
who
simultaneously
compared
generic
instantiations and two concrete cases outperformed learners
from the other two groups.

Experiment 2
General Discussion

In Experiment 2, we combined the two approaches found to
have the highest transfer potentials, i.e. learning a generic
instantiation and comparing concrete cases, to three kinds of
learning materials. The first material presented
simultaneously the generic instantiation and two cases
(GENERIC+TWO_CASES) for a principle. This learning
material is similar to the COMPARE_GENERIC_CASE
material of Exp 1, but additionally incorporates a second
concrete case. The two additional kinds of learning
materials were constructed by sequencing the presentation
of generic instantiation and the two cases. In the second
group, participants learned the principles of propositional
logic first by comparing two cases and then by processing
the generic instantiation (COMPARISON_FIRST). In the
third group, the generic instantiation was presented first and
then the two cases (GENERIC_FIRST). The two additional
learning materials were included to serve as an adequate
baseline for the GENERIC+TWO_CASES group. We
predicted that the simultaneous comparison results in a
greater abstraction from the learning material and,
accordingly to an advantage for transfer relative to the
sequenced materials.

The present research evaluated three different approaches
for designing learning material which foster transfer of
knowledge about principles. Participants learned the
principles of propositional logic with different kinds of
materials. We assessed the transfer potential by an extensive
transfer test comprised of several different transfer tasks. All
transfer tasks required the retrieval and the application of
knowledge about propositional logic to problems which
differed in superficial characteristics from the learning
materials but were based on the same relational structures
(i.e. the principles of propositional logic).
In Experiment 1, we found that comparing two cases had
the highest far transfer potential. Students who learned the
generic instantiation did not perform better than the
baseline. Surprisingly poor transfer performance resulted
from comparing the generic instantiation with one case.
Thus, comparing only single instances of different
representations as it is usually implemented in multiplerepresentations-learning-materials seems not to be the best
way to support learners in encoding a flexible source to
solve future problems. In Experiment 2, we thus combined
learning a generic instantiation with comparing two cases in
different ways. The most successful combination was the
simultaneous comparison of the generic instantiation with
two cases (GENERIC+TWO_CASES). In contrast to the
most successful learning material in Experiment 1,
COMPARE_CASES, the GENERIC+TWO_CASES group
did not only abstract and encode a generalizable schema but
additionally learned a generic instantiation within the same
amount of time. Comparing cases and a generic instantiation
can thus be considered an effective way to support transfer
of principles across domains and the acquisition of a
representation that is needed for the formalized solution of
complex problems.
To our knowledge the present study was the first to
evaluate different approaches of how to foster transfer of
knowledge about principles within one research program by
using a broad range of transfer tasks. The findings have
practical importance. The learning of principles is
particularly common in mathematics and science
instruction. Principles often cross-cut domains and thus,
knowing principles and being able to flexibly transfer these
principles can help students to understand diverse
phenomena. Providing learners with a generic instantiation
and two concrete instantiations (i.e. cases) of the principle
simultaneously might be a promising way to design
introductory learning materials to foster the transfer of
knowledge about principles.

Method
Participants Eighty-one undergraduates from the same
population as in Exp 1 participated for payment. No
participant was familiar with propositional logic. They were
randomly assigned to the different learning conditions.
Materials and Procedure The learning materials were
novel combinations of the GENERIC and the
COMPARE_CASES learning materials used in Exp 1. To
assess learning and transfer we used the same tests as in Exp
1. The procedure was also identical to Exp 1. Note that the
complexity of the materials increased from Exp 1 to Exp 2
but we limited the time of learning to one hour in order to
keep the studies comparable.

Results and Discussion
No performance differences (see Table 2 for means and
standard deviations of all measures of Exp 2) were found in
the learning control test (F(2, 77)=.516, p=.599). Thus, we
again used performance in the learning control test as a
covariate for the analyses of the transfer test.
Learners of the three groups did not differ in their
performance on the near transfer tasks (F(2, 77)=1.519,
p=.225). For the far transfer task, however, we found a
marginally significant group effect (F(2,77)=2.705, p=.073,
ηp2=.066) which can be traced back to an advantage of the
GENERIC+TWO_CASES
group
over
the
COMPARISON_FIRST
(p=.093, d=.38) and the
GENERIC_FIRST group (p=.029, d=.58). Thus, the three
kinds of learning materials supported near transfer equally
well. When it comes to far transfer, however, the group of
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Abstract

Effects on Procedural and Conceptual Learning

To better understand how comparison can be effectively used
in mathematics instruction, we reviewed research in
psychology and education, with the aim of identifying types
of comparison that take place in mathematics learning, and
considering the effects of comparison on procedural and
conceptual understanding. We identified three types of
comparison that are commonly utilized in mathematics
instruction
and
learning:
(1)
problem-to-problem
comparisons, (2) step-to-step comparisons, and (3) item-toabstraction comparisons. Of these three types, only the effects
of problem-to-problem comparisons on learning have been
well documented. This paper therefore highlights the need for
further research to elucidate the unique contributions of
different types of comparison in mathematics learning.
Keywords: comparison; mathematics; learning; instruction

Students often have difficulty learning both mathematical
procedures and their conceptual underpinnings (e.g., Kamii
& Dominick, 1997; Pesek & Kirshner, 2000). In order to
improve students’ procedural and conceptual understanding,
it is important to understand the cognitive processes
involved in mathematics learning.
In an effort to support student learning, teachers often
make connections between problems or concepts by
comparing them, but they sometimes fail to provide students
with the cognitive support needed to help students benefit
from these comparisons (Richland, Zur, & Holyoak, 2007).
How can comparison be used to effectively promote
mathematics learning? Several techniques utilized in
mathematics education involve comparison, but the effects of
different types of comparison are not well understood.
This paper reviews research in psychology and education
in order to (1) identify what types of comparison take place
in mathematics learning, and (2) consider the effects of
comparison on procedural and conceptual understanding of
mathematics.

Three Types of Comparison
We identified three types of comparison that are commonly
utilized in mathematics instruction and learning: (1) problemto-problem comparison, (2) step-to-step comparison, and (3)
item-to-abstraction comparison. Later sections of this paper
define each type of comparison and document its effects on
learning.
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The effects of comparison on mathematical learning could
be measured in myriad ways. In this paper, we focus on two
critical aspects of mathematical knowledge: procedural and
conceptual knowledge (Hiebert, 1986). Procedural
knowledge refers to the ability to execute action sequences
for solving problems (including the ability to adapt
procedures for new problems) (Rittle-Johnson & Alibali,
1999) and conceptual knowledge refers to explicit or implicit
understanding of principles that govern a domain and of
interrelations among aspects of mathematical knowledge
(Rittle-Johnson & Alibali, 1999; Tennyson & Cocchiarella,
1986).
Examining the effects of comparison on procedural and
conceptual understanding is a primary goal of this paper.
However, in reviewing this literature, it quickly became clear
that few studies have sought to determine the unique effects
of comparison on procedural and conceptual knowledge.
Many studies have investigated how comparison affects
procedural knowledge, but few studies have addressed the
effects of comparison on conceptual knowledge.
In the domain of math, gains in procedural and conceptual
knowledge are often difficult to assess separately. The two
forms of knowledge are tightly linked, with procedural
knowledge affecting conceptual knowledge and conceptual
knowledge informing procedures (Gelman & Gallistel, 1978;
Siegler & Crowley, 1994; Rittle-Johnson & Alibali, 1999).
Many studies measure only procedural gains, which seems to
imply that procedural knowledge is the most important
measure of learning. This review will highlight the need for
studies investigating the effects of comparison on conceptual
knowledge, and will emphasize the unique and interrelated
importance of both types of knowledge.

Inclusion Criteria
The studies included in this review were limited to those
pertaining to students’ mathematical learning found in the
psychology and education literatures. The keywords
―math*‖, ―student‖, and ―learn*‖ were used in combination
to search the databases PsycINFO, ERIC, and Web of
Knowledge for relevant empirical articles and book chapters.
Although this may not be a complete sample of studies, we
have tried to include a representative sample of relevant

Role of comparison 2
research articles from the analogical problem solving,
contrasting cases, and self-explanation literatures. To be
included in the final set of studies reviewed, each study had
to include (1) some type of comparison in a lesson or
intervention, and (2) at least one measure of procedural or
conceptual learning.
Studies were coded according to the types of comparison
used. Many of the studies were not specifically designed to
assess effects of comparison on learning, so the studies were
categorized by which types of comparison must have taken
place given the procedure or instructions in the study.
We found that the three different types of comparison
sometimes occurred in combination, and sometimes on their
own. To discern the separate effects of each type of
comparison on conceptual and procedural learning, we
focused on studies where only one type of comparison was
implemented. We use studies involving combinations of
comparison types for illustrative purposes in cases where the
research for a particular type of comparison is sparse. Studies
reviewed are marked with an asterisk in the Reference
section.

Problem-to-Problem Comparisons
Problem-to-problem comparisons involve comparing the
structure of one problem to that of another, or comparing the
solution strategy used for one problem to that used for
another. Opportunities to engage in P-P comparisons may
arise from either direct instruction to compare problems or
indirect practice with multiple example problems.
When students are presented with a new math problem,
recruiting a relevant earlier example is often useful for
recognizing what features of the current problem are
important or what solution is necessary to solve the problem.
Theories of perceptual learning support the notion that
opportunities to compare problems highlight features of a
problem to which students previously may not have been
sensitive (Gagne & Gibson, 1947; Gick & Paterson, 1992).
Comparing problems helps students notice similar features as
well as distinctive ones, resulting in well-differentiated
problem representations (Schwartz & Bransford, 1998).
As one example, in a classroom study by Rittle-Johnson
and Star (2007), 7th-grade students were asked to study two
examples of a problem solved with different solution
strategies, either studying the examples separately, or
studying them simultaneously while comparing and
contrasting them. Students who compared the two solution
strategies were more successful at solving transfer problems
and were more likely to explore alternative solution strategies
than students who viewed the strategies separately. Actively
comparing two problems’ solution strategies allowed
students to gain a better understanding of the structure of the
problems and the strategies used to solve them.

Effects on Procedural and Conceptual Learning
Among the 52 studies of comparison in mathematics
learning that we reviewed, 28 assessed the effects of
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problem-to-problem comparisons on learning on their own
(i.e., not in combination with other types of comparison) (see
Table 2). Of these 28 studies, 24 included procedural
measures of learning. Nineteen (79%) of these 24 studies
found positive effects, and the remaining 5 found no effects
of comparison on procedural learning. Nineteen studies
measured the effects of problem-to-problem comparisons on
conceptual learning; of these, 16 (84%) found positive effects
of conceptual learning and 3 did not.
Table 1 displays the procedural measures used in problemto-problem comparisons to show that the pattern of effects
for procedural learning holds across various procedural
measures, including near and far transfer problems. Problems
were coded as far transfer if they were labeled as such in the
original study or if they were novel problems that required
considerable adaptation of known procedures to solve. All
other problems (e.g., equivalent problems and isomorphs)
were coded as near transfer.
Table 1: Effects for procedural measures used in P-P
comparison studies
Procedural Measures

Number of
Studies

Near transfer
Far transfer
Response time
Procedure Recall
Procedural Flexibility

24
9
2
1
3

Effects
Yes
19
9
2
0
3

No
5
0
0
1
0

The majority of studies reviewed do report gains in
procedural knowledge (e.g., Novick & Holyoak, 1991; Reed,
1989; Ross & Kennedy, 1990). For example, one study found
that students who solved several problems before solving a
target problem successfully transferred their procedural
knowledge during transfer tasks (Bernardo, 2001).
However, a few studies have reported no greater
procedural gains for students who contrasted problems versus
those who did not (e.g., Hattikudur & Alibali, 2010; Reed,
1987; VanderStoep & Seifert, 1993). There may be certain
conditions under which comparison is more or less likely to
promote procedural learning; however, more research on this
issue is needed.
The effects of problem-to-problem comparisons on
conceptual knowledge in math are also generally positive,
with the majority of relevant studies reporting gains in
conceptual knowledge. Hattikudur and Alibali (2010), for
example, found that students received a lesson contrasting the
equal sign with inequality symbols showed greater gains in
conceptual understanding than those who received a lesson
about the equal sign alone.

Role of comparison 3
Table 2: Evidence for the Three Types of Comparison in the Literature and their Effects on Learning
Type of Comparison
Problem to Problem
Step to Step
Item to Abstraction
P-P and S-S
P-P and I-A
S-S and I-A
P-P, S-S, and I-A

Number of
Articles
28
1
1
10
10
1
1

Procedural
Measures
24
1
1
9
9
1
1

Procedural Effects
19 yes, 5 no
0 yes, 1 no
1 yes, 0 no
8 yes, 1 no
8 yes, 1 no
1 yes, 0 no
1 yes, 0 no

However, Rittle-Johnson and Star (2007) found opposite
results, in that students who contrasted multiple solution
strategies showed no greater gains in conceptual
understanding than those who encountered the solution
strategies sequentially. However, it is worth emphasizing
that, of the 28 studies that included solely problem-toproblem comparisons, only 19 included conceptual measures.
More research that investigates the effects of comparison on
conceptual learning is needed.

Step-to-Step Comparisons
Comparison can also occur within a single problem, as is
the case with step-to-step comparisons in which one step of a
problem is compared to the next step in the problem.
Comparison is critical to forming inferences that explain the
links between successive steps in an example. For example,
in order to understand successive steps in a worked-out
example of a linear equation, the reader must compare one
step (e.g., 3x + 5 = 20) with the next step (e.g., 3x = 15), in
order to deduce that both sides of the equation were
subtracted by 5. In a study conducted by Chi and colleagues
(1989), students studying example physics problems
provided self-explanations that compared consecutive
example statements to each other, giving meaning to each
new quantitative expression. These bridging inferences
promote deeper reasoning about the example and allow the
learner to form a more cohesive global representation of the
problem (McNamara et al., 2006). Comparison of one step in
an example to the next is a critical feature of selfexplanations, allowing readers to make sense of the
procedure used in an example.

Effects on Procedural and Conceptual Learning
We identified 13 studies involving step-to-step
comparisons in mathematics learning, but only one focused
solely on the effects of S-S comparisons (i.e., not in
combination with other types of comparison). This study
(Novick & Tversky, 1987) included procedural measures, but
revealed no effects of comparison on procedural knowledge.
It did not include any conceptual measures. In this study,
students who studied and compared the steps in a procedure
were not able to transfer this knowledge to a new problem.
Instead, they were so focused on the sequence of steps in the
learned problem that they were not able to solve the new
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Conceptual
Measures
19
0
1
4
7
0
0

Conceptual Effects
16 yes, 3 no
N/A
0 yes, 1 no
3 yes, 1 no
4 yes, 3 no
N/A
N/A

problems using a different sequence of steps. This lack of
gain in procedural knowledge when comparing steps is
supported by other studies that include step-to-step
comparisons in combination with other types of comparison
(Didierjean & Cauzinille-Marmeche, 1997; GroBe & Renkl,
2003). Future research should more directly examine whether
step-to-step comparisons are actually detrimental to transfer.
Because no study using step-to-step comparisons included
conceptual measures, we cannot assess the unique
contribution of this type of comparison on conceptual
learning.

Item-to-Abstraction Comparisons
The third type of comparison we identified involves
comparing an item--either a step or a problem as a whole--to
an abstraction. An abstraction is some generalizable
information that stands apart from any concrete or specific
aspects of a problem, such as a domain principle, concept, or
schema for solving a problem.
In item-to-abstraction comparisons, students relate steps in
an example, or a problem as a whole, to domain concepts and
principles. For example, in one probability learning study,
students providing ―principle-based explanations‖ linked
each step in the problem to a principle such as ―It gets
multiplied, because the events are independent from each
other‖ referring to the multiplication principle in probability
(Renkl, 1997). Comparisons to a principle or concept
promote a deeper understanding of the links between abstract
concepts and problem-solving procedures. As students make
these comparisons, new information is integrated with prior
knowledge--a critical aspect in the learning process (Kintsch
& Kintsch, 1995). Through comparison, students connect
their understanding of the steps in a procedure to domain
concepts, and in doing so, expand their prior knowledge of
those concepts and the domain.
One example of a study that facilitated learning through
item-to-abstraction comparisons involved students solving
probability problems (Atkinson, Renkl, & Merrill, 2003).
College undergraduates were asked to work through the
problems step by step on a computer screen. As students
worked through the steps, they were prompted to identify
which principles of probability were relevant to each step. As
students linked and compared the steps to principles, they
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were able to better understand the problems as revealed
through both near and far transfer of problem-solving skills.

Effects on Procedural and Conceptual Learning
We identified 13 studies involving item-to-abstraction
comparisons in mathematics learning, but only one of these
(Atkinson et al., 2003) focused solely on the effects of this
type of comparison (i.e., not in combination with other types
of comparison). This study did include measures of
procedural knowledge, and found positive effects on
procedural learning. This study also included measures of
conceptual knowledge, but did not find that I-A comparison
led to conceptual learning.
This study measured procedural learning with transfer
problems, and found that item-to-abstraction comparisons
lead to gains in procedural knowledge. Students transferred
their procedural knowledge to novel probability problems
better when the worked-out problems they studied included
information about relevant probability principles (Atkinson et
al., 2003).
Although this study did include a measure of conceptual
knowledge--asking students to produce a principle that is
relevant to the problem--no effect of item-to-abstraction
comparisons on conceptual learning was found. Although
students studied worked-out problems that invited them to
compare problem steps with probability principles, when
asked to solve novel transfer problems students were not able
to identify which principle was most relevant. Students in
this study who engaged in item-to-abstraction comparisons
were not able to transfer their conceptual knowledge.

Discussion
This paper reviewed research on three types of comparison
in mathematics learning: problem-to-problem, step-to-step,
and item-to-abstraction comparisons. Of these three types,
only the effects of problem-to-problem comparisons on
learning have been well documented. Problem-to-problem
comparisons, in which students compare one problem to
another problem, lead to both procedural and conceptual
gains in learning.
The effects of step-to-step and item-to abstraction
comparisons are much less well understood. Very few of the
studies reviewed investigated the unique contributions of
these types of comparisons. As a result, little is known about
whether or not they promote learning of procedural or
conceptual knowledge in mathematics. Future studies should
directly investigate these types of comparisons.
The lack of empirical support for step-to-step comparisons
in this review bears further discussion. Although only one
study measured the unique effects of step-to-step
comparisons on procedural and conceptual learning, it
revealed no benefits for step-to-step comparisons. It may be
the case that step-to-step comparisons are not useful in the
domain of mathematics, because these comparisons narrow a
student’s focus to the specifics of one particular procedure.
When students are given another similar problem, they may
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have difficulty adjusting this procedure to a new problem.
Domains for which the specifics of one process (e.g., the
circulatory system) need not transfer to another process (e.g.,
digestion) may improve with better understanding of the
specific steps in the process. However, in situations where
transfer is necessary from one problem to another (as is often
the case in mathematics), step-to-step comparisons may in
fact be detrimental.
More generally, future research is needed to better
understand the benefits and potential drawbacks of
comparison in math learning. Research specifically geared to
assess the unique contributions of each type of comparison in
math is needed to better understand what types of comparison
are most useful in math learning. With a better understanding
of the contributions of each type of comparison, mathematics
teachers and curriculum designers will acquire the
information they need to implement effective instruction
utilizing comparisons in ways that will best lead to learning.
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Abstract

practice have pointed out that students are not as effective in
using diagrams as teachers and researchers might expect.
The problems they manifest include lack of spontaneous
use, inappropriate choice of diagrams to use, and failure to
make appropriate inferences when using diagrams (see, e.g.,
Cox, 1996; Uesaka & Manalo, 2006; Uesaka, Manalo, &
Ichikawa, 2007). The most serious of these problems is the
lack of spontaneity: students do not use diagrams
spontaneously during problem solving even when their
teachers have used plenty of diagrams in teaching them
(Uesaka et al., 2007). If they fail to use diagrams off their
own volition, they fail to benefit from the research-proven
efficacies that diagram use brings to problem solving.
Although the problems in student diagram use have not
been adequately addressed in the research literature, several
studies have focused specifically on such problems. For
example, Uesaka et al. (2007) suggested that a crucial
reason behind the low use of diagrams is many students’
perception that diagrams are tools for teachers’ instruction
rather than tools for their own problem solving use. In
addition, Uesaka, Manalo, and Ichikawa (2010), through the
conduct of experimental classes, developed a teaching
method for enhancing the spontaneous use of diagrams:
their findings suggest that enhancing both students’
perceptions about the efficacy of diagram use and
developing their skills in constructing diagrams are critical
factors in resolving the lack of spontaneity problem.
However, the number of the previous studies that have
examined influencing factors and teaching methods relating
to student diagram use is limited. Notably, the effects of
proposed teaching methods on other variables such as
problem solving processes and outcomes have not been
sufficiently examined. Investigating these aspects are
important as findings could potentially be used directly in
real educational settings to promote more successful student
learning outcomes.

This study investigated how providing students with
opportunities to use diagrams in interactive communication
with peers might affect their diagram use and problem solving
processes. The participants were 42 junior high school
students who were assigned to a condition with peer
instruction opportunities (experimental) or without (control).
The peer instruction opportunities were designed to facilitate
students’ diagram use in communication. The results revealed
that, in post-instruction assessments, the experimental
participants spontaneously used more diagrams and were
more successful in problem solving. No differences were
found in the timing with which participants started using
diagrams. However, the experimental participants used more
appropriate types of diagrams that also incorporated more
relevant information. The findings therefore indicate that
opportunities for peer communication with diagrams facilitate
not only enhanced spontaneity in diagram use but also the
construction of more appropriate, detailed diagrams, and these
in turn likely contribute to better problem solving
performance outcomes.
Keywords: Diagram use; communication development; peer
instruction; math problem solving.

Introduction
Student Problems in Using Diagrams
Diagrams are effective tools for problem solving. Following
Larkin and Simon’s (1978) demonstration that reasoning
with diagrams is computationally more efficient than
reasoning with sentences, the effectiveness of diagrams in
facilitating understanding and problem solving has been
demonstrated in a wide variety of tasks. For example,
Bucher (2006) showed that using diagrams promote the
construction of rich mental models when students learn
about the human circulation system. Hembree’s (1992)
meta-analysis of studies relating to math word problem
solving revealed that constructing diagrams is the most
effective heuristic among those proposed by Polya (1945).
The main concern in most previous diagrams research has
been to show the effectiveness of using diagrams in many
fields and the mechanisms that underlie that effectiveness
(see, e.g., Ainsworth & Th Loizou, 2003; Cheng, 2002;
Stern, Aprea, & Ebner, 2003). However, it is equally
important to address in research the problems that students
manifest in using diagrams in authentic learning situations.
This is because some studies in the context of educational

Diagrams as Communication Tools
Although previous diagrams research in psychology has
tended to focus on their efficacy as tools for problem
solving, diagrams are also effective tools for
communication. This quality has been demonstrated in
studies with patients who have problems in communication.
For example, Lyon (1995) reported that diagrams facilitated
communication with adults who, because of aphasia, found
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communication through verbal means difficult (see also
review by Sacchett, 2002). Also, in the context of education,
Dufour-Janvier, Bednarz, and Belanger (1987) reported that
math teachers use a lot of diagrams in explaining how to
solve problems in class, and this practice contributes to the
promotion of students’ understanding of the processes
involved. Thus, diagrams appear to work equally well as
tools of explanation and as tools for problem solving.
Although these two aspects of diagrams – tools for
problem solving and tools for communication – have been
examined independently in different research areas, they are
in fact related. Uesaka and Manalo (2007) reported that
students’ spontaneous use of diagrams in test situations was
higher when they had previously been provided with
opportunities to teach and communicate with other students
in small group, peer instruction sessions. This finding
suggests that, as a consequence of the peer teaching
experience – which provided opportunities for the use of
diagrams as communication tools – students internalized
diagrams as tools for problem solving. Based on their
analysis of protocol data taken during the instruction
sessions, Uesaka and Manalo explained that, for the students
who took part in peer instruction, appreciation of the
efficacy of diagram use was enhanced as diagram
construction and use directly assisted in their efforts to
demonstrate how to solve the assigned problems to their
peers – when, often, words on their own proved inadequate.
Moreover, the practice they obtained in drawing diagrams
during the peer instruction sessions likely contributed to
enhancing their diagram construction skills. These
explanations are congruent with the findings of Uesaka et al.
(2010), in which interventions that promoted appreciation of
the value of diagram use and provided practice for the
development of diagram drawing skills were found to be
effective in enhancing students’ spontaneity in diagram use.
The strategy of providing students peer instruction and
communication experiences to promote their spontaneous
use of diagrams in problem solving is potentially very
useful in educational settings. However, a few questions
remain, the most important of which is whether the
increased spontaneity in diagram use results in improved
performance in problem solving (i.e., whether, as a result,
students not only use more diagrams but actually solve more
problems correctly). If such an outcome can be empirically
demonstrated, it would enhance the potential educational
value of this strategy. A second important question is how
peer instruction might affect students’ subsequent problem
solving processes (i.e., how, as a result, they might approach
problem solving differently). This question also remains
unanswered, and addressing it would help toward better
understanding the mechanisms that underlie this strategy.

experimental classes provided to 8th-grade students who
were assigned to experimental or control conditions. Math
problem solving instructions provided to the conditions
were equivalent, except that those in the experimental
condition were provided opportunities for interactive, small
group peer instruction. To facilitate this, Aronson’s (1978)
“jigsaw method” was used so that students initially worked
on solving an assigned problem on their own, and then
moved on to explaining how they solved their problem to
students who were initially assigned a different problem. As
in the Uesaka and Manalo (2007) study, the assumption was
that the peer instruction sessions would place experimental
students in situations where they have to interactively
communicate with the use of diagrams. In contrast, those in
the control conditions were required only to explain how
they solved their problem to a group, in a one-way, noninteractive communicative process.
Following the instruction sessions, whether the students in
the experimental group actually spontaneously used more
diagrams in subsequent problem solving was first assessed.
After this, three hypotheses were tested. The first was that
the students in the experimental condition would evidence
better problem solving performance compared to those in
the control condition.
The second hypothesis concerned the timing with which
students would use appropriate diagrams in their problem
solving efforts: here the prediction was that those in the
experimental condition would start using appropriate types
of diagrams sooner compared to those in the control
condition. This hypothesis was derived from an assumption
that, as a consequence of experiencing the effectiveness of
diagram use during the peer instruction sessions, those
students would subsequently use diagrams in problem
solving in a more active and timely manner.
The third hypothesis was that students from the
experimental condition would include more relevant
information in the diagrams they construct in their
subsequent problem solving efforts. This hypothesis was
derived from an assumption that through their experiences
in peer communication, experimental participants would
develop a better appreciation of the usefulness of including
more relevant details from the problem description into the
diagrams they construct – to make those diagrams easier to
understand and effective in clarifying the problem structure
and associated method of solution.

Method
The experimental study that was carried out comprised of
several investigations about the effects of interactive, peer
communication on students’ diagram use and problem
solving performance. However, due to space constraints,
only the investigations focusing on the impact of the
interventions used on participants’ problem solving
performance, and the processes they used in problem
solving (to understand the source of any observed
differences), will be reported here.

Overview and Hypotheses of This Study
In line with the preceding discussion, the purpose of the
present study was to examine the effects of providing peer
instruction experiences on students’ problem solving
processes and performance outcomes. The study utilized
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Participants

Procedure

The participants who voluntarily took part in this study were
8th-grade students (13–14 years of age). They were assigned
to one of the two conditions (experimental and control) by
using a randomized block design in which the students’
school achievement scores were controlled. Only data from
participants who attended all sessions were included in the
analyses reported here: a total of 42 students (experimental,
n = 21; control, n = 21). A basic skills assessment confirmed
the equivalence of experimental and control participants’
skills in table and graph construction at pre-instruction.

Data collection and instruction sessions were conducted
over 6 days at the University of Tokyo. Pre-instruction
assessment was carried out on the first day, and postinstruction assessment on the final two days. As noted
earlier, the instruction sessions were provided on the second
to fourth days, with each session lasting approximately 50
minutes. Participants assigned to the same condition took
the classes together. Instructions for both experimental and
control conditions were provided by the same teacher.
During the instruction sessions, the teacher presented two
math word problems each day and employed a consistent
teaching procedure across both groups. Firstly, the teacher
encouraged the students to carefully read and think about
the problems given so that they would understand the nature
of those problems. During this time, the teacher asked the
students in the small group (of usually 4) to split into two
smaller groups and assigned one of the two problems to
each. Secondly, the teacher asked the students to solve on
their own the problem they had been assigned. However,
prior to letting the students attempt solving the problem, the
teacher explicitly encouraged them to use diagrams –
pointing out their usefulness for solving problems. The
teacher also provided as much help as the students needed.
For example, the teacher encouraged students who wanted
to receive hints to gather in front of the board where the
teacher then provided hints, as well as demonstrated steps
that would lead to the correct solution of the problem and
the use of appropriate diagrams.
During the instruction sessions, participants in the
experimental condition were also later asked to explain to
other students in their group how to solve the problem they
were assigned. In doing so, they were encouraged to use
diagrams. The experimental condition differed from the
control condition on this particular point: the experimental
participants were provided opportunities to communicate in
more interactive circumstances with communication flow
going both ways between explainer and the peer(s) he or she
was explaining to. As noted by Uesaka and Manalo (2007),
under such circumstances, diagram use becomes almost
indispensable as students find it difficult to use only spoken
words to explain the nature of the problem they are dealing
with and the way to approach its solution.
In the control condition, some of the participants were
asked to present their ideas about how to solve the problem
they were assigned in front of the class. This kind of
presentation of one’s ideas about how a problem might be
solved is quite common in typical Japanese classrooms.
Thus, although they also explained, the control participants
did so to a bigger group in less interactive circumstances,
with communication flow going almost exclusively from
explainer to listeners.
On the final two days, post-tests were administered and
students’ spontaneous use of diagrams and problem solving
performance were evaluated. Only on the last day were the
processes that participants used in attempting to solve the

Materials
Math Word Problems Used in Instruction Sessions The
study was carried out over six days, three of which – the
second to the fourth days – were devoted to instruction. In
each of the instruction days, two math word problems, with
similar story contexts and requiring similar types of
diagrams for their correct solution, were used. ‘Arrangement
problems’, for which using a table and drawings to represent
the situations described in the problems was deemed
helpful, were used on the second day. ‘Mobile phone
problems’, for which the construction of graphs was deemed
effective, were used on the third day. ‘Area problems’, for
which the use of tables was considered helpful, were used
on the fourth day. As an example, one of the mobile phone
problems is shown in Appendix 1.
Math Word Problem Solving Assessments Math word
problem solving assessments were administered on the fifth
and sixth days to examine the quantity and quality of the
diagrams spontaneously produced by the participants. There
were two types of math word problems (the water and
pentagon problems) administered on the sixth day and used
in the analysis carried out in this paper.
The water problem would have been facilitated by the use
of graphs, and the pentagon problem would have been
facilitated by the use of tables. Four university colleagues,
including a qualified math teacher, independently
considered the most effective kinds of diagrams to use in
attempting to solve these problems, and all concurred on the
kinds of diagrams noted above. Examples of the problems
used are shown in Appendix 2. Examples of diagrams
constructed by participants for two of the problems given
are shown in Fig. 1.

(A) Water Problem

(B) Pentagon Problem

Fig. 1: Example of diagrams participants produced during
the math word problem solving assessment.
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math word problems video recorded. The data analyzed in
this paper comes from this session during the sixth day.

and finally C were cheapest, respectively, according to
increasing amounts of water consumed – even if they did
not provide the exact numerical quantities of water (50 and
150 liters) that distinguished between the countries. For the
pentagon problem, a response was coded correct if
participants provided the correct circumferences for at least
up to 10 sheets.
A t-test was used to compare the number of problems in
which the participants in the two conditions obtained correct
answers. The dependent variable was the number of correct
answers and the experimental conditions comprised the
independent variable. The result indicates that participants
in the experimental condition obtained correct answers in
more problems than participants in the control condition:
t(40) = 2.49, p < .5; experimental group M = 1.19, SD = 0.67;
control group M = .62, SD = .81. This finding clearly
suggests that when students are provided experiences that
predispose them to use diagrams as communication tools
(e.g., the peer teaching situation used in this study), both
their subsequent spontaneity in diagram use and their actual
problem solving performance are enhanced. The first
hypothesis is therefore supported.

Results
Spontaneous Use of Diagrams in Solving Problems
Spontaneity of Diagram Use Before conducting the
statistical analyses, participants’ responses to the two math
word problems administered on the sixth day were firstly
coded according to whether they constructed a diagram. A
diagram was defined as any representation of the problem
other than words (on their own), sentences, or numerical
formulas. Tables were also counted as diagrams for the
purposes of this study and defined as a depiction of at least a
pair of values arrayed to represent two related variables. If a
participant constructed at least one diagram when solving a
problem, the participant’s response to that problem was
coded as “used diagrams (1)”. Otherwise, the response was
coded as “no diagram (0)”.
A t-test was used to compare the average numbers of
problems in which participants “used diagrams” in the two
conditions. The result indicates that participants in the
experimental condition spontaneously used diagrams in
more problems than the participants in the control group
(t(40) = 3.32, p < .01; experimental group M = 1.67, SD =
0.48; control group M = 1.10, SD = .62).
Appropriateness of Diagrams Used Secondly, diagram
types used by the participants were coded to confirm
whether participants in the experimental condition
constructed more of the types of diagrams deemed
appropriate. As noted in the Method section, four university
teachers determined the most appropriate types of diagrams
to use in solving the problems given, these being a Cartesian
graph for the water problem and a table for the pentagon
problem. Thus, the appropriateness of the types of diagrams
used by the participants was coded according to these views.
If a participant constructed an appropriate type of diagram
when solving a problem, the participant’s response to that
problem was coded as “used an appropriate diagram (1)”.
Otherwise, the response was coded as “did not use an
appropriate diagram (0)”.
Again, a t-test was used to compare the average numbers
of problems in which participants “used an appropriate
diagram” in the two conditions. The result indicates that
participants in the experimental condition constructed more
appropriate diagrams than the participants in the control
condition (t(40) = 2.89, p < .01; experimental group M = .90,
SD = 0.77; control group M = .33, SD = .48).

Processes of Solving Math Word Problems
Timing to Start Using Diagrams in Problem Solving To
examine the second hypothesis, that the timing in using
appropriate diagrams would differ between the two
conditions, the post-instruction videotape recordings were
analyzed from the viewpoint of when the participants started
using appropriate diagrams and when they finished (or gave
up) solving problems. (The video recording of three
participants somehow failed, so their performances were
excluded from the analysis.)
T-tests were used to compare how quickly participants in
each condition started using appropriate diagrams. The
dependent variable in this analysis was the product of the
participants’ starting times to use appropriate diagrams
divided by the total amounts of time they spent engaged in
solving each of the problems (i.e., how quickly they started
using an appropriate diagram as a proportion of the total
amount of time they spent in attempting to solve the
problem), and the experimental conditions comprised the
independent variable. The results indicate that the effect of
the difference of the conditions was not significant in both
problems (water problem: t(21) = .14, n.s.; pentagon problem
t(28) = 1.70, n.s.). Participants who drew an appropriate
diagram started to use it at an early stage in both conditions
(water problem: experimental group M = .17, SD = .15;
control group M = .15, SD = .27; pentagon problem:
experimental group M = .17, SD = .30; control group M =
.05, SD = .06). These results therefore lend no support to the
second hypothesis.
Information Included in Participants’ Diagrams To
examine the third hypothesis, the information that
participants put in their diagrams was analyzed. Before
conducting the analysis, several details that were deemed
important for each problem were determined. These details

Performance Outcomes in Problem Solving
To examine the first hypothesis, the students’ performance
outcomes in solving the two problems were analyzed.
Before conducting the analysis, participants’ responses to
the problems were coded “correct (1)” or “incorrect (0)”
according to a criterion set for each problem. For the water
problem, a response was coded correct if participants’
clearly indicated their understanding that Country B, then A,
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were either directly obtainable from the text of the problem
or they could easily be inferred from the information
provided in that text. For the water problem, five ‘relevant’
points were set (e.g., whether 2400 yen which was provided
in the text of the problem as the basic fee of country C was
included), and for the pentagon problem three ‘relevant’
points were set (e.g., whether 8 cm as the circumference of
two connected pentagons was included). The participants’
diagrams were scored according to the number of ‘relevant’
information they included.
T-tests were used to compare the number of information
included in participants’ diagrams in the two conditions.
Although the result in the pentagon problem was only
marginally significant, the results in both problems indicate
that the amounts of relevant information (means shown in
Table 1, with SD in brackets) that experimental participants
included their diagrams were greater compared to those in
the control condition (water problem: t(31) = 2.58, p < .05;
pentagon problem: t(35) = 1.71, p < .10).

The present study, however, additionally demonstrated
that the students in the experimental condition were
subsequently more successful also in solving the problems.
The connection that this finding establishes between
facilitation of greater spontaneity in diagram use and
improved problem solving performance outcomes had not
been established in previous research. It provides strong
support for the argument that promoting spontaneous
diagram use in students is beneficial (see, e.g., Uesaka et al.,
2007), and it points to peer instruction as an effective
strategy for promoting such use. Trying to understand the
effect of this strategy on students’ problem solving
processes would therefore be helpful, particularly for
educators and researchers.
As previously noted, and contrary to one of the
hypotheses posited in this study, the experimental
participants did not employ diagrams in their problem
solving any sooner than the control participants. In fact,
when participants from both conditions employed any
diagrams at all, they did so very early in the problem
solving period. This suggests that the common instruction
and encouragement provided by the teacher to participants
in both conditions was adequate to instill in the participants
the understanding that, when they do use a diagram for
problem solving, they should do so from the beginning so
that the diagram would be helpful not only in finding a
solution to the problem but also in understanding the
structure of the problem in the first instance.
Where the experimental and control participants differed
was in their use of appropriate types of diagrams and the
amount of relevant information they included in the
diagrams. These two points of difference are probably
sufficient in explaining the difference in performance
outcomes between these two groups. Using inappropriate
types of diagrams would less likely lead to the correct
solution to a problem; likewise, lack of adequate relevant
details would likely render a diagram less useful toward
working out the correct solution to a problem.
So, how did the communicative experiences that
experimental participants gained through peer instruction
predispose them to use more appropriate types of diagrams
and incorporate more relevant details in the diagrams they
constructed? A possible answer is that, through explaining
how to solve the assigned problems and answering other
students’ questions about how to solve those problems, the
experimental participants developed a better understanding
of the qualities of different types of diagrams that determine
their suitability for different kinds of problems. (Note that
the structures of problems used in the post-instruction
assessments were the same as those used in the instruction
sessions.) In the process of using diagrams to explain and
communicate their ideas to the other students, the
experimental participants would also likely have gained a
better appreciation of the value of incorporating sufficient
relevant details in diagrams – not only to make them easier
to understand, but also to more usefully represent the
relationships between different components of the

Table 1: Mean amounts of detail included in diagrams
Problem \ Condition
Experimental
Control
Water Problem
2.94 (1.47)
1.67 (1.35)
Pentagon Problem
1.47 (1.12)
.83 (1.15)

Discussion
The findings of this study indicate that the use of peer
instruction as a way of facilitating students’ use of diagrams
as communication tools is effective in enhancing not only
the spontaneity with which they use diagrams in problem
solving, but also their actual performance outcomes in
problem solving. In other words, as a consequence of the
peer instruction experience, students appear not only to use
diagrams more spontaneously, but also to be able to more
successfully solve math word problems. The findings also
suggest that the better problem solving performance stems
not from using diagrams in a more timely manner, but from
using more appropriate types of diagrams that contain more
relevant details. The relevance of these findings to diagrams
research and to education will be considered here.
The finding that participants in the experimental condition
evidenced greater spontaneity in diagram use at postinstruction confirms Uesaka and Manalo’s (2007) report of
similar results. Essentially, this finding assumes that the
peer instruction sessions would make it more likely that
participants would need to use diagrams in communicating
with other students. In fact, this increased likelihood –
although not verified in the present study – was confirmed
through a protocol analysis carried out by Uesaka and
Manalo (2007). The experience of using diagrams in
communicative situations then provided participants not
only with more practice in constructing diagrams, but also
direct experience of the efficacies that diagram use brings to
problem solving. As Uesaka and Manalo (2010) reported,
both practice in diagram construction and appreciation of
the benefits of diagram use are crucial components in
promoting students’ spontaneity in diagram use.
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problem’s structure. This process of change can also be
understood from the Vygotskian perspective that interaction
and communication with other people promotes the
internalization and development of new skills and
knowledge.
Perhaps the most valuable contribution of the present
study is that it puts forward a method of instruction for
promoting students’ spontaneous diagram use that has
genuine viability for application in most classroom settings.
The peer instruction strategy utilized in this study appears to
have considerable potential in the development of students’
skills in using diagrams for communication and problem
solving purposes.
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Appendix 1: Example of a Math Problem Used
in the Instruction Sessions
In a mobile phone shop, two different types of plans are sold.
When a customer asks your advice, which plan would you
recommend as being cheaper according to amount of phone use?
Plan A: There is no basic fee, and no free calling time. The cost
of calls is 30 yen per minute.
Plan B: The basic fee is 1500 yen including 100 minutes of free
calling time, with 80 yen per minute charged thereafter.

Appendix 2: Examples of Math Problems
Administered at Post-Instruction Assessment
Water Problem
The head of a company asked Taro to find out which of three
countries – A, B, or C – would be best for establishing a factory
which uses water. The different charging methods of each country
are described below. Please imagine you are Taro, and come up
with an explanation for the head of the company.
Country A: 1000 yen is charged as a basic fee, but you can use
water without additional charge up to 100 liters. After 100 liters,
40 yen/liter is charged.
Country B: There is no basic fee. Water cost is 20 yen/liter.
Country C: In addition to 2400 yen as a basic fee, there is a
charge of 4 yen/liter of water used.

Pentagon Problem
There are many sheets of paper in the shape of a regular pentagon,
with each side being 1 cm. These sheets are arranged one by one
with the rule that a new sheet shares only one side with already
arranged sheets. Find the circumference when arranging 1, 5, 10
and 20 sheets.
*This study was supported by a Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research
(20.9717) from the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science.
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Abstract

efficient information transmission (Cancho, 2006; Piantadosi,
Tily, & Gibson, 2011) and that these properties reflect preferences of incremental production (Aylett & Turk, 2004;
Jaeger, 2010).

Why do languages share structural properties? The functionalist tradition has argued that languages have evolved to suit
the needs of their users. By what means functional pressures
may come to shape grammar over time, however, remains unknown. Functional pressures could affect adults’ production;
or they could operate during language learning. To date, these
possibilities have remained largely untested. We explore the
latter possibility, that functional pressures operate during language acquisition. In an artificial language learning experiment we investigate the trade-off between word order and case.
Flexible word order languages are potentially ambiguous if no
case-marking (or other cues) are employed to identify the doer
of the action. We explore whether language learners are biased against uncertainty in the mapping of form and meaning,
showing a tendency to make word order a stronger cue to the
intended meaning in no-case languages.
Keywords: Language acquisition; language universals; acquisition biases; word order; case-marking

Further evidence for the idea that functional pressures may
constrain the space of possible language structures comes
from studies showing a strong correlation between the phenomena categorically required by the grammar in some languages and speakers’ gradient preferences in other languages
where the grammar allows choices. One example comes from
the effects of animacy on word order. The animacy of the
grammatical object is an obligatory determinant of word order in the ditransitive construction in Sesotho (Morolong &
Hyman, 1977) and Mayali (Evans, 1997). The same factor
influences speakers’ gradient preference between the two permissible orders in ditransitive alternation in English (Bresnan,
Cueni, Nikitina, & Baayen, 2007).

Introduction

In short, there is evidence (a) that grammatical constraints
reflect gradient processing preferences and (b) that languages
have properties that facilitate language use (processing and
communication) compared to what would be expected if
functional pressures did not affect the shape of languages over
time. What remains unknown, however, is by what means
functional pressures come to shape grammar over time and
affect the transmission of language from generation to generation. The two broad logical possibilities are that functional
pressures throughout life affect language production in adults,
causing them to subtly change the input provided to the next
generation, or that functional pressures operate during language acquisition itself, biasing learners to deviate slightly
from the input they receive. Despite the long history of these
claims, direct tests of these two hypotheses have been rare.

Despite a variety of obvious differences, languages show
striking underlying commonalities at all levels of linguistic
organization (Dryer, 1992; Greenberg, 1963). Such regularities have been the subject of a long-standing debate (e.g.,
Christiansen & Chater, 2008; Chomsky, 1965; Evans &
Levinson, 2009): Are the observed phenomena shaped by
linguistic-specific constraints on structure and acquisition, or
do they result from cognitively and communicatively motivated constraints? The latter possibility is intriguing as it
would reduce the number of linguistic-specific and hence arbitrary properties that need to be accounted for and would
result in a more parsimonious explanation of cross-linguistic
regularities.
It has long been hypothesized that grammatical structures
that reduce the complexity associated with acquisition or processing of language tend to persist diachronically and hence
cross-linguistically (e.g., Bates & MacWhinney, 1982; Bever,
1970; Hawkins, 2004; Newport, 1981; Slobin, 1973). The
hypothesis that pressures on language use over time affect
what grammatical properties of a language survive is supported by evidence that existing languages have properties
that have relatively low average processing cost and high efficiency of information transfer. For example, dependency
length is known to correlate with processing difficulty. Evidence from English and German suggests that the average dependency length in these languages is close to the theoretical
minimum and far below what would be expected by chance
(Gildea & Temperley, 2010). Cross-linguistic evidence also
suggests that languages have properties that are beneficial for

We address the latter possibility, that functional pressures
affect language acquisition, using an artificial language learning paradigm in which we expose learners to experimentally designed miniature languages. Artificial language learning studies have several properties that make them ideally
suited for the current purpose. Generally, adult learners acquire the statistical patterns in the input and reproduce them
with roughly the same frequency as the input – ‘probabilitymatching’ (Hudson Kam & Newport, 2009). However, some
studies have shown that learners preferentially acquire typologically attested patterns (Finley & Badeker, 2008; Newport
& Aslin, 2004; Tily, Frank, & Jaeger, 2011). When learners deviate from the artificial language input they receive,
their productions reflect typologically more frequent patterns
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(Culbertson & Smolensky, 2009).
These results suggest that the artificial language learning
paradigm can be used to study biases in language acquisition. However, previous work has not directly tested the prediction that these biases are functional in nature. Here we
test whether a functional pressure to avoid systemic ambiguity (i.e., systemic high uncertainty about the intended meaning) causes learners to deviate from the input in such a way
that it reduces the uncertainty about form to meaning mappings in the language. Such a deviation would introduce the
functional bias into the learned language, providing a vehicle
for language change over generations. While some degree of
temporary ambiguity is expected if languages are shaped by
the pressure of efficient communication (Cancho, 2006), systemic global ambiguity would hinder communication and is
indeed rarely (if at all) observed cross-linguistically.
As a simple test of our prediction, we explore the trade-off
between flexible word order and case-marking. We expose
different groups of participants to two artificial languages that
have flexible word order but differ in the presence of casemarking on the object. If language learners indeed have a bias
against systemic ambiguity and case-marking is not available, word order should become a stronger cue to the intended
meaning.

their biases in acquisition. The 10 verbs in the language were
divided into four classes approximating verb subcategorization constraints found in natural languages (see Table 1).
Table 1: Verb classes used in the languages.
Number of verbs associated with dominant word order
100%
83%
50%
0%
3
3
2
2
The assignment of the verbs to the verb classes was counterbalanced between the participants to prevent any accidental
associations between a verb and a particular bias class.

Method

Figure 1: Still images of two sample animations from the
experiment.

Participants
Nineteen adult monolingual native speakers of English participated in the experiment. All were undergraduate students or
recent graduates from universities in Rochester. Participants
were paid daily for their participation and received a bonus
upon completion of the entire study.

The two languages differed in the presence of casemarking on the object. In Language 1 no objects were casemarked; in Language 2 all objects were case-marked. Subjects were never case-marked. Thus, all sentences in the nocase input language were globally ambiguous. For example,
in the no-case language, the two scenes shown in Figure 1
could be described as either Flugit glim daf (SOV) or Glim
flugit daf (OSV). In the case language, however, the patient
was always unambiguously identified by the accusative casemarker kah, as in Flugit glim kah daf (SOV) or Glim kah
flugit daf (OSV).

Description of the two Languages
Lexicon Nouns The two languages used in the experiment contained 6 human nouns: flugit (MOUNTIE), glim
(CHEF), melnawg (REFEREE), norg (CONDUCTOR), bliffen
(HUNTER), and zub (BANDIT). There were no lexical restrictions on the nouns: Each of them occurred once in the Subject
and Object position with each of the verbs.
Verbs There were 10 verbs that denoted various transitive actions: shen (CHOP), daf (HUG), kleidum (HEADBUTT),
slergin (KICK), jentif (KNOCK OVER), blerfee (PICK UP),
zamper (POKE), prog (PUNCH), geed (ROCK), mawg (TAP).
Case-marker The case language had an accusative casemarker kah that marked the object of the action.

Prediction
Given the design of our language, learners have two ways to
reduce ambiguity: They can take advantage of verb-specific
information and regularize word order (i.e., make variable
word order more consistent and regular) within a verb class,
or they can regularize word order across verb classes. As a
first step, we predict that in the absence of case-marking, participants will be more likely to regularize word order in the
language overall. In contrast, if case-marking is available and
language users use it as a cue to the meaning of the sentence,
then this should limit word order regularization and learners
should acquire greater word order variation.

Grammar Both languages had flexible word order. SOV
word order was dominant and occurred in 63% of the input
sentences; OSV was the minority word order and occurred
in 37% of the input sentences. Within these overall percentages, a system of verb-specific biases was introduced into the
language to increase the complexity of the system. Based on
previous work (Hudson Kam & Newport, 2009), we hypothesized that a more complex and irregular system would limit
the learners’ probability matching behavior and would reveal

Procedure
Participants were shown short computer-generated videos depicting transitive actions (cf. Figure 1). Each video was
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Results

accompanied by a short aural description in the novel language. The sentences were created by concatenating prerecorded single words normalized for duration, pitch and intensity. This procedure ensured that the scene descriptions in
the two languages were identical except for the case-marker
kah and that no other cues (e.g., intonation) were available to
identify the doer of the action.
Participants were trained and tested on one of the languages over four consecutive days. The same procedure was
followed on days 1-3, and a slightly different procedure was
adopted for the final day of training.

Several behavioral measures were collected. To assess the
degree of word order regularization, we scored participants’
word order choices in production and comprehension. Reaction times were recorded for the forced choice comprehension test to investigate the differences in processing the two
languages. Mistakes made in production were scored as well.

Accuracy of Acquisition
Both languages were acquired with a high degree of accuracy, providing evidence that the task was feasible. The total
number of grammatical mistakes (i.e., incorrect use of casemarker or word order) was below 5%; lexical mistakes (such
as using an incorrect noun or verb) were also rare (around 2%
across all days of training).

Days 1-3
Noun Training Participants viewed static pictures of the
characters and heard their names in the novel language. The
initial exposure was followed by a series of short tests where
participants were asked to choose the character whose name
they heard from a group of characters and to name the character shown on the screen. Feedback on performance was
provided after each trial.

Word Order Regularization
We assessed the effect of the presence of the case-marker on
the extent of word order regularization in comprehension and
production. Since both word orders are acceptable in comprehension in the no-case language, we scored the participants’
deviation from verb-specific biases. All analyses presented
below are conducted on the previously unseen scenes containing familiar verbs; scenes containing novel verbs presented
on Day 4 were analyzed separately. The effects reported below also hold when both categories of items are collapsed.

Sentence Presentation Participants viewed 60 short videos
depicting transitive actions, one at a time, and heard an accompanying sentence describing the event in the novel language. They were instructed to repeat each sentence aloud
to facilitate learning. On day 1, participants could replay the
first 12 scenes as many times as they wished, to familiarize
themselves with the language; no repetitions were allowed at
any other time.

Word Order Regularization in Comprehension We used
a mixed logit model (Jaeger, 2008) to analyze the extent
of word order regularization on the final day of training,
given the presence of case-marking in the language and verbspecific information. We also included the maximum random
effect structure for subjects and items justified by the data.
There was a significant negative effect of case on word order
regularization (β =-.7, z=-2.07, p<.05). In the case condition,
participants’ word order choices closely mirrored the input
they received, suggesting that they relied on case-marking as
a cue to the meaning of the sentence. In the absence of casemarking, learners tended to generalize the dominant word order. This tendency appeared most strongly when the majority
word order was most variable in the input language (i.e., when
the verb-specific constraints allowed essentially free choice
of word order), as shown in Figure 2.
The pattern of differential word order regularization is also
evident in participants’ treatment of the two novel verbs presented on Day 4, one of which was heard exclusively with
the SOV word order and the other with the OSV word order. The learners of the case language rely on case-marking
in interpreting the meaning of the novel scenes and treat the
novel verbs as familiar SOV-only and OSV-only verbs (97%
and 11% SOV responses respectively). However, the learners
of the no-case language use the overall dominant word order
for both verbs around 90% of the time.
We also investigated word order preferences of individual
participants (see Figure 3). Learners of the case language
consistently chose the dominant word order in around 60%

Noun Test Participants viewed static pictures of the characters (once for each character) and named them. They received
feedback from the experimenter on their performance.
Comprehension Test In each trial, participants heard a
novel sentence in the language and were shown two scenes in
which the actor and patient were reversed. They were asked
to choose the scene that matched the sentence. Reaction times
were recorded. All scenes (60 total) contained novel combinations of familiar nouns and verbs.
Production Test Participants were shown a novel short
transitive scene and were instructed to describe it in the language learned during the experiment, using the provided verb
prompt. All scenes (60 total) contained novel combinations
of familiar nouns and verbs, different from the ones used in
the comprehension test.
Day 4 On the final day of training the comprehension and
production tests included 12 additional scenes depicting previously unseen actions. These scenes were introduced to assess participants’ word order choice for novel actions. To
avoid effects of fast implicit learning of verb-specific biases
for these novel verbs through exposure during the comprehension test, the order of the tests was reversed: Participants
performed the production test first and then were presented
with the comprehension test. Apart from these changes the
procedure remained the same.
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% dominant word order (SOV)

of the no-case language consistently generalized the majority
word order. There was no clear pattern for the case language:
Learners sometimes overgeneralized (e.g., for equi-biased
and OSV-only verbs, see Figure 4), but they sometimes undergeneralized as well (see SOV-only and SOV-biased verbs
in Figure 4).
The learners of both types of languages behaved similarly
on newly encountered verbs: They all used the overall dominant word order more frequently with these actions.
The word order preferences of individual subjects differed
depending on the condition as well. Most learners of the
no-case language consistently used the dominant word order more frequently than it was present in the input. We
also observed two ‘super-regularizers’ (same as the ‘superregularizers’ discussed above, cf. Figure 3), who essentially
fixed word order in their productions. No such word order
regularizers were present among the learners of the case language. There was more spread in word order consistency in
the case condition: While one half of the participants tended
to generalize the dominant word order, the other half tended
to under-generalize. These behaviors suggest that the presence of case-marking limits word order regularization and allows word order flexibility in the language.
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Figure 2: Word order regularization in comprehension. Numbers at the bottom of the bars represent condition means.
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of their responses, which closely mirrors its input frequency
(63%). This pattern of behavior suggests that the learners acquired case-marking and were using it as a cue to the meaning
of the sentence. Learners of the no-case language behaved
differently. First, there were more individual differences
in this condition: Only 2 participants probability-matched,
while the majority of participants generalized the dominant
word order. We also observed 3 ‘super-regularizers’ in this
condition, who had a strong preference for the dominant word
order and used it in about 90% of their responses.
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Figure 4: Word order regularization in production. Numbers
at the bottom of the bars represent condition means.
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Processing Advantage of Case In principle, grammatical
functions can be signaled using a single cue, but most languages employ several redundant cues, including word order
and case-marking. Can several cues to meaning be advantageous for language processing? To address this question we
used a linear mixed-effects model to predict the adjusted2 response time given the presence of case, chosen word order,
and bias-consistency.

Figure 3: Individual word order preferences in comprehension.
Word Order Regularization in Production The betweenlanguage mixed model analyses of Day 4 performance revealed a marginal effect of case on word order regularization
(β = -1.1, z=-1.74, p<.09). No learners exactly reproduced
the input frequencies of the two word orders1 . The learners

2 Since in our design, all sentences in the case language had the
same duration as the sentences in the no-case language + the duration of the case-maker kah, we subtracted the duration of the casemarker from the response times for all learners of the case language
to make the performance across conditions comparable. There was
no effect of case on raw reaction times since our participants generally responded after hearing the stimulus till the end.

1 All

participants achieved 100% accuracy on the vocabulary test
on Day 4. Occasionally, they mispronounced the name of one of the
two referents (in less than 0.3% of the trials). Given their low frequency and participants’ perfect performance on the vocabulary test,
the trials containing pronunciation errors were not excluded from the
analysis.
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There was no effect of case on reaction times. This null
effect is unlikely to be due to insufficient power or lack of
sensitivity of the timed forced choice task we employed in
the comprehension tests. We found that learners exhibited
processing effects for the artificial languages that resemble
those found in natural languages (e.g. Trueswell, Tanenhaus,
& Kello, 1993): Participants were significantly faster to respond if the word order they chose was congruent with verbspecific biases.
Further analysis revealed that the observed fast reaction
times for the no-case language were primarily driven by the
same three ‘super-regularizers’ who essentially fixed word order (see Figure 3). These learners seem to have a different hypothesis about the language: They responded to stimuli significantly faster, presumably because they added fixed word
order to the language and thus had little or no uncertainty
about the form-meaning mapping. Once these participants
were removed from the analysis, the effect of case-marking
reached significance (β = -.1, t=-1.53, p=.055).

ferential word order regularization is observed depending on
the condition.
Our participants systematically generalize towards SOV
word order, but we do not observe any learners who consistently use OSV word order in the majority of their productions. Several factors can explain this pattern of behavior. First, SOV word order is the dominant word order in
our language, and learners are regularizing the most frequent
patterns in the input. Second, since our participants are native English speakers and a subject before object (SO) word
order is typical in English, this might be a partial reflection
of the native language bias (cf. Tily et al., 2011). However,
SO is a cross-linguistically preferred word order as well, so
the observed tendency to generalize the majority word order
could indicate a cognitive bias favoring SO ordering. Ongoing follow-up experiments are teasing apart these factors by
investigating the learning of languages with the inverse word
order patterns (e.g. OSV 63%, SOV 37%).
Our findings suggest that at least some learning biases are
functional in nature. The participants in our experiments
showed a bias against systemic ambiguity in the language and
more readily learned the structures that reduced uncertainty
in the form-meaning mapping. These acquisition biases are
reflected in typologically recurrent grammatical patterns and
might account for structural similarities found in natural languages. Our participants do not induce cross-linguistically
unattested structures, but they acquire and generalize towards
typologically frequent patterns in the language they learn:
They tend to regularize word order in the absence of casemarking, but maintain a more flexible word order when case
is available. This behavior mirrors natural phenomena, such
as the loss of free word order from Old to Modern English.
Old English was a highly inflected free word order language
that gradually lost case-marking and acquired relatively fixed
word order during its transition to Modern English.
Having several redundant cues to signal grammatical relationships is potentially advantageous for processing. We find,
in particular, that case-marking provides a processing advantage for languages with flexible word order, presumably because it offers an earlier disambiguation point: Stimuli in the
case language are processed significantly faster. However,
this might not be true for languages with fixed word order:
The participants who fixed the word order in the no-case language were just as quick to respond as the learners of the case
language. This points to a hypothesis articulated most clearly
by Hawkins (2004) that ease of processing is a factor in typological variation.
Our experiment has explored one specific prediction of the
functionalist account, but there are several outstanding issues
which we will investigate in follow-up work. First, we have
only investigated the most simple strategy of ambiguity reduction in the absence of case-marking – overall word oder
regularization in the language. It is, however, possible that
language learners employ more sophisticated ambiguity reduction techniques and take advantage of the system of verb-

Discussion
We find that case-marking and word order interact during acquisition. If case-marking is present in the language, it serves
as a strong cue to the meaning of the sentence and limits word
order regularization. In the case language, the case-marker
was obligatory in our setup and always unambiguously identified the doer and patient of the action, rendering word order
a less important cue to acquire and allowing more freedom in
word order variation.
However, if grammatical functions are signaled exclusively
by word order, as in our no-case language, flexible word order
does not serve as a sufficiently informative cue to meaning.
Put differently, the uncertainty about form-meaning mappings (or, more formally, the entropy of the distribution of
possible meanings given a sentence) is much higher in the
no-case input language than in the case input language. If
learners are biased to reduce excessive uncertainty of this
type, they can do so by regularizing word order - either in
verb-specific ways or, as tested here, over the entire language.
Indeed, in the absence of case-marking, learners tend to gradually give up word order flexibility and generalize the dominant word order in both comprehension and (to a lesser extent) in production. This effect is partially driven by a group
of learners of the no-case language who almost completely fix
word order. One possibility to be addressed in future work is
whether such ‘super-regularizers’ are more likely in the nocase language.
The observed tendency to regularize word order more in
the no-case language is not due to arbitrary mistakes since
the participants in the experiment did learn verb biases: Word
order preferences in the production of both languages are
clearly conditioned on verb class (cf. Figure 2 and 4). Our
results also cannot be attributed to the fact that the participants’ native language is a language with a relatively fixed
word order (English), since this would not explain why dif-
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specific biases. We address this possibility in ongoing work.
Second, in the no-case language used in this study, all sentences were potentially globally ambiguous. However, in
natural languages global ambiguities are rare – at least once
context is taken into consideration. In an ongoing experiment we investigate how learners reduce uncertainty when
it is limited to certain types of sentences, as is more common
cross-linguistically. We have so far addressed the question of
whether language learners reduce systemic ambiguity during
language acquisition, but this is only one of many functional
biases that have been proposed in the literature.
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Conclusions
We have investigated the role of functional biases in language
acquisition, focusing on the trade-off between flexible word
order and case. We find that word order and case-marking interact during acquisition, with learners relying on one of these
cues to reduce ambiguity. In the absence of case-marking,
learners tend to generalize the dominant word order in both
comprehension and in production, suggesting a bias to reduce
systemic ambiguity in the language. When case is present, it
limits word order regularization since learners use case to resolve ambiguity and word order becomes a less important cue
to meaning.
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Abstract

syllable stress, whereas disyllabic verbs tend to have secondsyllable stress; stressed syllables in nouns tend to contain
back vowels more than front vowels, unlike verbs (e.g. Kelly,
1992). Grammatical categories in other languages differ
along similar dimensions (e.g. Monaghan, Christiansen, &
Chater, 2007; Shi, Morgan, & Allopenna, 1998). Processing of words in isolation as well as in a sentential context is
influenced by these properties (e.g. Farmer, Christiansen, &
Monaghan, 2006).
Importantly, both phonological and distributional properties are probabilistic: disyllabic nouns tend to have firstsyllable stress but there are exceptions (giraffe, hotel). Further, the strength of different cues varies across words. For
example, Monaghan, Chater, and Christiansen (2005) demonstrated that in English low-frequency words phonological
properties are a more reliable cue to their grammatical category than distributional properties, whereas the opposite is
true for high-frequency words.
Here we explore the contribution of probabilistic semantic cues to grammatical category assignment. We focused on
grammatical gender, a grammatical category typically considered semantically arbitrary (e.g. Brooks, Braine, Catalano,
& Brody, 1993; Caramazza, 1997). For example, ball is feminine in Spanish (la pelota), but masculine in French (le ballon). However, linguistic analyses suggest finer-grained correspondences between semantic categories and grammatical
gender (see Corbett, 1991, for a review). For example, in
German 70% of nouns denoting alcoholic drinks are masculine, and 77% of nouns denoting reptiles and amphibians are
feminine (Corbett, 1991). Moreover, in many languages natural gender is often correlated with grammatical gender (e.g.
Spanish: el hombremasc - man, la mujer f em - woman; German: der Mannmasc , die Frau f em ). Again though, there are
exceptions (e.g. German: das Mädchenneut - girl).
Our aim was to examine the contribution of semantic cues
to grammatical gender acquisition. We designed an artificial
language with two gender-like classes using distributional
and phonological cues, and investigated the contribution of
semantic regularities to learning. The effect of semantic regularities on learning what is typically considered a semantically arbitrary grammatical category would provide evidence
that semantic information is used even when only probabilistically related to grammatical category membership, and in
addition to other available cues.
The artificial language consisted of pronounceable En-

The knowledge of grammatical categories such as nouns and
verbs is considered to lie at the foundations of human language
comprehension and production abilities. Words’ distributional
and phonological properties contribute to both adult and infant
learning of grammatical categories. Here we investigate the
contribution of semantic cues to the acquisition of grammatical categories using grammatical gender. Grammatical gender
is traditionally considered a semantically arbitrary category,
however there may be finer-grained correlations between semantic categories and gender classes. We taught adult native
English speakers an artificial language with two gender-like
classes, created via distributional, phonological and semantic
properties. We demonstrate that the participants’ performance
on both an implicit and an explicit task is influenced by the
semantic regularities in the two genders. We discuss the implications of the findings for theories of grammatical category
learning and use.
Keywords: grammatical categories; grammatical gender; semantic regularities; learning; artificial language

Introduction
How do English speakers know that words like doctor, carrot and idea are nouns and jump, shine and think are verbs?
Knowledge of grammatical categories has long been argued
to be at the core of our abilities to comprehend and produce
language. But how do speakers know that such diverse words
have something in common?
Similarities in meanings of words within a grammatical
category may be an important cue: in parent-child discourse
nouns often refer to objects or persons, while verbs refer to
actions (Pinker, 1984). This mapping of meaning to category may be used to "bootstrap" grammatical categories in
language acquisition. However, word meaning is probabilistically related to grammatical categories: some nouns are
not objects or persons (idea), and some verbs are not actions (think). Distributional information, such as word cooccurrence, has been suggested as a more reliable source of
grammatical category information (e.g. Maratsos & Chalkley,
1980). For example, English nouns are often preceded by the,
but verbs rarely so. Corpus analyses show that the information about immediately preceding and immediately following
words is a reliable cue for categories such as nouns, adjectives and verbs (e.g. Redington, Chater, & Finch, 1998). This
and other kinds of distributional information are used by adult
and infant language learners as a cue to grammatical category
membership (e.g. Gómez, 2002; Mintz, 2002).
Phonological properties also provide valuable information.
In English, for example, disyllabic nouns tend to have first-
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sistent set, the semantics->phonology mapping was inconsistent with the existing regularities in the training set: items
preceded by the determiner tib were paired with new fish,
reptiles, wild animals and "male" occupations, whereas items
preceded with the determiner ked were paired with new birds,
insects, domestic animals and "female" occupations1 . The
generalization set was presented on the final day of training,
i.e. when the participants had a good knowledge of the training set. If the participants had learned the semantic regularities associated with the two gender classes, we predicted that
their performance should be improved with the generalization items consistent with the previously learned semanticsphonology mapping relative to the inconsistent items. We
tested this effect in training using an implicit task (wordpicture matching), and post-training using determiner selection as a more explicit task of learning distributional cues associated with different genders.

glish pseudo-words, designed to form two gender-like classes
based on phonological and distributional properties of the
pseudo-words. The items were constructed such that the
words in each gender were associated with two different types
of endings, and each gender was associated with a specific
determiner preceding the words (Table 1).
Table 1: Phonological and Distributional Properties of the
Two Gender Classes.
Determiner

Ending

Example

tib
tib

eem
esh

tib vedeem
tib scoiffesh

ked
ked

ool
aff

ked borchool
ked thetaff

"Feminine"

"Masculine"

Experiment
To create semantic regularities, words in each gender were
associated with two different groups of pictures, one representing occupations or characters often associated with different natural genders (e.g. ballerina, sailor), and one representing animals. Occupations and characters depicted as female, and birds, insects and domestic animals were presented
with pseudo-words ending in esh or eem and preceded by the
pseudo-determiner tib ("feminine"). Occupations and characters depicted as male, and fish, reptiles and wild animals
were presented with pseudo-words ending in aff or ool and
preceded by the pseudo-determiner ked ("masculine"). The
choice of semantic categories was based on semantic regularities in grammatical gender systems in natural languages
(Corbett, 1991; Mirković, MacDonald, & Seidenberg, 2005).
We used cross-modal word-picture matching as the training paradigm, combined with pre and post-training crossmodal semantic priming to assess the learning of meanings
associated with the pseudo-words (Breitenstein et al., 2007;
Dobel et al., 2010). To assess the learning of the gender-like
classes, we used two tests. First, we used determiner selection, as a variant of a task often used in language production studies on grammatical gender (Schriefers & Jescheniak,
1999). This test allowed us to assess the learning of genderlike classes based on their association with a distributional
cue, similar to the use of gender-marked determiners in languages such as Spanish and French. Second, to test the contribution of semantic regularities to the learning of the two
genders, we created an additional set of items (generalization
set) with two groups of untrained pseudo-words: consistent
items conformed to the semantics->phonology mapping of
the training items, whereas the inconsistent items violated the
existing semantics->phonology mapping. Thus in the consistent set the items preceded by the determiner tib were paired
with new pictures of birds, insects, domestic animals and occupations depicted as female, and the pseudo-words preceded
by the determiner ked were paired with new fish, reptiles,
wild animals and occupations depicted as male. In the incon-

We used a paradigm developed by Breitenstein et al. (2007) to
teach participants the new language. This paradigm was originally used to assess the learning of meanings of new words.
In both our and the Breitenstein et al. study participants were
presented with pictures of objects paired with novel word
forms in a probabilistic way: over 5 days each target new
word was presented 20 times with a target picture, and twice
with a random selection of 10 other (non-target) pictures. The
participants’ task was to decide whether the word and picture
matched, and no feedback was provided. The probabilistic
pairing of the new words with the picture targets was intended
to reduce any explicit strategies participants may develop during training. In Breitenstein et al., performance improved
from 56% correct on Day 1 to 93% on Day 5. To assess how
well the new lexical items were integrated with the existing
lexical-semantic knowledge, Breitenstein et al. used a crossmodal semantic priming task. Target pictures were preceded
by 5 types of primes: new words, picture names, semantically related words, semantically unrelated words and a control set of non-learned pseudo-words. Prior to training, participants were slower to respond to target pictures when they
were preceded by the new words relative to semantically related items, and there was no significant difference between
the new words and the semantically unrelated items. However, after training the difference between the new words and
the semantically related primes disappeared, while the difference between the new words and the semantically unrelated
primes emerged. These findings were taken as evidence that
the new words had been integrated with the existing lexicalsemantic knowledge, and were further confirmed in an MEG
study using the N400 effect (Dobel et al., 2010).
We used the same method for teaching the "gendermarked" new words. Before and after learning participants
1 In none of the conditions was the determiner + suffix correspon-

dence violated, i.e. all tib items were presented with pseudo-words
ending in esh or eem, and all ked items with pseudo-words ending
in aff or ool.
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performed semantic priming and determiner selection with
the items from the training set. Semantic priming, as well
as an English-to-new-word translation recognition task posttraining, were used to assess the learning of the meanings of
the new words. Determiner selection was used to assess the
learning of distributional properties of the gender-like classes.
To assess the contribution of semantic regularities, generalization items were presented in addition to the training items
on the final day of training, as well as in the determiner selection task subsequent to training.

recorded twice, such that different recordings were used at
training and at test. Items were presented with the determiners during the training, but without them in all other tasks.
Generalization set. Eight additional items were designed
for each gender (4 occupations, 4 animals in each gender).
Half of the items in each gender were consistent with the
training set in terms of the semantics->phonology mapping
(e.g. a picture of a female cheerleader was paired with tib
plounesh, and a picture of a male judge with ked tarbool),
and half were inconsistent (e.g. a picture of a female teacher
was paired with ked pilmool, and a picture of a male fisherman with tib perrbesh). As in the training set, two versions of
each item were recorded, one with and one without the determiner. Two recordings were made for each version, one used
on the final day of training, one at test.
Semantic Priming. There were 128 picture targets, of
which 64 were used in training (animate targets), and 64
were fillers (inanimate targets). There were four auditory
prime types: new words, English picture names, semantically related English words and semantically unrelated English words. For example, for the picture of a ballerina the
primes were: scoiffesh (new word), ballerina (picture name),
dancer (related) and crow (unrelated). All primes were digitally recorded by a native English speaker (SF).
Translation. Sixty-four pseudo-words from the training set
and 64 corresponding English words were used in the translation task.
Determiner Selection. The 64 word-picture pairs from the
training set were used as the stimuli. We used different audio
recordings of the pseudo-words in the pre-training and the
post-training tests.

Method
Participants Eleven undergraduate students from the University of York, UK, participated. All were monolingual native English speakers. They were paid up to £31 depending
on their performance on the training task (see below). Two
participants failed to complete all training sessions and were
removed from the analyses.
Stimuli Training set. The training stimuli consisted of 32
pictures in each gender class, 16 of which depicted occupations or characters, and 16 depicted animals. Birds, insects,
domestic animals, and human occupations or characters depicted as female were presented with pseudo-words ending
in esh or eem, which were preceded by the pseudo-determiner
tib. Fish, reptiles, wild animals and occupations or characters
depicted as male were presented with pseudo-words ending
in aff or ool, which were preceded by the determiner ked.
All pictures were selected from the ClipArt database (Figure
1), and were pre-tested for (English) name agreement with 7
participants who did not participate in the main study.

Procedure The schedule of tasks is presented in Table 2.
As in Breitenstein et al., to keep participants motivated we
provided a monetary reward (additional £1) for each training day that accuracy exceeded 70%. All tasks were implemented in DMDX, and a USB gamepad recorded responses.
All items were presented in a fixed random order. Pre-training
session lasted 35 min, the training sessions on Days 1-5 20
min, and the post-training session 60 min.
Semantic Priming. Participants were presented with a target picture preceded by an auditory prime and asked to make
a binary animacy judgement. Each trial started with a 500 ms
centrally located fixation cross, followed by the prime presented over headphones; 300 ms after prime onset a target
picture appeared, and it remained on the screen until either
the participant responded or a 1500 ms timeout was reached.
Experimental stimuli were preceded by 8 practice trials.
Determiner Selection. Participants were presented with a
word-picture pair and asked to press a right hand-button if
the word was a "tib" word, and a left-hand button if it was a
"ked" word (the location of the buttons was counterbalanced
across participants). Each trial started with a 500 ms centrally
located fixation cross, followed by an auditory presentation of
the target word; 200 ms after the target word onset, the associated picture was presented, which remained on the screen

Figure 1: Example picture stimuli. The picture of the ballerina was paired with tib scoiffesh, and the picture of the sailor
with ked borchool.
The pseudo-determiners (tib, ked) and the pseudo-suffixes
(esh, eem, aff, ool) were selected from the ARC database
of pronounceable English non-words (Rastle, Harrington, &
Coltheart, 2002). Each new word was created by selecting
a 3-5 phoneme long English pseudo-word, and attaching one
of the suffixes such that the resulting pseudo-word was pronounceable but did not resemble any existing English morpheme or word. Across genders, the words were equated in
length, and matched in the beginning and ending phonemes in
the stems. Two versions of each item were digitally recorded
by a native English speaker (SF), one including the determiner (e.g. tib scoiffesh) and the other only including the
pseudo-word (e.g. scoiffesh). Each version of the item was
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Results and Discussion

Table 2: Schedule of tasks.
Day
Pre-Training
(Friday)

Tasks
semantic priming
determiner selection

Items
Ta
T

Training Day 1-4
(Mon - Thurs)

word-picture matching

T

Training Day 5
(Friday)

word-picture matching

T + Gb

Post-Training
(Monday)

semantic priming
determiner selection
translation

T
T+G
T

The time-course of learning. Performance in the wordpicture matching task improved over time: the average accuracy on the training set increased from 55% on Day 1 to
83% on Day 5 (Day 2 = 66%, Day 3 = 74%, Day 4 = 80%).
An ANOVA with the proportion of correct responses (on the
correct word-target picture pairs) as a dependent variable and
day (Day 1 or Day 5), gender (masculine or feminine) and
semantic category (occupations or animals) yielded a main
effect of day (F(1,8)=17.92, p<.01) and a marginally significant day x gender interaction (F(1,8)=5.10, p=.054). The
interaction indicated that on Day 1 participants were more
accurate with masculine targets relative to feminine (66% vs
55%), however this difference disappeared on Day 5 (masculine: 82%, feminine: 85%). On Day 1 the performance was
not significantly different from chance in any but the masculine animals condition (one sample t-test; masculine animals: t(8)=2.91, p=.02; masculine occupations: t(8)=0.67,
n.s.; feminine animals: t(8)=-0.54, n.s.; feminine occupations: t(8)=1.29, n.s.). On Day 5 the performance was significantly better than chance in all conditions (feminine animals: t(8)=5.43, occupations: t(8)=3.57; masculine animals:
t(8)=2.42, occupations: t(8)=6.64; all ps <.05).
These findings indicate that the participants learned the
items in the training set to a relatively high degree of accuracy.

a training

set; b generalization set.
Note: The pseudo-words were presented with the determiners
(e.g. tib scoiffesh) only during training.

until either the participant responded or a 1500 ms timeout
was reached. The two pseudo-determiners were presented
on the screen corners corresponding to the response buttons
throughout the trial. The experimental stimuli were preceded
by 4 practice items.
Word-Picture Matching. Participants were presented with
word-picture pairs and asked to press a right-hand button if
they matched, and a left-hand button if they didn’t. They
were encouraged to respond quickly and "based on their intuition, without thinking too much". No feedback was provided. Each trial started with a 500 ms centrally located fixation cross, followed by an auditory presentation a new word;
200 ms post-word onset a picture was presented, which remained on the screen until either the participant responded or
a 1500 ms timeout was reached. The experimental trials were
preceded by 6 practice items.
As in Breitenstein et al, on each day each new word was
presented with the correct picture (e.g. the picture of a ballerina with tib scoiffesh) 4 times, and twice with a random
selection of two other pictures. Hence over the course of 5
days the correct word-picture pairing was presented 20 times
(50%), and twice each with a random selection of 10 other
pictures.
Translation. Participants were presented with an English
word paired with a new word and asked to press a righthand button if the two matched, and a left-hand button if
they didn’t. Each trial started with a centrally located fixation
cross which remained on the screen for the duration of the
trial; 500 ms post-trial onset an English word was played over
the headphones, and 800 ms post-word offset a new word was
played. Participants had 1000 ms to respond. Each new word
was presented twice: once with the correct English translation, and once with an incorrect English word (one of the
words for other correct trials). The experimental trials were
preceded by 4 practice items.

Learning the meaning of the new words.
Semantic priming. In order to establish whether the participants acquired the meanings of the new words, we tested
whether the pre- vs. post-training animacy decisions were
influenced by different primes preceding the picture targets.
An ANOVA on decision latencies yielded a significant effect
of the time of test (pre vs. post-training), F(1,8)=10.92,
p<.05, and prime (new word, picture name in English,
semantically related word, semantically unrelated word),
F(3,24)=15.51, p<.001 (Figure 2). Planned contrasts showed
that before training, animacy decisions to the pictures were
slower after the new words relative to the semantically
related English words (F(1,8)=26.83, p<.001), but this difference disappeared after training (F(1,8)=0.25, p=.63). This
replicates the findings from the earlier studies (Breitenstein
et al., 2007; Dobel et al., 2010), and suggests that the new
words acquired meanings similar to the semantically related
English words.
Translation. We performed an additional test of the
acquisition of meaning using the English-to-new-word translation recognition task subsequent to training. The average
accuracy rate on this task was over 85%. An ANOVA with
the proportion of correct responses as the dependent variable
and gender and semantic category as independent variables
yielded no significant main effects or interactions (gender:
F(1,8)=0.61; semantic category: F(1,8)=0.22; gender x
semantic category: F(1,8)=0.57; all ps n.s.). Accuracy
rates in all conditions were significantly better than chance
(feminine animals: t(8)=7.57, occupations: t(8)=7.33;
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These findings suggest that the participants learned a distributional property of the newly formed gender classes, i.e. the
co-occurrence between determiners and the ’gender-marked’
words. The sensitivity to determiner-noun correspondences
in natural languages is often taken as one of the hallmarks of
grammatical gender processing in language acquisition and
use (e.g. Dahan, Swingley, Tanenhaus, & Magnuson, 2000;
Lew-Williams & Fernald, 2007; Van Heugten & Shi, 2009).
Our findings suggest that the participants learned the genderlike classes in an artificial language based on their phonological and distributional properties.

ID
Related
New Word
Unrelated

500
450
400
350

Pre-Training

Post-Training

Figure 2: Semantic priming pre- and post-training. (For example, for the target picture ballerina: ID = picture name in
English; Related = semantically related word (dancer), New
Word (scoiffesh), Unrelated = semantically unrelated word
(crow).)

Learning semantic regularities. In the final set of tests we
explored the contribution of semantic regularities to the learning of the newly formed gender classes. We predicted that
new items consistent with the existing semantics->phonology
mapping would be easier to process than new items inconsistent with the existing mapping. We tested this hypothesis
when the generalization items were first introduced on the
final day of training (word-picture matching task), and also
after training in the determiner selection task.

masculine animals: t(8)=5.26, occupations: t(8)=6.42; all
ps <.001). These findings provide additional evidence that
the participants had a good knowledge of the meanings of
the new words, that was at the same level for both gender
classes, and both semantic categories. The performance on
this task provides additional evidence of the acquisition of
meaning for the new words.

Proportion Correct

0.8

Learning distributional regularities. We tested how well
the participants encoded the newly formed grammatical gender classes using a determiner selection task. We compared
performance on the same task before and after training in an
ANOVA using the proportion of correct responses as a dependent variable and test (pre or post-training), gender and
semantic category as independent variables. The accuracy
of selecting the correct determiner after training was significantly higher than before training (F(1,8)=25.18, p=.001),
and overall better for occupations than animals (F(1,8)=9.05,
p=.017), Figure 3. Before training, participants’ performance
in all conditions was at chance (feminine animals: t(8)=1.07,
occupations: t(8)=-0.01; masculine animals: t(8)=0.42, occupations: t(8)=1.72; all ps n.s.), but significantly better than
chance after training (feminine animals: t(8)=4.90, occupations: t(8)=12.60; masculine animals: t(8)=6.67, occupations: t(8)=7.06; all ps<.01).
Pre-Training
Proportion Correct

1.0
0.9

Feminine
Masculine

0.6

0.5

0.5

0.4

Animals Occupations

0.4

0.3

Word-Picture Matching

Determiner Selection

As predicted, in the word-picture matching task participants were more accurate with the new items with the
semantics->phonology mapping consistent with the training
set (t(8)=2.30, p=.05), Figure 4. Participants’ accuracy on the
new word-picture pairs consistent with the training items was
better than chance (t(8)=3.83, p<.01), unlike the inconsistent
items (t(8)=-0.56, n.s.). This suggests that the participants’
performance on the new items is facilitated by the existing
knowledge of the semantics->phonology correspondences in
the training set (cf. Day 1 performance in the training set).
In the post-training determiner selection test, participants
were also significantly more accurate in selecting the correct determiner for the consistent relative to the inconsistent items (t(8)=2.62, p<.05). Interestingly, their performance
was significantly better than chance with the consistent items
(t(8)=2.42, p<.05)), but significantly worse than chance with
the inconsistent items (t(8)=-2.58, p<.05).
These findings suggest that the participants’ performance
was influenced by the semantic correlates of the gender
classes: the matching of the new item to the correct picture
was improved when it was consistent with the existing regularities. The performance on the explicit task assessing the

0.9

0.6

0.4

Figure 4: Performance on the generalization items.

Post-Training

0.8

0.6

0.2

1.0

0.8

Consistent
Inconsistent

0.7

Animals Occupations

Figure 3: Determiner selection performance on the training
items.
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use of distributional cues further demonstrates the influence
of the semantic cues which in this case not only helped when
consistent with the existing knowledge, but also hindered performance when the cues were inconsistent with it. It is worth
noting that the post-training performance was assessed two
days post-training, with no additional training on any items
in the meantime.
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Conclusions
In this study we taught participants an artificial language with
a grammatical gender-like system, using phonological, distributional and semantic cues. Consistent with previous research, participants encoded distributional and phonological
regularities of the newly formed gender classes. We demonstrated that their performance is further influenced by the semantic regularities associated with different genders. The use
of semantic information was not required by any of the tasks,
and was implicit in the stimuli. This finding is particularly
relevant given that the category of grammatical gender is traditionally considered semantically arbitrary.
Together the findings provide additional evidence that
when learning and using grammatical categories language
users rely on probabilistic cues correlated with grammatical
category membership, even when they are not in any way useful or necessary for the task at hand.
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Abstract

transmission, give rise to recurring cross-linguistic patterns,
rather than absolute language universals (Evans &
Levinson, 2009). Through cultural evolution, language has
been shaped to fit learners, and this helps explain the
impressive language acquisition abilities of children (Chater
& Christiansen, 2010).
However, empirically uncovering the role of domaingeneral and domain-specific learning mechanisms in
language has proven rather difficult because language
development is intertwined with the development of other
cognitive functions. A potential way to untangle the
contribution of domain-general and domain-specific
processes is to explore learning in a controlled environment.
Artificial grammar learning paradigms offer a mechanism to
explore learning of both linguistic and non-linguistic stimuli
in isolation, allowing the researcher to compare domaingeneral and domain-specific effects of learning in a
controlled environment. Under the guise of statistical
learning, this experimental paradigm has been used to
explore different aspects of learning, such as word
segmentation (Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996) and nonlinguistic patterns (Kirkham, Slemmer, & Johnson, 2002).
In this paper, we test the hypothesis that domain-general
learning mechanisms make it possible to generalize a
pattern from a linguistic domain to a non-linguistic
analogue, and vice versa. If learners are able to learn novel
linguistic patterns in a way that is flexible beyond languagespecific learning, they should be able to transfer that pattern
to a non-linguistic analogue.
One difficulty in assessing transfer from linguistic
phenomena to non-linguistic analogues (and vice versa) is
that some linguistic patterns and processes have no
straightforward non-linguistic analogue. A non-linguistic
version of complex syntactic phenomena, such as nonadjacent dependencies in subject-verb agreement, may be
difficult to map onto non-linguistic, domain-general
cognition. For example, in English, the subject of a sentence
must agree in number with the verb of the sentence, even if
the subject and the verb are not adjacent in the sentence
(e.g., The boys in the corner like bananas). Such agreement
patterns are not easy to translate into alternative domains
(though see Onnis, Christiansen, Chater, & Gomez, 2003 for
a study of nonadjacency learning using visual nonsense
shapes). Even in less ‘abstract’ domains of language such as
phonetics and phonology, it is difficult to find non-linguistic
analogues for patterns because phonological patterns would

Extending learned patterns to previously unseen ones is a key
hallmark of complex cognition. This paper presents evidence
that learners are able to generalize learned patterns to novel
stimuli with very different surface properties within and
across modalities. Using a statistical learning paradigm, adult
learners were exposed to a repetition (reduplication) pattern in
which the first element of a three-element sequence repeated
(e.g., ABAAB). The pattern was presented as either
spoken repetition (e.g., bago, babago) or a non-linguistic
visual analogue (i.e., repetition of non-nameable shapes).
Learners showed significant transfer from a non-linguistic
repetition pattern to a linguistic reduplication pattern, and vice
versa. However, we found a small bias towards linguistic
reduplication, as responses to linguistic patterns were
numerically higher. This suggests that while learners are able
to extend learned patterns to novel patterns in other domains,
factors such as familiarity and naturalness may privilege
linguistic patterns over non-linguistic analogues.
Keywords: statistical learning, reduplication, domain-general
learning mechanisms, generalization.

Domain-generality in Language
One of the most hotly debated topics in the cognitive
science of language is whether the mechanisms involved in
language acquisition and processing are primarily specific to
the domain of language, or whether they may be domaingeneral and play a role in other aspects of cognition.
Domain-specific learning mechanisms have typically been
championed by generative linguists, who see language as a
highly abstract communicative system governed by complex
rules. The complexity and abstractness of these rules have
led many to believe that language is one of the key
components that separate humans from other species (e.g.,
Pinker & Jackendoff, 2009). Such language-specific
mechanisms provide a possible account for the complexity
of language, language universals, as well as the relative ease
with which children can learn complicated language systems
without explicit instruction.
An alternative account of the complexities of language
development focuses on the potential role of domain-general
mechanisms in the acquisition and processing of language.
This perspective suggests that the regularities found across
languages derive from processes of cultural evolution piggybacking on top of general cognitive mechanisms
(Christiansen & Chater, 2008). Constraints on these
domain-general mechanisms, amplified by cultural
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seem to require manipulation of linguistic variables, such as
vowels and consonants. For example, German and Dutch
have final devoicing, a pattern in which voiced consonants
(e.g., /b, d, g/) become voiceless (e.g., /p, t, k/) at the end of
a word. Because this pattern is phonetically motivated and
manipulates language-specific units, it is difficult to
translate this pattern in a non-linguistic analogue.
However, the fact that it is difficult to translate linguistic
phenomena in terms of non-linguistic analogues does not
mean that such analogues do not exist. For example,
reduplication may be an ideal linguistic element to test for
cross-modal transfer in artificial grammar learning.
Reduplication is a morphological pattern in which an
element from a base is copied, thereby creating a repetition
of a phonological element (e.g., syllable, segment or entire
word). Reduplication is quite common cross-linguistically.
Even English has a variant of reduplication in which a word
is repeated with sch as an onset, in order to de-emphasize a
particular word (e.g., beer shmeer, I’m drinking wine).
While the pattern of reduplication in itself need not relate to
semantic content, it in no way detracts from its linguistic
function, and the question of domain-specificity in
language. The debate of innate and domain-specific
language learning capacities includes phonological and
phonetic patterns, which do not make reference to
semantics.
What makes reduplication ideal for translation into a nonlinguistic analogue is its use of repetition. Repetition is a
highly salient, common pattern that occurs in a wide range
of domains, and can be found in music (e.g., repetition of a
note, verse or stanza), in gestures (e.g., waving), in designs
(e.g., a wall-paper design in which a set of three flowers is
repeated), and in everyday scenes (e.g., a planned
community in which every third house is blue, and adjacent
houses are red).
Further, repetition has been shown to be a key component
in cross-modal transfer in finite-state grammar learning.
(Altmann, Dienes, & Goode, 1995; Tunney & Altmann,
2001). Altmann et al. (1995) showed that repetition of items
can encourage learners to generalize sequences derived from
a finite state grammar across modalities— from spoken
syllables to arbitrary symbols, and vice versa. This suggests
that learning a reduplication pattern may provide a basis for
domain-general generalization, supporting the hypothesis
that learners can transfer between linguistic and nonlinguistic domains.
Within the statistical learning literature, there have been a
multitude of studies investigating linguistic (Frank,
Slemmer, Marcus, & Johnson, 2009; Gerken, 2010; 2007;
Marcus, Vijayan, Bandi Rao, & Vishton, 1999) and nonlinguistic versions of repetition (Fernandes et al., 2009;
Frank, et al., 2009; Marcus, et al., 2007; Saffran, Pollak,
Seibel, & Shkolnik, 2007). In these studies, infant and adult
learners are exposed to patterns of repetition. While there is
variation as to which patterns are easiest for infants to learn,
there is a general consensus that adult learners are relatively
good at learning basic repetition patterns, for both linguistic

and non-linguistic stimuli.
While previous studies have shown success in learning
linguistic and non-linguistic repetition patterns, these
studies have not addressed whether learning in repetition
experiments is general enough to support transfer between
linguistic and non-linguistic material. The present study
builds on previous research in domain transfer in grammar
learning, looking specifically at reduplication and repetition.
Learners were exposed to a repetition/reduplication pattern
for either linguistic or non-linguistic stimuli, and then tested
on both linguistic and non-linguistic stimuli. If learners are
able to apply the reduplication/repetition pattern to both
linguistic and non-linguistic stimuli (despite exposure to
only a single modality), it suggests that learners employ
domain-general mechanisms in learning novel patterns.

The Experiment
Participants
All participants were adult native speakers of English with
no previous participation in any experiment involving
reduplication. Forty-eight University of Rochester
undergraduate students and affiliates and were paid either
$10 or $5 for their participation (participants in the NoTraining Control condition were paid $5).

Design
Participants in the critical (trained) conditions were exposed
to a reduplication pattern that involved repetition of the first
syllable or shape.
Shapes Training Participants in the Shapes Training
condition were exposed to 24 sets of non-namable shapes
repeated 5 times each. These non-namable shapes were
similar in form to those used in Fiser and Aslin (2002). All
sets of shapes were of the form AB-AAB, where A and B
refer to two different shape items. All shapes were presented
in the center of the screen for 500 ms, with a 500 ms pause
between AB and AAB, and between each set of shapes. The
shapes were presented individually, one at a time. This
provided an analogue of linguistic processing, in which
sounds are produced serially.
Following exposure, participants were given a twoalternative forced choice task with 48 items. The first 24
items maintained the visual modality. Twelve of the items
were found in the training set (Old Items), and the other 12
items were not found in the training set (New Items). The
Shapes test items were of the form AAB vs. ABB (with
AAB and ABB counterbalanced for order of presentation).
Participants were told to select the set of patterns that best
represented the patterns they had seen prior to the test. The
second 24 test items were presented in the spoken modality,
and were the same items given to participants in the Sounds
Training condition.
Sounds Training Participants in the Sounds Training
condition were exposed to 24 pairs of AB AAB items, in
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which the first item contained a CV1.CV2 word, and the
second item repeated the first syllable of the first
CV1.CV1 .CV2 word (e.g., [bodu bobodu]).
Following exposure, participants were given a twoalternative forced choice task with 48 items. The first 24
items maintained the spoken modality. Twelve of the items
were found in the training set, and the other 12 items were
not found in the training set. The test items were of the form
AAB vs. ABB, with AAB and ABB counterbalanced for
order of presentation, (e.g., [bobode] vs. [bodede]).
Participants were told to select the pair of words that best
represented the language they had heard prior to the test.
The second 24 test items were presented in the visual
modality, and were the same items given to participants in
the Shapes Training condition.

Shape Materials The shape stimuli were drawn from a set
of non-nameable shapes, similar to those in Fiser and Aslin
(2002). Non-namable shapes were used in order to ensure
that participants did not encode the repetition pattern in
terms of the name of the shape, but rather as a purely nonlinguistic pattern. The shape stimuli were designed to be as
close an analogue to linguistic reduplication as possible.
Each shape was analogous to a spoken syllable. Thus, if in
the syllable /ba/ were repeated in the AAB sequence, a
shape corresponding to /ba/ would be repeated. Because
spoken linguistic stimuli are processed sequentially and
without reference to space, we presented the non-linguistic
shape stimuli in an analogous manner. All shapes were
presented in the same location of the computer screen (the
center) for 500 ms. Examples of shape stimuli are given in
Figure 1. Because it is impossible to show items presented
in sequence in the same visual space, time is represented
from left-to-right, with times (in ms) below each shape, or
pause between shape presentations.

Materials
Spoken Linguistic Materials Spoken linguistic materials
were produced by a native English speaker in a soundattenuated booth. The speaker had no knowledge of the
design or purpose of the experiment. All spoken stimuli
contained only CV syllables, with AB stimuli being
CV1.CV2 and AAB and ABB stimuli being of the form
CV1.CV1.CV2. Consonants were taken from the set: /p, t, k,
b, d, g, m, n, f, z, v, z/ and vowels were taken from the set
/a, ae, e, i, o, u/. Care was taken so that all of the AB, AAB
or ABB forms were non-words in English. Examples of
training stimuli can be found in Table 1, below.

Figure 1: Shapes Training Stimuli.
Test items were created in a similar manner as training
items, and followed an analogous procedure to spoken
linguistic stimuli items: as AAB vs. ABB (with order of
ABB counterbalanced with AAB). There were Old Items
that appeared in the training set, as well as New Items that
contained shapes that were not in the training set.

Table 1: Sounds Training Items.
AB
dife
faemi
todi

AAB
didife
faefaemi
totodi

Procedure

Test stimuli were recorded in the same manner as training
stimuli. There were 24 test items, 12 containing pairs of
words that appeared in training (Old Items), and 12
containing items not heard in training (New Items). Items
appearing in the New Items were drawn from the same set
of consonant and vowels as the training stimuli. While there
were no new consonant and vowel sounds, all syllables in
the New Item test items were not in the training set.
Examples of test stimuli are provided in Table 2.

All phases of the experiment were run in Psyscope X
(Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, & Provost, 1993). Participants
were given both written and verbal instructions, and were
debriefed upon completion of the experiment (which took
approximately 20 minutes for participants in the trained
conditions, and 10 minutes for participants in the Control
condition).
Sounds Training Participants in the Sounds Training
condition were told that they were to be listening to pairs of
words from a language they had never heard before. They
were informed that there would be questions about the
language following exposure, but that they need not
memorize the words they heard. Following exposure,
participants were given instructions for the Sounds test
items. Participants were told that they would hear two sets
of pairs of words. One pair of words was from the language
they had just heard, and the other pair of words was not
from the language they had heard; if they believed the first
pair of words was from the language, they were instructed to

Table 2: Sounds Test Items.

AAB
didife
faefaemi

Old Items
ABB
difefe
faemimi

AAB
dedeza
mimibu

New Items
ABB
dezaza
mibubu
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press the ‘a’ key; if they believed the second pair of words
was from the language, they were instructed to press the ‘l’
key. After responding to the Sounds test items, participants
were given the Shape test items. Participants were told that
they were to watch two sets of three shapes, and that their
job was to select the set of shapes that they preferred.

ANOVA. There was a significant effect of training (F(1,30)
= 32.08, p < 0.0001, η = 0.52), suggesting that participants
learned the reduplication pattern. There was a significant
effect of test item (F(1,30) = 10.62, p < 0.01, η = 0.26),
which reflected the fact that there were significantly more
correct Sounds Test items compared to Shapes Test items.
There was no interaction (F(1,30) = 1.29 p = 0.26, η =
0.041).
While there were a significantly greater number of correct
responses to Sounds items compared to Shapes items in the
Sounds Training condition, there was a significantly greater
number of correct Shapes responses compared to the
Control condition (0.73 vs. 0.49, ± 0.11), (t(15) = 4.31, p <
0.001). This suggests that participants in the Sounds
Training condition successfully transferred the reduplication
pattern to the Shapes test items.

Shapes Training Participants in the Shapes Training
condition were told that they would be watching series of
shapes presented in series of five: a set of two shapes
followed by a set of three shapes. They were informed that
there would be questions about the shapes they saw, but
they need not try and memorize the shapes or the sequences
that they saw. Following exposure, participants were given
instructions for the Shapes test items. Participants were told
that they would hear two sets of three shapes. One set of
shapes belonged to the series of shapes they had just seen,
while the other set of shapes did not belong to the series. If
they believed the first set of shapes was from the series they
had seen, they were instructed to press the ‘a’ key; if they
believed the second set of shapes was from the series, they
were instructed to press the ‘l’ key. Following the Shapes
test items, participants were given the Sounds test items.
Participants were told that they would be hearing two
words, and their job was to select the word that they
preferred.
No-Training Control Participants in the No-Training
Control condition were given test items only (without any
exposure to the sound or shape items). All participants
received both Sound and Shapes test items, but order of
presentation was counterbalanced such that half of the
participants were given the Shapes test items first, while the
other half were given the Sounds test items first.
Participants were told to respond based on their own
intuitions about which shapes or sounds they preferred, and
that there was no ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ answer.

Figure 2: Results.
Shapes Training We compared the Shapes Training (mean
= 0.70, CI ± 0.084) condition with the No-Training Control
(mean = 0.52, CI ± 0.09) condition via a 2X2 mixed-design
ANOVA. There was a significant effect of training (F(1,30)
= 9.85, p < 0.01, η = 0.22). There was no effect of test item
(F<1), and no interaction (F<1).
There was a significant effect of transfer, as correct
responses to Sound items were significantly greater than
Sound responses in the Control condition (0.70 vs. 0.57, ±
0.12), (t(15) = 2.29. p < 0.05).

Results
Proportion of correct responses (i.e., choosing the correctly
repeated pattern) for all conditions are given in Figure 1.
The means for Old and New items in the Shapes Training
condition were identical; 0.70 for both Old and New items.
The means for Old and New items in the Sounds Training
condition were not significantly different: 0.89 for Old
Items and 0.88 for New items (t(15)=0.21, p = 0.84). In
order to make a direct comparison between Training and
Control conditions, we combined responses to Old and New
test items because they were not significantly different from
each other. Combining responses for Old and New items
allows for a clean comparison with the Control condition,
for which all items were ‘new’, as no training was given in
this condition.

Overall Because the Control condition was above 50% for
Sound items, we compared the performance of the Control
participants to chance via a one-sample t-test. The effect
was marginally significant (t(15)=1.95, p = 0.070). This
suggests that participants may have had a small bias to
prefer reduplication of the first element compared to
reduplication of the second element. However, given that all
participants were significantly more accurate than controls,
this small bias did not affect the overall results.
Participants in both conditions were able to transfer the
knowledge learned in one domain to another. Participants
trained on a linguistic AAB reduplication pattern transferred
that knowledge to a non-linguistic repetition pattern, and

Sounds Training We compared the Sounds Training (mean
= 0.84, CI ± 0.075) condition with the No-Training Control
condition (mean = 0.52, CI ± 0.09) via a 2X2 mixed-design
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vice versa. One interesting pattern of results is that sounds
appear to be privileged over shapes. Participants in the
Sounds Training condition chose the correct reduplicated
item for Sound test items more often compared to responses
to Shapes test items in the Shapes Training condition. While
there appears to be a transfer deficit for sounds to shapes but
not from shapes to sounds, it is unclear whether this is a
type of ‘ceiling’ effect. Learners in the Shapes Training
condition showed about the same proportion of correct
responses to shape items, even after training, compared to
responses to Shape Items in the Sounds Training condition.
Third, there was a slight bias towards AAB sound
reduplication in the No-Training Control condition, but no
biases in the Shapes test items. There are two possible
reasons for the greater number of ‘correct’ responses to
sound items. The first is that sound items are in a familiar
domain— speech— while the shape items were unfamiliar
to participants. This lack of familiarity could have made
learning and transfer more difficult. Given that participants
had over 18 years of experience processing English sounds,
but only a few minutes processing the novel shapes, it is
likely that this difference may have produced a difference in
responses.
Another possibility is that processing linguistic patterns,
such as reduplication are privileged. If this is the case, then
it may be easier to learn reduplication in a linguistic domain
than in a non-linguistic domain. Marcus et al. (2007)
support this notion, as they argue that abstract rule learning
in language is privileged. Infants in Marcus et al.’s study
were best able to learn the repetition pattern when presented
as linguistic stimuli, but failed to learn the non-linguistic
pattern. However, infant learners are able to learn the nonlinguistic repetition patterns with highly salient input
(Frank, et al., 2009) or familiar objects (such as dogs)
(Saffran, et al., 2007). The reasons for the privileged status
of language in pattern learning may be due to experience,
amount of exposure and salience, rather than something
inherently special about the linguistic material. However,
this question cannot be addressed under the current
experiment, and will be left as an open question for future
research.

in both linguistic (reduplication) and non-linguistic
(repetition) patterns, we have shown that adult learners can
move with relative ease between domains (linguistic and
non-linguistic) and modalities (shapes and sounds).
Domain-specific theories of language learning predict that
non-linguistic patterns are learned via separate mechanisms
than linguistic patterns. In such domain-specific learning,
representations for linguistic patterns should be highly
complex, and represented solely in terms of linguistic units
(e.g., consonants, vowels and syllables), and will therefore
have no non-linguistic analogue. For example, a domainspecific theory of reduplication might state a rule in which
the first syllable of a root is copied to the beginning of the
reduplicated word. Because shapes have no syllables or
roots, there is no way to represent repetition of nonlinguistic items such as shapes or tones. In order to explain
the effect of transfer from linguistic to non-linguistic
modality in the present study, the mechanisms for learning
and representation must be flexible enough so that
reduplication can be encoded as repetition.
A question for future research is whether the flexibility of
representations in adult learners is specific only to repetition
patterns. If all aspects of language are learned via domaingeneral learning mechanisms, then transfer across
modalities should be found for patterns that do not involve
repetition. While Altmann et al. (1995) showed that
repetition is important in generalization across domains,
Tunney and Altmann (2001) showed that transfer across
domains does not require repetition if the distributional
information in the stimuli is manipulated to induce the
relevant analogies.
Another unresolved question pertains to the nature of the
representations that support the generalization across
domains observed in our study. It may seem that the transfer
results would point to some sort of abstract, amodal
representation that can be applied across both auditory and
visual domains. However, this interpretation is inconsistent
with the results of Conway & Christiansen (2006), who
found no interference (i.e., negative transfer) between visual
and auditory artificial grammar learning. A plausible
hypothesis, then, following Redington & Chater’s (1996)
reevaluation of transfer effects, is that generalization may
happen at test given the salience of modality-specific
representations of the repetition patterns.
A future study is planned looking at transfer in deletion,
which is less salient and (crucially) veers away from
repetition patterns. In addition, future research will create
non-linguistic analogues of patterns in language that make
use of more complex, hierarchical and abstract
representations, such as those involving non-adjacent
dependencies (e.g., Onnis et al., 2003).
Additionally, future research will determine whether
linguistic and non-linguistic patterns are learned via the
same mechanisms. Previous research has suggested both
non-linguistic and linguistic pattern learning follow
relatively similar constraints (Finley & Badecker, 2010;
Kirkham, et al., 2002). For example, Finley and Badecker

Discussion
We have shown that learners are able to transfer knowledge
from a linguistic domain to a non-linguistic domain and vice
versa. Participants exposed to a linguistic reduplication
pattern were able to transfer that reduplication pattern to a
non-linguistic repetition pattern, and learners of a nonlinguistic repetition pattern significantly transferred this
knowledge to a linguistic reduplication pattern.
The results of the present study have important
consequences for theories of language learning and
representation. Because many patterns and processes in
language do not appear to have clear non-linguistic
analogues, it has been largely assumed that linguistic
processes are represented independently of non-linguistic
processes. Using a repetition pattern that has clear analogues
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(2010) compared learners’ inferences about linguistic and
non-linguistic agreement (harmony) patterns. Harmony is a
phonological pattern in which vowels (and consonants)
share the same phonetic feature values. Learners of a nonlinguistic visual analogue of harmony made similar
inferences compared to learners of the phonological
harmony pattern. The linguistic and non-linguistic patterns
mainly differed with respect to differences in processing
visual versus spoken auditory stimuli. Future work will
continue to explore the ways in which non-linguistic pattern
learning mirrors (or fails to mirror) complex language
learning. Only through comparison of multiple learning
situations will it be possible to uncover the domain-general
and domain-specific interactions that lead to language.
In summary, the present paper explores the role of
domain-general learning mechanisms in adult pattern
learning. Testing adult learners for transfer from spoken
linguistic to visual non-linguistic stimuli, we showed that
learners are highly flexible in their interpretations of novel
patterns. Participants were able to learn both linguistic and
non-linguistic repetition patterns, and were able to transfer
that pattern to a novel domain. These results suggest a
significant role of flexible, domain-general mechanisms in
language learning.
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Abstract

many or all of the utterances and combinations of structure
that they have ever encountered, increasing the number of
items that must be stored in memory but decreasing the
amount of computation required to process utterances.
Where does natural language fall on this continuum?
Structures that are idiosyncratic or non-compositional—
such as idioms and monomorphemic words—must be stored
(Bloomfield, 1933). A more controversial question is
whether fully compositional structures are sometimes stored
as well. In the domain of words, there is evidence for
storage of even fully regular morphological structure across
a variety of languages and morphological systems.
Examples include English verbal morphology (Alegre &
Gordon, 1999), English noun pluralization (Sereno &
Jongman, 1997), Italian and Dutch noun pluralization
(Baayen et al., 1997a; Baayen et al., 1997b) and Finnish
case and number marking (Bertram et al., 1999).
In syntax, the evidence for storage of compositional
structure is less certain. Although a number of recent
theoretical proposals in linguistics and psycholinguistics
have advocated the idea that fully compositional syntactic
structures can be stored (e.g., Jackendoff, 2002; Goldberg,
2005) it has proven difficult to obtain experimental evidence
for such storage. Several recent studies have shown
evidence for storage of long sequences of words (Bod,
2001; Bannard and Matthews, 2008; Tremblay, 2009;
Arnon & Snider, 2010). These results show that storage is
pervasive, even for fully compositional structure above the
word level. However, while these results are important and
suggestive, they fall short of providing evidence for the
storage of complex abstract syntactic structures.
Here, we provide experimental evidence that the linguistic
system stores complex syntactic structures that combine
both abstraction and lexical specificity. To do this we
investigate object-extracted relative clause constructions
(ORCs). The nature of ORCs, in particular, makes them an

In morphology, researchers have provided compelling
evidence for the storage of even fully compositional
structures that could otherwise be computed by rule. For
example, a high-frequency word composed of multiple
morphemes (e.g., root + plural inflection) may be stored
directly rather than computed on the fly (e.g., Baayen,
Dijkstra, & Schreuder, 1997). Here, we investigate similar
questions of storage and computation in syntax, a domain in
which evidence of storage of fully compositional structures
has been less forthcoming. We approach this question using
syntactic priming, a method exploiting the tendency of
individuals to repeat syntactic structures that they have
recently produced (Bock, 1986). As a test case, we investigate
relative clauses (RCs). RCs are both abstract and syntactically
complex but are nevertheless frequent in natural language
(Roland, Dick, & Elman, 2007). Moreover, differences in
processing complexity between different RC types are at least
partially predicted by frequency (e.g., Reali & Christiansen,
2007). RCs are therefore an ideal domain to look for evidence
of storage of abstract, compositional syntactic structure. If the
structures underlying high-frequency RC types are stored and
retrieved from memory as whole units instead of being
computed online from smaller units, then these stored
structures should be susceptible to priming. Across three
experiments, we observed that priming of object-extracted
RCs is sensitive to a) the type of noun phrase in the embedded
subject position (a full NP vs. a pronoun), and b) the type of
relative pronoun (who vs. that). These results suggest that the
representations of some types of RCs involve storage of large
units which include both syntactic and lexical information.
We interpret these results as providing support for models of
syntax that allow for complex mixtures of storage and
computation.
Keywords: syntax, relative clauses, priming

Introduction
An important open question in the study of language
involves the nature of the syntactic representations that are
stored in long-term memory. At one extreme, the language
user might only store the smallest fragments of structure
needed for composing meaning. Across different classes of
grammatical theories these minimal fragments of structure
have sometimes been represented with devices such as
context-free grammar rules (e.g., S  NP VP; NP  Det N;
Sag, Wasow, & Bender, 2003), basic combinatory types
(Steedman, 2000), immediate word-word dependencies
(e.g., Mel’čuk, 1988), or basic “merge” operations (e.g.,
Chomsky, 1995). Processing a sentence using only these
minimal units would require accessing large numbers of
these stored “items” (rules) from long-term memory and
combining them on-the-fly to create or infer new complex
meanings. At the other extreme, language users might store

Figure 1: Abstract syntactic structure of an ORC
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Granularity of potentially stored ORC structures
ideal test case for investigating the granularity of the
syntactic units that are stored. An ORC modifies a head
noun which has been extracted from the object position of
the RC. For instance, in the sentence, “The man that I met
yesterday was at the basketball game,” the ORC “that I met
yesterday” modifies the head noun “the man”, which is coreferential with the empty object of the verb “met”. RCs
therefore involve an abstract structure with an embedded
clause, a constituent that has been displaced, and several
other syntactic positions (see Figure 1).
Previous work on relative clause attachment provides
some evidence for priming (and storage) of abstract
syntactic structure (Scheepers, 2003). However, one
important question is whether the linguistic system stores
information about specific lexical items together with this
abstract structure. Fig. 2 illustrates the same ORC under
three different storage strategies/hypotheses. These range
from a strategy which is maximally combinatorial (Fig. 2a),
to a strategy where all lexical information is stored together
with the abstract syntactic structure (Fig. 2b), to an
intermediate case including some lexical content but still
allowing for variability in several of the syntactic positions
(2c).
Our experiments contrasted two structural variants of
ORCs: (1) ORCs with a pronoun versus a definite NP in the
embedded subject position (see Figure 3a vs 3c), and (2)
ORCs with that versus who as relative pronoun (see Figure
3a vs 3b).
Reali & Christiansen (2007) observed that ORCs with a
personal pronoun in subject position (henceforth,
“pronominal ORCs,” e.g., Fig. 3a-3b) are more frequent
than ORCs with a definite NP in subject position (“definiteNP ORCs,” e.g. Fig. 3c). Reali and Christiansen also found
that pronominal ORCs are read faster than matched
pronominal SRCs, which are typically considered to be less
syntactically complex (see also Warren & Gibson, 2002).
We therefore hypothesized that greater priming of ORCs
would be observed when the prime contains a pronominal
ORC (compared to a definite-NP ORC).
Roland et al. (2007) further observed that ORCs occur
more frequently following inanimate head NPs, compared to
animate head NPs (see Traxler et al., 2002; Mak et al., 2002,
for reading time evidence suggesting that ORCs with
inanimate head NPs are processed faster than those with

animate head NPs). Because the relative pronoun that can
refer to either animate or inanimate NPs, but the relative
pronoun who can only refer to animate NPs, we
hypothesized that ORCs might be more likely to occur with
the relative pronoun that, compared to who. This hypothesis
was confirmed by a corpus study. We searched the
Switchboard, Brown, and WSJ corpora from the Treebank-2
distribution (Marcus, Santorini, & Marcinkiewicz, 1995)
and found that in each corpus, less than 1.5% of all ORCs
occurred with who. In contrast, between 36% and 88% of
ORCs in each corpus occurred with that. We therefore
hypothesized that greater priming of ORCs would be
observed when the prime contains an ORC with the relative
pronoun that (compared to the relative pronoun who).
We conducted three sentence-completion experiments in
which participants were instructed to form complete English
sentences from short preambles (see e.g., Scheepers, 2003;
Desmet & Declercq, 2006). We first present the results from
two experiments run in the lab. We then present the results
from a more rigorous third experiment, which was
conducted partially in the lab and partially by using a webbased crowd-sourcing method. In both the lab and in webbased experiments, we find evidence for joint storage of
syntactic and lexical information for frequent types of ORCs
(i.e., pronominal ORCs and ORCs with that as a relative
pronoun).

Experiment 1
Experiment 1 was conducted to establish that ORCs elicit a
priming effect (i.e., that they are produced with greater
frequency after ORC primes than after other types of
primes) and to test whether this effect might be greater for
pronominal ORCs compared to definite-NP ORCs.

Methods
Participants Thirty-two native English speakers were
recruited from the MIT community. They were paid at a rate
of $10/hour.
Design and materials The experiment had four prime
conditions: a baseline prime (a definite NP); an SRC prime
(a definite NP + the relative pronoun who + a transitive
verb); a definite-NP ORC prime (a definite NP + who + the
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Figure 3: Schematic illustrations of the types of ORCs used in Experiments 1-3: pronominal ORCs (a-b) vs. definite-NP
ORCs (c) and ORCs with “who” as the relative pronoun (b) vs. “that” as the relative pronoun (a and c)

Results and Discussion

determiner the); and a pronominal ORC prime (a definite
NP + who + the personal pronoun you or I). Critically, in all
but the baseline prime condition the participant was forced
into an SRC or ORC completion. Each prime was followed
by a target preamble consisting of a definite NP followed by
who, in order to force a relative clause completion of the
target preamble. A sample item is given in (1):

Prime-target pairs were excluded if either the prime
preamble or the target preamble was left blank or not
completed as a complete grammatical English sentence,
affecting 15.36% of the data. We used the proportion of
ORCs produced in the targets as the critical dependent
measure. An overall SRC bias is to be expected in the RC
completions given that SRCs are more frequent than ORCs
(e.g., Roland et al., 2007).
Indeed, participants
overwhelmingly completed target preambles with SRCs;
across conditions, only 2.77% of target preambles were
completed with ORCs. The mean proportion and standard
error of the mean for each condition, along with the relevant
χ2 values and p-values for each proportion test, are
displayed in Table 1. The proportion tests that reached
significance (p < .05) are displayed in boldface, and those
that approached significance (p < .10) are in italic boldface.
Experiment 1 suggested priming of pronominal ORCs with
the relative pronoun who (see Figure 4a). In Experiment 2,
we attempted to replicate this finding with the relative
pronoun that.

(1) a. Baseline prime
The screenwriter…
b. SRC prime
The screenwriter who noticed…
c. Definite-NP ORC prime
The screenwriter who the…
d. Pronominal ORC prime
The screenwriter who you / I…
e. Target
The marine who…
Twenty-four such items were created. Each participant
only saw one version of each item (i.e., of each prime-target
pair), according to a Latin Square design. Items were
interleaved among 160 short filler preambles, in addition to
16 prime-target preamble pairs from an unrelated priming
experiment, for a total of 240 sentences. Between three and
five filler preambles appeared between each prime-target
pair (following Desmet & Declercq, 2006). Subject to these
constraints, four randomized lists of sentence preambles
were created. Four additional lists were created by
reversing the order of the trials in each list, for a total of
eight lists distributed evenly among participants.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, we had two goals. First, we wished to
investigate the priming of ORCs containing that as relative
pronoun. Second, we wanted to rule out a potential
alternative explanation for the priming effect observed in
Experiment 1. In particular, we wanted to test whether the
presence of a pronoun in any RC, rather than in the subject
position of an ORC specifically, might explain the priming
effect. We therefore included a pronominal SRC condition,
which contained a personal pronoun (you or I) in the
embedded object position. Furthermore, we added another
control (a complement clause prime condition) to test
whether any embedded clause with a pronoun might be
sufficient to elicit a greater proportion of ORC production in
targets.

Procedure Participants were given a booklet containing the
240 sentence preambles and were instructed to form full
sentences by completing each preamble with the first
continuation that came to mind. They were instructed not to
be too original or creative, but rather to be spontaneous and
to write down the first thing they thought of. They were
also prompted to move quickly through the experiment and
to complete the sentence beginnings in the order that they
were presented in. The experiment took between 45
minutes and an hour to complete.
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Methods

proportion and standard error of the mean for each
condition, along with the relevant χ2 values and p-values for
each proportion test, are displayed in Table 1.
In summary, we observed priming of ORCs in both
pronominal and definite-NP ORC conditions in Experiment
2 (see Figure 4b). This is in contrast to Experiment 1, in
which only pronominal ORCs elicited priming.
Furthermore, rates of ORC production across conditions
were higher in Experiment 2, plausibly due to the use of the

Participants Twenty-nine native English speakers were
recruited from the MIT community. They were paid at a rate
of $10/hour.
Design and materials Given the extremely low base rate of
ORC production across conditions in Experiment 1, no
baseline condition was included in Experiment 2. We
hypothesized that the complement clause prime condition
would result in the lowest proportion of ORCs in the targets,
and could thus serve as the new baseline condition. The
experiment had five prime conditions: a definite-NP SRC
prime (a definite NP + that + a transitive verb); a
pronominal SRC prime (a definite NP + that + a transitive
verb + the personal pronoun you or me + a preposition1); a
complement clause prime (a definite NP + a sentential
complement verb + that + the personal pronoun you or I); a
definite-NP ORC prime (a definite NP + that + the); and a
pronominal ORC prime (a definite NP + that + the personal
pronoun you or me). As in experiment 1, each prime was
followed by a target, as in (2f):
(2) a. Complement clause prime (baseline)
The screenwriter said that you / I…
b. Definite-NP SRC prime
The screenwriter that noticed…
c. Pronominal SRC prime
The screenwriter that noticed you / me by…
d. Definite-NP ORC prime
The screenwriter that the…
e. Pronominal ORC prime
The screenwriter that you / I…
f. Target
The marine that…
Thirty such items were created. Each participant saw one
version of each item (i.e., of each prime-target pair),
according to a Latin Square design. Items were interleaved
among 120 short filler preambles, for a total of 180
sentences.
Between three and five filler preambles
intervened between each prime-target pair. Subject to these
constraints, five randomized lists were created. Five
additional lists were created by reversing the order of the
trials in each list, for a total of ten lists distributed
approximately evenly among participants.

Table 1: Experiments 1-3 statistics

Procedure
The procedure was identical to that of
Experiment 1.

Results and Discussion
As in Experiment 1, only trials on which both the prime and
target preambles were fully completed as intended were
included in the analysis. This led to exclusion of 14.44% of
the data. The base rate of ORC production (7.92%) was
higher in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1. The mean
1

The preposition was included so that participants would be
required to produce some portion of the RC in all of the RC primes
(a-d).
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Experiment
Condition
Exp. 1 (N=32)
Baseline
SRC
Def-NP ORC
Pronom. ORC

mean

(SE)

χ2

p-value

.0277
.0183
.0000
.0248
.0674

(.0064)
(.0105)
(.0000)
(.0123)
(.0197)

—
—
1.321
0.001
3.701

—
—
.2504
.9803
.0544

Exp. 2 (N=29)
Comp. clause
Def-NP SRC
Pronom. SRC
Def-NP ORC
Pronom. ORC

.0382
.0649
.0411
.1218
.1274

(.0153)
(.0199)
(.0165)
(.0263)
(.0270)

—
—
0.656
0.000
7.087
6.344

—
—
.4181
1.000
.0078
.0118

3A-who (N=36)
Def-NP baseline
Pronom.baseline
Def-NP comp
Pronom. comp.
Def-NP ORC
Pronom. ORC

.0286
.0181
.0179
.0231
.0118
.0585
.0422

(.0052)
(.0104)
(.0102)
(.0115)
(.0083)
(.0180)
(.0156)

—
—
0.000
0.000
0.000
2.699
0.928

—
—
1.000
1.000
.9840
.1004
.3354

3A-that (N=36)
Def-NP baseline
Pronom.baseline
Def-NP comp
Pronom. comp.
Def-NP ORC
Pronom. ORC

.0964
.0769
.1176
.1124
.0663
.1176
.0872

(.0093)
(.0206)
(.0248)
(.0243)
(.0194)
(.0248)
(.0216)

—
—
1.170
0.863
0.028
1.170
0.022

—
—
.2795
.3529
.8679
.2795
.8818

3B-who (N=111)
Def-NP baseline
Pronom.baseline
Def-NP comp
Pronom. comp.
Def-NP ORC
Pronom. ORC

.0411
.0308
.0287
.0326
.0288
.0459
.0809

(.0037)
(.0078)
(.0076)
(.0083)
(.0076)
(.0098)
(.0126)

—
—
0.000
0.021
0.000
1.456
11.54

—
—
1.000
.8849
1.000
.2276
.0007

3B-that (N=109)
Def-NP baseline
Pronom.baseline
Def-NP comp
Pronom. comp.
Def-NP ORC
Pronom. ORC

.1457
.1275
.1292
.1186
.1621
.1259
.1884

(.0064)
(.0144)
(.0144)
(.0140)
(.0158)
(.0143)
(.0169)

—
—
0.000
0.171
2.004
1.000
5.752

—
—
1.000
.6790
.1569
.9368
.0165

(a)

Experiment 1 (who)

(b)

(d)

Experiment 3B-who

Experiment 3A-who

(c)

Def-NP
Baseline

Pronom.
Baseline

Experiment 2 (that)

Def-NP
Comp.

Pronom.
Comp.

Def-NP
ORC

(e)

Pronom
ORC

(f)

Def-NP
Baseline

Experiment 3A-that

Def-NP
Baseline

Pronom.
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Def-NP
Comp.

Pronom.
Comp.

Def-NP
ORC

Pronom.
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ORC
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ORC
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Figure 4: Results from Experiments 1 (a), 2 (b) and 3 (c-f). Mean proportion of ORC responses to targets per condition is plotted. In
Experiment 1, there is a marginally significant effect of priming in pronominal ORCs. In Experiment 2, there is a significant priming effect in
both definite-NP and pronominal ORCs. In Experiments 3B-who and 3B-that, there is a significant effect of priming in pronominal ORCs .
Overall, the proportion of ORC responses in the who experiments is greater than the proportion of ORC responses in the that experiments.

were paid $1.25 for completing the task.

relative pronoun that (χ2 = 16.846, p < .0001). In
Experiment 3, we sought to replicate the effects observed in
Experiments 1 and 2 including all the critical manipulations
in the same design, increasing the number of participants by
using a web-based crowd-sourcing service.

Design and Materials The design of Experiment 3 was as
described above. A sample item is given in (3):
(3)

a. Definite-NP baseline prime
The…
b. Pronominal baseline prime
You / I…
c. Definite-NP ORC prime
The screenwriter (who / that) the…
d. Pronominal ORC prime
The screenwriter (who / that) you / I…
e. Definite-NP complement clause prime
The screenwriter said that the…
f. Pronominal complement clause prime
The screenwriter said that you…
g. Target
The marine (who / that)…
Thirty such items were created, and 120 short filler
preambles were also used in this experiment. Preambles
were randomized as in Experiments 1-2.

Experiment 3
Experiment 3 used a fully crossed design, manipulating the
NP type (full NP vs. pronoun) and structure of the prime
(baseline vs. ORC vs. complement clause). In addition,
relative pronoun (who vs. that) was manipulated between
subjects. Given the small effect sizes in Experiments 1-2,
Experiment 3 included a web-based component.
In
particular, we first conducted two experiments (with who,
and with that) with similar numbers of subjects as in
Experiments 1-2 in the lab (Experiment 3A-who and
Experiment 3A-that). We then ran the same experiments
using Amazon.com’s Mechanical AMT service (henceforth
referred to as “AMT”) in order to a) gather data from a
larger number of subjects, and b) validate the production
priming method on AMT (see e.g., Munro, 2010, for
validation of other experimental paradigms on AMT).
These web-based experiments are referred to as Experiment
3B-who and Experiment 3B-that.

Procedure
For the two lab-based experiments, the
procedure was identical to that of Experiments 1 and 2. For
the AMT-based experiments, the procedure was also
identical to the previous experiments, except that the
preambles were presented electronically over Amazon.com
Mechanical AMT’s user interface, and subjects typed their
responses rather than writing them by hand.

Methods
Participants Thirty-six native English speakers recruited
from the MIT community participated in Experiment 3Awho; 36 additional speakers from the same subject pool
participated in Experiment 3A-that. These participants were
paid at the rate of $10/hour for their time.
For the AMT studies, participants were excluded from
analyses if they did not complete the entire experiment or if
they were not native English speakers. This left 111 (out of
120) participants for Experiment 3B-who and 109 (out of
120) participants for Experiment 3Bthat. AMT participants

Results and Discussion
As in Experiments 1 and 2, trials were excluded if either the
prime or target preamble was not fully completed as
intended. This led to exclusion of 6.2% (Experiment 3Awho), 3.2% (Experiment 3A-that), 13.8% (Experiment 3Bwho), and 5.1% (Experiment 3B-that) of the data,
respectively.
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For each of the experiments, two-sample proportion tests
were conducted for each condition against the definite-NP
baseline condition from the relevant experiment. The mean
proportion and standard error of the mean for each
condition, along with the relevant χ2 values and p-values for
each proportion test, are displayed in Table 2. The
proportion tests that reached significance (p < .05) are
displayed in boldface. In addition, the means and SEs for
the average of ORC production for each experiment are
shown.
As in Experiment 1, the two studies run on AMT
(Experiment 3B) showed a significant effect of ORC
priming, but only for the pronominal ORC (and not the
definite-NP ORC) conditions (see Figure 4e-f). We did not
observe an effect of ORC priming in Experiment 3A (see
Figure 4c-d).
An additional two-sample proportion test was conducted
across experiments to investigate the total number of ORC
target completions following definite NP primes and
pronominal primes. The mean proportion of ORC targets
following definite-NP ORC primes was .0890 (SE = .0079),
and the mean proportion of ORC targets following
pronominal ORC primes was .1200 (SE = .0089). This
difference was significant (χ2 = 6.434, p = .0112).
In addition, a large effect of relative pronoun was
observed. Collapsing across all conditions of both of the
that experiments, the mean proportion of ORC targets
produced was .1334 (SE = .0053) compared to a mean of
.0378 (SE = .0031) ORC targets in the who experiments.
This effect was highly significant by a paired-sample
proportion test, χ2 = 227.072, p < .0001.

indicate that some abstract syntactic structure was primed in
both cases. We leave it to future work to consider this as a
plausible explanation for the production frequency and
priming differences put forth in this paper.
Our results cannot be reduced to the priming of a lexical
element (i.e., the embedded subject pronoun or the relative
pronoun) alone, as we do not observe increased production
of ORCs in conditions with only a personal pronoun (e.g.,
the pronominal SRC, pronominal complement clause, and
pronominal baseline conditions of Experiments 2-3).
Furthermore, our results cannot be reduced to priming of a
lexical item + embedded clause (e.g., that + embedded
complement clause of any sort), as we do not observe
increased production of ORCs after a complementizer and
its complement clause (e.g., the “complementizer clause”
conditions of Experiments 2-3). It appears that both the
lexical element in a particular syntactic position and the
abstract syntactic structure(s) underlying object relative
clauses must be present for the priming to take place.
These results provide strong support for theories of
syntactic structure which allow for the storage of a wide
variety of both abstract and lexically-specific structures at
different levels of granularity, even when the structures are
fully compositional (e.g., Jackendoff, 2002; Goldberg,
2005). Of course, once the possibility of such storage is
admitted, two natural questions arise: which structures are
stored and why? One promising possibility is that the
storage versus computation decision is the result of
optimization of a tradeoff. Some tradeoff-based theories
view the tradeoff in terms of computational resources; time
spent computing can be reduced at the cost of space in
memory and vice versa (e.g., Baayen, et al. 2007a). Under
such theories high-frequency combinations of items may be
stored as chunks in order to facilitate fast processing.
Another recent proposal, O'Donnell (2011), takes a different
view on the nature of the tradeoff. Under this approach, the
tradeoff is viewed in terms of optimal predictions about
productivity and reuse. The system optimizes its ability to
predict future reuse of combinations of structure, while
determining which parts of the system will be able to
productively generate novel structures. We leave it to future
work to explore these different possibilities.

General Discussion
In this set of studies, we have provided the first evidence
for priming of object relative clauses (ORCs). We have
shown that the priming of ORCs is sensitive to the type of
the NP in the embedded subject position (definite NP vs.
pronoun) and the relative pronoun (who vs. that), two
factors that have been also shown to affect (i) production
frequencies, and (ii) processing complexity. These results
are of special interest because an ORC is a complex and
abstract syntactic structure involving an embedded clause, a
displaced constituent, and a number of other syntactic
positions (a possible representation is shown in Figure 2a).
Although there are many accounts of syntactic priming
(including transient activation, implicit learning, and
pragmatic alignment; see Ferreira & Bock, 2006, for a
recent review), all of them rely on the assumption that the
primed element (or elements) must be stored in order to be
primed. Our results imply that (some parts of) this complex
ORC structure must be stored together with specific lexical
items such as that or you. We recognize that some syntactic
theories hold that who and that occupy different syntactic
positions within an RC. Thus, it is possible that the abstract
syntactic structures primed in the who and that conditions
were not identical.
Although this may complicate
comparison between these two conditions, our results still
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Abstract

The main solution concept of game theory, the Nash
equilibrium (Nash, 1950), predicts the socially inefficient
mutual defection as the rational outcome for PD when it is
played only once. However, many real world phenomena
involve repeated PD type interactions. In the repeated version
of the game, additional constraint of 2R > T + S is enforced on
the payoff structure to prohibit the players from periodic
alternations of cooperation and defection. In the finitely
repeated version of the game, game theoretic solution is again
mutual defection in each round. However, results from various
behavioral experiments with repeated PD shows that partial
cooperation is often sustained in the finitely repeated PD
(Coleman, 1995). According to game theory, the socially
efficient mutual cooperation is possible only in the infinitely
repeated PD; one of the Folk theorems (Fudenberg & Tirole,
1991) of game theory predicts that in the infinitely repeated
case, sustenance of mutual cooperation is possible that is Nash
equilibrium. However, there are so many such possibilities and
game theory cannot predict how players choose among them
(Macy & Flache, 2002). In addition to the imprecise prediction
problem, these forward-looking predictions make implausible
assumptions about computational abilities of the players. Such
complications led game theorists to explore cognitive and
evolutionary alternatives to traditional game-theoretic solution
concepts (Macy & Flache, 2002).
Since decision-making in a strategic situation is an important
instance of cognitive behavior, more recently there have been
several attempts to use general theories of cognition to study
game-theoretic situations. Importantly, researchers from
cognitive modeling had considerable success in matching
human data obtained from various game contexts like RockPaper-Scissors (West & Lebiere, 2001) and repeated PD
(Lebiere, Wallach, & West, 2000). By using the memory
model offered by ACT-R cognitive architecture (Anderson &
Lebiere, 1998), Lebiere et al. (2000) could reproduce important
results like bimodal character of outcomes and the
phenomenon of strategy shift observed in the experimental
studies with human subjects by Rapaport, Guyer, and Gordon
(1976). Another important achievement of this model is its
success in explaining the rationale behind cooperative move by
a player in the model without relying on any assumptions about
altruism or fairness on the player’s part.
Cognitive modelers argue that humans lack the required
capabilities to be optimal players from the game theory
perspective (West et al. 2006). According to them, human
behavior in a strategic situation can be characterized as
maximal rather than optimal. Instead of solving a gametheoretic problem on the grounds of rationality assumptions
and then making the optimal move, maximal players use their

After the seminal work of Nowak and May (1992), the Spatial
Prisoner’s Dilemma has become a common metaphor for
studying the dynamics of cooperation in a spatially structured
population. In contrast to the widely employed evolutionary
model, which studies the dynamics of cooperation in a population
of primitive players that lack memory, this paper examines the
problem of cooperation in a population of memory-based players.
Using computational simulations, it is shown that partial
cooperation is maintained in a spatially structured population of
players whose decision-making is effectuated by the adaptive
nature of memory embodied in the ACT-R cognitive architecture
(Anderson & Lebiere, 1998).
Key Words: Cooperation; Spatial Prisoner’s Dilemma; ACT-R;
Cognitive Modeling; Memory.

Introduction
Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD) has long been used as a paradigm to
study the problem of cooperation faced by unrelated
individuals in the absence of central authority (Axelrod, 1984,
Nowak and May, 1992). In its classical form, it characterizes a
strategic situation between two players, in which both the
players can be better off by mutual cooperation but their
pursuits of rational self-interest leads to mutual defection and
mutually inefficient outcome. Classical Game theory
(Fudenberg & Tirole, 1991) provides a rigorous mathematical
framework to represent and analyze the strategic interactions
like PD and others among rational players. Game theory
formalizes PD as a mixed-motive two-person game with two
moves: Cooperate (C) and Defect (D) (Macy & Flache, 2002).
The normal form representation of PD game given in Table 1
conveniently summarizes the moves available to the players
and corresponding payoff each player would get for each of the
four possible outcomes.
TABLE 1: Payoff Matrix of PD

Player 1

C
D

Player 2
C
D
R, R
S, T
T, S
P, P

In the above formalization, the conflict between social and
selfish interests is captured with the payoff ordering: T > R >
P > S. The payoffs: R, P, T, and S, characterize Reward for
mutual cooperation, Punishment of mutual defection,
Temptation to cheat, and Sucker payoff.
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cognitive mechanisms to process the past interactions, and
respond with a move that exploits the perceived pattern of
opponent’s play. Such a maximal play, in which both the
players are learning about weakness of opponent and are
responding dynamically to exploit it in the best possible way,
leads to the formation of a dynamically coupled system that has
various interesting emergent regularities at the system level
(West et al., 2006).
This paper extends the memory based model of repeated PD
proposed in Lebiere et al. (2000) to the context of large
population of interacting players. Consideration of large
population of interacting players leads to further assumptions
concerning the structure of the interaction. Mean-field
approximation and rigid spatial structures are often considered
as the two limiting cases of interaction topologies (Hauert,
2002). In the simplest mean-field approximation, each player
interacts with everybody else with equal probability. The other
extreme, the rigid spatial structure, represents the case where
players are situated on a spatial structure like regular lattice and
interact only with their local neighbors. The seminal work by
Nowak and May (1992) has established that this crude
approximation of interaction topologies observed in real world
could be used to explain the emergence and maintenance of
cooperation in a population of extremely simple players with
no memory or any other cognitive capabilities. In this paper,
the problem of cooperation is analyzed in a finite (more than
two) population of so-called maximal players that are situated
on a regular lattice.
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Figure 1: Fraction of cooperators in a simulation of
evolutionary SPD on a square lattice with fixed boundary
conditions. Synchronous updating and interactions with eight
nearest neighbors are considered.
with the observation made in Nowak and May (1992). Note
that the payoff matrix considered here has the structure given
by R = 1, T = b, S = 0, and P = 0. The value of b is set at 1.9
for this particular instance, but the asymptotically stable value
of proportion of cooperators will be the same for any initial
conditions of the model with 1.8 < b < 2. Due to their
deterministic nature, the asymptotic cooperation levels
achieved in these models can often be determined analytically
using difference equations (Huberman & Glance, 1993). This
most basic version of the model is augmented along many
dimensions by considering the different definition of
neighborhoods, probabilistic winning, spatial irregularity, and
asynchronous updating (Nowak, Bonhoeffer, & May, 1994).
Computational experiments with these variations confirmed the
robustness of the claim that interaction with local neighbors in
an evolutionary SPD can promote coexistence of cooperators
and defectors in a population of memory-less players (Nowak
et al., 1994).
Evolutionary spatial frameworks like the one considered in
Nowak and May (1992) provides an apt template for modeling
strategic interactions and explaining the maintenance of
cooperation in a spatially structured population of simple
biological or physical entities that lack memory or any other
cognitive capabilities. However, straightforward adaptation of
these results to explain the cooperative dynamics in a social
system may not be appropriate. If the rationality assumption of
classical game theory may be interpreted as one extreme, the
overly simplistic characterization of players’ behavior in the
evolutionary spatial models may be interpreted as the opposite
extreme. Human decision-making in repeated strategic
interaction appears to be more sophisticated than the pure
imitation in the evolutionary models. This paper attempts to
strike a balance between the evolutionary and rational
paradigms by explicitly taking into account the character of
human memory in the analysis of the problem of cooperation in
a spatially structured population. It is worth mentioning that

Spatial Prisoner’s Dilemma
Nowak and May (1992) used a spatial version of PD, which is
commonly referred to as “Spatial Prisoner’s Dilemma” (SPD),
to analyze the emergence and sustenance of cooperation in a
spatially structured population. Players in this model are
extremely simple entities having no memory or any other
cognitive capabilities. Only two basic strategies are available to
players: always cooperate or always defect. Players are placed
at each site of a square lattice and each of them plays PD with
itself and its neighbors. In each time step or generation, every
player obtains a score that is the sum of payoffs received from
these interactions and each player imitates the strategy of
highest scoring player in the neighborhood (including itself). In
the case of a tie, a random highest scoring individual is
imitated. Substantial results about emergence and maintenance
of cooperation have been obtained from such a simple
evolutionary spatial game. Importantly, for certain parameter
values of the model, the fraction of cooperators always reaches
the same proportion almost independently of the initial
configuration like size of the lattice and the initial fraction of
cooperators in the population. Figure 1 depicts an instance of
the behavior of such a model over 2000 generations. Players
are bound to the lattice sites of a 100 × 100 square lattice, and
interact with their eight adjacent neighbors and also with
themselves. It can be easily seen that the fraction of
cooperators, fC, fluctuates slightly around 0.318 and agrees
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Qin, Chen, Zhao, & Shi (2008) provides an account of the role
of memory in evolutionary SPD. However, the memory model
adopted is quite primitive in its character and lacks many of the
important characteristics of human memory that are observed
in experimental studies. In contrast, the adaptive memory
model considered in this paper is an integral part of the ACT-R
cognitive architecture (Anderson & Lebiere, 1998) that is
developed with the aim of replicating the behavior of actual
human memory observed in extensive experimental studies.

simplifying the representational matters, such a totalistic
representation of outcomes explicitly takes into account the
spatial phenomenon that is an important characteristic of spatial
games. In the remainder of this section representation of the
outcomes as declarative chunks and the decision making
process are illustrated when four orthogonal neighbors are
considered for each player.
In a SPD on a square lattice with periodic boundary
conditions, there are five possible outcomes for each possible
move when four orthogonal neighbors are considered for each
player. All these possible outcomes are represented as
declarative chunks of type outcome with three slots: p-move
that encodes player’s action; N-config that encodes the choice
of moves by the neighbors; and, payoff that encodes payoff
received by the player for that particular outcome calculated
from payoff matrix in Table 1. The ten chunks necessary to
encode the possible outcomes for a given player in the model
are given below:

Model
Similar to the evolutionary spatial framework considered in
Nowak and May (1992), players in the current model are
located on a regular lattice and play PD game with other
players in their neighborhoods to receive the corresponding
payoff. The principal divergence from the evolutionary SPD
model is that the players in the current model use decisionmaking mechanism offered by ACT-R memory model to
choose a strategy rather than imitating the strategy of the best
scoring neighbor. The representations of declarative and
procedural components of ACT-R memory model in the
present model are largely derived from the memory-based
account of two-person Prisoner’s Dilemma game proposed in
Lebiere et al. (2000). In this transition from the two-person
game playing model to the spatial model, the game playing
logic is kept intact; a player looks at its two possible moves,
determine the most likely outcome given each move, and make
the move associated with the best likely outcome. The
following production rule captures the decision-making logic
of a player in the model:

(C-4C isa outcome p-move C N-config 4C payoff 4R)
(C-3C isa outcome p-move C N-config 3C payoff 3R+S)
(C-2C isa outcome p-move C N-config 2C payoff 2R+2S)
(C-1C isa outcome p-move C N-config 1C payoff R+3S)
(C-0C isa outcome p-move C N-config 0C payoff 4S)
(D-4C isa outcome p-move D N-config 4C payoff 4T)
(D-3C isa outcome p-move D N-config 3C payoff 3T+P)
(D-2C isa outcome p-move D N-config 2C payoff 2T+2P)
(D-1C isa outcome p-move D N-config 1C payoff T+3P)
(D-0C isa outcome p-move D N-config 0C payoff 4P)

For a given player, the first clause of the production will
retrieve one of the five chunks associated with the player
making move C, i.e. one of the five chunks: C-4C, C-3C, C2C, C-1C, C-0C, and the retrieved chunk is denoted as
OutcomeC, and the second clause will retrieve one of the five
chunks associated with the player choosing to defect, i.e. one of
the five chunks: D-4C, D-3C, D-2C, D-1C, D-0C, and the
retrieved chunk is denoted as OutcomeD. The payoffs
associated with these two outcomes, OutcomeC and
OutcomeD, are compared and the p-move associated with the
chunk with the highest payoff is taken. Similar to the model in
Lebiere et al. (2000), by systematically selecting the move
associated with the expected outcome that has the largest
payoff, a player in this model attempts to maximize its own
payoff. In this way, no assumptions about altruism or fairness
are needed to explain cooperative move of a player.
The production rule retrieves the most likely outcome for
each move by retrieving chunk with the highest activation for
each move. The activation of declarative chunks is calculated
using the following equation:

Spatial Prisoner’s Dilemma
IF the goal is to play Spatial Prisoner’s Dilemma
and the most likely outcome of making move C is outcomeC
and the most likely outcome of making move D is outcomeD
THEN make the move associated with the largest of outcomeC
and outcomeD
Note the actual outcome, and push new goal to make the
next play

The number of possible outcomes for each player in a spatial
game depends upon the notion of the neighborhood under
consideration. If each player has n neighbors then there are in
total 2!!! possible outcomes for each player. For
representational simplicity, a totalistic representation of the
outcomes is adopted that is inspired by the totalistic approach
adopted in Ishida and Mori (2005) to represent spatial
strategies. The symbol kC is used to represent a scenario where
k neighbors of a given player have chosen to cooperate and n–k
neighbors have chosen to defect, where n is the size of the
neighborhood and 0 ≤ k ≤ n. With this notation of specifying
the neighbors’ moves, the outcome where the player under
consideration has cooperated, and the configuration of
neighbors’ moves is kC, is denoted with C-kC, and the outcome
where the player has chosen to defect for the same
configuration of neighbors’ moves with D-kC. In addition to
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The first part of the sum, known as base level activation,
accounts for the adaptive nature of the human memory
observed in various psychological experiments reported in
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the window of 104 generations after the model is considered
stable. Almost normally distributed frequencies imply that fC is
fluctuating around the mean. The 95% confidence interval
obtained for asymptotic fC from 30 different runs is
[0.3200,0.3228]. However, the important insight here is that
cooperators and defectors coexist in the model in such a way
that the fraction of cooperators in the population is
asymptotically stabilized. To better understand the microscopic
dynamics of the model leading to the constant asymptotic
cooperation levels, densities of the four following groups in the
population are analyzed: individuals who cooperated in the
previous and current generations (fCC); individuals who
cooperated in the previous generation but chose to defect in the
current one (fCD); individuals who defected in the previous
generation but chose to cooperate in the current generation
(fDC); and, individuals who defected in both the previous and
current generations (fDD). Figure 3 depicts dynamics of these
four densities for the same simulation run considered in Figure
2, and the emergent regularity is evident. All of these four
densities stabilize after the system reaches asymptotic stability
and more interestingly, fCD and fDC are varying in almost
identical manner — the graphs of fCD and fDC are overlapping.
This implies, an almost equal number of cooperators and
defectors are changing their choice in such a way that fC is
asymptotically stable. In other words, the population is in a
kind of dynamic equilibrium with cooperators and defectors
coexisting in a chaotically shifting balance to keep fC
asymptotically stable.
In every generation, each of the maximal players considered
in the model makes use of its memories of outcomes in the past
generations to construct an expectation about the neighbors’
moves conditional upon its own choice of move. Such an
expectation is entirely experience based and is facilitated in a

Anderson and Schooler (1991). ti in the sum refers to the time
since jth reference, n is the total number of references, and d is
the forgetting rate. This computationally efficient
approximation of the original formula proposed in Anderson
and Schooler (1991) is due to Petrov (2006). Petrov has shown
that by keeping the most recent k references, the base level
activation can be approximated with great accuracy. In the
actual implementation we used k = 1 for computational
efficiency. The second part of the equation accounts for the
stochasticity and is calculated as noise that is normally
distributed with the mean of zero and the standard deviation
determined by the activation noise parameter s (Lebiere et al.,
2000). As in Lebiere et al. (2000), the same default values are
considered for the forgetting rate, d = 0.5, and the activation
noise parameter s = 0.25. The initial references of declarative
chunks are uniformly distributed such that on average each
chunk would get 100 references. It has been observed from
simulations that results are qualitatively unchanged when we
varied the number of initial references from 10 to 100.

Simulation Results
The first simulation is carried out on a square lattice of the size
50 × 50 with periodic boundary conditions. Memory based
players with the procedural and declarative memory
components described in the previous section are placed at
each lattice site and each of them interacts with its four
orthogonal neighbors (self interaction is not considered).
Standard PD payoff matrix (Axelrod, 1984) with R = 3, S = 0,
T = 5, and P = 1 is considered. In each generation (time step),
all the players simultaneously make their choice of moves
using the production rule, receive payoffs determined by the
corresponding outcomes, and update their declarative
memories. To characterize the macroscopic dynamics of the
model, the fraction of cooperators (fC) in the population at each
generation is considered. Since the model involves stochastic
elements, simulation output from a single realization may be
misleading and some statistical treatment would be more
appropriate. The simulation is carried out 30 times with a
different random seed each time to ensure statistical
independence across the runs. The model is considered to be
asymptotically stable in a given run when the difference in the
mean values of fC over two consecutive windows of 104
generations is less than 10-3 in absolute value. After the model
is considered as asymptotically stable, the mean value of fC
over next 104 generations is taken as the asymptotic fC of the
run. Figure 2 depicts the behavior of the mean value of fC over
the consecutive time windows of 104 generations in a sample
run of the model that is run for a total of 400,000 generations. It
can be easily seen that the magnitude of the slope of the curve
is rapidly approaching zero with time, indicating that fC is
approaching an asymptotic value. In this run, after 120,000
generations, the model meets the asymptotic stability criteria
and the asymptotic fC is the mean fraction of cooperators over
the next 104 generations, which is 0.3226 for this case. The
insert in Figure 2 depicts frequencies of different values of fC in
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Figure 2: Mean fC over time windows of 104 generations in a
simulation run of 400,000 generations. The insert depicts the
histogram of frequencies of different fC values over the 104
generations after the model is considered as asymptotically
stable.
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unison at each time step as if a global clock governs them. In a
social system, such an assumption about the existence of a
global clock that synchronizes the players is often inappropriate
(Huberman & Glance, 1993; Axtell, 2001). An asynchronous
activation scheme is generally used to realistically model these
systems where the members act at different and uncorrelated
times (Huberman & Glance, 1993). Consideration of
asynchronous updating resulted in strikingly different results
for some multi agent models (Huberman & Glance, 1993). A
generation in an asynchronous updating scheme consists of N
micro time steps, where N is the number of players, and a
single player is active during each micro time step. By active it
is meant that the corresponding player chooses its move and
receives a payoff based on the outcome. One important feature
of this scheme is that often some players in the neighborhood
of an active player have not made their decision in the current
generation. In these cases, it is generally assumed that these
players are still playing their choice of moves that are made
during the most recent generation. Two variations of
asynchronous updating are commonly used in agent-based
simulations: Uniform activation (UA) and Random Activation
(RA) (Axtell, 2001). In UA, each player is active exactly once
every generation. To eliminate artifacts due to the spurious
agent-agent correlations, the players are activated in a
randomized order in each generation (Axtell, 2001). In RA,
each player is active once on average in a generation; some
players may be active more than once while the others may not
be active at all in a given generation. For each of these two
schemes, thirty statistically independent runs of the simulation
described earlier were run and it has been observed in all these
runs that model has reached asymptotic stability criterion
discussed earlier with cooperators and defectors coexisting in a
shifting balance. The asymptotic fC values were also very close
to the synchronous updating case. For UA, the resulting 95%
confidence interval for fC is [0.3211, 0.3265], and for RA, it is
[0.3205, 0.3235]. However, as mentioned before, the main
emphasis of the current discussion is not about the quantity of
asymptotic fC but the emergent regularity developing out of
complex microscopic dynamics.
Further investigations using computational simulations
confirmed that results obtained in this framework are almost
independent of the size of the lattice. Lattice size is varied for
the first simulation from 20 × 20 to 400 × 400, and it is
observed that asymptotic value of fC is almost independent of
these parameters for a given neighborhood definition and
updating scheme. Such independence may have important
implications such as the existence of a universal constant
governing the PD interactions among memory-based players
on a square lattice (Huberman & Glance, 1993). The
conclusion about maintenance of cooperation, that model
reaches an asymptotically stable state where cooperators and
defectors can coexist, remains valid when eight nearest
neighbors are considered. These experiments confirm, on a
more general level, the claim that cooperation can be
maintained in a SPD of maximal players.
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Figure 3: Time series dynamics of the densities fCC , fCD , fDC ,
fDD and fC over 400,000 generations.
unique manner by the adaptive character of the memory of a
player. The adaptive nature of the player’s memory captures
the observed pattern of neighbors’ play using the past
occurrences of the outcomes. The maximizing move taken by a
player in a given generation is the best response to such an
observed pattern. A given player’s choice of a move in turn
affects the adaptive memories of player’s neighbors and their
future moves. Such an interaction leads to the formation of socalled reciprocal causation (Clark, 1997) between a player and
its neighborhood. Reciprocal causation often produces
unexpected, macro-level regular patterns of behavior in a
complex system of many interacting entities (West et al.,
2000). In the present context, the coexistence of cooperators
and defectors in a balance leading to the asymptotically stable
fraction of cooperators can be understood as such a system
level regularity in a spatially situated population of maximal
players. It is often hard to express the behavior of a reciprocal
causation system in terms of mathematical equations (Clark,
1997). Agent based models like the one discussed in this paper
prove useful when the equation-based analytical treatment of
the system characteristics is impractical due to the underlying
complexity (Axtell, 1999).

Discussion
Agent based computational models facilitate explicit
representation of the individual members of a system and the
direct interactions among them (Axtell, 1999). Before deriving
conclusions from these models, it is often important to be
cautious about certain representational matters. Even though
the system level regularities emerging out of complex
microscopic interactions are interesting in the first simulation,
further investigation is needed to make an overall claim about
such an emergent regularity. One implicit but very crucial
assumption in the previous simulation model is that activation
scheme is synchronous. In other words, players are updated in
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Recent behavioral experiments involving SPD have shown
that humans do not unconditionally imitate the best scoring
neighbor as assumed in many evolutionary game theoretic
models (Traulsen et al., 2010). We believe that cognitive
framework proposed in this paper to analyze spatial games may
be an important candidate among the possible alternatives that
can complement the evolutionary framework in understanding
the dynamics of strategic puzzles in social sciences. In our
future studies, we intend to validate the model output with the
data from behavioral experiments on SPD. We also intend to
study the effects of different payoff structures, and network
topologies on the cooperative dynamics in the memory-based
framework considered here.
Agent based models have gained significant appreciation in
explaining the relation between macro level outcomes and
micro level dynamics in complex social systems. However,
often these models employ ad hoc behavioral specifications at
the agent level that lack empirical underpinnings (Axtell,
2007). In contrast, the current model uses a behavioral
specification derived from the memory model of a successful
cognitive architecture that is developed from thorough
experimental studies. Using empirically justified behavioral
specifications instead of ad hoc formulations of behavior may
render agent based models to account for social phenomena
more convincingly.
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Conclusion
This paper has investigated the role of the adaptive nature of
human memory in the sustenance of cooperation in the context
of Spatial Prisoner’s Dilemma. Computational experiments
showed that individually maximizing behavior facilitated by
the memory mechanism implemented in the ACT-R cognitive
architecture promotes the coexistence of cooperators and
defectors in such a way that fraction of cooperators in the
populations is asymptotically stable. Further investigations
confirmed that such an emergent system level regularity
remains effective for various definitions of neighborhoods and
updating schemes. This work may be relevant in understanding
the dynamics of cooperation in a social system where the
memory processes that facilitate and constrain decision-making
of individuals may not be ignored.
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To account for systematicity, the two parts of the classical compositionality principle, i.e. (1) combinatorial syntax
and semantics, and (2) structure-sensitive processes, must be
compatible. However, classical theory does not explain why
they must be compatible, other than by assumption. By convention, one may assume an infix mode of classical concatenative compositionality, whereby John loves Mary is represented by [John Loves Mary]. Yet, by convention, one may
also choose a prefix mode, e.g., [Loves John Mary], or a postfix mode, e.g., [John Mary Loves], as employed in some (programming) languages, or even where argument order is reversed, e.g., [Mary Loves John]. All these possibilities are
valid forms of classical compositionality, but an architecture
that employs incompatible combinations will not exhibit systematicity. Classical compositionality does not fully explain
systematicity because of the ad hoc assumption that only certain combinations are permitted, which is enforced by the
cognitive scientist not the cognitive system. For an extended
discussion on the problem of ad hoc assumptions in science
generally, and classical/connectionist explanations of systematicity specifically, see Aizawa (2003).

Abstract
The classical account for systematicity of human cognition
supposes: (1) syntactically compositional representations;
and (2) processes that are sensitive to their structure. The
problem with this account is that there is no explanation as
to why these two components must be compatible, other than
by ad hoc assumption (convention) to exclude nonsystematic
variants that, e.g., mix prefix and postfix concatenative compositional schemes. Recently, we proposed an alternative explanation (Phillips & Wilson, 2010) without ad hoc assumptions, using a branch of mathematics, called category theory.
In this paper, we extend our explanation to domains that are
quasi-systematic (e.g., language), where the domain includes
some but not all possible combinations of constituents. The
central category-theoretic construct is an adjunction involving pullbacks, where the focus is on the relations between
processes, rather than the representations. In so far as cognition is systematic, the basic building blocks of cognitive
architecture are adjunctions by our theory.

Introduction

At this point, modellers may think to augment their theory with some sort of learning principle, such as is commonly incorporated into connectionist (Rumelhart, Hinton, &
Williams, 1986), and Bayesian modeling (Tenenbaum, Griffiths, & Kemp, 2006). However, connectionist and Bayesian
approaches suffer the same shortcoming: while both are capable of configuring architectures with the desired form of systematicity, they are likewise able to configure architectures
without that form of systematicity from that same learning
principle (see also Phillips & Wilson, 2010, on this point).

A complete theory of human cognition must explain why our
mental abilities are organized into particular groups of behaviours rather than just some arbitrary, random collection of
cognitive capacities. This property of cognitive architecture
(i.e., the collection of basic processes and modes of composition that together generate cognitive behaviour) is called systematicity (Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988), and the problem posed
for a theory of cognition is to explain why systematicity is
a necessary consequence of the assumptions and principles
embodied by the architecture that the proposed theory posits
(Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988; Aizawa, 2003).
The classical explanation derives from the principle of
classical compositionality, which says that cognitive representations and processes are constructed from a combinatorial syntax and semantics, whereby semantic relations between constituents of the complex entities represented by a
cognitive system are mirrored by syntactic relations between
the corresponding constituent representations—that is, syntactically structured representations and processes that are

Recently, we presented an alternative explanation for systematicity without recourse to such ad hoc assumptions
(Phillips & Wilson, 2010) that employed a branch of mathematics called category theory (Mac Lane, 2000), where the
theoretical focus is on the relationships between structuresensitive processes, rather than the representations on which
they operate. In particular, the category theory notion of functor maps (generalizations of) functions to (generalized) functions, as well as mapping objects to objects. The central explanatory element in Phillips and Wilson (2010) is the formal
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category theory concept of adjunction: an adjunction relates
two functorial constructions so that of the possibly systematic capacity realizing constructions there is one and only one
construction that realizes all systematically related capacities
via the adjunction. Hence, no further, ad hoc, assumptions
are required to distinguish systematic from unsystematic architectures, thus meeting the explanatory standard for systematicity in human cognition originally specified in Fodor
and Pylyshyn (1988), and subsequently clarified in Aizawa
(2003). In our theory, basic building blocks of human cognitive architecture involve the adjunctive relationships between
functorial constructions.
Our explanation of systematicity was applied in two domains that involved cognitive capacities pertaining to (1) a
common relation, and (2) a common relational schema. With
respect to these domains, human cognition exhibits what we
may call “full” systematicity, in the sense that capacity is extended to each and every combination of the possible constituents that may partake in the relation or schema. For
example, suppose one has the capacity to represent entities
John, Mary, Sue, Tom, and loves, and the relational proposition that John loves Mary, then one has the capacity to represent all combinations, such as Sue loves Tom, Tom loves John,
Mary loves Mary, and so on.

A category C consists of a class of objects |C| = (A, B, . . . ); a
set C(A, B) of morphisms (also called arrows, or maps) from
A to B where each morphism f : A → B has A as its domain and B as its codomain, including the identity morphism
1A : A → A for each object A; and a composition operation,
denoted “◦”, of morphisms f : A → B and g : B → C, written
g ◦ f : A → C that satisfies the laws of:
• identity, where f ◦ 1A = f = 1B ◦ f , for all f : A → B; and
• associativity, where h ◦ (g ◦ f ) = (h ◦ g) ◦ f , for all f : A →
B, g : B → C and h : C → D.
One may think of a category as modeling a cognitive domain, where objects are sets of cognitive states, and morphisms are cognitive processes mapping possible cognitive
state transitions. In this case, the category is Set having sets
for objects and functions for morphisms, where the identity
morphism is the identity function sending elements to themselves and composition is the usual composition of functions.
The category theory methods that we apply to systematicity
are not specifically limited to Set and could be used with
other categories. For example, the category Met of metric
spaces (objects) and continuous functions (morphisms) may
be appropriate for cognitive domains concerning continuous
instead of discrete entities.

Quasi-systematicity
Not all domains are fully (completely) systematic. Additional
constraints relevant to the domain of interest preclude some
combinations. In particular, linguistic constructions often incorporate different types of constraints, including syntactic,
phonetic, semantic, and pragmatic constraints that may further restrict the group of capacities that are intrinsically connected (Johnson, 2004). For example, English-speakers say
John put his gear down, but not John stowed his gear down,
even though they say John put his gear away, or John stowed
his gear away (see Johnson, 2004). In this sense, we say cognition is quasi-systematic with respect to this domain, where
quasi-systematicity is just a further refinement to a more specialized collection of systematic (intrinsically connected) capacities. That systematicity and quasi-systematicity are just
differences in degrees of the same basic phenomenon motivates our proposal for a general theory explaining both. Our
purpose in this paper is to show how our category theory explanation of systematicity (Phillips & Wilson, 2010) generalizes to include quasi-systematicity.

Functor
A functor F : C → D is a structure-preserving map from a
domain category C to a codomain category D that sends each
object A ∈ |C| to an object F(A) ∈ |D|; and each morphism
f : A → B ∈ C(A, B) to a morphism F( f ) : F(A) → F(B) ∈
D(F(A), F(B)), such that F(1A ) = 1F(A) for each object A;
and F(g ◦C f ) = F(g) ◦D F( f ) for all morphisms f : A → B
and g : B → C for which compositions ◦C and ◦D are defined
in categories C and D, respectively.
Functors preserve structure in that every morphism in the
domain category is associated with just one morphism in the
codomain category, though this association does not have to
be unique. Functors also provide a means for constructing
new categories from old. In our context, one may think of
functors as a means for constructing new cognitive representations and processes from existing ones. Thus, functors provide the formal starting point for a theory about the systematicity of cognitive capacities.

Basic category theory
We introduce the category theory definitions used to explain
quasi-systematicity. Numerous introductions to category theory are available: for mathematicians, see Awodey (2006);
Mac Lane (2000); for computer scientists, see Pierce (1991);
and for general interest, see Lawvere and Schanuel (1997).
Further motivation and background for our use of category
theory in cognition is given in Phillips and Wilson (2010),
and also Phillips, Wilson, and Halford (2009).

Natural transformation
.

A natural transformation η : F → G from a functor F : C → D
to a functor G : C → D consists of D−maps ηA : F(A) →
G(A) for each object A ∈ |C|, such that for every morphism f :
A1 → A2 in C we have G( f ) ◦ ηA1 = ηA2 ◦ F( f ), as indicated
by the following commutative diagram (here “commutative”
means that paths with the same start/end object yield the same
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Pullback (product)

morphism):
F(A1 )

ηA1

F( f )


F(A2 )

/ G(A1 )

A pullback of two morphisms f : A → C and g : B → C in
category C is, up to unique isomorphism, an object P (also
denoted A ×C B) together with two morphisms p1 : P → A
and p2 : P → B, jointly expressed as (P, p1 , p2 ), such that for
every object Z ∈ |C| and pair of morphisms z1 : Z → A and
z2 : Z → B there exists a unique morphism u : Z → P, also
denoted hz1 , z2 i, such that the following diagram commutes:

(1)

G( f )

ηA2


/ G(A2 )

A natural transformation is a natural isomorphism, or natural equivalence if and only if each ηA is an isomorphism.
That is, for each ηA : F(A) → G(A) there exists a mor−1
phism η−1
A : G(A) → F(A) such that ηA ◦ ηA = 1F(A) and
ηA ◦ η−1
A = 1G(A) .

Z
 hz ,z i
 1 2
z2
z1
A ×C B
EE
y
EE p2
p1 yy
EE
y
EE
yy
y
E" 
 |yy
A FF
xB
FF
xx
FF
x
x
xx g
f FFF
" |xx
C

Adjunction
The formal concept of adjunction is central to our explanation for (quasi-)systematicity. If we interpret functors as constructing cognitive representations and processes, then an adjoint relationship between two functors is a relationship between cognitive constructions. Except to explain systematicity (Phillips & Wilson, 2010), adjunctions do not appear to
have been used for cognitive modeling, but see Magnan and
Reyes (1995) for a conceptual introduction; see also Mac
Lane (2000) for adjunctions in mathematics; in other fields
see, e.g., Goguen (1972) in the context of general systems
theory of abstract machines and behaviours. For some orientation, one may think of classical/connectionist approaches
as primarily focussed on the processes that transform representations, at the expense of being unable to guarantee a systematic relationship between those processes. In contrast, an
adjunction guarantees that the only pairings of functors modeling such processes are the systematic ones. Thus, systematicity follows without further, ad hoc assumptions.
An adjunction consists of a pair of functors F : C → D,
.
G : D → C and a natural transformation η : 1C → (G ◦ F),
such that for every C−object X, D−object Y , and C−map f :
X → G(Y ), there exists a unique D−map g : F(X) → Y , such
that G(g)◦ηX = f , as indicated by the following commutative
diagram:
ηX

/ G ◦ F(X)
X FF

FF
FF

F
f
FF  G(g)
# 
G(Y )

F(X)

g


Y

(3)

A pullback may be thought of as a product of objects A
and B constrained by C and the morphisms f and g. In the
category Set, for example, A ×C B is, up to unique isomorphism, the subset of the Cartesian product A × B that includes
just those pairs of elements (a, b) satisfying the constraint that
f (a) = g(b) ∈ C. With this intuition in mind, we can begin
to see how pullbacks may pertain to quasi-systematicity of
relations, which we address next. In a category C, a terminal object, denoted 1, is an object, such that there is a morphism to it from every object in C. Note that a pullback with
C = 1 (i.e., a terminal) is equivalent to a product, effectively
there is no constraint on the product. Thus, our explanation
of quasi-systematicity subsumes our explanation of systematicity given in Phillips and Wilson (2010).

Explanation for quasi-systematicity
We apply our category theory approach to explaining quasisystematicity with respect to natural relations and some aspects of language.

(2)

Natural relations
We use the relation parent (e.g., mares parent colts) to illustrate our explanation of quasi-systematicity in terms of pullbacks. If one knows that mares parent colts and stallions parent fillies then one also knows that mares parent fillies and
stallions parent colts. Likewise, if one knows that cows parent steers and bulls parent heifers, then one also knows that
cows parent heifers and bulls parent steers. Yet, one would
not also think that mares parent steers, or bulls parent fillies.
One also would not think that colts parent stallions, or heifers
parent bulls. An architecture based only on a product is inadequate. Instead, the quasi-systematic capacities associated
with this relation derive from a pullback.
The pullback diagram associated with the parent relation is
an instantiation of Diagram 3. In particular, the pullback for

The two functors are called an adjoint pair, denoted (F, G),
where F is the left adjoint of G (written, F a G), and G is the
right adjoint of F, and η is the unit of the adjunction.
An equivalent definition of adjunction is in terms of the
counit, which presents the adjunction from the perspective of
the second category (i.e., D). An adjunction is an instance
of a universal construction, and the unit and counit are universal (mediating) arrows. That is, every construction factors
through them. Hence, the universal arrow accounts for the
indivisible nature of systematic capacities without ad hoc assumptions, because all capacities factor through it uniquely.
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plifies to:

this relation is given in the following commutative diagram:

h1Pr ,1Pr i
/ Pr ×Pr Pr
Pr PPP

PPP
PPP
 pg×os
PP
hpg,osi PPP
' 
P ×S F

(4)

Pr

 hpg,osi
pg
os
P ×S FF
FF p
x
p1 xx
FF 2
FF
xx
x
FF 
x
x
 |x
"
P FF
F
x
FF
x
x
FF
x
xx
s p FF
F# {xxx s f
S

equine

mare

equine

bull

bovine

cow

bovine

filly

steer

heifer

equine

bovine

bovine

equine

colt
stallion

Pr

hpg,osi

P ×S F

The adjoint for this example is (∆> , ΠS ), where S is the
constraining object, and > refers to constructs that are specific to pullbacks. The adjunction is indicated by the following diagram:
h1Pr ,1Pr i

Pr
pg 

P

/ Pr o 1Pr

s p ◦pg  s f ◦os

/So
sp
sf

1Pr

(1Pr , 1Pr )
 NNN
NN(pg,os)

NNN
(hpg,osi,hpg,osi)
NNN

&
/ (s p , s f )
(1P× F , 1P× F )
S

S

(7)

(p1 ,p2 )

where mediating arrow (p1 , p2 ) : (P ×S F, P ×S F) → (P, F) is
the counit.
The explanation for quasi-systematicity comprises two
parts: one part pertains to the constraints on allowable elements; and the other part pertains to universal construction,
and is essentially the same explanation as that for full systematicity, except that the universal construction is associated
with a pullback.
Regarding the constraints part of the explanation, there are
two sources of constraints in the form of the sets containing
the possibly related elements (i.e. P and F in this example),
and the requirement that Diagram 4 commutes. That P contains only progenitors and F only offspring precludes pairs
corresponding to colts parent mares, for example. The fact
that Diagram 4 must commute (to be a pullback) precludes
instances corresponding to stallions parent steers, for example, because stallion and steer belong to different species.
The universal construction part of the explanation parallels
the explanation for full systematicity: given a cognitive capacity for a relation realized as a particular pullback, then the
commutativity property of the adjunction ensures that there is
one and only one way to realize the other capacities, obviating the need for an ad hoc assumption stipulating which pullback. In particular, (F ×S P, p01 , p02 ), where p01 : F ×S P → F
and p02 : F ×S P → P, is also a pullback. Thus, from pullbacks alone an architecture can be constructed whereby mare
is correctly inferred as the progenitor in mares parent colts by
(P ×S F, p1 , p2 ) and p1 : (mare, colt) 7→ colt, but steers is incorrectly inferred as the progenitor in bulls parent steers since
(F ×S P, p01 , p02 ) and p01 : (steers, bulls) 7→ steers. The commutativity property of the adjunction rules out an architecture
that mixes different possible pullbacks. As with full systematicity, quasi-systematic capacities are indivisibly linked by a
universal arrow, i.e., (p1 , p2 ).

Figure 1: Matrix representation of parent pullback.

/ Pr ×Pr Pr
Pr QQQ

QQQ
QQQ
 pg×os
QQ

hpg,osi QQQ(
P ×S F

(6)

where a composition such as P → S ← F in Diagram 5 is identified by the morphisms (i.e., s p and s f ), and a map between
such compositions by the corresponding morphisms between
the outer objects. For example, P and F are the outer objects in P → S ← F, and S is the inner object. Reference to
the morphism between inner objects is omitted, because it is
determined by the other morphisms.
The adjunction is also given from the perspective of the
counit in the following diagram:

where Pr is the set of valid propositions, with pg and os
as the progenitor and offspring maps (respectively), P is
the set of progenitors, F is the set of offspring, S is the
set of species, sP (sF ) map the progenitors (offspring) to
their species, and P ×S F = {(p, f )|s p (p) = s f ( f )}. Suppose
P = {stallion, mare, bull, cow}, F = {colt, filly, steer, heifer},
and S = {equine, bovine}, so sp : stallion 7→ equine, mare 7→
equine, bull 7→ bovine, cow 7→ bovine, and sf : colt 7→
equine, filly 7→ equine, steer 7→ bovine, heifer 7→ bovine.
Then, P ×S F is the set {(stallion, colt), (stallion, filly), (mare,
colt), (mare, filly), (bull, steer), (bull, heifer), (mare, steer),
(mare, heifer)}, which contains just the elements in the parent
relation (see Figure 1).

P xS F

(1Pr , 1Pr )


(pg,os)

(s p , s f )

Pr
 os

F

(5)
where s p ◦ pg = s f ◦ os and Pr ×Pr Pr ∼
= Pr. Diagram 5 sim-
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(respectively), indicated as +3s (−3s) meaning is (not) thirdperson singular. Hence, quasi-systematicity for this domain
is explained by an adjunction involving this pullback.
Our second linguistic example involves the difference
between verbs drench and throw: English speakers say I
drenched the flowers with water, but not I drenched water
onto the flowers, whereas they say I threw water onto the flowers, but not I threw the flowers with water (Johnson, 2004).
Whether or not the verb requires a preposition such as onto,
or over is considered to depend on whether or not the meaning of the verb specifies how the water got onto the flowers (Johnson, 2004). Other verbs that require onto include:
dripped, throw, poured, and tossed. Verbs that require no
preposition include: dampened, drenched, and wet. The pullback for this situation is similar to the previous one, and indicated in the following diagram:

This form of pullback is sufficient when the capacity subgroups (one subgroup per species, in this example) are themselves locally, fully systematic. In some situations, this condition may not hold. For example, suppose we introduce whale
and calf as additional progenitor and offspring elements, respectively. By associating whale and calf with mammal, the
pullback above would yield (whale, calf ), but also (whale,
steer), and (whale, heifer) where these elements were also
associated with mammal. Clearly, the term calf is being used
in two senses that need to be distinguished. One sense pertains just to cattle, and the broader sense includes large mammals, such as elephants and seals as the parents of calves.
These subgroups can be distinguished by using another pullback that incorporates this additional structural information.
The pullback in this new situation is indicated in the following diagram:
Pr

pg
os
 hpg,osi
P × S ×KF
KKK p
s
p1,2 sss
KKK2,3
s
s
KKK
s
s
% 
yss
S×F
P × SK
KKK
ss
KK
sss
s
s
p
p2 KKK
KK sss 1
% ys
S

(8)

V ×A P
p1


V

p1


N

(9)
sV

sN

aP

aV


/ {+, −}

Discussion

Our first example is subject-verb agreement: for English
speakers, agreement between the subject and verb means that
the capacity for the dogs chase the cats and the dog chases
the cats implies the capacity for the cats chase the dogs, but
not the cats chases the dogs, nor the cat chase the dogs, etc.
The present example is confined to third-person agreement,
though the explanation extends to first- and second-person.
Subject-verb agreement is enforced by a pullback indicated
in the following diagram:
/V

(10)

A fundamental question for cognitive science concerns the
nature of human cognitive architecture, i.e., what are the basic processes and modes of composition that together make
up human cognitive behaviour. In so far as cognition is systematic, our category theory approach formally characterizes
basic cognitive processes as functors, and mode of compositionality as adjunctions. Thus, functors and adjunctions constitute basic building blocks of human cognitive architecture.
There is common ground between our category theory explanation and the classical compositionality one. Both theories assume complex representations and processes that are
built out of simpler ones, and some category theory constructions generalize classical ones (Phillips & Wilson, 2010). So,
a classical theory of systematicity may be entirely compatible
with our category-theory-level one.
Nonetheless, the quintessential difference between the two
theories is the adjunction, which accounts for systematicity
without having to stipulate a specific correspondence between
processes for constructing representations and processes for
accessing components of those constructions. Alan Turing is
credited with providing the key advance concerning the foundations of cognitive science, overcoming the problems with

Language

p2

/P

where V is the set of verbs, P the set of prepositions {onto,
over, ε}, where ε indicates no preposition, A = {+, −} is
the set of attributes, and aV and aP are the morphisms mapping verbs and prepositions to their preposition attribute (respectively), indicated as + (−) meaning does (not) require a
preposition.
The explanations for quasi-systematicity for these linguistic examples follows the explanation for quasi-systematicity
given for the natural relations examples, since they are all just
instances of a pullback.

where the constraining object S contains additional, semantic,
information distinguishing the senses of calf, and pi, j projects
out the ith and jth elements of a triple. The two senses of calf
are captured by pairing bovine with calf for one sense and
cetacea with calf for the other in S × F, and bull and cow
with bovine, and whale with cetacea in P × S. Since bull,
cow, steer and heifer, etc. are not paired with cetacea, instances such as whales parent steers are not contained within
the collection of quasi-systematic capacities.

N ×S V

p2


/ {+3s, −3s}

where N is the set of nouns, V the set of verbs, S =
{+3s, −3s} is the set of attributes, and sN and sV are the morphisms mapping nouns and verbs to their singularity attribute
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associativism by suggesting that cognitive processes are instead (syntactic) computations (Fodor, 2008). Turing’s (classical) solution works well for computational systems, because
the correspondence between the processes for constructing
compositional representations and the processes for accessing
their constituents is systematicity maintained by the designer
of the system. However, a theory of cognitive systems demands an explanation for such correspondences just in terms
of the system and its interaction with the world, not some
third party. Our explanation is of this latter sort, where the
correspondence is enforced by the commutativity property of
the adjunction.

pal place cells, see Gomez (2010). Further work is needed
to establish the theoretical relationship between our category
theory approach and neural mechanisms. We leave such theoretical and empirical possibilities as future research.
Acknowledgment. We thank the reviewers for their
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Grant-in-aid (22300092) to the first author.
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This conception of adjunction as a building block of cognition is unique to our theory, and goes significantly beyond
the widespread use of isomorphism (cf. analogy models) in
cognitive science generally. A contrast of adjunction versus
isomorphism highlights our shift in perspective: a reconception of cognitive architecture in terms of the relationships between structure-sensitive processes, instead of the representations that those processes transform (see also Phillips & Wilson, 2010). Other approaches to cognition, including classical ones typically treat representation in terms of an isomorphism between the representations and the entities those
representations are intended to depict. From the category theory perspective, isomorphic domains modelled as categories
are the same apart from a change of labels. An adjunction is
more general, and potentially more useful, because two domains (involving quite different sorts of processes) that are
not isomorphic, may still be systematically related by an adjunction, thereby affording an explanation that is not limited
to cases whose domains are only superficially dissimilar.
Given the generally abstract nature of category theory, one
may wonder whether our category-theoretic approach is to be
regarded as a formal description (or, specification) of cognitive architecture, or a causal explanation. A full discussion
of this point is beyond the scope of the current paper. We
note, though, that category theory is generally regarded as a
constructive theory is the sense that not only does one specify
what are the relationships between (mathematical) structures,
but how one structure is derived from another via the specified
morphisms. The close relationship between category theory
and computation has long been exploited by computer scientists. Functors are often used to model higher-order functions
(i.e., functions that take, or return other functions). Thus, our
category theory approach is well within the tradition of computational theories of mind, though our form of computation
is distinctly categorical.
If adjunction is one of the basic components of human
cognition, then what is its corresponding neural realization?
An adjunction involves a reciprocal relationship between two
functors, though the functors may not be inverses of each
other. One possible approach to investigating neural correspondences, then, is with the reciprocal relationships between
brain regions. For a category theory approach to neural networks, see Healy et al. (2009); and for modeling hippocam-
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Abstract

As far as we know this is the first developmental model of
interval timing. It is a memory-based connectionist model of
how infants learn to perceive time and has two further novel
features. First, it uses the uncertainty of a memory for an
event as the measure of how long ago that event happened.
This is in contrast to other memory models which use
relative intensity (e.g Staddon and Higa, 1999). Secondly,
it is a developmental model in which embodiment –
specifically, infant motor activity – is crucial to the
calibration of time-perception within and across sensory
modalities. Learning and coordinated motor activity in
infancy play a key role in synchronising different timing
mechansism and permitting developmental predictions. In
addition, the scalar property of interval timing (Gibbon,
1977) emerges naturally from the model.
This paper is organized as follows. We begin by briefly
discussing the various classes of models of time perception.
We then present the theoretical justification and framework
for our connectionist model of timing based on memorytrace decay. We focus, in particular, on the need to calibrate
this model via repetitive motor activity. Finally, we present
the details of the model, including how it is calibrated by
replicable signals in the motor system, and demonstrate that
the well-known scalar property of interval timing (Gibbon,
1977) is a natural by-product of its operation. We also show
how this model could provide developmental predictions.

We present the first developmental model of interval
timing. It is a memory-based connectionist model of how
infants learn to perceive time. It has two novel features
that are not found in other models. First, it uses the
uncertainty of a memory for an event as an index of how
long ago that event happened. Secondly, embodiment –
specifically, infant motor activity – is crucial to the
calibration of time-perception both within and across
sensory modalities. We describe the model and present
three simulations which show (1) how it uses sensory
memory uncertainty and bodily representaions to index
time, (2) that the scalar property of interval timing
(Gibbon, 1977) emerges naturally from this network and
(3) that motor activity can synchronize independent
timing mechanisms across different sensory modalities.
Keywords: Infancy; cognitive development; interval timing;
embodied learning.

Introduction
Adults from all cultures and backgrounds can accurately
anticipate short-term events, can catch objects thrown to
them, and can perform the enormous range of human
activities that require timing. This universality may seem to
imply that the sense of time does not rely on learning or
embodiment, a position implicitly taken by the well-known
pacemaker-accumulator models of time perception (Gibbon,
1997; Church, 1984; Gibbon, Church and Meck, 1984) and
multiple-oscillator/coincidence-detection models (Miall,
1989; Church and Broadbent, 1990). But there are a number
of problems with these models, most important among
them, the problem of resetting the system for every event
for which a time judgment might later be required.
Recently, the reset problem has been avoided by suggesting
that time perception depends on memory-trace decay
(Staddon, 2005). Our central hypothesis is that adult timing
capacities are learned in early infancy and require grounding
in motor activity. For this reason, we developed a model of
time-perception learning in infants.

Background
Time perception is central to human cognition (e.g.,
Grondin, 2008; Zakay and Block, 1997). Not only does it
allow us to organize and make sense of physical events, it
also underlies micro and macro level social interactions. At
the level of the individual, time perception is linked to
executive control, delayed gratification, and decision
making. It, therefore, comes as no surprise that Immanuel
Kant described time as an inner sense that structures and
makes possible cognition. Human time perception is
generally divided into three categories: precision timing
(less than 500 ms), interval timing (500 ms. to 5 mins.), and
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longer-term time perception, each of which appears to
implicate by a different neurocomputational system (Buhusi
and Meck, 2005). This paper will be concerned only with
interval timing, which lies between cellularly-driven
precision timing and longer-term sequence-based, schemadriven timing. This intermediate level is believed to share a
common processing core with spatial and numerical
magnitude estimation abilities (Walsh, 2003; Brannon,
Suanda and Libertus, 2007).
There are currently three major explanatory paradigms for
interval timing. The first relies on an internal pacemaker
that emits regular, short pulses that are counted by an
accumulator. The number of pulses stored in the
accumulator gives the measure of the time that has passed
(Staddon and Higa, 1999; Church, 1984; Gibbon, Church
and Meck, 1984, Droit-Volet and Wearden 2001). The
second class of models relies on multiple neuronal
oscillators with coincidence detectors associating particular
patterns of firing with given time intervals (Church and
Broadbent, 1984, Matell and Meck, 2000). Process-decay
models constitute the final class, where the estimation of the
passage of time is derived from the decay of memory traces
(Staddon and Higa, 1999; Lewis and Miall, 2006).
One of the most significant problems with both
pacemaker/accumulator and oscillator/coincidence-detector
models is the necessity of resetting the accumulators or
oscillators for every event that could potentially be timed.
Are there multiple accumulators, one for each possible
event? What triggers their resetting? What, exactly,
constitutes “an event?” Memory models of time-perception
do not have this problem. The activation pattern for any
event for which there is a memory trace will decay to a
greater or lesser extent depending on how long ago the
event took place. The memory-trace decay determines the
perception of the amount of time that has passed.
However, models that rely on memory-trace decay need to
be calibrated against the duration of events in the world. We
suggest that infant motor activity is a plausible way in
which this calibration could be achieved early in
development. Numerous authors (Lakoff, 1987; Glenberg,
1997; Thelen and Smith, 1996; Piaget, 1955) have
convincingly argued for the importance of motor activity in
structuring early perceptual and cognitive development. We
believe that infant time perception needs to be included in
the range of cognitive phenomena structured by motor
activity.
There is now ample evidence that infants as young as 4
months are able to keep track of short time intervals and can
respond to the violation of an expectation based on a regular
time interval (Colombo and Richman, 2002; Adler et al,
2008; Brannon et al, 2007; Clifton, 1974). However, this
ability is not entirely mature and continues to develop well
into childhood (e.g., Friedman, 2008; Droit-Volet, Tourret
and Wearden, 2004; Goldberg, 1995), in concert with
children’s improved attentional control.

Theoretical Framework
We suggest that the development of interval time perception
in infants is intimately linked to coordinated motor activity.
Three main lines of argument support this hypothesis:
1. Repetitive motor activity is ubiquitous in early
infancy (e.g., Piaget, 1955; Droit-Volet, Clement and
Fayol, 2008), even being present in newborns (Van der
Meer, Van der Weel and Lee 1995; Lewandowsky, 1993).
This movement is perfectly correlated with the time that it
takes to complete it. When a baby moves its hand to touch
its mother’s face, this is a motor activity, but it is also a
temporal activity, because it takes a certain amount of
time for the baby’s hand to move from its starting
position to its final position. This fact will be used to
calibrate our activation-decay model of time perception.
2. Areas of the brain that are important in motor
activity have recently been found to play a role in
perceptual timing (Ivry, 1996; Rao, Meyer and
Harrington, 2001). It is now known that the disruption of
input from the motor cortex to the associative areas of the
parietal cortex selectively interferes with perceptual
timing (Bueti, Bahrami and Walsh, 2008).
3. Memory-trace decay is known to exist in the brain
and is a well-studied and neurophysiologically plausible
phenomenon (Staddon and Higa, 1999; Lewis and Miall,
2006). In contrast, after 25 years of research the
neurological evidence for accumulator models remains
equivocal (Staddon, 2005; Buhusi et al., 2005).
In addition, if time perception is shown to develop from
embodied sensorimotor origins in infancy into more abstract
adult representations then the present theory could provide a
framework to explain how adult temporal concepts appear
embodied despite limited neural data in adults (Kranjec and
Chatterjee, 2010).

The scalar property
The scalar property for interval-timing (Gibbon, 1977) is a
widely replicated finding in both adult humans and rats (see
Gibbon and Allan, 1984 for a book length summary). It
states that time-perception errors (E) increase as a scalar
function of the length of the time interval (I) to be predicted.
An interval twice as long (2I) produces errors that are twice
the large (2E). This is surprising because the Central Limit
Theorem predicts that error in cumulative processes grows
more slowly – the expected error for an interval length 2I
would be 2E . The mechanisms of the model that we
propose in the present paper solves this problem, timeinterval prediction uncertainty in our model does, indeed,
increase in a scalar fashion.

The need for calibration
Memory-trace models determine the passage of time in
terms of how much a memory trace has decayed. But
memory-trace decay cannot be directly decoded into
temporal information, unless there is (or has been) some
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Figure 1. The two lines of graphs show hypothetical activation decay sequences (“ fading gaussians” ) over visual columns
(α=0.0045, β = 0.001, ϕ = 0.0105) and over auditory columns (α=0.0048, β = 0.001, ϕ = 0.0105) at 500 time-step intervals
over 3000 time steps. Uncertainty (σ ) in both modalities grows linearly and leads to the scalar property of interval timing.
means of grounding that decay in meaningful, repeatable
event sequences. The central hypothesis of this paper is our
suggestion that infants ground memory-trace decay through
self-generated, repetitive corporeal motions (such as arm
movement). A simple example illustrates this idea.
Each time a baby moves its hand from a vertical position
to a horizontal position (Figure 1), it takes approximately
the same amount of time and this allows different amounts
of memory-trace decay to be grounded in amounts of body
or arm movement.
Imagine a baby playing with some toys. The baby picks
up a colored block, waves it about a bit before bringing the
object to its mouth for a closer inspection. The length of
time between when the baby first noticed the toy and when
it arrives at its mouth will be directly proportional to the
amount of arm movement the baby has carried out. In
another case, imagine that a baby is lying in a cot and hears
a noise to his or her left. The baby may have to manouver its
whole body in order to orient its head towards the sound.
Again the amount of movement is proportional to the time
since the original sound.
Moreover, similar movement sequences will take broadly
similar lengths of time. So body and arm movement can
serves as a rough temporal yardstick for visual and auditory
memory-trace decay. In this way, over time an association
between how long ago an event took place (as measured by
activation decay of a memory trace) and limb movement is
gradually learned. Infant body movement serves as a
metronome for the timing of memory decay.

Visual and auditory events come in all shapes, sizes and
intensities. The initial activation associated with an event
can therefore vary considerably in amplitude. The fading
memory trace for a high-intensity event will not correspond
directly to the fading memory trace for a low-intensity
event. That correspondence can be established via constantvelocity body movement. The "yardstick" of repeatable,
predictable body movement in space is what we propose to
align the time perception for the two events.
Visual and auditory are often, but not always, correlated
Many visual events are not accompanied by a simultaneous
production of sound and vice-versa. It is also important to
note that the calibration of visual and auditory memorytrace decay rates does not have to happen simultaneously.

Architecture of the network
For this model we used a simple connectionist architecture
(Figure 2) with a “visual” and an “auditory” pathway
leading to the same set of “arm position nodes.” Note that
arm position here is chosen as an easily graspable instance
of the more general notion of proprioceptive configuration.
The input layer consisted of 41 units for each sensory
modality which represented a memory as time evolving
guassian. These inputs connected to two independent sets of
10 hidden nodes which both connected to the same 10
output nodes which encoded arm position as a binary vector.
During training a particular arm position is associated with a
particular time interval in one or the other modality and the
network is trained using back-propogation of error. At test
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the gaussian corresponding to a particular time interval is
presented in a single modality and the predicted arm
position that is output serves as a proxy estimate of the
amount of time since the original sensory event.

Arm position encoding
Here we use simplified topographic representations of limb
position with binary encoding. Position 1 is given as [1 0 0
0… ] , position two as [1 1 0 0 … ] and so on. Although
movement is continuous we do not code intermediate
positions. Similarly, we are using a completely linear
representation. This is an approximation. Further research
with this model will attempt to direcly fit data from classic
studies of infant timing abilities which used predictive
reaching as diagnostic measure (von Hofsten, 1980) and
infant electromyography (EMG) data collected as part of
this research programme.

Memory decay using fading gaussians

Figure 2: Schematic representation of network.

We begin with a cluster of neuronal columns in visual
cortex. The central column of the 41-column cluster is
assumed to receive input from the sensory interface. The
initial activation level of this column depends on the
intensity of the input stimulus, which we assume to be a
visual or auditory stimulus of short duration. Once the
stimulus is no longer present, the peak activation value of
the central column will decrease and activation will spread
to neighboring columns. The activation of the ith column at
time step t is designated by Ai(t), Activation at time t+1 is
determined by the following equation:

This testing is done by inputting to the network the
activation gaussians corresponding to 500, 1000, 1500, etc
time steps of decay (here denoted as intervals from 1 to 90
seconds). We note the average error produced from 20
seperate estimates at each time interval. Figure 4 shows that
error increases approximately as a linear function of the
time interval being measured, which is what Weber's Law
for interval timing predicts (Gibbon, 1977). Third, in a final
simulation, we show how, via arm movement, the visual and
auditory fading gaussians produce correlated outputs. In
other words, whether a time interval is measured in the
visual modality or in the auditory modality, the output (i.e.,
the estimate for the length of the time interval) will be the
same.

Ai (t+1)=α( Ai−1 (t)+ Ai+1 (t))+(1+β−ϕ) Ai (t)
where
α determines the amount of activation spreading between
adjacent columns;
β determines the level of self-excitation
ϕ determines the amount of activation leakage.

Simulation 1: Development of interval timing
This first simulation looks at the performance of a network
trained in one modality (Figure 3). A naive network is
initialised with small random weights and is trained with a
set of randomly presented gaussian activations. Each of
these is associated with a particular amount of arm
movement and the network is trained to predict these values.
Figure 3 shows the average output of 20 networks during
training across the full range of possible time intervals. The
predicted arm position given by the network is translated to
the corresponding time interval to plot the figure.
As can be seen the network learns to predict the intervals
quite effectively in the middle of the range. It over estimates
timing on short intervals and underestimates it on long
intervals. In part this is due the lack of granularity of the
binary encoding. However, this general pattern of responses
has been found in children's estimates of time (Droit-Volet,
2003). This model could provide an explanation for this
developmental effect.

The evolution of activation in this cluster of columns,
which we refer to as “fading gaussians,” is illustrated by the
series of graphs at the top and bottom of Figure 1, indicating
activation decay in the visual (top) and auditory (bottom)
columns.

Results
We report three preliminary results from our simulations 1.
First, we show that the network does, indeed, gradually
learn to associate the fading-gaussian input profiles with the
various arm positions. The network gradually learns to
associate the various stages of the fading visual or auditory
input profiles with arm positions (Figure 3). Second, after
training, we test it to determine the amount of error roduced
for each time interval (Figure 4).
1

The MATLAB code for these simulations can be downloaded
from http://www.cbcd.bbk.ac.uk/people/affiliated/caspar/time
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Figure 4: The scalar property in a trained network. The top
line shows the average prediction at each interval and the
standard deviations from 20 networks. The lower line shows
this error as a relative proportion of the predicted interval.

Figure 3: Learning in a single modality network. Each line
represents the output of partially trained networks. As
learning progresses the lines tend to converge to the 'perfect
prediction' diagonal. (Each line represents an averaged over
20 equivalently trained networks.)

Simulation
modalities

Simulation 2: The scalar property

3:

Calibration

of

independent

The first two simulations looked at the performance of a
network trained in one modality. Here we investigate how
embodiment can work as a mechanism to synchronise and
calibrate time interval estimates in different modalities.
Droit-Volet (2003) showed that children's interval timing
can differ across auditory and visual domains suggesting
that there is some independence of these measures and that a
development mechanism for calibration is required.

The second simulation demonstrates how the scalar property
of interval timing is a natural feature of this model. With a
network trained to make predictons of arm location from
memory decay, we a took a set of twenty responses for 50
different time points between 1 and 90 seconds. The average
of these responses is plotted in Figure 4, together with error
bars representing one standard deviation. The scalar
property says that the size of the errors is proportional to the
length of the interval. In other words error divided by
interval should be a constant. We also plot this relative
proportion in Figure 4. This proportion is constant which is
what Weber's law predicts.
The bump appears to be due to the limited granularity of
using a binary representation of arm position. It is important
to note that the simplifying assumptions about bodily
representaion (binary, linear) are likely to impair network
performance. Using a non-binary representation would
provide greater information. Whilst Fitts Law states that the
motor system obeys a power law which suggests that motor
representations also possess scalar properties. Similarly, in
the current model, body position is used both to calibrate the
sensory modalites and as a proxy representaion of time
quantities. As an infant matures it is likely that its time
representations will become more abstract, although it is
beyond the scope of this paper to demonstrate this. In line
with Walsh's (2003) ATOM model, we expect the brain to
recruit regions of the cortex that represent quantity
logarithmically. Future iterations of this model will
investigate both these refinements.

Figure 5: Correlation between network predictions in two
independent modalities with training.
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In our model, each modality is trained separately but is
tied to the same underlying bodily representation. To show
how this leads to calibration and synchronisation of clocks
in different modalities, we took representative networks
trained in two modalities and looked at their outputs across
the full range of possible intervals (1 to 90 seconds.)
Correlating these outputs for the two independent networks
showed how well calibrated and synchronised the networks
were. In Figure 5, we plot the evolution of this correlation
as the networks both gain greater experience.
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Conclusion
We have presented a new model of interval timing in
infants. It is the first developmental model of time
perception and has two further novel features. It is based on
memory uncertainty and it utilizes embodied learning to
calibrate timing across different perceptual modalities. We
have demonstrated that this model captures the scalar
property of interval timing and certain developmental
effects. One prediction of this model is that restricting a
baby's movement would impair his or her time perception.
This precise prediction is part of an ongoing research
project involving babies.
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Abstract

evaluate alternatives by using knowledge about their
attributes as cues. The common idea behind such
compensatory models is that an alternative’s value on one
cue can be traded off against its value on another cue.
A large amount of evidence has been gathered for as well
as against both positions - for support of the recognition
heuristic see for example: Gigerenzer, Hoffrage, and
Goldstein, 2008; Pachur, 2010; and Volz, et al., 2006; for
challenges of the heuristic see for example: Beaman, Smith,
Frosch, and McCloy, 2010; Dougherty, Franco-Watkins,
amd Thomas, 2008; and Oppenheimer, 2003. However,
non-compensatory and compensatory decision strategies
themselves are broad categories that subsume a number of
different models. For instance, compensatory strategies
propose that knowledge about the alternatives is used in
some way; however they do not agree on how this is done.
Constraint satisfaction models, for example, assume that all
available information is integrated at once, in a parallel,
automatic fashion (Glöckner & Betsch, 2008). Evidence
accumulation models, in contrast, assume that evidence for
the alternatives is accumulated sequentially until a decision
boundary is reached (e.g., Lee & Cummins, 2004).
In testing different decision strategies against each other,
research has encountered various problems. First, theories
are often specified at varying levels of detail, making it
difficult to directly compare them. Second, many theories
have been formulated at a verbal qualitative level and are
therefore underspecified relative to the empirical data
against which they are tested. Consider the city size
example again. Based on different theories, one might
generate predictions about decision times; the time
participants need to decide which of the two cities is larger.
Figure 1 illustrates the paradigm that is typically used to
assess these times. Presented with the names of two
alternatives (like the cities York and Stockport), the
participant is asked to infer which of the two has a larger
value on a criterion (e.g., which of the two cities is larger).
All information the person wants to use for this decision has
to be retrieved from memory. Using this paradigm for
testing different strategies, one could for example assume
that decision time increases with the amount of knowledge
that is used in the decision making process (Bröder &
Gaissmaier, 2007). However, participants’ decision times
will not only depend on the decision strategy itself, but also
on other factors, like the time it takes to read the names of
the cities, to retrieve information from memory, and to enter
a response. Consequently, the contribution of the decision
strategies themselves might be drowned out by these

In the last decade a debate in the decision making literature
has centered on the question whether decisions can be better
described by simple non-compensatory heuristics or by more
complex compensatory strategies. We argue that this debate
should be led at a higher level of precision Theories about
decision strategies are implemented at different levels of
description and they often only make verbal, qualitative
predictions. This makes it difficult to compare between them
and to test them against quantitative process data. A way to
make theories comparable and improve the precision of their
predictions is to model them within one computational
framework. Using the example of the recognition heuristic,
we show how simplifying dichotomies such as the one
between non-compensatory and compensatory decision
strategies can dissolve when using detailed quantitative
models.
Keywords: recognition heuristic, compensatory strategies,
cognitive model, ACT-R

Introduction
Imagine you are asked which of two cities is larger, York
or Stockport. You do not know the correct answer but
remember that you recently read an article about York in the
newspaper. You recall that it had some mentionable
industry, but no international airport and also no premier
league soccer team. Of the city of Stockport you have never
heard before. Which city will you answer to be the larger
one? To respond, you could employ the recognition
heuristic (Goldstein & Gigerenzer, 2002). According to it, if
you recognize one of the alternatives, but not the other, you
may infer the recognized one to be larger. Your answer
would be York. As an alternative to the recognition
heuristic, you may rely on a strategy that uses your
knowledge about the city’s attributes as cues. Following
corresponding compensatory models of decision-making,
(e.g., unit-weight linear strategy), you might conclude that
the absence of an airport and a premier league soccer team
speak against York being a large city. Consequently, you
might infer Stockport to be larger.
The example illustrates a debate that has received much
attention in the decision-making literature (for an overview
see Marewski, Pohl, & Vitouch, 2010). Are decisions better
to be described by simple non-compensatory heuristics, or
by complex compensatory decision strategies?
The
recognition heuristic is a non-compensatory model for
memory-based decisions: Even if further knowledge beyond
recognizing an alternative is retrieved, this knowledge is
ignored when the heuristic is used. In contrast to this
assumption, many other decision models posit that people
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additional factors (cf. Hertwig, Herzog, Schooler, &
Reimer, 2008).

Table 1. Positive (+) and negative (-) cues associated to the
six to-be-recognized cities in Experiment 1 of
Pachur et al. (2008)
Cue
Industry
Airport
Soccer

Aberdeen
+
+
+

City
NottingSheffield
ham
+
+
+
+

Bristol
+
+
+

Brighton
+
-

York
+
-

Models
To test between different strategies we generated
quantitative models that were implemented in the cognitive
architecture ACT-R (Anderson, et al., 2004). From all
possible modeling accounts we chose ACT-R because it
takes into account both sub-symbolic and symbolic
components of cognition as well as perceptional and motor
processes. This allows for modeling the task as it was
solved by the participants and to directly compare the
modeling results to the empirical data. Like the participants
in the experiments, the models read the city names from a
screen, make a decision about which of the cities is larger
and indicate their decision by pressing one of two keys.
Models’ decisions and decision times are assessed. Below
we describe the details of the decision procedure for each
model.

Figure 1. Sample trial of the memory paradigm as it is
usually used to assess participants’ decisions and decision
times.
In the current project we try to tackle both of the issues
mentioned above. First, we implement different decision
strategies into one cognitive modeling framework. This
results in directly comparable quantitative predictions of the
strategies. Second, by using a cognitive architecture for this
implementation, we take into account the interaction with
additional components of cognition, like reading, memory
retrieval and giving a motor response. This allows us for
assessing the contribution of different decision strategies at
a higher level of precision and for directly comparing them
against empirical data.

Assessing recognition. All models start with assessing
recognition of the cities (see Pachur & Hertwig, 2006, for
evidence suggesting that when asked to make a decision
between alternatives, people will first assess their
recognition). In modeling recognition, we follow Anderson
et al. (1998) and Schooler and Hertwig (2005) in assuming
that a city is recognized, if it can be retrieved from memory.
In ACT-R, the probability and the time required for
retrieving a city from memory depend on the city’s level of
activation. The activation Ai of a city i in memory is
determined by three components as shown in Equation 1:

Methods
Empirical Data
The empirical data we used to test different strategies was
gained by reanalyzing the data of Experiment 1 from
Pachur, Bröder, and Marewski (2008), which has been
argued to provide evidence for both the recognition heuristic
and compensatory strategies (Gigerenzer, Hertwig, &
Pachur, 2010). In the decision phase of the experiment,
Pachur et al. presented their participants with choices
between cities, as in the introductory example: a recognized
city with three associated cues and an unrecognized city
about which nothing was known. The cues were industry,
airport, and soccer. Each cue could be either positive
(speaking for a city being large) or negative (speaking
against a city being large). The cities varied in the pattern of
associated cues, with two, one, or zero of the three cues
being negative (Table 1). For each pair of cities the decision
and the decision time were assessed as shown in Figure 1.
However, in their paper, Pachur et al. only reported the
decision data. Before the decision phase of the experiment,
participants learned the names and cue patterns of the six tobe-recognized cities. After the decision phase, recognition
memory for all cities and cue memory for the to-berecognized cities were assessed. Only pairs in which
participants responded to have recognized one, but not the
other city were analyzed and used in the model tests.

.

(1)

The first component is the city’s base-level activation Bi
which reflects the frequency of encounters with the city in
the past. The second component is the spreading activation
the city receives from the current context Si, reflecting its
usefulness in the current context. The third term ! is a
random noise component that is calculated from a logistic
distribution. Given a city’s activation Ai, the probability that
it will be retrieved is calculated by,
,

(2)

where ! describes the threshold that has to be crossed for a
retrieval and s describes a noise component. The time
required for a successful retrieval decreases with increasing
activation Ai of a city i, as shown in Equation 3,
retrieval time = Fe "A i ,
(3)
where F describes the latency of the retrieval. If the model
cannot retrieve a city, the time it takes to notice a retrieval
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failure is calculated using the retrieval latency F and the
retrieval threshold !:
(4)
retrieval failure time = Fe "# .

(cf. Mensink & Raaijmakers, 1988 for such interference
accounts of forgetting). Forgetting is implemented by an
additional race between retrieve-a-cue, respond-withrecognized and forgetting that starts as soon as at least two
cues have been retrieved from memory.
Compensatory strategies. The remaining models were
implemented to test different versions of compensatory
decision strategies. Depending on the cue knowledge
associated to a city, these models can decide for and against
the recognized city. They differ in how the cue knowledge is
used in this decision and they produce different decision
time predictions.
Model-3. This model implements a strategy that assumes
that cue knowledge is used implicitly, by memory activation
processes (Glöckner & Betsch, 2008). After assessing
recognition, it retrieves knowledge about the three cues of
the recognized city from memory. After all cues are
retrieved, the model tries to form an impression about the
recognized city’s size. It does this by attempting to retrieve
information that indicates whether the city is large. The
probability that this information can be retrieved depends on
memory activation spreading from positive cues (Equation
2). The more positive cues are associated to a city, the more
activation is spread and the higher the chance that the city is
assessed as large. If the model cannot assess the city as
large, it will enter the unrecognized city.
Model-1&3. In assuming a race between the strategies of
Model-1 and 3, this model implements a combination of the
non-compensatory recognition heuristic and a compensatory
decision strategy. After recognition is assessed, the
strategies to directly decide that the recognized city is larger
and to retrieve a cue race against each other. This race is
repeated until the decision is made or all cues are retrieved.
If all cues are retrieved and no decision has been made yet,
the model can additionally try to form an impression about
whether the city is large by using memory activation as
implemented in Model-3.
Model-1&3-F.This model is identical to Model-1&3, but
it additionally assumes that retrieved cues will at times be
forgotten as in Model-1&2-F.
Model-4. This model uses cue knowledge explicitly by
means of a decision criterion as suggested by evidence
accumulation models (Lee & Cummins, 2004). After
assessing recognition, it retrieves knowledge about the cues
for the recognized city. As soon as enough positive or
negative cues are retrieved to meet the model’s decision
criterion, it responds with the recognized city (in case of
positive cues) or the unrecognized city (in case of negative
cues). To reflect different possible decision criteria, the
model is implemented in different versions. Model-4.1
responds as soon as one positive or negative cue is retrieved.
Model-4.2 needs two positive or negative cues for a
decision, and Model-4.3 needs all 3 cues to be positive or
negative to reach its criterion. If the model cannot retrieve
enough cues to reach its criterion, it uses recognition as its
best guess.

Assessing cue knowledge. After the initial assessment of
recognition, a subset of the models additionally retrieves
knowledge about cues from memory. We assume that this
retrieval is performed using the same kind of retrieval
processes as are described above for the retrieval of cities
(see Equation 1-4). Analyzing the cue memory task that
followed the decision phase in Pachur et al. (2008), we
found that participants remembered negative cues slower
than positive ones. To reflect this fact, we let the models
retrieve positive cues faster than negative ones by giving
them different activation levels.
Decision strategies. Whereas all models assess
recognition as a first step, they differ in the strategies that
lead to a decision.
Non-compensatory strategies. We implemented four
models to test variations of the non-compensatory
recognition heuristic. These models always decide for the
recognized city. However, they differ in the amount of
knowledge retrieved from memory before this decision is
made. As memory retrieval takes time, depending on the
amount of knowledge that is retrieved before the decision,
the models produce different decision time predictions.
Model-1. Implementing the simplest version of the
recognition heuristic (Goldstein & Gigerenzer, 2002), this
model directly uses the outcome of the recognition
assessment and responds with the recognized city.
Model-2. Implementing a newer proposal for the
recognition heuristic (cf. Pachur, et al., 2008), this model
retrieves knowledge about the three cues of the recognized
city from memory. After the cues are retrieved, the model
responds with the recognized city, without using the
retrieved cue knowledge in the decision.
Model-1&2.This model presents a combination of Model1 and Model-2, in assuming a race between their strategies.
After recognition is assessed, the strategies to directly
decide for the recognized city and to retrieve a cue race
against each other1. This race is repeated until the decision
is made.
Model-1&2-F.This model is identical to Model-1&2, but
it additionally assumes that retrieved cues will at times be
forgotten. The intuition behind this assumption is that
processing a cue can detract from previously retrieved cues
1

In the literature, the terms “race” or “race model” are
sometimes used in similar ways as the terms “evidence
accumulation” or “sequential sampling models”. For instance,
Gold and Shadlen (2007) define race models as process where
“evidence supporting the various alternatives is accumulated
independently to fixed thresholds” (p. 541) and as soon as one of
the alternatives reaches the threshold, it is chosen. Applying the
race to ACT-R’s production rules, we implemented a simplified
version of that mechanism, where competing production rules have
equal utilities (Anderson, et al., 2004) and are therefore chosen at
random. Put in Golden and Shadlen’s terms, the production rules
have equal chances of reaching the threshold.
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Figure 2. Decisions times (median and quartiles) for participants (grey) and models (black) that always chose the
recognized city. RMSDs were calculated separately for median and quartiles and then averaged.

Results

recognition group. The models largely varied in their
decision time patterns (see Figure 2). In the empirical data,
decision times had a large spread and increased in a linear
fashion with the amount of negative cues associated to a
city. As was to be expected, Model-1 produced fast decision
times that did not vary as a function of cue knowledge and
did not vary between trials. Retrieving cue knowledge
before the decision, Model-2, Model-1&2, and Model1&2-F produce a linear increase of decision times with the
number of negative cues. Only the models that implement a
race between different strategies are able to reach a spread
comparable to the empirical data. The best fit is reached by
Model-1&2-F which assumes that cues are at times
forgotten.
Cue Group. Most compensatory models (Model-3,
Model-1&3, Model-1&3-F, Model-4.1, and Model-4.2)
decide for the recognized city in part of the cases. The exact
proportion of these choices depends on the amount of
negative cues associated to the cities and differs between the
models (Figure 3). In the empirical data, the proportion of
choices for the recognized city was overall high but
decreased with the number of negative cues associated to a
city. Using cue-knowledge implicitly, Model-3, Model1&3, and Model-1&3-F reflect the decreasing proportion of
choices for the recognized city. In doing so, Models-1&3
and 1&3-F fit the decisions of participants well, whereas
Model-3 underestimates the overall proportion of choices
for the recognized city. The decision patterns of Model-4.1
and Model-4.2 deviate substantially from the human data.
Using a strict decision criterion, these models show a
sudden drop in choices for the recognized city when
reaching their decision criterion of one or two negative cues.
As in the recognition group, the empirical decision times
show a small linear increase with the number of negative
cues and have a large spread. Whereas all models that fit the
cue groups decisions produce linearly increasing decision
times, only Model-1&3-F is able to fit the large spread.

Pachur et al. (2008) found that some participants
answered always in accordance with the recognition
heuristic (N=25), whereas others seemed to sometimes use
their cue knowledge to decide against the recognized city
(N=15). To investigate this difference further, we analyzed
the data of these two groups of participants separately
(subsequently referring to them as recognition and cue
group). To investigate the effect of cue knowledge, we
analyzed decisions (% of choices for recognized city) and
decision time distributions (medians and quartiles)
separately for two, one, and zero negative cues.
In fitting the models to the human data, we used a
stepwise procedure to constrain the parameter space.
Specifically, we first fit the parameters associated with
recognition and cue retrieval on data of the recognition and
cue-memory tasks. To do so, we implemented separate
ACT-R models of recognition and cue retrieval, which were
fit to the recognition and cue memory data. With these
parameters fixed, we then estimated the remaining
parameters from participants’ decision times in the decision
task2. To allow maximum comparability between the
models, all parameters were kept constant between the
models. Each model was run 40 times on the trials of each
participant.
Recognition Group. As it was to be expected, the noncompensatory models (Model-1, Model-2, Model-1&2, and
Model-1&2-F) always decided for the recognized city,
replicating the decisions of the recognition group. Also the
compensatory Model-4.3 showed this decision behavior,
because it could never reach its decision criterion of three
negative cues that would have been necessary to decide
against the recognized city. In producing 100% decisions for
the recognized city, by definition of the groups, all these
models reached a RMSD of 0 to the decision data of the
2

ACT-R’s latency factor (F) was set to .1, the retrieval
threshold (") to -.3, and activation noise (s) to .2. The base levels
(Bi) were set to 4.1 for cities and positive cues and to .18 for
negative cues. Spreading activation between cities and negative
cues was set to 0. Maximum associative strength (S) was set to 3.
Visual attention latency was set to .035 and imaginal delay to .1.
All other parameters were kept at the default values of ACT-R 6.0
(Anderson, 2007).
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Figure 3. Proportion of choices for the recognized city for participants (grey) and models (black) that chose the unrecognized
city in part of the trials.

Conclusions

fitting model of the cue-group (Model-1&3-F) sometimes
additionally acts on implicit knowledge, from which it gains
intuition about the recognized city’s size. While this
difference between the two winning models is thus a subtle
one, it does seem to reflect an important psychological
variable that is consistent with the literature on intuitive
versus deliberate modes of processing (e.g., Evans, 2008).
Our results show how dichotomies like the one between
non-compensatory and compensatory processes can dissolve
when implementing decision strategies at a higher level of
detail and precision in a cognitive architecture. In addition,
the good fit of the race models to the human decision times
highlight the possibility that even people who always
responded with recognized cities most likely retrieved and
encoded cues in at least some of the trials. People who
sometimes responded with unrecognized cities, in turn, most
likely based their decisions on cues in some of the trials but
ignored these cues and relied entirely on recognition in
others.
Before concluding, we want to discuss some possible
limitations of our approach. First, the empirical data against
which we tested our models was gathered in an artificial
setting where participants were explicitly taught the cue
values of the to-be-recognized cities before the experiment.
This allowed for high control of participants’ knowledge
and simplified the models. For example, in modeling this
experiment it was reasonable to assume that the different

A number of strategies have been proposed for how
people make memory-based decisions between alternatives.
In the current article we explore how such strategies can be
evaluated against each other by using the precision of a
cognitive architecture. By implementing a number of
decision models that have originally been defined at
different levels of description into one architectural
modeling framework, we make these models directly
comparable to each other. By not only modeling decision
processes, but also the interplay of these processes with
perceptual, memory, and motor processes, we produce
quantitative predictions that can be directly compared to the
empirical data.
For participants that always responded with the
recognized city (recognition group), as well as for those that
sometimes decided against the recognized city (cue group),
models that implemented a race between different strategies
performed best. These models were not only able to fit the
participants’ decisions, but also the distribution of their
decision times. The success of these models is interesting,
because, even though they were not identical, they were
very similar. Both types of models retrieve and encode cues
in some of the trials, whereas in others they merely assess
recognition. The models only differ in one respect, namely,
that the best-fitting model of the recognition group (Model1&2-F) exclusively relies on recognition, whereas the best

Figure 4. Decisions times (median and quartiles) for participants (grey) and models (black) that chose the
unrecognized city in part of the trials. RMSDs were calculated separately for median and quartiles and then averaged.
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cues (soccer, industry, and airport) are represented in
memory with equal strength and that therefore, retrieval
times and probability did not vary between the cues.
However, in real-life, where knowledge is acquired
naturally, the situation becomes more complex. In
naturalistic settings, the activations of different pieces of
information will vary as a function of the environment
(Anderson & Schooler, 1991), resulting in different
probabilities and speed of retrieval for different pieces of
information. Future research will have to show if those
models that won the model comparison here, will also be
able to generalize best to such more naturalistic settings.
Second, in implementing decision strategies that differ in
their level of description and that are often underspecified in
aspects important for the implementation, we had to make a
number of additional assumptions. All assumptions are
grounded in the decision, memory, and ACT-R literatures.
Often, however, these literatures offer more than one
plausible solution. Future evaluation of the different
strategies and their implementation will be necessary to test
the extent to which our results are due to core features of the
modeled strategies and to which extend they were caused by
additional assumptions we had to make for implementing
the strategies.
Summarizing, our results suggest that models, which
implement a race between competing decision strategies,
best predict people’s decisions and decision time
distributions. This demonstrates how simplifying
dichotomies that are so often used in psychological research
can dissolve when using quantitative models that specify the
interplay of underlying cognitive processes.
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The problem particularly affects information embodying conditional cycles. Imagine we have boolean variables X, Y and Z representing basic features of the environment (e.g., rain, mud and humidity). These are
known to be conditionally related as follows: P (Y |X) =
0.8, P (Z|Y ) = 0.4, P (X|Z) = 0.6. Given P (X) = 1.0
(e.g., observed evidence of rain) what probability should
we infer for Y ? Standard methods of probabilistic inference cannot produce any answer. The existence of
a cycle among the conditional relationships means the
model cannot be viewed as representing a joint distribution. Inference through marginalization is ruled out.
One way around the problem is to take an approach
which dispenses with the underlying joint distribution
altogether. Instead of treating this as the key reference,
we treat the probabilities the model asserts as fundamental. Conditional values are not viewed as constraints on
an implied joint distribution. Rather they are viewed as
mandating acts of inference. On this basis, P (X|Y ) legitimates inference of an unconditional value of X whenever an unconditional value of Y is identified. Simultaneous inferences for the same variable can be accommodated by letting them contribute equally to the inferred
value, subject to the constraint that probabilities sum to
1. Inferred values are then obtained by normalized summation of products, much as in marginalization. The
regime accommodates cyclic conditionality. Application
to the case above, for example, produces a final inferred
probability of 0.8 for variable Y .
This regime, in which asserted probabilities are
treated as inference mandates, can be viewed as a naı̈ve
form of probabilistic inference (cf. Hansson et al. 2008)
in which inference arises directly from the semantics of
conditional assertions. Application of conditional probabilities to relevant unconditional values has the potential
to identify new unconditional values. These can then be
the basis for production of further values, and so on, in
a potentially infinite sequence. Naı̈ve inference becomes
the behaviour of a data-driven machine — a naı̈ve inference machine as it will be called.
Is such a primitive procedure likely to have any useful application? There are various ways it might do so.
Where there is a need to deal with probabilistic information embodying cycles, standard forms of inference
cannot be used. Dealing with the situation without re-

Abstract
Use of Bayesian models to explain both high- and lowlevel aspects of cognitive function promises better connections between cognitive science and cognitive neuroscience. But standing in the way are fundamental
problems, such as the computational intractability of
Bayesian inference, and the general difficulty of understanding how Bayesian calculation can deal with structural representation. Getting around the problem of intractability seems to involve devising effective methods
for approximating optimal inference. But there is the
alternative of simplifying the interpretation of how inference arises. While the process is normally taken to
involve calculations over an implied joint distribution, it
is possible to view it more simply as data-driven application of conditional assertions. This naı̈ve interpretation has several advantages with regard to tractability
and representation. The paper formalizes the model and
demonstrates some of its virtues.

Introduction
Methods of probabilistic inference are increasingly under
the spotlight as cognitive science moves towards greater
use of Bayesian approaches (e.g., Knill and Richards,
1996; Chater et al. 2006). Strongly facilitating this trend
are the ‘graphical models’ for performing inference with
complex probabilistic information (e.g., Pearl, 1988).
Somewhat obstructing it is the knowledge that Bayesian
inference is computationally intractable (Cooper, 1990).
For some, this intractability does not vitiate the explanatory value of Bayesian inference viewed as an optimal
solution for a cognitive or perceptual problem (e.g., Anderson, 1990). The point is made that such models can
be viewed as theories at a functional level of abstraction,
e.g., the computational level of Marr’s scheme (Marr,
1982). For others, the intractability issue is more concerning (e.g., Danks, 2008).
A more basic problem with Bayesian approaches relates to the constraints that methods of probabilistic
inference place on source information. All standard
methods assume a probabilistic model that implicitly
represents an underlying joint distribution (Russell and
Norvig, 2010). Inference is progressed through marginalization, i.e., constrained summations of values appearing
within this joint distribution. The difficulty is that the
process is then infeasible with regard to probabilistic information that does not properly represent a joint distribution.
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Formalization

quiring additional assumptions, naı̈ve inference may then
have a use as a least-commitment approach to inference
in the presence of conditional cycles.
The regime also makes connections with noninferential models of mechanism. Accommodation of
cycles means that naı̈ve inference can exhibit looping.
Naı̈ve inference machines have the potential for infinite
processing. In the case where extremal probabilities (1s
and 0s) are deployed, the behaviour is that of a digital
device with iterative behaviour; a connection can then be
made between naı̈ve inference and computation. In fact,
as Section 4 demonstrates, naı̈ve inference machines are
Turing equivalent: they can model any form of computational behaviour. This suggests the potential for explanations unifying modeling of inferential behaviour with
modeling of computational behaviour.
An appealing application of naı̈ve inference is in connection with conventional Bayesian accounts. A difficulty with these is the computational intractability of the
process model. Some accounts cash this out by establishing the means by which processing is implemented (e.g.,
Pouget et al. 2003; Körding and Wolpert, 2006). Others
reserve the right not to do so on grounds of explanatory abstraction (e.g., Chater and Oaksford, 2008b). In
general, there is a need to establish a better connection
between the theoretical ideal of Bayesian inference, and
practical mechanisms by which it can be pursued.
Naı̈ve inference cannot be viewed as approximating
Bayesian inference. But since it treats the semantics of
the conditional probability assertion in the same way,
situations can arise in which both methods produce the
same result. There is then the potential to treat naı̈ve
inference as modeling the ‘bounded rationality’ (Simon,
1957) that ideal rationality must express in practice. Instead of approximating the Bayesian ideal, this introduces a less sophisticated interpretation of what inference involves.
Taking bounded rationality to be modeled by naı̈ve inference does achieve some of the benefits of approximation, however. The process model is no longer computationally intractable. There is also the prospect of better
connections with models of neural processing. Mediated
by simple operations of summation and normalization,
the machinery of naı̈ve inference is likely to be more
easily related to known functionalities of the brain (cf.
Dayan and Abbott, 2001)
The aim of the paper is to set out the proposed model
of naı̈ve probabilistic inference in more detail, to formalize it mathematically, and to examine its potential
uses. There are five main sections. The next section
(Section 2) formalizes the inference model. Section 3 examines the degree to which naı̈ve inference can emulate
ideal Bayesian estimation. Section 4 explores the sense
in which naı̈ve inference machines are Turing equivalent.
Section 5 presents a summary.

In this approach, probabilistic information is assumed
to take the form of probability values for random discrete variables. Conventional notation is used. Thus
P (X = Xi ) denotes the probability that random variable
X has value Xi . If X is boolean, P (X) is a shorthand
for P (X = true).
Given variables X and Y are both boolean, the conditional expression P (X|Y ) expresses the probability that
X is true given Y is true. In naı̈ve inference, this is
understood to directly mandate acts of inference. Identification of an unconditional probability for Y , either
by assumption or (prior) inference, establishes the possibility of inferring an unconditional value of X. Where
inference using multiple conditionals is legitimated, derived products are assumed to contribute equally to the
inferred value, subject to the constraint that probabilities in a distribution must sum to 1.
A probabilistic model is defined to be a set of conditional and unconditional probability values for random
discrete variables. Letting M label such a model, PM (X)
is the unconditional probability of X in model M , and
PM (X|Y ) is the conditional probability of X given Y
in model M . Bold font is used to denote distributions.
Thus PM (X) is the distribution on variable X represented by model M . Given X is boolean, P (X) = 1
becomes a shorthand for P(X) = h1, 0i.
Defining the unnormalized inferred probability for Xi
in model M to be
X
PM (Xi |c)PM (c)
(1)
PM (Xi ) =
c∈C(Xi ,M)

the distribution inferred for X in model M is
P′M (X) = α hPM (X1 ), ..., PM (Xn )i

(2)

In Eq. 1, C(x, M ) is the set of conditions that figure
in conditional probabilities asserted for values of X in
model M , n is the number of values of X, and α is the
normalization function. The inference of Eq. 2 is taken
to be defined just in case the model provides evaluations
for all conditions. That is to say, it is defined if the
model provides unconditional values for all applicable
conditions.
Building on this, we can define the complete set of inferences that can be obtained through application of the
inference step to an existing model. Termed a revision,
this is denoted by adding a prime to the model label.
Thus M ′ denotes the naı̈ve-inferential revision of model
M:
′
M ′ = { P′M (X) | X ∈ M ∧ PM
(X) 6= PM (X)}

(3)

Here, X ∈ M is true if and only if variable X features
in model M .
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Recursive evaluation of M ′ can then be the means of
generating a sequence of inferential revisions of a particular model. Mi , the i’th model in the sequence, must
satisfy

(i.e. priors) is assumed to represent a joint distribution. The process of inference involves determining unobserved values in this distribution. Where unconditional values are considered to constitute evidence, derived values are posteriors. While the process is computationally intractable (Cooper, 1990), graphical models
such as (Pearl, 1988) are often effective. These allow
the process to be progressed in a way that maximally
exploits independence relationships for factorising calculations.
The naı̈ve model of inference relinquishes the assumption of an underlying joint distribution. Inference is
taken to involve data-driven application of conditional
assertions. However, the two approaches place the same
interpretation on conditional assertions. In both interpretations, it is axiomatic that

′
Mi = Mi−1
=⇒ Mi−1
′
where the ‘=⇒’ operator denotes imposition of Mt−1
′
on Mt−1 . Specifically, M =⇒ M represents addition
of all unconditional values in M ′ to M , with preference
given to values of M ′ where both sets give values for
the same variable. Letting M0 label the set of conditional values in model M , and M0′ be the corresponding
set of unconditional values, the sequence of revisions for
model M then takes a well-defined form. This is denoted
N (M ):

P (X) = P (X|Y )P (Y )

N (M ) = ( M0′ , ..., Mn′ )

given known values for P (Y ) and P (X|Y ). Inference
mediated solely by this rule is thus progressed identically
under naı̈ve and ideal protocols.
This can be illustrated using the ‘sprinkler’ example, a popular scenario for illustrating the behaviour of
Bayesian inference using Bayesian networks (e.g., Pearl,
1988, p. 56). In this example, variable Rain represents
the occurrence of rain, variable Sprinkler represents a
sprinkler being on overnight, and variable GrassW et
representing the grass being wet. These are all boolean
variables taking values T and F, representing true and
f alse respectively. Conditional and unconditional probabilities for these variables are illustrated schematically
in Figure 1.

N (M ) can also be viewed as labeling the naı̈ve inference machine defined by model M . The behaviour of
the machine is production of revisions. The output is
the revision sequence itself.
A simple illustration is provided by the model of Table
1.
P (X = 1) = 1
P (X = 1|X = 1) = 0
P (X = 1|X = 0) = 1

P (X = 0) = 0
P (X = 0|X = 1) = 1
P (X = 0|X = 0) = 0

Table 1: Naı̈ve-inferential oscillator
In this probabilistic model, X is conditionally dependent on itself, but with the conditioned value always being the opposite of the conditioning value. Naı̈ve inference then yields an infinite revision sequence within
which the value of X continually changes between its
two values. Given shorthand representations for binaryvalued distributions, and vertical arrangement of the elements of the sequence, N (M ) evaluates as


{P (X) = 1},
 {P (X) = 0},

N (M ) = 
 {P (X) = 1},
 {P (X) = 0},
...

Sprinkler
Rain
F
T

T
0.4
0.01

F
0.6
0.99

Rain
T

F

1

0

GrassWet








Rain
F
T

Sprinkler
F
F

T
0
0.8

F
1
0.2

F
T

T
T

0.9
0.99

0.1
0.01

Figure 1: Probabilistic model for Rain/Sprinkler/Grass
example.

This is the behaviour of the naı̈ve inference machine
defined by the model of Table 1. The (infinite) sequence
of revisions generated is the output the machine produces.

In this diagram, each variable is represented by a table.
Values of the variable correspond to columns, while rows
represent conditions. Where unconditional values are
given, they appear in the bottom row of a table. Thus,
the unconditional probability of Rain is here shown to
be 1. The conditional probability of GrassW et given

Emulation of ideal Bayesian inference
In optimal Bayesian inference, a probabilistic model
comprising conditional and unconditional probabilities
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Rain = T and Sprinkler = F is 0.8, and so on. The values shown can be viewed as comprising a probabilistic
model in the present sense of the term. They can also
be regarded as comprising a probabilistic model in the
conventional sense of the term. Indeed, given the simplicity of the model guarantees conditional independence
of GrassW et given Sprinkler and Rain, it also represents a Bayesian network. On this view, the tables are
the conditional probability tables (CPTs) of a standard
Bayesian network.
Say we discover that P (Rain) = 1.0, and wish to infer
the effect on P (Sprinkler). We must decide whether we
wish to treat P (Rain) = 1.0 as the unconditional probability of Rain, or as observed evidence. This makes a difference in the case of the Bayesian network: in one case
the network will calculate new values for Sprinkler and
GrassW et through probabilistic inference. In the other,
priors for these two variables will become implicitly defined. Derived probabilities are the same however. The
emerging prior (or inferred probability) for Sprinkler is
P (Sprinker) = 0.01 and the emerging prior (or inferred
probability) for GrassW et is P (GrassW et) = 0.802.
In this case, optimal Bayesian inference relies purely
on derivation (and normalization) of products. There
is no application of Bayes’ rule. Naı̈ve inference is then
able to emulate the process with the same result. Applying Eq. 2 to the model of Figure 1, the initial revision is
determined to contain P (Sprinkler) = 0.01. It will not
contain a value for GrassW et however, since all the conditions for that variable require unconditional values for
both Rain and Sprinkler. Establishment of an unconditional probability for Sprinker then prompts a second
revision comprising P (GrassW et) = 0.802.
The Bayesian network generates the same posterior
value (or emergent prior) for GrassW et as does naı̈ve inference. Indeed, given the assumption that Sprinkler is
summed-out in the Bayesian network before GrassW et,
the two regimes produce the derivations in the same
order. In simple cases like this, ideal Bayesian inference and naı̈ve inference can produce the same result.
The Bayesian network has a more extensive behavioural
repertoire, of course. Utilizing Bayes’ rule for inverting
conditional probabilities, it could be the means of calculating an unconditional value for Rain given evidence
involving GrassW et, for example.
The key difference between naı̈ve and Bayesian inference is that the former makes no direct use of Bayes’
rule for inverting conditional probabilities. However, this
does not necessarily mean that naı̈ve inference is unable
to reproduce classical Bayesian hypothesis selection. In
this scenario, inference is used to determine the hypothesis that optimally explains certain data, given priors on
the hypotheses and the data, and conditional values for
data given hypotheses (i.e., relevant likelihoods). The
functionality applied, however, involves deriving prod-

ucts of conditional and unconditional values in the usual
way. Naı̈ve inference can thus reproduce the effect provided variables are provided whose unconditional values
are those that would be obtained through application of
Bayes’ rule. On the assumption that such proxies are introduced (or assumed to exist), naı̈ve inference then has
the potential to reproduce hypothesis-selection involving
application of Bayes’ rule. On this basis, naı̈ve inference
can reproduce the classic inferential scenario of Bayesian
estimation.

Introducing a conditional cycle
Naı̈ve inference has the advantage of being able to accommodate models representing conditional cycles. This
effect can be illustrated using a modification of the
‘sprinkler’ example. In the original example, there are
no cycles among the conditions. The conditional structure takes the form of a directed acyclic graph (DAG), as
required for a Bayesian network. Consider now the variation of Figure 2. Here variables Rain and GrassW et
have the same conditional relationship. But we now have
a Humidity variable, which is conditionally dependent on
GrassWet. This produces a conditional cycle in which
GrassWet is made more probable by Rain, Humidity is
made more probable by GrassWet, and Rain is made
more probable by Humidity.
Rain
Humidity
T

GrassWet
Rain
T

T
0.6
1

F
0.4
0

Humidity
T
0.8

F
0.2

GrassWet
T

T
0.4

F
0.6

Figure 2: Model for Rain/Grass/Humidity example.
This cycle violates the conditional-independence requirements of the Bayesian network, and thus the assumption of an underlying joint distribution. Standard
methods cannot be applied but the naı̈ve procedure is
unaffected. Revisions are identified in the usual way.
The presence of the cycle creates the potential for an infinite sequence. But in this case, inference rapidly converges on a particular set of unconditional values. Taking
M to be model of Figure 2, we obtain the following finite
sequence:




N (M ) = 
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{P (Rain) = 1},
{P (GrassW et) = 0.8},
{P (Humidity) = 0.4},
{P (Rain) = 0.6},
{P (GrassW et) = 0.8},








The original unconditional probability for Rain appears here as the zeroth element of the sequence. Derivation of distributions by Eq. 2 then yields four revisions,
the last of which makes no changes to the model. Inference terminates at this point, with a final probability of
0.8 for GrassW et. This inferred value may be viewed
as reflecting the cyclical dependency between the three
variables. Alternatively, the inferential process may be
viewed as a dynamic projection of the asserted conditional relationships.

table specifies a single transition. For example, the first
entry, says that in state 0 reading symbol #, the machine should write a 1, move right (R), and enter state
1. The symbol # represents an empty tape cell.
State
0
0
0
1
1
1

Emulation of Turing Machines
Attention now given turns to other interpretations that
can be applied to naı̈ve inference. This section examines the sense in which naı̈ve inference is Turing equivalent. By showing that naı̈ve inference can model any
Turing-machine computation, the procedure is shown to
have computational power equivalent to that of a digital
computer, or any other device for effective computation.
A Turing machine is defined in terms of a statetransition table, a ‘tape’ containing a sequence of symbols, and an initial tape position. In each cycle, the
machine reads the symbol from the current position on
the tape and responds by writing a symbol at that position, moving the tape one position left or right, and
entering a new state. The behaviour of the machine is
the result of repeatedly applying such transitions, until
the halt state is reached. The final output obtained is
the revised contents of the tape.
To translate a Turing machine into an equivalent naı̈ve
inference machine we can proceed as follows. For each
cell of the Turing machine’s tape, we introduce a named
variable whose values are the symbols used by the Turing
machine. We introduce variables to represent the current
symbol read, and the current symbol to be written. We
also introduce variables to represent the current state,
the current move, and the current tape position. Finally,
we establish a clocking variable that cycles through a sequence of values representing the read/write/move cycle
of execution. This functionality is achieved through use
of self-referential conditions, as in the model of Table 1.
Probabilities are extremal (i.e., 1s and 0s) in all cases.
Conditional values are configured so that values change
in accordance with the transitions of the Turing machine.
States of the clocking variable are referenced for purposes of sequencing the individual steps of each transition. Execution of the machine then produces extremal
distributions over variables that precisely replicate the
read/write/move states of the Turing machine. Tapecell variables are updated exactly as the Turing machine
updates its tape.
As an illustration, consider the Turing machine defined by the state-transition table of Table 2. The function of this machine is to increment whatever binary
number is represented on its tape. Each entry in the

Read
#
0
1
#
0
1

Write
1
1
0
#
0
1

Move
R
R
L
L
R
R

New state
1
1
0
h
1
1

Table 2: Incrementing Turing Machine
Running the machine with a tape representing a binary number has the effect of producing a binary number on the tape that is one greater than the initial value.
Given an initial tape with contents [# # 1 1 #], and
initial read position at index 4 (i.e., over the final 1),
the machine executes a series of transitions eventually
producing the tape state [# 1 0 0 #].
T0
I
0
0

K
iii
iii

W
#
1

#
1
0

1
0
1

0
0
0

0

iii

0

0
1

0
0

1
0

T1

R
I

T0

K

#

1

0

0
0

#
1

i
i

1
0

0
1

0
0

0
I
1

0
T1
#

i
K
i

0

0

1

1

0

0

I
1

K
iii
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#

#
1

1
0

0
0

1
1

1
0

i
i

0
0

1
0

0
1

1
1

iii
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1
0

0
0
1

1
0
0

0
1
0

I
2
2

T2
#
1

K
i
i

1
0

0
1

0
0

2
I

0
T3

i
K

0

0

1

3
3
3

#
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Figure 3: Naı̈ve inferential simulation of incrementing
Turing machine.
The equivalent naı̈ve inference machine appears in Figure 3. In this translation, variable R represents the current read, W the current write, S the current state and
M the current move. Variable I is the current tape index and variable K is the three-phase clock. Variables
T 1, T 2, T 3 etc. represent the tape contents at positions
1, 2, 3 etc. To correctly initialize the machine, we include unconditional distributions which have the effect
of setting the clock variable to phase 1, the tape position variable to the appropriate index, and the tape variables to values corresponding to the initial contents of
the tape. The ensuing behaviour then perfectly emulates
the original Turing machine, terminating once the halt
state is reached. Tape-state variables at that point correctly represent the final tape state of the corresponding
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Turing machine.
This is not the only way to translate a Turing machine
into an equivalent naı̈ve inference machine, of course.
Neither is it claimed to be the best. The demonstration
suffices, however, to show that the behaviour of a Turing machine can be obtained from naı̈ve inference. On
this basis, computational behaviour is contained within
naı̈ve inference, and naı̈ve inference has the capacity to
‘compute’ any computable function.
A better understanding is then obtained of the sense
in which naı̈ve inference addresses the problem of inferential intractability. The protocol does not invoke an
intractable algorithm, due to the fact that it does not
invoke an algorithm of any sort. Rather, it invokes the
general concept of computation. Rather than solving the
problem of intractability, then, naı̈ve inference provides
an interpretation in which the problem does not seem
to apply. A clearer understanding is also obtained of
behavioural possibilities. The demonstration that naı̈ve
inference is able to compute any function implies it can
be the medium for representing any formal structure.
On that basis, a naı̈ve inference machine can then be
the means of applying inferential processes to structural
representations.
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Abstract
In this study, we address whether learner characteristics
can provide data to inform adaptive scaffolding of
scientific inquiry skills in our learning environment,
Science Assistments. We found that academic efficacy
positively predicted students’ skills at generating
hypotheses; another subscale, skeptical of school
relevance, negatively predicted students’ skills at
conducting controlled experiments, specifically
controlling for variables strategies (CVS).

methodological advantage over many in that we do not rely
on self-report measures of cognitive processing as this
presents barriers to face validity (Crippen et al., 2009).
Rather, we use students’ log files as indices of students’
strategy use (Winne et al., 2000); log files have been shown
to be valid measure of processing quality (Sins et al., 2007).
We hypothesize that during science inquiry within an
educational learning environment, students’ goal orientation
and self-efficacy may influence the selection of strategies
for inquiry. Some key findings in accordance with our
hypothesis are as follows. Mastery learning goals (goal of
deep learning) are positively correlated with deep
processing (cf. Elliot et al., 1999; Sins et al., 2007) and are a
good predictor of achievement (Wolters, 2004).
Performance-approach goals (goal to demonstrate good
performance) are associated with high grades and exam
performance (Harackiewicz et al., 2000; Pintrich, 2000;
Wolters, 2004). Performance-avoidance goals (goal to avoid
poor performance) have been shown to be associated with
poorer learning (Skaalvik, 1997) and self-handicapping
behaviors (Elliot, et al., 1999; Urdan, 2004). High selfefficacy (belief that one can achieve the task at hand). is
associated with deeper processing of material (Bandura,
1997; Pintrich, 1999), including in science microworlds
(Sins et al., 2007) and has been found to positively predict
student pre-post content learning and science inquiry skills
(Nelson & Ketelhut, 2008).

Keywords: science learning environment; log files; inquiry
learning; learner characteristics

Introduction
Social cognitive theory has long recognized the interrelationships between the learner, the learning environment,
and the learner’s behaviors, and in recent years,
understanding these relationships has become an important
area of research (Crippen et al., 2009; Payne et al., 2007).
With the proliferation of science learning environments, it is
important to unpack the relationship between learner
characteristics and learning processes in these environments.
This is important because current conceptualizations of
knowledge ontologies for science stress content, skills, and
nature of science (Perkins, 1986), but these alone are not
sufficient to account for the wide range of scores exhibited
in achievement outcomes (Gobert & Baker, 2010).
Additionally, developing empirical models of these
relationships remains a challenge and thus, there is, to date,
no integrated theoretical model. The results of this are
twofold: 1) instructional designers are left with minimal
data with which to address learner characteristics, and 2),
providing adaptive support to students for conducting
inquiry rich science learning environments on the basis of
learner characteristics is nearly impossible. In this study,
we address whether learner characteristics might provide
data to inform scaffolding of scientific inquiry skills in our
learning environment, Science Assistments (Gobert et al.,
2007, 2009, 2010). In terms of inquiry skills, we measure
hypothesizing, controlling for variables (CVS), interpreting
data, and communicating findings. We use a variety of
measures including log files, which capture student’s
interactions within the learning environment, as well as
open-format explanations. Our study provides a

Methodology
Participants
Participants were 70 eighth grade students, ranging in age
from 12-14 years, from a public middle school in Central
Massachusetts. Students belonged to one of six class
sections and had one of two science teachers.

Materials
Science
Assistments
Learning
Environment
(www.scienceassistments.org) is a learning environment for
Physics, Life Science, and Earth Science that supports
students to conduct scientific inquiry with microworlds.
Density Microworlds. Our “Mass and Density”
microworlds, focus on the Massachusetts curricular
framework’s “properties of matter” learning strand for mass,
volume, and density. We have two microworlds in which
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the students explore the relationships between mass,
volume, and density. Microworld one allows the student to
change the type of liquid and container shape while
measuring the weight and volume (see Figure 1).
Microworld two (Figure 2) is based on Archimedes’
principle of buoyancy, and introduces students to the notion
of density as it relates to mass and volume.
Content and Inquiry Assessments. We developed two
short standardized-test style assessments to baseline student

avoidance, disruptive behavior, self-presentation of low
achievement, and skepticism of school’s relevance for
future success. We also administered the Ketelhut Self
Efficacy scale for science inquiry (Ketelhut, 2007).

Procedure
On Day 1, each section of students was introduced to the
Science Assistment System, created accounts, and took the
PALS survey (Midgley, et al., 2000) and Ketelhut scientific
inquiry self-efficacy survey (Ketelhut, 2007). The
Assistment system randomly assigned students into two
groups, either density first followed by phase change or vice
versa within each class section. This paper includes students
who were given our density microworlds; however, for this
paper we include only data from the density activity (N=70).
Students took our density content and inquiry tests followed
by four density activities. These activities progressed as
follows. In each of four activities, students were oriented to
each type of inquiry task by the task’s description;
specifically they were asked to write hypotheses, design and
conduct experiments to test their hypotheses, interpret data,
and communicate findings. (More information is given in
the Data Coding section). Finally, students answered
identical density and inquiry items as an immediate posttest.

Figure 1: Microworld One - Balancing

Data Coding
Inquiry Pre and Post Tests & Domain Pre and Post Tests
were autoscored by the Assistments system (Razzaq et al.,
2005).
Fine-Grained Code Scheme for Student Open Responses.
Students’ open-response data for hypothesizing, data
interpretation, and communicating were hand scored by two
independent coders. The coding scheme measures
understanding of variables and their relationships. The
coding scheme and scoring is as follows:
1. Did the student give the correct independent variable (IV)
for the task? (0=not correct, 1=identify the correct IV)
2. Did the student give the correct dependent variable (DV)
for the task? (0=not correct, 1=identify the correct DV)
3. Did the student explain the effect of the independent
variable on the dependent variable? (0=no explanation,
1=explain IV and DV relationship, 2=accurate and
detailed explanation of IV-DV relationships, including
relevant information about density).
For hypothesizing there were a total of four tasks, two for
each microworld; a cumulative score of these was used for
our analyses to measure students’ skill at hypothesizing.
For interpreting data students were asked to draw
conclusions from their trials. This provided an assessment
of students’ skills at interpreting the relationships between
independent and dependent variables. There were a total of
four data interpretation tasks; a cumulative score of these
was used to measure students’ skill at interpreting data, and
For communicating science processes, these data were
derived both from their hypotheses and data interpretation
tasks with regard to the depth of explanations between the
independent and dependent variable. In total, there were

Figure 2: Microworld two - Archimedes
inquiry and density content knowledge. Our 13-item
multiple choice inquiry test assesses students’ understanding
of hypotheses, designing controlled experiments, and
analyzing data. Some items were developed by our team and
others were acquired from Strand-Cary and Klahr (2009).
Our density content test items assess students on density
concepts that can be learned through exploration with our
microworlds.
Learner Characteristic Surveys. We administered several
subscales of the Patterns of Adaptive Learning Survey
(PALS; Midgley, et al., 2000) including mastery learning
orientation, performance-approach orientation, performance
–avoidance orientation, academic efficacy, novelty
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eight communication tasks; a total of four tasks from each
series of hypotheses and data interpretation. A cumulative
score was used to measure students’ skill at communicating.
With all open response activities taken together across the
two microworlds, possible scores ranged from 0-16 per
inquiry skill. Inter-reliability between two coders on the
three scales resulted in r = 0.88, r = 0.78, and r = 0.67 for
hypothesizing, data interpretation, and communicating
findings, respectively.
For controlling for variables (CVS), students’ log files
were hand-scored by manually coding student activity
sequences, called clips, using text replay tagging of log files
(Sao Pedro, Baker, Gobert, Montalvo, & Nakama & Gobert,
2010; Montalvo, Baker, Sao Pedro, Nakama & Gobert,
2010), an extension to the text replay approach developed in
Baker, Corbett, and Wagner (2006). A text replay is a prespecified chunk of student actions presented in text that
includes information such as each student action’s time,
type, widget selection, and exact input. Text replay tagging
enables us to label multiple behaviors or skills, such as
controlling for variables and testing hypotheses,
independently within log files at the same time. We chose
this approach to code these skills because we believe we can
rigorously capture the nature of these skills in an openended learning environment. For example, in the case of
controlling for variables, others have measured this skill
using the percentage of pairwise controlled experiments
(McElhaney & Linn, 2010). In our learning environment, a
student may run several repeated trials to observe the
microworld, then change one variable and run several more
repeated trials to observe again. Using text replay tagging,
we would label such an action sequence as demonstrating
CVS whereas the successive pairwise controlled
experiments rule would yield a low CVS estimate.
Student activity sequences, or clips, were composed of
fine-grained actions as students typed their hypotheses and
collected data within the Archimedes density microworld
tasks. Since there were three tasks, each student had three
clips that were handscored. As part of this process, we
defined 4 tags that corresponded to systematic and
haphazard data collection behaviors of interest, any or all of
which could be used to classify a clip. These were “No
Trials”, “Controlling for Variables Strategy (CVS) trials”,
“Identifying Independent Variables (IV)”, “Without
Thinking Fastidiously”. Specific to our analyses, we tagged
a clip as “CVS” if the clip contained actions indicative of
designing and running controlled experiments. We tagged
“Identifying Independent Variable” if the clip had actions
indicating attempts to test the independent variable chosen
to be tested, regardless of whether or not proper CVS
procedure was used. Thus, we may label a students’
experiment log as CVS-compliant, hypothesis testingcompliant, both, or neither.
To ensure we adequately captured the constructs, two
human coders tagged a subset of the data collection clips to
generate a corpus of hand-coded clips using Text Replay
Tagging software (Sao Pedro, et al., 2010; Montalvo, et al.,

2010). The corpus contained 213 clips. The human coders
both tagged the first 50 clips to test for agreement; one
human coder coded all remaining clips. In line with our
approach, a human coder chooses at least one but possibly
several tags to classify the clip. Agreement for the 50 clips
tagged by both coders was high overall. There was an
average agreement of κ = 0.87 over all ten tags. More
specifically and of importance to this work, there was good
agreement on the CVS and testing hypotheses tags, κ = .66
and κ = .81, respectively. High Kappa values suggest good
agreement between coders; this degree of agreement was
achieved in part through extensive discussion and joint
labeling prior to the inter-rater reliability session.

Analyses and Results
Using Learner Characteristics to Predict Hypothesizing,
Interpreting Data, and Communicating Scientific Processes.
We analyzed if any student learner characteristic subscales
(for learning orientation or self-efficacy) or pretests (content
or inquiry) could predict students’ degree of skill in the
three scientific inquiry skills of interest.
As first step, we tested for correlations amongst all of our
variables. We found: Academic efficacy correlated
positively with hypothesizing skill (r = .32, p < .004), with
data interpretation skill (r = .25, p < .019), and with
communicating skill (r = .26, p < .002). Mastery learning
orientation was positively correlated with both data
interpretation skill (r = .25, p < .017) and hypothesizing
skill (r = .29, p < .008). Less desirable self-reported learner
characteristics like novelty avoidance, disruptive behavior,
presenting oneself as a low achiever, and being skeptical of
school’s relevance to success were negatively correlated
with the four inquiry skills: Self-reported disruptive
behavior correlated most strongly with communicating
science processes (r = -.29, p < .008) and with interpreting
data (r = -.32, p < .004), both moderate correlations. Also,
the content density pretest correlated more strongly with
data interpretation and communicating science processes
inquiry skills than general inquiry pretest (r = .610, and r =
.634) respectively. Both content density pretest and general
inquiry pretest correlated strongly to hypothesizing skill(r =
.549, and r = .548).
As a second step in order to determine which factors best
predicted skill in hypothesizing, interpreting data, and
communicating, we performed three forward-selection
regressions with each inquiry skill as a dependent measure.
As shown in Table 1, most notably, the density content
pretest appeared as a significant predictor of the three
inquiry skills, and was the first variable entered. By itself,
the content pre-test predicted R2=30% for hypothesizing
(F(1,69) = 29.40, p < .001), R2=37% for interpreting data
(F(1,69) = 40.37, p < .001), and R2=40% for communicating
(F(1,69) = 45.71, p < .001). When all other variables were
entered (Table 2), the inquiry pretest uniquely predicted
11%, 5%, and 8% of the variance for hypothesizing,
interpreting data, and communicating, respectively.
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Amongst the learner characteristics, self-reported
academic efficacy, i.e., behaviors that would positively
affect self performance and learning, is only a predictor for
hypothesizing skill, and not for the other two inquiry skills.
It added 4% explained variance in predicting hypothesizing
skill (F(3,69) = 17.63, p < .001) above the content and
inquiry pretests.
Table 1: Predictors entered at each step in the forward linear
regression when predicting each scientific inquiry skill.
Step Predictor
Measure
R2 ΔR2 F
Added
Hypothesizing
1
Content
.30 .30
29.40*
(N=70)
Pretest
2
Inquiry Pre .41 .11
22.96*
3
PALS4:
.45 .04
17.63*
Academic
Efficacy
Interpreting
1
Content
.37 .37
40.37*
Data (N=70)
Pretest
2
Inquiry Pre .42 .05
24.53*
Communicating 1
Content
.40 .40
45.71*
Findings
Pretest
(N=70)
2
Inquiry Pre .48 .08
31.71*
Demonstrating
1
Content
.35 .35
32.67*
CVS(N=63)
Pretest
2
PALS4:
.42 .08
22.09*
Skeptic
School
Relevance
*p < .001
Table 2: Forward regression for each inquiry skill predictor
Semipart
Variable
B
SEB β
Measure
2
Corr

Hypothesizing
(N=70)

Interpreting
Data (N=70)

Communicating
Findings
(N=70)

Demonstrating
CVS(N=63)

Content
Pretest
Inquiry
Pre
PALS4:
Academic
Efficacy
Content
Pretest
Inquiry
Pre
Content
Pretest

1.95

.36

.55

.30*

.77

.22

.33

.11*

.14

.07

.20

.04*

2.26

.36

.61

.37*

.55

.23

.24

.05*

2.19

.32

.63

.40*

Inquiry
Pre
Content
Pretest
PALS4
Skeptic
SchoolRel

.67

.20

.29

.08*

.16

.03

.59

.35*

-.02

.01

-.28

.08*
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Using Learner Characteristics to Predict Systematic Data
Collection Behaviors. We analyzed if any student learner
characteristic subscales predicted authentic performance in
our Archimedes activities using multiple regression. As
mentioned previously, we used text replays to classify
whether or not (1) students tested their hypotheses by
targeting the independent variable as specified in their
hypothesis, or (2) controlled for variables in each
microworld activity. To form an estimate of students’
proficiency at each skill, we used the average performance
over all activities. For example, if we coded a student as
controlling variables in 2 out of 3 activities, they would
receive 67% for the proficiency estimate. In these analyses,
we considered only students who completed all activities
and learner characteristic surveys, leaving 63 students.
Before performing regressions, we computed correlations
between the learner characteristics and skill proficiency
estimates. We found a very strong correlation between skill
at designing controlled experiments (M = 0.57, SD = 0.39)
and skill at testing hypotheses (targeting IV) (M = 0.42, SD
= 0.36), r(63) = .83, p < .001), indicating that students tend
to possess both skills simultaneously. As a result, we
consider only if learner characteristics predict skill at
controlling for variables.
As expected, desirable learner characteristics, mastery
orientation, academic efficacy and self-efficacy of scientific
inquiry, were significantly and positively associated with
skill at controlling for variables in our performance
assessment. Correlations with mastery orientation (r = .29, p
= .020) and academic efficacy (r = .30, p = .019) were
slightly smaller but still significant. Self-efficacy at
scientific inquiry correlated the strongest with skill at
controlling for variables (r = .34, p = .007). Additionally,
lower values for less desirable self-reported learner
characteristics like novelty avoidance (r = -.35, p = .005),
disruptive behavior (r = -.39, p = .002), and being skeptical
of school’s relevance to success (r = -.39, p = .002) were
associated with greater skill at controlling variables. These
significant correlations between behaviors and learner
characteristics were low. Self-reporting as being
performance-approach or performance-avoid oriented did
not significantly correlate with authentic performance, p >
.05. Finally, the content pretest (M = 6.22, SD = 1.43) had a
significant moderate correlation with this inquiry skill, (r =
.59, p < .001), indicating that students who knew the content
material also may be better equipped to perform inquiry in
this domain.
To determine which factors best predicted controlling for
variables skill in our performance assessment, we performed
a forward-selection within a linear regression framework. In
forward multiple regression, at each stage the predictor that
most increases explained variance (R2) with respect to the
other variables already entered is added into the model. This
value provided a benchmark for determining the relative
contribution of predictors in explaining variance of
authentic skill. A second benchmark, the square of the semipartial correlation, was also used to examine relative

importance. After all variables are entered into the model,
the square of the semi-partial correlation for a predictor
gives the unique percentage of variance explained by that
predictor, factoring out the shared variance with the other
predictors.
As shown in Table 1, there are two significant predictors
of each behavior. Most notably, the content pretest appeared
as a significant variable predicting R2=35%, (F(1,61) =
32.67, p < .001). Controlling for domain knowledge, being
skeptical of school’s relevance provided an additional Δ R2 =
8% (F(2,60) = 22.09, p < .001). As shown in Table 2, when
all variables are entered, the content pretest uniquely
predicted 35% of the variance in controlling for variables,
and being skeptical of school’s relevance uniquely predicted
8% of the variance. Thus, this learner characteristic can
provide an additional, unique contribution towards
predicting students’ authentic inquiry performance above
and beyond a baseline pretest score.

students (those with the goal of deep learning) may not
engage deeply with certain learning tasks unless they
perceive them as useful for developing rich understanding
(Crippen et al, 2009). In another study by our group, which
addressed learning orientation and carelessness within
microworlds, we developed detectors of students’
carelessness at using CVS (Hershkovitz, Wixon, Baker,
Gobert, & Sao Pedro, submitted). Here, carelessness is
defined as it is in the cognitive tutors community, i.e., a
behavior is deemed careless if the student had demonstrated
poor performance on a skill for which they had shown
mastery earlier. It is possible that this detector, when applied
to the current data set, might elucidate the findings from the
present study. Additional analyses are necessary to address
this question.
As previously mentioned, it is our long-term goal to use
various types of data in order to best support a wide range of
students during inquiry. Prior literature suggests that
students need support with monitoring their inquiry (de
Jong, 2006), testing their stated hypotheses, and using the
control for variables strategy (Sao Pedro et al., 2010). We
(Gobert & Baker, 2010), as well as others (Crippen et al.,
2009; Sins et al., 2007) believe that data regarding learner
characteristics may be useful in order to inform both the
design of instructional materials within our learning
environment, as well as to adaptively support learners with
specific learning orientations (Crippen et al., 2009).
Moving forward, two key issues need to be addressed. The
first is re-examining the face validity of self-report measures
of learner characteristics such as learning orientation and
self-efficacy. The second is to examine whether these
learner characteristics play out differently in the context of
science learning environments than they do in more
traditional school tasks upon which many of the earlier
studies on learner characteristics are based. As these issues
are addressed, we can then begin to unpack the relationship
between learner characteristics and fine-grained inquiry
processes within science learning environments, and make a
significant advance towards individualizing instruction for a
broad range of learners.

Discussion
We addressed the influence of learner characteristics,
namely learning orientation and self-efficacy on inquiry
behaviors within a science learning environment. These
learner characteristics were chosen because of their
purported influence on students’ cognitive processes during
learning, including computer-based activities (Sins et al.,
2007). Our goal in conducting this research was to collect
data in order to begin to model these relationships to inform
design and adaptive scaffolding for a wide variety of
learners.
We used a combination of log files and open-text
responses from our learning environment in order to:
1) conduct a fine-grained analysis of four scientific inquiry
skills,
namely
hypothesizing,
interpreting
data,
communicating findings, and conducting controlled
scientific experiments. The latter involves two sub-skills
namely, targeting the correct independent variable and using
the control for variables strategy (CVS), and
2) test the relationships between these inquiry skills, learner
characteristics, and content knowledge.
We found that our content pretest significantly predicted
hypothesizing, data interpretation, communicating, and CVS
better than our inquiry pretests. In terms of learner
characteristics, one subscale, namely academic efficacy,
made a unique contribution toward positively predicting
students’ skills at generating hypotheses beyond the content
pretest. In addition, another subscale, namely, skeptical of
school relevance made a unique contribution toward
negatively predicting students’ skills at CVS, thus, those
who scored higher on skeptical about school’s relevance
scored lower on CVS. Taken at face value, this finding may
suggest that those who are skeptical about school’s
relevance do not know the CVS skill. Another plausible
interpretation is that these students did not engage in
monitoring their inquiry and thus made careless errors in
conducting their scientific trials. For example, a similar
finding yielded data that suggested that mastery-oriented
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Abstract

more essential to the writer's purpose and is comprehensible
independently of the first half, making it more important. In
fact, Marcu found that his algorithm based on which
components rely upon others for comprehension predicts
peoples' judgments of which components are important for
including in a summary.
Extrapolating Marcu's (1999) hypothesis about text to
explanations, it seems likely that people view components
of explanations that are independently comprehensible to be
more important than components that are incomprehensible
without first knowing the independent component. For
example, one must understand the basic concept of global
warming (the average temperature of the earth is increasing)
before understanding how greenhouse gasses contribute to
global warming. Here we say that a component of an
explanation, Y, “elaborates” on X when Y provides
additional details about X and X must be understood first in
order to understand Y. In our studies, we assess whether
people identify important components of explanations as
those that have the most elaboration – i.e., the most
components that depend upon it in order to be understood.
The current experiments investigated which components
of large scientific explanations people think are most
important. Instead of judging importance based on a textual
explanation of the sort one might read in an encyclopedia,
we were interested in situations when a person learns many
facts and develops an explanation by combining the
different pieces of knowledge. For example, a person might
accumulate bits of related knowledge over time from
multiple sources including testimony, direct experience, or
even through induction and deduction. When devising an
explanation, a person must sort through all this information
and decide what is most important. Such a process may
occur constantly in our daily experiences as we update our
explanatory interpretations of the world, discarding
unimportant information and retaining central concepts.
Investigating how people identify important information
in unstructured explanations is essential for two reasons.
First, much of the previous work on importance has focused
on intact text which contains many cues to importance (e.g,,
topic sentences and conclusions and how sentences are
ordered within paragraphs). Studying unstructured
explanations can help us isolate structural and content
factors that people use to identify import components from
purely textual factors. Second, much of the previous
research has focused on how people identify important parts
of stories. However, narrative stories often follow one
individual character on a temporal journey, and much of the
work has focused on “story grammar” categories such as

Given the depth and breadth of available information,
determining which components of an explanation are most
important is a crucial process for simplifying learning. Two
experiments tested whether people believe that components of
an explanation with more elaboration are more important. In
Experiment 1, participants gave higher importance scores for
components that they judged to be elaborated upon by many
other components. In Experiment 2, the amount and type of
elaboration was experimentally manipulated. Experiment 2
demonstrated that elaboration increases the importance of the
elaborated information by providing insight into
understanding the elaborated information; information that
was too technical to provide insight into the elaborated
component did not increase the importance of the elaborated
component. While learning an explanation, people piece
together the structure of elaboration relationships between
components and use the insight provided by elaboration to
identify important components.
Keywords: Explanation; Science Education; Summarization

Introduction
A hallmark of modern culture is dramatically increased
access to information. People are often confronted with an
overwhelming depth and breadth of information for a given
explanation. For example, consider how many pieces of
information you have amassed from different sources about
global warming. Is it most important to focus on carbon
dioxide emissions from humans, sun spots, the ice-albedo
positive feedback loop, methane release from peat bogs, or
deforestation, etc? In order to limit our search for useful
information and decide which information to try to
understand and remember, we must focus on the most
important components of explanations. Indeed, when
learning a textual passage, people focus on the information
they judge to be important, which leads to selectively better
recall (e.g., Brown & Smiley, 1978; Johnson, 1970).
What determines which components people think are
most important? One common theoretical position is that
information high up in a hierarchical structure of a text
represents the most important information (e.g., Thorndyke,
1977). One modern approach from computational linguistics
(Marcu, 1999) suggests that important components of a text
can be identified by the discourse structure and the
rhetorical relations in the text. For example, consider a text
about Mars presented by Marcu; "With its distant orbit …
and slim atmospheric blanket, Mars experiences frigid
weather conditions." Marcu argues that the first half of the
sentence "with... blanket" is subordinate to the second half
"Mars ... conditions." The second half expresses what is
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settings, goals, and internal responses (e.g., Omanson, 1982;
van den Broek, 1988), making it unclear how importance in
stories would translate to explanations. In contrast,
explanations have richer, more interconnected, and less
linear structures compared to stories (Keil, 2006).
In the present experiments, we ask whether people use
elaboration relationships to determine the important parts of
an explanation, even when presented in fragments. In
Experiment 1, we examined whether elaboration relations
between components predict which components people
think are important. In Experiments 2, we experimentally
manipulated the amount and type of elaboration to examine
why elaboration influences perceived importance.

until they felt satisfied that they understood the explanation
inherent in the cards. Participants were told that the order of
the cards was random, that they might need to read the cards
repeatedly for the cards to make sense, and that they were
allowed to spread out the cards on a desk to read
simultaneously. In fact, the cards were randomly sorted like
shuffling a deck of cards for each participant.
After reading the first set of cards, participants answered
the following question: “How important for understanding
how the phenomenon works is this card compared to the
other cards?” Participants rated each card on a scale from
one (not important) to nine (extremely important).
Participants then performed the same tasks on a second set
of cards pertaining to another phenomenon. The order in
which they worked with the two explanations was
counterbalanced between participants.
After rating the importance of the cards in both
explanations, participants read the following instructions
explaining how to draw graphs (e.g., Figure 1) depicting
which cards elaborated on which other cards: “In general,
some cards are elaborated by many other cards. Cards with
lots of elaboration go at the top. The cards that elaborate
upon them go underneath them with arrows pointing
downwards to the cards that elaborate upon the cards above.
Cards that are elaborated less, or not at all, get placed near
the bottom….” Elaboration was left undefined so that
participants would use their intuitive notion of elaboration.

Experiment 1
The purpose of Experiment 1 was to investigate whether
components of an explanation that are elaborated by many
other components are generally judged to be more
important. To this end, participants rated the importance of
components and drew graphs showing which components
they thought elaborated upon which other components.

Method
Participants Sixteen Yale students participated either for
course credit or pay at a rate of $10 per hour.
Materials Four explanations (Diabetes, GPS, Fiber Optics,
and the Circadian Rhythm) were written to meet the
following criteria. No indicator phrases (e.g., “the main
point,” "it is critical to know that") were included. Thus,
participants could not rely upon surface features of the text
to determine which pieces of information were most
important but instead had to understand the content.
Furthermore, the explanations were broken up into
components (between 17 and 26 per explanation) and
presented to participants on individual cards (M=26 words
per card, SD=12; see Figure 1). Breaking up the text
simulated how people learn in the real world by aggregating
and combining information from multiple different sources
to develop a unified explanation. This method also
eliminated cues to importance present in intact texts such as
topic sentences and conclusions and the order of sentences.
The text on each card was constructed so that it could be
understood individually; however, textual components
naturally refer to concepts introduced on other cards. Thus,
some cards are not understandable without first
understanding another card. In these cases the dependent
card adds more information that is relevant to the
independent card. We call this "elaborating." The cards used
for the Circadian Rhythm explanation appear in Figure 1.
Procedure Due to time limitations, half of the participants
worked with the Diabetes and GPS explanations, and the
other half worked with the Circadian Rhythm and Fiber
Optics Explanations. Participants were first given a set of
cards and told that the cards together comprise an
explanation for how a scientific phenomenon (e.g., diabetes)
works. Participants were asked to read the cards thoroughly

Results
Consensus Graphs Figure 1 presents the consensus
elaboration graph produced by participants for Fiber Optics
as well as the average importance rating for each card.
Consensus elaboration graphs were created for visualization
purposes to understand the stimuli and task and display the
elaboration relationships between cards that participants
most frequently endorsed. The consensus graphs were not
involved in the formal analyses. A given elaboration
relationship between two cards (an arrow) was included in
the consensus graph if at least 3 out of 8 participants
endorsed the particular relationship. At this cutoff, almost
all the cards were linked with at least one other card. These
graphs informally confirm the hypothesis that cards with
more elaboration are more important. Cards near the top of
Figure 1 with many elaborating cards generally have higher
importance ratings than cards near the bottom of the graph
with fewer elaborating cards.
Formal Analyses The purpose of Experiment 1 was to
determine whether elaboration predicts importance ratings.
We first accomplished this goal by comparing all the pairs
of cards for which a participant said that one card directly
elaborated upon the other. For example, in Figure 1, the top
card “A circadian rhythm is a roughly-24-hour cycle…” is
directly elaborated upon by “Circadian Rhythms are
important for….” On average, elaborated cards were
significantly more important than elaborating cards
(Mdifference=.88, SD=.53), t(15)=6.56, p<.01.
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(8.5) A circadian rhythm is a
roughly-24-hour cycle of
the physiological
processes of living beings
including plants, animals,
fungi and cyanobacteria.

(7.3) The phase, start time of a
cycle, and period, length of one
cycle of a circadian rhythm, can
be altered by exposure to
environmental cues.

(6.8) Circadian rhythms
persist in the absence of
external cues (for example
constant darkness) with a
period close to 24 hours.
(5.8) Animals kept in total darkness
for extended periods eventually
function with a 'free-running'
rhythm, where each 'day' their
sleep cycle is pushed back or
forward (depending on whether
their circadian rhythm is longer
or shorter than 24 hours).
(4.8) Free running organisms still
have a sleep-wake cycle when
in an environment shielded
from external cues, but this
cycle may become out of sync
with other cycles such as body
temperature and digestion.

(5.4) Circadian rhythms developed to
protect replicating DNA from
ultraviolet radiation during the
daytime by relegating replication
to occur during darkness.

(6.1) Depending on the
phase of sleep, light can
advance or delay the
circadian rhythm.

(7.3) Several environmental
stimuli have also been
shown to affect circadian
rhythms other than light.
They include ambient
temperature, food
availability, physical
activity, and social contact.

(7.8) Circadian rhythms are
important for determining
sleeping and feeding patterns,
body temperature, brain wave
activity, hormone production,
cell regeneration, and other
biological activities of animals
including human beings.

(6.5) The suprachiasmatic
nucleus receives
information about light
from the retina, and thus
can keep the circadian
rhythm consistent with the
cycle of day and night.

(6.2) Although circadian
periods can be affected
by environmental factors,
the standard period is
genetically determined.

(5.1) Different species tend to
have different circadian
periods. Additionally, single
gene mutations that affect
circadian period have been
described in various species.

(7.0) The circadian 'clock' in
mammals is located in the
suprachiasmatic nucleus, a
distinct group of cells located
in a region of the brain called
the hypothalamus.

(3.3) Wavelength (or color) of
light is an important factor
in the degree to which the
circadian rhythm is shifted,
because melanopsin (a
photopigment found in the
retina) is most efficiently
excited by blue light.

(3.8) Much lower light levels
are required to reset
circadian clocks in
nocturnal rodents
compared with humans.

(4.3) Circadian rhythms are
found in many cells in the
body outside the
suprachiasmatic nucleus
'master clock.' Liver cells, for
example, appear to respond
to feeding rather than to light.

(6.4) Destruction of the
suprachiasmatic nucleus
results in the complete
absence of a regular
sleep/wake rhythm.

X
Y

(5.9) If cells from the
suprachiasmatic nucleus are
removed and cultured, they
maintain their own rhythm in
the absence of external cues.

Y elaborates
on X.

Figure 1: Consensus Elaboration Graph for the Circadian Rhythm Explanation in Experiment 1.
Note: Numbers represent average importance rating for a given card.
We also examined whether elaboration relations predicted
the overall importance of a card. We compared two different
metrics that capture different aspects of the elaboration
relationships. The “amount of elaboration” metric was
defined as the number of cards that could be reached by
traversing down the elaboration graph, including the card
itself. For example, the card at the bottom of Figure 1
starting with “Much lower light…” gets an elaboration score
of 1, the card on the left starting with “Circadian rhythms
persist…” gets a score of 3, and the card at the top starting
with “A circadian rhythm is a roughly…” gets a score of 18
because all the cards elaborate upon it. This metric reflects
the idea that a component of an explanation is important to
the extent that many other cards directly or indirectly
depend on it to be comprehendible. We compared this
metric to another metric that just captures the number of
direct relationships or associations with other cards. For
example, the card starting with “Much lower light levels…”
participates in two elaboration relationships whereas
“Circadian rhythms persist…” participates in three and “A
circadian rhythm is …” participates in 5.
For each of the two explanations that a participant worked
with, we computed Spearman Rank Order correlations
between the participant’s importance scores and the scores
of the two metrics, producing four correlations per
participant. We then averaged the two correlations that
involved the same metric by Fisher-transforming the
correlation coefficients, producing two correlation
coefficients per participant. (The means below represent
these average correlation coefficients that were inversely
transformed to lie on a scale of 0-1.) On average, the “total

amount of elaboration” metric predicted participants’
responses fairly well (M=.42, SD=.07), and significantly
above chance, t(15)=6.74, p<.01. Though the “number of
relations” metric (M=.26, SD=.05) was also above chance,
t(15)=5.00, p<.01, it was significantly worse at predicting
participants’ importance ratings, t(15)=5.68, p<.01.
In sum, this experiment demonstrated that people piece
together components of explanations to understand the
structure of the elaboration relationships between
components. Furthermore, the more elaboration a
component has, the more important people consider it to be
for understanding the entire explanation.

Experiment 2
We sought to answer two remaining questions with
Experiment 2. First, so far we have argued that people use
elaboration to identify important components in an
explanation. However, because there was not any
experimental manipulation of elaboration in Experiment 1, a
third factor could conceivably cause both increased
elaboration as well as importance. For example, it is
possible that the cards that were elaborated on were also
inherently important independent of elaborations.
Additionally, some have argued that people can identify
important sentences merely based on sentential features
such as sentence length and number of pronouns used and
that identifying such sentences does not depend upon the
sentences’ relationships to other sentences (McCarthy et al.,
2008). In Experiment 2, we manipulated whether a card was
elaborated or not to determine whether, in fact, elaboration
influences which components people judge to be important,
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Table 1: One Circadian Rhythm Key Card and Elaborations in Experiment 2.
Key Card: The circadian “clock” in mammals is located in the suprachiasmatic nucleus, a distinct group of cells located in a
region of the brain called the hypothalamus.
Mechanistic Elaborating Cards:
Historical Elaborating Cards:
Too Technical Elaborating Cards:
The suprachiasmatic nucleus
The discovery that the suprachiasmatic The suprachiasmatic nucleus is situated in the
receives information about light
nucleus represents a major circadian
anterior part of the hypothalamus,
from the retina, and thus can keep
pacemaker occurred simultaneously
immediately dorsal and superior to the
the circadian rhythm consistent
in two laboratories, one headed by
optic chiasm and bilateral to the third
with the cycle of day and night.
Robert Y. Moore (then at the
ventricle. The suprachiasmatic nucleus
The process of aligning the cycle
University of Chicago) and the other
sends information to other hypothalamic
of the suprachiasmatic nucleus
headed by Irving Zucker at the
nuclei and the pineal gland to regulate body
with the cycle of day and night is
University of California, Berkeley.
temperature and production of cortisol and
called “entrainment.”
melatonin.
If cells from the suprachiasmatic
To celebrate the 25th anniversary of the Neurons in the ventrolateral suprachiasmatic
nucleus are removed from the
discovery of the suprachiasmatic
nucleus have the ability for light-induced
brain and cultured, they maintain
nucleus as the circadian clock,
gene expression. Melanopsintheir own rhythm in the absence of
Charles A. Czeisler and Steven M.
containing ganglion cells in the retina have
external cues. This shows that the
Reppert organized a meeting at
a direct connection to the ventrolateral
suprachiasmatic nucleus can serve
Harvard Medical School in 1997.
suprachiasmatic nucleus via the
as an autonomous clock.
retinohypothalamic tract.
Destruction of the suprachiasmatic
Though Irving Zucker contributed to
The surachiasmatic nucleus is composed of
nucleus results in the complete
the discovery of the suprachiasmatic
densely packed, parvocellular neurons and
absence of a regular sleep/wake
nucleus, his advisor Robert Moore,
is nearly always identifiable by
rhythm.
suggested that Zucker leave graduate
cytoarchitectonic criteria.
school. Moore later recanted.
Circadian rhythms are found in
One of the first major papers on the role One division of the suprachiasmatic nucleus
many cells in the body outside of
of the suprachiasmatic nucleus was
has a large population of vasoactive
the suprachiasmatic nucleus
submitted to the journal Science, but
intestinal polypeptide-containing neurons.
“master clock.” Liver cells, for
rejected, and later published in a
The second division is characterized by a
example, appear to respond to
lower-tier journal.
population of vasopressin-containing
feeding rather than light.
neurons.

above and beyond any third factors.
A second question is why elaboration affects the
importance of elaborated information. Normally, an
explainer would elaborate on a component to provide
insight into or clarity about the elaborated component. For
example, “The circadian “clock” in mammals is located in
the suprachiasmatic nucleus…” is elaborated by “The
suprachiasmatic nucleus receives information about light
from the retina, and thus can keep the circadian rhythm
consistent with the cycle of day and night.” The elaborating
card explains a critical function of the suprachiasmatic
nucleus. Thus, it makes sense that the elaborating card
would make the elaborated card more important.
In order to test whether elaboration increases the
importance of the elaborated information by providing
insight into the elaborated information, we manipulated the
content of the elaboration (see Table 1). “Mechanistic”
elaborations explained details of how the elaborated
information works and thus provide insight into the
elaborated information. (By “mechanistic” we do not intend
to exclude other causal information such as a function or
non-causal information such as temporal sequences, parts of
a whole, subtypes, or mathematical algorithms. All of these
can further explain how something works.) “Too technical”
elaborations referred to concepts in the elaborating cards,

but used terminology that was likely far beyond the
comprehension level of a non-specialist and would not
actually provide the novice reader with any better
understanding of how the phenomenon works. Thus, the too
technical elaborations test whether information needs to
personally add to the comprehension of the phenomenon, in
order to affect the importance of the elaborated component.
Finally, people might use a simple pragmatic rule that
“important components of explanations are more frequently
elaborated than unimportant components.” In order to test
this possibility, we tested “historical” or sociological
elaborations that did not provide insight or clarity into how
these biological and technological phenomena work. In sum,
if providing insight into the elaborated component is
necessary for elaboration to increase the importance of the
elaborated component, then only the mechanistic
elaboration would suffice.
It is important to note that this elaboration manipulation
was fairly subtle. As demonstrated in Experiment 1, all or
almost all of the components in an explanation engage in
elaboration relationships, and the cards that were added to
provide additional elaboration in this experiment and the
cards that were elaborated upon were simply part of this
larger structure of elaboration relationships between
components. The elaborated and elaborating cards were
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treated exactly the same as all the other cards and were not
in any way identified as being the subject of investigation.

elaborations. To assess this, we looked at the separate group
of participants' elaboration graphs. For each explanation
with which a participant worked, there were four cards of
each of the three elaboration types. From participants'
elaboration graphs, we took the average of the number of
elaboration cards that participants thought directly or
indirectly elaborated upon the intended key card per
elaboration type and per explanation (4 is the maximum).
Participants thought that most of the elaborating cards did
elaborate on the intended key cards; (M=3.13, SD=0.71) for
mechanistic elaborations, (M=3.19, SD=1.24) for historical
explanations, and (M=3.28, SD=0.69) for too technical
elaborations. A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA did
not find a main effect of explanation type, F(2,30)<1. This
ensures that any differences between the elaborated cards
due to the type of elaboration are not the product of
participants' failing to recognize the elaboration
relationships for these cards.
We also analyzed the importance of the elaborating cards
per se. As a baseline, the mechanistic elaborations were
generally viewed as somewhat important (M=5.78, SD=1.2).
The historical elaborations were intended to not actually
facilitate understand how the phenomena work. As
expected, these cards were rated as fairly unimportant
(M=2.00, SD=0.78), and significantly less important than
the mechanistic cards t(35)=18.37, p<.01. We were not
entirely sure whether the too technical cards would be
viewed as important or not. If participants had extensive
knowledge of the phenomena and could understand these
cards, they would be viewed as important, but even if
participants did not understand these cards, they still might
be viewed as potentially important. That is, it is obvious that
they do explain the science behind the phenomena, but they
likely would not contribute to the average readers'
comprehension. The too technical cards were viewed as
somewhat important (M=4.29, SD=1.08), less important
than the mechanistic cards, t(35)=6.36, p<.01, but more
important than the historical cards, t(35)=11.63, p<.01.
Elaborated Cards The main question was whether the
different types of elaborations increased the importance of
the elaborated key cards. Each participant worked with four
explanations, and within each explanation there was one key
card elaborated by each of the four types of elaboration.
Within a participant, we collapsed across the four
explanations. The key cards with mechanistic elaborations
were rated as more important (M=6.97. SD=1.29) than those
with historical elaborations (M=6.37, SD=1.31), t(35)=3.22,
p<.01, too technical elaborations (M=6.52, SD=1.32),
t(35)=2.82, p<.01, and no elaboration (M=6.49, SD=1.39),
t(35)=2.61, p=.01. Furthermore, the key cards with
historical elaborations, and too technical elaborations, were
not judged to be any more important than the key cards with
no elaboration, ts(35)<1.
Relationship Between Elaborated and Elaborating
Cards Did the degree to which participants viewed the
elaborating cards to be important per se predict the degree to
which they judged the key cards to be important? For each

Method
Participants There were 36 participants from the same
population.
Materials The explanations were similar to those in
Experiments 1, but were modified in one critical way. In
each explanation, four “key” cards were chosen, each of
which could be elaborated upon. For each of these four key
cards, 12 elaborating cards were created, four elaborating
cards of each of the three types (mechanistic, historical, and
too technical). Sample stimuli for one circadian rhythm key
card and its elaborating cards appear in Table 1. (Note that
the circadian rhythm explanation contained three other key
cards and associated elaborations, as well and other cards
presented to all participants like the cards in Figure 1.) For a
given key card, the three types of elaborating cards had the
same total word length. For example in Table 1, each of the
three sets of elaborating cards has a total word length of
125. This insured that no type of elaboration was generally
longer than another across participants.
Procedure Participants were randomly assigned to one of
four conditions. Participants worked with all four
explanations in one of four counterbalanced orders such that
each explanation was first for some participants. For each
explanation, participants thoroughly read the cards until
they felt that they understood the explanation, and then rated
all the cards for importance (same as in Experiment 1). For
a given participant and a particular explanation, one key
card was elaborated upon by four mechanistic cards, a
second key card was elaborated by four historical cards, a
third by four too technical cards, and the fourth was not
elaborated upon. The pairing of a key card with the types of
elaboration was counter-balanced between subjects. The
elaborating cards and the key cards were treated just like all
the other cards and were not identified as the subject of
investigation in any way.
To ensure that participants actually thought that the
elaborating cards elaborated upon the key cards as intended,
a separate groups of 16 participants read the same
explanations as the main group of participants and drew
elaboration graphs of all the cards including the key cards
and elaborating cards (see Experiment 1 for the instructions
for drawing the elaboration graphs).

Results
The main results were that only the mechanistic elaborations
increased the importance of the key cards. Additionally,
degree of importance of the mechanistic elaborations per se
strongly predicted the importance of their key cards, but this
relationship was much weaker for the other elaborations.
Manipulation Checks We performed a manipulation check
to ensure that participants actually thought that the
elaborating cards elaborated on the key cards as intended,
and that this was true for the historical and too technical
elaborations to the same degree as the mechanistic
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of the four explanations, and each of the three types of
elaborations, we computed correlations between the average
importance score of the four elaborating cards and the
importance score of the elaborated key card. Averaged
across the four explanations, the importance scores of the
mechanistic elaborations strongly predicted the importance
of their key cards (r=.61, p<.01). The importance of the
historical elaborations did not predict the importance of
their key cards (r=.14, p=.21), and those of the too technical
elaborations weakly predicted the importance of their key
cards (r=.28, p=.05). Furthermore, the correlations were
significantly stronger for the mechanistic cards than the
historical cards, Z=2.30, p=.02, and marginally stronger for
the mechanistic cards than the too complex cards, Z=1.71,
p=.08, non-directional. It should be noted, however, that
these findings do not necessarily imply that the importance
of the elaboration causes the importance of the key cards to
increase. It is possible that when a key card is viewed as
important, its elaborations are also viewed as important. The
findings do suggest a tight connection between the
importance of the key cards and mechanistic elaborations.

and nationalism). This explanation is different from those in
the experiments because 1) it deals with historical events
which were irrelevant in the current experiments and 2) it
focuses on a specific target, why World War I occurred, not
just a general understanding of how something works. Still,
parts of the explanation with the more elaboration will likely
be viewed as more important (e.g., if nationalism was
elaborated upon, one might view it as more important).
Experiment 2 suggests that in order for elaboration on
nationalism to increase the perceived importance of
nationalism, the elaboration would actually have to facilitate
the reasoner’s understanding. Merely using political jargon
about nationalism would not be sufficient. In sum, even
though there are many different types of explanations and
different goals, these findings may still apply.
In conclusion, the current experiments present novel
methods to examine how people determine which
components are most important in an explanation. The
results demonstrate that people piece together the structure
of elaboration relationships between components and use
the structure and insight provided by elaboration to identify
important components. These processes may be essential
and continuous in everyday cognition and may play a
critical role in helping us prune down an overwhelming
thicket of information into a more digestible form.

General Discussion
Two experiments demonstrated that the amount of
elaboration of a component of an explanation predicts its
importance. Experiment 1 found that components tended to
be rated as more important to the extent that they had more
elaboration. Experiment 2 suggested that elaboration
increases importance by providing insight into the
elaborated component. Too technical information, which
was viewed as moderately important, but was too technical
to contribute insight to the elaborated information, failed to
increase the importance of the elaborated information.
These findings raise a number of questions for future
research. Components of stories (van den Broek, 1988) and
features of concepts (Sloman, Love, & Ahn; 1998) with
causal relationships have been found to be particularly
important. What role do causal relationships play in
scientific explanations? In other research, we have found
that the causal relationships do not predict importance as
well as elaboration relationships. Still, the underlying web
of causal relationships that constitute phenomena like
diabetes and the circadian rhythm likely influence what
information people view as mechanistically important. For
example, a statement like “there are three types of Diabetes”
is not a cause or effect, but it does convey mechanistic
information about biological pathways, which likely
contributes to its importance.
Additionally, explanations are extremely diverse both in
terms of the phenomena they describe and the goals of the
explainer and reasoner. For example, someone might desire
to know about GPS so that he or she can use a handheld
GPS instead of understanding more generally how GPS
works. In the real world, people approach explanations from
many different perspectives and with different goals. Still,
elaboration may play a role. Consider an explanation of why
World War I occurred (e.g., mutual alliances, imperialism,
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experience, and domain knowledge interact to influence
credibility judgment of online information. Given that
credibility judgment plays a vital role in older adults’
successful and safe consumption of online health
information, a systematic study on age differences in
credibility judgment will critically facilitate older adults to
benefit from the massive amount of online health
information for better maintenance of their health
conditions.
In this study, we were interested in the difference in the
credibility judgment of online health information between
younger and older adults, as well as the underlying factors
of such differences. To this end, we collected the credibility
rating and verbal protocols as younger and older adults
evaluated the credibility of health information on different
Websites. We analyzed the potential differences between
the two groups in terms of their credibility judgment, and
the strategies they used. We also studied the extent to which
these differences could be explained by age-related
individual differences such as their cognitive ability,
Internet experience, and health related domain knowledge.

Abstract
We investigated the effects of aging and individual
differences on credibility judgment of online health
information. Analysis of credibility judgment ratings
revealed that older adults were less influenced by argument
strength in content messages and contextual Website features
than younger adults. Verbal protocol analysis revealed that
older adults tended to accept the facts they read on the Web
page instead of further deliberating on their credibility. They
also tended to pay less attention to contextual Website
features relevant to the credibility of the information. We also
found that older adults’ lower sensitivity to credibility cues
on a Web page could at least be partially explained by their
declined cognitive ability and lack of Internet experience. On
the other hand, health-related domain knowledge was found
to be useful in helping older adults to make better credibility
judgments.
Keywords: Web credibility, cognitive aging, Elaboration
Likelihood Model

Introduction
Because it is difficult to control the quality of the massive
amount of online health information, many argue that
credibility judgment should be taken as an indispensable
component of online health information consumption, since
health advice acquired from unreliable sources can be
hazardous, or even life threatening. This issue becomes
more prominent as studies have shown that, unlike other
routine online activities such as reading news, users often
do not have a trusted Web portal in mind when seeking for
health related information. Instead, they often rely on
search engines to solve their medical problems, and may
bypass the main page and encounter information from
untrusted sources (Eysenbach, 2007). A better
understanding of the factors that influence credibility
judgment will greatly enhance the safety and effectiveness
of online health information consumption by the public.
Among the increasing number of e-health consumers,
older adults constitute a notable group, possibly because of
their naturally higher need for health information. Research
has shown that, compared to younger adults, older adults
tend to exhibit distinctive behavior and performance in
terms of searching, evaluating, and comprehending Web
information (Chin & Fu, 2010; Hanson, 2009). The age
differences, according to these studies, could be attributed
to some unique characteristics of older adults, such as
declined cognitive ability and inadequate experience with
information technology. Despite its importance, there is a
general lack of research studying age differences in
credibility judgment of online information. To the best of
our knowledge, there is still no research aiming at
unpacking how age differences, cognitive abilities, Internet

Related Work
Many research studies on Web credibility have assumed
some forms of the dual processing model of persuasive
communications (e.g., Metzger, 2007) such as the
Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM, Petty & Cacioppo,
1986). When applying the ELM to Web credibility,
individual’s attitude formation could be explained as they
encounter two distinctive types of cues: (1) content cues are
associated with the content/argument of Web information,
which requires systematic, deliberative processing, and (2)
contextual cues may be associated with the surface features
of the Websites (e.g., interface design, information source,
etc), which can be processed in a heuristic way by relying
on practical rules or experience (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986).
How cues from these two sources interact and impact users’
credibility judgment is an interesting question since users
may often receive cues that contradict each other. For
example, one study showed that credibility features of
healthcare Website have only small correlation with the
accuracy of information it provided (Heinke et al., 2002),
which implies that apparently credible Website may not
necessarily provide reliable health information.
Since the processing of content cues tends to be more
cognitively demanding, studies have found that users
tended to process them by heuristic processing (Hilligoss &
Rieh, 2008;.Sillence et al., 2007). However, there existed
mixed results regarding the effects of specific contextual
cues on users’ credibility assessment. While most studies
showed that notably better design appearances contributed
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to higher perceived credibility (Alsudani & Casey, 2009),
users were often found to disregard certain Website features
such as third party endorsement, author information,
advertisement, etc, when making credibility judgment
(Hong, 2006), even though these features were considered
indicators of credibility in reflective situations such as
surveys (Fogg, 2001). These results implied that the
application of dual processing model to Internet may be a
complicated issue.
The primary focus of our study was to explore age
differences in credibility judgment of online health
information. Several lines of research provided robust
evidence for age related declines in central cue (content)
processing (Peters et al., 2007), which suggested that older
adults tend to process less information and demonstrate
worse judgments and decisions than younger adults.
However, other age-related factors, such as better
experience and knowledge, may be able to narrow the gap
by compensating for the age-related declines (Peters et al.,
2007). It is possible that, for example, better health
knowledge may compensate for the general lack of Internet
experiences of older adults in their credibility judgments. A
systematic study on the intricate relations among cognitive
ability, Internet experience, and health related domain
knowledge will shed light on how they interact to influence
credibility judgment.

modified their use of evidence, argument rigor, information
quality and bias, which have been identified to be
information credibility indicators (Fogg, 2003; Hamilton,
1998; Rieh, 2007). The medicine names were modified
such that they could not be recognized. To further verify
our manipulation, we asked a group of 7 pilot participants
naïve to the experiment to rate the credibility by reading the
article. We filtered out articles that had the lowest
consistencies among the pilot participants and ended up
with 8 sets of documents.
Contextual Cue Manipulation
For contextual cue manipulation, we focused on design
look and source features. Fogg et al. showed that design
look, including layout, typography, images, etc, tended to
have the largest impact on web credibility evaluation (Fogg,
2001). Source features are Website features that indicate the
source authority, including references, author information,
third-party endorsements, site ownership, commercial
features, etc (Hong, 2006). We selected web page templates
from highly recognized and professionally designed
healthcare Websites based on their public reputation,
Website traffic, and endorsement by Health on the Net
Network (HON). We adopted the design and source
features of these Web pages to represent “strong”
contextual cues, and deliberately removed some of these
features (3-5 changes per page) to create Web pages that
had “weak” contextual cues.
Measures of cognitive ability, Internet experience and
domain knowledge
For cognitive abilities, we focused on fluid mental abilities
(working memory and processing speed), which are found
to be most vulnerable to effects of aging. Previous studies
also identified these abilities to be some of the major causes
for older adults’ disadvantages in processing content cues
(Peters et al., 2007). Working memory was measured by the
Letter Number Sequencing Task, while processing speed
was measured by the Pattern and Letter Comparison Task
(Salthouse, 1991; Chin & Fu, 2010). These tasks have been
frequently used in previous studies to measure individual
differences in these cognitive abilities in the area of
cognitive aging.
Research on age differences in online behavior often
found that older adults tended to have less experience with
the Internet. It was suggested that Web use experience
could affect individual’s credibility evaluation with Web
information. To measure Internet experience, we randomly
selected 12 questions from the Knowledge-related Internet
Information Seeking Semi-structured Interview (KRIISS)
(Sharit et al., 2008). The interview asks questions regarding
how the Internet works, how to use Web browser tools and
how to perform information search task.
According to the theory of ELM, domain knowledge
could facilitate individual’s deliberative processing of
content. Also previous studies have shown that topical
knowledge influence users’ perceived credibility of Web
information (Ferebee, 2008). In our study, task-related
domain knowledge was measured by a fluency task, in

METHOD
Participants
16 older adults (aged between 62 and 80, Mean=69.38,
SD=5.81; 62.5% were female) and 16 younger adults ( aged
between 19 and 26, Mean=21.56, SD=2.10, 50% were
female) participated in our study. All participants were
recruited from the Urbana-Champaign area in the US.
There was no significant difference in the education level
and self-reported experience in seeking health related
information on Internet between two age groups.

Experimental Design and Materials
We employed a 2×2×2 mixed factor design to study older
and younger adults’ credibility judgment of online health
information. There were two within subject variables:
content cue strength and contextual cue strength, and one
between subject variable: age. All participants performed
eight credibility judgment tasks, with each task composed
of four Web pages that corresponded to the four possible
combinations of strong/weak contextual and content cues.
Content Cue Manipulation
For content cue manipulation, we adopted the empirical
method to verify the argument strength of the contents
shown on the Web pages (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). First,
we selected materials from a popular healthcare Website
(www.revolutionhealth.com). It has articles of alternative
medicine for different diseases, with ratings provided by
users and professionals. Based on the ratings we selected
articles with “strong” and “weak” content cues. We further
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which participants were asked to generate as many relevant
keywords as possible for each of the eight diseases we used
in experiment. The average number of keywords for each
disease, as an indication of their retrieval of related
concepts from memory (Griffiths et al., 2007), was used as
an index of individual’s task related domain knowledge.

domain knowledge interacted with age difference in
credibility judgment.

Age Differences in Credibility Judgments
We performed a three-way ANOVA on the credibility
ratings, with content cue strength and contextual cue
strength as within subject variables, and age as between
subject variable. The results showed that the main effects of
content cue ( F(1,30)=22.04, p <0.01) and contextual cue
(F(1,30)=41.81, p<0.01) were significant. Also the
interaction between content cue and age (F(1,30)=4.18,
p=0.05) , and interaction between contextual cue and age
(F(1,30)=5.60, p=0.03) were significant. Interestingly, the
two-way interactions indicated that older adults were less
able to differentiate between more credible information
from less credible one in terms of message content, as well
as contextual Website features, and gave closer credibility
ratings between strong and weak content/contextual cues
(Figure 1). Then we tested the main effects of content cue
and contextual strength in each age group. The results
showed that while younger adults could successfully
differentiate between strong and weak contextual cues
(F(1,15)=19.10, p <0.01), old adults were less able to do so
(F(1,15)=3.90, p =0.07). It further confirmed that older
adults had difficulties in differentiating between strong and
weak contextual cues.

Task and Stimuli
Before the experiment, all participants were given the set of
standardized pretests to measure their cognitive ability,
Internet experience, and health related domain knowledge.
Participants then read the instruction of the task, which
asked them to imagine that they were asked to help a friend
to evaluate some alternative medicines randomly collected
from the Internet. The concern for potentially ineffective or
fake medicine was mentioned to implicitly induce their
motivation for judging the credibility of each page.
Participants were then presented with the task interface,
which presented the 4 web pages under each of the 8
diseases on a regular Web browser. Participants could then
click one of the disease names and browse any of the four
web pages, each of which described an alternative
medicine. Participants could then click on the “Rate” button
on the interface and submit their ratings of the medicine
based on scale from 1(not recommend) to 7 (highly
recommend). Concurrent verbal protocols were collected by
asking participants to “think aloud” during two of the eight
tasks. All the protocols were recorded as digital files by the
computer and later transcribed and analyzed.

RESULTS
We divided our analysis into two parts: First, we tested
whether there were age differences in the credibility rating
given to the medication information, and analyzed the
processes by collecting concurrent verbal protocols from
participants as they performed the credibility judgment.
Second, we explored how individual differences in
cognitive ability, Internet experience, and health related
Categories

Content
processing:
Deliberation

Content
processing:
Facts
reading

Contextual
cue
processing

Figure 1. Average credibility ratings given to pages with
strong or weak content (contextual) cue

We collected verbal protocols from each participant for
two of the eight tasks. We classified the transcribed
protocols based on whether they were about the content or

Subcategories
1.1Checking evidence

Criteria
Checking studies, data, etc

1.2Evaluating
information quality
1.3 Reasoning

Commenting on the completeness, accuracy, writing
tone, or bias of information,etc
Commenting on logical problems, contradictory facts,
unclear explanations, etc; doubting claims, motives, etc;
Talking about personal experience and preference

1.4Relating to personal
experience
1.5Comparson
2.1Introduction
(effectiveness)
2.2 Side effects
2.3 Interactions
2.4 Dosage
3.1Design feeling
3.2Reference features
3.3Website
source
features
3.4Commertial features

Comparing with other medicines read
Reading claims in the introduction part, including
treaging efficacy, ease of use, history,background, etc
Reading claims in the side effects part
Reading claims in the interactions part
Reading claims in the dosage part
Aesthetical quality, layout, color, structure,etc
Referrence literature, resource links, suggestions for
relevant information, etc
Features indicating Website reliability, e.g. sponsor
information, contact, endorsement
Advertising, promotion, donate button, etc

Examples
“There is high quality scientific evidence”,
“The research looks only preliminary”
“There is way too much information devoted to healthy
lifestyle, not the medicine itself”,
“ It said few adverse effects in the first part, but listed
numerous ones in side effects part”
“I took similar fiber product before and it helps”
“I would not recommend OTC products”
“It works the same way with last one”
“It lowers cholesterol”,
“It has been used in Asia for 1000 years”
“Side effects included dizziness”
“Caution advised in people who take drugs lowering
blood pressure”
“The dosage is 25 mg”
“layout is pretty simple, easy to read”
“It lists some decent referecne”,
“Have links to read abstract of research ”
“The Website is a non-profit organization”,
“American Heart Association recommended”
“The site is covered by advertisements”

Table 1. Coding scheme for verbal protocol analysis
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contextual cues. For content cue processing, we further
differentiated protocols showing that participants were
passively reading facts or statements on a page from those
showing that they were actively deliberating on information
they read (see Table 1). An example of deliberation may be
“The medicine drops weight too fast, sounds fake”, which
indicated the participant was making inference based on
what they read. In contrast, an example of facts reading
may be “the medicine can help you lose 15 pounds a week”.
This differentiation had important practical implications
because a higher number of protocol tokens showing that
they were passively reading rather than actively
deliberating over the information could imply that
participants were less sensitive to the information quality or
logic of the page content; and if so, they could potentially
be misled or misinformed as a result of lack of deliberation.
We then investigated which major categories of the
protocols showed significant age difference. First we
conducted a two-way ANOVA by using age and type of
cues(deliberation, facts reading and contextual cue
processing) as independent variables, and the percentage of
cue as dependent variable. It showed that the effects of type
of cues was significant (F(1,90)=46.33, p< 0.01), and the
interaction between age and type of cues was significant
(F(2,90)=14.55, p< 0.01). The results indicated that there
was age difference for some type of cues. Hence we
conducted post-hoc analysis using three t-tests with
Bonferroni correction to compare the results of younger and
older adults for each type of cues. As shown in Figure 2,
younger adults had higher percentages under the category
and contextual cue processing (p=0.016), while older adults
had a higher percentage in the category of facts
reading(p=0.001). The results suggested that contextual cue
processing contributed more to younger adults’ final ratings
than that of older adults, while older adults’ tended to
simply rely more on accepting the facts they read to make
their final ratings.

Bonferroni test to compare the results of younger and older
adults for each type of cue. As Figure 3 showed, younger
adults had a higher tendency to process contextual cues
than older adults(p=0.001), while older adults had a higher
tendency to read facts of the medicine than younger
adults(p=0.010).
Previous studies supporting the stage model of Web
credibility assessment indicated that users tended to first
engage in preliminary assessment with the site by
processing contextual cues before performing a more
systematical, in-depth evaluation of the information on that
site (Hilligoss & Rieh, 2008;Wathen & Burkell, 2002).
However, it is worth noting that our results showed that
older adults did not seem to conform adults tended to
deviate from “common” behavioral patterns as observed in
to this model of credibility assessment. They had a higher
tendency to start by reading facts than deliberation (p<0.01)
and processing contextual (p<0.01). This trend may imply
that older “regular” Internet users (who were likely younger
adults in previous studies). Intuitively, this could be
explained by the possibility that older adults were less
adapted to processing information on Web pages.

Figure 3. Percentage of first noticed cue from each
category for each participant

Effects of Individual Differences
Consistent with previous studies, our pretest showed that
older adults in general had lower cognitive ability than
younger adults (p<0.01). To understand how cognitive
ability influenced credibility judgment, we performed
median splits in each age group based on the cognitive
ability scores and compared how the high and low cognitive
ability groups differed in their credibility judgment. Within
each of these two groups we performed the same three-way
ANOVA. By comparing the results we found that the
interaction between content cue and age was only
significant among users with low cognitive ability
(F(1,14)=10.92, p<0.01), but not among users with high
cognitive ability (F(1,14)=0.33, p=0.57). Figure 4
illustrated the differences: for content cue processing, older
adults with high cognitive ability could perform almost as
well as younger adults. However, older adults with low
cognitive ability were less able to differentiate between
credible contents and less credible ones.
Consistent with previous studies, our measure showed
that older adults were generally less experienced with
Internet than younger adults (p<0.01). To study the role of
Internet experience in credibility judgment, we performed a

Figure 2. Percentage of cues in each category mentioned
by each participant

We were also interested in what cues older and younger
adults processed first when they evaluated a new Web page.
A two-way ANOVA with type of cues and age as
independent variable, and the proportion of the type of cue
in the first cue mentioned by each participant was
conducted. It showed there was significant effects of type of
cue( F(1,90)= 10.52, p<0.01), and significant interaction
between age and type of cues( F(2,90)= 11.99, p<0.01). The
results indicated there was age difference in some type of
cues. Then we conducted post-hoc analysis using t-test with
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Figure 4. Average credibility rating given to pages with strong
or weak content cue by low/high cognitive ability group

median split based on the Internet experience score to
generate the high and low Internet experience groups, and
performed the same three-way ANOVA in each group. By
comparing the results we found that the interaction between
contextual cue strength and age was significant in the low
Internet experience group (F(1,14)=5.96, p=0.03), but not
in the high Internet experience group (F(1,14)=0.50,
p=0.49).It indicated that older adults with more Internet
experience could perform just as well as younger adults in
contextual cue processing(Figure 5). It suggested that
Internet experience was critical for older adults’ contextual
cue processing when making credibility judgment.

Figure 6. Average credibility rating given to pages with strong or
weak contextual/content cue by low/high domain knowledge
group

CONCLUSION
To summarize, we found that older adults were in general
less able to differentiate between credible content and noncredible one. Also older adults were less sensitive to the
contextual Website features that were indicators of
information credibility. By performing verbal protocol
analysis to study participants’ credibility judging process,
we found that: 1) For content cue processing, older adults
had a higher tendency to passively read facts on the Web
page, which implied they may accept what was claimed
without further deliberating on its credibility; 2) For
contextual cue processing, older adults would less likely
pay attention to features or attributes of the Website during
credibility judgment. Moreover, while younger adults
tended to start with processing contextual cues on the
Website, older adults would more likely start by directly
reading the text on the Web page. These results seemed to
support the notion that older adults’ were less adapted to the
Web environment than younger adults, and appeared to be
browsing Web pages as if they were processing traditional
forms of text such as books or newspapers.
To understand how individual differences influenced
credibility judgment and contributed to older adults’
different performance, we compared results of groups with
different levels of cognitive ability, Internet experience, and
domain knowledge. We found that: 1) the generally lower
cognitive ability largely contributed to older adults’ lower
ability to differentiate between strong and weak content
cues; 2) the generally lower Internet experience of older
adults could at least partially explain their lower ability to
differentiate between strong and weak contextual cues; and
3) health related domain knowledge could, to some extent,
compensate for older adults’ lower abilities in making
credibility judgments, as those who had better health
knowledge could perform as well as younger adults in both
content processing and contextual processing.
To the best of our knowledge, this was the first study
systematically looking at individual differences and Web
credibility judgment. Moreover as a quantitative laboratory
study, it provided good supplement for credibility studies

Figure 5. Average credibility rating given to pages with strong
or weak contextual cue by low/high Internet experience group

In our study, there was no significant age difference in
domain knowledge between the younger and older groups
(p=0.52). We divided all participants into groups of low
and high domain knowledge by performing median split
based on the domain knowledge scores. As shown in Figure
6, in the low domain knowledge group, the two-way
interaction between content cue and age (F(1,14)=4.35,
p=0.05), and two-way interaction between contextual cue
and age(F(1,14)=6.09, p=0.03), were still significant.
Interestingly, we observed the two-way interaction between
age and content cue (F(1,14)=0.68, p =0.42) and the twoway
interaction
between
age
and
contextual
cue(F(1,14)=0.50, p =049) became not significant in the
group of high domain knowledge. Three-way ANOVA with
domain knowledge (high/low), content cue strength and
contextual cue strength performed among older adults
showed that there was a marginally significant two-way
interaction between domain knowledge and contextual cue
(F(1,14)=4.08, p =0.06), while no similar interaction was
observed among younger adults. The results suggested that
higher domain knowledge could compensate for older
adults’ lower abilities in differentiating between strong and
weak content, as well as contextual cues. And older adults
who had better health knowledge seemed more likely to
perform just as well as younger adults in credibility
judgments (Figure 6).
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based on dual processing models, considering most
previous studies used qualitative evidence or self-reported
data. Also, our results have implications for better
supporting older adults’ consumption of online health
information. Specifically, we identified three credibility
judgment strategies that were more effective: 1) actively
deliberate on the credibility of the message rather than to
passively read facts stated on the Web page 2) initiate
credibility judging process by examining contextual cues
first, as it takes less cognitive effort and could be more
easily adopted by older adults, and 3) better training in
using Internet as well as general health related knowledge
and actively applying them will make the information
quality judgment more effective. Future research will focus
on how we could provide instructions or training to older
adults with these strategies to improve their credibility
judgment outcomes.
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affective information associated with the animals they see
(e.g., safe or dangerous) might be very salient. If a person is
taking a timed test for a biology class, however, and
classifying animals according to their ontological categories,
they might not even notice if some animals are more
dangerous than the others.
We propose a context-dependent view of affective and
non-affective information processing. Rather than arguing
for the primacy one type of information over the other, we
suggest that the relative speed with which affective and nonaffective information gets activated in response to words
and pictures should depend upon the contexts in which the
stimuli are processed.

Abstract
When people see a snake, they are likely to activate both
affective information (e.g., dangerous) and non-affective
information (e.g., animal). According to the Affective
Primacy Hypothesis, the affective information has priority,
and its activation can precede identification of the ontological
category of a stimulus. Alternatively, according to the
Cognitive Primacy Hypothesis, perceivers must know what
they are looking at before they can make an affective
judgment about it. We propose that neither hypothesis holds
at all times. In two experiments, we show that the relative
speed with which affective and non-affective information gets
activated by words and pictures depends upon the contexts in
which the stimuli are processed. These data support a view
according to which words and pictures do not “have”
meanings; rather, they are cues to activate patterns of stored
knowledge, the specifics of which are co-determined by the
item itself and the context in which it occurs.

Affective Primacy
Three lines of empirical evidence have been used to
support the Affective Primacy Hypothesis, namely,
subliminal priming (Murphy & Zajonc, 1993), affective
priming (Klauer & Musch, 2003), and neuropsychological
evidence (LeDoux, 1996). However, as can be seen in the
following, these data seem to support an affective-early
theory, as opposed to an affect-precedes-non-affect theory.
Subliminal priming studies in general show that briefly
presented affect-laden primes (e.g., smiling and angry faces)
can influence the affective evaluation of the subsequent
unseen targets (e.g., Chinese ideographs). In contrast,
briefly presented non-affective primes (e.g., big and small
geometric shapes) cannot influence the non-affective
processing of the unseen targets (e.g., the size of the object
the ideographs might represent). In the latter case, though, if
the presentation duration is adjusted to allow for optimal
viewing, the classic semantic priming (e.g., doctor-nurse)
effects emerge. It is argued that affect can be activated first
with minimal exposure, prior to the activation of nonaffective information.
Affective priming refers to the phenomenon that
positively- or negatively- valenced targets (e.g., sunshine)
can be primed when preceded by primes with congruent
valence (e.g., love) compared to primes with incongruent
valence (e.g., death). Affective priming occurs even when
attention is focused on another, concurrent verbal task
(Calvo & Nummenmaa, 2007), suggesting the automaticity
of affective evaluation (Fazio, 2001; Bargh, Chen, &
Burrows, 1996). These data support the part of the claim in
the Affective Primacy Hypothesis that affect can be elicited
with virtually no non-affective processing.

Keywords: ad hoc cognition; affective primacy; cognitive
primacy; affective priming; context; emotion; task set inertia.

Introduction
When people see a snake, they are likely to activate both
affective information (e.g., snakes are dangerous) and nonaffective information (e.g., snakes are animals). Which kind
of information is activated first? For decades, researchers
have debated the temporal priority of affective and nonaffective processing. According to the Affective Primacy
Hypothesis (Zajonc, 1980, 2000; Murphy & Zajonc, 1993;
LeDoux, 1996), information relevant for affective responses
can be activated quickly and automatically, before
information about ontological kinds. Alternatively, the
Cognitive Primacy Hypothesis (Lazarus, 1984; Storbeck,
Robinson, & McCourt, 2006; Calvo & Nummenmaa, 2007)
posits that perceivers must know what they are looking at
before they can make an affective judgment about it.
The present study investigated whether one kind of
information is activated faster than the other, in general, or
whether the speed with which affective and non-affective1
information gets activated varies with context. Imagine the
following scenarios: If a person is hiking around in a
tropical jungle and is constantly reminded of possible
poisonous animals and plants in the surroundings, the
1

We use “non-affective” instead of “cognitive” to allow the
possibility that both affective and non-affective meaning be
considered aspects of cognitive processing.
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Neuropsychological data also upport the immediateness
of affective evaluation (LeDoux, 1996; Whalen, Rauch,
Etcoff, McInerney, Lee, & Jenike, 1998). It has been shown
that when it comes to processing emotional stimuli, a neural
system that learns the emotional significance of these
stimuli is activated. This system is a shortcut for ensuring
fast reaction to potentially life-threatening stimuli. The
shortcut can by-pass the neural system that allows us to
identify objects, people, events, etc.
These data indeed point to a fast and early processing of
affect. However, it is not clear if these data strongly support
the temporal primacy of affective information. For example,
the null results for non-affective dimension in the subliminal
priming literature do not rule out the possibility that such
information (e.g., size) can be elicited early in
circumstances where the information is made salient (e.g.,
finding the right size lego for building something in a lego
contest). Even if one non-affective dimension (e.g., size) is
indeed activated late, other non-affective dimensions (e.g.,
color) may not be perceived late. Moreover, in those
subliminal priming experiments, the affective and the nonaffective processing are not put directly in competition with
each other. As for evidence coming from the affective
priming effect, the automaticity of affect seems similar to
the automaticity of lexical-semantic (non-affective)
information observed in classic Stroop tasks. So, people
cannot suppress affective evaluation while doing a verbal
task. People also cannot suppress lexical access of “red”
even when their task is to verbally state the blue ink color of
the printed word “red”. If these two kinds of information are
compatible and can be both viewed as a feature in a
semantic-network, then there is no need to ask which feature
must be always activated first. Lastly, the shortcut for the
fearful stimuli in the neural system seems valid, but such a
neural circuit does not prevent parallel processing of the
non-affective aspects of the emotional stimuli. Therefore,
we can agree that affective processing is early, but cannot be
certain about whether affective processing precedes nonaffective processing.

and targets, people rely on that dimension, even if the
dimension is affective.
The problem with the lack of affective priming effect is
similar to the lack of non-affective processing in subliminal
priming. The null effects cannot strongly rule out the
existence of either kind of priming. In addition, the fact that
Storbeck & Robinson (2004) actually found affective
priming when the semantic categorization was restricted to
one category suggests that people are able to make use of
affective information when the situation (context) requires
them to.
Recently, an eye-tracking study provided strong support
for the Cognitive Primacy Hypothesis. Nummenmaa,
Hyönä, & Calvo (2010) presented their participants with
paired pictures of emotional and neutral scenes involving
humans and animals. They eye-tracked the participants’
saccades when they did an affective categorization (pleasant
or unpleasant) task and a non-affective categorization
(animal or human) task. They found that while the saccades
for both kinds of tasks were fast, within ~220 msec, the
ontological categorization always preceded the affective
categorization, by ~40 msec in all their experiments.
Interestingly, the item-wise affective and semantic
recognition times were positively correlated and additive.
They suggested that this means that affective processing is
an additional stage that occurs after object identification and
recognition, consistent with models in which a serial
processing is assumed.
Nummenmaa et al. (2010) show that, across 7
experiments, non-affective information is consistently
activated faster than affective information when participants
judge complex scenes. They interpret this finding as strong
evidence for the Cognitive Primacy Hypothesis, and suggest
that, “[non-affective] processing of visual scenes is faster
than their affective processing and…semantic categorization
precedes affective evaluation” (pg. 243). We suggest that
this robust result may have had much to do with the
particular stimuli they used. For example, judging from the
example stimuli the authors provide, the photographs might
have biased participants toward processing the nonaffective, ontological information first because the
information relevant for determining whether a stimulus
was an animal or a human was detectable from coarsergrained visual information (i.e., information with a lower
spatial frequency) than the information relevant to
determining the pictures’ affective content (e.g., an
emotional facial expression). It is no surprise if making
judgments based on fine-grained information takes longer
than making judgments based on coarse-grained
information. If low-level visual factors were responsible for
their results, it should be possible to observe a different
pattern simply by performing a similar task with different
stimuli.

Cognitive Primacy
Evidence supporting the Cognitive Primacy Hypothesis
primarily comes from studies showing the lack of affective
priming (e.g., Storbeck & Robinson, 2004). Storbeck and
colleagues used prime-target pairs of positive/negative
words orthogonally involving semantic dimensions of
religion, animal, and texture. In one experiment, they had
the participants do a lexical decision (word/nonword) task
on the target words. In another experiment, they had the
participants do an affective (good/bad) task. In both of the
experiments, they found significant facilitation when the
prime and target words were congruent along the semantic
dimension, but not when the words were congruent along
the affective dimension. Interestingly, the affective priming
emerged when they restricted the prime-target pairs to one
semantic category (e.g., animal). They concluded that when
people are left with only one dimension for relating primes

Context-Dependent Processing
What determines which kind of information gets activated
first? We suggest that neither Affective Primacy nor
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To test this proposal, we had participants process the same
stimuli in different contexts.
To create the different contexts, we used a "Task-Set
Inertia" paradigm (Allport & Wylie, 2000). In this
paradigm, there are target trials and filler trials. The target
trials contain stimuli (e.g., words) with characteristics
varying in two orthogonal dimensions (e.g., affective, nonaffective). The filler trials contain a different kind of stimuli
(e.g., scenes) that vary along the same dimensions as the
target stimuli (e.g., affective, non-affective). The idea is that
what the participants do for the filler trials will persist and
facilitate or interfere with the execution of the response for
the target trials. In other words, the filler trials serve as a
context that orients the participants toward a specific
dimension of the stimuli during the target trials.
In Experiment 1, we tested whether a context-dependent
account holds in word meaning. We used affective
(positive/negative) and non-affective (animal/human) words
as the target trials, and affective (pleasant/unpleasant) and
non-affective (indoor/outdoor) scenes as the filler trials. We
predicted a context-congruent facilitation for the target word
trials.
In Experiment 2, we tested the context-dependent
processing using pictures. We swapped the target and the
filler trials in Experiment 1, so that the scenes became the
targets, and the words became the fillers. We also predicted
a context-congruent facilitation for the target scene trials.

Cognitive Primacy holds at all times. Furthermore, the
stimuli themselves should not fully determine the relative
primacy with which affective and non-affective information
gets activated, nor should the judgments that people make
on the stimuli. Instead, the context in which processing
occurs should be able to modulate the relative speed with
which affective and non-affective information gets
activated, even when the stimuli themselves and the
judgments people make on them are held constant. This
claim is motivated by the Ad Hoc Cognition framework,
according to which the role that words, pictures, and other
cues play in activating neurocognitive representations is
inseparable from the role played by the context in which
they are experienced (Casasanto & Lupyan, 2011).
Examination of the past studies supports our proposal that
the processing priority of affective and non-affective
information should be determined by context. First, the
literature reviewed so far suggests that neither affective nor
non-affective information must always be activated first.
Second, corroborative evidence from electrophysiological
data suggests that both affective and non-affective
information can be processed at an early, overlapping time
window. Some studies showed that affective processing can
be early. For example, one study demonstrated that the
emotional content of the visual cues can facilitate the
sensory encoding of these stimuli, as revealed by a P100
component starting at ~100 msec (e.g., Schupp, Junghöfer,
Weike, & Hamm, 2003). Another study using word stimuli
showed that the emotional tone of words can be identified at
~80-120 msec, and can lead to differential processing
(Scott, O’Donnella, Leutholda, & Sereno, 2009). Other
studies showed that non-affective processing too can be
early. One study showed that rapid semantic analysis of
visual scenes can occur in less than 120 msec (Kirchner &
Thorpe, 2006). In terms of word processing, it has been
demonstrated that some lexical-semantic analysis can take
place at ~100 msec (Sereno, Brewer, & O'Donnell, 2003;
Hauk, Davis, Ford, Pulvermüller, & Marslen-Wilson, 2006).
In addition, affective priming literature indicates that such
priming may be goal dependent. While many studies found
goal-independent affective evaluation (Bargh, Chaiken,
Raymond, & Hymes, 1996), one study found goaldependent affective evaluation (Klauer & Musch, 2002).
Klauer & Musch (2002) used prime-target pairs with words
that can be categorized by an affective dimension and a nonaffective dimension. They had one group of participants do
an affective (positive/negative) task, and had another group
do a non-affective task (e.g., upper-/lower- letter case, the
stimulus locations on the screen, color, etc.) They found
priming effects only when the priming dimension was taskrelevant. Although the design of their study is not ideal due
to a between-group comparison, these data are consistent
with a context-dependent processing account.

Experiment 1
Experiment 1 tested the context-dependence of affective and
non-affective information cued by words (targets), in the
context of visual scenes (distractors). We predicted a
context-congruity effect: the relative speed with which
affective and non-affective information could be activated in
response to the target words should vary according to the
type of processing (affective or non-affective) participants
were required to perform on the distractor pictures.

Method
Participants Native Dutch-speaking undergraduates (N=27;
mean age=22.6) at the Raboud University Nijmegen
participated in this experiment for payment. Of these
participants, 13 were assigned to the affective context group
and 14 to the non-affective context group.
Materials and Design The stimuli consisted of 96 nouns,
24 each of 4 types: positive-valence animals (e.g., konijntje
‘bunny’, panda ‘panda’, etc.), negative-valence animals
(e.g., parasite, ‘parasite’, kakkerlak, ‘cockroach’, etc.),
positive-valence humans (e.g., prinses ‘princess’,
grootvader ‘grandfather’ etc.), and negative-valence humans
(moordenaar ‘murderer’, pedofiel ‘pedophile’, etc.).
A norming pretest was carried out to ensure the valence of
the target words. 18 native Dutch speakers participated in
the pretest for payment. Each participant was given 145
nouns, one word at a time, and was to rate the valence of
each noun on a 9-point Self-Assessment Manikins scale

The Present Study
The present paper aims at testing a context-dependent
account of affective and non-affective meaning processing.
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(Lang, 1980), ranged from a smiling figure at the positive
end of the scale to a frowning one at the negative end. Based
on the rating results, we chose 96 nouns that were clearly
valenced out of the original 145, for the purpose of
matching the clear-cut animal vs. human distinction. The
mean valence ratings were 6.78 (SD=0.59) for the positive
nouns and 2.79 (SD=0.82) for the negative nouns. The
valence for the two types differed significantly, as
confirmed by a two-tailed t-test (t=27.29, p=.0001).2
The 96 selected nouns were then divided into 2 blocks.
For each session, 12 of each of the 4 types of nouns were
randomly selected to be included in the first block, while the
remaining 12 of each type were presented in the second
block. The participants made affective judgments
(Positive/Negative) for one of these blocks, and nonaffective judgments (Animal/Human) for the other block.
The order of the blocks was counterbalanced between
participants.
To create a biasing context, we adapted the Task-Set
Inertia paradigm. Randomly intermixed with the target word
judgments were an equal number of filler trials. The fillers
consisted of 96 photos of complex scenes, 24 each of 4
types: pleasant indoor, unpleasant indoor, pleasant outdoor,
unpleasant outdoor scenes. The valence of the pictures
(positive or negative) was rated by two independent coders.
Inter-coder agreement was 100%. In the affective context
group, the participants made affective judgments
(pleasant/unpleasant) for all photos. In the non-affective
context group, the participants made non-affective
(indoor/outdoor) judgments for all photos. Therefore, for
each participant, the biasing context was congruent with the
target judgments for one block and incongruent for the other
block.

Results and Discussion
Accuracy The accuracy was the number of correct
responses divided by the overall number in the target trials.
3 participants were excluded due to their low accuracies
(<80%). 24 participants (Mean accuracy=89%, ±0.75%,
range 81-93%) were included in the following analysis.
Performance on the filler (scene) trials was not analyzed.

Figure 1. Reaction times for the (word) targets when participants
made affective judgments (dark bars) and non-affective judgments
(light bars) in the affective context group (left bars) and the nonaffective context group (right bars) in Experiment 1. The error bars
indicate standard errors.

Reaction Times Extreme reaction times (>5,000 msec)
were excluded (0.06% of the data). The averaged reaction
times by item are summarized in Figure 1.
To test the predicted effect of contextual modulation on
the reaction times, we carried out a linear mixed-effects
regression model of context types (affective, non-affective)
x 2 judgment types (affective, non-affective). A significant
interaction was found between the judgment type and the
context type [F(1,2069)=21.42, p=.0001]. Within the
affective context group (Figure 1, left bars), affective targets
were judged faster than the non-affective targets
[F(1,1059)=11.26, p=.001]. Within the non-affective context
group (Figure 1, right bars), non-affective targets were
judged faster than the affective targets [F(1,1039)=9.95,
p=.002]. Within the affective judgments (Figure 1, black
bars), the judgments were not significantly faster in the
affective context than in the non-affective context
[F(1,24)=0.64, p=.43]. Within the non-affective judgments
(Figure 1, grey bars), the judgments were not significantly
faster in the non-affective context than in the affective
context [F(1,24)=1.25, p=.27].
As predicted, context mattered. When participants
attended to the affective dimension, their affective
judgments about the word targets were facilitated. When
participants were oriented toward the non-affective
dimension, their non-affective judgments about the word
targets were facilitated. The effect of context cannot be
attributed to superficial similarities between the responses

Procedure
Participants sat in a comfortable chair about 90 cm from a
monitor in a soundproof, dimly-lit experimental booth.
Stimuli were presented on a computer monitor (resolution =
1024 x 768 pixels). In a target (word) trial, the word was
presented for 300 msec, followed by a dark screen until an
(affective or non-affective) judgment was made. In a filler
(scene) trial, the scene was presented for 500 msec, also
followed by a dark screen until an (affective or nonaffective) judgment was made. Participants were instructed
to press the response keys (e.g., pleasant and unpleasant) as
quickly and accurately as possible. The order of the key
assignments (left to right vs. right to left) was
counterbalanced for both the affective and the non-affective
judgments across participants. Participants responded with
the index fingers of both hands. A brief practice was given
at the beginning of the session, and a brief break was given
between the two blocks during the session. Each session
lasted approximately 15 minutes.

2

While the present design does not require the length, the log
frequency, or the arousal of words in different categories to be
matched, we still matched these factors.
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during filler and target trials, since the effect was found
even when responses were dissimilar (e.g., indoor - human).

affective context than in the non-affective context
[F(1,24)=1.07, p=.31]. Within the non-affective judgments
(Figure 2, grey bars), the judgments were significantly faster
in the non-affective context than in the affective context
[F(1,24)=8.19, p=.009]. Therefore, the RT difference
between affective and non-affective target judgments varied
depending on the context.

Experiment 2
Experiment 2 tested whether processing pictorial stimuli is
also context-dependent, using a ‘mirror’ version of
Experiment 1. The scenes were now used as target trials,
and the words, filler trials. The context-dependent account
predicts an effect of congruity between the type of context
and the type of target judgments, regardless of the format of
the target stimuli (pictorial or verbal). Affective target
judgments should be faster in the context affective filler
judgments than in the context of non-affective filler
judgments, and vice versa for non-affective target
judgments.

Method
Participants 26 Native Dutch-speaking undergraduates
(mean age=21.4) at the Raboud University Nijmegen
participated payment. None of them previously took part in
Experiment 1. Among these participants, 13 were assigned
to the affective context group and 13 to the non-affective
context group.
Figure 2. Reaction times for the (picture) targets when
participants made affective judgments (dark bars) and nonaffective judgments (light bars) in the affective context
group (left bars) and the non-affective context group (right
bars) in Experiment 2. The error bars indicate standard
errors.

Materials, Design, and Procedure The materials and the
procedure were the same as in Experiment 1. The design for
the words and scenes was reversed, so that the scenes
became the targets (judgments manipulated within-subject)
and the words became the context (judgments manipulated
between-subjects).

To test whether the results of the two experiments
differed, we carried out a linear mixed effects regression of
2 experiments (word, picture) X 2 context types (affective,
non-affective) X 2 judgment types (affective, non-affective).
There was no 3-way interaction [F(1,4155)=.15, p=.70],
suggesting no difference between when the target stimuli
were words and when the target stimuli were pictures. Yet,
the 2-way interactions observed in the previous analyses
still hold [F(1, 4156)=36.41, p=.0001].This means that there
was little difference between the significant effects of
context types on judgment types between experiments.

Results and Discussion
Accuracy We excluded 2 participants due to low accuracy
(<80%) on the target (picture) trials. 24 participants (Mean
accuracy=89%, ±0.67%, range 82-94%) were included in
the analysis. Performance on the filler (word) trials was not
analyzed.
Reaction Times Extreme reaction times (>5,000 msec)
were excluded (0.04% of the data). The averaged reaction
times by item are summarized in Figure 2. To test the
predicted effect of contextual modulation on reaction times,
we carried out a linear mixed-effects regression model of 2
context types (affective, non-affective) X 2 judgment types
(affective, non-affective). There was a significant
interaction between the judgment type and the context type
[F(1,2086)=15.43, p=.0001], replicating Experiment 1.
There was a main effect between the context types
[F(1,23)=4.30, p=0.05], and a main effect between the
judgment types [F(1,2089)=48.83, p=0.0001]. Within the
affective context group (Figure 2, left bars), affective
judgments were made faster than the non-affective
judgments [F(1,1062)= 51.26, p=.0001]. Within the nonaffective context group, affective targets were still judged
faster than the non-affective targets [F(1,1031)=5.85,
p=.02]. Within the affective judgments (Figure 2, black
bars), the judgments were not significantly faster in the

General Discussion
Changes in the context can determine the relative speed
with which people make affective and non-affective
judgments on words and pictures. These findings challenge
both the Affective Primacy and the Cognitive Primacy
hypotheses. Our results support the Ad Hoc Cognition
framework, according to which words and pictures activate
different neurocognitive representations every time they are
processed, the specifics of which are co-determined by the
stimuli themselves and the contexts in which they occur
(Casasanto & Lupyan, 2011; see also Elman, 2004).
Although we obtained interactions of nearly identical
sizes for scenes and for words, which did not differ
statistically across experiments 1 and 2, the details of the
data were different descriptively. For the scene targets, the
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Keller, F., Gunasekharan, S., Mayo, N., & Corley, M. (2009).
Timing accuracy of Web experiments: A case study using the
WebExp software package. Behavior Research Methods, 41(1),
1-12.
Klauer, K. C., & Musch, J. (2003). Affective priming: Findings
and theories. In J. Musch & K. C. Klauer (Eds.), The
psychology of evaluation: Affective processes in cognition and
emotion (pp. 7-50). Mahwah, NJ: Erlbaum.
Scott, G. G., O'Donnell, P. J., Leuthold, H., & Sereno, S. C.
(2009). Early emotion word processing: Evidence from eventrelated potentials. Biological Psychology, 80(1), 95-104.
Storbeck, J., & Robinson, M. D. (2004). Preferences and
inferences in encoding visual objects: A systematic comparison
of semantic and affective priming. Personality and Social
Psychology Bulletin, 30, 81-93.
Storbeck, J., Robinson, M. D., & McCourt, M. (2006). Semantic
processing precedes affect retrieval: The neurological case for
cognitive primacy in visual processing. Review of General
Psychology, 10, 41-55
Whalen PJ, Rauch SL, Etcoff NL, McInerney SC, Lee M, Jenike
MA. (1998). Masked presentations of emotional facial
expressions modulate amygdala activity without explicit
knowledge. Journal of Neuroscience, 1998; 18:411-418.
Zajonc, R. (1980). Feeling and thinking: Preferences need no
inferences. American Psychologist, 35, 151-175.
Zajonc, R. (2000). Feeling and thinking: Closing the debate over
the independence of affect. In J. P. Forgas (Ed.), Feeling and
thinking: The role of affect in social cognition. Studies in
emotion and social interaction (Vol. 2, pp. 31-58). New York:
Cambridge University Press.

affective judgments were made faster than the non-affective
judgments, no matter what the context. On one possible
explanation, the representations activated in response to
scenes (in this case, detailed color photographs) may be
more constrained by the stimuli themselves than is the case
for words. Whereas words name generic types (e.g.,
“puppy” can refer to any puppy) pictures depict a specific
instance of a type (e.g., a photo must be of a specific
puppy). Therefore, representations activated in response to
photographs may be more constrained than representations
activated in response to words (c.f., De Houwer & Hermans,
1994). Yet, importantly,
in both experiments,
representations varied as a function of cues-in-context,
belying any broad generalizations about the primacy of once
kind of information (affective or non-affective) over the
other.
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from information conveyed through the other party’s facial
displays of emotion.
The view that facial displays of emotion can be used to
detect cooperators is in line with the idea that emotions
serve important social functions and convey information
about one’s feelings and intentions (Frijda & Mesquita,
1994). One theory, compatible with this social view of
emotions, is based on appraisal theories of emotion. In
appraisal theories (Ellsworth & Scherer, 2003), displays of
emotion arise from cognitive appraisal of events with
respect to an agent’s goals, desires and beliefs (e.g., is this
event congruent with my goals? Who is responsible for this
event?). According to the pattern of appraisals that occurs,
different emotions are experienced and displayed. Now,
since displays reflect the agent’s intentions through the
appraisal process, it is also plausible to ask whether people
can infer from emotion displays the agent’s goals by
reversing the appraisal mechanism. Hareli and Hess (2009)
provide preliminary evidence for this theory. In their study
they show that people can, from expressed emotion, make
inferences about the character of the person displaying
emotion (e.g., a person who reacted with anger to blame was
perceived as more self-confident than one that reacted with
sadness). We refer to this theory as reverse appraisal.
In previous work, we suggested that reverse appraisal is
useful in understanding how people make inferences, from
facial displays of emotion, about the other party’s
propensity to cooperate (de Melo, Carnevale & Gratch,
2010). In that study, we ask people to play the iterated
prisoner’s dilemma with two computer players, or agents,
that, even though following the same strategy to choose
their actions, display different emotions according to the
outcome of each round. Computer agents that show emotion
had already been argued to be a useful research tool for
basic human-human interaction research (Blascovich et al.,
2001). One agent – the cooperative agent – had displays that
were consistent with the goal of maximizing joint reward
(e.g., expression of joy when both players cooperated). The
other agent – the individualistic agent – had displays that
reflected how good the outcome was for the self,
independently of the value for the participant (e.g.,
expression of joy when agent defected and participant
cooperated). The results show that people cooperate more
with the cooperative agent. Moreover, the results show that

Abstract
This paper explores whether and how facial displays of
emotion can impact emergence of cooperation in a social
dilemma. Three experiments are described where participants
play the iterated prisoner’s dilemma with (computer) players
that display emotion. Experiment 1 compares a cooperative
player, whose displays reflect a goal of mutual cooperation,
with a control player that shows no emotion. Experiment 2
compares a competitive player, whose displays reflect a goal
of getting more points than the participant, and the control
player. Experiment 3 compares the cooperative and
competitive players. Results show that people: cooperate
more with the cooperative than the control player
(Experiment 1); do not cooperate differently with the
competitive and control players (Experiment 2); and,
cooperate more with the cooperative than the competitive
player, when they play the latter first (Experiment 3). In line
with a social functions view of emotion, we argue people
infer, from emotion displays, the other player’s propensity to
cooperate by reversing the emotion appraisal process. Postgame surveys show that people interpret the emotion displays
according to appraisal variables (desirability, responsibility
and controllability) in ways that are consistent with
predictions from appraisal theories of emotion.
Keywords: Emotion, Cooperation, Competition, Social
Dilemma, Reverse Appraisal

Introduction
People frequently face social dilemmas where they must
choose between pursuing their own self interest and collect
a short-term reward or rely on another person for mutual
cooperation and maximize joint long-term reward (Kollock,
1998). In these cases, it is valuable, from an adaptive point
of view, to be able to detect how likely the other is to
cooperate (Frank, 1988). Nonverbal displays have been
argued to be an important cue in this detection process
(Boone & Buck, 2003). In particular, there has been a lot of
empirical research on the impact of facial displays of
emotion on emergence of cooperation: studies show that
cooperative individuals display higher levels of positive
emotion than non-cooperators (Scharlemann et al., 2001);
and Schug et al. (2010) argue that cooperators can be
identified by high emotional expressivity of both positive
and negative emotion. In this paper, we go further and try to
understand how people make inferences in social dilemmas
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tat is a strategy where a player begins by cooperating and then
proceeds to repeat the action the other player did in the previous
round. Tit-for-tat has been argued to strike the right balance of
punishment and reward with respect to the opponent’s previous
actions (Kollock, 1998). So, the action policy used in our
experiment is as follows: (a) in rounds 1 to 5, the agent plays the
following fixed sequence: cooperation, cooperation, defection,
cooperation, cooperation; (b) in rounds 6 to 25, the agent plays
pure tit-for-tat. The rationale for the sequence in the first five
rounds is to make it harder for participants to learn the agents’
strategy and to allow participants to experience a variety of facial
displays from the start.

the effect is particularly salient when participants play first
with the individualistic agent (de Melo, Carnevale &
Gratch, submitted). This contrast effect is in line with the
well-known black-hat/white-hat (or bad-cop/good-cop)
effect (Hilty & Carnevale, 1993) that argues people
cooperate more with a cooperative opponent if they’re first
matched with a tough opponent. This effect suggests that
initial firmness may lessen the temptation to exploit and that
cooperative initiatives that are extended in the context of
firmness are likely to evoke reciprocity.
In this paper, we further explore the role of reverse
appraisal and the black-hat/white-hat contrast effect on
emergence of cooperation in a social dilemma when playing
with agents that display emotions. The paper presents three
new experiments: in Experiment 1, people play the iterated
prisoner’s dilemma with a cooperative agent (which
displays reflect a goal of maximizing joint reward) and a
control agent (which displays no emotion); in Experiment 2,
people play with a competitive agent (which displays reflect
a goal of earning more points in relation to the participant)
and the control agent; in Experiment 3, people play with the
cooperative and competitive agents. This set of experiments
extends our previous work in the following ways: (a) it
explores the competitive orientation, which is the third and
last of the common social value orientation we see in people
(McClintock & Liebrand, 1988); (b) it introduces
comparisons with a control agent that displays no emotion;
(c) in a post-game questionnaire, we explicitly probe the
mediating role of appraisal variables on the effect of
emotion displays on emergence of cooperation.

Table 1: Payoff matrix for the investment game.
Agent
Project Green
Project Blue
Project
Agent:
5 pts
Agent:
7 pts
Green
User:
User:
5 pts
2 pts
User
Project
Agent:
2 pts
Agent:
4 pts
Blue
User:
User:
7 pts
4 pts

Experiment 1: Cooperative vs. Control
Design
Figure 1: Software used in the experiment.

The experiment follows a repeated-measures design where
participants play 25 rounds of the iterated prisoner’s dilemma with
two different computational agents for a chance to win real money:
the cooperative agent; and the control agent. The cooperative agent
displays emotions through the face, whereas the control agent
displays no emotion. The strategy for choosing which action to
take in each round is the same for both agents.

Conditions. There are two conditions in this experiment: the
cooperative agent; and the control agent. Both agents follow the
same action policy but differ in their facial display policies. The
facial display policy defines the emotion which is conveyed for
each possible outcome of a round. Table 2 shows the facial
displays for the cooperative agent. The control agent shows no
emotion. The facial displays are chosen to reflect the agents’ goals
in a way that is consistent with appraisal models of emotion
(Ellsworth & Scherer, 2003). Thus, the cooperative agent’s
displays reflect the goal of mutual cooperation: when both players
cooperate, it expresses gratitude (with a display of joy), as the
outcome is appraised to be positive for the self and the participant
is appraised to have contributed for it; when the agent cooperates
but the participant defects, it expresses anger, as the event is
appraised as negative and the participant is blamed for it;
otherwise, the agent shows no emotion. Condition order is
randomized across participants.

Game. Participants play the iterated prisoner’s dilemma but,
following the approach by Kiesler, Waters and Sproull (1996), the
game is recast as an investment game. Essentially, participants can
invest in one of two projects – Project Green (or cooperation) and
Project Blue (or defection) – and the outcome is contingent on
what the other party invests in. Table 1 summarizes the payoffs.
The participant is told that there is no communication between the
players before choosing an action. Moreover, the participant is told
that the other party makes its decision without knowledge of what
the participant’s choice in that round is. After the round is over, the
action each chose is made available to both players and the
outcome of the round, i.e., the number of points each player got, is
also shown. The experiment is fully implemented in software and a
snapshot is shown in Fig.1: During game play, the real-time
animation of the agent is shown on the left.

Table 2: Facial displays for the cooperative agent.
Cooperative

Action Policy. Agents in both conditions follow the same strategy
to choose their actions. The policy is a variant of tit-for-tat. Tit-for-

User
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Project Green
Project Blue

Agent
Project Green Project Blue
Joy
Neutral
Anger
Neutral

Facial displays are animated using a real-time pseudo-muscular
model for the face that also simulates wrinkles (de Melo, &
Gratch, 2009). Facial displays were all previously validated (de
Melo, Carnevale & Gratch, 2010). The displays are shown at the
end of the round, after both players have chosen their actions and
the outcome is shown. Moreover, there is a 4.5 seconds waiting
period before the participant is allowed to choose the action for the
next round. This period allows the participant to appreciate the
display before moving to the next round. To enhance naturalness,
blinking is simulated as well as subtle random motion of the neck
and back. Two different bodies are used: Ethan and William. These
bodies are shown in Fig.2 as well as their respective facial
displays. Bodies are assigned to each condition randomly and
agents are referred to by these names throughout the experiment.

goal in the game, participants were instructed to earn as many
points as possible, as the total amount of points would increase
their chance of winning a lottery for $100.

Results
Participants that did not experience joy with the cooperative
agent1 where excluded from analysis (though keeping them
would lead to the same pattern of results). So, 10 (out of 48)
participants were excluded.
To understand how people cooperated with the agents, we
look at cooperation rate over all rounds. Figure 3 and Table
2 show the results for this variable. Significance levels are
calculated using the repeated-measures t test.

Figure 2: The agent bodies and their facial displays.
Measures. During game-play, we save information regarding
whether the participant cooperated in each round. This is our main
behavioral measure. After playing with both agents, we present a
questionnaire that probes how participants are appraising the
situations where emotion displays are shown. In this regard, three
appraisal variables are relevant (Ellsworth & Scherer, 2003;
Ortony, Clore & Collins, 1988): desirability, which reflects how
congruent with the agent’s goals the event is; blameworthiness,
which reflects who is responsible for the event (the self or the other
party); and, control, which reflects how capable is the agent of
coping with the consequences of the event. Appraisal theories
usually predict that: joy occurs when the event is desirable and the
agent has control over it; anger occurs when the event is not
desirable and another agent is responsible for it. So, in the postgame questionnaire, for each agent, we ask a set of questions
regarding the cases where the cooperative agent expresses emotion
(i.e., when mutual cooperation occurs or the participant exploits
the agent). Therefore, the same questions are asked four times (2
agents x 2 cases). For each case, we show a picture of the emotion
the agent displayed and ask the following questions (scale goes
from 1 – ‘not at all’ to 7 – ‘very much’), where the agent is
actually referred to by its body’s name:
 How desirable was the outcome of the round to the agent?
 How much do you think the agent feels you were responsible?
 How much do you think the agent feels he can control the
outcome of future rounds?
 How likely was the agent to play GREEN in the next round?

Figure 3: Cooperation rates in Experiment 1.
Table 3: Cooperation rates in Experiment 1.
Order

N

Cooperative
Mean SD
All
38 .342 .173
Coop→Ctrl 13 .243 .089
Ctrl→Coop 25 .394 .185
* Significant difference, p < .05

Control
Mean SD
.243 .142
.212 .119
.259 .152

Sig.
2-sd

r

.006*
.409
.008*

.043
ns
.506

Regarding the post-game questionnaire, since the results
were similar for all condition orders, we show in Table 4
only the results when collapsing across all orders.
Significance levels are calculated using the repeatedmeasures ANOVA. The table also shows Bonferroni posthoc comparisons between the patterns for each agent.
Table 4: Appraisal variables in Experiment 1. Means are
shown for each variable and SDs in parentheses.
Variables

Cooperative
CC
DC
Sig.
(Joy) (Anger)
4.89
2.50 .008*
Desirable
(1.64) (1.78)
5.16 1.000
Responsible 4.92
(1.72) (1.79)
4.61
3.47 .008*
Control
(1.70) (1.57)
4.76
2.37 .000*
Will agent
cooperate? (1.94) (1.65)
* Significant difference, p < .05

Participants. Forty-eight participants were recruited at the
University of Southern California Marshall School of Business.
Average age was 21.6 years and 62.5% were males. Most
participants were undergraduate (41.7%) or graduate (56.3%)
students majoring in diverse fields. Most were also originally from
Asia (66.7%) and North America (33.3%). The incentive to
participate follows standard practice in experimental economics
(Hertwig & Ortmann, 2001): first, participants were given $15 for
their participation in this experiment; second, with respect to their

CC
4.58
(1.39)
4.53
(1.67)
3.84
(1.60)
4.29
(2.27)

Control
DC
Sig.
3.53
(2.10)
4.74
(1.59)
3.74
(1.50)
2.58
(1.94)

Sig.
2-sd

.277 .000*
1.000 .328
1.000 .002*
.002* .000*

1
Notice our paradigm does not guarantee participants will
experience all outcomes in the Prisoner’s Dilemma game.
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definition of a competitive orientation (McClintock & Liebrand,
1988): when the agent exploits the participant, it expresses joy;
when the agent is exploited by the participant, it expresses anger;
otherwise, it shows no emotion. The post-game questionnaire asks
the same questions as before only with respect to the two cases
where the competitive agent expresses emotion. For this
Experiment, 38 participants were recruited from the USC Marshall
School of Business. Average age was 22.3 years and 63.3% were
males. Most participants were undergraduate (46.7%) or graduate
(53.3%) students majoring in diverse fields. Most were also
originally from Asia (66.7%) and North America (33.3%).

Discussion
The results show that people cooperate significantly more
with the cooperative agent than the control agent (Table 3).
This is in line with the view that, in social dilemmas, people
look for cues in their trading partners that they might be
willing to cooperate before engaging in cooperation
themselves (Frank, 1988; Boone & Buck, 2003). The results
also show that this effect is being driven by the condition
order in which participants play with the control agent first,
and the cooperative agent second. In a previous study (de
Melo, Carnevale & Gratch, submitted) we got a similar
contrast effect when people played with an individualistic
agent first, followed by a cooperative agent. We advanced
an explanation based on the black-hat/white-hat effect (Hilty
& Carnevale, 1993) that argues people cooperate more with
a cooperative opponent if they’re first matched with a tough
opponent. Applying the black-hat/white-hat effect to this
case means that the cooperative agent is perceived as the
white-hat (or cooperator) and the control agent as the blackhat (or non-cooperator). Whereas the former was expected,
the latter requires further explanation. The control agent is
perceived as a black-hat likely as a consequence of its lack
of reactivity to the game. Absence of emotion displays can
also emphasize the perception that the opponent is tough.
Finally, human-computer interaction studies show that
people prefer to interact with agents that display emotions
than agents that do not (Beale & Creed, 2009).
But how do people identify who is the black-hat and the
white-hat? We argue people infer from emotion displays
what the agents’ goals are by a process of reverse appraisal.
The results from the post-game questionnaire provide
insight (Table 5): in line with appraisal theories (Ellsworth
& Scherer, 2003), people perceive the cooperative agent to
desire more and have more control when it expresses joy
(i.e., when mutual cooperation occurs) than when it
expresses anger (i.e., when the participant exploits the
agent). It is no surprise, then, that people perceive the agent
to be more likely to cooperate again after joy, than after
anger (last row in Table 5). Overall, this suggests people can
infer from emotion displays, through appraisal variables,
what the agents’ goals are. However, it is interesting to note
that people also tend to perceive the control agent to desire
more the mutual cooperation case than the case where the
participant exploits the agent. This suggests people make
appropriate inferences regarding desirability even in the
absence of emotion. Nevertheless, whereas the pairwise
comparisons for the cooperative agent are significant for
desirability and control, they are not for the control agent,
which emphasizes the importance of the emotion displays.

Table 5: Facial displays for the competitive agent.
Competitive
User

Project Green
Project Blue

Agent
Project Green Project Blue
Neutral
Joy
Anger
Neutral

Results
Participants that did not experience joy with the competitive
agent were excluded from analysis (though keeping them
would lead to the same pattern of results). So, 8 (out of 38)
participants were excluded. Figure 4 and Table 6 show the
cooperation rates. Table 7 shows the results for the postgame questionnaire when collapsing across condition orders
(since results were similar for each order).

Figure 4: Cooperation rates in Experiment 2.
Table 6: Cooperation rates in Experiment 2.
Order

N

All
Comp→Ctrl
Ctrl→Comp

30
19
11

Competitive
Mean SD
.232 .109
.221 .096
.251 .133

Control
Mean SD
.232 .170
.251 .178
.200 .158

Sig.
2-sd

r

1.000
.357
.299

ns
ns
ns

Discussion
The results show that people are not cooperating differently
with the competitive or control agents. This likely means
both agents are perceived to be equally unlikely to
cooperate. The results are also in line with what would be
expected when playing the black-hat/black-hat sequence
(Hilty & Carnevale, 1993). However, agents are likely being
perceived as black-hats for different reasons. Whereas for
the competitive agent this perception follows from its
competitive displays, for the control agent it follows from
its lack of reactivity (see the ‘Discussion’ for Experiment 1).
The results for the post-game questions (Table 7) are also in
line with expectations from appraisal theories (Ellsworth &
Scherer, 2003). People perceive the competitive agent to
desire more and have more control in the outcome it

Experiment 2: Competitive vs. Control
Design
Experiment 2 has a similar design to Experiment 1, except that
participants play with a competitive agent and the control agent.
The competitive agent has displays that reflect whether the agent
got more points than the participant (Table 5), which is the usual
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expresses joy (agent exploits participant) than in the
outcome it expresses anger (participant exploits agent).
Moreover, people perceive the competitive agent to assign
responsibility significantly more to the participant when it
expresses anger, than when it expresses joy. Notice this
difference is not significant for the control agent. Finally,
notice again that magnitude differences for appraisal
variables are higher for the emotional agent than the control
agent, thus, emphasizing the relevance of emotion displays.

Table 9: Appraisal variables in Experiment 3. Means are
shown for each variable and SDs in parentheses.
Variables

Cooperative
CC
DC
Sig.
(Joy) (Anger)
5.47
2.56 .000*
Desirable
(1.80) (2.08)
5.68 .040*
Responsible 4.85
(1.67) (1.47)
4.97
3.82 .001*
Control
(1.47) (1.60)
5.09
2.50 .000*
Will agent
cooperate? (2.07) (1.93)
* Significant difference, p < .05

Table 7: Appraisal variables in Experiment 2. Means are
shown for each variable and SDs in parentheses.
Variables

Competitive
CD
DC
Sig.
(Joy) (Anger)
5.83
1.70 .000*
Desirable
(1.66) (1.15)
5.40
.165
Responsible 4.50
(1.61) (1.61)
5.00
3.87 .002*
Control
(1.55) (1.74)
3.37
2.27
.114
Will agent
cooperate? (2.08) (1.76)
* Significant difference, p < .05

Control
CD
DC Sig.
5.13
(1.70)
4.07
(1.48)
4.40
(1.57)
2.87
(1.87)

2.77
(1.55)
4.47
(1.70)
3.97
(1.47)
2.37
(1.67)

Sig.
2-sd

.000* .000*

Competitive
CD
DC
Sig.
(Joy) (Anger)
5.76
2.65 .000*
(1.74) (2.09)
4.06
5.85 .001*
(2.23) (1.54)
5.09
3.29 .000*
(1.58) (1.53)
4.53
3.24
.068
(2.02) (2.06)

Sig.
2-sd
.000*
.000*
.000*
.000*

Discussion

Experiment 1 shows that the cooperative agent is perceived
as a cooperator (white-hat). Experiment 2 shows that the
competitive agent is perceived as a non-cooperator (black.180 .002*
hat). Thus, in Experiment 3, we expected people to
1.000 .032*
cooperate more with the cooperative agent, especially in the
black-hat/white-hat order. Effectively, Table 8 shows that,
when playing with the competitive agent first (blackhat/white-hat order), people cooperate significantly more
Experiment 3: Cooperative vs. Competitive
with the cooperative agent. However, when playing with the
cooperative agent first (white-hat/black-hat order), there is
an unexpected trend to cooperate more with the competitive
Design
agent. One possible explanation for this is based on
Experiment 3 has a similar design to Experiment 1, except that
adaptation level theory (Helson, 1964) which predicts high
participants play with the cooperative agent and the competitive
concessions in response to the white-hat/black-hat sequence
agent. Fifty-one participants were recruited from the USC Marshall
because the black hat will appear toughest when preceded
School of Business. Average age was 22.0 years and 62.7% were
males. Most participants were undergraduate (54.9%) or graduate
by a white hat; in a competitive context, this enhances the
(43.2%) students majoring in diverse fields. Most were also
tendency to yield to a powerful opponent. A negative shift
originally from Asia (52.9%) and North America (47.1%).
in cooperation can also evoke more concessions if it
produces a desire to entice the black-hat adversary with
Results
cooperative gestures to return to former levels of
cooperation. Finally, Hilty & Carnevale (1993) also report
Participants that did not experience joy at least once with
that, in bilateral negotiation, a negative shift in cooperation,
each agent were excluded from analysis. So, 13 (out of 51)
elicits “unilateral concessions from participants in an effort
participants were excluded. Figure 5 and Table 8 shows the
to induce the bargainer to resume former levels of
cooperation rates. Table 9 shows the results for the postconcession-making” (pg.458).
game questions when collapsing across condition orders
The results for the post-game questions (Table 9) show
(since results were similar for each order).
that: people perceive, for both agents, the outcomes that
cause joy to be more desirable and controllable than
outcomes that cause anger; and, people perceive the agent to
assign more blame (to the participant) when it expresses
anger than joy. As expected, this leads to a perception that
the cooperative agent is more likely to cooperate in the next
round after it expresses joy (mutual cooperation) than anger
Figure 5: Cooperation rates in Experiment 3.
(agent is exploited), as shown in the last row of Table 9.
Table 8: Cooperation rates in Experiment 3.
However, unexpectedly, people tend to perceive the
competitive agent to be relatively likely to cooperate in the
Order
N
Cooperative
Competitive
Sig.
r
next round after it expresses joy (i.e., after it defects when
2-sd
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
the participant cooperates). From the perspective of
All
34
.413
.225
.393
.211
.678
ns
appraisal theory, if the competitive agent found that
14
.374
.193
.494
.193
.120
.419
Coop→Comp
20
.440
.252
.322
.198 .044* .443 exploiting the participant is desirable and controllable, than
Comp→Coop
one could expect people to predict the competitive agent to
* Significant difference, p < .05
1.000 .005*
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keep exploiting participants (i.e., defecting). Effectively, in
Experiment 2, people did not perceive the competitive agent
to be likely to cooperate after expressing joy. We hope to
clarify this result in the future with further experiments.
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General Discussion
The studies presented here confirm that people are
influenced by facial displays of emotion when deciding
whether to cooperate in a social dilemma. Experiment 1
reveals that people cooperate more with a player that shows
cooperative displays than one that shows no emotion.
Experiment 2 shows people do not cooperate differently
with a player that shows competitive displays and one that
shows no emotion. Experiment 3 shows that people
cooperate more with a player that shows cooperative
displays than one that shows competitive displays, when
they play the latter first. Overall, the results emphasize the
importance of context for interpreting what emotion displays
means. Effectively, the cooperative and competitive players
only differ in the context under which they express joy and,
yet, people play differently with each. Hareli and Hess
(2009) had also noticed the relevance of context for
perception of smiling. The results, thus, question the view
that the cooperator is simply the one that shows the most
positive emotion (Scharlemann et al., 2001); or, seeing that
the cooperative and competitive agents express just as much
emotion, the view that cooperators are simply the ones that
express more emotion, be it positive or negative (Schug et
al., 2010). We argue that, in line with the social functions
view of emotion (Frijda & Mesquita, 1994), people are
making inferences from emotion displays regarding the
other party’s propensity to cooperate. Moreover, we propose
reverse appraisal is the key to understanding how people
make those inferences. Our findings from the post-game
questionnaires suggest that people are, effectively, capable
of interpreting the agents’ emotion displays according to
appraisal variables (desirability, responsibility and
controllability) in ways that are congruent with the
expectations from appraisal theories of emotion. In the
future we plan on gathering further support for the reverse
appraisal proposal, as well as understand its limitations,
with new experiments that explore the mediating role of
appraisal variables through statistical methods, as in Hareli
and Hess (2009), or experimentally manipulate appraisal
variables and measure the impact on cooperation rates.
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There are distinctive reasons for focusing on body
movements over the face and speech. First, it could be
argued that body motions are ordinarily unconscious,
unintentional, and thereby not susceptible to social editing,
at least compared with facial expressions, speech intonation,
and some gestures. Second, human bodies are relatively
large and have multiple degrees of freedom, thereby making
the body an effective affective communicative channel.
Third, the expectation of a systematic link between bodily
movements and complex mental states is supported by
embodied theories of cognition and emotion (Niedenthal,
2007).
Most (but not all) of the studies that have investigated the
role of body movements in the expression of affective states
have focused on the degree of bodily arousal, specific
postures (e.g., forward-leans, arms akimbo), and some
gestures (e.g., pointing, hailing) (Bull, 1987; Coulson,
2004). Comparatively, little is known about the low-level
bodily correlates of affective states like frustration, anxiety,
and cognitive-affective amalgamations such as confusion
and flow/engagement. This paper addresses this issue by
analyzing how these affective states influence the dynamics
of presumably unconscious bodily movement
In addition to simple measures of bodily motion, such as
amount of movement and variability in movement, we focus
on complex system measures as an index of the embodied
nature of cognition and affect. Though relatively well
established in the cognitive sciences, dynamical systems
perspectives are only beginning to gain momentum in the
affective sciences (Camras & Shutter, 2010; Coan, 2010;
Lewis, 2005). Dynamical theories of emotion challenge the
classical view that a central affect program coordinates the
physiological, behavioral, and subjective components of an
emotional episode (i.e., an anger circuit (Ekman, 1992)).
Instead, they posit that these components are loosely
coupled and are constantly interacting in a self-organizing
fashion. When this system is perturbed, it is jolted from its
state of equilibrium, until it spontaneously reorganizes and
equilibrium is restored. The emotion “emerges” from the
attractor (a set of states towards which the system regularly
converges to) in which this dynamical trajectory converges
(Camras & Shutter, 2010).
The embodied nature of cognition and affect lead us to
hypothesize that variations in affective states will be
associated with meaningful shifts in fluctuations of bodily
movements. The present study addresses this hypothesis by
showing that when individuals engage in complex problem
solving tasks, patterns of bodily movement exhibit dynamic
signatures that may give away whether someone is in an
anxious state, a confused state, a frustrated state, etc.

Abstract
This paper investigates the low level bodily correlates of
affective states, such as boredom, confusion, anxiety, and
frustration, that spontaneously emerge during complex
problem solving tasks. Participants were video recorded while
they solved difficult analytical reasoning problems after
which they self-reported their affective states via a
retrospective affect-judgment protocol. Time series of bodily
motions were automatically extracted from the videos of
participants’ faces and upper bodies via a motion filtering
algorithm. Recurrence quantification analyses revealed that
participants who reported increased levels of anxiety and
frustration had less recurrent and deterministic movements
compared to their counterparts. Importantly, these patterns
could not be explained by the mere amount of movement or
the variability in movement, but by non-obvious dynamical
patterns in movement. We orient our findings towards
theories that emphasize complex systems approaches to
studying emotion.
Keywords: emotion; bodily movement; dynamical systems;
recurrence quantification analysis.

Introduction
The significance of non-verbal channels in human-human
communication is widely acknowledged, however, the
impetus has been on oculesics (eye contact), peripheral
physiology, facial expressions, gesture, and paralinguistic
features of speech. Comparatively, little attention has been
directed towards the role of gross body movement (i.e.
posture, movement) as a non-verbal communicative
channel. This oversight is unfortunate because it has been
known for several decades that posture is an important
diagnostic cue of emotions, attitudes, social relationships,
personality, and a host of other affective, cognitive, and
social constructs (Ekman, 1992; Oullier & Basso, 2010;
Russell, Bachorowski, & Fernandez-Dols, 2003).
When it comes to affective states (general term covering
moods and emotions), which are the focus of this paper, it
has been claimed that the face plays a primary role in
discriminating between specific emotions such as anger and
fear (Ekman, 1984). Posture and body movements, on the
other hand, are sometimes considered to be a mere indicator
of the intensity of an emotion, thereby being downgraded in
importance as an affective communicative channel (Bull,
1987). This view has been subsequently challenged by a
number of studies, which showed the efficacy of the whole
body in communicating specific emotions and attitudes,
independent of facial expressions and paralinguistic features
of speech (Castellano, Mortillaro, Camurri, Volpe, &
Scherer, 2008; Coulson, 2004; Scherer & Ellgring, 2007).
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Recurrence quantification analysis (RQA) (Webber &
Zbilut, 2005) were used to extract dynamical measures from
nonlinear time series of naturalistic bodily movements and
correlate these measures to self-reported affective states.
RQA is an invaluable tool to uncover patterns in nonlinear
time series because it offers a window into the dynamics of
complex systems, while at the same time, avoiding several
of the assumptions of traditional time series analysis
techniques
(e.g.,
assumptions
of
stationary,
homoscedasticity). It has yet to find widespread use in the
cognitive sciences, hence, we begin with a brief description
of analyzing dynamical systems with RQA.

from 0 to 1 and the recurrence rate for the Lorenz system
presented in Figure 1D is .042.
Determinism is a measure of the proportion of points in
the recurrence plot that form diagonal lines, which are
indicative of repetitive (or deterministic) patterns in the
dynamical trajectory. Determinism also ranges from 0 to 1,
and the determinism of the recurrence plot of the Lorenz
attractor is .99 (very deterministic).

Recurrence Quantification Analysis (RQA)
A dynamical system at time consists of a state, which is an
-dimensional point in a -dimensional space, called a state
space or phase space. There is a fixed rule, which
determines how the system transitions from one state to
another and a trajectory represents a sequence of such state
transitions. For example, the popular Lorenz attractor is a
dynamical system governed by the following three
equations:
;
;
(
and are parameters) (Lorenz, 1963). Time series
of length 1,000 created from the three Lorenz equations are
presented in Figure 1A and the resultant phase space plot is
presented in Figure 1B. It should be noted that the system is
called an attractor (Lorenz attractor) because the trajectory
are attracted to certain points in the phase space (the lines)
and repelled from others (the white space).
Recurrence quantification analysis is a technique aimed at
uncovering the intrinsic dynamics in non linear dynamical
systems, such as the Lorenz system (Webber & Zbilut,
2005). It consists of computing the distance between all
possible combinations of
points in the phase space,
representing these distances as a
matrix (called a
recurrence plot), and deriving measures from the matrix
(i.e., quantifying the plot). A recurrence plot for the Lorenz
attractor is presented in Figure 1D. Each point in the plot
(matrix) consists of the distance between two points in the
phase space. For example, cell (100, 130) in the recurrence
plot represents the distance between the 100th and 300th
point in the phase space. Matrix cells are only included in
the plot if the distance between the corresponding points is
within some threshold (scored as 1 or 0 otherwise). The
freely available CRP toolbox (Marwan, Romano, Thiel, &
Kurths, 2007) was used for all the recurrence analyses
reported in this paper.
Although it is possible to derive a number of measures
from the recurrence plots, the present analysis focuses on
two fundamental measures: recurrence and determinism.
Recurrence is a measure of the proportion of points in the
phase space that are within some threshold distance to one
another. Recurrence can be computed by simply adding up
the number of points in the recurrence plot and dividing it
by the total number of possible points (
. It can range

Figure 1. Recurrence quantification analysis of the Lorenz
attractor.
It is important to emphasize one critical point pertaining
to recurrence analyses of natural time series, such as time
series of bodily motion fluctuations analyzed in this paper.
Unlike mathematical dynamical systems, such as the Lorenz
attractor, we rarely know the precise laws (or equations) that
govern the dynamics of phenomenon in the behavioral
sciences. What we usually have is one or more measures of
a complex system, such as a time series of bodily
fluctuations. Fortunately, it is possible to reconstruct the
dynamics of a complex system with a single time series
using time-delayed surrogates of that time series (Takens,
1981). This is illustrated by the reconstructed phase space of
the Lorenz system depicted in Figure 1C. This phase space
was constructed from only one of the three time series
presented in Figure 1A and the reconstructed (Figure 1C)
and actual (Figure 1B) phase spaces are remarkably similar
(the similarity is more obvious after rotating Figure 1C).
Hence, an essential step in RQA is to reconstruct the
dynamics of the system (phase-space reconstruction) prior
to creating and quantifying the recurrence plots. In fact, the
recurrence plot in the figure was computed from the
reconstructed phase space (Figure 1C) instead of the actual
phase space (Figure 1B).
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observations; hence, the subsequent analysis focuses on this
set of six frequent states.

Method
Participants

Data Treatment

Participants were 41 undergraduate students who were
enrolled in a preparatory course for the Law School
Admissions Test (LSAT); this test is required for admission
to Law School in the U.S. There were 26 females (63%) and
15 males (37%). 78% were Caucasians and the remaining
22% were African-Americans. All of the participants
indicated that they were interested in attending law school
and were paid $30 for their participation.

Participants’ gross body movement was monitored from the
videos of the face and upper body via a motion-filtering
algorithm. The algorithm computes the amount of motion in
a given frame Ft by measuring the proportion of pixels in Ft
that have been displaced (i.e., motion is greater than a
predefined threshold) from a moving background model
constructed on the basis of N earlier frames (see Figure 3AD; N = 4 for present analysis). The proportion of pixels with
motion provides an index of the amount of movement in
each frame.
Sample output of the motion tracking algorithm is
presented in Figure 2. Panels A shows a single frame
extracted from a video sequence, while the output of the
motion filtering algorithm is shown in Panel B. It is
important to note that background noise (i.e. the patterns on
the walls and ceilings) have been correctly filtered out. A
sample time series of bodily movements is presented in
Figure 3.

Procedure
Phase 1: Problem Solving. Participants solved difficult
analytical reasoning problems taken from the LSAT over
the course of the session. They interacted with a customized
software program on a Tablet PC that delivered the
questions, monitored their responses, and provided feedback
(i.e. “Correct” or “Incorrect”). Effectively solving the
analytical reasoning problems requires a considerable
amount of knowledge representation, drawing diagrams,
taking notes, and other related activities. Participants used a
software application, Windows Journal™ (a computerized
program that simulates a notepad) to take notes and draw.
The experimenter left the room after demonstrating the
software interfaces to the participants. They were told that
they would be paid two dollars for each correct answer. All
participants were paid $30. Each problem had a scenario
(e.g., a flight schedule with constraints) and approximately
5-6 sub-questions pertaining to the scenario. Participants
interacted with the system for 35 minutes and videos of the
participant’s face and computer screen were recorded.

Figure 2. Sample output from motion filtering algorithm

Phase 2. Judging Affective States. Participants provided
self-judgments of their affective states immediately after the
tutorial session; learning activities during the session were
not interrupted. Participants were provided with a checklist
of 14 states (anger, anxiety, boredom, contempt, confusion,
curiosity, disgust, eureka, fear, frustration, happiness,
sadness, surprise, and neutral) along with definitions.
Similar to a cued-recall procedure (Rosenberg & Ekman,
1994), the judgments for a participant’s session proceeded
by playing a video of the face along with the screen capture
video of the computer interface. Videos of the screen were
included to facilitate the affect judgment procedure by
allowing participants to incorporate contextual factors of the
problem solving process with their facial expressions.
Participants provided affect ratings over the course of
viewing these videos. Specifically, the states were tracked at
points halfway between the presentation of the problem and
the submission of the response. These center points were in
order to capture their states while participants were in the
midst of active problem solving.
Mean proportional scores for the six most frequent states
were confusion (.135), frustration (.071), curiosity (.186),
boredom (.115), anxiety (.043), and neutral (.363). These
remaining eight states comprised a mere 8.7% of the

Figure 3. Sample time series of bodily movements

Results and Discussion
Time series were extracted from each of the videos with the
motion filtering algorithm. Four measures were computed
for each participant’s time series. The first two measures
consisted of the mean and standard deviation of the time
series. These basic measures reflect simple movement
(mean) and variations in movement (standard deviation).
The two dynamical measures consisted of recurrence and
determinism as described above. RQA parameters were
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embedding dimension = 4; delay = 50, range (1024, see
below), norm = maximum norm, radius = 0.3, and line = 2;
see Webber & Zbilut (2005) for details.
It is important to emphasize one critical point pertaining
to the computation of these measures. The face videos were
recorded at 15 frames per second and each video was
approximately 35 minutes long. These large time series of
31,500 frames (15 × 60 × 35) introduced some
computational problems because it was difficult to store the
31,500 × 31,500 recurrence matrix in memory. These
computational problems were circumvented by dividing the
time series into 1024-frame windows and computing the
four dependent measures for each window. An aggregate
score for each participant was then computed by averaging
across windows. A similar procedure was adopted for the
computation of the basic descriptive measures (mean and
standard deviation).
We computed correlations between the four dependent
measures to test whether the basic and dynamical measures
were capturing unique aspects of the time series. Values
outside of a -2SD to 2SD range were identified as outliers
and removed prior to computing the correlations.
Mean motion did not significantly (p < .05 unless
specified otherwise) correlate with either recurrence (r = .165) or determinism (r = -.149). It did, however, correlate
with standard deviation of movement (r = .490), thereby
indicating that amplified movement was associated with
heightened variability of movement. Standard deviation did
not significantly correlate with determinism (r = -.244), but
it did correlate with recurrence (r = -.613). Hence, it appears
that increased variability of movement was related to less
recurrence, which is what would be expected. Recurrence
and determinism were also strongly correlated (r = .766), so
participants with more recurrent movements also yielded
more deterministic patterns. Since only one of the four
correlations between the basic and dynamical measures was
significant (i.e., the inverse correlation between standard
deviation and recurrence), we concluded that, to some
extent, these simple and dynamical measures are capturing
different aspects of bodily motion.
Next, we computed a 6 × 4 across-subjects correlation
matrix between the proportional occurrence of six frequent
affective states and the four measures of motion (see Table
1). Standard deviation did not correlate with any of the
affective states. This indicates that simple variability in
movement is not very diagnostic of affect. Recurrence and
determinism demonstrated similar correlational patterns;
hence, the subsequent analyses simply refer to these as the
dynamical measures.
Simple motion (mean) positively correlated with boredom
and confusion, and negatively correlated with the neutral
state. This suggests that the experience of boredom and
confusion during the problem solving sessions was
associated with more bodily movement. In contrast, the
neutral state was associated with less movement.
A rather different pattern emerged from the dynamical
measures. Both recurrence and determinism were negatively

correlated with anxiety and frustration, but were positively
correlated with neutral. Hence, it appears that participants
who reported increased levels of cognitive distress (anxiety
and frustration) had less fluid and less deterministic
movements than their counterparts.
Table 1. Correlations between proportional affect and bodily
fluctuation measures
Basic Measures
Affect

Mean

Anxiety
-.009
Boredom
**.530
Confusion
**.412
Curiosity
-.173
Frustration
-.026
Neutral
*-.293
Note. ** p < .05; * p

Dynamical Measures

Stdev

Recurrence

Determinism

-.012
.237
.236
-.097
.153
-.222
< .10.

*-.323
-.147
-.081
-.248
**-.334
**.469

**-.385
-.223
.011
-.271
**-.339
**.430

The results so far indicate that both the simple and the
dynamical measures are correlated with different affective
states. Importantly, both measures appear to detect
departures from the neutral state, albeit for different
affective states. While the interpretation for the correlations
between magnitude of movement (mean motion) and
boredom and confusion are straightforward, the dynamical
patterns are more non-obvious. Since recurrence was
correlated with standard deviation, there is the question of
whether these dynamical measures explain additional
variance above and beyond the more simple descriptive
measures (mean and standard deviation).
This question was addressed with a partial correlation
between the dynamical measures and anxiety, frustration,
and neutral after controlling for the magnitude (mean of
each time series) and variability in movement (standard
deviation of each time series). The results yielded
significant relationships between recurrence and both
anxiety (r = -.426) and neutral (r = .495). Similarly, the
partial correlations between determinism and both anxiety (r
= -.400) and neutral (r = .400) were significant. The results
were mixed for frustration. There were marginally
significant correlations between proportional occurrence of
frustration and recurrence (r = -.292, p = .094) and
determinism (r = -.321, p = .069). Taken together, these
results indicate that the movements of individuals
experiencing anxiety and frustration cannot be simply
attributed to the magnitude or variability in movement, but
rather less fluid and less predictable movements.
As an illustrative example, a 1024 frame excerpt of time
series for participants reporting high and low anxiety levels
are presented in Figure 4A and B, respectively. The time
series shows smoother motions for the low anxiety
participants compared to the jerky fluctuations for the high
anxiety participant. These patterns are also evident in the
reconstructed phase spaces and recurrence plots presented in
Figure 4. Note that the trajectory visits a much larger
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portion of the phase space of the high anxiety participant
(Figure 4C), compared to the participant who reported being
less anxious (Figure 4D). Consequently, there is
considerably less recurrence associated with the high
anxiety participant, as demonstrated by the nearly empty
recurrence plot ((Figure 4E). In contrast, there are clearly
visible patterns of recurrent motion for the participant
reporting less anxiety (Figure 4F).

consistent with medium to large effects. We also selected
tasks that had some real-world relevance and methodologies
with limited experimenter control thereby yielding
naturalistic expressions of spontaneous affective states.
It is important to address a couple of potential concerns
with the present methodology. This retrospective affect
judgment methodology was adopted because it affords
monitoring participants’ affective states at multiple points,
with minimal task interference, and without participants
knowing that these states were being monitored. Although
this affect judgment method has been previously used
(Rosenberg & Ekman, 1994), producing similar
distributions of states as online methods (Craig, D'Mello,
Witherspoon, & Graesser, 2008), and the affective labels
obtained correlate with online recordings of facial activity in
expected directions (D'Mello & Graesser, 2010), there is the
concern that showing participants videos of their faces
might have introduced some methodological artifacts. The
concern stems from the possibility that participants could
have inferred their bodily motions from the videos of their
faces and based their judgments on these bodily movements.
This is an unfortunate complication that is difficult to
mitigate because it is difficult to automatically segregate
facial movement from general body movement. We would
argue though that it is quite unlikely that participants could
have perceived variations in the dynamical patterns, guessed
our hypotheses, and selected their judgments accordingly.
We conclude by discussing some of non-obvious findings
with respect to how affect is embodied in bodily movement.
Boredom is typically considered to be associated with lower
arousal (Pekrun, Goetz, Daniels, Stupnisky, & Raymond,
2010), while increased arousal is associated with
engagement (Bianchi-Berthouze, Kim, & Patel, 2007).
Hence, one counterintuitive finding is that boredom was
associated with increased instead of diminished movement,
a finding that has received some previous empirical support
(Mota & Picard, 2003).
It is tempting to speculate on the exact nature of the
bodily movements during the experience of anxiety and
frustration. Are the movements associated simply more
pronounced, jerky, and less fluid for these states of distress
and subtle, smooth, and calm during normal cognitive
functioning? This is a challenging question to answer by
simply eyeballing the videos because the movements of
individuals who experience heightened anxiety and
frustration cannot be simply attributed to greater movement
(mean of each time series) or larger variability in movement
(standard deviation of each time series). Hence, it is not the
magnitude or variability of bodily movements, but the
dynamics of these movements that best explains these
correlations.
It is important to align the present findings within some of
the more recent complex systems approaches to emotion
(Camras & Shutter, 2010; Coan, 2010; Lewis, 2005).
Dynamical theories of emotion conceptualize emotions as
emergent attractor states that trajectories converge upon
when the cognitive-affective system is perturbed by an

Figure 4. Bodily dynamics of high and low anxiety
participants.

General Discussion
The majority of research on the embodiment of emotion has
focused on facial movements, speech contours, and
physiological measures, such as electromyography and
electrocardiography (Calvo & D’Mello, 2010; Russell, et
al., 2003). In our view, the discovery of systematic covariation between the dynamics of bodily movement and
affective experiences highlights the importance of the body
as an important channel of affective expressions. Although
facial expressions are considered to be strongly associated
with affective expression, and entire theories of emotion are
based on facial behavior alone (Ekman, 1984), metaanalyses on correlations between facial expressions and selfreported emotions have yielded small to medium effects for
spontaneous expressions (Camras & Shutter, 2010;
Fridlund, Ekman, & Oster, 1987; Ruch, 1995; Russell, et al.,
2003). Although our results warrant replication, the reported
correlations between the fractal dimension and affect were
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internal or external event. The attractor landscape and the
control parameters that modulate the dynamics of the
system are ostensibly organized based on past experience,
affective traits, social constraints, developmental changes,
and a host of other factors. One can envision an attractor for
anger, anxiety, frustration, and so on, each tightly coupled to
an individuals’ past experiences and evolutionary niche in
the environment. The present results support the notion of
cognitive-affective states causing and being caused by
(circular causality) complex dynamical interactions between
loosely-coupled entities by showing that there is systematic
covariation between the experience of states, which are
diagnostic of cognitive distress, and the body’s ability to
self-organize. A critical next step of this research is to test
causal links between emotional states and bodily
fluctuations in order to uncover the dynamical signature of
specific discrete emotions, i.e. identifying an attractor for
anxiety, or frustration, or confusion.
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Abstract
Near-miss experiences are one of the main sources of intense
emotions. Despite people’s consistency when judging nearmiss situations and when communicating about them, there is
no integrated theoretical account of the phenomenon. In
particular, individuals’ reaction to near-miss situations is not
correctly predicted by rationality-based or probability-based
optimization. The present study suggests that emotional
intensity in the case of near-miss is in part predicted by
Simplicity Theory.
Keywords: Kolmogorov complexity; simplicity; emotion;
bad luck; probability; unexpectedness.

The Near-Miss Experience
People are emotionally responsive to situations in which
some benefit was within reach, but has nevertheless been
missed. Near-miss (or near-hit) experiences are one of the
main sources of strong emotion. The 1000001th customer in
a store may feel frustrated when the person in front of her
gets his shopping cart reimbursed. Failing an entrance
examination by only a few points may spoil entire lives. In
June 1995, Tim O'Brien shot himself in the head in despair,
after he (mistakenly) believed he had lost out on a £2.7m
National Lottery jackpot because he had forgotten to renew
his ticket. The missed opportunity is not always as evident
as in these examples: individuals sometimes make up an
alternative situation to compare their actual fate with, e.g.
when thinking in retrospect (Teigen, 2005).
In studies about reasoning, feelings generated by nearmisses are considered to introduce irrational bias (Wohl &
Enzle, 2003; Dillon, Rogers & Tinsley, 2006). If rational
agents are supposed to rely on objective probability only,
then human sensitivity to near-misses indeed reveals a gross
departure from rationality. Though the present study
confirms the relative irrelevance of probability, we still
suppose that the near-miss experience obeys definite laws.
One of the most remarkable characteristics of near-misses
is the human ability to recognize them and to extract all
relevant parameters that contribute to making the situation
emotional. In particular, though the missed situation has
often no objective character (as it did not occur), its
closeness to the actual situation is treated as objective by
people (Kahneman & Varey, 1990). Since they are easily
recognized, near-miss situations populate spontaneous
conversations, as individuals systematically urge to share
such emotional experiences (Rimé, 2005).
In near-misses, the actual situation is compared to a
counterfactual one. The counterfactual alternative may be
preferable or worse. The former case is associated with bad

luck, while the latter generates feelings of good luck. In the
present paper, we deal with bad luck situations exclusively.
The symmetrical case can however be easily derived.
In a previous study (Dessalles, 2010), the problem has
been explored qualitatively in relation to Simplicity Theory.
Participants were proposed short stories and were given the
possibility to choose some parameter so as to make emotion
maximum. For instance, Lucas had to lace up his shoes at
100m/200m/400m from the station, and then missed the
train by five seconds. In this kind of story, a majority of
participants choose the shortest distance, as predicted by the
theory. The present paper offers two significant improvements. First, we concentrate on bare near-miss (i.e. without
considering possible mutable causes of the failure, as in the
Lucas story). Experiments are thus made simpler and more
systematic thanks to a change of modality: we use graphical
representations of the missing events and then we vary
probability or distance to the target. The second
improvement concerns the implementation of the theory,
which is done more rigorously.
In the next section, we mention the various factors that
are known to influence near-miss emotion intensity, though
they have not been included in a coherent theory yet. Then
several experiments will be described that explore the role
of the complexity (or simplicity) of outcomes. Then we give
a short summary of simplicity theory and evaluate its
predictions in near-miss situations.

Determining Factors
A variety of parameters have been found to control emotion
intensity in the case of near-miss. The most obvious factor is
the difference in ‘utility’ Δv between the actual situation s1
and the counterfactual s2 (Teigen, 2005). Another
acknowledged (but ill-defined) factor is the spatial or
temporal ‘closeness’ D to the counterfactual (Kahneman &
Varey, 1990; Teigen, 1996; Roese, 1997; Pritchard & Smith,
2004). Teigen (2005) represents these effects through the
formula: L = Δv / D, where L stands for emotion intensity. For
some authors, the low probability of the actual event is crucial
(Rescher, 1995). Other factors include controllability (Roese,
1997) and the mutability (i.e. modifiability) of causes
(Kahneman & Miller, 1986; Byrne 2002).
We designed a first test to confirm that the “rational”
approach, based exclusively on utility and probability, is
unable to predict emotional judgment. Participants were
asked to rank emotion in three similar situations where a
young man broke his leg while on a one-week skiing
holiday. A’s accident occurred the first day, on the very first
run; in case of B, it occurred the third day, at 14h30; for C,
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it occurred the last day of the week, on the very last run. We
may consider that the probability of each accident was
equal. Utility, however, is different: v(A) < v(B) < v(C),
since C and, to lesser extent, B, could still enjoy their
holiday. If utility was the sole factor, B should be thought to
be significantly more disappointed than C. Figure 1 shows
average reversed emotion rankings (from 3: most
maddening, to 1: least maddening) attributed to A, B and C.
We can see that the results contradict the prediction based
on pure utility. C’s situation is judged as emotional as B’s
(54% judged it less maddening, but 46% found it more
maddening). For nearly half of the participants, the
singularity of the temporal location of C’s accident (the very
last run) as opposed to B’s (one run among many) more
than compensates for the difference in utility.

each test, from 1 (mostly infuriating) to 5 or 6 (least
disappointment).
(a)

€ 1000

€ 1000

(b)
(c)

€ 1000

€ 1000

€ 1000

€ 1000

(d)

€ 1000

€ 1000

(e)
l1

l2
L

3

Figure 2: One-dimensional lottery.

First run

Emotion

2.5
(a)

2

Third day Last run

1.5

Figure 1: The ski story (102 participants; bars indicate
standard deviation).

(d)

This result is consistent with Teigen’s formula L = Δv / D,
as the ‘distance’ to the counterfactual (if only C had stopped
skiing one run earlier) is minimal for C. Our experiments
will show, however, that Δv and D are often not the only
parameters involved.
We tested various lottery situations in which an individual
is supposed to have missed the opportunity of winning
1000 €. The near-miss situations we tested are depicted on
figures 2-4. Red areas are winning regions (note that figures
2-e, 3-d and 4-b are not really near-misses). In each case,
the “objective” probability of the outcome is evenly
distributed over the whole line or plane.
Δv is fixed (players were supposed to win 1000 € if the
dot had landed in a red region). The way emotion varies is
not controlled by the ‘objective’ winning probability, at
least in figures 2 and 4 where that probability is kept
constant. It is not entirely controlled by D either, contrary to
Teigen’s claim, as evidenced by the fact that emotion may
significantly vary between figures 2-c and 2-d.

(e)

Experimental Results
Participants (number = 89) were asked to rank the
disappointment of losers in various uniform lottery
situations. They were shown slides corresponding to
figures 2-4 during approximately 1.5 min. In these tests, the
dot moved continuously before stopping at its landing site.
Each participant was asked to write down different ranks for

€ 1000

(b)
(c)

1

€ 1000

€ 1000

€ 1000

€ 1000

Figure 3: One-dimensional lottery, variable probabilities.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4: Two-dimensional lottery.
Figures 5, 6, 7 show experimental results for the
situations illustrated in figures 2, 3 and 4 respectively. Bars
show inverted emotional ranks, ordered from most
emotional to least emotional. Segments in grey indicate
standard deviation.
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group, a description that no alternative shape can beat (out
of any specific context).

5
(d)

(b)

Emotion

4
(c)
3
(a)
2

(e)

1

Figure 8: Hidden shapes are the least complex ones.
Figure 5: Experiment of figure 2 (89 participants).
5

Emotion

pa(s) = 2–Cw(s)

(c)
(e)

4

(a)

3

(b)

2

(d)

1

Figure 6: Experiment of figure 3 (89 participants).
6

Emotion

5
4
3

Complexity theory (Solomonoff, 1978) states that
probability is given by:

Cw(s) is the generation complexity of s, i.e. the minimal
amount of information that the ‘world’ requires to generate
s. This definition presupposes that s is designated in
advance. In most real life situations, this is not the case.
Individuals determine probability after the fact. Simplicity
theory (Dessalles, 2008) takes the ex post determination of s
into account by comparing Cw(s) to the complexity C(s) of
describing s. Unexpectedness U, for any situation s, is the
difference between its generation complexity Cw and the
complexity C of its description.

(d)

U(s) = Cw(s) – C(s)
(a)
(c)
(e)
(f)

2

(b)

1

Simplicity and Probability
Simplicity is a fundamental cognitive principle (Chater,
1999). For instance, it explains how human brains
reconstruct hidden shapes (figure 8).
The description complexity C(s) of a situation s (or
Komogorov complexity) is defined as the size of its
(current) best summary. The partially hidden square in
figure 8 is simply defined as an invariant of a rotation

(2)

To be unexpected, situations must be out of the ordinary,
i.e. they must be abnormally simple (C smaller than Cw). For
instance, a lottery draw such as 1-2-3-4-5-6 would be highly
unexpected whereas a typical draw would not (what
Solomonoff’s formula does not predict).
The main claim of Simplicity Theory (ST) is that
unexpectedness translates into subjective probability
through the following expression.

Figure 7: Experiment of figure 4 (89 participants).
These experiments show that probability alone cannot
explain emotion ranking, as the winning probability is kept
constant in figures 2 and 4, or would make wrong predictions
(e.g. in figures 3-c and 3-e where emotion is high despite
opposite probabilities). More generally, most judgments
about (un)lucky situations are not explained by variations of
probability (even perceived probability) (Teigen, 1996). The
experimental results show that distance to target is not fully
relevant either, as judgments for figures 2-c and 4-c show.
We consider now what simplicity theory can possibly
bring to the analysis of the problem.

(1)

p(s) = 2–U(s)

(3)

The difference (in bits) between generation complexity
and description complexity, if regarded as successive flips
of coin, measures probability. Improbable situations are
situations that seem “too” simple, i.e. easy to describe and
hard to generate. Equations (1) and (3) coincide only when s
is fully determined (C(s) = 0) before considering its
probability (e.g. when one’s own combination is drawn in a
lottery). Note that ST’s definition of probability only
considers singular events and never sets of alternatives
(contrary to standard probability theory).
The notion of unexpectedness explains a variety of
phenomena (Dessalles, 2008a; www.simplicitytheory.org).
Let’s mention a few.
- Rarity: rare situations are felt improbable, but only if the
feature that makes them rare is simple enough (a
phenomenon that standard probability theory ignores).
- Closeness: events locations, if drawn uniformly, are felt
improbable when the location happens to be simple
(egocentrically close or close to a simple landmark).
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- Exceptions: exceptional situations are considered
improbable, but only if the feature that makes them
exceptional is simple enough.
- Coincidences: The unexpected character of coincidences
is also due to simplicity (Dessalles, 2008b). If s1 and s2 are
the two coinciding events, then the complexity of the joint
event can be assessed: C(s1&s2) < C(s1) + C(s2|s1).
Consequently, U(s1&s2) > Cw(s1) + Cw(s2) – C(s1) – C(s2|s1).
If both events are not unexpected separately and have
similar generation complexity, we get: U(s1&s2) > Cw(s1) –
C(s2|s1). Unexpectedness may be large if the analogy
between s1 and s2 is strong (which means that the
knowledge of s1 allows to spare in the description of s2).
ST’s definition of probability can be used to describe
aspects of the near-miss subjective experience.

Simplicity and Near Miss
Let’s consider the near-miss situation of figure 9, where the
colored zone is the winning one. The actual outcome is s1. It
might be compared with a standard (i.e. mostly complex)
loosing situation s1s, or with a standard winning situation s2s
or with the closest winning situation s2.
s1s

s1

L

s2

δ

s2s

α

l1

l2

Figure 9: One dimensional near-miss.

U2s = U(s2s) = log (L/l2)

Simplicity theory allows different computations for U(s1).
One computation is the straightforward one, given by (6).
U(s1) can be also evaluated by comparison with a
counterfactual winning situation s2:
Cw(s2) = Cw(s1) + Cw(s2|s1)
C(s2) < C(s1) + C(s2|s1)
This writing presupposes that s2 is (fictitiously) generated
in two steps, through s1. The inequality comes from the fact
that any constraint in the computation of complexity may
give a suboptimal result. The minimal value of C(s2) is
obtained when s2 is the closest winning position, in which
case C(s2|s1) = 0 (s2 can be determined unambiguously from
s1). We get:
U(s1) > U(s2) – Cw(s2|s1)

Cw(s2|s1) = 1 + log(δ/a)
(4)

The generation complexity of any landing site s is:
Cw(s) = log(L/a)

(5)

Logarithms are in base 2 (see appendix for indications
about how complexity is computed). This formula reflects
the fact that the draw is uniform over the whole strip. On a
discrete lottery strip, a is the size of a unitary cell; on a
continuous line, it would be the length of the minimal
distinguishable landing site. In complexity terms, Cw(s) is
the amount of information (in bits) that the ‘world machine’
needs to produce the event (see www.simplicitytheory.org).
Complexity C(s) is the minimal amount of information
needed to designate s unambiguously. Since s1s is a typical
position in the losing range, its complexity (see appendix)
is: C(s1s) = log(l1/a). We get:
U1s = U(s1s) = log (L/l1)

(8)

Cw(s2|s1) measures the smallest amount of information
that should be given to the ‘world’ (here, the lottery
machine) for it to produce s2 instead of s1. Normally,
Cw(s2|s1) = Cw(s2), as the lottery has no memory. In the case
of the near-miss experience, individuals allow themselves to
‘cheat’ with the world (as the normal world does not allow
giving such a bit of a boost), as if they could alter the course
of events in retrospect. The value of Cw(s2|s1) measures the
amplitude of “almost” in the expression “I almost won”. It
implements the ‘distance’ D postulated by Teigen (2005).
Our definition, however, is more abstract than mere physical
distance (sitting next to a lottery winner doesn’t necessarily
provide a feeling of near-miss!). In the situation depicted in
figure 9, we have:

The probability of loosing in the lottery is assessed by:
U(s1s) = Cw(s1s) – C(s1s)

(7)

(6)

This value is equal, on a logarithmic scale, to the standard
ratio of extensional probabilities, though it has been established by considering the complexity of one individual event
only. Similarly, we have for a standard winning location:

In that ‘cheating’ mode, we need 1 bit to ‘tell’ the world
to move the landing site to the right instead of to the left and
log(δ/a) to designate the amplitude of the move. On the
other hand, the complexity of s2 is negligible, as it is a
remarkable location. We may consider C(s2) = 0 (see
appendix). Finally:
U2 = U(s1) > log (L/δ) – 1

(9)

We examine now whether the three expressions Us1, Us2,
U2 are of any help to account for the specific cases of
figures 2-4.

Simplicity Effects
The main difficulty in applying ST to near-miss situations
comes from the fact that we ignore how probability controls
emotion. We may assume that emotional intensity is an
increasing function of unexpectedness.
A first result is the ability of ST to explain the emotional
value of situations depicted in figures 2-d and 4-d.
Formula (9) gives a high value for U(s1), as the missed
position is both close to the actual outcome and remarkably
simple. In the five situations of figure 2, a=1, L=48, l1=32,
l2=16 and α ≈ l2/2. If we apply (9) to situation 2-b, we get
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U2 > log (S/(4l2)) – 2 – log δ

(10)

In the experiments of figure 4, S = 10×8, δ = 0.25 (or
more) and l2 = 4 or 2. We get U2 = 2.3 for situation 4-a and
U2 ≈ 7.3 for situation 4-d. The difference comes from the
fact that s2 is a remarkable point (see appendix) that does
not require to be located on the perimeter of the winning
zone. Moreover, the world has only two directions available
for correcting its ‘mistake’, instead of four.
Formula (9) also explains the influence of the distance to
the target, and thus the systematic preference of 2-b over 2-a
over 2-e, and of 4-a over 4-f over 4-b. The formula does
more: it accounts for the fact that the counterfactual location
s2 is closest to s1, a fact that most models merely take as
granted.
Finally, formula (9) explains why situation 2-b dominates
2-c and why situation 4-a dominates 4-c. When the winning
region is split, the complexity of the counterfactual s2
increases, by two bits in 2-c and by one bit in 4-c.
Unexpectedness is thus diminished in both cases, and
emotion is less intense. This is a situation in which
subjective probability (as predicted by (3)) changes, while
extensional probability does not.
Unfortunately, formula (9) is silent about preferences in
figure 3 and it makes two wrong predictions. It wrongly
predicts that 2-a should be more emotional than 2-c and that
4-e should be more emotional than 4-c (note that the
experimental difference between 4-e and 4-c is not
statistically significant). The subjective feeling given
informally by some participants is that in 2-c and 4-c, it was
“harder” to avoid the winning regions and thus that they are
more disappointed. Formulas (6) and (7) may explain these
phenomena by providing an estimate of prior probabilities.
When the winning region is broken down into four pieces,
the complexity of a standard winning region s2s is increased:
we need to designate a way of distinguishing the pieces (see
appendix). Note that the two additional bits necessary to
find the relevant piece are spared when searching into it, as
it is four times smaller. But C(s2s) gets globally increased
and, according to formula (7), winning seems less
unexpected and losing appears less probable. Conversely, in
a situation like 4-e, the loosing region becomes simpler,

making the standard loosing position more complex (s1s can
be almost anywhere) and thus making U(s1s) smaller than in
4-c. This may explain why the emotion attached to 4-e is
relatively downgraded.

Discussion
This study investigates a phenomenon which, despite its
importance in the generation of intense emotions in daily
life, resists adequate modeling. In particular, probabilistic
models (including Bayesian models) do not provide
acceptable explanations.
Simplicity theory does not account for all observed
phenomena, but explains for some of them. The principal
missing ingredient is the link between probability, as
defined by unexpectedness through (3) and emotional
intensity. We merely assumed that emotional intensity is an
increasing value of unexpectedness. However, we do not
know how to integrate prior probabilities, given by (6) and
(7), with the amplitude of near-miss given by (9).
The role of prior probabilities is manifest in the situations
of figure 3. It is correlated with the fact that extreme values
of priors in 3-c and 3-e are felt mostly emotional. However,
as evidenced by the large standard deviation in figure 6-e,
some participants consider situation 3-e as poorly
emotional, as the prior winning probability is very low. We
tried to manipulate experimental settings to favor prior
probability vs. counterfactual thinking. We proposed a
version of the experiment in which dots dynamically
appeared at random locations before stopping at the nearmiss position, instead of moving continuously as in the
preceding experiments. The hope was to make people more
aware of U1s and U2s, as both situations of failures and of
success could be observed just before the test began. A
comparison of figure 7 and figure 10 shows the consistency
of participants’ behavior, but fails to show any effect of the
prompting.
6
5
Emotion

U2 = log (48) – 1 = 4.6. In situation 2-d, the landing site is
blocked at one end of the strip, so we spare the direction bit
in the instruction given to the world, and U2 = 5.6. In terms
of probabilities, loosing that way is equivalent to hitting a
target location designated in advance.
In the two-dimensional situation of figure 4-a, the
generation complexity of a draw is Cw(s) = log (S/a2), where
S is the area of the rectangle. We also have for a standard
winning location: C(s2s) = log (l22/a2), where l2 is the size of
the winning square. For the counterfactual winning position
s2, we have: C(s2) = log (4l2/a), as s2 must be located along
the perimeter of the winning zone. The complexity of
cheating is now: Cw(s2|s1) = 2 + log (δ/a) (the two additional
bits are used to select the ‘cheating’ direction from four
possibilities). Finally:

4
3
2

(d)
(a)
(c)

(e)
(f)
(b)

1

Figure 10: Experiment of figure 4 with random prompting
(89 participants).
For some aspects of the near-miss experience, we must
perhaps make additional assumptions. In the case of
figures 3-c and 3-e, we see that individuals declare equally
strong emotions (figure 6) with some indication that 3-c
would be even more emotional. Unexpectedness is,
however, stronger in 3-e. A possible explanation is that
losses provoke more intense emotions than gains
(Kahneman & Tversky, 1979).
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We are still confident that the near-miss experience obeys
definite laws that are in part to be discovered. The aim was
to show that simplicity, rather than extensional probability,
is the main aspect through which our minds compute
emotional intensity. What is at stake is not only the
elucidation of an important phenomenon that controls many
of our daily emotions. It is also to connect it to a general
theoretical framework, Simplicity Theory, which has been
developed independently and makes strong predictions in
various other domains. One expected outcome of these
studies will be to show that emotional judgment is not
blurred by a variety of independent biases, but obeys
general laws in which simplicity play a central role.
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Appendix
Complexity is still regarded as unknowable by many
scholars, as it cannot be computed in an “objective” way.
This prejudice is not justified in cognitive science (Chater,
1999). Simple codes can approach minimal description. For
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1
10
100
101
1000
1001
1010
1011
10000

11
110
1100
1101
11000
11001
11010
11011
110000

111
1110
1111
11100
11101
11110
11111
111000
111001

The lists may contain structures, operations or even
represent short-term memory.
The preceding code can be adapted to assign simple
representations to remarkable points. For instance, on a
bounded list, endpoints are simpler than middle points.
- 0 00 01 000 001 010 110 101 100 10 1
This explains why remarkable points such as frontiers are
less complex than ‘normal’ points.
With this code, elements of a list of size N are coded with
log2 N bits on average.
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Specifically, the symposium will include four distinct talks,
each touching on different systems of numerical
representations. Each talk will discuss how placeholder
structures guide and constrain learning, whether by
facilitating the association of symbols with quantities,
guiding inductive inferences, or facilitating operations that
are unique to a particular structure.

Introduction
This symposium explores the role of placeholder
structures—systems of words, non-linguistic symbols, or
procedures—in the construction and manipulation of
numerical concepts. The structure supplied by a placeholder
system – like the count list in English – critically constrains
the potential for creating and manipulating conceptual
content.
A great deal of empirical work has explored the role of
placeholders in numerical cognition, in large part by
investigating how children learn number word meanings
when exposed to Arabic numerals and corresponding count
routines (for review see Carey, 2009). One contribution of
this work has been to suggest that learning a count list
creates an important structure for constructing new
numerical concepts. For example, learning to count is a
critical precursor to acquiring large exact numerical
concepts like “77”, and how such concepts are related (e.g.,
that 78 is greater than 77, by exactly one). According to
some, this learning is guided by a semantic induction,
whereby children realize that each successive numeral in the
count list denotes a quantity of 1 more than the number that
came before it.
Beyond these studies, relatively little work has tested the
role of placeholder structures outside the Arabic numeral
system. As a result, little is known about the role that this
particular structure plays in numerical development, and
whether the use of alternative systems might result in
different conceptual outcomes. Perhaps the best evidence
that placeholder structures are critical to constructing
numerical concepts comes from fieldwork in the Amazon,
where studies of the Piraha and Munduruku have made clear
that learning to count is important to acquiring at least some
numerical concepts (Gordon, 2004; Frank et al, 200; Pica et
al.). However, between the Piraha and English-speaking
adults who use Arabic numerals lies a vast array of potential
intermediate systems. At least some of these systems have
been tested in nature by humans, and are used today. This
symposium explores the role of placeholders systems to
numerical development, the effects of structural variations,
and how different modalities like gesture and vision are
used to create alternatives to the Arabic numeral system,
with different consequences for cognition.

Number word meanings and the count routine
What role does a placeholder system like counting play as
children learn number word meanings? In this talk, Barner
will explore the idea that counting provides one of several
verification procedures that children acquire when learning
number words. Acquiring these procedures does not alone
result in conceptual change, but instead lays the groundwork
for learning about quantity and the logical relations between
numbers. In particular, Barner will discuss how learning
about the structural relationship between words in the count
list may allow children to derive the concept of exactness,
without a radical conceptual change, but instead drawing on
well-attested pragmatic inferences. Barner also explores the
so-called “Cardinal Principle induction” and whether it
involves a conceptual change, or whether it is instead
another example of procedural learning.

Number knowledge in a finite counting system
In this talk, Frank presents research examining a linguistic
number representation used by a group of indigenous
speakers of the language Momu (also known as Fas),
spoken in the northern part of Papua New Guinea near the
Indonesian border. The Momu count list has been reported
to have a simple pair-based compositional structure that can
be glossed as “one” (1), “two” (2), “two and another” (3),
“two two” (4), “two two and another” (5), and “two two
two” (6). The Momu count list is a fascinating case study of
the relationship of placeholders to numerical competence.
Most Momu speakers had difficulty completing exact
quantity matching tasks, failing to use linguistic number to
track the quantity of objects presented by an experimenter.
Even more surprising, Momu speakers did not agree on the
structure of the Momu count list. Some speakers were able
to count recursively to ten using the pair-based structure
described above, while others claimed that the system was
finite and bounded at "two and another" (3). The
participants that did best on the matching tasks used the
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pair-based linguistic strategy, but not all participants that
counted recursively applied the count in the matching tasks.
Momu is thus a case of dramatic linguistic and conceptual
heterogeneity. Unlike English, where conceptual knowledge
is deep and uniform across speakers, and unlike the
Amazonian examples with essentially no exact number
system, Momu speakers are on the cusp of knowledge: they
know what they do not know, but do not have routines or
strategies to complete even simple matching tasks.

number necessary to compute basic arithmetic, while
allowing these computations to be carried out by rote, rather
than depending on detailed conceptual representations of
each step. While performing mental abacus, nearly all
abacus users move their hands as though they were
manipulating an actual abacus. Past research has found that
performance suffers when abacus users are not permitted to
use their hands (Frank & Barner, under review; Hatano,
1977). Thus, gesture appears to play a critical role in
creating and sustaining mental abacus structures. In this
talk, Brooks will present work that explores the precise
relationship between gesture and the structure of mental
abacus computations.
A series of studies of mental abacus students in Gujarat
Province, India, investigated the relationship between
gesture and mental abacus. In addition to showing a
powerful overall motor interference effect, this work shows
an effect of an individual’s default gesture size on the
degree to which their performance suffered on the
interference task. Children who spontaneously produced
larger gestures when solving mental abacus problems
showed a greater decline in performance when they were
not permitted to gesture. In a second study, manipulating the
size of a child’s gestures led to changes in mental abacus
performance: in general, instructing children to imagine a
small abacus, and to gesture accordingly, led to better
accuracy and reaction time compared to when children were
instructed to imagine a large abacus. Further, the data
suggest that preference for a smaller abacus size may be
mediated by the size of gestures children produce
spontaneously.
While research presented in this symposium and
elsewhere (Carlson, Avraamides, Cary, & Strasberg, 2007)
has demonstrated the important role of gestures as
placeholders during counting, this work illustrates the
dynamic role gesture can play in supporting and shaping
complex computational systems in the visual domain.

The origin of numbers as summary symbols:
Evidence from home sign and Nicaraguan Sign
Language
Remembering a list of 9 items is harder than remembering a
list of 6, but remembering the number “9” is no more
difficult than remembering the number “6”. As a result,
numerals allow us to represent multiple individuals without
adding costs to memory as a function of set size. This talk,
by Spaepen, asks whether finger representations are
summary symbols for entire sets (like “6”) or for the
individuals within that set (like 6 separate items).
Five signers of Nicaraguan Sign Language (NSL) and 4
unschooled hearing adults were tested using a modified digit
span task, in which any one span only contained two
numbers in an ABA pattern. There were 3 types of trials:
patterns using 2 and 3 (e.g., 2, 3, 2), patterns using 4 and 5
(e.g., 4, 4, 5), and patterns using 8 and 9 (e.g., 9, 8, 8). Both
groups performed equally well on all trial types, suggesting
that both spoken words and conventionalized finger
representations of number can act as summary symbols.
Nicaraguan homesigners (deaf individuals who have no
access to conventional linguistic input, spoken or signed,
and who develop gestures systems to communicate with the
hearing people around them) were tested on the same task
and performed significantly worse on the 8 and 9 trials than
on the other two trial types.
The NSL signers’ performance reveals that finger
representations can be summary symbols of the numbers
they represent, and therefore can be placeholders for exact
number concepts during development. However, when
gestures for number are not learned in a rote list during
language development, finger gestures represent individuals
in the set, not whole sets. Because of this, homesigners’
gestures may be used as placeholders, as they are not
symbols that mean “seven,” but rather symbols that mean
“one one one one one one one.”

The role of gesture in supporting visual
representations of number
Mental abacus calculation is one of the most efficient
methods for solving arithmetic problems mentally. Rather
than physically moving the beads on an abacus, mental
abacus experts memorize the operations necessary to move
the beads and keep track of the current state of an imaginary
abacus using visuospatial working memory (Stigler, 1984;
Hatano, 1977). The abacus serves to represent the aspects of
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Abstract

transactions or seasonal events for example—before the
advent of full-blown symbolic writing systems (Tversky,
2001). What maps, pictograms and calendars have in
common is that each compacts a more complex reality into a
simplified, or “boiled down” representation that preserves
something about the meaning of the thing is represents.
Most generally, the term schema is used in this paper as any
kind of representation (external or cognitive) where some
level of perceptual detail has been abstracted away from a
complex scene or event while preserving critical aspects of
its analog qualities. Schemas, as such, occupy a
representational middle-ground: more abstract than very
concrete representations of objects, but unlike truly
symbolic representations, like words, a schema preserves
some of the spatial relational aspects of the thing it stands in
for. The most critical aspect of schemas, as the term will be
employed in the present paper, is that they occupy a
theoretically intermediate position between abstract words
and concrete percepts in a graded model of representation
(A Chatterjee, 2001; A. Chatterjee, 2010; Kranjec &
Chatterjee, 2010). Although dissociations on concrete word
and picture comprehension tasks have been reported
(Saffran, Coslett, Martin, & Boronat, 2003) intermediate
formats like schemas have not been thoroughly investigated.
We are interested in understanding whether the brain
distinguishes between paired-down, externalized depictions
of spatial schemas from other information formats like
words and pictures.
Perhaps because schemas are simple and ubiquitous, they
are easy to take for granted. We commonly use such
external, or explicit schemas when we find the appropriate
restroom, read a map, obey traffic signs or interpret graphs
and diagrams. What makes schemas so simple to use is also
what makes them so common across cultures, contexts and
academic disciplines. When people produce or use
schematic figures in an explicit manner, a small set of basic
spatial forms provides enough structure to convey discrete
meanings. Configurations of circles and lines in space can
describe complex relations among a wide array of concrete

To what extent are schematic representations neurally
distinguished from language on the one hand, and from rich
perceptual representations on the other? In a group lesion
study, matching tasks depicting categorical spatial relations
were used to probe for the comprehension of basic spatial
concepts across distinct representational formats (words,
pictures, schemas). Focused residual analyses using voxelbased lesion-symptom mapping (VLSM) suggest that left
hemisphere deficits in categorical spatial representation are
difficult to distinguish from deficits in naming such relations,
and that the right hemisphere plays a special role in extracting
schematic representations from richly textured pictures.
EE555, a patient with simultagnosia, performed six similar
matching tasks. On the only two tasks that did not include
matching to, or from, schemas, EE555 performed at chance
levels. EE555 was significantly better on schema tasks,
indicating that abstract analog representations make spatial
relations visible in a manner that symbols and complex
images do not.

Keywords: schemas; spatial relations; vlsm; case studies

Introduction
Can abstract meaning be represented without language?
Although it is clear that we can think about concrete
concepts without language, it is difficult to know how to
best characterize mental representations of abstract concepts
that are both meaningful and non-linguistic. A place to start
could involve observing how abstract semantic information
is intentionally transmitted without either the aid of words
or rich imagery. Abstract graphics have been used to convey
such meanings long before humans kept formal history.
Map-like cave drawings, rendered over 6,000 years ago,
appear to make use of simplified visual elements like dots,
lines and rectangles to represent the abstract spatial
topologies and arrangements of dwellings, paths or crops
(Chippindale & Nash, 2004; Smith, 1982). Pictograms and
calendars were used for communicating important, highly
abstract forms of cultural information—about commercial
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or abstract entities that will be understood by the majority of
people. At the most fundamental level of schematic
representation, lines stand for barriers or surfaces, circles
stand for enclosed spaces, and arrows stand for paths
(Tversky, Zacks, Lee, & Heiser, 2000). These core
meanings are not arbitrary. Rather, the abstracted forms
themselves suggest the meaning of the primitive spatial
concept they aim to represent. This universal spatial
“vocabulary” suggests that a core set of conceptual
primitives underlies our use of schemas.
But can the meanings of abstract concepts be processed
without language-dependent mental representations? While
a good deal about spatial schemas has been written within
cognitive linguistics (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999; Mandler,
1992; Talmy, 2000), virtually nothing about their neural
organization is known. In cognitive neuroscience, research
in this general area has focused on the representation of
prepositions. Work by Friederici (Frederici, 1981)
demonstrated that Wernicke aphasics have impairments in
processing locative prepositions. Landau and Jackendoff
(1993) subsequently proposed that parietal cortex, by virtue
of being the terminus of the dorsal “where” pathway, might
process prepositions. This hypothesis was corroborated by
work from Damasio and colleagues demonstrating a role for
left supramarginal gyrus and inferior frontal gyrus in the
comprehension of locative prepositions (Damasio et al.,
2001); (Emmorey et al., 2002). Noordzij et al. (2008) also
found that understanding the kind of categorical spatial
relations expressed by locative prepositions was associated
with activation in the left supramarginal gyrus. And Wu et
al. (2007) found locative relations to be mediated by left
inferior frontal-parietal cortices. The overall picture that
emerges from both the literature on prepositions and that on
categorical spatial relations is one that strongly implicates
the left hemisphere over and above the right.
The current investigation concerns the neural organization
underlying our use of spatial schemas when thinking about
space. We are interested in how we access spatial
meanings—like we do when we use simple verbal labels to
describe the spatial relations of objects arrayed in
perceptually rich scenes, but also when we make use of
schemas. The current study attempts to distinguish between
those brain areas responsible for representing spatial
relations in (1) rich perceptual detail, (2) an intermediate
level of schematic abstraction as described above and (3)
language. Schemas are more concrete compared to the
arbitrary letters and sounds that represent a word like “IN”
and more abstract than photographs or drawings depicting
real world scenes in space.
Work from our lab, as well as others, implicates areas
within the left hemisphere, specifically inferior parietal lobe
and frontal operculum, as being involved in the
representation of categorical spatial relations of the type that
are encoded by locative prepositions (Amorapanth, Widick,
& Chatterjee, 2010; Damasio et al., 2001; Noordzij et al.,
2008; Tranel & Kemmerer, 2004; Wu, Waller, & Chatterjee,
2007).

The main hypotheses being tested in Experiment 1
concern the extent to which the left or right hemisphere
show a preference for schematic representation and the
extent to which schematic representations are distinguished
from language on the one hand and from rich perceptual
representations on the other. As suggested by previous
research, damage to the left hemisphere in areas postulated
to be critical for the representation of lexicalized categorical
spatial relations might, in parallel, compromise their
schematic representation. Alternatively, right hemisphere
areas critical for the representation of nonverbal spatial
information may be implicated in representing such abstract
meaning without language. The mediating role that schemas
are hypothesized to play between language and
perception—in representing the meaning of categorical
spatial relations—suggest that either of the above principles
of neural organization could be the case. We sought to test
the validity of these two alternative hypotheses. Experiment
2 then investigates whether such intermediate forms of
representation, because of their possible role in linking
language and perception, might facilitate comprehension in
a patient with severe spatio-visual deficits.

Stimuli
Word and Picture Selection
We selected four prepositions to serve as the words in our
matching tasks according to two main preposition classes
described in the literature (Talmy, 2000). Most simply:
topologic prepositions describe figure-ground relations that
vary along the dimensions of contact and degree of
enclosure, (i.e. IN and ON); and projective prepositions,
describe figure-ground relations that vary along the
dimensions of vertical or horizontal displacement (i.e.
ABOVE and BELOW). Each matching task used these 4
spatial concepts.
For the pictures in our matching tasks, we used realistic
color image stimuli. The selected pictures were designed to
unambiguously depict the same spatial relations as denoted
by the prepositions. The objects in these pictures consisted
of a small set of relatively common household or office
items that could function as the figure or ground object for
the locative relations being tested (e.g. a pair of scissors, a
mug, a fork, a cutting board). As much as possible, we used
the same objects, arranged in different ways, to depict
distinct lexicalized spatial relations.
We constructed schemas consisting of simple lines and
geometric forms using graphic-making tools in Photoshop.
The set of four schemas varied along parameters proposed
by Talmy (2000), such as containment, support, and degree
of separation.
The particular stimuli used in Experiments 1 and 2
differed although their structure was essentially identical.

Experiment 1: Group Study (VLSM)
Participants
17 right hemisphere damaged (RHD) and 17 left hemisphere
damaged (LHD) patients ranging from 48-85 years of age
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(RHD: mean = 60.4; LHD: mean = 60.9) with chronic
lesions (of at least six months duration) were recruited from
the Focal Lesion Patient Database (Center for Cognitive
Neuroscience, University of Pennsylvania). The subjects
were not selected on the basis of specific behavioral criteria,
except that patients with a history of other neurological
disorders affecting the central nervous system or psychiatric
disorders are excluded from the patient database. All
subjects were native English speakers and right handed.

in a particular spatial relationship to one of four target
images containing different pairs of objects (Figure 1D).

Voxel-based lesion symptom mapping (VLSM)
analyses
Using brain-imaging software developed at the University
of Pennsylvania (www.voxbo.org), t-tests compared
behavioral scores between patients with and without lesions
at every voxel for each lesion map (RH and LH maps were
analyzed separately). We restricted our analyses to voxels in
which at least 2 patients had lesions. The t-map for each
analysis was thresholded to control the False Discovery
Rate (FDR) at q = 0.05. The procedure allows us to identify
a threshold that controls the expected proportion of false
positives. In our dataset, selecting a false discovery rate (q
value) of 0.05 yields a t threshold. This means that of the
total number of voxels in an analysis with t values
exceeding this threshold, the expected proportion of false
positives is 0.05.

Procedure
Spatial Matching tasks Incorporating the three basic types
of stimuli described above (words, pictures and schemas)
we used four matching tasks to investigate cognitive
processing across representational formats. All tasks
required participants to match a relation depicted in a probe
item to one of four target items. See Figures 1A-D. In
Experiment 1, each of the four tasks consisted of 22 trials.
Individual probe items depicted one of four discrete spatial
relations used in each task. All tasks in the present study
used two spatial probes representing topological relations
(IN or ON) and two representing projective relations
(ABOVE or BELOW).
Picture-schema matching This task was designed to assess
patients' abilities to abstract spatial concepts from different
photographic representations and match them to simplified
representations consisting of lines and geometric figures.
Patients were presented with a probe photographic image
situated adjacent to four schematic target images. (Fig. 1A)
Among the four targets to choose from, one correctly
depicted the spatial relationship in the probe image, one
depicted a within-class relation, and two depicted acrossclass relations. Foils were distributed as such in all four
tasks. For each task, subjects indicated which one of four
pictures or schemas depicted the correct answer either by
pointing or by reading the letter underneath a particular
image.
Word-schema matching This task was designed to test
patients' abilities to extract the appropriate spatial meaning
from locative prepositions and match them to simplified
schematic representations. Word probes were presented
adjacent to four target schemas as in the picture-schema
matching task (Figure 1B).
Word-picture matching This task was designed to test
patients' abilities to extract the appropriate spatial meaning
from locative prepositions and match them to one of four
photographic representations. Patients matched a probe
word to one of four target images containing different pairs
of objects (Figure 1C).

Figure 1: Types of matching tasks. (Group Study 1A-D;
Case Study 1A-F)
We incorporate residual analyses as part of our approach
to using VLSM to orthogonalize task processing
(Amorapanth et al., 2010). When performances across two
tasks are correlated, one can use VLSM to probe for
divergent brain-behavior correlations across the two tasks.

Picture-picture matching This task was designed to assess
patients' ability to generalize categorical spatial concepts
across different photographic representations. Patients
matched a probe photograph containing one pair of objects
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By correlating the residual scores (of one task itself
correlated on another) with voxel damage, one can assess
regions of vulnerability for that task that cannot be
accounted for by vulnerability to the other task.

critical for the representation of one stimulus type over
another between matching tasks. This is the case because
VLSM residual analyses between two tasks not only
indicate brain areas critical for unique processing in one
task, but are also designed to remove the variability
explained by processing common to both.

Behavioral Results
Picture-schema task The LHD group was the most
impaired on this task (average accuracy=62.30%,
range=18.18-90.91%; SE=5.98). They scored significantly
lower than the RHD group [average accuracy = 82.09%,
range=54.55-95.46%; SE =2.60; t(32) = 2.93, p < .01].
Word-schema task The LHD group was the most impaired
on this task (average accuracy=66.48%, range=27.2795.45%; SE =5.39). They scored significantly lower than the
RHD group [average accuracy=88.24%, range=63.64100%; SE =2.65; t(32) = 3.47, p < .01].
Word-picture task Scores for the LHD group (average
accuracy=81.02%, range=32-100%; SE =5.60) were
significantly lower than for the RHD group [average
accuracy = 94.39%, range=82-100%; SE =1.43; t(32) = 2.23,
p < .05).
Picture-picture task The LHD group (average
accuracy=74.87%, range=23-95%; SE =4.25) was not
significantly different from the RHD group (average
accuracy = 80.75%, range=68-95%; SE =2.045)

Residual VLSM analyses
Residual analyses are shown in Figures 2c and 2d. By
design, for VLSM methods, greater behavioral variability
within groups is desirable to identify specific brain behavior
correlations. This greater behavioral variability within each
group maximizes the likelihood of finding statistically
robust differences within the group and minimizes the
likelihood of finding differences across groups.
In order to (1) determine if the right and left hemispheres
are differentially implicated in the representation of
schematic information and (2) test the hypothesis that the
hemispheres might differ in the extent to which they
distinguish between kinds of non-linguistic spatial
information, we conducted 3 residual analyses on 2 pairs of
matching tasks.
We residualized tasks against each other in order to
establish orthogonal measures for particular representational
formats (Amorapanth et al., 2010). By regressing
performance for one matching task onto another and
plotting the residual scores, we attempted to isolate
behavioral variance associated with processing within a
single representational format, or stimulus type (i.e. word,
picture, or schema). For the most revealing residual
analyses, matching tasks were paired in such a way that,
relative to the other, each was composed of one unique and
one common stimulus type. These pairings also ensured that
all stimulus types were included in each analysis. With such
paired comparisons, VLSM indicated the brain areas most

Figure 2: VLSM. (Lesion overlap 2A, B; Results 2C, D)
Word more than Picture (Word-Schema > PictureSchema) The corrected t-statistic threshold with a
significance level of p = .05 was 2.87112 for the LHD
group. There were no significant effects within the RHD
group. The word > picture residual analysis found that
lesions to the left middle frontal gyrus, premotor and
primary motor cortex, superior temporal gyrus and white
matter undercutting the supramarginal gyrus are
significantly correlated with impaired processing of word
stimuli compared to picture stimuli. (Figure 2c [top].)
Picture more than Word (Picture-Schema > WordSchema) The corrected t-statistic threshold with a
significance level of p =.05 was 4.38983 for the RHD
group. There were no significant effects for the LHD group.
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The picture > word residual analysis found that lesions in
the right inferior, middle frontal and central gyri, and
primary motor cortex are significantly correlated with
impaired processing of picture stimuli compared to word
stimuli. (Figure 2c [bottom].)

tasks with schemas (schema-to-picture [S‐P]; word-toschema [W‐S]; schema-to-schema [S‐S]; picture-to-schema
[P‐S]) performance was significantly better than chance
(50%, 74%, 67%, 84% respectively, χ2, p’s < .01).
Accuracy results are summarized in Figure 3.

Schema more than Picture (Word-Schema > WordPicture) There were no significant effects for the LHD
group. The corrected t-statistic threshold with a significance
level of p =.05 was 5.09678 for the RHD group. The schema
> picture residual analysis found that lesions in the
supramarginal gyrus are significantly correlated with
impaired processing on schema stimuli compared to picture
stimuli. (Figure 2d.)
Results Summary The results of the residual analyses
suggest that verbal components of the matching tasks are
processed in the left hemisphere (WORD > PICTURE) and
pictorial components in the right hemisphere (PICTURE >
WORD). They further suggest that the right hemisphere
differentiates between distinct spatial formats (SCHEMA >
PICTURE).

Figure 3: Accuracy across all tasks for EE555 and controls.
Schemas appear to make spatial relations visible for a
patient with simultagnosia. These results provide general
insight as to how schemas facilitate spatial reasoning when
used in graphic depictions, and how such theoretically
intermediate representational structures could serve to link
perceptual and verbal representations of spatial relations in
the brain. It is our position that, (1) schemas are
intermediate representational structures that link pictures
and words; that they (2) preserve analog qualities like
pictures, but may be particularly useful, especially for an
individual with simultagnosia, because they may be (3)
processed more holistically like symbols

Experiment 2: Single Case Study
Simultagnosia presents an interesting case for the
investigation of schemas. If schemas help us to abstract
spatial relations from complex scenes, and aid relational
thinking, perhaps they might be especially helpful for an
individual with simultagnosia.

Participants
Patient EE555 (43 years old, 18 years education)
experienced three parietal lobe infarcts between May and
June of 2004. These events resulted in bilateral lesions
extending from the occipital lobes to middle parts of the
inferior parietal sulcus. Behavioral testing indicated
simultagnosia. EE555 was unable to comprehend more than
a one object simultaneously 30 months after her most recent
stroke. For example, she showed a complete local bias with
Navon Letters. (Berryhill, Fendrich, & Olson, 2009). An
age and education matched control group also participated
(N=5; meanage=51.4 years, meaneducation=17 years).

General Discussion
Simplified schematic representations appear ubiquitously in
maps and diagrams. Yet, little is known about the neural
instantiation of these important communicative devices. We
were interested in understanding the neural organization for
schematic representations of spatial relations. Considering
the intermediate representational status of schemas, and that
previous studies investigating locative spatial relations have
implicated both left and right hemisphere neural structures,
we wished to determine how schematic representations of
categorical relations might be related to verbal descriptors
on the one hand and to richly textured perceptual
representations on the other.
The simple meanings of prepositions when used to
describe concrete spatial relations, presented the prospect of
investigating the structure of the semantic system in a
particularly stark form. We investigated the neural basis of
spatial semantics by distinguishing between those meanings
associated with (1) phonological and orthographic
representations, or words, (2) richly textured images or
pictures and (3) simplified abstract images or schemas.
These schemas serve as intermediate structures between
words and rich perceptual scenes. One can summarize our
findings by saying that these systems appear to be
intertwined both functionally and anatomically. The left

Procedure
Spatial matching tasks The design of the case study was
very similar to that of the group study, however, in addition
to word-schema, picture-schema, word-picture, and picturepicture matching tasks, EE555 and controls also performed
two additional matching tasks: schema-word, and schemaschema (Fig1A-F). Each task consisted of 80 trials.

Results
Controls outperformed EE555 on all tasks [p’s <.01
(Crawford & Garthwaite, 2007)]. On the two tasks that did
not include matching to, or from, schemas (word-to-picture
[W‐P]; picture-to-picture [P‐P]) EE555 performed at chance
levels (20% and 25%, respectively; χ2, p’s > .3). For the
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hemisphere does seem to be biased to process these kinds of
categorical spatial relations. However, we find no evidence
that the left hemisphere distinguishes between different
kinds of analog representations. Furthermore, categorical
spatial representation deficits in the left hemisphere are
difficult to distinguish from deficits associated with labeling
these relations verbally.
The observations from our left-brain damaged participants
In Experiment 1 should not be taken to infer that perceiving
categorical spatial relations in humans is solely a function of
the ability to name them. Data from our right-brain damaged
participants makes clear that deficits in these analog
categorical spatial relations do occur with right brain
damage, and that these deficits cannot be accounted for by
naming deficits. In addition, the right hemisphere
distinguishes between different kinds of analog spatial
representations (schemas vs. pictures). This result suggests
that the right hemisphere plays a special role in extracting
schematic representations from pictorial ones.
The evidence we found for the representation of
distinguishable forms of nonverbal spatial relational
information in the right hemisphere also suggests that
abstract meanings can be stored independently of left
hemisphere verbal representations. The fact that the right
hemisphere can make fine-tuned distinctions between
different kinds of nonverbal abstract categorical spatial
representations further suggests that image schema theories
may provide a valid construct for understanding how
primitive meanings can be represented without language.
The results of Experiment 2, suggest that the content of
schematic representations can bring spatial meaning to
awareness in a way that words by themselves cannot.
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environment, based on the way-finder, as embedded in the
path, or from an external (or allocentric) perspective, that is,
a viewpoint external to the environment, commonly
associated with maps and cardinal directions, the way
people would look at a map or a drawing of a route. For the
sake of brevity, we will refer to these as the ‘route
perspective’ and the ‘survey perspective,’ following Taylor
and Tversky (1996). Previous studies have demonstrated
that a number of factors, including individual differences,
environmental structure, and learning mode, influence
preferences for spatial perspective in verbal descriptions.
Mode of acquisition has been shown to affect perspective
choices in spatial memory; for example, participants who
studied maps gave more accurate responses later in survey
perspective tasks whereas participants who were doing
navigation gave more accurate responses to route
perspective tasks (Taylor, Naylor, & Chechile, 1999).
Taylor & Tversky (1996) found that preference for the use
of route perspective was enhanced in environments that
contained a single path vs. multiple paths and environments
that contained landmarks of a single size scale vs.
landmarks of varying size. Bugmann, Coventry, and
Newstead (2007) found that context of retrieval (frequency
of visitation vs. importance of activities) can affect spatial
perspective choices, too.
Intra-individual variability in spatial perspective choices
involves speakers switching perspective – participants tend
to mix perspectives quite regularly (Taylor & Tversky,
1996). On the other hand, consistency in the use of a
reference frame has also been established in a number of
studies. For example, Vorwerg (2009) found that speakers
tended to repeat spatial reference frame, lexical and
syntactic choices across successive spatial utterances in a
localization task. There are multiple reasons why a speaker
may or may not switch from one perspective to another, for
instance, because of some features of the environment or the
task. However, although most studies have researched
spatial perspective choices in a monologue setting, one
important reason for initial perspective choice and
subsequent switches may be the behavior of the interlocutor
(conversation partner). In recent years, there has been some
evidence that speakers are sensitive to interlocutors’
presence, ability, and interactive behavior (Schober, 2009;
Striegnitz, Tepper, Lovett, & Cassel, 2009; Andonova,
2010). Watson, Pickering, & Branigan (2004) found
priming effects of reference frame in a confederate task

Abstract
Spatial perspective choices have been shown to be sensitive to
individual differences, mode of learning, and contextual
factors. In two studies using a confederate priming paradigm,
we investigated whether higher level conceptual priming at
the level of spatial schemas can be found in speakers’
preference for route vs. survey perspective descriptions of
how to get from one place to another. Perspective priming
was found both when speakers started with or without an
individual preference. Priming occurred even after their
partners switched from route to survey perspective
descriptions, though not vice versa. The implications of these
findings for accounts of priming conceptual structure are
discussed.
Keywords: priming, spatial perspective, route, survey,
confederate paradigm.

Introduction
Research over the last few decades has produced a rich set
of findings on the existence of priming effects at different
levels of language representation, for example, syntactic and
lexical structure. Further, conceptual/semantic priming has
been studied in experimental tasks such as fragment
completion, category-exemplar generation and others.
However, less is known about priming at a higher level of
representation. Here we ask whether priming also occurs for
such higher level representations that are even further
abstracted from the lexical and semantic features of
individual words and concepts. For example, while tigers
are associated with animals and boxes with artifacts, no
clear and unambiguous association exists between left and a
specific direction (is it my left, your left, or left on the
map?) 1.Thus, spatial reference and spatial perspective offer
a suitable testing ground for priming higher level conceptual
schemas. This research asks whether priming occurs for the
choice of global spatial description adopted to explain how
one gets from one place to another.
In the literature a distinction has been made between route
and survey types of spatial description. A route or
environment can be described from an embedded (or
egocentric) perspective, that is, from within the
1
Ambiguity is not an inherent feature of all spatial reference,
however, e.g., cardinal directions such as North and South.
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where speakers described the location of an abstract shape
with respect to different objects.
All in all, a number of factors contribute to speakers’
choices of spatial perspective, including differences across
individuals, environments, and learning patterns. It remains
unclear, however, to what extent such choices may be
influenced by the preceding context of speaking. Do they
depend on what perspective speakers have heard being used
by a previous speaker in a given situation? Are people more
likely to adopt a given perspective if they heard it used
initially (earlier) or most recently (later)?

perspective as well rather than the perspective they were
initially exposed to in their partner’s descriptions.
A third possibility also exists—the fact that their partners
have used both route and survey perspectives and that they
switched between them may reduce speakers’ preferences
for either perspective and lead them to choose between
perspectives more or less randomly.

Method
The design of the experiment included early confederate
prime on the first block (route vs. survey perspective) for
the second block participants’ responses and experimental
condition (consistent route, route-then-survey, survey-thenroute and consistent survey perspective) for responses on
the fourth block.

Experiment 1
This first experiment was designed to examine whether
speakers are primed by the previous use of spatial
perspective by another person (a peer). To test for a priming
effect, we designed a pre-scripted series of descriptions used
by a confederate in association with the individual maps and
routes that they applied to. These descriptions varied
systematically in terms of the underlying spatial perspective
such that half of the participants heard the confederate use
an embedded (route/egocentric) perspective and the other
half heard the confederate use an external (gaze/survey)
perspective on the first block. We examined the mean
percent use of embedded (route) perspective in participants’
descriptions on the second block of cards which followed
after the confederates’ initial block. Two more blocks with
four cards each followed after the first (confederate) block
and the second (participant) block, again in the same order –
the third block of cards was described by the confederate
and the fourth/last one was described by the participant. The
confederate’s descriptions on the third block either
continued in the same spatial perspective (either route
perspective on both confederate blocks or survey
perspective on both confederate blocks) or switched to the
alternative perspective (for example, if the confederate used
the route perspective on the first block, then they used the
survey perspective on the third block). This manipulation
allowed us to address a second research question in this
experiment, i.e., whether priming from the first
(confederate/prime) block continues to affect participants’
responses on the fourth (participant) block of descriptions
when the confederate switches spatial perspective half-way
through the experimental session or not. In other words, do
speakers become primed by their partner’s spatial
perspective choice on the later block independent of
whether this perspective was also used consistently on the
earlier block as well? How flexible and dynamic is spatial
perspective use? If this kind of conceptual priming of
perspective is guided by primacy, i.e., a focus on initial
choice of perspective by the partner, then speakers may not
re-align perspectives after their partner made the switch. On
the other hand, if the use of spatial perspective is flexibly
adaptive to the dynamics of use by one’s partner, then
participants’ responses should involve using the new

Participants 96 participants (69 female) took part in the
experiment. They were university students with a mean age
of 22.19 years (range 19 – 44) who received course credit or
were paid for their participation. All were native German
speakers. The data of six of them were not included in the
analyses because of confederate error or of because of their
responses on the post-test questionnaire.
Stimuli and Procedure The experimental stimuli consisted
of sixteen different cards each containing a simple map
drawing (see Figure 1 for an example) with a different twoleg route on it indicated by a green and red dot for the start
and end of the route, respectively.

Figure 1: An example of a map and a route (the green and
red dots mark the start and end points of the route).
Cards were organized into four blocks of four cards each.
The first and third blocks consisted of perspective prime
trials and were described by an experimental confederate.
The second and fourth block of cards were the target trials
and were described by the experimental participants. The
spatial perspective of the confederate primes was consistent
within each block and was in either route or survey
perspective. In addition, confederates’ scripted descriptions
across the two blocks were either perspective consistent
(invariable) or inconsistent, i.e., the confederate switched
perspectives between the early and the later block of maps
they described.
A confederate priming paradigm was used. Each
participant was seated across a desk from the confederate
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with a visual barrier placed between them. A stack of cards
with identical maps and routes were placed in front of each
of them on a vertical stand. In addition, the confederate used
a list of pre-scripted descriptions matching their cards in
either route or survey perspective. The scripted responses of
the confederate were not visible. Confederates were student
assistants of the same age and population who were trained
to act as participants. Participants and confederates took
turns in blocks of four trials describing the routes on the
cards. Confederates also spoke first, ensuring that their
utterances (primes) preceded those of the participants on
target trials. Participants were instructed to describe the
routes on their cards and to pay attention to both their maps
and their partner’s maps as they would do a test on map
memory at the end of the experiment. This instruction
ensured that participants were not ignoring their partners’
maps and descriptions. At the end of the experimental
session, participants filled out a questionnaire which
included questions asking what they thought the experiment
was about and what they thought about their partner’s
behavior. Testing was conducted in the German language.

Figure 2: Mean percentage use of the route perspective on
the later participant block in the four priming conditions.
Note: RR – consistent route priming; RS – route-thensurvey priming; SR – survey-then-route priming; SS –
consistent survey priming condition.
We also compared the mean percent use of route
perspective on the first and second participant blocks by
related samples (matched pairs) t-tests for each of the four
conditions separately. The only reliable difference was in
the route-then-survey condition, t(25) = 3.652, p = 0.001,
where participants’ use of the route perspective dropped
from 72% on their first block to 42% on their second block.
Experiment 1 set out to investigate whether speakers’
choices of spatial perspective in describing routes depend on
the perspective used by their partner. The results show that
this was indeed the case: speakers’ choices were influenced
by the way their partner used spatial perspective both on the
initial block and on the later block of route description tasks.
The analysis of the degree to which speakers’ choice shifted
on the later block, however, has revealed some additional
aspects that deserve discussion here. First, the consistent
route priming condition produced responses that were
significantly different from the other three conditions, yet
the consistent survey priming condition did not differ
reliably from the two inconsistent conditions where
confederates switched perspective half-way through the
session. This means that consistency may be necessary but
insufficient as an explanation for these results. Second, the
two inconsistent priming conditions led participants to
produce almost identical patterns of responses on the later
post-switch block, despite the different directions of
switching – from route to survey vs. from survey to route
perspective. In this case, neither which perspective was used
most recently nor which perspective was the first to be used
by the confederate made an impact. It may appear that the
inconsistency of perspective use by one’s partner as such is
the leading factor. However, participants’ responses in the
two inconsistent conditions also did not differ significantly
from choices in the consistent survey priming condition.
Thus, a more plausible explanation is that the mere use of
the alternative, non-default survey perspective by one’s
partner on any of the priming blocks leads to a uniformly

Results and Discussion
The percentage use of route perspective only (vs. survey and
mixed perspective) was calculated for each block for each
participant and the statistical analyses were run on these
participant means. An independent samples t-test showed an
effect of perspective prime on participants’ choice of
perspective on their early experimental block, i.e., after
hearing the first block of four descriptions by the
confederate involving the manipulation of spatial
perspective (route vs. survey), t(88)=6.593, p<.001.
Participants
used
descriptions
in
the
route
(embedded/egocentric) perspective significantly more after
hearing route perspective primes (M=75.53 %) than after
hearing survey perspective primes (M=29.26%). This result
reveals a strong priming effect of spatial perspective.
We analyzed participants’ responses on the later
experimental block by means of a one-way ANOVA with
experimental condition as an independent variable
(consistent use of route perspective, consistent use of survey
perspective, inconsistent prime use of route perspective and
inconsistent prime use of survey perspective). This analysis
revealed a priming effect on the later block as well, F(3,
86)=9.823, p<.001 (see Figure 2). An LSD post-hoc test
showed reliable differences between the consistent route and
each of the other three conditions (the consistent survey
condition, the inconsistent survey condition, and the
inconsistent route condition), all p’s <.001. The difference
between the consistent survey and inconsistent survey
conditions and the difference between the consistent survey
and the inconsistent route conditions were not reliable but in
the expected direction. There was no difference between the
responses of participants in the two inconsistent perspective
prime conditions.
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low rate of use of the route perspective. This conclusion is
further supported by the finding that it was only in the
route-then-survey priming condition that speakers’ choices
shifted significantly between the early and the later block of
descriptions. Basically, speakers mostly abandoned the use
of the route perspective as soon as their partner did.

preference for the route perspective in descriptions,
t(66)=2.14, p<.05. This is in line with interpretations offered
in the discussion of the first experiment.
On the middle participant block, we found an effect of
confederate priming condition, t(65)=4.90, p<.001 on the
mean percent use of the route perspective after subtracting
the initial baseline use of route perspective. If the
confederate had used route perspective primes, participants’
use of the same perspective increased by 11.03%. When the
confederate had described in the survey perspective,
participants’ use of the route perspective decreased by
30.06% in comparison with their own baseline descriptions
on the initial block. This constitutes evidence of a clear
priming effect.
We also compared the mean percentage use of route
perspective on the initial and middle (participant) blocks by
related samples (matched pairs) t-tests for each of the two
priming conditions separately. The only reliable difference
was in the survey prime condition, t(32) = 5.11, p<.001,
where on the middle block participants reduced their mean
% use of route perspective in comparison with their initial
block preferences from 58.33% to 28.27%. In the route
prime condition, participants increased their use of route
perspective from 61.53% to 72.56% although this difference
was not reliable, t(33) = 1.88, p = .07.
We then ran a one-way ANOVA with condition
(consistent
route,
inconsistent
route-then-survey,
inconsistent survey-then-route, and consistent survey
priming by confederate) as an independent variable and
mean % use of route perspective on the last block as the
dependent variable, again subtracting the baseline (see
Figure 3). There was again an effect of condition on the
average % change in route perspective use, F(3, 63) = 3.70,
p<.05. LSD tests revealed reliable differences between the
consistent route and the consistent survey conditions
(p<.05). None of the other differences were reliable. In the
consistent route priming condition, participants used the
route perspective on average 10% more on the last block
than on the initial baseline block, and in the consistent
survey condition, they used the route perspective on average
34.38% less on the last than on the initial block.

Experiment 2
The first experiment established the effect of partners’
choices of spatial perspective on speakers’ use of
perspective. However, the confederate was always the first
to describe maps, so it is not clear whether participants
followed suit independent of what their own default or
preferred spatial perspective was or not. It is also unclear
whether the route perspective was the default choice for this
task and the survey or mixed perspective was the alternative
as we expected. A second study was run to find out if
speakers’ initial or default choices of spatial perspective
could be reversed or at least modified to some degree by
what they heard as perspective use in their partner’s
descriptions.

Method
The design of the second experiment was exactly the same
as the first experiment with one important modification. An
additional block was introduced in the beginning of the
session which was to be described by the participants, thus
allowing us to establish the general baseline preference for
spatial perspective for each of them.
Participants Sixty-nine participants took part in this study
for course credit or payment. Data for three participants
were not included in the analyses for the same reasons as in
experiment 1.
Stimuli and Procedure The same stimuli and procedure
were used as in experiment 1 with one important difference.
There were five blocks of cards/maps altogether. The
participant described the initial, middle, and last block
(blocks 1, 3, 5) and the confederate described the second
and fourth block.

Results and Discussion
In this study, participants described the first set of cards and
the priming by confederate description only occurred
afterwards. Thus, the mean % use of route perspective on
this initial block was treated as an individual baseline for
each participant and the degree to which subsequent priming
affected their responses was calculated on the basis of
subtracting these individual baseline averages from the
mean % route perspective used on the third (middle) and
fifth (last) block of cards (after the confederate primes on
the second and fourth blocks).
On the initial participant block, we ran a one-sample t-test
to establish whether participants had a preferred or default
spatial perspective or alternatively whether their choices did
not differ from chance. Their initial choices did show a

Figure 3: Mean percentage change in route perspective on
the last participant block in the four priming conditions.
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after survey priming, it did not receive a boost from route
priming. We interpret this as potentially a ceiling effect
associated with the unmarked member of this route-survey
perspective dichotomy.
Further insights into the workings of priming were
gleaned from the analyses of speakers’ responses on the last
block after their partner had already produced two blocks of
descriptions. Once again, we found striking behavioral
similarities on the last block in the two experiments (block 4
of experiment 1 and block 5 of experiment 2). Here, in
experiment 2, as in experiment 1, speakers’ preferences
changed significantly only in the route-then-survey priming
condition. Thus, additional priming coming from the second
confederate block did not boost the use of a given spatial
perspective in the two consistent conditions (route-route and
survey-survey), and partners switching from survey to route
perspective did not impact upon speakers’ later choices. It
was only the switch from the default route to the alternative
(non-dominant) survey perspective that helped change their
minds. This pattern resonates closely with the results of the
first experiment and supports the interpretation offered
there.

Note: RR – consistent route priming; RS – route-thensurvey priming; SR – survey-then-route priming; SS –
consistent survey priming condition.
We then compared the mean percentage use of route
perspective on the initial and last (participant) blocks by
related samples (matched pairs) t-tests for each of the four
conditions separately. There were reliable differences in the
route-then-survey condition, t(18) = 2.11, p<.05, in the
survey-then-route condition, t(16) = 2.55, p<.05, in the
consistent survey condition, t(15) = 3.91, p<.01, but not in
the consistent route prime condition, t(14) = 1.00, p<.4.
Participants reduced their use of the route perspective
significantly on the last block in comparison with their
initial choices after they heard the confederate primes
switch from route to survey or vice versa, or after the
confederate consistently used the survey perspective.
Finally, we compared the mean percentage use of route
perspective on the middle and last (participant) blocks by
related samples (matched pairs) t-tests for each of the four
conditions separately. There was a reliable difference in the
route-then-survey condition only, t(18)=3.65, p<.01.
Participants significantly reduced their use of the route
perspective on the last block in comparison with the middle
block only when the confederate primes switched from
route to survey perspective half-way through the
experimental session.
The results of experiment 2 mirror those of experiment 1.
Even though participants were the first to start describing
maps and thus free to set their own preference for a spatial
perspective independent of any influence from their partner,
the choice of perspective embedded in the confederate
descriptions on the second block influenced speakers’
subsequent response significantly, leading them to reduce
their use of the route perspective if their partner used survey
perspective. In this sense, we find again, as in Experiment 1,
that speakers are ready to abandon the use of the route
perspective in favor of survey or mixed descriptions as soon
as their partner indicates a dis-preference for the route
perspective. Note that the priming effect in these cases was
of a strikingly similar magnitude in the two studies (30%).
Speakers’ perspective choices were remarkably similar
across the two studies as a function of confederate priming
on the early immediately preceding block, i.e., on the early
block (2) after the first confederate priming block (1) of
experiment 1 as well as on the middle block (3) after the
first confederate priming block (2) of experiment 2.
In addition, due to the introduction of an initial participant
block in experiment 2, we could test whether the priming
effect found on the early blocks constituted a change away
from a baseline in both directions, i.e., whether speakers
increased their use of the route perspective after route
priming as well as reduced their use of route perspective
after survey priming by comparing speakers’ preferences on
the initial and middle blocks. This turned out not to be the
case. While route perspective use decreased significantly

Conclusion
The studies reported here addressed whether spatial
perspective choices are subject to priming by partners’
speaking patterns. The results of both studies point to a
positive answer to this question. In experiment 1,
participants described how to get from one point to another
on simple maps after hearing an experimental confederate
produce such descriptions in either route or survey
perspective. In experiment 2, participants described maps
before and after a confederate offered their descriptions. In
both cases, priming was found to occur on the immediately
subsequent block. This indicates that speakers were
sensitive to perspective choices made by their partners even
after they had made their own initial commitment to one of
them. Participants did show considerable variability in
initial preferences but they also demonstrated flexibility by
aligning their choices with those of their partners. Thus,
even if individual cognitive styles existed (Levelt, 1982),
they could be modified accordingly.
The patterns of spatial perspective priming were
strikingly similar in profile and even in magnitude across
the two studies, i.e., independent of whether participants or
confederates set the precedent in spatial perspective choice.
Furthermore, in both studies, speakers’ choices were
modified again after their partner switched away from their
initial preference for a spatial perspective half-way through
the experiments and continued to produce descriptions in
the alternative spatial perspective. Notably, however, this
priming effect occurred only if the switch was made in the
direction of the weaker, generally dis-preferred spatial
schema, namely, the survey perspective.
These findings have implications for priming mechanisms
generally, both in terms of the effects of consistency vs.
inconsistency of priming, and in terms of the different
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impact of priming with the preferred vs. the dis-preferred
member of a conceptual opposition.
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Abstract

However, these views need to be organized into a coherent
global map and a method has been suggested. It requires
recognizing objects found in the selected views in all the inbetween views that have not been selected. These objects
allow one to triangulate one’s position in the map and add
new views to the map in their appropriate position. The
theory has been tested successfully with different
implementations on mobile robots and the resulting maps
produced were found to exhibit several interesting
characteristics of a human perceptual map.

This paper presents a new computational theory of how
humans integrate successive views to form a perceptual map.
Traditionally, this problem has been thought of as a
straightforward integration problem whereby position of
objects in one view is transformed to the next and combined.
However, this step creates a paradoxical situation in human
perceptual mapping. On the one hand, the method requires
errors to be corrected and the map to be constantly updated,
and yet, on the other hand, human perception and memory
show a high tolerance for errors and little integration of
successive views. A new theory is presented which argues
that our perceptual map is computed by combining views only
at their limiting points. To do so, one must be able to
recognize and track familiar objects across views. The theory
has been tested successfully on mobile robots and the lessons
learned are discussed.

A Perceptual Paradox?
Researchers who investigated how spatial memories are
organised often suggest the existence of a two-system
model: an egocentric model and an allocentric model (Mou,
McNamara, Valiquette & Rump, 2004; Burgess, 2006;
Rump & McNamara, 2007). These two models are very
different implementations of the same basic mathematical
model described above and therefore have different costs
associated with their use. In particular, the former keeps
track of the relationship between the self and all objects
perceived. As one moves, one needs to constantly update all
objects position in memory with respect to the viewer’s new
position. The latter creates a global map of all objects
perceived using a frame of reference independent of the
viewer’s position. These researchers claimed that the former
is best suited for organising information in a perceptual map
while the latter is best for a cognitive map. However, little is
said about how information encoded in an egocentric
perceptual map is transferred into an allocentric cognitive
map. If this is achieved via switching frame of reference,
then the process is straightforward and from a mathematical
standpoint, the two representations are considered
equivalent. In this case, a perceptual map is a subset of a
cognitive map and holds only the most recently perceived
information.
Researchers who investigated the nature of cognitive
maps from studying resident’s memory of their environment
(both adults and children) often emphasized that the map is
fragmented, incomplete and imprecise (e.g. Lynch, 1960;
Downs & Stea, 1973, Evans, 1980). This does not mean that
the map is devoid of metric information but rather, one’s
memory of such information is often found to be distorted
systematically as a result of applying cognitive organizing
principles (Tversky, 1992). Some well-known examples of
these distortions include the regularization of turns and
angles (Byrne, 1979), and over- and under- estimation of
distances due to factors such as direction of travel (Lee,
1970), presence of barriers (Cohen & Weatherford, 1981),
and others. More recent studies have also shown that metric

Keywords: perceptual map; cognitive map; spatial layout;
spatial cognition.

Introduction
How do humans integrate successive views to form a
perceptual map? The latter is a representation of the spatial
layout of surfaces/objects perceived in one’s immediate
surroundings. That we have such a map is evident in that we
do not immediately forget what is out of sight when we turn
or move forward (see Glennerster, Hansard & Fitzgibbon
(p.205, 2009) for a similar argument). However, researchers
studying this problem from four different perspectives,
namely how we represent our environmental knowledge
(i.e. a cognitive map (Tolman, 1948; O’Keefe & Nadel,
1978)), what frame of references we use, how we see our
world, and how robots create a map of their own world,
have offered solutions which when taken together create a
paradoxical situation. It is noted that because the problem
lends itself to a straightforward mathematical solution
whereby information in one view is transformed to their
respective positions in the next view, much of the current
studies implicitly or explicitly assume that a solution to this
problem would involve such a step. This step is problematic
when used to explain how humans integrate their views and
the lack of an alternative method has hampered progress.
In this paper, a new computational theory of human
perceptual mapping is presented. It abandons the idea of
integrating successive views to form a perceptual map.
Instead, it argues that what is afforded in a view is an
adequate description of the current spatial local environment
and hence it does not need to be updated until one moves
out of it. Only then, another view is added to the map. As a
result, the map is composed of views selected at different
times during one’s exploration of the environment.
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knowledge could be learned very early in one’s exposure to
a new environment (Ishikawa & Montello, 2006; Buchner &
Jansen-Osmann, 2008). In Ishikawa and Montello’s (2006)
study, they also found large individual differences. Most
participants either manifested accurate metric knowledge
from the first session or they didn’t, and knowledge of both
groups did not show much improvement in some subsequent
trials. Note that by accurate, it is meant that participants
could “estimate directions and distances, and draw sketch
maps more accurately after first exposure to the routes than
would be expected by pure chance alone” (p. 118). All these
observations on the nature of cognitive maps suggest that
one’s perceptual map should also be fragmented, incomplete
and imprecise.

mathematical process used is aimed at producing an
accurate map.

Figure 2. The test environment and the robot’s path
If the perceptual map is necessary to be precise, it is
surprising that our perceptual system has not evolved to
support such computations. Take vision, for example. Our
visual perception of the world is highly illusory (Hurlbert,
1994; Snowden, 1999) and thus, unlike computer vision,
what we get is not a true geometrical description of what is
out there (Fermuller, Cheong & Aloimonos, 1997;
Bridgeman & Hoover, 2008; Glennerster, Hansard &
Fitzgibbon, 2009). We have high visual acuity only in the
small foveal region of the retina and thus a large part of our
input lacks clarity and detail. Our eyes need to make rapid
movements (known as saccades) to bring different regions
into the foveal. Experiments on whether humans integrate
successive views at the saccade level reveal that we fail to
notice many kinds of changes occurring between saccades.
This phenomenon is known as “change blindness” (see
reviews of such work in Irwin, 1996; Intraub, 1997; Irwin &
Zelinsky, 2002; Simos & Rensink, 2005) and it argues
against the idea that successive views are integrated to form
a single unified representation.
The above studies, when taken together, raise serious
doubts as to the appropriateness of a transformational
approach to human perceptual mapping.

Figure 1. A distorted map
Yet, robotics researchers (e.g Thrun, 2008) who have
been developing mapping algorithms using the
transformation approach have shown that the map produced
must be as accurate as possible. Errors found in robot sensor
readings are known to seriously affect the map created.
Figure 1 shows a typically distorted map computed by a
mobile robot equipped with a laser sensor and without using
any error correction procedure. The robot’s path is as shown
in Figure 2 and a rectangular shaped map should have been
produced instead of the triangular one shown in Figure 1.
With the map computed, one would have difficulties
orienting oneself and there is also a danger that one could
easily mistaken that one is returning to a familiar part of the
environment. For example, at point C, the robot should be at
point B in the physical space and the robot could thus be
mistaken that it is re-entering a familiar part of the
environment. Robotics research thus tells us that errors
cannot be left unchecked when using such a procedure to
compute a map. In short, the map computed needs to be
precise. With hindsight, this is not surprising since the

A Theory of Human Perceptual Mapping
Logically, a perceptual map is a representation of the
environment, as it is perceived. Thus, its input is a sequence
of views, each being an integrated representation of
information delivered by all its sensors. For simplicity, one
could consider information from a single sensor and
especially if it is the most important sensor. For humans,
this is vision. With vision, Yeap (1998) argued that the input
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should be at the level of Marr’s (1982) 2½D sketch - a
representation describing the shape and disposition of
surfaces relative to the viewer. Yeap and Jefferies (1999)
further argued that one should made explicit representations
of local environments in a perceptual map and that these
representations are computed from integrating successive
views. The latter idea is again reminiscent of what was
discussed earlier and must now be discarded.
If a representation of one’s local environment is not
computed from integrating successive views, what could be
the alternative? In finding an answer, we make two
observations. First, observe that a view affords us more than
a description of the surfaces in front of us. It tells us what
and where things are, where we can move to next, what
events are unfolding, where there might be dangers, and
others (Gibson, 1950). In short, a view is in fact a
significant representation of a local environment and it
should be made explicit in the map as a description of a
local environment rather than as some spatially organised
surfaces. Second, observe that the world we live in is
relatively stable. That is, it does not change much when we
blink our eyes or take a few steps forward. As such, there is
no immediate need to update the view in our perceptual map
as we move. For example, consider your first view of a
corridor when entering it and assume an exit can be seen at
the other end. If you walk down this corridor to the exit,
then the description of the corridor space afforded in the
first view adequately describes the local environment you
are going through. Updating this description to include, for
example, a view of a room besides the corridor as you walk
past it will enrich the description, but is unnecessary if the
room is not entered.
The tricky part of the problem is: if one does not
constantly update the view in the map as one moves, how
does one know where one is in the map or that one is still in
the current local environment? Also, when does one begin
to update the map and how? One possible solution is to keep
track of objects seen in the initial view in all subsequent
views. If some could be found, one could triangulate one’s
position in the map and thus localising oneself. However, at
some limiting points, one will not be able to do so and this
is when one needs to expand the map to include a new view
(albeit, a new local environment). If the new view to be
added is selected at a point just before reaching a limiting
point, it could be added to the map using the same method
of triangulation. From a human perceptual mapping
standpoint, this solution is attractive since humans have
developed powerful mechanisms for recognising objects.
Two points regarding the application of this method are
worth noting here. First, for this method to work, it is
important that one is able to track objects across successive
views and for human vision, the fact that there is significant
overlap between views ensures that this could be done.
Second, the accuracy of this method depends on how
accurately one can identify the position of the tracked
objects in the map (or more precisely, the position of those
points needed for triangulation). For humans, it is unlikely

that the position of these points is always identified
accurately and thus the map produced will be rough and
vary among different individuals. The latter is a point
emphasized in Ishikawa and Montello’s (2006) study
mentioned earlier.
A general algorithm for implementing this new theory can
now be specified. Let PM be the perceptual map, V0 be
one’s initial view, and R be some reference objects
identified in V0. Initialise PM with V0. For each move
through the environment, do:
Move and update:
1. Execute move instruction and get new view, Vn.
2. Search for the reference objects in Vn and remove from
R those that are not found.
3. If R still contains a sufficient number of reference
objects, go to step 1.
4. Expand PM, create a new R and go to step 1
In summary, the theory specifies that what is made
explicit in a perceptual map is an integrated global
representation of views selected during a journey. This is
because each of these views provides an adequate
description of the spatial layout of the local environment
experienced. The basic algorithm for implementing the
theory involves recognising objects in the current view that
were remembered in the perceptual map, and using them to
triangulate position of unknown objects (including the self)
in the map. Compared to the traditional approach, this
approach offers a simpler and less computationally
expensive method for computing a perceptual map.

On Implementation and Results
Does the theory work? Can it produce a reasonably
accurate perceptual map? One way to test the theory is to
implement it and as Marr (1982) argued, the significance of
a computational theory is that its implementation can be
done independently. Hence, the theory was tested on a
different platform – a mobile robot equipped with a laser
sensor1. The details of our implementations will be reported
elsewhere. This section highlights some key aspects of the
implementation and the lessons learned so that in the next
section, the significance of the theory is discussed with a
concrete example.
To begin with, the theory leaves open two key
implementation issues, namely how and what objects are
selected for tracking across views, and how and when a new
view is added to the perceptual map. These issues would
depend on the kind of perceptual apparatus one has and
one’s needs in dealing with the environment. For our robot,
the following is implemented. Laser points in each view are
turned into lines denoting surfaces perceived. Any
reasonably sized surfaces with at least an occluding edge are
1
In reality, the reverse is true. The perceptual mapping problem
was first investigated by considering how a robot, although with a
different sensor, could solve a similar perceptual mapping
problem. I refer to such robots as “albots” (Yeap, 2011).
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tracked across views. The latter condition is imposed to
ensure a good reference point exists for calculating the
relative position of other surfaces in the map. Using laser,
one’s ability to perform recognition is limited. Thus, to
track these surfaces between views, we use the traditional
transformation method to locate them. To decide when to
add a new view, the robot first detects if it has exited the
local environment (by detecting that its current view has
less than two tracked surfaces). Then it adds its previous
view to the map (since with less than two tracked surfaces
in the current view, it cannot add the current view to the
map). When adding a new view, no attempt is made to
update overlapping surfaces between the two views. All
information in the perceptual map that occupies the same
area covered by the current view will be deleted and
replaced by what is in the view. The rationale here is that
details are unimportant as long the overall shape of the
environment is maintained.

Figure 3. The perceptual map produced.
The robot algorithm used in this implementation is:
1. Execute move instruction and get a new view, Vn.
2. If it is a turn instruction, use Vn to expand PM and
create a new R. Go to step 1.
3. Search for the reference objects in Vn by
transforming previous view to the new view using the
mathematical transformation approach.
4. If less than two objects are found, use Vn-1 to expand
PM and Vn to create a new R. To expand PM, one
replaces what is in front of the robot in PM with what
is seen in Vn-1. Go to step 1.
5. Remove reference objects in R that are no longer in
view. Go to step 1.

Figure 4. A trace of the mapping process
Figure 3 shows the perceptual map produced as the robot
traversed the path through the environment in Figure 2. The
dotted line indicates the approximate path of the robot.
Points A (start) and B (end) should be the same points.
Unlike the map as shown in Figure 1, this map preserves the
overall shape of the environment visited. Figure 4 (left
column) shows four consecutive steps of the robot. The
right column shows the map expanded only ay the fourth
step. The circle marks what information is missing in the
map. Note that the position of the robot in the map (the little
arrows) is estimated and it does not correspond to the exact
position of the robot in the physical environment.
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Discussion

information perceived. One fixates using the high visual
acuity region, which provides detailed reference object
information. This aids later recognition and working out the
position of other objects in the perceptual map.
Glennerster et al. (2009) provide an alternative
explanation for the above observation to support their idea
that humans do not continuously integrate successive views
into a precise integrated 3D model. The reason for the latter
is to explain an interesting finding from their experiments
showing humans failure to notice the expansion of a room
around them in an immersive virtual environment. To
account for their findings, they proposed that humans
compute a view graph of their environment rather than a
precise 3D model. Each node in the graph is a stored
snapshot of a scene and the link between them records the
motor output required to move between nodes. The view
graph idea is also popular for modeling animal spatial
behavior and for robots (e.g Scholkopf & Mallot, 1995).
However, they noted the view graph idea does not explain
how different views are combined to form a consistent
representation, i.e. a perceptual map. They claimed that this
is an important and unsolved challenge. Interestingly, the
theory proposed here could be considered as view-based
since each local environment entered into the perceptual
map is an individual view of the environment. However,
each view is not captured as a node in a graph and there is
no encoding of instructions to move from one node to the
other. This theory provides a possible mechanism for
integrating views to build a global map.
That the perceptual map is not updated from each
successive view is strongly supported by the change
blindness phenomenon. However, there is often a claim
among these researchers that change blindness argues for a
rethinking of how vision works and that no global map is
computed. As O’Regan (1992) puts it succinctly: “the
outside world is considered as a kind of external memory
store which can be accessed instantaneously by casting
one’s eyes to some location.” This theory provides an
alternative way in which a global map can be computed
without updating from each successive view and it is
evidently clear that such a map is much needed in our
interaction with the environment (Glennerster et al., 2009).
The fact that the map is not constantly updated could also
explain why our perception of the world is a stable one. If
one were to use the transformation method, then the
locations of all the points in the map are constantly adjusted
to accommodate what is in the current view. If one were to
trace the map computed at each step, one could see the
shape of the map changes constantly as it adjusts the errors
in the map. This is not the case here. The local environment
once perceived in a given view will not change until much
later. This gives the impression of having a very stable map
(see Figure 4).

The perceptual map shown in Figure 3 is imprecise and
incomplete in the sense that it is not accurate in metric terms
and has perceived surfaces missing. Yet, the overall shape
of the environment experienced is maintained (as compared
with the map in Figure 1). The theory thus works, at least on
a mobile robot.
The present implementation, using a mobile robot with a
perceptual system different from that of humans, shows that
one can select different kinds of information as a reference
object. This demonstrates the generality of this new
approach. For humans, one expects a more complex method
to select the reference objects in view. For the robot using a
laser sensor, it is limited to selecting 2D line surfaces.
Although the map computed by the robot is incomplete and
imprecise, it is complete and precise in the sense that the
overall shape of the environment is well preserved. This is
partly due to the choice of information used as reference
objects and partly due to the fact that the test environment is
indoors. Both conditions enable the robot to detect several
reference objects appearing directly in front of, and not far
from, the robot. Consequently, the perceptual map is
expanded more frequently, producing a more complete map.
Furthermore, occluding edges of the reference targets
provide good reference points for relative positioning of
new information and the laser sensor provides accurate
distance measurement of these points and especially if they
are not too far away. Both conditions enable a fairly
accurate map to be computed. From a robotics perspective,
the map computed is considered surprisingly accurate since
no error correction was done at the sensing level.
The perceptual map thus varies in details, both in terms of
precision and completeness due to how often the map is
expanded and the accuracy of the information used for
expanding the map. This variability can explain the
individual differences of human perceptual maps (Ishikawa
and Montello, 2006). In an outdoor environment, it is likely
that one selects reference objects consisting of large and
easily visible distant objects. If so, one’s perceptual map
might not be expanded that often and consequently, one can
experience not remembering much even through one has
walked through a locally complex environment. In such
cases, what is remembered can be the reference objects
themselves. This might explain the emergence of landmarks
in cognitive maps. The theory thus predicts some target
features in one’s perceptual map will become landmarks in
one’s cognitive map under the circumstances described.
The use of reference objects to expand a perceptual map
has support in the literature on human vision. It has been
reported that nearly all animals with good vision fixate on
an object as they move, followed by some fast saccades that
shift the direction of gaze (Carpenter, 1988; Land, 1999).
These studies focused on why we have saccades but for the
present study, it is the fixation of the eyes on an object that
is more revealing. Such a mechanism allows humans (and
animals) to locate and fixate on a reference object as they
move and then uses saccades to improve the quality of the

Conclusion
A computational theory of human perceptual mapping is
presented which shows how a perceptual map is computed
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without integrating successive views. The theory is
supported by various accounts of how humans perceive their
world and in particular our lack of attention to changes and
the illusory nature of our perception. The theory has
provided tentative account of various observations about
human spatial cognition and in particular how a stable world
is perceived and how landmarks might emerge. The
implementation of the theory shows how the map computed
is both imprecise and incomplete and yet still preserves a
good shape of the environment. The implementation also
shows how the theory could be implemented differently to
produce map with different precisions and details and this
was offered as an explanation as to why individual
differences are observed.
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frames). In a typical laboratory study, therefore, several
reference frames are conflated. This begs the question: in
relation to which reference frame(s) does the face inversion
effect occur?
There is reason to believe that both retinal and
environmental reference frames matter in visual information
processing. Irvin Rock (1973) conducted a series of
pioneering experiments on object form perception,
demonstrating that both retinal and environmental reference
frames impact participants’ memory for and interpretation
of novel objects under certain circumstances.
More
recently, researchers have shown that our ability to perceive
the stability of human body postures as well as the direction
of bodily motion depends on both retinal and environmental
cues (Chang, Harris & Troje, 2010; Lopez et al., 2009).
Finally, research on spatial cognition has found that people
are sensitive to a variety of spatial reference frames and
flexibly adopt multiple different frames for representing the
environment as they perform different tasks and
communicate with others (Tversky, Lee, & Mainwaring,
1999).
However, to date there is no evidence that multiple frames
of reference play a role in face processing. In fact, Rock
(1973) himself suggested that because faces are familiar
objects that have an intrinsic spatial structure (i.e. a top and
bottom), their environmental orientation should not affect
how we perceive them. Recent research seems to support
this view that face orientation effects are restricted to the
retinal frame of reference (Troje, 2003; Chang et al., 2010).
In one experiment (Troje, 2003), participants had to indicate
whether or not a face image displayed on a computer screen
was the same face they had seen moments before. The
images could be oriented upright on the screen or rotated by
90º. The participant’s head was orientated upright in the
room for half of the trials and rotated by 90º in the other half
of the trials. The results indicated that performance was
fastest and most accurate when the orientation of the face
image matched the orientation of the participant’s retinal
frame, regardless of the environmental orientation of the
image and the participant.
Troje’s (2003) experiment (and related work; see Rock,
1973) was designed to pit the retinal frame against the
environmental frame to see which one mattered more for
face processing. However, it is possible that both reference
frames affect face processing, but by pitting the two against
one another the relatively large retinal frame effect masked

Across a wide range of face perception tasks, observers show
drastically worse performance when faces are oriented
upside-down versus upright. However, the meaning of
orientation must be established in relation to a particular
frame of reference. In relation to which reference frame(s)
does the face inversion effect occur? Here we describe a
simple, novel method for investigating potentially
independent effects of retinal and environmental reference
frames on face processing. Participants performed one of two
face-processing tasks (emotional expression classification and
recognition memory) as they lay horizontally, which served to
disassociate the retinal and environmental reference frames.
In both experiments we found a large effect of retinal
orientation on performance and a small but reliable effect of
environmental orientation. In a follow-up control study, we
consider an alternative explanation based on our experimental
setup. We argue that environmental orientation influences
face processing, which is revealed when retinal orientation is
kept constant.
Keywords: face perception, reference frames, face inversion
effect, embodiment

Background
Over 50 years of research has demonstrated that
orientation dramatically affects the visual processing of
faces; across a wide range of perception and memory tasks,
observers show markedly worse performance when faces
are presented upside-down compared to upright (Yin, 1969).
This face inversion effect is perhaps most famously
illustrated by the classic Thatcher Illusion (Thompson,
1980); a picture of the former prime minister that appears
normal when presented upside-down is revealed to be a
disturbing grotesque of inverted features when rotated
upright. The dramatic effect of inversion on face perception
sets faces apart from other objects and has led many
researchers to consider faces a special visual category
(Rhodes et al., 1993; Farah et al., 1998).
Notice, though, that the meaning of orientation (i.e. what
counts as upright or upside-down) must be established in
relation to a particular frame of reference. The vast majority
of experiments examining orientation effects in visual
perception have participants seated in front of a computer
screen. A face image displayed on the monitor might be
upright with respect to the participant’s retina (retinal
frame), but it would also be upright with respect to the
computer screen itself, the room the computer is situated in,
and even the directional pull of gravity (environmental
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the ability to detect any effect of the environmental frame.
Here we describe a novel, simple method for investigating
potentially independent effects of retinal and environmental
reference frames in face perception. Participants performed
one of two face-processing tasks as they lay horizontally,
thereby disassociating the retinal and environmental
orientation of the stimuli (see figure 1). In this position,
faces presented upright and upside-down in the retinal frame
are both rotated by 90º in the environmental frame, while
faces presented upright and upside-down in the
environmental frame are both rotated by 90º in the retinal
frame. This allows us to measure face inversion effects in
each reference frame while keeping the orientation in the
alternative frame constant.

Procedure. The classification task was programmed in
Matlab using Psychophysics Toolbox 3. Data was collected
on a 15” Macbook Pro. The background of the display was
black, and on each trial a single face image was presented at
the center of the display, preceded by a 100ms inter-trial
interval (ITI).
Participants were asked to judge the
emotional expression of each presented face as “happy,”
“sad,” or “angry” as quickly and as accurately as possible by
pressing a number on a keypad corresponding to each
expression.
Images remained on the screen until
participants provided a response. The keypad was held in
the left hand while three digits of the right hand were used
to make the response. There was no fixation cross and
participants were free to move their eyes to inspect the
stimuli before responding. Participants first completed
several practice trials while seated upright at a desk in order
to familiarize them with the task.
They were then randomly assigned to lie down on their
right or left side on a padded bench to begin the
experimental task. A pole-mounted head and chin rest with
head-strap was constructed in-house to maintain
participants’ heads fixed horizontally in the room as they
completed the task (see figure 2). The computer was placed
on a flat horizontal surface next to the bench and the screen
was positioned approximately 33 cm from the face of the
participant. At this distance, the face stimuli subtended
approximately 5 º by 7º of visual angle. The experimental
room was brightly lit.
We presented participants with Mooney faces in random
order with each face in one of 4 possible orientations – up,
down, right, and left on the screen (see Figure 1). After
completing a block of 48 trials while lying on one side, the
participant switched to lying on their other side and
completed another block of 48 trials. The first block
consisted of the 48 original Mooney images while the
second block consisted of the 48 mirror-reversed images,
each appearing in a randomly selected orientation. No
feedback was given to participants.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the possible image orientations
when the observer is lying on his right side. Face images that are
retinally up (RU) and retinally down (RD) are both rotated by 90º
in the environmental frame, while images that are environmentally
up (EU) and environmentally down (ED) are both rotated by 90º in
the retinal frame.

Experiment 1
In relation to which reference frame(s) does the face
inversion effect occur? In Experiment 1, we investigated
this question by having participants classify the emotional
expression of Mooney faces (Mooney & Ferguson, 1951)
while they lay on their sides. Mooney faces are two-toned
images used in many experimental studies of face
processing because they are difficult to perceive when
upside-down and elicit a notoriously large inversion effect
(see Figure 3).

Methods
Participants. 56 individuals from the Stanford community
were recruited to participate in this study in exchange for
payment or class credit.

Figure 2: Pole-mounted horizontal chin-rest used in all
experiments. Response pad used in Experiment 1.

Stimuli. Mooney faces were generated by blurring grayscale photographs and reducing them to two tones (see
Figure 3A). We selected 48 faces that could be easily
identified as happy (16), sad (16), or angry (16) when
upright. We then mirror-reversed each of these images to
create two sets of 48 faces for a total of 96 face images.

Results
Data from 6 of 56 participants were excluded in analysis
because they either failed to perform above chance levels
(n=1) or their reaction times were more than 3 standard
deviations above the group median (n=5). There were 8
distinct types of trials (2 body positions X 4 image
orientations). Because there was neither a main effect of
body position (F(1,49)= 1.40, p>0.2) nor an interaction
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between body position and image orientation (F(1,49) =
1.59, p>0.2), we collapsed each participant’s data across the
two body positions and refer to the 4 image orientation
conditions as “retinally up” (RU), “retinally down” (RD),
“environmentally up” (EU) and “environmentally down”
(ED). A retinal face inversion effect would manifest as
better performance in RU versus RD trials. An
environmental face inversion effect would manifest as better
performance in EU trials as compared to ED trials.
Performance in all image orientations was significantly
above 33% chance (ts(49)>16, p<10-20). As expected, we
observed a large retinal inversion effect, with more accurate
performance (0.94 vs. 0.70) and faster reaction times on
correct trials (917ms vs. 1160ms) for RU versus RD faces
(t(49)= 15.6, p<10-19 for accuracy; t(49)=-9.3, p<10-11 for
reaction time; see Figure 3B,C). Intriguingly, we also found
a reliable effect of environmental orientation. Responses
were consistently more accurate (0.843 vs. 0.796) and faster
(1039ms vs. 1084ms) for EU vs. ED faces (t(49)= -2.4,
p=0.02 for both measures).

another causes the large retinal effect to mask the
environmental effect.
It is also possible that the environmental inversion effect
observed in Experiment 1 may be a result of the specific
task we used: a difficult, emotional expression classification
task of degraded face stimuli that recruits online face
processing mechanisms. The literature on face processing
has established inversion effects in a wide range of
perception and memory tasks. Can environmental
orientation also influence how we store faces in memory, or
are these effects limited to specific online perceptual tasks?

Experiment 2
The results of Experiment 1 demonstrated that both retinal
and environmental reference frames affect online processing
in an emotional expression classification task of Mooney
faces. In Experiment 2, we asked if these effects would
extend to a very different type of task with a very different
set of face stimuli: recognition memory for gray-scale face
images.

Methods
Participants 26 individuals from the Stanford community
were recruited to participate in this study in exchange for
payment or class credit.
Stimuli & Procedure 192 front-view, gray-scale
photographs of Caucasian males were selected from the
FERET database (Phillips et al., 1998). Stimuli were
cropped using an oval shape to remove hair and clothing
around each face and normalized for size, brightness, and
contrast (see Figure 4A).
We used the same apparatus and setup as in Experiment
1. The experiment was programmed in Matlab using the
Psychophysics Toolbox. Participants completed study/test
blocks while lying on either side, for a total of 8 study/test
blocks (2 body positions X 4 image orientations).
During each study block, a sequence of 12 different faces
was presented 4 times (each sequence in a new random
order). All faces in each study block were displayed at one
given orientation (all up, all down, all left, or all right on the
screen). Each face image remained on the screen for 900ms
and there was a 100ms ISI between faces. The background
of the display was black.
A test block immediately followed each study block. A
face was presented centrally in the same orientation as the
faces in the preceding study block. Participants held a
computer mouse in their right hand and indicated whether
the face on the screen was one they had just studied (“old”;
left mouse click) or one they had never seen before (“new”;
right mouse click). Each test block thus consisted of 24
trials: the 12 old faces interspersed with 12 new faces.
Participants completed 4 study/test blocks while lying in
one body position (one block at each orientation), and
another 4 study/test blocks while lying in the other position.
The order of positions and blocks was randomized across
participants.

Figure 3: Sample stimuli and performance on the emotional
expression classification task in Experiment 1 for retinally up
(RU), down (RD), environmentally up (EU) and down (ED) faces.
Error bars denote between-subjects SEM.

Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 support previous work
demonstrating a large face inversion effect in the retinal
frame of reference. However, the results also support the
existence of a novel environmental inversion effect in the
perception of faces. Despite the fact that faces in the EU and
ED orientations were both rotated by 90º in the retinal
frame, there was a small but significant advantage for
classifying the faces’ expressions when they were EU
(upright in the environmental reference frame) versus ED
(upside-down in the environmental reference frame). It is
possible that earlier research on this topic (e.g. Troje, 2003)
found no evidence of an environmental inversion effect in
faces because pitting the two reference frames against one
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Results

However, this interpretation of the results depends on the
reliability of our experimental apparatus and design. In our
experiments, participants were lying down horizontally in
order to disassociate the retinal and environmental frames of
reference, but this disassociation is only valid if both EU
and ED images were precisely at 90º in the retinal frame. If
participants’ heads or eyes were slightly rotated towards
environmentally up, this asymmetry may have contributed
to the effects we have found.
In fact, there are at least two reasons an asymmetry might
exist in our experimental setup. First, physiologists have
identified a phenomenon known as ocular counter-roll
(OCR; see Sares et al., 2007), in which people’s eyes rotate
slightly in the opposite direction of their head tilt. For
example, when a person tilts their head clockwise, the eyes
respond by exerting a small counter-roll of several degrees
counter-clockwise. Second, while participants were strapped
into our horizontally leveled head and chin rest, they were
still able to shift their heads a few degrees and may have
unwittingly tilted their heads when performing the task.
Could these factors have contributed to better performance
for EU versus ED faces? To address this possibility, in
Experiment 3 we measured the exact position of
participants’ eyes as they sat upright or lay in our
experimental apparatus, and constructed stimuli to
counteract any resulting asymmetries in retinal orientation.

Data from 1 participant was excluded in analysis because
she failed to perform above chance level on the recognition
task. As in Experiment 1, there was neither a main effect of
body position (F(1,24)=0.35, p>0.5) nor an interaction
between body position and image orientation (F(1,24)=
1.34, p>0.1). We therefore collapsed each participant’s data
across the two body sides and refer to 4 image orientations
as “retinally up” (RU), “retinally down” (RD),
“environmentally up” (EU) and “environmentally down”
(ED).
We measured participants’ ability to discriminate old
from new faces (d’) as well as their reaction time on correct
trials. As expected, we found a large retinal inversion effect,
with better discrimination (d’ = 1.47 vs. 0.64) and faster
reaction times (976ms vs. 1112ms) for RU compared to RD
faces (t(24)=5.44, p<0.0001 for d’, and t(24)=-3.49,
p=0.002 for reaction time). In addition, we found a reliable
environmental inversion effect in recognition memory of
faces: EU faces were recognized better than ED faces (d’ =
1.00 vs. 0.76; t(24)=3.0, p<0.007). This effect could not be
attributed to a speed-accuracy trade-off; in fact, reaction
time on correct trials was (non-significantly) faster for EU
(1052ms) vs. ED (1096ms) faces (p=0.3; see Figure 4B,C).

Experiment 3
Correcting for asymmetries in retinal orientation. In 13
separate participants, we measured the eyes’ orientation
when they lay in our experimental apparatus. We used a
leveled high-resolution digital SLR camera to photograph
participants’ irises while they were sitting upright and lying
horizontally. Using Photoshop, two independent coders
measured the angular disparity between the two pictures
(i.e. how many degrees the sitting-up picture needed to be
rotated so that it would be aligned with the lyinghorizontally picture). These measurements produced an
average OCR of approximately 4.2º (SD = 1.8º) in the
direction opposite of head tilt. In other words, when subjects
lay on their right, their eyes were rotated left by an average
of 4.2º.
Although this was a relatively small disparity consistent
with previously published measurements (Sares et al.,
2007), the bias results in EU faces being on average more
aligned with subjects’ retinal frame than ED faces.
Specifically, when participants lay horizontally, EU faces
were rotated away from retinal upright by an average of
85.8º, whereas ED faces were rotated by an average of
94.2º.
This asymmetry could potentially drive the
differences in performance and reaction time observed in
Experiments 1 and 2. To correct for this asymmetry, in
Experiment 3 we rotated the face images by 5º in the
direction of OCR observed in our sample. This overcorrection would ensure that any observed advantage in
processing EU faces could not be attributed to EU faces

Figure 5: Sample stimuli and performance on the recognition
memory task in Experiment 2 for retinally up (RU), down (RD),
environmentally up (EU) and down (ED) faces. Error bars denote
between-subjects SEM.

Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 suggest that environmental
orientation can influence recognition memory for faces
when retinal orientation is held constant. Participants had
better recognition memory performance when faces were
presented
environmentally
upright
compared
to
environmentally upside-down. Together with Experiment 1,
these results suggest that face inversion effects in the
environmental frame of reference generalize across very
different tasks utilizing very different face stimuli.
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being more aligned than ED faces with participants’ retinal
frame.

results in EU faces that are not truly upright in the
environmental frame, but rather rotated by 5º. The
misalignment between our EU stimuli and the
environmental frame may have further weakened the
efficacy of our control experiment. In an ongoing study, we
are examining a different method of correcting for OCR that
involves adjusting participants’ orientation (rather than the
images) according to individual estimates of their OCR.

Methods
Participants. 43 individuals from the Stanford community
were recruited to participate in this study in exchange for
payment or class credit. 39 of these completed Experiment
3a (an abbreviated version of Experiment 1) and all 43
completed Experiment 3b (an abbreviated version of
Experiment 2).
Stimuli & Procedure. Experiments 3a and 3b were
identical to Experiments 1 and 2, except (1) faces appeared
in only EU and ED orientations (that is, we did not include
RU or RD trials), and images were rotated by 5º in the
direction opposite the participants’ body position, to correct
for the asymmetry described above. Participants first lay on
one randomly selected side and performed two study/test
blocks of the recognition memory task. They then switched
sides and performed two more such blocks. They then
completed one block of 48 emotional expression ratings of
Mooney faces, switched sides once more, and completed a
final block of expression ratings.

Results

Figure 6: Results of Experiments 3a and b. A: percent correct and
reaction time on the emotional expression classification task
(Experiment 3a) for environmentally up (EU) and down (ED)
faces. B: discrimination performance and reaction time on the
recognition memory task (Experiment 3b). Error bars denote
between-subjects SEM.

Data from 7 participants in Experiment 3a were excluded
from analysis because their reaction times were more than 3
standard deviations above the median, and data from 6
participants in Experiment 3b were excluded because they
failed to perform above chance level on the recognition task.
Despite over-correcting for retinal asymmetry across EU
and ED image orientations, we found significant or trending
effects in performance and reaction time similar to those of
Experiments 1 and 2. In Experiment 3a (expression
classification of Mooney faces), proportion correct was
0.826 on EU vs. 0.809 on ED trials (t(31)=1.18; p=0.12, 1tail). Reaction time was 958ms vs. 978ms, respectively
(t(31)= -1.43, p=0.08, 1-tail; see Figure 6A).
In Experiment 3b, we found a significant advantage in
recognition memory for EU versus ED faces (Figure 6B).
The average d’ across subjects was 1.01 for EU vs. 0.77 for
ED faces (t(36)=2.79; p=0.004, 1-tail). Reaction time was
also faster for EU (1108ms) vs. ED (1181ms) faces (t(36)=
-2.42, p=0.01, 1-tail).

General Discussion
In relation to which reference frame(s) does the face
inversion effect occur?
We have presented several
experiments suggesting that independent face inversion
effects occur in both the retinal and environmental reference
frames.
In Experiment 1, participants classified the emotional
expression of Mooney faces; in Experiment 2, participants
performed an old/new recognition task on novel face
images. In both studies, we found a large effect of retinal
orientation on performance and a reliable (though smaller)
effect of environmental orientation. Specifically,
participants in Experiment 1 were more accurate and faster
at judging emotional expressions of environmentally upright
versus environmentally upside-down faces, even though
faces in both conditions were rotated by 90º in the retinal
frame. Similarly, recognition performance in Experiment 2
was better for environmentally upright versus
environmentally upside-down faces. In Experiment 3, we
ruled out an alternative explanation of our findings based on
the possibility that OCR or other experimental artifacts were
causing environmentally upright face images to be slightly
more aligned with participants’ retinal frame. We conclude
that there exists a reliable effect of environmental

Discussion
The results of Experiment 3 suggest that OCR does not
fully account for the results observed in Experiments 1 and
2. Even after over-correcting for a 4.2º average asymmetry
in the retinal orientation of images, we again found reliable
advantage in processing EU faces compared to ED faces,
although these effects in the expression classification task
were only marginally significant. We attribute the noisier
results in Experiment 3a to the fact that we utilized a single
correction for OCR across all participants even though our
measurements found this varied considerably from person to
person. In addition, rotating the image to correct for OCR
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orientation on face processing that is revealed when retinal
orientation is held constant.
However, as noted in the introduction, there are actually
many different environmental frames of reference, several
of which were conflated in our present set of experiments.
For example, a face image on a computer may be upright on
the screen, upright in the room the computer is in, and
upright with respect to the directional pull of gravity. In our
setup, the room was brightly lit and participants had visual
access to objects and other features of the experiment room,
which provided cues to environmental orientation in
addition to the pull of gravity. Previous work has suggested
that it may be the gravitational orientation that matters most
of all of the environmental cues (e.g. Chang et al., 2010),
but this may or may not be the case with face processing.
Future work will try to disentangle these different
environmental reference frames in order to determine which
one(s) play a role in face processing.
What mechanisms might underlie an environmental
inversion effect in face processing? One possibility is that
we learn through experience that faces tend to be upright in
the world regardless of our own body’s position when we
observe them. For example, we may lie sideways when
watching television, but nevertheless faces and other images
on the screen remain upright in relation to the television, the
room, and gravity. We propose that this contextual
information present in our everyday experience affects our
ability to process faces when we see their regular upright
context (EU) versus an upside-down context (ED). Indeed,
Rock’s (1973) early work on novel shape perception
suggests that how we experience and categorize objects
during learning affects which reference frames matter later
for recognition performance. Further research is currently
underway in the lab to explore this possibility.
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Abstract

(Denison & Xu, 2010a; Gweon, Tenenbaum & Schulz,
2010; Teglas et al. 2007; Xu & Denison, 2009).
In the current experiment, we explore the age at which
infants begin to make inferences from samples to
populations. We ask whether 4- and 6-month-old infants can
make basic probabilistic inferences using a variant of the
paradigm first introduced by Xu and Garcia (2008). In their
experiments, a violation of expectancy looking-time
paradigm was employed to reveal whether 8-month-old
infants have an intuitive ability to make generalizations
from samples to populations. In Experiment 1, infants were
shown samples being drawn from a large covered box and,
on alternating trials the experimenter either removed 4 red
balls and 1 white ball or 4 white balls and 1 red ball. Then
the experimenter revealed the population of balls in the box
– a 9:1 ratio of red to white balls. Eight-month-old infants
looked longer at the 4 white and 1 red ball sample (the
improbable outcome) than the 4 red and 1 white ball sample
(the probable outcome; see Figure 1).
Although at first blush this appears to suggest that infants
have a rudimentary ability to reason about probability, the
authors note that two interpretations of this looking-time
pattern exist: The first, which we will call the “probabilistic
account”, suggests that infants looked longer at the 4 white
and 1 red ball sample because they understand the predictive
relationship between samples and populations and thus they
considered it to be a relatively improbable sample. The
second, termed here the “perceptual mismatch account”,
suggests that infants simply prefer to look at displays in
which the population box and sample container contrast in
perceptual appearance. That is, infants simply looked longer
at trials displaying the less probable sample because it
created a perceptual mismatch between the two displays
present on stage (see the outcomes in Figure 1). This
account represents a lower-level interpretation of infant
performance, as it predicts an identical looking pattern as
the probabilistic account but does not require that infants
understand anything about the relationship between the
sample and population.1
To distinguish among these accounts, Xu and Garcia
(2008, Expt. 3) designed an experiment in which the 4:1
sample of balls was no longer drawn from the population
box. Another group of 8-month-old infants participated in a
procedure that was equivalent to the one just described
except that the relationship between the sample and

How do people make such rich inferences from such sparse
data? Recent research has explored this inferential ability by
investigating probabilistic reasoning in infancy. For example,
8- and 11-month-old infants can make inferences from
samples to populations and vice versa (Denison & Xu, 2010a;
Xu & Garcia, 2008). The current experiment investigates the
developmental origins of this probabilistic inference
mechanism with 4- and 6-month-old infants. Infants were
shown 2 large boxes, 1 containing a ratio of 4 pink to 1
yellow balls, the other containing the opposite ratio. The
experimenter sampled from, e.g., the mostly pink box, and
removed either 4 pink and 1 yellow or 4 yellow and 1 pink
ball on alternating trials. 6- but not 4-month-olds looked
longer at the 4 yellow and 1 pink ball sample (the improbable
outcome) than the 1 yellow and 4 pink ball sample (the
probable outcome).
Keywords: Statistical inference; Probabilistic reasoning;
Infant cognition.

Introduction
A wide range of evidence exists to show that human
learners are capable of making large inductive leaps in the
face of very small amounts of data. It is easy to appreciate
why this might be such an important and ubiquitous ability.
For example, imagine a person from our hunter-gatherer
ancestry trying to determine which types of trees produce
berries that are good for eating. Let’s say they sample
roughly five berries from a couple of trees and find that one
tree produces four good tasting berries and the other only
produces one or two. They may make the inference that all
berries from the former tree are good for eating and that the
latter tree type should be avoided.
What is the cognitive mechanism that allows human
learners to make such rapid and often highly accurate
inductive inferences with such small amounts of data?
Recent literature in cognitive development has focused on
the origins of statistical inference in infancy as a possible
starting point. At least three lines of work have emerged
exploring various aspects of infant probabilistic reasoning:
First, we know that infants as young as 8 months are
capable of making inferences from small samples to large
populations as well as from populations to samples (Xu &
Garcia, 2008). Second, we know that 12-month-old infants
can make inferences from populations to samples when
reasoning about single-event probability (Denison & Xu,
2010b; Teglas, Girotto, Gonzalez & Bonatti, 2007). Third,
evidence suggests that infants as young as 11 months take
into account the implications of sampling conditions (e.g.,
random vs. non-random sampling) and object properties
(e.g., solidity and cohesion) when making these inferences

1

Adults viewed the Expt. 1 displays and rated the improbable
outcome as “unexpected” and the probable outcome as “expected.”
They did not note perceptual mismatches or probability in their
explanations. This suggests that computations of probabilities may
generally be largely implicit and inaccessible to conscious thought.
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domains such as rule learning, phoneme discrimination, and
visual pattern learning (e.g., Dawson & Gerken, 2009;
Kirkham, Slemmer & Johnson, 2002; Maye, Werker, &
Gerken, 2002).
We tested a group of 6-month-old infants using the same
procedure of Xu and Garcia (2008). The findings were
inconclusive. Infants performed as expected in the
replication of Experiment 1, looking longer at trials in
which the experimenter sampled 4 white and 1 red ball than
4 red and 1 white ball from the mostly red population.
However, infants continued to follow this looking pattern in
the control experiment during which the experimenter drew
from her pocket (i.e., the replication of Expt. 3).
Although this pattern of findings does not support the
probabilistic account, it also does not necessarily rule out
the possibility that infants did make a correct generalization
from sample to population in the Experiment 1 replication.
It is possible that 6-month-olds do appreciate the
relationship between samples and populations but they also
looked longer at the perceptual mismatch in the control task
because they continue to react to the mismatch when the
sample was drawn from the experimenter’s pocket.
Unfortunately the experimental design cannot tease apart the
two interpretations when infants continue to look longer at
the mismatches when the sample is not drawn from the box.
In the current study, we use an experimental design
appropriate for testing younger infants in a task where the
perceptual mismatch is eliminated but the displays remain
easy to process. We equated the overall quantity of each ball
color present on the stage in population boxes during test
trials by keeping two complementary boxes on display
throughout all trials (see Figure 2). After familiarizing
infants with the two population boxes (one mostly pink; one
mostly yellow), each test trial began with the two covered
population boxes on the stage, one on the left and one on the
right and a small transparent container to hold a sample in
the middle. The experimenter drew the infants’ attention to
each of these boxes and drew a sample of, e.g., 4 pink and 1
yellow ball from the box on the right and placed it in the
container. She then mimicked this action with the box on
the left to equate the amount of attention paid to each box.
Finally the experimenter revealed to the infant that the box
on the right side of the stage had a 4:1 ratio of pink to
yellow balls, and the box on the left side had the opposite
ratio. On each trial the sample alternated between a 4 pink
and 1 yellow sample (the more probable sample) and a 4
yellow and 1 pink sample (the less probable sample). If
infants are only sensitive to perceptual mismatches and not
sampling, they should look equally at all test trials, as the
large boxes on display have equal amounts of each color
and the sample therefore creates a slight but equal mismatch
across every trial. If, on the other hand, infants are sensitive
to the relationship between the sample and population, they
will look longer on trials where the less probable sample is
drawn from the relevant population box (e.g., the 4 pink and
1 yellow sample drawn from the mostly yellow box). We
tested 4- and 6-month-old infants in this new design.

Figure 1: The sequence of a test trial in Expt. 1 (Xu & Garcia,
2008). The experimenter shakes the box, closes her eyes and draws
out balls from the closed box. She then reveals the population.

population was eliminated. Test trials began in the exact
same manner as Experiment 1 with the closed large box and
empty sample container present on the stage. During the
sampling phase, the experimenter shook the box but instead
of reaching into the box to draw the sample of either 4 white
and 1 red ball or 4 red and 1 white ball, she reached into her
pocket to draw the sample instead. She then revealed the
contents of the box just as in Experiment 1. This resulted in
identical test trial displays to those in Experiment 1 but in
this case, infants should have no reason to expect a
relationship between what they saw in the small container
and the population box presented on the stage. The 8month-old infants looked about equally when the mostly red
box was displayed with the 4 red and 1 white ball sample
(the perceptual match) or the 4 white and 1 red ball sample
(the perceptual mismatch). This suggests that neither display
violated infants’ expectations when the relationship between
the box and container was eliminated. This result provides
evidence in favor of the probabilistic account of infants’
performance in Experiment 1, i.e., that infants were in fact
reacting to the relative improbability of the sample and not
the perceptual mismatch between the box and sample.
In a follow-up experiment, we began to explore whether
even younger infants have some of these probabilistic
intuitions in place. It is plausible that younger infants could
succeed at a version of this task, given that evidence exists
revealing statistical learning in 2- to 6-month-old infants in
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through the Plexiglas windows. The “mostly pink” box
contained 60 pink and 15 yellow ping-pong balls (pink to
yellow = 4:1); the “mostly yellow” box contained the
opposite (pink to yellow = 1:4). The boxes looked identical
when viewed with the curtains down.

Apparatus
Testing occurred in a room divided in half by curtains
spanning the width and height of the room and objects were
presented on a puppet stage. The viewable area of the stage
measured 94 cm x 55 cm (width x height). The experimenter
sat behind the stage with her upper body and head visible to
the infant. An observer, present to code the infant’s looking
times, sat in a corner of the room and was not visible to the
infant. She watched the infant on a TV monitor and coded
the infant’s looking behavior online using JHAB version
1.0.0 (R. Casstevens, 2007). She was blind to the order of
the test trials.
The infant sat in a high chair approximately 70 cm from
the center of the stage. The parent sat next to the infant
facing the opposite direction of the stage and was instructed
to avoid looking at the stage. Two camcorders were used to
record the experimental session, one to record the infant’s
looking behavior and the other to record the experimenter’s
presentation of the objects.

Figure 2: The two possible outcomes in the current experiment.
The population boxes displayed simultaneously ensure equal
amounts of pink and yellow are displayed.

Method
Participants
Participants were 32 infants: Sixteen 6-month-olds (6 males;
M = 6;4 [months; days], R=5;15 to 6;17) and sixteen 4–
month–olds (12 males; M = 4;15; R = 4;1 to 5;0). Ten
infants (six 6-month-olds and four 4-month-olds) were
tested but excluded due to fussiness (4), not attending
during sampling (2), providing looking times over 3.5
standard deviations above the average (1) or parental
interference (3). Infants were recruited from the San
Francisco Bay Area and they received a small gift for
participating in the study.

Design and Procedure
Calibration To calibrate each individual infant’s looking
window, a squeaky toy or keys were used to direct the
infant’s attention to the outside parameters of the stage.

Ping-Pong Balls A total of 166 (83 yellow and 83 pink)
ping-pong balls were used in the experiment.

Free Play Phase After calibration, the infant was shown the
box with 3 pink and 3 yellow ping-pong balls. He/she was
encouraged to play with the balls for approximately 30
seconds to allow infants to become familiar with the objects.

Boxes and Containers A small open white box (15.5 cm x
17.5 cm x 8 cm) constructed from foam core was used in the
“Free Play” phase of the experiment (see Procedure
section). The box contained 3 yellow and 3 pink balls.
A small, transparent Plexiglas container with an open top
(20 cm x 4.5 cm x 4.5 cm) was used to display the 5-ball
samples during test trials. It was narrow enough that the
balls lined up in a row when placed in the container.
Two large 31 cm x 23.5 cm x 23.5 cm boxes were used to
display the populations during the familiarization and test
trials. The boxes were black rectangular cubes and the
inside of each box was partitioned into two parts with
Plexiglas inserted in the front to provide a transparent
window and a board in the middle to hold the populations of
balls. A hidden center compartment measuring 10 cm x 24
cm x 10 cm was cut in the top of the two boxes to hold the
samples to be removed from the box during test trials. From
the infants’ perspectives, the box appeared as one single
unit, filled completely with ping-pong balls. The Plexiglas
display windows were covered with a black fabric curtain
that could be lifted to reveal the contents of the boxes

Familiarization trials (4 trials) To begin each trial, the
experimenter placed the two large boxes on the stage 30 cm
apart with the front curtains down. She shook the box on the
right side of the stage a few times, saying, “What’s in this
box?” She then shook the box on the left a few times,
saying, “What’s in this box?” She lifted the front covers of
both boxes simultaneously, revealing the separate
populations of mostly pink and mostly yellow balls, and
said “Look, [baby’s name], look!” She put her head down
and directed her gaze to the floor. The observer began
timing upon hearing the second, “look”. Trials ended when
the infant looked away for 2 consecutive seconds.
The same two boxes of mostly pink and mostly yellow
ping-pong balls were presented in the same locations for all
4 familiarization trials within a single experimental session.
Between trials the boxes were removed from the stage and a
black curtain was lowered at the back of the stage to conceal
the experimenter. These trials were included to familiarize
infants to the large boxes, as well as to the general
procedure of the study. Additionally, exposing the infants to
these two contrasting populations, one of mostly pink balls,
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the other of mostly yellow balls, might cue them to attend to
ratios. The familiarizations lasted approximately 3 minutes.

order (probable-outcome vs. improbable-outcome first) or
the population box sampled from (mostly pink or mostly
yellow). Subsequent analyses collapsed over these variables.
Looking times for test trial outcomes were analyzed using
a 2 x 2 ANOVA with outcome (probable vs. improbable) as
the within-subjects factor and age (4-month-olds vs. 6month-olds) as the between-subjects factor. A significant
interaction between Outcome and Age was found, F (1, 30)
=7.03, p = .013, effect size (ηp2) = .190. No other significant
main effects or interactions were found.
To break down the interaction, we conducted follow-up ttests exploring the effect of test trial outcome (probable vs.
improbable) for each age group separately (see Table 1 for
mean looking times). Six-month-old infants looked reliably
longer at the improbable outcome (M= 8.63s, SD=5.05) than
the probable outcome (M= 5.96s, SD= 2.81), t(15) = 2.67, p
= .011. Twelve of sixteen infants looked longer on average
at the improbable outcome, Wilcoxon signed ranks test, z =
2.23, p = .013. In contrast, 4-month-olds looked about
equally at the improbable outcome (M = 6.05s, SD = 3.14)
and the probable outcome (M = 7.45s, SD = 5.18), t(15) =
1.19, p =. 250. Seven of sixteen infants looked longer on
average at the improbable outcome, Wilcoxon signed ranks
test, z = 0.27, p = .605.

Test trials (6 trials) On each test trial, the experimenter
placed the two large boxes on the stage (keeping them in
this same location on all 6 trials) with the front curtains
closed. The experimenter always sampled from the box on
her right. She shook each box one at a time just as in the
familiarization trials while saying, “What’s in this box?”
She then closed her eyes, turned her head away, and reached
into the box on her right. She pulled out 3 ping-pong balls
and placed them into the small Plexiglas container in the
middle of the stage one at a time. She then closed her eyes,
turned her head away, and reached into the box on her left
(not pulling out any ping-pong balls) and placed her hand on
top of the small Plexiglas container in the middle of the
stage to mimic the sampling motions made from the box on
the right. She then repeated this action, pulling out 2 more
ping-pong balls from the right hand box and placing them in
the Plexiglas container and again mimicking this action with
the box on the left. Thus the small Plexiglas container held a
total of 5 balls. On alternating trials the sample removed
from the population box was either 4 pink and 1 yellow
balls or 4 yellow and 1 pink balls. Then the experimenter
lifted the front covers of both boxes on the stage
simultaneously and said “Look, [baby’s name], look!” She
put her head down and directed her gaze toward the floor.
The observer began timing upon hearing the second, “look”,
and ended the trial after the infant looked away for 2
consecutive seconds. Between trials, the stage was cleared
and the back curtain was lowered. The test trials lasted
approximately 6 minutes.

Table 1: Mean Looking Times in Seconds By Age Group

4-month-olds
6-month-olds

Probable sample
(SD)
7.45 (5.18)
5.96 (2.81)

Improbable sample
(SD)
6.05 (3.14)
8.63 (5.05)

We also performed a preliminary analysis to address the
potential concern that infants only directed their attention to
the sampled box and not the additional complementary box
despite efforts to draw attention to both population boxes on
test trials. Although a more in-depth analysis should include
overall duration of looks to each box, to begin we obtained
an average number of looks to the sampled and non-sampled
boxes for six randomly chosen infants of each age group.
We analyzed the looking behavior only during test trials
(not familiarization trials) and included infants’ looking
behavior while the experimenter was sampling and while
the static displays were presented after the experimenter
revealed the populations. Four-month-old infants looked an
average of 7.67 times (SD = 6.31) to the sampled box and an
average of 10.50 times (SD = 8.29) to the non-sampled box.
Six month-old infants looked an average of 8.50 times (SD
= 4.67) to the sampled box and 11.00 times (SD = 6.42) to
the non-sampled box. There were no differences between
the average number of looks to the sampled box between 4month-olds and 6-month-olds (t(10) = .66, p = .52) or the
average number of looks to the non-sampled box between
the two age groups (t(10) = .12, p = .91). There were no
differences in the number of looks to the sampled vs. nonsampled box for 6-month-olds (t(10) = .77, p = .46) or the
number of looks to the sampled vs. non-sampled box for the
4-month-olds (t(10) = .67, p = .52).

Design The side that the population boxes (mostly pink or
mostly yellow) were on and whether the infant saw the 4
pink and 1 yellow ball sample first were fully
counterbalanced across infants.

Predictions
If infants are sensitive to the relationship between samples
and populations (i.e., assuming random sampling, the
composition of a sample is likely to reflect the overall
composition of a population) they should look longer at test
trials displaying outcomes that violate this expectation than
outcomes that are in line with this expectation. Therefore
infants who saw the experimenter sampling from the
population with a 4 pink: 1 yellow ratio should look longer
at trials in which 4 yellow and 1 pink balls were sampled
than trials in which 4 pink and 1 yellow balls were sampled.
Conversely, infants who saw the experimenter sampling
from the 4 yellow: 1 pink population should show the
opposite looking pattern.

Results
A second observer, blind to trial order, coded 50% of the
infants offline. Interscorer reliability averaged 92%.
Preliminary analyses found no effects of gender, test trial
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Discussion

ability to integrate physical and psychological constraints in
their statistical computations (Denison & Xu, 2010a; Xu &
Denison, 2009). This evidence, from both looking-time and
action-based measures, is particularly impressive given the
extensive experimental findings suggesting that adults often
make faulty probabilistic inferences in a wide range of
experimental tasks (e.g., Tversky & Kahneman, 1974,
1981). Kahneman and Tversky find that adult judgments are
often hindered by the incorrect application of reasoning
heuristics when making probabilistic inferences. The infant
findings suggest that humans do have an intuitive, implicit
probabilistic reasoning mechanism.
Although we now have evidence of intuitive probabilistic
reasoning in 6-month-olds, it appears that 4-month-olds do
not share similar intuitions. Two classes of explanations
might account for this difference. One possibility is that our
task was simply too challenging for 4-month-olds and that
competence could be revealed in an even simpler task. For
example, they may have had difficulty tracking the sampling
behavior of the experimenter, or struggled to encode
displays with such a large number of balls. On the other
hand, encoding of the displays should be simple, as infants
were familiarized to the boxes on a number of trials and the
configuration of the boxes did not change throughout the
experiment. We will continue to investigate this possibility
in future work. A second alternative is that the 4-montholds’ failure could represent a true inability to make
generalizations from samples to populations.
If 4-month-olds do in fact lack this ability, it raises the
question of why and how it emerges at roughly 6 months.
Although we do not wish to commit to any strong claims
here, some speculations are in order. First, it is possible that
infants learn through experience that samples tend to reflect
populations. Between 4 and 6 months of age, infants may
accumulate evidence pointing to a relationship between the
samples and populations they encounter. For example, they
may notice that, day after day, when their mom gives them
items from a particular container, the items tend to be tasty.
After a number of exposures of this nature, they might
eventually make the inference that most items in this
container are tasty and thus the container might be filled
with a larger quantity of the sampled items. Of course, this
requires an initial ability to track regularities in the
behaviors of the people and objects in the infant’s
environment. Once infants gain enough evidence of the
predictive relationship between samples and populations,
they may begin to use their experience to make
generalizations in novel situations such as our task. It could
be the case that infants assume random sampling (i.e.,
strong sampling, see Tenenbaum & Griffiths, 2001 and Xu
& Tenenbaum, 2007) and that this is the basis for making
inferences given small samples. A second possibility is that
this probabilistic reasoning ability emerges through
maturation between 4 and 6 months.
Should the capacity to make basic generalizations from
samples to populations not emerge until 6 months, we must
consider the implications of this suggested developmental

We found that 6-month-old infants can make
generalizations from samples to populations in a
probabilistic inference task. When perceptual features are
equated in the displays and infants cannot react based solely
on perceptual mismatches, 6-month-old infants look longer
at the less probable sample of, for example, 4 yellow and 1
pink ball drawn from a mostly pink box than at a more
probable sample of 4 pink and 1 yellow ball. Four-montholds, however, did not show this pattern; they looked
roughly equally at both samples. This suggests that the
ability to reason about random sampling emerges at around
6 months of age.
One might question whether the current attempt to equate
perceptual features in the displays was adequate to rule out
the perceptual mismatch account. It is possible that, despite
efforts to draw attention to both boxes on stage, infants still
only attended to the sampled box and then simply reacted to
the mismatch between that box and the sample container on
the trials that were probabilistically less likely. In order to
assuage this concern, an analysis of infant scanning
behavior was performed. The analysis provided preliminary
evidence that infants of both ages did attend to both boxes
throughout the test trials and they looked a roughly equal
number of times at both boxes. This weakens the argument
that 6-month-old infants were simply reacting to perceptual
mismatches, as 4-month-olds appeared to attend to the same
perceptual information as 6-month-olds but did not show
differences in looking time between the probable and
improbable events. In future work we will include a more
detailed analysis of the looking behaviors, providing
duration of looks to both boxes and the sample container for
each age group.
The findings reported here, in combination with recent
evidence from a number of other experimental paradigms,
provide strong evidence for early competence in
probabilistic reasoning in young infants. In one study,
Teglas et al. (2007) found that 12-month-old infants can
correctly reason about single-event probability in a looking
time task. In this task infants were shown a lottery machine
on a computer screen with 3 identical objects and 1 different
object moving around in the machine. Infants were able to
reason that the 1 different object was more likely to exit the
machine on a random draw than 1 of the 3 identical objects.
In another study, Denison and Xu (2010b) used a choice
task to explore infants’ ability to make predictions about
single-event probability. In this task, infants were shown
two large populations of 4:1 desirable to undesirable objects
and 4:1 undesirable to desirable objects. The experimenter
removed a single occluded object from each population and
infants were able to identify and retrieve the hidden object
that was sampled from the population most likely to yield a
desirable object (e.g., if infants preferred a pink object, they
crawled/walked to the cup that contained an object drawn
from the population jar that was mostly pink). Finally, in
two studies using the Xu and Garcia (2008) probabilistic
inference task, 11-month-old infants have demonstrated the
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on general attentional mechanism—have generated a large
number of empirical findings, often pitting postulated
knowledge against statistical contingencies (e.g., Kuhl,
2000). However, neither of them can fully account for the
existing data, as we explain next.
Knowledge-rich approaches—those that attribute
meaningful performance to mental structures of some sort—
fall short when performance changes as a function of
miniscule changes in the task context. For example, how
could a knowledge-based account explain that the A-not-B
error disappears when the infant‘s posture is briefly changed
prior to a B trial (e.g., Smith & Thelen, 2003)? Or how
could it explain that toddlers pay attention to the solidity of
objects when the object is fully visible, but not when it is
hidden (e.g., Keen, 2003)? Of course one could always
postulate a new representation, schema, or belief for each
unique performance. Children might have implicit
knowledge of solidity, for example, but lack explicit
knowledge of this concept. However, this solution is neither
parsimonious nor predictive and testable.
On the other hand, knowledge-lean approaches—those
that attribute meaningful performance to the mind‘s ability
to extract statistical regularities—fall short in cases in which
children blatantly ignore even the most straight-forward
evidence. In particular, children appear blind to statistical
contingencies when they have an expectation that conflicts
with the statistical contingencies. For example, both
children and adults sometimes mistakenly expect two
variables to be correlated, leading to the phenomenon of
illusory correlations (e.g., Chapman & Chapman, 1969). Or
children fail to learn how two variables correlate if that
correlation does not match with their larger frame of
references (e.g., Kloos, 2007).
The current approach takes a step back and acknowledges
that performance is based on both a child‘s specific
expectations and a child‘s general ability to track statistical
contingencies. In fact, there might be much more that
matters in the immediate task context, including a child‘s
idiosyncratic history and readiness, details of the verbal

Abstract
When presented with a problem-solving task, children
sometimes fail to discern relevant pieces of information.
Instead, they base their judgment on irrelevant information,
sometimes ignoring corrective feedback. How could
experience highlight relevant information? Using insights
from complexity science, the current paper tests the
usefulness of adding instability, or noise, to a child‘s
experience. The idea is that an appropriate amount of
instability flattens the attractor space of mistaken
performance, allowing children to explore aspects of the
environment perhaps considered irrelevant. To test this idea,
we asked children between 4 and 9 years of age to place
beams on a fulcrum where they would balance. Instability
was conceptualized using beams for which the weight
distribution was difficult to discern. While 4- to 5-year-olds
and adults were unaffected by the noise manipulation,
possibly for different reasons, 7- to 9-year-olds balanced the
beams better when instability was at an intermediate level.
Keywords: cognitive development; science learning; torque;

Introduction
How does a child know what to pay attention to? For
example, how does a child know that a new word pertains to
the overall shape of an object rather than the color of it, or
the shape of some part of it? Or how does a child know that
two events are causally related? Answers to such questions
fall in one of two categories: (1) they assume that specific
top-down knowledge allows the child to sort messy
variation into relevant and irrelevant information1, or (2)
they assume that general attentional processes allow the
child to decipher rich statistical data2. Both types of
approaches—the focus on specific knowledge, or the focus
1

Example references include Gopnik et al., 2001; Gelman &
Markman, 1986; Carpenter, Call & Tomasello, 2005; Murphy &
Medin, 1985; Song, Onishi, Baillargeon & Fisher, 2008; Hamlin,
Newman & Wynn, 2009.
2
Example references include Sloutsky, 2003; Mix, Huttenlocher
& Levine, 2002; Smith & Samuelson, 2006; Gómez, 2002;
Saffran, Aslin & Newport, 1996.
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instructions, and apparently irrelevant arrangements of the
task materials. One could conceive of these factors as
aligning themselves in a ratio of constraints that make up
the attractor space of performance (cf., e.g., Spivey & Dale,
2004). In this terminology, consistent performance—such as
doing the same thing even as the external circumstances
change—reflects a deep attractor well. And inconsistent
performance, even when the task context stays the same,
reflects several very shallow attractor spaces that are easily
traded for each other.
There is one main advantage of the attractor approach:
questions about the relative contribution of an individual
factor—say, the contribution of a specific representation,
belief, or strategy—become superfluous. If all of the
relevant factors align themselves in an interdependent
network of constraints, the unique contribution of a single
factor cannot be determined empirically (cf., Guastello &
Guastello, 1998). Postulating an attractor approach allows
us instead to investigate the degree to which changes to the
attractor space lead to a successful change in performance.
We explore one specific perturbation to the attractor space:
namely, to flatten the attractor space by adding noise into
task context.
Noise is defined as any form of inconsistency or variation
in seemingly irrelevant features of the task. Intuitively, such
noise is considered to have negative effects on learning: it
might hinder a child‘s ability to pick up on relevant
variations. However, there are some findings that
demonstrate the benefit of noise (e.g., Gentner, Loewenstein
& Hung, 2007; Green Hall & Magill, 1995). Most notable is
a recent finding with a gear task (Stephen, Dixon, &
Isenhower, in press). Adults and children had to predict the
turning direction of the last gear in a chain, upon knowing
the turning direction of the first gear in that chain. Children
and adults alike arrived at a more sophisticated solution of
the task quicker when the task context featured more noise.
In particular, when the chain was moved randomly across
the computer screen (vs. standing still), participants more
readily switched from tracing each gear individually to
paying attention to the parity of the gears. The argument is
that the noise, and the resulting instability in the participanttask system, might make available otherwise unnoticed
contingencies.
The goal of the current study is to extend this rather nonintuitive finding to a new task domain and a new noise
manipulation. Children and adults were asked to balance
beams on a fulcrum such that the beam would not tip. This
task has rich statistical contingencies (e.g., moment-tomoment haptic feedback) and, at the same time, it is likely
to elicit children‘s prior beliefs (e.g., that beams balance at
their geometric middle, and not at its center of mass;
Karmiloff-Smith & Inhelder, 1975; Bonawitz, 2007). As
such, this task is likely to be affected by both top-down
knowledge and by bottom-up attention to statistical
structure. Could noise help children attend to relevant
information?

Previous research involving balance beams has explored
understanding of the weight-distance relationship by
manipulating both variables (e.g., Amsel et al., 1996;
Ferretti et al., 1985; Siegler, 1976). However, as a means of
noise manipulation, we used beams of uniform length yet
with difficult-to-perceive weight distribution. Initial
calibration testing revealed that preschoolers (N = 64 4- to
5-year-olds) performed at chance when judging the weight
distribution of beams that balanced 3cm off the geometric
middle. On the other hand, their judgment was above chance
for beams that balanced at the geometric middle, as well as
for beams that balanced 6cm off the geometric middle.
Attempting to balance the 3cm-beams is therefore likely to
increase the noise in the system. Note that this noise
manipulation differs in important ways from the noise
manipulation in Stephens et al.‘s gear task: rather than being
extraneous to the task (as was the case when the gear chains
moved across the screen), our noise manipulation pertains to
the relevant task contingencies per se (the relation between
perceived weight distribution and correct balancing point).
To what extent does such noise manipulation help learning?
There were three conditions that differed in the beams
presented to participants during the initial balancing trials.
In the all-noise condition, all uneven beams balanced 3cm
off their geometric middle. In contrast, in the no-noise
condition, all uneven beams balanced 6cm off their
geometric middle. Finally in the some-noise condition, half
of the uneven beams balanced 3cm off their geometric
middle, while the other uneven beams balanced 6cm off
their geometric middle. The crucial test was during the last
session of trials, which included 3cm-beams and 6cm-beams
for all participants. Note that participants in the some-noise
condition were given less experience with 6cm-beams than
participants in the no-noise condition. This allowed us to pit
noise against relevant experience.
To determine whether our manipulation works differently
across development, two groups of children were included:
preschoolers between 4 and 5 years of age, and elementaryschool children between 7 and 9 years of age. Adults served
as control group to gauge the endpoint of development.
While preschoolers were previously found to have a strong
geometric-center belief, 7- to 9-year-olds are more likely to
ignore the geometric center and focus instead on the center
of mass (cf. Karmiloff-Smith & Inhelder, 1975). Does this
difference in balancing success make a difference in how
children learn best?

Method
Participants
Participants were 64 4- to 5-year-old preschoolers (range =
4.5 to 5.5, M = 5.0 years, 28 girls, 37 boys) and 61 7- to 9year-old elementary-school children (range = 7.1 to 9.9, M =
8.6 years, 34 girls, 27 boys3). They were recruited from
3

Pilot data from this age group revealed no developmental
change in balancing performance, r(12) = -0.09, p < 0.47.
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urban and suburban daycare centers and elementary schools
serving racially diverse working- to middle-class families.
One 4-year-old was tested but excluded from the final
sample due to lost interest. In addition, adult data were
collected from 68 undergraduate students (M = 19.9, 49
women, 19 men), in exchange for course credit. Children
and adults participated in one of the three experience
conditions (all-noise, some-noise, no-noise), yielding
approximately equal number of participants and equal
gender distribution in each condition.

Design and Procedure
Children and adults were tested individually, either in a
quiet area of their school or in the lab. The experimenter sat
across from the participant, with the fulcrum placed
lengthwise between them. In an effort to maintain
participants‘ interest in the task, a cover story was used,
conveyed through a series of slides displayed on a Dell
laptop computer. Participants were told:
We‘re going to play a game with Penny the Poodle. You think
you can help Penny the Poodle balance stuff? She brought some
silly-looking things with her, and they are hard to balance. But
here‘s the thing, Penny the Poodle does not like it when the
beams fall down. Do you think you can help Penny the Poodle
balance the beams so that they don‘t fall? I want you to pick it
up and feel it and think first, and then put it up here where you
think it won‘t fall.

Materials
Twelve balance beams were constructed, each consisting of
two wooden containers attached to the opposite ends of a
rectangular piece of plywood. The containers were
approximately 10 cm long, 4.5 cm high and 6 cm wide, and
they weighed between 100 and 450 g4. The plywood piece
supporting two containers weighed about 100 g, and was 30
cm long and 10 cm wide. The fulcrum consisted of a metal
rod (2.5 cm wide, 2.5 cm tall and 56 cm long) attached to
wooden platform (61 cm long, 7.5 cm wide). Figure 1
shows three such beams, balanced on the fulcrum, each with
a different balancing point. The 0cm-beams balanced at their
geometrical center, and thus had an even weight
distribution; the 3cm-beams balanced 3 cm away from the
beam‘s geometrical center, and the 6cm-beams balanced 6
cm away from the geometrical center. There were three
different versions for each beam type: a light version (173g,
407g, and 436g, respectively), a medium version (387g,
431g, and 530g, respectively), and a heavy version (651g,
757g, and 825g, respectively). All beams were painted
uniformly white, with no visual indication about difference
in weight distributions. The desired mass of a container was
achieved by gluing lead weights and Styrofoam inside the
containers.

3cm Beam

The experimenter then demonstrated how to lift a beam
and orient it properly, without balancing the beam on the
fulcrum. Figure 2 shows a schematic of how a beam was
supposed to be held by the participant. Testing trials started
immediately. Superlab® software (Version 2.0) was used to
determine the order of beams and record participants‘
responses. For each trial, the experimenter first handed the
beam to the participant. In the case of uneven beams, care
was taken to counterbalance the orientation of the beam
(such that the heavier side was sometimes in the right and
sometimes in the left hand of the participant). The
participant was first asked to wield the beam with two hands
to determine if one side of the beam was heavier, and, if so,
which side was heavier. Without providing any feedback,
the participant was then asked to balance the beam on the
fulcrum in such a way that it would not fall. The
experimenter recorded the initial placement of the beam
using small markings drawn surreptitiously along the height
of the plywood plank. Once the beam was placed on the
fulcrum, the participant was allowed to slide the beam from
left to right until the beam balanced. After maximally two
minutes, a new trial started (i.e., if the participant could not
balance the beam within two minutes, the trial was
terminated and the child was encouraged to ―try another
beam‖).

6cm Beam

0cm Beam

Figure 1: Three types of beams balanced on a fulcrum;
0cm, 3cm or 6cm away from the geometric center.

Figure 2: Schematic view-from-above of how
children were asked to balance a beam.
There were six consecutive sessions, with the last session
being identical across conditions: This last session was
designed to test the effect of experience gained during the
first five sessions (it included three 3cm-beams and three

4

The desired mass of a container was achieved by gluing lead
weights and Styrofoam inside the containers.
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6cm-beams). In the all-noise condition, each of the first five
sessions included two 3cm-beams and two 0cm-beams,
resulting in ten beams of each type across the five sessions.
Conversely, in the no-noise condition, each session included
two 6cm-beams and two 0cm-beams (again resulting in ten
beams for each type across the five sessions). Finally, in the
some-noise condition, each session included one 3cm-beam,
one 6cm-beam, and two 0cm-beams per session, resulting in
ten even beams and five of each of the asymmetric beams
across the five sessions. Note that the total number of beams
during the five sessions stayed the same in all three
conditions, with half of the beams being even, and with half
of the beams being uneven. The only difference was
whether the noisy 3cm-beam was included or not. Order of
beams within a session was randomized, and each session
was followed by a short break during which participants
were told that they reached the next level in the activity.

quadratic effects of beam type, Fs > 40.9, ps < .001. Note
that mean judgments of 3cm-beams did not exceed chance
for preschoolers, t < 1.1 (all other mean judgments were
above chance, ts > 4.3). And while the difference in adults‘
judgment success between 0cm- and 3cm-beams was
marginally significant, t = 1.95, p < .08, all other pair-wise
difference to the 3cm-beams were significant.

Results
Each trial yielded two scores, one to reflect whether the
mass distribution of a beam was judged correctly (i.e.,
weight judgment), and one to reflect the initial placement of
the beam on the fulcrum (i.e., beam placement). For weight
judgments, responses were coded according to whether the
two sides of the beam were judged as equal in weight
(correct for even beams) or not equal (correct for uneven
beams). Judgment data was missing for 12 out of the 5,018
trials across participants.
For beam placement, performance was coded in terms of
the absolute distance between actual placement of the beam
and correct balancing point. Placing even beams at the
geometric center yields a placement error of 0cm, and
placing uneven beams at the geometric center yields a
placement error of 3cm and 6cm, respectively. Placement
data was missing on 14 of the 5,018 trials. Note that placing
uneven beams on the lighter side of the beam would yield a
very large error. This latter beam placement never occurred
for the 6cm-beams, and it occurred seldom for the 3cmbeam. Thus, using the absolute error is likely to inflate only
the error for even beams (when error is expected to be low
to start with), but not the error for uneven beams.
We first present a series of preliminary analyses (1) to
confirm that the weight distribution of 3cm-beams was
difficult to detect and (2) to uncover possible learning
effects during the five initial sessions. We then turn to the
main analysis of describing performance in the sixth and last
session, to assess the effect of our noise manipulation.

Figure 3: Mean proportion of correct weight judgment,
separated by beam type and age group. Error bars reflect
standard errors.
Breaking it down by session, weight judgment of 3cmbeams did not improve from the first to the last session. For
example, when comparing the combined success rate of
weight judgment in the first two sessions with that of the
combined fourth and fifth session, performance for each age
group and condition remained unchanged, ts < 1. Thus, the
weight distribution of 3cm-beams was indeed more difficult
to judge than the weight distribution of the other beams—
giving credibility of our noise manipulation.
How did placement performance change across the first
five initial sessions? Recall that all children had the same
number of even beams during the first five sessions of the
experiment. Considering only the placement error for even
beams, a session-by-age ANOVA revealed no significant
main effects of session or age, nor a significant session by
age interaction. Across sessions, mean placement error (in
cm) was very low, with M = 0.46cm for 4- to 5-year-olds, M
= 0.32cm for 7- to 9-year-olds, and M = 0.49cm for adults.
For uneven beams (3cm- and 6cm-beams), recall that
conditions differed in the kinds of beams presented during
the initial five sessions. There were no 6cm-beams in the
first five sessions of the all-noise condition, and there were
no 3cm-beams in the first five sessions of the no-noises
condition Figure 4 shows the mean placement error of these
beams across the first five sessions. A series of trend
analyses revealed that learning (i.e., improved placement
across sessions) took place only for the 6cm-beams placed
by 7- to 9-year-old and adults, F(1,38) > 24.0, ps < .001.
Note that 4- to 5-year-olds had higher overall placement
errors than 7- to 9-year-old children, who in turn had higher
overall placement errors than adults. Finally, condition did
not have a noticeable effect on placement performance

Preliminary Analyses
The first preliminary analysis pertains to whether the weight
judgment for 3cm-beams was lower than the weight
judgments of the other two beam types (0cm- and 6cmbeam). Figure 3 shows the mean proportion correct weight
judgments for each beam type, separated by age group. As
expected, judging the weight distribution of 3cm-beams was
more difficult than of the other two beam types. Repeatedmeasure ANOVAs, one for each age group, revealed large
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Our goal was to determine whether experience infused with
some instability (or noise) leads to learning. The task was to
balance beams on a fulcrum, and the crucial manipulation
was whether participants were given experience with ‗noisy‘
beams, those which had a difficult-to-perceive weight
distribution (3cm-beams). Our findings show the predicted
effect for 7- to 9-year-olds. In this age group, children who
were exposed to some of the noisy beams made fewer errors
balancing the 6cm-beams in the final testing session than
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(no-noise condition) or only 3cm-beams (all-noise
condition). In fact, final balancing performance of 6cmbeam in these latter conditions did not differ from each
other. This suggests that placement error of 6cm-beams was
high, whether children had a lot of experience with 6cmbeams or none at all. Placement error only decreased when
children were exposed to some 3cm-beams.
Note that participants started out with a similar degree of
placement errors, independently of condition. Second, there
was no effect of condition on children‘s placement of 3cmbeams during the final session of trials. Therefore, the effect
of condition on the placement of 6cm-beams in the final
session of trials cannot be attributed to differences in initial
competence or differences in overall improvement. Instead,
results suggest that the moderate amount of noise,
introduced by the 3cm-beams, highlighted relevant
information in the task. Put another way, the moderate
amount of noise might have flattened the attractor of the
belief that visually symmetrical beams balance at their
geometric center, allowing children to explore the less
salient haptic information of weight distribution.
Why did our manipulation fail to affect preschoolers and
adults? For adults, the issue might be a ceiling/floor effect:
balancing performance of 6cm-beams might have been too
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the last session, separated by condition and age group. Error
bars show standard errors.
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during the initial five sessions: For example, whether
performing in the all-noise condition or the some-noise
condition, 4- to 5-year-olds placed most of the 3cm-beams
between two and three cm off the correct balancing point.

Figure 4: Placement performance for each age group of
uneven beams across the five training sessions.

Main Analysis
For the main analysis, we looked at participants‘ placement
of the beams during the last testing session: when the task
was to balance three 3cm-beams and three 6cm- beams. The
main question pertains to whether our noise manipulation
affected the placement error of 6cm-beams. Figure 5 shows
the mean absolute error for this beam type during the last
session.
One-factor ANOVAs, one for each age group, revealed a
quadratic effect of condition for 7- to 9-year-olds, F(2, 58) =
3.2, p < .05 (see red circle in Fig. 5). Children in the somenoise condition had smaller placement errors (M = 2.3cm)
than children in the no-noise condition (M = 3.1cm) or
children in the all-noise condition (M = 3.6cm). In fact,
whether children in this age group were exposed to no noise
or only noise, placement errors were equally high. The same
effect of condition was not observed for 4- to 5-year-olds
(their mean error was uniformly high, independent of
condition) not was it found for adults (their mean error was
uniformly low). These findings show that noise, in the
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successful to pick up on a possible effect of condition. The
steep learning curve during the initial five sessions supports
this conclusion. Furthermore, adults were quite successful at
judging the weight distribution of 3cm-beams—possibly
reducing the degree of perceived noise. In contrast,
preschoolers had considerable difficulty judging the weight
distribution of 3cm-beams: their performance was a chance.
This might have introduced too much noise in their
experience, reducing the potential benefits of noise in the
learning context. These speculations support the idea that
the benefits of noise might follow a U-shaped trajectory: too
much noise might hurt learning, as does too little noise—at
least when learning includes overcoming misconceptions.
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used geometrical shapes. In an A:B::C:D paradigm,
children were influenced by the type and number of
perceptual distractors. Thibaut, French, and Vezneva
(2010b) studied the role of the semantic association
strength between items making up the A-B and C-D pairs
with 4- and 5-year-old children. They hypothesized that
younger children, having more limited cognitive resources,
would have more difficulty solving problems in which the
A-B items and the C-Target pairs were weakly associated.
In a classic A:B::C: ? paradigm with four possible
responses, they compared weak and strong analogies (i.e.,
analogies in which the items of the A-B and C-D pairs
were weakly, or strongly, associated) and manipulated the
number of semantic distractors (1 or 3). Their results
revealed a difference between weak and strong analogies,
especially when the number of distractor items was high
(i.e., three). This is compatible with the idea that a greater
number of related distractors would be harder to inhibit
(and thus, ignore) than a single semantic distractor.
Interestingly, strong analogies were largely unaffected by
the number of distractors, most likely because the relations
between A- B and C-D item pairs were sufficiently strong
that they were not interfered with by the semantic
distractors. In contrast, when the problem involved weakly
associated items, mapping the A-B pair onto the C-D pair
requires more than simply accessing the obvious semantic
dimensions of the items.
For this reason, we consider analogy-making to be a
search through a space of features and potential relations.
The number of relations holding between any A-B pair is
potentially large because, depending on the context, any
number of different relations might be relevant (see
Murphy and Medin, 1985; Chalmers, French & Hofstadter,
1992; Hofstadter et al., 1995; French, 1995; Mitchell,
1993; Thibaut, 1991; 1997). As mentioned above, the
structure of the search space and the presence or absence
of competing non-analogical solutions have an effect on
the search, especially for young children, who have greater
difficulty handling the cognitive load associated with a
more elaborate search of the space of possible solutions.

Abstract
The present study uses eye-tracking technology to track
differences in how children aged 5 and 8, and adults explore
the space of possible answers to a semantic analogy problem.
The main results were that adults looked more to A and B
than to C and Target and that they start with A and B before
looking at C and D. For children, the pattern was very
different. They spent significantly more time than adults on C
and the Target item (or distractors) and less on A and B. In
addition, children start with an evenly distributed exploration
of the stimuli before progressively converging on the CTarget relation.
Keywords:
Analogy-making,
development,
strategies, eye tracking executive functions.

Introduction
Extensive work suggests that analogy-making, in the
sense of understanding and/or generating relations
between objects or situations in the world, is a cognitive
ability that develops only gradually (Gentner, 1988,
Goswami, 1992).
There are two main explanations of the development of
the ability to make analogies. First, analogy-making can be
explained in terms of the gradual increase of children’s
structured knowledge of the world (Goswami & Brown,
1990; Vosniadou, 1995; see Thibaut, 1999, for a general
overview of conceptual development). According to
Goswami (1992, 2001), it is only the lack of conceptual
knowledge in one of the domains involved in the analogy
that prevents children from deriving the correct analogies.
This view attaches little or no particular importance to
processing constraints.
An alternative explanation,
however, is based on the development of children’s
executive functions, and more particularly to their
inhibition capacities and their cognitive flexibility. This
explanation provides an explanation of observed analogymaking behavior for problems in which salient
associations come immediately to mind, but are, in fact,
irrelevant to the current analogy problem or when salient
distractors are present in the solution set (Richland,
Morrison, and Holyoak, 2006; Thibaut, French, &
Vezneva, 2010a and b).
In order to test the role of executive functions in
analogy-making in children, Richland, Morrison, &
Holyoak (2006) used scene analogy problems consisting
of pairs of scenes illustrating relations between objects.
When there were distractors perceptually similar to the
focal item in the base scene, children made more errors
than when the distractors were perceptually dissimilar
from the focal item. Thibaut, French, Vezneva (2010a)

Goals of the present paper
The purpose of the present contribution is to study the
development of analogy making with a combined set of
measures – namely, the percentage of correct answers, the
locus of the errors, and eye tracking measures – in a task
in which we manipulate the number of distractors and the
semantic strength in the A-B pairs and the C-D pairs (see
Thibaut et al. 2010b). By means of an eye-tracker, we
were able to record exactly where participants looked in
their quest for a solution, which allowed us to develop a
better idea of how a solution to a particular problem arose.
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These measures of performance and eye-gaze position
are well suited to the study of cognitive control, in general,
and to the integration of the various sources of information
that are available during the task. Richland et al. (2006)
and Thibaut et al. (2008 or 2010b) used a “percentage
correct” measure to assess performance. They were not
able to directly address the question of how the search of
solution-space actually took place, that is its temporal and
dynamic dimensions. In Experiment 2 in Thibaut et al.
(2010a), the authors were able to make some progress on
this front by recording RTs, as well as percentage-correct
responses. However, eye-tracking was the tool needed to
study these search strategies correctly.
Most models of analogy making for problems of the
A:B::C:? type assume there is a mapping process between
items. It is often thought that they first have to find the
relation between A-B and then they search for a solution,
D, such that when this relation is applied to C, it produces
D. This is also described as mapping the A term onto the C
term and the B term onto a D term (see French, 2002;
Gentner & Forbus, 2010, for reviews).
It is clear that the knowledge approach (Goswami, 2001)
does not make explicit predictions regarding the processes
that are involved. Even the executive function approach
falls short of a good description of the temporal dynamics
of how an analogy is found, particularly the temporal
dynamics leading to a solution.
The temporal dynamics of children’s and adults’
explorations of solution-space during analogy-making
currently remain, to a large extent, unexplored. How the
mapping process is organized, how children explore the
set of stimuli that compose the task (i.e., the base, the
target and the other items composing the proposed solution
set) to come up with a solution, etc. are largely unknown.
In an eye-tracking study of analogy-making using scenes
from Richland et al. (2006), Gordon & Moser (2007)
found that adults initially focused on the actor-patient first
in the source image (analogous to our A and B items) and
then looked for the solution in the target image (analogous
to our C and D terms).
However, to the best of our knowledge, eye tracking has
not been used developmental studies of analogy making.
How long do participants study each type of stimulus
(Base, target, distractors)? Do children and adults have the
same looking profiles? Crucially, how much time is spent
on each stimulus with respect to the time course of a trial?
For example, do children first spend their time looking at
A-B before they analyze C and the potential solutions? As
mentioned above, it is often claimed that structure
mapping starts with the determination of the relation
holding between A and B which is later applied to C and
D. For example, for Leech, Mareschal & Cooper (2008),
solving an A:B :: C: ? analogy involves first extracting an
a priori relation, R, between A and B and then applying
this relation to find a D that goes with C. This so-called
“relational priming” view depends on the existence of
context-independent features and relations.
Eye-gaze transitions between stimuli (e.g., gaze focus on
item A followed by a gaze focus on item C) provide
crucial information regarding the organization, if any, of
the search. We recorded the eye movements of children
aged 5 and 8 and adults who were asked to solve semantic

analogies containing none or 1 semantically related
distractor. The idea behind the 0 distractor case was to
study the organization of the search when the solution
becomes more obvious. Analogies were constructed
around weakly or strongly semantically associated pairs.
For example, man-plate is a weakly associated pair
(people eat from plates) or bird-nest, a much stronger,
immediately accessible association.

Experiment
Participants
Seventy-one participants took part in this experiment: 26
5-year-old children (M = 5;7 months), 25 8-year-old
children (M = 8;8), and 20 adult university students (M =
21;7). Informed consent was obtained from parents for the
children.
Materials
The experiment consisted of 14 trials, divided into 2
practice trials and 12 experimental trials. A 2x2 design
was used with Association strength (Weak or Strong) x
Number of distractor (0 or 1).The design of each trial was
of the A:B::C:? type. There were three trials per condition.
Each trial consisted of 7 drawings: items A, B and C and
the solution set that was composed of a row of 4 drawings
that included the analogical match and three distractors.
There was either 1 distractor that was semantically related
to C and 2 unrelated distractors (1-Distractor condition) or
3 distractors that were semantically unrelated to C (0Distractor condition). We systematically varied the
positions of the solution and distractor items in the
solution set (see Figure 1).
The strength of the semantic association between pairs of
words and their corresponding picture was determined by
university students. They were asked to rate to what extent
each item of a pair made them think of the other. It was
stressed that the task was to rate how strongly the two
items were associated in their mind. The ratings were on a
1-to-7 scale. On the basis of these results, we were able to
construct pairs of stimuli that were either strongly related
or weakly related. In the strongly associated condition, the
semantic association strengths for the strong pairs (A-B,
C-D, C-semantic distractor) was significantly higher than
the corresponding strengths for the pairs in the weak
condition.
The experiment was run with E-prime software. We
used a Tobii T120 to record participants’ gazes.
Procedure
Two experimenters saw the children individually at their
school in a quiet room or at the university for the adults.
Participants were seated in front of the Tobii screen. For
each participant, the experiment started with a calibration
phase which followed the protocol specified for the
apparatus.
Each trial began when the experimenter pressed the
space-bar. The 7 stimuli for each trial were displayed
simultaneously. The A:B pair and the C item were shown
in an array with the first two items grouped together to the
left of the screen. The C item was alone on the right of the
screen and next to C there was a box with a question mark.
The four solution items were displayed on a separate row,
beneath the A B C ? row. Children were asked to point
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to the item in the lower row that best completed the series
of items in the upper row (cf. Goswami & Brown, 1990).
The first two trials were training trials and children
received feedback: the experimenter explained in what
terms the Target was the correct solution and incorporated

the relation holding in the A-B pair in his/her
demonstration. The reaction times were recorded by the
experimenter who started timing at the beginning of each

Weak association/Semantic distractor

Strong association/semantic distractor

?

analogical

semantic

unrelated

?

unrelated

analogical

semantic

unrelated

unrelated

Figure 1: Example of strong and weak analogies with a semantically related distractor in the solution set . In the 0 distractor conditions,

the semantically related distractor was replaced by an unrelated foil.
trial. Participants were instructed that they were to point
to the stimulus on the screen corresponding to their choice
“as soon as they had found the solution”. They were told
that they were to point to only one stimulus per trial. The
experimenter stopped timing the participant when he/she
pointed to a solution.
Afterwards, children’s understanding of the semantic
relation between A and B and between C and D was
assessed. They were shown the A:B pairs and were asked
why the two items of each pair went together. The same
was true for the C-D pairs. This was done for the 12 trials
of the experiment.

correct. These results confirm previous results obtained by
Thibaut et al. (2010b) in which the presence of distractors
decreased performance. They also confirm that analogies
based on weaker associations between A and B and
between C and D were more difficult than analogies based
on strongly associated pairs.
In this experiment, we were primarily interested in the
distribution of looking times on the 7 stimuli composing
the task. First, the analyses that will be presented were
done only on “correct” trials (i.e., in which the correct
answer was given). Indeed, it is difficult to figure out what
happens in “error” trials: children might have failed
because they answered randomly, or ignored some of
items shown or whatever. In order to perform this analysis,
we first defined a criterion to include data in the analysis.
Indeed, there were a number of cases in which participants
looked away from the screen during a trial or in which
participants, especially 5-year-olds, were correctly looking
at the screen but their gazes were not recorded for various
reasons (reflections on glasses, body movements,
suboptimal orientation of the Tobii screen). These
difficulties are well known with this technique
(Duchowski, 2007). We discarded a trial from the data set
when more than 20% of looking times were missing for
this trial. With these criteria (correct trials and trials with
more 80% or more of looking times), we kept 8 five-yearolds, 15 eight-year-olds, and 19 adults. We lost many
young participants because they made more errors and had
more “20%-or-more” trials resulting in more empty
conditions.
We ran a 4-way mixed ANOVA on the resulting data
with Age (5, 8, adults) as a between factor and Association
Strength (weak, strong), Number of Distractors (0, 1), and
Items (A, B, C, Target, Distractor – semantically related in
the 1-distractor condition, absent in the 0-distractor
condition) as within factors. Of central importance are the
interactions between Age and the other factors.
There was a main effect of Association strength, F(2,
39)=11.15, p<.005,  2 = .22, with longer looks in the weak
condition than in the strong condition (M = 0.98s and .81s,
respectively). This is compatible with our hypothesis that

Results
We conducted several analyses: performance (number of
correct responses), looking times for each of the 7 stimuli
defining a trial, and the first-order transitions between the
stimuli (i.e., the time spent between the stimuli A and B or
between A and C).
Performance was measured as the percentage of valid
relational matches. As in previous papers (see Thibaut et
al., 2010b) we eliminated all trials in which either the
children did not understand the semantic relation between
the A and B items or between the C and D items. Indeed,
we wanted to avoid cases in which failure would result
from an absence of the relevant knowledge.
We ran a 3-way mixed ANOVA on the data with Age (5,
8, Adults) as a between factor and Association strength
(strong vs. weak) and Distractor-type (0 or 1 semantic
distractor) as within factors.
As expected there was a main effect of age, F(2, 68) =
37.58, p < .0001,  2 = .52, a main effect of number of
distractors, F(1, 68) = 78.2, p < .0001,  2 = .53, a main
effect of association strength, F(1, 68) = 5.4, p < .05,  2 =
.07, and an interaction between number of distractors and
age, F(2, 68) = 15.57, p < .001,  2 = .31. This interaction
results from the virtually perfect performance for the 3 age
groups in the 0-distractor condition compared to the much
worse performance (< 60% correct) in the 1-distractor
condition for 5- and 8-year-olds, whereas adults were 97%
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in the weak case, the search is more open. There was a
main effect of Age, F(2, 39)=84.66, p<.0001,  2 = .81, of
Items, F(6, 234)=136, p<.00001,  2 = .78, an interaction
between Items and Age, an interaction between
Association strength and Items. Both were subsumed by a
triple interaction between Association strength, Age and
Items, F(12, 234)= 2.38, p<.01,  2 = .11 (see Figure 2).
There was also an interaction between association strength
and distractors and a triple interaction between
Association strength, number of distractors and Age, F(2,
39)=4.21, p< .05,  2 = .17. We will concentrate on the
triple interaction between Association strength, Items and
Age. Figure 2 shows that 5- and 8-year-olds spent much
more time on C and D than on A and B which is not the
case for the adults. This important result suggests a major
difference between children and adults while exploring the
stimuli. As Figure 2 shows this does not mean that
younger children spend less time on the A-B pair than
adults but, rather, that they tend to spend relatively more
time on C and D than on A and B, whereas the adults tend
the distribute their looking times more evenly on these two
pairs. This is consistent with the idea that they first try to
find the stimulus that goes with C and might be less
concerned with information regarding A and B. Note that
the difference between children and adults was not due to
the fact that adults did spend less time, overall, exploring
the stimuli. As mentioned above, there was no difference
between children and adults for A and B. Note also that
the 0-1 distractor conditions are fused in this interaction,
thus the value that is reported for D is a mean from 0 and 1
distractor trials.
Figure 2 also reveals that adults spend less time on the
unrelated distractors than younger children in the case of
weakly associated analogies. This is consistent with our
hypothesis that in this case, the search space is broader and
that children are required to explore it more thoroughly to
find a solution and take more time to reject these solutions
than adults who, very quickly disregard the unrelated
distractors.
We performed the same analysis as above, but divided
each trial into 3 time slices. The main purpose was to

time slice. In this particular analysis, we discarded the 5year-olds. Because of the missing data (due to the fact that
we concentrated on correct trials, less frequent in this
group, and because; also each empty cell, more frequent
for younger children, meant that the corresponding
participant was lost in the analysis), only 5 children
remained in the data set. However, overall their data
profile was very similar to that of the 8-year-olds. In order
to simplify the design, we also removed the unrelated
stimuli from the analysis and the no distractor condition.
The latter was done in order to concentrate on the conflict
between the Target solution and the semantically related
distractor. (The interested reader should contact the first
author to receive the complete analysis). We ran a 4-way
mixed ANOVA on the resulting data with Age (8, adults)
as a between factor and association strength (weak,
strong), items (A, B, C, Target, Distractor) and Slice (1st,
2nd, 3rd) as within factors. We were mainly interested
seeing if there was an interaction involving Age and Slice.
There was a main effect of Age, Slice, Items, five double
interactions (Slice x Age, Items x Age, Slice x Association
strength, Slice x Items, Association strength x Items). We
will not describe them here for the sake of brevity.
The main result was an Age x Slice x Items triple
interaction, F(8,176)=4.77, p < 0.001,  2 = .18. Figure 3
clearly shows one major difference between the two age
groups. Adults spend the majority of their time exploring
the A-B stimuli, then the time they devote to these two
stimuli decreased in favor of C and the Target in slices 2
and 3. By contrast, 8-year-olds distribute their lookingtime across the 5 items relatively evenly in the first slice,
and then they progressively converge on C and D, whereas
B and the distractor receive less of their attention. Adults,
by contrast, show two distinct peaks of attention, the first
one on A and B, and the second one on C and D.

Figure 3: Age x Items x Slice interaction. Items A, B, C and T
(Target) and D (Distractor).

Figure 2: Interaction between Age, Items and Association
strength. T, D and U stands for Target, Distractor and Unrelated
respectively.

Finally, we analyzed the first-order transitions between
items. For example the AB transition is the time spent
looking from A to B or the reverse. Note first that the

compare the age groups in terms of their allocation of
search time on each type of stimulus as a function of the
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entire set of possibilities is a 7 x 7 matrix, that is 49
possibilities for each of the 4 conditions included in our
design (e.g., weak-no distractor condition, weak-1distractor condition). Most of these transitions occur very
rarely, if at all (e.g. a transition between A and an
unrelated distractor). Overall, the transition times were
much shorter than the looking times to the stimuli
themselves. In fact transitions correspond to saccades
between stimuli. Thus, more saccades means longer
looking times devoted to transitions. We decomposed the
problem into 2 separate analyses. In the first one, we
evaluated the number of AB, BC, CT transitions (T is the
Target item) as a function of Age, number of distractors,
and association strength. We ignored the AC and BT
transitions which rarely appeared in the data. The second
analysis was performed on transitions between stimuli in
the data set. We will not present these data. We ran a 4way mixed ANOVA on the data with Age (5, 8, adults) as
a between factor and Association strength (weak, strong),
number of distractors (0, 1), and Transitions (AB, BC, CT)
as within factors. Results revealed main effects of Age,

at the expense of the other items and, only later, do they
converge on the C-D pair. This transition is clear cut. By
contrast, children first allocate their attention evenly
across the various items and converge progressively on
C and the solution.
To recapitulate, performance measures in this
experiment confirm Thibaut et al. (2010b) which showed
that the presence of distractors decreased performance
and that “strong” analogies were easier to solve than
“weak” analogies. This result is not predicted by
Goswami and Brown’s (1990) purely knowledge-based
account of analogy-making. The strength of an
association should not matter, only the knowledge of it.
The eye-tracking results showed that adults did not
spend the same proportion of time on the different types
of stimuli as children did. In fact, adults spend much
less time on C and the Target item than children, which
is consistent with the idea that they first analyze the A-B
pair and generalize quickly on the basis of this analysis
(see Thibaut et al., 2010a for a similar proposal). It is
important to note that adults spend less time on the
unrelated distractors than 5-year-olds in the weak
analogy case (see Figure 2). This is compatible with our
idea that weak analogies define a broader space in which
solutions do not come to mind immediately.
Consequently, younger children must explore this space
more completely in order to find the solution (note that
this condition is more difficult for them than the strong
case). By contrast, adults do not need this exploration
time to discard the unrelated distractor items.
This was confirmed by our analysis of the time slices
(see Figure 3). At the beginning of a trial, children
distributed their time evenly across the five types of
items (A, B, C, T (target), semantic Distractor) and
converge progressively on the CT pair (slice 3). Slice 2,
compared to Slice 1, showed a more uneven profile for
the 8-year-olds compared to the Adults. Slice 3 shows
convergence on C and Target and less attention paid to A
and to the Distractor. The allocation of time in Slice 2
and 3 is not the same since only Slice 3 displayed the
peak on C and the Target. For adults, however, the
pattern of exploration is markedly different from that of
children. There is a sharp contrast between the large
amount of time allocated to A and B compared to the
time allocated to C, Target and distractor in slice 1.
Adults then converge sooner on C and the Target (slice
2) than children. This is consistent with the idea that
adults first try to interpret the relation between A and B
and map it later on C and Target. Children, by contrast,
explore the space more evenly, and converge
progressively on the C-Target pair. With children, we
did not find any evidence of the same clear cut “first A-B
then C-Target” pattern that we found in adults.
In addition, the analysis using transitions showed an
analogous pattern. Children allocated the same amount
of time to the 3 types of transition whereas adults had
more AB transitions than CT transitions. Again the latter
result is consistent with the idea that adults first try to
interpret A-B, and do not need many transitions to find
the Target that has the equivalent relation with C. This
was not the case for children (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Age x Transition interaction. The analysis was
restricted to the AB, BC and CT transitions (T = Target).

F(2, 68) =3.4, p < 0.05,  2 = .1, Transitions, F(2,
136)=14.9, p<.0001,  2 = .18, a significant Age x
Transitions interaction, F(4, 136)=12.7, p < .0001,  2 =
.27, and a significant Association strength x Transition
interaction, F(2, 136)= 7.1, p< .005,  2 = .09. The Age x
Transition interaction shows that adults spent more time
going from A to B than going from C to the Target (Figure
4). By contrast, children distribute the transitions more
evenly. Interestingly, the AB transition gets more attention
as age increases and the CT transitions less. Again, this is
compatible with the idea that adults first analyze the A-B
pair and once they have found the semantic relation
holding between them, they apply it very quickly to C and
T (target).

General discussion
The present experiment was the first attempt that we
are aware of to characterize the development of analogy
making with eye tracking measures. (Gordon & Moser,
2007, involved only adult participants.) We were able to
follow the unfolding of the search from the presentation
of the analogy problem to the decision itself. Our results
suggest that adults initially pay attention to the A-B pair
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This pattern of results, we believe, is compatible with
the executive function account. The task that we used
here is a classical paradigm in the study of analogy
which focuses on C and the target but requires the
integration of A and B in the search process. This is
perfectly done by adults who seem to organize their
search around the relation between A and B. By contrast,
children seem to organize their search around C and D
(the central point in this task) and pay less attention to AB. Particularly, at the beginning, they are unable to focus
on particular stimuli and distribute their attention evenly
across stimuli. In other words, they are less able to
inhibit their attention to particular stimuli. At the end of
their exploration, they still pay more attention to C and
the distractor than adults who focus on the target.
How does this relate with models of analogy making?
Leech et al. (2008) recently proposed a “relational
priming” model in which analogy making in children is
explained in terms of a priming of the C-Target relation
by the AB relation. Interestingly, this model has been
devised to account for A:B::C:? data. While, at least for
strong analogies, the model might be applied to the adult
case, in the sense that they first analyze A and B and
apply the relation to C and Target (although we cannot
confirm that it is a priming phenomenon), we found no
evidence of such a “first find AB relation, then apply it
to C” pattern in children. By contrast, they pay more
attention to C and D at the beginning of the analogy
making process. We believe that the executive function
view provides a better framework to account for the data.
Children pay more attention to distractors or unrelated
stimuli than adults.
In conclusion, we have presented work that compare
children’s and adults search profiles in with different
types of analogy problems and found major differences
between adults and children. In the future, it will be
interesting to reconstruct more precisely the trajectories
of the different groups and to compare the patterns
obtained for correct and wrong answers.
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Abstract

A recent meta-analysis investigating whether spatial skills
such as MR are malleable revealed that spatial skills can be
trained, and that positive results of training can last over
time and can be transferred to both near and far tasks (Uttal,
et al., under review). Further, the meta-analysis showed that
training leads to the greatest effect sizes when participants
are children under age 13. Relative to research in training
MR in adults, the benefits of training children have been
less clearly defined. However, identifying the methods that
lead to improved spatial skills particularly in young children
is necessary in order to make greater strides in bridging
gender and socioeconomic gaps that are present at very
early ages.
Differences in MR skills are evident early on. Levine and
colleagues (1999) found that even among preschoolers, boys
performed more accurately than girls on a two-dimensional
spatial task requiring mental rotation and/or translation. In a
more recent study, Levine et al. (2005) reported that sex
differences on spatial tasks in elementary school children
varied as a function of socioeconomic status (SES). In
higher- and middle- SES groups, the study replicated the
common sex difference finding: boys performed more
accurately than girls. However, in the lower-SES group,
boys and girls performed equally (and more poorly than the
other children) on the spatial tasks. The authors suggest that
lower-SES families may have less access to spatially
relevant toys and activities and thus neither boys nor girls
have well developed spatial skills. In contrast, higher- and
middle- SES families do have access to such stimulation.
However, boys are more likely than girls to engage in
spatial activities (e.g., play that promotes the development
of spatial skill such as block building and playing video
games). The fact that the sex difference was present in only
certain groups of children suggests that engaging in spatial
activities during childhood might contribute to the
commonly reported male advantage for MR.
One such spatial activity is computer game play. Training
studies that incorporate computer games have been found to
improve mental rotation skills across gender and age groups.
Both women and men showed improved mental rotation
skills following longitudinal spatial computer game play
that involved rotating two-dimensional blocks to fit within a
pattern (Terlecki, Newcombe, & Little, 2008). Computer
game training using a spatial game of weights and pulleys
eliminated sex differences altogether in adolescents
(McClurg & Chaille, 1987). Thus, computer games offer a
unique opportunity for investigating spatial training

We report the effects on accuracy and reaction time at a
mental rotation task for four year old subjects who were either
given practice rotating objects on a computer screen by
turning a joystick or gesturing about rotating objects on a
computer screen. We found that training children to gesture
about rotation improves performance on MR. Children who
were given practice rotating objects with a joystick do not
show the same level of RT improvement as children who
either gestured about movement or who simply practiced the
task over the course of the experiment without any training.
Keywords: mental rotation, gesture, embodied cognition,
preschoolers.

Introduction
In a typical Mental Rotation (MR) task, a subject is shown
two stimuli, a comparison stimulus and a rotated stimulus,
and is asked to respond as quickly and as accurately as
possible as to whether the two stimuli are rotational variants
or not. Reaction Time (RT) data from such studies show
that subjects are increasingly slow to respond correctly as
the level of angular disparity between the rotated stimulus
and the comparison stimulus increases (e.g., Shepard &
Metzler, 1971). This data pattern suggests that subjects are
actively constructing mental representations of the stimuli
and are executing mental emulations of physical rotation.
One other common finding involving mental rotation is that
men outperform women on a variety of mental rotation tasks
(e.g., see Linn & Petersen, 1985 for a classic meta-analysis).
A more recent study replicating this finding also found that
men use a strategy involving actually mentally rotating
stimuli, whereas women have a tendency to use analytic
strategies that do not involve physical rotation (Geiser,
Lehmann, & Eid, 2006). In other words, men tended to be
“rotators” who used a strategy of mentally rotating objects
to solve spatial problems, whereas women tended to be
“non-rotators” who used feature matching or other strategies
not reliant on mental transformation of the objects. There
are also individual differences in MR ability, regardless of
gender.
These gender and individual differences are important,
given the relation of spatial skills such as mental rotation to
success in STEM (science, technology, engineering and
math) disciplines. Spatial skills predict STEM interest and
achievement as well as entry into STEM careers, even after
controlling for verbal and mathematical skills, (e.g., Wai,
Lubinski, & Benbow, 2009).
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methods since they are effective at increasing spatial skills
among both males and females, they are increasingly
becoming more available to a range of SES groups, and they
are a popular source of entertainment among children.
In many video games, an individual manipulates their
field of view or an object on the screen, often through
rotating a joystick. Moulton and Kosslyn (2009) have
argued that MR is an instance of mental emulation––a
process that involves activation of visual and motor systems
that overlap with cognitive resources that would be used to
actually manipulate 3D objects. In fact, a number of studies
have shown that movement can interfere with MR. For
example, Wexler, Kosslyn, and Berthoz (1998)
demonstrated that the speed of mental rotation is affected by
the direction, angle and speed at which participants rotate
their hands while doing an MR task. This suggests that
perhaps training subjects to move in certain ways could
have positive effects on MR performance. In fact, training
involving using a joystick to rotate two-dimensional figures
increased MR performance and eliminated sex differences
in adolescents (Weidenbauer & Jansen-Osmann, 2007).
Training effects observed by Weidenbauer and colleagues
extended to a somewhat broader range of contexts than only
those experienced during training.
Hand gestures, a specific type of movement, have also
been studied with respect to MR. Analyses of people’s
spontaneous production indicates that people tend to gesture
when talking about MR tasks (Chu & Kita, 2008). Further,
5 year old children perform better on a simple twodimensional MR task if they gesture about movement
during their explanations than if they do not, and boys are
more likely to gesture about movement during an MR task
than are girls (Ehrlich et al., 2006). Gesturing not only
reflects a young child’s knowledge of the MR task, but it
can also play a role in changing that knowledge. Recent
findings suggest that children who were told to produce
gestures that mimicked physical rotation were more likely to
profit from instruction on a 2-D MR task than children who
were told to point at the objects that needed to be mentally
rotated (Zinchenko, et al., 2010). What remains to be seen
is whether gesture (representational movement) and joystick
rotation (actual movement) are equally useful in improving
children’s MR performance.
Thus, the current study examines these two possible
training methods. One group of children (rotation training
condition) used a joystick to rotate a rotated animal picture
to face right-side-up next to a comparison animal picture.
Another group of children (gesture training condition) were
instructed to gesture how they would rotate the rotated
animal picture to face right-side-up next to the comparison
animal picture. These two types of training allowed us to
investigate how MR training impacts young children using
either transitive action (e.g., manually rotating a joystick) or
more abstract representational action (e.g, gesture the
movement needed to match the orientation of a rotated
animal picture into right-side-up alignment with another).
We hypothesized that engaging in rotation movement, either

manual rotation or gesturing rotation, would improve spatial
performance, whereas engaging in a verbally focused
computer task (no training condition) would not elicit
spatial improvement to the same degree. The question of
interest here involves the relative effectiveness of actual
rotation vs. gesture. On one hand, children in the rotation
condition receive visual feedback during training—they
could see the object rotating as well as the outcome of
having rotated the object. On the other hand, children in the
gesture condition might visualize the rotation (as well as
having the positive benefit of engaging the motor system),
as they cannot see the objects move. To address whether
actually moving the objects or gesturing the movement is
more beneficial to mental rotation skill, we compared preto posttest performance for the two groups on the trained
task as well as well as on a transfer task, as well as reaction
time on the trained task.

Method
Participants
Sixty-three four-year-old children participated in this study.
Participants were recruited from Chicago and nearby
suburbs. Participants were randomly assigned to either the
rotation training condition (N=20, 11 girls; M=4.49 years,
SD=0.36 years), the gesture training condition (N=22, 10
girls; M=4.59 years, SD=0.49 years) or the no training
condition (N=21, 11 female; M=4.50 years SD=0.38 years).

Design and Procedure
The experiment followed a pretest-training-posttest
paradigm. Children were randomly assigned to one of three
training conditions, described in detail below. Children
completed some of the activities on a PC with a 17”
monitor. Input devices included a two-button child-friendly
mouse and a sidewinder precision joystick.
Pretest During the pretest, all children first completed the
Child Mental Transformation Task (CMTT; the transfer task
in this particular experiment), then the Mental Rotation Task
(MROT; the trained task in this particular experiment).
All children first completed 12 trials of the CMTT
(Levine, et al., 1999). The task presents a child with two
halves of a 2-D shape that has been cut by its vertical line of
symmetry. The two halves are rotated and/or translated
apart from one another. Children are shown four possible
target shapes and are asked which shape would be made if
the two halves were put together. This task is often used to
study MR and spatial visualization skills and strategies in
preschool children. In the current study, we did not train
children using the CMTT; it serves as a transfer task
measure.
Children then moved onto the pretest section of the
trained task. The Mental Rotation Task, or MROT, requires
children to decide as quickly and accurately as possible
whether two animals, presented side by side on a PC screen,
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are walking in the same direction (once they’re both on their
feet). The picture on the left (comparison picture) is on its
feet and facing either right or left. The picture on the right
(rotated picture) is presented in one of four angular
disparities relative to the comparison picture. The rotated
picture (when turned to be on its feet) was identical for the
12 ‘same’ trials and was mirror-reversed for the 12
‘different’ trials. Children were asked to answer “same” if
the (rotated) animal on the right side of the screen would be
walking in the same direction or in a different direction than
the (comparison) animal on the left side of the screen
(already on its feet). 12 practice trials were administered to
ensure understanding of the task, and children received
feedback. Following these trials, 24 pretest trials were
administered with no feedback. On each test trial, two
images of the same animal (either an elephant, fox, alligator,
cow, leopard, or horse) were presented simultaneously.
Each trial started with a presentation of a grey fixation
square followed by the two drawings and a prompt for the
child to respond by pressing a “same” or “different” button.
On the first trial, the experimenter pointed to the pictures
on the screen and said, “This game shows two animals on
the screen. One of them is turned, and you have to decide
whether the two animals are going the same direction or
different directions. This one (pointing to the rotated animal
on the right) isn’t on its feet. If we turned it on its feet, does
it look the same as this one (pointing to the comparison
animal on the right)? Are they going the same direction or
different directions? Try to pick the answer as fast as you
can.” The children were asked to click the left (blue) button
on the mouse if both animals were heading in the same
direction or the right (red) button on the mouse if the
animals were heading in different directions.

In the gesture training condition, the experimenter
introduced the training phase by saying, “This time the
animals are always facing the same direction, but one of
them is turned around and not on its feet. Help the animal
that is turned around to get right-side-up and on its feet by
using your hand to rotate him around so the animal matches
the first one on its feet, like this (experimenter demonstrated
a grabbing and rotating gesture near the animal).” Children
were instructed to touch their hand to the screen and show
how they would rotate the animal to move it on its feet. 36
trials, 12 with incorrect/correct feedback followed by 24
without feedback, were administered. In the gesture
training condition, the rotated animal picture on the right did
not actually move during training.
An unrelated game was used as a filler task for children in
the no training condition. In one trial of this activity, a letter
falls from the top of the screen to the bottom of the screen.
The task requires the child to select and click the letter that
follows the falling letter on a child-size keyboard before the
letter hits the bottom of the screen. The program ran for 10
minutes (the approximate time of the rotation and gesture
training conditions).
Posttest At posttest, all children completed 48 trials of the
MROT with novel animal stimuli that had not been seen at
pretest or during training (bear; donkey; dog; pig; tiger;
goat; camel; lion; rhinoceros; deer; sheep; raccoon).
Children were first reminded of the directions and then were
asked to complete the task as quickly and accurately as
possible. Following the MROT (trained task), children
completed 12 novel trials of the CMTT (transfer task).

Results

Training Each subject was randomly assigned to one of
three training conditions: rotation training condition, gesture
training condition, or no training condition.
In the rotation training condition, the experimenter
introduced the training phase by saying, “This time the
animals are always facing the same direction, but one of
them is turned around and not on its feet. Help the animal
that is turned around to get right-side-up and on its feet by
rotating the joystick until the animal matches the one on its
feet. See, if you turn the stick to the right, the animal moves
that way, and if you turn the stick to the left, the animal
moves that way. Make sure you turn the animal so that both
of them look exactly the same. Try to match them up as fast
as you can.” Using a joystick to manipulate the stimuli,
children were instructed to click the center (green) button on
the joystick when they felt the two animals matched. 36
trials, 12 with correct/incorrect feedback presented
immediately after the green button was clicked, followed by
24 without correct/incorrect feedback, were administered.
In the rotation training condition, the animal picture on the
right actually moved in response to the child’s joystick
rotation.

Accuracy on Trained Task (MROT)
Raw accuracy data for the MROT at pretest and at posttest
are presented in Table 1. Since previous studies have found
that simply practicing mental rotation improves
performance (see Baenninger & Newcombe, 1989), we
predicted that all subjects would improve from pretest to
posttest. Average accuracy on the MROT at pretest was
66.07% (SE=2.25%); accuracy at posttest was 71.92%
(SE=2.26%), a significantly higher score (t(62)=3.31,
p<0.01). All subjects became more accurate at the MROT
from pretest to posttest, regardless of condition.
To investigate the relative improvement from pretest to
posttest by condition, we first calculated 4 change scores
(one for each angular disparity) for each subject by
extracting standardized residuals from a linear model
predicting posttest accuracy from pretest accuracy. These
change scores represent each subject’s improvement from
pretest to posttest relative to all other subjects (similar to a
z-score), accounting for accuracy at pretest. As such, they
provide information about the benefit of each training
condition relative the others. We entered these change
scores into a repeated-measures ANOVA with Condition (3:
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rotation training, gesture training, no training) and Sex (2:
male, female) as between subjects variables and Angular
Disparity (4: 157.5, 122.5, 67.5, 22.5) as a within subjects
variable. Age was entered as a covariate.

each subject, by only including RTs within 2 standard
deviations of each subjects’ mean, figured separately for
pretest and for posttest. Raw RT data (for trials meeting
these criteria) for the MROT at pretest and at posttest are
presented in Table 3. Log-transformed RT scores
(calculated in the service of normalizing skewed RT data)
are used in all analyses and subsequent calculations
presented in this section.

Table 1: MROT accuracy, percent correct (SEM).

Pre
Boys
Post

Rotation
training

Pre
Girls
Post
Pre
Boys
Post

Gesture
training

Pre
Girls
Post
Pre
Boys
Post

No
training

Pre
Girls
Post

Angular Disparity (in degrees)
157.5 122.5
67.5
22.5
46
56
71
67
(11)
(9)
(9)
(9)
67
67
74
79
(7)
(6)
(7)
(7)
47
56
66
74
(7)
(7)
(9)
(8)
42
54
68
77
(6)
(5)
(5)
(5)
61
76
82
88
(10)
(6)
(6)
(5)
74
76
86
92
(5)
(5)
(5)
(6)
41
71
72
82
(10)
(8)
(9)
(8)
59
77
83
90
(9)
(7)
(6)
(5)
58
75
70
84
(7)
(9)
(11)
(9)
63
71
79
83
(5)
(4)
(4)
(5)
43
58
76
73
(8)
(7)
(7)
(7)
53
65
77
81
(4)
(4)
(3)
(4)

Table 2: MROT RT (ms) at pretest (SEM).

Pre
Boys
Post

Rotation
training

Pre
Girls
Post
Pre
Boys
Post

Gesture
training

Pre
Girls
Post
Pre
Boys
Post

No
training

We found a main effect of Condition on change scores,
F(2, 56)=3.85, p<0.05. Planned contrasts using the
Bonferroni correction showed that, relative to subjects in the
no training condition (M=-0.28, SE=0.15), subjects in the
gesture training condition (M=0.30, SE=0.15) improved
more from pre to posttest. Rotation training condition
change scores (M=-0.04, SE=0.15) did not significantly
differ from either of the other conditions, and are
intermediate in terms of the other two conditions. Since
everyone improved from pretest to posttest, subjects in the
rotation training condition, who had scores close to zero,
can be thought of as “average improvers”. Similar to zscores, a change score of zero represents average
improvement. In contrast, subjects in the no training
condition improved least, and subjects in the gesture
training condition improved most. This difference between
gesture and no training conditions was significant. These
findings all controlled for age, and no other main effects or
interactions in the ANOVA were significant.

Pre
Girls
Post

Angular Disparity (in degrees)
157.5
122.5
67.5
22.5
6592
4264
5615
4732
(1646) (1106) (1489) (1026)
2877
3451
2668
3084
(484)
(582)
(509)
(591)
7474
6281
5558
5727
(2230) (1673) (1088) (1114)
4789
5586
5171
5012
(889)
(879)
(881)
(850)
4655
4350
4405
3965
(776)
(563)
(688)
(549)
3262
2898
2982
2562
(625)
(516)
(601)
(399)
7129
6807
6446
5699
(1042) (1152) (1011)
(945)
2182
1995
1849
1789
(474)
(296)
(296)
(326)
7543
6883
6589
5357
(1696) (1167) (1113)
(790)
2453
2858
2326
2151
(737)
(728)
(592)
(572)
4330
3974
3056
3140
(691)
(978)
(628)
(304)
2617
2217
2383
2242
(294)
(258)
(298)
(2330

We predicted an overall practice-effect type of increase in
reaction time on the MROT from pretest to posttest.
Overall average RT at pretest was 5256 ms (SE=389 ms)
(logRT: M=3.65, SE=0.03); overall average RT at posttest
was 3022 ms (SE=257 ms) (logRT: M=3.38, SE=0.04).
Overall, logRT (and thus RT1) decreased with practice on
the task (t(62)=6.43, p<0.001).
To investigate the relative improvement from pretest to
posttest by training condition, we calculated 4 change scores
(one for each angular disparity) for each subject by
extracting standardized residuals from a linear model
predicting posttest RT from pretest RT2. As with the
accuracy change scores reported above, RT change scores
represent each subject’s improvement over time relative to
all other subjects (like a z-score), and also account for
accuracy at pretest. With RT, though, negative change

Reaction Time on Trained Task (MROT)
Reaction Times (RTs) were analyzed only for trials where
subjects responded correctly. We also removed outliers for

1
2
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Analyses using raw RTs found the same pattern of results.
LogRTs were used in the actual calcuations.

scores represent relatively greater speed improvement while
positive change scores represent relatively less speed
improvement. As with accuracy, we entered these RT
change scores into a repeated-measures ANOVA, with
Condition (3: rotation, gesture, control) and Sex (2: male,
female) as between subjects variables, and Angular
Disparity (4: 157.5, 122.5, 67.5, 22.5) as a within subjects
variable. Age was entered as a covariate. The GreenhouseGeisser correction was used to account for non-sphericity of
the change score data3.
We found a main effect of Condition, F(2, 49)=3.80,
p<0.05. Planned contrasts using the Bonferroni correction
revealed a significant difference between change scores for
chidren in the gesture training condition (M=-0.28,
SE=0.19) and change scores for subjects in the rotation
training condition (M=0.44, SE=0.21).
There was a
marginally significant difference (p<0.08) between the
rotation condition and the no training condition (M=-0.22,
SE=0.19), and no difference between the gesture and control
conditions. Recall that, with RTs, negative change scores
represent relatively greater speed improvement. Though all
participants got faster from pretest to posttest, RTs of those
who practiced actually rotating objects during training
improved least from pre to posttest. In contrast, either
gesturing about the physical rotation of objects during
training or completing an unrelated control task resulted in
relatively greater speed improvement from pretest to
posttest.
However, this finding is qualified by a significant Sex x
Condition interaction, F(2, 49)=5.52, p<0.01. ANOVAs
including Condition and Angular Disparity and controlling
for Age were calculated, separately for boys and for girls.
The ANOVA for boys did not reveal any significant main
effects or interactions (no training M=-0.57, SE=0.31;
gesture M=0.23, SE=0.28; rotation M=0.11, SE=0.37, all
ps>0.30). In other words, boys got faster on the MROT
from pretest to posttest, but none of the training conditions
showed any significant benefit over the other with respect to
RT. This suggests a pure practice effect for boys’ speed in
MR. In contrast, the ANOVA for girls showed a significant
main effect of Condition, F(2, 26)=10.15, p<0.001. Girls in
the no training condition had average change scores of
exactly 0.00 (SE=0.25). The speed of girls who were in the
no training condition (and so simply practiced MR over the
course of the experiment) improved; this represents a
baseline for girls’ speed improvement. RTs of girls in the
rotation training condition showed a trend toward being
significantly higher (indicating relatively less improvement
in the case of RT; M=0.82, SE=0.23; p<0.08) than girls in
the no training condition. There was not a significant
difference between gesture training condition change scores
(M=-0.73, SE=0.26) and no training condition change
scores (p>0.15).
However, there was a significant
difference between the gesture and rotation training
conditions (p<0.001). This result indicates that, for girls,
gesturing about rotation, compared to practice physically
3

rotating objects with a joystick, results in increased speed
for performing the mental rotation task (MROT). These
findings suggest that girls in the rotation training condition
may have become somewhat dependent on seeing the
outcome of rotating objects during training. Conversely,
gesturing about rotation may be particularly apt for helping
girls to visualize the outcome of rotations, resulting in a
rather large relative improvement in RT on the trained
mental rotation task.

Accuracy on Transfer Task (CMTT)
Raw accuracy data for the CMTT at pretest and at posttest
are presented in Table 3. We first asked whether practicing
MR during the MROT (in pretest and posttest for all
participants, and also in training for subjects in the rotation
and gesture training conditions) increased accuracy on the
CMTT. The CMTT focuses on MR, but is 2-D and
presented on paper instead of on a computer screen. It also
uses black outlines of shapes instead of realistic stimuli like
pictures of animals, and sometimes calls for spatial
translation instead of or in concert with rotation. As such, it
is a near transfer task. At pretest, across all subjects,
accuracy on the CMTT task was 40.61% (SE=2.04%);
accuracy at posttest was 50.66% (SE=2.92).
This
improvement was significant, t(62)=4.23, p<0.001.
Table 3: CMTT accuracy (percent correct) at pretest and
at posttest (SEM).

Rotation
training
Gesture
training
No
training

Boys
Girls
Boys
Girls
Boys
Girls

Pretest
38 (5)
42 (4)
44 (6)
38 (4)
40 (6)
39 (5)

Posttest
54 (7)
55 (8)
65 (5)
53 (8)
40 (7)
36 (4)

To see how the training conditions differentially affected
accuracy on the CMTT, we calculated change scores for
each subject by extracting standardized residuals from a
linear model predicting posttest CMTT accuracy from
pretest CMTT accuracy. Greater change scores represent
relatively greater improvement on the transfer task from
pretest to posttest. Change scores were entered into an
ANOVA with Condition (3: gesture, rotation, control) and
Sex (2: male, female) as between subjects variables and Age
as a covariate. The ANOVA only revealed a main effect of
Condition, F(2, 56)=8.18, p<0.001. Change scores for
subjects in the rotation condition (M=0.20, SE=0.20) and
for subjects in the gesture condition (M=0.43, SE=0.20)
were significantly better than change scores for subjects in
the no training condition (M=-0.64, SE=0.20). Change
scores for the gesture and rotation conditions were not
significantly different from one another. In other words, the
additional practice on the MROT that subjects in the gesture
and rotation training conditions received improved their

RT data was non-spherical in general, at pretest and at posttest.
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Discussion
In terms of accuracy on a MR task, children who got
practice gesturing about rotating objects improved most
from pretest to posttest, compared to children who
participated in an unrelated task during the training session.
Children who had practice actually rotating objects showed
average improvement compared to the other conditions.
Interestingly, children in both of the gesture training and no
training conditions got faster at MR from pretest to posttest,
while RT for children in the rotation training condition did
not improve as much from pretest to posttest. This pattern
of findings suggests that a) training children to gesture
about rotation improves performance on MR; b) giving
children practice physically rotating objects may lead them
to become somewhat dependent on this physical rotation—
these children do not show the same level of RT
improvement as children who either gestured about
movement or who simply practiced MR over the course of
the experiment.
In terms of transfer, children who
participated in either training condition showed relatively
greater improvement on a non-computer MR task than did
children who did not receive any training. In this case, it is
difficult to say whether the training conditions had any
benefit besides exposing children to more practice on the
task. In this study, we did not find any effects of angular
disparity on learning—subjects improved equally for
rotations at each of the four angular disparities. With one
exception, discussed below, we did not find sex differences
as far as training benefits.
In our study, girls were especially likely to show faster
RTs when they were given practice gesturing about rotation.
Previous studies have shown that boys are naturally more
likely to gesture about rotation and also that spontaneously
gesturing about the rotating objects is positively associated
with performance on an MR task (Ehrlich et al., 2006). This
suggests that encouraging (particularly girls) to embody
concepts of rotation and to express those concepts by
gesturing improves their MR performance.
Future research could address whether gesture vs. rotation
training transfers to tasks that are farther from MR, but still
related. Future research could also investigate how long the
positive effects of training last. Lastly, studies could be
conducted that delineate the mechanisms behind gesture and
manual rotation in improving mental rotation and other
spatial skills.
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Abstract

In this paper we present a formal model of communication and prove that even under highly restricted conditions
recipient design is intractable. This proof of intractability of
recipient design establishes that even though recipient design
can make intention recognition tractable, the computational
demands of recipient design are such that the speed of everyday communication is not yet explained. This finding indicates that communicators must exploit constraints to make
recipient design tractable, and in the second part of the paper we illustrate a methodology suitable for identifying such
constraints.

Understanding the communicative intentions of others based
on their behavior can be seen as an ‘inference to the best explanation’, a.k.a. abduction. As abduction is often an intractable
task, it has been suggested that communicators alleviate the
work of an addressee by performing recipient design, adapting their behavior to the presumed beliefs and knowledge of
the addressee. In this paper we show that communicators performing recipient design inherit the computational load of their
addressees. Thus, recipient design in itself cannot explain the
speed of everyday human intentional communication.
Keywords: Bayesian network; communication; recipient design; simulation; abduction; inference; NP-hard; tractable.

Introduction

Computational-level Models

Humans have the ability to understand the intentions underlying communicative actions of others. This is a remarkable
ability given that intention recognition involves reasoning
from effects (observed actions) to their likely causes (hypothesized intentions) and is therefore best seen as a form of ‘inference to the best explanation’, a.k.a. abduction (Levinson,
2006; Sperber & Wilson, 1995; Baker, Saxe, & Tenenbaum,
2009; Charniak & Goldman, 1991; Peirce, 1931–1966; Lipton, 2004). Computational models of abduction are notorious for their computational intractability, meaning that the
inferences postulated by these models require exponential
amounts of time (Abdelbar & Hedetniemi, 1998; Thagard
& Verbeurgt, 1998; Kwisthout, 2010; Blokpoel, Kwisthout,
van der Weide, & van Rooij, 2010; Bylander, Allemang,
& Tanner, 1991; Nordh & Zanuttini, 2005). Evidently, intractable models cannot explain the speed of intention recognition as we observe in everyday communication.
It has been suggested that the computational demands of
intention recognition in human communication could be alleviated through recipient design, in which communicative
actions are constructed according to what addressees are supposed to know and believe (see Box 1; Sperber and Wilson
(1995); Grice (1989); Clark (1996)). This idea is generally
consistent with theoretical work showing that intention recognition can be tractable given specific constraints (Blokpoel et
al., 2010), and with empirical work qualifying the conditions
under which recipient design is used (Clark, 1996; Keysar,
Barr, & Horton, 1998; Newman-Norlund et al., 2009). However, the idea also raises a so far neglected question: If recipient design is assumed to make intention recognition tractable
for addressees, does it not simply move the computational
load from the addressee to the agent generating the communicative action?

In this section we present a formal computational-level model
of communication based on the Bayesian Inverse Planning
(BIP) model of action understanding by Baker et al. (2009)
and on the statistical learning model by Shafto and Goodman (2008). Empirical evidence presented by these authors
shows that these models seem to capture fundamental principles underlying intention recognition and recipient design
respectively. Our model of communication combines these
two models and will as a result inherit some of their simplifying assumptions. Consequently, our analyses will yield at
worst a lower bound of the computational demands posited
by more general models of communication.
The communication model we present assumes that a communicator generates communicative behavior by choosing
actions to achieve certain goals. These goals can be divided in two types: instrumental (e.g. ‘make the mosquito
go away’) and communicative (e.g. ‘signal the taxi driver to
come here’). Because some actions can lead to the achievement of more than one (type of) goal (e.g. ‘waving one’s
hand’ can make a mosquito go away, but also signal a taxi
driver), recognizing communicative intentions involves abduction. Furthermore communicators also perform recipient
design, choosing their actions on the basis of world states,
instrumental goals and communicative goals, but also on the
basis of a prediction of the likely inferences their audience
could make given the action sequence they intend to produce.
These characterizations of R ECIPIENT D ESIGN and I N TENTION R ECOGNITION can be summarized by input-output
mappings. A communicator generates a sequence of actions
that will (a) most likely lead to the achievement of the instrumental goals and (b) will lead his/her audience to attribute the
correct communicative goals to the communicator’s behav-
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Box 1: An illustration of recipient design.
To illustrate recipient design, consider the following example. Bob and Mary are chatting, while suddenly Bob’s favorite
composition by Bach sounds faintly in the background. Bob wants to communicate three things to Mary:
i. He wishes her to be quiet;
ii. He wants her to listen to the music;
iii. He wants to signal he is listening to the music.
Now suppose that Bob knows that Mary knows they both enjoy Bach very much. To communicate (i), (ii) and (iii) to her he
might simply just put his finger in front of his mouth (a).

(a) Bob-Mary

(b) Bob-Ann

(c) Bob-Ann

Placed in a different situation talking to Ann, Bob might communicate differently. He knows Ann likes to keep talking and
that she is not interested in music. He put his finger in front of his mouth to signal Ann to be quiet (i), but he also closes
his eyes to tell her he is listening (iii) (b). To emphasize he is listening (iii) even more, Bob then tilts his head slightly
and puts his finger up in the air, signaling Ann to pay attention and listen to the music (ii) (c). [Illustrations by Bas Maes.]

R ECIPIENT D ESIGN
Input: A Bayesian network B = (N, Γ), a value assignment gI for GI and a value assignment gC for GC encoding the communicator’s goals.
Where, S, A, GI , GC ∈ N; the probabilistic dependencies
in N are illustrated in Figure 1; and Γ is an arbitrary conditional probability distribution over N.
Output: A value assignment a to A, such that a =
argmaxa Pr (A = a | GI = gI ) and I NTENTION R ECOG NITION (B , a, s) = gC , or ∅ if no sequence of actions a
is possible. Here s = argmaxs Pr (S = s | A = a), i.e. the
most likely states s to follow from the actions.

ior. This inference is based on the probabilistic dependencies
between actions and world states (including how these dependencies change over time) and zero or more instrumental goals and one or more communicative goals. The addressee infers a combination of communicative goals that best
explains the observed communicative behavior given what
he/she knows about the probabilistic dependencies between
actions, goals and world states (including how these dependencies change over time).
We define the following variables that we use to formalize the input-output mappings for R ECIPIENT D ESIGN and
I NTENTION R ECOGNITION.1

I NTENTION R ECOGNITION
Input: A Bayesian network B = (N, Γ), similar as in
the Recipient Design network, a value assignment a for
A and a value assignment s for S encoding the observed
actions and states.
Output:
The most probable value assignment gC to the communicative goals GC , i.e.
argmaxg Pr (GC = gC | S = s, A = a),
or
∅
if
Pr (GC = gC | S = s, A = a) = 0 for all possible values for GC .

• S = {S1 , . . . , ST }, a sequence of T state variables that can
encode values of state sequences s;
• A = {A1 , . . . , AT −1 }, a sequence of T − 1 action variables
that can encode values of action sequences a;
• GI = {GI1 , . . . , GI j }, a set of instrumental goal variables
that can encode the values of the communicator’s instrumental goals gI ; and
• GC = {GC1 , . . . , GCk }, a set of communicative goal variables that can encode the values of the communicator’s
communicative goals gC .

Recipient Design is Intractable
To investigate the computational (in)tractability of R ECIPI ENT D ESIGN we adopted complexity-theoretic proof techniques (see e.g. Garey and Johnson (1979)). Using these

1 In

the Bayesian formalism capital letters denote variables,
whereas small letters denote values; bold letters denote sets of variables or values, whereas non-bold letters denote singletons.
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S1

S2

A1

GI1

...

S3

A2

...

GIj

GC1

even more demanding than the simplified R ECIPIENT D E SIGN function.
Though Result 1 serves to illustrate the non-trivial nature
of explaining the speed of communication, we certainly do
not wish to suggest that it is in principle impossible to explain
the speed of communication in everyday life. Result 1 merely
establishes that a computational explanation of the speed of
communication will require that one incorporates one or more
explicit hypotheses about situational constraints that make the
(otherwise intractable) recipient design task performed by a
communicator tractable. In the next section we present and
illustrate a methodology that communication researchers may
adopt to model and test the validity of such constraints.

ST

...

AT-1

...

GCk

Figure 1: The Bayesian network showing the dependencies
between the variables in the R ECIPIENT D ESIGN and I NTEN TION R ECOGNITION models. Arrows denote dependencies,
e.g. if Bob has his eyes open (St =‘Bob eyes open’), then
closes his eyes (At =‘close eyes’), then St+1 has a high probability of Bob having his eyes closed (Pr(St+1 =‘Bob eyes
closed’|St =‘Bob eyes open’, At =‘close eyes’) = 0.9).

A Method for Identifying Tractability
Conditions
In order to find constraints on the input domain of R ECIPI ENT D ESIGN that render the (restricted) model tractable, we
adopt methods derived from parameterized complexity theory
(Downey & Fellows, 1999; van Rooij & Wareham, 2008).
Parameterized complexity theory is an extension of classical complexity theory motivated by the observation that it is
sometimes possible that an NP-hard function M : I → O can
be computed by algorithms whose running time is polynomial in the overall input size n and non-polynomial only in
some aspects of the input called input parameters. In other
words, the main part of the input contributes to the overall
complexity in a “good” way, whereas only the input parameters contribute to the overall complexity in a “bad” way. In
such cases, the function M is fixed-parameter tractable for
that respective set of parameters. The following definition
states this idea more formally.

techniques, we proved the following (see online supplementary materials for the full proofs2 ):
Result 1. R ECIPIENT D ESIGN is NP-hard.
This result implies that there does not exist any algorithm
that can compute the recipient design input-output function in
polynomial time for all its inputs (i.e., a time upper bounded
by some function nc where n is a measure of input size and
c is some constant).3 In other words, all algorithms solving
R ECIPIENT D ESIGN will run in exponential time or worse for
a non-empty set of inputs (i.e., a time at best upper bounded
by some function cn , where n is again a measure of input
size and c a constant). As exponential time algorithms run
unrealistically long for all but very small inputs they are generally considered computationally intractable (Garey & Johnson, 1979). To illustrate this point, consider an exponentialtime algorithm running in a time proportional to 2n . Such an
algorithm would need to make on the order of 1,000,000,000
computational steps for an input of size n = 40, which is more
milliseconds than there are in a millennium.
Our NP-hardness result is quite sobering, given that the recipient design model already incorporates several simplifying
assumptions. For instance, the model assumes communicators have perfect (probabilistic) knowledge of the world and
the audience; states and goals are probabilistically independent; and there is no higher-order reasoning by communicator and audience about each other’s beliefs(Verbrugge, 2009;
Shafto & Goodman, 2008). This means that Result 1 probably underestimates the computational complexity of recipient
design under less restricted conditions—i.e., other more general models of recipient design may well be computationally

Definition 1. Fixed-parameter (fp-) tractability. Let M :
I → O be an input-output function with input parameters
k1 , k2 , . . . , km . Then M is said to be fixed-parameter tractable
for parameter-set K = {k1 , k2 , . . . , km } if there exists at least
one algorithm that computes O for any input of size n in time
f (k1 , k2 , . . . , km )nc , where f (.) is an arbitrary computable
function and c is a constant. If no such algorithm exists then
M is said to be fixed-parameter intractable for parameter-set
K.
Note that if an intractable function M is fp-tractable for
parameter-set K, then M can be efficiently computed even for
large inputs, provided only that all the parameters in K are
small. This means that if M is postulated as an explanation of
the functional form of the input-output mapping computed by
a given process, then the speed of that process in certain situations can be explained by postulating that the parameters in
K are small exactly in those situations (see also van van Rooij
and Wareham (2008)). This strategy for rendering (otherwise
intractable) theories tractable has been successfully applied in
various domains (van Rooij, Evans, Müller, Gedge, & Wareham, 2008; Müller, van Rooij, & Wareham, 2009; Wareham,
Evans, & van Rooij, 2010; van Rooij, 2008; van Rooij, Stege,
& Kadlec, 2005), including the Bayesian Inverse Planning

2 http://www.dcc.ru.nl/

˜irisvr/suppl2011.pdf
interpretation assumes that the P 6= NP conjecture is true.
This mathematical conjecture is unproven to date, but widely believed by mathematicians on both theoretical and empirical grounds
(Fortnow, 2009; Garey & Johnson, 1979).
3 Our
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model (Blokpoel et al., 2010). In the next section we report
on our investigation of parameters that do and do not render
R ECIPIENT D ESIGN tractable.

as R ECIPIENT D ESIGN (Result 1)—in that its computation
requires superpolynomial time. Result 4 shows that I NTEN TION R ECOGNITION can be computed efficiently even for
large inputs provided only that two parameters |GI | and |GC |
are both relatively small. As both these parameters seem to be
under the control of the communicator, Result 4 presents the
first formal explication of the hypothesis that a communicator
may make the task of the audience to infer his/her intentions
easier and even tractable.
Note furthermore that relative to the parameters that we
consider (i.e., {|GI |, |GC |, |A|}), Result 3 and 4 combined
show that the parameter set {|GI |, |GC |} is not only sufficient but also necessary for fp-tractability. That is, I NTEN TION R ECOGNITION is fp-intractable for all proper subsets
of the {|GI |, |GC |, |A|} and for other subsets that do not include {|GI |, |GC |}.
Having identified constraints that a communicator may utilize to render I NTENTION R ECOGNITION tractable, a natural
question to ask is whether recipient design is tractable under
these same constraints. The following result shows this is not
the case.

What Makes Recipient Design Tractable?
The R ECIPIENT D ESIGN model has several parameters that
we will consider for our fixed-parameter (fp-)tractability
analyses. Table 1 gives an overview of these parameters and
their example values in the illustration in Figure 2. Proofs of
all these results can be found in the Supplementary Materials
published online.4
Parameter
|GC |
|GI |
|A|

Description
The number of communicative
goals
The number of instrumental goals
The number of observed or planned
actions

Value
3
0
2

Table 1: Overview of the parameters, the given value is based
on the Bob-Ann example in Box 1.

be quiet

i'm
listening

listen

close
eyes

Result 5. R ECIPIENT D ESIGN is fp-intractable for the parameter sets {|GI |, |GC |}, {|GI |, |A|} and {|GC |, |A|} .
Result 5 shows that R ECIPIENT D ESIGN is strictly more
difficult than I NTENTION R ECOGNITION, as the former is
not tractable under conditions that make the latter tractable.
It also means that the computational intractability of recipient design cannot be attributed solely to the complexity of
simulating the audience’s intention recognition processes as
a subroutine.
We conclude with the following result:

point and
tilt head

Result 6. R ECIPIENT D ESIGN is fp-tractable for the parameter set {|A|, |GI |, |GC |}.
Result 6 shows that R ECIPIENT D ESIGN can be computed efficiently provided that all three parameters |GI |, |GC | and |A|
are relatively small. Note, however, that restricting all three
parameters at the same time effectively ensures the whole input network is small, and hence the parameters cannot figure
in an explanation of how communication can be tractable for
large input networks. As shown in Table 2, no proper subset of {|A|, |GI |, |GC |} suffices to make R ECIPIENT D ESIGN
fp-tractable. Although other parameters than the ones considered here may figure in an explanation of the speed of communication, our findings highlight the nontrivial problem of
finding such an explanation.

Figure 2: An example network with all values filled in. Here
Bob would have to find actions given his communicative
goals and Ann would have to infer Bob’s communicative
goals given his actions and states.
We start by considering conditions that render intention
recognition tractable. The following results are relevant for
our purposes.
Result 2. I NTENTION R ECOGNITION is NP-hard.
Result 3. I NTENTION R ECOGNITION is fp-intractable for
parameter sets {|A|, |GC |} and {|A|, |GI |}.

Discussion

Result 4. I NTENTION R ECOGNITION fp-tractable for the parameter set {|GI |, |GC |}.

As with many other core human abilities, intention recognition appears a fairly straightforward phenomenon, at least
until we interact with other humans having communication
deficits, or until we try to build artificial cognitive agents
that can effectively implement flexible intention recognition
in a communicative setting. The astronomical computational
powers required for abductive processes such as intention

For an overview of further fp-(in)tractability results implicated by Results 3 and 4, see Table 2.
Result 2 establishes that without any constraints on the input domain, I NTENTION R ECOGNITION is intractable—just
4 http://www.dcc.ru.nl/

˜irisvr/suppl2011.pdf
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I NTENTION R ECOGNITION
—
|GC |
|GI |
|GC |, |GI |
R ECIPIENT D ESIGN
—
|GC |
|GI |
|GC |, |GI |

—
NP-hard
fp-intract.
fp-intract
fp-tractable
—
NP-hard
fp-intract.
fp-intract.
fp-intract.

|A|
fp-intract.
fp-intract.
fp-intract
fp-tractable
|A|
fp-intract.
fp-intract.
fp-intract.
fp-tractable

render the tasks of communicator and audience tractable. We
have presented a methodology for implementing this strategy and illustrated its use for our models. We found that if
the communicator has only a few communicative and instrumental goals, I NTENTION R ECOGNITION is tractable. These
special circumstances are, however, not yet sufficient to also
make R ECIPIENT D ESIGN tractable. The additional circumstance where a communicator is able to construct short action
sequences to convey his/her message does make R ECIPIENT
D ESIGN tractable. In other words, under the simplifying assumptions of our models, people might exploit these special
conditions to achieve speedy communication.
These conditions may not suffice to explain the speed of
communication in general, since some of our simplifying assumptions most probably will be violated in real world situations. Yet this underscores that richer models of recipient design—with less simplifying assumptions, e.g., including higher-order reasoning—will presumably be even more
computationally demanding. Therefore richer models would
also require an analysis of their computational demands.
The utility of the current approach can also be assessed
empirically by creating experimental set-ups which do meet
the simplifying conditions (Galantucci, 2005; de Ruiter et al.,
2010; Scott-Phillips & Kirby, 2010). In such experimental
set-ups it can then be tested if the constraints that we identified as necessary and sufficient for tractability of communication are confirmed by the success or failure of communication
as observed in the lab.
It might be relevant to emphasize that the present results
converge with several intuitions of classic pragmatic theories such as the Gricean Maxims (Grice, 1989). For example, the Maxim of Quantity states that people should not
make their contribution more informative than is required. In
the current models, “informativeness” could be operationalized as the number of communicative goals a communicator
tries to convey. The Maxim of Quantity can then be interpreted as not having too many communicative goals, which
is equivalent to one of the constraints necessary for tractability of the communication models. Grice’s Maxim of Relation
states people should be relevant. Relevance in our models
can be indexed by the number of instrumental goals that influence one’s communicative behavior. Having few instrumental goals increases the communicative relevance of the
communicator’s behavior, making it easier for an audience
to perform intention recognition. This principle is similar to
the necessary constraint of pursuing few instrumental goals
highlighted by the current tractability analysis.
The strong convergence between Grice’s Maxims and the
current results suggests that the communicator and audience
models capture at least some fundamental aspects of communication and recipient design. It also suggests that the current approach could provide a formal account of the cognitive mechanisms described by those maxims, enabling more
systematic empirical analyses.
To conclude, we showed that by performing recipient de-

Table 2: Complexity results for I NTENTION R ECOGNTION
(above) and R ECIPIENT D ESIGN (below).
recognition are in contrast with the speed of everyday communication. To explain this contrast, it has been suggested
that intention recognition may be made easier if communicators use recipient design (Sperber & Wilson, 1995; Grice,
1989). The aim of our research was to assess to what extent
this idea merely shifts the computational complexity of communication from the audience to the communicator. Specifically, we questioned whether computational models of recipient design inherit the computational load they aim to take
away from the audience.
To address this question we formalized the tasks of communicator and audience as computational-level models. We
ensured that our modeling choices did not lead to an artifactual overestimation of the computational complexity of
communication by incorporating several simplifying assumptions. There are two main findings. Both the audience
model (i.e, I NTENTION R ECOGNITION) and the communicator model (i.e, R ECIPIENT D ESIGN) are intractable (NPhard). This means that, notwithstanding our simplifying assumptions, the computations postulated by our models require an unrealistic amount of time for their completion.
The intractability result for I NTENTION R ECOGNITION reiterates what has long been assumed. Namely, given that intention recognition is a form of abduction, the speed at which
we can use this ability in our everyday life is comparably difficult to explain. Replicating this result in such a simplified
model underscores the non-triviality of explaining the speed
of intention recognition. The main novelty of this study lies
in defining the computational demands of recipient design,
an undeservedly overlooked issue given the centrality of this
ability to several accounts of communication (Sperber & Wilson, 1995; Clark, 1996). The intractability result for R ECIPI ENT D ESIGN shows that even if communicators can make intention recognition easier by performing recipient design, the
model by itself cannot explain the speed of every day communication. These results set the stage for both theoretical
and empirical follow-up research.
From a theoretical perspective, the intractability results
raise the question how the speed of everyday communication
can be reconciled with the apparent complexity of the tasks
performed by communicator and audience. This question can
be addressed by identifying the situational constraints that
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sign, a communicator may reduce the computational load of
her addressees, but this then leaves the communicator facing
an intractable task. The fact that this result is based on highly
simplified models greatly underscores the non-triviality of explaining the speed of everyday communication, as more general models will also suffer from intractability. This result
highlights an explanatory gap in communication science, and
we illustrated a methodology to deal with this gap.
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Abstract

The importance of interaction
A key problem for models of dialogue is to explain how
conventions are established and sustained. Existing accounts
emphasize the importance of interaction, demonstrating how
collaborative feedback leads to more systematized, stable and
arbitrary referential conventions. However, co-ordination in
dialogue requires both co-ordination of content and of
process. To investigate procedural co-ordination we report a
collaborative task which presents participants with the
recurrent co-ordination problem of ordering their actions and
utterances into a single coherent sequence. The results
provide evidence of the development of group-specific
procedural conventions, resulting in elliptical utterances
whose communicative meaning is determined by their
sequential location within the dialogue.

One of the earliest findings (Krauss and Weinheimer, 1967)
in studies of conventions is that interlocutors’ descriptions
of novel objects rapidly converge on a shared set of
referring expressions that become more concise on
successive use. Importantly, this referential contraction does
not occur in monologue (Clark, 1996).
Interaction in dialogue also directly affects the semantics
of referring expressions: In a series of maze game
experiments, Garrod and Doherty (1994) found that
interlocutors who interacted with many different
participants from the same sub-community used more
abstract and systematized schemas than participants who
had only interacted with a single interlocutor. Further, when
interlocutors from one sub-group interacted with another
sub-group they resorted to less abstract schemas (Healey,
2004). Similarly, experiments conducted by Schwartz
(1995) on problem-solving compared the representations
used by individuals with those used by dyads; here too, the
representations used for communication were more abstract
and systematized.
The importance of interaction has also been underscored
by similar findings in graphical communication. The
“Music Drawing Task” (Healey, 2007) required participants
to create novel graphical representations for referring to
pieces of music: Participants developed more systematic,
abstract and concise representations if they were able to give
each other feedback and reuse portions of each other’s
representations (see also Garrod et al., 2007). In another set
of maze game experiments conducted by Galantucci (2005),
participants who were given the collaborative task of
creating novel graphical symbols for referring to locations
in a maze developed highly systematized conventions for
referring to maze locations.
Interaction also plays a central role in how interlocutors
distinguish individual actions from communicative actions:
When boot-strapping an entirely novel communication
system, participants developed dyad-specific taskextraneous behavior to signal communicative intent (ScottPhillips et al., 2009).
Despite these studies’ very different approaches, a
common methodological choice is their study of referential
conventions, whether pieces of music, objects, shapes or
locations in a maze. Put simply, the common question being
asked is how two (or more) speakers of a community come
to use the same signs in the same context, ideally on
subsequent turns, to refer to the same referents. The
immediate question that emerges is: If dialogue and
interaction are of key importance, what exactly is it that

Keywords: Dialogue; conventions; co-ordination; routines;
sequentiality; language games; conversation analysis;
(mis)communication.

Introduction
One of Wittgenstein’s (1969) most quoted examples of
language use concerns a building supervisor who utters the
single-word command “Slab!” to refer to a slab that another
builder is to retrieve. Wittgenstein uses this example to
demonstrate how words depend for their meaning on the
particular language game in which they are situated. For
example, one could imagine a different group of builders
using “paving stone” to refer to the same object.
Alternatively, one could imagine another group of builders
who use “Slab!” as a confirmation (after placing the object
in the correct location).
A fundamental question concerning language use is how
conventions such as “Slab!” are established and sustained.
In recent years there has been a growing realization of the
importance of addressing this question experimentally by
observing how groups of participants develop their own
conventions.
In what follows we argue that the basic findings of this
research point towards the importance of the communicative
use of language in interaction. We then argue that one of the
key properties of dialogue is that it is underpinned by
procedural regularities that have so far escaped direct
experimental investigation. We then describe an experiment
designed to test the hypothesis that these procedural
regularities become conventionalized.
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interaction is contributing - are these the only kinds of
convention that emerge in interaction?

The alphabetical sorting task
In contrast to existing dialogue tasks that focus primarily on
referential communication, the alphabetical task is designed
to make reference as transparent as possible (the words are
the referents), while presenting participants with the
recurrent procedural coordination problem of ordering their
utterances and actions into a single coherent sequence.
The task involves pairs of participants communicating
with each other via a text-based chat tool (Healey and Mills
2006; 2011). Each participant’s computer displays two
windows: (1) A chat tool program used to communicate
with the other participant; (2) A task window displaying the
participant’s score and a list of randomly generated words.
Solving the task requires participants to combine their
lists of words into a single alphabetically ordered list. To
ensure collaboration, participants can only select words that
the other participant sees on their screen, and vice versa. To
select a word, participants type a backslash “/”, followed by
the word. A further asymmetry introduced to ensure
collaboration is that participants cannot see each other’s
selection, and if a participant makes a mistake, for example,
by selecting an item that has already been selected, the other
participant receives a status message saying that the item
has already been selected. Participants are able to type
“/restart” at any point to begin again.
For example, suppose Participant1 has the words BETA
and GAMMA displayed on his screen, and Participant2 has
the words ALPHA and OMEGA displayed on her screen: to
solve the task, the participants need to communicate the lists
of words to each other and then type the following:

Procedural organisation in dialogue
Empirical investigations of dialogue in Conversation
Analysis (CA) demonstrate how dialogue is underpinned by
procedural regularities across turns by different speakers
that frequently consist of different kinds of utterance1:
Questions are ordinarily responded to with an answer, not
with another question; offers and invitations are ordinarily
followed by acceptances or declinations (Levinson, 1983).
These adjacency pairs (Schegloff, 1986) consist of a first
pair part and a second pair part that operate normatively:
Production of the first part creates an expectation that the
second half is accountably “due” (Heritage, 1984), leading
any response to be interpreted as pertaining to the second
half. This locally managed system of local sequential
coherence between turns results in global coherence through
the hierarchical interleaving of embedded sequences that
resolve local problems through, e.g. clarification,
elaboration and reformulation (Levinson, 1983).
However, CA’s primary concern with individual
transcripts of naturally occurring dialogue has led to
analyses eschewing experimental manipulation to probe
specific predictions (Schegloff, 1992). As a result, CA has
typically treated procedural regularities as static phenomena,
already shared and known to be shared by interlocutors, and
hence has not led to any systematic investigation of how
they might develop during conversation.
The basic question this paper addresses is whether these
procedural regularities existing between turns become
conventionalized during interaction.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Methods
To test whether procedural conventions develop in a speech
community, we drew on the methodology developed by
Garrod and Doherty (1994) and Healey (1997) of assigning
participants to different sub-groups. In the convergence
phase of the experiment, participants only interact with
members of the same sub-group. In the second phase, half
the participants interact again with members of the same
sub-group, while the other half interacts with members of
the other group. This contrast between Within- and Crossgroup communication allows a direct test of the
development of group-specific conventions.
Crucially, the interlocutors are unaware of their
assignment into different groups: Participants played a
collaborative computer game which requires them to
communicate using a text-based chat tool. All messages are
passed through a server that obscures participants’
identities, replacing them with automatically generated
names that are changed on each trial.

Participant1: /ALPHA
Participant2: /BETA
Participant2: /GAMMA
Participant1: /OMEGA

Note that for an individual participant, ordering words
alphabetically is a relatively straightforward task. However,
for pairs of participants, this task presents the coordination
problem of interleaving their selections correctly. Each set
of words has only a single correct solution.
To hinder the development of group-specific referential
expressions, different sets of randomly generated words
were used in both phases.

Group assignment
24 participants were assigned to 6 sub-groups comprising 4
participants each. At any given moment, there are 12
conversations occurring simultaneously, relayed by the
experimental chat tool.
The experiment was divided into two phases: (1) A
convergence phase comprising 6 trials and lasting 40
minutes and (2) a test phase comprising a single trial lasting
5 minutes. To assist co-ordination, initial trials were slightly
longer (see Table 1 below). On each trial participants see a
new artificially generated name identifying their

1

Cf. Millikan (2005) who proposes an alternative account of
conventionalization (counterpart reproduction).
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interlocutor, leading participants to believe they are
speaking with a new partner on each trial.

Trial No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7 Test phase

Test phase: Trial 7
The second phase comprised a single trial, in which half the
participants interacted with the remaining member of their
sub-group (Within-Group), and the other half interacted
with a participant from a different group (Cross-group).

Length
9 mins
8 mins
7 mins
6 mins
5 mins
5 mins
5 mins

Table 1: Trial length (mins)

Convergence phase: Trials 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
In the first phase, participants alternated between speaking
to two participants from the same sub-group. Every second
trial, each participant was assigned to the same participant
(alternating between the configuration of Figures 1 and 2
below).

Figure 3: Trial 7. Black diagonal lines represent
conversations within the same sub-group. Dotted vertical
lines represent conversations between different sub-groups.

This second phase permits a focused comparison that is
sensitive to the development of group-specific conventions:
On the seventh trial all the participants interact with a
participant with whom they have not interacted previously.
However, participants in the Within-group condition are
interacting with a participant who has interacted with both
of their prior interlocutors. By contrast, those in the Crossgroup condition are interacting with a participant from an
entirely different sub-group.

Hypotheses
If the procedural conventionalization hypothesis is
correct, Cross-group dyads will comprise participants who
have developed different, sub-group specific procedural
conventions. This should lead to participants in the Crossgroup condition experiencing greater difficulty in coordinating their turns, and worse task performance than
Within-group dyads.
Conversely, if the null hypothesis is correct, either there
should be no difference between Within-group and Crossgroup co-ordination, or members of the Cross-group should
perform better, owing to the interlocutors benefitting from
cumulative experience of two different sub-groups. (i.e. if
there are no procedural differences, then all things being
equal, the knowledge accrued from two groups’ solution of
problems should lead to better task-performance).

Figure 1: Trials 1, 3, 5. Circular dots represent
participants and vertical bars represent participants
interacting with each other.

Results
24 Participants were recruited from the undergraduate
student population of Stanford University, and received
either course credit or payment ($15) for participating. On
debriefing, no participant reported having detected that they
were speaking with the same participant.
Overall, interlocutors produced 8246 turns, 794 turns of
which were produced in the final phase.

Figure 2: Trials 2, 4, 6. Circular dots represent
participants and vertical bars represent participants
interacting with each other.
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Global development of co-ordination
To verify that participants become more co-ordinated at the
task, the chat logs were used to determine the proportion of
correct/incorrect solutions for each participant. Participants’
performance in the first half of the convergence phase (trial
1, 2, 3) was compared with their performance in the second
half (trial 4, 5, 6). Logistic regression showed a significant
increase (χ² (1) = 11.1, p=0.01) from 58% correct to 75%
correct. (see Figure 4, right).

Within vs. Cross-Group
Focusing on trial 7 (Test phase), to test for the effect of
group-specific conventions on task performance, the
proportion of correct/incorrect answers in Within-group
dialogue was compared with Cross-group dialogue. Logistic
regression showed Within-group participants generating
significantly more correct answers (88%) than Cross-group
participants (51%) (χ² (1) = 8.03, p<0.005).
To check that these differences are not due to individual
participant differences, the same comparison was made
between the same participants in the second half of the
convergence phase (trial 4, 5, 6). Logistic regression yielded
no differences between the pairs (χ² (1) = 0.07, p=0.79).
Cross-group participants scored 73% correct answers, while
the Within-group participants scored 75%, suggesting that
the observed differences in trial 7 are due to the Within /
Cross group manipulation.

Figure 4: Proportion of correct solutions (White = Crossgroup, Black = Within-group, Grey = Convergence phase).

Acknowledgments
Finally, all participants’ turns were automatically classified
according to whether they included acknowledgments such
as “ok”, “okay”, “okey”, “’kay”. These acknowledgments
have been shown to be deployed by interlocutors to
explicitly demarcate boundaries between different stages of
a dialogue (Clark and Bangerter 2004), for example using
“ok, so” to prefix the start of a new topic.
If the procedural convention hypothesis is correct, Crossgroup participants should experience greater difficulty in
coordinating their transition from one section of the activity
to the next, requiring the use of more acknowledgments to
signal the boundaries between actions. This was confirmed:
Cross-group dialogue contained more acknowledgments
(12% of all turns), whereas only 5.6% of Within-group turns
contained an acknowledgment. (χ² (1) = 4.4, p=0.035).

Turn length
Focusing on the turns produced by participants, all things
being equal, if different conventions make communication
more difficult, then Cross-group participants should expend
more effort in the Test phase in order to maintain coordination, and consequently produce longer turns than in
Within-Group dialogue. A 1-way ANOVA yielded no effect
F (1, 435) = 0.41, p = 0.52). Mean turn length = 14 chars.

Self-edits
To test for the effect of the intervention on participants’
confidence, all participants’ turns and selections were coded
for whether they were edited prior to sending. Logistic
regression showed participants in Cross-group dialogue
editing their turns more (34%) than participants in Withingroup dialogue (26%). (χ² (1) = 4.3, p = 0.036).

Discussion
The data provide strong support for the procedural
convention hypothesis. Overall, participants become
increasingly co-ordinated at the task. Participants in the
Cross-group condition performed worse, editing their turns
more, apparently spending more effort demarcating the
boundaries in the dialogue. These observations might
account for the faster typing speeds observed in Cross-group
dialogue: If the participants are using different conventions
for organizing their turns, this would place participants
under greater pressure to time their own contributions
correctly, hence the faster typing speeds, possibly
exacerbating the problem and leading to the greater
prevalence of typing errors.
Why is this finding important? Superficially it might
appear unsurprising that groups develop their own
conventions. However, the words being referred to are
referentially transparent, and the task only permits a single

Typing speed
As a further measure of participants’ confidence, keystroke
data was used to determine the typing speed. All things
being equal, if communication is made more difficult by
different conventions, interlocutors should be more hesitant
and type slower. The opposite is the case: 1-way ANOVA
showed Cross-group participants typing faster (4.7 chars/
sec) than Within-group participants (3.8 chars/sec).
F (1,435) = 9.63, p = 0.02).
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solution that is trivially simple for an individual – what,
then, are these group-specific properties that are causing
interference in the Cross-group condition?
In the remainder of the discussion, we demonstrate that
participants have developed procedural conventions for
managing sequential constraints between turns, providing
evidence that these conventions are not simply regularities,
but are stronger normative conventions (Lewis, 1969).

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(1)

Participant2
Participant4
Participant4
Participant4
Participant2
Participant2:
Participant4
Participant2

AAA, CCC
BBB
/AAA
AAA
/BBB
BBB
/CCC
AAA, CCC

Transcript 2: Highly elliptical dialogue from 6th trial
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

Participant9:
Participant4
Participant4
Participant9:
Participant4
Participant9:
Participant4
Participant9:
Participant4
Participant9:
Participant9
Participant4
Participant9:
Participant4
Participant9:

Hold on. Ok?
Done
/AAAA
Have you selected anything?
Yeah what did you select?
I’m done I did CCCC
But I got to do BBBC first
Thought you said you’re done?
No I said you should
So which one have we selected
So tell me what to choose now
AAAAHH
Let’s start again?
Ok, tell me when you’re ok
/restart

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Participant3
Participant7
Participant3
Participant3
Participant3
Participant7
Participant7
Participant7

BBB
AAA, CCC,
AAA
/AAA
BBB
/BBB
CCC
/CCC

Transcript 3: Highly elliptical dialogue from 6th trial
A striking feature of these highly coordinated sequences is
that (in contrast to Transcript 1) there are no overt questions,
acknowledgments, or indeed any explicit descriptions of
“what the turn is doing”. In Transcript 2, prior to the critical
juncture in turn (5), Participant4 says “AAA” in (4) to signal
completion of the prior selection. In this dialogue a single
word means2 ~“I have just selected this word, now you do
your selection, and tell me yours when you’re done”.
By contrast, in Transcript 3, the participants’ utterances
function differently. In turn (3), Participant3 types “AAA”,
to mean ~“I’m about to do AAA”. Here, a word by itself
means either ~“I’m going to select this word” or “You
select this word” (as in turn 5).
Note here that although both dyads accomplish the task in
almost the same number of steps, using highly elliptical
sequences, all of which are in alphabetical order, what the
single word utterances are doing at each point differs
between the groups – using Wittgenstein’s “Slab!” language
game, “Slab!” in one group means ~“I selected the slab,
now it’s your turn”, whereas in the other group it means
~“Now you select the slab”.
Although each set of words only permits a single logical
solution, it is striking to see how each group develops
highly idiosyncratic procedural solutions. Focusing on the
development of these elliptical sequences shows that in the
initial trials, participants’ attempts to explicitly negotiate a
system more often than not prove unsuccessful. This finding
resonates strongly with Pickering and Garrod (2004) who
found in a series of maze game experiments that explicit
negotiation was only successful once interlocutors had
developed sufficient co-ordination. It appears that similar
patterns occur in attempts by interlocutors to explicitly

Transcript 1: Task dialogue from 2nd trial.

Conventionalizing idiosyncratic solutions.
The alphabet task requires participants to coordinate their
turns: They cannot select each other’s words, words can’t be
selected twice, and the words need to be selected in the
correct order. This presents participants with the recurrent
co-ordination problem of signaling who should select which
words, as well as signaling the initiation and completion of
these selections. As shown in Transcript 1, in the initial
trials, participants barely manage to co-ordinate their
actions.
Here
the
participants
are
attempting
(unsuccessfully) to order three words: “AAAA”, “BBBB”
and “CCCC”, before restarting. (This pair took another 44
turns to solve this set of 3 words).
Over the course of the experiment, participants become
progressively more co-ordinated, developing subtly
different idiosyncratic solutions to the sequential coordination problem presented by the task. These include:
Proposing and ratifying the full sequence in advance;
negotiating each juncture incrementally; signalling pre- or
post- selection (see Transcripts 2 and 3 below); avoiding
complex signalling by co-ordinating on timing intervals.
Towards the end of the experiment, this culminates in the
most co-ordinated pairs developing highly elliptical
solutions, as outlined below: Transcripts 2 and 3 show two
groups’ different solutions to the same set of words
(“AAA”, “BBB”, “CCC”, “DDD”).

2

These explications of “what the turn means”
approximations for expository purposes.
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are

negotiate procedures, as terms such as “now” or “wait”, are
inherently ambiguous: e.g. How long after uttering “now”
still counts as “now”?; If the other participant says “ok”, is
that an instruction to stop waiting?
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Patterns of (mis)communication
Focusing now on trial 7, when participant2 and participant3
subsequently interact with each other in the Cross-group
condition, they encounter each other’s different procedural
uses of exactly the same words resulting in the following
attempt to resolve the problem elliptically:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Participant3
Participant3
Participant2
Participant3
Participant2

/APPLE
BAR
BAR?
Yeah of course
WHAT?

Transcript 5: Misunderstanding in trial 7.
Here Participant3 says “BAR” to mean ~“Now you select
BAR”. However, Participant2 perceives Participant3 as
having said ~“I’ve just selected BAR”, which, to
Participant2 makes no sense as it is neither the first word
alphabetically, nor is it an object that Participant3 ought to
select. Participant2’s “BAR?” seeks clarification, but
Participant3 perceives Participant2 as having asked ~“Do
you want me to select BAR?”, which Participant3 confirms,
thereby perpetuating the misunderstanding.
Importantly, the prevalence of interlocutors initiating
clarification requests, as in transcript 5, that query the
procedural function of the elliptical utterances, indicate they
are not simply regularities, but are actual conventions in the
stronger normative sense: Participants notice deviations
from what they expect to encounter and query their
interlocutor for an account of what is missing.

Conclusions
This is to our knowledge the first experiment that has
directly addressed the emergence of procedural conventions
in dialogue. The results strongly suggest that they develop
rapidly during interaction, over timeframes similar to those
observed for referential conventions3, leading to sequences
of interleaved actions and utterances whose function is
determined by their position within the sequence.
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One important caveat: It is currently unclear to what extent
participants are associating these conventions with their
interlocutors, as the manipulation of this study obscured the
identity of their partners, making “strangers” seem more coordinated on each subsequent trial.
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Abstract
Human languages vary in many ways, but also show striking cross-linguistic universals. Why do these universals exist? Recent theoretical results demonstrate that Bayesian learners transmitting language to each other through iterated learning will converge on a distribution of languages that depends
only on their prior biases about language and the quantity of
data transmitted at each point; the structure of the world being
communicated about plays no role (Griffiths & Kalish, 2005,
2007). We revisit these findings and show that when certain assumptions about the independence of languages and the world
are abandoned, learners will converge to languages that depend
on the structure of the world as well as their prior biases. These
theoretical results are supported with a series of experiments
showing that when human learners acquire language through
iterated learning, the ultimate structure of those languages is
shaped by the structure of the meanings to be communicated.
Keywords: language evolution; iterated learning; Bayesian
modeling; linguistic structure

Figure 1: (a) Schematic illustration of the typical iterated learning
paradigm, which assumes that learner n acquires language on the
basis of the language data produced by learner n − 1. (b) A different view of iterated learning recognizes that because individuals
produce language in order to communicate about the world, the data
available to learners includes meanings in the world as well as the
linguistic data produced by the learner before them.

Introduction
Human languages have rich structure on many levels, from
phonology to semantics to grammar. Where does this structure come from? Most researchers agree that linguistic structure is shaped by the structure of our minds – that our brains
contain prior biases that favor the acquisition or retention of
some linguistic systems over others. As such, debate generally centers around the nature and origin of these biases.
Some suggest that the human language faculty is genetically
specified, with natural selection operating on genes for language (e.g., Pinker & Bloom, 1990; Nowak, Komarova, &
Niyogi, 2001; Komarova & Nowak, 2001) or else selecting
for other capabilities (e.g., Hauser, Chomsky, & Fitch, 2002).
Others have suggested that humans easily learn language not
because of a language-specific genetically encoded mechanism, but because language evolved to be learnable and useable by human brains (e.g. Zuidema, 2002; Brighton, Smith,
& Kirby, 2005; Christiansen & Chater, 2008). While these
accounts disagree in many particulars, they agree that the
structure of language arises from the structure of the brain.
In this paper we argue that language evolution is shaped by
the structure of the world in addition to pre-existing cognitive
biases. Because language involves communicating about the
world, the structure of that world (i.e., the things to be communicated) can interact with people’s prior biases to shape
the languages that develop. We offer theoretical and experimental support of this proposition. On the theoretical side,
we take as our starting point recent work within the “iterated
learning” framework (in which new learners receive their data

from previous learners). Previous research has shown that
when learners are individually Bayesian, an iterated learning
chain converges in the limit to the prior distribution over all
possible languages (Griffiths & Kalish, 2005, 2007). However, the proof of this assumes a priori that a language carries
no assumptions about the frequencies of events in the world.
As we will show, when this assumption is relaxed, the iterated
learning process converges to a distribution that depends on
the distribution of meaningful events in the world as well as
the prior biases of the learner. We experimentally test these
theoretical results in a lab-based iterated learning experiment
(as in, e.g., Kirby, Cornish, & Smith, 2008) and find that participants converge on different languages depending on the
structure of the space of meanings they are shown.

Iterated learning
The iterated learning modeling (ILM) framework is widely
used in language evolution research (e.g., Kirby & Hurford,
2002; Griffiths & Kalish, 2007; Kirby et al., 2008; Smith,
2009; Reali & Griffiths, 2009). It views the process of language evolution in terms of a chain of learners (or generations), shown schematically in Figure 1(a). The first learner
in the chain sees some linguistic data (e.g., utterances), forms
a hypothesis about what sort of language would have generated that data, and then produces their own data, which serves
as input to the next learner in the chain. Over time, the languages that emerge from this process become non-arbitrary:
Griffiths and Kalish (2005, 2007) (henceforth, GK) demon-
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learner – generated by the world – correspond to the black
dots, which fall naturally into two clusters. We might intuitively expect that a language like hc would be a better fit
to this world (and hence be more likely to evolve) than a
language like ha , even though ha has higher prior probability. The results of GK appear to suggest otherwise. Is our
intuition simply wrong, or is there a mismatch between the
GK derivation and the problem of language evolution within
a structured world? In the next section, we argue for the latter.

Theoretical result

Figure 2: (a) Intuitive illustration of the results of Griffiths & Kalish
(2005, 2007) (GK). Given a 2-dimensional semantic space, a learner
with a prior bias to favor one dimension of that space (the x-axis)
and languages with fewer words might have a prior distribution over
languages that puts more probability on ha and less on hb or hc .
GK demonstrate that the languages that evolve will converge to this
prior distribution. (b) If the natural categories in the world have a
different structure, we might intuitively expect that languages that
capture that structure, like hc , should be more likely to evolve.

We formalize the iterated learning framework in much the
same way as Griffiths and Kalish (2005). A learner sees
m meanings or events, denoted x = {x(1) . . . x(m) }. These
meanings are paired with m corresponding utterances denoted y = {y(1) . . . y(m) }. The first learner in the chain is
shown some initial data consisting of meaning-utterance pairs
(x0 , y0 ). Then, when shown new events x1 , the learner produces utterances y1 , so that (x1 , y1 ) are the input to the next
learner. In general, learner n + 1 sees data (xn , yn ) and generates yn+1 given events xn+1 , so that the next learner receives
input (xn+1 , yn+1 ). The goal of each learner is to estimate
the mapping between meanings and utterances, which corresponds to learning the language they are exposed to. It is
assumed that each learner has the same countable hypothesis
space H of possible languages, such that each h ∈ H corresponds to one language. For any learner, acquisition involves
a learning step and a production step.
In the learning step, learner n + 1 sees (xn , yn ) and computes a posterior distribution over possible languages hn+1 .
Bayes’ rule implies that we can express this posterior distribution as follows:

strate that when the learners are Bayesian, we should expect
an iterated learning chain to converge to the prior distribution
over all possible languages. That is, the probability of any
given language emerging does not depend on the structure of
the world or independent properties of the language – only
the assumptions of the learner. The existence of a linguistic bottleneck (in which only a small amount of information
is transmitted at each link in the chain) can speed the rate
of convergence or create a pressure for certain kinds of linguistic structure like compositionality, but this result implies
that neither the structure of the meaning space nor the nature
of the initial language should have an affect on the language
that eventually evolves.
GK’s result can be conceptualized in intuitive terms as follows. Suppose learners must acquire languages that describe
a two dimensional semantic space of some sort. For illustrative purposes, suppose further that the learners have a prior
bias to prefer languages with fewer words and to pay more
attention to one of the dimensions, as occurs in human category learning and development (e.g., Landau, Smith, & Jones,
1988). This prior bias might impose a distribution over hypotheses h about possible languages, like the illustrative one
shown in Figure 2(a): languages like ha with a few words
that classify according to the preferred dimension (the x-axis
in this case) have higher prior probability than languages like
hb , which have many words, or hc , whose words classify according to the dis-preferred dimension. GK suggest that languages evolving to describe this space will converge to the
prior distribution: 40% of the time ha will emerge, 10% of
the time hb will emerge, and so forth. Although this prior and
these precise numbers are imaginary, the picture provides a
schematic illustration of what GK’s results mean.
It also, however, highlights an apparent oddity within these
results. Suppose that the world possesses structure in the form
of natural categories of some sort, and these natural categories
happen to group items according to the non-preferred dimension, as shown in Figure 2(b): the items observed by the

P(hn+1 |xn , yn ) =

P(yn |xn , hn+1 )P(hn+1 |xn )
∑h∈H P(yn |xn , h)P(h|xn )

(1)

In their derivation GK assume that each language h makes
no assumption about which events x are more likely than any
other; given that assumption, they note that P(h|x) = P(h),
and proceed with a version of Equation 1 based on that modification. Alternatively, however, it might be that the language
carries with it certain assumptions about what events are possible or probable in the world, in which case the GK assumption is untenable.1 In other words, simply observing meaningful events x may bias the learner to prefer some languages
over others. If this is the case, then P(h|x) does not equal
P(h), and the learning step is described by Equation 1.
To see what this shift does to the iterated learning chain,
we now turn to the production step. In this step, the learner
1 More formally, GK assume that each language h specifies
P(y|h, x), the conditional distribution over utterances y given the
events x. Our formulation corresponds to assuming that each language maps onto a joint (subjective) probability distribution over
events and utterances, P(x, y|h). We can factorize the joint distribution P(x, y|h) = P(y|x, h)P(x|h). Moreover, since P(h|x) ∝
P(x|h)P(h), in our set up P(h|x) 6= P(h).
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encounters new meanings xn+1 , generated from the (objective) distribution Q(x) of meanings in the world. Given these
meanings, the learner generates the new utterances yn+1 by
sampling them from P(yn+1 |xn+1 , hn+1 ), where hn+1 is the
learner’s language (assumed to be sampled from the posterior
distribution in Equation 1).
Since all people in the chain follow the same learning and
production steps, we can calculate P(hn+1|hn ), the probability that learner n + 1 acquires language hn+1 given that the
previous learner used the language hn , in the following way:
P(hn+1|hn ) =

∑ ∑ P(hn+1|x, y)P(y|x, hn )Q(x).

The assumption these results depend on is relatively weak:
all it requires is that the events or meanings each learner sees
be a representative sample from the true generating distribution Q(x). In the limit where no learner sees any data, the
stationary distribution converges to the prior, since P(h|x) =
P(h) in that situation. But as the amount of data increases,
the languages that evolve will depend on the posterior distribution P(h|x) and the distribution of meanings in the world
Q(x). Since the posterior depends on both prior and likelihood (P(h|x) ∝ P(h)P(x|h)), this means that the languages
that evolve will be sampled from a distribution depending on
which ones are favored a priori as well as which ones best
capture the meanings in the world. The additional Q(x) term
means that the distribution of those meanings matters as well.
These results suggest that languages like hc might be more
likely to evolve in a world like the one in Figure 2(b) than the
prior distribution over languages might suggest.
In the next section we report experimental results supporting these theoretical findings.

(2)

x∈X y∈Y

Thus we have a sequence of random variables h1 , h2 , h3 , . . .
describing the languages acquired by each person in the
chain. This is generated by a Markov chain whose transition
probabilities are given by P(hn+1|hn ). Assuming the chain is
ergodic, then its stationary distribution π(h) satisfies
π(hn+1 ) =

∑

P(hn+1 |hn )π(hn )

(3)

Experiment

h n ∈H

Method

for all hn+1 . Put another way, the probability distribution over
languages hn approaches π(hn ) as n → ∞.
In the set up used by GK, the stationary distribution π(h)
corresponds to the prior P(h). However, under our formalization this is no longer the case. To find the stationary distribution in this situation, we make the following “representativeness” assumption: that the posterior probability of a
hypothesis given an actual dataset x is close to its expected
posterior probability given the generating distribution Q(x).
In other words, we assume that P(h|x) ≈ EQ(x′ ) [P(h|x′ )] =
∑x′ P(h|x′ )Q(x′ ), for some x ∼ Q(x). The math demonstrates
that if this assumption holds, then the stationary distribution
is approximately π(h) = ∑x P(h|x)Q(x). That is, the chain
converges to the expected posterior distribution over languages given meaningful events in the world. This is because
for π(h) = ∑x P(h|x)Q(x) to be the stationary distribution it
must be true that:
π(hn+1 )

=

We adopt the standard iterated learning paradigm, in which
participants form chains in which the output of the nth participant is the input of participant n + 1 and the input for the first
participant is random. In a training phase, participants see a
number of meaning-word pairs and are asked to learn them.
In a test phase, they are shown meanings and asked to produce the corresponding word; these are the pairings for the
next participant and correspond to the “language” that exists
at that point in the chain. Our question is whether the languages that evolve over the course of a chain depend on the
distribution of meanings Q(x).
In our experiments, the “meanings” consisted of 36 possible squares differing in size and color, as shown in Figure 3(a). In the CONTROL condition, the stimuli continuously
varied along two dimensions: color and size.2 In this condition there is no obvious or privileged way of categorizing the
stimuli. In the SIZE condition, the stimuli were more discontinuous along the size dimension while in the COLOR condition they were discontinuous along the color dimension.3
These conditions, then, correspond to worlds with different
event distributions Q(x), and each favors languages that partition the stimuli in different ways, as shown in Figure 3(b).
In the SIZE condition one would expect the words to categorize by size, in particular, to correspond to the distinction
between smaller (w1 ) and larger (w2 ) items. Conversely, one
would expect the words in the COLOR condition to evolve

∑ P(hn+1 |hn )π(hn )
hn

=

∑ ∑ ∑ P(hn+1 |x, y)P(y|x, hn )Q(x)π(hn )
x

=

∑ ∑ ∑ P(hn+1 |x, y)P(y|x, hn )Q(x) ∑ P(hn |x′ )Q(x′ )
x

≈

y

hn

∑ ∑ P(hn+1 |x, y)Q(x)P(y|x)
x

=

y hn

∑ ∑ P(hn+1 |x, y)Q(x) ∑ P(y|x, hn )P(hn |x)
x

=

x′

y hn

∑ ∑ ∑ P(hn+1 |x, y)P(y|x, hn )Q(x)P(hn |x)
x

=

y hn

2 Color varied from 0% brightness (black) to 100% brightness
(white) in increments of 20%, and size from smallest (10x10) to
largest (60x60) in increments of 10.
3 In particular, stimuli 2 and 5 from the CONTROL condition became 3 and 4, with the new 2 and 5 intermediate in value. Thus in
the SIZE condition the final sizes were 10x10, 15x15, 20x20, 50x50,
55x55, and 60x60, and in the COLOR condition the final colors were
0%, 10%, 20%, 80%, 90%, and 100% brightness.

y

∑ Q(x) ∑ P(hn+1 |x, y)P(y|x)
x

y

=

∑ Q(x)P(hn+1 |x)

=

π(hn+1 )

x
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Figure 4: Final languages (at the 20th participant in the chain) in
each of the two chains in each of the conditions. It is evident that
the structure of the stimulus space has a considerable impact on the
structure of the resulting language; both languages in the SIZE condition evolved words that categorized more according to size, both
languages in the COLOR condition evolved words that categorized
more according to color, and both languages in the CONTROL condition were not strongly driven by either dimension.

Figure 3: (a) Space of stimuli seen in each of the three conditions of the experiment. Stimuli in the CONTROL condition varied
continuously along the dimensions of size and color; in the SIZE
condition they varied discontinuously according to size, and in the
COLOR condition they varied discontinuously along the color dimension. These different spaces thus impose different event distributions Q(x). (b) Schematic illustration of the predictions about
what the evolved language should look like in each condition. In the
SIZE condition, the words should evolve to categorize the stimuli according to size, with one word (w1 ) applying to the smaller objects
and the other (w2 ) applying to the larger ones; in the COLOR condition the words should split the space into the dark (w1 ) and light (w2 )
objects. Predictions for the CONTROL condition are more uncertain,
since there are no natural boundaries within this space.

tal) in which each stimulus was shown on a computer screen
with the corresponding word printed below it. In the testing
phases, participants were shown the stimuli and asked to type
the corresponding word; they were never given feedback. The
testing phases in the first two rounds contained a random half
of the SEEN set and a random half of the UNSEEN set (18 trials
total). The final round of testing contained the entire stimulus
set (i.e., all 36 stimuli).
The first participants in each chain were shown a language
consisting of 36 consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) words
randomly assigned to each of the possible 36 possible stimuli. For subsequent participants, the language consisted of the
meaning-word pairs given by the previous participant in their
final round of testing. We performed no filtering at any stage.

to distinguish between darker (w1 ) and lighter (w2 ) stimuli.
Because the CONTROL condition contains stimuli that vary
continuously along both dimensions, it is more unclear what
the resulting language should look like. If participants have
a prior bias to favor one dimension more than another, one
might expect the resulting language to have six words, one
for each value along the most important dimension; if they do
not have any strong prior bias, one might expect languages to
vary idiosyncratically, or to evolve towards having one word
for all stimuli. Which of these happens is somewhat irrelevant
for our purposes; the main goal of running the CONTROL condition was to provide a comparison for the other conditions,
and to make apparent any prior biases that might exist.
Our main question was whether the structure of the resulting language would be different in the SIZE and COLOR conditions. We tested this by running two chains of 20 participants in each of the conditions using a methodology based on
Kirby et al. (2008). For each participant, stimuli were pseudorandomly divided into two sets of equal size: the SEEN and
UNSEEN sets.4 Each participant acquired the language in a
single session consisting of three rounds, each containing a
training and a testing phase, with an optional break in between rounds. In the training phases, participants were shown
two randomized exposures to the SEEN set (36 trials in to-

Results
The final languages in the two chains in each condition are
shown in Figure 4. It is evident that there was a substantial
effect of condition on the structure of the resulting languages;
both chains in the SIZE condition evolved words whose primary categorization divided the stimuli by size, and both
chains in the COLOR condition evolved words which categorized according to color (although this effect was stronger for
Chain A than Chain B).
The difference between conditions can be quantified using
the adjusted Rand Index (adjR) of Hubert and Arabie (1985).
This measure captures the similarity between clusterings; an
adjR of 1 indicates that the clusters are identical, while 0 is the
score one would expect when comparing two random clusterings; scores below 0 indicate that the clusters match less than
one would expect by chance. Here, each of the resulting languages corresponds to one “clustering” of the stimuli; for instance, the language in Chain A of the COLOR condition cor-

4 Stimuli were randomly assigned except for the constraints that
there had to be at least 4 stimuli from each quadrant and 1 stimulus
from each row and column in the SEEN set.
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Figure 5: All participants in all of the chains in the iterated learning experiment. Languages in different conditions evolved in different ways,
reflecting the different structure of the meaning space across conditions. Different shades indicate different words.

Discussion

responds to a clustering in which the 18 darkest stimuli are in
one cluster and the 18 lightest stimuli are in another. We can
compare each of the actual clusterings to the canonical color
and size clusterings in Figure 3(b). The results are shown in
Table 1. It is evident that the languages in the COLOR condition have a much higher adjR when compared to the canonical
color clustering, and languages in the SIZE condition have a
much higher adjR when compared to the canonical size clustering. These results are somewhat preliminary since they
incorporate only two chains per condition; nevertheless, they
are consistent, and this number of chains is not unusual for
iterated learning studies.
CONTROL
SIZE
COLOR

canonical size
-0.0204
0.704
0.065

Our work indicates that if there is no a priori assumption that
a learner’s hypotheses about languages are independent of the
world they inhabit, then the languages evolved by Bayesian
learners through iterated learning will converge to a distribution that depends on the posterior probability over languages
as well as the structure of the meaning space. Here we consider some of the implications and limitations of our findings.
Our results differ significantly from previous results by
Griffiths and Kalish (2005, 2007) that suggest that the stationary distribution of a chain of Bayesian iterated learners
depends only on their prior. This divergence arises because
GK assume that learners’ distribution over languages is independent of the structure of the world,5 whereas we make
no such assumption. Which assumption is correct is an open
question, although we suggest that in at least some circumstances – especially in the case of semantic categories – ours
is plausible. Language learners only start acquiring words after having observed many objects and events in the world, and
it seems reasonable for them to expect word meanings to map
onto these objects and events in a sensible way. The mapping between grammar and world structure is less obvious,
but one might expect that learners’ grammatical expectations
are affected by their observations of the world (e.g., expecting salient or frequent characteristics, like number or gender,

canonical color
0.0618
0.079
0.696

Table 1: Average adjR values for the final languages in each condition (rows), compared to the canonical clusterings according to
size and color (columns). The languages in the CONTROL condition
match with both of the canonical sortings no more than they would
by chance, but the languages in the other conditions match with their
canonical clusterings far above chance.

Our mathematical derivation implies that an iterated learning chain will converge to a distribution over languages, not
a single language. We therefore examine the languages at
each step in the chain, shown in Figure 5. They support the
theoretical result: after an initial period in which the number
of words decreases dramatically, which is typical for iterated
learning experiments, the chains in different conditions stabilize on languages that carve up the meaning space in ways
appropriate to the structure of that space in that condition.

5 One might be tempted to just redefine the prior P(h) in GK’s
results to include the collection of items in the world. However,
unless all learners have observed the exact same set of items, their
formalism cannot not in fact be interpreted this way, since their proof
assumes that all learners share the same prior. Nor is this consistent
with how the GK results are usually discussed in the literature.
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questions in addition to these, but our results indicate that
the world may matter more than we previously thought. Perhaps language has the structure it does not just because of our
brains, but because of the world as well.

to be marked grammatically).
It is important to clarify one subtle point that may be confusing. The original Griffiths and Kalish (2007) did identify
a dependence on the quantity of data transmitted each generation. However, this is a very different dependence than
we identify here. When learners sample languages from their
posterior, the only effect of increasing quantities of data is
to decrease the rate of convergence to the prior; it does not
change the actual stationary distribution. They also show that
if learners maximize the posterior rather than sample from it,
the stationary distribution is centered at the maximum of the
posterior. However, this is still different from our results, because there is no role of the structure of meaning space Q(x).
There has been a lot of experimental work supporting the
finding that iterated learning experiments reveal human learners’ inductive biases (e.g., Kalish, Griffiths, & Lewandowsky,
2007; Griffiths, Christian, & Kalish, 2008; Kirby et al., 2008;
Reali & Griffiths, 2009; Smith & Wonnacott, 2010). How do
we reconcile our results with this research? First, we do not
deny that prior biases are a factor; our results simply suggest
that they are not the only factor. Second, in all of these experiments, the world never has significant structure: the set of
meanings x occur with approximately equal probability. The
world structure Q(x) is also never manipulated between conditions: all participants see the same distribution of events.6
As a result, any effect of world structure may be easy to miss.
Our work does not invalidate any of these results, since none
of these experiments were made investigate the role of world
structure. We do predict that in these experiments, significant
changes in the distribution Q(x) should result in different stationary distributions of the chains.
Our findings may also resolve an apparent contradiction in
the literature. While many results have suggested that language evolution should converge to the prior, there is also
work showing that the structure of the meaning space can
also affect the nature of the evolving language (e.g., Kirby,
2001; Brighton & Kirby, 2001; Smith, Kirby, & Brighton,
2003; Maurits, Perfors, & Navarro, 2010). Our result offers
an explanation for why such a dependence might exist.
This work is still preliminary. Additional experimental
tests of our theoretical predictions include varying the frequency of meanings and initializing chains with languages
that do not match the space of meanings (e.g., initializing
participants who see the meaning space from the COLOR condition with a language conforming to the canonical size pattern). In addition, a great deal of theoretical work remains.
Existing work investigates how GK’s results are affected if
the chain consists of more than one learner per generation
(Smith, 2009; Burkett & Griffiths, 2010), or if learners are capable of “teaching” subsequent learners in the chain (Beppu
& Griffiths, 2009). How would our results be affected under these circumstances? There are many remaining open
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Abstract

such a hypothesis. However, recently research on emerging
sign languages, studies of computer simulations and experiments with human subjects have provided evidence that can
shed light on this hypothesis.
Research on a newly emerging sign language, Al-Sayyid
Bedouin Sign Language (ABSL), provides a potential challenge to Hockett’s hypothesis of the emergence of phonological structure (Israel & Sandler, 2009; Sandler, Aronoff,
Meir, & Padden, 2011). All established sign languages that
have been analyzed have been shown to exhibit phonological
structure with features of discreteness and recombination as
in spoken systems. There is a discrete set of location, hand
shape and movement features that are recombined into meaningful words and there are constraints on the ways in which
features can be combined. ABSL is a young but already fully
functional sign language in which the phonological structure
does not appear to be fixed yet. This case questions whether
the emergence of combinatorial structure is necessarily driven
by a growing meaning space alone, because the language is
fully functional without such structure.
The case of ABSL is rare and the language may change
towards using combinatorial structure in future generations.
This expectation is supported by several computer models
which have shown that sound systems tend to develop discrete building blocks or combinatorial structure through selforganization in a population of interacting agents (de Boer,
2000; Oudeyer, 2002, 2005). De Boer and Zuidema (2010)
simulated the transition from a system of holistic signals to a
combinatorial system in this way. They introduced an important distinction between two types of combinatorial structure:
‘superficial combinatorial structure’, which is structure that
can be identified by an outsider observing the system, but of
which the users of the system are not aware; and ‘productive
combinatorial structure’, which is structure that is actively
used in production, perception, learning or storage of signals
(de Boer & Zuidema, 2010). Only superficial combinatorial
structure can be observed in this simulation, since it is hard to
tell whether the agents are aware of it. Therefore, to be able
to study active use of the system, we need to observe human
behavior.
Kirby, Cornish, and Smith (2008) developed a novel exper-

Speech sounds within a linguistic system are both categorical
and combinatorial and there are constraints on how elements
can be recombined. To investigate the origins of this combinatorial structure, we conducted an iterated learning experiment
with human participants, studying the transmission of an artificial system of sounds. In this study, participants learn and
recall a system of sounds that are produced with a slide whistle, an instrument that is both intuitive and non-linguistic. The
system they are exposed to is the recall output of the previous participant. Transmission from participant to participant
causes the system to change and become cumulatively more
learnable and more structured. This shows that combinatorial
structure can culturally emerge in an artificial sound system
through iterated learning.
Keywords: iterated learning; duality of patterning; combinatorial structure; phonology; cultural evolution; emergence;
learnability

Introduction
In human languages, a finite set of basic speech sounds
(phonemes) is combined into a (potentially) unlimited set of
well-formed morphemes (words, clitics, grammatical markers etc.). Hockett (1960) placed this phenomenon under the
umbrella of ‘duality of patterning’ and listed it as one of the
basic design features of human language. Such combinatorial
structure requires a continuous signal space to be organized
into a discrete set of basic building blocks that are reused in a
systematic way (Oudeyer, 2006). In addition, there are constraints (e.g. phonotactic) on the ways the basic elements can
be recombined. The specific building blocks and the rules for
their recombination differ from one language to the other, but
are shared among all members of a speech community. This
paper presents an experimental investigation into how combinatorial organization of (acoustic) signals may have emerged.
Hockett (1960) suggested a possible advantage for a language that uses combinatorial structure: If there is a limit on
how accurately signals can be produced and perceived, there
is a practical limit to the number of distinct signals that can be
discriminated. When a larger number of meanings needs to be
expressed, structured (sequential) recombination of elements
is needed to maintain clear communication. Not much data
was available to Hockett regarding the origins of combinatorial structure that could be used as evidence in favor or against
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After each learning phase, a recall phase followed in which
they reproduced all twelve whistles without being able to listen to them again. After the fourth recall phase, the output of this last recall round became the input set for the
next participant. For the recall procedure, we set in place a
strategy to prevent participants from reproducing the same
whistle twice. The user interface of the experiment automatically compares each new whistle produced to all other
whistles already accepted and stored during that phase and
it rejects that whistle if it was too similar to any other. To
determine how close two whistles are, we defined a whistle distance measure. This measure is a weighted combination of several separate measures: the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) (Sakoe & Chiba, 2003) distance between the two
pitch tracks (D p ), the DTW distance between the two intensity tracks (Di ), the difference in the number of segments
(separated by silent pauses) (Ds ), the difference in variation
of segment duration (Dsd ) and the difference in variation of
pitch (D pv ). These separate measures were scaled to have
approximately a maximum value of one and then combined
following: 0.5D p + 0.2Di + 0.2Ds + 0.05Dsd + 0.05D pv . Data
collected in a pilot study was used to create this measure and
to find the set of weights that resulted in the highest whistle
recognition score. The rejection threshold was set at 0.06, a
low value because it was not supposed to influence the outcome of the recall phase in any way other than to reject doubles.

imental paradigm: iterated learning with humans. This approach makes it possible to investigate the effects of cultural
evolution on a transmitted (artificial) language in a controlled
laboratory setting. This has the advantage over computational
simulations that it does not abstract away from the complexities of human learning, though it still allows for control over
environmental factors and the parameters of the artificial language. Such control is not possible when studying a language
in the field. Iterated learning refers to (repeated) acquisition
of a behavior by a person through observation of similar behavior by another person who acquired it in the same way
(Kirby et al., 2008). In the experimental paradigm a chain of
learners is created in which the outcome of the learning process of one participant is used as the input for the next person
(Kirby et al., 2008). Passing through the minds of learners,
the system that is being transmitted is expected to adapt to
the learning biases, expectations and constraints of the learners (Deacon, 1997; Kirby & Hurford, 2002; Christiansen &
Chater, 2008; Griffiths, Kalish, & Lewandowsky, 2008).
This idea is not new, having been successfully used in numerous computer simulations and, more recently, in behavioral experiments. In experiments it has been applied successfully to show the emergence of compositional structure
(Kirby et al., 2008), combinatorial structure in visual symbols (del Giudice, Kirby, & Padden, 2010), predictability in
plural marking (Smith & Wonnacott, 2010) and in other category or function learning tasks (Griffiths et al., 2008). We applied the same paradigm to study the emergence of combinatorial structure in an artificial whistled language. If structure
emerges, it allows us to see whether people make productive
use of it by observing their learning and production. We expected that an increase in productive combinatorial structure
would result in a cumulative increase in learnability as well as
a cumulative increase of superficial combinatorial structure.

Person 1
Person 2

Generation 2

Person 10

The experiment described here involves learning twelve different signals using a slide whistle (see figure 1). We use slide
whistles for sound production, because participants can easily use them to produce a rich repertoire of acoustic signals,
while only very little interference from pre-existing linguistic
knowledge is expected.

Generation 10

Methods

Chain 2

Chain 3

Chain 4

Generation 1

Chain 1

Figure 2: Four parallel chains of participants in an iterated
learning experiment in which each person learns from the output of the previous participant.
Figure 1: A slide whistle

Participants
Forty participants took part in four parallel chains of ten generations of learning and reproduction. This is schematically
shown in figure 2. All participants were university students
from either University of California San Diego, or University
of Amsterdam, ranging in age from 18 to 32 (mean age of
22).

Procedure
The participants completed four rounds of learning and recall. In the learning phase they were exposed to all twelve
whistle sounds one by one, and were asked to imitate each
sound with the slide whistle immediately after hearing it.
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Figure 3: A few examples of whistles that appeared in the initial set of twelve, plotted as pitch tracks on a semitone scale.

Person 4

Initial input whistles
All four chains started with the same initial set of twelve
whistles, which were selected from a large database of whistles that were collected from nine participants in a pilot study.
These participants were asked to freely produce a number of
whistles. We selected a set of signals that uses a wide range of
whistle techniques (e.g. slides, siren-like, staccato) such that
the total set of whistles did not exhibit (superficial) combinatorial structure. A few examples are shown in figure 3, plotted as pitch tracks on a semitone scale using Praat (Boersma,
2001).

Pitch (semitones re 100 Hz)

0

If we take a close look at what happens over the course of
the chains, there are a few recall behaviors that seem to lead
to an increase of structure. Remembering twelve whistles after only four exposures is difficult, so participants generally
don’t recall all of them flawlessly. They seem to overgeneralize some of the (superficial) combinatorial structure that
appears to be present. This results in an introduction of whistles which are related in form to other whistles learned: some
of these whistles are inverted versions of learned whistles and
others combine or repeat elements that are borrowed from existing whistles. As a result of this, whistles begin to share
properties with one another but retain distinctive elements.
This results in a set of whistles that consist of subsets of related elements, which appears to be more easily remembered
and results in increased recall on the whole set.
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The experiment resulted in four chains of ten participants in
which each person produced an output set of twelve whistles
as the result of learning from the productions of the previous
person (or from the initial input set).

Figure 5: An example of recombination in chain four. One
whistle and the second part of another whistle are combined
in the next generation and the first part of this new whistle is
mirrored in a second version. The orange circles indicate an
effect that can be considered coarticulation.

58.65

Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 show examples from several chains.
Figure 4 shows an example of the creation of a new whistle
through mirroring in chain one. Figure 5 shows an example
of recombination in chain four in which one whistle from the
previous generation is combined with the second part of another whistle to create a new whistle. In addition, the first
part of this new whistle is mirrored in a second new whistle.
Interestingly, these two whistles show an effect that can be
considered coarticulation, because the initial pitch of the second part is influenced by the final pitch of the first part. Figure
6 shows an example of repetition (analogous to reduplication)
in chain two in which a new whistle is formed by doubling an
existing whistle learned from the previous generation. Figure
7 shows combined mirroring, repetition and borrowing from
chain four, which results in a predictable system that is stable
and persists after its innovation.
The set of whistles produced by the tenth participant in a
chain is the end result of a process of repeated learning and
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Figure 4: An example of mirroring in chain one. In the output of person one there was no other that was similar to the
whistle shown, but in the next generation a mirrored version
appears.
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Figure 6: An example of repetition in chain two. The whole
whistle is repeated to form a new whistle in the next generation.

To attempt to confirm our qualitative observations and intuitions about the data, we present a quantitative analysis.
First we will look at the development of learnability over
the course of the chains and then we will investigate how the
reuse of basic elements develops.

Pitch (semitones re 100 Hz)

imperfect recall and shows the cumulative effect of the mirroring, borrowing and repetition behaviors. Figure 8 shows
part of the tenth set of chain one. In this set we can clearly
identify a set of building blocks (slides up and down or single
notes) and these are reused and combined in different ways
in many whistles. Moreover, there appears to be ‘language’
specific constraints on the ways the elements are reused. In
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this first chain for instance, single notes always follow each
other on the same pitch and slides always go down first, never
up-down. Such constraints exist in the other chains as well,
but are not the same. Another interesting observation is that
in the case of a silent pause, the signal mostly continues at the
same pitch, which could be considered a coarticulatory effect.
In summary: qualitatively we can see an increase in the
reuse of basic whistle elements in the sets. Once whistles that
are composed of these elements appear in the set, they are
more likely to be learned and recalled by later generations of
participants who use the similarities across whistles to group
them as subsets thus aiding their recall. This in turn makes it
less difficult to remember the whole set.
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To measure whether the sets of whistles really become easier to learn, we computed the distance between the input set
and the output set for each participant in each chain to see
if the recall error is cumulatively lower for participants that
appear later in the chains. Recall error here is the sum of distances between each whistle in the output and its corresponding whistle from the input. To compute the distance between
a pair of whistles, we used the measure that was described
in the methods section. To compute the distance between
two sets of twelve whistles (two consecutive generations’ outputs), we used the following procedure: Each whistle in a set
was paired with a unique whistle from the second resulting in
a single set of 12 distinct pairs. Distance measures are computed for each pair and summed. This process was repeated
for all possible permutations of pairs. The lowest sum of distances (representing the best set of pairs across the two sets
of whistles) was chosen as the distance value for the two sets.
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Figure 8: A fragment of the whistles in the tenth set of chain
one. Clearly, a set of basic element can be identified that are
reused and systematically combined.
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Figure 7: An example of cumulative mirroring, repetition and
borrowing in chain four. Person 5 mirrors the whistle from the
previous set, then person six borrows one of the two in a new
whistle and finally this new whistle becomes generalized to fit
the pattern of the original two, but repeated. This predictable
system is stable towards the end of the chain.
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Distance between input and output

4

the way in which participants invent new whistles and from
the strategies the participants report to use themselves, we can
conclude that it is productively used as well.
Hockett (1960) proposed that a growth in meaning space
could be what makes combinatorial structure necessary.
However, the high functionality but lack of combinatorial
structure evident in ABSL shows that a language can have a
large meaning space (histories, dreams, legends and gossips
for instance are discussed effortlessly (Sandler et al., 2011))
without needing combinatorial signals. This suggests that
combinatorial structure is not necessarily the result of a growing meaning space.
The data we presented here also shows that combinatorial structure can emerge without a growing meaning space.
Hockett suggests that the signal space is first fully exploited
holistically until signals become too easily confused. Recombination is then needed to expand possibilities while maintaining discriminability. In our experiments combinatorial
structure emerges long before the signal space is fully exploited. Even in a system with a very small vocabulary of
only twelve signals structure emerges. Similar results have
been found in a related study using the visual modality (del
Giudice et al., 2010). This finding is therefore not slide whistle, or even modality, specific. What seems to be driving the
emergence of structure here relates to learnability. By developing from a holistic system (in which virtually everything
is possible within the limits of the modality) towards a discrete and combinatorial system (in which only a few elements
can be used and these elements can only be combined in restricted ways) the system becomes more predictable. Without structure, there are no constraints on which whistles are
well-formed. This makes the signal space theoretically unrestricted and unpredictable. On the other hand, combinatorial structure limits possibilities and allows learners to focus
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Figure 9: Recall errors for each participant in the four chains.
A significant cumulative decrease (p < 0.001) is measured
with Page’s trend test.

Average nearest neighbor distance between whistles within set

Figure 9 shows the measured recall errors for all participants in all four chains. The recall error decreases towards the
end of the chain for most chains which means that the learnability of the sets increases. Using Page’s trend test (Page,
1963) we can see that there is indeed a significant cumulative
decrease of recall error (L = 1403, m = 4, n = 10, p < 0.001).
To test whether the reuse of basic elements increases and
the signals within a set increasingly share more features and
become similar in certain ways, we also compared whistles
within a set. In each generation, for all twelve whistles in
the set the distance to their nearest neighbor in the same set
was computed. The average of these distances was used as
the value that would indicate a higher reuse and sharing of
features in the case of a lower distance. We are aware of
the fact that a lower diversity of signals is not necessarily the
result of a higher reuse, but combined with the qualitative
analysis this seems very likely in our data and therefore we
use it as a suggestive measure.
Figure 10 shows a graph with these values for each chain
including the initial set. The graph shows indeed that the signals become more similar to each other and that, increasingly,
for most whistles in the set there is another one that is similar
in some way. Using Page’s trend test (Page, 1963) we can
show that there is a significant cumulative decrease in variation among the whistles (L = 1355, m = 4, n = 10, p < 0.01),
excluding the initial set.

Discussion
The work presented in this paper shows that effects of iterated
learning on an artificial sound system in the laboratory can
cause this system to become organized in a way that is reminiscent of how speech sounds and signs in sign languages
are organized. Superficial combinatorial structure has been
observed in the sound systems that emerge by analyzing the
results qualitatively. From the increase in learnability, from
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Figure 10: Average nearest neighbor distance between whistles within the set for each generation, including the initial
set. A significant cumulative decrease (p < 0.01) is measured
with Page’s trend test.
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Kirby, S., Cornish, H., & Smith, K. (2008). Cumulative cultural evolution in the laboratory: An experimental approach
to the origins of structure in human language. PNAS,
105(31), 10681–10686.
Kirby, S., & Hurford, J. (2002). The emergence of linguistic
structure: an overview of the iterated learning model. In
A. Cangelosi & D. Parisi (Eds.), Simulating the evolution
of language (pp. 121–148). Springer Verlag New York.
Miller, G. A. (1956). The magical number seven, plus or
minus two: Some limits on our capacity for processing information. Psychological Review, 63(2), 343–355.
Oudeyer, P. Y. (2002). Origins and learnability of syllable
systems, a cultural evolutionary model. LNCS, 2310, 143–
155.
Oudeyer, P. Y. (2005). How phonological structures can
be culturally selected for learnability. Adaptive Behavior,
13(4), 269–280.
Oudeyer, P. Y. (2006). Self-organization in the evolution of
speech. Oxford University Press, USA.
Page, E. B. (1963). Ordered hypotheses for multiple treatments: A significance test for linear ranks. Journal of the
American Statistical Association, 58(301), 216–230.
Sakoe, H., & Chiba, S. (2003). Dynamic programming algorithm optimization for spoken word recognition. IEEE
Trans. Acoust., Speech, Signal Process., 26(1), 43–49.
Sandler, W., Aronoff, M., Meir, I., & Padden, C. (2011).
The gradual emergence of phonological form in a new language. NLLT. (To appear)
Smith, K., & Wonnacott, E. (2010). Eliminating unpredictable variation through iterated learning. Cognition,
116, 444–449.

only on the variations that are linguistically relevant. It has
been argued that languages are generally organized to be predictable and Smith and Wonnacott (2010) have shown that
the process of iterated learning can cause a linguistic system to lose unpredictable variation. Moreover, the principle of measuring predictability in a linguistic system has also
been applied to explain the existence and learnability of complex morphological systems in real languages (Ackerman,
Blevins, & Malouf, 2009).
In concert with an increase in predictability, the whistles
evolve towards sharing features. This makes it possible to
remember them as subsets, which makes learning and recall
easier. The idea that chunking of information in this way facilitates encoding more information in short-term memory is
well established (Miller, 1956). This strategy was often reported by our participants in a post-test questionnaire.
The whistles that fit the structure and conform to people’s
cognitive biases are more likely to be preserved from generation to generation in cultural evolution. Combinatorial structure therefore potentially emerges within a gradual (cultural)
evolutionary process. This provides an alternative explanation for the origins of combinatorial structure in addition to
the existing theory involving an increase in the number of
meanings to be expressed.
We hope to have demonstrated a fruitful new approach for
studying the influence of iterated learning and cognitive biases on the emergence of structure in speech. One simplification we made in the current design is that the whistles do
not convey meanings. The requirement of reproducing twelve
unique whistles provides an artificial pressure for expressivity, which would normally result naturally from the need to
express distinct meanings. In Kirby et al. (2008) an expressivity constraint was used effectively as well, although in that
case there was no absence of semantics. Our results involve
a first investigation of combinatorial structure while controlling for effects of semantics (e.g. iconicity, compositionality).
Our current work aims to build on the foundations laid by this
study by attaching meanings to the whistles.
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Abstract
No current laboratory test can reliably identify patients with
schizophrenia. Instead, key symptoms are observed via language, including derailments, where patients cannot follow a
coherent storyline, and delusions, where false beliefs are repeated as fact. Brain processes underlying these and other
symptoms remain unclear, and characterizing them would
greatly enhance our understanding of schizophrenia. In this situation, computational models can be valuable tools to formulate testable hypotheses and to complement clinical research.
This work aims to capture the link between biology and schizophrenic symptoms using DISCERN, a connectionist model of
human story processing. Competing illness mechanisms proposed to underlie schizophrenia are simulated in DISCERN,
and are evaluated at the level of narrative language, i.e. the
same level used to diagnose patients. The result is the first
simulation of abnormal storytelling in schizophrenia, both in
acute psychotic and compensated stages of the disorder. Of all
illness models tested, hyperlearning, a model of overly intense
memory consolidation, produced the best fit to the language
abnormalities of stable outpatients, as well as compelling models of acute psychotic symptoms. If validated experimentally,
the hyperlearning hypothesis could advance the current understanding of schizophrenia, and provide a platform for developing future treatments for this disorder.

Introduction
Stories are more than a useful social construct – they are a
crucial part of who we are. We make sense of the world by
fitting our experience into a coherent narrative. In schizophrenia, this ongoing narrative breaks down. Disturbances
in the perception and expression of reality can be observed
through the stories a patient tells. Indeed, narrative language
is the primary diagnostic tool, and clinicians use it every day
to observe and evaluate its manifestations. The purpose of
clinical interviews, then, is to use narrative language as a
window into the schizophrenic mind. The main idea behind
this research is that neural network models of storytelling can
provide mechnistic explanations of what is seen through that
window. These explanations can then be evaluated through
narrative language – at the same level used to diagnose real
patients.
The principal strength of neural network models lies in
their ability to bridge the gap between complex mental states
and behavior on the one hand and underlying neural information processing on the other. This ability is precisely what
is needed in schizophrenia research, where the central challenge for decades has been to explain how underlying illness
mechanisms could cause altered the behavior.
Consequently, the main goal of this research is to demonstrate that a neural network model can be used meaningfully to simulate possible illness mechanisms in schizophrenia. The different illness models will result in different language behavior, which can then be used to generate predictions about the underlying causes. Thus computational illness
models have the potential to complement and guide future
medical research.

On the other hand, progress in understanding schizophrenia is likely to lead to progress in basic cognitive science
as well. Global, emergent faculties like understanding and
telling stories, processing emotions, and forming long-term
memories of real or imagined events are difficult to account
for computationally, and mental illnesses where these faculties break down offer a unique opportunity to investigate how
they emerge from their neural substrate. Developing methods to model such high-level behavior computationally is a
second major goal of the research presented in this paper.

Schizophrenia
Schizophrenia is a common and disabling psychiatric disorder. Symptoms include hallucinations, bizarre behavior, delusions, and disorganized language that is hard for listeners to
follow. These psychotic symptoms tend to wax and wane over
time, and in later stages often give way to negative symptoms, including blunted emotions and reduced language output. This paper focuses on symptoms that are observed directly via language, most prominently
1. Delusions, which are pathological false beliefs. Delusions
often share common themes, like being watched by the
CIA or being controlled by outside forces. Patients with
schizophrenia tend to insert themselves or persons they
know into imaginary narratives. Such agent-slotting errors
are thought to be the cause of the plots and conspiracies
that characterize persecutory delusions.
2. Disorganized speech, which refers to fluent spoken language that fails to communicate effectively. It is believed to
reflect impaired verbal thought (thought disorder). One of
the most prominent signs are derailments, i.e. jumps from
one topic or story to another without apparent cause.
Symptoms in schizophrenia vary among patients. Clinical subtypes of schizophrenia include the paranoid type,
where symptoms include delusions and hallucinations but
not prominent language disorganization, and the disorganized
type, where symptoms are dominated by disorganized language and behavior.
Treatments for schizophrenia mainly rely on medication
that can help manage psychotic symptoms. However, these
drugs often have severe and dangerous side-effects, and do
not help all patients or address all symptoms (Kapur and
Mamo, 2003). These shortcomings make a better understanding of schizophrenia an important goal, because it would
likely lead to more effective drugs, and might suggest new
ways to treat or even prevent schizophrenia (Pearlson, 2000).
However, our understanding of schizophrenia is far from
complete. What is known is that schizophrenia is a physical
disease. Structural brain abnormalities, genetics, and neurochemistry are key components, and virtually every brain
area and major neurotransmitter system has been implicated
(Pearlson and Marsh, 1999; Bogerts et al., 2009; Glenthoj
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et al., 2009). This wealth of experimental findings has led
to many hypotheses regarding the causes of schizophrenia,
but not to much clarity about its precise nature.
After a century of research, why is schizophrenia is not yet
better understood? One reason is certainly that schizophrenia is both complex and heterogeneous, making the question
of cause and effect extremely difficult. Furthermore, experimental techniques often cannot establish causality.
However, a more basic obstacle (we argue) is the lack of
an adequate formal language in which to express hypotheses. In other words, new and advanced ways to investigate the
schizophrenic brain experimentally should be complemented
by new and equally powerful theoretical tools. Contributing
to the development of these tools is the principal motivation
behind this research.
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Approach
This paper aims to demonstrate that connectionist models
have the potential to provide these tools. Even though they
are not usually intended as physiologically accurate simulations, they nevertheless tend to exhibit characteristics of
“brain-like” information processing, and high-level cognition
can thus be modeled using plausible analogs of the real neural substrate. A central working hypothesis is that neural networks not only function in a brain-like manner, but can also
break down in the same way, creating an opportunity to advance our understanding of both the healthy and the disordered brain.
Computational neural networks have been used previously
to simulate research findings related to schizophrenia, including altered working memory (Braver et al., 1999; Cohen and Servan-Schreiber, 1992; Monchi et al., 2000), hyperarousal states (Grossberg and Pepe, 1970; Grossberg, 1999),
excessive semantic priming (Spitzer, 1997), alterations of
functional connectivity between brain regions (Winder et al.,
2007), attention (Wang and Fan, 2007), impaired facial affect recognition (Carter and Neufeld, 2007), and hallucinations and delusions (Hoffman and McGlashan, 1997; Ruppin
et al., 1996; Loh et al., 2007). This work is the first, however, to use a model of human storytelling, and therefore the
first where candidate illness mechanisms can be evaluated on
a clinically relevant level.
The model, called DISCERN (Miikkulainen, 1993), is a
complex, multi-modular neural network simulation of human
story learning and memory. In this work, it was extended to
model complex stories consisting of multiple scripts, as well
as emotions and a cognitive filter function (Fidelman et al.,
2005; Grasemann et al., 2007). These extensions make it
possible to model the complex changes in language behavior observed in patients with schizophrenia.
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Figure 1: A schematic representation of the DISCERN story processing architecture. (A) Remembering and reproducing a story in
DISCERN is achieved by a chain of modules. Tan modules are
simple recurrent networks (Elman, 1990), the memory encoder is a
RAAM network (Pollack, 1990), and the green modules are contentaddressable memory modules. (B) The story generator module
shown in more detail. A new memory cue is produced together with
each sentence, making the transitions from one script to the next explicit. The numbers indicate implementations of the eight simulated
illness mechanisms evaluated as models of schizophrenic language.

DISCERN modules were then trained in their tasks, i.e. understanding and paraphrasing the stories.
For each story, the words are presented to the sentence
parser one at a time as a sequence of activation patterns.
The sentence parser builds a representation of each sentence
by concatenating the word representations that correspond to
agent, predicate, indirect object, modifier, and direct object.
At the end of each sentence, the sentence representation is
passed on to the story parser. The story parser transforms sequences of sentences into script representations. Such a representation consists of the name of the script and the words
and emotion filling its slots. The sequence of script representations that constitute the story is stored in the episodic
memory module in a compressed form, which is created by
the memory encoder using the Recursive Auto-Associative
Memory (RAAM; Pollack 1990) architecture.
Story recall reverses the process, transforming episodic
memories back into the original words: The story generator
translates the episodic memory representation into a sequence
of sentences, and the sentence generator then produces the
word sequence for each sentence. Additionally, the story generator produces a memory cue with each sentence, thus making the script transitions explicit and allowing the system to
process multi-script stories (Fig. 1B). Based on evidence of
an editor function in human speech (Fox Tree, 2000), an out-

The DISCERN Model
DISCERN processes stories via a chain of modules, each
building on the results of the previous module and providing
input for the next (Fig. 1A). The modules communicate using
patterns of neuron activations that represent word meanings.
Word representations are stored in a central semantic memory, and are learned based on their roles in sentences using the
FGREP algorithm (Miikkulainen, 1993). Semantically similar words are reflected by similar activation patterns.
Based on a corpus of 28 stories, DISCERN first learned
a lexicon of word representations in this manner. The other
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put sentence filter was incorporated into the story generator,
reducing errors at the cost of reduced successful recall.
DISCERN learned fourteen autobiographical stories describing a first-person character (“I”), his relationships with
his boss, girlfriend, etc., and activities such as going to a wedding and getting a traffic ticket. A second group of fourteen
impersonal crime stories described Mafia and police characters and their activities. Each story consisted of a sequence
of three to seven scripts whose slots were filled with a coherent set of words. An emotional valence code, ranging from
very positive to very negative (++, +, +-, -, - -) was also included, biasing memory recall in a fashion analogous to human recall (Bower, 1981). Script organization was shared
between autobiographical and crime stories, but story characters were not. For instance, DISCERN learned the following
crime story about Vito, a Mafia boss, consisting of $driving
and $pulled-over scripts with neutral emotion (slot-fillers in
brackets and underlined in the story):
$driving [Vito,LA,airport,scared,recklessly,+-]
Vito wanted to go to LA.
Vito entered his car.
Vito drove to the airport.
Vito was scared.
Vito drove recklessly.
$pulled-over [Vito,cop,arrested,murder,+-]
Vito was pulled-over by a cop.
The cop asked Vito for his license.
Vito gave his license to the cop.
The cop checked the license.
The cop arrested Vito for murder.

5.

6.

7.

8.

An autobiographical story incorporated the same scripts
with different slot-fillers and a strongly negative emotion:

one of the earliest models of schizophrenia (Grossberg and
Pepe, 1970). Simulated by increasing hidden layer activations in the SG;
Semantic blurring, based on the hypothesis that excessive
spreading activation in semantic maps contributes to disorganized speech in schizophrenia (Spitzer, 1997; Leeson
et al., 2005). Simulated by combining input word representations with their neighbors in the lexicon;
Semantic memory noise, intended to simulate disorganization of semantic memory suggested by studies demonstrating altered word association and fluency in schizophrenia
(Goldberg et al., 1998; Tallent et al., 2001). Implemented
by degrading semantic memory with Gaussian noise;
Semantic memory overactivation, motivated by neuroimaging studies suggesting increased cortical activation
during semantic association tasks (Kuperberg et al., 2007;
Assaf et al., 2006). Implemented by adding a constant bias
to the lexicon’s output;
Hyperlearning, a simulation of aberrant memory consolidation, intended to model memory effects of dopaminedriven, pathologically intense experience (Kapur, 2003;
Kapur et al., 2005; Maher, 1974). Simulated by performing
additional network training at increased learning rates; applied to the memory encoder and/or the generator modules
(i.e. story and sentence generators).

The amount of distortion or damage introduced by an illness
model (or lesion) can be controlled in each case by a “severity” parameter. Fig. 1 illustrates the location of the lesions in
DISCERN. The lesions each result in characteristic language
behavior that can be compared to that of schizophrenic patients.

$driving[I,home,drunk,home,recklessly,--]
I wanted to go home.
I entered my car.
I drove home.
I was drunk.
I drove recklessly.
$pulled-over [I,cop,arrested,DUI,--]
I was pulled-over by a cop.
The cop asked me for my license.
I gave my license to the cop.
The cop checked the license.
The cop arrested me for DUI.

Experiment I: Matching Human Data
The goal of the first experiment is to perform a rigorous and
quantitative comparison of DISCERN and human subjects.
Its foundation is a study of human story recall in schizophrenia, conducted at Yale as part of a joint project with this work
(Hoffman et al., 2011). In the study, 20 healthy controls and
37 medicated outpatients with schizophrenia recalled three
brief, thematically related stories. Several variables measuring different aspects of language and memory performance
were scored, resulting in a unique quantitative characterization of language behavior in schizophrenia.
Four measures were used in the comparison: (1) recall success, measuring overall story recall performance; (2) derailment errors, measuring difficulty in maintaining a consistent
storyline; (3) agent-slotting errors, measuring delusion-like
confusions among story characters; and (4) lexical misfire errors, measuring difficulty in slotting words other than agents.
The errors were represented as penetrance scores, i.e. divided
by the number of error-free outputs. Patients scored lower
on recall success, and produced more derailments and agentslotting errors than controls. Lexical misfires did not differentiate patients from controls.
To measure how well the language profile of DISCERN
simulations matched the experimental data, a novel meansquare deviation metric (Marchiori and Warglien, 2008)
based on the four outcome variables was developed, measuring the goodness-of-fit (GOF) to human patients and controls.
Lesion damage and output filtering were adjusted to optimize

Such common structure provides opportunities for
schizophrenia-like language behavior to emerge, including
derailments and delusion-like narratives.
Starting from different initial weights, 30 independent
DISCERN systems were trained using baclpropagation. After
training, average sentence-level recall was 95.6% (SD 0.8%).
The “healthy” DISCERN systems were then used to simulate
a range of candidate illness mechanisms:
1. Working memory (WM) disconnection, prompted by neuroimaging and other studies suggesting cortical disconnection, (especially involving WM networks) in schizophrenia
patients (Kim et al., 2003; Karlsgodt, 2008; Sakkalis et al.,
2006)). Implemented in DISCERN by cutting context-tohidden-layer connections in the story generator (SG);
2. WM noise, prompted by reports of excessive cortical noise,
and reduced efficiency in frontal cortical systems linked to
WM in schizophrenia (Potkin et al., 2009; Tan et al., 2007;
Winterer and Weinberger, 2004). Simulated by adding
Gaussian noise to the context layer of the SG network;
3. WM gain reduction has been used previously to simulate
hypo-dopaminergic neuromodulation of cortical networks
in schizophrenia (Cohen and Servan-Schreiber, 1992). Implemented in DISCERN by changing the slope of the sigmoid activation functions in the SG’s hidden layer;
4. Excessive arousal could produce both the under- and overactivation at a neuronal level seen in schizophrenia (Kuperberg et al., 2007; Loh et al., 2007), and was the basis of
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The main result is that hyperlearning can match the storyrecall profile of patients better than other illness models.
That all models were equivalent in matching healthy controls suggests that hyperlearning captures specific aspects of
schizophrenia, rather than general sources of human errorproneness.

Experiment II: Psychotic Language
Whereas the human subject study (necessarily) focused on
medicated outpatients, psychosis is the hallmark of schizophrenia (Kapur, 2003). Its manifestations are the most distinctive signs of schizophrenia, and tend to dominate the early
stages where models of intervention could be most useful.
The second experiment consequently aimed to recreate language characteristic of acute psychosis, and to evaluate the
ability of the illness models to do so.
Ten DISCERN systems were subjected to varying degrees
of damage using the same eight lesions investigated earlier.
Additionally, hyperlearning was applied to DISCERN’s generator modules, for a total of nine lesions. The main goal
was to determine whether any lesions are able to produce
language abnormalities suggestive of (and consistent with)
the psychotic symptoms of schizophrenia. First, syntax and
morphology in schizophrenia tend to be normal or nearly so
(Covington et al., 2005). However, most lesions (i.e. all except the hyperlearning models) cause frequent grammatical
errors (Fig. 3). For example, the following was produced by
DISCERN after WM-disconnection (target words in parentheses):

3D hyperlearning

3

3D disconnection

B

WM disconnection

Log(GOF) to patient profile

3

0
100

ungrammatical sentences
caused by four representative lesions is shown as
recall performance drops
in response to increasing
damage. Solid lines are
averages over ten DISCERN systems. Dots are
individual lesioned systems.
All lesions except hyperlearning (HLM,
HLG) produce frequent
grammar errors, which are
not usually seen in schizophrenia.

Figure 2: Goodness-of-fit of each illness model to human storyrecall data. GOF is measured using a mean-square deviation metric to the language profile of controls (A) and patients (B,C). GOF
was log-converted to normalize distributions; smaller values represent a better fit. Illness models are equivalent in matching controls.
However, hyperlearning and WM-disconnection fit the patients better than other models. (C) Applying disconnection and hyperlearning in an additional location in DISCERN improves GOF to patients.
Hyperlearning fits significantly better than WM-disconnection, suggesting a more likely illness mechanism of schizophrenia.

The
The
The
The

GOF for each of the eight illness mechanisms applied to each
of the 30 independent DISCERN systems.
A mixed-model analysis with best-fit GOF as the response
variable revealed no significant difference between lesions in
matching healthy controls (p = 0.07; Fig. 2A). In contrast,
the eight illness models differed significantly in how well they
matched the patients’ story-recall performance (p < 0.0001):
WM-disconnection and hyperlearning were robustly superior
to the other six models (p < 0.0005) but were not different
from each other (Fig. 2B).
The two best models, WM-disconnection and hyperlearning, were further studied by applying each lesion in an additional location in DISCERN: hyperlearning was now applied
to both smemory encoder and generator modules, and disconnection was applied to both context-to-hidden and output connections of the story generator. As a result, GOF to patients
improved overall (p < 0.0001), and hyperlearning produced
a significantly better fit than disconnection (p < 0.0001).

Police
Police
Police
Police

thought that *the(Tony) bombed *airport(City-Hall).
wanted to arrest *the(Tony).
found that *to(Tony) *LA(was) *St-Mary’s(in).
planned to arrest *I(Tony) in New-York.

Distorted constructions like “The Police found that to LA
St-Mary’s” make the text appear random and non-sensical
rather than disorganized or delusional, which is typically not
the case in schizophrenia. In contrast, hyperlearning causes
grammatical errors very rarely. Furthermore, hyperlearning
applied to generator modules (HLG) causes consistent patterns of agent-slotting errors to emerge:
*I(Tony) hated *my(his) job.
*I(Tony) was a bad gangster.
*I(Tony) wanted to go to City-Hall.
*I(Tony) entered his car.
*I(Tony) drove to City-Hall.
*I(Tony) was *on-time(scared).
*I(Tony) drove *recklessly(carefully).
*I(Tony) entered City-Hall for *wedding(bombing).
Tony bombed City-Hall.

Such stable error patterns are very frequent following
HLG, and virtually absent in other lesions. As in the example above, grammar remains intact. Often, meaningful
and locally consistent new narratives emerge, suggesting how
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Figure 5: Frequency of derailed language vs. word-level errors.
Lesion severity was adjusted so that recall was close to 40%. Hyperlearning causes frequent derailments and few word-level errors.
In all other lesions, word-level errors dominate derailments.

derlying brain mechanism occuring at two different locations.

Discussion and Future Work
The results show that DISCERN can indeed be used to simulate and compare alternative illness mechanisms in schizophrenia. Creating a computational framework where this is
possible was one of the two main goals of this research. A
more ambitious goal was to create an illness model that captures important aspects of schizophrenic language. The hyperlearning hypothesis is such a model.
In sum, hyperlearning can match the story-recall profile of
human patients with schizophrenia (but not healthy controls)
better than other models, and only the hyperlearning models produce compelling simulations of psychotic language.
An account of delusion formation based on stable patterns
of agency shifts is supported by human data showing that patients with narrative delusions make more agent-slotting errors (Hoffman et al., 2011). Applied to the memory encoder
network, hyperlearning causes signs of language disorganization but not delusions. Hyperlearning thus models different
symptoms depending on where in the model it is applied, suggesting how clinical subtypes of schizophrenia could emerge
through a shared mechanism. Interestingly, although it is
a new hypothesis, hyperlearning converges with a number
of recent neurobiological findings linking schizophrenia, increased DA transmission and hippocampal activation, and elevated prediction-error response (Schott et al., 2006; Corlett,
2006; van Os and Kapur, 2009; Schobel et al., 2009).
The most important next step will be to investigate whether
hyperlearning really occurs in humans, which should be possible with standard experimental techniques. Neural correlates of exaggerated memory consolidation are accessible to
fMRI, and behavioral studies could investigate changes in the
speed and intensity of memory consolidation. Further, since
hyperlearning was able to simulate the language in both acute
and compensated stages of schizophrenia, it may be able to
model the transition between the two, which could lead to the
first model of antipsychotic drug action.
More generally, hyperlearning serves to demonstrate the
strengths of the computational modeling approach: First, hyperlearning was not part of the initial set of illness models,
but instead emerged from preliminary experiments. In this

100 150 200

Agent-Slotting Errors Within Context

agent-slotting errors could give rise to the spurious plots
that characterize grandiose or persecutory delusions. Interestingly, in the human subject study, patients with narrative
delusions made significantly more agent-slotting errors than
other groups (p = 0.015, corrected post-hoc comparison,
α = 0.05), which supports this view of how delusions are
formed. Furthermore, agent-slotting errors tend to intrude
into crime stories and often involve the “I”-character (Fig.
4), as is common in schizophrenia.
When hyperlearning is applied to the memory encoder
(HLM), the resulting language is very different: DISCERN
makes few agent-slotting errors, but frequently jumps from
one story to another, creating the impression of disorganized
speech:
I went to Four-Seasons.
I sat at a table.
I ordered wine.
I drank the wine.
I met *Stacy(Kate) at
Four-Seasons.
[jumping to story #16]
Stacy was in her 20s.
Stacy had a ponytail.
Stacy was from New-York.

Here, DISCERN jumps from a story about meeting his
mother Kate to a similar story about his girlfriend Stacy. Such
derailments are driven by content rather than random memory
errors; as in the example above, they tend to involve another
similar story, and are often “foreshadowed” by content intruding from that story. Other lesions (except HLG) often jump
between stories as well, but only in HLM are derailments the
dominant error pattern (Fig. 5), and thus create a plausible
model of disorganized speech in schizophrenia.
Each version of hyperlearning thus simulates one psychotic
symptom but not the other. Since delusions and derailments
are two hallmark symptoms of (respectively) paranoid-type
and disorganized-type schizophrenia, hyperlearing suggests
how these clinical subtypes could emerge from a shared un-
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way, computational models can suggest novel, alternative hypotheses through unexpected behavior. Second, several predictions, like the existence of a shared illness mechanism for
different clinical subtypes, were equally unexpected, demonstrating how computational models can tie together explanations of seemingly disparate symptoms. Third, hyperlearning
demonstrates the conceptual reach of neural network modeling: It makes explicit, ties together, and converges with theories and research findings from psychology, psychiatry, linguistics, and theoretical and experimental neuroscience. In
this way, connectionist models can make possible progress
that would be difficult to achieve in any single discipline
alone.
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come next, rather than waiting until the next input is
available before deciding on the current input.
To capture the interactive nature of HLP, we propose a
parallel, probabilistic mechanism for activating alternatives
in parallel and selecting the most highly activated
alternative. This parallel, probabilistic mechanism selects
between competing alternatives, but does not build any
structure. At each choice point, the parallel, probabilistic
mechanism uses all available information to select
alternatives that are likely to be correct, allowing the serial
integration mechanism to be largely deterministic.
To capture the incremental and immediate nature of HLP,
we propose a serial, pseudo-deterministic processor that
builds and integrates linguistic representations, relying on a
non-monotonic mechanism of context accommodation with
limited parallelism, which is part of normal processing, to
handle cases where some incompatibility that complicates
integration manifests itself.
The primary monotonic mechanisms for building
structure within the serial mechanism include: 1) integration
of the current input into an existing construction which
predicts its occurrence (substitution); and 2) projection of a
new construction and integration of the input into this
construction (Ball, 2007a). For example, given the input
“the pilot”, the processing of “the” will lead to projection of
a nominal construction and integration of “the” as the
specifier of the nominal. In addition, the prediction for a
head to occur will be established. (For a discussion of
functional categories like specifier and head, see Ball,
2007b.) When “pilot” is subsequently processed, it is biased
to be a noun and integrated as the head of the nominal
construction projected by “the”.
Besides predicting the occurrence of an upcoming
linguistic element, projected constructions may predict the
preceding occurrence of an element. If this element is
available in the current context, it can be integrated into the
construction. For example, given “the pilot flew the
airplane”, the processing of “flew” can lead to projection of
a declarative clause construction which predicts the
preceding occurrence of a subject. If a nominal is available
in the context (as in this example), it can be integrated as the
subject of the declarative clause construction.
In addition to these monotonic mechanisms, a projected
construction may non-monotonically override an existing
construction (akin to adjunction in Tree Adjoining
Grammar, Joshi, 1987). For example, in the processing of
“the pilot light”, the incremental integration of “pilot” as the
head of the nominal construction will subsequently be
overridden by a construction in which “pilot” functions as a
modifier and “light” functions as the head.

Abstract
This paper proposes, empirically motivates and describes a
pseudo-deterministic model of Human Language Processing
(HLP) implemented in the ACT-R cognitive architecture
(Anderson, 2007). The model reflects the integration of a
highly parallel, probabilistic activation and selection
mechanism and non-monotonic context accommodation
mechanism (with limited parallelism) with what is otherwise
a serial, deterministic processor. The overall effect is an HLP
which presents the appearance and efficiency of deterministic
processing, despite the rampant ambiguity which makes truly
deterministic processing impossible.
Keywords: HLP; pseudo-deterministic; cognitively plausible;
functional; non-monotonic; context accommodation

Introduction
There is extensive psycholinguistic evidence that Human
Language Processing (HLP) is essentially incremental and
interactive (Just & Carpenter, 1987; Altmann & Steedman,
1988; Tanenhaus et al., 1995; Altmann, 1998; Gibson &
Pearlmutter, 1998). Garden-path effects, although
infrequent, strongly suggest that processing is serial and
incremental at the level of phrasal and clausal analysis
(Bever, 1970). Lower level word recognition processes
suggest parallel, activation-based mechanisms (McClelland
& Rumelhart, 1981; Paap et al., 1982). At the level of
phrasal and clausal analysis, humans appear to pursue a
single analysis which is only occasionally disrupted,
requiring reanalysis. One of the great challenges of
psycholinguistic research is to explain how humans can
process language effortlessly and accurately given the
complexity and ambiguity that is attested (Crocker, 2005).
As Boden (2006, p. 407) notes, deterministic processing
“would explain the introspective ease and speed of speech
understanding”. However, given the rampant ambiguity of
natural language, a deterministic mechanism would need
access to the entire input before making a decision. Marcus
(1980) proposed a deterministic parser with a limited
lookahead capability to capture the trade-off between the
efficiency of human parsing and the limitations with respect
to garden-path inputs. However, there is considerable
evidence that HLP is inconsistent with extensive lookahead,
delay or underspecification—the primary serial mechanisms
for dealing with ambiguity without backtracking or
reanalysis. According to Altmann & Mirkovic (2009, p.
604), “The view we are left with is a comprehension system
that is „maximally incremental‟; it develops the fullest
interpretation of a sentence fragment at each moment of the
fragment‟s unfolding”. Instead of lookahead, the HLP
engages in “thinkahead”, biasing and predicting what will
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wh-questions beginning with “who”. Although this is
possible, parallel projection of alternative structures must be
highly constrained to avoid a proliferation of alternatives
within the serial processing mechanism which has limited
capacity to maintain alternative structures in parallel.
The pseudo-deterministic model has been implemented
in the ACT-R cognitive architecture (Anderson, 2007).
ACT-R is a theory of human cognition implemented as a
computational system with support for measuring cognitive
processing time. ACT-R integrates a procedural memory
implemented as a production system with a declarative
memory (DM). DM consists of symbolic chunks of
declarative knowledge implemented in a frame notation (i.e.
a collection of slot-value pairs) within an inheritance
hierarchy (single inheritance combined with default
inheritance). ACT-R is a hybrid system which combines a
serial production execution mechanism with parallel,
probabilistic mechanisms for production selection and DM
chunk retrieval. Within the model, serial, incremental
processing and context accommodation are implemented in
ACT-R‟s procedural memory. Parallel, probabilistic
processing is implemented within ACT-R‟s DM and uses
ACT-R‟s parallel spreading activation mechanism and DM
retrieval mechanism, to support probabilistic selection
between competing alternatives. ACT-R‟s retrieval
mechanism eliminates the need for a mechanism like mutual
inhibition to support selection between competing
alternatives (cf. Vosse & Kempen, 2000). Other than adding
a collection of buffers to ACT-R to support language
processing by retaining the partial products of retrieval and
structure building, and improving the perceptual processing
in ACT-R (Freiman & Ball, 2010), the computational
implementation does not add any language-specific
mechanisms—although the collection of buffers and
productions which reference them might be viewed as
constituting a language module in ACT-R.
The computational implementation comprises ~700
productions and ~63,000 DM elements (part of speech and
form specific lexical items) and is capable of processing a
broad range of English language constructions
(www.doublertheory.com/comp-grammer/compgrammar.htm; Ball, Heiberg & Silber, 2007). The model
accepts textual input from single words to entire documents.
On a 64-bit quad-core machine with 8 Gig RAM, the model
incrementally processes ~285 words per minute (wpm) in
real time (~140 wpm in ACT-R cognitive processing time).

Theoretical Basis & Computational
Implementation
The pseudo-deterministic model aligns with current
linguistic theory in Cognitive Grammar (Langacker, 1987,
1991), Sign-Based Construction Grammar (Sag, 2010) and
Conceptual Semantics (Jackendoff, 2002), and borrows
ideas from Preference Semantics (Wilks, 1975) and Tree
Adjoining Grammar (Joshi, 1987). A key goal of the
research is development of a functional model that adheres
to well-established cognitive constraints. Such constraints
have evolved to be largely functional in humans (Ball et al.,
2010). The model also borrows heavily from the
comprehensive grammar of Huddleston & Pullum (2002,
2005) and the “Simpler Syntax” of Culicover & Jackendoff
(2005; Culicover, 2009). A key feature of the grammar of
Huddleston & Pullum (henceforth H&P) is the introduction
of phrase internal grammatical functions like head,
determiner (or specifier) and modifier. Lexical items and
phrases may have alternative functions in different
grammatical contexts. For example, a prepositional phrase
may function as a modifier (or adjunct) in one context (e.g.
“He will eat dinner in a minute”, and as a verbal
complement in a different context (e.g. “He put the book on
the table”). Although the typical subject (a clause level
grammatical function) is a noun phrase, various clausal
forms can also function as subject (e.g. “That he likes you is
true”, “Going to the movies is fun”).
Differences from these grammatical treatments are
largely motivated by constraints imposed by the incremental
and interactive nature of HLP as reflected in the
computational implementation. For example, wh-words
occurring at the beginning of a sentence are uniformly
assigned a wh-focus function that is distinct from the
subject function. In “Who is he talking to?”, “who”
functions as the wh-focus and “he” functions as the subject
of the wh-question construction that is projected during the
processing of “who is…”. In addition, “who” is secondarily
bound to the object function of the locative construction
projected during processing of the preposition “to”.
Likewise, in “Who is talking?”, “who” again functions as
the wh-focus, but in this case “who” is secondarily bound to
the subject function. In contrast, H&P treat “who” as the
subject in “Who is talking?” and as a pre-nucleus which is
external to the main clause in “Who is he talking to?”.
However, at the processing of “who” in an incremental
processor, it is not possible to determine which function
applies given the H&P grammar, whereas “who” is
uniformly treated as the wh-focus in the pseudodeterministic model. Further, the pseudo-deterministic
model projects a uniform wh-question construction with
both a wh-focus and subject function (allowing the subject
to be bound to the wh-focus), whereas the grammar of H&P
needs two different representations: one with a clause
external pre-nucleus when the wh-word is not the subject,
and one that is a simple clause when the wh-word is the
subject. An incremental processor would need to project
both alternatives in parallel to be able to efficiently process

Parallel, Probabilistic Activation and Selection
Based on the current input, current context and prior history
of use, a collection of DM elements is activated via the
parallel, spreading activation mechanism of ACT-R. The
selection mechanism is based on the retrieval mechanism of
ACT-R. Retrieval occurs as a result of selection and
execution of a production—only one production can be
executed at a time—whose right-hand side provides a
retrieval template that specifies which type of DM chunk is
eligible to be retrieved. The single, most highly activated
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Serial, Pseudo-Deterministic Structure
Building and Context Accommodation

DM chunk matching the retrieval template is retrieved.
Generally, the largest DM element matching the retrieval
template will be retrieved, be it a word, multi-unit word
(e.g. “a priori”, “none-the-less”), multi-word expression
(e.g. “pick up”, “go out”), or larger phrasal unit.
To see how the spreading activation mechanism can bias
retrieval, consider the processing of “the speed” vs. “to
speed”. Since “speed” can be both a noun and a verb, we
need some biasing mechanism to establish a context
sensitive preference. In these examples, the word “the”
establishes a bias for a noun to occur, and “to” establishes a
bias for a verb to occur (despite the ambiguity of “to” itself).
These biases are a weak form of prediction. They differ
from the stronger predictions that result from projection of
constructions from lexical items, although in both cases the
prediction may not be realized. In addition to setting a bias
for a noun, “the” projects a nominal construction which
establishes a prediction for a head, but does not require that
this head be a noun. If “the” is followed by “hiking”,
“hiking” will be identified as a present participle verb since
there is no noun form for “hiking” in the mental lexicon.
There are two likely ways of integrating “hiking” into the
nominal construction projected by “the”: 1) “hiking” can be
integrated as the head as in “the hiking of Mt. Lemmon”, or
“hiking” can project a modifying structure and set up the
expectation for a head to be modified as in “the hiking
shoes”. Since it is not possible to know in advance which
structure will be needed, the model must chose one and be
prepared to accommodate the alternative (accommodation
may involve parallel projection of the alternative). Based on
history of use (derived from the Corpus of Contemporary
American English), “hiking” has a strong preference to
function as a nominal head, so the model initially treats
“hiking” as the head and accommodates “shoes” in the same
way as noun-noun combinations (discussed below). This is
in contrast to adjectives which have a strong preference to
function as modifiers in nominals. Adjectives project a
structure containing a pre-head modifying function and
head, with the adjective integrated as the modifier and a
prediction for a subsequent head to occur.
Although the parallel, probabilistic mechanism considers
multiple alternatives in parallel, the output of this parallel
mechanism is a single linguistic unit. For motivation at the
lexical level, consider the written input “car”. Although this
input may activate lots of words in memory, ultimately, the
single word “car” is brought into the focus of attention
(retrieved from memory and put in the retrieval buffer in
ACT-R terms). If instead, the input is “carpet” or
“carpeting”, a single, but different, word enters the focus of
attention. If “car” were initially retrieved during the
processing of “car…” (perhaps more likely in the case of
spoken input), then it is simply overridden in the focus of
attention if the input turns out to be “carpet”. Likewise for
“carpet…” if it turns out to be “carpeting”. The processing
of “carpeting” does not lead to “car”, “carp”, “pet”, and
“carpet” all being available in the focus of attention along
with “carpeting” (although these words may all be activated
in DM). The single word that is most consistent with the
input enters the focus of attention.

The structure building mechanism involves the serial
execution of a sequence of productions that determine how
to integrate the current linguistic unit into an existing
representation and/or which kind of higher level linguistic
structure to project. These productions execute one at a time
within ACT-R, which incorporates a serial bottleneck for
production execution.
The structure building mechanism uses all available
information in deciding how to integrate the current
linguistic input into the evolving representation. The
mechanism is deterministic in that it builds a single
representation which is assumed to be correct, but it relies
on the parallel, probabilistic mechanism to provide the
inputs to this structure building mechanism. In addition,
structure building is subject to a mechanism of context
accommodation capable of making modest adjustments to
the
evolving
representation.
Although
context
accommodation is part of normal processing and does not
involve backtracking or reanalysis, it is not, strictly
speaking, deterministic, since it can modify an existing
representation and is therefore non-monotonic.
Context accommodation makes use of the full context to
make modest adjustments to the evolving representation or
to construe the current input in a way that allows for its
integration into the representation. It allows the processor to
adjust the evolving representation without lookahead,
backtracking or reanalysis, and limits the need to carry
forward multiple representations in parallel or rely on delay
or underspecification in many cases.
We have already seen an example of accommodation via
construal (e.g. “the hiking of Mt. Lemmon” where “hiking”
is construed objectively even though it is a present participle
verb). As an example of accommodation via function
shifting, consider the processing of “the airspeed
restriction”. When “airspeed” is processed, it is integrated as
the head of the nominal projected by “the”. When
“restriction” is subsequently processed, there is no
prediction for its occurrence. To accommodate “restriction”,
“airspeed” must be shifted into a modifying function to
allow “restriction” to function as the head. This function
shifting mechanism can apply iteratively as in the
processing of “the pressure valve adjustment screw” where
“screw” is the ultimate head of the nominal, but “pressure”,
“valve” and “adjustment” are all incrementally integrated as
the head prior to the processing of “screw”. Note that at the
end of processing it appears that “pressure”, “valve” and
“adjustment” were treated as modifiers all along, giving the
appearance that these alternatives were carried along in
parallel with their treatment as heads.
At a lower level, there are accommodation mechanisms
for handling conflicts in the grammatical features associated
with various lexical items. For example, the grammatical
number feature singular is associated with “a” and the
number feature plural is associated with “few” and “pilots”.
In “a few pilots”, the singular feature of “a” is overridden
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by the plural feature of “few” and “pilots” and the nominal
is plural overall (Ball, 2010).
The preceding text argued for a parallel mechanism for
selecting between competing structures combined with a
serial mechanism for building structure given the parallel
selection. The architectural mechanism which supports
selection is ACT-R’s DM retrieval mechanism which
returns a single structure. However, is it always the case that
the input to the serial, structure building mechanism is a
single structure? Just & Carpenter (1992) provide evidence
that good readers (among CMU subjects) can maintain two
alternative (syntactic) representations of ambiguous inputs
in parallel during the processing of sentences which may
contain a dispreferred reduced relative clause (e.g. “the
experienced soldiers warned about the dangers conducted
the midnight raid” vs. “the experienced soldiers warned
about the dangers before the midnight raid”), whereas less
good readers are limited to a single representation. So long
as the preferred representation at the verb (i.e., the main
verb reading) is ultimately correct, less good readers do well
relative to good readers. But if the preferred representation
at the verb is incorrect for a given input, less good readers
do significantly worse than good readers at the point of
disambiguation (i.e. less good readers are garden-pathed).
However, according to the authors, “maintaining the
multiple representations of a syntactic ambiguity is so
demanding that it produces a performance deficit, which is
shown only by the good readers” (ibid, p. 131). Good
readers are slower on ambiguous inputs vs. unambiguous
inputs—e.g. “the soldiers warned...” vs. “the soldiers
spoke…”—relative to less good readers.
Reduced relative clauses are special constructions which
have generated a large amount of psycholinguistic research.
Bever‟s (1970) famous example of a garden-path “The
horse raced past the barn fell” stumps even good readers.
Garden-path effects are explained as a disruption of normal
processing requiring introduction of reanalysis mechanisms.
Such disruption should not occur if competing alternatives
are available in parallel. Other types of garden-path inputs
exist. A classic example is “the old train the young” (Just &
Carpenter, 1987). The garden-path effect after “train”
suggests that readers make a strong commitment to use of
“train” as a noun and do not have parallel access to the
strongly dispreferred verb use during normal processing of
this simple sentence. It is especially revealing that the
garden-path effect occurs immediately after the processing
of “train”, implying severe limits on parallel structures.
However, there are examples of the need for parallelism
in structure building which have small but cumulative
effects on normal processing (Freiman & Ball, 2010). Such
examples provide evidence for a mechanism like context
accommodation combined with a limited capacity to
maintain multiple structures in parallel for efficiency.
We have already briefly discussed the example “the
airspeed restriction” where it was suggested that the
processing of “restriction” causes “airspeed” to be shifted
into a modifying function to allow “restriction” to be the

head. There are two mechanisms for achieving this within
the constraints of ACT-R. The first approach involves
parallel projection of the structure needed to support the
accommodation at the time “airspeed” is processed. The
second approach involves projection of the needed structure
at the processing of “restriction”. In the first approach, the
processing of “airspeed” leads to its integration as the head
of the nominal projected by “the”. In parallel, a structure
which supports both a pre-head modifier and head is
projected and made separately available. When “restriction”
is processed, the initial integration of “airspeed” as the head
of the nominal is overridden by this alternative structure.
Within this structure, “airspeed” is shifted into the
modifying function and “restriction” is integrated as the
head. In ACT-R, this is accomplished in a single
computational step via execution of a production which
makes the needed adjustments. In the second approach,
when “restriction” is processed in the context of “the
airspeed”, a structure with a pre-head modifier function, in
addition to a head, is projected. “Restriction” is integrated
as the head of this structure and “airspeed” is shifted into
the modifying function. This new structure then overrides
“airspeed” as the head of the nominal. Within ACT-R, the
second approach requires an additional computational step
relative to the first approach. It is not possible to project the
needed structure—which requires creation or retrieval of a
DM chunk—and integrate that structure into another
structure in a single procedural step. To avoid this extra
computational step and bring the model into closer
alignment with adult human reading rates (Freiman & Ball,
2010), the model adopts the first approach. The rapidity
with which humans process language (200-300 wpm for
fluent adult readers) suggests that humans can learn to
buffer needed info for efficiency. However, the most
efficient processor would project just enough structure to
handle the actual input—minimizing the need to create or
retrieve, and maintain alternative structures.
If the alternative structure that is projected by a noun
supports both a pre- and post-head modifier, then post-head
modifiers can also be accommodated. For example, in “the
book on the table”, if integration of “book” as the head of
the nominal projected by “the” occurs in parallel with
projection of a structure with a prediction for a post-head
modifier, then this structure can override the treatment of
“book” as the head when a post-head modifier like “on the
table” occurs. The primary alternative is to have the posthead modifier project the structure needed to accommodate
both the head and the post-head modifier, and then override
the previous head. Within ACT-R, this latter approach
requires an extra computational step and is less efficient.
As another example of the need for context
accommodation in an incremental HLP, consider the
processing of ditransitive verb constructions. Given the
input “he gave the…”, the incremental processor doesn‟t
know if “the” is the first element of the indirect or direct
object. In “he gave the dog the bone”, “the” introduces the
indirect object, but in “he gave the bone to the dog”, it
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introduces the direct object. How does the HLP proceed?
Delay is not a generally viable processing strategy since the
amount of delay is both indeterminate and indecisive as
shown by:
1.
2.
3.
4.

a model that predicted only one or the other of the two
primary alternatives. However, unlike a model where one
alternative is selected and may turn out to be incorrect,
necessitating retraction of the alternative, there is no need to
retract any structure when all three elements are
simultaneously predicted, although it is necessary to allow
for a prediction to be left unsatisfied and for the function of
the nominals to be accommodated given the actual input.
The processing of ditransitive verbs is complicated
further within a relative clause construction which contains
an implicit complement (either the object or indirect object)
that is bound to the nominal head. Consider

he gave the very old bone to the dog
he gave the verb old dog the bone
he gave the very old dog collar to the boy
he gave the old dog on the front doorstep to me

In 1, the inanimacy of “bone”, the head of the nominal,
suggests the direct object as does the occurrence of “to the
dog” which is the prepositional form of the indirect object,
called the recipient in the model. In 2, the animacy of “dog”
in the first nominal, and the inanimacy of “bone” in the
second nominal suggest the indirect object followed by the
direct object. Delaying until the head occurs would allow
the animacy of the head to positively influence the
integration of the nominal into the ditransitive construction
in these examples. However, in 3, the animacy of “dog” also
suggests the indirect object, but “dog” turns out not to be the
head. In 4, the animacy of “dog” which is the head, suggests
the indirect object, but this turns out not to be the case given
the subsequent occurrence of the recipient “to me”. There
are just too many alternatives for delay to work alone as an
effective processing strategy. Although there are only two
likely outcomes—indirect object followed by direct object
or direct object followed by recipient—which outcome is
preferred varies with the current context and no alternative
can be completely eliminated. And there is also a
dispreferred third alternative in which the direct object
occurs before the indirect object as in “he gave the bone the
dog”. In the model, ditransitives are handled by projecting
an argument structure from the ditransitive verb which
predicts a recipient in addition to an indirect and direct
object (this might be viewed as a form of
underspecification). Although it is not possible for all three
of these elements to occur together, it is also not possible to
know in advance which two of the three will be needed. So
long as the model can recover from an initial mistaken
analysis without too high a cost, early integration is to be
preferred. Currently, the model projects a nominal from
“the” following the ditransitive verb and immediately
integrates the nominal as the indirect object of the verb.
Once the head of the nominal is processed, if the head is
inanimate, the nominal is shifted to the direct object. If the
first nominal is followed by a second nominal, the second
nominal is integrated as the direct object, shifting the
current direct object into the indirect object, if necessary.
This argument shifting is in the spirit of “slot bumping” as
advocated by Yorick Wilks (p.c.). If the first nominal is
followed by a recipient “to” phrase, the first nominal is
made the direct object, if need be. If the first nominal is
inanimate and made the direct object and it is followed by a
second nominal that is animate, the second nominal is
integrated as the indirect object. It is important to note that
the prediction of all three elements by the ditransitive verb
supports accommodation at no additional expense relative to

5.
6.
7.

the booki that I gave the man obji
the mani that I gave iobji the book
the mani that I gave the book to obji

In 5, “book” is bound to the object of “gave” within the
relative clause based on the inanimacy of “book”. In 6,
“man” is bound to the indirect object of “gave” based on the
animacy of “man”. Note that animacy is the determining
factor here. There is no structural distinction to support
these different bindings. These bindings are established at
the processing of “gave” without delay when the ditransitive
structure is first projected. In 7, “man” is initially bound to
the indirect object, but this initial binding must be adjusted
to reflect the subsequent occurrence of “to” which indicates
a recipient phrase even though no object follows the
preposition.
Things get even more interesting if we combine a
ditransitive verb construction with a wh-question and
passive construction. Consider
8.

whati could hej have been given iobjj obji

In this case, neither the object nor indirect object of “given”
occurs in canonical position within the ditransitive verb
construction. In this example, the wh-focus “what” is bound
to the object, and the subject “he” is bound to the indirect
object. Again, the inanimacy of “what” and the animacy of
“he” are the determining factors.
As a final example, consider the processing of the
ambiguous word “to”. Since “to” can be both a preposition
(e.g. “to the house”) and a special infinitive marker (e.g. “to
speed”) it might seem reasonable to delay the processing of
“to” until after the processing of the subsequent word.
However, “to” provides the basis for biasing the subsequent
word to be an infinitive verb form (e.g. “to speed” vs. “the
speed”) and if its processing is delayed completely there
will be no bias. How should the HLP proceed? If the context
preceding “to” is sufficiently constraining, “to” can be
disambiguated immediately as when it occurs after a
ditransitive verb (e.g. “He gave the bone to…”). Lacking
sufficient context, “to” can set a bias for an infinitive verb
form to follow even though the processing of “to” is itself
delayed until after the next word is processed. This is the
default behavior of the model. However, the model also
supports the recognition of multi-word units using a
perceptual span for word recognition that can overlap
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multiple words (Freiman & Ball, 2010). With this
perceptual span capability, an expression like “to speed” can
be recognized as a multi-word infinitival unit and the
processing of “to” need not be delayed in this context.
Similarly, “to the” can be recognized as a prepositional
phrase lacking a nominal head. Although not typically
considered a grammatical unit in English, “to the” is
grammaticalized as a single word form in some romance
languages and its frequent occurrence in English suggests
unitization. The perceptual span is roughly equivalent to
having a limited lookahead capability. Overall, the
processing of “to” encompasses a range of different
mechanisms that collectively support its processing. Some
of these mechanisms are specific to “to”, and others are
more general.
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Summary & Conclusions
This paper proposes, empirically motivates and describes
the implementation of a pseudo-deterministic model of
HLP. The use of the term pseudo-deterministic reflects the
integration of a parallel, probabilistic activation and
selection mechanism, and non-monotonic context
accommodation mechanism (with limited parallelism), with
what is otherwise a serial, deterministic processor. The
serial mechanism proceeds as though it were deterministic,
but accommodates the changing context, as needed, without
backtracking and with limited parallelism, delay and
underspecification. The overall effect is an HLP which
presents the appearance and efficiency of deterministic
processing, despite the rampant ambiguity which makes
truly deterministic processing impossible.
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Corpus studies by Schuler, AbdelRahman, Miller, and
Schwartz (2010), appear to support a model of comprehension taking place in a general-purpose working memory store,
by providing an existence proof that a simple probabilistic sequence model over stores of up to four syntacticallycontiguous memory elements has the capacity to reconstruct
phrase structure trees for over 99.9% of the sentences in the
Penn Treebank Wall Street Journal corpus (Marcus, Santorini,
& Marcinkiewicz, 1993), in line with capacity estimates for
general-purpose working memory, e.g. by Cowan (2001). But
capacity predictions of this simple structure-based model ignore non-structural dependencies, such as long-distance fillergap dependencies, that may place additional demands on working memory. Distinguishing unattached gap fillers from open
attachment sites in syntactically-contiguous memory elements
requires this contiguity constraint to be strengthened to a constraint that working memory elements be semantically contiguous. This paper presents corpus results showing that this
stricter semantic contiguity constraint still predicts working
memory requirements in line with capacity estimates such as
that of Cowan (2001).
Keywords:
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Figure 1: Incomplete constituents in an incremental parse
of the sentence ‘The president meets the board on Friday,’
showing non-immediate dominance between incomplete constituents ‘The president ...’ and ‘meets the ...’.

parsing is only part of comprehension. In order to obtain valid
interpretations, a comprehension model must also retain nonstructural information like gap fillers in long-distance dependency constructions. Filler-gap dependencies are common
(occurring in about 20% of sentences in the Wall Street Journal corpus), and figure prominently in the psycholinguistics
literature on memory bounds in parsing (Gibson, 1991; Just
& Carpenter, 1992, etc.). But since the introduction of a gap
filler adds no unsatisfied structural attachment sites (and thus
no need to retain additional memory elements), they are ignored in the capacity predictions of the simple syntax-based
model described above. Distinguishing unattached gap fillers
from open attachment sites in syntactically-contiguous memory elements requires the syntactic contiguity constraint of
Schuler et al. (2010) to be strengthened to a constraint that
working memory elements be semantically contiguous (that
is, linked by roles, in the sense of Gibson, 1991). This
would force gap fillers into separate memory elements, requiring additional memory resources to process sentences
in which filler-gap dependencies co-occur with structurallynested constituents.
This paper presents coverage results on the same Wall
Street Journal corpus showing that, despite their prevalence,
long-distance dependencies do not seem to occur in deeply
structurally-embedded contexts, and this stricter semantic
contiguity constraint still predicts working memory requirements in line with capacity estimates such as that of Cowan
(2001). This seems to support the hypothesis that comprehension may take place in a general-purpose working memory store, using a simple notion of semantically-contiguous
incomplete constituents as memory elements.

Introduction
It is tempting to think of sentence comprehension as learned
manipulations of elements in a general-purpose working
memory store. This assumption underlies many established
comprehension models (e.g.
Johnson-Laird, 1983; Elman, 1991; Gibson, 1991; Just & Carpenter, 1992; Gibson,
1998; Lewis & Vasishth, 2005, making various assumptions
about the size and nature of this memory). Corpus studies by Schuler et al. (2010), appear to support this hypothesis by providing an existence proof that a simple probabilistic sequence model over stores of up to four syntacticallycontiguous memory elements — simple random variables
with discrete domains over pairs of constituent categories
at which other structures may attach — has the capacity
to reconstruct phrase structure trees for over 99.9% of the
sentences in the Penn Treebank Wall Street Journal corpus
(Marcus et al., 1993). This is in line with capacity estimates
for general-purpose working memory, e.g. by Cowan (2001),
but is also compatible with a continuously degrading availability (McElree, 2001), since the model’s use of this store
degrades very rapidly after one element. To the extent that
the Wall Street Journal is comprehensible (and its editors are
doing their jobs) this suggests that comprehension can take
place in a general-purpose working memory store, using a
small set of incomplete constituent states derived from phrase
structure.
The structural attachment sites in the memory elements of
Schuler et al. (2010) are necessary in order to accurately reconstruct syntactic relations in phrase structure trees. But
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Figure 2: Phrase structure tree for the sentence ‘The president meets the board on Friday’ (a), transformed into right-corner
form (b), then mapped (in dark gray) onto a random variables in a factored sequence model (c) with three hidden levels. Circles
denote random variables (over incomplete constituents qtd and complete constituents ftd at each nesting depth d and time step t),
and edges denote conditional dependencies. Shaded circles denote variables with observed values (words in this case).

Background

structure trees (Figure 2a) with memory-minimizing transformed representations (Figure 2b). This is done by associating every top-down sequence of right children between
some left child1 and its rightmost leaf (say, from the root
S to the NP ‘Friday’ in Figure 2a) with a bottom-up sequence of incomplete constituents, each having the original
left child as its active component and one of the original right
children as its awaited component (producing the sequence
S/VP, S/PP, S/NP in Figure 2b). This representation converts
right-expanding sequences of complete constituents into leftexpanding sequences of incomplete constituents, leaving only
center-expanding sequences (alternating expansions of left
and right children) to require additional memory resources
in a bottom-up time-order traversal.
This memory-minimizing representation can then be
mapped to random variables in a sequence model (Figure 2c),
with incomplete constituents mapped to store state variables qtd and complete constituents mapped to final state variables ftd . Connections among these variables define probabilities for partial utterances, in which values are hypothesized for each random variable with probability conditioned
on only its adjacent antecedent variables (those connected by
outgoing arcs).2 Each time step in the model (corresponding to columns in Figure 2c) defines a set of incomplete constituents recognised thus far. For example, the store qt1.D at

Schuler et al. (2010) calculate a first approximation of
the working memory capacity required to parse the large
syntactically-annotated Penn Treebank Wall Street Journal
and Switchboard corpora, based on what was intended to be a
strict requirement that only completely contiguous syntactic
structures could occupy a single working memory element. In
particular, each syntactically contiguous chunk is constrained
to the form of an incomplete constituent state A/B, consisting
of a single active but unfinished constituent A lacking a single awaited constituent B yet to be attached, somewhere in the
right progeny of the active constituent. Syntactic relations between these incomplete constituent chunks are underspecified
as non-immediate dominance relations between the awaited
and active components of successive incomplete constituents
(see Figure 1). This can be thought of as a highly-constrained
version of the non-immediate dominance relations in Tree
Adjoining Grammar (Joshi, 1985) or Description Tree Grammar (Rambow, Weir, & Vijay-Shanker, 1995) in processing
models proposed by Stabler (1994) and Mazzei, Lombardo,
and Sturt (2007), except that here, all syntactic information
other than the categories of active and awaited constituents at
the frontier of an incomplete constituent is discarded.
This austere definition still allows the complete specification of phrase structure trees from stores of incomplete
constituents arranged in time order (see Figure 2). This
correspondence can be defined through a reversible rightcorner transform (Schuler et al., 2010), a variant of the
left-corner transform of Johnson (1998), associating phrase

1 For the purpose of this definition, the root of a tree is considered
to be a left child (e.g. of a right-branching supra-sentential discourse
structure).
2 The probability of a partial utterance at any time step t, subsuming a store state qt1..D , and the set of observed words x1..t to that time
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Figure 3: Mapping from the movement-based notation in the Penn Treebank (a) to a purely binary-branching structure (b) on
which the right-corner transform is defined.
Bachrach, Cardenas, & Schuler, 2010).

t=4 corresponds to the set of incomplete constituents in Figure 1 prior to encountering the word ‘board’.
Figure 2c shows a particular instantiation of random variables corresponding to one hypothesized analysis of the example sentence, ‘The president meets the board on Friday.’
In processing, several such analyses are maintained in parallel at each time step, competing with one another probabilistically in subsequent transitions. The parallelism in a
probabilistic sequential process such as this one can be maintained using distributed, independent computations of probability mass in a particle filter (Gordon, Salmond, & Smith,
1993), which may resemble distributed processing in human
cognition (Levy, 2008b).
As a probabilistic sequence model, this model is recurrent
(in that it is stationary, using the same model at each time
step) and connectionist (in that it is defined entirely in terms
of interconnected nodes). But unlike other recurrent connectionist models, which are typically specified at the level of
excitatory and inhibitory relations between individual neural elements, probabilistic sequence models may be specified directly over linguistic states (in this case over recognized incomplete constituents at successive time steps). Syntactic probabilities in a sequence model transformed from a
probabilistic context free grammar (PCFG) can be defined
to generate the same tree and sentence probabilities as the
original PCFG (Schuler, 2009). These probabilities are proposed to have a significant role in processing (Jurafsky, 1996;
Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008a, among others), and probabilities
from partial sequences in this model have been shown to correlate with reading time delays in self-paced reading (Wu,

Revised Model
The active and awaited components of incomplete constituents retained in this model are the only sites at which
subsequently recognised phrase structure will attach, either
above or below the incomplete constituent. But in order to extract propositional content from an utterance or read sentence,
a comprehension model must also retain semantic referents of
unattached gap fillers, which are not necessarily manifested
as structural attachment sites. This retention can be accomplished by redefining incomplete constituents to be semantically contiguous as well as syntactically contiguous.
Following Schuler et al. (2010) and Lewis and Vasishth
(2005), the model described in this paper will assume a
purely binary-branching phrase structure with no empty constituents, in order to simplify the definition of the comprehension process. This can be generated from trace-annotated
corpora (see Figure 3a) by eliminating each empty constituent
(e.g. NP-1), and the constituent attaching it to the non-empty
portion of the tree (the S dominating NP-1), then propagating
the trace index up the tree from this gap position to the corresponding filler position (WHNP-1), attaching a ‘-g’ tag to
each traversed constituent category indicating that constituent
contains a gap but no corresponding filler (see Figure 3b). At
the topmost gapped constituent in this traversal, the category
of the filler is added to the tag (producing S-gNP), indicating
the constituent at which the need for a gap is introduced in a
time-order traversal.
In a complete comprehension model, it would be desirable
to allow semantic dependencies from referents of fillers to
referents of constituents containing gaps to be expressed interactively, so fillers could statistically influence subsequent
parsing decisions. This can be done through the conditional
dependencies among random variables in the sequence model
defined in the previous section. But, since fillers and gaps
are not generally adjacent in phrase structure trees, they are
not guaranteed to be adjacent in a right-corner transformed
tree. For example, the right-corner transform defined in
the previous section would transform the simple top-down
right-branching sequence of NP, RC, S-gNP, VP-g, etc. in

step, is:
def

1..D
P(qt1..D x1..t ) = ∑ P(qt−1
x1..t−1 ) · P(xt | qt1..D )

1..D
q
D

· ∑

t−1



d−1
d
d
qt−1
) · P(qtd | ftd+1 ftd qt−1
qtd−1 )
∏ P( ftd | ftd+1 qt−1

(1)

ft1..D d=1

in which the probability terms within brackets have conditional dependencies defined by the network in Figure 2c, and the probability
terms outside the brackets are recursive store state probabilities and
evidence probabilities of a Hidden Markov Model (Rabiner, 1990).
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Figure 4: Sample store sequence containing long-distance dependency in a filler-gap construction.
Figure 3b into a simple bottom-up left-branching sequence
NP/RC, NP/S-gNP, NP/VP-g, etc. This would leave the
random variables associated with the filler and gapped constituent separated by two time steps in the sequence model.
Moreover, some of the resulting incomplete constituents (e.g.
the NP/VP-g dominating ‘the person who officials’) would
have no fixed semantic dependency between referents of
their active and awaited components (between the person and
whatever the officials are going to do), violating an assumption that memory elements contain coherent or contiguous
chunks.
The right-corner transform is therefore defined to explicitly
retain the filler as the awaited component of an incomplete
constituent, now both syntactically and semantically contiguous. It does this by halting on this initial gap (see Figure 4a, a
copy of Figure 3b), treating the initial gap constituent as a left
child, then transforming the sequence of right children below
it into a left-expanding sequence of incomplete constituents
as a sub-structure (the sub-structure subsuming ‘officials say’
in Figure 4b). At the last constituent with a gap tag (VP-g in
the figure), the transform halts again and terminates this substructure with an incomplete constituent (S-gNP/VP in the
figure) consisting of the initial gap constituent as the active
component and the right child of the current constituent as
the awaited component. Finally, this incomplete constituent
is connected to the incomplete constituent preceding it (NP/SgNP subsuming ‘the person who’) by attaching both as children of another incomplete constituent (NP/VP in the figure),
consisting of the active component of this previous incomplete constituent and the awaited component of the incomplete constituent dominating the sub-structure. The transform

then resumes constructing incomplete constituents from the
bottom up in time order, as described in the previous section.
This transformed representation can then be mapped to random variables in a sequence model in Figure 4c as described
in the previous section, except that the redundant active component of the final state at the end of the gap sub-structure
(the S-gNP at f52 ) is elided, in order to preserve the model
definition and topology.
Implicit in this analysis of fillers is the assumption that
each component of an incomplete constituent has a single associated referent. In the pure binary-branching phrase structure tree shown in Figure 4a, the constituent at which the
gap is introduced (S-gNP) does not have a single referent.
But when this constituent forms the split point between two
incomplete constituents (NP/S-gNP and S-gNP/VP in Figure 4b), the awaited component of the upper incomplete constituent may take on the referent of the filler (the referent of
the ‘NP’ in S-gNP, described by ‘person’ in this example)
and the active component of the lower incomplete constituent
may take on the referent of the original phrase structure constituent (the referent of the ‘S’, described by ‘say’ in this
example). This allows the filler to be made available when
the gap is encountered, while also potentially allowing subsequent structures to attach above S-gNP/VP to modify the
‘say’ event.

Results
This structural analysis of fillers as awaited components of
new incomplete constituents allows them to be explicitly retained and associated with gap constituents in comprehension, despite the fact that they are not semantically related
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Figure 5: Number of words at each nesting depth for attested corpus (solid line) and randomly sampled corpus (dotted line).

The study was then repeated using the modified rightcorner transform described in the previous section, to allow
the model to explicitly retain gap fillers as awaited components of incomplete constituents. Results are shown in Table 1b. Although results show increased requirements at capacity 3 and 4, there is no substantial increase at capacity
5 or beyond, suggesting that long-distance filler-gap dependencies do not occur in memory-taxing portions of syntactic
structure.
In order to determine whether these nesting limits arise
from purely syntactic statistical tendencies (e.g. toward rightside branching in English) or from bounded-memory effects,
the above results were compared to memory load results for a
corpus of phrase structure trees that were randomly generated
from the PCFG estimated from the relative frequency of each
branch in the binarized Treebank corpus, with no sensitivity
to nesting depth (shown in Table 1c and Figure 5). The capacity requirements of the randomly generated corpus form a
relatively mild peak at d=1 and exhibit a gradual exponential
decay at each higher capacity requirement (the dashed line in
Figure 5). This is to be expected form a pure PCFG model,
since additional nestings at each level are generated with the
same probability. In contrast, the capacity requirements for
the actual sentences in the Wall Street Journal corpus using the revised model of filler-gap dependencies described
in this paper (solid lines) peak much more sharply at d=1,
and then fall off much more rapidly. The difference between
these distributions is statistically significant over sentences
(p < .01) using a two-tailed t-test at all depths below d=5,
for which non-zero counts exist in both corpora, except for
the crossover point at d=2 which is not significant. This suggests that bounded-memory effects play a significant role in
syntactic structure beyond what can be explained by syntactic preferences in a PCFG, even when accounting for memory

Table 1: Percent coverage of right-corner transformed Wall
Street Journal Treebank sections 2–21, using original transform (a), and revised transform (b), and corpus randomly
sampled from PCFG, using revised transform (c).

to the intervening words. But the addition of new incomplete constituents to hold fillers places additional demands
on working memory. If filler-gap dependencies regularly cooccur with ordinary structural nesting, the capacity requirements of this model may become incompatible with independent estimates of general-purpose working memory capacity.
In order to determine whether this model is still plausible,
its capacity requirements were evaluated on the Wall Street
Journal corpus (Marcus et al., 1993).
First, the Schuler et al. (2010) study was replicated as a
baseline. Sections 2–21 of the Penn Treebank Wall Street
Journal corpus were binarized, right-corner transformed, and
mapped to elements in a bounded memory store as described
in Schuler et al. (2010). Coverage of this corpus, in words that
can be processed by a recognizer using one to five memory elements, is shown in Table 1a. These results show that a simple syntax-based chunking into incomplete constituents, using the right-corner transform defined in Schuler et al. (2010),
allows a vast majority of words in the Wall Street Journal corpus (over 99.7%) to be recognized using three or fewer elements of memory, with no sentences requiring more than five
elements, as predicted by a general-purpose working memory
model.3
3 This measure is more fine-grained than Schuler et al. (2010),
which counted only the maximum depth at each sentence.
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required to connect filler-gap dependencies. This may argue
in favor of the use of factored sequence models in place of
pure PCFG models as a source of incremental probability estimates in modeling comprehension.

Discussion
This paper has presented predicted capacity requirements
for incremental parsing with a stricter condition for semantically contiguous memory elements showing that the required working memory capacity does not significantly increase when a more sensitive semantic contiguity constraint
is introduced. The model is similar to Lewis and Vasishth
(2005), except that the focus is on the estimation model rather
than the time course.
This result covers filler-gap dependencies, but may still ignore other types of semantic dependencies that cause discontiguities. One source of such discontiguities may be quantifier
scope raising. The definition of chunks in the right-corner
sequence model described here can be readily extended to
incremental calculation of quantifier scope by allowing semantic structures for quantifiers and restrictors (the semantics of noun phrases) to attach to exposed active constituents
less deeply nested in an analysis, while the syntax transitions the syntactic state of the lowest incomplete constituent.
Like filler-gap dependencies, this might predict additional required memory capacity to maintain semantically contiguous, monotonically growing chunks. But the effect on predicted capacity requirements must await corpora annotated
with quantifier scope.
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Abstract

A substantial part of our memory is dedicated to representing
linguistic knowledge in more or less abstracted form. The research we report here starts from the observation that the scientific debate on the relation between semantic and episodic
memory can be meaningfully linked to an ongoing controversy about modeling language: one side in this controversy
is focusing on empirical evidence for abstract, rule-based
grammars [e.g. Marcus, 2001], while the other side emphasizes the item-based nature of grammar with a role (particularly in acquisition) for concrete sentence fragments larger
than rules [e.g., Tomasello, 2000]. In our view, the rule-based
grammars are best thought of as instances of semantic memory, since they encode abstract, relational linguistic knowledge. The item-based approach, on the other hand, suggests
a role for episodic memory in sentence processing.

We present a model of the interaction of semantic and episodic
memory in language processing. Our work shows how language processing can be understood in terms of memory retrieval. We point out that the perceived dichotomy between
rule-based versus exemplar-based language modelling can be
interpreted in a neuro-biological perspective in terms of the interaction between a semantic memory system that encodes linguistic knowledge in the form of abstract rules, and an episodic
memory that stores concrete linguistic events. We implement
the idea of a semantic-episodic memory integration in a probabilistic grammar, and evaluate its performance as a syntactic
parser on corpora of natural language. Our labeled precision
and recall results are competitive with state-of-the-art syntactic parsers, with F-scores up to 90.68 on section 22 of the Penn
WSJ corpus.

Introduction
Our ability to understand language depends, in part, on the
declarative memory system, which is involved in representing
factual knowledge and experiences with the external world.
Declarative memory is, since Tulving [1972], further divided
into two components: (i) Semantic memory is a person’s general world knowledge, including language, in the form of
concepts that are systematically related to each other; (ii)
Episodic memory is a person’s memory of personally experienced events or episodes, embedded in a temporal, spatial
and emotional context. For example, the memory of the walk
from your home to the bakery on a rainy Monday morning
is part of the episodic memory system, while the concept of
bread with all its associations is part of semantic memory.
Although there is general consensus that episodic memory and semantic memory are not separate modules, the exact nature of their relation is still an open question. A common view is that episodic memories are constructed as pointers that bind together items stored in semantic memory, both
in temporal relations and in relations between roles or participants in an event [Shastri, 2002]. Such a conception of
episodic memory fits with a popular theory in cognitive neuroscience, the so-called reinstatement hypothesis of episodic
retrieval, which says that during episodic memory retrieval
memory traces are triggered, thereby reactivating the cortical
circuits that were involved in encoding the episodic memory
[e.g., Woodruff et al., 2005]. Yet, to date there exists no
theory of episodic memory that is sufficiently formalized to
make quantitative and testable predictions about the relative
contributions of episodic memory and semantic memory in
any realistic cognitive task.
The distinction between episodic and semantic memory is
also important for a cognitive approach to language research.

In computational linguistics Scha [1990] and Bod [1998]
proposed Data-oriented Parsing (DOP) as a model that reconciles exemplar- and rule-based views. The productive units
of DOP can range from single words to a complete phrasestructure trees. Such models however, as well as more recent
Bayesian models [e.g., O’Donnell et al., 2009], operate on the
functional level, but make no effort to include details from
real cognitive or neural processes. The model we develop
in this paper is also used for parsing: it assigns grammatical structure to new sentences, and disambiguates, using a
probability model, between potentially very many grammatical analyses of each sentence. Assigning grammatical structure (rather than grammaticality judgments) as an intermediate step before semantic interpretation is, in this tradition, the
essential function of grammar.
Unlike the vast majority of existing parsing models, however, we also aim to take some basic assumptions about
episodic memory into account: (i) all experiences that occur
in the lifespan of a human being, and that can be consciously
remembered, leave physical memory traces in the brain. In
the language domain, this means that every sentence ever processed will leave traces in memory; (ii) episodic memories
are stored as temporal sequences of static semantic memories
[e.g., Eichenbaum, 2004]; (iii) episodic memories are content
addressable. This entails that their retrieval can be primed by
cues from semantic memory.
In the next section we will give an outline of the model
and discuss two different ways of representing earlier language experiences (corresponding to top-down and leftcorner derivation). The ensuing section details how we collect the relevant statistics from a corpus of syntactically an-
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notated sentences and define the probability model. In the
remainder of the paper, we present our empirical results and
discuss the relation between our approach and other work in
statistical parsing and memory research.

the traces (for a top-down derivation) are identified by these
two numbers, indicated as hs, ki inside the treelets. Note, that
after hearing many sentences a single treelet will store traces
for all sentences that have visited it, which are distinguished
by their sentence number, and possibly multiple visits from
the same sentence.
The episodic sentence memories distributed across the
traces can also be recruited for the purpose of processing
novel, unseen sentences. The idea is that when the derivation
of a novel sentence arrives at a treelet, the traces encountered
within the treelet trigger memories of stored exemplars. The
strength of the activation of those memories depends on how
much the stored derivations have in common with the current derivation (described more formally in the next section).
Every next step in the derivation is determined by competition between traces of different exemplars, each having its
own preference for a successor treelet, and its own activation strength. In this view sentence processing can be understood as subject to a priming effect: the traces prime or reactivate derivations of previously processed sentences (through
content addressability), and restore the memory of previous
parser decisions.

Episodic grammar: model outline
In our approach we take the point of view that a grammar
is instantiated in the brain as a network of interconnected
autonomous syntactic processing units (henceforth treelets).
For the sake of simplicity we assume in this paper that
context-free rules (for instance S → NP VP) from traditional
grammars correspond one-to-one to such treelets. Treelets
can serially combine with each other through dynamic binding (resulting in substitution), and they possess a register (internal memory) that keeps track of the correct order of application of the binding operations. This perspective on syntax
generalizes to a connectionist account, which is worked out
in [Borensztajn et al., 2009].
The network of interconnected treelets in our model constitutes a semantic memory of a grammar. We propose that
the episodic memory of a sentence is distributed across the
treelets, and consists of physical traces, contained inside the
treelets, that keep a record of the treelet’s participation in the
derivation of the processed sentence. This is illustrated in
Figure 1, which shows the episodic memory traces left behind
in the network after processing the sentences girl who dances
likes tango (orange traces) and boy likes mango (blue traces),
corresponding to a top-down leftmost derivation strategy.

Figure 2: Episodic memory traces in the LCE grammar after
deriving the sentence girl who dances likes tango.
One of the advantages of the episodic approach is that it
allows comparison of different derivation strategies within a
single framework, to find the effect of a different order of
application of operations on treelets. An interesting parsing
strategy from a cognitive point of view is left corner parsing [Rosenkrantz and Lewis II, 1970], since it proceeds incrementally from left to right and combines top-down and
bottom-up parsing. Figure 2 shows an episodic left corner
derivation for the sentence girl who dances likes tango. In left
corner parsing treelets are introduced bottom-up by a project
operation. As long as there are no completed (i.e., fully processed) treelets the next word in the sentence is introduced by
a shift operation; otherwise the derivation can either project
to a new treelet, or attach to a not yet completed treelet that
has been previously introduced (In figure 2 these operations

Figure 1: Episodic traces of two sentences (drawn as colored
ovals) are stored in local memories of visited processing units
(indicated by triangles and rectangles). Note, that by virtue of
their ordinal number the traces implement pointers to successor treelets in a derivation (drawn for the first sentence alone)
Whereas in the context-free grammar framework a derivation of a sentence is a sequence of rule instantiations, in our
framework, a derivation is a sequence of visits to treelets:
ht0 , t1 , . . . , tn i. In order to remember the correct order of
derivation (which can vary depending on the chosen derivation strategy) the episodic traces encode the sentence number
(s) as well as the position (k) within a derivation. In Figure 1
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are abbreviated with sh, pr and att). Note, that we have introduced special treelets that execute the shift to the next word
(e.g., RC∗ → dances). These treelets employ starred nonterminals (e.g., RC∗): one or more stars indicate the register
position in the treelet from where the shift operation originates (e.g., RC → WHO ∗ VI) 1 .
One important difference with the top-down derivation
strategy is that upon every attach operation treelets are reengaged in the derivation. It is therefore necessary to associate an episodic trace with a specific register state of the
treelet, which keeps track of the operations (project, attach)
performed on the treelet. This is indicated in Figure 2 by
adding a dot before or after the trace2 .

much to the parser decision. A convenient choice for the activation of a trace is
A(exi ) = αCH(exi ,d)

(1)

where α is a parameter of the model. Depending on the
chosen derivation strategy (e.g., top-down or left corner) the
traces have different CH’s, hence receive different activations.
All information to calculate these activations is stored inside
treelet tq ; computations are thus local, in line with our desire
to define a cognitively and neurally plausible model.
The probability of moving to tq0 in the next step of the
derivation is simply the sum of activations of traces that point
t 0
to tq0 , divided by the sum of all activations. Let Etqq be the
set of traces in treelet tq that point to treelet tq0 , and Etq the
full set of traces in treelet tq . Then, the probability of moving
the derivation to treelet tq0 is
P
t 0 A(e)
e∈Etqq
(2)
P (tq0 |tq ) = P
0
e0 ∈Et A(e )

Statistical Parsing with Episodic Grammar
To evaluate our model of episodic grammar we use a common task in the field of statistical natural language processing: disambiguation between competing syntactic analyses of
a sentence (parses). Probabilistic grammars assign probabilities to different parses of a sentence and, in the most common
setup, select the most probable one. One can estimate the parameters of a probabilistic grammar from a treebank, which
is a corpus consisting of natural language sentences manually
annotated with phrase structure trees.
After deciding on a derivation strategy (i.e., top-down or
left-corner), the episodic grammar is trained by distributing a trace e = hs, ki in every visited treelet tk of derivation x = ht0 , . . . , tk , . . . , tn i of sentence #s in the treebank.
Specifically, given a treebank, the model:

q

The probability of a complete derivation D is given by:
P (D = ht0 , t1 , . . . , tn i) =

n
Y

P (ti |ti−1 )

(3)

i=1

This probability can be computed dynamically, while simultaneously updating the common histories (and activations) of all traces at every step of the derivation. Let tq and
tq0 be two successive treelets in the pending derivation d, and
let e0 = hs, ji be a trace stored in tq0 . Then its CH is updated
according to

1. creates an empty treelet for every unique context free production extracted from the treebank.
2. determines, for every treebank parse, the sequential order
of treelets ht0 , t1 , . . . , tn i, according to the chosen derivation strategy.
3. leaves, for every step k in the derivation of sentence #s, a
trace in the visited treelet, encoded as hs, ki.

CH(e0 , dq0 ) = CH(e, dq ) + 1

(4)

if there exists a trace e = hs, j − 1i in tq (i.e., a predecessor
of e0 ). Otherwise, CH(e0 , dq0 ) = 0.
In order to obtain a non-zero parse probability for test set
derivations that contain words or productions not observed in
the training set, we use standard smoothing techniques3 .
The final step is to provide the episodic grammar model
with candidate parses, that are assigned a probability according to equation (3). Since we don’t have a specialized parser,
but only a probability model, we use our model as a reranker.
This entails that one takes a list of n best parses for every sentence produced by a third party parser (in this case Charniak’s

Once all relevant statistics have thus been gathered, we can
use the model to assign probabilities to candidate parses of a
new sentence. Given an ongoing derivation d that has arrived
at a certain treelet tq , we define the probability of continuing
the derivation to any other treelet tq0 based on the activation
values of the episodic traces stored in treelet tq . The activation A(exi ) of the trace exi (in tq ) of earlier derivation x is a
function of the common history CH(exi , d) of derivation x (of
which exi is the ith trace) with the ongoing derivation d. The
CH is given by the number of derivation steps (i.e., treelets)
that the stored derivation x and the pending derivation d have
shared the same path before arriving at tq . Episodic traces
that share a long common history should contribute relatively

3
For unknown words we adopted the approach of [Sangati and
Zuidema, 2011], replacing words that occurred less than 5 times
in the train set by a class label. The treebank parses were binarized and horizontally Markovized, as proposed by [Klein and Manning, 2003]. Further, three levels of linear interpolation smoothing were used. The first level backs off to a non-episodic version
of the used derivation strategy (e.g., PCFG probabilities), the second level backs off to less specific non-terminal labels, and the last
level assigns uniform probabilities to all possible combinations of
non-terminals that form unary and binary productions. These levels
were parametrized by back-off parameters λ1 , λ2 and λ3 . For technical details please refer to the webpage accompanying this paper:
http://staff.science.uva.nl/∼gideon/cogsci2011.

1

The addition of shift treelets allows for computing sentence
probabilities, and thus turns the grammar into a language model.
This approach is similar to the left corner parser of van Uytsel et al.
[2001].
2
There can be as many register positions as there are children in
the treelet.
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maximum entropy parser [Charniak, 1999]), and reranks the
list by assigning a probability to each parse under the model
of interest. We then used the PARSEVAL metric to evaluate
labeled precision (LP), labeled recall (LR) and their harmonic
mean (F-score) of the parses that receive the highest probability under the reranker [Manning and Schütze, 2000, p. 432].
Reranking does have some limitations as an assessment of
the model’s performance, since the n best parses list produced
by the third party parser has upper and lower bound precision
and recall scores. For comparison we give the scores of a
random reranker, that selects a parse from the list by chance.
Confidence in the results of the reranker increases with the
size of the n-best list (e.g., see Figure 4).
max his
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Ran
Ch

episodic top-down reranker surpasses the Charniak F-scores
by a slight margin, and overall does much better than the
PCFG reranker (corresponding to history 0) and the random
reranker.

top down reranker
left corner reranker
LR
LP
F
LR
LP
F
87.11 90.01
88.54 87.93 90.31 89.10
89.53 90.27
89.90 89.35 90.22 89.79
89.64 90.23
89.94 89.49 90.30 89.89
90.15 90.45
90.30 89.64 90.43 90.04
90.15 90.39
90.27 89.79 90.53 90.16
90.27 90.45 90.36 89.91 90.63 90.27
90.23 90.41
90.32 89.96 90.58 90.27
90.19 90.37
90.28 90.13 90.76 90.44
90.09 90.21
90.15 90.32 90.90 90.61
90.14 90.27
90.20 90.29 90.84 90.56
90.03 90.16
90.09 90.23 90.79 90.51
89.98 90.14
90.06 90.10 90.74 90.42
89.91 90.11
90.01 90.07 90.67 90.37
88.15 87.89 88.02
90.23 90.15 90.19

Figure 3: F-scores compared between the top-down and the
left corner episodic reranker as a function of conditioning history. Also shown is a LCE reranker that uses discontiguities.
.
As can be seen from Table 1, the left corner episodic grammar (LCE) performs better across the board than the top down
episodic grammar (TDE), and this is mainly due to improved
labeled precision scores. It also does better than the probabilistic left corner model of [Manning and Carpenter, 1997],
corresponding to his= 0. Note, that for the LCE reranker the
peak is reached at history 8, and the F-scores stay high until
history 14; this could be an indication that the order of conditioning in an LCE derivation better approximates human sentence processing than in a TDE derivation. It is remarkable
that the LCE grammar – in its clean implementation, without
any tricks popular in statistical parsing (like “head annotation”) – robustly improves on the Charniak parser, while the
latter is the result of a very non-trivial engineering effort.

Table 1: Precision and recall scores of the episodic top-down
reranker (columns 1-3) and left corner reranker (columns 4-6)
as a function of the maximum history considered (nBest=5;
α=4; λ1 =λ2 =λ3 =0.2).

Experiments and results
We evaluated the performance of the episodic grammar on
parsing the Wall Street Journal (WSJ). As is standard in statistical NLP, we used WSJ sections 2-21 for training. We used
sentences of length upto 40 words from section 22 for testing
(we reserve section 23 for evaluation of future versions of
the model). The precision and recall results of the episodic
top-down reranker, applied to the top 5 Charniak parses, are
given in the first three columns of Table 1 as a function of
the maximum common history that is taken into account by
the episodic grammar (the column max his). CH’s larger than
the maximum history are thresholded, resulting in maximum
values for the trace activation, according to equation 1. The
bottom 2 rows give the the scores for the random reranker and
for our run of the Charniak parser. We have experimented
with different parametrizations of α, λ1 , λ2 , λ3 . Optimal results were obtained for α = 4, and λ1 , λ2 , λ3 in the range
between 0.1-0.3, with only little variance.
In Table 1 and Figure 3 one can see a clear effect of
conditioning history, peaking at history 5 for the top-down
reranker, and at history 8 for the left corner reranker (best
scores are indicated in boldface). For histories 3-7 the

Figure 4: F-scores of the left corner episodic reranker applied
to the top 5, top 10 and top 20 Charniak parses.
.
To assess the robustness of the reranking method we have
also applied the LCE reranker to the top 10 and the top 20 lists
of Charniak parses. In the latter case the random baseline is
significantly lower than for the top 5 reranker (F-score = 86.2
resp. 88.0), but still the LCE reranker performs almost as
good as Charniak (F-score=90.15 for history 8), while the top
10 reranker does even better (F-score=90.34 for history 9). In
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Figure 4 it can further be seen that although the differences
in performance between the top 5, top 10 and top 20 reranker
are large for low histories, they converge for histories of 610, when the episodic approach starts to make a difference.
Nevertheless, the fact that performance drops with larger n
is a sign that our left-corner models are not yet capturing all
relevant information usable for statistical parsing.

independence of structural context, that is made by the standard PCFG model, is not very realistic either. For instance, in
the WSJ treebank a noun phrase (NP) expands 9 times more
often to a personal pronoun in subject position than in object position [Manning and Carpenter, 1997]. Johnson [1998]
showed that the parsing accuracy of the treebank PCFG is
greatly increased by incorporating structural information in
the node labels, for instance by enriching the labels with the
parent label.

Discontiguous episodes An interesting way to extend the
episodic grammar is by including discontiguous episodes.
Our intuition is that language users often reuse memorized
sentence fragments, even if they do not exactly match the
sentence that is currently being processed. We implemented a
variation of the LCE grammar that can exploit episodes with
‘gaps’. It stores discontinued episodes for later use, when it
identifies a trace belonging to the same exemplar derivation as
the interrupted episode. A fixed fraction f of the activation of
the interrupted episode is then copied to the new trace. Best
results were obtained when we let the activation of unused
discontiguous episodes decay by some percentage d at every
step of the derivation. With d = 0.95 and f = 0.6 the addition of discontiguous episodes gives a minor improvement
over the base LCE model, as can be seen from Figure 3. The
highest F-score is 90.68, which is reached for history 10. The
effect of including discontiguous fragments seems to be that
longer histories play an even more prominent role.

In the episodic left corner grammar both lexical context
and structural context are integrated in the conditioning history without any need for preprocessing of the labels. As
such it is comparable to the tradition of history based parsing, which exploits the idea that the parser moves are conditioned on n previous parser decisions in the derivation history. A weakness of the latter approach is however that it
leads to very large grammars and data sparsity, since all conditioning events are saved explicitly in equivalence classes.
In the episodic grammar, parser decisions are conditioned on
arbitrarily long histories, at no cost to the grammar size, because conditioning context is implicit in the representation,
and is constructed explicitly only during on-line processing
of a novel sentence. Since every exemplar is stored only once
in the network, the space complexity of the episodic grammar
is linear in the number of exemplars. Another difference with
history-based parsers is that in the latter the association between the conditioning event and the sentence from which it
originates is lost, whereas in the episodic grammar the identity of an exemplar that has contributed to a derivation step is
preserved. Therefore, history-based parsers cannot make use
of discontiguous episodes, but the episodic grammar can.

Shortest derivation reranker We have also implemented
a shortest derivation LCE reranker that selects parses from
the n-best list according to a preference for derivations that
use fragments from the fewest episodes. With a best F-score
of 90.44 (for history 9) it performs worse than the base LCE
reranker, but still better than the Charniak parser.

It is also interesting to compare the episodic grammar with
Data Oriented Parsing (DOP) [e.g., Bod, 1998], which is a
framework for exemplar-based statistical parsing. In DOP
the primitive units of the grammar are not CF rules, but subtrees of arbitrary size, which are extracted from the parses
of a treebank. In a certain sense DOP and episodic parsing
are complementary: whereas in DOP the substitution of an
arbitrary large subtree is conditioned on a single nonterminal, in the episodic parser the application of a context-free
rule is conditioned on an arbitrary large episode. An advantage over DOP is that in the episodic framework a derivation
can also be broken down into fragments according to other
generative processes than top-down, for instance left-corner.
This opens the possibility to utilise the episodic grammar as
a language model in speech recognition. Moreover, in the
episodic grammar it is not necessary to store every possible
tree fragment explicitly. This is potentially an advantage over
existing DOP implementations, which suffer from computational inefficiency due to very large grammars. The fact that
stored episodes are automatically reconstructed from traces
during the derivation of a novel sentence obviates a timeexpensive search through an external memory (i.e., a treebank of fragments), and makes the episodic grammar contentaddressable.

Discussion
The role of sentence context in natural language processing
(NLP) has in recent years seen renewed appreciation as is evident from the increasing popularity of statistical NL parsers
that weaken in one way or another the context independence
assumptions of probabilistic context free grammars (PCFGs).
Context free grammars fail to take advantage of two relatively independent sources of contextual information for disambiguating between parses: lexical context, which captures
the dependency on previous words in the sentence, and structural context, which captures the dependency on the relative
position in a parse tree.
One remedy that is often used to cope with the lack of lexical context sensitivity of the PCFG is to lexicalize the grammar. Assuming that lexical dependencies are mostly carried
between the head words of phrases and their dependents, one
may enrich the constituent labels in the treebank trees with
their head words, which are percolated up in the tree, and
subsequently estimate the parameters of the PCFG from the
lexicalized trees [e.g., Charniak, 1999]. The assumption of
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Hence, the episodic framework provides a promising new
framework to unify traditional rule-based and exemplar-based
approaches to (probabilistic) syntax within a single, neural
perspective, and interprets them as semantic and episodic
memory respectively. Table 2 shows how our results compare
to state-of-the-art parsers. Note, that the latter are evaluated
on section 23 of WSJ, while all our results are on section 22.
Various parser strategies (on WSJ sec 23)
Parsing model
F (≤ 40)
Charniak (1999) (max. entropy)
90.1
Petrov and Klein (2007)
90.6
Sangati & Zuidema (2011) (DOP)
Charniak and Johnson (2005) (reranker, n = 50)
This paper (on WSJ sec 22)
TDE reranker (n = 5)
90.4
LCE reranker (n = 5)
90.6
LCE + disctg (n = 5)
90.7
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Table 2: Comparison of the episodic reranker to state-of-theart parsers, for sentences of length upto 40, or all sentences.
We see our work not only as an application in computational linguistics, but also as a contribution to memory research, which offers an explicit computational instantiation
of the reinstatement hypothesis of episodic retrieval. We
have proposed a representation of episodic memory, in which
episodic memory is stored in distributed form inside local
memories of associated semantic memory units. It can be
conceived of as an imaginary life-long thread spun through
semantic memory. These ideas are consistent with contemporary research in neuroscience, which emphasizes the construal of episodes in the hippocampus as contextually bound
sequences of semantic memories [e.g., Eichenbaum, 2004].
The hippocampal model of Levy [1996] shows that during episodic sequence learning special ‘context neurons’ are
formed that uniquely identify (part of) an episode. These may
function as a neural correlate of the counter that we implemented in the traces. The episodic grammar model represents a first attempt to validate this theory of episodic memory
within the language domain.

Future work
Parsing with episodic grammars looks like a very promising
direction in both cognitive modelling and statistical parsing,
of which we have only started to exploit the possibilities. We
are currently developing a full episodic chart parser, that computes parse probabilities online via the principle of spreading activation from stored derivations to (the traces in) its
states. This work is part of a larger project, which aims at
modeling the episodic-semantic memory interaction within a
connectionist framework, through integration with the HPN
network [Borensztajn et al., 2009], resulting in a system that
can learn syntactic treelets and their substitutability relations
from unannotated text without supervision. We further intend
to investigate syntactic priming effects, and recency effects in
sentence processing.
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Concept Learning and Modal Reasoning
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Abstract

x is a C ↔ x is identical to some other object

Philosophers and linguists have suggested that the meaning of
a concept can be represented by a rule or function that picks
out examples of the concept across all possible worlds. We
turn this idea into a computational model of concept learning,
and demonstrate that this model helps to account for two aspects of human learning. Our first experiment explores how
humans learn relational concepts such as “taller” that are defined with respect to a context set. Our second experiment explores modal inferences, or inferences about whether states of
affairs are possible or impossible. Our model accounts for the
results of both experiments, and suggests that possible worlds
semantics can help to explain how humans learn and use concepts.
Keywords: concepts and categories; modal reasoning; possible worlds semantics

Figure 1: One actual world (solid rectangle) and three possible worlds (dashed rectangles). Each world contains between
two and four objects, and the black triangles indicate which
objects are instances of concept C. The geometric objects
used for this illustration and for our experiments are based on
stimuli developed by Kemp and Jern (2009).

Knowledge about concepts and categories must support
many kinds of operations. Consider simple relational concepts such as “taller” or ‘heavier.” A learner who has acquired
these concepts should be able to use them for classification:
given a pair of objects, she should be able to pick out the
member of the pair that is taller than the other. The learner
may also be able to solve the problem of generation: for example, she may be able to draw a pair of objects where one
is taller than the other. The learner may even be able to use
these concepts for modal reasoning, or reasoning about possibility and necessity. She may recognize, for example, that
no possible pair (x, y) can satisfy the requirement that x is
taller than y and that y is taller than x, but that it is possible
for x to be taller than y and y to be heavier than x. The three
problems just introduced demand increasingly more from the
learner: classification requires that she supply one or more
category labels, generation requires that she generate one or
more instance of a concept, and modal reasoning requires that
she make an inference about all possible instances of a concept, including many that have never been observed. This
paper describes a formal model of concept learning that helps
to explain how people solve all three of these problems, although we focus here on classification and modal reasoning.
Our model relies on possible worlds semantics, an approach that is often discussed by philosophers and linguists (Kripke, 1963; Lewis, 1973) but has received less attention in the psychological literature. The worlds we consider are much simpler than those typically discussed in the
philosophical literature, and we focus on problems where
each world includes a handful of objects that vary along
a small number of dimensions. Figure 1 shows an example where the world under consideration is represented as a
solid rectangle, and where three possible worlds are shown as
dashed rectangles. We explore the idea that a concept corresponds to a rule represented in a compositional language of

thought—for example, the rule in Figure 1 picks out duplicate objects. Given this setup, we explore how concepts can
be learned from observing a small number of worlds, and how
these concepts can be used to decide whether a statement is
possible (true in some possible worlds) or necessary (true in
all possible worlds).
Our approach builds on previous accounts of concept learning, and is related most closely to previous rule-based models that rely on logic as a representation language (Nosofsky, Palmeri, & McKinley, 1994; Feldman, 2000; Goodman, Tenenbaum, Feldman, & Griffiths, 2008; Kemp & Jern,
2009). Most of these models, however, do not allow the category label of an object to depend on its context, or the world
to which it belongs. For example, models of Boolean concept
learning (Feldman, 2000) cannot capture relational concepts
such as “duplicate,” since Boolean logic cannot express rules
that rely on comparisons between objects. Previous accounts
of relational categorization and analogical reasoning (Gentner, 1983; Doumas, Hummel, & Sandhofer, 2008) often
work with richer representation languages, and can therefore
capture the idea that the category label of an object may depend on its role within the world (or configuration) to which
it belongs. These accounts, however, are limited in another
respect. In most cases they are able to compare two or more
worlds that are provided as input, but they cannot generate
new worlds, or account for inferences that require computations over the space of all possible worlds. In particular, we
believe that previous psychological models will not account
for the modal inferences that we explore.
Although previous accounts of concept learning have not
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Table 1: Templates used to construct a hypothesis space of
rules. An instance of a given template can be created by
choosing an element from each set enclosed in braces, replacing each occurrence of Di with a dimension (e.g. D1 )
and replacing each occurrence of vk with a value (e.g. 1).
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Figure 2: (a) A graphical model that can be used for learning
a rule r. World wi is generated given rule r and count vector
ni which specifies the size of wi and the number of elements
in wi that must be assigned positive labels by rule r. Label
vector li indicates which members of wi are assigned positive labels by rule r. (b) Graphical model for Experiment 2.
Rules rA and rB capture two concepts that may or may not
be different. Hypothesis h indicates whether rB is identical
to rA or drawn independently from P (r).
the extension of the concept C in Figure 1 includes the two
members of the actual world that are marked with black triangles. The extension of a concept may be the empty set—for
example, in Figure 1, the extension of the concept “black objects” is the empty set, since none of the objects in the actual
world is black.
Two concepts may have the same extension in a given
world but may nevertheless be different. For example, the
concepts of unicorns and griffins have the same extension in
our world—the empty set—but intuition suggests that these
concepts are nevertheless different. One reason why the concepts must be different is that we can imagine possible worlds
which include both unicorns and griffins, and where the extensions of these concepts are different. The intension of a
concept includes the information that allows us to pick out
its extension in every possible world—for example, knowing that unicorns have horns might help to decide which objects in a given world qualify as unicorns. Formal approaches
to semantics often formalize the intension of a concept as a
function that picks out its extension in every possible world,
and we adopt this perspective here. These functions could be
represented in many different ways, and our working hypothesis is that intensions correspond to rules that are mentally
represented in a language of thought. For example, the rule
in Figure 1 serves to pick out an extension (i.e. the set of Cs)
in each possible world.
The rule in Figure 1 is primarily expressed in English, but
the representation language that we will explore is a simple
version of predicate logic. Table 1 shows three templates that
can be used to generate the rules we consider. In all cases,
C(·) is the concept of interest, and each possible rule can
be used to decide whether an object x is an instance of C.
Di represents the ith dimension and vk represents the kth
value along a dimension: for example, if D1 is the dimension
of color and value v1 along this dimension indicates black,
then the rule ∀x C(x) ↔ D1 (x) = v1 indicates that x is

focused on modal inferences, these inferences have been
studied in several other contexts (Osherson, 1977; Nichols,
2006). Our approach is related most closely to the mental model approach developed by Johnson-Laird and colleagues (Johnson-Laird, 1982; Bell & Johnson-Laird, 1998;
Evans, Handley, Harper, & Johnson-Laird, 1999), who argue, for example, that a proposition is rated as possible if
a reasoner can construct a mental model (or world) which
makes the proposition true. The mental models approach is
broadly compatible with our own, and both can be seen as attempts to explore the psychological implications of possible
worlds semantics. There are, however, at least two important differences between these approaches. First, the mental
model account of modal reasoning has focused almost exclusively on deductive inferences, but we focus on inductive inferences, or inferences to conclusions that do not follow with
certainty given the available evidence. Second, mental model
approaches are often contrasted with approaches that rely on
rules expressed in some compositional language of thought.
Our approach relies critically on a representation language,
and we show that a syntactic prior over expressions in this
language is a useful way to capture human inductive biases.
The next section introduces our computational model and
we then evaluate it in two behavioral experiments. Our first
experiment demonstrates that our model helps to explain how
people learn simple relational concepts such as “duplicate.”
Our second experiment focuses on modal reasoning, and we
ask participants to learn two concepts then to decide whether
statements about these concepts are possible or impossible.

A possible worlds account of concept learning
Philosophers and psychologists often distinguish between
two aspects of a concept’s meaning—its extension and its intension. The extension of a concept is the set of objects in the
actual world that are instances of the concept. For example,
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a C if and only if x is black. The language includes four
Boolean connectives: and (∧), or (∨), if (→), and if and only
if (↔). The language also includes four relations for comparing values along the dimensions (=, 6=, <, >), and incorporates quantification over the objects within a world (∀y)
and over dimensions (∀Q). The three templates in Table 1
capture all simple rules with at most one instance of quantification over objects and at most one instance of quantification
over dimensions. Our hypothesis space of rules includes all
instances of the templates in Table 1 along with all conjunctions that can be generated by combining up to three of these
instances. Note that some rules have identical intensions—in
other words, they pick out the same set of objects in each possible world. We strip out rules with identical intensions, and
include only the shortest rule for any given intension.
We now develop a probabilistic framework for learning and
using intensions. Suppose that C is a concept of interest,
and that rule r captures the intension of C. Suppose that a
learner observes one or more worlds wi , and let li be a binary label vector that indicates which objects in world wi are
instances of C. Given these observations, the posterior distribution P (r|w1:k , l1:k ) will represent an ideal learner’s beliefs
about the rule r after observing k worlds and label vectors for
these worlds. We work with the posterior distribution induced
by the graphical model in Figure 2a.
We assume that rule r is generated from a prior P (r)
that favors simple rules, and use a description-length prior
P (r) ∝ λ|r| , where |r| is the number of symbols in rule r.
For all applications of the model we set λ = 0.5. To generate a world wi , we first generate a vector ni that specifies
the total number of objects in the world and the number that
are instances of C, then sample uniformly at random among
all worlds that are consistent with ni and r. Our assumption that wi is generated given ni is a natural extension of
previous accounts of concept learning which assume that the
examples observed are randomly sampled from the set of positive instances (Tenenbaum & Griffiths, 2001). For simplicity,
we assume that worlds have at most four objects, and use a
uniform prior P (ni ) over all count vectors that satisfy this
constraint. Finally, we assume that each label vector li is deterministically generated given world wi and rule r. The joint
distribution over all variables can be summarized as follows:

sis space of rules and the entire set of possible worlds. Future work can attempt to develop sampling methods that efficiently compute the predictions of the model, but before beginning this enterprise it is important to explore whether our
approach makes accurate predictions about human behavior.
The next two sections describe experiments that highlight two
distinctive aspects of our model.

Experiment 1: Learning relational concepts
Allowing for multiple worlds provides a natural way to handle relational concepts such as “biggest” or “duplicate” that
depend on the world or the set of objects currently under consideration. Our first experiment explores how people learn
several basic concepts, including three relational concepts.
All of our participants are adults, but developmental psychologists have established that even young children are able to
learn simple relational concepts. The concepts we consider
are based on a developmental study of Smith (1984), and we
demonstrate that our model is able to learn all of the concepts
that she discusses.
Materials and Method. 14 adults participated for course
credit and interacted with a custom-built computer interface.
Participants were told that they would be learning about the
preferences of six aliens (i.e. learning six concepts). For each
alien three worlds containing three objects each were simultaneously presented on screen. The worlds used for each alien
are shown in Figure 3, where each column corresponds to a
world. The first five concepts are loosely inspired by the concepts studied by Smith (1984). For example, Smith’s version
of 3d used worlds that included objects such as a green plane,
a red apple, and a yellow pig, and the underlying concept was
“green plane.” The objects in each world were arranged vertically on screen, and were initially ordered as shown in Figure 3, where each column corresponds to a world. Within
each world, the objects could be dragged around and reordered, and participants were invited to sort them however
they liked.
For all six aliens, the first two worlds had labels indicating
whether or not the alien liked each object. Participants were
asked to predict the alien’s preferences by choosing a binary
label for each object in the third world. After labeling the
third world, participants provided a short written description
of the current alien’s preferences. The order of the six aliens
(i.e. concepts) was counterbalanced across participants, and
the roles of the three dimensions (ball position, color, and
size) were also counterbalanced.
Model predictions. Let w1:3 represent the three worlds
and l1:2 represent the two observed label vectors. We compute the distribution P (l3 |w1:3 , l1:2 ) by integrating over all
possible rules r. For each concept, the black bars in Figure 3
show the posterior probability that each object in the third
world is an instance of the concept.
Results. For each concept the white bars in Figure 3 show
the proportion of participants who chose positive labels for
the objects in the third world. Responses were consistent in

P (r) ∝ λ|r|
P (ni ) ∝ 1

1
if ni is consistent with wi and r
c(r,ni )
P (wi |r, ni ) =
0
otherwise

1 if li is consistent with wi and r
P (li |r, wi ) =
0 otherwise
where c(r, ni ) is the number of worlds that are consistent with
ni and r.
Computing the predictions of our model will be challenging in general, but for all applications in this paper we
can carry out inference by enumerating the entire hypothe-
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(a) C: color = v3

(b) C: ball = v3

0

0.5

(c) C: ball matches some other object

1

(d) C: ball = v3 ∧ color = v3 ∧ size = v5

0

0.5

1

(e) C: duplicate

0

0.5

1

(f) C: ball position intermediate
Human
Model

0 0.5 1
probability

0 0.5 1
probability

0 0.5 1
probability

Figure 3: Stimuli and results for Experiment 1. In each panel, the three columns show three worlds that include three objects
each. The objects in the first two worlds have category labels, and the bar charts show model predictions and human inferences
about the labels of the objects in the third world. The black bars show probabilities generated by the model, and the white bars
show the proportion of participants that chose a positive label for a given object.
all cases with the predictions of the model. If we create binary
prediction vectors by thresholding the model predictions at
0.5, then 10 or more of the 14 responses for each concept
were identical to the model predictions.
The written descriptions provided further evidence that
participants were able to infer sensible rules and the concept
descriptions in Figure 3 are based on the most common descriptions provided in the experiment. In several cases, however, participants provided rules that were more specific than
the descriptions in Figure 3. For example, in condition 3a,
one participant indicated that the alien liked small objects of
a certain color.
Experiment 1 explored how participants learn relational
concepts then apply them in new contexts, but did not address
the topic of modal reasoning. Three worlds were shown on
screen for each problem, and participants were not required
to think about alternative worlds that they had not observed.
Our second experiment focuses directly on modal reasoning,
and uses a task where participants must go beyond the handful of worlds observed on screen and make inferences about
the full space of possible worlds.

oped for Experiment 1. Participants were told that they would
be learning about the preferences of five pairs of aliens. For
each pair they were shown four worlds with four objects, and
these worlds are shown as columns in Figure 4. The objects
in the first two worlds were labeled to indicate the preferences of the first alien, and the objects in the remaining two
worlds were labeled to indicate the preferences of the second
alien. After observing these worlds, participants were asked
to provide written descriptions of the preferences of the two
aliens. Participants were then asked to rate the possibility
of the six statements shown at the bottom right of Figure 4.
These ratings were elicited using questions that referred to
the preferences of the two aliens rather than concepts CA and
CB : for example, ratings for statement six were based on the
question “Do Mr. X and Mr. Y have identical preferences?,”
where X and Y were names for the two aliens in the current
pair. All ratings were provided on a seven point scale with
the endpoints labeled “Probably not” and “Probably.” For all
cases except statement 6, participants who chose a rating of 4
or above were asked to generate an example of a four-object
world that satisfied the constraints in the statement. These
worlds were generated using buttons that could add or remove
objects from the screen, and could adjust the appearance of
the objects along each of the three dimensions. The presentation order of the five pairs of concepts and the six possibility
statements was counterbalanced across participants, and the
role of the three dimensions was also counterbalanced.
Model predictions. Let w1:4 represent the four worlds and
B
A
represent the label vectors for these worlds. Our
and l3:4
l1:2
approach to the task is captured by the graphical model in Figure 2b, where hypothesis h = 1 if rules rA and rB are identical and h = 0 if the rules are drawn independently from P (r).
If rules rA and rB are known with certainty, than each of the

Experiment 2: Modal reasoning
Understanding the meaning of multiple concepts should allow a learner to predict which relationships between these
concepts are possible and which are necessary. For example,
any mother must also be a woman, and it is possible for the
same person to be a mother and a grandmother. In our second
experiment we asked participants to learn two concepts CA
and CB then asked them to rate the possibility of statements
involving these concepts.
Materials and Method. 15 adults participated for course
credit and interacted with the same computer interface devel-
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(b) CA : ball = v4 , CB : color = v2

(a) CA : ball = v4 , CB : ball = v2
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(c) CA = CB : ball = v4 ∧ color = v4 ∧ size = v5

(d) CA : duplicate, CB : singleton
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(e) CA : ball = v3 , CB : ball = v3 ∧ color = v1 ∧ size = v4
1.
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4.
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5.
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There could be a 4-object world with at least one
object that is a CA and a CB .
There could be a 4-object world which includes no
CA s and no CB s.
There could be a 4-object world where every object
is a CA and a CB .
There be a 4-object world with at least one object
that is a CB but not a CA .
There could be a 4-object world with at least one
object that is a CA but not a CB .
CA and CB are the same.

Figure 4: Stimuli and results for Experiment 2. In each panel the four columns show four worlds that include four objects each.
The objects in the first two worlds are labeled with respect to concept CA (upper right triangles), and the remaining two worlds
are labeled with respect to concept CB (lower right triangles). The bar charts show model predictions and human inferences
about the six questions shown at the bottom right of the figure. Model predictions (black bars) are probabilities, and human
inferences (white bars) are shown as mean judgments on a 7 point scale. Error bars show the standard error of the mean.
six statements in Figure 4 is either true or false—for example,
statement 1 is true if there is at least one world with an object
assigned a positive label by both rA and rB . We compute the
posterior probability of each statement using a uniform prior
P (h) and integrating out rules rA and rB and hypothesis h.
If desired, each of the six statements could be expressed in
a logical language with operators that express necessity and
possibility, and our approach could be combined with an explicit formal semantics for modal logic (Kripke, 1963). This
degree of formalization does not seem useful for our current
purposes, but may be useful in other contexts.
For each pair of categories, the black bars in Figure 3 show
the posterior probabilities of the six possibility statements.
Note that each pair of categories leads to a qualitatively different pattern of predictions.
Results. The white bars in Figure 4 show average human
ratings for the six possibility statements. Responses for the
five different pairs of categories are qualitatively different,

and in all cases there is a relatively close correspondence between human ratings and model predictions.
Consider first the difference between pairs 4a and 4b. Both
pairs include concepts that correspond to single values along
a dimension: for example, concept CA in both cases picks
out objects with value v4 along the ball position dimension.
In pair 4a, concept CB corresponds to a different value along
the ball position dimension, which means that it is impossible
for an object to simultaneously be a CA and a CB . The first
bar in Figure 4a suggests that participants were able to make
this inference. In pair 4b, however, concept CB corresponds
to a value along a different dimension, and participants were
confident that there could be an object that was a CA and
a CB . Note that participants never observed an object with
labels for both concepts, which means that they had to go
beyond their direct experience when making inferences about
the compatibility of the two concepts.
Pairs 4c and 4e form a second natural comparison set. In
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both cases, concept CB includes only objects with a specific
value along each dimension. In 4c, concept CA specifies
the same values along each dimension, and participants were
confident that concepts CA and CB were identical (bar 6). In
4e, concept CA specifies values along only one dimension,
and the CA objects are a superset of the CB objects. Participants inferred that CA and CB are different concepts (bar 6),
that every CB is a CA (bar 4), but that some CA objects are
not CB objects (bar 5).
The main discrepancy between model predictions and human responses occurs for pair 4d and the first possibility judgment. The model infers that CA includes duplicates and CB
includes singletons, and concludes that no object can be both
a CA and a CB . Eight out of 15 participants made a similar
inference, and chose ratings of 2 or below on a seven point
scale, but five participants chose ratings of 6 or above, producing a mean rating of around 3.5. Many of these five participants gave complex disjunctive definitions when describing concept CA , suggesting that they may have focused on
the individual characteristics of the positive examples without reflecting on the relationships of these positive examples
to the other objects in the world.
Although we know of no previous studies that combine
modal reasoning and concept learning, previous work on
modal reasoning has explored how people arrive at conclusions given premises supplied by the experimenter. For example, given that all artists are beekeepers and that Lisa is
a beekeeper, it is possible that Lisa is an artist (Evans et al.,
1999). The mental models approach can account for inferences of this kind, but note that our task is rather more challenging. We explored cases where the “premises” for modal
reasoning (i.e. the meanings of the concepts) are not supplied
but must instead be learned from a small number of examples.
In order to handle the inductive aspect of our task, a computational approach must incorporate a human-like inductive bias,
and the mental models approach is not well-equipped to satisfy this criterion. Our results, however, suggest that human
inferences can be accurately predicted by combining a possible worlds framework with a description length prior over
logical rules.

tual statements (Lewis, 1973), and to characterize the content of claims about belief, desire, and knowledge (Hintikka,
1962). The psychological implications of these projects have
received relatively little attention, but the possible worlds approach is a promising way to study the many different ways
in which human concepts are put to use.
Acknowledgments This work was supported in part by NSF
grant CDI-0835797.
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Conclusion
We developed a model of concept learning that relies on the
notion of possible worlds and evaluated it in two experiments.
Our first experiment suggests that our approach helps to explain how humans learn relational concepts such as “bigger”
or “duplicate.” Our second experiment demonstrates that humans readily make modal inferences about concepts, and illustrates that a possible worlds approach can account for this
ability.
Although modal reasoning is an especially natural application for a possible worlds approach, the same approach
should help to illuminate other aspects of human learning and
reasoning. Philosophers and linguists have used the possible worlds framework to clarify the meaning of counterfac-
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Abstract

Rogers & McClelland, 2004), conceptual combination (e.g.,
Hampton, 1997), and neuroscience (.e.g., Mahon &
Caramazza, 2007).
But from a cross-linguistic perspective, this approach is
startling. There are many possible ways to map between
words and the world, and languages vary dramatically in
how they carve up the world by name. Substantial crosslinguistic variation has been documented in domains
including color, causality, mental states, number, body
parts, containers, motion, direction, spatial relations, and
terms for acts of cutting and breaking and of carrying and
holding (see chapters in Malt & Wolff, 2010, for
illustrations).This variation occurs even in concrete domains
labeled by nouns, where structure in the world might seem
most likely to provide universally recognized groupings
captured by words. Hand vs. arm, bottle vs. jar, or dish vs.
plate may seem to English-speakers to be self-evident
distinctions based on obvious discontinuities in the
distribution of properties in the world, but not all languages
observe these same distinctions (e.g., Malt et al., 1999;
Majid, Enfield, & Van Staden, 2006).
In light of the documented diversity, there are three
possibilities for the relationship between words and
concepts. The first is that the words of a language do
effectively reveal much of the stock of general-purpose
concepts that a person holds. Given cross-linguistic
variability in naming patterns, this possibility implies that
word-learning creates much of the language user’s nonlinguistic representations of the world. Under this scenario,
it is not possible to hold that any substantial stock of basic
concepts is shared across speakers of different languages,
since the language-specific sets will be substantially
different from one another.
The second possibility is that concepts are dissociated to
some notable extent from the large differences in naming
patterns, and it is therefore impossible to use words to
identify concepts. After all, much learning about the world

To study concepts, cognitive scientists must first identify some.
The prevailing assumption is that they are revealed by words such
as triangle, table, and robin. But languages vary dramatically in
how they carve up the world by name. Either ordinary concepts
must be heavily language-dependent or names cannot be a direct
route to concepts. We asked English, Dutch, Spanish, and Japanese
speakers to name videos of human locomotion and judge their
similarities. We investigated what name inventories and scaling
solutions on name similarity and on physical similarity for the
groups individually and together suggest about the underlying
concepts. Aggregated naming and similarity solutions converged
on results distinct from the answers suggested by any single
language. Words such as triangle, table, and robin help identify
the conceptual space of a domain, but they do not directly reveal
units of knowledge usefully considered “concepts.”
Keywords: concepts; naming; cross-linguistic diversity;
universality; locomotion

Introduction
Concepts have been said to give human experience stability
(Smith & Medin, 1981), to hold our mental world together
(Murphy, 2002), and to provide the foundation of human
learning (Bloom, 2004). Fodor (1998) considered concepts
so fundamental to cognition that he declared that the heart
of a cognitive science is its theory of concepts. If concepts
are so important, then cognitive scientists need to be able to
identify concepts to study. We ask here how concepts are to
be found, and in particular what role words can play in
identifying them.
The prevailing assumption has been that many important
concepts can be easily identified because they are revealed
by words – in fact, for many researchers, the words of
English. English nouns such as hat, fish, triangle, table, and
robin are used to identify concepts in work encompassing
not only the adult concepts literature but developmental
work (e.g., Carey, 2009), computational models (e.g.,
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comes from direct interaction, rather than through language.
Non-linguistic representations may be substantially shared
(while still allowing that language could have some
influence on them). Crucially, if linguistic and nonlinguistic representations are distinct and only loosely
linked, then the words of a language cannot routinely and
straightforwardly be used to identify a person’s concepts.
The third possibility is that the relation of words to
concepts is not as straightforward as current practice
assumes (also suggested by the second possibility), but still,
if examined in the right way, words may reveal something
useful about conceptual representations shared across
speakers of different languages.
By applying more
sophisticated techniques to extract structure from language
data, it may be possible to discern shared elements of
meaning that indicate constraints on cross-language
variability and reflect common underlying aspects of how
knowledge is represented.
Here, we assess the relation of words - specifically, verbs
for human locomotion - to conceptual representations. The
data discriminate among the three possibilities just
described and address what an appropriate use of words is
for researchers whose interest is in underlying non-linguistic
representations rather than in knowledge about the word
meanings of a particular language.

Japanese to name the motion in each. We first determined
the name inventories for the four languages to see what they
suggest as the basic concepts for human locomotion. We
then performed scaling analyses on the naming data of
individual groups to look further for common patterns
underlying the names produced. Last, we combined the
naming data of the four groups to see if greater coherence
arises from the aggregated information.

Method
Thirty English speakers were recruited at Lehigh University,
U.S.; 22 Spanish speakers at Comahue National University,
Argentina; 26 Dutch speakers at the University of Leuven,
Belgium; and 25 Japanese speakers at Keio University,
Japan. To generate the stimulus videos, we selected all the
verbs that named gaits of an individual moving forward,
upright, on a trajectory from a list of over 250 English verbs
of manner of movement provided by D. Slobin. We added
familiar gaits done in place (e.g., walking and running in
place), walking in high heels, and eight variants of
locomotion suggested by Japanese and Argentinean
informants that were not covered by the English terms. An
American college student was filmed portraying each gait
for 3-4 seconds on outdoor walkway at Lehigh University.
The stimulus set was then reduced by selecting the
movements that most clearly contrasted with each other. For
instance, if the clips filmed in response to amble and
saunter, or strut and swagger, looked very similar to us, we
kept only one of each. The final set contained 36 clips.
Figure 1 shows sample frames from four clips.

The Studies
Speakers of four languages named instances of human
locomotion such as walking, running, shuffling, and
jumping, and made similarity judgments about them.
Human locomotion provides a useful case study because
there are reasons to expect both commonalities and
differences in how speakers of different languages
understand and name the domain. Using film clips of
biomechanically defined instances of walking and running,
we (Malt et al., 2008) found that English, Dutch, Spanish,
and Japanese speakers all sorted the walking and running
clips into separate piles on the basis of similarity and also
drew a lexical distinction between them. We also found that
speakers of English and Dutch named more distinctions
within the two biomechanical gaits than speakers of Spanish
and Japanese. Together, these considerations mean that it is
useful to ask whether there is some shared understanding of
more varied instances of locomotion, and whether there is
any analysis of the potentially diverse naming patterns
across languages that can reveal this shared understanding.
The current studies again used speakers of English, Dutch,
Spanish, and Japanese. Although the first three all belong to
the Indo-European family, their histories are different
enough that the languages have shown substantial variation
in naming patterns in other domains (e.g., containers: Malt
et al., 1999) as well as in naming of locomotion for the more
restricted set of exemplars in Malt et al. (2008).

Figure 1. Sample frames from clips.
The clips were embedded in a web page. Participants
read instructions in the relevant language telling them that
they would see a series of video clips, and that they should
watch each one carefully and type into the response box the
word or phrase that best described what they saw in the clip.
Following the instructions were the 36 clips, each with a
response box preceded by the words, “What is the woman
doing? She is….” or their translation.

Results and Discussion

Study 1: Using Names to Look for Concepts

Name Inventories We determined the name inventories for
each language to see what concepts are implied if names are
taken to directly identify concepts, as is the common

We presented video clips of varied human locomotion and
asked native speakers of English, Dutch, Spanish, and
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practice in the literature. We counted as an instance of a
name all surface forms containing the same root word(s)
labeling a manner of movement and then determined the
dominant (most commonly produced) name for each clip in
each language. All names dominant for at least one clip in a
language are given in Table 1. This tally makes clear that if
there are universally shared locomotion concepts, the name
inventories do not directly reveal what they are. The
different languages provide different answers about what
that set would be.

Table 2: Between-group correlations of naming matrices
English
Dutch
Spanish
English
Dutch
0.82
Spanish
0.69
0.65
Japanese
0.76
0.76
0.79
Note. All correlations are significant at p < .0009.
We then carried out multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) on
the matrix for each language with Additive Tree clusters
drawn on the solutions to help interpret the results (Sattath
& Tversky, 1977). Due to space constraints we do not
present the solutions here but note that they showed both
similarities and distinct differences. For all four languages,
the X-axis was interpretable in terms of the basic
biomechanical distinction between elastic, bounce-andrecoil gaits (running, hopping, jumping, etc.) and the
pendulum gaits where one foot is on the ground at all times
(walking, striding, etc.). The Y-axis for the most part
seemed to reflect a dimension of speed and/or
aggressiveness, but the Japanese solution less clearly
conformed to this possibility. The Addtree clusters
reinforced the idea that the biomechanical distinction is
salient for two of the languages – Dutch and Japanese –
which had similar top-level clusters separating essentially
the same clips. English and Spanish clusters were less like
the Dutch and Japanese results: for English, running actions
clustered with pendulum motions at the top level, and for
Spanish, walking backwards and several forms of marching
combined with bounce-and-recoil motions, as well as
walking in place. In the next level of clusters within these
top-level clusters, each language more or less separated the
faster/more aggressive pendulum actions from slower, more
cautious pendulum actions, but the exact composition of the
clusters was variable. The Dutch solution, in particular, did
not honor this separation as much as the others.
These solutions indicate that the naming patterns of the
four languages reflect a shared orientation to the same
dimensions of the movements. This outcome supports the
idea that speakers of the four languages may have more in
common in their perception of the domain than their name
inventories indicate. In light of the variability of the Addtree
clusters across the four solutions, though, it remains difficult
to specify exactly what could be identified as shared discrete
concepts in the traditional sense.

Table 1: Inventory of mono- and multi-morpheme names
Language
English

Dutch

Spanish

Japanese

creep
hinkelen
caminar aruku
gallop
huppelen
correr
hashiru
hop
joggen
marchar sukippu-suru
jog
lopen
saltar
ashibumi-suru
jump
marcheren trotar
kenken-suru
leap
rennen
koushin-suru
march
slenteren
janpu-suru
run
sluipen
skip
springen
stomp
stappen
walk
wandelen
shuffle
tiptoe
power walk
Note. Boldface indicates multi-morphemic terms.
Individual Languages’ Naming as Similarity Data We
next asked whether commonalities emerge from the naming
data of the four languages if we make use of the full set of
names produced by all participants. We created name
similarity matrices that reflect the extent to which each pair
of objects received the same name across speakers of a
language. We assigned, for each participant, a 0 or a 1 to
each possible pair of clips according to whether the person
gave the two clips a different name or the same name. We
constructed the similarity matrix for each language group by
summing the distance values for each of the 630 possible
pairs across the participants in that language group. This use
of the data is similar to using confusion matrices as
similarity data (e.g., Shepard & Chang, 1963).
We first correlated the name similarity matrices for each
pair of languages to give an overall sense of the
correspondence in the naming patterns, using the Mantel test
for correlation of matrices. Table 2 shows that these
correlations are all substantial and significant. The full
patterns of name use, while diverse, still share some
substantial commonalities.

Aggregated Naming as Similarity Data Last, we created
an MDS solution combining the naming data of all four
language groups. MDS looks for commonalities in the data,
and to the extent that it finds them, produces a coherent
solution. If a coherent solution emerges, this result would
support the idea of a shared conceptualization of the domain
while underscoring the inadequacy of individual words of a
single language to reveal it.
We carried out the MDS using a stacked name similarity
matrix consisting of 36 columns (the clips) and 4 x 36
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(language x clips) rows. Stacking allows the program to
compute different weights for each language for the
dimensions extracted. Figure 2 shows the two-dimensional
solution, with clusters provided by Addtree. This solution
shows a neat horizontal separation of the bounce-and-recoil
motions (toward the right) from the pendulum motions
(toward the left). The vertical dimension appears to reflect
speed and aggressiveness of the actions, with slower/less
aggressive actions toward the top and faster/more aggressive
ones toward the bottom.

words of any one language do not directly reveal what they
are. Despite the diversity evident in the name inventories,
other ways of analyzing the data provide more evidence of
commonalities underlying the naming patterns. In particular,
scaling of the combined naming data of four languages
produces a coherent and interpretable solution, suggesting a
shared orientation to certain dimensions of the space. Still,
the clusters within the scaling solution indicated by Addtree
do not neatly correspond to those labeled by the names of
the languages, raising questions about what, if anything, can
be identified as discrete concepts in the traditional sense.

Study 2: Using Judgments
Similarity to Look for Concepts

of

Physical

We collected judgments of the physical similarity of the
actions in the video clips. We can evaluate to what extent
those perceived similarities are shared across speakers of
different languages, and to what extent they are related to
the naming patterns of the participant’s languages. Although
physical attributes most likely do not exhaust conceptual
knowledge in this domain, they are a large component of it.

Method
Twenty English speakers were recruited at Lehigh
University, U.S.; 20 Dutch speakers at the University of
Leuven, Belgium; 15 Spanish speakers at the Bariloche
Atomic Centre and Balseiro Institute, Argentina; and 24
Japanese speakers at Keio University, Japan. Stimuli were
the same 36 video clips of human locomotion used in Study
1. A computer program presented the clips in a 6 x 6 array
on a computer screen, with each clip running in a
continuous loop. Participants sorted the clips according to
the physical similarity of the actions by dragging and
dropping clips (still running) into boxes on the right side of
the screen, creating as many boxes as they wished.
Following Boster (1994), to reduce variability in the number
of piles created, if they had created five or fewer boxes in
the first sort, they were then asked to divide the boxes
further. If they had created more than five, they were asked
to combine boxes.

Figure 2. MDS solution based on the four languages’
stacked naming data. Clip names refer to names bestowed
by the experimenters, not names produced by participants.
At the top level of clustering, the bounce-and-recoil
motions are separated from the pendulum-based ones, with
the exception of the TROT clip falling into the pendulum
cluster. Within these clusters, sub-clusters separate the
running clips from the other bounce-and-recoil actions, and
separate the true pendulum motion clips from the
intermediate TROT clip. These clusters are thus readily
interpretable, although they do not seem to map directly
onto the words of any of the languages.
Thus, the naming data when aggregated across the four
languages provides more indication of a systematic
conceptual space than looking at scaling solutions of the
four languages individually. This shared space emerges out
of the noisiness of the individual name inventories, which
make different distinctions and numbers of distinctions.
Because MDS can discover commonalities in data but it
cannot invent them, the simplicity of the solution is
evidence in favor of a shared underlying understanding of
the domain. At the same time, though, if the clusters
identified by Addtree are taken to indicate discrete concepts
within this space, they do not seem to be picked out by
words of the languages.

Results and Discussion
For each participant, a distance of zero reflects the case
where two clips are not in the same pile in either sort; a
distance of one reflects the case where they are in the same
pile in one sort but apart in the other, and two reflects the
case where they are in the same pile in both (Boster, 1994).
We constructed a similarity matrix for each language group
by summing the distance values for each of the 630 possible
pairs of clips across its members. Table 3 shows that the
similarity judgments of the four groups are strongly
correlated. The correlations among the sorting matrices are
significantly higher than those for naming were with the
exception of Dutch to Japanese, ps < .0001. Speakers of the
four languages are more alike in how they sort the gaits
based on similarity than in how they name them.

Conclusions from Using Names to Look for Concepts
These analyses demonstrate that languages differ in what
their name inventories would tell us the concepts for the
domain are. If there are shared basic concepts, then the
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Table 3: Between-group correlations of sorting matrices

that are more fast and aggressive (top cluster). On the right,
one sub-cluster encompasses all the bounce-and-recoil
actions that involve forward (or sideways) motion. The
other encompasses those that involve bounce-and-recoil
movements in place (hopping, jumping, and running in
place), plus marching in place and walking in place.
The sorting solution points to largely the same sets of
dimensions as the combined naming data did, despite the
somewhat different spatial layout and clustering. There was
one notable exception to the close correspondence with the
naming solution. In the sorting data, the five clips that entail
motion in place (hopping, jumping, running, marching, and
walking in place) do form a sub-cluster, but in the naming
they did not. It seems that being carried out in place is a
salient physical property of the actions, even though none of
the four languages honors it with a basic level name that sets
the actions apart on that basis.

English
Dutch
Spanish
English
Dutch
0.87
Spanish
0.84
0.83
Japanese
0.89
0.75
0.89
Note. All correlations are significant at p < .0009.
An aggregated MDS solution was constructed as for the
aggregated name similarity by stacking the matrices of the
four groups. The two-dimensional solution is shown in
Figure 3, overlaid with an Additive tree cluster analysis.

Conclusions from Using Physical Similarity Judgments
to Look for Concepts Speakers of our four languages make
closely corresponding judgments of the similarity among
the 36 actions. Furthermore, there is higher correspondence
among language groups on this sorting task than on naming,
consistent with other domains (e.g., Malt et al., 1999). The
data indicate that the understanding of locomotion is more
shared, and more tied to the perceptual and biomechanical
experience of the domain, than the varied word inventories
would imply. Again, the data argue against assuming a close
alignment of words with concepts.
Although the sorting data clearly indicate the inadequacy
of the inventories of individual names to reveal shared
understanding of the locomotion domain, the scaling
solutions do show a marked resemblance to the combined
naming data. This outcome suggests that both reflect some
deeper commonality in the dimensions of locomotion space
that people find salient. At the same time, and despite some
proposals in the literature that concepts fall directly out of
similarity space (e.g., Rogers & McCelland, 2004), the
scaling solution still does not directly reveal concepts in the
sense of bounded units of knowledge stored in long-term
memory. Would they be the top-level distinctions in the
cluster solution that seem to be grounded in the
biomechanical contrast between pendulum and bounce-andrecoil motions? Would they be at the level of the next set of
clusters, which corresponds better, but far from perfectly, to
the words of the languages? Or might they be at some other
level? And what about the discrepancies that do exist
between the sorting and naming solutions? In other words,
how can we identify exactly what the basic concepts are that
should be the subject of investigation by those researchers
who want to study them? We consider these points below.

Figure 3. MDS solution based on four language groups’
stacked sorting data. Clip names refer to names bestowed by
the experimenters, not names produced by participants.
As for naming, the horizontal dimension of the MDS
solution is readily interpreted in terms of the biomechanical
gait distinction described earlier. Toward the left are gaits
with the pendulum motion. To the right are the ones with
the elastic bounce-and-recoil motion. Toward the middle are
some stimuli having knees lifted high but lacking real
bouncing off the ground (sneaking, walking in place,
various forms of marching, etc.). Also as for naming, the
vertical dimension seems to reflect something about the
speed/aggressiveness of the actions, although on the left it
seems to be that faster, more aggressive motions are at the
top and on the right this pattern reverses. Allowing MDS to
use three dimensions (not pictured here) this reversal
between left and right goes away, with the extra dimension
allowing a speed dimension to separate itself from an
aggressiveness dimension. Consistent with the importance
of the biomechanical distinction and speed/aggressivness
dimensions, the two top-level clusters that Addtree
identifies largely separate the gaits with the bounce-andrecoil motion from those with a pendulum motion. Within
the left-hand large cluster, the sub-clusters may be
characterized as distinguishing groups of pendulum motions
that are more slow and cautious (lower cluster) from those

General Discussion
The data indicate that the relation of words to concepts is
not straightforward. Pervasive linguistic diversity, amply
documented in other research but rarely taken into
consideration within “concepts” research, is by itself cause
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for serious concern. It would still be possible to preserve a
commitment to word-concept alignment by subscribing to a
strong version of the idea that language shapes thought.
However, the evidence here from aggregated naming and
from sorting suggests that any conceptual differences
between speakers of different languages are less than
implied by the large differences in word inventories. This
outcome is consistent with findings in other domains and
with the observation that attention to aspects of the world is
likely shaped by multiple forces that include but are not
limited to language. It seems unavoidable to conclude that
researchers need to stop relying on the word inventories of
English, or any other single language, to know what
constitutes the concepts of a domain.
Despite the complex nature of the relationship between
language and concepts, our data suggest that it is still
possible to use linguistic data to gain insight into something
more fundamental about the nature of conceptual space.
Combining naming information across languages does seem
to provide useful information, because the aggregate allows
the commonalities to emerge over the “noise” of individual
language idiosyncracies. However, for researchers whose
usual methodologies entail only members of one language
group, obtaining such cross-linguistic data may not be
feasible. Developing other methods of avoiding reliance on
a faulty word-concept equivalence will be crucial.
The scaling solutions still leave it unclear exactly what
units of knowledge should count as the most fundamental,
basic concepts of the domain. Different data sets (sorting vs.
naming) and different levels of the cluster analysis produce
somewhat different potential answers. The difficulty of
specifying exactly what constitute the basic concepts
suggests that it may be time for psychologists to more
radically rethink conceptual understanding of a domain. An
alternative approach to understanding where shared and
possibly innate elements of mental representation are to be
found is represented by the search for smaller units of
knowledge such as EVENT, STATE, THING, PATH,
PLACE, GOAL, MEANS, and END, etc. (see, e.g., Pinker,
2007). In this type of approach, the goal is not to identify
discrete, bounded, and stable units of knowledge stored in
long-term memory. Instead, what is identified are the
dimensions of experience to which people attend under
various circumstances. Such an approach may prove more
fruitful than looking for traditional concepts.
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Abstract

an object category is shown and people are asked to name the
object with the name of the category. In the first case, stored
representations are accessed at the level of unique identity,
in the second case they are accessed at basic or subordinate
level. As yet, very few studies (Engst, Martin-Loeches, &
Sommer, 2006; Gorno-Tempini & Price, 2001) have compared the organization of person-specific knowledge with that
of other entities at the unique level of identity.
The primary rationale of the present research is to provide a
contribution in this regard, comparing person and non-person
entities that can likewise be accessed at the exemplar level in
terms of recognition. More precisely, our aim is to investigate
how our semantic representations of individual things are organized and accessed and how these representations are interlinked with those of other individual things. To this purpose,
we probe the semantic system using a priming experiment.

This paper reports an experiment which explores how our
semantic representations of individual objects are organized
and accessed in memory and how these representations are
inter-linked with those of other individuals. A priming experiment was conducted to investigate the relations between
singular representations of famous individuals from four categories (person, building, artwork and product), contrasting
associative and categorical priming effects in visual recognition. The experiment adopted a familiarity decision task to
compare priming by associates (e.g. Michelle Obama - Barack
Obama; Paris - Eiffel Tower) and priming by non-associates
from the same semantic category (e.g. Angelina Jolie - Johnny
Depp; Golden Gate Bridge -Brooklyn Bridge) against an unrelated prime condition. The results of the experiment showed
that there was a substantial priming effect from associates but
no reliable priming from non-associates of the same semantic
category. We propose that singular representations of unique
individuals are more strongly inter-connected by networks of
horizontal associative links rather than by categories.
Keywords: associative priming; categorical priming; ;singular concepts; entity familiarity decision task

Categorical and associative relatedness between
entities and priming effects

Introduction

How semantic knowledge for individual entities is stored in
long term memory is an open issue. One possible view - categorical view - is that semantic knowledge of individual entities has a categorical structure, as has been demonstrated to
exist for generic objects (Barry et al., 1998; Humphreys, Riddoch, & Quinlan, 1988). The idea is that memory representations of unique entities are interconnected by belonging to
common categories. This view holds that the category “politician”, for example, exists as a node in a network and that
all the exemplars of the category (e.g., Barack Obama, Bill
Clinton, Nicolas Sarcozy) are connected to the corresponding node. The connection with the superordinate category
creates an indirect link between these entities that share the
properties inherited from the category.
An alternative view - associative view - holds that the semantic knowledge for unique entities is not structured according to categories. In this view, relationships between entities
can be represented by networks of associative links but not
by membership of a common category. According to this
view, Barack Obama and Michelle Obama would be linked
in memory because they are inter-connected by a direct associative link (i.e. a partnership relationship). Moreover, it is
assumed that knowledge of entities which are identifiable at
the level of unique identity is individual and attributes cannot
be automatically inferred from category membership.
The two views described above (that are not necessar-

Humans appear to be remarkably capable at storing and retrieving knowledge about unique entities such as people,
places, artworks, pets and other invidual things relevant to
their own existence. The way in which individual-specific
information is structured in semantic memory and accessed
from the perceptual input is a matter of considerable debate in
cognitive research. Many studies in the literature focused on
the problem to understand the organization of (and the access
to) semantic memory for familiar people and several theoretical explanations have been proposed to explain person recognition and naming (Bruce & Young, 1986; Burton, Bruce, &
Johnston, 1990; Bredart, Valentine, Calder, & Gassi, 1995).
However, little attempt has been made to compare the processes involved in person recognition and naming with those
used for other kinds of entities. The few studies (Barry, Johnston, & Scanlan, 1998; Damian & Rahman, 2003) that have
addressed this issue compared famous faces and generic objects studying the recognition process at two different levels
of abstraction. For instance, a common task used in these
studies is the face naming task. In this task, participants are
asked to name a known person by producing her proper name.
To perform such a task, it is necessary to access to the specific
memory representation of that unique person and retrieve the
proper name. In contrast, in the corresponding task used for
objects, namely the object naming task, a generic exemplar of
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ily mutually exclusive) imply different predictions about the
priming effects that can be observed in experiments of entity recognition and naming. In particular, a clear distinction
should be made between priming based on categorical and
associative relationships. Since in many studies no clear distinction has been made between these two forms of priming,
we first clarify the distinction between categorical and associative priming.
The debate about whether priming effects in individual
recognition and naming are in fact due to associative or categorical relationships has been addressed in face recognition
literature, but the issue has not been fully investigated. Moreover, the two forms of primings are often confounded in this
literature and there is an ambiguity about the locus of the effect. This is due to the fact that in many studies the stimulus
pairs are simultaneously related by categorical and associative relationships and the term “semantic priming” is often
used to include both kinds of relationships (McNeill & Burton, 2002; Carson & Burton, 2001).
In addition, the idea that a certain amount of semantic information must be shared between two associate faces in order to produce a priming effect is implicit in several models
of face recognition. The Burton, Bruce, and Johnston IAC
model of person recognition (Burton et al., 1990) proposes
that when a known face or name is recognized, activation
spreads from the face/name recognition unit (FRU/ NRU) to
the corresponding person identity node (PIN) and then to the
individual-specific semantic information stored in semantic
information units (SIUs). Each SIU is connected to the PINs
of other persons who share the same attribute and, therefore,
when the face or name of a known person is presented, activation should spread to the representations of other persons
sharing the same semantics. Since categorical information
(e.g. occupation) is assumed to be stored in SIUs, this clearly
predicts categorical priming. That is, the presentation of the
face of a known politician (e.g. Barck Obama) should influence the speed of responses to a subsequently presented target
person sharing the same occupational category with the prime
(e.g. Nicolas Sarcozy).
To date, however, empirical evidence for categorical priming of person recognition has been inconclusive.
Bruce (1983), Brennen and Bruce (1991) and Stone and
Valentine (2007) all reported categorical priming in person
recognition as did Carson and Burton (2001), showing that it
was possible to boost semantic priming effects when multiple primes were presented before the target. In some studies (Carson & Burton, 2001; Vitkovitch, Potton, Bakogianni,
& Kinch, 2006) semantic priming effect was found having
similar characteristics to the associative effect and it was
suggested that semantic priming behaves like a weak version of associative priming and it should not be considered
as a different mechanism. However, the idea that associative and semantic priming can be explained by the same underlying mechanism has been recently challenged in a ERP
study by Wiese and Schweinberger (2008) and the effects of

co-occurence and semantic relatedness in face priming have
been recently isolated using a learning paradigm with artificial, computer generated faces (Vladeanu, Lewis, & Ellis,
2006). Finally, other studies that tried to isolate categorical
effects from associative effects within the same experiment,
failed to observe categorical priming of person recognition
(Young, Flude, Hellawell, & Ellis, 1994; Barry et al., 1998).
The latter two papers both noted that the absence of categorical priming, compared with larger and statistically significant associative priming, challenged the Burton et al. (1990)
model of organization of person knowledge.
We believe that one of the main reasons for these inconclusive results is that in face priming studies associated stimuli
share also a lot of categorical information. John Lennon and
Paul McCarty1 are both persons, singers, male, British, as
well closely associated members of the Beatles. It could be
argued that they are indeed categorically related but also share
a significant degree of co-occurrence. If we find a priming effect using this pair, it is difficult to separate the contribution
of categorical relatedness from that of associative relatedness.
Moreover, in contrast to object priming studies, where associated prime-target pairs may belong to very different basic
level categories (e.g. carrot-donkey), in all the face priming
studies cited here, items from the same basic level category
(e.g. two persons) or subordinate category (e.g. two actors)
were used as stimuli. In other words, the only associative connections that have been studied to investigate the organization
of person-specific information are associative links between
entities belonging to the same category.
This is in line with a general view that considers people as “special entities” whose semantic knowledge differs
in structure from that of other objects. This idea is supported, for example, by the results reported by Barry et al.
(1998). The authors found that objects were primed reliably
by both associates and semantically related non-associates.
In contrast, for faces there was a substantial priming effect
for associated but not for semantically related items. The
authors suggested that semantic representations of objects
are inter-connected by abstracted superordinate categories but
that representations of people are interconnected by networks
of inter-personal relatedness rather than by categories. Since
the associative links, as proposed by the authors are “social”
in nature, it seems obvious that they may interconnect only
“social” entities (i.e. persons).
We argue that associative relationships may be established
between entities belonging to different categories. A building, for example, may be strongly associated to the city where
it is placed (e.g Colosseum-Rome ) or an artwork to its author
(e.g. The Pietá-Michelangelo). In this study we will investigate these kinds of associative relationships. The advantage
to extend the definition of associative connections across the
category boundaries is that the semantic relatedness between
the associated entities is kept to a minimum.
These considerations lead us to clarify our use of categor1A
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prime-target pair used by Barry et al. (1998)

ical and associative relationships between entities. Two entities are said categorically related if they share the same basic level or subordinate level category, whereas two entities
are said to be “associatively” related if the first entity calls to
mind the second entity and/or vice versa. We share with other
authors the view that the primary mechanism for associative
relatedness is that the two entities are routinely experienced
together in the contexts in which they appear. Even though we
acknowledge that a purely associative relation can be induced
by repeated co-occurrence of two entities otherwise unrelated
and become automatically registered in memory (Vladeanu et
al., 2006), we argue that associative connections are in fact
more likely to be determined by co-occurrence of entities related by meaningful horizontal relations (e.g. The President
of).

task. In this task, each name on the list had to be rated on a
4-point scale according to its familiarity to the participant in
order to ensure that the entities selected were really familiar
to participants. In addition participants were asked to write
down as many entities as possible that came spontaneously
to mind when they encounter a particular name. These spontaneously generated names were assumed to be associated to
that particular name on the list. This means that we took an
entity B to be associatively related to an entity A, if B was
produced in response to A by the majority of participants.
The most highly associated pairs were identified and combined into prime-target pairs for use in the following experiment. For each of the second member of these pairs of associates, an entity who was not associated but who was from
the same basic level category as the first was selected. For the
category person, pairs with the same occupational category
were selected. That is, we took an entity B to be categorically
related to an entity A if both entities belong to the same basic
level category and B was not produced in response to A by
any rater in the free association task. Then, an unrelated but
famous entity was chosen for each entity target. To generate
associated pairs whose both members belonged to the person
category, a second group of 15 judges were presented with a
different list of famous person names and they were specifically asked to write down as many other names of famous
persons as possible that came spontaneously to mind when
they encountered the target person name.

The Entity Recognition Experiment
The major purpose of the present study is to contrast categorical and associative priming for entities from different categories (person, artwork, building and product) in a familiarity decision task. Our goal is to investigate whether there
are qualitative differences in semantic and associative priming of individuals, comparing the priming effects for entities
of the person category with those for entities of other three
categories: artwork, building and product. In order to discriminate priming effects due to categorical relatedness from
effects due to associative relatedness, in this study we investigated priming effects in associated pairs whose members
belong to different categories. Since previous studies have
demonstrated the importance of associative relationships between persons, only for this category we decided to compare
the effects of associative priming within and across the person
category. In this way, we explored how memory representations of individual entities are inter-linked with those of other
individual entities of the same or different category and explore whether these connections are qualitative different.
To address these issues we examined associative and categorical priming effects in an entity familiarity decision task,
comparing person recognition with object recognition when
both processes involve individual exemplars of the category.
In the task, people were asked to make a decision about the
familiarity of a target entity. The target entity was preceded
by a stimulus (a written word) that could be differently related (associatively or categorically) to the target or unrelated
to it. Reaction Times were measured as Dependent Variables.

Participants Eighteen participants took part in the experiment (11 female). Mean age was 30.61 years (SD=4.59)
ranging from 23 to 40 years. Each participant was tested individually in a quiet room.
Stimuli and Design For each category of the selected target entities (person, artwork, building and product), the experimental stimuli consisted of 12 pairs of closely associated
famous entities, arranged into three sets of 4 pairs. In these
sets the prime entities belonged to a different category than
target entities. For the person category 12 pairs of closely
associated famous entities from the same category (i.e. associated persons) were also used. In this way, we introduced a
further condition, in which associated, categorical and unrelated primes were selected from the same category (i.e. Person). To distinguish between the two conditions in the person
category, we named Person Across the condition in which associated prime and target were from different categories (e.g.
location: USA - person: Barack Obama) and Person Within
the condition in which prime and target were from the same
category (e.g. person: Monica Lewinsky - person: Bill Clinton). Each participant saw the entities in one set in their closeassociate pairs, the entities in a second set rearranged to form
pairs whose members were from the same category but no
close associated, and in the remaining set rearranged to form
unrelated pairs. The allocation of the sets to the experimental
conditions was counterbalanced across participants. In addition, 60 unfamiliar entities were selected to serve as targets

Method
Stimulus Selection For our experiment a) highly associated
prime-target stimulus pairs, b) non-associated pairs belonging to the same category and c) unrelated pairs were required.
To identify the prime-target pairs for use in the following experiment, we conducted a pilot study (15 participants) with
the aim of identifying an initial set of associated pairs from
which we generated the complete list of experimental stimuli.
To create this set, we compiled a list of famous entity names
(12 entities for each category) to be used in a free association
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and combined with the same 60 primes. In this way, unfamiliar targets were also preceded by famous names and prime
familiarity would have no predictive value for target familiarity.
The design of the experiment was a 5 (category: person
across, person within, artwork, building and product) × 3
(primes: associative, same category, unrelated) repeated measure factorial design. As a consequence of the adopted design, each prime was presented twice in the course of the
experiment. We note that potential effects of prime repetition would have occurred in all experimental conditions in
a comparable way and therefore cannot explain the differences between conditions. An example of the stimuli used
in the experiment is shown in table 1. Prime stimuli consisted
of written names of entities, whereas targets were gray-scale
pictures (450×600 pixels in size) depicting the target entities.

Table 2: Mean Reaction Times (RT) in milliseconds (and
Standard Errors (SE)) for Conditions.
Category
Person Across
Person Within
Artwork
Building
Product

Prime
Categorical
Nicolas Sarkozy
Johnny Depp
Guernica
Leaning Tower of Pisa
Black Barry

Target
Unrelated
Florence
Bob Marley
Vladimir Putin
Moscow
Martin Scorsese

Associates
937 (25)
919 (21)
954 (35)
998 (42)
961 (23)

Primes
Same-category
1017 (21)
1022 (33)
1055 (42)
1090 (46)
1107 (44)

Unrelated
1082 (32)
1045 (36)
1052 (30)
1098 (40)
1148 (44)

within, artwork, building and product) and prime type (factor
levels: associated, same-category, unrelated) as within subjects factors. The results indicated that only the main effect
of prime type was significant (p < 0.001). Therefore, for each
category we performed a one-way repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with prime type as a within-subjects
factor. Post hoc Tukey honestly significant difference (HSD)
tests examined the differences between the factor levels.
The analysis for the category Person Across resulted in a
significant main effect, F(2, 34)= 11.39, p < 0.001. RTs for
the associated condition (937 ms) were significantly faster
than for the same-category (1017 ms), (q = 4.02 , p < 0.05)
and unrelated conditions (1082 ms), (q = 6.70 , p < 0.001).
However, RTs in the same-category condition were not significantly different from those in the unrelated condition, (q =
2.68 , p = 0.15). The same analysis for the Person Within
category produced the same pattern of results. We found a
significant main effect F(2, 34)= 9.03, p < 0.001 and faster
responses for the associated condition (919 ms) than for the
same-category condition (1022 ms) (q = 5.13 , p < 0.01), but
no significant difference between the same-category (1022
ms) and unrelated conditions (1045 ms; q = 0.16 , p = 0.99).
A significant main effect was also found for the category
Artwork, F(2, 34) = 3.93, p < 0.05. The post hoc analysis showed faster responses for the associated condition (954
ms) than for the same-category condition (1055 ms; q = 3.44 ,
p < 0.05). The comparison between the same-category (1055
ms) and the unrelated conditions ( 1052 ms) did no show significant difference (q = 1.09 , p = 0.72).
The main effect was not significant for the Building category, F = 1.53, p = 0.22, even though it shows a very
similar trend than the other categories as also revealed by a
post hoc analysis by items2 . In contrast, we found a significant main effect for the Product category F(2, 34) = 5.63,
p < 0.01. The post hoc analysis revealed the same pattern
of results found for the other categories (with the exception
of the Building category). In particular, we found a significant difference between associative and same-category conditions with responses that were faster in the associative condition (961 ms) than in the same-category condition (1107
ms), (q = 3.45 , p < 0.05), but no significant difference between same-category (1107 ms) and unrelated (1148 ms) con-

Table 1: An example of the stimuli used in the experiment.
Associate
USA (0.80) *
Angelina Jolie (0.86) **
Louvre (1)
Paris (0.93)
Apple (0.86)
* Person Across
** Person Within

Measure
RT (SE)
RT (SE)
RT (SE)
RT (SE)
RT (SE)

Barack Obama
Brad Pitt
Mona Lisa
Eiffel Tower
Iphone

Numbers in the first column show the degree of association, measured as the proportions of participants
(n=15), who gave the name as the “first that springs to mind” when presented with the target name in
the pilot study.

Procedure Subjects were tested individually in a quiet
room. In each trial, the prime was presented for 1000 ms
followed by a fixation cross (200 ms) and the corresponding
target picture. The target remained on the screen until the
subjects made a manual yes/no response. Each trial was initiated by the response on the previous trial after an inter-trial
interval of 1000 ms.
Participants were instructed to respond only to the target
picture. The task was to decide as fast as possible whether
the entity depicted on the picture was a familiar entity or not.
They were told that although they were not to respond to the
name which preceded the picture, they were to pay attention
to it as “in some trials it may help you to make your familiarity decision”. Response latency was taken as the delay between presentation of the stimulus target and initiation of a
response. Each subject saw 120 experimental trials: 60 positive and 60 negative.

Results
The analysis was based on reaction times (RTs) of correct
positive responses. Latencies over 2.5 s, which is equivalent to approximately 3 standard deviations from the mean
(MRT = 1116 ms, SDRT = 386 ms) were discarded, as were
outliers exceeding the participant mean by 2.5 standard deviations, for any particular condition. Mean RTs for correct
responses are reported in Table 2.
A 5 × 3 repeated-measures ANOVA was performed on
mean RTs with category (factor levels: person across, person

2 To investigate possible differences between the stimuli used in
the experiment, we performed a post hoc analysis by items, comparing the associative and same-category conditions. We found a
significant difference (p < 0.05) in mean between the associative
condition and the same-category condition for 7 of the 12 trials.
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ditions, (q = 1.09 , p = 0.72).
In order to test whether there are differences in semantic and associative priming for faces and objects, we collapsed person and object classes to form two general domains (i.e. Person and Object, respectively). The comparison between the two general domains was motivated as follows. First of all, we did not find a significant difference
in the pattern of results obtained for the Across Person and
the Within Person conditions. Therefore, the two person categories were collapsed to create a general Person category.
Second, we tested for differences between the three non-face
categories (artwork, building and product). Mean reaction
times were submitted to two-way ANOVA using both variables (category and priming condition) as within-subject factors. The main effect of priming condition was significant,
F(2, 34) = 8.84, p < 0.001). Neither the main effect of category, F(2, 34) = 1.45, p = 0.24), nor the interaction was
significant, F(4, 68) = 0.69, p = 0.60). Due to the lack of
the main effect for category and interaction, the three object categories were collapsed to obtain one individual mean
RTs for the object-domain. As a consequence of the aggregation procedure, we were able to compare semantic and categorical primings for faces and objects, by a two-way (2×3)
analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the mean reaction times,
with the variables of stimulus category (face vs. object) and
priming condition (associate vs. same category vs. unrelated). The analysis was conducted by subjects with both
variable (stimulus category and priming condition) as within
subjects factors. The main effect of stimulus category was
significant, F(1, 17) = 7.81, p < 0.05. A a post hoc onetailed t-test showed that responses to faces were significantly
faster (1004 ms) than those to objects (1060 ms), (p < 0.05).
The main effect of priming condition was also significant,
F(2, 34) = 22.92, p < 0.001. Post hoc Tukey honestly significant difference (HSD) tests revealed that: a) for faces
the associate condition was significantly faster from both the
same-category (q = 5.58 , p < 0.01) and the unrelated condition (q = 7.24 , p < 0.001), but the same-category condition did not differ significantly from the unrelated condition
(q = 1.76 , p = 0.47); b) for objects the same pattern of results
was found, that is the associate condition was significantly
different from the same-category, (q = 4.37 , p < 0.01) and
the unrelated condition ,(q = 4.93 , p < 0.01), but the samecategory condition did not differ significantly from the unrelated condition, (q = 0.60 , p = 0.90). The stimulus category
× priming condition was not significant, F = 0.07, p = 0.93.
These results demonstrated that priming effects for faces were
not significantly different (i.e. faster) from priming effects
for objects. In particular, we found that for both categories,
the associate condition was significantly different from the
other two priming conditions, which did not differ significantly from each other.

tities used in the experiment, with the exception of the Building category, we found that entity familiarity decision times
were reliably primed by the prior presentation of associates.
In contrast, non-associates from the same semantic category
did not produce facilitation effects on familiarity decisions.
This means that the time to recognize a familiar person, an
artwork or a product was significantly and robustly facilitated
by the prior presentation of the name of an associate entity,
but was not reliably facilitated by the name of an entity from
the same category but not associated.
Interestingly, the comparison between face and object categories did not reveal a significant difference between the two
domains in the amount of facilitation in the three conditions
of priming. The only difference between the two domains
was that the responses to faces were significantly faster than
those to objects in all the priming conditions, confirming the
astonishing ability of humans to recognize person identity
from faces.
These results can be compared with those of Barry et al.
(1998). The authors conducted two experiments which examined whether there exist differences in semantic and associative priming for faces and objects. Differently from our
experiment, object stimuli used in their experiments represented generic objects (e.g. a table) which could not be recognized at the unique level of identity, but only as members
of a general category. The authors found that faces were substantially primed by associates but not by non-associates of
the same category. In contrast, they found that objects were
primed reliably by both associates and categorically related
non associates. The results were interpreted as evidence for
a different organization of the semantic knowledge of objects
and people. We argue that to draw the conclusion that different processes underlie the organization and the access to
semantic representation of faces and objects, a comparison
between faces and objects at the same level of identity (i.e. as
semantically unique entities) is required. To the best of our
knowledge, our study is the first that performed this comparison in a priming experiment. Our results confirmed those of
Barry et al. for faces, showing that face familiarity decisions
were significantly facilitated by the prior presentation of associates from both the same and different category, but not
by non-associated stimuli from the same category. However,
contrary to Barry’s et al. results, we found that object familiarity decisions presented the same priming effects as faces
when the stimuli were recognized at the unique level of identity. These findings challenge the conclusion by Barry et al.
about a different organization of semantic representations of
objects and faces and suggest a common mechanism to organize knowledge about individuals from different categories.
Another important result is about the Person category. In
our study we tested for differences between two different
kinds of associative priming: priming Across category and
priming Within category. We found that associated primes
from different categories were as good as associated primes
from the same category to produce priming facilitation, giv-

Discussion and Conclusions
The entity recognition experiment produced a very clear and
homogeneous pattern of results. For all the categories of en-
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ing evidence in favor of a pure associative facilitation not
overlapped with categorical membership effects. Therefore,
it is clear that priming of entity familiarity decisions is associative but not reliably categorical and, at least for the Person
category, both associated entities within the category and associated entities from different categories may facilitate the
familiarity decision. The failure to consistently observe categorical priming of person recognition is a challenge to the
model of Burton et al. (1990) of face recognition. In this
model a word prime would activate its PIN and corresponding SIUs. As there are proposed excitatory, bi-directional
connections between PINs and SIUs, priming is interpreted
in the terms of feedback activation from SIUs to increase the
activation of PINs which are connected to the same SIUs. As
we found priming effects from close associates but none from
non-associated members of the same occupational category,
then it would appear that only activation from the SIUs of associates feedbacks to the PINs. Therefore, these results raise
some questions about the nature of the elements of stored biographical knowledge and in particular whether it is correct
to propose that these are represented by general categorical
units (SIUs) such as “politician” or “actor” as proposed by
the Burton et al. model. Moreover, the model can not explain
the priming effects from associates belonging to different categories since SIUs are assumed to code only person-specific
knowledge.
Our results are more compatible with a model in which singular representations of entities (i.e. singular concepts) from
different categories can be connected directly through associative links so that the activation of one of this singular concept spreads to all the associated singular concepts without
the mediation of categorical units which are assumed to organize the knowledge of singular conceptual representations.
In terms of priming, this model predicts that we should obtain a priming effect when prime and target entities are associatively related even when they do not share category membership. Contrary to the Barry et al. (1998) model for face
processing, we argue that horizontal links can be established
not only within the person category as a consequence of “social” and “interpersonal” relationships (e.g. who is married
to whom or who works with whom), but also between entities from different categories which are connected by binary
relationships reinforced by co-occurrence.
To conclude, we propose that singular concepts are organized within a network of horizontal associative links that
can be stronger than vertical links with shared higher-level
conceptual representations and this organization mechanism
is not peculiar of singular concepts about people but it is
the common way to connect singular concepts of individuals
from different categories.
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Abstract

insects all are animal categories and clearly are more interrelated than the categories mammals and doorknobs.
The interrelatedness of natural language categories elicits
the following intriguing question: Is the internal membership
structure of a category determined solely by characteristics
internal to the category, or do other, related categories influence the category structure? In other words, is the the platypus an atypical member of mammals because of its apparent
dissimilarity towards other mammals, or does its similarity
towards other animal categories, such as birds and reptiles,
contribute to its atypicality? The present paper is concerned
with exactly this question and attempts to answer it using successful exemplar models that have their roots in artificial category learning research.

We examine the influence of contrast categories on the internal
graded membership structure of natural language categories.
To this end we contrast two exemplar models in their account
of typicality: According to the GCM, typicality is the summed
similarity towards all category members. According to the SDGCM, typicality is determined by both the summed similarity
towards all category members and the summed dissimilarity
towards members of contrast categories. For five animal categories, we contrast the SD-GCM and the GCM in their account of typicality. Results indicate that the internal category
structure can indeed be co-determined by dissimilarity towards
potential contrast categories.
Keywords: concepts; categories; typicality; contrast categories; computational models

Introduction
The platypus is a mammal. It can, however, hardly be called
a ”good” mammal: It has webbed feet and a beak resembling
that of a duck, it is venomous like insects and reptiles, it lays
eggs as do birds and fish, and it is semi-aquatic, reminding
one of amphibians. A cow, on the other hand, is a good,
a more representative example of a mammal. Previous research suggests that people are in general agreement as to
what are representative, good examples of a certain category
and which members are bad examples. The graded membership structure, or typicality gradient, can be observed in
a broad range of everyday natural language categories (e.g.,
Hampton & Gardiner, 1983; Rosch & Mervis, 1975).
Traditionally, typicality is defined as similarity towards a
category representation: A member of a category is typical
to the extent that it is similar to the category representation.
Different views exist on what the category representation consists of. The two most dominant computational theories of
category representation propose that a category is represented
by a prototype (prototype models; e.g., Hampton, 1993), or
the set of previously encountered members (exemplar models; e.g., Medin & Schaffer, 1978 ). In general, it is found
across an impressive array of conditions, both in artifical category learning experiments and natural language categories
that exemplar representations provide the best description of
human categorization. For present purposes we will therefore
focus on exemplar models.
While the graded membership obviously reflects the internal structure of a category, natural language categories are
not isolated entities, but generally reside in rich semantic domains. Categories vary along a continuum of interrelatedness (Goldstone, 1996). For example, mammals, birds and

Contrast category effects
The most likely candidates to exert influence on the internal
structure of other categories, are contrast categories. Contrast
categories are considered to be at the same level of abstraction, belonging to the same immediate superordinate as the
target category. Further, they are contrastive or incompatible in the sense that one and only one word is applicable to
any member of the category (Miller & Johnson-Laird, 1976).
For example, mammals and birds are contrast categories, both
belonging to the same immediate superordinate category and
they are mutually exclusive (an animal cannot be a bird and a
mammal at the same time). We use the term contrast category
effect for manifestations of influence of contrast categories on
category based tasks.
The notion of contrast category has a long history in natural language concept representation literature. For example, in their influential family resemblance model, Rosch and
Mervis (1975) assume that typicality of a category member
is its similarity to other category members and its dissimilarity to members of contrast categories. Despite the theoretical
importance attributed to contrast categories, little effort has
been invested in demonstrating the independent role of contrast categories in natural language categories, and evidence
is ambiguous. In a thorough test of the independent contribution of feature overlap with the target category and feature
overlap with contrast categories, using both typicality ratings and classification response times, Verbeemen, Vanoverberghe, Storms, and Ruts (2001) found no evidence for contrast effects. In sharp contrast with the findings of Verbeemen
et al., using a geometric prototype model of concept repre-
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sentation, Ameel and Storms (2006) found evidence that prototypes of interrelated categories tend to move away from the
central tendency, in a direction opposite of the contrast categories. This finding constitutes evidence in favor of contrast effects, since the prototype, i.e., the representation of a
category, is under influence of other categories. In sum, the
debate on the role of contrast categories in natural language
categories is far from settled, and in need of further thorough
and systematic examination.
In artificial category learning, empirical demonstrations of
contrast category effects are more established (e.g., Davis &
Love, 2010; Goldstone, Steyvers, & Rogosky, 2003; Palmeri
& Nosofsky, 2001; Stewart & Brown, 2005) . For example,
Palmeri and Nosofsky (2001) demonstrated that items residing at the target’s category boundary most remote from other
categories, were classified most accurately. In other words,
clear category members were both high in similarity towards
the target category and low in similarity towards other relevant categories. Goldstone et al. (2003) manipulated the interrelatedness of categories, and demonstrated a clear contrast
category effect when categories are interrelated.
Interestingly, Stewart and Brown (2005) proposed and
tested an exemplar model, the similarity-dissimilarity generalized context model (SD-GCM), that explicitly implements
dissimilarity towards contrast categories as a component that
co-determines category membership together with similarity
to the target category. The SD-GCM is based on the generalized context model (GCM; Nosofsky, 1986), arguably the
most influential exemplar model, but differs from the GCM
in that the GCM only considers the similarity towards stored
category members.

exemplars are generally assumed to be defined at the nearest subordinate member level (e.g., Komatsu, 1992). For
example, the exemplars of the category mammals are ’dog’,
’camel’, ’beaver’, etc.

The generalized context model
The GCM (Nosofsky, 1986) is one of the most influential
exemplar models in categorization research. Originally, the
model was developed to account for categorization decisions,
but it has successfully been adapted for typicality judgments
(Nosofsky, 1988). Typicality of an exemplar i for category A
is calculated by summing the similarity of that exemplar to
all other exemplars in the category:
tiA =

∑ si j

(1)

j∈A

where si j is the similarity of exemplar i to exemplar j. The
similarity between two exemplars is a function of the distance
of the exemplars in an M-dimensional psychological space.
Formally, the scaled psychological distance is given by:
M

∑ wk xik − x jk

di j =

k=1

!1
r

r

(2)

where xik and x jk are the coordinates of exemplars i and j on
dimension k, and wk is the dimension weight for dimension
k. We relied on Euclidean distances (r=2), which are generally accepted to be more appropriate for integral dimensions
(Shepard, 1987). Similarity between i and j is derived from
the weighted distance:
si j = exp (−cdi j )

Outline

(3)

where c is the sensitivity parameter. The free parameters in
the GCM consist of M-1 dimension weights and the sensitivity parameter.

The present study examines the role of contrast categories in
the representation of natural language categories. We compare two computational exemplar models developed in artificial category learning – the GCM and the SD-GCM –, in their
account of the typicality gradient of five animal categories.
The two models both provide a different account of the typicality gradient of a category: According to the GCM, the
typicality of a member should depend solely on the summed
similarity towards other category members. According to the
SD-GCM on the other hand, typicality of a category depends
on both similarity towards category members and dissimilarity towards contrast categories. To evaluate whether contrast
categories play a role in the animal categories, we will therefore compare the two models on their ability to account for
the observed typicality gradient in the animal categories.

The Similarity-Dissimilarity GCM
The SD-GCM (Stewart & Brown, 2005) is an extension of
the GCM, making the same assumptions concerning underlying representation and similarity (i.e., Equations (2) and (3)
still apply). However, whereas the GCM defines typicality of
item i towards category A as the sum of the similarity towards
members of that category, the SD-GCM also takes into account the dissimilarity of i towards alternative categories in
the same representational space. Formally, the typicality of
exemplar i to category A then is given by:
tiA =

∑ si j + ∑ (1 − sil )

j∈A

Models

(4)

l ∈A
/

where si j and sil are similarities between exemplar i and j and
i and l respectively, with j being an element of category A, and
l belonging to an alternate category. Typicality to a category
is thus defined by the sum of the similarity towards members of the category plus the summed dissimilarity towards
the other elements in the representational space. It is possible

We will give a brief overview of both the standard GCM
and the SD-GCM, adapted to account for typicality in natural language categories. Both models are exemplar-based,
which means that they rely on stored exemplars to account
for category-based decision. For natural language categories,
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to restrict the set of contrast categories, such that only a subset of exemplars in the representational space are included.
For example, in accounting for the typicality of members of
the category mammals, we might choose to restrict the set
of contrast exemplars to birds and fish, leaving out the other
potential contrast categories insects and reptiles.

To arrive at a pairwise similarity measure for each pair of
animals, we summed the feature-by-exemplar matrices across
the 4 participants and then correlated the summed feature vectors of all possible exemplar pairs within a domain.

Data

Both models operate on an underlying geometric similarity
representation, in which exemplars are represented as points
in an M-dimensional space and the distance between two
points in the space is inversely related to the similarity of
the exemplars. After describing how the representations were
derived, we will examine how many, and which, contrast categories are best used for each of the target categories. To
answer the question whether a category’s internal membership structure can be influenced by contrast categories, we
will compare the SD-GCM with the standard GCM, both in
terms of optimal data fit and generalizability of the models.

Results

To compare the models, we chose categories in the animal domain, that more or less exhaustively cover the whole domain.
In this way, no potential contrast category was accidentally
missed: Each of the categories can be a contrast category for
all other categories, and for each category all possible contrast
categories are included. Moreover, the animal categories perfectly adhere to the definition of contrast categories, belonging to the same immediate superordinate category (animals)
and being mutually exclusive.
Data were taken from a recent norm study of De Deyne et
al. (2008). The set contains five animal categories (birds, fish,
insects, mammals and reptiles), in total containing 129 exemplars. Every category consists of 20 to 33 exemplars. We
used goodness-of-example ratings as a measure of typicality
and a derived similarity measure of categories to construct an
underlying stimulus representation.

Similarity representation
To investigate whether it makes sense to derive a geometric representation for the present stimuli, the percentage of
triplets in the similarity matrix that violate the triangle inequality was calculated. Its very low value (.13 %) indicates that the stimuli can in principle be represented spatially.
To generate the geometric similarity representation, the pairwise similarity measure for each pair of the 129 ANIMAL
exemplars was used as input in a SAS non-metric MDSanalysis (SAS, V9). We considered representations in 2 to 6
dimensions. The appropriateness of the geometric representation was evaluated using stress as a badness-of-fit measure
(Kruskal & Wish, 1978) for the MDS-solutions.

Typicality
Goodness-of-example ratings taken from De Deyne et al.
(2008). The exemplars of each category were rated by 28
participants for goodness-of-example for the category they
belonged to on a Likert-rating scale ranging from 1 for very
bad examples to 20 for very good examples. The reliability
of the judgments for each category was evaluated by means
of split-half correlations corrected with the Spearman-brown
formula. The estimated reliability ranged from .91 to .98 . In
the present study the typicality ratings are averaged across
participants, resulting in a single typicality score for each
member of a category.

Table 1: Percentage of triplets violating the triangle inequality (TIV), and stress-values for the MDS-solutions.
TIV

Pairwise similarity

0.13%

To allow the SD-GCM to test for potential contrast effects, it
is imperative that the exemplars of all five categories are in
the same similarity representation. This requires a measure
of pairwise similarity between all exemplars in the ANIMAL
domain. To this end we derived a pairwise similarity measure
for all pairs of 129 exemplars in the ANIMAL set. De Deyne
et al. (2008) reports an exemplar by feature matrix containing
all exemplars of the animal domain and all features generated for its exemplars. The animal domain matrix contains
129 exemplars and 765 features. The features were generated
by 1003 participants for the exemplars of the animal domain
and span a broad range of characteristics (e.g., ’has an external skeleton’, ’is a carnivore’, ’runs fast’). Four participants
judged the applicability of each feature for each exemplar (1
referring to applicable, 0 referring to not applicable). The estimated reliability of these judgments was .83 (see De Deyne
et al., 2008, p. 1042).

2D
.18

Stress-values
3D 4D 5D
.12 .07 .06

6D
.04

The stress-values in Table 1 suggest the appropriateness of
the MDS-solutions. Following Kruskal & Wish, 1978, solutions with stress-values exceeding .10 are not considered for
further analyses, leaving representations with Dimensionality
from 4 to 6 for further analysis.

Identifying contrast categories
The notion of contrast categories refers to categories that are
mutually exclusive and organized under the same superordinate term. Thus, for the animal categories, each category
can have all other animal categories as potential contrast categories. Before comparing the SD-GCM to the GCM, we will
therefore examine for each concept which are the appropriate
contrast categories, and how many contrast categories should
be included in the SD-GCM. For example, for the category
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Goodness of fit. Results of the model fit analyses are presented in Figure 1(a). For each of the five animal categories,
we calculated the optimal correlation between observed typicality ratings of a category’s members and the model-based
typicality scores of the members, derived from the GCM and
the SD-GCM. For the SD-GCM, we included the most appropriate set of contrast categories for each target category,
following the findings of the previous analyses. The optimal
correlations are presented as a function of the dimensionality
of the underlying stimulus representation.
The SD-GCM captures the observed typicality gradient of
the categories very well, with optimal correlations between
observed and model-based typicality scores rising well above
.8 for stimulus representations of Dimensionality 6 (.88 averaged across categories). For insects in Dimensionalities 4 and
5, and reptiles in Dimensionality 4, the optimal correlation is
just under .8. In contrast, the standard GCM has more difficulty in providing a good account of the typicality ratings.
While for birds and fish the optimal correlations are good, rising above .7 and .8 respectively, the model has difficulty in the
categories insects and reptiles, optimal performance dropping
below .7 and in mammals, optimal performance dropping below .6.
In sum, the SD-GCM seems to be able to account for the
typicality gradient of the animal categories. Moreover, the
model provides equally good or better optimal fits to the observed typicality ratings than does the standard GCM. While
providing an acceptable optimal fit is a necessary condition
for a model to be taken seriously, deciding which model captured the data best cannot rely solely on goodness of fit, since
inherent complexity differences between the models will bias
the conclusion. Rather, model comparison should depend on
a measure of generalizability (Myung, 2000), which balances
the complexity in the models with their ability to fit the empirical data. 3 We relied on marginal likelihood as a measure
of generalizability, which considers the averaged rather than
optimal fit (Kass & Raftery, 1995).

mammals the contrast category can be birds, fish, insects or
mammals, or any combination of these four categories.
To identify the appropriate set of contrast categories, we
optimized the correlation of the observed typicality ratings
with the SD-GCM-based typicality ratings for the category
members, varying the contrast categories included in the
model. We first optimized the SD-GCM’s typicality predictions using only one contrast category. For mammals, the best
contrast category was birds. We then allowed two contrast
categories, birds being one of the two, the second category
being the second best contrast category of step one.1 . This
procedure was repeated until all four contrast categories were
included. Analyses2 were performed for all five target categories and the results are presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Optimal correlations between observed typicality
ratings and the SD-GCM-based typicality ratings.
category
mammals
birds
fish
insects
reptiles

n of contrast categories
1
2
3
4
.80 .81 .87
.83
.88 .88 .89
.89
.84 .83 .83
.83
.74 .49 .68
.66
.75 .65 .64
.65

Table 2 reveals the importance of selecting an appropriate
contrast category set. For mammals, best results were found
when including three contrast categories: birds, insects and
reptiles. For birds, including all other animal categories in
the SD-GCM prediction produced the best result. For the
three remaining categories, best results were found when including only one contrast category. For fish, the appropriate
contrast category was mammals. For insects and reptiles, the
appropriate contrast category was fish.
In sum, the best results were found including a particular
set of contrast categories. For the following analyses, the we
will always include the appropriate set of contrast categories
as found in these analyses.

Generalizability. Results of the generalizability analyses
are presented in terms of model weights. The model weight
reflects the relative evidence in favor of a particular model,
given a set of models (Lee, 2004). The evidence for a model
is quantified through marginal likelihood. To estimate the
marginal likelihood, we rely on standard non-informative priors for the parameters. For the dimensional weights in both
the GCM and SD-GCM, a uniform prior in the interval [0,1]
is used, adding the restriction that the dimensional weights
have to sum to 1. For the sensitivity parameter the choice of
prior is less straightforward. We therefore ran the analyses
using different priors: A Uniform distribution and an approximation to the Gamma(0,0) distribution (Lunn, Thomas, Best,
& Spiegelhalter, 2000). All results were qualitatively nearly

Comparing the SD-GCM to the GCM
To evaluate the performance of the SD-GCM in its account
of typicality of the five animal categories, we will compare
the model to the GCM, i.e. an exemplar model that does not
include contrast information in its account of typicality. We
first consider the goodness of fit of both models. In these
analyses we establish whether both models are sufficiently
able to capture the typicality gradient by optimizing the correlation across exemplars between observed and model-based
typicality.
1 Note that, unlike in e.g., regression analyses, adding a contrast
category does not necessarily produce better results. This depends
on the structure of the underlying similarity representation.
2 For these analyses, the dimensionality of the underlying representation was fixed at 4

3 While the models that are compared in the present study are
very similar in terms of number of free parameters and the nature of
the parameters, differences in complexity can still arise from differences in functional form of the models
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Figure 1: Optimal correlations between observed and model-based typicality scores (panel a) and model weights (panel b) for
the GCM and the SD-GCM.
identical, regardless of the exact choice of the prior. We report the results of the Gamma prior with upper bound set at
10. The SD-GCM makes use of the same contrast sets for
each target category as in the goodness of fit analyses.
Figure 1(b) confirms the results of previous analyses: For
all categories tested, the SD-GCM clearly has better model
weights, which indicates that the SD-GCM provides a more
likely account of the data than does the GCM, also when
considering potential differences in complexity between the
models. This strongly suggests that indeed dissimilarity to
exemplars from (a subset of) contrasting categories considerably improves the account of the typicality gradient of these
categories.

more that member will be typical of the category.
We found strong evidence for all categories tested, that
dissimilarity towards the members of contrast categories improved the exemplar based account of typicality of the target
categories. Interestingly, the SD-GCM performed best when
we included a subset of the available contrast categories. For
three categories – fish, insects and reptiles –, one contrast category was found to be optimal. For mammals, three contrast
categories optimized the account of typicality and for birds
all other animal categories were added as contrast categories.
In sum, to return to our starting example, the present study
provides clear-cut evidence that the platypus is considered to
be an atypical member of the mammal category, not only because it is not very similar to the members of mammals, but
also because it is similar to members of birds, insects and
reptiles.
While the present results are in line with a number of findings in artificial category learning experiments (e.g., Davis &
Love, 2010; Palmeri & Nosofsky, 2001), they directly contradict those of Verbeemen et al. (2001), who found no evidence
for contrast category effects in typicality judgments. The difference in approach most likely can explain this difference.
Verbeemen et al. (2001) used a family resemblance approach
and regression analyses to evaluate the role of contrast categories. In the present study, we applied computational models
that operate on geometric similarity representations and that
are potentially better at accounting for typicality. This is reflected in the overall better quality of the optimal correlations
in the present study as compared to Verbeemen et al. However, it must also be noted that the set of categories tested in
the present study was rather small, and restricted to a single

General Discussion
In the present study we have tackled the controversial question whether contrast categories co-determine the internal
graded structure of natural language categories, using computational models that have their roots in artificial category
learning tradition. For five animal categories, we contrasted
two exemplar models, the standard GCM and the SD-GCM
in their account of typicality. According the standard GCM,
typicality of an exemplar to a category is the summed similarity to all category members: The more a member is similar
to many other members, the more typical it is of the category.
According to the SD-GCM on the other hand, typicality of an
exemplar derives from both the summed similarity towards
all category members and the summed dissimilarity towards
members of contrast categories: The more a member is similar to other members and in the meantime is dissimilar to
the members of (a set of appropriate) contrast categories, the
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semantic domain. Although our approach has proven to be
sensitive to contrast effects, including more categories, from
different semantic domains, in the analyses is imperative to
make more general statements regarding the role of contrast
information.
The choice for the domain of animals was motivated by
the clear hierarchical structure, mutual exclusivity of the categories, and the complete coverage of the domain, in that all
possible contrast categories could be added (if we restrict ourselves to the animal domain, following the definition of contrast categories). As such, the animal domain was a perfect
arena to test for contrast effects. The present methodology
can, however, be applied to other semantic domains. Obvious candidates are categories that are traditionally considered contrast categories, e.g., fruits and vegetables or carnivores and herbivores. Another interesting candidate domain
is artifacts, yet a number of difficulties arise. For one, some
members of the artifact domain can be classified in multiple
categories (e.g., a knife can be a kitchen utensil, but also a
weapon, or even a tool). Moreover, it is less clear how far the
artifact domain extends: Are vehicles artifacts? Or clothes?
Given that including appropriate contrast categories is essential, the extension of a domain requires careful consideration.
In a broader perspective, the present findings highlight the
caution that needs to be undertaken when transposing models
from artificial category learning to natural language category
research. While in the former field a number of excellent
models has been developed that carefully implement different views on category representation, these models might not
always capture all aspects that are relevant in natural language
categories. For example, the GCM is one of the most influential and most successful categorization models, but in its account of typicality (Nosofsky, 1988; Voorspoels, Vanpaemel,
& Storms, 2008) it does not take into account the richness of
the semantic domain in which a natural language category is
embedded.
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pitches (Lidji, Kolinsky, Lochy, & Morais, 2007; Rusconi,
Kwan, Giordano, Umiltà, & Butterworth, 2006). Beyond
binary high-low correspondences, psychophysical pitch
reproduction tasks show that pitch maps onto vertical space
in a continuous analog fashion (Casasanto, 2010).
Pitch and vertical space have been found to interact even
in prelinguistic infants. In a preferential looking task, 3- to
4-month-olds preferred congruent trials (in which
visuospatial height and pitch height corresponded) over
incongruent trials (Walker et al., 2010; see also Wagner, et
al., 1981). There is, thus, converging evidence that people
mentally represent pitch in terms of vertical space, just like
they talk about it.
Crucially, however, not everybody talks about pitch the
same way. In spite of the apparent predominance of the
„high-low‟ metaphor, some languages do not metaphorize
pitch spatially. The Kpelle people of Liberia for instance,
talk about high and low pitches as light and heavy. The Suyá
people of the Amazon basin call high pitches young and low
pitches old, and the Bashi people of central Africa call high
pitches weak and low pitches strong (Eitan & Timmers,
2010).
Even languages that use spatial metaphors for pitch may
not use the same vertical metaphors that are familiar to
English speakers. For the Manza of Central Africa, high
pitches are small and low pitches large (Stone, 1981). In
other languages like Farsi, Turkish and Zapotec (spoken in
the Sierra Sur of Mexico) high pitches are thin and low
pitches thick (Shayan, Ozturk & Sicoli, 2011).
This linguistic diversity in pitch vocabulary raises a
question: Do people who use different metaphors in
language mentally represent pitch differently? If so, how
deep are the effects of language on musical pitch? Could
language shape the nonlinguistic representations that people
use for perceiving or producing musical pitches, even when
they are not using language?
The question of linguistic relativity, often associated with
the writings of Benjamin Whorf (1956), has been
extensively debated in domains like “time” (e.g.,
Boroditsky, 2001; Casasanto 2008), “space” (e.g., Majid,
Bowerman, Kita, Haun, & Levinson, 2004), “motion” (e.g.,
Gennari, Sloman, Malt & Fitch, 2002; Papafragou, Hubert,
& Trueswell, 2008), and “color” (e.g., Regier & Kay, 2009),
but little is known about effects of language on pitch
representation.

Abstract
Do the languages that people speak affect the way they
think about musical pitch? Here we compared pitch
representations in native speakers of Dutch and Farsi. Dutch
speakers describe pitches as „high‟ (hoog) and „low‟ (laag),
but Farsi speakers describe high-frequency pitches as „thin‟
(naazok) and low-frequency pitches as „thick‟ (koloft).
Differences in language were reflected in differences in
performance on two psychophysical pitch reproduction
tasks. This was true even though the tasks used entirely
nonlinguistic stimuli and responses. To test whether
experience using language changes pitch representations, we
trained native Dutch speakers to use Farsi-like metaphors,
describing pitch relationships in terms of thickness. After
training, Dutch speakers‟ performance on a nonlinguistic
psychophysical task resembled native Farsi speakers‟.
People who use different space-pitch metaphors in language
also think about pitch differently. Beyond correlation,
language plays a causal role in shaping mental
representations of musical pitch.
Keywords: Metaphor; Musical pitch; Psychophysics; Space;
Whorfian hypothesis.

Introduction
Speakers often use spatial metaphors to talk about musical
pitch. In English, pitches can be high or low, melodic
contours can rise or fall and people can sing at the top or the
bottom of their range. Are these spatial metaphors merely
linguistic conventions, or do they reflect something
fundamental about the way people mentally represent
musical pitch?
There are several reasons to believe that pitch and space
are importantly related in the brain and mind. Amusic
patients, who have difficulty discriminating pitch changes,
also have deficits in spatial tasks like mental rotation
compared to control groups of musicians and non-musicians
(Douglas & Bilkey, 2007). Behavioral experiments also
demonstrate a systematic relationship between pitch and
space in normal participants. In stimulus-response
compatibility tasks, participants are faster to press higher
response keys to identify high-frequency pitches than to
press lower response keys, and vice versa for low-frequency
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A first hint that people who use different pitch metaphors
conceptualize pitch differently comes from co-speech
gestures. Consistent with the Manzas‟ linguistic coding of
pitches as small and large, speakers have been observed
continuously lowering their hand in space while referring to
the smaller (i.e., higher) pitches, contrary to the English
high-low mapping (Ashley, 2004). This suggests that people
may conceptualize pitch consistent with their pitch
vocabulary. However, on a skeptical interpretation of these
data, gestures that match the co-occurring speech may only
reveal conventions for communicating about musical
pitches, not modes of conceptualizing them. Alternatively,
they may reveal a „shallow‟ influence of language on
thought, indicating that people do indeed conceptualize
pitch in language-specific ways, but only while they are
packaging their thoughts into words (i.e., while they are
„thinking for speaking‟, see Slobin, 1996).
Further evidence for cross-linguistic differences in pitch
representation comes from a developmental study in Farsi-,
Turkish-, and German-speaking children (Shayan, et al., in
preparation). Children were asked to match tones of
different pitches with toy snakes of different thicknesses.
Turkish- and Farsi-speaking children reliably matched the
low-pitched sounds to the thicker snake and the highpitched sounds to the thinner snake, consistent with thickthin metaphors in their languages. German children, who are
exposed to high-low metaphors in their language, did not
show the same thick-thin response pattern.
A persistent challenge in testing relationships between
language and nonlinguistic mental representations is
devising truly nonlinguistic tasks. Here we tested pitch
representations in speakers of one language that uses
„height‟ metaphors (Dutch) and another that uses „thickness‟
metaphors (Farsi), using a pair of psychophysical tasks with
non-linguistic stimuli and responses (adapted from
Casasanto 2010). In one task (Height Interference),
participants saw lines of varying heights while listening to
tones of different pitches. After each tone, participants
reproduced the pitch by singing it back. In the other task
(Thickness Interference) participants saw lines varying in
thickness while hearing tones of different pitches, and sang
back the pitches that they had heard.
In both tasks, the spatial information was irrelevant, and
spatial variation was orthogonal to variation in pitch. As
such, the spatial dimension of the stimuli served as a
distractor: a piece of information that could potentially
interfere with performance on the pitch reproduction task.
We reasoned that if Dutch and Farsi speakers‟ concepts of
pitch were similar irrespective of the languages they speak,
then performance on these tasks should not differ between
language groups. On the other hand, if Dutch and Farsi
speakers mentally represent pitch the way they talk about it,
using different kinds of spatial representations, they should
show contrasting patterns of cross-dimensional interference:
Dutch speakers‟ pitch estimates should be more strongly
affected by irrelevant height information, and Farsi
speakers‟ by irrelevant thickness information.

Experiment 1:
Do people think about pitch like they talk about it?
Experiment 1 tested whether the relationships between
space and pitch found in Dutch and Farsi speakers‟
linguistic metaphors are also present in their nonlinguistic
pitch representations.

Methods
Participants Native Dutch speakers (N=40) and native
Farsi speakers (N=40) participated in this study for
payment. Half of the participants from each language group
performed the Height Interference task (N=20 Dutch, 20
Farsi) and half performed the Thickness Interference task
(N=20 Dutch, 20 Farsi). One additional Farsi-speaking
participant was tested, but was excluded for performing the
task incorrectly. Dutch participants were recruited from the
Max Planck Institute participant pool. Farsi speakers were
recruited from Nijmegen and Delft.
Materials For the Height Interference experiment,
horizontal lines intersected a vertical reference line at one of
nine different locations (ranging from 80 to 720 pixels from
bottom to top of the computer screen, in 80 pixel
increments). For the Thickness Interference experiment, a
vertical line appeared in the middle of the screen in one of
nine thicknesses (ranging from 8 to 72 pixels in 8 pixel
increments). Variation in thickness was thus proportional to
variation in height. In each experiment, the nine different
lines were fully crossed with nine different pitches ranging
from C4 to G#4 in semitone increments, to produce 81
distinct trials. All stimuli were presented on a pc laptop
(screen resolution = 1024x768 pixels) using Presentation
software (www.neurobs.com). Lines were presented in
white on a grey background (350 pixels wide) which was
surrounded by black frames. Auditory stimuli were created
using Audacity software (http://audacity.sourceforge.net/)
and presented through sealed headphones.
Singing responses were recorded by an EDIROL R-09
recording device, and analyzed using Praat software
(http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/) by a coder blind to the
corresponding spatial stimuli. The approximate temporal
midpoint of each response was determined by visual
inspection of the waveform. The average fundamental
frequency (F0) of each sung response was extracted from an
interval spanning 300 ms before and after the estimated
temporal midpoint, to ensure that measured F0 was
representative of the whole response.
Instructions were translated by native speakers of Dutch
and Farsi, and contained no space-pitch metaphors.
Although the language of instructions differed across
language groups, the tasks themselves comprised only
nonlinguistic stimuli (lines and tones) and responses (sung
tones).
Procedure Participants were asked to watch the lines and
listen to the pitches carefully, and to sing back the pitches as
accurately as possible. They were tested individually, and
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received written instructions prior to the start of the
experiment in their native language.
After three practice trials, participants were presented
each of the 81 line-pitch pairings one at a time, in random
order. Line-pitch stimuli were presented for 2 seconds each.
Immediately after each stimulus, a picture of a microphone
appeared in the center of the screen indicating that the
participants had 2 seconds to sing back the pitch they had
heard. Each response period was followed by an inter-trial
interval of 500 milliseconds. After 40 trials, participants
were given a break, the duration of which was self-paced.
Testing lasted about 15 minutes, and was followed by a
debriefing.

To test for the predicted interaction of Language (Dutch,
Farsi) and Task (Height Interference, Thickness
Interference), the normalized slopes from the thickness task
were multiplied by -1. This multiplication was necessary
because, interestingly, the relationship between spatial
magnitude and frequency reverses between height and
thickness metaphors. Greater spatial height corresponds to
higher frequency, but greater spatial thickness corresponds
to lower frequency. Multiplying the slopes by -1 for one of
the tasks aligns the space and pitch continuums (i.e., the
slope then indicates the same relationship between spatial
magnitude and frequency for both tasks). The normalized
slopes of the effects of space on pitch reproduction were
submitted to a 2 x 2 ANOVA. Language interacted with
Task to predict the effect of space on pitch estimates
(F(1,79)=10.73, p=.002), consistent with the use of „height‟
metaphors in Dutch and „thickness‟ metaphors in Farsi
(figure 2.) There were no main effects.
In planned pairwise comparisons, the effect of height
interference was greater in Dutch speakers than in Farsi
speakers (t(38)=2.65, p=.01) and conversely, the effect of
thickness interference was greater in Farsi speakers than in
Dutch speakers (t(38)=2.00, p=.05). In Dutch speakers the
effect of height interference was greater than the effect of
thickness interference (t(38)=2.26, p=.03, and in Farsi
speakers the effect of thickness interference was greater
than the effect of height interference (t(38)=2.38, p=.02, all
tests two-tailed).
In both Dutch and Farsi culture, higher pitches are written
higher on the musical staff. In principle, differences in
experience using this nonlinguistic cultural convention
could be responsible for the observed effects, as opposed to
differences in experience using language. A further analysis
ruled out this possibility. During debriefing, participants
rated how well they read music on a scale of 1-7. When this
rating was added as a covariate to the 2 x 2 ANOVA, the
interaction between Language and Task remained highly
significant, even when differences in music reading ability
were controlled (F(1,79)=10.83, p=.002).

Results

Normalized slopes of the effect of space on pitch

Pitch estimation, cross-domain effects
The effects of irrelevant spatial information on pitch
reproduction were first tested for each group and each task,
individually. The values of the height and thickness stimuli
were normalized. For each participant we computed the
normalized slope of the effect of the height or thickness of
the stimuli on participants‟ reproduced pitches (figure 1
presents data averaged over participants). In Dutch speakers,
the spatial height of the stimuli influenced pitch estimates as
predicted by „height‟ metaphors in Dutch (t(19)=2.70,
p=.01), but the thickness of stimuli had no significant effect
on pitch reproduction (t(19)=0.57, ns). Farsi speakers
showed the opposite pattern: thickness influenced pitch
estimates as predicted by „thickness‟ metaphors in Farsi
(t(19)=2.09, p=.05), but height had no significant effect on
pitch reproduction (t(19)=1.16, ns).

Figure 1: Results of Experiment 1. Effects of height
interference (top) and thickness interference (bottom) on
pitch estimates in speakers of Dutch (left) and Farsi (right).
Error bars indicate s.e.m.

Figure 2: Cross-dimensional interference
Experiment 1. Error bars indicate s.e.m.
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Pitch estimation, within-domain effects
Further analyses were conducted to ensure that differences
in cross-dimensional interference were not due to
differences in the accuracy with which participants
reproduced pitches. For each participant we computed the
slope of the effect of the actual pitches on participants‟
reproduced pitches (Dutch Height: Average slope=1.02,
t(19)=12.50, p=.0001; Dutch Thickness: Average
slope=0.87, t(19)=12.68, p=.0001; Farsi Height: Average
slope=0.61, t(19)=6.67, p=.0001; Farsi Thickness: Average
slope=0.58, t(19)=6.21, p=.0001). According to a 2 x 2
ANOVA, Language did not interact with Task to predict the
effect of actual pitch on estimated pitch (F(1,79)=0.45, ns).
Overall, Dutch speakers‟ pitch estimates were more accurate
than Farsi speakers‟ (F(1,79)=16.99, p=.0001), but this main
effect of Language on within-domain performance cannot
explain the critical Language x Task interaction we found in
the cross-domain analysis.
Finally, we conducted a 3-way ANOVA on the
normalized slopes, combining the cross-domain and withindomain analyses. There was a 3-way interaction of
Language (Dutch, Farsi), Task (Height Interference,
Thickness Interference) and Domain (Within-domain
effects, Cross-domain effects; F(1,159)=6.12, p=.02),
indicating that the predicted cross-dimensional interference
effects were not due to unpredicted differences in withindomain performance.
In summary, performance on these nonlinguistic tasks
suggests that people who use different metaphors in their
native languages form correspondingly different mental
representations of musical pitch.

Methods
Participants Native Dutch speakers (N=60) participated for
payment. Half were assigned to the Thickness Training task,
and the other half to the Height Training task.
Materials Participants completed 196 fill-in-the-blank
sentences using the words dunner (thinner) and dikker
(thicker) in the Thickness Training condition and the words
hoger (higher) or lager (lower) in the Height Training
condition. In both tasks, half of the sentences compared the
length or thickness of physical objects (e.g., A tower is
higher / lower than a blade of grass; A pillar is thicker /
thinner than a finger); the other half compared the pitches of
different sounds (e.g., A flute sounds higher / lower than a
bass; A flute sounds thicker / thinner than a bass). Stimuli
were presented on a pc laptop using Presentation software.
Procedure Participants saw 3 correctly-completed example
sentences before the experiment started. They were then
presented one sentence at a time and instructed to fill in the
blank by typing the correct response. They were not told
whether „thicker‟ or „thinner‟ meant „higher‟ or „lower‟;
rather, they were left to infer the correct mapping based on
the example sentences, and on the written feedback they
received after each trial (either ‛goed‟ (correct) for correct
responses or ‛fout‟ (incorrect) for incorrect responses).
Training took about 20 minutes. After the training phase, all
participants performed the Thickness Interference task used
in Experiment 1.

Results and Discussion
Training Phase Participants filled in the blanks with high
accuracy for both the Height Training (Mean
%correct=0.99, SD=0.01) and the Thickness Training task
(Mean %correct=0.99, SD=0.01). Accuracy did not differ
between tasks (difference of means=0.002, t(58)=.34, ns).

Experiment 2:
Does language shape pitch representations?
Did language give rise to the cross-linguistic differences in
performance reported for the Height and Thickness
interference experiments? Although the data from
Experiment 1 closely follow predictions based on language,
they are nevertheless correlational. A 2-part training study
was conducted to investigate a causal role for language.
Dutch speakers were trained to complete sentences about
pitch relationships using Farsi-like thickness metaphors
(Thickness Training), or using the familiar high-low
metaphors (Height Training) as a control. To determine
whether this linguistic training had an effect on
nonlinguistic pitch representations, we then tested all
participants on the Thickness Interference task described in
Experiment 1. If experience using the pitch metaphors in
their native language causes Farsi speakers to think about
pitch using mental representations of spatial thickness, then
repeatedly using thickness metaphors during training should
transiently strengthen Dutch speakers‟ nonlinguistic
thickness-pitch mappings, and should increase the effect of
irrelevant thickness information on pitch estimation.

Test Phase In the Thickness Interference task, the effect of
thickness on pitch estimation was highly significant
following Thickness Training (Slope=1.46, p=.003), but not
following Height Training (Slope=0.08, ns; difference of
slopes=1.38, t(58)=1.84, p=.07, two-tailed). The effect of
thickness on pitch estimation in thickness-trained
participants was statistically indistinguishable from the
effect in native Farsi speakers (difference of slopes=1.39,
t(48)=1.12, ns), and was significantly greater than the effect
in untrained Dutch speakers (difference of slopes=2.06,
t(48)=2.02, p=.05).
Experience using language can change non-linguistic
mental representations of musical pitch.

General Discussion
Dutch and Farsi speakers, who use different metaphors for
pitch in language, also form correspondingly different
nonlinguistic pitch representations. We show this via a
double-dissociation between Dutch- and Farsi-speakers‟
performance on a pair of nonlinguistic psychophysical tasks.
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Dutch speakers, who talk about pitches as „high‟ and „low‟,
incorporated irrelevant height information into their pitch
estimates (but ignored irrelevant thickness information).
Farsi speakers, who talk about pitches as „thin‟ and „thick‟,
incorporated irrelevant thickness information into their pitch
estimates (but ignored irrelevant height information). When
Dutch speakers were trained to use Farsi-like metaphors,
they showed the same pattern of cross-dimensional
thickness interference as native Farsi speakers. Beyond
demonstrating a language-thought correlation, results show
that metaphors in language can play a causal role in shaping
nonlinguistic mental representations of musical pitch.

in long-term memory, which are partly conditioned by
language. Suppose each time people produce or understand
a spatial metaphor for pitch they activate the corresponding
mental metaphor: an associative mapping between
nonlinguistic mental representations in the source domain
(space) and target domain (pitch). Over time, speakers of a
„height‟ language like Dutch would strengthen the heightpitch mapping at the expense of any competitors, such as
the thickness-pitch mapping -- and vice versa for speakers
of a „thickness‟ language like Farsi. This associative
learning model is supported by the training effect we report
in Experiment 2.

Beyond Thinking for Speaking

Malleability of mental metaphors

On one influential view of the relationship between
language and thought, patterns in language can influence
nonlinguistic mental representations, but only (or primarily)
while people are packaging their thoughts into words
(Slobin, 1987, 1996), or while they are performing tasks for
which verbal codes can be helpful (e.g., Gennari, Sloman,
Malt & Fitch, 2002; Papafragou, Hubert, & Trueswell,
2008). But these „shallow‟ effects of language on high-level
language-mediated thinking are only one sort of linguistic
relativity effect. The present results support the proposal
that language can also have „deep‟ effects on people‟s lowlevel perceptuo-motor abilities (Casasanto, 2008), such as
their ability to perceive and reproduce musical pitches.
Although participants were not producing or
comprehending language during these pitch reproduction
tasks, it remains possible that they were using language
covertly to label the stimuli. However, this is unlikely to
account for the observed pattern of cross-dimensional
interference, for a combination of reasons. First, the
increments of space and pitch were too fine-grained to be
labeled using ordinary (non-technical) words: e.g., relative
to the other pitches, C4 and C#4 would both be labeled
„low‟. Yet, participants could perceive and reproduce values
along the analog space and frequency continuums that could
not be discriminated using their lexical categories. (Relative
coding like higher than the last would be of little use since
stimulus order was random.)
Most importantly, covertly labeling the pitches using
spatial words could not possibly result in the observed
pattern of spatial interference because variation in pitch was
orthogonal to variation in space. Only verbally labeling the
spatial height or thickness of the stimuli could, in principle,
contribute to the spatial interference effects. Yet, labeling
the spatial dimension of stimuli would be unmotivated given
that this information was always task-irrelevant, and it
would be unhelpful given that (a) labeling the irrelevant
dimension would interfere with labeling the relevant one,
and (b) the irrelevant spatial information was often in
conflict with the relevant pitch information (e.g., a „high‟
line would often appear during a „low‟ pitch).
Rather than an online effect of using verbal labels, we
propose that the observed cross-dimensional interference
resulted from analog relationships between space and pitch

The finding that Dutch speakers‟ mental representations of
pitch could be retrained to resemble Farsi speakers‟ in only
20 minutes may seem surprising, but such rapid retraining
effects are not unprecedented (see Boroditsky, 2001;
Casasanto & Bottini, 2010; Casasanto & Chrysikou, 2011;
Fischer, Mills, & Shaki, 2010). In particular, the present
results echo a relationship between space-time metaphors in
language and in thought. Many languages like English tend
to use distance metaphors to talk about duration (e.g., a long
time). In other languages like Greek, duration tends to be
metaphorized as an amount of a substance in 3-dimensional
space (e.g., poli ora, tr. „much time‟). In a pair of
nonlinguistic psychophysical tasks analogous to those
presented here, English and Greek speakers were asked to
reproduce the duration of stimuli while ignoring their spatial
extent (in one task) or their volume (in the other). Irrelevant
distance information influenced English speakers‟ time
estimates more strongly than irrelevant volume information,
but the opposite pattern was found in Greek speakers:
Mental metaphors for time mirrored linguistic metaphors.
After about 20 minutes of exposure to Greek-like spacetime metaphors in language, however, the effect of volume
on time reproduction was just as strong in „volume-trained‟
English speakers as in native Greek speakers (Casasanto,
2008).
The effect of short-term training with new linguistic
metaphors is presumably temporary, but the same
associative learning mechanisms that change people‟s
performance in the laboratory may also influence mental
metaphors in the course of ordinary language use. Using
one‟s native language may serve as a natural „training task‟,
encouraging the habitual use of some nonlinguistic
metaphorical mappings more than others (for a discussion of
how brief training can transiently overwhelm long-term
training see Casasanto & Bottini, 2010.)

Origins of space-pitch mappings
Does language establish mental metaphors between space
and pitch in the first place, or does it modify preexisting
mappings? Given that space-pitch mappings have been
demonstrated in prelinguistic infants (e.g., Walker et al.,
2010), the latter seems more likely. In principle, both
height-pitch and thickness-pitch mappings could be present
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in children‟s minds; the relative strength of these mappings
could be adjusted subsequently, according to the relative
frequencies of these metaphors in the languages they
acquire.
This proposal raises the question: Where do these mental
metaphors come from, if not from language? Both of the
space-pitch metaphors we explore here could plausibly be
based on correspondences in the physical world. The
relationship between thickness and pitch is evident in
musical instruments (e.g., thicker strings produce lower
tones). As people produce higher pitches the larynx rises; as
they produce lower pitches it descends.
Yet, these „just so stories‟ about the physical origins of
mental metaphors should be interpreted with caution (or
tested directly, e.g., Casasanto & Chrysikou, 2011). It is
easy to find other physical regularities that predict different
relationships between pitch and space (e.g., taller people,
tend to have lower voices). Furthermore, it remains an open
question to what extent space-pitch mappings in our minds
emerge in developmental time, as individuals track
experiential regularities (e.g., Casasanto, 2009; Lakoff &
Johnson, 1999) or in evolutionary time, as the neural
substrates of spatial cognition were exapted for non-spatial
functions.
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Metaphoric representation of concrete experiences
The great majority of psychological experiments on
metaphor have tested for mappings from concrete domains
like space to abstract domains that can never be perceived
through the senses, such as time (e.g., Boroditsky, 2001),
intimacy (Williams & Bargh, 2008), and similarity
(Casasanto, 2009). Unlike these target domains, however,
musical pitch can be perceived directly: Why should pitch
be represented metaphorically, in language or thought?
Although pitch is „concrete‟ in the sense that it is
perceptible, arguably it can only be perceived via one
sensory channel: audition. Compared with the metaphoric
source domain of space, which can be perceived
multimodally (e.g., spatial distance can be judged based on
sight, sound, touch, or even smell), pitch is relatively
abstract. Here we show that mental metaphors can structure
even target domains that are, themselves, grounded in
perception, and that experience with language can shape
these metaphorical mappings.
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Abstract

motor control in a pointing task, and that a model including
exponential discounting can help explain this effect.

Despite its long history (Luce, 1986) the study of sequential effects has mostly been confined to simple binary tasks such as
two-alternative forced choice tasks (2AFC). Here we present
experimental results from a choice task with three rather than
two alternatives (3AFC) as well as a novel model that can explain them. We find that humans change the statistics they use
to analyse a sequence depending on the task constraints, relying on first-order transition probabilities in a 2AFC but event
relative frequencies (i.e., zeroth-order transition probabilities)
in a 3AFC.
Keywords: Sequential effects; reaction time; perception; decision making

Sequential effects in complex tasks
Although for reasons of simplicity most previous modelling
work has focused on explaining performance in tasks with
two choices only (2AFC), in the real world people are more
commonly confronted with behavioural sequences made up
of several different elements, rather than just two. Two obvious questions then arise. First, do sequential effects happen
in tasks with more than two choices, like a 3AFC task? Second, can exponential discounting of past events explain these
sequential effects, as it does in the simpler task?
We address these questions by first measuring human responses in a 3AFC and then presenting a novel model that
can explain the overall pattern of reaction times. We demonstrate that not only do subjects show systematic sequential
effects in a 3AFC but that these are well captured by a simple model that incorporates exponential discounting of past
events. We also investigate what kind of statistics people are
tracking in a sequential task (see below). Previous models
can either handle different statistics but not multiple options
(Yu & Cohen, 2008; Wilder et al., 2010), or can handle multiple options but not different order statistics (Ma-Wyatt &
Navarro, 2009), while our model can handle both. This is
necessary if we want to investigate the different statistics that
people use across tasks.

Introduction
Sequential effects exist when the response people make to a
current stimulus is influenced not just by that stimulus but
also on the sequence of previous stimuli. Such effects occur even if the sequence of stimuli is random, and reflect a
natural tendency of humans to find patterns in randomness.
One well-documented sequential effect is found in reaction
times in two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) tasks where
subjects are instructed to respond as quickly and as accurately
as they can. Speed of response is influenced by the recent sequence history: violations of a local pattern (e.g., B after seeing AAAA or A after seeing BABA) result in longer response
times and higher errors, while stimuli that fit a pattern (say B
after seeing BBBB or A after ABAB) have faster responses
and lower errors (Cho et al., 2002).
Despite a long history of research into sequential effects
and reaction times (RTs) in general (Luce, 1986), only recently have models have been proposed that successfully explain these effects (Cho et al., 2002; Yu & Cohen, 2008;
Ma-Wyatt & Navarro, 2009; Wilder, Jones, & Mozer, 2010).
While these models differ in their details, there seems to be
a general agreement that the discounting of past events takes
the shape of an exponential function: the impact that a sequence element has on the reaction time to the current stimulus decreases exponentially with distance in the past. In fact,
there appears to be an equivalence between the Markov models used to explain sequential effects and some form of exponential filtering (Yu & Cohen, 2008). Ma-Wyatt and Navarro
(2009) also demonstrated that sequential structure influences

What statistics are people tracking?
There are many different kinds of sequential effects, depending on the statistics that people might use. For instance, people might simply track the overall frequencies of the sequential stimuli (e.g., P(A), which is zeroth-order). Alternatively,
they might track higher-order transition probabilities, including the probability of one element given the last element seen
(e.g. P(A|B), which is first-order), or the probability given
the last two elements (e.g., P(A|B,C), which is second-order),
and so on. A closely related question is whether humans always rely on the same type of statistics, or whether this varies
within a single task, across different tasks, or across individuals. Here we will focus on investigating whether people
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use different statistics when the task changes from 2AFC to
3AFC.
One major difference between binary (2AFC) and ternary
(3AFC) tasks is that the relationship between the number of
variables an individual needs to keep track of and the order
of the transition probabilities is different. In a binary task, if
using zeroth-order transition probabilities, there are two probabilities to track (P(A) and P(B)). This number increases to
four (P(A|A),P(A|B),P(B|A) and P(B|B)) if using first-order
transition probabilities. In a ternary task with three different
elements, the number of probabilities to track increases: there
are now three zeroth-order and nine first-order probabilities.
As a result, while a task with more elements is presumably
always harder, higher-order statistics grow relatively more
difficult to track than lower-order statistics: the number of
zeroth-order probabilities varies linearly with the number of
different sequence elements, while the number of first-order
probabilities varies quadratically.

where α is a constant depending on λ. This form highlights
the 0th-order model’s equivalence to an exponential filter. In
fact, it is simply an exponentially weighted moving average.
The first-order model is effectively a first-order Markov
Chain. The probability of a pair of sequence elements factorizes into
P(sn , sn+1 ) = P(sn+1 |sn )P(sn )

and so the predictive probability for the next element in the
sequence is simply
P(sn+1 |sn ) =

P(sn− j , ..., sn ) =

∑ni=1 e−λ(n−i) xi
∑ni=1 e−λ(n−i)

(5)

Method
We performed three experiments. First, in order to validate
the procedure, we used a similar 2AFC task to Cho et al.
(2002). Second, because neither the two-fingered response
nor the two elements used in Cho et al. (2002) generalize well
to a three-alternative task, we conducted a different 2AFC
task with one finger and a different set of elements. The
third experiment was a three-alternative task with the same
sequence elements as the second 2AFC task plus a third element. This sequence of experiments was necessary to establish that any differences between a standard 2AFC task and
our novel 3AFC task were due to the presence of an additional choice, rather than superficial differences in the task.

Model
Our model is a simple extension of an n-gram model, common in computational linguistics (e.g., Manning & Schütze,
1999), to which we add exponential discounting of past
events. An n-gram model simply keeps track of the (n − 1)-th
order transition probabilities within a sequence of elements.
This framework allows for a clear distinction between tracking zeroth-order and first-order transition probabilities, corresponding to two sub-models that we shall henceforth refer to
as 0th and 1st-order respectively. In principle, n-gram models
can also easily be expanded to accommodate as many different different sequence elements as necessary.
The 0th order model is effectively just an exponential moving average. Given a sequence of events Sn = {s1 , ..., sn }, the
probability of the next event is given by:

Participants
Five subjects (four female, one male) participated in Experiment 1, five more (four female, one male) in Experiment 2,
and an additional seven (six female, one male) in Experiment
3. All participants were volunteers recruited from the University of Adelaide and surrounding community. Four subjects
were not naive to the purpose of the experiment and two were
left-handed. One subject participated in the first and second
experiments and another in the second an third experiments,
so the total number of subjects used was 16 (sixteen). All participants gave their informed consent to participating in the
experiment and had normal or corrected-to-normal eyesight.

(1)

Stimuli

where xi = 1 if si = sn+1 and xi = 0 otherwise. This formula
can also be written recursively as
P(sn+1 ) = αsn + (1 − α)P(sn )

(4)

where xi = 1 if {si− j , ..., si } = {sn− j , ..., sn } and xi = 0 otherwise.
We now seek to fit this model to human performance on
standard 2AFC tasks as well as a novel 3AFC task.

This work has several goals. Our first objective is to introduce
and validate an experimental paradigm with a sequential task
with more than two alternatives. Our second aim is to develop a simple model that can straightforwardly predict reaction time performance in such a task as a function of tracking
different types of statistics (here we focus on zeroth and firstorder probability tracking). We demonstrate that our model
obtains a good fit to the RT data of a 2AFC as well as a 3AFC.
Interestingly, our results indicate that humans track first-order
transition probabilities in a 2AFC task but only zeroth-order
frequencies in the case of a 3AFC task.

∑ni=1 e−λ(n−i) xi
∑ni=1 e−λ(n−i)

P(sn , sn+1 )
P(sn )

where the probability of a given n-gram depends on an exponential weighing of past data, and is given by

Objectives

P(sn+1 ) =

(3)

Experiment 1 used a similar task to Cho et al. (2002), which
used a tall and short O as the two elements. This presents a
problem when seeking to extend this paradigm to more than

(2)
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two elements. Since a third element would have to be different in size, this might introduce an preference for an increasing or decreasing sequence. For this reason, the stimuli used
in Experiments 2 and 3 were abstract figures: a square, a triangle, and a circle. The first two were used in Experiment 2
and all three were used in Experiment 3.

recorded. Feedback consisted of a high pitch beep if everything was alright and one low in pitch as a warning in case the
subject forgot to return his/her finger to the middle position.
All experiments consisted of 13 blocks of 120 trials each,
with a small break between each block and a longer break
(around 10 min) after the seventh block. Subjects in Experiment 1 and 2 were given one block of training before
beginning, while those in Experiment 3 received two. The
data from these training blocks was not used in the analysis.
Sequences were generated randomly for each subject, with
each element sampled from a uniform distribution over the
elements. The absolute frequencies of all the elements were
equal within each block and so for the whole experiment.

Procedure
In all three experiments, subjects sat approximately 60cm
away from the computer screen, inside a darkened room. The
stimuli were white and displayed against a grey background,
approximately 3 cm high, and displayed sequentially in the
same position in middle of the screen, using Psychophysics
Toolbox 3 and Matlab r2008a on a 15” Macintosh MacBook
Pro running MacOSX 10.6. Responses were effected on a Cedrus RT-530 response time box, which has one central round
button surrounded by four rectangular buttons. The RT box
was placed to the right of the computer where stimuli were
displayed if the subject was right-handed, and to the left if
left-handed.
In Experiment 1, following Cho et al. (2002), experiments
used two fingers, one placed on the left button and one on
the right button of the response box. They were instructed to
respond as quickly and accurately as possible to the stimulus
by pressing the button corresponding to the stimulus shown
(left - small O, right - large O). After pressing the button, the
stimulus disappeared and after a Response Stimulus Interval
(RSI) of 800ms, another appeared. The only feedback was a
beep whenever a response button was pressed. This paradigm
precisely replicates Cho et al. (2002), the only differences being that our stimuli were presented on a dark gray (rather than
black) background and that our measurements were taken
with a response box, allowing for near-millisecond precision.
In Experiments 2 and 3, participants used only one finger
for all responses. This was necessary because, in a 3AFC
task, the use of more than two fingers can lead to a preference of left to right and left to right sequences, as any person who has tried to tap a table will recognise. In general,
spatial mapping of stimuli to response should be avoided as
much as possible, as this has been shown to have an effect
in RT patterns Soetens, Boer, and Hueting (1985). Although
Experiment 2 was a 2AFC task, it was made as methodologically similar to Experiment 3 as possible in order to ensure
that any differences in performance were due to the addition
of another element rather than extraneous characteristics of
the task. In these experiments, subjects kept the middle button of the RT box depressed at stimulus onset, at which point
one of the elements was displayed on the screen. They responded by moving the finger from the middle button to the
rectangular button corresponding to the element shown (left triangle, right-square, and in Experiment 3, top-circle). The
stimulus disappeared after the button was pressed and participants returned their finger to the middle button. 800ms after
pressing the rectangular button, the next stimulus appeared.
The time between stimulus onset and middle button release
and between middle button release and side button press were

Results
It is assumed throughout the model analysis and fits that RTs
are inversely proportional to the predictive probability of the
next element in the sequence, a fairly common assumption in
the literature (Cho et al., 2002; Yu & Cohen, 2008; Wilder et
al., 2010). This means that the higher the probability of the
next sequence element, the lower the reaction time should be.
Model fits were obtained by minimizing the sum of squared
deviations between the models and the datasets by varying
three parameters: a, b and λ. a and b are the parameters of
a linear transformation of the form a + bx and λ is the exponential rate of the model.
All the model results are described in terms of (1 −
P(sn+1 )), where P(sn+1 ) is the probability of the last sequence element in each of the possible five long sequences.
A 0th-order model, whose predictions are shown in Figure 1,
can effectively only detect repetitions, so in a sequence such
as ABAB it will assign a higher probability to seeing a B in
the last position (P(B) is higher than P(A)), due to exponential discounting weighing recent events more. A first-order
order model can detect alternations as well as repetitions, correctly predicting an A in the previous sequence (P(A|B) is
higher than P(B|B)).
In the absence of exponential discounting (i.e., with perfect
memory) a zeroth-order model would eventually predict that
a sequence like ABABA would be as probable as ABABB
(since it would learn that P(A) = P(B) = 0.5). However, because of such discounting, the predictions are different for sequences with the same number of each of the elements, meaning that even a zeroth-order model is sensitive to order in the
sequence. Figure 1 shows the predictions for a zeroth-order
model with λ = 0.22.

Experiment 1
Our results are shown in Figure 2. Participant performance in
our experiment, as in Cho et al. (2002), is best explained by a
1st-order model. There are a few points of divergence, most
notably at sequence AAABB, but overall the model fits the
data well. It is evident that subjects were tracking first-order
transition probabilities, paying attention to alternations and
repetitions as opposed to just relative frequencies of events.
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Figure 1: Expected RT pattern (1 − P(sn )) for a 0th-order
model. In this case λ = 0.22. The sequences in the x-axis
should be read from left to right. The probabilities indicated
correspond to the predictive probability of seeing the last element in the sequence give the last four.

Figure 2: RT data and best model fit for Experiment 1 (the
Cho et et replication experiment). a = 0.262, b = 0.105, λ =
0.35.

This can be shown quantitatively by calculating the log likelihood values for the model fits. As Table 1 demonstrates, a
first-order model had a higher log likelihood, and so was the
preferred model.

Experiment 2
As in Experiment 1, the reaction time pattern for Experiment
2 was well-captured by a 1st-order model, as is shown in Figure 3 and Table 1. This suggests that subjects were mostly
using transition probabilities in order to predict the next element in the sequence. However, the fit is not perfect. In particular, the peak of people’s RT pattern is not at AAAAB, corresponding to a violation of a perfectly repetitive pattern (as
predicted by the model); rather, it is at ABABB, corresponding to the violation of a perfectly alternating pattern. The
reason for this is clear upon examination of the individuallevel data: several subjects displayed faster reaction times to
alternations (right side of the RT pattern) as compared to repetitions, something that never happened in the simple 2AFC
using two fingers. It appears that the new task involving one
finger returning to a central position induces a preference for
alternations in at least some subjects. For the sake of simplicity we did not include free parameters to capture this bias
(as per Yu & Cohen 2008 and Wilder at al 2010), though this
would not be difficult to do.
A key point is that the sequence ABABA is one of the most
defining in distinguishing between a first and second order
pattern: a first order model will give a much high probability
of seeing an A after ABAB, whereas a zeroth order model will
in fact give a slightly higher probability of seeing a B, given
that it is more recent in the sequence. Clearly, participants are
sensitive to first order regularities in this task.

Figure 3: RT data and best model fit for Experiment 2 (the
2AFC using one finger). a = 0.336, b = 0.095, λ = 0.2639

Experiment 3
The sequence data for the 2AFC tasks contained 25 =
32 possible sequences of length five, which were grouped
into 16 categories, each holding two equivalent sequences,
e.g AABBB = {00111, 11000}. The data from the 3AFC
tasks however contains 35 = 243 sequences of length five.
We grouped them into 41 equivalence classes, each containing 6 equivalent sequences corresponding to all possible combinations of 3 elements. For instance, ABBCC =
{01122, 02211, 10022, 12200, 20011, 21100}. The single exception to this is AAAAA = {00000, 11111, 22222}. This
way of organising the data has the extra advantage of eliminating the need to randomise the mapping of symbols to response keys used or indeed to worry about systematic differences in RTs for different symbols and/or buttons: each data
point is a median of all six possible permutations of symbols,
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Figure 4: RT data and best model fit for Experiment 3 (the 3AFC using one finger). a = 0.435, b = 0.096, λ = 1.53
Experiment
Experiment 1
Experiment 2
Experiment 3

0th order model
-0.275
-0.180
-0.569

1st order model
-0.043
-0.038
-1.24

equivalence classes, each median RT reported will be a median of fewer data points, approximately one third on average.
To obtain the same number of data points for each equivalence class, one would effectively have to multiply the number of subjects by 3. Since only 8 subjects were used, as opposed to 15, it is possible that there is some added noise in the
RT data. Assuming that the experimental RT data is sound,
further research is necessary in order to explain the observed
differences. Nonetheless, this is to our knowledge the first
time that a model has shown such a good fit to a ternary task.
These results also clearly indicate that sequential effects persist beyond binary tasks, further supporting the findings of
Ma-Wyatt and Navarro (2009) which suggest that sequential
structure can influence more complex tasks than just 2AFCs.
In need of explanation is the apparent change from tracking 1st order transition probabilities to just absolute frequencies as the task changed from binary to ternary. It is possible
that the increased difficulty in tracking the necessary nine 1st
order transition probabilities in the ternary task put too much
load on working memory, and this forces a regression towards
just tracking absolute frequencies. Interestingly, λ was also
much higher in the ternary task than in the binary, indicating
that not only were the subjects tracking the relative frequencies of events but they were integrating over a much narrower
window – in other words, they were not looking as far out
into the past.
It is noteworthy that there were significant individual differences in individual RT patterns. As an example, one of our
subjects in Experiment 1 (not shown) showed a near perfect
fit to a zero-th order reaction time pattern, indicating that although the overall pattern of the task was clearly first order,
it was made up of a mix of significantly different patterns.
While beyond the scope of the present article, these individual differences are also in need of explanation.
While not in contradiction with previous models, our
model has the virtue of highlighting that exponential filtering
is the key to understanding sequential effects. Additionally,

Table 1: log likelihood values for 0th-order and 1st-order
models (higher values are in bold) on all three datasets estimated by assuming that the data is normally distributed.
Experiment 1: classical 2AFC; Experiments 2 and 3: new
paradigm 2AFC and 3AFC
which also implies a permutation of response buttons.
It is clear from Figure 4 and Table 1 that most of the variation in people’s responses in our 3AFC task is explained by
a 0th-order model but that no appreciable fit could be obtained from a 1st-order model. This suggests that the subjects
tracked element frequency (0th-order transition probabilities)
only. It seems then that, in this case, subjects were using
absolute frequencies, rather than transition probabilities, in
order to predict the next element in the sequence.

Discussion
In this work we introduced and validated experimental
paradigm with a sequential task with more than two alternatives, and developed a model capable of predicting reaction
times in such a task (as well as the simpler 2AFC tasks that
already exist). Our model obtained a good fit to the median
RT from both types of tasks. This work suggest that humans
track and use first-order transition probabilities in a 2AFC
task but only zeroth-order frequencies in the case of a 3AFC
task.
Arguably not all the trends in the ternary task data are captured by the model. This could be for a number of reasons.
On the experimental side it is worth noting that in a ternary
task the probability or occurrence of each individual sequence
is lower that in a binary task, and even when grouped into
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it handles multiple options and different order statistics at the
same time, which none of the previous models did. It does
fall short of allowing probabilistic inference as a complete
statistical model would; in particular, it does not allow for
model comparison. It also fails to capture the capture the full
RT distributions as a more complete model would. Ongoing
work in our lab is dedicated to addressing these issues.

detect patterns over time. This work extends previous results
analysing binary sequences to more complex ones such as
ternary sequences. In addition, we show that humans can use
different statistics in order to perform this sequence analysis
depending on the task.
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Future directions
From an empirical point of view, it would be interesting to
investigate what kind of binary task would produce an overall
0th order RT pattern. Conversely, it would be interesting to
see if there is any kind of ternary task that would produce a
first order pattern. While not able to confirm it quantitatively
at present, we cannot help but note the striking similarity of
the RT pattern predicted by the 0th order model in Figure 1 to
Jones, Cho, Nystrom, and Cohen (2002), which was a one-tomany multi-alternative forced choice task (which would out
of necessity imply a need to track many transition probabilities).
It would also be interesting to investigate why our experimental paradigm, which uses the same finger moving from
a central position to different locations around it, seems to
create a preference for alternations in some subjects. More
generally, a rigorous investigation of the underlying causes of
changes in preference for alternations and repetitions is necessary. In the past, they have been explained in terms of subjective expectancy and automatic facilitation (Soetens et al.,
1985), and shown to depend on the RSI. However, this did
not take into account what we now know, that a difference
between RTs to repetitions and alternations can arise naturally from a simple statistical model (something Wilder et al.
(2010) have also noted). It is tempting to think that a more
complete statistical model can perhaps also account for the
observed differences.
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Conclusion
There are two key findings in this work:
1. It was demonstrated that a simple model including exponential filtering of past events can account for most of the
RT variability in a 3AFC.
2. First order tracking seems to predominate in a 2AFC but
this situation is inverted in the case of a 3AFC. This is the
first demonstration that humans can change the statistics
used to track a sequence depending on the task constraints.
Sequential effects demonstrate how humans can use the statistical regularities in a sequence and use them over short time
scales. This work contributes to the literature attempting to
understand how humans can achieve this, specifically in the
case of tasks more complex than a simple 2AFC. Sequential
effects are also intimately related to human pattern recognition, in the sense that they occur due to an attempt at optimally capturing the statistical nature of sequences, and in this
sense are one of the simplest ways to study the way humans
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asked to judge how far away an object feels to them (a
Abstract
judgment of apparent distance), their answers tend to ignore
Research on depth judgments has found a small but
familiar size cues and correspond more to the object’s
significant effect of object size on perceived depth (Gogel &
Da Silva, 1987). Research on judgments of separation (e.g.,
angular size. If instead observers are asked to judge how far
Levin & Haber, 1993), however, has found that visual angle
away an object would be if measured with a meter stick (its
is the predominant determiner of exocentric distance
objective distance), then their answers tend to be influenced
judgments. The goal of the present research was to examine
by familiar size cues. No process specified in the sizethe influence of object size on judgments of lateral separation
distance invariance hypothesis captures the effect of task
using a one-shot change detection paradigm. Experiment 1
instruction on size and distance judgments.
used a forced-choice response, finding a significant influence
of object size on distance judgments. Experiment 2 replicated
In addition, visual illusions have also provided evidence
these results using a distance reproduction task. These results
not captured by the SDIH. For instance, the zenith moon
are discussed in terms of Gogel and Da Silva’s (1987) Theory
appears both smaller and farther away than the horizon
of Off-Sized Perceptions.
moon, a finding that is inconsistent with the size-distance
Keywords: distance estimation; perception; spatial cognition;
invariance hypothesis (Kaufman & Rock, 1962). The sizechange detection;
distance invariance hypothesis instead predicts that when
the moon appears smaller at its zenith, it should appear
Introduction
closer than when along the horizon, not farther away. This
The ability to recognize objects and judge distances is
incongruence is called the size-distance paradox.
essential for navigating through the environment. During
Dissociating Perceived Size and Cognitive Size
object recognition, an observer will automatically determine
To account for the differential effect of task instruction and
its angular size and, in many cases, then perceive the object
illusions such as the size-distance paradox, the SDIH was
as having an expected size or range of acceptable sizes (i.e.,
modified to represent a relation between apparent size,
its familiar size; Haber & Levin, 2001). For instance, once a
apparent distance, and (arguably) apparent visual angle
student recognizes that an object on a table is a beer bottle,
(McCready, 1985). This single-process model of size and
the student has access to its familiar size (around 20 cm
distance perception presupposed that size judgments could
tall). This metrical size judgment is also referred to as the
not dissociate linear size determined primarily by angular
linear size of an object. In addition to size perception, there
size from linear size influenced by familiar size and other
are two types of distance perceptions: egocentric and
“cognitive” cues. In other words, perceived linear size and
exocentric. Egocentric distance perception is the perception
cognitive size judgments could not be disentangled and were
of an object in depth, that is, a judgment made of the
thus part of an encapsulated process.
distance between one’s self and an object. Using a football
To test the single process model, Gogel (1976) developed
analogy, it is the kind of perception that the quarterback
an
indirect head-motion tracking technique to measure
uses when he decides how far to throw the ball downfield to
perceived
egocentric distance. He found only a negligible
reach his receiver. Exocentric distance perception is the
effect of familiar size on perceived distance. Observers
perception of inter-object distance, that is, a judgment made
made both verbal and head-motion judgments of the
of the distance between two objects irrespective of observer
distance of similar-sized transparencies of three familiar
position. Returning to the football analogy, exocentric
objects (a key, sunglasses, and a guitar) whose sizes
distance perception arises, for instance, when the
simulated distances of 63 cm, 185 cm, and 1236 cm
quarterback estimates the distance between his wide
respectively. The actual distance of the transparencies was
receiver and the opposing team's defensive back.
133 cm. Familiar size cues influenced verbal reports of
Size-Distance Invariance
distance and, to a lesser extent, head-motion responses. The
The size-distance invariance hypothesis (SDIH) was an
actual size of a guitar is 19.6 times the size of the key.
early attempt to capture the relationship between size and
Nonetheless, the transparency of the guitar was reported to
distance perception (Filpatrick & Ittelson, 1953). It states
be only 10 times the size of the transparency of the key for
that observers expect that an object at a relatively farther
verbal reports and 1.4 times the size of the key in headdistance will project a smaller retinal image size than the
motion responses. This result is noteworthy considering that
same object at a relatively closer distance. While the
the study used apparent instructions, which should have
majority of size and distance judgments are consistent with
reduced the effectiveness of familiar size cues. While both
this hypothesis, task instructions and certain visual illusions
verbal reports and head-motion responses exhibited familiar
have generated apparently contradictory evidence (Epstein,
size effects, they were much more pronounced in the verbal
1963 McCready; 1985). For instance, when observers are
reports. This evidence suggested that the cognitive size
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predominantly influenced only direct (e.g., verbal) reports of
distance and not raw representations of perceived distance
(Mershon & Gogel, 1975). The head-motion technique
experiment results led to the conclusion that perceived size
(determined by angular size) and distance could be
dissociated from cognitive judgments of size and distance.

the cognitive secondary process utilizes top-down
information such as familiar size cues to calibrate distance
judgments. When an object is perceived as off-sized this
weights the cognitive effects of the secondary process.
By independently manipulating familiar size cues (object
size) and visual angle (lateral separation), it is possible to
determine if familiar size cues affect judgments of lateral
separation in a manner that is consistent with the theory of
off-sized perceptions (Gogel, 1998). By changing object
size between the source and target images, participants
should perceive the objects as off-sized, which, in turn,
should more heavily weight the secondary process in the
distance judgment and reduce accuracy in the present task.
Consequently, participants were asked to detect changes
in lateral separation. If visual angle is the predominant
determiner of exocentric distance as theorized by Levin and
Haber (1993) and Matsushima et al. (2005), then changes in
object size should not significantly affect the accuracy of
judgments of lateral separation. If, however, the familiar
size cue is also a significant determiner of judgments of
lateral separation, then changes in object size should reduce
the accuracy of inter-object distance judgments consistent
with the theory of off-sized perceptions.

The Theory of Off-Sized Perceptions
Consequently, Gogel and Da Silva (1987) postulated a
two-process theory, called the theory of off-sized
perceptions. The primary process is perceptual and is
consistent with the SDIH. The secondary process is
cognitive and is influenced by top-down memory effects
such as familiar size cues. Attention, the availability of
visual cues, and experiment instructions determine the
extent to which the secondary process influences distance
judgments. For instance, when an object is perceived as offsized (i.e., when its perceived size is different than its
expected or familiar size), this more heavily weights the
cognitive secondary process. The evidence used to support
the theory of off-sized perception has exclusively been
based on judgments of depth. Thus, it has been shown to be
valid for egocentric judgments only.
While the theory is claimed to be a generalized model for
size and distance perception, it has also been argued that
egocentric and exocentric judgments subsume separate
processes (Gogel, 1965). Therefore, it is not clear that the
theory of off-sized perceptions can be applied in the same
manner to exocentric distance judgments or to judgments of
lateral separation, which are a depth-controlled subset of
exocentric distances. There is evidence, however, that
egocentric distance judgments and judgments of lateral
separation do use similar processes. Sterken, Postma, De
Haan, and Dingemans (1999), for instance, used a change
detection task to determine whether egocentric distance and
lateral separation information are independently stored in
visual memory. They showed that co-occurring lateral
displacement reduced the accuracy of egocentric judgments
below-chance levels. Similarly, co-occurring egocentric
displacement reduced the accuracy of judgments of lateral
separation to at-chance levels. This interference between
egocentric and lateral separation information indicates that
representations of egocentric distance and lateral separation
are correlated.

Method
Participants
Thirty Carleton University undergraduate students were
awarded extra course credit for their participation. All
participants exhibited normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Materials
The source image consisted of two identical white squares
appearing on the central horizontal axis of the computer
screen (see Figure 1). They were placed at equal distances
from the center of the display. On half of the trials, the
objects were arranged horizontally (left and right of the
centre of the screen) and on half of the trials they were
arranged vertically (above and below the centre of display).

Experiment 1: Forced-Choice Task
The objective of this experiment was to use a one-shot
change detection task to determine the role that object size
plays in judgments of lateral separation. Prior research has
argued that visual angle is the predominant cue in exocentric
distance perception (Levin & Haber, 1993). In other words,
when both depth and separation (i.e., angular size) vary,
observers tend to judge distance using the separation
between objects and ignore relative depth and size cues.
Gogel and Da Silva’s (1987) two-process theory of offsized perceptions, however, predicts that only the primary
perceptual representation should be derived from angular
size (i.e., visual angle). The representation generated from

Figure 1. Sample conditions from the one-shot change detection
methodology. The bar above the squares in the target images represents the
original separation from the source image. They are included for illustrative
purposes and were not shown to the participants.
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White squares were selected to ensure that the objects had
no features which might promote cues other than relative
size and familiar size. The squares' identical sizes also
controlled for the perception of the relative depth of the
objects as being perpendicular to the observer and
equidistant (Gogel & Harker, 1955). Moreover, plain shapes
are unlikely to cue prior knowledge, such as prototypical
sizes of objects influencing the perception of scale.
The objects in the source image had three possible sizes
(1.05°, 1.45°, & 1.85°). The objects’ size in the target image
either remained the same as in the source image or were
varied in the target image by +/- 0.20° or +/- 0.40°. The
initial distance between objects in the source image was
generated using multiples of initial object size, ranging from
2, 3, or 4 objects apart. Either the source and target image
remained unchanged or one of three possible types of
changes occurred in the target image: a change in objectsize, a change in inter-object distance, or both a change in
object-size and inter-object distance.
The pattern mask consisted of a randomly-generated static
white-noise image with a dot-density of 34 dots per square
cm. This image served both to mask the previous pattern
and to eliminate any retinal afterimage which could
otherwise have been used as an index of spatial position.

Participants were instructed to respond with their first
impression of distance, consistent with apparent task
instructions (Epstein, 1963). They were further directed to
respond as fast as possible without sacrificing accuracy. No
feedback was provided regarding the accuracy of their
responses.
A short four-trial practice phase familiarized participants
with the experimental procedures. In total, 216 trials were
completed during the experimental phase. This included 36
baseline trials where neither size nor distance was changed
between the source and target image (i.e., the source and
target images were identical). The 180 remaining trials were
divided among three change types: 72 in both the sizechange and congruent change conditions, and 36 trials in the
distance-change condition. The 72 size- and congruent
change trials included an equal number from the three initial
sizes (1.05°, 1.45°, 1.85°), three initial distances (2, 3, 4
object-multiples apart), four size-change or congruent
changes (increase and decrease by 0.20° and 0.40° of visual
angle), and two orientations (horizontal and vertical
presentation). There were fewer trials (36) in the distancechange condition because participants exhibited ceiling
performance at the +/-0.20° distance change levels in pilot
studies, thus the decision was made to eliminate the +/-0.40°
distance change trials from the experiment. Otherwise, trial
order was randomized across participants.

Apparatus
The present research was developed using the VisionEgg
Toolkit (Straw, 2008). The stimuli were presented on a 24”
LCD monitor with a screen brightness of 400cd/m2 and a 2
ms response. The desk and walls were covered with a
minimally-reflective black plastic to reduce the contrast and
salience of the wall texture. To control for accommodation
and parallax cues (Gogel, 1976), a chin rest was placed at a
fixed height of 100 cm such that participants’ eyes were
centered on the monitor at a distance of 60 cm. An office
chair was used to fit each participant to the equipment.
Responses were recorded on a three-button mouse.

Results and Discussion
One participant was excluded from all analyses because he
failed to follow procedures. The remaining 29 participants’
results were entered into all subsequent analyses.
Two separate 4(change type: no-change, size-change,
distance-change, congruent change) x 3(initial distance: 2,
3, or 4 object-multiples) x 2(orientation: horizontal, vertical)
repeated-measures ANOVAs were conducted for accuracy
(i.e., proportion correct) and response times (in ms).
Adopting the analyses of a similar change detection task
from Henderson and Hollingworth (1999), data were
collapsed across the objects’ initial size. In the present
analyses, 14 responses (0.23% of trials) were excluded due
to having no response or RTs exceeding 10 s.
When Mauchley’s test of sphericity was violated,
Greenhouse-Geisser adjusted values were reported. All ps <
.001 unless otherwise indicated and all post-hoc analyses are
reported with pairwise Bonferroni-adjusted values.

Procedure
Upon entering the experiment room, participants sat at the
computer and had their chair adjusted such that they were
sitting centered in front of the monitor with their chin
comfortably on the chinrest. They were then instructed to
fixate on the center of the screen.
A trial consisted of two sequentially-presented images
separated by a white-noise mask. First, a source image was
presented for 1200 ms followed by a 600ms randomized
white-noise mask. Durations for stimuli presentation were
derived from a similar one-shot change detection task in
Cole et al. (2003). Presenting the mask for 600 ms
minimizes the possibility that a change in object size or a
change in separation be perceived as a change in depth
(Rensink, 2002). Instead, depth should be specified by the
convergence of participants’ eyes fixated on the physical
distance of the display.
On each trial, participants indicated whether the distance
between the two objects was different in the target image
when compared with the source image. They were provided
with three possible responses: closer, same, or farther.

Accuracy
The main effect of change type was significant, F(1.90,
53.2) = 41.08, MSE = 6.67, ηp2 = .595. Participants were
most accurate on distance-change and no-change trials (M =
.83 and .74), followed by size-change and congruent change
trials (M = .61 and .48). These results are consistent with the
interpretation that changing object size between the source
and target images causes observers to make an off-sized
perception, which, in turn, more heavily weights the
secondary cognitive process and reduces overall accuracy.
The main effect of initial distance was also significant,
F(2, 56) = 14.74, MSE = .363, ηp2 = .345, with farther
distances resulting in reduced accuracy (M = .70, .67, .62
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for 2, 3, and 4 objects-apart initial distance, respectively).
This result is consistent with visual angle having a reduced
influence on judgments of separation because the accuracy
of visual angle judgments is relatively lower at greater
eccentricities (Matsushima et al., 2005).
The initial distance x change type interaction was also
significant, F(6, 168) = 19.96, MSE = .014, ηp2 = .416.
Accuracy decreased with farther distances for three of the
change types (no-change, size-change, distance-change), but
increased for congruent change trials (see Figure 2). This
reversal may be due to the reduced effectiveness of visual
angle at farther separations. In the congruent change type
trials, relative size cues indicate that the distance judgment
should be “same” because object size and visual angle both
change in proportion between the source and target images.
The judgment from relative size cues conflicts with the
judgment indicated by visual angle cues. Visual angle cues
instead indicate that the response should be “closer” or
“farther” because the visual angle has changed.

incorrectly report no change (or the wrong change) in
distance when distance was varied, or they incorrectly report
a change in distance when distance remained unchanged.
Table 1
Frequency of Response Type Examined Across Changes in Size and Distance.

Response
CLOSER

OBJECT SIZE
No Change
Smaller
68 (25%)
60 (12%)

Larger
180 (54%)

Change

SAME

772

563

712

FARTHER

202 (75%)

431 (88%)

151 (46%)

Binomial

p < .001

p < .001

p = .061

CLOSER

415

417

a

SAME

88 (82% )

534 (85%)

FARTHER

19 (18%)

93 (15%)

Binomial

p < .001

p < .001

CLOSER

16 (23%)

a

SAME

54 (77%)

435 (93%)

FARTHER

451

574

Binomial

p < .001

p < .001

Decrease

Increase

1.0

34

(7%)

Note. Numbers bolded indicate the number of correct responses. Percent values
represent breakdown of response type among only incorrect responses. Exact
binomial test assesses proportion of incorrect responses based on 50% chance.

0.8

Proportion Correct

Distance
No

In examining incorrect response frequencies (see Table
1), the proportion of incorrect responses occurring nearchance levels would be indicative that incorrect responses
were simply guesses. The results instead indicate that
participants were not guessing when responding incorrectly.
Interestingly, in the baseline no-change trials, participants
were three times as likely to incorrectly judge a distance
farther than closer, despite the fact that neither size nor
distance changed. It thus appears that participants are biased
towards “farther” judgments. Binomial tests further revealed
that in the size-change trials, when object size increases
there are significantly more incorrect “closer” responses
than in the baseline trials. Similarly, when object size
decreased there were significantly more incorrect “farther”
responses than in the baseline trials. These results are
consistent with participants making large and small offsized judgments, respectively.
In the congruent change trials, the majority of errors were
“same” whether or not size increased or decreased. This
finding implies that participants were not solely using the
off-sized perception to assume that, for instance, a large offsized perception results in a “closer” distance judgment.
Instead, it appears that participants may have been assessing
both changes in object size and changes in separation when
making distance judgments.

0.6

0.4

No Change
Distance Change
Size Change
Size and Distance Change

0.2

0.0
2 Objects Apart

3 Objects Apart

4 Objects Apart

Initial Distance

Figure 2. The Interaction between Initial Distance and Change Type for
Accuracy. Error bars represent Standard Error.

At closer initial distances, it appears that relative size cues
are more effective, which overrides visual angle as a cue
(which should also be more effective), thus resulting in
more errors. At the farthest 4-object initial distance,
however, the effectiveness of the relative size cue likely is
reduced and distance judgments become more accurate. In
fact, at the farthest distance, post-hoc tests reveal that only
the accuracy of distance-change trials are different than the
accuracy for the congruent, size, and no-change trials.
Finally, there was no main effect of orientation on accuracy,
F(1, 28) = .406, MSE = .012, p = .529, ηp2 = .014, nor was
orientation present in any significant interaction.
Patterns of Errors
The previous analyses have identified that trials where
object size changes (i.e., size-change and congruent change)
have reduced accuracy compared to baseline no-change
trials. These results, however, do not identify whether the
kinds of errors support the hypotheses that off-sized
perceptions occur when object size is modified. Responses
are judged to be erroneous when participants make an
inaccurate inter-object distance judgment, that is, when they

Response Times
The main effect of change type was significant, F(2.46, 69)
= 18.21, MSE = 2420000, ηp2 = .394, with participants
responding faster to no-change or distance-change trials (M
= 1255 ms and 1294 ms) than trials involving size-change or
congruent change (M = 1404 ms and 1418 ms). These
results imply that participants were detecting the change in
object size, and potentially, that some additional processing
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was undertaken consistent with an off-sized perception more
heavily weighting the secondary inferential process.
A main effect of initial distance was also significant,
F(1.60, 44.9) = 3.75, MSE = 257000, p = .040, ηp2 = .118,
such that participants responded more slowly when initial
distances were greater (M = 1288ms, 1326ms, 1347ms for 2,
3, and 4 objects-apart distance). Although this main effect
was significant, post-hoc tests identified no significant
difference in RTs between distances (ps > .108). Unlike the
accuracy results, there was no significant interaction
between change type and distance. This implies that
different distances do not engage separate judgment
processes. Finally, there was no effect of orientation on
RTs, F(1, 28) = 0, MSE = 12.2, p = .989, ηp2 = .000.
In addition to examining overall RTs, a 4(change type:
no-change, size-change, distance-change, congruent change)
x 2(response accuracy: RTs for correct and incorrect
response) repeated-measures ANOVA was also conducted
to determine if there was evidence for differential processes
implicated for correct versus incorrect responses. Overall,
participants were faster on correct trials than on incorrect
trials (M = 1316 ms vs. 1495 ms), F(1, 28) = 26.32, MSE =
1860000, ηp2 = .485, consistent with the assumption that
participants were not just making a speed-accuracy tradeoff.
A more revealing result emerged from the significant
response accuracy x change type interaction, F(1.99, 55.7) =
9.297, MSE = 1230000, ηp2 = .249. Participants responded
faster for correct responses (than incorrect) in three of the
change types (477 ms faster in the no-change trials, 151 ms
faster in the distance-change trials, and 191 ms faster in the
size-change trials). However, participants responded faster
for incorrect responses than correct responses (102 ms
faster) in the congruent change condition. This reversal in
RT latencies in the congruent change trials indicates that
participants were not just taking longer to respond when
unsure of their response. Instead, these results are once
again consistent with the hypothesis that secondary
cognitive processes were being activated when conflicting
size information was present (e.g., off-sized perceptions).
In summary, Experiment 1 has shown that object size
influences judgments of lateral separation consistent with
the predictions from the theory of off-sized perceptions.

should remain unchanged when object size changes. This
lack of influence would support the view that visual angle is
the predominant cue for distance perception. If, as seen in
Experiment 1, changes in object size significantly influence
the perception (and reproduction) of distance, then dragging
accuracy should change linearly with changes in object size.
For example, if object size is increased between the source
and target images, then the reproduced distance should
increase linearly with the degree of change in object size.

Method
Participants
Twenty-three Carleton University undergraduate students
were awarded extra course credit for their participation. All
participants exhibited normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Materials and Procedures
The experimental stimuli consisted of the sequentiallypresented images described in the Experiment 1. In the
source image, two squares of equal size (the objects) were
presented at an equal distance from the center of the screen.
In the target image, one square was anchored on the screen
in the same location as in the source image and grayed out,
representing the fact that it could not be dragged. The other
square was adjacent to the first, placed closer to the center
of the screen. The initial object size, initial distance, and
orientation were all the same as in Experiment 1. The
anchored object was counterbalanced such that on half the
trials the anchored object was to the left (in horizontallypresented trials) or above (in vertically-presented trials) the
centre of the screen, and on half the trials the anchored
object was to the right or below the centre of the screen.
Participants completed 180 trials. The trials were equally
divided among five change types: size unchanged, size
increased by 0.40° or .20° of visual angle, and size
decreased by 0.40° or 0.20° of visual angle. Each change
type included an equal number of trials from three initial
sizes, three distances, two orientations, and two anchors.

Results and Discussion
Two separate 5(size-change: large-size-increase, small-sizeincrease, no-change, small-size-decrease, large-sizedecrease) x 3(initial distance: 2, 3, or 4 object-multiples) x
2(orientation: horizontal, vertical) repeated-measures
ANOVAs were conducted for accuracy (i.e., deviation) and
response times (in ms). Deviation was measured as the
difference between the dragged distance and the original
distance presented in the source image. Similar to
Experiment 1, data were collapsed across objects’ initial
size. In the present analyses, 27 trials (0.65%) were
excluded for having either no recorded response or
deviations more than 3 SD.
Consistent with the results of Experiment 1, the main
effect of size-change type was significant, F(2.16, 47.6) =
50.95, MSE = 11.16, ηp2 = .698. Participants exhibited the
least dragging deviation when size did not change, followed
by small size-change trials, and large size-change trials (see
Figure 4). Within-subjects contrasts revealed that changes in
object size linearly influenced the accuracy of distance

Experiment 2: Drag-and-Drop Task
The objective of this experiment was to replicate and extend
the results of Experiment 1 by requiring participants to
respond with a mouse to reproduce the distance from the
source image. This can provide a quantitative measure of
the weighting of familiar size cues on judgments of
separation. In addition, this will provide additional evidence
to determine why participants were three times as likely to
incorrectly judge the separation “farther” than “closer” in
the no-change condition in Experiment 1.
The theory of off-sized perceptions predicts that changes
in object size should heavily weight inferential processes
resulting in altered distance judgments. If changes in object
size do not influence distance judgments, then dragging
accuracy (measured in deviation from expected location)
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reproductions, F(1, 22) = 80.34, MSE = 23.866, ηp2 = .785.
These results support the interpretations from Experiment 1:
object size influences the accuracy of distance judgments
consistent with the theory of off-sized perceptions.

1963). While this implies that a change in the angular size
of the squares is detected (in a way analogous to an offsized perception), participants could be observing the
perceived size of the squares to be the same (i.e., size
constancy) and modifying their perception of the objects’
perceived depth which would affect the scale of the
perceived separation. In Experiment 2, deviation in
reproduced distance due to changing object size was only
17% to 42% of expected values, which reflects only partial
size constancy. This could be due to perceived change in
depth conflicting with the constant depth specified by the
monitor, resulting in a weighted value.
There are several reasons why a perspective-based size
constancy account may be questioned. First, mask durations
are long enough so that there is no perceived motion to
trigger a motion-based shift in perspective (Rensink, 2002).
Second, perspective necessarily requires the detection of a
change in angular size similar to that of an off-sized
perception. Third, no participants self-reported a perceived
change in depth on post-test questionnaires.
Finally, further works needs to be done to understand why
participants tend to underestimate relatively farther
distances and overestimate relatively closer distances. While
the results are consistent with visual attention returning to
rest during the pattern mask, there is no direct evidence of
this occurring in the using the present task.

Accuracy (in Degrees of Visual Angle)

1.0

0.5

0.0

-0.5
2 Objects Apart
3 Objects Apart
4 Objects Apart
-1.0
-.40°

-.20°

No Change

+.20°

+.40°

Size Change Type

Figure 3. The Interaction between Initial Distance and Size-Change Type
on Accuracy. Error bars represent Standard Error.

Additionally, the main effect of initial distance was also
significant, F(1.14, 25.0) = 35.67, MSE = 53.26, ηp2 = .619,
with farther initial distances resulting in relatively increased
amounts of underestimation. Within-subjects contrasts
revealed that different initial distances exhibited linear
changes in deviation, F(1, 22) = 38.08, MSE = 60.434, ηp2 =
.634. These changes in deviation may be due to participants’
attention returning to a resting state during the pattern mask
and feeding back into their prior perception of separation
from the source image. It may also be the case that,
however, because participants always dragged the mouse
from zero separation, that the underestimation was in part
due to a directional bias in the method of adjustment.
To more easily compare the results of the current
experiment with those of Experiment 1, participants’
accuracy was converted to categorical closer-, no-change,
and farther-responses by determining 99% confidence
intervals for trials where object-size remained unchanged
for each participant, and computing all values below this
interval as a closer-response and values above this interval
as a farther-response. A z-test for proportions identified that
similar proportions of response types were found between
Experiment 1 and the current study (z = .472, p = .637 for
no-change, z = 1.36, p = .174 for size decrease, and z = 3.60,
p = .001 for size increase).
Response times analyses exhibited no significant results
for distance after factoring out psychophysical dragging
times, F(1.28, 28.2) = 2.07, MSE = 422000, p = .138.
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General Discussion
Experiment 1 and 2 have shown that changes in object size
reduce the accuracy of judgments of lateral separation in a
manner consistent with the theory of off-sized perceptions
(Gogel & Da Silva, 1987). Another possibility, however, is
that participants were automatically scaling the depth in the
target image according to the laws of perspective (Gregory,
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Abstract

mathematics and science (e.g., Goldstone, Landy & Son,
2008; Kellman et al., 2008).
In recent research, Kellman and colleagues have shown
that PL can be systematically engineered and accelerated
using appropriate computer-based technology (e.g.,
Kellman, Massey & Son, 2010). Their approach to PL
methods takes the form of perceptual learning modules
(PLMs). Rather than focusing on memorization of instances,
PLMs employ unique instances and systematic variations in
the learning set to promote the learning of invariant or
diagnostic structures characterizing a category or concept.
Learners engage in short, interactive episodes focused on
discrimination or classification. Because specific instances
seldom or never repeat in PLMs, learners pick up structural
invariance and can generalize it to new instances (Kellman
et al., 2010). Recent work suggests that relatively brief
PLM interventions can produce dramatic learning gains in
challenging mathematical domains, such as fraction learning
and algebra problem solving (Kellman et al., 2008; Kellman
et al., 2010).

Recent research indicates that perceptual learning (PL)
interventions in real-world domains (i.e., mathematics,
science) can produce strong learning gains, transfer, and
fluency. Although results on domain-relevant assessments
suggest characteristic PL effects, seldom have real-world PL
interventions been explicitly tested for their effects on basic
information extraction. We trained participants to classify
Chinese characters, based on either (1) overall configurations
(structures), (2) featural relations (components), or (3) nonrelational information (stroke-count control). Before and after
training, we tested for changes in information extraction using
a visual search task. Search displays contained all novel
exemplars, involved manipulations of target-distractor
similarity using structures and components, and included
heterogeneous and homogeneous distractors. We found robust
improvements in visual search for structure and component
PL training relative to the control. High-level PL
interventions produce changes in basic information extraction,
and sensitivity induced by PL for both relational structure and
specific components transfers to novel structural categories.

Purpose of Current Work

Keywords: perceptual learning; educational technology;
visual search; categorization.

In applying PL to complex, symbolic, real-world learning
domains, a critical question arises - how do we tell that the
driver in these effects is really PL? Kellman, Massey & Son
(2010) set out characteristic design features of perceptual
learning interventions and some signature effects that
implicate PL. Yet, realistic learning domains are complex
and involve synergies between conceptual knowledge and
perception of structure. Here we sought evidence of PL
effects in a high-level, realistic learning domain, by
explicitly testing after PLM use for basic changes in
information extraction.
We trained PL for complex patterns in Chinese characters
using a paradigm similar to that used to train PL in math and
science learning (Kellman et al., 2010). Since Chinese
characters are logographic and have both local and global
structure, we were able to train participants to recognize
characters at 3 different levels of hierarchical organization:
stroke, component, and structure. Participants in two PL
conditions matched characters by component (featural
relations) or overall structure (global configuration).
Importantly, in the case of matching by structure, local
components were free to vary. Other studies have shown
that an expert’s ability to use relevant ‘chunks’ based on
components and configural structure has to be nourished by
literacy development and cannot be obtained solely through

Introduction
Research on expertise has shown that experts effortlessly
attend to relevant features and relations (Gibson, 1969), that
experts extract larger “chunks” of information, discover
higher-order invariance, and do so with low attentional load
(Gibson, 1969; Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977). Such changes
in information extraction as a result of experience constitute
perceptual learning (Gibson, 1969; for a recent review, see
Kellman & Garrigan, 2009).
Much contemporary research on perceptual learning (PL)
has focused on basic sensory discriminations; however, PL
effects are not confined to low-level tasks (Garrigan &
Kellman, 2008; Kellman & Garrigan, 2009). In fact, the
natural function of PL is to improve the extraction of
information from complex objects and events (Kellman &
Garrigan, 2009). PL also likely involves discovery of
abstract relational structures. Such high-level PL is a crucial
component of expertise in many domains including reading
(Baron, 1978; Yeh et al., 2003), chess (Chase & Simon,
1973), and X-ray interpretation (Chi, Feltovich & Glaser,
1981). In addition, recent research indicates an important
role for PL in high-level symbolic domains, such as
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maturation (Yeh et al., 2003), making Chinese characters
ideal for our aims. A condition in which learners judged
characters' stroke count (high or low) served as a nonstructural control task.
Before and after training, we directly tested for basic
information processing changes using a visual search task.
The visual search task was a transfer task: It tested search
efficiencies for stimuli that were never presented in the
learning phase. We found consistent and reliable effects on
visual search efficiency from structure and component
training, relative to the stroke-count control condition,
including some effects specifically related to different types
of PL training. A key finding was that training to classify
based on structure led to markedly improved visual search
performance when targets and distractors shared a common
structure, even for novel structures.
Figure 1: Sample PLM trial. On each trial, participants
selected one of two choices to match a given Chinese
character (on top). (a) In the Structure PLM training
condition, characters ‘matched’ if they contained the same
configural structure (Vertical shown). (b) In the Component
PLM training condition, characters ‘matched’ if they shared
the same component (日 shown).

Method
Participants
108 undergraduates participated in the experiment for
course credit. All reported normal or corrected-to-normal
vision. No participant reported any prior experience learning
Chinese characters.

components occur in a certain position within characters,
but the components used in this study varied in their
positions within a character. For example, the component 口
can occur on the left (e.g., 吃), right (e.g., 和), bottom (e.g.,
吉), or top (e .g., 員). The proportions of the component
usually change when the character structure changes.
Irrespective of its structure and the number of strokes or
components, each character occupies a roughly constant
square-shaped size. The Component PLM group learned to
classify characters based on whether they contained the
same radical: 土, as in 圣 and 址, or 日, as in 易 and 旼.
Incorrect answer choices also contained characters
involving other components.
The arrangement of different components at various
positions forms the structure of the character. Yeh et al.
(2003) showed, using hierarchical cluster analysis, that
expert readers tend to categorize characters into 5
categories: Horizontal, Vertical, P-shaped, L-shaped, and
Enclosed. Participants in the Structure PLM group learned
to categorize characters into Horizontal (e.g., 即, 快) and
Vertical (e.g., 思, 季) structure categories. Two characters
were characterized as a ‘match’ if they contained the same
structure. P-shaped, L-shaped, and Enclosed structures were
used as incorrect answer choices in the PLM.
Crucially, all training conditions used the same pool of
Chinese characters. Structure PLM training involved
abstract PL, because the relevant categories depended across
trials on relations rather than recurring concrete features
(Garrigan & Kellman, 2008). The Component PLM
involved learning of more concrete features, but it was also
considered as a type of abstract PL because the components
involved shape characteristics rather than discrete features,
and varied in size and proportions across characters within a

Materials
1136 images of actual Chinese characters were used (1102
in the training phase, and 34 as novel items in the visual
search task). Images were presented in .png format in white
SimSun 36-point font on a black background. The visual
search task was presented using the Psychophysics Toolbox
(Brainard, 1997), and the learning phase was a perceptual
learning module (PLM) presented within a web-based Flash
environment.
Learning Phase In the learning phase, participants learned
to classify Chinese characters in a PLM, which consisted of
many short classification trials. On each trial, a given
character appeared in the upper middle part of the screen
with two separated characters presented below (Figure 1).
Participants were instructed to select which of the two lower
characters was in the same category as the upper character.
The task was a discovery task, in that learners had to
discover structural characteristics that led to correct answers
and were guided only by accuracy feedback. (No further
information about the category was provided.) There were
three between-subject conditions: (1) Structure PLM, (2)
Component PLM, and (3) Stroke PLM. Strokes are simple
features such as dots, lines, and curves. The characters used
in this study ranged from 5 – 17 strokes, and were sorted
into three categories of stroke count: Low, Medium, and
High. In the Stroke PLM condition, two characters were
defined as a ‘match’ (same category) if they shared either
Low or High stroke counts. Incorrect answer choices also
contained those with Medium stroke count. A component
(or radical) refers to the sub-character unit formed by a
group of strokes that recurs in different characters. Most
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category; thus, some invariants of shape had to be extracted,
apart from fixed positions, sizes, or even aspect ratios. The
Stroke PLM served as a baseline condition by allowing
participants to interact with the same stimuli, but in a
classification task in which the components and structural
characteristics were not relevant.

To control orthographic complexity, only characters with
8-10 strokes were included. Eight characters were chosen as
targets, each having 9 strokes: (Horizontal) 垟, 垙, 昤, and
昹, and (Vertical) 垡, 垩, 昱, and 昝. Half of each group
contained radical 土, and the other half contained radical 日.
The search displays contained 3, 8, or 13 characters
randomly positioned in a 4 x 4 matrix (with jitter). For each
target-distractor pair, the three set sizes were repeated 10
times, with an equal number of target-present and targetabsent trials. This generated 240 trials, in which targets and
distractors were novel exemplars of trained or familiar
categories. These are referred to as F-F trials.
To investigate the transfer effects of PLM training, 240
more trials were added. 90 of which involved search for
exemplars of a trained category among untrained category
items (F-U trials). Here, the Structure PLM group searched
for a target of a Horizontal or Vertical (trained) structure
among distractors of a L-shaped structure (untrained
distractors). Distractors shared or did not share a component
with those of the target. The Component PLM group
searched for a target that contained a trained component,
among distractors without those components, but instead
contained an untrained component 口. Likewise, distractor
items shared or did not share the same structure with those
of the target. The opposite pairings generated 90 more trials
that involved search for untrained targets among trained
distractors (U-F trials). The remaining 60 trials involved
untrained targets and untrained distractors (U-U trials).
These involved targets and distractors with component 口
and L-shaped structure.
In this task, similarity among distractors within a given
display was controlled as a between-subject factor. Half of
the participants searched homogeneous displays, in which
all distractors were identical. The other half searched
heterogeneous displays, in which distractors are different

Visual Search Task Visual search has been used widely to
study PL effects (e.g., Shiffrin and Lightfoot, 1997; Sigman
& Gilbert, 2000). A typical trial requires participants to
search for a target within a field of distractors that differ
from the target in certain features. The number of the
distractors is varied, creating different numbers of total
items (i.e., set sizes). The dependence of the reaction time
(RT) on the number of items (the “search slope”) is an
indication of search efficiency: the larger the slope the less
efficient is the search (Wolfe, 1998). In this task,
participants searched for a character of a learned structure or
component, among an array of characters that belonged to a
different category of structure and/or component. This task
consisted of novel characters, never seen in the learning
phase, including those of an untrained structure and
component category.
Four different target-distractors pairs were created by
varying the structure and component factors in a 2
(structure: same or different) x 2 (component: same or
different) design. Thus, target characters were paired with
the following four kinds of distractors: (a) characters that
shared the same structure and one component with the target
(SsCs: same structure, same component); (b) characters that
shared the same structure with the target but had different
components from those of the target (SsCd); (c) characters
that differed from the target in structure but shared one
component with the target (SdCs); (d) characters that
differed from the target in both structure and components
(SdCd).

Figure 2: (a) Visual search procedure. This example depicts a set size 8 target-present trial with heterogeneous
distractors. The target and distractors shown share the same structure and component (SsCs trial). The inter-trial interval
was 1000ms. (b) Sample search displays with heterogeneous distractors. In visual search, target and distractors differed
based on structures and components. Homogeneous displays contained identical distractors.
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exemplars of a particular category. Each participant
received 480 trials, given in four blocks corresponding to
the search conditions: SsCs, SsCd, SdCs, SdCd. All other
variables were randomized within each block. The order of
the blocks given was randomized across all participants. The
same visual search task was given twice to participants in all
training conditions.

structure and component similarity. This was the primary
measure in the study.
As no previous work, to our knowledge, has tested
transfer effects on visual search from PL classification
training, we did not know exactly what effects to expect.
We hypothesized that the Structure and Component PLM
training would produce greater effects than the Stroke PLM
control condition. However, even in the Stroke PLM
condition, some PL may have occurred through mere
exposure (Gibson, 1967; Logan, 1988). Furthermore, we
hypothesized that PL effects should support transfer:
Discrimination and fluency improvements relating to
structure might improve structure discrimination in general,
including with novel structures.

Procedure
The experiment began with a visual search task (pretest),
followed by a PLM learning phase, and ended with another
visual search task (posttest). A search trial progression is
shown in Figure 2. Participants were asked to indicate, as
accurately and quickly as they could, whether the search
field contained the target. No feedback was provided after
each trial, but an overall accuracy feedback was presented at
the end of the task.
In the learning phase, participants were presented with
classification trials in a PLM format. On each trial, they
were instructed to select one of two characters that matched
a given character presented in the upper middle of the
screen. Correct responses were those that appropriately
matched the given character, which were dependent upon
the learning condition randomly assigned to the participant.
Accuracy and RT feedback was given after each trial, after
each block of 20 trials, and when participants reached a
designated achievement level.
To complete the Structure and Component PLMs,
participants were required to reach a predetermined learning
criterion of 10 consecutive perfect classifications, with RT ≤
3 seconds, for each type of classification1. The Stroke PLM
was designed to terminate after 290 trials, if participants did
not reach the learning criterion sooner.2 The learning phase
took no more than 45 minutes. After the learning phase,
participants were given the posttest visual search task.

Results
PLM Data
The average number of classification trials to complete
Structure PLM was 323 trials (range 114 - 727), Component
PLM was 398 trials (range 188 - 675), and Stroke PLM was
273 trials (range 197-290). 14 of 36 participants were able
to complete Stroke PLM with fewer than 290 trials.

Visual Search Data
Accuracy Error rates were low at pretest (mean 8.5%) and
posttest (mean 7.7%). There was no reliable correlation
between the error rates and the mean RTs obtained in each
of the target-distractor pairs. Thus, there was no speedaccuracy trade-off.
Preliminary Analyses The mean RTs for correct responses
for heterogeneous and homogeneous distractor displays at
pretest were 2510 ms and 1697 ms, respectively, and at
posttest were 2093 ms and 1437 ms, respectively.
Figures 3 & 4 present the main results. PLM training
showed robust effect on visual search performance across
all transfer trial types, regardless of whether targets and
distractors were exemplars of untrained categories (Figure
3). One-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs) on search
slope differences by transfer trial types (F-F, F-U, U-F, UU) showed no differences between transfer trial types, for
both heterogeneous displays (F(3, 212) = 1.84, ns), and for
homogeneous displays (F(3, 212) = 2.47, ns). Thus, we
combined all transfer trials in the following analyses.

Dependent Measures, Data Analysis and Hypotheses
Based on Kellman and colleagues’ prior work, we expected
the PLMs to produce robust classification learning, and as a
result, changes in perceptual sensitivity that would be
evident in the transfer task of visual search. We expected
greater improvement in search slope at posttest for search
trials that required participants to distinguish between
trained categories. We considered visual search times for
correct responses only. To compare performance between
pretest and posttest, we calculated the search slope
difference, or the decrement of RT per search item, for each
participant separately for each search trial type based on

General Effects of Relational PLM Training As expected,
PLM training based on relational configurations produced
significantly more improvements in visual search than
Stroke PLM training across all trial types. This pattern was
confirmed by analyses of PLM conditions in two separate
mixed measures ANOVAs on search slope differences:
PLM (Structure vs. Stroke and Component vs. Stroke) x
display (homogeneous, heterogeneous) x transfer trial types
(F-F, F-U, U-F, U-U). Structure PLM and Component PLM
training each produced reliably greater increases in search

1

Types of classification consisted of combinations of category
members and distractors that differed by structure, component, and
stroke-count. For example, one type of classification for those in
the Structure PLM was matching a Low stroke-count Horizontal
character with a High stroke-count Horizontal target.
2
This number was determined by a pilot study as the average
number of trials needed for participants in other learning
conditions to complete their training.
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For homogeneous displays, Component PLM training
produced reliably more improvement for displays in which
targets and distractors shared the same structure than when
they did not (t(17) = -3.31, p < .05; same-structure: 58
ms/item, different-structure: 32 ms/item). (See Figure 4,
right panel.)

Discussion and Conclusion
Our results provide a crucial link between basic research in
PL and applications of PL to instructional technology, in
two ways. First, PLM training in complex, real-world
domains produces basic changes in information extraction
as shown in a visual search task. Second, these changes
involve abstract relations rather than the concrete features
used in many PL studies. Consistent with our expectations,
PLM training of abstract relations in Chinese characters
produced specific changes in visual search, and sensitivity
induced by PL for both configural structures and relational
components transferred to novel relational categories. No
specific characters seen in PLM training were used in visual
search; improvements in visual search were therefore based
on improved processing of relational structures.
The most general effects were that both PLMs involving
classifications of abstract relations produced greater
improvements in visual search than a control condition,
using the same stimuli, that did not require processing of
relations. These effects held across all trial types.

Figure 3: Improvements in search efficiency (ms/item)
across different transfer conditions as a function of
PLM training. Structure and Component PLM training led
to more reductions in search slopes than Stroke PLM across
all transfer conditions. (Error bars: ±1 SE)
efficiency than Stroke PLM (F(1, 68) = 6.39, p <.05 and
F(1, 68) = 5.08, p <.05, respectively), regardless of whether
targets and distractors involved structure and components
that had been seen in PLM training and whether the search
displays contained heterogeneous or homogeneous
distractors (See Figure 3).
As expected, Structure and Component PLM training
produced significant changes on visual search based on
structure and component similarity. The effect of Structure
PLM training was most notable in displays with
heterogeneous distractors, while Component PLM training
produced significant changes in search with homogeneous
displays. This pattern was confirmed by a significant
interaction of structure-similarity (same structure, different
structure) x PLM (Structure, Component, Stroke) x display
(homogeneous, heterogeneous) in a mixed measures
ANOVA on search slope differences (F(2, 102) = 3.96, p <
.05). Follow-up findings demonstrated that the differential
effects on search improvement in each display type were
due to the type of classification training.
For heterogeneous displays, the most improved
performance was found with Structure PLM training for
search when targets and distractors shared the same
structure. (See Figure 4, left panel.) Performance in this case
was reliably better than when targets and distractors did not
share a common structure (t(17) = -2.48, p < .05; samestructure: 86 ms/item, different-structure: 54 ms/item). As
Figure 4 shows, no such pattern was present in the Strokecount PLM group or in the Component PLM group.

Figure 4: Improvements in search efficiency (ms/item)
as a function of PLM training. Structure and Component
PLMs led to most improvement in search efficiency when
target and distractors shared the same structure, for
heterogeneous and homogeneous displays, respectively.
(Error bars: ± 1 SE)
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As expected, structure-focused classification training
produced specific changes in visual search performance
when search was based on structural similarity.
Interestingly, however, we found most improvement in
search when target and distractors shared the same structure
than when they differed by structure. This effect was
consistent across transfer trial types. One possibility is that
expertise of certain categories resulting from structural
classification training may have allowed participants to set
aside the category-identifying information, when it was not
relevant, to facilitate search for a particular target. This
advantage was specific to search with heterogeneous
distractors. It could be that structure classification enabled
learners to process the overall structures of new characters
more effectively, allowing them to see relevant parts within
complex arrangements. This advantage may have been
confined to cases of heterogeneous distractors because this
condition posed more varied challenges for finding the
relevant information.
An advantage with same-structure search was also found
with component-focused training. The Component PLM
produced more efficient searches when target and distractors
shared the same structure than when they differed by
structure, but unlike with the Structure PLM, the effect
occurred only for homogeneous distractor displays. One
likely possibility was that component-based training may
have allowed people to concurrently learn about structure.
Although components can appear in various locations
within each character, their size and shape varied depending
on the character structure. Thus, to learn about the invariant
relations defining each component, participants needed to
attend to the location of each component and picked up
structural relations as a result. While adequate to improve
search for homogeneous distractors, this component training
may not have provided enough facility with overall
structures to benefit variable search among distractors in
heterogeneous displays.
In sum, our data provide strong indications that PL
training produced changes in sensitivity seen in a transfer
task of visual search. Some effects were clearly specific to
PL training for structural relations or specific components in
that the PLM conditions led to different patterns of
improvement. Future studies will be needed to fully
understand these results, but the intricacy of the patterns we
observed suggests that PL training may have interesting,
unanticipated effects on information pickup.
The improved sensitivity in visual search induced by PL
for both relational structure and specific components shows
that classification experience in complex domains does lead
to basic changes in information extraction. Our findings,
and future research in studying transfer effects from PL,
may help us to understand how PL leverages basic
information processing improvements to underwrite
expertise in complex, real-world learning domains.
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Abstract

grabbing an object and moving it around, it is possible
to create dramatic changes in the visual appearance of
the object while maintaining invariant information from
the tactile and proprioceptive (joint angles) sensors in
the hand.
Recently several research groups have begun to explore
the interactions between sensory modalities for improving the performance of systems that interact with objects. In (Grzyb, Chinellato, Morales, & Pobil, 2009),
the grasping actions of a robotic system are planned by a
visual algorithm that estimates the shape of unmodeled
objects. After this initial planning, the tactile sensors
guide the final approach of the grasp to correct errors in
the visual estimation. Motor commands and visual input
are used in (Gold & Scassellati, 2009) to learn a representation of a robot’s arm through contingencies between
the commands and observed motion. In (Saxena, Wong,
& Ng, 2008), a camera is positioned, by a robotic arm, in
several orientations, and the proprioceptive information
from the arm at each orientation helps locate a grasping
point on an object. (Orabona, Caputo, Fillbrandt, &
Ohl, 2009) and (Noceti et al., 2009) directly train a supervised mapping between the visual and haptic sensors
from human interaction with an object. This mapping is
used to estimate missing tactile input from the visual input, and classification using the reconstructed input and
the visual information is more accurate than with the visual input alone. In (Fitzpatrick & Metta, 2003), object
properties are learned through interaction by making a
robot poke the object and examining changes to the visual scene after contact. Also, (Sinapov & Stoytchev,
2009) and (Bergquist et al., 2009) train a robot to categorize household objects using visual paired with acoustic and proprioceptive cues during supervised interaction, where object labels were given to the system by
humans.
Here we focus on the problem of using tactile and proprioceptive information from the hand to train a visual
system to recognize objects. First, unsupervised methods are used to cluster the tactile and proprioceptive
sensory data while freely interacting with two objects: a
drinking glass and a plate. The cluster labels provided
by the hand are then used to train a weakly-supervised
visual object recognition algorithm. This approach does
not use human labels as a training signal, but instead
attempts to learn objects in an unsupervised way, which

We use contemporary machine learning methods to explore Piaget’s idea that active interaction across modalities may be the engine for constructing our knowledge
about objects. We identified the existence of modalityspecific invariances as a potential mechanism by which
Piaget’s ideas may be implemented in practice. For example, object segmentation and pose invariant recognition are very difficult in the visual domain but trivial in
the tactile/proprioceptive domain; touching an object
easily delineates its physical boundaries. We can also
grab an object and rotate it without modifying the proprioceptive and tactile information from our hands. We
hypothesize that this information may provide invariants that could be useful for training a visual system to
recognize and segment objects.
To explore this hypothesis we developed the instrumentation necessary to simultaneously collect tactile, proprioceptive and visual information of a person interacting
with everyday objects. We then developed a system that
learns pose invariant visual representations using proprioceptive and tactile information as the only training
signal.
The classifiers that developed from this approach were
accurate and robust to variations in pose and to a wide
range of occlusions. They were more accurate (average
2AFC= 0.98) than the classifier trained with humanspecified location information (average 2AFC = 0.93).
This suggests a specific mechanism using multi-modal
information could to construct knowledge about objects,
as originally proposed by Piaget.

Introduction
Pose invariant object recognition is one of the most difficult computer vision problems, since objects can change
appearance drastically depending on the orientation.
Particularly difficult is to learn the appearance of objects in an unsupervised manner, i.e., without any labels
telling us where the objects of interest are or whether
they are present in the image at all. Yet humans appear to have no problems learning the visual appearance of objects relatively independent of their pose and
in a fully unsupervised manner. Developmental psychologists like Piaget (Piaget, 1953), have long argued
that infants construct knowledge about objects based
on the mutual interaction (assimilation and accommodation) between different modalities (grasping, sucking,
looking). Here we take some first steps toward understanding how this may work in practice. We focus on
the interaction between tactile and visual modalities and
note that the hands may provide invariants that could
be used to train the visual system. In particular, by
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sets it apart from the previous work in multi-modal object recognition.

Data Collection
To collect the data required for the project, we developed
a suite of sensors. We first attached 12 piezoresistive
pressure sensors to a sports glove. The pressure sensors
were located at the fingertips, in the palm at the base of
each finger, and the last two at the bottom of the palm,
as shown in Figure 2. These sensors vary their resistance
based on the force applied on their surface. The touch
data was collected at a 1KHz sampling rate.
We also equipped the glove with six PhaseSpace motion capture (Phasespace Motion Capture, n.d.) LEDs,
placed on the back of the hand, wrist, forearm, and elbow. Each of these markers provides a measurement of
the three dimensional position of the arm and hand in
space with a 400Hz sampling rate. These sensors were
then integrated on top of a Cyberglove (Cyberglove Systems, n.d.), which provided measures of the angles of 18
joints of the hand and fingers at a 150Hz sampling rate.
Visual input was captured using a head-mounted camera. Since the objects were not fixed in place during the
interactions, it was important to ensure that the visual
input matched what the human was seeing while manipulating the objects. To this end, the output from the
head-mounted camera was directed to a pair of VGA
glasses that gave the only view the human had of the interaction. Data were recorded at 20 Hz with a resolution
of 640x480 pixels. Three PhaseSpace LEDs were placed
on the head to capture the 3D position and orientation
of the head with respect to the world (See Figure 3).

Figure 3: Example images from the interactions with
the objects. Interactions were unscripted, with varying
backgrounds, and could include both objects in the image. The objects were additionally present in multiple
orientations.
The goal of the study was to investigate mechanisms
by which a modality (tactile/proprioceptive) may train
another modality (visual) in an unsupervised manner so
as to construct object concepts. To this end we started
with what we thought would be a relatively simple problem, to visually recognize the presence of two objects: a
drinking glass and a plate. We collected data from 6
minutes of unscripted human interactions with these objects, shown in Figure 1.
After the data were collected, each sensor was downsampled to the 20Hz rate of the video capture, and the
images were converted to grayscale at a resolution of
320x240 pixels. To make the motion capture information invariant to location in space, the three dimensional
coordinates were converted into angles between vectors
defined by the points tracked by the markers on the
arm. The data processing leaves 7521 samples with 5
motion capture angle readings, 18 cyberglove readings,
12 force sensor readings, and the corresponding 320x240
grayscale image. Of these samples, 1152 were during
grasps of the drinking glass, and 1602 from grasps of the
plate.

Figure 1: Images of the two objects, a drinking glass and
a plate. Because they were both on the table during the
interactions, images can include both objects.

Learning to Recognize Objects
The problem of recognizing the visual appearance of
the target objects turned out to be much more difficult than we had originally anticipated. In the past,
we have worked with standard datasets popular in the
computer vision literature in which the task is to recognize hundreds of object categories (Fasel, 2006) and so
were surprised by the difficulty of our dataset. We do
not have a clear explanation yet, but believe that while
our database includes only two target objects, it presents
some difficult challenges: (1) The objects appeared in a
wide range of poses and locations in the image plane.
In many cases, the pose was such that the drinking glass

Figure 2: Layout of the 12 force sensors on the fingertips
and palm.
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looked more like a plate and viceversa (see Figure 4). (2)
The hand was visible and occluded different parts of the
object. The recognition system had to implicitly factor
out the hand and later recognize the target objects on
their own. (3) In a large proportion of images both objects were visible simultaneously. (4) The target objects
were transparent.

Table 1: Results of clustering samples based on haptic
information. Entries show number of samples in each
cluster separated by true label.
Actually Holding
Glass Plate Neither
Cluster 1
836
72
39
Cluster 2
3 1387
262
Cluster 3
313
143
4466

for each of the two clusters with highest force sensor
values, the number of images that contain each object.
Notice that while these clusters were not generated from
visual information, they separate the objects well; only
4.5% of the images with one object are incorrectly clustered.
Figure 4: Images of the two objects, a drinking glass
and a plate. From certain angles, these objects look
more similar to each other than to themselves at different
angles.

Table 2: Number of objects present in the images of
each cluster. Numbers here represent images that contain part or whole of each object.
Neither Glass Plate Both
Cluster 1
2
279
70
596
Cluster 2
3
0 1193
456

Unsupervised Clustering
We first tried clustering the data using K-means and
spectral clustering. K-means is one of the simplest
and most popular approaches to unsupervised clustering.
Spectral clustering makes use of the spectrum of the similarity matrix of the data and is one of the most popular
algorithms used for unsupervised image segmentation.
We found that, in this case, spectral clustering provided
marginally worse results than K-means and thus here we
focus on the results with the K-means clustering.

Visual Clustering
Table 3 contains the same data as Table 2 but for the
clusters generated from visual information alone. Cluster 2 may be taken to represent plates, but neither of the
other clusters represents a drinking glass cluster. Similar results were obtained with spectral clustering approaches. Thus, for this particular dataset, vision alone
does not seem to easily separate the data into the target
object clusters.

Tactile Clustering
The 5 motion capture angles, the 18 cyberglove readings, and the 12 force-sensor readings were normalized
and combined into a single vector for each sample. Clusters were then computed using K = 3, with an aim of
capturing the two object classes plus a background class
for when the hand was not interacting with an object.
After combining all of the tactile sensors and clustering, the samples were separated into groups as shown in
Table 1. A measure of accuracy can be computed between the two clusters that correspond to samples when
the glass and plate are held. The measure takes the sum
of the samples that are truly glasses in what is interpreted as the glass cluster (the cluster with more glass
images) and the samples that are truly plates in what is
interpreted as the plate cluster, and divides by the total
number of samples in both clusters. This measure gives
the clustering an accuracy of 0.8553.
Thus, the clusters appear to represent the object categories, albeit imperfectly. These clusters are based
on the haptic information, and therefore do not reflect
which objects are actually in the image. Table 2 shows,

Table 3: Content of the clusters obtained from clustering the visual data (used to train the Plate-Vision
and Glass-Vision classifiers) used as reference for performance. Entries are the number of images in each cluster
that contain images of each, neither, or both objects.
For training the classifiers, Cluster 1 and Cluster 2 were
chosen.
Neither Glass Plate Both
Cluster 1
76
450
756 1539
Cluster 2
27
118 1332
424
Cluster 3
74
418
967 1340
No matter which clustering algorithm is used, the images from the clusters can contain both visual objects.
Given the noisy, unlabeled data of transparent objects
at different orientations, it seems a difficult task for a
classifier to learn to distinguish the objects from these
data.
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Learning The Visual Appearance of
Objects

from the background images, and Kj (b̂) is a measure of
how well the background explains the image assuming it
contains segment j. Additionally, f is of the form

Here we attempted to use the labels obtained from the
clustering of a modality to train another modality. Since
the clustering methods (tactile or visual) are unlikely to
perfectly separate the data into the target object classes,
it is important to choose a learning algorithm that can
operate in the presence of a large number of errors in the
training labels. In addition, the clustering algorithms
provide information about image types but no information about where the object is in the image. Thus a
learning algorithm is needed that can work with such
weak labels.
We chose the Segmental Boltzman Fields (SBF) algorithm (Fasel, Fortenberry, & Movellan, 2005; Fasel,
2006). This approach assumes that images are generated as a collection of rectangular patches. Each of these
patches generates either the background or the object of
interest from the respective distributions describing the
pixel values in a patch. To perform inference, each possible patch in an image is assigned a probability based
on the likelihood the pixels in the patch were generated
by the object distribution. This likelihood is combined
with a prior probability that an object was contained
in that image patch. Training this model involves the
estimation of the likelihood ratio between these two distributions for image patches.
After the tactile/proprioceptive clustering separated
the data into three groups, the two groups that had the
highest mean readings on the force sensors were used as
the labeled groups. This procedure relies on the assumption that the system prefers situations where objects are
present in the hand to when the hands are empty. Call
the two clusters A and B. Two classifiers were trained.
One of these was trained using A as positive, foreground,
examples and B as negative, background, examples. The
classifier trained this way can then be assumed to recognize objects contained in A. The other classifier was
trained using B as positive examples and A as negative
examples, so that it will recognize the object in B.

f (x) =

In the current case, each hi (x) is a step function of the
output from a Haar-like feature applied to image segment x which can take values of ±1, and αi is a realvalued weight. The goal of learning is to find the model
f that maximizes the log likelihood L. However, because computing the K terms is intractable, we instead
will attempt to maximize
L(x|f, b̂) = log

j=1

ef (xj ) Kj (b̂) − log

n
X

ns
X

ef (xj ) − log

j=1

n
X

ef (x̃k )

k=1

since we are concerned only with the choice of f , and the
K terms are always positive and constant with respect
to this choice.
This likelihood function is maximized using functional
gradient ascent by boosting the components of the foreground model, hi (x).

Results
In order to get a standard benchmark, we first developed
a plate and a drinking glass detector using a supervised
learning approach. For these supervised approaches, the
objects were cropped by hand from the images separated
by the tactile clustering. The negative sets for these
classifiers were the whole, uncropped images from the
other cluster (glass for plate, and vice versa). These sets,
positive and negative, were given to the SBF algorithm
(Fasel, 2006), which learned supervised classifiers from
them. The classifiers trained this way are called Supervised classifiers in tables 4 and 5. The performance of
the classifiers was measured in terms of the performance
in a 2 alternative forced choice task (2AFC).
We then developed visual classifiers using the labels
provided by the tactile/proprioceptive clusters. The two
classifiers, one for each cluster, were trained on subsets
of 64 images chosen at random from the pool of images
separated by the clustering. The classifiers were evaluated on two sets of data: The first set contained images
of the instrumented hand grasping the objects, similar to
the data on which the classifiers were trained. The second set contained images of the objects alone, without
the instrumented hand present in the image. It also contained two distractor objects, a pen and a mug. Neither
of these distractor objects was present in the training
set. This second set was designed to rule out the possibility that the system was learning to recognize the fact
that the hands look different when grasping different objects, rather than learning the appearance of the objects

The model of foreground (images that contain the object
of interest) and background images (images to that do
not contain the object) specified in (Fasel et al., 2005;
Fasel, 2006) gives a log likelihood function for a foreground image x as follows
ns
X

αi hi (x).

i=1

Segmental Boltzman Fields

L(x|f, b̂) = log

t
X

ef (x̃k ) + log(n)

k=1

where f and b̂ are the foreground and background models, xj is segment j from image x, ns is the number
of segments in the positive image, n is the number of
segments in the background image set, x̃k is segment k
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themselves. The classifiers trained using the tactile clusters are called Tactile in the tables. Results presented
below are from classifiers for each category that had the
highest cross-validated performance on the training set.
As an additional control, we developed classifiers
trained using clusters generated from the images alone,
without any tactile information. The images were split
into three clusters. Since there was no signal to distinguish which contained an object and which did not,
the clusters that best contained instances of the plate
and glass were selected by hand, and trained with SBF.
The content of these clusters is described in Table 3.
These classifiers represent how how well the objects
could be learned from the dataset’s visual information
alone. These are called the Vision classifiers in the tables.

Figure 5: Example localization estimated by the Glass
classifier. Each image contains a box around the area it
estimates is most likely to have generated the image of
the object. The lower section of the images is a heatmap
of the probability that an object is present in the image at each location. This heatmap is normalized individually for each image, so direct comparisons between
heatmaps are difficult.
at different orientations, and the classifier manages to
locate the plate even in a side-on view. The fourth image shows a mistake. The base of the glass and some of
the background (not shown) are occasionally selected as
the location of the object in the image.

Table 4: Performance of the classifiers on the data containing the hand manipulating the objects. These data
were similar to the data on which the classifiers were
trained.
2AFC
Tactile Vision Supervised
0.968
0.782
0.938

Table 5: Performance of the two classifiers on the data
with the objects alone. These data were tested to show
that the classifier had not learned to recognize the hand.
2AFC
Tactile Vision Supervised
0.983
0.529
0.935

Figure 6: Example localization estimated by the Plate
classifier.

Conclusion
Object Localization

The goal of this project was to use contemporary machine learning methods to investigate Piaget’s idea that
active interaction across modalities may be the engine
for the construction of object knowledge (Piaget, 1953).
We identified the existence of modality-specific invariances as a potential mechanism by which Piaget’s ideas
may be implemented in practice. For example, object
segmentation and pose invariant recognition are very
difficult in the visual domain but trivial in the tactile/proprioceptive domain. This creates an opportunity
for tactile information to be used to learn the location
and appearance of objects in images.
To test these ideas we developed the instrumentation
necessary to simultaneously collect tactile, proprioceptive and visual information of a person interacting with
two everyday objects (a drinking glass and a plate).
While the dataset we obtained contained only two target objects, there were a large number of occlusions (due
to the presence of the hands) and a wide variety of 3D
poses. When given the supervised location of the object,
the relatively mediocre results (average 2AFC of 0.93)

The SBF algorithm provides posterior probability maps
representing the presence or absence of target objects.
The intensity of a pixel on these maps indicates the probability that that particular pixel renders the object of
interest. In addition, the algorithm can select the most
probable location of the target object.
Figure 5 shows the estimated locations for the classifier trained to identify glasses. The first two images
show examples of what the classifier estimated for images with and without the hand. The classifier seems to
have picked out the curve of the glass rim in the first
image, but manages to cover a more complete area of
the glass when the hand is present. In the third image, notice that when the glass is viewed horizontally,
the classifier is not confident enough to predict that the
object is present in the image.
Figure 6 shows posterior probability maps from the
classifier that learned to detect images with plates. The
first three images are examples of when the classifier
identified the plate well. These images contain the plate
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of the resulting classifier indicate that the task was not
easy.
We then used a simple unsupervised clustering method
on the tactile/proprioceptive information to separate the
observed data into three clusters. These clusters roughly
mapped into episodes of interaction with each of the two
target objects and episodes in which the target objects
were not present. The information provided by unsupervised clustering in the tactile/proprioceptive channel
was then used to train a visual classifier.
The classifiers that developed out of this approach
were accurate and robust to variations in pose and to
a wide range of occlusions. They were more accurate
(average 2AFC= 0.98) than the classifiers trained in a
supervised manner (average 2AFC = 0.93). If confirmed
by future studies, this would be a remarkable result, suggesting that tactile information may indeed provide critical invariances for the construction of object detectors
in the visual domain. Additionally, the superiority of the
tactile and visual classifier over the visual only classifier
lends support to the idea that multi-modal integration
may be better than individual sensory modalities when
used to generate object knowledge.
The results are a first step. We need to study how the
proposed approach scales up as we add a larger number of objects. In this project, we addressed the perception problem decoupled from the motor control problem,
i.e., we let a human move his hands and change his visual input at will. In practice infants face a combined
perceptual and control problem and they may use this
opportunity to optimize the knowledge gained about objects. In some conditions they may choose to move an
object in front of their eyes while maintaining a constant
hold of the object. In such cases, the tactile system may
provide useful invariances to train the visual system. In
other conditions, they may choose to look at a stationary
object while touching it in different locations, when the
visual system would provide invariances to train the tactile system. One of our immediate goals is to formalize
this problem from the point of view of information maximization approaches to motor control (Butko & Movellan, 2010). We are also planning to test such formalism
on Diego-San, a humanoid robot we developed to help us
understand cognitive development from a computational
point of view.
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Abstract

classification and postulate three new mechanisms of representational change. First, we propose a general distinction
between two kinds of mechanisms: 1) re-representational
mechanisms: processes that make the mapping possible but
do not produce a substantial change in the representation of
the analogs, and 2) conceptual change mechanisms: processes
that change the perception of the analogs as an effect of the
comparison. Within the first kind, we include Gentner and
Wolff´s (2000) re-representation of propositional elements,
and propose a new mechanism: re-representation of events.
Within the second kind, we include Gentner and Wolff´s
highlighting, inference generation and restructuring, and
propose two further mechanisms: recategorization of propositional elements and recategorization of events (see Figure
1). We present the results of two experiments that gather
evidence for the mechanism of recategorization of events.

In this paper we proposed a new classification of analogical
mechanisms of representational change and gathered evidence
of the operation of one of the new ones that we proposed:
recategorization of events. We carried out two experiments to
assess whether an analogy can trigger the recategorization of
a target analog (TA). More specifically, the experiments were
designed to test whether a TA not initially regarded as a
member of a schema relational category can be perceived as
belonging to such category as a result of being paired with a
base analog (BA) consisting of a typical exemplar of that
category. Results in both experiments showed that having
paired an atypical TA with a typical BA favored the use of the
base category to describe the TA. Implications for traditional
and future proposals of mechanisms of analogical
representation change are discussed.
Keywords: analogy; mapping; re-representation, relational
category

Mechanisms of
representational cha nge

Introduction
Analogy serves several and diverse cognitive functions,
such as problem solving, explanation, persuasion, decision
making and learning (Holyoak, Gentner, & Kokinov, 2001).
Two situations are analogous if they share a common pattern
of relations among their constituent entities, even though the
objects themselves may differ across situations. Through a
mapping between the elements of a known situation (base
analog: BA) and their corresponding elements in a less
understood situation (target analog: TA), inferences can be
drawn to enhance the representation of the latter. Hofstadter
and FARG (1995) have argued that mapping and
representational change run in an intrinsically related way,
and can not be studied separately. During the past decade
some experimental research has been done that focused on
this interaction (see, e.g., Gentner & Kurtz, 2006; Kokinov,
Bliznashki, Kosev, & Hristova, 2007; Kurtz, 2005).
Gentner and Wolff (2000) distinguished several kinds of
representational change produced by metaphor and analogy.
In the present paper we introduce some adjustments to their

Re-representation

Conceptual cha nge

Of propositional Of events
elements
(propositions
considered as wholes)
Recategorization
of propositional
elements

Highlighting
Inference
generation
Reestructuring

Recategorization of
events (propositions
considered as wholes)

Figure 1. Analogical mechanisms of representational
change.
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In order to gather experimental evidence for the existence
of re-representation at the level of propositional elements,
Gentner and Kurtz (2006) used both online and offline
measures to assess if participants re-represented non
identical relations when asked to give judgments of
analogical relatedness. In this study, participants were asked
to give timed answers to whether a BA (e.g., John bought
the candy) was analogous to TAs in which the base relation
was substituted with other relations of varying degrees of
semantic similarity with the base relation. Sticking to the
above BA, whereas in the synonymous verb condition the
TA was John purchased the candy, in the near verb
condition the TA was John took the candy. Finally, in the far
condition the TA was John stepped on the candy. Processing
times for synonymous pairs were shorter than those for near
pairs. With regards to ratings of analogical acceptance,
analogs with synonymous verbs were nearly always
considered analogous. At the level of semantically similar
but distinct predicates, in more than half of the trials the
compared facts were judged as analogous, providing striking
evidence of human flexibility in re-representing predicates in
order to place two situations in correspondence. In their
second experiment, Gentner and Kurtz introduced an
analogical acceptance justification task aimed at assessing
whether participants would mention an underlying semantic
commonality that could provide supporting evidence for a rerepresentation process. Their results showed that participants
effectively used novel language redescriptions to refer to the
analogical relations, especially for near and far substitutions.
An interesting result was that when participants had to
justify the analogical relation between far objects they did
not only redescribe the noun but also the verb, which was
the same across the BA and the TA. This data is not
consistent with approaches that conceive re-representation
processes as operating via the identification of similarities
between propositional elements considered in isolation.
Minervino, Oberholzer and Trench (2008) have argued
that a limitation of all available accounts of the role played
by semantic similarity on analogical mapping resides in
confining its treatment to the level of propositional elements
(i.e., objects, object properties and relations), and argued for
the need of broader construals in the treatment of similarity.
In the present paper, we propose an alternative rerepresentation mechanism that operates on propositions as
wholes and not at the level of propositional elements. Such
mechanism consists of searching for a schema relational
category (Markman & Stilwell, 2000) for which the
compared facts constitute instances. We refer to this
mechanism as recategorization of events.
Instead of sharing a set of probabilistic features and feature
correlations, members of relational categories such as
assassination share a relational structure like, say, KILL
(murder, means, victim), which can be instantiated by many
apparently different exemplars, such as Fred thrust a knife
into Gina’s heart, Mary had Bob drink poison, or The
surgeon disconnected the patient’s oxygen supply (Gentner
& Kurtz, 2005). Let’s consider the following analogs:

Re-representation mechanisms
Dominant theoretical accounts of the mapping process rely
heavily on the existence of semantic similarity between the
propositional elements to be mapped (e.g., Gentner &
Markman, 2006; Hofstadter & FARG, 1995; Holyoak &
Thagard, 1989; Hummel & Holyoak, 1997). Even though
there is agreement regarding the fact that two dissimilar
predicates or entities can be put in correspondence in order
to improve an ongoing global mapping if they can be rerepresented as similar, there is still debate as to the exact
mechanisms through which this re-representational process
takes place. Falkenhainer’s (1990) method of minimal
ascension could re-represent initially dissimilar concepts
such as buy and take via identification of a common
superordinate (e.g., obtain). In a similar way, the first
version of the multiconstraint theory allowed alignments
between non identical elements by providing the mapping
engine (ACME) with similarity scores among the elements
being compared (Holyoak & Thagard, 1989). The criterion
underlying such similarity scores reflected intuitive
taxonomic IS-A criteria (see Holyoak & Thagard, 1995). In
this way, as cat and dog are encompassed by the immediate
superordinate mammal, they are assigned a higher similarity
score than would be assigned to the pair cat and tuna, since
the common superordinate of these last concepts (i.e.,
animal) occupies a higher position in the hierarchy. A more
recent proposal for re-representing similar but not identical
relations, advanced by the structure-mapping theory as an
extension of SME (Falkenhainer, Forbus, & Gentner, 1989),
is semantic decomposition. This mechanism consists of
identifying the subcomponents that encode the meaning of
dissimilar relations, so as to reveal identity matches among
these subcomponents (Yan, Forbus, & Gentner, 2003). If a
means of finding an identity between initially dissimilar
predicates like UNLOCK (house) and UNCORK (bottle)
were needed, applying decomposition to the above predicates
could eventually lead to re-represent them as CAUSE
[UNLOCK (house), OPEN (house)] and CAUSE [UNCORK
(bottle), OPEN (bottle)], respectively. In this way, the
decomposition mechanism reveals that unlock and uncork
share the common subcomponent open. In a similar vein,
the last computational implementation of the multiconstraint
theory (i.e., LISA; Hummel & Holyoak, 1997, 2003) achieves
a sort of decomposition by resorting to distributed
representations of meaning. LISA operates on conceptual
units that are permanently linked to a collection of primitives
that represent their semantics. Within LISA’s architecture,
two non-identical elements can be put in correspondence as
a result of sharing semantic primitives–a mechanism akin to
semantic decomposition (Gentner & Kurtz, 2006).
The processes described so far constitute re-representation
mechanisms, to the extent to which they do not imply
substantial changes in the perception of one or both analogs
as an effect of the comparison, being their main function to
complete an ongoing mapping. On the other hand, they
operate computing the similarity between pairs of
propositional elements considered in isolation.
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Conceptual change mechanisms

BA: Dolores hung garlic on the door
TA: Mary brought a rabbit leg to the stadium

It is possible that in some cases one of the analogs (e.g., the
BA) constitutes a typical exemplar of a schema relational
category but the other (the TA) one does not, admitting the
application of more accessible alternative categories. If the
typical BA promotes a relatively improbable categorization
of the TA, that categorization could be taken as a case of
conceptual change rather than a case of re-representation.
Consider the following analogs:

If participants in an experiment had to decide if these
situations are analogous and try to find superordinates for
the pairs hang-bring, garlic-rabbit leg and door-stadium,
they would only find very abstract ones, giving place to a
trivial superordinate description like “Someone takes an
object to a place”, probably leading participants to decide
that the compared facts are not analogous. A similar result
would be obtained when attempting to discover latent
identities via decomposition:

BA: Dolores hung garlic on the door.
TA: Mary lighted a candle in the basement
In cases like this, people are likely to categorize the BA as
an exemplar of a superstitious behavior (since it is a typical
example of that relational category), and then evaluate if the
TA could be considered an instance of such category. This
kind of representational change is likely to occur for schema
relational categories, since the exemplars of these categories
usually receive many and diverse categorizations (some of
them not mutually exclusive), as compared to exemplars of
entity categories (Gentner & Kurtz, 2005) (e.g., Mary
lighted the candle in the basement could be categorized as
an act of illumination, an attempt to improve the smell of
the basement, etc.). If the BA represents a typical exemplar
of a schema relational category, it may favor the application
of such category to the TA in order to reveal the similarity
between the base and the target. We refer to this kind of
conceptual change as recategorization of events.
Kurtz (2005) carried out two experiments in which the
primary question was whether comparing a pen with a bottle
(a typical exemplar of container) could influence the
recategorization of a pen (an atypical case of container) as
an instance of that category. This was evaluated directly
using a yes/no question: “Can a pen be a container?” Kurtz
(2005, Experiment 1) included two control conditions: while
in one of them the critical question was not preceded by a
comparison task, in the other one participants had to
compare a pen to a base object (key) that was not an
exemplar of container (this second group is necessary to
confirm that the causal factor is the comparison with the
bottle and not just any process of comparison). The
bottle/pen condition but not the key/pen condition gave
more “yes” answers than the pen/only condition.
The Kurtz's (2005) study was aimed at investigating
analogical recategorization of objects. We developed a first
experiment to determine whether presenting a typical
exemplar of a schema relational category can trigger the
recategorization of a TA describing an event that is less
representative of the same relational category. Let's suppose
that a group of people read Dolores hung garlic on the door.
If they were asked how they would categorize that situation,
they might answer that Dolores is carrying out a
superstitious action. Now, if they read that Dolores lighted a
candle in the basement, most of them would probably say
that Dolores is trying to illuminate the basement, and may
be that only a few would say that she is being superstitious.

BA: Dolores hung garlic on the door →
CAUSE [HANG (dolores, garlic, door), MOVE (dolores,
garlic, door)]
TA: Mary brought a rabbit leg to the stadium →
CAUSE [BRING (mary, rabbit leg, stadium), MOVE (mary,
rabbit leg, stadium)]
In cases like the described above, where element-toelement re-representational mechanisms fail to reveal an
identity between the compared situations, we postulate a rerepresentational mechanism, consisting of a search for a
schema relational category (in this case, superstition) for
which the to-be-mapped situations could be considered
instances. According to our proposed classification, this last
process should be included among re-representation
mechanisms, on the grounds that the perception of the
situations does not change as an effect of the analogical
comparison.
Minervino et al. (2008) conducted two experiments to
show that sometimes people disregard element-to-element
similarities and favor similarity between events described by
whole propositions in their judgments of analogical
relatedness. Participants had to choose between two TAs
(e.g., TA1: John offered a deodorant to Mary; TA2: John
wrote a poem to Mary) for a certain BA (e.g., John gave a
perfume to Mary)–all the analogs being structurally identical.
The only difference was that whereas the elements of the
TA1 were semantically close to the elements of the BA, the
elements of the TA2 were semantically more distant. Results
showed that participants frequently passed over element-toelement similarities between the BA and the TA1 and chose
instead the TA2, which shared a common schema relational
category with the BA (e.g., act of seduction).
As we have said, re-representation mechanisms do not
imply substantial changes in the perception of the analogs.
In the case of the two considered mechanisms this can be
explained as follows: since the base and target elements or
events constitute typical instances of the superordinate
category evoked to place them in correspondence, the
analogy does not induce a categorization different from the
one each analog would have received by it itself.
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But how would people describe the TA when paired with the
BA in the context of an analogy? In this case we ventured that
many of them would describe lighting a candle in the
basement as a case of superstition. If this actually happened,
we would count with some evidence concerning the fact that
analogies could favor the recategorization of events.

analogy group from discovering the logic of the
recategorization of the TA in terms of the BA. In the noanalogy condition participants read six critical non analogies
(i.e., NA plus an atypical TA), and six filler non analogies
(i.e., NA plus a typical TA). In this way, participants in both
groups had to categorize and rate typical and atypical cases.
The order of presentation of the sets was counterbalanced in
both conditions. See Table 1 for examples of the sets
employed in Experiment 1.

Experiment 1
Participants in the analogy group read a typical BA and an
atypical TA (e.g., Peter gave a bottle of perfume to Mary
and Peter played a joke on Mary) and were asked to
categorize the situation described in the TA considering that
it was analogous to the one described in the BA (e.g., “How
would you describe Peter's second behavior considering that
it is analogous to his first action?”). Participants in the noanalogy group read the TA after reading a non analog (i.e., a
case that doesn’t belong to the critical category; e.g., Peter
lodged a complaint against Mary). Then they were asked to
categorize the second situation (e.g., “How would you
categorize Peter's second behavior?”). The categorizations
of the TAs were compared between the analogy and noanalogy groups.

Procedure Participants in the analogy group read a
definition of analogy and four examples of analogies and
non analogies. They also received an explanation and
examples of the categorization task. Then they had to
perform four training tasks. After that, they read six critical
analogies and six filler analogies, and they were asked to
categorize the TA of each of them on the supposition that it
was analogous to the BA. In this categorization task, they
were allowed to provide one or more descriptions of the TA.
Participants in the no-analogy group read the same
instructions as participants in the analogy condition, except
for the fact that the explanation about analogy was removed.
After that, they read six critical non analogies and six filler
non analogies, and they performed the categorization task.
The experiment was individually administrated in
computers and each session lasted approximately 30 min.
On one screen appeared the pair of situations and the
categorization task.

Method
Participants Fifty three undergraduate students from the
University of Buenos Aires participated in the experiment
for course credits. Participants were randomly distributed
between the two conditions: the analogy group (26) and the
no-analogy group (27).

Table 1: Examples of sets

Materials. Twelve sets of materials were used. Each set
consisted of a typical analog, an atypical analog and a non
analog (NA). All of the analogs and NAs consisted of
simple daily life situations (e.g., Peter played a joke on
Mary or Dolores lighted a candle in the basement). We
made a preliminary study to produce our materials.
Participants (27) in an independent group had to categorize
and rate on a 7-point Likert scale the analogs and non
analogs of 33 sets, considered as isolated cases and
presented in a random order. To choose the sets we adopted
the following criteria: 1) the typical analogs were cases in
which more than 60% of the participants used the critical
category to classify the situation, and on the Likert scale
their median value was 6 or more (e.g., Hang garlic on the
door, a typical example of superstition); 2) the atypical
analogs were cases in which less than 15% of the
participants selected the critical category to classify the
situation, and on the Likert scale their median value was 3
or less (e.g., Light a candle in the basement, a non-typical
example of superstition); 3) the NAs were cases where
nobody applied the critical category and their median value
was 1 (e.g., Forget a coat in the garden, not a case of
superstition). In the analogy condition participants read six
critical analogies (i.e., a typical case as the BA and an
atypical case as the TA) and six filler analogies (i.e., an
atypical case as the BA and a typical case as the TA). The
aim of the filler analogies was to prevent participants in the

Category Typicality

Situation

Seduction Typical

Juan gave a perfume to María

Atypical

Juan played a joke on María

Non analog Juan lodged a complaint to María
Marital
Typical
infidelity
Atypical

Ariel closed the chat when his
wife arrived
Ariel arranged the bed when his
wife arrived

Non analog Ariel blew his nose when his wife
arrived
Teaching

Typical

Martín explained an equation to
his brother

Atypical

Martín made the bed of his brother

Non analog Martín asked for a refreshment to
his brother

Results and Discussion
Two independent judges evaluated if the participants used
the critical category to describe the TA. They were
instructed to consider as hits only those cases in which the
exact critical concept or a very close synonym was
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employed (e.g., witchcraft or ritual instead of superstition).
Judges agreed in 87% of the trials. Cases of disagreement
were solved by open discussion. Participants in the noanalogy group used the critical category in 7% of the TAs'
descriptions. In contrast, in the analogy-group participants
used the critical category to refer to the TAs in 48% of the
trials, χ²(1, 318) = 66.58, p < .0001. Results showed that
when paired with a typical BA, there was an increased
probability of describing the TA as an instance of the
schema relational category that corresponds to the BA. This
evidence suggests that the presence of a typical BA can have
an influence on the recategorization of the atypical TA.

three critical non analogies, three filler analogies and three
filler non analogies. In each of them they were asked to
determine if the two situations were analogous. Following
that task, they had to categorize the TA, being allowed to
produce one or more descriptions.

Results and Discussion
Two independent judges evaluated, following the same
criteria applied in Experiment 1, if the participants used the
critical category to describe the TA. Judges agreed in 89%
of the trials. Cases of disagreement were solved by open
discussion. When participants read the critical non analogies
they used the critical category in 3% of the TAs'
descriptions. In contrast, within those trials in which
participants were confronted with critical analogies and
accepted the analogy (82 cases), they evoked the critical
category in 41% of the cases, χ²(1, 192) = 42.86, p < .0001.
Although in this experiment we gave participants the
possibility of evaluating if the two situations were
analogous or not, results replicated those obtained in
Experiment 1. The data showed that when the analogical
relation with the typical BA was identified, there was a
higher probability of applying the critical category to the
atypical TA than when it was paired with a NA. To sum up,
the data support the idea that analogical mapping triggered a
recategorization of the TA as an instance of the critical base
category.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 1 participants in the analogy group were not
given the chance to judge if the compared situations were
analogous or not. Instead, they were prompted to categorize
the TA on the supposition that it was analogous to the BA.
This may have determined the relative high number of times
that the critical category was employed. In Experiment 2 we
introduced a variation that allowed us to evaluate a
spontaneous categorization instead of a forced one. To that
end, we introduced a yes/no answer question about the
analogical relation prior to the categorization task.
Participants read two situations and then they where asked if
they were analogous (“Do you consider that these two
situations are analogous?”). Since, as we will see, all
participants were confronted not only with analogies but
also with non analogies, the chances of “no” and “yes”
answers were balanced. After that, they had to categorize the
second situation (e.g., “Then, how would you categorize the
second situation?”). We compared the number of times the
critical category was selected between the analogy sets and
the no-analogy sets.

General Discussion
In this paper we presented a new classification of
mechanisms of representational change. We propose a
distinction between mechanisms that make the mapping
possible but do not lead to a substantial change in the
perception of the analogs (i.e., mechanisms of rerepresentation) and mechanisms that lead to a substantial
change in the representations as an effect of the analogical
comparison (i.e., mechanisms of conceptual change). Three
new mechanisms are proposed and two of them have a
couple of differences with the mechanisms previously
proposed in the field. First, in some situations the rerepresentation and the conceptual change operate
considering the propositions (i.e., the events that they
describe) as wholes and not the propositional elements in
isolation. Second, they contemplate the use of relational
categories (Gentner & Kurtz 2005) that have not received
enough attention by theories of analogical mapping.
Most theories of analogical mapping accept that two
situations can be considered analogous even when their
corresponding elements are not initially represented as
having identical meaning (Gentner & Kurtz, 2006). They
require, however, that some kind of identity between
initially similar (but non-identical) propositional elements
could be identified, and they propose several mechanisms of
re-representation to find those identities, like searching for
superordinates in IS-A networks (Falkenhainer, 1990;
Holyoak & Thagard, 1989) or decomposition (Hummel &

Method
Participants Forty undergraduate students from the
University of Buenos Aires participated in the experiment
for course credits.
Materials We used the same materials as in Experiment 1.
As all participants were confronted with analogies and non
analogies, we were able to implement an intrasubject
manipulation of the independent variable (presence or
absence of a typical BA followed by an atypical TA). Thus,
participants were confronted with both critical and filler
analogies and critical and filler non analogies. The order of
presentation of the sets was counterbalanced. In this way,
for each participant that received the critical analogy version
of, say, Set 1, another participant received the critical non
analogy version of the same set.
Procedure Participants read a definition of analogy, four
examples of analogies and non analogies, and an
explanation and examples of the categorization task. After
completing four practice trials, they read twelve pairs of
situations. Each participant received three critical analogies,
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Holyoak, 1997; Yan, Gentner & Forbus, 2003). Sometimes,
these propositional element comparisons may lead to
disregard similarities that can be captured using alternative
re-representation mechanisms. In this study we proposed that
the employment of schema relational categories (Markman &
Stilwell, 2000) could be a means of considering similarities
between propositions considered as wholes. The members of
relational categories share a relational structure that can be
instantiated by many and diverse exemplars (Gentner &
Kurtz, 2005). For example, aggression could be instantiated
by insulting someone, pointing defects to someone, making
an ironic comment about someone, etc. In these cases, the
activation of an appropriate relational category could lead to
discover the analogical relations between the exemplars. If
the base and target situations constituted typical exemplars
of the schema relational category, it would be a case of rerepresentation of events, since the representational change
does not imply viewing one of the analogs in a novel
manner as an effect of the comparison with the other one. In
contrast, if a typical BA promoted an improbable
categorization of the TA, it would be a case that we
classified as recategorization of events. In this study we
carried out two experiments to gather evidence for the use
of this last mechanism.
The results of Experiment 1 showed that a relational
category triggered by a typical BA influenced the
categorization of an atypical TA in terms of the base
category. This finding was replicated in situations where
participants spontaneously identified the analogical relation
between the base and target analogs. A common
shortcoming of the new mechanisms proposed and the
traditional ones is that they all assume the existence of
taxonomic hierarchies such as IS-A networks. We consider
that in many cases the identification of analogical relations
supposes the creation of ad hoc categories that are not
available in conceptual networks of general purpose. It
would be interesting that future studies investigated the role
that ad hoc schema relational categories play in the
analogical mapping.
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2001, Grinberg & Kokinov, 2003; Petkov & Kokinov,
2009), analogy and perception (Petkov & Shahbazyan,
2007, Petkov & Kokinov, 2009; Kokinov, Vankov &
Bliznashki, 2009), analogy and judgement (Petkov &
Kokinov, 2006). In this paper we return to the initial idea to
model the three traditionally considered separate types of
reasoning (since the time of Aristotle) by the same
mechanisms.
Meanwhile other models of analogy started to explore the
relations between analogy and induction (schema
generalization). The SME has been used in the
generalization of structurally similar situations (Kuehne,
Forbus, Gentner, & Quinn, 2000; Lovett, Lockwood,
Dehghani, & Forbus, 2007). The LISA model and its close
relative DORA have been specifically addressing the
generalization problem and its integration with the
analogical mapping (Hummel & Holyoak, 2003; Doumas,
Hummel, & Sandhofer, 2008).
There are not that many attempts to integrate analogy and
deduction with the exception of PI (Holland, Holyoak,
Nisbett, & Thagard, 1986) and of integrating the SME and
qualitative reasoning (Forbus, 2001).
The current paper describes an attempt to demonstrate
that deduction, induction, and analogy can be produced by a
common pool of simple mechanisms (those postulated in the
DUAL architecture) and that only the context and the
specific interplay between these mechanisms will determine
which of these processes will emerge out of the
computational process. Thus this is an attempt to model
examples of these three processes in a single simulation
experiment – without tuning the parameters or changing the
mechanisms for each of the cases.

Abstract
This paper presents a series of simulations performed with the
AMBR model that demonstrate how deduction, induction, and
analogy can emerge from the interaction of several simple
mechanisms. First, a case of deductive reasoning is
demonstrated when a problem is solved based on general
knowledge. The system represents the target in different ways
depending on the goal, and different solutions are generated.
Second, the constructed solutions of the problems are
remembered and later on used as a base for remote analogy.
Finally, on the basis of the analogy made, a generalized
solution of the class of problems is induced. One important
characteristic of the model is that representation of the task,
problem-solving, and learning are not viewed as separate
modules. Instead, they are different aspects of one and the
same joined work of the basic mechanisms of the architecture.
Keywords: cognitive
generalization.

modeling,

analogy,

deduction,

Introduction
It has been suggested that analogy is the core of human
cognition (Hofstadter, 2001; Holyoak, Gentner, & Kokinov,
2001). The reason is that “relational reasoning” can be
found in a variety of cognitive processes.
Traditionally, however, models of analogy-making have
been isolated from and contrasted to models of deductive
reasoning (Gentner, 1983, 1989; Holyoak & Thagard, 1989,
Hummel & Holyoak, 1997, Hofstadter, 1995). Somehow
gradually analogy-making became a separate and important
domain of study (Gentner, Holyoak, Kokinov, 2001).
When the AMBR model was first launched (Kokinov,
1988) it was suggested as a unified model of deduction,
induction, and analogy. It has been claimed that deduction,
induction, and analogy “are not separate cognitive
mechanisms, but rather a slightly different manifestations of
the same basic mechanisms” (Kokinov, 1988). A few
experiments have been run to demonstrate that deduction,
induction, and analogy have common properties – being
primed by recent experience (Kokinov, 1990), and
transferred knowledge being evaluated on the basis of the
structural correspondence between the target and the
memorized base (Kokinov, 1992). Even though AMBR was
suggested as a unified model of these three “kinds” of
reasoning, the line of its further development has gone in
different directions like exploring the relations between
analogy and memory (Kokinov, 1994a, Kokinov & Petrov,

Brief description of the DUAL architecture
The DUAL architecture was launched (Kokinov, 1994b,
1994c) as a general cognitive architecture that will provide
mechanisms for modeling various cognitive processes.
The knowledge in DUAL is represented by a huge
number of interconnected micro-agents. Each agent‟s
symbolic aspect represents a small piece of knowledge
while its level of activation represents the relevance of this
piece of knowledge to the current context. The activation
spreads through the network as in connectionists networks.
There are two sources of activation – INPUT and GOAL
nodes. Each agent may also have a residual activation that
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slowly decreases in time. Thus, the pattern of activation
dynamically represents the current context. The agents may
perform symbolic operations – creation of new agents;
changing weights of links, passing markers – with speed,
proportional to their activation level.
Each active instance-agent emits a marker through the
class hierarchy. The marker spreads up with a speed,
proportional to the relevance of the respective concepts.
When two markers cross somewhere, a hypothesis for
correspondence between the two origins is created locally.
In other words, the system performs a micro-analogy – it
„notices‟ that there is something in common between two
items, and makes a micro-generalization of them.
The hypotheses are created independently by local
computations; the hypothesis nodes interconnect themselves
with supporting or inhibitory links; and a constraint
satisfaction network gradually emerges.
When some agents are mapped to the arguments of a
certain relation, the relations involving theses nodes try to
be transferred, enveloping the respective agents. Initially,
the relations are transferred as anticipation-agents – a
hypothesis that something is present in the environment or
that a certain action can be performed. The anticipation may
be verified by a simulated perceptual system. The agents on
the GOAL list in turn activate further the chains of relations
that lead to achieving the goals.
Finally, large structures emerge from the local dynamic
interactions. Many pressures (for consistency, for goal
completion) work in parallel to resolve the competition
between the coalitions of hypotheses. Finally, some
hypotheses win the competition (in different moments of
time), whereas many losers fizzle out. The most promising
hypotheses and anticipations remain in memory for further
usage. Thus, the system learns during the problem solving
and new generalizations and coalitions of generalizations
enrich the system‟s memory.
All mechanisms in DUAL work in parallel and influence
each other. There is no separation between the processes of
retrieval, mapping, formulation of hypotheses and
anticipations; achieving the goal, and learning. Instead, they
run in parallel and influence each other.

double

want

Sister-2

Sister-1

orange
desire

desire

cake

shake

Figure 1. Simplified representation of the problem: two
sisters quarrel for an orange and do not recognize that they
want different parts of it and can divide it.

Simulation 1: Transfer of a solution from
general knowledge (Deduction)
The first simulation (Simulation 1A) models the mind of the
first sister. Her goal is to make a shake, having an orange.
Thus, there are two agents that receive initial activation: a
representation of an orange is on the INPUT; a
representation of a shake is on the GOAL (Fig. 2).
GOAL

INPUT

shake

orange

Sister 1

cake
Sister 2

Domain of the simulations

Figure 2. Part of the initial state of the first simulation.

In order to demonstrate some of DUAL‟s important abilities
in a coherent set of simulations, we decided to apply the
model to a series of negotiation problems which require a
trade-off solution (see Gentner, Loewenstein, Thompson, &
Forbus, 2009). An example of a trade-off problem is the
classical story of the two sisters quarrelling over an orange
(see Figure 1 for a simplified representation) which is
compared to the conflict between Egypt and Israel.

The activation spreads through the class hierarchy – to the
concepts of „orange‟ and „shake‟; upward to the more
abstract concepts; and then back to some of their instances.
Relatively easily, the general knowledge of the recipe for
shake is activated (Fig. 3). There are other instances of
orange and shake in the recipe and the mechanisms for
marker-passing, the creation of hypotheses, and transfer do
their job to produce the mapping between the given
products and the recipe. Soon, the relations that are
necessary for completion of the situation are transferred
back from the recipe knowledge (Fig. 4). Namely, the sister
should take the orange; this implies that she can squeeze out
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the juice; this in turn is a necessary condition for making a
shake.
Of course, some other instances of orange may be
activated, mapped to the target, and some other relations
may be transferred. The completion of the causal chain from
the initial situation to the goal, however, increases
dramatically the activation of the agents from this chain.
Furthermore, the pressure of this active chain causes the
respective mapping to win the competition. Thus, the
system „solves‟ the problem. As a consequence, the
hypotheses and anticipations, relevant to this „solution‟ are
transformed into permanent agents and remain in the
memory of AMBR for further use. The others fizzle out.

squee
ze

The simulation has finished at the time of 68.06 AMBR
cycles (compare with the longer duration of the other two
simulations).
Simulation 1B is performed to simulate the mind of the
second sister. It is analogous to the first one, except for the
goal. Thus an orange is on the INPUT list, while a cake is
on the GOAL list, and the system successfully transferred
and learned a respective relational chain from the general
knowledge: the sister should take the orange, should peel it,
and should use the pieces of peel for making the cake.
The simulations successfully demonstrate the ability of
the model to select from an un-separated general knowledge
the relevant relations; to transfer them; and to combine them
into a coherent solution. This approach differs from the
traditional analogy-making models, in which the base
situation is separated from the other knowledge.

shake

orange

cause

take
peel

Simulation 2: Context sensitivity and the role
of the goal (Deduction)

General knowledge – receipt
for a shake

Simulation 2 simulates the mind of a third person – a
judge. There is again an orange on the INPUT, but an agent,
which represents the relation that both sisters should be
satisfied, is attached on the GOAL (Fig.5). The same longterm memory that has been used for the previous simulation
is used.

cake

orange

cause

divide

General knowledge – receipt
for a cake
Have juice and
peel

GOAL

INPUT
orange

cause

General knowledge –
separation of an orange

orange

Both happy

Figure 3. Part of representation of the general knowledge
of the model.
Sister 1

squeeze

Sister 2

cause

cake

Figure 5. Part of the system‟s representation of the
situation for simulation 2 (only a part of the chain is shown).

cause
take

orange

shake

The goal, however, is different and this changes
dramatically the further representation of the situation by
the system. It is easy for the model to activate the recipes
for making shake and cake, and to transfer the respective
relations. In other words, it can combine the two solutions
from the previous simulations. However, this is not enough
for achieving the goal, because it is not possible that the two
sisters take the orange at the same time. Thus, no chain of
relations to the goal is created and the activation continues
to spread. Since both the juice and the peel are active,
another piece of knowledge „springs up into the mind‟ of the
model. The juice, the peel, the seeds, etc. are all parts of an
orange. Now knowledge of how to separate an orange into
its parts becomes active. Another chain of transferred
relations reaches the goal, wins the competition, and finally,

shake

sister
GOAL

Figure 4. Part of the dynamically created representation of
the situation. Some agents (dashed) are transferred from
general knowledge.
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a completely different representation of the situation has
been made by the system (Fig. 6).
The simulation has finished at time 84.00; which is longer
than the first one.
The second simulation additionally demonstrated the
ability of the system to use the basic DUAL mechanisms for
solving problems that formally are not problems for
analogy-making, but rather deductive tasks. Further, the
simulation highlights the importance of the contextsensitivity of DUAL. Depending on the goal of the system,
different relations may be transferred into the representation
of the situation. The initial and the final representation of
the situation may be viewed as two ends of a continuum of
dynamic re-representations of the situation until the goal is
reached.

GOAL. DUAL-agents for Israel and Egypt are attached to
the INPUT (Fig. 7). One instance of orange is also attached
to the INPUT, simulating that the judge is by accident in
front of a table with oranges on it. This is done to help the
system retrieve the story about the two sisters. It is also hard
for people to make such remote analogies (Gick & Holyoak,
1980) because it is difficult to activate the respective remote
bases. May be a certain non-trivial context is necessary in
order remote analogies to be initiated. The mechanisms of
DUAL are context-sensitive and thus certain contexts may
help them make the appropriate remote analogy.
want
desires

double

double

land
Egypt

desert
want

peace
Israel
Sister-2

desires

Sister-1

orange

INPU
T

orange
Both happy

GOA
L

desire

desire

Figure 7. The initial state of the third simulation.
cake

divide
cause

Egypt wants more land and taking the desert will satisfy
it. Israel wants peace and taking the desert will ensure it. All
this knowledge is encoded in the long-term memory as
general knowledge, analogically to the encoding of the
sister‟s recipes. Simulating the point of view of Egypt
(putting „land‟ on the GOAL), the system would transfer the
respective relations from the general knowledge and would
conclude that it should take the desert. The same is for the
Israeli point of view.
However, there is a constraint that both Israel and Egypt
should be satisfied on the GOAL list. The system cannot
solve this problem by retrieving and applying general
knowledge only. It cannot succeed in the same way as in
simulation 2, because there is no such general knowledge in
LTM that land and peace are two separate properties of the
desert.
Thus, the model makes an analogy between the target and
the base learned in the second simulation – how to divide
the orange. Note that this analogy-making does not wait
until the general knowledge is fully exhausted and
deduction has failed (like in PI). Instead, everything runs in
parallel.
Of course, initially the contextual orange is mapped to the
sister‟s orange, and the goal agent – „both satisfied‟ to the
base‟s goal. However, soon the pressure for consistency
ensures the right mapping: Israel and Egypt correspond to
the sisters; and the desert to the orange.

shake

Both
happy

Figure 6. The long-term memory has been enriched with a
new base after the simulation 2 (compare with figure 1).
The process of learning is not a separate sub-process.
Instead, it is a natural consequence of the problem solving
process. The set of winner hypotheses (the solution) is
formed dynamically - its elements emerge at different
moments of time. The increase of the relevance of these
elements is modeled for different reasons (for the sake of
the reasoning process). However, a side effect is that the
system actually learns the solution for further usage.
The next simulation tests how to use this learned cases.

Simulation 3: Remote analogy and
generalization of the solutions
In the third simulation a representation of the classical
Israel-Egypt problem is created and attached to the input of
the system. The mind of a „judge‟ is simulated. Thus, an
instance of the relation „both are satisfied‟ is attached to the
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The chain of relations to the goal is closed when the
proposal to use separately the two properties of the desert (it
can be used to live on; it can be used as a buffer zone for
ensuring peace, if it is demilitarized) is generated. We have
not yet simulated how the transferred separation of the
desert properties may be used for solving the task. i.e. how
can the land be used for living by Egypt and at the same
time be demilitarized for ensuring peace for Israel. This is
part of our further work but it was already demonstrated that
DUAL is able to combine relations from general knowledge
in order to complete a representation of a certain situation.
Generalization of the solution is simulated. Every winner
hypothesis has a justification (which was the reason for its
creation). Actually, this justification is the common superclass for the two mapped elements. Thus, every winner
hypothesis is a super-class of the base and target elements
and in turn a subclass of the common superclass found.
Thus, it is a generalization of the two mapped elements. At
the same time, the links among hypotheses, created from the
structural correspondence mechanisms, keep all these
winning hypotheses together – as a coalition that represents
the whole generalized solution. Part of it is shown on Fig. 8.
part1

mathematical problems (Anderson & Thompson, 1989),
negotiation problems (Gentner, Loewenstein, Thompson &
Forbus, 2009), everyday physics problems (Klenk &
Forbus, 2007), designs problems (Davis, Goel &
Nersessian, 2009). The goal of the current paper was to
show that the mechanisms underlying analogy-making are
universal enough to be able to solve any kind of problems,
including ones which are traditionally thought to be out of
the scope of analogy-making. To this end, we attempted to
show that the basic mechanisms of the DUAL architecture
can be used to model a variety of reasoning tasks.
A series of simulations has been run in the domain of
trade-off problems with the AMBR model without any
changing and tuning in between. The model demonstrated
its ability to use general knowledge in a deductive way in
order to solve a specific task; to remember the solution, and
then retrieve it and use it as a remote analogy to solve
another problem, and finally construct a generalized
solution to a class of trade-off problems. The simulations
are run sequentially and continuously so that the results of
the previous reasoning become available for subsequent
problem solving by memorizing and learning. The model is
yet to be further extended and specific predictions will be
generated by further simulations, these predictions will then
be tested against psychological data. At this point, the
simulations are a proof of concept. They demonstrate that
AMBR can model deductive, inductive, and analogical
reasoning via the same simple mechanisms and that
depending on the task and context each of these cognitive
processes can emerge.

……
.

cause
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Abstract

Plasticity can also be seen in attentional and perceptual
mechanisms of populations not suffering any sensory loss,
with many recent findings indicating that modulation can
occur as a side effect of particular daily activities or
hobbies. For instance, a recent functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) study found video-game players
to have more prefrontal cortex activity during complex nongaming tasks when compared with non-players, a change
attributed to the demands on spatial attention while training
with video games (Granek, Gorbet, & Sergio, 2010).
Dovetailing with this finding, behavioral experiments
suggest enhanced performance, including greater
availability of attentional resources on various paradigms
such as multiple object-tracking, enumeration, perceptual
load, and the Attentional Network Test (ANT, see Posner &
Rothbart, 2007; Dye, Green, & Bavelier, 2009; for review
see I. Spence & Feng, 2010). One might ask then whether
regular practice of other more ancient and ubiquitous
activities, such as musical performance, would also result in
augmentation of specific information processing capabilities
in musicians?
Indeed, the topic of non-musical benefits from musical
exposure has seen considerable research (not in the least due
to public interest and popular notions such as the “Mozart
effect”), with results suggesting enhancements in areas such
as mathematics, language, spatial abilities, and memory.
However, many of these ‘listening’ experiments (e.g.,
Rauscher, Shaw, & Ky, 1993) involved performing tasks
after listening to excerpts of classical music, and have
generally provided inconclusive evidence, with follow-up
studies showing only limited effects, or effects accountable
to mood arousal or other indirect factors (Schellenberg,
2001; Steele et al., 1999; Thompson, Schellenberg, &
Husain, 2001).
Other studies take a different approach by instead
comparing expert musicians to non-musicians to ascertain
possible effects of long term musical training. A study by
Helmbold and colleagues (2005), for example, compared 70
musicians to non-musicians on psychometric assessments of
intelligence and general mental abilities, and found that
musicians performed better on two tasks: flexibility of
closure (detecting single elements in complex objects), and
perceptual speed (finding letters amongst digits). The
authors speculated that the better performance on perceptual
speed tasks could be explained by the demands of musical

Considerable evidence converges on how attention can be
modulated through training (e.g., video game playing). While
previous research suggests that musical training can modulate
early perceptual and attentional processes, no single
investigation to date has been conducted on the same
participants to measure specific mechanisms of attention
(temporal, spatial, and capacity) in musicians. In Experiment
1 we used a temporal order judgment (TOJ) task with both
exogenous and endogenous cues in order to measure temporal
and spatial attention. In Experiment 2, a cued-target detection
task was presented with a concurrent high load task to assess
capacity processing in musicians. Of the three measures,
musicians performed better than controls on two,
demonstrating a lower threshold for judging temporal order in
addition to increased capabilities to process distracting
information despite attentional resources being largely
depleted. Together, these results provide novel findings on
multiple aspects of attention in musicians.
Keywords: attention, musician, plasticity, temporal order
judgment, spatial, capacity, exogenous, endogenous

Introduction
Attention is a fundamental cognitive mechanism that
enables humans to select the most crucial information from
a constant array of sensory input, thereby allowing for
efficient and effective functioning. Interestingly, exposure
to particular experiences has been shown to modulate
various aspects of human attention, as seen from evidence at
both the behavioral and neurological levels.
Recent neurological evidence suggests that brain
functioning involves distributive processing and plastic
characteristics (Mercado, 2008; Mesulam, 1990). For
instance, this “plasticity” of the brain can be seen in
common interactions across sensory modalities (Shimojo &
Shams, 2001), when adapting to particular conditions such
as age, disease, stress, and even addiction (Kolb, Gibb, &
Robinson, 2003), or even in congenitally blind adults, as a
study by Röder et al. (1999) revealed greater peripheral
spatial localization abilities and more finely tuned early
attentional mechanisms when compared to blindfolded
controls. These and other studies suggest not only that the
brain can partially compensate for losses in one modality
through enhancements in another (for an example of tactile
compensation, see Borsook et al., 1998), but also that
attentional mechanisms can be correspondingly modulated.
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training in requiring quick recognition of musical symbols
or structures. Another study on temporal processing and
detection found musicians to be better at discriminating time
change to rhythmic patterns, but only when these were
simple patterns (Jones & Yee, 1997). Furthermore, recent
research using a line bisection task also showed faster
reaction times and fewer errors in musicians when
compared to controls (Patston, Hogg, & Tippett, 2007).
Recent research has extended findings of better
performance at temporal order judgment (TOJ) tasks to both
video game players (West, Stevens, Pun, & Pratt, 2008) as
well as musical-conductors (Hodges, Hairston, & Burdette,
2005). Hodges et al. (2005) examined the effects of musical
expertise by comparing conductors to age and education
matched controls. Overall, conductors were found to have
better pitch discrimination skills as well as shorter auditory
temporal thresholds than controls. Specifically, in an
auditory TOJ task, conductors required less time between
two sounds to correctly discriminate which one had
occurred first. Interestingly however, no such differences in
performance were seen when comparing musicians and
controls on an analogous visual TOJ task.
Collectively, these and other findings suggest that
enhanced aspects of temporal processing in expert
musicians are at the very least correlated with their
extensive training. In the present investigation we extend
these findings by measuring three aspects of attention;
spatial, temporal, and overall capacity. While previous
findings would suggest enhancements in temporal
perception (see Hodges, et al., 2005), it is unknown how
general musical training (non-music-conductors) might
affect overall attentional resources and whether spatial
attention would likewise be modulated (i.e., analogous to
findings observed with expert video game players in the
auditory modality; see Donohue, Woldorff, & Mitroff,
2010). Lastly, it is worth noting that both experiments in
this study were conducted in the visual modality, and given
that music is largely an auditory and temporal task, any
potential enhancement in other sensory modalities could
therefore suggest concomitant crossmodal enhancements.

(Shore, Spence, & Klein, 2001; C. Spence, Shore, & Klein,
2001; Zampini, Shore, & Spence, 2005). It is premised on
the idea that temporal perception is influenced by attention,
and thus attended stimuli are perceived prior to unattended
stimuli. Alerting participants to a particular side by using an
exogenous (peripheral) cue can create this prior entry effect.
Exogenous orienting can occur from any stimulus that
causes a reflexive, automatic, or bottom-up orienting of
attention (e.g., bright flashes, loud sounds, etc.) that
immediately captures attention. By using such a cue in the
TOJ task prior to the onset of the first stimuli, participants’
attention will be directed to the cued side. If both left and
right stimuli are then presented simultaneously, the effect
will be that the cued side is perceived as having occurred
first. Thus, when the PSS is calculated for the task, it is
observed as being shifted towards the cued side (Shore, et
al., 2001). An analogous effect would occur for endogenous
(central arrow) cues, however in this case the observer has
more volitional control over orienting effects (for
comparison see Schmidt, 2000). Specifically, we are
interested in seeing whether patterns of perceptual effects
will be different in musicians due to the possible modulation
of spatial processing. For instance, if musical training does
lead to enhanced perception, then the JND should be smaller
for musicians when compared with non-musicians.
Additionally, PSS values might change, potentially
reflecting a lesser likelihood to be distracted by exogenous
or endogenous cues (i.e., PSS values would be smaller for
musicians).

Methods
Participants Eight trained musicians (mean age = 21±2, 4
females) were recruited from various music performance
classes at the University of Hawaii at Manoa. They had 11
years of musical training and practiced 9 hours per week on
average. A variety of focus instruments were reported,
including woodwind, stringed, piano, and voice. Care was
taken to ensure that none of the participants reported
extensive experience with video games. An additional 10
control participants were recruited (mean age = 21±5, 6
females), all of which had no significant musical training or
video game experience.
Materials Visual stimuli were presented on a 20” (60Hz)
Intel Core2Duo iMac using DMDX software (Forster &
Forster, 2003). Observers sat approximately 60 cm from the
display. Vertical and horizontal lines subtended 0.9° within
the placeholder squares (1.4° wide) 4° from fixation (see
Figure 1). Exogenous cues were created by thickening
placeholder squares to 4 pixels, whereas endogenous cues
consisted of a central arrow (both lasting 45 ms).
Procedure Throughout each trial a fixation cross flanked by
two placeholders would remain on the display (see Figure 1
for durations). Both left and right placeholders were equally
likely to be cued, after which a target (horizontal or vertical
line) would appear (equiprobably) in one of the place
holders (left or right, also equiprobably) for a specified
stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) interval, followed by the

Experiment 1
In Exp. 1 we used a visual temporal order judgment (TOJ)
task with exogenous and endogenous cues to measure both
temporal processing and spatial attention. The TOJ task
allows the calculation of the just noticeable difference
(JND) and the point of subjective simultaneity (PSS). The
JND refers to the smallest amount of time needed to
separate both stimuli for an observer to be able to correctly
identify the order of presentation (i.e., a measure of
temporal perception). The PSS reflects the degree to which
a spatial cue (peripheral or central) directs attention, thereby
requiring the uncued side to be presented in advance of the
cued side for simultaneity to be perceived (i.e., a measure of
spatial attention).
Using cues in a TOJ task also creates a ‘prior entry’
effect, which has been the subject of many experiments
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Bonferroni corrected post hoc tests revealed larger PSS
scores for exogenous than endogenous cues overall (63.0 ms
vs. 13.9 ms, p < .001; see Figure 3).
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other stimuli in the other place holder. Participants then
made an unspeeded forced choice response on the keyboard
to indicate either “horizontal” or “vertical” first responses.
An adaptation of Stelmach and Herdman’s (1991) stepfunction procedure was used to determine the SOAs for
each trial. Each trial began with an SOA of 267 ms.
Depending on whether a correct or incorrect response was
made, the SOA would respectively increase or decrease (by
16.7 ms) on the next trial. The experiment terminated after a
total of 14 correct/incorrect reversals occurred.
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Figure 2: Proportion of “horizontal first” responses as a
function of stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA). Note the
larger gap between horizontal and vertical curves for
exogenous trials compared to endogenous (reflecting larger
effects on PSSs), and also the steeper slopes for musicians
(reflecting lower JNDs).
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Figure 1: Time-course representation of Experiment 1.
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The exogenous and endogenous conditions were
presented separately and counterbalanced. Onscreen
instructions and repeatable practice trials with feedback
were also given to each participant before each experimental
block.
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For the analyses, data from each participant were separated
into horizontally or vertically cued trials (see Figure 2). A
logistic model was then fitted to each cue type for each
participant. Two measures were then calculated for each
individual. First, the PSS was interpolated from the model
for SOAs corresponding to the 50% proportion for
horizontal first responses. Secondly, the JND was calculated
by first interpolating the SOAs corresponding to .75 and .25
proportions, and then halving the distance between these
SOAs. One musician was excluded from the analysis due to
large error rates, and one control participant was excluded
due to non-convergence of the fit algorithm.
Separate mixed ANOVAs were performed on PSS and
JND scores. Using within subject factors (2) of PSS for
exogenous and endogenous cues revealed a highly
significant main effect of cue type (F (1,14) = 21.0, p <
.001), but no significant effects for participant type or
interaction (both F (1,14) < 1, ns), indicating no substantial
differences in PSS patterns across musicians and controls.
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Results
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JND Exo
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Figure 3: Mean PSS and JND scores (and SE) for musicians
and controls
The same ANOVA conducted for JND scores revealed
a significant main effect of participant type (F (1,14) = 14.9,
p < .01), but no effects of cue type (F (1,14) < 1, ns) or
interaction (F (1,14) = 1.03, p > .1), suggesting different
JND patterns between musicians and controls, but similar
patterns of scores across exogenous and endogenous
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conditions. Planned t-tests comparing musicians and
controls confirmed lower JND scores for both exogenous
(36 vs. 56 ms; t(11.7) = 1.8, p < .05) and endogenous cues
(36 vs. 78 ms; t(9.5) = 3.0, p < .01).

to the occurrence of either a numerical digit within the
stream or an orthogonally cued spatial target. Responses
were made using one of three keys following detection of
either 1) a number, 2) an upward spatial target, or 3) a
downward spatial target. Numbers occurred within the
stream on 67% of the trials (majority of the time), whereas
on the rest of the trials no numbers occurred, and instead
visual targets occurred in one of four corners concurrent to
display of the letter stream.

Discussion
The main finding of Experiment 1 was the improved
temporal processing of musicians, evidenced by smaller
JND scores which reflect that less time was needed to
separate the stimuli for musicians to still be accurate,
regardless of whether it was an exogenous or endogenous
cue. Additionally, the PSS scores were not different across
groups, suggesting that spatial attention was similarly
captured, although exogenous PSS scores for both groups
were significantly larger than their endogenous scores,
demonstrating the automatic and stronger effects of
exogenous cues. In Experiment 2 we expand on these
findings by exploring the attentional capacity of musicians.

30 cm

21 cm

Legend

Experiment 2

P

= Visual target location
= Visual cue location

K

Considering the larger capture by exogenous cues than
endogenous cues for all participants as illustrated in
Experiment 1, automatic capture of attention may be
expected due to the simplicity of the required task. Although
previous experiments have also shown such effects, recent
findings suggest that the effects of exogenous orienting may
be lessened, or eliminated, under certain circumstances.
Using a paradigm involving both a demanding central
task and a cued peripheral target detection task, Santangelo
and colleagues have shown that exogenous orienting does
not capture attention in a mandatory fashion (see
Santangelo, Olivetti Belardinelli, & Spence, 2007;
Santangelo & Spence, 2007, 2008). That is, when one’s
attention is engaged in performing a perceptually or
attentionally demanding task, the automatic effects of
exogenous cues have been shown to disappear. We adapted
this task and required participants to respond to a
demanding central digit detection task, while at the same
time respond to orthogonally cued peripheral targets (see
Santangelo, et al., 2007; Santangelo & Spence, 2007). If
musicians do have increased attentional capacity, then they
may continue to show cuing effects when compared with
controls, despite the difficult central task.
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Figure 4: Schematic representation of Experiment 2.
See text for details.
Each trial consisted of a fixation cross (1000 ms)
followed by the RSVP stream of 11 items. On digit
detection trials, the numbers randomly occurred in either the
third, sixth, or ninth position in the stream. A spatial cue
was also presented on each trial (for 100 ms, identical to
item duration), occurring in the third or sixth position on
either the right or left side of the display equiprobably.
When spatial targets occurred, they appeared two positions
after the cue (5th or 8th position). Half of the spatial targets
were cued and the other half non-cued. Each task consisted
of 196 randomized trials counterbalanced with the digit,
target, cue combinations, and trial repetitions. Participants
were instructed to respond as soon as targets were detected.

Methods
Participants The same eight musicians and ten controls
from Experiment 1 also took part in Experiment 2.
Materials A rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) stream
was constructed from randomly chosen non-repeated letters
(11 selected from set of 17: B, C, D, E, F, J, K, L, M, N, P,
R, S, T, Y, X, Z) each presented for 100 ms with 16.7 ms of
blank screen separating each letter. For digit detection trials,
numbers were selected from a set of six: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9.
Visual targets were black circles (subtending 2°) and cues
were black rectangles (2.5° x 1.7°; see Figure 4).
Procedure Participants were required to monitor the RSVP
stream presented in the center of the display, and to respond

Results
One control participant’s data was excluded from the
analyses due to a high error rate exceeding 15%, all other
participants’ error rates were below 10%.
A mixed ANOVA on the RT scores with task type (2)
of digit detection and target discrimination revealed that
responses were faster for digit detection (F (1,15) = 7.7, p =
.01), indicating that participants correctly prioritized digit
detection over target discrimination. There were no main
effects of participant type (F (1,15) = 2.4, p = .1) or
interaction (F (1,15) < 1, ns). A separate ANOVA for cue
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al., 2005). Secondly, attentional capacity in musicians
appeared to be larger than that of controls, to the extent that
there was a significant difference between the processing of
cued and non-cued items despite attentional resources being
arguably exhausted by a concurrent task (i.e., as evidenced
by no significant cuing effect in the control group).
Lastly, it should be noted that similar point of
subjective simultaneity scores between musicians and
controls in Exp. 1 suggests that musical experience did not
significantly modulate spatial attention. While these results
may differ from other expert populations (e.g., video game
players), this may be due to the fact that musical training
places a heavier emphasis on temporal processing for
synchronicity of performance, rather than on the processing
of rapidly presented peripheral events (i.e., as seen in video
game play).
These behavioral findings are also supplemented by
considerable evidence converging on greater neuroplasticity
in musicians resulting in both functional and anatomical
differences. These include for instance, increases of grey
and white matter volume in specific sites of the left
cerebellum, more pronounced cortical reorganizations for
musically related motor activity, as well as larger evoked
potentials for instrumental tones when compared to controls
(Gaser & Schlaug, 2003; Münte, Altenmüller, & Jäncke,
2002). Whether or not musically related brain plasticity may
be related to attentional mechanisms is speculative, but may
suggest that structural changes due to repeated exposure and
training with particular stimuli can indeed influence other
areas of performance.
Another important point to note is the exclusive use of
visual stimuli. Incidentally, our results may be seen to
support a supramodal account of attention where a single
attentional reservoir is used by multiple sensory modalities
(e.g., Farah, Wong, Monheit, & Morrow, 1989; for example
of audio enhancements with VGPs see Donohue, et al.,
2010). This account would suggest that training in an
environment dealing largely with auditory stimuli (such as
music) may actually lead to accompanying enhancements in
visual attention (although see Hodges, et al., 2005).
As a preliminary study, this research raises several
questions relevant to future investigations. What are the
specific training parameters that lead to attentional plasticity
and can these parameters be used in music education or to
enhance training in other domains? It should be noted that
musical training might not be the sole reason for enhanced
performance. It is possible that individuals with an already
superior attentional system are drawn to and predisposed to
expertise in activities such as music. The objective of future
studies should be to incorporate training conditions to more
directly ascertain the cognitive effects of musical training.
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types (2) also revealed overall differences in cued and noncued trials (F (1,15) = .57, p = .03), but with no effects for
participant type (F (1,15) = 1.7, p > .1) or interaction (F
(1,15) = 1.5, p > .1). Planned comparisons between cued
trials and non-cued trials revealed that attentional capture
from cues occurred only for musicians (495 vs. 510 ms; t(7)
= 2.1, p < .05, Cohen's d = 0.80), and not for controls (551
vs. 556 ms; t(8) = 1.1, p > .1; see Figure 5). Furthermore,
independent t-tests revealed that musicians responded faster
than controls for both digit detection (473 vs. 519 ms; t(14)
= 1.6, p = .06, Cohen's d = 0.78) and cued target
discrimination trials (495 vs. 551 ms; t(13) = 1.4, p = .08,
Cohen's d = 0.68), with these differences approaching
significance.

500
400

450

RT (ms)

550

Musicians
Controls

Digit

Spatial cued

Spatial non-cued

Figure 5: Mean scores (and SE) for the three types of tasks
in Experiment 2.

Discussion
Results from control participants thus replicates Santangelo
and colleagues’ findings that under high load conditions,
exogenous orienting has been shown to disappear
(Santangelo & Spence, 2008). Crucial to this study,
however, exogenous cuing effects remained only for
musicians, suggesting a possible increase in attentional
resources that may spill over to process cues even under
conditions of high load (Lavie 1995; for example with
VGPs see Green & Bavelier, 2003).

General Discussion
This preliminary study has both theoretical and practical
relevance. To begin with, this is the first study of its kind
exploring temporal and spatial mechanisms of visual
attention and perception, as well as attentional capacity, in
the same group of trained musicians. There are two main
findings. First, the lower just noticeable differences scores
for musicians in Exp. 1 suggests that temporal
discrimination in musicians was significantly better than
controls, regardless of cue type. Combined with the faster
reaction times observed in Exp. 2, these findings are in line
with other research showing increased perceptual speed and
detection in trained musicians (Helmbold, et al., 2005; and
also extending results beyond conductors used in Hodges, et
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Forward Physics: How people learn and generalize novel dynamical
models
Tomer Ullman
MIT

Noah Goodman
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Josh Tenenbaum
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Abstract: Intuitive theories of physics govern the everyday action of humans. Studies with children and the ability
of adults to adapt to novel physical situations suggest this knowledge might be learned, but how can physics be
learned? We consider different physical models of dynamic situations as generated from an underlying physical
theory defined over Spelke-like objects. This allows us to go from the observed dynamics of objects (e.g. particles
and positions) to the underlying physical model governing the interaction between the objects (e.g. a spring in a
gravity well). The underlying theory is then used to predict and generalize object properties and interactions in
new scenarios. We compare these predictions and generalizations to those of humans faced with the same unfolding
dynamics. We argue that this generative model of physics can explain the ability of humans to learn and generalize
novel dynamics.
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Abstract

their language yet. A continuous picture of the developmental path of word learning is lacking.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach to studying
this problem. We use an existing computational model of
early verb learning which incrementally learns syntactic
constructions of language from usage data. We adapt this
model to the task of identifying target words in novel situations given different sets of (perceptual and linguistic)
cues. Our results show that having access to linguistic information significantly facilitates identifying verbs in later
stages of learning, but no such effect is observed at the
earlier stages. For identifying nouns, additional linguistic
information does not affect performance at all.

The syntactic bootstrapping hypothesis suggests that
children’s verb learning is guided by the structural cues
that the linguistic context provides. However, the onset
of syntactic bootstrapping in word learning is not well
studied. To investigate the impact of linguistic information on word learning during early stages of language
acquisition, we use a computational model of learning
syntactic constructions from usage data, and adapt it to
the task of identifying target words in novel situations.
Our results show that having access to linguistic information significantly improves performance in identifying
verbs (but not nouns) in later stages of learning, yet no
such effect can be observed in earlier stages.

Introduction
Learning verbs is a challenging task for young children:
their early vocabulary contains many more nouns than
verbs, and they learn new nouns easier than new verbs
of the same frequency (e.g., Imai et al., 2005; Waxman,
2006). The acquisition of nouns is mainly attributed to
cross-situational evidence, or regularities across different
situations in which a noun is used (Quine, 1960). In contrast, learning verbs seems to depend on the syntactic
frames that they appear in. It has been suggested that
children draw on syntactic cues that the linguistic context
provides in verb learning, a hypothesis known as syntactic
bootstrapping (Gleitman, 1990). According to this view,
verbs are learned with a delay because the linguistic information that supports their acquisition is not available
during the early stages of language acquisition.
To investigate the impact of linguistic and extralinguistic cues in identifying words, Gillette et al. (1999) proposed the Human Simulation Paradigm (HSP): adult participants watch videos of caregivers interacting with their
toddlers, and are asked to identify target words marked
by a beep. Videos are displayed without sound, and subjects are provided with different degrees of information
about the linguistic context of the target verbs. Various
HSP studies have shown that having access to linguistic and structural cues significantly improves the performance of adults in identifying verbs. Piccin & Waxman
(2007) adopted the HSP paradigm for testing school-age
children, and showed that children also rely on linguistic
information for identifying verbs, but their performance
is inferior to adults. These findings hint at a gradual development of syntactic bootstrapping, but it is uncertain
whether the same effect can be observed in much younger
children who have not mastered the syntactic structure of
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Time Course of Syntactic Bootstrapping
Several preferential-looking studies have shown that children are sensitive to the structural regularities of language from a very young age, and that they use these
structural cues to find the referent of a novel word (e.g.,
Naigles & Hoff-Ginsberg, 1995; Gertner et al., 2006). In a
typical setup, children are given more than one interpretation for an utterance (e.g., different activities displayed on
parallel screens), and their looking behaviour reveals their
preferred interpretation. However, these studies cannot
compare the impact of different cues in word learning,
since the same type of input is available to subjects in
different conditions.
In contrast, HSP studies manipulate the number and
type of cues that subjects receive for performing a task
across conditions, and thus evaluate the impact of each
set of cues. In their influential study, Gillette et al. (1999)
provided their adult subjects with various combinations
of visual cues (videos), a list of co-occurring words, the
syntactic pattern of the sentence, and the full transcript
of the narration. Their findings and those of later studies
have consistently shown that the more linguistic information adult subjects receive, the more accurately they
identify missing verbs.
Piccin & Waxman (2007) used HSP for studying sevenyear-olds as well as adults. Subjects in each age group
were randomly assigned to either ‘no linguistic information’ (-LI) or ‘full linguistic information’ (+LI) condition.
In the -LI condition, participants heard no audio other
than beeps indicating the target words. In the +LI condition, participants heard all the surrounding speech as
well as the beeps. After watching each clip, subjects were
asked to guess the target word (a noun or a verb). Their

results show a similar pattern of behaviour for adults
and children: In the -LI condition, all subjects identified
nouns more successfully than verbs. In the +LI condition,
linguistic information significantly improved the identification of verbs (but not nouns) by children as well as
adults. The performance of both age groups was comparable in the -LI condition, but adults significantly outperformed 7-year-olds in the +LI condition. That is, adult
subjects were more successful in incorporating linguistic
information in the task of identifying verbs.
Due to the nature of the word guessing task, HSP is not
suitable for very young children. Therefore, it is yet unknown whether linguistic information can facilitate word
learning in the very early stages when the acquisition of
syntax is still in progress. Computational modeling is
an appropriate tool for tackling this problem: it allows
us to examine the time course of word learning and the
contribution of linguistic input from the very beginning.

Existing Computational Models
Many computational models have demonstrated that
cross-situational learning is a powerful mechanism for
mapping words to their correct meanings and explaining several behavioural patterns in children (e.g., Siskind,
1996; Fazly et al., 2010). These models ignore the syntactic properties of utterances and treat them as unstructured bags of words. Probabilistic models of Yu (2006)
and Alishahi & Fazly (2010) integrate syntactic categories
of words into a model of cross-situational learning and
show that this type of information can improve the overall performance. In these models, perfect categories are
assumed to be formed prior to cross-situational learning.
There are only a few computational models that explicitly study the role of syntax in word learning. Maurits et
al. (2009) investigate the joint acquisition of word meaning and word order using a batch model. This model is
tested on an artificial language with a simple relational
structure of word meaning, and limited built-in possibilities for word order. The Bayesian model of Niyogi
(2002) simulates the syntactic and semantic bootstrapping effects in verb learning (i.e. drawing on syntax for
inducing the semantics of a verb, and using semantics for
narrowing down possible syntactic forms in which a verb
can be expressed). This model relies on extensive prior
knowledge about the associations between syntactic and
semantic features, and is tested on a toy language with
very limited vocabulary and syntax. None of these models investigate the time course of syntactic bootstrapping
and the differences between learning verbs and nouns.

Overview of our Computational Model
In a typical language learning scenario, a child observes
an event which involves a number of participants, and
at the same time hears a natural language utterance describing the observed scene. Such scene-utterance pairings are the main source of input for the acquisition of
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word-concept mappings as well as for learning syntactic
constructions. Ideally, we need a computational model of
syntactic bootstrapping to draw on such usage-based information in order to acquire form-meaning associations
at word and sentence levels.
We investigate the time course of using syntax in
word learning through computational simulation, using
the construction learning model of Alishahi & Stevenson
(2010). The model uses Bayesian clustering for learning the allowable frames for each verb, and their grouping across verbs into constructions. Each frame includes
the conceptual properties of an event and its participants
(the cross-situational evidence), and the linguistic properties of the utterance that accompanies the observed
event. A construction is a grouping of frames which share
form-meaning associations; these groupings typically correspond to general constructions in the language such as
intransitive, transitive, and ditransitive.
By detecting similar frames and clustering them into
constructions, the model forms probabilistic associations
between syntactic positions of arguments with respect to
the verb, and the conceptual properties of the verb and
the arguments. These associations can be used in various language tasks where the most probable value for a
missing feature must be predicted based on the available
features. We simulate HSP in this fashion, where the
most probable values for a missing head predicate (verb)
or an argument (noun) are predicted based on the (perceptual and linguistic) information cues available in the
current scene, using the acquired constructions.
The following sections review the model and describe
the simulation of the word identification task.

Input and Frame Extraction
The input to the learning process is a set of sceneutterance pairs that link a relevant aspect of an observed
scene (what the child perceives) to the utterance that describes it (what the child hears). From each input pair,
our model extracts a frame, containing the following form
and meaning features:
• Head words for the main predicate (i.e., verb) and its
arguments (i.e., nouns or pronouns).
• Syntactic pattern, or the word order of the utterance.
• Number of arguments that appear in the utterance.
• Basic (conceptual) characteristics of the event (or
verb), e.g., {cause,change,rotate,. . . }.
• Conceptual properties of the arguments which are independent of the event that the argument participates
in, e.g., {woman,adult,person,. . . }.
• Event-based properties that each argument takes on
in virtue of how it participates in the event, e.g.,
{moving,volitional,. . . }.
In the Experimental Results section, we explain the selection of semantic properties in our simulations.

Learning Constructions

Identifying Nouns and Verbs

Each extracted frame is input to an incremental Bayesian
clustering process that groups the new frame together
with an existing group of frames—a construction—that
probabilistically has the most similar properties to it. If
none of the existing constructions has sufficiently high
probability for the new frame, then a new construction is
created, containing only that frame.
Adding a frame F to construction k is formulated as
finding the k with the maximum probability given F :

In our model, language use is a prediction process in
which unobserved features in a frame are set to the most
probable values given the observed features. For example, sentence production predicts the most likely syntactic
pattern for expressing an intended meaning, which may
include semantic properties of the arguments and/or the
predicate. In comprehension, semantic elements may be
inferred from a word sequence.
The probability of an unobserved feature i displaying
value j given other feature values in a partial frame F is
estimated as
X
Pi (j|F ) =
Pi (j|k)P (k|F )
(6)

BestConstruction(F ) = argmax P (k|F )

(1)

k

where k ranges over the indices of all constructions, with
index 0 representing recognition of a new construction.
Using Bayes rule, and dropping P (F ) which is constant
for all k:
P (k)P (F |k)
∼ P (k)P (F |k)
(2)
P (k|F ) =
P (F )
The prior probability P (k) indicates the degree of entrenchment of construction k, and is given by the relative
frequency of its frames over all observed frames. The posterior probability of a frame F is expressed in terms of
the individual probabilities of its features, which we assume are independent, thus yielding a simple product of
feature probabilities:
Y
P (F |k) =
Pi (j|k)
(3)
i∈Features(F )

where j is the value of the ith feature of F , and Pi (j|k) is
the probability of displaying value j on feature i within
construction k. This probability is estimated using a
smoothed version of this maximum likelihood formula:
counti (j, k)
Pi (j|k) =
(4)
nk
where nk is the number of frames participating in construction k, and counti (j, k) is the number of those with
value j for feature i.
For single-valued features (head words, number of arguments, syntactic pattern), counti (j, k) is calculated by
simply counting those members of construction k whose
value for feature i exactly matches j. However, for features with a set value (semantic properties of the verb and
the arguments), counting the number of exact matches
between the sets is too strict, since even highly similar
words very rarely have the exact same set of properties.
We instead assume that the members of a set feature are
independent of each other, and calculate the probability
of displaying a set sj on feature i in construction k as
Y
1 Y
Pi (j|k) ×
Pi (¬j|k) (5)
Pi (sj |k) =
|S(i)| j∈s
j

j∈S(i)−sj

Pi (j|k) and Pi (¬j|k) are estimated as in Eqn. (4) by
counting members of construction k whose value for feature i does or does not contains j. The product is rescaled
by the length of S(i), which is the superset of all the values that feature i can take.
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k

=

X

Pi (j|k)P (k)P (F |k)

k

The conditional probabilities P (F |k) and Pi (j|k) are determined as in the learning module. Ranging over the
possible values j of feature i, the value of an unobserved
feature can be predicted by maximizing Pi (j|F ):
BestValuei (F ) = argmax Pi (j|F )

(7)

j

Identifying a target verb as in HSP can be simulated
as finding the head verb j with the highest Pverb (j|F ), or
estimating BestValueverb (F ). Here F is a partial frame
which can include only the semantic features, or additional linguistic and syntactic features. Similarly, identifying a target noun which corresponds to an argument i
in a scene is modeled as estimating BestValuenouni (F ).

Experimental Results
We use our computational model to investigate the role
of linguistic input in learning verbs and nouns. Following
Piccin & Waxman (2007), we pursue three main goals in
our experiments. First, to simulate the task of identifying
a target word in the presence of visual stimuli, and to
study the impact of linguistic input on performance.
Second, to investigate whether verbs benefit more than
nouns from linguistic cues. Third, to examine the role of
linguistic input in identifying verbs versus nouns in early
stages of learning.
Factors and conditions. We model different factors in
the study of Piccin & Waxman (2007) as follows:
• Word category: we simulate the identification of
a target verb and a target noun as estimating
BestValueverb (F ) and BestValuenouni (F ) respectively,
based on Eqn. (7).
• No (-LI) vs. full (+LI) linguistic information: the information cues available to subjects are reflected by the
included features in partial frame F in equations (6)
and (7). In the -LI condition, included features are the
properties of the event and the conceptual and eventbased properties of the arguments (observable from a

muted clip). In the +LI condition, the following features are also included: number of arguments, the head
words of the main verb and the arguments (except for
the target word), and the syntactic pattern (available
from the narration of the clip).
• Age groups: we train our model on a set of sceneutterance pairs before evaluating it on a word identification task. The age of the model is determined by
its exposure to input data prior to performing the task.
We simulate different age groups by varying the size of
the training data.
Evaluation. In evaluating the model when identifying
target words in a test set, we use the following criteria:
• Absolute accuracy: the number of test items for which
BestValuei (F ) in Eqn. (7) returns the correct value for
the target word i.
• Probabilistic accuracy: the sum of the probabilities
Pi (target|F ) for each target (the correct answer) in the
test set, where i is the focus feature and Pi (target|F )
is calculated using Eqn. (6). This probability reflects
the confidence of the model in predicting target.
• Improvement: the gain achieved by using our prediction model instead of a simple frequency baseline:
(Pi (target|F ) − baseline(target))/Pi (target|F ). The
baseline only relies on
P the relative frequency of each
head word (freq(w)/ w0 freq(w0 ), where freq(w) is the
frequency of w in the input).
Data. We used the Brown corpus of the CHILDES
database (MacWhinney, 2000) for constructing the input
to our model. We extracted the 20 most frequent verbs
in mother’s speech to each of Adam, Eve, and Sarah,
and selected 13 verbs from those in common across these
three lists. We constructed an input-generation lexicon
based on these 13 verbs, including their total frequency
among the three children. We also assigned each verb a
set of possible argument structure frames and their relative frequencies, which were manually compiled by the
examination of 100 randomly sampled uses of a verb from
all conversations of the same three children. Finally, from
the sample verb usages, we extracted a list of head words
(total 259) that appeared in each argument position of
each frame, and added these to the lexicon.
For each noun in the lexicon, we extracted a set of lexical properties from WordNet (Miller, 1990) as follows.
We extracted all the hypernyms for the first sense of each
word, and added one member from each hypernym synset
to the list of its properties. For each verb frame, we manually compiled a set of semantic primitives for the event
as well as a set of event-based properties for each of the
arguments. We chose these properties from what we assumed to be known to the child at the stage of learning
being modeled.
Due to the limited lexicon, the scale of the learning
problem in our experiments is much smaller than the real-
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world experience of children. However, our dataset has
the same statistical characteristics as the input data that
children receive, and therefore we hope that the general
patterns observed in our experiments are representative
of the developmental patterns in children.

Linguistic Input and Identifying Words
In the experiments reported below, we simulate the identification of nouns and verbs in the -LI and +LI conditions across different simulations, where each simulation
represents a subject. For each simulation, we randomly
generate a set of 500 training items and 30 test items,
using the input generation lexicon discussed above. We
monitor the performance of the model in intervals: after processing every 10 training items, we independently
predict the head verb and a randomly selected argument
noun for each of the test items, and evaluate the predictions using the evaluation measures mentioned above.
A simple linear model of probabilistic accuracy with
input type and age as predictors reached a significant
interaction between the predictors for both nouns
(F = 3.983, p = 0.003) and verbs (F = 7.375, p = 0.000).
The same was observed in the improvement data (nouns:
F = 6.376, p = 0.000 ; verbs: F = 10.249, p = 0.000). That
is, different age groups behave differently when processing linguistic input. In order to further examine the
effect of linguistic information throughout development,
we conducted separate analyses for each word category
across all age groups, as reported below.1
Verbs. Figure 1 shows the absolute accuracy and improvement of identifying verbs for 30 test items, in intervals of 10 over a total of 500 input items, averaged
over 50 simulations. (The improvement and probabilistic accuracy plots show a very similar trend.) As can be
seen from the top panel, a target verb can be identified
more accurately when the model has access to linguistic
information about the co-occurring words and syntactic
pattern of the utterance. The bottom panel shows the
same pattern, and further emphasizes the benefit of using
perceptual and linguistic features in our model compared
to predicting verbs based on their frequency of observation in the input data. Performance is boosted as early
as processing 100 training items (A100), a stage at which
relatively robust constructions are formed by the model.
The gap between the accuracy and improvement curves
1
The probabilistic accuracy and improvement were analyzed with linear mixed models with the condition (+LI, -LI)
as a fixed factor and subjects and items as a crossed-random
factor in order to allow by-subject and by-item variation in one
model. Estimates (Est) report the regression coefficients for
the fixed effect, and p-values for estimates were obtained using Markov-Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling with 10000
replications. The absolute accuracy was analyzed with a logistic mixed model with the condition as a fixed factor and
subjects and items as a crossed-random factor. P-values for
estimates were obtained from z-statistics.
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Figure 1: Absolute accuracy and improvement of identifying verbs, averaged over 50 simulations.

Figure 2: Absolute accuracy and improvement of identifying nouns, averaged over 50 simulations.

in the -LI and +LI conditions widens slowly but consistently as the model processes more input items; that is,
the model can use linguistic input more efficiently as it
ages. In both age groups, the probabilistic accuracy was
positively affected by the presence of linguistic context

More importantly, exploiting linguistic input significantly
facilitates identifying verbs, and older subjects can use
this information more efficiently than younger ones. However, identifying nouns does not benefit from additional
linguistic input.2 The gradual improvement of verb identification in the +LI condition brings us back to our original question: when does syntax begin to play a role in
verb identification? We address this issue next.

(A100: Est = 0.041, pMCMC = 0.0001; A500: Est = 0.053,
pMCMC = 0.0001). Same effect was also found in improvement measurements (A100: Est = 0.041, pMCMC = 0.000;
A500: Est = 0.053, pMCMC = 0.0001). The effect on abso-

lute accuracy was significant only in the last age group
(Est = 0.157, p = 0.040) and marginally significant for age
group A200 (Est = 0.108, p = 0.161).
The behaviour of the model at the A100 stage is
similar to that of the 7-year-old subject group in
Piccin & Waxman (2007), whereas the A500 stage is
more similar to their adult subject group. Note that
due to the small number of verbs in our lexicon and
their relatively restricted syntactic behaviour, our model
learns much more efficiently from a small training corpus.
Nouns. Figure 2 shows the absolute accuracy and improvement of identifying nouns, averaged over (the same)
50 simulations. These results show a different pattern
than those of verbs: the model outperforms the frequency baseline, but there is no clear advantage of using linguistic input. In the oldest age group (A500),
neither probabilistic accuracy nor improvement were affected by +LI and -LI manipulation (p > 0.2). Interestingly, in the age group A100, both probabilistic accuracy (Est = −0.019, pMCMC = 0.0294) and improvement
(Est = −0.011, pMCMC = 0.040) were negatively affected by
the linguistic context. The absolute accuracy showed no
effects for the oldest age group (p > 0.6) and a marginal
effect in A100 (Est = −0.151, p = 0.054).
Our results are in line with the findings of Piccin &
Waxman (2007): older subjects (A500) perform better
than younger ones (A100) in identifying verbs and nouns.
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Onset of Syntactic Bootstrapping
In order to investigate the contribution of linguistic input in identifying words in the earlier stages of learning,
we zoom in on the performance of the model during processing the first 100 training items. Figure 3 shows the
absolute accuracy of predicting verbs and nouns for 30
test items, in intervals of 5 over the course of processing
100 input items, averaged over 50 simulations. (The improvement plots are not included due to lack of space.)
The curves show an interesting trend: for both verbs and
nouns, linguistic information does not help at first. For
verbs, the positive effect of +LI was absent in the earliest
age group for both probabilistic accuracy and improvement (A10: p > 0.6), and for absolute accuracy as well
(p > 0.1). However, the accuracy curve in the +LI condition takes over the -LI condition around A50, and shows
significant influence of linguistic input in both probabilistic accuracy (Est = 0.028, pMCMC = 0.001) and improvement (Est = 0.028, pMCMC = 0.0001), but not in absolute
accuracy (p > 0.6).
The results for nouns are more surprising: there is a
significant negative effect of +LI for the A10 and A50 age
groups in both probabilistic accuracy (A10: Est = −0.036,
pMCMC = 0.0008; A50: Est = −0.028, pMCMC = 0.0018)

and improvement (A10: Est = −0.031, pMCMC = 0.0001;
A50: Est = −0.021, pMCMC = 0.0008). Absolute accuracy
2
Due to the incomparable number of verbs and nouns in our
lexicon and different methods of identifying them, we cannot
directly compare performance in predicting verbs and nouns.
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training corpus might also play a role: it contained many
more nouns (259) than verbs (13), and most verbs were
not restrictive. Therefore, the same nouns can appear
as arguments of different verbs, or many different nouns
can be potential candidates for a verb argument, yielding
several correct answers for a noun-guessing task.
It should be noted that the cross-situational scenario in
the setup of our model is not realistic as there is no referential uncertainty in our data (i.e., there are no referents
in the scene which are not mentioned in the utterance),
an issue we plan to address in the future. But it only
highlights our point that syntactic bootstrapping can facilitate verb learning even in low-ambiguity situations,
given that the learner has been exposed to enough input
to form a reliable knowledge of the structure of language.
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Figure 3: Average absolute accuracy of identifying verbs
and nouns in early stages of learning.
showed a significant negative effect of +LI in A10 (Est =
−0.172, p = 0.039) and a marginal effects in A50 (Est =
−0.148, p = 0.062).

Discussion
The results of our computational simulations replicate the
experimental findings of Piccin & Waxman (2007) that
syntactic information boosts the identification of verbs
by adults and young children. Our results also suggest
that the boosting effect comes into play with a delay,
and only after enough input data is processed and a
relatively stable knowledge of syntactic constructions is
formed. Our computational approach allows us to investigate word identification throughout various stages of development, and examine syntactic bootstrapping for age
groups which cannot be easily studied in experimental
settings. Specifically, our model predicts that very young
children’s verb learning might not be modulated by linguistic information, even though a significant impact can
be found in the later stages of development. This prediction is in line with previous suggestions that generalization of syntactic information takes time to manifest
(e.g., Gillette et al., 1999). Importantly, this prediction
is not inconsistent with findings on the sensitivity of very
young children to syntax during comprehension (see Alishahi & Stevenson (2010) for simulating such effects using the same computational model).
Our results make another (somehow surprising) prediction: linguistic context might have a negative effect on
identifying nouns during the early developmental stage.
The performance of our model in guessing nouns for the
younger age groups was poorer when the linguistic information was provided, and no effect on performance by
linguistic information was observed in later age groups.
This might be due to the fact that most early nouns
refer to observable concepts, and are less dependent on
the structure of their linguistic context than verbs. Our
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Abstract

a single example (Gentner & Boroditsky, 2001), and they can
even learn words for events they are unable to observe (Landau
& Gleitman, 1985).
Two faster and more noise-resistant strategies have been
hypothesized by researchers. One is syntactic bootstrapping
(Gleitman, 1990). In this theory, the syntactic frame of the
verb is used to constrain hypotheses to those which makes
sense in the given frame and are similar to known verbs with
similar frames. In the manner/path example given earlier, you
would be more likely to think the meaning of the novel verb
was related to its motion if you had heard the semantically
rich fame “Jesse gorped the frisbee to Edison.”
Another hypothesis is that we are able to quickly learn
words from few examples because we rely on our learned
lexicalization biases about the meanings of words (Gentner
& Boroditsky, 2001). Learners select word meanings that
align with the features that are dominant in the learner’s native
language (Naigles, 1990), indicating that language learners
observe general features of the meanings of other words and
apply them to new words as well.
Modern evidence suggests that children use a combination
of these strategies (Papafragou & Selimis, 2010). But how
are these biases learned and regulated? In this paper, we
explore the possibility that biases for certain components of
meaning are associated with language and semantic frame.
These biases represent examples of Bayesian overhypotheses
about what a word is likely to mean, and these overhypotheses
can themselves be learned from examples (Kemp, Perfors,
& Tenenbaum, 2007). The overhypotheses can depend on
observable features such as whether the referent is animate
(Smith, Jones, Landau, Gershkoff-Stowe, & Samuelson, 2002),
the syntactic patterns in which the word appears (CifuentesFérez & Gentner, 2006), or known lexical relations to other
words (Pustejovsky, 1998).
Return momentarily to the analogous results for shape biases in nouns — that early nouns that children learn tend to
be easily clustered by the shape of their referents. In order to
model this bias, it was postulated that children learn a “secondorder generalization” that objects are often categorized by their
shape (Samuelson & Smith, 1999). Smith et al. demonstrated
this generalization by teaching 17-19 month old children a
precocious shape bias (Smith et al., 2002). Kemp, Perfors, and
Tenenbaum explained this kind of learning using a hierarchical
Bayesian model, which could learn both base meanings and
overhypotheses simultaneously (Kemp et al., 2007) and cases

The expression of motion verbs differs between languages. The
path of motion, such as crossing or entering, is more prominently featured in path-based languages such as Spanish than
in manner-based languages such as English. Here, we revisit
the data from a study on manner and path biases in verb lexicalization (Havasi & Snedeker, 2004), and create a hierarchical
Baysian computational model to further explore, verify, and
define these biases. With this model, we can discover the large
differences in subjects’ pre-existing manner and path biases
that depend on the syntactic frame in which new verbs appear,
as well as a difference in the learning rate between English
speakers taking the experiment in English and bilingual Spanish speakers taking the experiment in Spanish. We can also use
the model to predict the responses of subjects in the experiment
with more accuracy than before.
Keywords: verb learning; bayesian modeling; hierarchical
Bayes modeling; manner and path verbs

Linguistic lexicalization biases
People have the ability to intuit the meaning of a new verb after
hearing it used to describe just a single event. In the case of a
novel verb, there are many potential hypotheses of the verb’s
meaning which may be consistent with the event witnessed.
Suppose you hear a novel verb, such as “gorp”, being used to
describe an event in which Jesse throws a frisbee across a field
to , her dog. The verb could refer to Jesse throwing the frisbee,
the frisbee’s motion as it glides across the field, the frisbee’s
traverse of the field, or Edison’s act of catching the frisbee. To
understand which aspect of the action the verb refers to, you
must use situational clues and background knowledge.
When one encounters a new object noun, one encounters
the same ambiguity in meaning. In practice, languages systematically favor a few different characteristics such as common ancestry or base level category (Nelson, 1973) for noun
meanings which is often indicated by shape. However, event
categorization tends to be flexible across languages and even
with a language (Talmy, 1975). A motion verb, for example,
could easily refer to the manner, cause, or path of the motion
with no universal preference across languages (Aske, 1989;
Berman & Slobin, 1994; Jackendoff, 1990).
Given the plethora of possible referents for a novel verb,
how do children learn verb meanings? One solution would
be to observe, over several examples, that certain semantic
features seem to always be present and are thus associated with
the verb’s meaning. However, this would require too much
data to match the way that children learn words; children can
often determine the relevant aspect of a word’s meaning from
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have been made that this approach applies to many aspects of
word learning (Xu, Dewar, & Perfors, 2009).
To further understand how biases shape learning, Havasi
and Snedeker (Havasi & Snedeker, 2004) began to explore the
lexicalization bias for motion verbs. The experiments focused
on the plasticity of the English manner motion verb bias and
its dependence on syntactic frame. As noted by Talmy, the
relative rarity of path verbs in English leads most English
speakers to think of these verbs as secondary (Talmy, 1985).
Like most linguistic biases, we are clearly not born with such
a bias. Through their experiments, they sought to discover if
the manner bias could be reversed to a path bias, and if so, to
explore the possibility that these biases are influenced by the
set of verbs that a subject is exposed to. Their results pointed
to a bias which was surprisingly plastic and adaptable with
training, even in adult subjects.
Prior models of verb learning were Bayesian in nature, but
encountered effects which could not be explained with a singlelevel model. Some of these effects can be accounted for by a
two level model: children are learning verbs and the behavior
of verbs in the language simultaneously. From here on, we
will refer to knowledge about the meanings of particular verbs
as “level-1 knowledge”, and knowledge about verbs in the
language as a whole as “level-2 knowledge”.
In this paper, we design and test a hierarchical model for
which matches the pattern of performance in the Havasi and
Snedeker verb learning studies, with a particular focus on
modeling level-2 knowledge. We are interested in building
a deeper understanding of that work in the context of work,
mentioned above, which models similar problems in noun
learning.

Figure 1: A screenshot from the original Havasi-Snedeker
experiment presenting the subject with a novel verb-event pair.

Figure 2: The information that a subject in the manner-path
experiment encounters. “a” through “h” represent the different
values each aspect may take.

Modeling verb biases
The MIT/Harvard studies on manner/path bias were constructed as a corollary to the shape bias work, showing that
the learned lexical constraint biases extended beyond noun
learning and remained adaptable into adulthood. During these
experiments, we were trying to teach the subjects new words
and adjust their manner-path biases. This adjustment would
determine how plastic these biases were and in what ways they
could and would change.

Experimental setup
In the course of each experiment, adult subjects learned twelve
novel motion verbs. For each verb:
1. Subjects saw a single ambiguous scene with a prominent
path and manner of motion, and a sentence describing the
scene using a novel verb. An example screenshot of this
step can be seen in Figure .
2. Subjects were asked two questions to determine their initial
interpretation of the verb (their bias). Each question asked
if a new scene was an example of the verb; one of the scenes
was consistent with the initial example’s manner, while the
other scene was consistent with the initial example’s path.
This step is called the “initial test”.

3. Subjects saw five additional instances of the new verb which
clarified the meaning, which would be consistent with the
initial scene in either the manner or the path.
4. Subjects answered two more questions to ensure that they
had learned the novel verb. They are again shown two
scenes, one consistent with the initial ambiguous scene in
manner and one in path. This is the learning test step.
A graphical depiction of the steps of the experiment can be
seen in Figure 2.
When discussing how a verb’s meaning is inferred from
examples, we will say that an aspect of a verb is consistent
if it is the same in all examples. In Figure 2, the consistent
aspect is the one with six examples that are the same color.
It is possible for a verb to be consistent in neither its manner
nor its path – perhaps it is defined by some other aspect. We
thus classify the possible beliefs about a verb’s meaning as
“manner”, “path”, and “neither”.
An important part of this experiment was to vary the proportion of path and manner verbs across groups of subjects.
Some subjects learned only manner verbs, some learned only
path verbs, and others saw different proportions of both types
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( 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%). The subjects’ answers to
the first initial test – after only one scene had been shown, and
therefore before any level-2 learning could take place – were
taken to represent their initial manner-path bias.
During the first experiment, a “rich frame” was used to
present the novel verbs. In these experiments, the sentences
that were used contained a preposition as well as a ground
element, as in “she is glipping around the tree” where “tree”
serves as the ground. In English, this type of frame is more
frequently used with manner verbs.
The impact of syntactic frame has on the initial assumption
that a verb is a manner or path verb based on a single scene
and utterance pair is also a matter of interest. In the second experiment, we used a different “poor” syntactic frame, lacking
a preposition, to express the novel verb. The ground element
appeared instead as the direct object, as in “she is glipping the
tree”. This poor frame is more commonly used with path verbs
in English than the rich frame. Results for both experiments
were originally published in (Havasi & Snedeker, 2004).
Another version of the experiment was run on native Spanish speakers (who generally spoke English as well), with the
scenes described by Spanish sentences that were similar to
the English rich frame. Another experiment evaluated the
manner-path bias in children, but its results are not directly
comparable, because it required a different experimental setup
(Havasi, Snedeker, & Malik, 2005).

bias toward manner or path verbs. What the early model accomplished with a changing prior, we can now do in a more
principled way. We replace the prior with an overhypothesis
that is informed by the level-2 data, which itself has a prior
that is fixed for the course of the experiment.
This follows a program of research that has been successful
in describing many aspects of language learning. One benefit of hierarchical Bayesian models is that learning can take
place on multiple levels at once; (Perfors & Tenenbaum, 2009)
models how people learn categories at the same time that they
“learn to learn” categories. Another benefit is that it accounts
for how people learn in the absence of counterexamples, as in
the syntax-learning model of (Perfors, Tenenbaum, & Wonnacott, 2010). In this experiment, too, people show that they
gain knowledge of verb meanings at multiple levels, and can
correctly answer that a stimulus is “not gorping” even when
they have seen only positive examples of “gorping”.

The hierarchical model of verb aspect learning
Building on Kemp, Perfors and Tenenbaum’s result (Kemp
et al., 2007) in which they modeled the shape bias with a
hierarchical Bayesian model, we have created a higher-level
hierarchical Bayesian model that describes how these biases
change among different subjects in multiple experimental conditions. We are looking for differences in the way people learn,
and particularly for differences in subjects’ initial biases, when
subjects are presented with text in different languages or different syntax.
We start by assuming (based on the cited previous work)
that a hierarchical Bayesian model adequately describes how
a subject acquires level-2 knowledge, and that the “initial test”
in our experiment reveals information about each subject’s
level-2 knowledge at each step of the experiment. When we
make use of this assumption and observe changes in subjects’
level-2 knowledge over the course of the experiment, we can
discover information that was not directly revealed by the
questions in the experiment.
For example, subjects’ answers to the initial test for the
first verb tell us something about their relative manner and
path biases at the start of the experiment. But to infer how
strong those biases are, or inversely how prone they are to
change, we need to observe how these biases change during
the experiment across many subjects. In other words, we are
using this new hierarchical model not to model how a single
person learns, but to design an experiment that helps us learn
how people learn.
The different experimental conditions will cause subjects to
reveal different biases – not because the subject knows they
are in one of a set of experimental conditions, but because the
conditions naturally draw on different sets of prior knowledge.
We describe these differences in biases with an overhypothesis
that varies according to the experimental condition, representing subjects’ initial level-2 knowledge before the experiment
teaches them any new verb meanings.
We do not extend this model to include level-1 learning,

Early work modeling manner and path biases
In her master’s thesis, Catherine Havasi (Havasi, 2004) used
the results of these experiments in the development of a computer model to explain the human responses during the experiments. This model, which progressed through the training and
evaluation steps in the same manner as the subjects, used a
multinomial distribution to represent the likelihood of seeing
a manner or path verb next. This distribution was updated
at each time step based on its previous value and the most
recently seen example, and its prior distribution was trained
to provide the closest match between the model and human
responses.
However, this initial model did not seem to adequately fit
the observed behavior, because subjects’ manner and path
biases would change significantly during the course of the
experiment. The subjects were acquiring level-2 knowledge
about the language of the experiment.
To account for this, she added a “memory effect”, which
would incrementally change the prior of the manner-path distribution based on an average of the last several observations.
Adding the memory effect improved the ability of the model
to match the experimental data.

Flexible bias as an overhypothesis
The understanding of hierarchical Bayesian models and their
application to cognitive science has grown significantly since
these results. We now know a mathematical way to describe
this “memory effect”: it is an overhypothesis. This overhypothesis itself has a prior, representing the subjects’ pre-existing
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α ∼ Exponential(λ)
~β ∼ Dirichlet(µ)
~θst ∼ Dirichlet(α~β), s ∈ [1, S],t ∈ [1, T ]
vt 0

∼ Multinomial(~θst ),t 0 ∈ [1,t − 1]

Figure 3: A hierarchical model of the manner-path experiment.
because we have already isolated level-2 learning from level-1
learning in the experimental design. As we have no reason to
believe that people will learn differently at level 1 in different
conditions, starting from the level-2 data gives us a simpler
model with less room for unnecessary variation.
Figure 3 shows this model, using the traditional “plate notation” to show variables that are sampled many times. To
describe the role of the different variables, let us begin at the
innermost plate.
vst 0 represents a subject’s knowledge or hypothesis about
which aspect defines a particular verb. It can take one of
three values in our model: manner, path, and neither. This
is the knowledge that is probed by the initial test, taught by
the five training examples, and confirmed by the learning test.
t 0 is enumerated from 1 to t because the subjects only have
information about the verbs they have seen so far; their set of
knowledge grows as the experiment proceeds.
Note that v contains two different kinds of information. For
all t 0 < t, vst 0 represents what subject s has learned about a previous verb. The case where t 0 = t is different: it represents the
subject’s prediction of what the current verb means, after they
have seen only one example. This comes from the subject’s
response to the initial test.
We assume here that subjects learn the meaning of the previous verbs correctly, given that they have seen six examples of
each. We cannot be sure of what the subjects actually learned,
but on average the subjects answer the learning test question
correctly 89% of the time. A model of level-1 learning instead
of level-2 learning may be able to predict when some of these
errors occur.
The values of v are selected from the multinomial distribution ~θ, representing the subject’s current beliefs about which
semantic aspects typically define verbs in their language. This

is a vector that is specific to the subject and changes over time.
If someone’s ~θ is [0.6, 0.3, 0.1], for example, that means they
believe there is a 60% chance that a verb they have seen one
example of will be defined by its manner, a 30% chance it will
be defined by its path, and a 10% chance that it will be defined
by neither.
Determining where the values in ~θ come from, and how they
tend to change over time, is the goal of the experiment. We
suppose that there are two hyperparameters, α and ~β, which
are similar among a population of people who speak the same
language. These hyperparameters represent whether a population of verb learners expects, in general, to learn manner verbs
or path verbs.
~β represents a person’s initial bias toward manner or path
verbs, as a vector of probabilities. α represents the strength
of this bias: a low α can be easily overridden by evidence in
the experiment, while a high α represents a bias that is hard to
change.
These hyperparameters can still vary according to the language the person is using, and according to other information
such as the syntactic frame that the novel verb appears in.
There may be hyper-hyperparameters that determine the way
that people learn verbs in general, but we do not have nearly
enough data to study what they are. We call these parameters
λ and~µ, and assume neutral and uninformative priors on them:
λ yields α from an exponential distribution with mean 1, and
~µ yields β from the flat Dirichlet distribution with parameter
[1,1,1].
Given the data collected in the experiment, we can discover
likely values of α and ~β for each condition, and therefore
learn what people’s manner and path biases are and how they
depend on the language and its syntax. Then, we can use this
hierarchical model, initialized with the given values, to model
people’s performance in the experiment.

Sampling to find α and ~β
The goal of this experiment has been to discover subjects’
biases in verb learning. We have taken into account the fact
that the biases can change over the course of the experiment
as subjects adapt to what they are being taught. But the result
of the change is not what we are interested in – that mostly
reflects how well the subjects ultimately learn about the class
of novel verbs in the experiment, verbs that they will never
need to use in their life. What we are interested in is what
the experiment reveals about what the subjects’ biases were
before the experiment, at time 0.
These pre-existing biases are represented by ~β, and now that
we have constructed a Bayesian model of the experiment, we
can sample the model to find their likely values. The rigidity of
these biases during the experiment is represented by α. When
a subject’s biases change significantly during the experiment,
this is reflected by a low value of α.
To find a distribution on α and ~β given the hyperparameters
and the experimental data, we use a implement the Markov
Chain Monte Carlo process using the Metropolis-Hastings
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Figure 5: The prediction error for the model of (Havasi, 2004)
and the hierarchical model presented here.
distance between these vectors of probabilities.
We can evaluate the model of (Havasi, 2004) with the same
methodology, and therefore show that this model is an improvement over the previous model. We run both models on
the same data and compare them with a paired t-test, showing that the new hierarchical model is more accurate when
averaged over all data (t = 2.25, d f = 287, p < .05), and particularly on the poor-frame data (t = 2.43, d f = 120, p < .01),
where people began with very uncertain biases that changed
quickly. These results are plotted in Figure 5.

eng+ = English rich frame; eng– = English poor frame;
spa = Spanish

Figure 4: The distributions of model parameters that are likely
given the data. From top to bottom, the parameters indicated
are α (the strength of the bias), β1 (the manner bias), β2 (the
path bias), and β3 (the “neither” bias).

Analysis of results
The results in figure 4 show very different initial biases for the
different experimental conditions. The clearest difference is,
in fact, not due to language but due to the syntactic frame used
in the experiment. In the rich-frame English experiment, the
typical subject has a prior manner bias of approximately 0.77
(they consider an unknown verb to have a 77% probability of
being a manner verb), and a very small path bias, around 0.02.
Compare this to the poor syntactic frame, in which subjects
reveal a manner bias around 0.41 and a path bias around 0.16
(leaving 43% of the probability for neither manner nor path
verbs).
There is also a striking difference in the strength of the
biases, as indicated by α. The strong manner bias in the
English rich frame is also difficult to overcome, having an
α value that averages around 5.9. The poor frame induces a
much weaker bias, with α ≈ 2.0.
We can evaluate the significance of these differences in
values by sampling from the distributions and establishing
whether one value is larger 95% (or 99%, or 99.9%) of the time.
(The standard error of the mean does not apply, because these
samples are not independent, and they come from distributions
that already reflect our uncertainty about the parameter values.)
For α and all entries in ~β, the difference between the English
rich frame and poor frame is significant at the p < .001 level.
We conclude that the syntax in which a verb originally appears
has a strong effect on a learner’s hypothesis about its meaning.
The pre-existing biases for Spanish actually appear to fall

algorithm. This tells us about the distribution of parameter
values that explain the data, by giving us a number of samples
from that distribution.1
We ran this sampling process separately on the rich frame
and poor frame conditions of the English experiment, as well
as the data from the Spanish experiment (which only had one
verb frame, with similar content to the English rich frame), for
200,000 steps in each case. Figure 4 shows the distributions
of the initial manner bias, initial path bias, and the weight of
the bias (α) for each condition.

Evaluating the predictive accuracy
We evaluate our model by comparing it to the way people
actually predict the meanings of new verbs in the experiment.
When we run the model forwards using the mean of the parameters we found earlier, then for each time step in each
condition, we get a prediction of the probability that a person
will predict a path verb, a manner verb, or neither. We compare this to the proportion of subjects who actually predicted
each option, and calculate the error as the average Euclidean
1 The
Python script that implements this process,
along with the experimental data, are available at
http://github.com/rspeer/verb-aspect-learning.
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between the two English cases. Spanish-speaking subjects
may have slightly less of a manner bias and slightly more of a
path bias than the English rich-frame subjects, but to an extent
that is not statistically significant over our data. On the other
hand, they have a significantly stronger manner bias than the
English poor-frame subjects. This difference in manner biases
is significant at the p < .01 level, and the differences in other
biases are significant at the p < .05 level.
The very significant difference between the Spanish data
and the English rich-frame data occurs in α, the strength of
the subjects’ pre-existing biases. With an average α around
1.9, the Spanish-speaking subjects adapt to the distribution of
meanings in the experiment as quickly as the English poorframe subjects. Their bias is weaker than the English rich
frame at a significance level of p < .001.
An explanation we propose for the Spanish data is that we
are observing, in addition to the language difference, the fact
that all the Spanish native speakers were bilingual. They have
learned English, along with its lexicalization biases, so they
are apt to learn unfamiliar words in the same way that they
learn English words. On the other hand, their bilingualism has
given them practice at adapting their overhypotheses about
the meanings of words, so they adapt to the “language” of the
experiment more quickly.
Examining the Spanish result further, and determining
whether their initial biases differ from the English rich frame,
would require more experimental data. To further explore this
phenomenon, it would be quite useful to re-run the Spanish
experiment with an equivalent to the poor frame. Additionally,
it would be informative to run the experiment with monolingual Spanish speakers, in order to isolate the possible effect of
bilingualism on adaptiveness in verb learning.
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Abstract: Do English and Mandarin speakers think about time differently? Boroditsky (2001) claimed they do,
but the claim did not stand in three failed replications (Chen, 2007; January & Kako, 2007; Tse & Altarriba, 2008).
Recently she and her colleagues reported data from a different task to support the claim (Boroditsky, Fuhrman,
& McCormick, 2010). We repeated their study with English speakers in US, Mandarin speakers in Taiwan and
Mandarin speakers in China. The Mandarin speakers in Taiwan showed an opposite pattern of results than the
English speakers, but the Mandarin speakers in China performed similarly to the English speakers. These results
are interpreted as reflecting differences in orthographic directionality adopted in different linguistic communities,
uniformly horizontal in US and China, but horizontal mixed with vertical in Taiwan. English and Mandarin speakers
may think about time differently, but not because of the different metaphorical usages in the languages.
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Dreaming Cogniton and Acculturation Processes
Sang Bok Lee
Kangnam University
Abstract: The author suggests that dreaming cognition be modeled as reflecting dynamic, integrative, culturallysensitive, and historically holistic methods. The author conceptualizes six models of dreaming cognition. 1) Freudian
dreaming model, 2) Jungian analytic model, 3) neurocognitive or neurophysiological dreaming model, 4) acculturative
dreaming brain model (Sang Bok Lee, 2005: ”Lee Acculturation Dream Scale,” Psychological Reports, 96), 5)
Cognitive-experiential model, and 6) narrative meaning-making model. Neurocognitive dreaming model (”dreaming
brain” model) has been a turning point to rehabilitate Freudian and Jungian models in terms of recent neuroscientific
experimentation and verification utilizing clinical patients. Acculturative dreaming brain model complements crosscultural scheme of dream interpretation by using Korean-American college students’ dreams. Cognitive-experiential
model (”focusing” method) and narrative meaning-making model (story-telling and thematic analysis, ”Lee Crosscultural Dream Anxiety Scale” – Sang Bok Lee) provide some critical hermeneutics for dream interpretation.
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Abstract: The notion of a “thematic role” has been
an important one in linguistic theories concerning the
syntax/semantics interface (Fillmore, 1968), but their
effects on high-level cognition remain relatively
unexplored. Thematic roles,like AGENT and
PATIENT, are said to be linked with specific
grammatical positions like that of “subject” and
“direct object”. Here we ask if the link between
grammatical subjects and the thematic role AGENT
might create an intentionality bias for subjects. We
tested this in a series of studies examining both
response times and accuracy. These studies reveal a
quick and reflexive bias to treat grammatical subjects
(but not prepositional objects or direct objects) as
being more intentional than they actually are.
However, this bias may be overcome when people
are encouraged to reflect on their true knowledge.
Broader implications of our findings for research in
psychology and linguistics are discussed.

following four verbs as an example: “eat,” “help,”
“deceive,” and “construct.” Despite large differences
in meaning, for each verb it is nearly always the case
that the syntactic subject denotes an agent who
intentionally brought about some state of affairs. Of
course, there are syntactic subjects who do not act
intentionally but do other things like cause or initiate
an event (as in “the tornado destroyed the power
lines”). Nevertheless, the notion of intentionality
does seem to be strongly associated with the syntactic
subject position across many verbs and many verb
classes (Sorace, 2000).
The computational logic of on-line language
processing suggests that inferring others’ intentions is
likely to reflexively influence decisions regarding
syntactic subjects. Imagine someone producing the
sentence the sentence “Man bites dog” in context.
When the speaker decides to put “man” as the subject
instead of the object, he/she must have identified
something about the role the man played in the event
in order to decide that “man” is a grammatical subject
and not an object. In this case, intentionality is a
pretty good indicator of which actor goes in the
subject position of the sentence.
In comprehension contexts, there is also some
recent empirical evidence suggesting that the
representation of others’ intentions interacts with
one’s grammatical knowledge. Childers & Echols
(2004) showed that when learning the meaning of a
new word, children have a strong expectation for
grammatical subjects to be intentional, animate
actors. While this bias could interfere with learning in
some cases, it improves performance in prototypical
events where an animate agent acts on an inanimate
patient, and that event is described with by a sentence
placing the animate actor in the grammatical subject
position.
Thus, both empirical studies and common sense
suggest that the theory of mind concept of “intention”

Keywords: Intentionality Bias, Theory of Mind,
Dual Systems, Thematic Roles

Introduction
Linguists have hypothesized the existence of
“thematic roles” in order to explain semantic
similarities between actors mentioned in specific
syntactic positions (Dowty, 1991; Carlson &
Tanenhaus, 1988; Fillmore, 1968). The most relevant
example here is that syntactic subjects are said to be
associated with the AGENT thematic role, where
semantic agents are those things which prototypically
cause events to happen, intend them to happen, and
initiate their occurrence (Dowty, 1991).
Given their association with the AGENT thematic
role, syntactic subjects in English are often
understood to have acted intentionally. Take the
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could influence language processing. But here we
want to ask the novel, opposite question. Could a
noun’s syntactic position relative to a verb influence
how that noun’s role in an event is conceptualized?
More specifically, perhaps the grammatical subject
of a sentence undergoes more of an intentionally bias
than other parts of speech due to its association with
the AGENT thematic role. So while people can
reflect on the intentionality of the actors described in
a sentence in a deeper, more reflective way, there
may also exist a simple heuristic like, “Syntactic
Subject  Intentional,” which operates in quick,
reflexive manner and trumps deeper knowledge in
some cases.

except that list of verbs was limited to exchange,
trade and swap. Both nouns were the grammatical
subject in this condition. An example sentence is:
“Frank and Steven exchanged books.”
Experiment 1c was identical to 1a with the
following exceptions. The verbs employed were:
“exchange”, “swap”, “loan”, “borrow”, “sell”, “buy”.
Each verb had two constructs: a clefted subject (“It
was Frank that exchanged books with Steven”) or a
clefted object (“It was Frank that Steven exchanged
books with”).

Results
The results of Experiments 1a-1c matched our
predictions (see Figure 1 below). All subsequent
analyses below are by item analyses unless otherwise
stated. In Experiment 1a, participants judged the
grammatical subject as having acted more
intentionally (M = 5.63) than the prepositional object
(M = 5.01), t(6), = 3.7, p < .05.
In Experiment 1b where both actors were the
grammatical subject, both the first noun (M = 5.56)
and the second noun (M = 5.64) were judged to be
equally intentional, p = .71.
In Experiment 1c the clefted subject (M = 5.68)
was rated as being more intentional than the clefted
object (M = 4.94), t(5) = 4.02, p <.05.

Experiment 1
While the notion of a general intentionality bias has
recently become a hot topic in cognitive science (see
Rosset, 2008), the question of how syntactic
heuristics may influence any putative intentionality
bias has not, to our knowledge, been explored.
In order to determine whether there may be more
of an intentionality bias for subjects compared to
other parts of speech, we employed logically
equivalent sentences like “Frank exchanged products
with Steven” and “Steven exchanged products with
Frank.” (see Gleitman et al, 1996). In such sentences,
each sentence is both necessary and sufficient for it’s
reverse to be true. Given their logical equivalence,
both sentences necessarily describe an event (or set
of possible events) in which Frank must be acting
equally intentionally in both cases. However, we
predicted that “Frank” would be judged as more
intentional when he was described as the grammatical
subject than when he was described as the object of
the preposition.
In order to test for any effects of word order we ran
control Experiment 1b. In order to test for any effects
of distance from the beginning or end of the sentence,
we also ran control Experiment 1c.

Discussion
Experiment 1 shows that participants use
grammatical position as a heuristic for intentionality
judgments. Participants judged the grammatical
subject of logically reversible sentences as acting
more intentionally than the prepositional object. Thus
the same actor from the exact same event will be
treated differently depending on how that event is
described. Experiments 1b and 1c rule out the
possibility that these effects are due to simple word
order or recency effects.

Method
1000 paid online participants from Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk.
Materials and Procedure: In Experiment 1a,
participants saw a single sentence from a pair of
logically equivalent sentences like the “exchange”
example above. The other verbs were: “swap”,
“trade”, “loan/borrow”, and “buy/sell”. All verbs
contained “Frank” and “Steven” as the proper nouns
designating the actors in the event.
Each participant read only one sentence and rated
on a scale of 1-7 how intentionally they thought
either the subject (e.g. “Frank”) or the prepositional
object acted (e.g. “Steven”).
Experiment 1b employed used the same method
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sentence entails the same sentence with the actors
reversed. For example, participants might be asked
“If Bill swapped books with Susan, is it necessarily
the case that Susan swapped books with Bill?”
Participants responded “Yes” or “No.”
After making each response they then rated the
intentionality of both the grammatical subject and
grammatical object on a seven-point scale.

Figure 1: Results from Experiments 1a – 1c.
The grammatical subject of the sentence is
reliably rated as more intentional than the
prepositional object in logically reversible
sentences.

Results
Participants “qualified” for data analysis if they
indicated that they believed all logically reversible
sentences were in fact logically reversible (45 out of
56 subjects). We selected this group because we were
mainly interested in those participants who were
reasoning in the relevant way.
These participants indeed showed less of an
intentionality bias for the subject after logical
priming than before. The mean ratings are as follows:
pre-prime subject M=6.32; pre-prime object M=5.1;
post-prime subject M=6.35; post-prime object
M=5.97. The pre-prime difference between subjects
and objects was statistically significant t(44)=3.53, p
< .001, and the post-prime difference was also
statistically significant t(44)=3.53, p < .001. Crucially
however, the interaction between the conditions was
also statistically significant, p<.001. This indicates
that intentionality bias for the subject significantly
decreased after the logical prime.
For the 11 participants who did not agree with the
principle of logical reversibility, they also treated
grammatical subjects as being more intentional than
grammatical objects both pre-prime (M=5.48,
M=4.06, t(10)=3.47, p<.01.) and post-prime
(M=4.97, M=3.97, t(10)= 3.169, p<.05). However,
the interaction between priming condition and
grammatical position was not significant, p=.37.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 2 we ask two related questions. (1)
Can people hold this intentionality bias for syntactic
subjects while still believing in the logical
equivalence of our sentences? (2) Can people
overcome this bias by shifting to a more logical mode
of thought?
Here, we employed a slightly more complicated
design than in the previous experiment. The
experiment was divided into three parts. In the preprime phase, we probed participants on their
intentionality judgments for grammatical subjects
and objects in logically reversible sentences as well
as non-logically reversible sentences. We then
“primed” them to think logically by asking them if
they agreed that the logically reversible sentences
from Experiment 1 were in fact logically reversible.
Then we re-tested them as in the pre-prime phase.
First, we predicted that people would show an
intentionality bias even if they would later agree that
our “logically reversible” sentences were in fact
logically reversible. In other words, we predicted that
participants would contradict themselves. Secondly,
we predicted that participants would eliminate or
reduce their intentionality bias for grammatical
subjects after being encouraged to think about the
logic of our sentences.

Discussion
Experiment 2 supported our two predictions. First,
some participants held contradictory beliefs with
regards to the intentionality of the actors described in
our sentences. They were biased to see the
grammatical subjects as more intentional than other
logically equivalent actors. However, they also
recognized that these actors were in fact logically
equivalent. Thus, for the sentence “Bill swapped
books with Susan,” they simultaneously believed that
“Bill” was more intentional than “Susan” while being
logically committed to their being equally intentional.
When confronted with this fact, participants
adjusted their intentionality ratings for logically
equivalent subjects and objects by making them more
similar. Thus participants were able to reduce the
influence of the heuristic “subject  intentional” by

Method
56 paid online
Mechanical Turk.

participants

from

Amazon’s

Procedure and Stimuli: In the “pre-prime” phase,
subjects first saw nine sentences, three of which were
logically reversible and six of which were not. They
rated both the subject and object on how intentionally
they acted.
During the priming phase, participants were then
shown nine different sentences, three of which were
logically reversible and six of which were not. For
each sentence, participants were asked whether the
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entering a more logical mode of thought that clearly
contrasted with their less reflective judgments.
It is worth pointing out that in adjusting their
ratings in this way, intentionality ratings for the
prepositional objects went up instead of ratings going
down for the grammatical subject. This is pattern
consistent with an “unintentionality bias” for nonsubjects. But this pattern is also consistent with an
intentionality bias for the subject since it could have
resulted from simple preference to always move
ratings up whenever adjusting. Experiment 3
addresses this point in a more direct fashion.

The heuristic account of intentionality judgments
thus predicts for “avoir” verbs, correct “intentional”
judgments should be faster than correct
“unintentional” judgments since the surface subject is
the deep structure subject. If time pressure
exacerbates the intentionality bias for subjects, there
should also be more “intentional” false alarms than
“unintentional” false alarms for “avoir” verbs. In
other words, people should be more likely to mistake
an unintentional character as acting intentionally than
the opposite. On the other hand, such biases should
not exist for “être” verbs since the surface subject is
actually the displaced deep structure object.

Experiment 3

Method
14 paid native French speakers from Brest, France
participated in the experiment.

Experiments 1 and 2 addressed the nature and
flexibility of the intentionality bias for the
grammatical subject of a sentence. Experiment 3
addressed its expression under time pressure. We did
this by gathering intentionality judgments from
native French speakers for two types of verbs:
unaccusative and unergative. According to linguistic
theory, unaccusative verbs are verbs whose surface
grammatical subject has been moved from the
grammatical object position (Levin & Rappaport
Hovav, 1994). Unergative verbs, on the other hand,
have surface subjects who are also the deep structure
subject1.
In French, unaccusative verbs take “être” as the
auxiliary in the past tense while unergative verbs take
“avoir” as the auxiliary in the past tense. Both verb
types can express actions that are clearly intentional
and actions that are clearly unintentional. Take the
following examples (“trace” represents the syntactic
position out of which the underlined noun is moved):

Procedure and Stimuli: Participants saw 72
sentences: 18 “avoir” intentional, 18 “avoir”
unintentional, 18 “être” intentional and 18 “être”
unintentional. Participants sat in front of a computer
screen and were instructed to indicate (via keypress)
“as quickly as possible” whether the person described
in the sentence was acting intentionally. All
sentences were made such that they only described
one person.
All stimuli were normed beforehand on a different
group of non-time pressured participants in order to
ensure broad agreement that each sentence was either
clearly intentional or clearly unintentional. We biased
the stimuli against our experimental hypothesis such
that norming agreement for “avoir” sentences was
higher for unintentional actions (M=98.73%) than
intentional actions (M=94.74). On the other hand,
agreement was higher for “être” intentional actions
(M=90.46) than unintentional actions (M=84.21).

(1) Unaccusative (Etre) Intentional:
Christophe est sorti (trace) à neuf heures
Christophe left (trace) at nine o’clock

Results
For “avoir” verbs, participants were indeed faster to
correctly judge an action to be intentional (M = .24
sec./syllable) than unintentional (M = .26), t(13) =
2.62, p < .05. However for “être” verbs there was no
significant difference in correctly identifying an
intentional action (M = .274) compared to an
unintentional action (M = .269), p = .66 (see figure 2
below).
Accuracy data also revealed that participants were
indeed more likely to make “intentional” false alarms
on “avoir” verbs but not “être” verbs. “Avoir”
accuracy rates differed significantly between
intentional (M=.94) and unintentional actions
(M=.82), t(13)=4.22, p<.001. However “Etre”
accuracy rates did not differ between intentional
(M=.88) and unintentional (M=.88). In other words,
for “avoir” verbs, participants were more likely to

(2) Unergative (Avoir) Intentional:
Emilie a marché en ville
Emelie walked around in town
(3) Unaccusative (Etre) Unintentional:
François est tombé (trace) sur la glace
Francois fell (trace) on the ice
(4) Unergative (Avoir) Unintentional
Marc a glissé sur la chaussée
Marc slipped on the walkway
1

Most modern syntacticians would disagree with the term “deep
structure,” as it has been made somewhat obsolete by minimalism.
We choose this term simply for clarity of explanation to a broad
audience.
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mistake an unintentional actor as acting intentionally
than vice-versa. However, there was no difference in
false alarm rates for “etre” verbs.

time and a more reflective mindset. These findings
have potentially interesting implications for other
areas of cognitive science and linguistics.
Two Systems?
Apperly & Butterfill (2009) have recently argued for
a two systems view of belief representation whereby
there exists a quick and efficient system for
automatically calculating others’ belief states, along
side a slower more inefficient system (see also Cohen
& German, 2009).
Although we were principally interested in the
representation of intentions as opposed to beliefs, the
findings from the current set of studies are
compatible with the two systems account. The results
from Experiment 3 show that under time pressure, the
intentionality bias for grammatical subjects is
exaggerated. However the bias is overcome when
participants have more time to reflect on the meaning
sentences. The results from Experiment 2 show that
participants are generally influenced by the syntactic
subject bias even when they simultaneously hold a
deeper commitment to the logical equivalence of
subjects and objects.
One plausible explanation for these discrepancies
between performance in speeded and unspeeded (or
natural vs. logical) tasks is that the presence vs.
absence of the bias is dictated by which “system” is
being tapped to generate the relevant judgment.
However, there is another possible explanation of
our effects that would be incompatible with the two
systems account. Instead of multiple systems, there
could be a single system that prioritizes different
intentionality cues differently. Under time pressure or
certain task conditions, only those cues highest on the
priority list may be employed employed. Right now,
our results cannot distinguish between these two
possibilities, and this is an area for further research.

Figure 2: Response times for “avoir” (unergative) and
“être” (unaccusative) verbs. Only “avoir” verbs showed
evidence of an intentionality bias.

Figure 3: Accuracy data. Despite the fact that unspeeded
intentionality judgments from norming experiments were
biased against our hypothesis, participants displayed a bias
to incorrectly label unintentional “avoir” sentences as being
intentional. This did not hold for “être” verbs.

Discussion
Experiment 3 demonstrates that under time pressure
people have a bias to treat deep structure grammatical
subjects (in the “avoir” verbs) as being more
intentional than they should be treated. However,
they have no such bias for the deep structure
grammatical object that has been covertly moved to
the subject position (in the “etre” verbs). This bias
was revealed both by “intentional false alarm rates”
and response times.
Furthermore, these results suggest that there is a
specific intentionality bias for grammatical subjects
as opposed to an unintentionality bias for nonsubjects since the main differences in response times
and false alarm rates concerned syntactic subjects as
opposed to transposed objects.

Linguistic Theory and Thematic Roles
There are arguments in the linguistics literature about
the nature and role of “thematic roles”. Notably, there
have been disagreements about logically reversible
verbs, with some authors arguing that logically
reversible verbs like “exchange” or “buy/sell”
necessarily assign identical thematic roles to all
actors in the event (Dowty, 1991) while others have
argued the exact opposite (Jackendoff, 1987).
The data presented here strongly suggest that in so
far as thematic roles are generating any intentionality
bias specific to syntactic subjects, then logically
reversible verbs do not assign identical thematic roles
to their actors. Instead, even when two logically
reversible sentences describe the exact same
situation, the way that the actors will be
conceptualized depends (at least initially) on the

Conclusion
Together, the three experiments presented here tell a
coherent story. There are at least two ways of
generating an intentionality judgment from verbal
reports. One is a quick, heuristic judgment that is
perhaps generated from an association between the
syntactic subject position and the AGENT thematic
role. However this bias may be overcome with more
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thematic role associated with the syntactic position
they appear in.
More generally, methods like those employed in
the above studies could be used in deciding between
two seemingly plausible theories regarding the nature
of thematic roles in an empirically grounded way. In
this regard, it is at least possible that methods like
ours could help advance theories dealing with the
syntax/semantics interface.
Another possible theoretical advance afforded by
empirical methods like these may be the ability to
deduce the contents of the AGENT thematic role.
One possibility is that the notion of “intention” is part
of the primitive AGENT concept, and that the link
from syntax (i.e. subject) to semantics (i.e. intention)
is more or less direct. However, another possibility is
that the link between grammatical subject and
intention is less direct. For example, the AGENT
concept could instead refer to event iniators, and the
intentionality bias for syntactic subjects could be an
indirect result of that. In our studies, people may
subconsciously be reasoning that if “Frank” is the
grammatical subject he must have started the event.
And since he started the event, he must therefore be
more intentional. Both theories are plausible, and
methods like these may offer straightforward tools
for making progress on this question and others like
it.2
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Indeed follow up studies in our lab actually indicate that this
second possibility may in fact be the correct one.
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Abstract: Speakers of languages that differ in their color vocabulary perform differently on a range of supra-threshold
categorization tasks and these variations are predicted by their respective color vocabulary. Here we compare two
language groups (English and Herero) who have different color vocabularies for the green-blue region of color space.
Discrimination thresholds were compared for English and Herero color boundaries using a perceptual task that
was unlikely to involve the activation of verbal codes. This enabled an assessment of whether color perception is
modulated by color language, rather than color language merely having an online influence on performance, as shown
by supra-threshold tasks. The pattern of discrimination thresholds was the same for English and Herero speakers.
Discrimination thresholds were not consistent across test points but there was no evidence of lowered discrimination
at either the English or Herero boundary. These findings suggest that color language does not affect chromatic
thresholds.
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The Significance of Memory Retrieval in Perceptual Interference
Ava Santos
Fort Lewis College

Lawrence Barsalou
Emory University
Abstract: Verbal overshadowing is a phenomenon where verbalizing a nonverbal experience produces an inaccurate
memory of the experience. Drawing from perceptual symbol systems, we postulate that verbal overshadowing
belongs to the larger phenomenon of perceptual interference. Verbalizing or mentally imaging nonverbal experiences
produces inaccurate memories of those experiences. This is because people initially form prototypical representations
of nonverbal experiences. These prototypical representations are not always identical to later exemplars of the
experience. On perceiving an exemplar and later having to remember it, people may retrieve inaccurate prototypical
representations instead. To test this, we developed a visual interference paradigm that uses fictional spy devices.
Previous experiments have shown that people’s prototypical representations interfere with their memories for the
veridical exemplars, and that it occurs with verbalization or with mental imagery. The current experiment investigates
whether perceptual interference occurs during memory encoding, retrieval, or both. Results indicate that it may
occur during retrieval.
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Abstract
Rhetorical questions (RQs), which are widely used and
studied, are a special use of questions. A review of the
literature shows that most of the previous studies are
description of the pragmatic functions of RQs and are limited
to the study of written data, while the cognitive factor has
been relatively neglected. This study proposes a cognitive
research of RQs under the Prototype Theory of Categorization,
aiming to provide a systematic analysis of RQs. In the first
part, I suggest that a cognitive analysis of RQs under the
Prototype Theory of Categorization can perfect the analyzing
system of RQs. In the second part, the proposed theoretical
frame and some colloquial data collected from the situation
comedy Everybody Loves Raymond are employed to analyze
the pragmatic prototypical categories of RQs. The last part is
the conclusion. Major findings and limitations are showed.
Keywords: rhetorical questions; the Prototype Theory of
Categorization; the pragmatic prototypical category

Introduction
RQs, first emerging as one of the figures of speech, have
caught great interests of pragmaticians. Extensive
examination and profound contributions have been made
over the years.
Ilie (1994) analyses the “distinctive features” and
“discursive functions” of RQs from the pragmatic
perspective and defines a RQ as “a question used as a
challenging statement to convey the addresser’s
commitment to its implicit answer, in order to induce the
addressee’s mental recognition of its obviousness and the
acceptance, verbalized or non-verbalized, of its validity”.
He stresses that RQs, at least in arguments, can be used to
“induce, reinforce, or alter assumptions, beliefs, or ideas in
the addressee’s mind”.
Brown and Levinson (1978) regard RQs as off-record
communicative acts such as criticizing, making excuses and
commenting sarcastically, which are indirect use of
language.
Slot (1993) distinguishes between a simple indirect
speech act and a multiple indirect speech act. In his opinion,
a simple indirect speech act is the indirect speech act which
performs only a primary speech act and a secondary speech
act; while a multiple speech act is the indirect speech act
which is embedded in another indirect speech act. Based on
the Principle of Communication developed by van Eemeren
and Grootendorst (1992) (Rule 1: Perform no
incomprehensible speech acts; Rule 2: Perform no insincere
speech acts; Rule 3: Perform no unnecessary speech acts;
Rule 4: Perform no pointless speech acts; Rule 5: Perform
no new speech acts that are not an appropriate sequel or

relation to preceding speech acts.), Slot produces a scheme
for the reconstruction of both simple and multiple indirect
speech acts, which can be described as following:
(1) Speaker/ writer S has performed utterance U.
(2) Given the literal meaning of utterance U, S has
performed speech act 1, which has communicative force 1
and propositional content 1.
(3) Given the context, speech act 1 violates rule (s) for
communication 1 and/ or 2 and/or 3 and/or 4 and/or 5.
(4) Given the context, speech act 2 rectifies the violation
(s) in step 3.
(5) Speech act 1, speech act 2 and the context can be
connected via rule for communication i (=1, 2, 3, 4 or 5),
and in the case of RQs via […], and in the case of ironic
utterance via […].
(6) Therefore, speech act 2 is a correct interpretation of
speech act 1.
(7a) Given the context, speech act 2 (3, 4…n) is in
accordance with all rules for communication.
(8a) Therefore, speech act 2 (3, 4…n) is a correct
interpretation of U.
Or:
(7b) Given the context, speech act 2 (3, 4…n) violates
rule for communication 1 and/or 2 and/or 3 and/or 4 and/or
5 (different types of violation as in step 3).
(8b) Given the context, speech act 3 (4, 5…n) rectifies the
violation (s) in step 7b.
(9) Speech act 2 (3, 4…n), speech act 3 (4, 5…n) and the
context can be connected via rule for communication i (=1,
2, 3, 4 or 5), and in the case of RQs via […], and in the case
of ironic utterance via […].
(10) Therefore: speech act 3 (4, 5…n) is a correct
interpretation of speech act 2 (3, 4…n).
(11) Back to step 7.
In fact, other researches such as Schmidt-Radefeldt (1977)
and Frank (1990) have analyzed RQs. However these
studies are generally based on pragmatic criteria and the
cognitive perspective has been considered relatively.
This paper, aiming to analyze the pragmatic categories of
RQs, is designed to conduct from the cognitive angle and
takes the Prototype Theory of Categorization as the
theoretical framework.
What I suggest in this paper is that all linguistic categories
should be prototypical categories, and they fall into a
prototypical category of syntax, a prototypical category of
semantics, and a prototypical category of pragmatics. In my
opinion, a prototypical category of syntax is a category of
different semantic meanings and pragmatic functions
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expressed by the same syntactic constructions, a
prototypical category of semantics is a category of different
syntactic constructions and pragmatic functions expressing
the same semantic meaning, and a prototypical category of
pragmatics is a category of different syntactic constructions
performing the same pragmatic function.
RQs, as grammatical structures, can be categorized in
terms of prototypical category. In the following sections, I
will give a detailed account of the pragmatic prototypical
categories of RQs as well as the status and the special
feature of RQs in the pragmatic prototypical categories.

Pragmatic Prototypical Categories of RQs
This part is devoted to the discussion of the pragmatic
prototypical categories of RQs. I use the suggestion that a
prototypical category of pragmatics is a category of
different syntactic constructions performing the same
pragmatic function as the criteria. The pragmatic function of
RQs is based on the illocutionary force. If different syntactic
structures represent the same illocutionary force, they are
performing the same pragmatic function and thus belong to
the same pragmatic prototypical category. We can find that
the semantic differences have not been taken into
consideration when deciding the criteria for the pragmatic
prototypical category of RQs because RQs are semantically
relative with negation, while the imperatives like Open the
door which will be discussed in the following are not true or
false in any domain and therefore cannot be taken into the
realm of truth valuable statements. Without truth values
imperatives cannot be shown to be truth preserving, or
semantically valid, even if they are intuitively valid. In other
words, imperatives cannot be judged in semantic aspect.

The Performance
Directives

of

Direct

Assertives

and

Direct speech acts are the simplest cases of meaning in
which the speaker utters a sentence and means exactly and
literally what he says. Generally, there are two ways to
perform direct speech acts.
Use the Typical Association Between Sentence Forms
and Speech Acts
A basic approach to distinguishing types of speech acts is
made on the basis of structures. A fairly simple structural
distinction between three general types of speech acts is
provided, in English, by the three basic sentence types (Yule,
1996). As shown in the following examples, there is an
obvious relationship between the three types of sentences
(declarative, interrogative, imperative) and the three general
speech acts (assertives, asking and directives).
(1) I have $5. (Declarative / Assertive)
(2) Is this the #2 bus? (Interrogative/ Asking)
(3) Give me your money. (Imperative/ Directive)
Thus, a declarative used to make an assertive and an
imperative used to make a directive are direct speech acts.
On the illocutionary force of assertive, Alessandro (1994)
argues that in uttering a declarative sentence with the

propositional form P, the speaker says that P, i.e. s/he
communicates that P represents a description of an actual
state of affairs. Since this is exactly the way beliefs are
defined, a declarative sentence communicates that the
speaker believes that P. The decoding of a declarative
sentence allows the hearer to infer that {I} contains the
speaker’s belief that P. For example:
(4) My baby is beautiful.
(5) He was a brave man.
By uttering the above declaratives, the speaker aims at the
recognition by the hearer of the speaker’s goal of making
the hearer to believe that (4) my baby is beautiful; and (5)
he was a brave man.
While the illocutionary force for directives argued by
Alessandro (1994) is that in uttering an imperative sentence
with the propositional form P, the speaker tells the hearer to
P, i.e. s/he communicates that P represents a description of
a state of affairs as being both potential and desirable. The
decoding of the imperative mood allows the hearer to infer
that {I} contains the representation of the speaker about the
potentiality and desirability of P. For example:
(6) Move out of the way. (Yule, 1996)
(7) Don’t do that again.
By uttering the above two imperatives, the speaker aims
to command or request the hearer to (6) move out of the
way; and (7) don’t do that again.
Use Certain Kinds of Verbs to Perform Certain Kinds of
Speech Acts
The performative verbs is one of the illocutionary force
indicating devices (IFIDs) which can indicate that the
utterance is made with a certain illocutionary force, or else
that it constitutes the performance of a certain illocutionary
act. Thus the second way to make a direct assertive is to use
the performative verbs.
The basic expression with the performative verb for an
assertive is I assert (declare, claim etc.) to you that…/ I
assert (declare, claim etc.) you that…. One can also perform
a more complex notion of assertive speech act with the
expression I want you to believe that…. In both cases, the
speaker can express his belief about what he asserts and
make the hearer to believe it. For example:
(8) I assert you that my baby is beautiful.
(9) I want you to believe that he was a brave man.
By uttering the two sentences, the speaker asserts that (8)
my baby is beautiful; and (9) he was a brave man. Thus
utterances (8) and (9) have the same illocutionary force with
utterances (6) and (7).
On the other hand, the basic expression for an imperative
is I order (request, command, etc.) you that…. Apart from
this, one can also perform a directive act by the expression I
order (request, command, etc.) you whether…. For example:
(10) I request you to move out of the way.
(11) I order you not to do that again.
By uttering the two sentences, the speaker intends to
request/order the hearer to (10) move out of the way; and
(11) don’t do that again. Thus they have the same
illocutionary force with utterances (6) and (7).
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The Performance of Indirect Assertives and
Directives
When there is no direct relationship between a structure and
a form but rather an indirect one, the speech act is
considered indirect. Therefore the indirect assertive means
the act of assertion is performed indirectly by uttering a
non-declarative sentence and the indirect directive means
the act of directive is performed indirectly by uttering a nonimperative sentence. In this subsection, I argue that the
utterance of RQs can perform a wide range of indirect
assertives including asserting, blaming, protesting and
complaining, etc. and indirect directives such as advising,
requesting, commanding, and warning.
To Assert
(12) See? Look at her. Isn’t she sweet? Don’t kids cheer
you right up? (Everybody Loves Raymond)
(13) Doesn’t it feel good to be honest with them? (ibid)
To blame
(14) How could you do that to her? (Everybody Loves
Raymond)
(15) Don’t you care about how much your mother suffers
or if I starve? (ibid)
To Protest
(16) A: Wasn’t that a good idea? (Everybody Loves
Raymond)
B: Yeah. I have an idea. How about if I bite your nose
really hard? (ibid)
To Complain
(17) How could my father do this? He knew what that ball
meant to me. (Everybody Loves Raymond)
(18) Do you know how many things I can find wrong
with your parents? (ibid)
To Advise
(19) Would you look at this big stain here? (Everybody
Loves Raymond)
(20) Shouldn’t you indent? (ibid)
To Request
(21) Why can’t you boys play well? (Everybody Loves
Raymond)
(22) Why don’t you pass it onto the editor? (ibid)
To Command
(23) Why don’t you read it out loud, Ray? (Everybody
Loves Raymond)
(24) Don’t you go to your house? (ibid)
As shown above, RQs heard as questions but used to
perform indirect acts of assertion and directives.
Following Slot’s scheme for reconstruction of indirect
speech acts, the rhetorical question, for example, “Isn’t she
sweet” in (12) can be reconstructed as following:
This is the context: the mother and the father are looking
at their little daughter, who is very sweet and lovely. They
feel proud and encouraged that they have such a lovely girl.
According to Slot, the direct speech act 1 “I ask if she isn’t
sweet” violates the rules 2 and 3 because the speaker knows
what the answer is (step 3). Speech act 2 “I assert that she is
sweet” rectifies the violations (step 4). And speech act 1,
speech act 2 and the context can be connected through rule 3

because by asking for agreement the speaker is sure about
having the evidence for the truth of the proposition of
speech act 2. Thus speech act 2 is a correct interpretation of
speech act 1. The speaker is making an assertive by uttering
“Isn’t she sweet”.
We now see another example “Don’t you go to your
house” in (24), which is used to perform an indirect
directive.
Speech act 1: to ask, “Don’t you go to your house?”
violates the rule of sincerity and necessity because the
speaker knows well the answer.
Speech act 2: to state, “You go to your house” rectifies
the violation in speech act 1, but violates the rule of being
an appropriate sequel of the previous speech act. That is,
speech act 2 seems to be unrelated to the hearer’s wish to
not go to the house.
Speech act 3: to command, “You should go to your
house”, rectifies the violation in speech act 2 and is in
accordance with all the communication rules.
Thus speech act 3 is the correct interpretation of the
rhetorical question “Don’t you go to your house”. The
uttering of the rhetorical question is performing the act of
directive.

Pragmatic Prototypical Categories of RQs
As analyzed above, indirect assertives and directives
performed by RQs have the same illocutionary forces with
the corresponding direct speech acts. In my opinion, indirect
assertives and directives have the weakest illocutionary
forces because they often depend on contexts and need
inferential efforts for the hearer to understand the speaker’s
intention. While direct assertives and directives have the
strongest illocutionary forces as they need little efforts for
the hearers to understand the speaker’s intention. From the
strongest to the weakest illocutionary forces, and from the
greatest efforts to the least efforts for the hearer to
understand the intention of the speaker, there are a range of
family resemblances, which form pragmatic categories of
ASSERTIVE and DIRECTIVE. That is, RQs are in the
pragmatic prototypical categories of ASSERTIVE and
DIRECTIVE.

RQs as Non-prototypical Members
In this section, the status of RQs in the pragmatic
prototypical categories of ASSERTIVE and DIRECTIVE
will be discussed.
As we known, prototypical members share the most
attributes with other members and take the central position
in a prototypical category. When a certain prototypical
category is mentioned, prototypical members will first and
most quickly come to mind. Since direct speech acts need
the least efforts for the hearer to identify the speaker’s
intention, they take the least and shortest mental work, and
serve as prototypical members; while indirect speech acts
need more or less additional inferential efforts. Thus we can
easily conclude that in the pragmatic prototypical categories
of ASSERTIVE and DIRECTIVE, indirect assertives and
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directives performed by uttering RQs are non-prototypical
members.
It can also be analyzed from another perspective: in terms
of attributes, prototypical members in a prototypical
category are maximally distinct from the prototypical
members of other prototypical categories. Non-prototypical
members share only a small number of attributes, but have
several attributes which belong to other categories as well.
As we have known that the utterance of RQs can perform
indirect assertives as well as indirect directives, which
indicates that there is some overlap between members of the
two prototypical categories, as shown by the figure below:

Figure 1: Pragmatic prototypical categories of
ASSERTIVE and DIRECTIVE
In this figure, the two big circles represent the two
pragmatic prototypical categories: ASSERTIVE and
DIRECTIVE. The two small circles represent the
prototypical members as they take the central position in
prototypical categories. The part of overlap is the indirect
speech acts performed by the utterance of RQs. The dashed
lines in the figure indicate that there are no definite
boundaries between categories, which is just another way of
saying that category boundaries are fuzzy.
From the figure above, we can find that as members in the
pragmatic prototypical category of ASSERTIVE, RQs have
several attributes which belong to the pragmatic
prototypical category of DIRECTIVE as well, while direct
assertives are maximally distinct from direct directives in
the other prototypical category. Therefore RQs are marginal
or non-prototypical members in both pragmatic prototypical
categories and direct assertives and directives are
prototypical members in each pragmatic prototypical
category.

Special Pragmatic Feature of RQs as Nonprototypical Members
As we have seen in the above, the utterance of RQs can
perform indirect acts of assertive and directive. Thus the
most distinctive feature of RQs is indirectness.
Thomas (1995) states that people use indirectness
intentionally and rationally. As far as RQs are concerned,
people often use them for the following reasons:
Firstly, face and politeness
Frank (1990) argues that RQs are used to meet the
addresser’s need to amplify or mitigate. Used as an
amplifier, a rhetorical question works to enhance the force
and impact of the standpoint or argument advanced in order
to win over the addressee(s)/ audience and ensure their
support, or even to challenge or attack an opponent
(Jianghong Feng, 2004). For example:

(25) Well, don’t you care about how much your mother
suffers or if I starve? (Everybody Loves Raymond)
(26) What do you think we are? Invalids? Can’t we go out
and get our own fruit? (ibid)
In the above examples, RQs are used to support the
claims: (25) You should care about how much your mother
suffers or if I starve, and (26) We can go out and get our
own fruit. In these cases, RQs are used as amplifiers which
are much more powerful and persuasive than the plain
claims.
RQs can also be used as mitigators. For example:
(27) Could everybody just go back to normal?
(Everybody Loves Raymond)
(28) Dad, don’t you wanna get started on that story about
the twins? (ibid)
It is obvious that the speakers are trying to get the hearers
to: (27) go back to normal, and (28) get started on that story
about the twins. The speakers use RQs to convey such
requirements in that the direct commands are too strong and
impolite, which are not helpful to get the hearers to accept
their suggestions.
According to Brown and Levinson (1978), when we
interact with others in society, it is necessary to keep one’s
own face or to avoid threatening another’s face. Yule (1996)
defines a face-threatening act as something that represents a
threat to another individual’s expectations regarding selfimage, and a face-saving act as something that can lessen
the possible threat. Therefore RQs used as amplifiers are
performing face-threatening acts while RQs used as
mitigators are performing face-saving acts.
Some RQs (such as “Would you mind…?” and “Could
you (please)…?” etc.) have been conventionalized to make a
request. Such expressions can be used to create a distance
between strangers and to avoid being unpleasant and
impolite. Thus RQs have been regarded as one of the
politeness strategies.
Secondly, power and status
Considering the use of RQs, one important factor should
be taken into account: the relative power or status of the
speaker over the hearer. A rhetorical question is properly
used as a suggestion and demand by a speaker of higher
status. On the other hand, a rhetorical question may damage
the communication if the speaker doesn’t have the power or
status to say so. For example:
(29) Shouldn’t you stay at home?
If this rhetorical question is said by a father who gives an
indirect order to his daughter, it is properly used. The father
doesn’t tell his daughter straightly but makes her realize that
her father really does not want her to go out. This is often
used in daily life and can make our life and interaction go
smoothly.
Contrarily, it is face-threatening for people of lower status
to say such a rhetorical question because it threatens a
person of higher status. One can imagine what will happen
if it is said by a daughter to a father, or by an employee to
an employer.
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Conclusion
The major goal of this study is to discuss the pragmatic
prototypical categories of RQs. I argued that the pragmatic
functions of RQs are based on the illocutionary forces. If
different syntactic structures represent the same
illocutionary force, they perform the same pragmatic
function and belong to the same pragmatic prototypical
category. As a special type of structure, RQs can perform
indirect acts of assertive and directive. Thus they fall into
the same pragmatic prototypical categories with declaratives
and imperatives. That is, RQs belong to the pragmatic
prototypical categories of ASSERTIVE and DIRECTIVE.
Then the status of RQs in these prototypical categories is
analyzed. Two methods are employed to examine the status
and both suggest that they are non-prototypical members. At
last, the special pragmatic feature of RQs as nonprototypical members is introduced. The most distinctive
feature is their indirectness and people often use them for
the following two reasons: first, a rhetorical question can
perform face-threatening acts as well as face-saving acts.
Apart from this, some RQs such as “Would you mind…?”
and “Could you (please)…?” etc. have been
conventionalized to make requests and suggestions, which
are considered as one of the polite strategies; second, the
social status of the speaker and hearer should be taken into
consideration when using RQs in that a proper use of
rhetorical question can make our life go smoothly while an
improper use of RQs can damage the communication.
Being the first attempt to analyze RQs under the
Prototype Theory of Categorization, this study bears some
limitations. The first limitation of the present study is the
source of data. The data in this study mainly come from
conversations in situation comedy, while the proportion of
the oral data based on the daily conversations is relatively
small. As a result, the illustration is less powerful and
convincing. Secondly, not all forms of RQs are covered in
this study. Some RQs do not end in question marks but in
exclamation points, or sometimes they just indicated by
rhetorical intonation. This study could have a broader
coverage of those forms of RQs.
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Abstract

study categorization in natural language categories. The list
of items that is presented for categorization is generally a mix
of clear members, borderline members, and clear nonmembers of the target category. However, even the clear nonmembers of the target category in these tasks are chosen to
be at least somewhat related to the category’s most prototypical items. For instance, the nonmembers included for categorization in a category like vegetables tend to be comprised
of other food or plant items. Employing items from the animals or artifacts domains instead, would presumably render
the task less ecological valid and (perhaps more to the point)
might detract from the similarity-based processes we intend
to study with these tasks. Importantly, when all the items that
make up a set of potential category members are drawn from
a single domain (be it animals, artifacts, foods, activities, ...)
it is likely that meaningful similarity relations exist among
them. These similarity relations might impose structure on
the corresponding categorization decisions that have been neglected in treating these decisions as independent from one
another. For instance, in categorizing items as vegetables or
not, one can imagine participants consistently giving the same
response to parsley as to sage when their similarity as herbs
is recognized.
In what follows we will employ various methods to establish that the data that result from the traditional categorization
task violate the assumption of independence. These methods originate from the item response models literature, where
departures from independence are known as Local Item Dependencies (LIDs). Rather than considering LIDs as nuisances that one is better off eliminating (which is common
practice in the item response models literature), we will relate the LIDs to ratings of item-item similarity to argue that
they are a substantial part of categorization decisions which
future accounts of categorization will have to incorporate.
The case for the existence and importance of LIDs in categorization will be made by means of a reanalysis of previously published categorization data using the Rasch model
(Rasch, 1960). The reasons for using the Rasch model to
introduce one of the shortcomings of many current categorization accounts are threefold. (i) The model naturally accounts for the inter-individual differences in categorization
that are characteristic of the natural language categories we
study (Verheyen, Hampton, & Storms, 2010). (ii) Since the
Rasch model is an item response model it is straightforward
to apply existing methods for detecting LIDs to it. (iii) A
Rasch-like model that accommodates the need to incorporate
LIDs offers the intriguing possibility of deriving similarity
from categorization, instead of the other way around.

Most accounts of categorization assume the categorization decision for an item to be independent of the categorization decisions for other items. A number of methods are brought to
bear on the question of whether this assumption is justified.
These methods involve the application of a formal categorization model that explicitly incorporates the independence assumption to categorization data and the subsequent investigation of the residuals for unexplained structure. The residuals
reveal multiple departures from independence, suggesting that
the independence assumption in many a categorization account
should be relaxed. Following this suggestion the applied formal model is extended to allow for dependent categorization
decisions. It is explained how the extended model might address the concern that categorization accounts have erred in
using similarity as an explanatory construct. It promises to be
a significant step towards a categorization-based model of similarity.
Keywords: categorization; similarity; threshold theory.

Introduction
Similarity is arguably the variable that is most often invoked
to explain categorization decisions. According to most accounts of categorization an item is believed to be a category
member if its representation sufficiently resembles the category representation (regardless of whether the latter is believed to be an abstracted summary representation, an instantiated set of representative exemplars, an ideal, or a coherent theory). The Threshold Theory of categorization, for instance, posits that prior to making a categorization decision
the similarity between the item’s representation and the category’s representation is compared against an internal threshold (Hampton, 2007). If the assessed similarity exceeds the
threshold, the item will be endorsed as a category member;
otherwise it will not.
Most accounts of categorization will make the additional
assumption that consecutive categorization decisions are
made independently from one another. It is believed that every new item that is encountered for categorization will invoke the same similarity-assessment procedure that earlier
items have. That is, participants will provide a categorization
decision by determining whether the new item’s representation sufficiently resembles the category’s representation. The
answer that is provided on this particular categorization trial
is thus believed to be arrived at independently from the decisions that were made earlier (and the ones that await). In
the framework of the Threshold Theory, for instance, every
new categorization decision entails a comparison of the itemcategory similarity against the internal threshold, without regard of the decisions for alternate items.
This assumption of independence might prove too strong,
particularly in the context of the tasks that are employed to
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Data

The next section provides additional information about the
Rasch model. In our exposition of the model we will use
indices c to refer to categorizers (nc in total) and indices i to
refer to items (ni in total).

Categorization
Two hundred and fifty first year psychology students at the
University of Leuven completed a categorization task for partial fulfillment of a course requirement. The task included
8 categories with 24 items each. The categories consisted
of two animal categories (fish and insects), two artifact categories (furniture and tools), two food categories (fruits and
vegetables), and two activity categories (sciences and sports).
The corresponding category items included clear members,
clear nonmembers, and borderline cases. The data collection
took place in a large classroom where all participants were
present at the same time. Each of them was handed an eightpage questionnaire to fill out. They were told to carefully read
through the 24 items on each page and to decide for each item
whether or not it belonged in the category printed on top of
the page. Participants indicated their answer by either circling 1 for yes or 0 for no. Five different orders of category
administration were combined with 2 different orders of item
administration, resulting in 10 different questionnaires. Each
of these was filled out by 25 participants.

Applying the Rasch Model to Categorization
In the Rasch model individual categorization decisions xci are
considered the outcomes of Bernoulli trials with probability
pci . Equation (1) expresses how pci is fully determined by the
values of θc and βi . It expresses that the more βi exceeds θc
on a latent scale, the higher the probability is that categorizer
c will endorse item i, and vice versa.
pci =

e(βi − θc )
1 + e(βi − θc )

(1)

This formalization is reminiscent of the Threshold Theory’s claim that categorization decisions arise from the assessment of the similarity between the item’s representation
and the category’s representation (Hampton, 2007). This assessment results in the positioning of the item along a latent
similarity scale (i.e., fixing the item’s βi value). The further
along the scale an item is positioned, the higher its similarity
to the category is assumed to be. According to the Threshold Theory categorizers then impose threshold criteria on the
scale to determine whether the assessed similarity affords a
positive rather than a negative categorization decision. The
value of θc is taken to indicate the position of a categorizer’s
threshold criterion. The probability expressed in Equation (1)
decreases with θ. Low values of θc indicate rather liberal categorizers for whom a modest degree of similarity suffices to
conclude category membership. High values of θc characterize more conservative categorizers who require extensive
similarity between item and category to conclude category
membership. Differences in the estimates of θc allow the
Rasch model to account for the variable extension of natural
language categories.
Indeed, Verheyen et al. (2010) applied the model to 250
participants’ categorization decisions towards potential exemplars of eight natural language categories to show that
it accords with the inter-individual differences in the data.
Moreover, they also found the model to reconcile the counterintuitive finding that the items afford both binary membership
decisions and continuous typicality ratings. The estimates of
the items’ positions along the latent scale correlated almost
perfectly with independently provided ratings of their typicality. This accords with the Threshold Theory’s assertion
that there exists a linear relationship between item-category
similarity and typicality.
In the following section we elaborate on the Verheyen et al.
(2010) categorization data that we will reanalyze to look for
LIDs. To evaluate whether these LIDs can be interpreted in
terms of item-item similarity, an external measure of similarity is required. We also discuss the procedure used to obtain
such a measure.

Similarity
Ninety-two first year psychology students at the University
of Leuven provided pairwise similarities for partial fulfillment of a course requirement. Eighty-three of them provided
ratings for the 276 item pairs of one of the eight categories
of fish, insects, furniture, tools, fruits, vegetables, sciences,
and sports. Six students provided ratings for the pairs of two
of these categories, two students provided ratings for three
categories’ pairs, and one student rated the item pairs of seven
categories. All the items that belonged to a particular set were
shown before the onset of the similarity rating task. This procedure served two purposes: We wanted to ensure that participants had an idea about the degree of similarity and difference that was represented in the set and we wanted them
to only rate the pairs from a set of which they knew all the
items. Because participants did not always know all the items
in a particular set, they sometimes had to complete a different set than was originally intended. Because of this not
all sets were completed by the same number of participants.
For fish, insects, furniture, tools, fruits, vegetables, sciences,
and sports pairwise similarities were provided by 16, 15, 14,
15, 15, 12, 10, and 11 participants, respectively. Each of them
rated the similarity of every item pair by providing a number
between 1 (totally dissimilar) and 20 (totally similar). Item
pairs were presented in a random order. The presentation order of items within a pair was also randomized. The ratings
were averaged across participants and reliabilities were estimated by split-half correlations corrected with the SpearmanBrown formula. The reliability estimates ranged between .86
for vegetables and .93 for sciences.
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matrix, the higher the value for the corresponding empirical log odds ratio is. If the Rasch model is able to capture
the dependencies the categorization data present with, the
square matrix on the left should not differ greatly from the
four square matrices on the right. They represent the log odds
ratios obtained from four simulated data sets. Each of these
data sets was constructed using the parameter estimates that
resulted from fitting the Rasch model to the empirical categorization data. It would appear that the matrix holding the
empirical log odds ratios contains somewhat more structure
than the matrices holding the simulated log odds ratios do.
The results in Figure 2 would thus suggest that there are dependencies present in the categorization data that the Rasch
model doesn’t capture. The same conclusion follows inspection of similar figures for the remaining categories.
Although the graphical model evaluation procedure has
the benefit that it provides an overview of discrepancies pertaining to dependencies at a glance, the extent of the discrepancies remains subject to interpretation. One could of
course look deeper into the matrices to find out for which
item pairs the greatest differences emerge, but no principled
means of deciding which of these differences constitute substantial ones is readily available. The following method for
detecting LIDs provides a manner to remedy this.

model {
#Endorsing An Item Is A Bernoulli Trial
for (c in 1:nc){
for (i in 1:ni){
x[c,i] ~ dbern(p[c,i])
}
}
#Probability Is Determined By Categorizer-Item Positions
for (c in 1:nc){
for (i in 1:ni){
p[c,i] <- (exp(beta[i]-theta[c])/(1+exp(beta[i]-theta[c])))
}
}
#Priors For Categorizers And Items
for (c in 1:nc) { theta[c] ~ dnorm(0,clambda) }
clambda ~ dgamma(.001,.001)
csigma <- 1/sqrt(clambda)
for (i in 1:ni) { beta[i] ~ dnorm(0,.001) }
}

Figure 1: WinBUGS code for the Rasch model.

Detecting Local Item Dependencies
The Rasch model assumes that categorization decisions are
made independently from one another. It not only shares this
assumption with many competing categorization models, but
also with the majority of other item response models. As a
consequence, many means of detecting violations of independence have been put forward in the item response models literature. In this section we will employ two of these to investigate whether such violations also characterize categorization
data. The subsequent section will be devoted to the substantive interpretation of these results. In order to detect LIDs we
first need to apply the Rasch model to the categorization data
that were described earlier. This
entails a replication of the
1
modeling exercise conducted by Verheyen et al. (2010).
We implemented the Rasch model in WinBUGS (Lunn,
Thomas, Best, & Spiegelhalter, 2000) using the code that is
provided in Figure 1. Note that a normal distribution is defined over the θc ’s. We opted to estimate the standard deviation of this distribution for every category, instead of including a separate scaling parameter α for every category as
was done in Verheyen et al. (2010). We employ the posterior means across 5 chains with 10,000 samples each as point
estimates for the various model parameters.

Correlations between Standardized Residuals
Given the parameter estimates of an applied model, evidence
of local dependence between two items can also be obtained
by calculating the correlation between the residuals of the observed and expected responses (Andrich & Kreiner, 2010).
This correlation provides a window into the association between items that is left unexplained by the model with its assumption of independence. Following the estimation of the
Rasch parameters we thus obtained the correlation between
the standardized residuals for each pair of items in a category. Wright (1977) provides the following formula for the
computation of individual standardized residuals:
xci − pci
with wci = pci × (1 − pci )
RESci = √
wci

Graphical Model Evaluation

In a regular search for LIDs the item pairs with the highest
correlations between their residuals are identified as violating
the independence assumption. It is common practice to set
a .05 significance criterion for this (e.g., Andrich & Kreiner,
2010). If we were to employ this heuristic 4 item pairs from
the fish category would be identified as locally dependent.
For the categories of insects, furniture, tools, fruits, vegetables, sciences, and sports, these numbers equal 5, 5, 2, 1,
4, 2, and 5, respectively. Together they constitute evidence
that violations of the independence assumption exist in the
categorization data. The results add to those of the graphical model evaluation procedure in that they are explicit about
the item pairs one should sit up and take notice of. Table 1
holds for every category an example of an item pair with significantly correlated residuals. The nature of these items suggests that item-item similarity might be responsible for their

One way of assessing whether the categorization data present
with LIDs is graphical in nature and incorporates the rational
behind parametric bootstrapping (Tuerlinckx & De Boeck,
2004). Figure 2 includes the results of applying this procedure to the categorization data of the sciences category. For
all possible item pairs in the category, the empirical log odds
ratio was computed:
log(

(n11 + .5)(n00 + .5)
)
(n10 + .5)(n01 + .5)

(3)

(2)

and converted in a gray-scale value. (In Equation (2) n11 is
defined as the observed frequency of a joint (1,1)-response
for the item pair under study, and so on.) These values were
subsequently placed in the upper triangular part of the left
most square matrix in Figure 2. The lighter a square in the
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Figure 2: Log odds ratio plot of the empirical categorization data (first matrix) and four data sets simulated from the Rasch
model estimates (matrices two to five) for the category of sciences.

(N = 276). The correlation between the dependency estimates
and item-item similarity is by no means perfect. However,
one does need to take into consideration that these correlations with item-item similarity were obtained after typicality
was partialled out. Indeed, application of the Rasch model
to the categorization data in Verheyen et al. (2010) yielded βi
estimates that correlated between .94 and .98 with rated typicality. As a consequence it is safe to say that the information
conveyed by the residuals is typicality-free. Provided that
typicality is one of the major organizing principles of similarity ratings that have been obtained in the context of a semantic category (e.g., Verheyen, Ameel, & Storms, 2007) we
believe it to be substantial that reliable correlations with itemitem similarity remain after the variable is partialled out. It
suggests that in addition to item-category similarity (i.e., typicality) item-item similarities inform categorization decisions
in natural language categories. That is to say, a categorization
decision pertaining to one item isn’t necessarily independent
from a categorization decision pertaining to another item.

Table 1: Examples of item pairs that violate independence.
Category
Items
fish
crab
lobster
insects
mosquito
wasp
furniture
dishwasher refrigerator
tools
pitchfork
rake
fruits
acorn
pine cone
vegetables
lettuce
spinach
sciences
psychology
sociology
sports
billiards
darts

dependence. In categorizing items as furniture or not, participants might consistently provide the same response to dishwasher as to refrigerator because their similarity as electrical
appliances is recognized. The answers towards the items psychology and sociology with respect to sciences might be dependent because both are social sciences. Similar arguments
can be constructed for the other item pairs in Table 1.

Procrustes Analyses

Understanding Local Item Dependencies

It might be more appropriate to scale the dependency estimates and similarity ratings than to employ the raw data. The
scaled association in which a particular item features is informed by all the available information about that item (i.e.,
the various other associations in which the item features)
and therefore considered more reliable. For instance, when
multidimensional scaling (MDS) is employed to approximate
associations in a geometrical space, the coordinates of the
items are determined such that the distances between them
optimally reflect their association (the greater the association
between two items, the smaller their distance in the space).
Since the distances in the space have to fulfill the triangle inequality, the positioning of two items is co-determined by the
other associations in which the items feature. Using MDS
to spatially represent dependencies/similarities has the added
advantage that it entails the prevailing means of representation that many models of categorization subscribe to (e.g.,
exemplar models, Nosofsky, 1984; prototype models, Smith
& Minda, 1998; ...) and many researchers have used to predict category-related behaviors (e.g., processing of analogies,

Correlation Analyses
Identifying some item pairs as dependent (and implicitly all
others as independent) by means of significance tests has a
certain amount of arbitrariness to it. After all, the pattern
of correlations between residuals might carry more information than is revealed by merely separating the significant ones
from the insignificant ones. Alternatively, one can make use
of all the dependency estimates. These can then be related to
the ratings of item-item similarity we collected.
As a first approximation of the relationship between the dependency estimates and the item-item similarities their Pearson correlation was calculated. The correlation was established at .43 for fish, at .57 for insects, at .34 for furniture,
at .29 for tools, at .30 for fruits, at .35 for vegetables, at .54
for sciences, and at .26 for sports. All of these correlations
are significant at the .0001 level of significance (according to
one-tailed t-tests).
Of course, the significance of a correlation of .26 should
not be overstated in light of the large number of observations
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Rumelhart & Abrahamsen, 1973; inductive strength, Rips,
1975, ...).
The estimated item dependencies and the rated item-item
similarities for the eight categories were therefore subjected
to nonmetric multidimensional scaling. Configurations were
obtained in dimensionality 2 to 61 .
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uration of the item-item similarities (#5). The 25 procrustes
errors that were in this manner obtained for every category
were compared against the procrustes errors that were obtained through the comparison of randomly generated spatial
configurations with the same dimensionalities. Spatial configurations of items in a particular dimensionality were constructed by randomly sampling the coordinates of the items
on all dimensions from a uniform distribution between 0 and
1000. Twenty-four items were included; the same as the number of items in the empirical data. This procedure was repeated 10,000 times in each of the dimensionalities 2 to 6.
These randomly generated spatial configurations were then
subjected to the same procrustes analyses we employed to
compare the spatial representations for the item dependencies and the item-item similarities. If the configurations for
the latter two data sets carry alignable information, the resulting error from the procrustes analysis should be less than that
obtained from the randomly generated configurations.
In the 200 (8 categories × 5 × 5 dimensionalities) comparisons that were conducted, the empirically observed procrustes errors fell 192 times (96%) below the 5% value of
the distributions of procrustes errors generated from random
configurations. This constitutes strong evidence that the commonalities that the procrustes analyses picked up are not due
to coincidence. That is to say, the configurations that represent the item dependencies share structure with the configurations that represent the item-item similarities. Again,
one needs to take into consideration that this correspondence
emerges despite the fact that the dependency estimates are
typicality-free. For four of the categories Figure 3 locates
the empirically observed procrustes error in the distribution
of procrustes errors from comparing random configurations.
Each vertical line represents the procrustes error from comparing one dependency configuration with one similarity configuration. The dimensionalities of these configurations were
chosen according to the elbow criterion2 . Each histogram
represents the procrustes errors from 10,000 comparisons of
random configurations with the same dimensionalities as the
empirical ones. The 8 comparisons in which the cutoff was
not met, arose from 3 categories. The two-dimensional configuration for the item-item similarities of the tools category
was responsible for 5 of these 8. This result might point towards a poor representation of the similarities in only two
dimensions. (According to the elbow criterion the representation of these similarities requires three dimensions.)





Figure 3: Comparison of empirically observed procrustes errors (vertical lines) with distributions of procrustes errors for
randomly generated configurations (histograms).
Whether the MDS solutions for the dependency estimates
correspond to those for the item-item similarities can be evaluated through procrustes analyses (Borg & Groenen, 2005).
In a procrustes analysis two spatial representations resulting
from MDS are fitted as closely to each other as possible using
linear transformations. The analysis yields an error measure
that reflects the degree of mismatch that remains after these
transformations. For each category we employed procrustes
analyses to fit each spatial configuration of the dependency
estimates (#5, dimensionality 2 to 6) to each spatial config1

MDS yields an error measure called stress that expresses the
deviance of the estimated distances from the observed associations.
Empirically observed stress values can be compared against stress
values that were obtained for random data to establish whether there
is any structure present at all in the data that is being scaled. Structured data are expected to present with lower stress values than data
without any real structure. This is of particular importance to the dependency estimates for which we took up the task of demonstrating
that they contain information that has traditionally been overlooked.
We subjected 10, 000 sets of uniformly distributed random associations between 24 items to the same nonmetric MDS procedure the
dependency estimates were subjected to. The lowest stress value that
was obtained in 2 dimensions equaled .294. In dimensionalities 3 to
6 the lowest stress values equaled .204, .140, .109, and .088, respectively. The stress values obtained for the dependency estimates were
invariably lower than the lowest values obtained through scaling of
the random data. The dependency estimates can thus be discerned
from random data. If the independence assumption would be justified, the correlations among the residuals following the application
of the Rasch model should not present with structure. Clearly, the
above simulations support our earlier findings that they do. In addition, the simulations do not suffer from the multiple comparison
problem, which is an issue in the significance testing of the correlations between residuals.

Discussion
In the preceding sections we have put the assumption that categorization decisions for different items are made independently from one another to the test. The Rasch model, with
its assumption of independence, was applied to categorization
2
When the stress values are plotted as a function of dimensionality, the resulting curve may exhibit a noticeable elbow. From that dimensionality onward the decrease in stress is thought to reflect error
fitting. The elbow is therefore believed to indicate the “appropriate”
dimensionality. See Verheyen et al. (2007) for details.
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(4)

j≠i

(i)

where the vector xc contains all responses of participant c
except the one to item i. We assume parameter δi j to equal
δ ji .
Based upon the results reported earlier, we expect that
item-item similarity would provide the most promising interpretation of the δ parameters in Equation (4). If this model
were to be found appropriate for categorization data and if
its parameters were indeed to correlate with similarity judgments, the model would be the first one that we know of that
allows similarities to be computed from categorization data
instead of the other way around. We believe this would constitute quite an achievement as the structural information carried by similarities is usually required by categorization models to properly predict categorization decisions. Indeed, most
categorization models - like the Generalized Context Model
(GCM, Nosofsky, 1984) for instance - require at their input
the similarities of the items that are to be categorized. In the
GCM this input takes the shape of a multidimensional space
of which the dimensions are elongated or shrunken appropriately to allow correct categorization. Several well-motivated
processes drive these transformations of the input space, but
it is clear that in natural language categories much of the categorization burden is achieved through the use of the already
highly structured similarity space. We do not wish to detract
from the merits of the GCM and other similar categorization
models, but at the very least it is a bit odd that these similarities are regarded as mere input, external to the model,
and are therefore not taken into account when the complexity of the model is determined. Contrary to this, we hope to
construct a model of categorization that is explicit about the
parametric complexity it entails and does not require similarity as its input. To the contrary, if the model would prove able
to predict item-item similarities, this would accommodate the
long standing concern that traditional models of categorization are unjustified in using similarity as an explanatory construct (Goodman, 1972; Murphy & Medin, 1985) and would
support authors like Quine (1977) who have suggested that it
could be the knowledge that two items are or are not in the
same category that drives judgments about their similarity.
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thinking about animals (i.e., a belief that they were made for
something).
Similarly to what happens for natural kinds, for design
history to have an effect on artifact concepts,
conceptualizers need to believe it. It is easy to overlook the
fact that knowledge about design history is generally
learned from an indirect source. People that know a
telephone is used to communicate with other people over
long distances, know this because they can experience it in
the present. People that know the story about how Bell
invented the telephone, know this because they learned it
from somebody else, and not because they directly
perceived it. In this sense, artifacts are no different from
natural kinds created by a supernatural being. For design
history to have a conceptual effect, people need to judge it is
credible.
Many factors could enter into credibility judgments.
Among other factors, a conceptualizer could judge
credibility according to the source’s trustworthiness,
according the status of the putative designer, or according to
whether the known object affordances are coherent with the
putative design history (cf., Thagard, 2005). Of the factors
just mentioned, coherence is the one that has received the
most attention in cognitive psychology (e.g., McNamara,
Kintsh, Songer, & Kintsh, 1996; Murphy & Medin, 1985;
Rehder & Kim, 2006). According to a coherentist view,
people have a preference for good or coherent explanations
because they approximate truth (see Thagard, 1992, 2007).
Therefore, a design history should be credible to the extent
that it is coherent (see Thagard, 1989, 2005). In fact,
experiments with artifact categories offer confirming
evidence. A design history story becomes conceptually
central if it offers a plausible explanation for the artifact’s
properties and function. More specifically, when children
receive artifacts with salient properties that are not coherent
with the object’s putative design history, then that design
history does not have conceptual effects (Kemler Nelson,
Frankenfield, Morris & Blair, 2000, Exp. 1) and promotes
more inquiries signaling conceptual dissatisfaction (Asher &
Kemler Nelson, 2008). Because prior work on this topic
was done with artificial stimuli in the laboratory, a
remaining issue is whether coherence effects on credibility

Abstract
There is evidence that a story about design history is credible
to the extent that it coheres with object affordances. Results
that support this theory were generally obtained with artificial
materials learned in laboratory experiments. In the current
experiment, we extend these findings to real artifacts that
occur naturally outside the laboratory.
We presented
participants of different levels of expertise, with real artifacts
that cohered to different degrees with a proposed design
history, and participants rated either the artifacts’ efficiency
for the proposed design history function, or the credibility of
the received story about their design history. Our results
showed that coherent design histories are more credible, that
expertise increases the ability to judge efficiency (not
surprisingly), but that expertise does not affect the ability to
judge credibility to the same extent that it affects efficiency.
A post hoc explanation is offered for this interaction.
Keywords: Artifact kinds; design history; explanation;
coherence.

Introduction
Knowledge about how objects were created has an
important effect on how those objects are conceptualized.
For artifact kinds, objects’ design histories can become
conceptually central. Children and adults prefer to assign
artifacts their function according to their design history
rather than according to an alternative afforded function
(Kelemen, 1999; Rips, 1989), use design history to guide
naming (Jaswal, 2006; Matan & Carey, 2001), and can be
primed with it during problem solving (Defeyter & German,
2003). The conceptual relevance of design history extends
to natural kinds, provided conceptualizers believe these
kinds were created by a supernatural being. In one study
(Evans, 2001), children’s belief in God as the creator of
categories was found to correlate with their tendency to
reason essentialistically about the nature of animals (i.e., an
endorsement of stable category membership). In another
study (Diesendruck & Haber, 2009), where children of
religious and non-religious environments were compared, it
was found that belief in God as creator correlated with an
essentialist mode of thinking about social categories (e.g.,
race, gender, ethnicity), and with a teleological mode of
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extend to naturally occurring artifact categories. In the
current experiment we tested this hypothesis using real
objects that people learned about in their everyday dealings
(i.e., not in the laboratory).
Another issue that has not been explored up to date is
whether expertise has an effect on the credibility of stories
about design history. There are reasons to think it could. In
the limiting case of a person who knows close to nothing
about a given category, then she may be willing to accept a
wide range of design histories. Provided these stories are
not incoherent with other things she knows, the design
history story may only need a loose connection with what
she knows about the category to be accepted as credible. A
child learning about computers is a case in point. In the
opposite limiting case of someone who is an expert in a
given domain, a purported design history may need a greater
amount of detail to be accepted as coherent.
An
archeologist examining ancient artifacts is a case in point.
This is an important question because if a small amount of
knowledge is sufficient to lend credibility to a design
history story, then a child or a novice learning a new
category may use the design history story to guide the new
category’s construction.

fuller and more detailed models of the situations referred to
by our texts and photographs (cf., Groen & Patel, 1988), and
because of this we predicted that experts would have more
differentiated efficiency judgments than novices.
Note that in this design, efficiency necessarily covaries
with coherence (i.e., efficiency was our proxy for
coherence). Because the design history story was fixed (i.e.,
the same for the four objects), less efficiency for the stated
historical function implies that the design history is also less
coherent (i.e., it is unlikely that a designer will create an
artifact to function with low efficiency for its purported
function). Thus, coherence predicts that credibility ratings
should pattern similarly to efficiency ratings. (A different
way to manipulate coherence is to directly provide
participants with knowledge varying in coherence.
However, this is possible only when materials are
completely artificial, and not when real objects are used.)
Finally, our experiment also informed us of effects of
expertise on credibility. Differences between experts and
novices would tell us if the amount of knowledge possessed
by the conceptualizer affects the credibility of a design
history story.

Method

Experiment’s Overview
We presented participants with photographs of four real
objects (climbing gear) that they were acquainted with
(participants practiced rock climbing), along with a putative
design history story that specified ideal conditions of use
(always the same for all four objects). Thus, the design
history provided an ideal, relative to which the four objects’
efficiencies could be ordered. Participants were of different
levels of expertise (novice and expert climbers). The four
objects were selected by the experimenters so that they
could be ordered in decreasing efficiency (three objects
were efficient to different degrees, and one was inefficient).
Participants were then asked to rate (between participants)
either whether they agreed that the artifact was efficient for
the stated function (efficiency rating), or whether they
believed the artifact’s design history story was true
(credibility rating).

Design and Participants
Participants were 42 vertical rock climbing practitioners
who volunteered to participate by login into the experiment
through a link placed in various sport related websites. The
experiment used a 2 (rating: efficiency, credibility) x 3
(object kind: pulley, ascender, belay) x 4 (object efficiency
level) mixed design, with repeated measures on the last
factor. The link randomly directed participants to one of the
2 x 3 = 6 between participants cells of the design. Before
beginning the experiment, participants informed the
difficulty level of their last successful climb. Most
participants informed difficulty by using the Yosemite
Decimal System (YDS). When a different system was used
(British, French), the score was transformed to YDS using a
conventional conversion table. The median YDS score was
used to divide participants in two expertise levels. This
allowed one additional between participants factor in the
design (expertise: novice, expert). Because of the online
nature of the procedure, we continued collecting data until
we had a sufficient number of participants in each level of
the rating factor (21 for efficiency, 21 for credibility), and
about an equal number of participants in each cell of the
design (efficiency: 12 novices and 9 experts; credibility: 11
novices and 10 experts). Data from 7 participants were
discarded because they did not finish the experiment.

Predictions
We used three kinds of climbing gear: pulleys, ascenders
and belays. Though these are relatively simple mechanical
devices, understanding their functions requires experience
with the objects themselves and with the conditions in
which they can be used. For example, two of our pulleys
look very similar to each other, and can be distinguished
only based on technical criteria such as weight and ease of
use, while a third pulley looks different but can be made to
work provided the necessary experience. To understand an
object’s function, requires knowing not only the object’s
physical structure, but also the actions that the object
affords, the setting in which it operates, and the outcomes
that can be expected to occur (cf., Chaigneau, Barsalou &
Zamani, 2009). It is likely that our experts would have

Materials and Procedures
We selected three kinds of climbing gear: pulleys, ascenders
and belays. For each kind, three photographs were selected
from the Petzl® company website (see Figure 1). Each triad
was selected spanning a wide range of efficiencies. To
define efficiency, we imagined a novice climber, so that the
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38) = 8.47, MSe = 1.88, p < .01, R2 = .18, power = .81).
Level 3 produced significantly greater ratings than level 4
(F(1, 38) = 27.55, MSe = 7.03, p < .001, R2 = .42, power =
1).

most efficient object of each kind would be the one that was
easiest to use and offered the greatest safety. For example,
the a priori most efficient belay for a novice had an assisted
breaking mechanism, while the other two belays required
increasingly good rope handling. To each triad, an object
from a different kind was added to have an inefficient fourth
object (e.g., the fourth object for the belay group was really
an emergency ascender). Object selection and efficiency
estimates were performed by the second and third authors,
who practice rock climbing regularly. For each group of
four objects, a fictitious design history story was created,
stating that each object was designed to be used by novice
climbers in some specific situation (see Figure 1 for an
example). (Note that we are not tapping here on objective
efficiencies, because these artifacts are efficient only
relative to conditions of use such that, e.g., a climber that
privileges object weight and multifunctionality would
probably give a different efficiency ordering.)
Participants started the experiment by clicking on a link
that randomly directed them to one of six versions of the
experiment, which resulted from combining the 3 kinds of
climbing gear with the 2 levels of the rating factor. Thus,
each participant rated only one set of four objects with
different efficiencies, either in the efficiency rating or in the
credibility rating condition (for examples of questions, see
Figure 1). For each group of four objects, we created a
different pseudo-random sequence of levels of efficiency,
taking care that the four objects never appeared in
continuous decreasing or increasing efficiency order.
Ratings were collected on a 7-point likert scale. Participants
could abandon the experiment at any point.

Category name
Object efficency

BELAY
Level 2
Level 3

Level 1

Level 4

Design History This object was designed by a mountain sports equipment
company, to be used by novice climbers, specifically
while doing vertical climbing on rock, with the possibility
of many unexpected falls.
Efficiency Do you agree that this object is adequate to be used as a
Question belay as described?
Believability Do you believe it's true that this object was designed to be
Question used as a belay as described?

Figure 1: Four objects from the belay category, ordered in a
priori decreasing efficiency levels. Participants, however,
never received objects in this or in the inverse order.
Participants saw objects (color photographs from the Petzl ®
company website) one at a time, each time with the same
proposed design history. For each object, participants
answered either the efficiency or the credibility question,
using a 7-point likert rating scale.

Results

7

Data were submitted to a 2 (expertise: novice, expert) x 2
(rating: credibility, efficiency) x 4 (object efficiency) mixed
ANOVA, with repeated measures on the last factor. (Object
kind was treated as a control variable, and was not included
as a factor in the analyses.) The overall ANOVA showed a
main effect of object efficiency (F(3, 114) = 40.89, MSe =
3.47, p < .001, R2 = .52, power = 1), no effect of expertise
(F(1, 38) = 2.80, MSe = 1.66, p < .25, R2 = .07, power =
.37), and no effect of rating (F<1). The only significant
two-way interaction was rating by expertise (F(1, 38) =
4.19, MSe = 1.66, p < .05, R2 = .10, power = .51), but there
was no object efficiency by rating interaction (F(3, 114) =
1.96, MSe = 3.47, p < .25, R2 = .05, power = .40), and no
efficiency by expertise interaction (F(3, 114) = 2.0, MSe =
3.47, p < .25, R2 = .05, power = .42). Finally, there was a
significant three way interaction between expertise, rating
and object efficiency (F(3, 114) = 4.42, MSe = 3.47, p < .05,
R2 = .10, power = .77).
As Figure 2 illustrates, contrasts on the repeated measures
object efficiency main effect showed ratings decreased
linearly along a priori object efficiency levels. Level 1
produced significantly greater ratings than level 2 (F(1, 38)
= 10.02, MSe = 3.07, p < .01, R2 = .21, power = .87). Level
2 produced significantly greater ratings than level 3 (F(1,

Mean Ratings
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Figure 2: Mean ratings across rating type and object kind.
Values in the X axis represent increasingly inefficient
artifacts.
All differences among adjacent means are
significant. Error bars are standard errors.
The significant three-way interaction was explored by
simple contrasts between experts and novices for efficiency
and credibility ratings, at each level of the object efficiency
factor. As Figure 3a shows, efficiency ratings were greater
for experts than novices, at all levels of object efficiency
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except for the inefficient object. At the first, second, and
third levels of object efficiency, efficiency ratings were
greater for experts than for novices (respectively, F(1, 38) =
11.46, MSe = 2.93, p < .01; F(1, 38) = 6.51, MSe = 3.86, p
< .05; F(1, 38) = 5.46, MSe = 4.66, p < .05). At the last
level of object efficiency, efficiency ratings for experts were
not significantly different from those of novices (F(1, 38) =
1.89, MSe = 2.61, p < .25). In contrast, as Figure 3b shows,
when credibility ratings were considered, none of the
comparisons between experts and novices at levels of object
efficiency were significant (for all levels, F < 1).

effect of the object efficiency factor, suggest this was a
powerful source of information in the experiment.
Recall (from the Predictions section) that in our design,
object efficiency correlates with design history’s coherence,
and that therefore coherence predicts credibility ratings
would pattern similarly to efficiency ratings. As Figure 3
shows, credibility ratings for experts and novices show a
similar linear trend to efficiency ratings. In fact, we found
no interaction of a priori object efficiency with rating or
with expertise.
The simple contrasts showed that, as predicted, expertise
affected efficiency ratings. Novices gave lower ratings
overall, and were less able to discriminate efficiencies,
offering ratings close to the middle of the scale (see Figure
3a). However, expertise did not affect credibility ratings.
Novices judged credibility almost identical to experts, both
in pattern and slope (see Figure 3b). We think this is not an
issue of lack of power or of the particular materials we used,
because our design was sensitive enough to detect
differences between novices and experts’ efficiency ratings,
and yet did not detect differences between novices and
experts’ credibility ratings.
Regarding things that were created (natural or artificial),
our results provide support for the theory that design history
is conceptually central if it coheres with objects’
affordances. The better an object affords its purported
historical function, the more credible its design history story
is. Our results extend this theory by showing that the
phenomenon happens not only in laboratory experiments,
but also in naturally occurring artifact categories.
Our results also draw attention to an interesting difference
between the relation of expertise to efficiency, and of
expertise to credibility. Though experts and novices
differed in their efficiency ratings, with the former
providing overall higher and better differentiated ratings,
they did not differ in their credibility ratings (at least with
our materials and in the range of differences we studied).
We acknowledge there are many interpretations for our
three-way interaction, buy we nonetheless want to offer one
that seems particularly interesting for setting up more
precise experiments. An interpretation for this pattern of
results regarding expertise is that the credibility of a design
history depends on information that overlaps with
information used to compute efficiency but is distinct from
it. An example will help to illustrate what we think is
happening. Imagine someone who is learning about the
bread knife category. This category is characterized by two
properties: the blade of bread knifes is long and serrated.
Imagine, furthermore, that because this individual’s
experience with bread is limited, she knows about long
blades but not about serrated blades. Now, if presented with
a set of knifes having different combinations of long or
short and straight or serrated blades, and asked to judge
their relative efficiencies, she will probably group them in
fewer groups and be less discriminating (equivalent to
novices in our experiment) than someone with more

(a)
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Figure 3: In Panel (a), mean efficiency ratings comparing
experts and novices. In Panel (b), mean credibility ratings
also comparing experts and novices. The graphs show a
three-way interaction between expertise, rating type and
object efficiency. Error bars are standard errors.

Discussion
As Figure 2 shows, we successfully graduated levels of
efficiency. Our participants rated efficiencies consistently
with our a priori judgment, with the four levels showing an
almost linear trend of decreasing efficiency. The main
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experience who knows about the two properties (equivalent
to experts in our experiment).
However, the question of design history credibility may
be solved by appeal to other types of information. Imagine
that our subject is told that bread knifes were made to
prevent people from crushing slices when cutting a loaf of
bread, and then asked to judge if that story about design is
credible for each knife in the set. Of course, the knifes’
relative efficiencies are still relevant to decide if the design
history is coherent and credible (i.e., designers don’t create
inefficient artifacts), but other types of information may also
be useful. The availability of contrast categories that could
achieve the same function may be one of them. If our
subject can’t think of a different category of utensils that
can be used to cut bread with similar efficiency than bread
knifes, then that may increase the coherence of the story
about design history (i.e., artifacts are created to achieve a
goal that is typically no achievable as efficiently by other
means).
Under this interpretation, our results may show that
though novices had less detailed information about the
affordances of pulleys, ascenders and belays, they shared
with experts other types of information that were relevant
for their credibility judgments. Perhaps it was this shared
information that made novice’s and expert’s credibility
judgments less distinguishable than their efficiency
judgments.
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Abstract

only the association between the category label and the
inferred feature values as opposed to a richer sense of the
internal structure of the categories. More recently, Sweller
and Hayes (2010) have proposed that inference learning
results in the acquisition of exemplar knowledge under
certain conditions, a claim that runs counter to much of the
previous work examining inference learning. Although
exemplar knowledge can be useful for many category-based
tasks, inference learning seems to require a more unitary
representation of the category to be successful.
The current study explores these claims by varying both
the inference task and the structure of the categories being
learned. Participants learned about categories that had a
family resemblance (FR) structure. They either inferred only
the prototypical feature values or both the prototypeconsistent feature values and exceptions to those values.
This manipulation has been used in previous studies
(Nilsson & Olsson, 2005; Sweller & Hayes, 2010), and it
has been proposed that inferring all feature values leads to
exemplar learning. However, the effect of this manipulation
on inference learning has not been fully explored. In this
study, the participants also either learned a category
structure where the feature values were shared across the
categories or one where the feature values associated with
each category were independent of one another. By
examining the effect of the category structure, we can gain
some insight into what knowledge is acquired through
inference learning and how it is represented.
The working hypotheses for this study are based on the
premise that successful inference learning involves selecting
the most likely feature value in terms of the internal
structure of the categories as opposed to a simple set of rules
or exemplars. Several dependent measures are examined,
including inference accuracy during learning and typicality
ratings of both studied and novel items after the learning.
Previous research (e.g. Sweller & Hayes, 2010) has shown
that the manipulation of the inference task affects inference
accuracy during learning. As noted prior, the inference task
prompts the learner to select the most likely feature value
given the category structure – this strategy leads to accurate
inference of the prototype-consistent feature values but
leads to poor accuracy when prototype-exception values are
predicted. This in turn affects what participants are able to
learn about the categories. Because their learning task better
matches the category structure, the typicality ratings of the
participants who infer only the prototype-consistent feature
values will better reflect the FR structure of the categories.
The effect of the category structure on participant
performance will be more complex. Due to the nature of
inference task, it is not obvious that the category structure

A core issue in the cognitive sciences is understanding
how people acquire conceptual knowledge. One way
that people can acquire this knowledge is through the
inference of missing feature information. Recent studies
have proposed a shift away from the idea that inference
learning results in knowledge of the internal structure
of the categories being learned. The current study varies
the inference learning task and the category structure
being learned in order to examine these claims. The
results provide little support for the notion that
participants are acquiring either exemplar knowledge or
a simple set of rules as a result of inference learning.
Keywords: categories and concepts, inference learning.
During the past decade, inference learning has been
studied as a form of category learning (e.g. Sweller &
Hayes, 2010; Yamauchi & Markman, 1998). Inference
learning occurs as a participant predicts a missing feature
value of an item when the category membership is explicitly
available. For instance, the participant is shown a fictional
bug, identified as a “DEEGER”, that is missing its legs.
Possible values for the missing legs are provided, and the
participant predicts which would occur with that bug. As the
participant continues to make inferences of this sort and
receives feedback on those predictions, she acquires
knowledge of the categories the bugs are drawn from.
Most previous research in this area has focused on
comparing inference learning to classification learning. The
current study focuses specifically on inference learning in
order gain insight into that learning paradigm. One view of
category learning is that the category knowledge acquired
reflects that information about the category and its members
that allows for a successful completion of the learning task
(Markman & Ross, 2003). According to this view, inference
learning leads to the acquisition of information about how
features occur within the categories of interest. This can be
as simple as learning the most likely feature value given the
category label. However, this knowledge can also include
more rich information about the internal structure of the
category, e.g. the co-occurrence of feature values (ChinParker & Ross, 2002), variation among the feature values
(Yamauchi & Markman, 2000), or abstract relations that
exist between the features (Erickson, Chin-Parker, & Ross,
2005). Successful inference learning depends on realizing
the category structure so that feature inferences can reflect
how the features are instantiated within the category
members. Although Johansen and Kruschke (2005) echo the
notion that different learning tasks can lead to the
acquisition of different category knowledge, they propose
that inference learning results in a set of rules specifying
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manipulation will affect accuracy during learning because
both category structures instantiate the prototypical feature
values the same within the FR structure. However, I do
predict that the participants who infer the feature values that
are not shared across the categories will better realize the
FR structure because they can focus on how specific feature
values are distributed within each category. The participants
who interact with the categories that share feature values
will show less learning of the FR structure because they
would have to realize the distribution of the feature values
both within and across the categories to fully appreciate the
category structure. What these results show about the
underlying representation of category knowledge acquired
from inference learning will be addressed in the Discussion.

Table 1: Category Structures Used in the Experiment
Cross-Category Structure
Deeger
Learning
Items
Prototype

1110
1101
1011
0111
1111

Independent-Category Structure
Deeger
Learning
Items

Experiment

Prototype

1112
1121
1211
2111
1111

Koozle
0001
0010
0100
1000
0000
Koozle
0003
0030
0300
3000
0000

Methods
were pretested to confirm that the feature values carried
similar weights when participants were asked to make
similarity judgments.
The categories (see Table 1) were defined by prototype,
and during the learning task the participants interacted with
bugs that matched the prototype on three of the four feature
values (the prototype-consistent features), but had one
feature value that did not match the prototype (the
prototype-exception feature). The value of the prototypeexception feature depended on the category structure. In the
cross-category structure, the values for prototype-exception
features were the values associated with the prototype of the
other category (e.g. a value of 0 for the prototype-exception
feature in the Deeger category). In the independent-category
structure, there was no overlap in the feature values
associated with the two categories. For the learning stimuli,
the feature that was to be inferred was removed from the
picture of the bug, and pictures of each feature value were
prepared in isolation so they could be displayed alongside
the incomplete bug during the learning task as described in
the Procedures section. Sixteen blocks of the learning
exemplars were constructed so that during each learning
block the participant would interact with each item once and
each feature was inferred once for each category.
The items for typicality-rating task were based on the FR
structure in Table 1. Participants rated the prototype of each
category, 1-off items, 2-off items, 3-off items, and category
conflict items. The values of the prototype-exception
features of these items varied as to whether they were from
the cross-category, e.g. a value of 0 for a Deeger, or from
the independent-category, e.g. a value of 2 for a Deeger.
The 1-off items did not match the category prototype on one
feature value, the 2-off items did not match on two feature
values, and the 3-off items did not match on three feature
values. The category conflict items had no prototypeconsistent feature values (e.g. items 0000 and 2222 for the
Deeger category). There were four 1-off items, six 2-off
items, four 3-off items, and one category conflict item for
each of the types of mismatch feature values, whether crosscategory or independent-category values. Including the

Participants Ninety-six undergraduates from a Midwest
college received participation credit for an Introductory
Psychology class in return for their participation.
Design The experiment was a 2 (category structure) X 2
(inference task) independent samples design. During the
learning task, the participants learned a category structure in
which the feature values occurred across the categories, the
cross-category structure, or the feature values were specific
to each category, the independent-category structure. The
structures of the categories learned are explained further in
the Materials section of this paper. Also, participants either
inferred both prototype-consistent and prototype-exception
feature values (exception inference conditions) or only the
prototype-consistent feature values (consistent inference
conditions). The design resulted in four learning conditions:
the cross-exception condition (C-E), the cross-consistent
condition (C-C), the independent-exception condition (I-E),
and the independent-consistent condition (I-C). Participants
were randomly placed into a learning condition upon arrival
at the experimental session.
Materials The stimuli were drawings of “bugs”, labeled
Deegers and Koozles (see Figure 1). The bugs varied along
four features: the legs, antenna, tail, and wings. The stimuli
XXXXXXXXX
Figure 1: Example Stimuli – Category Prototypes

DEEGER (1111)

KOOZLE (0000)
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Results

category prototype, there were 31 items from each category
in the typicality-rating task. The stimuli for the singlefeature classification task consisted of each of the feature
values instantiated alone on the generic head-body form
used for all bugs in the study.
Procedure The participants worked individually at a
computer, seated roughly two feet from a 17” CRT monitor.
Participants were told that they would be asked a series of
questions about fictional bugs during the study. After this
initial introduction to the study, instructions and reminders
were presented on the computer.
The order of the sixteen learning blocks was randomized
for each participant, as was the order of the presentation of
the learning items within each block. For each trial of the
learning task, a fixation point was followed by one of the
learning items centered on the screen. As described in the
Materials section, the bug was missing one of four features
(the legs, wings, antenna, or tail). A notification of the
category membership for the bug, either “This bug is a
DEEGER” or “This bug is a KOOZLE”, was presented in
large font above the bug. To the right of the bug were the
two possible values for the missing feature, the prototypeconsistent value and the prototype-exception value. The
location of each of the features, whether above or below the
vertical center of the screen, was randomly determined each
trial. Once the participant clicked on one of the feature
values using the computer mouse, the initial picture of the
bug was replaced with a complete version, all features were
shown, and the participant was provided feedback on their
inference. Either “CORRECT” appeared in a green font or
“INCORRECT” appeared in a red font on each side of the
bug for two seconds. The image of the bug remained for two
seconds after the feedback before the next trial began.
After completing the 16 learning blocks, the participant
was provided instructions for the typicality-rating task. The
items seen during the task were blocked by category, and
the order of the items within each block was random. The
order of the categories was balanced across the participants.
As in the learning, each trial was preceded by a short
fixation point. The bug was presented in the center of the
screen with the question, “How typical is this bug of a
(DEEGER/KOOZLE)?” below it. Below the question was a
seven-point typicality rating scale that was anchored at 1
(“Not at all typical”), 4 (“Somewhat typical”), and 7 (“Very
typical”). The participant clicked on their rating using the
computer mouse. Once the participant rated the 31 items in
one of the category blocks, the other category block
followed. No feedback was given during the task.
The final transfer task was the single-feature classification
task. During this task, the feature values that were seen
during the learning task were presented individually in a
random order. Each feature value was preceded by a
fixation point and was centered on the screen. On each side
of the image were the category labels, “DEEGER” and
“KOOZLE”. The participant clicked on her classification
for each feature value using the computer mouse. No
feedback was provided during this task.

Figure 2 shows the mean learning performance for each
of the conditions organized by the learning block quartiles.
A 2 (category structure) X 2 (inference task) X 4 (learning
block quartile) mixed ANOVA showed a significant main
effect of learning block quartile, F(3, 276) = 43.23, p <
.001, ηp2 = 0.32, no main effect of category structure, F(1,
92) = 0.00, p > .50, and a main effect of the inference task,
F(1, 92) = 186.35, p < .01, ηp2 = 0.67. There was an
interaction between the learning block quartile and inference
task, F(3, 276) = 13.58, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.13. As can be seen
in Figure 2, the consistent-inference participants improved
in their performance while the exception-inference
participants showed much less improvement across the
learning blocks. There was no effect of the category
structure on this pattern. In the final learning block, 34 of
the 48 consistent-inference participants were perfect at
inferring the missing feature value, while only 4 of the 48
exception-inference participants did so. In contrast, 24 of
the 48 exception-inference participants made four or fewer
correct inferences in the final learning block.
Table 2 presents the mean typicality ratings for each of
the item types by condition. It is important to note that all
participants rated the typicality of items that had exception
feature values seen during learning and items that had
exception feature values not seen during learning. The
analyses and tables that follow are organized to reflect this.
The analyses of the typicality ratings first focus on the
typicality slope - the slope and intercept of the line that best
fit each participant’s ratings of the items from prototype to
the conflict item. A near zero slope indicates that varying
the number of prototype-consistent feature values has little
effect on the typicality rating. A positive slope indicates that
rated typicality increased as fewer feature values match the
prototype (not expected if the FR structure is learned). A
negative slope reflects that the participant is rating items
XXXXX
Figure 2: Learning Performance by Quartile

Figure Note: Error bars represent +/- 1 SE
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Table 2: Mean (and SD) of Typicality Ratings by Item

Table 3: Mean (and SD) Slope and Slope Intercept Values

2a: Exception Feature Values Match Learning
Item Type
Proto 1-0ff
2-0ff
3-Off Conflict
C-E

5.21
(1.80)
5.15
(1.68)

5.18
4.40
4.18
3.94
(0.96) (1.34) (1.43) (1.86)
5.45
4.80
4.51
4.29
(0.96) (1.26) (1.40) (1.82)

C-C

5.96
(1.63)

5.20
(0.81)

I-C

6.08
(1.43)

5.47
4.98
4.49
4.29
(0.92) (1.13) (1.53) (1.79)

I-E

C-E
I-E

3.86
2.86
2.13
(1.02) (1.45) (1.78)

C-C
I-C

2b: Exception Feature Values Mismatch Learning
Item Type
Proto 1-0ff
2-0ff
3-Off Conflict
C-E

5.21
(1.80)

2.53
(1.40)

I-E

5.15
(1.68)
5.96
(1.63)

3.80
3.14
2.72
2.77
(1.18) (0.95) (0.92) (1.74)
3.79
2.61
1.97
1.48
(1.82) (1.15) (0.89) (0.87)

6.08
(1.43)

4.49
(1.07)

C-C
I-C

Exception Values
Match Learning
Slope
Slope
Intercept

Exception Values
Mismatch Learning
Slope
Slope
Intercept

- 0.35
(0.53)
- 0.26
(0.44)
- 1.00
(0.62)

5.28
(1.31)
5.36
(1.22)
6.00
(1.13)

- 0.79
(0.52)
- 0.58
(0.58)
- 1.07
(0.42)

4.20
(1.20)
4.68
(1.46)
5.31
(1.70)

- 0.46
(0.46)

5.97
(1.10)

- 0.94
(0.55)

5.69
(1.10)

significant effect of structure, F(1, 92) = 2.63, p = .11, ηp2 =
0.03, a main effect of inference, F(1, 92) = 9.28, p < .01, ηp2
= 0.09, and no interaction between the factors, F(1, 92) =
0.10, p = .75. The participants in the consistent-inference
conditions had higher mismatch slopes on average than the
participants in the exception-inference conditions.
The assessment of the typicality slopes is useful, but the
slope summarizes the change across the levels of typicality.
In order to look at the changes in the ratings at a more finegrained level, I calculated for each participant how much the
typicality ratings changed from the prototype to the 1-off
items, the 1-off to 2-off items, etc. This provided four
“drop” values for each participant. Each drop value
indicated how the typicality ratings changed as an additional
feature value mismatched the prototype. Using the four drop
values, each participant’s performance was categorized:
consistent drop meant at least three of the four values were
greater than 0.25, consistent reversal meant that three of the
four values were less than -0.25, flat meant that three of the
four values were between -0.25 and 0.25, and inconsistent
meant that the drops varied across these ranges. Table 4
shows these patterns organized by condition and whether
the values of the exception features matched (Table 4a) or
mismatched (Table 4b) those seen during the learning.
Organizing the patterns into two types, Consistent and
Other1, there is a obvious effect of the condition, χ2(3, 96) =
13.72, p < .01, φc = 0.38. Only the C-C condition had a
majority of the participants showing a consistent drop across
these items in the typicality rating task when the prototypeexception feature values matched those seen during
learning. There is also an effect of condition on the patterns
observed in the typicality ratings for the items with the
mismatched exception feature values, χ2(3, 96) = 11.31, p =
.01, φc = 0.34. The typicality ratings of the C-E condition
did not consistently reflect the typicality gradient. The I-E
condition was more consistent in their ratings. Most of the
consistent-inference participants showed a consistent change
in their typicality ratings. It is important to note that nearly

1.97
1.72
1.67
(1.04) (0.95) (1.14)

3.45
2.77
2.25
(0.98) (1.22) (1.45)

Note: The prototype ratings are reported twice to allow for
comparison across all levels in the tables above.

that share fewer feature values with the prototype as less
good members of the category. The slope intercept provides
an indication of the typicality rating assigned to the more
typical members of the category. The mean slope and slope
intercepts were computed across the items that had
prototype-exception values seen during learning (match
slopes) and those that introduced the prototype-exception
values not seen during learning (mismatch slopes). These
values are reported in Table 3. The slope intercepts are not
addressed here because of space.
The match slopes for all participants were analyzed using
a 2 (category structure) X 2 (inference task) ANOVA. This
analysis showed a main effect of category structure, F(1, 92)
= 8.93, p < .01, ηp2 = 0.09, a main effect of inference task,
F(1, 92) = 15.60, p < .01, ηp2 = 0.15, and an interaction
between category structure and inference task, F(1, 92) =
4.62, p = .03, ηp2 = 0.05. The participants that had been
exposed to the cross-category structure during learning
tended to have more negative match slopes than those
exposed to the independent-category structure, and the
participants in the consistent-inference conditions had more
negative match slopes than those in the exception-inference
conditions. The participants in the C-C condition had a
mean match slope that was twice as large as any other
condition leading to the interaction.
The mismatch slopes were similarly analyzed. A 2
(structure) X 2 (inference) ANOVA revealed a non-

1

Combining the reversal, flat, and inconsistent into one grouping
to contrast with consistent is necessary for the analysis because of
the small number of participants with the flat and reversal patterns.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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Table 4: Distribution of Participant Typicality Drop
Patterns Within the Conditions

prototypical values had little impact on their ratings. The
independent-exception (I-E) condition, like the C-E, had
difficulty during the learning. Their typicality ratings for the
matched items were also similar to the other exceptioninference condition. However, when they were rating the
typicality of the mismatch items, they showed more
sensitivity to the FR structure. The cross-consistent (C-C)
condition performed very well during the learning. Their
typicality ratings showed that they were sensitive to the FR
structure of the categories they learned, and this was evident
whether they were rating items that had exception features
that matched those that they had seen during learning or not.
The independent-consistent (I-C) condition also did well
during the learning task. In the matched slope analyses, the
typicality slope of the I-C condition was somewhat flat and
the participants’ ratings fluctuated among the items.
However, the ratings of the mismatch items, in terms of
both the slope measures and the consistency of the
participant drops showed recognition of the FR structure.
As predicted, there was a strong effect of the inference
task, but little effect of the category structure, during the
learning. The lower learning performance of the exceptioninference conditions occurred because the participants
consistently predicted the prototypical value for the missing
feature. On 25% of the learning trials, the participants were
getting feedback that the prototypical value was the
incorrect value for the missing feature. As noted prior, this
works directly against the underlying principle of the
inference task – identifying the most likely, i.e. prototypical,
feature value given the category of interest. This disruption
in the learning was extensive; half of the participants in the
exception-inference condition correctly predicted four or
fewer of the missing features in the final block of learning.
The effect of the inference task on the transfer measures
is more complicated, and it interacts with the effect of the
category structure. Within the cross-category conditions, the
learning task had a strong effect. Participants in the C-E
condition did not realize the category structure, but the C-C
condition showed evidence across all of the transfer tasks
that they understood the FR structure. The independentstructure conditions were more similar, although more
variable, in terms of what the typicality ratings suggested
about their knowledge of the categories. The typicality
ratings for the items with exception-feature values that
matched those seen during learning indicated that
participants in both the I-E and I-C conditions did not
appreciate the FR structure. The ratings for the items with
the mismatch values indicated that they did understand the
FR structure, the I-C condition somewhat better than the I-E
condition. The difference between the ratings for the items
with the matched and mismatched exception-feature values
can be attributed to two factors. First, within this category
structure all feature values in the matched items had been
associated with a single category during learning, and this
may have attenuated the drop in the ratings for the less
typical items. Second, the items with the matched and
mismatched exception-feature values were interleaved, so

4a: Exception Feature Values Match Learning
Consistent Reversal
Flat Inconsistent
C-E
9
1
2
12
I-E
6
2
4
12
C-C
18
1
1
4
I-C
9
0
3
12
4b: Exception Feature Values Mismatch Learning
Consistent Reversal
Flat Inconsistent
C-E
8
1
8
7
I-E
13
1
3
7
C-C
16
0
4
4
I-C

19

0

0

5

all participants who were categorized as having a flat
response pattern with the mismatch items (especially those
in the C-E condition) actually rated the prototype rather high
but the introduction of any feature value not seen during
learning resulted in a low typicality rating.
The final measure was the single feature classification
accuracy. It is important to remember that in this task the
cross-category conditions (C-E and I-E) classified eight
feature values while the independent-category conditions (IE and I-C) classified sixteen feature values. All four
conditions, C-E (M = 0.79, SD = 0.14), I-E (M = 0.87, SD =
0.15), C-C (M = 0.89, SD = 0.19), and I-C (M = 0.86, SD =
0.14), were above chance when classifying the feature
values (all p < .01). A 2 (category structure) X 2 (inference
task) ANOVA showed no effect of category structure, F(1,
92) = 0.89, p = .35, ηp2 = 0.01, no effect of inference task,
F(1, 92) = 1.84, p = .18, ηp2 = 0.02, and a marginally
significant interaction between category structure and
inference task, F(1, 92) = 3.12, p = .08, ηp2 = 0.03. The
interaction term approaches significance, reflecting the
similar performance of all conditions except for the C-E
condition. Both the C-C and I-E conditions were
significantly more accurate than the C-E condition (both ps
< .05), and the difference between the C-E and I-C
conditions approached significance (p = .07).
Discussion
The results of this experiment provide some insight into
the nature of inference learning. To facilitate discussion, a
brief summary of the experimental conditions follows. The
cross-exception (C-E) condition performed poorly during
the learning task, and their typicality ratings showed
restricted knowledge of the FR category structure. When the
exception values matched those seen during learning, the
typicality slope was small and inconsistent across the
participants in the condition. When rating the mismatch
items, the participants in the C-E condition gave any item
with a novel feature value a low rating; the number of
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the ratings may have been treated as relative – regardless of
the number of prototypical features, the matched items were
still more typical than the mismatched items. Importantly,
both independent-category conditions showed evidence of
recognizing the FR structure to some degree following the
learning. The predicted overall advantage for the
independent category structure was not seen as the C-C
condition learned the categories as well as either of the
independent-structure conditions. The preservation of some
learning in the I-E condition, especially compared to the CE condition, is the sole indication that the independent
category structure affected learning as predicted.
As noted, these results can be used to address recent
proposals about inference learning. First, Johansen and
Kruschke (2005) proposed that inference learning leads to a
set of rules representation that specifies the associations
between the category label and feature values inferred
during learning. The simplest form of the model can be
ruled out as the I-C condition showed sensitivity to the
value of the exception features during the typicality rating
task. This indicates that some information about the noninferred feature values was captured in the category
representation. Johansen and Kruschke acknowledged that a
more complex rule model might be necessary to capture the
knowledge acquired from the inference learning. Indeed, the
set of rules would have to somehow capture more than just
the inferred and non-inferred feature values; it would also
have to be flexible enough to represent relationships
between feature values (Chin-Parker & Ross, 2002) and
abstract relations between features (Erickson, Chin-Parker,
& Ross, 2005).
This study found very little to support the claim that the
exception-inference task results successful storage of
exemplar information during learning. As in prior studies
using the exception-inference task and cross-category
structure (Nilsson & Olsson, 2005; Sweller & Hayes, 2010),
participants performed poorly during the learning task.
Here, details about the progression of the inference accuracy
during the learning trials are provided so that we can better
appreciate the difficulty of the exception-inference task. If
participants had based their predictions on individual
exemplars instead of predicting the most likely value given
the category, performance would improve. However, only
five of the forty-eight participants in the current exceptioninference conditions were above 75% accuracy in the final
learning block. So, although it is possible that participants
could use exemplar knowledge to guide their inferences, it
was not a strategy that was readily employed in this
experiment. Also, a review of the transfer measures from
this study and the others shows that exception-inference
participants perform poorly on tasks designed to illustrate
their category knowledge, especially when feature values
are distributed across categories, complicating attempts to
ascertain the representation that underlies that knowledge.
The evidence suggests that the exception-inference task
undermines a fundamental constraint of inference learning –
a stable relationship between the category label and feature

values so that the learner can develop a coherent sense of
the internal structure of the category. Sweller & Hayes
(2010) are correct that exceptions to prototypical features
exist, but they may be learned through a process other than
direct inference. Importantly, the current study provides
evidence that these constraints may be moderated by other
factors like the category structure being learned.
The pattern of results reported here fits with the notion
that inference learning relies on the development of
knowledge of the internal structure of the categories. When
the focus of the inference task matched the FR structure, as
with the consistent-inference conditions, participants easily
learned the categories. When there was a mismatch, e.g. the
C-E condition, learning was meaningfully hindered. Current
research, e.g. Yamauchi (2009), is exploring possible
processes that underlie the abstraction process that occurs
during feature inference and how coherent representations
of the category structure develop.
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Abstract

to account for the flexibility with which categories are used
in the real world. One example of this is the ability to
perform tasks requiring knowledge that was not needed
while learning to distinguish between classes.

Models and theories of category learning may exaggerate the
extent to which people adopt discriminative strategies because
of a reliance on the traditional supervised classification task.
In the present experiment, this task is contrasted with
supervised observational learning as a way of exploring
differences between discriminative and generative learning.
Categories were defined by a simple unidimensional rule with
a second dimension that was either less diagnostic (than the
simple rule on the first dimension) or non-diagnostic. When
the second dimension was less diagnostic, observational
learners were more sensitive to its distributional properties
compared to classification learners (though classification
accuracy at test did not differ). Observational learners were
also consistently more sensitive to distributional information
about the highly diagnostic dimension. When the second
dimension was non-diagnostic, neither learning group showed
sensitivity to the distributional properties of this dimension.

Generative and Discriminative Methods
A useful framework for understanding this shortcoming in
leading accounts of category learning can be found in the
distinction between generative and discriminative classifiers
in the machine learning literature (Ng & Jordan, 2001).
Formally, a discriminative model (e.g., linear regression)
learns to classify examples by optimizing a function to
partition the space and correctly segregate category
members. A generative model (e.g., naïve Bayes classifier)
learns the distributional properties within each category. It
classifies by determining the likelihood of each category
generating the given input. Both types of models can learn
to correctly categorize, but the generative model does so by
modeling more of the data than the task requires per se.
A generative framework may be more appropriate to
apply to the psychology of human categorization. According
to the dichotomy, purely discriminative category learning
would result in good classification performance, but not
much knowledge beyond the ability to distinguish the
categories. Purely generative category learning would result
in complete statistical models of each category that are
sensitive not only to diagnostic properties, but also to the
internal structure and distributional characteristics of its
features. As suggested earlier, the latter may be closer to the
type of category learning that occurs in the real world.
The nature of laboratory materials and tasks may induce
discriminative and generative learning to different extents.
However, the task that is most commonly used, modeled,
and accounted for in category learning experiments – the
traditional supervised classification task – may foster
learning that is especially discriminative. In a traditional
supervised classification task, a series of objects or feature
sets are displayed one at a time and learners respond by
choosing one of the (typically two) mutually exclusive
categories. Corrective feedback is given on each trial and
participants learn to assign each member to the appropriate
category.
In addition to other factors (binary-valued stimulus
dimensions, mutually exclusive categories, small number of
categories and examples), this task itself invites the learner
to engage in discriminative learning behavior. Guess-andcorrect learning about category membership supports
hypothesis testing that is specific to distinguishing between
categories and may encourage focusing on individual

Keywords: concepts and categories; category learning;
supervised classification task; representation;

Introduction
Representations of concepts and category knowledge
must be robust enough to be applied across a broad range of
psychological tasks. Some of the most important functions
of such knowledge include being able to make inferences
about unknown properties, satisfy goals, communicate
ideas, and generate new instances. In short, we need to have
comprehensive and flexible mental models of information
corresponding to categories in the real world (Markman &
Ross, 2003; Solomon, Medin, & Lynch, 2003).
Some well-known models of human category learning
(e.g. ALCOVE, RULEX) do not address the robustness and
flexibility of real psychological concepts. Instead, they
focus on the time course of learning to assign items to one
category or another. This neglects the learner’s ability to use
the resulting representation to do anything else (though see
Kurtz, 2007; Love, Medin, & Gureckis, 2004).
Theoretical claims about the mechanisms behind category
learning can be similarly focused on the core task of
artificial classification learning. One example of this is the
prevalence of selective attention as the proposed primary
mechanism by which category learning occurs. In light of
evidence such as Shepard, Hovland, & Jenkins’ (1961)
classic study, researchers have tended toward the view that
people learn by allocating attention (either initially or
gradually) exclusively to dimensions that are diagnostic of
category membership (Nosofsky, 1984). This type of
explanation has been successful in explaining classification
learning as studied in the lab, but it may not go far enough
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features that define membership rather than information
about the internal structure of the categories. As a
consequence of the field’s reliance on this task as a primary
source of data, our explanatory accounts may be overly
focused on an idiosyncratic mode of learning.
By comparing classification to other learning modes that
may be less focused on distinguishing between categories,
we may be able to identify shortcomings and spur
development of better models and theories. For example,
research on inference learning (learning by predicting
missing features) shows this learning mode to be more in
line with the development of generative knowledge. In
contrast to classification, inference learning has been shown
to make learners more aware of non-diagnostic, prototypical
features (Yamauchi & Markman, 1998) and correlations
between features not necessary for classification (Chinparker & Ross, 2002). Of particular relevance to the current
experiment, Hoffman and Rehder (2010) found that
inference learners were better able to adapt and
appropriately attend to a novel classification contrast in
which a previously irrelevant dimension was suddenly
relevant.

There is one study (that we know of) in which the
representation of internal structure is compared between the
two tasks. Hsu and Griffiths (2010) found that for a simple
rule-based category structure, observational learners were
more likely to be sensitive to the variability of examples
within the category. They conducted an experiment in which
participants learned to distinguish between two categories of
lines varying in length. Category membership was based on
a simple one-dimensional rule (short lines in one category,
long lines in the other category). The categories were
designed so that the variability of one category was greater
than that of the other category. At test, participants were
asked to classify lines of intermediate length. They found
that observational learners were more likely than
classification learners to place intermediate examples into
the category with higher variability. This suggests that
observational learners may possess greater sensitivity along
relevant, diagnostic dimensions. This is consistent with our
intuition that observational learning may have a more
generative basis than classification.

Current Experiment
In this experiment we investigate differences between
learning categories via classification and observation. We
are particularly interested to see if these differences are
consistent with the distinction between generative and
discriminative methods of learning. We use twodimensional stimuli with categories defined by a simple
unidimensional rule along one of the dimensions. The other
dimension is distributed bimodally with the center of the
distribution vacant. Typicality ratings and an adapted
inference task after learning are used to evaluate acquired
representations of internal structure.
The general premise of our predictions is that, without a
decrement in classification performance, observational
learners will be sensitive to information beyond that needed
to classify items according to the unidimensional rule. We
expect that this sensitivity will include distributional
information along the most diagnostic dimension and also
along the other dimension.
Increased sensitivity could arise either because: 1)
observational learners are able to look beyond the most
obvious unidimensional rule to consider other differences
between the categories, or 2) because they are attending to
the distributions of the individual categories with reduced
regard for distinguishing the categories. To address the
cause of a possible advantage, we manipulated the degree of
diagnosticity of the second dimension.

Observational Task to Induce Generative Learning
In this experiment, we employ a supervised observational
category learning task in an attempt to induce more
generative learning. In an observational task, the learner
does not explicitly generate a guess about category
membership. Instead, the example and category label are
presented simultaneously (or the category label is presented
just before the example). Cases of this type of learning are
readily available in the real world. For example, imagine a
child and parent walking by a lake when the parent says
“Look! A duck.” In cases like this, the focus of learning
may be taken off distinguishing between categories. Instead,
learning may involve trying to understand the properties of
the category itself. The child who is shown a duck is likely
to develop knowledge about what it means to be a duck, or
what features are associated with being a duck, but probably
not explicitly what distinguishes a duck form some other
animal.
There has been little research comparing the traditional
supervised classification task with observational category
learning. Most of this research has evaluated learning based
on classification accuracy and has not investigated more
subtle ways that resulting representations may differ (i.e.
differences in within-category knowledge). For example,
using two-dimensional continuous stimuli, Ashby, Maddox,
and Bohil (2002) found no difference in learning accuracy
between the two types of tasks when categories were
defined by a simple unidimensional rule. Although this
suggests (as they took it to mean) that there is no qualitative
difference between learning rule-based categories through
classification or observational learning, the design was not
sensitive to possible differences in representations of
internal structure.

Method
Participants
200 Binghamton University undergraduates participated in
this experiment for partial fulfillment of course credit.
Participants were randomly assigned to one of four
conditions based on the learning task (Classification or
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Observational), and diagnosticity of the second dimension
(Less-Diagnostic or Non-Diagnostic).

less than 50 gray dots or greater than 100 dots, while the
other has between 50 and 100 dots). In the Non-Diagnostic
condition, both of the categories consisted of creatures
possessing extreme values along the Y- dimension. Because
both categories possessed the same structure along this
dimension, learners could not use it to distinguish between
categories. It is important to note that the same category
used in the Less-Diagnostic condition was also used in the
Non-Diagnostic conditions (the “common category” on the
left in Figure 2). This allows us to compare representations
of the same category under conditions in which one
dimension is either diagnostic or not diagnostic.
Although there were only 12 unique creatures for each
category in the training set, some items were presented more
than once in each block. Therefore, each block of training
included 24 presentations for each category. The frequency
of presentation of each item reinforced the robustness of
each category’s internal structure and provided another
avenue for learners to learn non-diagnostic information
about the categories. The most frequent items (displayed 4
times every block) were always at the center of the
distribution of examples along the HI relevance dimension.
Along the LO relevance dimension, the most frequently
occurring items were at the center of only one category
distribution in the Less-Diagnostic conditions. All other
categories had bimodal distributions along the LO relevance
dimension and the most frequently occurring items were at
the extremes.

Materials and Design
Stimuli. The stimulus materials were adapted from a
“creature” produced with the SPORE Creator tool from the
videogame SPORE (2001). Figure 1 shows a sample
creature. The creatures varied along two dimensions: the
number of “spike” protrusions from the sides of the body,
and the ratio of gray dots (always above) to black dots
(always below). The number of spikes on the right and left
side could range from 3 to 14. There were always 150 total
dots, but creatures ranged from having only 20 gray dots
(and therefore 130 black dots) to having 130 gray dots (and
therefore 20 black dots) in intervals of ten. Hence, there
were 12 possible values along each of the two dimensions,
creating a possible stimulus space of 144 items representing
every combination of feature (see Figure 2 for the entire
range of possible feature combinations).

Figure 1: Example of stimuli
Twenty-four creatures (12 for each category) taken from
the center of the stimulus space were used for training. The
rest of the stimulus space was reserved for exploring how
category representations generalized. At test, four examples
within each category and ten additional items for each
category were used to collect typicality ratings.
Category Structure. Figure 2 depicts the feature space,
specific examples, frequency of examples, and the category
assignment of examples used in the experiment. As can be
seen in the figure, the assignment of stimuli to categories
was determined based on a simple unidimensional rule
(examples to the right of the solid black line were in one
category, examples to the left were in the other). The
dimension to which the rule applied was counterbalanced.
We will refer to the dimension in which the simple
unidimensional rule determined category membership as the
HI relevance dimension, and the second, less diagnostic
dimension as the LO relevance dimension.
The degree to which the LO relevance dimension was
diagnostic differed between the conditions (see Figure 2). In
the Less-Diagnostic condition, one category consisted of
creatures with extreme values along the LO relevance
dimension, while the other category was made up of
creatures possessing central values along the LO relevance
dimension. In this condition, the LO relevance dimension
could be used to predict category membership, although the
rule for membership was more complex than the
unidimensional rule along the X-axis (e.g., one category has

Figure 2: Feature space, examples, and frequency of each
example in the training set for the Less-Diagnostic (black
squares) and Non-Diagnostic (white squares) conditions. All
conditions learned the common category.

Procedure
The instructions given to classification and observational
learners were slightly different in conjunction with the
induction of a discriminative or generative approach. All
participants were told that a new planet was recently
discovered and that it was their job to learn about the two
types of creatures living there. In the observational
condition, participants were told that researchers traveled
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around the planet taking a picture of each creature they
found and that they would be learning from this catalog of
pictures. This was intended to give the impression that the
examples were drawn from a population and their properties
directly reflected the distribution of properties of creatures
on the planet. Classification learners were merely told that
they would be seeing pictures of creatures, but no mention
was made of the pictures actually representing the
population of creatures.
Learning Phase. In classification trials, items were
presented one at a time randomly on the screen along with
buttons labeled for creatures of type “Yugli” and “Zifer.”
On each trial, participants were asked to choose via mouse
click the category to which the example belonged. After
making a guess, they received feedback indicating whether
they were right or wrong and were shown the correct
answer. The feedback remained on the screen until they
clicked to proceed to the next trial.
Before a stimulus was displayed in observational trials,
learners were presented with the correct category label for
1500 ms. The image and label were then shown together on
the screen for another 1500 ms – at which point the learner
clicked to confirm the correct category name and continue
to the next trial.
Both classification and observational learners completed
two blocks consisting of all 48 items. After the first block,
all learners were given a brief endorsement task asking them
to classify 8 selected items. In this task, each item was
presented on the screen with a correct or incorrect label.
Participants were asked to indicate whether they agreed or
disagreed with the classification of the item. The purpose of
this test phase was to determine the progress of learners.
This was critical for the observational learning condition in
which no learning accuracy data could be recorded. In an
effort to match the number of trials between the
observational and classification conditions, there was no
criterion level of performance that would move learners on
to the test phase. Instead, all classification and observational
learners completed a total of 96 trials before progressing to
the test phase.
Test Phase. The test phase consisted of a series of three
types of test trials. The first type of test trial was an
endorsement task (as above) designed to assess category
knowledge of the 24 trained examples. Each item was
presented once with a corresponding label that was either
correct or incorrect (randomly determined). This task was
used instead of a traditional classification test phase to
ensure that the test task did not match the task of either
learning group.
While the first test phase was included to compare
classification accuracy, the next two test phases were
included to evaluate whether there was a difference in
sensitivity to the distribution along both dimensions
depending on the type of learning task. The second test
phase was designed to assess representations of internal
structure via typicality ratings. Learners were presented with
a series of 24 creatures (shown in Figure 3). They were

given the correct category label and asked to rate how
typical or ‘good an example’ each item was of its category.
Category membership of each item was provided to try to
ensure that typicality ratings were not based on confidence
in category membership. Only four of these items had been
presented during training. The other 20 items had never
been seen. Despite never having been seen, some items were
closer to the distribution of items in their category than
others. Along the HI relevance dimension, sensitivity to
internal structure would manifest in typicality ratings
reflecting the range of values presented during training. In
other words, the items with feature values along the HI
relevance dimension that were presented many times during
training (those items labeled with an “a” in Figure 3) would
be rated higher than those items outside of the distribution
of presented feature values (those items labeled with a “b”
in Figure 3). In the category common to all conditions,
items in the center of the distribution were not sampled
during training. If learners were sensitive to this, they would
presumably rate the typicality of examples in this region
(those items labeled with circles in Figure 3) lower than
examples in the extremes of the distribution along that
dimension (those items labeled with squares in Figure 3).
The last test phase was an inference task that more
explicitly assessed the learner’s knowledge of the
distribution of features along the LO relevance dimension.
Participants were given a category label and images
representing two possible feature values along one
dimension. They were asked which value (out of the two
provided) was more likely given the category information.
In addition to the category labels, they could answer
“equally likely” if they believed that there was no greater
probability of one category over another. To ensure that
responses were made because they believed them to be
accurate, not because they were forced to choose, they could
also answer “not sure.”
In the inference task, three key single-feature distinctions
for each category were of interest along the LO relevance
dimension. Of these three, two asked learners to decide
between an extreme value and a central value (e.g. 70 gray
dots vs. 110 gray dots). In the common category in which
the distribution was bimodal, the correct answer was always
that the extreme value was more likely. The third trial asked
them to decide which of two extreme values was more
likely (the correct answer being “equally likely”). We
averaged accuracy across these three judgments for the
common category to determine a score for each participant
based on their sensitivity to the distribution along the LO
relevance dimension.
Predictions. We believed that learners in the
observational conditions would display greater sensitivity to
internal structure along both dimensions. More specifically,
we expected typicality ratings and selection of single feature
values to reflect a greater sensitivity to the missing central
values of the category that was common between all
conditions.
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If the observational learners were at an advantage because
they were developing a representation of the features within
each category separately, their sensitivity to the internal
structure of the Y-distribution should not change depending
on the distribution of the contrast category. If, however, the
advantage of the observational learner was due to an
increased ability to develop a more comprehensive
combination of diagnostic information, then their sensitivity
to the internal structure should depend on how diagnostic
that information is. We can directly test this because we
have the same exact category under a condition in which the
contrast category is distributed the same along the LO
relevance dimension (Non-Diagnostic) and a condition in
which it is not (Less-Diagnostic).

range of values along the HI relevance dimension presented
during learning.
Typicality ratings. Sensitivity to the range of values
presented in the training set would result in typicality
ratings that decreased as distance from the training
examples increased. Typicality ratings were collected for 6
examples in the common category at the center of the
distribution along the X-axis (indicated by the letter “a” in
Figure 3) and 6 examples that were beyond the distribution
along the X-axis (indicated by the letter “b” in Figure 3).
The extent to which the average typicality ratings for items
further away from the presented values were lower than
those at the center of the distribution determined each
participant’s sensitivity along this dimension.
A 2 (task) x 2 (diagnosticity) x 2 (example type) ANOVA
revealed a main effect of example type, F(1, 196) = 12.501,
p = .001, η2 = .060. Overall, center items were rated more
typical (M = 5.336, SD = 1.191) than extreme examples (M
= 4.77, SD = 1.825). An interaction between task and
example type drove this main effect, F(1, 192) = 12.281, p =
.001, η2 = .056. For classification learners, there was no
difference between their ratings of the central items and
their ratings of the extreme examples, t < 1. However,
observational learners rated the central items significantly
higher than the extreme examples, t(99) = 4.740, p < .001,
indicating that they were sensitive to the range of the
distribution along this dimension.
Taken together, these results are consistent with Hsu and
Griffiths (2010) in that people in a classification task try to
find a boundary between categories along diagnostic
dimensions, while observational learners develop a
representation of the diagnostic dimension that includes
distributional information.

Figure 3. Items presented in typicality phase are labeled
“a” and “b”. Training items shaded gray for reference.

Results and Discussion

Distribution Along LO relevance dimension

Classification of Trained Examples

As predicted, inference judgments and typicality ratings of
observational learners reflected greater knowledge of the
distributional gap in the LO relevance dimension. This
effect depended on whether or not the second dimension
was diagnostic.
Inference test. We averaged together the accuracy for the
three key questions asked of the LO relevance dimension
within the common category (see Figure 4). A 2 (task) x 2
(diagnosticity) ANOVA revealed a significant main effect
of task, F(1, 196) = 8.566, p = 0.004, η2 = .042.
Observational learners were more accurate (M = .403, SD =
.265) than classification learners (M = .300, SD = .244) at
determining which feature value was correct. This was
despite the fact that classification and observational learners
did not differ in their likelihood of selecting “not sure”.
There was also a main effect of diagnosticity, F(1, 196) =
7.497, p = .007, η2 = .037, indicating that the degree of
diagnosticity to some extent determines sensitivity to
distributional properties. More specifically, people in the
Less-Diagnostic conditions were significantly more accurate
(M = .400, SD = .321) than those in the Non-Diagnostic
conditions (M = .303, SD = .165).

To begin, we were interested in determining if classification
accuracy was affected by whether the learning mode was
classification or observational learning. As in Ashby,
Maddox, and Bohil (2002), this was not found. For the
endorsement task of trained items, performance of the
classification learners (M = .98, SD = .05) and observational
learners (M = .97, SD = .08) were not significantly different
for the endorsement test after two blocks (ps>.25). This was
also true after just one block. Therefore, there was no
apparent advantage for classification learning despite the
fact that they were queried on each trial.
Our next goal was to see whether observational learning
resulted in greater sensitivity to distributions of features
along both dimensions. Subsequent analyses focus on the
one category that was common between conditions.

Distribution Along HI relevance dimension
Through typicality ratings, we confirmed our predictions
that observational learners would be more sensitive to the
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advantages of observational learners were present without a
corresponding difference in classification performance.
These data are consistent with observational learners
being generative learners who are sensitive to information
beyond that which is required for distinguishing between
classes. However, there is conflicting evidence about the
extent to which classification learners are sensitive to this
information. While performance on the inference tasks
indicates a decrement compared to observational learners,
typicality ratings imply that classification learners are aware
on some level of the distribution along the second
dimension. It may be that typicality ratings are a more
sensitive measure, or that classification learners were aided
by the presentation of whole exemplars rather than
individual features.
Although unexpected, we find it important to emphasize
that neither observational nor classification learners were
sensitive to the distribution along the second dimension
when it was non-diagnostic. This suggests that distributional
information is not as strongly represented for features that
do not differentiate between categories. Further work will
investigate more specifically the types of information that
are represented through discriminative and generative
learning modes.

Figure 4. Proportion correct on Y-dim inference items
Typicality ratings Along the LO relevance dimension,
we averaged the typicality of the four examples at the center
of the distribution in each category (indicated by circles in
Figure 3) and the four examples at the bimodal location in
each category (indicated by squares in Figure 3). Figure 5
shows the average difference between these measures for
the four conditions. We conducted a 2 (task) x 2
(diagnosticity) x 2 (example type) and found a main effect
of example type, F (1, 196) = 14.403, p < .001, η2 = .068.
Overall, the items at the bimodal location were considered
more typical (M = 5.219, SD = 1.159) than those at the
central location (M = 4.835, SD = 1.397). However, we did
not find a significant main effect of task or an interaction
between task type and example type. In sum, classification
learners were just as likely as observational learners to rate
central items lower than the bimodal items.
We did find an interaction between diagnosticity and
example type, F(1, 196) = 13.662, p < .001. Learners in the
less diagnostic conditions rated the center items lower than
the bimodal items, t(99) = 3.850, p < .001. However, in the
non-diagnostic condition, there was no significant difference
between ratings of the center and bimodal items, t < 1.
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Figure 5. Average difference between typicality of central
and extreme items along Y-dim.

Summary of Findings
Typicality ratings and inference judgments indicate that:
1) observational learners, but not classification learners,
were sensitive to the range of distribution along the most
diagnostic dimension; 2) when a second dimension was also
somewhat diagnostic, observational learners were sensitive
to its distribution despite the fact that it was not necessary
for distinguishing between categories; 3) when a dimension
was not diagnostic, neither classification nor observational
learners were sensitive to its distributional properties. The
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Abstract

the contributions of both perceptual and conceptual
information to several types of category learning and use.
In the current work we explore the contributions of
perceptual and conceptual information to categorization, and
particularly how each type of information is weighed in
different kinds of categorization tasks. We do this in the
domain of animacy in order to take advantage of a wellknown characteristic of animacy categories.

We are able to use many types of information available in the
environment when categorizing or making inferences. This
research explores how two types of information—perceptual
and conceptual—may be used to different extents in different
tasks. The method takes advantage of the distinction between
animate and artifact categories. In two experiments, adult
participants were given perceptual and conceptual
information about the animacy of novel categories, and then
were tested on three tasks. Participants categorized items by
classifying with a given novel name, with a given fact, or by
inferring untrained facts about the items. Results showed that
participants used different sources of information depending
on the task. These results are discussed in terms of how they
could add to an account of the mechanisms of categorization.

Animate and Artifact Categories
Animacy is an apt domain for the exploration of the uses of
different sources of information because people exhibit
distinct patterns of categorization for animates versus
artifacts. One way to characterize these different patterns is
that artifact categories tend to be broader and more inclusive
whereas animate categories tend to be narrower and more
conservative. These distinctive patterns have been shown in
both developmental and adult studies.
Developmental studies have examined how children
categorize animates and artifacts with novel name
generalization tasks. In such tasks, a child is trained on a
novel exemplar with a novel label. The child is then
presented with various other novel test items that match the
original in specific dimensions such as shape, size, and/or
texture, while varying in other dimensions. When asked
which of the test items would be labeled with the same
name, children show distinct generalization patterns
depending on whether the exemplar was presented as an
artifact or as an animate. By three years of age children use
shape as the only critical feature in categorizing novel
artifact-like objects, but they use a more stringent criteria of
both shape and texture for novel objects presented as
animates (Jones, Smith, & Landau, 1991).
The pattern of categorizing animates by multiple
similarities, making for more restrictive categories, and
categorizing artifacts by fewer similarities develops early in
life and endures into adulthood. One study found that adults
tended to classify items with more feature variability as
artifacts, and only classified highly consistent items as
animates (Freeman & Sera, 1996). Another explored the
structural nature of animacy categories and found that
artifact categories tend to be more flexible and spread out in
similarity space whereas natural kinds, including animates,
are more tightly clustered by similarities (Malt, Sloman,
Gennari, Shi, & Wang, 1999).

Keywords: Categorization; classification; inference;
animacy; perceptual and conceptual information.

Introduction
A fundamental question of cognitive psychology centers on
how we use the information available to us in the
environment to accomplish cognitive tasks such as
categorization. An intuitive view is that categorization is
based on similarity information (Shepard, 1987). For
example, objects that have perceptual features in common
are often categorized together; cup-shaped objects tend to be
grouped with other cup-shaped objects. More abstract
commonalities, such as functional attributes, can also be
involved in categorization (Rosch & Mervis, 1975). For
example, the category of vehicles is well characterized by
the functional attribute of being used for transportation.
Categorization is highly complex and based on multiple
types and sources of information.
In this paper we focus on two specific types of
information that contribute to categorization: perceptual and
conceptual. Perceptual information refers to directly
perceptible features of items we encounter, such as size and
shape. Conceptual information refers to more abstract facts
about these items, such as internal characteristics and
function that may not be directly observable. The dichotomy
between perceptual and conceptual information is at the
heart of a lively debate in the developmental literature in
which proponents of either side argue that category learning
is a top-down, conceptually driven process (e.g., Booth &
Waxman, 2008) or that it is a bottom-up, associative process
(e.g., Colunga & Smith, 2008). The research with adults in
this paper contributes by offering a method of comparing
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Artifact

Animate

categorization tasks. The experiments investigate how these
two types of information influence people’s construal of
objects as animate or artifacts. In two experiments we
offered perceptual cues in the form of visual features and
conceptual cues in the form of written facts. Perceptual and
conceptual cues were crossed so there were four possible
combinations of cues (see Figure 1): two were congruent
(both cues indicated animate or both artifact) and two were
incongruent.
Conceptual
Cues
Animate
Artifact
Perceptual

In sum, previous work indicates that the animacy
distinction is basic and pervasive, emerging early in life;
moreover, there are distinct and consistent patterns in how
people categorize animates compared to artifacts. That is,
people generalize animates more conservatively and
generalize artifacts less conservatively. In the current
research we take advantage of these distinct patterns to
explore the contributions of perceptual and conceptual
information to categorization. To briefly foreshadow our
measure and the logic behind it, we associated each type of
information with an animacy category. In each condition,
we offered both perceptual (the way the item looks) and
conceptual (verbally labeling it as a living or man-made
thing) information. Then we looked at how these different
animacy cues influenced people’s construal of the categories
as animate or inanimate by measuring the shift in
generalization patterns in response to the given cues. Before
further fleshing out the details of this measure, we will
introduce the categorization tasks used in the current
research.

?
?

Figure 1: Diagram of study design and predicted
generalization patterns; bars represent old, new, and
distractor items, respectively.

Tasks
The current experiments explore the question of how
perceptual and conceptual information are used in the
context of three categorization tasks: novel name extension,
ontological category extension, and inference making. The
first two tasks involve generalizing items at test based on
information given at training, that is, a novel name and an
ontological type (animate or artifact). These can also be
thought of as classification tasks because participants must
classify items based on trained information. The third task
involves making an inductive inference about items at test
based on the ontological category information given at
training. For example, if an item were presented as being
alive, the participant would be asked to infer whether it
breathes.
Some previous research has investigated the uses of
perceptual and conceptual information in these types of
tasks, with mixed results. For example, Freeman and Sera
(1996) found that children and adults were able to use either
visual or verbal information in both classification and
induction tasks involving animals and machines. The
resulting patterns of categorization were in line with what
has been discussed about animacy categories, but did not
differ by task. In contrast, a study that focused on induction
found that children preferred perceptual similarity
information to conceptual kind information to guide
inferences about novel items (Sloutsky, Kloos, & Fisher,
2007). These mixed results suggest a need to further
investigate the uses of perceptual and conceptual sources of
information across different tasks. The experiments
presented here will directly compare uses of information
across three tasks to contribute to this area of research.

Generalization behavior at test, measured through the
three tasks, was used to explore whether participants
weighed the perceptual or conceptual dimension more
strongly. It is important to note that this measure captures
implicit patterns of generalization. That is, although we
asked participants questions like “is this alive?” the patterns
of responses could still be in line with either an animate or
artifact category. For example, in looking at the responses to
the “is this alive?” question, a pattern of saying “yes” only
to the old items would be taken as a conservative
generalization pattern, typical of animate categories, but
saying “yes” equivalently to new than old items would
indicate an artifact generalization pattern. In this way our
measure focuses on the implicit patterns of generalization
rather than explicit responses at test.
We also examined these implicit generalization patterns
in terms of whether they were associated with perceptual or
conceptual cues. For example, if the perceptual cue
indicated an animate while the conceptual cue indicated an
artifact, a relatively highly conservative generalization
pattern would indicate that the item was treated as an
animate, and in turn that the perceptual cue was used
preferentially in the task. Based on previous findings about
the relative breadth of animate and artifact categories, we
looked for two distinct generalization patterns: relatively
more conservative generalization to indicate an animate, and
relatively less conservative generalization to indicate an
artifact. The idea of using relative generalization patterns is
key; by this we mean that we will compare patterns on the
incongruent blocks to those on the congruent blocks. This is
illustrated in Figure 1: from the predicted patterns in the
congruent blocks, we can explore whether the incongruent
blocks show similar patterns along the perceptual or
conceptual dimension. In this way we are not arbitrarily
deciding which patterns count as “conservative” and “not

The Current Experiments
The current question of interest is how people use
perceptual and conceptual information in various
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conservative,” but will instead report generalization relative
to a standard, the congruent blocks.
The two experiments presented here have the same design
but use different stimuli. The perceptual cues in Experiment
1 were implemented using two sets of novel object images
(Tarr, 2006; see Figure 2). The animate stimuli consisted of
the image set called Greebles, which are rounded, uniform
in color and texture, and organized into categories such that
global relations between their features cue to category
membership. Previous research indicates that Greebles are
processed in ways similar to faces (Gauthier, Tarr,
Anderson, Skudlarski, & Gore, 1999). The artifact stimuli
consisted of the Fribble novel image set which are angular,
have distinct parts with varying colors and textures, and are
categorized based on the presence or absence of specific
parts, characteristics typical of artifacts. In contrast, in
Experiment 2 the perceptual manipulation relied on single
visual features, eyes for animates or wheels for artifacts,
added to one type of animacy ambiguous novel image set. In
both experiments conceptual cues were provided as written
facts that explicitly indicated whether the object was an
animate or an artifact (i.e., “is alive” and “was made in a
factory”).
Several specific predictions can be made. First, the
conditions in which perceptual and conceptual cues are
congruent should reveal the distinctive generalization
patterns of animates and artifacts (see Figure 1). When the
cues are congruent and both indicate an animate,
generalization should be more conservative, with
participants generalizing to a more limited variety of items.
Conversely, when cues are congruent and both indicate an
artifact, generalization behavior should be less conservative,
with participants generalizing to a larger variety of items. Of
particular interest are the two conditions in which perceptual
and conceptual cues are incongruent. Within these
conditions, generalization behavior will act as an indicator
of whether one cue type is preferentially used to determine
whether items belong to the animate or artifact category. If
no clear preference emerges from generalization behavior,
both perceptual and conceptual cues may be interacting and
contributing to categorization equivalently.
We are particularly interested in how the perceptual and
conceptual cues are used in the different tasks. The question
is, do different types of information carry more weight in
some tasks than others? For example, is perceptual
information more important for naming, but conceptual
information more important in making inferences?

the perceptual/conceptual cue combinations. Thus, two
blocks used Greebles and two Fribbles. For each block, old,
new, and distractor items were chosen from two subcategories of the respective image set. Six old items and
four new items came from one sub-category, and four
distractor items came from a different sub-category.
Individual images were presented with conceptual cues
consisting of sentences displayed beneath the image. The
animate cue was “This is alive,” and the artifact cue was
“This was made in a factory.” Each item was also presented
with one of the following novel names at training: “wuz,”
“mek,” “sim,” or “dap.”
a
b

Figure 2: Image sets used in Experiment 1: (a) Greebles,
(b) Fribbles.
Training slides consisted of old items (either Greebles or
Fribbles depending on the block) presented with a novel
name and conceptual cue. An example of the text that a
participant saw at training is “This is a [novel name]. It is
alive.” Testing slides consisted of old, new, and distractor
items presented one at a time with each of three questions,
for the name extension, ontological category extension, and
inference making tasks, respectively. On conceptually
animate blocks the questions were “Is this a wuz?” “Is this
alive?” and “Does this breathe?” On conceptually artifact
blocks the questions were “Is this a wuz?” “Was this made
in a factory?” and “Can you get this at a store?” For the
incongruent blocks, the types of questions used (e.g.,
animate or artifact) were consistent with the animacy of the
conceptual cue given at training.
Procedure Participants completed four blocks of training
and testing sets; block order was counterbalanced across
participants. All training and testing slides were presented
on a computer screen using the program E-Prime.
Participants began by reading instructions given on the
computer screen. They then proceeded to the training slides
of the first block. Participants saw 24 training slides in
random order: six old items shown four times each. Training
was unsupervised and self-paced; participants used the
space bar to proceed through the image slides interspersed
with an inter-stimulus blank screen.
At the end of the training slides, participants proceeded to
the testing slides of that block. The six old items from
training, along with four new and four distractor items,
appeared in testing. Each of these 14 items was shown twice
with each of the three categorization questions, for a total of
84 testing slides per block, also presented in random order.

Experiment 1
Method
Participants Thirty-one undergraduate students recruited
from the University of Colorado at Boulder psychology
department subject pool participated for course credit.
Materials Participants were trained on categories drawn
from the Greeble and Fribble novel image sets (Tarr, 2006;
see Figure 2). There were four blocks total, one for each of

Results
The first issue we explored in the data was whether
participants successfully learned the categories of Greebles
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Table 1: Experiment 1 means (standard deviations) of percentages of “yes” responses to old and new items presented as
either animate or artifact through different cues. P = significant interaction between perceptual cues and trial type, C =
significant interaction between conceptual cues and trial type (F(1, 30) > 4.80, p < 0.05 for all).

Task
NamingP
OntologicalP
InferentialPC

Perceptual
Animate
Artifact
Old
New
Old
New
93.28
62.30
90.59
91.13
(9.54)
(26.63) (13.69) (14.32)
92.74
59.07
91.00
89.00
(10.81) (28.13) (13.13) (16.36)
63.31
45.97
61.69
58.88
(9.54)
(26.64) (13.69) (14.32)

and Fribbles based on responses to old, new, and distractor
items. Percentages of “yes” responses were submitted to a
one-way repeated measures ANOVA. Participants accepted
old items most (M = 82.35, SD = 29.02), followed closely
by new items (M = 68.24, SD = 34.50), but rarely accepted
distractor items (M = 4.84, SD = 12.40), F(2, 60) = 477.52,
p < 0.001. To focus more narrowly on generalization, and
because responses to distractors were below chance (twotailed t(30) = 33.88, p < 0.001), only responses to old and
new items were included in subsequent analyses.
The next question was whether participants showed
distinct generalization patterns for animates and artifacts. To
verify our prediction, we began by looking at the two
congruent blocks of the experiment, in which both cues
indicated either an animate or an artifact. Percentages of
“yes” responses were submitted to a 2 (animacy: animate or
artifact) × 2 (trial type: old or new) repeated measures
ANOVA. Results revealed main effects of both factors (F(1,
30) > 6, p < 0.01 for both) in addition to the key interaction
between animacy and trial type (F (1, 30) = 23.54, p <
0.001). This interaction showed the expected distinct
generalization patterns. On the congruent animate block,
participants responsed “yes” more to old items (M = 85.66,
SD = 24.89) than to new items (M = 57.26, SD = 33.41).
However on the congruent artifact block, responses were
equivalent to both old (M = 79.03, SD = 32.43) and new
items (M = 79.22, SD = 33.41). These patterns are consistent
with previous literature and verify our prediction of more
conservative generalization of animates and less
conservative generalization of artifacts.
Having established the presence of distinct generalization
patterns in responses to the congruent blocks, we went on to
explore the influences of perceptual and conceptual cues
and task. We separated the name extension, ontology
extension, and inference making tasks, and analyzed
responses to all blocks. Percentages of “yes” responses from
each task were separately submitted to a 2 (perceptual cue:
animate or artifact) × 2 (conceptual cue: animate or artifact)
× 2 (trial type: old or new) repeated measures ANOVA. All
three tasks showed a pattern of more “yes” responses to old
items compared to new items (F(1, 30) > 22, p < 0.001 for
all).

Conceptual
Animate
Artifact
Old
New
Old
New
90.19
75.61
93.68
77.82
(13.16) (19.05) (9.09) (21.64)
90.86
72.78
92.88
75.29
(12.71) (22.51) (9.99) (20.61)
72.18
58.67
52.82
47.18
(13.16) (19.05) (9.06) (21.64)

The main question of interest in the separate task analyses
was how the perceptual cue and conceptual cue variable
interacted with trial type. These results are displayed in
Table 1. In all of the significant interactions (indicated by
superscript P and C), the pattern of results are similar to
those discussed above in the context of the congruent
blocks. That is, more conservative generalization of
animates, as shown by more “yes” responses to old than to
new items, and less conservative generalization of artifacts,
as shown by equivalent responses to old and new items. The
perceptual cue significantly interacted with trial type in all
three of the categorization tasks, showing that participants
generalized differently depending on the perceptual cue
given no matter what kind of question they were answering.
The conceptual cue significantly interacted with trial type
only on the inferential task.

Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 revealed that perceptual and
conceptual information had varied influences in the different
tasks. In all three tasks, participants showed more
conservative generalization of the image set with perceptual
animate cues and less conservative generalization of the set
with perceptual artifact cues. In the inference making task in
particular, there was an additional influence of conceptual
cue: the distinct animacy patterns were also found to be in
line with whether the items were described as being alive or
as made in a factory. In sum, participants’ responses in the
two classification tasks were similarly influenced only by
the perceptual cues. In the inferential task, on the other
hand, responses were influenced by both the perceptual and
conceptual cues. This may confirm basic differences
between classification and inferential categorization tasks.
However, the strong perceptual effects throughout
Experiment 1 may also indicate fundamental differences
between the Greeble and Fribble image sets. It is possible
that one of these sets is simply easier to generalize than the
other. To control for any differences between the two sets,
in Experiment 2 we used a single image set and made the
perceptual cue a single added feature: eyes or wheels (see
Figure 3). If the perceptual effects of Experiment 1 are a
function of inherent differences in how easily Greebles and
Fribbles are generalized, then any perceptual effects should
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Table 2: Experiment 2 means (standard deviations) of percentages of “yes” responses to old and new items presented as
either animate or artifact through different cues. P = significant interaction between perceptual cues and trial type, C =
significant interaction between conceptual cues and trial type (F(1, 31) > 4.75, p < 0.05 for all).

Task
NamingP
OntologicalP
Inferential

Perceptual
Animate
Artifact
Old
New
Old
New
81.90
64.45
83.72
76.64
(18.67) (27.72) (14.71) (18.67)
80.73
62.76
83.46
73.18
(18.10) (28.85) (14.71) (20.36)
64.58
55.86
60.42
52.08
(27.15) (29.98) (30.55) (26.59)

disappear in Experiment 2. If, on the other hand, the
perceptual effects are a function of the animacy
characteristics of the perceptual cues, then there should be
similar perceptual interactions with trial type. That is,
participants should generalize items with eyes more
conservatively, and items with wheels less conservatively.

Conceptual
Animate
Artifact
Old
New
Old
New
83.20
73.18
82.42
67.71
(16.97) (21.50) (16.40) (26.02)
82.92
70.05
81.25
65.89
(18.10) (22.63) (18.10) (27.72)
60.42
52.08
64.58
59.77
(32.24) (29.42) (28.28) (28.85)

“yes” responses were submitted to a one-way repeated
measures ANOVA. Participants responded “yes” most to
old items (M = 77.60, SD = 27.65), next most to new items
(M = 65.41, SD = 32.23), and least to distractors (M = 42.21,
SD = 37.38), F(2, 62) = 82.69, p < 0.001. Distractors tended
to be accepted at lower than chance levels (two-tailed t(31)
= 1.59, p = 0.12), and so were excluded from further
analyses. As in Experiment 1, only old and new items were
included in order to focus more directly on generalization
patterns.
Next we analyzed the congruent blocks of Experiment 2.
We submitted percentages of “yes” responses at test to a 2
(animacy) × 2 (trial type: old or new) repeated measures
ANOVA. The results confirmed that participants responded
“yes” more to old than to new items in the congruent blocks,
F(1, 31) = 22.61, p < 0.001. There was also a trend toward
the predicted animacy patterns in generalization, as shown
through an interaction between animacy and trial type, F(1,
31) = 1.44, p = 0.23. On the congruent animate block,
participants responded “yes” more to old items (M = 77.26,
SD = 27.80) than to new items (M = 61.98, SD = 32.44).
However on the congruent artifact block, responses to old
items (M = 77.95, SD = 27.65) were not as much greater
compared to new items (M = 68.84, SD = 31.90). This trend
is similar to the patterns seen in the first experiment—more
conservative on the congruent animate block and less
conservative on the congruent artifact block.
Next, as in Experiment 1, we separated the data by task
and conducted three separate 2 (perceptual cue) × 2
(conceptual cue) × 2 (trial type) repeated measures
ANOVAs. A main effect of trial type reached significance
in all three tasks, showing greater “yes” responses to old
items than to new items (F(1, 31) > 6.42, p ≤ 0.01 for all).
Next we explored whether there were any interactions
between either the perceptual or conceptual cues and trial
type; these results are displayed in Table 2. Significant
effects in this table indicate generalization patterns similar
to those discussed above. That is, more conservative
generalization of animates, as shown by a greater difference
between old and new responses, compared to artifacts. Only
two interactions reached significance among the task
analyses: perceptual cue influenced generalization in both
the naming and ontological extension tasks. There was no
perceptual cue interaction in the inferential task, and no
conceptual cue interactions in any of the tasks.

Experiment 2
Method
Participants Thirty-two undergraduate students recruited
from the University of Colorado at Boulder psychology
department subject pool participated for course credit.
Materials Participants were trained on categories drawn
from the YUFO image set (Tarr, 2006; see Figure 3). For
each block of the experiment, six old and six new items
were drawn from one sub-category, and six distractors were
drawn from a different sub-category.
a
b

Figure 3: Images used in Experiment 2: YUFO stimuli
with added eyes and wheels.
Perceptual cues consisted of simple visual features, eyes
or wheels, added to the YUFO images. Conceptual cues,
novel names, and test questions were the same as in
Experiment 1, with the exception of the inferential question
for conceptual artifacts, which was changed to “Was this put
together?”1
Procedure Training and testing were conducted in the same
way as in Experiment 1.

Results
As in Experiment 1, we first checked whether participants
successfully learned the YUFO categories based on
responses to old, new, and distractor items. Percentages of
1

This question was changed to relate more directly to the
conceptual cue for artifacts.
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Discussion

may be quite useful. The technique of comparing the effects
of perceptual and conceptual types of information both
within and across tasks can be extended to other domains.
For example, this method could be used to explore
developmental patterns of perceptual and conceptual
information use in children. It would be informative to test
whether children favor conceptual, top down information or
perceptual, bottom up information differently across tasks
and contexts. The results also have implications for research
on different categorization tasks. In particular, they are
consistent with work showing differences between
classification and inference learning, and raise the question
of how specific tasks trigger certain strategies of
information use. One possibility is that a task context itself
cues a certain categorization mechanism or strategy of
information use. Future work in categorization should
consider how both the characteristics of the stimuli and the
task context influence category learning and use.

The results of Experiment 2 showed that overall, perceptual
cues influenced generalization patterns. Across tasks
participants showed more conservative generalization to
items with added eyes and less conservative generalization
to those with added wheels. This shows that simple features
added to novel items had a similar effect to the rich
perceptual cues to animacy (e.g., multiple features and
distinct structures) used in Experiment 1. In the task
analyses, the influence of perceptual cues was seen in the
naming and ontological extension tasks, but not the
inferential task. Conceptual cue did not reliably influence
generalization patterns in any of the tasks.

General Discussion
In this set of experiments participants showed distinct
patterns of generalization for artifacts and animates. As
expected based on previous work in the literature,
participants demonstrated more conservative generalization
of animates and less conservative generalization of artifacts
in terms of how much they extended categories to old and
new items. Furthermore, these patterns were in line with
perceptual and conceptual cues differently depending on
categorization task. In Experiment 1, perceptual cues had a
dominant influence on participants’ responses in the two
classification tasks, naming and ontology extension, while
both perceptual and conceptual cues influenced performance
in the inferential task. In Experiment 2, perceptual cues
were again dominant in the classification tasks, while
neither type of cue had an effect on generalization in the
inferential task.
The patterns of individual task effects are intriguing. In
both experiments, the same type of information influenced
the naming and ontology extension tasks. Although these
tasks require classification at different levels, that is, the
basic level of novel names and the superordinate level of
ontological kinds, both tasks were selectively influenced by
the perceptual cues. In contrast, the inferential task was set
apart from the classification tasks in terms of cue influence
by showing an influence of both cues in the first experiment
and of neither cue in the second experiment. These task
patterns can be interpreted in terms of previous findings on
the differences between classification and inference
(Sakamoto & Love, 2010). In the classification tasks
participants focused on the perceptual cues likely because
they found them to be most diagnostic of their categories. In
the inferential task participants did not focus on one cue
over the other, perhaps because neither cue on it’s own was
sufficient to determine how prototypical an item was of its
category. It is still puzzling why neither cue influenced the
inferential task in Experiment 2, and this will be a question
for further research.
The current experiments show that people use perceptual
and conceptual information in categorization in different
ways depending on task. In the ongoing debate over the
mechanisms of categorization, particularly in the
developmental field, the methodology of these experiments
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occurred as a result of participants misconstruing the initial
rating prompt as pertaining to a cognitively different set of
content than was relevant to their proceeding explanatory
task. Second, we sought to show that people had more
explanatory knowledge than they demonstrated – causing
them to underestimate their post-explanation knowledge.
Specifically, we expected that participants would be able to
articulate more causal knowledge if they were encouraged
to draw comparisons between the stimuli and a relevantly
similar second domain.

Abstract
Rozenblit and Keil (2002) claim that people are subject to an
illusion of explanatory depth (IOED) whereby they believe
they understand the world in greater detail, coherence and
depth than they actually do. In the present research, we
questioned Rozenblit and Keil’s conclusions in two ways.
First, we tested whether people might overestimate their
explanatory knowledge as a result of misconstruing how to
initially rate their understanding of stimuli. We found that
when directed to consider the physical-mechanical processes
of stimuli instead of their functional affordances, participants
did in fact offer more accurate estimates of understanding
relative to their explanatory performance. Second, we tested
whether the explanations participants proffer are misleadingly
shallow. We predicted that by encouraging a more relational
encoding of stimuli, participants would be able to produce
better explanations. However, the results showed that
participants’ explanations remained shallow after relationally
encoding stimuli.

Types of cognitive content
One of the features that distinguishes knowledge of complex
causal systems from other forms of knowledge is that
complex causal systems are composed of distinct types of
cognitive content. A device, for instance, can be described
in terms of its functions, consequences and global
appearance, or in terms of its components and the causal
relations among them. Accordingly, while people may
understand a given device’s functional properties well, they
may be less knowledgeable about its physical-mechanical
processes. As such, judgments of understanding that
confuse these two types of cognitive content are potentially
susceptible to metacognitive miscalibrations. In this manner,
an illusion of explanatory depth might arise from a
discrepancy in the type of cognitive content that people use
in order to make their judgments of understanding before
and after proffering an explanation.
This, we claim, is precisely what occurs in Rozenblit and
Keil’s (2002) study (see also Alter, Oppenheimer & Zemla,
2010). In order to describe how a given object works,
Rozenblit and Keil require participants to explain that object
physical-mechanically in terms of its components and the
causal relations among them. As such, post-explanation
ratings, made in light of performance on this causal
explanatory task, index participants’ knowledge of physicalmechanical processes. However, Rozenblit and Keil fail to
explicitly specify which sort of cognitive content their
participants should estimate their initial, pre-explanation
understandings of stimuli on – making their instructions
potentially ambiguous. Rozenblit and Keil merely instruct
participants “to rate on a 7-point scale how well you feel
you understand each one” (p. 39). Consequently, the
metacognitive miscalibration of the IOED may be an artifact
of these ambiguous instructions. Specifically, Rozenblit and

Keywords: illusion of explanatory depth; analogical
reasoning; modes of explanation; concepts and categories.

Introduction
Recent research has suggested that people often
overestimate their ability to explain causally complex
systems. In a recent study, Rozenblit and Keil (2002) asked
participants to rate their understanding of devices both
before and after proffering explanations of how those
devices work. They found that people consistently overrated
their understanding – displaying a significant drop between
their pre-explanation and post-explanation ratings. Further
analyses revealed that this overestimation was not a result of
general overconfidence but was specific to causally complex
systems; when tested with other, non-explanatory forms of
knowledge—i.e., knowledge of facts, procedures, and
narratives—this illusion of knowing was either absent (for
procedures) or greatly diminished (for facts and narratives).
Thus, Rozenblit and Keil argued that people are subject to
an illusion of explanatory depth (IOED) wherein they have
inflated metacognitive beliefs of their ability to explain
causal phenomena yet possess only shallow understandings
of the causal workings of those phenomena.
In the current study, we set out to question Rozenblit and
Keil’s (2002) argument in two ways. First, we intended to
show that people were biased to overestimate their preexplanation ratings of understanding. We believe this
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Keil’s instructions may mislead participants to construe the
pre-explanation rating prompt as pertaining to the functional
properties of a device when the relevant metacognitive
assessment centers on that device’s physical-mechanical
processes.
Thus, in the current study, we asked one group of
participants to make their pre-expalantion ratings based on
their general understanding of stimuli, following Rozenblit
and Keil’s (2002) procedure, and instructed another group to
make their pre-explanation ratings based on their knowledge
of the physical-mechanical workings of stimuli. We
predicted that the latter group would exhibit better
calibrated estimates of understanding as the content upon
which they based their pre-explanation and post-explanation
ratings was consistent.

principle, which states that a system of relations that is
connected by higher-order constraining relations (such as
causal relations) is preferred over an equal number of
independent matches (Gentner & Colhoun, in press).
Moreover, according to the relational focus assumption,
relational matches are considered more important than
object/attribute matches in the evaluation of analogical
relatedness (Markman & Gentner, 2000; Gentner & Kurtz,
2006).
However, numerous studies have demonstrated that such
deep systems of relations are seldom utilized by novices.
Chi, Feltovich, & Glaser (1981), for instance, showed that
novice representations tend to be weakly structured and
primarily focused on surface features (i.e., the objects and
attributes of representations); lacking in the structural
relations and abstractions characteristic of the
representations of experts. Moreover, Gentner, Ratterman,
and Forbus (1993) demonstrated that people typically
retrieve instances from memory on the basis of surface
similarity, not the relational similarity required for deeper
comprehension. Taken together, one might reasonably
expect that the sort of information retrieved and represented
by novices for the construction of explanations would
similarly consist of mere surface features, lacking many of
the deeper causal relations required for a sophisticated
account.
In order to overcome these superficial retrieval and
representation processes, researchers have utilized
comparisons. Previous research has demonstrated that
carrying out comparisons between two domains with
differing surface features can promote relational
highlighting, the bringing to light of common relational
structure between two domains. Comparisons have been to
found to aid in overcoming difficulties in analogical transfer
(Gick & Holyoak, 1983), and can lead to the development
of deeper and more structural understandings of problems
(Cummins, 1982) and causal systems (Kurtz, Miao, and
Gentner, 2001).
In the current study, we sought to encourage the process of
relational highlighting in order to increase the depth of
participants’ explanations. To do so, we proposed a novel
means of inducing comparisons to motivate relational
encodings. Specifically, we asked participants to generate a
list of near category members, where a near category was
defined as a category that shares a good deal in common
with a specific object, but lacks some crucial feature(s). It
was hoped that by carrying out this task, the core relational
features of the stimulus would be highlighted. To help
participants elaborate on this core content, they were also
asked to place their near category members in a sentence
frame that was intended to induce an alignment of both the
similar and different relations between the near category and
the stimulus. As we believe this sort of relational encoding
facilitates access to and articulation of explanatory content,
we predicted that carrying out this near category comparison

Relational processing
Research on concepts and categorization has become
increasingly interested in the role of explanatory knowledge
in categorization. Previous research has documented the
influence of explanatory knowledge on a number of
categorization phenomena including: helping to define the
features of new categories (Wisniewski and Medin, 1994),
facilitating the acquisition of new categories (Pazzani,
1991), influencing categorization decisions (Lin & Murphy,
1997; Murphy & Medin, 1985), and guiding inductions
generated about a given category (Ross & Murphy, 1999).
These findings are linked to the theory view of conceptual
representations which suggests that concepts are structured
by intuitive theories that explain the appearance, function,
and other aspects of exemplars. This approach stands in
stark contrast to prototype and exemplar models of concepts
that characterize conceptual representations as consisting of
feature listings. Instead, the theory approach holds that
intuitive theories relate (often causally) the features of
concepts within structured representations. However, Keil
(2005) has taken the illusion of explanatory depth as
evidence that these intuitive theories are relatively sparse,
which suggests that concepts may only be weakly
structured.
Research on analogical reasoning has similarly placed
great emphasis on the importance of relational structure in
representations, but also emphasizes the role of structural
alignment as a basis for knowledge change (Gentner, 1983).
According to structure mapping theory, the theoretical
inspiration for this manipulation, comparisons proceed by
establishing
structural
alignments
between
two
representations. This occurs through a mapping of the
objects, attributes, and relations of the two representations
in which correspondences between the two domains are
established. People prefer structurally consistent mappings
in which there is a one-to-one correspondence between the
elements in the two representations and in which the
arguments of corresponding predicates also correspond
(parallel connectivity). Selection of possible interpretations
of an analogy is further guided by the systematicity
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treatment prior to proffering an explanation would result in
more structured and causally deeper explanations.

In phase 2 of the study, participants read a list of devices
and rated their understanding of each one on the 7-point
scale described during the training. Depending on their
condition, some participants were told to rate how well they
felt they generally understood each object in question as in
Rozenblit and Keil’s (2002) study (designated “O” in the
condition acronyms). In contrast to Rozenblit and Keil’s
study, others were instructed to rate their understanding
specifically on how deeply they understood the physicalmechanical workings of the devices (designated “P” in the
condition acronyms).
In phase 3 of the study, a two stimulus subset was
selected from the initial 15 stimuli and participants were
asked to consider one of two questions – neither of which
were included in Rozenblit and Keil’s (2002) study. In the
control encoding task condition, participants were asked to
describe the appearance of a single instance of the stimulus
category (designated “C” in the condition acronyms). In the
relational encoding condition, participants were asked
generate a list of near neighbor categories and then to place
those near categories into a sentence frame that ensured
explicit consideration of the relational similarities and
differences between the two domains (designated “R” in the
condition acronyms).
The rest of the procedure followed Rozenblit and Keil’s
(2002) study. In phase 4, participants were asked to write a
detailed, step-by-step causal explanation of the two test
stimuli. After participants provided an explanation, they
were asked to re-rate their understanding of the two stimuli.
In phase 5 of the study, participants answered a diagnostic
question for each stimulus that required critical knowledge
about the mechanism. For example, participants were asked
to explain how pulling the handle of a manual air pump
caused air to enter the chamber. After participants answered
the diagnostic question, they were again asked to rate how
well they understood the phenomena.
In phase 6 of the study, participants read a brief expert
explanation of the two stimuli and then re-rated their prior
understanding of the stimuli in light of that description.
In phase 7 of the study, participants rated how well they
understood the two stimuli after having read the expert
explanation.

Outline of the present study
In the present study, we implemented a 2 X 2 factorial
design with specificity of instructions and pre-explanation
encoding prompt as between-subjects factors. Subjective
judgments of understanding were recorded at various times
throughout the experiment both before and after
explanations were proffered. We predicted that preexplanation ratings of understanding would be better
calibrated when participants were instructed to base those
ratings specifically on their knowledge of the physicalmechanical workings of stimuli rather than on their general
knowledge of those stimuli. Additionally, we predicted that
the post-explanation ratings would reflect greater depth of
understanding for the relational encoding condition than for
the control condition.

Method
Participants
Eighty-three undergraduate students from Binghamton
University participated for course credit.

Materials and Design
Fifteen stimuli were used, all of which were names of object
concepts. Thirteen stimuli served as distractors during the
initial rating phase and two stimuli served as test stimuli to
be explained by participants at a later phase in the
experiment. Of the two test stimuli, one was selected from
Rozenblit and Keil’s (2002) set of test stimuli—i.e., a
zipper—and the other was developed for the purposes of
this study—i.e., a manual air pump.
All materials were presented to participants in packets.
Participants received packets with different instructions
depending on their condition. In all, there were four
different conditions: Rozenblit and Keil’s Original
Instructions and the Control Encoding Task (OC), New
Physical-Mechanical Instructions and the Control Encoding
Task (PC), Original Instructions and the Relational
Encoding Task (OR), and New Physical-Mechanical
Instructions and the Relational Encoding Task (PR).

Results
Analyses focused on the difference in pre-explanation
subjective ratings of understanding compared to postexplanation ratings. Based on Rozenblit and Keil’s (2002)
study, it was pre-decided that the rating following the
diagnostic question—i.e., rating 3—most accurately
reflected
participants
post-explanation
explanatory
knowledge self-estimate. As such, a 2 (instructions: original
vs. physical-mechanical) X 2 (encoding: control vs.
relational) factorial ANOVA on the difference scores
between rating 3 and rating 1 was implemented for the
zipper, the manual air pump, and both stimuli combined.

Procedure
Following Rozenblit and Keil’s (2002) procedure, the full
study consisted of seven phases. In phase 1, participants
learned how to use a 7-point rating scale to indicate their
understanding of stimuli by considering two training
examples. The scale ranged from “1,” which indicated a
shallow understanding, to “7,” which indicated a deep,
expert understanding. Participants considered the same two
training examples that were used in Rozenblit and Keil’s
study.
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When analyses collapsed across both stimuli, a main effect
of instructions was found, F(1,127) = 13.032, p = .000, d =
.60, suggesting that the physical-mechanical instructions
significantly reduced the magnitude of the IOED. Follow-up
simple effects showed that the physical-mechanical
instructions significantly reduced the IOED between both
the OC and PC conditions, F(1,68) = 6.380, p = .014, d = .61, and the OR and PR conditions, F(1,59) = 6.501, p =
.013, d = -.65, demonstrating the robustness of the physicalmechanical instructions manipulation. Additionally, a main
effect of encoding was found, F(1,127) = 8.178, p = .005, d
= .45, indicating that, contrary to our prediction, the
relational encoding manipulation increased the magnitude of
the IOED. Follow-up simple effects revealed that the
relational encoding manipulation significantly increased the
magnitude of the IOED between the OC and OR conditions,
F(1,56) = 4.511, p = .038, d = .55. Additionally, the
increase in the magnitude of the IOED between the PC and
PR conditions approached significance, F(1,71) = 3.465, p =
.067, d = .43.

the OC condition, t(1,26) =2.369, p = .026, d = .90;
however, the difference scores of the PC condition relative
to the PR condition were not significant, t(1,35) = 1.523, p =
.137, d = .50.
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Figure 2: Mean pre- and post-explanation self-ratings of
knowing in Rozenblit and Keil’s Original Instructions and
the Control Encoding Task (OC), New Physical-Mechanical
Instructions and the Control Encoding Task (PC), Original
Instructions and the Relational Encoding Task (OR), and
New Physical-Mechanical Instructions and the Relational
Encoding Task (PR) conditions for the zipper.
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Analyses on the manual air pump again revealed a
significant main effect of instructions, F(1,62) = 9.191, p =
..004, d = -.73, suggesting that the physical-mechanical
instructions significantly reduced the magnitude of the
IOED. Follow-up simple effects demonstrated a significant
reduction of the magnitude of IOEDs between the OC and
PC conditions, F(1,33) = 5.581, p = .024, d = .80.
Additionally, the reduction of the magnitude of IOEDs
between the OR and PR conditions approached significance,
F(1,29) = 3.880, p = .058, d = .69. However, a significant
main effect of encoding was not found, F(1,62) = 2.309, p =
.134, d = .35, indicating that the relational encoding task did
not appear to increase the magnitude of the IOED for the
manual air pump.
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Figure 1: Mean pre- and post-explanation self-ratings of
knowing in Rozenblit and Keil’s Original Instructions and
the Control Encoding Task (OC), New Physical-Mechanical
Instructions and the Control Encoding Task (PC), Original
Instructions and the Relational Encoding Task (OR), and
New Physical-Mechanical Instructions and the Relational
Encoding Task (PR) conditions for both stimuli.
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For the zipper, analyses revealed a main effect of
instructions, F(1,61) = 5.728, p = .020, d = -.52, suggesting
that the physical-mechanical instructions significantly
reduced the IOED. Follow-up simple effects demonstrated
that although the difference scores for the OR condition
compared to the difference scores for the PR condition
approached significance, t(1, 28) = -1/994, p = .056, d = .75, the difference scores for the OC compared to the PC
condition did not, t(1, 33) = -1.303. p = .202, d = -.44.
Additionally, a main effect of encoding was found, F(1,61)
= 7.627, p = .008, d = .61. Again contrary to our prediction,
this main effect suggested that the relational encoding
manipulation increased the magnitude of the IOED. Followup simple effects showed that the participants in the OR
condition exhibited a significantly larger IOED than those in
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Figure 3: Mean pre- and post-explanation self-ratings of
understanding in Rozenblit and Keil’s Original Instructions
and the Control Encoding Task (OC), New PhysicalMechanical Instructions and the Control Encoding Task
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(PC), Original Instructions and the Relational Encoding
Task (OR), and New Physical-Mechanical Instructions and
the Relational Encoding Task (PR) conditions for the
manual air pump.

predict what direction and at what speed the second billiard
ball will travel, a physical-mechanical mode of explanation
will do well. In contrast, to explain the rationale behind the
configuration of keys on a computer’s keyboard, a
functional mode of explanation will do better. Importantly,
Keil (1994), Atran (1995), and Kelemen (1999) have tied
these modes of explanation to specific domains with
functional modes of explanation applied to entities that
exhibit actual or apparent design, especially artifacts.
According to this account, an illusion of explanatory depth
for physical-mechanical knowledge might arise from the
assumption of a functional mode of explanation that
misleads participants to base their level of understanding on
certain relations and properties that are irrelevant to their
self-evaluation of their physical-mechanical explanatory
knowledge.
In contrast, the relational encoding manipulation failed to
yield higher self-ratings of explanatory depth. This may
have occurred for two reasons. First, the subjective basis of
the post-explanation self-ratings may have been altered as a
result of the relational encoding manipulation. This, in turn,
could have happened for two reasons. On the one hand, by
carrying out the relational encoding manipulation,
participants may have realized the depth of the device being
explained and may have judged their own explanation as
more shallow as a result of that realization. In this sense,
although the participants’ explanations in the relational
encoding conditions may have been deeper than those of
their counterparts in the control encoding conditions, they
may have rated them as more shallow as a result of having a
greater understanding of the explanatory depth that they
were not achieving. On the other hand, participants may
have unwittingly made their post-explanation ratings based
on the combination of the relational encoding/control
encoding task and their actual explanation rather than
simply on the basis of their explanatory performance alone.
Given that the relational encoding task was intended to be
more probing and therefore more difficult than the control
encoding task, this may have led to lower self-ratings of
understanding.
Secondly, the relational encoding task may have simply
failed to elicit greater explanatory depth. This may have
occurred because of participants’ tendency to redundantly,
and often time exclusively, offer lower-order relations in the
relational encoding task. For example, for the zipper
stimulus, participants frequently offered near neighbor
categories that “hold things together,” such as a button,
Velcro, and a staple. However, very seldom did they expand
on this lower-order relation to include the higher-order,
causal relations that would explain how “holding things
together” is achieved. It may be the case that these higherorder relations and the systematicity of the relations offered
by participants are more important for eliciting greater
causal explanatory knowledge than the amount of lowerorder relations offered. A further study intended to elicit
more higher-order, systematic relational encodings and to

Thus, our results confirmed our first prediction that
specifying to participants that they base their preexplanation ratings on their knowledge of the physicalmechanical workings of stimuli would reduce the magnitude
of the IOED. Contrary to our second prediction, the
relational encoding task appeared to increase the magnitude
of the IOED especially for the zipper stimulus.

Discussion
The results of our experiment suggest that a confusion of
relevant cognitive content on the initial, pre-explanation
rating plays a significant role in the IOED. Specifically, our
results show that when participants were explicitly
encouraged to base their pre-explanation ratings of
understanding on the physical-mechanical workings of
stimulus devices, the IOED was eliminated for one stimuli
(i.e., the manual air pump), significantly reduced for another
(i.e., the zipper) and when both stimuli were combined the
IOED was significantly reduced. In fact, the IOED was
quite small when analyses collapsed across both stimuli.
Consequently, we argue that Rozenblit and Keil’s (2002)
instructions permit participants to base their initial, preexplanation ratings on a range of different types of cognitive
content. Given the central role of functional features in
artifact concepts (Bloom, 1996; Kelemen & Carey, 2007), it
seems natural that participants would gauge their
understanding of artifact concepts through a functional
framework. The illusion of explanatory depth then appears
in large part to index a discrepancy in the type of cognitive
content used to determine one’s depth of understanding,
with pre-explanation ratings being based on knowledge of
functional features and post-explanation ratings based on
knowledge of physical-mechanical processes. As this study
demonstrates, when this discrepancy in cognitive content is
removed by specifying that pre-explanation ratings should
be based exclusively on knowledge of physical-mechanical
processes, the IOED is substantially reduced, if not
eliminated.
Recent research on modes of explanation may offer some
insight into this finding (Keil, 1994; Lombrozo, 2009).
According to this research, people can adopt distinct modes
of explanation when considering a given entity, including a
physical-mechanical mode and a functional, or teleological,
mode. While a physical-mechanical mode focuses on simple
physical objects and their interactions, a functional mode
centers on the goals or purposes of features and objects
within an overall design. As such, modes of explanation
posit different kinds of relations and properties as central
and support different types of generalizations and
predictions. For instance, to explain why a moving billiard
ball stops on impact with a second billiard ball and to
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incorporate objective, independent ratings of explanations is
currently underway.
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Limitations
One concern with the present study is that due to the small
sample sizes in each condition, significant results were often
found only when analyses collapsed across conditions or
across stimuli. As such, many of our simple effect measures
only approached significance. While the general pattern of
findings was evident, our results may have been
strengthened by a larger sample.
A second concern of the study, briefly addressed above,
was the lack of inclusion of independent raters to
objectively determine the depth of explanations. This leaves
open the possibility that our relational encoding
manipulation may have altered the subjective basis of
participants’ post-explanation self-ratings of understanding.
Nonetheless, this possibility would not have affected our
finding that specifying the type of content that participants
should use to rate their pre-explanation understanding of
stimuli effectively reduces, if not eliminates, the IOED.
Lastly, the findings of the present study—especially the
reduction of the IOED resulting from the physicalmechanical pre-explanation instructions—should be
replicated with additional stimuli. It would be best to
replicate these findings not only with technological devices,
but with other complex causal systems as well.
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a recent set of findings reported by Lupyan (2008). In
this study, participants viewed photographs of everyday
objects (such as chairs, lamps and tables) while performing one of two tasks (Exp. 4). On some trials, an object
was presented on the screen briefly and the participant
was asked to label the object according to its basic-level
category (for example, by determining if the item was
a “chair” or a “lamp”). On other trials, a preference
judgement was elicited (“Do you like this item? Yes or
No?”). Following an initial phase where these two types
of trials were randomly intermingled, participants were
given a recognition memory test. During the test, participants were shown the original items along with a set
of highly similar lures and for each item were asked to
report if the item was presented during the initial study
phase. The study found that recognition performance
was lower for the items that had been labeled relative to
those for which a preference judgement had been elicited.
Lupyan (2008) explained this results in terms of a
“representational shift” hypothesis (also referred to as
the label-feedback hypothesis). According to this account, verbally labeling an object according to its basiclevel category activates the high-level category representation (i.e., prototype) which in turn exerts a top-down
influence on the encoding process. This additional activation has the effect of shifting the representation of
the study item toward the category prototype. When
the studied object is seen again during the recognition
test, there is a greater mismatch between the perceptual experience of the object and the representation
stored in memory, make subjects less likely to recognize
it as seen previously. The idea that top down activation from verbal processes might distort memory processing shares some similarity to accounts of the verbalovershadowing effect whereby verbally describing an experience degrades memory for the specific details of the
event (Schooler & Engstler-Schooler, 1990).

Abstract
In this paper, we evaluate the “representational shift”
hypothesis (Lupyan, 2008) which argues that the act of
explicitly labeling an object as a member of a familiar semantic category alters the trace of the encoded memory
in the direction of the category prototype. The typical procedure for such experiments has been to compare
category labeling to a non-categorization encoding task
such as a preference judgement. In a series of experiments, we examine alternative comparison tasks that
attempt to control the depth of encoding and the degree
to which category information is explicitly recruited at
the time of study. The results appear most consistent
with a depth of processing (Craik & Lockhart, 1972)
(Exp. 1) or distinctiveness (Exp. 2) explanation for
the pattern of memory effects found in previous studies.
Keywords: categorization, labeling, memory, depth of
processing, schema-encoding

Introduction
Since the seminal studies of Bartlett (1932), the idea
that memory and perception can be deeply influenced
by prior conceptual knowledge has been well appreciated. One way in which everyday knowledge makes contact with experience is through categorization. Categorization is a critical cognitive ability which allows us
to recognize novel objects in our environment as coming from distinct classes. However, the full relationship
between categorization and memory remains poorly understood. For example, what effect does categorizing an
object with respect to an established knowledge structure have on subsequent memory for the object?
Interestingly, a number of recent studies have shown
that categorization can sometimes have a negative impact on subsequent recognition memory. For example,
Sloutsky and Fisher (2004) found that 5-year-olds who
perform an induction task on a set of stimuli exhibit better memory for those objects than college-aged adults.
The hypothesis advanced by Sloutsky and Fisher was
that adults perform induction based on prior knowledge of real-world categories leading to more general,
category-level representations of the presented objects
while the younger individuals (who lack such general
world knowledge) use a more perceptual, similaritybased strategy. Other studies have shown that the very
act of learning a category can fundamentally distort
perceptual representations (Harnad, 1987; Goldstone &
Hendrickson, 2010).
One of the most provocative demonstration of the effect that categorization has on subsequent memory is

Does labeling cause forgetting? If so, why?
Intriguing as such demonstrations are, the interpretation
of the results is, as yet, unclear. While the experiments
clearly show that, relative to a non-labeling task (preference judgements), category labeling results in worse
memory, it is also possible that preference judgements
simply result in better memory relative to other tasks.
For example, participants may have found the categorization task easy since all the objects involved were
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highly discriminable real-world objects and thus may not
have spent much time considering the individual features of each object. In contrast, it seems likely that
preference judgements might result in deeper consideration of the idiosyncratic features of an objects (e.g.,
“Would this chair match my desk? Would I like to sit
on it?”), something Lupyan acknowledged in his original report. Consistent with this view, Lupyan (2008)
found that response times were typically longer for preference judgments than for labeling trials, indicating that
participants may have been processing the items more
deeply. In addition, numerous studies have demonstrated a memory advantage for encoding items in relation to the self (see Symons & Johnson, 1997 for a
review).
The goal of the present study is to further explore the
impact that categorization or labeling has on memory
processes. In particular, we extend the design of Lupyan
(2008) in a way that would allow us to disentangle the
role that depth-of-processing might have played relative
to a top-down conceptual/representational shift effect.
In Experiment 1, we replicate the results of the original study while introducing a second comparison task
which is closely matched to the demands of category labeling while avoiding the interpretation problems associated with preference judgements. To foreshadow, the results suggest that worse memory also accompanies tasks
such as a simple orientation discrimination, which are
unlikely to tap the same kind of high-level prototypical
features that basic-level category labels are expected to
activate. In Experiment 2, we further examine a prediction of the representational shift hypothesis, namely that
factors that more strongly activate category knowledge
should more strongly impair memory.

!"#$%&''''''''''''''''''()#%

!"#$%&'''''''''''''''()#%

Figure 1: Example stimuli for Experiments 1 and 2. Targets were seen in the study phase. Both targets and lures
were presented (independently) during the recognition test.
Which items were targets and which lures was counterbalanced between participants.

nal study. If a representational shift occurs for labeled
items we expect lower memory performance for these
items compared to those in the orientation condition.
On the other hand, if the preference task causes particularly good memory, then preference items should be
remembered better than both labeled items and orientation items.

Methods
Participants and Apparatus 40 students at New
York University participated in partial fulfillment of a
class requirement. The experiment was administered on
standard Macintosh computers over a single half-hour
session.

Experiment 1
Experiment 1 is a conceptual replication and extension of
Luypan (2008), Experiment 4 (described above). We introduced a third study task which required participants
to judge the orientation of the presented object (facing
left or facing right). The orientation task has a number
of properties that make it a desirable control for both
the preference and category labeling task. First, unlike the preference judgement task, the orientation discrimination requires little processing of specific idiosyncratic features of the items. In addition, while orientation (left/right) may be seen as a type of categorization
judgement, it is unlikely to activate the same kind of prototypical features as labeling an object according to its
basic-level category. Orientations judgments should neither result in reduced memory performance caused by a
representational shift nor improved performance caused
by requiring attention detail. Therefore, it provides a
good baseline to determine which of these two potential
effects contribute to the pattern of results in the origi-

Stimuli The stimuli were photographs of individual
everyday objects isolated against a plain white background. The photographs used for the main experiment
were pictures of chairs and lamps. In addition, six images of clocks and six images of bookshelves were used
during practice trials. The photographs were obtained
from online catalogs, the majority from the IKEA online catalog (www.ikea.com). The majority of the stimuli were from the set used by Lupyan (2008), obtained
through personal correspondence. However, stimuli that
did not have have a clear orientation were replaced with
related alternatives. The stimuli were divided into two
main sets. Each object in a given set was matched to
an object in the other set that was highly similar in appearance and acted as its critical lure (see Figure 1 for
examples). Each set consisted of 20 chairs and 20 lamps.
One half (i.e., 10) of the chairs/lamps were oriented facing to the left, and the other half were facing the right.
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Table 1: Summary of the main dependent measures for Experiment 1 and 2 compared with the results from Lupyan (2008),
Exp. 4 and 5. The mean hit rate and false alarm rate is shown (standard deviations in parentheses), as well as d! and Cohen’s
effect size measure (d) calculated on the difference in d! between conditions.

Experiment/Condition

Hits

False-Alarms

d!

Cohen’s d

.32 (.12)
.34 (.17)

*
1.14
.85

.54

Experiment 1A
Preference
Category Labeling

*
.72 (.17)
.63 (.15)

Experiment 1B
Preference
Orientation
Lupyan (2008) Exp. 4
Preference
Category Labeling

*
.74 (.15)
.60 (.15)
*
.71 (.09)
.62 (.14)

*
.34 (.13)
.29 (.15)

Experiment 2
Preference (1-5)
Typicality (1-5)
Lupyan (2008) Exp. 5
Preference (y/n)
Typicality (1-5)
* p < .05

.76 (.13)
.75 (.14)
*
.83 (.10)
.75 (.13)

.30 (.13)
.29 (.12)

.32 (.14)
.40 (.19)

.41 (.16)
.40 (.16)

*
1.16
.88
*
1.11
.64
1.31
1.34
*
1.29
1.00

.52

.76

.05

.59

was displayed indicating which of the two tasks to perform. From the onset of the prompt subjects were given
a 2 second window in which to respond. The prompt remained on the screen until the subject made a response
by pressing an appropriate key on the keyboard or until
the two seconds expired, whichever came first.
One of the two stimulus sets was randomly selected
as the study set for each subject. Each stimulus from
that set was presented twice over the course of the study
phase (each time paired with the same task). Across
participants, which task was performed on which specific
stimuli was randomly counterbalanced.
In the test phase, participants were presented with a
stimulus and instructed to indicate whether they saw
the image during the study phase or not. The image
remained on the screen until the subject made a response
by pressing a key on the keyboard. All of the stimuli
from both sets were presented once during the test phase:
the 40 old items viewed during the study phase and the
40 novel items from the other set (the critical lures). The
test stimuli were presented in random order.

Procedure The experiment consisted of two subexperiments, referred to as Experiment 1A and 1B. Experiment 1A was a direct replication of Lupyan’s (2008),
Exp. 4. Experiment 1B was identical to Experiment
1A, except that the labeling task was replaced by an orientation judgment task. The experiments consisted of
practice trials, a study phase, and a subsequent recognition memory test. The study phase included the labeling
and preference tasks in Exp. 1A, and the orientation and
preference tasks in Exp. 1B.
In the category labeling task, subjects indicated
whether the object was a chair or lamp. In the preference task, subjects indicated whether they liked the
object or not. In the orientation task, subjects indicated
whether the object was facing to the left or to the right
(the instructions made clear how to interpret this task
and stimuli were selected so that the orientation was always obvious).
Before the study phase, participants were given 48
practice trials to acclimate them to the timing of the
tasks. The practice trials were identical to the trials of
the study phase, except images of clocks and bookshelves
were shown instead of the stimuli used in the main experiment.
On each trial of the the study phase, a photograph of
an object was presented in the center of the screen for
300 ms. Then a mask was displayed for 300 ms. The
mask disappeared and immediately following, a prompt

Results
Performance was high on both the labeling task and
orientation tasks, 99% correct and 97% correct, respectively. In the preference task, items were liked slightly
more often than disliked, with subjects giving a ‘like’
response to an average of 55% of the items.
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Overall memory performance (independent of encoding condition) did not differ between Exp. 1A and 1B on
measures of d! , hit rate, or false alarm rate (t(38) < 1 for
all three comparisons). Collapsed across experiments,
overall d! was 0.97, hit rate was 0.67, and false alarm
rate (endorsing the critical lures) was 0.32.
Our key dependent measure was memory performance
(indicated by d! ) during the test phase as a function of
encoding task. Table 1 summarizes our key findings.
Exp. 1A replicated the results found by Lupyan (2008).
Performance (d! ) was lower for labeled items, t(19) =
2.27, p = 0.04. Hit rates also differed systematically as a
function of encoding task, t(19) = 2.29, p = 0.03. False
alarm rates did not differ by encoding task, t(19) < 1.
Results for Exp. 1B were qualitatively similar to Exp.
1A. Again, performance (d! ) was higher for the items
studied under the preference judgment task, t(19) =
2.50, p = 0.02. Hit rates were also higher for the preference items, t(19) = 3.86, p < 0.005. Though, unlike
Exp. 1A, false alarm rates were marginally higher for the
preference items than orientation, t(19) = 2.42, p = 0.03.
Importantly, performance in the labeling condition in
Exp. 1A and the orientation condition in 1B did not
differ significantly in d! , t(38) < 1, hit rate, t(38) < 1,
or false alarms, t(38) < 1. Memory performance for the
preference items also did not differ between Experiments
1A and 1B, t(38) < 1 for all measures.
Response times (RT) during the study phase were analyzed to assess their effect on the memory results. In
each experiment, the pattern of RT in the study phase
mirrors the pattern of hit rates in the test phase suggesting that longer RT lead to higher hit rates. RT during
the preference task was significantly longer than during
the category labeling (Exp. 1A), t(19) = 4.87, p < 0.005,
and orientation (Exp. 1B) task, t(19) = 6.19, p < 0.005.

Experiment 2
While depth-of-processing differences between category
labeling and preference judgments would appear to account for the results of our experiment and the results
of Lupyan (2008) Exp. 1-4 (which also consistently
found that response times were longer following preference judgements than in category labeling condition),
Lupyan presented at least one finding which would appear to rule out this straight-forward interpretation. In
particular, in a followup experiment (Exp. 5) memory
performance was compared in two conditions. In the
first task, participants were asked to give typicality ratings (on a scale from 1 to 5) to items and in the second
task, participants gave binary yes/no preference judgements. The study found that the typicality judgment
elicited both longer RTs and lower hit rates than the
binary preference judgment. While longer RT does not
always mean deeper encoding, there is no obvious depthof-processing explanation for this result.
Interestingly, Lupyan also found that response times
for typicality ratings had a non-linear pattern such that
ratings of both highly typical and highly atypical items
were made quickly while items of intermediate typicality
were judged more slowly. Hit rates showed an inverse
pattern: hit rates were highest for the most and least
typical items (i.e., those with the shortest RT). This result also seems to rule out a simple depth-of-processing
explanation. Lupyan explained the pattern of results as
being characteristic of a representational shift. According to this idea, in the typicality judgement task, more
time spent processing the item in relation to the category
might cause a stronger top-down influence on encoding.
As a result, typicality items with the longest RTs (i.e.,
those associated with intermediate ratings) should have
the lowest hit rates. An import implication of this explanation is that this pattern of results should be unique to
category-related encoding tasks such as typicality judgments, but not preference judgments.
In Experiment 2, we test this implication directly. We
use the same basic tasks as Lupyan’s Exp. 5, typicality judgments and preference judgments, but we simply
equated the scale used for the two tasks.

Discussion
We found that memory performance following an orientation judgement task was reduced relative to the preference judgement condition, but equivalent to the category labeling condition. Presumably, the orientation
judgement task did not require activation of the category prototype at the time of study (at least relative to
the category labeling condition). The pattern of memory deficits suggest that the labeling and orientation
tasks had nearly identical effects on subsequent memory, thereby undermining the representational shift hypothesis. The correlation between study response time
and subsequent memory is consistent with a levels-ofprocessing hypothesis (Craik & Lockhart, 1972). Overall, preference judgements appear to invoke deeper processing of the target object, and as a result, memory is
improved for these items. In contrast, the orientation
and labeling tasks were both simple judgements that
could be made without deeply processing the specific
perceptual details of the object.

Methods
Participants and Apparatus 29 students at New
York University participated in partial fulfillment of a
class requirement. The experiment was administered on
standard Macintosh computers over a single half-hour
session. The stimuli were the same as those used in Exp.
1.
Procedure As in Experiment 1, the experiment consisted of practice trials, a study phase, and a recognition
test. The recognition test was identical to that of Exp.
1. The procedure for the study phase and practice trials
was the same as Exp. 1 with the following exceptions. In
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Figure 2: Left: RT during the study phase of Exp. 2 as a function of rating given. Middle: Hit rate in the test phase as a
function of rating given during the study phase. Right: The average number of times each rating was given. For both tasks
items were given extreme values less often, and these items have the shortest response times and the highest hit rates.
the typicality task subjects were asked to indicate on a
scale from 1 to 5 how typical the object is for its category
(e.g. “How typical is this lamp?” where 1 = very typical,
5 = very atypical), and in the preference task subjects
indicated how much they like the object on a scale from
1 to 5 (where 1 = really like, 5 = really dislike).

both the preference and typicality rating conditions is
that fewer items were given extreme scores of either 1
or 5. Figure 2 (right) show the average number of items
given each rating score for both types of encoding tasks.
Critically, fewer items were given extreme ratings (i.e.,
a score of 1 or 5). As a result, it is plausible that these
items were better differentiated in memory relative to
the larger number of items that were given intermediate
ratings. To evaluate this hypothesis, we performed an
ANCOVA with number of study items given each rating as a covariate and the actual rating (1-5) as a factor
(collapsed across condition). We found a significant effect of the covariate (F (1, 251) = 4.53, p = .03), but no
effect of the rating itself (F (4, 251) = 2.04, p = .09) nor
an interaction between these variables (F (4, 251) = 0.68,
p = .6). In addition, the beta weights estimated for the
covariate were all negative (reflecting the negative relationship between number of items within a bin and the
hit rate).

Results
Across subjects overall d! independent of encoding condition was 1.31. Overall hit rate was 0.76 and the falsealarm rate 0.30. Again, the key dependent measure was
memory performance (indicated by d! ) during the test
phase as a function of the encoding task (Table 1). Memory performance (d! ) did not differ between items studied
under the two different tasks, t(28) < 1. Additionally,
neither hit rate nor false alarms differed as a function of
encoding task, t(28) < 1 for both comparisons.
RT for typicality judgments (M =1062 ms, SD = 233
ms) was slightly shorter than RT for preference judgements (M = 1092 ms, SD = 232 ms), t(28) = 2.11,
p = 0.04. As shown in Figure 2 (left) RTs for both typicality and preference judgements followed an approximately inverted U-shaped curve based the rating given,
with intermediate ratings producing longer RTs.
For each condition we analyzed hit rate as a function
of the ratings given during the study phase. For each
subject, the average typicality or preference rating was
computed for each item (each item was seen twice), and
the items were placed into bins based on that average
rating. Figure 2 shows the average hit rate for each of
the bins for both conditions. Consistent with Lupyan’s
(2008) findings, the hit rates for items studied under the
typicality task form a roughly U-shaped pattern. Critically though, hit rates for the preference items follow the
same pattern.
One explanation of the U-shaped memory effect in

Discussion
According to the representational shift hypothesis, the
deeper category-related processing required by typicality
judgments should cause a larger decrement in memory
performance compared to the preference judgement task.
In our experiment which equated the response scale used
during both tasks, we found that memory performance
did not differ as a function of typicality or preference
judgments. Alone this would appear to be a null effect.
However, we replicated the U-shaped pattern of hit rates
as a function typicality rating that was found in Lupyan
(2008, Exp. 4), as well as the inverted U-shape for RT.
In particular, items given extreme typicality ratings have
higher hit rates (and lower RT) than those in the center of the scale. Importantly, we also found an identical
pattern for items studied under the 1-5 preference rating
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Engstler-Schooler, 1990; Winawer, Witthoft, Frank, Wu,
& Wade, 2007; Lupyan, 2008). While we cannot rule
out the possibility that category induced distortions in
memory (such as those proposed by the representational
shift hypothesis) might occur specifically during linguistic or semantic processing, we found no unique evidence
to support this hypothesis outside of more traditional
variables known to influence memory. At a behavioral
level, establishing that one particular type of encoding
task retards memory in a distinct manner is challenging. In our view, the best way to make progress on such
issues is by leveraging multiple sources of data including insight from cognitive neuroscience about the role
of semantic memory in episodic encoding (Tse et al.,
2007; Gliga, Volein, & Csibra, 2010), and by building
and testing detailed computational models that triangulate between the multiple factors that influence memory
performance (Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1997).

task, suggesting that this pattern is not unique to categorical processing. Closer analysis of our data showed
that there were consistently fewer items given extreme
ratings in both tasks. One plausible explanation of this
effect is that the items at the end points of the scale are
given enhanced encoding by virtue of being relatively
unique. This was supported by our ANCOVA analysis
which found that the number of items given each rating
was a better predictor of hit rates than was the rating
itself. Ultimately, the results of both our experiment
and Lupyan (2008) might be best explained in terms of
a distinctiveness effect (von Restorff, 1933; Sakamoto &
Love, 2006). Items were rarely given extreme values on
the rating scale, making them more distinct in memory.

General Discussion
In this paper, we examined a recent study which found
that labeling something as a member of a familiar category can result in a decrement in memory for that item
(Lupyan, 2008). In Experiment 1, we showed that we
can produce similarly reduced memory performance for
other tasks that do not obviously overlap with basic-level
category labeling (e.g., judging the orientation of an familiar object). Our data suggest that a critical feature
of the original results may not be that labeled items are
forgotten as much as making preference judgments for
objects results in superior memory relative to a variety
of other incidental encoding tasks (Symons & Johnson,
1997).
Experiment 2 examined a secondary finding in Lupyan
(2008) which found that typicality ratings could also results in lower memory compared to a preference judgement task. This finding was central to the original study
because it showed that memory could be worse for items
which were associated with longer study RTs (appearing
to undermine a simple depth-of-processing account). We
replicated the basic features of this design but showed
that the detailed pattern of hit rates is best explained
in terms of the number of items appear at each rating. Items given extreme ratings of both preference and
typicality were relatively infrequent, and thus may have
stood out better in memory.
Memory and categorization are fundamentally intertwined processes and there is no doubt that semantic
memory can strongly modulate memory encoding and
retrieval processes. Studies such as Sloutsky and Fisher
(2004) highlight the powerful influence that category related processing can have on memory. However, just as
fundamental is the recognition that memory is influenced
by a variety of factors including the context in which
items are studied (Tulving & Thomson, 1973) and the
degree or depth of encoding (Craik & Lockhart, 1972).
Recently, a number of authors have argued for specific
changes in memory or perception based on the top-down
influence of linguistic or verbal processing (Schooler &
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Priming Effects of Religious Concepts on Moral Judgment: Between
Mean Values and Variation
Ulrik Lyngs
Department for the Study of Religion, and Department of Psychology, Aarhus University
Abstract: Social psychological researchers have found that most conceptual structures can be primed, i.e. activated
unobtrusively and exert an influence on subsequent behavior without the participant’s awareness of this influence.
I investigated whether exposing people to words related to a punishing God or a forgiving Christian could influence subsequent moral judgment. Participants completed a ’scrambled sentence’ task before rating five vignettes
concerning various moral transgressions. Analysis showed that participants in the ’forgiving’ condition on average
made slightly less severe moral judgments than did participants in both the ’punishing’ condition and a control condition. Whereas previous religious priming studies have often treated ’religious’ concepts as a homogenous category
with homogenous priming effects, the current experiment questions that assumption. Also, the study incorporated
a measure of participants’ associations with the prime words, revealing considerable variation. This suggests that
participants’ different interpretations of religious words are an important topic and concern for future studies.
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Abstract

In previous work, we used this approach to create models
of list memory (Choo & Eliasmith, 2010), rule induction
(Rasmussen & Eliasmith, 2010), the Wason card task
(Eliasmith, 2005), and action selection (Stewart, Choo, &
Eliasmith, 2010a). We have also argued that our action
selection model (based on the basal ganglia) is sufficient to
implement the basic functionality of a production system
(Stewart & Eliasmith 2010).
This paper expands on this work to present the first
spiking neural model implementing rule following,
planning, and goal recall. The model conforms to the
known anatomy, connectivity, and neural properties of the
basal ganglia, thalamus, and cortex. The components of the
model are general-purpose, in that they could be used to
perform different tasks without changing any neural
connections within the cortex. To define the task to be
performed, we only need to set the synaptic connection
weights between the cortex and basal ganglia and between
the thalamus and the cortex. This makes our work both a
neural explanation of a particular high-level cognitive task,
and a general set of principles for creating neural models for
other such tasks.

We present a computational model capable of solving
arbitrary Tower of Hanoi problems. All elements except
visual input and motor output are implemented using 150,000
LIF spiking neurons. Properties of these neurons (firing rate,
post-synaptic time constant, etc.) are set based on the neurons
in corresponding areas of the brain, and connectivity is
similarly constrained. Cortical components are all generalpurpose modules (for storing state information and for storing
and retrieving short-term memories of previous state
information), and could be used for other tasks. The only
task-specific components are particular synaptic connection
weights from cortex to basal ganglia and from thalamus to
cortex, which implement 19 context-specific rules. The
model has a single free parameter (the synaptic connection
weights of the input to short-term memory), and produces
timing behaviour similar to that of human participants.
Keywords: Tower of Hanoi; neural engineering; cognitive
architectures; computational neuroscience

Neural Cognitive Models
To explain human behaviour, cognitive scientists must
identify both what the brain does and how it does it. This
involves finding the algorithms underlying cognitive
performance as well as determining how these algorithms
are implemented within the brain through the interaction of
neurons, neurotransmitters, and other physical components.
Our ongoing research is in the construction of large-scale
neural models capable of exhibiting complex cognitive
behaviour such as planning, rule-following, and symbolic
reasoning. The intent is to bridge the gap between cognitive
theory and neuroscience, allowing the fields to interact in
both directions. With such a bridge, high-level cognitive
theory would produce detailed low-level predictions as to
the neural spiking patterns, connectivity, and so on that
support particular human behaviours. Neuroscience would
in turn provide constraints on high-level algorithms,
indicating what operations can be performed by neurons,
how accurate they can be, and how much time is needed.
Our approach uses the Neural Engineering Framework
(NEF; Eliasmith & Anderson, 2003), a general method for
constructing computational models whose components are
simulations of spiking neurons. The NEF provides a
method for defining how values can be represented in a
distributed manner across a set of neurons. Most crucially,
it also allows us to determine how groups of neurons can be
synaptically connected such that they will compute desired
functions. This allows us to take a cognitive theory
expressed in terms of numerical values and transformations
on those values and create a detailed neural model.

The Tower of Hanoi
The task considered here is the Tower of Hanoi, which has a
rich history in cognitive science as a problem solving task
(e.g. Simon, 1975). Many symbolic (non-neural) cognitive
models exist which match expert human behaviour well
(e.g. Altmann & Trafton, 2002). The task involves three
pegs and a fixed number of disks of different sizes with
holes in them such that they can be placed on the pegs.
Given a starting position, the goal is to move the disks to a
goal position, subject to the constraints that only one disk
can be moved at a time and a larger disk cannot be placed
on top of a smaller disk.
Figure 1 shows the optimal series of steps needed to solve
the four-disk Tower of Hanoi when all disks start on one
peg and must all be moved onto a different peg. There are
many algorithms that could be used to produce this series of
steps, and cognitive research on this task involves
determining which algorithm(s) people are using by
examining factors such as the time taken between steps and
the types of errors produced. Anderson, Kushmerick, and
Lebiere (1993) provide a variety of measures of human
performance on this task, and Figure 1 compares their
empirical data to our model performance in terms of the
time delay between movements (only conditions where no
mistakes were made are considered here).
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The basic algorithm used is the “Sophisticated Perceptual
Strategy” from Simon (1975). We start with the largest disk
that is not in the correct location. We then examine the next
smaller disk. If it blocks the move we want to make, then
our new goal is to move that disk to the one peg where it
will not be in the way. We then iterate this algorithm, going
back to previous goals once we have accomplished the
current one. The effects of this algorithm can be seen in
Figure 1, since steps 1, 5, 9, and 13 show long pauses as a
new set of goals are established. For example, in step 1, we
have the goal of moving disk 4 to peg C, but in order to do
that we must first move disk 3 to peg B, which requires
moving disk 2 to peg C, which requires moving disk 1 to
peg B. These goals must be generated and stored so that
once disk 1 is moved to peg B we can remember to now
move disk 2 to peg C, rather than re-generating the entire
sequence of moves.
Non-neural symbolic cognitive models already exist
which fit the empirical data extremely well (e.g. Altmann &
Trafton, 2002). However, they do not provide a neural
explanation of the operations involved, and they do not
provide a biological grounding of the various parameters
used within the model.

accuracy of this calculation has been shown to depend on
the properties of the neurons themselves and the complexity
of the function computed, with a general result that the
mean squared error is inversely related to the number of
neurons in the group (Eliasmith & Anderson, 2003).
While the NEF can be used with any neuron model, the
model presented here uses Leaky Integrate-and-Fire (LIF)
neurons. Current entering and leaking out of each neuron
affects the voltage. If this voltage reaches a threshold, the
neuron fires, resetting the voltage to zero for a refractory
period. When a neuron fires, it releases current to all
connected neurons. This post-synaptic current decays
exponentially over time at a rate τ that depends on the
neurotransmitter and receptors involved (ranging from two
to hundreds of milliseconds). The various parameters of the
LIF model (refractory period, membrane resistance,
background current, post-synaptic time constant τ, etc.) are
set based on neurophsyiological measurements of different
types of neurons in different brain areas. The most
important of these from a functional perspective is the postsynaptic time constant τ which effectively controls how
quickly the vector being represented can change.
To represent a numerical vector with a group of LIF
neurons, the NEF uses preferred direction vectors, which
have long been observed throughout the visual and motor
cortices (e.g. Georgopoulos et al., 1986). Each neuron has
a particular vector for which it will fire most strongly. The
amount of current J flowing into the neuron is the dot
product of the preferred vector e with the represented value
x, times the neuron's gain α, plus the background current
Jbias (Eq. 1). Preferred vectors are randomly chosen, and α
and Jbias values are distributed to match average and
maximal firing rates of real neurons. We can force a group
of neurons to represent a vector x by directly adding the
amount of current computed via Eq. 1. This is used to
provide inputs to our simulation.
Eq. 1 allows us to convert a value x into neural activity.
We can also do the reverse and use the neural activity to
estimate the value x that is being represented by computing
the optimal decoding vectors d using Eq. 2. ai is the average
firing rate for neuron i for a given value of x, and
integration is over all values of x. To estimate x, we add
together the output current of each neuron, weighted by d.
This is the optimal least-squares linear estimate of x.
Most crucially, we can use d to calculate the synaptic
connection weights that will compute particular operations.
To compute a linear operation where x is represented by one
group and a second group should represent Mx, where M is
an arbitrary matrix, we set the connection weights between
neuron i in the first group and neuron j in the second group
to ωij as per Eq. 3. For non-linear operations, we do the
same, but compute a new set of d values via Eq. 4.

Figure 1: The sequence of moves to ideally solve the fourdisk Tower of Hanoi (top). Time delay for expert human
performance (Anderson, Kushmerick, & Lebiere, 1993) and
our neural model is also shown (bottom).

The Neural Engineering Framework
The Neural Engineering Framework makes two key
assertions. First, a group of neurons uses distributed
encoding to represent a numerical vector, where different
patterns of activation indicate different values for that
vector. Second, synaptic connection weights between
neurons can be defined so that particular operations can be
computed. Thus, if one neural group is storing a vector with
three elements (e.g. [x,y,z]), then these could be connected
to a second neural group that would store two values
calculated from those three (e.g. [x*y,cos(y)+sin(z)]). The

J = e⋅x J bias
−1
d =    ij =∫ ai a j dx  j =∫ a j x dx
 ij = j e j M d i
f x 
−1
d =   ij =∫ ai a j dx  j =∫ a j f  x  dx
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The NEF allows us to convert an algorithm in terms of
vectors and calculations on those vectors into a neural
model. To use it to create cognitive models, we need to
express cognitive algorithms in terms of vectors. As a
simple example, consider the case of storing state
information in one group of neurons and we want another
group of neurons to represent how similar that state is to
some desired state. This might be used as part of an
algorithm that says “IF state=A THEN....”
To convert this into vectors, we can consider the
similarity measure to be a single number (a vector of
dimension 1). In contrast, the state can include many
possible aspects, so we represent it as a high-dimensional
vector. In this paper, we use 128-dimensional vectors
represented with 3000 neurons. Each neuron has a
randomly chosen preferred vector e, and α and Jbias values
chosen to give an average firing rate around 40Hz and a
maximum firing rate of 200Hz. We can now use Eq. 1 to
force the neurons to represent whatever state x we desire.
To compute the similarity between the current state x and
the particular state A, we connect these neurons to a smaller
group of 40 neurons representing a single number. To
compute the similarity, we want to calculate the dot product
between x and A. The synaptic connection weights that will
do this are given by Eq. 3, where M is the vector A. Figure
2 shows that as the state value is adjusted, the firing rate of
the second group of neurons changes accordingly.

implement actions in two ways. Direct actions involve
sending a particular vector to a cortical area (implemented
as in Figure 2, but with connections going the other way).
Routing actions indicate that information should be sent
from one cortical area to another. These are implemented
by having a neural group that takes input from the first
group and passes it on to the second (both connections
computed using Eq. 3 where M is the identity matrix). We
then add a group of neurons in the thalamus which inhibit
all of the neurons in this middle group (ωij=-1), causing this
communication channel to do nothing most of the time. The
thalamus can now implement the action of passing the
information between the cortical areas by inhibiting these
inhibitory neurons (see Figure 3).
The basal ganglia model used is from Gurney, Prescott,
and Redgrave (2001), which is expressed in terms of vectors
and mathematical operations, making it natural to convert to
spiking neurons using the NEF. We have shown (Stewart,
Choo, & Eliasmith, 2010a) that this model can reliably
detect states and implement direct and routing actions. By
setting the properties of neurons to those typical of the
neurons in these various brain regions, we found that direct
actions are performed in 34-44ms, while routing actions
require 59-73ms (Stewart, Choo, & Eliasmith, 2010b).

Figure 3: The basal ganglia, thalamus, and cortex. Input to
basal ganglia is calculated as in Figure 2, with IF matrix
containing ideal states for each action. Output to thalamus
inhibits all actions except best one. Connections to cortex
via THEN matrix implement actions. Gate connection has
ωij=-1. All other connections calculated using Eq. 3, with I
as the identity matrix and [1] as a matrix of all 1's.
STN=subthalamic nucleous; GPi, GPe=globus pallidus
internal, external; D1, D2 are distinct types of striatal cells.

Figure 2: Computing the similarity between the current state
and a specific state A. The straight line shows the correct
answer as the state value varies over time. The jagged line
is the value represented by the similarity neurons, decoded
with Eq. 2. Spike times of these neurons are also shown.

Action Selection
In previous work (Stewart, Choo, & Eliasmith, 2010a), we
developed a model of action selection that conformed to the
anatomy of the basal ganglia, thalamus, and cortex. Groups
of neurons in the cortex represent state information, and
connections between the cortex and basal ganglia compute
the similarity between the current state and the ideal state
for each action available to the agent (as in Figure 2). The
role of the basal ganglia is to find the maximum of these
values, and its output to the thalamus should inhibit all
actions except for the one action whose ideal state is closest
to the current state. Connections from thalamus to cortex

Cortical Modules
The action selection system is capable of controlled routing
of information between cortical areas. To create a cognitive
model, we need to specify what these cortical areas are and
what operations they perform. These areas should be
general-purpose, in that they should be useful for many
different tasks, not just the Tower of Hanoi, since we do not
expect large-scale cortical change when learning the task.
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To implement the Tower of Hanoi algorithm, we need to
keep track of three variables: the thing we are currently
attending to, the thing we are trying to move, and the
location we are trying to move it to. For this model, we
assume these are stored in three separate cortical areas
referred to as ATTEND, WHAT, and WHERE.
These systems must be capable of maintaining their state.
That is, given no input, they should continue to represent
whatever vector they are currently representing. This
requires feedback, as in Figure 4. Synaptic connections are
computed with Eq. 3, where M is the identity matrix I.
However, given an input, the feedback loop should be
disabled. This is done with inhibitory weights between the
input and the feedback neurons (ωij=-1).

To store a set of goals, we compute the sum of the
combined vectors V=D4⊗C+D3⊗B+D2⊗C. To recall
where we wanted to place a particular disk (e.g. D3), we
compute V∅D3, which gives a result of approximately B
(accuracy improves with increased dimensions).
For our neural model of this process, we use Figure 6.
The WHAT and WHERE values are combined and fed into
the MEMORY. Since the MEMORY has a feedback
connection, any input will be added to its current value
(MEMORY=MEMORY+α*WHAT⊗WHERE). The value
α (set to 0.01) controls how quickly the memory will store
new information and forget old information. Thus, any time
a value is present in both the WHAT and WHERE neural
groups, information about that pair will be stored in the
memory. Once it is stored, to extract WHERE we planned
to place a particular disk, we place its value in WHAT and
nothing in WHERE. The value in RECALL should now be
the vector for the peg we want to move it to.
Our neural model also needs inputs and outputs. Creating
a complete model of the visual and motor systems required
for this task is outside the scope of this paper. Instead, we
create neural groups and directly calculate via Eqs. 1 and 2
what input currents should be fed to the vision system, and
what actions are being indicated by the motor outputs. For
input, we have the location of the currently attended object
(ATTEND_LOC), the location of the object we are trying to
move (WHAT_LOC), and the final end goal location of the
object we are trying to move (GOAL_LOC). For output, we
have two motor areas for indicating what disk should be
moved (MOVE_WHAT) and where it should be moved to
(MOVE_WHERE). We also include a simple action that
causes attention to move to the largest disk (i.e. sets the
value in ATTEND to the vector for the largest visible disk).

Figure 4: Maintaining and changing state. Input neurons are
set to represent A from 0.1-0.2s, B from 0.3-0.4s, and A
from 0.5-0.6s. Plotted similarity is between the decoded
vector from the state neurons and the randomly chosen ideal
vectors for A and B. The state is successfully stored over
time and changes quickly when a new value is input.
The Tower of Hanoi algorithm also requires us to store
and recall old goals of what disk to place where. Storing a
single goal such as “disk 4 on peg C” would be easy: add
the vectors together (D4+C) and store the result using a
mechanism similar to that in Figure 4. However, multiple
goals cannot be stored in this manner, as (D4+C)+(D3+B)
cannot be distinguished from (D4+B)+(D3+C). This can be
seen as an instance of the classic binding problem.
Binding using vector representations has been addressed
by a family of approaches known as Vector Symbolic
Architectures (VSAs; Gayler, 2003). VSAs introduce a
mathematical operation that combines two vectors to
produce a third that is highly dissimilar (dot product near
zero) to either original vector. Since this operation is
reversible, we can add together the combined vectors, store
the result, and reliably extract the individual inputs.
For our model, we follow Plate (2003) and use circular
convolution ⊗ to combine vectors and circular correlation
∅ as an approximate inverse. These operations can be
neurally implemented using Eqs. 3 and 4 as detailed in
(Eliasmith, 2005), and we have argued this approach allows
for complex structured symbol manipulation in neurons
(Stewart & Eliasmith, 2009).

D4⊗ C
D2⊗ C
D3⊗ B

Figure 5: Goal memory. Vector pairs (D4,C; D3,B; D2,C)
are presented in sequence to WHAT and WHERE neurons
for first 3 seconds, loading the memory (top). After 1
second of no input, a recall is performed by putting D3 in
WHAT and nothing in WHERE. The RECALL neurons
(bottom) now represent B, successfully recalling the goal.
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Figure 6: The Tower of Hanoi model. Connections are calculated as in Figures 3, 4, and 5. All state values project to basal
ganglia for action selection. Basal ganglia chooses best action, releasing inhibition on that one action in thalamus. Thalamus
projects values to state inputs (direct actions) and controls gates (routing actions) to implement the action. Inputs and outputs
are provided via visual and motor cortex, which are the only elements not done in spiking neurons. Total # neurons: 150,640.
and C in WHERE. Next, we check if the object we are
trying to move is in its target location.
If it is
(WHERE=WHAT_LOC), then we've already finished with
this disk and need to go on to the next smallest disk (loading
D3 in WHAT and routing GOAL_LOC to WHERE).
If the disk in WHAT is not where we are trying to move it
to (WHERE is not equal to WHAT_LOC), then we need to
try to move it. First, we look at the next smaller disk (send
D3 to ATTEND). If we are attending a disk that is not the
one we are trying to move (ATTEND is not WHAT) and if
it is not in the way (ATTEND_LOC is not WHAT_LOC or
WHERE), then attend the next smaller disk. If it is in the
way (ATTEND_LOC=WHAT_LOC or ATTEND_LOC=
WHERE), then we need to move it out of the way. To do
this, set a goal of moving the disk to the one peg where it
will not be in the way. The peg that is out of the way can be
determined by sending the value A+B+C to WHAT and at
the same time sending the values from WHAT_LOC (the
peg the disk we're trying to move is on) and ATTEND_LOC
(the peg the disk we're looking at is on) to WHAT as well,
but multiplied by -1.
The result will be A+B+CWHAT_LOC-ATTEND_LOC, which is the third peg.
This algorithm, with a special case for use when attending
the smallest disk (D1 can always be moved, since nothing is
ever in its way, and if we've made it to D1 without finding
anything in the way, then we can move the disk we're trying
to move), is sufficient for solving Tower of Hanoi.
However, it does not make use of the memory system, so it
has to rebuild its plans each time. To address this, we first
add a rule to do nothing if RECALL is not the same as
WHERE. This occurs if we've set a new goal, but there has
not been enough time for the memory to hold it (see Figure
5). Next, rules are added for the state where we have just

The Tower of Hanoi Model
The components described in the previous sections define
the vast majority of the neurons and synaptic connections
within our model. We next need to define the set of internal
actions the model can perform, and the conditions in which
it should perform each action. These rules define the IF and
THEN matrices in Figure 3, and allow us to solve for the
connections from cortex to basal ganglia (IF) and from the
thalamus to cortex (THEN).
For each action, we determine what state the system
should be in for that action to occur. We then connect the
cortical state neurons to the basal ganglia using Eq. 3 where
M is the vector representation of the ideal state, as in Figure
2. In addition, we can also create a neural group that will
compute the dot product between two cortical states,
allowing us to define rules that will only apply if two states
are the same (or different), regardless of what they are.
To implement the effects of an action, we connect that
action's thalamic neurons to the cortical neurons we want to
affect. Connection weights are found using Eq. 3, where M
is the vector V we want to send to that cortical area. If the
neurons are active (representing 1), the effect will be to add
the vector 1*V=V to that area. If the action neurons are
inhibited by the basal ganglia (as will be true for all actions
other than the current best one), the output will be 0*V=0.
The same approach is used for routing actions except M=-1,
which will inhibit the gate which is inhibiting the
communication channel between the cortical areas.
The algorithm is to ATTEND to the largest disk (placing
D4 in ATTEND). Next, we form a goal to place D4 in its
final location (route ATTEND to WHAT and GOAL_LOC
to WHERE). We now have D4 in ATTEND and WHAT
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finished moving a disk. Instead of starting over from the
beginning, we send the next largest disk to ATTEND and
WHAT and route the value from RECALL to WHERE.
This recalls the goal location for the next largest disk and
continues the algorithm. All of this requires 19 actions.

performance is in the right ballpark is highly encouraging,
and we expect to improve this by exploring modifications to
the set of rules. For example, Altmann and Trafton (2002)
add heuristics such as “whenever you move disk 2, move
disk 1 on top of it” and “don't undo your previous move”.
Our ongoing research is to develop this model into a full
neural cognitive architecture. This involves exploring the
use of the same cortical components in multiple tasks and
identifying neurological constraints. We are also adding
learning rules to adjust the IF weights into the basal ganglia
to improve performance over time, as this is where the
dopamine implicated in reinforcement learning is found.

Results
The model is able to successfully solve the Tower of Hanoi,
given any valid starting position and any valid target
position. It does occasionally make errors, and recovers
from them (analysis of these errors is ongoing).
Figure 7 shows particular measures from the model as it
solves the task. The input to the basal ganglia is the
context-dependent utility of the 19 different actions it could
perform. To demonstrate its successful action selection in
these circumstances, the spiking output from the basal
ganglia to the thalamus is shown. Different groups of
neurons stop firing at the same time, releasing the inhibition
in the thalamus, allowing that particular action to occur.
Do nothing until
RECALL=W HERE

AT T END
next disk
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Move disk 1

Move disk 2

Figure 7: Input to basal ganglia (top) and action selection
output to thalamus (bottom) during typical moves 1 and 2 of
the Tower of Hanoi task. Changing input reflects changing
similarity between cortex states and ideal states for each
action. Utilities for four example rules are indicated.
Spiking output inhibits actions from being executed. At any
given time, one group of output neurons (corresponding to
the largest input) will stop firing (as seen in bottom spike
raster), releasing inhibition and allowing the action to occur.
The average time delay between moves when no errors
occur is shown in Figure 1, compared to human
performance. The model does not exactly match the
empirical data. However, it should be noted that there is
only one parameter in the entire model: the scaling factor α
in the memory system. All other timing parameters are
taken from the neurophysiology of the various brain
regions. (The number of neurons in each group is also
freely chosen, but affects accuracy rather than timing).
Our main result is that we can create a neural model at
this level of complexity, implementing symbolic algorithms
in a non-symbolic manner. The fact that the model
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Implementation of a Prediction-Based Cognitive Framework
Brian Colder
Colder Scientific
Abstract: Predictive analysis in many business domains is hampered by the massive quantities of information that
must be analyzed. Given the relative strength of computers at processing large volumes of data, increasing the
predictive powers of machines is an important goal. This paper describes a framework for human cognition that is
based on empirical evidence for the role of prediction in cognition, and discusses how computational models might
be derived from the framework. The framework continually produces and verifies predictions of its input data. A
description is given of how a particular instance of the framework might be developed that can aid financial analysts
in predicting the value of a time series of asset prices. A plan is outlined for how models derived from the framework
might be trained. Mature, fully-trained models derived from the framework could be effective assistants to analysts
faced with prediction tasks.
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Representations of knowledge states when writing: Keeping the
reader’s mind in mind
Joan Peskin
University of Toronto, OISE

Carly Prusky
University of Toronto, OISE

Julie Comay
University of Toronto, OISE
Abstract: By 5 years children can represent knowledge states in Theory of Mind (ToM) tasks, yet elementary-school
children rarely Think about their Reader’s Mind (ToRM) when writing. This research reduced the informationprocessing demands of writing by using dictations to examine awareness of a reader’s ignorance. Children aged 5 to
7 years dictated various pairs of letters (e.g., about playing in the snow to a child who had never seen snow versus
a Canadian child). Results showed that only a quarter of the 5-year-olds, half the 6-year-olds, but most 7-yearolds showed evidence of ToRM. There were significant correlations between ToRM, ToM and Executive Function,
however, on a measure of ratio of changes to total words, with age partialed out, correlations with ToM and Executive
Function were no longer significant. Results are discussed in terms of information processing theory. This research
can help inform curriculum decisions with regard to early literacy.
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Extracting statistical relations from noisy visual scenes
Kristen Swan
Birkbeck College, University of London

Natasha Kirkham
Birkbeck College, University of London
Abstract: When young infants are presented with statistical patterns in an extremely sparse environment, they
demonstrate remarkable skill for learning deterministic relations among visual and auditory features (Kirkham et
al., 2002; Fiser & Aslin, 2002; Saffran et al., 1996). While statistical learning is suggested to support complex
skills such as object processing and language, previous studies have failed to test its robustness amid variability and
distraction typical of the natural world. Variations in sequence probability have been shown to modulate infants’
attention (Kidd et al., 2010) and are therefore predicted to impact learning. In an eye-tracking study, 8-month-olds
were presented with sequences of visual events that differed within-subjects in their transitional probabilities from
deterministic to random and differed between-subjects in the presence or absence of noise events. Results suggest
that infants are indeed able to learn visual patterns with probabilistic transitions, but their learning is differentially
affected by increases in noise.
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Incomplete sampling leads to broader category generalizations in
preschoolers
Andrew G. Young
University of Wisconsin-Madison

Sunae Kim
Harvard University

Charles W. Kalish
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Abstract: Recent research demonstrates young children are particularly sensitive to how samples are generated (Xu
& Tenenbaum, 2007). For example, children readily adjust their inferences in response to violations of intentional
sampling (e.g., naı̈ve and accidental sampling). However, even well-reasoned intentional sampling processes can be
perturbed by external contextual factors, such as an interruption resulting in incomplete sampling. Here we explore
how an interruption to intentional sampling affects preschoolers’ category learning and generalizations. In Study 1,
children observed sampled evidence about a simple unstructured category. Study 2 placed added inferential demands
on children through use of a more complex similarity-based category structure and abstracting the sampling process.
In both studies, interrupted sampling led to broader generalization than completed sampling given equivalent evidence. The findings contribute to a growing body of literature demonstrating children’s sensitivity to the pragmatics
of sampling contexts in inductive inference.
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What Can You Learn From A Deceptive Teacher? Sample But Not
Population Statistics
Jordan Thevenow-Harrison
University of Wisconsin-Madison

Charles Kalish
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Abstract: The purpose of this study is to determine whether sampling procedure affected children’s inferences
about populations or samples or both. In two experiments children learned to predict the color of a toy from its
shape. In the first experiment a deceptive or honest teacher sampled the toys, while the second contrasted random
and non-random sampling (using a magnetic wand to select from a population with only some magnetic toys). We
found no difference between the inferences made about the population and the sample in the helpful or random
condition. In the deceptive or nonrandom condition, children were less accurate/confident about inferences made
about the population than the sample. This effect held only for the trained predictions (color given shape). We did
not see this pattern for reverse inferences (shape given color). Children were more likely to generalize given helpful
sampling, but seemed to focus more specifically on the trained relations.
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Experience Modifies Neural Basis of Language: Evidence from
Early-Blind Children
Marina Bedny
MIT Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences

Hilary Richardson
MIT Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences

Rebecca Saxe
MIT Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences
Abstract: Humans are hypothesized to have evolved brain regions that enable them to acquire language. Surprisingly, recent research with blind adults suggests that brain regions in the occipital lobe, which evolved for vision, can
take on language functions. We examined when and why occipital areas develop language functions. We used fMRI
to measure brain activity during story comprehension in nine blind and twenty sighted children (ages 4-17 years). In
two control conditions, children listened to speech in foreign languages and short music clips. We found that occipital
brain regions respond to story comprehension more than to foreign languages or music. A language-sensitive response
was present in blind children as young as 4 years old, who have not yet learned Braille. We conclude that in the
absence of visual input, occipital brain regions can take on language functions during childhood language acquisition.
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The role of adult input on numeracy development
Joanne Lee
Wilfrid Laurier University

Donna Kotsopoulos
Wilfrid Laurier University

Samantha Makosz
Wilfrid Laurier University

Anupreet Tumber
Wilfrid Laurier University
Abstract: This research investigated the role of adult mathematically-related talk and gesture on children’s numeracy development. Though mathematically-rich input provided by parents and teachers has been found to relate to
children’s emergent numeracy skills (LeFevre, Clarke, & Stringer, 2002; Klibanoff et al., 2006), little is known about
the role of gesture during math talk on children’s early mathematics development. Twelve boys and 12 girls between
26 and 32 months old and their parents participated in a 30-minute free play session at home. Instances of the five
types of math talk and ten types of gesture during math talk were coded. The children’s mathematics abilities were
also assessed using TEMA-3 (Ginsburg & Baroody, 2003) a year later. Results from the multiple regression revealed
that adult math talk but not gestural use along with child math talk and gesture significantly predicted children’s
mathematics abilities [F(6,12) = 5.02, p = 0.009, R2 = 0.72].
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Do children and adults learn forward and inverse conditional probabilities
together?
Charles W. Kalish (cwkalish@wisc.edu)
Department of Educational Psychology, 1025 W. Johnson Street
Madison, WI 53706 USA
Abstract

binary features (e.g., red and blue, loud and quiet). Assume
the learner is able to keep track of frequencies of encounters
with the different kinds of objects, to fill in something like a
contingency table (see Figure 1). Those frequencies are
informative about both p(red|loud) and p(loud|red). In most
experimental conditions, and perhaps in the real world as
well, experience of the features is sequential. The learner
first observes one feature (“this is red”) and then learns
another (“it is loud”). If color is always observed first, the
learner gets experience making judgments of p(loud|red)
and p(loud|blue). We know from a long history of
experimental psychology that people will soon get good at
estimating these probabilities: They will learn what red and
what blue predict. Will they also learn anything about the
inverse probabilities, p(red|loud) and p(red|quiet)?
Research on category learning suggests that training on
p(A|B) may not produce learning of p(B|A). For example, in
a supervised categorization task, people learn which cues
predict membership in which category, p(category|feature).
However they seem not to learn about the characteristic
properties of the categories, p(feature|category) (see, Taylor
& Ross, 2009). They learn “what predicts category A” but
not “what category A predicts.” Similar results come from
the literature on perceptual learning: People often learn the
discrimination they are trained on, but little else (Ahissar,
1999). In contrast, there is considerable evidence that
learned associations are symmetric (Kahana, 2002). For
example, in paired associates, training A from B also trains
B from A. The literature on the inverse fallacy,
p(disease|symptom) = p(symptom|disease), supports the
hypothesis of symmetry. Although somewhat inconsistent,
these lines of work are not exactly contradictory. If people
confuse (or assume symmetry) of forward and inverse
conditional probabilities then they are not really learning
both at the same time. They learn one, and then infer the
other based on the first. It is one thing to “learn” that p(A|B)
= p(B|A). The more interesting cases involve learning that
the two probabilities are NOT equal.
The focus of the current report is young children’s
learning. One hypothesis is that young children learn
general associations between features, rather than specific
conditional probabilities. For example from experience with
the environments represented in Figure 1, young children
might learn that red “goes with” loud, and blue “goes with”
quiet. They form an overall, gist, impression of the relation
(Reyna & Brainerd, 1994). The key distinction between an
association and a set of conditional probabilities is that
associations are symmetric. The correlation between A and
B is the same as the correlation between B and A. Thus, if

Learning p(A|B) often provides information about p(B|A). Do
learners attend to this information? In Experiment 1,
preschool-aged children learned to predict the sound of an
alien from its color. The predictability of color from sound
did not have a large effect on learning rate. During testing
children seemed to use the learned probabilities,
p(sound|color) to make judgments of the inverses,
p(color|sound) rather than the actual encountered frequency
distribution. In Experiment 2 adults showed a similar pattern.
Adults used the probabilities they were trained on, either
p(sound|color) or p(color|sound), to make judgments of the
inverses. These results support previous demonstration of an
“inverse fallacy” and suggest that both young children and
adults show very task-specific learning.
Keywords:
fallacy.

probability

learning;

development;

inverse

Many learning problems can be understood in terms of
conditional probabilities. In particular, categorization
involves the probability of class membership given
(conditional upon) possession of some properties. The
inverse of categorization is property projection. In this case
the task is to estimate the probability of some property given
class membership. A categorization problem is, “If
something barks is it likely to be a dog?” A projection
problem is, “If something is a dog is it likely to bark?” The
focus of the current study is the relation between these two
problems, the relation between forward and inverse
conditional probabilities.
In theory there is no particular relation between a forward
conditional probability and its inverse. By itself, that p(A|B)
is high implies almost nothing about p(B|A).
Psychologically the expected relation between these two
quantities is less clear. People often confuse the two
quantities, the so-called “inverse fallacy” (Dawes, Mirels,
Gold, & Donahue, 1993; Villejoubert & Mandel, 2002).
Young children seem to interpret conditional statements (“if
A then B”) as biconditional ("if A then B, and if B then A"
Barrouillet & Lecas, 2002). At the same time, the
categorization literature suggests that people fail to learn
about p(B|A) when trained on p(A|B), even though both
quantities may be estimated from the same experience. The
hypothesis is that learners focus on one predictive problem
to the exclusion of others.
There are many ways to learn conditional probabilities,
but learning from examples seems the most basic. Consider
an environment consisting of objects composed of two
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children learn a forward relation between two features (e.g.,
loud things are red) as an association they should expect the
same relation to hold in the inverse (e.g., red things are
loud). In contrast, conditional probabilities need not be
symmetric: p(Loud|Red) ≠ p(Red|Loud). Thus the specific
focus of the current study is the distinction between forward
and inverse conditional probabilities. Are they learned
separately or together? Does learning one automatically
inform people about the other?
Kalish (2010) found that preschool-aged children are
better able to make conditional predictions (e.g., “Is this red
thing loud or quiet?”) given a perfect correlation between
features than given a perfect conditional probability. That is,
children learned “All red things are loud” more easily when
all loud things were also red. Similarly, preschool-aged
children did not distinguish the implications of counter
examples. Encounters with loud blue things led to chancelevel estimates of both p(red|loud) and p(loud|red) (Kalish,
Kim, & Young, 2011). In these tasks, children encountered
both features simultaneously (did not predict one feature
from the other). The experience encouraged learning both
forward and inverse probabilities together. Perhaps when
learning one probability was difficult (because of
inconsistent examples) children had difficulty learning the
other as well. This raises the question of what would
happen if children were trained in one direction only. Would
they learn the inverse as well? And would the reliability of
the inverse affect learning of the forward probability? That
is, is it difficult to learn that p(loud|red) = 1 when
p(red|loud) ≠ 1?

recruited from preschools serving a largely middle-class
population in Madison, WI.
Children were invited to play a computer game about
some space explorers who have discovered aliens on a new
planet. The child’s job was to help the explorers learn about
the aliens. An experimenter led the participant through the
task, reading all text, explaining all pictures, and (usually)
making all responses based on the child’s verbal
instructions. Aliens varied on two binary dimensions: Red
or Blue, and Loud or Quiet. In the Training phase of the
experiment children guessed the sound made by 32 aliens,
16 red and 16 blue. Each trial began with presentation of an
alien paired with two choices (Loud or Quiet). When a child
selected an option they received immediate corrective
feedback: “Right this one is X” or “Wrong, this one is
actually Y”. All red aliens were visually identical, as were
all blue. Aliens were distinguished by number (e.g., “Alien
number 1”). In the Symmetric condition there was a perfect
correlation between color and sound: All red aliens were
loud, and all blue were quiet. In the Partial condition all red
aliens were loud, but half the blue were loud and half were
quiet. Thus there was a perfectly predictive relation for two
features (p(loud|red) and p(blue|quiet) both = 1) but not for
the other two (p(red|loud) = .67 and p(quiet|blue) = .5, see
Figure 1). Order of presentation was randomized within
blocks of 8 trials: Every block of 8 trials had the specified
frequency distribution.
Following the Training phase, children made (and
evaluated) a series of conditional predictions in the Testing
phase. Each trial began with a cartoon image of a child. The
experimenter explained that it was this child’s turn to guess
about the aliens and that the participant could help him/her.
An image representing an alien known to have one feature
(red, blue, loud, quiet) appeared. Participants indicated
what the new child should guess (e.g., loud or quiet for a red
alien). The cartoon child then indicated his/her guess. The
participant then rated the cartoon child’s guess on a 20-point
scale by moving a scroll bar with endpoints labeled
“definitely wrong” to “definitely right”. There were 12

Experiment 1
Methods Forty-two 4- to 5-year-old children (Mean= 4:9,
range 4:0-5:6) participated. Twenty-seven children
participated in the Partial condition, 15 in the Symmetric
condition. More children were included in the Partial
condition because of the expectation that this condition
might prove difficulty. This condition was over-sampled so
non-learners could be excluded if necessary. Children were
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conditional predictions: two each of red and blue (the
“forward” predictions), and four each of loud and quiet (the
“inverse” predictions). Cartoon children guessed each
feature half the time (e.g., one child guessed loud given red,
the other blue). These guesses were not contingent on the
participant’s responses. Prediction requests appeared in
random order.

They did recognize that there were loud blue aliens. At least
from these data, the reliability of the inverse did not seem to
affect learning of the forward probability.
In the interests of space, we just consider participants’
evaluations of others’ predictions (and just those
participants who did learn in the Training phase). The
patterns in participants’ own predictions in the Testing
phase were roughly similar. Panel 1 of Figure 2 shows
ratings of “forward” predictions. Children used the relations
in the Training phase to evaluate character’s predictions. In
the Symmetric condition, children thought it was better to
guess Loud than Quiet given Red, and better to guess Quiet
than Loud given Blue. In the Partial condition children also
preferred predictions of Loud given Red, but showed no
preference given Blue.
In the Symmetric condition, children’s ratings of
“inverse” predictions were also consistent with the relations
in the Training phase. They thought a Loud object should
be predicted to be Red, and a Quiet object predicted to be
Blue. In the Partial condition, children thought that Red was
a better guess for a Loud alien than Blue. This preference is
consistent with the conditional probability in the Training
phase, p(red|loud)= .67.
However, children showed no
reliable preference for predictions about Quiet aliens, even
though all the Quiet aliens previously encountered had been
blue. One interpretation of this pattern of results is that
children were not actually learning the inverse conditional
probabilities from experience in the Training phase. Rather,
they only learned the forward conditional probabilities, and
then used those to make inverse predictions. That is,
children learned “red things are loud”, and on that basis,
predicted “loud things would be red.” In the Symmetric
condition they also learned “blue things are quiet” and so
predicted, “quiet things are blue.” In the Partial condition,
children did not learn “blue things are quiet”, so they did not
predict, “quiet things are blue.” Although children made
reliable inverse predictions, the basis for those predictions
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Results & Discussion In the Training phase, one relation
was perfectly predictable in both the Symmetric and the
Partial conditions, p(loud|red). Figure 1 presents the mean
proportion of correct predictions that red aliens would be
loud in the training phases, by 8-trial block. Although
children seemed to learn faster in the Symmetric condition,
there were no statistically reliable differences during any
block, or when looking at overall performance. In part, this
null result is due to high variability in children’s learning.
Eleven of the 27 participants averaged below 60% correct in
the Partial condition. In the Symmetric condition, the rate
was six of 15. Some children failed to learn anything. If the
analysis is restricted to learners (>60% correct) then
children in the Symmetric condition outperformed those in
the Partial condition, t(24) = 2.4, p<.05, but only in the
initial block. Overall, the structure of the Partial condition
may have made it slightly more difficult to learn the
predictive relation, but not by much. Children learned
somewhat faster in the Symmetric condition, but there were
no overall differences, and about the same proportion failed
to learn in either condition. These results suggest that
children may be learning p(Loud|Red) independently of
p(Red|Loud). Children learned that p(Loud|Red) was high
despite variation in p(Red|Loud). Note that this effect was
not simply due to children making the inverse fallacy.
Children in the Partial condition guessed randomly for blue
aliens (M = .51 loud predictions). That is, they recognized
that blue aliens could be either loud or quiet. Thus they did
not seem to treat p(Loud|Red) as equal to p(Red|Loud).
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seemed to be the forward probabilities they had learned. An
illustration of this result is that the left and right panels of
Figure 2 are very similar. Thus the conclusion is that
children did not learn inverse probabilities from experience
making forward probability judgments.

p(color|sound) sound was forward and p(sound|color)
inverse. Adults participated in the same alien explorer
computer task as did young children in Experiment 1. The
only procedural change from Experiment 1 was that adults
were tested in groups working at individual computers.

Experiment 2

Results & Discussion Figure 3 presents the mean ratings of
others’ guesses. Of interest is whether the direction of
training made a difference. First, participants did learn the
trained forward predictions. In the CtS condition
participants judged predictions of Loud better than Quiet
given Red, but not Blue. In IP predictions of Blue were
better than Red given Quiet, and predictions of Red were
better given Loud. These ratings are consistent with the
actual distributions of exemplars. The same predictions
received significantly different ratings when they appeared
as inverse. While participants in CtS (forward) recognized
that Loud or Quiet were equally good predictions about a
Blue alien, participants in StC (inverse) rated Quiet as a
significantly better prediction. The rating of predictions for
Blue aliens differed significantly between conditions, t(29)
= 4.89, p<.001. Similarly, in StC (forward) participants
preferred a guess of Red given Loud, but recognized that
Blue was plausible. In contrast, CtS participants (inverse)
exaggerated the difference and rated Blue as a poor guess.
Ratings of predictions for Loud aliens differed in the two
conditions, t(29) = 6.98, p<.001.
The adults’ pattern is roughly consistent with children’s
from Experiment 1. In both cases participants seemed to
learn the forward conditional probabilities and use those to
estimate inverse conditional probabilities. Adults in CtS
learned that red aliens were loud (forward). They then
judged that loud things would be red (inverse). Adults in
StC learned that quiet things were blue (forward). They then
judged that blue things would be quiet (inverse).

Young children seemed to learn the conditional
probabilities they were trained on but not the inverse
probabilities. Would adults learn both? We expected ceiling
performance from adults in the Symmetric condition, thus
Experiment 2 presented two conditions involving the Partial
distribution. The “Color-to-Sound” condition was the same
as Experiment 1. The “Sound-to-Color” presented the same
distribution of exemplars, but during the Training phase
people predicted alien color (red or blue) from sound (loud
or quiet).
Methods Thirty college students at UW-Madison
participated for course credit. Fifteen participated in the
“Color-to-Sound” (CtS) condition, which was identical to
the Partial condition from Experiment 1. Fifteen participated
in the “Sound-to-Color” (StC), which varied only in the
Training phase. StC participants were told the sound an
alien made (loud or quiet) and asked to predict its color.
Upon making a guess, the picture of the alien appeared and
participants received corrective feedback. Critically,
participants encountered the same exemplars in both
conditions. The only difference was which probabilities
were forward and which were inverse. In the CtS condition,
p(sound|color) was forward and p(color|sound) was inverse.
Forward conditional probabilities are those the participants
made during the training phase (e.g., predicting sound from
color). Inverse probabilities are those the participants were
not trained to make (e.g., they did not predict color from
sound in the training phase). In the StC condition,
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Conclusions

me something is a dog?” but also “what does knowing
something is a dog tell me?” However, we know little about
the conditions under which children and adults learn these
relations together or separately.

The results of the two experiments are generally
consistent with findings from the categorization and
perceptual learning literature: Participants learn the
distinctions they are trained on (forward). Taught to predict
sound from color participants formed accurate
representations of p(loud|red) and p(loud|blue). During the
course of learning, participants were exposed to exemplars
that also provided information about the inverse conditional
probabilities, p(red|loud) and p(red|quiet). However, people
did not seem to use this information, or did not use it as
effectively as the information about the trained
discriminations. When called upon to use the conditional
probabilities not directly trained, people seemed to “work
backwards” from the ones they were trained on. In effect,
both adults and young children showed the inverse fallacy
(Villejoubert & Mandel, 2002), they used p(A|B) to estimate
p(B|A). They relied on this fallacy rather than actually
learning p(B|A) as they were learning p(A|B).
The current study has some important limitations. First
the sample sizes were small, and there were a large number
of non-learners among children. Second, the measures of
participants’ probability judgments were very imprecise.
This is likely an unavoidable limit with children, but
probability estimates could be measured more directly with
adults. In any case it would be useful to ask for frequency
estimates. Previous research has shown that young children
may have accurate memories for relative frequencies of
exemplars, even as their predictions/probability estimates
seem at odds with these frequencies (Kalish, 2010). Finally,
the differences between forward and inverse conditional
probabilities were rather subtle. The relations between
learning forward and inverses might be different when
probabilities reverse (e.g., p(A|B)>.5, p(B|A)<.5). The
working assumption has been that young children are
sensitive to only very large qualitative differences in
probabilities (e.g., all, none, unpredictable), but this remains
to be explored.
One of the big remaining questions is whether forward
and inverse probabilities are ever learned together. Are there
some learning tasks that promote both? One way to
characterize the pattern observed is that people get very
good at solving the problem posed to them, but at a cost of
not forming more general representations that could be
useful for solving other problems. Perhaps less “goaldirected” training would support generative as well as
discriminative learning. The previous studies, in which
children simply encountered exemplars (e.g., saw red and
loud at the same time), suggest that forward and inverse
conditional probabilities do affect each other. Of course, the
flip side to this question is the fact that experience is not
always informative about all probabilities. For example,
depending on how the training exemplars have been
selected it may be only possible to generalize forward
probabilities to a larger population and not inverses. In
general, it seems most useful to learn both forward and
inverse probabilities. We want to learn not only “what tells
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Abstract

Gentner, 1998; Sloutsky, Kloos, & Fisher, 2007; Rakison,
Lupyan, & Oakes, 2008; Smith, Jones, & Landau, 1996).
A local instantiation of this issue concerns the
mechanisms underlying children’s generalization of new
knowledge. Many studies investigating this phenomenon
have concluded that, similar to adults, young children’s
generalization is based on conceptual knowledge (Booth,
Waxman, & Huang, 2005; Gelman & Coley, 1990; Gelman,
& Medin, 1993; Jaswal, 2004; Jaswal & Markman, 2007;
Welder & Graham, 2001). For example, in their seminal
study Gelman and Markman (1986) provided children the
opportunity to generalize a property from a target object
(e.g. a “rabbit”) to either a test item that shared appearance
but not category similarity with the target (e.g. a similar
looking “squirrel”), or a test item that shared category but
not appearance similarity with the target (e.g. a dissimilar
looking “rabbit”). In this study, category similarity was
conveyed by each objects’ label: labels could be either
identical (e.g. rabbit–rabbit) (Experiment 1) or synonymous
(e.g. bunny–rabbit) (Experiment 2). Gelman and Markman
found that children extended properties to categorically
similar items at above chance levels for both identical and
synonymous labels (at 67% and 63%, respectively).
These findings are consistent with a knowledge-based
account of children’s generalization. However, it has been
suggested that children’s induction with identical labels may
be label-based rather than category-based (Sloutsky & Lo,
1999; Sloutsky & Fisher, 2004). In particular, if labels are
perceived by children as object features then identical labels
should increase the overall perceived similarity of compared
entities. A mathematical model which construes labels as
object features was able to account for Gelman &
Markman’s findings (1986; Experiment 1) as well as several
novel findings (Sloutsky & Fisher, 2004).
At the same time, the finding that not only identical but
also synonymous labels promote generalization in
preschool-age children has presented a challenge to the
similarity-based account children’s generalization: as
synonymous labels are not identical or even phonologically
similar, they should not increase the overall perceived

Prior research had documented that semantically-similar
labels that co-occur in child-directed speech promote
generalization in young children. The present study examined
whether co-occurrence probability – in the absence of
semantic similarity – can influence children’s inferences.
Four- and five-year-old children were exposed to an auditory
speech stream consisting of trisyllabic nonsense words (e.g.
“golabu”) that were concatenated into a continuous speech
stream. After listening to the stream, children were given a
label extension task where the first two syllables of a
nonsense word were assigned to a novel target object (e.g.
“gola”); children were asked to choose which of the three test
items should be referred to by the remaining syllable of this
nonsense word (e.g., “bu”; Experimental condition) or by a
syllable from a different nonsense word (e.g., “ti”; Control
condition). Children’s generalization performance in this task
was similar to results of previous research that used natural
rather than artificial language stimuli. These results are
consistent with the notion that that low-level, automatic
processes can influence performance on high-level reasoning
tasks.
Keywords: Labels. Statistical Learning. Generalization.
Cognitive Development. Categories.

Introduction
A longstanding issue in cognitive development research
centers on how children acquire knowledge. At the core of
this issue is whether children’s learning is “theory-based” –
guided by top-down, domain-specific mechanisms – or
whether more automatic, domain-general mechanisms are
sufficient to account for the vast amount of information that
children acquire in the early years of life. These contrasting
views are fueled in part by findings that, on the one hand,
young children are capable of exhibiting adult-like
performance in a variety of higher-order reasoning tasks
(Gelman & Coley, 1990; Gopnik & Sobel, 2000; Goswami
& Brown, 1990; Keil, Smith, Simons, & Levin, 1998)
while, on the other hand, children’s performance on such
tasks is often driven by low-level perceptual, memory, and
attentional factors (Fisher & Sloutsky, 2005; Rattermann &
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similarity across presented items. Arguably, the only reason
children should generalize from a “bunny” to a “rabbit” is
because these labels refer to items of the same kind.
However, it has been recently suggested that some
synonymous labels used in prior research not only referred
to objects of the same kind but also were likely to co-occur
in child-directed speech (Fisher, 2010). Specifically,
according to the CHILDES database (MacWhinney, 2000)
the following synonym-pairs used in Gelman and
Markman’s (1986) study co-occurred in natural speech of
children or their caregivers: bunny- rabbit, puppy- dog, and
kitty-cat; other synonym-pairs were unlikely to co-occur
(e.g., rock-stone, cobra-snake, dessert-sand). Co-occurrence
has been shown to give rise to strong lexical associations
(Brown & Berko, 1960; McKoon & Ratcliff, 1992);
therefore, it is possible that children’s generalization with
co-occurring synonyms was the result of lexical priming
rather than category-based reasoning. Under this
interpretation, when children extend a property of a “bunny”
to a “rabbit”, it is not because they reason that bunnies and
rabbits are the same kind of animal, but instead because the
label “bunny” primes the label “rabbit” during the course of
the task. Thus, it is conceivable that overall above-chance
generalization with synonymous labels in prior research
stemmed from averaging across two different types of items
(i.e., co-occurring synonyms and non-co-occurring
synonyms).
To explore this possibility, Fisher, Matlen, & Godwin (in
press) presented a group of four-year-old children and adults
with a property induction task with both co-occurring
semantically-similar labels (e.g., bunny-rabbit) and non-cooccurring semantically-similar labels (e.g. alligatorcrocodile) (the type of labels was manipulated withinparticipants). Importantly, following the property induction
task children’s knowledge of all labels used in the study was
tested in a task similar to the Peabody Picture Vocabulary
Test (Dunn & Dunn, 1997); findings from this task
suggested that 4-year-old children were nearly at ceiling in
identifying pictures using co-occurring and non-cooccurring labels (99% of correct responses in both
conditions).
Fisher et al (in press) findings indicated that adults
overwhelmingly gave category-based responses, regardless
of the co-occurrence probability of labels. In contrast, 4year-old children were more likely to provide categorybased responses in the co-occurring condition than in the
non-co-occurring condition (74% and 51%, respectively).
Moreover, the rate of category-based generalizations in 4year-old children did not exceed chance level (50%) in the
non-co-occurring condition. At the same time, when
children’s responses were aggregated across the cooccurrence conditions, the overall rate of category-based
responding was above chance (63% - identical to that
reported by Gelman & Markman, 1986). A follow-up study
indicated that the majority of children do not reliably give
category-based
responses
with
non-co-occurring

semantically-similar labels before six years of age (Fisher et
al, in press; Experiment 2).
In a related study, Fisher (2010) found a similar pattern of
performance in a label generalization task. In particular, in
that study children and adults were presented with several
novel objects and told the name for one of these objects.
Participants were then asked which of the other objects
would be more likely to be referred to by a semanticallysimilar label. For example, participants could be told that
the target objects “is called a bunny in a far away place” and
then asked which of the three test objects might be “called a
rabbit in the far away place”. Regardless of the cooccurrence probability of labels, adults overwhelmingly
chose high-similarity test items, reasoning that semanticallysimilar labels should refer to perceptually similar objects.
However, 4-year-old children exhibited this pattern of
responding only with co-occurring labels, whereas their
choices of high similarity items did not exceed chance with
non-co-occurring labels.
Overall, extant research provides evidence in support of
the possibility that synonym-based reasoning has a more
protracted developmental trajectory than previously
believed. Furthermore, it appears that children’s successful
generalization with some synonymous labels is due to cooccurrence probability rather than semantic similarity.
However, all previous studies examining this issue used
natural language stimuli; therefore, it is possible that
children’s performance was influenced by factors other than
co-occurrence probability, such as familiarity and frequency
of occurrence. Fisher et al (in press) evaluated these
possibilities and found no support them. At the same time,
given the nature of the stimuli it is difficult to completely
rule out confounding factors. It is also possible that cooccurrence information is necessary but not sufficient to
influence children’s generalization: in other words, cooccurrence may facilitate children’s ability to perform
synonym-based generalization, yet co-occurrence in the
absence of semantic similarity may not promote
generalization. The present study was designed to test
whether co-occurrence could influence generalization in the
absence of semantic similarity information, while also
eliminating potentially confounding factors associated with
using natural language stimuli in prior research.
Towards these goals, we utilized an experimental
approach often employed in the statistical learning literature
(Aslin, Saffran & Newport, 1998; Saffran, Aslin, &
Newport, 1996; Saffran, Newport, Aslin, Tunick, &
Barrueco, 1998). In these studies, participants are typically
exposed to an auditory speech stream consisting of a string
of repeating syllables that comprise words of an artificial
language. Within this stream, some of the syllables have
low transitional probabilities, whereas other syllables had
high transitional probabilities. Transitional probability is
one way of capturing the co-occurrence relation of units in a
language (Aslin, Saffran, & Newport, 1998). In most
statistical learning studies transitional probability between
syllables X and Y is calculated as:
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statistical structure of the artificial language. These
predictions were tested in the experiment reported below.

Probability of Y|X = (frequency of XY) / (frequency of X).
The speech stream is often designed such that the only cues
to the word boundaries are the transitional probabilities of
each syllable, and participants’ task is to discriminate
between “words” and “part-words” of this artificial
language following exposure to it.
Using this paradigm, prior research has indicated that
adults, young children, and preverbal infants are capable of
segmenting words using the statistical structure of artificial
languages (Aslin, et al., 1998; Saffran, et al., 1996; Saffran
et al., 1998). Moreover, it has been shown that infants are
capable of using the statistical information to learn novel
object-label pairings (Graf-Estes, Evans, Alibali, & Saffran,
2007) and that adults find it more difficult to learn objectlabel pairings when words are inconsistent with the
statistical structure of an artificial lexicon (Mirman,
Magnuson, Graf Estes, & Dixon, 2008).
In the present study we adapted the statistical learning
paradigm as follows. We exposed preschool-age children to
a speech stream that consisted of four artificial trisyllabic
words used in the Saffran et al (1996) study (e.g. golabu,
padoti, etc). Each syllable had a 100% transitional
probability within words and a 33% transitional probability
between words. After listening to the stream, children were
presented with a label generalization task analogous to that
in Fisher (2010). Specifically, children were presented with
a set of novel objects consisting of a Target and three Test
items varying in the degree of similarity to the Target. The
Target object was labeled using a part-word from the
artificial language (e.g. “gola”), and children were asked to
generalize a Test label that was either consistent with the
co-occurrence information of the artificial language (e.g.
“bu”) (Experimental condition) or inconsistent with it (e.g.
“ti”) (Control condition).
Prior research indicated that four-year-olds in this label
extension task generalized synonymous labels to high
similarity test items when labels co-occurred in childdirected speech but generalized labels at chance level to test
items when labels did not co-occur (Fisher, 2010). In the
present study – where there was no semantic information
present – we predicted that, if children’s performance in
prior research was influenced by co-occurrence probability
rather than semantic similarity of labels, then children
would extend Test labels to highly similar items only when
the labels were consistent with the statistical structure of the
artificial language (i.e. analogous to children’s performance
with co-occurring synonyms in Fisher, 2010). In contrast,
we expected that children might not show this pattern of
responding (i.e., choosing highly similar test items) when
Test labels were inconsistent with the statistical structure of
the artificial language.
However, if children’s
generalization in prior research was not driven by the cooccurrence of synonyms in natural language, in the present
study children should exhibit similar pattern of responses
whether Test labels are consistent or inconsistent with the

Method
Participants
Participants were 41 four- and five-year-old children (M =
5.08 years, SD = .67 years, 16 girls, 23 boys) recruited from
a university lab school. Two children were excluded
because they were learning English as a second language.
All other children were native English speakers.

Materials
Language materials consisted of four, trisyllabic nonsense
words used in prior research (e.g., Saffran, Aslin, &
Newport, 1996): “golabu”, “padoti”, “bidaku”, and “tupiro”.
A female native English speaker was recorded pronouncing
each word individually and each recording was then edited
to be approximately 800ms in duration. The recordings were
used to create a speech stream in which each word occurred
a total of 105 times. Because the present study did not test
whether children are capable of segmenting words using
transitional probabilities alone (there is ample prior research
showing that they are capable of it), we included a short
200ms pause in between each word in order to facilitate
segmentation. All syllables had a 33% between-word
transitional probability and a 100% within-word transitional
probability. In total, the speech stream lasted seven minutes
in duration.
Visual stimuli consisted of four sets of four novel objects
(see Figure 1 for an example). These stimuli were a subset
of picture sets used in Fisher (2010). Each set was
comprised of a target object and three test objects, where
one of the test objects was highly visually similar to the
Target item (High similarity item), one test object was
moderately similar to the Target item (Moderate similarity
item), and one test object was dissimilar from the Target
item (Low similarity item). The level of similarity of each
test items to the target was confirmed in a separate
calibration study reported in Fisher (2010). The location of
each test item relative to the target (i.e., directly below,
below and to the right, or below and to the left) was
randomized for each participant. Visual stimuli were
presented on a laptop computer and their presentation was
controlled by SuperLab-3 software.

Procedure
Children were tested individually in a quiet room at their
school by hypothesis-blind experimenters. The experiment
consisted of two parts: the listening phase and the
generalization phase. The experimenter first told the
children that they would be coloring pictures and that
afterwards, they would get to play a game.
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Table 1: List of Target and Test labels.

Figure 1. A sample set of visual stimuli used in the
present Experiment. Test 1 is a High Similarity item, Test 2
is a Moderate Similarity item, and Test 3 is a Low
Similarity item.

Trial

Target
Label

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Gola
Pado
Bida
Tupi
Pado
Gola
Tupi
Bida

Test Label:
Experimental
Condition
Bu
Ti
Ku
Ro
Ti
Bu
Ro
Ku

Test Label:
Control
Condition
Ti
Bu
Ro
Ku
Bu
Ti
Ku
Ro

Results
Proportion of choices of each Test item was calculated for
each participant and averaged across participants. The rate
of choosing High Similarity, Moderate Similarity, and Low
Similarity test items in the Experimental condition was
56%, 23%, and 20%, respectively. In the Control condition,
the rate of choices of High Similarity, Moderate Similarity,
and Low Similarity test items was 36%, 33%, 32%,,
respectively. Children’s performance on High Similarity
items in the present study is displayed in Figure 2. Children
in the Experimental condition chose the High Similarity
items at above chance level (chance in this experiment was
33%) one-sample t(19) = 2.78, p < .05, whereas children in
the Control condition chose the High Similarity items at a
level no greater than chance, one-sample t(18) = .29, p =
.76. An independent samples t-test showed that children in
the Experimental condition were marginally more likely to
choose High Similarity items when compared to children in
the Control condition, t(37) = 1.85, p = .07.
To investigate performance at an individual level, we
classified participants into similarity-based and nonsimilarity-based responders. A similarity-based responder
was defined as a participant who chose High Similarity test
items on at least 6 out of 8 trials (75%; binomial p < .02). In
the Experimental condition, 8 of 20 participants qualified as
similarity-based responders, while only 3 of 19 participants
qualified as similarity-based responders in the Control
condition. The association between responder type and
experimental condition was marginally significant, χ2(1, 39)
= 2.82, p = .09.
It is worth noting that the results obtained in this study
with artificial language stimuli are similar to those reported
by Fisher (2010) with natural language stimuli. For instance,
in Fisher’s study the rate of choosing High Similarity test
items among 4-year-old children was 65% for co-occurring
synonyms and only 39% for non-co-occurring synonyms.

Once children were coloring, the experimenter played the
speech stream from a laptop computer. The listening phase
lasted for approximately 7 minutes1.
After the listening phase, the experimenter told children
that they were going to play a game where they would have
to guess the names of objects on a different planet (i.e. the
generalization phase). The experimenter showed the first
picture set, which was comprised of a target item and three
test items. The experimenter then labeled the target picture
with a bisyllablic part-word from the artificial language. In
the Experimental condition, the experimenter asked the
child which of the test items should be referred to by a
monosyllabic label that completed the part-word according
to the artificial language. For example, the experimenter
would say, “On a different planet, this one is called a gola”
while pointing to the target picture. The experimenter would
then say, “if this one’s a gola, which one’s a bu?”. Children
responded by pointing to one of the three test items. In the
Control condition, the procedure was identical except that
the test label was a syllable that was inconsistent with the
statistical structure of the artificial language (e.g. if the
target label was “gola”, the test label was “ti”).
Children completed eight trials, two for each of the four
artificial words. A full list of linguistic stimuli is provided in
Table 1. Trials were presented in one of two orders (either
trials 1 – 8 in Table 1, or the reverse).

1

Due to technical difficulties, some of the pauses between
words were longer at some points in the speech stream, which
thereby extended the listening phase by about a minute. This
technical problem affected 10 out of 39 participants. However,
children who experienced this difficulty did not perform differently
from the rest of the children, independent samples t(37) = .12, ns,
and were therefore included in all analyses reported.
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While the present study does not rule out the possibility that
children use semantic knowledge to perform generalization
tasks, it suggests that it is possible for children to perform
such tasks relying on associative knowledge alone. This
finding is consistent with the notion that domain-general
mechanisms help children acquire knowledge (Christie &
Gentner, 2010; Saffran, Pollak, Seibel, & Shkolnik, 2007)
and that low-level associative learning can give rise to
intelligent behavior in development (Sloutsky & Fisher,
2008; Smith, Jones, & Landau, 1996).
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but many studies agree on a range of 1-4 (Trick & Pylyshyn,
1994).
Children as young as 2 can subitize, but both children’s
subitizing speed and range may differ from that of adults.
Children have been shown to be slower, taking an average
of 100-200 ms per item when subitizing (Chi & Klahr,
1975; Svenson & Sjöberg, 1978). Estimates of children’s
subitizing range have varied from two to five items, but
evidence from several studies suggests that the upper limit
of the subitizable range is 3 or 4 for young children (e.g. Chi
& Klahr, 1975; Gelman & Tucker, 1975).
Some evidence suggests that children’s ability to subitize
3 objects or 4 is somewhat age-related. For example,
Gelman and Tucker (1975) found differences in the
subitizing accuracy of 3-, 4-, and 5-year-olds. For sets of
three items, only about 58% of 3-year-olds were accurate,
compared to 77% of 4-year-olds and 90% of 5-year-olds.
The differences were even more dramatic for sets of four
items, for which only about 19% of 3-year-olds were
accurate, compared to 48% of 4-year-olds and 69% of 5year-olds. Starkey and Cooper (1995) also found an Age x
Set size interaction among children aged 2-5 for sets of
three and four items. They suggested that the subitizing
range may begin to gradually extend from 3 to 4 around the
age of 3 ½.
Though such estimates are applicable across young
children, in general, there are individual differences in
subitizing ability among children. Svenson and Sjöberg

Abstract
Subitizing is thought to be an important precursor to
mathematical development in young children. However,
evidence for this relationship is sparse. This study examined
the relationship between subitizing range and mathematical
performance in kindergarten-aged children. The large sample
included typically-developing children from urban
backgrounds. Findings indicated a significant link between
subitizing ability and mathematical skills.
Keywords: math development; early childhood; subitizing.

Introduction
Subitizing ability is believed to underlie development of
fundamental mathematics skills in early childhood and to
support mathematics achievement. However, neither the
development of subitizing nor its relationship to
mathematics performance is well understood. Moreover,
much of the existing research has been conducted with
adults or special populations of children. The current study
examines the relationship between subitizing ability and
mathematics performance in a large sample of typicallydeveloping children.
Subitizing is a fast small-number enumeration process
different from counting. Subitizing in adults is estimated to
take from 20-100 ms per item compared to counting, which
is estimated to take 250-350 ms per item (Chi & Klahr,
1975; Trick & Pylyshyn, 1994; Wender & Rothkegel,
2000). Reports of the subitizable range among adults vary,
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(1978), for instance, demonstrated wide variability in
subitizing performance for 7- and 8-year-old children. Such
individual differences, in concert with age-related
differences, are of consequence because of the evidence that
suggests that subitizing is a foundational skill for
mathematical development.
Several recent studies have linked subitizing ability to
counting, arithmetic, and number system knowledge.
However, studies with young children have generally been
small (e.g. Desoete & Grégoire, 2006; Kroesbergen, Van
Luit, Van Lieshout, Van Loosbroek, & Van de Rijt, 2009;
Penner-Wilger et al., 2007). For example, a study of 146
first-graders found that subitizing skill was related to both
number system knowledge and calculation skills (PennerWilger et al., 2007). In a different study, Desoete and
Grégoire (2006) demonstrated that subitizing skill is
predictive of later mathematics performance. They
administered a standardized mathematics assessment to 82
children at the end of kindergarten, and again in first grade
and found that below-average subitizing skill in
kindergarten significantly predicted low mathematics
achievement in first grade. One larger study, with 375
participants, demonstrated that subitizing ability was related
to arithmetic skills through high school, and that subitizing
ability actually declined over time, but did not include
children younger than 7 years old (Fischer, Gebhardt, &
Hartnegg, 2008).

(Clements, Sarama, & Liu, 2008) and the Applied Problems
and Quantitative Concepts assessments of the WoodcockJohnson III Achievement Battery (WJ-III, Woodcock,
McGrew, & Mather, 2001).

Mathematics Assessments
The REMA was developed to be used in conjunction with
the Building Blocks (Clements & Sarama, 2007)
prekindergarten mathematics curriculum. It is made up of
two components: one that assesses number knowledge and
one that assesses geometry skills. The items on the REMA
Number Assessment measure the developmental
progression of the following skills: recognition of number
and subitizing, verbal counting and object counting, number
comparison, number sequencing, number composition and
decomposition, adding and subtracting, place value, and
multiplication and division.
The REMA Geometry Assessment measures development
in the areas of shape recognition, shape composition and
decomposition, congruence, construction of shapes, spatial
imagery (turns), geometric measurement, and patterning
using geometric shapes. These assessments are
comprehensive measures of mathematics development, and
so are used as the designated measures of mathematics
performance in this study. The REMA can be used with
children from 3 to 8 years old and is a scripted assessment
that is administered in a one-on-one interview format.
The WJ-III is a standardized achievement assessment
made up of many subtests. Two mathematics subtests,
Applied Problems and Quantitative Concepts, were
employed to measure mathematical reasoning. The WJ-III
subtests are also scripted and administered individually.
Based on prior evidence, subitizing was expected to be
related to performance on the REMA Number Assessment
but not on the REMA Geometry Assessment or either of the
WJ-III subtests because subitizing has been presumed to be
related specifically to numeracy skills.

The Current Study
The current study also examined the link between subitizing
ability and mathematics skill, but is unique in several ways.
First, rather than measuring accuracy or speed of subitizing,
this study investigated the upper limit of the subitizing
range and its relationship to mathematical skill. Second, the
subitizing data in this study were voice recordings of
children performing a mathematics task rather than
frequency counts or reaction times. Third, this study
included a sample of typically-developing young children
that is larger than the samples of any other known study of
subitizing and early mathematics skill. Furthermore, the
low-income, racially diverse, urban children in this sample
comprise a population that has been neglected in much of
the extant subitizing research.

Subitizing Assessment
For the basal item on the REMA Number Assessment,
children are shown a picture of a bear, below which are
three green dots representing grapes, and a picture of a cat,
below which are four green dots. Children are required to

Table 1: Subitizing groups and sample responses.

Methods

compare the two sets and to explain how they determined
whether or not the sets are the same in quantity.
Children’s responses were audio-recorded and
transcribed. The inter-rater reliability rate between two
raters was 98.53%. Responses were categorized into one of

As part of a larger study of a prekindergarten mathematics
curriculum, 562 children were assessed in the spring of
kindergarten using the Number and Geometry Assessments
of the Research-based Early Maths Assessment, or REMA
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proxy for socioeconomic status). For all outcome measures,
over and beyond pretest, subitizing group membership had a
significant unique relationship with mathematics
performance. Compared to children who could subitize
neither 3 nor 4 (Group 0), children who could subitize 3 but
not 4 (Group 1) performed significantly better on REMA
Number, WJ-III Applied Problems, and WJ-III Quantitative
Concepts assessments. Children who could subitize both 3
and 4 (Group 2) performed significantly better than children
who could not subitize on all measures. The effect sizes
between the scores of a child who can subitize neither 3 nor
4 and those of a child who can subitize both 3 and 4 were d
= 0.67 for the WJ-III Applied Problems subtest, d = 0.62 for
the REMA Number Assessment, d = 0.52 for the WJ-III
Quantitative Concepts subtest, and d = 0.48 for the REMA
Geometry Assessment.

three groups, based on the indicated subitizing range. In
Group 0, children provided responses that indicated that
they subitized neither 3 nor 4. Typically, children in Group
0 counted aloud both sets by ones. Children in Group 1
counted only the set of 4, having subitized 3. Finally,
children in Group 2, subitized both sets and did not have to
count.
In all 562 cases included in these analyses, children’s
responses began immediately after the assessor’s question
and did not include any pauses during which children may
have counted inaudibly. The current sample excludes 122
children whose responses were not indicative of subitizing
range. Table 1 includes examples of such excluded
responses.

Results
Over 77% of the analysis sample was African American,
93% was receiving free-and-reduced meals. Overall, age
ranged from 66 months to 90 months, with a mean of 72.61
months. Group 0 was comprised of the fewest children
(11%) and Group 2 included the greatest number of children
(70.3%), (X2 = 350.246, df = 2, p < .001). A between-group
age comparison found there were no significant differences
among the subitizing groups (F (2, 555), F=2.384, p <.093).
Results from an ANOVA demonstrated significant
differences among subitizing groups in performance on the
REMA Number Assessment (F (2,559), F=48.919, p <.001),
REMA Geometry Assessment scores (F (2,559), F=24.644,
p <.001), WJ-III Applied Problems subtest (F (2,559),
F=52.224, p <.001), and WJ-III Quantitative Concepts
subtest (F (2,559)), F=32.073, p <.001). Post-hoc pairwise
comparisons revealed significant differences among all
groups on all assessments, with Group 0 scoring the lowest
and Group 2 scoring the highest (see Table 2).

Discussion
The current analyses found a significant relationship
between subitizing range and mathematics performance in
kindergarten-aged children. Children who demonstrated
ability to subitize both 3 and 4 had higher scores on all four
mathematics outcome measures compared to children who
could subitize 3 but not 4 or children who could subitize
neither 3 nor 4. These findings provide further support that
subitizing skill may be foundational for mathematics
development in early childhood, and that the ability to
subitize 4 might be an important milestone. Furthermore, all
four measures of mathematical performance were
significantly correlated, suggesting that mathematical
understanding in young children may be domain general and
not specific to particular aspects of mathematics. Subitizing
appears to be linked to overall mathematical skill rather than
only to numeracy.

Table 2: Mean scores on mathematics assessments by subitizing group.

Linear mixed modeling was employed to take into
account the hierarchical nature of the data. Children were
nested within classrooms and classrooms nested within
schools. Each mathematics outcome measure was modeled
separately. Demographic variables, school system, age, and
pretest scores were entered into each model as covariates.
There were no significant effects of age, gender, ethnicity,
or free-and- reduced-priced meal program status (used as a

However, there is an important difference in the age range
of the children in the current study from that of children in
previous studies. Other studies have reported that children
can generally subitize 3 by age 3 (Benoit et al., 2004;
Starkey & Cooper, 1995), and that older 3-year-olds and 4and 5-year-olds were generally able to subitize 4 (Starkey &
Cooper, 1995). However, almost a third (29.72%) of the
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more intentional measure may have prevented 17% of the
sample from being excluded from the analyses.
Related to this point, it could be argued that children’s
subitizing range was inferred from children’s responses
rather than directly measured. However, the speed and
confidence with which children responded when subitizing
contrasted with the slowness and deliberateness when
counting clearly distinguished the two processes in all
included cases. Furthermore, there were no pauses in the
recording during which children might have been counting
sub-vocally.
Finally, children’s subitizing range was assessed based on
a response to one item. Therefore, it is important to point
out that these data represent only a single snapshot of
children’s subitizing ability. Again, intentionality in
designing future studies would remedy this limitation.

children in this study, though much older with ages ranging
from 5 ½ to 7 ½, did not subitize 4. Because the lowincome, urban population from which the current sample
was drawn has not been extensively studied in regards to
subitizing ability, it is possible that the present findings are
indicative of differences specifically linked to the lowincome, urban backgrounds of children who attend
government-funded Head Start or public prekindergarten
programs and qualify for the free-and- reduced-priced meal
program. This is a possibility that warrants further
investigation in future studies.

Educational Implications
Based on the findings in this study, subitizing range is a
strong indicator of students’ mathematical abilities, and
subitizing skill assessment could convey important
information to a teacher about a child’s mathematical
development. It may be useful to consider subitizing as a
screening tool that could provide a rough estimate of
children’s mathematical abilities, an idea that has been
suggested by others (Desoete, Ceulemans, Roeyers, &
Huylebroeck, 2009).
In prior studies, poor subitizing skills have been linked to
mathematics learning disability (MLD) (Desoete &
Grégoire, 2006; Fischer, Gebhardt, & Hartnegg, 2008;
Fischer, Köngeter, & Hartnegg, 2008; Koontz & Berch,
1996), and it is a fact that, in the current study, the students
who fell into the lowest subitizing group scored
significantly lower than their peers on all mathematics
assessments. Though it would be impossible to link the
subitizing abilities of children in the current sample with
MLD, one may wonder if some of the students who did not
effectively subitize 3 might be identified as having MLD at
a later age. It is possible that a short measure of subitizing
could serve as a screen for identifying children who, without
intervention, may be at risk of developing MLD, or
mathematics difficulties, later on. Early identification of risk
for MLD followed by focused mathematical intervention
may attenuate initial delays in mathematical development
due to poor subitizing skills.
There are, in fact, several studies that have been able to
successfully produce changes in subitizing ability with
teaching or coaching (Fischer, Köngeter, & Hartnegg, 2008;
Wilson, Revkins, Cohen, Cohen, & Dehaene, 2006).
However, the children in these studies were older and had
already been identified as having MLD. Thus, currently,
there is very little evidence that subitizing can be taught to
young children, or that doing so would interrupt the
development of later mathematical difficulties or MLD.

Conclusion
Despite its limitations, this study provides important
evidence for a relationship between subitizing ability, as
defined by range, and mathematics skills in early childhood.
Having included typically developing children from lowincome urban backgrounds in a sample much larger than
those of previous studies contributes uniquely to the extant
research. Understanding the link between subitizing and
mathematical development in diverse populations of
children has important implications for both researchers and
practitioners.
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Neural Basis of Event Words
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Abstract: On some accounts, word-meanings are organized in the human-brain according to their sensory-motor
attributes. We tested an alternative hypothesis: word-meanings are neuroanatomically dissociable along abstract
conceptual dimensions (entities vs. events). We measured brain activity in the left middle temporal gyrus (lMTG),
a brain region that has previously been shown to respond more to verbs than nouns during semantic tasks. While
undergoing fMRI, participants judged the semantic relatedness of six types of word-pairs: motion verbs (to roll),
emission verbs (to sparkle) and perception verbs (to observe), animal nouns, fruit/vegetable nouns, and event nouns
(the wedding). Replicating previous results, lMTG BOLD signal was higher for verbs than for object nouns. BOLD
was also higher for event nouns than object nouns. We hypothesize that the lMTG responds to the conceptual category of events, rather than the grammatical category of verbs. These data suggest that lexical-semantic information
is organized according to abstract conceptual dimensions.
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Space, Time and Causality: Some Neural Observations
Anjan Chatterjee
University of Pennsylvania Philadelphia, PA 19104
Abstract: Knowledge of events involves understanding the way that objects occupy space, exist in time, and relate
to each other. I will consider behavioral, fMRI and lesion studies that explore how space, time and causality are
structured and interact in our brains. Tentatively, I propose the following. 1) The perception and conception of
space has a parallel organizational structure. Evidence for this claim comes from the finding that the distinction
between path and manner of motion as expressed linguistically is also processed with an analogous dorsal ventral
neural organization. 2) Perception of space and time can be tightly linked. Behavioral data show that we are
spatial-temporal synaesthetes. The perception of spatial distance and the perception of temporal duration interact
highly. 3) The right hemisphere is biased to process space and the left to process time despite bilateral overlap in
neural underpinnings of these processes. This assertion is based on data from size discrimination and temporal order
judgment tasks, which we regard as markers of space and time granularity. The hypothesis also bears out in data
examining the contributions of space and time to perceptual causality. 4) Time, compared to space, has a privileged
relationship to causality. In making judgments about perceptual causality, people are more sensitive to temporal
offsets than to spatial deviations. When listening to short narratives with sequential events, the neural circuits
engaged by causality subsumes neural circuits engaged by time much more so than the neural circuits engaged by
space.
Investigating interactions between space, time, and causality can reveal the rich texture of events.
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Abstract

cessing of distractors in video game players was less affected
by high perceptual load than non-gamers (Green & Bavelier,
2006). Similarly, Green and Bavelier (2003) performed experiments testing the visual span and attentional capacity of
video game players in comparison to non-video game players. From these studies they were able to show that expert
video game players have a higher attentional and visual capacity when compared to a control group. Furthermore, they
found that with video game training, non-video game players were able to significantly improve item enumeration in a
visual search task under high perceptual load.
Our study is complementary to these studies. While it is
very suggestive that video game training can improve perceptual capacities, one might wonder how what players are doing
and perceiving leads to this improvement. Studies like ours
take a step towards answering that question by analyzing actual game play, rather than relying on before/after tests.

We present the first ever large scale analysis of actual strategy video game play. Using a corpus of over 2,000 Starcraft:
Brood War games from international tournaments, we analyze
every player’s actions to determine which of their capacities
lead to success. We also tie these capacities to their likely cognitive underpinnings, showing that the ability to distribute attention is correlated with winning games. These results have
implications for how we might train people to manage critical real world tasks, and for how we approach the project of
studying this new medium.
Keywords: video games; starcraft; attention

Imagine if you could play Monopoly without having to
roll dice, make change, or calculate the cost of income tax.
All you would have to do is take action: buy, build, mortgage. The game would be faster, and you could spend more
time thinking about the actions rather than the procedure. Of
course this is possible now that Monopoly has been converted
into various video game forms, and as such it has joined a
long list of strategy video games that provide their players
with a rule based environment in which to take action. Free
from the implicit constraint that bookkeeping not be excessive, strategy video games enable multitudes of actions in a
short time, concurrently with other players, and selected from
an almost unlimited selection of possibilities.
In fact, strategy video games can have more in common
with real life tasks such as disaster management than with
their board-bound forebears. Fires and floods do not wait
to take turns in a crisis, and reliable information about their
progress is difficult to come by. But unlike these real world
tasks, which might happen infrequently or be difficult to collect detailed data on, strategy video games are played constantly around the world and their data are in principle both
knowable and recordable.
In this paper we present the first ever large scale analysis
of actual strategy video game play. Using a corpus of over
2,000 Starcraft: Brood War games from international tournaments, we analyze every player’s actions to determine which
of their capacities lead to success. We also tie these capacities to their likely cognitive underpinnings, showing, for example, that the ability to distribute attention is correlated with
winning games. These results have implications for how we
might train people to manage critical real world tasks, and for
how we approach the project of studying this new medium.
In the following sections we relate this novel methodology
to previous gaming-related studies.

Relationship to Game Studies
The field of game studies consists primarily of game-centered
approaches and player-centered approaches (like the Green
and Bavelier perceptual studies mentioned above). Gamecentered methodologies, including ludology and narratology,
involve a qualitative analysis of game content and the players’ reactions to the game. Ludological studies treat the game
as a set of rules and constraints, while narratological studies treat video games as mechanisms for delivering a narrative (Malliet, 2007). Most quantitative studies of video games
involve quantitative analysis of qualitative data: that is, researchers play through video games and code for representations of themes such as violence and gender roles (Brand,
Knight, & Majewski, 2003; Smith, Lachlan, & Tamborini,
2003). Notable exceptions include Kirsh and Maglio (1994),
who performed a quantitative study of Tetris play by recording keystroke timing and game states, and Douglass (2009),
who uses image processing and computer vision techniques
to explore video game narrative structure. Douglass relates
the interactive/non-interactive screen time ratio to a player’s
immersion in the game.
The unit of analysis in game studies can include interactions between player and game, not just the game or the
player alone. Our study focuses on the interactions between
player and game in Starcraft. Additionally, since Starcraft
records player/game interactions automatically (see below),
we are able to base our analysis on a large corpus of data
archived from tournament play. This is in contrast to other
models of interface interaction capture, where researchers
must bring players into the lab for data collection. Thus our

Relationship to Perceptual Studies
Perceptual load capacity has been studied in video game players by Green and Bavelier, who demonstrated that the pro-
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study extends quantitative analysis of game play to an entire
population of Starcraft players, and is distinct from studies
that focus on the experiences of individual players. Finally,
Starcraft is fundamentally adversarial, which allows us to relate actions in the game to actual win conditions rather than
more synthetic measures of performance.

complete state of the game at all times. Much like the Markov
assumption in machine learning, a Chess player can look at
a board and know everything relevant about the state of the
game.
Games with unlimited opportunity allow each player to
constantly modify the game state through action (limited only
by each player’s capabilities). In games like Checkers and
Chess, one can only modify the state of the game with a single action when it is one’s turn. Thus the opportunity to act in
those games is limited, both in timing and number. In Hungry
Hungry Hippos there are no such constraints—one can constantly attempt to collect marbles with one’s hippo, limited
only by one’s hippo-levering capabilities. Unlimited opportunity is compatible with turn-taking. In Tennis a player must
take turns hitting the ball, but he or she can constantly be
moving and changing the state of the game. In Chess, though
one might be constantly thinking and planning regardless of
turn, those thoughts and plans do not change the game state
and opportunity is still limited.
Asymmetric games provide players with distinct materials,
action repertoires, or territory. Basketball is asymmetric because the players’ bodies, equipment and action repertoires
are different (though the territory is symmetric). Checkers and Hungry Hungry Hippos are mostly symmetric (barring color, the slight who-goes-first asymmetry in turn taking
games, and the stochastic distribution of hippo marbles).
One notable meta-characteristic of a game is whether humans are able to perform optimally when playing it. Given
an hour of contemplation and practice, most players can master Tic-tac-toe and never receive worse than a draw. Humans
cannot perform optimally in most games, including Chess,
Go, Tennis, and Starcraft. Thus while it may be tempting to
interpret the above characteristics in terms of what makes a
game more difficult (and therefore more interesting to study),
that distinction is likely to be meaningless because humans
are playing against humans and they are far from optimal play
anyways.
We propose, separate from any arguments about difficulty,
that games are interesting to study when they share structure
with other tasks that are important and that we would like to
perform better at. Chess is interesting because of its relationship to formal reasoning and planning (and was thus a darling
of GOFAI). Starcraft is interesting because it shares structure with disaster management, air traffic control and military
command (see Table 1).
Two concerns immediately arise. First, the taxonomy
glosses over important distinctions between, say, air traffic
control and Starcraft. There is no explicit adversary in air
traffic control, and the materials are planes and pilots, which
have significant autonomy. Of course there will be significant
distinctions between real world tasks and games1 , but we believe Starcraft has enough structural similarity, and certainly
more than, say, Chess, to be worth studying. The second con-

A Partial Taxonomy of Games
In order to concretely relate Starcraft to other games and
to other challenging activities that are not traditionally construed as games, we will develop a partial taxonomy of games
using four fundamental game characteristics. The taxonomy is partial because it is not intended to differentiate any
two given games, but rather to illustrate differences between
classes of games. The four characteristics are stochasticity,
incomplete information, unlimited opportunity and asymmetry. We will define each characteristic and then discuss Starcraft’s place in the taxonomy.

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Asymmetry

Unlimited Opportunity

Incomplete Information

Games & Tasks
Chess
Backgammon
H.H. Hippos
Mastermind
Poker
Tennis
Starcraft
Disaster Management
Air Traffic Control
Military Command

Stochastic

Table 1: A short list of games and tasks and their taxonomic
characteristics.

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

Stochastic games might restrict player actions based on the
outcome of random events (e.g., one’s available moves in
Backgammon depend on a die roll), or might similarly modify the game state (e.g., in Risk the outcome of deciding to
initiate a battle depends on die rolls). Stochastic games might
also modify the game state spontaneously (e.g., winds pushing a ball in Tennis). Of course the behavior of die rolls and
wind are the result of deterministic processes, but functionally, for the player, these events are random.
In a game of incomplete information, the game state is not
fully available to each player. In poker, for example, one does
not know the identity of one’s opponents’ cards. In Battleship, one knows the identity of the opponent’s pieces, but not
the position. By contrast, in Chess both players know the

1 The field of serious games tries to minimize those distinctions
so that solving in-game problems solves real problems concurrently.
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cern, then, is “Why Starcraft?” What makes Starcraft more
appropriate an object of study than any other of the many,
many real-time strategy games that share its structure? In the
following section we describe Starcraft and show why it is
not just a game to study in this genre, but unequivocally the
best game to study.

Starcraft: Brood War
Game Basics
Starcraft: Brood War is a computer game that involves 2 players2 , who manage an armed conflict from an angled top-down
perspective. The players use units, similar to Chess pieces,
that have different strengths, weaknesses, and capabilities in
order to defeat opponent units and destroy opponent structures. Units battle on a two dimensional map, which is completely obscured from the player until revealed by his or her
units. Additionally, the player’s primary view of the map
only spans a small movable portion of the entire playing field
(see Figure 1 for a sample screenshot from the game). These
design characteristics make Starcraft a game of incomplete
information where efficiently distributing one’s attention is
paramount.
Starcraft players act simultaneously and continuously to
accomplish their goals. Starcraft is a game of unlimited opportunity: there is no explicit limit on the number or frequency of actions players can execute to change the state of
the game. The units themselves can follow commands with
a degree of autonomy. They can navigate obstacles on the
way to a target location supplied by the player, or respond
when attacked. These behaviors are simple and sometimes
unpredictable, so players must manage units constantly in order to ensure desired behavior. This behavior, combined with
a random miss chance on some attacks, makes Starcraft functionally stochastic.
In the same way that acquiring money in Monopoly allows
one to buy properties and acquire yet more money, economy
management is crucial to success in Starcraft. Two resources,
minerals and gas, are distributed throughout the map to be
harvested by players’ worker units. In order to efficiently
gather resources from these areas players must build new
buildings close to these resources and protect their worker
units while preventing their opponent from doing likewise.
Players use the resources they collect to build offensive units
and buildings that increase their chance of victory. Thus,
economy management in Starcraft revolves around securing
and harvesting resources and outproducing one’s opponent—
a difficult task when one is concurrently engaged in multiple
skirmishes around the map.
Starcraft’s asymmetry is integral to its appeal. Players play
as one of three factions, Zerg, Terran, or Protoss, with each
faction having a completely distinct set of units and buildings.
Games progress very differently depending on the match up,
the combination of factions, present in the game. There are

Figure 1: Screenshots from the strategy video game Starcraft:
Brood War. Top, the aftermath of a skirmish between Protoss
and Zerg units. Bottom, Protoss workers mine minerals and
gas in the Protoss player’s main base.
six possible combinations, the mirror match ups: Zerg vs.
Zerg (ZvZ), Protoss vs. Protoss (PvP), Terran vs. Terran
(TvT), and the mixed match ups: Zerg vs. Terran (ZvT), Zerg
vs. Protoss (ZvP), Terran vs. Protoss (TvP). A complete discussion of the strategic differences between the match ups is
outside the scope of this paper, but suffice it to say that they
are substantial enough to warrant separate analysis.
The design characteristics of Starcraft place it in a unique
branch of our game taxonomy, distinct from games like Chess
and Backgammon, but similar to real world tasks like disaster
management (see Table 1).

History, Cultural Impact, and Study
Starcraft was created by Blizzard Entertainment and released
in 1998. Its expansion, Starcraft: Brood War, was also released in 1998, and it is the version that is played competitively. Though the game has been around for quite some time
it is still quite popular, particularly in South Korea, and still

2 The game supports up to eight players, but almost all professional competition is one on one.
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the subject of strategic analysis, from a class developing theory for proficient Starcraft play to an AI competition set in
the game environment.
South Korea is host to the world’s most developed professional gaming league, which is devoted entirely to Starcraft.
Eleven teams each with approximately 15 players compete in
televised matches across three 24/7 networks devoted exclusively to esports. While the best players are national celebrities and can earn well north of $100,000 a year in salary, winnings and endorsements, they practice 10 to 13 hours a day,
live in team dormitories, and are discouraged from socializing
outside the team. This extreme lifestyle has created a population of professional gamers that can execute over 400 actions
per minute (APM) in the game. By contrast, a highly accomplished amateur in the United States would likely top out in
the mid 200s (beginners start at well under 100 APM). In the
context of Starcraft, international play is defined as play anywhere outside of South Korea.
UC Berkeley recently ran a student-led class that modeled
advanced aspects of the game. Topics included calculating
the effectiveness of unit spatial distribution by calculating
the rate at which individual units give and receive damage,
and classifying strategies used by professional Korean players through game theoretic analysis (Crecente, 2009).
The Expressive Intelligence Studio at UC Santa Cruz
hosted a Starcraft AI tournament in which colleges submitted AI bots to play Starcraft against each other (Expressive
Intelligence Studio, 2010). UC Berkeleys winning entry used
the computers ability to perform an unlimited number of actions per minute to create a difficult to defeat patterns of unit
motion (Huang, 2011).

egy video game to study.

Methods
We collected 2,302 replay files from Starcraft games played
in international tournaments (i.e., outside South Korea) between August 2010 and January 2011 from iCCup. After excluding games where the players did not both have over 75
APM3 , or where the winner could not be determined, our final corpus consisted of 2,015 games.
Building upon András Belicza’s Java package for analyzing Starcraft replays to detect cheaters (Belicza, 2011), we
wrote analysis software in Java to extract summary statistics
of the actions taken in each game. For each game and each
player we record the following:
1. Actions per minute (APM), calculated as the total number
of actions over game time in minutes.
2. Spatial variance of action (SVA), the 2D spatial variance
of all actions with location, such as placing a building or
moving units.
3. Macro action count, the total number of macro-related actions. Macro actions are those that help build the economy
and production of a player.
4. Micro action count, the total number of micro-related actions. Micro actions are those that manage units during
battle, scouting or positioning.
5. Win state, 1 or 0 depending on whether the player won.
We also record the faction used by each player, and the total
game time. While it would be nice to record where players
were looking on the map and how much material they had at
each point in the game, these data are not present in the replay
files as mentioned above.
Because each faction plays differently, and each match up
is distinct4 , we separate our results out by win state, faction
and match up. We perform two-way, one-tailed positive ttests only between winners and losers within a particular faction/match up combination for both APM and SVA, where
the variances are not assumed to be equal. While the same
combination of players in a match sometimes appear multiple
times in the corpus we feel the games themselves are distinct
enough5 to warrant treating them as independent samples.

Replays
Crucial to our analysis is the replay file, a Starcraft feature
that allows users to re-watch games after they have concluded. These replay files are records of the actions that
both players took and the time that each one occurred. The
files are stored in a proprietary binary format, but developers have created software that can decode them in order to
catch cheaters and perform basic analyses of individual play.
iCCup, the largest organizer of international Starcraft tournaments, keeps a repository of replay files from recent tournaments. The repository allows any player to download and
view replays from high-level players around the world, and
it allows us to gather a large amount of data easily. Unfortunately some details that would be useful for analysis are not
contained in the replay files, such as the amount of resources
and units controlled by each player, the positions of units and
buildings, and where the players are looking on the map. We
must base our analysis solely on actions taken by the players.

Results
Because our games are collected from actual tournament play,
the number of samples for each win state/faction/match up
combination are different. Table 2 shows the sample size for
each combination and Table 3 shows the mean game length
in seconds.
3 We exclude 75 APM and below in order to filter out low skill
players and player slots filled by third party observers of the match.
4 For example, a high APM in one match up might be low for
another match up.
5 They likely occur on different maps, and players must vary their
strategies to avoid becoming predictable.

No strategy video game has the level of professional and
amateur play, availability of data and tools, and depth of understanding through both analysis and experience, that Starcraft has. For these reasons, it is unequivocally the best strat-
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Table 2: Sample size for each win state/faction/match up.
AvB
Faction A wins
Faction A loses
Faction B wins
Faction B loses

ZvZ
189
189

TvT
49
49

PvP
348
348

ZvT
83
239
239
83

ZvP
165
453
453
165

TvP
233
256
256
233

Table 3: Mean game length in seconds for each win
state/faction/match up. Note that as in Table 2 the game
length for a faction A loss is the same as the game length
for a faction B win, and vice versa, so only one is reported.
AvB
Faction A wins
Faction B wins

ZvZ
551

TvT
944

PvP
749

ZvT
806
819

ZvP
795
856

TvP
932
919

Figure 2 (top) shows the mean APM for each win
state/faction/match up. All within faction/match up and
across win state comparisons are significant at α = 0.0056
(after a Bonferroni correction for N = 9 comparisons) except
TvT, Zerg in ZvT, and Protoss in ZvP. Notably, though, even
for comparisons that are not significant, the trend is in the correct direction. If the match up is AvB, then the blue columns
show the results for faction A, and the yellow and red columns
show the results for faction B, with the winning column on the
left within each pair. The ability to quickly perform actions
in the game is clearly correlated with success.
Figure 2 (middle) shows the mean SVA for each win
state/faction/match up. All within faction/match up and
across win state comparisons are significant at α = 0.0056
(after a Bonferroni correction for N = 9 comparisons) except
TvT, Terran in ZvT, and Zerg in ZvP. Similar to APM, the
trend is always in the correct direction. A good spatial distribution of actions (and thus attention, see discussion below) is
quite predictive of success in most cases.
Figure 2 (bottom) shows the proportion of macro actions
(those relating to the economy and production of a player)
to micro actions (those related to unit control) for each win
state/faction/match up. ZvZ, which is considered a very
micro-intensive match up by players, shows a notably lower
proportion of macro actions. There does not seem to be a
consistent relationship between macro action proportion and
winning, however.

Figure 2: Mean APM (top), SVA (middle) and proportion of macro to micro actions (bottom) for each win
state/faction/match up. Within faction/match up and across
win state comparisons (dark blue to light blue for faction
A and yellow to red or faction B) that are significant at
α = 0.0056 (after a Bonferroni correction for N = 9 comparisons) are marked with an asterisk.

trol, the additional actions allow players to more precisely
determine unit behavior. Another way to look at it is that,
due to unlimited opportunity, the players who have the higher
APM change the game state the most. Since they are trying to
change the game state in their favor these changes are likely
good for them, unless they make a mistake.
Player SVA is an indirect measure of the distribution of a
player’s attention. It would be hard for one to take action on
a part of the map that one is not at least partially attending
to. Given this characterization, we see that the ability to distribute attention and actions around the map (e.g. by scouting
in the other players base, or harvesting resources from a different part of the map than one’s base) leads to success in

Discussion
We find that subjects that are able to most quickly execute
actions tend to win. While a high APM could simply be a
proxy for practice and experience, we believe it also ameliorates issues posed by functionally stochastic unit navigation
behavior. Since the majority of actions are related to unit con-
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Starcraft. 6 In the tradition of Green and Bavelier, one could
imagine testing subjects for multi-tasking capacity before and
after Starcraft training. With these data we could then correlate any improvement with actual changes in their attention/action distribution in the games they played for greater
insight into the learning process.
Both APM and SVA are useful in Starcraft due to specific
components of its design. With a high APM, one can better
reduce the stochasticity of unit movement and take advantage
of the unlimited opportunity for action Starcraft offers. With
a high SVA, a player reduces the amount of uncertainty due
to incomplete information by acting on and revealing more
areas of the map. In a game that does not have these design
characteristics, such as Chess, APM and SVA should have no
correlation to win rates. Clearly Chess players do not practice the physical act of moving pieces on the board–there’s
no need. Even in Speed Chess the emphasis is on quickly
developing a strategy and determining the current single best
move, not on physically executing a large number of moves
in a short time span. If one were managing a disaster, though,
high APM should lead to increased performance (e.g. checking in often with workers in the field, issuing instructions,
etc.), since the task has similar taxonomic characteristics.
These replay data, which constitute simply a list of actions
undertaken by each player, are only a subset of the quantitative data that could be gathered on Starcraft play (though
they are the only data suitable for a large scale corpus analysis such as this). With access to players and their machines,
one could imagine collecting eye movements, mouse traces,
more detailed game state (e.g. changes in material, visual
complexity), first person video and audio and hand and body
movements. We have developed a simple application to measure visual complexity with first person video, and we would
like to continue developing tools to allow a more fine-grained
investigation of Starcraft play.
This study develops a novel methodology for analyzing
video game play in the wild. Through an analysis of over
2,000 competitive Starcraft games, we show that the ability
to change the game state more frequently, and to distribute
one’s attention and actions around to map leads to success
in the game. Since Starcraft shares structure with important
endeavors such as disaster management and air traffic control, we believe that a better understanding of what improves
Starcraft play can lead to better training for other challenging
tasks.
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Abstract
(A)

(A)

The Tower of London (ToL) is a transformation task extensively used and well-established as a neuropsychological diagnostic tool for assessing human planning ability in clinical
and research contexts. Behavioral experiments have recently
shown that planning in the ToL is substantially influenced
by structural task parameters. This work presents an ACT-R
model of the ToL that explains structural influences by using
different strategies, whereby, strategy selection depends on visually observable characteristics. Model evaluation was based
on a problem selection that accounted for systematic variations
of task demands. Based on comparisons with empirically observed planning latencies from previously published data, we
argue that task-specific structural characteristics are necessary
to explain human planning strategies.

1
2
3

(B)

(B)
1

5

2
3

(a) Tower of London

(b) Tower of Hanoi

Figure 1: The goal in both tasks is to transform the start state
(A) into the goal state (B).

Introduction
The Tower of London (ToL) task (see Fig. 1a) is a planning
task originally proposed by Shallice as a neuropsychological tool to measure planning deficits in patients with frontal
lobe damages (Shallice, 1982). Today it is widely used as a
general assessment tool to evaluate executive and planning
functions. In addition, the ToL has also been used in numerous studies within the domain of cognitive psychology
(cf. Gilhooly, Phillips, Wynn, Logie, & Sala, 1999; Hodgson,
Bajwa, Owen, & Kennard, 2000; Newman & Pittman, 2007;
Phillips, Wynn, McPherson, & Gilhooly, 2001; Kaller, Unterrainer, Rahm, & Halsband, 2004; Kaller, Rahm, Bolkenius, &
Unterrainer, 2009; Ward & Allport, 1997).
Typically participants receive a ToL problem (see Fig. 1a)
as a start state (A) and a goal state (B). The task is to find a
shortest sequence of moves transforming the start state into
the goal state. A move consists of a colored bead, a start
peg and a target peg. The constraints for executing a move
are: (1) only one bead may be moved at a time and (2) only
the top bead on any peg may be moved. ToL problems differ
with respect to the number of moves, the number of beads and
structural characteristics of problems to be solved (cf. Kaller,
Rahm, Spreer, Weiller, & Unterrainer, 2011). The ToL task
is in some respects similar to the Tower of Hanoi (ToH) task
(see Fig. 1b) as it shares a similar environmental structure,
the same constraints concerning the moves, and the kind of
problem to be solved (cf. Kaller, Rahm, Köstering, & Unterrainer, 2011). The beads in the ToH task, however, are distinct
by their size. Therefore, the task has the additional constraint
that only smaller beads may be placed on larger beads.

The present work aims at elucidating the influence of structural task properties on planning behavior. Analyses are focused on the ToL that - compared to the ToH - was applied in
the vast majority of related publications in MEDLINE-listed
journals (cf. Kaller, Rahm, Köstering, & Unterrainer, 2011).
We provide an ACT-R model which uses a general heuristic
capable of solving the ToL tasks assessed in the experimental
study. This model uses different strategies which are selected
based on the structural distribution of beads in the environment.

State of the Art
The Cognitive Architecture ACT-R. ACT-R is a modular
cognitive architecture with an underlying production system
operating on symbolic representations of declarative memory
items – so-called chunks (Anderson & Lebiere, 1998; Anderson et al., 2004). The system consists of specific modules
corresponding to certain aspects of human cognition. Hence,
the system provides a module for processing visually presented information (vision module), a module for directing
goal driven behavior (goal module), a module for inferring
new information (imaginal module), and a module to store
long-term memory items (declarative module). Each module
has a dedicated interface (buffer) which can store one chunk
at a time.
The functionality of the system is driven by production
rules which represent the procedural memory component. A
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problem is therefore simply an ordering of moves which
can be inferred directly from the environment (see left
side in Fig. 2).
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Problem Representation. As described above, a cognitive
model in ACT-R is divided into declarative and procedural
knowledge. In the reported experiment all declarative information is presented visually to the participants. Consequently, the cognitive model receives the information visually
and must operate on an internal representation. Therefore, a
special representation is used which enables the agent to interpret a visual object as a certain part of a ToL board including relations to other objects (e.g. a certain bead is located
on a certain peg). Fig. 3 shows the information the model is
able to infer from the environment. A chunk representing a
peg captures additional information concerning the colors of
the beads placed on it. Additionally, a bead holds information
concerning the peg number and the slot number it is placed
on.

Figure 3: Environmental information encoded by the model.

Heuristic. Besides declarative information, procedural
knowledge is used to model all activity necessary to solve a
ToL problem. As our goal is to provide a generalized heuristic for solving tower tasks which is, however, capable of explaining planning behavior specific for the ToL, we integrated
a heuristic developed by Anderson et al. (2005). To solve the
ToH their model constructs a subgoal for the largest bead not
on its target location (see Fig. 1b, bead 3). Given the constraint that only smaller beads may be placed on larger beads
this subgoal has to be solved first. The largest bead (bead 3),
however, is blocked by another bead (bead 2). Consequently,
a subgoal for moving the other bead (bead 2) out of the way
is constructed. This process goes on until a subgoal is finally
executable. Eventually, the bead corresponding to the executable subgoal is moved and the last subgoal which was not
executable is retrieved from long-term memory. For our ToL
model we use a similar heuristic, which is shown in Fig. 5. In
a first step, a bead of a certain color is selected (select-bead).
For the selected bead, start and target location are determined
and a subgoal is constructed based on the collected information (find-counterpart). Afterwards, the start and the target
position are compared (infer-distance). If the corresponding
bead is not already on the correct location, the constraints
are checked in order to test if the subgoal can be solved directly (check-constraints). At this point, three different inferences are possible. First, if the subgoal is executable, the
current working state is updated and the heuristic starts again
for another subgoal (update-internal-representation, retrieveIR). Second, if the subgoal cannot be executed given the constraints the heuristic starts over by constructing/retrieving a
subgoal for the blocking disk. Third, it is possible that in a
task no bead can be moved to its target location directly. In
this case, a cycle between two subgoals is detected and an
intermediate step for a bead is processed (select-peg-for-IS).

Inferring Knowledge. Besides visual information provided by the environment additional declarative information
is necessary to solve a given instance of the ToL. Therefore,
we use subgoals which capture information of the start and
the target position of a certain bead, whereby the bead is
named by its color. For processing and linking subgoal information we included findings from Altmann and Trafton
(2002) by treating these chunks as ordinary memory objects.
Nevertheless, their solution had to be adjusted to capture the
specific requirements of the ToL. First, the ordering of subgoals is not provided by cues in the environment for the reason that the beads itself are not ordered by size. Humans,
however, are able to remember the last inspected bead. As
a consequence, a subgoal holds additional information concerning the color of an old subgoal which could not be executed before. Nevertheless, as only the color is saved the old
subgoal has to be retrieved from declarative memory. Additionally, as no ordering is provided by the environment we
assume that the retrieval of old subgoals can fail. Therefore,
we do not use a rehearsal mechanisms to artificially prevent
subgoals from decay.
Furthermore, there is also a major difference in the experimental setting mostly used for the ToL compared to the experimental settings used to asses the ToH. Whereas in the ToH
the environment may be changed if a subgoal is executable,
in the ToL it must not. As a consequence, a mental representation is needed which can capture the current state during the
solution process. Therefore, we use one chunk representing
the current state in order to keep track of changes in the overall solving process. The representation of a current state is
necessary for the reason that start and target position have to
be updated to enable a correct solution process.

Example. Fig. 4 shows an example of how the ToL heuristic works on the given knowledge representation by solving
the ToL instance shown in Fig. 3. The visual locations visited by the model are referenced in Fig. 3 using numbers in
the upper left corner of a bead. The goal buffer stores information concerning a current subgoal. The imaginal buffer
holds a chunk with one slot for each possible bead location
in the initial state as this representation is changed during the
planning process. The retrieval buffer contains a chunk which
could be retrieved from long-term memory.
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The heuristic works as follows: First bead C is selected
(step-1) and a corresponding subgoal is constructed including
information concerning the target location (step-2). The start
location of bead C is determined and the subgoal is updated
accordingly. As bead C is already on the correct location no
further processing for the current subgoal is necessary (step3). The heuristic starts over by selecting bead B (step-4). As
for bead C a subgoal for bead B is constructed and checked
(step-5, step-6). The check shows that bead B is not on the
correct location. Therefore, it is determined if bead B can be
moved given the constraints. The check results in a violation
of a constraint, as bead B is blocked by bead A (step-7). A
new subgoal for bead A is constructed (step-7), completed
(step-8) and checked (step-9). The subgoal corresponding to
bead B is committed to memory. Additionally, the color of
bead B is saved to indicate the subgoal which structurally led
to the new subgoal (step-7). In order to be able to infer structural dependencies between the positions of bead A and bead
B, the model also tries to retrieve the subgoal for bead B (step8). If the retrieval of the subgoal corresponding to bead A was
successful, the model is able to infer that an intermediate step
is necessary (step-10). Otherwise, the necessary information
have to be collected again by visual search. For the processing of an intermediate step an intermediate position has to be
selected. In this context, the intermediate position may not
interfere with start and target locations of the involved subgoals. In this case, the model chooses peg 3 as an intermediate position for bead A (step-11). To complete this mental
operation with capturing the costs the working state in the
imaginal buffer is updated, committed to long-term memory
(step-12), retrieved from long-term memory (step-13) and reconstructed in the imaginal buffer (step-14). Additionally, the
subgoal corresponding to bead B is retrieved in order to check
if it is executable now. At this point, all cycles are resolved.
In the next two runs through the heuristic the moves for bead
B and bead A can be planned and the problem is solved.
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Strategies. Besides the general heuristic we assessed more
sophisticated strategies with regard to structural task characteristics tested in the experimental study. These strategies allow for an improved heuristic if the correct inference can be
drawn based on additional declarative information accessible
in a step. These additional strategies, however, only extend
the heuristic. The probability of selections depends on an associated utility value. All improved heuristics are shown in
Fig. 5 as dotted lines. The labels of dotted lines comply with
strategies represented in Table 1.
The first criteria assessed in this context is the goal hierarchy (U). We assume that certain constraints do not have to
be checked if all beads are located on one peg in the goal
state. The reason is, that the target peg for all disks remains
the same and only the correct ordering has to be determined.
After the first bead can be moved to the bottom position of
the target peg it is not necessary to check for the second bead
if the mid position of the target peg is reachable.

Figure 4: Overview: Model resolving an intermediate step as
depicted in Fig 3. Columns denote buffer contents of active
modules. Visual locations correspond to the visual locations
marked with numbers from one to seven in Fig. 3. Goal
buffer slots are: color of a bead (c), start location of a bead
(s), target location of a bead (t) and last subgoal processed
(l). The following steps are executed by the model (see Fig
5): 1. select-bead; 2. find-counterpart; 3. infer-distance; 4.
select-bead; 5. find-counterpart; 6.infer-distance; 7. checkconstraints; 8. find-counterpart; 9. infer-distance; 10. checkconstraint; 11. select-peg-for-IS; 12. update-IR; 13. retrieveinternal-representation; 14. select-bead.
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Table 1: Overview of the strategies applied by the model to
assess structural criteria. For an illustration of strategy application compare Fig. 5, labels on dotted lines.

select-bead

subgoal retrieved

no subgoal retrieved

find-counterpart

C1
C1

U

cycle

C1

U

C2

incorrect
position

S1

check-constraints

movable

retrieve-IR

correct
position
infer-distance

C1, C2

select-peg-for-IS

no S1

U

last-subgoal-selected

not
movable

S2

update-internal-representation

Using structural information for unambiguous problems.
Using the structural information that a bead is already on the correct peg but not on the correct slot.
Using the structural information that two beads have
to be moved with keeping the order between (see Fig.
3 bead A and bead B).
Conclude an goal move for a blocked bead right after
conducting an intermediate step
Conclude a goal move for the bead moved in the intermediate step right after S1. (This is only possible
after S1.)

S1 / S2

goal move for a bead which was moved out of the way is also
possible without an additional run through the heuristic.

Figure 5: Overview of the Heuristic: Shows the heuristic used
by the model to solve 3-move Tower of London problems.
Black arrows relate to a specific decision based on current
information. These arrows are labeled with the information
used in a specific step. Dotted arrows show uncertain decisions based on task structure (for the labels, cf. Table 1). For
the utilities please refer to Fig. 6.

Evaluation. To evaluate the cognitive model we assessed
the performance of the general heuristic in combination with
the additional strategies. For this reason, we varied the utility
values of the additional strategies systematically. Adjusting
utility values controls the probability for choosing specific
strategies in contrast to executing the general heuristic. To
exclude other structural influences we systematically varied
the different start and goal states. The tested task structure,
however, was preserved. Additionally, we used three possible starting strategies: backward planning (planning beads ordered from bottom to top on a peg in the goal state), forward
planning (planning beads ordered from top to bottom on a
peg in the start state) and a mixed strategy with forward planning for partially ambiguous problems and backward planning for unambiguous problems. The results of the evaluation
are shown in Fig. 6, whereby the best fit is provided by the
combination of probabilities shown in Fig. 6d.

For the second criteria concerning the search depth we provide additional mechanisms to infer that an intermediate step
is necessary. In this context we assessed two task structures
used in the experimental study. In the first structure a bead
is already on the correct peg but not in the correct slot (C1).
Therefore, it is necessary to move this bead out of the way
first. This inference can be drawn based on a comparison of
the start and a target position of a certain bead. In the second
structure a tower consisting of two beads has to be moved
to another peg without violating the order between the beads
(C2). Fig. 3 shows an example for this structure. That an
intermediate step is necessary to solve this structure can be
inferred by comparing start and target locations of the corresponding subgoals. In both situations the necessary information are given before the constraints are checked for both
subgoals. As a consequence, this step can be skipped if the
inference is drawn by the model.
Additionally, we assessed the overall overview participants
gained when the necessity of an intermediate step is inferred.
This includes the question of how many subgoals can be
solved in the phase where an intermediate step is processed.
When an intermediate step is processed, the current goal is to
enable a move for one bead to its target location. In this context, the goal of moving another bead out of the way is only
a subgoal of the current goal. Therefore, we assume that the
enabled goal move can be executed right after the other bead
was moved out of the way. Additionally, it is possible that the

Discussion
We developed a Tower of London ACT-R model able to replicate behavioral data reported in Kaller, Rahm, Spreer, et al.
(2011). These problems consisted of four problem classes
posing different degrees of difficulty. In a first step, we
adapted and adjusted some heuristics from Tower of Hanoi
(cf. Anderson & Douglass, 2001). In a next step, we evaluated these heuristics and extended them to account for task
specific structural characteristics. The results indicate that the
recognition of structural characteristics is an important factor for explaining human planning behavior in the context of
the ToL. For problems without an intermediate step (U, I) the
general heuristic is capable of explaining latencies in planning. Here, the correct order of moves has to be determined
to solve the task and, therefore, all steps of the heuristic have
to be processed. For problems with an intermediate step (U-I,
P-I), however, certain steps of the heuristic may be skipped.
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Figure 6: Human data compared to model predictions illustrating the influence of the selective probability variation on strategy
application. For the strategies used see Table 1. The probabilities for the different conditions are (a) C1, C2, U and S1: 50%;
(b) C1 and C2: 91% S1 and U: 50%; (c) C1 and C2: 91%, U: 50%, S1: 0%; (d) C1 and C2: 91%, U: 50%, S1: 66%. The
combination of probabilities in (d) provides the best fit.
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The reason is, that structural information can be observed visually in the environment which trigger the inference that an
intermediate step is necessary. Additionally, participants may
gain enough overview of the overall task structure to solve
the task directly after the intermediate step was inferred. A
similar mechanisms was found for problems with an unambiguous goal hierarchy (U, U-I). In these cases it is not necessary for participants to check all constraints if the correct
inference can be drawn based on the information provided by
the environment. Taken together, the present systematic analyses allowed for an identification of specific strategies presumably applied by human planner. For future refinements,
concurrent evaluation of eye-tracking data may provide more
insights about the planning process (cf. Kaller et al., 2009).
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Abstract

In this paper we explore how well different mate search
strategies work in the context of competing strategies, judging them on the criteria of speed, partner quality, and match
harmony. This extends previous work that considered the performance of single strategies in isolation on one dimension at
a time (e.g., Todd & Miller, 1999) or compared strategies with
unrealistic time horizons (e.g., McNamara & Collins, 1990)
or unrealistic knowledge about the distribution of available
mates (e.g., Johnstone, 1997). By letting multiple strategies
compete against each other within one population and evaluating their success on three criteria, we show that simple
strategies that maximize speed are more successful than more
complex strategies under most combinations of the criteria.
This happens because simple strategies almost always find
a mate and simultaneously exploit the qualities provided by
more demanding strategies.

The choice of a mate is made complicated by the need to
search for partners at the same time others are searching. What
decision strategies will outcompete others in a population of
searchers? We extend previous approaches using computer
simulations to study mate search strategies by allowing direct
competition between multiple strategies, evaluating success on
multiple criteria. In a mixed social environment of searchers of
different types, simple strategies can exploit more demanding
strategies in unexpected ways. We find that simple strategies
that only aim for speed can beat more selective strategies that
aim to maximize the quality or harmony of mated pairs.
Keywords: Mate choice, sequential search, simple heuristics,
strategy competition, agent-based modeling, social simulation.

Introduction
Imagine being a single individual searching for a mate. Because choosing a mate is one of the most important decisions
of your life, you want your choice to be as good as possible on
certain criteria. Apart from living ‘happily ever after’, three
a priori plausible criteria concern the speed with which you
make your choice, the quality of your chosen partner, and the
harmony of your match with that partner — all of which have
been discussed as important aspects of human mate search
(e.g., Kalick & Hamilton, 1986).
But beware: Your competitors are searching the same pool
of candidates at the same time. As you are in a race against
rivals, any strategy that you use could be outperformed or exploited. For instance, the myopic strategy to accept the first
willing candidate that is at least 21 years old may yield satisfactory results under some conditions, but would fail to find
a mate if everyone else in the population accepted anyone at
age 20. Similarly, having high quality and harmony demands
may be respectable goals, but could prolong your search and
increase the risk of staying single forever.
Because mate search is a competition in a social environment, it is impossible to judge the quality of a strategy by
itself — its success or failure always depends on its rivals.
For instance, the strategy “Find someone better than yourself” may work for an individual, but would utterly fail for
an entire population, as nobody would ever mate if everyone
used it. Thus, to evaluate different mate search strategies we
must consider aggregate effects that only emerge on the population level.

Previous Mate Search Models
Human mate search shares many features with other search
tasks studied by biologists, statisticians, and economists, but
presents a number of challenges (Dudey & Todd, 2001). It
is typically sequential, with prospective partners being encountered and evaluated over a stretch of time rather than all
at once. It is uncertain, with little knowledge of the qualities of partners one may encounter in the future, and possibly little chance of returning to people met in the past. It is
costly, in terms of both time and resources that may need to be
spent to interest a potential partner. And this last type of cost
reflects another constraint: Human mate search—at least in
modern Western societies—is also typically mutual. In contrast to choosing a car, a relationship requires both choosing
and being chosen by one’s partner. All of these constraints
have important implications for the success of strategies in
mate search scenarios. For instance, rather than identifying
the very best partner on some criterion (e.g., attractiveness),
a searcher may have to consider her own attributes and the
degree of match between a potential mate and herself.
Todd and Miller (1999) simulated populations of various simple mate search heuristics, including fixed and learnable aspiration satisficing rules that made offers to anyone
above a particular threshold, and compared their success with
optimal solutions from the serial search literature. They
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found that simple rules that adjusted thresholds based on initial experience—upwards after receiving unexpected interest
from a potential partner, and downwards after receiving unexpected rejection—learned a searchers relative place in the
mating market quite quickly. Guided by this knowledge, the
simulated searchers could then make appropriate offers to potential partners, and succeeded in finding mates after little
search. These simple rules performed well in terms of three
criteria: (a) the percentage of mated individuals, (b) the mean
mate value of mated pairs, and (c) the mean within-pair difference in mate values. In an earlier simulation, Kalick and
Hamilton (1986) investigated the effect of quality-based preferences versus similarity-based ones (our harmony measure),
and found both could create well-matched couples, with the
latter faster than the former.
However, these approaches of considering mate search
strategies in isolation tell us little about how they would fare
in the natural situation where different individuals could follow different rules for finding a mate (also important for
exploring rule evolution). Furthermore, assessing the performance of rules separately on multiple dimensions creates
problems when strategies involve trade-offs between different
criteria. For instance, maximizing the percentage of mated
individuals (a) can easily be achieved when completely ignoring criteria (b) and (c). Similarly, any demands regarding
a partner’s quality (b) and the similarity within a pair (c) will
inevitably decrease the likelihood of finding a suitable partner
(a). Hence, any sensible judgment of a strategy’s potential
requires integrating different dimensions or simultaneously
comparing performance on multiple criteria.
We next present our methods for overcoming these restrictions, through multi-strategy competitive simulations and
strategies on the spectrum of all possible combinations of a
set of performance criteria. To show the interplay of strategies and emergent phenomena on the aggregate level we focus on a small range of relatively simple search strategies and
measure how each fares against the others.

Method
Overview We modified the basic simulation setup of Todd
and Miller (1999) as follows. Our MatlabTM simulation contains a population of N=100 male and 100 female agents who
are characterized by a unique, objective, and perceptible mate
value (from Vmin = 1 to Vmax = 100 within each gender), meet
each other in iterative encounters that are governed by a dating protocol, and pursue a specific mate search strategy.
Criteria The success of a mated pair is evaluated on three
criteria based on a time value tmatch indicating when a
matched pair was formed, a quality value (operationalized
as the average mate value of both partners), and a harmony
value (operationalized as the similarity in mate values of both
partners). All three measures are normalized to a value range
from 0 to 1 (see Table 1 for definitions).
As the primary objective of any mate search strategy is to
find a mate, any individual who fails to mate by the end of

Table 1: Definitions of evaluation criteria.
Criterion:
Speed score s:
Quality score q:
Harmony score h:

Definition:
tmax −tmatch
(tmax −1)
(Vown −1)+(Vpartner −1)
2·(Vmax −1)
1− f (|Vown −Vpartner |)
Vmax −1

Note. All measures are normalized to a [0;1] value range. As the
mean harmony value for a randomly paired population would be
.33 a parabolic function f (x) is used to transform values to the [0;1]
range with a mean of .50.

the simulation is assigned the lowest possible value of 0 on
all criteria. The performance of a strategy is evaluated as the
average performance of all individuals with that strategy.
Strategies A goal of this paper is to assess the interplay of
multiple strategies and their effects on multiple criteria. Consequently, we model three qualitatively different mate choice
strategies, each of which targets one of our evaluation criteria:
1. Speed strategy: Our simplest strategy merely considers
search time and aims to minimize it. The fastest way of
finding a mate is to be entirely indiscriminate about its
qualities and make an offer on every date. This naı̈ve and
extremely myopic strategy can be modeled by setting the
probability of making an offer to p(offer) = 1.
2. Quality strategy: A slightly more complex strategy takes
into account a potential partner’s mate value (Vpartner ) and
sets itself a minimum aspiration level Q. For instance, an
individual with V = 50 makes an offer to any individual
that meets or exceeds this criterion (Vpartner ≥ Q) but refuses to mate with anyone less attractive. Using such an
aspiration level strategy conforms to Simon’s (1956) notion
of satisficing, which uses a threshold that allows a boundedly rational organism to stop search as soon as an acceptable alternative is encountered.
3. Harmony strategy: Our most complex strategy focuses on
the similarity of a potential match. To do so, it needs to
know its own mate value (Vown ) and compare it to a potential partner’s value (Vpartner ). Rather than forcing our
agent to first learn its own mate value (see Todd & Miller,
1999, for simple learning algorithms) we assume that it has
some vague notion of it and implement this vagueness by
0
perturbing its perceived mate value Vown
with a slight er0
ror signal Vown = Vown ± ε, ε ≤ 10, reflecting the intuition
that the attractiveness of others is perceptible with slightly
higher precision than our own. To achieve harmony, the
strategy sets a lower-bound aspiration level H for the max0
imally allowed difference between Vown
and Vpartner and
0 | ≤ H.
only makes an offer to a partner when |Vpartner −Vown
For instance, an individual with a perceived mate value of
0 = 50 and H = 10 would only make an offer to partners
Vown
with 40 ≤ Vpartner ≤ 60.
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The demands of each of these strategies are regulated by
one parameter, p(offer), Q, and H, respectively. Choosing
extreme values for each parameter will lead to entirely indiscriminate choices. For instance, settings of p(offer) = 1,
V > 0, and H > 100 all entail universal acceptance, and settings of p(offer) = 0, V > 100, and H < 0 all entail universal
rejection of all available candidates. But whereas this equivalence of strategies holds in their extremes, they yield very
different patterns of behavior in intermediate ranges.
Although each strategy is implemented with one parameter, they vary in the complexity of their assumed information
processing capacities. As the speed strategy does not use any
information about its partner or itself it is the simplest strategy. The quality strategy is not quite as myopic and considers
the attractiveness of a potential mate before making a choice.
By contrast, the harmony strategy must compare its own with
its partner’s value and is the most complex of our strategies.
If ‘need for speed’ was the only objective of an organism,
it could never outperform a speed strategy with its parameter
set to p(offer) = 1. As a modeling strategy, we will compare
this extreme setting with parameterized versions of the other
two strategies.

Table 2: Average simulation results for each of the three
strategies, with parameters p(offer) = 1, Q = 20, H = 15.
Criterion:

Speed
Quality Harmony
p(offer)=1: Q=20: H=15: Mean:

Population share:
Percent mated:

33.4%
99.2%

33.2%
92.1%

33.5%
93.6%

33.3%
95.0%

Speed score s:
Quality score q:
Harmony score h:

.989
.479
.600

.915
.516
.585

.918
.463
.810

.941
.486
.665

contain manipulation checks: As individuals get randomly
assigned one of three strategies their mean population share
of 33.3% provides an indicator that our average results are
relatively stable. Similarly, a mean percentage of mated individuals of 95.0% warrants our intuition that all three initial strategies have relatively low demands. Whereas this was
to be expected for the entirely indiscriminate speed strategy
(with a share of 99.2% of individuals finding a mate), our “lenient” parameter settings of the quality and harmony strategies are also confirmed by their overwhelming majority of
successfully finding a mate (92.1% and 93.6%, respectively).
The average results of our three main performance criteria are contained in the bottom three rows of Table 2. The
fact that individuals of all three strategies achieved average
speed scores s exceeding .900 means that they typically found
a partner in less than 10% of the available time (of tmax = 200
rounds), again confirming that all strategies had very low aspirations. Not surprisingly, the indiscriminate speed strategy
achieved the highest s (of .989). With respect to quality, all
average scores are substantially lower, but we have to bear
in mind that the expected value of a random pairing of an
entire population would be .500, as only one pair (with both
partners having a mate value of 100) can achieve the maximum score of 1.0. Whereas the absolute values carry little meaning, the fact that the quality strategy achieved the
highest mean quality score q (of .516) shows that—despite
its moderate demands—it achieves its goal to maximize quality to a greater extent than the two rival strategies that were
aiming for speed and harmony. Similarly, the harmony strategy yields the highest mean harmony score h (of .810).
The fact that each strategy wins on the criterion that it was
designed to maximize is a reassuring manipulation check.
But as we initially characterized the mate search scenario as a
‘competition’ between multiple strategies a legitimate question is: Which strategy wins overall? The correct, though
somewhat unsatisfying answer is: It depends on the evaluation criterion that is being used. A standard solution to this
dilemma would be to define a fitness function that somehow
integrates all criteria that are deemed to be relevant, e.g., by
computing a weighted average of a strategy’s speed, quality,
and harmony scores: f f itness (s, q, h) = ws · s + wq · q + wh · h,
with ws + wq + wh = 1 and 0 ≤ ws , wq , wh ≤ 1. In the absence

Procedure Before the start of the simulation, strategies are
randomly assigned to individuals, i.e., each of n different
strategies is represented by a proportion of approximately 1/n
individuals of either gender. Individuals’ strategies and mate
values are independent of each other.
The simulation then proceeds in up to tmax = 200 iterative
rounds. In each round t, every male individual has a date
with a random female individual, sampled without replacement. On every date, both individuals evaluate each other on
the basis of their mate values and the details of their strategies. If both partners decide to make an offer they are mated
by mutual consent and the newly-formed pair is scored and
removed from the population. This process continues until no
unmated individuals remain (in round tend ) or the maximum
number of rounds (tmax ) has elapsed.
To obtain stable results we average over 1,000 simulations
for each parameter configuration of interest.

Results
We will first present the results of a specific strategy configuration (i.e., with one particular set of parameters) before
generalizing to other parameter ranges.
Maximum speed vs. low quality vs. low harmony Our
initial competition is between the naı̈ve maximum speed
strategy (p(offer) = 1) and relatively lenient versions of the
two other strategies. A quality strategy with Q = 20 makes
an offer to anyone with a mate value in the top 80% of the
population; a harmony strategy with H = 15 makes an offer
to anyone within a range of 30% of one’s own mate value.
Table 2 shows the basic results of this competition on a variety of dependent measures. The first two lines essentially
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Figure 1: Ternary plot evaluating the speed strategy on every
possible combination of three criteria.

Figure 2: Best strategy plot showing the strategy with the best
performance for every possible combination of three criteria.

of strong reasons for a specific choice of weights, we suggest
a methodological alternative that has the benefit of allowing
simultaneous evaluation of a strategy on all possible combinations of the criteria.
Figure 1 illustrates a so-called ternary plot that evaluates the speed strategy on all possible combinations of the
three criterion dimensions (labeled as Quality, Harmony, and
Speed). Any point on the horizontal baseline (labeled Quality) corresponds to a harmony weight wh = 0 (note the scale
on the right) and the top corner of the triangle corresponds
to wh = 1. For any point x on the triangular plane a horizontal projection to the Harmony scale running in parallel to the
baseline indicates its wh value. Weights for the quality and
speed dimensions can be found in an analog fashion. The
color-coded values form a 3D-landscape over the triangular
plane that shows results for all possible combinations of three
dimensions, each ranging from a minimum weight of 0 to a
maximum weight of 1. Figure 1 shows that the speed strategy
indeed performs best when speed is valued highly (in the bottom left corner), and worst when quality is weighted highly
(bottom right corner).
Analog plots can be drawn for the two other strategies in
the population, each plot summarizing the performance of all
(mated and unmated) individuals that share a strategy. We
now can answer the question “Which strategy wins?” by asking: Which of the three plots shows the maximum value for
each point on the triangular plane? A best strategy plot (see
Figure 2) shows which strategy wins this competition for every possible parameter combination, i.e. effectively classifies
the winning strategy for each point on the triangle and thus
enables us to answer the question: “Which strategy wins?”
for every possible combination of criteria. Perhaps not surprisingly, each strategy performs best when its respective criterion is highly weighted. Overall, the harmony strategy wins
most often (covering 67.6% of the triangular area), followed
by the speed strategy (22.9%), whereas the quality strategy
rarely wins (9.5%) in this particular competition.

Maximum speed vs. increasing demands on quality and
harmony The comparison between multiple ternary plots
and its representation as a best strategy plot provides us with
an objective and transparent way to assess the relative success
of every strategy on flexible combinations of multiple criteria.
Within this framework, we can address the question: What
happens when the demands for quality and harmony increase
within a population of searchers?
Intuitively, one may hypothesize that the reason for the
poor performance of the quality strategy—relative to both its
rivals in the population—may be due to its very moderate demands. But although raising one’s aspirations with respect to
the quality of a match will undoubtedly increase the quality
score of anyone who finds a mate by using this strategy, it simultaneously will affect the performance of other strategies.
Thus, it is far from clear how shifts in individuals’ strategies
will affect performance on an aggregate level.
To test the effects of increasing aspirations on quality and harmony we conducted 12 separate simulations
in which strategies with four different quality parameters
(Q = 20, 40, 60, 80) and three different harmony parameters
(H = 5, 10, 15) competed against the same speed strategy
(p(offer) = 1). Figure 3 shows the resulting best strategy
plots. Overall, the harmony strategy still dominates in the
majority of cases. In contrast to our previous intuition, increasing demands of the quality strategy (from left to right in
Figure 3) does not in-, but decrease its performance relative to
its competitors. Similarly, increasing aspirations of the harmony strategy (from bottom to top in Figure 3) harms its performance on the population level. Curiously, the naı̈ve speed
strategy eventually outperforms its competitors on almost all
possible combinations of criteria as they get sufficiently demanding.
The top-right triangle of Figure 3 summarizes the result of
a competition between strategies with parameters p(offer) =
1, Q = 80, and H = 5. Whereas the harmony strategy still
wins when harmony is weighted highly and speed is weighted
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Figure 3: Best strategy plots showing the winning strategy for any combination of 3 criteria for 12 simulations. The x-axis
varies 4 quality parameters (Q = 20, 40, 60, 80, from left to right); the y-axis varies 3 harmony parameters (H = 5, 10, 15, from
top to bottom). The speed strategy was left constant at p(offer) = 1. Thus, the bottom-left plot repeats the previously discussed
baseline condition (Figure 2), whereas plots towards the right show the effects of increasing demands of the quality strategy
and plots towards the top show the effects of increasing demands of the harmony strategy.
poorly (i.e., in the top corner of the triangle), the speed strategy wins for all other combinations of criteria, including the
situation in which all criteria are weighted equally (at the center of the triangle). Overall, the speed strategy covers 65.5%
of the triangular area, the harmony strategy wins in 34.5% of
possible weightings, and the quality strategy is beaten by its
competitors in every possible case.
To explain this finding, Table 3 shows the quantitative results for this final simulation, but separately lists the average

scores for the entire population (3a) vs. only the mated individuals (3b). As 99% of the individuals with the speed strategy manage to find a mate, the values in both parts of the table hardly differ. As before (see Table 2), the strategy scores
highest on the speed criterion s. By contrast, only 32% of individuals with the demanding quality strategy manage to find
a mate. Although the successful ones achieve a high average
quality score q of .820 (and good scores on both other criteria)
the large share of unmated individuals lowers the scores of
the strategy as a whole. The results for the harmony strategy
show a similar pattern, but the differences are not as dramatic
as 86% of individuals still find a mate.

Table 3: Average simulation results for individuals for each of
three strategies, with parameters p(offer) = 1, Q = 80, H = 5.
Criterion:

Note that the share of 32% mated individuals with a quality
strategy with an aspiration level of Q = 80 is still higher than
what would be possible in a uniform environment, as only
20% of the population could find a suitable partner if everyone wanted to find one in the top 20%. This suggests a more
subtle reason for the fact that the simple speed strategy eventually outperforms the more demanding ones: Not only will it
almost always find a partner, as it gets mated as soon as it encounters an individual with the same strategy, in which case
its scores will approximate the expected values for a random
pairing. In addition, individuals with this strategy can also
mate with any competitor who pursues a more demanding
strategy. If such a competitor makes an offer, the speed strategy will accept—as it always does—but benefit from the fact
that the other partner has assured a high quality or harmony
for the pairing. In our final simulation, 11.7% of the individuals willing to accept any offer eventually mate with a part-

Speed
Quality Harmony
p(offer)=1: Q=80:
H=5: Mean:

Population share:
Percent mated:

33.4%
99.1%

33.4%
32.0%

33.3%
85.7%

33.3%
72.3%

.973
.475
.610

.305
.262
.236

.737
.432
.781

.672
.390
.542

.953
.820
.736

.860
.504
.912

.932
.601
.755

(a) All individuals:
Speed score s:
Quality score q:
Harmony score h:

(b) Mated individuals:
Speed score s:
Quality score q:
Harmony score h:

.982
.479
.616
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Conclusions

ner pursuing the most demanding quality strategy and 18.3%
mate with a partner pursuing the most demanding harmony
strategy. Thus, the surprising success of the speed strategy is
partly due to its status as a free-rider on the aspirations of its
rivals. Instead of calling it ‘naı̈ve’ we may also applaud it for
exploiting its social environment in a simple and smart way.

Competitive mate search is challenging to study: The interplay of many individual goals, strategies, and constraints affects the aggregate results at the population level, as well as
how each strategy performs relative to each other on multiple
criteria. Simulation models coupled with appropriate analytic
techniques help us understand the interplay between strategies and various parameters. The surprising result revealed
here is that simply accepting any encountered partner can beat
highly selective strategies that aim for superior partner quality
or similarity. As its competitors become increasingly selective a simple and entirely indiscriminate speed strategy dominates and exploits the higher demands of the other strategies,
letting them do the work of ensuring some measure of quality
or harmony in the partnership.
People tend to believe that poor search results on the mating market can be improved by increasing the effort invested
in the search. Indeed, some popular online dating sites entice
customers with the promise of finding an optimal match by
using sophisticated search algorithms coupled with detailed
psychological profiles. Contrary to this, our results illustrate
that increasing the demands of search criteria can have negative consequences at the aggregate level. This does not mean
that quality or harmony are not important aspects of a relationship. However, achieving high values on those dimensions does not necessarily require demanding high values.
Although a small proportion of individuals who can afford to
have high aspirations can achieve high-quality matches, even
indiscriminate searchers can achieve satisfying results by exploiting their social environment.

Discussion
Through a series of competitive mate search simulations, we
found that strategies with high demands do not necessarily
yield higher outcomes in terms of multiple performance criteria. Instead, we have shown that a very simple strategy that
is maximally flexible can exploit those high-demand strategies. This suggests that in some settings, it may be smarter
for searchers to put lower bounds on their aspirations (as in
Simon’s (1956) notion of satisficing) than to increase their
demands (maximize desired criteria).
The benefactor of the clash of demands in this search setting was the seemingly naı̈ve speed strategy, which is arguably one of the simplest possible mate choice heuristics. It
appears to win out over its more complex competitor strategies because it can exploit the efforts of the others, relying
on its selected partner (following another strategy) to ensure
a high level of quality or harmony.
To test the generality of our findings, we conducted simulations with a relative quality strategy that defines its demands on a partner’s value in relation to its perceived own
0 , choosing potential partners with some distance
value Vown
to itself. We also explored a harmony-seeking strategy with
0
fully accurate knowledge of Vown
(i.e., ε = 0) and populations with normally distributed mate values (with a mean of
Vown = 50 and SD = 20). All variations produced the same
basic pattern of results, again demonstrating the robust advantage of the simple speed strategy.
Removing the assumption of known mate values (and requiring to learn this value instead) would only make the quality and harmony strategies do worse. Similarly, slowing down
the speed strategy (by using p(offer) < 1) would allow other
strategies to win more often, but would not change the basic
relationship we found. Interesting directions in which we are
extending this work include:
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• Expanding the set of competing strategies to include
threshold-learning mechanisms that perform initial exploration of the range of potential mates before making offers.
• Letting individual agents switch strategies, e.g., when no
mate has been found after some time of search.
• Allowing the possibility of separation (divorce), rather than
assuming permanent matches. This may dampen the role
of the time factor, as mates of different mate values may
become available at various times.
• Adding multiple dimensions on which mate choices are
based, rather than just a single value. More complex strategies with thresholds on multiple criteria would lead to more
unpredictable outcomes at the population level, further necessitating a simulation approach.
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and ambiguous context. Computational models of crosssituational learning have helped shed light on how various
factors affect the timecourse of word learning (e.g., Frank et
al., 2007; Yu & Ballard, 2008; Fazly et al., 2010b). However, to our knowledge, there are no computational models of
word learning in context demonstrating the effects of possible
factors that contribute to late talking.
We address this gap here by exploring the relation between an attentional factor and the phenomenon of late talking within a computational model of cross-situational word
learning. It has been observed that children’s joint attention
skills—which underlie their ability to focus on the intended
meaning for a word—develop over time (Mundy et al., 2007).
However, our computational model as previously formulated
(Fazly et al., 2010a) failed to capture the developmental increase in ability to appropriately attend to what is being talked
about. Here, we extend the model with an attentional mechanism that improves over time, and show how it can be varied
in computational experiments, corresponding to simulations
of normally-developing children and LTs. We examine the
impact of the model’s differing attentional abilities, both on
the timecourse of vocabulary acquisition, and on the properties of the learned knowledge. In comparing the different
instantiations of the model, we find that a model with weaker
attentional abilities, like LTs, shows a delayed and slower vocabulary growth, as well as less semantic connectivity among
the words it has encountered. We also investigate whether the
attentional factor we explore may underlie behaviour relevant
to the observed subgroups of late talkers: those who eventually catch up, and those who are more likely to permanently
stay on a slower path of learning.

Late talkers (LTs)—children who show a marked delay in vocabulary learning—are at risk for Specific Language Impairment (SLI), and much research has focused on identifying factors contributing to this phenomenon. We use a computational
model of word learning to further shed light on these factors.
In particular, we show that variations in the attentional abilities of the computational learner can be used to model various
identified differences in LTs compared to normally-developing
children: delayed and slower vocabulary growth, greater difficulty in novel word learning, and decreased semantic connectedness among learned words.

Introduction
Learning word meanings is a key component of the language
acquisition process. While most children are very efficient
word learners, some show substantial delay. Late talkers
(LTs) are children at an early stage who are on a markedly
slower path of vocabulary learning, without evidence of any
specific cognitive deficits. Although many LTs eventually
catch up to their age-matched peers, some continue on a
slower path of learning, and at some point in development are
considered as exhibiting specific language impairment (SLI)
(Thal et al., 1997; Desmarais et al., 2008).
Early identification of children at risk for SLI is very important, since early intervention is key to alleviating its effects. Because late talking can be an early sign of SLI, many
psycholinguistic studies have attempted both to understand
its properties and to identify the factors that contribute to
it. Research has shown that LTs exhibit not only a delay
in vocabulary learning, but a slower learning rate as well
(e.g., Weismer & Evans, 2002). Moreover, the vocabulary of
LTs appears to exhibit less semantic connectivity than that of
normally-developing children (Beckage et al., 2010; Sheng
& McGregor, 2010). Numerous factors may contribute to
late talking, including environmental conditions, such as the
quantity or quality of the linguistic input (Paul & Elwood,
1991; Rowe, 2008), as well as cognitive properties of the
learner, such as differences in categorization skills, working
memory, or attentional abilities (Jones & Smith, 2005; Stokes
& Klee, 2009; Rescorla & Merrin, 1998).
Computational modeling is necessary for investigating precise proposals of how such a variety of complex environmental and/or cognitive factors can interact in the process of vocabulary learning. One key mechanism believed to help children hone in on the appropriate meaning of a word (given
an infinitely large number of possibilities) is cross-situational
learning (Quine, 1960). Children gradually glean the meaning of a word by attending to the common elements of the
meaning across its various usages, each occurring in a noisy

Overview of the Computational Model
Model Input and Output
The input to our word learning model consists of a sequence
of utterance–scene pairs that link an observed scene (what the
child perceives) to the utterance that describes it (what the
child hears). We represent each utterance as a set of words
(with no order information), and the corresponding scene as
a set of semantic features, e.g.:
Utterance: { anne, broke, the, box }
Scene: { PERSON, ANNE, TOUCH, CHANGE, SUDDENNESS,
DETERMINER , IS - SOLID , MADE - OF - WOOD , · · · }

Given a corpus of such utterance–scene pairs, our model
learns the meaning of each word w as a probability distribution, p(.|w), over all possible semantic features: p( f |w) is the
probability of feature f being part of the meaning of word w.
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Modeling Changes in Attention over Time

Initially, since all features are equally likely for each word,
the model assumes a uniform distribution for p(.|w). Over
time, this probability is adjusted in response to the crosssituational evidence in the corpus.

The model as presented above does not address the findings that children’s attentional skills develop over time (e.g.,
Mundy et al., 2007). In particular, we assume that a child at
earlier stages of cross-situational learning will consider that
a word may be associated with some irrelevant semantic features, and that gradually, she will attend more and more to
only the relevant features for the word. However, the input to
our model consists of the words of an utterance paired with
only semantic features that are relevant to those words. Thus
to reflect a less-developed attentional mechanism, our model
must be made to give some weight to unobserved word–
feature pairs.
In fact, the model does provide for such a mechanism.
The function λ(t) in Eqn. (3) determines how much of the
probability mass of p( f |w) is allocated to unseen word–
feature co-occurrences, and thus conversely, reflects the degree to which the model attends to the (relevant) observed
co-occurrences. In the original model of Fazly et al. (2010a),
however, λ was a very small constant, assuming a highly
competent (and unchanging) attentional mechanism in place
even in early stages of word learning. Here we have modified the model so that λ is a function of time, in order to
simulate a learner whose ability to attend to relevant word–
feature co-occurrences improves with age. Specifically, early
on the model should give significant weight to unobserved
word–feature pairs, reflecting immature attentional skills, but
over time this weight should decrease, reflecting improved
attentional processes that can appropriately focus on the observed word–feature pairs. This type of development can be
achieved by devising λ as an inverse function of time: it starts
reasonably large (allocating more probability mass to unseen
word–feature pairs), and gradually decreases (increasing the
probability mass assigned to observed pairs).

Learning Algorithm
Our model gradually learns the meanings of words through
a bootstrapping interaction between two types of probabilistic knowledge. Given an utterance–scene input received at
time t, It =(Ut , St ), the model first calculates an alignment
probability at (w| f ) for each w ∈ Ut and each f ∈ St , that captures how likely w and f are associated in It . This calculation
uses the meaning probabilities learned up to time t − 1, i.e.,
p(t−1) (f |w), as described in Step 1 below. The model then
revises the meaning of the words in Ut by incorporating evidence from the alignment probabilities at , as in Step 2 below.
This process is repeated for all input pairs It , one at a time.
Step 1: Calculating the alignment probabilities. We exploit the cross-situational learning assumption that words and
features that have been associated in prior observations are
more likely to be associated in the current input pair. Since
the meaning probability, p(t−1) (f |w) (the probability of f being a meaning element of w), captures this prior strength of
association, the higher this probability, the more likely it is
that w is aligned with f in It . In other words, at (w| f ) is proportional to p(t−1) (f |w). We normalize this probability over
all word–feature pairs for that feature f in the current input
in order to capture the relative strength of association of w
with f among the current possible alignments. Specifically,
we use a smoothed version of the following formula:
at (w|f ) =

p(t−1) (f |w)

∑
0

p(t−1) (f |w0 )

(1)

w ∈Ut

Step 2: Updating the word meanings. We next need to update the probabilities p(t) (f |w) based on the evidence from the
current alignment probabilities. For each w ∈ Ut and f ∈ St ,
we add the current alignment probability for w and f to the
accumulated evidence from prior co-occurrences of w and f .
We summarize this cross-situational evidence in the form of
an association score, which is updated incrementally:
assoc(t) (w, f ) = assoc(t−1) (w, f ) + at (w| f )

Modeling Normal and Late-talking Learners
The literature provides evidence for individual differences in
the development of the ability of a learner to respond to joint
attention (Morales et al., 2000). In particular, late-talking
children exhibit difficulty in using communicative cues and
in initiating joint attention with their partner (Paul & Shiffer, 1991; Rescorla & Merrin, 1998). Varying the λ function
provides a way for our model to simulate such individual differences, by manipulating the rate of decrease in λ as a function of t. We assume that a “normal” learner’s attentional
abilities develop fairly quickly over time, modeled by a λ(t)
that decreases relatively rapidly (while still providing some
allowance for unseen word–feature pairs). In contrast, for a
late-talking learner, λ(t) should decrease less rapidly. Thus
we adopt this simple formulation:

(2)

where assoc(t−1) (w, m) is zero if w and f have not cooccurred prior to t. The association score of w and f is basically a weighted sum of their co-occurrence counts.
The model then uses these association scores to update the
meaning of the words in the current input:
assoc(t) (f , w) + λ(t)

p(t) (f |w) =

∑

assoc(t) (fj , w) + β × λ(t)

(3)

λ(t) =

fj ∈M

where M is the set of all features encountered prior to or at
time t, β is the expected number of distinct features, and λ(t)
is a smoothing factor, discussed in the next section.

1
, 0<c≤1
1 + tc

(4)

where the value of c determines the rate at which λ decreases
over time, and hence determines the type of the learner.
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box: { IS - SQUARE:0.82, IS - SOLID:0.77, MADE - OF - WOOD:0.62,
SIZE :0.4, MADE - OF - CHINA :0.18, HAS - LEGS :0.13,
HAS - LEAVES :0.08, FLIES :0.03, · · · }
Figure 1: Sample sensory-motor features & their ratings for box.

Experimental Setup
Input Utterance–Scene Pairs
The training data for our model consists of a sequence of utterances, each paired with a set of semantic features as the
scene representation. The utterances are extracted from the
Manchester corpus (Theakston et al., 2001, from CHILDES
MacWhinney, 2000), transcripts of conversations with 12
British children between the ages of 1;8 and 3;0. We use the
child-directed speech (CDS) only, and lemmatize the words.
The data from half of the children is used as development
data, and the rest for our final experiments.
Because a manually-annotated semantic representation is
not available for any such large corpus of CDS, we automatically generate a scene representation for each utterance. To
do so, we create an input-generation lexicon which contains
the “true” meaning t(w) for each word w in our two semantic
resources.1 Each t(w) is a vector over all possible semantic
features. For adjectives and closed class words, each feature
(taken from Harm, 2002) has value 1 in t(w) if it is part of
the meaning of the word, and 0 otherwise. For nouns and
verbs, each feature (taken from Howell et al., 2005) has a
value (between 0 and 1) derived from the relevancy ratings
of 98 sensory-motor features for 352 nouns, and of 85 features for 91 verbs; see Figure 1 for an example. We then use
t(w) to probabilistically generate the set of observed semantic features for each word w in an utterance U. The scene
representation is the union of this set of features for all w in
U. For each word, we probabilistically sample the features in
proportion to their value—i.e., features rated as more relevant
to a word are more likely to appear in the scene representation
when that word is used. We take this probabilistic approach
to more realistically reflect the noise and uncertainty in the
input, as well as the uncertainty of a child in determining the
relevant meaning elements in a scene.

Figure 2: Proportion of noun/verb word types learned.
ferent values for c: c = 1 yields a model, ND, corresponding to a normally-developing child; c = 0.5 yields a model,
LT.5 , corresponding to a late talker with less severe difficulties; and c = 0.25 yields a model, LT.25 , corresponding to a
late talker with more severe difficulties. (These values were
chosen based on behaviour on development data; all models with c < 1 showed some degradation in learning performance.) We experiment with two versions of the LT settings
to explore whether we can model two different types of LTs—
those that eventually catch up to their normally-developing
peers, and those that fail to do so.

Experimental Results
As mentioned in the Introduction, several key behaviours
have been observed regarding the learning of word meanings by LTs in comparison with their age-matched peers.
First, LTs have both delayed vocabulary learning and a slower
learning rate; while some LTs catch up to their peers, others
do not. Second, LTs have more difficulty in learning novel
words in an experimental setting. Third, the learned words of
LTs seem to have less strong semantic connectedness among
them. Here, we present three corresponding sets of experiments demonstrating that variation in the attention parameter
in our model, reflected in the ND, LT.5 , and LT.25 learners,
can lead to each of these behaviours observed in children.

Evaluating the Learned Meanings
To measure how well the model has learned the meaning of
a word w, we compare its learned meaning, l(w) (a vector
corresponding to the probability distribution p(.|w)), to its
true meaning, t(w) (a vector as described above). We calculate their similarity, sim(l(w), t(w)), using a simple vector
distance measure, cosine. The higher the value of sim, the
closer the learned meaning l(w) is to the true meaning t(w),
and the better the meaning of w is learned.

Patterns of Learning in the Models
LTs have a vocabulary size substantially below typical children at the same age. LTs not only show delayed development, but a different rate of vocabulary learning—i.e., they do
not just start later, but learn more slowly (e.g., see Beckage
et al., 2010, Figure 2). To see whether our LT learners differ from our ND learner in a similar way, we train each
learner on 76K utterances, and look at how the proportion of
learned words, out of all words the model has been exposed
to, changes over time. We restrict our attention here to nouns
and verbs, since we believe their semantic representation is
more elaborated (and thus more realistic).
The vocabulary growth plots of the three learners, depicted
in Figure 2, show interesting differences in accord with the

Model Parameters
Recall that c in Eqn. (4) determines the level of learner’s attentional abilities. In our experiments, we compare three dif1 We

also add about 50 high-frequency words, mostly pronouns
and proper nouns, with simple semantic features. Utterances containing words not found in either of the two resources, or our additional word list, are removed from the input.
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patterns seen in children. First, the two LT models not only
lag behind the ND model with respect to the onset of word
learning, but also show a different rate and pattern of vocabulary learning (a very marked difference in the LT.25 case).
Whereas ND shows a sharp increase in the rate of vocabulary
learning early on — 60% of words are learned by the time the
model has received about 150 words — the two LT learners
exhibit a slower and more gradual growth rate. In addition,
the two LT models differ from each other. As is observed
in children, some learners (as with LT.5 ) who start off slow
catch up in vocabulary learning, while others (as with LT.25 )
continue indefinitely to lag behind their age-matched peers.
This distinction is important to understand more fully, since
the latter are at risk for SLI.
Figure 3: Average Comp probabilities of learners over time.

Novel Word Learning Experiments

this forced-choice task:

To understand how the vocabulary learning process of LTs
differs from that of typical children, psycholinguists test the
performance of the two groups in a contrived novel word
learning situation: An experimenter first introduces a novel
word and its novel referent to the child, and then examines
the child’s knowledge of the target (novel) word through explicit tests of comprehension and/or production.
Here, we simulate a simplified version of the novel word
learning experiment of Weismer and Evans (2002). First, we
train the model on some number of corpus inputs, simulating
a child’s normal word learning experience. We then introduce a novel noun to the model in several teaching trials as
follows: As our novel noun, we randomly pick a noun that
has not occurred in the training utterances. To simulate use
of the novel noun in natural utterances, we add the noun to
an actual (as yet unseen) utterance from the corpus, and add
its probabilistically-generated meaning to the corresponding
scene. We train our ND and LT learners on N such teaching
utterance–scene pairs as usual.
To examine the novel word learning ability of each learner,
we repeat the above process for 106 novel nouns, for N =
3 teaching trials, and for different amounts of prior training
utterances (here, 10K, 30K, or 60K), and test as follows.

Comp(wN ) = P(t(wN )|wN ))
sim(l(wN ),t(wN ))
=
∑w0 ∈{wN ,wF } sim(l(wN ),t(w0 ))

(5)

To ensure that wF is familiar to the model, we select it from
nouns with a minimum frequency of 5.
Production. The production test evaluates the ability of a
learner to produce a recently-taught novel word when presented with the corresponding novel object. We calculate the
probability that a learner produces the target novel noun wN
given its true meaning t(wN ), as in:
Prod(wN ) = P(wN |t(wN ))
sim(l(wN ),t(wN ))
=
∑w0 ∈W sim(l(w0 ),t(wN ))

(6)

where W is the set of all words that we assume the model
could produce in response to t(wN ). Here W consists of all
words with a minimum frequency of 3.2 Given the above
formulation, the production probability of a word is high if:
(i) the learned meaning of the word and its true meaning are
sufficiently similar; and (ii) this similarity is much higher than
the similarity between the target object and the learned meaning of the other words.

Comprehension. To test comprehension of a recentlytaught novel word, the experimenter asks the child to find the
referent of the novel word, when presented with the novel
object along with one or more familiar objects. Note that in
our computational experimental setting, the “object” corresponding to a word is its true meaning, t(w) (i.e., there is no
distinction between the true meaning of a word and a referent
corresponding to that meaning). We pair each novel object
t(wN ) with one familiar object t(wF ), and calculate the likelihood of selecting each of these in response to wN as the
stimulus. Specifically, we test whether the model’s learned
representation of the meaning of the novel noun, l(wN ), is
closer to the true meaning of the novel noun, t(wN ), or that
of the familiar noun, t(wF ). We use the Shepard-Luce rule
(Shepard, 1957; Luce, 1959), to calculate the probability of
choosing the novel object in response to the novel word in

Analysis of the Results. The Comp and Prod probabilities of the three learners, averaged over the 106 novel test
words, are given in Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively. Similar to what Weismer and Evans (2002) reported, here we
can see that ND performs significantly better than LT.25 in
the comprehension test, at all three stages of learning (t-test:
p  0.01). In contrast, we observe a significant difference between the comprehension performance of LT.5 and that of ND
only at early stages (after processing 10K and 30K utterances;
p < 0.01), again suggesting that LT.5 may represent a group
of learners who start off late, but eventually catch up to their
2 We
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use the frequency of the novel word as this threshold.

Figure 4: Average Prod probabilities of learners over time.

Figure 5: Semantic connectivity scores of learners over time.

normal peers. In the production test, ND performs significantly better than both LTs during all the stages of learning;
however, the difference between ND and LT0.5 is decreasing
over time.
One issue should be noted here: The production scores of
all learners decrease over time. This happens because at later
stages the learners know more words, many of which are semantically related (such as cat, dog, lion, etc.). Thus, the denominator in Eqn. (6) increases over time due to encountering
more words that are semantically similar to the target word
(to be produced), and this results in lower production probabilities. Future work will need to consider alternative probabilistic formulations of production, and explore the degree
to which our particular meaning representation contributes to
the observed effect.

ference).
For each learner, we build a semantic network as follows:
We connect each word to all other words the learner has
encountered during training, weighting each connection by
the similarity between the learned meanings of the connected
words. We expect the semantic networks of the two normal
learners (the age-matched, AM, and the vocabulary-matched,
VM) to be more connected compared to the two LT learners.
We calculate a semantic connectivity score for each learner
by comparing the connectivity of the nouns in its network to
that of nouns in a gold-standard network formed analogously
using the true meanings of words. (As in other experiments,
here we focus on nouns because of their more elaborate semantic representation.) We represent the connection weights
of each noun in a network as a vector, and measure the similarity of the noun’s connections in a learned network and in
the gold-standard network using cosine over the two corresponding vectors. The average of these vector similarities
over all nouns is taken as the semantic connectivity score of
the target learned network.
Figure 5 shows the connectivity scores for the four learners
trained on different amounts of input. The results show that,
in line with the findings of Beckage et al. (2010), both AM
and VM learners have more semantic connectivity in their
learned knowledge of nouns compared to both LTs (all differences are statistically significant; p  0.01). Once again,
LT.5 seems to be catching up to the ND learners: The semantic connectivity of LT.5 is getting closer to that of AM at the
latest stage of learning.

Semantic Organization Experiments
Late talkers have been shown to not only learn more slowly
than their age-matched normally developing children, but
also to be learning differently (e.g., Beckage et al., 2010;
Sheng & McGregor, 2010; Jones & Smith, 2005). In particular, Beckage et al. (2010) examine the vocabulary of several
late talking and normally developing children, and show that
the learned words of late talkers are less semantically connected than those of normally developing children.
Recall that in our input representation, features are generated probabilistically to reflect the noise and uncertainty in
the input and/or the uncertainty of a child’s perception of
the relevant meanings for a word. Moreover, in our model,
the weaker attentional abilities of our LT learners (especially
LT.25 ) requires them to observe a word–feature pair more
times in order to learn that association. This can lead to
(some) semantic features of the word being less well learned.
The more sparsely learned features may then lead to less semantic connectivity among the words. Here, we compare
the “semantic organization” of nouns for our two LT learners, with those of two normally-developing learners: an agematched ND (trained on the same number of utterances as the
two LTs), and a vocabulary-matched (younger) ND (trained
on a proportion of these utterances to account for the age dif-

Conclusions
There are several possible explanations behind language deficiencies in late talkers, such as inadequacies in their general
cognitive abilities (e.g., attention, categorization, and memory skills), or in the quality and quantity of their linguistic input. Here, we have focused on modeling variations in
the development of attentional abilities in normal and latetalking children. Specifically, we have incorporated an attention mechanism into an existing model of learning word
meanings in context, enabling us to model both a learner’s
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cognitive development over time, as well as some individual
differences among learners in lexical development.
Results of our experiments comparing late-talking (LT) and
normally-developing (ND) learners are compatible with the
psycholinguistic findings: Compared to our ND model, the
LT model with severe difficulties (LT.25 ) exhibits marked delay in the onset of vocabulary learning, performs significantly
worse in learning novel words, and has less strong semantic
connections among its learned words. In contrast, the LT.5
learner (with less severe difficulties) is significantly different from ND only at earlier stages of development, reflecting
some normal degree of variation in vocabulary learning.
The model presented here has the potential for studying
many more issues pertaining to normal versus impaired lexical development. One important issue that needs further investigation is the (possibly differential) effect of the linguistic input on lexical development in ND and LT children. In
fact, our probabilistic input generation method enables us to
vary the input quality, possibly corresponding to the use of
social cues or some other attentional mechanism children use
to hone in on relevant word–meaning associations.
Another future direction is to further examine the effect of
semantic connectedness among words in their acquisition, in
both ND and LT children. Late talkers have been shown to
do worse in explicit word association tasks (Sheng & McGregor, 2010), as well as in recognizing abstract categories
(e.g., Jones & Smith, 2005). By adding explicit categorization abilities to our model (e.g., as in Alishahi & Fazly, 2010)
we can further investigate the differences of our various learners, both in capturing the semantic connections among words,
and in using these connections to bootstrap word learning.
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Asymmetry and Similarity Phenomena in Backwards Masking
Experiments Suggest Internal Reconstruction.
Tsvi Achler
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Abstract: How the brain processes pattern mixtures is not well understood. The prevailing views are 1) that difficult
tasks are processed in serial, and easy tasks in parallel 2) in fast image presentations with effective masking leaves
little time for re-entrant neural dynamics other than feed-forward, excluding the possibility of top-down processing.
We hypothesize that to process pattern mixtures, the brain creates an internal copy which we call reconstruction. This
reconstruction process displays difficulty with similarity and asymmetry effects. Our model predicts that Similarity
and asymmetry effects should also occur with fast backwards masking 1) indicating neither a strictly parallel nor
serial structure 2) suggests that top-down reconstruction occurs even with fast masks because the brain is processing
the target and mask as a mixture.
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Abstract

computational research has focussed on small domains (typically containing less than 10 objects) in situations that were
simple enough that speakers and hearers could be guaranteed
to have the same information concerning the properties of the
objects in the domain. Mismatches in information are therefore seldom addressed in GRE. This has arguably limited the
interest and usefulness of these algorithms, because reference
in daily life tends to be very different, involving large domains, about which different people have different information. A notable exception to this tradition is the work of Siddharthan & Copestake (2004) whose algorithm was designed
to work in open domains.

This paper seeks to fill a gap in existing computational models of the production of referring expressions, by addressing
situations in which speakers have difficulty assessing what information is available to their audience. The paper describes
a two-part experiment where speakers were given the name of
a famous person and had to create a description that would
enable a hearer to identify the person, and hearers used the
created descriptions to guess the name of the described person. The experiment compares how confident hearers are that
they have identified the referent and how well speakers can estimate this confidence. The results of the experiment suggest
that speakers do not overestimate hearers’ confidence as the
psycholinguistic literature had led us to expect.
Keywords: Audience Design; Mutual Knowledge; Reference;
Definite Descriptions; GRE

The aim of the present study was to investigate reference in
a situation where mismatches of information between speakers and hearers are normal and natural. Instead of focussing
on small artificial situations (as is common in both abovementioned research traditions), we focussed on large domains
that are not directly observed, but remembered. More specifically, we chose to focus on situations where speakers had
to describe famous people to hearers whom they did not personally know. A similar domain has been used by Nenkova,
Siddharthan & McKeown (2005) to infer the cognitive status of a referent. Since these famous people are not directly
observed during the experiment, their properties can only be
remembered from past experience, and this introduces differences of information between speakers or hearers. We wanted
to know how referential behaviour is affected by these differences.

Introduction
Reference production has been investigated in two different research traditions: the psycholinguistic tradition and the
computational-linguistics tradition.
Existing psycholinguistic research on reference has often
focussed on mismatches of information between speakers and
hearers. Researchers in this tradition have asked, for example, how well speakers and hearers are able to take such
mismatches into account when they produce or interpret referring expressions (Horton & Keysar, 1996; Keysar, Barr,
Balin, & Brauner, 2000; Lane, Groisman, & Ferreira, 2006).
They have typically done this by putting speakers and hearers
in small and cleverly constructed artificial situations, where
there are things that speakers can observe, but hearers cannot
(or the other way round). The artificiality of these situations
has caused some researchers to question the validity of this
research (Brown-Schmidt, 2009; Brennan & Hanna, 2009).
Nonetheless, the results are extremely interesting and have
led to an ongoing debate about the extent to which speakers “design” their utterances to maximise utility for their audience (Krauss & Fussell, 1991; Fussell & Krauss, 1992;
Hanna, Tanenhaus, & Trueswell, 2003). The expression audience design (also, perspective taking) is associated with this
issue.
Existing computational research on the generation of referring expressions (GRE) has thrived in recent years (Dale
& Reiter, 1995; Nenkova, Siddharthan, & McKeown, 2005;
Horacek, 2006; Mitchell, van Deemter, & Reiter, 2010). This

The results of our experiment will inform algorithms that
are able to describe people in a way that is likely to benefit
hearers. (See our section on Algorithm Implications) Algorithms of this kind can help readers to digest the news, for
example: the hearer clicks on a proper name (e.g., “Julian
Assange”), whereupon the system responds with a description (e.g., “The founder of Wikileaks”, or “A former journalist currently awaiting trial on charges of sexual misconduct”).
This should help the hearer to know who the proper name
refers to. The usefulness of such algorithms along with an
example of such a system is also described in Radev & McKeown (1998).
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Audience Design

Experiment Design

Grice’s maxim of quantity states that speakers should make
their contribution as informative as is required but should
not include more information than is required. Several researchers have pointed out that this kind of contribution requires the speaker to take the perspective of the hearer into
account (Krauss & Fussell, 1991; Nickerson, 1999). As has
been noted, one of the requirements of taking other’s perspectives is to estimate other’s knowledge relevant to the conversation (Clark & Marshall, 1981; Krauss & Fussell, 1991;
Fussell & Krauss, 1992; Horton & Keysar, 1996).
Fussell & Krauss (1992) report experiments that focus on
referring expressions and audience design. In their first experiment, participants were presented with pictures of men
prominent in business, politics, or entertainment. The participants were asked to rate how identifiable the stimulus person
was on a 7-point scale (from not identifiable to very identifiable) for themselves and for other students. The participants
were also asked to provide the name of the stimulus person if
they knew it. The identifiability of stimuli was defined as the
likelihood of knowing the stimulus person’s name. The experiment showed that the participants could judge reasonably
well the knowledge of others. The data also showed a bias in
the direction of the participants’ knowledge. In other words,
when a participant knew the name of the target person, he or
she believed that a higher proportion of people than in reality
would know the name. Similarly, when the participant did
not know the name of the target person, he or she believed
that a smaller proportion of people would know the person’s
name. A similar pattern emerged from another experiment,
where participants were estimating the proportion of students
knowing a name of an everyday object. “Even items that were
identified by 10% or less of the subjects were estimated by
those who knew its name to be identifiable to 40-80% of the
population” (Fussell & Krauss, 1992).
Another line of research has shown that speakers tend to
overestimate the effectiveness of their communication. For
example, Keysar & Henly (2002) presented speakers with
ambiguous sentences, explained the ambiguity to the speakers and asked them to read such sentences to hearers. The
experimenters were hoping that the speakers would try to disambiguate the sentence meaning using prosody whenever that
was possible. The speaker was then asked to assess the hearers understanding. Similarly, the hearer was asked to select
which meaning he or she believed the speaker intended, and
indicate his or her certainty on a 5-point scale (1 = very uncertain, 5 = very certain). The results showed that speakers
overestimate their ability to disambiguate (i.e., their estimate
of a hearer’s certainty was higher than the speaker’s actual
certainty). Both speakers’ overestimate of hearers’ knowledge and speakers’ overestimate of their effectiveness motivate our hypothesis:

The experiment was conducted online. Participants were presented with a website that described the experiment setup and
the two available tasks. Although we did not anticipate an influence of one task on the other one, participants were asked
to avoid doing both tasks or indicate in the comments which
task they had done first. Only the data from the first task attempted by a participant were then used in the analysis.
The first task was describing famous people and the second
task was guessing the name of a famous person given a description of such a person. In each of the tasks we collected
the description or the guessed name and asked the participants
to rate to what extent they agree with 3 additional statements.
For each of the presented statements participants could select
one of the following agreement options:

H1 Speakers are more confident that the hearers will identify
the referent given their description than hearers.

•
•
•
•
•

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Each of the tasks allowed for any additional comments.
The website also provided an introduction that informed the
participant about the nature of the tasks and what kind of descriptions we were interested in. In particular, we required
participants to provide a description of a famous person that
would enable “a general reader” to identify the person given
the description.

Describing
Each participant (speaker) in the description task was presented with the name of a famous person. The participant
could skip the person if he or she was not comfortable with
creating a description for the particular person (e.g., did not
know the person). When the participant decided to write a
description for the presented person, he or she also addressed
the following three statements:
Sa I think a general reader will know who I mean
Sb I know several people of that description
Sc I am sure about the facts in my description

Naming
Each participant (hearer) in the naming task was presented
with a description of a famous person. The participant could
skip the description if he or she did not want to guess the
name of the person. When the participant decided to guess
the name of the described person, he or she also addressed
the following three statements:
Ha I am sure I know who this description refers to
Hb I am sure the name I provided is correct
Hc I am sure about the facts in the description
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The reason for having two very similar questions, Ha and
Hb , was to address the tip-of-the-tongue experience (Brown,
1991) where a person can not recall a particular name or a
word despite knowing it. Hb was not used in the analysis and
is not further discussed in this paper.

the descriptions produced (after all, if a speaker includes an
incorrect fact but believes it to be correct, his or her confidence in such fact can still be high.). This expectation was
borne out by our findings, as the following analysis shows:
Set A The median [quartiles] rating for speakers and hearers respectively are 5 [4, 5] and 4 [3, 5]. The ratings of certainty about the facts are significantly higher for the speakers
(Mann-Whitney U = 37353, n1 = 215, n2 = 261, p < 0.01
one-tailed). The graph in figure 1 below shows the percentages of answers corresponding to individual confidence levels.

Results
The experiment produced two related datasets; one with descriptions and one with names. Each dataset was cleaned by
removing non-native participants and descriptions that were
not seen by any hearer. Whenever participants performed
both tasks, only the data from the first task were used.
From the 34 native speakers (21 females, 12 males and one
not stated) only 29 native speakers (17 females, 11 males and
1 not stated) produced descriptions that were viewed by native hearers (11 males, 7 females). The total number of descriptions and corresponding name guesses were 215 and 261
respectively. The speakers produced on average 7.4 (sd 5.3)
descriptions and the hearers named on average 14.5 (sd 10.7)
descriptions.
One problem that emerged during the analysis was the
treatment of descriptions that were viewed but the hearer did
not guess the name of the famous person. We could either
discard the unsuccessful name guesses and the corresponding
descriptions or treat the unsuccessful name guesses as valid
guesses with the lowest rating (i.e., rating 1, see below) for
each of the statements. Both of the approaches seemed valid
so we analysed both sets.
The set that included the answers where the participant did
not guess the name of the described person was labeled A.
The set B contains only the answers where the hearer guessed
the name of the described person. The set A has 215 descriptions and 261 name guesses (hearers did not guess the name
of the described person in 47 cases) and set B has 180 descriptions and 214 names. The reduced number of descriptions in
set B is the result of removing descriptions where the hearers
did not guess the name of the described person. The hearers
incorrectly identified the referent 56 times (21%) in the set
A (this includes the cases where the hearer viewed a description but did not guess the name of the described person) and
9 times (4%) in the set B.
The agreement levels were converted into numerical values
to allow analysis. The levels strongly agree to strongly disagree were assigned values 5 to 1 where 5 denoted strongly
agree and 1 denoted strongly disagree. All calculations were
performed using the R statistical package (R Development
Core Team, 2010). We have used the Mann-Whitney U test
to accommodate for ordinal values and non-normal distributions.

Set B The median [quartiles] rating for speakers and hearers respectively are 5 [4, 5] and 5 [4, 5]. The ratings of certainty about the facts are significantly higher for the speakers
(Mann-Whitney U = 22495, n1 = 180, n2 = 214, p < 0.01
one-tailed). The graph in figure 2 shows the percentages of
answers corresponding to individual confidence levels.
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Figure 1: The figure shows the confidence in facts. The data
represents set A.
Having performed a number of sanity tests, we proceeded
to test our main hypothesis, H1.

H1 : Speakers are more confident that the hearers
will identify the referent given their description
than hearers
Set A The median [quartiles] rating for speakers and hearers respectively are 4 [4, 5] and 5 [3, 5]. The confidence of
correct identification of the referent estimated by the speakers is not significantly bigger than the confidence of hearers
(Mann-Whitney U = 27426, n1 = 215, n2 = 261, p > 0.5
one-tailed). The graph in figure 3 shows the percentage of
answers.

Pre-hypothesis Tests
A number of pre-tests were performed to make sure that our
experiment was measuring what we intended it to measure.
Given the experimental setup, for example, one would expect
that a speaker is more confident about the truth of the facts in
the descriptions that he or she produces than hearers are about

Set B The median [quartiles] rating for speakers and hearers respectively are 4 [4, 5] and 5 [5, 5]. The confidence of
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Figure 2: The figure shows the confidence in facts. The data
represents set B.

Figure 3: The figure shows the confidence in the identification of the referent as estimated by speakers and as given by
hearers. The data represents set A

correct identification of the referent estimated by the speakers is not significantly bigger than the confidence of hearers
(Mann-Whitney U = 14748, n1 = 180, n2 = 214, p = 1 onetailed). The graph in figure 4 shows the percentage of answers.
The result for set B is interesting and it suggests that the
converse of the tested hypothesis might be true and that hearers are in fact more confident than speakers. One possible
reason for this result is the difference between the actual hearers and the fictitious hearers assumed by the speakers. The
speakers were instructed to assess how confident they are that
a general reader will identify the person whereas the participants for the experiment were recruited through the linguist
list, an email list for academics, who are likely to be more
knowledgeable than a general reader.
A second explanation for this seemingly contradictory result might be the difference in the task at hand and the
tasks used by other researchers. Participants in our experiment were estimating hearers’ confidence in identifying the
famous person. Participants in, for example, Fussell &
Krauss (1992) were estimating the percentage of population
that would recognise a famous person upon seeing that person
regardless of the confidence with which such identification
occurs. It thus might be the case that speakers overestimate
in one direction (e.g., estimating the commonality of a particular knowledge) and underestimate in other direction (e.g.,
confidence of identification).

ploy a mechanism that determines when to stop adding properties. This stop condition is usually triggered when only the
referent matches the description. Furthermore, many algorithms assume that the knowledge base contains only information known to the hearer or that the algorithm can determine whether hearer knows a particular fact and avoid the
inclusion of facts that are not known to the hearer.
A good example of this standard approach to GRE is the
Incremental Algorithm (IA) of Dale and Reiter (Dale & Reiter, 1995). Simplifying considerably, this algorithm operates
by addressing the various properties available to the generator
one by one, always including the property in the description
if it is true of the target referent and false of at least one other
object in the domain. The IA uses no backtracking and stops
once the target referent is the only domain object of which all
the properties included in the description hold true (or if there
are no properties left, in which case no referring expression
is generated). Additionally, the algorithm makes sure that the
description contains a property expressible as a noun; if no
such property is included by the mechanism outlined above,
one is added at the end of the algorithm. Although the IA
will often produce descriptions that are slightly longer than
logically necessary (i.e., they are not the shortest identifying
descriptions possible), the descriptions generated are always
very short. A good way to understand the IA is as a computationally tractable approximation of the idea of generating
the shortest identifying description possible (cf. the Gricean
maxim of Brevity, (Grice, 1975)). Other algorithms, such as
the Greedy Algorithm (Dale, 1992), can be seen in the same
light.
Given that our domain consisted of famous (i.e., widely
known) people, it might be thought that speakers and hearers
would mostly agree on the facts in the domain, but the dif-

Algorithm Implications
Traditionally, GRE algorithms take as an input the referent
and a description of the domain. The algorithm then determines which properties are true of the referent and composes
them into an expression that is true of the referent but not
of any other object in the domain. The algorithms also em-
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Given that most contemporary GRE algorithms favour
short descriptions and avoid information unknown to the
hearer, they are unable to produce the above mentioned successful descriptions. Engelhardt, Bailey & Ferreira (2006)
showed that hearers do not judge over-specified expressions
worse than concise ones and our hearers’ comments suggest
that such expressions can be beneficial. We propose that algorithms that generate referring expressions where the knowledge can not be assumed to be shared by the speaker and the
hearer should include additional information to allow hearers
to correctly identify the referent even if they differ over some
of the facts. If an incremental approach to GRE is chosen
(as in the IA of Dale and Reiter) It would also make sense
to let the algorithm inspect properties in order of their familiarity, instead of their discriminatory value (as in the Greedy
Algorithm). One computationally feasible way in which the
familiarity of a property might be assessed might be to link
this to the frequency of the property in a large corpus of text
(Sluis, Gatt, & van Deemter, 2007).
Our results have implications for algorithm testing as well.
Normally, GRE algorithms are tested by comparing their output to a corpus of human-produced descriptions (Passonneau,
2006; Jordan & Walker, 2005; Belz & Gatt, 2007). Normally
such a corpus includes descriptions by all speakers, regardless of their confidence. In situations like the ones we studied,
where human-generated descriptions are at risk of being misinterpreted, one possible approach is to compare the output of
the algorithms to the descriptions produced by speakers with
high confidence only. It seems reasonable to expect that this
will help hearers to identify the described referent, but this is
an assumption that would need to be tested.
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Figure 4: The figure shows the confidence in the identification of the referent as estimated by speakers and as given by
hearers. The data represents set B
ference in certainty between speakers and hearers about the
facts was statistically significant (statements Sc and Hc ). A
GRE algorithm for this domain will thus have to be robust
against differences in knowledge between speakers and hearers. What might seem to be an appropriate description for one
person might be unintelligible for another.
Closer examination of the comments offered by hearers
showed that they are very tolerant of the information speakers
provided. It seems that hearers can not only accept descriptions that contain additional information previously unknown
to hearers but also correctly interpret facts on which the hearers do not agree with the speakers. The text below shows
three examples where hearers were not certain about the facts
in the description but managed to correctly identify the referent. The lines S1, S2 and S3 show speaker produced descriptions and lines H1, H2 and H3 show comments left by hearers
who viewed the corresponding description.

Conclusion
This paper described a two-part experiment in which speakers
described famous people, and hearers attempted to guess the
name of the described persons from these descriptions. We
were interested in finding out how well speakers can judge
the success of their own descriptions, and how confident hearers are that they have identified the referent. We were also
interested in how confident speakers and hearers are about
the facts in the descriptions. The results did not confirm
that speakers overestimate the confidence with which hearers identify the referent (relevant statements Sa and Ha in the
Experiment Design section). The results suggests that hearers
are more confident about the correct identification of the referent than speakers estimate, but this would have to be tested
in a separate experiment. We also found that hearers are less
certain of the facts provided by the speakers (relevant statements Sc and Hc in section Experiment Design). We interpreted this as a disagreement between speakers’ and the hearers’ knowledge and we suggest that GRE algorithms should
take this disagreement into consideration.
The comments provided by hearers strongly indicate that
their identification can be successful even when hearers do
not agree with all of the facts in a description. The hearers

S1 This person is/was the inventor of the telephone.
H1 There is some dispute.
S2 This person is/was the Cambridge Professor of Theoretical
physics with Lou Gehrig’s disease.
H2 Didn’t know he had Lou Gehrig’s disease, just knew he had
some degenerative illness.
S3 This person was credited with the invention of the telephone. He was also interested in flight and assisting the
deaf.
H3 I’m just responding to the “telephone” prompt, basically. I
have no idea about the other info.
There were 14 cases where the hearer disagreed or strongly
disagreed with the facts provided in the description (statement
Hc ) but only in 3 out of 14 cases did hearers incorrectly identify the referent.
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successfully identified the described person in 11 out of 14
cases where they did not agree with the facts used in the description.
The main implications for the design of computational
models are the following. In domains where there is a possibility of mismatch between the knowledge of a speaker and
the knowledge of a hearer, the algorithms should generate descriptions that are robust enough to allow hearers to identify
the referent even in cases where such mismatch occurs. In
particular, we suggest that the GRE algorithms should intentionally over-specify the referring expressions in cases where
there is a risk of disagreement between the speaker’s and the
hearer’s knowledge.
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(Un)conscious Updating? Conscious and Unconscious Reward Cues
Can Affect Executive Control
Gaëlle Bustin
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Abstract: The present study investigates whether updating, an important function of executive control, can be
driven by unconscious reward cues. Participants had to memorize several numbers and update those numbers
independently according to a sequence of arithmetic operations. At the beginning of each trial, a reward (1 euro or
5 cents) was presented, either subliminally or supraliminally. Participants could earn the reward if they found the
correct response on the updating task. Results showed better performance when a high (conscious or unconscious)
reward was at sake compared to a low reward. This suggests that subliminal information can influence a component
process of executive control traditionally thought to require consciousness.
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The role of reliability in causal belief updating
William Jimenez-Leal
Universidad de los Andes

Christian Gaviria
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Miguel Uribe
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Abstract: There is not yet a clear agreement about the functional differences between the processing of mechanism
versus covariation information in causal judgments. It has been shown recently that causal belief updating does not
depend on the information’s origin but on the reliability of new information fed to the updating process (Perales,
Catena, Maldonado, & Candido, 2007; Perales, Shanks, & Lagnado, 2010). However, there are many aspects
that make new information ’reliable’. This study orthogonally manipulates two factors contributing to reliability,
information source and sample size, to determine how they interact with the origin of information when updating
causal beliefs that involve a high level of contingency. Results suggest that sample size is weighted more heavily
when causal beliefs are originally expressed with covariation information. Thus, reliability is better understood as
encompassing multiple factors that influence belief updating differently
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Abstract

is able to do something well in a reliable fashion. However,
as the well-known phenomenon of choking in sports
demonstrates, a player might fail to deliver because he
struggles with the external pressure imposed by high
expectations. Hence, high skill does not necessarily imply
good performance. Similarly, a low skilled person can
sometimes surprise with a very good performance. How do
considerations about skill and performance influence
people’s attributions of blame or credit and what cognitive
processes are likely to guide responsibility attributions in
these contexts?

This study investigates the influence of players’ performance
and level of skill on responsibility attributions in groups.
Participants act as external judges and evaluate the
performance of teams of differently skilled players who
compete in a darts game. The results show that both
performance and skill influence responsibility attributions.
Poor performance elicits high blame and low credit ratings
and vice versa for good performance. Responsibility
attributions to one player did not vary as a function of the
other player’s performance. The influence of skill on
responsibility attributions was asymmetric. While skilled
players were blamed more for losses than unskilled players,
credit ratings did not vary significantly as a function of skill.
This result is in line with people’s strong tendency to
spontaneously consider upwards counterfactual alternatives
for losses over downwards counterfactuals for wins.

Achievement Motivation: Ability and Effort
A rich literature in attribution research has been concerned
with analyzing the causal factors that are perceived to
influence an agent’s success or failure in achievement
related contexts (see e.g. Weiner, 1995). In one of the very
first studies, Weiner and Kukla (1970, Experiment 1)
presented scenarios in which they systematically varied the
ability and effort of hypothetical students paired with
different performance outcomes. For example, a student
could be described as having low ability, expended high
effort and achieved an excellent grade in their exam. Based
on this information, participants were asked to assign
reward or punishment to the students. Whether students
received punishment or reward was directly related to the
outcome of their exam whereby participants showed a
tendency to reward more than punish. Additionally,
participants’ responses were significantly influenced by
both ability and effort. Students who expended high effort
were rewarded more and punished less than students who
expended low effort. Furthermore, students with high ability
received more punishment and less reward compared to
students with low ability. Interestingly, whereas both able
and non-able students received the same reward for the best
possible outcome (an excellent exam), able students
received more punishment than non-able students for the
worst possible outcome (a clear failure in the exam).
Overall, however, reward and punishment were more
strongly influenced by differences in the expended effort
than ability of the students.
In order to explain this difference, controllability has been
identified as an important factor that dissociates effort from
ability (Weiner, 1995). In Alicke’s (2000) model of personal
control, a useful distinction is drawn between behavior
control and outcome control. Whereas how much effort we
expend is a behavior we have control over, we cannot
behaviorally control our ability at a given moment. How
much causal control a person has over an outcome,
however, depends to a large extent on the person’s ability

Keywords: responsibility attribution; counterfactual thinking;
control; skill.

Introduction
Consider you witness the following situation on a night out
in a pub. Three friends are playing darts and, to spice things
up, one of them offers the other two the following deal:
“Both of you throw at the same time. If one of you manages
to hit the dart in the center region, the next round of drinks
will be on me. However, if none of you hits the center,
you’ll have to pay for my next pint.”
You have seen from their previous play that one of the
players is very skilled. In fact, she managed to hit the center
region most of the time. The other player’s performance, in
contrast, was quite poor. He hardly ever managed to get the
dart in the center. How would you spread the blame if
neither of them managed to hit the center? Whom would
you credit more if both of them hit the center? This paper
investigates how people attribute responsibility between
multiple agents based on their underlying skill level and
actual performance.

Skill, Expectation and Control
The problem of how credit for a positive outcome or blame
for a negative outcome should be distributed across the
members of a group is encountered in many contexts – from
law, business and medicine, to heated dinner table debates
about team sports. Skill and performance are important
variables that potentially differentiate the individual agents
contributing to a joint effort and are hence likely to
influence credit and blame attributions. How skilled we
think a person is has a direct influence on what performance
we expect from her. Furthermore, skill is closely connected
to the notion of control. If a person is skilled it implies she
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(as well as her effort). As mentioned above, a person’s
outcome control increases with her skill. In this paper we
will primarily be interested in the effects that perceived
outcome control has on a person’s responsibility. The
degree to which a person possesses outcome control not
only depends on her capacities but also on counterfactual
considerations about whether the outcome would have been
different had she acted differently (Wells & Gavanski,
1989).

performance can be evaluated differently depending on the
group task and the performance of the other players. Their
paper provided the first empirical test of a structural model
of responsibility attribution developed by Chockler and
Halpern (2004). At the core of this model is a relaxed notion
of counterfactual dependence, according to which an event
can still be identified as a cause even if changing it would
not have made a difference to the outcome in the actual
situation. In their model, an individual agent’s responsibility
for a group’s outcome equals 1/(N+1), whereby N denotes
the minimal number of changes from the actual situation
that would have been necessary to generate a situation in
which that agent’s contribution would have made a
difference to the outcome. If no change is needed, the agent
receives a responsibility of 1. The more changes would have
been necessary to make a person’s contribution critical, the
more her responsibility decreases.
Consider, for example, our initial darts scenario. In order
for the two friends to win the bet, at least one of them needs
to hit the center region. In a situation in which both players
hit the center, their win is overdetermined. That is, the
outcome does not depend on either of the players’ individual
action and hence, a simple but for counterfactual analysis
would not identify either of them as a cause for the positive
outcome. Each player’s contribution would only have made
a difference to the outcome, if the other player had not hit
the center. Expressed in terms of the structural model of
responsibility attribution each person required one change
from the actual situation to be critical and should hence
receive a responsibility of 1/2. Thus, the model predicts that
a player’s credit should be reduced if the other player hit the
center as well.

Counterfactual Thinking and Causal Inference
Counterfactual thoughts are thoughts about alternative
events in the past and the hypothetical future outcomes they
would have resulted in. For example, if a student failed their
exam she might think about what she could have done
differently (e.g. study instead of going to the beach) so that
she would have passed the exam. Counterfactual thoughts
can be distinguished by their directionality of contrast.
Upward counterfactuals are comparisons of the actual world
with a somewhat better world and downward
counterfactuals involve the supposition of a worse world.
Several studies have shown that people are more likely to
spontaneously engage in upward counterfactual thinking
(e.g. Sanna & Turley, 1996). Downward counterfactuals, in
contrast, are endorsed comparatively rarely. Accordingly, an
outcome’s valence – or, more specifically, the affective state
motivated by the valence – is one of the main determinants
for the activation of the counterfactual thinking process
(Roese, 1997). Apart from an outcome’s valence, the degree
to which the outcome was to be expected has been identified
as a promoter for spontaneous causal (Kanazawa, 1992) and
counterfactual thoughts (Kahneman & Miller, 1986; Sanna
& Turley, 1996). The less an outcome was expected the
more likely were people to engage in causal or
counterfactual thinking.

Experiment
In order to assess how people attribute blame and credit in a
group setting as a function of the players’ underlying skill
and actual performance, we used the context of a game
show environment in which players participated in a team
challenge whose outcome affected their individual payoff.
The game was similar to an ordinary darts game (see Figure
1). It consisted of two phases: First, there was a practice
phase in which each player was given 20 practice shots.
Second, there was the crucial team challenge in which two
players were put together randomly to form a team. The
team won their challenge if at least one of the two players
managed to hit the dart in the center region. Participants
were told that the players differed in terms of how skilled
they were in the task. The practice shot patterns were used
to manipulate the players’ skill levels (see Materials).
The participant’s task was to indicate to what extent each
player was responsible for the team’s result. Participants
attributed blame to each player if the team lost and credit if
it won. They were informed that their ratings would affect
the player’s payoff. The more blame a player received for
the team’s loss, the more his payoff was reduced. The more
credit a player received for her team’s win, the more her
payoff was increased.

Counterfactuals and Responsibility
Several researchers have argued for the close relationship
between counterfactuals, causation and responsibility
attribution (Hilton & Slugoski, 1986; Shaver, 1985). In law,
the but for rule is a standard criterion for identifying a
person’s action as the cause-in-fact, which is a precondition
for the person to be held responsible for the negative event.
Accordingly, a person can only be held liable if the negative
event would not have come about but for his action. Wells
and Gavanski (1989) have demonstrated that counterfactual
alternatives indeed influence people’s ratings of causality. A
person was rated more causal for a negative outcome, if the
outcome could have been prevented had he acted
differently, compared to a situation in which the outcome
would have occurred even if he had acted differently.
In situations in which there are multiple people involved,
a person’s control over the outcome is not exclusively
determined by their own skill but also by the other people’s
abilities as well as the way in which the individual
contributions are combined to determine the outcome.
Gerstenberg and Lagnado (2010) have shown that the same
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outcome was overdetermined. Hence, a player should
receive less credit if the other player also hit the center as
compared to situations in which the other player missed.

Method
Participants 52 participants (31 female) were recruited
through the UCL subject pool and took part to receive
course credit points or for the chance of winning Amazon
vouchers worth £60 in total. The mean age was 23.9 (SD =
6.3).
Design The experiment employed a 3 (skill levels: both
players unskilled, both player skilled, one player skilled and
one player unskilled) x 9 (performance patterns: full
permutation of 32 possible shots (center, medium, outside
region) for pairs of players) within-subjects design (see
Figure 3). Given that the team wins if at least one of the
players hits the center region, this design resulted in 15
cases in which a team won and 12 cases in which they lost.
Materials Figure 2 shows an example for the practice shot
pattern of the unskilled player and the skilled player. A
prototype was generated for each skill level by sampling 20
data points from two centered independent Gaussian normal
distributions for the x-axis and y-axis. The skill was
manipulated by varying the variance of the distribution. For
the unskilled player pattern, 6 shots hit the center, 8 shots
the middle, and 6 shots the outside region. For the skilled
player, 15 shots hit the center, 4 shots the middle and 1 shot
the outside region. Hence, based on the practice pattern, the
unskilled player had a 30% chance and the skilled player
had a 75% chance of hitting the center. From the
prototypical skill patterns, we generated 27 patterns each by
independently rotating the individual shots around the
center. This procedure ensured that the practice patterns of
different players with the same skill level were matched
with respect to the most important characteristics. The
summed distance of the shots to the center as well as the
number of shots in the different regions was held constant.
Nevertheless, the practice patterns still looked different
between the players. The patterns of shots for the crucial
team challenge were created in a similar fashion. One
prototypical center, middle and outside ring shot was
created and randomly rotated for each pattern in the
experiment. Hence, the actual distance of a center, middle or

Figure 1. Screenshot of the game. Each player’s
performance in the practice is shown in the bottom
corners. The performance in the crucial team challenge
is shown in the center.
We hypothesized that both a player’s perceived outcome
control as well as the actual performance would influence
participants’ responsibility attributions. The control factor,
as manipulated through the player’s skill level, directly
influences the availability of counterfactual alternatives
(Girotto, Legrenzi & Rizzo 1991). If a skilled player missed
the center region, the alternative event in which she did hit
the center is highly available. Likewise, if an unskilled
player hits the center, the alternative event in which he
misses is readily available.
Given the prevalence of spontaneous upwards rather than
downwards counterfactuals, we expected the influence of
counterfactual alternatives to be stronger in the case of
outcomes with negative valence. Accordingly, the skilled
player would be blamed more for a loss than the unskilled
player. Since downward counterfactual thinking has rarely
been shown to occur spontaneously, we expected only a
small influence of the skill factor for outcomes with positive
valence.
Furthermore, we expected that participants’ blame and
credit ratings would vary as a function of actual
performance. Despite the fact that the rule of the game
employs a clear cut-off point in that it only matters whether
a player hits the center region or not, we expected that
blame ratings for losses would increase with an increased
distance of a shot from the center. For wins we expected
that players would receive most credit if they hit the center.
Furthermore, we expected that players would receive only
minimal credit if they did not hit the center and that credit
ratings would be higher the closer they were to the center.
Finally, taking the considerations of the structural model
of responsibility attribution into account, we expected that a
player’s responsibility rating would vary as a function of the
other player’s performance. More specifically, we expected
a player’s credit rating to be reduced for cases in which the

unskilled player

skilled player

Figure 2. Prototypical practice shot patterns for the
unskilled and skilled player.
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Figure 3. Mean credit and blame attributions (±SE)for the 27 patterns used in the experiment. White bars =
unskilled player, black bars = skilled player; c = shot in the center region, m = middle region, o = outside region.
outside shot was identical in each of the combinations.
Procedure The study was carried out online.1 At the
beginning of the experiment, participants were instructed
that they would take the role of a judge in a game show and
that their task will be to evaluate players’ performances. The
nature of the practice trials and the rules for the team
challenge were described as explained above. Participants
were told that the players in the game show differed with
respect to how skilled they were. As a manipulation check,
we showed them 3 patterns of practice shots after initial
instructions and asked them to indicate how skillful each of
the players was in the task. Participants used a slider for
each skill pattern ranging from -10 (very unskilled) to +10
(very skilled). The mean ratings for the unskilled player
were M = -3.1 (SD = 3.2), for the medium skilled player M
= 1.4 (SD = 2.5) and for the skilled player M = 6.1 (SD = 3).
In the main part of the experiment, only the patterns of the
unskilled and skilled player were used.
After the skill manipulation check, participants did one
practice trial in which the different components of the
screen were explained. By clicking on an ‘Info’ button
which remained on the screen throughout the experiment,
participants could always remind themselves of the most
important aspects of the task. After the practice trial,
participants answered a series of 4 forced choice
comprehension check questions. On average, participants
answered 75% of the questions correctly. After having given
an answer, the correct solution was displayed. Participants
then proceeded to the main stage of the experiment, in
which they evaluated the performance of 27 teams of
different players. They always saw each player’s
performance in the practice trials first and then the result in
the team challenge was revealed. If one of the two players

hit the center region, the team won the challenge, otherwise
they lost. Participants were informed about the result of the
challenge at the top of the screen. To identify the different
players, their shots were colored differently. If the team won
the challenge, participants attributed credit to each player. If
the team lost the challenge, participants attributed blame.
The sliders ranged from 0 (‘none) to 10 (‘high’).
At the end of the experiment, participants saw the practice
patterns and shots in the team challenge for 4 individual
players sequentially. Two players were skilled and two
players were unskilled. For each of the skill levels, one of
the players hit the center and one of the players hit the
outside ring. For each of the 4 patterns, participants were
asked to indicate how much the following factors influenced
the player’s result on the final test shot. The factors were:
‘The player’s skill level’, ‘The player’s effort’, ‘The
pressure of the situation’, ‘Chance’ and ‘The intention to
perform this shot’. Participants made their ratings on
separate sliders ranging from 0 (‘not at all’) to 10 (‘very
much’). This final stage was used to gain insight into how
participants might explain the different results based on the
factors provided. Finally, participants were asked to provide
their age and gender.

Results
For all statistical tests, we have adopted a significance
criterion of p < .05. Blame ratings for losses and credit
ratings for wins were analyzed separately.
Figure 3 shows the mean credit and blame attributions for
the 27 different patterns used in the main stage of the
experiment. The first row shows situations in which both
players were unskilled, the second row in which they were
both skilled and the third row shows the results for the
mixed challenges. We analyze, in turn, the effects of actual
performance and underlying level of skill on responsibility
attributions.

1

A demo of the experiment can be accessed here:
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/lagnado-lab/research.html
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Figure 4. Individual differences in the effect of skill on
blame/credit attributions. Positive values = skilled player
is favored, negative values = unskilled player is favored.

Figure 5. Mean ratings (±SE)	
  indicating how much
different factors were seen as having contributed to a
shot. ns = non-skilled, s = skilled, c = center, o = outside.

The Influence of Performance First, we wanted to see
whether blame and credit ratings varied as a function of
performance. Indeed, credit ratings were significantly
influenced by performance, F(1,51) = 428.18, η = .894.
Players received most credit if they hit the center region (M
= 8.77, SD = 1.39). Furthermore, credit ratings for player
that did not hit the center (M = 2.09, SD = 1.81) were
significantly greater than 0, t(51) = 8.32. Players received
significantly more credit if they hit the middle ring (M =
2.58, SD = 2.04) compared to the outside ring (M = 1.59, SD
= 1.75), t(51) = 6.07. Similarly, blame ratings were
influenced by the performance of the player as well. A
player received more blame if she hit the outside (M = 6.53,
SD = 2.23) compared to the middle ring (M = 5.55, SD =
2.16), t(51) = -4.94.
To test how a player was evaluated depending on the
performance of the other player, we compared how much
credit a player received for a shot in the center region if the
other player also hit the center or not. A player’s credit for a
center shot if the other player also hit the center (M = 8.75,
SD = 1.67) was not significantly different from situations in
which the other player did not hit the center (M = 8.77, SD =
1.34).
The Influence of Skill Second, we wanted to see whether
the blame and credit ratings differed as a function of the
player’s skill levels. Overall, the skilled players received
more blame for the team’s loss (M = 6.4, SD = 2.23) than
the unskilled players (M = 5.69, SD = 2.29), t(51) = -2.87.
However, there was no significant difference between the
credit ratings for skilled players (M = 6.13, SD = 1.07) and
unskilled players (M = 6.05, SD = 0.98), t(51) = -0.88.
To look more closely at the effect that the skill level had
on people’s attributions, we compared the situations in
which both player’s performance was identical but their
skill differed. Table 1 shows that the proportions of
participants that either gave equal ratings to both players in
these cases or favored one player over the other differed
significantly, χ2(4, N = 52) = 16.83. The majority of
participants attributed credit equally when both players hit
the center. However, in situations in which the team lost and
both players either hit the middle or the outside ring, a

majority of participants assigned more blame to the skilled
compared to the unskilled player.
Figure 4 shows the effect of the skill manipulation for
each individual participant: Shown are the mean differences
in blame and credit attributions between skilled and
unskilled players. Positive differences mean that a
participant attributed more blame/credit to the higher skilled
player. For losses, 29 participants attributed more blame to
the skilled player, 19 participants less and 4 participants
gave equal blame. For wins, 17 participants attributed more
credit to the skilled player, 24 participants less and 11
participants gave equal credit. Participants’ blame and credit
attributions were negatively correlated as a function of skill,
r = -.34. Hence, the more blame a participant attributed to a
skilled player compared to an unskilled player, the more she
credited the unskilled player compared to the skilled player.
Figure 5 shows to what extent participants perceived
different factors to be important in explaining the players’
results for the 4 test cases at the end of the experiment. We
will only discuss the results descriptively. Participants
considered the ‘Skill’ factor to be most important for
explaining the shot in the center by the skilled player.
‘Effort’, ‘Pressure’ and ‘Intention’ varied as a function of
performance. For good performances, participants assumed
that the player put in high effort, resisted the pressure of the
situation and intended to bring about the outcome. The
reverse pattern was found for bad performances. The
‘Chance’ factor varied as a function of expectation. The
mean rating for the skilled person hitting the center was
lowest and the rating for the unskilled person hitting the
center highest.
Table 1. Proportions of participants that either gave
identical ratings in mixed-skill challenges with identical
performance, favored the unskilled or skilled player.
center
middle
outside
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identical
34
17
18

unskilled
9
9
12

skilled
9
26
22

Discussion

experimental design, might have led some participants to
disregard the skill manipulation.
One of the features of our paradigm is that the effect of
different combination functions on people’s responsibility
attributions can be investigated. In our setup, only one of the
players needed to perform well in order for the team to win.
However, a situation in which both players’ good
performance is needed is more likely to make participants
view the players as a team and hence stronger effects of one
player’s skill and performance on the other player’s
evaluation are to be expected.

The results revealed that the quality of performance
influenced both blame ratings for losses and credit ratings
for wins. The worse a person performed the more blame he
received for the loss and the less credit for a win. Players
received marginal credit for the team’s win even if they did
not hit the center region. How a player’s performance was
evaluated did not vary as a function of the teammate’s
performance. The influence of skill on responsibility
attributions was asymmetric. Skilled players received more
blame than unskilled players for losses but credit
attributions for wins did not differ significantly as a function
of skill.
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In a novel paradigm in which we systematically varied the
skill and performance of agents in a group task, we found
that both factors significantly influenced participants’
responsibility attributions.
While the finding that responsibility attributions vary as a
function of performance is quite intuitive, the fact that
attributions to an individual were not affected by their
teammate’s performance is surprising. In a different task,
Gerstenberg and Lagnado (2010) did find that participants
were sensitive to the performance of the other players and
the way in which individual contributions translated into the
group’s outcome. One important difference between the two
studies concerns the reward function. While in Gerstenberg
and Lagnado (2010) the team was rewarded as a whole,
participants in the current study were instructed that their
blame and credit ratings would affect the payoff of
individual players directly. This instruction might have
made participants consider the players independently and
hence no reduction of credit was observed if both players
performed well.
Another interesting finding concerns the asymmetric
effect of the skill manipulation on participants’
responsibility ratings. This partly replicates Weiner and
Kukla’s (1970) finding that reward did not vary as a
function of ability (at least for very good outcomes) but
punishment did. It is also in line with previous research in
the counterfactual literature that showed that counterfactual
thoughts are more likely to be spontaneously elicited for
outcomes with negative as opposed to positive valence. The
fact that the counterfactual alternative in which the skilled
player, who exerts more control over the outcome, hit the
center region is more easily available explains the increased
blame ratings in these situations. If violations of expectation
were the main driving force of attributions independent of
the valence of the outcome, one would have also expected
an increased credit rating for the unskilled player. However,
our asymmetric results rule out this explanation.
It is likely that the influence of the skill manipulation
would have been even stronger if we had chosen a sample
that was representative of the player’s skill levels for the
patterns of shots in the team challenges. The fact that skill
level in the practice and level of performance in the team
challenges were independent due to our balanced
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A Causal Spectrum: A Causal Model based on Multi-faceted Notion of
Causality
Marzieh Asgari-Targhi
School of Computer Science, Jack Cole Building, North Haugh, St Andrews, KY16 9SX, Scotland,
UK
Abstract: Cartwright in her (2004) paper takes a pluralistic approach to causation. Inspired by Pearl’s (2000)
multi-faceted notion of causation and Cartwright’s approach, I suggest a Causal Spectrum, a model in which all
the causal models are arranged according to an agent’s amount and more importantly type of knowledge about a
causal event. The more efficiently we use our knowledge of causal situations the more we are able to choose the right
analysis to reason causally. I have arranged the existing models of causality along this spectrum. The spectrum
shape, going from left to right, starts as a line, and divides into a number of branches. The initial line corresponds
to the basic positions, Humean regularity, intervention or manipulation approaches. The branches are probabilistic
models of causality, then counterfactual models and the logical methodology. After presenting the causal spectrum,
I analyse an example in detail showing the application of the model.
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Creativity, expertise and the questions people ask in engineering design
Ellen Campana
Arizona State University
Abstract: Finding a creative solution to a design problem (e.g. designing a device for taking water samples at
different depths) often depends on finding a fruitful representation of the problem space. For instance, a problem
space in which the device is assumed to be motor-driven might be less fruitful than one in which the mechanism for
motion is not specified or could be one of several possibilities. Designers&#700; representations of problem spaces
evolve as they work on individual problems. The questions they ask themselves (and sometimes each other) may
play a key role in the process. Do expert and novice designers ask similar questions? Do more creative and less
creative designers ask similar questions? How do expertise and creativity interact? I present preliminary results
from a think-aloud protocol study comparing novices (undergraduate engineering students) and experts (engineers
in industry). All participants also took a divergent thinking test to assess creativity.
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Interaction between Body and Environment in Creative Thinking
Keiga Abe (kabe@irc.aoyama.ac.jp)
Aoyama Gakuin University, Information Science Research Center,
5-10-1 Fuchinobe, Sagamihara, Kanagawa, Japan
Abstract

ability but also on environmental factors. For example, Csikszentmihalyi (1996) pointed out that changing the environment rather than individual efforts is more effective for improving creativity. However, the environmental factors suggested by previous studies implied not the physical environment but cultural or social factors.
Recent studies on embodied and situated cognition suggest
that complex behavior does not necessarily emerge from a
complex mechanism. Recent studies on cognitive science and
artificial intelligence try to explain some intelligent behavior
from the standpoint of situated cognition and embodied cognition.
In perception studies, many researchers have pointed out
the importance of the relationship between the agent and the
environment. Gibson (1979) suggested that people acquire
the information through their perception and motor action.
He termed the information affordance. It is defined as information on an object and an environment that allows an
individual to perform an action in the environment. An affordance that an agent obtains depends on the relationship
between the agent’s body and the environment. For instance,
if you face a puddle on the way home and you do not want to
spoil your shoes, you can choose various actions. If the puddle was smaller than your stride, you could step over the puddle. If the puddle was twice as large as your stride, you could
jump across it. If the puddle was more than twice the size of
your stride, you could try a different route. Such decisions
depend not only on the structure of the environment (in this
case, the size of the puddle) but also on the agent’s body (size
of agent’s stride). Both factors affect the decision. For example, Warren (1984) showed that the height of a climbable
step is up to 0.88 times the persons’ leg length. It was reported that the width between obstacles that persons can pass
through without rotating their shoulder is more than 1.3 times
the persons’ shoulder (Warren & Whang, 1987). Mishima reported that persons stride across a hurdle if the height of the
hurdle is lower than 1.07 times their leg length. However, if
the height of the hurdle is greater than the length, the persons
go under the hurdle (Mishima, 1994).
These previous studies make two important suggestions.
First, complex behavior can be explained by simple sensorymotor coordination. Second, such behavior is supported by
the interaction between the environment in which the agents
behave and the persons’ body. Because our basic behavior
is characterized by such features, this paper considers that
even human behavior, including creative thought, may not be
an exceptions. This paper hypothesizes that creative thought
depends on the interaction between the thinker’s body and
the physical environment in a problem situation. This study

The purpose of this study is to examine the effects of the interaction between body and environment on the creative thinking
process, mainly with regard to insight problem solving. Previous studies have focused on the factors that provide impetus
for insight and creativity, and their components. In order to
clarify the cognitive mechanism behind insight and creativity,
researchers have used psychometric approaches. Some case
studies describe the performance of outstanding artists and scientists. On the other hand, some studies have pointed out that
creativity depends not only on one’s ability but also on environmental factors. However, the environmental factors that
the previous studies suggested were cultural or social factors.
They did not imply the physical environment.
Recent studies on embodied and situated cognition suggest that
complex behavior does not necessarily emerge from a complex mechanism. Complex behavior may be explained by simple sensory-motor coordination. Human behavior, including
creative thought, is no exception. This paper hypothesizes
that creative thought depends on the interaction between the
thinker’s body and the physical environment in the problem
situation.
To test this hypothesis, the “buttonhole puzzle” which is a task
to test creativity was employed in this study. In the experiments, participants were provided with objects of one of three
different sizes (7 × 7 cm, or 12 × 12 cm, or 14 × 14 cm), and
were asked to solve the problem. Then, the participants’ hands
were measured.
The results of the experiment indicate that the size of the hands
of the participants that solved the problem differed with the
given object size. This suggests that the performance of insight
problem solving is influenced by the physical environment and
the thinkers’ body.
Keywords: insight problem solving; affordance; embodied
cognition

Literature Review
Many researchers interested in the insight problem-solving
process have focused on the mechanisms of insight (“aha”
experience) because of the drastic and dramatic change that
characterize it. In previous studies, some researchers surveyed the performances by outstanding scientists and artists,
and latent factors related to the ability to gain insight were
explored using multivariate analyses (Gilhooly and Murphy,
2005). Recent studies have proposed theories that can explain
the cognitive processes of insight problem solving (Suzuki &
Hiraki, 1997; Knoblich, Ohlsson, Haider, & Rhenius, 1999;
MacGregor, Ormerod, & E.P. Chronicle, 2001) and computational models that can replicate insightful problem-solving
behaviors(Terai & Miwa, 2006). Using neuroimaging, the
role of the right hemisphere of the brain in the creative process was clarified (Bowden & Jung-Beeman, 2003 ).
On the other hand, previous studies have pointed out that
creativity and insightful thinking depend not only on one’s
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B) Typical Error in Impasse

C) Appropriate Approach

Figure 1: The Buttonhole Puzzle
examines the hypothesis by conducting psychological experiments.

The plastic plate is 0.4 mm thick. This was the minimum
thickness for the plate so that it did not bend by the weight of
the chain and stick.

First, the buttonhole puzzle, which is a kind of an insight
problem, is employed. In the initial state of this problem, a
plastic plate is chained to a plastic stick. The goal of the task
is to separate the plate and the stick. This task may seem very
easy. However, many participants could not solve the puzzle
in 10 minutes without hints (see experiments 1 and 2). To
separate the plate and the stick, the plate has to pass through
the chain. However, the length of the chain is too small for the
plate to pass through. The key to the problem is to bend the
plate. The participant could pass the plate through the chain
if they bent the plate.

Experiment 1
Method
Participants The participants were 34 undergraduate students.
Materials and Procedure Participants were given the 14
cm buttonhole puzzle and were told to solve the puzzle for 10
minutes. They were told to take apart the puzzle in any way,
without breaking the chain.
After the problem-solving task, both the hands of all participants were measured. First, the participants were told to
open their forefinger and thumb as wide as possible and put
their fingerprints across a line. The participants placed their
forefinger and thumb firmly over the line on a recording paper and marked the fingerprints on the line using an ink pad.
Second, the distance from the forefinger to the thumb was
measured and was determined as the hand size. In this study,
the hand size is defined as the maximum distance between the
edge of the fingerprint of the forefinger and that of the thumb.

How can participants realize the solution? When do participants try to bend the plate? This paper hypothesizes that
both the size of the puzzle (environmental factor) and the size
of the participants’ hands (the physical factor) affect the performance of the task. If the plate is bigger than the participants’ hands, the participants will have to use both hands in
order to bend the plate. If the plate is smaller than the participants’ hands, the participants can bend the plate with either
one hand or both hands. In other words, if the puzzle properly
fits into the participants’ hands, the participants could identify
the “bend” affordance more easily. The more there are ways
to bend the plate, the more possible it is for the participants
to realize that the plate needs to be bent.

Results and Discussion
Twelve out of 34 participants solved the puzzle in 10 minutes. The average hand size of the participants was 17.48
cm. A comparison of the hand sizes of the participants
who solved the puzzle and of those who did not showed
that both groups were not significantly different (t(31) =

In order to examine this hypothesis, two psychological experiments were conducted. In experiment 1, the buttonhole
puzzle was used. This puzzle consists of a 14 cm square plastic plate, a 14 cm long plastic stick, and a 24 cm long chain.
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Figure 2: The method for measuring participants’ hand size

Experiment 2

Time(Sec)

600

Method
Participants and Design The participants were 61 undergraduate students. Thirty-four participants were the same as
those who participated in experiment 1. Twenty-seven participants were assigned to the 7 cm group.

100

10

Materials and Procedure Participants were assigned to
one of two groups: 14 cm group and 7 cm group. In the 14
cm group, the participants were given the 14 cm version of the
buttonhole puzzle and told to solve the puzzle for 10 minutes.
In the 7 cm group, the participants were told to solve the 7 cm
version of the buttonhole puzzle for 10 minutes. The participants were told to take apart the puzzle in any way they could,
without breaking the chain. The 7 cm version consists of a 7
cm square plastic plate, a 7 cm long plastic stick, and a 10
cm long chain. The plastic plate is 0.4 mm thick in the 14cm
version. The plastic plate is 0.2 mm thick in the 7cm version.
After the problem-solving task, both the hands of all participants were measured in the same manner as in experiment
1.
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Figure 3: Participants’ hand size and time taken to solve the
puzzle in experiment 1

0.52, n.s.E f f ectSize = 0.092). Figure 1 shows the relationship between the hand size and the time taken to solve the
puzzle. The results show that not only participants whose
hands were small but also those whose hands were large did
not solve the puzzle.

Results and Discussion
Table 1 shows the number of participants who solved the puzzle and the average hand size. According to the results of a t
test, the hand sizes in both groups were not significantly different (t(59) = 1.22, n.s., E f f ectSize = 0.145). To analyze
the problem-solving performance, the percentages of correct
answers by both groups were compared. In the 14 cm group,
12 of the 34 participants solved the puzzle in 10 minutes on
their own. In the 7 cm group, 3 participants solved the puzzle. The percentages of correct answers by both groups were
significantly different (χ2 (1) = 4.746, p < 0.05,Cramer′ sV =
0.28). This result implies that if the participants’ hands were
relatively larger than the size of the puzzle, it became hard to
solve the puzzle. However, the 7 cm version of the buttonhole
puzzle was considered to be too small for the participants to
manipulate it easily. The percentage of correct answers in the
7 cm group may be because of the difficulty in handling the

It is probable that the size of the plate is so small that participants cannot acquire the affordance of bending the plate.
As in the prior example, who would bother to jump across a
tiny puddle when one could step over it? Though it is dangerous to jump across a huge and deep puddle, it is safe, but
unnatural, to jump across a tiny puddle. Mishima (1994) reported that there were few participants who bothered to go
under a hurdle whose height was small enough to allow one
to stride over. This result indicates that body sizes that can
acquire affordances from objects may have a lower limit and
an upper limit. Thus, We hypothesized that if the size of the
puzzle is small, the hand size of the participants who notice
the appropriate approach is correspondingly small.
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Time(Sec)

Table 1: Results of expeirment 2
group
hand size of participants
number of resolvers

14 cm
17.48 cm
12(n = 34)

600

7 cm
17.11 cm
3(n = 27)

100

Table 2: Results of experiment 3
group
hand size (total)
hand size (resolvers)
number of resolvers

14 cm(n = 34)
17.48
17.61
12

10

12 cm(n = 35)
16.92
16.09
13

14cm Group
12cm Group
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plate. Following these points, in experiment 3, the 12 cm version of the buttonhole puzzle, which was slightly smaller than
the 14 cm version, was employed.

Figure 4: Hand size of participants and time taken to solve
the puzzle in experiment 3

Experiment 3
of participants who solved the 12 cm version of the buttonhole puzzle. In addition, the hand sizes of the participants who solved the puzzle in the 12 cm group were significantly smaller than that of the participants in the 14 cm group
(t(23) = 4.367, p < 0.01, E f f ectSize = 0.673, see Figure 4).
These results suggest that the hand sizes of the participants
who found the appropriate approach to the puzzle differed
depending on the size of the puzzle.

Method
Participants and Design The participants were 69 undergraduate students. Thirty-four participants were the same as
those who participated in the experiment 1. Thirty-five participants were assigned to the 12 cm group.
Materials and Procedure Participants were assigned to
one of two groups. In the 14 cm group, the participants were
given the 14 cm version of the buttonhole puzzle and were
told to solve the puzzle for 10 minutes. In the 12 cm group,
the participants were told to solve the 12 cm version of the
buttonhole puzzle for 10 minutes. The participants were told
to take apart the puzzle in any way, without breaking the
chain. The 12 cm version consists of a 12 cm square plastic plate, a 12 cm long plastic stick, and a 20 cm long chain.
The plastic plate in both versions is 0.4 mm thick. After the
problem-solving task, both the hands of all participants were
measured in the same manner as in experiment 1.

General Discussion
In this paper, the hypothesis that both the size of the puzzle
(environmental factor) and the size of the participants’ hands
(physical factor) affects the performance of the task was examined by three psychological experiments using a buttonhole puzzle. The results of experiment 1 did not support the
original hypothesis. They showed that those with large hands
could not always find a creative solution in the buttonhole
puzzle. Following the results, the hypothesis was modified
and examined in experiment 2. The modified hypothesis was
that body sizes that can acquire an affordance from objects
have a lower and upper limit; thus, if the object size is small,
the hand size of the participants who find the appropriate approach is correspondingly small. The results of experiments
2 and 3 supported this modified hypothesis. According to
the results of the experiments with the various versions of the
buttonhole puzzle, it is not necessary that participants with
particular hand sizes find it easy to solve any type of the buttonhole puzzle. On the other hand, it is not necessary that
there is a buttonhole puzzle of a particular size that is easy for
any participant to solve. The performance on the puzzle depended on the relationship between the size of the puzzle and
that of the participants’ hands. These results suggest that the
participants’ body and given objects affect creative thinking.

Results and Discussion
Table 2 shows the number of participants who solved the puzzle and the average hand size. The percentages of correct answers by both groups were compared. In the 12 cm group, 13
out of 35 participants solved the puzzle in 10 minutes on their
own. The percentage of correct answers was not significantly
different (χ2 (1) = 0.025, n.s.Cramer′ sV = 0.02). According
to the results of the t test, the hand sizes of both groups were
not significantly different (t(67) = 1.854, n.s., E f f ectSize =
0.221).
In the 12 cm group, the hand sizes of the participants
who solved the puzzle successfully were significantly smaller
than that of the participants who failed to solve the puzzle
(t(33) = −3.239, p < 0.01, E f f ectSize = 0.491). This result suggests that there is an upper limit to the hand sizes
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The participants’ body and the size of a given object affect
the performance in a creative problem-solving task. The findings of this study suggest the following: First, creativity is
not simply determined by prior knowledge and mental ability.
The measurement of creativity on the basis of questionnaire
responses cannot evaluate the influences of the participants’
body and of the surrounding environment.
Second, these results suggest the factors that provide impetus to creativity. Where does a creative idea come from? We
tend to consider that it is necessary to search for materials in
long-term memory in order to formulate a creative idea. The
results of experiments show that some participants bent the
given flat plate into other shapes and searched for new ideas
on the basis of the bent plate. This implies that the transformation of the object inspired the participants to formulate
novel ideas. It depended on the probability of the plate being
bent, which in turn depended on the size of the participants’
hands and the size of the object. This implies that our body
influences the accessibility to external objects and the environment.
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Grounding lexical choice in Bayesian inference
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Abstract: This paper proposes a rational analysis of referential inference. Referential inference is involved whenever
a speaker has to provide an utterance that will effect some action on the part of their listener—a situation that occurs
constantly in everyday language use. Our rational analysis of referring makes certain assumptions about the goal,
environment, and computational constraints involved in referring. A simple Bayesian model is defined based on this
rational analysis and is then fit to data from two experiments of Brennan & Clark’s (1996) referential communication
study. This model is one of the first attempts at using a Bayesian framework to model data from a referential
communication task. While the model is able to make interesting predictions about the qualitative trends in the
data, a more sophisticated model is needed to make more accurate quantitative predictions. This work represents
the first steps in an effort to discover such a model.
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second, agents have accurate and infinite memory, but
lack the ability to process more than a single piece of
information at a time. Which communication policies
would be appropriate for the two cases? Perhaps, in the
first case, agents would have to re-send questions regularly, while in the second, they would send out questions
only once. Human attentional and memory capacities
are both limited; hence, they are subject to a strategic tradeoff. The costs of producing and comprehending linguistic communication, of attentional bottlenecks
and decaying memory are relevant to a model, as is the
structure of the network. One argument in support of
co-adaptation could come from rational behavior in a
dynamic group context. This means that cognitive parameters such as memory decay and perceptual speed
should influence communication and team success, and
that cognitively plausible parameter choices in a model
correspond to high performance during collaborative and
communicative tasks, when other human performance
parameters such as speed of communication are realistic.

Abstract
In social tasks, communication and task execution are
often co-dependent, yet they represent a tradeoff. We
present a cognitive model of an experimental task consisting of a collaborative and competitive game played
by groups of human participants organized in a smallworld graph. In an experiment involving teams of humans playing a cooperative game, the effect of local
communication policies on the efficiency and the performance of networked participants was observed. The
model follows the ACT-R theory and provides a formalization of the decision-making processes and tradeoffs
involved. A simulation of the hypothetical case of unnatural memory decay shows decreased performance and
supports a prediction of the thesis that memory limitations have co-evolved with social structure.
Keywords: Communication Networks; Belief Propagation; Cognitive Modeling.

Introduction
Among our most fascinating abilities is communication
and cooperation with others. To solve problems, we
organize ourselves as teams and exchange information
effortlessly. This achievement is the result of both innate and culturally acquired abilities. The combination
of language-based communication, social interaction and
the emergence of distributed human information systems
is ubiquitous, but has seen relatively little empirical exploration. Many of the implicit (subconscious) decisions
taken in communication may be the result of innate
mechanisms of cognition, specifically memory. Cognition
is the result of adaptation to the environment according
to the rational analysis of cognition (Oaksford & Chater,
1999). Therefore, mechanisms may have evolved that
influence individual’s interaction with a social network.
Advances in cognitive modeling on the one hand, and
in the description of structural properties of networks
on the other allow us to correlate universal properties
of social structures with the cognitive limitations of the
individual. Performance or bounded rationality may be
a rational optimization that supports an emergent group
intelligence, or specifically the externalization of memory
through a community of collaborators.
Any computational cognitive model of team communication needs to take into account the simple fact that
humans have limited attentional and memory capacities. To illustrate, consider a thought experiment. Assume a network of communicating, cognitive agents that
pass questions and answers about distributed information from node to node. Suppose two extremes: in the
first, agents have unlimited attentional capacity, that is,
their ability to process information in the environment
is not constrained. However, agents have no memory to
retain information that may be needed later on. In the

Lab-based experiments, in which humans are networked artificially, playing an abstract game, represent
a class of non-computational simulations that examine
real-world phenomena at the group level. In this paper,
we describe an experimental paradigm and previously
presented data, a computational model and simulations
that interpolate between the hypothetical cases of either perfect or absent human memory. The experiment
looks beyond one-on-one dialogue to iterated communication in social word-of-mouth networks. It involves a
new cooperative foraging game, the Geo Game, in which
medium-size and larger (20+) teams of players engage
in information exchange, exploration of a game landscape, and foraging for goods. The game elicits a cognitive tradeoff between a core task and a communication
task, in which we expect the human cognitive apparatus to maintain a purposeful balance. In the experiment
that provided the basis for our model, we used different communication policies to explore both sides of this
tradeoff. To quantify the success of communication, we
use a combined individual and team task as a benchmark. It measures the limits of individual and team
performance in dynamically changing and time stressed
environments. The cognitive model then explains performance data obtained with the experiment and is ultimately used to show how team performance would be
affected if basic memory parameters were different from
their known, constrained values. We propose that indi-
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vidual cognitive constraints lead to communication and
cooperation that optimize outcomes for the individual,
but also for the dyad, the group and the community.

Participants can visit a neighboring city (directly connected by a road to his current location) by clicking on
its symbol on the map. Each city has a small number
of items available; this item set differs for every city.
Items located in a city are revealed to the participant
only while the participant is “visiting” the city. After
finding the goal item, a subsequent item in the list is
shown to the participant. Moving from city to city takes
time, so players are pressured to rely on their knowledge
and that of others to find the city efficiently rather than
to merely scavenge for items. Participants are asked to
find as many items as possible within the duration of the
session; a timer is displayed that indicated the remaining
time. Once an item is found, it may be either removed
permanently from the inventory of the city or it may be
replenished (half the item types are replenishable). This
renders the environment dynamic. Dependency on
communication: The key feature of the game is that
players can improve their performance through communication. They may exchange information through natural language, such as requests for an item they need or
responses about the whereabouts of items. A chat interface allows each player to broadcast written messages
to a fixed set of other players (“neighbors”). A player,
receiving a message, may chose to re-broadcast the information since his set of neighbors is likely to differ from
the original message sender. Players use this facility to
ask about the whereabouts of their goal item, or to tell
them about the locations of items. The task was designed so that the crucial decision a participant had to
make was whether to send a piece of information or not,
possibly based on its relevance. In practice, the language
used by participants is simple and easy to decode automatically. Facts could be analyzed as either Information
Requests (Item, Requester) (“I need a towel!”) or Fact
(Item, Location) (“The cat is in Pittsburgh”). Players
are organized in a graph structure, with participants as
nodes, and vertices indicating communication channels.
In our experiments, the underlying network topology is
one in which the numer of connections per node is powerlaw distributed; this topology is typically called a small
world, because it is possible to connect any two vertices
in the network through just a few links. The graphs
used in the present experiment are “re-wired ring lattices” (Watts & Strogatz, 1998): starting with a ring in
which each node is connected to exactly two neighbors,
long-range links are added to a few pairs of randomly
chosen nodes. The communication network embodies
principles well-known to participants from online networks such as Facebook. Individual and collective
payoffs: Players move around the road network until
they find a city that can provide the item (the road network is fixed and unrelated to the graph that defines the
social/communication network). Players are rewarded
for finding a goal item with r0 = 1000 game points. As

Prior Work
Much recent work on social networks has focused on
their structural and resulting computational properties,
but does so independently of two major aspects of realworld networks: Humans, and their joint objectives, or
task. The study design presented here uses human participants and employs a task that individuals connected
over the network have to execute. We provide a measurable objective and a task that depends both on individual performance and collaboration. We connect to work
by Bavelas (1950) and Leavitt (1951), who detailed the
effects of network structure with human nodes, arguing
that networks with centrality show more stable performance, but increased dependency on those central nodes
and decreased flexibility with respect to the integration
of information.
We have been engaged in a program of scaling up cognitive models from the case of learning-based adaptation
in dyads to a model of domain language evolution (Reitter & Lebiere (2011)), and extrapolating the results
to investigate the effect of network structure on such
convergence processes (Reitter & Lebiere, 2010b). The
influence of structural properties in social tasks is evident even when payoffs are determined by individual
performance: Judd et al. (2010); Kennedy (1999); Bhattacharyya & Ohlsson (2010). With our task we intend
to also complement readily available datasets with an
experimental design that gives us communication data
ready to be analyzed in terms of its semantics and its
timing. Datasets of language-based communication show
the spread of memes (idealized ideas) or opinions (e.g.,
Twitter datasets), or they represent socializing or debate
that is difficult to analyze and operationalize for the purposes of problem-solving research (Klimt & Yang, 2004).
Such datasets, however, are not the result of explicit human collaboration in the context of a well-defined task.
Tasks, in such datasets, are coincidental, while the task
in Geo Game is central to driving communication and
provides an objective basis for evaluating the effect of
communication on performance.

The Geo Game
The Geo Game is a spatial search game, where all players simultaneously engage in a foraging task. Players
are shown a map of several named cities, connected by a
road network. At any given time, each player is located
in one city or is moving between two connected cities;
players are shown their own location, but not that of the
others (see Fig. 1). The key features of this game are
as follows. Collaborative problem-solving: Participants are tasked to find items by moving via roads to
a city; they find one item at a time (their goal item).
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Figure 1: The Geo Game participant interface.
from unlimited communication in the dump condition.
This is not the case: Subjects scored higher in the target condition than in the dump condition (Table 1).Even
when the main effects of message quantity and network
position are taken in to account do we observe benefits of
targeted communication policy on residual task performance, i.e., we see an effect of message quality (Figure ).
An analysis of efficiency (score over messages) in different network positions suggested a decreased efficiency
advantage from targeting with each additional neighbor.
Human networks can filter information and direct it to
where it is needed, provided that humans are encouraged
to make decisions about local information distribution.
Communication processes are not necessarily mechanistic: people can pay attention to the informational needs
of dialogue partners if asked to do so. In networks and in
a situation where individuals communicate one-to-one,
this appears to be beneficial to their task success.
The increase in performance suggests that maximizing
“targeting” of information accommodates attentional
limitations at the cost of losing information. Given memory decay, information that is left on a single (or a few)
nodes risks being forgotten and have to be rediscovered
through experience at possibly significant cost. Conversely, decreased targeting of information may improve
the life and utility of information by spreading its availability and hedging against its decay, at the cost of attentional overload and interference with more important
knowledge. Finding the optimum requires a computational account of human memory and attention.

a further incentive to not only ask for information, but
also provide useful information to their contacts, we reward each participant (node x) with game points whenever a node y to which they are connected obtains a goal
item. The reward is highest for immediate neighbors and
r0
is defined as rd = 2d(x,y)
for all y for which the distance
between x and y expressed in intermediate nodes along
the shortest connection, d(x, y) ≤ 3. This reward distribution system follows common pyramid schemes and
also Pickard et al. (2010). The final game score of a
player is the sum of all rewards obtained during one session. Task success metrics: The game was designed
to give measurable task success metrics, where the communication within the player network would be critical
to task success. These include the accumulated payoff
(the communicated objective), the number of goal items
found, and the average time it takes to receive an answer
to one’s information request.
In the following, we summarize the experiment and its
results (refer to Reitter et al., 2011, for the primary discussion). In the experiment participants were split into
two groups with 17 participants each. These teams then
played the game during two 30-minute sessions, one for
each of two conditions (in permuted order). Participants
were instructed to adapt their communication strategy:
In the dump condition, participants were asked to indiscriminately broadcast a maximum of information available. In the target condition, they were asked to request
and target information so that only such knowledge was
disseminated (and passed on) that was known to be relevant to others in the network through prior requests.

Modeling the Geo Game task
The Geo Game model follows the ACT-R architecture
Anderson (2007). It is implemented in ACT-UP (Reitter
& Lebiere, 2010a) to provide a suitable abstraction of a
high-fidelity model. The goal is to achieve a tractable
computational model of the perceptual and cognitive
processes involved in the foraging task that interact with
the multi-agent interaction over the social network. Our

The first question we asked is whether the information
propagation policy influences task performance in the
community. If either dump or target condition prove substantially advantageous, then the manipulation would
appear to interact with the specific task. Under the assumption that humans can effortlessly integrate information, we would expect that the team directly benefits
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Cond.
dump
target
dump
target

Degree
2
2
>2
>2

Score
19512
22576
27455
28000

Received Msgs
198.6
111.9
299.6
166.9

Msgs Sent
68.7
37.3
64.4
40.8

Items Taken
6.45
7.1
6.36
6.5

n
20
18
11
14

Table 1: Performance and communication: Human participant means in the two conditions for low- and highly
connected nodes. The degree describes the number of links a node has; degrees ranged from 2 to 5 (power-law
distributed). n shows the number of participants for each degree (networks were randomized between conditions).
The navigation subtask is focused on the target item
to collect. When given a new target item, the model
attempts to retrieve a known location for that item from
memory. If successful, a path to that location from the
current city is constructed, and the first step along that
path is taken. Otherwise, the model explores the map
randomly, selecting any of the directly reachable cities
with equal probability. When arriving in a new city, the
model first identifies the items available. If one of them
matches the target item, the model picks it up and the
cycle restarts with a new target item. Otherwise, the
model takes its next step, either along a known path to
the item’s location, or another random step in the graph.
The chat management subtask is focused on handling
the information flow to and from the user when not focused on the primary navigation task, that is while in
transit between cities. The model reads the next message, processes it appropriately for the experimental conditions, then repeats the cycle if it hasn’t yet arrived at
its next destination. Processing the message means reading its contents, which can be of two primary types: requests for the location of a target item, and information
about the presence of item(s) at a given location. For requests, the model determines if it knows the information
needed, and if so replies to the message. In either case,
if the model is in the dump experimental condition, the
model retransmits the message as long as it doesn’t remember doing so previously (to avoid overwhelming the
network by repeatedly broadcasting the same message).
The two subtasks are not entirely independent, however. Each involves a processing step related to the
other. In the navigation subtask, when the model arrives at a new city, in addition to searching the local
items for the one that it needs, it will also broadcast the
location of the items in the chat if in the dump condition, or of a specific item that is known to have been
requested if in the target condition. Conversely, when
processing chat messages, the model will check an information message to see if it contains the location of its
current target item, and if so set course for that location.

target
dump

Score gain per minute

1000

500

5

10

15

Received messages/min

Figure 2: (a) Score gain per minute vs. number of messages received: At the same numbers of received messages, communities gained a higher score in the target
condition than in the dump condition. Note that even
in the dump condition, sparsely-connected players may,
at some points, send very few messages. (Means are
over per-user/minute measures for all users. Dotted lines
show 95% confidence intervals, assuming bins per user
for each minute elapsed and gaussian distributions).

model of the team is made up of a number of individual
cognitive models, one for each player, which can communicate via a simulated natural language interface. They
exchange information requests and replies to those. The
models are organized in a graph as in the social network of the Geo Game experiment; they communicate
by broadcasting to their network neighbors.

ACT-R Model
The basic structure of the model is an iterative process that allocates attention over two separate subtasks.
The main subtask focuses on navigating around the map
while the other involves processing messages received
through the chat interface. That structure is similar to
that of the model of the AMBR air traffic control simulation (Lebiere, 2005) and many other interactive tasks,
suggesting a general, reusable modeling pattern.

Model performance
We obtained measurements from 30 model runs of 30
simulation minutes, simulating 17 players each. The network graph generation, the distribution of items over
locations and the starting points of each player were
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Discussion

randomized as in the Geo Game experiment; the road
network was fixed and the same as in the experiment.
The parameters governing memory performance in the
ACT-R architecture were left at their defaults (base-level
learning decay bll =0.5, latency factor lf =1.0). The baselevel constant blc was set to 5.0.
The model shows behavioral metrics slightly below
those of the human teams. Each agent collects, on average, 4.6 items (dump : 4.11, target : 5.15) and obtains
a mean score of 15, 750 points. Mirroring the empirical
results, agents receive significantly higher scores in the
target condition than during dump (β = −61504, SE =
12868, p < 0.001 for score totals, i.e., an effect of 3, 617
points per agent for target ).
While model performance(expressed in game points)
is variable and influenced by details of the communicative behavior, model runs during development suggested
that the effect of communication policy is robust. We
consider the model preliminary, mainly for two reasons.
First, the model does not achieve full human performance. Second, the model adopts a specific strategy that
involves committing seen item-location facts to memory.
It is possible that subjects adapt their strategy depending on whether they expect to remember information. In
an information-overload situation, they may refrain from
memorizing, or they may lack the time for rehearsal.
Thus, players may shift between internal and externalized memorization. The simulation does, however, implement the internal memory and some of the tradeoffs
implicated in the experiment, allowing us to cautiously
extrapolate to our hypothetical cases.

The Geo Game task manages to replicate a common
real-life observation: that communication with collaborators is fundamental to task success when it is considerate and targeted, but detrimental to success if communication becomes overwhelming. Ignoring many less
intuitive results concerning network structure, communication overload does not change our thinking about
information exchange, but it helps define the correct
cognitive model that explains network-based exchanges.
The model we describe performs similarly well as humans and shows the same sensitivity to communication
policies and attentional demands. The experiment is designed such that participants seek out information that
originates from places far beyond their network neighborhood. Thus, the results show that careful communication practices impact the information state and attentional demands not just among interaction partners,
but also further away in the network. A network of basic cognitive models can replicate those demands. The
model, just as participants, can employ targeted communication, or audience design to address attentional
limitations of their interaction partners.
The description of the model has not mentioned the
specifics of the cognitive and perceptual operations involved in both subtasks, but they play a fundamental
role. Learning is a pervasive process that takes place
at almost every step. In the navigation subtask, the
items encountered in the current location are not only
broadcast to the network using the chat interface, but
also automatically committed to memory. Similarly, information read in chat messages, whether requests for
information or availability of items at locations, is also
internalized in memory. Parameters controlling access to
memory information for future use will play a fundamental role in determining the effectiveness of those learning
processes, and whether they need to be supplemented
with strategic processes such as rehearsal or deliberate
organization. Similarly, the parameters of perceptual
processes (scanning and reading latency, typing speed)
affect how fast external information can be processed,
and thus what the optimal tradeoff is in propagating
that information over the network.
The information learned decays with practice and is
reinforced with subsequent presentations. The resulting
activation in memory plays an important role, not only
determining which facts can be retrieved at any given
point in time, but also which facts take precedence over
others. For instance, when attempting to retrieve the location of the current target item, it is possible that multiple such locations are known. One possible strategy
would be to retrieve all such locations, then determine
which is the closest. However, some of that information
might also be obsolete, since some of those items might
have been harvested since the information was first com-

Model predictions
The model allows us to make predictions for two hypothetical situations described in the introduction. First,
we simulate team performance for the case of poor memory performance. Setting a base-level learning decays of
1.5 and 3.0, we manipulate the cognitive architecture
into forgetting facts at higher rates1 . Second, we simulate the absence of memory decay: how would the team
perform if its members had infinitely-large, infinitelylasting memory? Having set base-level learning decay
to 0.0, the architecture allows models to retrieve information even long after it was last presented. In this
condition, memory retrievals no longer prefer recent information. The model was not optimized towards the
following results.
The simulation results show significantly decreased
performance for the case of high decay bll =3.0 (β =
−27419, p < 0.005, total points), but also for the case of
no memory decay (bll =0.0, β = −27612, p < 0.006). The
middle condition of increased decay at bll =1.5 yields a
nonsignificant performance boost (β = 13227, p = 0.16).
1
Bll represents the negative exponent; with the time since
information presentation as base. The resulting activation
influences the log-odds of retrieval of the piece of information.
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Conclusion
The Geo Game allows us to observe performance and
communication efficiency in communities of human participants. The game is neither limited to a single group
objective (as in joint problem-solving), nor do humans
act as individual, adversarial agents. We have presented
a cognitive model describing data in which teamwork
benefits from communication policies that make use of
active information filtering by humans. Human Geo
Game players do very well with a strategy of carefully
targeting information, which perhaps is a natural or acquired communication maxim.
A relatively simple, high-level cognitive model can account for the attentional trade-offs involved. We demonstrate the influence of individual memory on task success in communication-based tasks. Counter to intuition, better memory does not help humans communicate or perform the task. The benefits of perfect memory are overcome by the lack of contextualization: agents
fail to account for a rapidly changing environment, as it
presents itself with the Geo Game. This first version of
the model and the early Geo Game experiment are a step
towards an understanding of the mechanisms involved in
the interaction of individual cognition, communication
and resulting group phenomena.
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Abstract: Some people prefer to make risky decisions in their live, such as for avocation or even everyday decision
making. Since Bauer first presented the conception of perceived risk in the decision making of consumer behavior,
the role of perceived risk in product choice has attracted much attention and decisions such as choosing unknown
objects have been known to be risky. Here in this study, we focused on how such risky decisions in product choices
differ according to risk attitude and the faced situation under a virtual market situation. As a result, risk-takers
consistently made risky choices while situation dependent behavior of risk-avoiders was observed. That is, the more
unknown objects were presented, the less risky choices risk-avoiders selected. This result suggests that, in order to
increase sales of a new product (unknown object), it is effective to lay it out with well known objects, not with other
new products.
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Abstract

statement suggests that the conditional is no longer true. If,
instead, participants agreed that, “John did not click on
AA,” they were considered to have retained the AA-BB
belief. In this case, the contradictory observation was
rejected, but the conditional belief was maintained.
Participants were more likely to revise their belief in the
AA-BB relationship when the system contained a button
that operated randomly, lighting up one of two boxes in a
randomly alternating fashion, as compared to a version of
the system with a uniform operation, in which each button
lit up one and only one box. In this latter uniform condition,
participants were also less likely to revise the AA-BB belief
if they had extended rather than limited experience with the
relationship supporting that belief (e.g., pressing each button
5 vs. 15 times); in contrast, participants in the random
condition were equally likely to revise the AA-BB belief
regardless of prior experience with the relationship.
Thus, the presence of a randomly alternating element
within a system of conditionals reduced participants’
certainty in the AA-BB belief, and increased the likelihood
of revising that belief when faced with a contradictory
observation. These results indicate that belief certainty,
prior experience, and systemic variability all influence the
likelihood of revision following contradictory evidence.
These features of the initial belief, or the context of that
belief, reveal some conditions under which beliefs change.

Individuals often revise their belief in conditional relations
when faced with contradictory evidence. However,
individuals’ beliefs about the reliability of particular sources
may influence their acceptance of such evidence. In three
experiments, we examined effects of source credibility on
belief revision. Participants were presented with a description
of a mechanical system comprised of conditional relations
with either uniform or randomly alternating components.
Next, participants received a contradictory observation from a
reliable, unreliable, or neutral source. When evidence came
from an unreliable source, participants often failed to revise
the conditional belief, regardless of the design of the system.
Keywords: Belief revision; reasoning; source credibility

Influences on Belief Revision
What causes people to change what they know to reflect
newly learned information inconsistent with their prior
beliefs? Extant research in cognitive science suggests that
individuals often revise their beliefs in conditional
relationships (e.g., If A, then B) when presented with new
information that contradicts those existing beliefs (Elio &
Pelletier, 1997). Subsequent research building from this
tradition has investigated factors that influence the
likelihood of belief revision following contradictory or
anomalous observations (Chinn & Brewer, 1993).
For example, Markovits and Schmeltzer (2007) examined
the likelihood of revising a belief in a conditional
relationship when that relationship was embedded in a set of
other conditionals. They presented participants with an
electronic device consisting of a set of conditionals; when
participants clicked a button in the top row, it would light up
a corresponding button in the bottom row (e.g., clicking on
a button labeled ‘AA’ would light up a box labeled ‘BB’).
The project assessed the effects of variability within the
system of conditionals, and the experience participants had
with the initial belief, on belief revision. Participants were
presented with a contradictory observation, such as:
John is a student who used this program last night. He
clicked on AA, but he says that BB did not light up.
Participants were asked to endorse one of two statements.
Participants were considered to have revised their belief in
the AA-BB relationship if they agreed that, “It is not always
true that if one clicks on AA, then BB will light up.” This

The Quality of Contradictory Evidence
In everyday experiences, however, a number of more
pragmatic factors can potentially affect belief revision. For
example, the degree to which contradictory evidence is
perceived as reliable, honest, and trustworthy might affect
the likelihood of belief change. Chinn and Brewer (1993)
note that the likelihood of belief revision in the event of
anomalous data may depend on the credibility of the source
of those data. Individuals may be more willing to accept
contradictory observations from sources they know to be
reliable, relative to sources they deem untrustworthy.
Contradictory evidence provided by untrustworthy sources,
therefore, may be much easier to discount or reject.
A large body of research from social psychology has
evaluated the impact of source credibility on beliefs and
attitude change. These studies have demonstrated that, on
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average, credible sources are persuasive, influencing beliefs
and attitudes more so than non-credible sources (see
Pornpitakpan, 2004 for a review). People are more likely to
agree with messages provided by trustworthy sources and to
disagree with messages provided by untrustworthy sources.
The current study employed a theoretical perspective
from persuasion research to determine whether credibility
influences beliefs about conditional relationships. In three
experiments, we used an existing research paradigm
(Markovits & Schmeltzer, 2007) to investigate whether the
likelihood of revision following experiences with
contradictory evidence could be influenced by whether that
evidence was provided by a trustworthy, untrustworthy, or
neutral source. If source credibility influences belief
change, we would expect a greater likelihood of revision
when contradictory evidence is provided by a trustworthy
source, relative to both neutral and untrustworthy sources.
Individuals should be more likely to accept a
contradictory observation from a trustworthy source,
potentially revising their initial beliefs in order to resolve
the inconsistency between the belief and the observation.
An untrustworthy source should lead to minimal revision;
individuals may discount the observation provided by an
untrustworthy source, making initial belief retention more
likely. In addition, we investigated whether any effects of
source might interact with effects of systemic variability.
Recall that the presence of randomness within a system of
conditional relationships should lead to an increased
likelihood of belief revision, relative to a uniform system.

Figure 1: Image of mechanical device, Experiments 1-3.

Method
Participants. 124 Northwestern University undergraduates
participated for either course credit or cash payment.
Materials and design. The materials used by Markovits
and Schmeltzer (2007; Exp.2), were modified and compiled
into a two-page booklet. The booklet first provided a
general description of the device. This text description
stated that some students had tested the device for an entire
day. A graphical representation of the device followed (see
Figure 1). The device featured two rows of five containers.
Directly beneath the bottom row of containers, a description
of the testing results for each top-row container was printed.
The first four containers all operated in the same way: A
marble placed in the top container would fall into the
container directly below it (e.g., “Each time a marble was
put into AA, it always fell into BB.”). The result for
container 4, the right-most container, was covered by a Postit sticker. Container 4 had one of two possible results. In
the uniform condition, the result below container 4 stated,
“Each time a marble was put into 4, it always fell into 4B.”
In the random alternation condition, the result stated that
“Each time a marble was put into 4, it sometimes fell into
4B, and sometimes into BB, in a totally unpredictable
manner.” Thus, in the uniform condition all of the
containers operated identically, while the random device
contained a single, randomly alternating element.
On page two of the booklet, participants were asked,
“Suppose that you try the device and you put a marble into
AA. According to you, is it true that the marble will fall
into BB?” Respondents circled either “YES” or “NO” and
then rated the certainty of their response (0% to 100%).
Next, statements constituting the report of an observation
that contradicted the previously described AA-BB
relationship were provided by a source varying in reliability.
In the neutral source condition, these statements read: “John
is a student who used the device last night. He claims that
he put a marble into AA, but that the marble did not fall into
BB.” This description was identical to that used in prior
work. In the reliable source condition, John was also
described as a trustworthy honors student:
John is an honors student who used the device last night.
He is hard working and consistently earns top grades. He
wants experience working in a laboratory, so he has
volunteered to help test this and several other devices
during evening sessions. He claims that he put a marble

Experiment 1
Participants were presented with a conditional belief
embedded within a mechanical system containing a set of
conditional relationships; the device had either uniform
operation or contained a randomly operating element. An
observation contradicting the conditional belief was then
provided by a trustworthy, untrustworthy, or neutral source.
We predicted that participants would be more likely to
engage in belief revision when the device contained a
randomly operating element than when it operated
uniformly. We also generated hypotheses with respect to
the effect of source credibility on the likelihood of revision.
A source dependence hypothesis predicts that individuals’
acceptance or rejection of a contradictory observation will
be influenced by the reliability of the source of that
observation. In contrast, a source independence hypothesis
suggests that the quality of the source may have little effect
on an individual’s belief in a conditional relation. This view
is not a straw argument: Source credibility may be less
influential when participants focus on the contents of the
message that a source provides (i.e., the contradictory
observation; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). If participants
ignore information about source credibility and attend solely
to the contradictory observation and the device, we would
expect revision to be equivalent across sources.
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into AA, but that the marble did not fall into BB.
In contrast, in the unreliable source condition, John was
described as being irresponsible and inattentive:
John is an undergrad who used the device last night. He
rarely takes his responsibilities seriously and is often
careless in his assignments. Although he has volunteered
to test devices in the lab, he doesn’t complete tasks
carefully because he thinks he isn’t being paid enough.
He claims that he put a marble into AA, but that the
marble did not fall into BB.
These statements were followed by the critical belief
revision question. Participants selected which of two
statements they considered most believable. The revise
statement read, “It is not always true that if one puts a
marble into AA, then it will fall into BB.” The reject
statement read, “It is not true that John put a marble into
AA.” Statement order was counterbalanced across the
versions of the booklet. Throughout all experiments
presented here, participants who selected the revise
statement were counted as having revised their belief in the
AA-BB relationship, while participants who selected the
reject statement were considered to have retained this belief.

We examined the degree to which participants engaged in
belief revision as a function of the experimental conditions
using logistic regression analyses with revision (or not) of
the AA-BB belief as the dependent variable. Model 1
included Device, and Trustworthy and Untrustworthy
sources (with Neutral source as reference category) as
predictors. This analysis indicated only that the probability
of belief revision was less likely when the contradictory
observation was provided by an untrustworthy source, in
contrast to a neutral source (β = -1.61, Wald χ2 = 9.46, Odds
Ratio = 0.20, p < 0.01). Model 2 added two interaction
terms, Trustworthy by Device and Untrustworthy by
Device, as predictors; neither of these predictors
significantly influenced the likelihood of revision. There
was no effect of Device on revision. There was also no
difference in the likelihood of revision between Trustworthy
and Neutral sources.
These analyses suggest that when an unreliable source
offers anomalous data, individuals are more likely to reject
that contradictory observation and less likely to revise their
initial beliefs, in contrast to when information is provided
by either trustworthy or neutral sources. Individuals appear
to readily reject the unreliable source’s observation,
retaining their initial belief. The findings of Experiment 1
demonstrate initial evidence that source credibility
influences conditional belief revision.
In contrast to previous work, however, we obtained no
effect of systemic variability on the likelihood of revision.
Participants were equally likely to revise the AA-BB belief
regardless of whether the device was uniform or random.
One potential explanation for this is that participants may
not have fully attended to the device’s design. While we
recreated the methods used in previous experiments on
belief revision as closely as possible, participants’ attention
to the device in the initial phase of the experiment may have
been insufficient. Recall that participants were asked to
both read and listen to a verbal description of the device
while learning about its operation. This design may have
incurred a substantial processing load, perhaps by requiring
participants to attend to multiple modalities simultaneously
(Mayer & Moreno, 2003), or by setting a pace for
understanding that did not allow for careful consideration of
the system. Experiment 2 was designed to reduce these
potential limitations and to encourage participants’ attention
to the device’s operation.

Procedure. Participants were assigned to one of twelve
experimental booklets constructed by fully crossing the
Source, Device, and Statement Order factors.
The
experimenter read aloud the text description of the device
and read the first four container results (i.e., 1, 2, AA, 3)
while the participant followed along. The participant was
then instructed to remove the Post-it note in order to learn
the results for container 4. The experimenter read aloud the
result, and the participant was instructed to answer the
questions on page 2 of the booklet without further
instruction from the experimenter.

Results and Discussion
Four participants were excluded for failure to follow
directions; analyses reported below were conducted on the
remaining 120 participants.
All participants expected that a marble placed into
container 4 would fall into 4B, indicating that they expected
the same uniform pattern of results that had been observed
for all other containers. Table 1 presents the mean
proportion of participants who agreed that rejecting the
initial belief was the most believable option, as a function of
device condition and source.

Experiment 2

Table 1. Mean proportion of belief revisions, Experiment 1.
Source
Trustworthy
Untrustworthy
Neutral
Mean

Uniform
0.47
0.15
0.50
0.37

Random
0.65
0.20
0.52
0.46

To address the issues outlined above, we drew on theories
and principles derived from research on multimedia learning
and how individuals learn from a multimodal combination
of words and images. In Experiment 1, participants learned
about the device through text, narration, and an image. The
modality principle of multimedia learning suggests that
presenting verbal information in the form of auditory
narration, thereby allowing learners to rely on multiple

Mean
0.56
0.18
0.51
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sense modalities to process information, can reduce
cognitive load (e.g., Mayer & Moreno, 2003). Accordingly,
we eliminated the printed descriptive text on the
experimental booklet, hoping to facilitate participants’
understanding of the device’s operation.
We also provided additional guidance with respect to the
device’s operation, to help make the random or uniform
mechanism particularly salient. The experimenter now
provided pointing gestures, coupled with verbal narration, to
introduce the device to participants. Pointing gestures are
commonly used in conversation to encourage joint attention
and facilitate communication about objects and pictures
(Clark & Marshall, 1981). We hoped the gestures would
help increase attention to the device’s operation, and in turn,
uncover any effects of device condition on revision.
Our predictions were identical to Experiment 1. In
addition, we predicted that our modifications to the
experiment would enhance participants’ attention to the
design of the device, and thus increase the likelihood of
observing an effect of systemic variability. However, if our
modifications failed to encourage adequate attention to the
device, we would expect little effect of device condition on
revision, as in Experiment 1.

Table 2. Mean proportion of belief revisions, Experiment 2.
Source
Trustworthy
Untrustworthy
Neutral
Mean

Uniform
0.61
0.09
0.21
0.30

Random
0.68
0.21
0.48
0.46

Mean
0.65
0.15
0.34

source as reference category) as predictors. Because
preliminary chi-square tests of independence revealed a
significant effect for Statement Order on revision [χ2 (1,
N=138) = 3.90, p < 0.05], this variable was also included as
a factor in the regression analyses.
As in Experiment 1, the likelihood of revision was
reduced when the contradictory observation was provided
by an untrustworthy compared to a neutral source (β = 1.12, Wald χ2 = 4.49, Odds Ratio = .33, p < 0.05). Revision
of the AA-BB belief was more likely when the observation
was provided by a trustworthy source, compared to a neutral
source (β = 1.33, Wald χ2 = 8.50, Odds Ratio = 3.80, p <
0.01). Additionally, the probability of belief revision was
significantly higher when the device contained a randomly
operating element rather than a uniform operation (β = 0.82,
Wald χ2 = 4.07, Odds Ratio = 2.27, p < 0.05). Finally, we
observed a marginally significant effect of question order (β
= 0.76, Wald χ2 = 3.60, Odds Ratio = 2.15, p = 0.058), such
that participants were more likely to engage in belief
revision if the “revise” option appeared before the “reject”
option in the experimental booklet than if they appeared in
the opposite order. Model 2 added Trustworthy by Device
and Untrustworthy by Device interaction terms as
predictors, and neither of these predictors significantly
influenced the likelihood of revision. That is, the impact of
device on the likelihood of belief revision did not vary
between trustworthy and neutral sources, or between
untrustworthy and neutral sources.
These results suggest that the modifications to the
experiment encouraged participants to attend to the device’s
condition, as the likelihood of revision was influenced by
the design of the device. As predicted, participants were
more likely to revise their belief in the AA-BB relationship
when the device contained a randomly alternating element
rather than a uniform operation, which is consistent with the
effect of systemic variability observed in prior work
(Markovits & Schmeltzer, 2007). Examination of the mean
proportion of belief revision suggests that this effect was
primarily driven by the neutral source condition. The
likelihood of revision in the random condition was 27
percentage points higher than in the uniform condition for
these participants; in contrast, the revision differences
between the random and uniform devices for the other
source conditions were considerably smaller.
Regarding credibility effects, we replicated the findings of
Experiment 1. Participants were less likely to revise their

Method
Participants. 144 Northwestern University undergraduates
participated for either course credit or cash payment.
Materials and design. The materials were identical to
those in Experiment 1, with the exception that the
descriptive text was omitted from the experimental booklet.
Procedure. The procedure was modified from Experiment
1 in the following ways. The experimenter read aloud the
verbal description of the device, and used pointing gestures
to accompany their verbal description of the device’s
operation. The experimenter pointed at each container as it
was mentioned in the testing results (e.g., in the random
alternation condition, where a marble placed into 4 could
fall out of either 4B or BB, the experimenter pointed at
container 4, then to 4B, then back up to 4, then to BB, as she
explained this result).

Results and Discussion
Data from three participants were excluded for failure to
follow directions. In addition, three participants did not
predict that a marble dropped in 4 would fall into 4B, and
were thus excluded. Analyses reported below were
conducted on the remaining 138 participants.
Table 2 presents the mean proportion of participants who
revised their belief in the AA-BB relationship, by condition.
As in Experiment 1, logistic regression analyses with
revision (or not) of the AA-BB belief as the dependent
variable were conducted. Model 1 included Device, and
Trustworthy and Untrustworthy sources (with Neutral
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belief in the AA-BB relationship when contradictory
evidence was provided by an untrustworthy source, relative
to both neutral and trustworthy sources. In addition,
participants were more likely to revise their belief in the
conditional when that same contradictory observation was
provided by a trustworthy source compared to a neutral
source.
The addition of instructions that focused
participants’ attention on the device enhanced the effects of
the device’s design, defining additional conditions that
potentially influence belief revision.
Experiments 1 and 2 provide evidence for the source
dependence hypothesis, but the presence of conflicting
effects of device condition on revision across these
experiments begs further investigation. Experiment 3
provides an additional analysis of the role of the device’s
operation in participants’ revision decisions.

Table 3. Mean proportion of belief revisions, Experiment 3.
Source
Trustworthy
Untrustworthy
Neutral
Mean

Uniform
0.33
0.05
0.08
0.15

Materials and design.
those in Experiment 2.

Random
0.48
0.04
0.43
0.32

Mean
0.40
0.04
0.26

The materials were identical to

Procedure. The procedure was identical to Experiment 2,
with the addition of extra detail about the device’s uniform
or random operation.
In the random condition, the
experimenter told participants that container 4 operated in a
totally random way, such that “we cannot predict at all
whether a marble placed in 4 will come out of 4 or out of
4B. The outcome will happen completely by chance.” In
the uniform condition, the experimenter stated that “If a
marble is placed into 4, it will always come out of 4B. This
outcome will happen each time we use the device.” Thus,
the uniform device was described as behaving completely
predictably, while the random device was described as
having a component with unpredictable behavior.

Experiment 3
One potential explanation for the mixed findings of the
device’s operation on participants’ beliefs might be due to
difficulties in understanding what it means for a device to
operate
randomly.
People
often
demonstrate
misunderstandings of chance and randomness. Thankfully,
while people’s intuitive notions of what “randomness”
means can be quite inconsistent with how the laws of
chance truly operate, training on principles such as the law
of large numbers can improve their ability to employ
statistical reasoning to solve problems (Fong, Krantz, &
Nisbett, 1986). Thus, it may be possible to enhance
participants’ ability to distinguish between devices with
uniform and random operation by providing them with a
clear definition of what it means for a component to operate
randomly.
Accordingly, we incorporated additional
clarification of the operation of the system in terms of what
was meant by operating in a random or uniform fashion.
The goal was to ensure that participants understood what
was meant by a randomly operating system.
If this additional detail regarding the device’s operation
improved individuals’ understanding of the device, we
expected to observe greater differentiation between the
likelihood of belief revision for uniform and for random
devices, as compared to the pattern obtained in Experiment
2. Specifically, participants should be less likely to revise in
the uniform condition, and the difference in proportion of
revisions between random and uniform device conditions
should be larger, in contrast to Experiment 2. However, if
these instructions provided no added benefit to participants’
understanding, or the rest of the experimental manipulation
obviated any impact of systematic variability of the device,
we would expect the effects obtained for device condition to
be identical to those obtained in the previous experiment.

Results and Discussion
Data from nine participants were excluded for failure to
endorse the AA-BB relationship. Analyses reported below
were conducted on the remaining 135 participants.
Table 3 presents the mean proportion of participants who
revised their belief in the AA-BB relationship by condition.
Logistic regression analyses were conducted. Model 1
included Device, and Trustworthy and Untrustworthy
sources (Neutral as reference category) as predictors.
The odds of belief revision were significantly reduced
when an untrustworthy source provided the contradictory
observation, compared to a neutral source (β = -2.04, Wald
χ2 = 6.31, Odds Ratio = .13, p < 0.05). The odds of revision
did not differ between trustworthy and neutral sources (β =
.77, Wald χ2 = 2.60, Odds Ratio = 2.16, p = 0.11). In
addition, revision of the AA-BB belief was also more likely
to occur when the device contained a randomly operating
element, in contrast to a uniform operation (β = 1.07, Wald
χ2 = 5.46, Odds Ratio = 2.91, p < 0.05). The interaction
terms added in Model 2 were not significant, but a linear
probability model analysis revealed a significant interaction,
such that the effect of device condition was significant in
the neutral source condition, but not in the untrustworthy
source condition (β = -0.35, t = -2.12, p < 0.05). Those in
the untrustworthy source condition were not influenced by
the condition of the device.
These results are consistent with those of the previous
studies: When a contradictory observation is provided by an
untrustworthy source, participants are less likely to revise

Method
Participants. 144 Northwestern University undergraduates
participated for either course credit or cash payment.
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their belief to accommodate that observation, relative to
both trustworthy and neutral sources. In addition, this
experiment replicated the effects of systemic variability
obtained in Experiment 2 and prior work. Further, while
additional detail about the device’s operation reduced the
overall likelihood of revision, the difference between
random and uniform devices in the neutral source condition
was 35 percentage points, as compared to 27 in Experiment
2, suggesting that our manipulations effectively enhanced
understanding of the operation of the device.

consideration as to how the pragmatics of these logical
scenarios, and people’s familiarity with such pragmatics,
might instill expectations for probabilities, reliabilities, and
the nature of conditional relationships. In previous work,
the underlying logic offered by particular premises and
observations could be reinforced or mitigated by prior
knowledge people had about the world (e.g., Griggs & Cox,
1982; Johnson-Laird, Legrenzi, & Legrenzi, 1972). In fact,
the results of the systemic variability of the device may have
arisen in part from everyday expectations (i.e., using items
that break randomly; slot machines; etc.). But additionally,
the current findings suggest that beliefs about the sources
who provide information about conditional relationships can
similarly inform people’s expectations about causal (and
other types of) relationships in the world. A more complete
account of the conditions under which revision occurs
necessitates consideration of such social and pragmatic
influences on cognition.

General Discussion
In these three experiments, we examined whether the
credibility of a source might influence the likelihood of
belief revision. Consistent with a source dependence
hypothesis, participants were less likely to revise their belief
about a conditional relationship when evidence
contradicting that relationship was provided by an
untrustworthy source, as compared to when it was provided
by a trustworthy or neutral source. Neutral and trustworthy
sources, across the experiments, encouraged similar levels
of revision. In addition, devices with randomly alternating
components were more likely to encourage belief revision
than uniform devices, except under conditions of relative
cognitive load, as in Experiment 1; when participants’
ability to process the components of the system was
hindered, the likelihood of revision was only influenced by
source credibility, while both factors had an impact on
revision with a multimodal presentation of the device
description. We also observed little in the way of an
interaction between credibility and systemic variability,
except in Experiment 3.
When participants clearly
understood the unpredictable nature of the system’s
operation, the tendency to revise was greater with the
presence of a random element, while the presence of an
untrustworthy source eliminated any effects of randomness
on the odds of revision.
One potential concern with this project is the possibility
of task demands. Making participants aware of source
descriptions may have incurred decisions about not just the
device itself, but also assumptions about whether they might
be expected to reject an unreliable source’s contribution.
We note the data did not reveal wholesale shifts in beliefs as
a function of source, which one might expect if task
demands were particularly influential. Nevertheless, further
methodological refinements permitting a subtler test of
source credibility might help alleviate concerns about task
demands in future extensions of this work.
These
extensions are important, as demonstrations of the effects of
credibility on belief revision have remained understudied.
Instead, most accounts of belief revision have focused on
the nature of conditional relationships, examining how
understandings of different premises can change the ease
with which people encode, update, or modify what they
know about the world. Those projects have provided little
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Tracing the Process of Rating Decisions through Cursor Movements
Kenpei SHIINA (shiinaATwaseda.jp)
Department of Educational Psychology, Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan
Abstract
To study the decision process during rating tasks, PC cursor
trajectories were recorded and analyzed. The trajectories were
often successions of rapid saccadic-like movements that are
called strokes in this paper. The analysis of strokes revealed
that the distribution of strokes differed across tasks as a
function of task difficulty. A simple number matching task
elicited fewer strokes, shorter response times, and velocity
patterns resembling simple ballistic reaching movements. A
personality rating task tended to elicit multiple strokes and
longer RTs, which caused a typical inverted-U RT effect. The
shape and speed of tangential velocity of trajectories may
reflect participant’s internal states, especially when cognitive
loads are high.

Keywords: Rating decision; inverted-U effect; Response
time; decisional fluctuation.

Rating Scales and Trajectories
Despite the advances in new technologies and modern
methods, rating scales are still a mainstay of data acquisition
in psychology and cognitive science. Unfortunately, there
remain many unresolved fundamental questions concerning
the nature of rating scale methods and the data arising from
them. It appears that the rating scale is a “black box” that no
one is willing to open. One of these problems is that we do
not know very well how the rating decisions are physically
performed, let alone the internal processes influencing
choice and response time. Within the framework of the
process tracing paradigm often employed in behavioral
decision making research, the present study analyzed the
trajectories of cursors in rating decisions using a computerbased decision interface (Figure 1) and contrasted responses
to a digit matching Benchmark Task and a more cognitively
engaging Big 5 personality questionnaire Task.
Trajectory monitoring of this type has been used in many
situations to infer the internal states of decision makers
(Baccino, 1994; Baccino & Kennedy, 1995; Arroyo, Selker,
& Wei, 2006; Spivey, Grosjean, & Knoblich, 2005; Dale,
Kehoe, & Spivey, 2007; Farmer, Cargill, Hindy, Dale, &
Spivey, 2007; Freeman, Ambady, Rule, & Johnson, 2008;
Shiina, 2008). Recently, Shiina (2011) pointed out that the
cursor trajectories in rating tasks were not always smooth
continuous curves as in the previous studies, but were often
successions of rapid brief movements similar to saccadic
eye-movements. They are called strokes in this paper.
The purpose of the present paper is two-fold: investigation
into the characteristics of such strokes including the
relationship between strokes and response times, and the
search for the evidence that stroke frequencies and shapes
can serve as indices of some decisional characteristics,
decisional fluctuation in particular. Finally, implications for
decision research are highlighted in Discussion.
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Figure 1: The form used in the number matching
Benchmark Task and an example of a cursor trajectory that
traveled from “Start” button, which disappeared from the
screen after the initial click, to Category 1 (lower left small
square button). There are two strokes (rapid movements) in
this trajectory. See text and Figure 4 as well.
We used two tasks that call for distinct cognitive
processes. In Benchmark Task, the goal of cursor
movements was set by the experimenter and the respondents
were simply following the order of the experimenter,
whereas in the second Big 5 Task, the goal of cursor
movements should be set by the participants’ spontaneous
judgment, which was the reason why a Big 5 personality
assessment task with well-studied items was employed. It
seems very plausible that the differences between the two
tasks reflect the internal states of the participants.

Experiment
In this trajectory monitoring experiment, the form shown
in Figure 1 was used. Figure 1 also shows an example of a
cursor trajectory. There were 5 ordered categories with a set
of numerical labels from 1 to 5 in Benchmark Task and a set
of verbal labels in Big 5 Task.
Procedure Using the form shown in Figure 1, a trial was
initiated with the presentation of a center button labeled
“Start”. After the initial click of the start button, the button
disappeared from the screen. The start button is not shown
in Figure 1 but the origin of the trajectory example shows its
approximate location. Immediately after the initial click of
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the start button, a problem appeared in the stimulus display
box in the center of the form and the participants were asked
to click a “correct” or “most suitable” category button
(small squares in the bottom of the form) as quickly as
possible. The time and trajectory of the cursor between the
initial and last clicks were recorded. The experimental
program was written in VBA for Microsoft Excel and the
experiment was run on Excel.
Tasks In Benchmark Task, a random digit from 1 to 5 was
presented in the display box and the participant’s task was
to click the corresponding response button as quickly as
possible. The trajectories arising from this task served as
baselines with a minimum of cognitive components. The 5
digits were randomly presented 5 times each.
In Big 5 Task, participants were asked to rate their
personality by clicking one of the 5 buttons. In the stimulus
display box, adjectives or sentences based upon Big 5
theory were presented. In this task, instead of the 5 numerals
“No”, ”Don’t know”, and “Yes” labels (in Japanese) were
placed in the positions of “1”, “3”, and “5”, respectively and
there were no labels for “2” and “4”. There were 30
personality items written in Japanese (Shimizu and
Yamamoto, 2007) and these verbal labels are typically used
in questionnaires of this type in Japan. All participants were
first given Benchmark Task and then Big 5 Task.
Participants The participants were 483 undergraduates of
Waseda University. They were native or quasi-native
Japanese speakers.

BENCHMARK

RT(s)

3

BIG 5

2

1
1

2

3

4

5

RESPONSE CATEGORY
Figure 2: Mean RTs as a function of final category chosen.
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Analysis of Mean RT and Inverted-U Effect
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Figure 3a: Average tangential velocities in Benchmark Task.

400
350

VELOCITY (dot/s)

The time from the initial click of “Start” button to the final
click of a rating category button was defined as response
time (RT). In Figure 2 the mean response times as a
function of the final category clicked (answer) are shown.
In Benchmark Task, average response times were Ushaped, reflecting the physical distance between the central
start button and the lower, horizontally arrayed response
buttons. In Big 5 Task, in contrast, a typical inverted-U
effect was observed. Inverted-U effects have been found in
a variety of tasks and stimuli that use response scales with
polytomous ordered categories (e.g., Likert scale). In
general, the Inverted-U effect refers to the fact that
responses are more unstable and require more processing
time in the middle than in the extremes of the response scale
(Kuiper, 1981). This multi-faceted effect is observed in the
forms of response times, errors, and response variabilities,
called, inverted-U response time, error, and uncertainty
effects, respectively (Mignault, Marley, & Chaudhuri, 2008).
There was no inverted-U RT effect in Benchmark Task
while Big 5 Task showed an inverted-U RT pattern.
Therefore, it is reasonable to say that inverted-U RT effect
did occur in Big 5 Task and the difference between the two
lines in Figure 2 was due to cognitive loads in Big 5 Task.
Further, it might be predicted that inverted-U RT effect does
not occur when the cognitive load is low (Shiina, 2011).
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Figure 3b: Average tangential velocities in Big 5 Task.

Analysis of Average Tangential Velocities
A trajectory is a time-indexed 2-dimensional function:
( x(t ), y(t )), 0  t  RT . Because each trajectory had a
different RT that was measured from the initial to the final
clicks, some standardization was needed. To do this, we first
divided the RT by 256 to define a discretized time step and
then estimated the locations ( xi , yi ), i  0, 255 by linear

interpolation. This procedure maintains the length and the
shape of a trajectory while equalizing the number of time
steps. A convenient way of comparing trajectories without
losing information in time domain is to analyze tangential
velocity of trajectories (Shiina, 2008). Tangential velocity
of a trajectory at time i is defined by

TVi 

( xi 1  xi )2  ( yi 1  yi )2
RT / 256
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Then average curves of tangential velocities of the
trajectories that arrived at the same rating category (Figure
3) were computed. In Figure 3a, there are 5 average
tangential velocity curves corresponding to the 5 final rating
categories clicked in Benchmark Task. The curves are
showing the “speed” of the cursor as a function of
standardized time and the numbers in parentheses are mean
RTs. In the same way, the tangential velocity curves in Big
5 Task are shown in Figure 3b. Obviously, one can observe
that tangential velocities a) in Big 5 Task were lower, b)
toward the middle categories were lower in both tasks, c)
toward the middle categories in Big 5 Task were flat, were
d) positively correlated with RT in Benchmark Task, and
were e) negatively correlated with RT in Big 5 Task.
Observation a) implies the effect of cognitive load, b, d) the
effect of physical distance, c) decisional hesitation and
vacillation (Shiina, 2008) , and e) a realization of inverted-U
variability effect (Shiina, 2008, 2011).
The average curves in Figure 3 gives a strong impression
that the raw trajectories must also be smooth single
movements as in the case of reaching movement (Kelso,
Southard, & Goodman, 1979, for example). In reality,
however, most of individual trajectories were not
continuous smooth curves. Figure 4 presents examples of
such velocity curves to be analyzed extensively in the next
section. There were several peaks and hills derived from
rapid movements of the cursor that are referred to as strokes
(see Figure 1). Single, twin, triple or more stroke curves
were abundant and there were drift patterns as well that are
depicted in the last row of Figure 4. Moreover, the strokes
do not appear to be homogeneous: we can see pulses, peaks,
and hills, although there are no rigorous definitions of them
as in the real world. At any rate, the emergence of strokes in
decision making is a novel finding, if not an artifact inherent
in mouse interface, showing a new aspect of real time
processing of decision making.
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Figure 4: Raw tangential velocity curves (Benchmark Task)
showing peaks and hills (strokes) and drifts (the last row).
Second row left corresponds to the example trajectory in
Figure 1. Abscissa indicates standardized time (256 time
steps) and ordinate indicates tangential velocity (dot/s).
tangential velocity graphs shown in Figure 4. In general, it
is a hard problem to extract signals from noises. Moreover,
the definition of peaks and hills in the present situation is
difficult to make partly because there are no previous
studies that help us to set guidelines and partly because
there cannot be a correct definition of a hill or a peak.
With these problems in mind, the filter was designed in the
following way. First, because tangential velocities as
defined by Equation (1) cannot be negative, detection and
filtering methods from digital image analysis can be used. In
digital image analysis, edge detection is a fundamental
technique with known algorithms and outcomes. A standard
procedure is to compute second derivatives of an image and
search for zero-crossings. Employing this idea for our stroke
detection filter, first derivatives of tangential velocity
(acceleration) were computed and then zero-crossings
corresponding to hill tops (no acceleration points) were
detected. We need not compute second derivatives in our

Tangential Velocity of Individual Raw Trajectories
The first step to analyze individual raw trajectories should
be the counting of strokes as a function of final categories
clicked. Because it is almost impossible to visually count
pulses and hills in the thousands of velocity graphs, a stroke
detection filter was designed.
Stroke Detection Filter Finding out strokes from cursor
trajectories is equivalent to searching for peaks and hills in
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c) Big 5 Strict criterion
d) Big 5 Lax criterion
Figure 5: The ratios of stroke numbers for each rating
category. Very small ratios (more than 4 or 5 strokes) are
invisible in this figure. a) Benchmark Task under strict
criterion (12,075 total responses) , b) Benchmark Task
under lax criterion. In Benchmark Task, Categories 1, 2, 3,
4, and, 5 were clicked 2417, 2414, 2415, 2414, and 2415
times, respectively. c) Big 5 Task under strict criterion
(14,490 total responses), d) Big 5 Task under lax criterion.
Categories 1, 2, 3, 4, and, 5 were clicked 2642, 1987, 2289,
3367, and 4205 times, respectively.
Major observations are as follows:
1) In Benchmark Task (Figures 5a and 5b), the stroke ratios
were about the same across categories under both criteria,
meaning that the probability of strokes occurring was not
related to the final categories clicked, while in Big 5 Task
(Figures 5c and 5d) , we find rather systematic differences
in the stroke ratios.
2) Figures 5a and 5c tell us that, under the strict criterion,
SRC(1) (single-stroke trajectories ratio) decreased and
multiple-stroke trajectories (2 or more) increased with the
cognitive load of personality judgment except Category 5.
Similarly, under the lax criterion, comparison of Figures 5b
and 5d tells us that SRC(2) (double-stroke trajectories)
decreased and triple-or-more stroke trajectories increased
with the cognitive load imposed by personality judgment
except again Category 5. Taken together, it is safe to say
that the personality judgment increased the number of
strokes, with the exception of Category 5.
3) In Big 5 Task (Figures 5c and 5d), it is apparent that the
average number of strokes was larger for Categories 2 and 3
under both criteria.

P (i C )  SRC (i )
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case because we are searching for a hill top and the first
derivative at the hill top should be 0, the first derivatives to
the left of the top should be positive (upward slope), and the
first derivatives to the right of the top should be negative
(downward slope). Zero-crossings obtained from this
procedure arise from both true strokes and noise: By
applying a moving average filter, it was hoped that noisegenerated zero-crossings would be eliminated almost
entirely. A moving average filter (Smith, 1997, p.277) was
used because it is optimal for a common task of reducing
random noise while retaining a sharp step response. Finally,
a stroke (a hill on velocity graphs) was detected by setting
two parameters, width and steepness. The first parameter
defines a minimum width of a knob, and the second a
minimum steepness of a knob, to be called a hill. More
specifically, the width of a knob is defined on the first
derivative time-series as:
Width= Time difference between a valley bottom to the
right of a zero-crossing and a hill top to the left of a zerocrossing,
Steepness=Height difference between the hill top and
valley bottom divided by Width as defined above.
The number of peaks and hills detected is a function of
these two parameters, because changing the parameters
gives different definitions of a peak or hill.
To summarize, strokes in original 2D trajectories are
translated into peaks and hills in tangential velocity graphs.
Hill tops are translated into zero-crossings in first derivative
time-series graphs after application of a 14-point moving
average filter. Finally, the zero-crossing detection algorithm
counts the number of hills (strokes) using the two
parameters that define what a hill should be.
Results of Stroke Analysis Figure 5 shows the results of
stroke counting. Define Stroke Ratio or conditional
probability:
The number of trajectories arriving at Category C and has i strokes
The number of trajectories arriving at Category C

where C is a rating category and i is the number of strokes.
In Figures 5a and 5b, Stroke Ratios in Benchmark Task for
the 5 response categories are depicted. Figure 5a shows the
Stroke Ratios using a strict criterion (width=31,
steepness=0.5) and Figure 5b using a lax criterion
(width=20, steepness=0.5). Similarly, Figures 5c and 5d
show results for Big 5 Task. Figure 5c is using the strict
criterion (width=31, steepness=0.5) while Figure 5d is using
the lax criterion (width=20, steepness=0.5). Under the strict
criterion, only larger hills and peaks were counted as strokes
while under the lax criterion smaller hills and peaks were
also detected and counted as strokes. Note that a lax
criterion tends to pick up noise-generated hills while a strict
criterion tends to reject true signals: This trade-off between
noise rejection and signal detection is well known in signal
analysis and cannot be eliminated completely. This is the
reason for considering several criteria at the same time.
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Figure 6a: Average tangential velocities of single stroke
trajectories toward the 5 categories in Benchmark Task.
Bell-shape is a feature of ballistic movement. Lax criterion.
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4) In Big 5 Task, shorter averaged RTs (Figure 2) were
associated with high SRC (1)’s, that is, RT was a decreasing
function of single-peak ratio. The correlation between them
is r = - 0.98 under the strict criterion and r = - 0.96 under the
lax criterion, although the values were calculated from only
5 points and are not too reliable.
5) The responses to Category 5 were unique. When
participants clicked Category 5 or “Yes” category in Big 5
Task, the stroke ratios were very similar to those in
Benchmark Task as if there were no cognitive loads. This
“Yes” effect merits further investigation in the future.
From these observations, it is apparent that the number of
strokes is related to rating judgments and RTs. The next task
should be to clarify how and why they are linked. Although
it is impossible to fully extend such an analysis, connections
to motor movement research and inverted-U effects are
described in the next section.
Ballistic Movements and Decisional Hesitation The ratio
of single stroke trajectory has a theoretically important
meaning because it relates to the ballistic movements. It is
well known in motor control studies that simple reaching
movements involve an initial ballistic phase followed by a
second corrective control phase (Elliot, Helsen, & Chua,
2001). Because of the
speed limitations of
neurotransmission, ballistic movements are under feed
forward control. This means that in a ballistic movement the
initial velocity and direction should be determined before
the initiation of the movement and thus should be
unaffected by cognitive processes during the moving. In
other words, ballistic movements are “thoughtless” after
departure, and can serve as an index that the participants are
not in the states of hesitation or deliberation. Therefore, if a
single stroke movement in the present study is a ballistic
movement, it implies that there was little, if any, decisional
hesitation. A typical feature of ballistic movement is
relatively high and bell-shaped (Gaussian) tangential
velocity. Therefore, deviation of tangential velocity curve
from bell-shape coupled with velocity levels can help
determine whether the trajectory is ballistic or non-ballistic
(Shiina, 2008).
In the previous section, we conducted stroke-wise
categorization of trajectories. Using these results, average
tangential velocities of single stroke trajectories toward the
5 categories in Benchmark Task are drawn in Figure 6a,
because it was very plausible that Benchmark Task
produces simple reaching movements that contain ballistic
components and thus has rapid bell-shaped tangential
velocities. The curves are obviously bell-shaped, indicating
that Benchmark Task evoked simple reaching movements
that contain ballistic components. The curves in Figure 6a
also show that the overall tangential velocities were
relatively high, another characteristic of ballistic movements.
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Figure 6b: Average tangential velocities of single stroke
trajectories toward the 5 categories in Big 5 Task.
Deviation from Bell-shape indicates deviation from ballistic
movement. Lax criterion.
In Figure 6b, average tangential velocities of single stroke
trajectories toward the 5 categories in Big 5 Task are shown.
Deviation from Bell-shape indicates deviation from ballistic
movement and then suggests decisional hesitation.
According to this rule, we can conjecture that Categories 1
and 5 were chosen easily while the other categories were
chosen after deliberation and hesitation. Of course, this type
of multi-stage inference is sometimes dangerous and it is
too early for drawing a conclusion.
Inverted-U Effect and RT In Figure 2, a typical inverted-U
RT effect was found. Then the stroke analysis revealed that
the raw tangential trajectories were rather heterogeneous,
having several strokes (peaks or hills). Finally, in Figure 6b
(and Figure 3b), it was revealed that the single stroke
trajectories toward the middle 3 categories deviated from
ballistic movements in Big 5 Task. In this task, Double-ormore stroke average tangential velocity curves were much
more deviant from bell-shaped and thus different from

ballistic movements (although cannot be shown explicitly
due to space limitation).
Figure 6 shows the purest average velocities in the sense
that they are drawn using filtered velocities and their shapes
in Benchmark Task do look bell-shaped. Therefore, a direct
cause of inverted U-effect in Big 5 Task would be that the
tangential velocities of single-stroke movements toward the
middle 3 categories were not bell-shaped and too low that
many of them were not ballistic at all.
The most parsimonious overall explanation for the present
results is that trajectories toward the middle categories in
Big 5 Task had more strokes and were non-ballistic (vibrant
and instable) so that their average speed slowed down and
thus the inverted-U RT effect occurred. A more bold
psychological interpretation would be that participants’
hesitation and deliberation caused internal fluctuations and
the strokes and trajectory vibrations were the manifestation
of these internal fluctuations (Shiina, 2011).
Because average tangential velocity curves strongly reflect
stroke-onset frequencies averaged over time, so other
interpretations are possible. We are not in the position to
make a definite conclusion and the second psychological
interpretation, although suggestive, should be justified in the
future research.
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Discussion
This study is basically an exploratory one and there are
many important variables that this study did not deal with:
individual differences, direction of velocities, distribution of
RT, and distribution of stroke duration and length, to name
but a few. Nevertheless, some interesting relationships
emerged that suggest the interplay between internal
decisions and physical movements (strokes in particular).
Major results of this paper can be summarized as follows: 1)
The distribution of strokes differed across tasks, and the
number of strokes increased with task difficulty. 2) Strokes
in a trajectory slowed down RT, causing the inverted-U
effect. 3) The shape and speed of tangential velocity of a
trajectory may suggest the type of movement (ballistic vs.
non-ballistic) that in turn suggest the participant’s internal
states, especially when the cognitive loads are high. 4)
Finally, positive responses did not seem to elicit significant
internal conflict. This “Yes” effect appears interesting in
connection with recent unconscious decision making
research. These findings will be fully explored in the future
research.
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Associative memory models provide a possible mechanism for both
heuristics and biases and Bayesian inference
Andrés Pomi
Facultad de Ciencias, Universidad de la República, Montevideo, Uruguay.
Abstract: Heuristics and biases program described some behaviors of human decision making as adaptive prerational tools that lead to different kinds of structural cognitive errors. Some criticism on this program relay over
the absence of theoretical and mechanistic models of heuristics.
Cognitive errors in medical diagnosis are widely described as biases provoked by the use of heuristics in realistic
clinical frameworks. Here we show that associative memory models instructed to perform medical diagnosis by
capturing frequencies from the environment display the same biases observed in clinical practice. This suggests that
the mechanism underlying heuristics and biases could be of associative nature.
In addition, the mathematics of the model links its performance with Bayesian inference. We find valuable to
consider the possibility that the associative nature of human memory could be acting as a unifying mechanism
explaining both heuristics and biases and Bayesian inference.
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Meaning, Action, and History: Spatial Language as a Dynamic System
Holger Schultheis
University of Bremen

Kenny Coventry
Northumbria University
Abstract: Empirical studies suggest that (a) language is grounded in action and (b) that the immediate past history
of use influences how humans produce and comprehend spatial prepositions. We put these assumptions to the test
by computationally modelling data from a spatial language task. The task required participants to place functionally
related/unrelated objects on a screen w.r.t to a spatial preposition. Across participants, the amount of experience
with placing objects was varied. The employed model was a variant of the dynamic field theory model that has
successfully been applied to the A-not-B error task (Thelen et al., 2001). Since previous actions are an integral part
of the representations in the original model, applying it to the spatial language data allowed testing the mechanisms
underlying the (change of the) meaning of spatial prepositions. Yielding a tight fit, simulations support the idea that
the meaning of spatial prepositions is dynamically grounded in actions.
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Achievement Goals and Learning in a Lecture Course: Moving
Towards Mastery Goals Predicts Deeper Learning
Daniel Belenky
University of Pittsburgh

Timothy Nokes
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Matthew Bernacki
University of Pittsburgh
Abstract: This study investigates the relationship between achievement goals and the type of knowledge acquired during a University lecture course in Cognitive Psychology. Students’ achievement goals (mastery-approach,
performance-approach, and performance-avoidance) were measured right before each of the 3 exams administered
during the course. Each exam included items that assessed factual, conceptual, and application-based knowledge.
Exam 1 performance on factual and conceptual items was (marginally) positively predicted by performance-approach
goals but not mastery-approach goals. However, by Exam 3 mastery-approach goals positively predicted performance
whereas performance-approach goals did not. Furthermore, changes in these goals from Exam 1 to Exam 3 predicted
performance. Becoming more mastery-oriented over time predicted higher Exam 3 scores, while becoming more
performance-approach-oriented predicted lower scores. This difference was particularly strong for application questions, which required a deeper understanding of the material. Results are discussed in terms of a theory describing
the effect of goals on learning processes and performance.
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Abstract

shifts preferences towards risk-averse choices. Framing is
also known to influence other types of judgments, such
confidence in one’s answers to trivia questions (Koriat,
Lichtenstein, & Fischhoff, 1980), perceptions of product
quality (Levin & Gaeth, 1988), and evaluations of programs
or issues (see Levin, Schneider, & Gaeth, 1998, for a
review).
Framing something negatively generally results in lower
evaluations of that item, as seen in evaluations of products
or programs, while framing in a positive light (for example,
describing a 75% success rate, as opposed to a 25% failure
rate) results in more positive evaluations of that item (Levin,
Schneider, & Gaeth, 1998). Similarly, focusing on why
one’s answer is likely to be wrong reduces the degree of
overconfidence in one’s answer (Koriat, Lichtenstein, &
Fischhoff, 1980). On this basis, we expected that framing
metacognitive questions negatively, in terms of unlearned
items, would show a similar effect and reduce performance
estimates.
Self-enhancement bias (Krueger, 1998), on the other
hand, is an effect wherein people judge themselves more
positively than an observer would rate them. This occurs
when traits that are viewed positively by the participant are
being evaluated, and not for traits that are part of negative
self-views (Swann, Pelham, & Krull, 1989). Ability to learn
and remember information is likely to fall under the positive
self-views of a college student, so self-enhancement bias
may impact judgments of learning when that ability is
questioned in a negative light, just as having participants
acknowledge risky behavior may trigger self enhancing
personality ratings and self enhancing reports of health
behaviors (Boney-McCoy, Gibbons, & Gerrard, 1999).
Hence, on this basis, one might expect that negative framing
would lead to self-serving biases when students make
judgments about themselves, as they did in Experiment 1.
For comparison, in Experiment 2, students made
hypothetical judgments about other students.

Previous research has focused on what internal and external
cues influence metacognitive judgment, but has failed to
thoroughly explore the impact of the question itself. Framing
is known to influence judgments such as product quality
(Levin & Gaeth, 1988) and confidence in trivia answers
(Koriat, Lichtenstein, & Fischhoff, 1980). In these
experiments, students were asked to estimate their amount of
learning and improvement, with either positive or negative
frames, or estimate average learning and improvement of
students in a hypothetical learning situation. The results were
that framing influences judgments of learning in a learning
situation, but not in a hypothetical scenario, suggesting a selfenhancement bias.
Keywords: metacognition; metamemory.

Introduction
Judgments of learning, or JOLs, are estimates of one’s
degree of learning. Aggregate JOLs are judgments of how
much material is learned and will be recalled later, while
individual item JOLs are estimates of how likely one is to
recall a particular piece of information later. These
judgments are often based on cues, such as familiarity of the
material or speed of recall (Benjamin & Bjork, 1996; Koriat,
1997; Koriat & Ma’ayan, 2005).
Judgments of improvement, or JOIs, refer to estimates of
learning rate, measuring how much more information one is
likely to learn in an upcoming study trial. This judgment
may be essential to decisions about further study; for
example, when considering whether to continue, change
strategies, or quit (Townsend & Heit, 2010, 2011). These
judgments, like JOLs, are likely to be based on indirect
cues.
The cue-utilization view described by Koriat (1997)
describes metacognitive judgments as inferential, based on
heuristics. These would use different kinds of cues,
including intrinsic cues, or characteristics of the item being
learned, that may be associated with the ease of learning that
item; extrinsic cues, which include aspects of the learning
situation, such as number of repetitions, and what study
strategies were used; and mnemonic cues, such as ease of
retrieval, familiarity, and ease of processing (Koriat, 1997).
Another potential factor that might influence these
judgments is how the question is framed. Framing
influences decisions, and decisions often change when the
framing is changed (Tversky & Kahneman, 1981); when
situations are framed in terms of losses, there are more risky
choices, as opposed to framing in terms of gains, which

Experiment 1
In this experiment, we were interested in the effects that
framing might have on aggregate judgments of learning and
improvement. Specifically, framing in this case refers to the
specific way that students are asked about these judgments.
For example, in terms of aggregate judgments of learning,
students would typically be asked how much they know, in
terms of what percent of the material they will recall, or
how many items they will recall; they are not asked what
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percent of the material they do not know, or how many
items they will get incorrect. The way in which students
internally frame or conceptualize their judgments may have
a profound effect on their judgment magnitude and/or
calibration. On the basis of previous research on framing,
we expected that framing judgments in terms of how much
material is not known, rather than how much material is
known, would result in significantly lower judgments, but
not impact accuracy statistics. On the other hand, a selfserving bias would lead students to give higher judgments
of learning when the question is framed negatively, because
negative framing may lead students to downplay estimates
of what they do not know, whereas positive judgments focus
students on what they do know.

Your answer: I will learn ____ words.” Those in the
JOL/JOI conditions made both JOLs and JOIs.
Scoring. Responses on the test trial were marked correct if
they matched the target word. No points were deducted for
misspellings.

Results
3 participants were removed from the analysis due to failure
to learn any Swahili-English word pairs. 29 participants
were removed due to either not entering any judgments,
entering extremely outlying judgments, learning less than 5
words after all six trials, or technical errors. The final
number of participants included for analysis in each
condition was as follows: 28 in the negative JOL condition,
12 in the regular JOL condition, 11 in the regular JOL plus
JOI condition, 29 in the negative JOL plus JOI condition,
and 40 in the JOI condition, for a total of 120 participants.

Method
Participants. 152 participants from the University of
California, Merced psychology subject pool volunteered to
participate for class credit. The number of participants in
each condition was as follows: 13 in the positive JOL
condition, 13 in the positive JOL and JOI condition, 52 in
the JOI condition, 36 in the negative JOL condition, and 38
in the negative JOL and JOI condition. Sample sizes were
unequal due to time constraint, and it was expected that
negative framed judgments might show wider error variance
(due to participant confusion, frustration, etc) and require a
larger sample size.

Judgments of Learning. Figure 1 shows positive versus
negative JOLs across trials, along with actual recall rates.
For the sake of comparison, negative JOLs were converted
to positive values by subtracting the value reported from 50,
to get the number of words subjects felt that they would get
correct. First, negative JOLs were compared to positive
JOLs, to determine the impact of framing on judgment
magnitude. Contrary to prediction, JOLs were actually
higher when solicited with a negative frame than with
traditional wording, F (1, 38) = 5.23, MSE = 163.34, p <
.05, η2 = .121. Collapsing across the conditions (whether or
not JOLs were made in conjunction with JOIs) also showed
a significant effect of framing, with negative frame JOLs
associated with higher values, F (1,78) = 7.99, MSE =
249.78, p < .01, η2 = .093.
Regular JOLs were not significantly higher when made in
conjunction with JOIs, F (1, 21) = 0.68, MSE = 123.22, p =
.42, η2 = .031, nor were negative JOLs different when made
in conjunction with JOIs, F (1, 55) = 1.43, MSE = 297.92, p
= .24, η2 = .025.
Accuracy of JOLs was first investigated by comparing
JOLs to recall values in a 2 x 6 (repeated measures) X 2
(between subjects) analysis of variance. There was the
typical underconfidence with practice effect (Koriat,
Sheffer, & Ma’ayan, 2002), with mean JOL being higher
than mean recall on trial 1, but shifting to underconfidence
in later trials. JOLs were significantly different from recall
in both conditions (positive JOL and negative JOL), F (1,
38) = 11.55, MSE = 117.76, p < .01, η2 = .233. There was
not a significant effect of condition, F (1, 38) = 3.96, MSE
= 441.41, p = .054, η2 = .094, so this measure of accuracy
did not quite significantly differ between the two conditions.
In addition, collapsing across JOL conditions (whether or
not they were made in conjunction with JOIs) shows the
same effects, as illustrated in Figure 1, with JOLs being
significantly lower than recall values, on average, F (1, 78)
= 24.35, MSE = 142.72, p < .01, η2 = .238, and no
significant difference in absolute accuracy for the two

Materials. The list of 50 Swahili – English word pairs was
constructed from the Nelson and Dunlosky (1994) norms.
These stimuli have been extensively used in previous
metacognitive research. The list of word pairs was
constructed in order to include a range of difficulty.
Design and Procedure. Participants were presented with
the word pairs for a total of six trials. Each trial consisted of
a study phase, during which each word pair was viewed in
the center of the computer screen for two seconds each.
After viewing all words, participants proceeded to a JOL
judgment phase (if making JOLs), a test phase, and a JOI
judgment phase (if making JOIs). The test phase showed
participants each Swahili word, and they then typed in the
English translations in response.
During the JOL judgment phase, participants made
aggregate judgments of learning. Those in the negativeframe conditions were asked “How many words (out of the
50 word list) will you get incorrect (wrong) on the recall
test? Your answer: I will miss ___ words on the test.” Those
in the regular-frame condition were asked “How many
words (out of the 50 word list) will you get correct on the
recall test? Your answer: I will get ____ words correct on
the test.” During the JOI judgment phase, participants were
asked “Of the words you got incorrect (wrong) on the test,
how many of those words will you learn in this study trial?
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framing conditions, F (1, 78) = 3.80, MSE = 472.28, p =
.055, η2 = .046. When examining mean biases, however,
they do show slightly less underconfidence in the negative
frame JOLs; t (97) = -2.15, MD = 4.64, p < .05.

Figure 2. Mean Judgments of Improvement and Recall
Improvements.

Discussion

Figure 1. Mean Judgments of Learning and Recall.

The key result was that judgments of learning were higher
with negative framing than with positive framing.
Participants seemed to feel that they learned more if they
were asked to report how many words would be incorrect.
This result is different than what would be expected from
the framing literature. However, the finding can be
explained in terms of a self-serving bias such as
compensatory self-enhancement, or the possibility that
students use different cues for positive versus negative
judgments.
JOIs were unaffected by the JOL framing manipulation,
however, which lends more support to the self-enhancement
hypothesis, as if learners were adding a constant to their
estimates. If participants were relying on different
mnemonic cues in the negative frame JOL condition, JOIs
would likely be influenced in some way.

Judgments of Improvement. As JOIs asked how many out
of the wrong words would be learned in the trial, no score
conversion was necessary. JOIs were not significantly
higher when solicited in conjunction with negative JOLs,
compared to when they are solicited with regular JOLs or
without any JOLs; F (2, 67) = 1.35, MSE = 46.53, p = .268,
η2 = .039.
Accuracy of JOIs was investigated by comparing JOIs to
actual improvements in recall between trials, in a 2 x 6
(within subjects, repeated measures) x 3 (between subjects)
analysis of variance. Results show no significant difference
between JOIs and actual improvement over the three
conditions, F (1, 67) = .001, MSE = 24.88, p = .98, η2 = .00,
and no difference between conditions, F (2, 67) = 0.32, MSE
= 42.14, p = .73, η2 = .01.

Experiment 2
For the second experiment, a survey was administered to a
large sample of psychology students. The purpose of the
surveys was to extend the findings of Experiment 1, to
evaluate students’ general ideas about learning situations,
without making judgments involving the self. The purpose
of this experiment was to see whether the framing effects
found in Experiment 1 would appear when judgments are
made about others. If the same results appear, this would
suggest an explanation that is intrinsic to the nature of
judgments of learning. On the other hand, if results differ
when judgments are made about others, this would
indirectly suggest that the results of Experiment 1 may be
due to a self-serving bias.
The surveys were constructed to see how the framing of
questions might change responses. In this experiment,
students were asked to make estimates of student learning
(JOLs) and/or learning rates (JOIs) for a group of students
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participating in an experiment like that of Experiment 1, a
multi-trial Swahili learning experiment.

JOLs also differed dependent on whether or not survey
participants had participated in a Swahili learning
experiment in the past, F (1, 187) = 46.24, MSE = 382.77, p
< .01, η2 = .20, with those who had done an experiment
giving significantly lower JOLs.
A significant experience x survey interaction F (2, 187) =
5.20, MSE = 382.77, p < .01, η2 = .053 revealed that the
difference between the three surveys was much reduced for
the participants who had experience with learning Swahili.
This can be seen in Figures 3 and 4. No other comparisons
were significant.

Method
Participants. 275 participants from the University of
California, Merced subject pool volunteered to participate.
81 students completed survey A, 49 completed B, 91
completed C, and 54 completed D.
Materials. Four different surveys were constructed and
administered in a between-subjects design. Survey A
measured negative JOIs and positive JOLs, survey B
positive JOLs, survey C negative JOLs, and survey D
negative JOIs. Survey A asked participants to estimate for
each of six study trials, of the words that are not learned,
how many words students would learn during each study
trial (a negative JOI), and how many words total they would
know after each study trial (positive JOL). Survey B simply
instructed participants to estimate how many words total
would be known after each study trial (+JOL). Survey C
solicited negative JOLs, in other words, how many words
students would not know (get incorrect) after each trial
(negative JOL). Survey D asked for negative JOIs only, of
the words that are not known, how many words would be
learned during each study trial. Students were also asked to
indicate if they had participated in a Swahili memory
experiment in the past, as this would be likely to influence
their judgments of the task.
Design and Procedure. Each participant completed only
one survey type. Surveys were included as part of a larger
questionnaire packet for students to take home. Students
were instructed to complete the surveys alone, and in a quiet
place. Surveys were returned and entered a week later.

Figure 3. Mean Judgments of Learning, no Swahili
experience.

Scoring. As in Experiment 1, the negative frame JOLs were
converted to positive values by subtracting the values
reported from 50.

Results
22 participants were removed from analysis due to not
entering judgments, misunderstanding instructions, or
having far outlying judgments. Final numbers of
participants for each survey was as follows: 74 for survey
A, 44 for survey B, 81 for survey C, and 54 for survey D.
Unequal samples were a result of many surveys not being
returned.
Judgments of Learning. JOLs were significantly different
among the surveys, F (2, 187) = 5.30, MSE = 382.77, p <
.01, η2 = .054, with post hoc tests revealing the difference
being that survey A JOLs were greater than those of survey
B; in other words, JOLs were higher when participants were
also asked to provide JOIs. This also meant that survey C,
which measured negative JOLs, was not significantly
different than the JOLs in survey A or B.

Figure 4. Mean Judgments of Learning, with Swahili
experience.
Judgments of Improvement. JOIs were not significantly
different between surveys, F (1, 114) = 0.36, MSE = 52.92,
p = .552, η2 = .003. Experience with Swahili experiments
showed lower mean JOIs, F (1, 114) = 5.17, MSE = 52.92, p
< .05, η2 = .043, though there was not a significant
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interaction between survey and experience, F (1, 114) =
0.10, MSE = 52.92, p > .05, η2 = .002.

An alternate explanation is that in the experimental
situation, when presented with negative frames, participants
focused on slightly different mnemonic cues. For example,
when making a positive aggregate JOL they may consider
how fluently the items were processed, how familiar items
seemed, and what study strategies they used, while negative
aggregate JOLs may focus participants to think about
different factors, such as how many items seemed difficult,
unfamiliar, or were not studied well. When thinking in
terms of these cues, students may not have a sense that a lot
of items fell under these situations, and thus have inflated
performance estimates (via low estimates of the number of
incorrect items).
Though we found evidence that negative framing affected
the JOLs of material being learned, the effect was not what
was expected from the framing literature; it seemed that
students believed they had actually learned more words.
This data is in contrast with the results of Finn (2008), who
found less overconfidence (i.e. lower JOLs) when individual
JOLs were made in terms of forgetting. The findings also
appear to be in opposition to typical findings found in
attribute-framing experiments (Levin, Schneider, & Gaeth,
1998), which show overall less favorable evaluations with
negative frames. Further experiments will attempt to
reconcile these findings, however, and also look at restudy
choice. It is possible that though it appears that participants
are giving more favorable evaluations of their performance
in the negative frame situation, they may attend more to the
amount not learned, whereas in the positive frame they may
attend more to the amount learned and thus they may have a
more positive perception of their performance in a positiveJOL situation, and more pessimistic evaluations of their
performance in the negative-JOL scenario. If this is the case,
they may actually restudy more when making JOLs in the
negative frame.
In general, we did not observe effects of JOL framing on
JOIs. This suggests that it is unlikely that JOL framing
changes the mnemonic cues that learners use when inferring
their JOLs; these cues would likely influence JOIs as well.
The lack of change in JOIs also reflects the (roughly)
parallel slopes of the JOL curves seen in Figure 1,
illustrating the bias shift. It is still possible that mnemonic
cues underlie the shift in JOLs, but self-enhancement is
another possible mechanism that would account for the lack
of change in JOIs, but a self-promoting shift in JOLs.
In terms of educational implications, what these results
may show is that focusing on the number of errors, or the
amount not learned, may result in more optimistic selfassessments when making performance predictions. This
may be counterproductive, and encourage less time studying
than is necessary, especially if students do not self-test (Finn
& Metcalfe, 2007), as their JOLs will reflect the more
overconfident trial 1 JOLs.
Future experiments will address whether self
enhancement or cue utilization underlies the effect of
inflated negative-frame JOLs, and examine the impact of
JOL framing on restudy preferences and recall performance.

Figure 5. Mean Judgments of Improvement and Survey
Experience.

Discussion
This experiment did not show the difference between
positive and negative framing that was observed in
Experiment 1. A key difference between Experiment 2 and
the previous experiment is that here, rather than being asked
to evaluate their own performance in a learning task,
participants were asked about other students in a
hypothetical learning situation. Although there are other
differences between the two experiments, and given that
caution is needed when inferring from a null result, the
findings do not support the notion that positive versus
negative framing has a general effect on JOLs that is
independent of context, due to theories of learning and
forgetting. The results are consistent with the notion that
framing effects may lead to a self-serving bias, so that they
affect judgments about one’s own learning but not the
learning of others, possibly mediated by the use of different
cues when making positive versus negative judgments.

General Discussion
The different findings of the two experiments suggest that
something about the experimental context, as opposed to the
nature of JOLs, affected judgments. One possibility is selfenhancement; students may judge their own performance
higher when asked about how many errors they would make
(as opposed to judging the performance of others in a
survey, where students may not feel the same need to inflate
estimates). Essentially, they may be inflating estimates in
Experiment 1 for compensatory purposes.
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Abstract

individuals with psychopathic characteristics, a group
known to have deficits in processing emotion (e.g., Blair,
Mitchell, & Blair, 2005).
The aim of the current study was to replicate and expand
upon research by Bagley, Abramowitz and Kosson (2009),
who investigated emotional language processing in
individuals with primary and secondary psychopathy
compared to individuals without psychopathy. Their
experimental design involved isolating the semantic and
prosodic cues present in spoken language by presenting
monolingual English listeners with English sentences
spoken neutrally (i.e., semantic cues present but minimal
prosodic cues) and Bulgarian sentences spoken with
appropriate prosody (i.e., prosodic cues present but minimal
semantic cues). These two conditions will be referred to as
the ‘semantic’ and ‘prosodic’ conditions, respectively. The
vocal affect identification task included sentences
corresponding to the following emotional categories:
happiness, sadness, anger, surprise and neutral content.
Fearful sentences were not included in their study. Because
clear deficits have been found among individuals with
psychopathy when identifying fear from verbal cues (see
Blair et al., 2002; Blair, Budhani, Colledge, & Scott, 2005),
the inclusion of this emotion category is a natural next step
in this research. Among non-psychopathic individuals,
Bagley et al. found that categorization accuracy was higher
in the semantic condition for sentences expressing
happiness, sadness, and surprise, while neutral sentences
and those expressing anger displayed higher categorization
accuracy in the prosodic condition. Psychopathic individuals
classified sentences less accurately than non-psychopathic
individuals in the semantic condition, while differences in
classification in the prosodic condition approached
significance. Further, participants with middle scores on the
PCL-R (Psychopathy Checklist-Revised, an instrument
designed to assess psychopathy; Hare, 2003) were less
accurate at identifying happiness in the semantic condition.
The authors propose that even subclinical levels of
psychopathic characteristics may interfere with an
individual’s ability to process semantic cues for happiness,
while deficits in processing prosodic cues may only be
found in individuals with the full psychopathy syndrome.

The current study aimed to replicate and expand upon
research conducted by Bagley, Abramowitz and Kosson
(2009) to examine categorization of emotional sentences
among non-psychopathic individuals. 36 monolingual
English-speaking undergraduate participants categorized
spoken English sentences (produced with neutral prosody but
containing semantic cues to emotion) and French sentences
(produced with appropriate prosody but with no semantic
cues to emotion) into one of five emotion categories:
happiness, sadness, anger, fear, or neutral. By isolating the
semantic and prosodic information available to listeners, we
determined that categorization accuracy was higher among
sentences expressing anger in the prosodic condition.
Accuracy was higher among sentences expressing all other
emotions in the semantic condition. Overall, the lowest
categorization accuracy was found for sentences expressing
fear in the prosodic condition. Across all emotion categories
and both presentation conditions, reaction time was longest
for sentences expressing fear in the prosodic condition.
Although all participants in the current study had normative
scores on the Self-Report Psychopathy Scale, those with
relatively high scores displayed lower categorization accuracy
for semantic sentences expressing happiness, anger and fear
than lower-scoring participants. An extension of the current
study comparing this normative sample to a group of
individuals with psychopathy will need to account for
possible
implications
of
subclinical
psychopathic
characteristics on vocal affect categorization accuracy.
Keywords: emotion; language processing; psychopathy;
SRP-III.

We are able to identify the emotional content of spoken
language based on two types of cues: semantic cues, the
content and meaning of what is being said, and prosodic
cues, the patterns of pitch, amplitude and duration of speech
associated with particular emotions. The current study was
conducted to investigate the contributions of semantic and
prosodic information towards listeners’ ability to identify
the emotions expressed in spoken sentences. Currently, little
is known about emotion categorization in the broader field
of cognitive science; the present study was designed to add
to the relatively limited knowledge in this area. In addition,
the emotion categorization data collected in the present
study will provide a normative comparison to data from
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Method

Bagley et al. (2009) examined how the accuracy of
emotion identification from prosodic cues in Bulgarian; the
prosodic condition in the current study was comprised of
French sentences. It is important to determine whether the
prosodic cues from another language would yield similar
results of identification accuracy among monolingual
English speakers. Further, although all participants included
in the present study scored within the normative range of
Self-Report Psychopathy Scale (SRP-III; Williams, Paulhus,
& Hare, 2007), we investigated whether participants’
accuracy at identifying emotions correlated with their score
on the SRP-III. We also added a measure of reaction time
(RT) to examine its relationship with categorization
accuracy.
Also of interest was whether the discrepancy between
identification of fearful sentences is as marked between
psychopathic and nonpsychopathic individuals as it is for
identification of other emotions. In a systematic review of
empirical literature concerning emotion recognition from
spoken language, Scherer, Johnstone and Klasmeyer (2003)
found that the acoustic cues reported to be associated with
fear are unclear. A variety of acoustic parameters (such as
number and duration of pauses and F0 range) indicate
inconsistent empirical findings for recognition of fearful
utterances. Many prosodic cues depend on speaker-specific
factors such as age and gender, but the results for fear
indicate more variability across findings than any other
emotion category included in the review. Scherer et al.’s
results, together with the results of a pilot version of the
current study in which non-psychopathic listeners also
displayed lower categorization accuracy for sentences
expressing fear presented in the prosodic condition, suggest
that people may generally find it more difficult to recognize
fear in language without a semantic context than other
emotions.
The central hypotheses of the current study were as
follows: First, based on the findings from Bagley et al.
(2009), we hypothesized that categorization accuracy would
be significantly higher for sentences expressing happiness
and sadness presented in the semantic condition, and for
sentences expressing anger in the prosodic condition. We
predicted that categorization accuracy would be lower for
sentences expressing fear than all other sentences,
particularly in the prosodic condition. Second, we
hypothesized that participants with higher scores on the
SRP-III would display significantly lower categorization
accuracy among sentences expressing fear in both semantic
and prosodic conditions than lower-scoring participants.
Finally, we hypothesized that reaction time would display
an inverse relationship with categorization accuracy: RT
would be longer in the prosodic condition, particularly for
sentences expressing fear, than the semantic condition. RT
would also be longer among participants with higher scores
on the SRP-III than lower-scoring participants.

Participants
Forty-five Carleton University undergraduate students
participated in this study, 19 males and 26 females.
Participant age ranged from 18-35 years (Mage = 20.2 years,
SD = 3.0). Participants were recruited through an online
database run by the Carleton University Psychology
Department and received course credit for their participation
in the study. 92% of participants were monolingual English
speakers, while the remaining 8% were native English
speakers who spoke a second language other than French.
All participants had little to no proficiency in French
comprehension and production, as measured by a Language
Experience Questionnaire in which participants described
their exposure to the French language over their lifetimes.
In addition, participants completed the Self-Report
Psychopathy Scale (SRP-III, Williams, Paulhus, & Hare,
2007) to ensure they represented a sample of nonpsychopaths. Both the Language Experience Questionnaire
and the SRP-III were presented via computer.

Materials and Design
The experimental stimuli were comprised of 93 sentences
recorded by four speakers. All sentences were recorded
using Praat software (Boersma & Weenick, 2010) using a
headset microphone in a sound attenuated booth. The
sentences represented five different emotion categories:
happiness (e.g.: All my wishes came true that day), sadness
(e.g.: I had no money to buy Christmas gifts), anger (e.g.:
He just smashed my new car), fear (e.g.: I hope they don’t
find me here), and neutral (e.g.: It’s time to fill the bird
feeder). Fluently bilingual speakers, two males and two
females, recorded the sentences in English and French using
written scripts. They recorded English sentences with
neutral prosody and French sentences with prosody
appropriate to the emotion the sentences conveyed.
Listeners who do not understand spoken French should not
be able to understand what is being said in the French
sentences, and so they would need to rely on the nonsemantic cues to determine the emotion being conveyed by
the speaker. Thus, there were two conditions for listeners:
the English sentences comprised the semantic condition, in
which only the content of the sentences was available to
listeners, while the French sentences comprised the prosodic
condition, in which listeners only had access to prosodic
factors such as pitch contour and speech rate.
The experimental task was conducted using a 5
(emotion) x 4 (speakers) x 2 (conditions: semantic vs.
prosodic) repeated measures design. Participants were
presented with four sentence lists counterbalanced by affect
category and speaker, with each list containing all 93
sentences presented in random order. Two of the four lists
were presented in the prosodic condition, and two in the
semantic condition; both lists in each language were
presented together so that participants heard all the
sentences in one condition followed by all the sentences in
the other. In total, each participant heard 372 sentences.
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condition in which they were presented (semantic or
prosodic). Generally, participants were better at categorizing
the emotion of the sentences they heard in the semantic
(English) condition than the prosodic (French) condition.
All means reported represent the mean proportion of
accurate responses. Only the sentences conveying anger
were more accurately categorized in the prosodic condition
(Mprosodic = .75, SD = .16; Msemantic = .68, SD = .24).
Sentences conveying fear showed the largest discrepancy
between categorization accuracy in the semantic and
prosodic conditions (Msemantic = .74, SD = .21; Mprosodic = .23,
SD = .17).

Procedure

Mean Accuracy

Participants listened to the sentences, presented via
headphones, and indicated the affect category to which they
thought the sentence belonged using a scale presented on the
computer screen in which a number on the keyboard
corresponded with a particular emotion. After categorizing
the sentence, participants rated the degree to which they
thought the sentence conveyed the emotion they had
indicated, referred to as the ‘quality’ of the sentence, on a 7point Likert scale (1 = low quality, 4 = moderate quality, 7 =
high quality).
All participants completed a 10-sentence practice block
to familiarize themselves with the scales used in the task
and to adjust the volume of the auditory stimuli. The
sentences presented during the practice block were not used
during the experimental task. Participants were then
presented all sentences from the four lists, taking a 5-minute
break after completing the second list. All of the sentences
in the first two lists were presented in the same condition,
and the sentences in the third and fourth list were presented
in the other language (e.g.: lists 1 and 2 were semantic, lists
3 and 4 were prosodic). This ensured that participants
completed the semantic and prosodic conditions of the task
without interruption. Sentences in each list were presented
in a different randomized order to each participant.

0.90
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0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00

Semantic
Prosodic

Happiness Sadness

Anger

Fear

Neutral

Emotion

Results

Figure 1. Mean accuracy for sentence categorization by
emotion in semantic and prosodic conditions. Error bars
represent ±1 standard error of the mean.

SRP-III results were analyzed before proceeding with
analysis of the experimental task data. The mean overall
score for all males was 160, SD = 27, and the mean overall
score for females was 135, SD = 20. One male participant
and one female participant scored above the high normative
cutoff of two standard deviations above their gender’s
mean; their experimental data were excluded from further
analyses. Among the remaining 43 participants, the mean
overall score for males was 157, SD = 24, and the mean
overall score for females was 133, SD = 18. Male scores
ranged from 98 to 194, and female scores ranged from 103
to 171.
Overall, the mean proportion categorization accuracy
was .58 across all emotion categories, SD = .16. This is
significantly higher than chance levels of accuracy, χ2 (4, n
= 43) = 431.51, p = .00. An accuracy cutoff criterion was set
at .40, twice the level of chance. Data from seven
participants whose overall accuracy was less than .40 were
excluded from further analysis. Further, seven sentences
were removed from the final data set because they displayed
a mean categorization accuracy of more than two standard
deviations below the means of their respective emotion and
condition groups. One sentence in each emotion category
was removed from the semantic condition, and a sentence
expressing happiness and one expressing sadness were
removed from the prosodic condition. Among remaining
participants and sentences, mean categorization accuracy
was .64, SD = .11. Figure 1 displays the mean proportion of
sentences accurately categorized by participants as a
function of the emotion expressed by the sentence and the

The relationship between sex and categorization accuracy of
sentences in all emotions and conditions was not significant.
A repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was
conducted to determine the effects of the sentences’
intended emotion and condition on categorization accuracy.
Significance was set at p = .05 for all tests. The results
indicate significant main effects of both emotion and
condition on categorization accuracy, F (2.77, 97.09) =
23.59 and F (1, 35) = 26.43, respectively. Contrasts
revealed that categorization accuracy for sentences
expressing happiness, F (1, 35) = 5.11, r = .36, and
sentences expressing fear, F (1, 35) = 59.58, r = .79, were
significantly lower than accuracy of neutral sentences.
Sentences in the prosodic condition, F (1, 35) = 26.43, r =
.66, displayed significantly lower mean accuracy than
sentences in the semantic condition.
There was a significant interaction between emotion and
condition on accuracy, F (4, 140) = 43.82. To further
investigate this interaction, contrasts were performed to
compare all emotion categories to their baseline (neutral)
and sentences in the prosodic condition to those in the
semantic condition. The contrasts revealed significant
interactions when comparing sentences expressing anger, F
(1, 35) = 24.00, r = .64; and fear, F (1, 35) = 46.85, r = .76,
to neutral sentences. These effects reflect that, compared to
neutral sentences, categorization accuracy of sentences
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expressing sadness, anger and fear was significantly
affected by whether the sentence was presented in the
semantic or prosodic condition. This may be due to the fact
that sentences expressing anger were the only ones that
displayed higher categorization accuracy in the prosodic
condition than the semantic condition, and because the
difference in accuracy between semantic and prosodic
conditions among the sentences expressing fear was the
most dramatic among all emotion categories.
Tables 1 and 2 display confusion data for categorization
patterns in semantic and prosodic conditions.

5500

Median RT (ms)

5000
4500
4000
Semantic

3500

Prosodic

3000
2500

Table 1
Confusion matrix of categorization in semantic condition

Happiness Sadness

Happiness

Happiness

Sadness

Anger

Fear

70.4

5.0

1.7

0.2

22.7

1.7

77.3

3.2

5.7

12.1

Anger

0.7

20.2

66.0

4.2

8.8

Fear

0.7

10.6

3.3

73.7

11.8

Neutral

2.7

14.7

4.4

1.4

76.9

The relationship between SRP-III score and total
categorization accuracy approached significance, r = -.30, p
= .08. A median split was performed on SRP-III scores to
divide male (Mdn = 158) and female (Mdn = 129)
participants into high and low-scoring groups. Table 3
displays mean categorization accuracy of high and low
SRP-III scoring participants by emotion and condition.

Table 2
Confusion matrix of categorization in prosodic condition
Identified Emotion (%)

Happiness

Happiness

Sadness

Anger

Fear

Neutral

Figure 2. Mean reaction time (in ms) of accurately
categorized sentences by emotion in semantic and prosodic
conditions. Error bars represent ±1 standard error of the
mean.

Neutral

Sadness

Intended
Emotion

Fear

Emotion

Identified Emotion (%)
Intended
Emotion

Anger

Table 3
Mean categorization accuracy of high and low SRP-III
participants by emotion and condition (SD)

Neutral

51.9

7.6

9.5

5.1

25.7

Sadness

3.3

59.8

3.6

6.0

26.7

Anger

6.1

3.1

75.3

6.8

8.6

Fear

8.0

17.4

28.0

22.7

23.7

Neutral

8.0

22.0

4.7

2.6

62.4

Condition
Semantic
Happiness **
Sadness
Anger **
Fear **
Neutral

In both semantic and prosodic conditions, sentences
expressing happiness, sadness and fear were most often
mistakenly categorized as neutral sentences. In the prosodic
condition, the confusion distribution for sentences depicting
fear was also spread more evenly across sentences depicting
anger and sadness than distributions for other emotions.
Figure 2 displays mean reaction time (RT) among
accurately categorized sentences by emotion and condition.
RT measurement started at the onset of the sentence
presentation. Because sentences were not of uniform length
within presentation condition, and because the same
sentence differed in length between presentation conditions,
it is difficult to draw meaningful conclusions by comparing
RT alone within or between presentation conditions.
Nonetheless, we can examine the degree to which broad RT
patterns reflect categorization accuracy across emotions and
presentation conditions. RT is longest among sentences
expressing fear in the prosodic condition (M = 5246, SD =
1189), coinciding with a lowered categorization accuracy
for fear compared to all other sentences in both conditions.
No significant relationships were found between sex or
SRP-III score and RT for any emotion or condition.

Low (n = 18)

High (n = 18)

.85 (.23)
.82 (.14)
.79 (.17)
.84 (.16)
.83 (.22)

.58 (.31)
.75 (.17)
.56 (.24)
.64 (.22)
.74 (.20)

Prosodic
Happiness
.54 (.16)
Sadness
.63 (.20)
Anger
.77 (.14)
Fear
.28 (.17)
Neutral
.63 (.22)
Note. ** p < .01 for low and high
comparisons.

.50 (.17)
.55 (.22)
.73 (.17)
.18 (.16)
.63 (.20)
SRP-III group

High-scoring participants displayed significantly lower
categorization accuracy for sentences expressing happiness,
anger and fear in the semantic condition than low-scoring
participants. The difference between mean accuracy for
sentences expressing fear in the prosodic condition was not
significant between high and low-scoring participants. As
Table 1 shows, a significant relationship was found between
SRP-III score and categorization accuracy of sentences
expressing fear in the semantic condition, r = -.36, p = .03.
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Because males and females were grouped into high and lowscore categories based on different median scores,
regression analyses were performed to determine the
relationship between SRP-III category (high or low), sex
and categorization accuracy (see Table 4).

relatively high and low SRP-III scores will need to be taken
into account when comparing normative accuracy levels
between normative and psychopathic populations.
Vassileva, Kosson, Abramowitz, and Conrod (2005)
describe two distinct subgroups of psychopathy: primary
psychopathy, characterized by higher scores on
interpersonal and affective items on the PCL-R (Hare, 2003)
and the Interpersonal Measure of Psychopathy (IM-P, an
additional measure of the personality core of psychopathy;
Kosson, Stuerwalk, Forth, & Kirkhart, 1997); and secondary
psychopathy, characterized by higher scores on the
antisocial items on the PCL-R and increased severity of
alcohol and drug dependence. Kosson et al. (2009) treated
psychopathy as a heterogeneous construct and examined
differences between primary and secondary psychopaths in
vocal affect recognition; results from the current study
indicate that ‘normative’ individuals may need to be treated
as a heterogeneous group as well. Subclinical levels of
psychopathic characteristics may be implicated in
difficulties in emotional sentence processing, and research
designed to compare categorization differences between
psychopathic and non-psychopathic individuals will need to
this relationship into account.
Several theories have emerged concerning emotional
response and regulation among psychopathic individuals.
The dysfunctional fear hypothesis suggests that individuals
with psychopathy show less aversive reactions to
punishment than non-psychopathic individuals (see Blair et
al., 2005). Lykken (1957) demonstrated that psychopathic
individuals demonstrated less avoidance of punished
responses (a harmless but painful electric shock) in a mazelearning task and less galvanic skin response reactivity to a
conditioned stimulus associated with shock than controls.
These results may provide some rationale concerning
psychopathic individuals’ impairment of fear recognition; if
they are less adept at learning and responding to fear
responses on their own, they may also be less likely to
recognize signals of fear in others.
The current experimental task relies upon discrimination
instead of recognition of emotions, thereby reducing its
ecological validity. One risk of isolating semantic and
prosodic cues is the potential use of response bias in the face
of ambiguity, as discussed by Johnstone and Scherer (2000):
When presented with ambiguous cues in experimental
stimuli, participants may be more likely favour one response
over another. This preference may reflect a response
heuristic not otherwise utilized during emotional processing
in a natural setting. After examining response data, we
excluded several sentences from analysis because they
displayed significantly lower categorization accuracy than
the other sentences in their emotion category. Among the
excluded sentences, several were semantically ambiguous
and/or context-specific (e.g.: Use your signal when you’re
switching lanes! was intended to express anger, but when
heard in the semantic condition with neutral prosody it
could easily be interpreted as a neutral sentence). Indeed,
many of these semantically ambiguous sentences received

Table 4
Categorization accuracy for all sentences by SRP-III score
and sex
95% CI
Variable
B (SE)
OR
Lower
Upper
Constant
.33 (.03)
1.39
SRP-III
.43 (.04)
1.54**
1.43
1.66
Sex
.07 (.04)
1.08
1.00
1.16
Note. OR = odds ratio; CI = confidence interval. ** p < .01.
When controlling for the influence of sex, SRP-III score is a
significant predictor of overall categorization accuracy, with
low scoring participants 1.5 times more likely to respond
correctly than high scoring participants. Sex was not found
to be a significant predictor of categorization accuracy when
controlling for SRP-III score.

Discussion
The accuracy results generally support our hypotheses:
Categorization accuracy was higher in the semantic
condition for all emotion categories except for sentences
expressing anger, which were more accurately categorized
in the prosodic condition. Scherer et al. (2003) describe
several acoustic parameters associated with utterances
expressing anger (compared to neutral utterances), including
increased F0 mean and range, higher mean voice source
intensity (dB), and increased frequency of accented
syllables. Detailed analysis of acoustic profiles of each
sentence used in the present study was conducted as part of
a separate project and will not be discussed further.
Categorization accuracy was significantly lower among
sentences expressing fear in the prosodic condition than all
other sentences. This is in accordance with our hypotheses
as well as Bagley et al.’s (2009) results. Participants with
higher SRP-III scores displayed significantly lower
accuracy than low-scoring participants when identifying
fear in sentences presented in the semantic condition, but
not the prosodic condition. However, because overall
accuracy for sentences expressing fear in the prosodic
condition was significantly lower than all other sentences,
group comparisons between high and low-scoring
participants in this category are likely not as meaningful as
group comparisons for other emotions. All participants were
deemed to be non-psychopathic based on their scores. An
extension of this study will examine accuracy data among
individuals with psychopathy; data indicating that a
normative population displays lower categorization
accuracy for prosodic sentences expressing fear will be
useful when interpreting the results of the individuals with
psychopathy.
However,
discrepancies
between
categorization accuracy among subclinical individuals with
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more neutral categorizations than sentences with clearer
meaning. The degree to which each sentence accurately
reflects its intended emotion can be drawn from further
examination of confusion data, which will be helpful when
deciding which sentences to use in future iterations of this
study.
The stimuli used in the present study were intended to
simulate emotion in speech. Although obtaining voice
samples from professional or lay actors has been the
preferred method in the field, Scherer (2003) suggests that
actors may miss the more subtle cues of natural emotional
speech in favour of obvious, stereotypical ones. Scherer et
al. (2003) describe the push and pull effects inherent in the
expression of emotion: Push effects are physiological
changes that characterize emotional responses in speech
production, while pull effects reflect the notion that
vocalization is often regulated and monitored in order to fit
into conventional expression norms. For example, in social
groups in which expression of anger is deemed unattractive,
pull effects would cause the inhibition of some of the
characteristic cues of anger expression in order to better fit
convention. Thus, while the use of actor portrayals may
exaggerate certain cues of emotion expression and provide
‘stereotypical’ voice samples, it is presumed that pull effects
will be less influential in the simulated setting than in
samples derived from natural vocal expression and induced
emotions.
In the semantic condition of encoding, actors were told
to speak in a neutral voice in order to minimize any prosodic
cues available for interpretation by the listeners. It is nearly
impossible to ensure the actor’s voice is completely neutral.
Researchers wishing to further study the disparate
contributions of semantic and prosodic information to
emotional speech processing should examine the relative
advantages and drawbacks of natural vs. synthetic speech
samples (see Scherer, 2003).
Because sentence length was not standardized across
speaker, emotion and condition, it is difficult to interpret the
results of RT analysis. In order to effectively compare RT to
accuracy data, alternative strategies for dealing with this
variability in sentence duration would need to be adopted.
Further analysis can be conducted by removing individual
sentence length from each RT value to determine whether
observed patterns still hold.
The present study was conducted to examine the effects
of isolating semantic and prosodic speech cues on emotional
language processing among a normative sample of listeners.
The results indicate that semantic cues may be more heavily
implicated in categorization accuracy for sentences
expressing happiness, sadness and fear, while listeners may
use more prosodic cues to identify sentences expressing
anger. In a broad sense, the present study is an example of
extending categorization research beyond the categorization
of physical objects into more abstract types of events.
Emotion research is an area that cognitive science has
tended to avoid. By employing empirical methods in the
study of emotion, this lack of attention can be remediated.

In addition to the theoretical benefits of exploring the
categorization of emotions, the present work also has
clinical implications. By studying categorization data from a
clinically psychopathic population, we may learn more
about the nature of the deficits associated with emotional
processing in psychopathic individuals.
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Controlling the Writing Process: How an Adolescent with Specific
Learning Disabilities uses Metacognition to Compose Expository
Discourse
Delayne Connor
Bridgewater State University
Abstract: This single subject study concerned how a 13 year-old student with specific learning disabilities used
metacognition as he composed discourse in response to a writing prompt. Ethnographic procedures were used to
collect and analyze data. The participant engaged in a think aloud procedure as he composed a paper about a
famous historical figure. His transcribed verbalizations were analyzed by use of domain and taxonomic analysis for
use of metacognitive strategies.
Results indicated that the participant organized and controlled the writing process by using the following four domains of metacognitive strategies: (a) planning discourse/thinking, (b) evaluating discourse/thinking, (c) recognizing
problems with discourse/thinking, and (d) repairing discourse/thinking. The participant engaged in knowledge-telling
behavior and focused on surface level text structure to produce a final product at a low abstractive level. Small
sample size prevents generalizations, but other research suggests that particular metacognitive strategies can be
taught to support more successful writing.
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Visualizing the persistence of conversations within a student
co-blogging community
Seth Rogers
Brandeis University

Joshua Silverman
Brandeis University

Rick Alterman
Brandeis University
Abstract: Students in a cognitive/computer science class posted blog entries at the rate of two per week and
commented on each other’s contributions. The co-blogging work of the students provided the opportunity to reflect
upon and discuss the course materials and lectures and thereby develop their understanding of the topics and themes
of the course. The discussion of certain topics continued throughout the semester, with students referencing earlier
posts, examples, arguments, and explanations as the ”conversation” progressed. This poster presents a visualization
that depicts the flow of ideas within the online community over the semester. Key notions of the analysis are
seeding, anchoring, and persistence: conversations of new material were seeded with earlier blog content, prior
posts and comments anchored the discourse, and ”common” understanding was mediated by persistent external
representations.
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The moderating effect of problem difficulty on the sleep role on insight
problem problem
Ut Na Sio
Psychology of Department, Lancaster University, Lancaster, United Kingdom

Padraic Monaghan
Psychology of Department, Lancaster University, Lancaster, United Kingdom

Tom Ormerod
Psychology of Department, Lancaster University, Lancaster, United Kingdom
Abstract: Current findings show that sleep facilitates problem solving through restructuring of the problem representation. Theories on insight suggest that such representational change occurs only if an individual has reached
an impasse. Accordingly, the effects of sleep should be found only on difficult insight problems that can induce an
impasse. To test this prediction, participants attempted easy and difficult verbal insight problems. After a period
of 12 or 24 hours including sleep, or 12 hours awake, participants returned to solve problems that were previouslyunsolved as well as novel problems. The sleep group solved more previously-unsolved difficult problems than the
awake group. No sleep-induced improvement was found for easy and novel problems. This suggests that the effects
of sleep on insight are not absolute, but depend on whether the insight problem induces an impasse and requires
representational restructuring.
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The use of lexical and duration information in segmenting speech with
unclear word boundaries
Colin Widmer
Department of Psychology Ohio State University

Dahee Kim
Department of Linguistics Ohio State University

Christine Szostak
Department of Psychology Ohio State University

Mark Pitt
Department of Psychology Ohio State University
Abstract: To comprehend spoken language, listeners must segment continuous speech into individual words. In
cases where /s/ occurs on both sides of a word boundary (e.g., gas station) segmentation might be difficult because
the two s-sounds blend together into one long s-sound. We report a series of experiments that examined how listeners
segment such sequences, focusing on the contribution of lexical knowledge and /s/ duration. The stimuli were twoword phrases made up of all possible combinations of the lexical status of both words (e.g., gas-station, nas-station,
gas-stagon, nas-stagon). The duration of the stimuli and the middle /s/ were also manipulated. The results show
that lexicality trades off with relative duration in determining how many s-sounds listeners hear and to which of the
two words, or both, the s-sound is perceived as belonging.
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The Category-Order Effect in Supraspan Recall
Lisa Boucher
Carleton University

Jordan Schoenherr
Carleton University

Robert Thosmon
Carleton University

Guy Lacroix
Carleton University
Abstract: The category-order effect is observed when stimuli from a small, homogenous category are presented
before a large, heterogeneous category (Greene & Lasek, 1994). Schoenherr and Thomson (2008) determined that
the category-order effect was a product of the phonotactic properties of the category, facilitating recall in situations
that were not consistent with Greene and Lasek’s account. In the present study, we examine recall once word length
and word frequency effects were controlled in exemplar (e.g., bird, hawk) or feature (e.g., claw, wing) lists. We then
compared recall performance when words either preceded or followed single-digit number stimuli. To control for the
effect of presentation format, number stimuli were presented as single-digits or words. Although our findings support
a category-order effect, they challenge the definition offered by early research. Specifically, orthographic properties
and word frequency influenced the category-order effect, suggesting that it is not simply a result of category size and
homogeneity.
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Dissociation of Thematic, Taxonomic, and Integrative Relations
Lara L. Jones
Wayne State University

Zachary Estes
University of Warwick

Sabrina Golonka
Leeds Metropolitan University
Abstract: Word pairs may be connected by several possible relations including integrative (denoting a subclass of
the head noun; INSTRUCTION – BOOK, a type of book), thematic (related to a common event or theme; EDITOR
– BOOK), and taxonomic (shared features and category membership; ARTICLE – BOOK). Prior studies have found
greater lexical priming for thematic than taxonomic items, however that may have been partially attributable to
greater association strengths for the thematic items. Using participant ratings and computational measures (LSA,
Google), we assessed the similarity, co-occurrence, and familiarity of 180 non-associated items representing these
three relational constructs and compared the magnitude of lexical priming across short (100 ms) and long (2000 ms)
prime-target presentation delays (SOAs). Although priming effects did not reliably differ among the relations at
either SOA, regression analyses revealed different factors influencing response times for the integrative targets than
for the thematic and taxonomic relations.
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The Social-Pragmatics of Category Learning
John Voiklis
Stevens Institute of Technology

James Corter
Teachers College, Columbia University
Abstract: Collaborators generally coordinate their activities through communication, during which they negotiate
a shared lexicon for activity-related objects. This social-pragmatic activity both recruits and affects cognitive and
social-cognitive processes ranging from selective attention to perspective taking. We ask whether negotiating reference
also facilitates category learning or might private verbalization yield comparable facilitation? Participants in three
referential conditions learned to classify imaginary creatures according to combinations of functional features –
nutritive and destructive – that implicitly defined four categories. Remote partners communicated in the Dialogue
condition. In the Monologue condition, participants recorded audio descriptions for their own later use. Controls
worked silently. Dialogue yielded better category learning, with wider selective attention. Monologue offered no
benefits over working silently. We conclude that negotiating reference compels collaborators to find communicable
structure in their shared activity; this shareability constraint accelerates category learning and likely provides much
of the benefit recently ascribed to learning labeled categories.
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Active Cross-situational Learning
George Kachergis
Indiana University

Chen Yu
Indiana University

Richard Shiffrin
Indiana University
Abstract: Human adults can acquire word-referent pairs from a short series of individually ambiguous situations
containing multiple words and referents (Yu & Smith, 2007). Cross-situational statistical learning is sufficient for
learners to passively acquire word-object pairs, as long as words co-occur with their correct referent multiple times
in different contexts. However, learners in the real world are not completely passive, but can affect how their
environment is structured to some extent. We compare performance in the original cross-situational word learning
task to performance in an equivalent active learning task in which participants choose the objects they would like to
hear named on each successive trial. Many learners perform much better in the active task, although some learners
did well in both tasks. We investigate the various strategies utilized by active learners and show how a model with
uncertainty can produce these strategies.
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Tort Reform: Negligence Explains Attributions of Intentionality for
Negative Side Effects
John Voiklis
Stevens Institute of Technology

Jeffrey Nickerson
Stevens Institute of Technology
Abstract: It seems intuitive to attribute intentionality to goal-directed actions. Sometimes, though, goal-directed
actions yield side effects that actors could foresee but did not necessarily intend. Previous research suggests that
people make opposing attributions to negative and positive side effects: they attribute intentionality to negative side
effects but not to positive side effects. Those researchers argue that moral disapproval colors intentionality judgments
for negative side effects. We do not dismiss this interpretation, rather we show that moral judgment influences
intuitions about a specific type of intentionality: negligence. Participants learned about a business decision that
yields explicitly intended profits and one of two foreseeable side effects (harmful or helpful) on the environment.
We replicated prior findings when controls rated agreement with an attribution of intentionality for the side effect.
Participants overwhelmingly attributed side effects to negligence when choosing between intentional, negligent, or
unintentional attributions. These effects were greater for negative side effects.
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Looking at the Social Dynamics of Viewpoint
Michelle D. Greenwood
University of California, Merced

Justin L. Matthews
University of California, Merced

Teenie Matlock
University of California, Merced

Michael J. Spivey
University of California, Merced
Abstract: Allocentric perspectives are more common when describing spatial scenes when affordances and language
facilitate taking such a point of view (Greenwood et al., 2010). People tend to feel ”close” to friends and ”distant”
from strangers in both a metaphoric and physical sense (Matthews & Matlock, 2010). This work examines the
relationship between perspective taking and social distance in a simulated school setting.
Participants imagined attending a meeting with two other students: Mary and John. John’s friendship with the
participant was varied across conditions. Participants viewed a scene of a table and chairs where each member’s
location was labeled, then described where Mary was sitting. Egocentric frames of reference were more common
when participants were familiar/friends with John and less common when participants and John were unfamiliar
with one another.
Many factors influence an individual’s perspective, and these results suggest that information regarding social
relationships can also influence perspective-taking.
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Controlling Stable and Unstable Dynamic Decision Making Environments
Magda Osman (m.osman@qmul.ac.uk)
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using a laboratory simulated complex dynamic task
environment.
Uncertain Dynamic Environments: Often when
determining the outcome in complex dynamic environments
a series of inter-related decisions are made (Brehmer, 1992).
That is, a future decision builds on the outcome of a
previous decision and so on in order to work towards a goal.
For instance, if we decide to take a couple of aspirin when
we have a headache, we know that there is a variable delay
in taking effect, and that the intensity of headaches changes
over time. If after some period the headache persists, we
may decide to take more aspirin, but without being sure that
it will take effect, and if so, when it will do so. In this case,
our decision making requires a series of choices to act
towards achieving a specific goal (alleviating the headache),
but there is uncertainty attached to our choice of actions
(when to take aspirin, and what dosage), because we cannot
be sure we will reliably produce the desired effect.
Typically, people are required to interact with an
environment by deciding from various cues (e.g., Drug A,
Drug B, Drug C) actions that are relevant (e.g., selecting
Drug A at dosage X) to changing the outcome (e.g., reduce
the spread of disease). To introduce complexity into the task
environment, the cue-outcome associations are probabilistic,
and the environment dynamic, which ensures that from trial
to trial the effects on the outcome will change. Moreover, it
encourages people to adapt their decision making in order to
Many have used complex dynamic control tasks (CDC)
as a way to examine the effects of varying the specificity of
the goal under which the individual is instructed to learn
about a complex environment (Burns & Vollmeyer, 2002;
Geddes & Stevenson, 1997; Miller, Lehman & Koedinger,
1999; Osman, 2008; Vollmeyer, Burns & Holyoak, 1996).
In this way, it is possible to examine the best conditions
under which to learn to control an uncertain dynamic
environment. Much of the evidence suggests that people are
able to control complex systems successfully after sufficient
opportunity to explore the environment first. However,
training them to learn to control the system to a specific
criterion can impair their ability to successfully develop
flexible knowledge of the system that they can transfer to a
different goal structures (Burns & Vollmeyer, 2002; Osman,
2008; Osman, 2010a).

Abstract
In the present study we ask: Are people sensitive to the
stability of a dynamic environment under short exposure to it?
To examine this we investigate people’s cue manipulation and
strategy application when instructed to learn to control an
outcome in a dynamic system by intervening on three cues.
The system was designed in such a ways that in the Stable
condition participants controlled an outcome that fluctuated
steadily overall 40 trials, and in the Unstable condition the
outcome fluctuated erratically over 40 trials. In the present
study we show that people tended to intervene more frequently
on all three cues when the system was Unstable compared to
the when the system was Stable. Overall, the evidence from
this study supports the general prediction made from the
Monitoring and Control framework (Osman, 2010a, 2010b). It
claims that people are sensitive to the underlying stability of
dynamic environments in which they are required to control
the outcome, but are insensitive to autonomous characteristics
of the system.
Keywords: Dynamic; Control; Prediction; Decision making

Introduction
Complex dynamic environments come in many flavors
(Cohen, Freeman, & Wolf, 1996; Klein, 1997; Lipshitz,
Klein, Orasanu, & Salas, 2001; Lipshitz & Strauss, 1997),
such as economic (e.g. stock exchange), industrial (e.g.,
chemical waste disposal), critical safety (e.g., automatedpilot systems) and biological (e.g., eco-systems). These
situations differ from each other for a host of reasons, but
crucially they share two fundamental features: they are
dynamic and they are autonomous. That is, the outcome
(e.g., state of the environment) fluctuates over time, whether
rapidly (e.g., a sudden down pour of rain in an otherwise
sunny day) or relatively slowly (e.g., steady increase in
temperature over the spring months). Additionally, in both
cases, changes in the outcome can occur independently of
direct interventions made by decision makers. Given the
probabilistic properties of these environments, an action
may not reliably produce the same outcome each time,
which raises the question: What are the differences in
learning behaviors when attempting to control a highly
noisy environment as compared with attempting to control a
less noisy one? The aim of this study is to address this
question in detail by examining control-based behaviors
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system in which the context, structure and instructions were
identical. The critical difference was that in one condition
the system was stable and in the other condition the system
was unstable. In so doing we aim to replicate and extend
Osman and Speekenbrink’s (2011) findings.
Thus, in our system (Unstable, Stable) there were three
cues which could be manipulated. One had a positive effect
on the outcome, one had a negative effect on the outcome,
and the third was a null cue, which had no effect on the
outcome. When the null cue was manipulated the observed
changes to the outcome in the system simply reflected the
perturbation inherent in the system which would either
make the outcome fluctuate in an unstable way (i.e.
Unstable system), or in a stable way (i.e. Stable system).
Thus of critical interest would be whether participants
would be sensitive to the null cue with little exposure to the
task environment. That is, unlike Osman and Speekenbrink
(2011), we are concerned with whether people establish the
same pattern of behavior under limited exposure to the
environment and extensive exposure to the environment.
For this reason we present people with only 40 trials in
order to learn to control a Stable or Unstable CDC task.
We base our predictions on Osman’s (Osman, 2010a,
2010b; Osman & Speekenbrink, 2011) Monitoring and
Control framework (hereafter MC framework). The MC
framework proposes that dynamic and autonomous
properties in a system contribute to it being subjectively
experienced as uncertain. In uncertain dynamic control
environments, when learning to control outcomes, people
judge the success of their performance according to the
discrepancy between the achieved and target outcome. Thus,
under conditions in which there are endogenous as well as
exogenous influences (i.e. direct changes to the outcome
through cue manipulation) on the outcome, the relation
between achieved and target outcome is difficult to interpret
because of the source of change to the outcome is not only
self initiated. There are two different types of influences on
the outcome, those that are initiated by the decision maker,
and those that are independent of the actions of the decision
maker.
Osman (2010b) also proposes that the greater the
flexibility and range of outcomes generated by the control
system, the greater its instability, and the greater the
demands it places on exerting control on the system.
Therefore, by increasing the endogenous influences on the
outcome (i.e., increase instability), it is expected that the
cue-outcome associations will be harder to detect, and
therefore cue-outcome knowledge will be less accurate and
will in turn impair control performance. To complement
this, studies of motor control propose that learning cueoutcome relations in dynamic tasks is based on the
congruency between one’s own actions and the observed
effects on the system. Therefore to increase one’s control in
a system that appears to be unstable, people will increase
their interventions on it in order to establish a closer
association between their actions and the outcomes in the
system.

Present Study
CDC tasks come in many varieties (for review see, Osman,
2010a, 2010b), but crucially, they tend to fall into two
categories of systems, namely those that are dynamic, by
which we refer to Funke’s (1993) definition “An
endogenous variable [that] at time t has an effect of its own
state at time t+1 independent of exogenous influences that
might add to the effect”, and those that are static; in which
the state of the system between t and t+1 is only dependent
on exogenous influences on the system. Studies using CDC
tasks with actual dynamic systems have thus far not
systematically examined the effects of varying the
endogenous variables on control performance. In other
words, there has been no direct comparison of the effects of
instability – in which the fluctuations in state as a result of
the influence of the endogenous variable are high, and
stability – in which the fluctuations in state as a result of the
influence of the endogenous variable are low, on generating
specific outcomes reliably in uncertain dynamic
environments.
Until now, there has only been one previous comparison
of the effects on cue utilization when controlling a system to
a specific criterion under conditions in which the system is
either stable or unstable (Osman & Speekenbrink, 2011). In
their study they examined the influence of instability on cue
utilization in a complex dynamic control task. Their
participants received extensive training (200 trials) to one of
two types of environments (Unstable, Stable), from which
they were required to learn to control the system. Osman
and Speekenbrink (2011) reported that people behaved
differently according to the stability of the environment.
Here stability was manipulated according to the level of
noise (probabilistic relationship between cues and
outcomes) in the system. The critical difference between the
Stable and Unstable groups concerned the frequency of cue
interventions and the range of cue values that were chosen
in order to bring the outcome value in line with the criterion.
Those in the Stable environment made conservative changes
to the cue value and tended to change one cue at a time,
whereas in the Unstable environment people tended to
intervene on all three cues across most of the training trials,
while also making full use of the range of the cue values.
Thus, the pattern of behavior suggests that both groups
adapted their decision making to the dynamic properties of
the environment based on exogenous changes to the system.
However, they failed to detect the endogenous feature of the
system. One of the cues (Null cue) did not have any impact
on the outcome value and when manipulated the outcome
would simply reflect the internal perturbation in the system.
Neither group was sensitive to the fact that changes to the
outcome when manipulating the Null cue reflected an
autonomous change in the system.
Given the limited research on the effects of the stability
of the CDC task environment on knowledge acquisition, the
present study aims to further explore decision making
behavior in detail by measuring control performance, cue
utilization and strategy application in the same control
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outcome fluctuates, the subject will be able to identify the
corresponding intervention on the cue necessary to bring it
closer to target. E.g., if the outcome increases, then the
subject needs to intervene on the negative cue on the next
trial to bring the outcome value down towards the target
value.

Method
Participants
Thirty (12 Male) graduate and undergraduate students from
University College London and University of Surrey
volunteered to participate in the experiment for
reimbursement of £6. The assignment of participants to the
two groups was randomized with 15 participants in the
Unstable Condition and 15 participants in the Stable
Condition. Each participant was tested individually.

The visual layout of the screen, cover story, and the main
instructions were identical for all four groups. Participants
were presented with a summarized report of an article
appearing in a medical journal.

Materials and Design

It has recently been reported in The Lancet
(##/##/##) “Patients under stress” (pp23-29) Special
issue, that the Neurotransmitter (N) is released when
patients are experiencing intense stress-related
symptoms that slow down recovery. In addition, the
research reported that three different naturally
occurring hormones A, B, C also affect the release of
the same neurotransmitter N. The basis of the research
that you will be taking part in is to look at the
relationship between the three different hormones A, B,
C and their affects on the neurotransmitter N.

The study included one between subject variable which
compared the effects of the stability of the system that
participants were required to control (Unstable, Stable).
With the exception of stability, the interface, cover story,
and goals of the system were identical for both conditions.
The design of the environment involved four continuous
variables, three of which were cues and one of which was
the outcome (see Figure 1).
The cues varied in their relation to the outcome in the
following ways: one was positively associated, the other
negatively associated, and a third was unrelated to the
outcome (null).

Participants were informed that as part of a medical
research team they would be conducting tests in which they
would inject a patient with either one, or any combination of
the three hormones, with the aim of maintaining a specific
safe level of neurotransmitter release. The system was
operated by varying the cue values (hormones A, B and C)
that would affect the level of neurotransmitter release. The
screen included the three labeled cues, and the outcome
which was presented in two ways, as a value presented at
the top right of the screen, and also in a small progress
screen in which a short trial history (5 trials long) of
outcome values was presented. The progress screen
included a bar which highlighted the target value to which
the outcome needed to be maintained. Thus, for each
training trial participants received feedback concerning the
current level of the neurotransmitter (i.e. achieved outcome)
and the target value.

Structure of System: y(t) = y(t-1) + b1 x1(t) + b2 x2(t) + et
Note that the Positive cue = x1, Effect of positive cue = b1 =
0.65, Negative cue = x2, Effect of negative cue = b2 = -0.65.
Random perturbation = et, (the random perturbation
component, is normally distributed, with a mean of 0),
Outcome value = y(t), Previous outcome value = y(t-1).

Procedure: The task included a total of 40 trials.
Participants were presented with a computer display with
three cues (hormones A, B, C) and the outcome
(neurotransmitter). Each trial consisted of participants
interacting with the system by changing cue values using a
slider corresponding to each cue with a scale that ranged
from 0-100. On the start trial, the cue values were set to ‘0’
and the outcome value was 178. This means that for each
trial people had to remember the interventions they made,
but the effects of their interventions were presented
graphically on screen in a small window (see Figure 1).
Participants were instructed to maintain the outcome within
a safe range (+/-10) of the target value, which was set at 62
throughout. After making their decisions, participants
clicked a button labeled ‘Submit’ which made the cues

Figure 1: Screen Shot of Dynamic Control Task
To vary the stability of the system for the Random
perturbation component we used a standard deviation of 16
(Stable condition) and to make it unstable we doubled the
standard deviation to 32 (Unstable condition).
Successful control of the system: To learn to effectively
control both stable and unstable versions of the system the
endogenous influences on the outcome need to be
distinguished from the exogenous influences on the
outcome. To achieve this, the fewer and the more systematic
the interventions made, the easier the cue-outcome
associations are to learn for both versions of the system.
Having accurate knowledge of the cue-outcome associations
will in turn lead to successful control because as the
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inactive, and revealed on the progress screen the effects of
their decisions on the outcome. The effects on the outcome
value were cumulative from one trial to the next, and so
while the cue values were returned to ‘0’ on the next trial,
the outcome value was retained from the previous trial. The
cumulative effects on the outcome value were presented as a
trial history on screen which contained the outcome values
of the last five trials. When participants were ready to start
the next trial, they clicked a button labeled ‘Continue’, after
which the cues became active and were reset to ‘0’. After
they completed the learning phase, participants then
proceeded to the test phase.

for both conditions performance increased as familiarity
with the system increased, confirmed by a main effect of
Block, F(3, 84) = 9.02, p < .0005. There was a main effect
of Stability on error scores F(1, 37) = 10.42, p < .005.
Overall control performance was poorer in the Unstable
condition compared with the Stable condition. A Block x
Stability interaction, F(3, 84) = 6.49, p < .0005, was
investigated further and was located in the first two blocks
of the task, thereafter there was no difference in control
performance between conditions (F<1).
Cue Manipulation: To examine the general patterns in the
way people in Stable and Unstable conditions manipulated
the three cues (positive, negative, null) we conducted a
coarse analysis simply based on the proportion of
manipulations made collapsed across blocks (See Figure 3).

Scoring: The training trials of the two different conditions
were scored according to three different criteria (control
performance, cue utilization, and strategy application).
Control performance was based on error scores calculated as
the absolute difference between the achieved and desired
outcome value on each trial for each participant. Cue
Utilization was scored in two ways: Cue manipulation and
Parameter setting. For each participant, Cue manipulation
was based on calculating the proportion of occasions that
each of the three cues was manipulated. Second, Parameter
setting was calculated based on the mean cue value that
participants chose for each of the three cues. The strategies
were based on calculating for participant the proportion of
trials across blocks of training in which no cue was changed
(No-intervention strategy), one cue was changed (One-cuestrategy), two cues were changed (Two-Cue-strategy), and
all three cues were changed (All-Cue-strategy).

Figure 3: Mean SE (+/-) Cue Manipulation by Cue by
Condition
A 3x2 ANOVA was conducted on the mean proportion of
changes to cues across the all 40 trials. We use Cue
(Positive, Negative, Null) as the within subject factor, and
Stability (Unstable, Stable) as the between subject factor.
There was no main effect of Cue, F(2, 56) = 1.03, p = .37,
implying that the occasions on which the three different
cues were intervened upon was equally distributed across
the 40 trials. As indicated in Figure 3, there appeared to be
an influence of stability on cue manipulation, which was
confirmed, F(1, 28) = 7.47, p < .01. Thus, when the
environment was Stable the three cues were manipulated
less frequently than in the Unstable condition.

Results
The 40 control trials were divided in four blocks of 10 trials
each and control error scores were averaged across each
block for each participant. The following analyses were
based on the mean error scores by block presented in Figure
2 for control error scores.

Parameter Setting: As a further method of examining
people’s sensitivity to the underlying stability of the system,
we examined the range of values selected for each of the
three cues. Figure 4 suggests that the overall values for the
three cues appear to be lower in the Stable condition as
compared with the Unstable condition.
Confirming this trend, a 3x2 ANOVA on mean values for
the cues with Cue (Positive, Negative, Null) as within
subject factor and Stability (Unstable, Stable) as the
between subject factor, revealed a significant main effect of
Stability, F(1, 28) = 14.44, p < .0001. No other effects were
significant.

Figure 2: Mean SE (+/-) Control Performance by Condition
Control performance: The following analysis compared
control performance by perturbation level (i.e. Stable vs.
Unstable). A 4x2 ANOVA was conducted on control
performance scores using Block (Learning Block 1, 2, 3, 4)
as within subject factor, and Stability (Unstable, Stable) as
between subject factor. As indicted in Figure 2, generally,
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either easy or difficult to control. This was achieved by
keeping all other properties of the system the same but
manipulating the endogenous properties of the system so
that it was either experienced as Unstable or Stable. Overall,
the evidence replicates and extends the findings reported by
Osman and Speekenbrink (2011). The findings also supports
the general prediction made from the MC framework
(Osman, 2010a, 2010b), suggesting that people are sensitive
to the stability of the environment, and that while people
learnt to control an unstable as well as a stable condition,
instability in the system is a source of uncertainty for people
as indexed by the poorer control performance of the
Unstable condition.
Differences between Unstable and Stable Conditions:
The principle objective of this study was to examine if
people were sensitive to both their effects on the outcome as
well as the internal changes that could occur without their
intervention (i.e. exogenous and endogenous influences on
the outcome). We predicted that it would be harder to detect
the endogenous effects on the outcome in the Unstable
condition. The study found that even with such short
exposure to the task environment, as compared with 200
trials that were used by Osman and Speekenbrink (2011)
people increased their cue utilization as compared with the
Stable condition. Second, the pattern of behavior for
parameter setting of the three cues suggested that the values
chosen for all three cues were consistently greater in the
Unstable condition compared with the Stable condition. It
appears that the fluctuations in the outcome value lead those
in the Unstable condition to select more extreme cue values
in an attempt to reduce the discrepancy between achieved
outcome and target outcome from trial to trial. In turn this
would also facilitate learning cue-outcome relations because
by selecting extreme cue values that were easier to
remember participants could have observed the effects of
their interventions more clearly. Third, by intervening on
the system more often there was less opportunity for people
in the Unstable condition to uncover the dynamic and
autonomous properties of the system, resulting in less
accurate cue-outcome knowledge which impaired control
ability. Fourth, the main difference between the types of
strategies implemented between the two conditions was
specific to the No-Intervention-Strategy, that is, those in the
Stable condition employed this strategy more than the
Unstable condition. In an earlier study (Osman and
Speekenbrink, 2011), we found that the popular strategy
used to control the Unstable condition involved varying all
three cues, whereas in the Stable condition people
experienced more trials in which the outcome of the system
changed on it’s own. People in the Stable condition made
fewer but more systematic interventions, by varying one cue
at a time. Crucially though, the main difference between that
study and the current one is the number of trials that
participants experienced (i.e. 40 vs. 200). Given the limited
training it is likely that different patterns of behavior are
revealed which then are likely to change with extensive
exposure to the same environment. It appears that the

Figure 4: Mean SE (+/-) Cue Value By Cue By Condition
Strategy application: The following set of analyses
examines patterns in the application of strategies in Stable
and Unstable conditions. The first set of analyses is a coarse
analysis of the general patterns across all 40 trials as shown
in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Mean SE (+/-) Proportion of the Four Strategies
Employed by Condition The second set of analyses
considers the profile of strategy development across blocks
of control trials. To begin, a 4x2 ANOVA was conducted on
the proportion of trials in which cues were varied using
Strategy (No-Intervention-Strategy, One-Cue-Strategy,
Two-Cue-Strategy, All-Cue-Strategy) as a within subject
factor, and Stability (Unstable, Stable) and as the between
subject factor. The analysis revealed a main effect of
Strategy, F(3,84) = 9.50, p < .0005, suggesting that there
were differences in the types of strategies favored overall, as
indicated in Figure 5. There was also a main effect of
Stability, F(1, 30) = 18.85, p < .001, and a significant
Strategy x Stability interaction F(3,84) =3.36, p < .05. To
locate the source of the Strategy x Stability interaction,
univariate analyses revealed that the Stable condition used
the No-Intervention-Strategy more often than the Unstable
condition, F(1, 28) =5.71, p < .05. No other effects were
significant.

General Discussion
The objective of this study was to examine in detail how
people utilize information and develop strategies in a
control system under conditions in which the outcome is
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default strategies that people employ are changing one cue
at a time. Previous findings also suggest that varying one
cue at a time is a more successful strategy to controlling a
system as compared with varying all cues at the same time
(Tschirgi, 1980; Vollmeyer, Burns, & Holyoak, 1996).
However, this clearly changes when people have extended
exposure to the environment, which implies that people
adapt their strategies over time as they gain experience with
a complex dynamic environment.
Similarities between Stable and Unstable conditions:
The general pattern of cue utilization and strategy
application differentiated people in the Unstable condition
from the Stable condition. Consistent with Osman and
Speekenbrink’s (2011) findings regardless of the stability of
the system, people utilized all three cues equally, and the
range of values that were set for each cue was
approximately the same.
Thus, in agreement with previous evidence, people in
stable and unstable conditions are sensitive to exogenous
influences on a dynamic environment but have difficulty
detecting endogenous changes in the environment. As
mentioned previously the null cue had no effect on the
outcome, and simply reflected the random perturbation
component of the system. However this would be hard to
discover unless people reliably selected extreme values for
this cues over a series of consecutive trials. In this way it
would be easier to detect the dissociation between actions
and effects.
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Did both conditions fail to detect the endogenous
property of the system for the same reasons?
It may be the case that while both groups failed to detect
the null cue, the reasons for this are different. In the Stable
condition people tended to manipulate one cue at a time, but
were conservative with the cue values they chose which is
possibly why they failed to detect the null cue. In contrast,
even though the Unstable condition tended to pick extreme
values for the cues, they also manipulated all the cues at
once most of the time, which again would have made the
null cue hard to detect. Thus, while stability influenced
control performance, cue utilization, and strategy
application, it did not affect ability to detect the null cue. In
general, it may be the case that because people do not
expect there to be erroneous cue information, they would
operate a system assuming that each cue had an effect on the
outcome. Moreover, they may also make the assumption
that their actions will reliably generate changes in the
system, because this is an obvious bias which is maintained
in control task situations (Osman, 2010b).
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Abstract

Language serves to provide instructions that guide mental
model construction in the interlocutor. From a linguistic
statement such as “The table is between the lamp and the
TV”, the listener can construct a mental model that
represents the spatial position between those three objects.
Although many different spatial arrangements are consistent
with the statement, people tend to create a single model that
captures only one spatial configuration. Many results show
that, in a task like this, the preferred mental model places
the mentioned objects in a linear spatial array, either a
horizontal or vertical one (see Evans, Newstead, & Byrne,
1993, for a review).
Jahn, Knauff, and Johnson-Laird (2007) studied how
mental models are used to reason about static spatial
configurations such as this one. They presented sets of
descriptions of scenes, and asked participants to judge
whether the set was consistent or not. To use their same
example:
A table is between the TV and a chair
The light is on the left of the TV
The table is next to the light

Habitual reading and writing direction (RWD) is known to
induce spatial biases in meaning construction from
descriptions of actions. We extended prior studies to
descriptions of static scenes and assessed the flexibility of
these spatial habits in bicultural minds. Sentences like "the
table is between the lamp and the TV” were auditorily
presented, and the task was to draw the described situation. A
Spanish group preferred to deploy the objects from left to
right, whereas a Moroccan group preferred right to left. A
third group of highly Spanish-acculturated Arabs showed a
pattern very similar to Spanish, but milder. Despite these
differences, the three groups equally preferred those options
generating a lower memory load. We conclude that RWD is
able to bias the understanding of static descriptions; that these
spatial habits are flexible; and that memory management
follows universal principles.
Keywords: reading-writing direction; spatial bias; mental
model; flexibility; working memory; bilingualism.

Introduction
How is linguistic content represented such that people can
reason about it? One theory that has received strong support
in the literature is the theory of mental models (JohnsonLaird, 1983). Mental models are working memory
representations about situations and events in the world.
They are analogical (including spatial information when
relevant) and populated by concrete contents, although by
these means they can also represent abstract or temporal
contents (Boroditsky, 2000; Goodwin & Johson-Laird,
2005).
The most important feature of mental models is that they
act as a tool that allows us to represent, manipulate and
understand reality in working memory in order to take
decisions and deal with the situation. Working memory is
characterized by limited capacity and effortful processing.
Therefore, people tend to create only one such mental
model, integrating in it all the information that is relevant to
solving the problem at hand. The greater the amount of
information that must be kept simultaneously in working
memory, the more difficult the resolution of the problem.

They predicted that people tend to make a single mental
model of the first statement, and then try to integrate the
next two in it. Depending on the configuration of the initial
model, the integration may be easy or difficult (as in the
example above). In this example, the descriptions are
consistent (that is, there is a single spatial layout where the
three statements are true), but because the solution does not
coincide with the initial model, participants tend to claim
that the premises are inconsistent, or take longer to find the
correct answer.
Jahn et al (2007) postulated that the preferred initial
model should include the three mentioned objects in left-toright order. For the example above, a schematic model
would be:
TV table
chair
This postulate was based on evidence of scanning biases
linked to RWD (e.g., Spalek & Hammad, 2005; Nachson,
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1981). Their data strongly supported that the preferred
initial model of their German participants actually runs from
left-to-right.
However, the interpretation of RWD effects in conceptual
tasks is still being debated. It is well established that RWD
is able to change the direction of the mapping of time to
space (Furhman & Boroditsky, 2010; Ouellet, Santiago,
Israeli & Gabay, 2010; Tversky, Kugelmass & Winter,
1991) and of numbers to space (Dehaene, Bossini & Giraux,
1993; Gevers & Lammertyn, 2005; Zebian, 2005). In
contrast, evidence from language comprehension tasks is
more mixed. Chatterjee, Southwood and Basilico (1999)
observed a trend to locate agents on the left and patients on
the right, as well as to depict push and pull actions as
flowing from left to right, and Maass and Russo (2003)
showed that this tendency reverses in users of languages
with right-to-left RWD (see also Maass, Pagani & Berta,
2007). Nevertheless, there are two published failures at
replicating this effect (Barrett, Kim, Crucian, & Heilman,
2002, with right-to-left vertical Korean readers, and
Altmann, Saleem, Kendall, Heilman & Rothi, 2006, with
Arabic readers). Finally, it is possible that the spatial bias in
agent-patient organization is not related to language
comprehension processes, as Maass, Suitner, Favaretto and
Cignacchi (2009) found a tendency to place agentive social
groups to the left of less agentive groups, which reversed in
readers of right-to-left RWD.
Moreover, there is a total lack of evidence regarding the
relevance of RWD for mental model construction from
descriptions of static scenes. The present research was
aimed to provide a first exploration of the influence of
RWD on mental model construction avoiding any potential
confounding with agentivity. In order to do so, we devised a
simpler version of Jahn et al's (2007) task. Participants were
asked to listen to sentences such as "The table is between
the lamp and the TV”, and then draw the scene described by
the sentence. Both order of drawing the mentioned objects
and order of filling the spatial locations in the paper were
measured. These measures allow us to study independently
working memory management processes and spatial biases
in the construction of mental models (see below). In order to
assess the effect of RWD, the task was carried out by two
groups of participants: native Spanish users who read and
write from left to right, and native Arabic users from
Morocco who do it from right to left. A final goal was to
evaluate the degree of flexibility of these mental habits, so
we also included a group of native users of Arabic
languages who had been living in Spain for a number of
years and were highly acculturated into Spanish culture and
language.

in an Arabic country for longer than an occasional stay and
did not know any Arabic language.
The Moroccan group was made of 18 Moroccan students
from the Abdelmalek Esaadi University, Tetouan, Morocco
(mean age 22 years, 12 males). Linguistic and family
information of three participants was lost due to a computer
problem (which also affected information of three
participants from the next group). All the remaining
participants were born in Morocco and had never lived in a
Western country. They all were native speakers of
Moroccan Darija (the local Arabic dialect) and nine of them
were also native speakers of Standard Arabic (starting
before age 4). Fourteen of them were also highly fluent in
French, and nine participants in this group also had some
knowledge of Spanish (started in high school or university).
All of them were highly proficient and habitual readers of
Standard Arabic.1 The Moroccan group did the task in
Darija.
The Arabs-in-Spain group was composed of 26 Arab
students at the University of Granada (mean age 22 years,
12 males). As mentioned above, information from three
participants was lost. For the remaining sample, 18 were
originally from Morocco, three from Jordan, one from Iraq
and one from Mauritania. Their average number of years
living in Spain was 5.8 (range 1-11). All of them were
native speakers of at least one Arabic language (Standard
Arabic, Moroccan Darija, Mauritanian Hassania, Jordanian
Levantine, Iraqi Arabic). All of them were also native or
highly fluent speakers of at least one European language
(mostly French and/or Spanish). All of them were highly
proficient readers of Standard Arabic, and only three of
them reported not to read it on a daily basis. All of them
were fluent in Spanish and had no problems in
understanding the instructions or having a conversation in
Spanish with the experimenter. As described in detail
below, the Arabs-in-Spain group did the task in Spanish.
It is important to note that all participants in both Arab
groups are bilingual (often multilingual), knowing at least
one left-to-right RWD language (modally French). The
difference between them is not so much a difference of
bilingualism, but of immersion in a particular language and
writing system, and intensive experience with it.
The Spanish Group received course credit, and the two
Arabic groups received a small gift or monetary
compensation.
Materials. Five sentences were constructed, all of which
consisted of an assertion that referred to a between relation
among three different entities.
1 - The table is between the lamp and the TV.
2 - The bike is between the lamppost and the car.
3 - The cup is between the bottle and the dish.
4 - The pencil is between the book and the eraser.
5 - The man is between the house and the tree.

Method
Participants. There were three groups of participants. The
Spanish group was composed of 21 Spanish Psychology
students at the University of Granada (mean age 21 years, 5
males). All of them were native Spaniards, had never lived

1

Standard Arabic is the only written Arabic language. Local
Arabic languages are only oral (Lewis, 2009).
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We selected those objects or entities because they are
very common in both cultures, thereby avoiding
comprehension problems or potential biases due to different
degrees of familiarity. Importantly, all mentioned objects
are inanimate entities (with the exception of “the man” in
the last sentence), and they are embedded in sentences using
a copulative verb. In other words, they all refer to
completely static scenes without any agentive structure.
Even in the case of the last sentence, the animate entity “the
man” is located in the center of the scene carrying out no
action, and thus, it is unlikely that its animacy or agentivity
may bias the location of the surrounding objects in the
mental model in any particular direction.

lamp on the left side and the TV on the right side (a left-toright model).
Our first hypothesis is that RWD will exert clear effects
on the spatial order in which objects are drawn, and
therefore, on the final spatial configuration of the drawn
model. Spanish participants will tend to draw left-to-right
models, with the lamp on the left and the TV on the right,
whereas the Moroccan participants will prefer the opposite
model, with the lamp on the right and the TV on the left. We
had no specific expectations for the group of Spanishacculturated Arabs. If the original habits of mental model
construction are not flexible and remain unchanged after
extended immersion in a language with a different RWD,
they will show the same pattern as the Moroccan group. If
these habits are flexible, they will tend to behave like
Spanish participants.

Procedure. The participants were seated at a desk with a
pile of five blank sheets and a pen. They then listened to the
first sentence and were asked to draw the scene on a sheet.
Once they were done, they put away the first sheet and were
ready to listen to and draw the next sentence on a new sheet.
The Spanish and Arabs-in-Spain groups were tested at the
University of Granada, Spain, and did the task in Spanish.
The Moroccan group was tested at the Abdelmalek Esaadi
University and did the task in Darija.

Table 1: Mentioned object order and spatial order
combinations, and the resulting drawn models.
Mentione
d Object
Order
123
132

Data coding. For each item, we measured the order in
which each of the three mentioned objects were drawn
(mentioned object order, or just object order) and the order
in which the three positions (left, center, right) were filled
(spatial order).
Each sentence presents auditorily the three objects in a
temporal sequence or order of mention. In the sentence “The
table is between the lamp and the TV”, table is the first
object mentioned, followed by lamp and then TV.
Participants can draw the three objects in one out of six
possible combinations of object order (see Table 1). For
example, combination 213 means that the first object to be
drawn is the second object mentioned in the sentence
(lamp), followed by the object mentioned first (table) and
then by the object mentioned third (TV).
Regarding the order of location filling, or spatial order,
there are also six possible combinations (see Table 1). For
example, LCR means that the object on the left was drawn
first, then the central object, and then the object on the right.
Combinations LCR, CLR, and LRC were grouped as pattern
from left to right (L-R); and combinations RCL, CRL, and
RLC were grouped as pattern from right to left (R-L).
The combination of each object order with one out of two
possible spatial orders produce only one possible drawn
model with the lateral objects (e.g., lamp and TV) in
different positions (see Table 1 for details). To carry on with
the example sentence “The table is between the lamp and
the TV”, suppose that a participant shows a 213 (LampTable-TV) object order and a RCL (Right-Center-Left)
spatial order. The resulting drawn model has the lamp on
the right side and the TV on the left (which we call a rightto-left model). If the same object order is combined with a
LCR spatial order, the resulting drawn model will have the

213
231
312
321

In our
example

Spatial
Order

Pattern

Drawn Model

Table-LampTV
Table-TVLamp
Lamp-TableTV
Lamp-TVTable
TV-TableLamp
TV-LampTable

CLR
CRL
CLR
CRL
RCL
LCR
LRC
RLC
RCL
LCR
LRC
RLC

L-R
R-L
R-L
L-R
R-L
L-R
L-R
R-L
L-R
R-L
R-L
L-R

Lamp-Table-TV
TV-Table-Lamp
TV-Table-Lamp
Lamp-Table-TV
TV-Table-Lamp
Lamp-Table-TV
Lamp-Table-TV
TV-Table-Lamp
Lamp-Table-TV
TV-Table-Lamp
TV-Table-Lamp
Lamp-Table-TV

Our second hypothesis follows from the fact that each
object order imposes different costs on working memory
resources. For example, the pattern 123 means that we draw
the objects in the same order as they appear auditorily. This
pattern imposes the lowest memory load. The pattern 231
imposes a greater memory load because it draws last the
object presented first. Table 1 lists the combinations of
object order from the one requiring less cognitive resources
(123) to the one requiring most (321). We expected that all
the groups would prefer to use object orders that require
fewer memory resources. For each one, the left-right spatial
order will be preferred by Spanish participants and the rightleft spatial order will be preferred by Moroccans.

Results
If any central entity (e.g., the table) was drawn anywhere
else than the center, the trial was considered invalid and was
not included in the final analysis. We also excluded those
items drawn vertically or however differently from the
horizontal axis. The number of items rejected by these
reasons amounted to 12%.
In the analysis of drawn models, the proportion of valid
L-R trials was submitted to a one-way ANOVA, which
found significant differences (F(2,58) = 5.52, p = 0.006)
among the groups. Planned comparisons showed that the
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Spanish and Moroccan groups were significantly different
(F(1,58) = 10.86, p = 0.001). Consistent with the findings of
Jahn et al (2007) with German participants, Spanish
participants preferred to represent the mentioned objects
from left to right (with the lamp on the left and the TV on
the right). In contrast, Moroccan participants showed the
opposite trend (see Figure 1).
The Arabs-in-Spain group did not differ from the Spanish
group (F(1,58) = 1.78, p = 0.18), whereas it differed from
the Moroccan group (F(1,58) = 4.87, p = 0.03). Thus, the
Spanish-acculturated Arabs behaved more like Spaniards
than like Moroccans immersed in their culture.
Regarding spatial order, a one-way ANOVA on the
proportion of valid L-R trials showed a significant effect of
Group (F(2, 58) = 5.36, p = 0.007; see Figure 2). Spanish
participants tended to fill up before the left than the right
space (combinations LCR, CLR, LRC). In contrast, the
Moroccan group showed the opposite preference (RCL,
CRL, RLC), a significant difference in planned comparisons
(F(1,58) = 9.68, p = 0.002). Again, the comparison between
the Spanish and the Arabs-in-Spain groups failed to be
significant (F < 1), whereas the Arabs-in-Spain differed
from the Moroccan group (F(1,58) = 6.71, p = 0.01).

R-L

Moroccans

Arabs-in-Spain

Spanish

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

% of valid trials

Figure 2: Spatial order preference in each group.
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Figure 3: Percentage of trials for each combination of
object order.
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A first conclusion to be obtained from present data is that
readers of Spanish (a language with left-to-right RWD) and
Arabic (right-to-left RWD), when tested in their native
language and immersed in their own culture, differ in their
spatial choices when constructing mental models of static
scenes from auditory input: Spanish prefer left-to-right
models and Arabic prefer right-to-left models. We suggest
that this difference is mediated by their habitual RWD.
Effects of habitual RWD can, therefore, be observed also in
static scenes, as well as in the dynamic events which have
received attention so far in the literature (e.g., Chatterjee et
al, 1999; Maass & Russo, 2003).
Prior reports of spatial biases in the comprehension of
linguistic descriptions of scenes with an agent-patient
structure may reflect wider biases toward locating agents
and patients in left or right space (Maass et al, 2009) that do

Figure 1: Drawn model preference in each group.
We then turned to analyze the differences in preferred
object orders. Here, we expected no cultural differences: in
both cultures, participants would prefer the orders that
impose a smaller working memory load. Figure 3 shows the
frequency of each order combination. All groups preferred
the 123 order, followed at a great distance by 132, from
where proportions decreased progressively as memory load
increases. An ANOVA with object order as within-subject
factor and the three groups found a highly significant effect
of the former (F(5,290) = 43.99, p < 0.001), a null effect of
group (F < 1) and a null interaction between object order
and group (F < 1).
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not necessarily involve the intermediation of mental model
construction processes from linguistic input. Because of the
use of static scenes, present data do not suffer from this
potential confound, and allow us to assert that RWD affects
how mental models are created on-line as the referents of
heared words are accessed. Thus, the resulting picture is one
in which reading and writing habits affect the position
where word referents are placed in the mental space. As
agents tend to be mentioned earlier than patients in most
languages, mental models constructed from auditory input
will tend to place them in earlier locations as defined by
reading habits. This tendency is then, probably, the cause of
the observed overall bias that affects the relative location of
more agentive groups with respect to less agentive groups
(Maass et al, 2009).
Present results also reveal that cultural differences in
mental model construction due to RWD are confined to
spatial preferences, but the management of working
memory resources follows common, possibly universal
principles.
Finally, present results show that Spanish-acculturated
Arabs tested in Spanish do not behave like Arabic
participants immersed in their culture and tested in their
native Arabic dialect. The habits of mental model
construction from language are, therefore, flexible.
What the present study cannot discern is the nature of this
flexibility. As the two Arabic groups were tested in
conditions that differed both in the language used in the
experiment (Spanish versus Darija) as well as in the cultural
context (Spain versus Morocco), there remains the
possibility that any (or both) of these factors is responsible
for the observed differences in mental habits. If language is
responsible, mental model construction would be highly
context-dependent: mental models would be generated in
the spatial format linked to the language in use in that
moment. If cultural immersion and extended experience is
necessary, mental model construction would show a greater
inertia, and a relative independence of the particular
language used at a given moment and task. Research is
currently under course to try to disentangle these
possibilities.
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Abstract
Memory. Research on human memory has long sought to
discover the conditions of learning that (a) create and store a
representation of knowledge and (b) produce a
representation that can be recalled and accessed over
extended periods of time. This body of research has
revealed several learning conditions that promote long-term
memory. For example, distributing practice (e.g., Bjork &
Allen, 1970), varying the conditions of practice (e.g., Smith
& Rothkopf, 1984), and reducing feedback to the learner
(e.g., Schmidt, 1991) have all been shown to promote longterm memory.
These learning conditions support long-term memory
because they introduce difficulty for learners while
knowledge is being acquired (see Bjork, 1994, for a review).
Although introducing difficulty during learning often deters
immediate performance, retention tests reveal higher longterm performance (compared to easier learning conditions).
Because of the long-term benefit of such difficulties, these
conditions of learning are often termed „desirable
difficulties‟ of learning (e.g., Bjork, 1994). Consequently,
memory research suggests that creating difficulty during
learning promotes long-term performance.
An example of a desirable difficulty of learning is
distributed practice, often termed the spacing effect (e.g.,
Vlach, Sandhofer, & Kornell, 2008). The spacing effect is
the robust phenomenon whereby memory is enhanced when
learning events are distributed across time (i.e., spaced),
instead of being presented in immediate succession (i.e.,
massed). Because of the time between learning events,
spaced learning creates greater opportunities for forgetting
(e.g., Bjork & Allen, 1970). Consequently, retrieving
previous learning events is more difficult. On the other
hand, massed presentations prevent forgetting because
presentations are in immediate succession, making retrieval
of previous learning events easier. In fact, upon immediate
testing, massed presentations lead to a greater amount of
learning than spaced presentations. However, if a test is
administered following a delay, a spaced presentation
schedule will yield more learning than the massed
presentation schedule (e.g., Vlach et al., 2008).

Theories of word learning have proposed several tools that
children and adults use to reduce the difficulty of the word
learning problem. However, we propose that reducing difficulty
may be detrimental—difficulty may promote long-term word
learning. In this study, we tested predictions of desirable
difficulties and the retrieval effort hypothesis in a crosssituational word learning paradigm. Learners were presented
with objects and labels in three conditions of learning (easy,
medium, and difficult) and tested either immediately or one
week later. Results revealed a counterintuitive pattern of
performance—initially, participants in the easy condition had
the highest performance. However, after a one week delay,
participants in the medium condition had the highest
performance. Participants‟ self-report of retrieval difficulty
during learning is used to account for differences in performance
over time. This work is discussed in terms of the implications
for several fields of cognitive science: statistical learning,
human memory, and language and cognitive development.
Keywords: word and category learning; statistical learning;
cross-situational learning; language and cognitive development;

Introduction
Word learning has been described as one of the greatest
challenges of cognitive development. The world offers
learners a seemingly infinite number of word-to-world
mappings yet children and adults appear to learn words with
great ease (Quine, 1960). How do learners accomplish such
a difficult task?
Theories of word learning have focused on tools that
learners use to make the word learning problem easier.
These tools range from basic cognitive processes of
attention (e.g., Smith, 2000), to social cues (e.g., Tomasello
& Barton, 1994), to early constraints, such as mutual
exclusivity (e.g., Markman, 1989). Although theories of
word learning propose different mechanisms and tools, all
theories suggest that reducing difficulty of the task is
beneficial for word learning.
In this study, we take a radically different perspective on
word learning. We propose that the difficulty children and
adults encounter during word mapping may be beneficial to
the learning process. That is, a desirable amount of
difficulty may promote long-term word learning. We
examine how difficult learning conditions affect learners‟
in-the-moment and long-term statistical word mapping. We
take a mechanistic approach by examining a basic cognitive
process that contributes to different learning outcomes:
retrieval difficulty during learning. Taken together, this
work demonstrates the central role of retrieval processes in
statistical learning and word mapping.

Word Learning. Word learning tasks differ from memory
tasks. In memory tasks, learners are asked to store a
specific piece of information and then retrieve that piece of
information later.
However, in word learning tasks,
children and adults are required to aggregate and abstract
across learning events in order to infer and/or generalize to a
new experience.
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Figure 1. Example stimuli, for first three trials, from the different learning conditions: 2 x 2, 3 x 3, and 4 x 4.
Several researchers have long suggested that, although
introducing difficulty during memory tasks is beneficial,
these difficulties may be detrimental in more complex
cognitive tasks (e.g., Gagne, 1950). For example, spaced
learning was proposed to be particularly detrimental in
generalization tasks. In fact, spaced learning was coined the
“enemy of induction” (e.g., Gagne, 1950; see Kornell &
Bjork, 2008, for a discussion). Despite speculations that
desirable difficulties may be the “enemy of induction”,
recent research suggests that imposing difficulty during
learning promotes long-term word learning and
generalization (e.g., Vlach et al., 2008).

presented simultaneously. In the 4 x 4 condition, four
objects and four labels were presented simultaneously. The
conditions were classified as „easy‟ (2 x 2), „medium‟ (3 x
3), and „hard‟ (4 x 4), based upon the amount of retrieval
necessary to correctly map words to objects in one learning
event. In the 2 x 2 condition, retrieving at least two prior
associations is required to successfully map the words to
objects in one learning event. In the 3 x 3 condition,
retrieving at least three prior associations is required. In the
4 x 4 condition, retrieving at least four prior associations is
required. During learning, participants were presented with
a paper and pencil task. In this task, they were asked to
report the objects for which they could successfully retrieve
the corresponding label. These conditions and tasks
allowed for a direct comparison of the effects of varying
degrees of retrieval difficulty in statistical word learning.

Why is difficulty during learning beneficial? One
limitation of previous research on desirable difficulties in
memory and word learning is that the mechanism(s)
underlying performance differences are often poorly
understood. That is, experiments are not commonly set up
to determine and/or isolate the specific cognitive processes
that cause higher long-term performance.
Several
theoretical frameworks, including desirable difficulties in
learning, have suggested that more difficult (but eventually
successful) retrieval is more beneficial for long-term
learning than easier retrieval (e.g., Bjork, 1994). However,
only within the last few years have researchers begun to test
predictions of the retrieval effort hypothesis (see Pyc &
Rawson, 2009, for a discussion).
Could the degree of difficulty in retrieving prior
associations between word and objects promote long-term
statistical word learning? From one perspective, difficulty in
retrieving prior associations should deter statistical word
learning because it would prevent learners from aggregating
learning events together. If learners cannot aggregate
learning events, they may not be able to determine which
associations are more probable than others. On the other
hand, memory mechanisms have been shown to promote
word learning tasks (e.g., Vlach et al., 2008), and thus more
effortful retrieval may support statistical word learning by
promoting memory for associations.
The current study examined this question by presenting
learners with a cross-situational word learning paradigm in
three learning conditions: 2 x 2 (easy), 3 x 3 (medium), and
4 x 4 (hard). In the 2 x 2 condition, two objects and two
words were presented in each learning trial, simultaneously.
In the 3 x 3 condition, three objects and three labels were

Method
Participants
Participants were 64 undergraduates at University of
California, Los Angeles. Participants received course credit
for their participation.

Design
This study used a 3 x 2 design: Learning Condition (2 x 2, 3
x 3, and 4 x 4) and Testing Delay (Immediate or 1 Week
Delay) were between-subjects factors. Participants were
randomly assigned to one of the six conditions of the study.

Stimuli
Pictures of objects were presented on a 15-inch computer
screen and the sound for the labels was presented through
the computer‟s speakers. As Figure 1 shows, the objects
were pictures of novel objects. There were a total of 18
objects. The labels were novel words following the
phonotactic probabilities of English (e.g., „blicket‟). There
were a total of 18 labels. Objects and labels were randomly
paired together, for a total of 18 object-label pairs. In all
conditions, there were a total of 6 presentations of each of
the 18 object-label pairs. There were also an additional four
objects and four labels presented during the training trial.
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In the 2 x 2 condition, two objects and two words were
presented in each learning trial, simultaneously. In the 3 x 3
condition, three objects and three labels were presented
simultaneously. In the 4 x 4 condition, four objects and four
labels were presented simultaneously. Figure 1 shows three
learning trials of the experiment for each of the three
conditions. It is important to note that the presentation
order of objects and labels was randomized in each trial—
the first word presented did not necessarily refer to the first
object on the screen.
Because the same number of object-label pairs (18 pairs)
were presented in each condition, the same number of times
(6 presentations each), other presentation factors varied
across conditions in order to ensure equivalent exposure to
the object-label pairs. Table 1 outlines these variations,
which were adapted from Yu and Smith (2007). Although
the number of trials and time per trial varied, the total
exposure time remained constant across the conditions.

For the 3 x 3 and 4 x 4 conditions, the number of letters
corresponded to the number of objects and labels for each
trial. For example, in the 4 x 4 condition, participants were
given a worksheet that had „A‟, „B‟, „C‟, „D‟, and „None‟
for each trial. In sum, this task assessed the quantity and
times at which participants experienced success in retrieving
labels for objects.
The second task was a final test designed to assess overall
word learning performance. The final test consisted of four
force-choice questions. Each question presented one label
and asked participants to identify the corresponding object
among four objects. The three foil objects were other
objects used in the experiment. No one object was repeated
in the tests. Thus, 16 of the 18 objects were used in the test.

Procedure
Participants were told that they would be shown children‟s
toys and it was their job to figure out which word went with
which toy. They were also instructed that it would be
ambiguous as to which words went with which objects on
each trial. Participants were then given a brief training
exercise to demonstrate what the experiment would be like.
The training consisted of three learning trials, each with two
objects and two labels, immediately followed by a forcedchoice test. Objects and labels used during training were
not included during the rest of the experiment.
After the training trial, participants were informed that
they would now be beginning the learning phase of the
experiment. Participants were presented with learning trials
according to the condition in which they were assigned (2 x
2, 3 x 3, or 4 x 4). The number and length of trials was also
set according to the condition (see Table 1).
Participants were also instructed to complete a worksheet
during the learning trials. Participants were asked to circle
the object(s) for which they knew the corresponding label.
If they did not know the corresponding labels for any of the
objects, they were told to circle „None‟.
After viewing all of the learning trials and completing the
worksheet, participants were given a final forced-choice
test, depending upon the testing condition in which they
were assigned. In the immediate condition, participants
were given a test immediately following learning. In the
one week delay condition, participants were asked to come
back exactly 7 days after the learning session and complete
the test.

Table 1. Three Learning Conditions
Condition
2x2
3x3
4x4

Number
of Trials
54
36
27

Time per
Trial (in secs)
6
9
12

Total Time
(in secs)
324
324
324

Measures of Learning. In order to assess learners‟ in-themoment and long-term performance, participants were given
two pencil and paper tasks. The first task occurred during
learning and was used to assess retrieval difficulty.
Participants were given a worksheet in which they were
asked to indicate the object(s) for which they had learned
the corresponding label, on each trial. If they did not know
the label for any of the objects, they were asked to circle
„None‟. If they knew the label for the first object, they
would circle „A‟. If they knew the labels for all of the
objects, they would circle all of the letters. An example
worksheet, for the 2 x 2 condition, is shown in Figure 2.
For each trial, circle A, B, A & B, or None.
Trial #
1
2
3
4

54

A
A
A
A

A

B
B
B
B

B

None
None
None
None

Results
We asked whether difficulty would promote learners‟ longterm word learning in a cross-situational learning paradigm.
If difficulty promoted word learning, we would expect to
see lower performance immediately, but stronger
performance long-term. However, if difficulty did not
promote word learning, we would expect to see lower
performance regardless of testing delay. Moreover, we
wanted to examine if there were differences in learner‟s inthe-moment learning that could be contributing to
differences in long-term performance. Specifically, we

None

Figure 2. An example of the worksheet used for the 2 x 2
condition. Participants self-reported the object(s) for which
they could/could not retrieve the corresponding label.
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predicted that perhaps retrieval difficulty during learning
might predict long-term performance.

condition, p > .05.
In sum, initially participants in the 3 x 3 condition had
lower performance than the 2 x 2 condition. However, one
week later, participants in the 3 x 3 condition had higher
performance than participants in the 2 x 2 condition. This
finding replicates that of previous research (e.g., Vlach &
Sandhofer, 2010) and extends this work by demonstrating
that retrieval difficult, but eventually successful retrieval
can promote long-term learning.

Overall Word Learning Performance. We started our
analysis by examining participant‟s overall word learning
performance at the final test (see Figure 3). We conducted a
3 (Learning Condition) x 2 (Testing Delay) ANOVA, with
the number of correct responses at the final test as the
dependent measure.
Results of this test revealed a
significant main effect of learning condition, F(2, 58) =
7.287, p = .002, a significant main effect of testing delay,
F(1, 58) = 3.610, p = .052, and a significant interaction of
learning and testing delay, F(2, 58) = 3.951, p = .025.
In order to explore the interaction, we conducted two
univariate ANOVAs, one in each testing condition. We
then computed three planned comparisons using t-tests with
Bonferroni corrections (p < .05) to determine the nature of
the differences between learning conditions within each
testing delay condition. If difficulty promoted word
learning, we expected there to be differences in performance
between learning conditions across the testing conditions.
In the immediate testing condition, there was a main
effect of learning condition, F(2, 31) = 6.270, p = .005.
Participants in the 2 x 2 condition had significantly higher
performance than in the 4 x 4 condition, p = .004.
Performance was also higher in the 2 x 2 condition than the
3 x 3 condition, p = .047. Finally, performance in the 3 x 3
condition was significantly higher than the 4 x 4 condition,
p =.051. Thus, the greater the number of object-label
pairings in each learning trial, the lower the performance.
However, there was a different pattern of results in the
one week delay condition. There was a main effect of
learning condition, F(2, 27) = 4.925, p = .015. Participants
in the 3 x 3 condition had higher performance than both the
2 x 2 condition, p = .046, and 4 x 4 condition, p = .016.
Participants in the 4 x 4 condition did not have significantly
different performance than participants in the 2 x 2

In-the-Moment Word Learning Performance. We were
particularly interested in determining if there were
differences of in-the-moment learning that could be
contributing to differences in long-term performance.
Specifically, we thought that retrieval difficulty during
learning could be a mechanism underlying performance. To
explore this possibility, we analyzed participants‟ self-report
of what they were retrieving. If there were differences in
the number and timing of retrieval successes, this could be
contributing to differences in performance.
We started by dividing learning into nine blocks of time,
36 seconds each. We chose this timescale because, over 36
seconds, participants in all of the conditions were exposed
to the same number of object-label pairings. For example,
in the 2 x 2 condition, there were 6 trials with 2 object-label
pairings, for a total of 12 object-label pairings. In the 3 x 3
condition, there were 4 trials with 3 object-label pairings,
for a total of 12 object-label pairings. Finally, in the 4 x 4
condition, there were 3 trials with 4 object-label pairings
each, for a total of 12-object label pairings.
After dividing learning into nine timescales (36s), we then
counted the number of objects that the participants reported
as successfully retrieving the corresponding labels. To do
this, we counted the number of objects (i.e., letters on the
worksheet, see Figure 2) participants circled between the
start of the experiment and the time point, resulting in a
cumulative number of successful retrievals. For example,
suppose a participant circled 2 objects between the time 0
and time 1, and 4 objects between time 1 and 2. The
resulting values would be 0 for time point 0, 2 for time point
1, and 6 (i.e., 2+4) for time point 2.
We then computed a mixed 3 (Learning Condition) x 9
(Time Point) ANOVA, with learning condition as a
between-subjects variable and time point as a withinsubjects variable. Results of this test revealed a main effect
of learning condition, F(2, 61) = 16.876, p < .001, a main
effect of time point, F(4, 488) = 277.917, p < .001, and a
significant interaction of learning condition and time point,
F(16, 488) = 14.004, p < .001 (see Figure 4, next page).
In order to explore the interaction, we conducted nine
univariate ANOVAs, one at each time point. We then
computed planned comparisons using t-tests with
Bonferroni corrections (p < .05) to determine the nature of
the differences between learning conditions within each
time point. If retrieval was difficult initially but then
successful, we expected there to be differences in

Figure 3. Average number of correct responses at final test,
by condition. Dashed line represents chance performance.
* = p < .05, ** = p < .01.
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and final test performance using Pearson‟s r. There was a
significant correlation for both participants in the immediate
condition, r(32) = .441, p = .005, and participants in the one
week delay condition, r(28) = .449, p = .041.

performance between learning conditions across the
different time points.
At every time point, there was a main effect of learning
condition (all ps < .001). There were also no floor or ceiling
effects. However, across time points there were differences
in which learning conditions were significantly different
from one another. In time points 1-3, participants in the 2 x
2 condition reported successfully retrieving more pairings
than participants in the 3 x 3 and 4 x 4 conditions (which
did not significantly differ from each other, ps > .05). At
time points 4-5, all learning conditions were significantly
different from one another, ps < .05. Finally, in time points
7-9, participants in the 4 x 4 condition reported retrieving
significantly less pairings than participants in the 2 x 2 and
3 x 3 conditions (which did not significantly differ from
each other, ps > .05).
In sum, participants in the 3 x 3 condition reported
significantly fewer retrieval successes initially (compared to
participants in the 2 x 2 condition). This suggests that, at
first, retrieval was difficult for participants in the 3 x 3
condition. However, by the end of the experiment,
participants in the 3 x 3 conditions were more successfully
retrieving pairings of objects and words (compared to
participants in the 4 x 4 condition). This pattern of
retrievals could explain both the lower immediate
performance and the higher long-term performance of
participants in the 3 x 3 condition.

Discussion
At the immediate test, participants in the 2 x 2 condition
had higher performance than participants in the 3 x 3 and 4
x 4 conditions. However, at the one week delayed test,
participants in the 3 x 3 condition had higher performance
than participants in the 2 x 2 and 4 x 4 conditions. This
finding replicates previous research demonstrating that
difficult learning conditions often deter immediate word
learning performance but promote long-term performance,
relative to easier conditions of learning (e.g., Vlach &
Sandhofer, 2010). This work extends this work by
pinpointing a mechanism, retrieval difficulty, which may be
contributing to differences in long-term performance.
Why did participants in the 3 x 3 condition have lower
performance initially but higher performance at the one
week delayed test? We predicted that perhaps retrieval
difficulty during learning could account for differences in
long-term performance. Specifically, we predicted that
more difficult, but eventually successful, retrieval would
promote long-term performance (often termed the retrieval
effort hypothesis, see Pyc & Rawson, 2009).
Our analysis of participants‟ self-reported retrievals
during learning revealed that participants in the 3 x 3
condition had a particularly unique pattern of retrievals,
compared to participants in the 2 x 2 and 4 x 4 conditions.
During the initial part of learning, participants in the 3 x 3
condition reported a lower number of retrieval successes,
suggesting that retrieval was difficult. However, in the
middle portion of learning, participants in the 3 x 3
condition reported significantly more retrieval successes
than participants in the 4 x 4 condition, but significantly
fewer than participants in the 2 x 2 condition. Finally, by
the last portion of learning, the number of retrieval
successes by participants in the 3 x 3 condition did not
significantly differ from participants in the 2 x 2 condition.
This suggests that, by the last portion of learning,
participants in the 3 x 3 condition were experiencing more
successful retrieval.
This work bridges several fields of research, including
statistical learning, human memory, and language and
cognitive development. As such, we have outlined the
different contributions this work to each field of research.

Accuracy of Self-Report. As a final analysis of in-themoment word learning, we examined the accuracy of
participants‟ self-report. If participants were accurately
reporting what they were retrieving, participants that
reported successfully retrieving more should have higher
final test performance. Thus, we analyzed the relationship
between total number of retrieval successes during learning

Implications for Theories of Statistical Learning. This
work highlights the importance of retrieval processes in
statistical learning. In any given moment, a learner must
retrieve potential associations from the past in order to
aggregate them with the information currently being
learned. Moreover, at a later point in time, learners need to
retrieve prior associations in order to make statistical
inferences. Whether it be during learning or at test, retrieval
is central in statistical learning.

Figure 4. Average cumulative number of reported retrieval
successes, by time point, for the three conditions of learning.
Participants in the 3 x 3 condition started with a period of
more difficult retrieval and ended with a period of more
successful retrieval, relative to the other conditions.
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On a more global level, this work suggests a powerful
role of memory in statistical learning. Previous research has
attributed word learning to both basic cognitive processes of
attention (e.g., Yu & Smith, 2007) and more complex
algorithms and forms of inference making (e.g., Xu &
Tenenbaum, 2007). However, this work suggests that
memory processes, another basic cognitive process, should
be added to the list of mechanisms driving word learning.
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Implications for Theories of Human Memory. As noted
in the introduction, one limitation of memory experiments is
that they are not commonly set up to determine and/or
isolate the specific cognitive processes that cause higher
long-term performance in difficult learning conditions.
However, the current study was designed to demonstrate the
retrieval difficulty during learning could be one mechanism
that promotes long-term performance. Consequently, this
work contributes to recent research supporting the retrieval
effort hypothesis (e.g., Pyc & Rawson, 2009).
This work also expands the retrieval effort hypothesis and
the desirable difficulty framework by suggesting that not all
retrieval attempts need to be successful in order for there to
be a benefit for long-term performance. Indeed, participants
in the 3 x 3 condition had a large number of retrieval
failures before retrieval successes. Future work should
continue to isolate the conditions under which more difficult
retrieval is beneficial for long-term learning.
Implications for Models of Learning & Development.
This work contributes to the idea that the difficulty of the
word learning problem may promote language development.
Although many tools may reduce difficulty and promote
immediate performance, this may be detrimental long-term.
Successful word learning is likely to be an optimal
combination of the factors that create and reduce
difficulty—future work should pursue this framework in
order to determine the conditions that optimize learning.
This work also highlights that learning and development
occur over time. Exploring in-the-moment learning is
essential for our understanding of (a) how information is
initially encoded and (b) how learners‟ prior experience is
brought to bear on the moment at hand. The vast majority
of research on cognitive development has focused on
children and adults‟ learning at one moment in time.
However, in some theories of development (especially
theories of language development), the common assumption
is that performance at one moment will reflect performance
at a later time. This study clearly demonstrates that this is
not always the case. As such, generalizing results from one
time point to another is dangerous.
In order to account for real-world learning, research
should incorporate learning and testing over longer timescales—over the course of weeks, months, and years. A
complete theory of development not only accounts for
learning in the moment and on each time scale, but also
integrates them in order to understand how they influence
each other over time.
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several influential theories of natural categories. The
“classical” view postulates that natural categories are made
up of necessary and jointly sufficient features (e.g., Bruner,
Goodnow, & Austin, 1956). If an item has the necessary
feature (or features) it can be considered a member of that
category regardless of the rest of its properties. In recent
times, there has, however, been a growing emphasis on the
idea that natural categories are organized around an overall
similarity (family resemblance) structure (Rosch & Mervis,
1975). Under this theory, an item does not have to possess
any single feature, but as long as it has enough features that
are characteristic of that category it can be considered a
member of that group. In an overall similarity structure,
within-group similarity is maximized and between-group
similarity is minimized. One advantage of a family
resemblance strategy is that it enables one to make
inferences about other properties of an item (e.g., Lassaline
& Murphy, 1996). For instance, by classifying an item as a
bird, it enables one to infer that it can fly, has feathers, lays
eggs, and sings.
Given that the family resemblance theory appears a more
compelling account than the classical view, it is surprising
that initial studies showed that when people are asked to
classify a group of stimuli without any feedback from the
experimenter (often known as free classification) they tend
to sort by a single dimension (e.g., Ahn & Medin, 1992;
Ashby, Queller & Berretty, 1999; Imai & Garner, 1965;
Medin, Wattenmaker, & Hampson, 1987). More recent
work, however, has shown that overall similarity sorting can
be increased by a number of factors including background
knowledge (Spalding & Murphy, 1996), stimulus structure
(Pothos & Close, 2008), perceptual discriminability (Milton
& Wills, 2008), pairwise rather than multiple stimulus
comparisons (Regehr & Brooks, 1995), the prior application
of an overall similarity sort to different stimuli (Milton &

Abstract
A free classification study is presented in which the effect of
time pressure and the spatial integration of the stimulus
dimensions on overall similarity sorting is investigated. A 2 x
2 between-subjects factorial design was employed with the
factors being the level of time pressure (high/low) and the
spatial integration of the stimulus dimensions (high/low). The
results showed, consistent with Milton and Wills (2004), that
spatially separable stimuli resulted in a greater level of overall
similarity sorting than more spatially integrated dimensions.
Furthermore, participants under low time pressure produced a
greater level of overall similarity sorting than those under
high time pressure, consistent with Milton, Longmore and
Wills (2008).
Critically, there was also a significant
interaction between time pressure and the level of spatial
integration, with the integration effect being greater under low
time pressure than under high time pressure. These findings
provide support for the idea that overall similarity sorting can
be the result of an effortful, deliberative process.
Keywords:
free
classification,
overall
similarity,
unidimensional, time pressure, spatial separability.

Introduction
Categorization is the process by which items encountered
in the world are divided into groups of things. Our ability to
categorize is so fundamental to our mental life that it is
easily overlooked. As an illustration of its importance, in a
world of only proper nouns, you could have the concept of
“Rover” but not of “Dog”, of “Barrack Obama” but not of
“President”.
The process of categorization must necessarily be highly
constrained due to the virtually infinite number of objects
we encounter in our everyday environment. One reasonable
assumption is that the categories we prefer to create would
reflect the underlying structure of objects we encounter
outside the laboratory. Over the years there have been
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Wills, 2009), and the spatial separation of the stimulus
dimensions (Milton & Wills, 2004).
The focus of the present work is the finding of Milton and
Wills (2004) that the level of spatial integration of the
stimulus dimensions has a strong influence on the
prevalence of overall similarity sorting. Specifically, they
investigated factorially the influence that the level of spatial
integration and the level of perceptual difficulty had on
overall similarity sorting (see Figure 1). They did not find
any effect of perceptual difficulty (although see Milton &
Wills, 2008), but found that stimuli that were more spatially
separable evoked a greater level of overall similarity sorting
than stimuli that were more spatially integrated (see also
Milton & Wills, 2009).

in which items are grouped in an automatic and nondeliberative way. The idea that overall similarity sorting is a
non-deliberative process has received considerable support
in the literature. For instance, Ward (1983) showed that
when a time constraint is applied participants grouped items
by overall similarity to a greater extent than when under
little time pressure (for related findings, see J.D. Smith &
Kemler Nelson, 1984; Ward, Foley, & Cole, 1986).
Similarly, J.D. Smith & Kemler Nelson (1984) showed that
overall similarity sorting was more prevalent under a
concurrent cognitive load than under no load and that when
participants were asked to respond impressionistically
overall similarity sorting was higher than under more
standard instructions. This evidence is also complemented
by the finding that overall similarity sorting is higher under
incidental than intentional learning (Kemler Nelson, 1984)
and that children respond by overall similarity to a greater
extent than adults (Kemler, 1983, but see Raijmakers,
Jansen, & van der Maas, 2004). A similar distinction has
also been made in theories of reasoning (e.g., Sloman, 1996)
and decision making (Dijksterhuis et al., 2006).
Nevertheless, it is unclear how a non-deliberative account
could account for the finding that spatially separable stimuli
evoked more overall similarity sorting than more spatially
integrated stimuli.
As an explanation for their findings, Milton and Wills
(2004) proposed that participants sorting by overall
similarity used an effortful dimensional summation strategy
in which participants consider each dimension in isolation
and place the stimulus into the category with which it has
most features in common. In other words, according to this
account, both overall similarity and unidimensional sorting
are based on a deliberative strategy with overall similarity
sorting being an effortful and more time consuming
approach that makes use of more of the available
information. It seems plausible that spatially separating out
the dimensions will make them easier to differentiate,
making a multidimensional rule strategy easier to apply. In
addition, simply separating out the dimensions may make
participants aware that they are ignoring relevant
information and, consequently, encourage them to make use
of more of the information.
Recent work has provided support for Milton and Wills’s
idea that, at least under certain conditions, overall similarity
sorting can be the result of an effortful, deliberative process.
Specifically, Milton, Longmore, and Wills (2008) showed,
using a match-to-standards procedure, that under a low time
constraint participants sort by overall similarity to a greater
extent than under a high time constraint and that the
imposition of a concurrent load reduced overall similarity
responding relative to a no load condition. Furthermore,
Wills, Longmore, and Milton (submitted) have shown, using
the same procedure, that instructions to categorize in a more
deliberative manner increased overall similarity sorting
relative to standard instructions, and that both participants
with a high working memory capacity and those classified
as reflective (rather than impulsive) produced more overall

Figure 1. The prototypes of the four stimulus sets used in
Experiment 4 of Milton and Wills (2004).
This result was perhaps surprising when one considers
previous work which showed that integral stimuli evoked a
greater level of overall similarity sorting than separable
stimuli (Handel & Imai, 1972; Kemler & Smith, 1979). The
explanation often given for this is that separable stimuli
allow selective attention and the dimensions can be analysed
independently whilst integral stimuli cannot be processed
independently of other dimensions and do not allow
selective attention (e.g., J.D. Smith & Kemler Nelson,
1984). This makes integral stimuli more conducive to
overall similarity responding. Whilst the spatially integrated
stimuli used by Milton and Wills (2004) were not integral
based on the definition of Garner (1974), integralityseparability has often been considered to be a continuum
rather than a dichotomy (Foard & Kemler Nelson, 1984;
L.B. Smith & Kemler, 1978). Under these assumptions, one
might reasonably have anticipated the spatially integrated
stimuli evoking more overall similarity sorting than the
spatially separable stimuli. Instead, the opposite occurred.
The explanation that Milton and Wills (2004) gave for
their spatial separability effect was that participants sorting
by overall similarity were using an effortful and deliberative
strategy. This is contrary to the traditional view that overall
similarity sorting is the result of a primitive, holistic process
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similarity responding. Finally, Milton, Wills, and Hodgson
(2009), using fMRI, found greater frontal lobe involvement
(which is typically associated with cognitive effort) for
overall similarity relative to unidimensional responding.
Whilst Milton and Wills (2004) believed that their spatial
separability effect was due to a deliberative overall
similarity strategy being more likely for spatially separable
than for spatially integrated stimuli this explanation was
inevitably post-hoc and there is currently no other evidence
that directly supports this claim. The aim of the present
study was to seek evidence for this proposal. To do this, we
created two sets of stimuli that varied on the level of spatial
integration of the dimensions but were in all other respects
identical. On the basis of the results of Milton and Wills
(2004) we predicted that when participants were given
plenty of time to sort the stimuli a spatial separability effect
would emerge. That is, participants sorting the spatially
separate stimuli would group items by overall similarity
more than those sorting the spatially separable stimuli. If, as
Milton and Wills (2004) proposed, the spatial separability
effect was due to the application of an effortful, deliberative
overall similarity strategy, then one would predict that it
would be possible to attenuate or even eliminate the effect if
participants had limited time in which to categorize the
stimuli. This is because participants would then have
insufficient time in which to apply the deliberative strategy
that is assumed to underlie the separability effect. The
present experiment investigates this hypothesis.

Table 1: Abstract Stimulus structure

Note. Each row (within each category) describes a
different stimulus. D = dimension: 1 and o represent the
values of each dimension.
The stimuli, whose prototypes are shown in Figure 2,
were artificial flowers. The stimuli varied on the number of
stamen (few/many), the number of petals (7/8), the length of
the stem (short/long), and the shapes of the leaves
(pointed/rounded).

Method

Figure 2. The prototypes of the high spatial integration and
the low spatial integration stimulus sets.

Participants
48 undergraduate students from the University of Exeter,
aged 18-25, took part in the study. The task was run using
E-Prime on a Dell PC with a 22-inch color monitor and a
standard computer keyboard. Participants sat approximately
0.5 meters away from the screen.

Procedure
Participants were randomly allocated to one of the four
between-subject conditions. Before the free classification
phase, participants were introduced to the stimuli with a presort procedure employed previously by Milton and Wills
(2004). Two copies of each of the ten stimuli in the set were
spread out randomly in an array. Participants then had to
match these stimuli into identical pairs without feedback. If
participants made any mistakes, the pairs had to be matched
again. The purpose of this task was to ensure participants
could fully distinguish the four feature-pairs.
The free classification phase was a slight variation of the
match-to-standards task developed by Regehr and Brooks
(1995); the task is a computer-based version of the Milton
and Wills (2004) task, and it has previously been used in
Milton et al. (2008). Participants were informed that they
were to take part in a categorization task. They were told
that there were many ways in which the stimuli could be
split and that there was no one correct answer. They were
also told that the groups did not have to be of equal sizes
and that they should classify the stimuli in the way that
seemed most sensible or natural.
At the start of each trial, participants were presented with
the prototypes of category A and category B and were

Stimuli
The stimuli had the same abstract structure as
employed by Medin et al. (1987). This category
structure is shown in Table 1. The stimulus set
consisted of four binary-valued dimensions (D1-D4)
and the stimuli were organized around two prototypes
each representative of one of the categories. These
prototypes were constructed by taking all the positive
values on the dimensions for one of the stimuli
(1,1,1,1) and all the zero values on the dimensions
(0,0,0,0) for the other category. The rest of the stimuli
(called one-aways) had three features characteristic of
their category and one atypical feature more
characteristic of the other category. In total, there were
10 stimuli in the set. Sorting the stimuli by overall
similarity maximizes within-group similarities and
minimizes between-group similarities.
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allowed to examine the prototypes for as long as they
wished. The category that each prototype represented was
fixed across participants. Participants initiated the start of
the trial by pressing the space bar. The screen then went
blank for 250ms, and this was followed by a central fixation
cross for 500ms. One of the stimuli in the set was then
presented in the middle of the screen for either 1000ms in
the high time pressure condition or 5000ms in the low time
pressure condition. Participants were not allowed to respond
during this time. The stimulus was then immediately
followed by a gray mask which remained on the screen until
the participant had made a response (the identical stimulus
presentation technique has previously been used by Milton
et al., 2008). Participants were required to press the “C”
key (which was labeled “A”) to indicate the flower belonged
to category A or the “M” key (which was labeled “B”) to
indicate the flower belonged to category B.
Participants were presented with a total of 60 stimuli, in 6
blocks of 10 trials. In each block, each stimulus in the set
was presented once in a random order. Participants were
given the chance to pause at the end of each block. During
this time, they were also asked to write down, as precisely
as possible, the way in which they had sorted the stimuli in
the previous block.

Any other sorts were placed into an other category, even if
the description given by the participant fitted one of the
sort types described above.

Results
For each participant, the sort type for each of the 6 blocks
was analyzed separately. These sorts were placed into one
of three categories: overall similarity, unidimensional, and
other.
The
mean
proportion
of
overall
similarity,
unidimensional, and other sort types for each condition are
displayed in Figure 3. For the mean proportion of overall
similarity sorts, a 2 (level of time pressure) x 2 (level of
dimensional integration) between-subjects ANOVA was
conducted. This revealed that there was a significant main
effect of time pressure, F (1, 44) = 46.65, p <.001 indicating
that overall similarity sorting was higher under low time
pressure than under high time pressure. There was also a
significant main effect of spatial integration, F (1,44) =
5.46, p =.024, indicating that overall similarity sorting was
higher for the spatially separable stimuli than for the
spatially integrated stimuli. Most important for the current
purposes was the significant interaction between time
pressure and spatial integration, F (1,44) = 4.65, p = .037.
Pairwise comparisons, assessing this interaction, revealed
that there was a significant effect of spatial integration under
low time pressure, t (22) = 2.42, p = .024, but not under high
time pressure, t(22) = .81, p = .81.

Analysis of Results
The categories that sorts were placed into were closely
modeled on those used in Regehr and Brooks (1995), and
identical to those used in Milton and Wills (2004). To be
classified as sorting by overall similarity or
unidimensionally, the participant’s verbal description also
had to match their behavioral response.
A unidimensional sort was defined as a sort based on a
single dimension of the stimulus. It did not matter which
dimension was used as the basis for sorting, providing all
the positive valued features for the chosen dimension were
in one category and all the zero valued features were in the
other category. Participants also had to describe their sort
as based on that particular dimension. Sorts were also
classified as unidimensional if participants’ described their
classification as based on a single dimension but there was
a solitary error in their classification. In other words, nine
of the items were classified on the basis of a single
dimension but the other item was placed in the wrong
category.
An overall similarity sort had the identical structure to
that shown in Table 1. In this type of sort, each of the
prototypes along with their derived one-aways were placed
in separate categories without error. Additionally,
participants had to describe their sort as being either based
on overall similarity or by indicating that they placed each
item into the category with which it had more features in
common. Sorts described in this way, but which contained
a solitary sorting error, were also classified as overall
similarity sorts.

0.9
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Unidimensional
Other
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Figure 3. The mean proportion of overall similarity,
unidimensional and other sorts for each condition.
For the mean proportion of unidimensional sorts, a similar
2 x 2 between-subjects ANOVA was conducted. This
revealed that there was again a significant effect of time
pressure, F (1,44) = 13.63, p <.001, indicating that
unidimensional sorting was greater under high time pressure
than under low time pressure. There was also a significant
effect of spatial integration, F (1,44) = 7.05, p =.011
indicating that unidimensional sorting was higher for the
spatially integrated than the spatially separable stimuli.
There was, however, no significant interaction between time
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pressure and spatial integration for undimensional sorts, F
(1,44) = .944, p = .337.
For the mean proportion of Other sorts, a 2 x 2 between
subjects ANOVA revealed no significant effect of time
pressure, F (1,44) = 2.87, p = .097, spatial integration, F
(1,44) = 1.79, p = .188, and no interaction between time
pressure and spatial integration, F (1,44) = .64, p = .427.

Our conclusion that the overall similarity sorting we
observed in this study was the result of a deliberative
strategy does not, of course, imply that overall similarity
classification cannot also be, under certain conditions, due
to a non-deliberative strategy. For instance, we have
previously provided evidence that non-deliberative overall
similarity sorting can be identified using the match-tostandards procedure under a very high time constraint
(Milton et al., 2008). One prediction that follows from this
is that if a more severe time constraint was applied to the
one that we used here then the pattern of results would
reverse. That is, at extreme time pressure, overall similarity
sorting would be higher for the spatially integrated stimuli
than for the spatially separable stimuli. If such a pattern of
results were to emerge, this non-monotonic effect of time
pressure on the spatial separability effect would provide
further evidence for the idea that overall similarity sorting
can be the result of both deliberative and deliberative sorting
depending on the task conditions.
It is also the case that whilst evidence for deliberative
overall similarity sorting in free classification comes from a
diverse number of manipulations such as time pressure
(Milton et al., 2008), concurrent load (Milton et al., 2008),
instructional manipulations (Wills et al., submitted),
individual differences measures such as working memory
and level of impulsivity (Wills et al., submitted), as well as
imaging work (Milton et al., 2009), this evidence has all
been found using the match-to-standards procedure (for a
discussion of the important impact procedural differences
may have on overall similarity sorting, see Milton et al.,
2008). There are a number of reasons that make the matchto-standards procedure an ideal technique for this question –
for instance, it provides clear and unambiguous
identification of both overall similarity and unidimensional
sorting and it is also amenable to both types of sorting
behavior. However, it is also the case that the evidence in
support of non-deliberative processing comes from a
broader range of procedures and our result may be specific
to the particular task employed (i.e., the match-to-standards
procedure). It is therefore important in future work to test
the generality of the idea that overall similarity sorting can
be the result of a deliberative strategy across a wider range
of procedures. This is something that we are currently
pursuing.
In conclusion, this study provides support for the
hypothesis of Milton and Wills (2004) that their effect of
spatial separability on the prevalence of overall similarity
sorting was due to the fact that a deliberative strategy was
more likely to be applied for the spatially separable than the
spatially integrated stimuli. Our finding that overall
similarity sorting was modulated by spatial separability
under low time pressure but not under high time pressure
provides evidence that this effect only occurs when
participants have sufficient time in which to apply such an
effortful, multidimensional strategy. As such, this study
provides further support for the contention that overall
similarity sorting can be the result of a deliberative process.

Discussion
The present study investigated the effect that time
pressure has on the prevalence of overall similarity sorting
in two stimulus sets that varied in the level of spatial
integration of the stimulus dimensions. Specifically, we
tested the hypothesis of Milton and Wills (2004) that their
finding differential levels of overall similarity sorting
depending on the level of spatial integration of the stimulus
dimensions was due to an effortful, deliberative, strategy
being more likely for spatially separable stimuli. Our results
provided support for this explanation. We showed that,
consistent with Milton et al. (2008), participants under low
time pressure sorted by overall similarity to a significantly
greater extent than those under high time pressure. We also
found, in line with the results of Milton and Wills (2004),
that spatially separable stimuli resulted in a greater level of
overall similarity sorting than spatially integrated stimuli.
Additionally, and most importantly for the current purposes,
there was a significant interaction between time pressure
and the level of spatial integration for overall similarity
sorting. Specifically, we found that the spatial separability
effect was greater under low time pressure than under high
time pressure. This was indicated by the fact that the
spatially separable stimuli were sorted by overall similarity
to a significantly greater extent under low time pressure than
the spatially integrated stimuli but that this effect did not
approach significance under high time pressure. Indeed, it is
striking that for both the spatially integrated and the
spatially separable stimulus sets overall similarity sorting
was negligible in the high time pressure condition.
Our findings, then, indicate that it is possible to eliminate
the spatial integration effect found by Milton and Wills
(2004) if one constrains the amount of time available to
classify the stimuli. This experiment can therefore be
considered as part of a growing body of literature which
suggests that overall similarity sorting can be the result of
an effortful, deliberative, strategy (Milton et al., 2008;
Milton et al., 2009; Wills et al., submitted).
According to this account it should be possible to
introduce alternative manipulations that would similarly
modulate the spatial separability effect. In particular, if one
were to apply a moderate concurrent load (perhaps such as
used by Milton et al., 2008) one would also predict,
according to a deliberative account, that the spatial
separability effect would be reduced relative to a no load
condition. Similarly, the separability effect should be larger
when one instructs participants to sort in a deliberative
mindset relative to in a non-deliberative mindset.
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Future research should aim to provide a greater
understanding regarding the precise interplay between the
deliberative and non-deliberative systems of overall
similarity sorting.
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effects across languages, and have observed a number of
interesting patterns, for example: (1) facilitation for
translation equivalents is usually larger than that for
semantically related words (Basnight-Brown & Altarriba,
2007); and (2) priming effects in the L1-L2 direction (from
first language primes to second language targets) are often
found stronger than those in the L2-L1 direction, which is
referred to as “priming asymmetry” (Jiang & Foster, 2001).
Although it is widely accepted that cross-language
priming effects are real, the exact nature of this
phenomenon has not been studied extensively or
systematically, in particular with regard to the bilingual’s
L2 proficiency from a development point of view. It might
be possible to compare results from different studies with
participants having varied L2 proficiency levels, but such
comparisons must take into consideration the following: (1)
different studies use very different experimental settings
(see discussion of methodological issues in Altarriba &
Basnight-Brown, 2007); and (2) the criteria used to measure
participants’ L2 proficiency can be quite different. Some
attempts have been made to study the development of
priming effects across languages with similar writing scripts
(i.e. English and Spanish; see Kiran & Lebel, 2007), but not
much work has been done with bilinguals from languages of
different writing systems (e.g., Chinese and English; but see
a recent work of “semantic competitor priming” by Li &
MacWhinney, in press).
The current study aims at filling this gap. In particular, we
first designed our experiment to control a host of variables
which might have influences on priming (such as word
length, frequency, relatedness proportion, nonword ratio, etc.
Altarriba & Basnight-Brown, 2007; McNamara, 2005). We
thenran a lexical decision task on three groups of ChineseEnglish bilinguals with different L2 (English) proficiency
levels and learning history: low L2 proficiency, high L2
proficiency but without study abroad experience, and high
L2 proficiency group with at least one year of experience
living in US. We examined the priming effects from these
three groups of participants with regard to a computational
model of bilingual lexical organization.

Abstract
In this paper we describe an experimental study of crosslanguage priming effects between Chinese and English. The
priming effects for both translation equivalents and
semantically related word pairs were examined from a
developmental aspect, in particular under three different
situations according to bilinguals’ second language (English)
proficiency level measured by CPVT and language history
questionnaire, and learning experience determined by whether
they have lived in a foreign country. The results match up
with previous findings, in terms of the larger effects of
priming from L1 to L2 than from L2 to L1 (“priming
asymmetry”) and the stronger facilitation for translation
priming than semantic priming. More importantly, our study
demonstrates how such asymmetries in priming change as the
bilinguals’ L2 learning history changes. These findings are
discussed in light of current models of bilingual lexical
memory.
Keywords: Bilingualism; cross-language priming; Chinese.

Introduction
Cross-language priming is a widely used experimental
paradigm in psycholinguistic research to study bilingual
lexical representation and organization. . In this paradigm,
cross-language word pairs (semantically related or
translation equivalents) are presented to participants
sequentially and participants are required to give a timed
response (such as lexical decision or word naming). The
method tests if bilinguals show response time differences to
pairs of prime-target words that differ in their semantic
relatedness. A faster reaction time to related pairs across
languages (e.g., prime from the first language and target
from the second language) is usually explained as a result of
facilitation caused by the implicit spreading of activation
from the prime word to the target word in bilinguals’ mental
lexicon, which indicates that the bilingual’s two lexicons
share a common conceptual memory representation (cf.
Pavelnko, 2009).
Many cross-language priming experiments have been
conducted in the past decades (see a detailed review in
Altarriba & Basnight-Brown, 2007). In most studies
researchers have found translation and semantic priming
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proficiency levels (r(58)=.70, p < .001). This result verifies
the validity and consistency of our two methods used to
evaluate bilinguals’ L2 proficiency level. In addition, a oneway ANOVA reveals significant differences among the
CPVT scores of the three groups, F(2,57)=60.95, p<.001,
and the post-hoc tests showed that low proficiency group’s
score was significantly lower than the other two groups
(p<.001) while there was no significant difference between
the two high proficiency groups (p=.35). Similarly, a 3
(group) x 4 (language skills) mixed ANOVA on
participants’ self-rating proficiency levels reveals significant
main effects on group (F(2,57)=31.27, p<.001) and skills
(F(3,171)=13.93, p<.001). The overall self-rating
proficiency level of the low proficiency group was 3.45
(SD=0.87), which was between “poor” and “functional” and
was significantly (p<.001) lower than the other two groups.
Whereas the difference between BNU high proficiency
group (M=4.91, SD=0.64) and the high proficiency group
with study abroad experience (M=5.27, SD=0.83) was not
significant (p=.39), both groups had rated their proficiency
level at around 5.

Methods
Participants
Sixty bilinguals were paid to participate in this study. They
were all native speakers of Chinese and had English as their
L2. Three participant groups were created according to their
L2 proficiency levels and learning history, which were
evaluated both subjectively (through a language history
questionnaire) and objectively (through an English
vocabulary test).
Language History Questionnaire Participants were asked
to fill in a language history questionnaire when they
participated in the experiment. This comprehensive
questionnaire was developed by Li, Sepanski and Zhao
(2006) and includes 25 entries covering different aspects of
participants’ language history and daily language usage. The
Chinese version of the questionnaire was used. Particularly
important for this study was the participant’s self-rating of
proficiency level on English reading, writing, speaking and
listening skills (on a 7-point scale, from 1 very poor to 7
native-like).

Table 1: Participants’ average CPVT scores (0~90) and
self-rating proficiency levels on English (on a 7-point scale).
Standard deviations are in parentheses.
Abroad high
BNU high
BNU low
proficiency
proficiency
proficiency
Reading
5.56(0.63)
5.32(0.58)
4.08(0.58)
Writing
5.13(0.96)
4.95(0.71)
3.60(1.08)
Listening
5.44(1.09)
4.89(0.88)
3.00(1.23)
Speaking
4.94(1.12)
4.47(0.96)
3.12(1.09)
CPVT
46.88(12.69)
51.26(7.67) 22.68(7.69)

Controlled-Production Vocabulary-Levels Test (CPVT)
During the study, participants also took a 20-minute test of
their productive vocabulary in English under constrained
contexts (Laufer & Nation, 1999). They were asked to fill in
the missing part of words in each of 90 sentences (e.g. “He
was riding a bicycle”). The test words came from five
difficulty levels (from 2000 up to 10,000 words levels) and
the total number of correct answers was counted as a
participant’s total score.
Participant Groups Among the 60 participants, 16 were
Chinese students/scholars from universities in Boston,
Massachusetts who have been studying/working in the US
for at least one year (M=4.06 years, SD=2.82; mean age =
25.56; average age at which L2 learning began: 11.50,SD=
1.71). All of them indicated English as the language that
they would use in their working/studying environment.
They served in our experiment as the group with high L2
proficiency and with study abroad experience.
The other 44 participants were students from Beijing
Normal University (BNU), Beijing, China. Most of them do
not have experience living in an English speaking country,
and only two have temporarily visited an English speaking
country before (less than one month). Among them, 19 were
in the high proficiency group since they reported themselves
as English major or had got high scores in standardized
English tests (i.e. TOEFL, GRE, IELTS etc). Their average
age of L2 learning began from 10.53 years old (SD= 2.12).
Another 25 students were in the low proficiency group
(average age of L2 learning began: 12.12, SD= 1.48).
Table 1 shows the group average of participants’ selfrated proficiency levels, along with their mean CPVT score.
We found a strong positive correlation between the
participants’ CPVT scores and their overall self-rating L2

Materials
Critical Word Pairs To control for the words’ difficulty
levels on participants’ lexical decision, we used here the
vocabulary
from
CDI
(the
MacArthur-Bates
Communicative Development Inventories; Fenson & Dale,
1996) as the basis of our critical material 1 . In particular,
from a list of concrete nouns that English-speaking or
Chinese-speaking toddlers can produce, we selected 32
translation equivalents (like sock and 袜子 [sock]) and a list
of 32 semantically related word pairs (like nurse and 大夫
[doctor]). In addition, we created two lists of unrelated word
pairs by reshuffling the words in the two related lists so that
words that are unrelated are put into a pair. All the 128 word
pairs mentioned above contained an English prime and a
Chinese target. We then switched the order of the primes
and targets to create another 128 critical word pairs with
Chinese as primes and English as targets.
In addition, the 256 critical word pairs were split into four
versions via a Latin Square to make sure no target or prime
1

A small portion of words was replaced with other words that
were similar in difficulty but more fit to our experiment
requirements on length, frequency and semantic relatedness.
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words would be presented twice to a same participant. Each
experiment version included 16 translation equivalents
(TR), 16 unrelated translation pairs (TU), 16 semantic
related pairs (SR), and 16 semantic unrelated pairs (SU). In
each category, half of the pairs had English words as the
target words, and the other half had Chinese as targets.

Relatedness Proportion (RP) & Nonword Ratio (NR) In
addition to the critical word pairs, we also created 64 pairs
of unrelated word fillers, for which we did not control their
length or frequency. Moreover, 96 word-nonword pairs
were also created. Again, half of the 160 pairs had English
as targets and another half had Chinese targets. The English
nonwords were created through the ARC Nonword
Database (Rastle, Harrington, & Coltheart, 2002) and with
their lengths matched to those of critical word pairs. The
Chinese nonwords were all made up of two characters and
their stroke numbers were matched to Chinese words in
critical material.
In each experimental section, one of the four versions of
the critical experiment material (64 pairs) was presented to a
participant, along with the 160 common unrelated fillers and
word-nonword pairs, which yielded a total of 224
experiment trials and a relatedness proportion (RP) of .25
and a nonword ratio (NR) of .50.3 We set up the values of
these two important parameters following the guideline
“low RP” and “neutral NR” from McNamara (2005, p.72) to
reduce the chance that participants would develop top-down
strategies (e.g., expectancy) during the experiment.

Complexity, Word Length and Frequency All Chinese
words in the critical word pairs were two-character words,
and their complexity was based on the number of strokes of
the two characters combined. The length of an English word
was calculated as its phoneme number. For the SR and SU
conditions, Chinese words had an average stroke number of
13.03 (SD=3.41), and English words on average consisted
of 4.63 phonemes (SD=1.18). For the TR and TU
conditions, Chinese words had an average of 14.69 strokes
(SD=4.64) while English word length was 4.63 (SD =1.36).
Word length and character complexity are not the same, but
they are intended as rough measures of the surface
properties of materials in the experiment.
The frequencies of English words were derived from the
WebCELEX database (http://celex.mpi.nl/), and Chinese
words’ frequencies were derived from MCRC corpus
(Modern Chinese Research Corpus; Sun et al., 1996), which
is an electronic collection of text material from modern
Chinese media. The unit for word frequency was “times per
million”. For the SR and SU conditions, the mean frequency
of Chinese words was 32.98 (SD=34.46) while that of
English words was 40.38 (SD=40.68). For the TR and TU
conditions, the mean word frequency was 32.34 (SD=31.70)
for Chinese and 41.28 (SD=32.82) for English. Overall,
there was no significant difference between Chinese and
English (t(126)=1.33, p=.19) in word frequency.

Procedure
The experimental material from different categories
mentioned above were first mixed and then blocked by
language (English vs. Chinese as target words). Half of the
participants were presented with the Chinese target block
first and the other half were presented with the English
target block first. All the participants were tested
individually in a psychology experiment room either at
BNU, Beijing, China or at Emmanuel College, Boston, USA.
Participants were first asked to finish the lexical decision
experiment, and then completed the Language history
questionnaire and the CPVT test (see participant section).
The entire experiment session lasted about 50 minutes. All
the experiment instructions were given in Chinese.
The stimulus presentation and response registration were
controlled by DMDX (Forster & Forster, 2003) run on
desktop computers with Windows XP as the operating
system. The computers’ screen resolution was set to be
1024x768 with 16-bit color depth and a refresh rate of 60Hz.
Stimulus words were always presented in black color on a
white background. English words were all presented on
lowercase letters and the font size for all primes and targets
was 36 point. In each experimental trial, first a blank screen
was shown to participants for 1000 milliseconds, followed
by a fixation sign “+” that appeared for 500ms in the center
of the screen, which reminded the participants that a trial
was about to start. Then a prime word appeared for 150ms
and was then immediately replaced by the target.
Participants needed to make a lexical decision on the target

Semantic Relatedness To evaluate the validity of the
critical material we created, we asked a separate group of 14
undergraduate students from BNU to rate the level of
semantic relatedness of the critical word pairs on a 6-point
scale (with 1 indicating that the two words were not related
at all to 6 for being identical in meaning). The mean
relatedness of word pairs in the TR group was 5.84
(SD=0.17), which was significantly higher than that for TU
group (M=1.46, SD=0.36), revealed by a paired samples ttest (t(31)=63.38, p<.001). Similarly, the difference between
the SR group (M=4.38, SD=0.29) and the SU group
(M=1.51, SD= 0.30) was significant (t(31)=39.30, p< .001).
We also checked the reliability of our critical stimuli
according to a free association norm from the University of
South Florida (Nelson, McEvoy, & Schreiber, 1998). We
found that our semantically related word pairs have average
association strength of 0.192 and no two words in an
unrelated pair can be associated with each other based on
the norm2. This result is in consistent with the ratings by the
14 BNU students as discussed above.

3

According to the definition of McNamara (2005, p. 68), RP is
defined as the proportion of related trials (32 here) out of all word
prime-word target trials (128 here); NR is the conditional
probability that the target is a nonword (96 here) given that the
prime and the target are unrelated (192 here).

2

The association strength indicates how many percents of the
participants of the USF Norm rated two particular words in a word
pair as associated.
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η2=.57, indicating that our participants were significantly

(Yes/No) by pressing the “j” key or the “f” key respectively.
The participants were told to respond as quickly and as
accurately as possible. The target remained on the screen for
2500ms or until the participants responded, followed by a
new trial. Participants’ response and reaction time for each
target word were collected. In addition to the 224
experiment trials, there were 10 practice trials at the
beginning of the experiment for participants to get familiar
with the procedure.
Stimulus Onset Asynchrony (SOA) SOA indicates the
time interval between the onset of the prime words and the
onset of the target. It is widely accepted that short SOA can
prevent participants developing top-down strategies (like
expectancies from primes) in a priming experiment. Given
our interest in implicit automatic processing of two
languages, the SOA of our experiment was set to be 150ms,
a number widely accepted as a short SOA in previous
literature (McNamara, 2005, p.72; Altarriba & BasnightBrown, 2007).

Results
Reaction Times
Only the critical word pairs (excluding fillers and nonwords)
entered into our statistical analysis. Among them, 2.81%
were incorrect responses, therefore discarded. In addition,
outliers were trimmed from the data by removing responses
more than 2.5 standard deviations below or above each
participant’s mean (accounting for 3% of the total
responses). Such procedure of trimming has been a common
practice in the priming literature (Zeelenberg & Pecher,
2003).
ANOVA A participant-based 3x2x2x2 mixed-design
ANOVA was conducted on the reaction time (in
milliseconds), with Group as the between-subject factor,
and Direction (English vs. Chinese as targets), Prime Type
(translation vs. semantic) and Relatedness (related vs.
unrelated) as the within-subject factors 4. Significant main
effects were found for all the four factors. For Direction,
F(1,57)=46.48, p < .001, and partial η2=.45, suggesting that
overall our participants responded significantly faster to L1
targets (Chinese: 578.96ms) than to L2 targets (English:
647.28ms). For Prime Type, F(1,57)=17.56, p < .001, and
partial η2=.24, showing that overall our bilinguals
recognized targets in the translation group (605.09ms) faster
than those in the semantic group (621.16ms). Regarding the
variable Relatedness, F(1,57)= 76.40, p<.001, and partial

faster in responding to the related word pairs than to
unrelated pairs (594.41ms vs. 631.84ms; i.e., a priming
effect). Finally, for Group: F(2,57)=10.48, p < .001, and
partial η2=.27, indicating the three groups had significant
different mean reaction times, in particular, the BNU high
proficiency group had the shortest mean RT (550.62ms)
significantly different from the low proficiency group
(619.59ms) and the high proficiency group with study
abroad experience (669.16ms).
Significant interactions were also observed in our data.
For example, the interaction between Direction and
Relatedness had an F(1,57)= 39.88, p<.001, and partial
η2=.41. This interaction effect shows that the magnitudes of
priming effects were not equal for the L1-L2 and L2-L1
directions. The priming from L1 to L2 was significant
(p<.001) and larger (+67.19ms) than the marginally
significant priming effect from L2 to L1 (+7.68ms, p
=.084).
The interaction between Type and Relatedness had an
F(1,56)= 8.67, p = .005, and partial η2=.13. The follow-up
comparisons clearly showed that the magnitudes of
translation priming effect (+52.02ms) was larger than the
semantic priming effect (+22.85ms), though both priming
effects were significant (p<.001 and p=.002 respectively).
There was also a significant 3-way interaction among
Direction, Type and Relatedness, F(1,56)=5.83, p=.019, and
partial η2=.09. This finding is important since the follow-up
comparisons revealed that, combining the three groups, both
translation and semantic priming were not significant from
the L2 to L1 (English to Chinese) direction (+12.04ms,
p=.058 and +3.32ms, p=.68 respectively), but significant
from the L1 to L2 direction (+92.00ms for translation
priming and +42.37ms for semantic priming, both p <.001).
This revealed a clear “priming asymmetry”.
Planned Comparisons We also conducted a series of
planned comparisons (paired-samples t-tests) to study
individual priming effects across different situations (See
Table 2). For the low proficiency group at BNU, there were
significant translation-priming effects of +106.07 ms from
Chinese (L1) primes to English (L2) targets (t(24)= 6.03,
p<.001) but not from L2 to L1 (+6.76ms; t(24)= 0.63,
p=.532). There were also significant semantic priming
effects of +37.32 ms from L1 primes to L2 targets (t(24)=
2.29, p=.031) but not from L2 to L1 (-0.33ms; t(24)= 0.03,
p=.976).
For the high proficiency group from BNU who had not
study abroad experience, there were significant translation
priming effects of +74.03 ms from the direction of L1 to L2
(t(18)= 6.11, p<.001) but only marginally significant
translation priming from L2 to L1 (+17.53ms; t(18)= 1.70,
p=.106). Similarly, there were significant semantic priming
effects of +28.05 ms from L1 to L2 (t(18)= 2.62, p=.017)
but not from L2 to L1 (1.76 ms; t(18)= 0.116, p=.909).
Interestingly, for the high proficiency group who had study
abroad experience (in Boston), there were significant

4

Many investigators prefer to report the results from both
participant-based and item-based ANOVAs for priming data, but
we agree with McNarama (2005, p. 57) that items should not be
treated as a random variable given they are often carefully selected
and organized by the investigators. Therefore only participantbased results are reported here (an item-based ANOVA did reveal
similar patterns on our data).
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translation priming effects for both directions (+95.91 ms
from L1 to L2, t(15)= 4.02, p=.001; and +25.35ms from L2
to L1, t(15)= 2.59, p=.02). But there were only significant
semantic priming effects of +61.75 ms from L1 to L2
(t(15)= 2.22, p=.043) but not from L2 to L1 (7.87 ms; t(15)=
0.50, p=.623).

Discussions

Table 2: Priming effects across different groups (unit in
milliseconds). Bold numbers indicate significant priming.
Prime
Type
L1
to
L2
L2
to
L1

Abroad
high
proficiency
Translation
+95.91
(p=.001)
Semantics
+61.75
(p=.043)
Translation
+25.35
(p=.02)
Semantics
+7.87
(p=.623)

BNU
high
proficiency
+74.03
(p<.001)
+28.05
(p=.017)
+17.53
(p=.106)
+1.76
(p=.909)

BNU
low
proficiency
+106.07
(p<.001)
+37.32
(p=.031)
+6.76
(p=.532)
-0.33
(p=.976)

Partial Correlations We also computed the partial
correlations between the four priming effects and the CPVT
scores with participants’ average RT controlled. The results
showed that there was a significant positive correlation
between CPVT scores and translation priming effect from
L2 to L1 (r(57)=.32, p=.014), but no correlations were
found between CPVT and other three priming effects. This
result is consistent with the data shown in Table 2 in that
participants’ translation priming from L2 to L1 increases as
their L2 proficiency level increases while the priming from
L1 to L2 stays on a stable level.
From Table 2 and above analyses, we can find a clear
“priming asymmetry” across all the groups. In addition, it
seems that the magnitude of this asymmetry gradually
decreases as bilinguals’ knowledge and experience of their
L2 increases, particularly in terms of the asymmetry of the
translation priming effects between L1 to L2 and L2 to L1.
The magnitude of the semantic priming from L2 to L1 also
increased slightly to 7.87ms for the high proficiency group
who had study abroad experience, although this was not
statistically significant.

Error Rate
Our critical word pairs contained only 2.81% of responses
that were incorrect. Therefore the error rate was not the
main target of our study. Nevertheless an ANOVA was
applied to the error rate data, which revealed that
participants tended to make more errors on English (L2)
targets than Chinese (L1) targets (2.88% vs. 1.42%, F(1,57)
= 6.22, p =.016). In addition, a significant main effect on
relatedness (F(1,57) = 8.09, p =.006) indicated that fewer
errors were made on related word pairs than unrelated word
pairs (1.49% vs. 2.81%). No main effects on Prime Type
and Group were found.
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In this study we have found both translation and semantic
priming effects across languages, and also observed a
number of patterns consistent with previous findings, such
as “priming asymmetry” and the stronger facilitation for
translation priming than semantic priming. More
interestingly, considering a developmental perspective, we
observed a pattern of increasing priming effects from L2 to
L1, which mirrors a decrement of the levels of priming
asymmetry, as bilinguals’ L2 proficiency and experience
increases.
Several theoretical frameworks of bilingual mental
lexicon have been proposed, including the Revised
Hierarchical Model (RHM, Kroll & Stewart, 1994), and
more recently, the Sense model (Finkbeiner, et al, 2004), to
account for bilingual lexical representation and processing.
Our data are in general consistent with the RHM model in
that increasing L2 to L1 priming suggests stronger lexical to
semantic/conceptual links as L2 proficiency increases. Few
computational models, however, have been proposed to
account for the underlying mechanisms in bilingual lexical
processing. Recently, we introduced a neural network
model, DevLex-II, to study how bilingual mental
representations of two languages can emerge, develop, and
interact with each other as a function of the learning history
(see details in Zhao & Li, 2010). The results from our
simulations suggest that the representational structure is
highly dependent on the onset time of L2 learning. L2
representation becomes “parasitic” on the representation of
L1 when the learning of L2 occurs late; in particular,
comparing
with
large
and
well-organized
L1
representations, L2 lexical representations were dispersed
and fragmented on the semantic map of our model (See
Figure 2 in Zhao & Li, 2010). L2 words were often densely
distributed in small chunks, and their locations depended on
how similar they were to the L1 words in meaning.
One possible source of the discussed cross-languages
priming patterns, based on Zhao and Li’s (2010) simulation
results, could be due to the nature of the L2 representation
in late bilinguals’ mental space. L2 words are often
projected close to their translation equivalents, thus also
close to the L1 words which are semantically related. Such
close distribution in semantic representation allows
spreading activation to occur more easily from words in one
language to their semantically-related words in the other
language, which in turn causes the cross-language priming
effects. Since there is more overlap in meaning between
translation equivalents than between semantically related
words, translation priming is often larger than semantic
priming.
Regarding the “priming asymmetry” along different
priming directions, there might be two interrelated sources.
On the one hand, lexical items in L2 are represented in more
dense neighborhoods and hence in a more confusable
fashion due to increased lexical competition from their
nearby items (as demonstrated by the higher error rate for
recognizing L2 words in our experiment). When they serve
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Jiang, N., & Forster, K. (2001). Cross-language priming
asymmetries in lexical decision and episodic recognition.
Journal of Memory and Language, 44, 32-51.
Hernandez, A., & Li, P. (2007). Age of acquisition: Its
neural and computational mechanisms. Psychological
Bulletin, 133, 638-650.
Kiran, S., & Lebel. K. R. (2007). Crosslinguistic semantic
and translation priming in normal bilingual individuals
and
bilingual
aphasia. Clinical
Linguistics
&
Phonetics, 21, 277-303.
Kroll, J., & Stewart, E. (1994). Category interference in
translation and picture naming: Evidence for asymmetric
connection between bilingual memory representations.
Journal of Memory and Language, 33(2), 149-174.
Laufer, B. & Nation, P. (1999). A vocabulary-size test of
controlled productive ability. LanguageTesting, 16, 33-51.
Li, H., MacWhinney, B. (in press). Semantic competitor
priming within and across languages: The interplay of
vocabulary knowledge, learning experience and working
memory capacity. Bilingualism: Language and Cognition.
Li, P., Sepanski, S., & Zhao, X. (2006). Language history
questionnaires: A web-based interface for bilingual
research. Behavioral Research Methods, 38, 202-210.
McNamara, T. (2005). Semantic priming: Perspectives from
memory and word recognition. New York, NY:
Psychology Press.
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Rastle, K., Harrington, J., & Coltheart, M. (2002). 358,534
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Journal of Experimental Psychology, 55A, 1339-1362.
Sun, H.L., Sun, D.J., Huang, J.P., Li. D.J., & Xing, H.B.
(1996). Corpus for modern Chinese research. In Z.S. Luo
& Y.L. Yuan (Eds.), Studies of the Chinese language and
characters in the era of computers (pp. 283-294). Beijing,
China: Tsinghua University Press.
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as primes, a very brief exposure to them may not trigger
activations strong enough to spread to the target L1 items
not directly adjacent in mental representation. In contrast,
activations of L1 items could be stronger given that they are
more sparsely represented (thus having less competition).
On the other hand, the dispersed and fragmented L2
representations imply that late bilingual’s mental
representation of L2 words may be relatively
“impoverished” (i.e. bilinguals are aware of fewer features
and semantic associations of words) in contrast to the better
organization and richer relations of L1 items. In addition,
bilingual’s knowledge of an L2 word relies heavily
(“parasitic”) on their understanding of those features shared
with its L1 equivalent. Therefore, when a L1 word serves as
a prime, all the features and associations that the word lends
to its L2 equivalent get activated, therefore causing the L2
equivalent easier to be recognized if it is a target.
When late bilinguals’ L2 knowledge and proficiency
gradually increase, their mental representations of L2 will
become less dense and more organized. In other words, less
confusion and better organization of semantic associations
for L2 will occur. Such changes may cause the priming
effects from L2 to L1 stronger and the “priming
asymmetry” less salient as found in our experiment.
Finally, age of acquisition (AoA) is a very important
factor in bilinguals’ second language development, and how
AoA and proficiency individually or jointly affect language
representation and processing has been a matter of recent
debate (see Hernanderz & Li 2007 for a review). It is worth
noting that all of our participants are late bilinguals (with an
average starting age of learning L2 around 11 years old), but
they have different levels of proficiency. Our previous
simulations of early versus late L2 learning showed the
development of different patterns of representations for the
two lexicons. To what extent these distinct patterns can be
generalized to different proficiency levels remains to be
investigated. Some of our preliminary simulations suggest
that lateral connections between semantic representations
within the same map/network may serve to model spreading
activation for bilinguals (Zhao & Li, 2009).
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method (Pahl & Beitz, 1996) to compare the concepts for a
next-generation alarm clock of freshmen and senior
mechanical engineering students. They found that freshmen
and senior groups produced concepts with similar, high
levels of feasibility. However, freshmen students were less
fixated on the sample alarm clocks than seniors. Instead of
just attempting to promote divergent thinking at the
beginning of the design process, engineers need to avoid
fixation throughout the design process.

Abstract
Design fixation is a common problem in engineering. In two
experiments, we implement two educational interventions,
prototyping and critical feedback, to help reduce design
fixation, which is defined as adherence to one's own design.
We found that constant prototyping across the design process
reduced fixation in the final product. Surprisingly, we also
found that not receiving feedback reduced fixation in the final
product. Implications for engineering design education are
discussed.
Keywords: fixation; engineering; prototyping; feedback;
metacognition; education

Avoiding Fixation through Prototyping
The typical engineering design process involves coming
up with a few ideas, quickly selecting one, and taking that
idea through the design cycle (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2004).
Prototyping is a common part of engineering design. We
loosely define prototyping as a representation of a design
idea before the final artifact exists (Lim et al., 2008). In the
beginning of the process rough prototypes can be used to
capture latent customer needs and to prove a concept.
During the design process the level of detail of the
prototypes improves and they are used for communicating
concepts to the client, testing the usability, and exploring
and evaluating the design (Lim et al., 2008). A prototype
can ensure the final product will work as desired and it can
answer questions that would be otherwise hard to answer.
Prototyping has many benefits, and thus prototyping is
common in most design projects. Design requires the mental
manipulation of complex relationships among design
features, thus taxing cognitive capacity (Youmans, 2011).
Prototypes could reduce fixation by releasing cognitive
load. Youmans found that using prototypes reduced fixation
compared to situations in which participants, both design
experts and undergraduate psychology students, were unable
to manipulate objects. The point at which prototypes are
used during the design process might also influence
creativity. For example, Jang and Schunn (2010) found that
engineering designers who used prototypes during the
ideation phase produced more innovative designs. However,
use of prototypes during the concept refinement phase had
no impact on innovation. Despite these reported positive
effects of prototyping, there is evidence that exposure to
prototypes can lead to design fixation during concept
generation (Christiansen & Schunn, 2007; 2009). We varied
the point at which prototyping occurred during the design
process in Experiment 1.

One of the greatest challenges facing future engineers is to
create innovative products to stay competitive in the real
world (Duderstadt, 2008). Unfortunately, there is
considerable evidence that current engineering curricula
may not support creativity. Graduating engineers are often
less innovative than entering freshman (Yang, 2008) and the
standard design process tools often lead to safe rather than
innovative solutions (Cooper, 2005). Engineers tend to stick
with the same idea throughout the design cycle (Ulrich &
Eppinger, 2004), often even if the idea has severe flaws. In
the following paper, we review possible hindrances to
creativity in engineers, and describe two educational
interventions that we hope can lead to greater creativity in
engineering design.

The Problem of Design Fixation in Engineering
Being stuck is common in design. One means of
measuring ‘stuckness’ is measurement of design fixation,
the unintentional adherence to a set of features or concepts
limiting the output of conceptual design (Janson & Smith,
1991). Design fixation is typically measured as similarity to
the design brief the designers were shown in the beginning
of the design project. However, designers can also show
fixation on concepts learned outside of the experimental
setting (Purcell & Gero, 1996) or to the initial idea they had
(Sachs, 1999). Design fixation is a prevalent problem in
engineering, yet it is often unrecognized by the person
committing it; even teachers of engineering design are
unaware of their own fixation (Linsey et al., 2010).
Numerous creativity methods have been proposed to
overcome design fixation. These methods generally focus
on one-time generation of ideas at the beginning of the
design process, which is not enough (cf. Mehalik & Schunn,
2006) because innovative design should be a continuous
string of divergent and convergent thinking (Dym et al.,
2005). For example, Genco et al. (2010) used the 6-3-5

Avoiding Fixation through Reflecting on
Critical Feedback
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Assessment of engineering design is typically focused on
problem solving skills, communication, and meeting of the
stakeholder needs (McKenzie et al., 2004) instead of on
self-reflection about the design process. Since a student is
typically grade driven (Cross & Steadman, 1996), it is better
in the eyes of the student to steer toward known working
solutions than to explore the design space more openly. It is
likely that this same behavior is prominent also in industry.
In contrast to engineering designers, other designers
(graphic, industrial, and architectural) receive more critical
feedback. The third author developed a participatory Peer
Crit which she uses in her design courses (Lee, 2010).
During the crit process, students explain and defend their
design choices. This process often leads to the restructuring
of their designs when they are not able to explain their
design choices. The crit leads to metacognitive awareness of
the design process. Reflective thinking is one of the traits of
good engineering design (Cross & Steadman, 1996), and
enables effective inquiry between divergent and convergent
questions (Dym et al., 2005).
In order to test the effect of critical feedback on fixation
during the design process, we varied the type of feedback
that participants received in Experiment 2.

assorted k-nex plastic building toys (including sticks and
wheels), a two meter long piece of string, and a pair of
scissors. Two square plastic bowls were used to represent
the boxes of the Balls and Boxes problem, and five ping
pong balls were used to represent the balls in the problem.

Procedure
Each participant was a member of only one condition (see
Table 1 for the n in each condition). Participants were run in
groups of two to six. They were told that they would be
following a standard design process to solve the balls and
boxes problem. All participants were told that they would
build a prototype at some point during the process, and were
told that a prototype worked like one's intended device, but
might not look like it, might not be made from the same
material, and was generally not made using the same
manufacturing methods as the intended device. Participants
then went through a four-phase design process, consisting of
initial idea generation, concept generation, concept
refinement, and final build. Table 1 shows the experiment
flow for each phase within each condition. The phases are
explained in greater detail below.
Initial Idea Generation Phase Participants were given two
minutes to generate multiple ideas for moving the balls from
one box to another. Participants were asked to sketch ideas,
instead of writing a list.

Experiment 1: Prototyping Method
Participants
Participants were 50 students enrolled in introductory
psychology classes at the University of Massachusetts
Dartmouth who received research credit for their
participation. While the students had different majors, none
of the participants were engineering majors. We chose
participants from a research pool to pilot the prototyping
intervention prior to its implementation in engineering
classes. No demographic data were collected about the
participants.

Concept Generation Phase Participants were given up to
12 minutes to either sketch or prototype one or more of their
ideas. They were told to draw as much as possible, but that
they could use words to clarify aspects of the sketch.
Participants were instructed to notify the experimenter as
soon as they had an idea or ideas they wanted to share. Once
alerted, the experimenter then began the first Feedback
Phase with the participant.
Participants who were building prototypes were given a
bin that contained all the materials listed above. Individuals
in the multiple early prototype condition were given two
bins. The balls and boxes were set up on the table.
Participants in the multiple early prototype condition were
asked to build two or more prototypes; all other participants
were asked to build at least one. All participants were
reminded that they were building a representation of the
device, not the device itself.

Materials
Participants were asked to design a device to move balls
from one box to another, referred to as the Balls and Boxes
problem. The problem sheet showed the start state to have
two boxes set 10" apart from each other, with five balls in
box 1 and box 2 empty. The end state of the problem
showed five balls in box 2.
During the introductory and sketch phases (sketching
could occur during the Concept Generation Phase, the
Concept Refinement Phase, or both) of the experiment,
participants were provided with a stack of blank paper and a
set of colored markers. During the prototype (which could
occur during the Concept Generation Phase, the Concept
Refinement Phase, or both) and Final Build phases of the
experiment, participants were given a bin of materials to
build their designs. These materials consisted of 15 popsicle
sticks, seven pipe cleaners, six rubber bands of varying
sizes, two thick paper napkins, a small jar of playdough,

Concept Refinement Phase Participants were given 12
minutes to modify their ideas by adding, taking away, or
changing some element of the current design. They were
also told that they could come up with a new design.
Participants were reminded that after this phase, they would
need to be ready to produce their final design during the
Final Build phase. Depending upon the experimental
condition they were in, participants either sketched or
prototyped during this phase. The sketch and prototype
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Table 1: Experiment Conditions and Phases
Condition
 Multiple Early
Prototype
 Constant Prototype
 Early Prototype
 Late Prototype
 No Prototype

N

7

Experiment Phase
Initial Idea Gen. Concept Gen.
Feedback
Concept Refine.
Experiment 1
2+ protos
tech
sketch
X

10
12
10
11

X
X
X
X

8
 No Feedback
 Technical Feedback 11
10
 Full Crit

X
X
X

1 proto
tech
1 proto
tech
sketch
tech
sketch
tech
Experiment 2
sketch
none
sketch
tech
sketch
full crit

procedures were the same as during the Concept Generation
Phase. Participants were again instructed to notify the
experimenter once they had an idea or ideas to share. Once
alerted, the experimenter began the second Feedback Phase
with the participant.
Feedback Phases Participants received feedback on their
designs twice, after the Concept Generation and Concept
Refinement Phases. Participants were asked to explain how
their designs worked and then asked if their designs met
each of the technical criteria, such as being at least six
inches away from the balls, etc. The experimenter then
pointed out any technical failures of the design.
Final Build Phase Participants were given 12 minutes to
build their final concept. They were told to be prepared to
explain how it worked and solved the Balls and Boxes
Problem. Participants were reminded that their final build
functioned as a prototype, and therefore was only a
representation of the device itself. Participants were again
instructed to notify the experimenter as soon as they had a
prototype to share. After reviewing the participant's final
build, the experimenter explained the purpose of the study
and thanked the individual for his/her participation.

Analysis of Feedback Reaction
We developed a coding scheme to describe the ways in
which participants could respond to the feedback. We
compared their designs before and after each feedback
sessions by examining the differences between the designs
produced during the Concept Generation and Concept
Refinement phases, and the differences between the designs
produced during the Concept Refinement and Final Build
phases.
The feedback reaction coding categories are detailed in
Table 2. Participants could react in multiple ways to the
feedback. For example, they could add padding to a device
in order to protect the balls from damage, yet ignore the
experimenter's reminder that the user needs to be at least six

Feedback

Final Build

tech

X

1 proto
sketch
1 proto
sketch

tech
tech
tech
tech

X
X
X
X

sketch
sketch
sketch

none
tech
full crit

X
X
X

inches away from the balls. In this example, the response
would be coded as fix failure for the addition of padding,
and ignore feedback for not making a change to comply
with the six inches rule.
Initial coding was completed by all three authors. Coding
agreement was high. The third author completed the final
coding, as reported in the Results section.
Table 2: Feedback Reaction Coding
Feedback
Reaction
No Change
Ignore
Feedback

Fix Failure

Change
Design
Create New
Concept

Coding Description
Sticks with current design. E.g. Final
Build is the same as Concept Refinement.
Ignores feedback about a particular
feature. E.g. Remind about 6" distance
from the balls or boxes, but participant
leaves the distance alone.
Modifies an aspect of a current feature to
fix a criterion failure. This can be done by
modifying, adding, or taking away a
feature. E.g. Raise box 1 in order to make
it easier for balls to travel to box 2.
Changes a feature in order to improve the
design, but not to fix a failure. This can be
done by modifying, adding, or taking
away a feature. E.g. Make claw more
stable by adding extra prong.
Abandons current design and creates
something new.

Results
The frequency of the coding categories was not evenly
distributed across the feedback reactions (Table 3). Some
categories, such as ignore feedback, were rare. Fix failure
was more prevalent during the first feedback reaction than
the second. In contrast, no change was more likely to occur
during the second feedback reaction.
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Table 3: Percent of Feedback Reactions, Experiment 1
Coding Category
No Change
Ignore Feedback
Fix Failure
Change Design
New Concept

Feedback 1
14%
6%
28%
52%
16%

phases. The other percentages of participants making no
change were as follows: early prototype = 25%, multiple
early prototype = 16.7%, late prototype = 12.5%, and
constant prototype = 8.3%. A chi-square test comparing the
frequency of the no change feedback reaction among the
groups was marginally significant, χ2 (4, N = 50) = 9.73, p =
.05. Examination of the adjusted standardized residuals
(ASR) indicated that the locus of this significant result was
due to the constant prototype (ASR = -2) and no prototype
(ASR = 2.5) groups.

Feedback 2
48%
4%
6%
38%
2%

Feedback reactions with 6% or less occurrence were
eliminated for the next analysis, in which we examined the
types of feedback reactions in each condition. The percent
of feedback reactions by condition is shown in Table 4. We
ran chi-square analyses to compare the frequency of each
feedback reaction between the Concept Generation and
Concept Refinement phases among the prototype
conditions. We found no difference between the prototype
conditions in the no change (χ2 [4, N = 50] = 4.23, p = .38),
fix failure (χ2 [4, N = 50] = 1.80, p = .77), or create new
concept reactions (χ2 [4, N = 50] = 2.51, p = .64). A chisquare test comparing the frequency of the change feedback
reaction among the groups was marginally significant, χ2 (4,
N = 50) = 8.93, p = .06. Examination of the adjusted
standardized residuals (ASR) indicated that the locus of this
significant result was due to the multiple early prototype
(ASR = 1.9) and late prototype (ASR = -2.3) groups.

Experiment 2: Type of Feedback Method
Participants
Participants were 29 students enrolled in introductory
psychology classes at the University of Massachusetts
Dartmouth who received research credit for their
participation. While the students had different majors, none
of the participants were engineering majors. We chose
participants from a research pool to pilot the feedback
intervention prior to its implementation in engineering
classes. No demographic data were collected about the
participants.

Materials and Procedure
Participants in Experiment 2 used the same materials and
followed the same procedure as in Experiment 1, following
a design process through the Initial Idea Generation,
Concept Generation, Concept Refinement, and Final Build
phases (see Table 1). Unlike the participants in Experiment
1, they received different types of feedback during the
Feedback Phases, and only produced sketches, not
prototypes, during the Concept Generation and Concept
Refinement phases. Sketch instructions for Experiment 2
were the same as Experiment 1.

Table 4: Percent of Feedback 1 Reactions between Concept
Generation and Concept Refinement Phases by Condition,
Experiment 1
Condition
Multi-early
Constant
Early
Late
No Prototype

No
Change
14.3%
0%
14.3%
42.9%
28.6%

Fix
Failure
21.4%
21.4%
28.6%
14.3%
14.3%

Change
Design
23.1%
15.4%
30.8%
7.7%
23.1%

New
Concept
12.5%
25%
12.5%
37.5%
12.5%

Feedback Phases Participants received feedback on their
designs twice during the experiment, after the Concept
Generation and Concept Refinement Phases. All participants
were first asked to explain how their designs worked.
Participants in the no feedback condition were only thanked
for explaining their designs, and were not given any
additional feedback. Participants in the technical feedback
condition followed the same procedure from Experiment 1.
Participants in the full crit condition were given technical
feedback, and then asked a series of questions to encourage
reflection upon their design. The questions were as follows:
1) Why do you think this product has the restrictions that it
does (such as keeping a certain amount of space in between
the person and the balls and boxes)?
2) Imagine this device in a real life environment with a real
person packaging these products. What is the sequence the
user goes through in order to use this device?
3) What are the strengths of your device?
4) What are the weaknesses of your device?
5) How could you improve this device?

We also examined the feedback reactions that were shown
within each group between the Concept Refinement and
Final Build phases (Feedback 2). Only changing the design
and making no change were examined because the other
categories had 6% or less prevalence. Participants in the
early prototype group (31.6%) made up the largest
percentage of participants who changed their designs.
Participants in the constant prototype and late prototype
groups were equally likely to change their designs (21.3%),
followed by participants in the multiple early prototype
condition (15.8%) and the no prototype condition (10.5%).
A chi-square test comparing the frequency of the change
feedback reaction among the groups was not significant, χ 2
(4, N = 50) = 2.67, p = .61.
Participants in the no prototype condition made up the
largest percentage (37.5%) of participants who made no
change between the Concept Refinement and Final Build
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categories had 3% or less prevalence. Participants in the
technical feedback condition made up 45% of the no change
category, followed closely by the full crit condition (40%),
with the category being far less prevalent among the
feedback reactions of the no feedback group (15%) A chisquare test comparing the conditions was marginally
significant, χ2 (2, N = 29) = 5.12, p = .07. Examination of
the adjusted standardized residuals (ASR) indicated that the
locus of this significant result was due to the no feedback
group (ASR = -2.3).
In contrast, no participants in the full crit condition made
changes to their designs between the Concept Refinement
and Final Build phases, while 33.3% of the change category
consisted of participants in the technical feedback and
66.7% of category consisted of participants in the no
feedback condition. A chi-square test comparing the
conditions was significant, χ2 (2, N = 29) = 6.84, p = .03.
Examination of the adjusted standardized residuals (ASR)
indicated that the locus of this significant result was due to
the no feedback (ASR = 2.4) and full crit (ASR = -2)
groups.

Analysis of Feedback Reaction
We coded participants' feedback reactions in the same
manner as in Experiment 1 (see Table 2).

Results
As in Experiment 1, we first examined the frequency of the
feedback reaction types during the first and second feedback
phases. As shown in Table 5, some of the feedback
reactions were not seen in the data, such as ignore feedback.
Fix failure, change design, and new concept were more
frequent during the first feedback reaction, while no change
was more frequent during the second feedback reaction.
Table 5: Percent of Feedback Reactions, Experiment 2
Coding Category
No Change
Ignore Feedback
Fix Failure
Change Design
New Concept

Feedback 1
7%
0%
31%
66%
10%

Feedback 2
69%
0%
3%
21%
0%

General Discussion
While there was variety in the feedback reactions shown in
Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 between the Concept
Generation and Concept Refinement stages, none of the
group differences reached significance except for the change
category within Experiment 1, in which more participants in
the multiple early prototype condition made changes to their
designs than participants in the late prototype condition.
We saw more group differences in the feedback reactions
shown between the Concept Refinement and Final Build
stages. In Experiment 1, many participants in the no
prototype condition made no changes to their designs, while
few participants in the constant prototype condition made
no changes. This could be because lack of a prototype can
make it hard to identify failures or other areas of
improvements, and the designer is thus more likely to stick
with same concept. This is in line with Youmans' (2011)
finding that a designer may be better able to handle complex
problems by reducing the cognitive load via prototyping.
When prototyping is not required, participants were most
likely to just build their final refined concepts. Sketching
did not give them enough information to make changes to
Final Build. This supports use of prototypes in general.
It remains to be tested which prototyping strategy leads to
the most creative final concepts. Jang and Schunn (2010)
found that prototyping during ideation, but not during
concept refinement, correlated with high levels of creativity
of the final output. While this point was not examined per
se, we found that prototyping, when used throughout the
design process, led to more changes, presumably
improvements.
In Experiment 2, participants did not build prototypes
until the final build, and they differed by the type of
feedback received. We found that participants in the
technical feedback condition accounted for 45% of the no

Feedback reactions with 7% or less occurrence were
eliminated for the next analysis, in which we examined the
types of feedback reactions that were shown in each
condition (see Table 6).
Table 6: Percent of Feedback 1 Reactions between Concept
Generation and Concept Refinement Phases by Condition,
Experiment 2
Condition
No Feedback
Tech. Feed.
Full Crit

No
Change
0%
100%
0%

Fix
Failure
22.2%
22.2%
55.6%

Change
Design
36.8%
31.6%
31.6%

New
Concept
66.7%
33.3%
0%

The technical feedback condition was the only group that
made no change between the Concept Generation and
Concept Refinement phases. A chi-square test comparing
the conditions was not significant, χ2 (2, N = 29) = 3.52, p =
.17. Participants in all conditions fixed failures, with the full
crit condition showing the highest prevalence of this
feedback reaction. A chi-square test comparing the
conditions was not significant, χ2 (2, N = 29) = 2.67, p =
.26.Changing one's design was the most likely, and occurred
fairly equally in each condition. A chi-square test comparing
the conditions was not significant, χ2 (2, N = 29) = 2.43, p =
.30.Participants in the no feedback and technical feedback
conditions created new concepts, while participants in the
full crit condition did not. A chi-square test comparing the
conditions was not significant, χ2 (2, N = 29) = 3.03, p = .22.
We also examined the feedback reactions that were shown
within each group between the Concept Refinement and
Final Build phases (Feedback 2). Only changing the design
and making no change were examined because the other
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change feedback reactions between Concept Refinement
and Final Build, followed closely by the full crit condition
(40%). Participants in the no feedback group only accounted
for 15% of this category. In the change category,
participants from the no feedback condition accounted for
66.7% of the no change category for the period between the
Concept Refinement and Final Build stages, with the
remaining 33.3% of this feedback reaction coming from the
technical feedback condition. No participant from the full
crit condition fell within this category. This result was
surprising, in that one might expect more detailed feedback
to lead to less design fixation. One possibility is that
participants who receive feedback may feel that their
designs were validated by the experimenter, and thus they
can stop making changes, while participants who do not
receive feedback are forced to engage in self-reflection
because their ideas have not been validated by someone
else. However, additional data collection and analyses are
needed to further elucidate the effects of critical feedback.
While our results are not conclusive, it is likely that
critical feedback will help the overall design process,
particularly in educational settings. Critical feedback could
help engineering professors change the way they give
feedback. Encouraging self reflection may help students to
focus on the quality of their designs rather than ease of
building in the belief that the easy build would result in a
good grade. This could help solve the problem of senior
level engineering students performing worse compared to
their freshman counterparts in terms of innovativeness of
their designs (Genco et al., 2010). We are currently
implementing the crit process in the senior design class to
test this hypothesis.
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Gelman & Markman, 1986; Murphy, 2003; Waxman &
Braun, 2005; Yamauchi & Yu, 2008). When physical
similarity of stimuli was pitted against shared category
labels, participants tended to judge that shared category
labels are more important than shared physical features in
predicting characteristics of the objects (Gelman &
Markman, 1986; Yamauchi & Yu, 2008). The other
dominant view, the label-as-feature hypothesis, argues that
there is no indication that people have such a naïve theory
about category labels (Anderson, 1990; Sloutsky & Fisher,
2004). According to this view, matching labels increase the
perception of overall similarity just like matching physical
features do. In both the naïve-theory and label-as-feature
hypotheses, category labels are expected to influence
inductive generalization. However, the naïve theory
approach argues that labels are used to form naïve
assumptions, while the label-as-feature approach suggests
that labels are used as a feature.
This article attempted to find the boundary conditions
where these two conflicting views can complement each
other. We suggest that these two conflicting views can
complement each other with respect to two types of general
knowledge that an observer has – domains of categories and
the amount of categorical knowledge. Previous studies have
shown that people have general awareness of how living
things and man-made objects differ, and the two broad
categories of concepts seem to be separate in our semantic
knowledge (Caramazza & Mahon, 2003; Moss, Tyler,
Durrant-Peatifield & Bunn, 1998; McRae, Cree, Seidenberg,
& McNorgan, 2005). Studies also suggest that the amount
of knowledge is one important variable of the labeling
effect. For example, subjects who do not have much
specialized domain knowledge tend to make inferences
about unfamiliar diseases using taxonomic relations, while
experts employ causal, anatomical, and ecological variables
to make inferences (Lopez, Atran, Coley, Medin, & Smith,
1997; Shafto & Coley, 2003).

Abstract
Category labels are known to guide inductive generalizations by
modifying the representation of stimuli (i.e., the labeling effect);
yet, the mechanisms of this effect remain unclear. One view

suggests that shared category labels increase overall
similarity between items as shared physical features do. The
other view suggests that category labels are qualitatively
different from category features, as category labels help
integrate prior knowledge. The present study examined these
two competing views with respect to two types of background
knowledge – domains of categories (living things vs. man-made
objects) and the amount of knowledge (the number of listed
exemplars). The results from two experiments suggest that
category labels are likely to be used as features for man-made
objects, while category labels help create a naïve assumption for
living things, implicating that similarity-based statistical processes
and knowledge-based structured processes are employed
interactively to cope with different domains of knowledge.
Keywords: Category Labels; Background Knowledge,
Inductive Inference

One critical question in inductive generalization research is
how the similarity-based statistical mechanism (e.g., Rodger
& McClelland, 2003; Sloutsky & Fisher, 2004) and
structured prior knowledge (e.g., intuitive theories and
assumptions about domain knowledge) interact (Gelman &
Heyman, 1999; Markman & Ross, 2003; Medin, Coley,
Storms & Hayes, 2003; Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2003;
Kemp & Tenenbaum, 2009; Yamauchi, 2009). The former
provides a vehicle for detecting association of stimuli, and
the latter offers boundaries on the search space. The two
have to work together but how? When does one strategy
become dominant while the other is relegated to the
background?
This article examines the capacity of shared category
labels. Studies have shown that when two objects carry the
same label, we tend to assume that these objects have some
important characteristics in common; when objects carry
different labels, we tend to think that they have some
distinctive characteristics (i.e., labeling effect) (Gelman &
Heyman, 1999; Gelman & Markman, 1986; Lupyan, 2008;
Murphy, 2003; Sloutsky & Fisher, 2004; Waxman & Braun,
2005; Yamauchi & Yu, 2008; Yu, Yamauchi &
Schumatcher, 2008). To explain the labeling effect,
researchers suggested two hypotheses: the naïve-theory
hypothesis and the label-as-feature hypothesis. The naïvetheory hypothesis states that people tend to make an
intuitive assumption that category labels are qualitatively
different from physical features (Gelman & Heyman, 1999;

Hypothesis and Predictions
Natural kind categories are highly correlated in their
attributes as compared to artifacts (Malt & Smith, 1984;
McRae & Siderberg, 1998), and correlated features are the
critical factor that promotes category-based induction
(Sloman, Love, & Ahn, 1998; Gelman, 1988). In this
regard, we predict that the labeling effect is particularly
strong when labels represent living things as opposed to
man-made objects. If the labeling effect arises because
people treat labels as a feature, the labeling effect would be
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contingent on the amount of knowledge that an observer has.
In contrast, if the labeling effect arises from people’s naïve
assumptions, the labeling effect would be relatively
independent from the amount of knowledge that an observer
has. We suggest that for concepts representing living things,
people have a naïve assumption that category labels are
special; thus, we predict that a strong labeling effect would
emerge for concepts related to living things. Here, we
expect that the labeling effect is relatively independent of
the amount of knowledge that an observer has. In contrast,
for man-made objects, we suggest that people treat category
labels as a feature. Thus, we predict that the labeling effect
observed for the man-made objects would be related to the
amount of knowledge an observer has.
Two experiments were conducted to test this idea.
Labeling effect was measured in a triad-based similarity
judgment task (e.g., Gelman & Markman, 1986; Sloutsky &
Fisher, 2004; Yu, Yamauchi & Schumatcher, 2008).
Participants were presented with three pictures of animal
tissues a target placed at the top and two base pictures
placed at the bottom (Figure 1), Their task was to decide
which base picture, left or right, was more similar to the
original picture (i.e. a triad task). In each stimulus frame,
one base picture was more similar to the target than the
other base picture (Figure 1; later the more similar base
picture is called the similar base picture; the less
similarthus more dissimilarbase picture is called
dissimilar base picture). The similar base picture always had
a different label from the target, and the dissimilar base
picture always had the same label as the target (Figure 1).
Thus, the labeling effect was measured by the proportion of
participants selecting dissimilar base pictures (that has the
same label as the target) as more similar to the target
picture. For example, in Figure 1, we examined the
proportion of participants selecting the picture on the right
(i.e., dissimilar base picture) as more similar to the target
than the picture on the left.

Experiment 1
To compare labeling effect of living things and man-made
objects, we used descriptive labels as a means of
manipulating the type of categories. Throughout the
experiment, the same set of pictures was presented to
participants with the same set of arbitrary nonsensical labels
(e.g., “Dalica,” or “Goyama”). The type of category
associated with the labels was manipulated solely in the
instructions that participants received in each condition. In
the diseased cell condition, participants were told that the
pictures were diseased cells and the labels (e.g., “Goyama”)
represented names of diseases. In the painting style
condition, participants were told that pictures represented
abstract paintings and that the labels (e.g., “Goyama”)
indicated the names of painting styles. In the painter
condition, participants were told that the pictures
represented paintings and that labels (e.g., “Goyama”)
referred to the painters’ names. Note that in the painter
condition, labels were indexical in the sense that the label
indicated a painter who created the given pictures; however,
in the painting style condition, labels were categorical
because the label represented a painting style that could
include other paintings that were drawn by many painters in
that style.
As previous studies suggested, the amount of knowledge
can be one important factor in explaining labeling effect
(Lopez, Atran, Coley, Medin, & Smith, 1997; Shafto &
Coley, 2003). One way to capture the amount of background
knowledge is to ask participants to list as many exemplars
of a category as possible (Barsalou, 1985; Smith, Ward,
Tindell, Sifonis, & Wilkenfeld, 2000; Ward, Patterson,
Sifonis, Dodds, & Saunders, 2002). Folwing a procedure a
previous study suggested (Smith et al., 2000), we asked
participants to list as many exemplars as possible associated
with the categories (diseases, painting styles, or painters)
after the similarity judgment task. The amount of knowledge
was measured by counting the number of exemplars that
each participant generated.

Method
Participants A total of 304 undergraduates participated for
course credit. They were randomly assigned to one of three
conditions: diseased cell (n = 93), painting style (n = 106),
and painter (n = 105) conditions.
Materials Stimuli were triads of monochrome pictures
(Figure 2). The target was an original picture of animal
tissues, and the two base pictures were of morphed images
of two original pictures. Five pairs of original cell pictures
were selected from a well-known textbook of veterinary
histology (Bacha & Bacha, 2000). From these 10 pictures,
five pairs were created. For each pair, one original tissue
picture was merged with the other original picture to 18
different degrees using MorphMan 4.0 (2003) software.
Altogether, 90 morphed pictures (18 morphed pictures from
each of five pairs) were created.

Figure 1: Sample trial shown in Experiment 1
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and were combined with one of two original pictures in each
pair, yielding 12 triads for each pair (a total of 60 triads = 5
pairs × 12 triads).
Design The experiment had a 2 (Label Condition; no-label
vs. same-label conditions; between-subjects) × 3 (Physical
Difference; low-, medium-, or high-difference; withinsubjects) factorial design. The dependent measure was the
proportion of participants selecting the dissimilar base
pictures as more similar to the target than the other base
pictures.
Procedure Participants were presented with 60 triads of
pictures one at a time and judged which base picture was
more similar to the target using left or right arrow key (EPrime 1.1, Psychology Software Tools Inc., 2002). The
order of presenting stimuli was determined randomly. The
dissimilar base picture was presented on the left or the right
side an equal number of times. The experiment lasted about
10 minutes. After carrying out the similarity judgment task,
participants were asked to list as many exemplars of the
category as possible in 2 minutes. Participants in the
diseased cell condition were asked to list disease names,
participants in the painting style condition were asked to list
names of painting style (e.g., impressionist paintings,
classical painting, etc.), and participants in the painter
condition were asked to list names of painters.

Results & Discussion

Figure 3: Results from Experiment 1
Figure 3 summarizes the main results from Experiment 1.
When the labels indicated living things (diseased cell
condition), participants used the labels significantly more
often than when the labels represented man-made things
(painter and painter style condition) (Figure 3). The main
effect of label condition was significant, F(2, 301) = 4.22,
MSE = .08, p = .01, η2 = .03. The proportion of participants
selecting the dissimilar base pictures was significantly
higher in the diseased cell condition (M = 0.26) than in the
painting style condition (M = 0.21) or the painter condition
(M = 0.19): diseased cell vs. painting style, t (197) = 2.02,
SE = .03, p = .05, d = 0.29, diseased cell vs. painter, t (196)
= 2.68, SE = .02, p < .01, d = 0.38. The labeling effect
between the painting style and painter conditions was

Figure 2: Three levels of physical difference. (a) lowdifference, (b) medium- difference, (c) high-difference
From the morphed pictures, three levels of physical
difference―low-, medium-, and high-difference―were
created based on the degree of merging of the two original
pictures (Figure 2). In the low-difference condition, the
target picture and the dissimilar base picture were not very
different (Figure 2a); in the medium-difference condition,
the target picture and the dissimilar base picture were
moderately different (Figure 2b); and in the high-difference
condition, the target picture and the dissimilar base picture
were highly different (Figure 2c). Two sets of base pictures
were randomly selected at each level of physical difference
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that real abstract paintings were used as stimuli in
Experiment 2.
The idea that a naïve assumption is formed for category
labels representing living things predict that the labeling
effect should be still strong in the disease cell condition as
compared to the painter and painting style conditions, even
though the stimuli used in Experiment 2 barely resemble
biological cells. The hypothesis that labels are treated like
features for artifact concepts suggests that the amount of
background knowledge affects the painter condition and
painting style condition but not the disease cell condition.

statistically indistinguishable, t (209) = .63, SE = .02, p =
.53, d = 0.09. The results suggest that, at least for the manmade objects, categorical labels (painting style condition)
are not considered more special than indexical labels
(painter condition). There was no interaction effect of
physical difference and label condition, F(2,392) < 1.0.
Participants knew more about diseases than about
painters/painting styles (Table 1). As participants listed
more disease names (M = 9.47, SD = 3.72) than painting
style names (M = 4.64, SD = 2.36) and painter names (M =
3.22, SD = 2.35), The number of exemplars participants
listed for disease names, painting style names, and painter
names was significantly different from each other, F(2, 301)
= 129.42, MSE = 8.07, p < .01, η2 = .46. More disease
names were generated than names of painting styles or
painter names, diseases vs. painting styles, t (197) = 11.09,
SE = .44, p = .001, d = 1.58, diseases vs. painters, t (196) =
14.32, SE = .44, p < .001, d = 2.04. Also, more painting
styles were generated than painter names, t (209) = 4.39, SE
= .33, p < .001, d = 0.60.
Table 1: The number of exemplars participants listed for
disease, painting styles, and painters in Experiment 1.
Label condition

Result

Disease

9.47 (3.72)

Painting style

4.64 (2.36)

Method

Painter

3.22 (2.35)

Participants Three hundred eighty-seven undergraduates
participated for course credit. They were randomly assigned
to one of three conditions: diseased cell (n = 130), painting
style (n = 121), and painter (n = 136) conditions.

Figure 4: Sample trial shown in Experiment 2

The labeling effect might have been in the disease
condition because our participants knew more about disease
cells than painter names and painting style. Thus we
performed ANCOVA with the number of listed exemplars
as a covariate. The result show that even after the amount of
background knowledge (i.e., the number of exemplars
associated with labels) was controlled, the difference
between the diseased cell, the painting style and painter
conditions remained robust: F(2, 300) = 2.84, MSE = .08, p
= .06, η2 = .02. The results suggest that, at least for diseases,
labels are used as a type of naïve assumption rather than a
part of attributional information/knowledge people have.
In Experiment 1, the stimuli were produced by morphing
pictures of animal tissues; thus it is possible that participants
did not use labels in the painting style condition and the
painter condition because these stimuli did not look like
actual paintings. Therefore, Experiment 2 tested with stimuli
obtained from real paintings.

Materials Five pairs of abstract paintings were selected
from various websites. The procedure of creating 60 triads
of original and morphed pictures (see Figure 2 for the
sample trial) was identical to the procedure described in
Experiment 1. As in the previous experiment, the triads of
pictures had three levels of physical difference (low-,
medium-, and high-difference).
Design & Procedure The design and procedure of
Experiment 2 was identical to those described in
Experiment 1. Participants were presented with the same 60
triads of paintings with labels and were asked to judge
which base picture was more similar to the target.
Participants in the diseased cell condition were instructed
that the stimuli were cell pictures infected by diseases and
that the labels specified the names of the diseases that
infected the cells. Participants in the painting style condition
were informed that the stimuli were paintings and that the
labels indicated the names of painting styles. Participants in
the painter condition were also told that the stimuli were
paintings and that the labels indicated the painters’ names.
As in Experiment 1, participants were asked to judge
similarity of pictures and then to list as many exemplars of
the category as possible right after the similarity judgment

Experiment 2
The goal of Experiment 2 is to replicate the results of
Experiment 1 using a different set of pictures (Figure 4).
One possible explanation for the differential effect of labels
in Experiment 1 is that the stimuli looked more like cells
than paintings. Experiment 2 was designed to rule out this
explanation. The design, task, and materials in Experiment 2
were identical to those described in Experiment 1, except
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task. All participants received the same stimuli with the
same label names. The meanings of labels were manipulated
only in the instructions.

We hypothesized that people would treat category labels
special for living things thus labeling effect would be
relatively independent from the amount of knowledge.
There was no correlation between the listed exemplars and
the labeling effect in the disease cell condition, r(128) = .04, p = .64. The labeling effect in the disease-cell condition
was strong even after controlling the amount of knowledge
they had. ANCOVA by controlling the number of listed
exemplars as a covariate showed that even when the number
of listed exemplars was controlled, the difference between
the diseased cell and the painter and painting style
conditions remained strong, F(2, 383) = 6.88, MSE = 0.05, p
= .001, η2 = .04.
We also hypothesized that people would treat category
labels as a type of feature for man-made objects, thus the
labeling effect would be related to the amount of knowledge.
A correlation analysis revealed that there was a significant
negative correlation between the amount of background
knowledge (i.e., the number of exemplars listed by
participants) and the amount of labeling effect (i.e., the
proportion of participants selecting the dissimilar pictures)
for man-made objects (painters, painting styles), r(255) = .16, p = .01. This result is consistent with the general
finding that the labeling effect is higher when background
knowledge is limited, suggesting that given man-made
objects, people tend to use labels when they did not know
much about the category. However, this is not the case in
the living-thing concepts.
Note that participants in Experiment 2 judged the stimuli
more likely to be abstract paintings than animal cells. After
the similarity judgment task, participants in the diseased cell
and painter conditions viewed 10 original painting stimuli
one at a time and rated the extent to which the pictures
actually looked like diseased cells or paintings. Participants
in the diseased cell condition estimated the likelihood of
each original painting stimulus to be a disease cell with a 0100 scale. Participants in the painter condition estimated the
likelihood of each original painting stimulus to be a painting
with a 0-100 scale. The average rating score in the painting
style condition (M = 62.37) was significantly higher than
that in the diseased cell condition (M = 48.82), t(221) =
7.84, p < .001, suggesting that the proportion of participants
who considered the stimuli to be actual “paintings” was
much higher than the proportion of participants who
considered the stimuli to be “cells.”

Results

Figure 5: Results from Experiment 2
Though pictures shown in Experiment 2 barely resemble
biological cells, when labels represented living things
(diseased cell condition), participants used the labels
considerably more often than when the labels indicated
man-made objects (painter and painting style conditions)
(Figure 5). The main effect of label condition was
significant, F (2, 384) = 5.24, MSE = 0.05, p = .006, η2 =
.03. The proportion of participants selecting the dissimilar
base pictures (the tendency to use category labels) was
significantly higher in the diseased cell condition (M = 0.21)
than in the painting style condition (M = 0.16) or in the
painter condition (M = 0.16): diseased cell vs. painting style,
t (249) = 2.30, SE = .02, p = .02, d = .29; diseased cell vs.
painter condition, t (264) = 2.80, SE = .02, p = .006, d = .34.
The proportion of selecting dissimilar base pictures was not
different in the painting style condition compared to the
painter condition, t (255) = 0.38, SE = .01, p = .71, d = .05.
As in Experiment 1, participants listed more disease
names (M = 9.69, SD = 3.65) than painting style names (M
= 4.74, SD = 2.41) and painter names (M = 3.54, SD = 2.67)
; F(2, 384) = 159.09, MSE = 8.73, p < .001, η2 = .45.
Participants listed significantly more disease names than
painting style names, t (249) = 12.20, SE = .41, p < .001, d =
1.54; they generated significantly more disease names than
painter names, t (264) = 16.27, SE = .38, p < .001, d = 2.00.
They also listed significantly more painting style names
than painter names, t (255) = 3.76, SE = .32, p < .001, d =
.47.

General Discussion
How are labels used in inductive generalization? The results
from present study indicated that category labels are used
more for predictions of living things than for man-made
objects, and this tendency is relatively separated from the
amount of knowledge. However, for man-made objects, the
tendency to use category labels is related to the amount of
knowledge (the amount of listed examples) a participant
possesses, and there is no clear distinction between category
labels and indexical labels. Experiment 1 showed that
people use category labels in inductive inference of living

Table 2: The number of exemplars participants listed for
disease, painting styles, and painters in Experiment 2.
Label condition

Result

Disease

9.69 (3.65)

Painting style

4.74 (2.41)

Painter

3.54 (2.67)
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things more than man-made objects. Also the tendency to
use labels was relatively independent of the amount of
knowledge. Results of Experiment 2 also showed that, when
using real paintings, the amount of knowledge was
negatively correlated with the tendency to use category
labels on similarity judgments involving man-made objects
(i.e., paintings). The relation between the amount of
knowledge and the tendency to use labels was absent in the
disease condition. These results suggest that types of
knowledge and the amount of knowledge interacted with the
labeling effect.
The current finding extends the naïve theory-based
account and similarity-based views of inductive inference.
The naïve theory approach suggests that people form a naive
assumption that shared category membership is qualitatively
different from physical features (Gelman & Heyman, 1999;
Gelman & Markman, 1986; Lupyan, 2008; Murphy, 2003;
Rhemtulla & Hall, 2008; Waxman & Braun, 2005;
Yamauchi & Yu, 2008; Yamauchi & Yu , 2008; Yamauchi
& Yu, 2008; Yu et al., 2008). The similarity-based approach
argues that people treat shared labels the same as other
shared features (Sloutsky & Fisher, 2004; Sloutsky, Kloos
& Fisher, 2007). Our findings suggest that the naïve
assumption and similarity jointly influence the labeling
effect depending of types of categories (living things vs.
man-made objects) and the amount of knowledge (number
of listed exemplars). For living things, the labeling effect
was strong and relatively independent from the amount of
knowledge; for man-made objects however, the labeling
effect was weak and depended on the amount of knowledge.
The results suggest that people are willing to evaluate
shared category labels as a type of feature for man-made
objects more than for living things.
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Abstract

influence its probability of correct retrieval. For example, in
studies of experience-based decision making, in which
participants must learn and maintain items associated with
particular payoffs (or a distribution of possible payoffs) in
memory, preferences are explained in terms of a value
function that is applied only after retrieval. Although recent
work has begun to explore memory’s role in the decision
process (Rakow & Newell, 2010; Hau, Pleskac & Hertwig,
2009; Lejarraga, 2010; Rakow & Rahim, 2009), the role of
memory is limited to frequency, recency, and the number of
sampled events that can be held in memory; the possibility
that high-magnitude items may hold a privileged place in
memory has not been investigated. Similarly, in instancebased learning theory (Gonzalez, Lerch, & Lebiere, 2003;
Lejarraja, Dutt, & Gonzalez, 2010), models of repeated
binary choice tasks include the probability of retrieval of
prior items from memory, but retrieval probabilities are only
influenced by item frequency and recency; the value of the
item affects eventual choice, but not retrieval.
Demonstration of a magnitude bias in memory would
require significant modification of such models. At test, we
utilize a novel decision-making game task that can elucidate
the dynamics of the decision process, potentially yielding
insight into the time-course for retrieval of magnitude
information.
Third, we investigate whether memory is stronger for
negative or positive items, which may help our
understanding of memory for emotionally-valent events, in
general. Negative events appear to command more attention
overall (Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, & Vohs,
2001; Rozin & Royzman, 2001) and are remembered more
accurately than positive events in some contexts, such as an
emotionally charged public event (Kensinger & Schacter,
2006). Rozin & Royzman (2001) presents various
theoretical accounts of the adaptive value of focusing on
negative events, most of which apply primarily to dire
threats; “in the extreme, negative events are more
threatening than are positive events beneficial” (p. 314). A
primary finding of the negative bias literature is that
negative entities command more attention than positive
ones, as they are more salient. Thus, our memory for
extreme negative events may be at least partially explained
by the fact that they command more attention. When we
restrict selective attention, memory for positive events may
dominate.
Finally, we go beyond investigation of a simple
magnitude bias, and also ask how the context—the values of
other items on a list—affects memory of particular items.

Given that human memory is fallible, it is likely adaptive for
people to preferentially encode, retain, and retrieve important
items better than insignificant ones. Using a dynamic
decision-making paradigm with a response deadline, we find
that humans demonstrate a bias to better remember 1) items
with positive rather than negative value, and 2) items with
high-magnitude values. Performance was greater when
participants were shown all item-value pairs simultaneously,
and were thus able to selectively attend to high-magnitude
values. The same magnitude bias is observed for sequentially
studied positive items, but not for negative items. Decision
trajectories show participants sometimes change their minds
during the course of a trial, choosing an item after first
moving toward the other. Changes of heart occurred more
often for trials with negative items. These findings suggest
that memory is sensitive to value, and that real-time game
paradigms can be used to reveal dynamic memory processes.
Keywords: adaptive memory, recognition, attention, loss
aversion, magnitude bias

Introduction
Availability of specific items in memory is sensitive to
frequency and recency, a principle codified in the rational
approach to memory as the importance of likely need
(Anderson & Milson, 1989; Anderson & Schooler, 1991;
Adelman, Brown, & Quesada 2006). This property of
memory is argued to be adaptive: items that are accessed
frequently or recently tend to have greater relevance and
utility, and thus having them highly available in memory
confers an evolutionary advantage. If memory resources are
preferentially allocated to high-utility items, one might
expect memory to exhibit a magnitude bias: When
participants must associate items with values, items
associated with particularly positive or negative values (high
magnitudes) should be more available in memory than those
associated with less extreme values (low magnitudes).
Given the considerable consequences of selecting a stimulus
item with an extreme reward or an extreme penalty, such
items are particularly important to remember in comparison
to items with middling values. Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968)
lays out a theory of control processes that emphasizes
selective control processes in short term memory, including
selective rehearsal strategies that could be used to explain
magnitude effects.
Although merely finding a magnitude bias might seem
unremarkable, there are several reasons to verify that such
an effect exists. First, it is of intrinsic interest whether or not
high-magnitude items are more readily retrieved; to our
knowledge, no such magnitude bias has been explicitly
demonstrated. Second, an underlying assumption of
decision-making models is that the value of an item does not
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For example, a valence bias that exists when half of the
studied items are negative and half are positive may be
different when most items are negative, or when most are
positive. Such an effect would be reminiscent of a Von
Restorff distinctiveness effect.
With so many issues at stake, it is unlikely that they will
all be resolved with a single study. However, the lack of
foundational work establishing the effects of magnitude and
valence (reward or punishment) in memory motivated us to
take a first step by examining memory for item-value pairs
with respect to their valence and magnitude (i.e.,
extremeness vs. mildness of the reward/penalty) in three
valence contexts. To examine differences between selective
attention and selective rehearsal, some sets were
simultaneously and some were studied in sequential fashion.
In keeping with the previous discussion, we hypothesized
stronger memory for high-magnitude vs. low-magnitude
items, and stronger memory for high-magnitude negative
items than high-magnitude positive items. To differentially
impact attention and memory, item-value pairs were either
studied simultaneously or sequentially, for the same total
amount of time per pair. Selective attention may play a
larger role during simultaneous study, in which participants
may choose to study some pairs more than others, rather
than during sequential study, when each pair is shown for
the same amount of time. Effects in sequential study are
more likely to be due to memory processes such as selective
rehearsal. We believe our findings will be informative for
models of memory and decision-making, and will suggest
future manipulations. Moreover, we believe our novel
decision-making task could be of great utility in
understanding the dynamics of memory, learning, and
categorization, in general.

for the same amount of time. Effects in sequential study are
more likely to be due to memory control processes such as
selective rehearsal. Will sequential study nonetheless yield
magnitude effects and a valence bias?

Subjects
68 undergraduates at Indiana University participated to
receive course credit.

Stimuli
Each stimulus was a colored circle (50 pixels in diameter)
inscribed with a differently colored polygon. The stimuli for
each participant were chosen uniformly at random from 810
such stimuli (10 outer colors × 9 inner colors × 9 polygons).
For each participant, 16 items were randomly assigned to
each of the 16 blocks as targets and foils. Figure 1 shows an
example set of studied item-value pairs. Thus, although the
similarity of stimuli in any given set was arbitrary, and may
have at times been advantageous (e.g., grouping similarlyvalued objects) or disadvantageous (e.g., foils may be
similar to targets), each participant saw a randomly-selected
set, and saw no stimulus more than once.
In each condition, eight objects were studied: two each of
four unique values. Four value distributions of objects were
used: two were the same distribution, but shifted mostly
negative (-50, -30, -10, 10) or mostly positive (-10 , 10, 30,
50). The remaining two distributions were symmetric about
zero, but varied in magnitude: small (-20, -10, 10, 20) or
large (-100, -10, 10, 100).
During simultaneous study, participants were shown all
eight target stimuli with their values on one display (e.g.,
Figure 1) for 40 seconds. During sequential study, each of
the 8 item-value pairs was individually studied for five
seconds, in a randomized order.

Experiment
Traditional episodic memory experiments present a series of
individual items with no indication that any item is more
important than any other. In contrast, our experiment varies
both the arrangement of items at study (simultaneous or
sequential) and the value distribution of the studied items.
Two value distributions employed were evenly spaced, but
shifted to be mostly negative or mostly positive: will
participants focus more on the oddball positive (or negative,
resp.) stimuli in these conditions? The other two value
distributions were symmetric about zero, but the magnitude
of the most extreme values differed: will participants
remember extreme-valued items twice the value of the
middling items (e.g., 20 vs. 10) as well as when they are ten
times the value (e.g., 100 vs. 10)? Overall, will participants
better remember positive or negative items?
Item-value pairs were either studied simultaneously or
sequentially, for the same total amount of time per pair.
Selective attention may play a larger role during
simultaneous study, in which participants see the value
distribution and can choose to study some pairs more than
others (and may selectively encode salient item features),
rather than during sequential study, when each pair is shown

Figure 1. An example of 8 studied objects and their values.
During simultaneous study, participants were shown such a
display for 40 seconds.

Procedure
Participants were instructed that they would be playing a
game in which their goal would be to acquire points by
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avoiding poisons and collecting foods (i.e., negatively- and
positively-valued objects, respectively). Participants were
told that after studying, they would choose between the
studied objects and new objects, which are always worth
zero points. After the 40-second study period (simultaneous
or sequential), participants were told that pairs of objects
would fall from the top of the screen, and that they would
need to choose the more valuable object to catch by moving
horizontally with the arrow keys. Moreover, they were told
that if they are positioned below an object and ready to
catch it, pressing the up arrow would shoot it down (see
Figure 2). They were reminded that unstudied objects are
neutral (worth 0 points), and thus should be chosen if the
available studied item is negative.
On each test trial, two items—one studied, and one
novel—appear, horizontally separated by a distance selected
uniformly at random from [70, 255] pixels, vertically
separated from the participant’s agent by a distance selected
uniformly at random from [270, 400] pixels, moving
downward at a constant rate.
The frame rate of the experiment is 88 frames per second
(12 ms/frame) on 15” CRT monitors with a resolution of
800x600 pixels. Objects drop at a rate of 1 pixel per frame,
and ‘bullets’ move at a rapid rate of 8 pixels per frame. The
participant-controlled agent, starting equidistant between the
objects with 0 velocity, accelerates .6 pixels/frame when the
left or right key is depressed: thus, the moving agent has
inertia, and cannot immediately reverse direction. However,
there is linear ‘friction’: if no key is pressed, the agent will
lose ten percent of its speed on every frame. A trial ends
when an object hits a bullet or the agent, at which time the
value of the chosen object is shown for 1300 ms (e.g., Fig.
2). If the object passes below the horizontal plane of the
agent, the participant is loses 30 points and is told to always
pick an object. Participants’ running score, tallied across all
conditions, is shown throughout testing in the upper left
corner of the screen.
Subjects participated in each of the eight unique study
conditions twice, for a total of 16 blocks, each with eight
trials. Condition order was counterbalanced across subjects.

Results
Six participants were excluded from analysis because their
overall performance was not significantly higher than
chance (.535 for 128 trials), where accuracy is both a
function of choosing old positive items, as well as the new
item when a negative item is shown. The remaining 62
participants were first analyzed in terms of their probability
of choosing the correct (i.e., non-negative) item. Note that
this corresponds to hits when the studied item on a trial is
positive, and correct rejections when the studied item is
negative. An analysis of variance on the study arrangement
(simultaneous or sequential), the valence of the old item
(positive or negative), the absolute value (i.e., magnitude) of
the old item (100, 50, 30, 20, or 10) nested by value
distribution shows significant main effects of study
arrangement (F(1,61) = 5.53, p < .05), valence (F(1,61) =
15.73, p < .001), and a main effect of absolute value
(F(4,61) = 2.31, p = .06). A few interactions fell just short of
significance: study arrangement by valence (F(1,61) = 2.46,
p = .12), study distribution by valence (F(3,183) = 1.58, p =
.19), and study arrangement by study distribution by
magnitude (F(2,122) = 1.62, p = .20). All other interactions
had F-values less than one.
Accuracy after simultaneous study was superior to
accuracy after sequential study (M = .68 and M = .64,
respectively), suggesting that participants benefit from being
able to allocate attention to items of their choosing during
study. Correct rejection of negative items was significantly
worse than hit rate of positively valued items (M = .62 and
M = .71, respectively), showing a bias for positive items that
was not dependent on selective attention during
simultaneous study. Finally, memory was better for large
magnitude items than for items with middling value. In
Figure 3, ceiling performance for negative values is 0, and
for positive values is 1. Thus, monotonically increasing
slopes indicate a magnitude bias. For simultaneously studied
items, a magnitude bias is seen for both negative and
positive items in every distribution, but only for the positive
sequentially studied items.
In the asymmetric distributions, in which the oddball is
worth either +10 or -10, there is a clear advantage of
simultaneous study over sequential study: the smallmagnitude oddballs get more attention when all other items
are seen to be of the opposite valence. In contrast, there was
little or no advantage of simultaneous study in asymmetric
distributions for the middle and extreme values (which
always were part of the majority). Thus, we found a
distinctiveness effect after simultaneous, but not sequential
study. Although selective attention yielded an overall
performance advantage beyond sequential study,
participants still showed magnitude and valence effects in
the sequential conditions. One possible explanation is that
participants selectively rehearsed the items with large
magnitude or positive values, yielding higher fidelity
memory traces for these items, and a stronger familiarity
signal at test.

Figure 2. Screenshot of a trial, in which the participant
moved the agent (bottom) to the left and ‘shot’ a studied,
poisonous item. Feedback appeared only after the decision
was made. Shooting the unstudied alternative would have
yielded ‘+0’ points (as on every trial).
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this imply that for well-known items, the decision is made
by the time of first movement?
To address this question, we looked at whether
participants change their minds (i.e., crossed the mid-point
between the two items) after their first movement on a trial.
Indeed, on 9.1% of trials, participants changed their minds,
reversed directions and crossed the midline—a result that
could not be found in a traditional memory experiment. An
ANOVA on crossover rate shows no significant main
effects, although valence approached significance (F(1,61) =
2.34, p = .13). However, there were significant interactions
of study arrangement, value distribution, and valence
(F(3,183) = 2.97, p < .05); as well as study arrangement,
value distribution, and correctness. Figure 4 shows that
there are fewer changes of mind for positive items after
simultaneous study, whereas after sequential study,
crossover rates vary significantly within and between value
distributions. Fewer changes of mind for positive objects
after simultaneous study—which accuracy tells us
participants prefer to focus on—complements the story told
by time until first movement: participants are quickly
identifying the well-known positive item and moving
toward it, without going back.

Figure 3. Probability of choosing an old item by value
distribution, item value and study arrangement. For negative
items, ceiling performance is 0—the old item should never
be chosen. For positive items, ceiling is 1. Error bars: +/-SE.
To determine whether the magnitude sensitivity and
valence bias in accuracy extend to the time domain, we first
examine participants’ median time to make a first
movement. Time until first movement in our continuous
time paradigm may be equivalent to reaction time in
traditional experiments, although it is also bounded by the
drop speed of objects. Time pressure was not extreme: mean
trial duration was 1948 ms (SD = 218 ms). An ANOVA on
median time to make a first movement by study
arrangement, valence, absolute value, and correctness,
nested in value distribution finds significant main effects of
study arrangement (F(1,61) = 9.97, p < .01) and valence
(F(1,61) = 4.66, p < .05). We also find significant
interactions of valence and correctness (F(1,61) = 7.84, p <
.01), distribution and valence (F(3,183) = 3.39, p < .05), and
a marginal interaction of study arrangement and distribution
(F(3,183) = 2.16, p = .09). Participants were slower to
initiate movements on test trials of simultaneously studied
items (M = 1143 ms) than sequentially studied items (M =
1115 ms), and they were much slower on trials with a
negative item (M = 1173 ms) than trials with a positive item
(M = 1081 ms). For correct decisions, first movements were
faster for positive items (M = 1043 ms) than for negative
items (M = 1150), which were nearly the same as incorrect
choice initiation times on positive item trials (M = 1135
ms), and much faster than incorrect choice initiation times
on negative item trials (M = 1200 ms). Thus, time to first
movement shows an advantage for positive items, and
especially for correctly remembered positive items. Does

Figure 4. Crossovers (changes of mind) as a function of
value distribution, study arrangement, and item valence.
After simultaneous study, positive items had fewer
crossovers, reflecting participants’ greater certainty about
them after presumably preferentially studying them. After
sequential study, there is no clear pattern.
Figure 5 shows that after simultaneous study, there are
fewer crossovers for correct responses except for the
mostly-negative asymmetric distribution. However, after
sequential study, only the mostly-positive asymmetric
distribution shows fewer crossovers for correct responses.
The ambiguousness of crossover rates after sequential study
in both Figures 4 and 5 reflects the difficulty of sequential
rehearsal when the item and value distribution is unknown.
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Baumeister et al., 2001). Faced with items of varying
magnitude and valence that will be tested against novel,
neutral objects, one can imagine several reasonable
strategies, including: 1) focus on the positive objects, and
avoid the unknown, 2) focus on and avoid the negative
objects, or 3) attempt to remember the extreme-valued items
of both positive and negative valence, at the risk of
confusing one for the other. Other strategies, mixtures of the
above, and nonstrategic differences are also possible.
We have presented the first evidence for a value-based
recognition memory bias. Participants showed significantly
better memory for positive items, as well as for items that
were of greater absolute value. These biases were present
when participants were shown all item-value pairs at once,
and were thus able to choose which to attend to, but were
also somewhat evident when study time for each item-value
pair was controlled by presenting them sequentially, for the
same total amount of time per pair. Thus, we suggest that
these valence and magnitude biases in memory are not
solely based on selective attention, but can also result from
encoding and retrieval processes. Although sequential study
does not preclude the possibility that participants simply
disregarded items they considered less important, or
selectively rehearsed more important items, the unknown
and sometimes asymmetric value distributions, randomized
order of item presentation, and roughly equal performance
for the same item values across conditions reduce the
likelihood that these are the sole explanations. Using item
value distributions asymmetric about zero (i.e., with a
preponderance of negative or positive items, and only two
low-magnitude oddballs) we found a list context effect:
under simultaneous study, participants were as sensitive to
the oddball items as to the highest-magnitude items. After
sequential study, participants showed only the same
sensitivity benefit for high-magnitude items, and no
advantage for the oddballs. Given limited memory for
confusable items, the bias that people exhibit for
remembering high magnitude items is adaptive. The
preference for positive items is more pervasive in our data.
We found further evidence of valence effects during
retrieval in our examination of time until first movement:
participants move sooner for positive items than negative
ones. This decisiveness for positive items was also reflected
in integrated distance. Finally, we found that participants
change their minds—crossing the midline well after their
initial movement—a significant proportion of the time. The
rate of preference reversals was affected by study
arrangement, value distribution, valence, and correctness of
the eventual response. After simultaneous study,
participants changed their minds fewer times for correct
responses than incorrect responses, and fewer times for
positive items than negative items. After sequential study,
the rates of crossovers were inconsistent, and beg further
teasing apart. Greater time pressure by increasing drop
speed, larger differences in value magnitude may reveal
more interpretable effects.

Figure 5. Crossovers as a function of value distribution,
study arrangement, and correctness. After simultaneous
study most conditions show fewer crossovers for correct
responses, but this pattern is not seen after sequential study.
Finally, we analyze the decision trajectories themselves by
finding the agent’s integrated distance from the midline over
time on each trial. For example, if a participant never
moves, or if the participant wavers back and forth on either
side of the midline the entire trial, the integral will be 0.
However, if a participant decisively moves toward one item
at the beginning of the trial, the integral (i.e., decisiveness)
will be large. Thus, the integral is partially a function of
both time until first movement (earlier movement yields a
larger integral) and crossovers (more crossovers will yield a
smaller integral). An ANOVA finds significant main effects
of valence (F(1,61) = 7.30, p < .01) and correctness (F(1,61)
= 7.31, p < .01), and a marginally significant interaction of
valence and correctness (F(1,61) = 2.78, p = .09).
Corroborating other measures, the integral is larger for
correct items, and particularly for positive items (correct:
positive M = 67,016, negative M = 57,400; incorrect:
positive M = 55,500, negative M = 54,680).

Discussion
Episodic memory tasks typically ask participants to simply
remember all studied memory items, with no explicit
indication that any items are more important than others.
However, given that human memory is far from perfect, it is
not unreasonable to expect that our memory system has
evolved to preferentially store, retain, and retrieve
information that is deemed to be important. Using point
values to indicate item importance, we set out to determine
whether participants selectively attend to and better retrieve
more important items. By including items with both positive
and negative values, we also aimed to abstractly test the
broad hypothesis that episodic memory is stronger for bad
events than for good events (Rozin & Royzman, 2001;
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Consideration of changes of mind may be able to address
an important debate in the memory literature. It has been
suggested that decisions in both item recognition (Hintzman
& Curran, 1994) and associative recognition (Clark, 1992)
may involve two memory processes. Using a responsesignal recognition paradigm, Hintzman & Curran (1994)
found that participants faced with rejecting test items that
were quite similar to studied targets (plural vs. singular
nouns) showed biphasic false alarm curves, suggesting that
an early familiarity process is supported by a slower
recollection process that can better reject similar, unstudied
items. However, reanalysis, further empirical data, and
modeling have questioned the necessity of positing two
processes (Rotello & Heit 1999; Ratcliff, Van Zandt, &
McKoon, 1995). In an associative recognition paradigm,
Dosher (1984) found that participants initially accepted
pairs with semantically-related lures, and only later
correctly rejected them. Our task is somewhat like a
response-signal paradigm, but with a few advantages: 1)
because they see the falling items, participants can visually
judge how long they have to respond, alleviating
anticipatory uncertainty, 2) the response deadline is hard,
and times should thus be less variable, and 3) with only a
single deadline on a trial, we can observe how the response
trajectory changes over time, so it may be unnecessary to
include several signal intervals. Although it is not yet clear
whether our task should be treated as associative
recognition, or as attentionally-modulated single item
recognition, we believe our paradigm can provide unique
insight into this debate.
The potential to discover changing effects during retrieval
warrants the further use of dynamic decision-making tasks
such as the paradigm used here. We have demonstrated that
our point-based memory game can be utilized to find novel
recognition memory effects, measurable both by traditional
accuracy and response time variables, as well as new
dependent variables such as crossover rate and integrated
trajectory. We hope that other researchers will find our
paradigm useful for studying not only memory, but also
learning and categorization.
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Strategy Changes as a Function of Task Complexity in Causal
Structure Learning
Motoyuki Saito
Kwansei Gakuin University

Tsuneo Shimazaki
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Abstract: The authors previously demonstrated that people emphasized covariation rather than temporal order as
a clue to inferring causal structure, whereas Lagnado and Sloman (2006) showed the opposite results that temporal
order overrode covariation. The authors proposed the interpretation that these conflicting findings resulted from
task complexity, since covariation becomes more complicated as the number of variables increases, and investigated
the relationship between the number of variables which constituted causal structures and the use of two types of cues
(i.e., covariation and temporal order). The experimental results revealed the increasing use of temporal order as a
function of the number of variables. Although several models of causal structure learning use either of two types of
cues, the present study indicates the necessity to integrate covariational information and temporal order information.
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Ad Hoc Cognition
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Abstract: If concepts, categories, and word meanings are stable, how can people use them so flexibly? Here we
explore a possible answer: maybe this stability is an illusion. Perhaps all concepts, categories, and word meanings
(CC&Ms) are constructed ad hoc, each time we use them. On this proposal, all words are infinitely polysemous, all
communication is ’good enough’, and no idea is ever the same twice. The details of people’s ad hoc CC&Ms are
determined by the way retrieval cues interact with the physical, social, and linguistic context. We argue that even
the most stable-seeming CC&Ms are instantiated via the same processes as those that are more obviously ad hoc,
and vary (a) from one microsecond to the next within a given instantiation, (b) from one instantiation to the next
within an individual, and (c) from person to person and group to group as a function of people’s experiential history.
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Toward a Formal Model of the Shifting Relationship between Concepts
and Contexts in Associative Thought
Tomas Veloz
University of British Columbia

Liane Gabora
University of British Columbia
Abstract: According to contextual focus, a dual processing theory, we shift between an analytic mode to apply
conventional perspectives to a situation, and an associative mode to see things anew (Gabora, 2003). We present
a model of this using the State-COntext-Property (SCOP) theory of concepts. A concept is modeled as existing
in a state of potentiality until it interacts with a context, which causes it to collapse to an exemplar state. By
defining measures of exemplar robustness and context relevance, and introducing an exemplar typicality threshold,
we show the conditions under which varying this threshold enables collapse to exemplars of the concept that are
atypical but appropriate to the context. Support for the model was obtained using data from an experiment in
which participants were asked to rate the typicality of exemplars of a concept for different contexts. The research
constitutes an important step toward a formal model of contextual focus.
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Motion influences children’s attention to object properties during noun
learning
Simone Chin
Florida Atlantic University

Alan Kersten
Florida Atlantic University

Jodi-Ann Thomas
University of Tulsa
Abstract: This research demonstrates that the motions of objects influence children’s attention to the parts of
objects when learning nouns. Three- to five-year-old children viewed animated events involving bug-like creatures,
each accompanied by one of two novel nouns. Nouns were differentiated by the creatures’ heads and legs. In addition,
for some participants, the motions of the heads and legs distinguished nouns while paths of creatures varied randomly.
For other participants, paths distinguished nouns while motions of the heads and legs varied randomly. We tested
children by presenting events that varied on the relevant object properties and motions and asking if these events
were still good examples of the nouns heard earlier. Participants were more likely to discover the association of nouns
with creatures’ heads and legs when they moved in consistent manners than when moved in randomly-varying ways.
These results suggest that motions influence children’s noun learning preferences.
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Memory Constraints in Infants’ Statistical Word Learning
Haley A. Vlach
University of California, Los Angeles

Scott P. Johnson
University of California, Los Angeles
Abstract: Recent research indicates that infants use statistical learning to map linguistic labels to objects in the
world (Smith & Yu, 2008). Here, we extend this work by examining how statistical word learning may be constrained
or facilitated by memory development. Two groups of infants, 16- and 20-month-olds, were presented with a crosssituational word learning task. Half of the object-label pairings occurred in immediate succession and the other half
of pairings were separated in time. We observed developmental differences in the ability to track, aggregate, and
infer associations across time: 16-month-olds were able to learn pairings presented in immediate succession whereas
20-month-olds were able learn pairings both in immediate succession and across time. Results are discussed in terms
of implications for theories of statistical learning, memory, and language and cognitive development.
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Now You See It, Now You Dont: how social cues and questions
misdirect our attention
Robert Teszka
Brunel UCL UBC

Alan Kingstone
UBC

Gustav Kuhn
Brunel
Abstract: Magic tricks offer powerful tools to manipulate people’s attention and conscious experience. Using realworld eyetracking we can investigate how different misdirection cues drive people’s eye movements. Moreover, by
measuring people’s susceptibility to the trick, we can evaluate how these cues influence people’s conscious experience.
We used a magic trick to explore the way in which spoken questions and gaze cues influence eye movements and
awareness. The trick involved a fully visible colour change as a probe of whether participants displayed change
blindness due to social misdirection. Our results show that the question misdirected attention towards the magician’s
face and prevented people from perceiving the colour change. In this paper we discuss how linguistic misdirection
is modulated by gaze cues. The misdirection of attention by visual and social cues is of interest to understanding
visual and social cognition.
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Fractal Structure in Voluntary Eye Movements
Charles Coey
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Abstract: Fractal scaling relations are found in repeated measurements of voluntary human behavior (e.g., time
estimation, visual search, word naming). These fractal scaling relations suggest that the variation in the observed
behavior is scale-free with small-scale and large-scale variations sharing the same structure. Researchers have proposed a conceptual control parameter that may account for reliable changes in fractal dimension observed across
behaviors and tasks (e.g., Van Orden, 2010; Kloos & Van Orden, 2010). This control parameter is a ratio between
the uncontrolled and controlled degrees-of-freedom (DoF) associated with a particular experimental procedure. Two
voluntary eye movement experiments tested whether this parameter accounts for differences in observed fractal dimension. Collectively, these results support the conceptual utility of the proposed control parameter. Conditions
in which uncontrolled DoF exceeded controlled DoF yielded fractal dimension estimates more toward ’white noise’,
whereas conditions in which controlled DoF exceed uncontrolled DoF yielded estimates more toward ’brown noise’.
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giver giving her conversational partner either “as much eye
contact as possible” or “as little eye contact as possible”,
depending on the condition (p2). One of the fundamental
aspects of mutual gaze is that it is a joint action – one cannot
independently engage in mutual gaze, and therefore cannot
give (or be given) eye contact, as it is an inherently mutual
activity. In a contemporary adaptation of Argyle and Dean‟s
(1965) exploration of Equilibrium Theory, Bailenson et al.
(2001) investigated the amount of interpersonal distance an
individual maintained from a virtual being in an immersive
virtual environment. This virtual being was programmed so
that it “engaged them [the participant] in eye contact (that is,
mutual gaze behavior)” (p1). This, again, implies that a
single person has the ability to independently control the
amount of mutual gaze that occurs between themself and a
conversational partner. It assumes that all one must do to in
order to engage in a maximum amount of mutual gaze is to
stare at a conversational partner. It could, however, be seen
as socially inappropriate to stare constantly at someone,
since “To be subjected to the continual gaze of another is a
very unnerving experience, for to be the object of another‟s
attention is to be vulnerable to him.” (Kendon, 1967, p48).
Consequently, it is entirely possible that being constantly
stared at could actually reduce one‟s willingness to engage
in mutual gaze, rather than maximise it.
It is further possible that constant staring may be in some
way detrimental to task performance. If, as Kendon
suggests, being stared at is unnerving, then it may be that,
during a task-based interaction, a stared-at party (as opposed
to the starer) will deflect their gaze to anywhere other than
the eyes of the person who is staring at them, rather than
directing it towards a functional object that could assist in
the completion of the task at hand. It is therefore also of
interest to establish where the stared-at party is looking
when not engaging in mutual gaze, and how this looking
behaviour differs if not being stared at. Is it task-focused
looking, or instead anywhere but at the starer?
To investigate these issues, a suitable platform is required.
For one conversational partner to stare continuously at the
other, a high level of control over one of the interlocutors‟
eye movements is needed, since this is not generally a
natural human behaviour. It is also necessary for the eye
movements of the non-staring partner to be recorded during
the interaction, along with the task performance scores, thus

Abstract
Mutual gaze is important to social interaction, and can also
facilitate task performance. Previous work has assumed that staring
at someone maximises mutual gaze. Eye-tracking is used to
explore this claim, along with the relationship between mutual
gaze and task performance. Two participants – Instruction Giver
(IG) and Instruction Follower (IF) – communicated via avatars in
Second Life to solve simple arithmetic tasks. There were two
conditions: staring (the IG‟s avatar stared continuously at the IF);
and not-staring, (IG‟s avatar looked at IF and task-relevant
objects). Instead of maximising mutual gaze, constant staring
actually showed evidence of decreasing eye contact within the
dyad. Mutual gaze was positively correlated with task performance
scores, but only in the not-staring condition. When not engaged in
mutual gaze, the IF looked more at task-related objects in the notstaring condition than in the staring condition. Implications and
possible future work on social interaction are discussed.
Keywords: Mutual Gaze; Second Life; Task Performance;
Staring; Joint Attention.

Introduction
Non-verbal communication is an important contributor to
successful social interaction. Gaze direction, in particular,
provides rich social information, such as social accessibility:
mutual gaze, or eye contact, can indicate that a
conversational channel is open, and that an interlocutor is
willing to engage, or continue to engage, in an interaction.
Joint attention, or being aware of a conversational partner‟s
eye movements, and consequently focusing on the object of
their attention, is a skill that is developed in infancy
(Corkum & Moore, 1998) and is widely used during
conversation. For example, we can infer the object a
conversational partner is referring to by following their
gaze. Mutual gaze has also been reported to facilitate
performance on cognitive tasks. Early work by Fry and
Smith (1975) found that increased eye contact resulted in
better task performance on a digit encoding task. Fullwood
and Doherty-Sneddon (2006) discovered that more looking
by a confederate at the camera during a video presentation
maximised the subsequent recall by the viewer.
If mutual gaze does, indeed, facilitate task performance, it
would be pertinent to find out how to maximise the amount
of mutual gaze between a conversational pair (dyad). Fry
and Smith (1975) merely state that “Eye contact was
manipulated” during the experiment, with an Instruction
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addressing the questions of whether constant staring by one
individual at another will maximise the overall amount of
mutual gaze between the dyad, and how the overall amount
of mutual gaze relates to the subsequent performance.

of mutual gaze between the dyad, as previously predicted by
Bailenson et al. (2001) and Fry and Smith (1975)?
Secondly, does mutual gaze facilitate task performance,
as found by Fullwood and Doherty-Sneddon (2006) and Fry
and Smith (1975)? What, if any, is the relationship between
the amount of mutual gaze and the task performance, and
how does this relationship change when one conversational
partner stares continuously at the other?
Finally, if, as predicted, staring does not maximise mutual
gaze, then where is the stared-at party looking when not
returning mutual gaze? How do these eye movements vary
when being stared at compared to not being stared at? It is
predicted that being stared at will increase the likelihood of
the stared-at party looking at task-irrelevant objects (when
not engaging in mutual gaze), but when not being stared at,
they will be more likely to look at task-relevant objects
(when not returning mutual gaze).

Gaze in Second Life
With the increasing interest in virtual environments (VEs)
over recent years, and along with their rapid development,
has come an understanding of the benefits of using such
platforms for the study of social interaction.
Second Life (SL) is a 3D virtual environment in which
users are able to interact with other users and agents via an
avatar (see http://secondlife.com/). The default (and
manipulated) avatar eye and body movements are very
human-like, enabling the experimenter to draw inferences
from interactions with avatars/agents and potentially apply
them to human-human interactions. Bailenson et al. (2001)
found that, in terms of inter-personal distance, people
treated agents similarly to the way they treat real humans.
The interface is relatively easy to use, and scripting facilities
allow the import of a given task or paradigm, such as a
problem to be jointly solved by two people, mirroring a realworld interaction in a more controllable environment. This
paradigm can then be easily adapted to different domains.
An online (as opposed to post-test) evaluation can be made
of how individuals respond to a task by capturing the screen
during the interaction, superimposing gaze behaviour, and
analysing it in conjunction with other dependent variables,
such as task performance. It is possible to access SL on the
three main computer platforms. Given all of this, it
constitutes a useful means for studying social interaction
within a controlled environment.
Much of the previous research into eye movements in SL
has been dedicated to using eyes to control a user‟s avatar, a
method especially valuable for individuals with disabilities
that inhibit them from using a standard mouse and keyboard
(e.g. Vickers et al., 2008). Dalzel-Job, Nicol and Oberlander
(2008), however, recorded users‟ eye movements during a
task-orientated interaction with a programmed avatar
(agent) to investigate how individuals respond to
informative compared with redundant gestures in SL. Yee et
al. (2007) investigated mutual gaze and interpersonal
distance with an avatar in a virtual environment, and found
that, on the whole, such interactions were governed by the
same social norms as those in the real world. This was
another variation of Argyle‟s Equilibrium Theory paradigm,
although they were observing eye contact and interpersonal
distance between avatars in SL, rather than the people
controlling them. This would probably not give an accurate
indication as to the eye movements of the users driving the
avatar; it would only indicate that their avatars were making
eye contact. There have been no studies devoted to the
measurement of a user‟s eye movements during interaction
with another user in SL.
The first question of interest is does constant staring by
one conversational partner at another maximise the amount

Method
Dyads (two participants) – an Instruction Giver (IG) and an
Instruction Follower (IF) – completed relatively simple
arithmetic problems (such as 8+3+2; see Instruction Tiles in
figure 2) under two conditions – staring and not-staring. In
the staring condition, the IG‟s avatar stared continuously at
the IF during the interaction, and in the not-staring
condition, the IG‟s avatar looked at the IF intermittently,
during the interaction. The participants were fully aware
that they were interacting with another human being.

Figure 1: Instruction Follower's View and Regions of
Interest (black outlines; not visible in experiment)
The first dependent measure was task performance, as
measured by how many of 15 tasks the IF correctly
completed under each condition. The second dependent
measure was the proportion of the interaction during which
the IF looked at pre-defined regions on the screen. The IF‟s
screen was divided into 3 regions of interest: the IG‟s avatar
(IG), the tiles (task-related objects) and anything else (non
task-related objects) (see Figure 1).
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All of the tiles – the instruction, stimulus and response
tiles - were created within SL and textures were attached as
required throughout the experiment. All stimuli materials
were created using Microsoft Paint version 5.1 and GIMP
(GNU Image Manipulation Program).

Participants
52 participants (mean age 23.4; 27F) were randomly
assigned to pairs and were tested for colour-blindness prior
to the procedure using the PseudoIsochromatic Plate
Ishihara Compatible (PIP) Color Vision Test 24 Plate
Edition (see http://colorvisiontesting.com/ishihara.htm). 6
dyads were excluded from analysis because of
synchronisation issues between the audio and video
recorded during the experiment.

Apparatus
Participants viewed the experiment on a 19 inch CRT
display. The IF used a standard mouse to respond to
questions asked. In the staring condition, the IG was
instructed not to touch the mouse or keyboard, and in the
not-staring condition was told he should move the mouse to
hover the cursor over the tile that he was describing, which
resulted in the IG‟s avatar looking at the tiles that were
being described. An SR-Research EyeLink II head-mounted
tracking system was used during the study to record eye
movements of both participants. The sample rate was set at
500Hz and the participants‟ dominant eye was tracked
monocularly. Only the IF‟s eye behaviour is reported in the
current paper. Additionally, the IF wore a set of headphones
and the IG wore a microphone headset to enable the
follower to hear the IG‟s instructions via his avatar in SL. A
9-point calibration matrix was used at the start of each
participant‟s experiment and between blocks if required.
Camtasia Studio (TechSmith Ltd) recorded what each
participant could see on the screen throughout the
procedure, along with audio (the IG‟s instructions)
throughout the experiment, generating movie files for
analysis in conjunction with the eye movements.

Figure 2: Instruction Giver's View and Regions of Interest
(black outlines; not visible in experiment)

Design
In a within-subjects design, all participants carried out the
15 tasks under each of the 2 conditions – staring and notstaring. The tasks were counterbalanced between the
participants for the 2 conditions to control for effects due to
task itself. The 2 conditions were as follows:
1.

Stimuli
A building comprising of 1 large closed room was built on
VUE, the University of Edinburgh‟s Island within SL (see
http://www.vue.ed.ac.uk). There were 2 chairs facing each
other within the room with a glass screen between them.
The participants‟ avatars sat on the chairs. In front of each
was a panel that was hidden from the other participant‟s
view. On the IG‟s side the panel contained Instruction Tiles,
the contents of which were to be conveyed to the IF (Figure
2). On the IF‟s side were 3 Answer Tiles on which were
presented 3 multiple-choice answers (Figure 1). On the glass
screen between the 2 avatars were 7 Stimulus Tiles, which
were visible to both participants. Each Stimulus Tile had a
number on a background of a shape of a particular colour
(Figure 1; Figure 2).
The users‟ view was pre-programmed so that they were
„seeing‟ through their avatar‟s eyes, resulting in
opportunities for mutual gaze.
The IG conveyed each of 2 blocks of the 15 arithmetic
problems verbally to the IF via their avatars in SL. The two
sets of tasks were counterbalanced between experimental
conditions.

2.

The IG‟s avatar looks directly at the IF, providing a
staring condition. This was achieved by asking the IG
not to move the mouse, resulting in the default
behaviour of an avatar in SL – staring straight ahead –
i.e. at the follower.
The IG‟s avatar looks at the tiles while describing them,
and looks at the IF for the remaining duration,
providing a not-staring condition. This was achieved
by asking the IG to move the cursor so that it hovered
over the tile they were describing. This automatically
moves the IG‟s avatar‟s gaze to the focused tile, and
then returns to the default „looking-straight-ahead‟ (i.e.
at the IF) after a few seconds. Under this condition, the
gaze of the IG is informative – his avatar looks at the
tile he is describing – but it must be noted that this
visual information is redundant, since the IF gets all of
the details required to complete the task verbally.

The IF was unaware of the IG‟s instructions to manipulate
the gaze of his avatar.
The order of the conditions remained constant for each dyad
to reduce potential for errors made by the IG; since they
were only required to manipulate the gaze of their avatar in
the not-staring condition, the instructions to move the
mouse were only given after the conclusion of the staring
condition, thus reducing any accidental mouse moving
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during that condition. Each task was presented to the IG via
the Instruction Tiles, for him to convey it to the IF. In both
conditions, the IG was allowed to formulate the instructions
as he or she wished, as long as the numbers were not
mentioned. In the IG‟s view in Figure 2, for example, the IG
would say „red square plus blue diamond plus green circle‟.
The IF selected the correct answer by clicking on one of the
three answer tiles, so the correct action here would be to
select the left-most response tile, indicating that 13 was the
correct answer (see Figure 1). This resulted in the texture on
the tiles being updated for the next task.
Since the comparison to be made was between the 2
conditions – i.e. a related design (within subjects) – and it
could be assumed that the style of instructions was
consistent throughout the experiment, a comparison between
blocks subtract out individual differences in instructions.

mutual gaze were compared with a paired samples t-test.
Although approaching significance, there was found to be
no overall difference between the conditions (p>.05, NS).
To investigate this further, the proportion of the total
number of opportunities for mutual gaze that were taken up
by the IF was compared for the staring and not-staring
conditions (see Figure 4). The total opportunities for mutual
gaze equated to all of the times when the IG was looking at
the IF. When the IF looked back at the IG, these
opportunities were said to be taken up. In the staring
condition, this uptake was the same as % of the trial during
which the IF looked at the IG (as in Figure 3). It was found
that there were significantly more opportunities for mutual
gaze taken up in the not-staring condition than in the staring
condition (M=18.08, SD=4.12; M=11.87, SD=10.13
respectively), t(21)=3.417; p<.005.

Results
Mutual Gaze
It was anticipated that constant staring by one
conversational partner at another will not maximise the
amount of mutual gaze between the dyad. An initial analysis
looked at the proportion of the trial that the IF spent looking
at the IG‟s avatar in the staring and the not-staring
conditions, asking: was there a difference between the
amount of attention that the avatar attracted in the staring
and the not-staring conditions?

Figure 4: Mean % of Opportunities for Mutual Gaze Taken
up by IF

Task Performance
It was expected that there would be a positive correlation
between the proportion of mutual gaze between the dyad
and task performance score (measured by how many tasks
out of 15 were completed correctly) in both conditions.
Before analysis of the task performance scores, three of
the dyads had to be excluded, since they had failed to
understand the instructions, and therefore responded to the
questions incorrectly. The remaining 18 dyads‟ task
performance scores were compared. A Wilcoxon Signed
Ranks Test found there to be no significant difference
between the overall task performance scores in the staring
and not-staring conditions (Z = -.303, p=.71). Indeed,
median task performance scores were 14 in both conditions.
A Spearman‟s rho correlation found that in the not-staring
condition, task performance was significantly correlated
with the proportion of trial spent in mutual gaze (rs = .48
(18), p< .05). In the staring condition, however, it was found

Figure 3: Mean % of Trial IF Spent Looking at IG‟s Avatar
in Staring and Not-Staring Conditions
A paired samples t-test found that the IF spent
significantly more time looking at the IG‟s avatar in the notstaring than in the staring condition (M=14.96, SD=5.81 and
M=11.87, SD=4.12, respectively respectively), t(21)=2.705;
p<.05 (see Figure 3).
To investigate the amount of mutual gaze that the dyad
engaged in under each condition, the absolute amounts of
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that, despite a positive trend, there was no significant
relationship between task performance and mutual gaze (r s =
.36 (18), p=.062).
Since there was no overall difference between the task
performance scores in the staring and not-staring conditions,
it was of interest to investigate why mutual gaze had a
differing effect on task performance in the two conditions.
The IF‟s eye movements during missed opportunities for
mutual gaze were compared under the two independent
variables. This comprised all of the occasions when IF did
not look at IG in the staring condition, compared with all the
times in the not-staring condition when IG is looking at IF,
but IF is looking. The distribution of IF looking behaviour
during all such opportunities for the staring and not-staring
conditions, can be seen in figures 5 and 6, respectively. In
the not-staring condition, this time comprised approximately
27% of the total trial.

orientated stimuli; followers would spend a larger
proportion of the trial looking at task-irrelevant objects
(„other‟) in the staring condition than in the not-staring
condition. This difference was found to be significant. The
ratio of the proportion of the trial that the IF spends looking
at non-task-related or „other‟ compared with task-related, or
„tiles‟, was found to be significantly higher in the staring
condition than in the not-staring condition (t(19)=3.509;
p<.01).

Discussion
We were interested here in whether constant staring by one
conversational partner at another maximises the amount of
mutual gaze between the dyad. It was found that if an
Instruction Follower is being stared at, he is likely to spend
less time looking at the face of the person staring – the
Instruction Giver. It was also found that, contrary to
previous assumptions, having one conversational partner
stare constantly at the other does not maximise the amount
of mutual gaze between the dyad: there was no significant
difference between the absolute amounts of mutual gaze in
the staring and not-staring conditions. The IF had the
opportunity to engage in mutual gaze at any time during the
interaction in the staring condition, but there were fewer
opportunities for mutual gaze in the other condition
(approximately 27% of the not-staring, vs. 100% of the
staring trial). There were, however, no more overall
occurrences of mutual gaze in the staring condition than in
the not-staring condition, despite the greater opportunities.
In fact, a higher proportion of opportunities for mutual gaze
were taken up in the not-staring condition than in the staring
condition. So, far from maximising mutual gaze, staring
resulted in a lower uptake of opportunities for mutual gaze:
staring actually decreases mutual gaze.
It seems entirely reasonable to assume that there are
social factors at work here, which discourage an individual
from returning the stare of their conversational partner, to
avoid being, as Kendon suggests, “vulnerable to him”. It
could be argued, however, that the IF looked more at the IG
during the not-staring condition because of visual
information that could assist in the completion of the task in
this condition. Although this information is strictly
redundant, this possible explanation will be tested in a
further study with an additional baseline condition where
the IG still looks at the tiles redundantly, but does not look
at the IF during the procedure. Comparison between the
conditions will help distinguish attention attracted for taskrelated reasons (i.e. because the IG is looking at the tiles)
from that attracted for social reasons (i.e. because the IF
wishes to engage in eye contact).
As predicted, the more mutual gaze there was between a
dyad, the better the task performance. This only held true,
however, when the IF was not being stared at. This suggests
that if you want your interlocutor to retain the information
that you are imparting, then you should try and maximise
the amount of mutual gaze between the pair of you. But this
does not involve staring: staring will not influence task

Figure 5: Mean % of Staring Trial that IF Spent in Each
Looking Behaviour

Figure 6: Mean % of Not-Staring Trial Spent in Each
Looking Behaviour: time during which IG is looking at IF
It was predicted that the IF would look anywhere apart
from at the IG when being stared at, rather than at task-
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performance in the same way that not staring can; staring
maximises neither mutual gaze nor task performance. In
future analysis, we will systematically explore the
relationship between varying amounts of gaze by the IG and
its effects on mutual gaze and task performance.
The finding that the IFs were less likely to spend their
non-mutual-gaze periods looking at task-related objects in
the staring condition than in the not-staring condition may
go some way towards explaining the lack of relationship
between mutual gaze and task performance in the staring
condition. Directing gaze towards irrelevant objects does
not help task performance.
In this study, the participants were fully aware that they
were interacting with another human, the avatar behaviour
was human-like and there is precedent for using virtual
humans to investigate human-human interaction (Yee et al.,
2007; Bailenson et al., 2001). But at this point, strong
conclusions about face-to-face human-human behaviour
cannot be drawn. The dependent variable agency will be
included in the next study, meaning that users will either be
told they are interacting with an avatar (human controlled)
or an agent (computer controlled). This should foreground
the differences between how people treat humans and
computers within this paradigm. There is also scope for
analogous face-to-face human-human experiments, to
further test the relationship between human-avatar
interaction and interaction in the real world.

social perception of that individual? By looking into these
factors, it should be possible to develop a more rounded
model of mutual gaze, task performance, and the sociocognitive factors underlying the two.
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Conclusions
The discovery that task performance can be facilitated by
increasing mutual gaze has implications for many areas of
life, from business meetings to pedagogy, including virtual
teaching agents, and perhaps even face-to-face teaching.
Mutual gaze matters during social interaction.
Further investigation should be made to establish how
much looking by one conversational partner at another is
optimal for mutual gaze and task performance on a given
task. If mutual gaze can be optimised, then it follows that
task performance may also be optimised. It is anticipated
that this will take the form of a human-agent experiment
within Second Life. Analysis will be made of IG‟s gaze
behaviour from the current experiment, on which the eye
movements of the agent in the next experiment will be
based. Additional control conditions will be in place to help
eliminate other possible explanations for variation in
looking behaviours. It is anticipated that a face-to-face
human-human experiment will validate these results,
enabling the generalisation of future research using this
paradigm to face-to-face interactions.
It would also be of interest to discover what is underlying
the varying amount of mutual gaze that an individual is
willing to engage in. In computer mediated communication,
compared with face-to-face interactions, participants will
experience an altered perception of the level of social
accessibility of their interlocutor. When someone is staring
at you, for example, do you perceive them to be more or less
socially accessible, and how does this relate to your overall
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Abstract

2006, but see Gravano & Hirschberg, 2011). Addressing turn
projection experimentally, de Ruiter and colleagues (2006)
asked Dutch speakers to listen to fragments of spontaneous
speech and press a button at the moment they anticipated the
speaker would be finished speaking. The stimuli were manipulated phonetically, controlling for potential projection cues
such as intonation, lexicosyntactic information, and rhythm.
Their results suggest that speakers rely primarily on lexical
information (which also provides syntactic cues) to identify
upcoming turn-end boundaries.

Coordinating with others is hard; and yet we accomplish this
every day when we take turns in a conversation. How do we do
this? The present study introduces a new method of measuring
turn-boundary projection that enables researchers to achieve
more valid, flexible, and temporally informative data on online
turn projection: tracking an observer’s gaze from the current
speaker to the next speaker. In this preliminary investigation,
participants consistently looked at the current speaker during
their turn. Additionally, they looked to the next speaker before
her turn began, and sometimes even before the current speaker
finished speaking. This suggests that observer gaze is closely
aligned with perceptual processes of turn-boundary projection,
and thus may equip the field with the tools to explore how we
manage to take turns.
Keywords: Turn-taking; Social cognition; Eye tracking; Coordination; Timing; Conversation; Interaction

The experimental approach introduced by de Ruiter et al.
(2006) is an significant step forward in research on boundary
projection, but there is still much to be addressed. Specifically, we do not know how to account for boundary projection as the turn is unfolding. Listeners have access to only
that information which has already been spoken, and so their
use of cues may differ over the course of a turn. For example, it could be the case that listeners track intonation as
a primary cue to the beginning of a turn’s denouement, and
then increase their reliance on lexical information to precisely
identify the end of the upcoming syntactic clause. The information that listeners use to track upcoming turn boundaries
should reflect their integrated knowledge of all the cues available to them as the turn is unfolding.

Introduction
Interacting with others requires us to make a number of complex linguistic, social, and cognitive decisions. Despite this,
most conversations proceed smoothly, allowing us to take for
granted the intricate processes taking place in getting the timing of our actions right on cue. Turn-taking during conversation is one phenomenon that exemplifies these issues. Intuitively we seem to wait for the current speaker to stop talking before we start conjuring up a response, with each turn
preceded and followed by orderly pauses or ‘gaps’ in speaking. But this is not the case: not only do we not ‘wait’, but
there are often no gaps between speakers at all! Speakers
are extremely adept at taking turns efficiently, averaging 0.20.4 second gaps in face-to-face conversation (Brady, 1968;
Stivers et al., 2009) and 0.7 second gaps over the phone
(Jaffe & Feldstein, 1970), often with less than 5% overlap
(Levinson, 1983). This general pattern has been observed
across many cultures, leading researchers to conclude that interlocutors adhere to standards of no-gap-no-overlap in transferring turns from one speaker to the next (de Ruiter et al.,
2006; Sacks et al., 1974; Stivers et al., 2009). To accomplish this no-gap-no-overlap timing, listeners must be able to
actively project the end of the current speaker’s turn (hereafter, turn-end boundary), while simultaneously starting to
plan their response.
The prevailing method of investigating how projection
takes place is to use corpora to identify linguistic cues that coincide with turn-end boundaries (e.g. prosodic, syntactic, and
pragmatic boundaries; (Ford & Thompson, 1996; Caspers,
2003)). But these cues often co-occur, making it difficult
to interpret relative cue importance. Additionally, some of
these cues might come too late for listeners to make use of
them, for instance, lengthening of the final word in an utterance happens nearly at the end of the turn (de Ruiter et al.,

The button-press methodology gives us a single point in the
turn at which to test a manipulation. It is incapable of tracking listeners’ ongoing certainty level about upcoming turnend boundaries; especially in cases where there is a possible,
or even probable, but not realized turn-end (e.g. “Did I ever
tell you about my Aunt Millie? She was a wild one.”). In
listening to this signal, participants in a button-press experiment are likely to enter their response after “Millie” or after
“one.” In the case that they were not fooled by the first potential turn-end place, the single button press could not tell
us about their ongoing projection: how close they came to
thinking of it as a turn-end boundary, what cues were important at the time, et cetera. The button-press also adds an
“input” requirement to the task, which might be sensitive to
the task instructions. An ideal measure of anticipation would
not require explicit instructions, easing the cognitive load on
participants that might arise from the specific task.
We propose a new method of investigating turn-projection
behavior: tracking observer gaze. In the utterance about Aunt
Millie, gaze might reveal a robust effect of the initial probable turn-end point: a gradient increase and then decrease in
transition-related looks as the utterance continues. Buttonpressing, in contrast, indicates the point in time when the observer felt they had sufficient evidence to respond to an utter-
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Materials

ance1 , which is somewhat analogous to “jumping in” to actually take a turn. Producing a response is an essential behavior
in conversation, but is not the same phenomenon as active
turn-end boundary projection, which we may do at all times
without ever intending to jump in. Tracking observer gaze
allows us to measure how listeners track upcoming boundaries without adding in the complexities of what is required
to respond.

To assess observer gaze as a measure of turn-boundary projection, we recorded the eye movements of participants as
they watched two short film clips of dialogue. To optimize
the ease of coding participants’ eye gaze, the video materials also needed to display each speaker in relatively isolated
and static positions on screen. In this study we rely on the
film device known as the “split-screen” telephone conversation (see Figure 1). During a typical split-screen conversation, the screen is partitioned to simultaneously show two or
more speakers as they converse over the phone. This medium
satisfies the constraint of conversational interactivity required
to expect turn-transitional looks, but also keeps the speakers
in distinct enough regions of the screen to make gaze coding
feasible. We chose two “split-screen” telephone conversations from the relatively recent film Mean Girls (Paramount
Pictures, 2004).

Observer gaze
During face-to-face conversation, listeners tend to look at the
current speaker. This behavior has been documented through
naturalistic observation (Kendon, 1967) and replicated in the
laboratory (Bavelas et al., 2002) and in studies of humancomputer interaction (Jokinen et al., 2009). In each of these
studies, eye gaze has been shown to be an effective turntaking cue. Eye gaze has also been tied to predictive linguistic processes in other contexts (Brown-Schmidt & Tanenhaus,
2006; Griffin & Bock, 2000; Richardson & Dale, 2005). It
is possible, then, that when an ongoing conversation nears
a point of turn transition, third-party observers will look to
the next speaker anticipatorily as the current speaker’s turn
is coming to a close—that is, before the current speaker has
stopped speaking. Note that we don’t mean to suggest that
observer gaze plays the same role in face-to-face conversation as it would in our task, only that there is precedence for
this looking tendency.
A third-party observer’s eye movements over the transition
period from current to next speaker could provide a continuous and naturalistic measure of turn-end boundary projection.
This methodology retains the ability to control phonetic and
other linguistic factors in the presentation of video stimuli,
while permitting the examination of non-linguistic factors in
the accompanying visual scene. Furthermore, with minimal
changes, it could lend itself well to developmental work since
eye-tracking is an effective online measure for young children (Fernald et al., 2010; Gredebäck et al., 2009; Kidd et al.,
2011).
This study is an initial investigation of observer gaze as
a measure of turn-boundary projection. If observer gaze is a
reliable measure of anticipatory turn-taking behavior, we may
harness it to investigate the processes and cues used for online
turn projection. In this study, we ask the following questions:
(1) Do third-party observers reliably track current speakers
with their gaze? and (2) Do third-party observers anticipate
transitions to the next speaker?

Figure 1: Frame of a split-screen scene in the film Mean Girls.
Speaker 1 is on the left, Speaker 2 on the right.

Procedure
Participants were asked to watch two short scenes from the
film and then answer questions about each scene immediately
after it finished playing. For the duration of the experiment,
participants were seated at a small desk in front of a large
display screen. A small video camera was tucked beneath
the screen, pointing upwards, toward the participant’s face
and was switched into recording mode for the duration of the
experiment. Audio was played aloud over the speakers of a
laptop so that it could be captured by the video camera for
later coding. No participant reported difficulty hearing the
stimuli.
Participants were first asked about their familiarity with the
movie. More than half of the participants had seen the film at
least once before (N=10). Regardless of familiarity with the
film, each participant was briefly familiarized with the characters featured in the clips. At the start of both trials, participants were reminded that they would be asked about the clip
after it was over. Then the experimenter asked the participant
to focus on a yellow star centered on the screen until the clip
began. After the clip was over, the experimenter and participant went through three comprehension questions verbally.
The entire experiment took less than five minutes for all participants. During debriefing, participants were asked if they
guessed the purpose of the study. One participant reported

Methods
Participants
The seventeen participants in this study were all current members of the Stanford Linguistics or Psychology Departments
(females = 9). The participants were volunteers who were not
paid for their participation and were unaware of the purpose
of the study.
1 Though

in this case, the response is simple.
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awareness that we were measuring his looks to each speaker,
so these data were excluded from analyses.
Question

Answer

1. Hello?

I know your secret.

2. Secret? What are you saying about?

Gretchen told me that you like A.S.

3. Is that bad?

But if you like him, whatever.

4. Really? You would do that? I mean
nothing embarrassing though, right?

Oh no, trust me, I know exactly how to
play it

5. Aren’t you so mad at Gretchen for
telling me?

No.

(p<0.05). This is strong evidence that observers are looking
at the current speakers during their turns, replicating previous
work by Bavelas, Coates, & Johnson (2002).
This pattern also means that observers must be reliably
shifting their gaze between speakers when the floor is transferred. So do observers reliably anticipate the next speaker’s
turn with their gaze, as they do when participating in everyday conversation? Figures 2b-f show the average gaze trajectories for each question-answer pair, and Figure 2g shows
the trajectory averaged across Q-A pairs. The wide variation
in trajectories is partially due to shorter and longer questions
and answers, which include transitional gazes from previous
and following discourse.
In each Q-A pair, observers’ gaze shifts from the person
asking the question (the Questioner) to the person responding
to the question (the Responder). Observers might do this by
shifting their gaze only after the Responder has begun speaking. Alternatively, they could anticipate the beginning of the
next turn so that observers are already looking at the Responder as her turn begins. This would align with the listening behavior of interlocutors who are actually participating in conversation.
To compare the reaction or anticipation accounts, we first
identified critical time windows during the question-answer
sequence for statistical comparison. Since we know that observers reliably gaze at the current speaker during their turn,
our windows of interest need to include the region between
turns. One way to assess whether observers have shifted gaze
toward the Responder is to compare the proportion of looks
to the Responder in the beginning of the gap with the proportion at the end of the gap. To account for the planning and
execution of eye-movements, we extended this region by 200
ms on either side of the gap since the measurement reflects
shifts that were planned before the change in gaze (Fischer
& Ramsperger, 1984; Griffin & Bock, 2000). If observers
anticipate turn beginnings with their gaze, then their looks to
the Responder should increase between the window 200 ms
before the gap and 200 ms after the gap.
A visual analysis of the gaze trajectories in Figures 2b-f
demonstrates that observers generally shift their gaze to the
Responder before she begins speaking. Furthermore, some of
these shifts are happening at the very beginning of the gap (or
even earlier), indicating that observers may also make anticipatory looks to the next speaker while the current speaker is
finishing her turn.
These general observations were confirmed by comparing
the average proportion of looks to the Responder in the 200
ms window before and after the gap using paired Wilcoxon
signed rank tests. Since our hypothesis makes a strong directional prediction that looks to the Responder will increase
before that speaker’s turn, we report one-tailed p values. Averaged across Q-A pairs, looks to the Responder increased
from 24% in the 200 ms window before the gap to 66% in the
200 ms window after the gap (p=.03). This comparison was
significant at p=.03 for each of the five Q-A pairs except for

Table 1: Question-answer pairs included in the analyses drawn
from the one-minute dialogue. See Figure 2 for individual gaze trajectories.

Eye-gaze coding
Here we report eye gaze data from the first video clip (comprehension score average: 95.8%). We omitted data from
the second video before running any analyses. It included
a shifting four-way screen split that made direction of gaze
impossible to code reliably2 . There are 15 total transitions in
the one-minute video clip. Before analyzing the data, we selected all of the five question-answer pairs as the target of our
analyses. Question-answer sequences present a reasonable
example case for testing this method since they are reliable as
adjacency pairs (i.e. they usually elicit a response), but still
provide a diverse sample of Speaker1-Speaker2 sequences.
The video recording of each participant’s gaze during the
clip was analyzed by at least two coders: one of the authors
and one trained coder naive to the purpose of the study. Direction of gaze was coded for each 50 ms interval of the oneminute film clip as ‘right’, ‘left’, ‘center’ and ‘not codeable’.
These were recoded to numerical values for averaging across
coders, replacing uncodeable values with the average of the
values directly preceding and directly following. Intercoder
agreement was high (96%)3 .

Results
Do observers look at the current speaker? Figure 2a displays
the average gaze trajectory for all 16 participants across the
entire one-minute film clip. It is clear that observers reliably
look at the current speaker. This was confirmed by unpaired
Wilcoxon signed rank tests on the proportion of looks to the
current speaker during each turn in the minute-long dialogue.
While Speaker 1 was talking, observers were looking at her
79.6% of the time, and while Speaker 2 was talking, observers
gazed at Speaker 1 only 25.2% of the time. When neither
speaker was talking, gaze was divided between speakers, with
58.1% looking to Speaker 1. Each of these differences is significant overall (p<0.001) and for 15 of the 16 participants
2 Some participants also found the second clip confusing (comprehension score average = 87.5% overall, but only 72.2% for those
who had not seen the movie before).
3 91% of disagreements were between ‘center’/‘unclear’ and
‘right’/‘left’ codes (not ‘right’ vs. ‘left’).
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Figure 2: Gaze trajectories averaged across participants for (a) the entire conversation, (b)-(f) each Q-A pair, and
(g) an average of the five Q-A pairs. In (a), each speaker turn is highlighted by light and dark shaded regions. Figures
(b)-(f) plot proportion of looks to the Responder at each 50 ms interval, with shading over the duration of the gap.
200 ms before and after the gap are lightly shaded, and indicate time windows on which analyses were made. In (g),
the gaze trajectory is for all five pairs. The gap in this figure has been collapsed into a single, average duration.
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pair one, which was marginal (p=.07).
These analyses suggest that observers do, indeed, anticipate the beginning of the Responder’s turn. However, there
is still the question of whether the data show any evidence
that observers are not only anticipating the beginning of the
Responder’s turn, but also anticipating the end of the Questioner’s turn. If observers are anticipating the end of the
Questioner’s turn, then we would expect looks to the Responder to increase within the first 200 ms of the inter-speaker
gap, since their eye movements must be planned in advance.
Since three of our Q-A pairs (one, two, and four) have gaps
of length less than 200 ms, our previous analysis already provides suggestive evidence that this anticipation is taking place
(the difference between the pre- and post- gap windows was
significant for pairs two and four, p=.03). For the two pairs
with gaps longer than 200 ms, we can compare the first 200
ms of the gap with the previous 200 ms. These Q-A pairs
do not provide evidence that observers anticipated the end of
the Questioner’s turn: for pair five, the difference trends in
the right direction (p=.09) and for pair three, the looks to the
Responder actually decreased significantly, (p=.03).

spectively). These questions contain little information, and
we might suspect that the lower proportion of looks to the
Questioner is due to the observers’ preference for looking to
the current speaker. Finally, the gap in Q-A pair five is extremely long (949 ms), and observers appear to actually start
looking back to the first speaker midway through the gap.
This supports work showing that silences over a second may
be perceived as “trouble” in a conversation (Jefferson, 1989;
Brennan & Williams, 1995).
We did not design or select our Q-A pairs to satisfy these
properties and so the previous description is post hoc. But,
the existence of these looking patterns increases our confidence that observer gaze is a robust measure of online turn
projection. Observer gaze could be manipulated by controlling some of these properties, but it will take further research
to determine which ones are most important.

Conversations on video
There are two issues one might have with our stimuli. The
first is that the video stimuli are from a scripted dialogue in
a film which is meant to be entertaining, and might conceivably exaggerate conversational cues. In future versions of this
work, we plan to replicate these effects without the “director”
effect of using a Hollywood film5 . We are in the process of
collecting naturalistic conversations between strangers, both
in split-screen and co-present conversational situations to use
as stimuli.
Second, there is some concern about how to interpret looking behavior to a recorded conversation since, though observer gaze is a passive and naturalistic behavior, it does not
replicate exactly the experience of being a first-person interactant in a conversation. Not only may a third-party role
affect participant engagement in unpredictable ways, but recent work has shown that interactive features of conversational gaze, such as mutual gaze, may affect what information speakers take away from the conversation (Richardson &
Dale, 2005). This effect may extend to the information they
attend to in projecting upcoming turn-end boundaries. Fortunately, it is increasingly possible to measure observer gaze
in interactive first-person experiments thanks to developing
technology in minimally intrusive eye-tracking systems.
On the other hand, since we know relatively little about
how turn projection is accomplished, it may work to our advantage to leave the complicating factors of first-person dialogue to future work. By this time, our methodology could
be well-enough established to make firm predictions about
gaze as a continuous measure of certainty about upcoming
turn-end boundaries, and the anticipation of upcoming turnbeginnings. Finally, gaze measures may prove to be complementary to button-pressing techniques, since each provides

Discussion
In this preliminary analysis of observer gaze, we were interested in two primary questions: (1) Do third-party observers
reliably track current speakers with their gaze? (2) Do thirdparty observers anticipate transitions to the next speaker?
Our analyses suggest that observers do reliably track current speakers with their gaze, and that they often do so before
the Responder begins talking, and even sometimes before the
Questioner finishes talking, though evidence for this is more
mixed. These preliminary data are promising given the limited, naturalistic stimuli and the minimal task. Our result confirms previous work showing that listeners actively project
upcoming turns, but it does not yet build on this methodology
to investigate relatively untouched aspects of turn-boundary
projection (e.g. continuous cue usage, developmental study,
et cetera.) But, the methodology we demonstrate here may
bring these results sooner and more accurately than present
button-pressing methodologies can.
There are hints in our present data that such insights can
be gained. The gaze patterns on a few Q-A pairs show deviations that we might have expected a priori, given previous research. Q-A pair four is structured analogously to the
“Aunt Millie” example above, since a number of cues (intonational, syntactic, semantic, and more) could lead participants
to ‘false alarm’ and project that the turn will end earlier than
it actually does. The resulting gaze behavior is exactly what
we expected: less than a second into the turn, observers start
looking to the Responder, recovering as the Questioner (unexpectedly) continues with her turn. Similarly, the questions
in pairs one and three could be interpreted as alternatives to
a full turn (i.e. a ritualized greeting and a backchannel4 , re-

develop the analytical tools to do so as we develop the method more
generally.
5 We have collected a second version of this experiment in which
observers are given no sound. Observers’ eye behavior did not replicate the findings reported here, suggesting that the source of these
effects was not the “Hollywood” visual effects and editing.

4 The analyses presented here do not include a way of separating
these ‘false alarm’ instances from others, but we expect to further
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distinctly different information, but measures behaviors that
occur simultaneously in everyday conversation.

in the turn-taking system in dutch. Journal of Phonetics, 31, 251–276.
de Ruiter, J., Mitterer, H., & Enfield, N. (2006). Projecting
the end of a speaker’s turn: A cognitive cornerstone of
conversation. Language, 82, 515–535.
Fernald, A., Thorpe, K., & Marchman, V. (2010). Blue car,
red car: Developing efciency in online interpretation
of adjectivenoun phrases. Cognitive Psychology, 60,
190–217.
Fischer, B., & Ramsperger, E. (1984). Human express saccades: extremely short reaction times of goal directed
eye movements. Experimental Brain Research, 57,
191–195.
Ford, C., & Thompson, S. (1996). Interactional units in conversation: Syntactic, intonational, and pragmatic resources for the management of turns. In E. A. Schegloff & S. A. Thompson (Eds.), Interaction and grammar. Cambridge, MA: Cambridge University Press.
Gravano, A., & Hirschberg, J. (2011). Turn-taking cues
in task-oriented dialogue. Computer Speech and Language, 25, 601–634.
Gredebäck, G., Johnson, S., & Hofsten, C. von. (2009). Eye
tracking in infancy research. Developmental Neuropsychology, 35, 1–19.
Griffin, Z., & Bock, K. (2000). What the eyes say about
speaking. Psychological Science, 129, 177–192.
Jaffe, S., & Feldstein, S. (1970). Rhythms of dialogue. New
York: New York: Academic Press.
Jefferson, G. (1989). Preliminary notes on a possible metric which provides for a ’standard maximum’ silence of
approximately one second in conversation. In D. Roger
& P. Bull (Eds.), Conversation: an interdisciplinary
perspective. England: Multilingual Matters Ltd.
Jokinen, K., Nishida, M., & Yamamoto, S. (2009). Eye-gaze
experiments for conversation monitoring. In Proceedings of the 3rd international universal communication
symposium. New York, NY: ACM.
Kendon, A. (1967). Some functions of gaze-direction in social interaction. Acta Psychologica, 26, 22–63.
Kidd, C., White, K., & Aslin, R. (2011). Toddlers use speech
disuencies to predict speakers’ referential intentions.
Developmental Science, 1–10.
Levinson, S. (1983). Pragmatics. Cambridge, MA: Cambridge University Press.
Richardson, D., & Dale, R. (2005). Looking to understand: The coupling between speakers’ and listeners’
eye movements and its relationship to discourse comprehension. Cognitive Science, 29, 1045–1060.
Sacks, H., Schegloff, E., & Jefferson, G. (1974). A simplest
systematic for the organization of turn-taking for conversation. Language, 50, 696–735.
Stivers, T., Enfield, N., Brown, P., Englert, C., Hayashi, M.,
Heinemann, T., et al. (2009). Universals and cultural
variation in turn-taking in conversation. PNAS, 106,
10587–10592.

Future directions
Observer gaze is a promising new methodology for pinning
down the cognitive processes involved in turn-end boundary
anticipation. One immediate goal for is to use the naturalistic, spontaneous stimuli that we are currently collecting to
replicate the results of this experiment, while adding phonetic
manipulations of the sort in de Ruiter et al. (2006). Following
much of the previous work on turn-taking, we have focused
on question-answer pairs (e.g. Stivers et al., 2009). Questions
almost always elicit a response, which make them easier to
study than other turn-transitions. With this new methodology
we intend to investigate a more diverse set of turn transitions
in upcoming work. Finally, the immediate application of observer gaze as studied here is for adult turn-taking behaviors.
However, there are several other areas of study, such as child
development, second language acquisition, and cross-cultural
interaction, that could use this method for investigating turntaking and other interactional and conversational phenomena.
Observer gaze presents new opportunities to explore how
we manage to coordinate with others in interaction—in this
case, taking turns in conversation. For decades, the study of
conversational timing and turn-taking has been held up for a
lack of on-line processing measures. One of this method’s
most promising features is that it measures a behavior that
participants already engage in spontaneously. By capturing
this natural behavior in the lab, we may be able to elucidate
some of the mechanics of turn processing.
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is an important question considering the large population of
older adults among e-health information consumers, and
their potential limitations (declined cognitive ability,
generally inexperienced with Internet, etc).
A large proportion of research studying Web credibility
was based on the dual processing model of persuasive
communications such as the Elaboration Likelihood Model
(ELM) (Sillence et al., 2006). Based on ELM, attitudinal
changes with online information can be explained as users
encounter two distinctive types of cues on the Website:
content cues in terms of message content on the page,
which requires systematic, deliberative processing, and
contextual cues related to surface features of the websites
(interface design, usability, source information, etc), which
can be processed in a heuristic way by relying on practical
rules or experience (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). Based on this
theoretical model, a number of studies have provided
evidence for the impact of both content cues and contextual
cues on users’ credibility judgments of online information.
Nowadays, users who visit public health websites are
exposed to more diverse credibility cues than ever before.
In addition to the content message and various Website
features provided by sophisticated interface design, user
review system is allowed by Web 2.0 technologies.
Although user reviews are supposed to act as a guidance for
users to locate and evaluate information more efficiently,
they may add another layer of complexity to users’
credibility assessment process. This is because the largely
anonymous and unfiltered user generated contents
themselves demand credibility assessment, which may in
turn interact with the original credibility assessment of the
contents on the Web sites.
We conducted a laboratory study to explore how user
reviews influenced older and younger adults’ attitude
towards online medication information. Specifically, we
were interested in whether older and younger adults reacted
differently to user reviews that conveyed credibility cues
consistent or inconsistent with the credibility cues in the
content of the Website. According to previous studies
(Liao, 2010), older adults in general had lower abilities to
differentiate between strong and weak content cues when
making credibility judgments. In this study, we focused on
how younger and older adults’ credibility judgments would
change after reading user reviews that were consistent or
inconsistent with the credibility cues in the content, to
understand the interactions among age, credibility cues, and
user reviews, which might interact to determine users’
attitude towards online medication information.

Abstract
A laboratory study was conducted to explore whether the
presence of online user reviews, specifically its interaction
with the credibility of information on the Website, has
differential impact on younger and older adults’ attitude
towards medication information on the Internet. Results
showed that while there was age difference in how message
contents on the Web page influenced credibility judgments,
the presence of user reviews moderated the age difference.
Specifically, we found that: 1) when credibility cues in user
reviews were consistent with the credibility cues in Web page
contents, older adults’ attitude towards the medication was
reinforced more than younger adults, and 2) when the
credibility cues in user reviews were inconsistent with the
credibility cues in Web page contents, older adults were less
sensitive to the influence of user reviews. Especially when
highly positive user reviews were given to a seemingly noncredible medication, older adults were less likely to be
swayed by user reviews. Possible causes of this age
difference in the effects of user reviews were discussed.
Keywords: Cognitive aging, credibility judgment, attitude
change, online user reviews

INTRODUCTION
While the study of persuasion and attitude change remains
an indispensable part of contemporary social psychology,
the pervasive use of computer and Internet has drawn
increasing attention to the subarea of computer mediated
persuasion. In addition to domains that have a tradition to
embrace pervasive techniques, such as advertising and
commerce, a newly emerging research topic in this area is
to study users’ credibility judgments with online
information. The easily accessible and massive amount of
information on the Web, as well as the large variation in its
quality, makes credibility assessment a key stage of
message persuasion process that will determine users’
acceptance or rejection of message statements. It also
provides ample opportunities for researchers to study the
underlying factors influencing message persuasion in
realistic contexts.
Given the risk of trusting wrong information when
making medical decisions, credibility judgment is
especially important for users who seek medical
information online. It would determine users’ attitude
towards the medication and eventually impact the
dissemination of online health information and its use for
promoting public health. In this paper, we focus on
differences between younger and older adults’ attitude
towards online medication information by studying their
credibility judgments of online information. We believe this
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also tried to make all articles with approximately equal
length and amount of information. We then asked a group
of 7 participants to validate our manipulations and selected
8 sets of documents based on the results to be the content
materials. The disease and medicines names were modified
such that they could not be directly identified.
Contextual Cue Manipulation
We randomly selected web page templates from highly
recognized healthcare websites based on their public
reputation, Website traffic and endorsement by Health on
the Net Network (HON). We kept half of them to be
“strong” contextual cue web pages, and for the other half
we removed features that are known to affect website
credibility to make contextual cues “weak”. 3-5 changes
were randomly picked from two categories: design look and
source features (Table 1). Fogg (2001) identified that
design look, including layout, typography, images, etc, to
be the greatest concern when people make web credibility
evaluation. Source features were defined to be features that
indicate the source authority and reliability and are
fundamental elements for a health website. Features
including reference, author information, site ownership,
third party endorsement, commercial motive, etc, were
found to contribute to the perception of credibility in
multiple studies (Hong, 2006).
User Reviews
We selected material of user reviews from the same website
and modified them to accord to the particular medicine. The
website also provides user rating based on one star
(disagree) to five star (agree) scale for each entry of user
review. The ratings were generally consistent with how
negative or positive the user reviews were arguing (see
Table 1). These user reviews were primarily about users’
experience with the medicine and were less than 100 words
each. 4-6 entries of user reviews were given to each
medicine. We manipulate the consistency of user review
with content cue strength by selecting positive (three to five
stars) or negative (one to three stars) reviews.
Cognitive Ability and Internet Experience Index
Previous studies on older adults’ distinctive behavior in
online environment suggested the age differences could be
attributed to some unique characteristics of older
generation, especially their declined cognitive ability and
inadequate experience with information technology.
Therefore, measures of cognitive ability and Internet
experience were taken to capture the difference between
two age groups. For cognitive abilities, we focus on fluid

METHOD
Participants
Twenty-two older adults (age between 58 and 80,
Mean=68.45, SD=6.36, 59.1% are female) and twenty-two
younger adults (age between 19 and 26, Mean=21.50,
SD=1.95, 63.6% are female) participated in our study. All
participants were recruited from the Urbana-Champaign
area in the US. Most participants (93.2%) have completed
some years of college. There was no significant age
difference in their education level or self-reported
frequency of health information seeking activities on the
Internet.
We also measured participants’ task-related domain
knowledge by a fluency task, in which participants were
asked to generate as many relevant keywords as possible
for each of the eight diseases we used in experiment. The
average number of keywords for each disease was used as
an index of individual’s task related domain knowledge.
Result showed there was no significant age difference in
domain knowledge between the younger and older
participants (p=0.64).

Experiment Design and Material
A 2×2×2×2 mixed factor design was used in this study.
There were two within-subjects variables: content cue
strength (strong/weak) and contextual cue strength
(strong/weak), and two between-subject variables: age
(young/old), and user reviews (with/without user reviews).
All participants were asked to finish 8 tasks. Under each
task were four web pages corresponding to the four
combinations of strong/weak content cue and contextual
cue. User reviews were randomly assigned to be consistent
or inconsistent with the content cues, and evenly distributed
across all content cue and contextual cue combinations.
Content Cue Manipulation
We followed the empirical method used by Petty and
Cacioppo (1986) to manipulate content cues, i.e. the content
argument strength. We selected material from a well-known
healthcare website (www.revolutionhealth.com). It lists
articles of alternative medicine by different diseases, and
provides ratings from users and clinic reviews. Based on
those review ratings we selected articles with “strong” and
“weak” content cues, and further modified their use of
evidence, argument rigor, information quality and bias to
manipulate their credibility (Hamilton, 1998) (Table 1). We

Content
cue
Contextual
cue
User
review

Strong
Weak
chosen from “high ranked” medicine; with research
chosen from “low ranked” medicine; lack of
evidence, explanation of mechanism, comprehensive evidence, biased information, ill logic, commercial
information, positive and strong argument
or unprofessional writing tone
nice layout/color/structure, with reference/contact
bad design, lack of reference/source, typo,
information/third party endorsement
advertising, commercial features
Five-star review: “Really effective product!
One-star review: “This was a complete waste of time
Combined with the right diet it is capable of
and money for me. I tried different brands one after
producing rigid control of blood sugars.”
the other and never even lost half a kg!”
Table 1. Examples of content cue, contextual cue and user review
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mental abilities (working memory and processing speed),
which are most vulnerable to aging. Working memory was
measured by letter Number Sequencing Task, while
processing speed was measured by Letter and Pattern
Comparison Task (Salthouse, 1991; Chin & Fu, 2010). To
measure their Internet experience, we selected 12 questions
from Knowledge-related Internet Information Seeking
Semi-structured Interview (KRIISS) (Sharit et al., 2008).
The interview asks questions regarding how the Internet
works, how to use Web browser tools and how to perform
information search task.

Figure 1 shows the three-way interaction between content
cue, age, and presence of user reviews. The presence of
user reviews tended to moderate younger adults’ reaction to
strong and weak content cues more than older adults when
making credibility judgments. Two three-way ANOVA
with presence of user review, content cue strength and
contextual cue strength, performed within each age group
further confirmed this effect: while there was a significant
interaction between content cue and presence of user
reviews among younger adults (F(1, 20)=5.903, p=0.02),
this two-way interaction was not observed among older
adults ( F(1,20)=0.022, p=0.88). It indicated that while the
presence of mixed user review significantly affected
younger adults’ credibility ratings after reading them, it did
not show such effect on older adults’ credibility ratings.
We then investigated only the two groups with user
reviews by introducing another independent variable: the
consistency with content cue strength (consistent/
inconsistent), as a within-subject variable. Four-way
ANOVA with age, consistency, content cue strength and
contextual cue strength showed that the main effects of
content cues (F(1,40)=6.63,p=0.01) and contextual cues
(F(1,40)=7.38, p=0.01) were significant. Two way
interaction between content cue strength and consistency of
user reviews was significant (F(1,40)= 65.82, p< .01). No
other effects were observed. These results indicated that
while older adults were less able to differentiate between
strong and weak content cues according to our former study
(Liao & Fu, 2011), this age difference disappeared when
user reviews were presented, primarily because mixed user
reviews tended to moderate younger adults’ credibility
judgment with content cues, but less for older adults’. In
addition, the interaction between consistency and content
cue suggested that user reviews that were consistent and
inconsistent with content cue strength had differential
impact on users’ credibility judgment.
In summary, we found that the presence of mixed user
reviews moderated younger adults’ differential attitude
towards credible medication information and non-credible
one more significantly than older adults’. Thus the age
difference in discerning medication information with strong
and weak content cue disappeared when the Websites
included the feature of user reviews. Given the interaction
effect of consistency and content cue on credibility
judgment, we performed separate analyses on the impact of
consistent and inconsistent user reviews on credibility
judgment to investigate their effects.
Effects of Consistent User Reviews
We analyzed the 16 Web pages with user reviews that were
consistent with the content cue strength. Four-way ANOVA
with age, presence of consistent user review, content cue
strength and contextual cue strength showed that the main
effects of content cue (F(1,40)=102.00,p<0.01) and
contextual cue (F(1,40)=14.27, p<0.01) were significant.
The two-way interaction between content cue and age
(F(1,40)=4.87, p=<0.01), and interaction between content
cue and presence of consistent user reviews (F(1,40)=7.34,
p =0.01) were also significant.

Procedure
Before the experiment, all participants were given the set of
standardized pretests to measure their cognitive ability and
Internet experience. Then participants were randomly
assigned to conditions with or without user reviews. All
participants started by reading the scenario of the task,
which stated that they were asked to help a friend to
evaluate some alternative medicines randomly selected
from the Internet. The concern of fake medicine was
mentioned to implicitly emphasize the need for credibility
judgment. Then they were presented with the task interface,
a web based aggregator with subscribed web pages
organized by 8 diseases. They can click and browse those
web pages to read about different alternative medicines.
Each of the articles has four parts: introduction, side effects,
interaction and dosage information, as the typical medicine
introduction articles on real health websites. For condition
with user reviews, participants could click on a “Read
Users’ Review” link to read user reviews, which were
presented on the same web page. After that, participant
clicked on “Rate” button on the aggregator interface to
submit their ratings for the medicine.

Results
Effects of User Review on Credibility Judgment
We performed a four-way ANOVA with age and presence
of user reviews, which has an equal chance of being
consistent or inconsistent with the content arguments, as
between subjects variables, and content cue and contextual
cue strength as within subjects variables. Results showed
that the main effects of content cue (F(1,40)=56.66, p
<0.01) and contextual cue (F(1,40)=23.05, p<0.01) were
significant. Interestingly, there was a significant three-way
interaction between content cue, age and presence of user
reviews (F(1,40)=4.45, p=0.04).

Figure 1. Credibility ratings for messages with mixed
reviews or without review
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The results implied that the presence of consistent user
reviews had positive effects on users’ ability to differentiate
between strong and weak content cues since they received
consistent cues to reinforce their initial attitude formed by
reading the article. We then performed three-way ANOVA
within each age group with the presence of consistent user
review, content cue strength, and contextual cue strength.
While there was a significant two-way interaction between
content cue and consistent user reviews among older adults
(F(1,20)=6.80, p=0.02), this two-way interaction was not
observed among younger adults (F(1, 20)=1.66, p=0.21).
Figure 2 illustrated this difference: while consistent user
reviews did not significantly change younger adults’
credibility ratings, older adults’ credibility ratings became
more polarized towards messages with strong content cues
and those with weak ones.

Figure 2. Credibility rating for messages with consistent
reviews or without review
In summary, we found that consistent user reviews i.e.,
favorable user reviews given to credible medication
information, and unfavorable user reviews given to noncredible one, enhanced older adults’ differential reaction to
credible medication information and non-credible one more
significantly than younger adults.
Effects of Inconsistent User Reviews
We then analyzed the 16 Web pages with user reviews
that are inconsistent with the content cue strength. Fourway ANOVA with age, presence of inconsistent user
review, content cue strength and contextual cue strength,
showed that the main effect of contextual cue (F(1,40)=
6.62, p=0.01) were significant. The interaction between
content cue and presence of inconsistent user reviews was
significant (F(1,40)=24.72, p< .01). The interaction
between content cue and age was not significant (F(1,40)=
0.03, p=0.87) when inconsistent user reviews were
presented. Interestingly, there was a marginally significant
three-way interaction between content cue, age and
presence of inconsistent user reviews (F (1,40)= 2.43,
p=0.09).

Figure 3. Credibility rating for messages with inconsistent
reviews or without review
The results showed that inconsistent user reviews in
general had a negative influence on users’ ability to
differentiate between strong and weak content cues in the
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Web page content. From Figure 3 we could see that the
marginally significant three-way interaction between age,
content cue, and presence of inconsistent user reviews was
probably caused by the finding that younger adults’
judgments were more susceptible to the influence of
inconsistent user reviews compared to older adults.
The presence of inconsistent user reviews appeared to be
a particularly interesting issue since intuitively negative
reviews on well argued articles and positive reviews on
poor argued articles may induce attitude change in different
ways. While negative reviews on a well written (strong
content cue) article could potentially help prevent users
from mistrusting questionable sources, positive reviews on
a poorly written (weak content cue) article, on the contrary,
could imply deceptive manipulations or spamming related
activities.
To test the difference, in each age group, we tested the
main effects of negatively inconsistent user reviews on the
eight Web pages with highly credible content, and the main
effects of positively inconsistent user reviews on the eight
Web pages with non-credible content. Results showed that,
for older adults, the effects of negatively inconsistent user
reviews on strong content cues was marginally significant
(F(1,20)=3.17, p=0.09), but the effects of positively
inconsistent user reviews on weak content cues was nonsignificant(F(1,20)=0.32, p=0.58). For younger adults the
effects of positive user reviews on weak content cue (F(1,
20)= 10.96, p<.01) were significant, and negative user
reviews on strong content cue (F(1,20)=3.45, p=0.08) was
marginally significant. These results revealed that while
both older and younger adults’ attitude towards a credible
article could be moderated by negative user reviews, older
adults were less likely to change their attitude in cases
where there were ill-made arguments with highly
appraising user reviews. Instead, they were more likely to
retain their initial negative attitude compared to younger
adults.
To further understand this age difference that we found in
the effects of inconsistent user reviews on users’ attitude
change, we looked into two age related variables: cognitive
ability and internet experience. By including the cognitive
ability index as covariate, the marginally significant threeway interaction between content cue, age and presence of
inconsistent user reviews (F (1, 39) =2.43, p=0.09)
remained. It implied that the generally lower cognitive
ability did not seem to cause the age difference on reaction
to inconsistent user reviews.
ANCOVA with Internet experience as the covariate
showed that the three-way interaction between content cue,
age and inconsistent user review became non-significant
(F(1,39)=2.02, p=0.16). It suggested that older adults’
generally lower Internet experience might have at least
partially contributed to the age difference in the effects of
inconsistent user reviews. To further test this, we divided
all participants into a high internet experience group and a
low internet experience group by performing a median split
based on the Internet experience index in each of the four
experiment groups. The same four-way ANOVA was

performed for the low Internet experience and high Internet
experience groups. Results showed that the interaction
between content cue, age, and inconsistent user review was
still marginally significant among participants with high
Internet experience (F(1,20)=3.28, p=0.08), but not
significant among participants with low Internet
experience(F(1,20)=0.068, p=0.80). The results therefore
further confirmed that low Internet experience contributed
to the lower sensitivity to the impact of inconsistent user
reviews.
To further detect whether older and younger adults who
have low internet experience reacts to inconsistent user
reviews in the same pattern, in each age group, for low and
high Internet experience sub-group, we tested the main
effect of negatively inconsistent user review on credible
content, and the main effect of positively inconsistent user
review on non-credible content. We found that older adults
with low Internet experience were not affected by either
positive reviews on page with weak content cues(F(1,
10)=0.04, p=0.85) or negative reviews on page with strong
content cues(F(1, 10)=1.18, p=0.30). Older adults with
high Internet experience, as well, were not affected by
either positive reviews on page with weak content cues
(F(1, 10)=1.35, p=0.27) or negative reviews on page with
strong content cues (F(1, 10)=0.68, p=0.43). Younger
adults who had low Internet experience were only subject to
the influence of positive user reviews on weak content cues
(F(1, 10)=8.37, p=0.02) but not negative review on strong
content cues(F(1,10)=0.18, p=0.68). Younger adults with
high Internet experience, however, were significantly
influenced by both negative user review on strong content
cues (F(1, 10)=8.78, p=0.01) and positive user review on
weak content cues(F(1, 10)=5.05, p=0.05).
The pattern of results implied that, in general, users with
lower Internet experience were less inclined to integrate
cues and information from user reviews that contradicted
the Web page contents; therefore their attitude towards
online medication information was less affected by this
kind of user reviews on the Website. However, the lower
Internet experience of older adults only partially explained
the age difference in the effects of inconsistent user
reviews. This was because younger adults and older adults
who had inadequate experience with Internet did not behave
exactly the same way.
In summary, we found that inconsistent user reviews, i.e.,
favorable user reviews for non-credible medication
information, and unfavorable user reviews for credible
medication information, had lower impact on older adults’
attitude towards the medication than younger adults’. Older
adults were especially tended to discount positive user
review on non-credible medication. Also it was found that
Internet experience may play a role in this age difference in
the influence of inconsistent user reviews.

found significant effects of content cues, contextual cues,
and presence of user reviews on users’ credibility judgment
ratings. Also, we found that user reviews could influence
older and younger adults’ credibility judgment in different
ways. When credibility cues in user reviews were consistent
with the credibility cues in website contents, it could more
significantly enhance or reinforce older adults’ attitude
formed by reading the original content, and thus help to
overcome the age difference in making correct credibility
judgment. While previous research studying age differences
using the dual processing model provided robust evidence
for age-related decline in deliberative content processing,
our results suggested that providing supplemental
information by user reviews may narrow the gap between
younger and older adults for evaluating the quality of
message content. Also it seemed to be consistent with
findings of previous studies that repeatedly stressing a
claim or position may increase familiarity and influence
older adults’ judgment making (e.g., Skurnik &Yoon,
2005).
One interesting finding in this study was older adults’
lower sensitivity to inconsistent user reviews, especially
when positive user reviews appeared on a less credible
website. This phenomenon could be interpreted from two
aspects: First, older adults’ lower susceptibility to attitude
change may be a possible explanation. While controversy
still exists, the majority of research on aging and attitude
change reports that resistance to external influence
increases with age. Especially in persuasion situations,
lower attitude change is often found among older adults,
possibly because they are more likely to develop skills of
defending oneself against systematic pressure to change.
Also, research on age differences indicates that
motivational and emotional variables may influence older
adults’ deliberative processing level and affect the outcome
of influence (Lynn & Phillips, 1977). We infer that these
age-related differences may cause older adults to be less
sensitive to the influence of user reviews, especially in the
situation of negative initial attitude. It was possible that
older adults initial negative attitude towards low-credibility
content made them to selectively stop further deliberative
processing when reading and comprehending user reviews.
The second possible reason for the lower sensitivity to
inconsistent user reviews could be attributed to the
generally lower internet experience of older adults. The
non-significant age difference among younger and older
users who had low Internet experience provided some
support to this possibility. Indeed, previous studies showed
that people’s general trust with Internet is positively related
to users’ Internet experience (Wathen & Burkell, 2002).
Frequent users of Internet tend to have more certainty and
more confidence in online information. We could further
extend this view to social networking applications. For
example, there is research showing that younger adults
often use Internet for entertainment and social networking,
while older adults tend to use Internet as a tool for research,
shopping and banking (Sydney, 2009). This may imply that,
compared to general Internet experience, older adults may

Discussion
In general, we found that user reviews had strong impact on
users’ attitude towards online medication information. We
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have an even lower experience with user reviews and other
social networking features (both in terms of actively
contributing and passively reading). This may lead to a
higher tendency for older adults to distrust and discount
cues associated with user reviews.
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Abstract

investigated the role of motivation in the occurrence of postcompletion errors. They found that motivation to avoid them
does not lead to lower error rates on the post-completion (PC)
step. In a similar study, Byrne and Davis (2006) investigated
the effect of a number of interventions on the PCE, including motivation, retraining and redesign. They found that only
redesigning the interface resulted in the complete elimination
of PCEs, while reprimanding, praising or retraining participants was not more effective than the control condition with
no interventions at all.
Another mitigation strategy that has seen recent investigation is the use of visual cues. Chung and Byrne (2008) studied
the effectiveness of a number of visual cues in reducing postcompletion errors. They found that a red singleton onset appearing just before the PC step was not effective in reducing
the number of PCEs. However, a more aggressive cue with
blinking arrows pointing at the PC button achieved the complete elimination of PCEs. Byrne (2008) further investigated
the properties a cue must possess in order to be effective. He
found that the most important attributes of a successful visual
cue are, in order of importance: appearing just-in-time, being
specific, and being salient.
However, while visual cues can be effective in reducing
slips, they also have their drawbacks. Ratwani, McCurry, and
Trafton (2008), for instance, argued that cues can become less
effective over time, and repeated exposure to them can be annoying. To address these issues, they developed a real-time
system that uses eye movements to predict when an error is
likely to occur. This allowed them to provide a cue only when
needed, reducing some of the concerns associated with visual
cues. Ratwani and Trafton (2009) reported that this system is
very effective in reducing error rates.
Byrne (2008) highlighted another potential drawback of
the use of visual cues. He argued that providing repeated cues
may lead people to become dependent on the cue to remember a particular step. This could be problematic in situations
in which the cue fails, such as when loud traffic noise masks
the ATM beeping sounds upon returning the card, or when a
user uses a different device to perform a task which does not
provide cues for the same steps. It is possible that, if people
learn to rely on repeated cues, they become particularly prone
to errors on the cued step, beyond what is expected of a user

Slip errors in routine procedures are notoriously difficult to
eliminate. They are not the result of a lack of knowledge, so
retraining or increasing motivation is not effective. Recently,
a number of studies have used visual cues in an attempt to reduce post-completion errors. These slip errors occur when the
last step in a task is forgotten after the main goal has been completed. Visual cues have been shown to be effective in reducing post-completion errors if sufficiently aggressive. However,
concerns have been raised over whether repeated exposure to
visual cues may lead people to rely on them, and therefore become more prone to errors should the cue inadvertently be unavailable. Alternatively, people may anticipate the appearance
of the cue, which may have a positive effect on error rates.
We report on an experiment that tests the effect of repeated
exposure to a strong visual cue on the post-completion error
rate. Participants were repeatedly exposed to an aggressive visual cue just before the post-completion step, and this cue was
withdrawn on a number of target trials. Our results show that
error rates on these non-cued target trials are similar to those of
non-cued control participants. Moreover, eye-movement patterns are similar for target and non-target trials. These results
suggest that participants do not become over-reliant on the cue,
while they partially support the hypothesis that participants anticipate the appearance of the cue. As such, visual cues are a
safe and effective way to reduce slip errors.
Keywords: Human error; routine procedural action; visual
cues; post-completion error; eye-tracking; slip errors.

Introduction
Despite having the correct knowledge, people still make errors while executing routine procedures. Often, these slip errors are inconsequential, but in safety-critical domains such
as aviation, medicine and nuclear power plant operations they
can have severe consequences. While slip errors occur only
occasionally, they are nevertheless persistent. They do not
occur as a result of a lack of knowledge, and this makes them
difficult to eliminate, or even reduce (e.g. Byrne & Davis,
2006).
A growing body of empirical work has studied these cognitive slips in the laboratory. For instance, Byrne and Bovair (1997) argued that the post-completion error (PCE), an
error that occurs when the last step in a procedure is forgotten after the main goal has been completed, is a result of a
failure of working memory. They found that a higher working memory load could increase the occurrence of the PCE.
More recent research has focussed on how to reduce these
errors. Back, Cheng, Dann, Curzon, and Blandford (2006)
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who has never received a cue. Conversely, another possibility
is that people come to anticipate the strong visual cue. In the
absence of the cue, the expectation of seeing it may in itself
act as a reminder to reduce error rates. However, to date no
studies have addressed these effects. Therefore, the current
paper investigates the impact on performance of these failed
or absent cues. It considers both the hypothesis that people
may become over-reliant on the cue, as well as the hypothesis that anticipation for the cue may act as a reminder.
In order to understand how cues work and why people
may learn to rely on them, we turn to a theoretical account
of goal-directed action. The Memory-for-Goals (M-f-G)
model (Altmann & Trafton, 2002, 2007) has previously been
used to explain the effectiveness of cues in preventing postcompletion errors (e.g. Byrne, 2008; Chung & Byrne, 2008).
The M-f-G theory argues that goals in memory have an associated activation level, and the goal with the highest activation level is the one that directs behaviour. This means
that a goal’s activation level must be higher than the interference level, which is equal to the activation level of the next
most active goal in memory. The activation of a goal decays
over time, and therefore a mechanism is needed to regulate
goals’ activation levels. As such, goals must be strengthened
(through frequent and recent use) and primed (from mental
and contextual cues) to gain enough activation. This priming
constraint makes a number of predictions about visual cues:

• Cues should be specific, so that the cue and its target goal
are associatively linked.

executed, such a link between the previous step and the PC
step may be substantially weaker. If the visual cue is then unavailable, the remaining source of activation for the PC step
may not be sufficient for the step to reach the required activation level. An error is thus more likely to occur.
Conversely, because the completion of the pre-PC step and
the appearance of the visual cue happen at the same time, an
associative link may form between them. While the appearance of the cue is not a goal per se, it may become associated
with the response of focussing attention on the visual cue and
therefore the PC step button. If the goal of moving attention
to the visual cue is sufficiently activated through this, it may
come to be associatively primed by the pre-PC step, even in
the absence of the visual cue. This would make it more likely
that the PC step is remembered. Moreover, the repeated reminder for the PC step may reinforce this step in the task
representation. This would also make it more likely that the
step is remembered, even when the cue is absent.
The current paper presents an experiment that addresses
the effect of consistent exposure to a strong visual cue in a
well-known post-completion task. Participants are habituated
to the cue over a period of time, after which it is withdrawn on
three target trials. Performance on these target trials is compared to baseline performance of a control group, who have
received no cues at all. Two hypotheses are tested: if participants become over-reliant on the cue, it is expected that error
rates would increase beyond the baseline error rate on cueabsent trials after repeated exposed to the cue. Alternatively,
if participants anticipate the cue, fewer errors would be made
on these cue-absent trials. Eye movements are used to further
investigate cue anticipation, which can be revealed by prompt
fixation to the cue location even when the cue is not present.

• Cues should be salient, to ensure that the cue will be processed by the cognitive system.

Method

• Cues should be just-in-time, to ensure the cued goal will
not be masked by other goals and lose its activation before
being executed.

Participants

These predictions are in line with Byrne’s (2008) findings
on the essential properties of visual cues. Chung and Byrne
(2008) further argue that cues are effective in reducing PCEs
because they provide a low-effort strategy for remembering
the post-completion step. In line with the law of least mental effort (e.g. Kool, McGuire, Rosen, & Botvinick, 2010),
people will exploit available cues in a task interface to reduce
cognitive effort.
It is not immediately clear what the M-f-G model predicts
about the effect of repeated cues on PCEs. In the absence of
cues, the post-completion error is normally avoided because
the previous step in the procedure provides associative activation for the PC subgoal. These associative links form between
steps in a routine procedure, with each step providing an internal cue for the next one. One way in which repeated cueing
may lead to higher error rates if the cue fails may be through
the loss of these associative links to the PC step. If people
receive a cue for the PC step each time they execute it, it is
likely that they will develop an associative link between the
cue and the PC step. However, since it is this cue that provides the necessary boost in activation for the PC step to be

Forty-five students (25 female) from University College London took part in the experiment. They were aged between
18 and 36 years, and their mean age was 23.7 years. Each
received £6 for their time and effort.

Stimuli
Ament, Cox, Blandford, and Brumby’s (2010) variant of the
Doughnut task (originally developed by Li, Cox, Blandford,
Cairns, and Abeles (2006)) was used. It consists of a routine procedural task that requires participants to make virtual
doughnuts, and a monitoring task, as shown in Figure 1.
A trial starts with receiving and displaying a new doughnut order, which has to be entered into the machine. The
main doughnut task consists of five compartments, or widgets, which need to be operated in the order:
Dough Port → Puncher → Froster → Sprinkler → Fryer.
Before data can be entered, a widget needs to be activated by
clicking the appropriate selector button on the selector panel
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description would be shown. The monitoring task and primary tasks were carried out simultaneously.
Visual cues consisted of two yellow-and-red flashing arrows, pointed at the post-completion button (see figure 1, bottom right). On cued trials, the cue appeared upon the completion of the previous step (dismissing the pop-up button), and
disappeared again when the post-completion button was successfully clicked.

Design
A between-subjects design was used, with the level of visual
cues as the independent variable. This variable had two conditions. In the cued condition, participants were habituated to
the visual cue during training, and subsequently received the
cue just before the post-completion step on all trials, with the
exception of trials 4, 8 and 11. On these three target trials,
the cue was withdrawn. In the control condition, on the other
hand, participants received no visual cues at all.
The primary dependent measure was the number of postcompletion errors made on the target trials. An error was
defined as any action that deviates from the required action.
Only one error could be counted on the PC step, regardless
of the number of incorrect mouse-clicks made between the
pre-PC and PC steps. Another dependent measure of interest was the eye-movements between the pre-PC and the PC
step. Fixations on the PC step button and the cue could reveal if participants anticipated the appearance of the cue even
when it was withdrawn. Eye movements were recorded using
a Tobii 1750 eye tracker.

Figure 1: The Doughnut Task interface. The banner at the
bottom is the Doughnut Live Feed. The visual cue is shown
in the lower right-hand corner, on both sides of the PC step
button.
on the right-hand side. Clicking the ‘OK’ button then confirms the entry for that widget. Once all widgets have been
completed, the order needs to be processed by clicking the
‘Process/Clean’ button. A pop-up screen then indicates the
completion of the trial, and displays the number of doughnuts
made. This serves as the false completion signal, indicating
that the main goal of the task has been completed. After dismissing the pop-up screen, the machine must be cleaned by
clicking the ‘Process/Clean’ button again. This serves as the
post-completion step. A competing signal is also present: a
flashing telephone indicates that the next order is waiting.
Like Byrne and Bovair (1997), the current experiment used
a secondary monitoring task to increase working memory
load. This task, called the Doughnut Live Feed, ensured that
the error rates were at a measurable level. It requires participants to monitor the number of doughnuts sold in the shops.
The Live feed was shown at the bottom of the screen, and
displayed a description of a doughnut at irregular intervals.
Participants had to monitor and keep track of all doughnuts
with ‘chewy’ dough. Once they had counted twenty chewy
doughnuts, they had to click the ‘20 sold!’ button on the left
of the Live Feed and start counting from zero again. This allowed the experimenter to assess whether a participant was
successfully monitoring the live feed.
To ensure effective monitoring, new items on the live feed
did not capture visual attention. This was achieved by using a
background that changed from grey to white and back in continuous cycles. Each doughnut description faded in on top of
that from white to black, and faded out again after a random
number of cycles. Figure 2 shows the progression through
one cycle. Each cycle took three seconds, and items remained
visible for between 2 and 4 cycles. This randomness made it
impossible for participants to predict when a new doughnut

Procedure
Participants carried out the task individually. They first read
the paper-based instructions, after which they observed the
researcher executing one trial of the task, and were reminded
of the PC step and the importance of the monitoring task.
Participants in the experimental group were briefed about the
cue and its significance.

Figure 2: The Doughnut Live Feed. (a) A cycle starts out
completely white. (b) The background then quickly fades to
grey, while the item fades from white to black. (c) Halfway
through the cycle, the background and the item are at its darkest, and the item is clearly visible. (d) At the end of the cycle,
the background fades to white again while the item may either
stay visible or fade as well.
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Participants then completed two practice trials in the presence of the researcher. The experimental group received visual cues before each PC step; the control group did not. Any
errors were pointed out using the default Windows XP error
sound, and had to be corrected before the participant was allowed to carry on. At the end of each trial, participants were
asked how many chewy doughnuts they had counted, to encourage effective monitoring of the Live Feed. Once the two
initial practice trials were completed, participants then completed a further 4 practice trials to habituate them to the cue.
Participants in both conditions did this, but as before, only the
experimental participants received cues.
To prevent self-monitoring, participants were not told that
errors were being studied. Moreover, experimental participants were not told that the cue would occasionally be absent. Participants were instructed to work as quickly and as
accurately as possible. All participants completed 11 experimental trials. The total duration of the experiment was approximately one hour.

Condition
Experimental
Control

Target
10 (66)
9 (66)

Trial
Non-Target
4 (176)
18 (176)

Table 1: Number of errors observed on target and non-target
trials, for both experimental and control conditions. The
number of opportunities for error is given in brackets.

Non-Target Trials To test whether the cue worked effectively, error rates on non-target trials were investigated. Figure 3 shows the average error rates on non-target trials for
experimental and control groups. Since the data was not normally distributed, a Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare the groups. This showed a significant difference between experimental (cued) and control (non-cued) groups,
Z = 3.18, p = 0.001. This indicates that the cue was effective in reducing error rates.
Target Trials Figure 4 shows the average error rates on target trials for experimental and control groups. A Mann- Whitney U test showed no significant difference between experimental and control groups, Z = 0.29, p = 0.77. This indicates
that repeated cues did not lead to higher or lower error rates
on cue-absent trials.

Results
Data from 45 participants was recorded. One had to be excluded due to a lost data file, leaving 44 participants for
analysis, 22 in each condition.

Error Rates

Eye Movements

We were primarily interested in the post-completion error
rates on target and non-target trials. Error rates were calculated for each participant. Only one PCE was possible on
each trial, giving a total of 44 x 11 = 484 PCE opportunities. Forty-one post-completion errors were made across all
participants, giving an overall PCE rate of 8.47%. Table 1
shows the numbers of errors observed on the different trials
and conditions.

Eye movement data was only collected for a subset of the participants due to issues with the equipment. This resulted in 15
usable data files. Eye movement data was isolated for the time
period from the pre-PC step (dismissing the pop-up screen)
until the PC-button was clicked. Only correct cases were included, for two reasons. First, eye movements on erroneous
trials tend to be more erratic and may introduce outliers. Sec-

Figure 3: Error rates on non-target trials for experimental and
control groups.

Figure 4: Error rates on target trials for experimental and control groups.
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Condition
Experimental
Control

Trial
Target
Non-Target
Target
Non-Target

Number of Fixations Prior to Fixating on PC Step
2.5 (1.4)
2.9 (0.9)
3.8 (1.2)
3.9 (0.9)

Table 2: Summary of eye movement data on target and non-target trials, for both experimental and control conditions.

ond, it can be argued that eye movements on erroneous trials
are not an accurate reflection of successful routine procedural
action.
Table 2 shows an overview of the eye movement measures.
The main measure used was the number of fixations prior to
fixating on the PC step. It was argued that the visually salient
cue would capture participants’ attention and therefore reduce
the number of fixations prior to looking at the PC button. If
participants anticipated the appearance of the cue even when
it was not present, it was expected that a similar number of
fixations would be made before fixating on the PC step button
on target and non-target trials.
An independent samples t-test showed that the experimental participants made significantly fewer fixations (M = 2.86, SD = 0.88) than control participants
(M = 3.98, SD = 0.71) before fixating on the PC step,
t(14) = 2.72, p < 0.05. Moreover, there was no significant
difference in the number of fixations before fixating on the
PC step button between target (M = 2.95, SD = 0.91) and
non-target trials (M = 2.52, SD = 1.43) in the experimental
condition, t(7) = 1.13, p = 0.30.

remember the PC step as often as the participants who never
received a cue. If they had become overly reliant on the cue to
remember the step, it would have been expected that participants would not have been able to remember it on their own,
without a cue.
These results are in line with the M-f-G model (Altmann
& Trafton, 2002, 2007). This model accounts for the correct
execution of PC steps using associative links: the pre-PC step
provides associative activation for the PC step. Priming cues
can also come from the external environment: sufficiently aggressive visual cues are very effective in priming the PC step
(Chung & Byrne, 2008). The current results suggest that both
internal primes through associative links and external primes
through visual cues can independently provide activation for
the PC step.
However, what is not immediately clear is how these internal and external cues interact. The current findings suggest
that if an external cue is available, it is likely to be used. This
is signified by the lower error rates on cued trials in experimental participants, compared to non-cued trials in both experimental and control participants. When this external cue
is unavailable, the internal associative links are still in place
and can provide the required activation instead. Indeed, the
current results support this by showing that performance on
non-cued trials is no worse when strong visual cues have been
available than when no such external primes were provided.
The second hypothesis that was investigated is whether
participants anticipated the appearance of the cue. This could
have provided a (weak) reminder for the PC step. This hypothesis was not supported by the error data, as it showed that
experimental participants did not perform better than controls
on non-cued target trials.
We further investigated this cue anticipation using the eye
movement data. On average, control participants made more
fixations prior to fixating on the PC step than those in the experimental condition. This further supports the finding that
the cue successfully captured participants’ attention. If anticipation occurred when the cue was absent, we would expect to see participants focus on the cue location within the
same number of fixations for cued and non-cued trials. The
eye movement data supported this, as it showed no significant
difference in the number of fixations before a fixation on the
PC step took place. Interestingly, this is not consistent with
the corresponding finding in the error data, which showed that
a similar number of PCEs were made on uncued experimental trials and control trials. As such, it is possible that some
anticipation for the cue is taking place, but that this is not

Discussion
The current experiment investigated the effect of repeated exposure to a strong visual cue. Error rates were compared for
target (non-cued) trials when participants had previously been
cued (experimental) or received no cues at all (control). Eye
movements were also recorded to further investigate any possible effects of anticipation.
The results of this study support previous findings that cues
are an effective way to reduce post-completion errors. On
cued trials, participants made significantly fewer errors than
on non-cued trials, although a complete elimination, as found
by Chung and Byrne (2008), was not achieved. Nevertheless,
this finding was important for the validity of the current experiment, as an ineffective cue would have undermined the
ability of the experiment to detect cue reliance.
The results show that cue-trained experimental participants
performed similarly to non-cued controls on trials in which
no cue was present. This has several implications. First, it
indicates that a cue is needed on every trial in order to be
effective. This is in line with previous findings by Chung and
Byrne (2008) and Byrne (2008), who showed that cues must
be just-in-time to be effective.
Second, this finding indicates that cue-trained participants
did not become dependent on the cue to remember the postcompletion step. When the cue was absent, they were able to
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strong enough to remind participants to execute the PC step.
As such, the current study is inconclusive about whether or
not participants anticipate the appearance of the cue. Future
studies must address this further.
A limitation of the current study is the relatively short duration of the experiment, and the somewhat limited training
participants received. While previous studies have obtained
good results with similar or less training (e.g. Li, Blandford,
Cairns, & Young, 2008; Ament et al., 2010), it can be argued that the more experience participants have with doing
the task, the more their performance represents true routine
procedural performance. It is not known how long it takes
before associative links fully form, or how long it takes for
participants to learn to rely on visual cues. As such, it is possible that it takes much longer than the timescale of the current study for effects to become noticeable. Therefore, future
studies can train participants for much longer on the cued and
un-cued conditions of the task, and test the effects of unavailable cues after a larger number of habituation trials.
A related limitation of the current study is the small number of target trials each participant contributes. Due to experimental constraints and fatigue effects, it was not possible
to include more target trials in the experimental phase, as it
was essential that the disappearance of the cue remained unexpected for experimental participants.
The current study has important practical implications for
the use of visual cues. The findings suggest that despite repeated exposure to a strong visual cue, people do not make
more errors than un-cued controls when the cue is suddenly
unavailable. This means that visual cues are an effective and
safe way to reduce post-completion errors. Nevertheless, the
current experiment also supports previous findings that the effects of visual cues are short-lived. When the cue is absent,
for whatever reason, people revert to ‘baseline’ performance,
and make as many errors as those who have never received visual cues. Therefore, in safety critical situations where errors
could have severe consequences, additional measures should
be in place in case the cue inadvertently fails.
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Conclusion
In short, the current study showed that repeated exposure to
strong visual cues has no reliable negative or positive effects
on performance when the cue is absent. People do not become overly reliant on the cue. Instead, they revert to ‘baseline’ performance. Moreover, there is some evidence that
people learn to anticipate the appearance of the cue, but this
may not be strong enough to mitigate errors.
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Abstract

Introduction

Computer-simulated training environments are frequently
used for having people perform behaviors that pose a risk of
injury in the real world. The success of such training
applications is likely to be impacted by the degree to which
they evoke presence. In the current work, we examined
whether adding auditory components to a computer-simulated
environment might increase presence, thereby leading risktaking behaviors to be more consistent with performance in
an equivalent real environment. In Experiment 1, participants
first observed a human or an avatar perform several cuts on a
vegetable and then pause. Participants then used a mouse
cursor to indicate where they wanted to see the next cut
performed. Compared to participants coordinating actions on
behalf of the human, those coordinating actions on behalf of
the avatar chose cut locations that had a greater likelihood of
producing injury. In Experiment 2, we added an auditory
component associated with the expression of pain to the
computer-simulated environment and found that participants
chose cut locations that were comparable to those in the real
environment. This curb in risk-taking was not found in
Experiment 3, which used a generic sound associated with the
cutting task but not associated with pain. This indicates that
the effect found in Experiment 2 was not simply due to
directing attention to risky portions of the event. These results
suggests that adding auditory components to computersimulated environments involving risk-taking behaviors may
be useful. However, more research is needed in order to
effectively select and use auditory components most
appropriately.

It is well known that computer-simulated environments can
provide a safe setting for humans to perform tasks that carry
a risk of injury in real environments. They have been used
in a number of significant ways, such as improving medical
students' ability to perform surgery (Calatayud, Arora,
Aggarwal, Kruglikova, Schulz, Funch-Jensen, &
Grantcharov, 2010) and even teaching children to avoid
danger while crossing the street (Clancy, Rucklidge, &
Owen, 2006). These examples illustrate the importance of
exploring methods that may enhance the effectiveness of
computer-simulated training environments. One factor that
is particularly important for the success of such
environments is their ability to evoke presence, where
people act and respond realistically, even though they are
engaging and perceiving the task through computer
mediated platforms (Sanchez-Vives & Slater, 2005; Slater,
Lotto, Arnold, Sanchez-Vives, 2009). In accordance,
finding ways to increase presence is one approach to
facilitate the effectiveness of training in computer-simulated
environments.
Studies suggest that computer-simulated environments
involving physical risk can evoke presence; however, they
are oftentimes limited by the fact that no comparisons were
made to an equivalent real environment condition. For
example, research has shown that observing a virtual fire
beneath one's virtual body leads people to raise their real
arms as if avoiding harm (Gamberini, Cottone, Spagnolli, et
al. 2003); observing one's virtual body stabbed with a knife
leads to increased physiological arousal (Hägni, Eng, HeppReymond, Holper, Keisker, Ewa, et al,, 2008); and being

Keywords: Human-computer interaction; presence; pain;
virtual human
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asked to inflict pain upon a virtual character can lead some
people to withdraw early from a study (Slater, Antley,
Davison, Swapp, Guger, Barker, et al., 2006) In such
scenarios, it is easy to see that it is not feasible to carry out
parallel real-world conditions for obvious ethical reasons.
This not only makes it difficult to determine just how
realistic their behavior was, but it also presents difficulties
when trying to explore methods that could increase presence
in scenarios involving risk of injury.
In a recent study, we developed a method that allowed us
examine how people coordinate cutting actions in real and
computer-simulated environments (Pierce, Lu, & Harter,
2009). Participants first observed a either a human or avatar
perform two cuts on a vegetable and then pause, as if
deciding where to make the next cut. A mouse cursor then
appeared at the knife’s location and participants moved it to
where they wanted to see the next cut made. Results
showed that there was no difference in the amount of time
spent completing the task or the velocity that people moved
the cursor to indicate their desired cut location. This
indicates that the computer simulated environment
successfully evoked some level of presence. However,
results also revealed that when coordinating actions on
behalf of the virtual human, people had a greater tendency
to choose cut locations that would more likely result in
injury.
In the current experiments, we extend our previous
research by examining whether providing auditory
component to a computer-simulated environment might
increase presence and thus mitigating the risk taking
tendencies mentioned above. We adopted the general
methodology as in our previous work just mentioned.
Experiment 1 was a replication study and was used to assess
baseline performances in the real environment. We
replicated the previous finding, in that those coordinating
actions on behalf of the avatar chose cut locations that had a
greater likelihood of producing injury. Two subsequent
experiments were then conducted in which we simply added
two different auditory components
to the simulated
environment. In Experiment 2, we choose to use a sound
that was associated with the expression of pain that could
result from cutting one's self. Experiment 3, in contrast,
used a more generic sound associated with the cutting task
but not directly associated pain.

either an avatar in a medium fidelity environment or a
human in a real environment. The avatar/actor, holding a
piece of food with one hand, performed several cuts on it
and then paused as if deciding where to make the next cut.
Participants then used a mouse cursor to indicate where they
wanted to see the next cut performed. Given that different
input devices can significantly influence how motor-based
tasks are performed (MacKenzie & Jusoh, 2001;
MacKenzie, Kauppinen, & Silfverberg, 2001; MacKenzie,
Sellen, & Buxton, 1991), participants in both environments
enacted actions using a standard computer mouse.

Method
Participants. Fifty-two undergraduates were recruited from
the Texas A&M University – Commerce.
Materials and Design. The experimental stimuli consisted
of a movie involving a human and a parallel simulation
involving an avatar to accompany our two between-subjects
conditions: human enacting actions and avatar enacting
actions (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Snapshot taken from simulated environment at the
point where the avatar paused.
For the stimulus movie, a male actor used a knife to slice
a cucumber into pieces. He also performed non-risky
entrance events that preceded the risky culinary activity
(moving lettuce to a plate). The movie was recorded with a
Sony digital camcorder and filmed from a fixed position that
was over and behind the actor’s shoulder. Furthermore, to
reduce the possibility of drawing attention to certain
features of the movies, it was made in one take, without the
use of zooms, cuts, or pans.
The movie served as a model for which a medium fidelity
simulation was created, using the Alice 2.0 programming
environment (Conway et al., 2000). Each event being
simulated was approximately the same length as in real
environments. Cutting speeds were determined to be
comparable between the movie and its simulated version. A
sample simulation and movie was also created for a practice

Experiment 1
Experiment 1 was designed to fulfill two purposes. First, it
served as a replication of our previous work, which
demonstrated that people are more likely carry out actions in
a manner that could result in injury to an avatar in a
computer simulated environment than a human in a real
environment. Second, it served to assess baseline
performance in the real environment, so that comparisons
can be made with participants in subsequent experiments
where we added auditory cues to the simulated environment
associated with pain (Experiment 2) and not directly
associated with pain (Experiment 3). Participants observed
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trial, where non-risky actions were enacted (moving cookies
to a tray).

Results & Discussion
As illustrated in Fig 2, an independent samples t-test
revealed a significant effect of task environment on the
injury index, t (50) = 2.28, p < .05, indicating that
participants chose cut locations much closer to the avatar’s
non-cutting hand (M = .35; SE 3.17) than the human’s noncutting hand (M = 10.85; SE = 3.34). This data replicates
our previous finding with a new group of participants.
Furthermore, it provides baseline performance for those in
the human enacting actions condition, which can be
compared to those in the simulated environment receiving a
sound associated with the experience of pain (Experiment 2)
or a sound that is not directly related with the experience of
pain (Experiment 3).

Procedure. Participants were randomly assigned to one of
the two conditions and then escorted to a desk equipped
with a computer mouse and 17 in. monitor. The mouse was
aligned horizontally on the desk corresponding to where the
second cut was presented on the monitor. An outline was
also drawn around the mouse at this location, which served
as the designated starting position for each trial. Participants
were instructed to leave their right hand on the mouse
throughout the experiment and to keep it at the starting
position until the experiment prompted for a response.

Mean Values on Injury Index

Before the experimental trial, they were informed of the
following: (1) they would observe several cuts made on a
cucumber; (2) the computer would pause; (3) a cursor would
appear where the knife is located; (4) they should move the
cursor as quickly as possible to where they would like to see
the next cut made; and (5) then they should click the mouse.
On experimental trials, the cursor appeared along the x-axis
where the knife was located and along the y-axis at the base
of the food being cut. Participants were given one practice
trial (indicating with a mouse cursor where they wanted a
cookie to be placed) followed by one experimental trial.
The x, y screen coordinates of mouse movement were
recorded every 10ms, starting at the time that the cursor
appeared and stopping at the time at which participants
clicked the mouse. E-prime 2.0 (Schneider, Eschman, &
Zuccolotto 2007) was used to control the presentation of the
stimuli and for the collection of data. The simulation and
movie was presented at a resolution of 1024 x 768 and at an
average frame rate of 32 frames per second for the
simulation and 30 frames per second for the movie. This
experiment took approximately 5 minutes to complete.

16
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Task Environment

Figure 2: Performance in each condition (RE = real
environment & SE = simulated environment). Error bars
represent standard errors of the means.

Injury Index. This measure was created to indicate how
much injury the human or avatar would likely incur if the
cut location chosen by the participant were actually
performed. To calculate the index, the x pixel location that
was just to the right of the left index finger was subtracted
from the x pixel coordinate corresponding to the location of
the desired cut. It was reasoned that since the knife
remained perpendicular to the object for each cut,
participants might infer that subsequent cuts would be made
the same way. Operating under this assumption, the left
index finger would become increasingly injured as the
participant moved the desired cut location further to the left
of the x pixel coordinate located just to the right of the left
index finger (see Figure 1). Smaller values on this index are
indicative of greater potential for injury. For example, a
score of zero on the injury index would indicate that users
suggested the cut location right at the finger tip, whereas a
score of negative 5 would indicate that the suggested cut
locations passed the finger tip and thus brought injury to the
avatar.

Experiment 2
Experiment 1 showed that people decided to perform cutting
actions at location that had a greater potential for injury
when coordinating actions in a computer simulated
environment than in a real environment. In Experiment 2,
we used the same methodology as in Experiment 1, with the
exception that we added a voice to the simulated
environment saying “ouch” each time the avatar made a cut.
The aim of this experiment is to see whether a providing a
sound component directly related to the human expression
of pain could increase presence and reduce the risk taking
that was found in Experiment 1.

Method
Participants & Design. Whereas the human enacting
actions condition was comprised of those from Experiment
1, data from a new group of 22 participants was used for the
avatar enacting actions condition. The new participants
recruited for this between-subjects study were drawn from
the same participant pool as described in Experiment 1.
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Materials. The materials were identical to those used in
Experiment 1, with the exception that a voice saying "ouch"
was heard each time the avatar performed a cut. This was
achieved by performing a series of audio/videos editing.
First, the cucumber simulation and the audio file were
imported into video and audio tracks using Cubase, which is
a professional music production software program. Third,
the audio track was edited so that the voice saying "ouch"
was synchronized to the cutting actions in the simulation,
followed by the creation of a modified audio file. Fourth,
the cucumber simulation and modified audio file were
imported into VirtualDub and then combined into a single
audio/video file.

Procedure. The procedure was identical to that described in
Experiment 1.
Data Analysis. The data analysis was identical to that
described in Experiment 1.

Results & Discussion
As illustrated in Fig 2, an independent samples t-test
revealed a significant effect of task environment on the
injury index, t(50) = 2.08, p < .05, indicating that
participants chose cut locations much closer to the avatar’s
non-cutting hand (M = -1.88; SE = 5.13) than the human’s
non-cutting hand (M = 10.85; SE = 3.34). This result
indicate that at least in our experimental set-up, the cutting
sound did not curb risk-taking.

Procedure. The procedure was identical to that in
Experiment 1.

General Discussion

Data Analysis. The data analysis was identical to that in
Experiment 1.

The current findings suggest that adding the dimension of
sound to computer-simulated environments, can lead risktaking behaviors to be more comparable to how they occur
in a parallel real environment. This is consistent with the
body of research regarding presence and provides support
that sound can be a cost-efficient way to increase a
computer-simulated environment's ability to evoke
presence. However, it appears that not all sounds are equal
and effective, as we only found that the sound expressing
pain curbed risk-taking.
It is tempting to speculate why the sound component
expressing human pain was effective for reducing risktaking. Recent research has demonstrated that simply
hearing a word associated with pain can trigger activity in
ACC and insula (Richter, Eck, Straube, Miltner, & Weiss,
2010). A number of studies have implicated these cortical
areas as being involved not only with the experiencing pain
first-hand, but also when perceiving other humans in pain
(see Decety & Grezes, 2006). However, these areas appear
to be less involved in situations where mediated
representations of humans are in painful situations (Gu and
Han, 2007). It is thus possible that people may embody
pain less extensively in computer-simulated environments
and that this contributed to participants being riskier in our
initial computer-simulated condition where no sound was
provided. The pain-related word may have in turn reduced
risk taking because it facilitated the environment's capacity
to evoke an embodied experience, which some believe is an
important aspect of presence (e.g., Biocca, Harms, &
Burgoon, 2003; Schubert, Friedman, Regenbrecht, 1999).
The current work is by no means free of limitations. First,
we only used two different sounds ("ouch" & "knife
cutting") within one particular setting (i.e., cutting
vegetable). There are a range of possibilities regarding the
use of sounds and how they might be implemented in
different scenarios, as well as, a variety of different
computer simulated environments. This raises an important
concern regarding how future research is needed to help
better understand how to approach selecting and using
auditory cues appropriately for different training scenarios

Results & Discussion
As illustrated in Fig 2, an independent samples t-test
revealed no effect of task environment on the injury index, t
(46) = .17, p = .87, indicating that participants chose cut
locations that were a comparable distance from the avatar’s
non-cutting hand (M = 9.82; SE =5.24) and the human’s
non-cutting hand (M = 10.85; SE = 3.34). These results
indicate that using a pain-related word as an auditory cue
could curb risk taking and make performance comparable to
those in the a parallel real environment.

Experiment 3
Experiment 2 provided some evidence that adding an
auditory cue signaling pain can lead people to choose cut
locations that were comparable to those in the real
environment. In Experiment 3, we used the same
methodology as in the previous experiments, with the
exception that we added the actual cutting sound while
preparing cucumber to the simulated environment each time
the virtual character made a cut.

Method
Participants & Design. Whereas the human enacting
actions condition was comprised of those from Experiment
1, data from a new group of 26 participants was used for the
avatar enacting actions condition. The new participants
recruited for this between-subjects study were drawn from
the same participant pool as described in Experiment 1.
Materials. The materials were identical to those used in
Experiment 1, with the exception that participants heard a
cutting sound each time the avatar made a cut. The
audio/visual editing method was the same as described in
Experiment 2.
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involving risk. Second, participants only received one
critical trial. It is an open question as to whether receiving
multiple trials with an auditory cue might at some point lose
its effectiveness.
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A Natural Behavior Approach to the Recognition of Disoriented
Objects
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Abstract: How we recognize familiar objects when they appear in a non-canonical orientation represents a major
undertaking in cognitive psychology. Most research has focused on the varied internal computations involved (e.g.,
mental rotation). In the present investigation, we report on results from a series of studies aimed at understanding
the natural adoption of external, body based solutions while individuals attempt to recognize a disoriented object
(e.g., head rotation). We demonstrate that one of the major factors contributing to the selection of an internal or
external strategy is stimulus complexity. We also demonstrate large and reliable individual differences in strategy
selection. Discussion focuses on the distribution of cognitive effort as a driving factor in the decision to adopt an
internal or external strategy and the utility and inherent challenges in studying natural behavior as a means to shed
light on this and related issues.
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Abstract

A major benefit of using a payoff regime in an experiment
is that it provides an objective criterion against which
optimal task performance can be defined: People should
select behaviors that maximize reward (Howes, et al., 2009).
The idea that people adapt behavior to maximize reward is a
key element of a number of important theoretical
approaches to understanding human behavior, including
models based on decision theory in economics,
reinforcement learning, signal detection theory, and some
Bayesian approaches.
A recent study by Janssen, Brumby, Dowell, Chater and
Howes (2011) gives support to the idea that people can
optimally adapt their behavior in a complex dual-task
setting to maximize reward. In their study, participants had
to type a string of 20 digits while keeping a moving cursor
inside a target area. Participants were given explicit
feedback on their performance at the end of every trial using
a payoff function that integrated performance across the two
tasks into a single value. The payoff function rewarded
participants for entering the digit string quickly but
penalized them for allowing the cursor in the tracking task
to move outside of its target area. A model was developed to
identify the task interleaving strategy that would maximize
payoff for different conditions, which varied how difficult it
was to keep the cursor inside the target area. Janssen et al.
(2011) showed that participants’ observed strategies were
very near the optimal strategy for each condition.
A limitation of the Janssen et al.’s (2011) study was that
only a single payoff regime was used. A stronger test of the
hypothesis that people select behaviors that maximize
reward (e.g., Howes, et al., 2009) would be given by
varying the payoff regime and seeing whether people adapt
their behavior accordingly.
In this paper, we use a dual-task paradigm and vary the
nature of the payoff function used to reward participants.
We use a modified version of the dual-task paradigm
developed by Janssen et al (2011), in which participants had
to enter digits while keeping a moving cursor inside a target
area. As in Janssen et al.’s study, participants were rewarded
for entering digits correctly and were penalized for allowing
the cursor to drift outside of its target area. The severity of
this tracking penalty was varied between conditions, such
that participants either lost all the points gained after
entering a set of digits, half of the points gained, or incurred
a fixed penalty. Given this change in tracking penalty, we
were interested in whether participants would adjust their
task interleaving strategy in such a way as to maximize the
payoff achieved in each condition.

Can people multitask optimally? We use a dual-task paradigm
in which participants had to enter digits while monitoring a
randomly moving cursor. Participants earned points for
entering digits correctly and were docked points if they let the
cursor drift outside of a target area. The severity of the
tracking penalty was varied between conditions. Participants
therefore had to decide how long to leave the tracking task
unattended. As expected, participants left the tracking task for
longer when the penalty was less severe and also when the
cursor moved less erratically. To test whether participants
were adjusting their behavior in an optimal manner, observed
behavior was compared to a prediction of the optimal visit
duration for each condition. Overall, the degree of
correspondence between the observed behavior and the
predicted optimum was very good, suggesting that people can
multitask in a near optimal fashion given explicit feedback on
their performance.
Keywords: Multitasking; Objective functions; Optimal
Performance.

Introduction
In many everyday settings people are faced with the
problem of deciding how much time to spend on a given
task or activity. For instance, should you take the time to
read this paper? This decision becomes more difficult to
make if you have several other tasks or activities that also
need to be completed. There has been a great deal of interest
recently in how people coordinate and manage multiple
tasks and activities (e.g., Payne, Dugan, & Neth, 2007;
Salvucci & Taatgen, 2011). Understanding the limits on our
abilities to multitask well has important theoretical and
practical implications. In this paper, we focus on a core
aspect of multitasking behavior: deciding how much time to
spend on a given task before switching to another. Are
people any good at making this decision in a dual-task
setting, given clear feedback on their performance?
To address this question we use an explicit payoff regime
to objectively define what good dual-task performance is in
the context of our study. Payoff regimes have been used in a
number of studies (e.g., Janssen et al., 2011; Schumacher et
al., 1999; Trommershäuser, Maloney, & Landy, 2008). One
of the benefits of using a payoff regime is that it allows
multiple task performance metrics to be combined into a
single currency (or value) that can be communicated to the
participant. For instance, in a simple stimulus-response task,
participants might be given more points for making faster
responses but docked points for making an error. The
participants’ pay might then be determined by the points
accrued during the study.
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The current study was designed in such a way to give
participants considerable flexibility in deciding how to
allocate their time across the two tasks over an extended
period of time. In contrast, participants in Janssen et al.’s
(2011) study were required to enter 20 digits in the typing
task. Participants could do this fairly quickly, and the fixed
number of digits meant that that there was a limited space of
plausible ways to interleave the two tasks. The current study
had participants enter a continuous stream of digits while
monitoring the tracking task over a period of 120 seconds.
This meant that participants had considerably greater
freedom in deciding how long they should leave the
tracking task unattended for while entering digits.
This change in the structure of the dual-task setup from
that used in Janssen et al. (2011) meant that participants in
the current study could also be given feedback on their
performance, in terms of the number of points earned, after
every visit to the typing task as well as at the end of every
trial. We were primarily interested in whether participants
would adjust their behavior in such a way as to maximize
the cumulative payoff achieved over a trial in each
condition. To do this, we compare observed performance to
a prediction of the optimal visit duration for each condition,
which was inferred using a model of the task environment
and observations of basic task execution times.
Before describing the experiment and the results in detail,
we first briefly consider why participants might not be able
to perform optimally in this dual-task setting. In our study,
participants will receive feedback on their performance both
at the end of every visit to the typing task and at the end of
the trial. That is, they will be exposed to local feedback on
their immediate behavior and global feedback on their
overall performance. The participant’s task is to achieve the
best possible score at the end of the trial based on the
incremental accumulation of points during the trial. This is a
fairly complex assessment to make because the number of
visits that can be made in a trial is not fixed but is instead
dependent on the duration of each visit: The participant
must choose between fewer longer visits and many shorter
visits. Moreover, participants were not given explicit
information on the underlying form of the payoff function,
but instead had to evaluate their behavior after receiving
feedback. In this context, participants might meliorate by
adopting a strategy that maximizes the highest local reward
(e.g., the reward value after a single visit) rather than
finding the strategy that maximizes the cumulative reward
to be had at the end of the trial (e.g., Gureckis & Love,
2009; Neth, Sims, & Gray, 2006).

Figure 1: Position of the two task windows in the interface.
Only one of the task windows was visible at a time.

Materials
A dual-task setup similar to that of Janssen et al. (2011) was
used, in which participants completed a discrete typing task
while monitoring a continuous tracking task (see Fig. 1).
Tasks were displayed on a 17-inch monitor at a resolution of
1024 by 1280 pixels, with each task being presented within
a 450 x 450 pixel area. The typing task was presented on the
left of the monitor and participants entered digits with their
left-hand using a numeric keypad. The tracking task was
presented on the right of the monitor and participants
controlled the task with their right-hand using a Logitech
Extreme 3D Pro joystick. There was a horizontal separation
of 127 pixels between the two tasks. At any moment in time
only one of the tasks was visible on the monitor. By default
the typing task was visible and the tracking task was
covered by a gray square. Holding down the trigger of the
joystick revealed the tracking task and covered the typing
task. Releasing the trigger covered the tracking task and
made the typing task visible again. Each task could only be
controlled when it was visible.
The typing task required participants to enter digits using
a numeric keypad. A continuous list of to-be-entered digits
was generated from the numbers 1 to 3 drawn in a random
order with the constraint that no digit was repeated more
than three times in a row. At any moment, 27 digits were
shown on the typing task display. As a participant typed, the
left-most digit in the list would disappear, all digits would
then move one to the left, and a new digit would appear in
the right-most position. The display would remain
unchanged if an incorrect digit were entered, meaning that
the participant did not have to rectify the error. However, a
typing penalty was applied through the payoff function.
For the tracking task participants were required to keep a
square cursor inside a circular target area. The cursor was 10
x 10 pixels and the target area had a radius of 120 pixels.
The movement of the cursor was updated every 23
milliseconds. Values were sampled from a Gaussian
distribution to determine the size of the cursor’s movement,
and the parameters on this distribution were varied between
conditions in such a way to make the cursor move about at
different speeds. Holding down the trigger of the joystick
allowed participants to see the tracking task and move the

Method
Participants
Twenty Master’s students (seven female) from University
College London participated on a voluntary basis.
Participants were aged between 22 and 37 years (M = 27
years). An incentive of a £10 voucher was offered for the
participant who achieved the highest score in the study.
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cursor around with the joystick if they so wished. Releasing
the trigger covered up the tracking task again.
Due to the nature of the random drift function, the cursor
could move outside of the target area, and move back in
again, whilst the participant was typing. This would make it
difficult for the participant to know whether the cursor had
moved outside the target area while they had been working
on the typing task. We therefore used a change in cursor
color to make it clear whether or not the cursor had moved
outside the target area. At the start of the trial the cursor was
blue. If it moved outside of the target area during a typing
visit it changed to red. The cursor returned to blue once the
participant returned the cursor inside the target area.
Using this dual-task setup, participants completed a series
of trials, each lasting for 120 seconds. During each trial the
main decision facing the participant was to judge how long
they should leave the tracking task to enter digits.
Participants received feedback on their performance in
terms of number of points achieved under the payoff
function after each visit to the typing task. The payoff
function rewarded participants for each digit that was
correctly entered during the visit, and penalized them for
entering digits incorrectly. An additional penalty was also
applied if the cursor drifted outside of the target area during
the visit. The precise nature of the payoff function was
varied between conditions. Feedback was displayed above
the tracking task and remained visible while the tracking
task was being worked on. This allowed the participant to
evaluate their performance after each visit to the typing task.
Cumulative feedback was also given at the end of each trial.
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Figure 2: Probability of cursor crossing the target area
boundary if left unattended during the course of a trial in
the high and low noise condition.
gaining points (by typing more digits), and losing points (by
incurring the tracking penalty) in this dual-task setting.

Procedure
Upon arrival, participants received instructions on the dualtask setup. Crucially, they were briefed that they could gain
points in dual-task trials through fast and accurate typing
and that they would lose points by making typing errors and
by letting the cursor drift outside the target area. Participants
were not informed of the exact way in which the gain and
penalties were calculated in each condition. They were told
that the payoff function changed between blocks of trials.
At the beginning of the experiment participants were
given a chance to practice each of the tasks separately
(tracking for two trials of 10 seconds each and typing for
two trials of 20 seconds each) before being given a chance
to practice the tasks together (for two trials of 30 seconds
each). Following the practice session, participants
completed six experimental blocks (one for each condition).
For each block, participants first completed two single-task
tracking trials of 10 seconds each so that they could estimate
the speed of the cursor, and two single-task typing trials of
20 seconds each. There were then two dual-task trials of 120
seconds each. We report data from only the second of each
dual-task trial from each block (condition). In total the
experiment took about 45 minutes to complete. Participants
were given a brief break after every other block of trials.
The order in which the different payoff conditions were
experienced was randomized and counter-balanced across
different participants. The order of the noise conditions was
assigned randomly for the first two blocks, but repeated for
each payoff condition.

Design
A 3x2 (payoff function x cursor noise) within-subjects
design was used. After every visit to the typing task
participants received feedback on their performance in terms
of the number of points achieved. Participants received 10
points for every digit that was typed correctly and were
docked 5 points for every digit that was typed incorrectly.
Points were also deducted if the cursor drifted outside of the
target area. The severity of this tracking penalty was varied
between conditions: Participants either lost all the points
gained for that visit (lose-all condition), half of the points
gained for that visit (lose-half condition), or incurred a fixed
penalty of 500 points (lose-500 condition).
The study also implicitly varied the amount of time that
the tracking task could be left unattended. Recall that the
movement of the cursor was updated every 23 milliseconds.
Movement values were sampled from a Gaussian function
with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of either three
(low noise condition) or five (high noise condition) pixels
per update. This meant that in the high noise condition, the
cursor moved more erratically and was more likely to travel
outside of the target area sooner than in the low noise
condition (see Fig. 2).
The dependent variable of interest was the mean visit
duration to the typing task over each trial. This measure
captures the tradeoff that participants had to make between
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Model

Table 1. Mean duration of visits to the typing task (in sec)
for human data and predicted optimal durations.

Before describing the results of the study, we first describe
the model that was used to derive predictions for optimal
performance for each condition. We assume that optimal
performance corresponds to behavior that maximizes the
payoff achieved over the trial. In order to maximize payoff,
participants had to determine how long to make each visit to
the typing task before returning to the tracking task. If a
visit is too long, then a penalty will likely be incurred (as
the probability of the cursor leaving the target increases). If
a visit is too short, then the participant will incur needless
switch costs (from flicking back and forth between tasks).
For each condition we assume that there will be a point of
optimal gain. We formalize these intuitions with a model.
We start by formalizing the drift rate of the cursor for the
two noise conditions. Figure 2 shows the probability of the
cursor leaving the target area during a given period of time
for the two noise conditions. These functions were derived
from 3,000 simulations in which the cursor was started at
the center of the target display and left to drift for 120
seconds. We then calculated the mean distance of the cursor
from the center of the target area at each time step across
each run. As expected, the cursor was more likely to cross
the target area boundary sooner in the high noise condition.
With an estimate of the rate of drift for the tracking task,
we develop a simple model of the typing task. In order to
develop this model we take the average time it took a
participant to enter a digit. We observed that the mean
interval between two keypresses was 40 msec (SD = 10
msec) across all dual-task conditions. We therefore use this
estimate of 40 msec in the model. We also incorporated
typing errors into the model by fixing the error rate to that
which was observed across all dual-task conditions. It was
found that on average 6% of all key presses made during a
trial were incorrect. We therefore had the model make extra
(incorrect) keypresses at this rate.
After typing a number of digits, the model switched from
typing to tracking. We found that the mean visit duration to
the tracking task was 1.32 sec (SD = 0.36 sec) across the
various dual-task conditions. Based on this observation we
made the assumption that each visit to the tracking task
would always be 1.32 sec (regardless of the actual position
of the cursor). We also made the assumption that during
each visit to the tracking task, the cursor was brought back
to the center of the target area. This meant that the time for
the cursor to cross the boundary was the same for each visit.
With the basic components of the model in place we can
consider the payoff that would be achieved by making visits
of different durations to the typing task. We consider 300
simple strategies in which a consistent number of digits
were entered during each visit to the typing task display.
The number of digits entered ranged between typing one
digit per visit (frequent interleaving) to typing 300 digits in
a single visit (i.e., typing the entire trial without tracking).
To assess the success of each strategy, we calculated the
expected payoff of each strategy for each experimental
condition.

Low noise
Data
Model

High noise

Half

All

500

Half

All

500

5.25

4.63

4.03

3.25

2.47

2.18

8.00

6.00

4.81

6.00

3.61

1.61

Note: For the lose-500 condition the true optimal prediction was
for visit durations of 120 seconds. The reported values are for the
earlier peak in the payoff curve (see Fig. 3).

Results
We consider the mean duration of visits to the typing task
during each 120-second trial. Before presenting the results
of the modeling analysis used to identify the optimal visit
duration for each condition and whether participants
achieved it, we first consider the impact of the experimental
manipulations on performance.
Table 1 shows mean visit durations to the typing task for
the second dual-task trial for each condition. It can be seen
that participants made visits of different durations
dependent on the payoff function. On average, visits to the
typing task were longest in the lose-half condition and
shortest in the lose-500 condition. Cursor noise also had an
effect, in that, participants made shorter visits to the typing
task in the high noise condition than in the low noise
condition. For statistical analysis a 3x2 (payoff function x
cursor noise) repeated-measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was used, finding significant main effects of
payoff function, F(2,38)=5.1, p<.05, and cursor noise,
F(1,19)=61.12, p<.001. The interaction was not significant,
however, F<1. In short, participants were adjusting their
behavior to the different experimental conditions. We next
use the results of the modeling analysis to determine
whether the observed visit durations were optimal.
Figure 3 shows a series of data plots showing the duration
of visit to the typing task against the payoff achieved for
each condition. In each data plot the human data is shown
along with the predicted cumulative payoff that would be
achieved by making visits of a given duration over the 120second period of the trial (the dark grey lines).
To derive these predictions of the cumulative payoff for
each condition, we first calculated the expected payoff for a
single visit of a given duration (shown as the light grey lines
in the figure). Recall that we systematically varied the
number of digits that the model entered during each visit to
the typing task. Given that we assumed that entering a digit
would take 40 msec on average, it was possible to infer how
long a visit would be for a strategy that entered a given
number of digits. Given this estimate of visit duration, it
was then possible to determine the probability that the
cursor would leave the target area during that visit
(see Fig. 2). In this way, it was possible to calculate the
average payoff that would be expected for a given visit
duration. These values are shown in Fig. 3, which shows the
payoff that would be expected after a single visit to the
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Figure 3: Data plots showing payoff achieved against duration of visit to the typing task for each condition. Diamond data
point represents mean human performance (error bars represent standard error of the mean). Model curves show the payoff
achieved after a single visit to the typing task (light grey line) and cumulative payoff at the end of the trial (dark grey line).
typing task. To calculate the cumulative payoff achieved for
a given strategy, we had to incorporate the time given to the
tracking task between visits. As outlined above, we assumed
that all visits to the tracking task were 1.32 seconds in
duration. With this time cost added, we calculate the
number of visits of a given duration that could be made
within the 120-second period of the trial and the cumulative
payoff that would be expected.
It can be seen in Fig. 3 that the optimal visit duration (i.e.,
the peak of the curve) is different for each condition. The
payoff curves for the lose-half and lose-all conditions have a
single defined peak. The reason for this is fairly intuitive:
Very short visits earn few points and needlessly give too
much time to tracking, while very long visits are likely to
incur the penalty and lose points. Furthermore, it can be
seen in the figure that the optimal visit duration varies
between conditions: Visits should be shorter in the lose-all
condition than in the lose-half condition, and visits should
be shorter in the high noise condition than in the low noise
condition.
The lose-500 condition provides an interesting exception
to the above pattern. Here the payoff curve has two defined
peaks. The most points are to be gained by making a single
very long visit to the typing task. This is because the penalty
is fixed and the loss can be made up over the course of the
trial by entering digits. There is however a second, lower
peak to be had in the lose-500 condition by making many
very short visits to the tracking task.
Comparing the human data to the cumulative payoff
curves it can be seen that in the lose-all and lose-half payoff
conditions, participants were making visits of a duration that

were remarkably close to the peaks of the payoff curves. For
the lose-500 condition, not one single participant adopted
the optimal strategy, which was to ignore the tracking task
completely and make a single visit to the typing task.
Instead, participants honed in on the earlier peak in the
payoff curve by making very short visits.
For statistical analysis, we compare human data to the
predicted optimal visit duration time (i.e., the peak of the
curves in Fig. 3). Table 1 summarizes these data. Note that
because the lose-500 condition had two peaks, we compared
the human data with the earlier peak since no single
participant adopted the extreme strategy of completely
ignoring the tracking task. In general, it can be seen that
there is a very good degree of correspondence between the
observed visit durations for each condition and those
predicted to be optimal by the model, R2 = 0.79, RMSE =
1.79 sec. However, the RMSE is relatively high. This is
because participants made shorter visits on average in the
lose-half condition than the predicted optimal duration.

Discussion
We investigated whether people can hone their behavior in a
dynamic dual-task setting to maximize reward from a payoff
function. Participants had to determine how long they could
leave a dynamic tracking task unattended to enter digits in a
continuous typing task. The payoff function rewarded
participants for entering digits correctly but penalized them
for allowing the cursor to drift outside of the target area. By
manipulating the penalty function, the optimal time to make
each visit to the typing task differed between conditions.
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Results showed that participants adjusted to the change in
penalty function by making longer or shorter visits
according to what would maximize the cumulative payoff at
the end of the trial. That is, participants honed in on the
optimal strategy for each condition. What is remarkable
about this is that participants were not simply learning to
maximize the amount of points gained after a single visit. If
they were doing this, then they would have made very long
visits in most of the conditions (see Fig. 3). Instead
participants were integrating feedback on local rewards with
a fairly accurate assessment of how many visits they would
be able to fit within the trial so as to maximize the
cumulative payoff at the end of the trial. In other words,
they were assessing the rate of reward. These results are
consistent with the general idea that people select behaviors
that maximize reward (e.g., Howes, Lewis & Vera; 2009;
Janssen et al., 2011; Trommershäuser et al., 2008).
The optimal visit duration for each condition was inferred
using a model. It should be stressed that these are not model
fits in the traditional sense: the model predictions are
derived from systematically exploring the space of possible
strategies and making a prediction based on the performance
characteristics of the strategy that maximizes payoff (see,
Howes, Lewis, & Vera, 2009). With the exception of the
lose-500 condition, the degree of overall correspondence
between the observed visit duration and the optimal model
was very good.
In the lose-500 condition participants did not adopt a
strategy that achieved the maximum payoff. The reason for
this is that the cumulative payoff curve in this condition had
two peaks. The most points were to be gained in this
condition by making a single very long visit to the typing
task. This extreme strategy would have required the
participants to completely ignore one of the two tasks. It
seems reasonable to think that participants would not
spontaneously adopt this behavior as they were told that
they were taking part in a multitasking study. Moreover,
participants received feedback when they switched between
tasks. Therefore, making many shorter visits to the typing
task is far more informative as feedback is given more
frequently, especially since participants were given quite
limited exposure to the environment (i.e., two trials per
condition).
One issue with the model is that we assumed that all visits
to the tracking task were of a constant duration. It seems
reasonable to think that time spent on the tracking task
might be dependent on the distance of the cursor from the
center of the target area. In this modeling analysis we chose
not to incorporate this aspect. If we had done it would have
given a second dimension on which strategies could vary
(see Janssen et al., 2011). For the current model this
dimension was probably not as interesting, as most
participants spent a relatively fixed amount of time in the
tracking window to return the cursor to the middle of the
target area. However, there might be more subtle differences
that are not being accounted for in the current model. For
instance, this constant time assumption seems particularly

problematic for very short visits: as here the cursor might
not have moved very far at all and a correction might not be
needed at all.
In summary, we have shown that people are sensitive to
feedback on performance in a complex dual-task
environment. The participants in our study made fairly
sophisticated judgments about the amount of time to spend
on one task before switching to another, and in that way
achieved near optimal performance (in terms of received
feedback). What is remarkable to us is that participants were
able to do this despite being given very little exposure to the
tasks and the payoff regime (i.e., only two trials per
condition). Future work might consider what learning
processes underlie this ability and how people represent and
reason about feedback information.
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Abstract

learning the relevant sensorimotor cues and thus may enable
us to see more clearly the strands that are more tightly
woven in the highly developed adult system.
The key idea of the present study is to apply informationtheoretic measures to understand the structure in the
sensorimotor dynamics of the interaction. To this end, we
conceptualize multimodal information flows between
children and parents as those between senders and receivers
in artificial communication systems (Shannon, 1948). More
specifically, the child and the parent communicate with each
other using multiple communication channels such as gaze,
pointing, speech, and hand movements. The specific goal
this study is to understand how information theoretic
measures might be used to analyze the flow and information
exchange within each participant and between participants.
For example, within an individual, do behaviors such as
looking “send” information to the hands, in the sense of
signalling a reach? Across individuals, does a hand action
by one participant send information to the gaze of the other?
And, if we can measure information flow in these ways, can
we also measure how it might change at different points in
the interaction, for example, when an object is being
named?
Historically, information theory was developed to find
fundamental limits on compressing and reliably
communicating data within single transmission channels
(Shannon, 1948). Since its inception, information theory has
found applications in many other areas, including statistical
inference, natural language processing, the evolution and
function of molecular codes, model selection in ecology,
thermal physics and other forms of data analysis(de Ruyter
van Steveninck et al., 1997). Recently, information theory
has been applied in the context of embodied autonomous
systems to help characterize the flow of information
between (neural or algorithmic) control architectures, body
and environment (Sporns & Lungarella, 2006).
Despite the recent success of information-theoretic
measures in various scientific fields, these recent advances
have not been systematically applied to human behavioral
data. Thus the present study seeks both to understand the
sensorimotor dynamics of social interactions as information
flow and to develop a mathematically rigorous framework
within which to do so.

The goal of this paper is to enhance understanding of how
bodily actions between two social partners are coordinated in
interpersonal interactions in naturalistic contexts. To this end,
we introduce information-theoretic measures as a new
approach to capturing sensorimotor dynamics in child-parent
social interaction. In particular, information flows were
measured based on a set of variables extracted from
multimodal fine-grained behavioral data in social interactions
wherein a child and a parent played with a set of novel toys.
Our results showed that information-theoretic measures can
indeed capture the inherent structure of perception and action
dynamics and further information exchange patterns can be
used to predict successful learning through child-parent
interactions. Moreover, those information flows between
sensorimotor variables reveal a set of underlying perceptual
and motor patterns with cognitively plausible explanations. In
summary, the present study represents the first steps to
connect information-theoretic measures as a mathematically
rigorous framework with embodied human communication
and cognition.
Keywords: Embodied Cognition; Local Transfer Entropy;
Information Theory; Word Learning; Social Interaction.

Introduction
How do two interacting agents couple their activity? Some
forms of human collaborative and coordinated behavior
(such as maintaining a conversation, or jointly solving a
complex problem) appear to happen effortlessly as if the
participants can read each other’s mind and understand each
other’s communicative intent. At an elementary level, interagent coordination depends on external (and observable)
behaviors by the participants where the behavior of one
participant influences the behavior of the other. Past
research tells us that behaviors such as eye movements,
head turns, and hand gestures are critical to this
coordination. However, very little is known about the realtime dynamics of these behaviors in social interactions nor
about how they may be related to higher-order functions
such as making inferences about the goals and intentions of
other.
Because so little is known about the real time dynamics of
the sensory-motor behaviors on which social coordination
rests, the present study takes a bottom-up approach,
measuring multiple sensory streams – head and hand
movements as well as each participant’s view of the events
– and then attempts to determine the possible signatures of
coordination in these behaviors. The social coupling of a
toddler and a parent is an appropriate first setting for this
endeavor because the toddler as a developing system is just

Experiment and Data Preprocessing
Figure 1 provides an overview of the approach. We
measured multiple sensory streams with no prior
expectations that they are independent or dependent. These
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Figure 1.Overview of our approach. Sensorimotor dynamics are analyzed based on the normalized transfer entropy around naming
moments. 1) Data: Multimodal time series were collected from child-parent interactions. 2) Symbolization and information-theoretic
measure: those continuous time series were converted into symbolic sequences and information flows between those sequences were
calculated. 3) Pattern Discovery: finally we analyzed information transfer patterns between the child and the parent and discovered
psychologically interesting patterns that can lead to smooth social interaction and learning.

continuous data streams are then subjected to a
symbolization step that, in a mathematically defensible way,
partitions the continuous values into a set of discrete
categories. From these, we can further apply informationtheoretic measures by first grouping the temporal variables
according to different categorical events in the interaction,
and then measuring the information flow between and
within participants.
Before we provide further details, we briefly review the
experimental setup, the nature of the multimodal data and
data processing. More details can be found in Yu, Smith,
Shen, Peirera, & Smith (2009) and Yu & Smith (under
revision). In the experiment, the child and the parent sat
opposite each other at a small table and the parent was
instructed to interact naturally with the child, engaging the
child’s attention with the toys while naming them. The toys
and names were novel to the children. In total there were six
objects with novel shapes and solid colors and 6 to-belearned object names were artificial names (e.g. “bosa”,
“dodi”). Children and parents played with three objects at a
time. Eight children between 18 to 24 months of age and
their parents participated in the study.
There were two sessions of the study. In the free-play
session, parents and children played with 3 objects for 4 1.5
minute play periods. Parents were asked to play naturally
and if they named the objects, they had to use the names that
were provided by the experimenter and pre-taught to the
parents. The novel aspect of the study was the multimodal
sensing equipment worn by the participants: two headmounted mini cameras that were placed on both the child’s
and the parent’s foreheads, motion tracking sensors placed

on heads, and audio recording of the parent’s speech. The
head cameras captured the dynamic visual information from
each participant’s first-person perspective.
After these play trials, the child was tested to determine
whether the child had learned any of the object names. This
name-comprehension test was performed by the
experimenter. On each trial, three objects were placed out of
reach of the child about 30 inches apart, one to the left of
the child, one in the middle and one to the right. Then the
experimenter looked directly into the child’s eyes, said the
name of one of the objects and asked for it. Direction of the
child's eye gaze was scored as indicating comprehension.
Each word was tested twice with a score ranging from 0, 1
to 2. The objects with score 0 or 2 are considered to be
unsuccessfully or successfully learned respectively.

Data Preprocessing
The data from head cameras, motion sensors and audio were
automatically annotated by various image and sensory
processing tools developed in our previous work. Technical
detailed can be found in Yu, Smith, Shen, Pereira, and
Smith (2009).
Video processing. The recording rate is 30 frames per
second and the resolution of each image frame is 720x480.
The image data is analyzed in two ways: (1) At the pixel
level, we use the saliency map model developed by Itti,
Koch, and Niebur (1998)to measure which areas in an
image are most salient based on motion and intensity. (2) At
the object level, we automatically extract visual information,
such as the locations and sizes of objects, from sensory data
in each of the two cameras. The combination of using pre-
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defined simple visual objects and utilizing state-of-the-art
computer vision techniques results in high accuracy in
visual data processing.
Motion data processing. Two motion tracking sensors on
participants' heads recorded 6 degrees of freedom of their
head movements at the frequency of 240 Hz. Raw motion
data {x, y, z, h, p, r} from each sensor were grouped into
position {x, y, z} and orientation {h, p, r} groups, and then a
motion detection program was developed and used to
compute the magnitudes of both position movements and
orientation movements.
Speech processing. The parent's speech was recorded. The
speech signals were processed and we counted a spoken
utterance sentence containing an object name as a naming
moment for that object.

section provides some technical details in information
theoretic calculations.
For example, in order to measure the potential information
transferred by the child’s head movement to the child’s hand
actions, let X be a symbol sequence representing the child’s
head movement and Y be a symbol sequence representing
the child’s hand actions, the transfer entropy from Y to X
can be calculated through the following steps. First, let A be
a set of the symbols used in sequence X, and p(x) be the
probability mass function of symbol x. Entropy of sequence
X is defined by
! ! =    −

! !   log  ! ! .
!∈!

Next, we calculate conditional entropy, ! !|! ! , as the
entropy in sequence X given its previous values of X:
! !|! ! =    −

From Data Streams to Information Flow

! !, ! !   log  ! !|! ! .
!∈!,! ! ∈!

We begin with multiple streams of continuous data from
sensorimotor child-parent interaction. Yet the goal is to
measure information exchange at the bit level. Thus, we
need to convert continuous time series into streams of
discrete states. From these, we can then form probabilistic
distributions of the states of each variable over time, and
apply information metrics to quantify the amount of
information in bits.

! !|! !   can be viewed as the amount of information
transferred from one’s previous state to its current state in
the same sequence/process.
Further, given two processes X and Y, free information of X
given Xp and Yp is defined by:
! !|! ! , ! !
! !, ! ! , ! !   log  ! !|! ! , ! ! .

=−
!∈!,! ! ∈!,! ! ∈!

Symbolization
Symbolization is the procedure in which a continuous
data stream is converted a symbol sequence. As in the
SAX algorithm (Lin, Keogh, Lonardi, & Chiu, 2003),
we used the distribution of piecewise aggregate
approximates (PAAs) and made a uniformly
distributed symbol set based on the histogram of the
PAAs. Compared with other approaches, SAX allows
lower-bounding distance measures to be defined on the
symbolic space that are identical with the original data
space. Thus, the information loss through this
symbolization and its potential effects on subsequent
data processing is minimal. One open issue in this
process is window size; it needs to be neither too small
nor too large to capture the relevant dynamics of the
phenomena under study. Here we set the window size
to 300 msec (PAA=3), as most micro-level human
behaviors, such as gaze fixations, happen at this timing
scale.

Free information captures the amount of information of X
that is not transferred from ! ! as ! ! is given (Note in
information-theoretic measures, a variable with certainty
doesn’t contain any information).
Now that given conditional entropy and free information,
transfer entropy from Y to X is defined by
!" !, ! = ! !|! ! − ! !|! ! , ! ! ,
which is the information in current X coming from Y. Thus,
by subtracting free information in X which has nothing to do
with Y (as ! ! is given), we can obtain the amount of
information actually transferred from Y to X.
Finally, in practice, two additional steps were included to
improve calculation accuracy. The first step was to
normalize transfer entropy from Y to X with respect to the
total information in sequence X itself. In this way, we can
obtain the relative amount of information transferred by Y.
Moreover, we introduce shuffled transfer entropy TE(Ys,X)
as a bias term (Ys is a shuffled sequence of Y) to remove
accidental information captured by the information between
X and Ys, as Ys contains the same symbols as those in Y but
those symbols are arranged in a randomly shuffled order. As
a result, the final form used in our study is called
normalized transfer entropy:

Transfer Entropy
With symbolic representations of various derived time series
from multimodal child-parent communication, we can select
two time series and measure transfer entropy as a way to
capture information transfer between the two underlying
processes that generate these two time series. Transfer
entropy was originally proposed by Marko (1973), and has
been successfully applied to understand how much
information
flows
between
variables
(Massey,
1990;Schreiber, 2000; Gourevitch&Eggermont, 2007). This

!"# !, ! =

!" !, ! − !" ! ! , !
.
! ! !!

Finding Cognitively Significant Events
If these information theoretic measures capture the structure
in the parent-child interaction, then they should be revealing
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about significant behavioral events in that interaction. The
naming of objects is known to a psychologically compelling
moment in parent and child interaction and one in which the
parent and child seem to tightly coordinate attention
(Tomasello & Farrar, 1986). Accordingly, we grouped the
normalized transfer entropy sequence into three time periods
defined around naming events: 1) “during” moments
defined by the onset and offset of a naming event; 2)
“before” moments defined by 3 seconds prior to the onset of
a naming event to that onset; 3) “after” moments defined by
the offset of a naming event to 3 seconds after that offset.
In addition, we segregated those naming events into two
kinds, those that led to successful learning and those that did
not (as measured by the comprehension test after play).
Thus, the goal was to compare information transfer patterns
in successful learning with those in unsuccessful learning,
and at three particular (and critical) moments in the
interaction (before/during/after naming).
In the present paper, we selected a subset of sensorimotor
variables in the interaction, grouped them into 5 semantic
categories and reported information exchange patterns
between them: child’s perception, child’s head movements,
child’s holding action, parent’s head movements and
parent’s holding action. As shown in Figure 2, four
variables from the child’s perception (1-4) contain visual
information of named objects, such as its size, intensity
saliency, motion saliency, and its spatial location in the head
camera view. Four variables (17-20) from the child’s head
movements measures both orientational and positional
changes of the child’s head. Similarly, four variables from
the parent’s head movements (21-23) capture the dynamics
of the parent’s head. Additionally, variables 7 and 8 contain
the information on which objects held by either the child or
the parent.
The first questions we asked were whether the transfer
entropy measures captured the inherent structure of
perception versus action and of one participant versus the
other, and whether information transfer patterns in
successful learning differ with those in unsuccessful
learning. To this end, we first calculated all of the transfer
entropies between any pairs of two variables in the data set
which formed a transfer entropy matrix. Within this matrix,
each cell indicates the amount of information transferred
from one variable to the other. We viewed this transfer
entropy matrix as a similarity matrix and applied
multidimensional scaling (MDS) to recover the structure
between those variables based on their information
exchange. This data analysis procedure consists of two
steps. First, a normalized transfer entropy matrix was
converted into a symmetric dissimilarity matrix. Next,
multidimensional scaling (MDS) equipped with the constant
adding technique as in kernel Isomap (Choi & Choi, 2007)
was applied to the dissimilarity matrices.
Given we decompose and group temporal sequences into six
groups
–
before/successful,
during/successful,
after/successful, before/unsuccessful, during/unsuccessful,
and after/successful, six normalized transfer entropy

matrices were computed and their MDS plots were shown in
Figure 2, which reveals various patterns and dynamics
between five variable categories. In the following, we will
further
quantify
those
patterns
with
cognitive
interpretations.

Figure 2. MDS plots from 6 normalized transfer entropy matrices:
(Left column) unsuccessful learning, (Right column) successful
learning. (Top) before the naming moments, (Middle) during the
moments and (Bottom) after the moments. The red ellipses are for
child’s head movement group, the blue for parent’s head
movements, and the green for child target object perception group.
7 and 8 are child’s holding and parent’s holding actions,
respectively. The ellipses show the 1.5σ(standard deviation of the
group) equidistance trace from the group centers.

Child Perception and Head Movements
From Figure 2, we observe that the distances from child’s
perception to two head movement groups are changing over
time. In successful learning, the child’s perception (green) is
closer to the parent’s head movement (blue) before the
naming events. A closer distance in MDS indicates that two
groups were closely tied as there were more information
exchanges between the two groups. This suggests that the
child’s perception was strongly influenced by the parent’s
head movements right before naming in successful learning.
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One possible explanation is that in successful learning,
parents either followed the child’s attention or successfully
attracted the child’s attention. This close coupling between
the parent’s head movements and the child’s perception
served a precursor for successful learning.
However, during the naming moments, the child’s
perception cluster (green) moved toward the child’s head
movement cluster (red), and then finally moved away from
both head movement clusters in Figure 2 with
approximately equal distances to both, suggesting that the
child’s head movements were closely coupled with the
child’s own perception when the child heard the target
object name in successful cases.

attention, were more influenced by the parent’s (but not the
child’s own) manual actions, which turned out to have
negative effects on learning.
The bottom two plots in Figure 4 showed information
exchanges between the parent’s head movements and hand
actions from both participants. During naming moments,
there were more information flows between the parent’s
head movements and manual actions in successful cases
than those in unsuccessful cases. A direct coupling between
the parent’s head movements with manual activities can be
viewed as a metric of the parent’s engagement in interacting
with the child and in teaching object names.

Figure 3. Closest distances between child’s perception and
heads movements: (Left) successful learning, (Right)
unsuccessful learning.
These distance patterns are quantified and summarized in
Figure 3. We calculated the distances between the groups
based on the closest distance between two member variables
of two groups, as a close distance between any variable pair
from the two groups indicates a link between two groups
through those two variables. As shown in Figure 3, the same
trend described in successful cases also appeared in
unsuccessful cases but the pattern is much weaker than what
happened in successful moments.

Figure 4. Closest distances between head and hand movements:
(Top Left) between child’s head movement and hand movements
in successful learning, (Top Right) between child’s head
movement and hand movements in unsuccessful learning, (Bottom
Left) between parent’s head movement and hand movements in
successful learning, and (Bottom Right) between parent’s head
movement and hand movements in unsuccessful learning.

Head Movements and Holding Actions
Figure 4 (top) shows the distances between the child’s head
movements and both the child’s and the parent’s holding
actions. In successful cases (left), both the child’s and the
parent’s hand actions are directly linked to the child’s head
movements only during naming moments but not before or
after naming, suggesting a coupling of the child’s head
movements and manual actions from both participants at the
naming moments. A similar pattern also appeared in
unsuccessful learning, suggesting that the pattern is
characteristic for naming moments, being successful or not.
Moreover, one noticeable difference between successful and
unsuccessful learning is that the parent’s hand actions
consistently exchanged more information with the child’s
head movements during and after naming in unsuccessful
cases, compared with those information exchanges between
the child’s own holding actions and his own head
movements. This pattern suggests that the child’s head
movements, as an indicator of the child’s sustained

Child Perception and Holding Actions
Yu, Smith, Shen, Pereira, and Smith (2009) reported that
hand movements, especially the child’s hand movements,
are dominant factors for child’s perception. However, it is
not clear how their relations are measured in terms of
transfer entropy. As shown in Figure 5, the overall pattern
between holding actions and child perception is that before
naming they are close, and then child perception moves
away from holding actions during the naming moments and
then returns back to hand actions after the naming moments.
Moreover, this trend is shown in both successful and
unsuccessful learning cases. This is a rather unexpected
result as our previous studies (Yu, Smith & Pereira, 2008)
showed that the child’s holding actions during the naming
moments can facilitate learning. Taken together with the
results illustrated in Figures 3 and 4, one plausible
explanation is that during those naming moments, the
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child’s and the parent’s manual actions had direct effects (as
measured by transfer entropy) on both the child’s and the
parent’s head movements which consequentially influenced
the child’s perception. Thus, both the child’s and the
parent’s head movements played a role during the naming
moments as a link between the child’s perception and
manual actions. This additional involvement of head
movements may play a critical role in naming and therefore
learning. In contrast, right before and right after naming
moments, head movements were not involved and therefore
there were more direct information exchanges between the
child’s perception and manual actions.

study represents our first steps to combine multimodal finegrained behaviors and information-theoretic measures to
better understand coordinated behaviors.
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Figure5. Closest distances between hands and child’s perception:
(Left) unsuccessful learning, (Right) successful learning.

Discussions
The present study applied normalized transfer entropy
measures to child-parent interaction data to better
understand sensorimotor dynamics in such multimodal
interaction. We analyzed information flows between various
variables and reported how information is flowing in the
child-parent interaction, especially around the naming
events. Indeed, those information flows between
sensorimotor variables informatively reveal a set of
underlying perceptual and motor patterns which shed light
on our understanding on real-time sensorimotor dynamics,
within one participant and between two social partners, that
lead to smooth interaction and therefore successful learning.
However, we also note that, in this present approach, there
are some issues that should be handled carefully. For
example, there is a tendency to over-interpret directional
information-theoretic measures, such as transfer entropy,
because information flow itself is not causality (though it
seems like causality). Experimental studies are needed to
determine the causal mechanisms through which variables
exchange information.
A general goal of the present study has been exploring a
new venue to introduce information theoretic measures to
social and behavioral studies. This approach has already
been widely used in many other scientific fields and it
allows the quantitative statistical analysis of many disparate
systems in a mathematically rigorous way which has special
merits to understand and ground high-level social
interaction at the sensorimotor level. In addition, it provides
a framework to study and compare seemingly different
systems using the same quantitative concepts. The present
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Tailoring the Level of Detail in Task Instructions to Cognitive Style
Caleb Strait
Oberlin College

Patricia deWinstanley
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Joy Hanna
Oberlin College
Abstract: Previous investigations into the optimal design of instructions for complex tasks have often failed to
account for the possibility of individual differences in instruction efficacy. We examined how individuals with various
cognitive styles differ in how they make use of and learn from instructions with differing levels of detail. Participants
completed a realistic photo-manipulation task and a realistic graph-creation task within the computer applications
GIMP and SPSS’s PASW, respectively. Detailed instructions included justifications for each task’s steps, while
Simple instructions did not. Participants performed each task twice. Differences between first and second completion
times were analyzed with respect to level of instruction detail and four dimensions of cognitive style/skill: field
dependence/independence, cognitive flexibility, working memory capacity, and reading speed. We examine the extent
to which higher field dependence is related to more learning from Detailed instructions, and discuss the implications
for instruction design.
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A hybrid cognitive architecture based on the relationship between
consciousness, memory and attention
Eunsook Kim
Pusan National University

Hyunjung Shin
Pusan National University
Abstract: To discern what characteristics a hybrid architecture should have to achieve the full range of human
cognitive tasks, it might be helpful to explain the relationships between consciousness, memory and attention as
accepted basic mechanisms. Consciousness would be a subjective awareness of momentary experience and also
have the characteristics of an operating system performing control and consolidation information processing in
comparison of memory and attention and three constructs could operate without each other. Mental architecture
could be composed of hierarchical parallel processing, the recursive embedding of models, and the high-level model
of the system itself. Modules as processors in the hybrid architecture both employ and are based on the relationship
between consciousness, memory and attention in a basic common mechanism which should be well enough understood
to be used in an explanation of mental architecture. Some theoretical and empirical evidence is instanced in the
areas of metacognition and language processes.
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Semantic innovations in lexicon: cognitive pragmatic interface
Vera Zabotkina
Russian State University for the Humanities
Abstract: The paper focuses on the interrelation of language use with linguistic structure and underlying conceptual
structure. We proceed from the assumption that new meaning development involves both cognitive and pragmatic
issues. We explore the cognitive basis of semantic innovations and the way the individual sense alterations that arise
from deviations in the words use are developing into a new meaning of a lexeme. We concentrate on the analysis of
the conceptual structure of a word as the major factor imposing constraints on deviation and meaning variation in a
wide pragmatic context. The conceptual structure of a polysemantic word is represented as a macroframe consisting
of several frames which form a radial structure. We develop the hypothesis about the pragmatics as the chief driving
force in the processes of new meaning development and define the cognitive basis of two types of inference: pragmatic
and semantic ones.
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The proper treatment of strcutured representations
Katherine Livins
University of Hawaii

Leonidas Doumas
University of Hawaii
Abstract: Accounts of human mental representation typically posit either the sole existence of structured (i.e.,
totally symbolic) representations, or the sole existence of holistic (i.e., totally sub-symbolic, or connectionist) representations. We argue that systems that implement structured representations are not necessarily as different form
those that represent holistic representations as they appear at first blush. In fact, when a connectionist system is
augmented with a single source of information, it becomes functionally symbolic. The resulting system addresses
many of the problems associated with traditional symbolic approaches to cognition
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Adults and children fast-map novel connections between words.
Arielle Borovsky
UCSD Stanford

Kim Sweeney
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Jeff Elman
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Abstract: Adults and children rapidly capitalize upon relationships between agents and actions to generate expectancies for upcoming language, yet relatively little is understood how this knowledge is acquired and initially
used. We explore this question in children (aged 3-10) and adults by measuring the degree to which sentences depicting recently learned connections between agent, actions and objects lead to anticipatory eye-movements to the
objects. Participants first heard stories accompanied by pictures portraying two agents (e.g. dog, monkey), two
actions (e.g. eating, riding) and four objects (e.g., candy, bus, apple, car). Next we measured eye-movements to the
objects of these novel relationships while participants heard sentences like ”The monkey rides the bus.” Combinatory
information about the agent and action yielded anticipatory eye-movements to the target objects in both adults and
children. Our findings suggest that adults and children can ”fast-map” agent-action-object relationships and rapidly
activate this knowledge in subsequent language processing.
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How Far Can Indirect Evidence Take Us? Anaphoric One Revisited
Lisa S. Pearl (lpearl@uci.edu)
Department of Cognitive Sciences
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Irvine, CA 92697
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Abstract

syntactic antecedent of one = “red bottle”
semantic referent of one = RED BOTTLE

A controversial claim in linguistics is that children face an induction problem, which is often used to motivate the need for
Universal Grammar. English anaphoric one has been argued
to present this kind of induction problem. While the original
solution was that children have innate domain-specific knowledge about the structure of language, more recent studies have
suggested alternative solutions involving domain-specific input restrictions coupled with domain-general learning abilities.
We consider whether indirect evidence coming from a broader
input set could obviate the need for such input restrictions. We
present an online Bayesian learner that uses this broader input
set, and discover it can indeed reproduce the correct learning
behavior for anaphoric one, given child-directed speech. We
discuss what is required for acquisition success, and how this
impacts the larger debate about Universal Grammar.
Keywords: anaphoric one; acquisition; Bayesian learning;
domain-general; domain-specific; indirect evidence; input restrictions; language; online probabilistic learning; poverty of
the stimulus; Universal Grammar

The original proposal for learning anaphoric one required
children to have innate domain-specific knowledge about the
structure of language, as part of the child’s Universal Grammar (Baker, 1978). However, more recent studies have suggested alternative solutions involving innate domain-general
learning abilities coupled with input restrictions that arise
from domain-specific learning constraints (Foraker et al.,
2009; Pearl & Lidz, 2009; Regier & Gahl, 2004).
Here, we consider whether indirect evidence leveraged
from a broader input set could lead children to the correct
knowledge for anaphoric one. If so, we can then refine the
current views on what is required for successful acquisition and specifically, whether it is (i) domain-specific or domaingeneral, and (ii) innate or derivable.
We first discuss adult and child knowledge of anaphoric
one, and then review previous proposals for how to learn this
from the available input. We then motivate why a child might
view a broader input set as informative for anaphoric one.
Following this, we present an online Bayesian learner that
uses this broader data set, and find that our learner is indeed
capable of reproducing the behavior associated with correct
knowledge of anaphoric one without imposing any domainspecific input restrictions. We conclude with discussion of
what is required for acquisition success, and how this impacts
the larger debate about Universal Grammar.

Induction problems in language acquisition
One of the most controversial claims in developmental and
theoretical linguistics is that children learning their native language face an induction problem, sometimes called “Poverty
of the Stimulus” (Chomsky, 1980; Crain, 1991). Simply put,
this is the claim that the data in children’s input are insufficient to identify the correct language knowledge as quickly
as children seem to.
If this is true, then children must bring something to the
language acquisition problem - and the nature of this “something” is often debated. Is it domain-specific or domaingeneral? Is it something derivable from prior experience or
something necessarily innate? These questions are important, as induction problems in language acquisition are often used to motivate innate, domain-specific knowledge about
language (Universal Grammar (Chomsky, 1965)).
The potential induction problem presented by English
anaphoric one (1) has received considerable recent attention
(e.g., Foraker, Regier, Khetarpal, Perfors, and Tenenbaum
(2009); Lidz, Waxman, and Freedman (2003); Pearl and Lidz
(2009); Regier and Gahl (2004)).

English anaphoric one
Adult knowledge
The adult representation of English anaphoric one has both
a syntactic and semantic component. In order to interpret an
utterance like (1), the listener must first identify the syntactic
antecedent of one, i.e., what string one is replacing. In (1),
adults interpret one’s antecedent as “red bottle”, so the utterance is equivalent to “Look - a red bottle! Oh, look - another
red bottle!”
Then, the listener uses this syntactic antecedent to identify
the semantic referent of one, e.g., what object in the world
one is referring to. Given the syntactic antecedent “red bottle”, adults interpret the referent of one as a bottle that is red
(RED BOTTLE), as opposed to just any bottle (BOTTLE). Ac-

(1) Anaphoric one
Situation: Two red bottles are present.
Utterance: “Look - a red bottle! Oh, look - another one!”
Interpretation of one:
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cording to standard linguistic practice, the string “red bottle”
has the structure in (2), while “a red bottle” has the structure
in (3):

that there is also ambiguity with respect to the semantic referent (e.g., RED BOTTLE vs. any BOTTLE). Examples (6) and
(7) demonstrate two kinds of ambiguous data.
(6) Syntactic (Syn) Ambiguity
Situation: There are two bottles present.
Utterance: “Look, a bottle! Oh look - another one!”

(2)
[N 0 red [N 0 [N 0 bottle]]
(3) [NP a [N 0 red [N 0 [N 0 bottle]]]
The syntactic category N0 can only contain nouns (e.g.,
“bottle”), and the category NP contains any noun phrase (e.g.,
“a red bottle”). The syntactic category N’ is larger than N0 but
smaller than NP, and can contain both nouns (e.g., “bottle”)
and noun+modifier strings (e.g. “red bottle”). Note that the
string “bottle” can be labeled both as syntactic category N’
(4a) and syntactic category N0 (4b).1

(7) Semantic and Syntactic (Sem-Syn) Ambiguity
Situation: There are two red bottles present.
Utterance: “Look, a red bottle! Oh look - another one!”
Syn ambiguous data do not clearly indicate the category of
one, even though the semantic referent is clear. In (6), the

semantic referent must be BOTTLE since the antecedent can
only be “bottle”. But, is the syntactic structure [N 0 [N 0 bottle]]
or just [N 0 bottle]? Notably, if the child held the mistaken
hypothesis that one was category N0 , this data point would
not conflict with that hypothesis since it is compatible with
the structure being [N 0 bottle].
Sem-Syn ambiguous data are unclear about both the referent and the category of one. In (7), if the child held the
mistaken hypothesis that the referent is simply BOTTLE (unlike the adult interpretation of RED BOTTLE), this would not
be disproven by this data point - there is in fact another bottle present. This data point is ambiguous syntactically for the
same reason Syn data like (6) are: if the referent is BOTTLE,
then the antecedent is “bottle”, which is either N0 or N’.
Fortunately, there are some unambiguous data available
like (8), but these require a very specific conjunction of situation and utterance.

(4a) [N 0 [N 0 bottle]]
(4b)
[N 0 bottle]
Linguistic theory posits that anaphoric elements only have
antecedents of the same syntactic category. Since one’s antecedent can be “red bottle”, then one should be category N’
in these cases. Notably, if the syntactic category of one were
instead N0 , one could not have “red bottle” as its antecedent;
instead, it could only have noun-only strings like “bottle”, and
we could not get the interpretation that we do for (1).
One way to represent adult knowledge is (5):
(5) Adult anaphoric one knowledge in utterances like
“Look - a red bottle! Do you see another one?”
(a) Syntactic structure: category N’
(b) Semantic referent: The mentioned property (“red”) is
relevant for determining the referent of one.

(8) Unambiguous (Unamb) data
Situation: Both a red bottle and a purple bottle are present.
Utterance: “Look - a red bottle! There doesn’t seem to be
another one here, though.”

Child knowledge
Behavioral evidence from Lidz et al. (2003) (henceforth
LWF) suggests that young children also have this same interpretation for utterances like (1). LWF examined the looking behavior of 18-month-olds when hearing an utterance like
“Look, a red bottle! Do you see another one?”. The 18month-olds demonstrated a significant preference for looking
at the bottle that was red (as compared to a bottle that was
some other color). LWF interpreted this to mean that by 18
months, children have acquired the same representation for
anaphoric one that adults have.

In (8), if the child mistakenly believes the referent is just
then the antecedent of one is “bottle” and it’s surprising that the speaker would claim there’s not “another bottle here”, since another bottle is clearly present. Thus, this
data point unambiguously indicates that the property “red” is
important, so the semantic referent is RED BOTTLE. The corresponding syntactic antecedent is “red bottle”, which has the
syntactic structure [N 0 red [N 0 [N 0 bottle]]] and indicates one’s
category is N’.
Unfortunately, unambiguous data comprise only a small
fraction of children’s input - LWF discovered that a mere
0.25% of child-directed anaphoric one utterances were unambiguous data. For this reason, the debate has arisen about
how children might solve this acquisition problem as rapidly
as they do.
BOTTLE ,

Learning anaphoric one
The learning problem
Learning the correct representation for anaphoric one is difficult because many anaphoric one data are ambiguous with respect to what syntactic category one is, even if children know
that the choice is between N’ and N0 . Moreover, as we saw
in (2), sometimes there is more than one N’ antecedent to
choose from (e.g., “red bottle” vs. “bottle”), which means

Innate, domain-specific knowledge
An early proposal (Baker, 1978) (henceforth Baker) assumed
that only unambiguous data were informative. Given the
sparsity of these data, it was proposed that children possess
domain-specific knowledge about the structure of language -

1 We

note that the actual labels themselves are immaterial. It is
only relevant that these structural levels are distinguished in this way,
i.e., that “red bottle” and “bottle” are the same label (N’ here), while
“bottle” can also be labeled with a smaller category label (N0 here).
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in particular, children innately know that anaphoric elements
(like one) cannot be syntactic category N0 . Instead, children
automatically rule out that possibility from their hypothesis
space, and simply know that one is category N’.

(9) “Look at the cute penguin. I want to hug it/him/her.”
≈ “Look at the cute penguin. I want to hug the cute penguin.”

Here, the antecedent of the pronoun it/him/her is the NP
“the cute penguin”:

Domain-general learning abilities +
domain-specific input restrictions

(10) [NP the [N 0 cute [N 0 [N 0 penguin]]]]
In fact, it turns out that one can also have an NP antecedent:

Regier and Gahl (2004) (henceforth R&G) noted that SemSyn data like (7) could be leveraged to learn the correct representation for anaphoric one. Specifically, a learner with
domain-general statistical learning abilities could track how
often a property that was mentioned was important for the
referent to have (e.g., when “red” was mentioned, was the
referent just a BOTTLE or specifically a RED BOTTLE?). If
the referent had that property (e.g., was a RED BOTTLE), this
meant that the syntactic antecedent of one would be an N’
string (e.g., “red bottle”) and implicated one’s category as N’.
The R&G data set consisted of both unambiguous data and
Sem-Syn ambiguous data, and their online Bayesian learner
was able to learn the correct interpretation for anaphoric one.
No innate, domain-specific knowledge was required.
Pearl and Lidz (2009) (henceforth P&L) noted that if the
child had to learn the syntactic category of one, an equalopportunity (EO) learner would view Syn ambiguous data
like (6) as informative. Unfortunately, Syn ambiguous data
far outnumber the Sem-Syn ambiguous and unambiguous
data combined (about 20 to 1 in their corpus analysis), and
in fact lead a probabilistic learner of the kind R&G propose
to the wrong syntactic category for one (i.e., one=N0 ). Thus,
R&G’s Bayesian learner would have to explicitly filter out the
Syn ambiguous data. P&L suggested that this kind of filter
is domain-specific, since it involves ignoring a specific kind
of linguistic data, though they speculate how this restriction
could be derived from domain-general learning preferences.
Foraker et al. (2009) (henceforth F&al) focused on identifying the syntactic category of one, applying an ideal
Bayesian learner to the syntactic input alone. Their learner
employed subtle conceptual knowledge to identify the likely
syntactic category for one (specifically, a syntactic complement is “conceptually evoked by its head noun” and indicates
the noun string is N0 , while a modifier is not and indicates
the noun string is N’). While there were not many informative one data points in their data, their ideal learner was able
to learn that one was category N’. Their learner required a
domain-specific input restriction to syntactic data as well as
domain-specific knowledge about the subtle distinction between complements and modifiers, and their implications for
syntactic categories.

(11) “Look! A red bottle. I want one.”
≈ “Look! A red bottle. I want a red bottle.”

So, the issue of one’s syntactic category only occurs when
one is being used in a syntactic environment that indicates it
is smaller than NP (examples of this <NP environment are in
(1), (6), (7), and (8)). Notably, one shares some semantic and
syntactic distribution properties with other pronouns.
Following R&G’s idea, a learner could track how often a
property mentioned in the potential antecedent (e.g., “red” in
“a red bottle” in (11)) is important for the referent to have.
Crucially, we can apply this not only to data points where
one is <NP ((6) and (8)), but also to data points where pronouns are used anaphorically and in an NP syntactic environment ((9) and (11)). When the potential antecedent mentions
a property and the pronoun is used as an NP, the antecedent
is necessarily also an NP, and necessarily includes the mentioned property (e.g., “a red bottle”). Data points like (9) and
(11) are thus unambiguous both syntactically (category=NP)
and semantically (the referent must have the mentioned property). We will refer to them as unambiguous NP (Unamb
NP) data points, and these are the additional data points our
learner (henceforth the P&M learner) will learn from.
Like the R&G and P&L learners, our learner differs from
the Baker learner by learning from data besides the unambiguous <NP data. However, our learner differs from the
learners in R&G and P&L by learning from data containing
anaphoric elements besides one.2 Table 1 shows which learners use which data.
Table 1: Data sets used by learners.
Data type
Unamb <NP
Sem-Syn Ambig
Syn Ambig
Unamb NP

Example
(8)
(7)
(6)
(9), (11)

Learners
Baker, R&G, P&L’s EO, P&M
R&G, P&L’s EO, P&M
P&L’s EO, P&M
P&M

Information in the data

A broader view of informative data

Figure 1 represents the information dependencies in any data
point where a pronoun is used anaphorically and there is a
potential antecedent that has been mentioned recently.

Instead of restricting the input set, we consider expanding it
beyond unambiguous (8), Sem-Syn ambiguous (7), and Syn
ambiguous (6) data. Consider that there are other anaphoric
elements in the language besides one, such as pronouns like
it, him, her, etc. These pronouns are category NP, since they
replace an entire noun phrase (NP) when they are used (9):

2 Our learner also differs from the F&al learner by leveraging
both syntactic and semantic information, instead of just syntactic
information.
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Table 2: Data types and observable values.
Data type
Unamb <NP
Sem-Syn Ambig
Syn Ambig
Unamb NP

A/'("<()&
C.2($2&

PropMent
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Pronoun
one
one
one
it, one, etc.

SynEnv
<NP
<NP
<NP
NP

Obj
has prop
has prop
N/A
has prop

The online probabilistic learning framework

Figure 1: Information dependencies in data points.

Important quantities
The two components of the correct representation for
anaphoric one are (a) that a property mentioned in the potential antecedent is important for the referent of one to have,
and (b) that one is category N’ when it is not an NP. These
correspond to “property important?” and “syntactic category
of pronoun” in Figure 1. We represent the probability of the
former as pI and the probability of the latter as pN 0 .
We follow the update methods in P&L, and use equation
(12) adapted from Chew (1971), which assumes p comes
from a binomial distribution and the beta distribution is used
to estimate the prior:

Under S YNTACTIC U SAGE, we can observe which pronoun is used (e.g., it, one, etc.). The syntactic category depends on which pronoun is used (e.g., NP, N’, or N0 for
one). We can observe the syntactic environment in which
the pronoun is used, which depends on the syntactic category (e.g., “another one” indicates a syntactic environment
of <NP, which means the category is N’ or N0 ). The syntactic category also determines whether the antecedent string
can contain a modifier (e.g., category N0 cannot, since it only
allows bare nouns like “bottle”).
Under R EFERENTIAL I NTENT, we can observe whether
the potential antecedent mentioned a property or not (e.g., “a
red bottle” vs. “a bottle”). If a property was mentioned, it is a
latent variable whether the mentioned property was important
for the referent of the pronoun to have. This then determines
whether the antecedent string must include that property (e.g.,
it must if the property is important).
Both the antecedent string variables determine the content of the actual antecedent string (e.g., if both a modifier
and a property must be included, the antecedent would be
“red bottle” rather than simply “bottle”). Finally, the antecedent string determines what object is being referred to,
and whether that object has the mentioned property (e.g.,
whether it’s a RED BOTTLE when the previous context was
“a red bottle”). This is observable (e.g., we can see if the
bottle that one refers to is in fact red).
These variables can take on the following values:

px =

α + datax
,α = β = 1
α + β + totaldatax

(12)

α and β represent a very weak prior when set to 1. datax
represents how many informative data points indicative of
x have been observed, while totaldatax represents the total
number of potential x data points observed. After every informative data point, datax and totaldatax are updated as in
(13), and then px is updated using equation (12). The variable φx indicates the probability that the current data point is
an example of an x data point. For unambiguous data, φx = 1;
for ambiguous data φX < 1.

R EFERENTIAL I NTENT
property mentioned? ∈ {Yes, No}
property important? ∈ {Yes, No}
antecedent string includes property? ∈ {Yes, No}

datax = datax + φx

(13a)

totaldatax = totaldatax + 1

(13b)

pI is updated for Unambiguous <NP data, Sem-Syn Ambiguous data, and Unambiguous NP data. pN 0 is updated for
Unambiguous <NP data, Sem-Syn Ambiguous data, and Syn
Ambiguous data.
The value of φx depends on data type. We can derive the
value of φI by using the information dependencies in Figure
1, and the basic Bayes equation. φI uses equation (14), which
includes π (what pronoun was mentioned), σ (what the syntactic environment is), µ (whether the previous context mentioned a property), ω (whether the object has the mentioned
property), and I (the property is important):

S YNTACTIC U SAGE
pronoun used ∈ {one, it, him, her, etc.}
syntactic category of pronoun ∈ {NP, N’, N0 }
syntactic environment ∈ {NP, <NP}
antecedent string includes modifier? ∈ {Yes, No}
C OMBINED
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where
φI = p(I|π, σ, µ = yes, ω) =

p(π, σ, ω|I, µ = yes) ∗ pI
(14)
p(π, σ, ω|µ = yes)

Unambiguous <NP and Unambiguous NP data have φI =1,
which is intuitively satisfying since they unambiguously indicate that the property is important for the referent to have.
Sem-Syn ambiguous data have φI calculated as in (15):
φI =

ρ1
ρ1 + ρ2 + ρ3

(15)

m
pN 0 ∗ n+m
∗ pI

(16a)

ρ2 =

pN 0 ∗
∗ (1 − pI ) ∗ 1t
(1 − pN 0 ) ∗ (1 − pI ) ∗ 1t

(16b)
(16c)

Data type
Unamb <NP
Syn-Sem Ambig
Syn Ambig
Unamb NP
Uninformative

Baker
0
0
0
0
36500

R&G, P&L
0
242
0
0
36258

P&L’s EO
0
242
2743
0
33515

P&M
0
242
2743
3073
30442

Measures of success
In addition to measuring pI and pN 0 at the end of the learning period, a good metric of acquisition success is how likely
the learner is to produce the infant looking behavior in the
LWF experiment (e.g., “Look - a red bottle! Do you see another one?”). Specifically, we can calculate the probability
(pbeh ) of the learner looking at the referent that has the mentioned property (e.g., the RED referent given that “red” was
mentioned) when given a choice between two referents.
pbeh = p(ω = hasproperty|π = one, σ =< NP, µ = yes)

(18)

(21)

This works out to

where ρ1 , ρ2 , and ρ3 are the same as in (16). Equation (18)
is intuitively satisfying as only ρ1 and ρ2 are representations
with syntactic category N’.
Syn Ambiguous data have φN 0 as the following:
ρ4
φN 0 Syn =
ρ4 + ρ5

(20b)

For the free parameters in the model, we will follow the
corpus-based estimate P&L used for m and n: m = 1 and n =
3. We will also follow an estimate P&L used for t: t = 5.

p(π, µ, ω|N 0 , σ =< NP) ∗ pN 0
p(π, µ, ω|σ =< NP)
(17)

ρ1 + ρ2
ρ1 + ρ2 + ρ3

1 − pN 0

Table 3: Input sets for different anaphoric one proposals

Unambiguous <NP data have φI =1, which is again intuitively satisfying since they unambiguously indicate that the
category is N’ when the syntactic environment is <NP. SemSyn ambiguous data have φN 0 as in (18):
φN 0 Sem−Syn =

ρ5 =

To gauge the frequency of the different data types in childdirected input, we conducted a corpus analysis of 17,521
child-directed utterances in the Brown-Eve corpus from
CHILDES (MacWhinney, 2000). Following P&L, we posit
that the anaphoric one learning period begins at 14 months
and that children hear approximately 1,000,000 sentences
from birth until 18 months. We can then use the data frequencies in the Brown-Eve corpus to estimate the expected
distribution of pronoun data between 14 and 18 months. Table 3 shows the input sets used to test the different learning
proposals for anaphoric one.

In (16), m and n refer to how often N’ strings are observed
to contain modifiers (m) (e.g., “red bottle), as opposed to
containing only nouns (n) (e.g., “bottle”). These help determine the probability of observing an N’ string with a modifier (16a), as compared to an N’ string without one (16b).
Parameter t indicates how many property types there are in
the learner’s hypothesis space, which determines how suspicious a coincidence it is that the object just happens to have
the mentioned property.
The quantities in (16) correlate with anaphoric one representations. For ρ1 , the syntactic category is N’ (pN 0 ), a modm
ifier is used ( n+m
), and the property is important (pI ). For
ρ2 , the syntactic category is N’ (pN 0 ), a modifier is not used
n
( n+m
), the property is not important (1- pI ), and the object
has the mentioned property by chance ( 1t ). For ρ3 , the syntactic category is N0 (1-pN 0 ), the property is not important (1pI ), and the object has the mentioned property by chance ( 1t ).
The value of φN 0 also depends on data type. We derive the
value of φN 0 similarly (though not identically) to φI :
φN 0 = p(N 0 |π, σ =< NP, µ, ω) =

(20a)

Learner input sets & parameter values

ρ1 =
ρ3 =

n
pN 0 ∗ n+m

The quantities in (19) intuitively correspond to representations for anaphoric one when no property is mentioned in the
previous context. For ρ4 , the syntactic category is N’ (pN 0 )
n
and the N’ string uses only a noun ( n+m
). For ρ5 , the syntac0
tic category is N (1-pN 0 ).

where

n
n+m

ρ4 =

pbeh =

ρ1 + ρ2 + ρ3
ρ1 + 2 ∗ ρ2 + 2 ∗ ρ3

(22)

where ρ1 , ρ2 , and ρ3 are defined as in (16), m = 1, n = 3,
and t = 2. As before, these quantities intuitively correspond
to the different outcomes. The numerator represents all the

(19)
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outcomes where the learner looks to the correct object (ρ1 , ρ2
and ρ3 looking at the RED bottle), while the denominator includes the two additional outcomes where the learner looks to
the incorrect object (ρ2 and ρ3 looking at the non-RED bottle).

This is domain-specific knowledge, though it could be derived through innate domain-general statistical learning abilities applied to the input. The child can then track how often a mentioned property is important for a referent to have
by using these same domain-general abilities. In the second
learning stage, the learner uses these domain-general abilities
coupled with domain-specific knowledge that allows complements and modifiers to be distinguished in the syntactic input
(F&al). This domain-specific knowledge could be innate (as
part of Universal Grammar), or perhaps derived somehow.
To conclude, we find that indirect evidence can be leveraged effectively by an online probabilistic learner in order
to produce behavior consistent with infant anaphoric one behavior, even if the learner does not achieve the adult representation. Though this learning step does not require innate domain-specific knowledge, a second step that allows
the learner to achieve the adult representation might. We believe this general approach of looking at broader input sets for
learning linguistic phenomena may be fruitful for identifying
what is and is not necessarily part of Universal Grammar.

Results & General discussion
Table 4 shows the results of the learning simulations over the
different input sets, with averages over 1000 runs reported
and standard deviations in parentheses.
Table 4: Probabilities after learning
Prob
pN 0
pI
pbeh

Baker
.50 (<.01)
.50 (<.01)
.53 (<.01)

R&G, P&L
.97 (<.01)
.95 (<.01)
.93 (<.01)

P&L’s EO
.17 (.02)
.02 (.01)
.50 (<.01)

P&M
.37 (.04)
>.99 (<.01)
>.99 (<.01)

Interestingly, while the P&M learner has a lower probability for one as N’ in general (pN 0 = .37), it has an extremely
high probability of reproducing infant behavior and interpreting one correctly in the LWF scenario (pbeh > .99). This is
because the learner believes the mentioned property is important (pI > .99). If the property is important, the antecedent
must contain the modifier (e.g., be “red bottle” as opposed to
“bottle”) - which means the learner will choose the correct
referent even if the learner generally thinks one is N0 . That
is, infants could produce adult-like behavior in this context
without having adult-like representations of anaphoric one.
We note that this result is due to the input set the P&M
learner is using - the learners using restricted input sets behave exactly as previous studies found. Learning from unambiguous data alone does not work (Baker), though including
Sem-Syn ambiguous data will lead to the correct representation and the correct behavior (R&G, P&L). Additionally including Syn ambiguous data (P&L’s EO) leads to the incorrect representation and chance looking behavior. Expanding
to unambiguous NP data (P&M) doesn’t solve the incorrect
category problem for one, but it turns out this isn’t always
necessary to interpret one correctly in context.
This suggests that while children must eventually learn that
one is N’, they do not need to do so by 18 months. This
may allow them time to develop the ability to make the subtle conceptual distinctions F&al’s learner uses to leverage the
syntactic distribution of one and converge on one as N’. This
leads to a more complex acquisition trajectory. Initially, children could use a broader input set (like the P&M learner) and
learn the correct interpretation for one in most contexts, even
if they believe one is usually N0 . Later, children could be
sophisticated enough to leverage the information in the syntactic distribution and identify one as definitively N’.
The knowledge needed for acquisition success would then
include both domain-specific and domain-general components. To identify the broader data set the P&M learner used,
the child needs to recognize that one is similar to other pronouns (i.e., it is anaphoric and has syntactic antecedents).
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Abstract

semantic level. Increased flexibility in either of these
processes would allow for accelerated vocabulary
acquisition in bilinguals, leading to rapid gains in novel
language knowledge.
Vocabulary learning is particularly important in attaining
language fluency; by some estimates learners need to know
98% of the words they hear to comprehend speech which
translates to roughly 8000 lexical items (Nation, 2006). The
size of vocabularies means that many words are acquired
incidentally, either by reading or listening to speech
(Schmitt, 2008). Words acquired from speech are
notoriously difficult to learn, in part because the boundaries
between words are not always obvious. One way to
overcome the word boundary problem is to attend to the
regularities in speech. Sounds that co-occur often are likely
to comprise part of a single word, whereas rare sound
sequences are likely to mark transitions between words.
These transitions can mark the beginning of novel words,
which should be attended to and encoded by the learner.
Infants demonstrate attention to statistical probabilities in a
continuous auditory sequence (Saffran, Aslin, & Newport,
1996), as do adults (Saffran, Johnson, Aslin, & Newport,
1999), and this skill has been associated with word-learning
ability (Mirman, Magnuson, Estes, & Dixon, 2008). It is a
flexible process that can be applied to successfully learn
words composed of speech phonemes, musical tones, or
visual sequences (Saffran, et al., 1999; Slemmer, Kirkham,
& Johnson, 2010), and may reflect the process by which
language learners acquire words from spoken speech.
A potential difficulty during novel language acquisition
remains, though, in that the novel language is prone to
interference from already known languages. Interaction
between languages is observed during language processing
and can lead to interference (Bijeljac-Babic, Biardeau, &
Grainger, 1997; Blumenfeld & Marian, 2007; Duyck,
Assche, Drieghe, & Hartsuiker, 2007; Marian & Spivey,
2003a; 2003b; Schwartz & Kroll, 2006; van Heuven,
Dijkstra, & Grainger, 1998). In the process of acquiring a
new language, interference from known languages may be
particularly destructive, as known languages are highly
practiced and may activate more easily. Better suppression
of non-target language activation may consequently
improve attention to novel language cues and facilitate
acquisition.
Inhibitory control ability is one way to manage this
interference, by reducing activation of irrelevant items.
Strong inhibitory control has been associated with improved
statistical learning in situations where interference during
learning was particularly pronounced (Weiss, Gerfen, &
Mitchel, 2010). Bilinguals display advantages in inhibitory

We examine the influence of bilingualism and inhibitory
control on the ability to learn a novel language. Using a
statistical learning paradigm, participants learned transitional
probabilities in two novel languages based on the
International Morse Code. First, participants listened to a lowinterference language to test word segmentation skill. Next,
participants listened to a high-interference language, in which
a colliding cue to word boundaries in the form of compressed
pauses between words conflicted with the language’s
transitional probabilities. Results suggest that high
proficiency in a second language can improve word learning
in a novel language, but when interference during learning is
high, language experience no longer confers a benefit and
strong inhibitory control ability is necessary for learning to
occur.
Keywords:
recognition

language

acquisition; bilingualism; pattern

Introduction
Language learning is a complex phenomenon that requires
the learner to incorporate novel phonology, vocabulary, and
grammatical rules. Not surprisingly, acquiring a new
language can be difficult, particularly later in life, and many
learners never achieve full native-like proficiency
(Birdsong, 2006; 2009; DeKeyser, 2005). Learning
outcomes may be improved by identifying the processes that
contribute to successful acquisition of a novel language.
One of the first steps to language acquisition is to
understand the way in which sounds are combined to create
words. After identifying novel sound sequences, they can be
assigned to semantic concepts and the complete word added
to one’s vocabulary. Here we consider how two related
factors, bilingual language experience and inhibitory
control, may influence this word acquisition process.
Bilingualism has been shown to provide a language
learning advantage, and bilinguals acquiring a third
language outperform monolinguals acquiring a second
language (Cenoz & Valencia, 1994; Kaushanskaya &
Marian, 2009a; 2009b; Keshavarz & Astaneh, 2004; Sanz,
2000; Thomas, 1992). This may be due in part to bilinguals’
enhanced working memory, which allows them to sustain
novel words in the focus of attention until they can be
encoded in long-term memory (Papagno & Vallar, 1995;
van Hell & Mahn, 1997), and is linked to high secondlanguage proficiency (Majerus, Poncelet, van der Linden, &
Weekes, 2008; Service, Simola, Metsänheimo, & Maury,
2002). These novel words may be more readily linked to
novel sound sequences at the phonological level, or mapped
onto concepts shared with translation equivalents at the
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control compared to monolinguals on non-linguistic tasks
involving distracting cues (Bialystok, 1999; 2007;
Bialystok, Craik, Klein, & Viswanathan, 2004; Costa,
Hernández, & Sebastián-Gallés, 2008), which may also
contribute to their language learning ability by suppressing
interference and increasing the saliency of novel words.
To separately investigate the influences of bilingual
experience and inhibitory control, we tested participants
who varied in second language proficiency and level of
inhibitory control on their ability to learn two languages that
were based on the International Morse Code. Morse code is
different from natural languages in that all information is
conveyed rhythmically by changes in duration of pure tone
sequences and silences. Morse code is sufficiently difficult
to learn to discriminate learners from non-learners, and
because it does not overlap in form with any languages
participants knew, it avoids favoring speakers of one
language over another. Since overlap with participants’
known languages was low, we were able to create a lowinterference condition in which learning required detecting
statistical regularities within the Morse stream, but did not
require inhibiting competitive interference from known
languages. Because the inhibitory demands were reduced,
the low-interference condition allowed us to assess whether
proficiency in a second language has an effect on incidental
word learning from speech, independent of inhibitory
control ability.
In addition to the low-interference condition, we also
designed a second, high-interference condition to assess the
influence of inhibitory ability on word segmentation. The
words in this second, high-interference condition conflicted
with the previously-learned words in the low-interference
condition. Additionally, a colliding cue to word boundaries
that conflicted with the transitional probabilities between
words was inserted to create interference within the new
language itself, a paradigm shown to recruit inhibitory
control (Weiss et al., 2010). Learning in our highinterference condition depended on both suppressing the
first Morse code language and selectively attending to one
of the two sets of word boundary cues (by inhibiting the
other) in the second Morse code language. The second,
high-interference condition therefore enabled us to examine
the influence of inhibitory ability on word segmentation in
contexts where learners have to reduce interference from
conflicting linguistic information.
To summarize, in the present study, we examined the
contributions of second language experience and inhibitory
control to word segmentation. Participants who varied in
second language experience and level of inhibitory control
were taught Morse code words in a low-interference
condition and a high-interference condition. The lowinterference condition placed few demands on inhibition; in
this condition, high proficiency in a second language was
expected to contribute to successful word segmentation. The
high-interference condition placed high demands on
inhibition; in this condition, inhibitory ability was expected
to promote successful word segmentation.

Participants
Twenty-four Northwestern University students (Mean age =
21.6, SD = 2.23) participated for course credit. Participants
completed the LEAP-Q (Marian, Blumenfeld, &
Kaushanskaya, 2007) to provide information about language
proficiency and language use. Age of second language
acquisition ranged from 0-14 (M = 7.78, SD = 4.92) A
version of the Simon task was used to assess participants’
inhibitory control ability. Median splits were used to
separate participants into high/low second-language
proficiency (composite of L2 oral production and
comprehension: median of 5, scale of 0-10), and
strong/weak inhibitory control (Simon effect: median of
33.2 ms). While some studies find a relationship between
second language experience and inhibitory control
(Bialystok, 2007), others do not (Morton & Harper, 2007).
In the current study, second language proficiency and
inhibitory control were not correlated (r = -0.35, p > 0.1),
allowing their effects on learning to be considered
independently.

Materials
Two artificial languages were created based on the
international Morse code alphabet. In Morse code, letters
are composed of combinations of short tones, or 'dots'
(440Hz for 100ms) and long tones, or 'dashes' (440Hz for
300ms). A short pause (100ms) separates tones within a
letter, and a long pause (300ms) separates letters within a
word. Three words were created for each language such that
the length of each word was a constant 1100ms, and no
letter was used twice (See Table 1).
Table 1: Morse Code Languages
Language 1 --/. (ME) -./.. (NI)
.-/- (AT)
Language 2 ./-- (EM) ../-. (IN)
-/.- (TA)
Note: English translations were never shown to participants
Morse code training streams were created for each
language with two restrictions: a word could not
immediately follow itself, and each word was followed by
the other two words an equal number of times. Since the
first letter of each word perfectly predicted the second letter,
transitional probability within-words was a constant 1.0.
Since each word could be followed by either of the two
other words, the between-word transitional probability was
a constant 0.5.
The training stream in the low-interference condition had
a 300ms long pause inserted between words, identical to the
long pause that separated letters within a single word. To
learn the words, participants would have to attend to the
transitional probabilities within and between words (see
Figure 1A). In contrast, the training stream in the highinterference condition replaced the long pause between
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Figure 1: Morse code listening streams. Dots and dashes represent 100 ms and 300 ms tones, short and long gaps
represent 100 ms and 300 ms silences. In the low interference condition, words are marked by statistical probabilities
between letters (e.g., A follows T, but either E or I follow A). In the high interference condition, the gap between words is
reduced, and the statistically defined words (TA, EM, IN) compete with words defined by the long pauses (AE, MT, AI).
words with a 100ms short pause, identical to the short pause
that existed between elements within a single letter. The
300ms long pause between letters within a single word
remained, only this pause now marked a competing word
boundary. There were thus two colliding cues to word
boundary: the between-word transitional probabilities (as in
the low-interference condition), and the pause-based cues
(see Figure 1B). To learn the words, participants would have
to inhibit one of the two word-boundary cues and attend to
the other.

was more familiar by pressing the '1' (first word) or '9'
(second word) key on a computer keyboard. Word pairs
were presented with a one-second pause between words, and
a four-second pause between trials. Each of the three words
was presented in four trials: twice before and twice after two
different part-words. Part-words were created by
concatenating the second letter from one word with the first
letter of another word, and had appeared in the listening
stream half as often as the actual words. In the highinterference condition, the part-words were words that could
have been learned by using pause-based cues instead of
statistical cues. Accuracy scores were obtained and
normalized to chance performance, with a score of zero
indicating six out of twelve correct. In the low-interference
condition, positive scores above chance indicated word
learning. In the high interference condition, positive scores
above chance also indicated word learning based on the
statistical cues, while negative scores indicated learning
based on the pause cues. Either type of learning was a valid
way of parsing the Morse code stream, but they entailed
different inhibitory demands. The pauses competed with the
statistical cues only, while the statistical cues competed with
both the pauses and the previously learned words (due to
overlapping letters between conditions). Learning by pauses
in the high-interference condition may thus reflect a strategy
that minimizes competition during learning and reduces
inhibitory demands.
All participants also completed a visual Simon task to
index inhibitory control. Participants viewed blue and
brown rectangles that appeared on the left, right, or center of
a computer screen and selected a response based on the
item’s color, while ignoring its location. The instructions
were to press a blue button on the left side of the keyboard if
the rectangle was blue, or to press a brown button on the

Procedure
The Morse code language associated with each condition
was counterbalanced across participants, but the order of the
two conditions was fixed, with all participants completing
the low-interference condition first, followed by the highinterference condition. This was done to ensure that no
previously learned Morse code words could compete with
targets during the low-interference condition. Learned
words would then have to be inhibited during the following
high-interference condition, adding to its inhibitory
demands.
At the beginning of each learning condition, participants
were instructed to listen to a series of tones and were told
that they would be tested on information about the tones
later. Participants wore headphones and listened to the
Morse code stream over three blocks, each four minutes and
twelve seconds long. Participants received a one-minute
silent break between blocks.
Immediately after the third training block, participants
were tested on their knowledge of the language with a
twelve-item two-alternative forced-choice task. Participants
were instructed to indicate which of two Morse code words
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right side of the keyboard if the rectangle was brown. In
Congruent trials, the stimulus and the response were on the
same side (e.g., a blue rectangle on the left side of the
screen). In Incongruent trials, stimulus and response were
on opposite sides (e.g., blue rectangle on the right side of
the screen). In Neutral trials, the stimulus appeared in the
center of the screen. Congruent, Incongruent, and Neutral
trials appeared in an equal ratio. A single trial involved (1) a
fixation cross for 350ms, (2) a blank screen for 150ms, (3) a
colored rectangle for 1500ms, (4) in the event of an error, a
red ‘X’ as feedback for 1500ms, and (5) a blank screen for
an 850ms inter-trial interval. All participants completed a
practice session before the actual task. The Simon effect
was calculated by subtracting reaction time on Congruent
trials from reaction time on Incongruent trials. A small
Simon effect indicates better ability to ignore the
inconsistent location cue, and improved inhibitory control.

0.1). In the low-interference condition, second language
proficiency was marginally correlated with learning, r =
0.40, p = 0.06. In the high-interference condition, neither the
high L2 proficiency group (M = -0.27, SD = 2.10; p > 0.1)
nor the low L2 proficiency group (M = -0.09, SD = 1.70; p >
0.1) were able to learn, and second language proficiency
was not correlated with learning, r = 0.01, p > 0.1 (Figure
2).

Inhibitory Control
Strong inhibitory control was associated with increased
learning of a second Morse code language in the highinterference condition, but did not discriminate learners of
the first Morse code language in the low-interference
condition (Figure 2). Both strong and weak inhibitory
control groups successfully learned the Morse-code
language in the baseline low-interference condition (strong
inhibitory control: M = 1.79, SD = 2.46; t(11) = 2.52, p <
0.05; weak inhibitory control: M = 1.92, SD = 1.98; t(11) =
3.36, p < 0.01); inhibitory control was not correlated with
learning, r = -0.25, p > 0.1. When these same participants
were compared in their ability to learn a subsequent Morse
code language in the high-interference condition,
participants with strong inhibitory control demonstrated
learning according to the pause-based rules (M = -1.18, SD
= 1.60; t(10) = -2.45, p < 0.05), while participants with
weak inhibitory control did not demonstrate learning (M =
0.58, SD = 1.73; p > 0.1). The difference between groups
was significant (t(21) = -2.53, p < 0.05), and inhibitory
control was correlated with learning, r = 0.47, p < 0.05.

Results
Second Language Proficiency
Experience in a second language positively influenced
ability to learn in the low-interference condition, but did not
affect ability to learn in the high-interference condition
(Figure 2). Successful learning was characterized by greater
than chance performance. In the low-interference condition,
those with high proficiency in an L2 were able to learn (M =
2.41, SD = 2.01; t(10) = 3.97, p < 0.01), while those with
low L2 proficiency did not learn (M = 1.09, SD = 2.34; p >

Figure 2: Effects of second language proficiency and inhibitory control on learning the new language.
(Asterisks indicate a significant difference from chance, alpha of 0.05. Error bars indicate one standard error)
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Discussion

increase in inhibitory control would not allow for increased
information extraction from the signal.
Natural language learning is likely to benefit from both
effects of second language proficiency and inhibitory
control. When language interference occurs during learning
it can disrupt acquisition, but bilinguals appear to be better
able to manage this interference and have improved learning
outcomes (Kaushanskaya & Marian, 2009a). One of the
ways that interference during language learning can be
managed is to globally suppress the native language (Levy,
McVeigh, Marful, & Anderson, 2007; Linck, Kroll, &
Sunderman, 2009). Bilinguals, though, appear to rely on
facilitation of the newly-learned language to reduce
interference (Bartolotti & Marian, 2010). These different
patterns of controlling language interference reflect the
development of the underlying control processes, which can
influence learning success in difficult, high-interference
contexts. By reducing interference, the saliency of novel
words can be increased, and may be more readily acquired
by bilinguals, who better remember novel words. Overall,
our results demonstrate that novel language acquisition, a
task that begins with the need to identify and remember new
words, can benefit from linguistic experience and inhibitory
ability. Prior experience acquiring words and an ability to
attend to relevant cues can both improve learning, and may
contribute to the bilingual advantage for novel language
acquisition.

In the present study, we found that bilingualism and
inhibitory control can each contribute to novel language
acquisition, depending on the level of interference present
during learning. Specifically, when interference during
training was low, high second language proficiency was
associated with successful learning of words in the novel
language, but inhibitory control ability did not discriminate
between learners and non-learners—both groups showed
acquisition of the novel language words. In contrast, when
interference during training was high, strong inhibitory
control was associated with successful acquisition, but
second language proficiency did not affect learning—in this
case, neither group was able to acquire the novel words. The
results highlight the relative roles of previous language
experience and inhibitory control on beginning language
learning in different contexts.
Previous research has shown that bilinguals learn words
in a novel language better than monolinguals (Cenoz, 2003;
Cenoz & Valencia, 1994; Kaushanskaya & Marian, 2009b;
Keshavarz & Astaneh, 2004; Sanz, 2000; Thomas, 1992;
van Hell & Mahn, 1997). Here we suggest a possible
mechanism for this advantage, in the form of improved
word segmentation in a novel language by bilinguals. This
ability to segment words from speech may depend in part on
phonological working memory, which has previously been
associated with improved statistical learning (Misyak &
Christiansen, 2007). High proficiency in a second language
has been associated with gains in phonological working
memory (Majerus et al., 2008; Service et al., 2002), which
may have contributed to bilinguals’ ability to learn the
words.
The failure of bilingualism to improve novel language
learning in the high interference condition, though, suggests
that second-language experience alone may not be sufficient
to promote successful word segmentation in all learning
contexts. Learning in the high-interference condition
depended on inhibitory control ability; participants with
strong inhibitory control learned words based on the pause
lengths between letters, reflecting a strategy that minimized
sources of interference. Recall that in the high-interference
condition, the pauses conflicted with one source
(transitional
probabilities),
while
the
transitional
probabilities conflicted with two sources (pauses and
previously learned words). The participants with strong
inhibitory control may have been sensitive to this difference
and applied inhibition most effectively, by suppressing all
statistical cues and engaging learning of the pauses between
words. While inhibitory control ability alone was sufficient
to promote learning in a high-interference context, it may
not be a good predictor of overall language learning ability.
Inhibitory control did not discriminate learners and nonlearners of the low-interference language, which had low
inhibitory demands that both groups could conceivably
manage. When there were few distractors in the signal, or
between the signal and prior language knowledge, an
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that makes the readers opt to obtain phonological
information from the right side of a character, and thus the
automaticity of phonological processing in the recognition
of SP characters is superior to PS characters; consequently
SP character processing involves more LH phonological
modulation (Maurer & McCandliss, 2007).

Abstract
In Chinese orthography, a dominant structure exists in which
a semantic radical appears on the left and a phonetic radical
on the right (SP characters); the minority, opposite
arrangement also exists (PS characters). Recent studies
showed that SP character processing is more left hemisphere
(LH) lateralized than PS character processing; nevertheless, it
remains unclear whether this is due to phonetic radical
position or character type frequency. Through computational
modeling with artificial lexicons, in which we implement a
theory of hemispheric asymmetry in perception but do not
assume phonological processing being LH lateralized, we
show that the difference in character type frequency alone is
sufficient to exhibit the effect that the dominant type has a
stronger LH lateralization than the minority type. This effect
is due to higher visual similarity among characters in the
dominant type than the minority type, demonstrating the
modulation of word type frequency on hemispheric
lateralization.

Figure 1: Examples of Chinese SP and PS characters. The
two characters have the same phonetic radical and the same
pronunciation [cai3] in Pinyin; their phonetic radicals also
have the same pronunciation [cai3].
Here we aim to examine whether this lateralization
difference between SP and PS characters can emerge purely
due to the difference in their character type frequency in the
lexicon, without assuming phonological processing being
LH lateralized. We use a model (Hsiao, Shieh, & Cottrell,
2008) that implements a theory of hemispheric asymmetry
in perception, Double Filtering by Frequency (DFF; Ivry &
Robertson, 1998). The theory posits that visual information
coming into the brain goes through two frequency-filtering
stages: the first stage involves selection of a task-relevant
frequency range, and at the second stage, the LH amplifies
high spatial frequency (HSF) information, whereas the RH
amplifies low spatial frequency (LSF) information. We
introduce our model below.
In human visual pathways, the visual field is divided
vertically into two hemifields, which are initially
contralaterally projected to different hemispheres. Hsiao et
al. (2008) conducted a computational modeling study
aiming to examine at which processing stage this split
information converges. They proposed three models with
different timings of convergence: early, intermediate and
late (Figure 2), and examine whether the model could
account for the effect that a chimeric face made from two
left half-faces (from the viewer’s perspective) are usually
judged more similar to the original face than the one made
from two right half-faces (e.g., Gilbert & Bakan, 1973).
They showed that both the intermediate and late
convergence models were able to account for the effect,
whereas the early convergence model was not.
Hsiao et al.’s (2008) model adopted several known
observations about visual anatomy and neural computation:
Gabor filter responses over the input images were used to
simulate neural responses of cells in the early visual system
(Lades et al., 1993); Principal Component Analysis (PCA),

Keywords: hemispheric asymmetry, word type frequency,
Chinese character recognition, computational modeling.

Introduction
Chinese phonetic compound characters are a major type of
characters in Chinese orthography; they comprise about
81% of the 7,000 frequent characters in a Chinese dictionary
(Li & Kang, 1993). A phonetic compound consists of a
semantic radical and a phonetic radical. The semantic
radical usually has information about the character meaning,
whereas the phonetic radical usually has information about
the character pronunciation. Most phonetic compounds have
a left-right structure; a dominant arrangement exists in
which a semantic radical appears on the left and a phonetic
radical on the right (SP characters). This character type
comprises about 90% of all left-right structured phonetic
compounds. The opposite, minority (10%) arrangement also
exists (PS characters; Hsiao & Shillcock, 2006; Figure 1).
Recent studies have suggested that SP and PS characters
are processed differently in the brain. For example, Hsiao,
Shillcock, and Lee (2007) showed that in a homophone
judgment task, SP characters elicited larger N170 ERP
amplitude in the left hemisphere (LH) than the right
hemisphere (RH), whereas PS characters elicited similar
amplitude in both hemispheres. Consistent with this finding,
Hsiao and Liu (2010) showed a right visual field (RVF)/LH
advantage in naming SP characters and no hemispheric
lateralization in naming PS characters. This result suggests
that SP character processing is more LH lateralized than PS
character processing. The authors argued that this effect
may be due to the dominance of SP characters in the lexicon
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a biologically plausible linear compression technique
(Sanger, 1989), was used to simulate possible information
extraction processes beyond the early visual area; this PCA
representation was then used as the input to a two-layer
neural network (Figure 3). They also implemented the DFF
theory in the model by using two sigmoid weighting
functions to assign different weights to the Gabor filter
responses in the two hemispheres (Figure 3).

no systematic mapping between word components and
pronunciation components. Consequently, word recognition
in this condition does not require decomposition of word
input into components, and thus is more RH lateralized.
This result is consistent with the literature: the processing of
visual word recognition in alphabetic languages is usually
more LH lateralized (e.g., English: McCandliss, Cohen, &
Dehaene, 2003; Spanish: Hernandez, Nieto, & Barroso,
1992; Hebrew: Bentin, 1981; Japanese phonetic script kana:
Hanavan & Coney, 2005; Korean Hangul words: Endo,
Shimiza, & Nakamura, 1981) compared with the processing
of Chinese characters, a logographic language (e.g., Tzeng
et al., 1979; Leong et al., 1985).
Thus, because of the dominance of the SP structure in
the Chinese lexicon, it is possible that (a) SP characters may
look visually more similar to each other compared with PS
characters, leading to a stronger LH lateralization.
Alternatively, it may also be that (b) Chinese readers opt to
decompose an SP character into radicals, map the right
radical to the corresponding pronunciation, and use this
information to facilitate the retrieval of the character
pronunciation; in contrast, they may not attempt to
decompose a PS character since they are not used to
obtaining phonological information from the left radical.
This decomposition effect may lead to a stronger LH
lateralization in SP character processing than PS characters.
Here we test these two hypotheses through
computational modeling, since models give us good control
over variables that are difficult to tease apart in human
studies. In the Chinese orthography, in addition to character
type frequency, SP and PS characters differ in at least three
other aspects: (1) Position of the phonetic radical; (2)
Character configuration in terms of visual complexity: since
semantic radicals usually have fewer strokes than phonetic
radicals, SP characters tend to have a right-heavy
configuration, whereas PS characters usually have a leftheavy configuration. (3) Character information structure (in
terms of entropy): Since there are more phonetic radical
types than semantic radical types (the ratio is about 8 to 1;
Hsiao & Shillcock, 2006), in SP characters there is more
information on the right, whereas in PS characters there is
more information on the left 1. To examine the influence of
character type frequency on hemispheric lateralization, in
Experiment 1 we created artificial lexicons with SP and PS
structures and manipulated their character type frequency
(equal frequency vs. SP dominant vs. PS dominant) with all
the other three factors controlled. To examine how position
of the phonetic radical influence lateralization, in
Experiment 2, in addition to character type frequency, we
also manipulated position of the phonetic radical, with both
radical visual complexity (factor (2)) and character
information structure (factor (3)) controlled.

Figure 2: Hemispheric models with different
timing of convergence (Hsiao et al., 2008).

Figure 3: Hsiao et al.’s model (2008).
Here we apply Hsiao et al.’s intermediate convergence
model (2008) to visual word recognition and examine
whether the hemispheric lateralization difference between
SP and PS character processing can emerge purely due to
their difference in character type frequency in the lexicon.
Cheung and Hsiao (2010) recently used the same model and
demonstrated that visual and task characteristics of a writing
system alone could account for hemispheric asymmetry
difference in visual word recognition between different
languages, without assuming phonological processing being
LH lateralized. Specifically, they showed that (a) the more
similar the words are in the lexicon, the more HSFs are
required, leading to a stronger LH lateralization; and (b)
alphabetic mapping from orthography to phonology requires
more HSFs than logographic mapping, resulting in a
stronger LH lateralization. In alphabetic mapping, visual
word recognition involves a systematic mapping from word
components to corresponding components in the
pronunciation (i.e. grapheme-phoneme correspondence). In
this condition, word recognition requires decomposition of
word input into components in order to map them to
corresponding phonemes, and thus requires more HSFs. In
contrast, in logographic mapping, each word input is
mapped to a pronunciation at the syllable level and there is

1

Another difference between SP and PS characters is that the
percentage of regular characters is higher in SP characters than in
PS characters (a regular character has the same pronunciation as its
phonetic radical). Here we focus on structural differences and do
not aim to examine the factor of pronunciation regularity; in the
artificial lexicons we assume all characters are regular.
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projected (e.g. Jordan & Paterson, 2009). Thus, in separate
simulations we projected the same word input to both
hemispheres (i.e. the bilateral model) and compared it with
the split architecture.

Modeling Methods and Results
In our model we first applied a 10 x 10 rigid grid of 2D
Gabor filters (Daugman, 1985) to the character images; at
each grid point we applied Gabor filters with 8 orientations
and 5 frequency scales (following Hsiao et al., 2008;
Cheung & Hsiao, 2010). Gabor filter responses in different
scales were subsequently given different weights; two
conditions were created: (1) the unbiased condition, in
which Gabor responses in all scales were given equal
weights in both visual hemifields, and (2) the biased
condition, in which larger weights were given to HSF
responses in the RVF/LH, and larger weights were given to
LSF responses in the left visual field (LVF)/RH (the second
stage of the DFF; the weights were determined by a sigmoid
function (Figure 3)). The difference in the model’s behavior
between the two conditions thus reflected the influence of
frequency bias (DFF) on the lateralization effects.
The LVF and RVF Gabor representations were then
compressed by PCA separately into two 50-element
representations (100 elements in total; Hsiao et al., 2008),
which were then z-scored to equalize the contribution of
each element. The z-scored PCA representation was then
used as the input to a two-layer neural network (NN). The
NN was trained to recognize input images by mapping them
to corresponding pronunciations at the syllable level (the
pronunciation of each Chinese character only has one
syllable); there were 15 nodes in the output layer,
corresponding to pronunciations of 15 phonetic radicals;
each character had the same pronunciation as its phonetic
radical1. The training continued until the performance on the
training set reached mean-square-error 0.001 or until it
could not be further improved. Gradient descent with an
adaptive learning rate was used as the training algorithm. To
measure lateralization effects, we damaged either the LH
PCA or the RH PCA representation of the test images by
setting the representation to zeros; a LH lateralization index
was defined as the accuracy difference between recognizing
a RH/LVF damaged character (only LH/RVF representation
was available) as the original image and recognizing a
LH/RVF damaged character (only RH/LVF representation
was available) as the original image. A higher index hence
corresponded to a stronger LH lateralization and indicated
the model’s reliance on HSF information.
In the following experiments, for each condition we ran
the model with 20 different lexicons, each containing 100
pseudo-characters; for each character there were 8 images in
different fonts, with 4 of them used for training and the
other 4 for testing (counterbalanced across simulation runs).
The image size was 60 x 60 pixels. For each lexicon, 10
different sets of NN weight initialization were used, and the
average accuracy over the 10 runs was used for data
analysis. This was to minimize the fluctuation in accuracy
caused by the random weight initialization. These 10 sets of
weight initialization were the same across different
conditions to closely match the models.
Although our model assumed split architecture (i.e. the
split model; see Ellis & Brysbaert, 2010), some have argued
that the fovea representation for reading is bilaterally

Experiment 1
Here we examined the influence of character type frequency
on hemispheric lateralization of character processing, with
all the other three factors controlled: (1) position of the
phonetic radical, (2) character configuration, and (3)
character information structure. We created artificial
lexicons with pseudo-characters and manipulated the
proportions of SP and PS characters. Each pseudo-character
was generated by concatenating two mirror-symmetric
radicals. To control for factor (1), characters formed a topbottom configuration (Figure 4) so that the phonetic radical
was not biased to either the LVF or RVF. One of the two
radicals was randomly chosen from a “P list” (phonetic
radicals), while the other was randomly chosen from “S1
list” (semantic radicals) if it was placed on the top (SP
characters, for the current purpose), or from “S 2 list” if it
was placed on the bottom (PS characters). Each list
contained 15 radicals, so there were 15x15 (225) possible
combinations in total for either SP or PS characters. This
was to simulate the Chinese orthography in which SP and
PS characters may have the same phonetic radicals, but the
semantic radicals are usually different.

S1P
PS2
Experiment 1

S1P
PS2
Experiment 2

Top-Bottom Configuration
Choices S1:15 S2:15 P:15

Left-Right Configuration
Choices S1:15 S2:15 P:15

Figure 4: Stimuli images for the 2 experiments.
Each artificial lexicon contained 100 pseudo-characters.
The SP characters were randomly selected from different
combinations of S1-list radicals and P-list radicals; the
semantic radicals (S2-list) of the PS characters had the same
combinations with P-list radicals as those in the SP
characters. When a majority type of characters existed, the
combinations used for the minority type was randomly
selected from those for the majority type. The radical
choices in S1 and S2 lists were counterbalanced across
simulation runs. The radicals used were all existing stroke
patterns in Chinese, and the numbers of strokes of the
radicals in the 3 lists were matched (about 6.4 strokes on
average; factor (2)). The same number of radicals was used
for the P list and S lists, so that the amount of information
for recognition defined by entropy on either side of the
characters was balanced (i.e. factor (3)). Mirror images were
used in half of the simulation runs to counterbalance
possible low-level featural differences between the two
sides of the characters.
There were 3 variables in the design: Spatial frequency
(SF) bias (unbiased vs. biased), character type (SP vs. PS),
and type frequency (SP Dominant (90% SP, 10% PS) vs. PS
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Dominant (10% SP, 90% PS) vs. equal frequency (50% SP,
50% PS))2 . The dependent variable was LH lateralization
index. The results showed a significant SF bias effect (F(1,
35) = 3509.536, p < 0.001; Figure 5, top row): In the biased
condition, the model exhibited less LH lateralization (LSF
preference), consistent with the literature showing a RH
(LSF) lateralization in Chinese character recognition (e.g.,
Hsiao & Cottrell, 2009). In addition, there was an
interaction between SF bias, character type, and type
frequency (F(2, 70) = 101.427, p < 0.001; Figure 5, top
row): in the unbiased condition, there was no effect of
character type or type frequency. In contrast, in the biased
condition, there was an interaction between character type
and type frequency (F(2, 72) = 222.974, p < 0.001): when
SP and PS characters had an equal type frequency, there was
no LH lateralization difference; when SP type was
dominant, SP character processing was more LH lateralized
(t(39) = 13.646, p < 0.001), whereas when PS type was
dominant, PS character processing was more LH lateralized
(t(39) = 12.534, p < 0.001). Thus, consistent with our
prediction, the dominant type had a stronger LH (HSF)
lateralization. Similar effects were also obtained in the
bilateral models.
To test whether the above effects were due to the
existence of a phonetic radical that biased phonological
information to one component (i.e. whether decomposition
was required), in a separate simulation, instead of mapping
each character systematically to the pronunciation of its
phonetic radical, we mapped each character to a randomly
assigned pronunciation in the output layer (i.e. logographic
mapping). The results (figure 5, bottom row) showed a
similar interaction between SF bias, character type and type
frequency (F(2, 72) = 79.881, p < 0.001): no effect of
character type or type frequency was observed in the
unbiased condition; in contrast, in the biased condition there
was an interaction between character type and type
frequency (F(2, 72) = 165.902, p < 0.001): the dominant
character type had a stronger LH lateralization than the
minority type. This result suggested that the type frequency
effect does not require the existence of a phonetic radical; it
emerged when the phonological information was not biased
to one radical and thus no decomposition was required.
When we compared the two mapping methods (regular vs.
logographic mappings) in the biased condition, there was a
significant mapping method effect (F(1, 72) = 101.161, p <
0.001): the regular mapping condition had a stronger LH
lateralization, suggesting that when the phonological
information was biased to one radical, and thus
decomposition of a character into radicals might be
required, the model had a stronger LH (HSF) lateralization.
A further analysis showed that the stronger LH
lateralization in the dominant character type was related to a
higher visual similarity among characters in the dominant
type compared with the minority type. The single linkage

(shortest distance) method was used to calculate the shortest
distance between the Gabor responses of a character and all
the other characters, as a measure of how similar this
character was to the other characters (e.g., Mardia, Kent, &
Bibby, 1980); the average of this shortest distance was used
as the similarity measure for each character type in the
lexicon. The results showed that characters in the dominant
type had a higher similarity among each other compared
with those in the minority type (SP dominant: t(60.348) =
7.829, p < 0.01; PS dominant: t(60.391) = -9.686, p < 0.001).
In addition, in both the regular and logographic mapping
conditions, the LH lateralization was significantly correlated
with the similarity measure: the more similar the characters
were in a character type, the stronger the LH lateralization
was in processing the character type (Regular Mapping: r =
-0.117, p = 0.01; Logographic Mapping: r = -0.131, p <
0.01). This effect suggests that the level of LH lateralization
in different character types may be mainly due to visual
similarity among characters.

Figure 5: LH lateralization index in Experiment 1.

Experiment 2
Here we used the same settings and radicals as Experiment
1, except that the radicals were arranged horizontally to
form left-right structures (Figure 4). We examined the
factors of type frequency and position of the phonetic
radical (i.e. factor (1); no mirror images were used here
since the position of the phonetic radical was manipulated).
In contrast to Experiment 1, the results showed that in
both unbiased and nonbiased cases, there was an interaction
between character type and type frequency (unbiased: F(2,
76) = 151.836, p < 0.001; biased: F(2, 76) = 167.338, p <
0.001; Figure 6): in general, SP character processing was
lateralized to the RVF/LH, where the phonetic radical
appeared, whereas PS character processing was lateralized
to the LVF/RH, regardless of SF bias. This effect was also
modulated by type frequency: this lateralization effect due
to position of the phonetic radical was weaker in the

2
We also included 2 Latin-square variables to account for the
counterbalance of S1 and S2 lists, and using original or mirror
images (see, e.g., Brysbaert, 2007). Greehouse-Geisser correction
was applied whenever the assumption of sphericity was not met.
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minority character type than the dominant type. In addition,
this interaction was stronger in the unbiased than the biased
condition (SF bias x character type x type frequency, F(2,
76) = 9.765, p < 0.001), suggesting additional influence
from the SF bias .
In contrast to the split model, in the bilateral model, the
character type by type frequency interaction was only
observed in the biased (F(2, 76) = 362.069, p < 0.001) but
not in the unbiased condition (n.s.); there was a significant
three-way interaction between SF bias, character type, and
type frequency (F(2, 76) = 312.876, p < 0.001). In the
biased condition, the dominant character type had a stronger
LH lateralization (SP dominant: t(39) = 14.354, p < 0.001;
PS dominant: t(39) = -17.558, p < 0.001; equal frequency:
t(39) = -1.111, n.s.); in contrast, in the unbiased condition,
no effect of character type or type frequency was observed.
This effect was similar to that in Experiment 1, in which the
two sides of the model also received the same amount of
information about the character pronunciation. Here the split
and bilateral models provided different testable predictions
that can be further examined by human experiments.

frequency content that is important for recognizing a
dominant or minority character type in the lexicon.
Through computational modeling, in which we
implemented a theory of hemispheric asymmetry in
perception (the DFF theory) but did not assume a LH
lateralized phonological processing center, we showed first
in Experiment 1 that when all the other possible factors that
may influence lateralization were controlled, including (1)
position of the phonetic radical, (2) visual complexity of the
radicals, and (3) character information structure defined by
entropy, hemispheric lateralization differences could emerge
purely due to a difference in character type frequency: the
dominant character type had a stronger LH (HSF)
lateralization than the minority type (in the biased condition,
Figure 5); this effect was obtained regardless of whether the
model assumed a split architecture or a non-split, bilateral
projection. In addition, this effect did not require the
existence of a phonetic radical that biased phonological
information to one component, as this effect also emerged in
the logographic mapping condition, in which there was no
systematic relationship between phonetic radicals and
character pronunciations. Further analysis suggests that this
effect was mainly due to higher visual similarity among
characters in the dominant type than those in the minority
type. With a fixed number of radicals, when we gradually
increased the number of characters in a character type, it
became more likely that some characters shared common
radicals and thus were visually similar to each other. This
effect was consistent with the previous finding that visual
similarity among words in a lexicon can influence
hemispheric lateralization in visual word recognition
(Cheung & Hsiao, 2010).
Using a similar model, Cheung and Hsiao (2010) have
previously shown that when a visual word recognition task
requires decomposition of a word into components in order
to map them to phonemes/pronunciation components (e.g.
alphabetic reading), more HSF information is required
compared with when this decomposition is not required (e.g.,
logographic reading). Consistent with this finding, the
current data also showed that in the regular mapping
condition, in which the phonetic radical consistently
provided information about the character pronunciation, the
model had a stronger LH lateralization than the logographic
mapping condition (in the biased condition, Figure 5); this
effect may be due to the existence of a phonetic radical
encouraged decomposition of a character into radicals in
order to identify the phonetic radical, leading to a higher
demand on HSF information.
In Experiment 2, we examined the effect of position of
the phonetic radical. The data showed that in the split model,
position of the phonetic radical modulated the lateralization
effect, regardless of whether the DFF theory was applied.
This effect was due to phonological information being on
one side of a character, and thus the processing was
lateralized to one visual hemifield; in addition, this phonetic
radical position effect was weaker in the minority character
type than in the dominant type. In contrast, this effect was
not observed in the bilateral model, since the character input
was bilaterally projected and thus the phonetic radical was

Figure 6: LH lateralization index in Experiment 2.

Conclusion and Discussion
Here we investigated the modulation of word type
frequency on hemispheric lateralization of visual word
recognition through modeling Chinese phonetic compound
recognition. We contrasted the processing of SP and PS
characters, in which the phonetic radical appeared in
opposite positions. Previous studies have shown that SP
character processing involves a stronger LH lateralization
than PS character processing; nevertheless, it remains
unclear whether this effect is because the processing of the
dominant SP structure has stronger automaticity of LH
phonological processing than that of the minority PS
structure, or simply due to differences in the spatial
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available in both hemispheres. The results of the bilateral
model were consistent with Experiment 1: The dominant
character type had a stronger LH lateralization when the
DFF theory was applied. Here our data predicted different
behavior between the split and bilateral models; this
difference may be useful for resolving the controversy over
whether foveal representation is split and contralaterally
projected, or bilaterally projected (e.g. Ellis & Brysbaert,
2010; Jordan & Paterson, 2009).
Thus, our modeling data suggest that the stronger LH
lateralization in SP character processing than PS character
processing in Chinese character recognition can emerge
without assuming phonological processing being LH
lateralized (cf. Hsiao & Liu, 2010). More specifically, this
effect may be due to a higher visual similarity among SP
characters than PS characters, because of a much greater
number of SP characters than PS characters in the lexicon
(Experiment 1). In addition, under the split fovea
assumption, this effect may also be influenced by position
of the phonetic radical in a character (Experiment 2).
In summary, through modeling Chinese phonetic
compound recognition, here we show that hemispheric
lateralization of visual word recognition can be modulated
purely by word type frequency. This effect is due to a higher
visual similarity among words in the dominant type than the
minority type. Further investigation will examine other
factors that may influence lateralization effects in visual
word recognition, and whether this word type frequency
effect can also be found in other languages.
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Language acquisition involves learning nonadjacent dependencies that can exist between words in a sentence. Several artificial grammar learning studies have shown that the human
ability to detect dependencies between A and B in sequences
AXB is influenced by the amount of variation in the X element.
This paper presents a model of statistical learning that displays
similar behavior on this task and generalizes in a human-like
way. The model was also used to predict human behavior for
increased distance and more variation in dependencies. We
compare this model-based approach with the standard invariance account of the variability effect.
Keywords: Language acquisition; statistical learning; variability; nonlocal dependencies; liquid-state machines.
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Figure 1: The variability effect in learning nonadjacent dependencies (data reproduced from Onnis et al. 2003).

Introduction
Sentences in natural language are not just sequences of independent words. Dependencies can hold between immediately adjacent words or between words at a distance. Language acquisition involves learning which dependencies are
syntactically required to form grammatical sentences. We
call a sequence of words in which the final element depends
on the identity of the initial element a frame. Frames are
quite common in natural language. In tense morphology, inflectional morphemes depend on the subject auxiliary, e.g.,
in ‘X is VERB-ing Y’. The category VERB is highly variable whereas the frame itself is rigid and highly frequent.
Nonlocal dependencies are also created by noun-verb number
agreement, e.g., in ‘the Xs on the table are Y’ where dependent elements (plural marker and auxiliary) can be separated
by prepositional phrases or relative clauses. Furthermore, it
has been argued that frequent three-word frames such as ‘You
X it’ may enable children to induce word categories X and
thus solve the bootstrapping problem (Mintz, 2003), in particular if frame elements are function words (Leibbrandt &
Powers, 2010). In all these examples, patterns of highly invariant nonadjacent words are separated by highly variable
lexical material (fillers).
In the artificial grammar learning paradigm (AGL) several
recent studies have investigated how the learning of nonadjacent dependencies is modulated by the amount of variation in
the middle slot (Gómez, 2002; Gómez & Maye, 2005; Onnis
et al., 2003, 2004). These studies found a variability effect
in adults and children, and across modalities. In Onnis et
al. (2003), for instance, adult subjects were exposed to 432
nonce word strings of the form Ai X j Bi where i ∈ {1, 2, 3}
and X j was drawn from sets of various sizes (1, 2, 6, 12, or
24). Subsequently, subjects had to judge the grammaticality
of strings that were in the training set (e.g., A1 X4 B1 ) and of
strings in which dependencies were violated in that the final
element did not match the initial element (e.g., A2 X9 B3 ). The

Value according to measure

results of this experiment are depicted in Figure 1. In conditions of high variability (12 and 24), dependency learning was
significantly better than for medium variability (6). The highest accuracy was observed when there was no variation in the
middle element (1). Manipulating the amount of variability
in the fillers resulted in a U-shaped behavioral pattern.
The experiment was designed to exclude surface distributional properties as explanatory factors. In all variability conditions, for example, each A..B frame occurred the same number of times in training, ruling out a frequency-based account
of the variability effect. Other statistical cues such as type frequency and forward transitional probabilities were similarly
uninformative (see Figure 2). This suggests that mechanisms
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Figure 2: Statistical cues do not explain variability effects.
of statistical learning which rely on frequency and N-gram
information may not be able to account for the learning of
nonadjacent dependencies in humans. The only information
that was useful in this task was the identity of the frame initial
elements. Learners had to attend to these elements and ignore
the ‘noise’ in the middle position. Why did this strategy work
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model with a working memory of past inputs that is degrading over time (similar to the context layer of an SRN, see
Elman, 1990).
A liquid state is a vector of liquid-size in which each position corresponds to the activation value of one unit in the
reservoir. During processing the liquid state is updated according to the formula

better in some conditions than in others? Onnis et al. (2003)
argued that learners attempt to seek invariance in the input.
When variability is high, dependencies stand out as invariant
against the fillers and get noticed. When there is no variation in fillers, fillers stand out against the variable frames and
attention focuses on dependencies in these frames. In conditions of medium variability, neither frames nor fillers attract
special attention leading to poorer performance. Hence, the
authors explained the U-shaped behavior by means of an attentional mechanism that tries to detect figure-ground relationships in the input. While this explanation works to account for the big picture, some more fine-grained aspects of
the data are left unexplained. For low variability (2), for example, the difference in the number of frames and fillers is
smaller than for variability 6, and yet performance was better.
Secondly, no significant difference between variabilities 12
and 24 was found, although the invariance account predicts
that more variation in fillers should facilitate learning here.
Thus the postulated attentional mechanism may not fully explain behavioral differences between conditions.
In this paper we present a connectionist model that replicates human performance on the dependency learning (and
generalization) task. The model suggests an alternative, similarity-based explanation of the variability effect that does not
involve the role of attention. Differences in model behavior
resulted from the nature of information states induced by the
input stream: variability in the fillers exerted two opposing
forces which conspired to produce the U-shaped pattern in a
single-route mechanism. The model allowed us to make precise, quantitative predictions when the number of frames and
the dependency distance were increased. We conclude with a
discussion of our approach.

z(t + 1) = σ(wliq z(t) + win x)

where z(t) is the liquid state at time t, wliq is the connection
matrix of the liquid, win is the connection matrix from the
input units to the liquid, x is the current input, and σ is the
activation function of units in the liquid (in our implementation tanh). The liquid consisted of 60 units and connectivity
was set to 10%. To make the liquid state-forgetting (Jaeger,
2001), the spectral radius of wliq was clamped to 0.9 and the
connection matrix was scaled accordingly.
Input to the model was encoded using ten units. Each symbol in the language was represented by five randomly chosen
units of the input layer. These were switched to 1, the rest
to 0. The same distributed encoding was used to represent
target symbols at the output layer. The model’s output was
decoded by mapping the five most active units to 1, the others
to 0. To predict a target element correctly, the decoded output
pattern had to match the target’s encoding exactly. Thus, the
model was not guaranteed to predict elements of the appropriate class (A, X or B) in each position. It had to learn word
classes and positional information from the input.
A sequence of inputs to an LSM induces a diverse range of
nonlinear dynamics in the liquid. In order to compute with
an LSM, a set of linear output units is calibrated to map the
internal dynamics to a stable, desired output. Calibration (or
training) can be achieved by adjusting wout , the weights from
the input and liquid to the output layer, using multiple linear
regression

The liquid-state framework
Liquid-state machines (LSM for short) are recurrent neural
networks which are modelled on the information processing characteristics of the cerebellum (Maass et al., 2002).
Their defining characteristic is a sparsely and randomly connected reservoir of neuron-like units (liquid) which turns a
time-varying input signal into a spatio-temporal pattern of
activations (Figure 3). Recurrence in the liquid equips the

wout = (St S)−1 St T

(2)

where S is the collection of internal states during the presentation of an input sequence (and St its transpose), and T
is the matrix of targets that the model is intended to produce. In other words, to train an LSM an input sequence is
passed through the liquid once and subsequently the read-out
weights are adapted such that the sum of squared residuals is
minimized at the output layer. All other weights in the model,
most importantly the liquid itself, remain unchanged. Regression training boils down to matrix inversion which is cheap
to compute. To avoid singularity a small amount of Gaussian
noise (µ = 0, σ2 = 0.001) was added to each bit of an input
pattern. This proved sufficient to ensure that the inverse (of
St S) always existed.
LSMs have previously been used in natural language processing tasks, e.g., in speech recognition (Triefenbach et
al., 2011), grammar learning (Tong et al., 2007; Frank &
Čerňanský, 2008) and reading time prediction (Frank & Bod,
2011). We present the first application of these models that
aims at explaining a particular psycholinguistic phenomenon.

Output

Input

(1)

Liquid

Figure 3: Schematic representation of a liquid-state machine.
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Learning and generalization

familiar frames with novel X elements (e.g., A2 X31 B2 ). On
this task, the model again closely matched human behavior
for zero and high variability, although it did not generalize

The model was trained on artificial languages similar to those
used in the AGL studies—three frames A..B interspersed with
X elements drawn from sets of various sizes (1, 2, 6, 12 and
24). For each level of variability, all grammatical strings were
generated, they were concatenated in randomized order, and
these blocks were repeatedly presented to the model for a total of 432 strings. To mimic the 750ms pause between items
in the human experiments, each string AXB was followed by
an end-of-sentence marker P. As in the AGL studies, the
model received the training set as one continuous input stream
without being reset between items. The test procedure differed from the human task of judging the grammaticality of
strings. The model rather had to predict the next element in a
test sequence, and was evaluated on how well it predicted the
dependent elements (Bs). The test set consisted of all string
types that the model had encountered in training. Individual
differences in human subjects were simulated by randomizing the distributed input representations between model runs.
This also minimized the risk of observing behavior that was
an artefact of a particular encoding. Results were averaged
over 12 model subjects as in the AGL experiments.
After training, the model was ‘well-behaved’ in that it had
learned the transitional probabilities for both A and X elements in each variability condition. This indicates that the
training procedure was adequate to track adjacency information in the input. Predicting the B elements in trained items,
the model displayed a U-shaped curve which was qualitatively similar to human subjects (Figure 4), although performance was substantially better in high variability conditions
(12 and 24) and worse for variability 6. Overall, though, the
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Robustness
Neural network models are often sensitive to small changes in
parameters, initialization, and training conditions. We found
that the LSM was very consistent in its behavior. Changes in
the language encoding, liquid size, percentage connectivity,
spectral radius, and amount of noise did not essentially alter
the model’s U-shaped behavior, although, of course, performance was closer to the human data in some settings than
in others. In similar vein, varying the total number of cycles through randomized blocks of stimuli or the time-scale
of updating the liquid did not lead to a qualitative change in
behavior. It was almost impossible to erase the characteristic differences except when the liquid was so small that the
model did not learn dependencies above 10% in any condition. This suggests that the LSM had a strong architectural
propensity to differentially respond to relevant information
depending on the amount of variation in the input.
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nearly as well as humans for medium variability (Figure 5).
In both test conditions—trained and novel fillers—the model
amplified human differences between variabilities but showed
considerable qualitative similarities with the data.
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Figure 5: U-shaped performance for strings with novel fillers
X (human data not available for variability 6 and 12).
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Model analysis

Variability

The critical information that was used to train the LSM was
contained in the states of the liquid while the input sequence
was passed through it. If inputs were sufficiently similar they
caused the liquid to assume similar states and eventually got
mapped to the same output; if inputs were sufficiently dissimilar the liquid separated them at the output. To analyze
the model’s behavior, internal states were recorded during
the input phase, a principal components analysis was conducted, and the liquid was visualized by projection into a
two-dimensional principal subspace. After presentation of an
X element, the liquid entered a state from which a dependent

Figure 4: The model showed U-shaped performance similar
to humans when tested on trained strings AXB.
model matched the human data on how dependency learning
is influenced by filler variability quite well.
Onnis et al. (2004) investigated whether there was also a
variability effect when subjects had to generalize to novel
items. Tested strings now contained fillers X that did not occur in training. The model’s ability to generalize was measured in a similar way, by testing on 6 strings composed of
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Second principal component

element had to be predicted (B-state for short). For zero variability, variation in B-states derived entirely from distinct A
elements whereas in the other conditions also differences in
X elements added variation. As variability increased from 1
to 24, the regions from which identical B elements had to be
predicted increased in size because distinct X elements sent
the liquid into distinct states. This steady increase in state dispersion was measured as the average Euclidean distance of a
B-state region from its centroid. At the same time, increasing
variation in X elements provided more and more distinct data
points in each such region. Thus, variability had two opposite effects on the information states that the model used to
predict B elements. B-state regions that mapped to identical
dependencies grew larger and simultaneously became filled
more densely with relevant training data (see Figure 6). When
combined, these two forces—dispersion and density—could
explain U-shaped performance.
Since trained B-states resulted from a continuous stream of
input sentences, and tested B-states from presenting a single
test sentence, the former always deviated slightly from the latter. In testing, the model could correctly predict a dependent
element if the corresponding B-state was sufficiently close to
a B-state that the model had assumed in training. For zero
zero

medium

+

+

high

+

+

+
+

+
training
+ testing

three predictions that were then tested experimentally. For
zero variability, prediction accuracy should drop when there
is only one cycle through the training set. Now there is only
a single data point in the circular region of Figure 6 (left) to
which the model is adapted in training, and B-states induced
in testing are not entirely congruent. High variability conditions, on the other hand, should be less affected by the number of cycles. This was confirmed in that accuracy in the zero
variability condition dropped to 0% and remained above 90%
for variability 24. Secondly, imposing a large amount of noise
on the liquid’s internal states should increase the area of Bstate regions in training and thus make the model more faulttolerant. In conditions of medium variability, this should improve prediction success, and indeed the model reached almost 100% accuracy on trained items for variability 6. And
third, the model should also achieve very high accuracy when
variability is increased to 48 because the critical B-state region should become even more densely filled with training
data than for variability 24. This prediction was confirmed as
well, the model reached above 90% accuracy on both trained
and novel items when variability was increased to 48.
Apart from these factors, the choice of learning algorithm
can have a strong influence on neural network behavior. Thus,
it is possible that the reported results were mainly due to
regression training. To determine the role that the training
regime played in creating the observed behavior, we compared the LSM with a feed-forward network. This network
had the liquid replaced by a non-recurrent hidden layer but
was identical otherwise. Without recurrence, the model did
not implement a working memory and hence could not predict dependent elements above chance. Nonetheless, if regression training played a crucial role we would also expect
to witness similar U-shaped accuracy in the feed-forward network (relative to chance level performance which was identical in all conditions). We found that this was not the case;
model performance peaked for variability 6, and was lowest
for variability 24. For novel items, there was a steady decline
in accuracy from zero to high variability. This control experiment suggests that the effect of differences in filler variability
on dependency learning was caused by the properties of the
liquid and not by the training algorithm that was used.

+
+

+
+

+

First principal component

Figure 6: B-states in training (dots) and testing (crosses) for
three levels of variability; simplified depiction.
variability, B-states clustered in a small region of state space
that contained many data points because there were 144 cycles through the training set in this condition (Figure 6, left).
B-states in testing mostly fell into this region (and the model
made a correct prediction) due to the lack of variation in the
X element. For high variability, B-states spanned a larger region of state space, with distinct data points deriving from all
trained items with a different X element. As a consequence,
the training algorithm adapted the entire region of state space
to map onto the same B element (Figure 6, right). This made
the model highly robust for variability 24, especially in the
generalization task with novel X elements. When variability was medium (Figure 6, center), states that mapped to the
same B were scattered in isolated clusters across state space
(one for each distinct X element) and these clusters each contained less data points than in the zero variability condition.
When B-states in testing fell outside these regions, the model
could not interpolate the dependent element as in the high
variability condition, and hence accuracy was lower.
To verify that this was the correct analysis, we derived

Novel predictions
Frames in natural language can be more diverse than in the
AGL experiments, and dependencies can be separated by
more than one word. We therefore tested the model in conditions of increased frame variability and dependency distance.

Increased frame variability
According to the standard explanation of the variability effect, learners seek to identify invariance in the input (Onnis
et al., 2003, 2004). When variability in X is high, the frames
A..B stand out as invariant against the X elements. When variability in X is zero, the focus shifts on the variation in frame
dependencies. In conditions of medium variability, the number of frames and fillers is similar, which makes it difficult
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for the learner to detect dependencies and this results in lower
performance. To assess this account in the model, the number
of A..B frames in the language was doubled. If the invariance
account is correct, we should observe improved performance
for variabilities 1 and 2 because the frame-to-filler ratio increases. For variability 6, we should observe a drop in performance because having the same number of different frames
and fillers in the input should mask frame invariance. For
high variability 12 and 24, we should also observe a drop in
performance because the difference in the number of frames
and fillers is less distinct. Figure 7 shows the model’s learning behavior for six frames compared to the results of Figure 4 for three frames. For high variability (12 and 24) there
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Figure 8: Learning and generalization for increased dependency distance.
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frames or fillers in the input language. This variation helped
the model to better predict dependencies for variability 6 in a
way similar to the effect of adding noise to the liquid in the
control condition described in the analysis section.
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Several recent AGL studies have shown that the learning
of nonadjacent dependencies is modulated by the amount
of variation in the filler elements (Gómez, 2002; Gómez &
Maye, 2005; Onnis et al., 2003, 2004). The U-shaped pattern
found in these studies can not easily be explained by recourse
to distributional properties of the language input and is difficult to reconcile with many findings indicating that the human
language system is remarkably sensitive to transitional probabilities (e.g., Saffran et al., 1996). In particular, these results
pose a challenge for statistical models of language learning
that exploit adjacency and frequency information.
To account for this data we used a liquid-state model which
is a sparsely connected, recurrent network that computes over
transient states. LSMs implement a working memory to detect temporal contingencies and can be trained efficiently by
linear regression. This allowed us to study the model’s behavior after exposure to the same small number of training items
as in the AGL studies. The LSM was trained off-line after
the entire input sequence had been presented. This procedure
may not be not faithful to the human experiments where implicit expectations about upcoming words might be formed
during the input phase already. However, it was shown that
the training regime was not critically responsible for the observed U-shaped behavior. It remains to be tested whether the
model displays similar behavior when the read-out weights
are adjusted incrementally (e.g., using perceptron learning).
The liquid-state approach provides a generic neuro-computational framework for sequential processing and cognitive
modelling more broadly. The liquid is general purpose and
can be used to model an indefinite number of cognitive tasks
(even in parallel). Connectivity in the liquid is not altered
during learning and hence these models make very modest assumptions about the nature of mental representations. Inputs
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Figure 7: Performance increased for medium variability when
the number of frames was doubled.
was no performance difference and for medium variability (6)
performance improved considerably. In the zero and low variability conditions (1 and 2), the model performed worse than
before. Thus, the U-shaped pattern persisted when dependencies in the language were more complex and the results
suggest that the behavior of the LSM was not in accordance
with the predictions of the invariance account.

Increased dependency distance
In a third experiment, the model was used to investigate performance for increased distance between nonadjacent elements. The input language consisted of ‘sentences’ AXY B,
where the filler chunks XY were again drawn from sets of
cardinalities 1, 2, 6, 12 or 24. The invariance account does
not make predictions for increased distance since it does not
specify the role of working memory in learning nonlocal dependencies. In the model, U-shaped behavior persisted for
trained items, and to some extent also for novel filler chunks
(Figure 8). Compared to Figure 5, however, increasing the
distance led to a breakdown in generalization. A novel combination of two fillers caused the model to enter regions of
state space that could not reliably be mapped to dependent
targets by the read-out units. As in the previous experiment
of increased frame variation, the most pronounced difference
occurred for variability 6. In both these experiments, there
was more variation in B-states resulting from either more
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which are sufficiently distinct are separated by the liquid, inputs which are sufficiently similar are mapped to similar output. In such a system, differential behavior results from the
input stream filtered through the architecture of the model,
rather than the observable symbolic properties of the input
itself. That is to say, variability in the input generates statistically relevant information in the liquid—such as the density
and dispersion of information states—that is not measurable
in the input stream in terms of transitional probabilities, Ngram frequency or the type-token ratio. The explanation we
propose for the variability effect is based on these properties
of information states. It is a hallmark of neural network models that they represent inputs as a graded pattern of activation
distributed over a set of units. In the LSM, differences and
similarities between such patterns were picked up by the regression used to calibrate the read-out weights. This enabled
the model to categorize novel stimuli based on their representational similarity with trained items. When variability in
fillers was zero, representations of test stimuli were highly
similar to those of trained items because they fell into a small
region of state space that was densely populated by training data. When variability was high, a large region of state
space was adapted to map to the same dependency in training
which again caused high similarity between trained and tested
items. For medium variability, similarity was lower because
the state space got partitioned into smaller, separate regions.
When representations of test items fell outside these regions
the model produced errors in predicting dependencies.

therefore intend to assess this similarity-based, liquid-state
model account in AGL behavioral experiments.
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This similarity-based account differs from the invariance
account proposed in Onnis et al. (2003). Whereas the latter
argues that differential learning can be explained by a mechanism of attentional shift that seeks to find stable patterns in a
noisy stream, the account proposed here is based on similarities between information states in the learner’s working memory which are induced by training and test stimuli. The model
suggests that this might be an alternative, more parsimonious
explanation of the variability effect. Both accounts, however,
are not mutually exclusive although some of the model predictions were not in line with the invariance account. Attention as well as representations in working memory might
play a role in learning nonadjacent dependencies, especially
in the implicit learning paradigm in which all of the data on
the variability effect have been gathered.
We also used the LSM to obtain novel predictions for conditions in which there were more frames in the language
(six instead of three) and a larger distance between dependencies (two fillers instead of one). It was found that the
model displayed a similar U-shaped pattern, but shifted towards lower variabilities. The most pronounced difference
occurred for medium variability where the model’s performance improved significantly compared to the standard condition (three frames, one filler). These precise, quantitative
predictions suggest a straightforward test of whether processing in the model adequately captures the implicit learning
of nonadjacent dependencies in humans. In future work we
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Abstract

Children are able to learn words from context, often taking
entire sentences as input and breaking that input down to
create word-to-meaning mappings. In addition to this task,
which is far from trivial, children must filter out an infinite number of erroneous but logically possible hypotheses
of word meaning, as Quine (1960) famously noticed. The
quantum leap between considering each member of an infinite set (an impossible task) and considering each member of
a finite set, no matter how large, is the basis for the claim
that word learning relies fundamentally on innately given hypothesis space constraints. The question, then, is not whether
learning is constrained, but how it is constrained. We take
computational models to be tests of purported answers to this
question. As such, models should reflect the representations
and, more loosely, the mechanisms present in human learners.

We present an online learning model of early cross-situational
word learning which maps words to objects from context with
relatively sparse input. The model operates by rewarding and
penalizing probabilities of possible word-to-object mappings
based on real-time observation, and using those probabilities to
determine a lexicon. We integrate prosodic and gestural cues
and allow the learner to evaluate lexical entries. These enrichments allow efficient learning with minimal computational
effort, producing results comparable to that of more complex
models.
Keywords: Cross-situational word learning; online learning

Introduction
The problem of how children learn the meanings of their first
words, a problem for philosophers at least since the time of
Augustine, has become an object of scrutiny in psychology
and computational cognitive science. On one hand, experimental research shows us that young children can use a variety of cues (Bloom, 2000) to learn meanings from context
with only a few exposures (Carey, 1978); on the other hand,
computational modeling work underlines the difficulty of the
process, requiring either complex statistical algorithms (Yu
and Ballard, 2007; Frank, Goodman, and Tenenbaum, 2009)
or large amounts of data (Fazly, Alishahi, and Stevenson,
2008) to achieve adequate learning. The goal of this paper
is to simplify the computational problem of early word learning by integrating empirically motivated cues into a simple
statistical model that learns object names in real time with
speed and precision.
Following Yu and Ballard (2007), we integrate prosodic
and gestural cues into a statistical learning algorithm for object names (which comprise the bulk of an early child’s vocabulary in many languages, including English). Unlike other
models, we give the learner access to a lexicon that adaptively
changes as new observations are processed. This allows the
learner to check hypothesized word meanings against new
input and to enforce a preference for one-to-one mappings
between words and objects. These enrichments have roots
in experimental research and allow us to construct a simple,
effective, and principled online learning model based on rewarding and penalizing probabilities (following Yang, 2002)
associated with semantic hypotheses. We believe that this
foundation of minimal complexity and empirical motivation
produces a more psychologically plausible model.
Below we briefly outline some recent experimental and
computational work in this area before presenting the details
of our model and discussing its advantages.

Experimental Work
We make use of three principles of early word learning that
have emerged from experimental research: (1) mutual exclusivity, (2) the availability of gestural and prosodic cues, and
(3) the apparent ability of learners to evaluate hypothesized
word meanings against new data.
Markman (1992) and others have proposed that word learning is guided by a mutual exclusivity assumption, a default assumption that objects have only one name. There is independent experimental evidence (Ichinco, Frank, and Saxe, 2009)
that suggests that children disprefer many-to-one word-toobject mappings, and such a preference improves the performance of a simple learning model, excluding would-be distractors from the semantic hypothesis space when those distractors already have a name in the learner’s lexicon. Markman’s view is that mutual exclusivity acts in concert with
other default assumptions to extract a finite hypothesis space
from Quine’s infamous infinity.
Not only must the learner’s hypothesis space be made finite, but it must interact with the learning mechanism in a
way that produces quick results. Since Carey (1978) it has
been noted that children learn words with impressive speed,
often after only a few exposures. To achieve this end, we hold
that word learning is guided not only by constraints like mutual exclusivity, but also by principles of salience and knowledge. This view allows the learning algorithm itself to be
quite simple.
Under our conception of the process, word learning is
guided both by word stress and by gestures, with greater
weight being given to semantic hypotheses that map stressed
words to gesturally indicated objects. Together we call these
two cues “salience cues”, reflecting their function of high-
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lighting particularly important words and objects and making
them salient to the learner. Without these crucial components,
the data is simply too noisy for a simple learner to navigate.
But these cues are independently justified. It is well known
that babies are attentive to eye gaze and gestures. By nine
months, they are capable of joint attention (Baldwin, 1991;
Bloom, 2000), even responding to the emotional reactions of
others. In short, humans seem to be programmed to pay attention to the actions of other humans from an early age. Thus,
a gesture can serve as an “attentional magnet” for a young
word learner.

word learning as a process of associating words with sets of
multiple co-present objects. The computational model presented here reflects these developments; we show that it is
helpful for the learner to be able to evaluate the semantic hypotheses contained in their lexicon against new data.

Previous Models
Beginning with Siskind (2000), computational modeling has
been a valuable tool for investigating the early word learning process. Various approaches have been taken, including
Bayesian (Niyogi, 2002; Xu and Tenenbaum, 2007; Frank
et al., 2009) and machine translation (Yu and Ballard, 2007;
Fazly et al., 2008) approaches.
Yu and Ballard’s (2007) work is particularly interesting for
our purposes because it demonstrates the positive effects that
prosodic and gestural cues can have on model performance.
A machine translation algorithm (Brown et al. 1990) serves
as a purely statistical core which is expanded by external social factors. The authors code corpus data for both prosodic
peaks and indication by gesture or eye gaze. The words that
represent peaks on an utterance’s pitch track are given more
weight than the other words in the utterance, and objects that
are judged to be indicated in the visual field are given an analogous boost. We use a similar coding method, but our model
differs from that of Yu and Ballard in a crucial way: it operates in real time. Yu and Ballard’s is a batch learning model,
which has a complexity disadvantage. Firstly, batch learning
requires all tokens to be stored in memory, whereas online
learning only requires types to be stored. Secondly, a real
time implementation of a batch learning model would necessitate constant recalculation over all observed stimuli; as a result, the run time of such an algorithm will increase with the
square of the number of observed stimuli, a sharper increase
than that of an equivalent online model.
One of the most powerful recent models is another batch
learning model, the Bayesian model of Frank et al. (2009).
Using Bayesian inference, this model assigns a posterior
probability score to individual lexicons given a corpus of data.
MCMC stochastic search is used to find the lexicon with the
highest score; no claims are made about how human learners do this. The scoring algorithm considers all possible intended sets of referents for a given scene. For example, if two
objects, a pig and a horse, are visible to the learner during a
particular utterance, four possible intentions must be considered: the speaker could be talking about the horse, the pig,
both, or neither. Each possible intention yields some probability value, and those values are added together to obtain the
contribution of that utterance to a lexicon’s overall score.
Although the lack of explicitly given clues about speaker
intent is perceived as an advantage, there is no indication that
this reflects the behavior of human learners. Furthermore,
considering all possible intents adds considerable complexity
to the model in that the lexicon scoring algorithm becomes
exponentially more demanding the more cluttered the room
is. Since values are computed over the power set of visible
objects, a naming event involving n candidate objects will

If gesture serves to draw attention within the visual field,
then patterns of prosodic prominence can be thought of as
auditory gesture. Since the prosodic peaks of natural language have audible acoustic correlates (which are exaggerated in infant-directed speech), and since babies are known
to be sensitive to these correlates (Soderstrom, Seidl, Nelson,
and Jusczyk, 2003; Thiessen, Hill, and Saffran, 2005), we can
posit that phonological phenomena such as word stress can be
brought to bear on the question of how young learners figure
out which words in an utterance are meant to refer. Indeed,
prosodic information has been shown to be a good guide to
word segmentation (Yang, 2004), an ability that must precede
word learning.
Finally, recent work suggests that word learning involves
a form of hypothesis evaluation, whereby learners will guess
at a word’s meaning and then, as further utterances of that
word are processed, search the object space for evidence supporting their guess. Medina,Trueswell, Snedeker, and Gleitman (2009) assess mechanisms of cross-situational learning in adults using the human simulation paradigm (Gillette,
Gleitman, Gleitman, and Lederer, 1999), a method whereby
subjects are given video vignettes of naming events with the
audio track removed and a single nonsense word uttered in
place of some real word. Subjects were asked to give their
best guesses as to the meaning of the nonsense words uttered
in the vignettes. The vignettes were divided into “high informative” (HI) and “low informative” (LI) vignettes. The HI
vignettes were those which were guessed correctly a majority
of the time in isolation (determined in a separate experiment),
and everything else was coded as a LI vignette.
Interestingly, subjects who saw a HI vignette followed by
four LI vignettes were more likely to guess word meanings
correctly at the end of the experiment than subjects who saw
the same five vignettes in a different order. The authors hypothesize that early low informative instances handicap the
learner, because rather than using the high informativity of
later instances to make correct guesses, learners instead waste
their time checking and rejecting the erroneous guesses they
made previously. Subsequent eye-tracking studies show similar effects (Medina, Hafri, Trueswell, and Gleitman, 2010).
Subjects behave as if they are choosing a hypothesized meaning for a novel item, and then verifying or falsifying that
meaning as new data is received. This process of hypothesis evaluation opposes the traditional view of cross-situational
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contribute 2n calculations to the scoring process. This is not
too problematic with relatively clean data, but one can easily
imagine a naturalistic learning environment with 30 distinct
objects in the visual field, which would require over a billion
calculations just to score one lexicon.
The authors claim that Bayesian inference explains mutual
exclusivity. However, it is a choice by the modelers to make
the likelihood term of their probability calculation dependent
on the conditional probability P(word|ob ject), rather than
P(ob ject|word). Thus, mutual exclusivity is built into the
inference mechanism, not explained by it. In the absence of a
deep explanation, we treat ME as an external cue rather than
an architectural fact.
Fazly et al. (2008) present a more computationally plausible incremental model, but rather than focusing on object
names as other models do, their model learns rich conceptual structures and as a result necessitates larger amounts of
data to converge on correct meanings. Where their model
requires as many as 20,000 utterance-situation pairs for accurate learning, our model learns with precision after fewer
than 500, with some words being learned after fewer than six
exposures. This reflects young children’s famous ability to
learn effectively from sparse input via fast-mapping.

look
we
can
read
books
david

BOOK
0.45
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.23
0.36

BIRD
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00

RATTLE
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00

FACE
0.38
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.36
0.23

EYES
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NULL
0.16
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.41
0.41

Figure 1: A partial probability matrix for words and objects

updating these probabilities. We use Bush and Mosteller’s
(1951) Linear Reward-Penalty (LR-P) scheme, which was
first applied to linguistic learning by Yang (2002). Below are
the LR-P functions for rewarding and penalizing the probability of a hypothesis.
Table 1: Linear Reward-Penalty functions for a hypothesis h.
REWARD (h)

p(h) = p(h) + γ(1 − p(h))
where γ is some constant between 0 and 1
For all h0 6= h:

p(h0) = p(h0) ∗ (1 − γ)
PENALIZE(h)

Model Overview
Word learning is mediated by a probability matrix with word
types on the vertical axis and object types on the horizontal
axis, illustrated in Figure 1.
The semantic hypothesis space for a potential object name
is both open-ended and contingent on observation. This
means that:

p(h) = p(h) ∗ (1 − γ)
For all h0 6= h:

p(h0) =

γ
n−1

+ p(h0) ∗ (1 − γ)

where n is the number of hypotheses being
considered

• A word-to-object mapping gets a value if and only if the
word and the object have co-occurred.

The learning coefficient γ determines the severity of rewards and penalties. The final version of our model uses
variable γ values to represent the privileged status of salient
words and objects. Using these functions we update probabilities on the fly, and we use the results to update the learner’s
current lexicon of word-object pairs by including all and only
those pairs whose probability values exceed a given threshold. This threshold (set to 0.65 in our simulations) serves to
transform the probabilities into a discrete set of mappings that
the learner can evaluate.
We implement different versions of the model to test the
effect of each ability we give the learner. We use as our baseline a simple nested loop which rewards, in random order,
all candidate objects for all words in each utterance (we call
this process “multiple-candidate rewarding”). This is essentially a real-time equivalent of simple association frequency.
We then add the hypothesis evaluation component by treating words that are in the current lexicon differently than other
words. If a word is already mapped to an object, then the
probability associated with that mapping is rewarded or penalized depending on whether that object is in the present situation (i.e. depending on whether the learner’s hypothesis is
consistent with current observation). In this case, no other
candidates are rewarded. In all models, mutual exclusivity

• New words and objects can be introduced into the matrix
at any time.
For example, the words can, read, and books are never uttered
in the presence of the object coded ‘EYES’ in our evaluation
corpus. Therefore, mappings from these words to ‘EYES’
have no value in Figure 1. This has the effect of reducing the
size of a word’s hypothesis space and preventing completely
unfounded mappings from receiving a positive value when
other mappings are penalized.
Novel words are mapped to ‘NULL’ with probability 1,
with co-occurring objects receiving a value of 0. The ‘NULL’
mapping corresponds to the hypothesis that a word does not
refer to an object. We take this to be the learner’s default
assumption. New objects are introduced into an old word’s
hypothesis space with a probability value of 1n , where n is
the new size of that word’s hypothesis space. The rest of the
probability vector is normalized to accommodate the addition. This gives new semantic hypotheses a fair shot at lexicon inclusion.
This matrix provides us with a way to add and track probabilities of word-to-object mappings. Learning proceeds by
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• b determines how much weight is given to hypotheses that
map stressed words to gesturally indicated objects during
multiple-candidate rewarding.

For each observation, consisting of an utterance U and a
randomly-ordered set of possible object referents O:
For each word w in U:

For words already in the lexicon, single hypotheses are rewarded or penalized with γ = γH . For words not in the lexicon, multiple possible mappings are rewarded with a different
gamma value; mappings between stressed words and gesturally indicated objects are rewarded with γ = γM ∗ b, while
other mappings are rewarded with γ = γM ∗ (1 − b). The best
performance is achieved when γH and γM are relatively high
(0.4 and 0.36, respectively), and when most of the weight is
given to salient mappings (b = 0.98).
To restate, the learner rewards and penalizes more drastically when checking their current lexicon against the world
than when making multiple associations, and when the
learner is making multiple associations, more weight is given
to hypotheses that map stressed words to gesturally indicated
objects.
To illustrate, consider the utterance in Figure 3. Assume,
as shown in Fig. 4, that there are five visible objects accompanying this utterance, and only one of them is indicated by gesture (the mother is pointing to the bear and ignoring the other
objects). Upon hearing this utterance, the learner possesses a
lexicon of one entry: the word “david” maps erroneously to
the object ‘MIRROR’.
These data will be processed incrementally by the learner
in the following way:

1. If w is novel, assign probability 1 to w → NULL
2. Else, add new objects to w’s hypothesis space.
3. If w is in the current lexicon:
⇒ If w’s hypothesized meaning m is an element of O,
reward(w → m).
⇒ Else, penalize (w → m).
4. If w is not in the current lexicon:
⇒ For each o in O:
⇒ If o is not in the current lexicon, reward(w → o).
Update the current lexicon.

Figure 2: An online cross-situational learning algorithm
[The arrow (→) in the algorithm should be read “maps to”.]

x
There’s

x
a

x
x
x
bear

x
x .
looking

x
at

x
x .
David

Figure 3: Stress on a prosodic grid

is enforced by exempting objects that already have names
from multiple-candidate rewarding. The algorithm with both
multiple-candidate rewarding and single-hypothesis evaluation is outlined in Figure 2.
The final component of our model is the integration of the
salience cues. Objects in our video corpus were coded for
gesture. An object was considered to be indicated by gesture
during an utterance if it any point it was both (1) judged to be
in the baby’s field of vision, and (2) pointed to or held up in
front of the baby. Eye gaze, being less obvious in the videos
and therefore more prone to errors, was not coded.
Words were coded for prosodic accent. Utterances were
given prosodic grid structures like the one in Figure 3, representing peaks in stress. Any word that received stress above
the lexical level was coded as a stressed word. In typical adult
speech the acoustic correlates of stress are subtle, and thus
coding in this way is prone to subjectivity. However, this
problem is ameliorated here, at least in part, by the exaggerated pronunciations utilized in the child-directed speech in
the evaluation corpus.
Information about stress and gesture is used to determine
the value of the learning coefficient γ for each rewarding or
penalizing event. We give the model three parameters:
• γH is the learning coefficient used when rewarding or penalizing a mapping that is already in the lexicon (hypothesis evaluation).
• γM is the default learning coefficient used when rewarding possible mappings that are not already in the lexicon
(multiple-candidate rewarding).

1. Since there’s is not in the lexicon, it undergoes multiplecandidate rewarding rather than single hypothesis evaluation. Since it is not stressed, all present object meanings
are rewarded using the coefficient γM ∗ (1 − b).
2. The unstressed article a undergoes the same process as
there’s.
3. The lexicon does not have a mapping for bear, so it undergoes multiple-candidate rewarding, but since bear is
stressed, the learning coefficient can vary. The gesturally indicated object referent ‘BEAR’ is rewarded with the
higher coefficient γM ∗ b, while the other non-indicated objects are rewarded with γM ∗ (1 − b).
4. The stressed verb looking undergoes the same process as
bear.
5. The unstressed preposition at behaves like there’s and a.
6. Since david has a mapping in the learner’s current lexicon,
only that mapping is considered. In this case, david maps
to ‘MIRROR’, and the object ‘MIRROR’ is not present in
the current scene, so the learner’s hypothesis is penalized.
If the penalty lowers the probability value below the given
threshold, then david → ‘MIRROR’ is kicked out of the
lexicon.
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uttered:
stressed:
visible:
indicated:

{there’s, a, bear, looking, at, david}
{bear, looking, david}
{BOOK, BIRD, RATTLE, BEAR, BOTTLE}
{BEAR}

lexicon:

{david → MIRROR}

Word
book
bear
bunny
kittycat
sheep
bird

Figure 4: Example stimulus and accompanying lexicon

Object
book
bear
bunny
cat
sheep
duck

Word
piggies
hat
moocow
meow
bigbird
ring

Object
pig
hat
cow
cat
bird
ring

Figure 5: Most frequent output lexicon

Performance and Comparisons
majority of simulations using this model produce the lexicon
seen in Figure 5.
Performance is comparable to the Bayesian model of Frank
et al. (2009), and our online learning model represents a
computational simplification. Beal and Roberts (2009) argue
for the importance of complexity analysis in computational
cognitive science. A cognitive model should operate within
known limits of human computational power, and complexity
analysis is necessary to evaluate how realistic a model could
be. Beal and Roberts show the Bayesian model of Xu and
Tenenbaum (2007) to be quite costly from this perspective.
Frank et al.’s model is even more costly. As mentioned above,
it is problematic to sum probabilities for all possible intention
sets for each situation. If the number of objects seen at one
time has some upper bound N, then the upper bound asymptotic complexity will be O(2N ); the time it takes to process
one situation will grow exponentially with the number of visible objects. This is not a problem for relatively clean data
like the videos from the Rollins corpus, where the number of
visible objects does not typically exceed 6 or 7, but an especially cluttered room may force the learner to make billions of
calculations to score one lexicon against one interaction. This
problem does not arise in our model. Furthermore, in contrast to batch learning models, our model necessitates only
one pass through the input data.
Finally, the model presented here holds the promise of further unification with experimental research. Experiments like
those described by Medina et al. (2009, 2010) may prove to
be valuable both as a testing ground and as a source of refinement for research of this type, whose goal is to incorporate
observable human behaviors into a psychologically plausible
computational learning model.

All models were run on hand codings of two videos of
mother-child interaction from the Rollins corpus (CHILDES,
MacWhinney, 2000). Together the videos consist of 496
utterance-situation pairs (about 20 minutes of video). Performance was evaluated by aggregating the precision and recall against a gold standard over 100 simulations1 , and taking
the harmonic mean of the average precision and recall to produce an F-score. Model performance is detailed in Table 2.
Three online models were tested: the baseline model, which
does not utilize hypothesis evaluation, and two versions of
the model given in Figure 2, one with a fixed γ value, and one
which uses stress and gesture to determine γ. These models
are compared to two implementations of Frank et al.’s (2009)
Bayesian model: a direct implementation and a variant that
only computes over stressed words and indicated objects.2
Table 2: Model performance comparison.
Model type
Bayesian (FGT 09)
Bayesian (FGT 09)
+ stress and gesture
Real-time updating
Real-time w/ evaluation
Real-time w/ evaluation
+ stress and gesture

Precision
0.36

Recall
0.29

F-score
0.32

0.72
0.24
0.36

0.38
0.06
0.06

0.52
0.10
0.10

0.92

0.32

0.48

We see that adding prosodic and gestural information is
a boost to both types of models; however, the cues have a
more drastic effect on the real-time model. Once the cues are
integrated, the F-scores for both types of models are comparable. Though the Bayesian model achieves a slightly higher
F-score, the real-time model has a decided advantage in precision, with almost no erroneous mappings remaining in the
lexicon. This is a desirable result because as learning continues beyond 20 minutes of interaction, the absence of misleading lexical entries will make for a more efficient process. The

Conclusion
We have presented a model of object name learning that relies on gestural and prosodic cues and utilizes both singlecandidate and multiple-candidate probability updating mechanisms. The model operates in real time, making only one
pass through a corpus and updating a lexicon after each successive utterance-situation pair. Performance is close to that
of a comparable Bayesian model. The simplicity and success
of the model suggests two things: (1) having access to word
stress and gestural information makes word learning considerably easier, and (2) the ability to test beliefs about individual words makes learning more efficient. The next step

1 Multiple simulations account for slight variations in output
caused by randomizing the order in which multiple candidates are
rewarded.
2 We used our own hand-coding of the same videos that were
used by Frank et al. For the Bayesian implementations, the authors’
original code was used, strongly suggesting that the discrepancy between the performance reported here and the performance reported
in Frank et al. (2009) is due to differences in the coding of the data.
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in this line of research is to link up this computational approach even closer with experimental findings, and it is our
hope that in doing so we may contribute to the growing pool
of knowledge about how children learn the meanings of their
first words.
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Learning a graph-structured generative probabilistic grammar of
linguistic experience
Oren Kolodny
Tel Aviv University

Arnon Lotem
Tel Aviv University

Shimon Edelman
Cornell University
Abstract: The mechanisms that allow situated, embodied learning systems employed by human babies or juvenile
songbirds to distill their multimodal experience into a form that supports flexible and open-ended generation of
behavior are still poorly understood. We describe an ongoing attempt to gain insight into those mechanisms, by
developing a biologically motivated model capable of incremental unsupervised learning of a generative probabilistic
grammar of behavior, focusing initially on language. The implemented model demonstrates learning from unannotated text corpora, including those of transcribed natural speech, while replicating the effect of variation sets on
learning, an effect documented in a recent study with human subjects.
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Children’s Developing Understanding of Spatial Metaphors for Time
Lauren Stites
Georgia State University

Seyda Özçalışkan
Georgia State University
Abstract: Adult speakers of English use three different metaphor types to describe time, including moving-time
(’summer approaches’), moving-ego (’we approach summer’), and sequence-as-relative-position-on-a-path (’autumn
follows summer’). When do children grasp the meaning of these three metaphors for time and what cognitive
and/or linguistic factors account for this understanding? To explore these questions, we interviewed 60 threeto six-year-old children as they participated in experimental tasks testing comprehension and production of time
metaphors. We found that children could understand all three time metaphors by age five and verbally explain
their meanings by age 6. Children’s comprehension also varied by metaphor type, with moving-time and movingego metaphors being learned earlier than sequence-as-relative-position-on-a-path metaphors. Moreover , children’s
metaphor comprehension was strongly correlated with their time concept understanding. Overall, these results
suggest that comprehension of time metaphors is an early emerging linguistic ability that is closely associated with
children’s cognitive understanding of the time concept.
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The memory load of assembling syntactic phrases in mono clausal
sentences
David James Lobina
Universitat Rovira i Virgili

José Eugenio Garcı́a-Albea
Universitat Rovira i Virgili
Abstract: The memory load of assembling (Specifier)-Head-Complement(s) phrases in mono-clausal Subject-VerbObject sentences was assessed by employing the click-detection paradigm –a technique that has been shown to be
sensitive to different cognitive loads within and between clauses in complex sentences. 60 pairs of Spanish sentences,
containing a longer phrase in either the Subject or Object position were employed, and three click positions (controlled
for length) were determined. Results show that reaction times are faster at the beginning of sentences, but there
is a robust linear decrease in RTs between positions. An ANOVA analysis determined that both the sentence type
and the click position factors are significant, but there is no interaction effect. Nevertheless, all within-sentence-type
comparisons were significant, while only the second position (before or after the verb) proved to be significant across
sentence-type, suggesting that the parser is generally more strained before the appearance of the verb.
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Text-Based Similarity Measures and Attitude Scale Development
John Ford
U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board
Abstract: This research investigates the utility of text-based similarity measures in developing agree/disagree
attitude scale questions in three ways. First, text mining of the narrative responses to an open-ended survey
question about employee performance identified characteristic issues raised by highly engaged versus less engaged
employees. These issues were used to develop new items that increased the reliability of the engagement scale.
Second, latent semantic analysis can predict interrelatedness of attitude scale questions before scale administration.
This information can inform decisions about which items to retain in the scale for field testing. Finally, inter-item
semantic similarity can be a more appropriate, non-zero baseline for comparing correlations between items after scale
administration. This allows more sensitive detection of item correlations which differ from text-based item similarity
rather than from zero. These techniques have been used in development of attitude scales that measure employee
engagement, work motivation, and adherence to merit system principles.
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Generics Are a Cognitive Default: Evidence From Sentence Processing
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Abstract

sentence Dogs have four legs as Most dogs have four legs,
sets quantified by most similarly do not equate to the
referents of generics. Consider, for instance, that although
Sharks attack swimmers is often judged as acceptable, Most
sharks attack swimmers is not. Generics are thus not
reducible to quantifiers conveying statistical prevalence
(e.g., Cimpian, Gelman, & Brandone, 2010).
Noting these sorts of distinctions, most semantic analyses
impute qualitative differences between generic and
quantified reference (Carlson, 2010; Leslie, 2008) and reject
earlier quantificational analyses treating generics as if they
contained implicit quantification (e.g., Clark, 1973).
Generics instead are kind-referring (Carlson, 2010), and as
such, they allow speakers to discuss entirely abstract
concepts rather than sets of individuals. That is, kinds have
no direct real-world instantiation, but rather are mental
representations, and generics are the linguistic means of
referring directly to these representations.

We tested the hypothesis that generics (e.g., Dogs have four
legs) are a cognitive default, thereby allowing faster and less
effortful processing in comparison to quantified noun phrases
(e.g., all dogs). Participants judged sentences containing
either generics or universally-quantified noun phrases as true
or false. Under time pressure, participants treated universallyquantified noun phrases as if they were generics (e.g.,
responding true to All dogs have four legs, despite the
existence of three-legged dogs). Participants also took longer
to respond to sentences with universal quantifiers vs.
generics. Data thus support a generics-as-default account.
Keywords:
processing.

generics;

quantifiers;

concepts;

sentence

Introduction
Generic noun phrases, or generics (e.g., Giraffes have long
necks) refer to kinds rather than specific individuals (e.g.,
Those giraffes have long necks). Due to their unique
semantic and conceptual attributes, generics have attracted
attention in fields as diverse as philosophy, linguistics, and
psychology (Gelman, 2003; Leslie, 2008; Pelletier, 2010).
Still, little is known about how generics are represented and
accessed cognitively. In the current study, we examined one
contemporary proposal that to date has received little direct
empirical support, namely the idea that generics are a
cognitive default (though see Leslie, 2008, for a theoretical
and philosophical treatment).
In broad form, the generics-as-default proposal holds that
the referents of generics are early-acquired and easily
accessible, and therefore that generics present few cognitive
processing demands to speakers. Additionally, the proposal
holds that processing quantified sets (e.g., all Xs, most Xs)
requires more effort and draws on more sophisticated and
later-developing mechanisms.
An important assumption of the generics-as-default
account is the claim that generics are fundamentally distinct
from noun phrases marked by explicit quantifiers such as all
or most. Note the contrast, for instance, between Dogs have
four legs and All dogs have four legs. Whereas only one
three-legged dog is needed to falsify the claim that fourleggedness applies to all dogs, generics allow for
counterexamples; despite the occasional three-legged dog
you may have encountered, the statement Dogs have four
legs remains acceptable. Further, while one might recast the

Support for the Generics-as-Default Position
Recognizing the fundamental distinction between generics
and quantified sets, the generics-as-default position further
characterizes generics as referring to cognitively basic kindbased representations. The proposal draws empirical support
from a number of observations. First, generics are
ubiquitous; they have been found in every human language
that has been studied (e.g., Gelman & Tardif, 1998; GoldinMeadow, Gelman, & Mylander, 2005). However, there is no
explicit word or morpheme in any language that
unambiguously expresses genericity (e.g., Carlson, 2010;
Leslie, 2008); instead, generics are typically signaled by a
lack of marking, a pattern consistent with how default or
stereotypical concepts are expressed in language (e.g.,
Levinson, 2000).
Second, despite the impoverished marking of generics,
they are acquired early in development. Corpus-based
studies of English-speaking children, for example, suggest
that children start to produce generics at about age 2½ years
(Gelman et al., 1998), at about the same time they acquire
relevant linguistic markings needed to express these forms
and distinguish them from particular and/or quantified
forms (e.g., nouns modified by determiners or quantifiers)
(Gelman, 2004). As well, young children often have
difficulty in comprehending quantifiers such as all and
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some, and make errors suggesting that at first they interpret
quantified reference as generic, only later acquiring
comprehension of the quantifier. For instance, when threeyear-old children were asked whether properties (e.g., being
hot) were true of all members of a set (e.g., all fires), some
members of a set (some fires), or of the generic kind (fires),
they tended not to differentiate among the three forms,
instead responding with patterns similar to those observed
within four-year-old children's and adults' responses to those
items featuring generic forms (Hollander, Gelman, & Star,
2002).
The observations outlined above are consistent with a
generics-as-default account. However, it is only recently
that the generics-as-default position has been put to the test
in empirical psycholinguistic studies. In one recent study,
Leslie and Gelman (2011) demonstrated that for both
preschool-aged children and adults, quantified statements
were more often misremembered as statements about
generics than vice versa. For instance, after learning All cats
sweat through their paws, both child and adult participants
were likely to report having heard Cats sweat through their
paws after a short (four-minute) delay. The reverse error,
however, was rarely observed, suggesting that generic
representations are robust in memory and resilient against
distortion.

presented first in isolation, followed by the predicate in
isolation.)
Our main comparison of interest was thus between
processing of sentences that we expected would be judged
true in generic form (e.g., Dogs have four legs) and false in
universally-quantified form (e.g., All dogs have four legs).
We called these sentences wide-scope, since, for instance,
most but not all dogs have four legs. We also included
sentences of two other types of scope. First, we asked
participants to judge full-scope sentences, i.e., sentences for
which the predicate would likely be judged true of all
instances as well as the generic kind (e.g., All
giraffes/Giraffes have long necks). These sentences were
included for two reasons. First, they required participants to
sometimes respond true for universally-quantified
sentences, minimizing the concern that participants would
simply learn a rule that universally-quantified sentences
were always false in this experiment. Second, we also had
theoretically-motivated predictions regarding participants'
accuracy and response time for these items. Namely,
although we did not predict differences in accuracy between
responses to generic and universally-quantified sentences
(since if participants defaulted to a generic reading, they
should still respond true to a universally-quantified
sentence), we did predict differences in response time.
Specifically, we predicted that verifying a generic full-scope
sentence would take less time than verifying a universallyquantified full-scope sentence, since default generic
representations should be more easily and quickly accessed
than quantified sets.
Finally, we also included irrelevant-scope sentences, i.e.,
sentences that we expected would be judged false in both
universally-quantified and generic form, e.g., All squirrels/
Squirrels have beaks. Including irrelevant-scope sentences
also served two separate purposes. First, it required
responses of false to sentences containing generics,
minimizing the concern that participants would simply learn
a rule that generic sentences were always true in this
experiment. Second, these items provided us a baseline
measure of how much time was required to falsify a
sentence in our experiment. Recall that one of our main
predictions was that falsifying a universally-quantified
wide-scope sentence (e.g., All dogs have four legs) would
take longer than verifying a generic wide-scope sentence
(e.g., Dogs have four legs). Since language processing
studies consistently demonstrate a time advantage for
verification over falsification (e.g., Carpenter & Just, 1975),
simply demonstrating longer processing for All dogs have
four legs could be explained by this basic verification
advantage rather than faster access to generic
representations. However, if participants were slower to
falsify All dogs have four legs over and above the time it
took to falsify irrelevant-scope sentences, this would
suggest that the increase in time was due to some other
processing demand aside from that required by mere
falsification. (See Table 1 for sample sentences.)

Overview of the Current Study
The current study focuses on real-time processing of
sentences containing generic and quantified noun phrases.
This approach has the advantage of testing predictions
regarding on-line comprehension of generics derived from
the generics-as-default position, and to our knowledge is the
first study to directly examine this type of processing.
The basic logic behind the current study is this: If
generics are default, it should be easier to judge that a
property is characteristic of a generic kind (e.g., dogs) than
of a quantified set (e.g., all dogs). We expected this generic
advantage to be especially apparent when participants were
asked to make their judgments under time pressure. That is,
when speeded, we expected participants to have the most
difficulty in processing quantified sets, reflected by
participants' treating quantified statements as if they
contained generics--in other words, answering based on the
more accessible representation (the generic kind). For
instance, when judging the sentence All dogs have four legs,
we expected speeded participants to be more likely to
default to a judgment about the generic dogs, and thus
respond that this sentence is true. We also predicted that
response times would reflect the effort required to process a
generic vs. a quantified noun phrase; that is, the time
participants took to judge All dogs have four legs would be
longer than the time required to judge Dogs have four legs.
(To eliminate the problem of universally-quantified
sentences always being longer in length, and thus predicted
to require more time to process, noun phrases were always
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Table 1: Sample Sentences by Scope and Form
Scope

Sentence* in Universally
Quantified Form

Predicted

Sentence* in Generic Form

Response**

Predicted
Response**

Irrelevant

All squirrels have beaks

FALSE

Squirrels have beaks

FALSE

Full

All giraffes have long necks

TRUE

Giraffes have long necks

TRUE

Wide

All dogs have four legs

FALSE

Dogs have four legs

TRUE

* Subject noun phrases were presented in isolation, followed by predicates. Participants responded once the predicate appeared.
** Participants' responses that matched predicted responses were considered accurate; responses that mismatched predicted responses
were considered inaccurate.

of universally-quantified and generic forms within each
scope type.

Method
Participants

Procedure

Thirty-three
undergraduate
students
(19
female)
participated. Data from one individual were excluded
because average response time was more than 2.5 SDs
above the group mean, leaving a final total sample of 32.

Sentences were presented on E-Prime v. 2.0.8.22. For
each sentence, the noun phrase appeared in the center of the
screen in isolation for 2000 ms.. Immediately after, the
predicate appeared in isolation. (Noun phrase and predicate
were presented separately so as to avoid a systematic
increase in response time for the sentences containing the
universally-quantified forms, as these included one
additional word relative to the generic forms [all].)
Participants judged whether each sentence created by a
given noun phrase and its predicate was true or false by
pressing the appropriate key. Half the participants were
instructed to answer as quickly as possible (speeded
condition), whereas the other half of participants were told
that they could take as long as they wanted (unspeeded
condition). Response key locations for true and false were
counterbalanced across participants. Participants were not
given feedback for either correct or incorrect answers; every
response was simply followed by a 1000 ms blank screen
and then the next trial.

Materials
Participants judged a main set of 44 sentences (Set 1) as true
or false. Each sentence contained a noun phrase and a
predicate. Universally-quantified vs. generic noun form was
within-subjects, i.e., within the set, half the sentences
referred to universally-quantified referents (i.e., all + noun +
-s), while the other half referred to generic categories (i.e.,
noun + -s). Universally-quantified and generic forms were
grouped in two separate blocks. We also created three
practice sentences that did not refer to either a generic or a
quantified set. Participants responded to these sentences
before the main set to acquaint themselves with the task.
We created three additional versions of the main set for
counterbalancing purposes. Specifically, for each noun, Set
2 used the noun form that was different from Set 1 (e.g., Set
1 used the generic dogs, whereas Set 2 used the universallyquantified all dogs). Thus, across subjects, every noun
appeared in both generic and universally-quantified form an
equal number of times. Sets 3 and 4 reversed block order of
presentation from Sets 1 and 2, such that half the
participants responded to the generic block first, and the
other half to the universally-quantified block first.
In addition to varying in noun form (universallyquantified vs. generic), sentences also varied along scope.
As described above, we expected participants to falsify
irrelevant-scope sentences in both universally-quantified
and generic form, and to verify full-scope sentences in both
universally-quantified and generic form. Finally, we
predicted that wide-scope sentences would be judged false
in universally-quantified form but true in generic form. Each
participant responded to 12 irrelevant-scope, 16 full-scope,
and 16 wide-scope sentences, and there were equal numbers

Results
Accuracy Analysis
We performed a mixed between-within 2 (speed condition:
speeded vs. unspeeded) x 2 (noun form: universallyquantified vs. generic) x 3 (scope: irrelevant vs. full vs.
wide) ANOVA on accuracy (i.e., degree to which responses
matched the predicted true vs. false responses), with speed
condition as the between-subjects variable, and noun form
and scope as within-subjects variables.
The ANOVA yielded main effects for speed condition
(F(1, 30) = 4.11, p = .05), noun form (F(1, 30) = 31.12, p <
.001), and scope (F(1.51, 45.28) = 39.19, p < .001). These
main effects were qualified by two two-way interactions:
Noun form x speed condition (F(1, 30) = 8.94, p = .006) and
noun form x scope (F(1.31, 39.38) = 10.53, p = .001).
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These interactions were further qualified by the predicted
three-way speed condition x noun form x scope interaction
(F(1.31, 39.38) = 8.10, p = .004, ηp² = .27). No additional
significant main effects or interactions were observed.
(Greenhouse-Geisser corrected statistics are reported due to
violations in sphericity.)
To further explore the nature of the three-way interaction,
we used Bonferroni-corrected paired t-tests to compare
accuracy on universally-quantified vs. generic form
sentences within scope and speeded vs. unspeeded
conditions. The only significant difference was, as
predicted, in the speeded wide-scope condition, with
accuracy higher for sentences containing generics (M =
89.84%, SD = 11.38) than for sentences containing the
universal quantifier all (M = 55.47%, SD = 25.40), t (15) =
5.97, p < .001, Cohen's d = 1.74 (Figure 1).

predicted three-way speed condition x noun form x scope
interaction, F (1.58, 45.89) = 7.17, p = .004, ηp² = .26).
(Greenhouse-Geisser corrected statistics are reported due to
violations in sphericity.)
We explored this three-way interaction using Bonferronicorrected paired t-tests, comparing response times to
sentences containing universally-quantified vs. generic
forms within each scope and speed condition. No
differences were observed for sentences with irrelevant
scope (ps > .05). For full-scope sentences, participants were
faster to respond to sentences containing generic vs.
universally-quantified forms in both speeded (Mgeneric =
931.32 ms, SD = 253.93 vs. Muniversally-quantified = 1057.06 ms,
SD = 219.94; t (15) = 5.01, p < .001, Cohen's d = 1.35) and
unspeeded conditions (Mgeneric = 1427.91 ms, SD = 208.52;
Muniversally-quantified = 1842.39 ms, SD = 572.54; t (15) = 5.50,
p < .001, Cohen's d = 2.78). Finally, for wide-scope
sentences, there were no differences in response times for
generic vs. universally-quantified sentences in the
unspeeded condition (p > .05), but when speeded,
participants were faster to respond to generic sentences (M
= 900.05 ms, SD = 204.03) vs. universally-quantified
sentences (M = 1065.71 ms, SD = 180.57, t (14) = 4.62, p <
.001, Cohen's d = 1.11) (Figure 2).
A final Bonferroni-corrected paired t-test compared
response times for universally-quantified speeded widescope vs. irrelevant-scope sentences. This was done to
establish that the difference between the speeded generic
and universally-quantified wide-scope sentences described
above was not attributable merely to the demands required
by "mere falsification". As expected, the time speeded
participants took to falsify irrelevant-scope universallyquantified sentences (M = 950.64 ms, SD = 158.51) was less
than the time to falsify wide-scope universally-quantified
sentences (M = 1065.71 ms, SD = 180.57), t (14) = 3.07, p =
.008.

Response Time Analysis
We analyzed response times for correct responses. Response
times that were outside 2.5 standard deviations of an
individual's mean time were removed. Due to positive skew,
we log-tranformed the data. Analyses were conducted on
these transformed data, but raw means (in milliseconds) are
provided for ease of interpretation. For comparisons
involving response times to wide-scope sentences, data from
one individual were excluded due to all responses within
this condition being either incorrect or being outliers
(resulting in no data for that cell).
We used a mixed-between 2 (speed condition: speeded vs.
unspeeded) x 2 (noun form: universally-quantified vs.
generic) x 3 (scope: irrelevant vs. full vs. wide) ANOVA to
examine response times. Main effects were observed for
speed condition (F (1, 29) = 56.84, p < .001), noun form (F
(1, 29) = 35.13, p < .001), and scope (F (2, 58) = 15.73, p <
.001). These main effects were qualified by two two-way
interactions: Noun form x scope (F (1.58, 45.9) = 12.31, p <
.001) and scope x speed condition (F (1.88, 54.50) = 8.45, p
= .001). Finally, these in turn were qualified by the

Figure 1: Accuracy (%) within scope, speed, and
noun form condition

Figure 2: Correct response times (ms) within scope,
speed, and noun form condition
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Discussion

quantifiers relative to generics. For instance, recall the
comparison between the sentences Most sharks attack
swimmers and Sharks attack swimmers described earlier.
The latter sentence has been proposed as a subtype of
generic reference, in which dangerous and highly salient
properties may be acceptably predicated of a generic kind,
even if that property is true of only a minority of instances
(e.g., Khemlani, Leslie, & Glucksberg, 2009; Leslie, 2008).
Here again, we would also expect that responding to a
predicate that follows a most-quantified noun phrase would
take longer than responding to the same predicate following
a generic noun phrase. A study including such items is
currently underway. One intriguing possibility is that
participants' verification time for these "rare-but-dangerous"
generics will be even faster than for the wide- and full-scope
generics featured in the current study, suggesting robust
connections between salient dangerous qualities and the
kinds that possess them.
It will also be instructive to research distinctions between
generics and non-quantified reference such as definite
reference (e.g., the dogs). A small amount of
neurophysiological work supports the idea that there are
qualitative distinctions between generics and this type of
noun phrase, making further investigations into underlying
cognitive mechanisms an inviting possibility. Namely,
Prasada and colleagues have conducted ERP studies
comparing processing for sentences containing generic
kind-referring terms (e.g., Grass is green) vs. sentences
containing definite reference (e.g., The grass is green). In
this study, the authors found larger N400 responses to kindreferring generics. Although the precise reason for the
differences could not be established in the study, the authors
speculate that a generic's reference to concepts within
semantic memory likely recruits different processes for
understanding (as opposed to the referents of definite noun
phrases, which depend on discourse and contextual
considerations for comprehension) (Prasada et al., 2008).
Finally, it will also be useful to extend the current study to
a developmental population. Given that generics appear to
be acquired early relative to comprehension of quantifiers,
and further that preschool-aged children's errors in
comprehending quantifiers suggest an early bias toward
generic representation (e.g., Hollander, Gelman, & Star,
2002), it stands to reason that children might also display
some of the same processing styles observed in adults in the
current study. One possibility regarding the developmental
trajectory on our task is that children will start out making
errors consistent with a generic default bias in both speeded
and unspeeded conditions, with errors in comprehending
quantifiers showing a decrease across development in the
unspeeded condition (that is, more closely approximating
the pattern displayed by adults). Adapting the current
methodology to one more suitable for children will be an
important future pursuit (e.g., having sentences presented
out loud rather than appearing on a screen, providing
children with button boxes for their responses, using simpler
items, etc.).

Summary
Results from both accuracy and response time analyses were
consistent with our predictions, supporting a generics-asdefault account. Specifically, speeded participants were
more likely to treat universally-quantified noun phrases as if
they were generics, reflected by decreased accuracy in
processing wide-scope sentences containing universal
quantifiers (e.g., All dogs have four legs). That is, when
asked to report whether a sentence that acceptably
characterizes a generic kind but does not hold true for all
members of a kind, participants were likely to make
judgments consistent with their knowledge of generics, for
example responding true to All dogs have four legs. The fact
that this decrement in accuracy was absent in the nonspeeded condition further argues in favor of a generics-asdefault argument, as the spared performance in that
condition establishes that participants are capable of
interpreting
the
universally-quantified
sentences
appropriately (i.e., recognizing the existence of
counterexamples that falsify the sentences), just so long as
they are not pressured to respond quickly.
Response times were also consistent with the generics-asdefault position. In cases when speeded participants falsified
universally-quantified wide-scope sentences (e.g., saying
false to All dogs have four legs), it took longer than
verifying the generic equivalent (i.e., saying true to Dogs
have four legs); further, this falsification also required time
above and beyond that required for "mere falsification" (i.e.,
falsifying irrelevant-scope universally-quantified sentences,
e.g., All squirrels have beaks). Finally, participants also
took longer to verify universally-quantified full-scope
sentences (e.g., All giraffes have long necks) vs. the generic
alternative (Giraffes have long necks), despite the ultimate
response of true being identical for both types of sentences,
and despite noun phrases being presented separately from
predicates to eliminate the confound of universallyquantified noun phrases being longer in length. The fact that
the difference was observed not just in the predicted
speeded condition, but also in the unspeeded condition, is
entirely consistent with a generics-as-default account. We
speculate that even when unspeeded, participants were
likely hesitant to endorse the veracity of the universallyquantified sentences because they were trying to think of
plausible counterexamples (although they eventually did
tend to respond true, as predicted), whereas they were
relatively fast to respond to the generic version based on
their default generic representations.

Future Directions
Several outstanding questions still remain that create
opportunities for future research. Most importantly, the
current study was restricted to comparisons between
generics and universally-quantified noun phrases; however,
to demonstrate that generics are a cognitive default, it will
be important in the future to examine the processing of other
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The cognitive underpinnings of generics remain a
fascinating topic for future studies. In the current paper, we
demonstrated that people are more easily able to access
generic representations in comparison to universallyquantified sets, suggesting that generics exist as a cognitive
default. We thus provide some of the first direct
psycholinguistic evidence in support of a generics-as-default
position, underscoring the importance of further examining
the interface between language and kind-based
representations.
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Abstract

to the ‘located object’, i.e., the object the location of which
is described (see Fig. 1; see Carlson-Radvansky & Irwin,
1994; Carlson & Logan, 2005; Carlson, Regier, Lopez &
Corrigan, 2006; Regier & Carlson, 2001). This prediction is
derived from the Attention Vector Sum model (Carlson,
Regier, Lopez & Corrigan, 2006; Regier & Carlson, 2001).
Consider a description of spatial relations such as “The plant
is above the clock” (Fig. 1). The plant is the located object
and the clock is the reference object. In order to comprehend
such spatial descriptions people must, according to the
model; (1) index the objects mentioned in the sentence
(spatial indexing); (2) assign a direction to the space
(selecting a reference frame); and (3) construct a spatial
template (defining the regions of space in which the located
object is in a good, acceptable or bad location with respect
to the reference object).

When people listen to sentences referring to objects and
events in visual context, their visual attention to objects is
closely time-locked to words in the unfolding utterance. How
precisely people deploy attention during situated language
understanding and in verifying (spatial) utterances is,
however, unclear. A ‘visual world’ hypothesis suggests that
we look at what is mentioned (Tanenhaus et al., 1995) and
anticipate likely referents based on linguistic cues (Altmann
& Kamide, 1999). In spatial language research, in contrast,
the Attention Vector Sum model (Regier & Carlson, 2001)
predicts that in order to process a sentence such as “The plant
is above the clock”, attention must shift from the clock to the
plant (i.e., in reverse relative to order of mention). An eyetracking study examined whether gaze pattern during
comprehension of spatial descriptions support the visual
world or the Attention Vector Sum account. Analyses of eye
movements indicate that we need both accounts to
accommodate the findings.
Keywords: spatial language; eye
attention; referential language process.

movements;

visual

Introduction
In interacting with the visual environment we must achieve
a variety of navigation tasks such as getting from one place
to the next or finding the comb in the bathroom where you
can see it lying on the shelf above the sink. Navigating in
the world and interacting with people also involves
understanding instructions such as “Keep straight until you
reach the intersection. Then turn left. When you see a big
red banner above a blue door, turn left again.”
An important part of language understanding thus
concerns relating what has been dubbed ‘spatial language’
(e.g., “A big red banner above a blue door”) to spatial
arrangements of objects in the world (the big red banner
being above the blue door). It is well established that this
process requires attentional mechanisms (Carlson & Logan,
2005; Logan, 1994) but the specifics of how people deploy
visual attention in real time, during comprehension of
sentences about spatial relations, are still unclear.

Figure 1: “The plant is above the clock”. The 5x6 grid
was invisible to participants.
According to the model, people focus their attention on
that point of the reference object that is closest to the located
object. Then a population of vectors (whose length is
weighted by the amount of attention deployed on the
reference object) is computed in order to generate a final
vector (the sum of the vectors in the population). The final
vector indicates the averaged direction from the reference to
the located object. Its direction is compared to the direction
indicated by the respective spatial term (e.g., for ‘above’ the
direction is vertical) in order to evaluate the goodness of fit

The Attention Vector Sum Model & its Predictions
One possibility is that understanding sentences about
spatial relations between objects requires a shift of attention
from a point of reference (often dubbed ‘reference object’)
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of the spatial preposition with respect to the actual
arrangement of the reference and located object.
The steps of the Attention Vector Sum model are
motivated by insights from studies with rhesus monkeys.
When a monkey made an arm movement, orientation-tuned
neurons (with a preferred direction) fired to the extent that
the direction of the monkey’s arm movement aligned with
their direction of orientation. The sum of the directions of
this orientation-tuned population of neurons was a good
predictor of the direction of motor action (Georgopoulus,
Schwartz, & Kettner, 1986; see Lee, Rohrer & Sparks, 1988
for related research on saccades).
While the Attention Vector Sum model is informed by
these findings (Georgopolus et al., 1986; Lee et al., 1988),
the direction predicted by the vector population does not
itself have any explicit motor-goal component. However,
the resulting vector direction can be viewed as predicting
the direction of a motor response (e.g., a reaching
movement or a saccade depending on the task). In a recent
study Coventry, Lynott, Cangelosi, Monrouxe, Joyce, &
Richardson (2010) do just that, and conclude from the
Attention Vector Sum model that “most of the early stages
of attention are given to the RO in the spatial array, and that
attention is then directed to the LO, driven by the conceptual
relation specified by the preposition” (p. 203, RO refers to
‘reference object’; LO refers to ‘located object’).
Accordingly, given the spatial description “The plant is
above the clock” (Fig. 1), visual attention is first deployed
to the reference object (the clock) and then to the located
object (the plant). However the AVS model does not specify
when in time the attention shift takes place. It simply states
that in order to apprehend a spatial relation an attentional
shift from the RO to the LO is obligatory.

Once people have understood the preposition above, they
should shift their gaze from the plant (the located object) to
the clock (the reference object). Unlike the account derived
from the Attention Vector Sum model, the account based on
data from visual world studies does not predict people
inspect the reference object (the clock) and from there shift
attention to the located object (the plant).
The present paper examines the time course of spatial
language processing in visual context, and asks whether the
observed gaze pattern resemble those predicted by the
Attention Vector Sum model or by the linking hypotheses
from visual world studies and associated models. To this
end we recorded eye movements while people listened to
spoken sentences about spatial relations between objects
(‘above’ vs. ‘below’) and verified whether the sentence
matched (vs. didn’t match) the picture (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Here illustrated the experimental design: 2
(match vs. mismatch) x 2 (above vs. below).

Predictions by Models of Situated Comprehension

If we replicate prior findings, we should see longer response
latencies for mismatching than matching trials (e.g., Clark &
Chase, 1972), and we may see longer latencies for ‘below’
than ‘above’ trials (Seymour, 1973; Chase & Clark, 1971).
Gaze pattern can permit us to tease apart the two accounts
(Attention Vector Sum vs. visual world). We will analyze
fixation proportions across the sentence to the reference and
located objects. Recall that based on the visual world
account, people should begin to anticipate the reference
object shortly after hearing the spatial preposition. Looks to
the reference object should continue throughout its mention
following the visual-world linking hypothesis but not
following the Attention Vector Sum model predictions.
Analyses of visual world data mostly report fixation (e.g.,
Allopenna, Magnuson, & Tanenhaus, 1998) or inspection1
(Knoeferle, Crocker, Scheepers, & Pickering, 2005)
proportions for a given time window. It’s possible that this
relatively coarse grained measure of attention doesn’t fully
capture how people deploy attention and there are many

In contrast, an account which makes predictions about the
time course with which people relate utterances to nonlinguistic visual context comes from ‘visual world’ studies
that monitor a listener’s visual attention in scenes during
spoken language comprehension (e.g., Altmann, 1999;
Chambers, Tanenhaus, Eberhard, Filip, & Carlson, 2002;
Knoeferle & Crocker, 2006; Spivey, Tanenhaus, Eberhard,
& Sedivy, 2001; Tanenhaus et al., 1995), and from related
computational models (e.g., Mayberry, Crocker, &
Knoeferle, 2009). The findings from these studies and
associated model simulations suggest that people
incrementally inspect objects and characters, as they are
mentioned. Imagine people see a picture showing a princess
a pirate and a fencer; upon hearing “the princess”, people
mostly inspect the princess. People can further anticipate
relevant objects and characters based on linguistic cues; for
example, when they hear “Put the whistle into”, they begin
to inspect containers more often than non-container objects
before their mention (Chambers et al., 2002).
Applying these insights to the comprehension of
sentences such as “The plant is above the clock” (Fig. 1)
predicts people should inspect the plant as it is mentioned.

1

By ‘inspection’ we mean consecutive fixations to an interest
area before looking to another interest area.
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other useful gaze measures in visual world studies that have
not yet been considered. To get a better insight into how
visual attention is deployed following the spatial
preposition, we complement analyses of fixation
proportions in a time window with analyses of the first three
(a) fixations and (b) inspections following the offset of the
spatial preposition and after people have fixated the
reference object once. If the Attention Vector Sum account
is correct, then attention must shift from the reference object
to the located object following the spatial preposition. Thus
we should see that immediately after looking at the
reference object, people look at the located object next.

resized in a 300 x 300 pixel format on a white background.
Critical sentences were in German and had the following
format: “The [located object] is [spatial preposition] the
[reference object]”, where the spatial prepositions could be
über (‘above’) or unter (‘under’).
Of the 60 filler sentences, 16 referred to a reference object
that was not in the picture (e.g., “The plant is below the
cup” with Fig. 1; 1/5 of 92 trials). This discourages people
from deciding whether the located objects is placed in the
correct location on the basis of its absolute location (or in
reference to the computer monitor), and helps to avoid
anticipated answers and no fixations to the reference object
(Logan and Compton, 1996; Carlson, West, Taylor and
Herndon, 2002). The others fillers included different
sentence structures and other spatial prepositions such as
zwischen (‘between’), nahe bei (‘near’), um herum
(‘around’).
The design included 2 factors with 2 levels: spatial
preposition (über vs. unter) and sentence value (match
condition: objects displayed according to the spatial
description; mismatch condition: objects not displayed
according to the spatial description). Item-condition
combinations were assigned to the experimental lists
following a Latin square. Each participant saw one version
of an item, and the same number of trials for each condition.

Experiment
Method
Participants Thirty-two students (average age = 23, range
= 19-33) from the University of Bielefeld received five euro
each for taking part in this study. All participants had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision and all were native
speakers of German and monolingual before age 6.
Materials and Design The experiment includes 32 critical
trials and 60 fillers totaling 92 trials. Each scene included
three objects: the located object (the bottle, Fig. 2), the
reference object (the chips) and a competitor object (the
hamburger). The located object and the reference object
were the objects mentioned in the sentence while the
competitor object was the third object not mentioned in the
sentence. The competitor was included since showing only
two objects would permit participants to launch anticipatory
saccades to the reference object before the onset of the
spatial term (i.e., since it would be the only other object).
The three objects were always vertically aligned. Object
locations were based on a 5 x 6 virtual grid (numbered from
1 to 30 starting from the top left square; see Fig. 1). In order
to discourage people from using the screen boundaries as
landmarks for utterance comprehension, objects were never
shown in the top- and bottom-most rows (squares 1 to 5 &
26 to 30, Fig. 1). Note that participants never saw the grid
outlined in Figure 1.
Given that functional relations between the objects can
influence the processing of spatial descriptions (Coventry et
al., 2010), we asked participants (N=17) to rate the
probability that two objects in a pair (N=350 pairs) can
interact (1 = low probability to 7 = very high probability).
The object names in all of the pairs were controlled for the
number of syllables, article gender, and frequency. A violin
and a violin bow, for instance, would often interact, and
receive a high rating (e.g., 6 or 7). In contrast, a violin and a
window rarely interact and would receive a low rating (e.g.,
1 or 2). Pairs of objects with a rating above 3 (N=24) were
excluded from the experiment. From the remaining items,
we created 32 triplets based on low average functionality
rating for pairs (e.g., a window and a violin; a window and a
flower were used to create a triplet with a window, a violin
and a flower). The objects were pictures of real objects

Procedure An SMI Eye-link tracker (1000 / 2K), with a
desktop mount, recorded participants` eye movements at a
frequency of 1000 Hz. Participant were seated at
approximately 65 cm from the screen with their chin on a
chin rest. The experiment was presented on a 22-inch color
monitor at a resolution of 1680x1050 pixels.
Participants were asked to try to understand the sentences
and to attentively inspect the image, and to respond per
button press at the end of the sentence as quickly and
accurately as possible whether the sentence matched (vs.
didn’t match) the picture. Before the experiment participants
read the instructions and nine practice trials familiarized
them with the procedure. At the beginning of the experiment
a calibration procedure was performed and a re-calibration
was carried out after half (46) of the 92 trials. Participants
fixated a circle in the middle of the screen before each trial,
permitting the eye tracker to perform a drift correction if
necessary. Then a fixation point appeared in the middle of
screen for 1500 ms, after which the picture and the sentence
were presented. Given the illusionary delay people
experience at scene onset (Dahan, Magnuson & Tanenhaus,
2001), a 750 ms preview was used. An ISI of 2500 ms
ended the trial. Calibration took approximately 5 minutes,
and the experiment lasted around 30 minutes.
Analysis Response times (RTs) in the verification task were
log-transformed before statistical analysis. RTs were
analyzed by a Linear Mixed Effects Regression (LMER)
analysis integrated in R, including items and participants as
random factors simultaneously (Baayen, 2008), and the
factors spatial preposition and sentence value.
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We analyzed eye movement data from the thirty-two
critical trials. For the present paper, we collapsed across
spatial preposition in these analyses since that factor is not
informative for our research question (contrasting the
Attention Vector Sum and visual world accounts)2. We
excluded data from mismatching trials (included to have a
clear task), since neither account makes a prediction about
how mismatching visual context affects comprehension.
The presentation software (Experiment Builder) recorded
the coordinates of participants’ eye movements during the
experiment. We removed trials with incorrect responses or
with responses prior to sentence offset. For analyses, we
divided visual scenes in 4 Areas of Interest (AoIs): one for
each object plus the background. Regions for the object had
the same size as the original picture, 300 x 300 pixels and
were coded as located object, reference object, and
competitor. We coded five time windows for each sentence:
‘NP1’ (Mduration = 1078), ‘Verb’ (Mduration = 378), ‘Spatial
Preposition’ (Mduration = 606), ‘NP2’ (Mduration = 1039),
‘Response’ (Mduration = 427). Fixations starting before and
ending within a time window were removed prior to further
analysis as were fixations below 80 ms.
For each time window we calculated the percentage of
fixations in the four AoIs. The fixation data was analyzed
using hierarchical log-linear models that included the
frequency of inspections to target characters (the reference
object vs. the located object) and either subjects or items
(Howell, 2001). A second analysis was “conditional”, in
that it analyzed the fixation and inspection distribution to
the located versus reference object after the offset of the
spatial preposition and after people had fixated the reference
object once.

second noun phrase (NP2). However, fixation proportions to
the located object stay high (relative to the competitor) until
the time of the response. Hierarchical log-linear analyses
confirmed that people fixated more on the located than the
reference object within NP1 (by subjects and by items ps <
.0001) and the Verb (ps < .0001) time windows. For the
Spatial Preposition (ps < .0001) and the NP2 (ps < .0001)
time windows they fixated more on the reference than the
located object. However, for NP1 (ps < .0001), the Spatial
Preposition (ps < .05), the Verb (by subjects p < .05), and
the NP2 window (ps < .0001), fixation differences to the
located vs. reference object interacted with subject,
indicating variability between subjects.
Table 1: Percentage of fixations towards the 4 Areas of
Interest for each critical time region.

NP1
Verb
SP
NP2
Resp

Background

Competitor

Located
Object

Reference
Object

4.1
7.5
6.8
5.7
10.6

22.7
23.6
14.7
8.4
17.1

52.8
48.9
34.1
32.2
38

20.4
20
44.4
53.7
34.4

The second set of analyses focused on the time window
between Spatial Preposition offset and Response offset.
Within this region we selected fixations that took place after
people had inspected the reference object once. This was
done to establish whether people, during comprehension of
the spatial preposition, and after having looked at the
reference object, looked next at the located object. The
results indicate a substantial proportion of fixations are
directed to the reference objects on the First Fixation and
Second Fixation (Fig. 3) but also a small percentage of
fixations are also directed to the located object. The analysis
confirmed that people fixated the reference object more
often than the located object for their First Fixation (ps <
.0001) and Second Fixation (ps < .0001) after having fixated
the reference object following preposition offset.
Further analyses examined whether the tendency to
allocate some attention to the located object once the
reference object has been fixated, emerges also in the
overall distribution of fixations across the four areas of
interest (see Fig. 4). As one can observe, participants look
more at the reference object starting around preposition
offset, and fixate the reference object more than any other
object until NP2 offset. However in this time region people
also look (ca. 30 percent) to the located object during NP2.
While it might be tempting to conclude that these fixations
to the located object represent a “continued” interest in that
object (since it was mentioned earlier in the sentence), recall
that we examined fixations after preposition offset and after
people had then fixated the reference object (Fig. 3). In
order to establish whether the number of fixations towards
the located object after the first fixation on the reference
object (within the preposition-offset to NP2 offset interval)
differs significantly from the looks to the competitor, we

Results
We first present results from the analysis of the verification
response latencies, and subsequently the results from the
eye-movement analyses. For the RT analyses, the spatial
preposition term, the sentence value term, and their
interaction all contributed reliably to the linear mixed
effects model (log likelihood ratio test; p < .001) relative to
a baseline model with just the intercept. Significance values
were calculated according to the Markov chain Monte Carlo
sampling procedure. Trials for which the sentence matched
the picture had faster responses (M = 5500 ms) than
mismatches (M = 5667 ms), and spatial relations had faster
responses with über (‘above’, M = 5568 ms) than with unter
(‘below’, M = 5598 ms), corroborating our expectations.
Eye-movement results As they hear the first noun and
continuing into the verb, people mostly look at the named
located object (Table 1). When encountering the
preposition, they begin to shift their attention to the
reference object and continue to do so throughout the
2

We included that factor to ensure spatial prepositions do
differentially modulate visual attention, and to counterbalance
visual factors.
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compared them with the number of fixations to the
competitor object. The log-linear analysis revealed a
significant difference between the number of fixations
towards the located object and those to the competitor (ps <
.0001). Thus, people fixate the located object more than the
competitor during the NP2. However, the interaction of
fixations to the located vs. competitor objects with subjects
was also significant (p < .0001), suggesting again variation
between subjects.
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Figure 5: First, second and third inspection after exploring
the reference object within in the critical time window from
Spatial Preposition offset until the response time.
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We assessed how people deploy visual attention as they
listen to spatial descriptions and verify them against a
picture. To this end we recorded people’s eye movements
while they listened to sentences such as “The bottle is above
the chips” and inspected corresponding clipart pictures (Fig.
2). We analyzed proportions of fixations to the bottle and
the chips across the sentence, as well as the first three
fixations and the first three inspections after people had
heard the spatial term (e.g., über ‘above’), and had fixated
the chips. The results show that when people have heard the
spatial preposition, they begin to launch anticipatory eye
movements toward the reference object (chip) before it is
mentioned. Then, when the reference object (chip) is named,
fixations to it increase until the offset of the second noun
phrase. This gaze pattern replicates existing findings, and
corroborates mechanisms of establishing reference to
objects and of anticipating likely referents in a closely timelocked manner with utterance comprehension.
Analyses of the first three fixations after the offset of the
spatial preposition, and after a fixation to the reference
object, showed that people fixate the reference object more
often (about 70 percent) than the located object (Fig. 3).
This fixation pattern indicates that people establish
reference between the spoken sentence and the scene,
corroborating the visual world account. The fixation pattern
does not contradict the AVS model, however, since the
model does not specify when after processing the spatial
preposition the shift from the reference to the located object
should occur.
Indeed, analyses of inspections suggest that people fixate
the located object after inspecting the reference object and
before deciding whether the description matches the scene.
The distribution of fixations during the second noun phrase
confirms this view (30 percent of fixations are directed at
the located object vs. 10 % for the competitor, Fig. 4). These
analyses support the Attention Vector Sum account and
provide evidence against the visual world account.
In sum, while the conditional inspection analyses
corroborate the AVS model predictions, the current

FirstFix	
   SecondFix	
   ThirdFix	
  

Figure 3: First, second and third fixation after exploring the
reference object within in the critical time window from
Spatial Preposition offset until the response time. Note that
the pattern for FirstFix and SecondFix do not change
substantially when we examine later time windows (e.g.,
200, 350 or 500 ms after offset of the spatial preposition).

Figure 4: Proportion of fixation toward each AoI over the
course of the utterance.
Some visual world studies have analyzed fixation data,
while others have relied upon inspection analyses. To get a
more detailed picture of how visual attention was deployed,
we thus complemented the analyses of fixation data with
analyses of inspections as the dependent measure
(consecutive fixations within the same AoI were counted as
one inspection). The results (see Fig. 5) tell a different story
from the fixation analyses. People look substantially more
often to the located object than the reference object during
the First Inspection after inspecting the reference object.
Hierarchical log linear analysis confirmed that for the First
Inspection (ps < .0001), Second Inspection (ps < .05) and
Third Inspection (ps < .05) people inspected the located
object reliably more often than the reference object.
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specification of the model cannot account for the observed
referential and anticipatory gaze behavior since it lacks any
incremental processing mechanism (see Carlson et al., 2006,
for a first extension towards including functional relations
between objects in the scene). The visual-world linking
hypothesis between eye fixations and language
comprehension, in contrast, doesn’t account for the
observed inspection of the located object after inspecting the
reference object during the second noun phrase (Fig. 5).
It is possible that the task (sentence-picture verification)
plays a role in how visual attention was deployed during
sentence comprehension in the present study. Deciding
whether a sentence matches a picture may lead to a different
fixation behavior in relation to language comprehension,
and require different linking hypotheses than act-out or
passive listening tasks. Future research will examine
whether the observed eye-movement pattern replicate in a
task for which existing studies have reported visual attention
effects closely time-locked to comprehension processes
(e.g., passive listening comprehension). At any rate, the
reported findings suggest that a simple referential linking
hypothesis alone cannot account for how visual attention is
deployed when understanding and verifying spatial
language.
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Abstract

(1)

This paper tests the hypothesis that language comprehenders update their beliefs about the statistics of their language
throughout the lifespan, and that this belief update allows comprehenders to combine probabilistic linguistic cues according
to their reliability. We conduct a multi-day sentence comprehension study in which the reliability of a probabilistic cue
to syntactic structure is manipulated between subjects. We
find that as the reliability of one cue to syntactic structure decreases, comprehenders come to rely more on a second cue
to syntactic structure. The results are consonant with rational models of cue integration in speech perception and in nonlinguistic domains, thus suggesting a unifying computational
principle governing the way humans use information across
both perceptual and higher-level cognitive tasks.
Keywords: psycholinguistics; adaptation; sentence processing; cue combination

The lawyer acknowledged the judge had been unfair
to the defendant.

Probabilistic cues provide comprehenders with information that can guide inferences during incremental language
processing, contributing to processing efficiency (see Smith &
Levy, 2008 for an explicit proposal along these lines). However, the cues relevant to comprehension are moving targets:
probabilistic cues such as those mentioned above are contextdependent in that their validity (Bates & MacWhinney, 1987)
may vary depending on speaker identity, context, and speaker
dialect (see Tagliamonte, 2005 for a discussion of variability
in syntax). Bates and MacWhinney (1987) define cue validity
as the product of cue availability (how often a cue is present
in the environment) and cue reliability (how often a cue leads
to the correct inference, when present). How do comprehenders cope with this variability and maximize the usefulness
of probabilistic cues? The current study addresses this question and tests a two-pronged hypothesis, framed in the spirit
of rational analysis (Anderson, 1990):

Introduction
In order to process language, humans must make inferences
about intended messages in the face of uncertainty arising
from noisy perceptual data and ambiguity inherent in the linguistic signal. Research in psycholinguistics suggests that humans accomplish this task partially by capitalizing on probabilistic cues in the linguistic as well as the non-linguistic
context (Jurafsky, 1996; Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard, & Sedivy, 1995). For instance, in sentences such as (1),
the judge is temporarily interpretable as both the direct object
of acknowledged and the subject of an embedded sentence
complement. By-word reading times at the point at which
the sentence is disambiguated (had been) are correlated with
the conditional probability of the structural representation assigned to the incremental parse given a number of probabilistic cues. One such cue is the verb—the probability of a sentence complement occurring is greater given assert than acknowledge, based on corpus statistics and norming data (e.g.,
Trueswell, Tanenhaus, & Kello, 1993; MacDonald, Pearlmutter, & Seidenberg, 1994). A second cue is the post-verbal
noun phrase—if a post-verbal noun phrase is unlikely to be
a direct object of the verb, it is more likely to be the subject
of an embedded clause, thereby increasing the probability of
a sentence complement continuation (Garnsey, Pearlmutter,
Myers, & Lotocky, 1997). Finally, if present, the complementizer that (e.g., The lawyer acknowledged that the judge
had been . . . ) also serves as a strong cue to syntactic structure. Indeed, comprehenders have been shown to rely on all
of these cues during the incremental processing of sentences
such as (1) (MacDonald et al., 1994).

• A: Lifelong implicit learning: Throughout adulthood, humans continuously update and adjust estimates of probabilistic cues relevant to language comprehension. We will
refer to the results of this process as adaptation (cf. also
Chang, Dell, & Bock, 2006 and references therein).
• B: Rational linguistic adaptation: Adaptation is rational
in the sense that humans update the weight they assign to a
particular cue based on changes in the validity of that cue.
Preliminary evidence for (A) comes from language comprehension studies at multiple levels of representation (at the
phonetic level: Clayards, Tanenhaus, Aslin, & Jacobs, 2008;
Kraljic & Samuel, 2007; at the syntactic level: Fine, Qian,
Jaeger, & Jacobs, 2010; Wells, Christiansen, Race, Acheson,
& MacDonald, 2009). Preliminary evidence for (B) comes
primarily from speech perception (Clayards et al., 2008;
Kraljic, Samuel, & Brennan, 2008), though these studies are
not necessarily framed in terms of the hypotheses presented
above. Of particular relevance is Clayards et al. (2008), who
manipulated participants’ experience with voice-onset time
(VOT), a probabilistic cue to phonetic category membership.
For participants in one group, the distribution over VOT values that emerged over the course of the experiment had a low
variance; for participants in the other group, this distribution
had a high variance. The rationale of the manipulation is that
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the reliability of a probabilistic cue can be quantified as the
inverse of the variance of the distribution over values that the
cue can take. Generally speaking, rational models of perception predict that cues should be weighted according to their
reliability—the lower the reliability of a probabilistic cue, the
less subjects should rely on that cue (e.g., Ernst & Banks,
2002).
Consistent with the predictions of rational models, participants in the low reliability (i.e. high variance) group displayed less certainty than subjects in the high reliability (i.e.
low-variance) group in a categorization task that required
making inferences based on VOT. In short, participants relied
on a probabilistic cue to the extent that that cue was reliable.
It remains an open question whether the computational
principles underlying participants’ behavior in the Clayards
et al. (2008) study pervade all levels of language processing, or whether these principles are limited to the interface
between perceptual processes and linguistic categories, as in
speech perception.
The goal of the present study is therefore to test the hypotheses that belief update and the rational weighting of probabilistic cues are general computational principles of language processing by asking whether these principles are operative in sentence comprehension. Following the terminology
from Bates and MacWhinney (1987) introduced above, we
focus on the effect of cue reliability in syntactic comprehension.

that comprehenders can employ to make inferences about the
incremental parse. Verbs such as acknowledge, regret, confess, etc. can take either a sentence complement (SC), as in
(1), or a direct object (DO), as in The woman acknowledged
her own shortcomings. Each of these argument types occurs
with some probability, which can be estimated based on corpus statistics or norming studies. In the current study, we
provide participants with experimentally controlled exposure
to such so-called DO/SC verbs to directly manipulate participants’ estimates of the reliability of the verb as a probabilistic
cue in order to see whether this shifts how participants weigh
each cue during parsing.
Participants were assigned to one of two groups. In both
groups, participants read sentences containing DO/SC verbs
over the course of three non-consecutive days. In one group,
all verbs took SCs. In the other group, verbs occurred 50%
of the time with DO arguments and 50% of the time with SC
arguments. Because the variance of a binomial distribution is
minimized when one event occurs with a probability of 1 and
the other with a probability of 0 and maximized when both
events are equally likely, we refer to the two groups as the
high reliability group and the low reliability group, respectively. This between-participants manipulation is visualized
in Figure (1).
The key prediction is that, as the variance of the distribution over argument types for the verbs increases (i.e., as
the variance of p(SC|v) increases), the reliability of the verb
as a cue to syntactic structure decreases. Participants should
therefore rely more on a second cue to syntactic structure—
here, the complementizer that, since the reliability of that cue
remains constant across groups—as the reliability of the verb
cue decreases. In other words, the complementizer becomes a
better cue to syntactic structure than the verb for participants
in the low reliability group.
A tradeoff between multiple cues like the one predicted
here has been demonstrated in vision (Knill & Saunders,
2003) and visual-haptic tasks (Ernst & Banks, 2002), to give
just two examples.

Methods
To explore these questions, we conducted a multi-day sentence processing study in which the reliability of a probabilistic cue to syntactic structure was manipulated by providing
participants with experimentally controlled experience with
that cue in a between-subjects design, following the logic of
the experiment reported in Clayards et al. (2008).
Specifically, in sentences like (1), reading times at the
point of disambiguation (had been) are sensitive to at least
two cues. First, we consider the presence or absence of the
complementizer that (e.g. The lawyer acknowledged that the
judge had been unfair to the defendant), which, when present,
disambiguates the post-verbal NP (the judge) as the subject of
a sentence complement. However, because the complementizer cue is not always available, it is not a perfectly valid cue.
Moreover, it is important to consider that linguistic perception
is noisy (due to environmental noise, noise within the nervous
system, etc.) such that there is uncertainty about what words
have been perceived (for evidence, see Levy, Bicknell, Slattery, & Rayner, 2009). This suggests that even when the complementizer is present in a speaker’s output it is not a perfect
cue to syntactic structure due to the uncertainty as to whether
it has been perceived. Second, we consider the verb itself
(acknowledged in (1)) a probabilistic cue to syntactic structure. The verb contains information about the probability of
different argument types (and hence different syntactic structures) following it. In that sense, the verb is a probabilistic cue

Procedure
80 participants visited the lab on five non-consecutive days.
Each visit took place no sooner than 48 hours after the previous one. The structure and time-course of the exposure phase
in this experiment were closely modeled on that of Wells et
al. (2009). Similar to their experiment, ours consisted of a
pre-exposure self-paced reading task on the first visit, a second, post-exposure self-paced reading task on the fifth visit
which was identical to the first, and three intervening visits
that comprised the exposure phase of the study.
The procedure at each of these five visits is outlined below,
and the overall experimental regimen is visualized in Figure
(2), where each box corresponds to a different day in the experiment.
Visit 1: Pre-training self-paced reading task Participants
were randomly assigned to either the low reliability or high
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Figure 1: Between-participant manipulation: Distribution
of DO vs. SC continuations that participants in the Low Reliability (left) and High Reliability (right) were exposed to
during visit 2-4 (cf. Figure 2).
Low
Low
Low
Reliability Reliability Reliability
Exposure Exposure Exposure

Visit 1:
SPR task

The talented photographer accepted . . .
a. . . . that the money could not be spent yet.
b. . . . the money could not be spent yet.

Verb-bias was manipulated between items. Based on norming data from Garnsey et al. (1997), 12 target verbs were classified as SC-biased, 12 as EQ-biased, and 12 as DO-biased.
The goal of the first visit was to provide an initial, baseline measure of the effects of prior verb bias and ambiguity
(complementizer presence/absence) on participants in each
group, to which post-exposure self-paced reading times could
be compared to assess the effect of exposure. Specifically,
we expect the change in reading times from pre-exposure to
post-exposure during the ambiguous and disambiguating regions (e.g., . . . the money could not . . . ) to reflect the group
manipulation.

0.4

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.0

0.2

Probability

1.0

not) are underlined.

Visit 5:
SPR task
High
High
High
Reliability Reliability Reliability
Exposure Exposure Exposure

Figure 2: Schematic illustration of the exposure phase used
in the experiment

reliability group. During the first visit, participants in both
groups completed the same self-paced reading task. The materials for the self-paced reading task comprised a subset of
those used in Garnsey et al. (1997). Participants read 36 target sentences containing DO/SC verbs, as well as 72 filler
sentences containing a variety of syntactic structures.
To maximize the temporary ambiguity effect, the DO/SC
verb was always followed by an NP that made a plausible
DO continuation (e.g. The talented photographer accepted
the money could not be spent yet). Target sentences occurred
in one of 2 (temporarily ambiguous vs. not) x 3 (verb bias)
conditions. In the self-paced reading task, all critical items
contained SC continuations—that is, all verbs that could take
a SC continuation did.
In the unambiguous condition, the complementizer that
was present, as in (2a). In the ambiguous version, the complementizer that was absent, as in (2b), where the temporarily
ambiguous NP (the money) and disambiguating region (could
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Visits 2-4: Exposure Beginning with the second visit to the
lab, participants received experimentally controlled exposure
to DO/SC verbs. Of the 36 verbs included in the self-paced
reading task from visit 1, 16 of these were included in the
exposure phase. Of these, 8 were classified as SC-biased and
8 were DO-biased. The purpose of including only a subset
of the verbs in the exposure phase was to assess the lexicalspecificity of the effect of exposure, discussed below.
At each visit in the exposure phase, participants read a total of 64 sentences containing DO/SC verbs, with each of the
16 verbs appearing 4 times at each visit. In addition to these
64 sentences, participants read 64 filler sentences, randomly
interspersed between critical sentences. Filler sentences contained a variety of syntactic structures, but none contained
DO/SC verbs. Across the exposure phase visits, all DO/SC
sentences and all fillers were unique (participants never read
the same sentence twice). Moreover, the sentences containing
DO/SC verbs included in the exposure varied in length and
semantic content. Sentences were presented in block form
(i.e. the entire sentence appeared on the screen, and participants pressed the space bar when they were done reading the
sentence).
Participants assigned to both the low reliability and the
high reliability group received exposure to the same 16 verbs,
saw these 16 verbs an equal number of times, and read the
same fillers. The crucial difference between the two groups’
exposure lists was the proportion of sentences containing
DO/SC verbs that involved DO continuations (as in (3)) versus SC continuations (as in (4)). For participants in the high
reliability group, all sentences containing DO/SC verbs occurred with SCs. For participants in the low reliability group,
DO/SC verbs occurred 50% of the time with DOs and 50%
of the time with SCs.
(3)

The lawyer acknowledged [SC the judge had been lying].

(4)

The lawyer acknowledged [DO the judge in the red
sweater].

For both groups, half of all SC sentences included the complementizer that.

fect of exposure on verbs included in the exposure phase vs.
those not included.

Visit 5: Post-exposure self-paced reading task Participants in both groups returned to the lab and performed the exact same self-paced reading task they performed during visit
1. Additionally, each subject saw the same experimental list
they saw during visit 1 (i.e., saw the same items in the same
conditions), in order to make pre- and post-training reading
times maximally comparable.
By hypothesis, then, for participants in the high reliability
group, an estimate of p(SC|vi )—i.e. the conditional probability of the SC structure given a particular verb, vi , included
in the exposure—that reflects the context-specific statistics
of the input is p(SC|vi ) = 1, and for participants in the low
reliability group, p(SC|vi ) = .5. Crucially, for both groups,
p(SC|that) is the same. Thus, the informativity or reliability
of the verb cue differs between the groups, while the reliability of that remains identical for the two groups.
What would count as a rational estimate of p(SC|v), if the
goal of adaptation is efficient processing (as hypothesized in
(B)), depends on a variety of as yet unknown factors: how
much variability there is between speakers at the syntactic
level, for example. Also, in our experiment, it is unknown
whether speakers consider the visits to be all generated by
the same “speaker” or at least a sufficiently consistent and
stable “situation” that adaptation can be considered a rational
strategy.
Even though these questions remain unanswered and we
therefore do not know the rational estimate of p(SC|v) for
visit 5, we can still say that the verb will be a more reliable
cue in the high reliability group compared to the low reliability group, and that the reliability of the complementizer will
be higher than that of the verb cue in the low reliability group.
In sum, then, if participants in our experiment are updating their representations of probabilistic cues to syntactic structure in order to reflect the statistics of the (possibly
experiment-specific) input, and are subsequently weighting
these cues according to their reliability, participants in the low
reliability group should rely more on the complementizer as
a cue during the post-exposure self-paced reading task than
in the pre-exposure task. These participants should also rely
on this cue more relative to participants in the high reliability
group.

Effect on verbs in exposure
To test the hypotheses outlined in the introduction, lengthcorrected reading times at the critical region were regressed
onto the full factorial design (i.e. all main effects and interactions) of time (pre- vs. post-training), group (high reliability
vs. low reliability), ambiguity (complementizer present vs.
absent), and SC-bias (SC- vs. DO-biased). The data were
analyzed using linear mixed effects regression, with the maximum random effects structure justified by the data based on
model comparison.1
Regardless of which group participants were assigned to,
there was an overall speedup in reading times from pre- to
post-exposure—i.e., a main effect of time (β = −42, SE =
3.9, p < .001). There was also a significant main effect of
ambiguity, such that reading times were lower for unambiguous sentences (sentences with the complementizer that) than
for ambiguous sentences (sentences without the complementizer). This interacted with time: the processing advantage
conferred by the presence of the complementizer that was
greater during the pre-exposure self-paced reading task than
in the post-exposure self-paced reading task (β = 3.8, SE =
.92, p < .05).
A significant ambiguity by SC-bias interaction was found,
suggesting that the processing advantage conferred by the
complementizer was diminished as the a priori bias of the
verb to take SCs increased (β = 2.3, SE = .89, p < .05).
This replicates previous studies using similar materials (e.g.
Garnsey et al., 1997; Trueswell et al., 1993). Again, this
effect interacted with time: the tradeoff between ambiguity
and prior verb bias was diminished during the post-exposure
self-paced reading task compared to the pre-exposure task
(β = −2.24, SE = .89, p < .05).
Most crucially for the hypothesis that linguistic adaptation serves the purpose of allowing efficient communication,
there was a significant time by group by ambiguity interaction
(β = 2.4, SE = .9, p < .05): the degree to which the complementizer was exploited by participants changed over time, but
more importantly, the nature of this change depended on the
group’s experience during the exposure phase.
To facilitate visualization of the interaction, we computed a difference score by subtracting post-exposure lengthcorrected RTs from pre-exposure length-corrected RTs in the
critical region. Thus, a large change score means a large decrease from pre- to post-exposure reading times. As shown in
Figure (3), participants in the high reliability group showed
a greater decrease in reading times for ambiguous sentences
than participants in the low reliability group, reflecting the
relatively high degree of certainty for participants in the high
reliability group that DO/SC verbs would take SCs, based on
the statistics of the exposure phase.

Results and Discussion
First, we computed length-corrected reading times by regressing raw word-by-word reading times for all words in
both critical and filler items onto word length. The residuals of this model then served as the dependent measure for
all analyses reported. We analyzed length-corrected (residual) reading times for words in the critical region (underlined
in (2a)-(2b)) across both pre- and post-exposure. We examine the effect of exposure for items which contained a verb
included in the exposure, as well as the extent to which the
effect of training was lexically specific by comparing the ef-

1 4-way ANOVAs yield the same results as those reported below. The results do not depend on the particular statistical analysis
performed.
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the effect of training was of a similar character across both
groups, and there was no significant time by ambiguity by
group interaction (p > .1).

Conclusion
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The results reported here provide support for two related
claims. First, the results support a view of language comprehension in which humans continuously update their estimates of the statistics of the language they speak via implicit
learning. This extends previous work in speech perception to
higher level aspects of language processing (Clayards et al.,
2008; Kraljic & Samuel, 2007; Vroomen, Linden, Gelder, &
Bertelson, 2007).
Together, these results support the hypothesis of lifelong
learning (A), which is a central assumption of many connectionist accounts (Chang et al., 2006; Elman, 1990; Juola,
1999). This assumption is also supported by recent work
suggesting effects of recent experience that go beyond shortterm boosts in activation associated with the most recently
processed relevant linguistic stimulus (e.g., in production:
Kaschak, 2007; Snider & Jaeger, submitted; in comprehension: Fine et al., 2010; Wells et al., 2009). Since at least 10
days elapsed between the first and last visit, our results highlight the longevity of the effect of exposure, suggesting that
the effect is not the result of short-term syntactic priming.
Second, our results suggest a possible explanation for lifelong linguistic adaptation: by maintaining accurate estimates
of the statistics of the ambient language, comprehenders can
exploit probabilistic linguistic cues in a way that maximizes
the utility of these cues. In our experiment, as the reliability
of one probabilistic cue to syntactic structure (the verb) decreased, participants came to depend more on a second cue
(the complementizer that). Thus participants in our experiment showed a behavioral pattern consistent with rational
models of cue combination (Ernst & Banks, 2002; Knill &
Saunders, 2003).
The lexical specificity of the effect of exposure is noteworthy as well. Recall that the tradeoff between the verb and
complementizer cues was observed only for items containing
verbs included in the exposure phase, suggesting that participants in the experiment tracked very fine-grained statistics
about the reliability of the verb as a cue to syntactic structure.
The results reported here thus go beyond previous work in
important respects. Within sentence comprehension, in addition to finding that the use of probabilistic cues during sentence comprehension is sensitive to experience (supporting
the claims made by, e.g., Wells et al., 2009), we find that the
way in which multiple cues are used during sentence comprehension is guided by very specific details of the statistical
structure of that experience.
Moreover, to the extent that subjects’ behavior in our experiment depended on the variance of a cue to syntactic structure (i.e., on the variance of p(SC|v)), the results suggest
that sentence comprehension may be guided by knowledge
of entire probability distributions, rather than simple point
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Furthermore, the decrease in reading times for participants
in the low reliability group was actually greater for sentences
with the complementizer than for sentences without; and this
decrease was greater for participants in the low reliability
group than in the high reliability group. This pattern shows
that participants in the low reliability group came to rely on
the complementizer as a probabilistic cue more than the high
reliability group, providing support for hypothesis (B) outlined in the introduction.

High Reliability

Low Reliability

Figure 3: Group by Ambiguity interaction

Lexical Specificity of Exposure Effect
We also tested whether the effect of training was modulated
by whether the verb for the item being read was included in
the exposure phase (recall that only a subset of the 36 verbs
in the pre- and post-exposure self-paced reading task were
included in the exposure phase). Because all verbs included
in the exposure were either SC- or DO-biased, models including both a term for exposure (in exposure phase vs. not)
and for SC-bias did not converge, due to collinearity between
these two predictors. Therefore, to test the lexical specificity
of the exposure effect, we regressed length-corrected reading
times at the critical region onto the full factorial design of
time (pre- vs. post-exposure), exposure (in vs. not), ambiguity (temporarily ambiguous vs. unambiguous), and group
(high vs. low reliability). The model included the maximum random effect structure justified by the data based on
model comparison. Again, there was a main effect of time
(β = −38.5, SE = 4.3, p < .001), and a main effect of ambiguity (β = −7.8, SE = 1.1, p < .001) as well as an interaction
between these two predictors (β = 4, SE = .8, p < .01). All
of these effects went in the same direction as in the previous
analysis.
Most notably, the three-way time by ambiguity by group
interaction reported above interacted with training: specifically, the differential weighting of the complementizer across
the two groups only held for experimental items containing
verbs that appeared in the training phase (β = 1.8, SE =
.9, p < .05). For items with verbs not included in training,
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estimates of those distributions, as is typically assumed (explicitly or implicitly) by previous work focusing on the role
of probabilistic cues during sentence comprehension (e.g.,
Trueswell et al., 1993).
Beyond the domain of sentence comprehension, if humans
rationally integrate cues to syntactic structure, this would
suggest that the same computational principle governing cue
combination demonstrated in speech perception (Bejjanki,
Clayards, Knill, & Aslin, accepted; Clayards et al., 2008;
Toscano & McMurray, 2010) and in non-linguistic domains
(Ernst & Banks, 2002; Knill & Saunders, 2003) is at work
in higher-level language processing, thus suggesting a unifying computational principle governing the way humans use
information across both perceptual and higher-level cognitive
tasks.
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Abstract

of between-word regressions (e.g., Reichle, Warren, & McConnell, 2009; Engbert et al., 2005) that some proportion of
them are made in response to overshooting a target word due
to motor error, and making a between-word regression to return to the originally targeted word. Supporting this view is
evidence that between-word regressions increase following
word skipping (Vitu & McConkie, 2000). Thus, to better distinguish between competing theories of between-word regressions, we focus our discussion here only on cases in which the
target of the between-word regression was not skipped (about
half of all between-word regressions in the dataset we examine below). The question for the theories then becomes one of
why a reader would regress to a previously fixated word.

While the major models of eye movement control in reading
propose very different mechanisms for the generation of saccades to previous words, there has been relatively little empirical data to distinguish these hypotheses. Here we provide
a systematic statistical analysis of the factors that elicit these
saccades in a corpus of eye movements. We show that the results are contrary to the predictions of a number of accounts,
and provide new evidence to discriminate among the models.
Keywords: eye movements; reading; regressive saccades; logistic regression

Introduction
The control of the eyes during reading is one of the most complex everyday tasks humans face, as efficient performance
requires the rapid integration of complex information from
visual, motor, and linguistic sources. In recent decades, our
knowledge of the determinants of how readers select saccade
targets and decide how long to fixate particular locations has
grown immensely (for reviews see Rayner, 1998, 2009). The
focus of this work has been on understanding the most common ways in which the eyes move through the text: progressive saccades to a word further in the text and refixations of
the current word. As such, our understanding of instances
in which the eyes move back to a previous word (betweenword regressions) is still one of the most poorly developed
facets of theories of eye movement control in reading. While
not the most common type of saccade, between-word regressions are still a regular property of the eye movement record,
consistently occurring on between 1 in 10 and 1 in 20 saccades (and as high as 30% of all saccades for some readers, Radach & McConkie, 1998). Thus, it is a striking state
of affairs that the major models of eye movement control in
reading (e.g., Pollatsek, Reichle, & Rayner, 2006; Engbert,
Nuthmann, Richter, & Kliegl, 2005) propose very different
reasons for making between-word regressions, each of which
is intimately tied to the model’s view of the nature of eye
movements in reading. One of the best ways to tease apart
the various models of eye movement control, then, is to gain
a better understanding of between-word regressions. To date,
however, there has been relatively little empirical data analysis to distinguish these various theories of why a reader would
move their eyes to a previous word. Thus, the present work
seeks to remedy this situation by providing a systematic analysis of the factors that elicit between-word regressions, and in
so doing to provide a new source of evidence distinguishing
among models of eye movement control in reading.
While there are many proposals as to why a reader would
regress to a previous word, it is a common belief among researchers who have diverse opinions on the primary cause

Theories of between-word regressions
We consider here five classes of theories of the causes of
between-word regressions to unskipped words. For each theory, we highlight the predictions it makes for which variables
will influence the rate of between-word regressions. For concreteness, we discuss these predictions for the case of a regression from the nth word in a given sentence (word n) to
the previous word n − 1. We can group the factors to which
regressions are predicted to be sensitive into three categories:
(a) properties of word n (i.e., its length, frequency, or predictability), (b) those same properties of word n − 1, and (c)
motor properties (i.e., length of the previous saccade or the
position of the eyes on word n or previously on word n − 1).
Corrective One possibility for most theories is that some
between-word regressions (even when word n − 1 was not
skipped) could still be corrective. This could happen if the
saccade that landed on word n was intended to be a refixation
of word n − 1. This is quite plausible since the most common
pattern of refixations is that first a word’s beginning is fixated
and then its end (Rayner, Sereno, & Raney, 1996).
This account predicts that properties of word n − 1 should
be relevant, since there should be more regressions when refixations are more likely (lower frequency or predictability,
longer length of word n − 1). In addition, motor properties
should be relevant: regressions should be more likely when
the eyes land closer to the beginning of word n − 1 (since refixations are more likely) and closer to the beginning of word
n (since that is where failed refixations would land). Properties of word n are not predicted to matter, except insofar as
they correlate with properties of the preceding input.
Oculomotor strategy Another possibility is that regressive
saccades could be initiated as part of an oculomotor strategy
(O’Regan & Lévy-Schoen, 1987; Yang & McConkie, 2001).
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On this account, readers have learned that it is generally beneficial to launch a regression in response to a particular configuration of visuomotor variables. For example, a strategy
could be to regress after a particularly long saccade, or after skipping a word. While the precise details of these strategies have not been well worked out for cases in which a word
was not skipped, the crucial prediction is that regressions produced by an oculomotor strategy cannot be influenced by linguistic properties like frequency and predictability.1

theless sometimes cause integration failure and elicit regressions through this mechanism. It should be noted, however,
that a large number of such garden paths would be required
to produce between-word regressions on 5-10% of saccades.
Since the difficult disambiguation region in a garden path
is by definition unpredictable, this account predicts more regressions when word n is less predictable (the opposite of
the prediction made by the attention gradient incomplete lexical access account). In addition, it has often been found that
garden path regressions occur on following words, thus this
account also predicts more regressions on word n when word
n − 1 is less predictable. It would not obviously predict the
length of either word or the eyes’ landing position on either
word to be relevant.

Incomplete lexical processing A range of models argue
that regressions can sometimes be produced by incomplete
lexical processing (in reading, generally taken to be synonymous with word recognition). There are two possible accounts of how this could happen. In a serial word processing model, in which readers attend a single word at a time, it
could occur when a reader accidentally moves their eyes away
from a word too early, and then moves them back to continue processing it more efficiently (Vitu, McConkie, & Zola,
1998).2 However, it is in attention gradient models, in which
readers attend multiple words simultaneously, that this account has been better developed (Engbert, Longtin, & Kliegl,
2002; Engbert et al., 2005; Reilly & Radach, 2006). There,
if the processing of the previous word was too short (relative
to the word’s length, frequency, and predictability), then its
activation can become higher than that of the current word or
future words, which can trigger a between-word regression.
Both of these accounts predict that factors that increase the
difficulty of word n − 1 (longer length, lower frequency and
predictability) should increase the number of regressions (for
a given fixation duration on word n−1). In addition, the attention gradient models predict that regressions should be more
likely when word n is easier (shorter length, higher frequency
and predictability), since its activation level will thus be less
of a competitor. The serial model predicts that linguistic properties of word n will not have an effect.

Confidence falling The final theory of between-word regressions we discuss here was suggested recently by Bicknell
and Levy (2010). In this account, readers maintain uncertainty about the identities of previous words and update that
uncertainty as input from new words further downstream becomes available (Levy, 2008), a proposition that has some
recent empirical support (Levy, Bicknell, Slattery, & Rayner,
2009). The model proposes that when a new word fits relatively poorly with what the reader believed the prior context
to be, and relatively better with an alternative visually similar
possibility, the reader’s confidence in the identity of the prior
context will be reduced. In this situation, it becomes useful to
get more visual information about the prior context, and thus
make a between-word regression.
The predictions of this account combine predictions of
the incomplete lexical processing and integration failure accounts. Confidence is more likely to fall about words whose
confidence was lower to begin with, which predicts that factors that slow processing of word n − 1 (longer length, lower
predictability) will increase regressions, as in the incomplete
lexical processing account. Like the integration failure account, however, this account predicts that an unpredictable
word n (since it fits poorly with the prior context) will be
more likely to cause confidence to fall, and the word’s length
should be irrelevant. The prediction for predictability is actually more subtle, however, since not every word that is unpredictable given a particular context will be more predictable
given some other context. We will return to this point later.

Integration failure It has been well documented that
strong garden path sentences (i.e., sentences with temporarily ambiguous words or syntactic structures, which are initially strongly biased towards the incorrect interpretation) often elicit between-word regressions at the disambiguating region (Frazier & Rayner, 1982). A common explanation for
this finding is that integration of the disambiguating word into
prior context fails, and readers must regress to previous words
for reprocessing. Although most evidence for regressions in
this situation comes from experimental manipulations with
strong, artificial garden path sentences, it may be that weaker
garden paths (which are not consciously perceptible) never-

Previous empirical evidence
There is relatively little empirical evidence regarding which
factors between-word regressions are sensitive to in the case
that the regression target word was not skipped. Most of the
existing work (which has not generally controlled for skipping) has looked for effects of linguistic properties of the
targets of regressions. For example, readers were found to
regress more to words of low predictability with no significant additional effect of frequency (Rayner, Ashby, Pollatsek,
& Reichle, 2004; Kliegl, Grabner, Rolfs, & Engbert, 2004).
However, these studies failed to control for skipping, and thus
the results could be confounded, if, for example, regressions

1 Of course, in models such as Yang and McConkie (2001),
higher level language processing can sometimes intervene, so that
not all regressions in this model would be produced by an oculomotor strategy. For these cases however, the regression must be produced by one of the other accounts described.
2 Note however that in the most well developed serial model of
eye movements in reading, E-Z Reader (Reichle et al., 2009), this
could not happen because a saccade is only initiated to leave a word
after all visual processing is completed.
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properties of words n and n − 1 as well as motor variables –
on the rate of between-word regressions in cases in which the
regression target had not been skipped.

are triggered more towards words that were unintentionally
skipped. The one study that has investigated the effects of
properties of word n − 1 on between-word regressions specifically in the case in which word n − 1 wasn’t skipped found
that there were more between-word regressions when word
n − 1 was lower frequency and longer (Vitu & McConkie,
2000). However, Vitu and McConkie did not have predictability in their model, and thus could not distinguish between
effects of predictability and frequency. More crucially, however, their analysis could not determine whether there were
independent effects of frequency and length (since longer
words are also generally less frequent). Thus, while there is
good evidence that some properties of the regression target
are implicated for the case in which the regression target was
not skipped, it is not clear whether it is the length, frequency,
or predictability of the word that attracts regressions.

Method
Corpus and dataset
In this analysis we modeled the rate of between-word regressions in a large corpus of eye movements in reading,
the Dundee corpus (Kennedy & Pynte, 2005). This corpus
is comprised of the eye movement record of 10 individuals
each reading 50,000 words of British newspaper editorials.
In order to have a more controlled dataset, we focus only on
predicting regressions from word n to the previous word n − 1
(which account for about 70% of between-word regressions
in our dataset), so that no other words intervene, and (for reasons mentioned above) only in the case that word n − 1 was
not initially skipped. Specifically, we predict whether each
saccade that originated on some word n was a regression or
not, in the case that (a) the previous saccade originated on
word n − 1, (b) neither words n nor n − 1 were previously
fixated, (c) no word beyond n was previously fixated (i.e.,
first pass reading), (d) neither the previous fixation (on word
n − 1) nor the next fixation following the saccade in question were the first or last on a line nor detected as a blink,
and (e) the saccade was not a regression going back further
than word n − 1. Each saccade meeting these criteria was
thus categorized as a regression if it went to word n − 1, or a
non-regression if was a refixation of word n or a progressive
between-word saccade. Finally, we excluded cases in which
words n or n − 1 were not in the British National Corpus (see
below), had punctuation (including all non-alphabetic characters), or were the first or last words in a line, as well as any
case in which the fixation on word n or n − 1 had been on the
space preceding the word. This resulted in a dataset of 33569
saccades, of which 1362 or 4% were regressions.3

Evidence about whether properties of word n make regressions more likely is still more scarce. The one reported result
is that Kliegl et al. (2004) found that words that were of lower
frequency and lower predictability were more likely to have
a regressive saccade begin on them. However, to the best of
our understanding Kliegl et al. did not control for whether a
word was fixated at all, and thus these results are confounded
with word skipping, since a word that was skipped could by
definition not have a regression begin on it.
The evidence to date for effects of motor properties on
between-word regressions also comes from Vitu and McConkie (2000). They found that, contrary to the overall tendency for regressions to be more likely following longer saccades (Buswell, 1920; Vitu et al., 1998), in the case that word
n − 1 was not skipped, regression rates decrease with following longer saccades. In addition, Vitu and McConkie reported
an non-significant trend for regressions to decrease as word
n − 1 was fixated further from its beginning.
Thus, while Vitu and McConkie’s (2000) results demonstrate that cases in which word n − 1 was not skipped pattern
very differently from cases in which it was, it is presently
far from clear what the determinants of between-word regressions are in this condition. There is evidence that properties of
word n − 1 are relevant, but it is unclear which ones, and we
know almost nothing about whether properties of word n are
relevant. As noted above, many of the theories of regressions
make predictions for factors such as the position of the eyes
in word n − 1 or word n, yet a reliable effect of such variables
has not been found. As a result, all five classes of theories
mentioned above are still quite tenable explanations for making a regression to an unskipped word. Finally, as pointed out
by Vitu and McConkie, it is important to realize that many
of these factors are highly correlated with one another (for
example, the landing position within a word and its length
and frequency), and thus strong evidence that a variable is
relevant for regressions can only be made using a model controlling for effects of correlated factors. Thus, the goal of the
analysis reported in this paper was to simultaneously and systematically test for effects of a range of variables – including

Analysis
We fit a generalized linear mixed-effects regression with a
logit link function (Pinheiro & Bates, 2000; Agresti, 2002)
to the data using the lme4 package (Bates & Maechler,
2010). The fixed effects in the model included the factors
discussed above: properties of words n and n − 1 (their logtransformed frequency, predictability, and length) as well as
motor properties (the log-transformed length of the previous saccade and the landing positions on both words).4 In
addition, the model included fixed effects for the length of
3 This is lower than the overall rate of 5-10% mentioned previously because of the exclusion of between-word regressions going
back further than word n − 1.
4 The length of word n − 1, the landing positions on both words,
and the saccade length form a linearly dependent set such that the
fourth is completely determined given the values of the other three,
and thus including these four variables in a single model directly
would be impossible. In our case, this is not a problem because three
of the four are log-transformed, removing the linear dependence.
The fact that multi-collinearity still exists between them, however,
means that the estimates of their effects may be conservative.
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Figure 1: Marginal effects of length, frequency, and predictability of words n and n − 1 on proportion of regressions to word
n − 1, shown for the middle 95% of the range of each variable. Proportion of regressions was estimated using Gaussian kernel
regression with standard deviation equal to 1/15th of this range. The 95% confidence intervals are hierarchically bootstrapped
from 1000 dataset replicates (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993).
when word n was less predictable (p < .0008), but were not
sensitive to its length or frequency (ps > .3). Finally, regressions were less likely as the length of the previous saccade
increased (p < .02) and as the landing position on word n − 1
was further from the beginning (p < .01). The relative contributions of each of these factors to the likelihood of a regression in the full model is visualized in Figure 2.

the fixations on both words and random intercepts, but not
random slopes, for each participant. (Models including random slopes for the nine predictors of interest failed to converge.) Frequency and predictability were estimated by unigram and trigram language models trained on the British National Corpus, smoothed with modified Kneser-Ney smoothing (Chen & Goodman, 1998). Because coefficient estimates
in models without random slopes for participants can be
anti-conservative for datasets in which there is real betweenparticipant variability in effect sizes, we performed statistical
tests by bootstrapping instead of using the standard normaltheory statistics (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993).5 Specifically, we
obtained p-values and 95% confidence intervals for each coefficient from 2500 replicates of hierarchical bootstrapping,
clustered by participant (Davison & Hinkley, 1997).6

Additional analysis
Prior to discussing the implications of these results for the
theories under discussion, we note that having frequency and
predictability effects in opposite directions for word n − 1
(i.e., increased regressions for less predictable but more frequent words) is not an obvious prediction of any theory. The
graphs in Figure 1, however, show that the marginal effects of
frequency and predictability for both words are in the same
direction (increased regressions for less predictable and less
frequent words) when not both in the model together. This
pattern appears in the marginal effects because of the high
correlations between frequency and predictability (r = .89
and r = .73 for words n−1 and n). Despite this, the regression
model reports highly significant effects of the predictability
and frequency of word n − 1 in opposite directions.
This pattern of opposite effects of frequency and predictability may be well understood in terms of the confidence
falling account. As noted above, this account predicts that
not every unpredictable word should cause more regressions,
but only unpredictable words which are more predictable
for alternate possible contexts, since they cause confidence
about the true context to fall. Thus, one rough measure of

Results
The marginal effects of the properties of words n and n − 1
are plotted in Figure 1. The results of the regression reveal
significant effects of all three properties of word n−1: regressions were more frequent when it was longer, more frequent,
and less predictable (ps < .0008). Regressions also increased
5 Bootstrapping in this case also avoids the potential problems
that normal-theory statistics are not completely valid when using the
Laplace approximation to the model likelihood surface and that the
Wald test becomes conservative when the data are very near to 0 or
1, as is the case for our dataset.
6 We denote by p < .0008 cases in which the estimate of a coefficient in all bootstrap replicates is on the same side of zero, since if
a single replicate had been on the other side of zero, the probability
would be one half of 1/2500, or .0008.
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In this new model, the effect of ∆c is such that there are
significantly more regressions the further confidence falls on
either word (ps < .0008).7 There are no additional effects of
the frequency of either word (ps > .1), providing support to
the notion that confidence falling may be a useful way to understand the opposite effects of predictability and frequency.
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We discuss the implications of this pattern of results for each
of the five classes of theories separately.
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Corrective It seems unlikely that corrective saccades are
driving any effects for this dataset because of the directionality of the effect of landing position on word n − 1. As mentioned above, landing positions closer to the beginning of
word n − 1 should result in more attempted refixations of the
word’s end, and thus more unintentional fixations on the early
part of word n. Furthermore, of course, the corrective account
could not predict the effect of the predictability of word n.
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Oculomotor strategy It is similarly unclear how an oculomotor strategy could account for these findings, since the
linguistic properties of both words have strong effects. Also,
we note that the particular strategy of making regressions after especially long saccades directly conflicts with our data.

Figure 2: Estimates and 95% confidence intervals of the predictor coefficients, standardized to be on the same scale to
visualize the relative contributions of each factor to the full
model. (Standardization was performed by multiplying the
actual coefficient by the standard deviation of the predictor.)

Incomplete lexical processing The incomplete lexical processing account correctly predicts the effects in our data of
predictability and length of word n − 1. As noted above, however, these accounts predict either that regressions should not
be sensitive to properties of word n (serial models) or that
they should increase when word n is easier (gradient models). Thus, the finding that regressions increase when word n
is less predictable poses a problem for these accounts.

the amount by which a word causes a reader’s confidence
to change about the preceding context (denoted ∆c ) is the
change in log probability of the true context after seeing the
word, relative to the context’s overall likelihood:
∆c = log p(c|w) − log p(c)

Integration failure The integration failure account is supported by the fact that more regressions are made as either
word becomes less predictable. The fact that the length of
word n − 1 also had a significant effect is problematic. One
possible explanation for this is that some portion of the effect
we obtained may be an artifact of the way we constructed our
dataset. Specifically, by considering only between-word regressions made to word n − 1, we may have excluded more
regressions which targeted word n − 1 but which landed on a
word prior to n − 1 in the case that word n − 1 was shorter.8

Thus, we analyzed a new model in which we replaced predictability for both words with this measure of the change
in confidence about the prior context given each word. It
turns out, in fact, that this measure is equivalent to the difference between the word’s log-transformed frequency and
predictability
∆c = log p(c|w) − log p(c) = log

p(w|c)p(c)
− log p(c)
p(w)

= log p(w|c) − log p(w)

Confidence falling The confidence falling account correctly predicts the effects of the predictability of words n and
n − 1 as well as the effect of the length of word n − 1. As revealed by the additional analysis including ∆c , the pattern of

and because of this relationship, the new model is simply a
reparameterization of the former model (i.e., the fit and predictions will be identical), in which the coefficient for ∆c is
identical to the previous coefficient for predictability and the
new coefficient for the additional effect of frequency is the
sum of the previous coefficients for predictability and frequency, as can be seen in the following equation (where f
and p denote frequency and predictability):

7 This is of course necessarily the case, since ∆ has the same
c
coefficient as predictability had previously.
8 To investigate this possibility, we performed a similar analysis predicting all intra-line between-word regressions, and not only
those to word n − 1. The results showed the effect of the length of
word n − 1 to be marginal (p = .07), supporting the notion that our
censored dataset may be responsible for a large part of the effect, but
still hinting that the relationship may exist apart from censoring.

β1 p + β2 f = β1 (p − f ) + (β1 + β2 ) f
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predictability and frequency effects that was found can be interpreted as some evidence that the amount by which a word
makes confidence fall is a key determinant in whether a reader
will make a regressive saccade.
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Conclusion
We distinguished five classes of models of regressions to previously fixated words, and tested these accounts by performing a systematic statistical analysis of such regressions in a
large eye movement corpus. The results of our analysis provide some of the clearest evidence to date about the variables
contributing to between-word regressions. The analysis reveals strong effects of linguistic properties, and thus are hard
to accommodate in purely corrective or oculomotor strategy
accounts. In addition, the fact that there are more regressions
to the previous word when the current word is less predictable
is counter to the predictions of incomplete lexical processing
models. Both integration failure and confidence falling accounts are consistent with the present data, but the facts that
(1) the length of the previous word appears to matter and that
(2) the opposing effects of frequency and predictability can be
understood as falling confidence, suggest that the confidence
falling account may find more support in the present data.
More generally, our results demonstrate that obtaining
more detailed knowledge of the factors contributing to
between-word regressions can distinguish between models of
eye movements in reading which otherwise make very similar predictions for progressive saccades. Specifically, SWIFT
(Engbert et al., 2005) makes regressions via the incomplete
lexical processing account, which appears to make the wrong
predictions for our results, while E-Z Reader 10 (Reichle et
al., 2009) makes use of integration failures, which is consistent with our data. Finally, we note that the empirical success
of the confidence falling account, which follows from a very
different class of reading model than the others considered,
suggests that gaining a better understanding of regressions
may have important consequences for our understanding of
eye movement control in reading in general.
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Abstract
We present an experiment, in which the Action-Sentence
Compatibility Effect (ACE, Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002) was
reversed when the perspective was changed by using first
person pronouns as the agent or patient of the sentence. The
results suggest that participants prefer to take the perspective
of the first person protagonists – independent of their
grammatical and semantic roles and the direction implicated
by the action verb. We also discuss how mental simulations
may work in sentences with only third person protagonists.
Keywords: Perspective taking;
models; ACE; sentence processing

embodiment;

situation

Introduction
When processing language, comprehenders generate a
mental model with an inherent perspective on the described
situation (Zwaan, 2004). Our goal is to find out how
linguistic units, such as the verb or grammatical markers,
influence the mental simulation during language processing.
According to the embodied cognition hypothesis, language
comprehension amounts to the mental simulation of the
action involved, i.e. the activation of perceptual schemata
and motoric programs. Empirically, the embodiment
hypothesis received support from a vast body of evidence
from both behavioral and neurofunctional studies (e.g. AzizZadeh, Wilson, Rizzolatti & Iacoboni, 2006; Pulvermüller,
Härle & Hummel, 2001; Zwaan, Stanfield & Yaxley, 2002).
Glenberg and Kaschak (2002) reported the ActionSentence Compatibility Effect (ACE): participants who had
to respond to action-sentences, such as "You open the
drawer", by performing an arm-movement either directed
towards their own body or in the opposite direction showed
increased response latencies whenever the required direction
of the arm movement was incompatible with the direction of
the movement inherent in the sentence (sentence direction).
Hence planning and execution of an incompatible
movement appear to be inhibited while compatible
movements are facilitated (Glenberg & Robertson, 1999).
Processing sentences describing directed actions thus trigger
the execution of corresponding real actions.
To integrate the diversity of findings, Zwaan (2004)
proposed the Immersed Experiencer Framework, which
conceives language comprehension as situation simulation
from the perspective of an observer who her/himself has a
specific position in the situation model. According to this
view, language comprehenders mentally simulate the

reference situation as if they perceived a real-life situation
(Zwaan, 2004). While doing so, they can follow the
perspectives of protagonists in the story. Therefore it is
easier to recall objects and events, if they are relevant for
the protagonist than if they are not (Morrow, Bower &
Greenspan, 1989). Perspective taking plays a crucial role in
interpreting words (Black, Turner & Bower, 1979; Morrow
& Clark, 1988; Pustejowsky, 1995; Sanford & Garrod,
1998) and texts (MacWhinney, 2008). In the sentence "The
mouse approached the fence" the distance between agent
and fence and the distance from which the situation is
perceived by the observer (or simulated by the recipient) are
both smaller than in the sentence "The tractor approached
the fence" (Morrow & Clark, 1988). This difference
indicates that different words suggest different perspectives.
MacWhinney (2005) claims that discourse comprehension
in general amounts to tracking multiple perspectives, a
cognitive skill that has evolved from adaptations that
supported the tracking of visual perspectives. Languages
have evolved to provide perspective tracking devices, such
as subjecthood in sentences (MacWhinney, 1987).
Applying this idea to the ACE, one might expect that
there is a strong tendency to simulate the action from the
sentence subject's perspective, which happens to coincide
with the agent inherent in the verbs. Since the verb is the
linguistic element in a sentence that encodes these actions
and a single verb can also implicate directions and evoke
action simulations (Black, Turner & Bower, 1979; Chen &
Bargh, 1999; Tseng & Bergen, 2005), it seems obvious that
the implicated spatial direction of its described action (verb
direction) controls which sentence direction is simulated by
the reader during language processing. However, language
processing is more than just word processing. So it is
important to understand the link between the processing of
content words and grammatical constructions (Bergen &
Wheeler, 2010). Thus, the question arises how verb
direction can be set in relation to the sentence and its reader.
When looking at the ACE we find shorter reaction times
when the action performed by the participants is compatible
with the action described in the sentence. Since usually the
acting person in a sentence is the subject and the participant
her/himself is also acting, it seems to be the easiest
alternative to take the subject's perspective.
However, it remains an open question whether the
simulated perspective is dominated by the perspective of the
action's subject, the topic of the sentence, whether it is verb-
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driven (which would be the agent's perspective), or whether
it is influenced by the whole situation model. In order to
find out, we manipulated the grammatical and semantic
roles of two interacting 3rd person protagonists in a previous
study (Schwarzkopf, Müller, Weldle & Konieczny, 2008)
instead of using pronouns as Glenberg and Kaschak (2002)
did. While Bergen and Wheeler (2005) argued that motor
processes are engaged in language comprehension even if
the reader is not addressed in the sentences, we could not
replicate the ACE with these materials. The assumption that
the simulated direction is always the verb direction is also
inconsistent with the findings of Glenberg and Kaschak
(2002) in which the sentence direction seems to be reversed
by directly addressing the reader by 2nd person pronouns.
One possible explanation is that the simulated movement is
not only implicated by the action verb, but by its
relationship to the protagonists and their semantic or
grammatical roles. Another question that remained unclear
in their work is why 2nd person pronouns evoke a 1st person
perspective taking and whether 1st person pronouns evoke a
1st or 2nd person perspective taking. 1st person perspective
taking could be expected, because readers articulate the 1st
person pronouns silently in inner speech (Abramson &
Goldinger, 1997). 2nd person perspective taking (Reddy,
2008) could be expected, because when reading or hearing a
1st person personal pronoun in natural contexts the utterance
usually comes from an interacting partner.

Experiment
The goal of this study is to investigate the perspectives that
comprehenders take in their mental simulations of action
sentences. More specifically, we want to know whether the
ACE only reflects the direction implicated by the action
verb, or whether the direction can be changed by other
factors. Glenberg and Kaschak (2002) used the 2nd person
singular pronoun you to establish the sentence direction:
participants simulated the perspective of the 2nd person
protagonists. They analysed their data only with regard to
sentence type, but not to the grammatical roles of the
pronouns. In our experiment we manipulate this factor
systematically using the ACE-paradigm and varying the
roles of protagonists in action sentences. The experimental
setup is kept as close as possible to the original work by
Glenberg and Kaschak (2002) but with German materials. In
our target items, the pronoun perspective either coincides at
the same time with the subject's, the topic's and the agent's
perspective or with the object's and the patient's perspective.
Instead of 2nd person pronouns we use 1st person pronouns
interacting with 3rd person protagonists. Our main interest
concerns the question, whether 1st person pronouns evoke a
1st or 2nd person perspective taking. On the one hand they
might lure readers into identifying with the 1st person
protagonist and take over her/his perspective. Otherwise
mentioning a protagonist with a 1st person pronoun could
evoke a 2nd person perspective, which is usually taken
during interactions with other persons.

We include sentences with two 3rd person protagonists in
order to find out whether the (non-) effect of verb direction
shown in Schwarzkopf et al. (2008) can be replicated.

Materials and design
Three types of sentences were constructed by varying the
use of 1st person pronouns and 3rd person noun phrases: 3rd
person subject and object (1), 1st person subject and 3rd
person object (2), and 3rd person subject and 1st person
object (3). This variation established the factor sentence type
(or perspective) used in the experiment.
(1) 3rd/3rd person – sentences:
Der Zuschauer schiebt/zieht den Fußgänger.
The spectator pushes/pulls the pedestrian.
(2) 1st person agent – sentences:
Ich schiebe/ziehe den Fußgänger.
I push/pull the pedestrian.
(3) 1st person patient – sentences:
Der Zuschauer schiebt/zieht mich.
The spectator pushes/pulls me.
Half of the verbs denoted actions with an inherent
movement directed towards the agent's body (e.g. pull), the
other half directing away from it (e.g. push). Since we had
no hypothesis about how the two verb directions themselves
might affect response latency other than by interacting with
the direction of the required response, data for the two verbtypes were collapsed into a single factor level. The second
experimental factor was established by varying the required
response direction such that it was either compatible with
the verb-inherent direction, or incompatible. In half of the
trials the correct response to the target was in one direction,
the other half in the other. Again, we were not interested in
effect of arm movement direction in itself, but only in its
interaction with verb direction. The experiment was hence
built according to a 2×3 design with the factors sentence
type and compatibility of response and verb direction.
In a pretest, 87 transitive action verbs, each denoting an
interaction between two protagonists, were rated with
respect to their inherent movement direction towards or
away from the agent's body. Similarly, 131 possible
protagonists were rated with respect to commonness and
how easy it is to take their perspective. The 96 protagonists
and the 48 verbs that were rated best were selected for the
target sentences of our study. 24 of the action verbs convey
a concrete or abstract movement towards the agent's body;
the other 24 express a movement away from the body.
From each of these 48 verbs three sentences were
generated according to the factor sentence type as illustrated
in (1)-(3). The resulting 132 items were distributed over
three lists according to a latin square design, such that each
sentence occurred in each list only in one version, and each
condition occurred 16 times in each list.
144 fillers of various types were added to each list. 48 of
them were meaningful, so that there were 96 meaningful
and 96 meaningless items in each list (all target sentences
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were meaningful). 48 of the meaningless fillers had the
same sentence structure as the target sentences. The
meaninglessness was established by impossible actions.

Hypotheses
If comprehenders simulate the agent's/subject's/topic's
perspective, and the 1st person perspective does not
influence the ACE at all, compatible responses should be
faster than incompatible responses for all three sentence
types. The same result is expected, if only verb direction is
simulated. If the 1st person perspective contributes to the
ACE, we expect that in sentences with 1st person subjects,
latencies for compatible responses are smaller if verb and
response directions are compatible, compared to the 3rd/3rd
person sentences in which two 3rd person protagonists
interact with each other. When the 1st person pronoun is in
object position, its perspective differs from the subject's,
topic's and agent's perspective. If all perspectives compete
with each other, we expect elevated response latencies. If,
however, the 1st person pronouns lure participants to adopt a
2nd person perspective, the 3rd/3rd person sentences should
still show the ACE. The other sentences should either show
no effect, if participants do not simulate the perspective of
one of the protagonists, or there could be an effect for both
sentence types, if the verb direction or the agent's/subject's/
topic's perspective still directs the simulation regardless of
the 2nd person pronoun.

Participants
Twenty-five students (10 female, 15 male) of the University
of Freiburg voluntarily participated in the experiment. All
participants were German native speakers, two grew up
bilingually, one with English the other one with Italian as
the second native language. The participant's age ranged
between 23 and 36 years, the mean age was 26.5 years.

Procedure
Participants were instructed to read the sentences on a
computer screen and to decide whether they were
meaningful or not. They had to indicate their judgment by
pressing one of two buttons as quickly as possible. We used
a computer keyboard (see Figure 1) where all keys were
removed except for three that were located in line, such that
the middle button, the Z-key1, was equally far from the
other two buttons. The outer buttons were replaced by a 3x3
cm styrofoam top piece with the symbols '*' and 'o' to make
them easier to press. The keyboard was turned by 90° so
that the short side pointed towards the participant. Since the
participant's index finger was placed on the Z-key during
the presentation of the sentences, they had to stretch their
arms away from their bodies to reach the o-button and had
to move the arm towards their body to reach the *-button.
The keyboard was placed to the right of the participants for
right-handed, and to the left for left-handed participants.
1

Note that the Z-key is in the middle of the German keyboard
on the position where the Y-key is on an English keyboard.

After half of the trials, the direction of the correct
response was inverted, so that compatible and incompatible
responses had to be given in both directions. Also, half of
the participants started with the o-button and continued with
the *-button for the meaningful-judgment, half of the
participants vice versa. Furthermore, all target items were
distributed to the lists in a way that each item was tested in
both directions. Hence, any potential interaction of armmovement direction that cannot be attributed to
compatibility was eliminated.

Figure 1: Vertical three-button-keyboard
Participants were instructed in detail about the procedure
of the experiment. Each trial started with a fixation cross in
the center of the screen. Participants had to press the Zbutton to start the sentence presentation and had to hold it
down until the end of the trial. Sentences were presented in
a stationary window word-by-word, using a rapid serial
visual presentation (RSVP) paradigm implemented in
DMDX (Forster & Forster, 2003). Each word was presented
for 200 ms plus 28 ms for each character. At the end of each
sentence - marked by “***” - participants were instructed to
respond as quickly as possible by indicating whether the
presented sentence was meaningful or not. In order to do so,
they had to release the middle button and press either the
button located closer to their body or the button further
away from their body.
When participants released the Z-key before the end of
the sentence, presentation was stopped and participants were
reminded to wait until the end of the sentence. No data were
recorded for these trials. After accepting this notification by
button press, they had to start the presentation of the next
sentence by pressing the Z-key again. At the beginning of
both parts of the experiment five training items were
presented. After each training item, but not after
experimental items, a feedback message was presented on
the screen indicating the response the participant gave.
When participants released the Z-key before the end of the
sentence during training, the training run was extended. The
whole experiment ran about 30 minutes.

Results
One of the participants rated less than 50% of the target
sentences as meaningful and was excluded from analysis.
Data of 24 participants were analyzed. 15% of the original
data points were eliminated, because of technical errors or
because they had been rated as not meaningful. Extreme
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values in the remaining data were excluded separately for
each condition. Thereby, we removed 4% of the data.
The data were submitted to a 2x3 analysis of variance
(ANOVA) with the factors compatibility (compatible/
incompatible) and sentence type (3rd/3rd person / 1st person
agent / 1st person patient). Separate analyses were conducted
with participants (F1) and items (F2) as random variables.
The dependent variable was the time between sentence
offset and the time the Z-key was released. The main effect
for sentence type was marginally significant only for items
[F12;51,7 < 1, n.s.; F22;117,1 = 2,44, p<0,1]. The main effect for
compatibility was not significant [F11;23,8 < 1, n.s.; F21;67,9 <
1, n.s.]. The interaction between compatibility and sentence
type was highly significant for items [F12;51,5 = 1,16, n.s.;
F22;97,5 = 9.34, p<.001]. There was a highly significant main
effect for participants [F123;13,7 = 11,54, p< 0,001], but not
for items [F247;5,6 = 2.28, n.s.].
In order to identify the origin of the interaction, each two
of the three levels of the factor sentence type were analysed
pairwise in a theoretical 2x2-design. When the analysis
included level 1 (3rd/3rd person) and level 2 (1st person
agent), the interaction between sentence type and
compatibility was not significant [F11;24,5 = 1.17, n.s.;
F21;46,7 < 1, n.s.]. When the analysis included level 1 (3rd/3rd
person) and level 3 (1st person patient) the interaction was
significant only for items [F11;25,0 < 1, n.s.; F21;47,8 = 6.42,
p<.05]. When the analysis included level 2 (1st person agent)
and level 3 (1st person patient) the interaction was
marginally significant for participants and highly significant
for items [F11;24,8 = 3,46, p< 0.1; F21;48,9 = 26.42, p< .001].

3rd/3rd person sentences [F11;27,5 < 1, n.s.; F21;51,2 = 1.66,
n.s.]. The compatibility effect in the 1st person agent
sentences is marginally significant for participants and
highly significant for items [F11;28,9 = 3,22, p<.1; F21;54,3 =
9.94, p<.01]. Participants were significantly faster when the
verb direction was compatible with the movement direction.
There was a significant compatibility effect in the 1st person
patient sentences, however only by items [F11;35,6 < 1, n.s.;
F21;52,4 = 13,56, p<.01]. Participants were significantly
slower when the verb direction was compatible with the
movement direction.

Discussion
The results indicate that the simulated action direction is
clearly dependent on the perspective that is induced by the
1st person pronoun. The hypothesis that participants prefer
to take the perspective of the 1st person protagonists
regardless of their grammatical or semantic roles within the
sentence was confirmed by the interaction between sentence
types (2) and (3). When the 1st person pronoun is in
patient/object position, it clearly overrides the agent's/
subject's/topic's perspective as well as a potential simulation
of the verb direction, and participants adopt the patient's/
object's perspective.
The lack of an ACE during the processing of sentences
with two interacting 3rd person protagonists (3rd/3rd person)
suggests that verb-inherent perspective alone might not be
sufficient to trigger an effective simulation. However, if a
perspective is induced by indexical pronouns, clear
compatibility effects arise. These effects interact with
sentence perspective, i.e. whether the 1st person protagonist
is the agent or patient of the action, and seem to be
independent of the direction implicated by the action verb.
We did not find evidence in any of the conditions that the
verb direction itself or the perspective of the agent, the
subject or the topic of the sentence is simulated by language
comprehenders. For sentence type (1) no evidence for
simulation could be shown at all whereas the pronoun
directed perspective taking in sentence types (2) and (3).

General Discussion

Figure 2: Mean reaction times depending on the factors
sentence type and compatibility (error bars denote
confidence intervals)
As illustrated in Figure 2, the 3rd/3rd person sentences did
not show an ACE, while both 1st person sentence types did.
However, the ACE was reversed for the two 1st person
sentence types. There was no compatibility effect in the

Our results confirm that participants also adopt the 1st
person protagonist's perspective if the protagonist is in
patient/object position. Interestingly, this is compatible with
the finding of Glenberg and Kaschak (2002) with 2nd person
personal pronouns. Our results show that 1st and 2nd person
(indexical) personal pronouns seem to work similar: they
draw the comprehender into their perspective. This supports
the results of Brunyé, Ditman, Mahoney, Augustyn and
Taylor (2009). They also tested perspective taking
preferences during language processing, but pre-activated
the visual modality and thereby visual simulation by using a
sentence-picture matching task. The pictures and
correspondingly the perspectives are predetermined in their
paradigm. With our paradigm we show that the same
perspective taking processes take place even if only the
language system is involved in the task and no image
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processing or -matching is required. This indicates that the
effects are task-independent.
Our results suggest that the sentence direction is defined
not only by the verb direction but also by the verb's
relationship to the protagonists. While the general direction
may still be encoded by the verb, personal pronouns seem to
define the location of the comprehender within the space of
her/his situation model. Instead of rigidly taking over the
agent's perspective, she/he seems to be drawn into the
perspective of a 1st or 2nd person protagonist – regardless of
whether or not the protagonist is the agent of the action. The
identification with different protagonists in different
grammatical roles changes the perspective on the spatial
direction of the action verb and therefore also changes the
activated motion direction. This confirms the idea that
content words encode what – whereas grammatical
constructions modulate how it is mentally simulated
(Bergen & Wheeler, 2010).
Our results show that 1st person pronouns do not evoke
the taking of a 2nd, but – same as 2nd person pronouns – of a
1st person perspective within the situation model. This is an
interesting finding, because in directed speech
comprehenders generally are addressed only by 2nd person
pronouns. 1st person pronouns are in a way ambiguous: they
describe the speaker's perspective and although in our study
participants are not speakers but comprehenders they seem
to simulate the speaker's perspective. Another explanation
includes the reader's use of inner speech (Abramson &
Goldinger, 1997): the 1st person pronouns are silently
articulated as they are in directed speech and therefore
evoke a 1st person perspective taking. In this case it should
be more difficult to simulate a 1st person perspective with
2nd person pronouns, because the perspective has to be
switched by the comprehender. Both accounts predict that
the 2nd person's perspective will be taken, if a 2nd person
interacts with a 3rd person. But if the 2nd person is the only
protagonist in the sentence, the personal pronoun may not
trigger perspective taking, because it is – and this is in
contrast to sentences with only one 3rd person protagonist –
not obvious for the comprehender that she/he isn't in an
interactional context with the producer of the sentence. The
weakness of Glenberg and Kaschak's (2002) results with
imperative sentences supports this explanation.
Future research has to show, whether 1st and 2nd person
pronouns still evoke a 1st person perspective taking if
comprehenders do not read but listen to sentences – this is
probably closer to a real-life interaction, because the voice
articulating the stimuli obviously belongs to another person.
Another possibility to test if these results can be generalized
and participants usually take the 1st person perspective when
reading 1st or 2nd person pronouns is to present written
stimuli within an interactional context, e.g. in a letter.
Other studies have shown that usually many aspects of a
3rd person protagonist's perspective are simulated
automatically (Bergen & Wheeler, 2005; Bower, 2000;
Horton & Rapp, 2003; Morrow, Bower & Greenspan, 1989;
Rinck & Trabasso & Suh, 1993; Zwaan, 1996). One study

even documented slower reaction times if the direction of
action verbs does not correspond with the perspective from
which the protagonist perceives the movement (Black,
Turner & Bower, 1979). It is therefore somewhat surprising
that our sentences with two interacting 3rd person
protagonists did not evoke an ACE in the present study. We
expected to replicate the ACE in the 3rd/3rd person sentences
with 3rd person agents and patients, because in these
sentences nothing prevented participants from simply
simulating the verb direction. Additionally one of the two
protagonists was the sentence topic, the subject and the
agent at the same time. However, we did not find an ACE.
This non-effect is an accurate replication of the non-effect
reported by Schwarzkopf et al. (2008). As other studies
found comparable results with other paradigms (e.g. Brunyé
et al., 2009) we'll discuss why there eventually may be no
effect.
If there is actually no effect, it seems that participants
may not simulate any protagonist's perspective, if there are
two interacting 3rd person protagonists. It remains unclear,
why that could be the case and how this finding should
influence our understanding of the role of embodiment in
language processing. The contextual factors definitively
seem to play a more important role for embodied
simulations than expected. We can assume that the tested
sentences were well-understood by the participants, because
at least their meaningfulness was rated correctly - but if they
are not perceptually simulated, the results seem to suggest
that mental simulation is not a necessary condition for
language comprehension. Is the ACE a fragile effect? Is it
just a special case calling for a better interpretation? May it
not be possible to show the embodied character of language
comprehension in all kinds of sentences? Further work will
be required to clarify these issues.
On the other hand, the measuring of action simulation
could simply be sensitive to the method. In this case the
ACE paradigm could only evoke the effect using a
'perspectivation', e.g. via an interaction between personal
pronoun perspective and the verb (or agent's) perspective. In
most of the studies mentioned above, in which 3rd person
perspective taking was shown, there was just one 3rd person
protagonist used in the target items, mostly interacting with
a non-animated object – only two studies used sentences
with two interacting 3rd person protagonists (Black, Turner
& Bower, 1979; Horton & Rapp, 2003). In both of them,
one protagonist was described in detail at the beginning of a
story, while the other one just dropped by at one point to
interact with the first protagonist within the existing
reference situation. In this context our results may suggest
that during the construction of a situation model, the
protagonist's perspective is only simulated if not more than
one protagonist appears or if one specific perspective is
suggested. In order to suggest a perspective to the reader, 1st
or 2nd person pronouns can be used or the perspective of one
of the protagonists can be described in detail.
Another possible interpretation of the replicated noneffect is that the reference situation is simulated from a
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perspective that was not investigated in this study. Possibly,
the reference situation is simulated from a by-standing
perspective, from which the interaction of the protagonists
in the reference situation can be observed. This observer
perspective would not evoke a movement towards or away
from the body but a movement from the left to the right or
vice versa (Maas & Russo, 2003). If such a horizontal armmovement is pre-activated, the simulation contains not only
a model of the action, but also a spatial discourse model.
This question remains to be addressed in further research.
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Abstract: Children’s knowledge of nursery rhymes predicts later phonological and reading skills (Maclean et al,1999).
This developmental relationship may be mediated by rhythmic and prosodic structure: nursery rhymes have been
described as perfect metrical poems. Here we investigate the hypothesis that nursery rhymes are rhythmically fractal.
27 nursery rhymes were spoken in a rhythmic or non-rhythmic (’reporting’) style by 5 speakers. The speech envelope
from each sample was passed through a low frequency (0-50 Hz) 8-channel amplitude modulation (AM) filterbank
and channels were analysed for temporal patterning. For rhythmically-spoken rhymes, modulations in adjacent
channels were strongly phase-locked so that one modulation cycle in a given channel typically encompassed two full
cycles in the next channel. This phase-locked pattern extended across multiple modulation frequencies resulting in
a hierarchically-nested, fractal structure. Non-rhythmic samples showed lower phase-locking. The fractal temporal
structure of rhymes may serve to optimally entrain neural oscillatory activity for rhythm detection.
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Abstract

metonymic contexts. Being part of the mental lexicon, qualia
are supposed to model linguistic knowledge – in opposition to
world knowledge and pragmatic inferences. Psycholinguistic
work has identified experimental correlates for the lexical
hypothesis (see Pylkkänen and McElree (2006) for a review),
however processing studies have focused predominantly on
the existence (or non-existence) of the type mismatch and have
largely ignored the question of the range of CEs accessible to
metonymic interpretation.
It is clearly plausible to assume that we associate some sort
of event knowledge with lexical items referring to entities, and
that this knowledge is part of our mental lexicon. However, the
particular account provided by the lexical hypothesis seems to
undergenerate the range of potential interpretations for logical
metonymy. Consider the following examples:

The interpretation of logical metonymies like begin the book
has traditionally been explained by assuming the existence
of complex lexical entries containing information about event
knowledge (qualia roles: reading the book/writing the book).
Qualia structure provides concrete constraints on interpretation,
which are however too rigid to be cognitively plausible. We
suggest generalized event knowledge as an alternative source
of interpretation. Results from a first self-paced reading experiment, where we capitalize on the verb-final word order
in German subordinate phrases to create rich expectations for
events, are presented to support this hypothesis. Consequences
of this hypothesis for the interpretation logical metonymies are
(a), it is primarily driven by pragmatic and world knowledge;
(b), it may use the same (rather than distinct) mechanisms and
resources as general incremental sentence comprehension does.
Keywords: Logical metonymy; generalized event knowledge;
qualia structure; self-paced reading.

Logical metonymy: lexicon vs. pragmatics
Logical metonymy is a phenomenon where an eventsubcategorizing verb is combined an apparently incompatible
object-denoting nominal object (John began the book, Mary
enjoyed the beer). The interpretation of logical metonymy involves the integration of an implicit event (covert event or CE:
John began the book → John began reading the book; Mary
enjoyed the beer → Mary enjoyed drinking the beer). This
process has proven to be a topic of enduring interest to different language research communities: on the theoretical side,
as a challenge to the compositionality principle in meaning
construction (Partee, ter Meulen, & Wall, 1993); and on the
psycholinguistic side, due to its link to increased processing
costs (McElree, Traxler, Pickering, Seely, & Jackendoff, 2001;
Traxler, Pickering, & McElree, 2002).
In theoretical linguistics, where logical metonymy has been
investigated notably by Pustejovsky (1995) and Jackendoff
(1997), an account has been offered which we call the “lexical
hypothesis”: Logical metonymy is a type mismatch between
the (semantic) subcategorization of a metonymic verb for an
event and the entity denoted by the object on the other side,
which requires the integration of an event to be resolved.1 The
event is retrieved from the lexical entry of the object: each
noun is associated with a complex structure (qualia structure)
in the mental lexicon. It notably contains an “agentive quale”
(the event that brings about the object) and a “telic quale” (the
main purpose of the object), which can be retrieved as CEs in

1. My goat eats anything. He really enjoys your book.
(→ eating)
(Lascarides & Copestake, 1998)
2. John is a famous wrestler. He really enjoys a good fight.
(→ fighting)
3. John is a wrestling fan. He really enjoys a good fight.
(→ watching)
Sentence 1 cannot be accounted for, since the qualia structure
for book does not include eating. For sentences 2 and 3, we
can probably assume that the nominal entry for fight lists both
interpretations: fighting as the agentive quale, and watching
as the telic quale, but it is difficult to imagine how the lexical
knowledge provided by qualia can “select” the role played by
the agent (wrestler, fan) in selecting one CE interpretation.
An alternative approach, which we call the “pragmatic hypothesis” (Fodor & Lepore, 1998; Asher, 2010), argues that
metonymy resolution is driven by dynamic inferences based
on context and world knowledge rather than static lexicon
entries. This take on metonymy grounds the retrieval of a CE
in a post-access inferential process which would have a later
onset than lexical access. This is an attractive hypothesis that
combines well with insights about human language processing
in general, and has been verified experimentally (De Almeida
& Dwivedi, 2008; Almeida et al., 2009). However, it currently
lacks a concrete characterization of the type and organization
of knowledge involved in metonymy interpretation.
The aim of this paper is contribute to making the pragmatic
hypothesis more precise by investigating metonymy in the context of the recent framework generalized event knowledge, or

1 The term ’metonymy’ is used since the coercion of the object
into an event is seen as an extension of its meaning.
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GEK (McRae & Matsuki, 2009), according to which inferential world knowledge should be generally and easily accessible.
We present an self-paced reading experiment that bears out the
prediction of GEK, namely a facilitation effect for metonymic
constructions that are typical rather than just plausible. Our
analysis of the items reveals that we see facilitation also for
items which are cannot be straightforwardly explained in terms
of qualia roles. Our conclusion is that in metonymy interpretation, like in other sentence comprehension processes, world
knowledge plays an early and crucial role.

though: There is no distinction between linguistic and world
knowledge. GEK is activated immediately, providing a rich
source for expectations in language comprehension.
Using GEK to account for logical metonymy has several
advantages: it overcomes the rigidity of a qualia-based account, provides a more dynamic model of CE interpretation,
and allows us to place logical metonymy interpretation in a
broader frame of phenomena of incremental interpretation.
The remainder of the paper presents the results of a self-paced
reading study on German, aimed at evaluating the contribution
of the GEK model to metonymy resolution.

Generalized Event Knowledge

Experiment

There is solid experimental evidence that language understanding makes extensive use of global plausibility information, expectations and event knowledge, such as plausible upcoming
input (e.g. Altmann and Kamide (1999)). McRae and Matsuki (2009) established that speakers make use of prototypical
knowledge about events (Generalized Event Knowledge, GEK,
McRae and Matsuki (2009)) when rapidly building expectations. Generalized event knowledge is assumed to be built
from first and second-hand experience: for instance, we learn
that a scenario of washing hair typically includes a shampoo,
a sink, a bathroom, and happens indoor; a scenario of washing
car would include different elements (an outdoor environment,
a hose). GEK assumes that such scenarios are available in our
memory and can be cued by linguistic input, e.g. “action verbs
as well as nouns referring to agents, patients, instruments, locations, and events” (McRae & Matsuki, 2009). Consider the
following examples from Matsuki et al. (2011):

As explained above, metonymic verbs alternate between a VObj subcategorization frame, where the event remains covert
(begin the beer), and a V-Ving-Obj subcategorization frame,
where the event is realized begin drinking the beer. We will
call these variants the short variant and the long variant.
Our precise hypothesis about the role of GEK in metonymy
resolution is as follows: In the short variant of metonymic
constructions, the context of the metonymic verb (notably
its arguments, the subject and the object) will tap into the
GEK scenario associated with the arguments and produce the
expectations that constitute the reader’s understanding of the
covert event at the end of the sentence. Similar to Matsuki
et al. (2011), we predict that GEK can lead to a facilitation
effect: reading latencies for typical (and thus expected) events
will be lower than for untypical, but still plausible, events. We
will test this hypothesis with a self-paced reading task.
While this hypothesis is not easily testable on short-variant
metonymic constructions, where the CE is missing by definition, the long variant provides the understood event, whose
reading time can be measured. In English, word order poses
another problem: The event (e.g. drinking) appears before the
object. Thus, there is no point in the incremental interpretation of a long-variant sentence at which the same combined
context expectations (subject and object) exist that we have
at the end of the short variant. The situation is different in
German, where word order in subordinate clauses is verb-final.
As the following examples show, the short variant and the
long variant can be identical, both consisting of the sequence
subject - metonymic verb - object, the difference being that the
long variant continues with the overtly realized verb.

1. Donna used the hose to wash her filthy car (typical)
2. Donna used the shampoo to wash her filthy hair (typical)
3. Donna used the shampoo to wash her filthy car (atypical)
4. Donna used the hose to wash her filthy hair (atypical)
The instruments hose and shampoo narrow down the range
of “typical” washing scenarios and thus typical patients. In the
sentences where these expectations are met (1 and 2: hose →
car and shampoo → hair), facilitation (shorter reading times
and eye fixations) are observed compared to 3 and 4, where
the expectations are not met.
The main claims of the GEK model are: 1) words in isolation immediately activate GEK; 2) words can rapidly combine
in sentences to cue specific concepts that are relevant to GEK
scenarios; 3) syntactic cues modulate expectations for certain
aspects of GEK; 4) GEK can immediately modulate expectations for syntactic structure (McRae & Matsuki, 2009).

1. Peter begann das Bier. (short variant)
Peter began the beer.
2. Peter begann das Bier zu trinken. (long variant)
Peter began the beer to drink.

Event Knowledge and Logical Metonymy

This observation was used before by Lapata, Keller, and
Scheepers (2003) for a cloze completion task to study the interpretation of metonymy, and provides further motivation for
our decision to study metonymy within the context of general
incremental sentence comprehension.2 Adapting the paradigm

We propose GEK as as alternative theory to explain the interpretation of logical metonymy. The major architecture of the
interpretation (retrieval of an event from nominal knowledge)
process can remain the same, because both GEK and qualia
structure link objects to associated events. Beyond this similarity, the picture suggested by GEK is considerably different,

2 The parallelism between short and long variants breaks down for
prefix verbs, where the prefix follows the NP for the short variant.
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from McRae, Hare, Elman, and Ferretti (2005) for German,
we evaluate our hypothesis on a setup with two conditions:

From the initial list of 50 patients we extracted 24 patients
with 2 events each, and per each event we selected one of the
best agents, obtaining 48 agent-event-patient typical triplets.
48 atypical triplets were obtained by crossing agents between
the two events in the atypical triplets, as shown in Table 1.

1. Der Konditor begann die Glasur aufzutragen. (typical)
The baker
began the icing to spread.
2. Das Kind begann die Glasur aufzutragen. (atypical)
The child began the icing to spread.

Table 1: Triplets for Glasur

In condition 1 (typical condition), the interaction of agent and
patient should cue the upcoming event, in condition 2 (atypical
condition), the upcoming event is not cued by the combination
of agent and patient. We expect longer reading times for the
target event in the atypical condition.

typical
triplet

Creation of Materials

atypical
triplet

Earlier offline work (Lapata et al., 2003; Zarcone & Padó,
2010) has established that the range of interpretations for
metonymy is larger than predicted from qualia structure. For
example, in an experiment in Zarcone and Padó (2010), we
obtained the following six interpretations for the metonymic
construction start the portrait: paint, draw, critique, hang,
model, sketch, admire, pose for, review. We created the materials for this experiment to instantiate a broad range of CE
interpretations, using two norming studies. Such ranges of
events cannot be mapped onto a small set of qualia roles. Consequently, the prediction of the lexical hypothesis would be
that the majority of CEs should not be expected, and that there
should be no general facilitation effect. From a GEK perspective, on the other hand, we expect facilitation exactly if the CE
is typical for the realized subject/object combination.
Norming. Following McRae et al. (2005), we collected
thematic-based event generation norms for 50 entities. We collected the norms through a crowdsourcing platform, Amazon
Mechanical Turk, which offers fast access to native speaker
intuitions with high reliability (Snow, O’Connor, Jurafsky, &
Ng, 2008). We asked participants to generate verbs in response
to typical patients (“list the things that these objects have done
to them”). For each item, space was provided for 10 responses;
no time limit was imposed. Each item was presented to an
average of 20 German participants. Geographic origin was
controlled by IP address checking. For each item, we chose
four events from those named early by many participants, ensuring that the four events refered to different scenarios. For
example, the four events selected for Auto (car) were fahren
(drive), reparieren (fix), verkaufen (sell), waschen (wash).
In order to select the type of agents that could cue one
or the other type of event, we went on to collect thematicbased agent generation norms. We paired each patient to the
infinite form of the four selected verbs for it, resulting in 200
noun-verb pairs. We again chose a crowdsourcing approach,
asking participants to generate agents in response to typical
events (“list who typically performs these actions”). For each
item, space was provided for 10 responses; no time limit
was imposed. An average of 10 participants from Germany
responded to each item. For each item, we selected the four
agents that were given by most participants early on.

Agent
Konditor
baker
Kind
child
Kind
child
Konditor
baker

Patient
Glasur
icing
Glasur
icing
Glasur
icing
Glasur
icing

Event
auftragen
spread
essen
eat
auftragen
spread
essen
eat

Assembling the materials. We turned the 96 triplets from
the second norming study into 96 long-variant metonymic sentences by embedding them as verb-final subordinate sentences
under metonymic main verbs:
1.(a) Der Konditor begann die Glasur aufzutragen. (typical)
The baker
began the icing to spread.
(b) Das Kind begann die Glasur zu essen. (typical)
The child began the icing to eat.
2.(a) Das Kind begann die Glasur aufzutragen. (atypical)
The child began the icing to spread.
(b) Der Konditor begann die Glasur zu essen. (atypical)
The baker
began the icing to eat.
There does not seem to be an operative definition of
metonymic verbs, but a fairly stable set of verbs that are often used by psycholinguistic studies on metonymy. We used
the following verbs: anfangen (to start), aufhören (to finish),
beginnen (to begin), beginn, ertragen (to endure), genießen
(to enjoy), hassen (to hate), probieren (to try), vermeiden (to
avoid), verschieben (to postpone), versuchen (to attempt).
The metonymic verb was identical among the sentences that
featured the same patient. The sentences continued after the
target verb with another coordinated or subordinated sentence
(und/and . . . or weil/because . . . ; cf. Table 3). Two lists were
created to minimize overlapping between sentences with respect to agents and target verbs: for each of four sentences
featuring the same patient, the two typical sentences were put
in one list and the two atypical ones in the other list. Each list
contained 24 typical sentences, 24 atypical ones and 72 fillers
for a total of 120 sentences. Yes/no comprehension questions
were created for each sentence pair. The proportion of “yes”
and “no” responses were matched between the lists.
Sensibility verification. In order to check that the atypical
triplets were, although not typical, still sensible (i.e., did not
violate any selectional restriction), we collected plausibility
ratings for our materials. We again used a crowdsourcing
platform. Participants were asked to rate material sentences
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ing prior work, we examined the effect of typicality in each
region through by-subject (F1) and by-item (F2) analyses of
variance. Table 3 presents mean reading latencies and the
associated F−statistics. No significant differences were found
between typical and atypical conditions at the patient noun position (Glasur), which was expected since the sentences were
identical across conditions up to this point. We found a main
effect of typicality at the target verb position (aufzutragen).
As shown in Figure 3(b), events were read 35 ms faster
when cued by the Agent-Patient combination (KonditorGlasur) than when not cued (Kind-Glasur). Differences after
the event (und fing...) did not reach significance.

Table 2: Mean ratings from Norming study 3
group
nonsensical fillers
metonymical sentences
base sentences

atypical

typical

2.85
2.61

4.12
4.71

1.44

according to their plausibility on a five-point Likert scale. We
presented the 96 sentences both in their long-variant version
(Das Kind begann die Glasur zu essen, The child began eating
the icing) and as non-metonymical base sentences (Das Kind
aß die Glasur, The child ate the icing), complemented by
52 sentences violating selectional restrictions (nonsensical
fillers, e.g. Die Gitarre ging ins Kino, The guitar went to the
cinema). The 148 sentences were presented in randomized
order. An average of 10 participants from Germany responded
to each item, no time limit was imposed. Agreement was high
(Krippendorff’s α = 0.73).
Table 2 lists the resulting mean ratings. Our analysis found
that 1) both the pairwise differences between the atypical and
the typical sentences (Wilcoxon rank sum test: W = 39767,
p < 0.0001) and between the atypical sentences and the nonsensical fillers (W = 198448.5, p < 0.0001) were significant
among the base sentences; 2) both the pairwise differences
between the atypical and the typical sentences (W = 4098,
p < 0.0001) and between the atypical sentences and the nonsensical fillers (W = 210052, p < 0.0001) were significant
among the metonymical sentences as well, which supports our
intuition that our materials for the atypical condition make
sense, and yet differ in plausibility from those in the typical
condition; 3) there was a significant correlation between between the ratings of metonymical and base sentences (ρ = 0.8,
p < 0.01), supporting our intuition of the strong link between
the interpretation of metonymical and base sentences.

General discussion
The self-paced reading experiment was designed to evaluate
the role played by generalized event knowledge (GEK) in the
interpretation of logical metonymies, and specifically the recovery of covert events (CEs). The manipulation of the subject
and object influenced reading latencies at the sentence-final
target verb position, leading to significantly shorter reading latencies for the typical condition than for the atypical condition.
This finding indicates that GEK can predict highly plausible
covert events in metonymy interpretation. Compared to traditional qualia-based accounts of metonymy, the GEK model
supports a larger number of interpretations that is essentially
determined by the plausibility of different events in a given
context as determined by subject-object pairs.
This effect should not be considered an effect of semantic anomaly of the atypical condition, because the sentences
in the atypical condition are never anomalous; however, the
sentences in the typical condition were highly predictable.
Matsuki et al. (2011) make a point about the difference between what is typical (predictable) and what is only very
plausible: both very predictable sentences and very plausible
sentences can yield high plausibility ratings, but production
norms can tap into our knowledge of what is typical (and
therefore predictable). Our study aimed at evaluating the contribution of GEK to metonymy resolution: ultimately, it is our
knowledge about typical events (GEK) which leads us when
building expectations about upcoming linguistic input.
Note that our experiment does not contrast, as usual in
studies on metonymy, a condition involving coercion with a
non-coercive control condition. We use a construction where
a metonymical construction appears in the course of standard
incremental sentence processing. In this manner, we sidestep
the thorny issue of how crucial type coercion is in metonymical interpretation, a topic of much debate (Traxler, Pickering,
& McElree, 2002; De Almeida & Dwivedi, 2008), and focus
on the role of plausibility in interpretation. At first glance, our
results seem to contradict those of Frisson and McElree (2008),
who emphasize event integration (rather than the search for
interpretation) as the source of longer reading times. However,
we believe that the actual experimental findings of Frisson
and McElree and ours are compatible: First, their study identified a stable main effect of “preference” (the existence of

Method
Participants Thirty students of Universität Stuttgart volunteered to participate in the experiment and were paid for their
participation. All the participants were native speakers of
German and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Procedure The sentences were presented using a one-wordat-a-time moving-window self-paced reading paradigm (Just,
Carpenter, & Wooley, 1982). Each trial began with strings
of dashes on the screen, with each non-space character of the
sentence replaced by a dash. Participants pressed a button
to the reveal a word and revert the previous word to dashes.
Reading latencies for each word were recorded. Participants
were allowed to take two breaks during the experiment, one
after the first third of sentences and one after the second third.

Results
All participants scored better than 75% correct on the comprehension questions (M = 88%, SD = 0.04). We analyzed a
window of one word before the target verb and three words
after. Reading latencies above 3000 ms or below 200 ms were
excluded from the analysis (13% of the data points). Follow-
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Latency (ms)
Difference (ms)
F−test

atypical
typical
F1 (1, 29)
F2 (1, 47)
p1
p2

target V
aufzutragen
spread
590
555
35
4.65
4.15
0.039
0.047

V+1
und
and
485
478
7
<1
<1
0.56
0.67

V+2
fing
began
427
431
-4
<1
<1
0.80
0.82

V+3
mit
with
423
436
-13
1.17
1.74
0.29
0.19

550

Patient
Glasur
icing
445
452
-7
<1
<1
0.6
0.45

atypical
typical

500

Words (example)

450

Position

Mean reading latency (ms)

Table 3: Results of the self-paced reading experiment: Reading Latencies in ms, F statistics, and plot

Patient

Target V

V+1

V+2

V+3

Position

Table 4: Differences among material sentences
Patient
Diamant
Diamant
Geschenk
Geschenk
Glasur
Glasur
Haus
Haus
Pizza
Pizza

Target V
schmuggeln
schleifen
auspacken
einpacken
auftragen
essen
verkaufen
bauen
backen
liefern

Atypical Agent
Juwelier
Dieb
Verkäuferin
Geburtstagskind
Kind
Konditor
Maurer
Maklerin
Pizzabote
Koch

Typical Agent
Dieb
Juwelier
Geburtstagskind
Verkäuferin
Konditor
Kind
Maklerin
Maurer
Koch
Pizzabote

one strongly prefered interpretation), comparable to our main
effect of plausibility. Second, we interpret the absence of an
interaction between preference and coercion in their data as
evidence that metonymical constructions adds some “baseline load” to processing but are otherwise subject to the same
plausibility-driven interpretation processes that we posit.
We now take a closer look to the reading times for those
items showing the largest differences between the typical
and the atypical condition (Table 4). For a lexical item like
Geschenk (package) the agent Geburtstagskind (birthday child)
cues an event type where packages are typically unwrapped
(auspacken), not wrapped. On the other hand, if the package is
mentioned together with the agent Verkäuferin (saleswoman),
a typical event involves packages to be wrapped (einpacken)
by saleswomen, not unwrapped. A similar pattern was yielded
in the case of other Patient (e.g. Haus (house): verkaufen
(sell), typical agent Maklerin (real estate agent); bauen (build),
typical agent Maurer (bricklayer)).
As for Pizza, its agentive quale could easily be considered
to be backen (bake) - but its qualia structure (agentive quale:
bake; telic quale: eat) can not account for faster reading latencies of liefern (deliver). For almost half of our items (50 of
96), the event does not refer to the agentive or the telic quale of
the object, but some event typically associated with the object.
The facilitation effect does not always appear to be symmetrical. Consider the event schmuggeln (smuggle) cued by
Diamant: a clear facilitation effect is shown with the typical
agent Dieb (thief) in comparison to the atypical agent Juwelier
(jeweler). In contrast, the target verb schleifen (cut) is cued
by the typical agent Juwelier. Our interpretation is that the

Atypical
559
504
769
743
754
627
706
618
661
554

Typical
489
610
609
686
622
466
546
562
533
434

Difference
70
-106
160
57
132
161
160
56
128
120

combination “jeweler+diamond” opens up too many different
scenarios (“cut a diamond”, but also “sell a diamond”, “buy a
diamond”, “have a diamond stolen”) for “cut” to be preferred.
Qualia structures intend to capture a default interpretation
of a metonymy in a neutral context: a “generic purpose” for
the telic quale and “the event that brings the given object
into existence” for the agentive quale, and previous work by
Lapata et al. (2003) did not go beyond these two qualia roles
(the study manipulated subjects cueing either one or the other
role). In contrast, literature on affordances and experimental
work in cognitive linguistics (Glenberg & Robertson, 2000;
Gibbs, 2003) showed that affordances structures (“the possible
actions that can be done to an object by a person”) can provide
a dynamic framework to account for context effects. For
example, “the affordances of a chair include those of sitting on,
or using to hold off a snarling lion, but they cannot ordinarily
be meshed with the goal of propelling oneself across a room”.

Conclusions
The “lexical hypothesis”, which explains the interpretation
of logical metonymy in terms of the object’s qualia structure,
provides a specific and falsifiable model of the recovery of
covert events. Unfortunately, the rigidity of the qualia structure cannot accomodate the role of intra-sentential context
and for the general flexibility of metonymy. The alternative
provided by the “pragmatic hypothesis” accounts for this flexibility, but often fails to define clearly what cognitive resources
come into play when processing logical metonymy and how
these resources differ from lexical knowledge. Research on
affordances and generalized event knowledge provides a fer-
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tile framework to specify and to explore the processes behind
logical metonymy interpretation.
To our knowledge, we have presented the first experimental study on logical metonymy that used generalized event
knowledge to generate hypotheses about the interpretation of
logical metonymy. We capitalized on Lapata et al.’s (2003)
assumption that the same cognitive resources are involved
when recovering a CE of a “short variant” metonymy such as
Das Kind begann mit der Glasur (The child began the icing)
as in building expectations about the event in a “long variant”
metonymy such as Das Kind begann die Glasur zu essen (The
child began eating the icing). This assumption allowed us
to use verb-final word order in German provided to test the
hypothesis, since the target event could be cued by the preceding agent-patient pair. We found that the interaction of agent
and patient did in fact cue the upcoming event in the typical
condition, leading to shorter reading times for the target verb
compared to the atypical condition.
Our result suggests that logical metonymy can be accounted
for “pragmatically”, by a generalized event knowledge-based
account. We will address an alternative explanations for the
difference between the typical and the atypical condition,
namely a semantic priming effect between the agent and the
event (although, as observed by Matsuki et al. (2011); Murray (2006); Rayner, Warren, Juhasz, and Liversedge. (2004),
this effect should diminish across intervening words). Our
ultimate goal is to investigate to what extent metonymy can
be understood as “just another” instance of normal, incremental sentence comprehension. For this purpose, we plan
computational modelling studies on our own and existing
experimental datasets to assess the ability of corpus-based
plausibility models to account for cognitive measurements of
logical metonymy interpretation (Lapata et al., 2003).
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Exploring Contextual Influences on Word Meaning
Via Multiple-Level Similarity Judgments
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Abstract

be readily captured by a dictionary-type approach to meaning (Brown, 2010; Erk et al., 2009). However, the contextual
properties that influence the interpretation of a word are not
yet clear. This paper presents a preliminary investigation into
this question. The goal of this work, broadly put, is to identify
what sources of contextual information people use in arriving
at a specific interpretation of an ambiguous word. I focus
on the identification of broadly relevant properties of sentential context, that can be used to predict intuitions of semantic
similarity across a wide range of word occurrences.
Sentential context can be highly complex, including a host
of lexical, syntactic, and pragmatic factors. In order to properly begin a detailed study of contextual influences on the
perception of word meaning, it is necessary to simplify both
the problem domain and the nature of the sentential context
itself. The research reported here focuses on the influence of
subject nouns on the interpretation of motion verbs, making
use of simplified sentences consisting only of an intransitive
verb and a subject noun phrase. Stimuli consisted of pairs of
sentences containing the same verb, and I obtained semantic similarity judgments for those verb occurrences. While
this experiment, on the surface, resembles a sentence comparison task, that is not its primary intention. Rather, it is
only through incorporation of contextual information that the
meaning of an ambiguous word becomes precise, and this
work focuses on comparison of these contextually-induced
specific interpretations.
I present the results of a Magnitude Estimation (ME) task
(Bard, Robertson, & Sorace, 1996) in which participants were
presented with pairs of sentences containing the same verb,
and were asked to numerically rate the similarity in meaning
of the verb occurrences. These judgments were then analyzed
in terms of the similarity of the two subject nouns, which
were the only piece of context that varied between the two
sentences. Four measures of noun similarity were considered:
two based on noun animacy, and two more general similarity
measures, one conceptual and one distributional.
Animacy is a linguistic semantic feature with known effects in natural language (Bresnan, 2001; Aissen, 2003; Lee,
2003; Mak, Vonk, & Schreifers, 2006), with the added advantage that it is applicable to all nouns. Any noun is, minimally,
either animate or inanimate, but animacy can also be characterized as a scalar feature, in keeping with the hierarchy in
(1), from Bresnan (2001):

It is well-known that many words’ meanings vary depending
on the context in which they are used. This phenomenon has
proven difficult to model, and recent work (Klepousniotou,
Titone, & Romero, 2008; Erk, McCarthy, & Gaylord, 2009;
Brown, 2010) indicates that meaning-in-context varies in a
manner much more subtle than would be represented by a
dictionary, including reliable fine-grained intuitions about the
similarity in meaning of two occurrences of a word in different
contexts. This raises the question of how to predict these intuitions of semantic similarity on the basis of contextual information. I present the results of a Magnitude Estimation task in
which participants judged the similarity in meaning between
pairs of verb occurrences. Stimuli consisted of pairs of sentences containing a present tense intransitive motion verb and
a singular definite NP subject (e.g. “The kid runs” vs. “The
rabbit runs”). As the only varying component of sentential
context, differences between the subject nouns in these pairs
are hypothesized to predict intuitions about verbal semantic
similarity. I explore four measures of noun similarity – two
based on noun animacy, as well as conceptual and distributional similarity measures. I find that individually, all of these
measures are significant predictors of verbal semantic similarity judgments, but that the best model of participant judgments
combines all four. This is taken as an indication that a proper
use of converging sources of evidence enables more accurate,
detailed study of the perception of word meaning in context.
Keywords: Magnitude Estimation; semantic similarity; lexical ambiguity; animacy

Introduction
The term lexical ambiguity refers to a single word having
more than one possible meaning. While the existence of lexical ambiguity is uncontroversial, its precise nature is difficult
to pin down, particularly with regard to just how many different meanings a word has, and how that range of possible
meanings is structured. One commonly-recognized subtype
of lexical ambiguity is polysemy, where the different meanings of a word are related to each other, as with “chicken”,
which can mean (literally) a type of bird, (via metonymy)
the meat of that bird, or (metaphorically) a cowardly person.
However, the different senses of a word are often not as distinguishable as those of “chicken”, making accurate semantic
generalizations above the level of individual instances more
difficult. It has been argued in the theoretical linguistic literature (Apresjan, 1974) that semantic similarity is actually a
matter of degrees, a view that is shared by some lexicographers as well (Hanks, 2000). While there is psycholinguistic evidence for graded similarity in meaning between words
(Miller & Charles, 1991), the similarity in meaning between
different occurrences of a single word is underexplored.
There is growing evidence that word meaning does subtly
vary from one context to the next in a manner that may not

(1)
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Animacy Hierarchy:
humans > animals > insects > natural forces >
plants, inanimate objects > abstract notions

English does not exhibit the same morphosyntactic sensitivity to noun animacy as is seen in other languages, but I follow
Comrie (1989) in the assumption that animacy reflects underlying conceptual distinctions, and as such can be applicable
as a measure of differences between nouns. As such, I include
two measures of noun animacy in this study: a scalar measure
as well as a binary living/nonliving distinction reflecting the
familiar English animacy distinction.
While animacy has several appealing characteristics as a
semantic feature that is useful in characterizing difference
between nouns, it is not expected that animacy completely
characterizes such differences. I also include two other noun
similarity measures in an attempt to account for any similarity not captured by animacy. Distributional similarity ratings
for each pair of nouns in the experiment were obtained using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Landauer & Dumais,
1997) via the online LSA interface from CU Boulder.1 I also
collected human-generated similarity measures for the nouns
in the study, as described below. These measures all provide
separate, if overlapping, measures of similarity or difference
between nouns.
I hypothesized that verbal semantic similarity judgments
would be higher for pairs of sentences with more similar subject nouns. As such, participant judgments were hypothesized
to be positively correlated with conceptual and distributional
noun similarity, and negatively correlated with noun animacy
differences. It was further hypothesized that that the four predictors, while not logically independent, would predict participant judgments better collectively than individually. Additionally, noun pairs were hypothesized to influence participant judgments differently depending on verb, with noun difference having a greater effect on judgments for verbs with
higher degrees of manner encoding. With the exception of
the presence of verb effects, these hypotheses are supported
by the data, indicating promise in an effort to predict finegrained intuitions about word meaning on the basis of contextual properties utilizing converging sources of information.

do support, for some words at least, a view in which meanings are not discrete and stored separately, but rather at least
partially derived during comprehension (Brown, 2010; Frazier & Rayner, 1990; Klepousniotou, 2002; Klepousniotou et
al., 2008; Pickering & Frisson, 2001; Williams, 1992). Here,
I briefly review these findings as they relate to the study of
word meaning based on individual word occurrences.
Broadly speaking, the findings of psycholinguistic studies of polysemy can be divided into two groups: studies that found evidence for a psychological distinction between homonymy and polysemy, and studies that did not.
Homonym meanings (e.g. river bank vs. financial bank) are
widely accepted as being distinct and separately stored, but
the question is whether the meanings of polysemous words,
with their related senses, are structured in the same way. If
there is a processing difference between homonyms and polysemous words, this could be due to differences in how their
meanings are psychologically represented.
Frazier and Rayner (1990) and Pickering and Frisson
(2001) explored homonymy and polysemy via tracking of
participants’ eye movements and reading times. Both studies found evidence for processing differences between related
and unrelated word meanings, concluding that homophonous
words force listeners to commit to an interpretation, which
can increase comprehension time if the wrong commitment
is made. Polysemous words do not force such a commitment.
Pickering and Frisson go on to argue for underspecification of
lexical entries for polysemous words, in keeping with some
theoretical linguistic approaches (e.g. Copestake and Briscoe
(1995)). Williams (1992) presents a semantic priming lexical
decision task that also supports the homonymy/polysemy distinction, and additionally offers suggestions about the structure of polysemous words’ meanings. The results suggest a
core meaning from which the various related senses are derived, on the basis of differential priming effects from central
and non-central meanings of the word (as with the “soiled”
and “obscene” senses of dirty, respectively). This is a further
indication of the need for detailed study of the processing of
ambiguous words in different contexts.

Background
The research reported here does not purport to be research
into the structure of the mental lexicon per se, but rather a
study of people’s intuitions regarding word meaning in context. The extent to which such intuitions directly reflect the
psychological representation of word meanings is left as a
question for future study. It is nevertheless the case that perception of a word’s meaning in context must depend at least
in part upon the nature of one’s knowledge of that word. A
basic question regarding ambiguous words is whether their
range of possible meanings can be adequately represented as
a set of discrete entities, such as is commonly found in an dictionary. This is a question that has been taken up in psycholinguistic, theoretical linguistic, and computational linguistic research. With notable exceptions (e.g. Klein & Murphy 2001,
2002), the majority of experimental studies on word meaning

Contrary to the findings discussed above, Klein and Murphy (2001, 2002) fail to find evidence supporting a distinction between homonymy and polysemy, concluding that the
senses of a polysemous word are stored separately, despite
the intuition that they are related. However, it is possible that Klein and Murphy’s results depend partly on their
specific stimuli, which contained many polysemous words
whose senses were quite distinct, and as such harder to distinguish from homonymy (Klein and Murphy 2001:278, Klepousniotou et al. 2008:1535). Klepousniotou et al. (2008)
conducted a study using the same methods as Klein and Murphy (2001), but controlled for the amount of semantic overlap between the senses of polysemous words. Controlling for
this, the authors did find a processing difference between high
overlap and low-to-moderate overlap words, as such supporting a polysemy-homonymy distinction whereas the original

1 http://lsa.colorado.edu
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100 million word British National Corpus.2 9 nouns yield a
total of 36 noun pairs, which were rated for similarity by each
participant. Within-pair order was varied such that some participants rated the similarity of, e.g. cat/kid and others rated
the similarity of kid/cat.

study did not. While this does not constitute a complete refutation of Klein and Murphy’s findings, it does serve to highlight the fact that relatedness-in-meaning must be conceived
of as a matter of degrees.
A graded view of similarity in meaning between word occurrences is implicitly advocated by Cruse (1995, 2000) and
similar views are also present within the field of lexicography (Hanks, 2000; Kilgarriff, 2006). Empirical support for
this view can be found in Erk et al. (2009) and Brown (2008,
2010). Erk et al. (2009) report on a series of corpus annotation tasks, one of which obtained ordinal semantic similarity ratings for pairs of words in context. They found that
annotators did make a range of fine-grained similarity judgments, and that moreover these judgments correlated with
graded word sense applicability ratings for those occurrences.
Brown (2008, 2010) reports on a semantic priming lexical
decision task in which prime-target pairs exhibited varying
degrees of semantic similarity. Brown found that response
time decreased and response accuracy increased proportional
to prime-target semantic similarity. This suggests that there
is in fact a processing correlate of our intuitions regarding
graded semantic similarity of word occurrences.

Procedure The noun similarity rating task was conducted
as a paper ME questionnaire. Participants were initially presented with a modulus item (cake/prize) that did not contain
any of the nouns to be subsequently rated, and asked to assign
a number to represent the level of similarity in that pair. They
were then instructed, for the remaining 36 noun pairs, to rate
their degree of similarity relative to the modulus.
Participants 20 University of Texas undergraduates participated in the task to fulfill a course requirement. Data from 4
participants was discarded due to failure to complete the task.
Results Numerical ratings provided for each noun pair
were divided by the modulus value to yield a relative similarity score. Because the same modulus was presented to all participants, scores for each noun pair were then averaged across
participants, without collapsing within-pair order, to yield 72
noun pair similarity measures. These judgments of similarity
are significantly correlated using Spearman’s ρ (p < .05) with
both animacy measures, but not with distributional similarity
measures.

Experiment
Adopting the view of graded similarity in meaning between
different occurrences of a word, what is needed is an account
of from what sources these graded intuitions arise. While the
work discussed above generally indicates that word meaning
can vary in a fine-grained manner from one context to the
next, it does not offer much in the way of explanation regarding what contextual properties drive that variation in meaning. The work reported below represents a first step towards
answering this question. Below, I describe the collection of
the noun similarity ratings used in analysis of judgments from
the primary experiment, which is discussed after.

Main Experiment: Collection of Verbal Semantic
Similarity Judgments
The main experiment was designed to assess the impact of
subject noun properties on participants’ perception of verb
meaning. In this ME task, participants were presented with
pairs of short sentences which had the same verb but different subject nouns (such as The kid runs and The rabbit runs),
and were asked to rate the similarity in meaning of those verb
occurrences. The hypothesis was that verbal semantic similarity judgments will be proportional to conceptual and distributional noun similarity, and inversely proportional to noun
animacy distance.

Collection of Noun Similarity Ratings
This section describes the collection of numeric noun similarity ratings that were subsequently used in the analysis of
verbal semantic similarity judgments in the main experiment.
Noun similarity measures were obtained via a Magnitude Estimation (ME) task. Participants were presented with pairs of
nouns and provided relative ratings of similarity. These ratings were then averaged across participants to obtain a similarity score for each noun pair.

Method
Materials The 9 nouns discussed above were used in creating the stimuli for this experiment. 6 verbs were also selected
at different degrees of manner encoding (move, run, climb,
turn, roll and wander). Each of the 36 noun pairs was combined with each verb to yield a total of 216 unique stimuli.
These were divided into two groups of 108, each of which
contained 3 instances of each noun pair and 18 instances of
each verb. Each 108-item group was divided into 3 36-item
blocks, each of which contained 1 instance of each noun pair
and 6 instances of each verb. Block order was counterbalanced using a 3x3 Latin Square design, and order of sentences
within individual stimuli was also counterbalanced, yielding
12 unique versions of the experiment.

Materials 9 nouns were selected: adult, kid, cat, rabbit, insect, storm, highway, lane, and topic. These correspond to
different levels of the animacy hierarchy in (1), with some
levels of the hierarchy being mapped onto by 2 nouns in the
set. Additionally, while varying in animacy, these nouns do
not vary with respect to other general linguistic semantic features – they are all singular, definite, and genderless. Care
was taken to select nouns with similar frequencies, as obtained from Kilgarriff’s frequency counts derived from the

2 http://www.kilgarriff.co.uk/bnc-readme.html
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Table 1: Correlations between noun similarity measures and
verbal semantic similarity judgments
Predictor
ρ
p-value
Animacy Distance -0.427 2.2e-16
Binary Animacy
0.467 2.2e-16
LSA Noun Similarity
0.178 2.2e-16
Human Noun Similarity
0.365 2.2e-16

The kid runs.
The rabbit runs. ___________

Figure 1: An example stimulus from the ME task, containing
a pair of sentences and a response blank.

sideration,3 with particular interest in models that combined
an animacy-derived measure with one of the other two similarity measures. In all cases, models using a combination of
predictors fit the ME data better than any model based on a
subset of those predictors. This is important to note because
of the fact that noun animacy presumably contributes to general conceptual knowledge about nouns. In fact, all combinations of the above 4 predictors, with the surprising exception
of human similarity ratings and LSA ratings, are significantly
correlated using Spearman’s ρ.
The non-independence of the predictors in this model
makes it important to demonstrate that they each make an
important individual contribution to accounting for the variance in the verbal semantic similarity judgments. Because
any model considering multiple predictors had a significantly
lower AIC value than any model using a subset of them, it
can be seen that each of the four predictors under consideration here is accounting for a different part of the variance in
the data. The best-fitting model incorporates all four predictors as both fixed and random effects, without interaction.
Further details on each of these four predictors are contained in Table 2. Because the data from this experiment is
non-normally distributed, some assumptions underlying the
regression models described above are not supported by the
data and it is important to make sure that the models discussed
thus far are accurate. In response to this, I used a 3000 iteration bootstrap simulation to generate a large series of models
based on the gathered data. In addition to beta values and
standard error, which are taken from the linear mixed-effects
regression models discussed previously, I report two confidence measures for each predictor: p-values and 95% empirical confidence intervals, both derived from the 3000 simulated model fits. I additionally report mean beta values from
the simulation. All of these values are consistent with the
ones returned by the parametric models. Figure 2 contains
the model beta values for each predictor plotted with error
bars representing the empirical 95% confidence intervals in
Table 2.
One unexpected observation is the general lack of verb effects in this data. This can be seen in the fact that including
Verb as an effect did not substantially improve model fit. It
was expected that since the verbs in this study encode a range
of degrees of manner, the effects of a noun pair would vary
from verb to verb, specifically that interpretations of high

Procedure The verbal semantic similarity rating task was
conducted as a paper ME questionnaire. Participants were
initially presented with a modulus item (The runner stumbles
/ the conversation stumbles) that did not contain any content
words from items to be subsequently rated, and were asked
to assign any number that they wished to represent the level
of similarity in meaning between the verb occurrences in the
modulus. They were then asked to rate the remaining 108 sentence pairs relative to the degree of similarity they perceived
in the modulus.
Participants 25 University of Texas undergraduates participated in the experiment. Some participated for course credit,
and some were paid $8 for their participation. Data from one
participant was discarded due to their indicating that they had
not properly understood the task instructions.

Results and Discussion
Each of the 12 unique versions of the questionnaire was completed by two participants. Numerical responses for each item
were divided by the modulus score to obtain linear relative
similarity scores. Responses for all pairwise combinations
of participants that saw the same items were highly significantly correlated (p<.001), indicating that participants were
performing the task in a reliable and consistent manner. Because responses were non-normally distributed, Spearman’s
ρ, a nonparametric correlation measure, is used throughout
the analysis of this data.
Noun animacy measures were numerically encoded in addition to the numeric conceptual and distributional similarity
scores. Nouns were coded for animacy using a 6-point scale,
reflecting the 6 levels of the animacy hierarchy in (1). A measure of (dis)similarity between a pair of nouns was obtained
via the difference in the nouns’ animacy scores, with animacy
distance scores ranging from 0 to 5. Nouns were also coded
for a binary living/nonliving contrast, which yielded for each
stimulus a value of 0, 1, or 2 representing the number of nouns
in that stimulus denoting living things. All of these predictors
are highly significantly correlated with participant judgments
of verbal semantic similarity, as seen in Table 1.
A series of linear mixed-effects models was then fit to the
ME data to compare the effectiveness of the various animacy
measures and noun similarity measures in accounting for the
observed variation in verbal semantic similarity judgments.
AIC values (Akaike, 1974) from these models were compared
to assess relative goodness of model fit. Models were fit using all possible combinations of the 4 predictors under con-

3 In all cases, predictors, when included in a model, were included as both fixed and random effects.
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Table 2: Beta values, standard error (SE), p-values, and empirical confidence intervals (ECI) for best model.
βmodel
βmean
SE p-value 95% ECI (L) 95% ECI (H)
(Intercept)
0.613
0.616 0.143
<.001
0.51
0.721
Animacy Distance
-0.246 -0.247 0.054
<.001
-0.269
-0.226
LSA Noun Similarity
0.606
0.596 0.143
.001
0.23
0.97
Human Noun Similarity
0.624
0.622 0.122
<.001
0.496
0.747
Binary Animacy
0.780
0.782 0.193
<.001
0.724
0.839

0.4

General Discussion

0.2

I presented the results of a Magnitude Estimation task
wherein participants were shown pairs of short sentences with
the same verb but different subject nouns. I then showed that
participants’ judgments of verbal semantic similarity in these
pairs were predictable on the basis of four measures of noun
similarity: a distributional measure, a conceptual similarity
measure, and two measures based on difference in animacy.
The results presented here are not a complete account of contextual influences on the meanings of the verbs in these pairs,
but they are a first step towards new and better-developed
models of contextually-induced word meaning, that are built
up from the relative similarity of individual occurrences.
The work reported here is a first step towards accounting
for contextual influences on word meaning in a new way. I
focused on the comparison of individual word occurrences,
and found that quite fine-grained intuitions about word meaning can be accurately predicted on the basis of sentential context. This work does not make any prior assumptions as to
the range of possible meanings of a word – rather, it is expected that comparison of a sufficient number of individual
occurrences will generate a picture of this range. One primary interest in this work is to begin identifying very general
measures of similarity between contexts. Such sources of information could be semantic (such as animacy), conceptual
(such as concreteness or the human noun similarity measures
discussed here), or distributional (as with the LSA similarity
scores). In fact, utilization of a range of converging sources of
evidence is expected to be an important strategy in modeling
this complex problem.
This work characterizes word meaning in a way that differs
from other common characterizations in key respects. For
one, it makes no prior assumptions as to the structure of word
meaning or the level of granularity at which to characterize it.
Additionally, no claims are made as to the separation, or lack
thereof, between lexical and conceptual knowledge. While
this work does not make specific claims as to the structure of

-0.4

-0.2

0.0

Model Coefficient

0.6

0.8

1.0

that embedding the verbs in a sentence facilitates comparison
of the nouns with respect to alignable differences (Markman
& Gentner, 1993; Gentner & Markman, 1997; Gentner &
Gunn, 2001) whereas the noun similarity task requires a more
abstract comparison. A third possibility is that manner encoding simply does not influence verbal semantic similarity qua
subject noun similarity. However, the data support no conclusions as yet regarding this question.

(Intercept)

AnimDist

LSASim

HumanSim

BinAnim

Predictor

Figure 2: Model estimates and 95% empirical confidence intervals for predictors in best-fitting model.
manner encoding verbs would vary more widely relative to
noun pair similarity than low manner encoding verbs. It is
not clear from the data that this is the case, though this may
be due to the relatively small number of verbs in this study,
an issue I return to below in discussing future work.
Another possibility is that participants disregarded the
verbs in the stimuli and simply provided noun pair similarity judgments. That, however, does not appear to be the case.
The noun similarity ratings, while used to assist in interpreting the verbal judgments, are a long way from fully representing the verbal semantic similarity data. Additionally, performance in the two tasks can be contrasted. In the main experiment, all pairwise correlations of participants that saw the
same data were highly significant (p < 2.2e-16), but in the
noun similarity rating study, only about half of the pairwise
correlations of participants were significant, even at just p <
.05. This indicates, perhaps somewhat surprisingly, that participants performed more consistently in the verbal semantic
similarity task, even though it may appear to be more complex
than the noun similarity rating task. One possibility for this is
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the mental lexicon, the approach to meaning taken here does
rely on the availability of general conceptual knowledge in
resolving the meaning of a word in context.
The experiment reported here has yielded promising results
in the effort to account for contextual effects on people’s intuitions of semantic similarity. It is important to discover other
contextual factors that, in addition to predicting human intuitions of semantic similarity between a pair of word occurrences, are also independently motivated and sufficiently general to be of relevance across a wide range of occurrences.
Exploration of other predictive features will result in better,
more informative models of word meaning in context. In addition to exploring other context properties, it is also important to assess the implications of this type of contextuallyinduced word meaning variation for online sentence comprehension, by way of e.g. response times. Preliminary investigation into this issue is already underway.
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Abstract

words for similar items shared syllables) through the
generations.
Garrod, Fay, Lee, Oberlander, and MacLeod (2007)
showed how the horizontal transmission of signs back and
forth between participants in a closely interacting dyad can
lead to the emergence of arbitrariness. Each round, one of
the participants (the “Drawer”) has an ordered list of items
and the other (the “Matcher”) has an unordered list of the
same items. The Drawer takes each of the items in turn and
produces a signal for it on a virtual whiteboard the two
share, so that the Matcher can identify the item. Participants
can draw whatever they like but may not write anything,
such as letters or numbers. Pairs play for a number of
blocks, so that each item is drawn and identified several
times over the course of the game. Among other measures
of how the signals for the items changed with interaction,
Garrod et al. (2007) found that graphical complexity
(roughly, the amount of virtual ink used) decreased. They
argued that this complexity is a measure of iconicity – all
else equal, the less information there is in the signal, the less
the signal can resemble its meaning – thus showing that
signs become more arbitrary with interaction.
These two studies are quite representative of the field.
Most experimental semiotics studies thus far have involved
either horizontal transmission of signs (i.e. a closed set of
individuals, usually a dyad, producing signs for each other)
or vertical transmission of signs (i.e. chains of individuals or
groups of individuals, in which the first produces signs for
the second, the second produces signs for the third, and so
on). Recent reviews (Galantucci & Garrod, 2010, 2011;
Scott-Phillips & Kirby, 2010) have noted this dichotomy
and identified the understanding of the relative contribution
of the different types of cultural transmission as a key goal
for future work.
Fay, Garrod, Roberts, and Swoboda (2010) and Garrod,
Fay, Rogers, Walker, and Swoboda (2010) began to bridge
the gap between horizontal and vertical transmission by
pitting them as competing theories of the evolution of
language. For example, Garrod et al. (2010) present a

In recent experimental work on the emergence of novel
communication systems, the cultural transmission has tended
to be either horizontal or vertical. We present an experiment
that integrates the two. Results show that both methods of
transmission do some work.
Keywords: horizontal transmission; vertical transmission;
iterated learning; systematic compositionality; systematicity;
compositionality.

Introduction
A new field which may be called ‘experimental semiotics’
(Galantucci, 2009) involves the experimental investigation
of novel forms of human communication. These studies
have examined how the negotiation, repeated use, and
transmission of a communication system between
individuals through a process of 'iterated learning' (Kirby &
Hurford, 2002) leads to adaptation of that system. This work
has shed light on how language might have evolved to have
its unique features such as systematic compositionality and
arbitrariness.
For example, Kirby, Cornish, and Smith (2008)
demonstrated how systematic compositionality could
emerge from the vertical transmission of communication
systems through generations of participants. Each
participant learned an ‘alien language’ and then was tested
on it. The language consisted of words for a highly
structured set of items (27 items, where each was one of
three shapes, was one of three colors, and had one of three
motions). The words that the first participant learned were
randomly generated strings of syllables. Each subsequent
participant learned the words that the previous participant
produced during his or her test. There was a catch: each
participant was trained on only half of the language but
tested on the whole language. (Participants were unaware of
this.) Kirby et al. (2008) found that the languages became
increasingly systematically compositional (i.e. increasingly,
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graphical communication task with two conditions: one
implementation of vertical transmission and one
implementation of horizontal transmission. They found that,
of these implementations, only the horizontal transmission
led to simplification of signs (i.e. to arbitrariness).
We propose that integrating horizontal transmission and
vertical transmission in one experiment would be
informative as well. In fact, it may even be necessary. Even
if it could be shown that horizontal transmission resulted in
a communication system with all the crucial features of
language, the story cannot end there – the communication
system must be transmitted beyond the closed set of
individuals who developed it, and work has shown that this
is far from straightforward (Galantucci, Theisen, Gutierrez,
Kroos, & Rhodes, in press). Similarly, even if it could be
shown that vertical cultural transmission resulted in a
communication system with all the crucial features of
language, the story cannot begin there – unless we want to
assume that one individual invented a communication
system on his own and transmitted it to the next generation,
we must allow that horizontal transmission shaped at least
the beginning of language. In addition, it is clear that in the
real world, generations are not neatly divided and
populations are not static, so both processes are undoubtedly
in operation.

each item the first time that item appeared in the game for
them) were also significantly more systematically
compositional than mixed initial sets. Further, the
systematic compositionality of pairs’ signs did not increase
significantly over the course of their games. Rather, it
seemed that systematic compositionality spontaneously
arose in pairs’ sets of signs and was maintained through
their games.

Current Work
Our previous work (Theisen, Oberlander, & Kirby, 2010)
is a good start to integrating horizontal and vertical
transmission. In it, we showed that systematic
compositionality spontaneously arises from horizontal
transmission. Pairs of participants played a Pictionary-style
game much like that of Garrod et al. (2007). There were two
main differences. First, the set of items to be communicated
was structured: each item could be thought of as one of five
entity types (such as person or building) that relates to one
of ten themes (such as education or agriculture). This was to
allow systematic compositionality to emerge. Second,
neither participant in a pair learned in advance what items
they would communicate about; the items simply appeared
in the game. This was to ensure that the game introduced no
direct pressure for systematic compositionality. Figure 1
shows a subset of one pair’s final signs, i.e. what was drawn
on the whiteboard for each item the last time that item
appeared in the game.
Notice how systematically
compositional they are – signals for similar items share an
element. For example, the signals for activities all include
rows of squiggly lines. In fact, the systematic
compositionality of the pairs’ final sets of signs was
significantly higher than the systematic compositionality of
‘mixed final’ sets we constructed – sets of final drawings
taken from different pairs of participants – showing that
pairs’ final drawings of items systematically re-use drawing
elements more than can be attributed to a tendency across
pairs to draw these items a certain way. Interestingly, pairs’
initial sets of signs (what was drawn on the whiteboard for

Figure 1. A subset of the signs developed by one pair in the
experiment reported in Theisen et al. (2010). Italics
distinguish which participant was drawing. The sets of signs
were systematically compositional – signals for similar
items (e.g., activities) shared an element (e.g., rows of
sqiggly lines).
It can be hard to imagine how this could happen. As
discussed in Theisen et al. (2010), the shared interaction
history between partners in a pair seems to play a large role.
Consider the drawings of school bus in Figure 2. For
pairs A – D, school bus was the first primary education
item to be drawn, so the drawings reflect what people draw
for school bus when uninfluenced by previous drawings
of primary education items – roughly, what motivated
signals (i.e. signals that have an inherent connection to their
meanings) for school bus look like. In contrast, Pair E
drew school bus after they had already drawn another
primary education item: teacher. Their drawing of
school bus appears to re-use elements from their
drawing of teacher, i.e. to be strongly influenced by
signs in the pair’s shared interaction history. In particular,
note that a chalkboard in a drawing for school bus is not
strongly motivated – none of the uninfluenced drawings of
school bus include a chalkboard. While one might
expect that the first time someone draws school bus
with their partner, they would draw it no differently than if
they were drawing with a new partner, instead it appears
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that the history of interaction shared by two people
influences even new signs they create for use with each
other.
teacher

hypothesized that, in addition to the effect of horizontal
transmission on systematic compositionality seen in Theisen
et al. (2010), we would see an effect of vertical transmission
on systematic compositionality. The alternative hypothesis
is that, given the effectiveness of horizontal transmission on
systematic compositionality, there is no role for vertical
transmission to play.

school bus

Pair A

Method
Participants 24 University of Edinburgh students, both
male and female, participated in exchange for £12. All were
native British English speakers. Participants who played
together did not know each other.

Pair B

Apparatus Partners were seated in separate soundproof
booths with computers. The game was run using the Pigeon
software (Healey, Swoboda, & King, 2002), which
presented the item to draw each trial and provided a shared
online whiteboard. Participants guessed and corrected their
partners’ guesses in an MSN Messenger chat window.

Pair C

Pair D

Game The items about which the participants
communicated were chosen to share salient semantic
features; each item can be thought of as one of five entity
types (such as person or building) that relates to one of ten
themes (such as education or agriculture). There were 26
core items, no more than one of each entity-theme
combination.
The items appeared with different
frequencies, between three and eight times every 126 trials.
Additionally, there were 14 filler items, occurring just once
per game, intended to prevent participants from assuming
that their set of items was closed. The items occurred in
random order. Participants knew nothing about the items in
advance. In particular, they were never exposed to a list of
the items.
Each trial, one participant was the Drawer and other was
the Guesser. The Drawer saw an item (such as
professor) on his screen and was allowed to draw
immediately. The Drawer drew with a mouse, had only
black ink, and could not erase anything. The Guesser saw
everything the Drawer drew immediately, on her screen.
The Guesser did not see the Drawer's mouse movements
when he was not drawing, and could not draw herself. When
she was ready, the Guesser guessed by typing into a chat
window. The Drawer stopped drawing immediately and
either confirmed or corrected the guess in the chat window.
Players advanced themselves to the next trial. Every six
trials, the participants switched Drawer and Guesser roles.
The participants played for two hours.
A pair was allowed just one guess per trial. A pair won 1
point for every correct guess but lost 1 point for any
incorrect guess or drawing that included a pre-existing
symbol or convention (including writing). The goal was to
win as many points as possible in the two hours of play.
Participants from the three top-scoring pairs were entered
into a prize draw for an additional £20.

Pair E
Figure 2. The first drawings of school bus from five
different pairs. For pairs A – D, each was the first primary
education item to be drawn in their game. In contrast, Pair E
drew another primary education item (teacher) before
drawing school bus. Their drawing for school bus
appears to re-use elements from their drawing for
teacher, viz. the chalkboard.
The aim of the current work was to integrate horizontal
and vertical transmission in one experiment. Since we knew
that systematic compositionality can emerge from vertical
transmission (Kirby, et al., 2008) or horizontal transmission
(Theisen, et al., 2010), we added vertical transmission to the
design of our previous experiment and measured systematic
compositionality. In particular, a pair played a Pictionarystyle game for a period of time. The next pair played the
same game but before starting was taught a subset of the
signs the first pair used at the end of their game, the third
pair was taught a subset of the signs the second pair used at
the end of their game, and so on. Four such chains of four
generations (pairs) each were formed.
This design allowed us to isolate the effect of horizontal
transmission from that of vertical transmission. We could
identify any effect of horizontal transmission by simply
looking at the first generation’s signs and by comparing
each generation’s initial signs with their final signs. We
could identify any effect of vertical transmission by seeing
whether anything changes over the four generations. We
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Observation Participant pairs were organized into four
chains of four generations each. The first generation of each
of the four chains was chosen at random from the 12 games
of the experiment reported in Theisen et al. (2010). These
pairs played the same exact game described above but did
not observe anyone else’s drawings before playing.
Generation 1’s final drawings were observed by Generation
2, Generation 2’s final drawings were observed by
Generation 3, and Generation 3’s final drawings were
observed by Generation 4.
Pairs observed the previous pair’s signs for 15 minutes.
Each participant in a pair saw screenshots of what was
drawn for the last 30 trials of the previous generation’s
game, in the order they occurred in the original game. In
practice, this amounted to observing the signs for 15 – 20
(M = 18.25) of the 26 core items from the previous
generation. For each screenshot, the subjects read what the
item was, who drew it, and what the Guesser guessed for it.
The participants studied each screenshot and its associated
information for 20 seconds each.

category was observed. Of course, there can be no element
shared across drawings in this case, so these drawings were
also excluded from the systematic compositionality
analysis. This happened just six times, in just four sets of
signs.
Each drawing was inspected twice – once as a member of
its row and once as a member of its column. Thus, except
for a few cases of observed sets (as noted above), each set of
drawings could receive a total score of 52. The total score
divided by 52 (or the total score possible, in the case of the
observed sets) is our systematic compositionality score.
The sets were coded blind and in random order. In
addition, the full sets were coded before any of the observed
subsets, to prevent the coder from inadvertently looking for
sign elements she marked in the subsets while coding the
full sets. Reliability of this coding procedure was
established in Theisen et al. (2010).

Results
Figure 3 shows the final drawings for fire engine and
fire station for the four generations in one chain.
Generation 1’s signs for fire engine and fire
station do not share an element with each other.
However, generation 2 changed the signal for fire
station to include an element from fire engine:
what looks like a ladder. Generations 3 and 4 maintained
this. Changes like these occurred across pairs’ sets of signs.

Procedure Participants read instructions, which described
the basics of both the game and the observation phase.
Importantly, participants read that observing others’ signs
might or might not help them in their own game and that
their task when drawing was to do whatever would get their
partner to guess correctly and quickly (i.e. not necessarily to
copy signs they had observed). Pairs observed the previous
generation’s signs for 15 minutes, played the game for 2
hours, and then were debriefed.

fire engine

Analysis

fire station

Gen. 1

The experimenter coded each pair’s initial set of signs,
their final set of signs, and the set of signs they observed
from
the
previous
generation
for
systematic
compositionality.
An initial set of signs or final set of signs consists of one
signal for each of the 26 core items. Observed sets consisted
of fewer items. When an observed set included more than
one drawing for a core item, we coded the last drawing,
reasoning that it would be most salient to the pair.
Each set of drawings was printed on a page in a table,
organized so that rows and columns contained drawings for
similar items. The coder examined each row and each
column for any element shared among two or more
drawings. The coding instructions stated that the coder
should mark an element only if there appeared to be a
special understanding between the players to draw certain
things certain ways. If there was a shared element, the
coder marked which of the drawings in that row or column
included it. For the observed sets, if the drawings in a
category shared an element that was prohibited (e.g., the
cross for medical items), those drawings were excluded
from the analysis. This is because the next generation was
not allowed to copy a prohibited element. This only
happened once. In addition, because the set of items
observed was random, sometimes only one item in a

Gen. 2

Gen. 3

Gen. 4
Figure 3. Final drawings of fire engine and fire
station from the four generations of one chain.
Generation 2 changed the signal for fire station to
include an element from fire engine. Changes like
these occurred across the pairs’ sets of signs, leading to an
increase in systematic compositionality over generations.
Figure 4 shows the systematic compositionality in each
pair’s final set of signs, organized by chain and generation.
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Systematic
Compositionality

The graph suggests that systematic compositionality is
increasing over generations within a chain. Page’s Trend
Test confirmed this (L = 111, p < 0.05).
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suggests that this is where the increase in systematic
compositionality occurs.
We already knew that systematic compositionality
spontaneously arises through horizontal transmission in
pairs in the game. (Theisen, et al., 2010) These new results
show that vertical cultural transmission then increased the
systematic compositionality. Thus, the communication
systems were shaped by both interaction between members
of a closed group and the transmission of a communication
system from some individuals to others.
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It is important to emphasize that it is highly unlikely that,
if the first generation of pairs had played for four times as
long, the systematic compositionality would have increased
as much as it did over four generations. Recall that
systematic compositionality did not increase over the course
of the pairs’ games – the systematic compositionality of the
pairs’ initial signs was not significantly different from their
final signs. This held both for the pairs reported in Theisen
et al. (2010), from which the generation 1 pairs were drawn,
and the pairs reported here.
It is interesting to notice that the trend of an increase in
systematic compositionality over generations is significant
but the increase in systematic compositionality from the set
of signs a pair observed to the initial set of signs they
produce is not quite significant. In fact, this can be
understood as a feature of cumulative cultural evolution, in
which possibly very small changes at the generational level
are amplified. (Kirby, Dowman, & Griffiths, 2007)
What particular features of each type of transmission
were responsible for the systematic compositionality? As
discussed above and in Theisen et al. (2010), for the pairs in
generation 1, the shared interaction history between
participants in a pair seemed to play a large role in the
appearance of systematic compositionality (which was
immediate) – the new signs that partners created for use
with each other tended to re-use elements from signs they
already shared. As for vertical transmission, we noted above
that the increase appears to originate from the set of signs a
pair observed to the initial signs the pair produces. The point
of transmission gives each subsequent generation the
opportunity to replace some idiosyncratic signs with signs
that make the set more systematically compositional. This
could be because the observing pair did not observe a signal
for a particular item or because they did observe it but did
not adopt it (because the participants couldn’t remember it,
it didn’t make sense to the participants, or the participants
rejected it for some other reason). Interestingly, then, one
could argue that it is the same thing responsible for the
systematic compositionality in both the horizontal
transmission and the vertical transmission cases: a demand
for novel signs.
We set out in this paper to integrate horizontal and
vertical transmission in one experiment, answering the call
of several recent reviews. We did this, and found that both
horizontal transmission and vertical transmission had an

Generation
Figure 4. Systematic compositionality of final sets of signs
by generation. Each line represents a chain. There is a trend
for systematic compositionality to increase over generations.
There are a few possibilities for where the increase in
systematic compositionality originated. It could happen that
pairs’ final sets of signs were less systematically
compositional than the subsets of them observed by the next
generation. Specifically, by chance, the idiosyncratic signs
(signs that do not share elements with other signs) might not
have been observed. Since our systematic compositionality
measure is a proportion, this would make the systematic
compositionality of the observed subset greater than that of
the final set. This turns out not to be the case. A Wilcoxon
Signed-Rank Test found no significant difference between
the systematic compositionality scores of final sets of signs
and that of their associated observed subsets (MFinal = .415,
SD = .165; MObserved = .364, SD = .196, p= 0.945).
It could also happen that systematic compositionality
increased during each generation’s game, but this is not the
case either. As in the experiment reported in Theisen et al.
(2010), pairs did not increase the systematic
compositionality from their initial signs to their final signs –
a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test found no significant
difference between the systematic compositionality of pairs’
initial sets of signs and that of their final sets of signs.
(MInitial = .441, SD = .128; MFinal = .4501, SD = .171, p =
0.40)
The third candidate for the increase in systematic
compositionality is from the set of signs a pair observed to
the initial signs the pair produced. A Wilcoxon Signed-Rank
Test showed that this too was below significance (MObserved
= .364, SD = .196; MInitial = .441, SD = .130, p = 0.065).
However, comparing this with the other two possibilities
1

This mean is slightly different than the mean reported in the
previous paragraph because that was the mean systematic
compositionality of the final sets of signs produced by pairs who
had observed another pair’s set. The current mean is the mean
systematic compositionality of the final sets of signs produced by
all pairs (including the first generation, who did not observe
anyone’s signs).
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effect on systematic compositionality. This result lends
strong support to our argument above that the full history of
a communication system must include both its horizontal
transmission between members of a closed set of individuals
and its vertical transmission beyond them through
generations of individuals. We hope that future work will
not ignore this.

model. In A. Cangelosi & D. Parisi (Eds.),
Simulating the evolution of language (pp. 121148): Springer-Verlag New York, Inc.
Scott-Phillips, T., & Kirby, S. (2010). Language evolution
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An examination of the effects of interruptions and learner
characteristics on self-regulated learning during web-based instruction
Jessica Federman
Cornell University

Bradford Bell
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Abstract: The current study investigated the effects of interruption complexity and timing on learning and selfregulation, during computer-based training. Self-regulatory learning processes of self-efficacy, meta-cognition, and
affect were examined as mediators, and cognitive ability and goal orientation were examined as moderating influences.
Interruptions that occurred earlier in training and that were more complex resulted in worse performance and
impaired self-regulatory states. Additionally, interactions emerged, such that individuals with less ability experienced
lower levels of self-efficacy, felt more stressed and performed worse than those with higher ability, when interrupted
early in training. All dimensions of goal orientation interacted with interruption timing on self-regulatory learning
states. For example, individuals higher in performance avoid goal orientation, had higher self-efficacy, were more
meta-cognitively active and performed better when interrupted in the first module of training, compared to those
with lower levels of this orientation and not getting interrupted in the first module of training.
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Spatial and Temporal Cues in Statistical Cross Situdational Learning
Roy Seo
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Chen Yu
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Abstract: Discovering the link between words and objects is necessary for language learning. Cross-situational
learning is that in order to learn word to referent mappings, learners track statistical possibility across ambiguous
trials between words and objects. Learners may also track additional cues to reference such as consistent spatial
locations and temporal contiguity. We hypothesized that associative learning is best when both cues are available
and poorest when neither cues are available. To examine the effects of these cues, subjects will be given each of
the four possible cue combinations. In conditions with spatial and temporal cues, 4 objects will be presented their
fixed locations and 4 words will be played such that the first word was the last word in the previous trials instead
of random orders. Also,analysis the association between learning data and eye-gaze fixation patterns will give us a
window to continuously measure what takes place with the cues.
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Abstract

effect, which is the finding that high variability in the
material embedded between the non-adjacent dependent
elements facilitates non-adjacent dependency learning
compared to low variability (Gómez, 2002; see also Onnis,
Christiansen, Chater, & Gómez, 2003). In the relevant
studies, participants were trained on an artificial grammar of
the form aXb, in which the non-adjacent pairing between the
first and third element (a-b) was fixed at the perfect level
(non-adjacent transitional probability = 1.0), while the
adjacent pairing between the first and second element (a-X)
was variable. Across participant groups, the size of the
adjacent set varied from 2 (yielding an adjacent transitional
probability between the first and second element of .50) to
24 (yielding an adjacent transitional probability of .04). The
participants listened to the sequences during training and
later took a surprise grammaticality judgment test that
assessed their non-adjacent dependency learning. Results
showed significantly worse non-adjacent dependency
learning at the smaller than at the larger adjacent set sizes.
In light of the above findings, Gómez (2002) proposed
that learners might initially have a default focus on adjacent
dependencies (henceforth, the adjacency-first view). When
the adjacent set has relatively low variability (with a smaller
adjacent set size), adjacency learning continues to
predominate. By contrast, when the adjacent set has high
variability (with a large adjacent set size), learners might
soon “seek out alternative sources of predictability” (e.g.,
non-adjacent dependencies) (pg. 435). Statistical learning is
therefore partially flexible, as the adjacency bias could be
overridden given high variability in the adjacent set.
However, a trade-off between adjacency and non-adjacency
learning that favors adjacency learning might result when
adjacent-set variability is low. This proposal thus elegantly
accounts for the poorer non-adjacency learning performance
at the smaller adjacent set sizes despite the still perfect nonadjacency statistics in those conditions. Note that not all
observed effects of adjacent on non-adjacent dependency
learning are negative. Later studies (Lany & Gómez, 2008;
Lany, Gómez, & Gerken, 2007) have shown that if the nonadjacent dependency to be learned has been encountered
earlier as an adjacent pair, then non-adjacent dependency
learning is facilitated (see also, e.g., Newport & Aslin,
2004; Creel, Newport, & Aslin, 2004 for other facilitating

When children learn their native language, they have to deal
with a confusing array of dependencies between various
elements in an utterance. Some of these dependencies may be
adjacent to one another whereas others can be separated by
considerable intervening material. Research on statistical
learning has begun to explore how such adjacent and nonadjacent dependencies may be learned—but in separate
studies. In this paper, we investigate whether both types of
dependencies can be learned together, similarly to the task
facing young children. Statistical learning of adjacent and
non-adjacent dependencies was assessed using a modified
serial-reaction-time task. The results showed (i) increasing
online sensitivity to both dependency types during training,
and (ii) non-adjacent dependency learning being highly
correlated with adjacent dependency learning. These results
suggest that adjacency and non-adjacency learning can occur
in parallel and that they might be subserved by a common
statistical learning mechanism.
Keywords: Statistical learning; Non-adjacent Dependencies;
Adjacent Dependencies; Artificial Grammar Learning; Serial
Reaction Time

Introduction
It is generally assumed that statistical learning, a domaingeneral mechanism that encodes statistical regularities
across space and time, plays a role in language acquisition
(see Saffran, 2003, for a review). The extent to which
statistical learning can support language acquisition is,
however, a point of controversy (e.g., Marcus, Vijayan, Rao,
& Vishton, 1999, Seidenberg & Elman, 1999; Yang, 2002).
This is in part because in natural languages dependencies
can concern adjacent elements (e.g., dependencies between
verb stems and inflectional morphemes as in learning) or
non-adjacent ones (e.g., dependencies between auxiliaries
and inflectional morphemes as in is learning), but studies of
artificial grammar learning have shown that adults and
children are highly sensitive to the former type of regularity
(e.g, Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996) and considerably
less sensitive to the latter (e.g., Gómez, 2002; Newport &
Aslin, 2004).
Why are non-adjacent dependencies hard to learn? One
proposal is that this might be due to a default bias towards
adjacent dependencies (Gómez, 2002). Evidence for this
hypothesis comes from studies demonstrating the variability
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factors). In either case, existing evidence suggests a heavy
influence of adjacent on non-adjacent dependency learning.
In the current study, we aimed to assess this interaction
between adjacency and non-adjacency learning by reexamining the learning of non-adjacent dependencies under
a small adjacent set size condition thought to be favorable to
adjacent dependency learning, and less favorable to nonadjacent dependency learning (Gómez, 2002; Onnis et al.,
2003). Previous studies used an offline judgment task to
measure learning of non-adjacent dependencies (e.g.,
Gómez, 2002, Onnis et al., 2003), or they used an online
task but measured learning of adjacent and non-adjacent
dependencies in different experiments (Misyak &
Christiansen, 2010; Misyak, Christiansen, & Tomblin,
2010), or they trained participants on adjacent and nonadjacent dependencies within the same experiment but in a
serial manner (Lany & Gómez, 2008; Lany, Gómez,
& Gerken, 2007). By contrast, we tracked online learning of
both
adjacent
and
non-adjacent
dependencies
simultaneously in the same task as learning progressed.
Training materials were similar in structure to those used
in Lany et al. (2007, Experiment 3) and consisted of four
non-adjacent dependency pairs with an adjacent set size of 6
(e.g., aX1-6b). To track learning online, we adopted the
artificial grammar learning-serial reaction time (AGL-SRT)
paradigm (Misyak et al., 2010, see Figure 2). The
participants listened to triplets of sound sequences, such as
jom - namie - mig. On the computer screen, they saw the
written versions of the stimuli along with three distractors.
They listened to the strings one element at a time and made
a mouse click response to select the corresponding element
on the visual display. We measured the latencies from the
presentation of each element in the string and tracked the
participants’ developing sensitivities to adjacent and nonadjacent dependency patterns by computing adjacency and
non-adjacency facilitation scores. These scores were derived
by taking the reaction time (RT) to the first, non-predictable
targets as baseline and subtracting from it the RTs to the
predictable second and third targets, respectively. In this
paradigm, increasing sensitivity manifests itself in
increasing facilitation scores, averaged across each training
block.
In order to provide an opportunity for non-adjacent
dependency learning to develop, we used more training
trials than usual in this kind of study (two sessions on
successive days totaling over 1000 trials compared to
typical training regimes consisting of a single session under
500 trials). As in Misyak et al. (2010), the penultimate block
of each session featured only ungrammatical sequences in
which both previously trained adjacent and non-adjacent
pairings were violated. Because the first element in the
ungrammatical block was no longer predictive of the second
and third elements, the prediction-based benefits in RT
should be eliminated, thus leading to a drop in the
facilitation scores towards baseline in this block. The final
block of each session was a recovery block in which the
original pairings were reinstated. If participants had learned

the dependency patterns well, there should be a rebound in
the facilitation scores because the first element was again
predictive in this block. After completing the AGL-SRT
task, participants were asked to complete a prediction task
as well as a standard grammaticality judgment task.
Given that the probabilities used in this study favored
non-adjacent dependencies, one may perhaps expect better
non-adjacency than adjacency learning eventually.
However, the critical prediction concerns the learning time
course of the two patterns. As the current adjacent set size
was relatively small (and would not fall into the category of
"high variability" in Gómez's (2002) study), the adjacencyfirst view would predict that learners first focus on adjacent
dependencies and then on non-adjacent dependencies (if at
all). Therefore, according to this view, we should find an
early emergence of sensitivity to adjacent and a later
emergence of sensitivity to non-adjacent dependencies.

Methods
Participants
Twenty-two Dutch native speakers recruited from local
universities in Nijmegen, the Netherlands (mean age = 20.8,
SD = 2.2, 5 men) participated in exchange for monetary
compensation (8 Euros/hour).

Materials
Training materials consisted of spoken three-element strings
of Dutch pseudowords. In keeping with previous materials
for comparison purposes (Gómez, 2002), the first and third
element of the strings were monosyllabic (lin, pes, zol, taf,
bur, jom, mig, vun), whereas the second one was disyllabic
(namie, hufel, hagix, dazan, fenar, gunis, dosef, witus, sluro,
kapek, worat, ruxot). Assignment of tokens to target
elements was randomized across participants. The stimuli
were recorded by a female Dutch native speaker. The
average durations were 373 ms (SD = 48) for the
monosyllabic items and 546 ms (SD = 46) for the disyllabic
items.
The first and third element of the training strings formed
four fixed non-adjacent dependency pairs (a-b, c-d, e-f, and
g-h; non-adjacent transitional probability = 1.0). Similar to
Lany et al. (2007; Experiment 3), the non-adjacent
dependency pairs were divided into two subsets, each
sharing the same set of six intervening items in the second
position (aX1-6b and cX1-6d vs. eY1-6f and gY1-6h; adjacent
transitional probability = .17, see Figure 1). Therefore, for a
given participant, two non-adjacent dependency pairs (e.g.,
jom-mig and zol-vun) were only combined with one secondelement subset (e.g., namie, sluro, hagix, worat, ruxot, and
kapek), whereas the other two non-adjacent dependency
pairs (e.g., taf-bur and pes-lin) were only combined with the
remaining subset of second elements (e.g., hufel, fenar,
dosef, witus, dazan, and gunis).
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Subset 1!

a!
c!

Subset 2!

e!
g!

area containing the target as quickly and accurately as
possible. Immediately following the participants' response,
the second target was played and the participants made a
second mouse click response. The same procedure applied
to the third target, after which the current trial was brought
to an end. A different random order of trials was used for
each participant.

X1-6 !! b!
X1-6 !! d!
Y1-6 !! f!
Y1-6 !! h!

adjacent pairs!
nonadjacent pairs!

JOM!

NAMIE !

BUR!

PES!

HUFEL!

MIG!

Target 1!

jom!

Figure 1: Structure of the training materials.
On the computer screen, the participants saw written
versions of the targets along with three distractors drawn
from items at the same element position of the other
stimulus subset (e.g., only the second-element, but not the
first- or third-element items, from the other subset could
serve as distractors for a given second-element target). Each
pseudoword appeared equally often as a target and as a
distractor. For the ungrammatical block, both adjacent and
non-adjacent pairs were violated such that the second targets
were switched between subsets while the third targets
between pairs within the same subset (e.g., *aYd: jom-fenarvun, *eXh: taf-ruxot-lin).
For the prediction task, correct target elements were
presented together with distractors as in training (see
Procedure). For the grammaticality judgment task, half of
the strings contained intact adjacent and non-adjacent pairs
(e.g., aXb: jom-namie-mig), while the other half contained
intact adjacent but violated non-adjacent pairs with the third
elements being switched between subsets (e.g., *aXh: jomnamie-lin).

JOM!

NAMIE !

BUR!

PES!

HUFEL!

MIG!

Target 2!

namie!

JOM!

NAMIE !

BUR!

PES!

HUFEL!

MIG!

Target 3!

mig!

Figure 2: Example of a series of events in a training trial.
The gray arrows indicate the targets.
Following the training trials in the second session,
participants were told that the triplets heard on training trials
had followed certain patterns on which they would be tested
in two short tasks. In the prediction task, the same procedure
was followed as during training for the first two elements,
but for the third element the participants were asked to
select the appropriate target without any auditory
information. In the grammaticality judgment task, they
heard a stimulus triplet and responded by pressing one of
two keys to indicate whether or not it followed the
previously trained patterns. The materials were presented in
a different randomized order to each participant.

Procedure
Participants were tested in two sessions, with the second
session taking place within 24 +/-3 hours after the first. In
each session, participants went through six training blocks
of 96 trials each (4 non-local pairs x 6 local pairs x 4
repetitions), followed by an ungrammatical block of 24
trials (4 non-local pairs x 6 local pairs), and a recovery
block of 96 trials (4 non-local pairs x 6 local pairs x 4
repetitions). In the second session, they were also
administered two surprise tasks, a prediction task and a
grammaticality judgment task (24 trials each).
Similar to previous AGL-SRT studies (see Misyak et al.,
2010 for details), target items were presented along with
distractors in a rectangular grid display on the computer
screen (see Figure 2). The first, second, and third target
appeared in either the upper or lower row of the first,
second, and third column, respectively. Target positions
were counterbalanced such that each target was as likely to
occur in the upper as in the lower row. Each training trial
started with the presentation of a fixation cross in the center
of the computer screen for 750 ms. Then the visual display
was shown until the end of the trial. 250 ms after the onset
of the display, the first target was played. The participants
were asked to make a mouse click inside the rectangular

Results
Participants were 98% accurate on average (SD = 1.17) in
making mouse click responses during training. Correct
reaction times (RT) beyond 2000 ms were excluded from
analysis (0.20% of the data). As the auditory targets differed
in length, we corrected for length by performing a linear
regression predicting each participant's correct RTs from the
targets’ spoken durations (Ferreira & Clifton, 1986). We
then computed each participant's average residual RT per
block. Adjacency and non-adjacency facilitation scores were
computed by subtracting average second- and third-target
residual RTs, respectively, from first-target residual RTs for
each block and participant. Positive adjacency facilitation
scores indicate faster responses to the second than to the
first target. Likewise, positive non-adjacency facilitation
scores indicate faster responses to the third than to the first
target. A summary of the facilitation scores is shown in
Figure 3.
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the adjacent or non-adjacent dependencies. However in the
second session, clear evidence for non-adjacent dependency
learning emerged (last training vs. ungrammatical block: 49
ms facilitation; t (21) = 6.19; recovery vs. ungrammatical
block: 40 ms facilitation. t (21)=3.99, both ps < .001). The
facilitations scores for adjacent dependency learning were
likewise significant (last training vs. ungrammatical block:
24 ms, t (21) = 3.08, p < .01; recovery vs. ungrammatical
block: 16 ms, t (21)= 2.37, p < .03).
Although an earlier emergence of sensitivity to adjacent
dependencies was not evident in the online data averaged
across blocks, such a pattern might have emerged and then
faded extremely early during training, so that the adjacencyfirst pattern could be revealed only if the earliest training
trials were examined. To assess that possibility, we divided
the first training block into four sub-blocks (24 trials each)
and tracked adjacency and non-adjacency facilitation scores
across the sub-blocks. As Figure 4 shows, the data did not
support the adjacency-first hypothesis, as the adjacency
facilitation scores were overall lower than the nonadjacency facilitation scores (however, none of the
facilitation scores were significantly above the first-target
baseline in any of the sub-blocks).

Figure 3: Mean adjacency and non-adjacency facilitation
(msec) across training blocks and days (ungram =
ungrammatical block, rec = recovery block).
There were two clear patterns in the data. First, the two
facilitation curves showed remarkably similar increasing
trends across the grammatical training blocks (except for
block 6 in session 1, featuring an unexpected drop in
facilitation perhaps due to fatigue). Second, there was more
non-adjacency than adjacency facilitation, especially in the
second session. Results from a 2 (Type: adjacency vs. nonadjacency facilitation) x 2 (Day: 1 vs. 2) x 8 (Block: 1 to 8)
within-subject ANOVA on mean facilitation scores per
block confirmed that, overall, facilitation scores changed as
a function of blocks in both the training sessions (main
effect of Block, Greenhouse-Geisser corrected for violation
of sphericity assumption: F (4.72, 99.02) = 8.63, p < .001).
The overall amount of non-adjacency facilitation indeed
exceeded that of adjacency facilitation (19 ms difference,
main effect of Type: F (1, 21) = 10.49, p = .004), and this
difference was significantly larger in the second than in the
first training session (Type x Day interaction was
significant: F (1, 21) = 7.73, p = .01). Analyses of simple
effects showed that the difference between the adjacency
and non-adjacency facilitation scores was only marginally
significant in the first session (12 ms difference, p = .07),
but highly significant in the second session (25 ms
difference, p = .001). No other interaction effects were
significant.
To assess learning further, we focused on the final three
training blocks of each session and performed two planned
comparisons (last training vs. ungrammatical block, and
recovery vs. ungrammatical block) on the adjacency and
non-adjacency facilitation scores. Significantly greater
facilitation in the last training and recovery block compared
to that in the ungrammatical block would indicate that the
participants had acquired the trained patterns. In the first
session, neither the adjacency nor the non-adjacency
facilitation scores in the last training or recovery block
differed significantly from the score in the ungrammatical
block (ts ≤ 1), indicating that participants had not learned
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Non-adjacency facilitation
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Figure 4: Mean adjacency and non-adjacency facilitation
(msec) across sub-blocks of block 1.
Participants scored an average of 64% correct (SD = 20.2)
on the prediction task and 62% correct (SD = 20.6) on the
judgment task. Consistent with the positive RT non-adjacent
dependency learning results in the second session,
performances were significantly above chance level (i.e.,
50%) on both tasks (t (21) = 3.34, p = .003, and 2.81, p =
.01, respectively).

Discussion
The participants acquired the adjacent dependencies, as
evidenced by the significantly greater facilitation in the last
training and recovery block compared to that in the
ungrammatical block in the second session. They also
acquired the non-adjacent dependencies, as evidenced by
the significant facilitation and accuracy results in the same
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session. Consistent with prior studies that trained
participants in one session only (e.g., Gómez, 2002), we
found no evidence of non-adjacent dependency learning in
the first session. The significant learning found in the
second session demonstrates that extended training is
worthwhile if the goal is to track gradual acquisition of
complex patterns.
In accordance with the higher informativeness of the nonadjacent statistics compared to the adjacent statistics used in
this study, the non-adjacent dependencies were learned
better than the adjacent ones. Importantly, at no point during
training was sensitivity to adjacent dependencies greater
than sensitivity to non-adjacent dependencies. Despite the
relatively small adjacent set size, participants did not first
focus on adjacent dependencies and then on non-adjacent
dependencies during learning. The current results therefore
do not support the adjacency-first view of non-adjacent
dependency learning (Gómez, 2002). Instead, they suggest
that adjacent and non-adjacent dependency learning
processes can run in parallel as learners are exposed to
strings containing learnable adjacent and non-adjacent
dependencies. It should, however, be noted that we used
quite different probabilities for the two dependency types,
much higher for non-adjacent than for adjacent
dependencies (in keeping with the smaller adjacent set size
conditions in Gómez, 2002). It remains to be seen whether
an adjacency-first bias would arise when the relative
strengths of the two dependency types are more comparable.
An issue that is yet to be settled is whether adjacent and
non-adjacent dependency learning involves the same or
different mechanisms. In a brain-imaging AGL study,
Friederici, Bahlmann, Heim, Schubotz, and Anwander
(2006) found additional recruitment of Broca’s area (BA
44/45) in the processing of trained sequences that contained
hierarchically nested non-adjacent dependencies (e.g.,
A1A2B2B1), as compared to the brain activation pattern for
the processing of trained sequences containing adjacent
dependencies (e.g., A1B1A2B2). This suggests a specific brain
area, and presumably a separate mechanism, for the
computation of hierarchical non-adjacent dependencies (see
also Bahlmann, Schubotz, & Friederici, 2008, but see de
Vries, Monaghan, Knecht, & Zwitserlood, 2008).
Weakening that claim, however, are convergent findings
from a number of recent studies showing that Broca’s area
is also engaged in artificial grammar learning that does not
involve
hierarchical
non-adjacent
dependencies
(Christiansen, Kelly, Schillcock, & Greenfield, 2010;
Petersson, Folia, & Hagoort, in press; Uddén et al., 2008).
The time course data in our study do not reveal whether
learning the adjacent and non-adjacent dependencies
engaged one learning mechanism, which simultaneously
extracted both patterns, or whether distinct learning
mechanisms were involved. To explore the relationships
between adjacent and non-adjacent dependency learning in a
different way, we computed by-subject online learning
scores using the RT facilitation in the first training block as
baseline and subtracting it from the facilitation obtained in

the last training block of the second session (block 14; see
also Misyak et al., 2010). We found a strong positive
correlation between the adjacency and non-adjacency online
learning scores across participants (r = .78, p < .001, see
Figure 5)1. While the absence of a correlation or a negative
correlation would have pointed towards distinct learning
mechanisms, the presence of correlation cannot be
unambiguously interpreted. It certainly suggests a shared
learning mechanism, but it could also be the case that the
acquisition of adjacent and of non-adjacent dependencies
both depends on a trait or ability that was not assessed in
our study (see, e.g., Kaufman, DeYoung, Gray, Jiménez,
Brown, & Mackintosh, 2010).
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Figure 5: Correlation between adjacency and non-adjacency
learning.
Finally, we found better learning in the second than in the
first training session. This is somewhat reminiscent of
consolidation effects found in other verbal learning tasks
(e.g., Davies & Gaskell, 2009; Dumay & Gaskell, 2007),
though we can, of course, not separate the effects of
increased practice and memory consolidation over time nor
do we know whether sleep was essential for obtaining any
consolidation effects. The finding that learning increments
in the second session were larger for non-adjacent than for
adjacent dependencies may point towards the involvement
of different learning or consolidation mechanisms.
Alternatively, the divergence in learning rates in the second
session might simply reflect cumulative differences with
extended exposure that stemmed directly from the
difference in statistical strength for the adjacent vs. non1

A similar correlation obtained (r = .74, p < .001) when
adjacency and non-adjacency learning scores were computed
without involving the common first element in the baseline, by
subtracting second-element residual RTs at the final training block
from those at the first training block (adjacency learning), and by
subtracting third-element residual RTs at the final from those at the
first block (non-adjacency learning).
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adjacent dependencies. To assess these options future
studies are required, where one could, for instance,
systematically vary the retention intervals between training
sessions, the timing of the sessions (with/without
intervening sleep), and the adjacent and non-adjacent
dependencies in the training sequences.
In sum, the current study demonstrates the usefulness of
obtaining online data for assessment of statistical learning
(see also Misyak & Christiansen, 2010; Misyak et al.,
2010). Through this approach, we obtained compelling
evidence for simultaneous adjacent and non-adjacent
dependency learning in an extended artificial grammar
learning task. Thus, our results suggest that statistical
learning is both more powerful, making it possible to learn
multiple types of dependencies simultaneously, and more
robust, allowing non-adjacent dependencies to be learned
without high adjacent-set variability, than previously
thought. This provides further support for the hypothesis
that statistical learning may play a crucial role in the
acquisition of long-distance dependencies in natural
language.
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Abstract

Piaget (1954) first described what are often called “Anot-B errors” in infants: 8- to 12-month infants will
generally search successfully for an object in one location
(A), but then fail to search for it when it is conspicuously
hidden in a new location (B). Subsequent studies have
confirmed that in actively searching for hidden objects,
infants robustly make prototypical A-not-B errors, ignoring
the most recent location of objects when they search for
them after a switch (Marcovitch & Zelazo, 1999; Wellman,
Cross, Bartsch, & Harris, 1986). In seeking to explain this,
accounts often focus on the possibility that infants’ errors
stem from problems associated with implementing a correct
search, such as limited working memory and inhibitory
control, or from weak memory traces for the object and
hiding location (e.g. Baillargeon, Graber, Devos, & Black,
1990; Diamond, 1988; Diamond, Cruttenden, & Neiderman,
1994; Munakata, 1997; Thelen, Schöner, Scheier, & Smith,
2001).
In what follows, we explore an alternative, though
complementary approach. Rather than assuming that a child
already understands how to search, we consider what might
be expected if a child were learning how to search. As noted
above, in learning how to successfully seek out objects,
children have to figure out that some things may be more
likely to be where they were last seen, and others where
they are most often seen, and they have to learn which
strategy is most appropriate in each context.
How might children learn search strategies, and their
appropriate application?
One way to consider these
questions is within the framework provided by formal
learning theories (e.g. Rescorla & Wagner, 1972), which see
learning as the process of acquiring information about the
relationship between events (outcomes) in the environment,
and the cues that allow them to be predicted. From this
perspective, children learn to search via a process of trial
and error, strengthening or weakening the value of cues
depending on their predictive successes and failures. This
takes time. Infants must make, and learn from, more or less
successful predictions before they can “master” search, and
begin to match search strategies to context. As we shall
show, while to an adult, children’s search behavior may
appear to be erroneous (“perseverative”) from this
perspective, a child’s A-not-B “errors” can be seen as a
rational, inevitable part of the process of learning to search.

In searching for hidden objects, infants younger than 12
months frequently commit the classic “A-not-B error,” in
which they successfully search for an object in one location
(A) and then fail to search for it when it is conspicuously
hidden in a new location (B). The question is why they fail to
make the switch and perseverate at the first location. While
these errors have often been attributed to cognitive limitations
or stages of neurological development, we propose that they
are consistent with the early stages of learning. We present a
context-learning model of “A-not-B” search, in which
learning to adopt the appropriate search strategy involves
attending to appropriate contextual cues. We then present the
findings of an eye-tracking experiment with 9 month-olds that
behaviorally supports the predictions of our learning model.
Keywords: A-not-B, Learning
Modeling, Causal Reasoning

Theory,

Computational

Introduction
It’s Monday morning. You haven’t seen your car keys
since Friday. How do you find them? In an ideal world, you
might just go look where you last saw them. You’ve
learned, after all, that keys don’t usually move on their own,
and that what best predicts a key’s location is the
conjunction of a given spot and you having last seen the key
at that spot. (So you might even attempt this search pattern
if that “last spot” is a very strange place for keys to be.) But
what if the world is less than ideal—what if you’re not sure
where you last saw the keys? You may have other memories
of them—clear recollections of them hanging on the hook
reserved especially for your car keys, for example—which
might compete with your memories from Friday. Indeed, if
you aren’t sure where you last saw them, you may still
check the hook first, because you know that searching at a
location where the keys are seen frequently can be a
successful search strategy.
This characterization of adult “expertise” when it comes
to looking for keys sheds light on the task facing a child
learning how to find things in the world. A child must learn
that things are likely to be at the location they were last
seen, that things are also likely to be at the location they are
most often seen, and that a successful search will involve
weighing these considerations against what the child can
remember about the last and most likely locations of an
object. From this perspective, “perseverative errors,” in
which a child searches for an object in a likely location
rather than in the hiding location they just witnessed might
be seen as a misapplication of what in other circumstances
might be a completely rational strategy.

The A-not-B Task
In the classic A-not-B task (Piaget, 1954), 7 to 12-monthold children search for a small object in one of two identical
hiding spots. The object is first hidden in plain view of the
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infant in one of the locations (A), and after a short delay, the
infant usually searches successfully for the object at A.
This is repeated for a few trials, after which the object is
hidden at location B, and the infant is again given the
opportunity to search for the object. At this point, infants
often continue to reach perseveratively to the previously
correct location (A).
Infants also perseverate when they learn other novel
relationships between objects and locations. For example,
Aguiar & Baillargeon (2000) showed infants two towels,
one with a toy on it (A), and one with a toy behind it (B).
The infants learned that pulling towel A enabled them to
obtain and play with the toy. When the towel / toy
relationships were switched, so that B now brought the toy,
7 month-old infants continued to perseveratively pull towel
A rather than switch to towel B. This suggests that the
perseverative response has to do with the process of learning
predictive relationships between actions and outcomes, and
is not solely contingent on particular properties of the
objects themselves, or the specific hiding events of the task
(for similar findings, see Marcovitch & Zelazo, 2006;
Smith, Thelen, Titzer, & McLin, 1999).
However, infant behavior in these tasks is still, in many
ways, context-dependent. For instance, while many 9 month
old infants can successfully complete the towel pulling task
(Aguiar & Baillargeon, 2000), they still fail the standard Anot-B task (Piaget, 1954), even though these tasks appear
structurally similar. Further, Adolpho (2000) found that
what an infant learns in one context does not always extend
easily to another (see also Thelen, Schoner, Scheier, &
Smith, 2001; Smith & Thelen, 2003). Thus, infants do not
initially appear to learn abstract, generalized “search.”
Rather, infant search learning is sensitive both to kind
(pulling, reaching, etc) and context.
On the available evidence then, A-not-B errors cannot be
attributed to motor perseveration alone: infants can make
the switch when outcomes and locations change (as in
Aguiar & Baillargeon, 2000). Nor do these errors result
from difficulties in conceptualizing objects: infants can
search successfully at the first location. Given that it seems
that infants understand the task, and can switch, what needs
to be explained is why they initially fail to search correctly
after a switch in location. Why don’t they adopt the
appropriate search strategy right away?

vanish down the garbage disposal, never to be seen again.
Given that the relationship between hiding an object at a
specific location, and later finding that object in the same
location is not universally warranted, it seems likely that
infants will need to learn the situations in which it is
appropriate, and in which it is not.
To formally illustrate our description of the role context
might play in search, and how children might learn the
appropriate search strategy for the A-not-B task, we
simulated this learning process using the Rescorla-Wagner
(1972) model, modeling the learning of cues that
represented each location, and the changing strength of their
predictive relationship with the object.i The simulations
assume that in the task, an infant learns about two locations
(A and B), that on each trial infants will search at the
location that they most strongly associate with the object’s
potential location, and that the outcome of those searches
will be incorporated into further learning. To reflect the fact
that infants will most likely spend more time looking
towards the location at which they expect objects to
reappear, the saliency of the unattended location was set
lower than that rate for the attended location. This allowed
the model to reflect the likelihood that infants would learn
less quickly about location B when they were still primarily
attending to A. (This also suggests that as a consequence of
their attending to A, infants are initially slow to learn about
hiding events at B.) Figure 1 shows these associative
strengths developing across A-not-B training trials.

Figure 1. Rescorla-Wagner simulation of cue competition between
cues representing the two hiding locations and the association each
has with the hidden object across two trials at location A, followed
by four trials at location B. Note that although the association
between the object and A decreases following the first two trials, it
remains at a higher value than the association between the object
and B for the first few hiding events at B.

Information Structure in Learning
Successfully searching for an object involves weighing a
number of clues to its possible location: Where was it last
seen? Where is it usually seen? As adults, we can assess
these clues within the frame of the search task at hand.
However, while it may seem patently obvious that infants
should assume that “if the object is hidden at A, search A; if
B, then B,” this relationship is not universal in an infant’s
experience: for example, people and animals will often
appear and disappear at ‘random’ (out of one door, back
through another); batter ‘hidden’ in the oven will reappear
as a cake; and one fine summer day, mommy’s ring will

As can be seen from Figure 1, at the outset of A-not-B
learning, the relationship between a location (A) and a
specific outcome (finding the object) is repeatedly
reinforced. The infant learns that location A strongly
predicts the reappearance of the object (in the simulation,
this is illustrated by an increase in the predictive strength of
location A). Then a new relationship is introduced, this
time between a different location (B) and the same outcome
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(finding the object). Given that the infant has no prior
experience of finding objects at B, and given that location A
is already a strongly learned cue to finding objects, the
infant’s best guess, initially, ought to be that the object will
continue to reappear at A.
However, if the infant goes on to see more objects hidden
at B, and being found at B, two things will happen: First, the
infant will learn that location B also predicts the
reappearance of the object, and the strength of this
predictive relationship will strengthen over B-trials.
Second, error resulting from incorrect searches at A during
B-trials will weaken the relationship between A and the
reappearing object, reducing A’s predictive value.
This simple model makes an intriguing empirical
prediction about infants in the A-not-B task: namely, that if
we extend the number of B trials, infants will gradually
unlearn the value of A before switching their search to B.
However, this model also implies is that infants will use the
“most frequent location” strategy in all situations, such that
if hiding were to revert to A after a number of B trials, B
would need to be unlearned prior to switching back to A.
Given that children do learn to search in appropriate
locations, this fails to explain how young children come to
learn to switch flexibly between locations and succeed at the
task.
The answer to this puzzle lies in the different ways adults
go about searches: Children must learn that in search,
context counts. If infants are to learn to weigh an object’s
last location over its most frequent location, they need to
learn that the conjunction of an object and its last location is
the appropriate cue to where that object is most likely to be
found. Accordingly, Figure 2 shows the results of an
extended simulation to which this kind of “contextual”
conjunctive cue has been added to the simple location cues.

Initially, there is little to distinguish the performance of
the two models, because during the initial hiding events at
A, the value of search at A is there is to be learned.
However, after the switch in locations, the associative
strengths of the simple location cues weaken relative to the
conjunctive cue, because the simple cues suggesting the
“search at the most frequent location” response generate
error when hiding locations are switched. Because both
locations are always present in the A-not-B task, on any
given search, the cue value of one (successful) location will
be strengthened, while the other will lose value. However,
since a child will only see an object hidden in one place, the
contextual cues that support searching at the place the object
was hidden will prove more accurate, and will therefore
strengthen relative to the simple cues over time. In this
way, the infant can gradually learn to match an appropriate
search strategy to the task at hand.
This process takes time; the model we present suggest
that infants will need experience of making more and less
successful predictions before they can learn appropriate
contextual search strategies, and, importantly, unlearn their
tendency to simply search in the most likely location.

Experiment
Though the standard A-not-B task generally involves
infants reaching for hidden physical objects, if our
hypothesis about the need for infants to unlearn
inappropriate search strategies is correct, we would expect
the same perseverative pattern of behavior to be apparent in
all search strategies, regardless of modality of measurement
(see also Diamond, 1990; Hofstadter & Reznick, 1996; Bell
& Adams, 1999). Thus to examine our account of learning
to search, we conducted a study of the visual search
behavior of infants in the A-not-B paradigm using eyetracking. Taking a more continuous measurement of
children’s visual search enabled us to examine whether
children’s pattern of perseverative searching after an initial
switch trial simply reflected a belief that the object was in
the incorrect location, or whether it was consistent with the
gradual unlearning process predicted by our simulations.

Participants
32 9-month-old infants successfully completed our testing
procedure (range 8 months 17 days to 9 months 17 days,
median 9 months 7 days; with equal gender distribution).
Data from an additional 18 infants are not reported due to
poor calibration (9), fussiness during the experiment (7),
and equipment failure (2). Participants were recruited from
a volunteer pool, which reflects the properties of the
community surrounding Stanford University.

Figure 2. A Rescorla-Wagner model of cue competition between
two simple cues representing location alone, and two conjunctive
cues using information about where the object was last hidden
along with location. The model shows associations with the
hidden object across two trials at A, followed by four trials at B (a
fairly standard A-not-B task), and then makes predictions for how
the associations would change if the task were extended with
alternating trials at A and B.

Stimuli
The infants watched animated movies of a set of colorful
keys that were accompanied by musical sound effects
played at equal volumes from speakers on both sides of the
screen. As part of familiarization, the keys were first shown
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Keys shown

Keys
hidden

Distracter (3s)

moving up and down and rattling in the center of the screen,
and were then shown moving across the screen and
disappearing into a bucket on one side. An identical bucket
was also present on the other side.
Following the hiding of the keys, a pinwheel
accompanied by new music appeared in the center as a
distracter for three seconds, and then disappeared. For the
following four seconds only the buckets were visible, while
the music that accompanied the keys played to encourage
searching. After this four-second search period, the keys
reappeared from the same bucket into which they had
disappeared, before moving back towards center screen and
then moving off the top of the screen. The pinwheel
animation then reappeared in the center and was displayed
until the infants’ attention to the center of the screen was
confirmed, at which point the keys reappeared in the center
to begin the next trial. Figure 3 depicts the stimuli and the
sequence of events.

Search (4s)

Keys shown

location A during A-trials would later continue to search for
the keys there, but we did not expect children to learn about
hiding events that occurred at a location to which they were
not looking. Concomitantly, given that the location of the
keys was the only aspect of the scene we presented to
infants that varied across the trials, we did not expect to see
the same pattern of unlearning in children who had not
watched the hiding events.

Results
Analysis confirmed that infants varied in how much they
looked towards location A during the initial hiding at A
trials, with 17 infants (accurately) looking more at location
A, and another group of 15 infants looking more at location
B. Looking within the defined ROIs was considered
“searching” behavior. An analysis of variance (ANOVA)
comparing the searching patterns between these two groups
of infants revealed the predicted difference in the patterns of
infants’ looking across the study, F(2,90)=34.597, p<.001.
Accordingly, the children were separated for remaining
analyses: an ‘attenders’ group of children who looked more
to A during the initial search trials, and a ‘non-attenders’
group who looked more to B during the initial search trials,
even though the keys were hidden at location A.
A further omnibus ANOVA, including attending status as
a variable, revealed an overall ‘side’ x ‘time’ interaction,
F(1,92)=2.622, p=.022, and a ‘side’ x ‘attending status’
interaction, F(1,92)=5.435, p<.001 (Figure 4). These results
revealed an overall change in where the infants were
looking during the search period across trials, showing that
this change was driven by the attenders, who searched first
at A and then slowly changed their locus of search over
time, as more hiding events occurred at B. Importantly, the
non-attenders did not change their searching behavior
throughout the study.

Figure 3 (pictured above). A screenshot of one trial of the visual
search A-not-B task presented to the infants. This display is shown
with two hiding events in one location, followed by four trials of
hiding events in the other location.

Procedure and design
Participants sat on a caregiver’s lap during testing, facing
a 152cm projection screen, which was approximately 180cm
from them. An Applied Science Laboratories (ASL) Model
504 corneal reflection eye tracking system collected eye
movement data as infants were shown the stimulus displays.
A computer script translated the gaze coordinates recorded
by the system into gaze durations to regions of interest
(ROI) defined around each of the hiding wells during the 4second search period after each hiding event.
Infants were shown the key-hiding sequence six times: the
keys were hidden twice in the bucket on one side of the
screen, and then four times in the bucket on the other side of
the screen, mimicking the sequence of a typical A-not-B
task. Side of initial presentation was counterbalanced across
participants.
Although the display shown to the infants was intended to
mimic manual A-not-B search, it was not infant-controlled,
as is often the case in manual studies. In a manual search
task, the toys can continue to be hidden at location A until
the infant has reached a success criterion for searching at
that location, ensuring that the infant has been attending to,
and learning about, the hiding events; however, in the
current visual search task, the sequence shown was the same
for all infants without any contingency based on where the
infant looked during the search period.
Because our task did not require success at location A
prior to the switch trial to B, we predicted noticeable
differences between subjects depending on whether or not
they actually attended to location A during A-trials.
Specifically, we predicted that infants who had looked to

Figure 4. A plot of the difference in looking time to A and B
across the six trials of the A-not-B task (first two at A, and then
four at B) for the two groups, those who searched more at A during
trials at that location than those who didn’t.

An analysis of the visual search of the attenders revealed
a change in looking bias across the trials, with decreasing
looking to location A, F(1,49)=14.057, p<.001. Despite this
trend however, there was still a main effect of side in the
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study, F(1,49)=29.468, p<.001, with significantly more
looking to A (M=2038 ms) than B (M=1192 ms),
t(1,50)=4.611, p<.001 (despite the fact that there were twice
as many hiding events at B than at A over the course of the
study). This finding is noteworthy because it is consistent
with the perseverative trend seen in the typical A-not-B task
with manual search.
We hypothesized that infants’ perseverative search at A
would gradually lessen as the cues that predict A were
weakened following hiding events at B, but that the rate of
learning to search at B would be negligible until the value of
the cues directing attention to A were unlearned. Individual
differences in rate of the incremental trend away from
looking to A in the attenders provided evidence of precisely
this pattern of unlearning, with a regression showing that
the extent of the searching bias A events “predicted” the
extent of bias on early B-trials, p=.018, a relationship that
was not significant for non-attenders (see Figure 5 for a
comparative plot of search behavior at each location for the
attenders).

Children who initially learned about an object hidden at
one location continued to search visually at that location
even after the object was hidden in a new location, but
showed an incremental shift in their search behavior away
from the initial location and towards the new location. This
pattern of data is consistent with the idea that children have
to learn to search, and that unlearning, as a consequence of
prediction error, is a key part of that process (Ramscar et al.,
2010; Ramscar & Dye, 2009; Rescorla & Wagner, 1972). If
infants initially learn that hidden objects are to be found at
A, they will perseverate in that response until the balance of
evidence (learning) favors the prediction that the objects’
will be found at B. The correlation between the attenders’
bias during A trials and the early B trials—but not the later
B trials—further supports the idea that the initial bias
towards A must be unlearned, and that this will happen only
as more hiding / appearance events are shown at location B
(see also Diedrich, Thelen, Smith, & Corbetta, 2000). This
gradual change in looking preference over time is consistent
with our hypothesis that search is something children have
to learn, and that success or failure at different kinds of
search may be, to a degree, a reflection of experience.
While there is much to explain with regards to the
development of children’s ability to search—and not least
how the learning of conjunctive cues over extended trials
might impact performance on a modified A-not-B task—we
believe that there is insight to be gained from seeing infants’
behavior in the A-not-B task in terms of learning to search,
and the patterns of behavior that accompany such learning,
rather than simply as a failure to search correctly. Not only
does this approach offer some insight into the often puzzling
behavior of children as they learn to search, but we believe
that the combination of eye-tracking and computational
modeling methods used in the current study offer a helpful
formal framework for other work in this area.

Figure 5. For the attenders, looking time (in ms) to each of the two
locations across the six trials of the task.

The non-attenders, who did not learn about location A or
the hiding events that occurred there, were not expected to
behave in the same way the attenders were. These infants
simply showed a main effect of side across the six trials,
F(1,42)=10.979, p=.002, which resulted from more overall
looking to location B, t(1,43)=7.282, p<.001. Given that the
non-attending infants initially looked to the side where
nothing was happening, and that later hiding events did take
place (meaning that B became more interesting as the
experiment progressed), it is perhaps unsurprising that the
non-attenders did not change their looking bias over the
course of the trials in different locations, F(1,42)=.378, ns.;
moreover, given that the non-attenders do not change their
bias over time, it suggests that pattern shown by the
attenders is not simply a result of their regressiing to the
mean (a possible concern, because groups were split based
on early search behavior), but rather that these data reflect
different patterns of learning over time in the two groups.
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The effects of learning were simulated using the RescorlaWagner model, a widely used learning rule that has been applied
to numerous learning effects in animals and humans, and for which
there is strong neurobiological evidence (Waelti, Dickinson &
Schultz, 2001; Schultz, 2006). The Rescorla-Wagner model
simulates changes in the associative strengths between individual
cues and an outcome as the result of discrete learning trials. If the
presence of a cue or outcome X at time t is defined as present(X, t),
and its absence as absent(X, t), then the predictive value V of a cue
i for an outcome O after a learning event at time t + 1 can be stated
as:

while the change (∆) in the predictive value of i after t can be
defined as:

Learning is thus governed by a discrepancy function where λj
is the value of the predicted event (the maximum amount of
associative strength that an event j can support) and Vj is the
predictive value for j given the set of cues present at time t.
In trials in which there is positive evidence – i.e., in which
expected outcomes do occur – the Rescorla-Wagner learning rule
produces a negatively accelerated learning curve (the result of
events being better predicted, which reduces the discrepancy
between what is expected and what is observed) and asymptotic
learning over repeated trials (as events become fully predicted).
Conceptually, this happens because the model embodies the idea
that the function of learning is to align our expectations with
reality, and the better that alignment becomes over time, the less
we need to learn.
In trials in which there is negative evidence – i.e., in which an
expected outcome fails to occur – λj (the expected outcome) takes
a value of zero because it didn’t occur. In such cases, the
discrepancy function (λj – Vj) produces a negative value, resulting
in a reduction in the associative strength between the cues present
on that trial and the absent outcome j. Conceptually these
prediction errors can be thought of as violations of expectation that
allow the model to learn from the negative evidence.
The total amount of predictive (cue) value any given outcome
can support in learning is finite. (Informally, we can think of this
as capturing the idea that if predictive confidence keeps rising, it
must eventually reach a point of certainty.) As a result, cues
compete with one another for relevance, and this produces learning
patterns that often differ greatly from those that would arise by
simply recording the correlations between cues and outcomes (i.e.,
simply tracking base rates – a common misconstrual of learning;
Rescorla, 1988).
Notably, the amount of learning that occurs on any given trial is
determined by two factors: the overall learning rate βj (where 0 ≤
βj ≤ 1), and the individual saliency of cues, denoted by a parameter
αi (where Ci 0 ≤ αi ≤ 1). These parameters establish the rate at
which the discrepancy between λj and VTOTAL reduces. In the
simulation we conducted, we set λ = 100% for a location when the
keys are visible there, or 0% when not visible, αi=0.05 for attended
stimuli and 0.075 for unattended stimuli, and βj=0.5. The model is
similar to, and consistent with, models of representational strength
of latent versus active memory traces (e.g., Munakata, 1998).
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Coincidence Detection: Towards an alternative to Synaptic Plasticity
Francis Jeanson
Carleton University
Abstract: Memory and learning are believed to be neurally based on a general class of processes known as synaptic
plasticity (Kandel et al., 2000). Working memory, however, is arguably too fast to rely solely on synaptic weighting
and must instead take place as an active neural process (O’Reilly & Manukata, 2000). I propose that active processes,
which can account for both simple stimulus based memories as well as simple associations, can be instantiated within
populations of highly interconnected neurones that exploit the precise timing of spikes; I call these ”firing-chains”.
In a population of N neurones a maximum of T*2N̂ firing-chains exist over time period T, suggesting that many
more firing-chains than neurones or connections exist. I aim to show how self-sustaining firing-chains can implement
simple memories, but also that simple associations between two or more firing-chains can be made if their joint
simultaneous activity triggers a new firing-chain.
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Attentional Selection in the Unsupervised Generalized Context Model
Emmanuel Pothos
Swansea University

Todd Bailey
Cardiff University
Abstract: The distinction between supervised and unsupervised categorization has had a profound influence in
related research. We consider a mechanism, attentional selection, possibly shared by models of supervised and unsupervised categorization. In supervised models such as the Generalized Context Model (GCM; Nosofsky, 1988),
attentional selection emphasizes dimensions which are relevant for a taught classification. In a corresponding unsupervised version (the UGCM; Pothos & Bailey, 2009), attentional selection emphasizes stimulus dimensions which
achieve the best separation of stimuli assigned to different categories. This approach unites the attentional mechanisms for supervised and unsupervised categorization, subject to the constraint that the assignment of stimuli to
categories is exogenous in supervised categorization, but stimulus-driven in unsupervised categorization. In both
cases, attentional selection is rational as it facilitates optimal category separation. We suggest that particular stimulus dimensions are attended if they make the target classification as intuitive as possible, whether categorization is
supervised or unsupervised.
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Adaptive Uses of Random Criterion: The Largest Number Problem, the TwoEnvelope Problem, and the Anchoring and Adjustment Heuristic
Bruce D. Burns (bruce.burns@sydney.edu.au)
School of Psychology, Brennan MacCallum Bldg, A18
University of Sydney, NSW 2006, Australia
Abstract

Pick the largest number

Many cognitive processes appear to incorporate threshold
criteria, but when criteria are know to be random their use
may appear irrational. For example, when people’s estimates
are influenced by random anchors (Tversky & Kahneman,
1974). However Cover (1987) showed that choosing whether
a seen or unseen number was greater is improved by using a
random number as a criterion. Such Cover functions are also
the basis for solving the two-envelope problem. This solution
suggests that people’s responses should be influenced by
where a value falls in its distribution, a hypothesis supported
empirically. The anchoring and adjustment heuristic can also
be seen as application of a Cover function. Simulation can
demonstrate that adjustment towards a random anchor from
an initial random estimate will on average improve the final
estimate. Anchoring and adjustment is an example of how
Cover functions can contribute to understanding cognitive
phenomena, and may have wide applicability.

Cover (1987) presented the pick the largest number
problem in which two numbers are written on slips of paper,
Slip A and Slip B. No information is provided about the
distribution of numbers on these slips. The solver then
randomly chooses Slip A and reads the number written on
it, and then must decide whether that number is higher or
lower than the number written on the unseen Slip B. It
appears that this task cannot be done with greater than 50%
success, however Cover asserts that there is a strategy that
raises the expected rate of success above 50%.
Cover (1987) proposes that the solver randomly selects a
splitting number N according to the density function f(n),
f(n) > 0, for n є (-∞,∞). If the number on Slip A is less than
N then decide it is the lower number, and if greater than N
then decide it (A) is the higher number. That this will yield
expected success greater than 50% is illustrated in Table 1.
Essentially the problem concerns three random numbers A,
B, and N. The critical issue is the ordering of these three
numbers from smallest to largest, and there are six orders of
three numbers.

Keywords: Bayesian reasoning; anchoring and adjustment;
two-envelope problem; decision making.

Introduction
It is axiomatic that a random number cannot provide
information about another number. Unless generating
unpredictability is crucial, it therefore seems obvious that
basing a decision on a number known to be random is at
best a mistake, and at worst evidence of irrationality in
human thinking. However this is not necessarily true, and
this fact may have interesting implications for cognitive
phenomena. This can be demonstrated by considering three
problems that on the surface are quite different.
Starting with the pick the largest number problem (Cover,
1987) the concept of a Cover function has been developed: a
probabilistic decision function based on a random number.
Abbott, Davis, and Parrondo (2010) used this concept to
produce a novel solution to the two-envelope problem.
Anchoring and adjustment heuristics are of wider
psychological interest, but the same tools can be used to
demonstrate that adjusting towards a random anchor can
improve an estimate.
Demonstrating that Cover functions are a tool that can
lead to new insights into phenomena opens up the potential
for wide application. Many models of cognitive processes
involve comparisons, and under appropriate conditions
some of these may be seen as involving Cover functions.
Chater and Oaksford (2007) describe the Bayesian
approach to reasoning as proposing that it is inherently
probabilistic, although this does not necessarily imply that
the mind is a probabilistic calculating machine (p. 92).
Cover functions may in this way contribute to cognition.

Table 1: Description of the six different orders of numbers
A, B, and N with the decision regarding Slip A for each case
and whether the outcome of that decision was correct or
incorrect.
Cases Order from
Decision
Outcome
smallest to largest

for Slip A

1

NAB

Higher

Incorrect

2

NBA

Higher

Correct

3

ABN

Lower

Correct

4

BAN

Lower

Incorrect

5

ANB

Lower

Correct

6

BNA

Higher

Correct

In four of the six cases the solver makes the correct
decision. If A, B, and N were all selected from the same
uniform distribution then each case would be equally likely,
and thus the solver would be expected to be correct 66.67%
of the time. However the distributions of A and B do not
have to be known, all that is required to produce an
expected success rate of above 50% is that Cases 5 and 6 are
possible. When N is less than both A and B (Cases 1 and 2)
there is a 50% chance of success; when N is greater than
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both A and B (Cases 3 and 4) there is also a 50% chance of
success; but when N splits the two numbers (Cases 5 and 6)
then the correct choice is made 100% of time. Therefore if
N has a distribution such that it is possible for it to split A
and B, the overall expected rate of success must be greater
than 50%. Of course if nothing is known about the
distribution of A and B, the widest possible distribution is
required for N, thus Cover proposed that it could be any real
number. Alternatively if something is known about the
distributions of A and B then a function for maximizing
success could be derived. Functions proposing decision
rules based on random criterion have been referred to as
Cover functions (McDonnell & Abbott, 2009).
Note that whereas the criterion value is random, the
decision rule that utilizes this value is not. The rule has to
specify the appropriate direction for the decision.
Essentially this solution works because it provides the
decider with a way to utilize the information content of the
seen number. There is a monotonic function between the
magnitude of a number and its probability of being the
higher number, though the shape of this function depends on
the distribution. Using a random number as input to the
decision rule provides an appropriate monotonic function
regardless of the distribution of the numbers, as long as the
distribution of N guarantees that it is possible for values of
N to be between the two numbers (i.e., Cases 5 and 6 from
Table 1 are possible). N could also be an arbitrary rather
than a truly random number, if enough is known about the
possible values of A and B an arbitrary number could be
chosen that might split them. As long as Cases 5 and 6 have
a nonzero probability, then the expected outcome will be
greater than 50%.
Informally, it is clear why the Cover function succeeds for
the largest number problem: it provides a way to exploit the
fact that the higher a number is the more likely it is to be
greater than another number. However it is hard to say how
high a given number has to be in order to decide it is higher
than an unknown number. In this way the Cover function is
a heuristic in the sense that Kahneman and Frederick (2002)
define it: it is a way of substituting an answerable question
for an unanswerable question. As long as the answerable
question is consistent with a regularity of the world, then
that heuristic should be adaptive.

(1)

E = ½(x + 2x) = 3x/2

Opening an envelope cannot change the amounts in the
envelopes so it should not matter whether you keep or trade
envelopes because to trade is equivalent to changing your
initial random choice. However, opening an envelope
containing y means that trading yields either 2y or ½y. If
each possibility has a 50% possibility then trading results in
an expected outcome equal to 5y/4. Thus, if the two
envelopes were held by two different people (as proposed
by Zabell, 1988), then it might appear that after opening
their own envelopes both people would expect to gain from
trading. This cannot be true so the problem has sometimes
been called a paradox. As Zabell and others have pointed
out, the resolution of this paradox is that the envelopes
contain two possible pairs of amounts [2y, y] or [y, 1/2y] but
they are not equally likely. The p(y|pair) is not equal to
p(pair|y); the first probability is known but it is the second
that the reasoner needs. Analyzing what that probability is,
and thus what the reasoner should do, was considered to
have defied a satisfactory mathematical solution (Albers,
Kooi, & Schaafsma, 2005). So the paradox was resolved but
the problem of whether to trade remained.
Finding a solution to this problem may well be more than
just puzzle solving. McDonnell and Abbott (2009) point out
that the envelope problem has attracted wide interest in
game theory and probability theory, and that it is
paradigmatic of recent problems in physics, engineering and
economics which involve probabilistic switching between
two states. For example, it has been shown in stochastic
control theory that random switching between two unstable
states can result in a stable state (Allison & Abbott, 2001).
There is only one published paper on how people respond
to the envelope problem. Butler and Nickerson (2008)
presented participants with six different versions of the
problem. They found that participants were largely
insensitive to the logical structure of the problem. They
concluded that instead participants applied simple heuristics
or forms of folk wisdom.

A solution
Recently McDonnell and Abbott (2009) and Abbott, et al
(2010) propose a strategy that can increase the expected
outcome above that in Equation 1. The key to their approach
is to recognize that once an envelope is opened the
information regarding what it contains breaks the symmetry
that leads to Equation 1. Their starting points were Cover’s
(1987) solution to the pick the largest number problem, and
the analysis of Parrondo’s games in which two losing
strategies can be combined to produce a winning strategy if
the current state of the problem is used as a criterion
(Harmer & Abbott, 1999). Solving these types of problems
requires probabilistic switching between states.
Abbott et al (2010) supposed that opening the envelope
reveals y dollars, and the player then trades envelopes with a
probability P(y) є [0,1]. Figure 1 illustrates their analysis

The two-envelope problem
The two-envelope problem has a long history as a
mathematical puzzle. Versions were proposed by Kaitchik
(1953, pp. 133-134), but these were not the earliest.
Although he does not claim authorship of it, Zabell (1988)
stated a two-envelope version with the following
characteristics: 1) the contents of the two envelopes are x
and 2x; 2) no distribution or limit is given for x; 3) the
reasoner is randomly handfed one of the envelopes and
opens it; 4) then the reasoner is given a choice: keep the
amount observed, or trade it for the contents of the other
envelope. Before the envelope is opened the expected
outcome is:
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with a Markov model. From the model it can be seen that
their analysis shows that the expected return (E) when x
represents the smaller of the two amounts and 2x the larger,
will be:

(2)

E = ½[2x P(x) + x [1-P(x)] + xP(2x) + 2x[1-P(2x)]]
= ½[3x + xP(x) – xP(2x)]
= 3x/2 + x/2[P(x) – P(2x)]

Figure 1: A Markov model based on Abbott el al’s (2010) analysis. P(x) representing the probability of trading if
the value in the opened envelope is x, and P(2x) representing the probability of trading if the observed value is 2x.

Equation 2 shows that probabilistic trading as a function
of x can raise the expected value above that expected from
either trading or keeping regardless of the observed amount
(i.e., Equation 1). Returns can only be improved if P(x) >
P(2x), that is, when the trading function is such that trading
is less likely the higher x is. Abbott, et al. (2010) show that a
monotonically decreasing function will increase the
expected outcome, and that this does not presuppose any
particular probability density function for x. Calculating the
optimal trading function requires knowing the probability
density function for x, but their analysis demonstrates that a
tendency to trade that is a negative monotonic of observed
amount can increase expected outcomes.
Thus the two-envelope problem can be seen as a variation
of the largest number problem, except now instead of the
two numbers having no specified relationship to each other
one number is twice the other. A third random criterion
number N could be proposed resulting in three numbers
with the same six possible orders as in Table 1. So a Cover
function in which the envelope is only swapped if the
observed contents are less than the random number will be a

monotonic function that yields better expected outcomes
than Equation 1.

An empirical prediction
Abbott, et al’s (2010) model shows that the higher an
observed amount sits within the distribution of amounts, the
less likely trading should be. Thus adaptive behavior for
people faced with the two-envelope problem would be to be
less likely to trade the higher the observed is within the
distribution of possibilities. This prediction was tested by
specifying a range so that it could be said with some
confidence that participants saw an amount as high in the
distribution.

An Experiment
Where the observed contents of an envelope sit in a
distribution of possible amounts depends both on what the
amount is and what are the upper and lower limits of
possible amounts. So in Experiment 1 both the observed
amount ($10 or $100) and the limit ($200 or no limit) were
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manipulated. It was predicted that the extent to which
people traded would depend on the interaction of the
observed and limit factors, such that they would be least
likely to trade when the observed was $100 and the upper
limit was $200.

The results of this single experiment are not definitive,
but they are consistent with the prediction derived from
Abbott, et al’s (2010) model. Thus the application of Cover
functions to problems can lead to testable predictions about
human behavior.

Method

Anchoring and Adjustment

Participants. A total of 160 senior psychology students at
the University of Sydney participated during a practical
class focussed on reasoning.
Procedure & Materials. Participants read and responded to
the following scenario on paper (the italicized text in the
squared brackets replaced the underlined text in the relevant
condition):

A phenomenon of wider interest to researchers into
cognition than the two-envelope problem is anchoring and
adjustment. This heuristic was one of the three that Tversky
and Kahneman (1974) presented in their canonical paper on
biases in human judgement. They proposed that people
often make estimates by starting from an initial value and
adjusting it to yield a final answer. Such initial values may
be suggested by the formulation of the problem or
preliminary calculations, but different starting points would
yield different estimates biased by the initial values. They
called this called anchoring.
Anchoring might occur because the anchor is considered a
reasonable estimate, so the strongest demonstrations of
anchoring as a heuristic are those in which the anchor is
explicitly random. For example, Tversky and Kahneman
(1974) describe a study in which participants were asked to
estimate various quantities such as the percentage of African
countries in the United Nations. For each quantity a number
between 0 and 100 was determined by spinning a wheel in
the presence of the participants. Participants first indicated
whether the random number was higher or lower than the
correct answer and then they estimated the quantity. When
the wheel indicated 10 the median estimates for percentage
of African countries was 25%, but when the wheel indicated
65 the median was 45%. Thus participants’ estimates were
heavily influenced by a number they knew to be random.
There is a substantial body of research on anchoring and it
is of wide interest because as Wilson, Houston, Brekke, and
Etling (1996) pointed out “it is rare to find a single,
relatively simple process that explains such diverse
phenomena.” (p. 387) By showing that people are
influenced by information that they know to be random and
arbitrary, such anchoring has been seen as an example of
human irrationality (e.g., Ariely, 2008). However there
appears to have been no analysis of whether ignoring
randomly generated anchors is in fact optimal, it has simply
been assumed.

Imagine that you given a choice between two envelopes
each containing a sum of money. You are told that
neither envelope could hold more than $200 [You are
told that the envelopes could contain any amount of
money], but one envelope contains exactly twice as
much money as the other. You randomly choose one of
the envelopes and open it, revealing that it contains $100
[$10]. You are told that you can either keep the $100
[$10] or take whatever is in the other envelope. What
would you do?
Participants circled whether they would keep the $100 [$10]
or trade it for whatever was in the other envelope.

Results & Discussion
Table 2 presents the proportion of participants choosing to
trade in each condition. Given that choices were
dichotomous, a logistic regression analysis was performed
on choice (0=keep, 1=trade) entering the factors of limit,
observed amount, and their interaction. The parameter for
limit was not statistically significant, Wald χ2(1) = 0.525, p
= .469, but that for observed was, Wald χ2(1) = 16.224, p <
.001, as was the interaction, Wald χ2(1) = 3.885, p = .049.
Table 2: Proportion of participants in each condition of
Experiment 1 choosing to trade (with sample sizes).
$10 in opened
$100 in opened
envelope

envelope

$200 limit

.80 (n=39)

.32 (n=38)

unlimited

.73 (n=40)

.56 (n=43)

Adjustment as a Cover function
The most impressive demonstrations of anchoring are
when a randomly selected anchor influences people’s final
estimates. These demonstrations usually involve questions
for which the participant has little idea regarding the right
answers, thus effectively any initial guess is a random
number (specific factors may determine guesses for a
particular question, but across questions guesses are
effectively random). In such cases the true answer does not
really matter and thus across questions the true answer can
also be thought of as a random number. Therefore
demonstrations of the effect of random anchors can be

As predicted, these results showed that participants’
choices were affected by what they observed in the
envelope, in that overall there was a strong effect of amount
observed. However there was also a significant interaction
in that trading was least likely if the highest and observed
amounts were such that the largest amount possible was at
the limit. This suggests that people’s responses were
affected by where they saw the possible amounts as falling
in the distribution of amounts.
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thought of as analogous to the pick the greatest number
problem, with two random numbers that may be split by a
third random number. However instead of using the splitting
number to decide which of the other two numbers are
higher, the question is whether shifting the initial guess
towards the splitting number yields an estimate closer to the
true number than was the initial guess. Thus adjustment can
be seen as a type of Cover function.
I will refer to the three numbers as T (true answer), G
(initial guess), and A (anchor). As in Table 1, these three
numbers can have six different orderings. Table 3 shows
which orders would be expected to yield better estimates.
As in Table 1, four of the six cases usually yield a better
estimate when the rule “shift the guess towards the anchor”
is followed. However whereas Cases 2 and 3 are likely to
yield better estimates they are not guaranteed to because an
guess adjusted towards the anchor may leap-frog the true
value and end up further away from it than the initial guess.

there is no adjustment, if S = 1.0 then the estimate becomes
the anchor (note that the simulations are neutral with regard
to whether the adjustment is from the guess to the anchor, or
the anchor to the estimate). Table 4 shows the results of 1
million simulations for each of a range of values of S. There
are two outcome measures: percentage of the trials in which
the adjustment moves guesses in the right direction; and the
mean size of all the adjustments (positive adjustments are
towards the true answer, negative are from the true answer).
Table 4: Results of simulations with different values of the S
parameter with percent of trials in which adjustment was in
the right direction and the mean size of all adjustments.
Value of S
Adjust in right
Mean adjustment
direction

Table 3: Description of the six different orders for numbers
A (anchor), G (guess), and T (true value) with for each case
the direction of adjustment from the G, and whether that
adjustment would lead to a better of worse outcome relative
to the true value.
Cases Order from
Direction of
Outcome
smallest to
movement of
relative to
largest
initial guess
true value
1
TGA
Higher
Worse
2

GTA

Higher

3

ATG

Lower

4

AGT

Lower

Better
(probably)
Better
(probably)
Worse

5

TAG

Lower

Better

6

GAT

Higher

Better

66.49%

1650.1

.10

65.02%

14988.4

.20

63.37%

26740.1

.30

61.67%

34916.6

.40

60.12%

40217.2

.50

58.28%

41413.6

.60

56.68%

40012.5

.70

55.04%

35079.0

.80

53.41%

26889.8

.90

51.64%

14664.4

1.0

49.97%

381.5

Table 4 shows that for all levels of S up to 1.0, adjustment
is expected to improve the final estimate. The highest
percentages of adjustments in the correct direction are for
the smallest values of S. Small adjustments minimize the
chance that the adjustment will overshoot the true value
when Cases 2 or 3 in Table 3 represent the order. The
smaller S was, the closer the percentage should approach to
two-thirds (of course if S = 0 then no adjustment is made
and it cannot be in the right direction). However in terms of
the size of the improvement, the largest mean adjustment
was when S = .50. An adjustment of 41413.6 represents
4.1% of the maximum value (1 million) but given that the
average guess will be 500,000 this indicates an 8.2%
improvement in the average estimate. Thus a substantial
expected improvement can result from adjusting towards a
random anchor. Informally, it is clear that adjustment works
for the same reason the solutions to the greater number and
two-envelope problems work: they provide people with a
way to exploit the fact that high numbers tend to be high.
Thus improvement in each can result from applying a Cover
function as an adaptive heuristic
This result is not dependant on G, T and A having the
same distributions, however once this assumption is relaxed

Simulations
Simulation can be used to explore when adjustment
towards an anchor would be expected to improve estimates.
These simulations are not intended as being for a single
question, for which T would be fixed, but a population of
questions. In each simulation three random numbers T, G
and A were selected. To simplify these simulations all three
numbers were selected from the same uniform distribution:
integers between 1 and 1 million. A new estimate is then
calculated using the following formula:
(3)

.01

estimate = guess + S(anchor – guess)

How much to adjust the guess is not clear, so this was
determined by a parameter S (with range [0.0, 1.0]) that
determines the proportion of the distance between the
anchor and the guess that the guess is adjusted by. If S = 0
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it is possible to give them distributions in which adjustment
will not be expected to yield a better estimate (e.g., when A
has a higher mean than G, and T a lower mean that G, and
these discrepancies are large). Also adjustment will be less
effective when G and T are positively correlated. The aim of
these simulations is not to show that adjustment is an
effective heuristic under all conditions, but instead to show
that it is false to assume that adjusting towards a random
anchor is inherently irrational.

analysis has informed declarations of what is normative, and
Bayesian approaches have the potential to correct this.
Cover functions support such analyses and provide a
potentially useful tool for modeling a range of cognitive
functons.
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General Discussion
This analysis has implications both for the particular
phenomena considered and more generally for reasoning
and decision making.
This analysis is not intended to address most of the issues
examined by the large literature on anchoring and
adjustment. However an assumption of this literature is that
any influence of a random anchor on people’s decisions
must be an error, and it is this assumption that the analysis
demonstrates is incorrect. Seeing such anchoring and
adjustment as beneficial may suggest new directions for
research. For example, the analysis suggests there are
parameters for which adjustment towards an anchor would
not be expected to improve estimates, examination of such
parameters could be the basis of predictions regarding when
people will be most influenced by anchors. The results of
the experiment on the two-envelope problem illustrate how
Cover function solutions can lead to empirically testable
predictions. In my own work on how belief in the hot hand
is adaptive (Burns, 2004) I showed how such an approach
can change the sorts of questions asked about it.
However this paper is intended to be only a demonstration
of how the concept of Cover functions could apply to
psychologically interesting phenomena. That decisions can
be improved by utilizing a random criterion, is a result that
could have implications for understanding a number of
phenomena. In both perception and decision making,
criteria with little validity might be used with adaptive
success, especially initially. Cover functions suggest that
criteria do not necessarily need to be based on any
knowledge in order to be useful, even if only for
bootstrapping a system.
To the extent that phenomena such as anchoring may
show that people utilize Cover functions, they support a
Bayesian approach to reasoning, even if they are not
Bayesian models themselves. As Oaksford and Chater
(2007) show, when reasoning is seen as probabilistic and
based on taking advantage of the distribution of information
in the environment then behavior previously regarded as in
error can be shown to be rational. The analyses presented
here are consistent with the claim that people may be
making decisions consistent with sensitivity to the
distributions of the numbers representing anchors and the
numbers they are asked to estimate. Stanovich (1999)
pointed out that the rationality of human reasoning has often
been judged by how close that reasoning has been to what
was considered normatively correct. However often little
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MultiDimensional (MD) Frame: The Basic Elements of Memory
Structure
Makoto Toyota
T-Method

Muneo Kitajima
National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology
Abstract: Object cognition occurs as follows: collecting information from the environment via perceptual sensors;
integrating and segmenting the collected information, centering on visually collected objects; and continuing these
processes until the necessary objects to live in the environment are obtained. These objects are then used independently in Systems 1 and 2 of Two Minds, and memorized after integrating related entities associated with each system.
Due to the limitation of the brain’s processing capability, the range of integration is limited; therefore, System 1
memory and System 2 memory may differ. However, they may share objects originating from perceptual sensors.
Thus, when objects that are the result of the just-finished integration and segmentation process are processed in
the next cycle, representation of the objects may serve as the common elements to combine System 1 memory and
System 2 memory to form an intersystem memory. We call this memory the MultiDimensional (MD) Frame.
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been applied to the resilience of religious concepts in
various cultures.
An alternative explanation suggests that concepts are only
counterintuitive in a given context (Upal, 2009). This
“context-based” perspective proposes that when individuals
encounter expectation-violating ideas, they struggle to
comprehend the information. In such cases, they make use
of the surrounding episodic context or their general world
knowledge to interpret the violation. Therefore,
counterintuitive concepts experience a memory advantage
because they result in additional elaborative processing.
The purpose of the present set of experiments was to
investigate the hypothesis that elaborative processing results
in a memory advantages observed for minimally
counterintuitive concepts.

Abstract
Previous work has suggested that concepts that are only
slightly counterintuitive are more memorable than concepts
that are intuitive or overly counterintuitive (Boyer, 1994;
Boyer and Ramble, 2001) even though causes for this
memory advantage have been debated (Barrett, 2008; Upal,
2009). This paper presents four studies conducted to better
understand the cognitive processes that underlie memory for
counterintuitive concepts. They suggest that elaborative
processing of counterintuitive concepts may be the primary
driver of the MCI effect rather than domain violation.
Keywords: time, elaborative processing, MCI hypothesis.

Introduction
One important question in the field of cognitive science is
why certain concepts enjoy a memory advantage over
others. Indeed, a considerable amount of research has been
conducted in an effort to answer this question. The results of
this research indicate that two primary factors facilitate
memory performance: elaboration of a concept by a learner
(Anderson & Reder, 1979; Hamilton, 1989), and
distinctiveness of the concept in the given context (Eyesenk,
1979; Hunt & McDaniel, 1992; Hunt & Worthen, 2006; von
Restorff 1933). More recently, Boyer (1994; Boyer &
Ramble, 2001) proposed the minimal counterintuitiveness
(MCI) hypothesis. According to this hypothesis, concepts
that are slightly “counterintuitive” to real-world (i.e., violate
one or two features of the ontological category to which the
item belongs e.g., a tree that talks) are more likely to be
remembered than those that can occur in the real world or
those that are maximally counterintuitive (e.g., an invisible
tree that talks and can see things thousands of miles away).
Boyer argued that this is the case for two reasons: 1.) such
concepts attract attention, increasing the likelihood of
encoding in long-term memory, and 2.) minimally
counterintuitive concepts are easier to categorize than
maximally counterintuitive events. This hypothesis explains
how the nature of a stimulus influences memory
performance and in turn results in the concepts becoming
cultural; that is, they remain across time and space. In
particular, the minimal counterintuitiveness hypothesis has

Experiment 1
The purpose of Experiment 1 was to investigate the nature
of the relation between reading time and recall rate of
intuitive and counterintuitive ideas. Counterintuitive ideas
were divided into two categories: those with only one
feature-violation (low-CI) and those with two feature
violations (high-CI). Both the concept-based view and the
context-based view predict recall should be higher in both
CI conditions compared to the intuitive condition. However,
only the context-based view predicts reading times to be
longer in the two counterintuitive conditions compared to
the intuitive condition.

Participants
32 Providence College undergraduate students
participated. Participants were compensated $5.00 for their
time.

Materials
The materials included two stories titled “Jon’s Travels”
and “Nigel’s Dream (see Appendix for sample story). Each
story began with an introduction, followed by three sets of
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three intuitive statements, three sets of three minimally
counterintuitive, and three sets of three maximally
counterintuitive ideas. The three conditions were presented
in a mixed order. Each concept was specified using two
sentences. The first sentence introduced the concept and the
second sentence simply repeated the idea without adding
any new information. All sentences were approximately the
same length (between 63 and 69 characters). Intuitive ideas
did not specify any feature violations, while minimally
counterintuitive concepts specified one feature violation,
and maximally counterintuitive concepts specified two
feature violations. Both stories ended with a brief
conclusion.

3182

3750

3624

Proportion Recall

.18

.30

.27

The results of Experiment 1 lend support to the contextbased view as reading times on statements containing
counterintuitive concepts were in fact longer than intuitive
statements. In addition, recall rates were also higher for
counterintuitive concepts compared to intuitive concepts.
The pattern of results indicates that the additional time spent
processing material facilitates memory performance.
However, another possibility is that counterintuitive ideas
take longer to process and they are also more memorable
but the longer processing time does not cause them to be
more memorable. Since Experiment 1 did not have a
control group of non-counterintuitive sentences that also
took longer to process, we cannot discount this possibility.
The second experiment addressed this shortcoming.

Procedures
Participants read the two stories on a computer screen, one
sentence at a time. They were allowed to take as much time
as they needed to process each sentence. After reading each
sentence they were instructed to press the space bar to
continue to the next sentence. Reading time for each
sentence was recorded as the time between key presses.
After reading the two stories, participants were presented
with two pieces of paper. Each sheet of paper had the title of
the story written across the top. The participants were
instructed to write down as much as they could remember
about each story.

Experiment 2
Past work has shown that negated sentences take longer to
read (Sherman, 1976). Given the results of Experiment 1,
the increased processing time should facilitate memory
performance for such concepts as well. The purpose of the
second experiment was to examine memory performance for
counterintuitive concepts that were negated. Participants
read the same stories from Experiment 1. However, the
high-counterinituitive condition was replaced with a negated
condition in which a counterintuitive concept was negated.
For instance, consider the following statements:

Results and Discussion
All analyses were significant by the .05 level unless
otherwise indicated. The subject responses were coded for
recall by assigning the value 1 if the gist of the concept was
thought to have been recalled by the subject. A score of 0
was assigned otherwise. The proportion of recall was
measured by dividing the number of concepts recalled by
subjects by the total number of concepts of that type
embedded in the story. The reading time and proportion of
recall for each statement are shown in see Table 1. For
reading time, there was a significant main effect F(2,62) =
19.04, MSE = 150473.86. Planned comparisons revealed
that reading times were significantly longer in the low –
counterintuitive
(L-MCI)
condition
and
high
counterintuitive (H-MCI) condition compared to the
intuitive (INT) condition F(1,31) = 37.35, MSE =
167396.84, and F(1, 31) = 26.19, MSE = 64610.75,
respectively. However, the difference between these two
conditions was insignificant, p > .05. There was also a
significant main effect for recall, F(2,62) = 7.10, MSE =
.018. Recall rate was significantly higher in the L-MCI
condition compared to the INT condition F(1,31) = 74.42,
MSE = .101, and was also higher in the MXCI condition
compared to the intuitive condition F(1,31) = 7.04, MSE =
.038. However, the difference between the L-MCI and HMCI conditions was insignificant, p > .05.

He came upon a man who was not able to figure out
how to fly.
He would jump off a roof and flap his arms but it
didn’t work.
In these sentences the counterintuitive concept of a man
flying is negated, thus the concept is entirely intuitive.
Given that previous work has shown that negated sentences
take longer to read, it is likely that reading times will be
longer for these sentences. According to the context-based
view, the additional processing time should result in better
memory performance for such statements. However, the
traditional content-based version of the MCI hypothesis
(Boyer & Ramble 2001; Barrett & Nyhoff 2001; Barrett
2008) predicts that minimally counterintuitive ideas enjoy a
memory advantage over intuitive ideas. Because the negated
statements are intuitive, memory performance for the
negated statements should be the same as the intuitive
statements.

Participants
Participants were 30 Providence College undergraduate
students who were compensated $5.00 for their time.

Table 1. Reading time and recall rates for Experiment 1
INT

Reading Time

L-MCI H-MCI
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Materials
The pattern of reading time paired with recall mirrors
Experiment 1. In conditions where we observed longer
reading time, we also saw better memory performance. This
is especially interesting in the negated condition as those
concepts are actually intuitive. The fact that recall was
significantly higher in the negated condition than in the
intuitive condition contradicts the concept-based view of the
MCI hypothesis. However, the results are consistent with
the context-based view; increased reading time results in
additional elaboration of the material, in turn, facilitating
memory performance.

The materials were the same as Experiment 1 with one
modification. The H-MCI statements were replaced with
negated statements. The first sentence introduced a
counterintuitive concept that was negated. The second
sentence elaborated on the first. Again, all statements
contained 63-69 characters.

Procedures
The procedures were the same as Experiment 1.

Results and Discussion
Average reading time and recall rates are presented in
Table 2. There was a main effect of condition, F(2,58) =
10.59, MSE = 113352.88. Reading times were longer in the
MCI condition compared to the negated condition, F(1,29) =
15.22, MSE = 161829.76, p < .05 and the intuitive condition
F(1,29) = 14.77, MSE = 301027.99. Reading times in the
negated and intuitive conditions did not differ significantly,
p > .05. The fact that reading time was shorter in the
negated condition was inconsistent with previous work
(Sherman, 1976). Therefore, we decided to look at average
reading for the first and second sentence in each condition.
For the first sentence, there was a main effect of condition,
F (2,58) = 5.38, MSE = 170471.57. Reading times in the
MCI and negated conditions were significantly longer than
the intuitive condition, F(1,29) = 5.60, MSE = 411986.44
and F(1,29) = 12.53, MSE = 250368.30. However, the
difference between the MCI and negated conditions was
insignificant p > .05. For the second sentence, there was
also a significant main effect, F(2,58) = 21.39, MSE =
145250.52. Reading times were longer in the MCI condition
compared to the negated condition, F(1,29) = 53.07, MSE =
233154.06, and intuitive condition, F(1,29) = 12.19, MSE =
314394.66. Interestingly, reading times were significantly
faster in the negated compared to the intuitive condition
F(1,29) = 7.51, MSE = 232951.40.
There was also a significant main effect for recall, F(2,58)
= 16.75, MSE = .015. Recall rates were significantly higher
in the MCI condition compared to the intuitive condition,
F(1,29) = 45.97, MSE = .02, were higher in the negated
condition compared to the intuitive condition, F(1,29) =
14.09, MSE = .04. The difference between the MCI and
negated conditions was insignificant, p > .05.

Experiment 3
The purpose of Experiment 3 was to examine whether the
memory advantages observed in Experiments 1 and 2 results
from time spent with the material or elaborative processing
which involves successful resolution of an inconsistency (or
expectation violation), as hypothesized by the context-based
view. Participants read the same stories from Experiment 1.
However, the low-MCI statements were replaced with
statements that were nonsensical. For instance:
One woman he met was able to cut swimming with
midnight cues.
She was in the process of carving as he watched her for
some time.
If time alone facilitates memory performance, then recall
for such statements should be high. However, according to
the context-based perspective, it is the successful resolution
of expectation-violating or inconsistent material that
enhances memory performance, as it results in a more
integrated memory trace. In the case of the nonsensical
material, resolution of the expectation violations is very
unlikely, if not impossible, for most readers. Thus, although
reading times should be longer for such statements
compared to intuitive or counterintuitive statements, recall
should be lower compared to the other conditions.

Participants
Participants were 30 Providence College undergraduate
students who received $5.00 for their time.

Materials
Table 2. Reading time and recall rates for Experiment 2
INT

MCI

NEG

Sentence 1
Sentence 2

3453
3208

3730
3565

3776
2923

Both Sentences

3347

3732

3445

.13

.31

.27

Materials were the same as those from Experiment 1
except that the low-MCI statements were replaced with
statements that were nonsensical (see appendix).

Reading Time

Procedures

Proportion Recall

Procedures were the same as Experiments 1 and 2.

Results
The average reading time and proportion of recall for
each condition are presented in Table 3. For reading time,
there was a significant main effect, F(2,58) = 61.72, MSE =
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were either unwilling or unable integrate the information
coherently. This resulted in an impoverished memory trace
in which concepts from those statements were not integrated
with one another or with the context, making retrieval of the
ideas more difficult.

127689.28. Planned comparisons revealed that reading
times were significantly longer in the counterintuitive (HMCI) condition and nonsense condition compared to the
intuitive (INT) condition F(1,29) = 66.69, MSE =
281880.26 and F(1, 29) = 128.07, MSE = 214729.79,
respectively. Although the difference between the high
MCI and nonsense conditions was insignificant, there was a
trend, F(1,29) = 3.14, MSE = 269525.66, p = .08. One
likely reason there was not a significant difference between
the two was that the second sentence in the nonsense
condition made logical sense. Therefore, it is likely that
reading times were quite long on the first sentence, but not
on the second sentence. In order to address this, we
analyzed reading time for the first and second sentence
across all conditions. There was a main effect for the first
sentence, F(2,58) = 40.06, MSE = 679873.13. Reading
times were significantly longer in the nonsense condition
compared to the MCI condition, F(1,29) = 14.62, MSE =
1306316.78 and the intuitive condition F(1,29) = 56.49,
MSE = 1912418.71. In addition, reading times were
significantly longer for the MCI statements compared to the
intuitive statements, F(1,29) = 42.18, MSE = 860503.29.
There was also a main effect for the second sentence,
F(2,58) = 12.36, MSE = 393050.17. Reading times in the
nonsense condition were significantly longer than the
intuitive condition, F(1,29) = 22.40, MSE = 391610.96.
Reading times in the MCI condition were also longer than
the intuitive condition, F(1,29) = 17.02, MSE = 1091012.88.
However, reading times on the second sentence were not
significantly different in the nonsense and MCI conditions,
p = .16.
There was also a significant main effect for recall, F(2,58)
= 32.83, MSE = .011. Recall was significantly higher in the
MCI condition compared to the INT condition, F(1,29) =
11.66, MSE = .029 and was also higher in the MCI
compared to the nonsense condition, F(1,29) = 89.40, MSE
= .02. Finally, recall was higher in the INT condition
compared to the nonsense condition, F(1,29) = 18.39, MSE
= .02.

Experiment 4
The fourth experiment compared processing of maximally
counterintuitive (MXCI) statements with minimally
counterintuitive and nonsensical statements. Participants
read statements that were either nonsensical (from
Experiment 3), minimally counterintuitive (the H-MCI
items from Experiment 1), or maximally counterintuitive
(containing three feature violations, consistent with Barrett,
2008). Both the concept-based and the context-based views
predict that reading time for maximally counterintuitive
statements will be longer than minimally counterintuitive
statements, but memory performance will be lower for
maximally counterintuitive concepts compared to minimally
counterintuitive concepts.

Participants
30 Providence College students participated and were
compensated $5.00 for their time.

Materials
The materials included the nonsensical concepts from
Experiment 3, the minimally counterintuitive (H-MCI)
statements from Experiment 1, and maximally
counterintuitive statements containing three ontological
domain/feature violations.

Procedures
The procedures were the same as Experiments 1-3.

Results
The average reading times and proportion of recall for
each condition are presented in see Table 4. For reading
time, there was a significant main effect, F(2,58) = 24.08,
MSE = 1175771.96. Planned comparisons revealed that
reading times were significantly longer in the nonsense
condition compared to the maximally counterintuitive
(MXCI) condition and minimally counterintuitive (H-MCI)
condition, F(1,29) = 15.07, MSE = 2100332.65and F(1, 29)
= 29.27, MSE = 3864886.12, respectively. Reading times
were also significantly longer in the MXCI condition
compared to the H-MCI condition, F(1,29) = 23.04, MSE =
1089412.99. We also analyzed the data for the first and
second sentence. There was a significant main effect for the
first sentence, F(2,58) = 49.10, MSE = 1152799.28.
Reading times on the first sentence were significantly longer
in the nonsense condition compared to the MXCI condition,
F(1,29) = 20.80, MSE = 2776862.60 and were also
significantly longer in the nonsense condition compared to
the MCI condition, F(1,29) = 66.03, MSE = 3429027.57. In
addition, reading times were significantly longer for the

Table 3. Reading time and recall rates for Experiment 3
INT

High-MCI

Nonsense

Reading Time
Sentence 1
Sentence 2

3520
3142

4620
3928

5417
3682

Both Sentences

3293

4084

4253

.16

.27

.04

Proportion Recall

Although participants took more time to read the
nonsense statements compared to the INT and nonsense
statements, recall was significantly worse for those
concepts. It is very likely that the fact that the statements
were nonsensical prevented resolution. In other words,
because the material was largely incomprehensible, readers
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advantage because such ideas require additional elaborative
processing, resulting in a more integrated memory trace.
However, Experiments 3 and 4 indicate the additional
processing doesn’t always improve memory performance,
likely because in some cases the additional processing does
not result in successful interpretation and/or integration of
the material in memory.
These results along with a growing set of experimental
findings (see review in Upal, 2009) lend support to the
context-based view of the MCI hypothesis, which argues
that counterintuitiveness is not a property of the concepts
alone, but rather it is a property of the concepts along with
the context in which they are embedded.

MXCI statements compared to the MCI statements, F(1,29)
= 78.00, MSE = 710905.48. There was no main effect for
the second sentence, p = .85. Planned comparisons revealed
no significant differences between the three conditions.
There was a significant main effect for recall, F(2,58) =
40.57, MSE = .008. Recall rate was significantly higher in
the H-MCI condition compared to the nonsense condition
F(1,29) = 70.29, MSE = .019 and was also higher in the HMCI compared to the MXCI condition F(1,29) = 25.56,
MSE = .023. Finally, recall was higher in the MXCI
condition compared to the nonsense condition, F(1,29) =
16.45, MSE = .009.
Table 4. Reading time and recall rates for Experiment 4

Acknowledgements
Reading Time
Sentence 1
Sentence 2
Both Sentences
Proportion Recall

MCI

MXCI

Nonsense

3366
3379

4725
3313

6113
3378

3372

4019

4745

.25

.11

.04

We would like to thank Jenessa Karbowski and Kaitlin
Gillard for their assistance with data collection.
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The pattern of reading time suggests that participants
struggled with the information in the MXCI condition more
than in the MCI condition, even though there was only one
additional counterintuitive feature. This finding is important
for two reasons. First, it is consistent with Barrett’s (2008)
operational definition of MXCI and thus lends support to his
coding scheme. Second, it suggests that MXCI material is,
in fact, more difficult to process than minimally
counterintuitive statements. However, processing of that
material was not as difficult as in the nonsense condition.
Reading times were significantly longer in the nonsense
condition compared to the MXCI condition, suggesting the
nonsensical
material
resulted
in
more
serious
comprehension difficulties. This hypothesis is supported by
the recall data – recall was significantly worse in the
nonsense condition compared to the MCI and MXCI
conditions.

General Discussion
Why certain concepts enjoy a memory advantage over
others is an interesting question for cognitive science
because it furthers our understanding of how certain cultural
ideas became widespread (Boyer, 1994). This paper
documents the results of a number of novel experiments
conducted to better understand cognitive processes that
underlie memory for various types of concepts. This is the
first study to compare reading times for intuitive, minimally
counterintuitive, and maximally counterintuitive concepts.
It is also the first study to measure recall rates for maximally
counterintuitive concepts embedded in narratives while
systematically comparing those recall rates with intuitive
and nonsensical concepts. Our results indicate that
minimally counterintuitive concepts enjoy a memory
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High-MCI (Experiment 1, 3, and 4)
There was a man who had large gills and turned into a bear
at night.
Strangely, he breathed through his nose and always walked
upright.
Nonsense (Experiments 3 and 4)
One woman he met was able to turn on swimming through
midnight cues.
She was in the process of working and he watched her for
some time.
MXCI (Experiment 4 only)
One man cut glass with a finger, cast spells, and saw
invisible people.
Strangely, he didn’t brag about the incredible things he
could do.
Low-MCI (Experiments 1 and 2)
He also met another person who was taller than a two-story
house.
He was so tall that he had trouble getting into buildings and
cars.
Intuitive (Experiment 1 only)
There was another person who seemed to be screaming all
the time.
He was standing in front of a group of children yelling at
them.
Negated (Experiment 2 only)
One young woman he met was unable to make herself
breath fire.
He watched her inhale deeply but was only able to exhale
air.
High-MCI (Experiments 1, 3, and 4)
One woman had a long white tail and she could also breathe
fire.
She reminded him of a big rat and always seemed to be
smoking.
Nonsense (Experiments 3 and 4)
He met another person who believed sparkles underneath
cunning grace.
The man was willing to discuss his beliefs with anyone that
listened.
MXCI (Experiment 4 only)
One woman floated in space, could spit fire, and breath
under water.
Her special powers frightened him and he kept his distance
from her.
Conclusion
Jon had finished telling people what he had seen in these
far-away places. He told them that after he had traveled to
those places he had felt homesick, and that was why he had
come back to be with his family.

Processes in the Memory Trace). Psychologishe
Forschung, 18, 299-342.

Appendix
Sample Story: Jon’s Travels
Introduction
Jon is a trader who has been to many places. One day, after
he had come back from a journey to distant places, he told
his friends about the people he had seen. Some of those
people are like you and me and others are different. Jon met
a lot of interesting people.
Low-MCI (Experiment 1 and 2)
One girl was interesting because she could be in two places
at once.
He could see her talking to two different people in different
rooms.
Intuitive (Experiment 1)
There was also a man who could recognize people he had
met before.
If he met someone once he was able to easily remember that
person.
Negated (Experiment 2 only)
He was introduced to a boy who was unable to radiate blue
light.
No matter how hard he tried, he just could not manage to do
it.
High-MCI (Experiment 1, 3, and 4)
One boy radiated blue light and turned to stone if you
touched him.
The people he stood next to glowed while keeping a safe
distance.
Nonsense (Experiments 3 and 4)
One girl was interesting because she colored sleep into
purple ideas.
He spent an entire hour observing and analyzing her unique
skill.
MXCI (Experiment 4 only)
One boy radiated blue light, shed his skin, and saw through
walls.
The men he stood next to were afraid of him and kept their
distance.
Low-MCI (Experiment 1 and 2)
One woman he met was able to cut metal with only her
pinky finger.
She was carving a doorway and a window near the back of
the room.
Intuitive (Experiment 1 only)
There was another person who could accurately predict the
weather.
She could tell you if it was going to thunderstorm the next
day.
Negated (Experiment 2 only)
He then came upon a statue of a woman that was unable to
cry.
He looked very closely but saw no tears upon her cold,
stony face.
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Abstract

Semantic retrieval can be understood as the search for
desired information in cognitive memory space. As such,
search in memory also requires handling an explorationexploitation tradeoff as it involves a choice between
exploiting a currently accessible area of a cognitive
representation (i.e., local search) and exploring new areas
(i.e., global search). Such a local-to-global search policy has
been previously proposed for memory retrieval
(Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1981; Troyer et al., 1997).
Hills, Todd, and Goldstone (2010) have proposed that a
domain-general executive search process may underlie this
local-to-global search behavior in both external and internal
search tasks. There are several arguments supporting this
view. First, there is evidence of cross-domain priming, such
that experience with external search, such as a visual-spatial
search task, primes internal search behavior in a lexical task
(Hills, Todd, & Goldstone, 2008). Second, there are
similarities in the strategies employed in external and
internal search, with participants showing similar giving-up
time strategies when searching for fish in virtual ponds
(Hutchinson, Wilke, and Todd, 2008) and words from
memory (Wilke, Hutchinson, Todd, & Czienskowski,
2009). Finally, there is evidence for domain-general
neuromodulatory mechanisms involved in balancing the
exploration-exploitation tradeoff (Cohen, McClure, Yu,
2007; Hills, 2006).
Given the proposed link between search processes and
executive function more generally (Hills et al. 2010) and the
posited role of catecholamines in modulating explorative
behavior (Cohen, McClure, Yu, 2007; Hills, 2006), it is
expected that age-related deficits in executive function
caused by catecholaminergic deficits (Bäckman et al., 2000;
Volkow, et al. 1998) could lead to significant differences in
search behavior across the life span. Indeed, there is some
evidence of age differences in dealing with explorationexploitation tradeoffs, with aging leading to reduced
exploration in external search (Louâpre, van Alphen, &
Pierre, 2010; Mata, Wilke, & Czienskowski, 2009; Mata &
Nunes. 2010). Also, there is a substantial amount of work
showing significant age differences in memory retrieval
(Spencer & Raz, 1995). More importantly, older adults tend
to produce fewer words in semantic fluency tasks (e.g.,
Kozora & Cullum, 1995; Lanting, Haugrud, & Crossley,
2009; Tomer & Levin, 1993; Troyer, 2000), which could
also be interpreted as reduced exploration in internal search,

We used a formal model of memory (Raaijmakers & Shiffrin,
1981) to model semantic search processes of adults aged
between 29 to 99 years of age in the animal naming task
(“name all the animals you can”; Thurstone, 1938). Overall,
our results support the idea that people switch between global
frequency-based retrieval cues and local item-based retrieval
cues to navigate their semantic memory. We extend this work
by showing the involvement of an executive attention process,
as switching is inversely correlated with digit span.
Furthermore, our results reveal a further independent effect of
aging, associated with increased switching between global
and local memory cues for older individuals. These results are
consistent with models of working memory and executive
processing as representing a measure of goal perseveration
and the ability to inhibit distracting information (Kane &
Engle, 2004; Hills et al., 2010).
Keywords: search; semantic memory; modeling; aging.

Many real-world situations involve tradeoffs between
known, currently available resources and other, more
uncertain ones. In this paper, we argue that aging is
associated with differences in dealing with this tradeoff in
search from memory as a result of age-related cognitive
decline. We draw our conclusions from results of formal
modeling of memory search processes in a widely used and
clinically relevant task: the animal naming task (“name all
the animals you can”; Thurstone, 1938; Lezak, 1995). Our
modeling approach is based on the dynamic component of
Search of Associative Memory (Raaijmakers & Shiffrin,
1981) searching over a semantic representation of animals
created using the semantic space model BEAGLE (Jones &
Mewhort, 2004). This framework allows us to test
competing formalizations of search in semantic space and,
ultimately, link individual differences in semantic search to
age and fluid intellectual abilities. Before describing the
study, we first outline the motivation for studying the
exploration-exploitation trade-off across the lifespan, and
prior work on age differences in memory search.

The Exploration-Exploitation Dilemma
When searching for objects in space, such as when
foraging for food, one has to trade off exploring new or less
known regions and exploiting known ones, thus hoping to
find the balance necessary to maximize the rate of return, a
problem often called the exploration-exploitation dilemma.
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or an earlier giving-up time. In the remainder of this paper
we focus on age differences in semantic retrieval, and ask
whether age differences in this domain can be attributed to
the impact of aging on exploration-exploitation behavior.

formalization,
which
goes
hand-in-hand
with
underspecification of the source of age differences in
semantic retrieval. For example, the speed account of
retrieval deficits has not proposed what specific cues are
used to access memory (Mayr, 2002). In turn, Troyer et al.
(1997) proposed a detailed list of categories that are likely
used to access semantic memory but have failed to specify
how search is carried out within a category. Our work aims
to fill this gap by testing how different mechanisms of
search in the form of competing formal accounts best
captures participants’ semantic retrieval. In particular, we
utilize a new method for identifying local-to-global
transitions, called the similarity drop model, which is based
on a patch depletion model of memory (Hills, Todd, &
Jones, 2008). In addition, we link individual differences in
model parameters to age differences to assess the impact of
aging on specific components of memory search.

Age Differences in Memory Search
The aging literature suggests that increased age is
associated with memory retrieval deficits, namely, aging is
associated with the production of fewer items in semantic
retrieval tasks, such the animal naming task (“name all the
animals you can”; e.g., Kozora & Cullum, 1995; Lanting,
Haugrud, & Crossley, 2009; Tomer & Levin, 1993; Troyer,
2000). The nature of the deficit or whether this is related to
mastering the exploration-exploitation tradeoff, however,
remains controversial.
One view holds that semantic retrieval deficits are simply
due to general age-related slowing (Mayr, 2002; Mayr &
Kliegl, 2000). According to this view, the nature of the
processes underlying search are relatively constant across
the life span but are executed at slower speeds with
increased age. For example, Mayr and Kliegel (2000) found
that younger and older adults showed similar switch-costs in
terms of the time needed to produce items from two
different categories.
An alternative perspective, the clustering-switching
hypothesis, is that there are specific search processes that
are impacted by aging (Troyer, Moscovitch, & Winocur,
1997). Troyer et al. have suggested that retrieving items
from memory involves, first, a search for semantic
categories, and second, a search for and production of words
within a category. Accordingly, the search process can be
described as exploration (i.e, switching between categories)
and exploitation (i.e., clustering or producing items from
within a category; see Gruenewald & Lockhead, 1980;
Wixted & Rohrer, 1994; for similar views). Troyer et al.
went on to analyze younger and older participant’s fluency
productions and obtain a measure of switching (i.e., the
number of switches between categories) and clustering (i.e.,
the mean number of items in a cluster). A few studies have
now used this cluster-switching approach to investigate
adult age-differences in semantic fluency and found that
aging is associated with fewer switches between categories
(Lanting, Haugrud, & Crossley, 2009; Troyer et al., 1997;
Troyer, 2000; but see Rosseli, Tappen, Williams,
Salvatierra, & Zoller, 2009). The results regarding the size
of each cluster are less clear with two studies finding no
differences (Troyer et al., 1997; Troyer, 2000), and others
finding increased number of items per cluster with increased
age (Lanting, Haugrud, & Crossley, 2009), at least for some
semantic categories (Rosseli. Tappen, Williams, Salvatierra,
& Zoller, 2009). Troyer and colleages (Troyer et al., 2007;
Troyer, 2000) have used this evidence to suggest that aging
may be associated with difficulties in switching between
categories, an ability linked to attentional and executive
networks that are considerably affected by aging (Bäckman
et al., 2000; Volkow, et al. 1998).
One difficulty facing these two approaches is their lack of

Methods
Participants and Procedure
Two-hundred and one participants, with ages ranging from
27 to 99 (Median = 68, M = 65.45, SD = 13.53), participated
in the study. Participants were recruited through postings at
a health center in the San Francisco Bay Area as part of a
study on health preferences (Carstensen, 2010). Participants
completed a number of questionnaires regarding their health
preferences followed by a small battery of cognitive tests,
including the animal naming (Thurstone, 1938) and digit
span (Weschler, 1981) tasks which were included as
measures of fluid intellectual ability. Participants were
compensated for their participation in the study ($50).

Representing the Structure of Semantic Memory
Beagle Semantic Space Model. We used the lexical
semantic representations of animals computed in prior work
(Hills, Todd, & Jones, 2008), using the BEAGLE model
(Jones & Mewhort, 2007). BEAGLE learns semantic
relations by assigning each word an initial vector with
vector elements sampled randomly from a Gaussian
distribution with µ = 0 and σ = 1 / D where D is the vector
dimensionality (set to 1000 in these simulations). As the text
corpus is processed, a word’s memory vector is updated
each time the word is encountered as the sum of the initial
vectors for the other words appearing in context with it.
When the entire corpus has been learned, a word’s memory
representation is then a vector pattern reflecting the word’s
history of co-occurrence with other words. By this method,
words that frequently co-occur will develop similar vector
patterns (e.g., bee-honey), as will words that commonly
occur in similar contexts, even if they never directly cooccur (e.g., bee-wasp). For all of our comparisons, the
pairwise similarity metric used is the vector cosine (a
normalized dot-product between two word vectors).
BEAGLE was trained on a subset of Wikipedia, composed
of approximately 400 million word tokens and 3 million
word types. Support for BEAGLE comes from its
considerable success at accounting for a variety of human
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semantic data including semantic typicality, categorization,
and sentence completion (Jones & Mewhort, 2007), as well
as for a range of semantic priming data (Jones, Kintsch, &
Mewhort, 2006).

structures and cue dynamics used to represent the search
process. Static models use a single cue arrangement over the
entire production interval (e.g., always using the global
context represented by frequency).
Dynamic models, by contrast, transition between local
and global cues, using the local semantic similarity retrieval
structures within a cluster1 and using the global frequencybased retrieval structure between clusters. In the case of the
Troyer et al. (1997) defined category transitions, transitions
from a local to a global cue representation occur whenever
one item is not in the same category as the previous item. In
the case of similarity drop transitions, transitions are
identified wherever a sequence of four items, A, B, C, D
have BEAGLE-defined semantic similarities that follow the
pattern S(A,B) > S(B,C), and S(B,C) < S(C,D), i.e., where
the similarity drops between clusters. In previous work, we
identified these similarity drops as places where individuals
left a patch of locally semantically similar items to
transition globally to another patch of locally semantically
similar items (Hills, Todd & Jones, 2008). Once an item
was recalled, that item was removed from the retrieval
structure. For each model, the sensitivity parameter for the
kth representation, wk, was fit separately to each participant
using the maximum likelihood method.

The Troyer et al. (1997) categorization. The Troyer et al.
(1997; see also Troyer, 2000) categorization contains 22
non-exclusive categories, including “African animals”,
“water animals”, and “beasts of burden.”
The
categorization contained 155 unique animal names, but was
extended by Hills, Todd, & Jones (2008) to contain an
additional 214 animal names found in Wikipedia. These
were categorized according to the original 22 categories
found in Troyer et al. (1997), based on the descriptions of
the additional animals found in Wikipedia. Because this
coding does not change Troyer et al.’s coding, the new
coding is fully compatible with previous results using the
Troyer et al. categorization scheme.

Modeling Search in Semantic Memory
Memory retrieval can be viewed as the result of probing a
cognitive representation with one or more cues to activate a
memory response (e.g., Gronlund & Shiffrin, 1986; Walker
& Kintsch, 1984). Under this assumption, the simplest
possible model would assume that search is guided by a
single cue. More complex models could assume that
participants use a combination of cues, or even dynamically
switch between cues as a function of retrieval success. To
model these various approaches we used a model
framework similar to the item-level recall probability
equation from SAM (see Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1981):

Results
Participants produced on average 17.0 (SD = 5.35; range 5 33) animal names. As found in previous work (e.g., Troyer
et al., 1997), increased age was associated with producing
significantly fewer items (B = -0.12, t(199) = -4.83, p <
.001). Mean digit span was 16.68 (SD = 4.38), which was
also negatively correlated with age (B = -0.06, t(198) = 2.53, p = 0.01).
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Table 1 presents the median improvement over a random
model in the Bayesian Information Criterion ( " BIC) as
well as the median w. The random model assumes that all
remaining items in the social network have an equal chance
to be recalled. Note that the static and dynamic models are
not strictly comparable as in order !to identify transition
points the dynamic models use information from the data
about the to-be-retrieved items. Nonetheless, the dynamic
models should outperform the static models, if transition
points are accurately identified.
Results show that the best single predictor of recoveries is
frequency, with high frequency items being more likely to
be produced than lower frequency items. Combining both
global and local information was an improvement over onecue models. Adding dynamic local-to-global transitions
based on the similarity drop model further improved the
model fit. Surprisingly, the addition of dynamic local-toglobal transitions based on the Troyer et al. (1997)

where S(Qk ,Ii ) represents the retrieval strength from cue Qk
to item Ii in memory. wk represents the saliency or attention
directed at the kth cue. Two cue categories were considered:
a global context cue and a local cue representing the most
recently recalled item. The context cue amounts to the
global strength of each item in the category of “animals that
you know”, and represents the cue for global search; we
assume that this is best approximated by a retrieval structure
based on the frequency of occurrence of each animal name
in the Wikipedia corpus. The cue representing the most
recently recalled item represents the cue for local search.
For local search, we assume a retrieval structure that is
determined by the pairwise semantic similarities produced
by BEAGLE. Note that each of the retrieval structures
(representing either frequency or semantic similarity) is a
matrix providing the retrieval strength for each possible cue
with all possible animals that could be produced. Thus,
given a set of cues and a set of retrieval structures, we can
compute the predicted retrieval probability for any sequence
of animal names.
Using this framework, we tested several static and
dynamic models that differed in terms of the retrieval

1

The local search combines both local and global cues, as in
Raaijmakers & Shiffrin (1981).
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categorization scheme did not perform as well as the static
model using the same retrieval structures.

and thus may not represent a second search component as
proposed by Troyer et al. (1997), but simply the outcome of
a single slower production rate, consistent with Mayr
(2002).
A potentially more meaningful correlation with age is to
look at the number of switches/item. These are weakly
correlated with total number of productions (for similarity
drop switches, Pearson’s product-moment correlation = 0.17, t(199)=-2.50, p < 0.05; for Troyer et al switches,
Pearson’s product moment-correlation = -0.21, t(199)=3.07, p < 0.01). A negative correlation indicates that more
productions are associated with fewer switches per item,
which may indicate that participants who produce more
items do so by producing items that are, on average, more
similar to one another.

Table 1. Median improvement in BIC relative to a random
model. Models were fit using the maximum likelihood
method to find the optimal w (medians reported) for each
cue-retrieval structure combination, for each individual. The
+ indicates the product of the retrieval strengths was
computed in Equation 1 for the local memory search.
Retrieval
structures

! BIC

w

Frequency

19.45

2.22

Semantic
similarity

15.47

1.33

Single-cue

Table 2: Correlation between age and switching

Multi-cue
Frequency +
Semantic
similarity

1.79
23.75

Similarity drop
Troyer et al.

1.06

Dynamic cues
-Troyer et al.
transitions

Frequency +
Semantic
similarity

-Similarity drop
transitions

Semantic
similarity

Switches/Item
0.19**
-0.10

The second column in Table 2 shows that switches-peritem is positively correlated with age for the similarity drop
switches, but not for the Troyer et al. switches. Figure 1
shows the switches per item for younger and older groups
using a median split (Median = 68), with fewer switches
per item for younger versus older individuals (t(199) = 2.67, p < .01). This is inconsistent with the Troyer et al.
account of switching, which suggests that older adults
switch less often between representations, but as argued
below is consistent with an account that assumes increased
switching is associated with executive deficits.

2.08
22.97
1.49

Frequency +

Switches
-0.23***
-0.34***

1.88
24.51
1.31

Switches from BEAGLE similarity drop and Troyer et al
are significantly correlated with one another, (Pearson’s
correlation coefficient = 0.61, t(199)=10.99, p < 0.001).
There are a mean of 5.14 similarity drop switches per item,
and a mean of 9.24 Troyer et al. switches (paired-t-test,
t(200)=-23.63, p < 0.001).
Overall, these results are supportive of a dynamic process,
in which people dynamically switch between global
(frequency) and local (item) cues to search memory. The
location of transition points was, however, better predicted
by the similarity drop model than it was by a model using
the transitions proposed by Troyer et al. (1997).

Is Dynamic Switching Correlated with Individual
Differences in Executive Processing?
One alternative view to Troyer et al.’s (1997) proposition
that age-related executive deficits lead to reduced switching
between representations is that the use of local cues in
memory retrieval is a demanding process that involves
focusing attention on item-level information and/or
inhibiting global information. Accordingly, executive and
attentional deficits could lead to a significant increase in
switching between the use of a default global cue and the
cognitively demanding use of local, item-based ones. As a
consequence, the effect of age should be similar or amount
to the effect of reduced cognitive abilities, such that reduced
fluid abilities lead to increased switching between global
and local memory cues. A multiple regression predicting
similarity drop switches per item results in a significant
effect for both digit span (B = -0.002, t(197)=-2.42, p =
0.02) and age (B = 0.0006, t(197) = 2.27, p = 0.02). Figure 2
shows the regression line for digit span on switches per
item. That is, individuals with higher digit spans have fewer
switches per item; younger individuals also have fewer
switches per item. Moreover, the effect of age remains
significant even after controlling for the effect of digit span,

Is Dynamic Switching Correlated with Age?
Both the absolute number of Troyer et al. (1997) switches
and the BEAGLE-defined similarity drop switches are
correlated with age (first column in Table 2), with older
individuals switching less often in absolute number than
younger individuals. However, the number of switches is
strongly correlated with the total number of productions (for
Troyer et al. (1997) switches: Pearson’s correlation
coefficient = 0.74, t(199) = 15.60, p < .001; Similarity drop
switches: Pearson’s correlation coefficient = 0.88, t(199) =
26.31, p < .001). This produces an obvious confound, as
switches may occur at regular intervals during production,
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deficits are confined to slower production rates due to
general age-related slowing (Mayr, 2002; Mayr & Kliegl,
2000) because we find links between age and the pattern of
cue use in dynamic search from memory. The results also
go beyond the idea that age-related cognitive decline in
executive function (Bäckman et al., 2000; Volkow, et al.
1998) is associated with decreased switching between
representations when searching for items in semantic space
(Troyer, Moscovitch, & Winocur, 1997). We do replicate
the finding that age is negatively correlated with the total
number of switches between categories. However, this
measure may be a poor indicator of dynamic search
processes because it is strongly correlated with the total
number of productions.
More interestingly, our modeling results suggest that agerelated cognitive decline is associated with increased
switching between memory cues. Our results show that the
number of switches between global and local cues per item
produced increased with age. The number of switches
between global and local cues per item produced was also
correlated with a measure of digit span—with more
switching correlated with lower spans. This is consistent
with prior models of working memory and executive
processing as representing a measure of the ability to inhibit
distracting information (Kane & Engle, 2004).
The perspective of an executive search process that directs
search may help reinterpret some previous findings in the
field of aging. If executive processing represents the ability
to focus on a specific subgoal, then aging and/or reduced
cognitive ability would lead to a greater likelihood of
switching between subgoals, or terminating search
processes. According to this view, previous work showing
less information search in older adults (Louâpre, van
Alphen, & Pierre, 2010; Mata, Wilke, & Czienskowski,
2009; Mata & Nunes, 2010) could be interpreted as
resulting from greater switching between subgoals in a
hierarchical subgoal process, leading to earlier termination
of the search (Hills et al., 2010). Thus, exploration is
potentially a confusing term because it confounds the time
spent searching and the pattern of search. While the time
spent searching represents persistence on one goal (i.e.,
searching), switching between areas of local processing
represents switching between subgoals—i.e., earlier subgoal
abandonment—and thus lack of persistence. We hope that
the use of detailed and formal models like the one proposed
here will help shed light on these issues and provide new
insights into how aging impacts exploration in memory
search.

0.32
0.31
0.30
0.29
0.28

Switches per Item

0.33

indicating that digit span and age represent at least partially
independent variables in predicting the dynamics of the
memory search process based on similarity drop.

Younger

Older

Age

Figure 1. Switches per item based on the similarity drop
model for younger and older individuals, based on a median
split of age (Median = 68).

Discussion

0.35
0.30
0.25
0.20

Switches per item

0.40

0.45

The current work attempted to contribute to our
understanding of adult development changes in semantic
search. We used a formal model of memory (Raaijmakers &
Shiffrin, 1981) to model semantic search processes of adults
aged between 29 to 99 years of age in the animal naming
task (“name all the animals you can”; Thurstone, 1938).
Overall, our results support the idea that people transition
between local and global cues when searching long-term
memory. Specifically, our model searching over a semantic
representation based on BEAGLE (Jones & Mewhort, 2004)
provides a plausible account of search in memory in this
task and, further, is consistent with previous work
suggesting that people switch between global frequencybased retrieval cues and local item-based retrieval cues to
navigate their semantic memory (e.g., Raaijmakers &
Shiffrin, 1981; Gruenewald & Lockhead, 1980).
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Abstract

Researchers in cognition have shown that a sensitivity to
causal information is beneficial when learning new information, and this seems to be true across many domains. For
example, researchers have noted that clinical psychologists
are likely to weight and subsequently recall perceived causal
symptoms more heavily during a diagnosis (Kim & Ahn,
2001, 2002) or in a categorization task (Ahn & Luhmann,
2005) than features that are not perceived as causal. Similarly, causal features are considered to be more central and
more important than non-causal features when categorizing
novel stimuli or making inductions about a category (Ahn,
1998; Murphy & Medin, 1985; Rehder & Hastie, 2001; Sloman, Love, & Ahn, 1998); this is particularly true for the
initial feature in a causal chain (Rehder & Kim, 2006).

Current research suggests a facilitatory role for basic biomedical knowledge in learning and retaining concepts related to
medical diagnosis. But learning and performance may be influenced by other knowledge as well. Accordingly, we examined
the effects of foundational knowledge beyond basic biomedical
science on the learning and retention of medical information.
Subjects were asked to study a handout detailing a percussive
chest exam and several respiratory disorders. One group was
presented with the information in a standard “textbook” format
and the other group was presented with foundational knowledge about how sound travels though solids and liquids. The
foundational knowledge group outperformed the control group
in a memory task. We suggest that these subjects were able to
create causal links between the information to be learned and
the foundational knowledge which made the critical information more memorable.
Keywords

The role of background and causal knowledge in medical
reasoning is also well established. For example, Patel and
collogues (Patel & Groen, 1986) suggest that physicians who
arrive a correct diagnosis are more likely to have done so
via causal chains and forward reasoning. Other work has
examined the relative differences between medical education programs that either emphasized foundational learning
or problem-based learning. Patel and collogues found support for better performance by students in what they termed
“Conventional Curriculum” programs that emphasize the acquisition of biomedical knowledge (Patel, Groen, & Norman,
1991) than those in a “Problem-based Curriculum,” though all
students studied did seem to rely on foundational, biomedical
knowledge.

Medical Reasoning, Memory, Foundational Knowledge,
Causal Knowledge

Learning to perform a clinical exam or to make a diagnosis
takes many years of training and practical experience. As
students progress through medical school, they acquire skills
first through formal classroom experience and later via direct
clinical experience. In either case, acquiring new information can benefit from a rich knowledge base, especially to the
extent that the knowledge base allows the learner to create
causal links among the various features of new information
(Murphy & Medin, 1985).
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While Patel’s work is informative, it is largely descriptive;
reachers have recently turned to more tightly-controlled psychological investigations. For example, Woods, Brooks, and
Norman (2005) compared diagnostic performance when subjects (psychology undergraduate students) learned the probabilities of features given a disorder presented in tabular format with performance when subjects learned the same information in the context of biomedical causal knowledge. Subjects were asked to learn a set of diagnostic materials and
were tested twice. On immediate testing, subjects in both
the probability and biomedical knowledge conditions learned
the material equally well, however when tested again one
week later, the probability learners’ scores had significantly
decreased while causal knowledge learners’ scores remained
the same (Woods et al., 2005). The authors concluded that
while probability information helped participants learn information in the short-term, it was not as successful a strategy
for memory retention as causal biomedical knowledge. However, other research (Norman, Eva, Brooks, & Hamstra, 2006)
suggests that during diagnosis novices rely mainly on causal
knowledge (the basic mechanisms of disease) while experts
rely more on inferences drawn from causal knowledge. This
prompts the question: Is biomedical knowledge only useful
to novices?

trol group when time was limited and were better able to recognize encapsulated and novel consistent words. More recently, Woods, Brooks and Norman (2007) tested the retention of diagnostic information and the amount of reliance on
causal information. Subjects learned artificial diseases, with
or without a causal explanation for each symptom. Subjects
who received causal biomedical knowledge performed better on a delayed test than subjects who studied only a list
of features for each disease. In a second experiment, subjects again learned four artificial diseases, each with three
non-causal features and one causal chain. When tested immediately, subjects assigned equal weighting to causal and
non-causal alternatives, but began to consider the causal alternative as more likely on the delayed test. In other words,
with a delay, subjects relied on the causal alternative as the
most probable, because its causality made it the most memorable. In terms of the encapsulation theory, symptoms linked
by causal explanations were encapsulated while non-causal
symptoms were not.
Rikers and colleagues (Rikers, Loyens, Winkel, Schmidt,
& Sins, 2005; Rikers, Schmidt, & Moulaert, 2005) agree that
biomedical knowledge becomes encapsulated within clinical
knowledge through applying such knowledge during patient
interactions. They suggest that while expert doctors may not
explicitly state biomedical knowledge when diagnosing a patient, such knowledge supports diagnostic decisions. Rikers
et al. demonstrated this using a priming paradigm. Subjects first read a short description of a hypothetical patient,
followed by a mask and a target word. In one experiment
(Rikers, Loyens, et al., 2005) the word was either a diagnostic or biomedical term, or a non-word, and subjects simply
had to determine if the target was a word or non-word as
quickly as possible. In a second experiment (Rikers, Schmidt,
& Moulaert, 2005), subjects were shown a diagnostic or
biomedical term and they had to indicate whether the item
was related or unrelated to the previously read case. The results of both experiments indicated (through faster reaction
times) that biomedical as well as diagnostic information was
active for experienced doctors when reading a patient profile.

Further research examined whether experts use biomedical knowledge at all, and if so, precisely when they do so.
One suggestion is that doctors move through three types of
mental representations as they progress from novices to experts: from (1) biomedical information alone; to (2) illness
scripts; and finally to (3) exemplars from their own experience (Norman, 2005; Schmidt, Norman, & Boshuizen, 1990;
Schmidt & Boshuizen, 1993). These studies do indicate,
however, that while biomedical information becomes encapsulated into higher-level causal models, all layers of information are always available, and biomedical knowledge can
be accessed when higher-level concepts cannot solve a given
problem (Schmidt & Boshuizen, 1993; Verkoeijen, Rikers,
Schmidt, van de Wiel, & Kooman, 2004). Expert clinicians
may have superior knowledge of basic science concepts, but
only use it explicitly in difficult or complex cases (Norman,
2005). When asked to diagnose or describe patients, experts
tend to provide course, diagnosis, frequency and treatment information, whereas novices tend to mostly provide biomedical information (Custers, Boshuizen, & Schmidt, 1998).
When reaching a correct diagnosis in a complex case or in
an area they are not proficient in, however, experts are more
likely to explicitly use knowledge of disease mechanisms, or
biomedical knowledge, to reason their way through the symptoms. In other words, when experience is insufficient, experts
will use biomedical knowledge as a fall back (Regehr, Cline,
Norman, & Brooks, 1994).

The results of all of these studies suggest a prominent role
for biomedical knowledge as a facilitator in creating causal
links between features and concepts. However, experienced
physicians (and successful students) likely rely on foundational knowledge outside of the purely biomedical field. For
example, when learning about a percussive chest exam, students are likely to be taught about the technique for doing
the exams, the variety of outcomes from the exam, and the
associated diseases and conditions that underlie these different sounds. But another way to think about the exam is in
the context of the acoustical properties of sound traveling
through solids, liquids or gas. In some cases, the sound can
be muted by the presence of liquid in the lung space, just
as sound might be muted when travelling through any liquid medium. Students with foundational knowledge in basic
acoustics and physics might learn the percussive chest exam

With this in mind, Woods and colleagues (2006) examined the relationship between time constraints and reliance
on biomedical knowledge. They found that subjects who
learned via causal explanations performed better than a con-
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more readily than students whose foundational knowledge is
purely biomedical in nature.

sound in a patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). Subjects in both groups were given information
about the disease, and the symptoms, and were told what examination outcomes would be indicative of COPD. However,
subjects in the FK group were also told to “imagine tapping
in the same way on a drum. If it was a good drum, you would
get a nice hollow or hyperresonant sound. This is like what
happens in COPD with emphysema; a lot of the normal lung
tissues are destroyed and so the sound is not dampened much
at all.”
Subjects’ retention was measured via two multiple choice
quizzes that were administered immediately after study and
one week later. We included fifteen critical test items and ten
multiple choice control items. Test items were questions that
required the participant to make a diagnosis based on exam
results, or to predict a symptom given a diagnosis. As such,
we expected that performance on these items would be aided
by the foundational knowledge presented in the last section
of the treatment group’s information booklet. The ten control
items tested knowledge learned from the information booklet
that was not aided by the presence of foundational knowledge. For instance, control items include “Which is NOT a
usual factor that places a person at higher risk for pneumonia?” and “The separation between the two outside layers of
the lung is referred to as:” where answering correctly to either question is not helped by knowing the physics information presented to the FK group. The only differences between
the immediate test and the delayed test were question order,
answer order, and patient names in the case studies.

Experiment 1A
We designed an experiment to test this prediction. We examined the ability of two groups of subjects to learn material
related the percussive chest exam and several related diseases
of the lung. One group, the Foundational Knowledge (FK)
group, learned the material in the context of acoustical knowledge. The other group, the No Foundational Knowledge
(NFK) group, served as the control group and was given the
information without the acoustic information as they would
typically learn it in a class in medical school. Both groups
then completed a set of test items (immediately and after a
one week delay). We predicted that the FK group would perform better than the NFK Group on test items that were directly related to the chest exam.

Method
Subjects Subjects were recruited from the Undergraduate
Psychology Research Pool at the University of Western Ontario and awarded course credit for their participation. Additional subjects were recruited from the undergraduate population at Grant McEwan College. A total of 88 subjects, 63
females and 25 males, aged 18-40 (M = 20.4, SD = 5.55)
were tested. Subjects were randomly assigned into the one of
the two learning groups. All of our subjects were collected
from a first year psychology class and were not expected to
have any previous medical knowledge that would help them
on any of the tests. Twenty-two subjects were removed from
the final analysis: Sixteen subjects (5 from the NFK group
and 11 from the FK group) were removed from the final analysis for failing to return for the second test, and 5 subjects (4
from the NFK group and 1 from the FK group) were removed
because they had an average score of less than .40 on the immediate test. One subject was removed from the NFK group
because he had a background in university-level physics.

Procedure Subjects were tested in small groups of up to
six individuals in two sessions each in a quiet laboratory setting. During the first session, informed consent was obtained
from each subject, and information on subjects’ English proficiency was also collected to control for possible differences in
language ability and understanding. Subjects were then asked
to read and study the paper information booklet. Specifically,
they were instructed to study the booklet to the best of their
ability because the information would not be presented again
before any of the following tests and they were told to give
back the booklet to the experimenter only after they felt confident they knew the information. There was no time limit on
how long subjects could study the booklet or on either test;
however, most took between 20 to 30 minutes to study the
material and 7 to 15 minutes to do each test. The time it took
each subject to get through each session was recorded to look
for outliers or individuals who were having a harder time with
the information; however, no outliers were observed. After a subject returned the information booklet to the experimenter, the immediate test was administered. The items were
presented via an online survey application created in one of
the author’s lab (Minda). After completing the test, subject
booked their second session for exactly one week later. During the second session, subjects were given only the computerized test without being presented with the information
booklet. After completing the experiment, subjects were de-

Materials Subjects in the No Foundational Knowledge
group were given an information booklet titled “An Introduction to Diseases Involving the Lung.” The information in the
booklet was designed by one of the authors (Goldszmidt) and
involved the explanations for the causes and symptoms of
three lung diseases (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease,
pneumonia and pleural effusion) as well as a description on
how to do a basic physical exam of the lungs by listening
to breath sounds, percussing the lung and feeling for tactile
fremitus. The Foundational Knowledge group had an extra
section in their booklet titled “The Basic Physics of Lung
Sounds” that was not included in the control group booklet.
This extra section provided the foundational knowledge that
was expected to make the earlier information presented more
coherent and potentially more memorable. The information
included physics rules and explanations for the results of each
of the three parts to the physical exam of the lung. For example, all subjects read about the exam and how it would
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Figure 1: Panel A shows performance on control items when tested
immediately and 1-week-later in experiment 1A. No significant difference was observed. Panel B shows the performance on test items:
as expected, the FK group performed significantly better at Time 1,
and showed a similar trend at Time 2. Panels C and D show the
same information for experiment 1B. Again, there was no significant
difference on control items, while the FK group performed better than
the NFK group at both Time 1 and Time 2. Note: error bars denote
SEM.

briefed. The average running time for completing the first
session was 42 minutes and the average running time for completing the second session was 10 minutes.

Results
Learning Analysis Each item was scored, and we calculated a proportion correct for each subject overall, as well as
for control items and test items separately. Prior to conducting the main analysis, we conducted an item analysis. For
each item, we calculated the correlation between subjects’ responses to that item and subjects’ overall performance. Our
average correlation between item and performance was .34 (a
range from 0.02 to .54), indicating that most of our individual
items tracked overall competence in a reliable way.
We then averaged across subjects to obtain the average proportion correct for subjects in the Foundational Knowledge
(FK) and the No Foundational Knowledge (NFK) groups on
Test 1 and Test 2. The resulting averages are displayed in
Figure 1.
As can been seen in the top panel of Figure 1, there was
no almost difference between the two groups on the con-

trol items. We entered the scores into a mixed factorial
ANOVA with Condition (FK/NFK) as a between subjects
factor and Test (Test 1 / Test 2) as a within subjects factor. We failed to find any significant differences between the
conditions F(1, 126) = 0.1062, p = .75, indicating that the
control items were not affected by the addition of foundational knowledge and that both groups learned the information equally. As well, memory of the control items did not
decrease with time and there was no significant difference
between the immediate and delayed control item test scores,
F(1, 126) = 0.8484, p = .36.
In accordance with our hypothesis, panel B in Figure 1
shows an advantage for the FK group over the NFK group
on the test items. We entered the scores into a mixed factorial ANOVA with Condition (FK/NFK) as a between subjects
factor and Test (Test 1 / Test 2) as a within subjects factor.
We found a significant main effect of condition (performance
was better for the Foundational Knowledge group) on the test
items, F(1, 126) = 8.2056, p = .005. There was also an effect of Test (performance on Test 1 was better than on Test 2)
F(1, 126) = 4.3883, p = .038; however, there was no interaction F(1, 126) = 0.1256, p = .72.
Planned comparison t-tests (using a one-tailed two-sample
t-test) on Test items indicated a significant difference at Time
1 (t(64) = 2.4045, p = .0096), and a trend towards a difference at Time 2 (t(64) = 1.6246, p = .055). In both cases, as
expected, the FK group outperformed the NFK group.

Experiment 1B
Experiment 1B was a direct replication of 1A. While considering the results of the first study there was a suggestion that
the FK group received information that was more imagable
(using the metaphor of a drum to describe the lungs), and
therefore the FK group could be utilizing dual coding while
the NFK could use only verbal coding (see, for example,
Clark & Paivio, 1991). This prompted us to examine our testing materials for differences, and a single reference to the
lungs as a “drum” was removed from the NFK information
package.

Method
Subjects Seventeen subjects (8 females) aged 18-21 (M =
20.5, SD = 1.68) were recruited from the University of Western Ontario. One subject from the NFK group was removed
because they had an average score of less than .40 on the immediate test.
Materials and Procedure The same test items and testing
procedures were used, except that all data were collected in
paper and pencil format, rather than online, and as mentioned
above, a single reference to the lungs as a drum was removed
from the NFK information package.

Results
As can be seen in Figure 1, Panel C, both groups had good
performance on the control items and there were no differ-
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ences in performance by either group F(1, 26) = 2.592, p =
.120, indicating that the control items were not affected by
the addition of causal knowledge. As well, memory of the
control items did not decrease with time and there was no significant difference between the immediate and delayed control item test scores, F(1, 26) = 0.0006, p = .980. With regards to the test items (Figure 1, Panel D), a significant main
effect of condition (performance was better for the Foundational Knowledge group) on the test items was found,
F(1, 26) = 32.193, p < .0001. There was no main effect of
Test, F(1, 126)1.433, p = .242, and no interaction was found
F(1, 126) = 2.756, p = .109. Planned comparison t-tests on
Test items indicated a significantly superior performance of
the FK group at both Time 1 (t(14)3.498, p = .006), and Time
2 (t(14) = 4.341, p = .002).

Discussion
The results of this study suggest that our subjects were able
to utilize foundational knowledge when learning new information. The primary evidence for this was the superior performance by the FK group on the critical test items. We suggest that the foundational physics knowledge (the tutorial on
acoustics) allowed for the creation of a causal chain to guide
the new knowledge acquisition. For example, students in both
the FK and NFK groups know that a normal lung sounds hollow (when tapped from the back), and dull if the patient has
pneumonia. However, students in the FK condition can create
the causal chain: A drum filled with water sounds dull; when
a person has pneumonia their lungs are filled with fluid; therefore, when a person has pneumonia, percussing their lungs
must result in a dull noise. In other words, they now know
why the exam produced the sound that it does. And this additional, causal knowledge resulted in better performance on
items that were related to the exam itself. This additional
knowledge did not relate (causally or otherwise) to the control items and so there was no advantage by the FK group.
While our results were generally in line with our hypothesis, we also expected the FK advantage to persist, and possibly increase over time as has been shown in other research
(Woods et al., 2005, 2007). The FK advantage seemed to persist in Study 1A, though the p value was not quite significant
at the .05 level at the second test. However, the FK advantage
was very strong in both the first and second tests in Study 1B,
and we did not find any evidence of an interaction between
condition and time, suggesting that our results were robust to
the one week delay. Study 1B thus replicated our main finding and clarified Study 1As marginal effect of knowledge on
the second test.
This study has two main implications. Firstly, if replicated
in a larger sample with first year medical students, it would
suggest that the standard physical exam textbooks should include this type of information for all students. Secondly, similar to prior work, it would suggest that one of the criteria for
choosing to integrate a basic science topic into the curriculum should relate to the extent to which the topic supports the

development in students of causal explanations for clinical
findings. This is particularly salient with regards to this study
because, unlike the prior studies, this is the first of its kind to
consider physics (acoustics) as a basic science relevant to the
teaching of medicine. Moreover, supporting causal knowledge does not appear to have been a criterion considered in
either the Carnegie report on the future of medical education
nor in a recent study related to the role of the basic sciences
in medical education (Finnerty et al., 2010; Irby, Cooke, &
O’Brien, 2010). In the latter study (Finnerty et al., 2010),
the value and role of the sciences was felt to relate to having
a fundamental knowledge of the human body and for developing effective thinking skills but not for developing what
Murphy and Medin (1985) would have called conceptual coherence (i.e. causal knowledge).
The only difference methodologically between experiments 1A and 1B was a reference to the lungs as a drum.
While we believe the major contribution of this study is the
usefulness of foundational knowledge outside of biomedical
information when teaching medical students, this does raise
the possibility that imagery or dual coding did play a role in
how memorable the information was. Further studies will be
required to fully expolore this idea.
In any case, these data do support the general claim that
foundational knowledge (even outside of basic biomedical
science) can and does help with the learning and retention
of diagnostic information.
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Modeling Maqam Relations with Self-Organizing Maps
Nart B. Atalay
Selcuk University

Seyit Yore
Selcuk University
Abstract: Self-organizing maps (SOMs, Kohonen, 1982) have been extensively used as information processing
models in music perception. Using a corpus that represents tonal regularities in Western music, Tillmann et.al (2000)
developed a schema of Western tonal music. Krumhansl, et.al (2000) showed that melodic expectancy in Finnish
music could be modeled by SOMs trained on samples of Finnish music. Recently, Schmuckler (2010) observed that
a model of contour structure based on Fourier analysis could predict perceived melodic similarity. In this study, we
investigated alternative SOM models of maqam music. Traditionally, maqams are defined by pitch structure and the
structure of melodic contour, which are assumed to be independent. We trained SOMs using a representative corpus
of Turkish maqam music. The SOMs were trained either with the pitch class distributions or the contour structure.
Preliminary results showed that both types of information were useful to model the relations between maqams.
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Memory for musical sequences beyond pitch: Grammatical and
associative processes
Richard Ashley
Northwestern University
Abstract: Memory for music can be detailed and concrete even without conscious effort to encode. We hypothesize
that this is because of a symbiotic relationship between memory and musical structure. The stimuli in our experiments
are drum patterns derived from a published corpus. The grammars of these patterns are asymmetric in their transition
probabilities, sparse as matrix structures, and referential, in that one sound (instrument) is centrally connected to
other sonic elements. Participants heard drum sequences taken from the corpus, or manipulated for the three
significant features. They then identify examples as previously heard or as lures. Results to date confirm that
memory is enhanced for sequences with grammars that are asymmetrical, referential, and sparse; manipulation of
any of these factors degrades memory for these sequences. We propose that these three factors are primary cognitive
elements of perception beyond the domain of musical pitch, and consider parallels with linguistic sound structure.
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Annotation as a (Meta)Cognitive Aid in Western Art Music
Performance
Linda T. Kaastra
MAGIC, University of British Columbia
Abstract: This paper examines the role of annotation in coordinating Western Art Music (WAM) performance.
Annotations were obtained from a performance score drawn from an instrumental case study of ensemble performance.
The case study consisted of nine videotaped rehearsals and a performance of Torû Takemitsu’s Masque for Two
Flutes (1959-1960). A prior analysis of the conversation, body motion, and instrumental play revealed four domains
of coordination. This paper presents a detailed exploration of one of those domains, annotation, using theory drawn
from the field of distributed cognition. The annotations were classified by their function in supporting cognitive
and meta-cognitive processes of performance in relation to the printed score (visual salience, repair/correction, and
anchoring). The classification supports theory in distributed cognition by demonstrating a clear functional relation
between the annotated score and both internal and external performance processes.
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Abstract

description is needed to unambiguously identify the target,
thus a switch to the subordinate level of reference is
expected. This can be modeled via the simple domaingeneral mechanism of neural adaptation.
This hypothesis is made explicit through a neurocomputational model, which simulates a speaker facing the
previously described situation and implements neural
adaptation.

Speakers refer to objects using terms on various levels of
description. Labeling a poodle, they use the subordinate term
“poodle” or the basic term “dog”. Our model attributes these
effects to visual context, relying on the domain general
mechanism of neural adaptation. Two SOMs represent visual
and auditory categories. Word learning is modeled via
simultaneous presentation of item and word form and the
creation of Hebbian synapses. Neural adaptation causes a
decrease of activation in repeatedly activated nodes. We
predicted that as a result of this, when presented alone or
alongside a distractor from another basic category, an item will
be referred to by its basic term, while the presence of a distractor
from the same basic category will induce a shift to the target’s
subordinate label. Three simulations taking into account the
relative frequency of an item's basic and subordinate level labels
supported this hypothesis.
Keywords: Self-Organizing Maps; Neural Adaptation;
Language Production.

Introduction
The language acquisition literature contains much evidence
that children are reluctant to learn multiple labels for objects
(Markman, 1990). They nonetheless grow up to become
adult speakers who competently use multiple terms of
reference for a given item. One group of words that requires
mastering the use of multiple labels for an item are
hierarchical category level terms (“dog” and “poodle”).
They can all describe the same referent (e.g. a poodle), yet,
in most cases, they are not mutually exchangeable – see
Rosch & Mervis’ seminal paper (1975). Research in
language acquisition suggests that context can help children
learn second labels for familiar items (Grassmann &
Tomasello, 2010) and that children can tailor their
utterances to meet the requirements of functional context
(Deutsch & Pechmann, 1982; Matthews, Lieven,
Theakstone & Tomasello, 2006; Matthews, Lieven &
Tomasello, 2007; Bannard, Klinger & Tomasello, under
revision). The present research is also concerned with
adjusting one’s utterance to the requirements of the context,
but focuses on adult speakers. Our hypothesis is that adult
speakers’ use of basic and subordinate terms of reference
(i.e. when to say “dog” or “poodle”) is modulated by visual
context. If a target item is seen alone or among unrelated
items production of a basic level term of reference is
sufficient to unambiguously identify the target. If the target
is seen amidst very similar objects a more precise

Figure 1. Illustration of a visual context in which the basic
level term is sufficient to identify a target object (left) and
one in which a shift to a subordinate level term is required
(right).

Modelling background
The model presented here builds on a tradition of
supervised connectionist models of word learning and
production, but is mostly based on Mayor & Plunkett’s
unsupervised account (2010). While word learning itself is
considered a supervised activity, the acquisition of
perceptual categories is not, i.e. does not require a label or a
teacher. Hence Mayor and Plunkett adopted an architecture
using SOMs (self-organizing maps; Kohonen, 1984, also
interpreted in biological terms; Kohonen, 1993), which can
account for taxonomic responding and fast mapping, while
having unsupervised category formation.
Self-organizing maps are topological maps that
extract statistical regularities from input and thereby
effectively cluster objects, which have common properties.
After self-organization is complete, similar objects activate
neighbouring units on the map. Connections between two
SOMs can be modulated by the activity of individual
neurons on each map via Hebbian synapses (Hebb, 1949).
Mayor and Plunkett assumed that pre-lexical
categorization and joint-attention events are crucial factors
in word learning, hence their model consists of two SOMs
(visual and auditory), which are organized by their
respective input before any labelling events takes place.
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After self organization, joint attention is mimicked through
the simultaneous presentation of an object to the visual map
and a word form to the auditory map. Connections between
the activated neurons on each map are strengthened via
Hebbian learning. Due to the topological structure of the
SOMs, many neighbouring units are activated on each map
and Hebbian learning occurs on the synapses connecting
these units as well. This allowed for a single labelling event
to be sufficient to induce taxonomic responding. In addition,
the model also mimicked a typical learning behaviour, e.g. a
vocabulary spurt, a reduction in over-extensions with
increasing vocabulary, etc.
In spite of its accurate account of the abovementioned phenomena, Mayor & Plunkett (2010) do not
account for context-dependent use of hierarchical category
terms. The aim of the present model in now to mimic the
modulation of word choice in terms of low-level neural
mechanisms; using the simple domain general mechanism
of neural adaptation. Neural or sensory adaptation (see e.g.
Kaplan, Sontagand & Chown; Grill-Spector, Henson &
Martin, 2006) is a decrease over time in the responsiveness
of the sensory system to a constant stimulus. On a
behavioural level it surfaces as habituation, causing
participants to be less and less sensitive to a repetitive
stimulus. In terms of modelling, it means that a node that
receives activation multiple times within a short period of
time will experience a decrease in activation. Thus, the
mechanism would explain hierarchical word choice in
context as follows: When two items from the same basic
category (e.g. a Poodle and a Labrador) are presented to the
model at the same time, they both activate their basic label
(e.g. “dog” is activated twice) and their respective
subordinate labels (e.g. “Poodle” and “Labrador” both are
activated once). Neural adaptation would then cause the
activation of the twice-activated basic label to decrease,
resulting in a subordinate term winning the competition and
being produced.

Method
Similarly to Mayor & Plunkett (2010), the model consisted
of two separate SOMs, one visual and one auditory, which
received visual and auditory input respectively. We also
assumed that when it comes to word learning, infants have
already acquired the ability to segment objects out of
complex visual scenes (Kellman, Spelke & Short, 1986;
Kaufmann-Hayoz, Kaufmann & Stucki, 1986) as well as
labels from a flow of speech (Jusczyk & Aslin, 1995;
Saffran, Aslin & Newport, 1996). Each SOM was formed
via presentation of the respective set of items. These visual
stimuli were 20-dimensional real-valued vectors, which
were clustered in 2 basic level categories (e.g. “dog” and
“car”), each consisting of 10 subordinate categories (e.g.
“poodle”, “limousine”), which were, in turn, made up out of
20 exemplars each (i.e., for instance, individual poodles or
limousines).

Figure 2. Graphical representation of the nested categories
in the visual data. The large turquoise and red stripes
represent the 2 basic categories, while the little feet on the
bottom of the diagram represent the subordinate categories
within the two basic categories.
In creating the stimuli we used a simple
randomization algorithm that ensured that subordinate
categories were closest to their respective basic category’s
prototype and that, in turn, exemplars of each subordinate
category were closest to their respective subordinate
prototype and accordingly closer to their respective basic
category prototype than to the other basic category’s
prototype.
The auditory stimuli, in contrast, were not
organized in such a nested fashion. Whereas visual
categories display a hierarchical structure, such that
"Labrador" shares many features with other subordinates of
the broader category "dog", this is not necessarily the case
for auditory categories. Similar sounding words are
clustered together, but there is usually no sound symbolism
such that "car" is a member of a hypothetical broader
category "carpet". It has to be noted though that certain
terms referring to an item on a subordinate level such as
racing-car share parts with their respective basic level label
(in this case "car"). In its current state the model assumed
that such labels have separate entries on the auditory map.
Whether this way of storage reflects reality is a matter of
experimental investigation, but not central to the current
model.
All visual and auditory stimuli were represented as
20-dimensional vectors. Coding the input in this abstract
way, allowed us to remain agnostic to the nature of
attributes involved in category formation. The total number
of 400 visual and 440 auditory items, after excluding
prototypes, was then presented to train the respective SOMs,
mimicking exposure to objects to words. These uni-modal
self-organising maps used the standard Kohonen learning
algorithm (Kohonen, 1984) - Each map consisted of a
hexagonal grid of 64 (8x8) units. Each unit k was
associated with a vector mk . Upon presentation of each item
x the vectors mk (like in Mayor & Plunkett, 2010) were
€
€

€

€
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modified by finding the Best Matching Unit (BMU)
defined by the following condition:

c,

visual map and unit
follows:

•
with
measuring the standard Euclidean distance.
Similarly, the second and third BMU could be identified.
Then the standard weight update rule was applied with a
€
rate that decayed over time a( t ) = 0.05 /1+ t /200 and
€ a
€
€ learning
Gaussian neighbourhood function of the distance
dik between units i and k on the map (Equation 2), that
€
shrinks linearly over time from σ(0) = 4 to σ(Tmax ) = 1 .

€

2

N€(i,k ) t €= e −d ik / 2σ

2

(t )

(2)
€
An average quantization error was defined, such that the
Euclidean distance between input patterns and their
respective BMU was:

€
where

x − mc (x)

x

(3)

is the best matching unit for input pattern x and
indicates an averaging over all input patterns. This
quantization error E is not a traditional error teacher signal,
€ €
but a global measure of weight alignment to the
€ input in the
€ €
map. In forming the SOMs, we used a batch version of
Kohonen's€algorithm (1984).
Then associations across SOMs were trained. This
only happened after the maps were entirely formed,
emulating that the speaker had fully formed visual and
auditory categories. Such a simplification was possible,
since the current research did not focus on developmental
aspects. We mimicked joint attention activities (i.e. labelling €
events) between caregiver and infant by simultaneously €
presenting an item from the visual set to the visual map and
a random exemplar from the respective auditory category to
the auditory map. Each visual stimulus was in this way
associated with both, a subordinate and a basic level label.
Thus, each instance of the visual stimulus "poodle" was
simultaneously presented and therefore associated with a
number of instances of the word form "dog", as well as a
number of instances of the word form "poodle”. This way,
the model was able to learn that two labels can refer to the
respective item.
We built cross-modal connections by learning
Hebbian connections between both maps. The amplitude of
these bidirectional connections is modulated by the activity
of the connection units. We defined the neural activity of a
−q k / r
unit k to be ak = e
, where qk is the quantization error
associated with unit k and r = 0.5 was normalization
constant. The amplitudes of those connections were
€ modulated according €to the standard Hebb rule with
€
saturation, which
allows for keeping weights within
€
€
physiological range even for high neural activities (Mayor
& Plunkett, 2010). The connections between unit i on the
mc (x)

< • >

€

on the auditory map was computed as

w ij€(n +1) = w ij (n) +1 − e

€ (1)

€

j

where

n

− λa i a j

(4)

refers to the index of the item-word pairing and

λ = 0.3 is the learning rate. It was set to that value, since it

offered a good compromise between quick learning and

€
€
establishing many meaningful connections.

Since it was the model's objective to emulate experienced
speakers who knew all the items and their corresponding
hierarchical word forms, the model’s performance was only
tested after cross-modal associations between items and
word forms had been fully established. The frequency ratio
between basic and subordinate labelling events differs from
object to object. We mimicked this change in frequency by
training cross-modal associations with different ratios of
basic and subordinate word forms in each simulation.

Neural adaptation
Neural adaptation was implemented into the auditory map
by making the activation of a unit a function of newly
received and previous activation, such that multiple
activation of a unit within a short period of time leads to a
drastic decrease in activation:

anNA (s) = an (s) * e
where

(−a NA
(s−1)/ tau)
n

(5)

is the activation of a unit n at presentation
number s , an (s) is the activation of a unit before adaptation
applied and tau is a constant determining
the strength of
€
€is
€
adaptation
with a low tau value standing for drastic and a
tau value standing for mild adaptation. Thus, if a
high
€
€ has never been presented before, the activity of the
stimulus
corresponding €
nodes at time s-1 is virtually 0; adaptation
has no effect on word choice. However, after a number of
presentations, adaptation reduces the activation level for the
nodes subjected to repeated stimulation. Note that neural
adaptation was implemented into the model at the level of
the cross-modal activation flow transferred via Hebbian
connections, and not to activation arising from direct
presentation of stimuli to the maps. While this facilitated
making the model work, it also appears to be plausible,
since quickly-occurring drastic adaptation of visual nodes
that receive activation through the presentation of visual
stimuli seems counter intuitive - when looking at more than
one dog, one certainly still sees the dogs.
an (s)

Simulation 1
This simulation investigated possible effects of visual
context via the implementation of neural adaptation. The
SOMs were trained according to the previous section;
thereafter associations between SOMs were established. In
this particular simulation, cross-associations were formed
using a ratio of 85% basic level and 15% subordinate level
labelling events for each visual stimulus, thereby
representing items for which caregivers predominantly use

€
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basic level terms in labelling situations. For example,
imagine an object “poodle”, which would typically be
named “dog” in 85% and “poodle” in 15% of the labelling
events in acquisition.
This simulation attempted to mimic the situation of
a speaker seeing two objects from the same basic, but from
different subordinate categories (e.g. a poodle and a
Labrador, see Figure 1, right image) who named one of
those objects using either a basic or subordinate level term.
Thus, to evaluate the model's performance, 400 pairs of
visual stimuli were presented to the visual map. Each pair
consisted of a distracter (presented first) and the target
(presented one time step after). The distracter was always
from the same basic, but never from the same subordinate
level category, as the target. It was then noted, whether the
model produced a correct target label upon presentation of a
pair of visual stimuli and whether the word produced was a
basic or subordinate level term. In a control condition,
distracter and target belonged to different basic level
categories (see Figure 1, left image), simulating a speaker
wanting to identify a referent presented together with an
unrelated object.
Several simulation runs were undertaken, covering
adaptation rates for tau values from 0.15 (weak adaptation)
to 0.01 (very strong adaptation).

Simulation 1 – Results & Discussion
The results for items with a high frequency of basic level
labelling events (85%) in acquisition suggested that with
only weak adaptation (tau < 0.08) the basic level label is
preferred when a target is shown together with a distracter
from the same basic level category (see Figure 3).

subordinate level terms. For tau = 0.07 the model produced
an almost equal amount of basic (43.75%) and subordinate
level terms (40.5%). The remaining 20% were mapping
errors. As adaptation became even more powerful,
subordinates were produced more frequently than basic
level terms, e.g. 8.4% basic and 58.75% subordinate terms
for tau = 0.02. While not taking away from the model’s
overall predictions, it still has to be noted that error rate
increased as neural adaptation became stronger, indicating
that adaptation added some noise to the system.
In the control condition, where a target was shown
alongside a distractor from a different basic level category,
almost no subordinate terms were produced, regardless of
power of adaption. The simulation predicted that, given a
sufficiently high rate of adaptation, visual context would
prompt a shift from basic to subordinate level terms used
when labelling an item.
Such a behaviour was produced through neural
adaptation: When a target and a distracter from the same
basic level category were presented to the model’s visual
map, they – via Hebbian connections - both activated the
same basic level term on the auditory map and each their
respective subordinate level term. Neural adaptation then
caused that the units representing the basic level term
(“dog”), due to being activated multiple times, to exhibit a
strong decrease in activation, such that the subordinate level
term (“poodle”) won the competition and was produced. In
the control condition, target and distracter belonged to
different basic level categories, such that no neurons were
activated twice and no adaptation took place, such that the
basic level terms won the competition.
The findings of this simulation hence suggest that a
single domain-general mechanism, like neural adaptation,
would be able to account for adult speakers’ switch from
basic to subordinate level terms of reference when
unambiguously identifying a referent alongside a distracter
from the same basic level category and the absence of such
an effect when both items belong to different basic
categories.

Simulation 2

Figure 3. Mean frequency of use of an item’s basic and
subordinate level labels for different rates of adaptation
across 100 simulation runs (10 per tau value). The red line
represents the percentage of subordinate, the green line the
percentage of basic terms produced. The blue line indicates
the number of subordinate terms produced in the control
condition.
For tau = 0.15, the model produced 70.07% basic
and 23.95% subordinate level terms. As adaptation rate
increased this ratio shifted towards production of

Unlike the first simulation, this simulation dealt
with items that were mostly labelled with their subordinate
level term during acquisition (e.g. the object “eagle”, which
would be referred to with “bird” less often than with its
subordinate term “eagle”. The SOMs were formed in the
same way as in simulation 1, but trained cross-modal
associations using a ratio of 20% basic and 80% subordinate
level labelling events for each. The models performance was
also evaluated in the same way as in Simulation 1.

Simulation 2 – Results & Discussion
For items that are predominantly associated with
subordinate level terms during labelling events, we observed
a higher amount of subordinate labels (above 60%) in
production, while the frequency of basic level labels was
overall lower, as can be seen in Figure 4.
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terms. For each ratio, the model was then tested by
presenting each visual stimulus separately and checking
whether the basic or subordinate label was produced. No
adaptation was implemented.

Simulation 3 – Results & Discussion

Figure 4. Mean frequency of use of an item’s basic and
subordinate level labels for different rates of adaptation. The
red line represents the percentage of subordinate terms
produced, the green line the percentage of basic terms
produced. The blue line indicates the number of subordinate
items produced in the control condition.
Higher rates of adaptation further increased the use
of subordinate level terms, while the use of basic level terms
decreased to a minimum. A slightly higher number of false
labels was produced.
The high percentage of subordinate level terms
produced, even for lower rates of adaptation, suggested that
contextual effects were less pronounced for items that are
referred to mostly by their subordinate term in labelling
events. The lesser increase in use of subordinate terms with
increasing adaptation rate, can be explained in terms of
functional demands of the context: The subordinate level
term is already sufficient to distinguish the item in question
from other members of the same basic level category, such
that context does not require the model or the speaker to
shift to an even more specific term. It is worth noting that in
the control condition, around 55% of subordinate terms
were produced, regardless of adaptation. This suggested that
an item’s frequency of basic and subordinate labels in
production was – independent of context and neural
adaption – a function of the frequency of basic and
subordinate terms used in labelling events for that item in
acquisition. This prediction was further explored in a third
simulation.

Simulation 3
The third simulation set out to investigate the effect
of frequency of basic and subordinate level terms for an
item in acquisition on the frequency of use of the respective
terms in production. After training the SOMs, cross-modal
associations were formed via Hebbian learning upon
simultaneous presentation of visual and auditory stimuli to
the respective SOM. Each item was associated with both a
basic and a subordinate category level term. Thereafter, we
had the model form cross modal associations for a variety of
ratios of basic and subordinate labels for an item. These
ranged from 90% basic and 10% subordinate level labelling
events to the inverse where 10% of the labelling events
associated basic and 90% associated subordinate level

The findings of simulation 3, visualized in Figure
5, indicated that the ratio of use of basic and subordinate
labels for an item was a function of their frequency ratio in
acquisition. Thus, the simulation predicts that when
disregarding possible effects of context and not
implementing neural adaptation, the model will use
hierarchical category level terms based on their frequency in
acquisition when presented with a single visual stimulus.

Figure 5. Mean frequency in acquisition plotted against
frequency of use in production across 90 simulation runs.
The green line indicates percentage of use of basic, the red
line percentage of use of subordinate level labels in
production.
As seen in Figure 5, a very low frequency of
subordinate labels (less than 10%) for an item in acquisition
lead to the model not producing the subordinate form in a
neutral context at all. In the cases where the frequency of
subordinates in acquisition is between 15% and 45%,
production frequency of subordinates gradually increased. A
50/50 frequency ratio in production was reached when the
frequency ratio in acquisition was also at around 50/50.
Further shifting this ratio in acquisition towards
subordinates (50% to 90% subordinate labelling events)
reduced the production frequency of basic level terms, while
slightly increasing the frequency of subordinate terms. As
the frequency of subordinates in acquisition rose well over
50%, the model attempted to produce more subordinate
terms, but also started to produce an increasing amount of
errors - with a frequency ratio of 10% basic and 90%
subordinate level terms in acquisition, the model produced
10% basic and 60% subordinate level terms, plus 30%
incorrect subordinates.
The main findings of this third simulation are
plausible both with regards to the model’s architecture as
well as in terms of implications for speakers’ behaviour.
Since the frequency with which an item is associated with a
word during formation of the cross-modal associations has a
direct impact on the strength of the respective connection,
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we expected more frequent labelling events associating
either a basic or subordinate level label with an item to
result in a propensity for referring to that item with the
respective hierarchical term in production. The prediction is
that speakers would display a similar behaviour.

General Discussion & Conclusion
The simulations reported above showed the following:
1) When labelling an item presented together with a
distracter from the same basic level category, the model
shifts from basic to subordinate level terms.
2) A simple domain general mechanism, like neural
adaptation, can account for this shift from basic to
subordinate level labels prompted by visual context.
3) The amplitude of the effect of adaptation is stronger for
items with a higher frequency of basic level labelling events
in acquisition than for those with a lower frequency of basic
level labelling events in acquisition.
4) Frequency ratio between basic and subordinate terms in
production is a function of the frequency of basic and
subordinate labelling events for an item in acquisition.
These predictions can be tested in further
experimental studies. The simplest premise, the switch to
subordinate level terms in the presence of a distracter from
the same basic category, requires a simple picture-naming
task in which participants are required to unambiguously
identify a referent alongside either an item of the same or a
different basic category. To see whether neural adaptation is
a plausible explanation for effects of visual context, one
could contact a very similar study in which participants
always name an item by its basic label. If adaptation
occurrs, a difference in responses should arise if the target is
presented alongside a distracter from the same basic level
category and thus forcing a subordinate label.
In terms of limitations, when presented with two
subordinate items (e.g. two poodles) the current model
would fail to revert to a level of description more specific
than the subordinate. In that situation, humans might use
adjectives to reach a finer level of description, the model
would not. However, this could in principle be
accommodated by training the model with labels at multiple
levels in the hierarchy; adaptation would then cascade down
and naming would become more and more specific as the
context becomes stronger.
In conclusion, we have presented a neurocomputational model that predicts a shift from basic to
subordinate level terms of reference for items driven by
visual context by relying on the single domain-general
mechanism of neural adaptation. The present research is a
low-level associative account of a phenomenon so far
described on a high socio-pragmatic level, but makes no
claims about the nature of the relationship between such
low-level mechanisms and richer processes, nor is it
concerned with high-level processes such as intention
reading or inferences about goals and mental states of
speakers. It rather attempts to show that high- and low-level

accounts need not be antagonistic, but can complement each
other.
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Executive Functions
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Abstract: In a previous study (Gavilán & Garcı́a-Albea, 2009) 23 schizophrenic patients and 23 healthy controls
were assessed in Theory of Mind (ToM) and Figurative Language Comprehension (FLC) abilities in order to explore
the functional relationship between both capacities. We used 3 ToM and 3 FLC tasks. We found that ToM correlated
high and significantly with FLC only in the group of patients. In the present study we aim to identify whether the
association found in patients between ToM and FLC was genuine or it is better explained by impairments in general
intelligence and/or executive functions. For that purpose, the same sample was assessed using a short form of the
WAIS-III-R in order to estimate their IQ, and 7 Executive Functions (EF) tests to estimate their executive integrity.
Results show that the correlation between ToM and FLC capacities remains significant when controlling either for
IQ, or when controlling for EF.
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Abstract
This
study
investigated
undergraduate
students’
metacognitive judgments while learning about complex
science topics using multimedia material (text and graph). A
within-subjects design was used to examine the effect of
discrepancies on study-time allocation, metacognative
judgments and inference generation. There were three types
of discrepancies: none, text (between two ideas in the text)
and text and graph (between the text and graph). Forty
(N=40) participants completed 12 trials where they were
asked to provide 6 judgments: Ease of Learning judgments
(EOLs), immediate and delayed Judgments of Learning
(JOLs) for both text and graph and Retrospective
Confidence Judgments (RCJs). Participants provided
significantly lower JOLs for content that contained
discrepancies but RCJs remained high across conditions.
Discrepancies did not influence study-time allocation, but
did significantly influence inference scores. Overall, results
suggest that participants may be aware of discrepancies, but
lack the control strategies needed to overcome them.
Keywords: metacognitive judgments; self-regulated learning;
metacognitive monitoring; control strategies; discrepancy
detection; multimedia

Introduction
In comparison to other developed countries, the United
States has been consistently outperformed in science
international assessments (PISA, 2006; TIMSS, 2007). With
projected university undergraduate enrollment in the United
States on the rise (Planty et al., 2009), it is important that
students begin to master the skills necessary to succeed in
school at an early age. It is, therefore, becoming
increasingly important that students become proficient in the
most effective ways to increase, maintain, and demonstrate
knowledge in a variety of difficult domains including
Biology, Physics, Chemistry, and Physical Science. One
way for students to become more proficient in these
domains is to effectively use certain metacognitive
processes in order to better self-regulate their learning.
Research has shown that the key to successful regulation
of learning depends on the use of certain metacognitive
processes related to planning (e.g., activation of prior

knowledge), monitoring (e.g., judgments of learning), and
the selection of appropriate learning strategies (e.g.,
coordination of informational sources) (Azevedo &
Witherspoon, 2009; Azevedo, Witherspoon, Chauncey, &
Burkett, 2010; Winne & Hadwin, 2008; Zimmerman &
Schunk, 2011). Research has further indicated that
metacognitive monitoring and judgments are extremely
important in determining students’ metacognitive control
strategies such as study time allocation. Specifically, it is
important that students are able to accurately judge to what
degree they understand the information they are studying in
order to effectively control their learning (Dunlosky,
Hertzog, Kennedy, & Thiede, 2005; Dunlosky & Metcalfe,
2009; Metcalfe, 2009; Metcalfe & Finn, 2008).

Metacognitive Monitoring and Control
Metacognitive monitoring research traditionally emphasizes
the importance of making judgments about one’s own
learning. This field of research often focuses on three types
of judgments: Ease of Learning judgments (EOLs),
Judgments of Learning (JOLs) and Retrospective
Confidence Judgments (RCJs).
Ease of Learning (EOL) judgments call for learners to
evaluate how easy or difficult information will be to learn.
These judgments typically take place prior to study or
learning. EOLs can be used as a measure of predicted task
difficulty and are associated with the planning phase of selfregulated learning (e.g., determining how much time to
allocate to studying) (Pintrich, 2000). Furthermore, there
has been evidence to indicate that EOLs are related to
metacognitive control, specifically to study choice (Thiede,
Anderson & Therriault, 2003).
Judgments of Learning (JOLs) are one of the most
frequently studied metacognitive judgments in current
literature. These judgments are made by asking participants
to rate their level of understanding about a specific set of
material. JOLs can be made at any point during learning, but
are often made at strategic points (e.g., after reading a
specific amount of material or at the end of a learning
session). Typically, research in this field has been geared
toward understanding the processes behind these judgments,
methods for improving the judgment accuracy, and the
relationship between these judgments and the control of
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learning processes. For example, in an attempt to determine
a better method to increase judgment accuracy, Nelson and
Dunlosky (1991) introduced the idea of delayed JOLs.
Results from this study indicate that the relative accuracy
was considerably higher for delayed JOLs and that this
increase could be achieved within a relatively small amount
of time (30 seconds) between the stimuli presentation and
subsequent judgment. The results of this study have been
replicated numerous times in a variety of settings with
different groups of participants and, therefore, have become
increasingly well known (see Dunlosky & Metcalfe, 2009).
Another judgment frequently studied in metacognitive
research is the Retrospective Confidence Judgment (RCJ).
When asked to provide a RCJ, participants are typically
asked how confident they are that they answered items
correctly on a learning measure, usually a test. As with other
monitoring processes, learners’ judgments are often
inaccurate when compared with their level of performance
(Dunlosky & Metcalfe, 2009).
The extensive literature base that supports the strong
relationship between metacognitive monitoring and control
has begun to answer some questions about self-regulated
learning (Azevedo, Moos, Johnson, & Chauncey, 2010;
Winne & Hadwin, 2008). Specifically, in an attempt to
further explain the relationship between the two processes,
Metcalfe and Kornell (2005) have proposed the region of
proximal learning framework (Metcalfe, 2009). This
framework suggests that, when studying material of varying
difficulty, learners’ perseverance is based on their perceived
rate of learning. According to this model, when learners
perceive that their rate of learning has reached zero
(indicating that they are no longer actively learning) they
will cease their study of the material. Therefore, according
to this framework, learners will spend the most time
studying items with judgments indicating a moderate level
of difficulty.

Inferences and Comprehension Regulation
Frequently, learners make an inference by combining
information that is present in learning materials with
information that is found elsewhere in the text or with their
prior knowledge in order to better understand the target
concept. Inference generation can often be particularly
difficult when reading texts for which the learner has little
prior knowledge (Graesser et al., 2007). Furthermore,
combining information can be particularly difficult when the
information is contradictory (Otero & Kintsch, 1992).
Research
geared
toward
understanding
learners’
comprehension regulation has often utilized texts containing
such contradictions or discrepancies. This line of research
indicates that learners’ are often unable to detect even
simple discrepancies in text and are frequently unsure of
how to deal with the discrepancies when they do detect
them (Britton & Eisenhart, 1993; Otero & Campanario,
1990; Otero & Kintsch, 1992).

Current Study
The current study focused on multimedia content delivered
through multiple representations (i.e., text and graph), and
utilized a within-subjects design to examine how type of
discrepancy (no discrepancy, text discrepancy, and text and
graph discrepancy) affects metacognitive judgments,
allocation of study-time, and the generation of inferences.
For this study, a text discrepancy is defined as discrepant
information about a particular concept addressed in two
separate sentences in a single text about a particular topic
(e.g., Microorganisms). A text and graph discrepancy, on
the other hand, is defined as discrepant information about a
particular concept addressed both in the text and the graph
about a particular topic (e.g., Transpiration). Each
discrepancy, whether in the text only or between the text
and the graph, was related to the content related to the
inference question for that topic.

Method
Participants
Forty (N=40) undergraduate students from a public
university in the mid-south region of the United States took
part in this study and were paid $20 for their participation.

Materials
The researchers developed 12 content slides about 12
different science topics (one topic per slide) across four
science domains (Chemistry, Physics, Biology and Physical
Science). Each slide contained text and a corresponding
graph that illustrated a particular concept discussed in the
text. For each slide, the researchers included content from
college text books from four science domains (Chemistry,
Physics, Biology and Physical Science) (Getis, Getis, &
Fellmann, 2009; Halliday, Resnick, & Walker, 2008;
Hoefnagels, 2009; Masterson & Hurley, 2006; Tillery,
2007).
For text containing no discrepancies or a discrepancy
between the text and graph, the text was taken directly from
the textbook with no modifications. For text containing a
discrepancy in the text, the text was altered slightly in order
to include discrepant material. In many cases, the original
text was only altered by changing one word in a sentence to
make information found within the text contradictory. Each
graph that accompanied the text was created by the
researchers in order to ensure that all graphs had consistent
features (e.g., font, line color and background color). Slides
were counterbalanced and equally divided among the three
discrepancy types. The content was presented using the
computer-based Automated Testing System (ATS)
(Lehman, D’Mello, & Person, 2008) (See Figure 1).

Experimental Procedure
The experimental procedure for the study included 3 phases:
1) collection (participants filled out informed consent and
demographic information), 2) testing (participants were
given two tests to assess different aspects of their prior
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knowledge) and 3) experimental session in which the
participants provided several metacognitive judgments (i.e.,
EOL, JOL and RCJ), read text and inspected graphs, and
provided answers to 12 science inference questions.
The participants were given 20 minutes total to complete
both a test of science knowledge basic graph comprehension
test (10 minutes per test). To begin the experimental session,
participants were shown a video that provided experimental
instructions as well as demonstrated how to navigate the
ATS system. The session consisted of 12 trials, for each of
which participants were presented with an open-ended
inference question based on the specific content they were
about to view. Participants were asked to make an Ease of
Learning (EOL) judgment by selecting the appropriate
multiple-choice option in the ATS system that corresponded
to a 0-100% scale that increased in increments of 20 percent
(i.e., 0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100%). A judgment of 0%
indicated that participants predicted the question would be
very difficult to answer, whereas a judgment of 100%
indicated that participants predicted the question would be
very easy to answer.
Participants were then presented with a content slide
about a single topic that contained three paragraphs of
textual material and a corresponding graph. For each topic
(e.g., Atoms) all three paragraphs and graph were presented
simultaneously. Once participants read the paragraphs and
inspected the diagram, they were asked to make an
immediate Judgment of Learning about textual material (IT
JOL) using the ATS system as previously described. For
this and for all subsequent JOLs, a response of 0% indicated
that the participant judged they did not understand the
material at all, whereas a response of 100% indicated a
judgment that they completely understood the material.
Participants were also asked to make an immediate
Judgment of Learning about the graph that was presented
with the text (IG JOL) using the ATS system as previously
described. Once participants provided their immediate
judgments, the system then displayed a screen with an
image of a stop sign for 30 seconds. After the delay,
participants were asked to make delayed judgments about
both the text (DT JOL) and graph (DG JOL) that was
previously presented. These judgments followed the same
format as the judgments of learning described above.
At the end of each of the 12 trials, participants were also
asked to provide a response to the inference question
presented initially and were given as much time as needed
to respond to the question. They were then asked to make a
Retrospective Confidence Judgment (RCJ) by selecting the
appropriate multiple-choice option in the ATS system that
corresponded to a 50-100 percentage scale increasing in
increments of 10 percent. A judgment of 50% confidence
indicated that a participant simply guessed at the answer
(indicating that participants believed they have a 50/50 shot
at getting their answer correct), whereas a judgment of
100% indicated that a participant was completely confident
in their response. This procedure was repeated for the
remaining number of slides that were presented (a total of

12 trials). Following the completion of the experimental
session, the participants were debriefed and paid $20 for
their participation in the study.

Scoring Responses
Open-ended responses were scored using a thematic coding
method in which the researchers indentified specific units of
analysis found within target material (Jackson & Trochim,
2002; Ryan & Bernard, 2000). Each participant’s responses
to the 12 inference questions were graded by calculating a
percentage of the identified units of analyses that were
present in their response. The primary coder scored all 480
answers and a secondary coder scored a random selection of
25% (i.e., 120) responses. The inter-rater reliability for the
raters was found to be substantial at Kappa=0.77 (p<0.001).
Any disagreements between the researchers were settled
through discussion.

Results
Metacognitive Judgments
In order to determine if there were differences among
participants metacognitive judgments a series of one-way
repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted on each of the
recorded judgments for each type of discrepancy (none, text,
and text and graph). Results indicated that participants’ EOL
judgments were not significantly different F (1.60, 38) =
0.07, p = 0.89 (See Table 1). Results further indicated that
participants’ RCJ judgments were not significantly different
F (2, 38) = 2.50, p = 0.09
Table 1. Means, standard deviations and ANOVA results for
six metacognitive judgments, by condition.
None

Text

Graph

ANOVA

M(SD)

M(SD)

M(SD)

F

η2

EOL

0.68
(0.18)

0.67
(0.20)

0.67
(0.19)

0.07

0.01

IT
JOL

0.76
(0.14)

0.67
(0.19)

0.71
(0.17)

10.58**

0.33

IG
JOL

0.72
(0.16)

0.66
(0.20)

0.63
(0.19)

9.86**

0.35

DT
JOL

0.75
(0.14)

0.68
(0.19)

0.72
(0.17)

6.37**

0.20

DG
JOL

0.70
(0.17)

0.66
(0.21)

0.62
(0.19)

8.07**

0.29

RCJ

0.86
(0.08)

0.84
(0.10)

0.85
(0.08)

2.50

0.13

**p < .01
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With regard to Judgments of Learning, results indicated
participants’ immediate text JOLs were significantly
different F (2, 38) = 10.58, p < .001, η2=0.33. A Bonferroni
pairwise comparison revealed immediate text JOLs were
significantly higher for content that contained no
discrepancies (M=0.76, SD=0.14) than either text (M=0.67,
SD=0.19) or text and graph discrepancies (M=0.71,
SD=0.17) (See Table 1 and Figure 1).
Results indicated that participants’ immediate graph JOLs
were also significantly different F (2, 38) = 9.86, p < .001,
η2=0.35. A Bonferroni pairwise comparison revealed that
immediate graph JOLs were significantly higher for content
that contained no discrepancies (M=0.72, SD=0.16) than
either text (M=0.66, SD=0.20) or text and graph
discrepancies (M=0.63, SD =0.19) (See Table 1 and Figure
1).

70
65
60
None

Text

Text and Graph

Type of Discrepancy

Figure 1. Mean immediate text and graph JOL judgments by
type of discrepancy (none, text and text and graph).
Judgments were made on a 0-100 percentage scale.
Additionally, results indicated that participants’ delayed
text JOLs were significantly different F (2, 38) = 6.37, p <
.01, η2=0.20. A Bonferroni pairwise comparison revealed
delayed text JOLs were significantly higher for content that
contained no discrepancies (M=0.75, SD=0.14) than text
discrepancies (M=0.68, SD =0.19). Delayed text JOLs were
not significantly different for the no discrepancy condition
and the text and graph condition (M =0.72, SD=0.17) (See
Table 1 and Figure 2). Delayed text JOLs were also not
significantly different between the text discrepancy content
and the text and graph discrepancy content.
Results further indicated that participants’ delayed graph
JOLs were significantly different F (2, 38) = 8.07, p < .001,
η2=0.29. A Bonferroni pairwise comparison revealed
delayed graph JOLs were significantly higher for content
that contained no discrepancies (M=0.70, SD=0.17) than
text and graph discrepancies (M=0.62, SD =0.19). Results
indicate no significant difference for delayed graph JOLs
between the no discrepancy content and the text discrepancy
content (M=0.66, SD=0.21) (See Table 1 and Figure 2).

Text JOL
Graph JOL

75
70
65
60
None

Text

Text and Graph

Type of Discrepancy

Figure 2. Mean delayed text and graph JOL judgments by
type of discrepancy (none, text and text and graph).
Judgments were made on a 0-100 percentage scale.

Text JOL
Graph JOL

75

80

Overall, the results indicate that neither EOL judgments
nor RCJ judgments were affected by discrepancy type.
However, participant JOLS (i.e., immediate text and graph
and delayed text and graph JOLs) were affected by
discrepancy type. Both immediate JOLs (text and graph)
were significantly higher for material containing no
discrepancies than for material containing either type of
discrepancy (text or text and graph). However, results were
different for delayed JOLs. Delayed text JOLs were
significantly higher for material that contained no
discrepancy than material that contained discrepancies in the
text only. They were not, however, significantly different
when compared to either material with no discrepancies or
discrepancies between the text and the graph. The opposite
was found for delayed graph JOLs. Delayed graph JOLs
were significantly higher for material that contained no
discrepancy than material that contained discrepancies
between the text and graph. However, delayed graph JOLs
were not significantly different when compared to either
material with no discrepancies or discrepancies only in the
text.

Study-Time Allocation
In order to determine if type of discrepancy (none, text, and
text and graph) affected participants’ study-time during
multimedia learning a one-way repeated measures ANOVA
was conducted. Results indicated that there was no
significant difference, F (2, 38) = 0.45, p = 0.64, among
participants’ study time for material with no discrepancy
(M=128.34, SD=63.76), text discrepancy (M=129.08,
SD=53.61), or text and graph discrepancy (M=123.29,
SD=50.90).

Responses to Inference Questions
In order to determine if type of discrepancy (none, text, and
text and graph) impacted participants’ answers to the
inference questions a one-way repeated measures ANOVA
was conducted. Results indicated that there was a significant
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Mean Response Score

difference among participants’ response scores F (2, 38) =
4.11, p < .05, η2=0.10. A Bonferroni pairwise comparison
revealed response scores were significantly higher for
content that contained no discrepancies (M=0.46, SD=0.20)
than text discrepancies (M=0.37, SD =0.23). Response
scores were not significantly different between the no
discrepancy content and the text and graph content (M=0.41,
SD=0.19). Response scores were also not significantly
different between the text discrepancy content and the text
and graph discrepancy content (See Figure 3).
50
40
30
20
10
0
None

Text

Text and
Graph

Type of Discrepancy
Figure 3. Mean response score by type of discrepancy
(none, text and text and graph). Participant responses were
scored on a 0-100 percentage scale.
Overall, these results suggest that when there is any type
of discrepancy in the multimedia content participants
immediately judge their understanding to be lower, but seem
to have difficulties judging what specific aspect (i.e., text or
graph) of the content is related to their lack of
understanding. However, after a delay, participants seem to
have made a judgment about what aspect of the content they
believe is responsible for their understanding deficit.
However, despite discrepancies in the material and
participants’ difference in judgments, there was no
significant difference in their allocation of study-time. This,
combined with low overall scores on inference responses
(M=0.41) indicates that participants may lack the prior
knowledge or the control strategies (in this case allocation
of study-time) to overcome discrepancies in the material.
Furthermore, because discrepancies in the text (as opposed
to discrepancies between the text and the graph) have a
stronger influence on participants’ generation of inferences
results indicate that participants’ have more difficulty
overcoming discrepancies found within the text.

Conclusion
This study sought to explore the relationships between
metacognitive monitoring and control during multimedia
learning. This research has generated numerous unanswered
questions about the accuracy of metacognitive judgments
during multimedia learning and how they are related to
study-time allocation and accuracy to inference questions.
Most of the literature has examined metacognitive

judgments in word-pair recall tasks. This study extends
current research by examining several metacognitive
judgments, using multimedia science materials, and also
including both immediate and delayed JOLs for both text
and graphs, all within one experimental session. Overall, the
results of this study have far reaching implications for both
existing models of metacognition and metacomprehension
(e.g., Metcalfe, 2009) and theories of multimedia learning
(e.g., Mayer, 2009). Specifically, this study has begun to
examine a neglected area of metacognitive judgments with
complex multimedia science materials.
Some results of the current study, however, require
further investigation. Specifically, future studies should
investigate whether this phenomenon is primarily due to a
lack of prior knowledge, a lack of control strategies or a
combination of these factors by including a measure of
strategy monitoring. The use of on-line trace methodologies
such as concurrent think-alouds could potentially provide
additional evidence regarding the role and nature of the
underlying cognitive and metacognitive processes (e.g.,
Azevedo et al., 2010). In addition, future studies should take
into account the impact of participants’ epistemological
beliefs (i.e., benefit of texts and diagrams to learning) and
should investigate effects on other control strategies in
addition to study-time allocation.
Our current and future research focuses on using multimethod approaches, using eye-tracking and other on-line
trace methodologies and learning outcomes (e.g., Azevedo
et al., 2011). In particular, we will examine how gaze
behaviors, fixations, and regressions, are related to and
indicative of the role of attention, number of fixations on
relevant and irrelevant parts of the text and diagrams and
discrepancies, and how discrepancies are resolved based on
gaze behavior.
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Abstract
We explore the ability to distinguish random from non-random
events without invoking the randomness concept. Randomness is defined in terms of radioactive decay whereas nonrandomness is quantified by excess repetitions (i.e., repeat)
or alternations between successive bits (i.e., switch). In four
experiments, participants completed tasks including identifying the boundary between random and non-random textures,
distinguishing random from non-random movement, learning
to classify patterns, and tracking changes in successive matrices. Importantly, in task instructions, no mention was made of
randomness, probability, or related concepts. We found superior performance in distinguishing random stimuli from repeat
stimuli compared to switch stimuli. Moreover, memory for repeat stimuli declined as stimuli became more random, whereas
memory for switch stimuli did not vary with the degree of nonrandomness.
Keywords: Randomness; perception; alternation; texture

distinguish random from non-random events when they are
temporally presented. In Experiment 3, we will look at the
ability to learn to classify random vs. non-random matrices.
Finally, in Experiment 4, we investigate the ability to encode
random vs. non-random matrices.
To produce random bits (each with equal probability of
being 0 or 1), we exploit the on-line service Hotbits that
generates them from radioactive decay; see Walker (2006).
Reliance on this prototypically random process allows us to
avoid difficult questions about the definition of “random.”
(Even the most popular theories of “infinite random sequence” are open to objection; see Lieb, Osherson, and Weinstein (2006); Osherson and Weinstein (2008).) Regarding
“non-random,” there are many ways to distort a random process. We rely on two of the simplest. Assume the existence
of an unlimited source of random bits (i.e., hotbits).

Introduction
Random processes are fundamental and ubiquitous in nature. While the definition of randomness remains controversial among philosophers and mathematicians, psychologists have been interested in people’s subjective intuitions of
randomness. The concept of randomness has been typically
examined in two ways. In one method, participants are presented with a sequence of binary events and are asked to judge
how random the sequence appears. It has been found that sequences of bits that alternate more than expected on the basis
of random generation are more likely to be labeled as random
(Lopes & Oden, 1987; Bar-Hillel & Wagenaar, 1991; Falk &
Konold, 1997; Nickerson, 2002). In the other method, participants are instructed to produce a sequence as if it is produced by a random process such as a fair coin. The results
from these studies demonstrate that sequences produced as
random tend to result in too many alternations, thus, in runs
that are too short (Wagenaar, 1972; Kahneman & Tversky,
1972; Baddeley, 1966).
These studies have greatly illuminated the ordinary conception of “random” but leave unexplored the perceptual consequences of deviations from randomness in the absence of
explicit reference to the randomness concept. In this paper,
we will perform four critical experiments to assess the ability to distinguish random from non-random stimuli without
any explicit mention of randomness, probability, or their cognates. In Experiment 1, we will examine the ability to distinguish random from non-random bit matrices. This is followed by Experiment 2 where we will examine the ability to

Definition of a repeat(x) sequence: Let x ∈ [0, 1] be
given (x is a probability). Then a repeat(x) sequence
S is constructed via the following algorithm. The first
bit is set equal to the next hotbit. Suppose that the nth
bit of S has been constructed. Then with probability x
the n + 1st bit of S is the next hotbit; with probability
1 − x the n + 1st bit of S is set equal to the nth bit. The
sequence S may be carried out to any length.
Thus a repeat(1) sequence is fully random (namely, a string
of hotbits), and a repeat(0) sequence is all 1’s or all 0’s depending on the hotbit drawn for the first bit. Note that in constructing repeat(x) sequences, the probability x is also computed using hotbits. (For example, three hotbits are used for
the 1/8 probability of repeating the last bit.) The same remarks apply to the second distortion of randomness.
Definition of a switch(x) sequence: For x ∈ [0, 1], a
switch(x) sequence S is constructed as follows. The first
bit is set equal to the next hotbit. Suppose that the nth bit
of S has been constructed. Then with probability x the
n + 1st bit of S is the next hotbit; with probability 1 − x
the n + 1st bit of S is set equal to the opposite of the nth
bit.
It can be seen that for x < 1, repeat(x) have longer runs
than expected from a random source, whereas the runs in a
switch(x) are too short. In both cases we expect the string
to be more compressible than a (fully) random string, in
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the sense of being generated by shorter programs in an intuitively reasonable programming language (Li & Vitányi,
2008). There is no guarantee, of course, that such differences
in compressibility can be detected or put to use by human observers. Indeed, the experiments described below probe the
psychological boundary between full and partial randomness,
asking in each case:
What is the greatest x ∈ [0, 1] such that repeat(x) sequences are treated differently from random sequences,
and similarly for switch(x) sequences?
We begin with the elementary task of distinguishing bit matrices created from random versus repeat(x) or switch(x) sequences.

Experiment 1
Participants
Sixty undergraduates (43 female, mean age = 19.8 years)
from Princeton University participated for course credit.

Materials
Stimuli were 60 × 60 matrices made up of green and blue
dots. Each could be divided either horizontally or vertically
into equal halves (the orientation was randomly determined).
One of the halves was filled with hotbits (i.e., it was fully
random) whereas the other was created from either a repeat(x)
sequence or a switch(x) sequence; the sequence was used to
populate either successive rows or successive columns of the
half-matrix (counterbalanced). Each matrix subtended 14.2×
14.2 degrees of visual angle. All matrices were generated
separately (“on the fly”). Figure 1 provides two examples.

Figure 1: The matrix on the left can be divided vertically into
a random half-matrix (right) and a repeat(0.7) half-matrix
(left). The latter half-matrix was created from a repeat(0.7)
sequence by traversing columns. The matrix on the right can
be divided horizontally into a random half-matrix (top) and a
switch(0.7) half-matrix (bottom). The latter half-matrix was
created from a switch(0.7) sequence by traversing columns.

In the repeat condition only repeat(x) sequences were used
to compose non-random halves of matrices whereas in the
switch condition only switch(x) sequences were used. In each
condition a total of 100 matrices were presented. The participant was informed that the two halves were different and
was asked to guess the orientation (horizontal versus vertical)
of the boundary between the two halves. Matrices appeared
on the screen for 4000 ms. following which the participant
guessed the boundary. Preliminary practice trials included
clear cases based on low values of x. There was no mention
of randomness. Feedback regarding judgment accuracy was
provided after every trial. By receiving feedback participants
could learn to distinguish the difference between random and
non-random matrices. A cleaner way to assess discrimination ability could involve no feedback. Thus, a new set of 30
participants took part in the “no feedback” version, same as
above but without feedback.
For every participant, the first matrix was generated with x
at 0.7 since pilot studies indicated near perfect discrimination
up to x = 0.7. Subsequent matrices were generated contingent
on performance with the previous one. Specifically, for every
incorrect answer x decreased by 0.01, whereas x increased by
0.01 in case of two successive correct answers; otherwise, x
was left unchanged.

Results and Discussion
For each participant, we identified the highest x value at
which the participant could reliably discriminate between the
random and repeat(x) or switch(x) halves of matrices. Specifically, for a given x we tallied the numbers of correct and
incorrect trials at or above x, then determined via a binomial
test whether the difference is significant in the direction of
accuracy. The greatest such x was retained. This calculation
was carried out separately for repeat and switch trials, yielding repeat and switch thresholds.
With feedback, the average repeat threshold was 0.85
(SD = 0.05, median = 0.85) and the average switch threshold
was 0.82 (SD = 0.04, median = 0.82), N = 30 in both cases.
The difference was reliable via a paired t-test [t(29) = 2.36,
p < .05] and via Wilcoxon test [p < .05]. Without feedback,
the average repeat and switch thresholds were 0.85 (SD =
0.05, median = 0.85) and 0.78 (SD = 0.05, median = 0.80),
respectively. The difference was again reliable [t(29) = 5.42,
p < .01, Wilcoxon p < .01]. These results suggest that participants were better at discriminating random matrices from
matrices biased towards repeats compared to switches.

Experiment 2
Since events can also occur in a sequential order (e.g., basketball shoots), in this experiment we examined the ability to
distinguish random from non-random stimuli that were temporally presented.

Procedure

Participants

Thirty participants (17 female) took part in the study. Each
participant served in two conditions (order counterbalanced).

Forty undergraduates (24 female, mean age = 20.1 years)
from Princeton University participated for course credit.
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Materials

Results and Discussion

A horizontal line was presented in each quadrant of a computer screen. Each line could rotate clockwise or counterclockwise with respect to its fixed left end (like an hour hand
started at 3 o’clock). The direction of the rotation was determined by the next member of a given bit-string (10◦ clockwise versus 10◦ counterclockwise). See Figure 2. The new
position of the line was presented for 100 ms. followed by a
50 ms. inter-movement interval. The movements in a given
quadrant will be called its “walk.” The walk in one quadrant
(the “oddball”) followed a repeat(x) or a switch(x) sequence,
whereas the walks in the three others were (fully) random. A
walk consisted of 100 successive movements; they occurred
simultaneously in the four quadrants.

Just as in Experiment 1, we identified repeat and switch
thresholds for every participant. The average repeat threshold was 0.80 (SD = 0.10, median = 0.83) and the average switch threshold was 0.63 (SD = 0.20, median = 0.67).
The difference was reliable via an independent-samples ttest [t(38) = 3.32, p < .01] and via Mann-Whitney U test
[p < .01]. It thus seems easier to discriminate repeat-biased
walks from random walks than to discriminate switch-based
walks. The results are congruent with the findings of Experiment 1 except that both repeat and switch thresholds are lower
in the temporal compared to the spatial context [0.80 vs.
0.85, t(48) = 2.29, p < .05 and 0.63 vs. 0.82, t(48) = 5.02,
p < .01, respectively]. The difference may be due to the
smaller number of bits exploited in creating four walks compared to a matrix (400 vs. 1800). Alternatively, it may hinge
on the temporal character of the walks, or the need for divided
attention in viewing them.

Experiment 3
Whereas the preceding experiments involved discriminating
random from non-random stimuli, the third experiment examined the ability to learn distinct responses to each. With
the help of feedback, participants attempted to press one button when presented with a random matrix and another button
in response to repeat(x) or switch(x) matrices. There was no
mention of randomness or related notions.

Participants

Figure 2: Every line starts horizontally and rotates according
to its bit string. One line follows a repeat(x) or a switch(x)
sequence, while the others move randomly. Dashed lines (not
present in the stimuli) show possible first movements. The
four buttons (left and right margins) registered the participant’s guess about the oddball.

Thirty-five undergraduates (22 female, mean age = 20.3
years) from Princeton University participated for course
credit.

Materials
Stimuli were the half-matrices used in Experiment 1, generated anew in the present setting. Each was either 30 × 60 or
60 × 30, randomly determined for each trial.

Procedure
Forty participants took part in the study; twenty were randomly assigned to the repeat condition, and twenty to switch.
Each condition consisted of 100 trials. A given trial in the
repeat condition presented random walks in three quadrants
and a repeat(x) walk in the other; for the switch condition,
the latter quadrant presented a switch(x) walk. The choice
of oddball quadrant was determined randomly for each trial.
The participant was informed that one line would move in a
distinctive way compared to the other lines. After viewing the
walks, the participant was invited to choose the oddball quadrant by clicking its button. There was no mention of randomness. Feedback regarding judgment accuracy was provided
after every trial.
The first trial started with the easy value x = 0.3 (the value
was determined from pilot studies). Subsequent trials were
generated as in Experiment 1: for every incorrect answer x
decreased by 0.05 whereas it increased by 0.05 in case of two
successive correct answers; otherwise, x was left unchanged.

Procedure
Thirty-five participants served in both repeat and switch conditions (order counterbalanced). Each condition consisted of
200 trials. A given trial in the repeat condition presented either a random or a repeat(x) matrix (the choice was randomly
determined); likewise, in the switch condition, either a random or a switch(x) matrix was presented. The participant was
informed that each matrix was drawn from one of two distinct
categories. The image was projected for 1000 ms. following
which the participant guessed the category to which it belonged. The categories were represented by two unlabeled
buttons below the image, left and right. One was meant for
random matrices and the other for non-random (consistently
for a given participant, determined randomly across participants). Feedback was provided after every trial indicating
whether the correct button was selected.
At the start of the experiment every participant sampled
five matrices from the random, repeat (or switch) categories,
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and the associated buttons were indicated. Then the first trial
started with the easy value x = 0.55 (the value was determined
from pilot studies). Subsequent trials were generated according to the usual schedule: for every incorrect answer x decreased by 0.01 whereas it increased by 0.01 in case of two
successive correct answers; otherwise, x was left unchanged.

Results and Discussion

second matrix differed at five randomly chosen cells (whose
colors were reversed). The first matrix was presented for 200
ms. followed by a 500 ms. gap (no mask); then the second
matrix was presented for 200 ms. See Figure 3. At the end of
a trial, the participant judged whether the two matrices were
the same or different. There were 30 trials for each of the
nine levels. The resulting set of 270 trials were presented in
individualized random order to each participant.

We identified repeat and switch thresholds for every participant as in Experiment 1. The average repeat threshold was
0.90 (SD = 0.03, median = 0.91) and the average switch
threshold was 0.86 (SD = 0.07, median = 0.87). The difference is reliable via a paired t-test [t(34) = 2.94, p < .01]
and via Wilcoxon test [p < .01]. Thus, comparably to the first
two experiments, classification was easier in the repeat context compared to switch. In turn, this implies greater facility
in discriminating repeat-biased than switch-biased matrices
from random ones.
At the same time, both the repeat and the switch thresholds were reliably higher than those in Experiment 1 (.90 vs.
.85 and .86 vs. .82; t > 2.73, p < .01 in both cases). The
difference between the two experiments, however, might be
due to the greater number of trials in the present setting (200
vs. 100). If thresholds are calculated using the just the first
hundred trials of Experiment 3, they are the same as in Experiment 1 (.85 for repeat and .82 for switch).

Figure 3: Sample trial in Experiment 4.

Experiment 4
Results and Discussion

Performance in the preceding experiments was better with repeat compared to switch stimuli (except for the variant procedure in Experiment 2). Does the difference reflect easier
encoding of repeats compared to switches? This study was
motivated by the finding that the encoding difficulty of a bit
sequence increases with its degree of randomness (Falk &
Konold, 1997). The present experiment examines this issue
by requesting participants to detect changes in serially presented matrices.

For each participant and each of the nine levels, we tabulated
the number correct out of 30 trials. The means (over forty
participants) are shown in Table 1. For example, the mean
accuracy for repeat(.2) matrices is 91% whereas it is just 70%
for switch. For each level, repeat accuracy was compared
to switch accuracy via paired t-test, also summarized in the
table. Repeat accuracy was reliably higher than switch only
for levels 0.2 and 0.4.

Participants
Forty undergraduates (20 female, mean age = 19.7 years)
from Princeton University participated for course credit.

Table 1: Mean percent accuracy (and SD) in Experiment 4.
p-values reflect repeat/switch differences in accuracy.
x
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

Materials
Stimuli were 11 × 11 matrices made up of black and white
dots. Each matrix was created from a repeat(x) sequence or a
switch(x) sequence by traversing rows or columns (counterbalanced). All matrices were generated on the fly.

Repeat Switch
91 (7)
70 (10)
77 (10) 68 (10)
71 (10) 69 (9)
70 (10) 70 (10)
65 (10)

sig.
p < .01
p < .01
p = .32
p=1

Procedure
Forty participants completed the experiment individually.
There were nine kinds of trial corresponding to (a) repeat levels 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8, (b) the same switch levels, and (c)
full randomness. In a given trial, a black-and-white matrix
was constructed for one of the nine levels. A second matrix
was constructed as follows. With 50% probability the second
matrix was identical to the first, and with 50% probability the

A one-way repeated measure ANOVA was performed on
the four repeat levels plus full randomness as a fifth level;
the same ANOVA was performed for switch. There was a
significant difference among the levels in the repeat condition [F(4, 191) = 8.14, p < .01], but not in the switch condition [F(4, 191) = 0.40, p = 0.81]. Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests
revealed that accuracy for x = 0.2 and x = 0.4 was reliably
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higher than for the other levels, whereas accuracy for x = 1.0
(full randomness) was reliably lower (t > 2.69, p < .01 in
all cases). These results suggest that participants were better
at encoding repeats than switches but only for highly nonrandom sequences (x = 0.4 and below). Moreover for repeat, participants showed weaker encoding as matrices became more random. For switch, performance seemed not to
vary with degree of non-randomness. One potential explanation for the difference in encoding ability between repeat and
switch matrices could be that it is easier to extract streaks than
alternations (Brady & Tenenbaum, 2010). Alternations may
require more visual working memory resources compared to
repeats.

General Discussion
In four experiments, we examined the ability to distinguish
genuine random from non-random stimuli without invoking
randomness or related concepts in task instructions. Using
different stimuli and a range of methods, we found superior
performance in distinguishing random stimuli from stimuli
that are biased towards repeats compared to switches. In Experiment 1, the ability to distinguish repeat matrices from
random matrices was slightly but reliably better than the ability to distinguish switch matrices from random. Participants
were likewise better at detecting non-random walks biased
towards repeat in a field of random walks (Experiment 2).
When learning to classify matrices into nominal categories
(Experiment 3), participants were better at classifying repeat
versus random matrices compared to switch versus random;
the thresholds were close to those seen in Experiment 1. Finally, participants were better at perceiving changes embedded in non-random matrices biased towards repeats compared
to switches (Experiment 4); moreover, memory for repeat
matrices declined as matrices became more random whereas
memory for switch matrices did not vary with the degree of
non-randomness.
Across experiments, we have consistently observed that
repeat thresholds are higher than switch thresholds. To explain the gap it is tempting to invoke the perceptual difference between streaks and alternations/checkerboards. The
former, thought of as contours, are central to object recognition whereas the latter seem less common to our visual experience. The perceptual system might therefore be more
sensitive to streaks, able to process them better, and detect their relative absence from random stimuli. To test this
idea, we examined whether streaks are more common in our
visual environment. We collected 2800 natural scene images [http://cvcl.mit.edu/database.htm]. Each image was converted to a black-white (binary) scale with the boundary at
the mean brightness value. (The images remain remarkably
interpretable in the face of such alteration.) Switch rate was
computed by traversing horizontally through columns or vertically through rows. The average switch rates for horizontal
and vertical traversals were 0.07 and 0.08, resulting in corresponding repeat(x) values of 0.14 and 0.16, respectively.

Such values support the claim that our visual environment
is highly streaky. This line of explanation, however, is insufficient in view of the results of Experiment 2 (random vs.
non-random walks) whose stimuli were presented temporally.
Further investigation is plainly needed.
The higher discrimination threshold with repeat stimuli
compared to switches could in part be explained by the superior ability to encode repeat stimuli compared to switches.
This result is consistent with the encoding hypothesis (Falk
& Konold, 1997). In their study, participants were presented
with binary bit sequences and were asked to copy the sequence from memory. It was found that the difficulty of
encoding the sequence increased with its degree of randomness. We found similar results for repeat stimuli but not for
switch since performance did not vary with degree of nonrandomness.
There were several limitations of the current studies. The
discrimination threshold could vary depending on a number
of parameters, such as the size of the matrix, the presentation duration, the number of trials, the starting point of x, and
whether the current bit was dependent on the previous bit or
the second last bit. However, despite these possible variations, we expect that the difference between repeat threshold
and switch threshold remains. Another limitation was that the
current tasks were very abstract. Future study could use more
real-world stimuli in order to generalize the current results.
Finally, further investigation could compare performance
on perceptual discrimination with conceptual identification of
random vs. non-random stimuli. For example, one could ask
participants to identify which matrix looks more random in
Experiment 1 and see whether their performance is consistent
with their perceptual ability to distinguish. In addition, the
following question also strikes us as meriting inquiry.
What is the relationship between (a) the threshold difference for repeat and switch stimuli when discriminating them from randomness, and (b) the well-documented
finding that over-alternating stimuli are more likely to be
labeled as “random”?
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Abstract
This study presents the results of two experiments conducted
to investigate how the amount of variation between target and
distractor objects in a visual scene influences referential
overspecification. We hypothesized that as this variation gets
higher, speakers tend to include more redundant information
in their target descriptions. The results showed that this was
indeed the case. We suggest that scene variation causes
speakers to make use of quick heuristics when selecting the
content of their referring expressions, and discuss the
implications of these findings for computational models that
automatically generate referring expressions.
Keywords: Referential overspecification; scene variation;
computational models.

Introduction
In everyday language use, speakers often refer to objects in
the world (target objects) in such a way that an addressee is
able to uniquely identify them from other objects (distractor
objects). A common way to do this is by producing definite
descriptions of the target, such as ‘the green chair’ or ‘the
brown desk’. In order to make communication successful,
speakers constantly need to decide on the semantic content
of these referring expressions. Bach (1994) argued that
referring expressions are contrastive by means of their
distinguishing attributes; these are attributes that can be
ascribed to the target, but not to the distractors. Still, the
question remains which and how many target attributes
should be provided to make the target easily identifiable.
It is often assumed that speakers tend to obey the Maxim
of Quantity by Grice (1975), stating that speakers should be
‘only as informative as required’. This would result in
minimally distinguishing target descriptions, containing just
enough information (i.e., target attributes) for successful
target identification, but not more information. However,
several psycholinguistic studies have shown that speakers
do not always follow Grice’s Maxim of Quantity, and that
they overspecify their referring expressions by including
redundant attributes of the target. In other words, referring
expressions often contain information that is not needed for
unique target identification (Pechmann, 1989; Maes, Arts &
Noordman, 2004; Engelhardt, Bailey & Ferreira, 2006).
Why would speakers do this so often?
It is generally assumed that referential overspecification is
guided by both speaker- and addressee-oriented processes
(Arnold, 2008). Several studies have revealed that listeners
find it easier to identify a target when they are provided with
an overspecified reference rather than a minimally specified

one (e.g., Nadig & Sedivy, 2002; Paraboni, van Deemter &
Masthoff, 2006), and that overspecified expressions often
lead to shorter identification times (Arts et al., 2011). While
this addressee-oriented approach is considered to be the
traditional cognitive view on overspecification, the focus in
this paper lies on the speaker-oriented processes that cause
speakers to overspecify. Experimental evidence for the
occurrence of these processes comes from Belke and Meyer
(2002), who show that speakers tend to include absolute and
perceptually salient attributes (such as ‘colour’) in their
referring expressions, even if these attributes do not have
contrastive value. This result is in line with earlier work by
Eikmeyer and Ahlsèn (1996), Pechmann (1989), and
Schrieffers and Pechmann (1988), who also found that
speakers tend to include perceptually salient attributes in
their target descriptions, even if these attributes do not
directly serve the target identification goal.
The above psycholinguistic considerations concerning the
occurrence of referential overspecification have important
implications for researchers in the field of Natural Language
Generation (NLG), who build systems that automatically
generate natural language text or speech from non-linguistic
information (e.g., from a database; Reiter & Dale, 2000).
NLG systems typically require Referring Expression
Generation (REG) algorithms that automatically generate
distinguishing descriptions of objects (Mellish et al., 2006).
Various REG algorithms have been proposed, and many
have taken the Maxim of Quantity as a starting point (Dale
& Reiter, 1995). For example, the Full Brevity Algorithm
(Dale, 1989) is based on a strict interpretation of the Maxim
and seeks to find the shortest possible target description (in
terms of the number of attributes included). The Incremental
Algorithm (Dale & Reiter, 1995) proposes a more relaxed
interpretation of the Maxim of Quantity, since it attempts to
account for the occurrence of referential overspecification
by using a predetermined preference order for all possible
target attributes in a particular domain. In practice, this
means that the target’s ‘type’ is added first. In case this
leads to a distinguishing description, the system terminates
the expression without including any other target attributes.
If ‘type’ does not rule out all distractors, preferred target
attributes such as ‘colour’ are added to the description (but
only if they have some contrastive value). If that still does
not suffice, less preferred attributes such as ‘size’ are added.
However, since the algorithm does not backtrack for
redundancy, it does not remove preferred attributes that turn
out to be redundant in the end (because there turns out to be
another - less preferred - attribute that excludes all
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distractors at once). In this way, overspecified expressions
can be generated.
The question is to what extent the current REG algorithms
are psychologically realistic. Van Deemter et al. (accepted)
argue that REG algorithms have several properties that are
problematic in this respect. First, REG algorithms are
typically deterministic, that is, they always generate the
same referring expression in a particular context. Obviously,
this is not in line with what humans do. Second, although
we have seen that some of the current REG algorithms are
somehow able to deal with referential overspecification,
they have not found a systematic way to do this. Arguably,
human speakers seem not to have such problems, suggesting
that they rely on different (and more clever) attribute
selection mechanisms that the current REG algorithms do
not yet incorporate. More concretely, it is argued by many
researchers that people may rely on quick heuristics when
making decisions (Tversky & Kahnemann, 1982). Van
Deemter et al. (accepted) suggest that similar processes
might also play a role when speakers produce referring
expressions: instead of searching for attributes with high
distinguishing value, they may base their attribute selection
on other criteria (e.g., attribute preference).
In this paper, we aim to investigate in more detail the
differences between human heuristics and the mechanisms
that REG algorithms base their content selection on. We
assume that these differences become larger when the
referring task gets more difficult, in particular when the
scene variation gets higher: that is, when the objects in a
scene differ along a higher number of attributes. Our central
hypothesis is that a high scene variation causes speakers to
overspecify their references more frequently, as compared
to when this variation is low. More specifically, we expect
that in situations where the scene variation is high,
heuristics cause human speakers to include preferred - but
redundant - attributes in their descriptions, and that this
causes the expressions to be more frequently overspecified.
When confronted with a simple scene, speakers might be
more likely to be able to quickly determine which attributes
distinguish a target from its distractors. However, when a
scene becomes more varied (and hence more complex)
speakers might be more likely to rely on a heuristic, which
causes them to select attributes from the target without
making sure that these are strictly needed to distinguish the
target. Based on prior research discussed earlier, it seems
plausible that speakers for this will prefer absolute (such as
colour) over relative attributes (such as size). We therefore
expect our participants to use colour more frequently (even
when it is redundant) when a visual scene displays a high
variation than when it does not.
In contrast, the current REG algorithms act differently in
the exact same communicative situations as compared to
humans, by generating minimally distinguishing referring
expressions instead of overspecified ones, irrespective of the
variation in the scene. For example, in situations where
‘type’ would be sufficient to distinguish a particular target,
for example the Full Brevity Algorithm and the Incremental

Algorithm would never include redundant attributes in their
descriptions. Thus, if humans would indeed overspecify
their references more when the scene variation gets higher,
improvement of the current REG algorithms is needed to
make their output more psychologically realistic.
In order to investigate the effect of scene variation on the
amount of referential overspecification, we performed two
experiments in which participants were presented with
picture grids consisting of eight pictures (one target and
seven distractors), asking them to produce distinguishing
descriptions of the target objects. These two experiments
consisted of two conditions: one in which the variation in
the scene was kept low, and one in which the variation was
high. The amount of variation in the scenes varied between
experiments: in Experiment 1, targets could be distinguished
in terms of their type only, while in Experiment 2 additional
attributes were required. In neither of the experiments,
‘colour’ was needed to distinguish the target. We will study
whether a higher scene variation indeed causes speakers to
include more redundant target attributes in their referring
expressions. Finally, we will contrast our findings with the
state-of-the-art REG algorithms.

Experiment 1
Method
Participants Participants were undergraduate students who
participated in pairs. Twenty-one students (10 male, 11
female, mean age = 21 years and 7 months) acted as
speakers in this experiment. Another twenty-one students
acted as addressees. All participants were native speakers of
Dutch and participated for course credits.
Materials The stimulus material consisted of artificially
constructed pictures of furniture items1, which have been
extensively used before in the field of REG generation (i.e.
Gatt et al., 2007). The furniture items varied in terms of four
attributes and their corresponding values. All possible
attribute-value pairs are listed in table 1.
Table 1: Attributes and possible values of the furniture
items.
Attributes
type
colour
orientation
size

Possible values
chair, sofa, fan, television, desk
red, blue, green, brown, grey
front, back, left, right
large, small

The critical trials all contained eight furniture items: one
target object and seven distractor objects. The basic idea of
the experiment was that two participants took part in a
language production task, where one participant (the
1

These objects were taken from the Object Databank, developed
and freely distributed by Michael Tarr at Brown University. URL:
http://www.tarrlab.org/
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speaker) provided descriptions of the target objects and the
other one (the addressee) used these descriptions to identify
the corresponding target objects by distinguishing them
from the distractor objects. For the speakers, the target
referents were clearly marked by black borders so that they
could easily distinguish them from the distractor objects.
The furniture items were positioned on a computer screen in
a 2 (row) by 4 (column) picture grid.
Experiment 1 had two conditions. The critical trials in the
low variation condition were constructed in such a way that
there was limited variation between the target and the
distractor objects: the furniture items differed only in terms
of the attribute ‘type’. This means that the grid contained
different types of furniture items that all had the same
colour, orientation and size. In the high variation condition,
however, the target and the distractor objects differed in
terms of all four possible attributes: ‘type’, ‘colour’,
‘orientation’ and ‘size’. Mentioning ‘type’ was sufficient to
successfully distinguish the target in all critical trials in the
two conditions, which implies that including preferred
attributes such as ‘colour’ was never needed to distinguish
the target. Figure 1 depicts examples of critical trials in the
two respective conditions.
The trials were built in such a way that an algorithm like
the Incremental Algorithm would never include ‘colour’ in
dd

Figure 1: Examples of critical trials in Experiment 1: for
the low variation condition (upper picture) and for the high
variation condition (lower picture). Manipulations of colour
may not be visible in a black and white print of this paper.

its descriptions: since mentioning ‘type’ was sufficient for
distinguishing the target in both of the two conditions, the
algorithm would not include any further preferred (but
redundant) attributes.
There were ten critical trials in each of the two conditions,
giving rise to twenty critical trials. Together with forty
fillers, this made a block of sixty trials in a fixed random
order, which was counterbalanced for order across the
experiment. The fillers consisted of four pictures of
Greebles (Gauthier & Tarr, 1997): one clearly marked target
referent and three distractor objects, all positioned in a 2 by
2 picture grid. Because initially designed so as to share
characteristics with human faces, Greebles are complex and
difficult objects to refer to, which made them useful fillers
in our experiment. The Greebles could not be distinguished
in terms of their colour because they were all in the same
colour every time (so speakers were not primed with the
attribute colour when describing the fillers).
Procedure The experiment was performed in an
experimental laboratory. After the two participants had
arrived in the room, it was randomly decided who was going
to act as the speaker and who as the addressee, whereafter
they were seated opposite to each other. The speaker was
presented with the sixty trials on a computer screen, and was
asked to describe the target referents in such a way that the
addressee would be able to uniquely identify them. The
instructions emphasized that it would not make sense (and
that it was not allowed) to include location information in
the descriptions, since the addressee was presented with the
pictures in a different order. The speaker could take as much
time as needed to describe the target, and his or her target
descriptions were recorded with a voice recorder. The
addressee was presented with the same sixty trials as the
speaker in a paper booklet, and was asked to mark the
picture that he or she thought the speaker was describing on
an answering form. The instructions emphasized that the
addressee was – to a limited extent – allowed to ask for
clarification: it was allowed to ask the speaker to give more
information or to repeat information that had already been
given, but not to ask for specific information (i.e., specific
attributes). Once the addressee had identified a target, this
was communicated to the speaker, who then went on
describing the next one. After completion of the experiment,
none of the participants indicated that they had been aware
of the actual goal of the study.
Design and statistical analysis Experiment 1 had a within
participants design with Scene variation (levels: low, high)
as the independent variable, and the average number of
referring expressions containing a colour attribute (as
explained below) as the dependent variable. Our statistical
procedure consisted of two repeated measures ANOVAs:
one on the participants means with the participants as the
random variable (F1), and one on the item means with the
items as the random variable (F2).
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We chose the proportional use of the attribute ‘colour’ as
the dependent variable indicating overspecification in
referring expressions. As described above, we made sure
that speakers never needed to include colour in their
descriptions in order to produce a distinguishing description
of the target. Thus, if speakers mentioned colour anyway,
this caused the expression to be overspecified.

Materials Again, there were twenty critical trials in two
conditions, and these trials all contained one clearly marked
target referent and seven distractor objects. Like in the first
experiment, we included forty fillers consisting of four
pictures of Greebles (Gauthier & Tarr, 1997).
Again, there was maximum variation between the target
and the distractor objects in the high variation condition
(thus, the objects again differed in terms of the attributes
‘type’, ‘colour’, ‘orientation’ and ‘size’). However, unlike in
Experiment 1 (where the objects only had different types),
the pictures in the low variation condition now varied in
terms of three attributes: again ‘type’, but also ‘orientation’
and ‘size’. This caused the difference between the trials in
the two conditions to be more subtle as compared to in
Experiment 1.
Figure 3 depicts examples of trials in the two conditions of
experiment 2. In all critical trials, mentioning ‘type’ plus
one other attribute (‘orientation’ or ‘size’) was sufficient to
produce a distinguishing description of the target. Again,
mentioning ‘colour’ was never needed to distinguish the
target. As in Experiment 1, the trials were built in such a
way that algorithms like the Incremental Algorithm would
never include ‘colour’ in their target descriptions. In the low
variation condition in figure 3, the algorithm would not
select ‘colour’ because all pictures have the same colour. In
the high variation condition in figure 3, the algorithm will
fif

Results
Figure 2 depicts the proportion of expressions that contained
a colour attribute as a function of the condition in which the
descriptions were uttered.

Figure 2: The proportion of referring expressions (plus
standard deviations) containing a ‘colour’ attribute as a
function of the variation in the visual scene.
As hypothesized, the scene variation affected the
proportional use of the redundant attribute ‘colour’ (F1(1,20)
= 12.537, p = .002; F2(1,18) = 23.416, p < .001). More
specifically, speakers were more likely to include ‘colour’
when there was high variation in the picture grid (M = .24,
SD = .07) compared to when this variation was low (M =
.04, SD = .02).
This first experiment confirmed our hypothesis about the
role of scene variation on speakers’ tendencies to include
redundant attributes in their target descriptions. In the next
experiment, we will see whether the same applies when the
difference between the low and high variation conditions
gets more subtle.

Experiment 2
Method
Participants Participants were again undergraduate students
who participated in pairs. This time, there were twenty-two
students who acted as speakers (10 male, 12 female, mean
age = 22 years and 4 months). None of these speakers acted
as a speaker in Experiment 1. Another twenty-two students
acted as addressees in this experiment. Most of these had
been speakers in Experiment 1, in a few cases the addressee
was a confederate. The participants were all native speakers
of Dutch and participated for course credits.

Figure 3: Examples of critical trials in Experiment 2: for the
low variation condition (upper picture) and for the high
variation condition (lower picture). Manipulations of colour
may not be visible in a black and white print of this paper.
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first select ‘type’. Since both remaining objects are then
brown chairs, the algorithm will then select ‘size’ instead of
the preferred attribute ‘colour’.
Procedure, design and statistical analysis As above.

Results
Figure 4 depicts the proportion of expressions that contained
a colour attribute as a function of the condition in which the
descriptions were uttered.

Figure 4: The proportion of referring expressions (plus
standard deviations) containing a ‘colour’ attribute as a
function of the variation in the visual scene.
The general picture of the results of this experiment is
comparable to that of the results of Experiment 1. We again
found that the amount of variation between the target
referent and the distractor objects affected the number of
times that speakers included the redundant attribute ‘colour’
in their referring expressions (F1(1,21) = 7.092, p = .015;
F2(1,18) = 10.515, p = .005). More specifically, the results
showed that speakers were more likely to include ‘colour’
when the variation in the picture grid was high (M = .18, SD
= .06) compared to when it was low (M = .09, SD = .05).
The results of Experiment 2, as those of Experiment 1,
confirmed our central hypothesis, and indicate that speakers
include more redundant attributes in their references when
the variation in a visual scene is high.

Discussion
The results of the two experiments presented in this paper
show that when the objects in a visual scene vary along a
relatively high number of dimensions, speakers are more
likely to mention such variant attributes when describing a
target object (even if this would result in overspecification).
In particular, our results show that this is true for ‘colour’:
the participants more often mentioned colour when the
target object occurred in a high variation scene, as compared
to when it occurred in a low variation scene. Since all trials
were constructed in such a way that mentioning ‘colour’
was never needed to distinguish the target from the
distractors, these results suggest that a high variation in a

visual scene leads to more overspecification in speaker’s
descriptions.
As we have seen in the introduction of this paper, several
papers in psycholinguistics (e.g., Belke & Meyer, 2002;
Pechmann, 1989) have shown that speakers tend to include
absolute and salient attributes (such as ‘colour’) in their
descriptions, even if these do not have constrastive value.
Often, such redundant attributes cause expressions to be
overspecified. However, as far as we know, none of the
previous studies has studied whether overspecification is
influenced by the amount of variation in the visual scene.
Following Tversky and Kahneman (1982) and van Deemter
et al. (accepted), one can argue that speakers are guided by
heuristics when selecting the attributes that they want to
include in their references. For example, one heuristic could
be that speakers tend to mention attributes that vary along
the objects in a scene. Our results suggest that this heuristic
could count for salient attributes such as ‘colour’.
The current state-of-the-art REG algorithms make use of
other mechanisms than heuristics in order to select the
content of their generated output. For example, the
Incremental Algorithm proposed by Dale and Reiter (1995)
sometimes includes redundant target attributes in referring
expressions, but the mechanism that this algorithm rests
upon in doing this (i.e. using a preference order) still differs
from what humans do. The results of our two experiments
provide evidence for this. In this respect, it needs to be
emphasized that our experimental trials were constructed in
such a way that the Incremental Algorithm would never
include ‘colour’ in its generated descriptions. Our finding
that speakers in both experiments often included ‘colour’ in
their descriptions (contrary to the predictions of the
Incremental Algorithm) underlines the differences between
humans and algorithms in terms of the way in which they
select the content of their expressions. This suggests that in
order to generate psychologically realistic descriptions, the
Incremental Algorithm needs to include preferred attributes
such as ‘colour’ in its descriptions more often, even if they
do not rule out any of the distractor objects.
The difference between making use of heuristics and the
mechanisms that algorithms base their content selection on
becomes even larger if one takes the relationship between
overspecification and scene variation into account. As the
results of our two experiments suggest, speakers are more
likely to apply a heuristic when they are presented with a
picture grid in which the variation between the target and
the distractor objects is relatively high. For the Incremental
Algorithm, this implies that it should be made sensitive to
the variation in the scene in which the target occurs.
Our findings provide empirical evidence for a suggestion
raised in a paper by Koolen, Gatt, Goudbeek and Krahmer
(submitted), being that speakers include more (redundant)
information in their referring expressions when the range of
attributes that is available for a speaker to describe the target
is high. Koolen et al. report the results of an experiment in
which speakers were asked to produce referring expressions
in two domains: furniture and people. The pictures in the
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furniture domain were similar to the ones used in this study,
and varied in terms of only four attributes (‘type’, ‘colour’,
‘orientation’ and ‘size’). The pictures in the people domain,
however, varied in terms of at least ten attributes (including
‘age’, ‘hair colour’, etc). The results revealed that references
to people were indeed more frequently overspecified than
references to furniture items. However, these results had one
important restriction, namely that two different domains
were compared. As a result, it could have been the case that
the number of attributes that were available to describe a
target object was not the only factor causing speakers to
overspecify. In this paper, we have solved this restriction by
comparing visual scenes within a single domain.
In future research, we aim to expand the current study by
focusing on a characteristic of the above described people
domain (as used by Koolen et al., submitted), namely that
all pictures in this domain are of the same type (<type =
person>). It can be argued that this specific characteristic
may cause speakers to mention more redundant attributes,
because the pictures look more perceptually similar (which
could make the referring task more difficult). Therefore, we
aim to compare the level of overspecification of target
descriptions uttered in a visual scene consisting of furniture
items of one type (e.g., eight desks) with target descriptions
uttered in a scene consisting of objects of multiple types.

Conclusion
Speakers are more likely to include salient attributes such as
‘colour’ in their target descriptions when the variation in the
visual scene they are presented with is high as compared to
when it is low. Often, mentioning such attributes leads to
overspecification, which is problematic for computational
models that aim to generate psychologically realistic target
descriptions.
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Abstract
In this work we build a computational model of several auditory perceptual learning experiments. The modeled experiments show a pattern of learning interference which may help
shed light on the structure of both short and long term stores
of perceptual memory. It is our hypothesis that the observed
interference patterns can be explained by the relationship of
stimuli across tasks and how these relationships interact with
the limits of human memory. We account for the fact that information is shared across tasks in our model through use of
methodology from the machine learning community on transfer learning. When we introduce a set of plausible limits on
memory, such a model demonstrates the same pattern of learning interference observed in the human experiments.
Keywords: Perceptual Learning; Perceptual Memory; Consolidation; Acquisition; Learning Interference; Transfer
Learning

Introduction
With sufficient practice, human beings are able to enhance the
acuity of their sensory systems. This is known in the literature
as perceptual learning. Recent work in perceptual learning
(e.g. Banai et al., 2009; Yotsumoto et al., 2008), has shown
that learning on one task (which we call the target) may be
prevented when a second task (which we call the distractor)
is practiced either during or shortly after practice of the target: this is called learning interference. These results suggest
distinct properties of short and long term stores of perceptual
memory because what interfered with learning during practice was distinct from what interfered after practice (see the
Human Data section for more detail).
Our working hypothesis is that the learning interference
observed in these experiments is a consequence of how information is shared across tasks and the limits of human memory. We have built a computational model in an effort towards
fully specifying and testing this hypothesis (see the Modeling section for details). An ideal observer would only benefit
from sharing information across tasks. However, with the introduction of limited memory, sharing information can also
lead to learning interference.
Such sharing of information across tasks is used to accomplish transfer learning in the machine learning community.
We call a computational technique intended to accomplish

transfer learning, computational transfer learning. If a system (living or machine) can be seen to have better performance on one task after experience on some prior task, we
call this observable transfer learning. Prior computational
models of perceptual learning, though they have considered
observable transfer learning, have ignored matters of computational transfer learning, either by modeling only a single
task (e.g. Jacobs, 2009) or by treating learning across several
tasks as a single monolithic learning problem (e.g. Petrov et
al., 2005). Because of this, none of these models provide an
account of how people appropriately segregate and share information across tasks. There are computational models concerned with human memory that can be understood to have
some form of computational transfer learning (e.g. McClelland et al., 1995; Anderson, 2002), but these systems do not
provide the detail needed to model the current experiments.
In this paper we model one set of learning interference experiments (Wright et al., 2009; Banai et al., 2009) using an
ideal observer (Geisler, 2003). We do this by incorporating
a method used for computational transfer learning (Roy &
Kaelbling, 2007) (see the method section for details). On top
of this ideal observer, we introduce a plausible set of memory limits. This approach has the merit of avoiding conflation
between task constraints (which both humans and the ideal
observer are subject to) and psychological constraints (which
only humans are subject to). We hypothesize memory limits that a.) affect the number of distinct stimuli that could
be remembered and that b.) introduce a process of consolidation, meaning that over a period of time memories move
from a labile, short term form to a stable long term form. We
found that when introducing all (and only all) of our limits,
our model demonstrated the same pattern of learning interference observed in humans (see the evaluation for details).

Human Data
The experiments in Banai et al. (2009) and Wright et al.
(2009) suggest two functionally distinct stages of perceptual
learning. The first stage occurs during practice of a task.
We call this stage acquisition. The second stage occurs after practice is complete and is called consolidation. This is
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Target Task
(T1)
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100ms
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Time

Distractor 1
(F)
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Δf
100ms

Distractor 2
(T2)

1000 Hz

Time
Time
Which is higher?

350ms

Time
Which is longer?

Δt

Time

(a) The tasks performed by participants. Interval
discrimination at 100 and 350 ms, and frequency
discrimination at 1 kHz. The stimuli surrounded
by a box all consist of the same interval. The other
types of stimuli have distinct intervals.
Was there learning on the target task (T1)?
Diﬀerent
Relevant
Dimension
Diﬀerent
Stimulus

Interleaved
Learning
T1 F1 T1 F1 T1 F1

Blocked
No Learning
T1

F1

Time

Time

No Learning

Learning

T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 T2

Time

T1

T2

Time

(b) A diagram of the results. Blocks represent
number and type of tasks presented on a single
day of practice. T2 only interfered with observable
learning of T1 during acquisition, and F only interfered with observable learning of T1 during consolidation.

Figure 1: A summary of the results from Wright et al. (2009)
and Banai et al. (2009)

supported by the way the target task, T1 (see Figure 1(a))
was interfered with. One task (T2) interfered during practice
of the target but not afterwards, and the task (F1) interfered
after practice of the target but not during. This dissociation
between acquisition and consolidation makes the experiments
interesting to model: straightforward interpretations for one
half of the data can lead to contradictory predictions of the
remaining data.
A point of clarity: throughout our work here we use the
word learning to mean that some form of memory (either
human or computational) is updated to reflect a new experience. When we need to make a distinction we use the term
observable learning to mean a behaviorally observable improvement in task performance.
The conditions in this experiment involved three tasks: one
target (T1) and two distractors (T2 and F). The target is an
interval discrimination task. By the term task we mean a spe-

cific set of stimuli, and the responses expected for these stimuli (in perceptual learning T1 and T2 would often be referred
to as the same task). In the target task (T1), the participant
had to make a two interval forced choice, indicating which
of the two presented stimuli contains a longer temporal interval: the stimuli for the task are shown on the first row of
Figure 1(a). Participants heard the two stimuli in a randomized order and received feedback after each trial. The stimuli
in T1 each contained two short sinusoidal tones at 1000 Hz,
separated by a temporal interval that varied in length. One
stimulus (called the standard) always contained a 100ms interval. The other stimulus (called the comparison) varied in
length. The difference between the standard and the comparison is called the delta. Over the course of a block (60 trials),
the delta was adjusted so that a subject’s threshold was found.
The threshold is the delta at which a person gets 79% of their
responses correct (Levitt, 1971).
The two distracting tasks are related to the target in distinct
ways. Task F (second row of Fig. 1(a)) is a frequency discrimination task meaning that instead of varying the interval
of the comparison its frequency was varied over the course
of learning. Task T2 (last row of Fig. 1(a)) was a second
temporal interval discrimination task, where the standard was
350ms. All stimuli in task F have the same temporal interval
as the standard of T1 (shown on the second row of Fig. 1(a)),
and all stimuli in task T2 contain distinct temporal intervals
from those present in T1. This is shown in Figure 1(a): a box
is drawn around all stimuli that contain a 100ms temporal interval. All other stimuli contain a distinct interval.
There were four conditions in which one of the two distracting tasks was introduced either during acquisition of
T1—by interleaving practice with T1—or during consolidation of T1—by presenting it in a block after T1 (also called
blocked presentation). Figure 1(b) shows that task T2 interfered with the observable learning of T1 during acquisition
and task F interfered with the observable learning during consolidation. Observable learning was said to occur if a subject
showed a significantly greater improvement in their threshold, when compared to controls. Controls perform only a preand post-test. Participants performed a pre-test, at least 6 days
of practice, and then a post-test.
Our hypothesis is that F prevents observable learning on
T1 during consolidation because stimuli in T1 and F contain
the same temporal interval. T2 prevents observable learning
during acquisition because T1 and T2 have distinct temporal
intervals. F1 and T2 place distinct strains on human memory
which manifest as a different pattern of learning interference.

Modeling
Our model provides one explanation for why distinct temporal intervals across tasks would lead to interference during acquisition, and why having the same temporal intervals would
interfere during consolidation. The idea is that some part of
our memory cares solely about intervals, and this is the locus of learning. During acquisition having too many distinct
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As shown in Figure 2, each auditory stimulus, s, presented
to the model is transformed to an internal representation x by
the function R(s). The ideal observer is meant to find the best
possible decision, given the same information people have.
Thus R(s) should be consistent with our understanding of the
pertinent information people have to make a decision. We
assume for modeling purposes that the data can be explained
solely in terms of the intervals present in a stimulus, so this is
the only information present in R(s).
The input to R(s) is an audio file and the output is a 32
term vector describing the temporal intervals present in the
stimulus1 . R(s) applies a windowed auto-correlation function
over the onsets in the audio file s, where the window is always
1 Note that for reasons of speed, the number of terms in R(s) (32)
was chosen to be the smallest number that clearly prevented quantization error from being a limiting factor of model performance.
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Internal Rep.
1
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temporal intervals means that there is too much to keep track
of; during consolidation having the same temporal interval
across tasks prevents consolidation of the first task because
the memories are too similar.
It is certainly possible that features other than temporal interval are relevant to the observed interference. However, our
model is a demonstration that by using a set of plausible limits on human memory, these features are not necessary to explain the human data. To show this we built an ideal observer
(Geisler, 2003) of our tasks but made use of only the temporal information in the stimuli. An ideal observer defines
what “optimal” behavior is given the same information that
humans have to perform a task. Our observer is ideal in the
sense that it makes optimal use of the temporal information
available in the stimuli. The ideal observer is useful as a baseline to compare to human performance. It is not intended to
be psychologically plausible. On top of this ideal observer
we introduce a set of memory limits.
Key to the observed learning inteference is our model’s
item limit and recall limit. During acquisition the number
of distinct stimuli that can be represented in memory is limited (the item limit), this limitation leads to inteference during
acquisition when there are many distinct temporal intervals
in the stimuli. During consolidation stimuli that resemble
each other can cause a memory previously marked for long
term storage to be returned to short term memory (the recall
limit) leading to interference during consolidation when stimuli have similar temporal intervals across tasks. More details
of our memory limits, and their justification are discussed in
the subsection Hypothesized Psychological Limits.
We center our discussion of the model around the concept
of a stimulus model. We start by describing the input provided
to our model. We define the meaning of a stimulus model and
how it relates to the input during decision making. Then we
discuss how the model input is used to learn a better stimulus
model, and how the psychological limits affect the results of
learning. For full implementation details of our model we
refer the reader to our technical report (Little et al., 2011).

Interval (ms)

p(x | t, y = C)

Figure 2: The input to and the output from the ideal decision maker. Arrows towards a box represent input, arrows
away from a box represent output. The decision maker is presented two stimuli (s1 and s2 ), transformed according to R(s).
Along the x-axis of each x are the intervals from 10 to 1000ms
on a log scale. Along the y-axis is the correlation of onsets
in the stimulus to a particular interval. The decision maker
is given the distribution of the standard (p(x | t, y = S)) and
the comparison (p(x | t, y = C)) as determined by the ideal
learner. These distribuions are called stimulus models and
are depicted along the same axes as the input.
proportional to the length of the interval in question. The
result of this process is consistent with the model of human
interval perception presented in (Buonomano, 2000), in the
case where the input contains a single interval. The use of this
representation is also supported by the fact that learning on
temporal intervals does not generalize to untrained intervals,
or to other tasks using the same standard (Wright et al., 1997).
A Gaussian random value is added to each term of the representation x, with an experimentally determined standard deviation σ. This reflects the noise present in sensory systems.
In Figure 2 we represent an observed stimulus with a graph
showing all 32 terms of x. Each term corresponds to a time
interval from 10 to 1000ms along a log scale (shown along the
x-axis of x1 in Fig. 2). The value at each term of the vector
(shown along the y-axis of x1 ) corresponds to the correlation
in the stimulus to that particular interval: the highest peak
in x1 is near 100ms, because the original stimulus s1 has a
100ms interval in it.

Stimulus Models and Decision Making
Intuitively, a stimulus model can be understood as a perceptual template. During decision making, each stimulus (x) is
compared to these templates to determine which observed
stimulus is most like the standard (e.g. the shorter interval
in task T1) and which is most like the comparison (e.g. the
longer interval in task T1). Formally, a stimulus model is a
probability distribution over an internal representation of a
stimulus (x) conditioned on a particular task (t = T1,T2 or F)
and stimulus type (y = Standard(S) or Comparison(C)). Bayes
rule can be applied to these distributions to find the probability that the first observation (x1 ) is the standard. A decision is
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then made by choosing the most probable answer (i.e. “The
standard was first.” or “The comparison was first.”).

Learning Stimulus Models
Each stimulus model is learned by a processes that can be
understood as an averaging over many observations of x. As
more stimuli are observed, this average becomes more accurate, leading to more accurate decisions on the part of the
model. If there have been no observations presented to the
model, then the response given is random. In Figure 2 a standard and comparison stimulus model are shown. The graphs
of these stimulus models are along the same axes as the input,
and show the mean and variance of the distribution of x for
the given stimulus type.
For the ideal observer, learning occurs after each trial. The
input consists of a series of observations. Each trial of a task
is a two interval forced choice, meaning that there are two
stimuli. Each observation corresponds to one of the two stimuli in a trial, and includes the stimulus (x), the correct label
for the stimulus (y)—either standard or comparison—and the
task (t) that the stimulus was presented during—T1, T2 or F.
The correct label is determined by the feedback provided at
the end of a trial. The output of learning is a stimulus model
for each task and stimulus type. The goal of learning is to determine how to update stimulus models such that they accurately reflect future observations, leading to better decisions.
To accomplish computational transfer learning for the experiments in question, our ideal observer learns which stimuli are drawn from the same distribution. This appears to
be the only way in which tasks are relevant to each other in
this set of experiments. As noted in the Human Data section,
stimuli in task F have the same 100ms interval that the standard has in T1. Because only interval information is represented, our ideal observer represents these three sets of stimuli with the same distribution. The remaining types of stimuli
(the standard and comparison for T2 and the comparison for
T1) follow their own distinct distribution. Note that although
the length of the comparison within each task varies over the
course of learning, all comparisons within a task can be represented with the same stimulus model. In the ideal observer
the sharing of distributions across tasks only improves learning (at least for the modeled tasks).
Due to considerations of space we do not provide a detailed
explanation of how our model learns which stimuli across
tasks share a distribution (see Little et al., 2011, for more details). In short we make use of a Dirichlet processes prior to
cluster similar stimuli. This basic approach to transfer learning has been considered elsewhere (e.g. Roy & Kaelbling,
2007). We assume that observations follow a Dirichlet process prior with a base distribution where each input x is distributed according to a multivariate Normal distribution, t a
Bernoulli distribution and y a Bernoulli conditioned on t.
Prior to observing any trials of a given task humans are capable of above chance performance on the tasks. To represent
this prior knowledge we initialize our model by presenting it
an experimentally-determined number of trials. Psycholog-

ical limits are not introduced until after these initial trials,
meaning that learning during initialization is optimal. The
trials presented during initialization had a comparison whose
delta varied around a mean m and standard deviation s, both
of which were determined empirically.

Hypothesized Psychological Limits
We hypothesize four limits on top of our ideal observer for
the modeled tasks. To distinguish it from the ideal observer,
we refer to the full model as the Limited Memory Model. All
versions of our model made an ideal decision given the stimulus models they were provided, but the way these stimulus
models were learned was not always optimal.
Our choice to express limits in terms of stimulus models
means that we are assuming people have something like a
stimulus model in their brain: this is a reasonable assumption
because to learn anything about a task, the stimuli from the
task must be remembered, and a stimulus model is simply a
compact representation of previously observed stimuli.
Single Task Limits There are two limits that apply during
the learning of a single task.
The first limit we call the volatility limit. It states that during acquisition, trials are represented in a short term store.
Stimulus models in this store are said to be volatile. Volatile
stimulus models decay according to a loss parameter L. Thus,
instead of being an average, a volatile stimulus models is
more like a moving average. Because of this decay the effective number of trials that a voltile stimulus model represents
will depend on the rate at which stimuli are presented. The
more time that passes without observing more trials, the fewer
effective number of stimuli a volatile stimulus model represents. There is evidence suggesting a distinction between
short and long term stores of memory and that this short term
store is transient (e.g. Izquierdo, 1999; Cowan, 2008). Recent
work has shown that when trials are separated this appears to
affect the effective number of trials a subject has observed
(Zhang & Wright, 2010).
The second limit we call the consolidation limit. It states
that after a short period of time (15 simulated minutes) during which trials for a task have not been observed, all volatile
stimuli with a sufficient effective number of trials T are copied
to a long term store. (In the full model this not an instantaneous processes, see the recall limit). Stimulus models in the
long term store are said to be consolidated, and do not decay
anymore. There is evidence both for a period of memory consolidation (McGaugh, 2000) and that this consolidation does
not occur unless enough trials within each day are observed
(Wright & Sabin, 2007). During decision making the stimulus models present in the long term store (not the short term
store) are used. The model works this way because there is no
observable learning within a day of practice for the modeled
tasks (Wright & Sabin, 2007).
Multiple Task Limits The third limit we call the item limit.
It limits the effective number of stimulus models (or items)
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allowed in the short term store. Specifically it states that decay (L) is proportional to the total number of volatile stimulus
models. This item limit is consistent with the notion that short
term memory can only effectively store a limited number of
items (e.g. Cowan, 2008). This limit explains why learning
fails during the interleaved practice of T1 and T2, but not
during interleaved practice of T1 and F. There are four distinct
stimulus models when practicing T1 and T2 (the standard and
the comparison for both tasks), all of which are volatile during interleaved practice: this means stimulus models decay
too quickly and so the effective number of trials is never large
enough for consolidation to occur. There are only two distinct stimulus models during interleaved practice of T1 and F
(since there are two distinct intervals across these tasks), and
so much less decay occurs, allowing consolidation.
The fourth limit we call the recall limit. It states that there
is a period of time before models become fully consolidated
when a stimulus model is being moved from the short to long
term store. During this period, in which the model is said to
be transferring, the stimulus models can be recalled, meaning they return to a volatile state. At this point they will only
be consolidated for the same reasons that any volatile stimulus model is consolidated. This recall occurs when a newly
observed stimulus belongs to one of the transferring stimulus
models. In our model stimulus models move from a transferring to a consolidated state at the end of a simulated day. This
limit is consistent with the idea that consolidation is not an instantaneous process: more permanent memories are formed
over extended periods of time, and before consolidation is
complete, it can be interrupted (e.g. McGaugh, 2000).
The recall limit explains why learning is interfered with
during blocked practice of T1 and F, but not T1 and T2. When
task F begins, T1 begins to be consolidated, and so T1’s stimulus models are transferring. However, task F shared a stimulus model with T1 and so all the transferring stimulus models
are recalled. During blocked practice of T1 and T2, T2 shares
no stimulus models with T1, and so the stimulus models of
T1 can safely transfer from the short to the long term store.
Note that T1 and F must also be consolidated during interleaved practice, and so the reader might view the recall limit
as preventing learning in this case: however, because the consolidation limit states that consolidation begins shortly after
a task is complete, and consolidates all stimulus models with
sufficient trials, both tasks’ stimulus models are consolidated
as a single unit in this case.

Evaluation
The purpose of our evaluation was to demonstrate that our
limited memory model qualitatively matched the learning interference patterns observed in Wright et al. (2009) and Banai
et al. (2009) and that this behavior of the model was due to
all of our hypothesized limits.
To evaluate the hypothesized psychological limits we compared six different models: the ideal observer, the limited
memory model—which included all hypothesized limits—

and four more versions, each with one of the limits removed.
If all limits are necessary to explain the data then all but the
full model should fail to predict when learning interference
will occur for humans.
We simulated the experiments from Wright et al. (2009)
and Banai et al. (2009) in the following way. For each task
there were 60 trials per block and 6 blocks per day of practice. For each condition we ran 11 simulations (to simulate
11 participants). There was noise present in every stimulus,
which meant each simulation of the experiment was different. We used 11 simulations for each condition because this
is the maximum number of subjects for any condition used in
Wright et al. (2009) and Banai et al. (2009). For each simulation we presented the stimuli to the model, following the
same adaptive tracking procedure (to find the model’s threshold). The model provided the response it predicted to most
likely be the correct response. After all 360 trials for each
task were presented for a “day” the model was allowed to
“sleep”. During this period of the simulation the system finished consolidation of any stimulus models still transferring,
and all volatile stimulus models were fully forgotten if any
decay was present. In this way the simulation of the trained
conditions was made as parallel as possible to the human experiment.

Learner
Human
Ideal
LMM
LMM - volatile
LMM - consolidated
LMM - item
LMM - recall

Condition
Interleaved
Blocked
T1/F T1/T2 T1/F T1/T2
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Table 1: Qualitative results across all learners. An X in a column indicates that the given learner showed observable learning on task T1 when interleaved or blocked with the specified
task. LMM stands for the limited memory model, and LMM
- L indicates that limit L was removed from the LMM model.
We simulated 11 control subjects by running two blocks
(60 trials each), where no learning step was performed. This
differed from the procedure used for control subjects in
Wright et al. (2009) and Banai et al. (2009) in that some learning may have occurred during the pre- and post-test. This
was because our model only simulated behavior during days
of learning, not the pre- and post-test behavior. Model parameters (e.g. input noise σ) were held constant across all
computational models.
If there was a significantly greater difference from pre- to
post-test of a model, compared to control subjects, for a given
condition, the model was said to have learned on this condition. This was determined by performing a two time (day 1
to day 6) by two group (trained vs. control) ANOVA, with
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time as a repeated measure. Table 1 summarizes the results
for all models. For all simulations marked with an X, p values were below 0.013, and all dashes where above 0.18. The
results for the human data are taken from the prior analysis in
Wright et al. (2009) and Banai et al. (2009). This table shows
that, among the models we tested, only the limited memory
model shows the same pattern of learning interference that
humans showed.

Conclusions
In closing, we have presented a framework from which a variety of learning interference experiments might be modeled
and studied, and have shown that this framework is capable
of predicting the qualitative results of one challenging set
of human data. Our work was grounded in the hypothesis
that learning interference was an effect of how information is
shared across tasks and the limits of human memory.
The model provides concrete predictions concerning future
experiments. It predicts that if two tasks are interleaved they
will interfere if there are many distinct stimuli across tasks.
It predicts that during blocked presentation interference can
occur when there are identical or very similar stimuli used
across tasks. This is a consequence of the item limit, which
limits how many distinct stimuli can be remembered at one
time and the recall limit, which prevents consolidation of one
task when a new task contains similar stimuli. These limits in
turn have implications for the form and function of short and
long term stores of perceptual memory.
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Abstract
Converging evidence from anatomical studies (Maunsell,
1983) and functional analyses (Hubel & Wisesel, 1968) of
the nervous system suggests that the feed-forward pathway
of the mammalian perceptual system follows a largely
hierarchic organization scheme. This may be because
hierarchic structures are intrinsically more viable and thus
more likely to evolve (Simon, 2002). But it may also be
because objects in our environment have a hierarchic
structure and the perceptual system has evolved to match it.
We conducted a behavioral experiment to investigate the
effect of the degree of hierarchy of the generative
probabilistic structure in categorization. We generated one
set of stimuli using a hierarchic underlying probability
distribution, and another set according to a non-hierarchic
one. Participants were instructed to categorize these images
into one of the two possible categories a. Our results suggest
that participants perform more accurately in the case of
hierarchically structured stimuli.
Keywords: Hierarchy, Statistical Learning, Vision, Bayes,
Probabilistic.

Regarding hierarchies
The anatomy of the primate visual system suggests that the
retinal input progresses through several stages of processing
that form an approximate hierarchy. In the visual system, a
large number of photoreceptors project to one ganglion cell,
several of which converge onto a single LGN cell; then
come the cortical areas V1, V2, IT, etc. (Kaiser & Hilgetag,
2010; Kandel, 2000; Modha & Singh, 2010).
The impression of hierarchy is further strengthened by
evidence from functional analysis of the neuronal circuits.
For instance, in V1 several simple cells send their axons to
one complex cell whose preferred stimulus is constructed by
the preferred stimuli of its input simple cells (Hubel &
Wiesel, 1968). Moreover, starting from the retina and going
up to higher cortical areas, the complexity of the features
that each stage of this hierarchy responds best to increases
(Gross, 1972).

There exist at least three different definitions of hierarchy
in the literature. According to the most parsimonious of
them, a hierarchy is any system of items where no item is
superior to itself. Furthermore, there needs to be one
hierarch, an item which is superior to all other items
(Dawkins, 1976). This definition emphasizes that aspect of
hierarchy that differentiates it from a heterarchy
(McCulloch, 1945). According to McCulloch, heterarchy is
a structure with a certain circularity. This circularity results
in the possibility of members of the system being superior to
themselves. Because of the paradoxes that it may engender,
heterarchy is an unlikely structure to be observed in our
everyday lives, hence the name (heterarchy is Greek for
“under the governance of an alien”; Goldammer, 2003).
Another definition of hierarchy comes from algebra, where
hierarchies are defined in terms of partially ordered sets
(posets; Lehmann, 1996). The third definition is the one
advocated by Herbert Simon (1974 ), the pioneering figure
of hierarchy theory. While the three definitions are not in
disagreement with each other, the third one seems to be best
suited for the present discussion.
According to Simon, a hierarchy is a nested collection of
items where each item contains another set of
subcollections. He uses the analogy of Chinese boxes, in
which each box contains several smaller boxes while it is
itself contained, together with other boxes, in a larger one.
Graphically, this resembles the structure of a tree where
vertices represent items and edges indicate containment. At
least since the mid twentieth century, hierarchies have been
believed to be the appropriate structure for the organization
of complex systems in various domains including sociology,
biology, computer science, and cognitive science (Simon,
1974; Hirtle, 1985; Holling, 2001).
In cognitive science, neuroanatomical data are one source
of the evidence for the hierarchic structure of the visual
system. Another line of evidence come from computational
considerations. The problem of inferring the state of the
environment from the sensory input is an ill posed problem
(Chater, Tenenbaum, and Yuille, 2006; Edelman, 2008).
The normative approach to this problem is to rely on the
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environmental statistics that have been acquired via past
experience. A cognitive system that relies on the statistics
of its environment to perform its tasks will soon run out of
resources as the computational cost of keeping the joint
statistics of the environmental variables grows exponentially
in the number of variables that the system is keeping track
of (an issue known as the curse of dimensionality; Bishop,
2006). By employing a hierarchic structure in recording the
statistics, the system can bring the computational cost of the
task under control. In addition to this computational
advantage, hierarchic systems have been shown to be more
stable and evolve faster than their alternatives (Simon,
2002).
While on the one hand it is inherently beneficial for
systems to have a hierarchic structure, on the other hand,
specifically in the case of perception, it is beneficial for a
system to employ a hierarchic structure to represent its
environment. Indeed, in the visual domain objects seem to
present themselves to us in a hierarchic way. For example, a
face is composed of two eyes, one nose, one mouth etc.; an
eye is in turn composed of the iris, pupil, eyelashes etc. Is
this hierarchy merely apparent, simply because of the
hierarchic structure of our own perceptual system, or is it
truly “out there”?.
In this paper we address this question indirectly, by
evaluating the effect of the interaction between the
probabilistic hierarchic structure that we build into a family
of stimuli and the ability of human subjects to categorize
those stimuli. In a series of related studies Aslin and
colleagues have investigated learning of visual scenes in
human subjects where higher level features are formed, in a
hierarchical way, by chunking lower level features together.
(e.g. Aslin et al., 2008). Here, we present participants with
two sets of patterns composed of simple objects. In one of
these sets, the scenes are drawn from a hierarchically
structured probability distribution, while in the other one the
dependencies are not strictly hierarchic. The subjects’ task is
to categorize the patterns into one of the two possible
categories. If hierarchies are an important aspect of the
structure of the environmental systems, to which subjects
are attuned, it should be more difficult for the participants to
correctly categorize the non-hierarchic objects.

The experiment
Participants were presented with images formed by twelve
geometric shapes (figure 1) and were instructed to
categorize them as either food or poison. Whether a certain
image pattern is truly food or poison was initially unknown
to participants, so that they needed to learn the diagnostic
features by trial and error. Every time they responded
“food” they were given auditory feedback (“correct” or
“incorrect” tone). There was no feedback when they
responded “poison.” Image patterns were sampled from
probabilistic graphical models (a graphical representation of
the joint distribution of the features in the image),
specifically directed acyclic graphs (i.e. Bayes nets; Pearl,
2000; Bishop, 2008), designed to meet certain criteria. The

Figure 1: participants were instructed to categorize image
stimuli into one of the two possible categories, “food” or
“poison.” In one condition. The stimuli were generated
according to a hierarchic structure. On the top two example
images from this condition are presented which were
designated as food items. In the other condition, images
were generated according to a non-hierarchic structure. On
the bottom two example food images from this condition are
presented.
Bayes nets had 12 visible nodes, comprising the image
stimuli, and 10 hidden nodes (figure 2).
These hidden nodes represented the collection of
contingencies upon which the nature of the image pattern
(food or poison) relied. For example, one hidden node may
denote the climate in which a certain fruit is grown, and
another hidden node may denote the toxicity of the soil. In
our experiment, the individual hidden nodes do not
specifically stand for any such condition, rather the entire
network of hidden nodes represents a typical network of
causations, the end result of which makes the image a food
or a poison. There were two sets of images: one sampled
from a hierarchic Bayes net and the other from a nonhierarchic Bayes net. The non-hierarchic Bayes network
was constructed in such a way that the image patterns
sampled from its twelve visible nodes looked similar to the
image patterns sampled from the hierarchic network. Note
that in this setting, hierarchy is not an all or none property,
and the non-hierarchic network still resembles, to some
extent, a hierarchic structure (see concluding remarks for
discussion).
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Figure 3: Images are sampled from the visible nodes (red
dashed line) of the Directed Acyclic Graphs. Hidden nodes
(green dashed line) represent the network of causes that
determine whether the image is a food or a poison.

e_19
e_14

e_13
Figure 2: Graphical representation of the statistical
dependencies in the hierarchic (top) and non-hierarchic
(bottom) conditions.

e_1

The Non-Hierarchic Case
For stimuli that are generated by a set of non-hierarchic
causes, several factors may impair participants'
performance. First, in the environment that participants are
familiar with (the real world), causal structures are usually
hierarchic. For instance, toxicity of the fruit is a feature
formed by several lower level features (lower level merely
in the hierarchic sense), such as the molecular structure of
the soil, acidity of precipitation, ripeness (fruits that are too
ripe are more prone to corruption), etc. We expected,
therefore, that participants would try to utilize their existing
hierarchic representation of the environment in learning the
patterns, and that the mismatch between those
representations and the causal structure behind the patterns
would impair their performance. At the same time, nonhierarchic representations are more expensive to compute,
and should add to the impairment of learning.
Furthermore, following the premise of statistical learning,
participants are trying to learn the probability of a certain
image pattern being associated with either food or poison:
Pr{F=food | I}, where F denotes the nutrition content (i.e.,
food or poison) and I is the image pattern. The pattern
consisted of twelve elements (the geometric shapes). Let us
call them e_i. Therefore, I=(e_1,...,e_12).
Keep in mind that even though the category of I is
determined by nodes that are not directly observable, the
effect of those hidden nodes must be accessible through the
visible nodes, I itself. In fact, if the hidden nodes had no
visible manifestation, learning the diagnostic features would
be impossible. Therefore, observing that a subset of I, say,
(e_k,...,e_n) has a particular value (e.g. 'star', 'star',

e_2

e_3

e_4

e_20
e_14

e_5

e_15

e_6

e_7

e_8

Figure 4: In the hierarchic condition proximal nodes'
values are related locally (top) and their causal structure is
more straightforward. In contrast, in the non-hierarchic
condition (bottom) proximal nodes do not necessarily
interact locally, and their causal structure is more complex.
'triangle',...) counts as evidence in inferring the value of a
certain hidden node. Ultimately it is the values of these
hidden nodes that make the fruit food or poison.
In the hierarchic condition, e_i are related to each other in
groups that interact locally (figure 4, top). For example,
(e_1,e_2) are grouped together under the same hidden node;
a hidden node from the second level of hierarchy, e_13.
Similarly, two neighboring hidden nodes from the second
level, e_13 and e_14, are grouped together under a hidden
node from the third level, e_19, and so on. In this situation,
the values of the hidden nodes can be inferred in a
straightforward manner by observing neighborhood clusters
of the visible nodes. For instance, suppose participants have
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learned that the nutrition content of image patterns can be
inferred based on the value of the first hidden node in the
third level of hierarchy, e_19. The value of this particular
node is reflected in the visible nodes e_1 through e_4.
Therefore, learning the required diagnostic feature amounts
to learning the values of these four nodes. (Note that
participants need not have explicit knowledge of the
hierarchy. All they need to do is learn implicitly that certain
configurations of e_1 through e_4 have a high correlation
with poison or food).
In contrast, there is no such straightforward relationship
in the non-hierarchic condition. First of all, visible nodes do
not interact locally. For example, even though e_5 through
e_8 are located close to each other, their features are
contingent on hidden nodes which do not directly interact
(figure 4, bottom). Furthermore, the statistical dependence
may have a complicated structure: whereas in the hierarchic
condition e_5 through e_8 ultimately depend on one hidden
node, e_19, in the non-hierarchic condition e_6 and e_7 are
governed by both e_20 and e_22, while e_8 depends on e_5,
and e_5 is conditionally independent of other nodes (i.e., its
values do not depend on the values of the other nodes). The
point is that even though there still exists a network of
hidden causes that could in principle be used to infer the
category of the stimuli, the more complicated structure of
dependencies makes such inference more difficult to
perform.

Each condition consisted of 200 trials. It took each
participant between fifteen to thirty minutes to complete the
experiment. Images were presented on a computer screen
using the Psychophysics tool box (Brainard, 1997) running
under Matlab. In each trial, an image pattern was presented
on the screen and participants had to respond by pressing
either “Y”, meaning they believed the stimulus was a food
item, or “N” otherwise. There was no time constraint. The
next stimulus appeared on the screen immediately after the
participants' response. For each condition of the experiment,
the participants initially started with 100 points – their
remaining “life.” For every “poison” item accepted, they
lost 5 points; for every “food” item they gained 5 points.
The last five “food” items that were correctly categorized
were displayed at the bottom of the screen. Thus, feedback
on the participants’ choice was provided in the form of
correct or incorrect only when they responded “Y”.

Procedures
Eight participants (4 male and 4 female) took part in the
experiment. Each participant performed both the hierarchic
and the non-hierarchic conditions in a randomized order.

Figure 5: Comparison of performance in the hierarchic (white bars) versus non-hierarchic (black bars) over 200 trials. Error
bars represent 95% confidence limits. Y axis shows mean accuracy of categorization over blocks of 10 trials.
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Results
Performance was measured as the percentage of correct
classifications for each participant in each condition. On
average, participants performed ~79% correct in the
hierarchic condition compared to ~63% correct in the nonhierarchy condition (figure 6). This difference in
performance is statistically significant as confirmed by the
nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis rank sum test (χ 2 = 104.91,
df = 1, p < 2.2e-16). We also fit a linear mixed model to the
data, to ensure that even when ll the random effects are
considered jointly, significance is still reliable (Baayen,
2006), using the lmer procedure (Bates, 2005). A binomial
logit-link linear mixed model fit to the scores yielded a
significant effect of condition (z = 9.85 p < 2.2e-16). To
explore the effect of gradual learning, we added trial
number (in increments of 10) as an independent variable to
the linear mixed model. In this analysis, the main effect of
condition became n.s., the effect of trial number and the
interaction between trial number and condition were both
highly significant (z = 17.96, p < 2e-16, and z = 7.267, p <
3.67e-13, respectively; see figure 5).

Concluding Remarks
There are several ways in which a structure can differ from
a hierarchy. For example, links can skip levels, or the
direction of the causation can be reversed. Consequently,
further experiments are required to pin down the effect of
each of them. Furthermore, the distinction between a
hierarchy and a non-hierarchy is not all or none; rather it is a
graded property, with perfect hierarchy at one extreme and
heterarchy at the other extreme. We have been unable,
however, to find a standard measure of the degree of
hierarchicality in the existing literature. Developing and
motivating such a measure is a topic for future work.
Another issue for future research is the possibility that
subjects performed worse in the non-hierarchic condition of
our experiment because the patterns in that condition were
more complex. We plan to use the information entropy
(Shannon, 1949) of the two graphs, as well as other
measures of pattern generator complexity, in investigating
this possibility. In the present study, we controlled for
pattern complexity at the level of the leaves of the graph, by
using stimuli that have the same appearance in both
conditions.
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Abstract

disguised, fragmented, and depraved – concerns and convictions, which are envisaged as “moral” in the subjective estimation of criminal psychopaths, are capable of triggering
atrocious violence.
Kent Kiehl, a psychologist who focuses his research on
the clinical neuroscience of major mental illnesses (with special attention to criminal psychopathy, substance abuse, and
psychotic disorders such as schizophrenia), usefully observes
that psychopathy immediately affects morality:

Present-day legal judgments of psychopathological criminals
strongly avoid the exploitation of “moral” considerations. Currently, the attribution of responsibility to criminals often takes
advantage of the cognitive concept of mental incapacity so
that, in these cases, the moral judgment about moral conducts
of “psycho-pathological” criminals is potentially extinguished.
We contend that the theories and methods that are currently
used in western societies to discharge moral and legal responsibility are not clear in their epistemic structure and so partially unreliable. To support this conclusion we take advantage
of our recent cognitive studies concerning the multiplicity of
moral frameworks, the gene/cognitive niche co-evolution, and
the concept of free will.
Keywords: Psychopaths; morality, decriminalization; ethicocentrism; violence.

Psychopathy is a personality disorder characterized by
a profound lack of empathy and guilt or remorse, shallow affect, irresponsibility, and poor behavioral controls.
The psychopaths’ behavioral repertoire has long led
clinicians to suggest that they are “without conscience”
(Hare, 1993).[. . . ] Thus, the psychopath presents clinically as a “walking oxymoron”. On the one hand, the
psychopath is capable of articulating socially constructive, even morally appropriate, responses to real-life situations. It is as if the moment they leave the clinician’s
office, their moral compass goes awry and they fail seriously in most life situations (Kiehl, 2008, p. 119).

Criminal Psychopaths’ Morality and
Ethicocentrism
Human beings live with various kinds of moralities, and possess and adopt different moral frameworks (e.g. religious,
civil, personal, emotional, etc., not to mention their intersections and intertwining) which they engage and disengage both
intentionally and unintentionally, in a strict interplay between
morality and violence. There are also private moralities and
habits – perceived as fully moral by the agents themselves,
which we can call pseudo-moralities if we compare them to
the translucency of the modern moral frameworks (that is,
the way they are described in books about moral philosophy: Kantian, utilitarian, religious, ethics of virtues, feminist
ethics, and so on). These personal moralities can be very easily observed not only as the fruit of the emergence of archaic
moral templates of behavior in mentally healthy human beings – that is, templates of possible moral behavior trapped in
a kind of hidden moral unconscious – but also in the case of
violent psychopaths, who suffer from a personality disorder
involving a profound lack of empathy and remorse, shallow
affect and poor behavioral controls:1 psychiatrists and criminologists usually describe how extremely personal – often
1 The publication of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders third edition, DSM-III, changed the name of this
mental disorder to Antisocial Personality Disorder

We must immediately stress that when Kiehl says that
criminal psychopaths present a “lack of morality”. We prefer
to suggest that they display a lack of our morality: the ethicocentric morality2 of a civil, cultivated observer. It seems that
the criminal psychopaths’ acts result inconsistent with their
verbal reports, like in the following case, still illustrated by
Kiehl:
I was working with a psychopath who had been convicted of killing his long-term girlfriend. During his narrative of the crime he indicated that the trigger that set
him off was that she called him “fat, bald, and broke”.
After her insult registered, he went into the bathroom
where she was drawing a bath and pushed her hard into
the tile wall. She fell dazed into the half-full bathtub. He
2 Analogously to ethnocentrism, ethicocentrism is the tendency
to believe that one’s ethical framework is centrally important, and
the correct meter to measure all other moralities.
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then held her under the water until she stopped moving.
He wrapped her up in a blanket, put her in the car, drove
to a deserted bridge, and threw her off. Her body was
recovered under the bridge several days later by some
railroad workers. When asked if what he had done was
wrong, he said that he knew it was a bad idea to throw
her off the bridge. When I probed further, he said that
he realized that it was bad to actually kill her. This inmate was subsequently released from prison and then
convicted of killing his next girlfriend. When I met up
with him in the prison some years later, he indicated that
his second girlfriend had “found new buttons to push”.
He was able to admit that he knew it was wrong to kill
them.
In the case we just reported, it seems that a “morality”
of killing is activated: the victim is sacrificed because she
deserved that punishment in the light of the psychopath’s
rigid morality. Being questioned, a morality of decency is
advanced and verbally reported before the moral imperative
not to take another person’s life (the wrong deed consists in
throwing the body in the river) and finally, the morality of
not-killing is verbally proposed (the wrong deed consists in
the killing itself). In the perspective of disengagement and
reengagement of morality, the first moral fragment (killing to
punish) does not only trigger but also justifies violence, and
plays a dominant role. However, it coexists with other moral
fragments, that are reengaged and that sometimes disengage
the dominant one. Many criminal psychopaths share multiple moralities with mentally “sane” human beings, moralities which play the role of more or less freely chosen “reasons”, and they are involved in processes of disengagement
and reengagement; these various shifts seem anomalous insofar as they display a strange sudden intermittence of changes
or long delays, a lack of stability within the various stages
or an excess of stability, and in some cases the – so to say –
special “individuality” of the adopted structured morality is
majorly at play.
Kiehl contends that many other psychiatric conditions
(also some underlaying criminal behaviors) are related to the
aforementioned impairments in understanding moral behavior: still, some are “unencumbered by moral imperatives”,
as in the case of a schizophrenic who had killed someone
he thought had implanted a monitoring device in his head.
The usual interpretation of this supposed lack of morality is
the following: in the case above, through our twenty-firstcentury academic or forensic ethicocentric screen, the criminal schizophrenic could not be convinced that sacrificing his
victim was a bad thing to do because he was unable to articulate that it was wrong to kill this person. We rather think
that cases like this are better illustrated as characterized by
the stability of a central and unique totally “subjective” moral
framework, not sharable in a collective dimension, but still
lived as “moral” by the human agent (i.e., if the schizophrenic
could not be persuaded into acknowledging that his deeds
were wrong, he probably kept thinking they were right, which

is a moral stance). We are dealing with a kind of personal
morality, as we have noted above, envisaged as a fully acceptable dominant morality in a subjective estimation, concurring with an anomalous absence of those multiple moralities which in my opinion characterize mentally healthy human beings.3
Relatively well-known research4 about criminal psychopaths stresses the fact that they do not discriminate between moral and conventional rules (for example, mere etiquette and various social rules, such as which side of the road
to drive on, or how to move the pieces in a game of chess),
contrarily to non-psychopathic criminal and “normal” individuals. So to say, the criminal psychopaths rate the wrongness and seriousness of the respective violations in a similar way and as authority-independent. Moreover, in a second
experimental result criminal psychopaths tended to treat all
rules as “inviolable” in an effort to convince the experimenter
that they were mentally healthy. The interpretation resorts to
state a deficit of moral motivation together with a deficit of
moral competence, as a direct result of the emotional deficit.
We consider this interpretation of results to be puzzling.I
consider this interpretation of results to be puzzling.5 We do
not agree with it: first of all, almost always conventional rules
as well carry the moral values of a group (for example, etiquette is not simply a morally-neutral rule), and so the experiment is biased by this aprioristic assumption of the experimental psychologist; second, the antisocial violent outcome
is not necessarily due to impaired violence inhibition and to a
general lack of emotional concern for others. In the perspective we have outlined above, the data obtained can also be interpreted in terms of a rigidity in the adoption of a given moral
perspective and in the perseverance in applying the related
violent (criminal) punishment, in lieu of a more open mechanism of moral disengagement and reengagement in other
moralities, possibly less inclined to perform violent punishment. On the contrary, the supposed lack of moral emotion
(Prinz, 2007, p. 45) seems to us intertwined – at first sight
paradoxically – with the production of a lack of moral flexibility: in this sense criminal psychopaths do not have problems with morality because they are practically “amoral” and
3 A rich

research is available on the psychometric aspects of various psychopathological behaviors, intertwined with glibness, superficial charm, low empathy, lack of guilt or remorse, and shallow
emotions. Other studies concern the neural counterparts of psychopathological symptomatology, which are for example localized
in malfunctions of orbital frontal cortex, the anterior insula, the anterior cingulate of the frontal lobe and the amygdala, and adjacent
regions of the anterior temporal lobe. Other neural counterparts are
being studied, especially regarding reduced activity in psychopaths
during language processing in the right anterior temporal gyrus, the
amygdala, and the anterior and posterior cingulate, in the case of
attention, orienting, and affective processes, and the relevant role in
psychopathy of paralimbic system. Details are furnished in (Kiehl,
2008).
4 (Blair, Jones, Clark, & Smith, 1997).
5 (Kelly, Stich, Haley, Eng, & Fessler, 2007) illustrate a growing body of evidence which justifies substantial skepticism about all
the major conclusions that have been drawn from studies using the
moral/conventional distinction.
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they lack moral (emotional) commitment, but instead because
they are engaged in a kind of rigid hyper-morality, which is
not open to quick and appropriate revisions. One should wonder whether the emotion, in front of inflicted harm, is lacking
because subjects are engaged in a rigid morality whose punishments are seen as just and deserved, or it is the lack of
emotion that promotes rigidity in the adopted moral perspective. It is not that criminal psychopaths do not master moral
emotions and show reduced activation of areas involved in attention and emotional processing, but it seems instead they
just master their moral emotions that way: in sum, they are
emotionally retarded just in the light of our moral judgment
of “normal” individuals or non-psychopathic criminals!
It is a real pity that psychiatric and psychoanalytic traditions, still obsessed by an excess of positivistic commitment,
mostly refuse any interest to the moral aspects of mental illnesses. In this perspective psychiatrists often correctly complain about the tenacious persistence of a “moralistic” perspective in cases of childhood sexual victimization: there has
been a tendency in psychiatric professionals to vilify6 those
very patients who display abnormal sexual behaviors as a result of various kinds of sexual trauma (Van Slyke, 2006). we
say, to respect the purported objectivity and freedom from
moral bias in scientific evaluation, diagnosis, and therapy on
the part of the psychiatrist is one thing, but the lacking of
consideration of the moral life of criminal psychopaths and
their victims is a totally different thing. After all, morality
is no longer the “other” of scientific rationality, like it has
almost always been considered in the last two centuries (science deals with what is the case, whereas ethics deals with
what ought to be), but a legitimate object of rational analysis.7 Prinz too seems perplexed: “These deviations suggest
that they do not possess moral concepts; or at least that their
moral concepts are fundamentally different from ours” (Prinz,
2007, p. 43).8
Here we may draw an interesting parallel with confabulating. Confabulation results from the inability to discard beliefs
or ideas that are patently false. This is due to the fact that confabulators may lack the mechanisms enabling them to inhibit
information that is irrelevant or out of date. The main effect
is that the process of belief monitoring and revision cannot
take place, and the confabulator is simply trapped within his
bubble. We argue that something similar may happen to criminal psychopaths. That is, they would be trapped in a sort of
moral confabulation resulting from the inability to discard a
6 It could be speculatively suggested that such a perspective is the
remnant of a vestigial “honor” culture, which despises, insulates and
punishes those guiltless troubled individuals just as a family would
punish a girl who lost her virginity because of rape.
7 Searle contends that to say something is true is already to say
you ought to believe it, that is other things being equal, you ought
not to deny it (Searle, 2001). This means that normativity is more
widespread than expected
8 On the moral content of what it is called “personal construct
theory taxonomy” of the acts of killers cf. (Winter, 2006). Winter
quotes the serial killer Alan Brady (Brady, 2001): “Serial killers,
like it or not, can possess just as many admirable facets of character
as anyone else, and sometimes more than average”.

certain morality as unacceptable. In turn, such an inability
would block the normal moral flexibility and so the process
of moral reengagement.
In sum, usually perpetrators of evil do not regard themselves, like Kant had already stressed – cf. (Kant, 1998,
p. 59). as wrongdoers, neither in case of sound people nor
of course, all the more so, in the case of mentally ill ones.
Paradoxically, they often see themselves as victims, for example treated unjustly or aggressively, so that they think –
perversely – they should deserve sympathy, support, and tolerance (if not praise).

Mental Incapacity, Gene/Cognitive Niche
Co-evolution, and the Fear of Decriminalization
Present-day legal judgments of psychopathological criminals
strongly avoid the exploitation of “moral” considerations and
also tend to disregard the possible “moral” aspects of criminal conduct. Currently, the attribution of responsibility to
criminals often takes advantage of the concept of mental incapacity, so that, in these cases, the moral judgment about
moral conducts of “psycho-pathological” criminals is potentially eliminated insofar as they are merely seen as affected by
an overall mental incapacity exclusive object of psychiatric
and legal technicalities. One must note that the attribution
of responsibility changes over time, as (Lacey, 2010, p. 116)
observes. Nowadays, the state’s function in proving not only
conduct but also individual responsibility (i.e., psychological
and internal, capacity-based, requirements of “mens rea”, the
guilty mind presupposed by criminal liability) is crucial for
the legitimation of criminal law, not as a system of brutal,
retaliating force but as a system of actual justice.
In brief, it is evident that, in this perspective, the jury’s
commonsense moral assumptions about madness, which
characterized the evaluative/character based practice of the
past, decline: currently, incapacity defenses which lead to
judgments of non-responsibility focus onto cognitive incapacities (for example “lesions of the will”, found in the factual conditions of mental, inner or neural states of individuals, where knowledge and consciousness are central), as opposed to volitional incapacities, that were considered as forms
of moral insanity. Furthermore, one could notice how both
the hypertrophic diffusion of psycho-pathological insights in
the appraisal of criminal responsibility and the revival of
character-based criminalization are easy ways of escaping a
more burdensome, yet richer, practice of criminal justice: as
we contend, stressing the criminals’ moral character leads to
the unescapable excess of overcriminalization , but similarly,
a psychopathology of criminals yields the perverted fruit of
utter decriminalization (at least from the point of view of social ideologies and everyday people’s mentality), resulting in
the impossibility of any guilt ever being attested.
It could be argued that many dangerous outcomes of the
anomalous engagement and disengagement of moralities are
caused by the “anomalous” engagement of more or less rigid
personal, individual moralities – that only the agent himself
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recognizes as such – and by their abnormal consecutive replacement: the reader could ask, how can a morality that is
private still be a morality? She should note that Morality can
be fragmented and private – in the sense that it is not shared
with some specific groups – because it is a vestigial remaining of more ancient moral concerns and axiological frameworks, that can be illustrated in terms of the speculative psychoanalytic concept of collective unconscious. For example,
mobbing and bullying behaviors are surely not explicitly labeled as “moral” in our civil western countries, but still mentally “work” in people and are perceived as good motivations
for supposed-to-be “moral” behaviors, exactly as they worked
fairly well in ancient times, for example when the scapegoat
mechanism was a perfectly approved, efficient, and justified
conduct. Of course these behaviors were not necessarily labeled “moral” in the respective human groups, by the same
meaning we now sophisticatedly and intellectually attribute
to it, but they played a decisive role in that cooperative sense
which works in the case of coalition enforcement.
In order to shed light on this issue involving an evolutionary dimension of human nature, we take advantage of a different perspective on the hotly debated relationship between
culture and nature. That is, we claim that the various archaic
moral and non moral aspects of the collective unconscious are
more likely to emerge in connection with the impoverishment
of the cognitive niches (Tooby & DeVore, 1987) one lives in.
That is, some moral templates relying on archaic modes of
moral behavior are somehow re-activated or re-enacted as the
result of a “moral sensory deprivation” caused by the pauperization of the cognitive niche. The evolutionary importance
of the cognitive niche is given by the fact that it is responsible
for providing and delivering additional resources for behavior
control. Such additional resources are part of an ecological
inheritance system, which co-evolves along with the genetic
inheritance one (Odling-Smee, Laland, & Feldman, 2003) so
that some plastic behaviors emerge augmenting the cognitive
and moral repertoire furnished by evolution.
In order to clarify this point from an evolutionary perspective, and thus dealing briefly with the hotly debated issue
related to the relationship between culture and nature, we
have to indicate here the main points related to gene/cognitive
niche co-evolution: general inheritance (natural selection
among organisms influences which individuals will survive
to pass their genes onto the next generation) is accompanied
by another inheritance system which plays a fundamental role
in biological evolution, where niche construction counts. It is
the general inheritance system (also called ecological inheritance by Odling-Smee, Laland and Feldman) (Odling-Smee
et al., 2003). In this co-evolutionary process selection selects – so to say – for purposive organisms, that is, nicheconstructing organisms.
Given the fact there is
1. a co-evolution between genes and cognitive niches during
human evolution and, especially,

2. because of their specific coupling which occurs during the
life of any individual, like for example it is illustrated by
the so-called neural Darwinism (Edelman, 1987)
the methods that are currently used in western societies to
discharge moral and legal responsibility seem to us unclear in
their epistemic structure and so partially unreliable.
Indeed, it is a fact that the brain is configured in a certain way, and there is evidence according to which genetic
or anatomic disfunction (such as epilepsy, delirium, dementia, thyroid dysfunction, cerebrovascular disease, encephalitis, diabetes, etc.) is present and promotes aggressiveness:
the problem is that all this is often vaguely linked to a related lack or impairment of free will capacities, and nothing
more, as we will better explain in the last section of this paper.
Indeed, philosophers of free will frequently refer to mental
and brain disorders as conditions that compromise free will
and reduce moral responsibility, and so does forensic psychiatry. For example, what if some neural clusters were shaped
during the personal history of an individual immersed in the
aggressive morality of a honor culture, so that he presents
anomalous distribution of excitations in areas related to aggressiveness (even detectable thanks to fMRI methods) with
respect to “normal” agents? Does this authorize us to state
that the person who embodies those neural networks is not
responsible for his violent illegal outbursts? Is the presence
of certain genes, susceptible to the exposure to unlucky cognitive niches (for instance an abusive family), a reason which
authorizes the philosopher or the forensic psychiatrist to subsequently hypothesize a lack or an impairment of free will in
a criminal offender? Furthermore, on another account, does
the fact that his brain did not have the chance to be exposed to
the cognitive niche of civil morality embedded in modern law
and civil morality itself make the criminal offender morally
and/or legally condoned?

Can We Freely Decide to Kill our Free Will?
It is important to note that various characteristics (not free
from ambiguities) of free will can be proposed: 1) one must
be able to act otherwise, i.e. one must have alternative possibilities; 2) one must be able to act or choose for a reason;
3) one has to be the originator (the causal source) of the action. Obviously, free will is always related to moral responsibility. Various constraints, standard and psychiatric, are believed to create problems to free will: for example, diminished capacity, intoxication, unconscious drives, infancy, entrapment, duress or coercion, kleptomaniac impulses, obsessional neuroses, desires that are experienced as alien, posthypnotic commands, threats, instances of force majeure, various psychopathological states, physical and genetic impairments. The “excuses” typically find application in cases involving the ignorant, the misled, the coerced, the mentally
insane, the intoxicated, the biologically abnormal. In these
cases the actus reus tends to be conceded but mens rea is denied.
(Meynen, 2010) concludes that philosophers of free will
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have paid scarce attention “to identifying the precise reasons
why (certain) mental disorders would diminish free will; a
detailed analysis of what it is that mental disorders do that
has such an effect on free will is lacking”: this happens in the
case of defining criminal responsibility in real subjects (for
example related to psychosis), which leads to the choice of
non-moral medical treatment instead of the fully moral/legal
punishment which would normally follow a misbehavior. For
example it is not clear when free will is partially compromised, and then when and to what extent responsibility can
be actually discarded. The empirical fact that legal or psychiatric forensic technicalities can de facto solve ambiguities
does not mean they are always based on serious scientific reasons. The typical “psycho” who killed his girlfriend acted for
reasons as strong as moral imperatives, so with this respect
his free will is preserved: his mental disorder does not affect
this sense of free will. Similarly, can the capacity to choose
alternative possibilities be jeopardized by mental disorder? It
is not clear. Finally, what about the source/cause of criminal
violent action, which depicts the third sense of free will we
have indicated above? Is it the guilt, the “proper person”, his
mental disorder, or his “biology”?
Professional psychologists and the so-called behavioral
scientists argue for a broader and richer range of ways in
which psychology might be applied to criminal justice and,
thereby, to law (Carson, Milne, Pakes, Shalev, & Shawyer,
2007). They always contend that further “scientific” light can
be shed not only on the problem of criminal responsibility, but
also on eyewitness identification, investigative interviewing,
credibility assessments and lie detection, fact finding, evidence, decision making and its discontents. They for instance
stress that legal judgements, in particular, are influenced by
short-cut, heuristical reasoning processes which have to be
studied and clarified. We would like to note that psychology
and other behavioral sciences do not have a privileged disciplinary status, for instance over philosophy or logic, that
criminal justice “must” take advantage of. It is well known
that too many psychologists just aim at promoting and diffusing their discipline as necessary everywhere, all the more
in legal settings, even if the contribution often result scarce or
counterproductive. Just to make an example, it is very sad that
the study of abduction, so important in criminal investigation
and in legal trials, is paradoxically disregarded by the psychologists themselves, even if studied in depth for example by
philosophers, logicians, and AI scientists (Magnani, 2009).
Even some psychologists acknowledge that “[u]nfortunately
whilst work on abduction and defeasible arguments is exciting the interest of computational scientists interested in artificial intelligence it has provoked less interest amongst psychologists” (Carson, 2007).
A further interesting speculation may be advanced: what
about a person who, in the presence of dysfunctional cognitive niches (poverty, abuse, and other various kinds of direct
or structural violence), has in the beginning freely chosen and
later on freely educated himself (and his brain’s neural net-

works) to perform violent physical aggressiveness, fearlessly
and repeatedly. Indeed, after years, he might have developed
a criminal psychopathic personality and he can be described
as such by a psychiatrist. In such cases the everyday language
clearly expresses the same conclusion of the psychiatrist: “he
is dominated by his impulses”, so it is not him that performed
the crime but his mental illness. Then, just go to the medical
treatment, son!
A question arises: who (or what) transformed him into a
person who lacks free will or has it impaired? “He himself”,
as the cognitive agent, his environment, his brain, his genes?
We think we need more knowledge about puzzling situations
like this.
From this perspective we can see that people can be considered as responsible for dismissing the ownership of their own
destiny. But, what about the responsibility for violent actions
committed after that initial moral “choice”, in the presence
of the consequent impaired intentionality and free will? A
similar problem is illustrated by Meynen himself:
For instance, with respect to the person being the “genuine source of the action”, I mentioned that the mental
disorder-rather than the “person proper” – could be considered the cause of a crime. Yet, this raises the question,
what is the person proper and how can one distinguish
the person proper from a mental disorder? This line of
questioning will, sooner or later, bring up the question,
what exactly is a mental disorder? – a central topic in
the philosophy of psychiatry. And if we focus on the
“cause” of an event, then we must decide how to assess,
among the manifold phenomena that contribute to the
occurrence of a particular event (e.g., actions), which
of these contributory phenomena count as an authentic
“cause”. For instance, did an addict’s original decision
to use heroin cause the heroin addiction and thus also
cause the actions that subsequently resulted from the
heroin addiction? In brief, a central issue will be, how
do the person proper and the disorder relate and how can
they be distinguished when it comes to the initiation of
actions? (Meynen, 2010)
Could it help our analysis to consider a person – for instance responsible for violent actions – who is supposed to be
affected by a psychopathological lack or impairment of free
will, yet who may have also freely brought himself to that
condition? Maybe he chose a specific reaction in his coupling with cognitive niches, a reaction that later on conducted
“him” to weaken or annihilate his own free will. From this
perspective we can see that people can be considered as responsible for dismissing the ownership of their own destiny.
But, what about the responsibility for violent actions committed after that initial moral “choice”, in the presence of the
consequent impaired intentionality and free will?
Is this attitude still reminiscent of the old-fashioned judgment based on moral character, that (it seems) we had abandoned in the nineteenth century, or is it an actual problem
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we need to address when evaluating crimes? In which cases
should we condone a criminal and the violence he perpetrated? In case we condone his crime, but the criminal had
performed the violent action in a state of free will, are we not
in the presence of a kind of perverse disguised forgiveness, a
dressed up excuse, which does further wrong to all the others criminals who could not make use of the same awkward
forgiveness?
Even if we do not have to fear the psychiatric legal decriminalization, which is anyway justified by the need for
“civilizing” the criminal law, it is worth stressing that psychiatric, psychological, and neurological knowledge is often
rudimentary, obviously continually changing during the standard research process of the involved academics, and often
applied in settings where incompetence, excessive economic
drives, avidity, and other variables endowed with possible violent outcomes are at play. What is really unfortunate, in our
opinion, is that media and therefore public opinion became
absolutely comfortable with insanity pleas, in spite of being
conspicuously ignorant as far as the knowledge of forensic
psychiatry is concerned. Still, this taught them the capacity
to roughly classify almost any violent or bloody actions as the
fruit of criminal psychopathologic individuals: this way, they
are inclined to decriminalize such actions far too easily.
In sum, for common people the violent subject is no longer
responsible because he was the real victim of a kind of mental infection due to a “parasitic” moral niche (i.e. poverty,
a revengeful honor culture. . . ), or because the real killer was
“his biology” (an anomalous brain, for example). On one side
the responsible is the objective moral niche, on the other an
unlucky biology: responsibility for violent behavior is externalized and everyone is happy to think that atrocious violence
does not normally come from the core of an individual’s free
will. As further illustrated in a recent book by (Magnani,
2011), such “deliverance” from violence reflects a tendency
to sterilize and disregard it, considering violence as something exogenous to our decisions, instead of embedded in the
fabric of our very nature.

Conclusion
We have contended that the approach currently used in western societies to discharge moral and legal responsibility is
not clear in its cognitive and epistemic structure, and should
therefore be questioned. To support this conclusion we have
taken advantage of our recent cognitive studies concerning
the multiplicity and variability of moral frameworks and the
gene/cognitive niche co-evolution, which can help shedding
new light on the concept of free will. Free will has in fact
often been exploited to discharge legal responsibility in a debatable way. This lead us to propose a new analysis of the
interplay between overcriminalization and decriminalization.
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Abstract

human learning becomes an option ecologically supported by
the accumulation of knowledge in the human cognitive niche.
In order to provide ground to this idea, we will employ the
lens model introduced by Egon Brunswik to give ground to
our proposal.

This paper aims at illustrating the virtues and vices of biased
rationality. Starting with the virtues of biased rationality, we
will illustrate the idea of Homo Heuristicus along with its fallacious dimension. We will claim that the rationale of biased
rationality consists in turning ignorance into a cognitive virtue.
More precisely, we will argue that biases provide us with premissory starting points even in absence of relevant information
to solve the problem at hand. In the second part, we will turn to
the vices of biased rationality: we will contend that the adaptive value of fallacies are limited to those situations in which
we do not have (relevant) information, whereas being in such
a situation is not adaptive at all. In the last part of the paper
we will illustrate our main contention according to which debising rationality is made possible when human learning becomes an option ecologically supported by the accumulation
of knowledge in the human cognitive niche. In order to provide
ground to this idea, we will employ the lens model introduced
by Egon Brunswik.
Keywords: biased rationality; fallacy; heuristics; de-biasing;
lens model; cognitive niche

Introducing the Homo Heuristicus

Introduction
This paper aims at illustrating the virtues and vices of biased
rationality. Starting with the virtues of biased rationality, we
will illustrate the idea of Homo Heuristicus along with its fallacious dimension. In this first section, we will claim that the
rationale of biased rationality consists in turning ignorance
into a cognitive virtue. More precisely, we will argue that biases (basically, resulting from fallacious reasoning) provide
us with premissory starting points even in absence of relevant
information to solve the problem at hand. This will permit us
to develop the idea that a fallacy (or bias) does not necessary
lead to a bad outcome. Accordingly, it can be either a good or
bad line of argument. This is due to the fact that an argument
is fallacious or biased with relation to a standard or a set of
standards.
In the second part, we will introduce the distinction between competence-independent information and competencedependent information. Building on this distinction, we will
maintain that the adaptive role of biased rationality is conditional, as it lacks what we call symptomaticity. That is, the
adaptive value of fallacies are limited to those situations in
which we do not have (relevant) information, whereas being
in such a situation is not adaptive at all.
The last part of the paper is an attempt to furnish a more
general account about how decisions may be effectively unbiased by adopting a different perspective. Our main thesis is
that, biased rationality turns out to be much less successful, as

In this section we are going to explore the very idea of biased
rationality by illustrating the idea of homo heuristicus introduced and developed during the last two decades by Gigerenzer and colleagues (cf. (Gigerenzer & Selten, 2001; Todd &
Gigerenzer, 2003; Gigerenzer, 2000; Gigerenzer & Brighton,
2009)). The idea of homo heuristicus explicitly addresses the
problem of how to make two apparently conflicting concepts
consistent: accuracy as the result of a certain decision, and
effort as the amount of resources deployed in the decisionmaking process.
The idea of homo heuristicus stems from the rejection of
two main assumptions about accuracy and effort. The first
is that a heuristic always involves a trade-off to be reached
between accuracy and effort, as they are basically conflicting concepts. In fact, accuracy usually involves time and
resources. Therefore, given the fact that humans operate
in cognitive economy with limited time and resources, they
have to rely on decisions that are accurate enough, meaning
that they might simply have to discard those strategies which
lead to more accurate outcomes, but require greater resources.
Heuristics are thought to be strategies reaching an accuracyeffort trade-off.
The second assumption can be called the “principle of total evidence”. The principle of total evidence – introduced by
Carnap (Carnap, 1947) and explicitly mentioned by Gigerenzer and colleagues – states that it is always better to take
into account the total evidence available in order to determine
whether or not a certain hypothesis or course of action is justified or rational: that is, having more information is always
better than having less information. Or, to put it simply, more
is always more, and less is always less.
Contrary to these two beliefs, Gigerenzer and colleagues
argued, and managed to provide empirical evidence to support the idea, that heuristics are not always accuracy-effort
trade-offs. On certain occasions, one can attain higher accuracy with less effort. Besides, more information may be
detrimental leading not only to overload, but also to a general
state of ignorance. Putting it simply, less is more and more is
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less.
An example illustrating this point is the so-called
“recognition-heuristic”. What Gigerenzer and his team found
is that when facing two alternatives, the one that is recognized is usually selected (Raab & Gigerenzer, 2005). In an
interesting study, Raab and Gigerenzer asked two groups of
university students respectively a German one and an American one, which city has a larger population between San
Diego and San Antonio. Quite surprisingly, 100% of German students responded correctly, whereas only two thirds of
American Students got the answer right. How could that be
possible? We would expect American students to get it right,
as San Diego and San Antonio are two American cities, and
therefore they should know more about them or, at least, have
more information. The explanation provided by Gigerenzer
and colleagues is quite cunning. German students got it right,
because they know less. More precisely, they got it right, because they only recognized one of the two cities, and thus
they thought that it should have been the largest between the
two. This is a fair example of recognition heuristic.
Gigerenzer and colleagues studied and tested a number of
heuristics that turn out to be smart strategies for solving problems or making decisions. These heuristics compose what is
called the “adaptive toolbox” (Gigerenzer, 2000; Gigerenzer
& Brighton, 2009). Basically, this is a set of fast-and-frugal
strategies that allows us to attain high accuracy while still operating in cognitive economy. For instance, fluency heuristic.
In the fluency heuristic, both the of the two alternatives are
recognized, but the one that is recognized faster is picked.
So, going back to the example of the two cities, if I recognize San Diego faster than San Antonio, then I will choose it.
Another example of smart heuristic is the so-called take the
best. The best way to choose among concurrent and recognized options is to search for clues and stop as soon as one
finds a discriminating clue favoring one above the others.
The idea of less is more is less paradoxical than one might
think. It means that we simply operate selections: we basically search for the information that we think is relevant.
Indeed, the selections we make are to some extent arbitrary,
since we know what we select, but we do not know what we
leave out. Heuristics are strategies that serve to this purpose:
making use of what we know. In order to detail this point let
us switch to the problem of the so-called fallacies. we will
introduce and illustrate an alternative framework, which does
not contrast with the results popularized by the proponents of
the adaptive toolbox.

Easy to Use. The Rationale of Biased
Rationality
The very idea behind the homo heuristicus furnishes an account about why biased minds make better inferences. In
fact, heuristics are biases. Traditionally speaking, biases have
been always considered as psychologically complex, leading
to negative or unhappy outcomes. A bias is not necessarily
an error, but it is usually considered as resulting from a poor

or lower form of rationality, namely, biased rationality. They
can indeed speed up a decision-making process, but, generally speaking, they are not necessarily a response to cognitive
economy: they are easy to deploy. So, are they errors? Or
not?
One can be biased, but at the same time achieve a good
performance, just like in the cases illustrated by Gigerenzer
and colleagues. For instance, a teacher may be biased towards certain students and those students might still perform
very well at the same time – the so-called primacy bias. In
this sense, it is not an error to get things right when judging
on first impressions or coloring the interpretation of students’
later performance based on initial results. It might however be
an error because, if we got things wrong, we could be more
easily blamed for our mistake and we would be told not to
rush to judgment. We attribute a low cognitive status to biases because it is easy to highlight their weaker points, even
though their weakest points do not necessarily lead us to be
mistaken. It is this sort of blamability that is the source of
mistrust. Basically, we have a commitment towards negotiating “the journey from cognitively virtuous starting points to
cognitively virtuous outcomes” (Woods, 2009): that is, we
start out safely and we want to arrive safely. Blamability
warns us of the fact that we did not take the wrong path, but
that it was a dangerous one.
More generally, we maintain that this attitude rests on the
human capacity for planning ahead. Basically, when confronting a problem, people try to foresee possible objections,
usually taking some precautions. Depending on their abilities
and skills, people may anticipate some of the negative consequences a certain course of action might have. Planning
ahead is somehow a certification that unhappy consequences
may be prevented, even though we do not know precisely
whether they are going to happen or not. Therefore, what
we consider erroneous is the way biases (and fallacies) manage possible objections to a decision and/or unhappy consequences.

Appealing to Ignorance and Its Cognitive
Virtue
Let us now go back to the question about which city has a
larger population between San Diego and San Antonio. In order to clarify this point, we connect the recognition heuristic
with an argument – traditionally deemed as fallacious – the so
called argumentum ad ignorantiam. Let us make a very simple example. Suppose that John has to attend a meeting in the
afternoon at his department, but he has not received any communication yet. Usually, department meetings are announced
at least a few days before by the head of the department who
sends an email to all the staff members. But this time she
did not send any email to her colleagues. The meeting would
usually start in less than one hour and John does not know
what to do. Then, he carries out the following reasoning:
1. If there were a meeting at my department I would know it.
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2. I do not know such a thing.
3. Thus there will not be a meeting today at my department.
This is considered by traditionally-minded fallacy theorists
to be a fallacy. The main reason is that ignorance is never probative, meaning that it can only prove that one does not know
a thing. In fact, in our example there might be a number of
reasons why John did not come to know whether the meeting
was going to happen or not. 1) Maybe his colleague sent him
an email he never received, perhaps the head of department
did not type his email address correctly, and then forgot to
pay attention to the delivery failure message she should have
received back. Carelessness in this case could be the reason
explaining his ignorance. 2) Maybe his colleagues did not
inform him about the meeting because they noticed he had
not shown up during the last week, and they thought he had
taken a week off to work on the last chapter of his book. Or
3) the head of the department and his other colleagues did not
inform him on purpose, because they wanted to mob him.
In this case, we do not need to know whether John is eventually right or wrong but we can immediately see how it is
easy – from an intellectual perspective – to raise some objections to John’s argument. All the objections we were pointing
to are related to the fact that John could have relied on a better
argument.
John followed a pattern of reasoning that is labeled by AI
theorists as autoepistemic reasoning. As Gabbay and Woods
put it, “autoepistemic inferences are presumptive in character”. Given that a candidate hypothesis is not known to be
true, it is presumed to be untrue” (Gabbay & Woods, 2005).
It is also known as negation as failure (Walton, 1995) or argumentum ad ignorantiam. An ad ignorantiam consists in an
explicit appeal to our ignorance. In general, we analytically
describe it as follows:
1. John knows he does not know P.
2. John asks himself whether he would have known P.
3. He would have known P, if it had been true.
4. He does not know P.

a number of objections that explicitly called for relevant information that should be acquired beforehand. However, although John does not overcome his ignorance by acquiring
new and relevant facts, he escapes from it by avoiding any
commitment to being relevant. That is, an ad ignorantiam
does not get us out of ignorance, but it makes unapparent the
distinction between relevant information and irrelevant information.
Relevancy avoidance is successfully performed, because it
permits people to make a decision no matter what they know.
The recognition heuristic chosen by the German group makes
use of the same pattern of reasoning:
1. If I had known San Antonio, it would have been larger than
San Diego.
2. But I do not know San Antonio.
3. Therefore, it is smaller than San Diego.
One important thing should be specified. The option generated by making use of our ignorance is not like the one we
would gain by flipping a coin. It is certainly less arbitrary
and more sophisticated, because it is at least a spin, as Woods
argued. In fact, it permits us to make some guesswork possible. That is, we are not wholly in the dark. In fact, as already
mentioned, an ad ignorance permits us to unfold premissory
starting points, as they at least make a certain decision decidable or affordable.
Going back to our example, it is not true that John does
not know anything. For instance, he knows something about
what he should know. So, he can easily withdraw the hypothesis that he has not been informed because the head of the
department wrongly typed his email address, because she always sets a return receipt option for such emails. She would
let John know in the case she did not receive any confirmation
from him. He could easily withdraw the second objection, because he usually works from home. And, as for the third one,
he could discard that as well, because he has no problems at
all with his colleagues.
The conclusion we are now arriving at is that an ad ignorantiam – belonging to biased rationality – is a weaker cognitive strategy than the one relying on relevant information.

5. Then, he knows P is false.

The Vices of Biased Rationality

What is interesting about this formulation is that it stresses
how we are able to turn our ignorance into a cognitive
virtue generating premissory starting points that we previously lacked. In fact, In 1) P is what prevents John from deciding. Conversely, in 4) P now becomes a clue suggesting a
possible conclusion. It is 3) that describes the move allowing
to escape ignorance without overcoming it. This ignoranceescaping feature of an argumentum ad ignorantiam should be
treated along with another one: the move described in 3) is
ignorance-escaping insofar as it is irrelevance-avoiding. In
1) John lacks premissory starting points that are relevant to
the matter. In fact, in our brief debunking we brought up

In the last section we made an explicit connection with the
idea of homo heuristicus and his potentially fallacious dimension. In this section we will illustrate the problem of biased
rationality going back to discuss fallacious reasoning with relation to the problem of relevancy. The treatment of this issue
will be a crucial cornerstone in the introduction of our proposal.
In informal logic there is a class of fallacies identified as
ignoratio elenchi (or red herring). By definition this class of
fallacies introduces irrelevant information. The argumentum
ad ignorantiam too can be classified as an ignoratio elenchi.
Irrelevancy is always a relative matter, as it also depends on
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the communicative context a certain reasoning is involved in
(Bardone & Magnani, 2010). In this section we will try to
make a step forward re-addressing the matter within a broader
framework. This would also allow us to go beyond biased
rationality.
Our main contention is that ignoratio elenchi is a kind
of argument based on the introduction of what we call
competence-independent information. Basically, an ignoratio
elenchi is selected when a person does not have those competencies allowing him/her to address the original issue for
debate. This kind of strategy may tell us something insightful
about the nature of human decision-making and their cognitive system.
Consider for example a problem which many people face
during their holiday: when to go swimming after eating.
A doctor explains that there are several variables which we
should account for in order to decide when to go swimming
after eating. It depends on how much we eat, what we drink,
the water temperature, whether we swim hard or not. All this
information is relevant when deciding what to do and when
to do it. Why is it relevant? It is relevant, because it would explain whether we may get cramps or other problems related to
digestion. For instance, a heavy meal eaten just before swimming would make you feel sluggish and thus explain cramps.
As many people do not have the competencies a doctor has
(or is supposed to have), they often rely on other kinds of information. For instance, mom’s suggestions or what the majority do. By definition, mom’s sayso or what the majority of
people do are all irrelevant information. In our example, this
information is irrelevant because it would not explain whether
we may get cramps or not. More precisely, it is irrelevant because it is not symptomatic: what other people decide does
not explain why a heavy meal affects our metabolism making
us feel queasy.
The introduction and adoption of irrelevant information
can be motivated by various reasoning. Indeed, it may be
a strategy to divert audience attention and thus challenge the
original issue for debate. Think for instance of how often
politicians attack their opponents personally, not their ideas or
the opinions they hold. However, as far as we are concerned
here, we maintain that the introduction of irrelevant information is primarily a cognitive strategy, which responds to the
necessity of cognitive economy. More precisely, it is a strategy that is deployed in the absence of competence regarding
the matter in discussion. Thus, competence is connected with
relevancy: being competent with regards to a certain matter
is what permits employment of information which is relevant
or, more precisely, symptomatic.
Focusing on competence so defined may help us solve or,
at least, explore some open questions related to fallacy and
biased rationality. First of all, what we argue is that the fallacious nature of biased rationality is concerned with the introduction of information that is not symptomatic to the conclusion that is drawn. Your mom’s suggestions do not explain
why you may have cramps or not; whereas what you have

eaten does. The distinction between the two kinds of information can also be described in abductive terms: competencedependent information are those which count as valuable
clues guiding us to make the correct inference. In Peircean
terms, such clues are those “from which we can infer that a
given fact must have been seen” (Peirce, 1931/1958). In our
view, irrelevancy is therefore an epistemological feature of
fallacious reasoning and biased rationality and, above all, it
characterizes them. Since the information we provide is not
symptomatic, it is always irrelevant.
The question about competence and symptomaticity may
also clarify the reason why a fallacy or bias is a sometimes good, sometimes bad strategy as pointed out by Woods
(Woods, 2009). This was already clearly recognized by Aristotle who extensively argued around the unapparent defectiveness of fallacious reasoning. More precisely, the particular feature of fallacy is that it appears to have a certain property, when it has not. This unapparent defectiveness is connected with the fact that the information deployed in some
fallacious reasoning is not symptomatic. As already pointed
out, fallacious reasoning does not explain the reason why a
certain event is such and such, and not as such as such. However, even if fallacies are not symptomatic, they can lead us
to solve the task we are supposed to face.
The strategies based on competence-dependent information acquire an adaptive value, as they supply cognitive resources that are much more reliable than the ones based on
competence-independent information. For instance, in the
experiment about which city is larger between San Diego and
San Antonio, it is most likely that an American expert in urban studies would not rely on recognition heuristics. More
generally, experts tend to be de-biased, so to say. This is
so, because knowledge is an increasingly reliable means for
solving problems the more abundant it becomes. This is
basically derived from the fact that knowledge is resourceconsuming, whereas fallacies and biases are resource-saving.
Strictly speaking, they are not corrigible, because they are
optimized and ready to do their job. In this sense, arguments
leaning on competence-independent information are neither
corrigible nor enhancing.
This last contention is connected with a point introduced
in the previous section, namely that fallacies and biases are
somehow easy to dismiss. For instance, when people say that
someone is biased or that an argument is fallacious they do
not really mean that the person is mistaken or that the line
of argument is wrong or false. They are merely pointing to
a flaw in their opponent’s reasoning, which might eventually
lead to a bad decision or outcome, if followed.
So, being fallacious or biased renders an argument easy to
dismiss. That one can be easily dismissed is not to be intended as a logical derivation. However weak or easy to dismiss an argument or bias is, it may allow a person to reach
his target, as already maintained. In this sense, it describes
a communicative move. For example, the simplest case of
an ad hominem could help us make a decision which may
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eventually be a good decision. Sometimes a person who has,
for instance, a conflict of interest may be biased in holding
certain positions. Therefore, knowing that he has a conflict
of interest is not completely irrelevant insofar as it might be
helpful, for instance, to my decision about how much weight
to give to his claims.
More generally, our point is that irrelevance is a communicative feature. Irrelevance simply warns us that a certain
piece of information may support an easy-to-dismiss point.
Therefore, it prompts us to change or adjust our argument in
order to acquire a better chance to succeed in a given discussion.

Appealing to Knowledge. De-Biasing
Rationality
So far we have discussed the fact that biased rationality is indeed a survival strategy, however ill-grounded it may be from
a more sophisticated perspective, namely, an intellectual one.
The fact that we recognize some arguments or strategies as
easy-to-dismiss simply means that we could have some better arguments and strategies at our disposal do we really have
some better strategies or arguments? And what happens if we
continue to use easy-to-dismiss strategies, even when they are
not the only solution available?
As already pointed out, fallacies and heuristics make some
decisions affordable for us, even though they do not resort to
symptomatic information. This is due to the fact that biased
rationality, as a set of fallacies and heuristics for decisionmaking, turns our ignorance into a cognitive virtue generating
premissory starting points. So far so good. However, we do
not overcome our ignorance, as we come up with premises
that are not symptomatic or, at least, ambiguous. We overcome ignorance by establishing procedures that deliver information or resources that are somehow relevant or not biased. This can only happen by building up external structures
that provide us with clues or information that are more symptomatic than the ones we previously had.
So, we introduce an eco-cognitive element, which will be
the cornerstone of the argument we are now going to develop.
We use the term eco-cognitive to stress that a behavioral option is available within a particular cognitive niche. Human
beings owe their dominance over other animals to their ability
to display advanced plastic behaviors. In turn, the possibility
to display advanced plastic behaviors is closely related to having a second, non genetic, source of information, which upon
occasion can deliver the proper resources to solve problems
and help make decisions. Ultimately the ability to turn available raw materials into cognitive resources to support plastic
responses is central to human success. The lens model theory
introduced by Egon Brunswik (Brunswik, 1952, 1955, 1943)
sheds some light on the dark side of biased rationality.
According to Brunswik, the relationship between the organism and the environment is defined by what he called
“the lens model”. The lens model is based on the idea that
the relationship between the organism and the environment is

mediated by the use of the so-called proximal stimuli, from
which the organism can infer the distal state of the environment, which brought it about. Ecological validity is the term
introduced by Brunswik to refer to the situation in which a
given proximal stimulus acts as a valuable indicator of a certain distal state or event; ecological validity is a normative
measure about how diagnostic certain proximal stimuli are
with respect to a given distal event.
The main idea behind Brunswik’s lens model is that it provides an alternative way to look into the questions related
to domain-independent versus domain-specific approaches
popularized by evolutionary psychology. His main contribution to this issue is to distinguish between the cognitive
process of a certain activity and its content. He pointed
out that the cognitive process of inferring a distal state of
the environment from the proximal stimuli we received is
domain-independent. Conversely, what is domain-dependent
are those indicators or local representatives we make use of
in order to infer distal states of the environment. For the indicator content is left unspecified.
In the light of Brunswik’s lens model, adaptation (and thus
the possibility of survival and reproduction) is the degree to
which an organism attains a stable relationship with the external world (Kirlik, 2001, p. 238). In other words, achieving
a stable relationship with the external world depends on developing prepared associations between a proximal stimulus
and the corresponding distant event. Within this framework,
plasticity is defined as that ability to change or adjust a prewired response according to the environment so as to increase
the chance of a match between proximal stimuli and the distant state in an ever-changing environment.
As far as we are concerned here, plasticity can be defined
as the ability to make use of those signs or clues that are more
symptomatic of a certain event or situation than others. Ultimately, plasticity deals with the development of the abductive
skills (Magnani, 2009), which allow us to detect clues and use
them as indicators or local representatives of a distant event.
In turn, these abductive skills basically rely on knowledge
and competence. The crucial point for exploiting cognitive
plasticity is to detect – and sometimes even create – various
indicators specific to certain domains and not others in order
to increase our chances of making successful inferences and
judgments (Hammond & Steward, 2001).
This last contention leads us to consider cognitive strategies leaning on competence-independent information as illgrounded for a long-term strategy insofar as it employs
resources that by definition are not symptomatic.
In
Brunswikian terms, we may argue that the ecological validity of competence-independent information is quite poor, because it uses indicators that are not specific to a particular
domain. Independence from a specific domain of application
turns out to be the major limitation in this case. Mom’s suggestions or following what the majority think are clues that
cannot however be taken as reliable indicators or proximal
stimuli of specific distal events.
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In the previous discussion, we argued that some problems
related to reproduction and survival are mandatory. One cannot cast them off, because that would impede reproduction
and/or survival. Roughly speaking, under such conditions,
giving an answer — even at random – is as good as giving
the right answer. we posit that the virtue of strategies based
on competence-independent information can only be conditional. That is, the use of competence-independent information in the situation where we have no information at all is
“good”, whereas being in that situation is not.
If so, one might expect that evolution would have provided
human beings with a mechanism to escape from such conditions of having no information at all. Our contention is that
such a mechanism is not provided at an individual level, but at
the eco-cognitive one. The strategies based on competencedependent information are adaptive as far as knowledge can
persist and be accumulated and transmitted from generation
to generation via the cognitive niche. As already pointed
out, when knowledge is easily available, strategies based on
competence may become dominant: easily available cognitive niches make abundance of knowledge possible.
More generally, individual agents spend part of their time
tending to enhancement of cognitive assets if this makes the
achievement of cognitive goals possible where they were
previously unaffordable or unattainable (Magnani, 2007).
Our claim is that this can only happen at the eco-cognitive
level. Basically, a cognitive niche provides humans with
an additional source of information storage and computational abilities, which support and even boost the capacity
of exhibiting an increasingly flexible, adaptive response to an
ever-changing environment (Magnani, 2009; Bardone, 2011).
These extra-genetic materials, properly exploited by ontogenetic mechanisms like learning, provide the unique framework for re-adjusting and refining our cognitive assets also as
individual agents.

Conclusion
In this paper we have discussed the virtues and vices of biased
rationality. The main idea behind it is to draw a line distinguishing those situations when biased rationality can provide
good solutions from those when it cannot, and therefore it
should be dismissed. In pursuing that, we have introduced
the distinction between competence-independent information
and competence-dependent information. Building on such
distinction, we have provided an alternative account of relevancy in decision-making by relying on the idea of symptomaticity. More generally, we contend that our contribution
may serve two purposes worth mentioning here: 1) it helps
clarify the concept of biased rationality for further empirical investigation; 2) it puts forward a theoretical framework
potentially able to integrate psychological research with epistemological theory into a more coherent cognitive approach.
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Abstract
We propose a theory of communicative interactions based on
the idea that it is constitutive of interpersonal communication
to create and manage a fragment of social reality. We define
such a fragment in terms of joint commitments of the
interactants, and analyze how these commitments are made in
a conversation. We distinguish between three layers of joint
commitments: those that regulate the embedding activity of
the conversation; those that constitute the joint meaning of
communicative acts; and those that concern the target of the
conversation. We argue that joint commitments are created in
a concrete situation by producing and negotiating interpersonal affordances, which allows the interactants to retain
suitable freedom of movement. Finally, we analyze some
relationships between our conception of communicative acts
and illocutionary acts.
Keywords: Interpersonal communication; communicative
act; interpersonal reality; joint commitment; joint meaning.

Introduction
Fifty years since the publication of Austin’s How to Do
Things with Words (1962), the idea that human communication is to be regarded as a form of action has gained universal acceptance. However, there are reasons to doubt that
Speech Act Theory (as developed, among others, by Searle,
1969; Schiffer, 1972; Bach & Harnish, 1979; and Alston,
2000) provides an adequate treatment of real communicative
interactions. Reasons for skepticism have been put forward,
for example, by Levinson (1981), Clark (1996), and Mey
(2001); Mey, in particular, proposes to replace the notions
of illocutionary and perlocutionary acts of Speech Act Theory with that of a pragmatic act, understood as the situated
performance of a concrete act of communication.
As of today, no situated approach to communication can
boast the generality and depth of Speech Act Theory. It may
be argued that attaining such a result is an impossible mission, insofar as a situated standpoint is by its very nature
sensitive to concrete particulars, which clashes with the
quest for generality; nevertheless, we believe that significant
results can be achieved by suitably choosing the theory’s
‘field of view.’ In the attempt to move forward in this direction, in this paper we confine our interest to processes of
interpersonal communication, aiming to clarify: (i), what
concept of a situation is suited for dealing with interpersonal
communication; and (ii), what relationships hold between

the performance of a single act of interpersonal communication, the interaction process to which the act belongs, and
the situation in which such an interaction is couched.
Our approach is centered on a normative concept, namely,
joint commitment. The importance of normative concepts in
general, and of commitment in particular, has been highlighted in various areas of research related to human communication, like dialogue theory (Hamblin, 1970; Walton &
Krabbe, 1995), philosophy of language (Brandom, 1994;
Alston, 2000; Searle, 2010), and computer-based interaction
(Winograd & Flores, 1986). Nevertheless, the foundational
role of commitment in theories of communication is still
insufficiently appreciated. At least in part this may be due to
the fact that, as remarked by Harnish (2005), we still lack a
widely accepted treatment of commitment, comparable to
the theories of epistemic and volitional mental states, like
belief, desire, and intention.
We found, however, that a theory of commitment suitable
for our goals is offered in the work of Margaret Gilbert
(1989, 1996, 2000, 2006). We rely on Gilbert’s concept of
joint commitment to define interpersonal reality as a major
component of a social situation. In our view interpersonal
communication functions as the main source of interpersonal reality, through the creation and management of suitable affordances; this approach leads us to propose a novel
point of view on several fundamental concepts related to
communicative action, like meaning and uptake.
The paper is structured as follows. In the next section we
introduce a concept of interpersonal communication and
present our view of a situation, with particular regard to its
interpersonal component, based on the concept of joint
commitment. In the following section we give a concise
introduction to joint commitment. Subsequently we delineate a theory of communicative acts, and then analyze some
relationships between communicative acts, and speech acts
as conceived in Speech Act Theory. Finally we draw some
conclusions and describe directions for further research.

The Social Situation
We take interpersonal communication to be a form of communication between individual selves. By this we mean that
interpersonal communication is ‘person-to-person’ (rather
than in broadcast, like in the case of mass communication),
strongly related to the personal identity of the interactants
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and to the interpersonal relationship holding between them,
and only marginally sensitive to institutionalized roles (contrary to the case of institutional communication).
Interpersonal communication can take place in a variety
of settings, like for example face-to-face conversations,
phone conversations, mail exchanges, or interactions
through online social networks. In this paper we concentrate
on the basic setting (Clark, 1996), to wit, face-to-face conversations; moreover, for the sake of simplicity we shall
confine to conversations involving two agents.
Interpersonal communication typically occurs in the context of some embedding activity (Bunt, 1998), jointly carried
out by the interactants, like for example making dinner, sailing a ship, or writing a paper together. In the limiting case
of a pure conversation, the whole embedding activity coincides with the communication process. The embedding activity is a major component of the global situation, in which
interpersonal communication is couched. Intuitively, we can
think of the global situation as the set of all states of affairs
which affect, or are affected by, the interaction. Such states
of affairs (be they physical, psychological, or social) function as resources and constraints for action, and often are
themselves the result of the ongoing activity.
At every moment, a situation presents a range of affordances (Gibson, 1979; Norman, 1988; Carassa et al., 2005),
that is, of action possibilities that are perceived by the
agents. To a large extent, agents carry out an interaction by
exploiting the affordances offered by the current situation,
and by creating new affordances for further exploitation. It
is important to remark that the global situation cannot be
identified with the externally observable, spatio-temporal
slice of the world in which the interaction takes place: the
mental representations of the interactants typically bring
into relevance states of affairs that are far away in time and
space, like for example significant events belonging to previous interactions.
In our analysis we concentrate on the social component of
the global situation, which we call the social situation More
precisely, we take the social situation to consist of social
reality, understood as the collective acceptance or recognition of deontic powers, like obligations, rights, and so on
(Searle, 2010). Our definition is justified by various reasons,
and in particular by the fact that the social situation: (i), is
amenable to a general theoretical treatment; (ii), accounts
for a remarkable variety of communicative phenomena; and
(iii), presents interesting dynamics, in that it both affects,
and is continually modified by, communicative action.
It is useful to distinguish between two roughly disjoint
components of social reality: (i), superpersonal reality, constituted by the deontic powers attributed to an agent by a
superpersonal entity (like society at large, a legislature, an
organization, etc.), and typically associated to the roles
played by the agent within some institutional structure; and
(ii), interpersonal reality, constituted by the deontic powers
informally created by people for themselves in everyday
interactions. Both types of social reality involve deontic
powers, but there is an important difference: with superper-

sonal reality, the agents typically recognize certain deontic
powers that they did not contribute to create; on the contrary, interpersonal deontic powers are created by the very
same agents who are bound by them.
As far as interpersonal reality is concerned, we submit
that the creation and maintenance of deontic powers is based
on joint commitments, that are negotiated by the relevant
agents through communicative action (Carassa & Colombetti, 2009c). In the next section we provide an introduction
to the concept of joint commitment, mainly based on the
work of Margaret Gilbert (in particular 1996, Part III; 2000,
Chapter 4; and 2006, Chapter 7).

Joint Commitment
According to Gilbert, all genuinely collective phenomena
(like joint activities, collective beliefs, group feelings, social
conventions, and so on) involve a special kind of commitment, namely, a joint commitment. An agent may be personally committed to do X, for example as a result of an individual decision: such a decision may be rescinded, but failing this the agent is committed to do X. Being committed to
do X is a desire-independent reason (although in general not
a sufficient cause) for the agent to do X; however, in the
personal case the agent is the only ‘owner’ of the commitment, and can rescind it as he or she pleases. Contrary to
personal commitments, a joint commitment is a commitment of two or more agents, called the parties of the joint
commitment, to engage in a common project ‘as a single
body.’ The main difference between personal and joint
commitments is that a joint commitment is not separately
owned by its parties, but is, so to speak, collectively owned
by all the parties at the same time.
According to Gilbert, to establish a joint commitment to
do X it is necessary and sufficient that every party expresses
his or her readiness to be so committed, in conditions of
common knowledge; such common knowledge may derive
from an explicit agreement, but also from less structured
interactions and, in many cases, from the shared understanding of a culturally meaningful context.
In view of the purpose of this article, the main feature of
joint commitments is that they consist of deontic relationships between the parties. If a group is jointly committed to
do something, then every party is obligated to all other parties to do their part, and has the right that all other parties do
their parts. It is characteristic of joint commitments that
such obligations are created simultaneously, when the joint
commitment comes into force, and are interdependent, in
the sense that each party is bound by the joint commitment
only as long as the other parties are so bound. If and when
all its obligations are fulfilled, a joint commitment is itself
fulfilled; on the contrary, if one of its obligations is violated,
the whole joint commitment is violated; as remarked by
Gilbert (1996), violation by a party typically implies that the
joint commitment becomes voidable by the other parties.
Moreover, the obligations of a joint commitment are persistent, in the sense that they do not expire unless the joint
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commitment is fulfilled or re-negotiated. Thanks to their
persistence, joint commitments appear to exert a crucial
function in human interaction, in that they provide collectively accepted desire-independent reasons for action, and
thus make the future behavior of agents more stable and
predictable.
The content of a joint commitment need not be an activity: a group of agents may also commit to a propositional
attitude, like a belief or a desire, or to a value, a feeling, and
so on; for example, the members of the Flat Earth Society
are jointly committed to believing that the Earth is flat, and
the components of a sports team are jointly committed to be
proud of their victories. It is important to remark that all
commitments, irrespective of their contents, are desireindependent reasons for action, and as such have a world-tomind direction of fit. This is obvious for a commitment to
do something, but may sound odd, for instance, in the case
of a commitment to a belief. The reason is that in the case of
an action commitment, both the commitment and its content
have the same direction of fit, namely, world-to-mind; but
in the case of a commitment to a belief, the commitment has
a world-to-mind direction of fit, while its content has a
mind-to-world direction of fit. This apparent conflict vanishes if one thinks that all types of commitments entail obligations, which in turn give a crucial contribution to the formation of intentions. For example, suppose that Ann is a
member of the Flat Earth Society; then, to fulfill her join
commitment, she ought to behave in certain ways, like referring to the North Pole as “the center of the Earth.”
Joint commitments to beliefs (that following Gilbert,
1987, we call collective beliefs) play a key role in our theory
of interpersonal communication. A collective belief that p
(i.e., the joint commitment of a group to uphold as a body
the belief that p) should not be confused with what is usually called common or mutual belief. Both collective and
common beliefs are ‘distributed’ mental states, in the sense
that they require all the members of a group to entertain
certain mental states; there are, however, important differences between the two concepts. The first such difference is
that a collective belief, being a joint commitment, is a
source of obligations and rights; more precisely, if p is collective belief of group G, then every member of G is obligated to all other members to act as if p were common belief
of G, and has the right against all other members of G that
they behave accordingly. A further difference is that collective beliefs, contrary to common beliefs, are logically independent of what the relevant agents personally believe. As a
limiting case, it is logically possible for a group of agents to
hold the collective belief that p, while it is common belief of
the same group that not-p. However, if a group of agents
collectively believe that p, then all members of the group are
obligated to behave as if p were common belief of the group
(a situation that is well portrayed by Andersen’s story of the
Naked King).

Communicative Acts
Our approach takes the move from the following assumptions: (i), interpersonal communication is a situated activity,
by which a group of agents create and manage a fragment of
interpersonal reality; (ii), such interpersonal reality consists
of those deontic powers that are collectively accepted by the
very agents engaged in the interaction; (iii), collective acceptance consists of joint commitments of the same agents.
As we have already pointed out, in this paper we restrict our
treatment to face-to-face conversations involving two interactants, A and B. In the sequel we sketch the overall scheme
of our theory.
Layers of interpersonal reality Interpersonal communication involves three layers of interpersonal reality (Carassa &
Colombetti, 2009c). As we shall see, the bottom layer consists of the joint commitments of A and B concerning the
current activity, which embeds the communicative interaction (and actually coincides with it, in the case of a pure
conversation); the middle layer involves the construction of
joint meaning, that is, the creation of joint commitments to
the effect that certain communicative acts have been performed; and the top layer involves joint commitments concerning the target of the interaction.
Let us consider a real example of a pure conversation:1
(1a) A: Can I ask you something?
(1b) B: Sure.
(2a) A: Are you planning to get any stuff from Amazon
shortly?
(2b) B: Not really.
(3a) A. There are a couple of books I need.
(3b) B: [in a slightly teasing tone] Ok, just send me the
data.
(4a) A: Oh, thanks!
(4b) B: You’re welcome, dear.
This exchange consists of a sequence of utterances, organized as four adjacency pairs, that we shall now analyze in
details.
Setting up the embedding activity As we have already
pointed out, we regard interpersonal reality as consisting of
joint commitments. According to Gilbert, to make a joint
commitment to X it is necessary and sufficient that A and B
express their readiness to be so committed, in conditions of
common knowledge. A first observation is that while a joint
commitment binds its parties simultaneously, the process of
creating the joint commitment is typically incremental, as it
is highly improbable that all the parties express their readiness at the same time. Typically one of the agents, say A,
will start expressing readiness, thus making what we call a
precommitment. This precommitment functions as an interpersonal affordance for B, who may ignore it, express a
matching readiness (thus transforming A’s precommitment

1
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Free translation from Italian. A and B are in the same room,
working independently at their laptops; it is common practice of
A and B that B carries out online purchases for A.

into a full-blown joint commitment of A and B), or deal
with it otherwise.
A first example of this is pair 1a-1b. By utterance 1a, A
expresses her readiness to engage in a conversational exchange with B, and this creates for B the interpersonal affordance to set up a conversation with A. B can now exploit
such an affordance in different ways. A first possibility
would be to ignore A’s precommitment, and just keep silent:
(1b’) B: –
Another possibility for B is to acknowledge A’s precommitment, while refusing to turn it into a joint commitment;
this result could be achieved, for example, by answering:
(1b”) B: Not now, please, I’m in a hurry here.
Third, B can acknowledge A’s precommitment, and accept to turn it into a joint commitment of A and B to engage
in a conversation together, and this is what B does by uttering 1b. Such a joint commitment entails certain mutual
rights and obligations, like the right to address further communicative acts to the other party, and the obligation to participate in the construction of joint meaning and in the negotiation of the target (see the following subsections). Note
that even if B, by uttering 1b”, would reject A’s precommitment to set up a conversation, he would still implicitly
acknowledge that he construed utterance 1a as creating such
a precommitment, thus implying that joint meaning of 1a
has been achieved; this would not be the case with response
1b’ (silence).
It is important to remark that our treatment does not aim
to provide a comparative evaluation of responses like 1b,
1b’, and 1b”, for example relative to a system of conversational rules. Indeed, keeping silent (like in 1b’) would be
considered inappropriate in most conversational situations;
but this has to do with what we have called superpersonal
reality, that is, with the normativity that is externally imposed on the current social situation. What we try to clarify,
on the contrary, is what different responses actually contribute to the creation and maintenance of interpersonal reality,
that is, to the normativity that is built by the interactants
within the current situation.
Creating joint meaning Meaning is a highly controversial
topic. For most speech act theorists, what an agent means by
an utterance depends on their communicative intention, independently of what the addressee understands, and even of
the actual existence of an addressee; for other, more socially-minded, theorists, meaning is in some important sense
jointly constructed by the speaker and the addressee. In a
previous paper (Carassa & Colombetti, 2009a) we have proposed to dissolve this apparent conflict of views by distinguishing between speaker’s meaning, which is a function of
the speaker’s communicative intention, and joint meaning,
which is collectively constructed by the speaker and the
addressee. The joint meaning of an utterance, addressed by
A to B, is the joint commitment of A and B to uphold as a
body the belief that A’s utterance has been produced with a
given communicative intention. This implies that joint
meaning is to be regarded as the collective belief of the

speaker and the addressee, to the effect that a certain communicative act has been performed.
Going back to our example, we can notice that an utterance often gives an implicit contribution to the construction
of joint meaning of previous utterances. After pair 2a-2b, it
is still not established that 2a is meant by A as a pre-request,
related to the target of getting some books from Amazon.
But that this is the case becomes clear after 3a-3b; more
precisely, utterance 3b: (i), implies that B construed 3a as an
indirect request, and 2a as a related pre-request; (ii), conveys acceptance of the request; and (iii), suggests a way of
carrying out the joint project that is now understood to be
the target of the conversation. A different construal would
be put forward, for example, by a response like:
(3b’) B: Try Amazon Italy, delivery is free.
Like in the case discussed in the previous subsection
(concerning the joint action of setting up an embedding activity), also joint meaning is built by the speaker’s creation
of an interpersonal affordance, which can be exploited by
the addressee to complete the construction of a joint commitment. This view is especially useful to deal with indirect
speech; for example, A’s utterance 3a creates affordances
for B to interpret it in different ways: as an indirect request
to buy some books for A; as an indirect request to put the
speaker in condition of buying the books herself; as a mere
expression of a wish; and so on. By response 3b, B offers to
A an interpretation of 3a as a request to buy some books for
her (and, by the same utterance, B accepts such a request).
Then, by 4a, A implicitly accepts B’s construal; but note
that at this stage A still has the possibility of suggesting a
different interpretation, for example by saying,
(4a’) A: I think I can manage it, I just wanted to know if
you want to add something to my order.
An addressee’s contribution to the construction of joint
meaning is obviously related to Austin’s concept of uptake.
In the Speech Act literature, uptake has been either completely neglected, or at most considered as the addressee’s
epistemic recognition of an intended illocutionary act. On
the contrary, we advocate a normative concept of uptake, as
the addressee’s contribution to the construction of joint
meaning, understood as a piece of interpersonal reality.
Such a contribution we call interpersonal uptake.
Negotiating the target At the third layer of interpersonal
reality, the target of the communicative interaction is negotiated. Also at this layer we understand interaction as the
production of interpersonal affordances in the form of precommitments, which the addressee may ignore, accept (and
thus transform into full-blown joint commitments), refuse,
or otherwise negotiate. In our example, the target concerns
B buying some books for A from Amazon. But that this is
the case is fully established only with utterance 4a, where A
accepts B’s construal of 3a as an indirect request. All utterances preceding 4a provide relevant affordances in this direction, but still leave the interactants some freedom of
movement.
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The concept of freedom of movement is crucial to understand why communicative interactions are carried out by
creating and managing affordances at different layers of
interpersonal reality (Carassa & Colombetti, 2009b). In the
last resort, what is at stake is negotiating the target: in our
example, A has the personal goal of getting B to buy certain
books for her; but this goal could also be achieved through a
direct request, like for example:
(2a’) A: Please buy me a few books from Amazon, I’ll
send you the data.
A first observation is that a direct request of this tenor
conveys a presumption of authority of A over B, that would
be inappropriate in the relevant social situation. This explains why A is willing to leave B some freedom of movement at the target layer, but is still insufficient to fully understand our example; indeed, the same result could be
achieved by a direct request that explicitly acknowledges
B’s right to refuse, like:
(2a”) A: I need a few books. You may buy them for me
from Amazon, if you want.
The problem with such a request is that it leaves B two alternatives: accepting the request, which B may not want to
do, or refusing it, which may be embarrassing. What we see
in our example, instead, is that the locus of negotiation is
moved from the target layer to the layer of joint meaning:
after 3a, B is still free to construe it as an indirect request of
buying the books for A, or in a different way, like for example as a weaker request of assistance (see 3b’).
It is important to clarify that the target (i.e., B’s concrete
action of buying some books for A) is not part of the present
situation: B’s action will be performed at some future moment, after the current interaction has been terminated (by
pair 4a-4b). On the contrary, the joint commitment of A and
B, to the effect that such an action will be carried out, is part
of the present situation, as it is here that the commitment is
created. Interestingly, the commitment does not expire when
the current interaction is terminated: as we have already
remarked, the temporal persistence of joint commitments is
essential to their function of making the future consequences of an interaction adequately stable and predictable.

Communicative vs. Speech Acts
Given the impact of Speech Act Theory on theories of
communication, it is meaningful to confront a novel conception of a communicative act with that of a speech act. Here
we shall consider four aspects related to Speech Act Theory:
(i), the distinction between illocution and perlocution; (ii),
the controversy between normativistic and naturalistic approaches; (iii), the distinction between communicative and
conventional acts; and (iv), the treatment of indirect speech.
Illocution and perlocution Our treatment of communicative acts situates itself at the illocutionary level. While this
is obvious for the joint meaning layer, it may seem that the
target layer is concerned with perlocution. But this is not the
case, as we do not examine the mental processes that lead an
addressee, for example, to accept or refuse a request; rather,

we analyze how acceptance or refusal is made public
through communication, and this concerns illocution.
In any case, our treatment of illocution departs from classical Speech Act Theory, in that we are interested in how
the illocutionary force of an utterance is collectively constructed as a matter of joint meaning. A consequence is that
communicative acts cannot be studied in isolation, but only
in the flow of conversation.
Normativistic vs. naturalistic approaches Harnish (2005)
contrasts normativistic and naturalistic theories of speech
acts. According to the former (originated by Austin, 1962,
and mainly developed by Searle, 1969, and Alston, 2000),
to perform an illocutionary act is to produce an utterance in
conformance with certain constitutive rules; according to the
latter (mainly developed by Schiffer, 1972, and Bach &
Harnish, 1979), to perform an illocutionary act is to produce
an utterance with a reflexive communicative intention,
which includes its own recognition by the addressee in its
conditions of satisfaction.
It seems to us that our approach overcomes this opposition by recognizing the crucial importance of the normative
dimension of communicative acts, but reducing it to a perfectly natural phenomenon, that is, the human cognitive
ability to make joint commitments (see Carassa & Colombetti, 2009a, for a preliminary analysis of the role of reflexive communicative intentions in the creation of joint commitments).
Communicative vs. conventional acts According to normativistic theories, there is no essential difference between,
say, asking a favor and pronouncing two persons man and
wife: in both cases, an illocutionary act is performed in conformance with certain constitutive rules. Naturalistic theories, on the contrary, deal differently with the two types of
illocutionary acts, because the addressee’s recognition of the
communicative intention is crucial in the former case, but
not in the latter. This introduces a sharp distinction between
communicative and conventional acts, as first proposed by
Strawson (1964). In our view, the difference between these
two types of illocutionary acts is related to the two kinds of
social reality, that is, interpersonal reality (for communicative acts) and superpersonal reality (for conventional acts).
What is at stake, then, is not so much a difference between
types of illocutionary acts, but rather a difference between
types of social situations. In the future, we plan to extend
our treatment to conventional acts including superpersonal
reality in our treatment of the social situation.
Indirect illocutionary acts In Speech Act Theory, an utterance like 3a is usually analyzed as realizing both a literal
illocutionary act of the assertive type, and an indirect illocutionary act of the directive type. The inference from the literal to the indirect interpretation can be accounted for in
terms of conversational implicature (Searle, 1975).
It is by no means obvious, however, that such a treatment
provides a satisfactory view of what goes on in a real conversation. In uttering 3a, for example, even A may not be
completely clear about her own communicative intention: is
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she intentionally requesting B to buy the books for her, or is
she suggesting that buying the books would be nice of B, or
is she just presenting a state of affairs to B, in the hope that
B will somehow help her? Not only this cannot be established by simply scrutinizing A’s utterance; more importantly, A need not have a fully definite communicative intention: what A actually does is to create an interpersonal
affordance for B to participate in the collective construction
of joint meaning. If we are right on this, the classical theory
of indirect illocutionary acts should be replaced by a different view, which highlights the power of situated communicative acts to create and manage interpersonal affordances at
all layers of interpersonal communication (Carassa & Colombetti, 2009b).

Conclusions
We have argued that interpersonal communication is
basically a matter of creating and managing a fragment of
interpersonal reality. We dealt with interpersonal reality in
terms of joint commitments, and analyzed how these are
created in conversation. We distinguished between three
layers of joint commitments, and argued that at each layer
the relevant joint commitments are made by producing and
negotiating interpersonal affordances in a concrete social
situation, so that the interactants can retain suitable freedom
of movement.
We believe that recognizing the central role of joint
commitment in human interaction involves a crucial enlargement of the classical view of human cognition. Indeed,
it is interesting to see that important contributions in this
direction are being produced by empirically oriented research on the origin of human communication and cooperation (Tomasello, 2008; Gräfenhain et al., 2009).
In the future, we plan to develop our approach in two
main directions: first, by extending our treatment to
communicative interactions that are significantly affected by
elements of superpersonal social reality, thus covering
communication in institutional contexts; second, by
providing a more articulated account of joint commitment,
with the aim of showing how to extend the classical
conceptual toolkit of Cognitive Science, in order to deal
with the intrinsically normative nature of human
interactions.
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Effects of unrecognized hints and metacognitive control in insight
problem solving
Masasi Hattori
Ritsumeikan University

Steven Sloman
Brown University

Ryo Orita
Ritsumeikan University
Abstract: Unconscious cognition plays an important role in solving insight problems. Metacognition is also known
to be effective in enhancing creative thinking. Little is known, however, about how unconscious thought and metacognition interact. The current study first examined whether a hint that could not be consciously perceived has an effect
on facilitating problem solving (Experiment 1). 102 participants tried to solve the nine-dot problem; half of them
after exposure to a subliminal hint. The hint doubled the solution rate. Experiment 2 examined how this effect
interacted with metacognitive instructions. 146 participants solved the same problem under one of four conditions
defined by crossing exposure or nonexposure to a subliminal hint with metacognitive control instructions present or
absent. The hint raised the solution rate and so did metacognition, but the effect almost disappeared when both
were introduced. The results suggest that metacognitive control sometimes operates without monitoring.
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Differences in Infants’ Perception of Objects’ Internal Energy as a
Function of Their Roles in a Causal Event
Yevdokiya Yermolayeva
Department of Psychology, Carnegie Mellon University Center for the Neural Basis of Cognition,
Carnegie Mellon University

David H. Rakison
Department of Psychology, Carnegie Mellon University
Abstract: This study examined if 12- and 16-month-olds’ causal perception can guide their expectations about
objects’ internal energy during stopping events. Thirty-seven infants were habituated to a causal event in which a
red ball (agent) launched a green ball (recipient). Infants were tested on trials in which the agent and the recipient
maintained their energy before stopping abruptly, or both objects lost energy as they stopped gradually. Preliminary
results indicate that infants in both age groups looked significantly longer when agents lost energy than when they
maintained it, but looked equally long at both trials for recipients. Results also show a trend of 12-month-olds
looking longer than 16-month-olds at the recipient trials. Findings suggest that by 12 months, infants expect agents
to maintain their internal energy, and that developmental changes in perceptions of recipients occur between 12 and
16 months. Fourteen-month-olds are currently being tested to clarify this developmental trend.
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Does word confusability explain reversal of word-frequency effects in
lexical decisions?
Anne Gilman
Juniata College
Abstract: In a lexical decision task (LDT) using 88 words and 88 matched nonwords, 46 undergraduate participants
responded significantly faster (90 ms faster on average) to lower-frequency words such as ”voice” and ”challenge”
than to higher-frequency words with equal or greater homophony and polysemy such as ”end” and ”see”. Responsetime differences between semantic categories were significant, F(4,217)=3.71, p<.01. Word frequencies were taken
from Brysbaert and New’s (2009) corpus of movie subtitles.
Twenty percent of participants identified themselves as fluent in at least one language other than English. As
expected, multilingual participants took longer to make lexical decisions, with an average RT for monolinguals of
764ms and 878ms for the multilingual group, F(1,217)=21.45, p<.001. Although the highest-frequency category
included many short and highly confusable words, the longer response times for multilinguals were comparable
across all stimulus categories. Reading speed for an initial prose passage weakly predicted LDT response time,
F(1,217)=4.35, p<.05.
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Semantic, Aesthetic, and Cognitive Effects of Flashbacks in Film
Aline Sevenants (aline.sevenants@psy.kuleuven.be)
Géry d’Ydewalle (géry.dyewalle@psy.kuleuven.be)
University of Leuven, Laboratory of Experimental Psychology
102 Tiensestraat, B-3000 Leuven, Belgium

Abstract
Principles of narrative and intellectual film editing were
investigated by assessing the semantic, cognitive, and
aesthetic consequences of inserting flashbacks. A short
narrative film was presented, either with flashbacks or in
chronological/linear order. In Experiment 1, the gravity
of the acts committed by the two main actors was
perceived to be more salient in the linear than in the
flashback version (based on Osgood’s semantic
differential ratings). Aesthetic assessment did not vary as
a function of the linearity. In reconstructing the movie
segments into the right order, the linear film condition
showed a better match with the chronological ordering
than the flashback condition. In Experiment 2, pupil size
of the viewers, as a measure of mental load, was
registered on-line. In the flashback version, mental load
was heightened due to the flashbacks disrupting the linear
story grammar. In the discussion about distinctive
advantages of intellectual versus narrative editing,
intellectual editing lost the case in the present study.
Flashbacks did not enhance aesthetic judgments, and
linearity emphasized the semantic features of the leading
actors with less consumption of mental resources.

Introduction
The year that the film was born is considered to be 1895. The
race to be the first to present “living photographs” was won
by the Skladanowsky brothers in Berlin on November 1,
1895. The presentation of the Lumière brothers with their
technically superior cinematograph in the Grand Café in Paris
on December 28 of the same year, however, is considered as
the point of departure of modern film technique. In the first
motion pictures of the 1890’s, filmmakers positioned the
camera and filmed until the spool to hold the film ran out.
This means that the entire scene consisted of one single shot,
showing continuous limited action at one place.
David Llewelyn Wark Griffith (1875-1948), often referred
to as the founding father of the classical Hollywood Cinema,
is generally recognized as the inventor of film montage. Ever
since, montage or editing (i.e., connecting different film shots
and segments) has historically been accepted by film makers
and film theorists as a crucial parameter of the film medium.
Griffith claimed that an individual shot, rather than the scene,
constitutes the central element of cinematic language. He
therefore made use of a large amount of cuts and shots. In
order to safeguard the temporal and spatial logic and linearity
despite the large number of different shots, he developed
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guidelines for preserving continuity, which is still the
prevailing standard in classical Hollywood cinema (Griffith,
1969). Griffith employed the new technique of montage
primarily for heightening the dramatic tension. However, the
Russian avant-garde filmmakers were the first ones to use the
montage techniques very systematically. Vsevelod Pudovkin
(1893-1953), often called the second greatest film maker next
to Sergei Eisenstein (1898-1948), considered montage as a
process of construction: Shots are like bricks that, joined
together, build a sequence (Pudovkin, 1958). He maintained
that concepts were best developed by successively presenting
shots, which refer to the same general idea. This is called
“narrative editing”. Based on several experiments with Lev
Kuleshov (1899-1970), Pudovkin suggested that viewers’
expectations, inferences, deductions, and associations guide
perception of montage sequences.
Kuleshov conducted a series of experiments, called "films
without film", and developed the notion of the "Kuleshov
effect" in which, through montage, each shot acquired a
different shade of meaning according to its place in the
sequence. He inserted identical frames of the actor Ivan
Mazouchin (1889-1939) between scenes of different events
(shots of a bowl of soup, a girl, a teddy bear, and a child's
coffin) and asked viewers to describe the actor’s facial
expression. Viewers interpreted the frames in accordance with
the nature of the adjacent events, although the actor’s facial
expression had not varied at all. Kuleshov proved that two
shots projected in succession are not interpreted separately by
the viewer; in the audience's mind, they are integrated into a
whole. The meaning of a shot depends on its context, a
general principle that has so strongly been stressed by Gestalt
psychology.
After studying Kuleshov's montage experiments, Eisenstein
became convinced that in cinema one could manipulate time
and space to create new meanings, especially if the images
were not to be merely linked to create an impression of
continuity, as Kuleshov and Pudovkin suggested, but
juxtaposed (Eisenstein, 1949). Eisenstein stressed that
montage is the basic and unique characteristic of cinema, the
basis for its distinctive power as a medium and for its
aesthetic principles. In particular, he theorized that the
collision or conflict between temporally and spatially
unrelated or unmatched shots or scenes could give rise to a
new concept eliciting special emotional and cognitive
reactions in the audience.
According to his theory, the maximum effect of screen
expressiveness can be gained if the shots do not fit together
perfectly but create a shock to the viewer. This is called
“intellectual editing”. Eisenstein proposed that the viewer

organizes the film’s spatial and temporal structures, linking
shots and scenes logically and chronologically, provoking
emotions, and creating expectations. This implies that
meaning and aesthetic experience are based on the
arrangement of film units. In contrast to Eisenstein, Pudovkin
felt that editing should be based on principles of ordinary
viewing, stressing the perceived or experienced continuity of
the story, causing Pudovkin’s films to be much closer to
Griffith and the classical narrative Hollywood cinema.
A narrative is a chain of events in cause-effect relationship
occurring in time and space. Thus, a narrative film provides
the viewer with a sequential and highly systematic input of
visual information: Each informative fact (e.g., an action, a
shot, a scene…) is not only related to the preceding and to the
following one, but also to the whole story. As the viewer
watches the film, he or she picks up cues, recalls information,
and anticipates what will follow. The film shapes particular
expectations by summoning up uncertainty, curiosity,
suspense, and surprise that has to be satisfied or cheated
during the progression of the film.
Every perturbation of the continuity of the narrative (e.g.,
by means of intellectual editing, a flashback, a
hallucination…) causes a perturbation of the interplay
between the elicited expectations and the answers provided by
the film: Spatial and visual continuity becomes distorted, and
actions and events change their meaning. This limits the
integration, the restitution of the content, and the structure of
the message. Denis (1972) showed that minor chronological
disturbances in a sequential visual message significantly
lowered the capacity of participants to recall items of
information conveyed by the message. In a second
experiment however, this effect could not be repeated and,
with even larger disturbances of the chronological order,
participants recalled almost as many items as the control
group that saw the chronological version of the visual
message.
Narrative schemata allow the viewer to identify the relative
importance of propositions and the interdependency of the
story elements. Roberts, Cowen, and MacDonald (1996)
found that not only recall of important information, but also
comprehension and impressions of the main protagonists and
their goals were influenced by the narrative structure.
Deviations from linearity had also significantly different
effects on the aesthetic judgments of the film. Viewers thus
comprehend and recall film information as a story, and not
just as an summation of facts in a certain order.
When the order of propositions in the narrative is
unconventional, comprehension and recall may become
distorted. In Cowen (1988), deviations from linear montage
produced four different versions of a short narrative film;
recall of the presented actions and the reconstruction of the
linear order of events were strongly associated with the
degree of montage linearity. Research on verbal story
comprehension leads to similar results. In Mandler and
Goodman (1982), for example, deviations from the
expectations, caused by an altered order of presentation or
context in the verbal story, affected comprehension and recall
of actions and events.
We are quite accustomed to films that present events out of
story order. A flashback is an alternation of story order in
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which the plot (i.e., the actual presentation of events in the
story) moves back to show events that have taken place
earlier than ones already shown. It is a portion of the story
that the plot presents out of chronological order (Bordwell &
Thompson, 2004). From the plot order, the story order is
inferred. If story events can be thought of as ABCD, then the
plot containing flashbacks presents something like BADC. In
most Hollywood films, the flashbacks are fairly simple and it
takes little mental effort to reconstruct the story order. But
some films provide us with the challenge of unpredictable
presentations of story events.
An example of the latter is Sergio Leone’s Once upon a
time in America (1984), with a non-linear plot-structure.
Spanning five decades in the lives of two men, the sprawling
story, which moves continuously among 1922, 1933, and
1968 on New York City's gangster-ruled Lower East Side, is
memorably conveyed through flashbacks, flash-forwards,
dreams, and fantasies. The film was initially released in the
US as a 2 1/4-hour, studio-edited version of the original 3 3/4hour version. This was an attempt to organize Leone's epic
chronologically to make the film “easier” and more
accessible. There are currently at least five differently edited
versions.
The distinction between narrative and intellectual montage
is at the level of the story line. At the perceptual level, there
are also mainly two opposing viewpoints, the classical and the
modern one. The classical viewpoint (e.g. the Hollywood
concept of editing; see Bretz, 1962; Mascelli, 1965; Reisz,
1953/1968; Wurtzel, 1983) is characterized by the Formal
Editing Principle: There are certain empirical rules
concerning good perceptual editing which film makers have
to follow in order to obtain smooth transition between the
images of the successive shots. These rules tell which shots
may be connected and where this may happen. The rules can
be standardized, independently of the film content. The
modern viewpoint (see Wurtzel, 1983), however, defends the
thesis that the classical film editing rules have lost a lot of
their absolute value: The viewer has already seen such an
amount of film and television that a cut that doesn't follow the
rules, will not disturb the viewing process anymore. Most
important is to have an editing that is narratively consistent,
and suits the content of the action. The French film maker
Jean-Luc Godard talks about a self-conscious camera
(Godard, 1966).
The present study is about the narrative versus intellectual
montage at the story level. Following the intellectual-editing
rules of Eisenstein, inserting flashbacks may elicit emotions
and create expectations, thus enhancing expressiveness and
aesthetic judgments. On the other hand, and in contrast to
Eisenstein, narrative editing is based on principles of ordinary
viewing, stressing the perceived continuity of experience; the
chronological/linear presentation of the narrative segments
should facilitate the semantic and cognitive processing of the
film with less consumption of mental resources.

Experiment 1
Method
Participants Thirty first-year students (23 female and 7 male)

from the Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sciences at
the University of Leuven, Belgium participated on a
voluntary basis. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Materials The short film in the experiment was entitled
“Salvation”, a graduation project at a Media High School in
Brussels. In the thriller (duration: 14 min 16 s, with 13 shots),
a young ballerina is assaulted by a group of men. In a fight,
the leader of the group deliberately twists her foot causing her
to give up her dancing career. As an old woman, she takes
revenge on her assailants and murders them one by one. The
film was chosen because of its narrative structure, containing
a large amount of flashbacks in its original form. A second
version of the short film was constructed by editing the shots
in a manner that restored the chronological order of the story.
Both versions had the same shots, and differed only with
regard to the montage. In the linearly edited version, the
scenes were presented in the following order:
ABCDEFGHIJKLM. In the original, non-chronological
version, the order of the scenes was HABCMDEFGKIJL.
Dependent measures and procedure Twelve seven-point
rating scales from Osgood’s semantic differential (Osgood,
Suci, & Tannenbaum, 1957) were used for assessing both the
male leader and the ballerina. The scales friendly/unfriendly,
innocent/guilty, happy/sad, and good/bad measured the
evaluation factor; strong/weak, fearless/afraid, tall/short, and
dominant/submissive were indicators of the potency factor;
and active/passive, impulsive/deliberate, violent/peaceful, and
emotional/unemotional measured the activation factor. All
participants were presented the same randomized sequence of
the 12 scales, separately for the male leader and the ballerina.
The eight rating scales for the specific aesthetic judgments
were all Likert-type and concerned the following topics:
comprehensibility of the story-line, scenario, cinematography,
originality, montage, acting of the ballerina, acting of the
male leader, and film music. Finally, they had to give a global
judgment of the film on a Likert-type scale ranging from 1
(extremely bad) to 7 (extremely good).
In the ranking task, titles of 10 of the scenes in the short
film were presented in a random order. Participants had to put
the 10 titles in chronological order, thus not necessarily in the
order they had seen them. To avoid ceiling effects, this task
was administered after Osgood’s semantic differential ratings
and the aesthetic judgments.
Participants viewed the film in small groups of four up to
eight. Sixteen participants saw the original version and 14
participants were presented the edited version. Afterwards
they immediately performed the two rating and one ranking
tasks.

Figure 1: Average rating as a function of the three semantic
differential factors and conditions (flashbacks vs. linear).
The difference between the two film conditions is
significant, F(1, 28) = 10.648, MSE = 1.783, p < .001. The
two main actors are rated higher on the three factors in the
linear condition than in the flashback condition (see Figure 1).
Separate analyses of variance on each rating scale show film
condition to be significant each time on one scale per
semantic differential factor: Both main actors are judged to be
more sad [F(1, 28) = 7.310, MSE = 1.612, p < .02; Evaluation
factor], more dominant [F(1, 28) = 5.021, MSE = 1.112, p <
.04; Potency factor], and more active [F(1, 28) = 7.616, MSE
= 1.482, p < .02; Activity factor] in the linear version than in
the original version. Clearly, the goals, intentions, and actions
of the main actors are more intelligible and transparent in the
linear version due to the chronological succession of the
events. Not only the gravity of the acts committed by the male
aggressor is magnified, but also the cruelty of the ballerina’s
activities is more salient.
The interaction between the two main actors and three
factors of Osgood’s semantic differential is also significant,
F(2, 56) = 13.498, MSE = 2.522, p < .001. Subjects rate the
male aggressor higher than the ballerina on the evaluation
factor [F(1, 28) = 41.71, MSE = 418.630, p < .01] and on the
potency factor [F(1, 28) = 17.690, MSE = 253.456, p < .01],
while no significant difference emerged on the activity
factor.1 Given the content of the film and the actions
committed by both characters, the results were to be expected.
The male aggressor in the story is depicted as the dominant
and demonic “bad guy” who has no scruples at all about
ruining the life of his victim. The ballerina on the other hand
plays the role of this victim and is characterized as a broken
woman who revenges the crime that has been done to her.
These characterizations are covered by the Evaluation and
Potency factors; the absence of an effect on the Activity
factor is not surprising.
Aesthetic assessment does not vary as a function of the
linearity of the movie sequence. Nothing significant emerges

Results and Discussion
The rating scores for each of the three factors of Osgood’s
semantic differential (evaluation, potency and activity) were
averaged; the averages were then submitted to an analysis of
variance which included the two film versions (linear vs.
flashback versions) as between-subjects variable, and the two
main actors and three semantic differential factors as two
within-subjects variables.
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1 Separate analyses of variance on each rating scale show male
aggressor to be judged as more unfriendly [F(1, 28) = 18.277, MSE
= 1.059, p < .001], more guilty [F(1, 28) = 40.882, MSE = 2.115, p <
.001], and more bad [F(1, 28) = 70.256, MSE = 0.916, p < .001] than
is the ballerina (Evaluation factor). The male aggressor is judged
more fearless [F(1, 28) = 14.658, MSE = 1.791, p < .001], taller
[F(1, 28) = 12.205, MSE = 1.586, p < .002], and more dominant
[F(1, 28) = 20.546, MSE = 1.704, p < .001] than the ballerina
(Potency factor).

from the multivariate analysis on the data of the eight specific
rating scales. The influence of the linearity on each of the
eight rating scales was also analyzed separately. For none of
the eight rating scales is there an influence of linearity on the
aesthetic judgments. The global judgment also fails to show a
linearity effect. Judgments were expected to be more positive
for the linear version because this version was more
intelligible and/or because knowing the resolution in advance
in the nonlinear version may spoil the pleasure of watching
the film. However, this was not the case. Whether the scales
were related to linearity (comprehensibility, scenario,
originality, editing, and global judgment), or were unrelated
to linearity (cinematography, acting of the leads and film
music), there were no significant rating differences. Maybe
the benefits of intelligibility are undone by the lack of
challenge provided by the linear version.
The rank ordering of the 10 movie segments by the
participants were correlated with the chronological ordering.
The correlations were subjected to an analysis of variance,
after appropriate Fisher z transformations. Not surprisingly,
the linear film condition shows a better match (average r =
+.868) with the chronological ordering than the nonlinear
condition (average r = +.749), F(1, 28) = 5.187, MSE = 0.036,
p < .04.

Experiment 2
For centuries, the eye pupil has been thought of as the
figurative window to one’s mind. Incidental observations of
pupillary dilation associated with increased interest or arousal
were well known, urging the poker player to wear eyeshades
obscuring any betraying pupil dilation. With the advancement
of medical sciences and physiology, the pupil began to serve
as a literal window on brain functioning. In neurology, for
instance, an examination of the pupils and their size changes
is used to establish the integrity of the brain stem nuclei and
pathways (Adams & Victor, 1981). The primary function of
the pupillary reflex is to regulate the amount of light entering
the eye, both in response to changes in the illumination and in
order to maintain visual acuity under changes in the state of
accommodation of the eye (Lowenstein & Lowenfeld, 1962).
However, under conditions of constant illumination and
accommodation, pupil size has been observed to vary
systematically in relation to a variety of physiological and
psychological factors.
The subject of “pupillometrics”, a word invented by
Eckhard Hess (Janisse, 1977), comprises the effects of
psychological influences, perceptual processes and mental
activity on the size of the pupil (Hess, 1972; Hess & Polt,
1964). Contrary to galvanic skin response that produces
conflicting results, pupillary dilation is in fact one measure of
peripheral autonomic activity that appears to be most
consistent in its relations with attention, cognitive processing,
and “mental effort” (Backs & Walrath, 1992; Deijen,
Heemstra, & Orlebeke, 1995;.Kahneman, 1973; Karatekin,
Couperus, & Marcus, 2004; Krüger, Nuthmann, & van der
Meer, 2001).
Task-evoked pupillary responses occur at relatively short
latencies, that is 300-500 ms following the onset of cognitive
processing and disappear just as rapidly once processing is
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terminated. The pupil size then normalizes to its baseline.
Dilations, caused by changes in light intensity or illumination
of the stimulus, occur at 200 ms following the presentation
(Hakerem, 1967). The magnitude of the task-evoked
pupillary dilation during cognitive processing is independent
of baseline pupillary diameter over a reasonable range of
values (Kahneman, Beatty, & Pollack, 1967) and reflects the
momentary effort that a task demands, rather than the total
amount of mental effort required to complete the task (Beatty,
1982; Beatty & Lucero-Wagoner, 2000).
It is hypothesized that participants viewing the flashback
version of the short film from Experiment 1 will present
pupillary dilation during the 300 to 500 ms interval following
the beginning of the scenes that are not presented in
chronological order. Viewers of the chronologically edited
version are expected to present smaller pupillary dilation
during the same time-interval because, since the scenes are
already presented to them in the linear order, viewing and
understanding the movie require less mental effort.

Method
Participants and materials Eight last-year students (5
female, 3 male) at the Faculty of Psychology and Educational
Sciences at the University of Leuven, Belgium, participated
on a voluntary basis and had normal or corrected-to-normal
vision. Experiment 2 used the same movies as Experiment 1.
Dependent measures Participants’ pupil diameter was
registered with the Eyelink eye-tracking system. The Eyelink
system is based on video technology and has a sampling rate
of 250 Hz. This means that every 4 ms the Eyelink system
determines pupil size (and pupil position) of the registered
eye and the relative head position. The data are processed in
real time to compute almost instantaneously the pupil size
(and position).
The data are recorded in an EDF file (Eyelink Data File).
The EDF file is then converted to a regular text file for further
analysis. At the beginning of the registration, but also every 4
ms when the pupil size is registered, a time stamp is recorded.
The time stamps in the text files, in combination with video
output that maps the momentary true gaze position onto the
originally displayed movie and also contains a time indicator,
allow narrowing down the data files to only the relevant
portions. Therefore, pupil sizes are registered during the
period of 300-500 ms after the beginning of each scene. The
measurement is noise-limited, with a resolution of 0.015 mm
for a 5 mm pupil.
Pupil size (an integer number, in arbitrary units) is not
calibrated, as the distance from the eye to registering camera
for each participant varies. Therefore, for each participant, the
pupil size is also registered 100 ms preceding the beginning
of the first scene. This benchmark allows comparing the
relative changes in pupil size between participants
Procedure and design Participants were tested individually
in a dim room. Light intensity was kept constant within and
between participants. They were seated in a comfortable
stable chair with adjustable height, with the eyes at a distance
of about 110 cm from the television screen (i.e., the
prescribed “ideal” distance for a screen with a display size of

55 cm width). In order to minimize head movements,
participants’ heads were fixed in a specially constructed
headrest.
After the calibration (consisting of fixating a 9-point grid
with randomized target order, followed by a calibrationaccuracy validation), participants were asked to watch the
movie in the way they would do when watching television at
home.
Pupil size was registered during the 300 to 500 ms
following the beginning of the scenes which were presented
in a non-chronological order in the flashback condition (i.e.,
scenes A, D, H, I, K, L, and M). Pupil sizes, registered during
the first 300-500 ms of scenes A, D, H, I, K, L, and M in the
flashback version, were then compared to the pupil sizes
during the same interval of scenes A, D, H, I, K, L, and M in
the linear version.

Results and Discussion
An analysis of covariance was conducted on the pupil sizes
with the two movies as between-subjects variable and the
seven scenes as within-subjects variable. Participant’s pupil
size during 100 ms preceding the beginning of the first scene
served as covariate.
The interaction Scene x Movie is significant, F(6, 30) =
2.683, MSE = 2607.6, p < .04. Planned comparisons show a
larger pupil size (p < .05) in all scenes of the non-linear
condition, except in Scenes D and H (see Figure 2).
Scene H has the smallest pupil size in the non-linear movie;
similarly, Scene A has the smallest pupil size in the linear
movie. It is worth mentioning that both scenes were the first
presented ones in the two movies. Accordingly, cognitive
load is not yet heightened and therefore pupil size is not
enlarged.

Figure 2: Average pupil size as a function of scenes and
conditions (flashbacks vs. linear).
In 5 out of the 7 “flashback” scenes, pupil size, as an online
measure of mental load, is significantly larger in the flashback
version than in the linear version. In the flashback version,
cognitive load and thus pupil size are heightened due to the
flashbacks disrupting the linear story grammar: The implicit
mental ranking and integration of information as a function of
the expectations are requiring more mental effort.

General Discussion
In Experiment 1, judgments about the two main actors on
Osgood’s semantic differential depended on linearity: The
actions and intentions of the main actors were more
intelligible and transparent in the linear version. Despite the
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fact that the acts and intentions of the main actors were so
pronounced and extreme that they could be unambiguously
interpreted in the flashback version of the movie, linearity
still magnified the effect (see Figure 1).
The study did not yield effects of linearity on esthetic
judgments which, however, had been found in a previous
paper (Roberts, Cowen & MacDonald, 1996). On the one
hand, the movie makers inserted flashbacks in order to make
the movie more attractive; hence, a more positive judgment
for the flashback version was to be expected. In the flashback
version, the resolution of the story was perhaps presented too
early, spoiling the viewers’ pleasure of watching the film. The
film should be edited into additional versions, manipulating
the amount of information concerning the outcome of the plot
offered to the observers in advance. On the other hand,
judgments could be expected to be more positive for the
linear version because this version was more intelligible.
Maybe reconstructing story order was seen as a pleasant and
challenging mental game instead of as a cognitive demanding
assignment.
In the flashback condition, it was more difficult to rank the
scenes into chronological order than in the linear condition. It
is assumed that the linear version was actually better
understood and thus caused less mental load than the
flashback version. In Experiment 2, pupil sizes of the
participants seem to confirm the presence of less mental load
in the linear condition. Generally, pupil sizes were smaller for
participants watching the linear version than for participants
watching the flashback version.
With flashbacks, movie makers deliberately shift later shots
earlier in the sequence (and/or vice versa) with the explicit
attempt to elicit reconstruction into the right sequence by the
viewers. Shuffling of the shots was also done in d’Ydewalle
and Vanderbeeken (1990, Experiment 1) but this was
scrambling the shots with the intent to destroy the narrative
structure. A television film of 8 min, involving 44 shots, was
shown in two versions. In Version 1, nothing of the film was
changed. In Version 2, all shots were re-edited in a random
way, with the restrictions that no shots followed each other
that followed each other in the original version. All
participants were required to respond manually as soon as
possible at the transition from one shot to another one. The
results indicated a significant difference between the two
versions, with 780 ms for Version 1 and 685 ms for Version
2. The explanation went into two directions. In Version 2, the
scrambling of the shots made the cuts more salient, and this
emphasis increased the response alertness. In Version 1, the
plot of the story hid more easily transitions from one shot to
another one. The same finding was also explained in terms of
the diminished availability of resources in Version 1: As the
discourse sequence of the film absorbed some resources from
the observers, fewer resources were available for the second
task, the speeded response to the transitions.
There is here an apparent inconsistency, to be solved: The
linear condition in d’Ydewalle and Vanderbeeken (1990,
Experiment 1) was assumed to use more resources than the
nonlinear condition while the present study suggests the
opposite. However, the nature of the nonlinearity in the two
studies is vastly different. In d’Ydewalle and Vanderbeeken,
the nonlinear version represented a chaotic sequence of

scrambled shots, with no perceived challenge to reconstruct
them into the right order. On the other hand, the nonlinear
condition of the present study invited implicitly the viewers to
re-arrange the order of the shots. A possible alternative
explanation of the effect on pupil size might be that the
flashback version goes along with less perceptual continuity
between scenes than the linear version. So, the higher load
could at least partly be due to more perceptual changes
between non linear scenes. It would be interesting to test
pupil size with a movie that contains a sequence of
chronologically parallel scenes which take place in
(perceptually) different contexts. This would not violate the
linear story grammar but still be perceptually less overlapping
than linear scenes in the same context.
In the discussion between Eisenstein and Pudovkin about
distinctive advantages of intellectual versus narrative editing,
Eisenstein lost the case in the present study. Flashbacks did
not enhance aesthetic judgments, and linearity emphasized the
semantic features of the leading actors with less consumption
of mental resources. Of course, in the present experiment a
short-film was used and it is uncertain whether the benefits of
a strictly linear structure are applicable to a full-length
movie? Positive effects of flashbacks on attention and
memory may be assumed. Furthermore, a rather complex
story may become confusing through flashbacks, a simple one
not. Complexity may vary in terms of number of threads,
people, places, etc. In future research, the nature and
frequency of the flashbacks need to be manipulated;
Eisenstein may be right when the flashbacks are not too
frequent and not too complex.
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Abstract
People fixate on blank locations if relevant visual stimuli
previously occupied that location; the so-called ‘looking-atnothing’ effect. While several theories have been proposed to
explain potential reasons for the phenomenon, no theory has
attempted to predict the stability of this effect with practice.
We conducted an experiment in which participants listened to
four different sentences. Each sentence was associated with
one of four areas on the screen and was presented 12 times.
After every presentation participants heard a statement
probing one sentence, while the computer screen was blank.
More fixations were found to be located in areas associated
with the probed sentence than in other locations. Moreover,
the more trials participants had completed, the less frequently
they exhibited looking-at-nothing behavior. Fixations on
blank locations seem to occur when an attempt is made to
retrieve information associated with a spatial location as long
as it is not strongly represented in memory.
Keywords: Eye tracking, practice, spatial cognition, mental
representation, working memory

Introduction
When processing information from the visual world, human
cognition integrates visual and auditory input with abstract,
higher level mental representations (Huettig, Olivers, &
Hartsuiker, 2010). Reactivation of such a memory
representation leads the gaze back to spatial locations or
areas that were previously occupied by relevant information.
For example, when we mention something about a table
presented on a whiteboard, we might point towards the
whiteboard, even if the table is no longer there anymore.
Richardson and Spivey (2000) were among the first to
show a close link between eye movements, auditory
information processing and semantic information
processing, in an information-retrieval task. Participants
were presented with a spinning cross in one of four equalsized areas on a computer screen together with spoken
factual information. After four facts were presented,
participants heard a statement probing one of the presented
facts and had to judge the truth of the statement. During this
retrieval phase the computer screen was blank. Participants
fixated more in the critical area where the sought-after

information was presented compared to other areas on the
screen.
This so-called ‘looking-at-nothing’ behavior (Ferreira,
Apel, & Henderson, 2008) also occurs when the probed
information is presented visually (Laeng & Teodorescu,
2001; Renkewitz & Jahn, 2010; Spivey & Geng, 2001),
when information is anticipated (Altmann & Kamide, 2007),
in light and in complete darkness (Johansson, Holsanova &
Holmqvist, 2006), and for simple (Brand & Stark, 1997) and
more complex pictures (Johansson, Holsanova, &
Holmqvist, 2010).
Ferreira et al. (2008) assumes a memory representation of
an object or event that integrates visual, auditory and spatial
information and leads to a corresponding visual, linguistic,
spatial, and conceptual representation. When one part of this
integrated memory representation is reactivated, other parts
are retrieved, as well. This in turn causes gazing behavior
toward the location where the information was previously
presented. For example, seeing a table on a whiteboard leads
to the activation of a visual as well as conceptual
representation of the figure. Additionally, spoken language
leads to the formation of a linguistic representation. The
visual world leads to the activation of a spatial index
(Pylyshyn, 2001), which can be used later to direct our gaze
back to the area on a whiteboard, where the figure was
previously presented.
Huettig et al. (2010) recently proposed a general
framework to describe how linguistic and visual
representations are bound together in an integrated memory
representation. Their model, like that of Ferreira et al.
(2008), assumes the integration of information in a
connected visual, linguistic, spatial, and conceptual
representation. It further includes ideas proposed by
Altmann and Kamide (2007), Knoeferle and Krocker
(2007), and Spivey (2007). Here, we briefly introduce their
framework. It is worthwhile to note that they include a
detailed description of how integrated memory
representations can be linked to existing theories of longterm and working memory (c.f., Baddeley, 2000). Huettig et
al. (2010) propose that language–vision interactions are
based on long-term memory, where conceptual
representations (e.g., the concept of a figure or of a
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whiteboard) are derived from. Therefore, long-term memory
serves as a stable knowledge base. It is then working
memory that grounds cognition in space and time and leads
to the formation of short-term connections between objects
(e.g., spoken language, a figure, and a whiteboard).
Contents of working memory are linked to contents of longterm memory via spatial indices. Because of this association
working memory can instantiate a gaze back to the object.
In describing connections between memory representations,
Heuttig et al. (2010) assume that the stronger the association
between the linguistic and conceptual representations the
higher “the probability of triggering a saccadic eyemovement” (p. 5).
Richardson, Altmann, Spivey, and Hoover (2009) share
Huettig at al.’s (2010) general idea of an integrated memory
representation. In contrast, however, they suggest that only
sparse internal representations are built during the encoding
of information. They assume that during information
retrieval, an eye movement can be launched to the
associated area in order to gather more information. This
occurs when the spatial pointer (i.e., the visual part of the
integrated memory representation) does not include the
searched information: “If the pointer’s tag does not include
the attribute, then the pointer’s address to the external
environment is the next obvious resource” (Spivey, 2007, p.
298). The link between information sampling from the
environment and eye movements can be understood as the
covert orienting of visual–spatial attention (Hoffman, &
Subramaniam, 1995). Targeting a position makes it
necessary to allocate attention towards that place. Because it
is impossible to make an eye movement without an
attentional movement (Shepherd, Findlay, & Hockey,
1986), attending to information stored in an integrated
memory representation leads to eye movements towards
associated spatial areas.
Summarizing, we conclude that during the encoding of
information an integrated memory representation is formed
from different modalities. However, theories diverge in
terms of how much information is included in the memory
representation and how this in turn affects the looking-atnothing behavior. Ferreira et al. (2008) assume that the
probability of triggering an eye movement increases with
the strength of the association between the linguistic and
conceptual representation. Consequently, one could predict
that looking-at-nothing behavior becomes stronger with an
increasing association between these representations. Spivey
(2007), on the other hand, proposes that looking at nothing
mainly occurs for the purposes of gathering information not
yet included in the mental representation. In line with this
one might conclude that looking at nothing diminishes as
relevant information is included in the memory
representation.
To test these assumptions we varied the degree to which
information is included in memory representation. More
precisely, we manipulated the degree of practice in a task,
where auditory information, which is associated with
contents from a visual scene, has to be retrieved from

memory. With more practice, the strength with which
retrieval-relevant information is represented in memory
increases (e.g., Anderson & Schooler, 1991). If looking at
nothing increases with practice, then Huettig et al.’s
assumptions would be supported. On the other hand, if
looking at nothing decreases with practice, our findings
would support Spivey (2007) and conclude that looking at
nothing varies with the degree of relevant information
included in the mental representation.

Experiment
To test looking-at-nothing behavior under different levels of
practice we conducted an experiment in which participants
were presented with four different sentences. Each sentence
described an artificial scene. The same set of four sentences
was presented in each of 12 experimental trials. After every
presentation trial a retrieval phase followed in which one of
the four sentences was probed. In every trial each sentence
was associated with the same spatial location on a computer
screen.

Method
Participants. Eighteen students (14 female; age M = 22.8)
from Chemnitz University of Technology participated in the
experiment. All reported normal or corrected-to-normal
vision with contact lenses. All participants were native
German speakers.
Apparatus and material. Participants were seated in front
of a computer screen at a distance of 630 mm and instructed
to position their head in a chin rest. The eye-tracker system
SMI iView REDpt was used to sample data of the right eye
at 50Hz with a precision of 0.05°. Data were recorded with
iView X 1.7 and analyzed with BeGaze 2.3 and MatLab
7.0.1 software programs. Stimuli in the experiment were
presented using E-Prime 2.0 on a 380-mm × 305-mm
computer screen with a resolution of 800 × 600 pixels.
The visual stimuli consisted of a grid dividing the screen
into four equal-sized areas with a fixation cross at the center
of the grid. Each set of four sentences was associated with
the same symbol – a black circle with a white loudspeaker
in it – which appeared in one of the four areas of the grid
depending on the sentence that was presented.
The auditory stimuli presented in the presentation trial
consisted of four prerecorded sentences each describing
three attributes of an artificial scene (e.g., “There is a place
with a purple lighthouse, a sickle bay, and a wooden
church.”). To test gaze behavior in the retrieval phase, we
generated 24 statements: A true and a false version for each
of the four statements multiplied by three attributes (The
false statement probing the example sentence from above
was “There is a place with a wooden cottage.”). Figure 1
shows 1 of the 12 experimental trials.
Procedure. To mask study intentions, students were told
they were participating in a study concerning pupil dilation
that involved solving a memory task. No instructions
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concerning gaze behavior were provided. The eye tracker
was calibrated using a 9-point calibration method. This
procedure lasted between 5 and 10 min. Subsequently, the
12 experimental trials started. In each of the 12 trials, the
same four sentences were presented in random order. Every
sentence always appeared with the symbol in the same area
on the screen with a presentation duration of 30 s.

Figure 1: Example trial with the four experimental
sentences (presentation phase) and a statement probing the
first sentence (retrieval phase). Original material in German.
After presentation of the fourth sentence within a trial, the
retrieval phase followed. Participants heard a statement,
which referred to a fact from one of the four sentences, and
judged it to be true or false. To observe participants’ gaze
behavior, they were intentionally not instructed to reply as
soon as possible. Presentation of one statement lasted 4 s.
Statements were randomly assigned to trials and participants
with the restriction that every statement was probed once for
each participant. Participants had to answer the true or the
false version of a statement balanced across trials and
participants such that every participant was presented with
six true and six false statements. A true statement was
recorded when participants responded verbally with ‘right’
and a false statement with ‘wrong’. Immediately following
this response, the investigator pressed a key signaling the
start of the next trial. In this way, participants were not
required to look at the keyboard (This procedure was chosen
to prevent gazing away from the monitor towards the
keyboard, which could have led to loss in quality of eyetracking data). After depressing the key, the investigator
noted the particpant’s response on a sheet of paper. During
the 12 experimental trials and their retrieval phases, gaze
data were recorded. Afterwards, participants filled out a
questionnaire which interrogated demographic variables and
the assumed goal of the study. Before leaving, participants
were informed about the true nature of the study.
Analysis. To assess participants’ performance, we collected
data on the accuracy of their responses and response times
(i.e., the time beginning with the retrieval phase and ending
with a participant’s reply as noted by the investigator). As

reaction times are prone to error through outliers (e.g., when
an investigator does not stop recording immediately upon a
participant’s response) we did not exclude outliers but used
median reaction times for further analysis.
To assess looking at nothing, gaze data from the
beginning of the retrieval phase to a participant’s reply (i.e.,
analogous to response time) was analyzed. Four adjacent
‘areas of interest’ (AOIs) were defined corresponding to the
four areas on the screen. Numbers of fixations in every AOI
were counted per person and per trial. A fixation was
defined as having a minimum duration of 100 ms and a
maximum dispersion of 100 pixels (1.3° visual angle). The
AOI associated with a probed sentence is called the ‘critical
area’. Gaze behavior was analyzed, whereby trials were
discarded in which tracking data was missing for >40% of
the trial duration (8% of all trials). Missing tracking data
was caused by blinks, lost pupil or corneal reflectance, or
looking away from the screen.
To test the independent variable practice, we aggregated
the number of fixations in the AOIs as well as the
performance data over sets of four experimental trials. This
allowed us to compare three conditions of practice: block 1
(consisting of trials 1–4), block 2 (trials 5–8), and block 3
(trials 9–12).
Number of fixations and median reaction times were only
analyzed for trials that were answered correctly.

Results
Performance measures. Overall, mean percentage of
correct responses to the statements was M = 87.8% (SD =
20.8%), suggesting that the material was neither too difficult
to memorize nor too easy to learn. A one-way repeated
measures ANOVA revealed a significant effect for accuracy
over the three blocks, F(2,34) = 11.04, p < .001, ηp2 = .40.
Bonferroni post-hoc tests showed an increase in
performance from the first to the second block, Mb1 = 73%
vs. Mb2 = 93%, p = .004, and from the first to the third
block, Mb1 = 73% vs. Mb3=97%, p =.005. There was no
significant change in performance from the second to the
third block, Mb2 = 93% vs. Mb3 = 97%, p = 1.00.
The median reaction time to the statement in the retrieval
phase was 6206 ms (SD = 1617 ms). Over the three blocks
of practice participants became faster in correctly
responding, Greenhouse–Geisser-corrected F(1,48;34) =
9.61, p = .002, ηp2 = .36.
Bonferroni post-hoc tests confirm a decrease in the
median reaction times from the first to the second block Mb1
= 7211 ms vs. Mb2 = 5798 ms, p = .016 and from the first to
the third block, Mb1 = 7211 ms vs. Mb3=5608 ms, p = .009.
Again, there is no difference between the second and the
third block, Mb2 = 5798 ms vs. Mb3 = 5608 ms, p = 1.00.
Response accuracy and median reaction times showed that
the practice manipulation was successful. With more
practice, participants answered correctly more often and
replied more quickly to the statements.
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Mean number of fixations.
Exemplary gaze behavior of a typical participant. Figure 2
shows scan paths of a typical participant for the presentation
and the retrieval phase of three trials, where the critical area
was on the bottom right. Lines show saccades and circles
represent fixations with bigger circles indicating longer
fixations. Scan paths on the top left and right side of Figure
2 show a trial from block 1. In this trial, the sentence that
was associated with the symbol in the bottom right area of
the screen was probed for the first time.
Presentation phase

Retrieval phase
Block 1

Block 2

the experiment. In block 1, the participant directs several
gazes to the critical area (Figure 2, top right). With
increasing practice, fewer fixations in the critical area are
made (middle and bottom right).
Aggregated gaze behavior. Figure 3 shows the proportion of
fixations in the critical area during the retrieval phase.
Proportions were aggregated for each block and across
participants. Participants showing looking-at-nothing
behavior should fixate in the critical area during the retrieval
phase. To test this, for each block, we compared the
proportion of fixations in the critical area with a chance
level of 25%. In block 1, the proportion of fixations in the
critical area (37.2 %) is indeed above chance, tb1(17) = 2.09,
p = .051, g = .99. In blocks 2 and 3 the proportion of
fixations in the critical area were at chance levels, mean
proportion block 2: 17.9 %, tb2(17) = –1.73, p = .102, g =
.82; mean proportion block 3: 28.5 %, tb3(17) = 0.81, p =
.426, g = .38. These results suggest that looking at nothing
diminished from block 1 to block 2 and that the proportion
of fixations did not vary meaningfully from chance in block
3.

Block 3

Figure 2: Scan paths of one participant for a trial in block 1
(top), a trial in block 2 (middle) and a trial in block 3
(bottom) with the critical area at the bottom right.
Left: presentation phase (scan paths of four sentence
presentations)1, right: retrieval phase.
Scan paths on the left and right side in the middle of Figure
2 show a trial from block 2. In this trial, the sentence on the
bottom right was probed for the second time. Scan paths on
the left and right side on the bottom of Figure 2 show gaze
behavior when the sentence was probed for the third time
(block 3). Comparing scan paths from top to bottom on the
left side of Figure 2, scan paths reveal that throughout the
experiment the participant kept on following the symbols
during the presentation phase. In comparison, gaze behavior
in the retrieval phase (Figure 2, right) seems to change over
1

Longer fixations at the bottom right area are only shown by
displayed data and not systematically. To control for gaze biases
the critical area was randomized across trials.

Figure 3: Percentage of fixations in the critical area across
blocks. Error bars represent standard error, dotted line
indicates chance level.

Discussion
Theories on the link between eye movements and auditory
and semantic information processing (Huettig et al., 2010)
assume that during the encoding of information an
integrated memory representation is formed from different
modalities. However, these theories do not agree on how
much information is included in the memory representation.
Using the looking-at-nothing paradigm, we tried to shed
some light on this question.
Assuming an integrated memory representation as
proposed by Ferreira et al. (2008), the probability of
triggering an eye movement during retrieval of information
from memory will increase with the strength of the
association between the different parts of the representation.
Spivey (2007), on the other hand, proposed that only sparse
internal representations are built during the encoding of
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information. Consequently, eye movements during memory
retrieval occur mainly to gather information that is not yet
included in the mental representation. According to Ferreira
et al. (2008), looking at nothing should increase with
practice, while for Spivey (2007) the same behavior should
diminish with practice.
Practice was induced by presenting participants with a set
of four sentences, 12 times. Each presentation phase was
followed by a retrieval phase where one sentence was
probed. To test whether the manipulation was successful,
we first checked if participants showed increasing
performance in the retrieval task. Results show that over the
three blocks, participants indeed replied with increasing
accuracy and speed to the facts probing the presented
sentences. Accuracy as well as response times revealed that
the performance increase was stronger from the first to the
second block, than from the second to the third block. It
seems that over the three blocks of practice memory
associations for the sentences were strengthened leading to
more correct and faster responses. Therefore, we conclude
that the practice manipulation was successful.
The question we wished to answer was how looking-atnothing behavior would be affected by the content of the
memory representation. In block 1, participants looked more
often to the critical area on the screen than a chance level of
25% would predict. In blocks 2 and 3 looking at nothing
diminished. In both blocks, fixations in the critical area did
not amount to more than that predicted by a chance level of
25%.
Results of the first block replicated results of Richardson
and Spivey (2000), which showed a close relationship
between gaze behavior and language processing. In block 1,
information was not strongly represented in memory. Eye
movements were launched to the critical area on the screen
in order to collect information from the visual scene. For
blocks 2 and 3 we assumed that the looking-at-nothing
behavior would become stronger or diminish, respectively.
Our results were not in line with the predictions of Huettig
et al. (2010), which stated that looking at nothing becomes
stronger as the association in memory is strengthened.
While performance improved over the three blocks, looking
at nothing did not increase in strength. Our results seem to
support the assumption of Spivey (2007) that looking-atnothing behavior is executed to gather more information
from the environment. In blocks 2 and 3, the memory
representation might have included all relevant information.
Thus, addressing an eye movement to the critical area on the
screen became ‘unnecessary’.
We found that looking at nothing varies with the content
of the memory representation. This supports the work of
Richardson et al. (2009), who assume the existence of an
internal memory story, whereby all relevant information is
stored in an integrated memory representation, and an
external memory store (O’ Regan, 1992), which assumes
only sparse memory representations and uses a spatial index
to address the visual world. Moreover, these are not
mutually exclusive abilities of the cognitive system. Instead,

the cognitive system can use both. The question is, when do
we rely on an internal memory representation and when on
an external memory store? Hoover and Richardson (2008)
and Johansson et al. (2010) suggest that looking at nothing
helps to relieve working memory when information is
retrieved from memory. For example, Johansson et al.
(2010) presented participants with an auditory description of
a complex scene while participants had to fixate the center
of a whiteboard. In a second condition they saw the picture
of a complex scene but again had to fixate on the center of
the picture’s scene. In both conditions, when they had to
retell the information they had heard, and when they had to
describe the visual scene, they drew the scene with their
eyes on the whiteboard and did not maintain a central
fixation. In contrast, in a study reported by Brand and Stark
(1997), simple block patterns were used. During retrieval of
the block pattern, participants were allowed to look freely
around the scene but kept a central fixation. Therefore,
Johansson et al. (2010) argue that looking-at-nothing
behavior can relieve working memory load when task
demands (e.g., a complex scene description) require it.
Applying the findings of Johansson et al. (2010) to our
results suggests that when memory load is high, looking at
nothing is shown. When memory load is low – because all
relevant information has been learned – looking-at-nothing
behavior diminishes. Indeed, in block 1 of our study, when
the presented material was new to participants, looking at
nothing was shown. Later, when the material was strongly
represented in memory, looking at nothing diminished.
Decreased looking-at-nothing behavior might also be
explained as the result of participants realizing over the
course of the experiment that the visual area they refixate on
no longer includes relevant information and therefore, this
behavior becomes redundant. This implies that participants
consciously control their gaze behavior. However, eye
movements as described in the context of the looking-atnothing effect are a highly automatic and unconscious
behavior (Rayner, 2009). Furthermore, if change in gaze
behavior were due to conscious control (i.e., participants
realize that during the retrieval phase, nothing is present
anymore), we would then expect looking at nothing to
diminish within the first block. Looking at data of the first
four trials, we could not find such a tendency. Moreover, in
the post-questionnaire participants did not report that they
controlled their gaze behavior.
We also realize that looking at nothing might not only
diminish because participants have learned the material, but
because they have given an automatic response to the
stimuli that does not include fixations to the critical area. To
rule out this alternative explanation one could present
participants with the same sentences throughout the course
of the experiment and sentences that change from trial to
trial. If it is indeed the content of the integrated memory
representation that is responsible for looking-at-nothing
behavior, our results should be replicated in a way that
looking-at-nothing behavior diminishes for stable sentences
and does not diminish for new sentences.
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From the results of this study it can be concluded that
information is represented internally, and that under certain
conditions the external world is addressed in order to gather
more information (Spivey, 2007). We have further shown
that both ways of retrieving information are not necessarily
mutually exclusive (Richardson et al., 2009). But, when is
knowledge presented internally and when do we use an
external memory store? We propose that working memory
load may influence the decision to use either an internal or
external memory store. However, a distinct boundary need
not be imposed between these two modes of storage. Spivey
(2007) proposes that knowledge representations can be
described in a vague manner. That is, information can
belong to both internal and external storages. Bocklisch,
Bocklisch, Baumann, Scholz, and Krems (2010) highlighted
a relationship between the concept of vagueness and
knowledge representations. This link could inform future
research that tests the usefulness of this approach for the
investigation of mental representations.
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Intentionality, Foreseeability, and Cognitive Load Differently Affect the
Cause and Blame Judgments
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Abstract: In two experiments, participants were asked to rate the causality and the blameworthiness of an actor
in each of eight events, varying in intentionality and the foreseeability of the results. The blameworthiness rating
was lower than the causality rating. Furthermore, the actor was judged less blameworthy when the actor was not
intentional and when the result was not foreseeable. Cognitive load was manipulated in Experiment 2, to check
whether any of the factors can be moderated by System 2 processes. Major findings of Experiment 1 were replicated.
In addition, the difference between the two judgments was larger in the control condition than the two cognitive load
conditions. The discounting effects of intentionality and the foreseeability were also larger in the control condition.
Results of the two experiments were interpreted to suggest that intentionality and foreseeability work as discounting
factors for blameworthiness especially when there is no cognitive load.
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Explanatory Schemata as Determinants of Performance in a Syllogistic
Reasoning Task
Boucher Lisa
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Abstract: Recent findings have demonstrated that explanations provided by scientists are deemed better when
they are supplemented with scientific evidence even when that evidence is irrelevant (Weisberg, Keil, Goodstein,
Rawson, & Gray, 2008). In the present study, participants were asked to solve a syllogistic reasoning task. Two
kinds of irrelevant explanations were provided: mechanistic explanations (e.g., forces, cause-and-effect) and anthropomorphic statements (e.g., like, want). Participants were further told either that ’scientists’ or ’people’ provided
the explanations. Descriptions of natural phenomena were presented ranging in terms of the extent to which they
were human-like (e.g., molecules, snakes, human group) to alter the congruency of the explanations and descriptions.
Supporting our earlier findings (Schoenherr & Thomson, 2009), we found that participants performed better when
there was a congruency between the explanations and natural phenomena and when scientists provided mechanistic
explanations and people provided anthropomorphic explanations.
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Abstract

was the first to introduce the ‘defective truth table’ (which
we will call three-valued, following de Finetti, 1967, 2008;
Politzer, Over & Baratgin, 2010), in which false antecedent
cases (FT and FF) are considered to be irrelevant with
respect to the conditional rather than making it true. The
defective implication has a truth table of the form TFII and
the defective equivalence of the form TFFI.

Two types of truth table task are used to examine people’s
mental representation of conditionals: possibilities tasks and
truth tasks. Despite their high degree of resemblance, the two
task types not only differ regarding their number of answer
alternatives, but also regarding their directionality: The truth
task concerns the evaluation of the given rule on the basis of
situations, while the possibilities task concerns the
assessment of situations with respect to the given rule. The
aim of the present study is to assess whether participants’
answer patterns depend on the difference in directionality
when the difference in number of answer alternatives is
controlled for, by presenting both the extended possibilities
task and the truth task in both directions, i.e. from rule to
situation and from situation to rule. Moreover, we make use
of both implicit and explicit negations. Concerning the
negation type, we find more three-valued patterns with
implicit than with explicit negations. This is in line with the
robust phenomenon of ‘matching bias’. It was replicated that
possibilities tasks yield more two-valued answer patterns
than truth tasks, which in turn yield more three-valued
patterns than possibilities tasks. No effect of task
directionality was observed.

The truth table tasks: About possibility and truth
Conditional reasoning research has been conducted
largely within three main experimental paradigms: the four
card selection task, the conditional inference task and the
truth table task, the latter being the focus of the present
manuscript. Throughout psychological reasoning literature,
the truth table tasks takes two forms, know as the
possibilities task and the truth task. In the classical
possibilities task, participants indicate for each of the four
possible antecedent-consequent cases whether that specific
combination is either possible or impossible with respect to
the given rule. In the truth task, participants are asked to
evaluate for each of the four cases whether the combination
makes the given rule true, false or is irrelevant with respect
to the truth of the rule.

Introduction
The interest in the linguistic, psychological and logical
meaning of ‘if’ has provided us with a long history of
research on thinking and reasoning about conditionals,
designed in order to externalize people’s understanding and
mental representation of conditionals.

Mental models theory vs. Suppositional theory There
has been substantial debate in reasoning literature
concerning the processes and representations underlying
people’s understanding of conditional assertions. The two
main theories accounting for the mental representation of
conditionals are the mental models theory (MMT) (JohnsonLaird & Byrne, 1991, 2002; Johnson-Laird, Byrne &
Schaeken, 1992) and the suppositional theory (ST) (Evans,
Over & Handley, 2003a; Evans & Over, 2004; Evans,
Handley, Neilens & Over, 2007), making different
predictions about the ‘core meaning’, the mental
representation of conditionals. According to the MMT,
people reason with representations resembling two-valued
truth tables and according to the ST they reason with
representations matching with three-valued truth tables. The
starting point for much of the debate between the ST and the
MMT has been the diverging results on the two kinds of
truth table task. Classically it has been criticized that each
theory makes use of that type of truth table task that satisfies
their predictions the best: the possibilities task is used by

The meaning of ‘if’
Traditionally, there are four different meanings
ascribable to conditional ‘if Antecedent then Consequent’
sentences. According to standard logic, the connective ‘if’ is
represented as the truth table for the material implication,
meaning that only the TF falsifies the conditional. An
alternative logical possibility for the meaning of ‘if’ is the
truth table of the material equivalence: ‘C if and only if A’.
This is the situation in which the antecedent implies the
consequent and the consequent also implies the antecedent.
Material implication and material equivalence are the two
truth tables for conditionals under standard logic.
Psychologically however, there is quite a lot of evidence
that, next to ‘true’ or ‘false’, people make use of a third truth
value representing conditionals: ‘irrelevant’. Wason (1966)
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followers of the MMT and the truth task by followers of the
ST.
According to the MMT (Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991,
2002; Johnson-Laird, Byrne & Schaeken, 1992), people tend
to list all logical possibilities compatible with the
conditional rule when they have to judge whether a situation
is possible given a conditional rule, as is the case in the
possibilities task. In line with the ‘truth principle’, reasoners
construct mental models of the possibilities compatible with
the premises, but they initially and by default do not
represent what is false. Therefore, their conclusion is based
on the initial model:
[A] C …1
Individuals do not represent what is false by default, but
under certain circumstances they make ‘mental footnotes’
about the falsity of clauses (represented by the ellipsis). If
they are able to retain these footnotes, people can flesh out
the implicitly represented information into fully explicit
models, which represent clauses even when they have false
antecedents2: A C
¬A C
¬A ¬C
These possibilities correspond to the three rows of the truth
table in which the material implication is true, including the
false-antecedent cases FT and FF. This in turn leads to a
two-valued truth table pattern. According to Johnson-Laird
(2006), states of affairs in which the antecedent is false (FT
or FF) are judged as irrelevant to the truth or falsity of the
rule in the truth task, because these situations correspond to
a model without explicit content (…), leading to the
conclusion that nothing seems to follow from the premises
and that the correct answer is ‘irrelevant’. So the MMT is
able to explain three-valued answer patterns if it is assumed
that people base their answer in this task-type solely on their
initial model: ‘[A] C’ in which the false-antecedent cases are
not explicitly represented.
According to the ST (Evans & Over, 2004; Evans,
Handley, Neilens & Over, 2007; Over & Handley, 2003a),
people evaluate conditionals by means of the Ramsey test.
That is, they “hypothetically add p to their stock of
knowledge and evaluate their degree of belief in q given p”
(Ramsey, 1931/1990 p.247). So they first estimate the
probability of the consequent and the antecedent occurring
together (the TT case), and then estimate the probability of
the antecedent together with the non-occurrence of the
consequent (the TF case). The combination of these two
stages then leads to an estimation of the probability of
occurrence of the consequent, given the antecedent. Running
this Ramsey test, participants disregard the false-antecedent
cases and only focus on those cases in which the antecedent
is true, resulting in a three-valued truth table pattern. Falseantecedent cases however are possible assuming any

conditional because they have no influence on the
believability of the conditional (P(C|A)). This implies that
the ST has no problem accounting for the two-valued answer
patterns yielded by the possibilities task in which falseantecedent cases are judged to be possible according to the
conditional.
Number of answer alternatives There is quite a lot of
evidence that the possibilities task and the truth task do not
yield the same pattern of results (for a review, see Evans,
Newstead & Byrne, 1993). However, as pointed out by
Evans and Over (2004), with the dichotomy
possible/impossible used in the classical possibilities task,
one cannot point out the difference between true and
irrelevant responses as the truth task does. Therefore,
Sevenants, Schroyens, Dieussaert, Schaeken and d’Ydewalle
(2008) developed an extended possibilities task in which
‘irrelevant’ is one of the three answer alternatives, similar to
the truth task. In this way an explicit comparison between
the results yielded by both truth table tasks is enabled, since
the addition of ‘irrelevant’ as a third answer alternative to
the possibilities task allows for a three-valued answer
pattern in both tasks, and not only in the truth task.
Task directionality The possibilities task and the truth
task differ not only regarding their number of answer
alternatives, but also regarding their directionality: The truth
task concerns the evaluation of a given conditional rule on
the basis of situations (“Does this situation make the rule
true/false or is it irrelevant with respect to the truth of the
rule?”), while the possibilities task concerns the assessment
of situations with respect to the given rule (“Is this situation
possible/impossible/irrelevant according to the rule?”).
Nevertheless, this is the directionality in which the tasks
have been administered in the conditional reasoning research
tradition for many years. Barrouillet, Gauffroy and Lecas
(2008) claim that the distinction between reasoning about
possibilities as in the possibilities task and reasoning about
truth values as in the truth task delineate two different kinds
of reasoning. In the former, people reason from assertions
they consider as true and try to find out what must, can, or
cannot occur in the world described by these assertions. In
the latter task, people start from a given state of affairs they
consider as existing, and they judge if a given assertion is
true or false in this case. According to Johnson-Laird &
Byrne (2002), the former is psychologically basic, whereas
the latter is more complex and difficult since it requires a
meta-ability that requires a notion of the relations between
assertions and the world through the predicates true and
false (Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 2002). So for logically
untrained individuals, tasks involving reasoning about
possibilities and tasks involving reasoning about truth values
elicit different processes and should be distinguished. In
daily life, there are numerous situations in which we are
confronted which conditionals. For example, there are
situations in which we learn new rules/ regulations/
instructions (if you press this button, you have to wait 10sec
before the application loads on your phone) - and examine

1

Square brackets [ ] are the notation for an exhaustive
representation. [A] C means that the antecedent is represented
exhaustively.
2
The symbol ‘¬’ denotes an abstract mental symbol representing
negation.
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the validity of the rule on the basis of different examples
experienced (slower than 10sec, 10sec, loaded, failed to
load), vs. situations where the focus is on the particular
instances and their implications for the rule (e.g., it took 30
sec to load).
Sevenants et al. (2008) investigated whether
participants’ answer patterns depend on the difference in
directionality when the difference in number of answer
alternatives is controlled for, by presenting both the
extended possibilities task and the truth task in both
directions, i.e. from rule to situation and from situation to
rule. So task directionality was manipulated the in order to
find out whether the frequently observed difference between
the possibilities task and the truth task tasks is due to the
difference in task directionality and whether the difference
in answer patterns dilutes when this difference in
directionality is controlled for. It was observed that more
three-valued answer patterns were yielded by the situation to
rule than by the rule to situation tasks so task directionality
indeed accounted for a part of the difference between both
task-types. That was the first time however that task
directionality was manipulated in a truth table task
experiment. So in the present study we aim to replicate the
result that tasks with a rule-to-situation directionality yield
more two-valued answer patterns than do tasks with a
situation-to-rule directionality and this in addition to the
effect that possibilities tasks yield more two-valued answer
patterns than do truth tasks.

rule is about a B and a 7, while the situation in the implicit
task is about a T and a 5. In that case, people are much more
inclined to judge a situation as irrelevant with respect to the
conditional. This phenomenon is called matching-bias and is
defined as a tendency for people to see implicitly negated
cases as irrelevant to the truth of the rule (Evans, 1998).
Evans states that the phenomenon is almost entirely
dependent on the use of implicit negation in the logical cases
to which rules are applied: Reasoners allocate selective
attention towards matching cases and away from
mismatching cases. It is concluded that matching bias is a
highly robust effect which largely or entirely disappears
when negations are made explicit. However, in most
selection task and truth table experiments described to date,
negation within the cases is implicit.
Since most of the truth table tasks in the literature make
use of implicit negations, and since those implicit negations
make the task vulnerable to matching bias, it is hard to
disentangle what proportion of the observed three-valued
answer patterns is due just to this matching bias and what
proportion is caused by the underlying mental representation
of conditionals and the extent to which false antecedent
cases are suppositionally processed. In the present study we
aim to shed light on this issue by making a direct
comparison between both negation-types, keeping all other
variables equal. The difference in three-valued answer
patterns observed between the tasks using different
negation-types is a measure of the amount of three-valued
answer patterns in an implicit negations task that is due to
matching bias.
Summarizing the aims of the present study, we firstly
want to shed light on the difference between possibilities
tasks an truth tasks, taking into account that both tasks differ
not only regarding their wording (possibility vs. truth) but
also regarding their directionality (situation-to-rule vs. ruleto-situation). Do both tasks still yield different results when
this difference in directionality is controlled for? We aim to
replicate Sevenants et al. (2008) in which it was observed
that next to wording directionality had an impact on the
resulting answer patterns. Secondly, with the present study
we aim to explore on the difference between implicit and
explicit negations, keeping all other variables (task-type and
task-directionality). Is it the case, as is to be expected from
Evans (1998) that tasks with implicit negations are more
prone to matching bias than tasks with explicit negations,
yielding therefore more irrelevance answers? Finally, we
seek to explore the interaction between task-type, taskdirectionality and negation-type.

Negation-type
Task-type (possibilities vs. truth) and
directionality (situation-to-rule vs. rule-to-situation)
however are not the only factors that can account for the
difference in results that have in the past been observed in
truth table task experiments. Negation-type is also a variable
that needs to be taken into consideration when interpreting
the results of a truth table task. Considering a conditional
rule, e.g. ‘If there is a B, then there is a 7’, there are two
ways in which negations can be accomplished: explicitly or
implicitly. In the present study we therefore add negationtype as a between subjects variable, making use of both
implicit and explicit negations. With explicit negations,
permuting the truth value of both the antecedent and the
consequent leads to the following situations:
TT: a B and a 7
TF: a B and not a 7
FT: not a B and a 7
FF: not a B and not a 7
With implicit negations, the same four situations look as
follows:
TT: a B and a 7
TF: a B and a 5
FT: a T and a 7
FF: a T and a 5
It is clear that with explicit negations, even in the FF
case, there is still some link with what is described in the
rule (not a B and not a 7). But with implicit negations, the

Method
Participants and design
In total 385 last-year high-school students (17-29 years of
age, M = 17.6), all unfamiliar with logic, participated on
voluntary basis. Participants were run in eight groups,
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respectively completing the R-S possibilities task, the S-R
possibilities task, the R-S truth task and the S-R truth task.
Task-Type (possibilities vs. truth) and Negation-Type
(implicit vs. explicit) were between subjects variables,
implying that each group of participants received only one
version of the tasks.
We used the three-option version of both the
possibilities and the truth task, and both tasks were
constructed in both directions. For the explicit negations, 45
participants received the three-option possibilities task in a
rule-to-situation directionality (RS-PT), 46 participants
completed the possibilities task from situation to rule (SRPT), 47 participants completed the situation-to-rule truth
task (SR-TT) and while finally 47 participants received the
rule-to-situation truth task (RS-TT). For the implicit
negations versions of the experiment, the number of
participants was 50 for the RS-PT, 50 for the SR-PT, 49 for
the SR-TT and finally 50 for the RS-TT. The students were
randomly assigned to the different task-types.

or impossible, or whether it was irrelevant with respect to
the possibility of the rule. Concerning the S-R truth task, for
each of the four combinations participants had to judge
whether the combination made the given rule either true or
false, or whether it was irrelevant with respect to the truth of
the rule. For the R-S truth task finally, participants had to
evaluate whether each of the four possible situations was
true, false or irrelevant according to the rule. In the explicitnegation versions of the experiment, negations of for
example the rule ‘If B then 7’ were formulated as ‘a B’ and
‘not a 7’ (TF), ‘not a B’ and ‘a 7’ (FT) and ‘not a B and ‘not
a 7’ (FF). In the implicit-negation conditions, the negations
were: ‘a B’ and ‘a 5’ (TF), ‘a T’ and ‘a 7’ (FT) and ‘a T’
and ‘a 5’ (FF).

Results and Discussion
Given the focus of this study on the nature of the mental
representation of conditionals, we first focus on participants’
individual answer patterns, that is the combination of
judgments per individual on the four different situations
presented in the truth table tasks. The ‘two-valued’ answer
patterns include the conjunctive answer pattern, the material
implication and the material equivalence responses
(respectively TFFF, TFFT and TFTT), whereas ‘defective’
or three-valued answer patterns include the defective
implication, the defective equivalence, the X-pattern and the
Y-pattern (respectively TFII, TFFI, TFIT and TFTI; see
Table 1 and Table 2).

Materials and Procedure
Tasks were constructed with ‘E-prime’ software
(Psychological Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA) and
presented to the participants on individual PCs in a selfpaced manner. Responses were given with the arrow-keys
on an AZERTY keyboard. The experiment lasted between 3
and 7 minutes. All parts of the experiment were
administered in Dutch.
All participants received the same instructions,
appearing on the first screen and explaining that the purpose
of the experiment was to examine how people reason with
conditionals. The instructions also contained the description
of a machine producing cards with a letter on the front side
and a number on the back, always doing so following a
certain rule, for example ‘If there is an T on the front, there
is a 5 on the back of the card’. Participants could read that in
the upcoming task they were going to see four cards
produced by that machine, and that per card they had to
evaluate the compatibility of the card with the cardproducing rule. Participants were then provided with a
concrete example of a conditional rule, as well as with an
example of the item in the actual task (no correct answers
were provided). The instructions were followed by one
practice trial.
In all conditions, participants were successively
presented with four items. Each item consisted of the
abstract conditional rule followed by one of the four
combinations of occurrence and non-occurrence of A and C.
Both task directionality and negation type were manipulated
between subjects. In the R-S possibilities task, participants
had to evaluate for each situation whether that combination
was possible, impossible or irrelevant according to the rule.
In the S-R possibilities task, they had to evaluate for each of
the four possible antecedent-consequent combinations
whether the combination made the given rule either possible

Table 1: Answer Patterns (% and (n)) for the Possibilities
Tasks (PT) and the Truth Tasks (TT) with Explicit
Negations.
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RS-PT

SR-PT

RS-TT

SR-TT

Total

TFFF

4 (2)

9 (4)

13 (6)

2 (1)

7 (13)

TFFT

13 (6)

28 (13)

13 (6)

21 (10)

19 (35)

TFTT

40 (18)

17 (8)

11 (5)

4 (2)

18 (33)

TFFI

2 (1)

9 (4)

26 (12)

30 (14)

17 (31)

TFII

13 (6)

9 (4)

19 (9)

19 (9)

15 (28)

TFIT

13 (6)

4 (2)

4 (2)

6 (3)

7 (13)

TFTI

7 (3)

7 (3)

2 (1)

4 (2)

5 (9)

Other

7 (3)

17 (8)

13 (6)

13 (6)

12 (23)

Total

100 (45)

100 (46)

100 (47)

100 (47)

100 (185)

Table 2: Answer Patterns (% and (n)) for the Possibilities
Tasks (PT) and the Truth Tasks (TT) with Implicit
Negations.
RS-PT

SR-PT

RS-TT

SR-TT

Total

TFFF

6 (3)

16 (8)

14 (7)

18 (9)

14 (27)

TFFT

10 (5)

10 (5)

2 (1)

0 (0)

6 (11)

TFTT

8 (4)

4 (2)

0 (0)

0 (0)

3 (6)

TFFI

12 (6)

24 (12)

38 (19)

33 (16)

27 (53)

TFII

14 (7)

12 (6)

26 (13)

31 (15)

21 (41)

TFIT

0 (0)

4 (2)

0 (0)

0 (0)

1 (2)

TFTI

6 (3)

8 (4)

2 (1)

0 (0)

4 (8)

Other

44 (22)

22 (11)

18 (9)

18 (9)

26 (51)

Total

100 (50)

100 (50)

100 (50)

tasks (χ²(1) = 24.37, p < .01). Moreover, a higher proportion
of three-valued answer patterns was yielded by the truth
table tasks making use of implicit negations compared to the
tasks with explicit negations. This was the case for the truth
tasks (χ²(1) = 5.53, p < .05) and the possibilities tasks (χ²(1)
= 11.32, p < .01). These findings to be expected from the
phenomenon of matching-bias: Especially for the false
antecedent cases, with implicit negations there is no direct
link between the conditional rule and the situations that have
to be evaluated. Still, with the explicit negations there is a
wealth of three-valued answer patterns, even in the
possibilities tasks, bearing evidence to the suppositional
processing of the false antecedent cases (Evans, 2004).
We did not observe an effect of directionality as was the
case in Experiment 3 of Sevenants et al. (2008). A similar
proportion of two-valued answer patterns was yielded by the
rule-to-situation tasks (RS-PT and RS-TT) than by the tasks
with a direction from situation to rule (SR-PT and SR-TT).
Neither was there a difference regarding the proportion of
three-valued answer patters. This goes both for the explicit
and the implicit negations. Reasoning from rule to situation
might be a more natural and intuitive direction for
participants than reasoning from situation to rule as was
claimed by Sevenants et al. (2008), but confronting them
with a task with a situation to rule directionality (while
controlling for Task-Type), seemed to yield no difference in
the observed answer patterns in the present study. In line
with this finding however, Sevenants et al., (2008,
Experiment 3) already observed that, when asked to write
down a justification for their truth table task judgments,
none of the participants mentioned something concerning
the task directionality: Irrespective of the actual task-type or
directionality, they formulated their justifications with a
rule-to-situation direction (“E.g., “The situation is possible
according to the rule”, even when task directionality was
from situation to rule). Participants thus seem to overlook
task directionality when classifying the truth table cases.
Finally, comparing the most similar tasks, i.e. RS-PT to
RS-TT and SR-PT to SR-TT, Chi-square tests revealed more
two-valued patterns in the R-S possibilities tasks than in the
R-S truth tasks for the explicit negations (χ²(1) = 3.95 p <
.05) and for the implicit negations (χ²(1) = 5.85, p < .05).
Likewise, more three-valued answer patterns were yielded
by the R-S truth tasks than by the R-S possibilities tasks,
both for the explicit (χ²(1) = 5.0, p < .05) and the implicit
negations (χ²(1) = 5.63, p < .05). Comparing SR-PT to SRTT, we observed more two-valued patterns in the S-R
possibilities task than in the S-R truth task for the explicit
(χ²(1) = 15.48, p < .01) and the implicit negations (χ²(1) =
17.57, p < .01). Finally there were more three-valued answer
patterns in the S-R truth task than in the S-R possibilities
task, again both for the explicit (χ²(1) = 5.29, p < .05) and
the implicit negations (χ²(1) = 10.33, p < .01).

100 (49) 100 (199)

Focussing on the effect of Task-Type on the answer
patterns, we replicated the effect of previous studies
(Sevenants et al., 2008): Chi-square tests revealed that more
two-valued answer patterns were yielded by the possibilities
tasks (RS-PT and SR-PT) than the by the truth tasks (SR-TT
and RS-TT). This goes both for the explicit negations (χ²(1)
= 29.31, p < .01) and for the implicit negations (χ²(1) =
31.79, p < .01). Moreover, the truth tasks yielded a higher
proportion of three-valued answer patterns than the
possibilities tasks both with explicit (χ²(1) = 19.58, p < .01)
and implicit negations (χ²(1) = 41.8, p < .01). This relates to
the claim of Barrouillet et al. (2008) that reasoning about
truth or falsity of assertions given possibilities is a different
kind of reasoning than reasoning about possibilities given
the truth of assertions. According to Barrouillet et al., the
former requires a higher level of cognitive development and
might therefore be more difficult. However, there is also a
considerable amount of three-valued patterns in the
possibilities task and of two-valued patterns in the truth task.
This leads us to the interpretation that irrespective of the
task, some people have a three-valued truth table
representation (~ ST) and others have a possibilities-based,
two-valued MMT-representation. The mental representation
of this kind of conditionals can thus be seen as an individual
difference.
Regarding the effect of Negation-Type, we observed
that more two-valued answer patterns were yielded by the
truth table tasks with explicit negations than by the truth
table tasks with implicit negations. This goes both for the
possibilities tasks (χ²(1) = 24.52, p < .01) and for the truth
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First of all, we replicate the effect of task type we observed
in all previous studies: Irrespective of task directionality,
there are more two-valued answer patterns in the
possibilities tasks than in the truth tasks, and more threevalued answer patterns in the truth tasks than in the
possibilities tasks. This relates to our discussion that
reasoning about truth or falsity requires a higher level of
cognitive development than reasoning about possibilities
and might therefore be more difficult, since reasoning about
truth requires the understanding of the meta-linguistic
meaning of ‘true’ and ‘false’. However, there is also a
considerable amount of three-valued patterns in the
possibilities task and of two-valued patterns in the truth task.
This leads us to the interpretation that irrespective of the
task, some people have a three-valued truth table
representation (~ ST) and others have a possibilities-based,
two-valued MMT-representation. The mental representation
of this kind of conditionals can thus be seen as an individual
difference.
Secondly, we were not able to replicate the directionality
effect that more two-valued answer patterns were yielded by
rule-to-situation tasks than by situation-to-rule tasks, and
more three-valued answer patterns were observed with
situation-to-rule tasks than with rule-to-situation tasks, as
was observed by Sevenants et al. (2008). In the present
experiment, participants seem to overlook task directionality
when classifying the truth table cases, as is shown by the
similarity of the justifications in both task types.
As for the negation type, we observe that tasks making
use of implicit negations yield more three-valued answer
patterns than the tasks with explicit negations and that twovalued answer patterns are almost non-existent when
implicit negations are used. This was to be expected from
the phenomenon of matching bias: Especially for the false
antecedent cases, with implicit negations there is no direct
link between the conditional rule and the situations that have
to be evaluated. Still, with the explicit negations there is a
wealth of three-valued answer patterns, even in the
possibilities tasks, bearing evidence to the suppositional
processing of the false antecedent cases (Evans, 2004).
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Abstract
Although moral dilemmas such as the trolley and footbridge
dilemmas (Thomson, 1986) have been widely employed to
investigate the nature of moral reasoning, but their
psychometric properties remain a mystery. In this study, 219
participants completed 62 moral dilemma tasks used in
Greene et al. (2001), and the correlation structure among the
dilemmas was analyzed through factor analysis and structural
equation modeling. The results show the following two points.
First, the moral-personal dilemma tasks studied are composed
of one factor, indicating that the assumption in Greene et al.
(2001) was supported. Second, the trolley and footbridge
problems fall into the same factor category; therefore, the
difference between the two problems cannot be attributed to
emotional involvement. In addition, results of the structural
equation modeling suggest that they differ in engagement of
the rational processing. Some theoretical suggestions were
discussed.
Keywords: moral dilemma; trolley problem; footbridge
problem; factor analysis; structural equation modeling

Introduction
Is it permissible to sacrifice a few lives in order to save
many others? This is a central question in the debate
between utilitarianism and deontology. Utilitarians (e.g.,
Bentham, 1789; 1948) argue that it is permissible to do so
because saving more lives results in greater utility for
society than saving only one, whereas deontologists (e.g.,
Kant, 1965) argue that it is not permissible because life is an
ultimate right that should not be violated, irrespective of the
amount of benefit yielded by its sacrifice. This debate has
drawn the attention of various researchers, who have
proposed many answers to the issue (see e.g., Singer, 1979;
Thomson, 1986; Greene & Haidt, 2002; Mikhail, 2009).
This conundrum is complicated by the fact that the
permissibility of sacrificing the few lives depends on the
context of the question, even when the numbers of people
sacrificed and saved remain the same. The trolley and
footbridge dilemmas (Thomson, 1985) are the most
prominent examples of this context dependency. The trolley
dilemma supposes that a runaway trolley is headed for five
people who will be killed if it proceeds on its present course.
The only way to save these people is to hit a switch that will
turn the trolley onto an alternate set of tracks, where it will
kill one person instead of five. Should you turn the trolley in
order to save five people at the expense of one? This
problem, known as the trolley dilemma, most people answer
yes to this dilemma (Greene et al, 2001). Then consider the
footbridge dilemma, in which (as before) a trolley threatens
to kill five people. You are standing next to a large stranger

on a footbridge that spans the tracks, in between the
oncoming trolley and the five people. In this scenario, the
only way to save the five people is to push this stranger off
the bridge and onto the tracks below. He will die if you do
this, but his body will stop the trolley from reaching the
others. Should you save them by pushing this stranger to his
death? Most people answer no to this problem. The
discrepancy between the answers to the two problems
clearly demonstrates the context dependency described
above, and challenges both philosophers and psychologists
who are interested in people’s criteria for moralistic action.
One prominent solution to this discrepancy is provided
by Greene et al. (2001). They hypothesize that the
footbridge dilemma engages the emotions while the trolley
dilemma does not. This is because pushing someone to his
or her death is more emotionally salient than hitting a switch
that will cause a trolley to produce similar consequences,
resulting in different treatment of the two cases. To test this
hypothesis, they performed brain-imaging studies in which
participants were required to solve a number of moral
dilemmas, including some that were similar to the trolley
and footbridge dilemmas. Greene et al. (2001) hypothesized
that brain areas associated with emotions would be more
active during contemplation of dilemmas such as the
footbridge dilemma than they would be during
contemplation of dilemmas such as the trolley dilemma.
Their results consistently supported their predictions. Brain
areas that are considered to reflect emotional processing,
such as the medial portions of Brodmann’s Areas (BA) 9
and 10 (the medial frontal gyrus), BA 31 (the posterior
cingulated gyrus), and BA 39 (the angular gyrus, bilateral)
were significantly more active when solving moral
dilemmas similar to the footbridge dilemma than when
solving moral dilemmas similar to the trolley dilemma.
Greene et al. (2001) use the brain-imaging method to shed
light on the importance of emotional processing in the
formation of moral judgments. Traditional theories of moral
psychology emphasize the role of reasoning and higher
cognition in the making of such judgments (Kohlberg, 1969;
Greene et al., 2004). For example, Kohlberg and his
colleagues (Kohlberg, 1969) explore moral reasoning by
presenting participants with dilemmas in which moral and
non-moral claims exist within both alternatives, and then
observing their methods of resolving the conflicts. The
social intuitionist approach (Nucci & Turiel, 1978; Turiel,
1983; Turiel, Killen, & Helwig, 1987) adopts the
methodology of interviewing children about rule violations.
This approach requires children to think about moral rule
and provide justifications for their conclusions. Both
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Kohlberg’s approach and the social intuitionist approach
employ rationalist methods because they mainly focus on
the role of the conscious reasoning process in resolving
moral dilemmas. They also fail to study the neural correlates
of moral judgment. In contrast to these approaches, Greene
et al.’s (2001) work stands out because it considers and
explores the role of emotion using brain-imaging methods.
In fact, most subsequent studies have centered on the role
and neural basis of emotional processing in moral reasoning
(see e.g., Greene et al., 2004; Moll et al., 2005; Harenski &
Hamann, 2006).
In this study, we pay attention to how the emotional and
rational processing affects the moral judgment. However,
we also point out that methodology adopted by the previous
studies is insufficient to explore our research interests. In
what follows, we argue methodological problems of the
previous studies and explain our approach to address these
concerns.

Defining emotions and moral dilemmas
The term “emotion” must be defined before we can
investigate its place in the formation of moral judgment.
However, the definition of the relationship between
emotional processing and moral reasoning depends upon the
interpretation of the moral dilemmas used. Thus, researchers
must specify a feature of the moral dilemmas that clearly
engages the emotions. To do this, we first look at the
definition of emotion in previous studies.
Greene et al. (2001; see also Greene & Haidt, 2002)
distinguish between moral-personal and moral-impersonal
situations. They categorize a moral violation as personal if it
is (i) likely to cause serious bodily harm, (ii) to a particular
person, (iii) in such a way that the harm does not result from
the deflection of an existing threat onto a different party.
They derive these three criteria from Thomson (1986) in a
provisional attempt to capture what is considered a natural
distinction of moral psychology (Greene et al., 2004). They
then requested two independent coders to evaluate a
selection of moral dilemmas using these criteria.
Consequently, 19 and 25 dilemmas were classified into the
moral-impersonal
and
moral-personal
categories,
respectively. Greene et al. also used 20 non-moral dilemmas
in their study; therefore, they showed participants 64 types
of the moral dilemmas. They then specified the neural
correlates of moral reasoning by comparing the average
brain activity of the participants during contemplation of
these dilemmas (Greene et al., 2001). This methodology is
also adopted in subsequent studies exploring the neural
correlates of moral reasoning (Greene et al., 2004; Moll et
al., 2005; Harenski & Hamann, 2008).
However, this method of defining emotional processing
contains the three following problems. First, Greene et al.’s
(2001) three criteria yield an imperfect distinction between
the moral-personal and the moral-impersonal. A dilemma is
moral-personal if it satisfies all three criteria, and moralimpersonal if it does not. Consequently, a moral-impersonal
dilemma may differ from a moral-personal dilemma for

many reasons; a dilemma-causing action might be
considered moral-impersonal because it cannot reasonably
be expected to lead to serious bodily harm, because it does
not cause serious bodily harm to a particular person or a
member or members of a particular group of people, or
because the harm it causes is the result of deflecting an
existing threat onto a different party. That is, Greene et al.
(2001) define the distinction between the two dilemmas in
terms of combinations among the three criteria. Accordingly,
a dilemma may be categorized as moral-impersonal for
many reasons. Thus, the criteria do not clearly define the
differences between the moral-personal and the moralimpersonal, and the meaning of emotional processing
remains unclear.
Second, data analysis in Greene et al. (2001) was based
on brain activity averages for the three types of dilemmas
(moral-personal, moral-impersonal, and non-moral). While
Greene et al. referred to the difference between the
footbridge and trolley dilemmas, their findings were not
based on comparison of data for the trolley and footbridge
dilemmas but on comparison of data for the moral-personal
and moral-impersonal dilemmas. That is, they compared
average brain activation for the two moral categories. Thus,
they discovered only the average difference in activated
brain areas between the moral-personal and moralimpersonal dilemmas, but not how each dilemma activated
the brain areas associated with emotion.
Finally, the moral dilemmas were only classified by two
coders. It is thus possible that although the data supported
the hypothesis, the study’s definitions of the moral-personal
and moral-impersonal dilemmas are shaped by these two
coders, and that their classifications of the dilemmas are not
universally correct. To eliminate this possibility, the moral
dilemmas should be explored using procedures of greater
objectivivity, such as quantitative analysis of their statistical
properties.
The above problems strongly suggest a necessity of
quantitative analysis of the moral dilemmas. Although the
distinction between the moral personal and moralimpersonal is widely accepted, its validity has not been fully
examined. What dimensions are needed to measure moral
reasoning performances? How do the moral dilemmas
compare with each other in those dimensions? We must
answer these questions in order to classify the moral
dilemmas and consider their relationship to emotional
processing. However, the latent structure of moral reasoning
has not been explored in previous studies.
Thus, the present study aims to examine the empirical
validity of Greene et al.’s (2001) three criteria. For this
purpose, we instructed participants to solve the dilemmas
used in Greene et al. (2001), and explored correlation
structure among the dilemmas via multivariate analysis
methods such as factor analysis and structural equation
modeling. These methods are appropriate for this study
because they provide quantitative expressions of the
relationships or similarities among variables. Our
experiment will show that Greene et al.’s (2001) three
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criteria for distinguishing between the two types of moral
dilemmas are almost valid, but also reveal that emotional
processing does not differ substantially between the trolley
and footbridge dilemmas. Rather, the dilemmas differ
mainly in terms of rational processing.

Methods
Participants
Two hundreds and nineteen undergraduates participated in
this study in order to obtain credits for their courses. The
data of nineteen participants was excluded because they did
not answer all the problems.

Materials and procedure
The participants completed 62 dilemma tasks that had been
chosen from Greene et al. (2001). Like the trolley and
footbridge dilemmas, these dilemmas presented three types
of problems for which participants had to choose between
two options that were incompatible with each other. We
excluded two of Greene et al.’s (2001) dilemmas because
they involved issues we deemed too sensitive to pose to
undergraduates. One is an “infanticide” problem that
requires participants to decide whether it is acceptable for a
girl to kill her baby. The other is a “hired rapist” problem
that asks them to determine whether it is defensible to hire a
man to rape one’s wife so that she will be grateful to her
husband for comforting her. These two problems were
moral-personal dilemmas; therefore, our experimental tasks
consisted of 20 non-moral dilemmas, 19 moral-impersonal
dilemmas, and 23 moral-personal dilemmas.
We prepared six types of booklets containing the 62
dilemmas in randomly determined order, with six dilemmas
on each page. Including instruction, the booklets comprised
12 pages. The instruction page used an example dilemma to
demonstrate how to answer the questionnaire, and the 62
dilemmas began from the second page. Participants were
randomly provided with one of the six types of booklets and
asked to make choices in various situations that did not have
correct answers. All participants finished answering the 62
dilemmas within 40 minutes. Data collection was performed
in the classroom.

Results
Item responses
The data of nineteen participants was deleted because it
contained missing values. Table 1 shows the percentages of
participants who thought the behaviors described in the
corresponding dilemmas acceptable. Greene et al. (2001; see
also Greene et al., 2004) do not report precise values for the
percentages of acceptable behaviors in their study, so we
cannot tell whether the general pattern of responses in our
study replicates that in theirs. However, we compared our
results with the percentages of acceptable behaviors
reported in other articles (see e.g., Greene & Haidt, 2002;

Mikhail, 2009) and found that our results duplicate trends
observed in those articles. For example, the percentage of
acceptability in our study is higher for the trolley dilemma
(0.69) than it is for the footbridge dilemma (0.38), and the
difference between them is statistically significant (p-value
[p] < 0.01). This pattern accords with Greene and Haidt’s
(2002) findings. Additionally, the percentage of
acceptability for the five-to-seven trolley dilemma, which
asks participants whether it is acceptable to hit a switch to
save five workmen instead of seven people in the trolley
situation, is significantly lower than the percentage of
unacceptability in both our study and that of Mikhail’s
(2009, p34). Despite limitations on our ability to compare
the results of our study with those of previous studies, these
correspondences show that our study reproduces the general
pattern of responses to the moral dilemmas tested in
previous studies.

Factor pattern
Using Mplus Version 6 (Muthen & Muthen, 2007), we
performed factor analysis on the tetrachoric correlation
matrix of the 62 dilemmas, and employed the promax
rotation method by maximum likelihood estimation.
Eigenvalues for the first five factors were 12.36, 8.20, 3.08,
3.06, and 2.77, respectively. Decreases in the eigenvalues
were very small after the third factor, but we chose a fourfactor solution because it exhibits a factor pattern with a
very simple structure (see Table 1). This solution reveals
that most of the problems used in this study are strongly
loaded by one factor, indicating that they can be clearly
classified into one of four categories. We then considered
the substance of the problems in order to identify the four
factors.
The first factor mainly affects the non-moral dilemmas.
Perusal of dilemmas that are strongly loaded by this factor
shows that it reflects a tendency to think over matters in a
rational way. Thus, we named this factor the rationality
factor.
The second factor mainly affects the moral-personal
dilemmas, such as the footbridge dilemma. However, this
factor also strongly affects the trolley dilemma, which is a
moral-impersonal dilemma. Careful consideration of the
dilemmas that are strongly loaded by this factor shows that
most of them involve a situation in which a few people may
be sacrificed to save many lives. In addition, most of the
dilemmas involving such a situation are affected by this
factor, which we thus call the life dilemma factor.
The third and fourth factors affect most of the impersonal
moral dilemmas. We examined these dilemmas and found
that these factors represent risk- or cost-avoiding tendencies.
That is, the third factor mainly affects dilemmas that require
choosing between the lower probability of a larger benefit
and the higher probability of a smaller benefit, and the
fourth factor reflects a preference for saving on a cost in
order to pursue a plan. Thus, we call the third and fourth
factors the risk-averse factor and the efficiency factor,
respectively.
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Table 1: Factor analysis results
Dilemmas
1 Grandson
2 New job
3 Reversed turnips
4 Broken VCR
5 Investment offer
6 Three-for-seven fume
7 Food prep
8 Jogging
9 Choosing classes
10 Shower
11 Coupons
12 Raffle
13 Transplant
14 Computer
15 Country road
16 Plant transport
17 Illegal lunch
18 Modified safari
19 Submarine
20 Standard trolley
21 Modified lifeboat
22 Footbridge
23 Modified bomb
24 Vaccine test
25 Euthanasia
26 Sacrifice
27 Preventing the spread
28 Vitamins
29 Lifeboat
30 Safari
31 Crying baby
32 Architect
33 Plane crash
34 Standard fumes
35 Sophie's choice
36 Eyes
37 Smother for dollars
38 Hard times
39 Lawrence of Arabia
40 Taxes
41 Resume
42 Stock tip
43 Environmental policy A2
44 Environmental policy A1
45 Five-for-seven trolley
46 Environmental policy B1
47 Scenic route
48 Environmental policy B2
49 Generic brand
50 Brownies
51 Speedboat
52 Guarded speedboat
53 Sculpture
54 Scheduling
55 Modified preventing the spread
56 Standard turnips
57 Errands
58 Train or bus
59 Survey
60 Donation
61 Vaccine policy
62 Lost wallet
Factor correlations
1
2
3

1
-0.78
-0.73
-0.72
-0.69
-0.68
-0.66
-0.59
-0.54
-0.49
-0.49
0.48
-0.46
-0.45
0.44
-0.43
0.41
-0.31
-0.02
0.32
-0.21
0.18
0.00
-0.02
0.17
0.33
0.02
-0.07
-0.21
0.09
-0.05
0.30
-0.30
-0.15
-0.12
0.07
-0.30
-0.30
-0.32
0.33
-0.20
-0.09
-0.16
-0.18
-0.20
-0.37
-0.23
0.06
-0.26
0.11
0.02
-0.03
-0.17
0.11
0.13
0.12
0.29
-0.17
0.28
0.23
0.08
-0.07
-0.25
1
1.00
0.20
0.37
4 0.28

Factor
2
3
-0.23 0.34
0.17 -0.01
0.02 -0.12
0.07 0.01
0.04 0.21
-0.04 0.07
-0.02 -0.11
0.09 0.16
0.13 -0.02
0.07 -0.19
0.00 0.19
0.05 0.01
-0.33 0.22
0.02 0.31
-0.24 -0.18
-0.13 0.06
-0.22 0.16
-0.73 0.17
-0.68 0.11
-0.67 0.16
-0.66 0.02
-0.64 -0.22
-0.63 -0.11
-0.62 0.11
-0.60 -0.19
-0.59 0.06
-0.59 -0.03
-0.57 0.20
-0.56 0.08
-0.55 -0.28
-0.53 -0.14
-0.52 -0.19
-0.52 0.09
-0.51 0.13
-0.49 0.10
-0.46 -0.07
-0.42 -0.07
-0.33 0.13
-0.34 0.09
-0.32 -0.09
-0.35 -0.15
-0.34 -0.01
-0.24 0.84
0.07 0.61
-0.24 -0.51
-0.17 -0.48
0.04 0.46
-0.08 -0.43
-0.16 0.36
0.18 0.33
-0.17 -0.12
-0.18 0.24
0.03 0.03
-0.09 0.15
-0.28 0.16
0.09 0.05
0.05 -0.13
-0.05 0.07
-0.17 0.18
-0.20 -0.13
-0.10 0.26
-0.22 -0.14
2
3

4
-0.53
-0.10
0.02
-0.03
-0.24
-0.12
0.26
0.05
0.24
0.17
0.20
-0.03
-0.19
0.34
-0.11
0.42
-0.13
-0.04
0.21
0.29
0.13
0.13
0.09
0.13
0.25
-0.32
0.10
-0.26
0.11
-0.18
0.09
-0.23
-0.11
0.18
-0.13
-0.37
-0.18
-0.30
0.29
-0.11
0.07
-0.05
-0.13
0.21
0.16
0.07
0.21
0.17
0.13
0.39
0.77
0.55
0.53
0.52
0.42
0.39
0.39
0.33
0.16
-0.05
0.03
-0.02
4

1.00
0.05
0.01

1.00

1.00
0.26

10.4
10.9
18.8
18.8
15.3
19.3
28.2
48.5
43.6
25.2
85.1
25.2
21.3
89.1
8.9
83.2
27.2
60.9
67.3
69.3
49.5
37.6
60.4
64.4
68.8
24.8
46.5
29.2
41.1
32.2
44.6
14.4
25.2
58.9
48.5
20.8
12.9
17.3
71.8
25.7
42.6
29.7
75.2
71.3
19.8
26.7
81.2
20.8
77.2
84.2
70.3
78.7
83.2
85.1
78.2
85.1
55.0
81.7
82.2
49.0
61.4
23.8

**
**
**
**
**
**
**

**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**

**
**
**
**
**

**
**
**

**
**
**

**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**

**
**

**
**

1)The rightmost column shows the percentages of participants who considered the
behavior described in the corresponding dilemma acceptable.
2)The black, blue, and red fonts indicate non-moral, moral-impersonal, and moralpersonal dilemmas, respectively.
3)**:p <.01.

Correlations among the first, third, and fourth factors are
relatively high as compared to those among the second and
other factors (see Table 1). Given the character of the
factors, this factor correlation pattern is very natural because
the first, third, and fourth factors indicate rational
processing, whereas the second factor relates to emotional
processing. In other words, this result supports the dual
processing model of moral judgment proposed by Greene et
al. (2004; see also Greene & Haidt, 2004).
The factor patterns demonstrate the two following points.
First, the factor pattern of the four-factor solution generally
supports Greene et al.’s (2001) dilemma classification
scheme. The correlation structure of the dilemmas
corroborates Greene et al.’s (2001) methods of
distinguishing among the three categories of dilemmas,
especially the criteria for differentiating between the moralpersonal and the non-moral dilemmas. While the moralimpersonal dilemmas may be affected by either one of two
factors, they are distinguished from the moral-personal and
non-moral dilemmas.
In addition, the nature and factor loadings of the
dilemmas by the four factors confirm Greene et al.’s (2001)
hypothesis that the moral-personal dilemmas engage the
emotional process more than the moral-impersonal or nonmoral dilemmas do. The inherent qualities of the dilemmas
that are heavily loaded by the second factor strongly suggest
that it concerns the emotional process because the decision
to sacrifice a few people to save many others is surely based
on an emotional response. For these reasons, our analysis
validates Greene et al.’s (2001) interpretation of the moralpersonal dilemmas.
Second, the factor pattern does not distinguish clearly
between the trolley and footbridge dilemmas, although it
categorizes the moral-personal dilemmas in the same way as
Greene et al. (2001) do. For these two problems, factor
loadings by the second factor are almost identical (-0.67 for
the trolley dilemma and -0.64 for the footbridge dilemma).
If, as we argue, the second factor represents engagement of
the emotional process, then the trolley and footbridge
problems are almost equivalent in their reliance on this
process. This contradicts Greene et al.’s (2001) hypothesis,
which posits that these problems belong to different
dilemma types. It is plausible that the near-equivalence of
the factor loadings for the two problems mainly reflects the
similarity of the contexts in which they are framed. Both
problems address a situation in which a runaway trolley will
kill five persons, regardless of whether the respondent is on
a railroad or a footbridge. Thus, the trolley and the
footbridge dilemmas may have similar factor loadings
solely because they present the same situation.
However, the factor pattern for the disproportional death
dilemma controverts this possibility. Factor loading by the
second factor for this problem is low (-0.24), whereas factor
loadings by the first and third factors are relatively high (0.37 and -0.51, respectively; see Table 1). This indicates
that this type of trolley problem is different from the
standard trolley and footbridge problems, which are strongly
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loaded by the second factor, and suggests that the similarity
in factor loading between the trolley and footbridge
dilemmas is not solely due to context.
The results of the factor analysis can be summarized as
follows. The factor pattern of the four-factor solution
generally supports Greene et al.’s (2001) dilemma
classification scheme. In particular, the correlation structure
of the data corroborates Greene et al.’s (2001)
categorization of most of the dilemmas. However, the
analysis does not verify their interpretation of the dilemmas’
contents. Greene et al. insist that the difference between the
trolley and footbridge dilemmas lies in the engagement of
the emotional process, but our results indicate that they
differ in the involvement of the rational reasoning process.

Structural equation modeling
To further explore the difference between the trolley and the
footbridge dilemmas, we performed structural equation
modeling (see Figure 1). Our model aims to investigate the
differences between the two dilemmas in terms of the
pattern of effects created by the four factors. The four
factors are each defined by the dilemma whose factor
loading for that factor exceeds 0.40 in absolute value, and
both dilemmas are assumed to be affected by only one of
the four factors (see Figure 1). The Root Mean Square Error
of Approximation (RMSEA) value of this model is below
0.065, indicating that the model accounts for more than 90%
of the data variances. In addition, the value of the
Comparative Fit Index (CFI) is 0.837; this shows that the
model is a better fit for the data than the independent model
is. (The latter assumes that the sixty-odd dependent
variables under examination are mutually unrelated.) Thus,
the model shown in Figure 1 is a good approximation of the
data.
Structural equation modeling shows that the path
coefficients for the life dilemma factor do not differ
substantially between the trolley and footbridge dilemmas
(0.94 and 0.80, respectively; p < 0.01). However, the
dilemmas differ in respect of the patterns created by the
effects of the other three factors. Whereas the footbridge
dilemma is significantly affected by the risk-averse factor
(path coefficient = -0.48; p< 0.01), the trolley dilemma is
affected by the efficiency and rationality factors (path
coefficients = -0.54 and -0.25, respectively; p < 0.01).
Of course, this still leaves room to discuss the validity of
correspondences among the four factors and emotional and
rational processing. However, this study provides another
scheme for describing the difference between the trolley and
the footbridge dilemmas. If the life dilemma factor reflects
emotional processing whereas the other three factors reflect
rational processing, then our results suggest that the
difference between the trolley and footbridge dilemmas
mainly lies not in their engagement of the emotional process,
but in the extent to which rational processing affects
judgment of these dilemmas.

General discussion
This study aims to explore the nature of moral dilemmas
such as the trolley or footbridge dilemmas by analyzing the
correlation structure of the 62 dilemma problems employed
in Greene et al. (2001). Its results can be summarized as
follows. First, the study supports Greene et al.’s (2001)
distinctions between the moral-personal and moralimpersonal dilemmas. Second, factor patterns and structural
equation modeling show that the difference between the
trolley and footbridge problems is not due to the extent to
which they engage the emotional process, as Greene et al.
(2001) have hypothesized. Rather, judgment of the trolley
and footbridge problems differs due to the varying
involvement of the rational reasoning process.
To our knowledge, this study is the first to use statistical
methods to test the three criteria proposed by Greene et al.
(2001). Since the existing criteria for classifying moral
dilemmas mainly depend on philosophical or intuitive
principles, the study contributes to the field of moral
reasoning by conducting empirical research that
demonstrates that a meaningful classification method can be
derived from the correlation structure of the data. Future
research should use statistical analysis to more rigorously
explore the latent structure of moral reasoning. Specifically,
it should describe the quantitative features of each moral
dilemma in order to promote a better understanding of the
moral reasoning process.
0.25
Rationality
0.94

Trolley

Life dilemma
0.54
0.80
Risk averse
-0.48

Efficiency

Footbridge

CFI=0.837, RMSEA=0.065
Figure 1: Structural equation modeling results
From a theoretical standpoint, this study suggests that it is
important to investigate the role of rational processing in
moral judgment. This is the perspective adopted in the
traditional approach to this subject (Kohlberg, 1969; Nucci
& Turiel, 1978; Turiel, 1983; 1998; Turiel, Killen, &
Helwig, 1987). However, Greene et al.’s (2001) pioneering
work has altered the focus of recent studies on moral
reasoning, which use brain imaging to show how emotional
processing functions when people solve moral dilemmas.
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Our results indicate that moral dilemmas differ from each
other not only in the engagement of the emotional process
but also in the involvement of the rational process, which is
triggered by mental activities such as considering the risk or
efficiency of actions. Of course, this study does not deny the
findings of brain imaging studies, including those of Greene
et al. (2001). Rather, it suggests that the two approaches to
moral reasoning (the traditional approach and the one
developed by Greene et al. [2001; 2004]) are
complementary. Both the emotional and rational processes
contribute to moral reasoning, and their roles in the
resolution of moral dilemmas must be understood if we are
to uncover the processes of moral judgment.
It is noteworthy that the difference between the
footbridge and trolley dilemmas lies in the engagement of
the rational process rather than that of the emotional process.
This finding disagrees with the prevailing view that the
footbridge dilemma is more emotionally salient than the
trolley dilemma is (Greene et al., 2001; 2004). However,
this theory is derived from brain activation averages for the
moral-personal and moral-impersonal dilemmas. This
means that the effect of individual dilemmas on brain areas
has not been fully explored, although the trolley and
footbridge dilemmas have been analyzed as representations
of the moral-personal and moral-impersonal dilemmas,
respectively. In contrast to previous studies, this study has
analyzed the correlation structure of each dilemma. Thus, it
has examined Greene et al.’s hypothesis (2001) more
directly than any preceding study has, and has demonstrated
the importance of the rational process in forming moral
judgments.
Finally, we argue that future research should provide
precise definitions of the terms “emotional” and “rational.”
While this study has developed a new scheme for
understanding the nature of moral judgment, it has not
clarified the relationship between the emotional process and
the life dilemma factor. Intuitively, this relationship is
natural; however, we cannot explain why moral-personal
dilemma enhances the emotional process. Greene et al.
(2004) argue that the moral-personal dilemma and the
emotional process are related from an evolutionary
standpoint, but this argument depends solely on the
importance of personal relationships in human life;
consequently, the term “emotion” becomes merely a
paraphrase of something crucial in moral judgment. We
believe that a precise definition of this term is essential to a
profound understanding of moral judgment.
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Computing with rational numbers: Not easy even for college students
Jennifer Jacobs
Rutgers University- New Brunswick

Rochel Gelman
Rutgers University- New Brunswick
Abstract: Many individuals, including school children and adults, struggle with rational numbers, especially in
fractional and decimal format (Hartnett & Gelman, 1998; Humberstone & Reeve, 2007; Jacobs & Gelman, 2010). A
preliminary study with undergraduates revealed difficulty with problems where a price increase of x
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Abstract

the “gist” of information reduces working memory burden
but has the potential to distort inferences derived from these
representations.

Reasoning errors often arise when information is represented
incorrectly. One example is the “conjunction effect”, a
tendency to misremember OR statements as AND statements.
We investigated the how the time course of consonance
between visual and auditory information influenced memory
for connectives. We measured memory for statements after
manipulating the consonance between language and visual
information. The results indicated that subjects correctly
recalled more statements given language-visual consonance
and were more likely to false alarm (e.g., incorrectly recalling
OR statements as AND) given language-visual dissonance.
We modeled performance using a Simple Recurrent Network.
Our model, in which the training set was structured similarly
to natural language input, provided a reasonable analog.
Taken together, the results suggest that connective
representations are influenced by the concordance between
visual and language input and that the bias toward
conjunctions arises, in part, from the relatively high frequency
of conjunctions in visual and linguistic input.

One such a distortion is the tendency to misremember
statements as conjunctions, or the conjunction effect (Rader
& Sloutsky, 2001). For example, given the statement There
is a star or a pencil in the box people often recall this
statement as There is a star and a pencil in the box. This
small change yields large effects on drawing valid or true
conditions because the conditions for truth-falsity differ for
AND and OR statements. These results are clearly
incompatible with current accounts in which representation
is based on syntactic form (e.g., Rips, 1994) because
semantic information was recalled at significantly higher
levels than form (i.e., connective).

Keywords: Representation, logical connectives, neural
network, memory

Reasoning errors often arise from defective representations
of natural language (Johnson-Laird, 2003). One influential
theory of language comprehension is that people create
semantic-situational models of information during
comprehension
(Johnson-Laird,
2003;
Zwaan
&
Radavansky, 1998). Mental models are cognitive
simulations of objects and relations that preserve the
structure of their input, specifically, meaning and the
situations in which information occurs (e.g., spatial relations
between objects; Johnson-Laird, 2003). For example, during
comprehension, readers often integrate images and texts into
a single model (Gernsbacher, 1990) and represent
descriptions of space visually (Spivey, Tyler, Eberhard, &
Tanenhaus, 2000).
Inferences occur by searching and evaluating models within
a bounded working memory space. There is considerable
evidence that reasoners use models, rather than formal rules
(Rips, 1994), for deductive reasoning. For example, subjects
forget the form of arguments rapidly during problem solving
(Johnson-Laird & Stevenson, 1970) yet maintain the “gist”
of the information (i.e., retain meaning but forget
connectives; Johnson-Laird, 2003). The tendency to retain

Although the effect is clear, there is no consensus on why
the conjunction effect occurs. Although formal rules cannot
account for this effect, current accounts of mental model
theory are also insufficient to account for these effects. One
factor that likely plays a role is the complexity of
statements, defined as the number of models required to
produce a veridical representation. Johnson-Laird (2003)
suggests that conjunctions are simpler because they require
only one model while other forms require more than one.
Although there is evidence to support this suggestion
(Feldman, 2000; Morris & Hasson, 2010), it focuses on the
complexity of evaluating models rather than the cause of
creating defective representations (e.g., models). We
examine two possibilities: the influence of visual and
auditory information and the time course of model
construction.

Integrating visual and auditory information in time
As discussed above, models are mental simulations of
information derived from sensation and language. That is,
models are constructed from information derived from
multiple modalities (e.g., visual and auditory information).
Evidence form previous research demonstrates that visual
and auditory information influence the types of
comprehension models created (Gernsbacher, 1990). Spivey
et al. (2000) demonstrated that language comprehension
influenced visual perception of complex scenes.
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Specifically, that language constrained the search of visual
space by focusing attention on specific targets (and ignoring
non-relevant information). It has been well established that
the dual coding of visual and auditory information increases
recall of information (Paivio, 1969). Conversely,
mismatches between visual and auditory information can
impede recall, as in the stroop effect (Goldfarb & Treisman,
2010). Thus, the concordance between visual and auditory
information may influence representations (Spivey et al.,
2000). Information from visual and auditory sources must
be integrated during comprehension and one question is
how comprehension and memory is influenced by the time
course of integrating this information.
Models are created online as information becomes available
(Zwaan & Radavansky, 1998). The time course of
availability may influence comprehension in that
information from one modality may be present before
information from another modality. In natural language
comprehension information is presented sequentially (i.e.,
one word at a time), not simultaneously. Visual information
may be simultaneously available (during the entire language
presentation), may be sequentially available (may become
available as the language information becomes available), or
may be absent. Take the following example illustrated in
Figure 1:
Verbal

Time

Visual

There
is

they contribute to multiple components of the same model,
each modality contributes consistent information.
These different sources of information may be available at
different times during model construction. Because visual
information can be presented simultaneously, it is likely
that, in static scenes, this information is present before
verbal information that is presented sequentially. The timing
of information may be related to the likelihood of creating
specific types of models. For example, seeing a visual
conjunction may be a cue that the verbal statement will be
phrased as a conjunction. Thus, it seems likely that time
course is involved with model creation on two levels: (1)
Visual information is likely to be available before
information in language, providing an advantage for visual
information in the sequence of model creation and (2) the
presentation of visual information cues expectations about
the accompanying language description, specifically, that
this description should be consistent with the visual scene.
Visual information may cue likely comprehension models.
If so, then the time course for visual and auditory
information influences model creation. For example, an
AND statement might be associated with the simultaneous
presentation of the objects being named. If this is the case,
then the type of visual simulation created might influence
how connectives are comprehended and remembered. For
example, if a person sees two objects at the same time (e.g.,
a ball and a box sitting on a table), a veridical model would
contain a “visual conjunction” (i.e., both objects present in
the visual set) that is consistent with the conjunction in
language.
A disjunction that names the same visual objects would
yield a “visual conjunction” which would be different from
the verbal disjunction. In this case, such a mismatch might
influence representation in that the statement might be
misremembered as a conjunction (consistent with the visual
model) rather than a disjunction (consistent with the verbal
model). If, however, the objects were not presented at the
same time, e.g., shown sequentially such that the objects
were never visible together, this may result in a different
visual model than the visual conjunction suggested earlier.
Such a “visual disjunction” might be aligned with a verbal
disjunction but may interfere with a verbal conjunction.

a
triangle
and
a
circle

Figure 1. An example of the time course of verbal and
visual information
a parent is verbally describing a visual scene to a young
child. In this scene, the child can see a triangle and a circle.
The parent describes this scene with the statement “There is
a triangle and a circle”. The visual information, two objects,
form a visual conjunction that is immediately available in
working memory. The verbal description is added word-byword in a sequential fashion but available later in working
memory. Importantly, the visual conjunction is in
concordance with the verbal conjunction, that is, the verbal
description fits the visual information. Thus, regardless
whether each modality creates a separate model or whether

In this way, the mapping between the visual and language
information may influence the types of models created. For
example, the simultaneous presentation of visual
information may suggest a verbal description of a
conjunction. Such information may explain the tendency for
people to misremember disjunctions as conjunctions (Rader
& Sloutsky, 2001). If a verbal disjunction is paired with
visual conjunction, it may result in interference leading to
erroneously recalling a disjunction as a conjunction. Thus,
semantic-situational accounts would predict differences
between conditions in that simultaneous visual presentation
should be associated with an increased tendency to recall as
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a verbal conjunction while a sequential presentation should
be associated with a decreased tendency to recall as a
conjunction. If the difference is complexity only (i.e., the
number of models), then performance should be influenced
only by connective and differences in visual information
should not influence performance.

Method
Subjects. Ninety-eight undergraduates were given course
credit for participating in the experiment. Each subject was
randomly assigned to one of five conditions.
Design and Materials. Participants were presented with
statements phrased with either AND, OR, or IF. There were
five presentation conditions: control (no visual information;
N = 17), ALL SIMULTANEOUS (all visual information
was presented together; N = 22), ALL SEQUENTIAL
(visual information was presented separately for an equal
amount of time; N = 23) AND SIMULTANEOUS (AND
statements were presented with simultaneous visual
information and OR statements were presented with
sequential visual information; N = 19), and AND
SEQUENTIAL (AND statements were presented with
sequential visual information and OR statements were
presented with simultaneous visual information; N = 17).
The materials were 45 statements: 15 conjunctions, 15
disjunctions, and 15 conditionals taken from Rader &
Sloutsky (2001; Experiment 2). The statements described a
hypothetical person (phrased as “This person…”). Pictures
were chosen to illustrate each proposition within the
statement. For example, the statement, “This person trains
dolphins and bakes bread” was associated with a picture of a
dolphin and a picture of a loaf of bread being taken out of an
oven. As in Rader & Sloutsky (2001), the recognition
materials were 225 descriptions consisting of five types: (1)
actual statements, (2) different-connective 1 and 2 (e.g.,
AND statement presented as an OR statement; AND
statement presented as an IF statement), (3) different-noun
(e.g., trains dolphins presented as trains seals), and (4) nonlogical connectives e.g., AND statement presented as a BUT
statement). These statements were presented individually
using Superlab presentation software.
Procedure. Participants were seated at a computer.
Following Rader & Sloutsky (2001), subjects were given
instructions to remember the statements exactly as they
were presented because they would be tested on their
memory for these items immediately following the learning
phase. The learning phase consisted of presentation of
information in a series of PowerPoint slides with voice over
narration. In the simultaneous condition, both items were
presented on screen for 6 seconds. In the sequential
condition, the first item was presented for 6 seconds then
removed and the second item was presented for 6 seconds
and then removed (i.e., items were never shown on screen at
the same time). In a pilot study there was no difference in
the sequential condition whether each item was presented

for 6 (same item presentation time) or 3 seconds each (same
total presentation time).
Recall Test: Once the presentation trials were completed,
participants were given a series of statements (in Superlab)
and asked to determine whether they had seen the
statements or not. Subjects also saw 4 instruction slides
(e.g., “press the BLUE button”) in order to control for
random responding. Subjects began the recognition portion
immediately following the presentation of the statements.
Students were instructed to press the BLUE button (the “L”
key with a BLUE sticker) if they had seen the exact
statement in part 1 and to press the ORANGE button (the
“A” key with an ORANGE sticker) if they had no seen the
exact statement in part 1. Subjects saw a fixation slide (+ in
the center of the screen) for 500 MS statement before each
slide. Each subject received a randomized order of the 225
recognition statements. A hit was defined as correctly
identifying a statement presented in the learning phase. A
false alarm was defined as incorrectly identifying a
statement as presented in the learning phase.
Predictions. If statements are represented via syntax, then
none of the visual conditions should significantly influence
recall. If statement complexity is the only factor, then
conjunctions should be recalled correctly more frequently
than disjunctions and no differences should arise between
visual conditions. If representations contain information
from different modalities, then different visual presentation
should influence recall. If visual information influences
recall, then seeing visual conjunctions should increase
correct recall for AND statements and increase False
Alarms for OR statements. If visual information is presented
sequentially, then this should increase correct recall for OR
statements and increase False Alarms for AND statements.

Results and Discussion
Recall that subjects were presented 45 statements in the
training session. We will discuss two sets of results: the
proportion of statements that were correctly recognized
(hits) and the number of incorrect recognition responses
(false alarms). IF recognition rates, non-logical connectives,
and different-noun statements were at correctly identified at
ceiling across conditions (.95-.97) and will not be included
in subsequent analyses. Hit rates for AND and OR
statements differed significantly across conditions (F (4, 94)
= 3.7, p = .008; see Figure 2). Bonferroni adjusted (p < .05)
post hoc tests indicated that AND statements were correctly
recalled more frequently than when presented with
simultaneous visual information and OR statements were
correctly recalled more frequently when presented with
sequential visual information.
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Figure 3: False alarm rates for AND and OR statements

Figure 2: Correct recognition rates for
AND and OR statements

Computational Model

False alarm rates will be discussed by connective. Recall
that false alarms occurred when subjects indicated
incorrectly that they had seen a statement during the training
session. False alarm rates between conditions differed
significantly for statements initially presented as AND (F
(4, 94) = 5.3, p = .001; see Figure 3). Bonferroni adjusted (p
< .05) post hoc tests indicated that false alarms were more
frequent when AND statements were presented with
sequential visual information. When compared to the
control condition in which there was no visual information,
subjects were more likely to false alarm statements when
presented with sequential visual information and less likely
to false alarm when given simultaneous visual information.
False alarm rates between conditions differed significantly
for statements initially presented as OR (F (4, 94) = 3.8, p =
.007; see Figure 3) Bonferroni adjusted (p < .05) post hoc
tests indicated that false alarms were more frequent when
OR statements were presented with simultaneous visual
information. When compared to the control condition, false
alarms were more likely with simultaneous visual
information and less likely with sequential information.
The results demonstrate that auditory and visual information
influence connective recall. The results provide strong
evidence against syntactic and complexity accounts. The
findings suggest that subjects created representations using
both visual and auditory information. Correct recall rates
were higher when visual and auditory were consonant. False
alarm rates were higher when visual and auditory
information was dissonant. Performance for each connective
was related to the type of information with which it was
consistent. For example, simultaneous visual information
improved recall for descriptions that were conjunctions and
increased false alarms for descriptions that were
disjunctions (and vice versa). Although these data clearly
demonstrate that auditory and visual information influence
representations of connectives, the data do not provide
information about the origins of a “default” representational
format cues by visual information.

The experimental data demonstrate that visual information
influences memory for connectives. In the introduction, we
discussed possibilities for how visual information might cue
model creation. We suggested two ways in which visual
information cues likely models: (1) visual information is
available before auditory information and (2) a preference
for consistency between visual and auditory information
cued by the visual information. But how might these cues
arise? One possibility is that simply having access to visual
information first during model creation will result in a
heavier “weighting” for visual cues relative to auditory
information. A second, related possibility is that these cues
arise from the time sequence and from probabilities of
consonant visual mappings with descriptions in natural
language (a suggestion made by Rader & Sloutsky, 2001).
We created a neural network in order to investigate factors
that may contribute to this bias. Because of the emphasis of
time-based information, we created a Simple Recurrent
Network (SRN; Elman, 1990) in MatLab in order to model
the human data. A SRN is divided into four layers, an input
layer, a hidden layer, a context layer, and an output layer.
SRNs are unique in two ways. Architecturally, SRNs are
unique in that every node in the context layer is connected
to every unit in the input and hidden layers. In terms of
processing, SRNs are unique in that input occurs
sequentially. For example, when the first unit is entered this
information is processed in the hidden and context layers.
The second input step is processed in the hidden layers and
the information from the previous step in the context layer is
also provided to the hidden layers. This continues so that
each new input is processed in concert with information
from previous input (via the context layer).
Our SRN contained an input layer (24 nodes each) to
correspond to visual and auditory information (separate
semantic and connective coding), 36 hidden and 36 context
nodes, and 24 output nodes. Because we modeled
statements with connectives, the input strings were divided
into the presence/absence of five different objects and two
different connectives. For example, [100000101000] would
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represent semantic object 1 [100000], semantic object 2
[010000], and the connective AND [1 seventh place]. Visual
information was either absent (all zeros), sequential
(1111111000000), or simultaneous (10101010101010).
Inputs were entered sequentially such that the information
from the second input unit is entered into the hidden layer
with the information from the first unit via the context layer.
The model used a gradient decent method as a learning rule
and mean squared error between target and predicted values
as the minimization criterion.
Model 1. The first model was trained on using a set of 40
statements, 20 conjunctions 20 disjunctions, for each half of
the statements were given consonant and half dissonant
visual input. The network was trained for 5000 epochs on
the training set. The test set consisted of 30 items in which
the visual information was not included: 10 items from in
the training set and 20 not in the training set (10 differentconnective and 10 different-semantic). The best training
performance occurred at epoch 280. The network correctly
identified 80% of both AND and OR items in the test set.
This result was very different from the experimental results,
specifically, the error rates were lower than the experimental
results and there were no differences between connectives.
One possible explanation for the result is that because the
network extracted the structure from the training set, the
training set may be dissimilar to the “training set” in natural
language.
Model 2. A new training set was created for model 2. This
training set was based on the relative frequencies of each
connective and consonant visual information. Morris (2008)
reported that parents use AND statements approximately 12
time more frequently than OR statements to children
between ages 2 and 5. Data from the British National
Corpus (2011) contained 7.4 times as many AND
statements than OR statements. Based on these data, we set
a conservative estimate of relative frequency in which AND
statement occurred 6 times more frequently than OR
statements. The frequency of visual and auditory
concurrence is less well defined, however, Harris, Jones &
Grant (1982) found that children were not attending to
visual objects during approximately 50% of labeling events.
Based on these data, we set a conservative estimate of
visual-auditory consonance for the training set: 50% of
items without any visual information, 40% visual,
simultaneous and 10% visual, sequential.
Using the new training set, Model 2 was trained for 5000
epochs and tested using the same test set used in Model 1.
The results were quite different from the previous model.
Best training performance occurred at epoch 2817. The
network correctly identified 70 % of AND but only 30% of
OR items. The network false alarmed on 50% of OR items,
and 80% when presented with simultaneous visual
information. The network false alarmed on only 25% of
AND items, all but one false alarm was associated with

sequential visual input. The results are much more similar to
the experimental results than the first model and suggest that
natural language frequency plays a role in the origin of the
conjunction bias.
General Discussion
These results suggest that language and visual information
are integrated over time into connective representations. Our
experiment demonstrated that subjects were more likely to
recall OR statements as AND statements when they saw
simultaneous visual information (i.e., visual conjunctions).
This tendency was reduced when subjects saw sequential
visual information with verbal disjunctions (and vice versa).
In general, false alarm rates increased when visual and
auditory information was not consonant. More specifically,
when an OR statement was presented with simultaneous
visual information or when an AND statement was
presented with sequential visual information. This result is
similar to Spivey et al. (2000) in that the integration of
language and visual information in comprehension is bidirectional. We investigated one possibility for why visual
information cues likely models: the relative frequency of the
connectives in natural language. The results of Model 1
demonstrated that, given roughly equal input, the model
produced no conjunction effect. Once the training set was
changed to reflect baseline occurrences of both connectives
in natural language and their occurrence with visual
information, the model produced effects that were much
closer to the human data.
These results are consistent with a model account in which
connectives are “simulations” that are structured like the
information in the environment. In the case of visual
conjunctions (i.e., two objects occurring simultaneously),
when simulated in memory, this structure is likely to be
recalled as a language-based conjunction. Because adults
tend to encode the “gist” of information (rather than
verbatim information), the specific connective is likely to be
lost in the representation. Finally, AND statements are more
likely to occur in natural language, weighting AND as a
more likely connective. Thus, given visual conjunction and
no specific connective, recalling as AND may be more
likely. The results also suggest that reasoning from models
derived from consonant visual-verbal information may
result in different conclusions than reasoning from models
derived from dissonant visual-verbal information.
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Reconciling Competing Accounts of Picture Perception from Art
Theory and Perceptual Psychology via the Dual Route Hypothesis
Coppin Peter
The University of Toronto
Abstract: The fine and applied visual arts and perceptual psychology use conflicting accounts of picture perception.
In the arts, the human ability to perceive pictured objects is characterized as learned, or conventionalized, like a
”visual language” (Gombrich, 1960; Goodman, 1976; Kulvicki, 2010). In perceptual psychology, picture perception
is characterized as an unlearned, biologically grounded, ability. In this account, optical properties of light produced
by pictures make use of biologically evolved capabilities to perceive surfaces and edges in actual environments (J. J.
Gibson, 1978; Kennedy, 1974; Lee et al., 1980; Hammad et al., 2008). The purpose of this paper is to reconcile these
competing claims through Goodale et al.’s (2005) dual route hypothesis. It includes a role for learning and memory
in visual processing via the ventrally located ”what/how” stream, in addition to a role for visual processes that rely
less on memory and learning, via the dorsally located ”what” stream.
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A View of Language from Somewhere in Particular
Jarek Sierschynski
University of Washington
Abstract: There are many ways of representing language as a physical organ that are made available by the human
and the natural sciences. Shaping our understanding, such representations generate views of language that are
simultaneously abstract and physical. These views are mediated both by theoretical accounts and imaging tools
which both implicitly and explicitly localize and imagine language as an internal component of the mind/brain
(e.g., Hauser, Chomsky & Fitch, 2002). This discussion attempts to extend existent representations of language
as a physical structure by focusing on how and where language is localized in the neurosciences, philosophy, and
linguistics. Viewed as a natural element of the world (Chomsky, 1995), hence also emerging from within the natural
environment, language could be understood as not bound to a particular scale of representation. Blending theoretical
with physical depictions of language, a perceptual model of language as a structure in the physical environment is
explored.
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Plan and Situated Action Relationship as a Function of Activity
Category: An Experimental Approach
Walid Bahamdan
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Abstract: Plan and situated action relationship has been an active area of debate in recent years in various fields
of study yet such relationship has a propensity for ambiguity. It would be a limited/desperate argument to claim
that plans can capture every level of detail. Needless to say, a model cannot exceed or equal reality. Given that a
clear mismatch/incongruence or gap exists between plans and actual events, how do people experience this gap and
how do they act accordingly?
The proposed framework integrates the field theory of the here-and-now action developed by Kurt Lewin (1936),
with both the prototype and basic-level category theories developed primarily by Rosch (1978). Lewin’s theory
captures the dynamic properties of situations whereas Rosch’s categorization theories capture typifications of the
human experience. More specifically, plans are conceived as an activity category-set of possibilities of some future
events by which plans have categorical relationships with future actions.
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Therapeutic Animatron: Interaction Framework for Making People
Happy
Insu Song
James Cook University

Denise Dillon
James Cook University
Abstract: There is an ongoing project to develop an interaction framework for creating animatronics creatures –
therapeutic animatrons – which can elicit desired emotional states in humans. The acute need for such therapeutic
devices stems from the growing aging population and increasing work and social stress. A real-time facial expression
detection and gesture recognition system will assess the emotional state of a user. The assessed emotional state
is used to derive an animatron (e.g. a cute teddy bear) controlled by servo motors. The system chooses one of
the behaviours of Snow White’s seven dwarfs characters to adjust the emotional state of the user to the desired
state. The best behaviour is selected using a Support Vector Machine classifier. There is massive potential for
the incorporation of these sophisticated interaction frameworks within child education and psychiatry, as well as in
relation to a number of other stress-related disorders in medicine more generally.
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Beliefs are represented as neither maps nor sentences in the head:
”Format blind” processing and specialization for theory of mind
Adam Cohen
Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences, University of California, Santa Barbara

Tamsin German
Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences, University of California, Santa Barbara
Abstract: Is the encoding of content and format necessary for representing beliefs? In three experiments using
”false-representation” tasks, we explored whether beliefs were processed like non-mental representations, under the
assumption that non-mental representations require both content and format to be processed. First, beliefs were
compared to sentences (linguistic medium) while keeping representational content constant, under either formatstressed (experiment 1) or content-stressed (experiment 2) conditions. Reaction time advantages for probes about
belief over notes suggested belief processing did not include computational demands for specifying a linguistic format.
In a third experiment comparing beliefs to maps (spatial medium), responses to probes about beliefs were faster than
those to maps. These results suggest belief processing is ”format blind” such that specification of a representational
medium is unnecessary. This difference in computational demands between mental and non-mental representations
may be a source of specialization for the processing of mental states like belief.
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THE COGNITIVE EFFECT OF PERSPECTIVE-TAKING ON
SOCIAL COORDINATION
Bruno Galantucci
Yeshiva University & Haskins Laboratories

Ariel Malka
Yeshiva University

Carrie Theisen
Yeshiva University

Ben Rosenzweig
Yeshiva University

Kelly Gerin
Yeshiva University

Mordechai Ambrose
Yeshiva University
Abstract: Active perspective-taking (PT) has been argued to improve performance on social coordination tasks
(Galinsky, Wang, & Ku, 2005). In most such tasks individuals are free to use any natural form of communication,
making it difficult to differentiate between the effects of the empathic and cognitive aspects of PT. The Experimental
Semiotics research paradigm (Galantucci & Garrod, 2011) provides social coordination tasks in which freedom of
communication is reduced in a way that minimizes emotional communicative exchange. Pairs of participants played
a cooperative guessing video-game in which they could communicate only via limited graphical exchanges. The
roles of Guesser and Signaler either alternated, providing opportunities for PT, or remained static, limiting the
opportunities for PT. PT was found to enhance performance, suggesting that it facilitates social coordination even
when it operates primarily at a cognitive level. The methods of Experimental Semiotics provide new opportunities
for isolating cognitive processes in human interactions.
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The Reverse-Chameleon Effect: Negative social consequences of
anatomical mimicry.
Laura Staum Casasanto
MPI for Psycholinguistics Stony Brook University

Tom Gijssels
MPI for Psycholinguistics

Daniel Casasanto
MPI for Psycholinguistics Donders Institute for Brain, Cognition & Behaviour The New School
for Social Research
Abstract: Mirror mimicry has well-known consequences for the person being mimicked: it increases how positively
they feel about the mimicker (the Chameleon Effect). Here we show that anatomical mimicry has the opposite
social consequences: a Reverse-Chameleon Effect. To equate mirror and anatomical mimicry, we asked participants
to have a face-to-face conversation with a digital human (VIRTUO), in a fully-immersive virtual environment.
Participants’ spontaneous head movements were tracked, and VIRTUO mimicked them at a 2-second delay, either
mirror-wise, anatomically, or not at all (instead enacting another participant’s movements). Participants who were
mimicked mirror-wise rated their social interaction with VIRTUO to be significantly more positive than those who
were mimicked anatomically. Participants who were not mimicked gave intermediate ratings. Beyond its practical
implications, the Reverse-Chameleon Effect constrains theoretical accounts of how mimicry affects social perception.
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Spontaneous goal inference without concrete external goals
Adena Schachner
Department of Psychology, Harvard University

Susan Carey
Department of Psychology, Harvard University
Abstract: We automatically represent others’ actions in terms of their goal—for actions with concrete external
goals (e.g. reaching for an object; Woodward, 1998). Is this true for actions without concrete external goals? We
hypothesized that movement itself could be considered a goal, and that this inference forms part of concepts like
dance, exercise and ritual. In a between-subject experiment, participants saw either (a)movements with no external
goal (animated character moving in an empty room); or (b)identical movements, with an external goal (manipulating
objects). We first determined what goal participants inferred, if any. Then, we asked participants if the actions could
be dance, exercise, or ritual. Nearly half of participants in the no-external-goal condition inferred that the movements
themselves were the goal. Participants who inferred movement-as-goal later rated the actions as more likely to be
dance, exercise, or ritual, even compared to other participants who saw the exact same stimuli.
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The Repetition-Break Plot Structure: A Tool for Persuasion
Jeffrey Loewenstein (jeffrey.loewenstein@gmail.com)
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 350 Wohlers Hall, 1206 S. Sixth Street
Champaign, IL 61820, USA

Rajagopal Raghunathan (raj.raghunathan@mccombs.utexas.edu)
McCombs School of Business, 1 University Station B6700
Austin, TX 78712 USA

Chip Heath (chip.heath@stanford.edu)
Stanford Graduate School of Business, 518 Memorial Drive
Stanford, CA 94305 USA
Abstract
The Repetition-Break plot structure, which capitalizes on how
people learn through drawing comparisons, generates
persuasive narratives. In two experiments, we show that
television advertisements using the Repetition-Break plot
structure are persuasive, leading to higher brand attitudes and
purchase intentions than ads with alternative structures. This
effect is partly attributable to comparison-induced surprise.
Thus, we have evidence that a theoretically explainable and
generic plot structure not only makes for interesting stories, it
also makes those stories effective for persuasion.
Keywords: Repetition-Break plot structure; advertisements;
persuasion; comparison, narratives.

Introduction
Cognitive science research on how people learn is useful for
understanding why advertisements work. Consistent with a
variety of research on the importance of stories and
examples as a basis for learning (e.g., Gentner, 1989; Rubin,
1995; Schank, 1992), advertisers increasingly seek to
persuade consumers by developing involving stories that
spur thinking and transport consumers (Adaval & Wyer,
1998; Wang & Calder, 2009; Wentzel, Tomczak &
Herrmann, 2010). We show that an old narrative structure
found in folktales all around the world (Barbeau, 1960;
Chophel, 1984; Zipes, 2002), called the Repetition-Break
plot structure (Loewenstein & Heath, 2009), is surprisingly
potent in modern advertisements. The plot structure
capitalizes on regularities in sequencing examples that foster
category and schema learning. It consists of a series of
highly similar events (A, A’, A”…) that encourages
comparison and forming an expectation of what is to come,
followed by a final deviating event (B) that produces
surprise and interest (cf., Rozin, Rozin, Appel & Wachtel,
2006). By showing that the Repetition-Break plot structure
can be used to persuade, we provide evidence that people
can generate broadly valued, exceptionally creative, and
effective communications by using recipes built on
cognitive science principles (for related approaches studying
alternative structures, see Goldenberg, Mazursky &

Solomon, 1999; McQuarrie & Mick, 1996; and Pieters,
Wedel & Batra, 2010).
For example, one of the top advertising awards, the CLIO,
gave its “best in show” Grand Clio award for the best
television advertisement in 2010 to an advertisement that
used the Repetition-Break plot structure. The ad showed a
series of striking transformations when objects entered some
purportedly magic Tasmanian water: an old bicycle enters
the water and turns into a motorcycle, a simple ukulele
enters the water and turns into a stunning guitar, a simple
kayak turns into a flashy speedboat, and, in the final key
transformation, ordinary beer turns into Boag’s Draught, the
Australian beer that is the subject of the advertisement. The
repeated series of transformations set a pattern that was then
extended, surprisingly, to Boag’s Draught beer.
In prior research, we found that the Repetition-Break plot
structure generated compelling jokes and folktales
(Loewenstein & Heath, 2009). We found that jokes and
folktales with the Repetition-Break plot structure were more
likely than others to be socially selected and liked. We
argued that these jokes and folktales, like the Boag’s
Draught advertisement, used the Repetition-Break plot
structure to generate surprise and interest. In the current
studies, we extend this work to show that the RepetitionBreak plot structure not only generates surprising and
interesting stories, it can leverage that interest to shape
people’s attitudes about the subjects of those stories.
Cognitive science should examine not only cognitive
processing, but also the consequences of that processing.

Comparison-Generated Surprise
Prior arguments about why surprising and involving stories
are effective emphasize that such stories deviate from
viewers’ expectations (Peracchio & Tybout, 1986), leading
viewers to resolve the incongruity (Speck, 1990). Deviating
from prior expectations to generate surprise is also critical to
the effectiveness of counterintuitive cultural narratives (e.g.,
Boyer & Ramble, 2001; Norenzayan, Atran, Faulkner, &
Schaller, 2006). The key difference as to why stories relying
on the Repetition-Break plot structure are effective is that
they do not rely on people already knowing the background
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expectation. Repetition-Break stories use comparison to
teach the expectations from which they later deviate.
Creating surprise by teaching expectations that are then
disrupted is powerful. It allows stories to be engaging in
novel ways and to a broad array of audiences. For example,
McQuarrie and Mick (1999) found that some advertisement
structures failed to be effective for foreign consumers, and
argued that the structures failed because these consumers
did not have the requisite background expectations that
native consumers did. By first teaching the background
expectations on which they will rely, Repetition-Break ads
avoid this problem. Further, teaching expectations allows
stories using the Repetition-Break plot structure to generate
surprises based on novel expectations, such as by
constructing a narrative logic relying on the fictional “magic
Tasmanian water.”
The Repetition-Break plot structure uses an initial
repetition to establish a pattern that a final event extends or
breaks in a surprising way (Loewenstein & Heath, 2009).
By showing people several highly similar events, the
Repetition-Break plot structure leads people to draw
comparisons, because surface similarity and close temporal
succession foster engaging in comparison (e.g., Loewenstein
& Gentner, 2001). Drawing comparisons encourages people
to focus on commonalities and form generalizations
(Gentner & Markman, 1997). Thus, the initial Repetition
phase of the Repetition-Break plot structure encourages
people to form an expectation about how subsequent events
should unfold. The expectation could be familiar or novel to
viewers. Critically though, all viewers should have the
information from comparing the initial repeated events to
form the expectation, and viewers drawing comparisons to
form the expectation is the first reason that Repetition-Break
ads should be engaging.
The expectation people derive from comparing initial
events provides a basis for a final event to deviate and
generate surprise. The final event can extend the
generalization to a new and unknown domain and product,
as in the Boag’s Draught advertisement, which is a
progressive alignment effect (Kotovsky & Gentner, 1996).
Or, the final event can depart from the generalization, as in
the classic folktales the Three Billy Goats’ Gruff and the
Three Little Pigs, which is an alignable difference effect
(Markman & Gentner, 1993). In either case, deviating from
the similar initial events should lead viewers to try to
resolve the incongruity and make sense of the final event
and the larger meaning of the narrative. By encouraging
people to undertake these cognitive efforts, the narratives
spur involvement. This is critical, because it allows
advertisers’ stories to persuade consumers and increase their
attitudes towards the ad and brand. Further, surprise
heightens affective responses (Mellers, 2000), which should
strengthen the persuasion effects. Thus, when the
Repetition-Break plot structure is used for advertising, it
should have the capacity to influence not just consumers’
cognition, but also to involve consumers, to generate strong

emotions, and to persuade consumers to like what they are
seeing.

Overview of the Studies
We had two goals with these studies. The first was to test
whether the Repetition-Break plot structure yields
persuasive advertisements. As has long been noted
(Greenwald, 1968), learning need not imply persuasion.
Accordingly, we test whether ads using the RepetitionBreak plot structure generate more favorable attitudes
towards the brands in the ads than ads using other
structures. The second goal was to generate evidence as to
when and for what the plot structure should be useful. This
led us to test outcomes distinct from persuasion, to separate
the predicted broad engagement account from a more
specific humor account, and to test the plot structure’s
effectiveness under different processing conditions.

Experiment 1
This study tests whether Repetition-Break ads have a
specific advantage in being involving and persuasive. We
showed participants ads, and then tested for persuasion
(people’s engagement with the ad, liking for the brand, and
purchase intentions). We predicted a Repetition-Break
advantage. We also tested for mere attention to the ad (can
people recall and recognize what brand was advertised),
where we do not predict a Repetition-Break advantage. The
attention measures allow us to test whether RepetitionBreak ads are particularly effective or whether participants
are merely disregarding non-Repetition-Break ads. This is
plausible, as we examined the effectiveness of target ads
embedded in a sequence of mundane ads, such as one might
see in a commercial break between television shows.
The target ads varied across participants. For some
participants, the target ad was a Repetition-Break ad. Some
participants instead saw what we call Contrast controls: the
Repetition-Break target ad edited so that it has just one
initial event, rather than several. The final event is
unchanged. Contrast controls are useful because they are a
test of whether comparing initial events is important, as our
processing account implies, even though the repeated events
provide no substantive new information. (We note that in
additional studies and analyses, we have found no effects of
duration differences). A further set of participants viewed
what we call Alternative controls: an ad from the same
campaign as the target Repetition-Break ad, but that did not
have a Repetition-Break structure. These controls are a
check on the influence of aspects of the ads unrelated to plot
structure, such as campaign-wide choices about the people,
style, music, tagline, and so forth. In addition, we tested
three different sets of Repetition-Break, Contrast and
Alternative controls for the sake of empirical generalization.
Thus, when we look for a Repetition-Break advantage, we
are testing whether participants viewing a Repetition-Break
ad generate different outcomes than participants viewing a
Contrast or Alternative control ad.
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In addition, we made efforts to measure not only the
engagement and persuasion that we argue is critical for
Repetition-Break ads but also humor, which is just one of
multiple possible ends to which Repetition-Break ads can be
aimed. Repetition-Break ads are not simply a subset of
funny ads. Accordingly, we gathered participants’
assessments of how humorous the ads were and tested
humor and engagement as drivers of any effect of the
Repetition-Break plot structure on people’s attitudes
towards the brands in the ads and their intentions to
purchase goods from the brands in the ads.

Methods
Participants In all, 220 undergraduates participated for
course extra credit (mean age: 20.7 years; 61% female; 44%
white; 68% native English speakers). Exploratory data
analysis provided no support for these demographic
variables moderating the relationships between the ad
structures and the dependent measures, so we do not
consider them further.
Materials, design and procedure We used a 3 (Structure:
Repetition-Break, Contrast, Alternative) X 3 (Brand:
Adidas, Fiat, Cotton) factorial design. Participants saw one
of the nine possible target ads resulting from this design
embedded in the middle of six filler advertisements. After
viewing all seven ads, participants engaged in an unrelated
task for an average of eight minutes and then answered a
series of questions about the ads.
Participants answered attention questions first. They
recalled all the brands for which they saw advertisements,
and we tallied whether they correctly wrote the target brand
as a measure of brand recall. We then gave participants a list
of brands, and asked them to identify their degree of
confidence that they did or did not see an ad for each brand
as a measure of brand recognition. Half the brands they had
seen before, half they had not, and we included as foils
brands from the same product category as the target brands.
Participants next answered persuasion questions. We
showed participants three frames from the target ad and then
asked them to answer a standard brand attitude scale (Abrand;
e.g., how appealing is the advertised brand; α = .94) and an
engagement scale (e.g., how surprising was the ad, how
appealing was the story in the ad; α = .87). We assessed
participants’ purchase intentions by asking the degree to
which they agreed with two statements (α = .94): The next
time I need [product type], I intend to consider [brand]; and
The next time I consider buying [product type], I intend to
purchase a [brand] product. We also asked them to rate how
funny the ad was (1=Not at all Funny to 7=Very Funny), as
well as whether they had seen the ad before.

Results
Repetition-Break ads yielded higher evaluations than the
Contrast and Alternative controls on the persuasion
measures but not on the attention measures (Figure 1). To
reach this assessment, we conducted a series of 3 (Structure:

Repetition-Break, Contrast, Alternative) X 3 (Brand:
Adidas, Cotton, Fiat) ANOVAs to examine each measure—
brand attitudes, engagement, purchase intentions, brand
recognition, and brand recall. These showed consistent main
effects of Structure as well as predictable orthogonal main
effects of Brand (e.g., participants found Adidas a more
appealing brand than Cotton). To save space, we emphasize
planned contrasts between Repetition-Break and Contrast
ads and between Repetition-Break and Alternative ads.
Repetition-Break ads (M = 5.50, SE = 0.17) yielded more
favorable brand attitudes than Contrast ads (M = 5.00, SE =
0.19), F(1, 219) = 2.09, p < .05, and Alternative ads (M =
4.86, SE = 0.18), F(1, 219) = 2.86, p < .01. RepetitionBreak ads (M = 4.32, SE = 0.21) yielded higher levels of
engagement than Contrast ads (M = 3.62, SE = 0.22), F(1,
219) = 2.91, p < .01, and Alternative ads (M = 3.51, SE =
0.18), F(1, 219) = 3.66, p < .001. Repetition-Break ads (M =
3.42, SE = 0.22) yielded stronger purchase intentions than
Contrast ads (M = 2.82, SE = 0.22), F(1, 219) = 2.27, p <
.05, and a trend towards stronger purchase intentions than
Alternative ads (M = 3.00, SE = 0.21), F(1, 219) = 1.69, p =
.09. Thus, Repetition-Break ads generate higher levels of
persuasion than Contrast and Alternative ads.

Figure 1: Persuasion and Attention measures (transformed
to z-scores for comparability) for Alternative, Contrast and
Repetition-Break advertisements from Experiment 1.
We found a markedly different pattern for the attention
measures. Repetition-Break ads (M = 8.70, SE = 0.37) were
more confidently recognized than Contrast ads (M = 7.05,
SE = 0.22), F(1, 219) = 3.33, p < .01, but less confidently
recognized than Alternative ads (M = 9.91, SE = 0.29), F(1,
219) = -2.64, p < .01. Repetition-Break ads (M = .38, SE =
.06) tended to be more likely to be recalled that Contrast ads
(M = .23, SE = .05), F(1, 219) = 1.96, p = .05, but if
anything were less likely to be recalled than Alternative ads
(M = .45, SE = .06), F(1, 219) = -1.07, p = .29. Thus, as
predicted, Repetition-Break ads show no overall advantage
on attention measures.
Repetition-Break ads do not appear to rely solely on
humor. Repetition-Break ads (M = 3.48, SE = 0.14) were
rated as funnier than Alternative ads (M = 2.48, SE = 0.14),
F(1, 219) = 5.76, p < .001, and showed a non-significant
tendency to be funnier than Contrast ads (M = 3.03, SE =
0.17), F(1, 219) = 1.35, p = .18. However, using Preacher,
Rucker and Hayes’ (2007) approach for simultaneously
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assessing multiple mediators, we found a positive
coefficient for the indirect effect of Repetition-Break
through engagement on brand attitudes, .30 (SE - .11, 95%
CI: .11 to .53), and a negative coefficient for the indirect
effect of Repetition-Break through humor on brand
attitudes, -.12 (SE - .06, 95% CI: -.26 to -.03). Similarly, we
found a positive coefficient for the indirect effect of
Repetition-Break through engagement on purchase
intentions, .20 (SE = .08, 95% CI: .06 to .44), and a negative
coefficient for the indirect effect of Repetition-Break
through humor on purchase intentions, -.23 (SE = .09, 95%
CI: -.47 to -.07). Thus, Repetition-Break ads do need not be
funny to be effective.

Discussion
Repetition-Break ads were persuasive. Participants found
them particularly engaging, and thereby reported higher
brand attitudes and purchase intentions relative to Contrast
versions that eliminate the opportunity to draw comparisons
and Alternative ads from the same campaign that did not use
Repetition-Break plot structures. People paid attention to all
the ads; we found mixed performance for Repetition-Break
ads on the attention measures of brand recognition and
recall. Thus, Repetition-Break ads are useful for high
involvement, persuasion concerns such as attempts at
increasing brand attitudes and purchase intentions. We also
found that humor was distinct from engagement, and that
Repetition-Break ads did not need to be funny to be
effective. The broader implication is that people
encountering stories should be more likely to experience
those stories using the Repetition-Break plot structure as
particularly powerful and influential.

Experiment 2
Our account of the Repetition-Break plot structure is that the
repeated events generate a potentially novel expectation that
can be used to set up a break that generates surprise and
interest. This means Repetition-Break ads require
moderately sophisticated cognitive processing over the
course of the ad, rather than being immediately perceptible,
like catchy music, attractive actors or exotic scenery. For the
plot structure to be effective, people have to have the
cognitive capacity to become engaged and translate that
engagement (or lack of engagement) into brand attitudes.
Making a related argument, McQuarrie and Mick (2003)
noted that consumers must have the ability, opportunity and
motivation to process an ad that uses rhetorical figures. Also
related, Ahn and colleagues (2009) found that cognitive load
diminished people’s processing and memory of repeated
patterns of events in a slide show. To be clear, we are
differentiating between boredom and disinterest as reasons
not to process ads—Experiment 1 showed that RepetitionBreak ads can stand out from a sequence of mundane ads—
and limited ability to process information due to high
cognitive load. In this study, we examine whether the
Repetition-Break plot structure advantage is reduced or
eliminated if people are placed under cognitive load.

The primary motivation to examine the effects of
cognitive load is that there is an alternative account for the
Repetition-Break plot structure advantage that should be
impervious to cognitive load. Rozin and colleagues (2006)
highlighted the effectiveness of what they called the AAB
pattern. They found the AAB pattern was prevalent in music
and jokes, and that the AAB pattern was more frequent and
more effective than the AB pattern (and more frequent but
equally effective as the AAAB pattern). These findings are
consistent with our claims about the importance of initial
repetition. Where the accounts diverge is in explaining what
the repetition and break are doing to generate surprise.
Rozin and colleagues highlighted the role of automatic,
potentially innate expectations for patterns to repeat, and
hence explain the presence of multiple initial events as
establishing repetition, which should then automatically
trigger surprise if the repetition is broken. This account is
geared towards explaining why people might enjoy hearing
the same piece of music repeatedly, even after the breaks
can be expected. Also, in music the repetitions are often
identical, as the same melody or phrase literally repeats.
Repeated, identical perceptual patterns may provide
immediately compelling expectations. However, we suggest
that the narrative plot structures found in advertisements (as
well as jokes, folktales and other narratives) are more
conceptual than perceptual. The repetitions are of similar,
but not identical, events, and so are likely to require
deliberate cognitive processing to derive generalizations.
The break is also more conceptual than perceptual, and
likely requires some deliberation to decode. Thus, our
account predicts that cognitive load will dampen
engagement, whereas the automatic expectations account
from Rozin and colleagues (2006) should predict null
effects of cognitive load.

Methods
Participants A total of 252 junior and senior
undergraduates participated for course extra credit (mean
age 21.0 years; 54% female; 51% white: 87% native English
speakers). Exploratory data analysis revealed no notable
relationships between these demographic variables and the
attitude about the brand attitude dependent measure.
Materials, design and procedure Participants saw three
target advertisements, interspersed with three filler
advertisements. We used a 3 (Structure: Repetition-Break,
Contrast, Alternative) X 2 (Cognitive load: Load, No load)
X 3 (Brand: Adidas, Cotton, Fiat) mixed measures design.
For each participant, the three target ads were all of the
same type, so a given participant saw three Repetition-Break
ads, or three Contrast ads, or three Alternative ads. In the
Load condition, participants were shown an 8-digit number
and asked to memorize it (as in, e.g., Shiv & Huber, 2000).
Then they were shown an ad. Next they recalled the
number, and if they were incorrect, were told so. Then they
rated their attitude towards the brand in the advertisement
and whether they had seen the ad before. In the No load
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condition, participants were simply shown the ads and
immediately asked for their ratings.

Results
We first examined participants’ efforts at remembering the
8-digit numbers, which served as our cognitive load
manipulation. Participants mostly (71%) recalled the
numbers accurately. Even when they were inaccurate, they
recalled an average of five of the eight digits correctly,
implying that they were attempting to retain the number.
Consequently, we have evidence that participants in the
cognitive load condition were not ignoring the load task.
A 3 (Structure: Repetition-Break, Contrast, Alternative) X
2 (Cognitive load: Load, No load) X 3 (Brand: Adidas,
Cotton, Fiat) mixed measures ANOVA found an effect of
Structure, F(2, 726) = 8.66, p < .001, no main effect of
Cognitive load, F(1, 726) = 0.47, p = .49, an effect of Brand,
F(2, 726) = 31.12, p < .001, and an interaction between
Structure and Load, F(2, 726) = 5.27, p < .01 (Figure 2). We
followed up by running separate analyses for participants in
the Load and No Load conditions. For participants under
cognitive load, there was no effect of Structure, F(2,315) <
1, as participants’ attitudes towards the brands were
comparable after seeing Repetition-Break ads (M = 5.52, SE
= .12), Contrast ads (M = 5.54, SE = .11) and Alternative
ads (M = 5.40, SE = .11). These numbers hardly change if
we include their recall accuracy from the cognitive load
manipulation as a covariate.

We found reliably different brand attitudes for the
different brands. Adidas (M = 5.77, SE = .07) was more
highly rated than Cotton (M = 5.57, SE = .07), F(1, 726) =
2.02, p < .05, and Cotton in turn was more highly rated than
Fiat (M = 4.94, SE = .08), F(1, 726) = 7.61, p < .001. There
was no interaction between Cognitive load and Brand; the
overall means for each brand hardly changed if people were
under load or not (Adidas: 5.81 / 5.72; Cotton: 5.61 / 5.52;
Fiat: 4.93 / 4.95). These results are important because they
show that load was not eliminating everything that
contributes to participants’ brand attitude ratings, but
selectively eliminating plot structure effects.

Discussion
The Repetition-Break plot structure is persuasive, provided
people can engage with the stories. If people have the
cognitive capacity to follow the plot in an advertisement, it
has the potential to contribute to, or take away from, their
impressions of the brand. However, if people are strongly
straining with another task, then other concerns, presumably
those contributing to the immediate surface appeal of the ad,
likely predominate.
The results also have implications for separating the
account we offered for why the Repetition-Break plot
structure is effective and the account Rozin and colleagues
(2006) offered for why the AAB pattern is effective. It is
possible that perceptual patterns can rely on simple
comparisons and be engaging even in the presence of
cognitive load. It follows from our results though that more
conceptual repetitions rely on more effortful cognitive
processing to generate effects.

General Discussion

Figure 2: Attitude about the Brand ratings for Alternative,
Contrast and Repetition-Break advertisements by
participants under cognitive load and not under cognitive
load.
As in Experiment 1, for participants not under cognitive
load, there was an effect of Structure, F(2,324) = 11.04, p <
.001. Participants’ brand attitudes were higher after seeing
the Repetition-Break ads (M = 5.73, SE = .11) than after
seeing either the Contrast ads (M = 5.38, SE = .11),
F(1,324) = 4.26, p < .05, or the Alternative ads (M = 5.06,
SE = .11), F(1,324) = 21.95, p < .001. Because we found an
interaction with cognitive load and because the plot
structure advantage held without but not with cognitive
load, it appears that cognitive load suppressed the effect of
plot structure on participants’ brand attitudes.

Cognitive science research on learning by comparison is
instructive for understanding why, how and when stories
will be engaging and persuasive. Advertisements using the
Repetition-Break plot structure to create narratives were
engaging and led to more favorable attitudes towards the
brands in the ads and higher purchase intentions for the ads
in the brands. Removing the initial repetition from
Repetition-Break ads led people to derive lower brand
attitudes and weaker purchase intentions, consistent with
our claim of the importance of comparing initial events.
Repetition-Break ads also generated higher brand attitudes
and purchase intentions than ads with different plot
structures from the same campaign, providing further
support that there is value to the plot structure over and
above other choices about the ads. Thus, we have evidence
of the value of the Repetition-Break plot structure for
generating persuasive stories.
We found that people’s level of engagement with the
narrative in the ads mediated the persuasion effect.
Repetition-Break ads are more engaging than otherwise
similar ads, despite being no better attended. A strong
secondary task, however, selectively eliminated the plot
structure advantage, implying that the plot structure requires
at least a moderate degree of deliberate processing. Finally,
we found the Repetition-Break plot structure was effective
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when people viewed ads and immediately evaluated them as
well as when people viewed ads within a block and only
later evaluated them. Thus, the Repetition-Break plot
structure requires effort, but is apparently worth it.
More broadly, cognitive science provides a basis for
explaining how to structure information to increase the
likelihood that people will acquire it. The Repetition-Break
plot structure capitalizes on these cognitive tendencies. Not
only does it make the stories it conveys more likely to
spread (Loewenstein & Heath, 2009), it also seems to make
those stories more likely to be influential.
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Abstract
We present a dynamical systems model that captures human
perspective-taking behavior in a visuospatial mental rotation
task. The task requires participants to interpret an ambiguous
request for a visual referent, either by taking their own perspective (egocentric; “the referent is on my right”) or the perspective of the requester (other-centric; “the referent is on your
right”). Our primary interest lies in how perspective-taking behavior and spatial cognition adapt to socially-driven information. To do so, we manipulate whether the participant shares
the same social status as their assumed interaction partner. We
report critical influences of social role on response choice and
on the processing demands required to enact the response. Furthermore, we discuss these results in the context of our computational model, showing that simple socially-induced constraints can produce rich behavioral patterns.
Keywords: social perspective-taking; visuospatial processing;
social roles; dynamical systems model

Introduction
In this paper we present a human experiment and computational model that demonstrate a simple message: Social and
spatial cognition may interact in deep and interesting ways. It
is already known that spatial cognition is used on a regular basis during linguistic interaction. For example, if seated across
from another person at a dinner table, instructions to pass the
salt may require mindful preparation, noting the relative position of sender and receiver in order to disambiguate spatial
perspectives. Previous work has shown how perspectives are
coordinated actively during linguistic interaction. In this paper, we show that the connection between social and spatial
processing may be deeper: For whom you are retrieving the
salt may influence underlying spatial perspective-taking processing (e.g., an authority figure vs. someone of the same
social status). In this paper we illustrate, using a dynamical
systems model, that spatial cognition adapts in this way to
social status. And in a human experiment, we show that this
intuition bears out in real human performance.

Background
During linguistic interaction, a primary goal is to understand
and to be understood. To do so, language users are likely
to consider what another knows or is likely to know, as well
as their needs or abilities, i.e., “common ground,” to tailor
messages that will maximize mutual understanding (Brennan,
Galati, & Kuhlen, 2010; Clark, 1996). In doing so, speakers draw on a variety of pragmatic and contextual sources
of information, as in whether their partner is young or old
(Newman-Norlund et al., 2009; Horton & Spieler, 2007), or
comes from the same geographic region (Isaacs & Clark,
1987). By doing so, partner cues allow for more fine-tuned
expectations in how to best adapt to unique audiences (Fussell
& Krauss, 1992)

One cue that is easily tracked is a person’s social role.
Social roles have been shown to be powerful memory cues
in remembering who said what in a conversation (Senay &
Keysar, 2009; Stangor, Lynch, Duan, & Glass, 1992), and are
also responsible for source misattributions where statements
from people of the same race or gender are often confused
(Senay & Keysar, 2009). These studies suggest that expectations based on role are used to predict what another knows, or
what perspective they are likely to take. Indeed, even in culturally imposed roles, as in between a boss and a employee,
subordinates are quite accurate in gauging an authority’s internal thoughts and feelings, and adjusting their own behavior
to better accommodate the authority’s perceived needs (Snodgrass, 1992).
Because social role is a categorical distinction that one either possesses or does not, it is a salient constraint on linguistic behavior, and is similar to cues of a statistical, phonological, or prosodic nature found in probabilistic models of
sentence processing (MacDonald, Pearlmutter, & Seidenberg,
1994). Accordingly, being exposed to simple, often single “bits” of social information can easily guide perspectivetaking modes of responding (see Brennan et al., 2010; Galati
& Brennan, 2010).
To explore how partner information can influence both human and model spatial cognition, we developed a spatial
perspective-taking task, motivated by Schober (1993), that allows systematic manipulation of the social role of a virtual
partner. The task simulates a hypothetical interaction where a
person, standing around a table, is asked by someone else for
one of two objects laid out on the table. If the person making the request (i.e., speaker) says, “Give me the one on the
right”, and is standing directly across from the seated person
(i.e., addressee), the proper response is ambiguous. Does the
addressee assume their “right” (egocentric) or the speakers
“right” (other-centric)? Moreover, if the participant shares a
social role with a speaker, is the participant likely to assume
that the speaker is more apt to take their perspective?
To create distinct and naturally occurring social roles, we
turned to a novel paradigm based on Amazon’s Mechanical
Turk (www.mturk.com). This service allows users connected
via Internet to participate in simple tasks, or “HITs”, that require human expertise. In this set-up, those that post HITs
are called “Requesters” and those that do the HITs are called
“Workers.” Thus, social roles that naturally occur in Mechanical Turk can be put to use. In the current study, participants
are told that that they will be connected to either a fellow
worker or to the requester. In actuality, both these social
agents are simulated, but a carefully controlled ruse leads the
majority of participants into believing that these agents are
real. The social roles of worker and requester can be distin-
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guished along a subordinate/authority dimension, where participants interact with a fellow worker (“same-status” condition), or with a requester (“authority-status” condition). We
consider the requester to have greater authority because this
is the person who recruits and pays participants for each HIT,
and thus has the power to withhold payment if the HIT is not
satisfactorily completed.
In the sections that follow, we provide several hypotheses on how participants might interpret ambiguous requests
in the absence of explicit feedback. In general, if interpretations are made with mutual understanding in mind, we expect
listeners to use partner specific information to guide spatial
perspective-taking - both in the endpoint response (i.e., egocentric or other-centric) and the processing time involved in
making the response. We then detail a dynamical systems
model and summarize experimental results.

However, the principle of collaborative effort is not the
only influence on communicative interactions. In other research, it has been shown that when a status difference exists
between two social agents, the subordinate actor will allocate
greater cognitive resources to assessing the other’s intentions,
at least to a greater extent than the authoritative actor will do
for the subordinate (Rutherford, 2004). This account suggests
there will be tension between the egocentric and other-centric
response choice, with at least some participants willing to invest greater cognitive effort to take the requester’s perspective
(who is in the authority role). We predict that participants interacting with a requester are just as likely to be egocentric or
other-centric. On the other hand, for participants interacting
with a same-status worker, the social attributes of their partner
are less likely to elicit a particular perspective choice. In the
absence of any such constraints, and given that the egocentric
response is easiest, we expect greater egocentric responding
in the same-status condition.
We can also make predictions about the processing time required to take a partner’s perspective. In general, egocentric
responders will be much faster than other-centric responders.
But for other-centric responders alone, those interacting with
the authority-status requester will be faster in making mental rotations. One reason for this is that “authority-status”
participants are simply more motivated to track the other’s
perspective.
In what follows, we briefly describe a dynamical systems
model that can capture the predictions made here in an implemented framework that uses simple cognitive parameters.
We then describe an experiment in which participants believe
they are interacting with a same-status or authority-status
partner.

Hypotheses for Effect of Status
In the spatial perspective task described above, greater cognitive effort is involved in taking another’s perspective. This
is because, from trial to trial, the partner’s location moves
around the table while the participant’s location remains
fixed, creating a situation where the partner can be offset from
the participant by 90 and 180 degrees. To take the other’s perspective, the participant must “see” the table from the other’s
visual perspective, and this requires a participant to mentally
rotate to the other’s line of sight (also see Schober, 1995).
Such an ”other-centric” process of visuospatial transformation is cognitively taxing because the greater the rotation - as
in going from 0 to 180 degrees versus 0 to 90 degrees - the
greater the spatial distance to traverse (see Zacks & Michelon, 2005, for a review). As such, we expect other-centric responders to have generally slower processing times than egocentric responders. However, we also expect response choice
and response time to be modulated by the social status of the
conversational partner. But how might this unfold? Will participants interacting with an authority- or same-status partner
be more or less other–centric, and will mental rotation become more or less easier? For possible answers, we consider
several hypotheses motivated by past research.

Dynamical Systems Model

Authority-Status vs. Same-Status Affiliation. In communicative interactions where partners are attempting to establish mutual understanding, they do so with the goal of minimizing the processing effort for each other (Clark, 1996). But
if it appears that one of the partners is failing to understand,
the other will expend greater cognitive effort to ensure mutual understanding (Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986, principle of
least collaborative effort). Conversely, if one of the partners
is deemed to be more competent or to be in greater control of
the interaction, the other might assume that this partner will
invest greater effort. In terms of the current study, this means
that participants interacting with the authority-status partner
(i.e., the “requester”) are more likely be egocentric because
the requester has greater perceived command over the interaction.

The model is an integration of a prominent dynamical system that captures two-choice decisions (Tuller, Case, Ding,
& Kelso, 1994) with a diffusion-type model that accumulates
activation over iterated time until a threshold is reached (Ratcliff, 1978). Duran, Dale, and Kreuz (2010) used the model to
capture basic perspective-taking decisions (other- vs. egocentric choices), and found that it fit both endpoint-response distributions and the real-time dynamics of the decisions themselves. The model effectively treats a decision process as the
dynamics of a single state, x(t), as it descends over time into
one or another fixed-point attractor (see Equation 2, explained
below). As this descent occurs, the model accumulates activation to a threshold in order to determine the decision (akin
to reaching a threshold in a diffusion model). Space restrictions limit our simulation of the current data, but the model
permits an explicit computational instantiation of the socialrole hypotheses.
The model is exemplified in Figure 1a-c as a potential landscape, characterized by Equation 1 and is solved by Equation 2.
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(1)

xt+1 = xt + λ(−kt + xt − xt3 ) + ξ

(2)

The xt = x0 parameter value represents the model’s initial
state bias, reflecting whether models are slightly more egocentrically or other-centrically biased at the time-scale of individual decisions. Under a subtle noise signal, ξ, the model
descends from the saddle point between potential wells until it falls into one or another attractor. Under noise, x(t)
may briefly fluctuate around the saddle point before this occurs, capturing initial indecision when the model first faces
the task. Once a decision is made, the potential parameter
k, which produces a bias to respond on one side or another
(see Equation 3), is shifted from trial to trial in response to
one choice or another (e.g., descending on the left causes k to
bias the system towards future leftward responses).
kt+1 = kt + δ

(3)

Trial-by-trial change in k can reflect the gradual commitment of strategy that participants tend to exhibit in spatial
perspective-taking tasks (Carlson, 1999).
These models capture a range of two-choice behaviors
(Raczaszek-Leonardi, Shapiro, Tuller, & Kelso, 2008; Rooij,
Bongers, & Haselager, 2002), and we used it to model the
choice between other-centric and egocentric choices in the
current task. The purpose is to examine the influence of different sets of parameters on (1) the response distribution of
participants in two different social-role conditions, and (2) the
response time of the individual decisions in these two conditions. The parameter sets we chose explicitly represent the
hypotheses as framed in the previous section: same-status
affiliation vs. authority-status affiliation. These hypotheses
lead to the questions: Does working with a perceived authority figure result in competing biases for other-centric and egocentric responding that are not present with someone of a similar social status? Does one get more efficient at responding
in the spatial perspective of an authority figure, or someone

of the same status? Of course, if these social identities do not
influence spatial perspective-taking biases or processes, then
no effects could be modeled (nor present in the study). A set
of illustrative parameters (shown in Figure 2) shows how the
model behaves if social status causes a shift in these cognitive
parameters of the model. In summary, this model (Duran et
al., 2010) naturally captures the intuition that two interactive
systems converge dynamically to produce endpoint-response
and response-time changes in ways consistent with what we
(verbally) predicted in the previous section.

Human Experiment
Method
Participants were led to believe that they were being connected to another Mechanical Turk worker (at random), or
to the requester (who, incidentally, was paying the participant for their service). These partners could communicate to
participants in a “one-way chat” environment. The partners
explained the task as an attempt to debug software within an
arbitrary instruction-following task environment. Both partners were recordings of the same male speaker, but as the
worker, the speaker claimed he was reading directions from
a script - another factor that gives the worker less authority
when compared to the requester.
A trial began by automatically placing a participant’s
mouse cursor underneath an empty table (Figure 3, Position
1). Identical verbal instructions were then given by one of the
two simulated partners that directed the participant to select
one of the folders placed on the tabletop. At this time, the
participant pressed a “GO” button (also located at the bottom of the screen), and the folders and the partner’s location
appeared. Folders were arranged diagonally (as shown in Figure 3, Position 2 and 3), vertically, or horizontally. The participant was to then drag the selected folder to the simulated
partner who was located somewhere around the table, either
at the other sides of the table (as shown in Figure 3, Position
4). Based on the layout in this ambiguous example, if the participant heard, “Give me the folder on the right,” and selected
the folder at Figure 3, Position 3, they would have interpreted
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Figure 2: Sample model results, Worker: x0 = .2, k0 = .1; Requester: x0 = .2, k0 = .2. The endpoint response distribution do
not vary for authority-status (“requester”) condition, and fewer cycles are required to process other-centric responses.
the instructions egocentrically. However, if the participant selected the folder at Figure 3, Position 2, he or she would have
interpreted the instructions other-centrically.1 As participants
were moving toward and selecting a folder, we were rapidly
sampling the x,y coordinates of their mouse cursor at every
25 ms (a sampling rate of 40Hz). Response time analysis are
based on the time between pressing “GO” and selecting an
initial folder.
The partners verbal instructions (“right,” “left,” “front,”
and “back”) were strategically paired with particular
folder/partner location combinations to create 20 sharedperspective and 20 critical ambiguous trials. It is during the
critical trials that a participant’s perspective interpretation is
revealed. The analysis below are based on these trials.

3
4

Participants
Eighty Amazon’s Mechanical Turk “workers” participated in
this study and were paid 75 cents for their effort. We only
included participants that believed that they were interacting
with a real partner. In a series of follow-up questions after the
experiment, participants who indicated in any way that the
speaker was not real had their data discarded. We achieved a
nearly 75% deception rate, retaining 59 participants. In addiTuesday, February 1, 2011
tion, 60 trials, or 2.58% overall, were removed because they
exceeded three standard deviations above the response time
mean for selecting an initial folder (i.e., 3892.06 ms).

Results
Participant’s Response Choice
Participants were identified as being consistently othercentric, egocentric, or a mixture of these two response types.
A proportion score for egocentric responding was computed
for each participant, with a score over 70% resulting in an
1 A version of the game can be accessed at:
tive.org/perspectiveTask

cognac-

2

1
Figure 3: The experimental interface for capturing egocentric
or other-centric behavior in a single computerized task. Note:
Numbered circles were not seen by participants but are shown
for explanatory purposes only.
egocentric identification, and a score below 30% resulting
in an other-centric identification. A score between 30% and
70% was mixed. In the same-status/worker condition, there
were 15 egocentric, 7 other-centric, and 1 mixed responder.
In the authority-status/requester condition, there were 23 egocentric, 10 other-centric, and 3 mixed responders. Figure 4
shows the proportion of these responder types across social
status.
Chi-square tests conducted between egocentric and othercentric responders in the same-status/worker condition
show a significant preference for responding egocentrically,
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χ2 (1) = 5.12, p = .02, and in the authority-status/requester
condition there was no strong preference for a particular perspective choice, χ2 (1) = 2.91, p = .09, although the preference for egocentrism is approaching significance. As predicted, the two conditions do vary slightly in their relative
distributions. It should also be noted that a fairly large proportion of participants were willing to take their partner’ s
perspective, comparable to rates reported in related spatial
perspective-taking studies (see Tversky & Hard, 2009).
100

responder type (egocentric vs. other-centric), beta = 0.59,
p < .01, and a significant interaction between responder
type and social status (same-status/worker vs. authoritystatus/requester), beta = 0.82, p = .01. Given the significant
interaction between the two factors, follow-up simple main
effects were conducted for social status at each responder
type. For the same-status/worker condition, other-centric responders were 1002.13 ms slower than egocentric responders,
beta = 1.28, p < .001, and in the authority-status/requester
condition, other-centric responders were 394.32 ms slower
than egocentric responders, beta = 0.77, p < .01. Lastly, we
compared differences between responder type across social
status. We found that other-centric responders are 549.65 ms
slower when interacting with what they believe to be a Mechanical Turk worker, beta = 0.74, p = 0.02. There are no
statistically significant differences for egocentric responders.
2500

p = .09
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2000
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Figure 4: The response choices of human participants as a
function of interacting with another Mechanical Turk worker
or requester.
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The time taken for consistent egocentric and other-centric responders to select a folder in the critical trials was recorded
and subjected to a mixed-effects statistical analysis, comparing differences between responder type and social status (as
fixed factors).2 We also included random factors for subject and item,3 ensuring that the addition of each variable resulted in a best-fitting model through a stepwise model comparison, using log-likelihood ratio tests (see Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008). The analysis were conducted using the
lmer package in the R statistical software. In this package, pvalues are computed with 10,000 Monte Carlo Markov Chain
simulations, using lmer’s pvals.fnc function. We report these
p values, as well as the standardized effects from each model.
The overall model revealed a significant main effect for
2 For time taken, we collapsed over partner positions at 0, 90, and
180 degrees. In a separate analysis not reported here, there was evidence for mental rotation by other-centric responders, with a monotonic increase of response time from 0 to 90 to 180 degrees.
3 Item corresponds to the four orientations of the folder configuration.

0

Participant’s Response Times
Other

Ego

Other

Worker

Ego

Requester

Figure 5: Participant response times and standard errors in selecting an initial folder during critical trials. Other-centric responders take greater time, particularly when interacting with
a Mechanical Turk worker, the same-status partner.

General Discussion
In this paper, we take seriously the notion of Brennan and
colleagues that single sources of partner-oriented information
are rapidly assimilated during language use, influencing both
perspective choice and processing demands (Brennan et al.,
2010; Brennan & Hanna, 2009). We did so by uniquely focusing on an addressee’s ability to interpret another’s perspective
in a visuospatial mental rotation task - with particular emphasis on how interpretations are shaped by a partner who shares
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the same social role, or is in a position of authority.
The first set of hypotheses we introduced was that participants would exhibit greater egocentric responding when interacting with what they believed to be an authority, a partner
who presumably could take responsibility in working toward
mutual understanding. However, we also acknowledged that
in the authority-status condition there might be an opposing
force balancing out the processing task. Participants are also
likely to assume that they should take on an authority figure’s
perspective, which as been discussed by previous research (as
reviewed in Schober, 1993). For those in the same-status condition, there is no similar opposition at play. And given that
there was no “correct” perspective and that the egocentric was
easiest, perspective choice should be weighted toward egocentric responding. These hypotheses were somewhat supported by the data, but were weakened by the marginally significant tendency for those in the authority-status condition
to prefer egocentric responses. Future work will explore the
social modulation in greater detail, using partners who are
more “authoritative” (thus increasing egocentric responding),
or partners who is more subordinate (thus increasing othercentric behavior).
For our second set of hypotheses, the results were more
conclusive. Here, our theoretical claim was that some participants will orient toward an other-centric response mode,
and when they do, response times will be facilitated when interacting with a authority-status partner compared to a samestatus partner. Indeed, this was found, and was expected as
subordinates have been shown to be highly motivated to respond to a superiors’ perceived intentions. Indeed, this could
not have been merely overall motivation to satisfy the authority’s needs, because the same was not true of those who responded egocentrically: The conditions did not differ. Thus,
the speed with which spatial cognition was operating seems
to have more rapidly adapted to the partner with an authoritative social status.
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Abstract: People gesture during spatial tasks (Alibali et al., 2001; Kita & Özyürek, 2003; Morsella & Krauss,
2004), and how they gesture reveals information about ongoing cognitive processes (Alibali & Kita, 2008; Church &
Goldin-Meadow, 1986; Schwartz & Black, 1996). One task that requires many spatial processes is reading geologic
maps. Geologic maps give information about the spatial relationships of geological structures at the surface that
in turn can inform an expert about the underlying 3D structures. However, they are complex, contain both spatial
and domain specific symbolic information, and are hard for students to understand. The current study compares
how expert geologists and students use gesture in explaining these maps. We report gestures used to convey spatial
information about the penetrative relations and those used to convey information about the sequences of events.
Hand shape, orientation, placement, and movement of the gesture convey information that is not available is speech.
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Allocentric Spatial Memory in Major Depressive Disorder
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Abstract: Major depressive disorder (MDD) is associated with small hippocampal volume (Campbell et al, 2004).
This structural change does not appear to be limited to later stages of the illness, but has been found in patients
suffering their first episode (Frodl et al, 2002) and in healthy individuals at risk of depression (Chen et al, 2010).
This suggests that small hippocampal volume may represent a vulnerability factor for developing the illness, which
could potentially be detected through neurocognitive testing. The Northumberland Gallery Task was developed to
contrast a cognitive ability that depends on hippocampal integrity (allocentric memory) with a cognitive ability
that does not (egocentric memory). Here we present findings derived from this task in a small sample of depressed
patients and matched controls. An allocentric deficit would be consistent with the small hippocampus in MDD and
would support the use of neurocogntive testing in the detection of illness vulnerability.
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How Do Younger and Older Adults Use Cues and Landmarks to
Navigate?
Scott Moffat
Wayne State University
Abstract: Although robust age effects on human navigation have been demonstrated, age differences in cue-use is
poorly understood. In this study, older and younger adults completed a virtual environment (VE) navigation task.
The environment contained cues divided into 2 categories. ’Critical cues’ (CC) were located at decision points, while
’non-critical cues’ (NCC) were located at non-decision points. Following learning trials, all subjects were given a cue
recognition memory test and a cue-direction associative learning test. Older and younger subjects were equivalent
in their recognition memory of CC and NCC. However, there were large age differences (younger > older) in cuedirection associative learning. In addition, younger participants showed better memory for CC versus NCC, whereas,
older subjects showed no difference. Older adults are intact in landmark recognition but have difficulty associating
these same landmarks with the correct direction. In addition, human aging is associated with decreased ability to
filter irrelevant cue information.
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Abstract
In phase 1, participants memorized two two-dimensional
maps consisting of routes with concrete landmark features
and two maps consisting of routes with abstract landmark
features and then made distance estimates and mental walks
for the routes on each map.
Participants estimated
significantly longer lengths for routes with concrete features
versus abstract features, for routes with four versus two
features, and for routes with linear sequences of features
versus clustered features. In phase 2, a feature recognition
task indicated that participants had significantly greater
accuracy and faster response times for concrete features
versus abstract features and for features that had appeared in
linear arrangements versus clustered arrangements. Our
results suggest that the number, type, and configuration of
landmark features can distort humans’ memories of path
lengths, even when the paths are originally viewed on a
simple two-dimensional map rather than encountered through
embodied experience.
Keywords: Cognitive maps, survey knowledge, visual
landmarks

Introduction
When we walk down a bustling city street, we are likely to
notice an assortment of sights and sounds, and this variety
may lead us to remember the street as being longer than a
walk of equal distance through a barren or monotonous
landscape. Byrne (1979) showed that participants who were
familiar with the local environment overestimated lengths
for routes that were near the local town center and routes
that included more major bends. In both cases, an increase
in the number or saliency of features apparently led to
distance overestimations.
Thorndyke (1981) conducted a series of experiments to
test his “clutter hypothesis” that participants would
remember paths on a map as longer if there were more
intervening cities. His results showed that participants
overestimate distances for cluttered paths from maps of
fictitious regions as well as from maps of familiar regions in
the United States. Moreover, participants still exaggerated
these distances, albeit to a lesser extent, when the maps
were in front of them while making the perceptual
estimates. In order to explain these results, Thorndyke

proposed an analog timing model in which participants
initiate an internal timer as they scan the route (whether the
scanning is perceptual or from memory), and intervening
cities cause participants to temporarily stop scanning and
retrieve relevant information before continuing to scan the
route towards the destination.
Other studies have found distance distortions that suggest
the hierarchical arrangement of cognitive maps. For
instance, participants distort spatial relationships to conform
to superordinate organization, (Stevens & Coupe, 1978),
e.g. Reno is incorrectly believed to be east of San Diego
because participants focus on the geographical arrangement
of the respective states, Nevada and California, and
participants use a heuristic with this superordinate structure.
Similarly, participants underestimate the distance between
related landmarks and overestimate the distance between
unrelated landmarks or organizations (Hirtle & Jonides,
1985).
The current study tests distance distortion for memorized
maps as a function of the number, type, and configuration of
landmark features. We hypothesized that more features on a
path memorized from a map would lead to longer distance
estimates, and this result would essentially replicate
Thorndyke’s (1981) findings. In addition to those previous
findings, we hypothesized that the configuration of those
features would also be critical, with a linear, sequential
arrangement of features drawing additional attention and
therefore promoting longer path estimates than a path with
features clustered together in one location. Similarly, we
hypothesized that the type of features is also key and that
representations of concrete, real world features would lead
to longer path estimates than representations of abstract
features, because participants would treat each concrete
feature distinctly but may group together the abstract
features. The latter hypotheses would not be explained by
Thorndyke’s analog timing model (1981), because that
model would suggest that each additional feature
temporarily stops the scanner regardless of the feature type
or how the features are configured. However, such results
could be accommodated by a combination of Thorndyke’s
model and the categorical considerations of Stevens and
Coupe (1978) and Hirtle and Jonides (1985).
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route intersections so particular routes could later be
referenced, e.g. “route A-E.” Four route lengths (3, 4, 5,
and 6 inches) were used for each map. Two of the routes
contained two and four features, respectively, arranged in a
linear sequence along the entire route (so a traveler using
the map would expect to encounter the first feature, then the
second, etc.). On a given map, these route lengths were
either 3 and 5 inches, or 4 and 6 inches. The other two
lengths were used for two routes with two and four features,
respectively, that were clustered together in the middle of
the routes (so a traveler would encounter a group of features
in an area). The remaining two routes duplicated two of the
route lengths (either 3 and 5 inches or 4 and 6 inches), and
these routes did not contain features. The route lengths for
the respective conditions were balanced across maps for
each participant so that all four lengths were used for zerofeature routes, linear routes, and clustered routes for each
map type. Thus, we could assess distortion caused by the
number of features and the arrangement of features without
a confound of actual path length.
Features were also constructed using Macromedia
Fireworks software and arranged on the maps as detailed
above. Four of the maps contained concrete features (e.g.
drawings of flowers, trees, stop signs, buildings, etc.) along
the routes, and four maps contained abstract features (e.g.
Cyrillic, Greek, and Arabic letters). The four-feature routes
contained two unique features that did not occur elsewhere
on the map, along with two features that occurred on one of
the two-feature routes. The concrete and abstract features
were balanced across the eight maps (which, in turn, were
balanced across participants) so that each feature appeared
in each route condition. Each map was surrounded by an
outline in order to provide a boundary. Figure 1 shows an
example of one concrete feature map and one abstract
feature map.

Figure 1: Concrete feature map (top) and abstract (bottom)

Methods

Procedure

Participants
Sixty-nine undergraduate students at DePauw University
chose course credit or a $10 gift certificate for
approximately two hours of participation. Data from 19
students were excluded from the behavioral analyses. Of
these, nine were excluded due to experimental failure, and
ten were excluded due to missing or extreme values
(described in the results section) for specific conditions.
The phase 2 results included 31 participants (38 were
excluded due to missing or extreme values from phase 1,
technical errors with the ERP equipment, and due to not
being right-handed.

Materials
Eight two-dimensional 792 X 612 pixel maps were
constructed as bitmap images using Macromedia Fireworks
software, and each map consisted of seven destinations
connected by six lines (routes) in a non-cyclical
arrangement. An alphabetical letter designated each of the

The experiment consisted of two phases. For phase 1,
participants memorized the maps and then provided distance
estimates and mental walk response times by using a mental
image of the routes. For phase 2, participants completed a
feature recognition task during which we recorded brain
activity for an ERP study. The details of the ERP methods,
analyses, and results are quite extensive and beyond the
scope of this paper, so we are only presenting the behavioral
results from the two phases of the experiment here.
In phase 1, each participant was sequentially presented
with four maps on a computer monitor. The maps alternated
between concrete features and abstract features, with order
balanced across participants. For each map, participants
were instructed to memorize the map so they would be
capable of redrawing the map from memory.
The
participants were told that no particular beginning or end
point was necessary for memorizing the map, but they
should try to memorize the letter that designated each point,
the features that were encountered along each route in the
map, and the scale of the map so route lengths could be
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of a fixation point (+) that varied randomly from 1000ms to
2000ms, followed by a feature image that was shown for up
to 2500ms or until the participant responded. Participants
were instructed to press one button on a response pad to
indicate they had seen a feature during phase 1 of the
experiment and another button if they had not seen the
feature. The button associated with the response type was
counterbalanced across participants. For each of the four
memorized maps, a participant was tested on the two unique
and two duplicate features from four-feature linear paths,
the two unique and two duplicate features from four-feature
cluster paths, and four foils that had not been seen on the
maps.
The unique and duplicate features were
counterbalanced across participants during the learning in
phase 1, and the foils were counter-balanced across
participants in phase 2. Participants completed a total of
480 trials for the four maps, with 15 trials per feature in
order to provide sufficient data for ERP analyses.

Results
Phase 1
Figure 2: Mean (and standard error) distance estimate
proportions for routes with concrete features (top) and
abstract features (bottom)
accurately reported. Participants were told that they would
need to memorize four different maps, and for each map,
they would have five minutes for memorization before
subsequently answering questions about the estimated
distance and mental walk times for particular routes.
Finally, participants were told that they would be asked
questions about features on the maps during the second
phase of the experiment.
We used E-Prime experiment design software in phase 1
for accurate timing of stimuli presentation and collection of
response times. After memorizing a specific map, the
participants answered questions about the six routes in a
random order. The map disappeared from the screen, and
for each route, the participant was asked to use a mental
image of the route in order to estimate the route’s length and
perform a mental walk task. For the distance estimate, the
participant was told to give a numeric estimate of the route
length (e.g. route “B-D”) compared to a standard two-inch
line that we labeled as “20 units.” For the mental walk task,
the participant pressed the space bar to begin the walk at one
point and pressed the space bar again to end the walk.
Walks always consisted of a single line, i.e. we did not test
longer routes that incorporated multiple lines.
Phase 2 consisted of a feature recognition task that used
previously seen concrete and abstract features and novel
foils. E-prime was used for stimulus presentation and for
recording responses and reaction time. Each trial consisted

In order to analyze the route length estimates, we divided a
participant’s estimate for a route by the true length of the
route. For example, the two-inch comparison line was
labeled “20 units,” so the participant would make a perfect
estimate if he or she labeled a three-inch route as 30 units.
It is possible that participants remembered the wrong routes
in some trials (e.g. if the trial concerned “A-E” and the
participant mistakenly confused that with a different route).
Therefore, we set arbitrary proportion cut-offs of .5 and 2.0
for each trial, and data for a trial were excluded if the
proportion was outside these extremes. We averaged the
proportions for all of the participants’ trials in each of the
eight respective conditions of map type (real or concrete
features), number of features (two or four), and feature
arrangement (linear or clustered). Thus, an average of .90
for two-feature linear paths may indicate consistent
underestimation of route length, while an average of 1.10
may indicate consistent overestimation. Nine participants
were excluded from the ANOVA analyses because all of
their proportions were outliers for at least one condition.
The final sample consisted of 50 participants (36 women
and 14 men).
Figure 2 shows the mean and standard error for each
condition. A 2 (Map type: concrete features or abstract
features) X 2 (Number of features: 2 or 4) X 2
(Arrangement of features: linear or clustered) repeated
measures ANOVA using the averaged proportions revealed
significant main effects for map type, number of features,
and arrangement of features and one significant interaction
between map type and number of features. Participants
overestimated the lengths for routes with concrete features
(M=1.11) by significantly more than the routes with abstract
features (M=1.06), F(1,49) = 4.23, p < .05, η2p = .08.
Participants overestimated the lengths for routes with four
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Table 1: Mean (standard deviation) recognition accuracy

Concrete
Abstract

Linear
.80 (.18)
.71 (.23)

Table 2: Mean (standard deviation) recognition response
times in milliseconds

Cluster
.77 (.23)
.62 (.28)

Concrete
Abstract

features (M=1.10) by significantly more than the routes with
two features (M=1.07), F(1,49) = 4.59, p < .05, η2p = .09.
However, there was a significant interaction between map
type and number of features, F(1,49) = 4.52, p < .05, η2p
=.09, and pairwise comparisons only indicated significant
differences between two and four-feature paths when the
features were concrete. Participants overestimated the
lengths for routes with a linear arrangement of features
(M=1.10) by significantly more than the routes with a
cluster of features (M=1.06), F(1,49) = 4.14, p < .05, η2p =
.08
An additional repeated measures ANOVA with gender as
a between groups factor did not reveal any significant
effects. When examining the individual conditions, only the
concrete, four-feature condition was significantly
overestimated with respect to the true proportion of 1.0,
t(54) = 2.41, p < .05.
For each condition of the mental walk task, we divided the
mental walk time by the same participant’s mental walk
time for a zero-feature route of the same length. Thus, path
length was controlled, and we could comparatively assess
changes in mental walk time based on the map type, number
of features, and arrangement of features. Unfortunately, the
mental walk data showed an enormous amount of
variability. Many of the participants’ data (n=19) were
excluded because the average proportion for at least one
condition was less than .5 or greater than 2.0. Four
additional participants were excluded because their data
revealed them as significant outliers for at least one
condition. A 2 (Map type: concrete features or abstract
features) X 2 (Number of features: 2 or 4) X 2
(Arrangement of features: linear or clustered) repeated
measures ANOVA only showed a significant main effect for
map type, F(1,27) = 5.00, p < .05, η2p = .16, as mental
walks for routes with concrete features (M=1.08) took
significantly longer, in proportion to zero-feature paths, than
routes with abstract features (M=1.00).

Phase 2
We analyzed accuracy and response times according to map
type and arrangement of features for the feature recognition
task in phase 2 of the experiment. For recognition accuracy,
a 2 (Map type: concrete features or abstract features) X 2
(Arrangement of features: linear or clustered) repeated
measures ANOVA showed significant main effects for map
type and feature arrangement with no interaction between
these two variables (see Table 1 for means and standard
deviations).
Participants showed significantly more
accurate recognition for concrete features than abstract
features, F(1,30) = 14.55, p < .01, η2p = .33. Participants

Linear
488.79 (139.68)
672.12 (123.18)

Cluster
669.82 (104.66)
692.08 (117.57)

Table 3: Mean (standard deviation) recognition response
times in milliseconds

Concrete
Abstract

Unique
579.29
(90.64)
682.10
(113.66)

Duplicate
655.28
(124.13)
661.83
(120.78)

Foil
686.61
(176.80)
730.45
(111.03)

showed significantly more accurate recognition for features
that had appeared in a linear arrangement than features that
had appeared in a cluster, F(1,30) = 4.61, p < .05, η2p = .13.
Consistent with these results, a 2 (Map type: concrete
features or abstract features) X 3 (Stimulus type: duplicate,
foil, or unique feature) repeated measures ANOVA showed
a significant main effect for map type, F(1,30) = 5.90, p <
.05, η2p = .16, with significantly more accurate recognition
for concrete features.
For response times, a 2 (Map type: concrete features or
abstract features) X 2 (Arrangement of features: linear or
clustered) repeated measures ANOVA showed significant
main effects for map type and feature arrangement, but the
significant interaction, F(1,30) = 19.76, p < .001, η2p = .40,
was clearly driven by the extremely fast responses to
concrete features that had appeared in a linear arrangement
on the original maps (see Table 2 for means and standard
deviations). Finally, a 2 (Map type: concrete features or
abstract features) X 3 (Stimulus type: duplicate, foil, or
unique feature) repeated measures ANOVA showed
significant main effects for map type, F(1,30) = 9.45, p <
.01, η2p = .24, and stimulus type, F(1,30) = 13.63, p < .001,
η2p = .31, as well as a significant interaction, F(1,30) = 6.37,
p < .01, η2p = .18 (see Table 3 for means and standard
deviations). For abstract stimuli, unique and duplicate
features were significantly faster than foils but not
significantly different from each other. However, for
concrete stimuli, unique features were significantly faster
than duplicate features, which were in turn significantly
faster than foils.

Discussion
Previous research has shown that people distort spatial
lengths when remembering paths with multiple landmark
features (Byrne, 1979), and the distortion even occurs for
paths simply memorized from maps (Thorndyke, 1981).
We hypothesized that the number, arrangement, and type of
features would influence the extent to which participants
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distort remembered map distances. The phase 1 results
indicate that each of these factors is important. Participants
overestimated route lengths significantly more when the
route contained more features, a linear arrangement of
features, and concrete, recognizable features. The mental
walk results were limited due to a great deal of variability
across participants, but mental walks were longer for routes
that had concrete features than routes with abstract features.
In regards to the distance estimation results, participants
may treat clustered features as one group and pay less
attention to the individual features. These results seem to be
consistent with previous findings that categorization
influences distance estimates (Stevens and Coupe, 1978;
Hirtle and Jonides, 1985).
Similarly, the statistical
interaction showed that overestimation of four-feature
versus two-feature routes only occurred for concrete
landmark features. Participants may attend to recognizable
features more closely, and, in turn, an increase in these
features leads to increased distance estimates. In contrast,
participants may treat abstract symbols as belonging to one
general category, so the symbols may not be independently
studied in detail. Thornydyke’s (1981) analog timing model
could potentially be adapted to incorporate these categorical
considerations, but without such modifications, the model
would be unable to account for the effects of map type and
arrangement of features.
For the conditions that promote overestimation, it is
unclear whether participants attend more closely to each
feature while learning the map and thereby distort the route
length in memory, or whether participants remember more
features during memory retrieval for the distance estimate,
and these retrieval processes may lead to distorted distance
estimates. Thorndyke (1981) found distance distortions for
both perceived and remembered paths, but the distortions
were significantly smaller for perceived paths. Our phase 2
results suggest that the distortions occur because some
features are recognized better than others. Features that had
appeared in a linear sequence on a route were recognized
more accurately than features that had appeared in a cluster.
Response times indicate that this effect is particularly
pronounced for concrete features that had appeared in a
sequence.
It is possible that the magnitude of our results would
change if the map was scaled or if we emphasized a
particular internal or external reference point to the
participants, as previous research has shown that distances
between landmarks are stretched if the reference point is
nearby rather than distant (Holyoak & Mah, 1982).
Nonetheless, our results clearly demonstrate that the
number, type, and configuration of landmark features lead
humans to distort distance estimates even when simply
viewing a map. Thus, when a person is new to a city (or
any novel location), he or she is likely creating a distorted
cognitive map simply by looking at noteworthy features on
a map. Presumably, once the person begins navigating the
environment, these distortions can be rectified (Thorndyke
& Hayes-Roth, 1982), but previous navigation findings

indicate that the distortions may be sustained or even
enhanced (Byrne, 1979).
Humans clearly rely on simple landmark navigation in
many situations (Foo, Warren, Duchon, & Tarr, 2005), so
the number or saliency of landmarks in real or virtual
worlds may also lead to distance distortion. Previous
research indicates clear differences in cognitive maps
according to how the knowledge was acquired. For
instance, Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth (1982) compared map
learning and navigation learning for routes with multiple
legs and found that map learning led to better Euclidean (i.e.
straight-line, potentially moving through an obstacle to
reach a target destination) estimates of distance, but
navigation learning led to better distance estimates of the
actual routes (i.e. unable to move through an obstacle).
However, Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth did not examine
influences from the number of features along each route.
The current research could be extended to examine route
navigation through multiple legs of a journey for both
survey knowledge and procedural knowledge, with
particular combinations of route legs controlled for number
and configuration of landmark features.
Furthermore, a future direction may compare distance
estimates in real world or virtual world situations in which
people are actively walking to situations in which people are
going to locations with relatively passive movement, such
as driving in a car or taking a subway. In the current
experiment, there was clearly no movement, but recent
studies on embodied perception have shown that
participants overestimate distance in some conditions, such
as when they are carrying a heavy backpack and gauging the
distance to the top of a hill (Proffitt, Stefanucci, Banton, and
Epstein, 2003). Such embodied perception effects could be
independent effects, or they could potentially interact with
the number and configuration of features, e.g. leading to
even greater distance distortions when approaching a
daunting hill in San Francisco with many noteworthy
attractions on both sides of the street. In the much more
constrained context of survey knowledge in the current
experiment, the results could indicate that humans
unconsciously distort distances whenever they view maps,
or the distortion may only occur when humans make
effortful mental walks along the depicted routes.
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Abstract
It is assumed that spatial reasoning about previously obtained
information that describe relations between two or more
objects is based on the construction and inspection of mental
models. The paper mainly focuses on the question how
humans integrate spatial information that initially appeared
not to be linked. Two experiments investigated the
construction processes of spatial mental models and the
integration of additional information into existing models.
The results show that combining information that are initially
not related to one another takes longer and leads to more
errors. Then moreover, information presented in a continuous
and a semi-continuous order was integrated sequentially,
whereas information presented in a discontinuous order was
first integrated sequentially into one temporary model and if
necessary subsequently revised.
Keywords: Spatial reasoning; mental models; belief revision;
spatial cognition; spatial relations

Introduction
Imagine the following situation: a new member of staff joins
the company and colleague A tells him: “my office is to the
right of Leo´s office”, and colleague B tells him: “my office
is to the left of Bill´s office”. At first sight, it looks like
these two statements have nothing to do with one another.
And then he gets to know colleague C who tells him: “Bill´s
office is to the left of Leo´s office”. With this additional
information it is possible to arrange the offices. Reasoning
with non-spatial and spatial relations is an important
everyday task. The processes underlying these abilities are
not fully understood. In the following we review some
crucial aspects of the theoretical assumptions concerning
spatial reasoning and present empirical evidence how
humans integrate successively presented spatial information
into coherent spatial representations.

use the meaning of assertions and general knowledge to
construct single models of possibilities compatible with
these assertions (Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991; Polk &
Newell, 1995; Goodwin & Johnson-Laird, 2005;). This
means that people use the linguistic description of a
situation for constructing an integrated representation by
translating the given information into a mental model. These
integrated representations constitute models in the strict
logical sense and represent in “small scale” how “reality”
could be (Craik, 1943).
According to the mental model theory spatial reasoning
relies on the construction and inspection of mental models
(e.g. Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991; Knauff, Rauh, &
Schlieder 1995; Vandierendonck & de Vooght, 1997;
Knauff, Rauh, Schlieder, & Strube, 1998; Schaeken,
Girotto, & Johnson-Laird, 1998; Ragni, Knauff, & Nebel,
2005; Rauh, Hagen, Kuss, Knauff, Schlieder, & Strube,
2005).
Knauff et al. (1998) have specified three distinct phases
for this special case of reasoning: A construction phase,
during that reasoners construct a mental model, reflecting
the information of the premises, an inspection phase, during
which the model is inspected for implicit information of the
premises, and a variation phase, during which alternative
models are constructed and investigated concerning their
compatibility with the information given by the premises. If
necessary the third phase results into falsification of the
preliminary mental model, constructed during the first
phase. The following is intended to clarify some details
about the construction processes of integrated spatial mental
models.

Construction processes of integrated spatial mental
models
Consider the following spatial description:

Theoretical approaches of spatial reasoning

1.

The apple is to the left of the peach.

Studies have shown that spatial reasoning most likely
relies on spatial representations which reasoners construct in
some cognitive space. This is best accounted for by the
mental model theory (MMT) which postulates that reasoners

2.

The peach is to the left of the kiwi.

3.

The kiwi is to the left of the mango.
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These statements are called premises and such a
determinate description, using a transitive spatial relation,
allows us to create a linear order of the objects named in the
premises like apple – peach – kiwi – mango. With such a
linear order we can also draw conclusions consisting of
information not explicitly given in the premises.
Like in our example, also known as a four-term series
problem (4ts-problem), three premises A r1 B, B r2 C and C
r3 D are given with a spatial relation r, like “left of” or
“right of”. The premises can be presented in a continuous (A
r1 B, B r2 C, C r3 D), a semi-continuous (B r2 C, C r3 D, A r1
B) and a discontinuous order (C r3 D, A r1 B, B r2 C) (Knauff
et al., 1998). The first two premises presented in a
continuous as well as in a semi-continuous order are linked
by a middle term which means that one object from the first
premise appears in the second premise and so it is possible
to integrate the information sequentially. Only the third
premise differentiates between these conditions. In a
continuous order one object in the third premise appears
from the second premise, whereby in a semi-continuous
order the third premise is linked to the first premise. In
contrast, the second premise presented in a discontinuous
order is quite independent of the first premise. Only with the
information from the third premise it is possible to integrate
all given information.
The outcome of processing these premises are integrated
representations in the sense of a mental model and it is
easier to construct such a mental model with premises
presented in continuous or semi-continuous orders, than in a
discontinuous order (Ehrlich & Johnson-Laird, 1982;
Knauff et al., 1998). This is also known as the continuity
effect, which describes that individuals make more correct
inferences, recall the premises better, draw more correct
diagrams, are faster when reading the descriptions and
drawing inferences when the information are presented in a
continuous or semi-continuous order rather than when
presented in a discontinuous order (Evans, Newstead, &
Byrne, 1993). So in the case of model construction
complexity is modulated by the order in which the premises
are presented, and the question is how humans deal with
information presented in a discontinuous order which cannot
be integrated sequentially (Evans, Newstead, & Byrne,
1993).
To explain the continuity effect it is generally assumed
that a reasoner, given such a determinate 4ts-problem in a
discontinuous order, will create a model from the first
premise, another model from the second premise and then
integrate those two models into a single model. This implies
that reasoners keep these two models separately in working
memory and need more time and cognitive effort to create
an integrated model. In contrast, in the continuous and semicontinuous order it is possible to integrate the information
of the first two premises continuously from the beginning,
because of the direct link between premise one and premise
two (Ehrlich & Johnson-Laird, 1982; Knauff et al., 1998).
On the other hand, in cases of indeterminate descriptions,
i.e. when more than one model can be constructed from the

information given by the description, Knauff et al. (1995),
Rauh, Schlieder, & Knauff (1997), Ragni et al. (2005), and
Rauh et al. (2005) provided evidence that reasoners deal
with ambiguous descriptions, by focusing on only a subset
of possible models and often just a single one.
Given this tendency to construct a single model that does
not comprise all the possible settings it seems plausible that
human reasoners would try to create a single model in other
situations as well even if the situation cannot be condensed
in a single valid model. This could happen during the
construction phase of a discontinuous problem, if the
information of the second premise is integrated into the
model constructed from the first premise. Before we look at
this special case of spatial model construction, we first want
to investigate the continuity effect.
As said above, there are some evidences that a
construction of a mental model is much slower and less
reliable when based on premises presented in a
discontinuous premise order compared to premises
presented in a continuous or semi-continuous order (Ehrlich
& Johnson-Laird, 1982; Knauff et al., 1998). In a pre-study
we focus mainly on the continuity effect and expect to
replicate these results known from previous studies. In the
main experiment we want to go a step further and we want
to focus more strongly on the construction process based on
descriptions with two partial mental models.

Pre-Study
Method
Participants.
25 participants (4 male; age: M = 22.2; SD = 2.5) all
students (among them 4 students of psychology) from the
University of Giessen, served as paid participants and gave
written informed consent to participation. The data from
five participants were excluded from the analysis due an
extreme number of errors (n = 2) or extremely long reading
times (n = 3). Subjects were tested individually and were
paid at a rate of 8 Euro per hour. The experiment took
approximately 30 – 45 min.
Materials, Procedure, and Design.
72 determinate 4ts-problems using only the relation “left of”
were presented randomly either in a continuous, semicontinuous, or discontinuous order. Three premises
(presented sequentially in a self-paced manner) described a
one-dimensional linear order of four (small, equal-sized,
disyllabic-termed) objects, belonging to either one out of
three categories (tools, fruits or vegetables) using the
relations. Participants were introduced to imagine the
arrangement of the objects named in the premises.
Subsequently to premise presentation participants were
instructed to define the correct arrangement by typing the
initial letters of the presented objects using the computer
keyboard. After the last letter has been entered the trial
finished automatically and the next trial started manually by
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pressing the enter-button. Premise reading times (respective
time taken from text onset to button press calling up the
next premise) as well as response times (time from request
onset to entering the last letter) and the numbers of correct
responses were recorded.
Four practise trials (not analysed) preceded the
experimental trials. All stimuli were generated and
presented using Superlab 4.0 (Cedrus Corporation, San
Pedro, CA, 1999) on a standard personal computer with a
19`` monitor.

Results
To examine whether reading times of the first, second and
third premises are contingent upon different premise orders
(“continuous order” vs. “semi-continuous order” vs.
“discontinuous order”), an ANOVA with the factors
premise number (first premise, second premise, third
premise) and premise order (continuous order, semicontinuous order, discontinuous order), was conducted.
Level of significance was 5%.
ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of premise
number [F(2, 38) = 9.99; p < .01; ƞ2 = .34], a significant
main effect of premise order [F(2, 38) = 13.44; p < .01; ƞ2 =
.41] and a significant interaction premise number × premise
order [F(4, 76) = 10.73; p < .01; ƞ2 = .36]. Based on results
known from previous studies we expect to replicate the
continuity effect, which is described above, and so we are
mainly interested in the significant interaction at this point.
(Ehrlich & Johnson-Laird, 1982; Knauff et al., 1998).
Premise reading times depending on the premise order
were compared, using t-tests. Participants needed significant
more time for reading second premises presented in a
discontinuous order (M = 4.20 s; SD = 1.46) compared to
second premises presented in continuous (M = 2.99s; SD =
0.91; t(19) = -4.26; p < .001) or semi-continuous orders (M
= 3.03s; SD = 1.64; t(19) = -2.99; p < .01). There was no
difference between the “continuous” and “semi-continuous”
premise orders (t(19) = -.16; p = .876).
By comparison of reading times of the third premises
results show that participants needed significant more time
for reading third premises presented in a discontinuous
order (M = 8.50 s; SD = 6.15) than for premises presented in
a in a continuous order (M = 3.76 s; SD = 1.25; t(19) = 3.75; p < .01) as well as for premises presented in a semicontinuous order (M = 4.60s; SD = 1.67; t(19) = -3.26; p <
.01). Equally there was a significant difference of reading
times of third premises presented in a semi-continuous order
compared to premises presented in a continuous order (t(19)
= -3.13; p < .01) (see Fig. 1). There was no difference
between reading times of first premises (all ps > .05).

Figure 1. Mean reading times for the three premises
depending on the premise order.
Percentages of correct responses and respective response
times depending on the premise order were compared
calculating separate ANOVAs. Level of significance was
5%. ANOVAs revealed a significant difference for
percentages of correct responses [F(2, 38) = 9.9; p < .001;
ƞ2 = .34] and response times [F(2, 30) = 8.42; p < .01; ƞ2 =
.36].
Participants defined the correct arrangement of objects in
58.5% (SD = 37.3) when the premises were presented in
discontinuous orders. Compared to the other premise orders
these results differ significantly (continuous order: M = 91.7
%; SD = 6.5; t(19) = 3.99; p < .01; semi-continuous order:
M = 79.2 %; SD = 28.4; t(19) = 2.8; p < .05). In contrast to
this, percentages of correct responses based on the
continuous and semi-continuous order did not differ
significantly (t(19) = 1.83; p = .082).
Responses depending on the premise order “semicontinuous” (M = 1.01 s; SD = 0.31) took significantly less
time compared to responses depending on the premise
orders “continuous” (M = 1.17 s; SD = 0.48; t(17) = 2.84; p
< .05) and the premise orders “discontinuous” (M = 1.24s;
SD = 0,44; t(15) = -3.87; p < .01). Response times based on
continuous order compared to discontinuous order did not
differ significantly (t(17) = -1.45; p = .17).

Hypotheses about construction processes for spatial
mental models
Results from the pre-study support the assumption from
previous studies (Ehrlich & Johnson-Laird, 1982; Knauff et
al., 1998) that processing information which are not related
to one another takes longer and leads to more errors.
Nevertheless it is not clear how humans process such
descriptions and whether they hold the information
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separately e.g. in two separate models or in one temporary
model. To investigate this construction process we
conducted the main experiment and present two possibilities
how models could be constructed:
1.

Information of the first two premises is held
separately (and integrated into one model by
information provided by the third premise).

2.

Information is integrated into one temporary model
(that is revised according to the information provided
by the third premise, if necessary).

To test which principle (1 or 2) is applied, we presented
two types of similar problems based on either discontinuous
(C r3 D, A r1 B, B r2 C) or quasi-discontinuous (C r3 D, A r1
B, D r2 A) premise orders. A discontinuous premise order as
well as a quasi-discontinuous premise order implicates that
the first two premises are not linked by a middle term.
Up to this point a problem presented in a quasidiscontinuous order is similar to a problem presented in a
discontinuous order. The difference between these two
conditions becomes evident in the third premise. In contrast
to the discontinuous premise order the third premise
presented in a quasi-discontinuous order consists of the last
term of the first premise and the first term of the second
premise. In contrast, the third premise presented in a
discontinuous order consists of the last term of the second
premise and the first term of the first premise. Thus, both
spatial descriptions result in different arrangements (C – D –
A – B for the quasi-discontinuous order and A – B – C – D
for the discontinuous order).
As already mentioned before, it is assumed that humans
keep two models separately in working memory when
information are not related to one another and create an
integrated model afterwards (Ehrlich & Johnson-Laird,
1982; Knauff et al., 1998). However, there are also
indications that reasoners deal with ambiguous descriptions
by focusing on only a subset of possible models and often
just a single one (Knauff et al.,1995; Rauh et al., 1997;
Ragni et al., 2005; Rauh et al., 2005). For the case that
reasoners tend to construct one temporary model based on
discontinuous descriptions, it is not clear in which way the
information of the second premise will be integrated into the
model constructed from the first premise. But since the
reasoner does not have any information where to integrate
the new information, he will have to guess. For example, the
information from the second premise could be integrated
either to the left or to the right of the partial model
constructed from the first premise.
For the construction process there is evidence that
relations are integrated either into a vertical or horizontal
linear order (De Soto, London, & Handel, 1965;
Huttenlocher, 1968) and that the left end of this linear
spatial representation is the preferred starting point resulting
in a working direction from left to right, reflecting the
cultural bias to work in the same direction as reading and

writing (Chan & Bergen, 2005; Spalek & Hammad, 2005).
This would suggest, that reasoners would preferably
construct C – D – A – B as a temporary model for both
discontinuous and quasi-discontinuous problems. For quasidiscontinuous problems this model can be confirmed when
reading the third premise while for discontinuous problems
it needs to be revised.
So we expect different results based on the principles
applied, regarding reading times for the third premises and
the frequency of mistakes:
- If a reasoner pursues principle (1) the model
construction for discontinuous and quasidiscontinuous problems should take the same time
and additionally there should be no difference
regarding the frequency of mistakes.
- If a reasoner pursues principle (2) when reading the
third premise he can then either confirm the
temporary constructed order, in case of trials of the
quasi-discontinuous condition, or he has to revise
the temporary model (as it is the case with
discontinuous premise orders). This implies that
quasi-discontinuous trials, will take considerably
less time than discontinuous trials.

Main experiment
Method
Participants.
21 participants (3 male; age: M = 23.9; SD = 2.8) all
students (among them 6 students of psychology) from the
University of Giessen, served as paid participants and gave
written informed consent to participation. The data from
four participants were excluded from the analysis due an
extreme number of errors. Subjects were tested individually
and were paid at a rate of 8 Euro per hour. The experiment
took approximately 30 – 45 min.
Materials, Procedure, and Design.
32 determinate 4ts-problems were presented randomly in a
quasi-discontinuous or discontinuous order. Three premises
(presented sequentially in a self-paced manner) described a
one-dimensional linear order of four (small, equal-sized,
disyllabic-termed) objects, belonging to either one out of
three categories (tools, fruits or vegetables) using the
relations “left of” and “right of”. Participants were
introduced to imagine the arrangement of the objects named
in the premises.
Subsequently to premise presentation participants were
instructed to define the correct arrangement by typing the
initial letters of the presented objects using the computer
keyboard. After the last letter has been entered the trial
finished automatically and the next trial started manually by
pressing the enter-button. Premise reading times (respective
time taken from text onset to button press calling up the
next premise) as well as response times (time from request
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onset to entering the last letter) and the numbers of correct
responses were recorded.
Four practise trials (not analysed) preceded the
experimental trials. All stimuli were generated and
presented using Superlab 4.0 (Cedrus Corporation, San
Pedro, CA, 1999) on a standard personal computer with a
19`` monitor.

Results
To examine whether reading times of the first, second and
third premises are contingent upon different premise orders
(“quasi- discontinuous order” vs. “discontinuous order”), an
ANOVA with the factors premise number (first premise,
second premise, third premise) and premise order (quasidiscontinuous, discontinuous) was conducted. Level of
significance was 5%.
ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of premise
number [F(2, 40) = 26.5; p < .001; ƞ2 = .57], a significant
interaction premise number × premise order [F(2, 40) =
17.3; p < .001; ƞ2 = .46], and no significant difference
between premise orders [F(1, 20) = 3.5; p = .076 ƞ2 = .15].
Premise reading times depending on the premise number
and premise order were compared, using t-tests. Participants
needed more time for reading third premises presented in
discontinuous order (M = 9.20 s; SD = 3.44) compared to
third premises presented in quasi-discontinuous order (M =
7.24 s; SD = 2.61; t(20) = -3.76; p < .01) (see Fig 2.). There
was no difference neither of reading times of first premises
nor of reading times of second premises depending on the
premise orders (all ps > .07).
Regardless of the premise order participants needed more
time for reading third premises (M = 8.22 s; SD = 3.17) than
for reading first premises (M = 5.18 s; SD = 1.73; t(41) = 6.5; p < .001) as well as for reading second premises (M =
4.98s; SD = 1.92; t(41) = -6.84; p < .001). There was no
difference of reading times of first premises compared to
reading times of second premises (t(41) = 0.9; p = .38).

Figure 2. Mean reading times for the three premises
depending on the premise order.

Percentages of correct responses depending on the
premise orders and respective response times were
compared calculating separate ANOVAs. Level of
significance was 5%. In contrast to response times ANOVA
for percentages of correct responses revealed a significant
difference [F(1, 20) = 6.2; p < .05; ƞ2 = .24]. Based on the
information provided by the premises presented in quasidiscontinuous orders participants defined the correct
arrangement of objects in 76.8% (SD = 25.3). In contrast to
this, participants defined the correct arrangement of objects
in 63.7% (SD = 30.1) when the premises were presented in
discontinuous orders.

General discussion
Construction of spatial mental models from premises is
influenced by various factors. Our study focused mainly on
the question how spatial mental models are created
especially with respect to discontinuous information. In the
pre-study we support previous findings regarding the
continuity effect. The results of our experiment add to the
body of evidence that dealing with information presented in
a discontinuous order is more difficult than dealing with
information presented in a continuous or semi-continuous
order. So far it was hypothesised that the reason for these
differences lies in the two partial models which have to be
held separately in memory and could not be integrated
before the third premise was presented. To test this we
conducted a subsequent experiment and we developed
contrasting hypotheses which set a construction process
based on two partial models against a construction process
based on one temporary model.
The results from the main experiment suggest that
different processes are involved when constructing mental
models from discontinuous and quasi-discontinuous
problems and that mental models are easier to construct
from
quasi-discontinuous
problems
than
from
discontinuous.
Considering the assumption that humans deal with
discontinuous information by creating two independent
partial models it is reasonable to assume that it would be
easier to process the third premise of the discontinuous
order compared to the third premise of the quasidiscontinuous order which consists of the last term of the
first premise and the first term of the second premise. In the
case of the discontinuous order the third premise consists of
the last term of the second premise and the first term of the
first premise and so the object of interest is already focused
and there is no need for a focus shift, so that the new
information could be immediately integrated (Hörnig,
Oberauer, & Weidenfeld, 2005). This suggests that the
differences between discontinuous and quasi-discontinuous
orders result from other cognitive processes rather than only
from premise processing and integration processes.
The results support the hypothesis that in both cases a
single model is formed from the first two premises which
then has to be checked for consistency in the light of the
third premise. It seems that humans process discontinuous
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information by creating one temporary mental model rather
than by creating two partial models. This implies that the
construction of spatial mental models based on
discontinuous information is similar to the construction
based on continuous as well as semi-continuous
information. In the case of the discontinuous problem the
model is inconsistent (C-D-A-B) and has to be revised to fit
the information of all the premises (A-B-C-D).
However, the question is whether these results can also be
explained by the construction of two partial models that are
structurally independent but specified in terms of their
spatial relation. Assuming that humans construct spatial
mental models in a horizontal linear order with the
preferring starting point at the left side (De Soto, London, &
Handel, 1965; Huttenlocher, 1968) it would mean that the
first partial model (C-D) is to the left of the second partial
model (A-B) and that there is no need for modifying the
arrangement for quasi-discontinuous premise orders.
Nevertheless, in both cases the two partial models have to
be integrated into one model and in this case the differences
in processing would result from the more difficult
modification required by discontinuous premises. At this
point the question arises whether there are differences
between the postulated temporary mental model and two
partial models that are structurally independent but specified
in terms of their spatial relation.
Taken together, these experiments offer a new point of
view to the understanding of the construction processes of
spatial mental models.
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Abstract: Our study explores perception of urban environment and its encoding into the system of spatial prepositions. We explore the divergences between the physical topology and the cognitive topology of environment constrained by (a) geometric invariants (Landau & Jackendoff, 1993), (b) functional knowledge (Coventry & Garrod,
2004), (c) reference frame (Levinson, 1996), and (d) individual’s spatial experience linked to a variety of social factors.
Our results suggest that processing spatial environment generates a mental map containing different scopes of search
domains for prepositions where the scope depends on the location of the living place (home) of the test person. We
propose the following correlation: the more peripheral is the home of a test person the bigger is the scope of the
search domain, e.g. the region denoted by ”near the house” is larger for those who live in the periphery of a city.
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Abstract
There is currently rather little agreement about the existence
of, and explanation for, a vocabulary spurt in children during
the second year. Here we apply a Functional Data Analysisbased technique called Automatic Maxima Detection to the
problem of finding vocabulary spurts in a sample of 20
children. Even with considerable smoothing of the data,
children were found to exhibit multiple vocabulary spurts of
varying intensity and location. These results should provide a
clearer target for researchers interested in detecting and
explaining these deviations from linear growth.
Keywords: vocabulary spurts; functional data analysis;
automatic maxima detection.

Vocabulary Spurts
The psychological literature on vocabulary spurts in
children is in an interesting state of turmoil. The spurt is
usually taken to mean a sharp increase in vocabulary
acquisition in the second year of life. There are at least eight
different explanations of the vocabulary spurt with rather
little consensus on which is the right explanation, and there
is disagreement about whether a spurt even exists in most
children. Here, we apply a new statistical methodology to
the problem of detecting spurts and find evidence for a
surprisingly larger number of vocabulary spurts in most
children.

Other endogenous factors emphasize leveraging
techniques, such that known words facilitate learning of
new words. These leveraging methods include mutual
exclusivity (Markman, Wasow, & Hanson, 2003), syntactic
bootstrapping (Gleitman & Gleitman, 1992), and word
segmentation (Plunkett, 1993; Walley, 1993).
A third kind of explanation does not emphasize the child,
but rather the statistical properties of word distributions in
the child’s language environment. Assuming due to the
central limit theorem that word-learning difficulty is
normally distributed and that words are learned in parallel,
computer simulations show that an early vocabulary spurt is
mathematically inevitable (McMurray, 2007). The same
result was obtained with several other distributions of word
difficulty (Mitchell & McMurray, 2008).
Most of these explanations have been disputed, including
this last one. Under alternate assumptions that all words are
equally difficult to learn and their frequencies are
distributed under Zipf’s law, simulations show that word
acquisition is linear rather than spurt-like (Mayor &
Plunkett, 2010). In a Zipf distribution, item frequency is
inversely proportional to its rank (Zipf, 1949). This
distribution is characteristic of word learning and many
other phenomena such as city populations (Itti & Baldi,
2006).

Methods of Spurt Detection

Explanations of the Vocabulary Spurt
The assertion that there is a substantial and reliable
vocabulary spurt during the second year has been repeated
so often that most developmental psychologists readily
accept it. This apparent consensus on an interesting
phenomenon has led to a variety of explanations. Most of
these explanations emphasize factors endogenous to the
child, some based on sudden developmental changes and
others based on leveraging of previous learning.
Among the sudden developmental changes are realizing
that things have names (Dore, Franklin, Miller, & Ramer,
1976; Goldfield & Reznick, 1990; McShane, 1979; Reznick
& Goldfield, 1992), ability to categorize (Bates, Benigni,
Bretherton, Camaioni, & Volterra, 1979; Gopnik &
Meltzoff, 1987; Lifter & Bloom, 1989; Mervis & Bertrand,
1994; Nazzi & Bertoncini, 2003; Poulin-Dubois, Graham, &
Sippola, 1995), pragmatic skill (Ninio, 1995), and
hemispheric specialization (Mills, Coffey-Corina, &
Neville, 1993).

Four techniques have been used to assess the vocabulary
spurt. The simplest is to calculate a ratio of vocabulary size
to age and argue whether it is large enough to be a spurt
(Schafer & Plunkett, 1998). This method is not particularly
convincing as it does not assess change or rate of change.
The most common approach is to specify a certain number
of words that must be learned in a given time period
(Goldfield & Reznick, 1990; Gopnik & Meltzoff, 1987;
Lifter & Bloom, 1989; Mervis & Bertrand, 1994; Ninio,
1995; Poulin-Dubois, et al., 1995; Reznick & Goldfield,
1992). A third approach is to plot vocabulary growth over
age and visually judge whether a spurt is present (Dromi,
1987).
All three of these techniques use subjective and arbitrary
specifications, and it is not too surprising that values are
chosen in a way that guarantees that the expected spurt is
found. Moreover, none of these methods distinguish a true
spurt from a gradual continuous increase in words (Bloom,
2000).
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The fourth, and more sophisticated, technique fit
particular functions to vocabulary growth data (Ganger &
Brent, 2004). If a logistic (S-shaped) function fit the data
better than a quadratic (curvilinear or linear) function, then a
spurt was considered to be present. Presence of a spurt was
assessed by noting whether the root mean-squared residual
for the quadratic function was more than twice that for the
logistic function. Such residuals are smaller for better fits.
Comparing the two values by dividing one by the other is
known the log-likelihood ratio. Interestingly, only 4 of 20
children showed a vocabulary spurt by this measure, leading
the authors to question the general existence of this spurt.
This kind of curve fitting is a definite improvement over
the other three methods in objectivity and precision, but
there are some limitations. Only two functions are tried, and
it is not clear that these two functions can always
differentially identify a spurt. For example, only a part of
the logistic (just before the inflection point) can identify a
spurt, and the rapidly increasing section of a quadratic could
also resemble a spurt. As well, to optimize a function’s fit,
hundreds of parameter values for the functions had to be
searched for and tried. Finally, this technique, like the other
three, assumes that there is at most one spurt to find. None
of these techniques are able to objectively identify the start,
end, central location, or amplitudes of single or multiple
spurts.

The AMD Technique
Automatic Maxima Detection (AMD) 1 is a technique to
automatically detect and measure statistically reliable
maxima in functions of one variable or any of their
derivatives (Dandurand & Shultz, 2010). Because growth
spurts are characterized by local increases in the rate of
change, AMD finds spurts as maxima in the first derivative
of time-varying measures. In AMD, only two free
parameters influence the number of spurts detected: (1) the
smoothing parameter lambda (λ), and (2) the p-value that
determines the threshold used for statistical significance
(Dandurand & Shultz, in press).
AMD takes as input a sample of data pairs (yj, tj) where yj
is a measure of interest (e.g., vocabulary size) and tj are
corresponding sampling times. AMD first uses Functional
Data Analysis (FDA) (Ramsay & Silverman, 2005) to fit a
spline-based smooth function to approximate the data
sample, as well the first three derivatives of this smoothed,
continuous function to identify important function markers
(see Figure 2).
The fitted function takes the form of a weighted linear
combination of B-spline basis functions φk , k = 1,...,K:
K

x(t ) = ∑ ckφk (t )
k

FDA uses a roughness penalty approach to smoothing
which limits or penalizes the size of some higher-order
1
A Matlab implementation of AMD, bundled with FDA, can be
downloaded from: http://lnsclab.org/lib/AMD/.

derivative of the smoothed function. Coefficients ck are
selected to minimize a penalized sum of squared errors
(SSE) between the estimated function and observed data
vector y:

PENSSE ( y | c ) = ( y − φc )'W ( y − φc ) + λc' Rc

Where: c is a vector of coefficients ck; W is a symmetric
positive definite weight matrix; φ is the matrix of basis
function values

φk (tj); λ is a smoothing parameter; and R is

a roughness penalty matrix, computed as follows:

 d2
 d 2

R = ∫  2 φ (t )  2 φ ' (t ) dt
 dt
  dt

Note that the fitted curve x(t) becomes increasingly
smooth as lambda (λ) increases; this smoothing value
lambda is the only parameter in AMD that is manually set.
There are techniques to automate selection of lambda
(Dandurand & Shultz, 2010). However, existing techniques
have important limitations, and so a careful manual
selection is preferred (Ramsay, Hooker, & Graves, 2009).

Determining which spurts are significant
To determine which spurts are significant, AMD first
estimates a confidence interval of the derivative (velocity)
of the curve (see dotted lines surrounding the fitted curve in
Figures 1 and 2) for the p-value provided (a standard value
of .05 is used here). Width of confidence intervals (also
called point-wise bands) is based on the variance of the
fitted function:

Var [x ] = φ 'Var [c ]φ
Where: φ is a matrix of basis function values at the

observation points and Var[c] is the variance of coefficients
ck, computed as follows:

Var [c ] = (φ 'Wφ ) φ 'W ∑ e Wφ (φ 'Wφ )
−1

−1

Where: W is a symmetric positive definite weight matrix;
is the variance-covariance matrix of the residual
and
vector ε.
Second, AMD lists all local maxima in the velocity
function as spurt candidates. Finally, for each spurt
candidate, a null hypothesis is tested in which a straight line
between the two local minima adjacent to the maximum in
velocity is contained within the confidence band. This null
hypothesis thus corresponds to an absence of spurt. A
candidate is a genuine spurt when this null hypothesis has to
be rejected, that is, the maximum of velocity is significant
(see Figure 1). For a spurt to be considered significant,
velocity not only has to significantly increase to indicate the
beginning of a spurt, it must also significantly decrease to
mark the end of the spurt (Dandurand & Shultz, 2010).
For example, in Figure 7, a spurt is not detected in the
upper section of the curve because velocity keeps on
increasing (that is, acceleration is always positive). This
design decision reflects the fact that not all processes
eventually decelerate or stop, like physical growth does. In
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other processes, such as growth of national economies, the
existence of such upper bounds is less clear. In such cases,
an acceleration in growth may not mark a spurt per se, but
instead a transition for a slower steady-state rate of increase
to another, faster steady-state rate. The definition of spurts
in AMD excludes the latter case.

benefit of automated detection of significance (Shultz,
2003). Hence, identification of spurts and plateaus had to be
performed manually. These early results suggested that
children exhibit multiple vocabulary spurts, but the analysis
was limited by the small sample size and limited number of
observations. In the current project, we analyze a new set of
data with a larger sample size and more densely sampled
observations.

Figure 1: Example of a significant spurt. Dotted lines
above and below the smooth function correspond to 95%
confidence bands.

Quantifying spurts
AMD also provides rigorous quantification of the important
features of significant spurts: (1) when the spurt starts, (2)
the point where it is most intense (maximal velocity), (3) the
spurt amplitude and (4) the spurt duration. An example is
given in Figure 2. A spurt starts when velocity is at an
inflection point, acceleration is at a local maximum, and jerk
crosses 0 at a negative slope. A spurt peaks when velocity is
at a local maximum, acceleration crosses 0 at a negative
slope, and jerk is negative. A spurt ends when velocity is at
an inflection point, acceleration is at a local minimum, and
jerk crosses 0 on a positive slope. Spurt amplitude is given
by the vertical distance from acceleration at the start to
acceleration at the end.
In previous work, AMD successfully detected and
measured three important and well-known phenomena of
physical growth of children: (1) An adolescent growth spurt
in virtually all children; (2) an earlier age of onset for girls’
adolescent growth spurts than for boys’; and (3) a smaller,
pre-adolescent growth spurt in some children. Such spurts
tend to be small and difficult to detect without techniques
like AMD (Dandurand & Shultz, 2010).

Figure 2: Example of quantification of spurt features: where
it starts, where it is most intense, its amplitude and duration.

Applying AMD to the vocabulary spurt
Our previous work also included some preliminary results
for vocabulary spurts. In simulated data derived from a
computational model of this spurt (McMurray, 2007), AMD
flexibly found one large, global spurt under a low degree of
sampling, and many local, mini-spurts under higher
sampling.
In real vocabulary data from three English-speaking
children (Corrigan, 1978), AMD found an average of 2.0
spurts per child. An example of a child who had 3
significant spurts is presented in Figure 3. These data had
also been previously analyzed using FDA but without the
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Figure 3: Example of an AMD analysis of vocabulary
growth in a child over a few observations.

Here we apply the AMD method to data from each of 20
children from an online database (Ganger, 2004) whose
vocabulary growth had been recorded daily over the second
year of life (Ganger & Brent, 2004). These are the same 20
children studied in Ganger and Brent’s (2004) Experiment
1. Parents had listed the words used by their child every day,
even if the words had been used previously. Imitations had
been excluded and context noted. As Ganger and Brent
(2004) note, systematic parental reports on vocabulary
enable large sample sizes, enhanced validity, and good
reliability. We converted new words per day to cumulative
vocabulary, and assumed a variation of zero when an
observation value was not available (i.e., for missing data).
The main unspecified parameter in AMD, as in most FDA
techniques, is lambda, which controls the amount of
smoothing that is applied to the raw data. We tried several
lambda values (1, 100, 1 × 105, and 1 × 1010) and noticed the
usual decrease in detected spurts with increases in lambda.
For this paper, we concentrate on the results with a lambda
of 1 × 1010, which is a very large value. Our results are
therefore conservative; even more spurts were found using
less smoothing.

Results

distinguish gradual linear vocabulary growth from a genuine
spurt, defined as a sharp increase against a background of
linear growth.

Participant (child) id

Method

Figure 4: Spurts in vocabulary growth for 20 children
(lambda = 1 × 1010). Spurt length is indicated by a horizontal
line, spurt number by a number on the line, spurt amplitude
by line thickness, and spurt peak by the location of the
number.

A plot of spurt locations and amplitudes for all 20 children
at a lambda value of 1 × 1010 is presented in Figure 4. The
number of spurts in this smoothing condition ranged from 1
to 6, with a mean of 3.0 and SD of 1.5. Three children
showed only 1 spurt. Examples of representative individual
cases are shown in Figures 5 and 6. Child 10 had 2 spurts,
with the largest one being last at 554 days. Child 22 showed
4 spurts, the largest one being first, at 269 days. The
variability in number, location, and amplitude of spurts is
notable, all of which is obscured in a group plot of
vocabulary spurts averaged across all 20 children (see
Figure 7). Only 2 spurts appear in the averaged plot and
they bear very little relation to results for any of the 20
individual children. The dynamics and variability of
vocabulary growth are nearly completely obscured by group
plots because spurts in individuals vary greatly in location,
number, and intensity.
For comparison, the mean number of spurts at a smaller
lambda value of 1 × 105 was 6.5, with SD 2.8. The range
was from 3 to 15 spurts.

Discussion
There has been considerable disagreement about both the
existence and causes of the vocabulary spurt, but until now
virtually no consideration of the number of such spurts. The
classical position has assumed one such spurt, during the
second year. More recently, reviews of this evidence
(Bloom, 2000) and results from more precise methods
(Ganger & Brent, 2004) have cast serious doubts on the
general existence of a vocabulary spurt. Earlier work had
not taken the existence issue very seriously and had failed to

Figure 5: Vocabulary growth for child 10. The 2 spurt
peaks are indicated by filled circles.
The present work applies a relatively new FDA technique
to vocabulary spurts. This AMD technique automatically
detects growth spurts from densely-recorded observations
on an individual, ensuring that each detected spurt is
statistically reliable, thus distinguishing spurts from linear
growth. AMD had been successfully applied to several
growth phenomena including longitudinally-measured
physical growth (Dandurand & Shultz, 2010). As in
previous AMD applications to vocabulary growth, we found
multiple spurts in most children tested. And like in previous
work applying FDA methods to growth (Shultz, 2003), the
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number of spurts detected increased with less smoothing of
the data.

included in the research design. For example, volubility of
children could vary according to their health status, mood,
and transient environmental stimuli. Empirical studies
should control as much as possible for such effects, because,
based on data alone, no statistical tool can distinguish
reliable spurts caused by such effects from those due to
cognitive and developmental processes.
Our findings could influence the literature on spurt
causation, most of which has assumed only a single spurt at
a particular age. Some of the proposed explanations,
particularly those dealing with sudden developmental
changes in other systems, may not enjoy being stretched to
cover various multiple spurts at different ages, along with
large individual differences in number, timing, and intensity
of spurts. In any case, better documentation on the number
and location of statistically reliable vocabulary spurts
should provide researchers seeking explanations of these
spurts with a clearer and more realistic target.

Figure 6: Vocabulary growth for child 22. The 4 spurt peaks
are indicated by filled circles.
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Abstract
Structural priming, the tendency for speakers to reuse the
structures of recent utterances (Bock, 1986) or to produce
repeated structures more fluently, is well documented for
structural selection, but less so for phrase structure
generation. Priming of structural choices is long-lived,
persisting across intervening utterances (Bock & Griffin,
2000), but priming of phrase structure does not survive even
one intervening sentence (Wheeldon & Smith, 2003),
suggesting that the processes may be different. Moreover,
although Smith & Wheeldon (2001) found an initiation
latency benefit of initial noun phrase priming, the main verb
(move/s) was also constant. Here, we report a noun phrase
structure repetition effect only when the entire verb phrase
was also repeated. Because this effect is better accounted for
as plan reconfiguration than as structural priming, previous
reports of phrase level structural priming need to be
reassessed.
Keywords: Language production; grammatical encoding;
structural priming; lexical boost; planning scope

Structural Priming in Sentence Production
For a quarter of a century, structural priming has been one
of the most researched topics in the field of language
production. Structural priming is the tendency to echo the
syntactic structures of recently produced utterances
(Pickering & Ferreira, 2008) with potential gains in fluency.
For example, after producing sentence (a), people would be
more likely to generate (b) than (c) in a picture description
task (example from Bock & Griffin, 2000, p. 178).
(a)
(b)
(c)

The car‟s windshield was struck by a brick.
The boy is being awakened by a noisy alarm.
A noisy alarm awakened the boy.

In addition, production of (b) may be more fluent
following (a) than following a non-passive precursor. Such
effects are ubiquitous in production, occurring across
languages (Loebell & Bock, 2003), in written and spoken
production (Pickering & Branigan, 1998), between speakers
(Bock, Dell, Chang & Onishi, 2007), in aphasic speakers
(Hartsuiker & Kolk, 1998), and in children (Huttenlocher,
Vasilyeva, & Shimpi, 2004) (for a recent comprehensive
review see Pickering & Ferreira, 2008). Furthermore,
structural priming is not easily explained by repetition of
themes, lexical items, or metrical relationships between the
prime and target utterances, and has been interpreted as
evidence for an abstract or isolable representation of syntax
(see Pickering & Ferreira, 2008).

Most models of sentence production make a distinction
between functional and positional levels of grammatical
encoding (Bock & Levelt, 1994; Garrett, 1976). During
functional grammatical encoding, lexical items are selected
with respect to grammatical roles, whereas during positional
encoding words are linearized and linked to phonological
information. One might expect structural priming to operate
at both levels (Pickering & Ferreira, 2008). However, the
available evidence suggests that the processes at the two
levels may differ (Bock & Griffin, 2000; Smith &
Wheeldon, 2001).
The bulk of structural priming research has considered
functional level priming, using syntactic choice data to
determine whether priming has occurred (Bock, 1986;
Pickering & Ferreira, 2008). Functional level priming is
long-lived, persisting over multiple intervening sentence
productions, and so may reflect adjustments to the mappings
between meanings and syntactic expressions rather than
short term activation of lexical or syntactic options (Bock &
Griffin, 2000; Chang, Dell & Bock, 2006). Such high level
mappings, however, are not transparently relevant to
positional level processes.
Positional level structural priming involves the
linearization of words and may involve a phrasal planning
scope. Thus, because they involve linearization of nouns
(Bock & Warren, 1985), coordinate noun phrases are a good
candidate for phrase structure priming. Smith and Wheeldon
(2001) tested structural priming between both simple and
compound noun phrases, reporting a benefit in initiation
latency for primed compound phrases but no benefit for
simple noun phrases. Importantly, the priming effect did not
persist over even one intervening trial (Wheeldon & Smith,
2003). Wheeldon and Smith interpret this as evidence that
positional level assembly processes facilitate the
construction of a particular noun phrase structure, rather
than reflecting the mappings from conceptual to
grammatical representations that operate at the functional
level. Thus, although functional and positional level priming
may both be considered to be “structural”, they also involve
distinct processes.

Verb Phrase Repetition and Priming
An important theoretical debate in the functional level
literature concerns the potential role of lexical, and
especially verb repetition in promoting structural
persistence. Using measures of syntactic choice, Pickering
and Branigan (1998) showed that when the verb was
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repeated from prime to target, the amount of priming
increased, and therefore proposed that verbs play a pivotal
role in structural priming. Using the same materials as
Pickering and Branigan (1998), and again varying whether
or not the verb was repeated, Corley and Scheepers (2002)
used both measures of syntactic choice and response
latencies to measure priming. Only the same verb conditions
resulted in significant structural priming measured by
syntactic choice, and these conditions also showed a large
initiation time advantage. However, Hartsuiker et al. (2008)
showed that structural priming effects are distinct from the
„lexical boost‟ of verb repetition. They also showed that the
lexical boost was a short-lived effect, occurring only from
one sentence to the next, whereas structural priming effects
were long-lived, persisting over multiple intervening
sentences (see also Bock & Griffin, 2000).
Although it has not been explicitly addressed in the
published literature, verb repetition may also be implicated
in positional level processing. The Smith and Wheeldon
(2001) studies employed a picture description task in which
participants produced coordinate noun phrases prescribed by
the movements of pictures on a screen. In these
experiments, the specific movement of the pictures always
varied between productions but the main verb always
repeated from prime to target (e.g., MOVE/S up, down,
together, apart). There was a small, but robust initiation time
benefit of approximately 50ms across experiments, but only
for complex initial noun phrases. Like the lexical boost of
Hartsuiker et al. (2008), phrase structure priming was shortlived, occurring only between consecutive sentences
(Wheeldon & Smith, 2003). This raises the question of
whether phrase structure priming is a diminished structural
priming effect (see Pickering & Ferreira, 2008), or whether
it may be a different phenomenon.
Similar to Smith and Wheeldon, we have observed robust
phrase structure priming among consecutively generated
sentences when the prime and target sentences shared both
structure and the verb phrase (Schuster & O‟Seaghdha,
2005). This leaves open the possibility that the observed
positional structural priming effects are contingent on or
significantly enhanced by repetition of the verb. In a pilot
study with no verb phrase repetition from primes to targets,
we found no evidence of structural priming in measures of
initiation time (Frazer, 2009). Thus, to our knowledge only
studies of initiation time that have repeated some or all of
the verb phrase show structural priming. If the repetition of
the verb phrase is required for priming effects to be
observed, this suggests the following interim conclusion:
pure structural priming of the kind observed at the
functional syntactic level may not occur at the level of
phrase structure generation.

phrase was either the same in prime and target, different but
in the same spatial dimension (horizontal or vertical), or
different and in a different spatial dimension (see Figure 1).
All the productions were functionally equivalent
declaratives; only the positions of simple and complex noun
phrases, and the spatial locations described in the verb
phrases, varied.
We made two main predictions:
 Based on Smith & Wheeldon (2001), structural priming
will only be observed for compound initial noun phrases.
 Structural priming effects will be robust when the verb
phrase is repeated but reduced when it is not.

Method
Spatial Descriptions of Word Locations (SDWL) In this
procedure, participants receive sets of four nouns followed
by colored blocks that identify which words go together
(same color) and where they feature in the sentence (green
in NP1; red in NP2; see Figure 1). Thus participants are
induced to prepare Compound NP1 - VP - Short NP2 or
Short NP1 - VP - Compound NP2 sentences. Consecutive
sentences share structure, spatial predicates, both, or neither.
The spatial predicates are of the form is/are left of/right
of/above/below. This procedure addresses our goal of
examining positional level priming. Although the nouns in
this task are fully prescribed, participants must engage the
production processes of conceptualizing the spatial
arrangement to be described, formulating the corresponding
sentence, and linearizing the words for articulation.
Note that in this design, in the different structure
condition, the final noun phrase in the prime matches the
structure of the initial noun phrase of the target, raising the
possibility of unwanted priming among these adjacent
phrases. However, it is plausible that structural priming is
regulated by the sentence hierarchy. On this basis,
confirmed by the results of Smith and Wheeldon‟s (2001)
Experiment 6, we assume that priming occurs between
corresponding phrases in the same sentence positions.
Table 1: Experimental Design: Structural and Spatial
Location Components Shared Between Prime and Target
Sentences in Each Condition (all conditions include
Compound and Short NP1 targets).

Current Study
We systematically manipulated structural repetition in
conjunction with verb phrase repetition in order to examine
whether structural priming effects at the positional level are
in fact contingent on repetition of the verb phrase. The verb
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Structure Repetition
Spatial
Location

Different

Same

Location Only (A)

Opposite

VP Dimension (B)

Other

Unprimed (C)

Same
Structure and
Location (D)
Structure and VP
Dimension (E)
Structure Only (F)

Figure 1: Spatial Descriptions of Word Locations Procedure: Target Conditions in Relation to a Preceding Prime Production
1. Participant receives and memorizes set of four words
2. Words are replaced by blocks which convey encoding requirements
Words in GREEN locations are in the first NP; Words in RED locations are in the second NP. BLACK words are
discarded.
3. Participant produces appropriate sentence of the form “X/ X and Y - is/are left of/right of/ above/ below - Y and Z/ Z]

Participants Thirty-six native English speaking Lehigh
University undergraduates participated to fulfill a course
requirement. The experiment took approximately one hour
to complete.
Materials Words were selected based on a direct measure
of lexical accessibility, the naming latencies of singular
monosyllabic nouns in the English Lexicon Project database
(Balota, et al., 2007). Selected items were within one half
standard deviation of the mean naming latency [Range: 591
ms to 653 ms]. Item selection also took into account
concreteness and unambiguous pronunciation.
Items were first assigned to prime or target groupings of
four such that all words were used only once. The words
were then rotated across Conditions and Target Structures in
16 versions of the experiment so that there were no
systematic bindings of words to conditions. This elaborate
counterbalancing meant that there were no stable sentencelevel items and so no analysis by items is warranted.

Each version of the experiment contained 64 prime-target
combinations for a total of 128 productions. For each
Target Structure in both the Primed and Unprimed
conditions there were 4 targets where the spatial description
was the same as in the prime, 4 where the location was in
the same dimension but opposite, and 8 where the location
was in one or the other pole of a different dimension.
Design We manipulated Target Structure (Compound NP1
or Short NP1), Structure Repetition from the preceding
sentence (Same of Different), and the Spatial Location
described in the verb phrase (Same, Opposite, Other). See
Table 1.
Procedure Sentences were produced according to the
Spatial Descriptions of Word Locations procedure (Figure
1). First, four words appeared on screen. Participants read
each word aloud, paying attention to its location. When they
were ready, they pressed a key to continue, or the
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experiment continued automatically after 10 seconds. Next,
the colored blocks replaced the words. These blocks
indicated how the words should be spatially described (see
Figure 1). Participants were asked to produce the ingredients
of the compound noun phrases in a natural order, top-tobottom or left-to-right.
Participants were asked to produce the sentences as
quickly and accurately as possible. They were shown four
examples before proceeding to a practice section of 12
productions. During the practice trials the experimenter
corrected any errors and clarified the procedure as
necessary.
The sentences were organized in prime-target pairs but
presented in a continuous stream. The sequence of sentence
pairs was fully randomized. The experiment was broken into
two sections, with the opportunity for a break between
sections. The session was recorded for later coding.

Results
Data Scoring and Errors Any trial where speech did not
begin within 5 seconds of the appearance of the colored
blocks was discarded. Errors were defined as productions in
which the wrong words were produced, the words were
produced in the wrong order within a Compound NP or in
the wrong NP, the spatial description was incorrect, or the
production was incomplete. An error in the prime meant that
the prime-target pair was removed even if there was no error
on the target.
Six participants were excluded from the analysis for
having error rates over 50%. This left 30 participants who
had an average error rate of 29%. This rate is consistent
with previous work using this paradigm (Frazer, 2009;
Schuster & O‟Seaghdha, 2005) and reflects both the
intrinsic difficulty of the task and the need to exclude targets
if there was an error on the preceding prime.
Analysis The results of an initial overall analysis of
variance are summarized in Figure 2. There are two notable
findings. First, sentences beginning with a short noun
phrase (Short NP1) were actually produced more slowly
(1635ms) than those beginning with a compound noun
phrase (1381ms). This suggests that the short NPs, which
were produced as bare nouns, were planned in conjunction
with the following verb phrases, whereas compound noun
phrases were not (see Wagner, Jescheniak, & Schriefers,
2010, for a recent discussion of flexibility in the scope of
planning). This effect of Target Structure was significant, F
(1, 29) = 39.78, p < .001.
Overall, targets preceded by a same structure prime were
initiated more quickly (1472ms) than those preceded by a
different structure prime (1544ms), F (1, 29) = 5.85, p =
.022. This does not indicate across the board structure
priming however, because it is qualified by a complex
pattern of interaction. As predicted, priming is largely
confined to the conditions with compound initial noun
phrases (see Figure 2). Among Compound NP1s, the effect
of structure repetition is further limited to sentences with the

Figure 2: Mean Initiation Times with Standard Errors as a
Function of Structure Repetition (Same or Different) and
Target NP1 Structure
Same Spatial Location in prime and target (see Figure 3).
The three-way interaction, reflecting an effect of Structure
Repetition concentrated in the Same Spatial Location and
only in the Compound NP1 Target Structure was
significant, F (2, 58) = 5.18, p = .009.
A separate analysis of the Short NP1 sentences confirmed
that there was no effect of Structure Repetition, F (1, 29) <
1, or of Spatial Location, F (2, 58) = 1.01, and no
relationship of the two, F (2, 58) < 1. This is consistent with
previous results with initial noun phrases containing single
monosyllabic nouns (Smith & Wheeldon, 2001). Smith and
Wheeldon suggested one explanation of this outcome, that
short initial NPs are primed in all conditions. This is
complicated in our case by the evidence that short noun
phrases may be planned with the following verb phrase. But
in any case, the short noun phrase data by themselves do not
show any priming and will not be considered further.
Turning to the Compound NP1 productions, we found a
benefit of Structure Repetition, F (1, 29) = 12.07, p = .002,
as we did in the overall analysis. There was no main effect
of Spatial Location, F (2, 58) = 1.78, p = .181, but the effect
of Structure Repetition is clearly concentrated in the Same
Spatial Location condition [Interaction: F (2, 58) = 7.36, p =
.001; see Figure 3]. One could interpret this as a benefit of
verb phrase repetition or as a structural benefit contingent
on verb phrase repetition, except that the effect appears to
reflect a cost in the Location Only condition rather than a
clear benefit in the Structure and Location
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Discussion and Conclusions

(A) (D)

(B) (E)

(C) (F)

Figure 3: Mean Initiation Times for Compound NP1s with
Standard Error Bars as a Function of Structure Repetition
(Same or Different) and Spatial Location (Letters refer to
conditions in Figure 1).
condition. The mean initiation time for the Location Only
condition is substantially slower than for any other
condition in Figure 3. The priming effect in the Opposite
Spatial Location conditions is much smaller and
nonsignificant, and in the Other Spatial Location conditions
there is no priming.
Why is there a cost to compound initial noun phrase
production following a simple initial noun phrase that used
the same conceptual configuration and predicate? One
explanation may lie in the planning scope of the Short NP1
prime sentence which, as discussed earlier, may be included
with the verb phrase in a larger unit. Because the Compound
NP1 is not typically included in a larger planning unit, there
may be difficulty in moving from a short to a long noun
phrase when the verb phrase is repeated. This could happen
in two related ways. There may be a tendency to bind the
compound noun phrase to the repeated predicate, that is, to
repeat the NP-VP planning scope, or there may be difficulty
in adopting the simpler NP planning scope in this condition.
The larger planning scope, or reconfiguration to the default
shorter planning scope for a compound noun phrase, can
account for the reaction time pattern. In either case, the
apparently large priming effect in the Structure and
Location repetition condition is not convincing evidence for
phrase structure priming, but may instead involve
reconfiguration in the different structure condition.

Our study brings into question previous findings of
structural priming at the level of phrase structure. Previous
research has suggested that priming occurs but only for
relatively complex phrases. In this experiment, we saw only
a non-significant trend toward structural priming in
conditions where the entire verb phrase following a complex
initial noun phrase was not repeated. However, it remains
possible that structural priming occurs when there is a
“foothold” available in planning beyond the primed
component. This was available in the Smith and Wheeldon
(2001) experiments in the form of the main verb “move”.
This constant and dependable planning component
contiguous to the noun phrase may allow for expression of a
fragile priming effect. It may also be that the more direct
picture movement description task of Smith and Wheeldon
is more sensitive than our rather demanding spatial
description task. Thus the jury is out on the question of
whether structural priming extends to the level of phrase
structure.
A second challenge to existing findings is presented by
our Same Location observation of a cost to structure shifting
rather than a benefit to structure repetition. Specifically,
initiation of sentences beginning with a compound noun
phrase was slower following a similar spatial configuration
but different structure prime. Previous studies such as Smith
and Wheeldon (2001), which did not vary verb phrase
congruity, do not distinguish between costs and benefits and
so their small priming effects may reflect either or both.
Related to the cost-benefit determination, we also found a
counterintuitive difference in planning scope between
sentences beginning with short and long noun phrases such
that short noun phrases were slower to initiate. We suggest
that this is because they are planned with the following verb
phrase. This outcome may be specific to bare monosyllabic
noun production, which is natural in our Spatial
Descriptions of Word Locations procedure though not in
picture naming. Smith and Wheeldon (2001) elicited
sentences with pictures, for which speakers produced a
definite article before the nouns (e.g. “the eye”), and
latencies were shorter for short NPs in their study.
Consistent with our findings here, previous research using
the SDWL procedure with monosyllable nouns has shown
longer latencies for short NPs (Frazer, 2009). However,
short noun phrases were faster when the nouns were
disyllables (Schuster & O‟Seaghdha, 2005), suggesting that
speakers prefer an NP planning scope provided that the
phrase contains more than one stress unit. Caution in
drawing strong conclusions about the status of phrase
structure priming is appropriate in light of these planning
scope considerations. Nonetheless, our findings suggest that
phrase structure priming may be even more evanescent than
previous work has suggested (Wheeldon & Smith, 2003), or
may not explain significant variance at all. Because phrase
structure generation occurs at a different level than the
structure selection that is the focus of most structural
priming research, the fate of phrase structure priming does
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not diminish the theoretical interest of the larger field of
structural priming. However, it is important to determine the
true status of phrase structure priming in future research
because it speaks to the pervasiveness of structural
persistence in the syntactic system.
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Abstract
This article presents a computational model of the visual strategies involved in processing textual material. An experiment
is presented in which participants performed different tasks on
a multi-paragraph page (searching a target word, searching
the most relevant paragraph according to a goal, memorizing
paragraphs). The proposed model predicts eye movements
based on 5 parameters. The weighting of parameters is
determined for each task by means of a multidimensional
comparison of participant and artificial scanpaths.
Keywords: Computational model; Eye movements; Visual
strategy; Text.

Introduction
Reading a text is a complex task which has been widely
studied in cognitive science. Several models have been
proposed to account for the peculiarities of human eye
movements and especially the sequence of fixations and
saccades that can be nowadays easily observed and
recorded. For instance, EZ-Reader (Reichle, 2003) proposes
a detailed model of how low-level processes such as
oculomotor control, attention, visual processing and word
identification combine to produce a relevant scanpath. In
addition to a theoretical framework, EZ-Reader offers a
computational model which can be run on a specific text.
Those models are models of reading. A typical reading
scanpath is a sequence of short forward saccades followed
by a long backward saccade going to the beginning of the
next line, then short forward saccades, etc. until the end of
the text. Not all words are fixated and there can be short
regressive saccades (up to 20% of all fixations) but the
general shape looks like that. However, texts can be
processed in different ways: when you are searching
information on a web page, not all the words of all the lines
are processed. Sometimes, a specific word tells you that the
current sentence is probably not relevant and you jump a

few lines. You can also quickly choose to abandon the
current paragraph and move to another one.
Another way to process a text is to search for a particular
word. The scanpath then looks even more different: only
some words are fixated in a very fast browsing of the text.
However, if you read to learn the text, you will show short
forward saccades as usual, but also a high proportion of
regressive saccades, even moving to previous lines, in order
to make sure that information is correctly stored in memory.
Simola et al. (2008) showed that different tasks on textual
material produce different kind of scanpaths.
Carver (1990) distinguished five kinds of processes
(visual strategies), based on variations of reading rates:
• Scanning is performed at 600 words/min and is used
when readers are looking for a particular word;
• Skimming is used when readers need to get a quick
overview of the content of the text (450 words/min.);
• Rauding is normal reading (300 words/min.);
• Learning is performed at 200 words/min. It is used
when readers try to acquire knowledge from the text;
• Memorizing is used when readers want to memorize
the text, therefore constantly verifying that
information have been memorized (138 words/min.).
These processes differ in reading rates, but also in the length
of saccades, fixation durations and number of regressions.
The aim of the present study was to design a cognitive
computational model of eye movement that would account
for all these strategies. The idea is to base this model on a
very small number of parameters that can generate this
variety of scanpaths, when appropriately tuned. The first
purpose is to know the contribution of each of these
variables in the production of the scanpath. For example, the
spatial distance to the next fixation (saccade amplitude) is a
key variable in rauding (words that are spatially close are
much more likely to be selected than distant words) whereas
it is not as important in scanning.
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The second goal is to produce a general model of eye
movements on texts which could easily adapt to high-level
changes. For instance, a user may be looking for some
information, first engaging in a skimming task, then
switching to a learning process for a while, then moving to a
scanning process because a specific word that occurred
previously has to be reread in context. Our claim is that
these processes are along a continuum. It is therefore
interesting to model this behavior in a continuous way.
In order to build the model, we first gathered
experimental data on different ways of processing a text.

Experiment
Procedure
An experiment in which participants would generate various
kinds of scanpaths was designed. Three tasks were defined:
• Searching for a particular word in the page. This task is
likely to generate scanning scanpaths.
• Searching among a set of paragraphs the one which best
matches a given goal. For instance, if the goal is “planet
observation”, the participant has to select the paragraph
which is about that topic, although the paragraph may
not contain those words: search has to be done based on
semantics. In order to obtain rich scanpaths, several
paragraphs may correspond to the goal; participants
have to select the closest one. This task is likely to
generate skimming scanpaths.
• Reading paragraphs in order to be able to answer
comprehension questions afterwards. This task is likely
to generate memorizing scanpaths.
Only 3 of the 5 processes defined by Carver were used, but,
as we show later, the proposed model is not limited to them.

Materials
20 pages were generated in French. Each page was
associated with a specific goal (for the skimming task).
Examples of goals were tribunal international (international
tribunal), réhabilitation des logements (housing renovation),
associations humanitaires (humanitarian associations), etc.
One target word per page was defined for the scanning task.
Seven paragraphs were produced for each page. In order
to control the semantic relatedness of paragraphs to goals,
Latent Semantic Analysis (Landauer et al., 2007) was used,
a method to compute semantic similarities between texts.
LSA was trained on a 24 million word French corpus
composed of all articles published in the newspaper “Le
Monde” in 1999. A 300 dimension space was generated
from the corpus, by means of a singular value
decomposition of the word x paragraph occurrence matrix
(see. Martin & Berry (2007) for more details). Each word of
the corpus being represented as a 300 dimension vector, new
texts can also be represented as vector by means of a simple
sum of their words. A cosine function was used to compute

Figure 1: Example of page used in the experiments.
the similarity between vectors. The higher the cosine value,
the more similar the two texts are.
From the seven paragraphs designed, two were highly
related with the goal (cosine with the goal above .40), two
were moderately related (cosine between .15 and .30) and
three were unrelated (cosine below .10). In order to have a
more realistic situation, an image was also included in the
page as well as a banner. Figure 1 presents an example of a
page. All paragraphs were organized into the page according
to a layout that was randomly selected. There were eight
versions of each page, in order to ensure that paragraphs are
not processed in the same order.
Because the exact coordinates of words were needed for
simulations, all pages were generated by a piece of software
of our own which generates the image file and the word
coordinates. The font was BitstreamVeraSans 12pt.

Participants
13 participants were recruited in the scanning condition, 8 in
the memorizing condition, 34 in the skimming condition.
All participants saw the 20 pages in random order. All
scanpaths were recorded using a SR Research Eyelink 2
eyetracker. The images were presented on a 19 inch CRT
monitor at a viewing distance of 50 cm.

Model
The main issue of the current model was to select which
word to fixate next among all words in the paragraph, using
a limited number of variables. That problem can be viewed
as an iteration of two steps: weighting all words and
selecting the best weighted one.
There are two ways for a variable to weight words: either
by increasing the weight values of words likely to be fixated
or by decreasing the weight values of words that will
probably not be fixated. Some variables thus aim at
selecting interesting words, other decrease the weight value
of uninteresting words.
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In order to present the variables used, let us describe how
the different processes operate. Each process will
correspond to a specific combination of these variables1.

Learning

Scanning
Scanning is the fastest strategy. The aim being to find a
particular word (the target), it is likely that users tend to
prefer words which match with that target. Since almost all
words can only be viewed in peripheral vision, the
weighting can only be done on similarity of shape by a kind
of pattern-matching process. Shape similarity with the
target is therefore the first variable. This variable will
probably not be used by the other processes which do not
rely on a target word. In addition, it is likely that the
scanning process shows longer saccades compared to
rauding. The hypothesis is that the closer the process is to
classical reading, the shorter the saccades. Distance to the
current fixation is therefore our second variable: words
spatially close to the current fixation will be preferred.
Scanning is a process which will probably not need a high
weight to that variable, as opposed to rauding for example.

Skimming
Skimming differs from scanning in that it takes the content
into account. However, not all words need to be fixated in
order to keep a high processing speed. For the same reason
as before, the decision to select a word or not can only be
done under peripheral vision. Although the general shape of
a word is certainly not related to its meaning, it is likely that
users tend to prefer long words which are known to be more
meaningful. Word length is our third variable. It is possible
that others processes rely on that variable, but probably to a
lesser extent than the skimming process.

Rauding
Rauding is normal reading. Almost all words have to be
fixated. Therefore, the linear sequence of words becomes
important in order to preserve the meaning of sentences.
Saccades towards the next word tend to be the rule. These
saccades are therefore mostly horizontal (including the long
saccade going to the beginning of the next line). Saccade
horizontality is therefore our fourth variable: it would give
higher weights to words reachable with an horizontal
saccade. Scanning would probably give a low weight to that
variable because saccades may jump from one line to another. Instead, the number of intervening words between the
previously fixated word and the current fixated word could
have been used as a variable. That value would be close to 0
in rauding, larger than 0 but positive in skimming and
sometimes negative in memorizing. However, that variable
would not have captured the fact that in 2D fixating a
distant word in the text may result in a short saccade.
1It

is important not to confuse variable weighting with word
weighting. To sum up, a given process (scanning, rauding, etc.)
assigns predefined weights to variables. Then each word is given a
weight by simply combining the values given by all variables.

Learning falls in-between rauding and memorizing. This
process is slower than rauding because of longer fixation
durations, and more regressive saccades. As in skimming,
word length should play a role. However, almost all the
words should be fixated, saccade horizontality should also
been involved.

Memorizing
Memorizing is the slowest way of reading. Almost all words
have to be fixated but, as opposed to rauding, they might be
fixated more than once (rauding may also involve regressive
saccades on the previous word but we are here talking about
long regressive saccades). On the other hand, there is almost
no fixation on previously fixated words in the other
processes. Therefore, the fifth variable is called newness.
This variable prefers words that have not been fixated
previously. The memorizing process is therefore likely to
give a low weight to that variable in order to select words
that were seen before. Other processes will probably give
higher weight to that variable.
To sum up, the model assigns a weight to all words of the
text and moves to the one with the highest weight. Given the
current fixation C, the weight w(Wi) of a word Wi depends
on the following parameters.
shapeSim(Wi): the visual similarity between Wi and a target
word, if any. This similarity between words should not be
based on the identity of letters (not processed in peripheral
visual field) but rather on the identity of shapes. Therefore,
each word corresponds to a string in which each letter is
represented by a character denoting its class (b=lowercase
ascender letter, g=lowercase descender letter, a=lowercase
normal letter, A=uppercase letter). For instance, the word
Psychology is represented as Aagababagg. Similarity of
shapes is performed by computing the Levenshtein (1966)
distance between these strings. For instance, the distance
between Psychology and Intrepidity (Aabaagababg) is 4
because four operations are needed to transform one string
into the other (3 substitutions and 1 insertion). This distance
is normalized for the longest string. Shape similarity is one
minus that distance.
dist(Wi): the spatial distance between C and Wi, normalized
for the length of the paragraph diagonal (longest saccade
ever).
length(Wi): the number of characters of Wi, normalized for
the longest word in the paragraph;
hor(Wi): the horizontality of 
CW i defined as the angle between an horizontal line and the vector, normalized for /2;
newness(Wi): a binary variable which is 0 in case Wi has
already been fixated and 1 otherwise.
The general formula is:
w(Wi)=wS.shapeSim(Wi) + wD.dist(Wi) + wL.length(Wi) +
wH.hor(Wi) + wN.newness(Wi)
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Figure 2: Two artificial scanpaths with parameters 10/10/10/100/10 and 0/10/0/200/100.
The model is not deterministic because in case two words
are equally weighted, a random choice is performed.

Examples of scanpaths
Some examples of scanpaths using different weights are
described in Figure 2. The model shows the upper scanpath
with wS=10, wD=10, wL=10, wH=100, wN=10. It looks like a
scanning scanpath. However, with wS=0, wD=10, wL=0,
wH=200, wN=100, the second scanpath is really different
and seems to mimic a memorizing scanpath.

Comparison to human data
In order to estimate relevant variable weights wS, wD, wL,
wH, wN for each process, simulations were run. For each
combination of parameters, one artificial scanpath was
generated for each participant scanpath. Then each of these
pairs of scanpaths were compared. Averaging the result of
these comparisons for each combination of parameters gives
an overall measure of the adequacy of that version of the
model to the human behavior.

Comparison of scanpaths
Comparing scanpaths cannot be done at the level of
fixations. Even two humans do not produce identical
scanpaths. Higher level comparisons should be performed.
The Levenshtein distance (also called string edit distance)
is the most common way of comparing scanpaths (Privitera
& Stark, 2000). Each scanpath is encoded as a string of
letters in which each letter corresponds to the area of
interest (AOI) that each fixation hits. Then the Levenshtein
distance between two scanpaths is the number of insertions,
deletions or substitutions that are necessary to go from one
string to the other. In our case, this method cannot be used
as it is: considering each word as an AOI would be
inappropriate because it would not consider the spatial
relationship between words (on the same line for example).

An interesting method was recently proposed by Jarodzka
et al. (2010). Each scanpath is viewed as a sequence of
geometric vectors. Each vector corresponds to a saccade in
the scanpath. Then a scanpath with n fixations is represented
by a set of n-1 vectors. The two sequences that has to be
compared are aligned according to their shapes (although
the authors note that alignment can be performed on other
dimensions): it means that to each vector of scanpath #1
corresponds one or more vectors of scanpath #2, such that
the path in the matrix of similarity between vectors going
from (1,1) (similarity between first vectors) to (n,m)
(similarity between last vectors) is the shortest one. Once
the scanpaths are aligned, various measures of similarity
between vectors (or sequences of vectors) can be used:
average difference in amplitude, average distance between
fixations, average difference in duration, etc.
For example, Figure 3a shows the scanpath from participant #13 (first saccade is going upward). The model outputs
the scanpath of Figure 3b for a particular combination of
variables weights (first fixation is on the first word).
The alignment procedure attempts to match the six
vectors (for the six consecutive saccades) of the participant
scanpath with the four vectors of the model scanpath.
According to Jarodzka's method, the best match is the
following: 1-2/1 ; 3/2 ; 4/3 ; 5-6/4 (saccades 1 and 2 of
participant scanpath are aligned with saccade 1 of model
scanpath, saccade 3 is aligned with saccade 2, etc.).
Once scanpaths are aligned, similarity measures are
computed for each alignment. Instead of using Jarodzka's
measures of similarity between aligned sequences of
saccades which are not fully relevant to the study, the
following measures of distance were used:
• the spatial distance between saccades (computed as the
distance in pixels between midpoints of each saccades
and normalized for the paragraph diagonal). Similar
scanpaths should have aligned saccades located in
similar regions of the screen.
• the angle between saccades (computed as the
normalized cosine between saccades). Similar saccades
should have aligned saccades in similar directions.
• the difference of amplitude between saccades
(computed as the normalized difference of saccades
lengths). Similar scanpaths should have aligned
saccades of similar lengths.
On the previous example, the results are: distance between
saccades = 0.20; angle between saccades = 0.14; amplitude
ratio = 0.38 (AVERAGE = 0.24).
It means that the model with these parameters is quite bad
at reproducing the amplitude of saccades. It is however
better at reproducing the position of the scanpath and above
all the angle between saccades.
With another combination of parameters, another example
of artificial scanpath is generated (Figure 3c, the first
fixation is on the first word and the third saccade is a
regressive saccade).
Alignement with the participant scanpath is now the
following: 1/1 ; 2-3/2 ; 4-5/3 ; 6/4-5-6-7-8.
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Figure 4: Average distance between human and
models scanpaths as a function of distance and
horizontality in the memorizing task.
Figure 3: (a) A participant scanpath. (b)(c): Two
artificial scanpaths.
Comparison results are: distance between saccades = 0.30;
angle between saccades = 0.31; amplitude ratio = 0.39
(AVERAGE = 0.33).
That model is about the same as the previous one predicting
saccade amplitudes. However, it is much worse with respect
to the shape of the scanpath as well as its position.

Parameter adjustment
In order to estimate the appropriate value of parameters wS,
wD, wL, wH, wN for the scanning, skimming and memorizing
tasks, the average distance between all participant scanpaths
and corresponding model scanpaths for each combination of
parameters was computed. Actually, only the values of four
parameters out of 5 are needed since relative values instead
of absolute values are considered. For instance what is
relevant is to know that in the scanning condition wL should
be 2 or 3 times higher than wD. Therefore, one parameter
was set to an arbitrary value and the other values that all
together produce scanpaths that are similar to human
scanpaths were searched. wN, the memory parameter, that
we know cannot have a null value, was set to 100.
In all cases, the first fixation occurred on the first word of
the paragraph.
Memorizing condition
In the memorizing condition, there is no target so the wS
parameter is not relevant. After several exploratory
simulations on different ranges of values and on a subpart of
the data, the following integer values were more carefully
tested for the remaining parameters: wD ∈[0,9], wL ∈[0,5],
wH ∈[0,1000].
For each of the 1120 participant scanpaths, the generation
of the corresponding artificial scanpath was stopped when it
reached the same number of fixations.

The minimum average distance between model and
participants was found for the following values:
wS=0, wD=1, wL=0, wH=700, wN=100
It means that moving horizontally is the most important
thing. Not going back to previously visited words is
important but not that much. The length of words has no
effect at all. Making short saccades is not very important.
In order to better understand the effects of variables,
Figure 4 presents the average distance between scanpaths
as a function of horizontality and distance to the current
fixation.
Although minimizing the distance to the current fixation
does not seem to play much role, results are much worse
when the weight of that variable is set to 0. In the same way,
the worst results are found when the horizontality weight is
set to 0. Fit to human data increases until about 500 and
then becomes about the same.
Scanning condition
The same procedure was performed with the data coming
from the scanning task. Parameter wN was also set to 100.
The entire procedure was longer to perform because there is
one more dimension to take into account. Each simulation
was stopped when the target word was found or when the
number of fixations was the same as the number of fixations
performed by the participant.
The minimum average distance between model and
participants was found for the following values:
wS=3, wD=6, wL=3, wH=15, wN=100
The pattern is completely different from the memorizing
task. Horizontality is much less important. As expected,
similarity of shape plays a role which appears as important
as the length of words (although these variables may be
dependent from each other since the targets were not short
words). Distance to the current fixation also plays a
significant role: saccades should not be too long.
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• minimizing the distance to the current fixation is
crucial in skimming (90), not so important in scanning
(6) and slightly necessary in memorizing (1);
• horizontality of saccades is very important in
memorizing (700) and skimming (900) but not much
in scanning (15);
• visual similarity of word shape is only necessary in
scanning (3).
The effects of some variables in different tasks were
described and, more important, we provided a model that is
able to reproduce the shape of a human scanpath given the
task. The next step is to supplement this model with a
semantic component. One goal would be to model the way
users navigate in a web page (Chanceaux et al., 2009).
The process of searching in the space of parameters was
done in a brute force way. Optimization techniques, and
especially evolutionary algorithms, to improve that process
are under investigation.

Figure 5: Average distance between human and
models scanpaths as a function of distance and
horizontality in the scanning task.
Like previously, Figure 5 presents the average distance
between scanpaths as a function of horizontality and
distance to the current fixation. It shows that results are
much worse if the distance weight is set to 0 (meaning that
keeping short distance to the current fixation is important)
and also if horizontality is close to 0. Even in the scanning
task, horizontality of saccades plays a role, but not as much
as in the memorizing condition.
Skimming condition
The same procedure was performed with the data coming
from the skimming task, whose objective was to make a
decision about the semantic relatedness of the paragraph to
a goal.
The minimum average distance between model and
participants was found for the following values:
wS=0, wD=90, wL=40, wH=900, wN=100
Although horizontality of saccades plays a major role,
fixating long words is important. This is probably because
long words contain more semantic information than short
words, which is essential in this semantic task. Distance to
the current fixation is even more important. This semantic
task requires a comprehension of the text, which often
requires reading linearly some group of words, by means of
short saccades going from one word to the next one.

Conclusion
This paper presents a model of eye movements on textual
material which was applied to 3 different ways of
processing a paragraph: searching for a specific word
(scanning), assessing the semantic relatedness of that
paragraph to a goal (skimming) or memorizing the
paragraph. Five parameters were adjusted which showed
that:
• length of words plays an important role in the
skimming task (40), a reduced role in the scanning
task (3) and no role at all in the memorizing task;
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Visualizing Cross Sections: Training Spatial Thinking Using
Interactive Animations
Cheryl Cohen
Post-doctoral Researcher, Department of Psychology, Northwestern University
Abstract: Three experiments investigated the use of interactive animation and virtual models to train a spatial
visualization skill, the ability to represent the two-dimensional cross section of a three-dimensional object. Trained
participants significantly outperformed controls and showed limited transfer to untrained stimuli. Results were interpreted with respect to three theoretical accounts of improvement after training. Instance-based accounts attribute
performance gains to a larger store of memories and predict no transfer to new stimuli or spatial processes. Processbased accounts attribute gains to increased efficiency of mental processes and predict general transfer to new stimuli
and tasks sharing the same processes. Intuition-based accounts characterize learning as the accumulation of specific
perceptual experiences and predict limited transfer. Performance gains and patterns of transfer were most consistent
with intuition-based theory. The results suggest that interactive animation is an effective medium for training spatial
visualization skills, particularly when supplemented with verbal instruction and physical models.
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Finger Based Representation of Numbers: Correlation Between Finger
Tapping Ability and Digit Span
Firat Soylu
Department of Instructional Systems Technology, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN Cognitive
Science Program, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN

Sharlene Newman
Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences, Cognitive Science Program, Indiana University,
Bloomington, IN
Abstract: Based on previous research on finger based representation of numbers, we investigated the relation
between sequential finger tapping and numeric working memory. Subjects (N=44, all right handed) were given a
sequential finger tapping (SFT) test and a forward and backward digit-span (FDS, BDS) test. SFT test measured
the participants’ ability to execute simple (following the anatomical order) and complex finger tapping sequences
with their right hands. We calculated two standardized scores, first involving all sequences (SFT) and second only
complex sequences (cSFT). There were no significant correlations between SFT and both FDS (r=0.225, p=0.141)
and BDS (r=0.210, p=0.170). However, cSFT scores correlated significantly with both FDS (r=0.304, p=0.045),
and BDS [r=0.336, p=0.026]. Since independent movement of fingers relies on distinct finger representations, we
interpret the results as finger representation involvement in numeric memory. The stronger correlation between cSFT
and BDS might be due to the order processing involved in both.
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Revising beliefs about imagined relations: the role of logic and content
Alexandra Chambers
University of California Santa Barbara

Russell Revlin
University of California Santa Barbara
Abstract: University students (n = 86) revised their beliefs about story-based relationships in the face of new,
contradictory information. Prior to resolving an inconsistency, students drew a picture depicting the story information. Participants’ resolution of logical inconsistencies reflected (a) the structure of the facts at hand and (b) the
relationship conveyed by the major premise (All p are q). Students were more committed to a story relationship
when the contradiction challenged the outcome of a modus tollens ( q, p) rather than modus ponens (p,q) inference.
Commitment to story relations was also greater when p represented a cohesive group whose characteristic q was
critical to their definition as a group. When p represented a more ambiguous group, students drew more people and
were less likely to retain the story relations. The preference to preserve a generalization is dependent on the nature
of the logical contradiction and its implications to group entitativity.
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From preferences to choices and back again: evidence for human
inconsistency and its implications
Christopher Lucas
Carnegie Mellon University

Charles Kemp
Carnegie Mellon University

Thomas Griffiths
University of California, Berkeley
Abstract: People’s choices can be predicted given information about their preferences. Learning people’s preferences
is the inverse problem of inferring preferences from choices. Given the apparent relationship between choice prediction
and preference learning, it is natural to ask whether the two are mutually consistent. Given weak assumptions, we
show that no single, consistent model of the relationship between choices and preferences can explain both the
choices people make and their inferences about others’ preferences. This finding implies that people make systematic
errors in learning about others’ preferences, and indicates that some accounts of preference learning, e.g., those
based on simulating choices as well as unconstrained rational models, are inadequate. We also consider alternative
assumptions, which allow consistent models but require a new interpretation of decoy effects in multiattribute choice.
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The importance of alignable differences in teaching linear measurement
Mee-Kyoung Kwon
University of Chicago

Susan Cohen Levine
University of Chicago

Kristin Ratliff
University of Chicago

Camille Snyder
DePaul University
Abstract: We examined understanding of linear measurement in 1st and 2nd graders from high-and low-SES families.
Children made two kinds of errors on measuring objects not aligned with the beginning of the ruler - reading off
the number that corresponded to the rightmost edge of the object (common in low SES children) and counting the
number of hatch marks that the length of the ruler encompasses (common in high SES children). Experiment 1
showed that only children who counted hatch marks at pretest learned from training that made use of misaligned
ruler items combined with unit chips. Experiment 2 used the same procedure but presented pairs of objects that
ended at the same point on the ruler (e.g., 5” and 2” sticks that both aligned with 5” on the ruler). With this
training, children benefited regardless of initial error type. These findings indicate that comparisons that highlights
alignable differences promote learning.
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Asymmetric Intercortical Projections Support The Learning Of
Temporal Associations
William Benjamin St. Clair
University of California, Merced

David C. Noelle
University of California, Merced
Abstract: Neuroanatomists have identified an asymmetry in intercortical connections, with feedforward projections
from the sensory periphery tending toward more focused and dense connection patterns in comparison to feedback
projections, which tend to be more dispersed. Using a simple computational cognitive neuroscience model of approximately hierarchical processing in sensory cortices, we show how such asymmetric bidirectional connectivity supports
the implicit learning of associations over time, with correlated stimuli separated by short delay periods. According to
this model, the dynamics of recurrent connectivity in sensory hierarchies supports the persistence of representations
of recently experienced stimuli, allowing those representations to become associated with stimuli consistently arriving
after a short delay. These learned associations are embodied in feedback connections, with synaptic strengths modified by simple correlative (Hebbian) neural learning mechanisms. Furthermore, the presence of asymmetric forward
and backward projections throughout the sensory hierarchy is shown to support implicit learning at multiple levels
of featural abstraction.
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An Inhibited Recognition Performance for Explicitly Presented Target-Aligned
Irrelevant Stimuli in the Auditory Modality
Andrew D. Dewald (adewald@hawaii.edu)
Department of Psychology, University of Hawaii at Manoa
2530 Dole Street, Honolulu, HI 96822
Scott Sinnett (ssinnett@hawaii.edu)
Department of Psychology, University of Hawaii at Manoa
2530 Dole Street, Honolulu, HI 96822
Abstract
Overtly presented, but ignored visual stimuli are inhibited in a
later recognition task if previously presented synchronously
with an attended visual target. Here, we extend these findings
to auditory presentations. Participants were required to
respond to immediate sound repetitions in a stream of
simultaneously presented spoken words, and later given a
surprise recognition test that measured recognition for the
unattended words. Words that had been simultaneously
presented with a sound repetition in the previous repetition
detection task were later recognized at levels significantly
below chance. These data suggest the existence of an
inhibitory mechanism that is exhibited in later recognition
tests for salient auditory information that was previously
unattended and had been simultaneously presented with an
attended auditory target in a separate task.

Introduction
Anecdotal and scientific evidence suggest that stimuli that
receive attention are more efficiently processed than stimuli
that go unattended (Ahissar & Hochstein, 1993; Broadbent,
1953; Cherry, 1953; Mack & Rock, 1998; Moray, 1954;
Sinnett, Costa, & Soto-Faraco, 2006; Spence & Squire,
2003; Triesman, 1960). However, a number of
investigations have demonstrated that unattended
information can nevertheless be processed and affect
behavior. For instance, researchers have explored how
information is processed when it is explicitly or implicitly
presented, and the fate of this information when it receives
or does not receive direct and focused attention (Rees,
Russell, Frith, & Driver, 1999, Seitz & Watanabe, 2003;
2005, Sinnett et al., 2006, Tsushima, Sasaki, & Watanabe,
2006; Tsushima, Seitz, & Watanabe, 2008, Swallow &
Jiang, 2010). However, the findings from these
investigations fail to yield a clear picture as to the degree to
which unattended stimuli can influence behavioral
processing. That is, while the presentation of unattended
information has consistently lead to behavioral effects, the
nature of these effects have ranged from facilitation to
inhibition depending on whether it was presented above or
below threshold (i.e., explicit awareness).
Watanabe, Náñez, and Sasaki (2001, see also Seitz &
Watanabe, 2003; 2005) demonstrated significant perceptual
learning enhancements in the absence of focused attention
for stimuli that were presented below the threshold for

visual awareness. Yet, more recently and contrary to these
findings, Tsushima and colleagues (Tsushima, Sasaki &
Watanabe, 2006; Tsushima, Seitz & Watanabe, 2008)
demonstrated that when the implicit stimulus is made
explicit (i.e., observable), a later inhibition is observed.
Accordingly, behavioral facilitation or inhibition appears to
be partly dependent on whether or not stimulus presentation
is sub- or superthreshold. Furthermore, collectively these
investigations indicate that the temporal relationship
between the irrelevant stimulus and an attended target in a
separate task is critical to observing these facilitatory or
inhibitory effects in a later recognition task.
Highlighting the need for temporal synchronicity
between attended and unattended stimuli, Seitz and
Watanabe’s (2003) participants viewed random moving dot
displays with a subthreshold amount of coherent motion
(see also Watanabe et al., 2001 for further examples using a
similar paradigm). Critically, the subthreshold motion did
not influence post exposure motion detection unless it had
previously been presented simultaneously with targets from
a secondary task (identify white target letters occurring in a
rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) of black and white
letters). When this temporal alignment occurred, motion
detection improved when subsequently recognizing that
same direction after exposure, suggesting that the
subthreshold motion had been processed to a degree to
facilitate future judgments. Note, the exposure motion was
always subthreshold, thereby suggesting that the direction of
the motion was implicitly learned to a level sufficient to
affect later decisions on motion discrimination.
Being that performance enhancements for motions that
were not temporally aligned with targets from the secondary
task were never observed, the temporal relationship between
the task-relevant stimulus (presence of white letter) and the
task-irrelevant exposure stimulus (motion) appears to be
critical to the effect (Seitz & Watanabe, 2003; 2005). Thus,
it would appear that if two stimuli were presented
simultaneously, then the learning associated with attention
being directed to one stimulus would spill over to the other,
thereby facilitating processing of this unattended stimulus.
However, it is important to note that the irrelevant stimuli in
these investigations were exclusively implicit in nature. As
the mechanisms involved in implicit and explicit
information processing are likely different, it is important to
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explore what happens when the irrelevant motion stimuli is
explicitly presented during the exposure stage.
A recent investigation addresses this very question.
Tsushima et al (2008) conducted a similar experiment using
explicit rather than implicit motion during the exposure
stage. In this case, half of the dots in the motion display
moved in coherence, while participants simultaneously
performed the letter identification task. Interestingly, the
exact opposite findings were observed. That is, while
facilitation for subthreshold presentations were still
observed, performance for superthreshold motions that were
simultaneously presented with a task target from the letter
identification task was later inhibited. This is contrary to
what one might have expected, as higher motion coherence
would possibly be expected to lead to increased learning
effects due to the stronger coherence inducing a
strengthened perceptual signal (Britten, Shadlen, Newsome,
& Movshon, 1992). The behavioral findings were supported
by fMRI data showing an inhibition in brain activity in brain
areas associated with processing motion direction
(Tsushima et al., 2006). The authors concluded that if the
irrelevant stimulus is subthreshold in nature, then no
inhibitory mechanism is engaged, whereas an inhibitory
mechanism would be in place for superthreshold displays as
attention would be needed to be directed towards the task
target (letter detection) while at the same time ignore the
superthreshold and possibly distracting motion stimulus.
Assuming that the inhibitory and facilitatory effects for
simultaneously presented, but ignored, stimuli are driven by
whether the irrelevant stimulus is implicitly or explicitly
presented, it is important to extend these results to other
sensory modalities. Despite humans being dominated by the
visual sense (Colavita et al., 1974; Posner et al., 1980;
Sinnett et al., 2007 Spence et al., 2003), it is apparent that
the human perceptual experience is a result of multisensory
information. Thus, it is important to explore whether other
sensory modalities also process irrelevant information in the
same manner as the visual sense. For instance, Sinnett et al.
(2006) demonstrated that when attentional reservoirs were
depleted by a primary task, inattentional blindness (IB) for
spoken word perception was interrupted to the same degree
as visual word recognition.
A recent investigation by Dewald et al (2010) replicated
Sinnett et al.’s (2006) investigation in the visual modality,
but included an additional analysis for items that appeared
simultaneously with targets in the separate task. In this case,
an inhibition for visually presented words (explicitly
presented) was observed. That is, despite their overt
presentation and high degree of saliency (i.e., words), later
recognition performance was below chance levels. In the
present experiment we adapted the same IB paradigm to an
auditory presentation in which spoken words were overtly
presented at the same time as common everyday sounds,
with the primary task to detect target repetitions in the
sound stream, and the secondary task to recognize the
previously ignored words. If an inhibitory mechanism
operates in the visual modality for overtly presented

irrelevant information that is simultaneously presented with
a task target from a separate task (i.e., immediate sound
repetition), then an inhibition should be observed for that
irrelevant information in the auditory modality as well,
given evidence for a common encoding system for both
written and spoken words (Hanson, 1981). Alternatively, a
facilitatory mechanism similar to that observed for
subthreshold motion displays (Seitz & Watanabe, 2003),
would suggest improved perception rates for the irrelevant,
but simultaneously presented, words. However, it is difficult
to speculate that mechanisms observed for implicit
information will extend to explicitly presented stimuli.
Lastly, it should be noted that we are extrapolating findings
from a recognition task to elucidate mechanisms of
perception for previously presented, task-irrelevant, explicit
stimuli. Despite the possibility of a slight disconnection in
this argument, there are a number of studies that utilize this
same framework (i.e., Rees et al., 1999). This is
strengthened by findings that show a convergence between
recognition tasks and online fMRI findings suggesting that
depletions of attention affect word processing itself, rather
than any process (e.g., memory) during the later presented
recognition task (see Rees et al., 1999).

Method
Participants. Sixty participants (n=60) were recruited from
the University of Hawai’i at Manoa in exchange for course
credit. Participants were naïve to the experiment and had
normal or corrected to normal hearing. Written informed
consent was obtained before participation in the experiment
occurred.
Materials. A total of 150 one to two syllable, highfrequency English words (average length of 5 letters) were
selected from the MRC psycholinguistic database (Wilson,
1988). The overall average frequency of the 150 selected
words was 120 per million, ranging between 28 and 686. A
native English speaker’s voice was recorded reading the list
three times, after which three blind listeners chose the best
exemplar of each spoken word. In the event that the three
exemplars of a specific word were chosen by the listener, a
fourth listener was asked to decide which one was best. The
selected recordings were edited using sound editing
software so as to all contain the same length of presentation
length (350 ms) and average amplitude. The sound stimuli
were extracted from a database of 100 familiar sounds and
were also edited to 350 ms and for average amplitude
(downloaded
from
www.a1freesoundeffects.com,
01/02/2003, see Sinnett et al., 2006).
Design. To ensure an enhanced level of randomization, the
100 sounds were randomly separated into two equal groups,
while the 150 words were randomly divided into three equal
groups (similar average frequency). In each group of
sounds, half (25) were pre-selected and duplicated. These
repeated sounds acted as targets as each pair occurred in the
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auditory presentation as an immediate repetition. The
remaining 25 sounds were also duplicated, but their
positioning in the stream never allowed for an immediate
repetition. One hundred of the 150 words were overlaid on
each of the sounds, creating a block size of 100 sound-word
items. Across two blocks of presentation, half of these
words (i.e., 50) were target-aligned with a sound repetition
while the other half was non-aligned. Half of the different
sounds (25) were repeated in one block, while the other half
were repeated in the other block. The same 100 randomized
words superimposed were used in each block (note, a
superimposed word was never repeated within a block).
Therefore, across both blocks, each sound was displayed a
total of four times (once as a repeat and then two other times
as non-repeats in the complementary block). The words
were presented a total of two times throughout the
experiment, once in each block respectively.
The same principle was used when making streams of
items when the words were repeated (attending to words
condition). As there were 150 words and 100 sounds, six
different versions of the sound-word superimposed stimuli
were created for use in the attending to sounds condition as
well as the attending to words condition.
The surprise recognition test, administered after the
completion of the repetition detection task, consisted of 100
words from both the previously heard stream (50) as well as
never heard before foil words (50). The foils were words
that were used in a different version of the experiment (fully
randomized). The 50 non-foil words (i.e., words that had
been presented) in the surprise recognition test were words
that had either been temporally aligned with the taskrelevant target, (i.e., target-aligned; superimposed over the
immediate repetition of a sound), or had not been
temporally aligned with the task-relevant target (i.e., nonaligned; superimposed over non-immediately repeating
sounds) in the previous repetition detection task. The
surprise word recognition tasks were randomized and
presented
by
DMDX
software,
(http://www.u.arixona.edu/jforster/dmdx.htm), one at a
time, written in bold, capitalized letters in Arial font at a
size of 24 points (see also Sinnett et al., 2006 for a similar
design). An analogous version of the experiment was
created where the repeated targets were words rather than
sounds. All word repetitions followed this design. Care was
taken to ensure that sound-word combinations did not have
any semantic relationship.

Procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to one of two
conditions and required to perform a recognition detection
task (i.e., respond to immediate repetitions of either a word
or picture). One group was required to attend to the sound
stream (i.e., ignore the overlaid spoken words) and respond
to immediate sound repetitions, while the other group was
required to respond to immediate repetitions in the spoken
word stream, while ignoring the sounds. Participants

responded to repetitions by pressing the ‘G’ key on the
keyboard.
Each item in the sound-word presentation was presented
for 350 ms with a 150-ms inter-stimulus interval (ISI;
silence) between each item for a stimulus onset asynchrony
(SOA) of 500 ms (see Figure 1). Before the first
experimental block, a training block of eight trials was
given and repeated until participants were familiar and
comfortable with the task. Immediately after the repetition
detection task the surprise word recognition test was
administered. Participants were instructed to press the “V”
key if they had heard the word during the repetition
detection task or instead the “B” key if they had not heard
the word before.
The recognition test consisted of either foils and targetaligned words, or foils and non-aligned words. Each group
of, respective of the focus of attention during the repetition
detection task (attending to sounds n=30 vs. attending to
words, n=30), was divided in half and given one of the two
recognition tests (n=15 per group). Note, the presentation of
conditions and recognition tests was fully randomized.

Figure 1. Example of the task in which each sound-word stimulus
was presented for 350 ms and was then replaced by silence for 150
ms. Both the word- and sound-repetition detection tasks were
performed on the same streams. In the above figure, the word
“HOME” serves as the target-aligned word.

Results
Target detection accuracy in the primary task. An analysis
of the overall accuracy of the primary task of immediate
target repetition detection revealed that participants were
accurate at detecting target repetitions in the primary task,
(73% hit rate vs. 25% miss rate, t(59) = 11.57, p<.001).
Two-factor ANOVA of overall performance. A two-factor
ANOVA was conducted with all factors between
participants and as follows: focus of attention (attending to
sounds or attending to words) and alignment of targets
(target-aligned or non-aligned). A main effect for focus of
attention confirmed that word recognition performance was
significantly better when attention was directed to the
detecting repetitions in the word stream rather than the
picture stream, (F (1,59) = 23.37, p < .01). The main effect
of target alignment failed to reach significant (F (1,
59)=2.24 p < .11). Importantly, there was an interaction
between focus of attention and alignment of targets (F
(1,59) = 5.01, p <. 02). In order to understand the interaction
a series of planned t-tests were conducted.
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Target-aligned and non-aligned word recognition
performance. Recognition performance for target-aligned
words (i.e., words previously paired with immediately
repeated sounds) was compared with non-aligned words and
also against chance. When attending to spoken words in the
repetition task (rather than sounds), subsequent recognition
for target-aligned as well as non-aligned words were both
significantly better than chance performance (targetaligned: 58%, SE = 3.32, t(14) = 2.43, p = .029; nonaligned: 59%, SE = 1.66, t(14) = 5.69, p < .001). There were
no significant differences between target-aligned and nonaligned word performance after attending to the words
(t(14)= .37, p=.712; see Figure 2). Additionally, the hit rates
after attending to the words for target-aligned (58%) and
non-aligned (59%) words were both significantly greater
than the false alarm rates (33%, SE =2.56, t(9) = 3.68, p =
.001 and, 36%, SE = 2.81, t(9) = 3.25, p = .002,
respectively). Analysis of recognition performance after
attending to the sound stream confirmed that participants
were not different than chance at recognizing non-aligned
spoken words (50%, SE = 3.68, t(14) = 0.21, p = .831).
Critically, recognition performance was significantly
different from chance for target-aligned spoken words
(40%, SE = 3.38, t(14) = 2.54, p = .023). When compared to
each other, recognition for non-aligned words was
significantly better than target-aligned words (t(14) = 2.30,
p = .037; See Figure 2). Furthermore, when attending to the
sound stream the hit rate for target-aligned words (40%)
was significantly lower (i.e., inhibition) when compared
with the FA rate (51%, SE = 4.51 t(9) = 3.52, p = 0.01),
while there was no difference between hits and FAs in the
non-aligned recognition test (hits: 50%, SE = 3.68, FAs
52%, SE = 5.90, t(9) = .223 p = 0.829).

% Correct on Recognition Test

Overall surprise recognition performance. Recognition
performance for target-aligned words was compared with
non-aligned words and also against chance. Overall,
performance was significantly better after attending to the
spoken words when compared with after attending to the
sounds (56.3%, SE = 1.09 vs. 48.2%, SE = 1.05, t(29) =
6.85, p < 0.001). Performance after attending to the words
was significantly better than chance (t(29) = 5.76 , p
<0.001) while performance after attending to the sound
stream failed to be significantly better than chance (t(29) =
1.62, p = 0.115). Further demonstrating the enhancement of
word recognition when attention had been directed to the
word stream, significantly fewer false alarms (FAs) were
made when compared with hits (hits: 56%, SE = 1.05, FAs:
33%, SE = 2.25, t(19) = 5.89, p = 0.001), while there was no
difference between hits and false alarms when attention was
directed to the sounds (hits: 48%, SE = 1.09, FAs: 50%, SE=
3.55, t(19) = 1.39, p = 0.11).
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Figure 2.Recognition percentages and standard error bars for
Target-Aligned (grey bars) and Non-Aligned (black bars) words in
the surprise word recognition test after attending to either the
spoken word stream (Left) or the sound stream (Right).

Discussion
The present experiment extends the findings of Sinnett et al.
(2006) in a number of ways. First, and in-line with their
report, we demonstrated that the auditory modality is
susceptible to inattentional blindness (i.e., deafness).
Despite not having the analogous visual condition
(although, see Dewald et al., 2010; Rees et al., 1999; Sinnett
et al., 2006 for examples with this condition), it is
reasonable to conclude that auditory word recognition is
significantly better after attending directly to the word
stream as opposed to attending to a distracting stream of
sounds. More specifically, participants were unable to later
recognize the words that had been simultaneously presented
with the sound stream, if attention had been directed to the
sound stream during the repetition detection task.
The second critical finding pertains to recognition
performance for words, after having attended the sound
stream, that had been presented at the same time as a sound
target in the primary task. Here we replicated the visual
findings of Dewald et al (2010) in the auditory modality.
That is, after having attended to the sound stream (rather
than a picture steam as in Dewald et al., 2010) in the
repetition detection task, subsequent word recognition for
target-aligned words (i.e., words presented at the exact
same moment as a sound repetition) was significantly below
chance. This suggests, as does Dewald et al (2010), a
possible inhibitory mechanism for overtly presented
irrelevant information that appears simultaneously with an
attended target.
The potential inhibition of the auditorily presented
target-aligned words when attention was directed to the
sound stream is of key interest. Many investigations have
demonstrated that unattended and irrelevant stimuli are
often not perceived when attentional resources are depleted
(Mack & Rock, 1998; Rees et al., 1999; Sinnett et al.,
2006), however only recently have investigators directly
compared the performance for target-aligned and nonaligned stimuli. In this case, it appears that either a
facilitation or inhibition can be observed, dependent on
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whether the irrelevant stimuli are presented above or below
threshold. Here, word recognition was inhibited for targetaligned words, despite word perception being arguably an
automatic process (Stroop, 1935; Lupker, 1984, see also
Shor, 1975 for an example of an auditory Stroop task).
Moreover, these investigations have typically focused on
visual presentations, whereas the present investigation
extends these results to the auditory modality.
While the inhibition effect observed here supports
research by Tsushima et al (2006, 2008), it fails to coincide
with recent findings by Swallow and Jiang (2010),
suggesting an “attentional boost” (i.e., facilitation) for
simultaneously presented information in a dual-task
paradigm (see also Lin et al., 2010 for a similar example of
a paradigm utilizing temporally aligned targets). In their
experiment, participants monitored a stream of pictures of
various scenes. While monitoring the stream, a series of
distractor items (small black superimposed squares) were
simultaneously paired with the presentation of each picture
presentation. Participants were required to remember as
many of the presented scenes as possible, in addition to
monitor the distractor stream for the presence of an “oddball” color change (i.e., the presence of a white square rather
than black squares). In a subsequent forced choice
recognition test for the picture scenes, an enhanced
recognition for pictures that had been presented
simultaneously with the presence of the target (i.e., the
‘odd-ball’ color change) in the distractor stream was
observed (i.e., the attentional boost effect).
Of particular note to Swallow and Jiang’s (2010)
findings is the fact that the pictures were presented
explicitly, much like the unattended words in our
investigation. The question then remains as to why they
observed a facilitation for target-aligned stimuli while our
findings demonstrate an inhibition? However, it should be
noted there is a significant procedural difference that could
explain the contradictory findings. Specifically, participants
in Swallow and Jiang’s experiment were required to attend
to both streams, whereas the participants here were
specifically instructed to attend to only one stream (i.e.,
ignore the other). This limitation alone could drive the
differences in findings between paradigms, but could also be
exacerbated by the nature of the stimuli chosen for the
recognition test (i.e., pictures in their experiment and words
in the present investigation).
It could be argued that the inhibition of previously heard
words that had been paired with a sound repetition target
does not follow the conclusions drawn by Seitz and
Watanabe (2003; see Seitz & Watanabe, 2005 for a review).
According to the framework provided by their
experimentation, an enhanced recognition performance for
words synchronized with task-relevant targets should have
been observed. That is, while the necessary temporal
synchronization between task-relevant and task-irrelevant
stimuli was present, enhanced perception for task-irrelevant
stimuli was not observed. The exact opposite was seen here,
in that there was an inhibition of performance for the

recognition of previously temporally aligned words with
repetition targets in the primary task. However, it should be
noted that participants were overtly presented with highly
salient words here, whereas Seitz and Watanabe utilized
subthreshold motion displays, making a direct comparison
from their experiment to ours difficult at best.
Accordingly, our findings dovetail with Tsushima et al.
(2008; see also Tsushima et al., 2006), who presented
motion displays with superthreshold (i.e., overt) motion
coherence. In this case, they observed an inhibition when
detecting similar motions that had been earlier presented
with task targets from a separate task, akin to the inhibition
we observed for auditory words. Therefore, the present
findings extend their findings not only to the auditory
modality, but also when using a stimulus arguably much
more salient than simply dot motion displays.
Although the conclusions of Tsushima et al (2006, 2008)
and the findings here both suggest that a strong irrelevant
feature will be inhibited rather than facilitated if presented
simultaneously with a target from a separate task, future
research could employ the paradigm from the present study
to investigate prolonged exposure rates through the
utilization of a larger number of trials and a smaller number
of target-aligned words to see if perception is enhanced,
rather than inhibited.
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Abstract
Overtly presented, but ignored visual and auditory stimuli
presented within the same sensory modality are inhibited in a
later recognition task if previously presented synchronously
with an attended visual target (Tsushima, Sasaki & Watanabe,
2006; Tsushima, Seitz & Watanabe, 2008; Dewald, Doumas
& Sinnett, 2010; Dewald & Sinnett, 2011). We extend these
findings to conditions in which task irrelevant stimuli (written
or spoken words) were presented in a separate sensory
modality than task-relevant targets (picture or sound
repetitions). A subsequent recognition task was given for the
previously presented irrelevant stimuli (words). Words that
had been simultaneously presented with a target in the
previous repetition detection task were later recognized at
chance levels, demonstrating a bolstered recognition of taskirrelevant items (e.g. target-aligned words) when compared
with performance under unimodal presentation.
Key words: Attention, Multimodal Presentation, Recognition

Introduction
It has been demonstrated throughout cognitive psychology’s
history that attention is a limited resource (Broadbent, 1954;
Cherry, 1953; James, 1890; Mack & Rock, 1998; Rees,
Russell, Frith, & Driver, 1999; Sinnett, Costa & SotoFaraco, 2006; Triesman, 1960). Interestingly, the capacity of
the attentional system seems to be modulated if a difficult
unisensory task is divided across multiple sensory
modalities (i.e., a multiple resources theory, see Wickens,
1984). For instance, Sinnett et al. (2006) showed that under
multimodal presentations, inattentional blindness for words
was ameliorated (i.e., perception improved) when compared
with unimodal conditions, regardless of the modality of
word presentation (see also Toro, Soto-Faraco, & Sinnett,
2005 for a similar example involving statistical learning).
These findings seem to provide support for an attentional
system that is segregated, such that each sensory modality
has access to individualized attentional resources (see
Wickens, 1984).
Providing support for a multiple resource view, Duncan,
Martens, and Ward, (1997) demonstrated that participants
had difficulty identifying target items presented 300 ms or
less after previous targets under unimodal presentations
(auditorily or visually), due to the well-documented

phenomenon termed the attentional blink (AB; see Shapiro,
1992). However, when targets were presented across
sensory modalities (that is, when first identifying a visual
target and then an auditory target, or vice versa), typical AB
effects were not observed. That is, participants were able to
detect an auditory or visual target even when it was
immediately preceded by a target occurring in the other
modality (i.e., visually or auditorily respectively), whereas
they were unable to do so under unimodal presentations.
This finding suggests that attentional costs are reduced if a
difficult task is divided across sensory modalities.
Further investigating this issue, Sinnett et al. (2006)
explored a multiple resource view of attention by means of
an inattentional blindness (IB) paradigm. IB is a wellstudied phenomenon in attention research that illustrates a
situation in which an individual fails to detect an explicitly
presented event due to attention being directed elsewhere
(Mack & Rock, 1998; Simons & Chabris, 1999). The
overwhelming conclusion of IB research is that if attention
is deployed to a difficult or demanding primary task,
information not relevant to the primary task goes
unprocessed, at least not to levels of explicit awareness. A
curious finding by Sinnett et al. (2006), however, was that
when irrelevant information was presented in a sensory
modality separate from the target information, levels of IB
was reduced for irrelevant items (i.e., performance
improved when compared to unimodal presentations).
Sinnett et al. (2006) utilized an IB paradigm (see also
Rees et al., 1999) incorporating multisensory presentations
in which participants detected immediate repetitions in a
stream of rapid serially presented items in either visual,
auditory, or bimodal conditions. In the unimodal conditions
(visual only or auditory only streams) the primary task was
to monitor either pictures (or sounds) presented
simultaneously with written words (or spoken, respectively)
and detect immediate repetitions in either the word or the
distractor stream. Immediately following this task, a
surprise word recognition test was administered for
unattended words (after having attended to pictures or
sounds). In the crossmodal condition words were presented
either visually or auditorily, with a distracting stream of
either overlaid/superimposed sounds or pictures in the
opposite modality. Unimodal performance (both auditory
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and visual) yielded high and comparable levels of IB.
However, when attention was divided across modalities
(that is, attending to visual pictures while ignoring spoken
words, or attending to sounds while ignoring written words),
participants performed significantly better in subsequent
word recognition tests for the unattended words. Thus,
despite the accepted notion that attentional capacity is
limited, recognition performance for irrelevant stimuli can
often be improved as long as it had been presented in a
separate sensory modality (e.g., Duncan et al., 1997; Sinnett
et al., 2006; Wickens, 1984).
Although a plethora of scientific evidence suggests that
stimuli that receive attention are more efficiently processed
than stimuli that go unattended (Ahissar & Hochstein, 1993;
Mack & Rock, 1998; Sinnett et al, 2006; Spence & Squire,
2003) a number of investigations have demonstrated that
unattended information can nevertheless be processed and
affect behavior. However, the findings from these
investigations fail to yield a clear picture as to the degree to
which unattended stimuli can influence behavioral
processing. That is, the nature of these effects has ranged
from facilitation to inhibition depending on whether the
unattended stimuli were presented above or below
threshold. Moreover, a critical relationship between whether
or not the irrelevant stimuli occur synchronously with a
relevant target has been recently uncovered.
Watanabe, Náñez, and Sasaki (2001, see also Seitz &
Watanabe, 2003; 2005) demonstrated significant perceptual
learning enhancements in the absence of focused attention
for stimuli that were presented below the threshold from
visual awareness (i.e. implicitly presented). However, when
using explicit stimuli, Tsushima and colleagues (Tsushima,
Sasaki & Watanabe, 2006; Tsushima, Seitz & Watanabe,
2008) demonstrated a later inhibition. Accordingly,
behavioral facilitation or inhibition appears to be partly
dependent on whether or not stimulus presentation is sub- or
superthreshold. Critically, the facilitatory and inhibitory
effects in both of these examples appear to be contingent on
the temporal relationship between the irrelevant stimulus
and an attended target in a separate task. That is,
performance changes for irrelevant stimuli were observed
only when temporally aligned with relevant stimuli (i.e.,
task targets). For instance, Tsushima and colleagues
(Tsushima et al., 2006, 2008) demonstrated that the
detection of ignored, but explicitly presented coherent
motion displays, is inhibited when the motion display is
temporally aligned with the presence of an attended taskrelevant target in a simultaneously presented task. The same
inhibition was not observed for non-aligned presentations,
and was further supported by functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) data showing an inhibition in brain activity
in brain areas associated with processing motion direction
(Tsushima et al., 2006).
We have recently published behavioral data also showing
an inhibition for temporally aligned, but irrelevant stimuli
(Dewald et al., 2010). In this example we modified the
paradigm utilized by Sinnett et al (2006) investigating

inattentional blindness to include an additional analysis for
items that had appeared simultaneously with targets in the
separate task. When doing so, an inhibition for visually
presented words (explicitly presented) was observed. In an
ensuing investigation, the same IB paradigm was adapted to
auditory presentations in which spoken words were overtly
presented at the same time as common everyday sounds,
with the primary task to detect target repetitions in the
sound stream, and the secondary task to later recognize the
previously ignored words (Dewald & Sinnett, submitted).
Again, the findings demonstrated that akin to visually
presented words, word recognition was inhibited for spoken
words that had previously been temporally aligned with
sound repetitions.
In the present investigation, we extend these unimodal
examples of inhibited performance for task irrelevant but
target-aligned stimuli to multimodal presentations. As
increased performance has been observed for such
presentations (see Duncan et al., 1997; Sinnett et al., 2006),
we would expect that previously documented inhibition
might disappear, or perhaps even lead to enhanced
recognition performance for task-irrelevant words, as long
as they had previously been presented with a target
repetition. To address this, we presented participants with
multisensory visual and auditory streams (adapted from
those used in the unimodal conditions in Dewald et al., 2010
and Dewald & Sinnett, 2011). Here, one of the streams
included spoken words with distracting pictures, and the
other had written words with distracting sounds. The task
was to respond to repetitions in the target stream (i.e.,
sounds or pictures) and then to subsequently recognize as
many words that had been previously presented (i.e.,
ignored) in the repetition detection task.

Method
Participants. Sixty participants (n=60) were recruited from
the University of Hawai’i at Manoa in exchange for course
credit. A total of 30 participants were used for each
condition (visual words and sounds or auditory words and
pictures). Participants were naïve to the experiment and had
normal or corrected to normal vision and hearing. Written
informed consent was obtained before participation in the
experiment occurred.
Materials. The multimodal streams were concatenated using
the same stimuli as used in the visual (Dewald et al., 2010)
and auditory (Dewald & Sinnett, 2011) experiments that
previously showed inhibitory results. A total of 150 one to
two syllable, high-frequency English words (average length
of 5 letters) were selected from the MRC psycholinguistic
database (Wilson, 1988). The overall average frequency of
the 150 selected words was 120 per million, ranging
between 28 and 686. The words were presented either
visually (Arial font at a size of 24 points) or auditorily. For
the auditory presentation, a native English speaker’s voice
was recorded reading the list of selected words three times,
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after which three blind listeners chose the best exemplar of
each spoken word. In the event that the three exemplars of a
specific word were chosen by the listener, a fourth listener
was asked to decide which one was best. The selected
recordings were edited using sound editing software so as to
all contain the same length of presentation length (350 ms)
and average amplitude.
A total of 100 pictures were selected from the Snodgrass
and Vanderwart (1980) picture database. The pictures (on
average 5 to 10 cm’s) were randomly rotated +/-30 degrees
from upright so as to ensure task difficulty (see also Rees et
al., 1999). A database of 100 familiar sounds were edited to
350 ms and for average amplitude and served as the
auditory analog of the visual pictures in the visual stream.
The exact same stimuli and design to create streams were
used here as in Dewald et al. (2010, for visual stimuli) and
Dewald & Sinnett (2011, for auditory stimuli). The 100
sounds/pictures were randomly separated into two equal
groups, while the 150 words (both visual and auditory) were
randomly divided into three equal groups (similar average
frequency). In each group of sounds/pictures, half (25) were
pre-selected and duplicated. These repeated sounds/pictures
acted as targets as each pair occurred in the auditory/visual
presentation as an immediate repetition. The remaining 25
sounds/pictures were also duplicated, but their positioning
in the stream never allowed for an immediate repetition.
One hundred of the 150 words were overlaid/superimposed
on each of the sounds/pictures, creating a block size of 100
sound-word/picture-word items. Across two blocks of
presentation, half of these words (i.e., 50) were targetaligned with a sound/picture repetition while the other half
were non-aligned. Each block of 100 items was created in
which the 25 sounds/pictures not immediately repeated in
the first block now served as the sounds/pictures that were
immediately repeated, with the same 100 randomized words
superimposed as in the first block (note, an
overlaid/superimposed word was never repeated within a
block). Therefore, across both blocks in each experiment,
each sound/picture was played/displayed a total of four
times (once as a repeat and then two other times as nonrepeats in the complementary block). The words were
presented a total of two times throughout the experiment,
once in each block respectively.
The same principle was used when making streams of
items when the words (both written and spoken) were
repeated (attending to words condition). As there were 150
words and 100 sounds/pictures six different versions of the
sound-word superimposed stimuli were created for use in
the attending to sounds condition as well as the attending to
words condition.
Participants were administered a surprise recognition test
immediately following the repetition detection task. This
task consisted of 100 words from both the previously
heard/viewed stream (50) as well as never heard or seen
before foil words (50). These words were used in a different
version of the experiment (fully randomized). The 50 nonfoil words (i.e., words that had been presented) in the

surprise recognition test were words that had either been
temporally aligned with the task-relevant target, (i.e., targetaligned), or had not been temporally aligned with the taskrelevant target (i.e., non-aligned) in the previous repetition
detection task. The surprise word recognition tasks were
randomly presented by DMDX software, one at a time,
written in bold, capitalized letters in Arial font at a size of
24 points (see also Dewald et al., 2010; Dewald & Sinnett,
2011; Sinnett et al., 2006 for a similar design). An
analogous version of the experiment was created where the
repeated targets were words rather than sounds. All word
repetitions followed this design. Care was taken to ensure
that sound-word combinations did not have any semantic
relationship.
Power analysis. An a priori power analysis indicated that a
minimum of 10 subjects in each condition would yield a
95% confidence for detecting a medium sized effect when
employing the traditional .05 criterion of statistical
significance. As we predict a possible amelioration of the
inhibition witnessed in Dewald et al (2010) and Dewald &
Sinnett (2011), it is important that there is sufficient power.

Procedure
Participants were randomly assigned and completed only
one of the repetition detection tasks. That is, half of the
participants were given the stream of visual words and
auditory sounds, while the other half were given the stream
of visual pictures and auditory words. Importantly,
superimposed/overlaid irrelevant stimuli (visual or auditory
words), were presented in a different sensory modality from
the targets in the repetition detection task. The primary task
of detecting immediate repetitions in either the sound or
picture stream was presented as follows, respectively: a
visual–auditory condition with a visual word stream and an
auditory sound stream; and an auditory-visual condition
with spoken words and visual pictures. Participants were
required to detect immediate repetitions in either the sound
(or picture) or the word stream.
Participants were randomly assigned to either condition,
and then again randomly assigned to one of two attention
conditions. One group was required to attend and respond to
repetitions in the sound/picture stream (i.e., ignore the
words), while the other group was required to respond to
immediate repetitions in the spoken/written word stream and
ignore the sounds/pictures. Participants responded to
repetitions by pressing the ‘G’ key on the keyboard.
Each item in the sound/picture-word presentation was
presented for 350 ms with a 150 ms inter-stimulus interval
(ISI; silence/blank screen) between each item for a stimulus
onset asynchrony (SOA) of 500 ms. A repeatable training
block of eight trials was given before the experiment started.
Immediately after the repetition detection task the surprise
word recognition test was administered. Participants were
instructed to press the “V” key if they recognized the word
from the repetition detection task or instead the “B” key if
they did not see/hear the word before.
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Results
Target detection accuracy in the primary task.
An analysis of the overall accuracy (for both experiments
and across all conditions) of the primary task of immediate
target repetition detection revealed that participants were
accurate at detecting target repetitions in the primary task,
(78% hit rate vs. 22% miss rate, t(59)= 21.09, p<.001).

Visual words and auditory sounds
Overall visual surprise recognition performance. The
results of the surprise recognition test were compared
between conditions (attending sounds vs. attending written
words), and also against chance levels. Overall recognition
performance was significantly better after attending to the
written words when compared with after attending to the
sounds (63.1% SE=2.57 vs. 53.7%, SE=1.40, t(29)=2.25,
p<0.05). Additionally, recognition performance after
attending to the words was significantly better than chance
(t(29)=5.08 , p<0.001) while performance after attending to
the picture stream was not (t(29)=1.14, p= 0.26).
Target-aligned and non-aligned words. When attending to
written words in the repetition task (rather than sounds),
subsequent recognition for target-aligned as well as nonaligned words were both significantly better than chance
performance (target-aligned: 66.0%, SE=2.68, t(14)= 5.97,
p<.001; non-aligned: 61.3%, SE=4.45, t(14)= 2.55, p<.005).
Despite the 4.7% trend in the data for improved
performance with target-aligned words, there was no
significant difference between target-aligned and nonaligned word recognition (t(14)= .804, p=.44; see Figure 1).
Most importantly, the analysis of recognition
performance after attending to the sound stream confirmed
that participants were not better than chance at recognizing
non-aligned words (55.4%, SE=4.69, t(14)= 1.26, p=.228).
And critically, recognition performance was not
significantly different from chance for target-aligned words
(51.0%, SE=4.18, t(14)= .197, p=.847; see Figure 1).
Furthermore, when compared to each other, recognition for
non-aligned words was not significantly different from
target-aligned words (t(14)= -.762, p=.459) .

Figure 1. Recognition percentages for Target-Aligned (black bars)
and Non-Aligned (grey bars) words in the surprise word
recognition test after attending to either the visual word stream
(left) or the sound stream (right).

Visual pictures and auditory words
Overall visual surprise recognition performance. The
results of the surprise recognition test were analyzed in the
same manner as above. Overall recognition performance
was significantly better after attending to the spoken words
when compared with after attending to the pictures (68.4%,
SE=2.08 vs. 52.6%, SE=3.47, t(29)=-4.97, p<0.01).
Additionally, recognition performance after attending to the
spoken words was significantly better than chance
(t(29)=8.85, p<0.001) while performance after attending to
the picture stream failed to be significantly better than
chance (t(29)=.754 p= 0.457).
Target-aligned and non-aligned words. When attending to
spoken words in the repetition task, ensuing recognition for
target-aligned as well as non-aligned words was
significantly better than chance performance (targetaligned: 70.7%, SE=2.31, t(14)= 4.31, p<.001; non-aligned:
65.5%, SE=3.54, t(14)= 8.95, p<.001). Again, despite the
5.2% difference, there was no significant difference between
target-aligned and non-aligned word recognition
performance after attending to the words (t(14)= 1.04,
p=.316; see Figure 2).
Recognition performance after attending to the picture
stream showed that recognition of non-aligned words was
not better than chance (52.8%, SE=5.39, t(14)= .539,
p=.599). Moreover, analogous to the other condition (visual
words and sounds), recognition for target-aligned words
was not significantly different from chance (51.0%,
SE=4.81, t(14)= .206, p=.840; see Figure 2). There were no
significant differences when compared to each other (t(14)=
.272, p=.790).
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Figure 2. Recognition percentages for Target-Aligned (black bars)
and Non-Aligned (grey bars) words in the surprise word
recognition test after attending to either the spoken word stream
(left) or the picture stream (right).

Discussion
There are a number of key findings that merit discussion.
First, we have replicated previous findings on inattentional
blindness under multimodal presentations, showing that
performance after attending the distracting stream (either
sounds or pictures) lead to the inability of participants to
recognize previously presented words above chance levels.
This is a particularly relevant finding given that, in a
virtually identical task, Sinnett et al. (2006) did find above
chance results for both of these multimodal conditions. It is
difficult to speculate as to why we found contradicting
results, although, it should be noted that under certain
conditions equivalent levels of IB were observed when
comparing unimodal to crossmodal conditions in Sinnett et
al. (2006; see Experiment 2). Regardless of this difference,
it is apparent that attending to the words resulted in
enhanced word recognition levels. Furthermore, the present
experiment expands on Sinnett et al. by directly measuring
the fate of irrelevant stimuli presented simultaneously with
or without a task-relevant target.
Recall that Dewald et al (2010), showed support for a
possible inhibitory mechanism for overtly presented but
irrelevant visual information that appeared simultaneously
with an attended target within the same sensory modality
(recognition performance was 36%). Furthermore, Dewald
and Sinnett (submitted) extended this finding to auditory
presentations (recognition performance was 40%). In the
present study, the same inhibition was not observed.
Instead, performance for irrelevant words simultaneously
presented with an attended target in a separate modality
remained at chance levels (51% in both conditions). While a
confirmatory analysis across experiments was done, indeed
showing improved performance for multimodal conditions
when compared to unimodal conditions (both collapsed or
not across modalities), it should be acknowledged that the
unimodal experiments were conducted and reported
separately making a direct comparison challenging.

The present findings are of particular interest considering
the recent documented inhibition observed for targetaligned, explicitly presented superthreshold stimuli in
numerous investigations (Dewald et al., 2010; Dewald &
Sinnett, submitted; Tsushima et al., 2006, 2008). Recall that
Tsushima et al (2006) demonstrated that performance for
superthreshold motions that were simultaneously presented
with a task-target were later inhibited when compared to
motions not presented with a task-target. This finding was
further supported by word recognition performance in an
inattentional blindness paradigm showing inhibition for
previously aligned words in a repetition detection task; for
both visual (Dewald et al., 2010) and auditory (Dewald &
Sinnett, submitted) presentations. However, here, targetaligned irrelevant stimuli were recognized no differently
than non-aligned irrelevant stimuli in both experimental
conditions (Visual words: 55% Non-Aligned vs. 51%
Target-Aligned; Auditory Words: 52% Non-Aligned vs.
51% Target-Aligned), suggesting that the previously
observed inhibition seemingly disappears when attention is
divided across sensory modalities. This could arise due
possibly to the existence of individualized attentional
reservoirs for each sensory modality (see Wickens, 1984).
Interestingly, recent research by Swallow and Jiang
(2010) suggests an “attentional boost” (i.e., facilitation) for
simultaneously presented information in a dual-task
paradigm (see also Lin et al., 2010). Although in their
experiment, participants were required to divide their
attention across both streams, rather than only pay attention
to one of the streams, our results are somewhat analogous to
this notion. It is perhaps possible that by dividing the task
across modalities, an analogous boost emerges.
To conclude, the findings presented here provide an
outcome that aligns with most literature regarding divided
attention across sensory modalities. That is, while
attentional capacity is limited for stimulus processing within
the same sensory modality, tasks presented to different
sensory modalities may in fact increase that capacity by
enabling access to individualized reservoirs (e.g., Duncan et
al., 1997; Lavie, 2005; Sinnett et al., 2006; Wickens, 1984).
It seems to be that the additional attentional resources were
directed towards irrelevant stimuli and therefore,
recognition of the irrelevant stimuli was enhanced, or at the
very least, not inhibited.
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theory (e.g., Johnson-Laird, 1983; Johnson-Laird, Byrne, &
Schaeken, 1992) would explain reasoning with unless, and
this in a developmental perspective. In the remaining parts
of the introduction, we will first illustrate the mental model
theory of propositional reasoning. Next, we propose a
developmental account of reasoning by model which
focuses on unless and the effect of content.

Abstract
Reasoning on the basis of sentences with the connective
unless has only rarely been studied by cognitive scientists.
Our investigation starts from the mental model theory of
reasoning (e.g., Johnson-Laird, 1983). An assertion such as
not-p unless q has the same truth conditions as if p then q, but
we argue that it is represented differently, that is, the initial
mental models for these two connectives are not the same.
The experiment is the first to investigate the role of age (by
testing three age groups: nine-year-old, eleven-year-old and
thirteen-year-old children) on reasoning with unless. Other
investigated factors are type of conditional (if-then vs. unless),
and content (by comparing abstract and concrete problems).
We discuss the results in terms of recent modifications to the
original mental model theory.

Propositional reasoning by model

Introduction
Reasoning about conditionals attracted the interest of
cognitive scientists: linguists (e.g., Horn, 2002), logicist
(e.g., Edgington, 2003), researchers in artificial intelligence
(e.g., Delgrande, 1998), and experimental psychologists
(e.g., Barrouillet & Lecas, 2002; Evans, Handley, & Over,
2003; Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991, 2002; Oaksford,
Chater, & Larkin, 2000; Rips, 1994). Most of this research
focused on reasoning with if-then. In this paper, we present
research on reasoning with unless, a negative conditional
connective rarely studied. To our knowledge, this is the first
study that investigates unless reasoning by children.
Unless is directly related to if-not-then (see Quine, 1972;
Reichenbach, 1947). In fact, from a logical point of view,
an if p then q conditional assertion is equivalent to an if notq then not p conditional, and this could be phrased with
unless as not-p, unless q. However, Geis (1973) holds that
the meaning of unless is more similar to except if than to if
not. In a similar way, Fillenbaum (1976, 1986) proposed
only if as the preferred understanding for unless sentences.
In other words, although unless and if-then are closely
related in terms of their logical meaning, people do not
reason with them in the same way.
In the present paper, we investigate how the dominant
approach in deductive reasoning, that is, the mental model

The mental model theory (Johnson-Laird, 1983; JohnsonLaird & Byrne, 1991) is based on the idea that reasoning
depends on the semantic processes of constructing and
manipulating models of assertions. The difficulty of a
problem is determined by the number of models that have to
be constructed in order to reach a conclusion: The more
models that have to be constructed, the harder a problem is,
hence, the more likely it is that reasoners err and the longer
it takes before they reach a conclusion.
According to the model theory, reasoning consists of
three main stages. First, the premises are understood: A
mental model of the situation they describe is constructed on
the basis of the meaning of the premises and of any relevant
general knowledge. Second, reasoners formulate a
conclusion on the basis of the model. People will only draw
conclusions that convey some information that was not
explicitly asserted by the premises. Third, a search is made
for alternative models of the premises in which the putative
conclusion is false. If there is no such model, then the
conclusion is valid. If there is such a model, then it is
necessary to return to the second stage to determine whether
there is any conclusion that holds for all the models so far
constructed.
We will illustrate the model theory by considering the
representation of a conditional such as:
If there is an ‘A’, then there is a ‘2’.
The initial models of this assertion are as follows:
A
2
...
Reasoners realise that both A and 2 may be present. They
realise also that the assertion is consistent with other
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possibilities. However, they defer a detailed representation
of the case where there is not an A. The ellipsis accordingly
signifies an implicit model: that is, one that has no explicit
content. The possibility of this alternative situation rules out
any simple conjunctive interpretation (there is an ‘A’ and a
‘2’).
Given the initial models of the conditional, consider the
following categorical premise:
There is an ‘A’.
It picks out the situation represented in the first model and
eliminates the second model. The remaining model:
A
2
yields the Modus Ponens (MP) conclusion:
There is a ‘2’.
Given the initial models of the same conditional,
consider the following categorical premise:
There is not a ‘2’.
In order to draw the valid deduction Modus Tollens (MT),
reasoners have to flesh out the models, that is, make the
implicit model explicit. In the case of a conditional
interpretation, the models are:
A
2
not-A
2
not-A
not-2
The categorical premise ‘There is not a ‘2’’ calls for the
elimination of the models containing a ‘2’. As a result, only
one model is left behind:
not-A
not-2
which yields the MT conclusion:
There is not an ‘A’.
In the case of a biconditional interpretation (if and only if …
then …), the models are:
A
2
not-A
not-2
After elimination of the models containing a ‘2’, the valid
MT-conclusion can be drawn.
Consider the same major premise, but now with the
following categorical premise:
There is not an ‘A’.
Many reasoners give for this Denial of the Antecedent
problem (DA) the following conclusion:
There is not a ‘2’.
This conditional conclusion is wrong. If the conditional is
interpreted as a true conditional, then it is possible that there
are other alternatives that imply the consequent “there is a
2”. However, if the conditional is interpreted as a
biconditional then the conclusion “there is not a 2” is
correct.
The same line of reasoning can be applied to the
Affirmation of the Consequent problem (AC). For this
problem, one receives the following categorical premise:
There is a ‘2’.
Many reasoners give the following conclusion:
There is an ‘A’.
As for the denial of the antecedent problem, this conditional
answer is only valid if one interprets the conditional as a
biconditional.

Thus far, we described how the mental model theory
explains reasoning with if-then-sentences. How would the
theory explain reasoning with unless sentences? As we
mentioned previously, there is a close resemblance between
the meaning or the interpretation of unless and only if. The
conditional ‘p only if q’ has the same truth table as ‘if p then
q’ in truth functional logic. Both conditionals are false only
when we have p without q. However, experiments
demonstrated differences in reasoning patterns between the
two forms. For example, there are more MP inferences on
if-then conditionals and more MT inferences on only-if
conditionals than on if-then (see Evans et al, 1993, p.46).
Johnson-Laird and Byrne (1991) tried to account for this
difference by proposing that ‘p only if q’ has an initial
representation that makes explicit two models. Consider the
following sentence:
There is an ‘A’ only if there is a ‘2’.
According to Johnson-Laird & Byrne (1991), the initial
representation consists of the following models:
A
2
not-A not-2
…
Although there are some criticisms against this account (see
e.g., Evans, 1993; Evans, Over, & Handley, 2005), we will
use it as our predicted initial representation (cfr., Carriedo,
García-Madruga, Gutiérrez, & Moreno, 1999) for the related
unless sentence:
There is not an ‘A’ unless there is a ‘2’.
Carriedo et al. (1999) did find some support for this claim.
They observed indeed more or less equal MP, AC, DA and
MT acceptance rates for the unless sentence, indicating a
biconditional representation of the unless sentences.
However, they also observed a rather high number of
reversed conclusions: If the biconditional answer was for
example ‘2’, some reasoners concluded ‘not-2’. These
strange reversed conclusions were observed for the four
inference types and the proportion of them was much higher
for unless than for if-then or for only-if. This finding
indicates that not everyone was having a solid initial
representation of unless-sentences.
In the next section, we describe how the mental model
theory could explain developmental effects in propositional
reasoning and we link this with our account of reasoning
with unless.

A developmental account of propositional
reasoning
Johnson-Laird and Byrne did not put their theory explicitly
in a developmental perspective. However, one main factor
in explaining variation in conditional reasoning has been the
number of models: The more models are required, the
harder the task is, because more models means more load on
working memory. Recent research clearly indicated the role
of working memory in conditional reasoning (e.g., De Neys,
Schaeken, & d’Ydewalle, 2005; Verschueren, Schaeken, &
d’Ydewalle, 2005).
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Since working memory constraints are larger with
younger reasoners (e.g., Kail, 1992), the model theory could
predict that younger reasoners would tend to reason with the
initial representation in conditional reasoning problems. In
the case of problems with if-then, this would lead them to
accept MP and AC and to not give any conclusions to either
DA or MT. Older children might be able to manipulate two
models, which would allow fleshing out as a biconditional
(e.g., Barouillet & Lecas, 1998). This would lead older
children to accept all four inferences.
However, as Markovits (2000; Markovits & Barrouillet,
2002) pointed out, this simple interpretation of the theory is
not completely consistent with data on children’s
conditional reasoning. Markovits (2000) showed that young
children’s reasoning with meaningful if-then conditionals
can be explained by the mental model theory if two
suppositions are made. First, most children as young as six
or seven years of age can reason with two models (Andrews
& Halford, 1998). Second, the fleshing out process involves
on-line activation of relevant information that uses the
minor premise as a retrieval cue.
The latter supposition of Markovits (2000) can be easily
linked with Johnson-Laird and Byrne’s (2002) extension of
the mental models theory of conditionals. In addition to the
original theory of mental models, they propose five
principles on which the theory rests. Besides the principle of
core meanings, of subjunctive meaning, of implicit models
and of semantic modulation, there is the principle of
pragmatic modulation.
The principle of pragmatic modulation states that the
context of a conditional depends on general knowledge in
long-term memory and knowledge of the specific
circumstances of its utterance. This context is normally
represented in explicit models. These models can modulate
the representation of a conditional, taking precedence over
contradictory models, and they can add information to
models, prevent the construction of otherwise feasible
models, and aid the process of constructing fully explicit
models (see also e.g., Dieussaert, Schaeken, & d’Ydewalle,
2002; Verbrugge, Dieussaert, Schaeken, & Van Belle,
2004).
What can be inferred from this account about the
development of reasoning with unless? We proposed that
the initial representation of unless contains two explicit
models. If indeed most children as young as six or seven
years of age can reason with two models, they should also
be able to reason with abstract unless problems. Moreover,
if general knowledge can aid the process of constructing
fully explicit models, children should be better in reasoning
with concrete unless problems than with abstract unless
problems. Nevertheless, given the importance of working
memory capacity, one can predict that with increasing age,
reasoning with both abstract and concrete unless problems
should become easier. These predictions are tested in the
experiment.

Experiment
The experiment is the first to investigate whether children
can reason with unless, by comparing three age groups:
children of nine years old, children of eleven years old and
children of thirteen years old. The three groups of children
were given MP, AC, DA, and MT problems for both
abstract and concrete unless problems. In his account of
unless, Fillenbaum (1976, 1986) strongly advocated that the
semantic content is important. In daily life, assertions with
unless would be better understandable when they express a
conditional threat. Therefore, we opted for conditional
threats as our concrete problems (see also Carriedo et al.,
1999, who showed a positive effect of the use of conditional
threats as content on reasoning with unless by adults). In
order to be able to evaluate the effect of the number of
models in the initial representation, we gave the participants
similar problems, now phrased with if-then.

Method
Participants A total of 106 children participated in the
experiment. Of these, 34 were nine-year-old children
(average age: 109 months; 19 girls, 15 boys), 30 were
eleven-year old children (average age: 136 months, 19 girls,
11 boys) and 42 were thirteen-year-old children (average
age: 148 months; 20 girls, 22 boys).
Design Within each of the three age- groups, the
participants acted as their own controls. Each participant
had to solve 16 problems in which there were 2 types of
conditional statements (if p then q and q unless not-p), 2
types of content (abstract vs. threat) and 4 types of
inferences (MP, i.e., p is the case; AC, i.e., q is the case;
DA, i.e., not-p is the case; and MT, i.e., not-q is the case).
Material The lexical contents of the abstract problems
concerned the locations of letters on one side of a card and
numbers on the other side of the card, for example:
- If there is an ‘A’, then there is a '2'.
-There is a ‘2’, unless there is not an ‘A’.
The threats referred to situations in which the fact of
carrying out an action was followed by a negative action:
-If you make more mistakes in your homework,
then you will have to go to bed early.
-You will have to go to bed early, unless you make
no more mistakes.
Procedure Data collection was done in 6 groups of about
15 children (always from the same age group). The
instructions were on the first page of a booklet given to each
participant. They explained that the task was to indicate what
followed from each set of statements. They had to choose
between three options: the conditional response, the reversal of
the conditional and “you can’t know what follows”. The
experimenter read the instructions to the participants and
explained on the blackboard the answer procedure.
Each page in the booklet contained a conditional statement,
followed by the four inferences (MP, AC, DA, and MT) in a
random order. The eight different conditional statements (2
abstract and 2 concrete if-then sentences, and 2 abstract and 2
concrete unless sentences) were presented in a random order.
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Results
Each participant evaluated inferences based on two different
conditional statements within each cell of the 2 (conditional:
if-then vs. unless) x 2 (content: abstract vs. concrete) x 4
(inference type: MP, AC, DA, MT) design.
Analysis of the biconditional responses First we evaluated
the number of biconditional responses. The means of these
observations were calculated. These means were subjected
to a 3 (age group) x 2 (conditional) x 2 (content) x 4
(inference type) mixed model ANOVA with age group as
between-subjects factor and type of conditional, content,
and inference type as within-subjects factors. Table 1 shows
the number of biconditional responses to each of the different
problems.
The ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of age, F(2,
103) = 4.1808, p < .05. The nine-year-old children gave less
biconditional responses (60%) than the other two age groups
(eleven-year-old: 66%; thirteen-year-old: 71%). Planned
comparisons revealed that only the difference between the
nine-year-old children and the thirteen-year-old children was
significant (p < .005).
Moreover, there was a significant main effect of type of
conditional, F(1, 103) = 18.971, p < .00005: Participants
gave less often biconditional responses to problems with
unless than to problems with if-then (63% vs. 68%).
There was also a significant main effect of content, F(1,
103) = 132.63, p < .00001: Participants gave less often
biconditional responses to the abstract problems than to the
concrete problems (51% vs. 80%).
Table 1: Percentage biconditional responses to the four
inference types, for the three age groups, the two types of
conditionals and the two types of content.
Age
9

11

13

Conditional
If-then

Abstract
54

Concrete
75

Unless

35

74

If-then

52

80

Unless

49

81

If-then

61

84

Unless

53

85

problems with unless and problems with if-then was
significant for an abstract content (46% vs. 56%; p < .0005),
but not for a concrete content (both 80%).
Finally, there was a significant three-way interaction
between content, conditional, and age: F(3, 309) = 5.9533, p
< .001. This boils down to the observation that the nineyear-old children give less biconditional responses to
abstract problems with unless than to problems with if-then
(35% vs. 54%; p < .0001); for the other age-groups,
however, this difference is not significant (eleven-year-old:
49% vs. 52%; thirteen-year-old: 53% vs. 61%).
Additionally, this difference is not significant for the
concrete problems (nine-year-old: 74% vs. 75%, elevenyear-old: 81% vs. 80%; thirteen-year-old: 85% vs. 84%).
Analysis of the reversed conclusions The reversed
conclusions are the opposites of the biconditional responses.
Previous research showed that this sort of conclusion was
given on a regular basis for unless, but not for if-then. The
mean number of reversed conclusions was subjected to a 3
(age group) x 2 (conditional) x 2 (content) x 4 (inference
type) mixed model ANOVA with age group as betweensubjects factor and type of conditional, content, and
inference type as within-subjects factors. Table 2 shows the
number of reversed responses to each of the different
problems.
First of all, there was a significant main effect of age, F(2,
103) = 6,5275, p < .005. The nine-year-old children gave
more reversed responses (31%) than the other two age groups
(eleven-year-old: 24%, p < .05; thirteen-year-old: 21%, p <
.0005).
Next, there was a significant main effect of type of
conditional, F(1, 103) = 51.363, p < .00001: Participants
gave more often reversed responses to problems with unless
than to problems with if-then (32% vs. 25%).
There was also a significant main effect of content, F(1,
103) = 97.761, p < .00001: Participants gave more often
reversed responses to the abstract problems than to the
concrete problems (40% vs. 16%).
Finally, there was a significant interaction between
conditional and content, F(1, 103) = 41.989. Planned
comparisons learned us that the difference between
problems with unless and problems with if-then was
significant for an abstract content (47% vs. 23%; p < .0005),
but not for a concrete content (17% vs. 11%).

The ANOVA also revealed a significant interaction
between conditional and age, F(2, 103) = 5.3441, p < .01.
The planned comparisons learned us that at the age of nine
unless led to significantly less biconditional responses (55%
vs. 64%, p < .00005), but not at the other ages (eleven: 65%
vs. 66%; thirteen: 69% vs. 72%).
There was a significant interaction between conditional
and content, F(1, 103) = 28,410, p < .00001. Planned
comparisons learned us that the difference between
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Table 2: Percentage reversed responses to the four inference
types, for the three age groups, the two types of conditionals
and the two types of content.
Age
9

11

13

Conditional
If-then

Abstract
30

Concrete
16

Unless

55

23

If-then

24

11

Unless

44

16

If-then

18

8

Unless

42

13

Discussion
The experimental evidence clearly supports our starting
hypothesis: Although unless is directly related to if-then
from a logical point of view, children do not reason with
these two connectives in the same way. In the experiment,
participants gave less biconditional responses and more
reversed responses to problems with unless than to problems
with if-then. It is, however, important to mention that this
difference was only significant for the abstract problems.
For the concrete problems, no difference between unless and
if-then was observed.
Other aspects of the data are also straightforward. There
was a clear developmental trend: The youngest children
were having more difficulty (i.e., less biconditional
responses and more reversed conclusions) with the task than
the oldest. This was mainly the case for the problems with
unless.
In addition, there was a clear effect of content: Abstract
problems were much more difficult (i.e., less biconditional
responses and more reversed conclusions) than concrete
problems.
What are the consequences of these data for our
predictions? First of all, the data of the concrete problems,
for both types of conditionals, clearly support the claim that
young children (in our experiment children of the age of
nine) can reason with two models. Indeed, there was a very
high acceptance of all inferences on the concrete problems.
Second, we proposed that the initial representation of
unless contains two explicit models. Because some authors
argue that most children as young as six or seven of age can
reason with two models, we expected them to be able to
reason with abstract unless-problems. However, overall
performance on abstract unless-problems was bad (about
50%), and especially the youngest participants performed
poorly. Their amount of biconditional responses did not
differ from chance level, and we observed a very large
number of reversed responses. This clearly indicates that
they did not understand an abstract unless-sentence.

Third, as we hypothesized, children were much better in
reasoning with concrete unless-problems than with abstract
unless-problems. One way to interpret this observation is in
terms of pragmatic modulation: The specific content of the
problem aided the process of constructing fully explicit
models. However, we doubt this interpretation is correct,
given our previous point. Indeed, performance of the
children (especially the nine-year-old children) on abstract
unless-problems was so bad, that it seems that they did not
understand what unless means. If there is no understanding
at all of the meaning of a connective, then pragmatic
modulation cannot play its role of aiding. Therefore, we
prefer the following way of interpreting the effect of
content: With concrete premises, the children were able to
link the two propositions in the unless-sentence in a
meaningful way, independent of the presence of the
connective unless. In other words, we believe that in the
case of unless, there was no pragmatic modulation, but
pragmatic reconstruction: The content enabled the children
to construct a stable and meaningful representation of the
premises with concrete conditionals, whereas this was
impossible with the abstract conditionals?-.
Does this mean that we do not believe in pragmatic
modulation in general? Definitely not. The if-then data
clearly support the idea of pragmatic modulation. Concrete
problems with if-then are primarily interpreted in a
biconditional way (high acceptance of all four inferences).
Abstract problems with if-then, however, are very often
interpreted in terms of the initial single model: The
acceptance of MP and AC inferences was higher than the
acceptance of DA and MT (which require fleshing out). In
other words, the concrete content aided construction of the
fully explicit models in the case of if-then-sentences.
How strong is this distinction between pragmatic
modulation and pragmatic reconstruction? Are these two
different phenomena or two levels of the same
phenomenon? Pragmatics refers to the effects on
interpretation of the linguistic context of an utterance, its
social and physical situation, and the conventions of
discourse (Levinson, 1983). These factors, which are
referred to as the context of an utterance, can play a part in
determining the particular proposition that is expressed by
the use of the sentence; and they are mediated by the
knowledge and beliefs of speakers and hearers. According
to Johnson-Laird and Byrne (2002) conditionals are
notoriously influenced by their context. We believe that the
role of pragmatics after the construction of the initial
representation is what Johnson-Laird and Byrne (2002)
called pragmatic modulation. The role of pragmatics before
the construction of the initial representation is pragmatic
reconstruction.
In sum, this study presented a first developmental study of
how children reason with unless and how they are
influenced by content. The results suggest that children are
not able to reason with unless, unless unless is embedded in
a meaningful content. With such a content, children are able
to reconstruct the meaning of the sentence on the basis of
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the two propositions. The if-then data clearly support the
idea of pragmatic modulation and the ability of very young
children to reason with two explicit models.
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Abstract
In the current study, multiple static-simultaneous
visualizations were combined with motion-indicating arrows
and were compared either to multiple static-simultaneous
visualizations without arrows, which proved to be effective in
former studies concerning static visualizations, or to a single
static visualization enriched with motion-indicating arrows.
Seventy-one students were randomly assigned to the three
conditions. Learning outcomes were measured by pictorial
tests at three difficulty levels. Contrary to our expectations the
results showed that the combined condition (multiple staticsimultaneous visualizations with arrows) was worse than both
other conditions on the critical intermediate tests. Therefore,
it seems that multiple static-simultaneous visualizations
without any further enriching components and single static
visualizations with motion-indicators have their own
facilitating effects on fostering mental animation. These
effects are possibly caused either by supporting comparisons
among simultaneously presented multiple pictures or by
showing the dynamic information (more) explicitly and
thereby stimulating and guiding mental imagery of the
movements, respectively.
Keywords:
learning;
multiple
static-simultaneous
visualizations; enriching static visualizations; motionindicating arrows; spatial ability.

Learning about Locomotion Patterns
Learning about biological locomotion patterns is a task that
addresses a highly dynamic process rendering it essential to
acquire a correct understanding of the continuity of different
movements. Recognizing locomotion patterns is essential
for human beings, since a prolific interaction with the
environment relies on fast, exact interpretations of objects
and their movements (Chatterjee, Freyd, & Shiffrar, 1996).
The use of dynamic visualizations seems to be an
appropriate strategy to convey knowledge about locomotion
patterns (i.e., dynamic processes; e.g., Höffler & Leutner,
2007; Tversky, Bauer-Morrison, & Bétrancourt, 2002). The
option to explicitly depict changes over time and space in
dynamic visualizations offers learners the possibility to
directly observe the continuity of these changes (Lowe,
2003). Thus, there is no need for learners to infer changes,

as it would be the case with static pictures (cf. mental
animation; Hegarty, 1992). On the other hand, dynamic
visualizations may impose high perceptual and cognitive
demands onto learners. First, these demands are caused by
the transience of dynamic visualizations, where learners
have to keep previously shown information in memory to
integrate it with later information (e.g., Hegarty, 2004;
Lowe, 1999). Moreover, there are often several things going
on at the same time in dynamic visualizations and therefore
learners have to divide their attention among multiple
locations in the display. This is particularly a problem, if the
relevant aspects are not the most salient ones, because then
learners almost automatically may be distracted by other
salient, but irrelevant dynamic aspects (Lowe, 2003).
For these reasons, dynamic visualizations may sometimes
yield equal performance compared to static visualizations or
under specific circumstances static visualizations may even
prove to be superior (e.g., Mayer et al., 2005). One may
argue that static visualizations can be helpful for
understanding continuous changes, despite the fact that they
do not show these changes explicitly, if they are designed in
a way that facilitates mental animation (e.g., Paas, Van
Gerven, & Wouters, 2007). There are, at least, two different
possible solutions to facilitate mental animation in static
visualizations. Firstly, depicting multiple states by means of
multiple static pictures seems to be an adequate strategy to
present information in static visualizations in a way that
facilitates mental animation, because with multiple pictures
different positions of objects relevant for mentally
reconstructing the movements can be shown explicitly (e.g.,
Imhof et al., 2010). Information on these different positions
is likely to be required to infer the continuity by means of
interpolation between the depicted states of relevant objects
and their positions. Secondly, another strategy to facilitate
mental animation in static visualizations is to enrich them
with motion-indicating arrows (e.g., Münzer, Seufert, &
Brünken, 2009). This can be helpful to indicate the
continuous changes in static visualizations. Instead of
interpolating between different states, learners are
encouraged to extract and process the information of the
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arrows and to build a mental model concerning the indicated
dynamic processes.

Multiple Static(-Simultaneous) Visualizations
When using multiple static pictures one has to decide upon
their presentation format. One important issue is that the
static visualizations can vary with respect to the pictures’
sequentiality (cf. Lowe, Schnotz, & Rasch, 2010): They
may be presented either (a) sequentially, that is, one after
another at the same position on the screen so that earlier
pictures are replaced by later ones, or (b) simultaneously,
that is, all pictures next to each other together on one page.
The latter presentation format is the typical way of
presenting visualizations in static media such as textbooks.
In a static-simultaneous presentation the depicted
information remains visible on the screen. Therefore, this
presentation format allows for an interpolation between
states that is based on an external representation, where
comparisons among discrete steps are enabled. These
comparisons can be used to infer the changes between the
different positions of relevant objects, thereby potentially
facilitating mental animation. Moreover, in a staticsimultaneous presentation learners can regulate the pacing
of their cognitive processing by deciding when to move
their attention from one picture to another. However, no
spatial alignment of relevant objects is given in staticsimultaneous visualizations, which would be the case in
static-sequential visualizations because the relevant
elements are presented at almost identical spatial positions.
Former research showed that the sequentiality of multiple
static pictures influences how well mental animation is
supported by the respective visualizations. Multiple staticsimultaneous visualizations were shown to be as good for
learning a task that requires the correct understanding of
dynamic processes (i.e., locomotion pattern classification)
as dynamic ones, whereas learners with multiple staticsequential visualizations performed worse than those
studying dynamic visualizations (e.g., Imhof et al., 2010).
Moreover, the same results were shown in a mechanical
domain by Boucheix and Schneider (2009). Both findings
can be explained by the aforementioned benefits of multiple
static-simultaneous visualizations for supporting mental
animation. However, for tasks that do not require the correct
understanding of the dynamic processes (e.g., sorting tasks,
verbal comprehension tests) static-sequential visualizations
might be likely sufficient or even superior, as shown by
Lowe et al. (2010) or Kim et al. (2007). Nevertheless, our
previous research findings show that presenting multiple
static pictures simultaneously is an adequate strategy to
foster the task of classifying visual test stimuli in the
domain of learning about locomotion patterns.

Motion-Indicating Arrows
As aforementioned, a second compelling candidate for
conveying changes over time in static visualizations consists
in the provision of arrows (Heiser & Tversky, 2006).
Arrows add extra information to visualizations (Tversky et

al., 2008) and are often used to guide learners’ attention
(i.e., attention cueing; e.g., DeKoning et al., 2009).
However, arrows may not only function as pointers towards
specific elements in visualizations, but they can also be used
to convey information concerning motion of relevant
objects (translations; e.g., Bétrancourt, 2005). Tversky et al.
(2008) state that to indicate motions of objects an arrow is
the best alternative. This strategy of depicting arrows to
indicate the movements of the relevant objects can be
applied to static visualizations, thereby enriching static
visualizations with additional information (Münzer et al.,
2009). Motion-indicating arrows can stimulate the mental
animation process and also serve as guidance “through” the
motion that has to be processed. Potentially, once arrows are
provided, even single static pictures may be suited to
convey information concerning the motion of objects. In the
study of Münzer et al. (2009) enriched multiple static
visualizations outperformed static visualizations without
arrows as motion-indicators (particularly for learners with
high spatial abilities) in tests on process knowledge in a
biological domain. In line with this finding, we investigated
whether mental animation of locomotion patterns can be
supported by presenting motion-indicating arrows.
Furthermore, we directly investigated whether a
combination of multiple static-simultaneous visualizations
with motion-indicating arrows is even more effective than
enriching a single static visualization.
Beyond these design issues, recent research on learning
from visualizations has also shown that learner prerequisites
can affect the effectiveness of visualizations during learning
about locomotion patterns. In particular, learners’ spatial
ability may play a role, because the understanding of
biological locomotion patterns requires the processing of
spatial information and the processing of this information
requires spatial abilities.

The Role of Spatial Ability
Hegarty (1992) proposed that learners’ spatial ability plays a
role for the process of mental animation. Her empirical
evidence showed that learners with stronger spatial abilities
were better able to infer the motion of a pulley system based
on a single static visualization than learners with weaker
spatial abilities. These findings are confirmed by a recent
meta-analysis revealing that learners with higher spatial
abilities outperform learners with lower spatial abilities
during learning with visualizations (Höffler, 2010).
Accordingly, for the current study high spatial ability
learners were expected to outperform low spatial ability
learners in all three conditions.
Moreover, there is some evidence that spatial abilities
may moderate the effectiveness of learning with different
visualization formats. For instance, Hays (1996) showed in
a physics domain that low spatial ability learners
particularly benefited from learning with dynamic
visualizations compared to static ones or no visualizations
suggesting that these learners have fewer abilities to
mentally animate the dynamics based on static pictures.
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This also implies that learners with higher spatial ability
may compensate for “poor” instructions (i.e., visualizations
that do not support mental animation well), whereas learners
with lower spatial ability suffer from such instructions (cf.
ability-as-compensator hypothesis, Mayer & Sims, 1994;
see also Boucheix & Schneider, 2009; Höffler, 2010).
Accordingly, we assumed that benefits in favour of the
condition that combined multiple static-simultaneous
visualizations with arrows would be more pronounced for
learners with lower rather than higher spatial abilities during
learning how to recognize locomotion patterns.

Hypotheses
We assumed that the combination of multiple (staticsimultaneous) visualizations with (motion-indicating)
arrows would lead to superior learning outcomes than both
multiple (static-simultaneous) visualizations without
(motion-indicating) arrows, as well as single (static)
visualizations with (motion-indicating) arrows. Moreover,
we assumed that higher spatial ability would be associated
with better learning outcomes than lower spatial ability.
Furthermore, we assumed that benefits in favour of the
combined condition would be more pronounced for learners
with lower rather than higher spatial abilities during
learning how to recognize locomotion patterns, whereas we
did not hypothesize such a differentiation for the two other
conditions (multiple visualizations without arrows and
single visualization with arrows).

We developed highly realistic 3D-models of fish
performing the four to-be-learned locomotion patterns based
on which animations were rendered that were standardized
in terms of the spatial orientation, the background, and the
position of the fish and that included no miscellaneous
movements. A domain expert extracted the static pictures
used in this study from these animations to ensure that the
key states in the movement cycles are presented.
We varied the presentation format of the visualizations as
independent variable. In the multiple visualizations without
arrows condition nine static key pictures depicting the
whole movement cycles were presented in parallel in two
rows (cf. Imhof et al., 2010; see Figure 1 for an example).
They were arranged corresponding to the two important
phases of the locomotion patterns. To facilitate the
transition from the first to the second row, the fifth picture
was depicted twice, once as the last picture of the upper row
and once as the first picture of the lower row. The pictures’
sizes in the multiple visualization conditions (with and
without arrows) were 240 x 180 pixels. This size ensured
that all pictures fitted on the screen at once and thus, there
was no need to scroll a page.

Method
Participants and Design. We randomly assigned 71
university students (average age: 23.79 years, SD = 4.59; 46
female) from a German university to one of three
visualization conditions: multiple visualizations without
arrows vs. multiple visualizations with arrows vs. single
visualization with arrows. The students participated for
either payment (10 Euro) or course credit.
Materials. Participants were asked to learn how to classify
fish according to their locomotion patterns based on
visualizations. These locomotion patterns differed in terms
of the used body parts that generate propulsion (i.e., the
body itself or several fins) and also in the manner of how
these body parts are moving (i.e., wave-like or paddle-like).
The following four locomotion patterns were used in this
study: 1. subcarangiform: undulation of the body as a
whole; 2. balisitiform: undulation of the dorsal and anal
fins; 3. tetraodontiform: oscillation of the dorsal and the
anal fins (and possibly undulation of the pectoral fins); and
4. labriform: oscillation of the pectoral fins. One of the
major challenges in identifying these locomotion patterns is
that fish may deploy a variety of other movements in
addition, for instance, for navigation. These navigational
movements used by a fish displaying a specific propulsion
locomotion pattern can easily be confused with movements
used for propulsion in another locomotion pattern.

Figure 1: Spatial arrangement of the multiple staticsimultaneous pictures (positions indicated by numbers).
In the single visualization with arrow condition only the
first static key picture of each movement cycle was
presented and augmented with motion-indicating arrows
(see Figure 2). Undulating movements were indicated by
wavelike arrows above/below the respective body parts.
Oscillating movements were indicated by bent arrows,
whereby the bending corresponded to the trajectory of the
moving elements. The pictures’ size in the single static
visualization condition was 480 x 360 pixels.

Figure 2: Single static visualizations of the four to-belearned locomotion patterns with motion-indicating arrows
(from left: subcarangi-; balisti-; tetraodonti-; labriform).
In the combined condition (multiple visualizations with
arrows), we added the motion-indicating arrows to the first
picture (see Figure 3 for an example). The arrows were
depicted only on the first picture of the multiple
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visualizations to stimulate mental animation without
overloading the visual display.
During learning the participants saw visualizations for
each of the four to-be-learned locomotion patterns in a
predefined order within a multimedia learning environment.
The presentation was system-controlled and accompanied
by narration. The narration explained the locomotion pattern
in terms of conceptual characteristics: body parts involved,
kind of movements executed (undulation versus oscillation),
parameters of the movements (e.g., amplitude), maximum
velocity, and typical fish using this locomotion pattern. It is
important to note that the narration conveyed many aspects
that were not visible in the visualizations (e.g., maximum
velocity) and that would not have been sufficient to help
classify a fish according to its locomotion alone.

Figure 3: Multiple static-simultaneous visualization with
motion-indicating arrow on the first picture.
Measures. Learners’ spatial abilities were assessed with
two different tests, namely the mental rotation test (MRT,
Vandenberg & Kuse, 1978), and a shortened version of the
paper folding test (PFT, Ekstrom et al., 1976). Both
measures were used in the analyses as continuous factors.
Learning outcomes were assessed with a locomotion
pattern recognition test with 28 pictorial multiple-choice
items consisting in underwater videos of real fish
performing the locomotion patterns that had to be correctly
recognized. The dynamic test items differed from the static
learning materials with respect to fish species, color, and
body shape. Therefore, learners could not rely on these
characteristics to give the correct answer. Moreover,
because the test items consisted in videos of real fish, they
also contained irrelevant information and sometimes
miscellaneous movements of the fish that were not relevant
for propulsion. To choose for each item the kind of
locomotion pattern that was depicted, learners had to
identify the body parts relevant for propulsion and their way
of moving. Possible answers were the correct terms of the
four locomotion patterns and the additional answer “I don’t
know” (see Figure 4 for an example). Each item was
awarded one point for the correct answer (max. 28 points).
The recognition test items were categorized by two
independent domain experts into items with low (8 items),
intermediate (11 items), and high task difficulty (9 items).
Their decisions were based on the visibility of movements
relevant for propulsion as well as on the absence or presence
of miscellaneous movements that could have been mistaken
as being relevant for propulsion (cf. Imhof et al., 2010).

Figure 4: Screenshot of a recognition test example item
(correct answer: balistiform).
Procedure. Though participants worked on all parts of the
study individually, they were tested in groups of two to
seven persons. They were separated by partition walls. After
completing the MRT, PFT, and a demographic
questionnaire (all paper-based), participants read an
introduction, which was followed by the computer-based
learning phase, in which the participants heard the narration
via headphones. Finally, learners worked on the computerbased pictorial recognition test. One experimental session
lasted about one hour.

Results
Performance in the three recognition subtests was analyzed
by a MANCOVA with presentation format (multiple
visualizations without arrows versus multiple visualizations
with arrows versus single visualization with arrows), the
MRT, and the PFT as independent variables (for adjusted
means and standard errors see Table 1). Because of space
limitations, statistical values are only reported for
significant results.
Table 1: Adjusted means (and standard errors) for
recognition performance (in percent correct) as a function of
presentation format and task difficulty.
Presentation Format
multiple
multiple
single
visualizations visualization
Task
visualizations
Diffiwithout arrows
with arrows
with arrows
culty
(n = 24)
(n = 24)
(n = 23)
85.78
76.87
84.98
low
(4.02)
(3.94)
(4.06)
inter76.98
60.86
81.39
mediate
(4.31)
(4.23)
(4.35)
68.38
59.40
67.09
high
(4.58)
(4.48)
(4.62)
There was a marginal overall effect for presentation
format (Wilks λ = .82; p < .10) and for the PFT (Wilks λ =
.96; p < .10). Subsequent ANCOVAs revealed that there
was a main effect of presentation format only for items with
intermediate task difficulty (F(2,62) = 6.26, p < .01, η2 =
.17), which also were the items that proved to be the most
sensitive ones in former studies (Imhof et al., 2010).
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Contrary to our expectations, Bonferroni tests showed that
learners in the combined condition (multiple visualizations
with arrows) performed worse than both the multiple
visualizations without arrows condition (p < .05) and the
single visualizations with arrows condition (p < .01). There
were no differences between the latter two conditions.
Subsequent ANCOVAs revealed further that for
recognition tasks with low and intermediate task difficulty
higher performance in the PFT was associated with better
recognition (low difficulty: F(1,62) = 6.27, p < .05, η2 = .09;
intermediate difficulty: F(1,62) = 4.00, p < .05, η2 = .06).

Discussion
Contrary to our hypothesis that the combination of multiple
static-simultaneous visualizations with motion-indicating
arrows (combined condition) would lead to superior
learning outcomes than both other conditions we found that
both the multiple visualizations without arrows condition as
well as the single visualization with arrows condition were
better for learning about locomotion patterns than the
combined condition – as evident in the performance on
tasks with intermediate difficulty. Therefore, it seems that
the multiple visualizations without arrows as well as the
single visualization with arrows have their own facilitating
effects with respect to fostering mental animation.
In particular, the positive effects of the multiple
visualizations without any further enriching components and
the single visualizations with motion-indicating arrows for
tasks with intermediate difficulty might be caused either by
supporting comparisons among simultaneously presented
multiple pictures or by showing the dynamic information
(more) explicitly and thereby stimulating and guiding
mental imagery of the movements, respectively.
However, when combining these two approaches to foster
mental animation during learning about locomotion
patterns, interferences between competing processes seem to
occur, which may explain why learners in the combined
condition showed worse performance. Probably, learners
were somehow overloaded when they were stimulated by
the instructional materials to compare different key states in
multiple visualizations and to mentally imagine the
movements on the basis of an arrow at the same time. Eyetracking research on mental imagery shows that learners
tend to follow the imagined trajectories with their eyes (e.g.,
Johansson, Holsanova, & Holmqvist, 2006). But in doing
so, a learner can not switch his/her attention forth and back
at the same time on the relevant pictures for visual
comparison processes. Following Beck (1991) instructional
designers have to be careful when composing different
cueing strategies, because such combinations will not
always aid learning by complementing each other, even if
both strategies proved to be facilitating in isolation. The
results of our study suggest that this holds not only true
when combining different cueing strategies, but also when
combining cueing strategies with other instructional
approaches. Even though the arrows and the set of multiple
visualizations in principle convey the same information,

they do it differently and learners therefore might have had
problems to integrate these two elements of the visual
materials. An alternative explanation might be that the
learners did not notice that the arrows depicted the same
movements as the set of multiple visualizations even though
they were told about this fact in the instruction beforehand.
Interestingly, single visualizations with arrows – that is the
most parsimonious representation format – achieved the
same performance level as multiple static-simultaneous
visualizations. Accordingly, learners – when stimulated to
mentally animate an object by a motion-indicating arrow –
seem to be well able to achieve an understanding of the
dynamics even based on sparse information only.
However, this result pattern was only present for the tasks
with intermediate difficulty. For items with low task
difficulty a ceiling effect might have occurred. These items
seemed to be so clearly identifiable that learners from all
three experimental conditions achieved rather good results.
On the contrary, for items with high task difficulty the
locomotion patterns were not clearly identifiable based on
the perceptual input alone according to the experts’
opinions. Rather conceptual knowledge that might have
been acquired from the narration, which were identical in all
experimental conditions, had to be used to answer these
items. Thus, these items might not be sufficiently responsive
for manipulations of the perceptual input.
Our hypothesis that learners’ spatial ability would be
positively correlated with task performance was at least
partially confirmed, that is, for spatial abilities as measured
by the PFT, but not the MRT. This finding is well in line
with the recent meta-analysis by Höffler (2010). However,
the low spatial ability learners might have relied strongly on
the narration (particularly if they are challenged by the
visual inputs) to understand which elements are relevant for
propulsion. Thus, they had to infer from the visual input
only how these elements move. This might have helped
them to perform relatively well in all three conditions.
Accordingly, contrary to our expectations and former
results, we were not able to find the moderating effect of
learners’ spatial abilities concerning the effectiveness of
different presentation formats of visualizations. Therefore,
the assumed ability-as-compensator hypothesis that higher
spatial ability learners may compensate for “poor”
instructions (i.e., visualizations that do not support mental
animation well), whereas lower spatial ability learners suffer
from such instructions, could not be confirmed. It is worth
noting that the results suggest that the visualizations that
support mental animation well seem to be, contrary to our
expectations, the multiple visualizations without arrows and
the single visualization with arrows. Regarding the results,
the combined condition is the “poor” instruction in our data.
Seen from this angle, the combined condition does not
benefit from especially high spatial abilities as in the study
of Münzer et al. (2009). However, as the ability-ascompensator hypothesis has been shown in former research
exclusively for dynamic visualizations, it might not be too
surprising that we did not find evidence in this direction.
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To conclude, this study demonstrates that there are
several effective strategies, based on mental animation
facilitation, to stimulate perceptual processing of static
visualizations to support knowledge acquisition about
biological locomotion patterns. However, using more than
one supporting strategy might stimulate competing
processes, resulting in interferences that hinder learning.
Therefore, in further research one should put effort into
research on how to optimize the single strategies, instead of
combining these two approaches.
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Abstract
Despite our strong intuitions that language is represented in
memory using some kind of alphabet, phones and phonemes
appear to play almost no psychological role in human speech
perception, production or memory. Instead, evidence shows
that people store linguistic material with a rich, detailed
auditory and sensory-motor code that tends, in its details, to
be unique for each speaker. The obvious phonological
discreteness of languages reflects conventional categories of
pronunciation but not discrete symbols. In learning to read,
we all master the Speech-Letter Blend, so that letters can be
effortlessly interpreted as speech when reading. This

Linguistic Intuitions
Linguistics, for at least the last century, has almost
invariably subscribed to the following assumption:
Speech in any language consists of a sequence
of words which are composed from a
sequence of phonemic (or phonetic) symbols.
This is the standard view of language as the archetypal
symbol system and is shared by neighboring
disciplines, such as psychology of language and
language development. Of course, this assumption is
shared by lay people as well since we all have strong
intuitions that words and phonemes are just the right
units for description of any language. This paper will
argue that these intuitions primarily reflect conventions
about alphabetical orthographies that have been
assumed to be true of spoken language as well, but
without sufficient examination (Port, 2007; 2010). In
fact, many kinds of familiar data have been
incompatible with this assumption for at least 60 years
(Pisoni, 1997). But linguists and others have refused to
consider seriously the idea that speech may demand
much higher dimensionality and thus much richer
memory for utterances than has been presumed by the
standard view. Interestingly, engineers, despite similar
intuitions, began over 40 years ago to turn toward
speech recognition systems that seek models of whole
words and phrases (rather than phonemes) and to
specify them in terms of spectral detail rather than
discrete symbols (Jelinek, 1969; Huckvale, 1999).
There have been a few attempts to apply these insights
to models of human speech perception, such as Klatt’s
LAFS (`Lexical Access From Spectra’) program
(1979), but such models have not found favor over the
years.

mapping between letters and speech, requiring many years of
training, is apparently achieved in the Visual Word Form
Area of cortex. The notion of a phoneme is actually a
conceptual blend of letters and speech.

Keywords: speech processing, speech perception,
phonology, phones, phonemes, linguistic memory, rich
memory, complex adaptive system, categorization, symbols.

This paper will point out some of the evidence against a
compositional,
low-dimensional,
discrete-time
description of language. Then I will suggest a new,
high-dimensional view of linguistic memory that is
supported by many straightforward properties of
linguistic behavior. Because we were sure that words
had to have a ``spelling’’ of some kind, we have been
trying to find a fixed and uniform description that does
not exist. Phonemes live as categories in the speech
patterns of a community, but are not represented
identically in the brain of each speaker and are not
timeless, discrete and differentiable from each other by
a small number of features.

Rich Memory for Language
Although many linguists treat phonetics as the
discipline that provides an inventory of discrete
segments or feature vectors ``available’’ for the use of
all languages in the world (Chomsky & Halle, 1968),
phoneticians have typically been quite coy about
whether the phonetic options available to languages are
unlimited (Maddieson & Ladefoged, 1969, pp. 369;
IPA 1999, pp. 32-38). Indeed some phoneticians have
explored very rich (high-dimensional or high bit-rate)
continuous-time descriptions of speech for various
languages (e.g., Browman & Goldstein, 1992; Hawkins
& Nguyen, 2004; K. Johnson, 1997). In fact, there is
almost no clear evidence supporting any role for an
``efficient,’’ fixed-size inventory of serially ordered
speech symbols for any language (Port & Leary, 2005;
Port, 2007, 2010), although there is evidence for
abstract, adaptable categories of speech sounds.
Here are 4 kinds of evidence that are incompatible with
the idea of low-bitrate segmental linguistic memory,
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i.e., memory for words that employs a small set of
letter-sized units, whether phones or phonemes.
Continuously variable pronunciations.
First, if there were a small universal phonetic alphabet,
then there should be noticeable discrete jumps in
pronunciation within and between speakers. Yet, every
utterance in a language can be pronounced with tiny
phonetic variations – small changes in vowel quality,
place of articulation, degree of voicing, pitch, etc. –
that other speakers can imitate depending on the
circumstances. These small variations can lead over
time to significant changes in pronunciation over the
generations (Labov, 1963). No small or discrete
alphabet can account for how these gradual changes
along continuous dimensions could be learned by
speakers or spread across a population without the
employment of a very large number of continuous
phonetic variables (Bybee, 2001). Nor is there any
evidence suggesting that speech sound types are
actually discrete but suffer some amount of superposed
noise.
Speech timing.
Second, speech production in all languages exhibits
various conventional timing patterns that cannot be
modeled with the letter-sized units that must be relied
upon by the segmental view. Thus, a long (or
geminate) consonant in Japanese is not simply either 2
or 3 singleton consonants in duration (Hirata, 2004)
and English voiced and voiceless consonants in pairs
like rabid-rapid exhibit a compensatory timing change
involving the duration of both the stressed vowel and
the stop closure (Lisker, 1984). Another interesting
case is `mora timing’ in Japanese, a tendency for vowel
onsets (the most salient time points during speech) to
begin at integer-spaced intervals, either one time unit
later (e.g., in kono), or almost exactly two time units
after the first vowel onset (e.g., in chotto). Thus the
distance between the two vowels in chotto is twice the
interval between the two /o/ onsets of kono (Port,
Dalby & Odell 1987; Han, 1994). (The /t/ closure, on
the other hand, is almost 3 times as long in chotto as it
would be in choto.) None of these timing effects can
be captured for perception or production using only
consonant and vowel segments. Instead, speakers must
control timing details that extend over many segmental
time intervals. Such variable continuous-time patterns
again must rely upon very rich memories for speech
material. These memories support our ability to imitate
the temporal details of the speech of others.
No physical invariance.
Third, most letter-sized ``sound units,’’ such as the
stops, fricatives and nasals, do not have acoustic

correlates that are invariant across contexts the way
letters are, but rather have highly context-sensitive
acoustic shapes that differ widely depending on the
neighboring sound (Liberman, et al, 1957).
Thus,
unlike letters, they do not tend to have an invariant
shape. This has led to various attempts to use the
articulatory invariance (of, e.g., the tongue tip closure
common to /di/ and /du/) to replace acoustic invariance
(Liberman, et al, 1957). But only acoustic invariance
can account for listeners’ ability to recognize CV
syllables just from exposure to the acoustic signal.
This is further evidence that listeners must employ rich,
detailed representations of speech exhibiting different
place cues from context to context. The main reason
we want to capture the /d/ when comparing Dee and
dew rather than just represent them as 2 different
syllabic gestures beginning at the same place is that our
writing system isolates the /d/.
Concrete memory for words.
Fourth, if words were stored in memory only in
abstract, letter-like form (i.e., in a phonetic or
phonemic alphabet) with no concrete auditory detail,
then recognizing the repetition of a word in a verbally
presented list should be equally difficult whether the
repeated word was in the same voice or in a different
voice. We make this prediction since nothing about the
voice should be stored with the words. In fact,
however, listeners always do better if the same voice is
used (Palmeri, et al.,1993). This surprising result is
further evidence that speakers retain richly detailed
auditory representations of speech in memory, not
simply conventional segmental representations.
Altogether, these results are strong evidence against the
traditional view espoused by most linguists and many
speech scientists. As noted above, most of the speech
recognition community gave up on phones and
phonemes for specifying words long ago. That should
have been a hint for psychologists and linguists. The
results reviewed here imply that the regularities we
refer to as phones or phonemes cannot be simple
symbol tokens. They must be far richer in information.
In fact, they must be rather like categories.

Categories are Not Symbols Tokens.
Although linguists usually treat the terms `linguistic
symbol’ and `linguistic category’ as basically
synonymous, it is essential to differentiate them. One
definition of a category is a group of things treated by
community members as being sufficiently alike in some
respect that they can be considered ``the same.’’ This
definition is essentially statistical and implies richness
in the number of variables that may be relevant. And,
of course, there is always some uncertainty about
whether any speech instance belongs to one category or
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another because category descriptions always exhibit
uncertainty (Barsalou, 2005, p. 419).
A symbol
token, in contrast, is a member of a fixed-size list of
discrete tokens, differentiable with very few degrees of
freedom. The alphabet and the numbers are the
ancestral, indeed archetypical, symbols of western
culture. They are cultural inventions and a very
important kind of technology. But, one might ask,
aren’t letters also highly variable and, especially in
cursive form, non-discrete? Certainly, but letters are
still drawn from a list of 26, so when one sees a
strangely drawn letter, you can still be confident that
you are looking at one or another of the 26 discrete
letters. This is not true of speech sounds where there
is, I claim, no fixed inventory. So speech sounds may
belong to a variety of categories, but they present a
very different perceptual problem from letters which
belong to the technology of symbol tokens.
There are some partly discrete and symmetrical aspects
of phonologies, such as the tendency for very similar
speech sounds to recur in different contexts. Thus,
there are often sets of words with very similar vowels
(like mad, pack, pass, land), alliterative sets (pat, pit,
pot, putter) and matching vowel sets (beat, bit, bet, bat;
mean, Min, men, man; peal, pill, Pell, pal), reflecting
conventions about how to pronounce words. These
phonological conventions about syllable onsets and
codas, consonant clusters and rhymes, etc., comprise
categories of similar sounds. Speakers apparently can
adapt their expectations about what these categories
should sound like depending on details of the context.
It has been shown speakers can generalize rapidly from
deviant pronunciations by one speaker to the same
sound categories by that speaker in novel contexts
(Norris, et al. 2003). Such results clearly rule out a
primitive exemplar model of memory for speech that
can only categorize based on sounds present in memory
(e.g., Hintzman, 1986). However these results still do
not require a segmental model that is based on discretetime speech symbols like phonemes. They show that
speakers have the ability to generalize their
categorization criteria across syllabic contexts.
How could a community as a whole create such
structures of speech sounds? Communities act like
complex adaptive systems (Beckner et al, 2009) that are
capable of creating a language with relatively discrete
sound categories and lexical descriptions generally
without awareness (nor explicit representation) by the
agents in that system. A category is a class of things
that the culture treats as the same – such as a particular
word with many variable pronunciations. No physical
invariant should be expected for all instances of sounds
categorized as a /t/ or an /æ/, since ``phonemes’’ are
simply the same by convention.
Similarly, the
members of the categories ``tree’’ and ``game’’ are
whatever English speakers conventionally call

instances of a ``tree’’ or a ``game’’. There are no
defining traits or necessary and sufficient conditions.
Linguistic categories (such as words, phonemes, etc.)
can only be stored in memory as statistical regularities
in speech along with their conventional categorization.
It is typically impossible to assign one stretch of speech
to one category and the adjacent stretch to another (as
one can with letters). But can language work with no
real symbols? Yes. Speakers do not need them since
their memories tend to be largely auditory and
somatosensory, and are typically categorized (Barsalou,
2010). A language is a system of regularities or
conventional speech patterns shared by a community.
These patterns require much phonetic and auditory
detail for their specification although they can be
approximately described as nested categorical units
(lexical ones, phonological ones, etc.) but individual
speakers are certain to differ in the categories they
employ as well as in their category definitions.
Thus, a language is a kind of social institution, an
inventory of conventional speech signals –
phonological, lexical and supralexical (such as
collocations and idioms). Such a system evolves over
many generations. Each speaker has an idiosyncratic
version of it and constantly makes tiny changes in their
own speech patterns. The produced patterns that result
have enough nested and overlapping categories, that
they may resemble a system composed from brief
discrete components – at least the patterns resemble it
well enough that a simple letter-based technology will
work well enough for writing and reading. Presumably
spoken languages evolve toward nested structures with
many symmetries to gain the benefits of discreteness
such as, at least, greater robustness in noise and to
provide the resources to easily invent new vocabulary
(see Abler, 1989). Of course, it cannot actually be a
discrete system in the technical sense, since it is only
maintained by social convention within an unlimited
space of continuous phonetic variables, by children and
young adults who imitate the speech of those who know
the language better or whose speech they admire.
This hypothesis builds on the notion that the brain of
each speaker is not the only complex adaptive system
(Holland, 1995) that is relevant to language. The
`community of speakers’ itself is a complex adaptive
system, one that has evolved (in most cases) through
thousands of generations. Each culture creates various
technologies – for nutrition (e.g., hunting, fishing,
farming), for competition with other communities (e.g.,
martial technologies) and for coordinating the behavior
of community members through speech. The language
of a community is simply part of its culture and, like
the rest of culture, evolves slowly on its own depending
on how the group situation changes. It seems that many
cognitive scientists have tended to presume that all the
problems of cognition must be explained by
psychology or neuroscience – by studying individual
brains and behaviors. In fact, our cognition also
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reflects our culture. This includes literacy training as
one major component. The existence in us of literacy
skills can directly influence some basic properties of
our cognition.

The Speech-Letter Blend
The ideas above may sound implausible and, at the
very least, non-intuitive to many readers. But when it
comes to phones and phonemes, we must consider how
our intuitions about language might be shaped by the
skills we acquired for reading, that is, for converting
letters into speech (where speech is understood to
include time-locked temporally-extended patterns of
both speech gestures and speech sound). Letter-like
units seem overwhelmingly natural and appropriate for
the description of language. My proposal is that the
phone and the phoneme reflect a particular kind of
conceptual blend (Fauconnier & Turner, 1998) that is
inculcated in us beginning in childhood as we develop
reading skill.
Conceptual blends come in many forms. Hutchins
(2005) points out that a ``queue’’ as a cultural practice
is a conceptual blend of a line (a series of people in a
row) with a trajector along the line producing an
ordering with one end being first in the queue and the
other end being the last. Some blends are humorous:
in a cartoon, a worker turns away disappointed from the
office coffee machine and says to an approaching
coworker ``It’s out of toner.’’ Behaviors related to a
coffee machine are blended with behaviors related to a
laser printer. Part of why it’s funny is that machine
coffee often tastes like it was made from something as
black and unpleasant as the toner of a printer. But
some conceptual blends comprise important intellectual
achievements. For example, the notion of negative
numbers was viewed until the 18th century as logically
impossible and intellectually suspect (Lakoff & Nuñez,
2000). But eventually mathematicians began to blend
the notion of `counting numbers’ with a line. Then
zero becomes a point on the middle of the line and
adding negative numbers is motion in one direction and
adding a positive number is the opposite motion. The
conceptual blend of the `natural’ numbers with points
on a line allows addition and subtraction to be
understood simply as opposite movements. This blend
made negative numbers intuitive and easily
comprehensible.
The proposal made here is that phones and phonemes
represent a conceptual blend as well. But this blend
serves one specific purpose, to facilitate skilled
reading. When we think about phones and phonemes,
that is, think about the so-called ``sounds’’ from which
words are constructed, we blend some properties of
speech (i.e., actual speech gestures or physical speech
sound) with some properties of letters, (i.e., being
discrete graphic figures selected from a short list and

arrayed serially). We overlook (in fact, ignore) the
little
problem
that
many
phonemes
are
unpronounceable in isolation.
Linguists (including me) often speak of ``speech
sounds,’’ in the plural, as if speech were manifestly
divisible into separate letter-sized units. But we
linguists and phoneticians have long known that neither
the sound nor the speech gestures are divisible this way
– at least since the first spectrograms were made over
60 years ago (Fant, 1962). One cannot take a sound
spectrogram (or a tape recording) and divide it in time
into stretches that correspond, plausibly, to letters. Yet
we continue talking about ``speech sounds’’ using this
familiar blend anyway.
It seems to me that such a blend of speech and letters
would be an expected consequence of becoming skilled
at reading and writing with an alphabet. The distinctive
physical shape of letters provides a concrete, material
basis for thinking and reasoning about the complexities
of continuous speech (Hutchins, 2005). Of course,
letters are a massive oversimplification, at least, if we
want to understand speech perception, production and
processing. But this blend probably plays a practical
role in our ability to read words we have never seen.
What has happened to linguists and modern speech
scientists is that we have taken the Speech-Letter Blend
to be, not an idealized relationship derived from our
alphabet technology – an achievement of our nervous
system resulting from many years of practice using this
technology – but rather taken it to describe actual
cognitive tokens (based on the letter side of the blend)
that words are psychologically ``spelled’’ from. This
blend is why we have such powerful intuitions about a
letter-like cognitive representation of language. But
the evidence consistently shows that memory
representations of language show no evidence of being
letter-like.

Neural Rewiring
How could such a drastic mistake be made without our
noticing? How could we be misled so casually into a
powerful conviction of the existence of something that
does not exist? The basic reason is that learning to
read one’s language using an arbitrary set of graphic
shapes is intrinsically very difficult (Ryner et al, 2001;
Dehaene, 2009).
It demands a systematic training
program for at least several years to achieve practical
skill at reading. Most of us academics probably never
stop refining our literacy skills.
But recent
neuroscience research has revealed that one
consequence of a decade or more of reading practice is
the creation of a specialized region in the literate brain,
normally in the left ventral occipito-temporal cortex,
that expedites the linkage of visual patterns to speech
pronunciation. It has come to be known as the Visual
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Word Form Area (VWFA, McCandliss et al., 2003).
Damage to this area of the brain can destroy reading
ability (Damasio and Damasio, 1983). It seems likely
that this region, created only over hundreds of hours of
reading practice, may play a role in our powerful
intuitions about speech having a letter-like basis. In
fact, it is likely that we cannot help thinking about
language in terms derived from our orthography
experience. That is to say we tend to ``hear’’ spoken
language as being discrete and segmented like our
written language. Although Chomsky advised linguists
to trust their intuitions and interpret language in terms
of the intuitions, we cannot, in fact, trust them, at least
not our intuitions about speech as having discrete,
letter-like form. Of course, one difficulty here is that
social convention can support auditory-articulatory
patterns that are approximately discrete units – discrete
enough that we are able to use a discrete alphabetical
writing system as a practical means to represent
language on paper.

Conclusions
So, my conclusions are that:
1. There is no evidence that speakers make use of an
abstract,
speaker-independent,
contextindependent, serially-ordered, i.e., letter-like
representation of language, such as that implied by
all phonetic and phonological transcription
schemes. There are only our powerful intuitions
that they do.
2. All the supposedly ``discrete’’ linguistic structures
of spoken language (e.g., distinctive features,
phones, phonemes, words, sentences, etc.) are only
approximately discrete, since they are merely
conventions, i.e., socially created categories, not
actual psychological tokens. These structures are
created by communities of speakers, but each
individual speaker has only dim awareness of these
categorical patterns (unless they are literate).
3. It is not only individual brains that are complex
adaptive systems dealing with language. The
community of speakers itself is an independent
actor.
4. The units called phones and phonemes which offer
a segmental, alphabet-like description of speech in
any language, are not true cognitive units, but
rather are conceptual blends, the Speech-Letter
Blend that results from refinement of reading and
writing skills.
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However there is actually little general agreement about
what good instruction is. Although good instruction includes
supporting cognitive, motivational, and emotional
characteristics, considering the strengths of students,
teaching basic knowledge and high-order skills, guiding
self-regulated learning, sustaining interest, and instilling
respect and responsibility (Astleitner, 2000), the definitions
of good instruction have not been simple. Zemelman et al.
(1998) described the special features of good instruction to
be student-centered, experiential, holistic, authentic,
expressive, reflective, collaborative, constructivist, and
challenging. According to Seo (2004), perspectives on good
instructional practice can be classified into four perspectives
in Korean school settings: transmission, constructivist,
relationship, and product based on the data interviewed.
There were different perspectives on good instruction
among grade levels or between teachers and students For
instance, teachers might perceive the definitions of good
instruction with constructivist and cognitive perspectives,
whereas students probably regarded good instruction as
interest or attaining high test scores (Tuckman, 2002).
However, few empirical studies have directly examined how
these elements are to be measured and the relationship of
perspectives on good instructions and instruction
effectiveness.
In fact, in Korea, constructivist-oriented educational
innovations have recently been applied to encourage
creative ability, practical application, and deep
understanding (Cho et al., 2002). Nevertheless, direct or
teacher-centered instruction based on transmission and
product is actually performed in the Korean classroom for
raising test scores (So, 2006). The reasons of this
phenomenon probably do not reflect students’ needs such as
characteristics of development or perspectives on instruction.
Namely, for example, if students want transmission-oriented
instruction, but teachers perform constructivist- oriented
instruction, there will be little effective instruction. Thus, it
is necessary that teachers create a classroom environment
based on data that reflects students’ perspectives on good
instruction.
The products of good instruction are generally course
interest, academic achievement and transfer. When teachers
provide students with a classroom environment, they should
focus on goals of the students’ course interest and academic
achievement (So, 2006). In particular, according to
instruction researchers (Seo, 2004; Lee et al., 2001),
student’s perceptions on good instruction are regarded as
important predictors of course satisfaction or academic
achievement.

Abstract

The purpose of present study was to develop an
instrument to measure perceptions on good instruction
for middle and high school students and to evaluate the
scale’s construct and criterion-related validity. The
participants were 998 8th and 11th graders. I performed
exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis for
construct validity and analyzed and structure equation
modeling among perspectives on good instruction,
course satisfaction, and academic achievement for
criterion reference validity. I found that the final
version of PGI(perceptions good instruction scale)
consisted of a five-factor solution (relationship,
transmission, constructivist, product, and interest) and
30 items. Results of structure equation modeling
revealed that perceptions on good instruction had
direct and indirect effects on academic achievement
mediated by course satisfaction.
Keywords: perceptions on good instruction, academic
achievement, course satisfaction

Introduction
Korean education focuses on strong competition for
success of the college entrance exam and learning outcomes
such as high scores or grades. One aspect of this emphasis
on performance is that Korean students and parents
concentrate on private education, and disregard public
education. Cho et al (2001) investigated the case studies of
good instruction in subjects such as Math and Science.
However, some previous studies did not consider the
concrete definition of good instruction. Lee et al. (2001)
surveyed what constitutes good instruction in a sample of
middle school students and teachers. Many participants
responded that good instruction was “interesting instruction”
and “well understood instruction”. Seo (2004) reported
various perspectives on good instruction and divided them
into transmission, constructivist, relationship, and product
after analyzing interview data with teachers and students.
Nevertheless, predictors of perspectives on good instruction
have not been identified in improving effects of instruction.
Furthermore few scales related to good instruction have
been developed.
In order to assess perspectives on good instruction, we
should first determine what constitutes good instruction.
1
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The primary purpose of this study was to develop and
validate an instrument to measure perspectives on good
instruction. First I developed a questionnaire designed to
measure good instruction based on previous studies (Lee et
al., 2001; Seo, 2004). Next the validation of the instrument
was assessed by factorial structure and structure equation
modeling. To test the structure equation model, I
hypothesized that one model was that perspectives on good
instruction directly influenced course satisfaction and
academic achievement (Seo, 2004). Another model was that
perspectives on good instruction directly affected course
satisfaction (Murphy, 2004) and academic achievement and
also indirectly impacted academic achievement by
mediating course satisfaction simultaneously. In particular, I
measured perspectives on good instruction in the context of
mathematics, because compared to other subjects, Korean
students showed low interest and course satisfaction in math
(Yoon & Kim, 2003; So, 2008)

Academic achievement. For measuring academic
achievement we used the grade of midterm examination in
math.

Results
Factor analysis
Exploratory factor analysis
To examine the underlying factor structure of the PGI
Scale, exploratory factor analysis (EFA) [principal
components, varimax rotation] with a PGI scale was
performed. First of all, KMO(Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin) and
Bartlett’s Test were performed to verify the suitability of
factor analysis with the data collected. KMO Measure of
Sampling Adequacy was .86, and Bartlett’s Test was p<.001
(χ2=7541.322, df=435). A five-factor solution accounting
for 45.58% of the variance was extracted. I deleted two
items which had low reliability, six items loaded below .40
and two items loaded on incorrect factors. As a result, the
perspective on good instruction inventory consisted of five
factors (relationship, transmission, constructivist, product,
and interest) and all 30 items (see Table 1). Their respective
variances were 14.99%, 8.76%, 8.36%, 7.22%, and 6.24%
of the total test score variance. The composite score of the
PGI has high internal reliability (alpha=.85) with the
subscale
internal
consistency
estimates
ranging
from .77(relationship) to .70(constructivist and interest).
The means, standard deviations and correlation matrix
between all factors, internal reliabilities are shown in Table
2.
Table 1. Items and Factor Structure Loading for
Perspectives on Good Instruction

Method
Participants
The participants were 448 8th graders (220 girls and 228
boys) and 550 11th graders (248 girls and 302 boys) from
two public middle schools and two public high schools in
Kyungnam, South Korea.

Measures
Perspective on Good Instruction Scale (PGI). A
measure for perspective on good instruction was developed
in the present research. First of all, I made open-ended
questionnaires on good instruction by referring to Seo (2004)
and Tuckman (2000)’s reports and then conducted a survey
with these questionnaires with 201 secondary school
students. I made closed-ended questions of 45 items for
measuring good instruction based on the survey results.
Pilot testing with 198 secondary school students confirmed
the adequacy of the items and overall structure of this scale.
A panel comprising 3 experts in effective instruction and 6
middle and high school teachers also reviewed the items for
content validity. Based on feedback from the panel and the
pilot testing, I deleted or reworded several items to give an
item pool of 40 items.

A. Relationship(Factor1 )
14. I think that good instruction
is to be concerned about
students’ feelings.
13. I think that good instruction
is to respect and trust students in
class.
15. I think that good instruction
is to accept students’ suggestions .
16. I think that good instruction
is to strengthen human relations
between teachers and students.

Course Satisfaction Inventory (CSI). Math course
satisfaction was assessed using a scale of So’s (2008) course
interest. I revised words of the scale to make it more
suitable for math classes. This scale comprised of 30 items
and subscales of satisfaction of learning environment,
teaching method, motivational support, and learning
guide (e. g. “My teacher provides students with autonomy
support in math class”). CSI was measured using a 5 point
rating scale. The reliability coefficient of this scale was
Cronbach’s alpha =.79.
2
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Factors
Ⅲ Ⅳ

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅴ

.77

.22

.11

01

.10

.71

.25

.12

.02

.10

.67

.19

.07

.02

.07

.63

.08

.09

.14

.23

.

17. I think that good instruction
helps students to feel relaxed.
12. I think that good instruction
helps students interact with
their teachers dynamically
B. Transmission(Factor2 )
2. I think that good instruction
is to explain contents in greater
detail.
3. I think that good instruction
is to inform students of key
points of contents.
4. I think that good instruction
conveys contents’ meaning to
students exactly.
1. I think that good instruction
helps students comprehend
contents completely.
28. I think that good instruction
is to answer students’ questions
very well.
C. Constructivist(Factor3 )
8. I think that good instruction
helps students find and solve
problems voluntarily.
27. I think that good instruction
is when students can ask
teachers many questions.
7. I think that good instruction
happens when students are
vigorously engaged in learning
activities.
11. I think that good instruction
encourages students’ curiosity.
9. I think that good instruction
focuses on small group
activities such as problembased learning and cooperative
learning.
10. I think that good instruction
allows students to take the
initiative in class.
6. I think that good instruction
explains contents related to real
life for transfer.
D. Product(Factor4 )
20. I think that good instruction
emphasizes students’ academic
achievement.
21. I think that good instruction
is to focus on preparing for the
examination absolutely.
19. I think that good instruction
is to concentrate on attaining
learning goals
18. I think that good instruction
is to get high score or grade.

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Factors
Ⅲ

Ⅳ

Ⅴ

.62

.04

.06

.22

.38

.41

.20

.24

.05

.05

.26

.67

.09

.19

.00

.11

.63

.01

.30

.18

.16

.61

.05

.05

.08

.40

.61

.04

.00

.01

.23

.46

.25

.05

.25

.13

.16

.67

.05

.11

.12

.25

.60

.08

.10

.25

.13

.60

.01

.01

Interest(Factor5 )
24. I think that good instruction
is to present contents in a
gossipy manner to enhance
comprehending contents in
math class.
25. I think that good instruction
makes
use
of
various
multimedia ( e. g. video,
movie) in math class
29. I think that good instruction
includes teachers’ humor in
math class.
26. I think that good instruction
focuses on the interests of
students.

.17

.01

.04

.06

.74

.04

.09

.17

.06

.73

.33

.14

.03

.06

.65

.33

.36

.24

.01

.42

Table 2. Mean, Standard Deviation, and Correlations
among Perspectives on Good Instruction

RP
TP
CP
PP
IP

M(SD)

RP

TP

CP

PP

IP

3.91(.74)
3.95(.66)
3.05(.59)
3.27(.78)
3.60(.78)

.77a
.55*
.30*
.22*
.51*

.72 a
.27*
.31*
.40*

.70 a
.19*
.30*

.71 a
.18*

.70 a

Note. RP: relationship perspective; TP: transmission perspective; CP:
constructivist perspective; PP: Product perspective; IP: interest perspective;
a : internal reliability.
* p<.01

Confirmatory factor analysis
.05

.15

.52

.04

.02

.06

.04

.50

.16

.29

.02

.39

.45

.10

.16

.16

.23

.40

.07

.18

.02

.02

.18

.76

.07

.12

.07

.03

.74

.02

.15

.16

.13

.69

.05

.32

.21

.13

.60

.19

Structure equation model (SEM) technique was employed
to conduct confirmatory factor analysis on the PGI scale
based on the result of Exploratory factor analysis. The
Confirmatory factor analysis of model on five factors of
perspectives on good instruction provided fit,
χ2=699.76(df=134), p<.001, GFI=.95, AGFI=.92,
RMSEA=.06, TLI=.90, NFI=.91. Namely, I found the fit of
the five factor model of perspectives on the good instruction
scale.
Perspectives on good instruction differences The 8th
and 11th grade was compared in perspectives on good
instruction (see Table 3). Result showed that 8th graders had
higher scores in relationship and constructivist perspectives,
in contrast 11 graders displayed higher scores in
transmission, product, and interest perspectives.
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course satisfaction accounted for 40.2% of academic
achievement.

Table 3. Perspective on Good Instruction differences
between 8 th and 11the grade students
Perspectives on
Good
Instruction
Relationship
Transmission
Constructivist
Product
Interest

8th grade
(N=448)
M
SD
3.86
.82
3.73
.62
3.25
.58
3.19
.69
3.56
.88

11th grade
(N=550)
M
SD
3.60
.69
3.97
.68
2.92
.50
3.46
.81
3.31
.71

t
5.39*
-5.71*
9.48*
-5.64*
4.66*

* p<.01
Fig.1. Associations among Perspectives on good
instruction, course satisfaction, and academic achievement.
Significant path coefficients are presented. All path
coefficients are statistically significant at p<.05

Criterion reference validity
In order to test the criterion validity of PGI, I investigated
the relationship between perspectives on good instruction,
course satisfaction, and academic achievement. The
intercorrelation matrix between five factors of perspective
on good instruction scale course satisfaction,
satisfaction and academic
achievement is shown in Table 4. Course satisfaction
sa
was
moderately corrected with transmission and product
perspective, and weakly related to the interest perspective.
Academic achievement was moderately associated with
constructivist and product perspectives.. Course satisfaction
displayed a positive association with academic achievement.

Note.. PGI: perspective on good instruction; RP: relationship perspective;
TP: transmission perspective; CP: constructivist perspective; PP: product
perspective; IP: interest perspective;
perspective CS: course satisfaction; AA:
academic achievement

Discussion
The main purpose of the present
p
research was to develop
and validate perspectives on good instruction. To
accomplish this aim, I performed exploratory and
confirmatory factor analysis for construct validity and
analyzed correlation analysis and path analysis via structure
equation modeling among perspectives on good instruction,
course satisfaction, and academic achievement for criterion
reference validity. Additionally,
dditionally, I compared 8th with 11th
graders in perspectives on good instruction for differential
validity.
I found that the final version of PGI (perspective good
instruction scale) consisted of a five factors solution
(relationship,
relationship, transmission, constructivist, product, and
interest) and 30 items.. These factors were consistent with
perspectives displayed from previous studies (e. g. Seo,
2004). The differential validity of the PGI was also
investigated in this study. 8th graders were compared with
11th graders in terms of perspectives on good
g
instruction.
These two groups were differentiated across five subscales
of PGI. While 8th grade students had higher scores in
relationship, constructivist, and interest perspectives, 11th
grade students exhibited higher scores in transmission and
product perspectives. I interpreted these results to indicate
that 11th graders focused on cognition and lots of knowledge
for getting good scores and that they especially preferred
acquiring knowledge via summary and easy explanation
rather than through various
vario
teaching methods and
multimedia,, because compared with 8th graders, they might
feel that a university entrance examination is near at hand.
In particular, this finding reflected the Korean educational
situation. Classes in Korean schools
school generally have a strong
teacher-centered
centered orientation in which the instruction is

Table 4.. Mean, Standard Deviation, and Correlations
among Perspectives on Good Instruction
PGI
RP
TP
CP
PP
IP
Total PGI
CS
M(SD)

Course
Satisfaction
.17**
.22**
.17**
.21**
.13**
.27**
-3.18(.63)

Academic
Achievement
.14**
.19**
.22**
.21**
.13**
.26**
.63**
62.8(12.5)

Note. PGI: perspective on good instruction; RP: relationship perspective;
TP: transmission perspective;CP: constructivist perspective; PP: product
perspective; IP: interest perspective; CS: course satisfaction

I hypothesized that the first model depicted the direct
relations between perspective on good instruction and
course satisfaction or academic achievement. The second
model displayed that perspectives on good instruction
instructi had
direct and indirect effects on academic achievement
mediated by course satisfaction. The models were examined
via SEM using the maximum likelihood. Results showed
that first model didn’t display a good fit to the data,
χ2=1225.88 (df=14), p<.001,
<.001, GFI=.88,
GF
AGFI=.76,
RMSEA=.19, TLI=.51, NFI=.67. In contrast, second model
appeared to adequately fit the data, (see figure 1.)
χ2=198.911 (df=13), p<.001,
<.001, GFI=.98, AGFI=.95,
RMSEA=.07, TLI=.92, NFI=.95(see Fig. 1). Moreover, PGI
accounted for 7.2% of course satisfaction, and PGI and
4
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conducted unilaterally with the whole class orientation
dominated by the teacher (Kim, 2002; Bong, 2003).
Furthermore, as the main goal of most Korean students is to
obtain high scores for entering high-ranking universities,
high school students, more than middle school students,
concentrate almost exclusively on gaining good marks and
excellent grades, even if their teachers emphasize the
importance of students’ interest and the learning process. In
contrast, 8th grade students probably focus on studentcentered or motivational and emotional perspectives such as
relationship, constructivist, and interest.
This finding is consistent with previous work showing that
middle school students showed higher course interest and
motivational factors such as self-efficacy and goal
orientation than high school students (Bong, 2003)
I explored two models. The first model assumes direct
effects of perspectives on good instruction on course
satisfaction and academic achievement. The second model
incorporates the direct effects of the first model and indirect
effect of perspectives on good instruction on academic
achievement mediated by course satisfaction. The main
variables related moderately to course satisfaction were
transmission and product perspectives and to academic
achievement were constructivist and product perspective.
Course satisfaction had the highest correlations with
academic achievement. Results of structural equation
modeling based on these two hypotheses showed that
perspectives on good instruction had direct effects on course
satisfaction and academic achievement and indirectly
affected academic achievement mediated by course
satisfaction simultaneously. These results appeared a similar
pattern to previous studies (Tuckman, 200; Zemelman,
Danieksm, & Hyde,1998) and demonstrated that the effect
of course interest differentiated across students’ perception
on teaching and also course interest had direct impact on
academic achievement(So, 2006).
The present findings have educational implications.
Teachers should take into consideration the students’
perspectives on instruction which should be considered at
both middle and high school levels to increase course
satisfaction comprised of learning environment, teaching
method and motivational support and academic achievement.
For instance, teachers striving for good instruction should
use clear and easy teaching methods for effective content
transmission and effective strategies to assist students to
gain a good understanding of the subject contents and to
obtain high scores for high school students. Teachers have
to design a classroom environment based on students’
interest and spontaneous involvement for middle school
students.
The present research had several limitations and poses
directions for future research. The present data were
collected from middle and high schools without classifying
concrete graders and various subjects. Longitudinal
investigations should be conducted to analyze perspectives
on good instruction across grade levels, multiple school
years and multiple subjects. I tested two hypothesized

models. Future research needs to examine various
hypothesized models constructed based on instruction
theories and previous research.
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Abstract
Quantitative analysis has usually highlighted the random
nature of linguistic forms (Zipf, 1949). We zoom in on three
structured samples of language (numerals; playing cards;
and a corpus of artificial languages from Kirby, Cornish &
Smith 2008) to quantitative explore and illustrate the idea
that linguistic forms are nonrandom in that their structure
reflects the structure of the meanings they convey. A novel
methodology returns frequency spectra showing the
distribution of character n-gram frequencies in our language
samples. These spectra, purely derived from linguistic form,
clearly reflect the quantitative structure of the underlying
meaning spaces, as verified with a new information
theoretical metric of compositionality. Moreover, analyses
of a diachronic corpus of languages show that linguistic
structure gradually adapts to match the structure of
meanings over cultural transmission.
Keywords:
frequency
distributions;
systematicity; cultural language evolution.

form-meaning

Introduction
Linguistic forms are quantitatively structured as illustrated
by the facts that lexical item frequency and regularity are
inversely correlated (e.g. Bybee & Hopper, 2001); that the
frequency of a word is inversely proportional to its
frequency rank following a power law (Zipf, 1949); or that
word type-token ratios and lexical diversity are used to
measure text complexity (Laufer & Nation, 1995). The
structure of linguistic forms has also been shown to reflect,
to small but statistically significant extents, the structure of
the meanings that language conveys. This is most obvious in
morphosyntactic paradigms, where words that share an affix
also share a grammatical meaning such as tense, aspect,
gender or number. However, lexical phonology has also
been shown to reflect semantic structure in phonaesthemes
(Bergen, 2004) or through sound symbolism (Sapir, 1929;
Hinton, Nichols, and Ohala, 1994). Moreover, the
phonology of lexical roots has also been shown to predict
their syntactic categories (Monaghan, Christiansen and
Chater, 2007) and, for the whole language, words that sound
similar tend to have similar distributional (syntactic and
semantic) properties in speech (Shillcock et al., 2001,
Tamariz, 2008). The systematic relationship between forms
and meanings means that, given access to the structure of
forms, we can know something about the structure of the
corresponding meanings. The first novel method introduced
in this paper specifically seeks to discover quantitiative

information about meaning spaces by looking at the
frequencies of n-grams in linguistic forms.
The correlation between form and meaning structure is in
many cases compositional in nature. In a compositional
system, the meaning of a complex signal depends on the
meanings of its component simplex signals and the rules
used to combine them, e.g. the meaning impenetrable
depends on the meanings of root penetr and affixes im and
able as well as the way these are put together. Cornish,
Tamariz & Kirby (2010) introduced a method to quantify
the details of compositionality of artificial languages. The
second novel method we introduced is a metric yielding a
single measure of the compositionality of a system. This is
used to quantify, from form and meaning information, the
compositionality of a language.
The two above-mentioned methods are applied to two
samples of natural language and one corpus of artificial
languages where the highly structured meaning space is
known. First, numerals 1-999 and the names of playing
cards are analyzed to illustrate (a) how the distribution of ngram frequencies can reveal meaning structure based on
form structure in extant language and (b) the metric of
compositionality. Second, a diachronic corpus of artificial
miniature languages (from Kirby, Cornish & Smith, 2008) is
analyzed to show the process of change of linguistic form
structure to match meaning structure, thus directly testing
the hypothesis that languages adapt to the structure of
meanings over cultural transmission.

1. Spectral and Compositionality analysis
of extant language samples
Methods
The frequency spectrum of a linguistic sample will reveal
quantitative structure in linguistic forms. We obtain the
spectra of numeral types 1-999 and playing card names to
illustrate the method. These samples refer to meanings with
known clear quantitative structure; additionally, in the
samples, certain characters strings occur very frequently,
e.g. “six” or “hundred” in the numerals and “queen” or
“spades” in the card names. Knowing the meaning spaces,
we expect the string “queen” to occur four times in the card
name list, and the string “spades” to occur thirteen times.
Indeed, frequencies four and thirteen should be very
prevalent in the list of playing card names, because in a real
deck of cards there are four suits and thirteen number and
face cards. In contrast, in a matching list of words referring
to 52 random objects we would not expect particular strings
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to recur to the same extent; we would be even more
surprised to find particular string frequencies being
especially prevalent. In fact, for the random list we would
expect low frequencies to be very prevalent (frequent) and
high frequencies to be very rare, and this inverse
relationship should follow a power law (Manning &
Schütze, 1999). This prediction is tested by looking at the ngrams (uni-, bi- and tri-grams aggregated) in the words: For
the frequencies of n-gram frequencies of a set of random
words, the resulting spectrum should follow a power law.
But for one of our special samples, the resulting spectrum
should reflect the structure of the meanings that the lexical
set refers to. A Monte Carlo analysis is used to calculate
how different the spectra obtained with our language
samples are from those obtained with random words.
Additionally, we have full knowledge of the meaning
spaces underlying these two samples, and of the mappings
between those meanings and the forms are in use (e.g. the
form “ace of spades” is used to refer to the card depicting a
single spade). We expect that, for these highly structured
meaning spaces, the mappings between forms and meanings
will be compositional in nature. Another Monte Carlo
analysis tells us whether the mappings between signals and
meanings are significantly compositional.
Materials
The first sample comprises English numerals for 1-999,
removing any spaces between words; for instance, 541 is
“fivehundredandfortyone”. For the playing cards, similarly,
the names with no spaces are also used, e.g. “jackofspades”.
The random language samples for the Monte-Carlo
analyses contain the same number of items as the
corresponding target list (numerals or cards). Each item
starts with one word randomly selected from the spoken
section of the British National Corpus1. It continues with the
following word in the corpus, then the next one and so on
until the item has the same number of characters as the
corresponding item in the target list (no spaces here either).
Spectral analysis
For the spectral analysis, all n-grams were extracted from
each sample and their frequencies counted. The frequencies
of frequencies were then computed. First, we examine the fit
to a power law by comparing the fit (R2) and slope (b) of the
power law regressions of the target versus the random
language samples. Regressions are calculated on the set of
n-gram frequencies (x) and their frequencies (y). We expect
significantly lower R2 and higher b values for the target
samples, indicating that their frequency structure is different
from those in random linguistic items. Second, we construct
a spectrum based on the n-gram frequency structure of the
sample. For each n-gram frequency, we obtain ands plot its
z-score by comparing its frequency in the sample against
1,000 random samples; (z-scores are used throughout the
paper since all random distributions in the Monte Carlo
analyses were approximately normal). Spectra thus show,
for each n-gram frequency, how divergent it is from what

would be expected in random linguistic sample. If our
hypothesis is correct, these z-scores should match aspects of
the quantitative structure of the meaning space expressed by
the forms in the sample.
Compositionality analysis
For the compositionality analysis, RegMap (Tamariz &
Smith, 2008; Cornish, Tamariz & Kirby, 2010; Tamariz,
2011) was used. This metric of the Regularity of the
Mappings involves, crucially, segmenting the meanings and
signals. Meanings are segmented into simplex meaning
features (for the numerals, hundreds, tens, units; for the
playing cards, suit and number). Signals are divided into
meaningful segments (numerals are divided into three
segments, one each for units, tens and hundreds, so for
“twentyseven” we have Ø, twenty and seven; playing card
names are divided into two segments, just before “of”, so
for “queenofhearts” we have queen and ofhearts). Then, we
obtain RegMap for each meaning feature - signal segment
pair.
 1− H (s | m)  1− H (m | s) 
(1)
RegMap = 
×

 log(ns )   log(nm ) 
RegMap (Eq. 1) is based on information theory
conditional entropy H(A|B), which yields the amount of
uncertainty, or surprise, that two features are associated; in
€this case, for instance that a form segment s (e.g. the first
segment in the numeral) is associated with a meaning
feature m (e.g. the units), after having seen all the system
(e.g. after having learned the name of all playing cards).
The conditional entropy of signals given meanings and of
meanings given signals are both taken into account, since
they are not symmetrical; they are normalized and
subtracted from 1 to return levels of confidence or reliability
of the association, rather than of uncertainty.
For a language with N meaning features and M signal
segments, we obtain an N x M matrix of RegMap values.
Fig. 1 illustrates this for the numerals. High values indicate
that variants of the segment reliably predict the variants of
the meaning feature. So, for the pair (Segment 1, hundreds)
we obtain the highest value, since the first segment {nil,
onehundred, twohundred, …, ninehundred} perfectly
predicts the hundreds {0, 1, 2,… 9}. For (Segment 3, units)
RegMap is somewhat lower, reflecting the presence of
exceptions – 11 to 19 are irregular in this respect, the last
segment of the numerals does not express the units. Low
values indicate low predictability.

1 Data extracted from the British National Corpus Online service, managed by Oxford University
Computing Services on behalf of the BNC Consortium. All rights in the texts used are reserved.
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Segm1
Segm2
Segm3

hundr
1.000
0.000
0.127

tens
0.018
0.959
0.000

units
0.017
0.175
0.910

Figure 1. Matrix of RegMap values for the three signal
segments and the three meaning features in the numerals 1999. As expected, the first segment reliably predicts the
hundreds, the second the tens and the third the units. While
RegMap is perfect for the hundreds, the values for tens and
units indicate the presence of exceptions there.

Compositionality is calculated by applying the same
algorithm to the matrix of RegMaps obtained for all
combinations of meaning features and signal segments (e.g.
for the numerals, to the matrix shown in Fig. 1). In a highly
compositional system, each segment is reliably associated
(high RegMap) with one and only one meaning feature, and
badly with the others, and this is reflected in Comp
(Equation. 2).
1− H (S | M )   1− H (M | S) 
(2)
Comp = 
×

 log(nS )   log(nM ) 
Here S refers to signals and M to meanings in the
language; Comp measures the reliability of the one-to-one
association between the signal segments and the meaning
€features in the language overall. The significance Comp
values is assessed with a Monte Carlo analysis.

The spectra in Fig. 2 shows that, in the playing card list, ngram frequency values 13, 4, 73, 21, 52, 12, 70, 60 and 8
return significantly positive z-scores. These values are
clearly related to the underlying meaning space. Inspection
of the n-grams with frequency 13, for instance, illustrate
their significance in the meaning set of playing cards: (ofs,
fs, fsp, sp, p, spa, pa, pad, ad, ade, d, de, des, es, es); (ofc,
fc, fcl, cl, c, clu, lu, lub, ub, b, bs, bs); (ofh, fh, fhe, he, hea,
ea, ear, ar, art, rts, rt, ts, ts); (ofd, fd, fdi, di, dia, ia, iam,
am, amo, m, mo, mon, on, ond, nd, nds, ds, ds). The
spectrum of the numerals is analyzed in Table 2.
Table 2. N-gram frequencies with significant positive zscores in the numerals.
Freq
891
900
300
800
100
190
1500
1310

Results
Table 1. Results of the Monte Carlo analysis, showing the
fit (R2) and beta coefficient (b) of a power law regression
for the n-gram frequency distributions in the numerals and
playing card names.
R
Value
Mean (N=1,000)
S.D. (N=1,000)
z-score
p value

Num
0.208
0.722
0.020
-26.395
.000

2

b
Cards
0.372
0.801
0.032
-13.320
.000

Num
-0.290
-0.971
0.022
30.394
.000

Cards
-0.773
-1.365
0.032
18.600
.000

The frequency-of-frequency distributions both in the
random samples and in our structured samples were best
explained by power law regressions than by linear,
logarithmic, polynomial or exponential regressions. Table 1
shows, however that the distributions in our target samples
are significantly worse fitted by power law regressions than
the random samples and their regressions have also
significantly different b values, indicating that the structured
samples have flatter regression curves, with less frequent
low frequencies (e.g. no n-grams occur only once in the card
name list) and more frequent high frequencies (e.g. the
frequencies of the n-grams in “spades” in the cards) than in
the random samples.

z
31.62
31.62
29.27
21.07
19.33
19.28
19.06
18.23

Freq
400
490
200
110
80
1090
1100
510

z
14.36
13.79
13.75
13.71
12.57
11.91
11.91
11.00

Freq
108
112
160
310
216
225
600
90

z
9.16
8.87
8.33
8.03
8.00
7.61
7.39
7.35

Freq
680
180
710
224
210
370
260
220

z
5.89
5.79
5.59
5.36
4.14
3.82
2.89
1.99

A first glance at Table 2 shows the abundance of
multiples of 10, indicating a reflection of the decimal
system. However, a closer inspection reveals subtleties
relating to the precise structure of the sample, including the
fact that it goes up to three levels (units, tens and hundreds).
At the top of the rank we find n-gram frequencies 900, 891
and 300. A closer look at the precise n-grams that have
these frequencies illustrate their significance. Nine n-grams
have frequency 900 (hu, hun, un, und, ndr, dr, dre, red, ed);
six n-grams have frequency 891 (eda, da, dan, a, an, and);
and 22 n-grams have frequency 300 (tw, w; fo; fi; so, six, ix,
x; se, sev; ei, eig, g, igh, ig, gh, ght, th; ni, nin, in, ine). This
tells, us, for example, that exactly one word, “hundred”
occurs precisely 900 times in the numeral sample; the
sequence “edand”, a subset of “hundred and” occurs 891
times; and the unique digit roots for 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9
occur 300 times each (100 times as units plus 100 times as
tens plus 100 times as hundreds).
Table3. Compositionality values for the numerals and
playing card names and their significance values.
Comp
Mean (N=1,000)
S.D. (N=1,000)
z-score
p value

Num
0.672
0.035
0.031
20.581
0.000

Cards
1.000
0.154
0.049
17.271
0.000

Table 3 shows the results of the RegMapCompositionality study. As expected, these two samples
return much higher compositionality levels than chance
would predict.

Figure 2. Spectra of the numerals and playing card name
samples: Z-scores2 of the n-gram frequencies.

2

Absolute z-score values greater than 1.96 correspond to a 0.95
confidence level and greater than 3.29, to a 0.999 confidence level.
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Discussion

Materials

These results show how the structure of meanings in highly
organized, closed semantic sets can be detected in the
quantitative structure of the linguistic items that refer to
them. Significant departures from a power law distribution
of the frequencies of character n-gram frequencies indicate
structure in the samples, and this is confirmed by their
highly significant compositionality values. Finally,
inspection of the n-grams with high-frequency frequencies
in the spectra confirms that the structure found in the
linguistic form samples corresponds to structural features of
the meaning space.
The frequency analyses of the two language samples
share three features. First, the most salient frequencies in the
spectra give us an idea of the quantitative structure of the
underlying meaning space. Second, we find few low
frequency n-grams, in fact a lot fewer than expected by
chance in random samples. This indicates that existing ngrams tend to be reused. A structured meaning space, by
definition, is organized along features (such as number, suit,
but also tense, case etc) that are shared by several items.
Correspondingly, the forms associated to such a meaning
space contain many repetitions of the n-grams expressing
the common features. Third, the language samples tend to
be efficiently structured. We find little ambiguity, with
many of the n-grams corresponding to meaning features
being unique to them, suggesting that the systems are
adapted to allow maximal distinction between variants of
the same feature (e.g. numerals for 0-9 are maximally
distinct). On the other hand we find n-grams occurring
exactly once in every item in the list, such as “of” or final s
in the card names. These may help identify members of the
meaning space: the template “x of xs” in the appropriate
context signals the name of a card – any card.
Our samples are admittedly extreme cases unequivocally
quantitatively structured meaning sets. Nevertheless, these
results suggest an avenue to explore form-meaning
correspondence quantitatively. The methods can arguably be
adapted, refined and extended to detect subtler correlations
in larger, less organized language samples.
We now turn to the question of how this correspondence
could have come about.

The novel methods described above were applied to data
collected by Kirby, Cornish and Smith (2008) (henceforth,
KCS). They carried out an artificial language learning study
involving a highly structured meaning space. In the
experiments reported in that paper, participants had to learn
artificial languages used to name 27 objects, which
combined three shapes, three colours and three motions. The
initial names for those objects were randomly constructed
out of CV syllables, and consequently there was no strong
match between the structure of forms (names) and the
structure of meanings (objects). One participant was trained
with 14 items out of this “random” system and then tested in
the following way: when presented with each of the 27
objects they had to type the name they thought corresponded
to it. Importantly, each participant would be trained on half
of the items produced by the previous one. The languages
change and, after ten such iterations, the names are no
longer random but their structure reflects the structure of the
meanings. They collected in this way eight language chains
which constitute a perfect corpus to track the process of
adaptation of linguistic forms to the structure of the
meanings. The output languages produced by each of the
participants (at each “generation”) are analyzed.
KCS reported two experiments, the second of which
introduced an extra manipulation. The selection of the 14
items of a language to go in the next participant’s training
set was not random, but explicitly excluded homonyms, that
is, items that had been given the same name. The four
language chains in the first experiment evolved to display
“structured underspecification”, with high degrees of
homonymy (in the extreme, a couple of language chains
ended up with only two words to name all 27 objects). The
four language chains in the second experiment, having
undergone the “homonymy filter”, evolved to display
compositionality. Our n-gram analyses were applied to all
eight languages chains; the Comp analyses, for reasons
explained in the following section, were only carried out on
the four language chains in the filtered condition.

2. The evolution of meaning-form
compositionality
The previous studies provided evidence for a measurable
match between linguistic form and meaning structure. Such
nonrandom, efficient and economical correlations are likely
to be the product of either intentional design or a selection
process. We cannot rule out intentional design in the two
analyzed samples. We can, however, investigate whether a
process of selection and adaptation could result, over time,
in such well matched form-meaning systems.

Methods
We performed a spectral analysis (see page 2 above) on all
languages in KCS’s studies. The fit to a power law
regression is expected to decrease over generations,
reflecting a progressive departure from randomness. Given
the structure of the meaning space, where each feature (each
of the three colours, motions and shapes) is present in nine
objects, n-gram frequency 9 is predicted to be the most
salient in the spectrum for the final, more adapted
languages. For the Monte Carlo analysis, we compare the ngram frequencies in the language at each generation with
those in 5,000 random languages, generated in the same way
as KCS created their initial, random languages.
The RegMap-Comp analysis is carried out only for the
languages in the filtered condition of KCS’s studies to
quantitatively reveal the process of gradual adaptation of the
language structure to the meaning space structure. The 27
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words in each language are segmented into three meaningful
chunks following the methods set up in in Cornish, Tamariz
and Kirby (2010); three meaning space dimensions (colour,
shape and motion) are considered. RegMap analyses are run
to measure the regularity of the mappings between each
segment and each meaning dimension at each generation.
Comp is then calculated at each language-generation to
reveal the evolution of compositionality. The four language
chains in KCS’s unfiltered condition were not used for these
analyses because words were not amenable to any
meaningful segmentation. The significance of Comp is
assessed, as before, with a Monte Carlo analysis involving
1,000 randomisations of the target language. Random
languages were constructed by scrambling the mappings
between the signals and meanings.

Fig. 4 shows how the spectra based on n-gram frequency
distributions in KCS’s languages change over the
generations. Initial spectra show no significant departures
from chance (no z-score has an absolute value greater than
1.96). At later generations, lower n-gram frequencies
become significantly lower than expected by chance, while
a few higher frequencies (namely 18, 9 27 and 26) have
significantly positive z-scores. This result confirms the
expectation that frequency 9 would be the most salient for
these forms because each meaning feature appears in 9 items
in the language. It also indicates high re-use of units and,
more importantly, a gradual process of adaptation of the
language from randomness towards a good match of the
meaning space structure.

Results
The results in Fig. 3 (left) indicate that the frequency of
frequency distributions in the initial, random languages have
good fits to power law regressions, with R2 values close to 1
(indicating that they are indeed random). As expected, these
values decrease as the languages are learned and reproduced
by successive participants (generations), suggesting that
they become more structured. In Fig. 3 (right) it is apparent
that the slopes of these regressions tend to flatten out in the
later generations, indicating as before that there are less ngrams with lower frequencies and/or more with higher
frequencies than in the early languages. Paired t-tests return
significant differences between the R2 and b values in the
initial and final generations (for R2, t=7.54, p=0.000; for the
slopes t=7.30, p=0.000).

Figure 6. Z-scores of Comp values at each generation of the
four language chains from Kirby, Cornish and Smith (2008),
(filtered condition).
Fig. 6 shows that Comp tends to increase over time to
reach significantly high levels. Initially random, the
mappings between features of form and features of meaning
become more one-to-one as the languages are repeatedly
learned and produced. This strongly suggests that the
linguistic form structure in the later generations revealed in
the fit to power-law regressions and the spectra is actually
related to meaning structure.

Discussion
Figure 3. R2 and b values for the power law regressions of
the n-gram frequency of frequency distributions in the eight
languages from KCS.

Figure 4. Three spectra illustrate evolution of form structure
over time: Average Z-scores of the n-gram frequencies from
all eight languages in Cornish, Kirby and Smith (2008) at
generations 0 (initial languages), 5 and 10.

The spectral analysis of the KCS data reveals how initial,
randomly constructed lexical items gradually acquire a
quantitative structure that matches the structure of the
meanings that those lexical items denoted. This happens
progresssively, as the language is repeatedly transmitted to
new participants. By generation 10 the spectra share the
three features observed in the numeral and playing-card
names spectra. First, the relationship between the most
salient frequencies and the meaning space: KCS’s meaning
space is comparable to playing cards in the sense that it
comprises all possible items given the three colours, shapes
and motions. The most significant frequencies, 18, 9, 27 and
26, reflect on the one hand the fact that there were nine
items of each colour, shape and motion and that sometimes
only one of those values was expressed in the language,
with e.g. the 9 red objects denoted by a name starting with
“po” and all other 18 denoted by a name strating with “wa”.
On the other hand, frequencies 27 and 26 indicate that
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(nearly) all 27 names in a language shared some n-grams.
For instance, in language chain 1, which attained a high
degree of compositionality, the penultimate character was
“k” in all words. This character could be said to have taken
on the function of identifying membership of the language.
Second, the final languages have significantly fewer lowfrequency n-grams than expected by chance, again
indicating repetition of a small number of n-gram types.
Third, efficient structure: repeated n-grams are not
randomly distributed. At generation 10, languages tend to
have a unique n-gram devoted to each meaning feature, and
these n-grams are re-used and recombined according to the
features of the object to be named.

Discussion and conclusions
Frequency analyses of large linguistic corpora have stressed
the random, unpredictable nature of language structure, as
reflected in power-law distributions (Zipf, 1949). By
zooming in on small language samples whose associated
meanings are very structured, we asked: Does the frequency
distribution of sublexical units in a word sample reflect
quantitative properties of the meaning space associated with
those words? In our selected samples, as expected, this
seemed to be the case. Discovering quantitative regularities
in linguistic forms may therefore indicate that the
corresponding meanings are quantitatively structured.
Conversely, we can predict that when a quantitatively
structured meaning space is expressed linguistically, traces
of that quantitative structure should be detectable in the
linguistic forms.
Adding an evolutionary dimension, we asked: How did
linguistic form-meaning mappings become compositional?
Our analyses of diachronic samples of artificial language
chains suggest that the strong correlation between form and
meaning structure is, at least in part, the result of a process
of adaptation of forms to the structure of the meaning space.
This highlights meanings as a causal factor in linguistic
structure and emphasizes the interplay between meaning and
form structure during language learning and evolution. The
information-theoretical basis of the RegMap and
Compositionality metrics indicates the important role of
learning principles such as efficiency and economy in the
adaptation process. The resulting languages tend to be
optimally compressible: they contain the minimum number
of distinct meaningful units and recombination rules
required to express all the meanings.
The evidence presented also highlights the fact that
inference of linguistic structure by learners is driven by
regularities in their input. Structure in the forms, such as
repetition of the same n-gram in all words and a nonrandom
n-gram spectrum, and structure in the form-meaning
mappings, such as consistent cooccurrence between n-grams
and meaning dimensions, seem to be especially salient to
learners. Regularities are then not only well remembered
and employed to name learned items, but also generalized to
name novel items.

Finally, one word on the methodology. Spectral analyses
capture and can help visualize frequency structure in
linguistic forms not just with character n-grams, but at any
level. RegMap and Compositionality metrics are also able to
capture meaning-form regularity at any degree of analysis,
by defining the form segments and meaning features
relevant to our research questions.
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simulation of perception (Hesslow, 2002) in a „visual
buffer‟ (e.g., Kosslyn, 2006) of working memory. The eye
movements would thus reflect the process of activating and
arranging part images of a scene into their proper locations,
and would as in visual perception, create the illusion of
“seeing” this scene as a whole. Kosslyn (1988) has argued
that image generation in the visual buffer is processed
sequentially and Brandt and Stark (1997) have suggested
that eye movements are an important tool in this process,
and that they might be necessary for the construction and
utilization of visual imagery. Another prominent approach
has been favored by Thomas (2009), where perceptual
experiences are not considered to consist of internal
representations. Instead they are the consequence of an
ongoing exploration of the environment where a set of
procedures specify how we direct our attention. In this view,
visual imagery is a re-enactment of the appropriate
exploratory behavior, which includes eye movements.
Several studies have also reported large individual
differences in the amount and amplitude of eye movements
during visual imagery. An early study by Stoy (1930) found
large individual differences in both amplitude and frequency
of eye movements when thinking about spatial problems,
and Johansson et al. (2006) reported similar findings in a
more recent eye-tracking study. In Johansson et al. (2006)
participants inspected a complex picture which they
subsequently recalled while looking at a blank screen. Some
participants “painted” the visualized picture with their eyes
over the entire blank screen while others only looked at a
smaller part of it. But within this smaller area, positions and
directions from the visualization were frequently preserved
in the eye movements. Gaze patterns which differ in size,
between encoding and recall, have also been reported by
Brandt and Stark (1997), and Gbadamosi and Zangemeister
(2001). Furthermore, two of the nine participants in Brandt
and Stark‟s (1997) study did not show any eye movements
during visual imagery, and neither did two out of twelve
participants in Spivey, Tyler, Richardson and Young (2000).
Nevertheless, few studies of eye movements during
visual imagery have been dedicated to individual

Abstract
This study explored individual differences in eye movements
during visual imagery. Eye movements were recorded for
participants who recalled a picture from memory while
looking at a blank screen. All participants were tested for
working memory capacity and the OSIVQ (Blazhenkova &
Kozhevnikov, 2009) was used as an assessment for individual
differences in object imagery, spatial imagery and verbal
cognitive style. Results revealed a negative correlation
between the overall spatial dispersion of eye movements and
the spatial imagery score. Consequently, those with a lower
spatial imagery score employed a larger degree of eye
movements to blank spaces than those with a higher spatial
imagery score. No relationship was found between eye
movements and the other aspects. We propose that weaker
spatial imagery ability increases the “need” to execute eye
movements during recall and discuss this finding in relation to
the current literature on eye movements to „nothing‟.
Keywords: Eye movements, object imagery, spatial imagery,
spatial cognition, visual attention, working memory.

Introduction
Research of eye movements during visual imagery has a
rather long empirical history. Early studies (e.g., Perky,
1910; Jacobsen, 1932) reported a large amount of eye
movement activity during visual imagery, and indicated a
tight link between eye movements and mental images.
Neisser (1967) argued that eye movements are actively
associated with the construction of a visual image, and Hebb
(1968) suggested that eye movements are necessary to
assemble and organize “part images” into a whole
visualized image. Theories inspired by Hebb (1968) and
Neisser (1967) gained strong support from more recent eyetracking studies, where it has been shown that spontaneous
eye movements occur with visual imagery, and that those
eye movements closely reflect content and spatial relations
of the visualized scene (e.g., Brandt & Stark, 1997;
Gbadamosi & Zangemeister, 2001; Spivey & Geng, 2001;
Laeng & Teodorescu, 2002; Johansson, Holsanova &
Holmqvist, 2006). The dominant theoretical interpretation
of results from these studies is that eye movements reflect a
1
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differences. Two exceptions are Brown (1968) and Marks
(1973a). Brown (1968) compared eye movement amplitudes
during recall of a metronome‟s motion for poor and vivid
visualizers, but found no consistent differences.
Unfortunately, details on how visual imagery ability was
estimated were not reported. Marks (1973a) investigated
two experimental groups of “vivid” and “poor” visualizers
in the recall of pictures and reported that poor visualizers
had a higher eye movement rate (EMR) during recall than
vivid visualizers. Marks (1973a) used the visual imagery
questionnaire (VVIQ) (Marks, 1973b) to identify poor and
vivid visualizers, which provides a vividness score based on
ratings for 16 imagery items. However, the VVIQ only
considers vividness and does not make a difference between
object imagery and spatial imagery (e.g., Kozhevnikov,
Kosslyn & Shephard, 2005) which makes this result hard to
interpret. This distinction is important, since Farah,
Hammond, Levine and Calvanio (1988) have demonstrated
that there are dissociable systems for object and spatial
imagery, which relies either on the object (ventral) or the
spatial (dorsal) pathways of the brain (e.g., Gazzaniga,
2004).
An analogous result to the one by Marks (1973a) has
also been reported in a related but somewhat different
research field. Tikhomirov (1971) investigated photographs
of eye movements for chess players who imagined chess
moves. He found that expert chess players executed less eye
movements than novice chess players. This effect has been
confirmed in more recent studies of chess players and over
different tasks (e.g., Charness, Reingold, Pomplun and
Stampe, 2001). Charness et al. (2001) argued that experts
encode larger clusters of information into chunks of relevant
information and reported that expert chess players have a
larger visual span in these tasks. Weber and Malmstrom
(1979) have argued that chunking is used in a similar
fashion during visual imagery, and suggested that eye
movements are not necessary within a chunk and might only
be manifested between chunks. Consequently, higher
expertise/ability would decrease eye movements also during
visual imagery tasks, which would be consistent with the
findings by Marks (1973a).
Apart from imagery abilities and expertise there is also
reason to believe that working memory (WM) capacity is an
important factor for eye movements during visual imagery.
Engle (2002) has concluded that WM capacity is the same
as executive attention, and only indirectly linked to
memory. Greater WM capacity would therefore not mean a
larger memory store, but a better ability to control attention.
A tight link between eye movement control and WM
capacity has, for instance, been found for performance in the
antisaccade task (Kane, Bleckley, Conway and Engle,
2001). In this task, participants are looking at a fixation
cross in the centre of the screen and must respond to a target
presented randomly on either side of the fixation cross. Just
before the target is presented an attention-attracting cue
appears on the side opposite to where the target will appear.
In the study by Kane et al. (2001), participants with low

WM capacity executed more eye movements to the
misleading cue. Consequently, if eye movements during
visual imagery reflect the construction or scanning of
mental scene representations in working memory, then it is
most likely that individual differences in working memory
capacity would affect the degree to which these eye
movements are employed.
The goal of the current study was to explore whether
individual differences in object imagery ability, spatial
imagery ability and WM capacity are related to the spatial
dispersion of eye movements during picture recall. To our
knowledge, except for Marks (1973a), no previous eyetracking study has investigated any of these relationships
before. However, Marks (1973a) only considered individual
differences in vividness ability and did not investigate the
spatial layout of eye movements in detail.

Experiment
The experiment consisted of three parts. In the first part,
participants inspected a complex picture and subsequently
recalled it while looking at a blank screen. To ensure that
spatial scanning was employed during recall, the
experimental design and method from Johansson et al.
(2006) was used, where the imagery task is to orally
describe the picture from memory. Eye movements were
recorded both during encoding and during recall.
In the second part, participants answered a computerized
version of the Object-Spatial Imagery and Verbal
questionnaire (OSIVQ) (Blazhenkova & Kozhevnikov,
2009), which gives an assessment for individual differences
in object imagery, spatial imagery and verbal cognitive
style. The OSIVQ is based on a theoretical model by
Kozhevnikov et al. (2005), in which people are categorized
as either visualizers or verbalizers. Visualizers prefer to
process and represent information visually whereas
verbalizers prefer to process and represent information
verbally. Furhtermore, as a second step, the visualizers can
be divided into those who rely more on either object
imagery or spatial imagery. Many tests of individual
differences in visual imagery, like the VVIQ (Marks,
1973b), have only focused on vividness and have not
considered the two different dimensions of object imagery
and spatial imagery. Object imagery refers to information
processing of objects and scenes in regard to their color,
shape and texture (e.g., Paivio, 1991), and primarily
activates the neural architecture of the ventral stream (e.g,
Gazzaniga, 2004). Spatial imagery refers to information
processing of objects location, spatial relationships,
movement and spatial transformations (e.g., Paivio, 1991),
and primarily activates the neural architecture of the dorsal
stream (e.g, Gazzaniga, 2004). The self-assessment scores
of object imagery and spatial imagery provided by the
OSIVQ are highly correlated with several different
measures of object and spatial ability (Blazhenkova &
Kozhevnikov, 2009). Based on the results from the studies
by Marks (1973a), Tikhomirov (1971) and Charness et al.
(2001), we expected to find a negative correlation between
2
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either the object imagery score or the spatial imagery score
(from the OSIVQ) and spatial dispersion of the eye
movements during picture recall. No correlation was
expected for the score of verbal thinking.
In the third part, the participants were tested for working
memory capacity in an automated version of the operation
span test (OSPAN) (Unsworth, Heitz, Schrock & Engle,
2005). Based on the results by Kane et al. (2001) we
expected a negative correlation between the WM capacity
score and spatial dispersion of the eye movements during
picture recall.

seconds and that they were to inspect it as thoroughly as
possible. When they had understood the task instructions,
the picture appeared on the computer screen for thirty
seconds. They were then instructed to orally describe the
picture from memory as they liked, with their own words
and to try their best. They were told explicitly to keep their
eyes open and to look directly ahead so that the equipment
could record their pupil dilation. When they had understood
the task instructions, the screen went blank and they orally
described the picture. The experiment leader always
disappeared behind a large screen, which was located
behind the stimulus computer, and was never present when
the participants looked at the picture or described it from
memory. Figure 1 shows schematics of how the picture was
encoded and recalled.

Participants
Forty-seven students at the University of Lund – twenty-six
females and twenty-one males – participated in the
experiment. All subjects reported either normal vision or
vision corrected to normal (i.e., with contact lenses or
glasses). All participants were native Swedish speakers. The
mean age of the participants was 22.4 years (SD = 3.6).

Instruction

Instruction

Apparatus and stimuli
The participants were seated in front of a computer screen at
a distance of 600-700 mm. (The distance varied slightly
because of the subjects‟ freedom to move their head and
body.) Eye movements were measured using an SMI iView
RED250, tracking binocularly at 120 Hz. The data was
recorded with the iView X 2.4 software and participants
were calibrated using a 5-point calibration routine with
validation. The average calibration error was .41° (SD =
.25°). Fixations were identified using a dispersion threshold
of 100 pixels and a duration threshold of 80 ms. Eyetracking data was analyzed with BeGaze 2.4 and in-house
MatLab scripts.
The visual stimulus in the experiment was presented using
Experiment Center 2.4 on a 480 mm × 300 mm computer
screen with a resolution of 1680 × 1050 pixels.
The OSPAN-test (Unsworth et al., 2005) was presented in
E-prime 2.0 and the OSIVQ-test (Blazhenkova &
Kozhevnikov, 2009) was a Swedish translation of the
computerized OSIVQ v 2.0 from MM Virtual Design.

Encoding
Free Viewing
30 sec
Recall
Free Viewing
Oral description

Figure 1: Schematics of encoding and recall
When the participants had finished their descriptions they
rated how well they were able to visualize the picture during
recall on a scale ranging from 1 (no visualization at all) to 5
(almost as if the picture was still in front of me). Then they
did the self-paced OSIVQ and OSPAN-test on the same
computer, but without us recording their eyes. The OSIVQ
consists of 45 statements (15 object imagery, 15 spatial
imagery and 15 verbal), which are to be rated on a 5-point
scale according to agreement. For further details, see
Blazhenkova and Kozhevnikov (2009). In the OSPAN-test
they were required to judge as quickly as possible if
mathematics operations were false or correct while trying to
remember a set of letters. For further details, see Unsworth
et al. (2005). Finally, to assess whether any of the
participants had seen through the nature of the experiment,
we asked what they thought the true objective of the
experiment was.

Procedure
Participants were initially informed that the experiment
consisted of three different parts.
In the first part of the experiment they were initially told
that this part concerned pupil dilation in relation to mental
workload. This instruction was used to conceal the true
objective of the experiment. It was explained that we would
be filming their eyes, but nothing was said about us
recording their eye movements. They were throughout the
experiment asked to keep their eyes open so that we could
film their pupils, and to look directly ahead so that our
equipment could accurately measure their pupil dilation.
The eye tracker was calibrated using a five point calibration
routine. Then the participants were instructed that they
would soon see a picture, that it would be shown for thirty

Analysis
To analyze the overall spatial dispersion of the gaze pattern,
a coverage measure proposed by Holmqvist, Nyström,
Andersson, Dewhurst, Jarodzka & van de Weijer (in press,
subsection 11.2.8) was calculated for the gaze pattern during
recall. Using this measure an "attention map" was created
by centering a Gaussian function at each fixation point (
was set to span 10 % of the screen width;  = 0.1 × 1680
3
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pixels). Next, all the Gaussian functions were superimposed
and the volume under the attention map, after being
normalized to unit height, was used to estimate the spatial
dispersion of the gaze pattern. Finally, the computed volume
was normalized against its theoretical peak value (1680 ×
1050 × 1), which gives a proportion value between 0 and 1.
A Pearson‟s correlation analysis was then performed for the
overall spatial dispersion of the gaze patterns, the scores
from the OSPAN-test, the scores from the OSIVQ and the
participants‟ subjective visualization ratings.

spatial imagery score results in a lower object imagery
score, and vice versa. Kozhevnikov, Blazhenkova and
Becker (2010) have found similar results and have
concluded that there is a trade-off, rather than independence,
between object and spatial imagery abilities.
Figure 2 illustrates gaze patterns during encoding and
recall for one typical participant with a relatively low score
in spatial imagery (1.9), and figure 3 illustrates gaze patterns
for another typical participant with a relatively high score in
spatial imagery (3.8).

Results and discussion
Average values for spatial dispersion of the gaze pattern, the
OSIVQ object, spatial and verbal scores, the OSPAN scores
and the subjective visualization ratings are shown in table 1,
and the correlations among the measures are presented in
table 2.

Encoding
Inspecting a picture (30 s)

Table 1: Average values for all measures (with standard
deviations within brackets).
Measure

Figure 2: Gaze patterns after encoding and recall for one
participant with a low spatial imagery score of 1.9.

Mean (SD)

1. Gaze pattern: spatial dispersion
2. OSPAN
3. OSIVQ object
4. OSIVQ spatial
5. OSIVQ verbal
6. Visualization rating

.14 (.058)
62.22 (7.84)
3.11 (.66)
2.67 (.75)
3.25 (.54)
3.43 (.77)
Encoding
Inspecting a picture (30 s)

Table 2: The Pearson product-moment correlations
among the measures from table 1.
1
2
1
-.13

2

3
4
5
6
**
p < .01 (2-tailed)
*
p < .05 (2-tailed)

Recall
Orally describing the picture (52 s)

3
.08
-.10


4
-.32*
.00
-.35*


5
-.27
-.24
.16
.09


Recall
Orally describing the picture (126 s)

Figure 3: Gaze patterns after encoding and recall for one
participant with a high spatial imagery score of 3.8.

6
.06
-.03
.43**
-.05
-.06


The results partly confirmed our expectation and indicate
that the overall spatial dispersion of eye movements during
recall is related to individual differences in spatial imagery
ability. We propose that those with weaker spatial imagery
ability “need” to do more eye movements during recall to
compensate for weaker spatial imagery ability and to reduce
cognitive load. Possibly these eye movements support a reconstruction of the picture and enhance memory retrieval.
However, contrary to our expectation, no correlation was
found between eye movements and WM capacity (OSPAN).

A negative correlation (r = -0.32, p < 0.05) was found
between the OSIVQ spatial-imagery score and the overall
spatial dispersion of the eye-tracking data during recall. No
correlations were found between the other aspects and the
overall spatial dispersion of the eye-tracking data during
recall. However, a positive correlation (r = 0.43, p < 0.01)
was found between the participants subjective visualization
rating and object imagery. This correlation indicates that
when participants are to rate their own visualization this
judgment is primarily associated with vividness and object
imagery aspects (e.g., color, shape and texture).
Furthermore, a negative correlation (r = -0.35, p < 0.05) was
found between the OSIVQ object-imagery score and the
OSIVQ spatial-imagery score, suggesting that a higher

General discussion
The current study confirmed previous research that eye
movements are spontaneously executed to blank spaces
when engaged in recall of a scene (e.g., Brandt & Stark,
1997; Johansson et al., 2006). Furthermore, although not
analyzed in this study, those eye movements did – as in
Johansson et al. (2006) – closely correspond with content
and spatial relations from the original picture. The
documented finding (e.g., Johansson et al. 2006) that the
spatial dispersion of the eye movements are different in size
during the recall phase than during the encoding phase, and
4
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that this size varies among individuals, was also apparent in
the data.
A correlation analysis with scores from the Object
Spatial Imagery and Verbal Questionnaire (OSIVQ)
revealed a negative correlation between spatial dispersion in
eye movements and the spatial imagery score.
Consequently, it appears that weaker spatial imagery ability
constitutes a greater effect on eye movements to blank
spaces. We propose that eye movements during visual
imagery tasks are employed to reduce cognitive resources
associated with the processing of spatial information and
that weaker spatial imagery ability thus increases the need
for those eye movements.
For example, Blazhenkova and Kozhevnikov (2009)
have argued that when engaged in complex imagery tasks,
where pictorial details have to be maintained and combined
with spatial manipulations, there is an overload in
visuospatial working memory. Possibly, those with stronger
spatial imagery ability were able to divide their
visualizations into larger chunks of relevant information
than those with weaker spatial imagery ability, which would
be consistent with Weber and Malmstrom‟s (1979)
suggestion that eye movements are only manifested between
these chunks, not within them. This is also in line with a
situated view of cognition where motor processes and/or the
external world are used to minimize visuospatial working
memory demands. For instance, Ballard, Hayhoe, Pook and
Rao (1997) have argued that eye movements are used as
spatial indexes to coordinate elements of an internal model
with the external world, and Keehner, Hegarty, Cohen,
Khooshabeh and Montello (2008) have shown a strong
relationship between success in spatial reasoning tasks and
the ability to offload cognition in the external world.
However, to what degree visuospatial information in spatial
indexing relies on internal representations versus the
external world is debatable (cf., Richardson, Altmann,
Spivey & Hoover, 2009).
Our interpretation gains further support from findings that
eye movements to nothing are highly task and stimuli
dependent. We have, for example, in pilot studies observed
that eye movements during visual imagery are less likely to
appear for scenes of low complexity and for recall tasks that
are relatively easy (e.g., questions about color, shape and
location for single objects in a scene). Similar observations
have been made by Brandt and Stark (1997), who in the
discussion described pilot studies where they used simple
geometrical figures (circles, squares and rectangles) as
stimuli and where they failed to find corresponding eye
movements during recall.
Several studies have interpreted eye movements to blank
spaces during recall as a reinstatement of the encoding
phase (e.g., Laeng & Teodorescu, 2002), and it has been
proposed that those eye movements enhance memory
retrieval (Ferreira, Apel & Henderson, 2008). However,
Johansson, Holsanova and Holmqvist (2010) have shown
that participants who maintained central fixation during
encoding of a complex picture still employed eye

movements that corresponded to directions and positions
during recall, and concluded that eye movements during
visual imagery are not a pure reinstatement of those from
encoding. On the other hand, Laeng and Teodorescu (2002)
found the opposite results, i.e., maintaining central fixation
during encoding spontaneously induced participants to look
in the center also during recall. However, the study by
Laeng and Teodorescu (2002) used much simpler stimuli
during encoding (grid patterns or single objects) than the
complex scenes in Johansson et al. (2010). These
contrasting results give further support to an interpretation
that task complexity, stimuli complexity, expertise and
ability represent crucial aspects of the “need” to employ eye
movements to blank spaces.
There is, however, no proof for a strong relationship
between eye movements to nothing and memory retrieval
(cf., Richardson et al., 2009). But studies of memory
retrieval and eye movements to nothing (e.g., Spivey &
Geng, 2001; Laeng & Teodorescu, 2002) have used rather
simple stimuli and the memory task has mostly been related
to object imagery processing (e.g., color and shape). Results
from the present study indicate that eye movements during
visual imagery are primarily related to spatial imagery
processing and not to aspects of object imagery.
Finally, the current study only reported a correlative
relationship between eye movements and spatial imagery.
Further studies, where eye movements are manipulated as
an independent variable, have to be conducted before any
causal claims can be made between eye movements, spatial
imagery and/or memory retrieval.

Summary
This study showed that the spatial dispersion of eye
movements during recall of pictures is related to individual
differences in spatial imagery. We suggest that weaker
spatial imagery ability increases the “need” to employ eye
movements to blank spaces which correspond to positions in
the original scene.
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Abstract
When viewing a complex event, it is necessary to identify
and calculate the relationships between different entities in
the event. For example, when viewing a caused motion
event (e.g. a man raking leaves into a basket.), people need
to identify the Agent (man), the affected object or Patient
(leaves), the Instrument (rake) and the Goal (basket). In
this paper we explore how this process of event
apprehension proceeds using eye-tracking methodology.
Our study indicates that viewers extract event components
rapidly, but some components can be extracted faster than
others. Moreover, there is a structure to saccade patterns
when participants are asked to identify specific event
components. In caused motion events, attention is allocated
to the Patient during the early stages of processing even
when the Patient is not the target. We discuss implications
of this work for how people perceive complex events.
Keywords: spatial cognition; event perception; thematic
roles; eye-tracking

Introduction
Perceiving and understanding events in the world is an
important part of human cognition. Visual input is highly
complex, and yet people are able to rapidly extract
information about the basic level category of a scene (e.g.
a highway scene) as well as objects within a scene (e.g.
Biederman, 1995; Oliva & Torralba, 2001; Oliva,
Torralba, Castelhano & Henderson, 2003; Potter, 1975).
In addition, when we view a scene or event we need to
determine the relations that exist between different
elements in the scene or different event participants. For
instance, when we see a man hitting a ball, we need to
conceptualize the causer of the event (or Agent—here the
man) and the entity directly affected by the action (the
Patient—here the ball). More complex representations of
the event may include the Instrument used for hitting and
the Goal or destination of the moving ball. Identifying
both the types of event components that viewers are able
to extract from dynamic events and the time course of

extraction of individual event components is important for
understanding how people process visual information.
Additionally, since these event roles correspond fairly
straightforwardly to linguistic information (“thematic
roles;” see Dowty, 1991; Koenig Mauner & Bienvenue,
2003; Henderson & Ferreira, 2004), the processes
underlying non-linguistic event apprehension can be
informative about theories of how people produce,
understand and acquire language. However, the field has
only begun to investigate the question of how humans
succeed in parsing ongoing events.
In an early study of event apprehension, Griffin and
Bock (2000) examined eye-movements to a still image
depicting an event with two animate participants (e.g. a
woman shooting a man). When participants freely
inspected the image, they showed a preference for fixating
Patients over Agents after 1300ms of inspection. But
when participants were instructed to find the event
Patient, fixations to the Agent and Patient began to
diverge early, after approximately 300ms. These findings
suggest that Patients can be identified rapidly, and are
allocated attention after initial scene processing.
Webb, Knott and MacAskill (2010) extended Griffin
and Bock’s study to “reach-to-grasp” actions, using video
presentation of a human agent reaching to grasp an
inanimate object (e.g. a green building block). Unlike
Griffin and Bock, they found that participants made early
fixations to human agents. However, as the authors
acknowledge, it is not clear whether these findings show
an early preference for looks to Agents or simply to
moving, animate entities, which are known to attract
attention (Abrams & Christ, 2003). Despite this
limitation, this study does show a temporal structure in
attention to event components, with attention starting with
the origin of the action (the Agent), then moving to the
anticipated location of the Patient. However, it is not clear
whether this finding would generalize to events where
there are no disparities of animacy and motion.
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Using a rapid presentation of scenes, Dobel,
Gumnior, Bölte and Zwitserlood (2007) showed that
information about the relationships between event
components can be extracted rapidly. In scenes that
depicted an Agent, a Patient and a Goal/Recipient (such
as an archer shooting an arrow to a target), judgments
about the coherence of the scene were made accurately
even at very short presentations of, e.g. 100ms. At
presentation durations of 250-300ms the Agents were
named more accurately than the Goals (approx. 75% vs.
60%), again suggesting that Agents may be privileged
over other event components. Patients were named less
accurately, but it is possible that this was due to the
relatively small size of the Patients relative to the other
event components. Dobel and colleagues concluded that
such rapid apprehension of scene coherence suggests that
roles within an event can be assigned without fixation on
the relevant area of the scene. However, since the decision
about scene coherence was made after stimulus
presentation, it is possible that subsequent processing
based on the representation of the scene in visual memory
allowed accurate judgements, rather than processing
during stimulus presentation.

Current Study
Here we report an eye-tracking experiment that examines
the relation between event components, and the role they
play in building a representation of an event. Unlike prior
studies that have used relatively simple events, often with
only an Agent and a Patient, our study focuses on caused
motion events in which an animate Agent uses a tool or
body part (Instrument) to move an inanimate object
(Patient) towards an inanimate target or destination
(Goal). We adapted Griffin and Bock’s “Find the Patient”
paradigm and asked viewers to rapidly identify and fixate
each of the four event components present in the event.
By examining the speed at which event components can
be identified and the pattern of fixations made before
fixating the target object, we hoped to determine the
relationship between individual event components as
event representations are assembled.
We were particularly interested in comparing event role
apprehension for the three non-Agent roles (Patients,
Goals and Instruments). (Agents in our study were always
animate and therefore conflated animacy and agency.)
Our study asked whether these event components can be
identified by viewers equally rapidly and/or
independently from one another. There are at least two
possibilities about how such event roles are extracted
from caused motion sequences. According to Dobel and
colleagues (2007), information about event roles can be
extracted in the earliest stages of scene presentation. If

this is the case, then we would expect participants to
saccade directly to the target event component, with no
systematic pattern of prior fixations. Another possibility is
that, even if extraction of event components is generally
rapid, it might not be equally rapid for all event
components. On the basis of Griffin and Bock’s (2000)
data, which found that attention is directed towards the
Patient more than the Agent, we might expect the Patient
role to be easier to identify than other components, and
see early fixations on the Patient in all conditions. This
possibility is supported by evidence from other domains.
Linguistic evidence suggests that different event
components are not accorded the same status (Koenig,
Mauner & Bienvenue, 2003). Verb arguments are
typically considered to be part of the lexical entry for a
verb, and thus obligatory, while adjuncts are optional.
Boland and Boehm-Jernigan (1998) provide evidence that
arguments are read faster than adjuncts, suggesting that
arguments and adjuncts are distinguished by the sentence
processor. Agents and Patients are usually encoded as
verb arguments, while Instruments are typically accorded
adjunct status (Boland, 2005). The status of Goals with
respect to the argument/adjunct distinction is less clear:
while they are required by the subcategorization frames of
certain verbs (e.g. put), they show variability with respect
to the preposition used, in contrast to the prototypical
prepositional argument taken by dative verbs (e.g. show
this to Simon) (Tutunjian & Boland, 2008). If the nonlinguistic processing of event components reflects the way
in which they are encoded linguistically, then we might
expect that Patients are identified more easily than Goals,
and Goals more easily than Instruments.

Method
Participants
Forty undergraduate students from the University of
Delaware participated for class credit (Mean age =19;1).

Materials
Eighteen test pictures were created using clip art images.
The pictures depicted caused motion events, such as a
man using a rake to rake leaves into a basket (e.g. Fig. 1).
The Agent of each action was always an adult human, and
the pictures always included an object affected by the
action (the Patient) (e.g. the leaves) and a Goal or
destination for the action (e.g. the basket). The Instrument
used to perform the action was either a tool (such as a
rake) or a body part (such as a foot used for kicking).
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were seated approximated 60cm from the screen. The
experiment took approximately 5-10 minutes.

Results
Coding
In each scene, four Areas of Interest (AOIs) were defined
(Agent, Patient, Instrument, Goal) using the Tobii Studio
AOI tool. AOIs did not overlap. In cases where the Agent
was holding an Instrument, the Agent AOI was defined as
the area of the Agent’s torso and head, and the Instrument
as the tool or Instrument itself, as well as the hand and
wrist of the Agent. Trials with greater than 30% trackloss
were excluded from the analysis (approx. 1.3%)
Figure 1 Example Test Item.
An additional set of 18 caused motion events were used as
fillers. Filler items alternated with experimental items.
Two pictures depicting frogs were created for display
after each experimental item and filler to encourage
participants to make eye-movements around the screen.
Participants were randomly assigned to one of two orders
of the stimuli, one the reverse of the other.

Procedure
Participants were told that they would see pictures
depicting an action or event. Each participant was
randomly assigned to one of four conditions. In the Agent
condition, participants were told to look as quickly as
possible at “the person or animal who was performing the
action,” and to press the space bar as soon as they were
doing so. In the Instrument condition, participants were
given the same instruction but told to look at “the tool or
body part used to make the action.” In the Goal condition,
participants were told to look at “the goal or destination of
the action,” and in the Patient condition, participants were
instructed to look at “the object directly affected by the
action.” Every participant saw a practice picture (an
archer firing an arrow at a target) in which the target item
relevant to their condition was highlighted. Before each of
the 36 pictures (18 experimental items and 18 fillers),
participants were instructed to fixate a cross located at the
top of the screen in the center, and to press the space bar
when they were fixating it. After each picture, participants
viewed one of two pictures (randomly selected) depicting
two frogs for 3000ms. Participants’ eye-movements were
tracked using a Tobii T60 eye-tracker. At the start of the
experiment, participants’ eye-movements were calibrated
using a five-point calibration procedure, in which they
followed a red dot which moved to the four corners of the
screen and then to the center of the screen. If calibration
was incomplete, the procedure was repeated. Typically
participants required only one calibration. Participants

Analysis
Figures 2-5 show the proportion of fixations to each event
component in each condition. In the Agent condition (Fig.
2), we see early looks to the Agent (at around 120ms) and
little consideration of other event components. In the
Patient condition (Fig. 3), looks to the Patient diverge
early (at around 150ms) from looks to the Goal and
Instrument, and later (at around 250ms) they diverge from
looks to the Agent. In the Goal condition (Fig. 4), looks to
the Goal diverge at around 300ms. In the Instrument
condition (Fig. 5), we see an early peak of looks to the
Patient before looks to the Instrument diverge (at around
250ms).
To assess the reliability of these findings, we calculated
the proportion of looks to each event component during
four 200ms time windows, starting from the onset of the
stimulus. Because proportion data can sometimes violate
assumptions of linear statistical models, we first
transformed the proportion data to elogit values following
a procedure outlined in Barr (2008). The elogit data were
then analyzed using multi-level linear modelling with
crossed random intercepts for subjects and items (see
Baayen, Davidson and Bates, 2008 for discussion). The
model contained a single fixed effect of Condition with
four levels (Agent, Goal, Instrument and Patient search).
The dependent variable was elogit looking time to the
target1 (i.e. Agent in the Agent condition, Patient in the
Patient condition, etc.). The lme4 package in the statistical
package R, which we used to conduct the analyses, shows
the estimates for each level of the fixed factor relative to a
base level and provides comparisons of each level of the
factor to the base level. For example, using Agent as the
base level, the model would give us the comparison
between the Agent and the Goal, the Agent and the
1

Since looks to event components within a condition are
negatively correlated, and thus not independent, we
compared looks to specific event components across
conditions.
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Instrument, and the Agent and the Patient. However, we
were also interested in contrasts between the other levels
of the Condition, e.g. between the Instrument and the
Goal. To obtain these contrasts we changed the base level
of the model. For example, changing the base level to the
Goal, we obtained the contrast between the Goal and the
Instrument, the Goal and the Patient, and the Goal and the
Agent. By rotating the base level to each of the four levels
of the factor Condition we were able to obtain all possible
contrasts.
In time window 1 (0-200ms), there were more looks to
the target in the Agent condition than in the Instrument
condition (t=-2.339, p<0.05), but no other significant
differences between looks to the target in the other

conditions. In time window 2 (200-400ms), there were
more looks to the target in the Agent condition than in all
other conditions (Instrument: t=-2.131, p<0.05, Goal:
t=3.585, p<0.05, Patient: t=-2.131, p<0.05). After rotating
the base level, both the Patient (t=-3.013, p<0.05) and
Goal (t=-2.151) conditions showed more looks to the
target than the Instrument condition during time window
2 (p<0.05). Together, these results suggest that
successfully finding an Agent occurred more quickly than
finding any of the other event components; furthermore,
finding a Goal or a Patient occurred more quickly than
finding an Instrument. In the third (400-600ms) and fourth
(600-800ms) time windows, there were no significant
differences between conditions. Overall, these results

Figure 2 Looks to event components in the Agent
condition.

Figure 4: Looks to event components in the Goal
condition.

Figure 3: Looks to event components in the Patient
condition.

Figure 5: Looks to event components in the Instrument
condition.
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suggest that event components can be identified rapidly,
but point to asymmetries among different event roles.
Could these asymmetries be due to differences in size
between AOIs corresponding to individual event
components? To preserve scene plausibility, size of event
components in our stimuli was not controlled for, and
overall, Goals were larger than Agents, which were larger
than both Instruments and Patients: paired t-tests
confirmed that there were significant differences in size
(as measured as a percentage of image area using the
Tobii Studio AOI tool) between Goal and Patient (t(17)=6.77, p<0.0001), Goal and Instrument (t(17)=-6.14,
p<0.0001), Goal and Agent (t(17)=-5.05, p<0.0001),
Instrument and Agent (t(17)=-2.160, p<0.05) and Patient
and Agent (t(17)=--3.41, p<0.01). Crucially, however,
there was no significant difference in size between the
Patient and Instrument (3.5% vs 3.6% of image area), so it
does not seem likely that the difference in speed of
identification between Patients and Instruments is due to
differences in area. Furthermore, although Goal AOIs
were bigger, on average, than Patient AOIs, we do not see
a difference in speed of identification between Goals and
Patients. Finally, and most importantly, the time taken to
fixate the Goal, Instrument or Agent did not correlate with
AOI size. Only in the Patient condition was a significant
negative correlation observed (r=-.508, n=18, p<0.031),
indicating that smaller Patients were fixated slightly later.
We discuss alternative explanations for the differences
between identification of event components in the general
Discussion below.
Our initial analysis indicated that the conditions
differed most in time window 2. To determine whether
there were early fixations on individual event
components, we compared looks to each of the event
components across conditions in time window 2, using the
same model selection procedure as in the previous
analysis. For Agents, Goals and Instruments, we found
little variation in looks to the relevant component across
conditions in which that component was not the target:
Starting with Agents, looks to the Agent differed only
between the Agent condition and each of the other
conditions (Goal, t=-10.551, Instrument, t=-9.113, Patient,
t=-8.956, all p<0.05). Similarly, looks to the Goal differed
only between the Goal condition and each of the other
conditions (Agent, t=-3.832, Instrument, t=-3.982, Patient,
t=-3.755, all p<0.05). Finally, looks to the Instrument
differed only between the Instrument condition and each
of the other conditions (Agent, t=-2.098, Goal, t=-2.144,
Patient, t=-2.281, all p<0.05). However, there were more
looks to the Patient in the Goal (t=4.669, p<0.05),
Instrument (t=7.327, p<0.05) and Patient (t=9.393,
p<0.05) conditions than in the Agent condition. After
rotating the base level, we found that there were more
looks to the Patient in the Instrument condition compared
to the Goal condition (t= 2.672, p<0.05). One possibility
is that the increased looks to the Patient in the Instrument

condition are due to the relatively small sizes of each of
these event components (3.5% and 3.6% of image area),
which might have led participants to look around the
scene to find the target. However, if this were the case,
then we would expect to see more looks to the Instrument
in the Patient condition, which we do not. Additionally,
we would not expect to see additional looks to the Patient
in the Goal condition. We consider plausible explanations
of such looks to the Patient below.

Discussion
This study sought to investigate the processing of event
components in a “Find the X” task. In contrast to previous
work in this area, which has mostly investigated the
relation between Agents and Patients, we advanced the
empirical domain of inquiry by examining the relations
between Patients, Goals and Instruments. Our study
reveals three major conclusions. Firstly, consistent with
the findings of Dobel et al. (2007), we observed that event
components could be identified rapidly and accurately
(although participants were only able to saccade directly
to the target in the Agent condition, where it is probable
that participants were relying on animacy cues). Secondly,
we discovered asymmetries between event components:
not all event components were identified with equal
speed. Consistent with Griffin and Bock (2000), we found
that Patients were identified particularly rapidly.
Furthermore, we found that Instruments were identified
more slowly than either Patients and Goals. Our data
support the hypothesis that roles typically encoded as
arguments in language (e.g. Patients) are identified more
quickly than those typically identified as adjuncts (e.g.
Instruments). The fact that Goals are identified just as
quickly as Patients even though Goals are not prototypical
arguments may be related to the high salience of Goals
(Lakusta & Landau, 2005; Papafragou, 2010). Although it
is not possible to draw firm conclusions about the relation
between linguistic encoding and event components at this
stage, our data raise the possibility that the distinction in
language between arguments and adjuncts is a result of
prioritization of event components in non-linguistic
processing.
A third, more tentative conclusion can be drawn
regarding the role of Patients. The analysis of looks to the
Patient component across conditions highlighted an
asymmetry between Patients and other event components.
While there were no differences in looks to the Agent,
Goal and Instrument in conditions in which each
component was not the target, looks to the Patient varied
across conditions. Unsurprisingly there were more looks
to the Patient in the Patient condition (i.e. when it was the
target), but somewhat surprisingly, there were more looks
to the Patient in the Goal condition compared to the Agent
condition, and in the Instrument condition compared to
the Goal condition. This result suggests that attention is
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allocated to the Patient even when the Instrument is the
target. Why might this be so? One possibility is that the
Patient is somehow more central to the event, and that
identifying what has been affected by the action facilitates
location of the Instrument. Furthermore, since the Patient
is depicted as moving towards the Goal, allocation of
attention towards the Patient might facilitate calculation
of the trajectory towards the Goal and identification of the
location of the Goal within the scene. Alternatively,
increased looks to the Patient could be considered further
evidence for the distinction between arguments and
adjuncts: participants may allocate attention to event
components which are typically encoded as arguments
(such as Patients) before allocating attention to less
prototypical
arguments
(Goals)
and
adjuncts
(Instruments). However, at this stage it is impossible to
draw firm conclusions about the precise nature of the role
of Patients in the identification of other event
components.
To summarize, we have shown that event components
can be rapidly and accurately identified in a scene.
However, different event components (Patient, Goal,
Instrument) are not identified equally quickly, in a way
that may be consistent with the linguistic distinction
between arguments and adjuncts.
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Abstract
Based
on
behavioral,
neuroimaging
and
neuropsychological data, I argue that a key to
understanding mathematical cognition is the sharing of
neural
resources
between
sensorimotor
and
mathematical processes. Mathematical cognition is
embodied in the sense that it is grounded in simulations
of sensorimotor processes through the use of neural
resources that are also active in bodily perception and
action. There are two approaches to the study of
embodied mathematical cognition: Behavioral,
neuroimaging and neuropsychological investigations
providing empirical evidence, and the study of
conceptual metaphors, focusing on how inferences
from physical domains are used to understand abstract
mathematical ideas. The first approach suffers from not
providing a unified explanation, while the second
approach is criticized for not having empirical
validation. I discuss the possible implications of
approaching to mathematical cognition as embodied
simulation in relating disparate findings to provide a
more connected picture of how mathematics emerges
from the embodied mind.
Keywords: embodiment; embodied cognition; mathematical
cognition; simulation theories

Embodied cognition is a theoretical stance that argues that
cognitive processes are grounded in the body’s interaction
with the world. Different approaches in embodied cognition
propose varying levels for bodily involvement in higher
cognition. Clark (1999) has distinguished between simple
versus radical embodiment. Simple embodiment focuses on
how the body and environment places constraints on a
theory of inner organization and processing. Radical
embodiment, however, asserts that all cognitive processes
are grounded in the sensorimotor system, proposing a
profound change in the "subject matter and theoretical
framework of cognitive science” (p. 348). The fundamental
difference between these two approaches is that simple
embodiment still relies on internal representations,
especially in explaining higher level thinking, whereas
radical embodiment entirely rejects the idea of an internal
realm and provides a representation free account of
cognitive phenomena. I use the term simulation theories of
cognition to refer to theories positing that all cognitive
processes are simulations of sensorimotor processes. Note
that the term simulation theories is also used to refer to a
theory of mind asserting that humans understand other
people’s mental states by adopting their perspective (Davies
& Stone, 1995), which is different than the usage here.

Simulation theories posit a decoupling of sensorimotor
functions from their original physical inputs and outputs.
For example, consider the case of counting on one’s fingers.
In its initial form counting can be done through explicit
motor behavior where an observer can see the fingers
moving. However, the motor movement of fingers can
become gradually more subtle, where at some point it might
merely seem like twitching to the observer. We can push the
activity inward even further allowing the use of motor
programs without any overt behavior. At this point finger
counting is a motor simulation. This situation exemplifies
how a motor function, without overt behavior, can be the
underlying neural mechanism for off-line thinking in the
very simple case of counting (Wilson, 2002).
Previous theories focused on how conceptual content is
represented in the sensorimotor system. Gallese & Lakoff
(2005) proposed that embodied simulations are the source of
both structural and semantic content in conceptual
knowledge. Embodied simulations take place in multimodal
sensorimotor networks. Unlike the conventional idea of
distinct sensory and motor areas communicating through
association areas, multimodality refers to the integration of
sensory modalities with one another and also with motor
modalities. Barsalou (1999) argued that during perceptual
experience association areas in the brain capture bottom-up
sensory-motor patterns. Later, during the use of perceptual
symbols association areas facilitate some of the same
sensory-motor areas in a top down manner. Through
experience, memories of the same component are stored in a
schematic manner. The memories implement simulators of
the perceptual experiences they represent. Simulators can be
perceptual, proprioceptive, or introspective. Abstract
concepts are grounded in the combinatorial and recursive
integration of simulators.
Mathematics is often characterized as a challenge to
embodiment (Nunez, 2008). Although it is relatively
difficult to apply the idea of embodied simulations to
explain mathematical cognition due to abstract nature of
mathematics, there is accumulating evidence for how basic
mathematical processes are grounded in the sensorimotor
system. In this paper I review different studies on
mathematical cognition and discuss some of the challenges
in interpreting findings to create a meaningful image of how
mathematics can emerge from the embodied mind.

Embodiment of Mathematical Thinking
Research on embodiment of mathematics is still in its
infancy. Mathematical cognition is a big puzzle with many
pieces, each piece requiring us to draw knowledge from a
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different field. Currently, there are two trends in studying
embodiment of mathematical cognition: 1) empirical
investigations of basic number processing skills, for
example number recognition and comparison, parity
judgment, arithmetic and to some extent simple algebra
through behavioral, neuroimaging and neuropsychological
studies. Another trend, most typically exemplified by Lakoff
and Johnson’s book on embodied mathematics (Lakoff &
Nunez, 2000), is the study of conceptual metaphors in
mathematics to explain how mathematical concepts are
grounded in bodily processes. Both trends have strengths
and shortcomings. Empirical studies provide accumulating
disparate evidence on embodiment of number processing;
however they do not provide a unified, big picture of how
number processing is grounded in the sensorimotor system.
Nevertheless, general theories explaining how number
processing takes place in the brain exists. One, arguably the
most well-known, theory is the triple-code model (Dehaene,
Piazza, Pinel, & Cohen, 2003), which provides a relatively
disembodied account of number processing.
The second trend is explanation of mathematical
cognition based on conceptual metaphors (Lakoff & Nunez,
2000). The role of conceptual metaphors in language and
thinking was first studied by Lakoff and Johnson (1980).
Sfard (1994) incorporated ideas from cognitive linguistics,
on the use of metaphors in language and thinking (Lakoff &
Johnson, 1980) to explain how we rely on daily physical
inferences to make sense of mathematical concepts. Lakoff
and Nunez (2000) extended this program by inquiring how
metaphors are used in diverse domains of mathematics,
including for example algebra, logic, sets and even
trigonometry. The main argument in this approach is that we
use inferences from our bodily interactions to understand
mathematical concepts; a conceptual metaphor links a
physical source domain to a target abstract domain. This
approach is criticized for lacking empirical verification and
for overextending the claims of embodiment to higher
domains of mathematics without sufficient support (Goldin,
2001).
I believe that there is a need for bridging these two trends
to have a unified explanation of numerical cognition that is
supported by empirical findings. Approaching to
mathematical cognition as embodied simulations might have
the potential to do that.

Empirical Evidence
There are four major sources of evidence supporting the
relation between bodily processes and mathematical
cognition. First, studies on neural correlates of hand
movements and action understanding of hand gestures point
to an overlapping circuitry in the prefrontal and intraparietal
regions with number processing (Binkofski et al., 1999;
Chong, Cunnington, Williams, Kanwisher, & Mattingley,
2008; Corina & Knapp, 2006; Peltier et al., 2007; Sakata &
Taira, 1998) . In addition, a separate body of neuroimaging
research point to a relation between neural correlates of
hand/finger movement control and number processing

(Andres, Seron, & Olivier, 2007). Secondly, studies
conducted with repetitive Transcranial Magnetic
Stimulation (rTMS) show excitability of hand muscles
during different number processing tasks (Andres, et al.,
2007; Sato, Cattaneo, Rizzolatti, & Gallese, 2007). Third,
behavioral studies on math learning provide evidence for a)
better math learning when instruction is supported with
hand gestures, b) higher problem solving performance when
non-communicative hand gestures are allowed, compared to
when hands are restricted, and c) non-communicative hand
gestures during problem solving provide clues for
misconceptions in conceptual understanding of arithmetic
and algebra (Goldin-Meadow, 1997, 1999, 2006; GoldinMeadow, Nusbaum, Kelly, & Wagner, 2001; GoldinMeadow & Singer, 2003; Goldin-Meadow & Wagner,
2005). The fourth major support comes from
neuropsychological conditions, particularly Gerstmann
syndrome (Gerstmann, 1940), which is discussed later in
this paper.

Conceptual Metaphors and First Person
Accounts
The use of conceptual metaphors is characterized by the
use of a physical, source domain to understand an abstract,
target domain. First person accounts of mathematical
experience provide additional insight about how
metaphorical thinking is involved in mathematical
processes. In a letter to mathematician Jacques Hadamard,
Einstein once wrote:
Thoughts do not come in any verbal formulation.
Words and language, whether written or spoken, do not
seem to play any part in my thought processes. The
psychological entities that serve as building blocks for
my thought are certain signs or images, more or less
clear, that I can reproduce and recombine at will…The
above mentioned elements are, in my case, of visual
and some of muscular type. Conventional words or
other signs have to be sought for laboriously only in a
secondary stage, when the mentioned associative play is
sufficiently established and can be reproduced at will
(Hadamard, 1945, pp. 142,143)
Sfard questioned mathematicians about how they process
mathematical concepts. In particular, she investigated if they
process mathematical concepts in a way that is similar to
physical objects. When Sfard asked how it feels to have a
deep understanding of a mathematical idea, three
mathematicians responded by saying, “identify a structure
[one is] able to grasp somehow”, “to see an image”, and “to
play with some unclear images of things”. One
mathematician reported, “In those regions where I feel an
expert … the concepts, the [mathematical] objects turned
tangible for me” (Sfard, 1994, p. 48). Another
mathematician stated:
To understand a new concept I must create an
appropriate metaphor. A personification. Or a spatial
metaphor. A metaphor of structure. Only then can I
answer questions, solve problems. I may even be able
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then to perform some manipulations on the concept.
Only when I have the metaphor. Without the metaphor I
just can’t do it. (Sfard, 1994, p. 48)
The same mathematician also reported that the structure
he uses has to have some spatial elements no matter how
abstract the mathematical idea is. In the same study,
mathematicians pointed to personification as another
strategy for understanding mathematical concepts.
Similarly, Hadamard (1945) reported mathematicians’
tendency to treat mathematical concepts as human faces.
In a discussion of understanding and meaning in
mathematical thinking, Sfard (1994) distinguished between
objectivist and embodied theories of meaning. She
characterized objectivist claims about knowledge as
propositional and disembodied. Following the steps of
Lakoff and Johnson (1980) Sfard defines a metaphor as a
relation between a bodily and a conceptual domain.
Metaphors facilitate our use of inferences from physical and
bodily experiences to understand abstract concepts and
relations. Lakoff and Johnson (1980) introduce embodied
schemata to explain how metaphors work. Embodied
schemata is “the vehicle which carries our experimentally
constructed knowledge” (Sfard, 1994, p. 46). They are the “
. . . structures of an activity by which we organize our
experience in ways that we can comprehend. They are a
primary means by which we construct or constitute order
and are not mere passive receptacles into which experience
is poured” (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980, pp. 29-30). According
to Sfard, embodied schemata are non-propositional. They
are “ . . . image-like and embodied, embodied in the sense
that they should be viewed as analog reflections of bodily
experience rather than as factual statements we may wish to
check for validity. The non-propositional nature of
embodied schemata makes it difficult, sometimes
impossible, to describe them in words.” In this sense,
embodied schemata are preverbal constructs that are
dynamic, ever changing and shaped by our physical and
social experiences. However, the nature of embodied
schemata, how they are shaped in the sensorimotor system
and how abstract thinking emerges from these preverbal
constructs is still not clear. Although an embodied schema is
a preverbal construct shaped in the sensorimotor system, we
still talk about it like a cognitive construct since we cannot
explain how it relates to the simple bodily functions and
sensorimotor interactions.
Interpretation of mathematical thinking as embodied
simulations requires a conceptual shift. Mathematical
thinking is reconceptualized as simulated sensorimotor
activity. This activity takes place in a temporal and spatial
stage involving all modalities. As mathematician Alain
Connes puts it: “The evolution of our perception of
mathematical reality causes a new sense to develop, which
gives us access to a reality that is neither visual nor
auditory, but something else together” (Dehaene, 1997, p.
149). The key to understanding the multimodal
sensorimotor foundations of mathematical might be through

adopting an embodied perspective in designing studies and
interpreting data.

An Embodied Approach to Interpreting
Neuroimaging Data
Imaging studies, as well as neuropsychological cases,
point to the importance of a network of areas consisting of
prefrontal and parietal regions, particularly angular gyrus
and IPS (Intraparietal Sulcus). In this section I will revisit
previous interpretations on the functional contribution of
angular gyrus and IPS to number processing and propose an
alternative embodied approach to provide a more connected
explanation that is also compatible with behavioral and
neuropsychological findings. The idea here is to provide an
example for how embodied simulations framework can be
applied to the interpretation of neuroimaging data in the
mathematical cognition domain.

Angular Gyrus
Angular gyrus is located in the inferior parietal cortex. It
is situated at a very central location in the cortex,
neighboring multimodal sensory regions. It was once
characterized as the “association area of association areas”
together with the supramarginal gyrus (Geschwind, 1965).
Angular gyrus activations, particularly left, were found in
various number processing tasks, for example exact addition
(Dehaene, Spelke, Pinel, Stanescu, & Tsivkin, 1999),
multiplication (Lee, 2000) and number recognition (Pesenti,
Thioux, Seron, & Volder, 2000). Although it is established
that angular gyrus is an essential part of the number
processing network, it is role is still not well understood.
According to the well-known, triple-code model, being part
of the perisylvian language network, the angular gyrus is
functional in verbal processing of numbers (Dehaene, et al.,
2003). Nevertheless accumulating behavioral, neuroimaging
and neuropsychological data tell us a different story about
the involvement of angular gyrus.
A relation between angular gyrus and number processing
was first formulated when, in 1924, Josef Gerstmann
diagnosed a condition, now named Gerstmann’s syndrome,
with four co-occurring symptoms: finger agnosia (loss in
finger sense), acalculia (inability to do simple calculations),
left-right disorientation and agraphia (inability to write).
Gerstmann found that the condition was most commonly
due to a lesion in the left angular gyrus (Gerstmann, 1940).
He believed that the main symptom was finger agnosia, a
specific type of body schema impairment (autopagnosia)
affecting the mental representation of hands and fingers. He
proposed that the loss of finger sense combined with the
left-right disorientation caused acalculia, - the inability to
carry out simple mathematical calculations (Butterworth,
1999b, p. 219). There have been a number of studies
reporting data to support Gerstmann’s theory. For example,
a study examining patients with tumors in and around the
angular gyrus found that these patients had impairments in
writing, calculating, and finger recognition (Roux, Boetto,
Sacko, Chollet, & Tremoulet, 2003). Also, in a rTMS study
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of healthy subjects it was found that disruption of the left
angular gyrus impaired access to the finger schema and
number processing (Rusconi, Walsh, & Butterworth, 2005).
These studies support the idea that involvement of angular
gyrus in number processing is due to a functional relation
between number processing and finger representations.
There is also supportive behavioral data for this argument.
A series of behavioral studies have consistently shown that
finger gnosia (finger sense) in younger children is a
predictor of numerical abilities (Noel, 2005; Penner-Wilger,
et al., 2007). In addition, in our lab we found that finger
tapping differentially interferes with finger tapping, showing
use of shared resources between addition and finger
processing (Soylu & Newman, 2011).

IPS (Intraparietal Sulcus) and the SNARC Effect
IPS is another region that has been consistently found
active in a variety of number processing tasks, for example
number comparison (Pinel, Piazza, Le Bihan, & Dehaene,
2004) and simple addition (Pesenti, et al., 2000). In the
triple-code model it was proposed the IPS, particularly its
horizontal segment, is responsible from quantity processing
independent from the number notation, and that its function
is analogous to one of a “mental number line” (Dehaene, et
al., 2003). The mental number line argument is also
supported by the SNARC (spatial-numerical association of
response codes) effect, which refers to the finding that in a
parity judgment test right button responses are faster for
large numbers and left button responses are faster for small
numbers. This supports the idea that the comparison of
numerical quantities takes place on a mental number line
extending from left to right. (Dehaene, Bossini, & Giraux,
1993).
However there is evidence challenging the idea of a
mental number line for quantity processing. Fischer (2008)
explored whether finger-counting habits contribute to the
SNARC effect and found that subjects who are left-starters
show a SNARC effect significantly more than right-starters.
In another study subjects were asked to identify Arabic
digits by pressing one of 10 keys with all 10 fingers. The
configuration of response buttons varied both in terms of the
global direction of the hand-digit mapping and the direction
of the finger-digit mapping within each hand, from small to
large digits or vice versa. The results showed that subjects
performed better when there was a congruency between the
reported finger-counting strategy of the subject and the
mapping of the response buttons (Di Luca, Grana, Semenza,
Seron, & Pesenti, 2006).
Based on the presented evidence it is possible that angular
gyrus contributes to a finger based representation of
numbers, while IPS contributes to a multimodal
representation of numerical quantity. The “mental number
line” analogy can still be useful in explaining the function of
IPS, while taking into account that the direction and
structure of this number line is grounded in bodily
dynamics, for example handedness and finger counting
habits. In addition the analogy can be modified in a way that

we not only talk about a number line but also hands tracing
it during its use.
We need further neuroimaging studies investigating the
relation between bodily and basic mathematical processes to
clarify the question about the exact roles of angular gyrus
and IPS, as well as pre-frontal regions in number
processing.

Adopting an Evolutionary Perspective
Since one of the main ideas behind embodiment is the
exploitation of simple perceptual and motor neural resources
for higher cognitive functions, adopting an evolutionary
perspective can help not only in understanding how these
functions emerged during evolution but also explaining how
they are currently situated in the sensorimotor system. This
is also true for mathematics. An evolutionary perspective
provides a bigger and more connected picture as to why a
distributed network of brain areas is functional in number
processing.
One recent theory on the evolution of higher cognition is
Anderson’s “massive redeployment theory” (2007).
Anderson argues that higher cognition is possible through
redeployment of existing neural systems for new functions.
By reviewing 135 neuroimaging studies in different
domains he provided empirical validation for three
predictions: 1) A single brain region is used for many
cognitive functions, 2) evolutionarily older brain areas are
affiliated with more cognitive functions, and 3) newer
cognitive functions utilize more distributed brain areas.
Let’s revisit the case of angular gyrus from this perspective.
We have already covered how interpretation of angular
gyrus activation as verbal processing (Dehaene, et al.,
2003) makes it difficult to explain a range of
neuropsychological (such as Gerstmann’s syndrome),
neuroimaging and behavioral findings. What we currently
know about evolution of language can help us in
understanding the role of angular gyrus. Arbib (2002, 2005)
proposed that human languages followed an evolutionary
trajectory including such stages as; the simple grasping
movement, understanding actions of another individual,
imitation, a manual based communication, and verbal
communication, finally yielding to complex human
languages. Considering the argument that hand/finger
related sensorimotor areas were redeployed for language
during evolution, we can expect that verbal processing also
use neural resources related to the perception and execution
of hand movements. Studies on verb meaning provide
support for the proposed relation between the sensorimotor
system and language processing. Buccino et al. (2005)
showed that action-related sentences modulate relevant
parts of the motor system, especially the mirror neuron
system. A simulation theory is proposed as one possible
explanation for this phenomenon: “ . . . the understanding of
action-related sentences implies an internal simulation of the
actions expressed in the sentences, mediated by the
activation of the same motor representation that are
involved in their execution” (Buccino, et al., 2005, p. 361).
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This partially supports the idea that angular gyrus activation
in verbal processing might be due to use of finger
processing resources, which is shared by number
processing. Although we do not have empirical data to
support this claim, the idea here is to show how adopting an
evolutionary perspective has the potential to provide
alternative explanations that is more consistent with
disparate findings on number processing. In this sense,
interpretation of data requires consideration of not only the
nature of the task, but also its evolutionary past.

Criticisms & Alternative Views
The idea of embodiment of mathematics is not free of
criticism. The embodied account of mathematics was
particularly criticized by mathematicians who believe that
“brain based” mathematics necessarily refuses a
“transcendent mathematics”. From this perspective
mathematical embodiment negates mathematical realism;
that is propositions about embodiment and transcendence
mathematics are mutually exclusive. The view that
mathematics cannot be a product of the embodied mind
since it is transcendent is characterized as “Romance of
Mathematics” by Lakoff and Nunez (2000).
However, according to an alternative view the “… fact
that human mathematics is based in human cognitive
capacities does not mean that these capacities cannot
provide recognition of transcendent mathematical truth“
(Voorhees, 2004, p. 87). I believe that how we do
mathematics and what mathematics is should be studied
separately, since the answer to the former question does not
inform the latter one. The confusion of these two
fundamental questions can blur the study of embodied
mathematics by attracting invalid criticism.
A different perspective, which shows that the discussion
about the transcendence of mathematics is more
philosophical rather than empirical in nature, was proposed
by Godel. He argued that mathematical concepts are as
“real” as physical objects: “It seems to me that the
assumption of [mathematical] objects is quite as legitimate
as the assumption of physical [ones] and there is quite as
much reason to believe in their existence” (Longo, 2007, p.
207). However, the mathematical realism of Gödel is not
conclusive. He points out that questions that relate to the
ontology of physical objects are the same as the ontology of
mathematical concepts: “the objective existence of the
objects of mathematical intuition … is an exact replica of
the question of the objective existence of the outside world”
(Longo, 2007, p. 209). Overall, I believe that studies on
mathematical cognition inform how we do mathematics and
not what mathematics is.

Conclusion
Mathematics, being one of the most abstract domains of
human knowledge, is a challenge to embodiment. There are
two types of approaches to the study of mathematical
embodiment: 1) Empirical investigation of how bodily
processes interact with mathematical processes, and 2) study

of how people use conceptual metaphors to make sense of
mathematical concepts; by using already existing
knowledge in a physical domain to understand a more
complex and abstract mathematical concept. While the
former approach provides empirical validation for claims, it
does not provide a unified theory of how mathematics is
grounded in the sensorimotor systems. The second
approach, focusing on the role of conceptual metaphors in
mathematical thinking, provides a general theory, but
attracts serious criticisms due to lack of empirical
validation. I propose that approaching to mathematical
cognition as embodied simulation can make it possible to
interpret seemingly disparate findings to provide a more
comprehensive explanation for how people do math.
I have also reflected on the implications of adopting an
embodied and evolutionary perspective in interpreting
neuroimaging data. I proposed that a study of the neural
underpinnings of mathematical cognition should aim at
explaining how the processes studied are grounded in the
complex interactions of sensorimotor networks from an
evolutionary perspective. Study of the neural underpinnings
of mathematical thinking is more about understanding how
a complex network of sensorimotor circuitry interact to
bring forth mathematical ideas rather than identifying
rigidly modularized areas that are only specific to
mathematical thinking.
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Abstract
Prior neuroimaging studies of discourse comprehension and
strategic reading comprehension have shown that there are at
least two networks of brain regions that support strategic
discourse comprehension. In particular, strategic reading
comprehension leads to activation of a domain-general
control network as well as a network of regions supporting
coherence-building comprehension processes. The present
study was designed to further examine the neural correlates of
strategic reading comprehension by examining the brain
regions associated with zoning out, or mind wandering, while
performing reading strategies on expository texts and
diagrams. The results show that a region of dorsal prefrontal
cortex was associated with increased frequency of zoning out,
and the results provide an important replication or prior work
by showing a high degree of consistency in the areas that are
active while using reading strategies.
Keywords: Reading Strategies; fMRI; Cognitive Control

Introduction
The comprehension of expository text is a common task in
learning, but the complexity of text comprehension results
in large individual differences in the strategies that students
engage in to understand texts as well as what students
extract from texts (e.g., Chi, Bassok, Lewis, Reimann, &
Glaser, 1989; McNamara, 2004). Reading comprehension
strategies improve readers’ comprehension of text. Some
readers use strategies naturally, and others benefit from
being provided with strategy instruction (McNamara, 2007).
Self-explanation is one reading strategy that has been shown
to be effective at improving readers' comprehension when
students are trained or prompted to use it (Chi, Deleeuw,
Chiu, & Lavancher, 1994; McNamara, 2004). While there
have
been
neuroimaging
studies
of
narrative
comprehension, there have been relatively few studies of
expository text comprehension and even fewer that have
examined the differences in brain activity associated with
different reading strategies. Neuroimaging studies of
strategic reading comprehension have the potential to
further develop our existing understanding of strategies
designed to enhance discourse comprehension.

Because instructing readers to self-explain often benefits
readers who are skilled self-explainers more than less
skilled self-explainers (Chi et al., 1994), McNamara (2004)
developed Self-Explanation Reading Training (SERT) in
which students are provided with instruction and practice on
using reading strategies while self-explaining texts. This
approach combined the technique of self-explanation with
reading strategies with demonstrated effectiveness. SERT
includes five component reading strategies: comprehension
monitoring, paraphrasing, elaboration, bridging, and
prediction (McNamara, 2004). Comprehension monitoring
is being aware of whether the text is being successfully
understood while reading. Paraphrasing is putting the text
into one's own words. The process of putting text into one's
own words helps to activate relevant semantic knowledge in
long-term memory and prepares the reader to make further
inferences. Inferences are necessary in most text
comprehension situations because most texts do not state all
relevant pieces of information explicitly (Kintsch, 1998).
Elaboration involves making inferences that aid in
understanding the text by using knowledge from memory.
Bridging involves making inferences across sentence
boundaries to aid in understanding the text. Prediction is
making predictions at the end of a sentence or paragraph
about what information will be contained in the next section
of the text. Collectively, these strategies help the reader to
process challenging, unfamiliar material by scaffolding the
comprehension process. The process of self-explaining
externalizes the comprehension process and the reading
strategies help the reader to understand the text (i.e., using
paraphrasing and comprehension monitoring) and go
beyond the text by generating inferences (i.e., using
elaboration, bridging, and prediction).
The results of an initial exploration of the neural
correlates of strategic reading comprehension found that a
combination of cognitive control and discourse
comprehension regions are activated during performance of
effective reading strategies (Moss, Schunn, Schneider,
McNamara, & VanLehn, 2010). This study examined three
reading strategies: rereading, paraphrasing, and self-
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explaining. The results of this study support the notion that
effective reading strategies involve a combination of
intentional cognitive control along with engagement of
coherence-building processes. Paraphrasing and selfexplanation were found to engage a network of regions
making up a cognitive control network more than the
rereading strategy did. This domain-general network of
brain areas have been shown to be active in a variety of
tasks involving executive control (Chein & Schneider,
2005). This control network includes dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex, anterior cingulate cortex, pre-supplementary motor
area, dorsal premotor cortex, anterior insular cortex, inferior
frontal junction, and posterior parietal cortex.
In addition to an increase in control network activation, it
was found that a set of areas including bilateral angular gyri,
posterior cingulate cortex, and the right middle temporal
gyrus were more active during self-explanation than during
paraphrasing. These regions have been found to be active
during discourse comprehension processes including
inference processes (e.g., Ferstl, Neumann, Bogler, & von
Cramon, 2008; Xu, Kemeny, Park, Frattali, & Braun, 2005;
Yarkoni, Speer, & Zacks, 2008). These results indicate that
self-explanation, the most effective strategy examined,
further engages coherence-building processes that aid in the
construction of a good situation model of the text's content.
However, many of the brain regions found to be
associated
with
self-explanation
and
discourse
comprehension are also part of the brain's default network
that is active during rest periods in neuroimaging studies
(Buckner, Andrews-Hanna, & Schacter, 2008). It is likely
that participants engage in daydreaming and other selfreferential thought processes during these rest periods. One
explanation for the partial overlap between the default
network and discourse comprehension regions are that both
activities are making use of inference, memory recall, and
coherence-building processes.
The default network has been shown to be more active
during periods of mind wandering or zoning out while
performing another task (e.g., Christoff, Gordon,
Smallwood, Smith, & Schooler, 2009). Zoning out is used
here to refer to a period of time when a person is engaged in
thought not related to the task he/she is currently supposed
to be performing. Zoning out while reading has been shown
to affect the amount of material remembered (Schooler,
Reichle, & Halpern, 2004). There is also some evidence that
the frequency of zoning out during self-explanation is
related to the effectiveness of self-explanation in promoting
learning from text (Moss, Schunn, VanLehn, Schneider, &
McNamara, 2008). One of the purposes of the present study
was therefore to examine whether there are neural correlates
of mind wandering during strategic reading comprehension.
One possibility is that portions of the default network will
be more active during trials where the frequency of zoning
out is high. This possibility would be consistent with prior
work using much simpler tasks to assess the neural
correlates of zoning out (Christoff et al., 2009). An
additional possibility is that the control network will be less

active during periods of increased zoning out. Such a
finding would also be consistent with results showing that
activity in the default network is anti-correlated with
activity in the control network (Fox et al., 2005).
The present study closely followed the methodology of
earlier work on the neural correlates of strategic reading
comprehension by contrasting three learning strategies—
rereading, paraphrasing, and self-explaining—differing in
complexity and effectiveness (Moss et al., 2010). We sought
to replicate and extend prior work using similar expository
texts about a different topic. One difference from the prior
study was that the texts that participants read included
diagrams along with the text. However, the main difference
from the prior study is that participants were asked to
provide a self-rated frequency of zoning out while reading
and performing the reading strategies. These ratings were
used to examine whether there were brain regions that were
associated with zoning out.

Method
Participants
Fifteen right-handed, native English speakers were recruited
from the University of Pittsburgh and Carnegie Mellon
University communities (12 female, M age = 20.7; SD =
1.8). None of the participants had taken college physics.

Materials and Design
Three new texts that taught material related to physics were
constructed. Each text consisted of 15 paragraphs, each
containing 2-4 sentences, so that they could be presented
one paragraph at a time. The topics of the texts were DC
circuits, pulley systems, and classical mechanics (forces and
motion of objects). For each text, 13-14 diagrams that
corresponded to individual paragraphs were also
constructed. A set of 15 multiple choice questions that
tested the content of each text were also created. Pilot
studies were used to refine the materials to equate difficulty
for all texts and associated questions.
Each participant performed all three reading strategies:
rereading, paraphrasing, and self-explaining. Each was
instructed to use a given reading strategy to read all of a
given text. The assignment of reading strategies to texts was
counterbalanced across participants. The order in which
participants performed the strategies was randomized.
Each text was broken up into three sections consisting of
five paragraphs each. Each of these five-paragraph sections
was presented in a single data acquisition run. Because
strategies were assigned to texts, participants were always
performing a single strategy during each acquisition run.
Each five-paragraph section for each of the three texts was
presented before the next section for each text. For example,
this organization implies that the first (second) and second
(third) blocks of paragraphs from a particular text were
separated by a block of each of the other two texts (e.g.,
Text1-Block1, Text2-Block1, Text3-Block1, Text1-Block2,
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…). The blocks were presented in this fashion so that each
reading strategy would be performed once in each third of
the acquisition session in order to help control for potential
confounding effects (e.g., fatigue).

Procedure
This study took place over two sessions, separated by 2-5
days, with fMRI data collected during the second session.
Session 1 During the first session, participants were given
up to 30 minutes to complete a pretest including all of the
questions for the three texts. Participants then completed a
90-minute iSTART session which provided instruction on
how to self-explain using reading strategies. iSTART,
described in greater detail by McNamara and colleagues
(2004) provides instruction and practice on how to selfexplain texts using the five SERT reading strategies:
comprehension monitoring, paraphrasing, elaboration,
bridging, and prediction.
After iSTART training, the participants were provided
with task practice in an MRI simulator. The MRI simulator
was designed to closely simulate the physical conditions of
the MRI scanner and included a magnetic tracking system to
track and present feedback to the participant regarding head
movement. In the simulator, participants were presented
with 14 paragraphs from two practice texts that were of a
similar expository nature but contained different content
than the texts in the experiment. Instructions on the screen
indicated the reading strategy to use for that block.
The title of the text was centered on the top of the screen
with the paragraph appearing on the center of the screen.
Along the bottom of the screen was a prompt reminding the
participant of the current strategy. Participants were
instructed to read the paragraph aloud once, and then to
press a button on a response glove. Once they did so, the
color of the paragraph’s text changed from black to blue
which served as a cue that they were to perform the given
reading strategy aloud. The participants then reread,
paraphrased, or self-explained the text and pressed a button
to move to a zoneout rating screen. On this screen, the
participant was asked to rate on a scale from 1-5 how
frequently they caught themselves zoning out and thinking
about non-text material. Following the zoneout rating,
participants started to read the next paragraph.
The paraphrasing and self-explanation strategies had been
introduced within iSTART, and thus, participants were
provided only brief instructions on how to either paraphrase
or self-explain out loud each sentence in the text. In the
paraphrase condition, participants were told to put each
sentence in the paragraph into their own words without
using any of the other SERT strategies. In the selfexplanation condition, participants were instructed to selfexplain each paragraph using the reading strategies covered
in iSTART. For the rereading condition, they were told to
read and then reread each paragraph out loud until the
computer indicated it was time to move to the next
paragraph of text. A flashing prompt at the bottom of the
screen instructed the participant to stop rereading. The

rereading condition was designed this way in order to
roughly equate the amount of time spent rereading with the
amount of time spent paraphrasing and self-explaining. The
amount of time allotted for rereading was 45 seconds, which
was determined from a pilot study. Paraphrasing and selfexplanation were self-paced with the constraint that the
participant was prompted to move on using the same
flashing prompt if they reached 60 s.
Session 2 The second session occurred 2-5 days after the
first session in order to reduce the chance that participants
would read the passages with the pretest questions in mind.
This session began with a 30-minute iSTART practice
session for additional practice self-explaining. fMRI data
was collected for the remainder of the session. All tasks
were presented using E-Prime (Schneider et al., 2002). To
verify strategy use within each condition, verbal responses
were collected using an active noise canceling microphone
system (PST, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA).
The first task presented to the participants in the MRI was
the line search task that served as a functional localizer to
localize activity in control areas (Saxe et al., 2006). The task
involved detecting a target line orientation by monitoring
lines of differing orientation in four locations on the screen.
The lines in these four locations changed over time, and the
participants were asked to press a button when one of the
locations matched the target orientation. This task has been
used in prior research on executive control (Cole &
Schneider, 2007). This task was used to functionally
identify the control network in this study. All participants in
the imaging portion of the study performed the line search
task well; d' was greater than 2 for all participants.
Participants then began the strategic reading portion of the
experiment. The only difference from the MRI simulator
procedure was that a 30-second rest period was placed
before and after each block of paragraphs. A fixation cross
was presented in the middle of the screen for this period.
The participants completed a total of 9 fMRI runs with each
run consisting of 5 paragraphs (3 runs while performing
each of the 3 strategies). Following these runs, participants
were presented with a posttest for each text. We do not
examine the posttest imaging data in this paper.
In order to increase statistical power in the pretest/posttest
comparison while constraining the number of fMRI
participants, a second group of 24 behavioral participants
was run using the same reading strategy paradigm..

Data Acquisition and Analysis
Structural and functional images were collected on a
whole body Siemens Trio 3-T scanner at the Magnetic
Resonance Research Center of the University of Pittsburgh
during a 2-hour scanning session. The functional runs were
acquired as 39 oblique-axial slices parallel to the AC-PC
plane using an echo-planar imaging pulse sequence (TE =
25 ms, TR = 2000 ms, FOV = 21, thickness = 3.5 mm with
no gap, flip angle = 76, in-plane resolution = 3.28 mm2).
The raw data were preprocessed and analyzed using the
AFNI software package (Cox, 1996). Preprocessing
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included slice scan time correction, three-dimensional
motion correction, and spatial smoothing. All functional
images were realigned to the first image of each run, which
were aligned to the first run of each subject. The signal for
each voxel was spatially smoothed (7 mm FWHM). Each
subject's anatomical images were co-registered to their
functional images and the images were transformed into
canonical Talairach space.
Analyses of the fMRI data used voxel-based statistical
techniques. Unless otherwise specified, all results were
corrected for multiple comparisons using family-wise error
(FWE) cluster size thresholding to an FWE corrected pvalue of less than .05. At the individual subject level,
general linear models were fit to the data using a set of
boxcar functions convolved with a standard hemodynamic
response function. Separate regressors for reading,
rereading, paraphrasing, and self-explaining were included
in the model. Each group-level analysis used a mixed effects
model with subjects treated as a random factor.

Results
Behavioral Results
The proportion correct on the pretest and posttest were used
to calculate a learning gain score adjusting for the fact that
questions already answered correctly on the pretest cannot
be improved upon, gain = (posttest – pretest) / (1 – pretest).
Due to time constraints, two of the fMRI participants did
not complete the posttest. The gain scores for the behavioral
and imaging participants did not differ on any of the three
conditions (for all comparisons, p > .09), so the data for
these two groups were combined. Planned comparisons
showed that rereading gain (M = .30, SD = .23) did not
differ from paraphrasing (M = .35, SD = .24), t < 1. As
expected, self-explanation led to greater learning (M = .41,
SD = .21) than rereading, t(36) = 2.30, p = .028, Cohen's d =
0.38. However, self-explanation learning gains did not differ
from paraphrasing, t(36) = 1.50, p = .14. Prior research has
shown self-explanation to be more effective than
paraphrasing (Moss et al., 2010).
The zoning out ratings were analyzed in a set of planned
comparisons. Frequency of zoning out was rated higher for
rereading (M = 2.49, SD = .97) than for self-explaining (M
= 2.04, SD = .67), t(14) = 2.95, p = .01, and marginally
higher than for paraphrasing, t(14) = 2.05, p = .06. Zoning
out ratings for paraphrasing and self-explaining did not
differ.

Imaging Results
In order to examine differences in activation between the
different strategies, a voxel-wise ANOVA with strategy
(reread, paraphrase, self-explain) as a within-participant
factor was conducted followed by three planned contrasts
(paraphrase – reread, self-explain – reread, and self-explain
– paraphrase). For each of these contrasts, activation in the
line search task was examined to identify clusters of

activation that fell both inside and outside of the control net.
In addition, positively activated areas from these contrasts
were examined to see if the same regions were also active in
a prior study of reading strategies (Moss et al., 2010).
Figures 1 and, 2 show the active areas along with the extent
of overlapping results from the two studies.
The strategy results are very similar to those from our
prior study (Moss et al., 2010). In particular, the control net
was more active for self-explaining and paraphrasing than it
was for rereading, but the control net was equally active for
the self-explanation and paraphrase strategies. The areas in
the contrast between paraphrasing and rereading were a
subset of the areas in the self-explanation and rereading
contrast so only the self-explanation vs. reread contrast is
shown in Figure 1. For the paraphrase vs. reread contrast,
areas outside of the control net included left presupplementary motor area, left inferior frontal gyrus, right
lingual gyrus, right cerebellum, and bilateral areas of the
basal ganglia. In addition to the areas outside of the control
net seen in the paraphrase vs. reread contrast, regions of
activation in the self-explanation vs. reread contrast
included left middle frontal gyrus, left superior frontal
gyrus, left precuneus, left middle temporal gyrus, and the
thalamus. These results are consistent with the hypothesis
that there is engagement of a domain-general control
network with the use of complex reading strategies.

Figure 1: Results of the self-explanation vs. reread
contrast. Overlap with contrast of self-explanation vs. reread
from prior study shown in blue color scale.
The contrast between the self-explanation and paraphrase
conditions shows a different pattern of results as seen in
Figure 2. The only active region is the left angular gyrus,
which is not part of the control network.
Areas related to zoning out ratings were examined by
creating an amplitude modulated regressor for each subject.
The regressor for the analysis was formed by convolving a
boxcar function whose value was determined by the zoneout
rating with a hemodynamic response function. The mean
zoneout rating for each subject was subtracted from the
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amplitudes to yield a regressor that was used to identify
brain areas exhibiting a linear relation to zoneout ratings
(e.g., Buchel et al., 1998). As can be seen in Figure 3, one
significant cluster of activation was found including
bilateral medial PFC and right superior frontal gyrus.

Figure 2: Results of the self-explanation vs. paraphrase
contrast. Overlap with contrast of self-explanation vs.
paraphrase from prior study shown in blue color scale.

Figure 3: Regions correlated with mind wandering
frequency ratings.

Discussion
The results of the strategy contrasts show that the pattern of
activation for each of the contrasts largely replicated prior
findings using other expository texts. The main difference
between the prior study of strategic reading comprehension
and this one is that the topic of the expository text was
different and the texts included associated diagrams.
In the SE-RR contrasts shown in Figure 1, the main
location of non-overlapping activation was in the right
middle occipital gyrus and the right fusiform gyrus. These
areas are part of the 'what' visual processing stream, and so
their activation likely reflects additional visual processing
and interpretation of the diagrams included with the texts.
The prior study being replicated did not contain diagrams.
In addition, the extent of activation in left anterior prefrontal
cortex (aPFC) (BA 9/10) was greater in this study than in
the prior study. The peak of activation was the same in both
studies, but more voxels adjacent to the peak were active in
this study employing diagrams. Although the function of
this region of aPFC is not clear, left aPFC has been
associated with memory retrieval and coordination of
attention (Ramnani & Owen, 2004). It is possible that
integrating diagrams with the text places additional load on
this area due to coordinating attention between diagram and

text or due to retrieval of information incorporated in the
diagram.
Unlike the results of the SE-RR contrast, the left angular
gyrus (BA 39; talairach: -46, -58, 29) was the only
significant region in the SE-P contrast completely, and the
active region overlapped with the prior study's contrast of
self-explanation and paraphrasing. This region has been
posited to be involved in processes such as coordinating
representations necessary to construct a scene from text
(Mellet et al., 2002) and maintaining situation models
constructed from narrative texts (Yarkoni et al., 2008).
These functions are consistent with the idea that selfexplanation is enhancing the situation model that the reader
has developed during the initial reading of the text. The fact
that there were not any regions associated with the SE-P
contrast in this study with texts/diagrams that were not
found in the prior study of expository text without diagrams
implies that the processes of producing elaboration and
bridging inferences do not seem to depend on a separate
representation of the diagram.
The zoning out results show that regions of dorsal aPFC
(BA 9/10; talairach: 11, 41, 45) were correlated with the
ratings that participants gave of how often they had been
thinking of other things while performing strategies on the
texts. This region includes dorsomedial prefrontal cortex
(dmPFC) areas found to be active during discourse
comprehension that are thought to be involved with selfreferential processing, inference generation, and other
reasoning processes (e.g., Ferstl & von Cramon, 2002;
Gusnard, Akbudak, Shulman, & Raichle, 2001; Yarkoni et
al., 2008). However, many studies of dmPFC show left
lateralized activity in this region. dmPFC has been shown to
be active during other studies of mind wandering or
stimulus-independent thoughts (e.g., Christoff et al., 2009;
McGuire, Paulesu, Frackowiak, & Frith, 1996). Given that
left dmPFC is active during studies of discourse processing,
it could be that the right lateralized activity seen here is due
to left dmPFC being engaged throughout the task when
engaged with discourse processing or mind wandering, but
that right dmPFC was only engaged during mind wandering
and therefore showed a stronger correlation to the mind
wandering ratings. In any case, it appears that the
processing occurring in this area may be similar for
discourse and self-referential processing during mind
wandering.
No regions were negatively correlated with the zoning out
ratings. At least in this task, there was no evidence that the
control network was less active during periods of zoning
out. There was also no evidence of a decrease of activity in
the discourse comprehension regions or in the regions that
were more active for the processing of diagrams. One
possible explanation for these results is that some cue from
the environment or the text led the participants to start
pursuing self-referential thoughts leading to greater
activation in right dmPFC. In fact, the elaboration strategy
of self-explanation explicitly encourages associating the text
to prior knowledge. The current data do not allow us to
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examine the specific time course of zoning out so it is
impossible to determine if other regions may be more or less
active while participants are starting to zone out or when
they catch themselves doing so. Future work should
examine combining the study of strategic reading
comprehension with the methodology employed in studies
of simpler tasks that do allow for a finer grained
examination of zoning out (e.g., Christoff et al., 2009).
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Abstract
This study demonstrated that implicit preferences for
Whites compared to Blacks can be temporarily (i.e., less
than a week) reduced or reversed by reading a counterstereotypical scenario about an assault. Explicit racial
associations (i.e., White = Bad, Black = Good) appear to
be not a crucial component of the scenario for shifting the
bias but seem to play a role in increasing the malleability
effect of implicit racial attitudes. When they were not
included in the scenario, a reduction of the implicit
preferences for Whites compared to Blacks (Experiment 2)
was observed, whereas when they were included we found
a reverse of the implicit racial bias indicating a preference
for Blacks than to Whites (Experiment 1).
Keywords: Implicit Association Test; racial bias;
malleability; explicit racial associations; persistence over
time.

Introduction
One of the most used implicit measure of social cognition
is the Implicit Association Test (IAT; Greenwald,
McGhee & Schwartz, 1998; Nosek, Greenwald & Banaji,
2007; Nosek, Smyth, Hansen et al., 2007). In a classic
IAT paradigm (Greenwald et al., 1998), participants are
asked to classify four types of stimuli by pressing one of
two keys. In particular, they are asked to discriminate
stimuli belonging to two target categories and stimuli
belonging to two evaluative dimensions. Faster responses
are made when the interest category shares the same
motor response with the stereotypic evaluative dimension
(congruent condition) than when it shares the same motor
response with the non-stereotypic evaluative dimension
(incongruent condition).
Originally, implicit measures were assumed to be
inflexible and resistant to change and insensitive to
external pressures and strategic processes (Bargh, 1999;
Dovidio & Fazio, 1992; Fazio, Jackson, Dunton, &
William, 1995). In contrast to this assumption, recent
research has shown that the implicit measures are highly
sensitive to contextual influences (for a review, see Blair,
2002; Dasgupta & Asgari, 2004; Mitchell, Nosek &
Banaji, 2003).
Multiple interventions were found to elicit shifts of
implicit biases as measured by IAT (e.g., Dasgupta &
Greenwald, 2001; Blair, Ma, & Lenton, 2001; Foroni &
Mayr, 2005). Foroni and Mayr (2005), for example, have
demonstrated that reading a counter-stereotypical

scenario produces a reduction in implicit preferences for
flowers compared to insects. In their scenario,
participants were asked to imagine a fictional postapocalyptic world in which, due to radiation effects,
flowers have become highly noxious, whereas insects
serve as a crucial, indirect food resource for humans.
Moreover, explicit counter-stereotypical associations
between the two categories of interest were included.
Insects were positive and flowers were negative, contrary
to the normal established association flowers are good
and insects are bad (Greenwald et al., 1998).
Even though it has been demonstrated that reading a
scenario influences evaluations in the IAT, the
underlying mechanisms of this malleability effect are not
sufficiently well understood. Foroni and Mayr (2005)
suggested that shift of the implicit preferences can be
attributed by embedding the relevant categories (e.g., in
their case flowers and insects) within a novel and
coherent conceptual network that entails a newly
knowledge structure and a revaluation of the categories.
We conducted the present research to investigate the
underling mechanisms and the persistence over time of
the malleability of implicit attitudes as measured by the
IAT, focusing on the Foroni and Mayr’s scenario
paradigm (2005). Specifically, we investigated whether
implicit racial stereotypes could be shifted after reading a
counter-stereotypical scenario and whether this change
could be detected after one week.

Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, according to Foroni and Mayr (2005),
we used a counter-stereotypical scenario in which the tobe-evaluated categories (i.e., in our case White and
Black) were embedded within a meaningful conceptual
network that entails a revaluation of the categories. In
addition,
explicit
associations
were
included.
Specifically, we used a pro-black scenario describing an
assault, in which a positive action was assigned to a
Black individual (i.e., rescuer role) and a negative action
to a White individual (i.e., aggressor role).

Method
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Participants Twenty undergraduate students (age 20-29;
mean=21.25; 12 women and 8 men) participated in the
experiment. They were all white participants enrolled at
the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia. They were
divided into two groups. Ten participants read a problack scenario, while the other ten read a pro-white
1
scenario.
Procedure and stimuli Participants took part in three
2
sessions. The first and the second sessions were carried
out the same day, while the third session was carried out
one week later. In all sessions, participants performed the
five blocks of the standard race IAT (Greenwald et al.,
1998). They were asked to respond as quickly and
accurately as possible to the stimuli, by pressing one of
two labelled keys. The stimuli consisted of 16 words (8
good words and 8 bad words) and 12 pictures (6 White
individuals and 6 Black individuals). The good
evaluative dimension included words like peace and love,
while the bad evaluative dimension included words like
evil and hurt. The White category included pictures of
White European individuals while the Black category
included pictures of Black African individuals. The
stimuli were the same as in the race IAT on the website
(https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/italy/).
In the second session participants were asked to read a
scenario describing an assault prior to the race IAT. Two
different versions of the same scenario were used. In the
pro-black scenario, the aggressor was a white man and
the rescuer was a black man; in the pro-white scenario,
the aggressor was a black man and the rescuer was a
white man. In the pro-black condition participants were
instructed to imagine that the following task (i.e., the race
IAT) was a tutoring program that was supposed to
establish these associations firmly in people’s minds:
“White = Bad, Black = Good”; the reverse association
was presented in the pro-white condition.
Results and Discussion Analyses were conducted on the
average reaction times (RTs) in blocks 3 and 5. Incorrect
responses were excluded from RT analysis as were
responses faster than 300 ms and slower than 3000 msec.
Repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was
conducted with scenario group (pro-black vs. pro-white)
as a between-subjects factor and congruency (congruent
vs. incongruent) and session (first, second, third) as
within-subjects factors. A main effect of congruency was
detected, F(1, 17)= 26.979, p<.0001, η²=.613, with RTs
faster in the congruent than in the incongruent block (677
ms vs. 892 ms). The main effect of session, F(2, 34)=
14.446, p<.0001, η²=.459, and the interaction between
congruency and session were significant, F(2, 34)=
13.550, p<.0001, η²= .444. RTs decreased from the first
to the third session (first session = 839 ms, second
session = 798 ms, third session = 716 ms) and although
the IAT effect for RTs (i.e., the RT difference between
congruent and incongruent blocks) was significant for all

three sessions [first session: F(1, 19)= 39.864, p<.0001,
η²=.677; second session: F(1, 19)= 4.412, p<.05,
η²=.188; third session: F(1, 18)= 31.058, p<.0001,
η²=.633], it was smaller in the second than the first
session and the third session (126 vs. 332 vs. 193 ms).
Also, a significant three-way interaction was found
between congruency, scenario group and session, F(2,
34)= 9.809, p<.0001, η²=.366. Separate ANOVAs for
scenario group showed a significant interaction between
congruency and session for the black scenario group, F(2,
16)= 25.845, p<.0001, η²=.764, but not for the pro-white
scenario group, F(2, 18)= 1.764, p= .200, η²=.164. The
IAT effect for RTs was significant in all three sessions
for the pro-white scenario group [first session: F(1, 9)=
15.028, p<.01, η²=.625, second session: F(1, 9)= 19.737,
p<.01, η²=.687; third session: F(1, 9)= 17.436, p<.01,
η²=.660]; while for the pro-black scenario group a
significant difference was evident in the first, F(1, 9)=
25.524, p<.001, η²=.739, and the third sessions, F(1, 8)=
12.697, p<.01, η²=.613.
3
In addition, we computed the D index (Greenwald,
Nosek, & Banaji, 2003) for each subject and submitted it
to an ANOVA with scenario group (pro-black, pro-white)
as a between-subjects factor and session (first, second,
third) as a within-subjects factor. Overall, a significant
effect of session was detected, F(2, 34)= 15,930,
p<.0001, η²=.484. The D index showed a significant
difference between the first and the second sessions (1.00
vs. .42; p<.0001) and between the second and the third
sessions (.42 vs. .83; p<.01), while no significant
difference was found between the first and the third
sessions (1.00 vs. .83; p=.203). The interaction between
session and scenario group was significant, F(2, 34)=
21.029, p<.0001, η²=.553. The average D index did not
differ across the three sessions for the pro-white scenario
group (F(2, 18)= .472, p=.631, η²=.050). By contrast, a
significant difference between sessions was obtained for
the pro-black scenario group, F(2, 16)= 23.217, p<.0001,
η²=.744. In particular, pairwise comparisons showed that
D values did not differ between the first and third
sessions (p=.189) but significant differences were found
both between the first and second sessions (p<.01) and
between the second and third sessions (p<.01).
In sum, we found that all participants showed a prowhite bias both in the first (pro-black: IAT effect = 331
ms, D=1.09; pro-white: IAT effect = 334 ms, D=.91) and
in third session (pro-black: IAT effect = 169 ms, D=.77;
pro-white: IAT effect = 215 ms, D=.88). An interesting
result emerged in the second session after participants
read a pro-black scenario. Here, they showed a -39 ms
reversal IAT effect and a negative D index (D = -.14),
indicating a pro-black bias. No change was detected in
the group who read the pro-white scenario, which
continued to show a pro-white bias (IAT effect = 291 ms,
D=.98; see Figure 1). The malleability of the pro-white
bias emerged only immediately after the reading of the
pro-black scenario but was not further present at retest
after one week.

1

In the present study the pro-white scenario was used for
control purposes.
2
Nineteen out of twenty students returned for the third session.

3

A positive D index indicated a pro-white bias in the
participants while a negative D index indicated a pro-black bias.
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These results demonstrate that implicit racial biases can
be reversed by a counter-stereotypical scenario with
explicit racial associations and that such effect lasts for
less than a week. It is important to consider that the
malleability effect found in the present experiment cannot
be attributed to tendency to respond in a socially
desirable manner. To note, the IAT is an implicit
(automatic) measure of attitudes (for a review, see
Greenwald, Banaji, Rudman, Farnham, Nosek, & Mellot,
2002) developed in order to overcome the problem of
social desirability in the explicit (self-reported) measures
(Levy, 1981; Peltier & Walsh, 1990; Simon & Simon,
1975; Zerbe & Paulhus, 1987). Whereas attitudes
measured by explicit measures are conscious and
controllable, implicit measures allow us to detect
unintentional and automatic attitudes (Wegner & Bargh,
1998), and therefore are less influenced by the tendency
of people to deceive their views in order to present
themselves in a socially acceptable manner. Accordingly,
several studies has revealed that participants cannot to
control voluntarily IAT performances (Asendorpf, Banse,
& Mücke, 2002; Banse, Seise, & Zerbes, 2001; Egloff, &
Schmukle, 2002; Kim, 2003; Fiedler, & Bluemke, 2005;
Steffens, 2004). For example, Kim (2003) showed that
participants could not fake the IAT effectively when
merely instructed to respond with a pro-black attitude.
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Figure 1: IAT effect and D index for Experiment 1.

Experiment 2
One possible explanation for the shift of the implicit
racial bias observed in the Experiment 1 is that the
scenario explicitly associated the Whites and Blacks
categories with a positive or a negative evaluative
dimension. In fact, participants were asked to imagine
that the goal IAT was to establish in people’s minds the

associations “White = Bad, Black = Good”. Therefore the
present experiment tested whether excluding the explicit
racial associations the scenario shifted still the implicit
preferences for Whites over Blacks as in Experiment 1
and whether this change persisted for more than a week.
For this reason, we modified the scenario used in
Experiment 1 eliminating the explicit racial associations.

Method

Participants Twenty-four undergraduate students (age
18-25; mean=22.5; 20 women and 4 men) participated in
the experiment. They were all white participants enrolled
at the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia. Twelve
read the pro-black scenario, while the other twelve read
the pro-white scenario. None of them participated in the
previous experiment.
Procedure and stimuli They were the same as in
Experiment 1 with the only difference that the explicit
racial associations (e.g., that “White = Bad, Black =
Good”) were removed.
Results and Discussion The same analyses as in
Experiment 1 were conducted on RTs and the D index.
For RTs, a main effect of congruency was found, F(1,
22)= 58.721, p<.0001, η²=.727, with RTs faster in the
congruent than in the incongruent block (690 ms vs. 893
ms). Also the main effect of session, F(2, 44)= 27.372,
p<.0001, η²=.554, and the interaction between
congruency and session were significant, F(2, 44)=
17.520, p<.0001, η²= .443. RTs decreased from the first
to the third session (first session = 856 ms, second
session = 801 ms, third session = 718 ms) and although
the IAT effect for RTs was significant for all the three
sessions [first session: F(1, 23)= 76.198, p<.0001,
η²=.768; second session: F(1, 23)= 14.212, p<.001,
η²=.382; third session: F(1, 23)= 33.463, p<.0001,
η²=.593], it was smaller in the second (140 ms) than the
first (303 ms) and the third sessions (165 ms). Also, a
significant three-way interaction between congruency,
scenario group and session, F(2, 44)= 6.951, p<.01,
η²=.240, was found. Separate ANOVAs for scenario
group showed a significant interaction between
congruency and session for the black scenario group, F(2,
22)= 30.605, p<.0001, η²=.736. There was a tendency to
significance for the pro-white scenario group, F(2, 22)=
3.060, p= .067, η²=.218. The IAT effect was significant
in all three sessions only for the pro-white condition [first
session: F(1, 11)= 33.115, p<.0001, η²=.751, second
session: F(1, 11)= 29.059, p<.0001, η²=.725; third
session: F(1, 11)= 13.871, p<.01, η²=.558]; while for the
pro-black condition a significant difference was evident
only in the first, F(1, 11)= 40.962, p<.0001, η²=.788, and
in the third sessions, F(1, 11)= 27.328, p<.0001, η²=.713.
For the D index, a significant effect of session, F(2,
44)= 12.86, p<.0001, η²=.368 (first session =.85, second
session =.47, third session =.73), and of scenario group
were found, F(1, 22)= 5.044, p<.05, η²=.187 (pro-black
scenario group = .56, pro-white scenario group = .81).
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Moreover, a significant interaction between session and
condition was found, F(2, 44)= 10,764, p<.0001,
η²=.329. The average D index did not differ across the
three sessions for the pro-white scenario group. By
contrast, a significant difference between sessions was
obtained for the pro-black condition, F(2, 22)= 18.210,
p<.0001, η²=.623.
In particular, D values did not differ between the first
and third sessions but a significant difference was found
between the first and second sessions (p< .001; .82 vs.
.73) and between the second and third sessions (p< .001;
.13 vs. .73).
In sum, we found a significant pro-white bias for either
of two scenario groups both in the first (pro-black: IAT
effect = 298 ms, D=.82; pro-white: IAT effect = 308 ms;
D=.89) and in the third sessions (pro-black: IAT effect =
141 ms, D=.73; pro-white: IAT effect = 189 ms, D=.74).
In the second session a reduction of the pro-white bias
after reading a pro-black scenario was found (IAT effect
= 31, D = .13). No change in attitude scenario were
observed in the group who read the pro-white scenario
(IAT effect = 249 ms, D=.80; see Figure 2).
These results indicate that implicit racial biases can be
reduced by a counter-stereotypical scenario without
explicit racial associations and confirm the temporariness
of the malleability effect. Thus, the shift of the implicit
bias cannot be attribute to the component of the scenario
that contains the explicit associations per se. Rather, the
effect seems depend on the new evaluative network
within the relevant categories (i.e., in our case White and
Black categories) were embedded, as suggested by
Foroni and Mayer (2005).
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Figure 2: IAT effect and D index for Experiment 2.

General Discussion
We investigated the role and persistence over time of the
effect of a counter-stereotypical scenario on the
malleability of implicit racial attitudes in groups of white
students. We used different counter-stereotypical
scenarios about an assault, in which a positive action was
assigned to a black person (i.e., rescuer role) and a
negative action to a white person (i.e., aggressor role). In
Experiment 1, explicit racial associations (e.g., “White =
Bad, Black = Good”) were included in the scenario.
Conversely, in Experiment 2, no explicit racial
associations were given.
We demonstrated that implicit racial biases may be
shifted (i.e., reduced or reversed) by reading a counterstereotypical scenario. Moreover, we showed that the
presence of explicit racial associations (e.g., “White =
Bad, Black = Good”) in the scenario is not critical to shift
the implicit bias. In fact, a reduction of implicit racial
bias was observed even when the explicit racial
associations were removed from the scenario. However,
it is important to note that when the explicit racial
associations were included in our scenario a greater
malleability effect was observed. In particular we
obtained a reverse of the implicit racial bias, indicating a
counter-stereotypical racial attitude (i.e., pro-black).
Taken together, these results demonstrate that reading a
counter-stereotypical scenario can shift the implicit racial
attitudes and seem to confirm that this change may be
attributed to new evaluation of the relevant categories, as
suggested by Foroni and Mayr (2005). One alternative
explanation to shift of bias could be that in the scenarios
participants were asked to perform a mental imagery
task; in particular, they were asked to imagine themselves
as victims of an assault. According to this view, research
within the social psychology has demonstrated that
mental imagery has relevant benefits on the malleability
of attitudes. For instance, it has been shown that when
participants are asked to imagine encountering an outgroup member (e.g., young participants imagined talking
to an elderly person), before reporting their attitude
towards the out-group, reductions of the explicit
intergroup bias (Turner, Crisp, & Lambert, 2007; see also
Stathi & Crisp, 2008) and implicit prejudice as measured
by the IAT were observed (Turner & Crisp, 2010).
Similarly, reductions of implicit attitudes are also found
when participants are asked to imagine a counterstereotypic mental image before going through an IAT
(Blair, et al., 2001). More specifically, when participants
are asked to create a counter-stereotypic mental image of
strong woman before to perform a gender IAT a
reduction in the automatic association between females
and weakness are obtained. To note, also in the scenario
used by Foroni and Mayr (2005) participants were asked
to imagine themselves as protagonists of the counterstereotypical story. However, it is necessary to consider
also that in our scenario participants were asked to
imagine themselves as victims of assault. We suggest that
the imagined self-involvement task evoked emotions
toward social groups that can shifted the implicit bias. In
particular, a negative emotion toward in-group members
(i.e., Whites) and a positive emotion toward out-group
members (i.e., Blacks). Mental imagery has been found
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to elicit similar emotional and motivational responses as
the real experience (Dadds, Bovbjerg, Redd, & Curtmore,
1997) and neuropsychological studies have shown that
mental imagery shares the same neurological bases as
perception and employ similar neurological mechanisms
as memory, emotion, and motor control (Kosslyn, Ganis,
& Thompson, 2001). In addition, research on emotions
and intergroup bias has provided initial evidence that
specific negative emotional states are capable of creating
an implicit prejudice toward out-group from thin air
(DeSteno, Dasgupta, Barlett, & Cajdric, 2004). It is
important to note that in this study participants were not
induced to experience negative emotions toward outgroup but simply to experience a negative emotional state
by writing an autobiographical event from the past that
had made them very angry. We extend this finding
suggesting that evoking negative emotions towards ingroup members and positive emotions towards out-group
members can elicit a shift of implicit bias, that is, a
decreasing of the implicit negative evaluation of the outgroup. Finally, our results demonstrate that the
malleability of implicit bias is only a temporary effect:
shifts in racial attitudes produced by reading a counterstereotypical scenario were not observed after one week.
To our knowledge this is the only study that investigated
the persistence over time of the malleability effect on
implicit bias over such an extended period. For example,
Dasgupta and Greenwald (2001) showed that the
malleability effect obtained by exposing White
participants to admired Black and disliked White
individuals may persist in a follow-up test session 24
hours later. Our results extend this finding by providing
evidence that the malleability effect was no longer
present after one week.
Future works may help to investigate and disentangle
the role of imagined self-involvement and of emotions on
the shift of implicit bias and to clarify exactly how the
malleability effect lasts over time. At present, however,
the current findings extend previous research on the
malleability of implicit prejudices by suggesting that
emotions evoked by imagined self-involvement scenario
may be capable to reduce temporally implicit negative
attitudes.
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Abstract
One of the critical findings in recognition memory is the null
list-strength effect (LSE), which states that repeating study
items does not hurt the performance of other studied items.
Episodic memory models were able to predict the null LSE by
using the principle of differentiation, in which repetitions of
an item accumulate into a single strong memory trace. A
hypothesized boundary of differentiation is that repetitions of
an item in different contexts will create new traces. Two
experiments tested this hypothesis by repeating words across
different study-test cycles rather than within a single list
followed by a test on all of the studied lists. Results indicated
that as the proportion of strong items increased, there was
both a null LSE and a non-significant decrease in the FAR,
which is contrary to the predicted strength-based mirror
effect. These two results in tandem provide a challenge for
differentiation models.
Keywords: Recognition memory;
Memory models; List-strength effect

Episodic

memory;

Introduction
Episodic recognition memory is typically tested using the
yes/no recognition task, in which participants are presented
with a list of words to study and during a subsequent test
phase are instructed to say ―yes‖ to the previously studied
words and ―no‖ otherwise. In the 1980’s, a class of
simulation models referred to as global memory models
were developed to account for data from this paradigm, as
well as other paradigms such as free recall, cued recall, and
associative recognition. While these models posited
different storage operations, such as composite storage, in
which all memory traces compile into a single memory
representation (TODAM: Murdock, 1982; the Matrix
model: Pike, 1984), and multiple trace storage, in which
individual memory traces are separable and accessible
(SAM: Gillund & Shiffrin, 1984; Minerva 2: Hintzman,
1988), all of these models posit a retrieval process in which
the probe item is matched against all of the memory traces
from the study list in parallel, producing a ―familiarity‖
value for the test item that is compared to a criterion to
make a decision.
A success of the global memory models was the ability to
account for the list length effect, in which increases in the
size of the study list produce decreases in discriminability,
an effect which was believed to be a very robust finding in

recognition memory at the time (although recent
examinations of the list length paradigm have uncovered
several confounds, see Dennis & Humphreys, 2001; Dennis,
Lee, & Kinnell, 2008). These models were able to make this
prediction because each memory trace contributes additional
variance to the match strengths for both target and distracter
items, increasing the overlap between these distributions
and decreasing discriminability as a consequence (Clark &
Gronlund, 1996).
A majority of these models were also able to predict how
strengthening items by additional repetitions in the study list
produce increases in the hit rates for strengthened items.
This is because of the additional trace assumption:
repetitions of an item produce additional memory traces that
add match strength to target items during retrieval. A
consequence of this assumption is that repetitions of items
have the same effect on the variance of the match strengths
as increasing the length of a study list. This is the basis of
the list-strength prediction, in which increasing the strength
of the studied items reduces performance for nonstrengthened items due to the interference from the
additional traces produced by the repetitions.
The list-strength prediction of the global memory models
was tested by Ratcliff, Clark, and Shiffrin (1990) in a series
of experiments with all of them resulting in null list-strength
effect. Specifically, weak items were not harmed by the
strengthening of other items on the study list and strong
items did not benefit from the presence of weak items. This
was a challenge for virtually all of the global memory
models at the time as well as several other memory models,
as it was not possible for them to predict a list-length effect
while simultaneously predicting a null list-strength effect
(see Shiffrin, Ratcliff, & Clark, 1990 for a technical
description of how each memory model fails in these
predictions).
A potential solution to this problem posited by Shiffrin et
al. (1990) was the differentiation hypothesis. This proposes
a revision to the learning process in which repetitions
instead accumulate into a single strong memory trace that is
more responsive to its own cue and less responsive to other
cues, thus keeping the number of traces constant as strength
is increased and preventing interference from increasing.
The differentiation mechanism not only predicts a null liststrength effect, but also predicts a lower false alarm rate
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(FAR) as the proportion of strong items increases because
strong memory traces are less responsive to non-studied
items presented at test (Criss, 2006). This prediction is
consistent with a decrease in the FAR that has been found as
the proportion of strong items on a list is increased in liststrength paradigms (Criss, 2006; Hirshman, 1995; Stretch &
Wixted, 1998). The simultaneous increase in hit rate and
decrease in FAR as items are strengthened has been referred
to as the strength-based mirror effect.
While differentiation was first implemented in the SAM
model (Shiffrin et al., 1990), since then the null list-strength
effect has become a strong constraint on recognition
memory models and several models were designed to
accommodate this finding. These models include the
retrieving effectively from memory model (REM: Shiffrin
& Steyvers, 1997), the model of McClelland and Chappell
(1998), as well as the Norman and O’Reilly (2003) neural
network model, which incorporated differentiation into the
medial temporal lobe cortex layer. The most popular of
these explanations is likely to be the REM model, as the
predictions from REM’s differentiation mechanism have
been tested and fit to data in a number of experiments
(Criss, 2006, 2009, 2010; Starns, White, & Ratcliff, 2010).
Differentiation operates in REM by assuming that
repetitions or additional storage time provide opportunities
to copy additional features from the original study item into
its corresponding episodic trace.
What has not been previously explored is what the
boundary conditions on this process might be. That is, under
which conditions might a repetition of a study item cause a
new trace to be created rather than instigating the
differentiation of an older trace? To our knowledge, all
simulations of differentiation models assume that the first
presentation of an item within a study list creates a new
memory trace with subsequent presentations differentiate
the traces created earlier. Considering these are simulations
of experiments where the studied materials were stimuli that
were learned prior to the experiment (words), we can expect
the study items to have memory traces that were created
prior to the experiment. For instance, the word ―dog‖ may
have been experienced hours or days prior to the onset of an
experiment, producing a pre-experimental memory trace.
Without an understanding of the boundary conditions of
differentiation, it is not clear why the first presentation of
the word ―dog‖ on a study list creates a new episodic trace
instead of differentiating the older, pre-experimental
episodic trace.
One hypothesis for differentiation’s boundary conditions
comes from Criss (2009), who stated that new traces are
created in new contexts and repetitions within the same
context cause differentiation to occur. Thus, if a novel liststrength paradigm was constructed in which repetitions
occurred in new contexts and all of the contexts were cued
during a test phase, Criss’s hypothesis predicts that there
should be increased interference as the proportion of
repeated items is increased, manifesting in a decrease in
discriminability.

In order to test this hypothesis in the novel list-strength
paradigm described, there needs to be an understanding of
what type of context shift would be sufficient to break the
differentiation process. While many episodic memory
models discuss the effects of context (Dennis &
Humphreys, 2001; Howard & Kahana, 2002; Shiffrin &
Steyvers, 1997), context has not yet been operationally
defined and instead tends to be described loosely as a set of
internal and external elements that enable subjects to focus
retrieval on an event, namely the experience of the study list
(Klein, Shiffrin, & Criss, 2007). Because there is no theory
of context, consideration of a context shift must instead
come from empirical work on the subject.
While one might be inclined to think that a shift in
environmental context (i.e.: changing the room or other
aspects of the physical environment during the study
episode) might be sufficient, it has not been shown to
produce changes in d’ in recognition memory (Godden &
Baddeley, 1980; Murnane, Phelps, & Malmberg, 1999). One
factor that has been shown to make significant contextual
shifts is list context (presenting items in different study
lists). Attempts at modeling the list discrimination paradigm
have measured significant changes in context across
different lists (Criss & Shiffrin, 2004; Dennis &
Humphreys, 2001). In a recent review of context change
manipulations, Klein et al. (2007) suggested that adding
testing between list presentations increases contextual
separation.
Considering these are the strongest context change
manipulations that are currently known to affect recognition
memory, we decided to test Criss’s (2009) hypothesis by
presenting participants with three study-test cycles and
repeating items across different study lists rather than within
the lists themselves (as is traditionally done in list-strength
experiments) and then subsequently testing all of the studied
lists with an end-of-session test (this procedure had been
used in a list-strength design by Murnane & Shiffrin, 1991,
although the repetitions did not occur between list
presentations).
If these conditions are sufficient to prevent
differentiation, differentiation models predict that a liststrength effect should result and discriminability should
decrease as the proportion of strong items increases (see
Criss, 2006 for simulations of REM predicting a liststrength effect when differentiation is not used). However, it
is also entirely possible that these shifts in context between
presentations are not sufficient to break the differentiation
process. If this is the case, differentiation models predict
that there should be a null list-strength effect and a decrease
in the FAR as the proportion of strong items increases
(Criss, 2006).
In most of the original list-strength experiments, Ratcliff
et al. (1990) utilized the mixed/pure paradigm. This
paradigm uses three conditions: pure strong (―PS‖: 100%
strong items), pure weak (―PW‖: 100% weak items), and a
mixed condition consisting of both strong and weak items
(half strong and half weak). A list-strength effect would be
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observed if PW > MW (weak items from mixed lists) and if
MS (strong items from mixed lists) > PS. In our case, since
repetitions are occurring across different lists instead of
within a single study list, a pure strong manipulation would
entail three repetitions of the same study list. Upon
realization that the study lists are the same, it’s possible that
participants would decrease their attention to the studied
items, reducing their performance relative to the mixed
condition and artificially inducing a list-strength effect (PS
< MS). Instead, both of our experiments used the mostly
strong/mostly weak manipulation (Ratcliff et al., 1990;
Experiment 7), in which all sessions were mixed but the
relative proportions of strong and weak items were
manipulated. A positive list-strength effect would be
observed if performance was worse in the mostly strong
condition than in the mostly weak condition.

Experiment 1
Method
Participants A total of 108 participants contributed to this
study.
Participants
were
undergraduate
students
participating for course credit.
Stimuli The word pool consisted of 264 words that were
between five and seven letters in length and between 1 and 4
Google counts per million in normative word frequency
(low frequency).
Procedure Participants were randomly assigned to either
the mostly strong or mostly weak conditions. In both
conditions, 180 items were presented across three study/test
cycles. For the mostly strong condition, 80% of the items
(144 items) were strengthened by presenting them in every
study list and the other 20% (36 items) were distributed
across the study lists (12 in each list), leading to a total of
156 presentations for each study list. For the mostly weak
condition, 80% of the items were distributed across the three
study lists (48 in each list) and 20% of the items were
strengthened by presenting them in every study list, leading
to a total of 84 presentations per list.
Before the study phase, participants were instructed to
study the items and make a pleasantness rating from 1-4 on
the keyboard while viewing the word. Each word was
studied for 2.5 seconds and followed by a blank screen for
500 ms.
Following each study list, participants engaged in a
distracter task consisting of a card game in which cards
from a deck were presented one at a time and participants
had to hit the spacebar when different patterns of cards had
been presented (such as two cards of the same suit in a row).
Participants engaged in distracter activity for 180 seconds in
the mostly strong condition and for 396 seconds in the
mostly weak condition. The purpose of the different lengths
of the distracter task was to ensure that the time between the
start of the study list and the beginning of the test list was

equivalent in both conditions. After the three study/test
cycles had completed, participants engaged in another 240
seconds of distracter activity before the end-of-session test.
Before each test list prior to the end-of-session test,
participants were instructed to say ―yes‖ to items they had
studied during the preceding study list and ―no‖ otherwise.
These test lists consisted of 20 test items. In the mostly
strong condition, 7 of the test items were drawn from the
strong items and 3 of the items were drawn from the weak
items. In the mostly weak condition, 7 of the items were
drawn from the weak items and 3 of the items were drawn
from the strong items. The remaining 10 test items were
distracters that had not been presented on any of the study
lists. The purpose of using different numbers of test items in
the different conditions was to ensure that there would be
enough test items in the end-of-session test for the minority
group of each condition. No test items were repeated across
the different test lists. The test lists were self paced and a
blank screen followed each presentation for 500 ms.
After the three study-test cycles and the distracter activity
had completed, participants began the end-of-session test.
Participants were instructed that they were going to be
tested on all of the items they had previously studied and
that they were to respond ―yes‖ to any items they had
studied during the session and ―no‖ otherwise. Prior to this
instruction, participants were given no indication that they
would be re-tested on the study lists in this fashion.
Participants were tested on 27 strong items, 27 weak items,
and 54 distracter items. An equal number of weak items
were sampled from each of the studied lists and none of the
end-of-session test items had been previously tested.

Results and Discussion
d’ scores were calculated for all participants as a measure
of memory sensitivity for the end-of-session test. To avoid
infinite values of d’, edge corrections were performed on the
hit and false alarm rates by adding 0.5 to the hit and false
alarm counts and 1 to the target and distracter counts
(Snodgrass & Corwin, 1988).
Data from 8 participants were not used in the analysis due
to failure to finish the experiment. All participants who
finished the experiment exhibited above chance
performance (d’ > 0). Hit rates, false alarm rates, and d’
scores from the end-of-session test can be seen in Figure 1.
It should be noted that while the graphs separate the hit rates
for weak items into their study list of origin, all statistical
analyses collapsed across the hit rates.
Because our hypotheses are concerned with the presence
of a list-strength effect when multiple lists are cued, data
analysis was restricted to performance from the end-ofsession test. Results indicated that strong items were better
discriminated than weak items, F(1, 98) = 271.20, p < .001.
Because both list conditions are mixed, a list-strength effect
would be observed if performance in the mostly weak
condition exceeded that of the mostly strong condition.
However, a null list-strength effect was observed:
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Performance on the mostly weak condition did not exceed
that of the mostly strong condition, F(1, 98) = 1.47, p > .05.

Method
Participants A total of 104 participants contributed to this
study.
Participants
were
undergraduate
students
participating for course credit.
Procedure The procedure was identical to that of
Experiment 1 except that the total number of presented
items was 120 instead of 180. Thus, in the mostly strong
condition, 96 items were strengthened by presenting them in
all three lists and 24 items were distributed across the three
lists (eight items per list), totaling 104 presentations per list.
In the mostly weak condition, 96 items were distributed
across the three lists (32 items per list) and 24 items were
strengthened by presenting them in each list, totaling 56
presentations per list. Following each study list, distracter
activity commenced for 180 seconds for the mostly strong
condition and 324 seconds for the mostly weak condition.
The end-of-session test consisted of 15 strong items, 15
weak items, and 30 distracter items.

Figure 1: Performance from the end-of-session test of
Experiment 1. Top – d’ scores for weak and strong items in
each condition. Bottom – false alarm rates and hit rates for
strong and weak items. The hit rates for weak items are
separated by the list they were originally studied in. Error
bars represent the 95% confidence interval.

Results
All participants exhibited above chance performance (d’ >
0). Hits, false alarm rates, and d’ scores for the end-ofsession test data can be seen in Figure 2.

One might be inclined to think that the context shifts that
occurred between repetitions of items weren’t dramatic
enough to break the boundaries of differentiation. However,
the decrease in FAR that differentiation models predict as
the proportion of strong items increases was not found,
t(97.27) = 0.14. Thus, these results present a challenge for
differentiation models.
While the results of the data analysis suggest a null liststrength effect, there was a trend in the direction of a liststrength effect, as hit rates for weak items were worse in the
mostly strong condition than in the mostly weak condition,
t(90.47) = 2.22, p < .05, although hit rates for strong items
were not significantly worse in the mostly strong condition,
t(94.47) = 1.43, p > .05. One possible reason why this might
be is because the lengths of the lists in the mostly strong
condition (156 presentations per list, which is almost eight
minutes) are unusually long for recognition experiments.
Many participants seemed very frustrated with the length
and tedium of the task, which may have caused fatigue.
Based on these observations, we decided to run the same
task with a smaller number of items to see if we would
obtain the same results.

Experiment 2
The design of Experiment 2 was identical to that of
Experiment 1 except with a reduction in the total number of
items studied in an attempt to reduce the possible fatigue
that may have resulted in the trend found in Experiment 1.

Figure 2: Performance from the end-of-session test of
Experiment 2. Top - d’ scores for strong and weak items in
each condition. Bottom – false alarm rates and hit rates for
strong and weak items in each condition. The hit rates for
weak items are separated by the list they were originally
studied in. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval.
Results from Experiment 2 replicated the key results of
Experiment 1. A null list-strength effect was observed in
that discriminability did not change across the two
conditions, F(1, 102) = 0.11, strong items were better
discriminated than weak items, F(1, 102) = 272.76, p <
.001, and FAR did not differ between the two conditions,
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t(97.96) = .59. Unlike in Experiment 1, hit rates did not
differ between the two conditions for weak items, t(94.57) =
1.04, p > .05, or strong items, t(100.56) = 0.72.

General Discussion
The differentiation hypothesis has become a popular
explanation for the null list-strength effect in recognition
memory. While the predictions of differentiation have been
tested, little work has been done to explore or test the
boundary conditions under which such a process might
occur, despite the necessity in specifying such conditions in
order to understand why a memory trace would be created
upon an item’s first presentation in a study list and
differentiated in subsequent presentations.
Criss (2009) proposed the hypothesis that new traces are
created in new contexts. We tested this hypothesis by using
the strongest context shifts that have been reported to affect
recognition memory by repeating items across different
study/test cycles rather than within a single study list as is
traditionally done in list-strength experiments. When the
different lists were all cued in a final end-of-session test,
increasing the proportion of strong items that were studied
did not produce a list-strength effect and also did not
produce a significant decrease in the false alarm rate.
These results present a challenge for differentiation
models, which yield predictions that cannot account for both
of these null effects. If differentiation was not occurring
while viewing the study lists, differentiation models would
predict a list-strength effect due to the increased interference
from the creation of new memory traces during repetitions.
If differentiation was not occurring due to the context shift
not being dramatic enough, differentiation models would
predict a decrease in the false alarm rate due to the strong
memory traces providing a weaker match to the distracter
items.
It should be mentioned that differentiation is not required
to explain the data from list-strength paradigms. Contextnoise models, such as the bind-cue-decide model of episodic
memory (BCDMEM: Dennis & Humphreys, 2001) and the
recognition model proposed by Anderson and Bower
(1972), predict a null list-strength effect because the
recognition decision is based on the match between the test
context and an item’s retrieved contexts. Because non-probe
items do not affect the decision, the strength of those items
cannot provide interference.
The decrease in the FAR that tends to occur in liststrength paradigms can also be explained by a criterion
shift. This account states that as the proportion of strong
items on a study list increases, participants are more likely
to use a stricter criterion at test that reflects higher
expectations of their learning from the study episode
(Hirshman, 1995; Starns et al., 2010; Stretch & Wixted,
1998). This account was directly tested by Starns et al.
(2010) in a series of experiments in which they found that
retrieval expectations at test, not encoding conditions,
produced changes in the FAR. This was tested by
conducting a list-strength experiment in which participants

were informed of the strength composition of the test list
before being tested. The FAR decreased when participants
were told that only the strong items would be tested and
increased when they were told that only the weak items
would be tested, despite the fact that encoding conditions
were identical under both sets of instructions.
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Abstract
This study investigates the importance of human evaluations
of coherence in predicting human judgments of holistic essay
quality. Of secondary interest is the potential for
computational indices of cohesion and coherence to model
human judgments of coherence. The results indicate that
human judgments of coherence are the most predictive
features of holistic essay scores and that computational
indices related to text structure, semantic coherence, lexical
sophistication, and grammatical complexity best explain
human judgments of text coherence. These findings have
important implications for understanding the role of
coherence in writing quality.
Keywords: Coherence; Writing Quality; Cohesion,
Computational Linguistics, Computational Models.

Introduction
Writing is an important aspect of communication because it
provides the opportunity to articulate ideas and synthesize
perspectives in a persuasive manner that is independent of
time and space constraints (Crowhurst, 1990). Learning how
to convey meaning competently in written texts is a crucial
skill for academic and professional success. Indeed, the
writing skills of college freshmen are among the best
predictors of academic success (Geiser & Studley, 2001).
The value of writing in academic and professional settings
renders the understanding of writing and, particularly, the
difference between good and poor writing, an important
objective, both for theoretical and applied reasons.
The primary goal of this study is to identify the features
of essays that are most predictive of overall writing quality
with a specific emphasis on the role text coherence plays in
essay quality. Our secondary interest is in modeling human
judgments of coherences using new computational indices
related to text cohesion and text coherence. Cohesion refers
to the presence or absence of explicit cues in the text that
allow the reader to make connections between the ideas in
the text, whereas coherence refers to the understanding that
the reader derives from the text, which may be more or less
coherent depending on a number of factors, such as prior
knowledge, textual features, and reading skill (McNamara,
Kintsch, Songer, & Kintsch, 1996).
There is a general sense that essay quality is highly
related to the cohesion of a text, and, by proxy, text
coherence. This is reflected in the literature about writing as
well as textbooks that teach students how to write. Until

recently, there were few studies that had empirically
investigated the role of cohesion cues in essays. However,
studies by McNamara, Crossley, and McCarthy (2010) and
Crossley and McNamara (in press) have found no evidence
that cohesion cues and essay quality are related. McNamara
et al. (2010) found no differences between high and low
proficiency essays according to indices of cohesion. In
contrast, indices related to language sophistication did show
significant differences between the groups. Crossley and
McNamara (2010) also found that linguistic sophistication
characterized essays rated as higher quality. In addition they
found that an index related to text cohesion (aspect
repetition) correlated negatively with human scores of essay
quality indicating that more cohesive essays were rated as
lower quality.
In a continuation of these studies, Crossley and
McNamara (2010) investigated the degree to which
analytical rubric scores of essay quality (e.g., essay
cohesion, essay coherence, essay structure, strength of
thesis, conclusion type) predicted holistic essays scores.
This analysis permitted an examination of relations between
holistic essay scores and analytic factors to determine the
importance of these features in predicting essay quality.
They found that human judgments of text coherence were
the most informative predictor of human judgments of essay
quality, explaining 65% of the variance.
Crossley and McNamara (2010) also examined links
between the cohesive devices reported by Coh-Metrix (e.g.,
semantic coreference, causal cohesion, spatial cohesion,
temporal cohesion, connectives and logical operators,
anaphoric resolution, word overlap) and human judgments
of coherence. Among these variables, only one index
(subordinating conjunctions) demonstrated positive,
significant correlations with the human ratings of coherence;
however, this index also had strong links to syntactic
complexity. The majority of the cohesion indices correlated
negatively to the human ratings, indicating an inverse
relation between the selected cohesion variables and the
human judgments of coherence. Thus, while the Crossley
and McNamara (2010) study indicated that human ratings of
coherence were important indicators of holistic evaluations
of essay proficiency, how human raters construct a coherent
mental representation did not correlate with the cohesive
devices provided by Coh-Metrix.
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Method
Our method of analysis is similar to that reported in
Crossley and McNamara (2010) in that we examine
argumentative essays written by college freshmen and
scored by expert raters on analytic features of essay quality
(i.e., effective lead, clear purpose, topic sentences,
paragraph transitions, organization) as well as a holistic
evaluation of essay quality. Our primary goal is to better
understand which judgments of individual text features best
explain judgments of overall text quality. Like Crossley and
McNamara, we are specifically interested in text features
related to coherence. However, we improve upon this earlier
study by analyzing a larger corpus of essays collected under
conditions that better represent high stakes testing. Also,
unlike the Crossley & McNamara study, which suffered
from low agreement between raters on many of the
analytical text features, we use a different set of text features
that better represent the organizational and rhetorical
characteristics of essays. Using such features, we hope to
increase inter-rater reliability between our expert raters and
thus provide stronger links to the underlying cognitive
construct of interest (i.e., coherence).
In order to assess which semantic features of the text
might influence human judgments of coherence, we also
report on a range of new computational indices developed to
assess coherence. Our secondary goal is to model human
judgments of coherence in order to better understand which
features of a text help to develop coherent text.

Corpus
As in Crossley and McNamara (2010), our analyses were
conducted using a corpus of essays collected from
undergraduate students at Mississippi State University
(MSU). However, the essays we collected for this analysis
differed in that they were based on SAT prompts and were
timed. During the collection process, students were given 25
minutes to write an essay and no outside referencing was
allowed. Such an environment better represents high stakes
testing (i.e., SAT writing tests). Two SAT prompts were
used and students were randomly assigned one prompt to
which they responded. All students were native speakers of
English and were in either Composition One or
Composition Two course (i.e., freshmen composition). In
total, 315 students wrote one essay each. Each essay was
read and scored by two trained raters using both an analytic
and a holistic rubric.

Rating Rubric
Experts in the field of composition studies developed the
analytic rubric used to score the individual features of the
essays in this analysis. The rubric was used in the
composition program at MSU to evaluate writer proficiency.
Minor changes in the rubric were made by trained cognitive
scientists and the director of the composition program at
MSU to ensure that the construct of interest (coherence) was
adequately assessed. The analytic rubric was then subjected

to usability tests by expert raters with at least three years
experience in essay scoring. The final version of the rubric
had four subsections: introduction, body, conclusion, and
correctness. The introduction subsection contained
questions related to the use of an effective lead, clear
purpose, and clear plan. The body subsection addressed the
use of topic sentences, paragraph transitions, clear
organization, and essay unity. The conclusion subsection
included judgments on the strength of summarization and
conviction. The correctness subsection identified the proper
use of grammar, syntax, and mechanics. Two of these
analytic features (Organization and Unity) evaluated
semantic based, global cohesion (i.e., structural elements
that promote overall comprehension) and thus were
classified as measures of text coherence. One of these
features (Paragraph Transitions) evaluated explicit cuebased, local cohesion and was classified as a measure of
cohesion. A holistic grading scale based on a standardized
rubric commonly used in assessing Scholastic Achievement
Test (SAT) essays was also included in the rating rubric.
This holistic scale was the same scale used by McNamara et
al. (2010) and Crossley and McNamara (2010). The holistic
scale and all of the rubric items had a minimum score of 1
and a maximum score of 6. The analytic rubric ratings
included the following:
Effective Lead: The introduction begins with some device
to grab the reader’s attention and point toward the thesis.
Clear Purpose: The introduction provides essential
background information and establishes the significance of
the discussion.
Clear Plan: The introduction ends with a thesis statement
that provides a claim and previews the support and
organizational principle to be presented in the body.
Topic Sentences: Each paragraph includes a sentence that
connects with the thesis and makes a comment on one of the
points outlined in the introduction.
Paragraph Transitions: Each topic sentence is preceded by
a phrase, clause, or sentence that links the current paragraph
with the previous one.
Organization: The body paragraphs follow the plan set up
in the introduction.
Unity: The details presented throughout the body support
the thesis and do not stray from the main idea.
Perspective: The writer summarizes the key points that
collectively sustain the thesis and stress its significance.
Conviction: The author re-establishes the significance of
the discussion as it pertains to the thesis.
Grammar, Syntax, and Mechanics: The writer employs
correct Standard American English.

Essay Evaluation
Eight expert raters with either master’s degrees or Ph.D.s in
English and with at least 3 years experience teaching
composition classes at the university level rated the 315
essays from the corpus using the analytic and holistic
rubrics. The raters were informed that the distance between
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each score was equal. Accordingly, a score of 5 is as far
above a score of 4 as a score of 2 is above a score of 1. The
raters were first trained to use the rubric with 20 essays. A
Pearson correlation for each analytic rubric evaluation was
conducted between the raters’ responses. If the correlations
between the raters did not exceed r = .50 (which was
significant at p < .05) on all items, the ratings were
reexamined until scores reached the r = .50 threshold.
Raters followed similar protocols for the holistic score, but
were expected to reach an r >= .70.
After the raters had reached an inter-rater reliability of at
least r = .50 for the analytic scores (r = .70 for the holistic
score), each rater then evaluated a selection of the 315
essays that comprise the corpus used in this study. Each
essay was scored by at least two raters. Once final ratings
were collected, differences between the raters were
calculated. If the difference in ratings on survey feature
were less than 2, an average score was computed. If the
difference was greater than 2, a third expert rater
adjudicated the final rating. Correlations between the raters
(before adjudication) are located in Table 1. The raters had
the lowest correlations for judgments of unity and the
highest correlations for holistic essay scores. All
correlations were r > .65. The average correlations across all
essay feature judgments was r = .72. The inter-rater
reliability reported here is much higher than that reported by
Crossley and McNamara (i.e., r = .455, 2010).

identify which of the analytic scores most highly correlated
with the holistic scores assigned to the essays. These
analytic scores were later used to predict the holistic scores
in the training and test sets using the generated model.
We controlled the number of variables included in the
regression analysis in order to reduce the likelihood that the
model was over-fitted. If too many variables are used, the
model fits not only the signal of the predictors, but also the
unwanted noise. The model may, thus, lack accuracy when
applied to a new data set. We selected a ratio of 20
observations to 1 predictor, which is standard for analyses
of this kind. Given that the training set comprised 209
essays, we determined that we could include 20 features in
our regression analysis.

Pearson Correlations
All features on the analytic rubric correlated significantly
with the holistic scores assigned to the essays in the training
set. The strongest correlations were for Organization
(coherence), Perspective, Unity (coherence), and
Conviction. The weakest correlations were for Paragraph
Transitions (cohesion), Effective Lead, and Grammar. All
the features along with their r values are presented in Table
2 (all p < .001).
Table 2: Pearson Correlations Analytic to Holistic Scores
Variable
Organization
Perspective
Unity
Conviction
Topic Sentences
Clear Plan
Clear Purpose
Paragraph Transitions
Effective Lead
Grammar, syntax, and mechanics

Table 1: Pearson Correlations between Raters
Item
Effective Lead
Clear Purpose
Clear Plan
Topic Sentences
Paragraph Transitions
Organization
Unity
Perspective
Conviction
Grammar, syntax, and mechanics
Holistic Score

r
0.706
0.693
0.684
0.733
0.734
0.692
0.661
0.770
0.762
0.740
0.789

r value
0.772
0.749
0.741
0.719
0.653
0.643
0.605
0.547
0.513
0.476

Collinearity

Results
We conducted a multiple regression analysis to examine the
predictive strength of the analytic features in explaining the
scoring variance in the holistic scores assigned to the essays.
We hypothesized that an analytic score representing text
coherence would explain the most variance in the holistic
scores based on the findings of Crossley and McNamara
(2010). We used a training set to generate a model to
examine the amount of variance explained by each
analytical score. The model was then applied to a test set to
calculate the accuracy of the analysis. Accordingly, we
randomly divided the corpus into two sets: a training set (n
= 209) and a test set (n = 106). The training set was used to

Many of the features exhibited multi-collinearity (> .70).
Unity and Topic Sentences were highly correlated with
Organization. Conviction was highly correlated with
Perspective. Clear Purpose was highly correlated with Clear
Plan. Because these features had lower correlations with the
holistic score as compared to the analytical scores with
which they demonstrated multi-collinearity, they were
dropped from the multiple regression analysis. Thus, only
the variables Organization, Perspective, Clear Plan,
Paragraph Transitions, Effective Lead, and Grammar were
included in the regression.

Multiple Regression Training Set
A linear regression analysis (stepwise) was conducted
including the six variables. These six variables were
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Table 3: Linear Regression Analysis to Predict Holistic Essay Ratings Training Set
Entry
Variable Added
R
R2
B
B
Entry 1
Organization
0.772
0.596
0.272
0.282
Entry 2
Perspective
0.840
0.705
0.324
0.359
Entry 3
Grammar, syntax, and mechanics
0.871
0.759
0.200
0.225
Entry 4
Clear Plan
0.883
0.780
0.144
0.147
Entry 5
Paragraph Transitions
0.889
0.790
0.096
0.108
Entry 6
Effective Lead
0.892
0.795
0.097
0.093
Notes: Estimated Constant Term is -0.621; B is unstandardized Beta; B is standardized Beta; SE is standard error
regressed onto the raters’ holistic evaluations for the 209
writing samples in the training set. The variables were
checked for outliers and multi-collinearity. Coefficients
were checked for both variance inflation factors (VIF)
values and tolerance. All VIF values were at about 1 and all
tolerance levels were well beyond the .2 threshold,
indicating that the model data did not suffer from multicollinearity (Field, 2005).
All six analytic features were significant predictors in the
regression: Organization (t = 5.542, p < .001) Perspective (t
= 8.419, p < .001), Grammar (t = 6.646, p < .001), Clear
Plan (t = 3.306, p < .001), Paragraph Transitions (t = -2.701,
p < .050), and Effective Lead (t = 2.371, p < .050). The
linear regression using the eight variables yielded a
significant model, F(6, 202) = 130.816, p < .001, r = .892, r2
= .795, demonstrating that the combination of the six
variables accounted for 80% of the variance in the human
evaluations essay quality for the 209 essays examined in the
training set. All the features retained in the regression
analysis along with their r values, r2 values, unstandardized
Beta weights, standardized Beta weights, and standard
errors are presented in Table 3.

Test Set Model
To further support the results from the multiple regression
conducted on the training set, we used the B weights and the
constant from the training set multiple regression analysis to
estimate how well the model would function on an
independent data set (the 106 essays and their holistic scores
held back in the test set). The model produced an estimated
value for each writing sample in the test set. We used this
correlation along with its r2 to demonstrate the strength of
the model on an independent data set. The model for the
test set yielded r = .899, r2 = .808. The results from the test
set model demonstrate that the combination of the six
variables accounted for 81% of the variance in the
evaluation of the 106 essays comprising the test set.

Linguistic Features Analysis
As in Crossley and McNamara (2010), our regression
analysis demonstrated that coherence is the most important
predictor of human judgments of essay quality. Here,
however, coherence was defined more specifically as
connections between the claims and supports presented in

SE
0.049
0.039
0.030
0.044
0.035
0.041

the introduction and the themes in body paragraphs. Our
secondary goal is to identify if computational indices related
to text difficulty, test structure, cohesion, and coherence can
account for the variance in the coherence ratings produced
by the human raters.
To model coherence scores, we conducted an analysis of
the Organization scores using computational indices
provided by Coh-Metrix and new indices developed for this
study. Our analysis was similar to that of our primary study
in that we used Pearson Correlations to select variables and
check for multi-collinearity. Selected variables were then
included within a multiple regression analysis to predict
variance in human scores of coherence. Our goal in this
second analysis is two-fold: to attempt to model and explain
human judgments of coherence using computational indices
and examine if indices related to cohesion and coherence are
important in this modeling. We used the same corpus as in
our first study (including the division into training and test
sets), but concentrated solely on the human ratings for the
Organization item (i.e., the coherence feature that was most
predictive of overall essay quality).
We first chose a selection of measures related to text
difficulty that have explained essay quality in previous
studies (McNamara et al., 2010; Crossley & McNamara, in
press) predicting that text difficulty influences coherence.
These measures included lexical sophistication (e.g.,
frequency, hypernymy, polysemy, concreteness, lexical
diversity), syntactic complexity (e.g., part of speech tags,
phrase type counts, number of words before the main verb),
and essay structure (e.g., number of word types, sentences,
and paragraphs). We also selected a range of measures
related to cohesion from the Coh-Metrix tool. The
constructs measured included semantic coreference (LSA
indices), causal cohesion, connectives and logical operators,
anaphoric resolution, and word overlap. Each construct was
measured using multiple Coh-Metrix indices. (see
McNamara & Graesser, in press, for an overview of the
indices in Coh-Metrix). We hypothesize, based on the
findings of Crossley and McNamara (2010), that none of the
cohesion indices found in Coh-Metrix would correlate with
human judgments of coherence.

New Measures of Coherence
We developed new indices of semantic coherence to assess
human coherence judgments. These indices measured
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lexical and semantic overlap between paragraphs (initial to
middle paragraphs, middle paragraphs to final paragraph,
and initial paragraph to final paragraph) and between the
entire essay and the essay prompt. The indices were
designed to evaluate topic coherence at the paragraph and
text level, levels previous indices of cohesion did not assess.
In the indices assessing middle paragraphs, the middle
paragraphs of essays were treated as an entire text segment.
Our method of measuring semantic similarity between
paragraph types and between the essay and the prompt was
through LSA cosine values. Our method of measuring
lexical overlap was though key word overlap between
paragraph types (initial, middle, and body paragraphs).
Table 4: Correlations between Representative CohMetrix Indices and Raters’ Organization Scores
Variable
LSA middle to final paragraph
LSA initial to middle paragraphs
LSA initial to final paragraph
Key word overlap initial to
middle paragraphs
MED content words mean
LSA givenness
LSA essay to prompt
LSA sentence to sentence mean
Noun overlap adjacent sentences
Key words overlap initial to
final paragraph
Incidence of all connectives
Incidence of causal verbs
Incidence of logical operators
Adjacent anaphor reference

r value
0.307
0.288
0.143

p value
< .001
< .001
< .050

0.139
0.093
0.093
0.091
0.070
0.027

< .050
0.181
0.181
0.192
0.310
0.702

0.016
0.011
-0.034
-0.035
-0.061

0.823
0.879
0.628
0.613
0.377

many were negatively correlated. The correlations for the
indices that best represent our coherence and cohesion
measures are presented in Table 4. In light of space
considerations, we do not present all correlations from this
analysis.

Collinearity
Only LSA initial to middle paragraphs and LSA middle to
final paragraph were highly correlated. Because LSA initial
to middle paragraphs had lower correlations with the
Organization score, it was dropped from the multiple
regression analysis. In total, 28 computational indices were
available for the regression. To control for overfitting, only
the 20 top indices were included in the regression analysis.

Multiple Regression Training Set

Pearson Correlations
Over 50 computational indices demonstrated significant
correlations with the human ratings of coherence in the
training set. The majority of the indices were related to text
structure (i.e., number of word types, number of sentences,
number of paragraphs), and lexical sophistication (i.e.,
lexical diversity, word frequency, word concreteness). Many
of our new indices related to semantic coherence also
demonstrated significant (although moderate) correlations
with human judgments of coherence. No indices of cohesion
from Coh-Metrix demonstrated significant correlations and

A linear regression analysis (stepwise) was conducted
including the 20 computational indices. These 20 variables
were regressed onto the raters’ Organization evaluations for
the 209 writing samples in the training set. The variables
were checked for outliers and multi-collinearity.
Coefficients were checked for both variance inflation factors
(VIF) values and tolerance. All VIF values were at about 1
and all tolerance levels were well beyond the .20 threshold,
indicating that the model data did not suffer from multicollinearity (Field, 2005).
Of these 20 variables, six were significant predictors in
the regression: total word types (t = 4.053, p < .001) LSA
middle to final paragraph (t = 1.851, p < .050), base verb
forms (i.e., uninflected, finite verb forms, t = -3.174, p <
.010), word frequency (t = -5.295, p < .001), lexical
diversity (t = -2.606, p < .010), and number of paragraphs (t
= 2.206, p < .050). The linear regression using the six
variables yielded a significant model, F(6, 201) = 17.840, p
< .001, r = .589, r2 = .347, demonstrating that the
combination of the six variables accounts for 35% of the
variance in the human evaluations of coherence for the 209
essays examined in the training set. All the features retained
in the regression analysis along with their r values, r2
values, unstandardized Beta weights, standardized Beta
weights, and standard errors are presented in Table 5.

Test Set Model
To further support the results from the multiple regression
conducted on the training set, we used the B weights and the
constant from the training set multiple regression analysis to
estimate how well the model would function on an

Table 5: Linear Regression Analysis to Predict Organization Scores: Training Set
Entry

Variable Added

R

R2

B

B

SE

Entry 1
Total word types
0.403
0.162
0.158
0.361
0.002
Entry 2
LSA middle to final paragraph
0.463
0.214
0.207
0.140
0.350
Entry 3
Base form incidence score
0.532
0.283
0.272
-0.186
0.004
Entry 4
CELEX frequency content words
0.552
0.305
0.291
-0.342
0.386
Entry 5
Lexical diversity D
0.564
0.318
0.301
-0.236
0.004
Entry 6
Total number of paragraphs
0.589
0.347
0.328
0.173
0.060
Notes: Estimated Constant Term is 7.836; B is unstandardized Beta; B is standardized Beta; SE is standard error
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independent data set (the 106 essays and their Organization
scores held back in the test set). The model for the test set
yielded r = .619, r2 = .384. The results from the test set
model demonstrate that the combination of the six variables
accounted for 38% of the variance in the evaluations of
Organization for the 106 essays comprising the test set.

Discussion and Conclusion
This study has provided additional evidence supporting the
importance of human judgments of coherence in explaining
holistic judgments of essay quality. As in Crossley and
McNamara (2010), our top predictor of essay quality was an
analytical feature related to coherence, which explained
60% of the variance in holistic essay scores. We built on the
Crossley and McNamara study by examining a coherence
construct (i.e., text organization) that was better specified
and more commonly associated with writing assessment. As
a result, the inter-rater reliability between raters for this
feature was close to the accepted r = .70 threshold (r =
.692). Additionally, because our construct is based on a
structural property of text, it provides not only a situated
understanding of essay coherence, but should also allow for
more appropriately directed student feedback.
An analytical feature related to cohesion (Paragraph
Transitions) was also a significant predictor of essay
quality, but this feature only explained 1% of the variance in
the human judgments. Thus, human judgments of cohesion
explain judgments of essay quality to a lesser degree than
human judgments of coherence.
The second analysis in this study investigated the
potential for computational algorithms to model human
judgments of coherence. A variety of indices related to
linguistic sophistication and text structure were taken from
Coh-Metrix along with new coherence indices developed for
this study. Our regression analysis demonstrated that six
indices related to text structure, semantic coherence, lexical
sophistication, and grammatical complexity explained 38%
of the human variance of coherence judgments. The
strongest predictor of coherence was the number of types in
the text, which overlaps conceptually with word length.
Thus, more words in a text likely permit the development of
greater representations of text coherence. Our second
predictor of coherence was LSA middle to final paragraphs,
which demonstrated that the semantic similarity between the
body of middle paragraphs and the final paragraph helps
develops coherent mental representations. Because a wellwritten final paragraph also summarizes the plan presented
in the introduction and is the last section read, we argue that
links between the evidence present in the body paragraphs
and the summarization of this evidence in the conclusion
affords greater text coherence in the mind of the reader. Our
next three predictors of coherence were all related to
linguistic sophistication. Coherent texts have more complex
verb forms (i.e., inflected or infinitive forms), less frequent
words, and a greater diversity of words. The finding likely
demonstrates that text coherence for expert raters is a
product of linguistic features related to overall writing

quality that are more difficult to process and thus force the
reader to attend to the text. Our last predictor of coherence
was the number of paragraphs with more paragraphs (i.e.,
greater structure) leading to more coherent texts.
As with previous studies, our analysis also showed that
the cohesion indices provided by Coh-Metrix were not
positively related to judgments of text coherence, indicating
that cohesive devices do not likely underlie the development
of coherent textual representations of essay quality.
We conclude that coherence is an important indicator of
essay quality and that a significant amount of variance in
coherence judgments can be modeled using indices related
to text structure, semantic coherence, lexical sophistication,
and grammatical complexity. These findings provide a
better understanding of text coherence and produce a strong
foundation from which to further explore relations among
text cohesion, coherence, and judgments of text quality.
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Adults and school-aged children accurately evaluate sins of omission in pedagogical
contexts
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Abstract
Recent formal models of pedagogy (Shafto & Goodman,
2008) assume that teachers provide evidence likely to
increase the learner’s belief in a target hypothesis. Thus in
pedagogical contexts, the learner can infer that evidence is not
merely true of the concept but representative of it. If for
instance, a teacher demonstrates a single function of a toy, the
learner should assume that only that function exists. (If there
were more, the teacher should have provided evidence
accordingly). What happens when a teacher violates these
pedagogical sampling assumptions (e.g., showing only one
function of a toy with many functions)? If the learner
discovers that the evidence is incomplete, does the learner
evaluate the teacher accordingly? Here we show that, much as
learners are sensitive to cases when informants are inaccurate
(sins of commission), both adults and children are sensitive to
sins of omission and penalize teachers who provide
information that is accurate but incomplete.
Keywords: cognitive development, pedagogy, Bayesian
model, causal learning, social evaluation, pragmatics

A recent computational approach to understanding human
cognition has formalized pedagogical learning as a set of
paired inferences based on the following assumptions: (1)
that learners rationally update their beliefs given data and
(2) that teachers choose the data most likely to increase the
learners’ belief in the correct hypothesis (Shafto &
Goodman, 2008). This account suggests that in pedagogical
contexts, data provided by a teacher is assumed to be not
only true of a concept but also representative of it. This
assumption constrains the hypothesis space and helps the
learner converge on the correct hypothesis given sparse
data.
Consider, for example, a toy with four different
functions. If a naïve person accidentally discovers one
function of the toy, this provides evidence that the observed
function is true of the toy but little beyond that: the toy
might have just that function, or there might be one, two, or
n, more undiscovered functions. However, when a
knowledgeable, helpful teacher demonstrates one function
of the toy, the learner should infer that the toy has just one
function. This inference is warranted by the assumption that
the evidence was chosen to maximize the learner’s belief in
the correct hypothesis. Thus the learner can infer not only
that the observed function is present but also that other
functions are not. That is, in pedagogical contexts, absence
of evidence for additional functions is evidence for their
absence.

Previous research (Bonawitz, Shafto, Gweon, Goodman,
Spelke, & Schulz, 2010) formalized these intuitions and
found that pedagogical sampling affected children’s
exploration and learning. When preschoolers were given a
pedagogical demonstration of one of four functions of a
novel toy, children constrained their exploration almost
exclusively to the demonstrated function and discovered few
other properties of the toy. When the demonstration was
accidental or when no demonstration was provided, children
explored the toy more broadly and consequently discovered
much more about it.
What happens when teachers provide only partial
information about what is to be learned? If children are in a
position to discover that the teachers’ information was
incomplete, do they recognize that the teachers’ failure to
provide all the relevant evidence was indeed a failure? That
is, do children recognize violations of pedagogical
assumptions as sins of omission?
Previous research suggests that, by the age of four,
children are sensitive to the epistemic status of others and
prefer to learn from teachers who provide accurate rather
than inaccurate information. For instance, Sabbagh &
Baldwin (2001) found that four-year-olds preferentially
learned the meaning of novel words from a speaker who
said she knew the meaning of the words rather than one who
professed ignorance. Furthermore, children treat reliability
as a relatively stable trait, preferring to learn novel words
from teachers who were previously accurate in labeling
familiar objects rather than from teachers who were
previously inaccurate (Koenig & Harris, 2005).
However, previous work on reliability looked at whether
learners are sensitive to informants’ tendency to provide
false information: a sin of commission. To our knowledge,
there have been no studies looking at whether learners are
sensitive to informants’ tendency to provide incomplete
information: a sin of omission.
There is reason to believe that detecting sins of omission
involves a more sophisticated inference than detecting sins
of commission. To detect a sin of commission, the learner
only needs to recognize whether presented information is
true or false. In sins of omission, the information provided
is true but nonetheless increases the learner’s belief in a
false hypothesis (e.g., that the demonstrated function of a
toy is the only function that the toy has). What the teacher
violates is not the learner’s knowledge about the world, but
the learner’s implicit assumptions about what constitutes
helpful teaching; a truly helpful teacher should provide
information that increases the learner’s belief in the correct
hypothesis. Although past research suggests that children
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are astute social learners who are sensitive to informants’
reliability with respect to accuracy from very early on, we
do not know when the ability to make these more subtle
social evaluations develops.
Indeed, we do not know to what extent even adults are
sensitive to teachers’ provision of partial information. Such
sins of omission are closely related to the Gricean Maxim of
Quantity: the idea that a speaker should provide all relevant
information in communicative contexts (Grice, 1975). Thus
for instance, a speaker is guilty of violating this maxim if
she (accurately) communicates that she has one sister when
in fact she has two. The computational analysis of pedagogy
can be thought of as providing a formalization of this kind
of pragmatic inference. Although to our knowledge, no
previous research has explicitly linked pedagogy and
pragmatics, there are grounds for believing that adults
should mistrust teachers who omit relevant information in
pedagogical contexts.
Across two experiments, we asked whether both adults
(Experiment 1) and school-aged children (6 – 7 yrs,
Experiment 2) detect sins of omission in pedagogical
contexts. Specifically, we modified the toy-teaching
paradigm from previous work (Bonawitz et al., 2010) and
asked whether (a) learners understand that absence of
evidence for additional functions constitutes evidence for
their absence (consistent with previous research) and (b)
whether they can successfully incorporate this
understanding into their evaluation of how helpful a teacher
is in teaching about a toy.
Previous work established not only that instruction
constrains exploration, but that children make the same
inferences from vicarious instruction that they make from
direct instruction: if children observe another child being
taught a single function of a toy, children who only overhear
the instruction are as likely to infer that the toy has only one
function as children who are taught directly. That is,
although ostensive cues directed to the learner may be
helpful in signaling a situation as pedagogical (Csibra, &
Gergely, 2009), such cues are not necessary for pedagogical
sampling assumptions to obtain. They hold in any situation
where a knowledgeable teacher communicates information
to a presumably naïve (or epistemically comparable) learner
overhearing the communicative exchange (Bonawitz et al.,
2010). In the current study, we exploited this fact to create a
task in which people first explored the toy themselves to
discover different function(s) of the toy, and then observed a
teacher teach a naïve learner about the toy. This design
helped minimize the possibility that people’s interest in
exploring the toy would affect their ratings of the teacher (a
concern particularly for the children).

Experiment 1: Adults
In Experiment 1, adult participants explored one of two
perceptually identical toys that differed only in whether they
had only a single function (Single-Function Toy condition)
or multiple (four) functions (Multi-Function Toy condition).

Figure 1: Stimuli used in Experiments 1 and 2.
Left: the Single-Function Toy and the Multi-Function Toy.
In both conditions, only the wind-up mechanism (yellow
circle) was demonstrated. Right: the Toy Teacher (left), the
Student (right), and the rating scale (front).
They then observed a teacher who demonstrated just one
function to a naïve learner. We measured participants’
ratings of how helpful the teacher was in teaching the
learner and compared the average rating between the two
conditions.

Methods
Participants
Twenty-one college students (mean age (SD): 19.57 (1.4),
range: 18 – 22 years, 10 males) were randomly assigned to
either a Single-Function Toy (N=11) condition or a MultiFunction Toy (N=10) condition. Two participants (one in
each condition) were dropped from analysis because they
did not meet the two inclusion criteria (see Results for
details).
Stimuli
Photos of stimuli actually used in the experiment are shown
in Figure 1. Two similar novel toys were constructed out of
foamboard, wooden sticks, and electronic circuits and parts
taken out from commercially available toys. Both toys were
yellow four-sided pyramids and on the apex was a
transparent plastic globe. Each face of the pyramid
contained one or more potential affordances: a green button,
a yellow button, a purple wooden stick, an orange button,
and a purple and black wind-up knob. On the MultiFunction Toy, all affordances except the purple wooden
stick (which was inert in both toys) were functional. First,
when the wind-up knob was twisted, the part displayed a
flapping motion. When the green button was pressed, a
light-up and spinning mechanism activated inside the
transparent globe. The yellow button played music, and the
orange button activated two LED lights. These effects
continued as long as the button was held down and stopped
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when the button was released. On the Single-Function Toy,
the only functional affordance was the wind-up toy.
Three puppets were used as teachers, and one Elmo
puppet on a stand was used as the naïve learner. Each
teacher puppet was assigned a different role: one taught
Elmo about the novel toy (Toy Teacher), one correctly
named familiar objects (Correct Teacher), and one
incorrectly named familiar objects (Incorrect Teacher). A
plastic carrot, a duck, a small stuffed rabbit, and a plastic
corn-on-the-cob were used familiar objects.
A rating scale was constructed with wooden bar and
ceramic knob that sled along the scale. The scale had five
anchor points: a very frowny face, a mildly frowny face, a
neutral face, a mildly smiley face, and a very smiley face,
from left to right of the sliding bar. Between each of the
anchor points were four lines to allow for more accurate
coding, thus the total range of scores was from 1 to 20.
Procedure
Participants were tested alone in a quiet room. The toys,
puppets, and scale were initially put behind the
experimenter covered with a cloth or in a bag.
To begin, the experimenter first explained that the task
was designed to be appropriate for young children, and that
they were going to watch different teachers teaching Elmo.
Elmo was introduced as a “silly monster” who did not know
much about toys. She said that the teachers would teach
Elmo about their toys. They were told that some teachers
might be helpful and good at teaching and that some might
be not helpful and not good at teaching, and that their task
was to rate the teachers’ helpfulness in teaching Elmo.
After this introduction, Elmo was put back under the
table, and the experimenter said “Ok, so before Elmo gets to
see the teacher teach him about the toy, why don’t you see if
you can figure out how it works?” She gave the participants
either the Single-Function Toy or Multi-Function Toy
depending on the condition. Participants were allowed to
explore the toy until they had tried every part of the toy. The
functions (when present) were readily discoverable, thus all
participants entered the study knowing whether there was
only a single function of the toy or four functions of the toy.
Once the participant tried all parts of the toy, the
experimenter placed Elmo on the table and brought out the
Toy Teacher puppet. In both conditions, the Toy Teacher
said, “I am going to teach you how my toy works”, and
demonstrated the wind-up part of the toy by turning on the
knob and showing the flapping motion to the participant.
Then the teacher said “See? This is how my toy works” and
demonstrated the wind-up part again. After the
demonstration, the participants rated the teacher on the
sliding scale. After participants rated Toy Teacher, the
experimenter asked them to show Elmo how the toy works.
Then, participants watched and rated the Correct Teacher
who correctly named two familiar objects (a carrot and a
duck) and finally the Incorrect teacher who named familiar
objects incorrectly (by calling a stuffed rabbit a cow and the
corn a cup). The order of teacher ratings was fixed so that

any effects of anchoring on the rating scale could be held
constant across participants and conditions.
Results and Discussion
We coded the ratings that participants gave to the three
teachers by reading the mark on the sliding scale. One
participant who gave a lower rating for the Correct Teacher
than the Incorrect Teacher was excluded from analysis.
Additionally, one participant who only gave extreme ratings
to all three teachers (either 1 or 20) was excluded to ensure
that only participants who understood the continuous range
of the scale were included.
In the Single-Toy Function condition, the information
provided by the toy teacher is both accurate and complete:
the toy has just one function. However, identical
information provided in the Multi-Function Toy condition is
accurate but incomplete; the toy has three additional
functions. If adults make the inference that the absence of
evidence from a knowledgeable teacher constitutes evidence
for absence, then they should be sensitive to teachers who
commit the sin of omission. That is, those who saw the Toy
Teacher demonstrate a single function on the MultiFunction Toy should rate the teacher lower than those who
see the teacher demonstrate the same function on the SingleFunction-Toy. Therefore, we predicted that the ratings of
the Toy Teacher in the Multi-Function Toy condition should
be relatively worse than the ratings of the Toy Teacher in
the Single-Function Toy condition.
First, we compared participants’ ratings for the two
control teachers. As predicted, adults in both conditions
gave high ratings for the Correct Teacher (Single-Function
Toy: M(SD)=15.55(3.6) vs. Multi-Function Toy: M(SD) =
13.66 (3.3); z = 1.12, p = ns, Mann-Whitney), and low
ratings for the Incorrect Teacher (Single-Function Toy:
M(SD)=3.65(4.3) vs. Multi-Function Toy: M(SD) = 3.61
(3.6); z = -.08, p = ns). Participants in both conditions rated
the Correct Teacher higher than the Incorrect Teacher
(Single-Function Toy: 15.6 (Correct) vs. 3.7 (Incorrect), z =
2.81, p < 0.01, Multi-Function Toy: 13.7 (Correct) vs. 3.6
(Incorrect), z = 2.67, p < 0.01; related-samples Wilcoxon
Signed Rank Test).
We then compared the ratings people gave to the Toy
Teacher1 in the Multi-Function Toy condition and SingleFunction Toy condition. As predicted, the average rating of
the Toy Teacher in the Multi-Function Toy condition (M
(SD) = 6.83 (4.5)) was significantly lower than the rating in
1

The ratings for Toy Teacher and Correct Teacher reported in
Experiment 1 pass the normality test (Kolmogorov-Smirnov,
Shapiro-Wilk tests of normality), but the ratings for the Incorrect
Teacher do not. In Experiment 2, children’s ratings were not
normally distributed in all measures. Therefore, we used
nonparametric tests (Mann-Whitney U Test for between-subjects
comparisons, and Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test for paired
comparisons) throughout Experiments 1 and 2.
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Function Toy condition.(N=20). No children were dropped
due to parental interference or experimental error. We
dropped and replaced four children who did not give a
higher rating to the Correct Teacher than to the Incorrect
Teacher, and an additional ten children who only gave
extreme scores of 1 or 20 to all the teachers (i.e., whose use
of the scale could not be distinguished from merely liking to
slide the knob). This ensured that children who did not yet
possess a good understanding of the task instruction and
rating scales were not included in the final analysis.
Stimuli Stimuli used in Experiment 2 were identical to
those described in Experiment 1.

Figure 2: Average ratings for the Toy Teacher in
Experiments 1 and 2.
the Single-Function Toy condition (M (SD) = 14.05(3.9), z
= 2.64, p < 0.005).
Finally, participants in the Multi-Function Toy condition
were much more likely to demonstrate multiple functions of
the toy when they had a chance to teach Elmo rather than
simply a single function (8 out of 9, p < 0.05 by binomial).
Those in the Single-Function Toy condition were equally
likely to show the functioning wind-up part or point out the
non-functioning parts (5 out of 10, p = ns.)
These results suggest that adults indeed expect teachers to
provide not just accurate, but also complete, information
about what is to be learned. When the teacher demonstrated
only one of four functions of a toy, they gave the teacher a
lower rating than if the identical demonstration was
provided for a toy that actually had just one function. In
addition, almost all people in the Multi-Function Toy who
observed a teacher that commits a sin of omission did not
commit such sin themselves when they were given a chance
to teach Elmo.

Experiment 2: Children
The results from Experiment 1 establish that adults are
indeed able to detect “sins of omissions” in pedagogical
contexts and can accurately incorporate such violations into
their evaluations of the teachers. In our second experiment,
we investigated whether 6 and 7-yr-old children exhibit a
similar understanding. We tested children in this age range
because studies of informant reliability with respect to sins
of commission had investigated primarily four and fiveyear-olds (Sabbagh & Baldwin, 2001; Koenig & Harris,
2005). We believed that this task was slightly more difficult
and thus early investigations should begin with slightly
older children. Additionally, because young school-aged
children are just beginning the process of formal pedagogy,
their responses to information provided by teachers’ are of
ecological interest.
Participants Forty-one school-aged children (mean age
(SD): 6.94 (0.63), range: 6.03 – 7.97) were recruited from a
local children’s museum and randomly assigned to either
the Multi-Function Toy condition (N=21) or the Single-

Procedure All children were tested individually in a quiet
room inside the museum. The child sat on a small stool in
front of a round table, across from the experimenter. The
parent was behind the child and out of the child’s line of
sight, and all the sessions were video-recorded.
The procedure was almost identical to that used in
Experiment 1, except that after introducing the teacher
puppets and Elmo (student) to the child, the experimenter
said that the child is going to help them be a good teachers
by playing a “rating game” to show how helpful the teachers
were in teaching Elmo. Second, children were asked to
demonstrate on the rating scale how they would rate a “good
teacher”, “bad teacher”, or “teachers who are just okay”.
All children were able to do this.

Results and Discussion
We first compared children’s ratings for the Correct and
Incorrect Teachers between conditions. Like the adults,
children in both conditions gave high ratings for the Correct
Teacher (Single-Function Toy: M(SD)=14.76(3.5) vs.
Multi-Function Toy: M(SD) = 15.0 (4.6); z = -.19, p = ns),
and low ratings for the Incorrect Teacher (Single-Function
Toy: M(SD)=2.69(2.7) vs. Multi-Function Toy: M(SD) =
4.10 (4.9); z = -.07, p = ns).
In both conditions, children’s average rating for the
Correct Teacher was significantly higher than the average
rating for the Incorrect teacher (Single-Function Toy: 14.8
(Correct) vs. 2.7 (Incorrect), z = 4.02, p < 0.001, MultiFunction Toy: 15.0 (Correct) vs. 4.1 (Incorrect), z =3.93, p
< 0.001; related-samples Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test).
Next, we compared children’s ratings for the Toy Teacher
between the two conditions. As predicted, children in the
Multi-Function Toy condition gave lower ratings to the Toy
Teacher than those in the Single-Function Toy condition
(Single-Function Toy: M(SD) = 17.00 (3.6) vs. MultiFunction Toy: M (SD) = 11.58(6.6), z = 2.64, p < 0.01).
Additionally, given a choice between just imitating the
teacher or demonstrating additional functions, children in
the Multi-Function Toy condition were much more likely to
demonstrate multiple functions of the toy to Elmo than
children in the Single-Function Toy condition (9 of 21
(Single-Function Toy) vs. 18 of 20 (Multi-Function Toy), χ2
(1, N = 41) = 10.12, p < 0.005).
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These results suggest that children, like adults, understand
that a teacher who demonstrates one function of a multifunction toy is less helpful than a teacher who demonstrates
the same function on a toy that only has that function.
Despite the fact that the teacher’s demonstration was
identical across conditions, children in the Multi-Function
Toy condition gave lower ratings to the Toy Teacher than
did children in the Single-Function Toy condition. Also,
given an opportunity to teach Elmo themselves, both adults
and children did not commit sins of omission (even when
they had just observed a teacher who did): instead
participants tried to provide complete information to the
learner.
The predicted results in Experiment 2 were comparable to
those from adult participants in Experiment 1. The only
difference between children and adults was that children
were more likely than adults to rate the toy teacher
favorably across the board. (Single-Function Toy condition:
17.00 (Children) vs. 14.05 (Adults) z = 2.19, p < 0.05);
Multi-Function Toy condition (11.57 (Children) vs. 6.83
(Adults) z = 1.84, p = 0.06). Presumably, children were
inclined to rate the teacher positively in part simply because
she introduced a toy (rather than an object label).
Interestingly, the children’s rank order ratings of the three
teachers varied by condition. Relative to the Multi-Function
condition, more children in the Single-Function toy
condition rated the toy teacher the best of the three (SingleFunction Toy condition: 15 of 21 children, Multi-Function
Toy condition: 3 of 20 children, p < 0.001 by Fisher’s
Exact). This result suggests that although children’s ratings
can be affected by factors irrelevant to the quality of the
teaching (e.g., the content taught or the object shown), they
are sensitive to sins of omission and judge teachers
accordingly.

demonstrated more than one function of the toy for the
student.
Taken together, these results suggest that by the age of
six, children make rational inferences about what teachers
intend to communicate, can accurately detect sins of
omission, and can incorporate these inferences into to their
evaluations. To our knowledge, this is the first
demonstration that children and adults can successfully
penalize others for the provision of partial information in
communicative contexts.
Humans have always relied on social transmission of
information to pass on knowledge from one generation to
the next (Vygotsky, 1978; Tomasello, 1999). One factor that
may contribute to the power of human learning is our ability
to infer unseen evidence in pedagogical contexts; in
particular, given pedagogical sampling assumptions,
learners can infer the absence of functions merely from
absence of evidence for them (also see other work on strong
sampling and the ability to infer the extent of concepts from
only positive evidence: Tenenbaum, 1999; Gweon,
Tenenbaum, & Schulz, 2010). However, the efficacy of this
powerful mechanism depends on the reliability of the
teacher. If the teacher provides only partial information the
learner might incorrectly infer that what has been provided
is all there is to be learned.
The current research suggests that processes of social
evaluation can act as a check on misleading pedagogy.
Adults, and even children, successfully detect teachers who
provide incomplete evidence in pedagogical contexts. Thus
even in childhood, social evaluations depend not just on
attractive, how friendly, or how powerful other agents are,
but also on a rational analysis of how likely they are to
provide information that supports accurate learning.
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Abstract
Recent experience can influence judgments in a wide range
of tasks, from reporting physical properties of stimuli to
grading papers to evaluating movies. In this work, we
analyze data from a task involving a series of judgments of
pain (discomfort) made by participants who were asked to
place their hands in a bowl of water of varying temperature.
Although trials in this task were separated by a minute in order
to avoid sequential dependencies, we nonetheless find that
responses are reliably influenced by the recent trial history.
We explore a space of statistical models to predict sequential
dependencies, and show that a nonlinear autoregression using
neural networks is able to predict over 6% of the response
variability unrelated to the stimulus itself. We discuss the
possibility of using decontamination procedures to remove
this variability and thereby obtain more meaningful ratings
from individuals.
Keywords:
els

Sequential Dependencies;

Judgment Mod-

Introduction
When asked to make absolute judgments in an experimental setting individuals use anchoring or primacy: information presented earlier in time serves as a basis for making
judgments later in time (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). The
need for anchors is due to the fact that individuals are poor
at or possibly incapable of making absolute judgments and
instead must rely on reference points to make relative judgments (Laming, 1984 ; Parducci, 1965 ; Stewart, Brown, &
Chater, 2005). The literature in experimental and theoretical
psychology exploring sequential dependencies suggests that
reference points change from one judgment or rating to the
next in a systematic manner.
Teachers are cognizant of potential drift when grading papers and the necessity of comparing early papers to those
graded later. Sequential dependencies arise in a myriad of
common tasks, such as responding to surveys, questionnaires,
and evaluations. A relatively unexplored field of sequential effects involves online recommendation engines. Net-

flix, Amazon, and Google consistently recommend products
through advertisements that they think you would be interested in buying. Could these recommendation engines be
improved by observing how you are rating products sequentially? By mitigating the influence of recent judgments, recommendation engines could make more meaningful and accurate predictions for what products you are interested in.
Even small improvements in these engines can mean large income increases. By having the best recommendation engine
you not only sell more products, but you draw more users.
Carefully controlled laboratory studies of sequential dependencies, dating from the 1950’s (Miller, 1956), consist of
rating unidimensional stimuli, such as the decibel level of a
tone, or the length of a line. These studies suggest that across
many such domains, responses convey not much more than
two bits of mutual information with the stimulus (Stewart et
al., 2005). Various types of judgment tasks have been studied
including absolute identification, where the individual’s task
is to specify the value of the stimulus level (e.g., 10 levels
of loudness), magnitude estimation, where the task is to estimate the magnitude of the stimulus which could vary continuously along a dimension, and categorization, where the task
requires the individual to label stimuli by range. Due to the
large size of responses in absolute identification and categorization tasks, and because individuals aren’t usually aware of
the discrete stimuli in absolute identification tasks, there isn’t
a qualitative difference among tasks. Typically, feedback is
provided in absolute identification and categorization tasks.
Without this feedback, explicit anchors against which stimuli
can be assessed wouldn’t exist.
The consequences of sequential effects can be complex.
Normally, on trial t of an experiment, trial t − 1 has the largest
influence on ratings and earlier trials—t − 2, t − 3, and so
forth—have successively diminishing influences. Both the
stimulus and response on a previous trial can have an effect,
which makes sense if individuals formulate a response to the
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current stimulus by analogy to the relationship between previous stimuli and responses. Two types of effects are observed: an assimilative effect occurs when the current response moves in the direction of stimulus or response from
a previous trial; a contrastive effect is one that moves away.
Analyzing recency effects using assimilation and contrast is
complex and theory dependent (DeCarlo & Cross, 1990).
Because cognitive scientists are aware the recent trial history can influence responses to a stimulus, studies are often designed to limit or completely avoid sequential dependencies. Increasing the number of response categories and
varying the type and frequency of anchors are common methods to mitigate sequential dependencies (Mumma & Wilson,
2006 ; Wedell, Parducci, & Lane, 1990). Another possible approach is to increase the intertrial interval, on the assumption
that recency effects decay to some extent with the passage of
time. In this paper we will describe data that was collected in
which trials were separated by sixty seconds, in the hope that
sequential effects would be suppressed. We show that even
in this scenario, significant sequential effects do occur. Fortunately, we also show that they can be predicted and there
is therefore hope for removing the contaminative effect they
have.

Experimental Data
The data we analyze in this paper come from experiments
conducted in Tor Wager’s lab at Columbia University over
a period of several years. Wager studies brain activity associated with pain and placebo effects. Participants are asked
to judge the level of discomfort (pain) associated with pools
of water varying from 32◦ to 53◦ Celsius, with the higher
temperatures associated with more discomfort. Each participant in an fMRI study begins with a calibration procedure
that attempts to determine the mapping between water temperature in degrees Celsius and pain rating using a 10 point
rating scale, 1 being lowest level of pain, and 10 being the
highest.
The calibration procedure involves 24 trials, the goal of
which is to determine temperatures that correspond to subjective pain levels 2, 5, and 8 on a 10-point scale. This
goal is achieved by an adaptive algorithm that explores the
range of temperatures in order to obtain data that is well fit
by an affine transformation from temperature to pain level
via least squares regression. Consequently, the order of stimuli is not entirely random, because the temperature is chosen
on a trial to provide the most information about the transformation. However, because the procedure jumps pseudorandomly between calibration of low, medium, and high pain
levels, there is significant trial-to-trial variability in the temperatures. From the participants’ perspective, there is no trialto-trial predictability of temperature, and the temperature levels fluctuate without any perceptible pattern.
We obtained pain judgment data from a total of 284 participants. Although the participants were part of 17 distinct
experiments, the calibration procedure was identical in all ex-

periments.

Analysis of Pain Judgment Data
Our first goal is to determine whether sequential dependencies are present in the data. One intuitive approach is simply
to plot the response to the current stimulus as a function of the
previous stimulus. Because of the sparsity of data, the closest
we could come to making such a graph is to partition the stimuli into five ranges, and plot—for each stimulus partition—
the response as a function of the previous stimulus partition,
as is shown in Figure 1. Each point on the graph is an expectation over all trials of all participants who were shown a
particular stimulus on trial t, S(t), following a previous stimulus, S(t − 1); this response is denoted E[R(t)|S(t), S(t − 1)].
Because we are concerned with how responses deviate based
on earlier trials, we subtract out the mean response to the current stimulus, E[R(t)|S(t)].
If previous trials had no influence, each curve in the Figure
would be flat, indicating that the mean-subtracted response on
trial t—depicted on the ordinate—is independent of the previous stimulus, S(t − 1)—depicted along the abscissa. However, the pattern we observe is quite different. Four of the five
stimulus partitions show a clear negative slope: the response
to the current stimulus tends to decrease as the previous stimulus increases. This negative slope is a contrast effect. A
low value of S(t − 1) tends to cause S(t) to be given a higher
rating, and a high value of S(t − 1) tends to cause S(t) to be
given a lower rating.
The fifth partition of S(t) in Figure 1—reflecting the temperature range 32–37◦ , seems to be relatively unaffected by
the previous trial. It is quite common for the extreme stimulus values to be less influenced by recency that the intermediate stimulus values, due to the fact that the extreme stimuli
become effective anchors. For example, (Mozer et al., 2010)
found very weak sequential effects for the extrema in a line
length judgment task.
The sequential effects can be quite substantial. For the
43.5–45◦ range, the response fluctuated by 4 points on the
10 point scale due to the previous stimulus.
In Figure 1, we partitioned the stimulus range in order to
obtain roughly equal numbers of judgments in each partition.
We explored several other partitioning schemes—including
selecting equal temperature bin widths and bin widths that
yielded an equal range over responses— and all produced
graphs qualitatively similar to Figure 1.
Although the graph strongly suggests the existence of sequential effects in the pain judgment data, one must interpret
it with caution because the data points represent averages over
many individuals and many trials. It’s altogether possible that
even if sequential effects are robust and measurable for aggregated data, it will be impossible to detect them for a particular
individual on a particular trial. If our long-term goal is to obtain more meaningful ratings from individuals by removing
the contamination from recent trials, then we need to show
that it is possible to account for variability in an individual
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similarity dependent (Petrov & Anderson, 2005). To allow
for nonlinear effects such as similarity dependence, we also
consider a class of models that is primarily linear but allows
some degree of nonlinearity, specifically via the computation
of distances between the current and previous stimuli.
The models we explore predict the response on the current
trial given recent trial history, and we attempt to show that
these models outperform a baseline model that predicts based
solely on the current stimulus. We begin by describing the
baseline model.

Baseline Regression
We assume that individuals map the stimulus continuum to
the response continuum using an affine transformation, and
thus we can predict an individual’s response as
R̂(t) = β0 + β1 S(t),
Figure 1: Each curve represents the average response deviation for a given range of the current stimulus, S(t), as a function of the previous stimulus, S(t − 1). The response deviation specifies how much the expected response differs from
the overall mean response. Each data point is an average over
many trials and many participants.
trial based on recent history. In past work, we (Wilder, Jones,
& Mozer, 2009) found that sequential effects could explain
upward of 95% of variability in aggregated responses on a
very simple two-alternative forced choice task but only about
25% of variability in individual trials.
Thus, our next goal is to show that we can reliably detect
sequential effects on an individual trial in our data set. We
approach this goal by constructing mathematical models that
describe how recent history—e.g., S(t − 1), R(t − 1), S(t − 2),
and R(t − 2)—influences the current response, R(t). There is
a rich psychological modeling literature that attempts to explain sequential effects in judgment, absolute identification,
and choice tasks. DeCarlo et Cross (1990) describe a thirty
year history of models that all characterize the current response as a linear function of the previous stimulus and/or
response. Other models are in the same form (e.g., Stewart
et al., 2005 ; Wilder et al., 2009), although they include stimuli and responses from two and more trials back in the linear
model. For judgment of physical magnitudes (e.g., pitch), the
simple linear form of the models is obtained by log transforming the raw stimulus intensities. The primary distinction among the various linear models is the coefficients that
weight terms in the model, and constraints assumed to operate among these coefficients. To represent this large class
of models, we explore linear predictive models and treat the
coefficients as free parameters that are fit to the data.
In the literature, a class of psychological models assume
that past trials provide reference or anchor points relative to
which the current trial is compared (e.g., Parducci, 1965 ;
Petrov & Anderson, 2005). One key feature of these anchors
is that generalization from the anchors to the current trial is

(1)

where the coefficients β = {β0 , β1 } may differ from one individual to the next. Although Weber’s law suggests that transforms from physical stimulus magnitudes to internal representations should be logarithmic, an inspection of the data reveals a roughly linear relationship, as depicted in Figure 2 for
six different participants. The red circles indicate responses
on individual trials. The solid green line represents the least
squares regression, which obtains the coefficients β and the
blue squares represent the improved fit of a model that we
have yet to describe.
The residual error, ρ(t) = R(t) − R̂(t), might simply be due
to factors outside of the experimental context, such as the individual’s attentional state, or the residual error might be attributable to some systematic influence, such as sequential
dependencies in formulating a response. We will investigate
this latter possibility via computational models. We build several types of models to predict the residual error. If the recent
trial history helps to reduce the residuals, we have evidence
for sequential dependencies in this experimental study.
Although we obtain β coefficients for each individual separately, we build a single sequential-dependency model for all
individuals. The reason for this decision is that we have relatively sparse data from each individual—a total of 24 trials—
and some of the sequential-dependency models we consider
have a large number of free parameters, and can only be constrained with large amounts of data. However, if we do find
significant variability that can be explained across participants from a model of sequential dependencies, the explanatory power of a model tailored to an individual is potentially
even greater.
We define the baseline fit via the root mean squared error,
!1
2

RMSEbaseline =

∑ ∑ ρi (t)2
i

,

(2)

t

where i is an index over participants, t is an index over trials,
and ρi (t) denotes the residual from the regression for participant i on trial t. Intuitively, the RMSE indicates how large
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Figure 2: Pain judgment data from six participants. Each red circle in the scatterplot represents a single stimulus-response pair,
where the stimulus level is depicted along the abscissa and the response level is shown on the ordinate. The solid green line
represents the least square regression. The blue squares show the cross validated prediction of the best model we explored.
a deviation a model produces from the actual response an individual makes. In our data set, RMSEbaseline = 1.2502, indicating that the baseline model produces a typical deviation
slightly larger than one unit on the 1-10 response scale. We
will evaluate all sequential-dependency models in terms of
how effectively they reduce RMSEbaseline .
We use cross validation—the standard paradigm from machine learning and statistics—to estimate the effectiveness of
a model. In all simulation results reported below, we perform
10-fold cross validation on our set of participants, using data
from 9/10th of the individuals for training and then hold out
1/10th for evaluation, and repeating the validation step for
each of 10 hold out sets.

Models
In this section, we describe a series of models that are designed to predict the residuals from the baseline model, i.e.,
to predict the structure in the data due to the sequence and unrelated to the current stimulus. If the model has no predictive
ability—i.e., it predicts 0 for each residual—it will perform
no better than the baseline model. If the model is able to predict all of the residual, the RMSE will drop to 0. Thus, the
models we explore should yield RMSE values between 0 and
RMSEbaseline .
We explored a space consisting of eight distinct models

which differ along three binary dimensions. The dimensions
of the model space are motivated by existing theories of sequential dependencies. We now describe the three dimensions of our model space: the model class, history, and order.
Model Class: Regression Versus Neural Net. Most models of sequential effects assume some linear influence of previous trials and some nonlinear influence. Thus, we consider
both linear and nonlinear regression. We use a three-layer
back propagation neural network as a generic nonlinear regression model. All neural nets had 10 hidden units, used
a tan-sigmoid transfer function for the hidden layer, a linear
transfer function for the output layer, and were trained with
early stopping. The early stopping procedure reserves 10% of
the training data for validation, and terminates training when
the error rate on the validation set begins to rise. (The training and validation sets are distinct from the cross-validation
hold-out set used to evaluate the model.) We experimented
with networks of different sizes and the results were comparable to what we present below.
Model History: One Versus Two Trials Back. All theories of sequential effects assume a diminishing influence of
more distant trial history, usually with an exponential fall
off. Many models consider only the previous trial, but gener-
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ally modelers find a benefit of including longer histories. We
explored what we will term one-back and two-back models.
One-back models utilized the previous stimulus and response,
S(t − 1) and R(t − 1). Two-back models utilized the previous
two trials, S(t − 1), R(t − 1), S(t − 2), and R(t − 2).
Model Order: First Versus Second. Some models of sequential effects suppose that the spillover from trial t − n to
trial t is dependent on the similarity of the stimuli on trials t − n and t (DeCarlo & Cross, 1990 ; Petrov & Anderson, 2005). Given that the stimuli in our data were temperature levels from a continuous scalar dimension, the similarity
can be measured in terms of the squared Euclidean distance,
(S(t) − S(t − n))2 . To allow models to readily utilize this
measure, we included as model regressors the terms S(t)2 ,
S(t)S(t − n), and S(t − n)2 for a model that considers the nback trial. With these three additional regressors, it is a linear
operation to compute squared distance.

Figure 3: Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) for the eight
models. The errorbars indicate +/- one standard error of the
mean. base=baseline model; regxy = x-order y-back linear
regression; nnxy = x-order y-back neural network

Simulation Results
The three binary dimensions of our model space specify eight
distinct models. We trained each model to predict the residuals of the baseline model, ρ(t), across all individuals in the
data set. Table 1 shows the RMSE for the different models obtained via cross validation, and also the percentage improvement of the model over the baseline. This latter quantity is
simply
%Improvement = 100(RMSEbase − RMSEmodel )/RMSEbase
As we anticipated, the nonlinear regression model—the
neural net—performed far better than the linear model. Indeed, we find little leverage from the models that are purely
linear in S(t − n) and R(t − n). The nonlinearity of the second order models—which include terms quadratic in S(t) and
S(t − n)—also apppears to have improved prediction significantly.
Finally, the two-back models performed better than the
one-back models. The boost provided by trial t − 2 is generally smaller than the boost provided by trial t − 1, consistent with the exponential decay of influence of previous trials
found empirically in the sequential effects literature.
Figure 3 shows the RMSE represented as a bar graph with
standard errors indicating the uncertainty in the RMSE across
cross-validation splits of the data. Inspecting Figure 3, one
surprising finding is that the neural net yields not only larger
improvements in RMSE, but also highly consistent improvements: the standard error in the RMSE estimate is quite small.
The most complex model—the second order neural network model with two-back history—is evidently the best.
This model produces a more than 6% reduction in error over
the baseline model. That is, the sequential influence of previous trials on judgment explains 6% of what appears to be
noise in the data. This result is all the more impressive considering that a single model is constructed for all participants,
and there may well be significant individual differences in the
nature of sequential effects.

Figure 2 shows some examples of data and the corresponding model fit. Each graph represents a different individual.
Each red circle plots the response produced by the individual
(on the ordinate) to a stimulus (on the abscissa). The solid
green line is the best fitting linear regression, and ρ is the deviation from the red circles to the green line. The blue squares
show the predictions of the second-order neural net with twoback history. (For this simulation, the neural net was trained
on data excluding the individual whose data on which predictions are plotted. Thus, the red squares are not fits to data, but
predictions from a pretrained model.) The prediction of the
model is an improvement over the baseline if the red circle
is closer to the corresponding blue square than to the green
line. For most trials, the Figure shows that a better prediction
of the response is made by considering the influence of recent trial history (the blue squares) than by using the current
stimulus alone (the green line).

Conclusion
Through our simulation models, we find that sequential dependencies can explain more than 6% of the ’noise’ in judgments of pain. To gauge what 6% means, consider that the
much-publicized Netflix competition aimed to improve predictions of movie ratings by 10% (Koren, August 2009). The
winners of the competition used many different methods to
reach this goal, most of which produced a much smaller improvement than 6%. Sequential dependencies likely played
a role in the Netflix data, given that individuals often rate
movies in consecutive bursts.
The 6% improvement is particularly interesting given that
our data come from an experiment that was designed to avoid
sequential dependencies by spacing judgements a minute
apart. It seems likely that the effects would have been larger
in magnitude if judgments had been more closely spaced in
time.
Sequential dependencies are ubiquitous in cognitive tasks.
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Table 1: RMSE Results for Sequential-Dependency Models
Model Class

Model Order
1st

Regression
2nd
1st
Neural Net
2nd

Model History
(n back)
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

It’s impossible to find a domain where sequential dependencies don’t arise, from the simplest of choice tasks, to language
use, to the control of attention (Mozer, Kinoshita, & Shettel, 2007). Cognitive scientists well appreciate that experimental design needs to take into consideration the possibility
of sequential dependencies. Despite attempts to control for
sequential dependencies, for example by increasing the intertrial lag or by requesting a judgment of the same item in
many different contexts, sequential dependencies still inject
a source of uncontrolled variability into human performance.
Rather than attempting to mitigate sequential dependencies
in the experimental design, perhaps it is more productive to
design experiments that enhance sequential effects, because
doing so will make the modeling of these effects easier and
when sequential effects are large, other forms of response
variability may be suppressed.
Having constructed quantitative models to predict sequential dependencies, there is hope of exploiting the same models to remove their influence. We have taken steps in this
direction with our attempt to invert models such as those we
presented in this paper to decontaminate judgments, and effectively remove the contribution of recent trials to responses
(Mozer et al., 2010). Although we have been successful
in decontaminating responses in a simple visual judgment
task, extending the technique to more complex, naturalistic
tasks requires better models of the contamination process by
which previous trials affects current judgements. The work
described in this paper suggests the importance of nonlinearity in modeling the influence of recent trials on behavior.
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Conditional Relational Reasoning
Marco Ragni
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Tobias Sonntag
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Abstract: Conditional reasoning - reasoning with ”if” - is very common in everyday life. Consequently, all reasoning
theories provide explanations for typical logical errors in conditional reasoning. The combination of conditional
reasoning with spatial relational reasoning provides a new test-bed for these theories. Take, for instance, the two
assertions ”If the church is to the left of the cinema then the cinema is to the left of the library” and ”The church is
to the right of the library”. Can both assertion be true at the same time? The second statement links a term from
the antecedent to the consequence. Such novel tasks pose significant problems for the reasoner, and extensions of
classical theories differ in their empirical predictions. We report two behavioral experiments investigating conditional
relational reasoning and provide support for predictions of the mental model theory.
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Motivation
Counterfactuals are the building blocks of scientific
thought and the oxygen of moral behavior. The ability
to reflect back on one's past actions and envision
alternative scenarios is the basis of free will,
responsibility, and social adaptation. Recent progress in
the algorithmization of counterfactuals has advanced
our understanding of this mode of reasoning and has
brought us a step closer toward equipping machines
with similar capabilities. I hope this symposium will
inspire cognitive scientists to empower themselves with
these new tools, and to tackle some of the more difficult
problems that counterfactuals present: why evolution
has endowed humans with the illusion of free will and
how it manages to keep that illusion so vivid in our
brain.

Title 1: Mental mechanisms: Reasoning About
How the World Might Have Been
Author: Nick Chater
Abstract : Pearl (2000) argues that intelligent
systems must primarily represent the causal
structure of the world, and provides a
revolutionary theory of reasoning with causal
knowledge. Applying these ideas to the
psychology of reasoning, Mike Oaksford and I
have argued that reasoning occurs over local
“mental mechanisms,” rather than propositional or

purely probabilistic representations. These
mechanisms are, instead, analogous to programs;
and automatically embody counterfactual claims
(e.g., if a particular register were reset to
value x, at time t, then…). Reasoning about a
situation requires constructing, and then
reasoning about a mental mechanism; reasoning
errors may be generated at both steps. This
perspective has implications for empirical and
theoretical research on learning and reasoning.
Title 2: Counterfactual States and Explanatory
Search
Authors: Lance J. Rips and Brian J. Edwards
Abstract : We report the results from studies of
how people answer counterfactual questions
about simple machines. Participants learned about
devices that have a specific configuration
of components, and they answered questions of the
form “If component X had not operated,
would component Y have operated?” We compare
the results of these decisions to the
predictions of rival Bayes-net theories of
counterfactual reasoning (e.g., Hiddleston, 2005;
Pearl, 2000) and describe some departures from
these models. The results suggest that people
try to construct an explanation for the
counterfactual state—why component X had not
operated—while attempting to preserve the
device’s operating principles. Participants tended
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to prefer simpler explanation—explanations that
require fewer changes to the device—but
they sometimes had trouble tracing the logical
implications of these changes. These difficulties
help predict the pattern of results.
Title 3: Counterfactuals and Belief Revision
Author: Jim Joyce
Abstract : Counterfactuals fall within a circle of
interconnected concepts, which includes laws
of nature, cause and effect relations, physical
propensities and objective single-case chances.
As Pearl stresses, these concepts are indispensable
both to statistical inference and to decision
making. Moreover, none of them can be
reductively analyzed in terms of correlations,
associations or any other non-model notions. I will
discuss two recent approaches to
counterfactual reasoning, and will explore their
impact on belief revision: Pearl's treatment,
which makes use of "mutilated" causal models,
emphasizes the importance of structural
equations; David Lewis's "imaging" approach
emphasizes similarities between actual and
counterfactual situations. On most questions, there
turns out to be less difference between
these approaches than there might first seem, but
the two can diverge when disjunctions are
counterfactually supposed. While it is not entirely
clear what to say about such cases, I will
briefly lay out some of the pros and cons of each
position. I will also, if time permits, say
something about the central place of
counterfactual reasoning in decision making.

evidence that this operation is not as simple and
uniform as severing a variable from its
parents. Second, inasmuch as intervention is
flexible and context-dependent, how is it driven
in particular cases by the linguistic properties of
the sentence in question? These questions
must be kept distinct but inform each other. I
discuss ways for linguistic theory to both benefit
from and contribute to research on causal and
counterfactual reasoning.

Title 4: Talking About Interventions: New
Questions for Linguistic Research
Authors: Stefan Kaufmann
Abstract : Causal (Bayesian) Networks are
increasingly being used in the semantic analysis of
counterfactual conditionals and related linguistic
constructions. How are these constructions
interpreted relative to Causal Networks? There are
really two sides to this question: First,
how are Causal Networks utilized and operated on
in counterfactual reasoning? There is
widespread agreement that some form of local
intervention is involved, but also mounting
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Abstract
Do people with different kinds of bodies think differently?
According to the body-specificity hypothesis (Casasanto
2009), they should. In this paper, I review evidence that rightand left-handers, who perform actions in systematically different ways, use correspondingly different areas of the brain
for imagining actions and representing the meanings of action
verbs. Beyond the concrete domain of action, the way people
use their hands influences the way they represent abstract
ideas with positive and negative emotional valence like
“goodness,” “honesty,” and “intelligence,” and how they
communicate about them in spontaneous speech and gesture.
Changing how people use their right and left hands can cause
them to think differently, suggesting that handedness is not
merely correlated with cognitive differences. Body-specific
patterns of experience shape the way people think, feel,
communicate, and make decisions.
Keywords: Action; Concepts; EEG; Emotion; fMRI; Handedness; Language; Metaphor; rTMS

Introduction
To the extent that the content of the mind depends on the
structure of the body, people with different kinds of bodies
should think differently, in predictable ways. This is the
body-specificity hypothesis (Casasanto, 2009). When people
interact with the physical environment, their perceptions and
actions are constrained by their bodily attributes (e.g.,
Fischer, 2005; Linkenauger, et al., 2009). In this paper, I
review research exploring ways in which people’s words,
thoughts, feelings, and judgments are also shaped by the
particulars of their bodies.

Body-specificity of language and imagery
Initial tests of the body-specificity hypothesis used handedness as a testbed. Right- and left-handers perform the same
actions differently. When people throw a ball, write a letter,
or grasp a coffee mug they tend to use their dominant hand.
Do differences in how people perform actions influence the
way they imagine actions and process action language? To
find out, we used functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) to compare right- and left-handers’ cortical motor
activity during action imagery and action verb understanding.
Mental imagery of hand actions (but not other actions)
corresponded to different patterns of motor activity in rightand left-handers. Left-hemisphere motor areas were acti-

vated in right-handers, but right-hemisphere motor areas
were activated in left-handers (Willems, Toni, Hagoort, &
Casasanto, 2009).
A similar pattern was found when people read words for
actions they usually perform with their dominant hands
(scribble, toss) and actions they perform with other parts of
their bodies (kneel, giggle). When right-handers read words
for hand actions, they activated areas of left premotor cortex
used in planning actions with the right hand. Left-handers
showed the opposite pattern, activating right premotor areas
used for planning left-hand actions (Willems, Hagoort, &
Casasanto, 2010).
Further fMRI experiments confirmed that activation during word reading was not due to conscious imagery of actions (Willems, Toni, Hagoort, & Casasanto, 2010). Although fMRI data are correlational, experimental interventions using theta-burst TMS showed that activity in premotor hand areas contralateral to the dominant hand is not
epiphenomenal; rather, body-specific activation of the motor
system plays a functional role in processing language about
hand actions (Willems & Casasanto, 2011; Willems, Labruna, D’Esposito, Ivry, & Casasanto, 2011).

Body-specificity of emotion
Beyond the concrete domain of action, how might bodily
experience shape mental representation of more abstract
ideas like “good” and “bad,” “victory” and “loss,” “deceit”
and “honesty”? Like many abstract concepts, these notions
carry either positive or negative emotional valence. In language, good things are often associated with the top and bad
things with the bottom of an imaginary vertical spatial continuum (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980); this spatial mapping has
functional consequences for learning the meanings of valenced words (Casasanto & de Bruin, 2011) and for retrieving emotional memories (Casasanto & Dijkstra, 2010).
In addition to vertical metaphors, language also maps
good and bad things to horizontal space, (e.g., my right hand
man; two left feet). Implicitly, however, people’s mental
metaphors do not always reflect the good-is-right and badis-left conventions enshrined in language and culture.
Rather, people’s implicit mental metaphors are bodyspecific.
When asked to decide which of two products to buy,
which of two job applicants to hire, or which of two alien
creatures looks more trustworthy, right- and left-handers
respond differently. Right-handers tend to prefer the prod-
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uct, person, or creature presented on their right side but lefthanders tend to prefer the one on their left (Casasanto,
2009). This pattern persists even when people make judgments orally, without using their hands to respond. Children
as young as 5 years old already make evaluations according
to handedness and spatial location, judging animals shown
on their dominant side to be nicer and smarter than animals
on their nondominant side (Casasanto & Henetz, 2011).
Beyond the laboratory, the association of “good” with the
dominant side can be seen in left- and right-handers’ spontaneous speech and gestures. In the final debates of the 2004
and 2008 US presidential elections, positive speech was
more strongly associated with right-hand gestures and negative speech with left-hand gestures in the two right-handed
candidates (Bush, Kerry), but the opposite association was
found in the two left-handed candidates (McCain, Obama),
whose gestures linked “positive” with “left” (Casasanto &
Jasmin, 2010).
These patterns cannot be predicted or explained by conventions in language and culture, which consistently associate “good” with “right” and “bad” with “left”. We proposed
that, instead, implicit mental metaphors linking valence with
left-right space are created as people interact with their
physical environment. In general, greater motor fluency
leads to more positive feelings and evaluations (e.g., Ping,
Dhillon, & Beilock, 2009). Right-handers, who interact with
their environment more fluently on the right side of space
and less fluently on the left, come to implicitly associate
“good” with “right” and “bad” with “left”, whereas the opposite is true for left-handers (Casasanto, 2009).
This fluency-based explanation was validated in a study
testing people whose dominant hand was handicapped, either in the long-term due to hemiparesis following unilateral
stroke, or in the short-term due to motor training in the lab.
After a period of acting more fluently with the left hand than
the right, natural right-handers implicitly associated good
with left, like natural left-handers (Casasanto & Chrysikou,
2011).
Body-specific patterns of action correspond to different
emotion-related behaviors. Do they also lead to different
neural organization for emotion? In right-handers, the left
frontal lobe (which controls the dominant hand) is specialized for approach-motivational states, and the right frontal
lobe (which controls the nondominant hand) for avoidancemotivational states. If brain areas that support affective motivation are functionally related to areas that support approach- and avoidance-related motor actions, then hemispheric specialization for motivation should covary with
specialization for motor control. This prediction was supported in an electroencephalography (EEG) experiment
showing opposite patterns of alpha-band power asymmetries
in right- and left-handers. This anatomical covariation provides initial support for the functional link we proposed
between the neural substrates of affective motivation and
motor control (Brookshire & Casasanto, 2011).

Conclusions
The body is a ubiquitous part of the context in which people
use their minds. The studies reviewed here show that even
highly abstract thoughts depend, in part, on the ways people
interact with the physical environment using their particular
bodies. Like research on linguistic relativity and cultural
relativity, investigations of bodily relativity can elucidate
ways in which patterns of experience give rise to corresponding habits of thinking, feeling, communicating, and
making decisions.
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Extended Abstract
Communication involves a combination of speech and
gestures, which afford joint attention between speaker and
interlocutor (Tomasello, 1999, 2003; Kita, 2003).
Characterizing the mapping between language and the
vision and action systems is therefore essential in order to
understand both normal and disordered communication. In
a series of five experiments we target this mapping with
respect to one the most central components of natural
language semantics - spatial demonstratives.
Although there is a large literature on the mapping
between spatial language and space, including prepositions
and space, (e.g. Burigo & Coventry, 2010; Coventry &
Garrod, 2004; Coventry, Cangelosi, Monrouxe, Joyce, &
Richardson, 2010; Coventry, Tenbrink & Bateman, 2010)
and quantifiers and space (e.g. Coventry, Cangelosi,
Newstead, & Bugmann, 2010), there is a notable absence
of empirical work on demonstratives. Yet spatial
demonstratives, such as this and that, are more closely
associated with deictic gestures than any other linguistic
items (Diessel, 2006; Enfield, 2003; Levinson, 2004), they
occur in all languages, are among the most frequent terms
within a language, appear early in child language
acquisition, and philologically emerge as the earliest
traceable words in languages (Deutscher, 2005; Diessel,
2006). Therefore demonstratives are a natural place to start
to examine how language and vision and action map onto
one another, and whether they are associated with the same
or different underlying representations.
The absence of work on demonstratives in cognitive
science generally is even more surprising when one
considers that demonstratives occur in spatial and nonspatial contexts. This can be used to refer to objects or
events in close temporal proximity, while that can be used
to refer to such objects and events out of temporal focus
(see Diessel, 1999 for discussion). In the context of work
examining the extent to which space acts as a structuring
tool for non-spatial domains (see for example Lakoff &
Johnson, 1980, 1999; Casasanto & Boroditsky, 2008),
demonstratives therefore afford an excellent test domain
within which to examine the relationship between different
uses of the same lexical items.
Recently Coventry, Valdés, Castillo, and GuijarroFuentes (2008; see also Bonfiglioli et al., 2009) tested the
mapping between perceptual space and demonstrative use
for the first time using a new methodology designed to

elicit spatial demonstratives without speakers realizing that
their language was being tested. Participants played a
‘memory game’ where the goal of the game was to
remember the positions of objects (colored shapes) placed
on 12 colored dots along the midline of a large conference
table. Participants were informed that they were taking part
in an experiment on the effects of language on memory for
object location and that they were in the ‘language
condition.’ They were first told that cards would be read
out with a placement instruction (e.g., “You place green
triangle on red dot”). Following placement, participants
were instructed that they had to point to each object
naming it using a combination of just three words: a
demonstrative, a color and a shape (e.g., this/that red
triangle), so that everyone in the ‘language condition’
experienced the same level of language coding. Coventry
et al. manipulated the distance between the participant and
placed object, whether participants used their hand or a
70cm stick when pointing at the objects placed, and who
placed the object. These latter two manipulations were
motivated by neuropsychological work suggesting contact
with objects is important for the extension of peripersonal
space. Berti and Frassinetti (2000) document the case of a
patient who showed a dissociation between near and far
space in the manifestation of neglect, illustrated by
impaired performance on a line bisection task in near space
but not in far space when using a light pen to perform the
task. However when the participant performed the same
task using a stick, performance on the task in far space
deteriorated, mirroring the performance in near space.
Berti and Frassinetti argue that the stick extended the body
remapping far space as near space. The results of this first
study using the memory game method revealed that the use
of the stick extended the use of this in English and este in
Spanish to the region beyond the end of the hand to the end
of the stick, mirroring the effects found for the extension of
near space in neglect patients.
While it would seem intuitive that there is a mapping
between near-far space and the use of spatial
demonstratives, this view has been challenged (Kemmerer,
2006). Notably while a proximal versus distal contrast
appears to be the most common demonstrative contrast
across languages (Diessel, 2005), languages make a range
of more diverse contrasts in their demonstrative systems,
including person centered contrasts (Japanse), whether an
object is visible or not (Tiriyó), and whether is owned by
the speaker (Supyire)(Diessel, 1999, 2005).
In this talk we report the results of five experiments
using the memory game paradigm designed to 1) tease
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apart the mapping between perceptual space and spatial
demonstratives, and 2) test whether English demonstratives
are subject to the influence of variables that are lexicalized
in other languages. Experiment 1 manipulated whether
contact is necessary between a tool and an object for an
extension of this to occur (as in Coventry et al., 2008). This
was motivated by neuropsychological work indicating that
an extension of near space to far space with tool use occurs
when the tool is used to functionally interact/make contact
with an object (e.g., Iriki et al., 1996; Farnè et al, 2005;
Witt et al., 2005). Experiment 2 examined the influence of
deictic centre on demonstrative choice, Experiment 3
tested whether demonstrative choice is affected by whether
an object is occluded or not, Experiment 4 tested whether
ownership affects demonstrative choice, and Experiment 5
tested whether object familiarity affects demonstrative
choice.
The results of these experiments show that spatial
demonstrative choice in English is much more similar to
demonstrative contrasts in other languages than a simple
binary proximal-distal contrast in English would suggest.
Put simply, lexical distinctions for these terms are not
diagnostic of the parameters that affect their usage.
Moreover the results reinforce the importance of the
mapping between peripersonal and extrapersonal space and
demonstrative choice – but with an enriched
conceptualization of what peripersonal space entails.
Consequences of this for the relationship between spatial
and temporal uses of demonstratives will be discussed.
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and in part distorted (Canter, 1977; Tversky, 1981). In order
to deal with this limitation, people consult maps or verbal
descriptions (with equal benefit, cf. Meilinger & Knauff,
2008), or they draw upon cognitive strategies of wayfinding
(Golledge, 1999), with different implications for outdoor
(Wiener et al., 2004) versus indoor (Hölscher et al., 2006)
environments. In this paper, we will address indoor
environments (complex buildings) with a particular focus on
the verbalization of routes as well as wayfinding strategies.

Abstract
Describing routes is an easy everyday task for people who
know the environment well. However, strategies exist also for
situations where only incomplete knowledge is available. We
present a study eliciting verbalized route plans and thinkaloud data from novices and experts who were asked to find
and describe routes in a complex building. The spatial
descriptions were analyzed relating the level of knowledge to
route efficiency, and to occurrences of particular linguistic
elements. Results reveal a diversity of wayfinding and
description strategies, ranging from generic methods via
building specific strategies to classic turn-by-turn directions.
Experience with the building predicted the performance in
finding efficient paths as well as the extent to which concrete
spatial elements and uncertainty or orientation markers
occurred in the descriptions. These findings open up the
possibility of predicting the expertise of a speaker from the
form as well as the contents of a route description.

Wayfinding and description strategies

Keywords: route descriptions; cognitive map; incomplete
knowledge; wayfinding strategies.

Introduction
Imagine asking someone for the way, and hearing in
response "uhm, well, you could just try walking to the right
here, look out for the signs, best search for the main staircase, it must be there somewhere". You would recognize
that this person is no expert of the environment – yet this is
far from a denial to respond. On the contrary, you might
even follow this advice, even though it is just a vague hint.
But what exactly is it in this utterance that reveals the
speaker's cognitive status? And what is the nature of those
hints that speakers with limited spatial knowledge can
possibly convey?
Route descriptions can be viewed as a way of accessing
speakers’ current spatial representation of an environment.
Research in this area has mostly centered on typical turn-byturn directions (Denis, 1997; Lovelace & Montello, 1999).
This kind of detailed instruction presupposes a considerable
degree of familiarity with the environment. Often, research
focuses on pre-defined paths, aiming to elicit those elements
that are most crucial for conveying a route efficiently.
However, clearly this research only captures description, not
planning or wayfinding strategies in relation to variable
knowledge. Yet the underlying assumption of (reasonably)
complete knowledge represents the exception rather than the
rule. Human knowledge of environments is typically limited

Knowledge about a building determines not only how
people navigate and find their way around, but also how
comfortable they feel in it without the risk of losing
orientation (Carlson et al., 2010), and how they will talk
about it when describing the setting and guiding others
along their way. In spite of the fact that all of these issues
belong to everyday experience, surprisingly little is known
about how humans actually deal with incomplete knowledge
when finding their way around in complex buildings.
Much research has proved the crucial impact of
landmarks on human understanding of spatial environments
– particularly outside of buildings (e.g., Presson &
Montello, 1988; Caduff & Timpf, 2008). Humans use
landmarks to orient and locate their own position, to retrace
a route, to find the correct direction towards a destination, to
describe routes to others, and so on. However, the extent to
which such findings can be transferred to indoor scenarios
remains unclear, except for findings highlighting the
particular role of central points (well-known parts of a
building) for orientation (Gärling et al., 1983) as well as
wayfinding strategies (Hölscher et al., 2006).
Similar observations can be made concerning other route
elements, such as hallways or other types of paths within
buildings, their names or features, directions or angles,
distances, and so on. Some of the available results so far
point to systematic effects of particular spatial tasks, goals,
or configurational features leading to a difference in the
conceived salience of spatial entities of various types
(Peponis et al., 1990; Weisman, 1981). However, the role of
knowledge of the environment in question remains unclear.
Wayfinding strategies may be based either on rational
reasoning processes in relation to a given goal, or on
contextual factors that may influence the wayfinders'
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decisions even without their conscious awareness. Studies
have investigated variations in the spatial situation, such as
the length of the line of sight or other factors that may
impact path selection (Golledge, 1997; Hochmair & Frank,
2002), as well as various kinds of tasks involving more
global navigation decisions and strategies (Wiener et al.,
2004). Furthermore, a number of studies address speakers’
strategies in describing spatial environments, such as
mentally following a continuous route through the building
(Linde & Labov, 1975), and switching perspectives
throughout a discourse (e.g., Tversky, 1999).
Taken together, there is much evidence that spatial
knowledge, behavior, and description are intricately interrelated in the application of high-level cognitive strategies.
It is therefore promising to pursue the investigation of
navigation behavior together with language production.
Previous work has profited considerably from a close
analysis of natural language produced along with spatial
tasks (e.g., Soh & Smith-Jackson, 2004; Spiers & Maguire,
2008). Nevertheless, the question of how speakers react
when asked to produce descriptions towards a particular
spatial goal in an unfamiliar environment remains open so
far. To our knowledge, there is no study directly addressing
speakers' wayfinding and description strategies in such a
task, neither in indoor nor in outdoor scenarios. Therefore,
our work presented in the following is predominantly
explorative. We elicited verbal descriptions with the
expectation that already the content of a verbalization
should be informative as it reveals conscious thought.
Speakers may provide explicit reasons, strategies, and
generalizations; and their language may reveal both global
strategies and local spatial choices that can be interpreted
relative to their level of spatial knowledge. Additionally, we
were interested in the particular linguistic structures that
might further reflect cognitive patterns, for example via the
use of lexical choices (e.g. route elements), deixis, and
presuppositions reflecting speakers' expectations.

Wayfinding and Description: Empirical study
Since classic turn-by-turn route directions presuppose a
considerable amount of environment-specific spatial
knowledge on the part of the speaker, our empirical setup
was designed to elicit any type of description that
participants might produce spontaneously.
Two groups of participants (30 experts and 60 novices
with respect to the building, namely employees with offices
in the building, and students in their orientation week; all
native speakers of German) described the shortest way to a)
the nearest exit and b) the Cafeteria from 5 different starting
points distributed on four different levels of the "GW2"
building of the University of Bremen (see Figure 1 for an
impression of the building's complexity). The order of these
two destinations was balanced. A subset of participants (13
experts and 53 novices) additionally walked to the second
one of their two goals while thinking aloud. The
verbalizations were analyzed linguistically and related to
behavioral data (route choice) as well as level of knowledge.

Figure 1: Three floor levels of GW2 (floor plans available
at www.fb10.uni-bremen.de, retrieved in 2009).

Procedure
Participation was on a voluntary basis without
compensation. The participants were approached by the
experimenter either a) in their office (employees) or b) in or
in front of a lecture room (students). They were then asked
if they agreed to take part in a short wayfinding experiment,
which was very simple and would take only about five
minutes. The experimenter wrote down the gender and
approximate age of the participant, and their current
location. Participants were informed that the experiment
was recorded. If they consented, they were asked to name
their native language and to self-rate their familiarity with
the building on a scale between 1 (very well) and 6 (not at
all). The experimenter then asked the two experimental
questions (in randomized order; all questions and examples
are here translated from the German original):
1. Imagine you have to leave this building as quickly as
possible. Please explain to me as well as you can how
you would do that.
2. Imagine you want to go to the Cafeteria in this building. How do you get there using the shortest route?
After having answered these questions, the participants
were further asked if they agreed to take part in the second
part of this study. They were informed that this would take a
few minutes and that they would be rewarded with candy.
Consenting participants were given the following instruction
(using the latter one of their previous goals):
"Please walk now to [the nearest exit / the Cafeteria]
using the shortest route. It is not important to us whether
you walk the same route that you just described or take a
route that is even shorter. However, it is important to us that
you think aloud while you are walking. Please say
everything that crosses your mind."
The experimenter followed the participant and plotted
their route on a map of the building while walking. If the
participant fell silent, they were reminded to think aloud.

Research hypotheses
On the behavioral level, we expected that novices would
orient towards salient entities and central points rather than
choosing a direct route. Such a strategy would lead to less
efficient routes than those found by experts in wayfinding
and description. Since there was no operationalizable a
priori measure for saliency as perceived by individual
wayfinders, reasons for choosing particular routes were
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identified via quantitative and qualitative linguistic analysis.
We also expected participants to be able to assess their own
level of knowledge reasonably well, leading to a correlation
between self-assessment of expertise with route efficiency.
On the linguistic level, we started out with the main aim
of exploring the types of language produced in the case of
incomplete knowledge (in contrast to expert knowledge),
reflecting underlying wayfinding and description strategies
via particular linguistic markers. Gradually, operationalizable criteria were developed for a systematic comparison of
linguistic features. In particular, we expected that novices
should use fewer concrete spatial elements than experts, but
more orientation indicators and uncertainty markers
(definitions are given below). Additionally we expected
situated (think aloud) descriptions to reflect similar patterns
as in-advance descriptions generally. However, because of
available visual information, think aloud data during
situated navigation should lead to the use of more
orientation indicators and less uncertainty markers than inadvance descriptions, and possibly less concrete spatial
elements because visible objects do not require explicit
naming.

Analysis
In order to address the research hypotheses just summarized,
we judged the efficiency of the chosen routes in relation to
the shortest route. This was done by way of a 4-point scale
with the following values: 1=shortest route, 2=minimal
detour, 3=large detour, 4=goal not reached. After examining
the number of turns and approximate length in meters in
comparison to the shortest path, routes were categorized
intuitively by two independent coders, who agreed with
each other in 90% of the cases. Next, we annotated spatial
linguistic categories that are well-known to be crucial for
wayfinding (Denis, 1997; Tversky & Lee, 1999), and a
variety of linguistic markers of orientation and uncertainty.
These markers were identified post-hoc on the basis of the
data, as they appeared to be potential indicators of
underlying cognitive strategies or prerequisites. Our
annotation categories were defined as follows.
Concrete spatial elements
Start & endpoint. Landmark or region presented as start
or endpoint; including deixis in obvious linguistic contexts:
"von hier aus; und dann wären wir schon da" (from here,
and then we'd already be there).
Segment. Progression along a leg of the route. Typical
segment markers include durch (through) [with the
exception of doors], entlang (along), runter (down), hoch
(up), bis zum Ende (to the end).
(Change) of direction. Projective terms and spatial
prepositions that signal direction, such as links (left), rechts
(right), nach oben / rauf (upwards), nach unten / runter
(downwards), geradeaus (straight on), zurück (back), rein
(into), raus (out of).
Landmark. Point-like spatial entities used for orientation
that could be seen or heard; these often appear in the context
of the prepositions an (at) and (bis) zu (till / to / up to).

Region. Areas with boundaries; linguistic context: hinein
(into), in (in), heraus (out of), aus (out); also: oben, unten
(up, down if not used as direction), vorne (front).
Distance. Qualitative or quantitative expressions that
signal duration (time, spatial distance).
Orientation indicators
References to public orientation aids. These include
predominantly the information signs in the building, and
emergency maps on the walls.
Deixis: demonstratives such as dies/e (this), and hier
(here), da (there), dort (over there) (except in their use to
refer to the start or destination). A frequent use of deixis can
be taken to signal a main orientation towards the (deictic)
"here and now", i.e., to information that is currently
perceptually available, rather than spatial memory.
Process of orientation. Verbs that mark the process of
orientation, such as sich an etw. orientieren (orient towards
something), Ausschau halten nach / nach etw. gucken (look
out for), etw. suchen (search something), auf etw. achten
(pay attention to something).
Perception. Full verbs of perception, such as gucken /
schauen / sehen (see / look / watch).
Exploration particles are utterances using the German
construction [PRON VERB (einfach) mal], e.g., wir gehen
einfach mal los; here translated as "let's just…".
Uncertainty markers
Vagueness markers start with irgend-: -wie (somehow), was (something), -wo (somewhere), -wann (sometime).
Restarts. The word or sentence is left incomplete and a
fresh start is attempted, as in ich gehe nach li- links (I now
go to the le- left); ich würde jetzt rechts – ich gehe nach
rechts (I would now right – I go to the right).
Referential problems. Reference is made by dies(e)
together with a noun, and followed by an attribute, such as
in diesem Hauptgebäude wo auch die Asta und so was ist
(in this main building where also the Asta and all that is).
Modals: könn(t)en (could), dürfen (may), müss(t)en
(might), soll(t)en (should), wollen / mögen (would like),
würden (would).
Hedges. One of the following adverbs is used that signal
uncertainty about the truth of the proposition: eigentlich (in
a sense), wahrscheinlich
(probably), möglicherweise
(possibly), vielleicht / eventuell (maybe), quasi (quasi).
Stance. One of the following verbs is used that signals the
speaker’s degree of certainty concerning the truth of the
proposition: glauben (believe), denken (think), wissen
(know), meinen (mean).
Annotations were carried out by two independent coders
who agreed with each other about the categorization of any
linguistic unit in 85% of the cases.
Finally, we analyzed the descriptions and verbal protocols
qualitatively in order to gain an intuitive understanding of
the wayfinding and description strategies available in the
case of incomplete knowledge. Along with this analysis, we
established the relation between our qualitative discoveries
and the quantitive analysis measures just listed.
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Behavioral performance
Experts found more efficient paths than novices, expert
mean: 1.08, novices mean: 1.55, Wilcoxon rank sum test: W
= 208.5, p<.05). In particular, in contrast to the direct paths
chosen by experts, novices' paths typically passed a prominent main staircase (see Figure 2 for an example). Experts
assessed their own knowledge to be higher than novices did
(Wilcoxon rank sum test: W = 379.5, p<.001). However, the
correlation between their self-assessed knowledge and the
efficiency of their chosen routes failed to reach significance
(Kendall’s rank correlation tau: z = 1.3721, p= .17).

to the models (replacing expertise), such that a better self
assessment lead to the production of more concrete elements
(std.err=.095, z=-3.51, p<.001), but fewer orientation
indicators (std.err=.069, z=2.78, p<.01) and uncertainty
markers (std.err=.068, z=2.904, p<.01).

occurence (log-odds)

Results

expert

novice

expert

novice

expert

novice

Figure 3: Occurrence (estimates) of concrete spatial
elements, orientation indicators, and uncertainty markers as
a function of expertise and task.

Figure 2: Example for paths chosen by novices and
experts. The path chosen by the novice leads to the main
entrance via the main staircase as a prominent landmark,
while the expert's path leads to a minor entrance via the
shortest possible path.
Quantitative analysis of verbal data
Our quantitative linguistic feature analysis using the
operationalizable criteria described above revealed the
following patterns. We fitted mixed-effects logistic
regression models (Pinheiro & Bates, 2000) with the fixed
factors expertise and task (planning vs. thinking-aloud), and
participants as random factor, using the statistical software
package R (R Development Core Team, 2011). The results
(Fig. 3) revealed that novices produced fewer concrete spatial elements than experts (std.err=.265, z=-3.79, p<.001),
but more orientation indicators (std.err=.173, z=5.65,
p<.001) and more uncertainty markers (std.err=.177,
z=3.13, p<.01). Moreover, more concrete spatial elements
and more uncertainty markers were produced when the task
was to explain the route in advance (planning) rather than
thinking aloud (concrete: std.err=.127, z=-5.534, p<.001;
uncertainty: std.err=.132, z=-3.82, p<.001). However, fewer
orientation indicators were produced in planning, even
though the effect was only marginally reliable (std.err=.125,
z=1.943, p<.052). Experts produced particularly many
concrete spatial elements when they were planning,
resulting in a reliably better model fit when the interaction
was kept in the model (Chi2=8.01, p<0.01).
Despite the lack of a significant correlation between (selfassessed) spatial knowledge and expertise, self-assessment
had a reliable effect on the utterances produced when added

Qualitative analysis of verbal data
To illustrate the linguistic results of our study, we first
provide typical examples of route descriptions given by an
expert (example 1) and by a novice (example 2).
1. From my office door to the left and uh at the end of the
hallway to the right, and then there is already the exit.
2. Uhm, I would, yes, in principle go back again to the
main staircase and then, yes, one must, I think, then
there is, you know, the bakery on one side, then one
needs to go past it and straight on and then, also in this
café, as far as I know, and then there is an exit.
Here are think-aloud protocols elicited from an expert
(example 3) and from a novice (example 4):
3. So we go now to the staircase, tower A. But I always
walk the stairs. Well, this building is a building to get
lost in, really. Only to the exit. Just down the tower A.
4. So, we will now go in here, and let's press the Two.
Hm (lift stops). Maybe one further down after all.
Uhm, okay, let's go straight on. Okay, let's just go
downstairs. And [we] need to get over there. Exactly,
down here. Hm, office. Ha, to the left here. Along
there. Here are we.
Clearly both of these description types (in-advance route
descriptions and think-aloud data) differ between experts
and novices with respect to the linguistic features listed
above, such as uncertainty markers and orientation
indicators. In the following, we focus on the differences
concerning spatial knowledge rather than differences in text
types. Our qualitative analysis of the verbal data revealed
that participants had the following range of options at their
disposal. The elicited verbalizations range from general
strategies via building specific and central point–oriented
strategies to specific turn-by-turn directions using the
shortest path. In particular, we can characterize the range of
options emerging from our data as follows. Note that the
given examples are chosen to illustrate how the quantitative
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linguistic feature analysis maps with the range of strategies
proposed here. However, as the examples also illustrate, the
linguistic features need to be appreciated as superficial
indicators which, if analyzed without context, may appear
misleading, as there is no simple one-to-one correspondence
between linguistic form and underlying cognitive strategy.
Basic generic strategy
Even without any previous knowledge, people can ask
other people, look out for signs, retrace their earlier paths, or
use any other generally available strategy that enables them
to find the intended destination. Characteristic verbal
descriptions of this kind from our data include: "No idea, I
search for an info sign and then I continue looking
[laughs]"; "Well, either [look] for signs or just ask others
who are running around here"; "Well, then I would, uh, take
the path that I also used to come in, even if this is not the,
maybe not the shortest one, but I already know it, then I
would also retrace it". These descriptions contain no
concrete spatial elements such as segments, directions,
landmarks, and distances. Typical orientation markers for
this strategy concern mostly searching (for generically
expected items that might or might not be there), references
to orientation aids, and modals (I would). Apart from that,
this basic strategy type may be considered as unfailing, so
as to involve relatively little uncertainty (i.e., people do not
even try to find their way independently).
Environment specific strategy
With only very little knowledge of the specific building in
which people are navigating, they can orient towards
particular features of this environment. The building used in
our study has the specific features of signs displaying room
numbers and other destinations (departments, central
points), as well as staircase towers (semi-detached from the
building itself). Relevant utterances include "Follow the
signs, which are hanging above the doors"; "and then I
would hope that I walk directly in the direction of the
tower"; "uh, I would search for the nearest staircase down".
These utterances contain presuppositions as signaled by the
definite articles in the signs, the tower, the nearest staircase.
Such indicators either reflect rudimentary knowledge about
the environment, or specific expectations about it (i.e., there
must be a staircase that can be used to get down).
Central point oriented strategy
Previous experience with an environment leads to the
memory of landmarks as a first step in acquiring a cognitive
map (Siegel & White, 1975). In this building, prominent
landmarks included a large hall together with a main
staircase, both adjacent to the cafeteria as well as to a main
entrance. Novices with some knowledge of this building
regularly chose a path via these prominent central points,
even if it was not the shortest one (see Figure 2 above).
Relevant utterances include "This hall, where the main
staircase is as well"; "I would always first go to the main
staircase here, and then from there downwards". These
utterances contain orientation and uncertainty markers, but
also a number of concrete spatial elements, as speakers start
to orient towards specific locations within the building.

Specific turn-by-turn directions
With elaborate knowledge of the building, speakers can
not only describe a concrete route, but also decide about the
shortest path to the destination (cf. behavioral results).
Furthermore, they can describe the location of the
destination directly. All of this reflects the extent to which
speakers can draw on an integrated cognitive map. Relevant
utterances of this kind include "When I walk out of my
office to the right, then directly left again, keep straight on,
uhm, then you would already go directly towards the
Cafeteria and there down the stairs. Then onto the first
level"; "The shortest path up here to the exit is down tower
A". Utterances such as these are characterized heavily by
the concrete spatial elements known for route descriptions
from the literature as listed above. They contain few
orientation or uncertainty markers.

Discussion
We set out in this study to investigate the strategies of
wayfinding and description in a complex building in the
case of incomplete knowledge. Our study compared the
solutions found by experts familiar with the building to
those put forward by novices, in our case new students at
the university. Results showed that, as expected, routes
found by experts were reliably more efficient than those by
novices. The degree of expertise was also reflected in the
linguistic features of the verbalizations, both with respect to
in-advance route descriptions and in the task-concurrent
think-aloud protocols. These two discourse types differed
with respect to mention of concrete spatial elements and
uncertainty markers, which were most characteristic for
planning ahead, as well as orientation indicators, which
were most characteristic for thinking aloud while
navigating. These linguistic features also systematically
reflected the range of strategies of dealing with uncertainty
in a wayfinding situation, independent of discourse type.
Novices used fewer concrete spatial elements than experts,
but more orientation indicators and uncertainty markers.
This reflects their tendency towards using generic (search)
strategies rather than describing specific routes typically
described by experts in answer to a route request.
Confronted with a spatial task that they could not solve
directly, novices could rely on unfailing procedures such as
asking passers-by, looking out for orientation aids, and
retracing the previous route. Between these two extremes of
complete knowledge and complete ignorance, the
participants made use of specific features of the
environment that they had already encountered, ranging
from general building features (towers, type of signs) to
individual central points (specific landmarks such as the
main hall and staircase). These environmental features
supported navigation (i.e., routes were designed to lead via
prominent locations) and were reflected prominently in the
verbalizations.
These results are in line with previous findings
highlighting the prominent role of previously learned central
points within complex buildings (Gärling et al., 1983;
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Hölscher et al., 2006). Moreover, they provide a novel
context for the investigation of (concrete, turn-by-turn)
route descriptions, namely in terms of being situated at one
end along a cline of familiarity with the environment in
question. Moving towards the other end of the cline, route
descriptions gradually become less concrete, although they
may still serve as useful wayfinding support as they orient
towards prominent locations.
Linguistic markers such as vagueness particles, hedges,
modals, and perception and orientation verbs to some extent
indicate a lack of expertise on the part of the speaker,
whereas references to concrete spatial entities convey spatial
certainty. This extends previous, more general findings on
speakers' display of their cognitive status, which their
dialogue partners can detect and react to (Brennan &
Williams, 1995). Presuppositions such as the use of definite
articles along with items not directly encountered reveal the
wayfinder's expectations about the current environment.
Findings such as these can be useful across a range of
practical applications. For instance, an automatic dialogue
system (e.g., Cuayáhuitl et al., 2010) may be enabled to
react to a speaker's uncertainty and expectations, of which
they may not be aware, in a supportive way. Furthermore, a
well-founded assessment of spatial knowledge, expectations, and wayfinding confidence can be used to improve
the compatibility between the spatial environment and the
strategies and abilities of its users (Carlson et al., 2010).
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Abstract
The goal of this project was to examine how training
either mental or manual (virtual) rotation, affects
performance gains on either a mental or a manual
rotation task. In Experiment 1, we examined
improvement on a manual rotation task following
practice in mental rotation, manual rotation and a
control condition. Practice in mental but not manual
rotation lead to improved performance on manual
rotation, compared to the control condition. In
Experiment 2, we examined improvement on a
mental rotation task as a function of the same 3
training conditions. In this experiment, both mental
and manual rotation practice lead to more efficient
posttest performance relative to the control condition.
These results suggest common processes in mental
and manual rotation, related to mental planning.
Keywords: Mental rotation; manual rotation; training

Training Mental Rotation
The ability to mentally rotate representations of 3D
objects (Shepard & Metzler, 1971) is a basic process in
spatial thinking. Research on this process has shown that
as the angular disparity between two objects increases, the
amount of time required to make same/different or parity
judgments increases linearly.
Mental rotation has
received extensive research interest in part due to the
large variance in task performance between individuals.
This variance has also prompted researchers to ask
whether mental rotation performance can be improved
and the nature of that improvement.
There is now considerable evidence that mental
rotation can become more accurate and efficient with
practice (e.g., Heil, Rösler, Link & Bajric, 1998; Kail &
Park, 1990; Tarr & Pinker, 1989). There are two primary
accounts of this improvement. The first account, instancebased improvement, proposes that the improvement is due
to increased familiarity with the stimuli being rotated.
According to an alternative account, process-based
improvement, participants become more facile with the

actual process of mental rotation as a function of practice.
In the latter case, but not the former, practice should
generalize to mental rotation of new (untrained) objects.
Heil et al. (1998) found no improvements in a mental
rotation task apart from performance on practiced objects
in practiced orientations, showing only instance-based
improvements and therefore concluded that participants
were storing multiple representations of the objects in
new orientations and solving problems by matching those
representations to solve the problems rather than mental
rotation (see also Tarr & Pinker, 1989). Kail and Park
(1990) also found that performance improvements from
the practice of rotating letters did not transfer to a rotation
task with unfamiliar letter-like characters. They suggested
that performance differences between pretest and posttest
were due to participants switching from using process
based algorithms to retrieving built up responses from
memory (an instance-based account).
In contrast to these studies, Wright, Thompson, Ganis,
Newcombe, and Kosslyn (2008) found that extended
practice on mental rotation transferred to novel stimuli
and to a mental paper-folding task. Because the practice
effects reduced the intercept but not the slope of the
response times, they postulated the improvement was in
the encoding of the stimulus, rather than the rotation
itself. Wright et al. (2008) also suggested that Heil et al.
(1998) did not find transfer effects because there were
fewer practice trials in the Heil et al. study and the control
participants in that study were retested multiple times on
the transfer items, which allowed for improvement.
Finally, training with video games, such as Tetris and
first-person shooter games, has resulted in improvement
on mental rotation tasks, beyond those that result from
retesting (Terlicki, Newcombe & Little, 2008; Feng,
Spence, & Pratt, 2007), suggesting that something other
than storing multiple representations can cause
improvement in mental rotation tasks.

Mental and Manual Rotation
Mental rotation has also received a substantial amount of
interest because of its isomorphic relationship to physical
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rotation processes (Peronnet & Farah, 1989), and the
possibility that mental rotation may be related to motor
planning of physical (manual) rotations. Wexler, Kosslyn,
and Berthoz (1998) found that a concurrent motor task
could either facilitate or hinder mental rotation
performance. Participants were asked to determine
whether rotated block shapes were the same or mirror
images, while rotating a joystick either clockwise or
counterclockwise.
When the joystick rotation was
congruent with the required mental rotation, response
times were faster with fewer errors. When the joystick
rotation was incongruent, response times were slower
with more errors. When the rotation directions were
compatible, the angle through which the participants
rotated their mental images correlated with the angle of
the joystick rotation. Finally, the speed of the motor
rotation affected the speed of mental rotation so that when
motor rotation was faster, so was mental rotation. These
results were echoed in a study by Wohlschläger and
Wohlschläger (1998). These studies suggest that mental
and manual rotation share processes, possibly related to
motor planning of actions.
In addition to behavioral results, there is evidence for
the recruitment of motor areas of the brain in mental
rotation tasks. In a study using transcranial magnetic
stimulation (TMS) Eisenegger, Herwig, and Jäncke
(2007) found increased excitement in the left (dominant)
primary motor cortex as indicated by motor-evoked
potentials (MEPs) measured on muscles of the right hand
when rotating Shepard and Metzler figures. This increase
in MEPs was not present when participants were shown
un-rotated versions of the figures or during a reading task,
indicating that the left primary motor cortex was only
activated when rotation was involved. Furthermore, using
positron emission topography (PET) Kosslyn, Thompson,
Wraga, and Alpert (2001) found that areas of the motor
cortex (M1) showed clear activation when participants
were told to imagine rotating an object themselves
(endogenous). In contrast, no such activation was found
when participants were told to imagine that the object was
being rotated by an external force (exogenous). Motor
strategies for mental rotation have also been found to
transfer implicitly from one task to another. Using PET,
Wraga, Thompson, Alpert, and Kosslyn (2003) found that
when asked to perform a hand rotation task before a
Shepard-Metzler object rotation task, participants showed
activation in M1 and the motor planning region A6. No
such activation was found in participants who performed
two sets of the object rotation trials.
There is also evidence that the development of motor
rotation skills can lead to improvements in mental rotation
skills.
Jansen and Heil (2010) found that motor
development in 5-to-6-year-old children predicted
performance on mental rotation tasks. The children
completed a motor development task, an intelligence task
that focuses on perceptual relationships, and a picture

mental rotation task. A significant amount of variance in
mental rotation performance was explained by motor
development, after controlling for non-verbal intelligence.
This was predominately true for motor skills that involve
coordination.
Considering the evidence that mental rotation is a
trainable skill and the connection between mental and
manual rotation, can training with one affect performance
on the other? Wiedenbauer, Schmid, and Jansen-Osmann
(2007) examined whether mental rotation could be trained
by practice with manual rotation. Their experiment used
three-dimensional perspective renderings of block figures
presented monoscopically. Participants were trained by
using a joystick to rotate a comparison figure into the
standard position of another figure, with all rotations in
the picture plane.
On a mental rotation posttest,
participants in the training group showed faster response
times than a control group on practiced figures, but this
improvement did not transfer to new block figures
suggesting an instance-based account of improvement.
If manual rotation can improve mental rotation as
Wiedenbauer et al. (2007) suggests, an obvious question
is whether training using mental rotation can affect
manual rotation performance. We examined this question
in the present research, using a task that involves rotating
a virtual object. Our research extends research on training
effects of mental and manual rotation in two ways. First,
we examine effects of mental and manual rotation
practice on manual (virtual) rotation (in Experiment 1) in
addition to their effects on mental rotation (in Experiment
2). Second we examine practice rotating objects in depth
as well as in the picture plane in both experiments. We
also examine transfer to rotations of new objects in both
experiments, following previous research.

Experiment 1
Experiment 1 addressed three questions: First: is it more
effective to train manual rotation with manual rotation
training or mental rotation, and how do these compare to
a control condition? Second, do the effects of training
depend on the axis of rotation, where the axis was either
in the picture plane (roll axis) or a depth axis that was not
perpendicular to any of the axes of the object (i.e. a noncanonical or general axis, cf. Parsons, 1995). Third, does
practice with manual and/or mental rotation transfer to
new objects, not seen during practice.
Participants. Seventy participants were recruited from
the University of California, Santa Barbara subject pool
and were compensated with class credit or 10 dollars.
Participants were randomly assigned to one of three
conditions (mental training, manual training, and control).
To create matched samples for the three experimental
conditions, participants were excluded from the analysis if
their average response time on the pretest was above or
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below 2 standard deviations from the mean (i.e., less than
5 seconds or greater than 15.5 seconds). Five participants
were excluded, leaving 65 participants (20 control, 20
manual training, and 25 mental training),
Stimuli. For the rotation tasks, five variations of the
original Shepard and Metzler (1971) block figures were
used. Stimuli were presented side by side with the
standard shape presented on left. On the right the test
figure was presented rotated over 6 angles (30, 60, 90,
120, 150, or 180 degrees) either in the picture plane or in
depth around a non-canonical axis of rotation. During the
pretest and training, participants saw only two of the
block figures (a and c). Two additional figures (b and e)
were presented during the posttest to examine transfer.
The fifth block figure (d) was used for practice trials.
For the manual pretest, posttest, and training condition
the 3D block figures were displayed with the Vizard 3.0
virtual reality program. On each trial, the block on the
right of the screen could be rotated in real time using an
InertiaCube2 3 degree-of-freedom interface, inside a 2”
diameter rubber ball. The participant’s task was to
manually align the orientation of the object on the right
hand side of the screen with the standard object
orientation presented on the left. There were no trials in
which the two objects were different from one another;
therefore a match was always possible.
Procedure. During the pretest, all participants completed
44 manual rotation trials. Once the participants believed
that the object on the right was aligned with the left
object, they pushed a button to indicate that they were
satisfied with their response. For each trial, we recorded
response time, directness of the rotation path, and the
angular error (in 3 dimensions) of the participant’s
produced orientation and the orientation of the standard
object. Directness was a combined measure of the
distance and time required to move the object from the
given orientation to the target orientation.

Figure 1: Participant Manually Rotating Block Stimuli

Table 1: Mean Response Times (S) for Study 1
Pretest M (SD)
Condition
Control
Mental
Manual

9.14 (2.28)
9.37 (2.05)
10.02 (2.71)

Posttest M (SD)
Old
New
6.25 (1.58)
6.93 (1.74)
5.01 (1.28)
5.47 (1.26)
6.82 (2.11)
7.13 (2.01)

During the training portion of the experiment,
participants in the manual rotation condition completed
176 additional manual rotation trials. Participants in the
mental rotation condition completed 176 mental rotation
trials with the same figures and were asked to make
same/mirror-image judgments (cf. Shepard & Metzler,
1971) and the control participants performed an unrelated
task (counterfactual reasoning problems). During the
posttest, participants completed 88 trials, 44 with the old
objects seen during the pretest and practice, and 44 with
unfamiliar/new objects. Pretest, training, and posttest all
took place during single session.

Results
Effects of Training: Response Time and Directness of
Rotation. No significant differences in response time
(RT) were found between the three groups on the pretest
F(2,62) = .81, MSE = 4.2, p = .45. To address the major
research question about the effectiveness of mental versus
manual training, we conducted an ANCOVA on posttest
RT using pretest RT as a covariate. Training condition
had a significant effect on response time, F(2,61) = 12.6,
MSE = 15.7, p < .001 (see Table 1). Focused analyses
using Bonferroni adjusted alpha levels of .017, revealed
that there was no significant difference in posttest RT
between the control and manual training groups, F(1,37)
= .13, MSE = .18, p = .72, however there were significant
differences between the control and mental training
group, F(1,42) = 21.27, MSE = 23.4, p < .001, and the
mental and manual training groups, F(1,42) = 16.68, MSE
= 20.9, p < .001 with mental rotation training leading to
significantly faster response times than the other two
conditions.
Examining whether training condition affected
directness of rotation, an ANCOVA with pretest
directness as a covariate, revealed similar results as
response time, with a significant difference between the
training conditions, F(2,61) = 12.72, MSE = 48046, p <
.001. Once again, the mental rotation group rotated more
directly on the posttest (M = 303.55, SD = 74.82) than the
manual rotation group, F(1,42) = 9.28, MSE = 31812.83,
p = .004, and the control group, F(1,42) = 25.19, MSE =
93974, p < .001. Although, there was a trend for the
manual rotation (M = 364.25, SD = 78.86) group to be
more direct than the control group (M = 396.95, SD =
91.46), this was not significant, F(1,37) = 3.56, MSE =
15314, p = .067.
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Discussion
Effects of Axis of Rotation: Response Times and
Directness. Significant differences between the training
conditions were found in response times for rotations both
in depth, F(2,62) = 5.59, MSE = 3.07, p = .006, and in the
picture plane, F(2,62) = 7.832, MSE = 2.18, p = .001.
Once again the mental rotation group outperformed the
control group for both depth, t(43) = 3.04, p = .004, and
picture plane rotations, t(43) = 2.91, p = .006, and
outperformed the manual rotation training condition for
both depth, t(43) = 2.94, p =.005, and picture plane
rotations, t(43) = 3.91, p < .001. All comparisons were
conducted using Bonferroni adjusted alpha levels of .017
(.05/3). No significant differences were found between
the manual rotation group and the control group for
response time on either the picture plane, t(38) = 1.08, p =
.29, or in depth rotations, t(38) = .30, p = .766.
These results were mirrored by the directness measure.
ANOVA revealed that the three conditions differed
significantly for performance on the posttest on rotations
in depth, F(2,62) = 4.6, MSE = 65194, p = .014, and in the
picture place, F(2,62) = 6.53, MSE = 45268, p = .003.
The mental rotation group rotated more directly on the
posttest trials than the control group on rotations in the
depth, t(43) = 3.02, p = .004, and the picture plane, t(43)
= 3.47, p < .001. The mental rotation group also rotated
more directly than the manual rotation group in the
picture plane t(43) = 3.135, p = .003, but the difference in
depth rotations did not reach statistical significance, t(43)
= 1.64, p = .108. There were no significant differences
between the control and manual rotation group in posttest
depth rotations, t(38) = 1.3, p = .20, or picture plane
rotations, t(38) = 0.4, p = .69.
Transfer of Training: Response Times and Directness
To examine transfer of training to new objects, we
conducted 3 (training condition) by 2 (old/new object)
ANOVAs on RT and directness measures. Significant
differences between conditions were found for RT on old
objects, F(2,62) = 7.08, MSE = 19.5, p = .002, and new
objects, F(2,62) = 18.82, MSE = 6.8, p = .002, and
directness for old objects, F(2,62) = 6.00, MSE = 37385, p
= .004, and new objects F(2,62) = 7.58, MSE = 68287, p
= .001. Further, t-tests, using a Bonferroni-adjusted alpha
level (.017), revealed no significant differences between
the control and manual rotation groups on either new or
old objects for either RT or directness (p > .10 in all
cases). Significant differences were found between mental
rotation and control groups on both old objects and new
objects for both RT and directness (t(43) > 2.90, p < .01
in all cases). The mental rotation group also significantly
outperformed the manual rotation group on both old and
new objects for both RT and directness (t(43) > 2.50, p <
.017 in all cases).

In summary, Experiment 1 showed that mental rotation
training was superior to manual rotation for training a
manual rotation task with virtual objects. Mental rotation
was effective at training participants to perform rotations
both in depth and in the picture plane. Furthermore
participants in the mental rotation group displayed
significant improvement on new objects as well as
old/familiar objects, providing evidence for transfer. In
contrast, participants who practiced manual rotation did
not significantly outperform control participants on any of
the measures (response time, directness, or error).

Experiment 2
Experiment 2 addressed the question of how mental
rotation training compares to manual rotation training
when the criterion task is mental rather than manual
rotation. Previous research by Wiedenbauer et al. (2007)
found that practice in manual rotation in the picture plane
was somewhat effective in training mental rotation, but
the effects were specific to the stimuli used in the practice
trials. Experiment 2 extends this research by examining
rotations of 3-D objects in depth as well as in the picture
plane.
Participants. Eighty-three participants were recruited
from the University of California, Santa Barbara subject
pool and were compensated with class credit. They were
randomly assigned to either the mental rotation training,
manual rotation training, or control conditions. To create
matched samples for the three experimental conditions,
participants were excluded from the analysis if their
average response time was 2SD above or below the mean
(less than 2500ms or greater than 9000ms). Eight
participants fell outside of the response time range leaving
75 participants for analysis (25 controls, 25 mental
training, and 25 manual training).
Stimuli. The stimuli were the same as those used in the
first experiment. In this experiment, participants
performed mental rotation trials (cf. Shepard & Metzler,
1971) in the pretest and posttest proportion of the
experiment. Response times were based on correct trials
only. Due to a large number of errors on the 180 degree
rotation angles for the depth axis, the 180 degree trials
were removed from the response time and error analysis.
Procedure. Prior to training, all participants completed
88 mental rotation pretest trials with two of the block
figures. During training, participants in the mental
training condition completed 176 mental rotation trials
with the same two block figures. The manual rotation
condition completed 176 manual rotation trials with these
same figures. Participants in the control condition
completed the same counterfactual reasoning problems as
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Table 2: Mean Response Times (S) for Study 2
Pretest M (SD)
Condition
Control
Mental
Manual

5.25 (1.31)
5.12 (1.47)
4.82 (1.19)

Posttest M (SD)
Old
New
3.71 (.86)
3.90 (1.06)
3.13 (.89)
3.33 (.95)
2.87 (.62)
3.02 (.86)

the control participants in Experiment 1. After the training
period, participants completed 176 posttest mental
rotation trials, 88 trials with the block figures used in the
pretest and training, and 88 trials with new (unfamiliar)
block figures. Pretest, training, and posttest all took place
during a single session.

Results
Errors. As in Experiment 1, no significant differences in
angular error were found across the training conditions for
either general posttest performance, performance on old
or new objects, or rotations in depth or in the picture
plane. The analysis therefore focuses on RT data.
Response Time. There was no significant difference
between the three conditions in response time on the
pretest, F(2,72) = .69, MSE = 1.22, p = .50. To examine
whether training condition affected response time on the
posttest, an ANCOVA with pretest response time as a
covariate was conducted. Results showed a significant
difference between training groups, F(2,71) = 5.05, MSE
= 3.07, p = .009, with further ANCOVAs revealing that
there were significant response time differences between
the control and mental rotation group, F(1,47) = 4.10,
MSE = 2.85, p = .049, and the control and manual rotation
group, F(1,47) = 10.62, MSE = 4.99, p = .002. Both the
mental rotation and manual rotation training groups had
significantly faster response times compared to the
control group (See Table 2). However, the difference
between the two training groups was not significant,
F(1,47) = 1.10, MSE = .70, p = .30.
Axis of Rotation. ANOVAs revealed significant
differences in RT between the three conditions for both
rotations in depth, F(2,72) = 3.47, MSE = 4.82, p = .036,
and rotations in the picture plane, F(2,72) = 5.41, MSE =
4.52, p = .006. T-tests with Bonferroni correction (alpha =
.017) revealed that the manual group had significantly
shorter response times than the control group for both
rotations in the picture plane, t(48) = 3.15, p = .003, and
in depth, t(48) = 2.72, p = .009. The same trends were
observed when comparing the mental rotation and control
groups, but did not reach statistical significance, t(48) =
2.23, p = .03, for picture plan rotations, t(48) = 1.72, p =
.09 for depth rotations. There were no significant RT

differences between the two training conditions on
rotations either in the picture plane, t(48) = 0.87, p = .39,
or in depth, t(48) = .74, p = .46.
Transfer of Training. An ANOVA revealed a significant
effect of training condition for both old, F(2,72) = 7.25,
MSE = 4.61, p = .001, and new objects, F(2,72) = 5.54,
MSE = 4.91, p = .007. T-tests (with Bonferroni
correction) comparing the mental rotation and control
conditions revealed non-significant trends for shorter RTs
in the mental rotation condition for old objects (see Table
2), t(48) = 2.32, p =.024, and new objects, t(48) = 1.99, p
= .052. Comparing the control and manual rotation
conditions revealed stronger trends. Response times were
significantly faster in the manual rotation condition for
old objects, t(48) = 3.96 p < .001, and the effect was
marginal for new objects, t(48) = 3.21, p = .02. No
significant differences were found between the mental
and manual training groups for either old, t(48) = 1.23, p
= .22, or new objects, t(48) = 1.20, p = .24.

Discussion
In summary, Experiment 2 results suggest that practicing
either mental rotation or manual rotation can improve
performance on a mental rotation task. This improvement
in performance transferred to new objects. Finally they
occurred for both rotations in the picture plane and in
depth.

General Discussion
These experiments argue for a relation between mental
and manual rotation and provide promising evidence that
these spatial thinking processes can be trained.
Interestingly in Experiment 1 only mental rotation
training lead to improvements in manual rotation whereas
in Experiment 2, both mental and manual rotation training
improved performance in mental rotation, relative to a
control condition. A second important result of these
studies is that in both experiments, training transferred to
new objects, suggesting that the improvements that we
observed were process-based and not just instance-based.
This result contrasts with prior research by Wiedenbaur et
al. (2007). We suggest that the more challenging rotations
in this study (non-canonical rotations in depth as well as
in the picture plane) may have been more effective in
training the rotation processes.
What might explain the asymmetry in the results of the
two experiments? One possible reason why mental but not
manual training was effective in Experiment 1 is that
mental rotation requires the participant to focus more on
planning the transformation (Ruddle & Jones, 2001). In
this experiment, participants in the manual training group
could see the transformation of the figure throughout the
entire rotation process and therefore did not have to plan
the most direct path. The manual group knew that they
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would eventually reach the desired orientation by
manipulating the computer interface and using visual
feedback. This is supported by the directness data that
showed that participants in the manual training group
were not significantly more direct in their rotations than
the control group. In contrast, students in the mental
rotation condition of this experiment received practice in
the planning aspects of the rotation and therefore rotated
the objects more directly and more efficiently after
practice.
This need to plan in mental rotation may have also
caused the similar performance of the two groups in
Experiment 2. Both mental and manual rotation groups
had to complete mental rotation trials in the pretest phase
of this experiment. The need to mentally rotate at this
phase may have carried over to the manual training task in
Experiment 2 causing the manual training group to plan
their manual rotations, and therefore gain experience in
mental rotation (planning) during the training trials.
Future research could determine if prior mental rotation
experience induces planning in subsequent manual
rotations by comparing the directness and response times
of manual training groups after either first receiving a
mental or a manual rotation task.
Another possible difference between the two groups in
Experiment 1 may be that participants in the manual
rotation task adopted a maximizing strategy when
answering, trying to increase the precision in their
responses after the original rotation therefore making the
transformation less efficient. Participants in the mental
rotation condition practiced visualizing smooth
transformations from the beginning to final orientation
and therefore may not have spent as much time making
micro-adjustments to their responses (adopting a
sastisficing strategy).
One limitation of these experiments is that the transfer
objects belonged to the same class of object as the
training objects, so only near transfer was tested. Future
studies should investigate if the observed improvements
transfer to less similar objects. Another limitation was
that the training phase in both experiments was relatively
short. However, the fact that this short training lead to
significant improvements in rotation performance relative
to a control group speaks to the promise of this approach
for training spatial performance when more extensive
practice is given.
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Abstract
Fox squirrels have an impressive ability to remember the
location of stored food. In doing so, they combine information
from landmarks of different types. We deﬁne a Bayesian
model that indicates how an ideal observer would optimally
integrate landmark cues, and fit this model to the decisions
made by squirrels in a spatial memory task. The resulting
model provides a unifying framework for characterizing
different strategies to cue integration, and a tool for
investigating the circumstances under which particular cues
are used. We show that the best fitting models changed
depending on the season at testing and the details of the task.
These analyses support previous claims that squirrels adopt
flexible strategies in landmark use.
Keywords: spatial cognition; Bayesian modeling; spatial
memory; animal cognition; navigation

Introduction
Animals of many kinds display remarkable skill at spatial
navigation, and formal models of how animals navigate
have many potential uses. For example, one can use them to
develop robots capable of autonomous movement (Thrun,
2005) and to aid in designing new animal conservation
principles (Fevre, Bronsvoort, Hamilton & Cleaveland,
2006; Simons, 2004). In this paper, we analyze the problem
of identifying a spatial location from memory as a kind of
Bayesian inference. This approach provides a way to
quantify degrees of belief and uncertainty, and thus provides
a natural framework in which to develop an “ideal observer”
model. In cases where multiple kinds of landmarks are
available, the Bayesian approach allows us to take into
account the perceived reliabilities of each landmark or
landmark type. This information can be used to identify the
location most consistent with the animal’s memory.
Formalizing spatial memory in these terms gives us a tool
for identifying which types of landmarks animals use in
navigation, what factors influence the use of these
landmarks, and what kinds of strategies animals are using
based on how they use those landmarks in combination.
Birds and other animals that are either nectar-feeding or
store food have excellent spatial memory abilities due to
natural selection pressures, and have often been used in

spatial memory experiments. Traditionally, such animals
have been described as using landmarks in a hierarchical
fashion by which the animal works its way down its
preference hierarchy of landmark types until it finds the
rewarded location (Brodbeck, 1994; Clayton & Krebs,
1994; Herz, Zanette & Sherry 1994). Bats, hummingbirds,
and squirrels have shown such preference hierarchies
(Healy & Hurly, 1998; Jacobs & Shiflett, 1999; Thiele &
Winter, 2005; Vlasak, 2006a).
This traditional hierarchical model has recently been
challenged by converging evidence in favor of the plasticity
of landmark use in both mammals and birds (Pigeons:
Legge, Spetch & Batty, 2009; Chickadees: LaDage, Roth,
Fox & Pravosudov, 2009; Flying Squirrel: Gibbs, Lea &
Jacobs, 2007; Fox Squirrel: Waisman & Jacobs, 2008). We
were interested in exploring in more detail how different
combinations of landmark types trade off in guiding search
behavior and whether animals might be using Bayesian
inference to determine their search strategy. This would
explain the flexibility in their search strategies, and predict
their strategies in a wide range of novel situations.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In the first section, we
briefly explain the general structure of a Bayesian model of
landmark use. In the second section, we describe a series of
cue combination experiments with squirrels and the specific
model that we used to characterize their behavior. In the
third section, we demonstrate how the model can be used to
examine factors that influence the use of landmarks. The
final section concludes the paper.

A Bayesian analysis of cue combination in
squirrel spatial navigation
To construct a Bayesian model of squirrel spatial navigation
we must first define the problem of squirrel spatial
navigation in Bayesian terms. For simplicity, the model
presented here will focus on the navigation problem
encountered by a single species – the fox squirrel. A squirrel
must rely on environmental landmarks and its memory of
those landmarks when searching for food. Environments
change and a squirrel’s memory has finite precision. This
leads to a navigational problem for which the ideal solution
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requires accounting for these sources of error by
determining the probability that the food is hidden in a
particular location. To do this, the squirrel must consider the
variability of landmarks including global landmarks, local
landmarks, and the perceptual features of candidate
locations. More formally, we imagine that the squirrel is
choosing between a discrete set of locations L, trying to
identify the location l∈ L that matches a remembered set of
landmarks m. Locations have a history of being used for
storage, with p ( l ) being the probability of each location
being used. The squirrel seeks to compute p ( l∣m) , the
posterior probability of each location given the information
provided by the memory m. This can be done by applying
Bayes’ rule,
p ( m∣l ) p ( l )
p ( l∣m )=
∑ l ∈L p ( m∣l ) p ( l )
(1)
where p ( m∣l ) is the probability of the remembered
landmarks m given that l was the true location. In order to
simplify the problem, we will restrict our attention to the
case where the types of landmarks that comprise the
memory m and their associated sources of uncertainty are
independent, and no location is more likely a priori. In this
case, Equation 1 becomes
∏k p ( mk∣l )
p ( l∣m )=
(2)
∑ l ∈L ∏k p ( mk∣l )
where k indexes specific types of landmarks and mk is the
part of the memory corresponding to landmark type k.
The distribution of mk given l – the probability of
recalling that landmark k takes its remembered value given
that l is where the food is currently hidden – depends on that
landmark’s tendency to change and the accuracy and
granularity of the squirrel’s memory. For example, if k = 0
corresponded to color cues, then p ( m0∣l ) represents the
probability of remembering that the color of the location
was red given that the color of the true location was blue.
The case where the memory for each landmark is normally
distributed was explored in Cheng, Shettleworth,
Huttenlocher and Rieser (2007), where it was argued that
pigeons might combine such landmarks optimally. The
basic prediction produced by this account is that animals
should rely on the perceived reliability of either individual
landmarks or landmark categories.
Existing evidence suggests that this is the case. For
example, animals initially preferring one of two landmarks
switched their preference when given evidence that the nonpreferred landmark was more reliable (Biegler & Morris,
1996). In terms of broader categories of landmarks, the most
reliable landmarks are considered to be the global
landmarks, the far away, large landmarks that are not only
the most immovable objects in the environment, but also the
ones that are least distorted by changes in visual angle or
across seasonal changes to the local environment
(Shettleworth, 2003). This phenomenon is further supported
by evidence that many species of animal prefer to use global

landmarks when available. However, what would
distinguish the behavior of a Bayesian model from that of
other models would be the optimal combination of available
landmarks based on their reliabilities. In the remainder of
the paper, we explore whether this approach can
characterize the strategies that squirrels use in identifying
spatial locations from memory.

Applying the model to squirrel navigation
To test the model outlined in the previous section, we
analyzed data from a series of experiments in which fox
squirrels needed to identify a location based on several
different types of landmarks, taken from Waisman and
Jacobs (2008). These experiments manipulated the
environment in which squirrels were making decisions in
order to produce conflict in the information provided by
different types of landmarks, and thus provided a good test
of our model.
Free-ranging fox squirrels were initially trained to feed
from a fixed location within a square array of four feeders
(see Figure 1a). Identification of a location could be done
using three types of landmarks. Extra-array (EX) landmarks
were those that were external to the feeder array, including
objects such as large trees and bushes. Intra-array (IN)
landmarks were the non-rewarded feeders in the array.
Unique feature (UF) landmarks were defined as any features
unique to the feeder, including scent and the color and shape
of ceramic figurines that were placed on top of the boxes.
Squirrels were then tested in two transformed versions of
the array. In hierarchy tests, all three landmark types were in
conflict with one another, with no two types being
consistent in the location they identified (see Figure 1b). In
the majority tests, one landmark type was in conflict with
the other two landmark types (see Figure 1c). This provided
a test of the majority strategy, examining whether the
squirrels always chose the location consistent with the
majority of the landmark types.

Experimental setup
Data taken from these experiments were originally analyzed
using binomial one-tailed tests. See Waisman and Jacobs
(2008) for further discussion of the data. In summary, in
Experiment 1, squirrels chose the majority location
significantly greater than chance and chose the UF location
in the hierarchy test (p < 0.05 for all tests). Since fox
squirrels are known to prefer EX landmarks in hierarchy
tests, the choice of UF in this experiment was perplexing.
The contrast suggested that the particular experimental setup
had somehow increased the saliency of the UF landmarks.
To further explore this possibility, squirrels were tested at
the same time the following year, summer, using a different
experimental setup and found that, while squirrels continued
to choose the majority location in all three majority tests,
they now chose the EX location in the hierarchy test (p <
0.05 for all tests). From this pattern of data, it was
concluded that the experimental setup had indeed increased
the saliency of the UF landmarks.
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To investigate possible seasonal effects on landmark use,
the experiment was also run in the spring, using the second
experimental setup, with less salient UF landmarks. In this
experiment, squirrels no longer chose the majority location
when it was the combination of IN and UF landmarks, and
chose the EX location in the hierarchy test (p < 0.05). The
spring data suggest that squirrels were no longer taking into
account UF landmarks when making spatial decisions.
Taken altogether, the data are consistent with the proposal
that squirrels are using a majority strategy when possible,
but that there are both seasonal and salience effects on the
use of UF landmarks. The results suggested that rather than
being limited to a strict hierarchy, as has been proposed in
earlier studies, squirrels used a more flexible majority
strategy when possible.

Figure 1: (a) A training trial in which feeder D is rewarded.
(b) Hierarchy test: the entire array is moved horizontally and
feeder D is switched with feeder A. Unique feature (UF)
cues indicate search at D, intra-array (IN) landmarks
indicate search at A, and extra-array (EX) landmarks
indicate search at C. (c) Majority tests based on having been
trained to feeder D.

Applying the model to the experiment
The Bayesian model introduced in the previous section
gives us a sophisticated tool for characterizing the strategies
that squirrels used in these experiments. Again, the
squirrel’s problem is to determine which location has the
highest posterior probability of being correct given its
memory of the location. We will use l to denote candidate
locations and their associated landmarks. These landmarks
include all three types of landmarks: extra-array, array
position, and unique features. The squirrel’s memory of the
location m contains recalled values for extra-array ( m EX ) ,
intra-array ( mI N ) , and feature ( mUF ) cues. The squirrels
were naive and had no information besides the landmarks
leading them to prefer one particular location over another,
and local landmark and feature cues were novel and

independently varying, so our earlier formulation (Equation
2) applies, yielding
p ( l∣m) ∝ p ( m EX∣l ) p ( mI N∣l ) p ( mUF ∣l )
(3)
Our model is thus defined by specifying the likelihood
terms for each of these types of landmarks (e.g. p ( mEX∣l ) ).
We adopted a slightly different probabilistic model for
each landmark type. For global landmarks, EX, we assumed
that recalled locations are distributed normally around the
true location, in accordance with previous cue integration
2
2
models: p ( mEX∣l ) = N ( m EX∣l , σ I ) , where σ
is a
parameter representing the variance associated with
location. The landmark's value is represented as twodimensional vectors (where the components give a location
in centimeters from the true location) and I is the twodimensional identity matrix. For intra-array landmarks, IN,
we characterized the difference between a candidate true
location and the recalled location as a perturbation in grid
positioning in either of two independent, orthogonal
directions. If we let the probability of a perturbation in each
2−p p
direction be ϵ I N , then p ( mI N ∣l ) =( 1−ϵ I N ) ϵ I N , where p
is the number of perturbations out of a possible two. For
feature-based cues, UF, if the probability that a feature
differs between the hypothesized location and the squirrel’s
memory is ϵUF (e.g the probability that the squirrel
remembers red but the true location is blue), so
p ( mUF ∣l )=1−ϵ UF if the recalled and candidate features are
identical, else ϵUF /3 given that there are three other
locations with their own distinct features.
2
Under this specification, the three parameters σ , ϵ I N ,
and ϵUF capture the reliability of each type of landmark, and
by extension the strength of the evidence that that landmark
type provides and the likelihood that the squirrel will prefer
that type of landmark when all three are in conflict. The
results of the experiment indicate the percentage of squirrels
choosing a particular observed location, which can be used
to estimate these parameters from the data. We compute the
log-likelihood of the choices made by the squirrels by
assuming that they used a standard probability-matching
decision rule, with the probability of choosing a location
being equal to the posterior probability of that location.

Model results for all experiments
We can use this Bayesian model as the basis for defining a
nested hierarchy of models that differ in the assumptions
they make about the landmarks that fox squirrels use in
choosing locations (see Figure 2). The simplest model sets
the parameters to values that make all landmark type values
2
equally likely: σ =∞ , ϵ I N =0.5 and ϵUF =0.75 . This
model corresponds to completely uniform choices of
location. The fit between this model and the data is
represented by its log likelihood value: -257.92. We can
then examine the effects of estimating the parameters
associated with each landmark type. The model that only
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Figure 2: Predictions of each model in the nested hierarchy analysis, labeled with which parameters were estimated and the
test type. Plot 1 represents the hierarchy test, while 2, 3, and 4 represent the majority tests. Each quadrant represents the
posterior probability of an observed location, corresponding to the four locations shown in Figure 1. Darker indicates higher
probability, while lighter indicates lower probability.
estimated the UF parameter, ϵUF , gave a similar loglikelihood of -257.68. Thus, the UF landmark on its own
does not provide a significant amount of information for
explaining the data. In contrast, the log likelihood values
yielded by estimating either the EX parameter σ 2 , or the
IN parameter, ϵ I N , on their own were significantly different
from that of the chance model (-173.79 and -235.37
respectively; p < 0.01 for both, by a likelihood-ratio test).
As one can see in Figure 2, of the two estimated
parameter models, the model that estimated both the EX and
IN parameters most closely fit with the raw data, with a loglikelihood of -160.11. However, most of this fit seems to be
captured by the EX parameter, since the model with EX and
UF parameters also does well at fitting the data, with a loglikelihood of -172.48. Even so, the log-likelihood of the
model that estimated parameters for all three landmark
types, -155.32, was significantly better at predicting the data
than any combination of only two parameters or one
parameter on its own (p < 0.01 for all comparisons). This
model estimated the values of the parameters to be 239.01
for σ 2 , 0.30 for ϵ I N and 0.60 for ϵUF . So while it seems that
EX has the greatest influence on the choices of the squirrels,
their behavior is consistent with that of a model that uses all
three landmark types.

Further uses of the Bayesian framework
In this section, we consider how these results relate to
squirrels’ choice of strategy, and how the model can be used

to explore variation in the importance of landmark types due
to differences in salience and season.

The majority strategy and Bayes
In the study from which we took our data, when fox
squirrels were presented with situations in which each
landmark type indicated a different location, they
predominantly relied on external, global landmarks.
However, when presented with situations in which two
landmark types were consistent with one another and in
conflict with the preferred, global landmarks, they chose to
search in the location consistent with the greatest number of
landmark types. Waisman and Jacobs (2008) called this the
majority strategy. These results support the idea that
squirrels are able to adapt their search strategy to the
particular spatial context.
This type of decision strategy can be modeled using a
Bayesian approach. Under the same distributional
assumptions as before and a maximizing or probability
matching decision rule, the squirrel is most likely to visit the
location for which p ( m∣l ) is maximal. For this location l i ,
p ( mEX∣li ) p ( m I N∣l i ) p ( mUF∣li )> p ( mEX∣l j ) p ( m I N∣l j ) p ( mUF∣l j )
for all j≠i . Equivalently, we can represent this relationship
in terms of the evidence provided by each feature, i.e., the
log odds of the recalled landmark values for location i
versus j. For instance, the evidence provided by the intrap ( m I N ∣l i )
) . For the
array landmarks is e I N ( i , j )=log (
p ( m I N ∣l j )
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b.

a.

Figure 3: Model predictions for the seasonal and salience analyses. Format is the same as Experiment 1. (a) are the analyses
using the subset of the data that were collected only in the spring, Experiments 2-4. (b) are the analyses using the subset of
the data that were collected using the second experimental setup, Experiments 2-5.
majority strategy to apply, no one type of landmark may
provide evidence dominating the combined evidence from
the other two: the maximum possible evidence for one
landmark type cannot exceed the the sum of the maximum
negative evidence provided by the other two. We can
establish some bounds on σ 2 (in terms of a maximal
distance d between candidate and recalled locations), ϵ I N
and ϵUF that determine when a majority strategy will no
longer apply: violations of
max ea ( i , j )<max eb ( j , i )+max ec ( j ,i )
for any combination of cues a, b, and c imply that, as a
group, the squirrels' behavior deviates from a majority
strategy.
Determining whether a set of parameters is consistent
with the majority strategy requires computing the maximal
evidence that can be provided by each kind of cue. In our
−1
2 −2
model, this is ( 2 σ 2) d 2 for EX, log( ( 1− ϵI N ) ϵ I N ) for IN,
1−ϵUF
) for UF. Plugging these values into the
and log(
ϵUF / 3
constraints identified in the previous paragraph, we obtain
the following inequalities:
−1

(2 σ 2)

2 −2

2

−1

d <log( ( 1−ϵI N ) ϵ I N )+log( ( 1−ϵUF ) 3ϵUF )
2 −2

log( ( 1− ϵI N ) ϵ I N )< ( 2σ

2 −1

)

2

−1

d +log( ( 1−ϵ UF ) 3ϵUF )
2 −2

log( ( 1− ϵUF ) 3ϵUF )<log( ( 1−ϵ I N ) ϵ I N )+( 2 σ
−1

2 −1

)

d

2

If these inequalities are satisfied, then our Bayesian model
will produce behavior consistent with the majority strategy.
Waisman and Jacobs (2008) concluded that squirrels only
used the UF cues and thus a majority strategy during the
summer season. Accordingly, we evaluated these criteria
using parameter estimates from only the summer experiment
data. The parameter estimates computed from the summer
experiments were: 318.98 for σ 2 0.30 for ϵ I N and 0.40 for

ϵUF . Using these values, the inequalities for the majority
strategy were satisfied, suggesting that squirrels’ cue
combination behavior in the summer season can be
explained by the use of a majority strategy.

Capturing variations in salience and season
We analyzed the possible salience and season effects by
repeating the analyses from the previous section on two
different subsets of the data: one that included only
experiments run in the spring, and another excluding
Experiment 1 in which the experimental setup included
stimuli that seemed to increase the saliency of UF
landmarks. Figure 3 summarizes these analyses.
Seasonal effects
Using data from only the spring experiments (Figure 3a),
the inclusion of ϵUF with a log likelihood of -158.99, while
significantly better than having no parameters, a log
likelihood of -162.20 (p < 0.05), did little to enhance any
model in which it was included. The inclusion of both IN
and EX parameters was, however, significantly better than
including either parameter alone (IN: -150.94; EX: -98.70;
EX & IN: -89.53; p < 0.01 for both comparisons). Unlike
the models using the full data set, the log likelihoods of both
the model that included only the IN and EX parameters and
the model that optimized all three parameters were identical.
The model including the EX and IN parameters estimated
the parameters to be 209.09 for σ 2 and 0.30 for ϵ I N . These
results suggests that the squirrels were not taking UF
landmarks into account when making spatial decisions at
this time, as concluded in Waisman and Jacobs (2008).
Salience effects
In the analyses that excluded Experiment 1, the experiment
that used the setup with more salient UF landmarks, the log
likelihood of the model that optimized the IN and EX
parameters was once again near identical to that of the
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model that included all three parameters, with values of
-121.8 and -120.7 respectively (Figure 3b). The model that
included the IN and EX parameters estimated the
parameters to be 210.25 for σ 2 and 0.26 for ϵ I N . Since,
once again, the model that best matched the squirrels’
behavior was the one that did not optimize the parameter for
the UF landmark, these analyses support the idea that they
were less salient in the experimental setup.

Summary and Conclusion
Taken together, the results of these analyses illustrate how
our Bayesian framework can be used to characterize the
landmarks used by animals in navigation. Across all data
sets that we ran, the extra- array parameter, σ 2 , resulted in a
statistically significant improvement in fit whenever it was
added to a model (p < 0.01 for all comparisons). This agrees
with previous research stating that for squirrels in the field
the global landmarks are the most salient when navigating
(Jacobs & Shiflett, 1999; Vlasak, 2006a, b). The fact that for
both the spring data set and the data set excluding the first
experiment, optimizing the parameter for the unique feature
landmarks, ϵUF , yielded no predictive power beyond that of
the other landmark types, corroborates the conclusion that
UF landmarks were less salient to the squirrels both in the
spring and when using the second experimental setup. From
these analyses we can conclude that a Bayesian model is a
useful tool for exploring the spatial strategies. The pattern of
choices exhibited by the squirrels matched that of a rational
model taking into account all three available landmark
types. Additionally, model comparisons provided a tool for
investigating both seasonal and salience effects in the data.
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Abstract
Traditional models of decision-making assume the existence
of an external frame of reference for measuring the value of
possible outcomes. We show that this fundamental assumption prevents classical decision models from predicting realistic decision-making behavior. Making an alternative relativistic assumption about the nature of reward leads us to formalize
a rational agent as one which minimizes its internal decisioncomputational costs while retaining satisfactorily predictive
models of its external environment. In computational evaluation, our model replicates previously unexplained ‘irrational’
behavior of human subjects.
Keywords: Cognitive models; neural coding; decision theory;
behavioral biases

Introduction
Economists have used the terms ‘animal spirits’ and ‘cognitive biases’ (Akerlof & Shiller, 2009) to explain the persistence of behaviors incompatible with accepted definitions of
rationality. Consistent observation of such ‘predictably irrational’ (Ariely, 2009) behavior in both controlled and uncontrolled settings has reduced confidence in the neo-classical
view of human decision-making as a rational enterprise.
Contemporary explanations for these biases typically draw
on evolutionary arguments (Gigerenzer & Goldstein, 1996),
especially the idea of that deviations from traditional rationality represent specialized adaptations to the social and environmental conditions of mankind’s early history. Thus,
while on one hand, rational models of decision-making lie
discredited through their inability to explain the existence of
cognitive biases, the prominent alternative approaches create
heuristic-based theories that are limited in their ability to produce generalizable causal explanations for decision-making
processes. The absence of a realistic, principled theory of human decision-making is deeply problematic, since models of
decision-making are central to the formulation of immensely
consequential social and economic policies.
Given the continued failure of variants of existing theories
to offer compelling explanations for how biological agents
make decisions, we believe that it is necessary to re-evaluate
the foundational assumptions in these theories and find plausible alternatives. How does an agent represent its possible options in an environment? How does it assign value
to various options? On what basis does it select between
these options? The canonical responses to these questions,
obtained through a history of research stretching from J S
Mill (Mill, 1874) to von Neumann (Neumann & Morgenstern,

1953), are that option possibilities are represented as environmental states, value is assigned to these options in the form
of numerical reward, and the goal of the agent is assumed
to be the maximization of its long-term cumulative reward.
These assumptions are foundational to both homo economicus (Persky, 1995) models of economic choice and reinforcement learning (Barto & Sutton, 1998). In this paper, we question each of these three dogmas and replace them with alternatives obtained from a relativistic view of both how agents
evaluate possible outcomes and how they evaluate their own
existence as predictive agents.
At a fundamental level, the assignment of reward values assumes the existence of some fixed reference against which the
value of its actions can be measured. This simple assumption
causes us to formulate rewards as absolute numeric quantities, with a “no reward” state as the origin. Furthermore, this
view renders us unable to consider any meaningful goal for
an agent other than maximal reward accumulation. That is, if
we detach the notion of value from the agent’s environmentspecific need at the moment of the decision and instead fix it
with respect to some Platonic origin, we can no longer meaningfully speak of satisfying needs, only of optimizing utility.
In this paper, we try to capture the notion of value as the
agent’s needs by making the valuation process relative to both
the agent’s current policy and current set of options. This
changes the canonical decision modeling approach in three
ways: one, it captures the embodied view of cognition; two,
we discard the association of numerical rewards to particular outcomes - all rewards are relative comparisons of value;
three, decision-making is seen to be a process of identifying outcomes from the agent’s current situation and evaluating those options relative to the agents understanding of what
has constituted the best policy for this situation, based on the
agent’s past experience.
By formalizing these insights, we show that the assumption of value relativity, while exotic at first sight, can be easily adapted into a tractable choice-learning algorithm. We
further show that the choice predictions of this algorithm predict the choices of human subjects across different decision
tasks that have heretofore been considered irrational. The
unforced emergence of a number of previously unconnected
cognitive biases from our decision model provides empirical
support for its foundational premises. We conclude with a
brief discussion of some implications of our findings.
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Principles of self-motivated learning
Any realistic model of decision-making must be consonant
with the structure of human motivation, i.e., the intrinsic factors that affect an agent’s choice behavior. Building upon the
relativistic view of the sequential choice selection problem,
we now develop a mathematical model of learning choiceselection that appears to be self-motivated and demonstrates
realistic learning behavior.
We begin by obtaining alternatives to three assumptions
that underpin traditional decision theories - the ontological
assumption of an agent-environment duality, the epistemological assumption of absolute numerical utility values and
the teleological assumption of utility maximization from our
relativistic standpoint.

Embodied representation of preferences
The embodied and embedded view of cognition historically
arose as a response to the mainstream computational theory
of mind (CTM) that assumes that the mind literally is a digital
computer and that thought processes are therefore neural, representational and computational. It suggests that rather than
being an isolated observer and computer, the mind acts in inseparable conjunction with the environment to create mental
processes (Brooks, 1991). Our relativistic view emphasizes
the absence of a unique privileged view of a decision event,
and as such, rejects the presence of a disembodied observer.
The embodied view of cognition, therefore, lends itself better
to our agent-environment description.

Relative utility
Traditional models of cognition have perpetually had an uneasy relationship with quantitative theories of value. The repeated failures of neo-classical economic theories in modern
times are traced by behavioral economists to the former’s fundamental dependence on a model of reward/value.
Almost all existing decision theories presuppose the existence of state-specific quantified reward. This assumption ignores the failure of the persistent efforts made by early 20th
century psychologists towards finding tractable mappings between physical stimuli and the value judgments of human
subjects. In fact, it was not until von Neumann and Morgenstern (Neumann & Morgenstern, 1953) showed that it is
possible, under a set of mathematical axioms (henceforth the
VNM axioms) governing the nature of human preferences, to
obtain consistent additive values of relative expected utility
among various options that quantifications of human preferences could be meaningfully addressed. The von Neumann
program is fundamental to the development of reward-based
models of decision-making and planning in AI.
However, two major problems have arisen in the course of
the adaptation of the VNM approach to computational decision models. First, it has been established by multiple empirical studies that the VNM axioms do not apply to human
preferences. Second, in adapting the VNM approach to computational models, the idea that the additive utilities obtained
are relative has been ignored, leading to absolute scalar values

of reward unhesitatingly (and errantly!) being used in both
the AI and reinforcement learning (Barto & Sutton, 1998) literature.
In our formulation of self-motivated learning, we retreat to
the pre-VNM state of understanding of preferences, by assuming that agents can only adopt preferences for particular
outcomes relative to others observed in the same context.

Cognitive efficiency
Basic rational choice theory assumes that rational agents attempt to maximize the reward that they can obtain through
their actions. However, this assumption has been shown by
multiple behavioral studies to be unrealistic. The principal alternative to this assumption is the bounded rationality
approach. However, traditional views of bounded rationality (Rubinstein, 2003) continue to assume that agents attempt
to maximize reward under computational constraints. From a
relativistic standpoint, environmental phenomena are judged
to be valuable to the extent they have been judged valuable
in the past. Judging utility by whether an option has been
useful in the past as opposed to how useful it is removes the
necessity to postulate Platonic rewards embedded in the environment. In our relativistic formulation, the relative value of
possible outcomes must emerge from the process of sequential choice selection itself.
In our formal model, described below, we postulate that
humans are essentially searching for minimal-cost theories
about how to choose high value options, where the cost is
measured in terms of the complexity of encoding and storing
the information needed to reliably make these decisions. We
term this cost cognitive processing cost, which is equivalent
to the cost of accessing past beliefs in the agent’s memory.
In brief, rather than view humans and other natural
decision-making agents as reward maximizers, or even constrained reward maximizers, we view them as efficient needsatisficers. The expectation of efficiency allows us to pose
the optimal control and decision problems using standard optimization techniques, with the relevant quantities to be optimized possessing internal as opposed to external ontological
significance.

The decision model
Informally, to make a sequence of decisions, the agent cycles between forming beliefs about the relative worth of options by accessing past experience, termed policies, making
choices, experiencing outcomes and updating these policies
to minimize processing costs for future decisions.
As we show in Figure 1 and discuss in greater detail in
(Srivastava & Schrater, 2010), the formal structure of our
model is homologous to the statistical minimum description
length principle, with the core premise that an agent tries to
minimize its cognitive processing cost T while maintaining
a ‘satisficingly’ high level of predictive confidence C in the
quality of its choices. The self-motivated learning objective
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(a) A schematic of obtaining a good theory from data following
a minimum description length approach.

(b) A schematic of obtaining a good belief from environmental
stimuli using an evolutionary MDL principle

Figure 1: This graphic outlines the homologous nature of an evolutionarily optimal meta-cognitive decision strategy with
minimum description length principles.
is to minimize a function of the form,
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We propose that processing costs are determined by the
cost of accessing a belief. Using information-theoretic arguments, we suggest that the access cost of a belief is determined by its predictive exceptionality, which in turn can
be measured as a departure from the usual level of surprise
that the agent experiences in making its predictions. We measure the informational exceptionality of a past policy xold (and
hence the ease with which it will be available for recall to the
agent) as the deviation from the average surprise experienced
by the agent R’:
A(xold ) = |R(x, xold ) − R|,

(4)

xi ∈M

where T and C are quantified below in terms of policies.
Let the discrete probability distribution x(s) represent an
agent’s policy, viz., belief about the relative quality of outcomes s ∈ S available to it. The surprise experienced by an
agent operating with a policy xa in comparison with policy xb
can be quantified with an information divergence (Kullback
& Leibler, 1951) of the form,
R(xa , xb ) =

∑ 0 A−1 (xi ),

(3)

where x is the agent’s current policy.
Given this measure of ease of memory access for each past
policy, a reasonable measure of the processing cost of selecting a subset M’ out of the set M of all past policies is
the inverse availability-weighted sum of the nominal cost of
accessing all policies in M’. Assuming the nominal cost of

Our measure of the agent’s confidence in its ability to predict its environment, C : x → [0, 1] captures the idea that confidence grows when the policies have low uncertainty and low
surprise:
1
log |x| − H(x)
C=
,
(5)
Cmax ∑memory R(x, xold )
where the numerator is a monotonically decreasing function
of the Shannon entropy H(x) of the policy. Note that C is
normalized with respect to the greatest value it has previously
been observed to achieve.
Any algorithmic solution of our agent’s objective function must solve three problems - one, specify a memory update specifying how existing policies are integrated into the
agent’s current policy; two, specify an environmental update, which shows how the perceived goodness of various
outcomes at the present moment, which we call rewardinference1 , are integrated into the agent’s current policy;
three, specify a combinatorial optimization algorithm specifying which subset of existing policies the agent will recall
to form its new policy, such that the objective function we
have defined above is satisfied. In (Srivastava & Schrater,
2010), we present a direct policy search-based solution to all
three problems for simple outcome spaces, resulting in a selfmotivated learning algorithm for predicting choices made by
agents in sequential settings. The resultant algorithm outputs
1 Our model assumes that sensory data is encoded into the space
of possible outcomes as a relative preference by existing neuronal
processes. Thus, our usage of the term reward-inference accentuates
the fact that it is obtained after perceptual processing of environmental stimuli.
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beliefs corresponding to the relative preference for each of
the possible outcomes in the agent’s decision context.
While simply constructing a choice-learning algorithm capable of quantifying internal motivations would pass for an
interesting theoretical exercise, in the next section, we present
evidence below to show that our approach makes strong falsifiable predictions about classes of behaviors in human subjects that classical approaches are unable to explain.

quence of the disproportionate weighting of low-probability
outcomes in human subjects. This explanation was subsequently amended in (Tversky & Kahneman, 1992) to restrict
over-weighting only to ‘extreme’ low-probability events as
opposed to all low probability events.

Irrational behavior is rational
Counter-examples to the expected utility axioms have a history nearly as old as rational choice theory itself. Deviations
from the predictions of expected utility theories, when consistently observed in human subjects under controlled experimental settings, have been defined as cognitive ‘biases’, implying a somewhat paternalistic premise that people would
behave the way expected utility theory predicts if they were
unbiased (smart) enough. However, the epistemic value of
decision theories that are consistently mistaken cannot be reasonably justified2 .
While the weakness of existing neo-classical decision
models have been critiqued exhaustively in the behavioral
economics literature, incremental fixes to the basic framework and the use of ad hoc heuristics has created a fragmented universe of predictive models, each successful at explaining one specific set of cognitive biases. We believe that
a causally valid theory of decision-making must necessarily
present a unified explanation for multiple families of cognitive biases.
To demonstrate the plausibility of our self-motivated decision model, we show how its predictions replicate biases
observed in two different cognitive domains and heretofore
explained separately using generalized utility theories in one
case and evolutionary heuristics in the other. Similar results
for other families of biases are described in a longer technical
report (Srivastava & Schrater, 2010), but are omitted in this
paper due to space constraints. We suggest that the unforced
emergence of multiple classes of cognitive biases from our
model provides support for its cognitive realism.

(a) Results from experiments on human subjects
attempting to find subjects’ implicit certaintyequivalence with respect to gains/losses and its deviation from mathematical expectation. Historically, this was the predominating motivation for
the development of prospect theory.

(b) Results from simulation of prospect theory experiment using
existential agents as subjects. The blue line represents the idealized expected value prediction while the red markers indicate
average preference of 200 agents having experienced a history
of repeated exposure to a choice selection task between a risky
gamble with a certain (x-axis) probability of succeeding and a
safe choice.

Risk aversion
Kahneman and Tversky (Tversky & Kahneman, 1992) proposed prospect theory largely to explain deviations from expected value predictions in certainty-equivalence studies on
evaluations of risky prospects in human subjects. They observed that subjects consistently exhibited a four-fold pattern
of behavior when confronted with risk: risk seeking for gains
with low probability, risk aversion for gains with high probability, risk seeking for losses with high probability, and risk
aversion for losses with low probability. (Tversky & Kahneman, 1973) explain the emergence of this pattern as a conse2 The dismissal of various cognitive phenomena as ‘biases’ is
rather reminiscent of the construction of epicycles in Ptolemaic astronomy - it is not the theory that does not fit the observations, it is
the observations that are so inconsiderate that they don’t obediently
fit the theory!

Figure 2: Existential learning generatively reproduces experimental results previously explained only empirically using
prospect theory.
The experimental setup for their experiments is fairly
straightforward: subjects are asked to select between a ‘safe’
gain/loss prospect of known value and one of unknown value
determined as a Bernoulli choice between two known outcomes. For example, a subject could be asked to choose between selecting a prospect that pays $0 with a probability of
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0.9 and $50 with a probability of 0.1 and a set of prospects
guaranteed to pay anywhere between $2 and $20 (say). The
subjects were required to indicate their preference between
the risky and safe prospects for all the safe prospects presented to them. The certainty equivalent value was estimated
as the midpoint between the lowest accepted and the highest rejected value from among the safe prospects. Selections
where the certainty equivalent value exceeded the expected
value of the risky prospect ($5 in this case) were considered
risk-seeking, while those that were lower were counted as risk
averse.
In order to simulate the experimental setup described in
(Tversky & Kahneman, 1992), we design our outcome space
to consist of two possible outcomes: select safe prospect or
select risky prospect. For every decision instance, the payoff
for the risky prospect is sampled from a Bernoulli distribution
appropriate for the gamble. For the gamble in the example
above, this means that the risky prospect will pay $0 in about
9 out of every 10 decision instances. The reward-inference
signal is constructed to assign a preference of 1 to the better prospect (and 0 to the worse prospect) at every instantiation. Thus, a choice between a gamble with a 0.1 probability
of paying off against a certain safe outcome is modeled as a
generative mechanism for reward-inference that reflects a selection {0 1} biased towards the safe choice 90% of the time
and the alternate risky choice {1 0} 10% percent of the time.
We provided each one of a population of 200 agents with a
series of 100 such reward-inference signals. A series is presumed to indicate the ‘learning’ phase for an agent with respect to a particular choice problem involving risk evaluation.
At the end of a series, the agent is assumed to possess, in the
form of its final preference, an evaluative model for selecting
between the prospects offered in the (Tversky & Kahneman,
1992) selection task. We modify the probability of winning
or losing the gamble by modifying the Bernoulli distribution
parameterizing the reward inference distribution.
In Figure 2, we see that our simulation replicates results
that are qualitatively similar to the experimental results obtained from human subjects in (Tversky & Kahneman, 1992).
Remarkably, agents running our existential learning algorithm consistently present the same four-fold pattern of risk
aversion observed in human subjects. This leads us to hypothesize that the biases documented by Kahneman and Tversky, which have subsequently motivated the development of
prospect theory and other generalized expected utility theories are, in fact, adaptive in nature rather than existing a priori
in human decision-makers. Our model produces, to the best
of our knowledge, the first generative mechanism for estimating and potentially quantifying Kahneman and Tversky’s
four-fold pattern of risk aversion.

Confirmation biases
The term ‘confirmation bias’ often references biased hypothesis evaluation, differential memory recall, belief divergence,
attitude polarization and other biases arising in different experimental contexts. The fundamental similarity shared by

all these biases is the tendency for subjects to prefer information that confirms their existing preconceptions/hypotheses
over objective evidence. Confirmation biases are generally
explained using availability or priority heuristics in the biases
and heuristics literature (Ayal & Hochman, 2009). Rational
choice theories find it difficult to account for their presence.

(a) Existential agent evidencing confirmation bias

(b) Percentage of high and low surprise instances
active in agent’s salient set for runs of different
lengths.

Figure 3: Different flavors of confirmation bias exhibited by
existential learning algorithm.
Figure 3(a) displays typical performance of an existential
agent on a binary prediction task. Given consistent rewardinference favoring one outcome (say 0, 1), the agent’s preference for this outcome increases, which is entirely rational.
Then, consistent reward-inference favoring the other outcome
1, 0 is provided, causing the agent to reverse its preference
(after a brief delay), which, again is entirely rational.
However, when the reward-inference is switched yet again
back to the original outcome, the agent does not switch, but
continues to confirm its recent preference for the other outcome. This superficially irrational behavior follows naturally
from the tendency of our agent to retain its existing theory if
formulating a newer theory would cause its predictive confidence to drop.
The first scientific evaluation of confirmation bias is historically assigned to Wason’s (Wason, 1960) rule-discovery
experiments. However, Klayman and Ha (Klayman & Ha,
1987) proved that what Wason had actually shown was that
human subjects prefer using positive test strategies, i.e., in-
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stead of trying to find counter-examples to a hypothesis, they
seek to validate it. Interpreting these findings in our framework, observe that a disconfirming negative test strategy of
trying to rigorously disprove a held hypothesis would create
several high surprise/regret decision instances for an existential agent.
Conversely, deploying positive test strategies would create (given a predictable environment) low surprise/regret instances. Since part of the agent’s existential goal is to maximize its expectation of future reward, and since this expectation, in the form of confidence, will vary inversely with
the cumulative surprise in the agent’s recalled history, it will
strongly prefer making choices that lead to low surprise, and
hence will prospectively prefer positive test strategies. Figure
3(b) shows the existential agent’s preference for low surprise
decision instances.
Very interestingly, we find that the agent’s preference for
positive test strategies appears to emerge gradually as it becomes surer of its existing hypothesis. This corroborates
the information-theoretic intuition (Klayman & Ha, 1987)
that such a preference arises as an information-processing response to environments where positive queries have higher
informational content than negative queries.

Discussion
In this work, we have showed how two different families of
cognitive biases can, in fact, be generated from a single causal
model of decision-making, merely by shifting the objective of
a classical bounded rational agent from resource-constrained
utility maximization to prediction-constrained cognitive effort minimization. This change in perspective, in turn, is obtained from a relativized view of the nature of preferences,
arising from the intuition that, however an agent may be engaged with its environment, it sees, from its own existentially
stationary vantage point, a set of options that it has seen in
the past, recalls its previous experience of choice selection
amongst them, and uses its memory recall to make a new
choice selection. Thus, the principal quantity of interest in
decision-making becomes the cost of memory recall, optimizing which results in a novel rational decision theory.
Note further that, by retaining a sense of optimality, we
have essentially proposed a new way of defining rational
utility, which subsumes positive aspects of both the classical expected utility paradigm (Neumann & Morgenstern,
1953) and recent heuristic-based methods (Ayal & Hochman,
2009) while avoiding their defects. Specifically, our model
retains the analytical tractability and causal interpretability
of the traditional expected utility/rational choice paradigm
while adapting the definition of rationality to confirm with
Gigerenzer’s (Gigerenzer & Goldstein, 1996) idea of ‘ecological rationality’. By adopting an embodied representation of
the agent-environment interface, and an information-theoretic
basis for defining costs, we are able to generalize our model’s
dependence across the ecology of different domains. This allows our model to retain predictive accuracy both in typical

environmental settings, where it replicates the predictions of
classical rational choice models, as well as in atypical environmental settings, where it faithfully replicates biases observed in human subjects. As a consequence, our results show
that a number of important cognitive biases emerge as natural
consequences of the way a metacognitive agent encodes information about the environment. However, our model is as
yet unable to account for set size and framing effects, since
it currently considers a particular embodied representation of
the agent-environment as persistent across choices. Extending our model to capture these effects is an exciting direction
for future work, with cross-disciplinary implications.
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Abstract

opportunity to exchange it for a second object of equal
value (e.g. a mug).
Surprisingly, participants
consistently refused the opportunity to swap an
endowed object for an equal valuable one and instead
elected to hold on to the mug (or box of pens) that they
were initially assigned. Moreover, they demanded
nearly twice as much money to give up this object as
buyers were willing to pay in order to acquire it.
(Kahneman et al., 1990; Kahneman et al., 1991).
Similarly, loss-aversion also creates inconsistencies
in when people are willing to take risks. When an
outcome is framed as an opportunity to avoid a loss
people are risk-seeking but, in contrast, people become
risk-averse when the same outcome is phrased to
emphasize gains rather than losses (Kahneman &
Tversky, 1979). A simple demonstration of this
phenomena (termed “the reflection effect”) is that
subjects reverse their preference to take a risk based on
whether they’re asked to make decisions about gains or
losses, even though each case is simply an alternate
formulation of the same outcome (since the gain and
loss questions essentially present the same pair of
choices: choosing between $1500, or a lottery with an
expected value of $1500, Kahneman & Tversky 1979):

Despite our species’ impressive cognitive sophistication,
adult humans are nevertheless notoriously bad at making
normatively rational economic decisions. Much work has
examined the nature of biased decisions such as framing
effects, the endowment effect, and the peak-end principle
in adult humans; however, research examining the
origins of these biases is still in its infancy. This paper
examines existing work on origins of economic biases –
that is, whether these biases are shared with non-human
primates. We survey recent work using a comparative
approach to address the evolutionary origins of several
classic biases, such as loss aversion, referencedependence, the endowment effect and the peak-end
principle. Novel evidence is provided that the peak-end
principle – a bias involved in retrospective evaluations –
is also found in capuchin monkeys. These studies
suggest that such biases emerged long ago in our
evolutionary history, and shed light on the psychological
mechanisms behind biased decision-making.
Keywords: decision making, evolutionary psychology,
experimental research with animals.

Introduction
In a variety of laboratory and real-world settings,
people make decisions that conflict with what would
maximize economic well-being. Although economists
classically assume that we make decisions like rational
optimizers – that is, by maximizing our utility in a
mathematically axiomatic fashion -- social scientists
have extensively documented that humans often make
decisions that are at odds with this view.
Rather than treat consequentially-identical outcomes
the same (i.e., exhibiting context invariance), decisionmakers’ choices depend heavily on the way outcomes
are presented or framed and not on the absolute
consequences of their decisions (a phenomenon termed
reference dependence) (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979;
Tversky & Kahneman, 1982, Tversky & Kahneman,
1992). Furthermore, people view losses as more
consequential than equally-sized gains (Kahneman &
Tversky, 1979).
Consequently, people require more resources to give
up an object in their possession than they would spend
to newly acquire that same object. Kahneman, Knetsch,
and Thaler (1990) presented each participant with a
new object (e.g. a box of pens) and then gave them the

“Scenario 1: Gains
You have been given $1000. You are now asked to
choose between:
(A) 50% chance to receive another $1000 and 50%
chance to receive nothing [16%]
(B) receiving $500 with certainty [84%]
Scenario 2: Losses
You have been given $2000. You are now asked to
choose between:
(A) 50% chance to lose $1000 and 50% chance to
lose nothing [69%]
(B) losing $500 with certainty [31%]”
(Kahneman & Tversky, 1979, p. 273)
Finally, similar framing effects also have been found
to impact peoples’ subjective experiences of an past
event. Kahneman and colleagues also observed that
memories of pleasurable (and painful) experiences are
also susceptible to systematic framing effects, which
subsequently affect the choices people make.
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Specifically, the remembered happiness of an entire
episode is strongly influenced by its end point. In one
study, patients receiving a colonoscopy were randomly
assigned to one of two treatment groups: one group had
a mildly painful procedure following the moderately
painful colonoscopy, whereas the second group only
received the colonoscopy. A prediction consistent with
economic rationality would be that people would
structure their choices to minimize the duration of pain.
In contrast, subjects rated the sequence ending with
mild pain as a less unpleasant episode than the
colonoscopy alone (despite being in pain over a greater
time span), and those receiving the compounded pain of
the colonoscopy plus the mildly painful top-off
procedure were actually more likely to return for a
second colonoscopy (Redelmeier, Katz, and Kahneman,
2003). Crucially, these framing effects influence
choices even when using pleasurable stimuli: when
asked to judge the remembered pleasure of watching a
sequence of (pleasant) movies of penguins at play,
participants neglected the duration (that is, the overall
amount of pleasant footage) and instead judged a
shorter clip as more pleasurable (provided it was
sequenced with the most pleasurable portion at the end)
(Fredrickson and Kahneman 1993).
Thus, human behavior in a variety of contexts – from
irrational reversals of risk preferences, sudden increases
in an object’s subjective value after becoming its
owner, or paradoxically selecting more painful episodes
over less painful ones – are puzzling from any
perspective which assumes that decision makers have
completely stable preferences and rationally ignore
framing to concentrate on mathematical consistencies
across contexts.
One possibility is that economic biases such as lossaversion or the endowment effect are artifacts of the
specific populations and cultures typically used as
subjects. For example, researchers have suggested that
the endowment effect is due to a rich sense of self –
something that would only be found in human
populations (Gawronski, Bodenhausen, & Becker,
2007). Alternatively, these biases might simply arise
from the particular experimental procedures designed to
elicit them – for example by verbal surveys,
participants might be influenced by task demands or
linguistic pragmatics.
However, another possibility is that these biases are
fundamental aspects of decision-making. If this were
the case, then we would expect biases such as framing
effects or the endowment effect to exist in subjects who
completely lack experience with humanlike educational
or cultural contexts, and that these biases would exist
even when nonverbal methods were employed. Under
this view, even other species would exhibit the same
decision-making biases previously thought to be unique
to ours.

One way to test this final possibility is to determine
whether these decision-making biases do, in fact, exist
in non-human primates. Addressing this possibility,
there is some evidence that certain biases emerge even
without extensive experience or cultural learning and
are shared with our closest living evolutionary relatives
– non-human primates (for a review, please see Santos
& Lakshminarayanan, 2008). The next section will
survey previous work investigating economic biases
present in capuchin monkeys (Cebus apella), an
ancestrally-related New World monkey species (Santos
& Lakshminarayanan, 2008; Chen, Lakshminarayanan,
& Santos, 2006).

Evidence for Economic Biases in Monkeys
Here, we present prior research investigating
whether capuchin monkeys’ decision strategies were
similar to those of humans in economic contexts. To
design a monkey marketplace analogous to situations in
which humans receive monetary payoffs, we developed
a ‘fiat currency’ that our monkeys could spend on food
(or, depending on the study, on gambles involving
food). Essentially, we taught our capuchin monkey
subjects that they could exchange small metal tokens
with human experimenters for food rewards (e.g.
Westergaard et al., 1998; Brosnan & de Waal 2003).
Our monkeys developed this token-trading ability with
relatively little training.
Once they had acquired the necessary trading skills,
we then placed our capuchins in an economic market in
which subjects could choose between different
experimenters providing different goods at different
prices. Each monkey subject began each session with a
small ‘wallet’ of tokens and entered the market where
two different experimenters offered different goods at
different prices. The monkey could then choose to trade
with whomever it most desired. We could then measure
each monkey’s preferences in terms of the percentage
of tokens they traded with each of the experimenters
(Santos
&
Lakshminarayanan,
2008;
Chen,
Lakshminarayanan, & Santos, 2006).
To ensure that the monkeys could understand which
trader delivered each food reward, we distinguished the
traders based on their clothing (e.g. a trader in blue
scrubs versus one in red scrubs). Additionally, we gave
each capuchin subject several training trials in which
they were required to trade an equal number of times
with each trader individually so they could learn the
available choices. Finally, each test session began with
two familiarization trades with each trader individually
before both choices became simultaneously available to
the subject. Therefore, the capuchin subjects were
making an informed choice between the two traders.
We first used this token-trading set-up to explore
whether capuchins exhibit the rudimentary principles of
rational utility-maximization in this new economic
market. To do this, we presented monkeys with a
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choice between traders who offered two different kinds
of food that the monkeys liked equally, e.g. apple slices
and grapes. When presented with this choice, our
capuchins subjects spent about half of their tokens on
apples and half on grapes. We then introduced a
compensated price shift, basically putting one of the
goods -- say apples -- on sale by providing double the
quantity provided for a single token (thus cutting the
price of apples in half). Our monkeys bought more of
the cheaper (half-priced) food when it went on sale,
behaving rationally as a human consumer would to this
shift in the prices (Chen et al. 2006).
We then examined whether the capuchins prefer a
trading option that weakly dominates, or more
specifically, one that provides the most food overall.
We presented the monkeys with a choice between one
experimenter who always offered (and gave) one piece
of apple, and a second experimenter who always
offered two pieces of apple but half the time gave one
piece, and half the time gave two. When faced with this
choice, the capuchins preferred to trade with the second
experimenter, again choosing the option that allowed
them to make the most of their token budget (Chen et
al. 2006).
These results demonstrate a few important features of
our capuchin market. First and most importantly, the
capuchins seem to use the market we have created for
them to select more desirable options over less
desirable ones; with little training, our capuchins were
able to pick up information about each trader’s past
behavior and use that information to make informed
choices in the market. Second, our monkeys appear to
behave rationally in the market, selectively trading with
experimenters who offer them a better deal (Chen et al.
2006).
Having established that capuchins behave broadly
rationally in some aspects of this market, we then
examined whether capuchins display the heuristics that
humans do—namely, reference dependence and loss
aversion. In our first study, capuchins were presented
with a choice between two traders who gave the same
amount of food, either one or two pieces of apple. The
first trader, however, gave food by way of a perceived
gain. This trader started out by showing the monkey
only one piece of apple but when paid gave an
additional second piece of apple half the time. The
second trader offered the same amount of food by way
of a perceived loss. This second trader started out by
displaying two pieces of apple but when paid took one
of the pieces of apple away half the time. Although the
two traders offered the same amount of food on
average, our capuchin subjects did not treat them
equally. Note that both experimenters stochastically
altered their payoffs, thus any preference between the
two would be due to framing (rather than a preference
for consistency over risk). Furthermore, since both
traders offered (on average) the same reward, if

subjects associatively learned to choose the larger
reward option then they would fail to exhibit a
preference between the two traders. In contrast, the
monkeys significantly preferred to trade with the trader
who gave a perceived gain over the one who gave a
perceived loss (Chen et al. 2006).
To rule out the possibility that these results were
based on a lack of knowledge about the outcomes
available to the subject, we once again ran each subject
in a thorough familiarization and shaping procedure
which required them to gain extensive experience with
the food rewards available from each trader.
Additionally, in this experiment the traders were
different individuals than those used in previous
experiments and were also clothed in different color
scrubs that were novel to the subjects. We thus
eliminated the possibility that their choices were based
on previous associations between experimenter or scrub
color with “good” outcomes.
To summarize, monkeys behaved much like human
participants in classic studies (e.g. Tversky &
Kahneman, 1992)—they evaluate their choices in terms
of an arbitrary reference point, namely the initial
amount of food that they were shown. We then went
on to examine whether capuchins showed this pattern
because they were seeking out perceived gains or
whether they were instead avoiding perceived losses.
Monkeys were given a choice between one trader who
always showed one piece of apple and delivered that
piece and second trader who always showed two pieces
of apple but delivered only a single piece. Again, even
though both experimenters gave the same pay-off
(making it impossible to account for their preferences
with a simple association between an experimenter and
a greater reward) capuchins reliably avoided the
experimenter who gave less than what he initially
offered, suggesting that capuchins, like humans, are
averse to losses (Chen et al. 2006).
In addition to loss-aversion and referencedependence, we explored whether capuchins also
exhibit a reflection effect – namely, whether they are
risk-seeking over choices framed as losses but riskaverse when the same choices are framed as gains.
Using a similar token-trading task, we gave capuchins a
choice to trade with an experimenter who initially
offered three chunks of apple but only delivered two
chunks of apple (thus representing a certain loss) – or,
instead, an experimenter who offered three chunks but
either delivered one or three (thus representing a risky
loss). In this experiment capuchins were risk seeking
over losses; however, in the next experiment we
observed that the same outcomes were treated very
differently when framed as opportunities to secure
gains. We modified our market so that now the
capuchin subjects chose between one experimenter who
initially offered one chunk of apple but always added a
second chunk (thus promising a sure gain) – or instead,
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an experimenter who offered one chunk but either
added two chunks or nothing (thus representing a risky
gain). Note that the outcomes were identical to the
prior experiment involving risky choice (in which they
chose between a safe and risky loss). However, when
the same outcomes were framed as gains, capuchins
were risk-averse and chose to trade for the sure gain.
Thus they exhibited an analogous reversal of riskpreferences depending on whether outcomes were
framed as gains or losses (Lakshminarayanan, Chen, &
Santos, in press). Crucially, the expected value was
identical across all four traders. Since all four traders
offered (on average) equal rewards, if subjects simply
associatively learned to choose the more rewarding
option then they would fail to exhibit a preference
between any pair of traders. In contrast they exhibited
the humanlike pattern of being risk seeking when
outcomes were framed as losses and risk averse when
the same outcomes were framed as gains.
Finally, we investigated whether capuchin monkeys
exhibit an analogous tendency to overvalue what they
possess.
That is, do they exhibit a humanlike
unwillingness to trade away possessions for
equivalently valued items in much the same way that
humans do in demonstrations of the endowment effect?
To do this, we found treats (fruit discs versus cereal
pieces) that the capuchins preferred equally. However,
when endowed with one of these types of food and
given the opportunity to trade it away in exchange for
the equivalent treat, they chose instead to retain their
endowed food. We established that this result was not
due to issues related to trading food (since they were
willing to trade for food of much greater value) and
additionally show that these effects were not due to
temporal
or
physical
transaction
costs
(Lakshminarayanan, Chen, & Santos 2008).
Although prior research, as published in Chen et al.
(2006), provides some evidence for decision-making
biases in capuchin monkeys, the existing literature
leaves open several important unanswered questions.
Namely, do capuchins share other decision-making bias
beyond reference-dependence and loss aversion, such
as framing effects in their remembered happiness of
previously experienced events – in which case they
should be especially sensitive to the peak intensity and
end-points of remembered events?

with highly pleasurable events rather than episodes that
begin with the equally pleasurable events.
Furthermore, the peak intensity of past experiences also
influences how subjects remember the pleasure
associated with those episodes. A pleasurable event
spread out over a long duration is rated as less
appealing than a comparable episode that is half as long
but twice as pleasurable.
In our final two experiments, we show that capuchin
monkeys make economic decisions (i.e., which
experimenter to trade with) based on this “peak-end”
principle.
Much like in previous studies, capuchin subjects are
each given a budget of tradable tokens. Subjects then
have a choice of two experimenters who each provide a
reward for a token.
These experimenters each
displayed rewards that they would provide in exchange
for tokens. When the monkey handed an experimenter
a token, they then provided this food by holding it
steady near the subject as the subject ate it. In the first
experiment the choices provided the capuchin the
chance to choose between a high end-point versus a low
end-point, whereas in the second experiment they chose
between a high peak versus a low peak.
Much like in previous experiments, we first began
with a familiarization phase to allow the subjects to
learn the consequences of trading with each
experimenter.
The experimenters wore different
colored scrubs so that the capuchin subject would know
which one delivered each reward (i.e., high versus low
peak and high versus low end-point). Thus, we ensured
that the capuchin was making an informed choice
between the two experimenters. Just as in each
previous experiment, the experimenters available to
trade with the capuchin subject had not been involved
in any other trading studies and were clothed in scrub
colors that were distinct from previously used ones.
However, in contrast to all of our previous trading
studies, in these two experiments the traders concealed
the food rewards until it was time to feed it to the
capuchin subject. This ensured that the exchanges were
conducted on the basis of the remembered pleasure
from eating a food reward provided by a particular
experimenter – therefore the experimenters held the
rewards such that they were not visible to the subject.
Therefore the basis of selection was not due to any
visual differences between the two rewards but instead
the remembered pleasure associated with trading with
an experimenter for a high end-point (or high peak)
reward versus the same reward re-sequenced for a low
end-point (or low peak).
In our first experiment, the experimenters differed in
that one of them treat with a high end-point whereas an
alternative experimenter provided the same treat but
sequenced so that it concluded with a low end-point.
Specifically, the food reward in this study was a biscuit
stick that was halfway coated with frosting resulting in

Retrospective Evaluation in Monkeys
People’s memory of pleasurable and painful events
are subject to framing effects in that they are not strictly
related to the overall quality of an episode, but instead
depend on the end-point and peak intensity of that
experience.
Human participants surprisingly rate
highly painful experiences as more tolerable than less
severe ones, simply based on whether the more painful
experience concludes with a better end-point.
Similarly, they choose to repeat episodes that conclude
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a reward with a highly-valued (frosted) half and a lowvalue (unfrosted) half.
Thus, the high end-peak
experimenter fed the food reward with the frosted half
at the end whereas the low end-point experimenter fed
the reward in the opposite configuration. In this
experiment, capuchin monkeys preferred to trade
tokens to receive a sequence of food rewards that
provided the high point at the end of the feeding
sequence rather than the beginning.
That is, they
preferred to trade with experimenter who sequenced the
reward such that it started with the unfrosted half and
concluded with the frosted half rather than vice versa.
This preference was significant when pooled across
subjects (63%, N=240, p = 0.00002, one-tailed
binomial probability test).
The results therefore
supported the directional prediction that the capuchins
preferred the reward with the high end-point.
In our second study, capuchins preferred to trade
tokens for a food reward with a brief but high-quality
peak rather than for an alternative food reward with a
longer but lower-quality peak. The food reward, just as
in the previous study, was a biscuit stick that was
partially covered in high-value frosting. However, the
biscuit sticks were modified by partially shaving off the
frosting: the frosting was shaved off of the food
rewards such that the subjects had a choice between a
short but highly enjoyable reward or a longer but less
enjoyable one. Specifically, an experimenter offering a
food reward with a short but fully frosted section
(followed by an unfrosted section) was preferred to an
experimenter offering an alternative that was twice as
long but only halfway frosted (ending in a much shorter
unfrosted section).
The amount of frosting was
identical across both experimenters, however, one
provided the frosted portion in a short high peak
whereas the other provided a low peak. This preference
was significant when pooled across subjects (59%,
N=480, p = 0.00003, one-tailed binomial probability
test).
Critically, just as in previous studies, a subject who
merely forms an association between a trading partner
and a greater quantity of food would not express a
preference in either of the last two experiments. In the
experiment concerning end-point sensitivity both
experimenters delivered exactly the same food object
(except rotated so that the frosting would come either
first or last).
In the second experiment both
experimenters offered identical amounts of frosting
except spread over a long or a short biscuit section. In
contrast the capuchin subjects expressed a preference
for a high end point and for a high peak – a preference
that could not be explained by a mere association
between a trading partner and a greater reward.
These results therefore suggest that monkeys, like
humans, exhibit both end-point and peak sensitivity
when evaluating the quality of remembered
experiences. Accordingly, humans and capuchins may

both judge past experiences similarly and prefer events
with high peaks and end points. This suggests that this
bias, much like other framing effects, did not
necessarily emerge as a result of specific economic
experiences and market disciplining. Instead, evaluating
past experiences using a peak-end rule might be the
result of cognitive strategies which evolved long ago in
the primate lineage.

Conclusions and Discussion
The data presented here suggest that economic biases
are present in an ancestrally-related species. Monkeys,
like us, take into account subjective features of
prospects that are irrelevant to the consequences of their
choices, as well as exhibit classic framing effects such
as reference dependence, loss aversion, and the
endowment effect. Therefore these biases might rely
on cognitive systems that are more evolutionarily
ancient than previously thought.
These data support the claim that the cognitive (and
possibly neural) architecture giving rise to economic
biases and framing effects was present in an
evolutionarily-ancient relative of both humans and
capuchin monkeys. In addition to showing that these
biases are not uniquely human, these results results
eliminate the possibility that these heuristics are
artifacts of the particular methods (such as verbal
questionnaires) or subject pools used in human studies.
Additionally, these results support the claim that
behavioral biases do not necessarily emerge as a result
of specific economic experiences —instead, our human
systematic biases might be the result of evolved
cognitive strategies, ones present in our primate lineage
for considerable phylogenetic time. This work provides
further constraints on the cognitive and neural
mechanisms that may underlie these biases in the
human species. Specifically, our findings suggest that
these heuristics cannot rely on language or linguistic
processing. In addition, our result hint that these biases
cannot be due to complex or uniquely human cognitive
capacities, such culture, learning, or market
disciplining.
Second, and perhaps more importantly, these results
provide the first demonstration that framing effects, the
endowment effect, and reward sequencing elicit
preference-reversals in a nonhuman animal. Therefore,
these behavioral results provide a new avenue for
neurophysiological investigations of subjective and
contextual aspects of decision-making. Non-human
primates are frequently used as neural models for
exploring the anatomical basis of decision-making
under uncertainty (Glimcher, 2003; Platt & Glimcher
1999) but much of this work has focused on simpler
types of decisions (such as determining the direction of
a saccade). Accordingly, a sharp disconnect exists in
the methodologies employed in these studies and those
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used in neuroimaging work concerning complex
decisions undertaken by humans (see Camerer,
Lowenstein & Prelec, 2004) for review). The proposed
work provides novel behavioral evidence that measures
of preference, such as purchasing behavior when
provided with a scarce budget of tokens, can also be
used to test the predictions of prospect theory in a nonhuman primate model.
To summarize, finding these biased tendencies in
capuchin monkeys impacts our understanding of human
decision-making in three key ways. First, the fact that
seemingly “irrational” tendencies may actually have
been around for over 35 million years would suggest
that classical economic decision-making biases may
possibly be well-adapted to ancient rather than modern
decision-making environments.
Second, the
observation that capuchins and humans reason about
economic decisions in the same way would suggest that
decisions involving framing and risk-taking operate in a
fast-and-frugal way, meaning that they don’t require
computationally-intensive, uniquely human processing.
Finally, the hypothesized findings would also the point
that throughout evolutionary history, strategies like
framing effects may have played a role in our economic
decision-making, thus allowing these traits to be passed
along
from
ancestral
species
to
humans
(Lakshminarayanan, Santos, & Chen, in press).
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Abstract
The average estimates of a group of individuals are generally
better than the estimates of the individuals alone, a
phenomenon commonly referred to as the wisdom of crowds.
This has been shown to work for many types of simple tasks,
but has generally been performed on subjects that do not
communicate with one another. We report group aggregation
performance for more complex tasks, involving
reconstructing the order of time-based and magnitude-based
series of items from memory. In half of these tasks, subjects
receive the previous subject’s final ordering in a serial
fashion. The aggregate for communicating subjects is better
than that for independent subjects. We introduce a Bayesian
version of a Thurstonian model to show how each subject
combines their individual, private knowledge with the
previous individual’s ordering. The model also shows that
individuals can produce estimates in the shared information
condition that are better for aggregating than independent
estimates.
Keywords: Bayesian Modeling; Rank Ordering; Wisdom of
Crowds; Iterated Learning.

Introduction
When Galton first surveyed English fair-goers in 1906, it
was a novel curiosity that their estimates of the dressed
weight of an ox, when averaged, closely approximated the
true weight (Galton, 1907). Subsequently, many
demonstrations have shown that aggregating the
independent judgments of a number of individuals often
results in an estimate that is close to the true answer. This
phenomenon has come to be known as The Wisdom of
Crowds (Surowiecki, 2004). This Wisdom of Crowds (WoC)
is currently used in a number of real-world applications,
such as prediction markets (e.g., Dani et al., 2006) and
political polling (e.g., Silver, 2008).
Previous WoC research has focused on independent
subjects, where there is no communication between
individuals (Galton, 1907; Bruce, 1935; Lorge et al., 1957;
Surroweicki, 2004). Many authors have suggested that
subject independence is important for creating the WoC
(Surroweiki, 2004; Sjӧberg, 2006; Vul et al., 2008). Many
of these WoC demonstrations have involved estimating
single numerical quantities. For such quantities, robust
estimates of the central tendency of individual estimates
(such as the mean) are an effective aggregation method
(Yaniv, 1997).
In the current research, we wish to see if there are
situations where allowing communication between subjects

can improve WoC aggregation. In contrast to previous
research, we are interested in exploring WoC in highdimensional problems, such as rank ordering, where items
need to be placed in a sequence. We have shown previously
that the WoC effect can still be observed in these problems,
even though simple distributional estimates such as the
mean are no longer sensible, or even possible (Steyvers,
Lee, Miller, and Hemmer, 2009).
There are many ways in which subjects can communicate.
In traditional “face to face” group decision making, subjects
share information by meeting and talking with one-another,
and attempt to reach a group decision through discussion.
This process becomes more complicated when subjects need
to generate individual answers for aggregation, however.
There are methods in the decision making literature
designed to limit and control group interaction to aid in
post-hoc statistical aggregation. Some of these also have the
advantage of improving overall group performance (Kerr &
Tindale, 2004). These include forcing subjects to
communicate electronically (Gallupe et al., 1994), and
limiting the amount of information that is shared (Rowe &
Wright, 1999).
One method for controlled group interaction that is also
amenable to indirect, computer-based information sharing is
iterative communication. This kind of communication is
used in iterated learning models, such as those used to study
the evolution of syntactic structure (Kirby, 2001). Similar to
the children’s game “telephone”, each subject is placed in
some arbitrary order from first to last. The first subject
begins by making an estimate, which is passed on to the
second individual. The second subject makes an estimate
that is passed on to the third, and so on through the entire
group. In this way, every subject (except the first) gives and
receives exactly one estimate. Unlike in iterated learning,
each subject has independent knowledge in addition to the
received estimate. They combine this knowledge with the
given estimate to create a new estimate that is passed on to
the next individual.
Beppu and Griffiths (2009) have done work involving
iterated learning models with individual knowledge. By
varying the types of independently known and
communicated information, they were able to create an
iterative environment where the last subject in the group
could recreate a distribution that early individuals had little
knowledge of.
Unlike Beppu and Griffiths, we are not focused on the
answer from the last individual. While their subjects were
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estimating a two-dimensional function, our subjects were
involved in making higher-dimensional rank ordering
estimates. Because of this, the informativeness of each
subject’s shared estimates was much lower, and our iterative
subjects were not likely to converge on the correct answer
and stay there. To preview our results, the last iteratively
communicating subject’s estimate for each question in our
experiment was not much better than the average response.
The average aggregate for these iteratively communicating
subjects, however, was a better estimate than the average
aggregate for the independent subjects who had not received
one.
In this paper we present empirical and theoretical research
on communication and the WoC phenomenon for rank order
aggregation. We conduct an empirical study where subjects
are asked to rank order the occurrence of events (e.g., US
presidents by term of office) or the magnitude of some
physical property (e.g., rivers by length). Importantly, for all
of the questions there is a known ground truth. The ground
truth might only be partially known to the tested individuals.
Subjects answer half the questions independently, and half
with iterated communication.
We compare the performance of WoC aggregation
between independent subjects and “iterated” subjects. We
also develop a probabilistic model to describe the behaviors
of both types, based on a Thurstonian approach that
represents the items for each problem as distributions on an
interval dimension. We use Markov chain Monte Carlo to
estimate parameters from these models, and make
qualitative and quantitative comparisons between our
proposed models and the actual experimental data.

Experiment
Method
Subjects were 172 undergraduate students at the University
of California, Irvine. The experiment was composed of 17
Table 1: Subject performance statistics.
Problems
Book Releases
Euro. City Pop.
US City Pop.
World City Pop.
Landmass
Population
Hardness
Holidays
Movies
Oscar Movies
Osc. Best Movies
Presidents
Rivers
East-most States
Super Bowls
10 Amendments
10 Command.
AVERAGE

Independent
PC Group Ave. Best
0.000
5 12 3
0.000
11 16 1
0.025
12 15 0
0.000
12 19 6
0.000
5 10 2
0.000
11 15 1
0.000
12 17 7
0.099
4 9 0
0.000
2 12 1
0.022
3 14 0
0.000
2 15 1
0.103
3 11 0
0.000
10 17 3
0.036
4 9 0
0.000
21 21 4
0.081
5 14 0
0.022
14 19 0
0.023 8.0 14.4 1.7

Iterative
PC Group Ave. Best Last
0.000
7 11 4 11
0.000
10 14 7 7
0.021
10 12 0 6
0.000
17 18 8 13
0.000
5 6 1 7
0.012
9 12 0 7
0.000
13 14 7 11
0.161
2 5 0 3
0.033
1 5 0 10
0.000
4 6 1 9
0.000
1 7 1 6
0.218
1 5 0 2
0.000
10 12 3 10
0.088
1 4 0 1
0.000
13 15 4 8
0.000
4 11 1 9
0.108
8 11 0 1
0.038 6.8 9.8 2.2 7.1

questions, identical to those used in Miller et al. (2009) and
Steyvers et al. (2009). All were general knowledge
questions regarding: population statistics (4 questions),
geography (3 questions), dates, such as release dates for
movies and books (7 questions), U.S. Presidents, material
hardness, the 10 Commandments, and the first 10
Amendments of the U.S. Constitution. For half of the
questions (picked randomly for each subject), subjects
started with the final ordering from a previous subject,
allowing subjects to communicate iteratively. The first
participant in the iterative condition received a random
ordering. For the other half, subjects received a randomly
ordered list of items as a non-communicative control,
maintaining independence between subjects. Because of the
uneven number of questions, we made the arbitrary choice
to split the questions 9/8 between the iterative and
independent conditions. For each question, there was a
group of people who answered that question with
communication, and a group who answered it without, and
all individuals participated in both conditions.
All questions had a ground truth obtained from Pocket
World in Figures and various online sources. An interactive
interface was presented in a web browser on computer
screens. Subjects were instructed to order the presented
items (e.g., “Order these books by their first release date,
earliest to most recent”), and responded by dragging the
individual items on the screen using the computer mouse
and “snapping” them into the desired locations in the
ordering. When subjects were satisfied with their response,
they clicked on a “submit” button. Once their response had
been submitted, it was not possible to return to that
question. The independent subject questions, where subjects
received randomized starting lists, were presented first.
These questions were then followed by a transition screen
informing them that, “Each of the lists you will see next
have already been sorted by at least one other subject. It is
up to you to determine how well that/those subject(s) did,
and to make any changes you feel are necessary.” The
subjects were then presented with the iterative questions,
where the starting lists were sorted by the previous subject.
Each iterative question carried a reminder that items had
already been sorted by at least one subject (no information
about the number of previous subjects was communicated).
The assignment of questions between both conditions, and
the order of the questions, was selected randomly.

Results
Individual Subjects We first evaluated subjects' responses
based on whether or not they reconstructed the correct
ordering. Table 1 shows the proportion of individuals that
got the ordering exactly right. Proportion Correct (PC) was
evaluated for each of the ordering task questions, for both
the independent and iterative conditions. On average, about
two and four percent of subjects recreated the correct rank
ordering respectively. We also analyzed the performance of
subjects with a more fine-grained measure, using Kendall’s
τ distance. This distance metric is used to count the number
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Figure 1. Average Subject Performance over Independent
and Iterative Conditions.
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Dwight D. Eisenhower
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Position

of pair-wise disagreements between the reconstructed and
correct ordering. The larger the distance, the more dissimilar
the two orderings are. Values of τ range from: 0 ≤ τ ≤ N(N 1)/2, where N is the number of items in the order (ten for all
of our questions). A value of zero means the ordering is
exactly right, a value of one means that the ordering is
correct except for two neighboring items being transposed,
and so on up to the maximum possible value of forty-five
(indicating that the list is completely reversed). A score of
22.5 indicates roughly random performance.
Table 1 also shows the average and the best τ values for
each of the seventeen sorting task questions. For the
independent condition, one or more subjects got the
ordering exactly right for seven questions, as indicated by a
τ of zero for ‘Best’. For the iterative condition, one or more
subjects also got the ordering exactly right for seven
questions, five of which were the same questions as in the
independent condition. The best individuals on each
question solved the problem exactly, or were within a few
pair transposes, for most questions, indicating very good
performance. Generally, subjects performed better in the
iterative condition than they did in the independent
condition, particularly the worst subjects. Performance gains
were realized for all questions, not just the difficult ones (as
indicated by high τ scores), with the notable exception of
book release dates.
Figure 1 shows the performances of subjects averaged
across questions in the independent condition, compared to
the performances of subjects averaged across questions in
the iterative condition. The subjects are ordered from worst
to best performance. It is important to note that the best
performances on the right are for individuals that did not
have to complete the most difficult questions under that
condition (independent or iterative). For this reason, the
subjects are ordered in each condition for their performance
within that condition, and there is no implicit relationship
between the nth subject in the independent condition and the
independent condition. Subjects perform better in the
iterative condition, and their estimates were approximately 6
τ closer to the ground truth, on average.
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Figure 2. Subject Ranking for U.S. Presidents.
As this is a task that is effectively assessing prior
knowledge, it is interesting to note that three out of the four
questions with the best individual performances in both
conditions occurred for the U.S. Presidents, Eastern-most
States, and Dates of Holidays questions. These three
questions relate to educational and cultural knowledge that
seems most likely to be universally shared by our
undergraduate subjects. The other two questions, the 10
Amendments and the 10 Commandments from the
independent and iterative tasks respectively, are the kinds of
more specialized knowledge one would expect particular
individuals to have expertise in.
It is also interesting to note that the Book Release Dates
question was not improved by iterative communication.
Some of the books in question, such as Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer’s Stone, were also optioned for movie releases. It
appears that subjects in the iterative condition were divided
between the ordering books based upon movie releases and
the actual book release dates, and so were unable to
communicate much useful information between each other
as they were drawing upon two contradictory sources of
knowledge.
It was clear that subjects were able to communicate useful
information in the iterative condition, and that they did so in
an iterative fashion that was well suited our task. Figure 2
shows one such example from the U.S. Presidents question.
The 76th subject’s final response has a τ of 9 compared to
the ground truth, but by the 80th subject’s response, that had
been reduced to 2. Each intervening subject was able to add
some information, either by bringing an item closer to, or
placing it in, its correct position.
It is important to note that iterative responses did not
always converge so neatly however, and that when they did,
they did not remain there. Table 1 lists the last responses
from each iterative chain for each question (Iterative, Last).
Even for questions on which subjects did relatively well
overall, such as Movies, the final answer from subjects was
often far from best answer. The final answer is never the
exact correct ordering and final ordering equivalent to the
best ordering only once. While iterative learning tasks
usually converge to the best answer, the lack of convergence
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in our data makes it unclear who had the best answer for the
iterative (and independent) questions, barring access to the
ground truth. This necessitates an extra method to select the
best subjects.
Group Aggregate In order to test the collective
performance of aggregation, we used the Borda count
method, a popular technique for combining preferential
candidate lists in voting theory. We have shown previously
that this is a representative heuristic that performs among
the best WoC methods for aggregating lists (Miller et al.,
2009). In the Borda count method, weighted ‘counts’ are
assigned such that the first item in a list of N items receives
a count of N. The second item in the list receives a count of
N-1, and so forth until the last item receives a count of 1.
These counts are summed across the items for all subjects,
and the item with the highest count is placed first in the
aggregated list, with all subsequent items ranked according
to their respective count totals. We treat that aggregate as its
own subject, and calculate a τ score relative to the ground
truth.
Table 1 reports the performance for Borda aggregation for
each of the problems for each of the conditions
(Independent/Iterative, Group). The average performance of
the aggregate is better than the average performance of
subjects, and is among the best performances for all
subjects, in agreement with our findings in Miller et al.
(2009). It is important to note that the “Best” column is the
score of the best individual for that particular problem, and
that no one individual significantly outscored the others or
the aggregate across both conditions.
Comparing across conditions, we can see that the
aggregate performed better for subjects that were allowed to
communicate iteratively than for those that could not. This
shows that the communicative behavior seen between
subjects in Figure 2 does in fact improve overall group
knowledge.
The size of the group also matters for group performance.
Figure 3 shows the average performance of the aggregate
over varying group sizes for both the iterative and
p
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Figure 3. Aggregate Subject Performance Averaged over
Questions for the Independent and Iterative Conditions.

independent conditions. With one subject, performance can
be dramatically improved with just one more estimate. For a
large enough group however, the benefit of adding an
additional subject can be negligible.
We can see that the aggregate for the iterative condition
clearly outperforms the independent aggregate, as shown in
Table 1. We can also see that the performance gained by
adding a subject diminishes rapidly for independent crowds
after around 15 subjects. For the iterative group however,
gains are made much more rapidly, and so further subjects
become less important after about the 10th subject. This
suggests that subjects are able to successfully combine their
own information with that of previous subjects, and thus
create a knowledgeable crowd with fewer subjects. We will
explore this notion further in the next section.

Modeling
We designed two probabilistic generative models, based on
a Thurstonian approach, to detail a process by which
independent and iterative subjects might use item-level
knowledge to create their rank orderings. In the iterative
model, subjects must combine their item-level knowledge
with that of previous individuals. We will first specify these
models, and then compare their performance to our
empirical results.

A Thurstonian Approach
A feature of a Thurstonian approach is that the ground truth
is explicitly represented at the item level, as a latent set of
coordinates on an interval dimension. Specifically, each
item i is represented as a value 𝝁𝒊 along this dimension,
where 𝒊 𝝐 {𝟏, … , 𝑵}. The interval representation of items is
justifiable given that all the problems in our study involve
one-dimensional concepts (e.g., the relative timing of
events, or the lengths of items). See Figure 4a for an
example.
Each individual is assumed to have access to the ground
truth for each item, 𝝁𝒊 . Each individual, however, does not
have precise knowledge about the exact location of each
item, 𝝁𝒊 . For each individual j, we represent the individual’s
uncertainty about the location of item i with a Normal
distribution, centered about 𝝁𝒊 , with a standard deviation
𝝈𝒊𝒋 . See Figure 4b for an illustration.
This individual item-level uncertainty, 𝜎𝑖𝑗 , is different
from previous Thurstonian models we have presented,
where item uncertainty was represented only for the group
as a whole (Steyvers et al., 2009). This allows us to
represent the individual item-level differences in knowledge
that affect communication in our iterative condition.
In order to make an ordering estimate, individuals draw
samples for each item, 𝑥𝑖𝑗 , and the ordering of the samples
becomes the ordering for the individual, 𝐲𝑗 . See Figures 4b
and 4c for examples. The smaller the uncertainty for an
item, 𝜎𝑖𝑗 , the more knowledge a subject has about that that
item, and the more likely they are to sample values close to
the ground truth. Different subjects have different
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Figure 5. Independent and Iterative Generative Models.
the latent ground truth for items, 𝜇𝑖𝑗 , that would most likely
give rise to these observed values. The ground truth for item
i is dependent upon the observed individual samples and
uncertainty for that item, as well as for the latent samples
and uncertainty of the previous participant. Using Bayes
rule:

x2j+1 x1j+1
x3j+1
Rank Order: yj+1 = {b,a,c}

Figure 4. Illustration of the Thurstonian Model.
a) The Thurstonian interval dimension representation
b) Item-level uncertainty, sampling and order for subject j
c) The sampling and order for subject j+1

𝑃�µ𝑖𝑗 |𝑥𝑖𝑗 , 𝜎𝑖𝑗 , 𝑥𝑖,𝑗−1 , 𝜎𝑖,𝑗−1 � ∝ 𝑃�𝑥𝑖𝑗 |µ𝑖𝑗 , 𝜎𝑖𝑗 � 𝑃�𝑥𝑖,𝑗−1 |µ𝑖𝑗 , 𝜎𝑖,𝑗−1 �

𝜇𝑖𝑗 ~ Uniform(0,1)
As the distributions on the right side of the equation are
normally distributed, we can reduce it to the following
sampling distribution:

knowledge, making each participant’s accuracy in ranking
individual items different.

Independent Condition: Generative Model
Figure 5a shows the Thurstonian generative model for
independent subjects for a single question, using graphical
model notation (see Koller, Friedman, Getoor, & Taskar,
2007, for an introduction). The nodes represent variables,
and the arrows indicate the conditional dependencies
between the variables. Stochastic and deterministic variables
are indicated by single and double-bordered nodes
respectively. Observed data is represented by shaded nodes.
The rectangles, or “plates”, represent independent
replications of sampling steps over items or subjects.
In the independent subject generative model, each
individual j draws samples, 𝑥𝑖𝑗 , from the ground truth for
each item, 𝜇𝑖 , with individual item-level uncertainty 𝜎𝑖𝑗 .
The final observed rank ordering, 𝐲𝑗 , is determined by the
rank order of the subjects samples:
𝑥𝑖𝑗 ~ Norm�𝜇𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖𝑗 �
𝐲𝑗 = Rank�𝐱 𝒋 �

𝑃�µ𝑖𝑗 |𝑥𝑖𝑗 , 𝜎𝑖𝑗 , 𝑥𝑖,𝑗−1 , 𝜎𝑖,𝑗−1 � ∝ Normal�𝜇 ∗ , 𝜎 ∗ 2 �
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Participants infer the ground truth for items, 𝜇𝑖𝑗 , by
combining their observed and inferred samples of the
ground truth, 𝑥𝑖𝑗 and 𝑥𝑖,𝑗−1 , weighted by the uncertainty for
those samples, 𝜎𝑖𝑗 and 𝜎𝑖,𝑗−1 . This weighted averaging of
each subject’s own knowledge and the knowledge
communicated to them yields a final result that is a
combination of both. As illustrated by the cut notation in the
graphical model, the final subject ordering, 𝐲𝑗 , is
determined by the rank order of the averaged posterior
samples for items for 𝜇𝑖𝑗 .

Simulation

Iterative Condition: Generative Model
Figure 5b shows the generative model for subjects in the
iterative condition. Each subject j, for each item i, has
access to samples, 𝑥𝑖𝑗 , from their knowledge of the ground
truth, 𝜇𝑖𝑗 , and their own item-level uncertainties, 𝜎𝑖𝑗 .
Samples are drawn from a normal distribution, identical to
the independent model. Subjects’ access to their samples
and uncertainties allows them to quantify their item-level
knowledge.
Subjects also have access to the previous subject’s final
ordering, 𝐲𝑗−1 . They combine these sources of information
to generate their own estimate, 𝐲𝑗 . To do this, subjects infer

We simulated 65 subjects for 17 questions, using both the
independent and iterative generative models. In order to
ensure a fair comparison between conditions, subjects
generated by the independent model were used for the
observed individual knowledge parameters in the iterative
model.
We use the same inverse-gamma prior for all subjects’
item-level uncertainty, 𝜎𝑖𝑗 :
𝜎𝑖𝑗2 ~ InvGamma(α, β)

Where 𝛼 and 𝛽 are shaping parameters that were hand-fitted
to create distributions of subject ranking performance,
similar to those in the experimental data. We set α = 0.2 and
β = 1.
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Figure 6. Aggregate Subject Performance Averaged over
Questions for the Independent and Iterative Models.
Inference for all of the latent parameters in the iterative
model was achieved using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo
sampling procedure. We ran 1 chain for each subject, with
110 iterations and a burnin of 10.

Results
Figure 6 shows the aggregate performance for 65
simulated independent and iterative subjects for 17
questions, generated by the respective generative models.
As in the empirical data, the iterative subjects outperform
their independent counterparts in aggregate (albeit with a
lower asymptote). The concept of our model, that each
subject combines their own internal representation of the
ordering with the previous ordering, based on some sense of
how uncertain they are about their values for each item,
seems to provide a good fit to the data, and seems to suggest
that this is the strategy that participants are employing.

Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown that iterative communication
between subjects can lead to better estimates in
reconstructing the ground truth for rank ordering tasks, both
individually and in the aggregate. We suggested that this is
due to different item-level knowledge among subjects, and
that subjects are integrating the given information from
previous subjects with their own knowledge in a manner
that preserves and adds knowledge. We developed a
generative model for iterative subjects in a Thurstonian
framework that utilized this principle, and demonstrated that
simulated iterative subjects were able to out-perform
simulated independent subjects in a way that was
qualitatively similar to our empirical data. The model seems
to provide a good qualitative account of the updating of
individual knowledge with the communicated knowledge of
other individuals. Further refinements to this model,
including using a 2-stage generative process to introduce
group-level uncertainty in the ground truth subjects have
access to, will be necessary to make a better match between
simulated and empirical data.
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Abstract
Decision makers are sometimes faced with aggregating advice from multiple advisers without knowing what information is driving each adviser’s opinion. Following Budescu and
Yu (2006, 2007), we conducted an experiment in which participants first learned to estimate the probability of a disease
based on multiple test results. Next, subjects made the same
judgments solely on the basis of probabilities given by multiple advisers who may have only received partial information.
Experimental results confirm previous findings that decision
makers give extreme estimates when advisers are in agreement
and compromise estimates when advisors are in disagreement.
Unlike previously proposed models that can only account for
extreme or compromise estimates but not both, we develop a
new Bayesian model that explains both types of judgments.
This model provides a rational explanation of information aggregation by assuming that decision makers use the probability
estimates of advisers to infer underlying data before making
probability judgments.
Keywords: information aggregation, decision making,
Bayesian model

Introduction
In many real world judgment problems, decision makers often make inferences by aggregating information from multiple outside sources. For example, a juror might be asked
to determine the probability that a defendant is guilty based
on the testimony of expert witnesses such as a medical examiner and a forensic scientist. In this paper, we discuss inference problems in which a decision maker must aggregate
judgments from multiple expert advisers whose judgments
might be based on partial information. Our goal is to develop a probabilistic framework that can account for the aggregated judgments of decision makers. Specifically, we propose a new Bayesian model to explain aggregated judgments
and compare our model to a previously proposed Bayesian
model (Budescu & Yu, 2006, 2007) and a weighted averaging model. The newly proposed Bayesian model is able to
account for both extreme and conservative judgments unlike
previous models of information aggregation.
The modeling and experimental work described in this paper was motivated by a two stage study of information aggregation conducted by Budescu and Yu (2006). In this experiment, subjects first completed a learning stage in which they
learned to distinguish between two diseases (A and B) based
on a set of six cues (i.e., medical tests) with binary values (i.e,
positive or negative test results). Subjects were told that the
cues were equally valid, not perfectly diagnostic, and could
be correlated. In the second stage of the experiment, some
subjects were selected to be advisers and other subjects were
selected to be decision makers. The advisers provided the decision makers with probability estimates of disease A based

on a set of cues. In some situations, the advisers saw only a
portion of the six cues. In these cases, not all advisers saw the
same subset of cues. Then, the decision maker was asked to
use the advisers’ judgments to provide a probability estimate
for disease A. The decision maker was told which binary cues
each adviser saw; however, the decision maker was not privy
to the cue values (i.e., positive or negative). The number of
advisers giving advice was either two or three.
The experimental results indicated that in some situations
decision makers gave estimates more extreme than both advisers’ values. In general, when the advisers displayed a high
level of agreement, decision makers produced extreme answers. On the other hand, when the advisers’ displayed disagreement, the decision makers seemed to average the advisers’ estimates. A simple Bayesian model presented by
Budescu and Yu predicts that decision makers will always
produce extreme estimates. Since this was not found to be
the case, Budescu and Yu (2006) claimed that decision makers are not always Bayesian. However, we hope to show that
a novel Bayesian model can account for compromise judgments when there is a discrepancy among advisers’ probability estimates and extreme judgments when advisers display a
high level of agreement.

Experiment
We conducted an experiment with a learning stage followed
by an information aggregation stage, similar to Experiment
2 in Budescu and Yu (2007). Participants first learned to diagnose, using the binary results of three tests, the probability
that a fictitious disease was present in a series of patients. The
probability of a disease given a set of test results was determined by a causal graph. Specifically, it was assumed that
a disease caused hidden intermediate states that determined
the test results. For simplicity, we assumed that the intermediate states were binary like the test results. For example,
lung cancer causes malignant tumors resulting in a positive
lung biopsy. Since Budescu and Yu allowed for tests to either be correlated or not, we used the causal graph structure
to represent correlation among tests. We denoted diagnostic
tests that were driven by common underlying causes as correlated. For example, a malignant tumor causes both a positive
lung biopsy and a positive PET scan. Diagnostic tests that
were driven by different causes were called uncorrelated. In
our lung cancer example, a malignant tumor causes a positive lung biopsy and a high white blood cell (WBC) count
produces a positive blood test.
After the training stage, participants were given a series of
trials on which two experts gave the participant the proba-
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bility a patient has the disease. Participants could see which
test results each expert was privy to, but could not see the results, themselves. The probability given by each expert was
produced from the causal graphs, and thus depends on the
number and values of test results they were privy to. Faced
with advice from two experts, participants may use a number
of strategies to aggregate this information. Given that the advisers have overlapping information in cases when they saw
some of the same test results, and unique information in cases
when advisers saw disjunct (and perhaps conflicting) test results, a rational strategy would be for participants to infer the
union of the results that the advisers saw, and thence produce
a probability estimate as they did in the learning phase.

number of results they were privy to, and the outcomes of the
results. As a reminder, for the first 12 adviser trials, decision
makers also saw the test results the advisers saw (e.g., Figure 1, right). These trials and the remaining 44 adviser trials
were identical for decision makers in both conditions, except
that the particular probabilities given as advice depended on
the condition (based on the two types of causal graphs: correlated and uncorrelated). The 44 trials included all combinations of strength (i.e., number of agreeing test results) and
amount (i.e., number of test results seen: 0–3) of evidence
seen by an adviser, as well as various combinations of the
amount seen by both advisers.

Subjects
71 undergraduates at Indiana University participated in the
experiment for course credit.

Stimuli & Procedure
Participants were instructed that they would be learning to
diagnose patients with a fictional disease (e.g., ‘nomitis’) on
the basis of results from three tests. As in Budescu and Yu
(2007), participants were told that each test is equally diagnostic, that the probability of the disease in the patient population is 0.5, and that results of the medical test may be correlated. A high prevalence of disease was used in order to match
the experimental paradigm of Budescu and Yu (2007). Subjects were told that there was an epidemic in order to make
the high base rate of the disease seem plausible.
On each of 88 training trials, participants were shown the
binary results (‘+’ or ‘−’) of three tests (‘A’, ‘B’, or ‘C’), and
asked to indicate the probability (0-100) that a patient with
these test results has the disease. Probabilistic feedback was
provided on each trial: participants were told that this particular patient did or did not have the disease (proportional to
the predetermined disease probabilities), and were also told
whether or not a patient exhibiting these results would typically have the disease.
Appearing after the initial 88 trials, an additional 19 training trials showed only 0, 1, or 2 test results, and no feedback was given after participants responded. These trials introduced the possibility that only a subset of the test results
may be seen, as is true in many of the information aggregation
trials.
For 36 of the participants, test results were uncorrelated,
whereas test results for the remaining 35 participants were
correlated.
In the second stage of the experiment, participants were
told that they had been promoted to a supervisory position
in which they would continue to judge the probability a patient has the same disease. However, instead of looking at
test results themselves, participants would see the probabilities given by two advisers who have had the same training
they have had, but who may see only some of the test results
(e.g., Figure 1, left). Participants were instructed to keep in
mind that each adviser’s advice would be based on both the

Trials could vary by the amount of overlapping (i.e., redundant) evidence seen by the two advisers: all of the results
seen by the advisers may overlap, none of them may overlap (e.g., Figure 1, right), or they may partially overlap (e.g.,
Figure 1, left). On a given trial, when advisers are privy to
non-overlapping test results (e.g., A and B in Figure 1, left),
and the two advisers agree on the diagnosis (both less than
50, or both greater), the decision maker, inferring what each
test result is, should normatively extremify. In other words,
the decision maker should respond further from 50 than either adviser. The reason is that, by inferring the test results,
the decision maker has more information than either adviser,
and the decision maker knows that this inferred information
is stronger than the individual pieces of information seen by
each advisers. On other trials, when one adviser sees test
results that are a subset of the other adviser’s, the decision
maker should match the rating of the adviser who saw the
most, because the adviser who saw the subset of tests provides no additional information. Finally, in cases where advisers saw non-overlapping results but disagree on the diagnosis (e.g., Figure 1, right), decision makers should compromise, and give a rating somewhere between what the advisers
gave. Like the case of extremifying, the decision maker is
able to infer more information than either adviser. However,
in this scenario, the inferred information is contradictory and
leads to a compromising estimate.

Figure 1: Information given on adviser trials: partial overlap on which decision makers should extremify (left), and no
overlap on which decision makers should compromise (right).
Actual test results (+/-) were only given on the first 12 adviser
trials.
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Results & Discussion
The best theoretical accuracy during training is 0.68 for both
conditions, possible only if a participant gives a probability
rating in accord with the more likely outcome for the test results on all 88 complete trials. In the last half of training, accuracy in the uncorrelated tests condition (M = .660) is higher
than accuracy in the correlated tests condition (M = .615).
In a Bayesian estimate of the difference between groups, the
mean of the posterior was 0.045, with the 95% highest density interval extending from 0.0283 to 0.0613, and with 100%
of the posterior distribution falling above 0.02 (Kruschke,
2011). Not surprisingly, correlated test results confuse learners somewhat. Since we are primarily interested in the way
that experts aggregate advice in the second stage, we chose to
exclude participants who did not become experts (i.e., those
who were more than a standard deviation below the group
mean of their condition). In the uncorrelated condition, this
criterion (M − σ = .57) excludes 6 participants, and in the
correlated condition (M − σ = .52) excludes 7 participants.
An additional participant was excluded from the correlated
condition because they responded ‘50’ on every adviser trial.
Thus, the adviser trials of 30 participants in the uncorrelated condition and 27 participants in the correlated condition
were analyzed. To evaluate aggregation performance, we examined the proportion of times each participant extremified,
compromised, and matched relative to the number of times
they should have shown each of these behaviors according to
our normative model of the task. We found that the graph
structure had no notable effect on these proportions, so Table
1 shows the aggregate performance of all 57 participants. For
each type of normative behavior, indicated by rows in Table
1, the most often observed behavior was the normative one.
For example, when the normative behavior was to extremify,
44% of responses were extremifications, which is more than
any other type of response.
Table 1: Adviser trial behavior by normatively correct behavior. Each cell shows p(observed | normative).

Normative
Extremify
Compromise
Match
Overall

Extremify
.44
.19
.32
.32

Observed
Compromise
.12
.68
.21
.34

Match
.14
.13
.40
.22

Other
.29
0
.07
.12

Models
Using the data collected from the new experiment, we
compared three different aggregation models, a weighted
mean log-odds model (WMLO), a naively adjusted Bayesian
model, and the new cue imputation Bayesian model. Before we discuss the model comparison, we describe each of
the three models in detail. The WMLO and naively adjusted

Bayesian models were two of the many different models examined by Budescu and Yu (2006). We selected these models
to use in our comparison because the WMLO and adjusted
naive Bayesian model fit the data from Budescu and Yu well
from a global point of view. Thus, we consider these models
as good competitors for testing our new Bayesian model.

An Averaging Model
The weighted mean log-odds model is an averaging model
which accentuates differences between extreme probabilities. By using log-odds, the high and low probabilities are
stretched out before they are averaged. Letting E be the target event (i.e., presence of a disease), we say that adviser j
provides a probabilistic forecast p j = p(E|C j ) based on the
set of cues C j . The WMLO model is given by the following
formula
eβ
(1)
W MLO =
1 − eβ
where
J
pj
1
β= J
· ∑ (n j · ln
)
(2)
1
−
pj
∑ j=1 n j j=1
and where J is the number of advisers and n j is number of
cues seen by adviser j. This model can out perform a simple
averaging model because it can better account for extreme
judgments; however, it cannot extremify. In other words, the
model cannot respond further from 50 than either adviser.
Thus, if we compared the model predictions to the normatively correct behavior as was done in Table 1 for the behavioral data, the cell of the table indicating an extremifying prediction when extremifying is the normatively correct behavior
would be 0. Also note that this is a parameter free model.

Naively Adjusted Bayesian Model
We begin our discussion of the two Bayesian models of
information aggregation by describing the naively adjusted
Bayesian model (Budescu & Yu, 2006). This model is an extension of a naive Bayesian model that calculates the posterior probability of an event, E, assuming conditional independence of the advisers’ forecasts. By the conditional independence assumption and Bayes’ rule, the posterior probability
is given by
p(E |

\

Cj) =

∏Jj=1 p j /p(E)J−1

∏Jj=1 p j /p(E)J−1 + ∏Jj=1 (1 − p j )/p(E)J−1
(3)
where J denotes the number of advisers and p j is defined as
above. As noted by Budescu and Yu, this is very similar to
the aggregation model by Bordley (1982) and the aggregation
rule by Genest and Schervish (1985).
This naive Bayesian model assumes that decision makers
treat the judgments from each adviser as perfectly reliable.
In order to allow decision makers to adjust their judgments
based on different assumptions of reliability, Budescu and Yu
incorporated a discounting function into the model. Specifically, before the probability judgments are aggregated, they
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are discounted according to the model by Karmarkar (1978)
given by
p0j =

pλj
pλj + (1 − p j )λ

D

D

(4)
S

where 0 < λ < 1 is a parameter associated with the level of
discounting. When λ = 1, no adjustment is made and the
probability judgment is considered perfectly reliable. However, when λ = 0, the probability is transformed into 0.5, and
the probability judgment is considered not diagnostic. The
overall effect of this model is shrinkage of extreme probabilities before aggregation. The naively adjusted Bayesian model
can provide a better account of conservative probability estimates than the simpler naive Bayesian model; however, it
cannot compromise. In other words, the model cannot give a
rating somewhere between the advisers’ ratings. If we compared the model predictions to the normatively correct behavior as was done in Table 1 for the behavioral data, the cell of
the table indicating a compromise prediction when compromising is the normatively correct behavior would be 0.

T1

T2
T2

The Learning Stage In the learning stage, the model learns
the probability that the tests are correlated. Let h ∈ H represent a causal graph. In the case with two tests, we might assume that there are only two causal graphs as shown in Figure
2. Of course, a larger hypothesis space and more complicated
graphical structures can be used. By Bayes’ Rule, we define
the posterior probability of each hypothesis (i.e. causal struc-

S2

T1

T2

Figure 2: Causal graphical models for two correlated tests
(left) and for two uncorrelated tests (right).
Table 2: Example of Conditional Probabilities for Uncorrelated Tests
Diseases
p(D= +) = .5
p(D= −) = .5

A Cue Imputation Bayesian Model
Because both the information aggregation study by Budescu
and Yu and our new experiment consisted of a learning stage
and an evaluation stage, we include in our Bayesian description of the task a model of the learning process. None of the
models considered by Budescu and Yu included a description
of the learning stage of the task.
Begin by letting Xt be the data seen on trial t. For our
purposes, Xt is a set of dichotomized test results related to
diagnosing the potential disease. For the case of three tests
as in the experiment described above, we might have Xt =
{+, +, −}. Let the hypothesis space, H, be the set of causal
graphs (or Bayesian networks) representing the relationship
between the disease and the test results. It is assumed that a
disease causes hidden intermediate states (labeled S below)
that drive the test results (labeled T below).
For simplicity, consider the case when there are only two
diagnostic tests. In this case, the correlated causal graph
shows that a disease causes a single intermediate state which
drives the results of the two tests (see Figure 2 left). On the
other hand, the uncorrelated causal graph shows that a disease
causes two intermediate states which each drive the results of
corresponding tests (see Figure 2 right). We can represent
causal graphs by conditional probabilities. For example, we
might purpose Table 2 for our uncorrelated causal graph.

S1

Intermediate States
p(Si = + | D= +) = .8
p(Si = − | D= +) = .2
p(Si = + | D= −) = .2
p(Si = − | D= −) = .8

Tests
p(Ti = + | Si = +) = .9
p(Ti = − | Si = +) = .1
p(Ti = + | Si = −) = .1
p(Ti = − | Si = −) = .9

ture) on trial t by
p(h|Xt ) =

p(Xt |h) · p(h)
.
p(Xt )

(5)

The likelihood is determined by the causal graph under consideration,
n

p(Xt |h) = p(T1 , ..., Tn |h) = ∏ p(Ti |parents(Ti ), h)

(6)

i=1

where n represents the number of cues (or tests) and Ti is a
random variable representing the result on test i. To model
learning, we define the posterior of one trial as the prior for
the next trial where the initial prior is 1/|H| where |H| is simply the number of elements or graphs in the hypothesis space.
Thus, the probability of the disease being present on trial t is
given by
p(D = +|Xt ) =

∑ p(D = +|Xt , h) · p(h)

(7)

h∈H

where p(D = +|Xt , h) is easily calculated from the causal
graph h. Please note that in the current formulation, only p(h)
is learned and not p(Ti |S j ) or p(Si |D).
The Information Aggregation Stage Our approach towards information aggregation differs from the one taken by
Budescu and Yu. Specifically, we assume that decision makers first attempt to reconstruct the data observed by advisers
before calculating the probability of a target event (e.g. the
presence of the disease). In this way, decision makers use
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both the advisers’ probability estimates along with information about which cues the advisers saw, not merely how many
cues the advisers saw. In the Bayesian model presented by
Budescu and Yu, cue information was not inferred in the decision maker’s aggregation process.
Suppose that there are J advisers reporting the probability
of the presence of the disease to a decision maker. Further,
assume that each adviser sees the results of a subset of all
possible binary tests (or cues). The decision maker knows
which tests each adviser saw, but not the results of the tests.
Let p j be the probability the disease is present reported by
adviser j. (The probability the disease is absent is 1 − p j .)
The decision maker then infers a belief distribution over the
possible data that adviser j might have observed. Specifically,
we define the data space as the set of all possible complete
data vectors. Thus, for n cues, the data space has 2n elements
since the cues are assumed to be binary. In our experiment,
n = 3 and the data space has 23 = 8 elements. For simplicity,
let us index the elements of the data space as Xi where i ∈
{1, 2, 3, ..., 2n }. Then, for adviser j we have that the posterior
probability of data vector Xi is

probability of the target event. However, we assume that the
aggregation process occurs when decision makers reconstruct
the possible data seen by advisers instead of when they evaluate the probability of a target event. Like Budescu and Yu,
we assume that the advisers’ forecasts, p j , are conditionally
independent.
Finally, the decision maker creates a Bayesian posterior using his or her own prior for cue correlations, p(h):

p(p j |Xi , h) · p(Xi |h)
p(Xi |p j , h) =
p(p j |h)

p(D = +) = ∑ p(D = +|Xi ) · p(Xi )

n

h∈H

Next, the decision maker creates a belief distribution over
all possible data by combining across advisers:
\
j

p j) =

∏ j p(Xi |p j )/p(Xi )J−1
∑i ∏ j p(Xi |p j )/p(Xi )J−1

(10)

where p(Xi ) = ∑h∈H p(Xi |h) · p(h). This formulation is identical to the one Budescu and Yu used to calculate the posterior

∑ p(D = +|Xi , h)∗ · p(h).

(11)

h∈H

To allow for the fact that decision makers might not learn
the exact probabilities in the graphical models, we make the
following adjustment
p(D = +|Xi , h)γ
p(D = +|Xi , h)γ + (1 − p(D = +|Xi , h))γ
(12)
where p(D = +|Xi , h) is calculated directly from the graphical model h, and γ is allowed to freely vary. Thus, the probability the disease is present is given by
p(D = +|Xi , h)∗ =

2n

(8)

where p(p j |h) = ∑2i=1 p(p j |Xi , h) · p(Xi |h) and where we define p(p j |Xi , h) = 1 if p(Xi |h) = p j and 0 otherwise. By examining the relationship between probabilities, p(Xi |h), from
the graphical structure and probabilities, p j , from the adviser,
we assume that the adviser only produces probabilities in accord with the graphical structure. By restricting p(p j |Xi , h) to
the set {0, 1}, we also assume there is no noise in the adviser’s
stated value. The model can be altered to relax these assumptions, but we felt that this was not necessary for modeling the
current experiment. We acknowledge that the lack of variability or bias in advisers’ ratings in unrealistic, but the assumption that advisers produce probabilities in accordance with
the graphical structure is parsimonious. In the case where a
judge sees a partial set of cues X j∗ such as {+, ?}, we define
p(p j |Xi , h) = 1 if Xi ⊆ X j∗ and p(Xi |h) = p j . For example,
in the case with two tests, suppose adviser j sees a positive
result on the first test and nothing on the second. In other
words, probability p j is based on the data X j∗ = {+, ?}. Since
we only want to define a probability distribution over complete data, we consider both {+, +} and {+, −} as candidate
data vectors. By summing over all possible cue relationships,
we have
p(Xi |p j ) = ∑ p(Xi |p j , h) · p(h).
(9)

p(Xi |

p(D = +|Xi ) =

(13)

i=1

where p(Xi ) = p(Xi |

T

j

pi ).

Model Comparisons
Using the data collected in the experiment described above,
we evaluated the three models of interest: the WMLO model,
the naively adjusted Bayesian model, and our new Bayesian
inference model. Since the WMLO model and the naively
adjusted Bayesian model do not contain learning models, we
only used the information aggregation data in fitting the models and performing model comparisons. Because there was
no difference is aggregation performance for correlated versus uncorrelated tests, we fit the models to all 57 participants. We evaluated WMLO as a parameter free model and
fit the naively adjusted Bayesian model and our new Bayesian
model by minimizing the sum of the squared error (SSE) between the model predictions and the probability judgment
data from the experiment. Future work may use Bayesian
model comparison, but for current purposes the simpler point
estimates suffice to demonstrate qualitative differences between models. Both the naively adjusted Bayesian model and
our new Bayesian model contain one parameter (λ and γ respectively). We fit the three models to the individual data for
the 44 information aggregation trials. Thus, we obtained three
model fits for each subject for 57 subjects. For each subject,
we compared the one parameter naively adjusted Bayesian
model with the one parameter cue imputation Bayesian model
and the parameter free weighted mean log-odds model. The
mean squared error (MSE) averaged over subjects for each
model is given in Table 3. From the table, we see that our
new Bayesian model has the smallest MSE.
We also computed a quantitative goodness-of-fit measure
to a qualitative partitioning of the data. For each subject,
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Table 3: MSE for Three Aggregation Models
Model
WMLO
Naive Adj Bayes
Imputation Bayes

Table 5: Rank Correlation for Three Aggregation Models

MSE
0.0182
0.0700
0.0149

model
WMLO
Naive Adj Bayes
Imputation Bayes

we found the observed frequencies of responses in the four
categories (extremify, match, compromise and other) given
the normatively correct response. In other words, we computed a table similar to Table 1 except the proportions were
replaced by frequencies. We then computed the same frequencies for the three models using the best fit parameters to
each subject’s data. We calculated the SSE between the observed frequencies and model frequencies for each subject.
This procedure is very similar to computing a chi-square teststatistic except that we do not weight the differences between
observed frequencies and model frequencies by the reciprocal of the model frequencies. We felt that using such weights
placed too much emphasis on instances where models have
low frequencies, and we have no theoretical conviction that
these instances should be weighted heavily. Table 4 shows
several descriptive statistics for the SSE values. From the table, we see that our new Bayesian model out performs the
other two models.

mean
347
679
298

median
254
650
230

std
278
398
217

min
26
24
10

max
1154
1512
1014

The cue imputation Bayesian model gives a more comprehensive account of information aggregation than previously proposed models. Whereas the naively adjusted Bayesian model
cannot account for compromising judgments and the WMLO

std
0.22
0.21
0.17

min
-0.32
-0.29
-0.09

max
0.64
0.53
0.64

Acknowledgments

We used a qualitative evaluation of the models to see how
closely the models were capturing ordinal trends in the data.
We calculated the Kendall rank correlation coefficient (or
Kendall’s τ ) for every subject to measure the association between the subject’s response proportions and the predicated
proportions from the models in the four categories (extremify,
match, compromise and other) given the normatively correct
response. Like the previous comparison, we used the best fit
model parameters for each subject. Table 5 shows descriptive statistics for the τ values. A τ value of 1 implies perfect
agreement between the rankings and a τ value of −1 implies
perfect disagreement between the rankings. From the table,
we again see that our new Bayesian model performs better
than the other models.

Discussion

median
0.26
0.09
0.38

model cannot account for extremifying judgments, the new
Bayesian model can account for both. The model provides a
rational explanation of information aggregation by assuming
that decision makers use the probability estimates of advisers
to infer the underlying data before calculating the probability
of an event. Thus, the model postulates that decision makers use all of the available information in an environment.
Decision makers do not merely use the number of cues advisers saw, but they use this knowledge along with probability
estimates from the advisers to infer information. Often, the
information inferred by decision makers is more informative
than the information seen by either adviser.
Our goal was to illustrate that it is possible to provide an
account of probability judgments in situations of information
aggregation by using the axiomatic principles of probability
theory rather than heuristics. While heuristic models such
as WMLO provide an initial means for studying probability
judgment phenomena, these approaches lack a rational foundation and only provide an ad hoc explanation for probability
judgment phenomena. However, probabilistic models such
as the Bayesian model introduced in this paper offer a more
coherent account of human probability judgments.

Table 4: Frequency SSE for Three Aggregation Models
model
WMLO
Naive Adj Bayes
Imputation Bayes

mean
0.24
0.10
0.36
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Abstract
We apply a cognitive modeling approach to the problem
of measuring expertise on rank ordering tasks. In these
tasks, people must order a set of items in terms of a given
criterion. Using a cognitive model of behavior on this
task that allows for individual differences in knowledge,
we are able to infer people’s expertise directly from the
rankings they provide. We show that our model-based
measure of expertise outperforms self-report measures,
taken both before and after doing the task, in terms
of correlation with the actual accuracy of the answers.
Based on these results, we discuss the potential and
limitations of using cognitive models in assessing
expertise.
Keywords: expertise, ordering task, wisdom of
crowds, model-based measurement

Introduction
Understanding expertise is an important goal for cognitive science, for both theoretical and practical reasons.
Theoretically, expertise is closely related to the structure
of individual differences in knowledge, representation,
decision-making, and a range of other cognitive capabilities (Wright & Bolderm, 1992). Practically, the ability to identify and use experts is important in a wide
range of real-world settings. There are many possible
tasks that people could do to provide their expertise, including estimating numerical values (e.g., ”what is the
length of the Nile?”), predicting categorical future outcomes (”who will win the FIFA World Cup?”), and so
on. In this paper, we focus on the task of ranking a set of
given items in terms of some criterion, such as ordering
a set of cities from most to least populous.
One prominent theory of expertise argues that the key
requirements are discriminability and consistency (e.g.,
Shanteau, Weiss, Thomas, & Pounds, 2002). Experts
must be able to discriminate between different stimuli,
and they must be able to make these discriminations reliably or consistently. Protocols for measuring expertise in terms of these two properties are well-developed,
and have been applied in settings as diverse as audit judgment, livestock judgment, personnel hiring, and
decision-making in the oil and gas industry (Malhotra,
Lee, & Khurana, 2007). However, because these protocols need to assess discriminability and consistency,
they have two features that will not work in all applied

settings. First, they rely on knowing the answers to the
discrimination questions, and so must have access to a
ground truth. Second, they must ask the same (or very
similar) questions of people repeatedly, and so are time
consuming. Given these limitations, it is perhaps not surprising that expertise is often measured in simpler and
cruder ways, such as by self-report.
In this paper, we approach the problem of expertise
from the perspective of cognitive modeling. The basic
idea is to build a model of how a number of people with
different levels of expertise produce judgments or estimates that reflect their knowledge. This requires making
assumptions about how individual differences in knowledge are structured, and how people apply decisionmaking processes to their knowledge to produce answers.
There are two key attractive properties of this approach. The first is that, if a reasonable model can be
formulated, the knowledge people have can be inferred
by fitting the model to their behavior. This avoids the
need to rely on self-reported measures of expertise, or
to use elaborate protocols to extract a measure of expertise. The cognitive model does all of the work, providing
an account of task behavior that is sensitive to the latent
expertise of the people who do the task.
The second attraction is that expertise is determined
by making inferences about the structure of the different
answers provided by individuals. This means that performance does not have to be assessed in terms of an accuracy measure relative to the ground truth. It is possible
to measure the relative expertise of individuals, without
already having the expertise to answer the question.
The structure of this paper is as follows. We first describe an experiment that asks people to rank order sets
of items, and rate their expertise both before and after
having done the ranking. We then describe a simple cognitive model of the ranking task, and use the model to
infer individual differences in the precision of the knowledge each person has. In the results section, we show that
this individual differences parameter provides a good
measure of expertise, in the sense that it correlates well
with actual performance. We also show it outperforms
the self-reported measures of expertise. We conclude
with some discussion of the strengths and limitations of
our cognitive modeling approach to assessing expertise.
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Table 1: The six rank ordering tasks. Each involves ten items, shown in correct order.
Holidays
New Year’s
Martin Luther King
President’s
Memorial
Independence
Labor
Columbus
Halloween
Veteran’s
Thanksgiving

Landmass
Russia
Canada
China
United States
Brazil
Australia
India
Argentina
Kazakhstan
Sudan

Amendments
Freedom speech and religion
Right to bear arms
No quartering of soldiers
No unreasonable searches
Due process
Trial by jury
Civil trial by jury
No cruel punishment
Right to non-specified rights
Power for states and people

Experiment
Participants
A total of 70 participants completed the experiment. Participants were undergraduate students recruited from the
University of California, Irvine subject pool, and given
course credit as compensation.

Stimuli
We used six rank ordering problems, all with ten items,
as shown in Table 1. All involve general ‘book’ knowledge, and were intended to be of a varying levels of difficulty for our participants, and lead to individual differences in expertise.

Procedure
The experimental procedure involved three parts. In the
first part, participants completed a pre-test self-report of
their level of expertise in the general content area of each
of the stimuli. This was done on a 5-point scale, simply
by asking questions like “Please rate, on a scale from
1 to 5, where 1 is no knowledge and 5 is expert, your
knowledge of the order of American holidays.”.
In the second part, participants completed each of the
six ranking questions from Table 1 in a random order.
Within each problem, the ten items were presented in an
initially random order, and could then be ‘dragged and
dropped’ to any part of the list to update the order. Participants were free to move items as often as they wanted,
with no time restrictions. They hit a ‘submit’ button once
they were satisfied with their answer. No time limit was
placed
The third part of the experimental procedure was completed immediately after each final ordering answer was
submitted. Participants were asked to express their level
of confidence in their answer, again on a 5-point scale,
were 1 was ‘not confident at all’ and 5 was ‘extremely
confident’.

US Cities
New York
Los Angeles
Chicago.
Houston
Phoenix
Philadelphia
San Antonio
San Diego
Dallas
San Jose

Presidents
Washington
Adams
Jefferson
Monroe
Jackson
Roosevelt
Wilson
Roosevelt
Truman
Eisenhower

World Cities
Tokyo
Mexico City
New York
Sao Paulo
Mumbai
Delhi
Shanghai
Kolkata
Buenos Aires
Dhaka

developed in the context of the ‘wisdom of the crowd’
phenomenon as applied to order data. The basic wisdom
of the crowd idea is that the average of the answers of
many individuals may be as good as or better than all of
the individual answers (Surowiecki, 2004). An important
component in developing good group answers is weighting those individuals who know more, and so the model
we use already is designed to accommodate individual
differences in expertise.
We first illustrate the model intuitively, and explain
how its parameters can be interpreted in terms of levels of knowledge and expertise. We then provide some
more formal details, including some information about
the inference procedures we used to fit the model to our
data.

Overview of Model

A Thurstonian Model of Ranking

The model is described in Figure 1, using a simple example involving three items and two individuals. Figure 1(a) shows the ‘latent ground truth’ representation
for the three items, represented by µ1 , µ2 , and µ3 on an
interval scale. Importantly, these coordinates do not necessarily correspond to the actual ground truth, but rather
represent the knowledge that is shared among individuals. Therefore, these coordinates are latent variables in
the model that can be estimated on the basis of the orderings from a group of individuals.
Figure 1(b) and (c) show how these items might give
rise to mental representations for two individuals. The
individuals might not have precise knowledge about the
exact location of each item on the interval scale due to
some sort of noise or uncertainty. This mental noise
might be due to a variety of sources such as encoding
and retrieval errors. In the model, all these sources of
noise are combined together into a single Gaussian distribution1.
The model assumes that the means of these item distributions are the same for every individual, because, every
individual is assumed to have access to the same infor-

We use a previously developed Thurstonian model of
how people complete ranking tasks (Steyvers, Lee,
Miller, & Hemmer, 2009). Originally, this model was

1 In our experiment, participants give only one ranking for
each problem. Therefore, the model cannot disentangle the different sources of error related to encoding and retrieval.
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model.

Figure 1: Illustration of the Thurstonian model.

mation about the objective ground truth. The widths of
the distributions, however, are allowed to vary, to capture
the notion of individual differences. There is a single
standard deviation parameter, σi for the ith participant,
that is applied to the distribution of all items. In Figure 1
Individual 1 is shown as having more precise item information than Individual 2, and so σ1 < σ2 .
The model assumes that the realized (latent) mental
representation is based on a single sample from each item
distribution, represented by x in Figure 1, where xi j is the
sample for the ith item and jth participant. The ordering
produced by each individual is then based on an ordering
of the mental samples. For example, individual 1 in Figure 1(b) draws sample for items that leads to the ordering
(1,2,3) whereas individual 2 draws a sample for the third
item that is smaller than the sample for the second item,
leading to the ordering (1,3,2). Therefore, the overlap in
the item distributions can lead to errors in the orderings
produced by individuals.
The key parameters in the model are µ and σi . In
terms of the original wisdom of the crowd motivation, the
most important was µ, because it represents the assumed
common latent ordering individuals share. Inferring this
ordering corresponds to constructing a group answer to
the ranking problem. In our context of measuring expertise, however, it is the σi parameters that are important.
These are naturally interpreted as a measure of expertise. Smaller values will lead to more consistent answers
closer to the underlying ordering. Larger values will lead
to more variable answers, with more possibility of deviating from the underlying ordering.

Generative Model and Inference
Figure 2 shows the Thurstonian model, as it applies to
a single question, using graphical model notation (see
Koller, Friedman, Getoor, & Taskar, 2007; Lee, 2008;
Shiffrin, Lee, Kim, & Wagenmakers, 2008, for statistical and psychological introduction). The nodes represent variables and the graph structure is used to indicate the conditional dependencies between variables.

Graphical representation of Thurstonian

Stochastic and deterministic variables are indicated by
single and double-bordered nodes, and observed data are
represented by shaded nodes. The plates represent independent replications of the graph structure, which corresponds to individual participants in this model.
The observed data are the ordering given by the ith
participant, denoted by the vector y i , where y i j represents
the item placed in the jth position by the participant.
To explain how these data are generated, the model begins with the underlying location of the items, given by
the vector µ . Each individual is assumed to have access
to this group-level information. To determine the order
of items, the ith participant samples for the jth item, as
xi j ∼ Gaussian(µ j , σi ), where σi is the uncertainty that
the ith individual has about the items, and the samples xi j
represent the realized mental representation for the individual. The ordering for each individual is determined
by the ordering of their mental samples y i = rank(xxi ).
We used a flat prior for µ and a σi ∼ Gamma(λ, 1/λ)
prior on the standard deviations, where λ is a hyperparameter that determines the variability of the noise distributions across individuals. We set λ = 3 in the current
modeling, but plan to explore a more general approach
where λ is given a prior, and inferred, in the future.
Although the model is straightforward as a generative
process for the observed data, some aspects of inference
are difficult because the observed variable y j is a deterministic ranking. Yao and Böckenholt (1999), however,
have developed appropriate Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) methods. We used an MCMC sampling procedure that allowed us to estimate the posterior distribution
over the latent variables xi j , σi , and µ, given the observed
orderings y i . We use Gibbs sampling to update the mental samples xi j , and Metropolis-Hastings updates for σi
and µ. Details of the MCMC inference procedure are
provided in the appendix.

Results
We first describe how we measure the accuracy of a rank
order provided by a participant, as a ground truth assess-
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Figure 3: Results comparing the relationship between the three measures of expertise and the accuracy of individual
answers. The plots are organized with the measures in rows, and the problems in columns.

ment of their expertise. We then examine the correlations between this ground truth and their pre- and postreported self-assessments, and the model-based measure.

Ground Truth Accuracy
To evaluate the performance of participants, we measured the distance between their provided order, and the
correct orders given in Table 1. A commonly used distance metric for orderings is Kendall’s τ, which counts
the number of adjacent pairwise disagreements between
orderings. Values of τ range from 0 ≤ τ ≤ n (n − 1)/2,
where n = 10 is the number of items. A value of zero
means the ordering is exactly right, and a value of one
means that the ordering is correct except for two neighboring items being transposed, and so on, up to the maximum possible value of 45.

Relationship Between Expertise and Accuracy
Figure 3 presents the relationship between the three measures of expertise—pre-reported expertise, post-reported
confidence, and the mean of the σ parameter inferred in
the Thurstonian model—and the τ measures of accuracy.
In each plot, a point corresponds to a participant. The
plots are organized with the six problems in columns, and
the three measures as rows. The Pearson correlations are
also shown. Note that, for the self-reported measures,
the goal is for higher levels of rated expertise should correspond to lower (more accurate) values of τ, and so a
negative correlation would mean the measure was effective. For the model-based σ measure, smaller values correspond to higher expertise, and so a positive correlation
means the measure is effective.

Figure 3 shows that the six different problems ranged
in difficulty. Looking at the maximum τ needed to show
results, the Holidays, Amendments, US Cities and Presidents questions were more accurately answered than the
Landmass and World Cities questions. This finding accords with our intuitions about the difficulty of the topic
domains and the experience of our participant pool.
More importantly, there is a clear pattern, for all six
problems, in the way the three expertise measures relate
to accuracy. The correlations are generally in the right
direction, but small in absolute size, for the pre-reported
expertise. They continue to be in the right direction, and
have larger absolute values, for the post-reported confidence measure of expertise. But correlations are in
the right direction, and strongest, for the model-based σ
measure of expertise.
Perhaps most importantly, it is also clear that the
model-based measure improves upon the self-reported
measures. It achieves, for all but the world cities problem, an impressively high level of correlation with accuracy. With correlations around 0.9, the σ measure of expertise explains about 80% of the variance between people in their accuracy in completing the rank orderings.2
2 A legitimate concern is that the correlations for the
Thurstonian model benefit from σ being continuous, whereas
the pre- and post-report measures are binned. To check this, we
also calculated correlations for the Thurstonian model using 5
binned values of σ, and found correlations of 0.88, 0.88, 0.80,
0.77, 0.92 and 0.54 for the six problems in the order shown
in Figure 3. While slightly reduced, these correlations clearly
support the same conclusions.
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Discussion
We first discuss the advantages of the modeling approach
we have explored for measuring expertise, then acknowledge some of its limitations, before finally mentioning
some possible extensions.

Advantages
Our results could be used to make a strong case for the
assessment of expertise, at least in the context of rank
order questions, using the Thurstonian model. We have
shown that by having a group of participants complete
the ordering task, the model can infer an interpretable
measure of expertise that correlates highly with the actual accuracy of the answers.
One attractive feature of this approach is that it does
not require self-ratings of expertise. It simply requires
people to do the ordering task. Our results indicate that
the model-based measure is much more useful than selfreported assessments taken before doing the task, focusing on general domain knowledge, or confidence ratings
done after having done the task, focusing on the specific
answer provided.
An even more attractive feature of the modeling approach is that it does not require access to the ground
truth to assess expertise. We used ground truth accuracies to assess whether the measured expertise was useful,
but we did not need the τ values to estimate the σ measures themselves. The model-based expertise emerges
from the patterns of agreement and disagreement across
the participants, under the assumption there is some fixed
(but unknown) ground truth, as per the wisdom of the
crowd origins of the model.
A natural consequence is that the approach developed
here could be applied to prediction tasks, where there is
not (yet) a ground truth. For example, we could ask people to predict the end-of-season rankings of sports teams,
and potentially use the model to assess their expertise
ahead of time. If the model-based approach continues
to perform well with prediction, it would be especially
valuable, since standard measures of expertise based on
self-report are have often been found to be unreliable predictors of forecasting accuracy (e.g., Tetlock, 2006).

Limitations
A basic property of the approach we have presented is
that it involves assessing the relative expertise for a large
group of people. There are two inherent limitations with
this.
One is that a possibly quite large number of participants need to complete the task. The other limitation
is that the measure of expertise makes sense as a comparison between individuals, and predicts their relative
performance, but does not automatically say anything
about the absolute level of performance. As the results
in Figure 3 show, the relationship between σ and τ is
well correlated, but with different slopes and intercepts.
This means we cannot equate an inferred σ value for the
expertise of an individual with a predicted τ level of ac-

curacy. We can merely say which individuals are more
accurate.
For this reason, our approach is best suited to realworld problems where the goal is to be able to find the
most expert individuals from a large pool. If more precise statements about levels of accuracy are important the
sorts of protocols we mentioned in the Introduction, measuring discriminability and consistency, seem likely to be
better suited.

Extensions
Our current results are specific to rank ordering tasks,
but the basic approach could be applied to other sorts of
tasks for expressing knowledge and expertise. One obvious possibility is estimation tasks, in which people have
to give values for quantities (Merkle & Steyvers, 2011).
It should also be possible to develop suitable models for
tasks, such as multiple choice questions, where the answers are discrete and nominally scaled.
Our analysis considered each problem independent of
the others, which seems reasonable as a starting point.
However, if there was reason to believe a domain-level
expertise might exist for a set of related questions (e.g., if
we had believed there was expertise for city populations,
linking the US and World Cities questions), that assumption could be incorporated into the model. The basic idea
would be to create a hierarchical model, with a single
σ for each participant that applied to all of the relevant
problems in the domain (e.g., Klementiev, Roth, Small,
& Titov, 2009). Usually, when hierarchical assumptions
are reasonable, they improve inference, leading to better
estimates of parameters from fewer data. As such, this
is an interesting possibility worth exploring, both to test
the theoretical assumption of domain-level expertise, and
to make the measurement of expertise more efficient in
practical applications.

Conclusion
In this paper, we have developed and demonstrated a
model-based approach to measuring expertise for rank
ordering tasks. The approach simply requires people
to complete the task on which their expertise is sought,
with parameter inference then automatically providing
the measure of expertise. The method was shown to
work extremely well, giving expertise measures that correlated strongly with the actual accuracy of people’s performance, and providing significantly better information
that two self-reported measures.
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Appendix: MCMC Details
In the first Gibbs sampling step, we sample a value for
each xi, j conditional on all other variables. Using Bayes
rule and the conditional independencies in the model,
this distribution can be evaluated by
P(xi j |µ j , σi, y i , x i j̄ ) ∝ P(yyi | x i )P(xi, j | µ j , σi)

(1)

where x i j̄ refers to all samples x for individual i except
the sample for the jth item. The distribution P(xi, j |µ j , σi)
is Normally distributed and P(yy i |xxi ) is

1
if y i = f (xxi )
P(yy i | x i ) =
(2)
0
otherwise.

where f (·) is the ranking function. Taken together, the
sampling distribution for xi j conditional on all other variables can be evaluated by:
xi j | µ j , σi , xil , xiu ∼ TNxil ,xiu (µ j , σi ).

(3)

The sampling distribution is the truncated Normal with
the lower and upper bounds determined by xil and xiu respectively. The values xil and xiu are based on the next
smallest and largest values from x i relative to xi j . Specifically, if π( j) denotes the rank given to item j and π−1 ( j)
denotes the item assigned to rank j, l = π(−1) (π( j) − 1),
and u = π(−1) (π( j) + 1). We also define xi,l = −∞ when
π( j) = 1, and xi,u = ∞, when π( j) = N. With these
bounds, it is guaranteed that the samples satisfy Equation (2) and the ordering of samples x i is consistent with
the observed ordering y i for the ith individual.
We update the group means µ using Metropolis Hastings. We sample a new mean µ j from a proposal distribution Q(µ0j | µ j ) and accept the new value with probability
!
P(µ0j | x i· , σ) Q(µ j | µ0j )
min 1,
.
(4)
P(µ j | x i· , σ) Q(µ0j | µ j )
With Bayes rule and a uniform prior on µ j , the first ratio
can be simplified to
P(µ0j |xx· j , σ)
P(xi j |µ0j , σi)
=∏
P(µ j |xx· j , σ)
i P(xi j |µ j , σ j )

(5)

which has a natural expansion in terms of an exponential sum. For the proposal distribution, we use a Normal distribution with mean equal to the current mean,
Q(µ0 j | µ j ) ∼ N(µ j , ζ), where the standard deviation ζ
controls the step size of the adjustments in µ j .
We update the standard deviations for each individual
σi using another Metropolis Hastings step. We sample
a new standard deviation σi from a proposal distribution
Q(σ0i | σi ) and accept the new value with probability


P(σ0i |xxi,·, µ) Q(σi | σ0i )
min 1,
.
(6)
P(σi |xxi,·, µ) Q(σ0i | σi )
Using Bayes rule, the first ratio can be simplified to
P(xi, j |σ0i , µ j)
P(σ0i |xxi· , µ) P(σ0i |λ)
=
∏
P(σi |xxi· , µ) P(σi |λ) i P(xi, j | σi , µ j )

(7)

which also has an exponential sum expansion. We use
a Gamma proposal distribution with a mean set to the
current value of σi , Q(σ0i |σi ) ∼ Gamma(σi ν, 1/ν), and a
precision parameter ν.
For the MCMC sampling procedure, the proposal distribution parameters were ζ = 0.1, ν = 20, to approximately give an acceptance probability of 0.5. We started
each chain with randomly initialized values. In a single
iteration, we used Equations (3), (4), and (6) to sample
new values in the vectors x , µ, and σ respectively. Each
chain was continued for 500 iterations, and samples were
taken after 300 iterations with an interval of 10 iterations.
In total, we ran 8 chains and collected 160 samples.
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Abstract
Recalling people we know is a key cognitive function,
influencing studies of contagious disease, how we see our
relative position in the world, and who we invite to our
weddings. Whereas social memory has often been studied
independently from other memory research (e.g., Bond et
al., 1985; Brewer et al., 1995), we focus here on possible
parallels with search in other domains—in particular the
thesis that search of social memory is governed by similar
rules and processes as those that guide search in semantic
memory and may involve executive processes. Such a
connection would involve two claims: First, search in social
memory dynamically transitions between local and global
search strategies (similar to search of associative memory;
SAM, Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1981). Second, as proposed
for a domain general executive search process (Hills et al.,
2010; Hills et al., 2008), dynamic transitions from local to
global search criteria should recruit the general control of
attention.
We investigated these possibilities by modeling how
people recall social contacts and also by investigating to
what extent this search process correlates with working
memory capacity. We examined the role of social
categories, social proximity, and frequency factors as well
as the dynamic character of search in social memory by
developing a new task, the social fluency task, which asks
participants to recall the first 35 ‘people that they know’.
Participants then reconstructed the social network based on
all pair-wise interactions between those 35 individuals (see
Figure 1), and provided, for each recalled individual, their
frequency of encounter with them as well as their social
category (partner, family member, friend, or acquaintance).
Participants also took a working memory span task, the
automated operation span task (Unsworth et al., 2005).
To disentangle the possible role of different retrieval
structures, we compared several computational models that
differed in the assumed cues governing the underlying
sequential search process. We used a model framework
similar to SAM (Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1981), which
probes memory with a specific set of cues. Local cues were
taken to represent social category or social proximity, based
on the last item recalled. Frequency, being independent of
recent recall, was taken as the global cue.
We found that while—consistent with prior research
(Bond et al., 1985; Brewer et al., 1995)—recall was
structured in terms of social categories, models using social
proximity and frequency information predicted participants’
recall patterns best. Furthermore, dynamic models that made
local-to-global transitions where they were predicted by
social proximity outperformed dynamic models making
transitions predicted by social category.
Finally, as

proposed by a domain general executive search process, the
observed dynamic transition rate between different retrieval
structures was inversely correlated with working memory.
Importantly, clustering coefficient for individual social
networks did not differ in relation to operation span. Our
results highlight a neglected parallel between semantic and
social memory, and support the thesis of a domain-general
executive search process that directs search by maintaining
perseveration on local subgoals while inhibiting competition
from other potential goals (i.e., targets of attention).
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Figure 1. Typical retrieval patterns for two participants and their corresponding social networks. Dots represent individual
recoveries. Size indicates the social proximity with the individual retrieved previously, with the smallest, closed dots having
no social proximity with the prior individual, and larger dots having the highest social proximity with the prior individual.
Social networks to the right correspond with the retrieval patterns on the left. Numbers inside vertices indicate the order of
retrieval. The participant in the upper frame has an operation span of 44. The participant in the lower frame has an operation
span of 27.
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and focus on superficial cues to deception in one-off
situations.
We are interested in how deceptive interactions play out
over time. For example, guilty criminal suspects often try to
convince the police of their innocence. In response, police
officers verify as many details of their testimony as possible
and then decide whether to continue to focus on the suspect
or pursue other leads. Analogously, consider a game in
which a learner tries to learn a rectangular concept based on
clues provided by an informant, who may be deceptive or
helpful (see Figure 1). Like the police, the learner can ask
the informant or gather information on their own. Like the
suspect, the informant can lie or tell the truth, providing
helpful or evasive information. To optimize learning, the
learner must infer whether the informant is helpful or
deceptive in order to decide whether to continue asking for
help or gather information on his own. Learners can also
verify their information by investigating different points
independently.

Abstract
Much of what people learn is based on the testimony of
others, but not all testimony is helpful. This study explores
how people deceive and how they deal with deceptive
information in the context of a conceptual learning task.
Participants play a game in which a learner infers the location
of a rectangle based on the testimony of an informant, who is
either helpful or deceptive. We investigate the behavior of
both informants and learners in this scenario. On the
informant level, we demonstrate that people provide different
information depending on whether they are helpful or
deceptive. Although deceptive informants do lie outright,
they more often opt to mislead. From the learner’s
perspective, we show that people do choose to verify
information but no more often when the informant is
deceptive. Despite this, we also find that learners are capable
of accurately identifying who is deceptive and who is helpful.
We conclude by examining common strategies used in the
two conditions and their implications in real-world settings.
Keywords: Lies; Pedagogical reasoning; Testimony.

Introduction
Much of what people learn is based on the testimony of
others.
Unfortunately, not all informants are well
intentioned. For example, law enforcement officials must
often reconstruct a series of events based only on
information obtained from witnesses and suspects, some of
whom may attempt to deceive the authorities. For deceptive
informants, there are many possible strategies: do they
deceive by lying outright or by providing unhelpful
information? Similarly for learners, do people attempt to
verify a potential deceiver’s testimony? How do the results
of this interaction affect people’s ability to recognize
deception?
Most of the research in this area has focused on people’s
ability to recognize deception using its verbal and nonverbal
characteristics (Brandt, Miller, & Hocking, 1982; DePaulo,
Stone, & Lassiter, 1985; DeTruck & Miller, 1985;
Littlepage & Pineault, 1985; Buller, Strzyzewski, &
Hunsaker, 1991; Burgoon, Buller, & Floyd, 2001; Bond &
DePaulo, 2006). A typical deception detection study
involves participants watching video clips of people either
truthfully or falsely describing an experience or opinion.
Based only on that information, participants are asked to
distinguish the honest statements from the lies. Most people,
including police officers, judges, and psychiatrists, perform
at close to chance levels (Ekman & O'Sullivan, 1991).
These results typically ignore the content of the information

Figure 1a
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Figure 1c

Figure 1b
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Figure 1: The solid black line represents the rectangle presented to
the informant. The task of the informant is to enable the learner to
guess the rectangle by providing interior (Y) and exterior (N)
points. The learner can also independently explore certain points to
verify ($ indicates a verified interior point, X a verified exterior
point). The broken black line represents the learner’s attempt in
that trial to reproduce the informant’s rectangle. Figure 1a shows a
successful cooperative strategy with verified corner hints. Figure
1b shows deceptive hints that were exposed as lies. Figure 1c
shows how hints can be truthful but unhelpful.

Prior studies of inferential learning suggest that an
informant’s intentions affect what information they provide.
In a study using the game described above, informants were
instructed to provide helpful examples for their learners
(Shafto & Goodman, 2008). These informants provided
interior points that marked the rectangle’s corners or
exterior points that marked its boundaries significantly more
often than chance would predict. This suggests that helpful
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informants do not provide information at random but rather
tailor their examples to the concepts they are trying to
communicate.
This purposeful sampling is not lost on learners. Children
as young as five years old interpret information differently
depending on how it is communicated. In a 2009 study, one
function of a novel toy was demonstrated by a teacher, by
apparent accident, or not at all (Bonawitz, Shafto, Gweon,
Chang, Katz, & Shulz, 2009). Children in the latter two
conditions explored the toy’s other functions much more
often than children who saw the purposeful demonstration,
suggesting that children in the pedagogical condition
inferred that there were no other functions to be found.
How data are sampled also matters when learning words.
Xu and Tenenbaum (2007) presented both children and
adults with names for novel objects. In one condition, the
experimenter picked two other objects as examples; in the
other, the participant chose the examples themselves.
Participants who were given only one example by the
experimenter tended to apply the object’s name more
broadly.
Again, these results suggest that learners
appreciate the significance of purposefully sampled
information.
Learners can also reason effectively about information
from deceptive sources at an early age. In a 2009 study,
children were asked to find a piece of candy that had been
hidden in one of two boxes (Mascaro & Sperber, 2009).
The children watched while a puppet looked in both boxes.
After the experimenter explained that the puppet always
tells lies, the puppet told the child where the candy was.
Four year-old children usually indicated that the candy was
actually in the other box. If the children are merely warned
that the puppet does not want them to find the candy,
comparable performance does not emerge until age six.
In this paper, we contrast learning from teachers and
deceivers. Informants in both Bonawitz et al. (2009) and
Xu and Tenenbaum (2007) were presented as
knowledgeable and helpful. Different issues may arise
when the informant has ambiguous intentions. In this paper,
we present people with situations similar to those described
in Figure 1. Because participants interact by computer,
most cues to deception are unavailable to learners and they
must rely instead on their informant’s testimony. We
contrast the information provided by helpful and deceptive
informants, focusing on three key questions. First, how does
the information provided by helpful and deceptive
informants differ? Second, how often do learners verify the
information provided, and does this differ based on whether
the informant is deceptive or not? Third, how effectively do
people recognize when they are being deceived, given only
the content of the testimony?

Methods
Participants
One hundred and sixteen students at the University of
Louisville participated in exchange for course credit.

Procedure
Pairs of participants were randomly assigned to a
cooperative (n = 29) or competitive (n = 29) condition. Each
individual was then randomly assigned to the role of
informant or learner. Participants were seated at computers
on opposite sides of a solid screen. They were then told that
they were part of a police investigation of the Rectangle
Gang, who got their name from their habit of splitting up the
loot from a robbery into bags and burying them in
rectangular plots of land.
In both conditions, the learner was told that they would
play the role of investigator. They were also told that an
informant, a former member of the gang who knew the
locations and dimensions of all the rectangular plots of land
where money had been hidden, was part of the investigation.
Informants were told that they would play the role of the
knowledgeable informant.
When the investigator asked for a hint, informants were
shown a blue rectangle in a white field. This rectangle
indicated the area where the money was buried. Informants
were instructed to click on a point in the field, mark it as
either inside or outside the rectangle, and then send it to the
learner.
The instructions to the informant differed for the
cooperative and competitive conditions.
Cooperative
informants were instructed to be as helpful as possible and
that their score would depend on how accurately the learner
could reproduce the rectangle’s location. In contrast,
competitive informants were told to prevent the learner from
discovering the true location of the rectangle and that the
less accurately the learner could reproduce the rectangle’s
location, the higher their score would be. Although the
accuracy of the learners’ drawings was recorded, the game
score was not visible during the experiment.
Learners in both conditions were instructed to find the
edges of the rectangular plot in which money was buried. A
blank white field on the computer screen represented the
search area. Learners could either ask the informant for a
hint or make exploratory “digs” by clicking anywhere in the
field. If they chose to dig, they would “find” either a green
$ (representing a point inside the rectangle) or a red X (an
exterior point). If they asked for a hint, the informant’s
response would appear on their field as either a green Y
(indicating a place where the informant said that money is
buried) or a red N (indicating a place where the informant
said that there was nothing). Learners did not know whether
their informant was cooperative or competitive but were
warned of both possibilities.
Learners had five
opportunities to gather evidence in any combination of digs
or hints for a given field. They were then asked to infer the
location of the rectangular plot by clicking and dragging
with the mouse. A total of twenty fields were presented.
In the final part of the experiment, learners were asked to
rate their informants on a scale from 1 (extremely deceptive)
to 21 (extremely helpful). Learners were told that choosing
11 (the midpoint) meant that they did not have an opinion
either way. Learners were then asked for a written
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Results
Our first question was about how informant type affects
the kind of information given. To explore this, we define the
information’s helpfulness based on how accurately a learner
could use it to reproduce the informant’s rectangles. For
each field, the distance in pixels from each vertex of the
informant’s rectangle to the corresponding vertex of the
learner’s rectangle was calculated. These distances were
summed to provide a measurement of the learner’s error for
that rectangle. As Figure 2 demonstrates, learners in the
cooperative condition had lower error than those in the
competitive condition (cooperative: M = 594.30 pixels, SD
= 266.27; competitive: M = 825.12 pixels, SD = 168.78,
t(50) = 3.73, p < 0.001). This suggests that cooperative
informants may have provided more helpful information.
rectangle error

1000

500

0

cooperative
competitive
Figure 2: Mean rectangle error by condition. Participants made
more errors when faced with a deceptive informant (competitive
condition). Error bars represent ±1 SEM.

rectangle error

proportion of lies

1200

0.4

0

cooperative competitive

condition

600

0
0

0.5

proportion of lies

1

Figure 3: Left: Informants lied about 40% of the time in the
competitive condition but only rarely in the cooperative condition.
Error bars represent ±1 SEM. Right: Increased lying is related to
higher error in guessing the rectangle.

Just as in real life, it was possible to mislead even while
giving apparently truthful information. For instance,
providing a negative example far away from the rectangle’s
edge may be technically accurate but gives a misleading
sense of the rectangle’s boundaries. How often did
deceptive informants rely on this type of misinformation?
We explored this by calculating what percent of hints were
exterior points at least 35 pixels away from the rectangle’s
edges. As Figure 4 shows, competitive informants provided
many more of these (competitive: M = 0.31, SD = 0.32;
competitive: M = 0.10, SD = 0.12; t(50) = 3.06, p < .01).
Figure 4 also shows the proportion of interior points that
were at least 35 pixels inside. Interestingly, cooperative
informants provided these clues much more often
(cooperative: M = 0.36 SD = 0.30; competitive: M = 0.12,
SD = 0.17; t(50) = 3.54, p < .01), which may be related to
the fact that learners were allowed five hints (considerably
more than the two required to mark the corners). Neither
the exterior nor the interior hints were correlated with
rectangle error (exterior: r = 0.23, p = 0.10; interior: r = 0.10, p = 0.48).
0.4

What information was provided? Comparing
deceptive and helpful informants
Why did learners in the cooperative condition perform
better? One possibility is that they simply requested more
information. However, learners in the cooperative condition
did not ask for significantly more hints than those in the
competitive condition (cooperative: M = 22.81, SD = 18.43;
competitive: M = 17.08, SD = 14.79; t(50) = 1.24, p =
0.22).
Another possibility is that informants in the deceptive
condition told more lies. In this game, a lie is either an
interior point that the informant labeled as exterior or vice
versa. The number of lies in each game was divided by the
total number of hints. As Figure 3 shows, competitive
informants lied more than cooperative informants (M =
0.41, SD = 0.34 vs. M = 0.067, SD = 0.14, t(50) = 4.70, p <
0.001). Moreover, the proportion of lies told was correlated
with rectangle error, suggesting that lying to learners did
affect their ability to ascertain the truth (r = 0.40, p < 0.01).

r = 0.40

0.8

proportion of total

justification for their rating. A review of these justifications
indicated that in two cases one or other of the participants
had not understood their instructions. Those data were
excluded. In addition, a review of the data indicated that
some cooperative informants gave more deceptive hints than
helpful ones and some learners made more than five errors
(including a verified exterior point or excluding a verified
interior point) when drawing their rectangles. The data
from these four games were also excluded, leaving twentysix games in each condition.

0.2

0

cooperative

competitive

Figure 4: Cooperative informants gave many more unhelpful
interior points (black), while competitive informants gave many
more unhelpful exterior points (white). Error bars represent ±1
SEM.

The results suggest that correctly labeled points marking
the inside corners of the rectangles (as in Figure 1a) were
especially helpful. Eighty-five percent of the hints given to
the five most successful learners in the cooperative
condition (those more than one standard deviation below the
mean error) were points of this type. The proportion of
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How often did learners verify information?
Our second question was whether learners would verify
the information given to them, and whether the tendency to
verify would be affected by whether the informant was
helpful or deceptive. Because they had the option of
searching for evidence independently, learners could request
a hint and then “check” the hint by digging in the same
place. This checking strategy could be used to verify
truthful hints and catch lies. One might expect that learners
in the competitive condition would check their hints more
often, but this was not the case. The mean proportion of
hints checked was the same for both conditions and was not
correlated with rectangle error (cooperative: M = 0.28, SD =
0.31; competitive: M = 0.29, SD = 0.32; r = -0.10, p =
0.46). This result seems to reflect a reluctance among
learners in the competitive condition to check their hints,
possibly because they had only five opportunities to gather
information about a given field. Checking information
would have meant one less opportunity to gather additional
information. However, considering that games consisted of
twenty fields with five chances to gather information in
each, learners actually had ample opportunity to establish
whether their informants were cooperative or competitive,
suggesting that learners in the competitive condition did not
see a need to check their informants’ hints.
Interestingly, 19 of the 52 learners – more than a third –
did not check a single hint. Did checking help the
remaining learners to guess the rectangles’ dimensions more
accurately? As Figure 5 shows, we found that checking
hints was weakly associated with higher accuracy in the
cooperative but not in the competitive condition (ANOVA:
2 (condition: cooperative vs. competitive) x 2 (checking:
checkers vs. non-checkers); F(1,48) = 3.27, p = 0.077).
Still, the mean proportion of checks was significantly
correlated with rectangle error in the cooperative condition
(r = -0.51, p < 0.01).

r = -0.51

rectangle error

these hints is the best predictor of rectangle error (r = -0.63,
p < 0.001).
Other kinds of information seem to have been of
relatively little use. In contrast to the steady stream of
corner hints given to the most successful learners, the four
worst learners in the competitive condition (those more than
one standard deviation above the mean error) received a
mixture of different hints. Although deceptively labeled
exterior points made up 52% of the hints, correctly labeled
interior points marking corners (11%), correctly labeled
exterior points marking edges (9%), and correctly labeled
interior points close to the center of the rectangle (11%)
were also represented.
How does the information provided by cooperative and
competitive informants differ?
Higher error in the
competitive condition was associated with fewer corner
hints and more deceptive hints. Evasive hints were also
more common. This suggests that competitive informants
successfully misled their learners by providing unhelpful
information.

1000

1000

500

500

0

check no check
learner type

0
0

0.5
1
proportion checks

Figure 5: Left: A marginal interaction between condition (white =
cooperative, black = competitive) and learner type suggests that
checking was only helpful for learners in the cooperative
condition. Error bars represent ±1 SEM. Right: increased
checking is related to lower error in the cooperative condition.

How often do learners verify the information provided,
and does this differ based on whether the informant is
deceptive or not? The data suggest that learners checked
about 30% of their hints in both conditions on average,
although individual behaviors varied widely. Not all
learners attempted to verify information from a potentially
deceptive informant.

How well do learners recognize deception?
Our third question was whether people were capable of
recognizing deception even in the absence of superficial
cues like affect or tone. As Figure 6 demonstrates,
cooperative informants received significantly higher ratings
than competitive informants (cooperative: M = 16.64, SD =
3.82; competitive: M = 9.48, SD = 5.43, t(49) = 5.43, p <
.001).
How were people able to identify the deceptive
informants? One possibility is that they made use of the
verifiable information to check the hints offered by the
informant. However, Figure 6 also shows that checking did
not affect ratings in either condition (ANOVA: 2 (condition:
cooperative vs. competitive) x 2 (checking: checkers vs.
non-checkers); F(1,47) = 25.59, p < 0.001).
The data do suggest that different types of checked hints
may communicate different information. Intuitively, a
verified truthful hint should boost learners’ confidence in
their informants, while an exposed deceptive hint (caught
lie) should lower it. We define verified truthful hints and
caught lies as proportions of the number of requests. Both
types of hints were correlated with informant ratings in the
expected directions (verified truthful: r = 0.56, p < 0.001;
caught lies: r = -0.76, p < 0.001). Figure 6 shows the
relationship between the proportion of verified truthful hints
minus the proportion of caught lies (check difference) and
informant rating (r = 0.79, p < 0.001). This suggests that
learners may be willing to give inconsistent informants the
benefit of the doubt as long as the majority of the
information provided is truthful.
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mean ratings

r = 0.79
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learner type
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Figure 6: Left: Cooperative learners (white) rated their informants
as more helpful whether they checked hints or not. Right: Ratings
were strongly associated with the proportion of verified truthful
hints minus the proportion of caught lies. This suggests that the
ability to identify deception is more dependent on the results of
checking rather than the frequency.

Another clue to the informants’ intentions may have been
the information itself. The proportion of corner hints was
correlated with informant rating, as was the proportion of
unhelpful exterior hints (corners: r = 0.50, p < 0.001;
unhelpful: r = -0.28, p < 0.05). These correlations were
strengthened by including other types of hints. Cooperative
learners received mostly corner hints and unhelpful interior
hints (M = 0.69, SD = 0.27). Taken together, the proportion
of truthful interior hints was correlated with informant
rating (r = 0.76, p < 0.001). In contrast, competitive
learners received mostly distant exterior points (M = 0.61,
SD = 0.28). Fifty-one percent of these hints were accurately
labeled but evasive. The rest were lies. Taken together, the
proportion of distant exterior points was negatively
correlated with rectangle error (r = -0.77, p < 0.001).
These results suggest that learners made inferences about
the deceptiveness or helpfulness of an informant in order to
guide their overall strategy. Although the mean number of
requests did not vary by condition, it was correlated with
informant rating (r = 0.42, p < 0.01). This suggests that
learners who believed that their informants were helpful
asked for more hints. Furthermore, these learners tended to
interpret positive examples as corner hints, as predicted by
Shafto and Goodman (2008). This result also agrees with
the findings of Bonawitz et al. (2009) regarding exploration.
Learners who believed that their hints were purposefully
sampled rarely searched beyond the boundaries suggested
by positive examples.
How effectively do people recognize when they are being
deceived? Learners had little difficulty distinguishing
cooperative and competitive informants, even when they did
not verify their information. This suggests that learners may
have based their inferences on the type and frequency of
hints they received.

General Discussion
In this experiment we addressed three fundamental
questions about how people behave in situations involving
deception. We found that deceptive informants give a
different pattern of data than helpful informants and that the

most effective liars combine outright lying, misleading
truths, and helpful hints. Surprisingly, we also found that
learners did not verify more often when faced with
deceptive agents and that increased verification was only
associated with improved performance in the cooperative
condition. However, learners were very good at recognizing
deceptive agents, even when they did not verify their
information.
One intriguing implication of our results is that long-term
deception may have as much to do with evasion as actual
lies. Although competitive informants lied more often than
their cooperative counterparts, they still provided more
accurately labeled hints than lies (probably because outright
lies would be easier to spot). However, unlike the corner
hints characteristic of cooperative informants, accurately
labeled hints from competitive informants tended to mark
distant exterior points. This suggests that competitive
informants understood what kinds of hints would be most
helpful and deliberately avoided providing them.
These findings suggest a possible strategy for identifying
deceptive sources of information. Consider a police officer
interviewing a suspected murderer. The officer need not
structure the interrogation around catching the suspect in a
lie. A cautious suspect may never tell one. An alternative
strategy would be to compare the suspect’s testimony to the
“ideal” testimony: information that the officer would find
most helpful in terms of cracking the case. Discrepancies
would suggest an uncooperative suspect, assuming that the
suspect has some knowledge of the crime.
Our results also illustrate how people’s expectations guide
their inferences. Earlier research has shown that learners
interpret purposefully sampled examples more narrowly
than randomly sampled information (Bonawitz et al., 2009;
Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007). In other words, learners have
expectations about information from helpful sources. These
expectations may help explain why informant ratings were
related to the proportion of verified truthful hints and caught
lies.
Informants whose hints matched the learners’
preconceptions of what helpful hints would be were given
relatively high ratings, while informants whose hints did not
meet the standard were assumed to be unhelpful.
These findings suggest how the hypothetical murder
suspect may successfully deceive his interviewing officer.
The officer expects testimony that is both truthful and
helpful. The murder suspect, assuming that he is guilty and
wants to get away with his crime, should provide a mixture
of information: enough helpful information to maintain the
officer’s trust but enough deceptive and evasive information
to confound the investigation. The suspect could build his
credibility further by providing truthful, helpful information
that the officer can verify. Our research suggests that these
verifications may even offset the damage caused by the
occasional lie.
Because the design of the game used in this study allows
us to clearly define abstract concepts such as evasion and
trust, it can be used to explore other aspects of deception.
Future possibilities include variations in which the
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informant decides whether or not to provide information.
The findings would be most relevant to commercial
transactions. For example, a person trying to sell a used car
chooses what aspects of the car’s history to share with
potential buyers, who then decide whether or not to make
the purchase. Ideally, these results would used to construct
computational models of human deception that would
generalize to more naturalistic settings.

Xu, F., & Tenenbaum, J. (2007). Sensitivity to sampling in
Bayesian word learning. Developmental Science, 10,
288-297.
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Abstract
The influence of motivation on attentional scope was
investigated using two triad classification tasks. Both tasks
allowed subjects to make holistic matches or analytic
matches. One of two situational regulatory focus states
(promotion, prevention) was induced in subjects before
completion of the triad tasks. It was predicted that a
promotion focus would engender a preference for holistic
matches while a prevention focus would engender a
preference for analytic matches. In the first experiment,
promotion-focused subjects made more holistic matches than
prevention-focused subjects. In the second experiment
chronic regulatory focus was also measured, and subjects who
experienced regulatory fit made more holistic matches than
subjects who experienced regulatory mismatch, and
situational regulatory focus alone did not significantly predict
the proportion of holistic responses. These results suggest that
both regulatory focus and regulatory fit states broaden
attention, and that uncontrolled regulatory fit may be driving
promotion focus effects.
Keywords: Triad classification; motivation; regulatory focus
theory; regulatory fit; perception.

Introduction
Regulatory focus theory (Higgins, 1997) is a framework that
can be used to explore the influence of motivation on
perception and cognition. There are two regulatory focus
systems: promotion and prevention. When someone is
thinking about something they would like to achieve or
attain, they can be said to be in a promotion-focused state,
and are more eager and focused on making gains in the
environment. When someone is thinking about something
they do not want to lose or a state they want to maintain,
they can be said to be in a prevention-focused state, and are
more vigilant and focused on avoiding mistakes that will
result in losses (Higgins & Spiegel, 2004). People are
theorized to have a chronic, unchanging regulatory focus,
and in addition to this regulatory focus can be temporarily
manipulated experimentally by focusing the subject on
promotion or prevention concerns (Higgins, 1997). People
living in individualistic cultures (like Canada and the United
States) tend to have a chronic promotion focus, while people
in more collectivistic cultures tend to have a chronic
prevention focus (Elliot, Chirkov, Kim & Sheldon, 2001;
Lee, Aaker & Gardner, 2000).
Regulatory focus states have been hypothesized to
differentially affect attentional processing. Forster and

Higgins (2005) hypothesized that a promotion focus
broadens attention and supports holistic processing while a
prevention focus narrows attention and supports analytic
processing. Reaction times on a holistic processing task
were positively correlated with a chronic promotion focus
and negatively correlated with a chronic prevention focus,
while reaction times on an analytic processing task were
positively correlated with a chronic prevention focus and
negatively correlated with a chronic promotion focus.
In addition to the idea that one’s chronic regulatory state
(promotion or prevention) can influence one’s processing
abilities, one’s chronic regulatory focus can either match or
mismatch with manipulated situational/experimental
regulatory focus. If one has a chronic promotion focus and
is placed in a condition where a situational promotion focus
is induced, they can be considered to be in a state of
regulatory fit, whereas a person with a chronic promotion
focus placed in a situational prevention condition can be
considered to be in a state of regulatory mismatch. The
converse is also true; thus if one has a chronic prevention
focus and is placed in a situational promotion condition, this
would be a regulatory mismatch, whereas being placed in a
situational prevention condition would create a state of
regulatory fit. When regulatory fit occurs, one is
hypothesized to feel right about what they are doing, and
this increases motivation (Higgins, 2000).
It has recently been hypothesized that another
consequence of regulatory fit is broadened attention
(Memmert, Unkelbach & Ganns, 2010). The authors
measured subjects’ chronic regulatory focus using a selfreport questionnaire and also manipulated situational
regulatory focus states using a maze task. Following this
induction subjects completed a well-known inattentional
blindness task. Subjects who experienced a fit between their
chronic regulatory focus and the situational focus induction
were more likely to notice a gorilla while counting
basketball passes than subjects who experienced a
mismatch. The situational focus manipulation did not
significantly predict the likelihood of noticing the gorilla.
This leads to the question of whether it is a promotion
focus that broadens attention, or regulatory fit. Forster and
Higgins (2005) measured chronic regulatory focus but did
not control for or manipulate regulatory fit, making it
impossible to assess the influence of fit in their study. The
results of Memmert et al. (2010) strongly suggest that it is
regulatory fit, and not a promotion focus, that broadens
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attention. We sought to connect these two lines of research
by investigating the influence of both manipulated and
chronic regulatory focus states (and the fit or mismatch
between them) on attentional scope. We chose triad
classification because it provides a simple paradigm where
there are no correct or incorrect responses, and holistic
versus analytic responses are juxtaposed. Such triad
classification tasks have previously been used to measure
attentional scope (see Frederickson & Branigan, 2005;
Gable & Harmon-Jones, 2010).
We used two similar triad classification tasks in two
separate experiments. In Experiment 1 we employed a triad
classification set that allowed subjects to make a holistic
match, an analytic match, or a random match on each trial.
In Experiment 2 we employed a triad classification set that
was designed specifically to measure holistic versus analytic
preferences. Subjects were presented with a target shape and
two comparison shapes on each trial. Subjects could make a
triad classification based either on holistic or analytic
elements of the shapes. In Experiment 2 we also measured
subjects’ chronic regulatory focus, so that the influence of
regulatory fit versus mismatch could also be investigated.
Subjects were put into either a promotion or a prevention
focus before completing one of the triad classification sets.
For Experiments 1 and 2 we predicted that promotionfocused subjects would make more holistic matches
(matches in which overall similarity mattered most) than
prevention-focused subjects, while prevention-focused
subjects would make more analytic matches (matches in
which a single attribute mattered most) than promotionfocused subjects. For Experiment 2 we made the additional
prediction that subjects experiencing regulatory fit (a match
between their chronic and situational regulatory focus)
would make more holistic responses than subjects in
regulatory mismatch conditions.

Experiment 1
This experiment was designed to measure the attentional
scope of promotion and prevention-focused subjects using a
situational regulatory focus manipulation. A control
condition was also employed to allow comparison to the two
regulatory focus groups.

Method
Subjects 120 undergraduate university students from The
University of Western Ontario participated for course credit:
40 in each condition (Promotion, Prevention, Control).
Materials Triads containing holistic, analytic, and random
matches were created by the authors using two stimulus
dimensions of a Gabor patch: orientation of the light/dark
bands and the spatial frequency of the alternating light and
dark bands. Each individual stimulus was defined by one of
7 values of orientation (O1—O7) and on of seven values of
frequency (F1—F7). Values were distributed such that
analytic, holistic, and, random matches were created for
each triad. All triads were created so that two stimuli were
perfectly matched on orientation (analytic match), two

stimuli shared a similar frequency and orientation but were
not perfectly matched (holistic match), and two stimuli did
not share a match on frequency or on orientation (random
match). The complete stimulus set is shown below in Table
1. For instance in Triad 1 A and B create an analytic match
because they share the same orientation value. B and C
create a holistic match because they do not share the same
frequency or orientation, but have very similar dimension
values for both frequency and orientation. A and C create a
random match because they do not share a perfect match on
orientation, and are quite dissimilar in terms of frequency.
Twenty-six triads were created, and the positions of each
stimulus (A, B, and C) were randomized across the triads to
prevent predetermined responding. An example triad is
shown in Figure 1.
Procedure The experiment was presented to subjects as
separate studies on “student life”, and “perception” that
were being run together to save time. No suspicions about
the deception were raised during debriefing.
All subjects completed the triad classification task after
being randomly assigned to one of three conditions
(promotion, prevention, control). In all conditions subjects
were told that they would be presented with a series of triads
on a computer screen after completing a writing task (the
regulatory focus manipulation). A corresponding sheet of
paper was labeled with triad numbers and subjects were
instructed to enter their classification decisions on this
response sheet. Subjects were informed that there were no
incorrect or correct responses, and were instructed to select
the two that “go together best”.
Triads were self-paced; once subjects had circled a
response they were instructed to advance to the following
triad until the triads were completed.
Regulatory Focus Manipulation. In the promotion
condition subjects were asked to write a short essay about
their goals and aspirations on a sheet of paper with the
instructions at the top. Subjects were instructed to spend
between five and seven minutes writing their response. The
prevention condition was identical to the promotion
condition except that subjects were asked to write instead
about their duties and responsibilities. This manipulation
has been designed and used to manipulate situational
regulatory focus (Higgins, Roney, Crowe, & Hymes, 1994).
In the control condition, subjects were asked to write a
short essay describing what they did on a typical day in their
life, for the same amount of time as subjects in the
promotion and prevention conditions. Following completion
of the writing task subjects were instructed to complete the
triad classification task.
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Table 1: Experiment 1 Triad Stimuli.
Triad
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

A
F 10 1
F 2O 1
F 6O 1
F 7O 1
F 1O 2
F 2O 2
F 6O 2
F 7O 2
F 1O 3
F 2O 3
F 6O 3
F 7O 3
F 1O 4
F 2O 4
F 6O 4
F 7O 4
F 1O 5
F 2O 5
F 6O 5
F 7O 5
F 1O 6
F 2O 6
F 6O 6
F 7O 6
F 1O 7
F 2O 7

B
F 50 1
F 6O 1
F 2O 1
F 3O 1
F 5O 2
F 6O 2
F 2O 2
F 3O 2
F 5O 3
F 6O 3
F 2O 3
F 3O 3
F 5O 4
F 6O 4
F 2O 4
F 3O 4
F 5O 5
F 6O 5
F 2O 5
F 3O 5
F 5O 6
F 6O 6
F 2O 6
F 3O 6
F 5O 7
F 6O 7

relative to the promotion condition. For the control
condition we reasoned that if the average person is more
likely to be promotion-focused than prevention-focused that
they would resemble the promotion condition more than the
prevention condition. To test our predictions we computed
the proportion of holistic, analytic, and random triad
responses for each subject across the three conditions.

C
F 60 2
F 7O 2
F 1O 2
F 2O 2
F 6O 3
F 7O 3
F 1O 1
F 2O 1
F 6O 4
F 7O 4
F 1O 3
F 2O 3
F 6O 5
F 7O 5
F 1O 3
F 2O 3
F 6O 6
F 7O 7
F 1O 4
F 2O 4
F 6O 7
F 7O 7
F 1O 5
F 2O 5
F 6O 6
F 7O 6

Results
The proportion of each response type (holistic, analytic,
random) was calculated for each subject by counting the
number of selections of each response type and dividing
each number by the total number of triads presented in the
task (26). These proportions were averaged within each
condition to create three proportions for each condition. The
mean proportions of each response type are presented in
Table 2.
A mixed analysis of variance was conducted to see if
there were any group differences, with condition
(promotion, prevention, control) as a between-subjects
variable and response type (holistic, analytic, random), as a
within-subjects variable. A significant interaction between
condition and response type was found, F (2, 117) = 4.60, p
< .05, η2 = .073. A multiple analysis of variance was
conducted to further explore the significant interaction
between condition and response type. The proportion of
holistic responding differed significantly by group, F
(2,117) = 3.93, p < .05, η2 = .063. The proportion of analytic
responding approached significance, F (2,117) = 2.96, p <
.06, η2 = .048, and the proportion of random responding did
not reach significance, F (2,117) = 2.44, p < .09, η2 = .040.
Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference tests showed that
the promotion condition made significantly more holistic
responses than the prevention condition, p < .05. No other
differences reached significance (p > .05).

Discussion

Figure 1: Triad 1 from Experiment 1. A and B create a
single-dimensional, analytic match. B and C create a holistic
match. A and C create a random match.
We predicted that subjects in the promotion condition
would make a greater number of holistic matches relative to
the prevention condition and that subjects in the prevention
condition would make a greater number of analytic matches

We wanted to investigate whether situational regulatory
focus would influence attentional scope, as measured by
response preferences on a triad classification task. We
predicted that promotion-focused subjects would make more
holistic matches than prevention-focused subjects, while
prevention-focused subjects would make more analytic
matches than promotion-focused subjects. Our predictions
were partly confirmed: promotion-focused subjects made a
greater proportion of holistic matches compared to
prevention-focused subjects. However prevention-focused
subjects did not make significantly more analytic matches
than promotion-focused subjects.
We found that control condition subjects performed very
similarly to subjects in the promotion condition. This most
likely reflects the fact that the majority of people in
individualistic cultures have a chronic promotion focus
(Elliot, Chirkov, Kim & Sheldon, 2001; Lee, Aaker &
Gardner, 2000). However because we did not measure
subjects’ chronic regulatory focus we cannot go beyond
speculation based on our results.
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Table 2. Proportion of response types by condition.
Standard deviations for these averages are shown in
parentheses.
Promotion
Prevention
Control

Holistic
0.67 (0.30)
0.49 (0.31)
0.65 (0.33)

Analytic
0.31 (0.29)
0.46 (0.31)
0.33 (0.31)

Random
0.02 (0.07)
0.05 (0.09)
0.01 (0.03)

Our results are consistent with prior research that shows
that a chronic promotion focus broadens attention (Forster
& Higgins, 2005). However the current research used a
novel paradigm (triad classification) and manipulated
situational regulatory focus instead of measuring chronic
regulatory focus. Because we did not measure subjects’
chronic regulatory focus we cannot compare our results with
those of Memmert et al. (2010), although if the majority of
our subjects had a chronic promotion focus it is likely that
they experienced a state of regulatory fit when they were in
the situational promotion condition and a state of regulatory
mismatch when they were in the situational prevention
condition, which would mirror their results.
Experiment 1 demonstrated that a promotion focus
broadens attention. To test the hypothesis that regulatory fit
broadens attention, we used the same regulatory focus
manipulation, a triad classification set that has been
previously validated for measuring attentional scope, and
added a measure of chronic regulatory focus in Experiment
2.

Experiment 2
This experiment was designed to replicate Experiment 1
using an established triad classification task, as well as
investigate whether regulatory fit broadens attentional scope
compared to regulatory mismatch.
As in Experiment 1, we predicted that subjects in the
Promotion condition would make a greater number of
holistic matches relative to the Prevention condition and that
subjects in the Prevention condition would make a greater
number of analytic matches relative to the Promotion
condition. Additionally we predicted that if regulatory fit
broadens attention, then subjects experiencing a fit between
their randomly assigned situational regulatory focus and
their measured chronic regulatory focus would make more
holistic responses than subjects who experienced a
mismatch between their chronic and situational focus.

shape on each trial shared holistic elements with the target
while the other comparison shape shared analytic elements
with the target. For instance the target shape could be a
square made of squares, one comparison shape could be a
square composed of smaller triangles (holistic match, see
bottom left of Figure 2) and the other comparison shape
could be a triangle composed of squares (analytic match, see
bottom right of Figure 2). The triad set contained 12 triads
of varying compositions and shapes, and these triad sets
were also presented with the comparison shapes reversed to
prevent subjects from following a predetermined response
pattern making 24 triads in total. However while 24 triads
were presented to subjects, a subset of 8 triads that have
been previously found to be most sensitive to attentional
scope were included in our analyses (Fredickson &
Branigan, 2005). An example triad is shown in Figure 2.
Chronic focus measure. The Regulatory Focus
Questionnaire (Lockwood, Jordan & Kunda, 2002) was used
to measure chronic regulatory focus. This measure has
previously been used to study regulatory fit effects (Keller
& Bless, 2006; Memmert, Unkelbach & Ganns, 2010). In
this measure subjects assign a numeric value alongside 18
questions concerned with promotion and prevention goals.
Half of the questions are used to compute a promotion
subscale and the other half are used to compute a prevention
scale. A measure of chronic ‘regulatory strength’ can be
computed by subtracting the promotion subscale total from
the prevention subscale total.
Regulatory focus manipulation. The same regulatory
focus manipulation was used as in Experiment 1.
Procedure The same deception as in Experiment 1 was
used. All subjects completed the triad classification task
after being randomly assigned to one of two situational
regulatory focus conditions (promotion, prevention) and
completing a measure of their chronic regulatory focus. In
both conditions subjects were told that they would be
presented with a series of triads on a computer screen.
Subjects were informed that there were no incorrect or
correct responses, and were instructed to select the
comparison shape (A or B) that looked most like the target
shape using key presses (two keys were labeled A and B).
Triads were self-paced; once students made a classification
response via key press they were automatically advanced to
the following trial until all of the trials were completed.
Triads were presented in a randomized order.

Method
Subjects Ninety adult undergraduate university students
from The University of Western Ontario participated for
course credit or for monetary compensation: 44 in the
Promotion condition, and 46 in the Prevention condition.
Materials Triad set. A set of triads originally created by
Kimchi and Palmer (1983) were used. On each trial subjects
are shown a target shape with two comparison shapes below
it. Subjects were asked which of the two comparison shapes
looked most similar to the target shape. One comparison
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and the interaction between situational regulatory focus
condition and chronic regulatory strength as predictor
variables. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 3.
The analysis of variance for the regression was significant,
F (3,89) = 3.097, p < .05, meaning the model significantly
predicted the data. Main effects of chronic regulatory focus
strength and situational regulatory focus did not reach
significance. However the interaction between chronic
regulatory strength and situational regulatory focus was
significant, and the regression weight for the term was
positive, indicating that the proportion of holistic responses
was greater when the situational regulatory focus
manipulation matched the chronic regulatory focus strength.
In other words, subjects made more holistic matches when
regulatory fit was present. Figure 3 shows a scatterplot of
the subject data as well as the linear model fits.

Figure 2: Example triad stimulus used in Experiment 2.
The upper shape is the target shape. Selecting A in this case
would be considered a holistic match while selecting B
would be an analytic match.

Discussion

Table 3. Regression analysis results. CRS=chronic
regulatory strength, SF=situational regulatory focus. The
criterion is the proportion of holistic matches on the triad
task, ranging from 0 to 1. CRS was centred before entering
the analysis to control for effects of multicollinearity. B =
regression coefficient, unstandardized and standardized,
respectively.
Term
CRS
SF
CRSxSF

B
.002
.033
.006

SE B
.002
.002
.029

B
.098
.118
.273

t
.948
1.149
2.662

p
.346
.254
.009

Results
The proportion of holistic and analytic responses was
calculated for each subject by counting the number of each
response type and dividing each number by the total number
of triads included in the analysis (8). These proportions
were averaged within each condition.
An analysis of variance was conducted to see if subjects
assigned to the situational promotion condition made more
holistic matches (M = .56, sd = .27) than subjects assigned
to the situational prevention condition (M = .45, sd = .29),
but the analysis did not reach significance, F (1,88) = 3.16,
p < .08.
To explore whether subjects made more holistic responses
when they experienced a match between their chronic focus
and their situational focus (i.e. regulatory fit) than subjects
who did not experience a match between their chronic and
situational focus, a measure of regulatory focus strength was
computed by subtracting the prevention scale scores from
the promotion scale scores for each subject. Higher values
indicate a stronger promotion focus. The majority of our
subjects exhibited a chronic promotion focus (M = .84),
meaning the promotion scale scores were greater than the
prevention scale scores.
We conducted a multiple regression with the proportion
of holistic matches used as the criterion variable and
situational regulatory focus condition (promotion was coded
as 1, prevention as -1), chronic regulatory focus strength,

We were interested in the effects of regulatory focus and
regulatory fit on attentional scope. Unlike Experiment 1, we
did not find that the experimental regulatory focus
manipulation significantly affected the proportion of holistic
triad responses. However when we examined the fit between
chronic regulatory focus and the situational regulatory focus
manipulation, we found that fit significantly predicted the
proportion of holistic matches. This supports the hypothesis
that regulatory fit broadens attentional scope. Past research
suggests that regulatory fit enhances cognitive flexibility
(Grimm, Markman, Maddox, & Baldwin, 2008; Maddox,
Baldwin, & Markman, 2006; Markman, Maddox, Worthy,
& Baldwin, 2007). Memmert et al. (2010) suggest that the
“feeling right” associated with regulatory fit also broadens
attention, and our results are consistent with this hypothesis,
and extend this research with a previously unused paradigm
(triad classification).
An interesting question to consider is whether our
Experiment 1 results are also the consequence of regulatory
fit and regulatory mismatch, instead of situational regulatory
focus. Although we did not measure Experiment 1 subjects’
chronic regulatory focus, it seems likely that the majority of
subjects would have responded similarly to our Experiment
2 subjects, with the majority exhibiting a chronic promotion
focus. If the majority of subjects placed randomly into a
situational promotion focus have a chronic promotion focus,
then they would experience regulatory fit and broadened
attention, whereas if they were placed into a situational
prevention focus condition, they would experience
regulatory mismatch and narrowed attention.
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Figure 3: Scatterplot of subject data by situational
regulatory focus condition (promotion or prevention). Lines
show linear model fits.

Conclusions
Experiment 1 demonstrates that a situational promotion
focus broadens attention relative to a situational prevention
focus. Experiment 2 demonstrates that when people
experience a match between their chronic regulatory focus
and situational regulatory focus their attention is wider than
when they experience a mismatch. Experiment 2 also
suggests that past research that manipulated regulatory focus
but did not measure chronic regulatory focus, including our
own Experiment 1, may be confounding a promotion focus
with regulatory fit.
Future research should see whether similar regulatory fit
effects are present in populations where the average person
has a chronic prevention focus instead of a chronic
promotion focus, such that a situational prevention focus
manipulation would broaden attention.
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Abstract
Culturally counterintuitive concepts are ideas that violate a
small number of justifiable expectations raised by
shared beliefs of a group of people. Previous studies
have shown that ideas that violate a small number of
expectations are better remembered by people than
ideas that conform to their expectations or ideas that
violate a large number of people’s expectations.
However, as counterintuitive ideas become embedded
in a group’s belief-system they lose their memorability
advantages and must change to regain those
advantages. This article presents two case studies
conducted to better understand the dynamics of the
diffusion of information. It outlines how a cognition
and culture approach can help us understand cultural
dynamics and offers new insights into rumor diffusion
and new religious movement splits.
Keywords: counterintuitive concepts, rumor diffusion, new
religious movements.

Introduction
The Windigo monster was a superhuman giant about
thirty feet tall, who lived in the forest and preyed on
human beings. The algonkians believed many spirits
inhabited the forest but only this was a cannibal. He
was described as having a heart of ice, no lips, huge
jagged teeth, and protuberant eyes rolling in blood.
His feet were a yard long with pointed heels and only
one toe. His hands were like claws. He hissed and
made a long-drawn-out thundering sounds,
accompanied by gruesome howls.”
(Page 109)
(Ezzo, 2008)
This crocodile was found in New Orleans swimming
down the street. 21 FT long, 4500 lbs, around 80
years old minimum.
Specialists said that he was looking to eat human
because he was too old to catch animals. This
crocodile was killed by the army last Sunday at 3:00
pm, currently he is in the freezer at the Azur hotel.
The contents of it’s stomach will be analyzed this
Friday at 2:30 pm.
(Snopes.com/katrina/photos/crocodile.asp)
Why and how do counterintuitive ideas such as above
spread in a society? Why are counterintuitive ideas so
prevalent in rumors and religious beliefs of people around
the globe?
Cognition and culture researchers have

suggested that a fruitful way to answer such questions is to
study mental structure of different types of concepts
focusing on their fit with people’s cognitive machinery to
understand which ideas are preferentially processed by
people (Boyer, 1994; Sperber, 1996).
All else being equal, ideas that are easier to comprehend,
memorize and communicate to others are more likely to
become widespread and hence stand a good chance of
becoming part of a group’s shared belief-system. Much of
the cognition and culture work has focused on cognitive
processes connected to memory to identify ideas that are
more memorable for people. One of the most significant
achievements of this approach is the so called minimal
counterintuitiveness (MC) hypothesis (Boyer, 1994, 2001;
Boyer & Ramble, 2001) which suggests that minimally
counterintuitive (MCI) concepts that violate a small number
of intuitive expectations (such as, a tree that talks, a rock
that eats, and an invisible cow) are more memorable than
either intuitive concepts (such as, a green tree, a brown rock,
and a good person) or maximally counterintuitive concepts
that violate a larger number of intuitive expectations (such
as, an invisible talking tree that does not occupy any space
and a sad illuminant rock swimming to cross a river). A
number of subsequent empirical studies (J. Barrett & Nyhof,
2001; Boyer & Ramble, 2001; Gonce, Upal, Slone, &
Tweney, 2006; Upal, 2005; Upal, Gonce, Tweney, & Slone,
2007) have found some support for better memory for the
MCI concepts.
Traditionally, the MC hypothesis has been used to explain
the fact that widespread religious concepts around the globe
tend to be minimally counterintuitive (J. L. Barrett, 2008;
Boyer, 2001). Traditionally, some cognitive scientists of
religion have argued that the MC hypothesis only applies to
those concepts that are counterintuitive to all human beings
regardless of their age, gender, cultural knowledge, or
mental beliefs (J. L. Barrett, 2008). Upal (2010; 2011) has
argued that counterintuitiveness is inherently dependent on
the expectations of an agent which are generated by the
agent’s mental beliefs at the time. Thus counterintuitive
ideas are counterintuitive in a given context.
A
counterintuitive idea can eventually become intuitive once
people get used to it.
The notion of counterintuitiveness as context-dependent
violation of people’s expectations, also allows us to apply
the MC hypothesis to a much larger class of concepts. In
particular, Upal (2010; 2011) has argued that ideas that
violate a small number of expectations raised by shared
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beliefs of a group of people should also be more memorable
than ideas that conform to people’s cultural beliefs. Upal
calls such ideas culturally counterintuitive and suggests that
the memory advantages afforded to the culturally
unorthodox ideas should give such ideas transmission
advantages over culturally familiar ideas.
The dynamic model proposed by Upal (2010; 2011) also
suggests that once a culturally counterintuitive idea becomes
widely embedded in shared belief-system of a group of
people and no longer violates their shared beliefs, it loses its
memorability advantages. In order to violate people’s
expectations in the new environment, an idea has to either
add more counterintuitiveness features (the so called
ratcheting up of counterintuitiveness, Upal 2010) or remove
the counterintuitive features that people now expect to find
in relationship with this concept. One result of the
ratcheting-up is that the ratcheted-up-concept, which would
have seemed maximally counterintuitive in the original
context, will only be seen as minimally counterintuitive to
the group that was able to build cultural scaffolding to
embed the original counterintuitiveness in their shared
belief-system. Thus a history of gradual change can lead to
the spread of maximally counterintuitive concepts. Upal
(2010; 2011) suggests that this may be how maximally
counterintuitive religious concepts such as the Abrahamic
God and ghosts have become widespread. Upal (2011)
further argued that:
The ratcheting-up of counterintuitiveness also predicts a
continuous transmission advantage for unorthodox ideas
that violate cultural expectations over traditional ideas
that do not. This explains the continuing evolution of
cultural beliefs among groups ranging from post-modern
artists to new religious movements. Cultural historians
often resort to using the analogy with waves on a beach
to explain the waves of innovation that seem to
continually change the landscape of culture. Art
historians for instance see the last few centuries of
Western Art history as waves of impressionism,
expressionism, Fauvism, Cubism, Dadaism, and
surrealism etc. Any two historically contiguous waves
have an interesting paradoxical relationship with each
other. The new trend is both defined in opposition to the
old one and also as a continuation and improvement of
the old trend. At the core of each trend is a minimally
counterintuitive idea that is advocated by a group of
innovators and becomes widespread because it is
culturally counterintuitive for the population of interest.
However, once it becomes widely accepted and
integrated into the cultural beliefs of the group of
individuals, it loses its memorability advantages making
room for yet another wave of innovation. (Page 13)
While the arguments sound plausible, confirming claims
about dynamics of people’s shared beliefs is not an easy
task (Paluck & Green, 2009). Social and cognitive
psychologists studying people’s identity beliefs using
empirical in-lab studies have been accused of ignoring
factors that affect people’s identity beliefs in the real world.

Anthropologists and sociologists studying shared beliefs of
cultural groups in the real world through qualitative
techniques are accused of abandoning scientific controls
needed for hypothesis confirmation and testing. We believe
that both techniques are useful for cognition and culture
research and complement each other. A number of previous
studies (Gonce, et al., 2006; Upal, 2005, 2007; Upal, et al.,
2007) have focused on testing various aspects of the
context-based model of the MC effect through empirical inlab studies. This paper presents the results of two
qualitative studies conducted to see if changes to people’s
shared beliefs in the real world exhibit the patterns
hypothesized by the cultural counterintuitiveness model.

Case Studies
The first-case studies the rumors that spread in the aftermath
of Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans in 2005. The secondcase studies the doctrinal arguments that led to the split of
the Ahmadiyya Movement in Islam (Friedman, 2003;
Lavan, 1974; Walter, 1918) into two rival groups: Lahori
and Qadiani (B. M. Ahmad, 2007). We chose the two
studies because they represent two seemingly diverse
instances of cultural change. The Hurricane Katrina rumors
were primarily spread in a 21st century western population
through modern media while the Ahmadiyya Movement
split happened about a century ago in a rural part of India
with little or no media attention.

Case 1: Hurricane Katrina Rumors
As the centre of category-3 storm, called Hurricane
Katrina, passed over New Orleans on August 29, 2005, over
50 levees designed to protect the city were breached by
surging water. By August 31, over 80% of the city was
flooded with some parts more than 15 feet under water.
While over 90% of the city’s residents were evacuated,
thousands of the poor and elderly remained behind. Some
of those who remained in their houses had to swim to safety
or had to be evacuated on boats. Thousands of evacuees
were brought (or made their own way) to the Louisiana
Superdome and the New Orleans Convention Center. At its
peak, the number of people in the two buildings is thought
to have reached 40,000. The situation did not get better
with passing of the eye of the storm because of the flood
waters that remained. On August 31, governor Kathleen
Blanco declared a public health emergency for the entire
Gulf Coast and ordered a mandatory evacuation of all those
remaining in New Orleans. However, evacuating such a
large number of people remained a challenge and took
several days to organize.
The events leading up the arrival of the hurricane in New
Orleans and its aftermath were extensively covered by the
worldwide media. The major US TV networks, newspapers,
and various global media outlets had numerous reporters
assigned to around-the-clock coverage of the storm and its
aftermath. People in the US and around the world were
shocked to see the extent of the damage shown on their
television screens. The storm winds and the water had
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damaged thousands of homes and killed hundreds of people.
The situation of the survivors at the Superdome and the
Convention Center was not much better. With no electricity
or city services and most of the highways damaged, it was a
challenge to provide water and food to the survivors. The
Superdome roof itself suffered damage from the storm. The
roof developed holes and water leaked in. The lower level
of the dome was flooded. Without any power and water or
supplies, sanitary conditions at the two evacuation centers
deteriorated rapidly. Heat, humidity, and confinement of
thousands of people in closed space with no obvious
resolution in sight also made the situation worse. People in
the US and around the world were shocked to see thirdworld-like living conditions of the evacuees. They were
surprised by how slow and how ineffective the response of
the one of the richest and most powerful governments on the
globe had been in face of the suffering of its own people.
It was in this environment that a number of rumors began
to spread. These rumors implied that the situation in New
Orleans was even worse. There were reports of gangs
running amok at the Superdome. It was said that babies
were being raped and people were being murdered.
Apparently fears of being shot down had prevented rescue
helicopters from landing on the roof of the dome. There
were reports of bodies of murder victims piling up inside the
convention center and the Superdome. Many of these
reports were picked up by major news networks and
broadcast around the world. New Orleans Police Chief
Eddie Compass was broadcast as saying: “We have
individuals who are getting raped; we have individuals who
are getting beaten.” He also told Oprah Winfrey that babies
were being raped at the Superdome. On the same show,
Mayor Ray Nagin warned: ``They have people standing out
there, have been in that frickin' Superdome for five days
watching dead bodies, watching hooligans killing people,
raping people.” Days later, when people had been moved
out of the two centers, it became clear that most of these
reports had been either outright false or at least exaggerated.
Hurricane Katrina rumors were not the only ones to
follow this pattern as they spread. Rumor psychologists
have seen this pattern often enough that they have a name
for it. In fact, they have several names according to rumor
psychologists Difonzo and Bordia (2007):
adding has been referred to as “snowballing” (Rosnow
1991), invention and elaboration (G. W. Allport &
Postman, 1947b), “compounding” (Peterson & Gist,
1951), “embroidering” (G. W. Allport & Postman
1947v), and “fabrication” (Sinha, 1952). (Page 135)
Rumor snowballing appears to be an instance of
ratcheting-up of cultural counterintuitiveness. While social
factors such as political uncertainty and lack of a credible
official narrative (Allport & Postman, 1947) clearly have an
impact on rumor generation and growth, rumors, that violate
people’s expectations but can be made sense of, catch
people’s attention the way expectation conformant pieces of
information simply cannot.
As Clark (2008) states,
surprisingness is one of 8 ½ laws of rumor propagation:

you're probably familiar with at least one notorious
malapropism from President George W. Bush: "The
problem with the French is that they don't have a word
for 'entrepreneur.'" Or this embarrassing gem from
the pop starlet Mariah Carey: "When I watch TV and
see those poor starving kids all over the world, I can't
help but cry. I mean, I'd love to be skinny like that, but
not with all those flies and death and stuff." Can you
believe they actually said these things?
Well, don't. Both quips were made up by pranksters.
Even so, they enjoyed viral spread for the simple
reason that both are juicy enough to be shocking—yet
not so far-fetched that we doubt the two parties could
have uttered them.
(Page 2) (Clark, 2008)
Schank (1999) argued that stories such as surprising
rumors catch people’s attention because they violate their
expectations. This indicates a gap in their world knowledge
and presents an opportunity to learn. Such ‘learning
opportunities’ (Schank, 1999) cause people to update their
beliefs. Once people have heard enough rumors that
reinforce a similar point, and have revised their world model
accordingly, the thesis of such rumors becomes
conventional wisdom. Once this happens rumors lose their
interestingness and start to die. In order to catch people’s
interest in the new environment, a rumor must change by
either building on this counterintuitiveness or by removing
it. Hurricane Katrina rumors clearly exhibit this pattern.
The first reports from New Orleans about thousands of poor
people unable to evacuate from the city and being housed in
poor conditions without water and food were initially
shocking but soon they became conventional wisdom and
lost their shock value. Later news reports added lawlessness
to the mix to keep the interests of their viewers. Once theft
and looting in New Orleans became conventional wisdom
and were no longer news-worthy, reports of rapes and
murders began to emerge. Initially reports talked about a
small number of isolated incidents but later reports added to
the numbers as well as intensity of the incidents. It was no
longer the adult women who were getting raped, now it was
underage girls, and once that lost its shock-value, babies!
The cultural counterintuitiveness model suggests that this
snowballing is not a pathological condition but a necessary
consequence of how people comprehend, remember, and
communicate information. As a wave of rumors advocating
a particular point becomes widespread, it changes the
informational context in which new rumors must operate.
In the new environment, rumors must change or die. This is
essentially what rumor pschologist report finding in the real
world, as Kapferer (1990) concludes:
Snowballing is the only way for a rumor to last. It
is a necessary condition of rumor persistence.
Indeed identical repitition kills the news value of
all information. Were a rumor to be repeated word
for word, without any modification whatsoever,
throughout its diffusion process, its death would be
thereby accelerated. (Page 108)
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While ratcheting-up of counterintuitiveness is one
prediction of the cultural counterintuitivness model, another
prediction is that once a counterintuitive entity or event
becomes mundane, removing counterintuitiveness can
become just as surprising and interesting for people. The
“rumor-debunking” news stories that replaced the initial
“doom and gloom” news stories of the first week of
coverage can be considered to be messages of this type.
The following brief of the salon.com story from October 20,
2005 is typical of these stories:
The reports coming out of New Orleans in the
immediate aftermath of Hurricane Katrina were
shocking. Stories of murder, rape, and relief
helicopters being fired upon raced around the world
in the form of breathless headlines. Problem is, most
of them were wrong.

This suggests that rumor propagating pranksters are
not the only ones who can employ counterintuitiveness
to achieve their objective of achieving maximum
distribution for their viewpoint, those who are
interested in debunking rumors can also use surprise to
gain people’s attention and unpeel layers of
counterintuitiveness that have been carefully weaved
by rumor-mongers.
Case 2: The Ahmadiyya Jamaat Split into Qadiani
and Lahore Factions
The Ahmadiyya Movement (Atkinston, 2002; Friedman,
2003; Lavan, 1974; Walter, 1918) was founded by Mirza
Ghulam Ahmad (Dard, 1948) in the late nineteenth century
in Northwest India. The son of a minor feudal lord, with
claims to Turko-Persian pedigree, Ahmad gained early fame
in Amritsar District as a defender of orthodox Islam against
Christian missionaries and Hindu revivalist movements that
were aggressively seeking to convert local Muslims. His
early efforts at engaging Christian missionaries and Hindu
Arya leaders in public debates were appreciated by the local
ulema-religious leaders. Starting in the 1880s, however, he
claimed that he was receiving revelation from God. He
further claimed that that he had been divinely appointed as a
reformer of Islam.
Islamic tradition describes a hierarchy of reformers
ranging from saint-like figures called mujaddid to prophets
called nabi or rasul. A mujaddid introduces reforms in
religious doctrine but a failure to pledge one’s allegiance (or
bayah) to him does not throw one out of the circle of Islam.
Prophets on the other hand, bring new laws and scriptures
from God and have to be followed to achieve salvation.
Claimants to the offices of mujaddid and nabi/rasul have
been treated very differently in the history of Islam. Most
claimants to the office of mujaddid (e.g., Shah Wali Ullah of
Delhi) were tolerated by most other Muslims and even
revered by some. All of those who claimed to be prophets,
however, were vehemently opposed and their murder was
religiously sanctioned by a majority of ulema. These
include a series of tribal chiefs who declared themselves

prophets following the death of the Prophet Muhammad in
632 AD. They were militarily attacked, defeated and killed
under the commands of the first successor (or Khalifa) to
the Prophet Muhammad.
In 1882, Ahmad claimed that God had appointed him a
mujaddid of the 14th Islamic century. His claim was not
accepted by most Muslims or even his own wife and
children. He was, however, able to convince some Muslims
that Islam was under threat and the only way to save it was
to reform it. By 1889 he had converged on the first great
reform that he felt was urgently needed to save Islam from
Christian missionaries. He wrote:
Through His blessings, His kindness, and His
forgiveness He has proved to me that Jesus, may peace
be on him, neither died on the cross nor was raised to
the heaven but instead was saved and came to Kashmir
and died there. These are not just stories, they have been
fully proved through a number of arguments as I have
written in my book, ‘Jesus in India’ so I say to you with
full force that I have been given the knowledge to break
the cross as promised in Hadith.”
(Page 168)
This claim ran counter to the traditional beliefs of most
Indian Muslims. Just a few years ago, Ahmad himself had
declared that he believed that Jesus had been physically
raised to the heavens by God to save him the disgrace of
dying on the cross and that Jesus will physically descend
from heaven towards the end of times to lead the final
victory of Islam over infidels. His new claim of Jesus
having died a natural death in old age violated expectations
raised by shared beliefs of Indian Muslims. The cultural
counterintuitiveness model suggests that people remember a
counterintuitive idea only if they can justify its
counterintuitiveness,
Ahmad presented a number of
arguments to justify his culturally counterintuitive claim
about Jesus’ death (M. G. Ahmad, 1909).
(I) Argument from necessity: Jesus’ death is needed to
blunt the Christian missionary argument that Jesus
is a superior prophet to Muhammad because while
Muhammad lies buried six-feet under ground,
Jesus is sitting on the right hand of God.
(II) Argument from rationality: Lifting people
physically to the heaven and descending them back
to earth is against sunnatullah i.e., the law of
nature as laid out by God.
(III) Argument from tradition: The prophet Muhammad
and his companions had believed that Jesus had
lived a full life and died a normal death but that
these beliefs have been lost as Islamic doctrine had
became corrupted over time. The process of
knowledge-corruption was similar to the one
through which Muslims believe that doctrines of
the people of the book (Christian and Jews)
became corrupted over time.
Since old Jesus had died and was not going to descend
from heaven, the traditional Islamic prophecies regarding
Jesus’ second coming had to be fulfilled by the birth of a
new Muslim prophet who was similar in spirit to Jesus.
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Ahmad claimed that God has told him that he was the
Promised Messiah: Jesus returned in spirit.
“The Messiah, son of Mary, prophet of Allah, had died
and in his attribute thou hast come in accordance with
the promise. And the promise of Allah was bound to be
fulfilled”
(M. G. Ahmad, 1897)
He also announced that he would be establishing a formal
community and accepting bayah.
Those who were
convinced by these arguments and justifications became part
of the Ahmadiyya Jamaat.
Studying what followed
illustrates what happens when counterintuitive concepts
become enmeshed in group processes.
Counterintuitive ideas become part and parcel of the
identity of the group and its members. This happens, first
and foremost, because a close association is created between
the counterintuitive claims and the group especially in the
minds of group members but also to a lesser extent in the
minds of out-group members who are repeatedly exposed to
the group’s ideology and have to defend why they are not
converting to it. Thus any mention of Jesus’ natural death
reminds Ahmadiyyas of their identity as members of the
Ahmadiyya community. Once this association is firmly
established, the group authority figures and high identifiers
in the group have to express their devotion to the
counterintuitive ideas in positive terms. The next generation
following these role-models learns that believing in reality
of these claims is an important part of group membership.
Thus counterintuitive claims become institutionalized and
even though they are no longer seem counterintuitive to
most group members, they can persist because of this
institutional support.
Conventionalization and institutionalization does not
mean that cultural innovation stops. New ideas that violate
people’s cultural expectations have memorability
advantages but now the memorability advantages must
overcome the institutional forces of orthodoxy trying to
prevent further innovation. This struggle can sometimes
lead to lead to a schism in the group eventually leading to a
group splitting up into two or more smaller subgroups. This
is what happened about six years after the death of Mirza
Ghulam Ahmad when the Ahmadiyya comunity split into
two factions: Lahori and Qadiani (B. M. Ahmad, 2007).
Following the death of the universally respected but
administratively
ineffective
Moulavi
Nur-ud-Din,
conservative members of the movement declared Ahmad’s
eldest son Bashir-ud-Din as a Caliph. Progressive members
of the community rejected his selection and argued that
since Ahmad was not a ‘full prophet’ he was not to be
followed by Caliphs as Prophet Muhammad had been. The
progressives moved their headquarters to the metropolis of
Lahore and became known as Lahoris. Those who
remained in the village of Qadian and pledged allegiance to
Ahmad’s son as a Caliph are sometimes called Qadianis.
Over the next few decades Qadianis and Lahoris fought
with each other to recruit more members and gain more
resources. At the start, both communities possessed
relatively comparable resources and seemed to be well

matched for the fight. The Lahoris were generally better
educated, wealthier, and better connected than Qadianis.
Furthermore, the Lahori leadership was experienced in
running the Jamaat’s organizations and publications. For
instance, the leading Lahori leader Moulana Muhammad Ali
was Sadr Anjuman’s founding Secretary and the founding
editor of the Review of Religions, the Ahmadiyya Jamaat’s
primary mouthpiece to the world. He had a graduate degree
in English while Bashir-ud-Din the Qadiani Caliph had
barely finished high school. The Qadiani group however,
was composed of a larger number of more traditionallooking, less educated, and more devoted members. The
biggest success of the Qadiani group came early as they
were able to force the Lahori group to abandon Qadian and
the Sadr Anjuman offices even though the Lahoris may have
taken some of Sadr Anjuman’s money with them (Shahid,
2007).
Two related points of debate and disagreement emerged
among the Lahori and Qadiani group: the prophethood of
Ahmad, and necessity of believing in Ahmad as a
precondition for one’s salvation. On both issues, Qadiani
Caliph Bashir-ud-Din raised the stakes and declared that
Ahmad had been a full prophet in every sense of the word
and one could not be saved without a formal bayah on his or
his Caliph’s hands. This made all non-Ahmadi (and nonQadiani) Muslims infidels, which meant that Qadianis could
no longer pray with non-Qadianis, marry them, or take part
in their marriage or death ceremonies. On all these issues
the Qadiani position represented a clear departure from the
position taken by Ahmad himself who when questioned
about his claim to prophecy in light of the orthodox Muslim
belief in finality of Muhammad’s prophethood, denied that
he had ever claimed to be a prophet. He said:
"Can a wretched imposter who claims messengership
and prophethood for himself have any belief in the Holy
Quran? And can a man who believes in the Holy
Quran, and believes the verse `He is the Messenger of
Allah and the Khatam an-nabiyyin' to be the word of
God, say that he is a messenger and prophet after the
Holy Prophet Muhammad?"
(Page 27)
Ahmadis had also been free to marry Muslims and take
part in their social activities during Ahmad’s lifetime. In
fact, Ahmad himself had proposed to marry Muhammadi
Begum, even though she was a non-Ahmadi at the time.
Despite the advantages offered by doctrinal continuity, after
passing of a century since the split, it is clear that the
subgroup that ratcheted-up the counterintuitiveness won the
day in terms of gaining resources. While millions of
Qadianis are found around the globe, only a few thousand
Lahoris remain. Qadianis today are also wealthier, better
educated and no less urbane than Lahoris.
As Friedmann (2003) argues the Ahmadiyya split was a
messy affair involving a number of issues besides doctrinal
differences, our analysis suggests, however, that part of the
reason for the Qadiani success lies in building up on the
culturally counterintuitive claims of Ahmad.
Once
Ahmad’s original claims became intuitive and well
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integrated into the Ahmadiyya belief-system, further
innovations were needed to keep the flock’s attention. The
ratcheting up of counterintuitiveness allowed Qadianis to
gain more attention and win more recruits than their Lahori
cousins who had decided to tone down some of Ahmad’s
most controversial claims.

Conclusions
This article has presented two case studies of the spread
of culturally counterintuitive ideas in two very different
cultural groups. We believe that such cross-cultural case
studies are essential for further development of cognition
and culture research which has hitherto almost exclusively
focused on in-lab quantitative studies. They not only allow
us to validate our theoretical models and fully explore their
consequences in the context of a real world phenomenon but
they also offer new insights into the social phenomenon of
interest. Qualitative studies are not suggested as a
replacement for quantitative studies. The cultural
counterintuitiveness model that provided the theoretical
framework for the present studies has been developed and
validated using quantitative empirical experiments. In lab
empirical experiments are also in the works to better
understand the issues of the interaction of the spread of
counterintuitive ideas with development of group identity.
The theoretical lens of social counterintuitiveness that we
bring to the study of the Ahmadiyya split also suggests that
it is the Qadiani doctrine that represents a departure from
the traditional Ahmadiyya beliefs and not the Lahori
doctrine as has been traditionally assumed by scholars of the
Ahmadiyya Movement (Friedman, 2003; Lavan, 1974).
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Abstract
The Implicit Association Test (IAT) is designed to measure
implicit attitudes, and is often claimed to reveal prejudicial
attitudes that are at odds with explicit attitudes. Numerous
proposals as to the information processing mechanisms underlying human performance on the IAT have been suggested,
many or all of which may well play a role. This makes it difficult to study them and their interactions experimentally in an
efficient manner. We describe a localist connectionist model
that simulates human performance on the IAT and that allows
us to explore many of the proposed explanations, by comparing the results with observations from actual experiments with
human subjects. By simulating the performance of virtual
subjects, the model also makes it possible to conduct “theoretical” experiments that could not be undertaken with real
subjects in the real world.
Keywords: Associations; attitudes; simulation; localist connectionist networks.

Introduction
The Implicit Association Test (IAT; Greenwald, McGhee &
Schwartz, 1998) is a computer-administered test (see e.g.,
https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/) designed to measure
automatic associations between concepts, where such associations are assumed to underlie implicit attitudes towards
attitude objects (Greenwald & Banaji, 1995). It has been
used in a variety of domains, including age, race, selfesteem, sexual orientation, and so on. By being implicit,
these attitudes are assumed to be beyond conscious control
(Greenwald & Banaji, 1995) and thus cannot be assessed
with explicit measures such as self-reports. Instead, the IAT
seeks to measure implicit attitudes by recording subjects’
response times as they complete a number of tasks, the
performance on which is assumed to involve accessing
automatic associations. Such tasks involve pressing a Left or
Right key on a keyboard to classify sequentially presented
stimuli into one of two categories. Each category comprises
one of two target concepts (e.g., flower or insect) crossed
with one of two evaluative attributes (e.g., pleasant or unpleasant). This results in four possible pairings, two of
which are, by hypothesis, incompatible (e.g. insect and
pleasant) and two of which are compatible.
A central assumption of the IAT is that the stronger the
associations between an attitude object and its evaluative
attributes, the stronger the implicit attitude. Thus, a person
with a negative attitude towards insects is assumed to have a
correspondingly strong association between the concept
insect and some general concept for negativity. The idea is
that the strength of these associations will be reflected in
people’s response times on the classification tasks, with
longer latencies for incompatible pairings than for compati-

ble pairings. This difference in response times between trials
for incompatible and compatible pairings is known as the
IAT effect (Greenwald, McGhee & Schwartz, 1998).
Although the IAT is widely used (Greenwald, Poehlman,
Uhlmann & Banaji, 2009), its history is rife with controversy. Questions have been raised as to whether measuring
automatic associations is a valid way of measuring implicit
attitudes (Blanton & Jaccard, 2006), and whether it is indeed
measuring automatic associations at all (De Houwer, 2001;
Brendl, Markman & Messner, 2001). Researchers have also
wondered whether IAT effects might be partially due to
other factors such as differences in stimulus familiarity
(Dasgupta et al, 2000; Ottaway, Hayden & Oakes, 2001) or
salience asymmetries between target concepts (Rothermund
& Wentura, 2004), and whether they might merely be a
reflection of prevailing cultural norms rather than of genuine attitudes (Karpinski & Hilton, 2001).
Given these various proposals, several accounts of the
processing mechanisms underlying the IAT have been advanced. These include the figure-ground asymmetry model
(Rothermund & Wentura, 2001), a random-walk model
(Brendl, Markman & Messner, 2000), a diffusion model
(Klauer, Voss, Schmitz & Teige-Mocigemba, 2007), an
acquired meaning of response keys account (De Houwer,
2001) and a suggestion that longer response latencies are the
result of task-set switching overheads (Mierke & Klauer,
2001; Klauer & Mierke, 2005) occasioned by moving between compatible and incompatible task blocks. Finally, a
quad model of implicit task performance (Conrey, Sherman,
Gawronski, Hugenberg & Groom, 2005) postulates that
multiple processes are at work – some automatic and others
more controlled (Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977; Shiffrin &
Schneider, 1977).
These differing explanations are not necessarily mutually
exclusive. It might be that some, or even all of them, play a
role, in which case one would need a model that could,
among other things, account for (i) the interaction between
automatic and control processes (e.g., Mierke & Klauer,
2001; Herd, Banich & O'Reilly, 2006), (ii) cue and response
competition induced by the interference of competing stimuli in incompatible trials (e.g., Praamstra & Seiss, 2005),
(iii) resolution of these conflicts (e.g., through the mutual
inhibition of competing action tendencies, Atkinson &
Birch, 1970), and (iv) increase in cognitive processing (e.g.,
Snyder-Tapp & Dale, 2009) and reduction in speed and
accuracy (Klauer & Mierke, 2005) on incompatible trials.
To investigate some of these issues, we developed a computational model intended to emulate human performance
on the IAT. The model handles the generation of output
behavior, and allows us to investigate such issues as re-
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Figure 1. Virtual subject model for simulation of Implicit Association Tests

sponse competition and conflict resolution (see (ii) and (iii)
above). The work we present here focuses on the application
of the model to the Race-IAT because it is the most controversial and is the version of the test for which there exists
the most empirical data (e.g., Greenwald et al., 1998; Karpinski & Hilton, 2001) – this latter fact giving us more opportunity to compare human and model performance.

If as is widely believed, the IAT effect is indeed the result
of patterns of activation of underlying associations between
target concepts and evaluative attributes, then the kind of
network model we are discussing is ideal for simulating the
behavior of human subjects in the IAT; it simply involves
configuring the network so that it represents the relevant
associative biases in virtual subjects.

Model Overview

Modeling Virtual Subjects In addition to the Associative
Network, each simulated subject has two other main components: a Task Mapper, and a Response Generator (see Figure 1). The Task Mapper dynamically transmits activation
levels of concepts from the Associative Network to the
press-left or press-right nodes, which serve as cues for the
corresponding actions or motor responses. The Response
Generator, when necessary, resolves competition between
these cues to generate one of the two motor responses (i.e.,
key presses). When simulating the performance of a group
of subjects, each virtual subject is configured with the same
network topology, but with randomly distributed connection
weights so as to produce a varied sample of simulated subjects. This is achieved by perturbing connection weights
with normally distributed noise of mean µj,i = 0 and standard
deviation σj,I = 0.1, which is large for wj,i∈[–1, 1]. The result
is that, with a default wj,i of ±0.5, the majority (95%) of
connections across subject populations ends up with magnitudes in the [0.3, 0.7] range. Introducing random perturbations to connection weights further ensures that the outcome
of the task is not critically dependent on any particular distribution of connection weights.

The model employs a spreading activation algorithm operating on a localist connectionist network (see, e.g., Page,
2000). It emulates the multiple pathways leading from the
initial perception of a visual stimulus (in our case, a word or
image) to the automatic activation of concepts in memory
through to the motor response called for by the particular
task instructions. As in all localist connectionist models, the
nodes in the network are semantically meaningful entities
representing concepts or processes, with connections between them representing associative strengths. The actual
behavior of such networks depends critically on the details
of their topology and the algorithms used. Mathematically
speaking, the network can be defined as a graph G={V, E}
with nodes V and connections or edges, E. Each node vi
contains a label namei representing a particular concept or
process, and a quantity xi representing its activation level:
(1)
vi=<namei , xi>; vi∈V ; xi∈[–1, 1].
Connections or edges take the form:
(2)
εi,j=<vi , vj , wi,j>; εi,j∈E ; vi , vj∈V ; wi,j∈[–1, 1] ,
where wi,j is the associative strength between nodes vi and vj.
The propagation rule for successive iterations is:
(3)
xi (k + 1) = (1 − δ ) xi (k ) + α
x j (k ) ⋅ w j,i (k ) ,
ε j,i∈E
where α is the gain (set to 0.2) and δ is a decay parameter
(set to 0.001) that reduces activation over time. In this way,
activation spreads to vi from each neighbor vj at a rate proportional to wj,i in each time step. Parameter values in these
ranges ensure that activation levels do not saturate prematurely and have sufficient momentum to accumulate. Prior
to the introduction of a perturbation factor (see below), the
connections weights are initialized with magnitudes of 0.5.

∑

Mapping Stimuli to Concepts for the Race-IAT The main
concepts for the Race-IAT are the target concepts AFRICANAMERICAN (AA) and EUROPEAN-AMERICAN (EA), along with
the generic evaluative attributes POS-itive and NEG-ative.
Whereas there are many variants of the Race-IAT, in the
version we are modeling, the verbal (input) stimuli for the
Race-IAT are words belonging to the semantic fields pleasant (e.g., happy, wonderful, joy) or unpleasant (e.g., evil,
horrible, hurt). The pictorial stimuli are faces of (all presumed to be unfamiliar) European-American or African-
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Figure 2. Mapping from concepts to cues for each task block

American individuals. As each input is presented to a virtual
subject, a signal indicating the occurrence of a specific
verbal or pictorial stimulus is transmitted to the subject’s
network. For instance, if the word wonderful is presented,
the concept WONDERFUL is activated, which in turn increases the activation level of the concept POS. If a picture
of a random European-American face is presented, it activates a concept for an individual European-American face,
which in turn activates the concept EUROPEAN-AMERICAN. In
both cases, the path lengths from input nodes to EA or AA,
and to POS or NEG are the same.
Task Switching and Mapping Concepts to Cues for Motor Responses The Task Mapper serves as a network
switchboard that, depending on the task, transmits the
accumulated activation from target concepts and their
evaluative attributes to the concepts corresponding to Left
and Right key-press responses. These latter concepts need to
be distinguished from the actual key-press responses themselves, for which reason we refer to them as response cues.
For instance, if the current task were a Right key press for
pleasant words or pictures of European-Americans, the Task
Mapper would establish connections from both POS and
EUROPEAN-AMERICAN to cueR (see bottom half of the ICT
panel in Figure 2). The assigned connections remain enforced for each block of trials, but are reconfigured for each
subsequent task. To some extent, this reconfiguration process is an approximation of task-set switching (Klauer &
Mierke, 2005) and emulates the dynamic remapping of
valence to keys across different task blocks (De Houwer,

Response Competition and Mutual Inhibition The Response Generator is a network-based implementation of the
Cue-Tendency-Action (CTA) model (Revelle, 1986), which
is a re-parameterization of Atkinson and Birch’s (1970)
Dynamics of Action theory. CTA models the dynamic interaction between conflicting tendencies and conflicting actions. The reduction in action-tendencies that results from
the successful completion of the corresponding action is a
form of negative feedback referred to in Figure 1 as consummation. In the present context this captures the fact that
pressing a key satisfies the need to produce a response.
Finally, mutual or cross inhibition between two competing
actions (i.e., pressing Left vs. Right) ensures that only one of
the two actions will be performed.
Performing the Task The result of the interaction of the
processes and representations described above is a competition between all propagation pathways from stimulus input
nodes to the final key-press output nodes. For instance,
suppose the task is to press a Left key for pictures of European-American faces or pleasant words and a Right key for
pictures of African-American faces or unpleasant words.
When a European-American face is presented to the model,
the concept of EUROPEAN-AMERICAN is eventually activated,
and relatively more activation is transmitted to cueL in the
Response Generator. However, if the simulated subject is
initially configured with a stronger connection between
EUROPEAN-AMERICAN and NEG, activation is also transmitted to cueR, leading to competition with cueL. This results in
competition between the Left and Right responses, reducing
the degree to which activation accumulates in the Left response node, and as a consequence more time is required for
it to reach the threshold for the actual response.

Simulation Results
A schematic diagram of the simulation system is shown in
Figure 3. Twenty-five simulated subjects (each having its
own unique associative network) were assigned to each of
four groups differing in their associative configurations as
follows: (a) excitatory associations between AFRICANAMERICA and NEG, EUROPEAN-AMERICAN and POS, and inhibitory, otherwise; (b) excitatory associations between
EUROPEAN-AMERICAN and NEG, AFRICAN-AMERICAN and
POS, and inhibitory, otherwise; (c) equal associations
(modulo random perturbations described above) between
both target concepts and evaluative attributes; and (d) no
associations (i.e., connection weights with a mean of zero)
between target concepts and evaluative attributes. Each
virtual subject was put through all five standard IAT tasks
(see Figure 2), namely, the initial target concept discrimination (ITCD), associated attribute discrimination (AAD), initial
combined task (ICT), reversed target concept discrimination
(RTCD), and reversed combined task (RCT). On each trial, the
subject was presented with a simulated verbal or pictorial
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Configurations of Implicit Associations

IAT Tasks
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B. {African-American, POS}
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……
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……
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5. Reversed Combined Task
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Test Case

Input Parser
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Network Model

IAT Item
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Response

Target Concept

Item completed
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Test Case
<Left Category>

<Right Category>

<IAT Item: word/picture>
e.g. POS/NEG words OR

Start timer
Test Case Display
Draws test case on screen

Figure 3. Schematic of the IAT simulation system

stimulus and the number of iterations (typically between 20
and 50) taken to produce a response was recorded. This was
then transformed into a simulated response time (in milliseconds) by a scaling factor calibrated to the specifications
of the computer on which the simulation was run. In this
way, mean response times across subjects and conditions
were scaled to the same order of magnitude as those reported in experiments with human subjects. The IAT effect
is then taken to be the difference between mean response
times in the ICT and RCT blocks. As in actual IATs, only
correct responses are analyzed.
Plots of response times in Figure 4 for all task blocks and
magnitudes of the IAT effect in each group indicate, as
expected, the presence of IAT effects in the experimental
groups (a, b). The effect in (a) is a preferential evaluation of
European-American stimuli (ta(24)=22.3, pa<.001), while
African-American stimuli are preferentially evaluated in (b)
(tb(24)=-18.0, pb<.001). No significant effects are found in
the control groups (c, d) (tc(24)=-0.923, pc=0.365; td(24)=
-1.22, pd=0.235). Results of planned comparisons of IAT
effects between the experimental (a, b) and control (c, d)
conditions are shown in Table 1.
Just as in actual experiments with human subjects (e.g.,
Greenwald et al., 1998; Klauer et al., 2007), response latencies on incompatible-pairings tasks are longer compared to
those for other tasks, while latencies on compatible-parings
tasks are similar to those on non-combined task blocks (i.e.,
ITCD, AAD, and RTCD). To ensure replicability, the simulation was run ten times, and as can be seen from Table 2,
when the results are pooled across all ten simulations, the
pattern of results is the same.

Discussion
Propagation of activation from input nodes representing
verbal or pictorial stimuli to output nodes representing keypress responses occurs along multiple pathways. The pattern
of propagation is determined by the configurations of associations among target concepts and evaluative attributes, as
well as by the task mapping from these concepts to the response cues. Mutual reinforcement of compatible pathways
and inhibition between incompatible pathways both lead to
patterns of responses (including IAT effects) similar to
those observed in laboratory experiments.
One criticism of our model is that the connection weights
among concepts are arbitrary rather than empirically
grounded. With respect to the sign on these weights, we are
on safe ground because the only cases that could be in contention are the ones we manipulate in our four configurations. With respect to the magnitudes, one response would
be that while weights varied randomly within a reasonably
wide range, all subjects in the experimental conditions nevertheless showed IAT effects, suggesting that the actual
values are probably not critical. This might appear counterintuitive, but in fact it is consistent with data from the real
world indicating that thousands of people from all walks of
life (which can be thought of as an analog of randomly
distributed weights) routinely show IAT effects (Nosek,
Banaji & Greenwald, 2002).
One might be tempted to interpret the IAT effect as evidence for an implicit negative attitude towards the less preferred target concept. However, Greenwald et al. (1998)
carefully avoided any such claim, instead, always discussing
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0.2) between AFRICAN-AMERICAN and POS, and (f), the converse of (e). Consistent with the idea that the presence of an
IAT effect does not require the presence of a negative or
prejudicial attitude, IAT effects emerged despite there being
no connections to NEG, as shown in Figure 5. Clearly, it
would be impossible to test such a prediction using standard
experimental procedures because there would be no way of
knowing the positivity or negativity of subjects’ implicit
associations. We think that the fact that one can test through
simulation a prediction about implicit attitudes that could
not be tested empirically in the real world is an appealing
aspect of our approach.
So far, we have only focused on modeling automatic as
opposed to controlled processes. Therefore, issues related to
presumed discrepancies between implicit and explicit measures of attitudes, the role of selective attention (Fazio, 2001)
or self-presentation bias (Dasgupta et al., 2000) have not
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these more cognitively elaborated phenomena. Similarly,
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the IAT effect in terms of a relative preference of one target
concept over the other, an issue explicitly raised by Brendl,
Markman, and Messner, (2001). In our terms, what really
matters is the relative differences in weights between target
concepts and their evaluative attributes. This being the case,
if the network were configured with no connections to NEG,
we would predict that an IAT effect might still be apparent,
provided that the connections to POS of the two target concepts differed sufficiently. In fact, we tested this possibility
by simulating two new groups, namely, (e) a group with
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more work needs to be done to account for any effects on
response latencies that might result from task-switching
overheads (Klauer & Mierke, 2005) or from the dynamic remapping of valence to the left and right keys (De Houwer,
2001). These issues might be addressed by augmenting the
network with nodes representing IAT tasks that would modify connection weights between attitude objects and the Left
or Right response cues, instead of having the Task Mapper
assign these weights before each task.
Our work on the IAT effect is in the same spirit as models
of the Stroop effect (Cohen, Dunbar & McClelland, 1990)
and of various lexical effects in language processing (Ortony & Radin, 1989). Such models employ simple algorithms running on simple networks of associations between
representations in memory, but have the advantage of being
frugal with respect to the assumptions they have to make.
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General Background and Speakers
Quantum probability (QP) theory is a theory for how to
assign probabilities to observables. In the context of
physics, it has been successfully employed by researchers
for over 100 years and has been the basis for some of the
most impressive discoveries of the human mind (e.g., the
transistor, and so the microchip, and the laser). But the
applicability of QP theory is not limited to physical
phenomena and, indeed, there has been growing interest in
exploring the potential of QP theory in areas as diverse as
economics (Baaquie, 2004), information theory (e.g.,
Grover, 1997), and psychology.
We are interested in the latter objective. Probabilistic
approaches to cognition have been recently enjoying
considerable success (e.g., Griffiths et al., 2010). This is
perhaps unsurprising. Several (if not most) aspects of
cognitive processing involve inference about quantities
which cannot be determined with certainty. Thus,
probability theory seems an ideal tool for formalizing
uncertainty in cognitive processes and describing the
mechanisms which allow humans to be successful in an
uncertain world. The question then becomes to identify the
probabilistic framework which is most suitable for modeling
particular aspects of cognition.
Cognitive scientists have widely employed classical
probability theory and there is no doubt that such
approaches can be incredibly successful for particular
problems (e.g., Oaksford & Chater, 2007). But is Bayesian
probability always the most suitable probabilistic
framework for describing cognitive processes?
Human inference often appears to violate fundamental
laws of classical probability. For example, in the famous
Linda problem of Tversky and Kahneman (1983)
participants consider as more likely a conjunctive statement
than a corresponding single premise one (i.e., Probability

(A&B) > Probability (A); this is the conjunction fallacy). In
one-shot prisoner’s dilemma games, naïve participants
choose to defect knowing their opponent defects, they
choose to also defect knowing their opponent cooperates,
but they reverse their judgment and choose to cooperate
when their opponent’s action is unknown (Shafir &
Tversky, 1992). This result is also hard to reconcile with
classical probability theory, it violates the sure thing
principle and the law of total probability. Findings such as
the conjunction fallacy and the violation of the sure thing
principle provide the motivation for exploring probabilistic
frameworks alternative to classic probability theory.
QP theory is mostly consistent with classical probability
theory, but for a crucial difference. In classical probability
theory Probability (A&B) = Probability (B&A), but QP
theory does not always obey commutativity in conjunction.
In QP theory probability assessment can be order (or
context) dependent. Relatedly, QP theory is not constrained
by the law of total probability (though it is subject to other
constraints). The law of total probability in classical theory
can be expressed as Probability (A) = Probability (A&X) +
Probability (A & not X), but this decomposition in QP
theory may involve interference terms. As we have shown
(e.g., Busemeyer et al., in press; Busemeyer, Wang, &
Townsend, 2006; Pothos & Busemeyer, 2009), these
properties of QP theory can lead to successful and simple
QP models for empirical findings, such as the conjunction
fallacy and the violation of the sure thing principle.
Finally, QP theory remains suitable for describing
cognition without involving any claim that the brain is a
quantum computer. Rather, we adopt what is a standard
approach in cognitive science and ask: 'does quantum
probability theory produce results which predict human
behavior well?’
The application of QP theory in cognition holds a lot of
promise. The main objective of this symposium is to present
the key ideas to the cognitive science community and
summarize progress with QP theory cognitive models. What
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is the potential of such models? How well do they cover the
relevant empirical findings? What are the key differences
between QP theory models and matched classical
probability ones? Three talks will address these issues
(Pothos et al., Blutner, and Atmanspacher). Equally, the
symposium will be an opportunity to consider concerns with
the applicability of QP theory. The fourth talk will cast a
critical eye and address the issue of the complexity of QP
models and their comparability with standard approaches.

Zeno” effect, generalizing the quantum Zeno effect to
mental systems. Quantitative relations between the involved
time scales are theoretically derived and found to be
consistent with empirical observation. Moreover, the
Necker-Zeno model predicts phenomena of temporal
nonlocality, referring to mental states that are not sharply
localized in time but extend over a time interval of non-zero
duration.

Model Selection applied to QP models

Overview of Talks
QP theory in decision making
Pothos, Busemeyer, Trueblood, & Wang. Pothos is a
cognitive scientist with a background in physics. Trueblood,
Wang, and Pothos have all been working with Busemeyer
on QP models. Busemeyer is the mathematical psychologist
who first presented to the cognitive science community
detailed, formal models for psychological processes based
on QP theory. The talk will review the successful
application of QP theory in three important empirical
situations: the conjunction fallacy in Linda-type problems,
order effects in human inference, and violations of the sure
thing principle in Prisoner’s Dilemma.

QP theory models of semantic composition
Blutner. This speaker is a theoretical physicist by training,
interested in not only cognitive modeling, but also artificial
intelligence and philosophy. He will consider a
sophisticated geometrical approach
for semantic
composition. For example, what determines the meaning of
“red nose” or “red flag”? His model will provide a solution
for Quine’s problem of determining which part of an apple
or grapefruit has to be red in order to call it a “red apple” or
“reddish grapefruit”. The proposed quantum model is based
on tensor products and entangled states expressing the
results of conceptual combinations. The proposal conforms
to Millikan’s and Recanati’s view that comprehending
language is normally as direct as the perception of visual
scenery. In both cases, beliefs are formed in a direct way,
apparently without reference to serial processes of
inferential interpretation.

A generalized quantum framework for bistable
perception
Atmanspacher. This speaker, trained in theoretical physics,
is the Head of the Theory and Data Analysis department at
the Institute for Frontier Areas of Psychology at Freiburg.
He has pioneered the development of a formal framework,
based on those elements of quantum theory which are
considered pertinent for cognitive modeling, such as
complementarity, whose historical origin can, in fact, be
traced back to psychology. He will present an application
for the perception of ambiguous stimuli, such as the Necker
cube. The perception process is modeled as the evolution of
an unstable two-state system, giving rise to a “Necker-

Shiffrin & Busemeyer. Shiffrin is a cognitive psychologist
with many seminal contributions to cognitive theory. With
Busemeyer, he will discuss the suitability of QP theory for
cognitive modeling and consider some practical issues
regarding the way QP models can be compared to traditional
probability models. Do QP models fit better simply because
they are more complex? Do traditional methods for model
comparison such as Bayesian Model Selection, Minimum
Description Length, and Cross Validation pose special
problems when employed for quantum probability models?
These and other model selection issues will be addressed.
Simulation results will be presented for some simple cases
to illustrate the situation and point to potential solutions.
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Space is a fundamental domain for cognition, and research
on spatial perception, orientation, referencing, and reasoning
addresses core questions in most of the disciplines that make
up the cognitive sciences. Consequently, space represents
one of those domains for which various disciplinary interests
overlap to a substantial extent. For instance, the question of
whether and how spatial cognition and language interact has
been one of the core questions since early on (e.g., Clark,
1973; Miller & Johnson-Laird, 1976), and yet, consensus between psychologists and linguists is difficult to achieve (e.g.,
Li & Gleitman, 2002, vs. Levinson et al., 2002). Perhaps
most controversial in this dispute is the extent to which spatial cognition is culturally variable (for linguistic variability,
see also Evans & Levinson, 2009, and comments there-in).
Expanding the space of cognitive science research to ‘nonstandard’ cultures (Henrich et al., 2010; Medin et al., 2010)
is thus crucial for the advancement of cognitive science. For
this very reason, cross-disciplinary collaboration would be
particularly productive in finding and addressing new questions. For instance, can we find coherent frameworks for
describing both spatial and temporal referencing, what factors affect intra- and intercultural variance in this regard, and
what does gesture tell us about such conceptions? How are
landscapes linguistically categorized? Does the world look
different depending on how one moves through it? And how
do spatial conceptualizations help to structure other core
domains of culture?
In order to answer these questions and to capture and disentangle the intricate relationship of cultural experiences and
representations, linguistic notions and conventions, and cognitive processing, this symposium brings together researchers from different disciplinary backgrounds to present new
theoretical frameworks and empirical data, thereby drawing
on findings and insights from anthropology (Bender, Bennardo, Istomin, Le Guen), linguistics (Bennardo, Burenhult,
Tenbrink), and psychology (Beller, Bender, Hüther). Based
on their own research (Bender, Beller & Bennardo, 2010;
Burenhult & Levinson, 2008; Istomin & Dwyer, 2009; Le
Guen, in press; Tenbrink, 2011), the presenters in this symposium will also argue why and how cross-cultural (and

cross-disciplinary) research can contribute to a more comprehensive understanding of spatial and temporal cognition.

A basic framework of reference frames
of space and time in language
Thora Tenbrink
This contribution provides a categorical overview of reference frames for space as well as time, building on and systematically extending earlier accounts. A consistent framework using simple spatial models is proposed, which
integrates a range of previously underexplored complexities
with respect to spatial language used in both static and dynamic settings, as well as aspects peculiar to time. The approach highlights the distinction between conceptually similar (spatial and temporal) structures reflected in language on
the one hand, and metaphorical transfer of clearly spatially
based concepts on the other. While the framework is based
on English, it provides a toolbox of basic roles and relations
that is suitable for representing abstract relational concepts
conveyed by linguistic descriptions across discourse contexts
and languages. It may thus serve as a framework for comparing lexicogrammatical as well as pragmatic structures of language in the ubiquitous domains of space and time. This will
be illustrated by a range of cross-linguistic examples.

What’s going on in my back?
Spatial referencing in four languages
Lisa Hüther, Sieghard Beller & Andrea Bender
Research on spatial referencing has primarily focused on
frontal constellations, that is on constellations in front of a
person. How dorsal constellations in the person’s back are
treated has been a matter of speculation rather than empirical
investigation. The prevailing hypothesis holds that people
turn around to constellations in their back and then employ
the preferred frame of reference. In a recent study we compared frontal and dorsal referencing and investigated the de1
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gree of intra- and intercultural variation in German, English,
Chinese, and Tongan. Our findings reveal a heterogeneous
pattern of preferences, both across languages and conditions.

with space: helicopter pilots, nomadic reindeer herders, and
semi-nomadic hunters and fishermen. The results suggest
that human spatial cognition and orientation in space can be
best understood as products of a cognitive system including
mental modes of spatial representation and reckoning along
with objects and phenomena of the environment, such as animals (reindeer), means of transport, wind, and snow conditions. The forms of distributed spatial cognition attributed
here to each group investigated account for the observations
that members of each group experience space, solve spatial
cognitive tasks, and enact behaviors in space differently.

The conception of space and time among the
Yucatec Maya (Mexico): Insights from gesture
Olivier Le Guen
As an abstract conceptual domain, time is hard to be conceptualized on its own, and is thus often structured through
mapping from a domain grounded directly in experience. A
good candidate for this mapping is space. Cross-cultural
studies have shown that time is mapped onto space in two
ways: (1) thought metaphors in language and/or (2) the preferred spatial Frame of Reference (FoR). To examine how
the domains of space and time interact in Yucatec Maya, I
will look at the conception of space (specifically the preferred FoR) and the conception of time in language and culture. I will show that gesture can help us understand how
these domains are conceptualized and map each other.
Yucatec Maya provides a new case for space-to-time mapping never described before where time flow is conceptualized as cyclical and time gesture production is constrained
by the use of the geocentric FoR, inhibiting the use of a leftright or front-back time line.

From Space in Time to Space in Culture
Giovanni Bennardo
The last decade has seen an ever increasing accumulation of
evidence for the replication of spatial configurations into
those about time. I propose to go beyond this newly acquired
realization and point toward an even larger impact that preferential organizations of spatial relationships have on other
domains of knowledge. Relevantly, some of these domains
are at the core of what one would call ‘culture’, e.g., religion,
kinship, and social relationships. The data supporting my
proposal come from my extensive research in the Kingdom
of Tonga, Polynesia.
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Niclas Burenhult
From the linguist’s point of view, the geophysical environment is virtually unexplored. Yet it is a fundamental spatial
domain with enormous potential for influence on the discipline (Burenhult & Levinson, 2008). How do languages select geographic objects to be labelled? Are there universal
categories? What’s the relationship between common and
proper nouns? Which are the ontological principles of landscape categories? How and why do categorial strategies vary
across languages and speakers? Linguistic attention to the
domain is also certain to unleash a variety of new questions
and perspectives of inquiry in other disciplines, like anthropology and environmental psychology. Drawing on firsthand data from several diverse languages, this talk outlines
the main parameters of cross-linguistic variation in geographical ontology and proposes a set of key topics for future
linguistic inquiry into the landscape domain.

Distributed spatial cognition and orientation
methods among nomadic and settled groups
in the Taz tundra of northern Russia
Kirill V. Istomin
In order to understand how a specific way of life may influence spatial cognition, I investigate differences in spatial perception, spatial orientation, and spatial performance among
three groups in the Taz Tundra (north-western Siberia) that
differ in their degree of mobility and mode of engagement
2
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Learning by observing tutorial dialogue versus monologue collaboratively or alone
Kasia Muldner, Keith Dybvig, Rachel Lam & Michelene T. H. Chi
(katarzyna.muldner,kdybvig,rachel.lam,mtchi@asu.edu)
Department of Psychology, Arizona State University Tempe, AZ 85287 USA
Abstract
We report on a study with 65 middle-school students who
learned about the concept of diffusion through observation.
We manipulated two factors: the number of observers, solo
vs. dyad, and the type of video students observed, tutorial
dialogue vs. monologue. Our findings show that dyad
observers learn significantly better than solo observers, and
that for certain types of questions, observing dialogue results
in better learning gains, as compared to observing monologue.
Keywords: vicarious learning; collaboration; monologue vs.
dialogue; emergent phenomena.

Introduction
Although there are many contexts in which learning can
occur, traditionally, students learn by watching and listening
to teachers and by doing various assignments. A less
available, but more beneficial way to learn is through oneon-one tutoring, which has repeatedly been shown to be
superior to group instruction (Cohen, Kulik & Kulik, 1982).
Of course providing a tutor for every student is not feasible
and so there have been various efforts to find other
strategies that afford students the benefits of personalized
tutoring. Recently, a promising new paradigm was
proposed: learning by observing others learn, also referred
to as vicarious learning (Chi, Roy & Hausmann, 2008).
In particular, Chi et al. (2008) showed that observing
tutoring dialogues can be as powerful an intervention as
being tutored. In that study, some students (referred to as
tutees) were videotaped solving Newtonian physics
problems while interacting with an expert tutor. Other
students, in pairs or alone, then merely watched the videos
of these tutoring sessions while solving the same physics
problems as the tutees. One of the key findings was that
there was no difference in learning outcomes between the
tutees and the observers who watched the tutorial dialogue
videos. As predicted, this finding was only true if pairs of
students observed the videos collaboratively (students who
observed alone did not learn as well as the tutees). Since
dyad observers have opportunities to be interactive with
each other, much as the tutees have opportunities to be
interactive with the tutor, the interpretation made was that a
large part of the tutoring advantage is due to interaction per
se.
The benefits of collaboration are demonstrated by
various studies (e.g., (Johnson & Johnson, 2009)), findings
from which are encapsulated by the active-constructiveinteractive framework (Chi, 2009). This framework
differentiates learning activities according to levels of
student engagement, and proposes that a student who

collaborates with a peer will, in general, learn better than a
student working alone. This is because collaboration offers
the opportunity for joint construction, which requires, for
instance, eliciting responses from a partner, integrating a
partner’s contribution, and explaining one’s perspective. It
is important to note, however, that the prediction regarding
the beneficial impact of collaboration is based on the
condition that students are interactive, i.e., do not merely sit
quietly, each working on his or her own. In fact, some prior
work on vicarious learning did not find that dyad observers
learned better than solo ones (Craig, Driscoll & Gholson,
2004), because the observers were not very interactive.
The goal of this project is to both replicate and extend the
original Chi et al. (2008) study. In replicating, we forgo
comparing tutees to observers, and focus instead on
comparing observing collaboratively versus observing
alone, but in a new domain and with a new population.
Specifically, while the original study used a procedural
domain, we embed our target learning activity in a
conceptual domain, and involve middle school instead of
college students. Replicating in this new domain and age
group will generalize and validate the Chi et al. (2008)
findings.
In extending the 2008 study, we compare the
effectiveness of dialogue versus monologue. Doing so can
guide subsequent efforts on instructional material
development. Currently, materials are often monologuebased, e.g., instructional videos with a “talking head”
(Caspi, Gorsky & Privman, 2005; Zhang, Zhou, Briggs et
al., 2006). However, prior work comparing observation of
monologue and dialogue videos does provide some clues
that dialogue may be better (Craig, Chi & VanLehn, 2009;
Driscoll, Craig, Gholson et al., 2003; Fox Tree, 1999;
Muller, Sharma, Eklund et al., 2007). For example, Craig et
al. (2009) found some evidence that naturally-occurring
tutorial dialogue fosters better learning. In that study,
students observed a dialogue or a monologue video while
working with an intelligent tutor that provided both
feedback for correctness and hints. Thus, it is important to
analyze if and how the benefits of naturally-occurring
dialogue transfer to situations where students do not receive
such additional scaffolding. There are, however, studies that
did not find a difference between observing dialogue and
monologue media (Fox Tree & Mayer, 2008; Muller,
Bewes, Sharma et al., 2008), although some of these
focused on simple puzzle tasks (Fox Tree & Mayer, 2008).
In general, more work is needed for understanding the effect
of each (monologue, dialogue).
The predominant approach for comparing dialogue to
monologue has been to script the content, while varying a
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as that the molecules stop moving when the solution appears
a uniform unchanging color (Meir et al., 2005).
The collective attribute requires understanding of ratio
and proportion. For instance, in the context of the dye
example, the overall changes in concentration of dye
relative to water cause the visible dye flow pattern. Thus,
students need to understand proportion-related concepts to
fully comprehend diffusion. There are numerous studies
showing that these notions are very difficult for students
(e.g., (Smith, Carey & Wiser, 1985)), further adding to the
complexity of learning about diffusion.

Study details

Figure 1: Dialogue video with tutor + tutee (top) and
corresponding simulations (bottom)
factor of interest (e.g., (Craig et al., 2004; Craig, Sullins,
Witherspoon et al., 2006; Driscoll et al., 2003; Muller et al.,
2008; Muller et al., 2007)). For instance, the scripting
approach was used to study the impact of including
misconceptions (Muller et al., 2007) or questions that
precede certain utterances (Craig et al., 2006). With the
current very preliminary understanding of the benefits of
tutorial dialogues, scripting may be premature since it may
miss important nuances that occur in naturally-driven
interactions. For this reason, we have chosen to use
naturally-occurring tutorial dialogue and monologue.

The domain: emergent processes & diffusion
Our target domain corresponds to a conceptual science topic
– diffusion. This is a highly misconceived and challenging
topic for students (Chi, Roscoe, Slotta et al., in press; Meir,
Perry, Stal et al., 2005), because it requires understanding of
two very difficult concepts: emergent processes and
proportionality. Emergent processes are defined through the
attributes and features that characterize these processes
(Chi, 2005). To illustrate, suppose a drop of dye is dropped
into water. This diffusion of dye throughout the water is an
emergent process because:
- (disjoint attribute) the dye and water molecules and/or
their interactions and the visible flow pattern of the dye
can behave in disjoint ways;
- (collective attribute) the flow pattern is caused by the
collective summing of all the molecular interactions;
- (random feature) the molecular interactions are random.
There are a total of 10 emergent attributes and features - for
a full list, see (Chi et al., in press). The two attributes listed
above are classified as inter-level because they require
students to reason about both the visible macro-level pattern
(flow of dye) and the underlying micro-level interactions
(movement of molecules). Doing so is very challenging and
so students hold many misconceptions about diffusion, such

Materials. The study involved the following materials
related to diffusion: (1) a two-page text, (2) pre- and posttests, (3) two simulations and (4) two instructional videos.
Materials 1-3 were based on ones used in an earlier study
(Chi et al., in press). The text was designed to provide the
necessary foundations for diffusion-related concepts. The
pre- and post-tests assessed students’ diffusion knowledge,
and did include some questions that probed understanding
of emergent aspects of diffusion, but without explicitly
mentioning emergence. For instance, to assess the interlevel disjoint attribute, one question asked “As the dye
diffuses away from where it was originally dropped into the
water, can some dye molecules bounce back towards this
original place?” The pre-test included 19 multiple-choice
questions, while the post-test included the same 19
questions and six extra questions for a total of 25 questions
(the six extra questions were added to avoid the retest effect,
i.e., increased learning due to identical pre and post tests).
To help students understand inter-level concepts, the
simulations showed diffusion occurring on the visible level
(macro simulation) and at the molecular level (micro
simulation; see the left and right panel of the lower half of
Figure 1 for the macro and micro simulation, respectively).
The simulations were interactive (for instance, clicking the
“start” button in the micro simulation resulted in molecules
bouncing and colliding), and were used in both the
instructional videos and by the observers (as described
below).
Two instructional videos were created in our lab: a
dialogue (tutor + tutee) and a monologue (tutor only). The
tutor, used for both videos, had extensive tutoring
experience and received domain training so that he was very
familiar with the target concepts. An eighth-grade student
was chosen to be the tutee in the dialogue video, based on
the guidelines that (1) observers learn better when the tutee
they are observing does not have ideal knowledge and so
generates some errors (Schunk, Hanson & Cox, 1987), and
(2) the tutee has some knowledge and so is able to answer a
subset of the tutor’s questions (Chi et al., 2008). This was
the case with our tutee, who obtained a pre-test score of
61%. The tutee first read the diffusion text, took the pre-test
and then discussed diffusion with the tutor for about 20
minutes.
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During both the dialogue and monologue session, the
tutor was asked to cover the key topic areas outlined before
hand, including concentration and the 10 emergent features
and attributes operationalized within the topic of diffusion.
Both sessions (dialogue, monologue) involved the two
simulations, which were used to illustrate the topics
discussed and were shown on a laptop available to the tutor
(and tutee for the dialogue). All laptop actions were
recorded using screen capture software and the sessions
were video taped. The final videos were a “split screen”,
where the tutor and tutee (dialogue) or tutor (monologue)
were shown on the top portion of the screen, and the
simulations and the users’ actions in them were
simultaneously shown on the bottom portion of the screen
(see Figure 1).
In neither the dialogue or monologue session did the tutor
adhere to a pre-defined script, because we wanted to keep
the sessions as natural as possible. Moreover, scripting has
the potential to miss key events since as mentioned above, it
is not yet clear which dialogue or monologue features are
needed for optimal observer learning. We did, however, aim
to standardize a number of factors between the two videos.
First, both were comparable in length (22:56 minutes and
21:10 minutes). Second, the tutor was instructed to cover
the same concepts in both sessions.
Participants. The participants were local middle-school
eighth-grade students, who engaged in the study as part of
their standard classroom activities.
Design. The study included two independent variables:
video-type (monologue, dialogue) and number-observers
(solo, dyad); thus, there were four conditions. The
participants came from four different classes. To avoid any
class effects, students within each class were randomly
assigned to evenly fill the four conditions (i.e., a given
condition had subjects from all four classes).
Procedure. The study took place in the school. Students
had not been taught about diffusion prior to the study. For
each of the four classes participating, two 60 minute class
periods were used on two consecutive school days (all
classes were done with the study within three school days).
On the first day, students were introduced to the research
process (5 min.) signed the assent forms (10 min.), read the
diffusion text (15 min.), and took the pre-test (15 min.).
Students were also introduced to subsequent activities: a
researcher used a smart board to explain the protocol for the
next day (10 min.). On the second day, students watched an
instructional video in a computer lab (experimental
intervention, ~30 min.), and took the post-test (20 min.).
During the experimental intervention, each student (solo
condition) or pair of students (dyad condition) used a
computer to (1) watch an instructional video (the dialogue in
Figure 1 or a monologue, not shown) and (2) interact with
the micro and macro simulations. Thus, students could both
see how the tutor (and tutee) interacted with the simulation
in the video and could also interact with their own
simulations. A subset of the dyad subjects were audio
recorded and these recordings were transcribed.

Table 1: Subject information: pre-test % (# subjects)
N=65
monologue
dialogue

dyad
50.4% (N=19)
45.6% (N=15)

solo
47.4% (N=16)
59.6% (N=15)

Results
The results are based on the 65 students who completed all
phases of the study and who each provided a parental
consent and student assent form. Although subjects were
randomly assigned to the study conditions, there were slight
differences between the groups (see Table 1 - the difference
in group sizes is the result of student absences and/or lack of
consent). In such a situation, the appropriate analysis to use
is an ANOVA with specially-adjusted gain scores,
advocated in (Crouch & Mazur, 2001):
0 if pre-test % equals 100%, otherwise
adjusted-gain =
(post-test
% – pre-test %) /
score
(100 – pre-test %)
Thus, a student’s gain score is adjusted according to the
pre-test so that students who start out with a high pre-test
score obtain an adjusted, higher gain than students who start
with a lower pre-test score (e.g., a student who moves from
20% to 60% between pre and post test is assigned the same
gain as a student who shifts from 80% to 90%). The
rationale behind this adjustment is that it is more difficult to
improve given a high pre-test score, as compared to a low
pre-test score. In our study, the pre-test average for all the
groups was below 60%, so students were not at ceiling.
A complimentary analysis to use is an ANCOVA with the
pre-test % as the covariate and post-test % as the dependent
variable. This analysis adjusts the post-test score through
the covariate, thereby accounting for any differences in pretest scores. While we conducted both types of analyses, the
ANCOVA confirmed the adjusted-gain ANOVA, and so for
brevity, we only report results from the former.

Analysis 1: effect of number-observers and videotype on adjusted-gain score
An ANOVA was conducted with the adjusted-gain score
considering all pre- and post-test questions (19 and 25,
respectively). As mentioned above, the post-test included an
additional six questions to avoid the re-test effect. The posttest scores on these questions were very similar to the 19
matched post-test scores (62% vs. 59%); thus these
questions were not significantly easier or harder. The mean
adjusted-gain score for each group is shown in Figure 2.
Overall, dyad observers learned significantly better than
solo observers (F(1,61)=5.9, p=0.018; mean adjusted-gain
score for dyad vs. solo observers: 21.0% vs. 5.5%; Cohen’s
effect is medium to large: d=.6). Moreover, we replicated
the earlier result showing that dyad observers perform better
than solo observers when given dialogue (Chi et al., 2008)
(see Figure 2, t(28)=28, p=0.02; large effect, Cohen’s d=.9).
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Figure 2: Adjusted-gain scores for each group (N=65)
The active-constructive-interactive framework (Chi, 2009)
predicts that these findings are due to students being
interactive and thus constructive.
In addition to examining the effect of number-observers,
our second goal was to explore how middle-school students
learn from dialogue and monologue. The ANOVA showed
that video-type did not have a significant effect on adjustedgain score (p=.5). This finding was somewhat unexpected,
given that as we mentioned above, there is some evidence of
dialogue being superior to monologue. There are a number
of possibilities for why we did not find such an effect here.
One is that the post-test contains some extremely difficult
transfer questions assessing misconceptions related to
proportionality and/or inter-level concepts. Accordingly, the
next analysis addressed this issue.

Analysis 2: effect of number-observers and videotype on different types of post-test questions
To determine if the difficulty of some test questions was
obscuring the results, we divided the questions into explicit
and implicit ones. The explicit subset corresponded to posttest questions that the instructional materials addressed
explicitly (there were nine such questions and six
corresponding pre-test questions). To illustrate, consider the
post-test question “After the clamp is removed, the dye
appears to flow from Beaker #1 to Beaker #2. Can a dye
molecule that is now in Beaker #2 move backwards into
Beaker #1?”. The fact that molecules can go “back” was
explicitly addressed in both the monologue and dialogue
videos, as illustrated below from an excerpt from the
dialogue video:
T: which way is the dye overall going to end up moving?
S: to the left side [some discussion left out for brevity]
T: And what are they [molecules] going to sometimes do?
S: They’ll bounce off and…
T: go to the …
S: other side
T: other side right. And once they go to the other side can
they ever come back?
S: yes
T: yeah – they can come back.

Note that the explicit questions may still require students to
abstract some details and so they certainly were not trivial.
The implicit subset included post-test questions requiring
the observers to make inference(s) much beyond that what
was stated in the videos (there were 15 such post-test
questions and 12 corresponding pre-test questions). For 11
of the post-test questions, that inference involved switching
contexts. For instance, one of the post-test questions asked
students to select a choice that characterized the reason for
oxygen and carbon molecules moving across a cell
membrane. The correct choice reflected the fact that the cell
does not pull in the beneficial oxygen and push out the
harmful carbon dioxide, but rather that the corresponding
molecules move randomly across the cell membrane. While
this context was never mentioned explicitly in the text or the
videos, these materials did describe random molecular
movement, and so a student could answer this and other
implicit questions by generating additional inferences. In a
sense, 11 of the implicit test questions were transfer
questions. The other four questions involved a context
similar to one in the instructional materials, probing interlevel and proportionality concepts.
To label a question as explicit or implicit, two researchers
coded the questions with respect to how the instructional
materials addressed the two types of questions. Agreement
was substantial (Kappa = .73); disagreements were resolved
through discussion. There were no differences between the
monologue and dialogue videos with respect to how they
addressed the two types of questions except for one post-test
question. This question was excluded from the subsequent
analysis. Of the remaining 24 post-test questions, all but two
questions were explicitly or implicitly addressed by the
videos (two explicit post-test questions were addressed only
in the diffusion text). The subsequent analysis computes the
adjusted-gain score (see formula above) for the explicit and
the implicit questions.
Although our primary goal with this current analysis was
to determine whether a video-type effect exists for certain
questions, we also included the number-observers factor in
the ANOVA to check if the above finding that dyads
perform better than solo applies to each question subset, and
to account for any interaction effects.
For the implicit questions, the ANOVA did not find
significant effects of video-type or number-observers on
adjusted-gain score. This lack of significance is likely due to
the fact that the implicit questions all required many
additional inferences and/or transfer, something that is
notoriously difficult for students to achieve. The difficulty
of these questions is confirmed by the corresponding low
adjusted-gain scores, as compared to the explicit questions
(mean adjusted-gain score: implicit=2%, explicit=31%).
Thus, the subsequent discussion is focused on the explicit
questions.
Results from analyzing adjusted-gain score for the
explicit questions. For the explicit questions, we first
replicated the above finding that dyad observers gain more
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Figure 3: Adjusted-gain scores for each group for the
explicit questions only (N=65)
than solo observers ((F(1,61)=6.8, p=0.01; mean adjustedgain score for dyad and solo observers: 41% vs. 21.8%,
respectively; medium to large effect: d=.6).
Moreover, video-type also had a significant effect on
adjusted-gain score (F(1,61)=4.6, p=0.036, medium effect:
d=.5), with observers given a dialogue video performing
better than those given a monologue video (mean adjustedgain score for dialogue and monologue: 39.3% vs. 23.6%,
respectively, individual group means shown in Figure 3).
Thus, in contrast to the analysis above that included implicit
and explicit questions and did not find a difference between
dialogue and monologue, when the implicit questions were
excluded because students were unable to answer them,
dialogue was superior to monologue.

Some conjectures for why dialogue fostered larger
learning gains
In this section, we contemplate why observing tutorial
dialogue might trigger more learning than observing
monologue. Since various studies show that interest
improves cognitive functioning and performance (Lepper,
1988), one possibility relates to motivation. Anecdotally,
our transcripts show that students were more interested in
observing tutorial dialogue (e.g., one student expressed this
by stating “single person is way more boring”). This effect
should be particularly true for students in the solo condition,
since they did not experience the potentially motivating
effect of having a partner to interact with. Students in the
solo condition did indeed gain significantly more on the
explicit questions when given a dialogue video, as compared
to monologue (t(29)=2.7, p=0.01; large effect: d=1.0). In
contrast, while dyad observers did gain more when given
the dialogue video, as compared to monologue, this
difference was not significant, possibly because the effect of
collaboration overpowered any video-type effects.
Compared to monologue, observing dialogue may also
be more motivating because the tutee provides a so-called
coping model (Schunk et al., 1987). In particular, observers

do not yet have perfect domain knowledge, and so can relate
to the tutee struggling or “coping” in the video. Such a
model is clearly not present in a monologue since the tutor
does not express doubt and does not commit errors. Schunk
et al. (1987) did indeed find that observers’ self-efficacy,
which is related to motivation, improved more after viewing
videos in which tutees struggled while solving problems, as
compared to videos in which tutees did not.
Related to the last point, in contrast to a monologue, in a
dialogue tutees may express misconceptions that are shared
by observers. This is important not only because that
misconception is subsequently refuted by the tutor, but also
because the tutee’s perspective is more likely to be aligned
to an observer’s than a tutor’s, and so the misconception is
expressed in a manner to which an observer can relate.
When we analyzed gains on individual explicit test
questions, one question in particular stood out (“Why does
the dye spread from where it was originally added to the
water?”). For this question, the average gain was twice as
high for the dialogue observers, compared to ones given
monologue (on average, 0.47 vs. 0.26 gain out of a total
possible gain of 1). When we checked the instructional
videos related to this question, it corresponded to the tutee
expressing an incorrect explanation in response to a tutor
question:
T: Does anything force them … all the molecules… or
some of the molecules to go to the other side?
S: I think… yes…
T: What forces them to go to the other side?
S: The pressure from (shrugs)…
In fact, this was the only instance in the video where the
tutee explicitly expressed a misconception (i.e., that
pressure makes the molecules to go to the other side). There
were other places in the video that confusion occurred, or a
simple “not sure”, but here the tutee expressed an
alternative viewpoint through her misconception. Prior work
on scripted dialogue has shown no difference in terms of
learning between monologue and dialogue if both contain
misconceptions (Muller et al., 2008). In contrast, although
our monologue did include misconceptions expressed by the
tutor (e.g., “you might think that…”), we did find a
difference in learning gains between monologue and
dialogue. However, our dialogue was naturally occurring, so
the embedded misconceptions were expressed from the
tutee’s perspective. This may explain the difference between
our findings and prior work, and highlights the importance
of studying the effects of video-type with naturally
occurring content, at least until we have a better
understanding of the impact of the various factors.

Discussion and future work
Our analysis showed a consistent effect of collaboration,
with dyad observers learning more than the solo observers.
Although this effect is predicted by other work (e.g., (Chi,
2009)), in our study it was not a given that dyads would in
fact be more constructive than the solo observers, since little
scaffolding was provided for the overall processes. For
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instance, a form of scaffolding could correspond to giving
students a worksheet to fill in as they watch the videos, as in
(Chi et al., 2008). This type of activity encourages
collaboration, since students have a specific task to work on.
In our study, observers did not have any specific tasks, but
did have the simulations, and this may have provided the
catalyst for interaction. Students did indeed discuss the
simulations: when we analyzed the transcripts for
simulation-related utterances, on average students referred
to the simulation 16.9 times per session (and 13.1 of those
references were clearly to the simulations students could
manipulate, as opposed to the ones they could merely
observe in the video).
As far as the effect of dialogue versus monologue is
concerned, observing dialogue was better than observing
monologue for subsequently answering the explicit test
questions. This was the first study to show this effect for
middle school students. We did not find that dialogue was
better than monologue for answering implicit questions,
likely because questions such as these require transfer,
something that is notoriously difficult to achieve. We
provided some interpretations and found some clues for why
dialogue was better than monologue, related to motivation
and presence of misconceptions. In the future we plan to
analyze these factors in more detail, as well as enlist more
tutees to compare being tutored against observing tutoring.
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Abstract
Becoming aware of conflicting information is an integral part
of comprehending multiple documents on a scientific issue.
We examined whether memory for conflicts and its
application in an essay task could be enhanced by a
combination of reading goals and text signals. Two highcoherence-orienting reading goals (reading to write a
summary or an argumentation) were contrasted with a low
coherence-orienting goal (composing a list of key words).
Moreover, for half of the participants texts contained
rhetorical connectors signaling the existence of conflicts,
whereas the other half did not. A total of 184 undergraduates
read multiple documents on a controversial medical issue. As
expected, reading with high-coherence goals facilitated
conflict recognition more than a low-coherence goal. The
facilitative effect of signaling was particularly pronounced in
the summary group. Moreover, participants in the signalingcondition and in the high-coherence goal conditions wrote the
most integrated essays subsequent to reading.
Keywords:
multiple
document
literacy;
reading
comprehension; reading online; task effects; signaling

Introduction
Comprehending multiple documents on a scientific issue is
a common task in modern information societies. Especially
with the advent of the internet as today’s primary resource
of scientific information, accessing a variety of
heterogeneous documents with a specific goal in mind has
become a frequent reading situation. This holds both for
informal learning (e.g., when laypersons conduct an internet
search to support a knowledge-based decision) and for
institutionalized learning contexts, such as in school or
university settings (e.g., when searching a variety of onlinedocuments to complete a task assignment).
However, scientific information is usually tentative and
evolving in nature and authors frequently disagree on at
least some points of a scientific issue. Hence, we contend
that becoming aware of conflicts between sources is an
integral part of comprehending scientific information from
multiple documents. This presupposes that readers do not
treat the texts they read as isolated chunks of information.
Rather, they have to integrate information across documents
trying to establish cross-textual coherence. This, however,
can be a major cognitive endeavor (Wineburg, 1991).
Whereas within-text integration is usually facilitated by the
author, e.g. through presenting arguments in an orderly
fashion or by using linguistic devices to disclose the
relationship between ideas, the responsibility of establishing

cross-textual coherence mainly resides with the reader.
Previous research gives rise to some skepticism about the
mastery of the skills required to comprehend multiple
documents by readers of different age levels (Wineburg,
1991). Therefore, it is both of practical as well as of
theoretical importance to identify factors that lead readers to
establish strong intertextual connections.
Against this background, the present study aimed to
broaden our understanding of multiple document
comprehension by examining the joint effects of two factors
that are supposed to enhance a reader’s ability to integrate
conflicting information from multiple sources: the goals a
reader adopts and rhetorical connectors, which signal
intertextual relationships.

The Influence of Reading Goals on Text
Comprehension
Until now, only a few studies have investigated the
influence of reading goals on the processing of multiple
documents. In the context of single text comprehension,
however, reading goals have been identified as one of the
most influential determinants of text processing
(McCrudden & Schraw, 2007). Reading goals activate
mental schemata, which provide readers with guidance in
determining which chunk of information may be most
relevant and thus should be incorporated into the
macrostructure of a text representation (McCrudden &
Schraw, 2007). With respect to multiple documents
comprehension, reading goals might be especially
influential because they additionally serve as a frame of
reference when readers decide which level of coherence is
needed in terms of a functionally adequate text
representation (Tapiero, 2007). That means that depending
on their respective task, readers decide whether they are
satisfied with forming local coherence (e.g., at the level of a
single paragraph in simple fact-finding tasks) or whether
they seek to establish global coherence, including
intertextual relationships. The preliminary evidence
available suggests that to accomplish global coherence at
the intertextual level, tasks are beneficial that require
students to connect different units of information (e.g.,
Bråten & Strømsø, 2010; Cerdán & Vidal-Abarca, 2008;
Rouet, Vidal-Abarca, Erboul, & Millogo, 2001; Wiley &
Voss, 1999). Especially the task of reading to write an
argumentation has proven to promote processes of
comparing and integrating information across sources
(Bråten & Strømsø, 2010; Cerdán & Vidal-Abarca, 2008;
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Wiley & Voss, 1999). This fosters the formation of a highly
integrated mental representation of the contents readers are
dealing with, while at the same time prompting readers to
spot differences in the argumentations of different authors.
In addition, Gil, Bråten, Vidal-Abarca, and Strømsø (2010)
demonstrated that the somewhat less demanding task of
reading to write a summary can be at least equally
beneficial, especially for readers with low prior knowledge.
This may be because writing a summary also orients reader
toward establishing global coherence, requiring them to
form a generalized macrostructure out of contents integrated
from different sources.
However, until now, the question of whether reading
goals influence the comprehension and integration of
conflicting information has not been sufficiently
investigated. In most of the aforementioned studies,
information that had to be integrated complemented one
another. Hence, the question as to whether readers become
aware of intertextual conflicts was not at the core of
previous studies. This difference is not trivial, because
research has revealed that readers expecting a more or less
consistent discourse often hesitate to accept conflicts and do
not integrate them into their mental representation,
accordingly (Otero, 2002). Hence, the task of integrating
conflicting information may be even more demanding for
readers compared to the integration of undisputed
information. Thus, the first aim of our study was to fill this
gap and extend our knowledge about the role of reading
goals in multiple document comprehension to the
comprehension of conflicting scientific information.

The Influence of Rhetorical Connectors on the
Comprehension of Conflicting Information
In addition to contextual factors, such as reading goals,
factors on the side of the text are likely to exert an influence
on readers’ propensity to integrate information across texts.
For instance, Perfetti (1997) argued that signaling the
rhetorical structure to readers through rhetorical connectors,
such as “in contrast to” or “in line with”, should facilitate
forming a mental representation of intertextual relationships.
Conversely, to the extent that linguistic markers are missing,
readers have to infer intertextual relationships without the
author’s explicit support. Research on comprehending single
documents has indeed shown that text signals, such as
headings, exert a strong influence on readers’ text
processing, and the related text comprehension products
(e.g., Hyönä, Lorch, & Kaakinen, 2002). According to the
theory of signaling put forward by Lemarié, Lorch, Eyrolle,
and Virbel (2008), however, signaling effects on textprocessing should depend on the relevance of the signaled
information to the readers' goals. That is why we assume
that rhetorical connectors should be particularly influential
when readers pursue the goal to establish intertextual
connections.
Hence, the second aim of our study was to examine the
effect of linguistic markers explicating the rhetorical
structure between authors’ arguments on the comprehension

of conflicting multiple documents. More specifically, we
sought to find out whether such an effect would depend on
the reading goal pursued by a recipient.

The Present Study
Given this theoretical orientation, we set out to contrast two
reading goals that have a strong focus on global coherence
formation (reading to write a summary/ reading to write an
argumentation) with a reading goal that only requires to
form local coherence (reading to create a list of key words
that can be used as social tags). The latter task should cause
readers to focus more on single words at the text surface
without devoting attention to macro-structural argument
chains and cross-textual differences.
Our hypothesis was that readers are better at detecting
intertextual conflicts when reading to write an
argumentation and reading to write a summary compared
with reading to compose a list of key words. The advantage
of the two high coherence-orienting reading goals over the
low coherence-orienting reading goal of composing a list of
key words should also be observable in a written essay, in
which readers are required to communicate their knowledge
about intertextual conflicts.
Against the background of the reviewed research, we
furthermore explored whether reading to write an
argumentation would lead to a better detection of
intertextual conflicts than pursuing a summary task. This
hypothesis is motivated by the assumption that in addition
to causing readers to focus on the formation of global
coherence, an argumentation task more directly requires
readers to identify inconsistencies between different
accounts of the same situation.
Furthermore, we expected a beneficial effect of signaling
conflicts through rhetorical connectors in terms of conflict
detection. Rhetorical connectors that signal intertextual
conflicts should primarily affect conflict detection in readers
who pursue coherence-oriented reading goals. The
facilitative effect of rhetorical connectors should be less
pronounced when readers pursue a low coherence-oriented
reading goal, for which information about conflicts should
be less relevant.

Method
Participants and Design
One hundred eighty-four undergraduates with different
majors at a German university participated in the study
(67% female, mean age = 22.99 years, SD = 3.68). Four
outliers, whose values on the dependent variables exceeded
a critical distance of 2.5 SD from the respective group mean,
were dropped from analyses to rule out their distorting
effect on statistics (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001). This left us
with a sample of 180 participants (67% female, mean age =
23.07 years, SD = 3.68). To ensure participants’ lay status, a
prior knowledge test about the topic of the documents to be
read (cholesterol) was administered before reading; none of
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the participants answered more than 60% of the questions
correctly.
Participants were randomly assigned to one of six
experimental groups following a three (reading goals) * two
(signaling) between-subjects design. They were instructed to
read either in order to write (1) an argumentation, (2) a
summary or (3) a list of key words.

Text Materials
Nine websites that revolved around the topic cholesterol
were presented as the homepages of different medical
doctors and were accessible on a computer screen via a list
of hyperlinks. Documents were controlled for length (M =
309 words, SD = 11.28), comprehensibility, credibility and
perceived author expertise. In sum, six of the documents
contained three intertextual conflicts, each of which
consisted of two opposing claims. Each claim was only
mentioned in one of the documents. The conflicts dealt with
the questions (a) whether there is a unitary threshold value
for cholesterol, (b) whether high cholesterol can be lowered
with a certain group of drugs called statins and (c) whether
separate values for HDL and LDL are reliably indicated by
a quick test. The rest of each document comprised nonconflicting and non-redundant information; the three
remaining documents contained only filler information.
In the signaling conditions, the conflicting claims were
introduced by rhetorical connectors signaling the existence
of an opposing stance. For instance, one of the sources
contained the claim: “In contrast to what some health
professionals hold, the cholesterol level can be lowered with
statins.” (NB there was no underlining in the original
materials). The claim was contradicted by another source:
“Contrary to what some health professionals argue, statins
cannot lower the cholesterol level.”

Covariates
To be able to trace back differences in comprehension
unequivocally to our experimental manipulation, we decided
to control for the potential effects of a series of readerrelated variables that have been shown to be influence
learning from (electronic) texts in previous research. We
ascertained data on participants’ interest in the topic
cholesterol (measured with a self-developed three-item
questionnaire, Stadtler, 2006), participants’ need for
cognition (Bless et al., 1994), need for cognitive closure
(Webster & Kruglanski, 1994) and epistemic beliefs
regarding the domain medicine (Stahl & Bromme, 2007) (all
Cronbach’s alphas ranging from .53 to .91). Furthermore,
we assessed participants’ topic knowledge prior and
subsequent to reading the text materials, with a 9-item
multiple choice test on the topic cholesterol (Cronbach’s
alpha = .48).

Dependent Variables

intertextual conflicts, an intertextual conflict verification
task was administered. In total, the test consisted of 48
items, which were (a) two paraphrases for each textproposition that stood in conflict with a proposition from
another text (resulting in 12 items, α = .76), (b) paraphrases
of text-propositions that were not in conflict with a
proposition from any other text (12 items, α = .62), (c)
propositions on the topic of cholesterol, that were not
included in the set of documents, but stood in conflict with
one of the text propositions (12 items, α = .75) and finally
(d) propositions on the topic of cholesterol that were neither
included in the set of documents nor stood in conflict with
any one of the text propositions (12 items, α = .63). Each
item consisted of two questions which required participants
to indicate both whether the set of documents contained the
given stimulus item, and whether it contained a proposition
that stood in conflict with the given proposition. Participants
only received a point, if they answered both questions
correctly. A coefficient of memory for conflicting
information was calculated by subtracting the proportion of
false positives (calculated from type (b) and type (c)
paraphrases) from the proportion of correctly answered type
(a) items. Thus, the resulting index reached from -1 to 1,
with the value 1 indicating a perfect detection performance.
Application of knowledge about conflicting information
in a communication task After the reading phase, all
participants (i.e. independent from their initial reading task)
were asked to write an essay to a fictitious friend who has
been diagnosed with a high cholesterol level. In this essay,
participants should indicate whether or not they would
recommend their friend to lower his or her cholesterol level
and to give reasons for their decision. The essays were
analyzed in terms of how participants applied their
knowledge about the controversiality of information to
inform their friend.
(1) Content analysis. For each essay it was determined
whether participants explicitly informed their friend about
the fact that the received information was conflicting by
either referring to one or more specific conflicts or by
labelling the information as generally conflicting. Explicit
referrals were coded in a dichotomous variable. Twenty
percent of the essays were coded by two independent raters;
interrater-agreement was excellent (Cohen’s Kappa = .913,
p < .001).
(2) Linguistic analysis. Furthermore, essays were
analyzed for the presence of rhetorical connectors used to
express textual relationships of two types: contrariness (e.g.,
however, in contrast) or coherence (e.g., likewise, similarly).
In selecting the rhetorical connectors, we drew on Pasch
(2003) who presented a comprehensive list of connectors for
the German language. Higher numbers of rhetorical
connectors in participants’ essays were supposed to be
indicative of a more pronounced approach to present the
information in an integrated fashion.

Intertextual conflict verification task (ICVT) To measure
the extent to which participants represented the given
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Navigation patterns Logfiles of navigation patterns were
recorded to provide insights into the effects of reading goals
and rhetorical connectors on a process level. Navigation
patterns were analyzed in terms of (1) the degree of
sequentiality of reading behavior (number of transitions
between any documents that followed one another in the list
of hyperlinks qualified by the total number of documents
accessed) and (2) length of navigation paths (total number
of documents accessed) indicating participants’ attempts to
create coherence through re-reading the materials.

Procedure
The main data collection took place in group sessions with a
maximum of eight participants, who worked individually
with a laptop. To prevent spill-over effects from elaborating
on the nature of medical knowledge to the way participants
approached the documents to be studied, epistemological
beliefs had been assessed via an online questionnaire at least
two days prior to the main data collection. During the main
session, participants first completed measures of the
remaining control variables. Afterwards, participants were
introduced to their respective reading assignment and started
reading for which they had 20 min. Log files of the reading
process were collected. Participants were reminded of their
respective reading goal after 10 and after 15 min had
elapsed. After 20 min, the experimenter terminated the
reading phase. Reading time was fixed in order to avoid
time-on-task effects. Afterwards, participants completed the
essay task, which was followed by the ICVT. Finally,
participants completed the same topic knowledge test that
had already been administered before reading.

Results
Covariates
ANOVAs revealed that the experimental groups did not
differ regarding topic interest, need for cognition, need for
cognitive closure, epistemological beliefs and prior topic
knowledge (all Fs ≤ 2.20, ns). As a consequence, all
covariates were dropped from further analyses.

Memory for Conflicting Information (ICVT)
To test our assumption regarding the influence of reading
goals on memory for conflicting information, we conducted
planned contrasts. Results revealed a significant but small
difference between the argumentation group and the key
word group, F(1, 174) = 5.83, p = .017, η2part = .032. Readers
instructed to read in order to later write an argumentation
remembered conflicting information better than readers who
read to create a list of key words (see Table 1).
Furthermore, the summary group performed better than
the key word group, F(1, 174) = 4.00, p = .047, η2part = .022,
whereas no significant difference was found between the
argumentation group and the summary group, F(1, 174) =
.157, ns.

Table 1: Means and standard deviations (in brackets) of
memory for conflicting information as a function of reading
goal and signaling.
Signaling
No signaling

Argumentation
.31 (.32)
.24 (.28)

Summary
.36 (.35)
.15 (.25)

Key words
.22 (.25)
.09 (.15)

We also tested the assumption that signaling through
rhetorical connectors would have a beneficial effect on
memory for conflicting information, which should be less
pronounced or non-existent among readers with a low
coherence-orientation. Planned contrasts, comparing each
reading goal with and without rhetorical connectors, yielded
a significant effect of rhetorical connectors among those
participants who read in order to write a summary, F(1, 174) =
8.08, p = .005, η2part = .044. Readers of texts with rhetorical
connectors outperformed readers who were not provided
with rhetorical connectors. However, there was no
significant difference between argumentation readers with
and without rhetorical connectors, F(1, 174) = 1.21, ns.
Finally, the presence of rhetorical connectors did only
marginally improve memory for conflicting information
among readers with a key word goal, F(1, 174) = 3.73, p =
.055, η2part = .021.

Application of knowledge about conflicting
information in a communication task
Due to technical error, essays from five participants could
not be collected.
(1) Content analysis: To test whether reading goals and
signaling of rhetorical relationships exerted an influence on
readers’ inclination to explicitly refer to the conflicting
nature of information, a three-way hierarchical log-linear
analysis with backwards elimination was calculated. The
second order effect of rhetorical connectors and conflict
explication was significant, likelihood ratio χ2(5) = 27.554, p
<.001. None of the further second or third order interactions
reached significance and they were thus excluded from the
final regression model. The descriptive statistics depicted in
Table 2 reveal that more essays contained explicit
references to the conflicting nature of information when
rhetorical connectors were available (42%) than when they
were not available (12%).
Table 2: Number of essays containing explicit references to
conflicting information per experimental group; number of
essays without references is given in brackets.
Signaling
No signaling

Argumentation
15 (15)
4 (27)

Summary
14 (16)
3 (25)

Key words
8 (21)
3 (24)

(2) Linguistic analysis: To determine the influence of
reading goals and signaling of rhetorical relationships on the
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degree of information integration observed in readers’
essays, we calculated a mixed ANOVA. Reading condition
and signaling served as independent factors and type of
connector (agreement vs. contradiction) as a repeated
measure. Results yielded a significant effect of type of
connector, F(1, 168) = 8.09, p = .005, η2part = .046. Across
conditions, participants used more connectors expressing
contradiction (M = 2.62, SD = .15) than connectors
expressing agreement (M = 2.09, SD = .12), a result
certainly reflecting the conflicting nature of the materials
readers had to deal with. Moreover, a significant effect of
signaling showed that participants who read texts with
rhetorical connectors structured their essays with a higher
number of rhetorical connectors than their counterparts
without rhetorical connectors, F(1, 168) = 11.33, p = .001,
η2part = .063. Finally, an effect of reading goal on the use of
rhetorical connectors was obtained, F(2, 168) = 9.57, p < .001,
η2part = .102. Planned contrasts showed that this was due to
both the argumentation group (F(1, 168) = 16.20, p < .001,
η2part = .088) and the summary group (F(1, 168) = 12.49, p <
.001, η2part = .069) structuring their essays with a higher
degree of connectors than the key word group. No
difference was observed between the argumentation group
and the summary group, F(1, 168) = .19, ns.

Navigation Path Measures
Logfiles could not be recorded from eight participants due
to technical error.
(1) Degree of sequentiality of reading behavior: An
ANOVA with the number of sequential transitions qualified
by the total number of texts accessed as dependent variable
yielded a significant effect of reading condition, F(2, 166) =
8.54, p < .001, η2part = .093. Participants reading to compose
a list of key words showed a higher degree of sequential
transitions than participants in the summary group, F(1, 166) =
16.33, p <.001, η2part = .090. No significant difference was
found between the argumentation group and the key word
group, F(1, 166) = 1.65, ns.
(2) Length of navigation paths: The length of navigation
paths was strongly affected by reading goal, as indicated by
an ANOVA, F(2, 166) = 71.04, p < .001, η2part = .461.
Participants in the key word group displayed a lower degree
of re-reading than participants in the summary group (F(1,
2
166) = 108.54, p <.001, η part = .395) and in the
argumentation group (F(1, 166) = 104.87, p <.001, η2part =
.387).

Discussion
With the present study, we sought to identify factors that
determine whether readers with little prior knowledge
successfully derive meaning from a set of internet
documents on a controversial medical topic. We
accomplished this by simultaneously examining the effects
of coherence-oriented reading goals and textual devices

cueing the presence of textual conflicts on the understanding
of conflicting scientific information. Comprehension was
operationalized as memory for intertextual conflicts and
application of this knowledge in a written essay composed
after reading.
In line with our expectations both the argumentation
group and the summary group outperformed readers in the
key word group. However, no difference was found between
recipients who read in order to write an argumentation and
those who were instructed to write a summary. Possibly,
readers in the argumentation group did not translate their
reading task into strategies of intertextual integration to the
degree we had expected due to time restrictions. The 20
minutes of reading time provided may have been too short
for laypersons to gain a basic understanding of the central
concepts at hand, relate them to one another and form an
own opinion. This result is in line with the findings reported
by Gil et al. (2010), who argued that argumentation tasks
may not live up to their full potential until a sufficient level
of prior knowledge is available and thus yield results
comparable with those accomplished by summary tasks.
Furthermore, we obtained a clear effect of rhetorical
connectors among participants who read in order to write a
summary. This effect was also present but less pronounced
among readers in the key word group. The fact that
participants reading to compose a simple list of key words
also benefitted at least to some degree from the presence of
rhetorical connectors underlines the power of this rhetorical
device as a tool to highlight intertextual relationships.
Hence, rhetorical connectors might compensate for a lack of
an a priori focus on the intertextual space. Unexpectedly, we
did not find a beneficial effect of rhetorical connectors in
the argumentation group either. This was because the
argumentation group already displayed a rather good
performance even without rhetorical connectors. Presence of
rhetorical connectors did not significantly raise performance
over and above this spontaneous level of conflict detection.
Analyses of the essays produced by our participants
largely corroborate the aforementioned results. Readers of
texts with rhetorical connectors more frequently produced
essays containing explicit references to the conflicting
nature of information. Moreover, these readers structured
their essays themselves with a higher number of rhetorical
connectors. No effect of reading goal on explicit conflict
referencing was obtained, but participants in both
coherence-oriented reading groups used more rhetorical
connectors than participants of the key word group.
Finally, navigation data provided us with insights into the
effects of reading goals on a process level. Participants in
the coherence-oriented reading conditions accessed a
significantly higher number of texts within the same time
limit. They thus showed a higher degree of re-reading
specific texts, which can be understood as an attempt to
create cross-textual coherence. This strategy might enable
readers to reactivate information in working memory that
has been read before and to relate it to information currently
being held active in working memory. Readers in the key
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word condition pursued a different strategy. They spent
more time on each text and read in a highly sequential order
with little re-reading. This allowed them to scrutinize each
single document, find key words and even gain factual
knowledge. However, as shown by a poor detection of
intertextual conflicts, this strategy obviously did not foster
the mental representation of intertextual relationships.
In summary, our results support the notion that one
precondition to successful cross-textual integration is that
readers pursue the goal of forming a coherent representation
across texts. In contrast, more functional reading goals, such
as composing a list of key words, appear not to support
integration processes on an intertextual level. Only when
pursuing reading goals that require a high degree of
coherence formation did readers successfully detect
intertextual conflicts. Participants reading for the goal of
composing a list of key words, however, confined
themselves to form coherence on a rather local level. This
allowed them to gain factual knowledge but did not foster
the formation of intertextual relationships.
Furthermore, our results indicate that reading goals have
an additional indirect influence on readers’ success in
identifying intertextual conflicts, by affecting the relevance
that is assigned to signaling text features: Rhetorical
connectors particularly facilitated awareness of intertextual
conflicts when readers pursued a goal that required them to
form a high level of coherence. This finding can be
interpreted as providing further evidence for the notion that
successful comprehension is based on an interaction of
strategic top-down on the side of the reader and processes
that are text-driven (Kurby, Britt & Magliano, 2005).
The goals adopted by readers are of utmost importance
when reading multiple, partly conflicting documents, since
they form the basis of all further text-processing. By
determining the relevance of specific text features, reading
goals have a particularly strong impact on cross-textual
integration when combined with text signals indicating the
relationship between documents.
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Explaining drives the discovery of real and illusory patterns
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Children’s and adults’ attempts to explain the world around
them plays a key role in promoting learning and understanding,
but little is known about how and why explaining has this
effect. An experiment investigated explaining in the social
context of learning to predict and explain individuals’ behavior,
examining if explaining observations exerts a selective
constraint to seek patterns or regularities underlying the
observations, regardless of whether such patterns are harmful or
helpful for learning. When there were reliable patterns– such as
personality types that predict charitable behavior– explaining
promoted learning. But when these patterns were misleading,
explaining produced an impairment whereby participants
exhibited less accurate learning and prediction of individuals’
behavior. This novel approach of contrasting explanation’s
positive and negative effects suggests that explanation’s
benefits are not merely due to increased motivation, attention or
time, and that explaining may undermine learning in domains
where regularities are absent, spurious, or unreliable.
Keywords:
explanation,
self-explanation,
learning,
understanding, generalization, pattern detection, explanation
impairment effect

Explanation appears to possess a privileged relationship
with learning and understanding. To know a fact without
knowing why it is true can be deeply unsatisfying, not only
to career learners like scientists but also to everyday learners
and young children. Engaging in explanation goes beyond
rote knowledge to genuine understanding, bringing with it
the ability to generalize what is learned to novel situations.
Research in education and cognitive development
confirms and sheds light on the close connection between
explanation and learning. Educational studies on topics
ranging from math and physics to biology and computer
programming have found that generating explanations has a
powerful impact on learning and generalization (Chi et al,
1994; Renkl, 1997; for a review see Fonseca & Chi, 2010).
Even young children exhibit an insatiable desire to request
and learn from explanations (Chouinard, 2008; Legare et al,
2009), with prompts to explain accelerating major
conceptual transitions in number conservation and theory of
mind (Amsterlaw & Wellman, 2006; Siegler, 2002).
The importance of explanation has been recognized in
other disciplines as well. In cognitive psychology,
explanations are believed to play a central role in the
representation of conceptual knowledge, especially
knowledge about causal relationships (Carey, 1985; Murphy
& Medin, 1985). Research in artificial intelligence on how
machines learn has been inspired by a focus on explanation
as a process for learning from individual cases (DeJong,

1986; Mitchell et al, 2006). Finally, philosophers of science
have attempted to characterize the nature of scientific
explanation (Woodward, 2009).
Despite the broad relevance of explanation, little is known
about why the process of explaining, in particular, drives
effective learning. Previous work has identified
explanation’s role in revising beliefs and providing
metacognitive insight into what is not known (Chi, 2000).
Other investigators have proposed that explaining increases
motivation and attention (e.g., Siegler, 2002). However,
little experimental work has directly investigated and
compared alternative theories of the content and
consequences of explanation. This leaves important
questions unanswered: What is the nature of the cognitive
processing invoked by explaining? And why are the relative
benefits of explanation greatest in acquiring knowledge that
supports generalization?
This paper investigates the hypothesis that the process of
explaining drives the explainer to seek general patterns or
regularities that can account for or produce whatever
observation is the target of explanation. This hypothesis is
the central tenet of the subsumptive constraints account of
explanation (Williams & Lombrozo, 2010a), which is
motivated by work in philosophy on pattern subsumption
and unification theories of scientific explanation (Kitcher,
1981). Subsumption and unification theories suggest the
defining property of an explanation is that it shows how the
observation being explained is an instance of (subsumed by)
a general pattern or regularity. For example, in answering
“Why did that apple fall?” with “Because gravity
accelerated it towards the Earth,” a hypothetical Newton
shows how a particular event is subsumed under a general
pattern, in this case a law of gravitation. Furthermore, the
greater the number and diversity of observations attributable
to a single pattern, the better the explanation.
If learners are sensitive to a subsumptive constraint on
explanations, then asking “Why?” should implicitly
constrain their thinking, driving them to seek general
patterns that underlie what they are trying to explain. And
because patterns typically go beyond the idiosyncratic
properties of the individual observations being explained,
engaging in explanation should generate knowledge that
transfers and generalizes to new contexts and problems,
such as knowledge about underlying principles, laws,
relationships, and causal regularities. The subsumptive
constraints account thus sheds light on why explanation
promotes learning, and especially generalization.
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However, a subsumptive constraint also has a hidden
danger: What happens if people seek explanations in
contexts where underlying patterns do not exist, or are
imperfect and misleading? If explanation exerts a
subsumptive constraint, it will still drive a search for
patterns, and if people “discover” spurious or misleading
regularities, explaining will compromise learning. The
human preoccupation with explanation offers many
opportunities for this constraint to lead people astray. In the
context of social interactions, a tendency to explain other
people’s behavior could drive a search for generalizations
even when they are unreliable, at the expense of learning
about the individual. For example, instead of simply noting
that a friend Anna frequently donates to charities, explaining
that behavior might drive the “discovery” of a spurious or
misleading generalization that invokes her social group (e.g.
female, student) to explain the behavior.
The prediction that explaining can impair learning is
counterintuitive and stands out against a wealth of evidence
demonstrating broad benefits for engaging in explanation
(for a rare exception see Kuhn & Katz, 2009). Rather than
stemming from a selective constraint to find patterns, an
alternative learning engagement account of explanation’s
effects is that they arise through a general increase in
engagement with the current learning activity. For example,
explaining may help learning because it increases
motivation, study time, or attention (for discussion see
Siegler, 2002) – factors that are already known to be a
powerful force in learning (e.g., Pintrich & Schunk, 2002).
Both the subsumptive constraints account and the learning
engagement account predict beneficial effects of
explanation in a broad range of contexts, albeit through very
different mechanisms. A key divergence is in the untested
prediction, generated by the subsumptive constraints
account, that explaining will impair learning when patterns
are misleading. The experiment reported here tests this
prediction in the context of learning about people’s
behavior, investigating whether explaining interacts with the
structure of what is being learned to produce benefits when
there are patterns that support learning, but slower and more
inaccurate learning when patterns are misleading.
The strategy of investigating explanation by contrasting
its costs with its benefits may serve the same function as
visual illusions. Just as visual illusions illuminate the
mechanisms underlying successful perception, explanation
impairment effects can reveal the mechanisms underlying
explanation’s profound effects on learning and
generalization. Moreover, understanding when the drive to
explain leads to false “discoveries” and misleading beliefs is
consequential in its own right.

Enhancement and impairment of learning
through explaining behavior
Preliminary work on learning novel categories (Williams,
Lombrozo, & Rehder, 2010) provided some evidence that
explaining drives people to find underlying patterns and
impairs learning when the pattern is unreliable. Participants

learned about novel categories of vehicles by classifying
examples and receiving feedback. Learning about category
membership could proceed by using information unique to
each example (e.g. color) or a pattern about the vehicles’
intended environment (arctic versus jungle) that could be
reliable or misleading.1 While half of participants were
prompted to explain why an example was in a category, the
other half were instructed to think aloud to control for the
effects of verbalization without exerting the subsumptive
constraints of explanation. The experiment found an
interaction of explanation with the reliability of the pattern:
explaining slowed learning of the novel category when an
unreliable pattern was present.
However, this study suffers from an alternative
interpretation of the results in terms of implicit task
demands: participants may have inferred from the prompt to
explain that the experimenter would not ask them to explain
unless a pattern was present. On this account, participants’
increased attempts to find patterns was due to their beliefs
that such patterns existed rather than explaining per se.
Accordingly, a goal of the present work is to establish that
it is truly generating explanations that drives learners’
search for patterns. To this end, we compared an explain
condition with an anticipated explanation control condition
in which participants were informed before learning that
they would later have to explain. Before and during the
learning phase participants therefore believed they would
later have to provide explanations to the experimenter.
These two conditions are thus equated on the task demand
of implying the presence of a pattern while still differing in
the extent to which learners generate explanations.
Moreover, the current experiment used social materials
(predicting and explaining people’s behavior based on
descriptions about them) which provides a significant
generalization of the previous experiment on artificial
category learning. Predictions about behavior differ from
artificial category learning concerning vehicles in the beliefs
they draw on and the level of prior knowledge available, in
the nature and goals of the judgments, and in the degree of
personal and emotional relevance. Learning about people’s
behavior is also an important capacity for navigating the
social world and interpersonal relationships. In social
psychology, research has examined different kinds of
explanations for behavior (Malle, 2004), demonstrated that
generating explanations can influence expectations (Wilson
& LaFleur, 1995; Sanitioso, Kunda, & Fong, 1990) and
even suggested that explanatory considerations play a role
in the acquisition, representation, and justification of
stereotypes (McGarty, Yzerbyt, & Spears, 2002).
However, no research has tested whether generating
explanations for behavior drives the interpretation of
behavior in terms of underlying generalizations, rather than
simply learning about person-specific knowledge. If
explaining drives a search for patterns that link behavior to
general social categories – whether such links are reliable or
1
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These materials were adapted from Kaplan & Murphy (2000).

learners towards unifying patterns even in the face of errors
or exceptions, generating perseveration on imperfect
patterns that will slow learning.
The current experiment also bolstered the generality of
the findings through a number of changes from the previous
study on category learning (Williams et al, 2010). Learning
took place for a fixed number of blocks rather than to a
learning criterion, control participants were not required to
think out loud, and the pattern-related features that provided
the exceptions to the misleading pattern were fixed rather
than changing from block to block.

not – it could play a role in the construction of
generalizations represented in stereotypes. For example,
instead of simply encoding the fact that a friend Anna
frequently donates to charities, one could attempt to explain
the behavior by noting that she is an extravert, a member of
a particular ethnic group or social class, or a woman. Belief
in potential relationships between a social group and
behavior–e.g. extraverts frequently donate to charities–
could be promoted when these are invoked in explanations–
“Anna frequently donates to charities, because… she is
extraverted”– either directly or through subsequent biases in
confirmation. In sum, if explaining drives a search for
patterns, the illusory “discovery” of spurious or misleading
generalizations about behavior and social groups could
foster erroneous stereotypical beliefs, and impair accurate
learning and prediction of people’s behavior.

Experiment
In this experiment, participants used descriptions of
individuals (e.g. picture, age, personality, major) to predict
each individual’s behavior (whether they rarely or
frequently donated to charities). Accurate learning and
prediction of behavior could proceed either through the use
of individuating information specific to each person– e.g.
Anna, the 29-year old with red hair, frequently donates to
charities– or by discovering an abstract, underlying pattern–
e.g. individuals with extraverted personality traits, like
being friendly or self-assured, frequently donate to charities.
The experiment manipulated whether this pattern was
reliable, meaning that its use led to 100% prediction
accuracy, or misleading, meaning that its use led to 80%
prediction accuracy and 20% errors. For both reliable and
misleading patterns, participants were either asked to
explain why a person engaged in a behavior or they
participated in the anticipated explanation control condition,
in which they were instructed of a future explanation task
but not required to perform it during study.
A learning engagement account predicts that explaining
will have the general effect of enhancing learning, whether a
reliable or misleading pattern is present. For example,
participants may be more motivated to make accurate
predictions and utilize feedback, and more likely to spend
time and attention studying and thinking about the
descriptions of people and the behavior they engage in. If a
reliable pattern supports prediction then highly engaged
explainers may utilize it to learn more quickly than nonexplainers, but there is no reason for them to perseverate on
a misleading pattern when they can improve performance by
learning about individuating information or encoding
exceptions to the pattern. In contrast, a subsumptive
constraints account predicts an interaction, whereby
explaining speeds learning if a reliable pattern is present,
but impairs learning when the pattern is misleading,
generating greater prediction error on our task. This is
because attempting to generate explanations should drive

Participants Of the 188 participants who participated so
far, 76 were UC Berkeley undergraduates who participated
in the lab for course credit and 112 were online participants
from Amazon Mechanical Turk who received monetary
compensation.
Materials Table 1 summarizes the 10 person descriptions
that were studied in the reliable pattern condition. In the
experiment participants used each individual’s description
to predict whether that individual rarely or frequently
donates to charities. Each description consisted of six
features. There was one pattern-related feature that was
unique but an instance of extraversion/introversion (e.g.
dominating, cautious), and so discovery of this single
generalization (e.g. extraverted people frequently donate to
charities, introverts rarely) permitted predictions about all
10 individuals’ charitable behavior. There were three
individuating features that were unique to each person (the
person’s picture, name and age) and so prediction could
proceed by associating these with the individual’s charitable
behavior, although this required associating individuating
features with behavior for all 10 individuals. These features
were selected so that no obvious pattern (such as age and
gender) was diagnostic of rarely/frequently donating to
charity. Two irrelevant binary features (e.g. lives on West
[East] coast) were not informative about charitable
behavior.
In every presentation of a description the picture and
name were always listed first while the order of all other
features was randomized. To ensure that effects of
explanation did not depend on particular prior knowledge,
the pairing of charitable behavior (rarely/frequently donates)
with the extraverted/introverted pattern was counterbalanced
across participants to create the factor pattern-behavior
pairing: for half extraversion was linked to rarely donating
to charities (introversion-frequently) and for half
extraversion was linked to frequently donating
(introversion-rarely). The materials were identical in the
misleading pattern condition, except for a critical change:
the personality traits of two people (Kevin and Karen) were
switched so that the extraverted/introverted pattern now
only predicted behavior for 8 of the 10 people and resulted
in prediction errors for the other 2 people.
Procedure All participants were instructed that they
would observe descriptions of people and should learn (in
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also rated confidence in their judgment on a seven-point
scale. There were four kinds of judgments, concerning
pattern-related, transfer-pattern, and individuating features,
as well as conflict items. These different items were all
randomly interleaved. Knowledge about the relationship
between the pattern and charitable behavior was assessed by
presenting the 10 studied pattern-related personality
features (e.g. talkative), as well as 8 novel transfer pattern
personality features, which were associated with
extraversion/introversion but not previously presented (e.g.
talkative, reserved). Learning a link between an individual
and their behavior was measured in predictions about the 10
studied triples of individuating features (picture, name, age).
The 6 conflict items measured participants’ preferred basis
for prediction, by pitting novel pattern-related personality
features against studied triples of individuating features to
give opposite judgments.
To examine the use of the pattern-related and
individuating features in generalization, participants made
predictions about how likely (on a scale from 0 to 100)
individuals were to engage in novel charitable behaviors
(giving old clothes to the Salvation Army, supporting taxes
that increase welfare programs, giving money to homeless
people). Specifically, 6 transfer pattern generalization
judgments used single novel personality features related to
extraversion/introversion, and 4 conflict generalization
judgments pitted novel personality features against studied
triples of individuating features. In closing participants were
asked to report what differences they observed between
people who rarely and frequently donated to charities.

preparation for future testing) which ones rarely and
frequently donate to charities. On each learning trial
participants had 10 seconds to judge from an individual’s
description whether the person rarely or frequently donates
to charities. They then saw the person’s actual behavior and
studied it along with the description for a further 10
seconds. In the explain condition participants were
instructed that once they saw the person’s actual behavior
they should explain out loud why the person rarely
(frequently) donates to charities. Participants in the lab were
recorded using a voice recorder while those online were not.
In the anticipated explanation condition participants were
informed that they would later be asked to explain why each
person rarely or frequently donates to charities, but were
free to study as they chose. All participants were therefore
aware that the experimenters expected them to be able to
explain, but only the explain condition was required to do so
during learning.

Table 1: Person descriptions in the experiment consist of
individuating features, pattern-related features (extraverts/
introverts), and irrelevant features. In the misleading pattern
condition, the personality features of the 5th and 10th people
(Kevin and Karen) were switched.
After visual and audio presentation of the instructions,
participants had practice trials on 6 descriptions and then
read and listened to the instructions again. Participants then
encountered four blocks of the 10 person descriptions (a
total of 40 presentations) in which predicted behavior and
studied feedback.
To assess what knowledge was acquired during learning,
participants were presented with subsets of features from the
person descriptions along with novel personality features
and were asked to indicate whether a person with those
features would rarely or frequently donate to charities. They

Results
To examine effects of pattern reliability on learning, the
prediction errors during learning for person descriptions 5
and 10 were analyzed, as they were consistent with the
pattern in the reliable pattern condition, but inconsistent
with it when the pattern was misleading. This prediction
error was subjected to a 2 (Block: 1st, 2nd, 3rd or 4th) x 2
(study condition: explain vs. anticipated explanation) x 2
(pattern type: reliable vs. misleading) x 2 (pattern-behavior
pairing) x 2 (participation context: lab vs. online) mixed
effects ANOVA. A significant block x study condition x
pattern type interaction, F(3, 172) = 3.91, p < 0.01, revealed
that the effect of explaining changed over time. In the
misleading pattern condition, the degree to which explaining
increased errors changed with additional exposure– the
impairment was mitigated over time.
To examine the initial effects of explanation, Figure 1
shows prediction error for the first two blocks as a function
of study condition and pattern type. The results confirm the
predictions of a subsumptive constraints account. The key
predicted interaction of explanation with the reliability of
the pattern was revealed by a significant two way interaction
of study condition and pattern type in a 2 (study condition:
explain vs. anticipated explanation) x 2 (pattern type:
reliable vs. misleading) x 2 (pattern-behavior pairing) x 2
(participation context: lab vs. online) ANOVA, F(1, 172) =
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5.12, p < 0.05. When the pattern was misleading, explaining
tended to impair learning about the exceptions to the pattern
(t(89) = 1.74, p = 0.085), providing evidence against an
account of explanation’s effects in terms of learning
engagement.
The ANOVA also revealed a significant main effect of
pattern type, F(1, 172) = 38.66, p < 0.001, and a four way
interaction of study type, pattern type, pattern-behavior
pairing and participation context, F(1, 172) = 5.89, p < 0.05.
This appeared to be due to differential effects of explaining
on lab and online participants when learning about the
pattern-behavior pairings. This could be due to differences
in prior knowledge (e.g. concerning charitable behavior and
extraversion/introversion) between the undergraduate
students and online population.




  



   
  




      

Figure 1: Proportion of prediction errors during first two
blocks of learning the descriptions inconsistent with the
pattern, as a function of study condition and pattern type.
As might be anticipated from the changing effects of
explanation, the post-learning measures did not reveal
significant effects of explanation, and are not reported in the
interest of space. The extensive prediction, feedback, and
study exposure of over 40 presentations may have mitigated
the effects of explanation by the end of learning. In realworld contexts explaining may be more likely to foster
persistent and misleading generalizations than in a
laboratory task, as salient feedback on mistaken beliefs is
typically less available.

Discussion
The current experiment provides evidence that engaging in
explanation invokes a subsumptive constraint: Asking
“why?” selectively constrains learners to find general
regularities that underlie or produce the observations
targeted by explanation, going beyond the individuating
features of specific instances to underlying generalizations.
In this experiment, explaining drove the discovery of a
pattern that linked charitable behavior to having an
extraverted versus introverted personality. When reliable
patterns are present, explanation’s selective constraint to
find patterns can drive the discovery of accurate
generalizations. But when patterns are misleading or
spurious, attempts to explain still invoke the constraint to
find patterns, which can then drive the illusory “discovery”

of generalizations that are in fact unreliable and misleading,
and thus impair learning and prediction.
The experiment was designed to address whether
explanation’s effects might be due to an implicit task
demand, an alternative interpretation of a previous study
(Williams et al, 2010), whereby participants may infer from
the fact that the experimenter expects them to explain that
there are patterns present, and so make a conscious decision
to seek these patterns. This experiment provides evidence
against this possibility: even when participants in both the
explain and anticipated explanation conditions were
informed that the experimenter later expected them to
provide explanations, generating explanations during study
enhanced and impaired learning through increased pattern
seeking.
The subsumptive constraints account explains why
explanation has a distinctive and profound impact on
learning, generalization, and conceptual representation. For
both scientists and everyday learners, the drive to explain
rather than merely know or describe fosters true
understanding: discovery of the general principles and laws
that underlie particular observations. The patterns and
regularities discovered through explaining have relevance
beyond particular learning contexts and support future
predictions, reasoning, and problem-solving in novel
contexts. A subsumptive constraint similarly clarifies why
explanations play a key role in the representation of
conceptual knowledge. While the storage of facts,
observations, and instances in memory is important for
representing concepts, the distinctive contribution of
explanations is that they capture unifying generalizations
and regularities which foster a coherent understanding and
provide the basis to flexibly deploy conceptual knowledge
in new situations.
The reported explanation impairment effect shows that
explaining does not impact learning merely by increasing
learning engagement or boosting cognitive processing. We
expect that multiple mechanisms play a role in explanation’s
effects and would not argue that this rules out an effect of
learning engagement. However, if increased processing
does not completely account for the current effects, a more
fruitful question may concern the nature of processing.
Increased attention and motivation could enhance memory
for details, encoding of examples, prediction accuracy, or
discovery of patterns. What does explaining selectively
increase attention to and what exactly does it motivate
people to learn?
The impairments observed when explaining in the
presence of misleading patterns raise pressing issues and
questions. Since explaining the behavior of others drives the
discovery of misleading generalizations rather than simply
learning about the behavior of particular individuals,
engaging in explanation may be a mechanism for forming
stereotypical beliefs. Explaining may promote beliefs that
link behavior to social groups (e.g., introverts rarely donate
to charities) or even produce novel causal generalizations
(e.g., extraverts are generous because they like to interact
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with people). Given the ubiquity of explanations, the finding
that explaining encourages people to seek patterns raises
concerns about the illusory discovery of spurious or
misleading generalizations in a broad range of domains:
detecting illusory correlations, student misconceptions in
science education, the formation of conspiracy theories, and
overgeneralization from small samples.
The finding that explaining “why?” drives learners
towards underlying patterns can provide guidance on
educational uses of explanation. The reported impairments
caution that prompts to explain can be counterproductive
(see also Kuhn & Katz, 2009) if students construct spurious
patterns or identify misleading regularities. More successful
explanations may be scaffolded by supplying prior
knowledge that elucidates how observations are instances of
a generalization, or by structuring the to-be-explained
observations to highlight underlying principles. The current
findings also raise the possibility that explaining “why?”
plays a unique role. Many previous studies have examined
spontaneous explanation while thinking aloud, or prompted
explanations for the meaning of a sentence or paragraph (for
a review see Fonseca & Chi, 2010), so that “explaining”
refers to a heterogeneous collection of activities. While the
current experiment suggests that explaining “why?” may
highlight underlying principles, laws, and patterns (see also
Renkl, 1997), self-explaining a sentence or procedure,
explaining “what” a concept is, or “how” a process occurs
may construct different kinds of knowledge or have
differential effects on processes like metacognition.
Given the benefits and costs of the subsumptive
constraints on explanation, examining children’s
development of a sensitivity to this constraint and how it
aids or restricts their learning will be informative. Evidence
for a subsumptive constraint on explanation raises the
question of what the relationship is between explaining and
other cognitive processes such as comparison and analogy,
which also promote discovery of abstract generalizations.
Further work will more precisely characterize the nature of
the subsumptive constraint, such as how prior knowledge
informs which patterns are judged to be subsuming and
explanatory (Williams & Lombrozo, 2010b). The
counterintuitive but revealing strategy of examining both the
beneficial and harmful effects of explanation can shed light
on these and other issues.
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Abstract
In the present study we hypothesized that the gist
representation of a picture (extracted from brief initial
inspection) supports inference generation from subsequent
text, which in turn should foster comprehension. Moreover,
we proposed that longer inspection of a picture is necessary to
provide learners with an alternative representation that fosters
mental animation and recall. Participants (N=76) learned from
a text about pulley systems, and in three out of four
conditions from an additional picture of a pulley system.
Students saw either the text only, the picture preceding the
text for 150ms or 2sec, or received a self-paced presentation
of the picture before the text. Results confirm our
assumptions that presenting the picture for the time to extract
the gist (2sec) before the text fostered comprehension,
whereas only the self-paced presentation of the picture
fostered mental animation and recall.
Keywords: Learning from Text and Pictures; Functions of
Pictures; Gist

Introduction
In research on learning from text and pictures there has been
much support for the so-called multimedia principle, stating
that students learn better from text and pictures than from
text alone (Anglin, Vaez, & Cunningham, 2004; Mayer,
2009). According to Mayer, improved learning is reflected
in improvements in retention and comprehension of the
presented material. To foster comprehension, information
selected from the picture has to be integrated with
information selected from text (and from long-term
memory) into a coherent mental representation.
An early study from Stone and Glock (1981) gives first
insights about how information from text and pictures may
be integrated at early stages in the learning process. In their
study, text and pictures were presented simultaneously, and
students initially attended to the picture for a short time
prior to reading text. Stone and Glock interpreted that the
brief initial glance on the picture served the purpose of
extracting information about the general theme (i.e., gist).
The present study reconstructed the process of early
attending to a picture for a short time before switching to

reading text in an experimental design. It investigates in a
systematic way whether information extracted from short
initial inspection is integrated with subsequently read text,
which is supposed to foster comprehension. Prior to being
able to investigate which information from short inspection
of the picture is integrated with text, it has to be investigated
which information is actually extracted from the picture at
short inspection. This has recently been done in a prior
study (Eitel, Scheiter, & Schüler, 2010).

Information Extraction from Briefly Attending
to Instructional Pictures
Unlike text, pictures have the property that “specific
information can just be read off” (Ainsworth, 2006, p. 185),
suggesting that specific information may be quickly
extracted from pictures. How quickly specific information is
extracted depends largely on the type of information that is
extracted, as shown by a prior study (Eitel et al., 2010).
This prior study investigated early prerequisite processes
in multimedia learning, namely, the question of which
information is selected from (briefly attending to)
instructional pictures by comparing selection processes in
pictures of scenes and in instructional pictures. As
instructional pictures visualizations of causal systems were
used, because causal systems are commonly used as
instructional material in studies on learning from text and
pictures. In this prior study, students were presented with 80
pictures of scenes and 80 pictures of causal systems at four
different presentation times (150ms, 600ms, 2sec, and 6sec).
After presentation of each picture, students had to verify one
statement about the gist of the picture, and one statement
about specific details in the picture.
Results revealed that gist is rapidly extracted from
pictures of scenes and causal systems. Nevertheless, it took
subjects longer to achieve the same accuracy level with
respect to gist extraction in causal systems (89% correct at
2sec) than in scenes (90% correct at 150ms). At these
presentation times that were sufficient to extract gist in the
prior study (150ms in scenes; 2sec in instructional pictures),
far less information about details was extracted in both
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scenes (63% at 150ms) and causal systems (63% at 2sec).
Extracting information about single details (or components)
thus requires longer inspection than extracting gist.
To conclude, while it takes some time to extract details
(or information about single components), gist information
has been shown to be rapidly extracted in pictures of scenes
(at 150ms) and in instructional pictures (at 2sec). The
question of whether gist information from an instructional
picture already fosters learning from subsequent text is
addressed in the current study by presenting the picture (for
a short time) before the respective text. More specifically,
students in the present study either learned from text and a
picture that was presented for as long as they liked (selfpaced), from text and a picture that was presented for a short
time (150ms or 2sec) or from text only.

Why Learning with Multimedia May Profit
from Rapid Gist Extraction
In general, students learn better from text and pictures than
from text alone, because pictures in addition to text support
cognitive functions that are not supported from text alone
(Ainsworth, 2006; Scaife & Rogers, 1996). Pictures are
especially suited to support visuo-spatial reasoning (Larkin
& Simon, 1987), as it is, for instance, required when trying
to understand how a causal system works (e.g., a pulley
system; Hegarty, 1992).
According to Hegarty and Just (1993), understanding
causal systems like pulley systems requires being able to
recall its single components and being able to mentally
animate the (pulley) system. Aside from recall and mental
animation, we assessed comprehension of the underlying
principles as a measure for comprehension on a more
abstract level of organization, which we refer to as
“comprehension” for reasons of simplicity in the following.
When learning about pulley systems, we assume that
briefly attending to the picture is already sufficient to
support some functions that learning from text alone does
not support. In particular, we assume that the brief initial
attention on the picture fosters comprehension, whereas no
effects are expected for either mental animation or recall.

Why Briefly Attending to a Picture May Foster
Comprehension
Results from the prior study suggests that watching an
instructional picture (e.g., pulley system) for 2 seconds only
is sufficient to get an impression about how the system
roughly looks like (even though single components are not
represented).
The brief initial presentation of the picture thus might free
working memory resources that might otherwise be devoted
to trying to visualize the (holistic) spatial structure of the
system (computational offloading; Larkin & Simon, 1987).
As a consequence, learners may have available more
cognitive resources to engage in meaning-making activities
(Ainsworth & Loizou, 2003), such as drawing inferences
necessary to understand the text on a more abstract or higher
level of organization (Ainsworth, 2006). Inference

generation may be further supported by the fact that these
inferences may be grounded in perception; that is, they are
perceptually scaffolded by the (holistic) spatial structure
constructed from the briefly inspected picture (Goldstone &
Son, 2005; Schwartz, 1995).
Moreover, since the gist representation already gives
students an impression about how the system is supposed to
look like, the range of inferences that students may draw
from subsequent text is already limited (graphical
constraining; Scaife & Rogers, 1996). This prevents
students from drawing erroneous inferences that would
otherwise hinder comprehension (Schnotz & Bannert,
2003).
To conclude, we expect the gist representation of the
picture (extracted after short initial presentation) to support
computational offloading and graphical constraining. This
should foster the generation of perceptually scaffolded
inferences that, in turn, foster comprehension.

Why Briefly Attending to a Picture Does Not Foster
Mental Animation
Adding a picture to a text is beneficial when the picture is
better suited for problem solving than the text (rerepresentation; Scaife & Rogers, 1996). Mental animation
mainly requires direct visuo-spatial reasoning with the
picture, which is why a picture will be better suited to
provide the information needed to perform mental
animation than a text. Students who are presented with both
a picture and a text, and are later asked to mentally animate
their representation of the pulley system, will most likely
profit more from information encoded in the picture than in
the text. If students had enough time to encode the picture of
the pulley system with respect to its single components, then
students may mainly use information encoded in the picture
to later perform the mental animation task (without the need
to integrate information with the text).
Results from our prior study suggest that when students
see a picture for 2 seconds only (or even less), they do not
have enough time to encode the picture on the basis of
single components (Eitel et al., 2010). Mental animation,
however, requires each single component to be represented,
because mental animation is a process that is carried out in a
piecemeal fashion, meaning that the single components of a
system are animated one after another (Hegarty, 1992,
2004). Hence, when students see the picture for 2 seconds
only (or even less), they cannot solely rely on information
encoded in the picture to perform mental animation in an
accurate way.
To conclude, after briefly inspecting the picture, students
may make use of the re-representation function (Ainsworth,
2006), which, however, will not help to better perform
mental animation compared to reading text alone. Students
may only benefit from re-representation once they have
enough time to encode the picture on the basis of its single
components.
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Why Briefly Attending to a Picture Does Not Foster
Recall
According to the Dual Coding Theory (Paivio, 1991),
information is represented in either a verbal or a nonverbal
code, whereby codes are connected to each other by
referential connections enabling that information in one
code can be used to retrieve information in the other code.
When information is presented in two codes rather than in
one, retrieval of this information is more likely because the
information can be traced either by its verbal or its
nonverbal code. Information encoded from a text is
represented in a verbal code, whereas information extracted
from a picture is represented in a nonverbal code. When a
picture is added to a text, information from the text can thus
be retrieved either by its verbal or – by making use of
referential connections – by its nonverbal code, making
correct retrieval (recall) more likely.
The model of working memory operations (Kulhavy et
al., 1993) incorporates basic assumptions of Dual Coding
Theory (Paivio, 1991) in that it presumes that a nonverbal
code (i.e., structure of a map) can be used to activate a
verbal code (i.e., facts from text). By contrast, in Kulhavy’s
model a special status is assigned to pictures (maps).
Pictures are thereby encoded as mental images whereby
their spatial structure is preserved (Kosslyn, 1995). Mental
images can be processed as a single unit in working memory
so that information within the image becomes
simultaneously available for use. When accompanying text
that describes the picture is read, facts from the text will be
related to their position within the spatial structure of the
mental image. Retrieval success for facts from the text is
therefore increased, because to retrieve facts from the text, it
is sufficient to activate the mental image of the picture. The
mental image of the picture will be activated together with
all its embedded information, that is, information from the
picture and from the text.
To sum up, pictures foster recall from text, because they
provide an additional representation that (because of its
spatial structure) is especially suited to help in retrieving of
information.
However, information from text and picture are connected
to each other on the basis of single facts or components
(Kulhavy et al., 1993; Paivio, 1991). A holistic
representation (from short initial presentation) from the
picture by definition does not contain single components or
facts (or they are weakly represented only). Single facts in
the verbal code thus cannot be related to single components
from the picture. Accordingly, these facts are not better
retrieved when presented with text and a picture for a short
time than when presented with text only. Only when the
picture can be inspected for a longer time, single facts from
the text can be related to single components in the picture,
and thus recall may profit from the dual coding of
information.

Present Research and Hypotheses
In the present study, we investigated how comprehension,
mental animation and recall are influenced by presenting
pictures of pulley systems (for a short time) before the
respective instructional text (see Figure 1).
By supporting computational offloading and graphical
constraining, presenting the picture for 2 seconds before the
text (time to extract gist) is supposed to foster
comprehension. Comprehension thereby should be as good
as when the presentation of the picture before the text is
self-paced. Comprehension should be better when the
picture is presented for 2 seconds before the text (and when
presented self-paced) than when the picture is presented for
150 ms before the text and than when text only is presented
(Hypothesis 1).
Since we assume that mental animation only benefits
from re-representation when students inspect the picture
long enough to acquire a detailed mental representation of
the picture, students are assumed to profit only from the
picture when they are given the time to inspect it for as long
as they liked (self-paced) before the text. Students thus are
assumed to neither profit from the 2-second-presentation
nor from the 150ms-presentation of the picture before the
text compared to the presentation of text alone. As a result,
Hypothesis 2 states that mental animation is better when the
presentation of the picture before the text is self-paced than
when the picture is presented for a short time (2sec or
150ms) before the text and than when no picture is
presented (text only). No difference between the three latter
conditions is expected.
Since recall of single facts or components is assessed, and
recall of single components is assumed to profit only from
dual coding at longer inspection of a picture (self paced),
recall should be better only when students can inspect the
picture for as long as they like (before the text) compared to
the presentation of text alone. The 150ms- and the 2secpresentation of the picture before the text thus are not
supposed to foster recall compared to the presentation of
text only. To conclude, Hypothesis 3 states that recall is
better when the presentation of the picture before the text is
self-paced than when the picture is presented for a short
time (2sec or 150ms) before the text and than when no
picture is presented (text only). No difference between the
three latter conditions is expected.

Method
Participants and Design
Seventy-six students (60 female, 16 male, average age: M =
23.93 years, SD = 3.44) from the University of Tuebingen,
Germany, took part in the experiment for either payment or
course credit. They were randomly assigned to one of four
experimental conditions (see Figure 1): (a) text only, (b) a
picture presented for 150 ms before the text (150ms-before),
(c) a picture presented for 2 seconds before the text (2secbefore), or (d) a picture presented for as long as they liked
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before the text (self-paced-before). There were always 19
students per condition.

Materials and Procedure
The learning material consisted of a black-and-white picture
of a pulley system (Figure 1), and of a text (240 words)
describing both the spatial structure of the pulley system
and what happens when the rope is pulled (cf. Hegarty &
Just, 1993). Moreover, two sentences were added explaining
the underlying principles of pulley systems (i.e., each free
pulley reduces weight to be lifted by half and doubles the
length of rope to be pulled). The text contained all the
information needed to understand pulley systems.
Students were tested in single sessions of approximately
30 min. They were first given a demographic questionnaire
in paper-pencil format. Then students were seated in front of
a computer screen. They were instructed to acquire as much
information as possible from the multimedia instruction.
picture before text
text only

Der Flaschenzug
Der Flaschenzug setzt sich aus
Rollen, zwei Seilen und einem
zusammen. Die obere Rolle ist
der befestigt. Darunter befindet
sich eine Rolle (mittlere Rolle),
die sich frei nach oben und
bewegen lässt und daher als
lose Rolle bezeichnet wird.
Das obere Seil ist mit dem
einen Ende an der Decke,
es führt unter der mittleren
und liegt auf der oberen Rolle

self paced

2 sec-before

self-paced-before

150 ms

2000 ms

self paced

Der Flaschenzug
Der Flaschenzug setzt sich aus
Rollen, zwei Seilen und einem
zusammen. Die obere Rolle ist
der befestigt. Darunter befindet
sich eine Rolle (mittlere Rolle),
die sich frei nach oben und
bewegen lässt und daher als
lose Rolle bezeichnet wird.
Das obere Seil ist mit dem
einen Ende an der Decke,
es führt unter der mittleren
und liegt auf der oberen Rolle

Der Flaschenzug
Der Flaschenzug setzt sich aus
Rollen, zwei Seilen und einem
zusammen. Die obere Rolle ist
der befestigt. Darunter befindet
sich eine Rolle (mittlere Rolle),
die sich frei nach oben und
bewegen lässt und daher als
lose Rolle bezeichnet wird.
Das obere Seil ist mit dem
einen Ende an der Decke,
es führt unter der mittleren
und liegt auf der oberen Rolle

150ms-before

N = 19

N = 19

N = 19

self paced

Results
time

time

self paced

self paced

Der Flaschenzug
Der Flaschenzug setzt sich aus
Rollen, zwei Seilen und einem
zusammen. Die obere Rolle ist
der befestigt. Darunter befindet
sich eine Rolle (mittlere Rolle),
die sich frei nach oben und
bewegen lässt und daher als
lose Rolle bezeichnet wird.
Das obere Seil ist mit dem
einen Ende an der Decke,
es führt unter der mittleren
und liegt auf der oberen Rolle

(1992), we assessed mental animation and recall (of single
components).
Comprehension of the underlying principles of pulley
systems was assessed with both a verbal multiple choice test
(3 statements; e.g., “If the weight was attached at the middle
pulley, then the rope would have to be pulled with the same
force than when the weight is attached to the lower pulley”)
and a labeling test (4 items). In the labeling test, students
saw different depictions of pulley systems and they had to
write down how much the to-be-lifted weight is reduced in
the different pulley systems. There was always only one
correct solution. Each correct solution was scored with one
point. Results from both the verbal multiple choice test and
the labeling test were merged in the analysis, so that
students could score a maximum of seven points for
comprehension of the underlying principles of pulley
systems.
Mental animation and recall were assessed with a verbal
multiple choice test, in which students had to verify
statements about pulley systems (with yes and no). One
point was given for each correct response to a statement.
Nine statements tested mental animation (e.g., “if the free
end of the upper rope is let go, then the middle pulley turns
clockwise”), and eight statements tested recall (e.g., “both
ropes are attached to the ceiling with one end”). Thus,
students could score a maximum of nine points for mental
animation, and a maximum of eight points for recall.

N = 19

Figure 1: Design of the present experiment. Each column
represents an experimental condition.
In every experimental condition, the learning phase
started with a fixation cross that was displayed for 800 ms
so that students could prepare for the upcoming presentation
of the picture (or the text). In conditions with picture before
text, the picture then appeared on the screen for either 150
ms or 2 seconds or it stayed on the screen until students
signalled that they had sufficiently inspected the picture
(self-paced). Then the experimenter pressed a key and the
presentation of the picture was replaced by a mask that was
displayed for 500 ms. Then the text appeared on the screen.
In the text-only condition, the text appeared right after the
fixation cross. In every experimental condition, students
were first presented with text (and picture) of a toilet flush
on which they were not tested, however. This “training
trial” was presented so that students could familiarize
themselves with the experimental procedure. The text fitted
on one page, and reading was self-paced in all conditions.

Measures
We assessed comprehension of the underlying principles of
pulley systems, and, based on the distinction from Hegarty

To test our hypotheses, we conducted orthogonal contrast
analyses following a procedure proposed by Niedenthal,
Brauer, Robin, and Innes-Ker (2002), where hypotheses are
translated into specific contrast. Contrasts A1 and A2 reflect
the predicted pattern of results, whereas the remaining
contrasts (B and C) reflect other result patterns.
Accordingly, a result was considered consistent with the
theoretical predictions when contrast A was statistically
significant, and the remaining contrasts (B and C), as a set,
were not statistically significant.
Hypothesis 1 corresponds to contrast A1 (-1 -1 1 1),
meaning that we expected students in the 2sec-before and in
the self-paced-before condition to show better
comprehension scores than students in the text-only and in
the 150ms-before condition. Given that there were four
experimental conditions, two additional orthogonal contrasts
captured the residual systematic variance within those
conditions that were not supposed to differ among each
other (B1: -1 1 0 0; C1: 0 0 -1 1). Students in the text-only
condition were not supposed to differ from students in the
150ms-before condition, and students in the 2sec-before
condition were not supposed to differ from students in the
self-paced-before condition with regard to their
comprehension scores, respectively.
Hypothesis 2 and Hypothesis 3 both correspond to
contrast A2 (-1 -1 -1 3), meaning that we expected students
in the self-paced-before condition to show better mental
animation and recall than students in the text only, in the
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9
8
7
test scores

150ms-before, and in 2sec-before condition. Given that
there were four experimental conditions, two additional
orthogonal contrasts captured the residual systematic
variance within the conditions that were not supposed to
differ among each other (B2: -1 -1 2 0; C2: -1 1 0 0).
Students in the text-only condition were not supposed to
differ from students in the 150ms-before and from students
in the 2sec-before condition.
For each of the three hypotheses, all three contrasts were
entered in multiple regression analyses. Contrast A was
entered as a single predictor, and the two remaining
contrasts (B and C) were entered as a set in the multiple
regression analysis.
Hypothesis 1 was supported (see Figure 2). A multiple
regression analysis in which comprehension of the
underlying principles of pulley systems was regressed on all
three contrasts revealed that contrast A1 was statistically
significant, F(1, 72) = 12.17, p = .001. As expected,
students in the 2sec-before and in the self-paced-before
condition had better comprehension scores than students in
the 150ms-before and in the text-only condition. The two
remaining contrasts (B1 and C1), as a set, were not
significant, F < 1, meaning that comprehension scores did
neither differ between students in the 2sec-before and the
self-paced-before condition nor between students in 150msbefore and the text only condition.

recall

6

mental animation

5
4
3
2
1
0
text only

150-before

2sec-before

self-pacedbefore

experimental condition

Figure 3: Results for recall and mental animation
performance.
To sum up, comprehension (of the underlying principles
of pulley systems) was better in the 2sec-before and in the
self-paced-before than in the 150ms-before and in the textonly condition, yielding support for Hypothesis 1. Recall
and mental animation were better in the self-paced-before
compared to the all three other conditions, supporting
Hypothesis 2 and Hypothesis 3.
Students in the self-paced before condition inspected the
picture longer (than in the 2sec-before condition. Moreover,
reading time was shorter in the self-paced before than in the
text only condition, but did not differ between the remaining
conditions. Reading time was not correlated to performance.

7

Summary and Discussion

6

test scores

5
4

comprehension (of the
underlying principles
of pulley systems)

3
2
1
0
text only

150-before

2sec-before

self-pacedbefore

experimental condition

Figure 2: Results for comprehension of the underlying
principles of pulley systems.
Hypothesis 2 was supported (see Figure 3). A multiple
regression analysis in which mental animation performance
was regressed on all three contrasts revealed that contrast A
was statistically significant, F(1, 72) = 20.78, p < .001. As
expected, mental animation was better in the self-pacedbefore than in the 2sec-before, than in the 150ms-before and
than in the text-only condition. The latter three conditions
did not significantly differ among each other, F(1, 72) =
2.44, p = .12. Hypothesis 3 was supported (see Figure 3). A
multiple regression analysis in which recall performance
was regressed on all three contrasts revealed that contrast A
was statistically significant, F(1, 72) = 5.36, p = .02. As
expected, recall was better in the self-paced-before than in
the 2sec-before, than in the 150ms-before and than in the
text-only condition. The other three conditions did not
significantly differ among each other, F < 1.

In the present study we first hypothesized that briefly
attending to a picture fosters comprehension by rapidly
providing holistic information (Eitel et al., 2010) that is
sufficient to support inference generation through
computational offloading and graphical constraining (Scaife
& Rogers, 1996). Results confirmed Hypothesis 1, because
students had better comprehension (i.e., of the underlying
principles of pulley systems) when they saw a picture of a
pulley system for 2 seconds before they learned from the
respective text than when they received text only or the
picture for 150 ms before the text.
According to Hypothesis 2, mental animation only profits
from re-representation when the picture is inspected long
enough so that single components are encoded and
represented in memory, making the piecemeal mental
animation process possible (Hegarty, 1992, 2004). Only the
self-paced presentation of the picture led to better mental
animation, confirming Hypothesis 2.
Since only longer inspection of the picture was supposed
to lead to dual coding of the single components, which is
necessary to foster recall (of single components),
Hypothesis 3 stated that recall should be better in the selfpaced before compared to the other three conditions. This
was confirmed by the results as well.
To conclude, by considering the nature of the functions of
pictures (Ainsworth, 2006; Scaife & Rogers, 1996), the
present study showed that specific predictions can be made
about when a picture (e.g., presented for 2sec before text)
fosters comprehension in addition to learning from text.
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Implications and Further Research
A short initial glance at a picture can already foster
comprehension of subsequent text! Therefore it may be an
effective strategy to first attend to the picture for a short
time before starting to read the text. Students actually
showed this type of processing in an early study of Stone
and Glock (1981). While reading text, students switched
back and forth between text and picture quite often.
According to Hegarty and Just (1993), these switches are
important to integrate information from text and picture on
the basis of single components (or units of components) so
that learners are able build a comprehensive mental model
of the multimedia message, which in turn fosters
comprehension. To what degree briefly attending to the
picture fosters comprehension compared to later switches to
the picture while reading is not yet clear. Further studies
will be needed to assess the relative importance of the brief
initial inspection of the picture.
In the present study we assessed effects of the short
presentation of the picture before the text with one type of
instructional material (i.e., pulley systems). Instructional
pictures of pulley systems in the present study were simple
line drawings in black-and-white. Further studies with
different instructional material and more complex
instructional pictures will be needed to see whether the
beneficial effect of the short initial presentation of the
picture can be generalized. One would assume that the short
initial presentation of the picture only fosters
comprehension when the spatial structure is rather easy to
encode (so that it is rapidly extracted), and when the spatial
structure is relevant to the functioning of the system.
Finally, there is reason to assume that the gist
representation of the picture contains the spatial structure of
the picture (spatial scaffold; Castelhano & Henderson,
2007), which likely has been responsible for the better
comprehension of subsequent text in the present study. If a
spatial scaffold indeed is sufficient to foster comprehension
of subsequent text, then the presentation of an externally
presented scaffold (i.e., perceptually degraded or incomplete
picture of a pulley system) should have the same effect. We
are currently conducting further studies that check for this
assumption.
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Abstract
A small number of the logically possible word order configurations account for a large proportion of actual human languages.
To explain this distribution, typologists often invoke principles
of human cognition which might make certain orders easier or
harder to learn or use. We present a novel method for carrying out very large scale artificial language learning tasks over
the internet, which allows us to test large batteries of systematically designed languages for differential learnability. An exploratory study of the learnability of all possible configurations
of subject, verb, and object finds that the two most frequent
orders in human languages are the most easily learned, and
yields suggestive evidence compatible with other typological
and psycholinguistic observations.
Keywords: artificial grammar; language acquisition; language
typology; psycholinguistics; word order

Language typology and cognitive universals
Although human languages could in principle place their
meaningful elements in any conceivable order, certain patterns crop up much more frequently than would be expected
by chance even in unrelated languages. Just taking the order
of the three principal sentence components subject, verb and
object, there are six possible orders, but the dominant order in
over 85% of the world’s languages is either SOV or SVO. The
table below shows the typological distribution in a sample of
402 languages surveyed by Tomlin (1986).1
SOV
45

SVO
42

VSO
9

VOS
3

OVS
1

OSV
0

(%)

Researchers in language typology have often hypothesized
that properties of the human cognitive system could account
for these patterns. For example, the fact that the three most
frequent word orders are SOV, SVO and VSO can be explained by the cognitive prominence of agentive, animate, or
topical referents, and therefore a bias to mention subjects first.
However, comparatively little work has directly used behavioral results to test or build on these typological theories
We thank Masha Fedzechkina for technical assistance, and Cassandra Jacobs and Andrew Wood for their work creating stimuli.
1 More recent work has suggested that language counts may skew
the true distribution by not accounting for relatedness of languages
(e.g. Dryer 2009), but this approximate ranking is uncontroversial.

(Jaeger & Tily, 2011, for discussion). This is partly because
languages differ in many respects, so any difference in a behavioral measure taken from speakers of two languages might
have any number of underlying causes. Probably the most
productive behavioral research has been enabled by an observation Hawkins (2004) calls the Performance-Grammar Correspondence Hypothesis. Roughly, this holds that the same
cognitive principles influence both speakers’ choices between
variant forms within a language, and the processes of language change which lead a language to hard-code a certain
order into its grammar. This allows us to link behavioral effects within a language to cross-linguistic typological trends.
For instance, Hawkins shows that English speakers’ choices
between multiple possible orders such as those in (1) can be
explained by a preference to keep as close as possible the verb
and the head word of each of its arguments (here the prepositions shown in bold).2
(1) a. the woman waited [for her son] [in the cold but not unpleasant wind]
b. the woman waited [in the cold but not unpleasant wind]
[for her son]
A similar effect is well documented in behavioral studies of
comprehension difficulty (Gibson, 2000). Hawkins’ principle can explain Greenberg’s (1963) observation that VO languages tend to have prepositions while OV languages have
postpositions. The opposite order would result in longer distances between the verb and adpositions, on average.
Similarly, work by Branigan and colleagues (e.g. Branigan et al., 2008) has shown that in languages like Greek and
Japanese with variable SO/OS order, participants in memory
tasks often “correct” the OS sentences they previously heard
to SO order when recalling them. The greater “conceptual
accessibility” of agents results in a preference for SO order
for speakers of languages with both SO and OS, and may be
the reason for the infrequency of primarily OS languages discussed previously.
An alternative way to apply behavioral data to explaining typological distributions is to eschew natural languages,
2 In some cases, words prior to the head are the relevant ones for
Hawkins’ theory, but this detail does not apply in our examples.
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and teach participants constructed languages with the desired
properties. Recent work in the artificial grammar paradigm
has begun to investigate whether typological patterns can be
reproduced in patterns of learnability (see Christiansen 2000;
Finley & Badecker 1998; Culbertson & Smolensky 2011).
Fedzechkina, Jaeger and Newport (2011) have additionally
started to look for a communicative explanation for such biases, showing greater preservation of case systems in artificial
languages which would otherwise contain ambiguity.
We present results using an artificial grammar paradigm
to explore the most widely discussed typological finding, the
distribution of dominant basic word orders. Using artificial
language lets us test all six possible orders on an equal footing. We introduce a novel web-based paradigm that allows
us to conduct experiments with hundreds or potentially thousands of participants in a short time, making possible designs with a large number of conditions. Experiment 1 introduces and tests this new software system, while Experiment 2
presents our first results from a word order experiment using
it. Our results suggest that constructed languages with certain
basic word orders are learned or used less easily than others.

Experiment 1: Probability matching
Experiment 1 was designed to evaluate a novel methodology for conducting language-learning experiments with large
numbers of participants over the web. We use a custom-made
Adobe Flash applet developed by the first author (see Figure
1). This applet is capable of displaying audio and video stimuli, and recording the user’s responses to various types of test
trials. Participants were recruited via Amazon’s Mechanical
Turk (http://mturk.com), an online service where users are
paid to perform simple tasks.
We attempted to replicate the well-known phenomenon of
probability matching, the tendency for adult learners given
inconsistent input to replicate the frequency with which they
observe different forms. We followed an experiment reported
by Hudson Kam and Newport (2005) which varied the frequency with which nouns in a constructed language were
heard with a “determiner” word. In subsequent production
tasks, participants produced those determiners with roughly
the same frequency.
In Hudson Kam and Newport’s language, each noun was
associated with one of two possible determiners, and a second
manipulation varied whether those classes were an arbitrary
division of nouns or were semantically based (a mass/count
division). We varied a similar semantic variable, the natural
gender consistency of our determiners. In half the conditions,
the two noun classes corresponding to our two determiners
separated the male characters from the females. In the other
conditions, each class contained both males and females.

Figure 1: Screenshot during a learning trial (the nurse kicks
the mechanic).
nouns). The seventh language had no determiners. Each language contained intransitive sentences, with the word order
SV (subject-verb) and transitive, with order SOV (subjectobject-verb).3 Where determiners were present, they preceded the nouns. Thus transitive sentences all followed the
template (det) subject-noun (det) object-noun verb.
Meanings were supplied by short videos showing human
characters performing actions. The videos were rendered in
3D using the EFrontier’s Poser software package. There were
three female characters (hippie, nurse, cheerleader) and three
males (mechanic, conductor, cop). There were also 2 inanimates (flower, apple). In both the arbitrary and gender determiner conditions, one inanimate was assigned randomly
to each class. Each animate was rendered performing each
of two intransitive actions (crouch, jump), and as the agent
of each of four transitive actions (pull, pick up, carry, kick),
with each of the other 7 characters/objects as the patient. This
yielded 12 intransitive and 168 transitive videos.
Sounds were recorded as individual words, and sentences
were created by concatenation. We created a pool of 6 possible monosyllabic words for use as determiners, and 29 monoto trisyllabic content words. Each participant saw a different
random assignment of words to meanings, by sampling 2 of
the 6 possible determiners and 14 of the 29 possible content
words for the 8 nouns and 6 verbs.

Procedure

Design and materials

Participants were recruited via Mechanical Turk and paid
$0.75 or $1.00 USD. A total of 134 people took part. All were
located in the USA and self-reported native English speakers.
Participants were randomly assigned to conditions.
Participants received instructions throughout the task from
an on-screen cartoon character who told them they would
learn an “alien language”. In block 1 (noun learning), they
saw the 12 intransitive scenes, each accompanied by the

We tested 7 language types. Six were constructed by crossing the type of determiner (natural gender vs arbitrary) with
the frequency of determiner use (one third vs two thirds vs all

3 We will use grammmatical function labels S, V & O throughout
for simplicity. Strictly, though, S indicates the single argument of an
intransitive verb or agent of a transitive, and O the patient.
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corresponding sentence in their language via audio and orthographic transcription. After seeing all 12, participants
completed 6 forced-choice tasks, where they heard a sentence while watching two previously seen videos of different
characters performing the same action played simultaneously
side-by-side. Participants clicked on one video to indicate
which corresponded to the sentence. Participants who failed
to get all 6 correct received feedback and were returned to the
beginning of the experiment to try again.
In block 2 (action learning), participants saw 12 transitive
actions, 6 with each of two randomly selected verbs, accompanied by audio and transcription. Afterwards, 4 more forced
choice trials were shown using previously unseen scenes with
these two verbs. Each pair of videos differed in only their
verb, subject, or object. Participants received performance
feedback (number of correct trials), but continued regardless
of performance.
Block 3 (action learning 2) introduced the remaining 2
transitive verbs in the same way as block 2. Afterwards, there
were 8 forced choice trials like the previous ones, with each
of the 4 transitive verbs being used as the correct video twice.
In the 1/3 and 2/3 determiner conditions, nouns were chosen at random to be given determiners, but each of the three
learning blocks was constrained to contain the appropriate
proportion overall.
In block 4 (production), participants were instructed to
“speak” the language they had learned. On each of 15 trials, a
previously unseen transitive action video was played without
any sound. Above the video was a written vocabulary list of
words from the language. Participants constructed a sentence
by clicking on words one at a time, and could hear their sentence by clicking a “play” button, or click on a “reset” button
to start again. They were told to click on a “continue” button when their sentence was an appropriate description of the
video. Videos in this block had two animate participants.

are correct under this measure if they contain the correct verb
and the two correct nouns, in any order and with or without any determiners. There was no effect of determiner type
(p = .78), but correctness differed with input frequency (main
effect: p = .03, interaction: p = .11). This was clearly driven
by high performance in the 1/3-gender condition (77%, compared with 47-63% in the other 5 conditions. This pattern
is unexpected, and we assume it is due to chance. In the no
determiner condition, 39% of trials had the correct words.
Next we calculated word order correctness. Sentences are
considered correct if their verb, subject and object are in the
expected order, SOV. We excluded trials which did not have
the correct words. Performance is close to ceiling in all conditions (grand mean 89%), showing that when participants
get the words right, they almost always use them in the correct order. There was a significant effect of determiner type
(p < .001) such that natural gender conditions were correct
more than arbitrary conditions (92 vs 85%). There was an effect of input frequency (p < .001) with performance increasing with greater input frequency (83, 92 and 94%). There
was no significant interaction (p = .95). In the no determiner
condition, performance was 87%.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Figure 2 shows determiner presence. This is the proportion
of nouns produced by a participant that are preceded by any
determiner. There is an obvious effect of input frequency such
that participants who saw more determiners in the input produce proportionally more themselves (main effect: p < .001)
but no effect of determiner type (main effect: p = .11; interaction: p = .13).

Results
Two types of behavioral data were collected: the forced
choice discrimination tasks seen after blocks 2 and 3, which
were combined in the analysis, and the production trials. Data
was analyzed using multilevel logistic regression (Jaeger,
2008) with maximal random effects for participant, verb,
subject, and object, except where there were too many subjects with ceiling performance to fit such a model, where we
fell back on weighted empirical logit regression over subject
means (McCullagh & Nelder, 1989). We excluded the nodeterminer condition from these analyses to yield a crossed
design. We report p values for chi-square model comparison
tests associated with the predictors of interest.
Discrimination performance was high in all conditions.
Natural gender determiner classes lead to slightly higher performance (93 vs 87%, p = .01) but there is no effect of input
frequency (main effect: p = .91, interaction:p = .13). In the
no determiner condition, 91% of trials were correct.
Multiple measures were calculated from the production trials. First, we calculated vocabulary correctness: sentences
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Figure 2: Exp1 proportion of nouns produced with any determiner (bars show condition means, points show subject
means).
Finally, Figure 3 shows determiner correctness. Each determiner prodcued by a participant is marked correct or incorrect depending on whether it is in the appropriate class for
the following noun. There is a main effect of determiner type
such that natural gender conditions are more accurate than
arbitrary classes (81 vs 69%; p = .04) but no effect of input
frequency (main effect: p = .89; interaction: p = .73).
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Figure 3: Exp1 proportion of determiners used in correct
class.

Discussion
Judging from the discrimination, vocab, and order correctness
measures, our participants learn the languages well. They
perform close to ceiling in comprehension, and produce fully
correct sentences about half the time. Sentences produced
with the correct words are almost always in the correct order.
In production, participants produce determiners with frequency depending on their frequency in the input: 19% in the
1/3 of nouns, 58% in the 2/3 of nouns, and 93% in the all
nouns conditions. The production frequency of determiners
is always slightly lower than the frequency seen in training.
This mirrors the results of Hudson Kam and Newport (2005):
there, input frequencies of 45, 60, 75 & 100% yielded production frequencies of roughly 30, 45, 65 & 100% respectively.
Hudson Kam and Newport’s noun class manipulation had
no significant effect on production frequency. Similarly, our
manipulation of arbitrary versus natural gender classes has
no significant effect on production frequency. However, we
found a novel result in that determiner class correctness was
greater when the classes corresponded to natural genders. Although the interaction with frequency is not significant, the
determiner type effect is smallest in the condition where all
nouns in the input had determiners. This might suggest that
natural semantic classes are easier to learn with limited exposure but that this effect diminishes with more input.
In conclusion, these results confirm the utility of our
web-based language learning method for conducting artificial grammar experiments. Participants were able to learn
and use the languages they were taught, and their behavior
with respect to inconsistent input closely matches that previously reported for participants learning larger languages over
several days in the lab. Extending previous work, we also
find evidence that word classes that map onto natural semantic classes are learned better than arbitrary classes.

Experiment 2: Word order variation
Experiment 2 was constructed to test the hypothesis that different basic word orders are observed with different frequencies among the world’s languages because some orders are

more naturally acquired or used than others. We chose to manipulate the order of the basic constituents S, O and V. Our
experiment was intended to determine whether SO languages
are more easily learned than OS languages. As discussed earlier, the vast majority of natural languages are SO, and one explanation is a universal cognitive preference to place (salient,
agentive) subjects before objects. By testing all 6 possible
word orders, we can also check our results for a more general relationship between the learnability of each order and
its relative typological frequency.
As a secondary manipulation, we also varied determinernoun order. There is a typological tendency for VO languages
to have determiners which precede the noun, while OV languages more often have determiners which follow the noun
(Dryer, 1989).4 If this correlation emerges from a deeper cognitive property, we might observe differences in the learnability of pre- vs postnominal determiner languages depending on
their VO/OV order.

Design and materials
We used exactly the same stimuli as in Experiment 1, but
with different languages. This time, determiners appeared
with all nouns in all languages, and the two determiner classes
were assigned as in the natural gender consistent conditions
of Experiment 1. We introduced two new fully crossed manipulations. Each language used one of the six possible basic word orders (SOV, SVO, VSO, OSV, OVS, VOS), and
each had either prenominal or postnominal determiners (DetN vs N-Det). This gives a 6*2 design, of which one cell
(SOV/prenominal) was identical to the gender/all nouns condition in Experiment 1.

Procedure
The procedure was identical to that of Experiment 1. 285
participants took part, and were paid $0.75. All were located
in the USA and were self-reported native English speakers.

Results
The data was analyzed in the same way as Experiment 1.
Figure 4 shows performance on the transitive verb forced
choice discrimination trials. Performance on SOV and SVO
conditions (94 and 92%) is comparable to the 93% correctness levels seen in natural gender conditions in Experiment
1. However, performance is slightly lower on the other orders
VSO, OSV, OVS and VOS (86, 89, 87 and 85% respectively).
This word order difference is marginally significant (p = .06),
and there is a significant effect of determiner order such that
prenominal conditions are more accurate (91 vs 87%) but no
interaction (p = .83).
4 Real languages differ in whether the various determiner-like
functions (e.g. definiteness determination of articles, deictic function of demonstratives) are associated with single or different word
categories, and those different functions may be associated with different ordering tendencies. Since our “determiners” are semantically and functionally empty, we necessarily rely on crude typological generalizations.
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icant (p < .01) although the effect of determiner order is not
(main effect: p = .80; interaction: p = .46). There was also
no interaction between determiner order and VO vs OV order
(p = .98)
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Figure 4: Exp2 proportion of discrimination trials correct
(white bars show prenominal, gray postnominal conditions).
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Figure 5 shows vocabulary correctness within the production sentences. The highest performance is obtained
on the condition with the same word order as English
(SVO/prenominal: 59%). Overall correctness is highest in
SOV, SVO and OVS (50, 53 and 48%), above VSO, OSV and
VOS (34, 45 and 43%). However, neither the 6-way word
order variable nor the determiner ordering variable significantly predict vocabulary correctness (word order: p = .15;
determiner order: p = .21; interaction: p = .12).
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Figure 5: Exp2 proportion of production trials with fully correct words.
Because we were primarily interested in the effect of determiner order with respect to its interaction with VO order, we
ran a separate model collapsing together all VO languages
and all OV languages. This time, the interaction between
word order and determiner order was significant (p = .02).
This was carried by an advantage for prenominal determiners in VO orders (36 vs 51%) while there was little difference
within OV orders (48 vs 47%).
Figure 6 shows word order correctness of the three principal constituents. 100% of trials in the SVO conditions (357
total) were produced in the correct order. SOV shows almost
equally high performance (94% overall). Of the remaining orders, VSO (91%) and OVS (88%) are higher than OSV (83%)
and VOS (74%). These differences by word order are signif-
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Figure 6: Of Exp2 production trials with correct words, proportion having correct word order.

Discussion
When interpreting the results of Experiment 2, it must be remembered that our participants may have a native language
bias towards English-like languages. Indeed, vocabulary correctness is highest in the SVO/prenominal condition, and the
only two conditions with 100% accuracy on the order correctness score are the SVO conditions. Order correctness might
generally be higher in languages where elements are positioned as in English: the orders where none of the three are in
the English position (OSV and VOS) yield the poorest performance. However, there are many other ways a hypothetical
native bias could be formulated which do not predict performance. For instance, neither containing English substrings
(SV or VO) nor having V-O order are predictive. There is no
obvious native language explanation for the high performance
on SOV, which is second only to SVO on all both production
measures (vocabulary and order) and above SVO in forced
choice comprehension. SVO and SOV do have in common
a subject which precedes the object, as it does in over 90%
of natural languages. This could indicate greater cognitive
ease of learning or using languages with SO order. Accordingly, VSO scores third after SVO and SOV in terms of order correctness. In contrast though, in comprehension and in
production vocabulary correctness, VSO has the lowest performance of all. Tentatively, then, we suggest that the production task favors SO orders due to a cognitive bias to prefer
agents before patients. We do not find any evidence that this
bias affects the learning or choice of the words themselves,
nor the comprehension of learned languages.
High SOV performance is interesting in light of both the
typological frequency of SOV (Dryer (2009) suggests SOV
may be twice as frequent as SVO if genera are counted rather
than individual languages), and recent work showing SOV advantages. Based on findings from varied paradigms, GoldinMeadow and colleagues (e.g. Goldin-Meadow, Özyürek &
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Mylander, 2008) have argued that SOV is in some sense a
cognitively “basic” order for the representation of events:
speakers of all languages fall back on SOV in nonlinguistic expression tasks, and emergent sign languages tend to be
SOV. Our results can be taken to support this finding, in that
participants produce SOV order more accurately than any order besides that of their native language. Moreover, in the
comprehension task, SOV performance was in fact slightly
above SVO. Thus any SOV advantage is not restricted to production.
A second possible effect that emerges is that of verb mediality. Among the SO orders, there is an SVO advantage
on all three measures, which can be explained as native language bias. But among the OS orders too, there is an OVS
advantage on the two production measures, and no differences in the comprehension measure. OVS is typologically
very rare. However, the psycholinguistic theories of Hawkins
and Gibson mentioned in the introduction predict that OVS
should be relatively easy to process, since both arguments of
the verb are adjacent to it. Gibson, Brink, Piantadosi & Saxe
(2011) have suggested that SVO approaches the typological
frequency of cognitively basic SOV order because it separates
the subject and object, which are similar and therefore confusable. They show that an SOV bias observed in a task with
inanimate patients switches to SVO when both agent and patient are animate, as is the case in our materials. Similarly,
one explanation for the verb-medial effect here is that adjacent similar noun phrases impede learning or use.
The evidence for determiner order on learnability is mixed.
Prenominal determiners led to slightly higher comprehension
accuracy, which may simply reflect the familiarity of prenominal determiners to English speaking participants. There was
no effect of determiner order on production order correctness, but in vocabulary correctness prenominals led to better
performance in VO orders only. It is possible that the main
effect of native language obscured potentially more interesting results. Prenominal determiners are favored in the VO
conditions, where the native language order and the typological correlation between VO order and determiner order are
in alignment. For the OV languages, where those two factors
act against each other, there is no difference in correctness.
In future research, we hope to explore this question further
using pre/postpositions, which have stronger typological tendencies, and with native speakers of OV languages.

Conclusions
We have shown that a web-based language learning task can
be used effectively to study the learnability of languages. As
expected, English speakers perform well on English-like languages, but they also perform extremely well on SOV languages. This is compatible with previous claims that SO orders — and perhaps SOV specifically — are favored by a
default cognitive bias. The internet-based methodology presented here allows an unprecedented amount of data to be
collected, allowing for the testing of more and more detailed

artificial languages, and using participants with different native language backgrounds. We hope this paradigm will bring
new behavioral evidence to the study of language typology.
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Abstract
Studying speech errors has revealed much about the language
production system. We believe it can also be used to
investigate the interaction between the speech production and
other systems, such as the executive system. This paper
studies the effect of focusing attention on the production of a
single word in a sequence. We present three experiments in
which participants, while reciting four-word tongue twisters,
allocate their attention to a particular word either by
instruction to avoid errors on that word, to stress the word, or
reversely, to recite that word silently instead of overtly. The
results of all three experiments consistently show that
focusing attention on one word causes a higher error rate on
the other words in the sequence.
Keywords: Speech errors; Attention.

Introduction
To avoid mistakes, you must “pay attention”. That is what
every parent, teacher, or coach will tell you. Attending to
something, does in fact have measurable effects. Object
features, such as color, can freely move to other objects if
attention is not focused on the reported object at the time of
its perception (e.g. Treisman & Gelade, 1980). For example,
participants who were briefly exposed to an array of letters
containing a green X and a red O, might mistakenly report
having seen a red X, if the attention is diverted by some
means. However, when the to-be-reported object’s location
is precued, thus selectively focusing attention on that object,
such “conjunction errors” decrease significantly, even when
the overall difficulty of the task matches cases in which the
object was not attended to (Treisman & Schmidt, 1982).
An equivalent of feature migration is found in reading
(e.g. Allport, 1977; McClelland & Mozer, 1986; Mozer,
1983; Shallice & McGill, 1978; Shallice & Warrington,
1977), which in its extreme form manifests as attentional
dyslexia (e.g. Davis & Colthart, 2002; Friedmann, Kerbel,
& Shvimer, 2010; Humphreys & Mayall, 2001; Mayall &
Humphreys, 2002; Saffran & Coslett, 1996), a disorder in
which the high rate of letter migration between written
words makes reading very difficult to impossible. The
problem can be easily remedied by the use of a moving
window, about the size of a single word, which provides a
narrow focus for attention.
Speech production also suffers from “feature migration”,
but migration in time, rather than migration in space. Parts
of words (e.g. phonemes) move between the planned words

(e.g. Dell & Reich, 1981; Fromkin, 1971), giving rise to
speech errors such as “dig booz” instead of “big dues”.
Uncontrollable migration of phonological constituents
might in fact be the underlying cause of the “naming-incontext” disorder in which aphasic patients cannot give the
names of a sequence of pictured objects (e.g. Schwartz &
Hodgson, 2002). Similar to attentional dyslexia, the problem
is easily remedied by narrowing down attention to a single
picture at a time by the means of removing or covering the
other pictures.
In summary, attention seems to play a crucial role in both
perception and production of language. While the former
has been studied systematically, the latter has received little
scrutiny. In the same vein, models of spoken speech errors
have featured prominently in cognitive science for 25 years
(e.g. Dell, 1986; Nozari et al., 2010), but no speech-error
model takes any note of attention. The first step for
implementation of such mechanisms is to gather empirical
data on how the process of lexical access is affected by
tuning attention to a word in a sequence. It is thus the goal
of this paper to answer a basic question: If attention is
focused on one word in a sequence of words, what happens
to the other words? Does attending to a word increase the
overall accuracy of the speaker or does it come at the cost of
other words?
We present three experiments, in which we elicit speech
errors by having participants recite a series of four-word
tongue-twisters, with one (or none) of the words being
attended. In Experiment 1, participants are directly
instructed to avoid mistakes on a particular word.
Experiment 2 aims to elicit an overt manifestation of
focusing attention by asking the participants to stress a
certain word among the four words. Finally, Experiment 3
asks participants to mouth (silently recite) one of the four
words while the other words are spoken aloud normally.
Thus Experiment 3 requires attention to a particular word,
but the physical manifestation of that attention is the
opposite of the stress instruction given in Experiment 2.

Experiment 1
Methods
Participants: 32 undergraduate students at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign participated for course credit.
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Materials: 32 pairs of tongue-twisters (total = 64) were
borrowed from Oppenheim and Dell (2008). Each tonguetwister consisted of four words with the same vowels and an
XYYX onset pattern. In half of the tongue-twisters the
onsets were dissimilar (e.g., “just rum rug jump”). Each
dissimilar tongue-twister was paired with another that
shared its middle two words, but had one onset consonant
changed so that the onsets were phonologically similar (e.g.,
“lust rum rug lump”). Four lists, each containing sixteen
tongue-twisters, were constructed, two of which were used
in the experimental and the other two, in the control
condition. One half of each pair always appeared in the
experimental condition and the other half in the control
condition, such that a phonologically similar tongue-twister
was half the time in the experimental and half the time in
the control condition. Each list contained an equal number
of phonologically similar and dissimilar tongue-twisters.
In the experimental condition, one of the four words in
the tongue twister was printed in bold and was underlined
(e.g., “just rum rug jump”). Each of the four words was so
marked with equal probability across participants. In the
control condition, no word was bold or underlined.
Procedure: Participants completed four test blocks, each of
which contained one of the four lists of tongue-twisters.
Half the subjects completed the experimental blocks first,
and the other half, the control blocks first. The experiment
was run in MATLAB. In the control condition, a single trial
consisted, first, of a familiarization display, where the four
words appeared on a computer screen and the participant
was asked to enunciate each word carefully. Necessary
corrections were made by the experimenter until the
participant successfully pronounced all four words. Next, a
rehearsal phase began, in which the same four words
appeared on the screen and a metronome played at 2
beats/sec. For four beats, the participant only listened. At
the beginning of the fifth beat, a red dot appeared under
each word, and moved to the next word at the pace of the
metronome. Participants were to read the words aloud as the
red dot moved along. They then listened for the next four
beats (without the red dot) and began reciting on the fifth as
the red dot reappeared. Four rehearsal cycles were
completed in each trial. No errors were coded at this phase.
If the participant repeatedly made an error, the experimenter
corrected the error and had them repeat the rehearsal phase
of that trial from the beginning (this was seldom required).
Finally, the test phase began. Like the rehearsal phase, there
were four cycles, each containing a silent part in which the
participants just listened to the metronome for four beats
and a speaking-aloud part, in which they had to say the
words aloud at the pace of the metronome, and along with
the visual cue (the red dot). There were two differences
between the rehearsal and the test phase though: first, the
pace of the metronome was higher in the test phase (3
beats/sec), and second, the words were no longer printed in
the center of the screen. In the silent part of each cycle, the
words appeared in a small font in gray color at the top of the

screen. Participants were encouraged to repeat the words
from memory, but were allowed to consult them if they
could not remember them. In the speaking aloud part of the
cycle, the words disappeared and the red dot appeared at the
place previously occupied by the printed words in the center
of the screen in the rehearsal phase. As the dot moved from
position 1 to 2 to 3 to 4, along with the metronome beat, the
participant had to say the words aloud. They were told to try
to repeat the words as accurately as possible on the
metronome beat.
After receiving the instructions, participants completed a
short practice block of eight trials. If the experimenter
judged their performance with regard to following the
general instructions to be unsatisfactory at the end of the
practice block, they were run through that block again.
The experimental condition was very similar, with the
exception that one of the words was bold and underlined as
soon as the participants got to the rehearsal phase. They
were instructed to try to be accurate overall, but to
especially avoid making errors on the underlined word or
else they would hear an annoying buzz (the experimenter
who monitored their performance used the buzzer from the
game Taboo). The relevant instructions were presented right
before the participants started this condition and a practice
block comprised of eight trials preceded the test blocks.
Similar to the control condition, participants did not start the
test blocks unless satisfactory performance was reached on
the practice block.
During the study, an experimenter (the first author or a
trained assistant) sat next to the participants. In the
experimental condition, s/he buzzed the participants
immediately if they made an error on the underlined word in
the test phase. Responses were digitally recorded for offline
transcription. Both the first author and the assistant
transcribed errors from the recordings. The original
agreement was 76%. In cases where the two transcriptions
differed, the recording was replayed, and if the transcribers
still disagreed, the utterance was not coded as an error.

Results and Discussion
One participant was excluded from this experiment for
failing to follow instruction. There were thus a total of
15872 spoken words from the remaining 31 participants,
each of which represents an opportunity for error. For
participants who did follow the instructions, if they
refrained from responding on 50% or more of the words in a
trial during the test phase, that trial was excluded. After
enforcing this criterion, data from four trials (64 error
opportunities), all belonging to the experimental condition,
were eliminated.
Errors consisted of substitution, addition, or deletion of
phonemes, or, less often, substitution of entire words. 82%
of all errors were within-trial migrations, meaning that a
phoneme had moved from one word to another in the same
trial, or alternatively, a word had moved to a different
position in the trial. The remaining 18% of the errors were
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outside intrusions (e.g. "just rub rug jump" for the target
"just rum rug jump"). Of the within-trial migrations, 29%
were word substitutions. This, however, might be an
overestimation, because coding word substitutions was
prioritized over phoneme substitutions. For example, the
first rug in "just rug rug jump" for the target "just rum rug
jump" was coded as a word substitution (there was an
identical word in the target that now appeared in the wrong
place in the error), although theoretically it could have been
a phoneme substitution.
In order to compare the experimental to the control
condition, we assigned what we called “fake” attended
status to words in the control condition. To this end, for
each half of a tongue-twister pair in the experimental
condition, we found the other half in the control condition
and assigned the word in the same position to the fake
attended status. In other words, we pretended that it had
been underlined for purposes of analysis. For example, if
“just rum rug jump” was in the experimental condition,
“lust rum rug lump” was located in the control condition
and “rug” was given the fake role of the attended word.
From now on, we use the term “attended and unattended”
for both experimental and control conditions, although in
reality, there was no difference between the four words in
the control condition.
A total of 804 errors (149 on the attended and 655 on the
unattended words) were made in the experimental condition,
and 716 errors (192 on the attended and 524 on the
unattended words) in the control condition. Since the total
opportunities for making errors differed, each number was
turned into a proportion by dividing it by the total number
of error opportunities a participant had in that condition for
that word-status. Figure 1a shows these proportions. There
were significantly more errors on the unattended than the
attended words in the experimental condition (t(30)= -3.63;
p < .001). The difference between the error rates on the
(fake) attended and unattended words in the control
condition was, however, not significant. This shows that the
experimental manipulation did have the desired effect. To
examine how focusing attention on one word affects the
processing of the unattended words, we performed
hierarchical binomial multiple regression in the statistical R
package, using a mixed model which treated subjects and
items as random effects. We also tested the need for a
randomly varying fixed effect by both subjects and items.
Random slopes for each predictor were added to the model
one by one, in a fixed order. We compared the model with
the newly added term to the preceding model by performing
a Chi-squared test of the deviance in model log likelihood.
If this was not significant, we dropped the term from the
model and continued adding other random slopes. The final
model consisted of condition (experimental vs. control),
word-status (attended vs. unattended) and the interaction of
the two as fixed effects, and subject and item random
intercepts, as well as random slopes of condition for
subjects and word-status for items as random effects.

There were more errors overall in the experimental
condition, although the difference did not reach significance
(z = 1.65, p = .10). Crucially, the interaction between
condition and word-status was significant (z = -3.43, p <
.001). Contrast-testing against a baseline of averaged (fake)
attended and unattended words in the control condition
revealed that there were significantly fewer errors on the
attended words compared to the baseline (z= 3.063; p=
.002), and significantly more errors on the unattended words
compared to the baseline (z= -2.543; p = .010)
The results of experiment 1 suggest that focusing on one
word is likely to hurt the overall performance by causing
more errors on the other words in the sequence. It is,
however, unclear what strategies the participants used in
order to avoid mistakes on the attended word. In Experiment
2 we asked them to focus on the word by overtly “stressing”
it.

Experiment 2
Methods
Participants: 32 undergraduate students at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, who had not taken part in
experiment 1, participated in the study for course credit.
Materials: The materials from experiment 1 were used.
Procedure: The procedure was the same as for experiment
1, except for the instructions given for the experimental
condition. Participants were told to stress the bold and
underlined word when they pronounced it. An example was
given: “John shot two ducks”, and the experimenter showed
the participants how each word can be given emphatic stress
(modeled with the pitch accent L+H*) if the speaker meant
to emphasize a certain aspects of the message.

Results and Discussion
The exclusion criteria of Experiment 1 were enforced here
as well. In addition, if the participant could not follow the
“stressing” instructions properly after completing the
practice block twice, they were excluded. Two participants
were thus eliminated. For the remainder of the participants,
recitations during the test phase in which they did not stress
the underlined word (as judged by the two independent
transcribers) were thrown out. Overall, 336 error
opportunities were excluded for the remaining 30
participants, all belonging to the experimental condition.
The same procedure as Experiment 1 was repeated to
assign fake stressed status to words in the control condition.
1023 errors (189 on the stressed and 834 on the unstressed
words) were made in the experimental, and 943 errors (258
on the stressed and 685 on the unstressed words) were made
in the control condition. Figure 1b shows the proportion of
errors for each word-status in each condition. Similar to
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proportion of errors

which performance was judged. This procedure proved to be
more difficult than the other two, and four participants could
not follow the mouthing instructions even after going
through the practice block twice. Moreover, there were
many more silences in the control condition especially for
participants who had first completed the mouthing
condition, which led to the elimination of 7 trials (112 error
opportunities) in this condition, over the remaining 35
participants. Silence or failure to properly mouth the word
also led to the elimination of 271 error opportunities in the
experimental condition.

(a)

0.04

attended
0.02

unattended

0

proportion of errors

control

0.08
0.06
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stressed
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experimental
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Experiment 3
Methods
Participants: 39 undergraduate students at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, who had not taken part in
experiments 1 or 2, participated in the study for course
credit.
Materials: The same materials as before were used.

0.06

experimental

proportion of errors

Experiment 1, there were significantly more errors on the
unstressed, compared to the stressed words in the
experimental condition (t(29) = -3.61; p < .001 ), but no
significant difference between the stressed and unstressed
words in the control condition. A similar type of
hierarchical logistic regression model was used, and the
same procedure described in Experiment 1 was repeated to
decide which random effects to include. The final model
consisted of condition (experimental vs. control), wordstatus (stressed vs. unstressed) and the interaction of the two
as fixed effects, and subject and item random intercepts, as
well as random slope of condition for both subjects and
items, and random slope of word-status for items as random
effects. The findings were the same as Experiment 1.
Although there were overall more errors in the experimental
condition, this difference did not reach significance (z =
1.48, p = .14). However, the interaction between condition
and word-status was significant (z = -3.88, p < .001).
Similar to Experiment 1, a baseline was created by
averaging (fake) attended and unattended words in the
control condition for contrast testing. This baseline was
significantly higher than the error rate on the stressed words
in the experimental condition (z = 3.432; p < 0.001), and
significantly lower than that of the unstressed words (z= 2.604; p = 0.009).
In summary, when participants were instructed to
emphasize a certain word in a sequence of words, they made
fewer errors on that word, and more errors on the other
words, compared to when no particular word was stressed.
Is this pattern of results due to putting more emphasis on the
word, or would any kind of manipulation to a word’s
production yield comparable results? In Experiment 3, we
answer this question by asking the participants to do the
reverse of emphasis; we asked them to silently mouth one of
the four words.

0.06

(c)

0.04

mouthed

0.02

articulated

0

experimental

control

Figure 1(a-c) - Proportion of errors for each word-status
(attended vs. unattended, stressed vs. unstressed, mouthed
vs. articulated) in the experimental and control conditions in
Experiments 1, 2 and 3.

Procedure: The procedure was the same except for the
instructions in the experimental condition. Participants were
instructed to mouth the bold and underlined word, meaning
that they had to make the gesture of saying the word with
their mouth, without producing sounds.

Results and Discussion
The exclusion criteria were similar to Experiment 2, except
that mouthing, instead of stressing, was the requirement by

Words were assigned to the fake mouthed status in the
control condition in the fashion described for the other two
experiments. Participants made 969 errors on the articulated
words in the experimental condition and 832 in the control
condition. Figure 1c shows the proportion of errors to the
total error opportunities for each word-status in each
condition. Note that there is no bar for the errors on the
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mouthed words in the experimental condition, because by
definition, these words were not supposed to be pronounced
aloud (that recitation was excluded if they were), and
therefore, there were no objective measures to decide
whether an error was made or not. But the important
comparison is between the proportion of errors on the
articulated words in the experimental and control
conditions, which was assessed using a hierarchical logistic
model as before. Only the data for the articulated words
were entered and a final model was built with condition as
fixed effect, and random intercepts for subjects and items, as
well as random slopes for the effect of condition on both
subjects and items as random effects. This model showed
that there were significantly more errors on the articulated
words in the experimental than the control condition (z =
2.19; p = .029).

General Discussion
This paper posed the question of what happens if you focus
attention on one word in a sequence of words. In three
experiments, participants were asked to avoid mistakes,
emphasize, or mouth one of the four words in tonguetwisters. Experiments 1 and 2 provided direct evidence that
the experimental manipulation has been successful: there
were fewer errors on the words that were singled out in
some manner. However, this decrease in error rate on the
attended/stressed words did not cause an overall lower error
rate in the experimental condition. On the contrary, in both
experiments, there were numerically more errors in that
condition (although the difference did not reach statistical
significance). This means that when participants focused
their attention on one word, they made more errors on the
other words in that sequence.
Intuitively, it seems natural for people to emphasize a
word if they are more focused on it, so the purpose of
experiment 3 was to test if the results could be replicated
with attention implemented in the reverse way, namely by
de-emphasizing articulation to an extreme extent, so that no
sound is produced at all. If attention, rather than emphasis,
is the factor that modulates the error rate, we expected to
observe more errors on the articulated (unattended) words in
the experimental, compared to the control, condition. The
data supported this prediction. We conclude that regardless
of the overt manifestation (e.g. making a word more or less
prominent during articulation), focusing on a single word in
a sequence hurts the production of others words.
In summary, attention matters. When a word is singled
out in any respect, the production of other words suffers. An
intuitive account is that greater attention means more
activation on the attended word. In most production models,
greater activation on the word promotes its accurate
production, but increases the chance that that word will
harm production by creating anticipatory and perseveratory
errors on the other words (Dell, 1986). The constituents of
the strongly-activated word will migrate in time to the
unattended ones because of the relative disparity in
activation. Alternately, the greater activation associated with

the attended word could mean less activation in absolute
terms for the other words, assuming a limited pool of
activation, or active inhibition of what is not attended.
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Abstract
In the McGurk Effect, a visual stimulus can affect the
perception of an auditory signal, suggesting integration of the
auditory and visual streams. However, it is unclear when in
speech processing this auditory-visual integration occurs. The
present study used a semantic priming paradigm to
investigate whether integration occurs before, during, or after
access of the lexical-semantic network. Semantic associates
of the un-integrated auditory signal were activated when the
auditory stream was a word, while semantic associates of the
integrated McGurk percept (a real word) were activated when
the auditory signal was a nonword. These results suggest that
the temporal relationship between lexical access and
integration depends on the lexicality of the auditory stream.
Keywords: lexical access; McGurk Effect; auditory-visual
integration; lexical-semantic network

Introduction
Speech comprehension is a complex, multi-staged process.
Language input to the perceiver consists of information
from several different sources which can augment the
auditory speech stream, including visual information from
the speaker’s mouth and lip movements, knowledge about
the speaker’s accent and pronunciations, eye and head
movements to highlight referents, and tone of voice and
body language. While speech perception is most obviously
driven by the auditory signal entering the listener’s ears
(Erber, 1975), visual information from a speaker’s mouth
and lip movements can affect and even significantly alter
the perception of speech (Fort et al., 2010; Green, 1998;
Summerfield, 1987), especially in noisy or degraded
environments (Erber, 1975; Grant & Seitz, 2000; Sumby &
Pollack, 1954). To be able to derive this processing
contribution from visual information, the auditory and
visual signals must be integrated into a single
representation. The present work seeks to determine when
such integration occurs during speech processing; in
particular, whether it occurs before or after access to the
lexical-semantic network.
McGurk and MacDonald (1976) first reported the

McGurk Effect, in which incongruent audio and visual
stimuli combine to induce in listeners the perception of a
stimulus different than that of the actual sound input they
have received. This effect is remarkable because of its
illusory status – the listener perceives a token that is distinct
from the sound signal, even with a perceptually good
auditory exemplar. In this case, it is clear that the auditory
and visual signals are integrated at some point during speech
processing.
Theories of lexical retrieval in speech comprehension
posit a mental lexicon as a repository of stored lexical items.
This comprehension lexicon is an interconnected network of
words, each containing the phonological, syntactic, and
semantic information necessary for speech processing. To
understand spoken speech, the incoming speech signal must
activate its entry in the lexicon to retrieve the meaning of an
input word (Aitchison, 2003; Collins & Loftus, 1975). This
look-up process, using phonological input as a search key
for its corresponding meaning, is known as lexical access.
The present study investigates which components of the
incoming speech stream influence this search process.
In the case of McGurk Effect stimuli, for which
participants perceive a stimulus different from that
presented by the auditory stream alone, the differing
auditory and visual inputs were necessarily integrated at
some point during speech processing. However, it is unclear
whether this integration happens before, after, or
coincidently with lexical access. That is, does the lexical
representation which is ultimately activated for processing
the speech input correspond to the auditory input alone, or
to the combined auditory-visual percept, which may differ
from that of the auditory signal? The study presented here
investigates whether this combined percept is simply a
perceptual illusion that fails to access the lexicon, or if the
integrated percept is treated as input to the lexicon, thereby
causing activation of its own semantic associates.
To create these integrated audiovisual-percepts, a video of
a speaker mouthing an item is dubbed with an auditory track
differing in the initial consonant’s place of articulation.
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Perceivers often perceive an item created in this manner not
as the true auditory input, but as either a fusion of the
auditory and visual signals or just the visual track alone.
(For example, an auditory [ba] paired with a visual /ga/
often fuses to form the percept da while auditory [ba] paired
with a visual /da/ may also be perceived as da.1)
The phonological feature of place of articulation is more
easily detected visually than are the features of manner and
voicing (Binnie, Montgomery, & Jackson, 1974) and is also
more susceptible to auditory noise interference (Miller &
Nicely, 1955). Thus, the manner-place hypothesis for
interpretation of incongruent audio-visual (AV) items
suggests that the feature of place is contributed by the visual
stream while the manner and voicing features are
contributed by the auditory stream. The combination of
these three features leads to an AV percept that can be
distinct from that of the actual auditory signal (MacDonald
& McGurk, 1978; Summerfield, 1987).

Visual Influences on Degraded Auditory Signals
Visual information can be particularly helpful for
comprehending speech when the auditory signal is less than
ideal. For example, as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
decreases, the improvement afforded by the addition of
visual information strongly increases. Sumby and Pollack
(1954) presented participants with congruent, bimodal
videos and asked them to identify the words they detected.
At extremely low signal-to-noise ratios (-30 dB), bimodal
presentation increased lexical identification by 40
percentage points; at moderate SNRs, the additional visual
information only increased identification by 20 percentage
points, and at 0 SNR the increase in rate of identification
was negligible. Similarly, combined auditory and visual
speech presentation can withstand about a 5-10 dB worse
SNR than can auditory-alone presentation while still
maintaining a level of 80% correct identification (Erber,
1975). As the speech signal becomes less reliable, less
information about the input can be gleaned from the
auditory signal alone and thus the visual track has more of a
chance to contribute. In line with this, Bastien-Toniazzo,
Stroumza, & Cavé (2009) found higher incidence of
McGurk Effect percepts in higher-noise environments,
implying that with greater background noise comes a greater
reliance on the visual signal, and thus a greater chance of
integrating the two streams into a McGurk percept.
The same holds true for clear nonword auditory input.
Brancazio (2004) found a strong lexical bias for incongruent
McGurk videos, as the visual signal contributed more
frequently when the auditory signal was a nonword than
when it was a word. A nonword audio track is, in a way,
comparable to a degraded stimulus – with no match in the
1

Here, brackets ([X]) denote the auditory track of a stimulus;
slashes (/X/) the visual track; and italics (X) the illusory percept
resulting from the combination of the auditory and visual signals.

lexicon, it could easily be the result of a hearing or speech
segmentation error. Consequently, an accompanying visual
signal may be treated as additional disambiguating
information and thus taken more into account when
interpreting the input of a nonword.
The auditory and visual streams of a bimodal stimulus
enter the mind separately and independently and, at some
point during lexical processing, are integrated to create a
single, unified percept, as in the McGurk Effect. The present
study investigates this integration process in relation to
lexical access. There are three possible points at which the
auditory and visual tracks could be integrated: before, after,
or coincident with access to the lexicon. If AV-integration
occurs before lexical processing, namely, early in the
perceptual stages of speech comprehension, then the
combined percept (not the auditory signal alone) should be
treated as the input for the lexicon, and thus should access
its own lexical-semantic entry and associates. This would
also imply that AV-integration operates on purely bottomup information: if the streams are integrated before they are
looked up in the lexicon, integration cannot be dependent on
the lexicality or non-lexicality of one or the other tracks.
An alternative possibility is that AV-integration occurs in
post-lexical stages of processing. In this case, the two
modalities would stay separated until one or both have been
sent to the lexicon and either activated a match or not.
Insofar as speech perception is fundamentally determined by
the auditory signal, any priming effects should be those
created by the auditory stimulus. Only later, after the
lexicon has been accessed, would AV-integration take place,
leading to the fused item that comprehenders perceive. As a
result, the combined percept and the word or nonword it
forms would have no contact with the lexicon and thus its
lexicality would be irrelevant.
The final possibility is that AV-integration could occur
during lexical access. In general, the two streams would
enter the lexicon separately, where the auditory stream
would likely be weighted more heavily as the primary
modality of speech perception. If the auditory input is, for
some reason, less than ideal – whether because it is
degraded, or in noise, or not a real word – and thus cannot
activate any lexical entry sufficiently to bring it to threshold,
then any other available disambiguating information,
including the visual signal, could be used to help resolve the
identity of the input. As a result, if lexical access is delayed
due to the poor quality of the auditory stimulus, AVintegration could take place during this time and thus affect
the lexicon search outcome.
To compare these possibilities, two types of audio-visual
incongruent prime stimuli were used: auditory-word/visualnonword items, which, when integrated, lead to a nonwordpercept, and auditory-nonword/visual-word items, which
integrate to form a word-percept. If AV-integration occurs
pre-lexically so that the two streams are combined early in
processing, it is the combined McGurk percept that should
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access the lexicon. In this case, the word-percept items
should prime their associates but the nonword-percept items
should not. Alternatively, if AV-integration happens later in
the processing stream and is post-lexical, then priming
should be dependent on the auditory input alone, and thus
word-percept stimuli (with an auditory nonword) should not
demonstrate priming while nonword-percept stimuli (with
an auditory word) should.

Methods
Participants
Twenty-six Brown University undergraduates who were
native English speakers and not fluent in any other
languages participated in the experiment. Two subjects’ data
had to be discarded due to instrument malfunction. The
remaining twenty-four participants ranged in age from 18 to
22 years, and all except one were right-handed. There were
13 males and 11 females in the group.

Design and Procedure
Participants were instructed to watch the videos and listen to
the item that followed each. The task was to make a lexical
decision on the second, auditory item by pressing either the
“word” or “nonword” button on the button box placed in
front of the subject. The assignment of word or nonword to
each button was alternated between subjects. Participants
were instructed to respond to the target word as quickly as
possible. Stimuli were displayed in two blocks separated by
a self-timed break.
Each participant saw the same prime video twice across
the experiment, paired with either both nonword or both
word targets. Importantly, each saw a McGurk and its
corresponding congruent prime with the same two targets,
so the reaction times could be directly compared by item
within subject. Trials with the same prime were separated
between blocks as were trials with the same target.
Participants were given 7 practice trials at the start of the
task which were not included in the final data analysis.

Materials

Results

Each stimulus consisted of a bimodal prime, with either
congruent or incongruent audio and visual streams,
followed, after a 50 msec ISI, by an auditory-only target.
Bimodal primes were defined as congruent if their audio and
visual tracks came from the same utterance, and incongruent
(McGurk) if they did not and thus the onset consonant
presented in the signals did not match. Twenty-four of the
incongruent bimodal primes were auditory-word/visualnonword stimuli and 24 were auditory-nonword/visual-word
stimuli. The congruent bimodal primes used the audio track
from the analogous McGurk videos paired with their
corresponding visual. For example, the McGurk video
[beef]/deef/ had the corresponding congruent video
[beef]/beef/. The initial consonant pairs used to create the
McGurk videos were [auditory-/b/, visual-/d/], [auditory-/p/,
visual-/t/], and [auditory-/m/, visual-/n/]. The intended
McGurk percept formed by the incongruent videos was
always the same as the visual track. As a result, for the
incongruent stimuli, only one of the auditory and the
McGurk percept was a real word, allowing for a clear
picture of which signal was the cause of any observed
priming effects.
Half of the audio-only targets were themselves evenly
divided between semantically-related and unrelated words.
The other half of the targets were nonwords. The
semantically-related target words were chosen from the
University of South Florida Free Association Norms
database (Nelson, McEvoy, & Schreiber, 1998) and the
Edinburgh Associative Thesaurus (Kiss et al., 1973). Where
the associates provided by these two databases were
nonexistent or the words deemed too long, associates were
provided by lab members. Nonword targets were chosen
from the ARC nonword database (Rastle, Harrington, &
Coltheart, 2002) and were all one or two syllables long.

Reaction times (RTs) were measured from the offset of the
target item to reduce any potential effects of differences in
the durations of the auditory targets, and were divided into
two sets by McGurk percept lexicality. The RTs in each set
were further separated into four categories based on the
prime-target relationship: congruent-related, congruentunrelated, incongruent-related, and incongruent-unrelated.
Within each subject, any responses that were more than two
standard deviations from the average RT of their category
were removed, along with any items on which the
participant’s lexical decision response came before the onset
of the target word or on which they made an incorrect
response. The average latencies for the remaining items in
each category were computed within-subject. Reaction time
results for congruent-nonword/incongruent-word items
(NWW)2 are presented in Figure 1 and congruentword/incongruent-nonword items (WNW) in Figure 2.
A 2 (congruency) x 2 (relatedness) repeated-measures
ANOVA was conducted by participants separately for the
NWW items and for the WNW items. For the NWW
items, there was a main effect of congruency (F(1, 23) =
6.197, p<.020), indicating that incongruent trials, which
created a real word percept (e.g., [bamp]/damp/, perceived
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2
Congruent-nonword/incongruent word-percept items (e.g.,
[bamp]/bamp/ and [bamp]/damp/) will be referred to as
NWW. (This symbol will be used for both congruent and
incongruent items.) This notation recalls the fact that in the
incongruent stimulus, a nonword auditory stimulus becomes a
word-percept through AV-integration. As the auditory tracks are
the same for the congruent and incongruent stimuli of a pair, the
lexicality of the congruent item is denoted by the first item of the
pair (here, a nonword). Similarly, congruent-word/incongruent
nonword-percept items (e.g., [beef]/beef/ and [beef]/deef/) will
be denoted as WNW.

lexicality (F(1, 23) = 7.528, p<.012), with RTs faster to
WNW stimuli than to NWW stimuli. This result
suggests that the auditory signal takes precedence over the
visual: stimuli that formed real words without integration
seem to have been activated more quickly than those that
became lexical items only through the integration of the
visual input. There was no interaction between any pair of
two factors or of the three factors together.
All types of stimuli showed a significant effect of
priming, as measured by strong main effects of relatedness
in all comparisons.

Discussion
Figure 1: NWW items

Figure 2: WNW items
as damp), elicited faster response latencies to targets than
did congruent nonword trials ([bamp]/bamp/, perceived as
bamp). Additionally and importantly, there was a main
effect of relatedness (F(1, 23) = 32.905, p<.000),
demonstrating that priming indeed occurred, as related
targets were responded to more quickly than were unrelated
targets. There was no interaction (F(1, 23) = .744, p ns)
between the factors.
The congruent word/incongruent nonword-percept
(WNW) stimuli behaved somewhat differently. As is
evident from Figure 2, there was no main effect of
congruency (F(1, 23) = .030, p ns) – the congruent and
incongruent stimuli resulted in identical latencies for both
related and unrelated prime-target pairs. There was, again, a
significant main effect of relatedness (F(1, 23) = 41.413,
p<.000). Unsurprisingly, there was no interaction (F(1, 23)
= .002, p ns).
With these results in mind, a 2 (congruency) x 2
(relatedness) x 2 (percept lexicality) ANOVA was
conducted including both stimulus types. There was a trend
of a main effect of congruency, with RTs to incongruentprime stimuli nearly significantly faster than to congruentprime stimuli (F(1, 23) = 4.153, p<.053). There was a strong
main effect of relatedness (F(1, 23) = 77.154, p<.000).
There was additionally a strong main effect of percept

The goal of this study was to examine where in the
processing stream auditory-visual integration occurs relative
to lexical access. This question was investigated with regard
to whether distinct auditory and visual tracks combine to
form a McGurk Effect percept before or after the incoming
signal is sent to the lexicon.
Three possibilities exist as to when in lexical processing
auditory-visual integration could occur: before accessing the
lexicon, after it, or simultaneously. The data support a
hybrid account, in which AV-integration and lexical access
occur in parallel and are inter-dependent.
The NWW items demonstrated a strong effect of
congruency: reaction times to targets paired with
[bamp]/damp/ primes were faster than reaction times to
targets paired with [bamp]/bamp/ primes. This makes a case
for pre-lexical AV-integration. Both primes contained the
same audio track, differing only by the fact that
[bamp]/damp/ creates a real-word integrated percept (damp)
while [bamp]/bamp/ remains a nonword (bamp). As reaction
times following word primes are known to be faster than
reaction times following nonword primes (e.g., Milberg et
al., 1988), it seems to be the integrated, word-percept damp
that accesses its lexical associates in the case of the
incongruent NWW stimulus, and thus AV-integration
occurs before lexical access.
However, the WNW items showed no effect of
congruency: incongruent [beef]/deef/ and congruent
[beef]/beef/ primes resulted in identical reaction times to
both related and unrelated targets. This result suggests that
AV-integration occurs after lexical access: as these items
contained the same audio signal but differed in their visual
signals, it appears that the auditory stimulus was driving the
responses. Importantly, participants did integrate the
auditory and visual information and perceived the combined
McGurk percept in both the incongruent WNW and
NWW cases – average goodness ratings as determined in
a pilot experiment did not differ between these two groups
of items.
Taken together, the results for the NWW and the
WNW stimuli suggest that the influence of the integrated
percept on lexical access depends on the lexical status of the
auditory signal. When the auditory track is a word,
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integration takes place post-lexically so that the semantic
associates of the audio signal become activated and primed
– regardless of the congruency with the visual track.
Conversely, if the audio is a nonword, then integration
occurs before lexical access is complete, such that the
combined, incongruent (word) percept results in
significantly faster response times than does the congruent
nonword stimulus. What’s going on here?
In normal-hearing perceivers, speech comprehension is
mainly driven by the auditory signal, as evidenced by the
fact that auditory-only input is significantly more
comprehensible than is visual-only input (Erber, 1975). In
fact, listeners are adept at ignoring a visual speech signal
when it could not have been generated by the same
mechanism as the attended auditory speech stream and can
use the auditory information exclusively if the visual signal
is irrelevant or uninformative (Grant & Seitz, 2000). When
presented with both auditory and visual information, the two
streams, by virtue of the fact that they come from different
modalities, enter the lexicon initially separate. While the
two streams are still in the process of being integrated, a
lexical search begins on the auditory signal, due to its
privileged status in speech comprehension.
If the auditory signal is a word, it maps onto and activates
that entry in the lexical-semantic network, thus priming its
semantic associates. In this case, once a match has been
found and a word has been selected, the integrated signal
does not have a chance to influence lexical activation and
selection. The actual integration of the auditory and visual
information takes somewhat longer to complete than the
spread of activation from the independent signals does, and
thus occurs after the lexicon has already selected a word on
the basis of the auditory signal alone.
The process begins in the same manner when the auditory
signal is less than ideal – either because it is degraded,
presented in a noisy environment, or is a nonword. Again,
the auditory and visual signals enter the lexicon
independently and not integrated, and the auditory signal
spreads through the lexicon activating the sound structure
and meaning it encodes. However, when the auditory input
is a nonword, there is no matching lexical entry for it to
activate. There is some partial activation of the nonword's
phonological neighbors, but not enough to bring any
individual word quickly to threshold. While this insufficient
activation spreads through the lexicon, auditory-visual
integration has a chance to complete. As no word has yet
reached threshold and been selected, when the signal from
the combined percept accesses the lexicon, it activates the
integrated McGurk word. As a result, when the auditory
signal cannot activate any one lexical entry enough to bring
it to threshold before AV-integration takes place, and this
integration results in a real word, it is the integrated
percept’s representation that is activated, leading to faster
response times following incongruent word-percept primes
than the corresponding congruent nonword primes.

An important component here is that response times to
targets may be based on a different input stimulus than what
the comprehender ultimately perceives. In general, with
well-constructed McGurk stimuli, the comprehender should
perceive a fused item, with the manner and voicing
information contributed by the auditory track and the place
of articulation supplied by the visual. However, in the case
of an auditory-word incongruent (WNW) stimulus, the
auditory track activates its lexical representation and
semantic associates in the lexicon before integration occurs.
Thus the auditory signal determines the word actually
activated in the lexicon while the combined audio and visual
information determines the item the comprehender believes
she has received.
This account of auditory-visual integration predicts that
the congruent auditory-word items (e.g. [beef]/beef/) should
activate their lexical entries faster than the incongruent
word-percept items (e.g. [bamp]/damp/), which must wait
for integration to take place before the lexical entry for the
integrated percept can be activated. To test for this, a
congruency x relatedness x percept lexicality ANOVA was
conducted on the reaction time data. A strong main effect of
lexicality emerged, with WNW primes resulting in
significantly faster reaction time latencies than NWW
primes. The WNW items, composed from real-word
auditory signals, could locate their input word in the lexicon
pre-integration and thus spread activation to associated
words before the AV-integration occurred, regardless of
congruency. In contrast, incongruent NWW items, while
also resulting in a word percept, must wait for integration to
occur before successfully finding a match in the lexicon,
thus resulting in slower response times. The congruent
NWW items were simply nonwords and therefore result
in slower RTs as well.
This account also explains why all four types of
combinations showed equivalent related-unrelated priming,
regardless of congruency or lexicality. The congruent and
incongruent WNW ([beef]/beef/ and [beef]/deef/) items
should cause the same amount of priming as each other, as it
is the identical auditory signal that is selected in the lexicon
and thus the identical pattern of associates which is
facilitated. For the incongruent NWW ([bamp]/damp/)
items, the integrated word percept activates its associates
and thus results in the same amount of semantic facilitation
as do the auditory-word items. Milberg and colleagues
(1988) found a strong effect of mediated phonological-tosemantic priming. A nonword prime one phonological
feature away from a real word elicited no difference in
facilitation levels to a semantically-related target than did
the real word prime itself. For example, gat, which differs
from cat only by the initial consonant’s place of articulation,
primed dog to nearly the same extent that cat did. The
congruent NWW stimuli in this study (e.g.
[bamp]/bamp/), while not forming real words, differed from
real words by only a single feature; namely, the initial
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consonant’s place of articulation, and thus, unsurprisingly,
result in equivalent priming difference scores.
This account suggests some future directions for research.
An important next step would be to repeat the study with
incongruent prime stimuli consisting of both auditory and
visual real words and a target semantically related to one of
them (e.g., prime: [bait]/date/; target: [fish] or [time]).
According to the present account, while the listener’s
perception may be that of the visual (i.e., integrated) signal,
the semantic associates of the auditory signal should be
primed. That is, we should observe significantly more
facilitation for [bait]/date/–[fish] than for [bait]/date/–[time].
Additionally, varying the interstimulus interval between
prime and target items may produce different patterns of
results. Our account predicts that an extremely short ISI
may leave no time for AV-integration of the prime before
the target plays, and thus abolish the priming effect found
for incongruent NWW items. Conversely, a longer ISI
might remove any reaction time differences between
incongruent NWW items and WNW items as the two
streams would have sufficient time to integrate before the
lexical decision on the target had to be made.
In sum, the present study suggests that audiovisual
integration occurs in parallel with lexical access. The
auditory signal of a bimodal input is weighted more heavily
as its activation moves through the lexicon, but if no lexical
match is found by the time AV-integration occurs, the
combined percept becomes the search item in the lexicon
and can activate its semantic associates.
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Abstract
The current study examines whether bilingual word
recognition in spoken sentences is influenced by cross-lingual
phonological similarity. ERPs were measured while GermanEnglish bilinguals listened to German sentences. Target
words in the sentences were either German-English
homophones (e.g., eagle – Igel ‘hedgehog’), German words
that were phonologically closely related to English words
(e.g., kitten – Kittel ‘smock’), or German words that had no
phonological relation to English words (e.g., Ziegel ‘brick’).
ERPs to target words showed an N400-like facilitation effect
for words with cross-lingual phonological overlap
(homophones and German-English related words) compared
to words with no cross-lingual overlap. However, these
results were restricted to bilinguals who learned both
languages before age 6, but not for those bilinguals who
learned English after age 6. This suggests that early bilinguals
activate words from both languages when processing spoken
sentences in their dominant language-context.
Keywords: Lexical access; Word recognition; Bilingualism;
N400.

Introduction
A crucial question in bilingual research is whether lexical
access in bilinguals is language-selective, i.e. whether
recognition of words in one language of a bilingual involves
activation of words from the bilingual’s other language. In
the last years, a growing body of studies suggests that this
is, indeed, the case. These studies provide evidence for
models of bilingual word recognition which assume that
lexical access is not always constrained by language context
(e.g., the BIA+model; Dijkstra, Grainger & Van Heuven,
1999; Dijkstra & Van Heuven, 2002). Yet most of these
studies investigated word recognition of isolated, visually
presented words (for some recent studies see Wu & Thierry,
2010; Martin, Dering, Thomas & Thierry, 2009; Kerkhofs,
Dijkstra, Chwilla & De Bruijn, 2006; De Bruijn, Dijkstra,
Chwilla & Schriefers, 2001). Thus, the question arises in
how far the results can be generalized to spoken word
recognition and to word recognition in sentence context –
the modality and context in which most communication
occurs. Indeed, for monolinguals, there is evidence that
lexical access in auditory and visual word recognition
involves autonomous systems (e.g., Taft, 1986; Kouider &
Dupoux, 2001) and that word recognition in single-word

context dramatically differs from word recognition in
sentence context (e.g. Van Petten, 1995).
Spivey and Marian (1999) report one of the few studies
investigating spoken word recognition in bilinguals. They
investigated whether Russian-English bilinguals’ word
recognition in Russian is influenced by knowledge of
English words. The participants saw familiar objects on the
screen and were instructed to perform an action on one of
the items. Crucially, the labels for the target image and
distracter image overlapped phonologically across
languages. For example, participants saw a stamp (marku in
Russian) and a marker (flomaster in Russian) and received
the Russian instruction Ploji marku nije krestika (‘Put the
stamp below the cross’). Tracking the eye-movements of
their participants, Spivey and Marian showed that RussianEnglish bilinguals considered the marker as a target before
finally picking up the stamp. This suggests that participants
briefly activated the English object-labels even though the
experiment only involved Russian and it was therefore
neither necessary nor required to activate English words.
This result provides evidence that lexical access in
bilinguals is not language selective in auditory word
recognition. However, in this study, the L2 competitor (e.g.,
marker) was visually adjacent to the target. This is not the
case in our everyday communication and might influence
participants’ responding in a manner not typical to standard
lexical access. In addition, the sentences in Spivey and
Marian’s study were highly restricted (e.g., ‘Put the stamp
below the cross’), whilst listeners are typically faced with
the task of recognizing words in more variable sentence
contexts.
A study investigating visual word recognition in sentence
context was conducted by Duyck, van Assche, Drieghe and
Hartsuiker (2007). They presented Dutch-English bilinguals
with orthographically presented English sentences that
contained a cross-language cognate like cat (Dutch kat). A
first experiment presented the cognate as the final word in
the sentence and measured subjects’ response times to judge
the lexicality of the sentence-final word. A follow-up
experiment presented the cognate in sentence-medial
position and monitored subjects’ eye-movements while
reading the sentences. The results indicate that subjects
show lower lexical decision times for Dutch-English
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cognates and that subjects read Dutch-English cognates
embedded in sentences faster compared to words with no
cross-lingual overlap. This suggests that bilinguals activate
words from both languages when reading sentences that are
presented in their L2. Interestingly, this also seems to hold
for L1 reading. Van Assche, Duyck, Hartsuiker and
Diependale (2009) monitored the eye-movements of DutchEnglish bilinguals while reading Dutch sentences that
contained English-Dutch cognate words like oven. They
replicate the effect obtained by Duyk et al. (2007): Reading
times of cognate words were faster than those of control
words. This is especially interesting because it suggests that
not only do bilinguals activate native words when reading in
L2, but they also activate L2 words when reading in L1.
However, both studies only compared recognition of
cognate words and words with no cross-lingual overlap.
Thus, the effect might be bound to only those words that
exist in both languages of the bilingual.
Global language context might also influence word
recognition in bilinguals. Elston-Güttler, Gunter and Kotz
(2005) presented advanced German learners of English with
a movie narrated in either English or German. They then
measured ERPs to orthographically presented English
sentences that ended in a German-English homograph.
Additionally, they measured subjects’ response times to
judge the lexicality of a word semantically related to the
homograph. In the first block (36 trials) of the testing phase,
ERPs and behavioural data differed for homographs, but
only for those subjects who saw the German movie before.
Neither behavioural nor ERP data showed a priming effect
in the rest of the testing phase. It thus seems that the local
English sentence context prevented the activation of the
German interpretation of the homograph and that the global
language context provided by the movie had small and
short-lived effects on lexical activation.
Taken together, results are mixed concerning bilingual
word recognition in sentence context. While Duyck and
colleagues show an effect of cross-lingual relation on word
recognition, Elston-Güttler and colleagues only find very
limited evidence of cross-language activation. Yet, it seems
vital for our understanding of bilingual word recognition to
see how bilinguals cope with cross-lingual relations in
sentences, and especially in spoken sentences. The current
study broadens the scope of the preceding studies in several
ways. First, we explore whether bilinguals activate words
from both languages when listening to spoken sentences
instead of reading in one of their languages. Second, we
used both cross-lingual homophones and words that were
phonologically closely related across languages, to see how
far the effects of earlier studies are restricted to cognate
words. Third, we tested early and late bilinguals to see how
age of acquisition affects lexical processing in bilinguals.
And fourth, the task presented to subjects during the
experiment was non-linguistic. This ensured that we did not
draw subjects’ attention to the target word or explicitly
engage processes related to lexical access. More precisely,
we presented German-English bilinguals with spoken

German sentences while we measured their ERPs. At the
end of each sentence, subjects were presented with either a
triangle or a rectangle and asked to decide the shape of the
visually presented form. Subjects were told that the main
purpose of the task was the visual form and that the
sentences were intended to distract them. Crucially, the
target word in the sentences was an English-German
homophone (homophone condition), or a German word that
forms a minimal pair with an English word (related
condition), or a German word that has no cross-lingual
relation to English words (unrelated condition). If bilinguals
indeed activate words from both languages when
recognizing words in fluent speech, we expect differences in
lexical activation for the words with cross-lingual relation
compared to the unrelated condition. Second, if the effects
that have been found in earlier studies are not restricted to
cognate words and homographs, we expect to find an effect
of cross-lingual activation for homophones and related
words as well. Third, if age of acquisition does not influence
lexical activation in bilinguals, we expect no differences
between our two groups of participants (highly proficient
bilinguals who learned both English and German before age
6, or L2 learners who learned English after age 6).

Material and Methods
Participants
A total number of 18 German-English bilinguals
participated in the study (7 female). Participants’ mean age
was 33.5 years, ranging from 18 to 65 years. All participants
lived in Germany when the study was conducted. 10 out of
18 participants learned both English and German before age
6 (early bilinguals), the remaining 8 participants learned
English after age 6 (late bilinguals). Participants rated their
fluency in reading, writing, listening, speaking and grammar
on a scale from 1 (very low) to 10 (very high) (questionnaire
adapted from Rüschemeyer, Nojack & Limbach 2008).
Mean fluency was rated 9.3 for German (range 7.6 to 10)
with 9.3 for early bilinguals (range 7.6 to 10) and 9.2 for
late bilinguals (range 7.6 to 10). Mean fluency for English
was rated 8.9 (range 6 to 10) with 8.6 for early bilinguals
(range 6 to 10) and 9.3 for late bilinguals (range 7.6 to 10).
Participants also rated how often they use English and
German in everyday life (with family, friends and
colleagues, when reading books, listening to the radio and
watching TV). Mean usage of German was 60.4%, with
60.8 for early bilinguals and 60 for late bilinguals; mean
usage of English 40%, with 39.2% for early bilinguals and
39.6% for late bilinguals. T-tests comparing language
fluency and language use between participants that learned
English before and after age 6 did not show any significant
differences. All participants had normal or corrected-tonormal vision and self-reported normal hearing. They
signed informed consent to take part in the study and
received 15 Euros for their participation.
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Stimuli
The audio stimuli consisted of 180 German sentences
spoken by a female native speaker of German in a neutral
tone of voice. Stimuli were recorded in a quiet room, using a
sampling rate of 44100 Hz. Stimuli were volume matched.
All sentences were main clauses with no subordinate clauses
so that the sentences began with the subject, followed by the
verb, a direct object and in some cases an indirect object.
The 180 sentences were split into 6 blocks, each containing
30 sentences. Across blocks the sentences were repeated and
held constant as far as possible, although sometimes slight
adjustments had to be made in order to prevent grammatical
or semantic anomalies. The target word was always the
subject of the clause, i.e. occurred preverbal, so that
participants could not build expectations about the referent
(see e.g. Altmann & Kamide, 1999, for the influence of verb
information on referent selection). Sentences were not
semantically restricted so that upcoming words could not be
anticipated based on sentence context. At the same time
sentences were not semantically incongruous or
inappropriate (see e.g., Schwartz & Kroll, 2006, for the
influence of sentence context on bilingual word
recognition). In half of the sentences target words were
German words. In the other 90 sentences, target words were
German pseudowords. Words could be either cross-lingual
homophones, like Igel ‘hedgehog’ and eagle, German words
that are phonologically closely related to English words, like
Kittel ‘smock’ and kitten, or German words that have no
relation to English. Frequency of the words and
neighborhood size was matched across conditions (average
number of neighbors: homophones =4.8, related words =4.5,
unrelated words =4.5; average frequency class in
Wortschatz (Quasthoff, Richter & Biemann, 2006):
homophones =12, related words =12, unrelated words =13).
Target words were also matched in length with respect to
number of phonemes and duration across conditions
(average number of phonemes: homophones =3.4, related
words =3.4, unrelated words =3.5; average duration:
homophones =593 ms, related words =529 ms, unrelated
words =576 ms). Each type of word (homophone, related,
unrelated) appeared in 30 sentences each.
Visual stimuli were created in an image editing program
and then exported as pictures. The stimuli were either a
filled red triangular shape or a filled red rectangular shape.
Each shape measured 300 x 300 pixels, and was displayed
against a black background

Procedure
Participants were seated in a dimly lit, quiet experimental
room, facing a 92 cm wide and 50 cm high TV screen at a
distance of 100 cm. All conversation during preparation for
the experiment, as well as the instruction sheet, was in
German. Participants were told that we were interested in
how visual perception is affected by background noise.
They were instructed that they will hear sentences while two
kinds of objects, triangles and rectangles, appear on the
screen. Their task was to ignore the sentences and to

indicate as fast as possible which object they had seen by
pressing the corresponding button on an X-Box controller.
Participants were presented with 180 trials in random order.
Each trial started with a white fixation cross on a black
background presented in the middle of the screen. Auditory
presentation of the sentence stimuli was timed so that the
target word started 1000 ms into the trial. At the end of the
sentence, an object (a triangle or rectangle) appeared on the
screen. The trial ended automatically when the subject had
given a response. The visually presented form was a triangle
in one-third of the trials, and a rectangle in the remaining
two-thirds of the experiment. The ratio of triangles to
rectangles attempted to ensure that subjects would stay
focused on the decision task.

ERP recording
Electrophysiological data was recorded using the Biosemi
Active Two Amplifier system at a sampling rate of 2048 Hz
from 32 Ag/AgCl electrodes placed according to the 10-20
convention. Electrode offsets were kept < 25 µV.
Electroencephalogramm was re-referenced offline to the
averaged mastoid reference. EEG data was then filtered offline using a 0.01 Hz high-pass forward filter and a 25 Hz
low-pass, zero-phase shift filter. Blink and movement
artifacts were automatically rejected using an 80 Hz
amplitude cut-off on the mastoid and three eye channels
(left, right and lower eye). Epochs were defined from -200
to 1000 ms after the onset of the target word. Baseline
correction was performed in reference to pre-stimulus
activity (-200 to 0 ms).

Data analysis
Data was averaged across all trials, split by participant,
electrode and condition. We then calculated mean
amplitudes for 50 ms segments, ranging from 200 ms before
the target word onset to 1000 ms after the target word onset,
split by participant, condition and electrode. This allowed us
to detect periods of significant differences across conditions.
Statistical analysis was performed on mean measures of
frontal, central, parietal and occipital sites in both
hemispheres [right frontal (FC2, FC6), left frontal (FC1,
FC5), right central (C4, CP2, CP6), left central (C3, CP1,
CP5), right parietal (P4, P8, PO4), left parietal (P3, P7,
PO3), right occipital (O2) and left occipital (O1)] in an
N400 latency window (500 to 1000 ms). Note that the
latency window is slightly shifted because N400 effects tend
to appear later in bilinguals compared to monolinguals,
especially when they process their L2 (for a review see
Moreno, Rodriguez-Fornells & Laine, 2008). Within-subject
factors for repeated ANOVAS included condition
(homophone/ related/ unrelated), hemisphere (left/ right)
and site (frontal/ central/ parietal/ occipital), while age of
acquisition (before/after age 6) served as a between subject
factor. The Geisser-Greenhouse correction was always
applied.
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Results and Discussion
Figure 1 plots the brain activity in the homophone, related
and unrelated condition for early bilinguals. The pattern
illustrated in Figure 1 indicates that ERPs to homophone
and related condition were less negative compared to the
unrelated condition between 500 to 1000 ms. Figure 2 plots
this difference by comparing the averaged mean amplitudes
per condition for early bilinguals. Figure 3 plots that the
averaged mean amplitudes for late bilinguals are not
different between conditions.

Figure 3: Mean amplitudes in the 500 to 1000 ms window for
right and left hemisphere of late German-English bilinguals. Plots
show the average for German words that cross-lingual
homophones (homophones), German words that are
phonologically related to English words (related), and German
words with no phonological relation to English words (unrelated).

Figure 1: ERPs elicited by critical targets at selected electrode
sites in early German-English bilinguals. Waveforms in panel A
show the average for cross-lingual homophones (dashed line) and
unrelated words (solid line). Waveforms in panel B show the
average for words that are phonologically related to English words
(dotted line) and unrelated words (solid line).

Figure 2: Mean amplitude in the 500 to 1000 ms window for right
and left hemisphere of early German-English bilinguals. Plots
show the average for German words that are cross-lingual
homophones (homophones), German words that are
phonologically related to English words (related), and German
words with no phonological relation to English words (unrelated).

Statistical analysis confirmed this pattern of results. A
repeated measures ANOVA showed a main effect of
hemisphere (F(1) =5.436, p=.033) and interactions of
condition*age of acquisition (F(1.95) =4.717, p=.017) and
condition*site (F(3.35) =14.363, p=.073). No other main
effects or interactions approached significance. For further
analysis, we split the data by age of acquisition and
separately analyzed subjects who acquired both languages
before age 6 (early bilinguals), and subjects who learned the
second language after age 6 (late bilinguals). For the early
bilinguals, planned comparisons showed a significant
difference between the homophone and unrelated condition
on left occipital (OL), right occipital (OR), left parietal
(PL), and left central (CL) electrode sites (tOL(9) =2.387,
p=.041; tOR(9) =2.554, p=.031; tPL(9) =2.009, p=.075; tCL(9)
=3.116, p=.012). Similarly, there was a significant
difference between related and unrelated condition on left
occipital (OL), right occipital (OR), left central (CL) and
right parietal (PR) electrode sites (tOL(9) =2.603, p=.029;
tOR(9) =3.261, p=.010; tCL(9) =2.941, p=.016; tPR(9) =2.388,
p=.041). There were no significant differences between
homophone and related condition. For the late bilinguals,
planned comparisons showed a significant difference
between homophone and related condition on left frontal
(FL), right frontal (FR) and right central (CR) electrode sites
(tFL(9) =-4.584, p=.003; tFR(9) =-2.258, p=.059; tCR(9) =2.194, p=.064). There were no significant differences
between related and unrelated condition, and a nearsignificant difference between homophone and related
condition on left frontal electrode sites (t(9) =-2.186,
p=.065).
In sum, the data show different effects depending on age
of acquisition of the subjects. Early German-English
bilinguals, who learned both languages before age 6, show a
more positive N400-like effect for homophones and related
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words compared to unrelated words. This indicates a
facilitation effect for the recognition of German words that
are phonologically related to English words or cross-lingual
homophones. Interestingly, we found no further difference
between homophones and related words indicating that
homophones do not lead to different activation compared to
words that are minimal pairs across languages. In sharp
contrast, German-English bilinguals of similar proficiency,
who learned English after age 6, do not show differences in
the N400 effect for words that have a cross-lingual relation
and control words. This suggests that late bilinguals do not
automatically activate words from both their languages
when recognizing words in fluent speech but that the effect
is bound to those bilinguals who learned both languages
very early in life.The finding that early bilinguals show a
facilitation effect whilst recognizing words that have a
cross-lingual relation fits nicely with earlier results on word
recognition in bilinguals. It suggests that bilinguals activate
words from both their languages when processing spoken
sentences and not only when recognizing isolated words
(e.g. Wu & Thierry, 2010; De Bruijn et al., 2001) or words
in written sentences (e.g. Duyck et al., 2007, Van Assche et
al., 2009). This finding is not trivial, since bilinguals might
use different strategies in spoken and written language
comprehension. Indeed, most day-to-day communication
involves language in the spoken modality and in sentence
context.
We also find a clear effect of age of acquisition on
subjects’ ERPs. While early bilinguals who learned both
languages before age 6 show a facilitation effect for the
recognition of cross-lingual related words, bilinguals who
learned English after age 6 did not show such an effect. This
difference is unexpected given that both groups of bilinguals
were similarly high proficient speakers of English and
German, and used English equally often in their daily life
(as indicated by participants’ self-rating in the administered
questionnaire). For such highly proficient bilinguals, earlier
results clearly indicate a cross-language priming effect (e.g.,
Kotz, 2001; Martin et al., 2009). Yet, most studies
investigating lexical access in bilinguals used designs in
which it is more likely that both languages would be
triggered by explicitly presenting subjects with stimuli from
both languages (see e.g., Martin et al., 2009; De Bruijn et
al., 2001). Furthermore, as pointed out before, auditory and
visual word recognition involve different systems and word
recognition of isolated words is different from word
recognition in sentence context. Thus, late bilinguals might
not continuously activate words from both languages when
they listen to sentences that are clearly uttered by a L1
native speaker in an obviously L1 language context where it
is unlikely that an L2 word will be uttered. Nevertheless,
Van Assche et al. (2009) find faster reading times for
cognate words not only for L2 but also for L1 sentences. We
suggest that the different findings originate from differences
in the stimuli used. The most important difference between
our study and theirs is that Van Assche and colleagues used
cognate words while we used homophones and German-

English minimal pairs. Cognates might be much more likely
to elicit activation of the L2 compared to cross-language
minimal pairs or homophones, given the overlap at both
semantic and phonological levels in cognates. We further
speculate that the difference between the bilingual groups
arises because the two languages of the early bilinguals are
more integrated or interconnected than the languages of the
late bilinguals. However, this speculation requires further
empirical substantiation.
What implications do our data have for models of
bilingual word recognition? The finding that early bilinguals
show a facilitation effects in recognizing words that have a
cross-lingual relation, i.e. German-English homophones and
minimal pairs, provides evidence for language non-selective
lexical access, as predicted by models like the BIA+ model
(Dijkstra, et al., 1999; Dijkstra & Van Heuven, 2002). The
model assumes an integrated lexicon for both languages of a
bilingual. Lexical access is, therefore, initially not language
selective; rather, word candidates from both languages are
accessed in parallel. The word identification system is
assumed to be not affected by local or global language
context, i.e. sentence context or surrounding language
context. This assumption is in accordance with our finding
that early bilinguals show a facilitation effect for crosslingual related words despite the fact that neither the
sentences in which the words are embedded nor the global
language context provide any hint of a cross-language
relation of the embedded words. However, the finding that
late bilinguals do not show similar facilitation effects for
words with cross-lingual relation in sentence context seems
to contradict this prediction. Yet, although lexical access is
initially not language selective, the model predicts that
differences in activation of L1 and L2 words might occur
because of differences in usage frequency and/or task
related strategies. Despite the fact that we matched
proficiency and language use of the bilinguals tested, the
late bilinguals might use the English words corresponding to
our German target words less frequently than the early
bilinguals. According to the model, this would result in
different resting-level activation of the L2 words and might,
therefore, lead to differences in activation of the L2 words
in the two bilingual groups. But it might also be that late
bilinguals do not automatically activate words from both
languages when recognizing words in fluent speech. The
fact that they learned their second language later in life
might lead to less integration and/or interconnection
between lexical representations from both languages as
assumed by models like the Revised Hierarchical Model of
bilingual language processing (Kroll & Stewart, 1994). The
model assumes two separate lexicons for the two languages
of a bilingual. The lexical word form representations are
assumed to be stored separately, while both languages share
a common conceptual level. Although there exist
connections both from L1 to L2 and from L2 to L1, the
strength of the connections is mediated by proficiency. In
principle, the assumption of two separate lexicons allows
for language selective lexical access. Thus, the model would
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not necessarily predict co-activation of words from both
languages in an obvious L1 context for late bilinguals.
Taken together, our results suggest that early and late
bilinguals show differences in cross-language activation
during word recognition. Our findings indicate that early
bilinguals activate words from both languages when
listening to fluent speech in one of their languages
suggesting strong interconnections of the two languages.
This complements earlier findings in two important ways:
First, it shows that the earlier results of languageunconstrained lexical access for word recognition in
orthographically presented sentences also applies to spoken
word recognition in sentence context. Second, it shows that
the earlier results obtained with cognates extends also to
homophones with no meaning overlap and to crosslanguage minimal pairs. Crucially, such cross-language
activation persists despite our task not drawing special
attention to the target items and not requiring subjects to
perform a language-based task. Concerning late bilinguals,
our data suggest that global and/or local language context
can eliminate the effect of cross-language relations. This
might be due to differences in frequency of L1 and L2
words, task demands, or less strong interconnections of L1
and L2 words in late bilinguals.
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Abstract
Learners frequently compare across examples of categories in
order to learn more about them. Surprisingly little work has
been done looking at how the type of comparison one engages
in during learning affects what information is eventually
learned. Across three experiments we show that the type of
comparison, either within-category or between-category,
affects what conceptual information is acquired and the
benefits of each type of comparison change depending on the
type of category one is learning.
Keywords: comparisons, category learning, problem solving

Introduction
Category knowledge is used in a variety of ways and there is
evidence that the way categories are learned affects how
they are represented (Markman & Ross, 2003).
Specifically, the particulars of the learning task are critical
for determining what information a learner acquires (e.g.
Jones & Ross, in press). This view of the learner as actively
processing items suggests the potential importance of other
kinds of active processing. Comparison of examples has
often been suggested as important for category learning (e.g.
Spalding & Ross, 1994), but the various possibilities for
comparisons have not been adequately explored. A better
understanding of learning requires a better understanding of
comparison effects. In this paper, we suggest that the type of
comparison affects later performance, but its effect is
modulated by type of category.
Most comparisons research examines how comparisons
enable better analogical transfer. In these experiments the
focus is on how comparing across examples benefits
analogical reasoning contrasted with not comparing at all,
rather than focusing on different types of comparisons.
When learners are told to compare across examples,
successful transfer to novel problems is higher than when
comparisons are not part of learning (e.g. Gentner,
Lowenstein, & Thompson, 2003).
It is not the case that any comparison will benefit
learning. Rittle-Johnson and Star (2009) demonstrated that
the type of information being compared when solving math
problems affects what is learned. Learners who compared
different solution methods to the same problem showed
greater conceptual knowledge and flexibility than learners
who compared different problem types.
These results suggest that the type of comparison matters
for learning tasks that rely on comparisons. It is clear that

comparisons are critical to category learning, so the type of
comparison could also be important to consider. It is
possible that between- and within-category comparisons
provide the learner with very different information about the
category or categories being learned, and one or the other
could be beneficial depending on the goals of the task and
what information the learner needs to take away from the
comparison. This observation has yet to be addressed in the
category learning literature.
Gentner’s (1983) structure-mapping theory proposes that
people reason through analogies by noticing common
relational structures of the two instances being compared
(abstracted from the surface features of the examples). In
addition, it is easier to notice differences between two
examples when they are highly similar compared to when
they are not similar because highly similar examples share
many alignable differences (Markman & Wisniewski, 1997;
Gentner & Markman, 1997). How this theory plays out in
category learning is not yet clear. On the one hand,
structure-mapping theory might predict that within-category
comparisons are more beneficial than between-category
comparisons because items from the same category will be
more similar to each other and have more alignable
differences. On the other hand, if the categories being
compared have many alignable differences, then betweencategory comparison could also be helpful for learning the
feature values for each category. Additionally, there are
categories whose relational structure is not difficult to
acquire. For these types of categories, between-category
comparisons may also be more helpful if learning to
distinguish between categories is critical.
There is some evidence suggesting that between-category
comparison is more beneficial for category learning.
Kornell and Bjork (2008) had participants learn categories
of paintings. When examples from one category were
spaced between examples from other categories, learners
were better able to classify novel items from those
categories at test compared with novel items from categories
whose instances were massed together during learning. The
examples were presented one at a time, so participants were
never told to make comparisons, however, the benefit for
spaced items suggests that they did benefit from having
examples from multiple categories in mind.
There are reasons that within- and between-category
comparisons could be helpful, though it seems that the
impact of each comparison type could be modulated by
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various learning conditions. It is critical to gain a better
understanding of when each comparison type is helpful and
why. One possibility is that the type of category that needs
to be learned could determine the benefit of one comparison
type over another.
We begin with one explanation
regarding why category type would matter, but we
acknowledge that there may well be other explanations that
make similar specific predictions.
If the relational structure of the items is difficult to learn
or requires abstraction away from the surface properties of
an example, then it is critical to focus on what each category
is like before attempting to discern the properties that
distinguish one category from another. Comparing withincategory would be more effective for allowing the learner to
notice the common relational structure of category
members. On the other hand, if the category structure is
closely tied to the surface or perceptual features of the
category then it may be easy enough to learn the relational
structure regardless of comparison type. Consequently the
learner will benefit from between-category more than
within-category
comparisons,
as
between-category
comparisons highlight how one category differs from others.
There are two goal of the present study. One, to
demonstrate that the type of comparison (within-category or
between-category) affects what category knowledge is
acquired. Two, to see if the type of category being learned
determines which comparison type is most beneficial.
In the first experiment, we test the idea that categories
whose structures are closely tied to their perceptual features
will benefit more from between-category comparison than
within-category comparison. Finding that they do, we
attempt to replicate the finding in a second experiment using
real world materials and a different learning task. In the
third experiment, we examine our other claim, that
categories whose structure requires abstraction away from
the surface properties of an example will benefit more from
within-category comparison, by teaching learners two
different categories of math problems through either withincategory or between-category comparison.

Experiment 1
In Experiment 1 we investigated whether categories whose
structure is tied to the perceptual properties of the exemplars
would be better learned through between- or withincategory comparison. Learners were taught categories that
are commonly used in category learning research—two
categories of artificial aliens, Deegers and Koozles.
Participants either learned the categories by comparing two
exemplars from the same category or one exemplar from
each category. After learning, participants performed a
classification test that included old and new items.

Method
Design Participants were randomly assigned to one of two
between-subjects conditions: between-category comparison
learning or within-category comparison learning. Two

different combinations of features were used and were
counterbalanced across participants.
Participants Participants were 43 undergraduates from the
University of Illinois who participated for course credit.
Three participants did not follow instructions, so only 40
participants are considered in the analyses below.
Materials Stimuli for both the learning and test phases were
two types of fictitious aliens, called Deegers and Koozles,
which varied along six binary features: arms, tail, antennae,
legs, eyes, and mouth (See Figure 1). For each feature,
there was a prototypical Deeger value and a prototypical
Koozle value. The structure of the categories was family
resemblance. Items shown during learning always had five
out of six features in common with the category prototype
and one feature in common with the other category’s
prototype to reflect variation among members. Four of the
features were diagnostic of category membership, meaning
one value appeared 75% of the time in items in one category
and only 25% of the time in items in the other category,
while the two remaining features were consistently the same
value across both categories’ items. This resulted in 4 items
per category.
The diagnosticity of features was
counterbalanced across participants, as noted above.

Figure 1: Example alien prototype stimuli for one subject
On each trial, two items were compared. There were 12
unique comparisons for the within-category condition and
16 unique comparisons for the between-category condition.
The two features that did not vary during learning (legs
and tails in Figure 1 prototypes) were varied at test to
generate additional exemplars. The prototypes were also
shown. This resulted in 32 exemplars (16 per category) at
test. Of the 32 exemplars, 8 were old and 24 were new.
Procedure After giving informed consent, participants were
told that they would be learning about two different
categories of aliens, Deegers and Koozles, and would later
be tested on what they had learned.
On each trial during the learning phase, participants were
shown two items with their category labels. At the top of
the screen, the between-category comparison learners saw
the prompt: “List how this Deeger [Koozle] and this Koozle
[Deeger] are the same and different.” The within-category
comparison learners saw the prompt: “List how these
Deegers [Koozles] are the same and different.” To make the
category labels salient, “Koozle” was always presented in
red and “Deeger” was always presented in blue.
Participants typed their response and then clicked on a box
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to submit the response and move to the next trial. There
were 24 trials. Pairs of items were presented in a random
order for each participant.
After the learning phase, participants were given
instructions about the test phase. On each trial, they saw
one alien and two category labels. Their job was to choose
the correct category label for the alien using the mouse.
After making a selection, the next trial appeared 500 ms
later. There were 32 trials. Items were presented in a
random order for each participant. Finally, participants
were debriefed and thanked for their time.

Results & Discussion
As predicted, learners who engaged in between-category
comparison during learning had higher overall classification
accuracy (M = 0.70, SD = 0.16) than learners who engaged
in within-category comparison (M = 0.60, SD = 0.16), t (38)
= 2.16, p < 0.05. The same results were also obtained for
only old items (M = 0.69, SD = 0.18 for between-category
comparison learners; M = 0.58, SD = 0.18 for withincategory comparison learners), t (38) = 2.05, p < 0.05.
There was a marginal effect of comparison type for only
new items (M = 0.71, SD = 0.17 for between-category
comparison learners; M = 0.60, SD = 0.17 for withincategory comparison learners), t (38) = 1.94, p = 0.06.
For categories whose structure is salient in the perceptual
features of its members, between-category comparison is
more beneficial for learning to classify category members.
These results are consistent with Kornell and Bjork’s (2008)
finding that categories whose members are spaced between
other category’s members during learning are learned better
than categories whose members are massed together.

Experiment 2
It was critical to replicate the results of Experiment 1 using
a different set of materials. If we want to make the claim
that between-category comparison is more beneficial for
categories whose structure is salient in the perceptual
features of its members then we need to be able to
demonstrate the effect across a wide range of perceptual
stimuli. Here we chose to use a real world set of categories
whose perceptual properties are critical to category
membership—birds. One critical difference between the
bird categories and the artificial stimuli used in Experiment
1 is that the birds have more feature variation and
complexity, making hypothesis testing more difficult.
In Experiment 1, participants were explicitly told to
compare across items. When learning in the real world, a
learner is not always prompted to compare examples. One
question that arises is whether comparison, and more
specifically the type of comparison, matters when it is
incidental to the task and no specific analysis of similarities
and differences is required. To address these issues, we had
participants do a modified same/different judgment task
while learning about real-world categories of birds.
Participants were presented with a bird picture and its label
and then asked to choose the label for another bird picture.

The two label choices were one that was the same as the
first bird’s label and one that was different. Comparison was
not required for this task, though it was extremely helpful.
Finally, we wanted to see if comparison only occurs if
items are presented at the same time. To test this, we
manipulated whether items appeared simultaneously or
sequentially.
Participants learned about six different categories of
birds: three in a way that encouraged between-category
comparison and three in a way that encouraged withincategory comparison. They either learned about the bird
categories by viewing two exemplars simultaneously or
sequentially. To determine whether one comparison type
was more beneficial, as well as whether comparison benefits
only arise when items are side-by-side, all participants
performed a novel classification test after learning. Novel
classification is a typical means of assessing category
knowledge, as it addresses the degree to which participants
are able to generalize what they had learned 1.

Method
Design Participants were randomly assigned to one of the
two between-subjects conditions: either all bird exemplars
were presented on the screen in pairs (Pairs condition) or
they were all presented one at a time (Singles condition).
In addition, there was a within-subject manipulation
across all participants: out of six bird categories participants
had to learn, three were learned in a way that encouraged
between-category comparison and three were learned in a
way that encouraged within-category comparison.
Participants Participants were 48 undergraduates from the
University of Illinois who participated for course credit.
Materials Stimuli for the learning and test phases were
color images of birds from six families in the Passeriformes
order, compiled by Jacoby, Wahlheim, and Coane (2010)
from www.whatbird.com. The six bird families were
finches, flycatchers, swallows, thrushes, vireos, and
warblers (See Figure 2). For each family, 12 exemplars
were used in the experiment: six were used in the study
phase and six were used for the novel classification test.

Figure 2: Example bird stimuli
Procedure After giving informed consent, participants were
told that they would be learning about six different
1

We would like to thank Larry Jacoby and Chris Wahlheim for
their helpful suggestions for this experiment.
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categories of birds and would later be tested on what they
had learned.
On each trial during the learning phase, participants in the
pairs condition were presented with two birds. Below the
bird on the left side of the screen was its label (e.g. “This is
a Finch”) and below the bird on the right side was a prompt
(e.g. “Is this a Finch or a Warbler?”). The participant’s job
was to determine which of two labels went with the bird
picture on the right side of the screen and click on that label.
One option was always the same label as the left-side bird’s
label. Essentially participants were making a same/different
judgment, only they chose either the same or a different
category label instead. Participants were never told that
they should use the other bird or compare across instances.
For categories of birds in the within-category comparison
condition, the correct answer to the prompt was always the
same label as the label for the bird on the left. For
categories of birds in the between-category comparison
condition, the correct answer to the prompt was always the
label that did not match the label for the bird on the left.
The list orders were created such that the correct answer
was not predictable by the response that preceded it.
After making a response, the participant received
feedback in the form of “Correct!” or “Incorrect”.
Regardless of the correctness of the participant’s response,
the two bird pictures along with their correct labels and the
corrective feedback remained on the screen for 12 seconds.
The only major difference for the singles condition was
that the bird pictures were presented one at a time. First,
participants viewed a bird and its label (e.g. “This is a
Finch”) for eight seconds. Next, participants viewed a
different bird and a prompt (e.g. “Is this a Finch or a
Warbler?”). The participant had to determine which of two
labels went with the bird, and one option was always the
same label as the preceding bird’s label. Feedback was
similar to feedback in the pairs condition, except that only
one bird was shown with its label and the feedback
remained on the screen for six seconds. As in the pairs
condition, participants were never told that they should use
the other bird or compare across instances.
There were 36 learning trials. For between-category
comparison bird categories, an exemplar from each category
appeared equally often with each of the other betweencategory comparison categories.
After learning, participants made family level categorylearning judgments for novel exemplars. Participants used a
number pad and indicated on a scale of 16% (chance) to
100% how well they had learned that family of birds. Next,
they participated in a novel classification test. On each trial,
participants were given an exemplar and asked to choose
one of the six family labels presented on the screen using
the mouse. After choosing a label, participants indicated
how confident they were in their selection on a scale
between 16% (chance) and 100%. (No differences were
found between conditions for confidence ratings, so they are
not discussed further.) There were 36 trials, presented in a

different random order for each participant. Finally,
participants were debriefed and thanked for their time.

Results & Discussion
Learning Performance Learning performance was
calculated as the proportion of correct responses across all
learning trials, with chance being 0.05. 2x2 mixed factorial
ANOVA showed an interaction between presentation type
and comparison type, F (1, 46) = 4.13, p < 0.05, so follow
up paired t-tests were run. For singles learners, betweencategory comparison trials were marginally more accurate
(M = 0.73, SD = 0.14) than within-category comparison
trials (M = 0.67, SD = 0.10), t (23) = 1.73, p = 0.10. For
pairs learners, there was no difference between comparison
types, t (23) = 1.00, p > 0.05.
Overall learning accuracy was marginally higher for pairs
learners (M = 0.75, SD = 0.10) than singles learners (M =
0.70, SD = 0.08), F (1, 46) = 3.51, p = 0.07. There was no
main effect of comparison type on learning accuracy
(between-category items: M = 0.73, SD = 0.13 and withincategory items: M = 0.71, SD = 0.12), F (1, 46) = 0.758, p
> 0.05. The main learning finding is that when items are
presented simultaneously, learning accuracy is marginally
better than when they are presented sequentially (singles);
however, comparison type did not affect learning accuracy
across either presentation type.
Test Performance The main goal of this study was to see if
between-category comparison was more beneficial for
category learning even when it was incidental to the task. In
addition we wanted to know if the method of presentation—
pairs or singles—affected the degree to which participants
benefited from comparisons at test. Test performance was
calculated as the proportion of correct responses across
trials, with chance being 0.167 (participants had to choose
between 6 possible category labels). A mixed factorial
ANOVA showed a main effect of comparison type.
Classification accuracy for novel items in categories that
were learned through between-category comparisons (M =
0.42, SD = 0.18) was higher than items in categories learned
through within-category comparisons (M = 0.36, SD =
0.19), F (1, 46) = 4.88, p < 0.05. There was a marginal
main effect of presentation type. Pairs learners were
marginally more accurate (M = 0.43, SD = 0.16) than
singles learners (M = 0.35, SD = 0.16), F (1, 46) = 2.83, p =
0.10. There was no interaction between presentation type
and comparison type, F (1, 46) = 0.70, p > 0.05, suggesting
that learners benefit from between-category comparisons
regardless of whether they view the items simultaneously or
sequentially (See Table 1).
Table 1: Classification accuracy (and s.d.) broken down by
presentation type and comparison type
Pairs condition
Singles condition
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Between-category
0.46 (0.19)
0.37 (0.16)

Within-category
0.39 (0.17)
0.32 (0.21)

In a task where comparisons were incidental to the
learning task and specific analyses of similarities and
differences across items were not required, the type of
comparison was still critical for learning. Bird families that
were learned in a situation that encouraged betweencategory comparison were learned better than families
learned in a situation that encouraged within-category
comparison. These results replicate the findings from
Experiment 1 using a very different learning task and
materials set, suggesting that between-category comparisons
are beneficial for categories whose structure is salient in the
perceptual features of their members.

Experiment 3
We have now demonstrated that the type of comparison
matters when learning about categories. The second goal of
our study was to determine if different types of categories
benefit from different types of comparisons. There are
reasons to think that within-category comparisons are more
helpful when the structure of the category is abstract and
difficult to learn. For these categories, learners must go
beyond the surface or perceptual features of the category
members to acquire the relational structure. According to
structural alignment, alignable differences between
instances are helpful for seeing the relational structure that
is common across items. If there are more alignable
differences between items within the same category, then
within-category comparisons should be more beneficial. To
test this explanation, we turned to an abstract problemsolving domain—mathematics.
In this experiment we taught learners about two different
mathematical concepts, permutations and combinations.
Participants either compared within-category (two
permutations
problems)
or
between-category
(a
permutations problem and a combinations problem). At test
we had learners classify novel problems by determining
which formula was appropriate. For other novel problems,
we gave the formula and the learners had to apply it and
solve the problem. We predicted that within-category
comparisons would be more beneficial than betweencategory comparisons, as evidenced by higher classification
and problem solving accuracy.

Method
Design Participants were randomly assigned to one of the
two
between-subjects
conditions:
within-category
comparison learning or between-category comparison
learning.
Participants Participants were 12 undergraduates from the
University of Illinois who participated for course credit.
Materials Four problems, two permutation and two
combination, were written for the learning phase (see Ross,
1984, Appendix 2 for examples of similar problems).
Within each problem type, one problem referred to animate
objects while the other referred to inanimate objects.

Regardless of the between-subjects manipulation, an
animate object problem was always paired with an
inanimate object problem for a comparison.
Four problems, two of each type, were written for the
classification test. Another four, two of each type, were
written for the problem-solving test. An equal number of
animate and inanimate object problems were written for
each type and each test.
Procedure After giving informed consent, participants were
told that they would be learning about two different
categories of math problems and would later be tested on
what they had learned. They were given a packet that
included 7 pages and a cover sheet. On the first page after
the cover sheet was a sheet that detailed how to solve a
particular class of problems (e.g. permutations). On the
second page was a problem of that type. Participants had to
identify the variables and apply the formula, but did not
have to solve the arithmetic. Once satisfied, they could turn
the page and see the solution. This process repeated either
for a problem of the same type, if the participant was in the
within-category comparison condition, or for a problem of a
different type (e.g. a combinations problem) if the
participant was in the between-category comparison
condition. After completing the second problem, the last
page had the following prompt: “List the similarities and
differences between the problems and their solutions.”
Participants could write as much or as little as they wanted
and take as long as they needed to get through the entire
packet. When finished, the participant turned in the packet
and received a second packet, which was in the same
format. Across the two packets there were a total of four
problems, which resulted in two comparisons (one per
packet).
After learning, participants were given another packet that
included both tests. The first test was the classification test.
Participants were shown four novel problems one at a time
and had to circle which of the two formulas (permutations
or combinations) was the correct one. The formulas were
appropriately marked with a P or a C, so even if the
participant had not memorized the formulas, he or she
should have been able to recognize which was which. The
second test was the problem-solving test. Participants were
shown four novel problems one at a time along with the
appropriate formula. Their task was to solve the problem
with the exception of doing the arithmetic. They could take
as much time as they needed. Finally, participants were
debriefed and thanked for their time.

Results & Discussion
Learners who were given within-category comparisons
during learning had higher classification accuracy at test (M
= 0.83, SD = 0.13) than learners who were given betweencategory comparisons (M = 0.54, SD = 0.25), t (10) = 2.57,
p < 0.05. This finding suggests that when learning about
categories requires learners to abstract away from the
surface features of the examples, within-category
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comparisons are more beneficial for acquiring conceptual
knowledge.
Within-category comparison learners showed better,
(though not reliably better) problem solving ability (M =
0.91, SD = 0.13) than between-category comparison
learners (M = 0.75, SD = 0.27), t (10) = 1.35, p > 0.05.
Although the difference was not statistically significant, this
may be due to ceiling performance by some participants in
both groups.
The findings from this experiment suggest that withincategory comparisons are beneficial for learning about
categories that require abstraction away from the surface
features of the items. In some recent work not reported
here, we find similar results using very different materials
that also require abstraction away from the surface features
of the items (see Erickson, Chin-Parker, & Ross, 2005 for
example materials).

General Discussion
Across three experiments we have shown that the type of
comparison used during learning affects what is learned
about categories. We showed this across a variety of
different categories as well as different learning tasks.
Additionally, the benefits of each type of comparison are
modulated by the type of category being learned.
If the relational structure of the items is not evident in the
items’ surface features, then comparing within-category
leads to better learning. This explanation fits within the
structural alignment view (Gentner, 1983), which argues
that examples sharing more alignable differences will be
more effectively compared. If two examples are from
different categories and share fewer alignable differences
then within-category comparisons will be more effective.
On the other hand, when the structure of the category is
based on the perceptual or surface level features of its
members, as in the bird categories and artificial alien
categories used in the present experiments, then it is
relatively easy to determine without needing to compare
within-category. For these categories, between-category
comparisons will be more beneficial, assuming the goal is to
learn what distinguishes different categories, because the
distinguishing information is more salient when comparing
across multiple categories.
This is a first step toward understanding when and why
certain types of comparisons are more beneficial than
others.
We proposed one explanation here, but we
acknowledge that there are other factors that could affect
how comparison type influences learning. For instance, the
degree to which the categories being learned are similar to
each other may play a role in determining which comparison
type is useful. If two categories are similar then they will
share many alignable differences potentially making
between-category comparisons effective for learning.
In addition, when learning about categories, the goal is
not always just to classify. Future work should address how
comparison type affects other measures of learning, for
instance inference ability and explanation generation.

Additionally, more work needs to be done to determine
other factors beyond category type that determine which
kinds of comparisons are beneficial.
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Abstract
The present study uses eye-tracking to study information
access in the context of category learning. Prior research has
pointed toward the importance of probability gain, the
increase in the chance of getting an answer correct, as a key
variable in determining what information is considered most
useful to acquire before making a classification decision. We
manipulate the probability gain of three features in a fourcategory learning task by changing the base rates of the
categories to be learned. Using participants’ eye-movements
to determine the order in which they acquire information after
many trials of training, we find that increasing the probability
gain of a feature does bias participants’ first fixation.
However, participants’ strategies for acquiring feature
information indicate they are more sensitive to efficiency
goals: even with the low cost of eye-movements, participants
direct attention to maximize efficiency, and do so without
trading-off accuracy.
Keywords: attentional learning, categorization, eyemovements, information acquisition, probability gain.

Introduction
The category learning paradigm offers ideal conditions for
studying how humans learn to differentially attend to
information, because it encompasses the cognitive skills
exercised by people in complex situations. Categorization
tasks incorporate perception, attention, decision-making,
memory, and motor behavior in a well-controlled
environment within the one-third to three second timeframe
argued to underlie the basic mechanisms that contribute to
embodied cognition (Gray, Sims, Fu, & Schollelles, 2006).
These tasks also measure changes in behavior across time,
in response to experience. To solve a categorization task,
participants must be able to figure out which features of a
stimulus are useful for making classification decisions.
Recent work by Nelson, McKenzie, Cottrell, and
Sejnowski (2010) suggests that participants evaluate the
usefulness of a diagnostic feature by its probability gain.
Probability gain defines the utility of looking at a feature as
the extent to which checking this feature increases the
probability, above chance, of making a correct decision; it
assumes perfect knowledge of the total category
probabilities and their features. Formally,
probabilityGain( F ) = (" P( fj ) × max P(ci | fj )) ! max P (ci ))
fj

ci

ci

where F represents a feature of unknown form to be looked
at; fj represents the specific forms a feature can take; and ci
represents specific categories (for example calculations, see

Nelson, 2005). Note that maximizing probability gain
corresponds to minimizing error; in fact, error-reduction has
been proposed as the mechanism for driving shifts in
attention during learning (Kruschke, 2003).
Using a probabilistic framework, under which beliefs
about two categories are updated using Bayes’s theorem,
Nelson et al. (2010) investigated probability gain and three
other plausible utility functions (information gain,
Kullback-Liebler distance, and impact) for evaluating which
of two features has the highest expected usefulness.
Participants were given lengthy training in one of four tasks,
each with different feature likelihoods, before completing a
testing phase in which they could reveal only one of two
probabilistic category features before making a
classification decision. In all cases, and in a subsequent
experiment, the majority of participants selected the feature
that maximized probability gain.
While these experiments provide convincing evidence
that probability gain is the utility function of choice in the
kind of task Nelson et al. (2010) investigated, it is not clear
yet how widely this finding can be generalized to more
realistic tasks. In the paradigm used by Nelson et al.,
participants are only able to access a single piece of
information. Typically, though, people have several
available sources of information and they may wish to
sample more than one. For example, in medical diagnostics
scenarios it might be that a combination of less diagnostic
tests has higher utility than a single, more diagnostic test.
This raises the question of whether probability gain should
be calculated for each feature sampled, or for each
combination of features sampled. Another factor worth
considering is information access costs: in real-world
situations, information invariably has associated costs,
whether they be time, money, or effort. Such factors may
weigh against the feature with the highest probability gain;
for example, one medical test may be slightly more
effective, but vastly more expensive.
The goal of the present study is to investigate the extent to
which probability gain plays a role in contexts where
information access is not restricted by a single mouse click;
instead, participants are allowed to sample multiple sources.
To avoid large information access costs, as those have been
shown to influence information access strategies (e.g., Gray
& Fu, 2004; Wood, Fry & Blair, 2010), we chose to record
participants’ gaze with eye-trackers. Using eye-tracking to
investigate how people attend to features when learning
categories has gained recent popularity (e.g., Rehder &
Hoffman, 2005; Kruschke, Kappenman, & Hetrick, 2005).
This method has the advantage of providing a measure of
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participant behaviour during a categorization trial, allowing
us to monitor how participants acquire information when
making decisions. Though not free, eye-movements have
some of the lowest time and energy costs possible.
In the present study we teach participants to identify four
categories of fictitious micro-organisms with three binaryvalued features (see Figure 1). All three features are relevant
for successful performance in the task; however, only two
features are relevant for making any one classification. As
can be seen in the figure, feature 1 (F1) indicates whether
the stimulus is a group A or group B category; feature 2 (F2)
distinguishes between A1 and A2; and feature 3 (F3)
distinguishes between B1 and B2. Unlike Nelson et al.
(2010), features are fully diagnostic of category
membership, rather than probabilistic.
We manipulated probability gain across two betweensubjects conditions by altering the presentation frequency of
A and B categories. In the 1:1 condition of this experiment,
all four categories are presented with equal frequency
(25%). In the 5:1 condition, we present five group A
category stimuli for every group B stimulus. Thus, the
probability of sampling a member from a particular A
category is 41.67%, and 8.33% for each B category. The
utility of sampling a feature is therefore different in the two
conditions: it is equal (.25) for all three features in the 1:1
condition, but in the 5:1 condition the utility of F2 (.4167) is
much higher than F1 (.0833) or F3 (0). To ensure
participants had a good understanding of the categories and
feature probabilities, we ran an experiment with 480 trials;
typically, this kind of task is learned in 100 (Blair, Watson,
& Meier, 2009).
The manipulation of probability gain should have a strong
impact on how likely it is for participants to fixate a feature
after learning the categorization task. If the decision to
access a feature is based solely on probability gain, then
certain predictable patterns will emerge. Participants in the
1:1 condition will show no preference for any dimension, as
they all have equal probability gain. Participants in the 5:1
condition will fixate F2 before F1, as it has a much higher
probability gain. However, if participants are sensitive to
time, even under circumstances of very low information
access costs, then we may see different patterns emerge.
Fixating either F2 or F3 at the beginning of a trial runs the
risk of spending time on information irrelevant for that trial.
In both conditions, participants can minimize their number
of fixations by fixating F1 first, then F2 if F1 is consistent
with group A categories, or F3 if it is consistent with group
B categories. Alternately, participants may be very
motivated to speed things along, in which case we may see
participants conserving fixations even though it negatively
impacts accuracy in the task. This seems most likely in the
5:1 condition, where F2 alone is diagnostic of the correct
category 83% of the time.

Method
Participants
134 students at Simon Fraser University participated in this
experiment for course credit. All participants had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision.

Figure 1: An example stimulus (left) and the category
structure with example features (right). Features take one of
two forms. Dashes indicate feature values are not useful for
classification. Participants in the 1:1 condition saw an equal
presentation of category members; participants in the 5:1
condition saw five group A categories for every group B.

Stimuli and Categories
Participants classified images of fictitious organisms. Each
organism was composed of three features, one in each of the
micro-organism's lobules (Figure 1, left). At a viewing
distance of 70 cm. the area of each feature subtended 1.3º of
visual angle, and features were equidistant from the centre
of the organism, approximately 10.6º apart from one
another. These features combined to form the category
structure illustrated in Figure 1 (right). Feature images,
locations and category labels were held constant for
individuals and counterbalanced across participants.
Participants were assigned to one of two conditions. The
1:1 condition consisted of an equal presentation rate of A
and B categories, and the 5:1 condition consisted of five
common categories for every rare category. Note that the
relative frequency of categories in the 5:1 condition was
counterbalanced such that half of the participants saw
common group A categories, and half saw common group B
categories; for clarity, results are reported as though all
participants viewed more group A categories.

Procedure
The procedure for the category learning task was identical in
both the 1:1 and the 5:1 conditions, with the exception of
presentation frequency noted above. Learning occurred by
trial-and-error through corrective feedback. Both conditions
included 480 trials. Each block of 24 trials was separated by
a short break that indicated accuracy on the previous block
as well as the number of blocks remaining.
Each trial began with a centrally-presented fixation cross.
After pressing a button to advance the trial, the participant
was shown an organism to classify. Participants had as
much time as they liked to view the stimulus, and indicated
responses on a four-button gamepad. Performance feedback
was presented for 500 ms as a solid green (correct) or red
(incorrect) mask, and the participant’s response and correct
category label were revealed in the centre of the screen as
the organism reappeared. Participants inspected the labelled
organism for as long as they wished before pressing a button
to advance to the next trial.
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Results
Of the 134 students who participated in the experiment, six
failed to complete the task. Data from an additional 12
participants were excluded due to an excessive number of
eye-tracker sampling errors. Four participants were
discarded for responding randomly throughout the task.
Because we are interested in the behaviour of subjects
who have complete knowledge of the category structure by
the end of the experiment, analyses are conducted only on
the 43 of 54 participants in the 1:1 condition and 52 of 58
participants in the 5:1 condition who reached a learning
criterion of 24 correct responses in a row. The mean number
of trials to reach this criterion was 133.77 (SD = 96.63) for
the 1:1 condition, and 117.00 (SD = 99.03) for the 5:1
condition (t < 1). Many of the current analyses focus on
trials during the last quarter, or 120 trials, of the experiment.
For participants in the 1:1 and 5:1 conditions, respectively,
accuracies during these trials were .98 (SD = .02) and .96
(SD = .04).
Of the six participants in the 5:1 condition who did not
reach the learning criterion, two appeared to learn common
categories (with accuracies of .92 and .81 over the last
quarter) while completely ignoring rare ones (accuracies of
0). The remaining four appeared to be slow learners.
Although we do not consider them here, the two who
learned common but not rare categories usually fixated F2only, and had fast response times. The surprising fact that
only two participants were willing to trade accuracy for
decreased time and effort costs indicates that participants
were highly motivated to do well in this task.

First Fixations
If participants are using probability gain as the basis for
viewing stimulus features, we would expect this to show up
most strongly in the first fixation. To understand how
participants learned to access information for solving the
task over time, we plotted the mean proportion of
participants’ first fixations to F1, F2, and F3 in each
condition (Figure 2). Participants in the 1:1 condition, where
probability gain is .25 for all features, clearly learn to fixate
F1 first: over the last quarter of the experiment, 74% of all
trials begin with a fixation to this feature, while 12% and
13% of all trials begin with fixations to F2 and F3. As noted
in the introduction, gathering information from F1 first

0.6
F1
F2
F3
0.5

Proportion of first fixations to feature

Gaze was recorded with a Tobii X120 eye-tracker sampling
at 120 Hz with a spatial resolution of 0.5º. Participants with
excessive sampling failures (defined as more than 30% of
total samples lost) were discarded from analyses. Gaze data
were transformed into fixations with a modified dispersion
threshold algorithm (Salvucci & Goldberg, 2000) using
spatial and temporal thresholds of 1.9º and 75 ms. A fixation
was counted to a feature if it fell within 140 pixels of a
feature’s centre. To correct for posture changes over time,
absolute values of fixation locations were corrected against
fixations to the central cross at the beginning of each trial.
Gaze analyses were conducted only on trials for which less
than 25% of gaze points recorded during that trial were lost.

allows participants to make the fewest number of fixations
while maintaining perfect accuracy. Participants in the 5:1
condition also tend to fixate F1 first, but the high probability
gain of F2 in this condition (.4167, vs .0833 for F1) appears
to be boosting first fixations to this location: over the last
quarter, 57% of trials begin with a fixation to F1, and 41%
begin with a fixation to F2. Only 2% of all trials begin with
a fixation to F3. Participants’ mean proportion of F1-first
trials is lower in the 5:1 condition (M = .37, SD = .25) than
in the 1:1 condition (M = .50, SD = .27), t(93) = 2.28, p =
0.02. The mean proportion of F2-first trials, alternately, is
higher in the 5:1 condition (M = .26, SD = .24) than in the
1:1 condition (M = .081, SD = .15), t(93) = 4.32, p < .001.
In general, F1-first and F2-first trials over the last quarter
of the experiment in the 5:1 condition differ only slightly.
On average, fewer fixations are made on trials that begin
with fixations to F2 (M = 2.40, SD = 1.75) than to F1 (M =
2.53, SD = 1.61), t(3966) = 2.32, p = .02; although response
time on F1-first trials (M = 1363 ms, SD = 793) is no faster
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Figure 2. Mean proportion of fixating each feature first in
eight bins across the experiment for participants in the 1:1
condition (top) and 5:1 condition (bottom).
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Figure 3. Frequency histograms displaying the mean frequency of each strategy’s use by participants in the 1:1 condition,
category A (left); and in the 5:1 condition, common category A (middle) and rare category B (right); for the first and last 120
trials of the experiment. Error bars reflect standard error of the mean. Note that over a block of 120 trials, the 1:1 condition
contains 60 category A presentations; the 5:1 condition contains 100 category A, and 20 category B, presentations. F1
distinguishes between A and B categories; F2 is diagnostic of group A categories, and F3 is diagnostic of group B categories.
than F2-first trials (M = 1376 ms, SD = 862; t < 1).
Accuracy on both trial types is high, though significantly
different, t(3966) = 4.68, p < .001; for F1-first trials, M =
0.98 (SD = .15) and for F2-first trials, M = .95 (SD = .22).

Information-access sequences
To better understand how participants’ strategies for
acquiring information from the three available features are
affected by presentation frequency, we investigated the
relative frequency of ten possible information sequences;
that is, ten orders in which participants can fixate category
features. Given the low number of trials that begin with
fixations to F3 in the 5:1 condition (recall this feature is
diagnostic of rare group B categories only), we restrict our
analysis to sequences that begin with F1 or F2. We also
collapse repeated fixations to features, as we are primarily
interested in the order in which information is gathered.
Figure 3 displays the mean relative frequency of each
information sequence occurring, for the first and last quarter
of the experiment, in group A categories for participants in
both conditions and group B categories in the 5:1 condition.
Recall that accurately classifying group A categories
requires F1 and F2; while group B requires F1 and F3.
(Because we are not looking at patterns beginning with F3,
we are omitting group B categories in the 1:1 condition; F3
data for these categories are complementary to the F2 data
for group A categories.) Table 1 summarizes mean
frequency, accuracy, and response time for each strategy in
the last quarter of the experiment. Correlations reported
below use participants’ mean accuracy and response time
over these last 120 trials.

most appropriate feature second. This strategy, in theory,
allows participants perfect accuracy while making the
fewest fixations possible. However, increased use of F1-F2
sequences has no relationship with accuracy or response
time (ps > .05).
Surprisingly, participants commonly fixate F1 only. This
pattern should not yield enough information for accurate
performance. Closer inspection reveals that participants
appear to be covertly attending to features they do not
fixate: that is, they are able to direct attention towards a
feature without initiating an eye-movement. The result is a
very fast, very accurate trial. F1-only trials are, on average,
about 450 ms faster than F1-F2 trials, and accuracy on these
trials appears no worse (Table 1); indeed, participants who
use a higher proportion of F1-only sequences are faster at
Table 1. Mean frequency (Freq), accuracy (Acc), and
response time in ms (RT) for trials of each sequence during
the last 120 trials of group A categories in the 1:1 condition,
and A (common) and B (rare) categories in the 5:1
condition.

Fixation patterns - 1:1 condition. While viewing group A
categories, participants in the 1:1 condition (Figure 3, left)
tend to use a diverse set of strategies in the first quarter of
the experiment. By the last quarter of the experiment, the
most common sequence is fixating F1 first, and F2 second.
Use of this sequence is correlated with F1-F3 sequences
during group B categories, r(41) = .412, p = .006; indicating
that participants are accessing F1 first in order to sample the
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1:1 (A)
Order Freq Acc RT

5:1 (A)

5:1 (B)

Freq Acc RT

Freq Acc RT

1

.28 .98 1259

.21 .98 1051

.08 .98 1330

12

.34 .99 1702

.33 .97 1623

.13 .96 1639

.03

1 3095

.01 .98 2391

.23 .93 1738

13

.10 .92 2024

.01 .99 1599

.16 .96 1548

132

.09 .96 1872

.01

2

.08

1 1471

.26 .95 1073

.06 .69 1276

21

.04

1 1978

.13 .98 1486

.12 .76 2044

213

.01 .83 2156

.01 .96 1897

.11 .91 1842

23

.01 .98 3227

.02

1 2303

.10 .83 2067

.03

.01

1 3060

.01

123

231

1 3841

1 1756

0

.96 1607

1 5451

responding: r = -.361, p = .017; but use of this strategy has
no negative relationship with accuracy, p > .1. Participants
who tend to use the F1-only strategy when viewing group A
categories also use this strategy when viewing group B
categories, r = .705, p < .001.
Other participants also seem to be using highly efficient
strategies employing covert attention. As seen in Table 1,
F2-only is not as common as F1-only, but shows the same
pattern of quick (about 230 ms faster than F1-F2 trials) and
accurate responses. Participants who rely more on this
strategy tend to use the covert F3-only strategy when
viewing group B categories, r = .736, p < .001.
In all, the mean proportion of single-feature fixation trials
increases from .18 (SD = .13) in the first quarter to .32 (SD
= .20) in the last quarter of the experiment, t(42) = 4.71, p
< .001. A higher proportion of single-feature trials over this
last quarter is correlated with faster response times, r =
-3.97, p = .008; but has no relationship with accuracy, p >
0.3. In other words, participants who adopt covert strategies
are saving time without sacrificing accuracy.
Though uncommon, F1-F3 and F1-F3-F2 sequences also
occur, which likely reflect the kinds of fixation errors people
make when trying to distribute attention dynamically in
response to information gathered during a first fixation.
Fixation patterns - 5:1 condition. Unlike participants in
the 1:1 condition, participants in the 5:1 condition appear to
use fewer distinct strategies for accessing information
during the first quarter of the experiment when viewing their
common group A categories (Figure 3, middle). Both F1-F2
and F2-F1 sequences are often used, as are F1-only and F2only. While participants continue to rely on three of these
strategies through the last quarter of the experiment, the
mean frequency of F2-F1 significantly decreases, t(51) =
3.83, p < .001. The sequences used during common
categories in the first quarter of the experiment are also
found while viewing rare group B categories (Figure 3,
right), with the clear addition of the sequence F1-F2-F3. In
the last quarter of the experiment, participants increase their
reliance on the F1-F3 sequence, t(51) = 5.03, p < .001; and
decrease their reliance on the F2-F1 sequence, t(51) = 4.24,
p < .001.
There appear to be two general overt strategies for
acquiring feature information: F1-F2, or F2-F1; followed by
a fixation to F3 if the stimulus is a rare one. Greater reliance
on F1-F2 during common categories is most strongly
correlated with use of F1-F2-F3 sequences during rare
categories, r(50) = .758, p < .001; and is also associated
with F1-F2 (r = .304, p = .028) and F1-F3 (r = .340, p =
0.014) sequences. On the other hand, participants more
often relying on F2-F1 during common categories also rely
on this sequence during rare categories (r = .689, p < .001);
and on F2-F1-F3 sequences (r = .502, p < .001). The degree
to which participants rely on F1-F2 or F2-F1 during
common categories has no association with response time
(ps > .1) but greater use of F1-F2 sequences is correlated
with higher accuracy (r = .321, p = .02).
Single-feature fixation strategies, that is, strategies that
rely on covert attention, also appear in the 5:1 condition.
Although the mean response times associated with F1-only

and F2-only trials are similar, and about 400 ms faster than
the next quickest response time (Table 1), only participants
with a higher proportion of F2-only trials gain a response
time advantage, r = -.375, p = .006. Neither strategy appears
to help or hurt mean accuracy (ps > .1).
As in the 1:1 condition, participants appear to increase
their use of covert strategies in order to save time without
impeding their task accuracy. The mean proportion of
single-feature fixation trials increases from .25 (SD = .02) in
the first quarter of the experiment to .40 (SD = .03) in the
last quarter of the experiment, t(51) = 4.76, p < .001.
Increased use of single-fixation trials has no relationship
with accuracy (p > .5), but is correlated with faster response
times, r = -.375, p = .006.

Discussion
The present study investigated the impact of probability
gain on fixation sequences in a categorization task. One key
finding is that the usefulness of information, as measured by
probability gain, has a significant and lasting influence on
strategies for accessing this information. The probability
gain of F2 in the 5:1 condition (.4167) is higher than the
probability gain of F2 in the 1:1 condition (.25), and indeed,
a higher proportion of fixations were made to F2 first in the
5:1 than in the 1:1 condition. However, it is also clear from
our data that probability gain was not the only factor which
influenced information access, and there were several clear
indicators that participants were deploying attention more
efficiently than would be necessary to maximize probability
gain alone.
One indicator was that fixating the highest probability
gain feature first was not the dominant strategy of
participants in either condition. In the 1:1 condition, where
the probability gain of sampling any of the three feature was
equal (.25), participants overwhelmingly chose to fixate F1
first; thus, efficiency considerations were enough to push
fixations toward a particular feature. By fixating F1 first,
participants were able to minimize the number of eyemovements required to gather the necessary information for
perfect accuracy. In the 5:1 condition the situation is more
dramatic: even where the probability gain of F1 (.0833) is
far lower than F2 (.4167), there were still more firstfixations to F1 than to F2 for most of the experiment. This
finding corresponds well with work by Matsuka and Corter
(2008). In a medical diagnostic task where participants can
reveal only one feature at a time with mouse-clicks, they
found, under a number of conditions, that participants used
cost-effective strategies for accessing feature information.
We extend this idea by showing that not only which features
are selected, but also the order in which features are
selected, are both important considerations for participants,
even at the level of eye-movements.
The high prevalence of single-feature fixation trials,
which increased over time, also emphasizes the importance
of efficiency. This may be in part a function of expertise, as
participants have a long time to practice making more
efficient fixations. Reanalysis of previously published data
in which participants performed a task similar to the 1:1
condition but for only 96 trials after reaching a learning
criterion (Blair, Watson, & Meier, 2009) indicates a low
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mean proportion of F1-only strategies (.029) during these
trials. In the current study, we find participants increasing
their use of single-feature fixation strategies over a 480-trial
experiment. Participants using these strategies have, in
general, gained a response time advantage without tradingoff accuracy. There is evidence that covert attentional shifts
to a target location precede voluntary saccades to the
location (Kowler, Anderson, Dosher, & Blaser, 1995;
McPeek, Maljkovic, & Nakayama, 1999), so it may be that
practiced participants are sensitive enough to visual
information at feature locations that they can respond before
initiating an eye-movement to these locations.
In one sense, the general finding that people prefer the
most efficient method of achieving a goal is not surprising.
Even in the context of low-cost eye-movements, it has
already been shown, for example, that adult readers have
more efficient fixation patterns than children (Rayner,
1985). Our task, however, is not a task at which participants
have trained for many years. Here, participants are learning
a novel task, and given about an hour of practice. The task is
self-paced, with no emphasis on speed. Despite this,
participants come up with ways to improve their efficiency,
while still answering accurately.
Finally, our findings lend support to the idea that eyemovements can be dynamically, and consistently, deployed
to information in real-time. In the 1:1 condition, participants
would often sample F1, and use information at this location
to direct eye-gaze to F2 or F3. This strategy, and a variety of
others (eg., F2-F1 and F3 if necessary; F1-F2 and F3 if
necessary), also emerged in the 5:1 condition. Participants
adopting F1-F2 / F1-F3 strategies are making fewer
fixations, but these strategies do not appear to save time.
There was surprisingly little difference in response times
between most of the overt information-access strategies.
This suggests that in this context, repeated practice of a
sequence – be it one beginning with F1, or one beginning
with F2 – helps efficiency as much as dynamically changing
fixation order. Perhaps the time it takes to decide where to
fixate next is roughly equivalent to the time spent
occasionally fixating an unnecessary feature in a wellpracticed fixation sequence.
Nelson et al. (2010) have shown that “information
acquisition optimizes probability gain.” Our data confirm
the importance of probability gain, but also suggest a
qualifier: all things being equal. Our results show that when
given the opportunity to sample any or even every available
source of information, participants use more than just
immediate probability gain for deciding what feature is most
important to sample. Instead, the deployment of overt
attention reflects a more complex strategy which is also
sensitive to the cost of accessing information. Participants
with minimal training can retain accuracy while being
remarkably frugal in how they acquire information. This
seems to be true even when, as with eye-movements,
information is cheap. The present work suggests that
choosing which information to access is a function of both
its utility and its cost.
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Estimating the strength of unlabeled information during semi-supervised learning
Brenden M. Lake (brenden@mit.edu)
Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

James L. McClelland (mcclelland@stanford.edu)
Department of Psychology, Stanford University
Abstract
Semi-supervised category learning is when participants make
classification judgements while receiving feedback about the
right answers on some trials (labeled stimuli) but not others
(unlabeled stimuli). Sporadic feedback is common outside the
laboratory, and it is important to understand how people learn
in this setting. While there are numerous recent studies, the
strength and robustness of semi-supervised learning effects remain unclear, particularly when labeled and unlabeled stimuli
are dispersed across learning. We designed an experiment, using simple unidimensional category learning, that allows us to
measure the relative contribution of labeled and unlabeled experience. Based on an analysis of this task, we find that an
unlabeled stimulus is worth more than 40% of a labeled stimulus.
Keywords: categorization; semi-supervised learning

People organize perceptual knowledge into categories such
as types of cheese, types of cars, or types of animals. When
acquiring these categories from experience, people must learn
to associate stimuli with the appropriate category labels. Consider this anecdote about acquiring cheese categories.
A man attending a food festival tries several samples of
cheese. After tasting the samples, he looks at the accompanying labels on each cheese, remarking that the
Gruyère is his favorite. Several days later at a party,
he enjoys several pieces of cheese from a platter with
no accompanying labels. Although uncertain, he thinks
he recognizes the taste of Gruyère he recently experienced at the food festival. He suspects a certain cheese
is Gruyère but he is unsure.
Does the man use this unlabeled encounter at the party to
further refine his understanding of cheese categories? If so,
he is engaged in semi-supervised category learning, defined
as learning from both labeled (feedback) and unlabeled (nofeedback) encounters with objects. This is in contrast to supervised learning, which uses only labeled examples, and unsupervised learning, which uses only unlabeled examples, to
learn categories.
Semi-supervised learning algorithms are studied in machine learning, largely because labeled data is often more
difficult and expensive to obtain than unlabeled data (Zhu,
2005; Chapelle, Scholköpf, & Zien, 2006). For example, if
one is classifying web pages into categories based on content,
labeled data would likely be collected by hand while unlabeled data could be harvested from the internet automatically
(see Nigam, McCallum, and Mitchell (2006) for related application). Humans face a similar problem when learning perceptual categories, where the amount of unlabeled encounters

with objects often exceeds the amount of labeled encounters.
Despite the sparsity of labels, the human ability to learn new
concepts is remarkable, and perhaps this ability can be partially explained by effective semi-supervised learning.
Recent work has investigated whether people perform
semi-supervised learning, but many studies are limited by
having separate supervised (feedback) and unsupervised (nofeedback) phases of learning. In two studies, participants
were first shown a small number of labeled examples (typically one or two), followed by a large set of unlabeled examples (Zhu, Rogers, Qian, & Kalish, 2007; Zhu et al., 2010).
These studies showed that people are sensitive to both the distributional structure of the subsequent unlabeled experience
(Zhu et al., 2007) and the stimulus order (Zhu et al., 2010).
Other studies showed labeled and unlabeled data together in
a questionnaire format. Stromsten (2002) presented participants with a labeled example of a fish simultaneously with
either 0, 8, or 29 unlabeled fish examples, finding a overall difference in classification performance. Gibson, Zhu,
Rogers, Kalish, and Harrison (2010) presented participants
with a few labeled examples that reside within dense clusters
of unlabeled stimuli. People propagated the labeled information along the cluster, but only if neighboring stimuli were
highlighted during categorization.
By using separate supervised and unsupervised phases, the
studies mentioned do not address semi-supervised learning
when feedback is dispersed across learning. People may behave differently when feedback is available on some trials and
not others, with the two types intermixed. If additional labeled information is anticipated, people might ignore or fail
to learn from the more ambiguous unlabeled information. A
recent study by Vandist, De Schryver, and Rosseel (2009) is
consistent with this position, finding no evidence for semisupervised learning when feedback was intermittent. Participants engaged in an information-integration task, defined
as a task where participants have to combine perceptual information from two underlying stimulus dimensions simultaneously to obtain optimal performance (Ashby, Queller, &
Berretty, 1999). Unlabeled trials were drawn from the exact same distribution as the labeled trials, and one group received unlabeled stimuli while another group received unrelated filler events instead. Learning progressed at similar
rates, providing no evidence of semi-supervised learning. In
a similar design utilized in Rogers, Kalish, Gibson, Harrison,
and Zhu (2010), there was no evidence for semi-supervised
learning, which the authors suggest arose from selective at-
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tention to an irrelevant stimulus dimension. When they imposed a response deadline to disrupt this attention, there was
an effect of the unlabeled stimuli.
We designed an experiment that allows us to measure
the relative contribution of labeled versus unlabeled experience during learning with intermittent feedback. In our task,
the unlabeled stimuli provide additional information, beyond
simply more samples from the stimulus distribution as in
Vandist et al. (2009) and Rogers et al. (2010), which allows
us to estimate the strength of the unlabeled impact. Zhu et
al. (2007) estimated this quantity and found that an unlabeled
stimulus was worth a surprisingly small fraction (about 5%)
of a labeled stimulus. In a statistical analysis of our data, we
find a much larger contribution of 40% to 100% based on the
95% posterior interval and discuss the implications for theories of categorization.

Experiment
Participants were assigned to one of two groups, where both
groups received exactly the same labeled items but different unlabeled items. The labeled items suggest a particular category boundary, and the unlabeled distributions were
designed to shift this boundary in opposing directions (Zhu
et al., 2007). Consequently, a difference in classification
boundary between the two groups would demonstrate semisupervised learning.

Method: Semi-Supervised Learning
Participants 40 subjects from Stanford University and the
surrounding community participated in this experiment for a
payment of $6 to $8 depending on performance. Participants
were told that overall accuracy in the task would determine
payment.
Design Participants made a sequence of categorization
judgements. After each judgement, feedback was or was not
presented. Participants were randomly assigned to either a
“left shift” or “right shift” group. These groups received the
same distribution of feedback items but different distributions
of no-feedback items.
Stimuli Stimuli were horizontal lines that varied only in
length. Each line belonged to one of two categories, C
(shorter lines) or N (longer lines). The distribution of stimulus items is shown in Figure 1. Feedback occurred for about
25% of the trials. Each training item was presented twice
per block (either twice unlabeled or once labeled and once
unlabeled) as illustrated in Figure 1. Both the left shift and
right shift groups saw the exact same feedback items once
per block (black bars). However, the groups differed in nofeedback items (grey bars), which were shifted to be smaller
in length (left shift) or larger in length (right shift). If participants perform semi-supervised learning and integrate the nofeedback trials into their category representations, their classification boundaries should likewise be shifted either to the
left or right.

Training consisted of 5 blocks of 48 trials each. In addition, 9 transfer items were added to the last two blocks, presented once per block without feedback. Hence there was no
separate testing period during the experiment. These transfer items were designed to probe the region near the category
boundary to see if the two participant groups differed in their
category representations.
Procedure Participants were informed that they would see
lines, varying only in length, that belonged to one of two categories corresponding to the keys “C” vs. “N” on the keyboard. They were instructed that sometimes they would be
told whether their answer was correct or incorrect, and other
times they would be told nothing, regardless of whether their
answer was correct or incorrect. Participants were self-paced
during the task. Upon entering a response, feedback trials
displayed a “Correct!” or “Wrong!” message. The feedback
and the stimulus remained on the screen for 2 seconds. For
no-feedback trials, the stimulus stayed on the screen for 2 seconds without any text. One participant was removed from the
analysis for near chance performance.

Method: Supervised Learning
For comparison, we ran a fully-supervised experiment that
was exactly analogous to the semi-supervised experiment.
The method was identical except where noted.
Participants and Design 21 subjects participated in this
experiment. Participants were assigned to either a “left shift”
or “right shift” group.
Stimuli The stimuli were identical to the semi-supervised
version, as illustrated in Figure 1, except that all training
items received feedback (there is no distinction between the
black and grey bars in the figure). The purpose of the experiment was to see how much the boundary differed between the
left and right shift groups when there was full feedback. As
in the semi-supervised experiment, nine transfer items were
intermixed in the last two blocks, presented once per block
without feedback.
Procedure Instructions were the same, except participants
were told that “Most of the time you will be told by the computer whether your answer was correct or incorrect” instead
of “Sometimes.” This was changed since only the transfer
items were without feedback in this experiment. One participant was removed for using an aid to help measure the lines.

Results
Performance reached high accuracy. For the third training
block, the semi-supervised group’s mean accuracy was 97%
correct (Figure 2a) and the supervised group’s was 99% correct (Figure 2b). Participants were clearly categorizing the
no-feedback items into the correct categories in most cases,
before the transfer items were introduced in the next block.
For participants assigned to the semi-supervised learning
condition, the no-feedback items produced a clear influence
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Figure 1: Frequency distribution for a block of learning. Participants were assigned to either the left shift group or the right
shift group. All training items were presented twice per block. Each item was either unlabeled twice (all grey bars) or once
unlabeled and once labeled (half grey and half black bars). Participants in both shift groups received the same feedback items,
but no-feedback items were either left shifted or right shifted. Transfer stimuli that were presented once per block in the last
two blocks are indicated by open circles.
We use the notation si to denote a transfer item with a categorization response yi ∈ {C, N } which denote the two response keys “C” and “N.” We model the response probability
of a transfer item as

on the categorization of novel transfer items. Figure 2c shows
the responses to transfer stimuli during the last two blocks of
the experiment, for the left shift and right shift groups. The
groups differed in how they categorized the transfer stimuli
(410 to 490 pixels) in the expected direction. The difference
between groups in overall number of “N” responses for transfer items was significant (one-tailed t(37) = 5.7, p < .001, left
shift M = 14.6 of possible 18, SD = 2.0 and right shift M =
9.3 of 18, SD = 3.6).1
Participants assigned to the fully supervised task showed
an even larger shift, as expected (Figure 2d). The difference
between shift groups in overall number of “N” responses for
transfer items was significant (one-tailed t(18) = 7.8, p <
.001, left shift M = 15.0 of possible 18, SD = 2.5 and right
shift M = 5.9 of 18, SD = 2.7).

P (yi = N |si , λ, βN , φ)
=

Bayesian estimate of unlabeled influence
To estimate the influence of the unlabeled data, we conduct a
Bayesian analysis of the psychometric function for the semisupervised experiment. This is a statistical analysis of the
data, not a model of category learning. The variable of primary interest is λ that modulates the contribution of the unlabeled information, where λ = 0 denotes no influence and
λ = 1 denotes an equal weight of unlabeled and labeled influence. There are two other unknown variables, response bias
βN and perceptual noise φ which flattens the decision curve.
We assume uniform priors λ ∼ Unif(0,1), βN ∼ Unif(0,1),
and φ ∼ Unif(0,100) measured in pixels.

2 )
βN Normal(si |µN , σN
2 ) + (1 − β )Normal(s |µ , σ 2 ) ,
βN Normal(si |µN , σN
i C C
N

using Gaussians to model the category densities.
2 , and σ 2 )
The parameters of these categories (µN , µC , σN
C
are defined as functions of the unlabeled contribution variable
λ. Essentially, these parameters are calculated as the mean
and variance of the stimuli assigned to each category during training, where the labeled and unlabeled training stimuli have different contributions as determined by λ. More
formally, let ri denote a training item and let zi ∈ {C, N } denote its label as defined by the experimenter (which may or
may not be observed by participants). The set i ∈ L denote
labeled items ri with observed labels zi , and the set j ∈ U denote unlabeled items rj with hidden labels zj . The category
parameters are then defined as
P
P
δ(zj , N )rj
i∈L δ(zi , N )ri + λ
Pj∈U
µN = P
i∈L δ(zi , N ) + λ
j∈U δ(zj , N )
where the delta function δ(zj , N ) = 1 when zj = N and
δ(zj , N ) = 0 otherwise, and the category variance is

1
For any given participant, three transfer items were identical in
length with three no-feedback training items. Thus, during the last
two blocks when transfer items were shown, these items were presented three times each per block without feedback while the other
transfer items are presented only once. For the analysis, these items
were included only once, with one replication per block randomly
designated as the transfer trial.

2
σN
= φ2 + P

P

i∈L δ(zi , N )(ri − µN )

i∈L δ(zi , N ) + λ

P

j∈U

2

δ(zj , N )

δ(zj , N )(rj − µN )2
P
.
i∈L δ(zi , N ) + λ
j∈U δ(zj , N )

+P
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Figure 2: Categorization of stimuli aggregated across participants. Part a) and b) show the responses during the third block of
learning (the block before the transfer items were introduced). Part c) and d) show the categorization of transfer items (lengths
410 through 490) during the last two blocks of training, which were intermixed with the training items (colored histograms).
Part a) and c) show semi-supervised participants, and b) and d) show supervised participants. The plots shows the probability
of responding “N” for each stimulus during these blocks, aggregated across participants. Participants in the left shift and right
shift groups showed different categorization profiles. For the semi-supervised condition, these two groups only differed in the
no-feedback stimuli they saw. This indicates that no-feedback stimuli influenced the learned category representations. The
dotted curves shows 10 posterior samples of psychometric functions, see “Bayesian estimate of unlabeled influence.”
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2 are defined similarly. This analThe parameters µC and σC
ysis does assume that training stimuli ri are correctly categorized by the participants, which leads to a conservative estimate of λ.2
We aggregate the transfer stimuli across participants to
form vectors y of category responses (yi ∈ {C, N }) with the
corresponding stimulus vector s. The posterior of the parameters given the data is thus
Y
p(λ, βN , φ|y, s) ∝ p(λ)p(βN )p(φ) P (yi |si , λ, βN , φ).

p(λ|y,
p(!|y,s) s)

Posterior parameter estimates

0

Discussion
We tested participants in a paradigm where two groups received exactly the same labeled items but different unlabeled
distributions (see Zhu et al., 2007). Labeled and unlabeled trials were randomly intermixed and presented in sequence. By
the end of learning, there was a difference in classification
boundary between the two groups, indicating that the participants performed semi-supervised learning. The experiment
allowed us to measure the relative contribution of labeled and
unlabeled experience. Through a Bayesian analysis of the
psychometric function, we find that parameter λ, the ratio between the unlabeled and labeled contribution, has a posterior
mean of λ ≈ 0.725. The central posterior interval suggests
there is a 97.5% chance that an unlabeled example is worth
more than 40% of a labeled example.
This is in contrast to a past study by Zhu et al. (2007),
where a similar parameter was found to be λ ≈ 0.06, meaning about 5% of a labeled example. Also Zhu et al. (2010) fit
a similar parameter in an exemplar model and found λ ≈ 0.2.
There are several important factors that could underly this difference between past studies and our own. First, the Zhu et al.
studies showed participants the labeled stimuli first and then
2
The assumption that the distribution parameters are derived
from the intended labeling of the training stimuli ri is supported
by the high overall accuracy in the third training block (97% correct). In a hypothetical case that a participant has not assigned a
particular unlabeled stimulus to the correct category but the model
has, parameter fitting to response data would underestimate rather
than overestimate the influence parameter λ, since this misassigned
stimulus is contributing to the decision curve shift in the model, but
not the subject.
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From this joint posterior, we compute the marginal posterior
distributions p(λ|y, s), p(βN |y, s), and p(φ|y, s) which are
shown in Figure 3. This computation is done by approximating the continuous posterior with a discrete grid and summing
over the other variables. The distribution of λ is of primary
interest, since it signifies the contribution of the unlabeled
data. By simulation, the posterior mean for λ is 0.725 and
the 95% central interval is [0.413, 1] (Gelman, Carlin, Stern,
& Rubin, 2004). Given the modeling assumptions, there is a
97.5% chance that an unlabeled example is worth more than
40% of a labeled example.
For an analogous analysis in the supervised case without λ,
we find a 95% central posterior interval for βN is [0.55, 0.68]
and for φ is [47.5, 61]

0.2

0

20

40
#
φ

Figure 3: Posterior parameter estimates for semi-supervised
learning. Parameter λ controls the ratio of unlabeled to labeled influence, βN is the response bias, and φ is the perceptual noise in pixels.
the unlabeled stimuli afterwards. Second, the ratio of labeled
to unlabeled stimuli was much higher in our study. To better understand the strength of semi-supervised learning, future work should manipulate these factors systematically and
further explore the situations most representative of natural
learning settings.
Studying semi-supervised learning in scenarios that do not
support strictly unsupervised learning is another interesting
avenue for future work. For instance, the information integration task (Ashby et al., 1999) results in successful learning when supervised but unsuccessful learning when unsupervised. Could semi-supervised learning lead to successful
learning in this task, above and beyond learning supported
by just feedback examples? Vandist et al. (2009), who tested
semi-supervised learning in the information integration task,
suggest the answer is no. But in their design, the unlabeled
stimuli provided no new information beyond simply more
samples from the stimulus distribution. Future work should
explore the information integration task when the unlabeled
distribution provides additional information, as in our experiment, that results in large decision curve shifts. Given the
clear effect in our study, it would be interesting to see whether
unlabeled stimuli influences learning in the information integration task.
Future work should also investigate computational models that support semi-supervised category learning. There are
a variety of candidate models that do not make strong dis-
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tinctions between supervised and unsupervised learning (e.g.,
Anderson, 1991; Love, Medin, & Gureckis, 2004; Vallabha,
McClelland, Pons, Werker, & Amano, 2007; Lake, Vallabha,
& McClelland, 2009; Zhu et al., 2010). Theories of categorization must account for semi-supervised learning, given that
this type of learning has substantial impact.

learning the information-integration task. Attention, Perception, and Psychophysics, 71(2), 328-341.
Zhu, X. (2005). Semi-supervised learning literature survey
(Tech. Rep. No. 1530). Computer Sciences, University of
Wisconsin-Madison.
Zhu, X., Gibson, B., Jun, K.-S., Rogers, T., Harrison, J., &
Kalish, C. (2010). Cognitive models of test-item effects in
human category learning. In The 27th International Conference on Machine Learning (ICML).
Zhu, X., Rogers, T., Qian, R., & Kalish, C. (2007). Humans
perform semi-supervised classification too. In TwentySecond AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence (AAAI07).
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Reasoning with Conjunctive Causes
Bob Rehder (bob.rehder@nyu.edu)
Department of Psychology, New York University
6 Washington Place, New York, NY 10003 USA
Abstract
Conjunctive causes are causes that all need to be present for an
effect to occur. They contrast with independent causes that by
themselves can each bring about an effect. We extend existing
“causal power” representations of independent causes to include a representation of conjunctive causes. We then demonstrate how independent vs. conjunctive representations imply
sharply different patterns of reasoning (e.g., explaining away
effects for independent causes as compared to exoneration effects for conjunctive causes). An experiment testing how people reason with independent and conjunctive causes found that
their inferences generally matched the model’s prediction, albeit with some important exceptions.

Figure 1.

Rather than operating in a vacuum, causes frequently interact with other factors to produce their effects. For example,
the conjunction of two or more variables is often necessary
for an outcome to occur. A spark may only produce fire if
there is fuel to ignite, a virus may only cause disease if
one’s immune system is suppressed, the motive to commit
murder may result in death only if the means to carry out the
crime are available. Sometimes, conjunctive causes take the
form of enablers. For example, the presence of oxygen enables fire given spark and fuel. In contrast, disablers interact
with existing causes by preventing normal outcomes. Although the eight ball’s path to the side pocket may appear
inevitable, it may be interrupted by an earthquake, a falling
ceiling tile, or a spilled beer.
The last 20 years has seen a growing interest in the role of
causal knowledge in numerous areas of cognition. Many
studies have investigated how causal relations are learned
from observed correlations (Cheng, 1997; Gopnik et al.,
2004; Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005; 2009; Lu et al., 2008;
Sobel et al., 2004; Waldmann et al., 1995). Others have
tested the impact of causal knowledge on various forms of
reasoning, including inference (Rehder & Burnett, 2005;
Kemp & Tenenbaum, 2009), interventions (Sloman &
Lagnado, 2005; Waldmann & Hagmeyer, 2005), analogy
(Holyoak et al., 2010; Lee & Holyoak, 2008), generalization
(Rehder, 2006; 2009), and classification (Rehder & Hastie,
2001; Rehder 2003a; b; Rehder & Kim, 2006; 2009; 2010).
But although some studies have investigated the learning of
interactive causes (e.g., Novick & Cheng, 2004), their role
in reasoning has received little attention. This article tests
how people reason with one sort of interactive cause—
conjunctions.
How should one reason with conjunctive causes? One
popular framework for modelling learning and reasoning
with causal knowledge is Bayesian networks or causal
graphical models (hereafter, CGMs). In CGMs, variables

are represented as nodes and causal relations as directed
edges. For example, Figure 1A presents a CGM in which
variables C1 and C2 are causes of variable E. CGMs are
popular in part because they specify the causal Markov condition that stipulates patterns of conditional independence
between variables and which has important implications for
how one learns and reasons with causal knowledge.
By itself, however, a CGM says nothing about the functional relationship between an effect and its causes. For example, Figure 1A does not specify whether C1 and C2 are
independent or interactive causes of E. Two possibilities are
represented in Figures 1B and 1C. In these figures, we assume that C1, C2, and E are binary variables that are either
present or absent. Diamonds represent independent generative causal mechanisms, processes that work to produce the
effect when their causes are present. Figure 1B represents
the fact that C1 and C2 are independent causes of E—that is,
that E might be brought about by C1 or C2. Figure 1C represents that C1 and C2 are conjunctive causes of E—E is
brought about only when C1 and C2 are both present. As
mentioned, there are other ways that E might depend on an
interaction between C1 and C2 (e.g., C2 might disable the
causal link between E and C1), but here we focus on the
contrast between independent and conjunctive causes. Below we specify the (independent or conjunctive) functions
that relate an effect and its causes and derive the different
patterns of inferences implied by those functions.
Other frameworks do not readily distinguish between alternative interpretations of Figure 1A. For example, reasoners may treat it as an associative network, in which case
they may infer one variable given others without regard to
the direction of causality. Or, they may treat it as a dependency network that is sensitive to causal direction (E depends
on C1 and C2) but not their functional relationship. Accordingly, our goal is to first establish that reasoners indeed distinguish between independent and conjunctive causes and
then determine whether they do so in the manner predicted
by our proposed representation of conjunctions.

Reasoning with Conjunctive Causes
To test how people reason with conjunctive causes, subjects
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were instructed on a novel category with six features. For
example, subjects who learned Romanian Rogos (a type of
automobile) were told that Rogos have a number of typical
or characteristic features (e.g., butane-laden fuel, a loose
fuel filter gasket, hot engine temperature, etc). In addition,
subjects were instructed on the interfeature causal relations
shown in Figure 2. Two features (IC1 and IC2 in Figure 2)
were described as independent causes of IE whereas CC1
and CC2 were described as conjunctive causes of CE. Subjects were then presented with an inference test in which
they predicted one Rogo feature given the state of others.
To derive predictions for this experiment, we first specify
the joint probability distribution for each of the two CGMs
represented by the subnetworks in Figure 2 and then use
those distributions to derive expected inferences.

Figure 2.
are shown in the left hand side of Table 1. For example, the
probability that IC1 and IE are present and IC2 absent is
pk ( IC1 = 1, IC2 = 0, IE = 1)
= pk ( IE = 1 | IC1 = 1, IC2 = 0) pk ( IC1 = 1) pk ( IC2 = 0)

[

!

)

The conjunctive cause network in Figure 2 differs from independent causes in having one generative causal mechanism. We extend the notion of “causal power” to conjunctive causes by assuming that, when CC1 and CC2 are both
present, that mechanism will bring about CE with probability m IC1,IC2,IE. Thus we have,

Because IC1 and IC2 have no common causes in the independent cause network (and because the causal sufficiency
!
constraint on CGMs rules out them having a hidden common cause, Spirites et al. 1993) they are assumed to be independent. Eq. 1 thus becomes,
(2)
pk ( IC1 , IC2 , IE ) = pk ( IE | IC1 , IC2 ) pk ( IC1 ) pk ( IC2 )

(

pk (CE = 1 | CC1 ,CC2 ) = 1" (1" bCE ) 1" m IC1 ,IC 2 ,IE

pk(IE | IC1, IC2) can be written as a function of parameters
that characterize the generative causal mechanisms that relate IE to its causes. Specifically, mIC2,IE and mIC2,IE are the
probabilities that those mechanisms will produce IE when
!
IC1 and IC2 are present, respectively. In terms introduced by
Cheng (1997), these probabilities refer to the “power” of the
causes. In addition, to allow for the possibility that IE has
additional causes not shown in Figure 2, bIE is the probability that IE will be brought about by some other cause.
With these definitions, the probability that IE is present is
given by the familiar “fuzzy-or” equation,

)

ind ( CC1 ,CC 2 )

(5)

where bCE is the probability that CE will be brought about
by some other cause, and ind(CC1, CC2) returns 1 when CC1
and CC2 are both present and 0 otherwise. Equations 4 and 5
are sufficient to specify the probability of any combination
of CC1, CC2, and CE, as shown in the right hand side of
Table 1. cCC1 and cCC2 are the probabilities that CC1 and CC2
will appear in members of category k, respectively

Theoretical Predictions

Given the joint distributions in Table 1, it is straightforward
to compute the conditional probability of any feature given
ind ( ICi )
(3)
the state of any other features in the same subnetwork. To
pk ( IE = 1 | IC1 , IC2 ) = 1" (1" bIE )#i=1,2 1" m ICi ,IE
demonstrate the qualitative pattern of these inferences, we
where ind(ICi) returns 1 when ICi is present and 0 otherwise.
instantiate the joint distributions by assigning the causal
Equations 2 and 3 are sufficient to specify the probability
model parameters with values that are hypothetical but also
of any combination of IC1, IC2, and IE. These expressions
reasonable in light of conditions established in the upcomTable 1

(

!

)] (

where cIC1 and cIC2 are the probabilities that IC1 and IC2, will
appear in members of category k, respectively.
Conjunctive cause network. The joint distribution for
the conjunctive cause network, pk(CC1, CC2, CE), can be
written in a manner analogous to Eq. 2,
(4)
pk (CC1 ,CC2 ,CE ) = pk (CE | CC1 ,CC2 ) pk (CC1 ) pk (CC2 )

Independent cause network. We first specify the joint
distribution for the independent cause network, pk(IC1, IC2,
IE), that is, the probability that IC1, IC2, and IE will take!any
particular combination of values in category k. From the
axioms of probability theory we have,
(1)
pk ( IC1 , IC2 , IE ) = pk ( IE | IC1 , IC2 ) pk ( IC1 , IC2 )

!

(

= 1" (1" bIE ) 1" m IC1 ,IE cIC1 1" cIC2

Specifying the Joint Distributions

)

Independent Causes
IC1 IC2 IE
1 1 1
1 1 0
1 0 1
0 1 1
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

pk(IC1, IC2,IE)
[1 – (1–mIC1,IE)(1–mIC2,IE)(1–bIE)]cIC1cIC2
(1–mIC1,IE)(1–mIC2,IE)(1–bIE)cIC1cIC2
[1 – (1–mIC1,IE)(1–bIE)]cIC1(1–cIC2)
[1 – (1–mIC2,IE)(1–bIE)] (1–cIC1)cIC2
bIE(1–cIC1)(1–cIC2)
(1–mIC2,IE)(1–bIE)(1–cIC1)cIC2
(1–mIC1,IE)(1–bIE) cIC1(1–cIC2)
(1–bIE)(1–cIC1)(1–cIC2)

Conjunctive Causes
cIC1 = cIC2 = .67;
mIC1,IE = mIC2,IE = .75;
bIE= .20
.422
.022
.178
.178
.022
.044
.044
.089

CC1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
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CC2
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
0

CE
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0

pk(CC1, CC2,CE)
[1 – (1–mCC1CC2CE)(1–bCE)]cCC1cCC2
(1–mCC1CC2CE)(1–bCE)cCC1cCC2
bCEcCC1(1–cCC2)
bCE (1–cCC1)cCC2
bCE (1–cCC1)(1–cCC2)
(1–bCE)(1–cCC1)cCC2
(1–bCE)cCC1(1–cCC2)
(1–bCE)(1–cCC1)(1–cCC2)

cCC1 = cCC2 = .67;
mCC1,CC2,IE = .75;
bCE= .20
.356
.089
.044
.014
.022
.178
.178
.089
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Figure 3. Panels A, B, and C present the predicted probability that a feature will be present as a function of the
presence or absence of other features for the independent and conjunctive cause networks. (A) The probability of
the effect as a function of the number of causes present. (B) The probability of a cause as a function of whether
the other cause is present, assuming the effect is present. (C) The probability of a cause as a function of whether
the other cause is present, assuming the effect is absent. The corresponding empirical results are presented in panels D, E, and F. Error bars are standard errors.
ing experiment. Because they are described as typical category features, each cause is assumed to be moderately
prevalent among category members (the cs = .67), each
causal mechanism is moderately strong (the ms = .75), and
the alternative causes of the effect features are weak (the bs
= .20). For example, given these parameter values, the probability of IC2 conditioned on the presence of IE and the absence of IC1 is,
pk ( IC2 = 1 | IC1 = 0, IE = 1)
= pk ( IC2 = 1, IC1 = 0, IE = 1) / pk ( IC1 = 0, IE = 1)
= .178 /(.178 + .022) = .890

!

Predictions for the independent and conjunctive causal
networks for three distinct types of inference problems are
shown in Figures 3A, 3B, and 3C. First, Figure 3A presents
the probability of the effect as a function of the number of
causes that are present for both the independent and conjunctive cause networks. For independent causes, the probability of the effect of course increases monotonically with
the number of causes. (The probability of the effect is .20
even when both causes are absent because of the potential of
additional causes, represented by bIE = 20.) In contrast, for
conjunctive causes, the probability of the effect increases
from its baseline of .20 only when both causes are present.
Figure 3B presents inferences to a cause when the effect
is present as a function of the state of the other cause. For an
independent cause network, the probability of a cause is
higher when the other cause is absent versus present. This is

the well-known explaining away phenomenon in which the
presence of one cause of an effect makes other causes less
likely. For example, the discovery of the murder weapon in
a suspect’s possession lowers the probable guilt of other
suspects. Morris and Larrick (1995) have shown how explaining away is expected under a wide range of conditions.
The conjunctive cause network, in contrast, shows the
opposite pattern, namely, the probability of a cause is lower
when the other cause is absent versus present. For example,
murder requires not only the motive but also the means, so
discovering that a murder suspect didn’t possess the means
to carry out the crime (e.g., proximity to the victim) decreases his likely guilt. We refer to this as the exoneration
effect. To our knowledge, this effect has not been noted by
previous investigators.
Finally, Figure 3C presents the probability of a cause
when the effect is absent as a function of the state of the
other cause. On one hand, although independent causes are
negatively correlated when the effect is present (the explaining away effect), they are uncorrelated when the effect is
absent (and thus the probability of a cause is unaffected by
state of the other cause). In contrast, the probability of a
conjunctive cause is lower when the other cause is present.
This represents another form of exoneration: Your brother,
who promised to attend your Thanksgiving dinner this year
but failed to arrive, is exonerated from responsibility (e.g.,
of returning an insincere RSVP) when you learn that his
flight was canceled due to a snowstorm.
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Table 2
Features !
High amounts of carbon monoxide
in the exhaust
Damaged fan belt
Long-lived generator
Butane-laden fuel
Loose-fuel filter gaskets
Hot engine temperature !

Causal Relationships !
High amounts of carbon monoxide in the exhaust causes a long-lived generator. The carbon monoxide
increases the pressure of the exhaust that enters the turbocharger, resulting in the turbocharger drawing less
electricity from the generator, extending its life. [Independent]
A damaged fan belt causes a long-lived generator. When the damaged fan belt slips, the generator turns at
lower RPMs, which means that it lasts longer. [Independent]
Butane-laden fuel and loose fuel filter gaskets together cause a hot engine temperature. Loose fuel filter
gaskets allow a small amount of fuel to seep into the engine bearings. This normally has no effect. However,
if there is butane in the fuel, it undergoes a chemical reaction that creates heat as a byproduct. Thus, when a
car has both butane-laden fuel and a loose filter gasket, the engine runs at a hot temperature. [Conjunctive ] !

Overview of Experiment
The following experiment assesses whether people’s inference judgments are consistent with the predictions just presented. As this is the first test of how people reason with
conjunctive causes, our initial goal was to test whether subjects manifest the qualitative phenomenon that distinguish
them from independent causes. Accordingly, subjects were
not provided with values corresponding to the causal model
parameters, that is, exact information about the probability
of each cause (the c parameters), the strength of the causal
links (the m parameters), or the possibility of alternative
causes (the b parameters). Instead, we assess whether subjects exhibit, for example, explaining away for independent
causes and exoneration for conjunctive causes.

Method
Materials. Six novel categories were tested: two biological kinds (Kehoe Ants, Lake Victoria Shrimp), two
nonliving natural kinds (Myastars [a type of star], Meteoric
Sodium Carbonate), and two artifacts (Romanian Rogos,
Neptune Personal Computers). Each category had six binary
feature dimensions. One value on each dimension was described as typical of the category. For example, participants
who learned Romanian Rogos were told that "Most Rogos
have a hot engine temperature whereas some have a normal
engine temperature," "Most Myastars have high density
whereas some have a low density," and so on.
Subjects were also provided with causal knowledge corresponding to the structures in Figure 2. Each independent
causal relationship was described as one typical feature
causing another, accompanied with one or two sentences
describing the mechanism responsible for the causal relationship. Each conjunctive causal relationship was described
as two features together causing a third. Table 2 presents an
example of independent and conjunctive causes for Rogos.
The assignment of the six typical category features to the
causal roles in Figure 2 (IC1, IC2, IE, CC1, CC2, and CE)
was balanced over subjects such that for each category one
triple of features played the role of IC1, IC2, and IE and the
other played the role of CC1, CC2, and CE for half the subjects and this assignment was reversed for the other half.
The features and causal relationships for all six categories
are available from the authors.
Procedure. Participants first studied several computer
screens of information about the category. Three initial
screens presented the category's cover story and which fea-

tures occurred in "most" versus "some" category members.
The fourth screen described the three causal relationships
and the causal mechanisms. A fifth screen presented a diagram like that in Figure 2 (with the names of the category’s
actual features).
When ready, participants took a multiple-choice test that
tested them on this knowledge. While taking the test, participants were free to return to the information screens;
however, doing so obligated them to retake the test. The
only way to proceed was to take the test all the way through
without errors and without asking for help.
Subjects were then presented with classification and inference tests, counterbalanced for order. (The results of the
classification test are not the topic of this article and are not
discussed further.) During the inference test, participants
were presented with a total of 24 inference problems, 12 for
each subnetwork. They were asked to (a) predict the effect
given all possible states of the causes (4 problems), predict
each cause given all possible states of the effect and the
other cause (8 problems). For example, participants who
learned Rogos were asked to suppose that a Rogo had been
found that had butane-laden fuel and a loose fuel filter gasket and to judge how likely it was that it also had a hot engine temperature. Responses were entered by positioning a
slider on a scale where the left end was labeled "Sure that it
doesn’t" and the right end was labeled "Sure that it does”
The position of the slider was scaled into the range 0-100.
The order of presentation of the 24 test items was randomized for each participant. So that judgments did not depend
on subjects’ ability to remember the causal relations, they
were provided with a printed diagram similar to the one in
Figure 2. Subjects were asked to make use of those causal
relations in answering the inference questions.
Participants. 48 New York University undergraduates
received course credit for participating in this experiment.
There were three between-subject factors: the two assignments of physical features to their causal roles, the two task
presentation orders, and which of the six categories was
learned. Participants were randomly assigned to these 2 x 2
x 3 = 12 between-participant cells subject to the constraint
that an equal number appeared in each cell.

Results
Initial analyses revealed no effects of which category subjects learned, the assignment of features to causal roles, or
feature presentation order, and so the results are presented
collapsed over these factors.
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Feature inference ratings are presented in Figures 3D, 3E,
and 3F. These ratings generally reflected the predictions
shown in Figures 3A-C. Unsurprisingly, for both independent and conjunctive causes, subjects judged that the presence of the effect was rated to be very likely (ratings > 90)
when two causes were present and very unlikely (< 15)
when they were absent. In addition however, Figure 3D
shows that subjects were sensitive to the different functional
relationships relating the effects to their causes. They were
much more likely to predict the effect when one cause was
present when the causes were independent (rating of 79.9)
as compared to conjunctive (26.8).
Statistical analysis supported these conclusions. A 3 x 2
ANOVA of the data in Figure 3D revealed a main effect of
the number of causes, F(2, 94) = 470.36, MSE = 364, p <
.0001, a main effect of network type, F(1, 47) = 65.91, MSE
= 335, p < .0001, and an interaction, F(2, 94) = 82.62, MSE
= 278, p < .0001, reflecting how the networks differed in
how inference ratings increased with the number of causes.
In particular, when only one cause was present, ratings were
much higher for the independent vs. conjunctive cause networks, t(47) = 9.88, p < .0001.
Second, Figure 3E shows inference ratings when subjects
predicted a cause when the effect is present. When causes
were independent, subjects exhibited explaining away: The
cause was rated higher when the other cause was absent
(84.2) versus present (69.6). In contrast, this pattern was
reversed for conjunctive causes (58.4 vs. 94.0), that is, subjects exhibited exoneration. A 2 x 2 ANOVA of the data in
Figure 3E revealed an effect of the state of the other cause,
F(1, 47) = 9.68, MSE = 549, p < .01, no effect of network
type, F < 1, but an interaction, F(1, 47) = 83.62, MSE = 362,
p < .0001. Ratings were higher when the other cause was
absent, t(47) = 3.03, p < .01, when causes were independent
(explaining away) whereas they were lower when they were
conjunctive, t(47) = 9.27, p < .0001 (exoneration).
Finally, Figure 3F shows that when reasoning about conjunctive causes subjects also exhibited exoneration when
predicting a cause in the absence of an effect: The cause was
rated higher when the other cause was absent (32.1 vs. 19.8
when present). The independent cause network, in contrast,
did not show this pattern. Analyses of the data in Figure 3F
revealed no main effects, both Fs < 1, but an interaction,
F(1, 47) = 15.43, MSE = 326, p < .001. In particular, ratings
were higher when the other conjunctive cause was absent,
t(47) = 2.80, p < .01 (exoneration).
These analyses confirm that subjects exhibited many of
the key phenomena distinguish reasoning with independent
vs. conjunctive causes. Nevertheless, Figures 3D-F also
reveal a couple of ways in which the observed ratings differ
from the predicted ones. First, the model predicted equal
probabilities for certain inferences that in fact were rated
differently by subjects. For example, for conjunctive causes,
an effect should be equally probable regardless of whether
zero or one cause is present (Figure 3A). In contrast, subjects judged that the effect was more probable in the presence of one cause (26.8) versus none (10.5), t(47) = 5.25, p
< .0001. And, for independent causes, a cause should be
independent of the state of the other cause when the effect is

absent (Figure 3C) but subjects judged it more likely when
the other cause was present vs. absent (26.9 vs. 18.8), t(47)
= 2.30, p < .05. These results are consistent with a typicality
effect in which features are judged to be more probable
when other typical features are present, even when those
other features are (according to out model) independent of
the feature being inferred. Rehder and Burnett (2005) found
typicality effects for a large variety of causal networks. We
discuss this result at greater length below.
Second, there are also signs that subjects were ignoring
feature base rates. For example, for conjunctive causes, the
probability of a cause when the effect and the other cause
are both absent should be its base rate (in Figure 3C, .67).
However, for this inference problem subjects produced a
rating of only 32.1 on a 100-point scale. Although the inference ratings should not be directly interpreted as probabilities (because subjects were not explicitly told how the scale
maps onto probabilities) a rating that is below the midpoint
of the scale strongly suggests that subjects did not view the
probability of the cause as corresponding to its base rate
(which, because it was described as a typical category feature, should be > .50). That is, as in so many other studies,
our subject appears to be exhibiting base rate neglect.

General Discussion
The first question asked in this research is whether human
causal reasoners are sensitive to the different functional relationships that can tie an effect to its causes. The answer is
that they are. Inferences differed sharply depending on
whether causes were independent or conjunctive.
A second question was whether those inferences would
exhibit the qualitative patterns predicted by a causal power
representation of causal knowledge. The answer is that they
(mostly) did. For example, when causes are independent,
subjects should (and did) exhibit explaining away, that is,
judged that a feature was less likely to be the cause of an
effect when another cause was present. This result is unsurprising in light of the numerous demonstrations of explaining away in the social psychology (e.g., Morris & Larrick,
1995) and cognitive (e.g., Rehder & Burnett, 2005) literatures. In contrast, when causes are conjunctive, subjects
should (and did) exhibit exoneration effects. To our knowledge, this article is the first is to demonstrate both that exoneration effects are entailed by a causal power representation of conjunctions and that human causal reasoners in fact
exhibit that effect.
Other frameworks for representing causal knowledge are
unable to readily explain these results. For example, simple
spreading activation networks are unable to account for the
present result because such networks are insensitive to both
the distinction between independent and conjunctive causes.
Particularly troublesome for such networks are cases in
which the presence of one variable decreases the probability
of another. For example, in the context of learning, the phenomenon of explaining away is at the heart of CGM explanations of backward blocking, a phenomenon notorious for
the difficulties it poses for associative learning theories
(e.g., Sobel et al., 2004; although see Van Hamme & Wasserman, 1994, for updated versions of associative models
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Figure 4.
that attempt to account such phenomena). Our demonstration of exoneration with conjunctive causes when the effect
is absent (Figure 3F) presents an analogous challenge for
associative accounts: the probability of a cause is lower
when its conjunct is present.
As mentioned, the goal of this initial experiment was to
assess whether subjects exhibited the qualitative pattern of
inferences predicted by our model. In future work we intend
to present more stringent test of the model by providing
subjects with information corresponding to the parameters
of the causal model, such as the strength of the causal relations (the m parameters) and alternative causes (the b parameters). Morris & Larrick (1995) systematically evaluated
how subjects’ inferences varied with these factors for independent but not conjunctive causes.
Nevertheless, even taking into account that we did not
provide causal strength information, we found that subjects’
ratings diverged from the predictions in one qualitative way:
They exhibited a typicality effect in which inferences were
stronger whenever more features were present, regardless of
whether those features were independent of the feature being predicted. Rehder and Burnett (2005) also found pervasive typicality effects and proposed that people assume that
categories possess underlying causal mechanisms that relate
observable features (UM in Figure 4). The underlying
mechanism provides a alternative inferential path such that
the presence of one feature makes the operation of the category’s normal mechanism more certain, which in turn increases the likelihood of other typical features (see Mayrhofer et al., 2010 for an alternative formalization). Our future work will also focus on whether such proposals provide
a full account of reasoning with conjunctive causes. Yet
another question is whether a typicality effect appears for
inferences not involving features of categories.
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Abstract
Previous work showed that people‟s causal judgments are
modeled better as estimates of the probability that a causal
relationship exists (a qualitative inference) than as estimates
of the strength of that relationship (a quantitative inference).
Here, using a novel task, we present experimental evidence in
support of the importance of qualitative causal inference. Our
findings cannot be explained through the use of parameter
estimation and related quantitative inference. These findings
suggest the role of qualitative inference in causal reasoning
has been understudied despite its unique role in cognition.
Further, we suggest these findings open interesting questions
about the role of qualitative inference in many domains.
Keywords: Causal
Categorization
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Qualitative and Quantitative Causal Inference
Studies have distinguished between two types of causal
inferences: qualitative inferences (“whether an event X is or
is not a cause of Y”) and quantitative inferences (“to what
extent is X a cause of Y”; Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005;
Waldmann & Martignon, 1998). Causal reasoning has been
traditionally construed as making quantitative inferences of
causal strengths (e.g., Cheng, 1997; Rescorla & Wagner,
1972), in which data on presence or absence of two events 1
are used to estimate parameters, which describe the degree
of a relationship between the cause and effect.
Within this causal strength paradigm, qualitative
inferences are made by assessing the parameter estimates
relative to a threshold. If the estimate is above that
threshold, then it is a cause; if it is below, then it is not a
cause. Such an approach casts qualitative causal inference as
a process dependent upon quantitative inference. In the
current study, we demonstrate that qualitative causal
inference may play an important role such that people will
make judgments which conflict with the judgments
warranted by quantitative inference.

Quantitative and Non-Quantitative Data in Causal
Inference
While quantitative data can be used in making qualitative
1
We refer to the type of information captured in simple
contingency tables as quantitative information.

causal inferences of whether one event causes another, nonquantitative data2 can also be used in making qualitative
inferences. Previous studies (e.g., Griffiths & Tenenbaum,
2005; 2009; Kuhn 1997; Waldmann & Martignon, 1998)
have proposed that qualitative inference utilizes information
such as intuitive theories (e.g., an inductive bias such as
“novel foods may have unusual causal features, but common
foods do not”), temporal information (e.g., events exert their
influence on the future, not the past), or explicit claims (e.g.,
“X causes Y and Z”).
For instance, if a person‟s lips turn green after eating a
novel fruit, she may conclude from this single observation
that the fruit caused the discoloration. However, it is
unlikely that she will infer that the symptoms caused her to
eat the fruit or that a fruit with which she had a great deal of
experience (e.g. an apple) caused it. Additionally, if no
abnormal symptoms present after eating the novel fruit, she
may not think the fruit has any unusual causal features. Low
probability events (e.g. green lips) prompt people to seek
out causal explanations (e.g., Weiner, 1985), and if there is a
novel, preceding event, that event may be identified as the
cause even if quantitative data do not support that inference
(e.g., Hilton & Slugoski, 1986; Kahneman & Miller, 1986).

The Role of Qualitative and Quantitative Inference
What remain unknown are details of how qualitative and
quantitative inferences interact with one another (Griffiths
& Tenenbaum, 2009), or whether one is more fundamental
to inference generally. Previous work on causal inferences
could be thought of as assuming that quantitative causal
inferences are more fundamental, with qualitative inferences
generally treated as an afterthought to be computed using a
threshold and prior quantitative inferences.
Griffiths and Tenenbaum (2005) took another approach.
Rather than estimating a single value for the strength of the
causal relationship, Griffiths & Tenenbaum‟s model asks
“whether or not a causal relationship exists” (i.e. a
qualitative inference). In order to answer this, their model
uses a large number of possible values for the strength of the
causal relationship. In this way, their model gives the
probability of the existence of a causal relationship without
2
By non-quantitative we simply mean any type of data that
cannot be captured in a simple contingency table.
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making assumptions about its strength. Peoples‟ judgments
of causal strength actually better fit this type of qualitative
model than previous quantitative ones (but see, Lu, Yuille,
Liljeholm, Cheng & Holyoak, 2008). Like Griffiths and
Tenenbaum, we argue that qualitative causal inference is
important, perhaps fundamental to causal cognition, but our
hypothesis includes no assumptions associated with any
particular model.
We developed a paradigm which allows us to determine
whether qualitative or quantitative inference is more
predominantly used. The paradigm utilizes categorization
judgments to infer participants‟ causal inferences, based on
studies showing that background knowledge about causal
features of category members determine categorization (e.g.,
Ahn, 1999; Ahn, Kim, Lassaline, & Dennis, 2000; Rehder
& Hastie, 2001). We developed a novel problem in which
different categorical judgments would be made depending
on whether people engage in quantitative or qualitative
causal inference. Participants‟ judgments can be used to
determine which inference people used, as explained below.
In our experiments, participants read about two groups of
ten people. One group ate mushrooms from Bag A, and nine
people became sick, and one did not. The other group ate
mushrooms from Bag B, and one person became sick and
nine people did not.
Then participants read of a third group of ten people (Bag
X group, henceforth), who after eating mushrooms either
from Bag A or Bag B, five people became sick and five did
not. Participants were asked from which of the two bags
(Bag A or B) they thought the Bag X group likely ate.

Predictions of a Quantitative Approach
Formally, we treat this by comparing the probability of
two hypotheses conditional on a set of data. We can use
Bayes‟ rule (i.e. posterior
likelihood*prior, or P(H|D)
P(D|H)*P(H)) to calculate the posterior odds of the two
hypotheses given the known data. For our particular
problem the equation (1) looks as follows 3:
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Then to continue with our calculations we need to find the
likelihoods for both hypotheses (Bag A and Bag B). We
assume there is a unique, unknown value for the probability
of an event (e) given some cause (ci) (p(e|ci)), which can be
estimated (p^(e|ci)).4 In this scenario, p(e|ci) is the probability
of getting sick given that the person ate a mushroom from
Bag i. We estimate p^(e|ci) using maximum likelihood
Where Bag A and Bag B are the events where the Bag X group
ate from Bag A and Bag B, respectively, DX is the data from the
Bag X group (i.e. that 5 people got sick and 5 people did not get
sick), and DA,B is the data from the Bag A and B groups,
4
Other models of quantitative causal inference (e.g. P (Cheng
& Novick, 1992) and Power–PC (Cheng, 1997)) also estimate
3

p^(e|ci) with MLE.

estimation (MLE) . Under these assumptions, the
probability of someone getting sick given that they ate from
Bags A and B are, respectively, p^(e|cA) = .9 and p^(e|cB) = .1.
Then if we treat the incidence of each person getting sick
as an independent random variable, conditional on the
person haven eaten from Bag i, our likelihood function is
distributed as a Bin(10, p^(e|ci)). Under these assumptions,
the odds-likelihood equation is (2):
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That is, the likelihoods are equal to one another.
Because of this equality, we can surmise that, under this
model, if we are to predict any preference for one
hypothesis over another (i.e. not saying that Bag X is
equally likely to be either Bag A or B), then this preference
must derive from the prior. Since an equal number of people
ate from each bag originally, it is reasonable to say that the
priors are equal (i.e. P(Bag A) = P(Bag B)). There seems
little reason to assume a priori that people are more likely to
eat from either bag5. Using this model and its assumptions,
the posterior prediction is that the probabilities that the
people who ate from Bag X actually ate from Bag A or B
are equal (i.e. P(Bag A|DA,B,X) = P(Bag B|DA,B,X)).

Predictions of a Qualitative Approach: the
Importance of Qualitative Inference Hypothesis
The model above is one with strong ties to the tradition
of quantitative causal inference, in that it uses MLE to
estimate parameters used in its predictions and that it
effectively assumes the existence of a causal relationship
between at least one of the bags and getting sick 6. The
alternative hypothesis we wish to propose emphasizes the
importance of qualitative inference (IQI).
Generally put, our hypothesis is that, qualitative causal
inference (i.e. inference whether or not a cause exists) can
play a unique role in judgment not able to be described by
quantitative inference. In this case, we predict that
participants will prefer to say those from group X are more
likely to have eaten from Bag A than B.
In group A, nine of ten people became sick; this seems to
be a fairly low probability event. This potentially suggests
that there is some explanation, likely a causal one, for this
anomaly. The common cause principle (Reichenbach, 1956)
suggests that people would prefer in this case to appeal to a
common cause instead of multiple causes varying over nine
people. The common property across the nine people in this
scenario is eating mushroom. Thus, people would infer that
the mushroom had the causal feature of causing sickness.
As a result, mushrooms from Bag A are categorized as
being causes of sickness; this is a qualitative inference.
On the other hand, of those who ate mushrooms from bag
5

Even non-equal priors would predict no differences between
conditions if the quantitative data are held constant.
6
This assumption comes from allowing that p
^ (e|cA) ≠ p^(e|cB).
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B, only one of the ten became sick. This is more probable to
have occurred just incidentally in the world than nine of ten
becoming sick. People do not need to search for a causal
explanation including a common cause, since only one
person became sick. As a result, people will be less likely to
include “causes sickness” as a feature of mushrooms from
Bag B; this too is a qualitative inference.
Now, consider the group who ate from the unknown Bag
X. Five of these ten individuals became sick. This event, as
in the case of Bag A, is rather unusual. It may even suggest
that some underlying common cause for all five people‟s
sicknesses. People may infer that the mushrooms from Bag
X had the same feature of causing people to fall ill. Since
only Bag A had been inferred to contain mushrooms with
this property, people would conclude that Bag X is more
likely to be Bag A. This judgment contradicts judgments
based solely on quantitative inference, and we argue that it
arises because of the inference that Bag A and Bag X share
a qualitative causal feature.
Note, however, that according to IQI, if Bag B were to
also share a causal feature with Bag X, then both Bags A
and B would be judged to be equally likely to be Bag X.
This can be accomplished by creating a new causal feature,
which Bags B and X share, but which A does not. For
example, we alter the scenario so that the people who do not
get sick instead become high. That is, instead of 1 of the
people who ate from Bag B becoming sick and 9 of them
not becoming sick, 1 becomes sick and 9 become high. This
change extends to those who did not get sick when eating
from Bags X and A – of those who ate from Bag X, 5
became sick and 5 became high, and of those who ate from
Bag A, 9 became sick and 1 became high. In such a
scenario, the IQI hypothesis would predict the same thing as
the quantitative model (assuming equal priors): no
preference for either bag. Because these scenarios
effectively discriminate our hypotheses, we use them in
Experiment 1.

Experiment 1
Method
One hundred twenty Yale University undergraduates
participated in exchange for candy. Participants received
one of the two stimuli, as illustrated in Figure 1. In each
stimulus, participants read about two bags of mushrooms,
which contained one type of mushrooms. One group of 10
people ate mushrooms from each bag, and participants were
told the events that occurred to the members of each group.
They were then told about a new group of 10 individuals
who ate from only one of the two bags (Bag X). They were
given information about these individuals (e.g. “5 got sick
and 5 did not get sick”). Last, they were asked to estimate
either the likelihood that Bag X was Bag A, or the
likelihood that Bag X was Bag B. Varying the question in
this way controls for any potential biases inherent in the
scale. Participants made a vertical mark on a line denoting
the likelihood of the hypotheses, from 0 to 100%.

Suppose that there are two bags of mushrooms Bag A and
Bag B. In the first bag there are only mushrooms of type A,
and in the second bag there are only mushrooms of type B.
If nothing is said about an effect, you can assume there was
no effect.
When 10 people ate mushrooms from Bag A, 9 got sick and
1 did not get sick [got high].
When 10 people ate mushrooms from Bag B, 1 got sick and
9 did not get sick [got high].
Now, 10 more people ate mushrooms from only one bag,
either Bag A or Bag B.
5 got sick and 5 did not get sick [got high].
What is the likelihood that these 10 people ate from Bag A
{Bag B}? Please indicate by marking a vertical line (“|”) on
the scale below.

Figure 1: Scenario used in Experiment 1, 1-effect, Bag A
condition, with the differences to the 2-effect condition in
brackets (“[]”) and the Bag B condition in curly brackets
(“{}”).
Participants‟ marks on the response line were converted into
numbers ranging from 0 to 100 by measuring the distance of
the mark from the left anchor of the line.
There were two conditions, 1-effect and 2-effect. In the 1effect condition, one type of effect was either present or
absent (i.e., people got sick or did not get sick). In the 2effect condition, stimuli were the same except that “did not
get sick” was replaced with “got high,” resulting in two
types of effects – getting sick and getting high. To sum, the
study was a 2 (Question: Bag A or Bag B) × 2 (Condition:
1-effect vs. 2-effect) between-subjects design.

Results
Figure 2 summarizes the results. A 2 (Condition: 1-effect,
2-effect)  2 (Question: Bag A or Bag B) ANOVA found a
significant interaction, F (1,116) = 4.42, MSE = 1591.40, p
< .05, but there were no significant main effects of either
Condition, F (1,116) = 2.45, MSE = 880.20, p > .1, or
Question, F (1,116) = 1.80, MSE = 648.68, p > .1. Planned
comparisons showed that in the 1-effect condition, mean
likelihood ratings for Bag A (53.3%, SD = 11.67) were
greater than those for Bag B (41.3%, SD = 21.06), t (58) =
2.72, p <. 01, d = .70. In the 2-effect condition, however,
there was no significant difference, t (58) = .49, p > .6 (Bag
A: M = 51.4%, SD = 20.03; Bag B: M = 54.0%, SD = 21.42).
These results contradict the quantitative model and
support the IQI hypothesis in two ways. First, the
quantitative model predicted that in the 1-effect condition,
participants should give equal likelihood ratings between
Bag A and Bag B. Yet, as predicted by the IQI hypothesis,
they gave higher likelihood ratings to Bag A. According to
IQI hypothesis, this result was obtained because Bag A
shared a causal feature with Bag X. Second, the quantitative
model predicted no difference between the 1-effect and 2-
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effect conditions, as the quantitative data are identical. Yet,
people gave higher ratings to Bag A only in the 1-effect
condition and not in the 2-effect condition. The IQI
predicted no difference in preference for the two bags in the
2-effect condition because both Bags A and B have causal
features that Bag X has.

Experiment 2
Experiment 2 replicates the findings of Experiment 1
using different manipulations. We developed a new
condition to compare to the 1-effect condition from
Experiment 1. This new condition, called 2-cause condition,
is exactly like the 1-effect condition, except that we
explicitly state that mushrooms within both bags contain
chemicals known to cause sickness.
Because the amount or potency of the chemicals is not
mentioned, the quantitative model would still predict no
preference for either Bag A or B in the 2-cause condition,
just as in the 1-effect condition. The IQI hypothesis predicts
that in the 2-cause condition participants should be more
ambivalent about Bag X‟s identity, making participants
more prone to think that the two bags are equally likely.
Thus, the quantitative model predicts no difference between
1-effect and 2-cause conditions, whereas the IQI hypothesis
predicts that preference for Bag A would be obtained only
in the 1-effect condition.

Method
We recruited one hundred three participants through
Craigslist. They participated in an online survey using
Qualtrics®, with the option of entering a lottery for a $20
gift certificate to an online store.
There were two conditions, using either 1-effect or 2cause scenario. The 1-effect scenario was the same as in
Experiment 1. The 2-cause scenario was the same as the 1effect scenario except that after the first two sentences, the
following was inserted:
Mushrooms of type A contain Adelosinol, mushrooms
of type B contain Blemosine. Adelosinol and
Blemosine are known to cause people to become sick.
Instead of asking participants to give a scalar response,
we gave participants a 3-alternative-forced-choice question
(“Please choose whichever bag you think that it is most
likely that these 10 people ate from.”), with the answer
choices of “Bag A”, “Bag B”, or “Both bags are equally
likely.” That is, we explicitly provided an option for “both
bags are equally likely” instead of inferring this choice from
a scalar response. This way, we highlighted to participants
that both bags could be equally likely, as predicted by the
quantitative model. Yet, the IQI hypothesis predicted the
preference for this option only in the 2-cause condition.

Results
Figure 3 depicts the proportion of each option chosen by
condition. Although the stimuli differed only minimally,
participants‟ responses were significantly different between
the two conditions, 2 (2, N = 103) = 6.58, p < .05,  = .25.

Figure 2: Mean Likelihood Judgments with SE bars in
Experiment 1.
Given that the quantitative information was exactly the same
across scenarios, this finding is unexplainable using our
quantitative model.
More importantly, we can verify the IQI predictions using
a 2-Goodness of Fit Test to compare the proportion of
responses within conditions to an uninformed random
response (i.e. each choice being chosen one-third of the
time). The IQI predicts that the most frequent response in
the 1-effect condition would be Bag A, and this was the case
(“Bag A” chosen 49%, 2 (2, N = 51) = 8.59, p < .05,  =
.41). The IQI predicts that in the 2-cause condition,
however, the most frequent response would be “both bags
are equally likely”; this too was the case (“Both bags”
chosen 56%, 2 (2, N = 52) = 12.04, p < .005,  = .48). Thus
both predictions of the IQI hypothesis are fulfilled.

100%
90%
80%
70%

Both bags are
equally likely
Bag B is more
likely
Bag A is more
likely

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
1-effect 2-cause

Figure 3: Proportion of times participants in Experiment 2
chose each option in response to the prompt “Please choose
whichever bag you think that it is most likely that these 10
people ate from.”
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Discussion
Two experiments pitted the predictions of two hypotheses
for predicting participants‟ categorization judgments against
one another. One model uses MLE to make quantitative
inferences based on quantitative information specified in the
scenarios, just as many models of causal induction estimate
parameter values of causal strengths based on quantitative
information. However, the IQI hypothesis uses qualitative
inferences about objects‟ causal features to guide judgment.
Participants‟ categorization judgments better fit the
predictions made by the hypothesis that emphasizes the role
of qualitative inference than those made by the model that
considered only quantitative inference.
Assuming that equal priors for people choosing to eat
from Bag A and B 7, the quantitative model predicts no
differences in participants‟ judgments across all experiments
and conditions. Particularly, it predicts that participants
should claim that Bag X is equally likely to be either Bag A
or Bag B. This model is unable to explain any of the
differences found between the conditions, or the general
preference for Bag A (or against Bag B) found in both
studies‟ 1-effect conditions.
However, the results match the predictions made by our
instantiation of the IQI hypothesis. Participants in the 1effect conditions expected that Bag X was more likely to be
Bag A than Bag B. The IQI predicted this due to the
inference of a causal feature shared by Bags X and A that
Bag B lacked. On the other hand, in both the 2-effect and 2cause conditions, participants judged that the bags were
equally likely. The IQI predicted these results because
participants presumably made qualitative inferences that
Bag X shared a causal feature with both Bags A and B. By
using a forced choice paradigm in Experiment 2‟s 2-cause
condition, we were able to establish not only that
participants lacked a preference for Bag A or B, but that the
option, “both bags are equally likely,” was indeed
participants‟ most preferred response, the strongest possible
prediction made by our hypothesis. Every prediction made
by the IQI hypothesis obtained.
Previous evidence supporting the idea that qualitative
causal inferences are not merely a function of quantitative
inference and a threshold was limited to causal judgment
tasks, specifically to how well different models fit
participants‟ responses in these tasks (Griffiths &
Tenenbaum, 2005; Lu et al., 2008). The experiments
presented here go one step further and investigate the role of
qualitative causal inference in other cognitive processes,
using its effects on a categorization judgment (i.e., should
Bag X be categorized as Bag A or B?) to infer its presence.
The current studies demonstrate not only that qualitative
causal inference can result in judgments that contradict the
judgments suggested by quantitative inference, but that
qualitative causal inferences play a larger role in cognition
than previously suspected. Still, there is much yet to be
7
If priors were unequal, this would have predicted a systematic
bias for Bag A or B that did not change across conditions.

learned about the complete role of qualitative inference in
reasoning.

Future Work
There are many open questions in relation to precise
relationship between qualitative and quantitative causal
inferences and how they affect other cognitive processes.
What other types of judgments and inferences rely on
qualitative inference independent of quantitative inference?
What is the time course of these inferences? For example,
are qualitative inferences judged first, only to estimate the
strength of the relationship later? Does use of one type of
inference differentially affect causal learning, especially
with regards to active data search and planned intervention?
What is the underlying computation that is driving our
effects? Bayesian models of qualitative causal inference
exist (Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005; 2009), however, much
work is still needed before we understand how to include
qualitative inferences into hypotheses tests as in (1). For
instance, the task used in the current study did not provide
all information required to derive predictions of existing
quantitative models of causal induction, namely, frequencies
of all four cells in a contingency table. Extensions of our
studies which provide this data will allow the testing of
various models‟ predictions. Discovering the roles played
by qualitative and quantitative inference is an important part
of all inferential tasks, and as such advances on this problem
may have wide implications for cognition generally
(Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2009).
Inferential tasks are notoriously difficult and even young
children are skilled inferential learners. Perhaps the use of
qualitative inference bestows unique advantages when one
is learning. And these advantages might change over
development as one gains more experience and data. For
example, learners (e.g. children) use qualitative inference to
guide their exploratory behavior by focusing first on
gathering information about objects with unknown causal
structure (Gweon & Schulz, 2008), only to estimate precise
parameters later.
There are theoretical similarities between the qualitative
inference of hidden causal features as we discuss them here
and essentialism, which some argue plays an integral role in
categorization (Gelman, 2003). For instance, a raccoon
transformed to look like a skunk which then shares many
surface features with the category “skunk” is still classified
as a raccoon presumably because of people‟s qualitative
inference to the hidden essence (Keil, 1989). One might
consider these surface features “quantitative data”. Then,
this task similarly pits inference which considers only
quantitative data (something related to quantitative
inference as we discuss it) against qualitative inference.
Under this perspective, these essentialist judgments could be
thought to be in line with our hypothesis that qualitative
inference sometimes overrides quantitative inference in
guiding judgment.
Essentialism has been implicated as a process relevant to
many different domains of reasoning (Gelman, 2003). Thus
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if the sorts of qualitative inferences we discuss here are
related to essentialism, qualitative causal inference may play
a role in many domains. Yet, what role it plays in each
domain may vary. Thus further investigation into how the
role of qualitative inference changes across domains may
prove very fruitful.

Conclusions
Our experiments use categorical judgments to explore the
roles of qualitative and quantitative causal inference. We
test the predictions of one computational model using MLE
to estimate parameters in the spirit of traditional models of
quantitative inference against the predictions of a hypothesis
that suggests people infer causal features in objects and will
use these qualitative inferences in later categorization
judgments. This hypothesis suggests that qualitative
inference plays an important, unique role in cognition. The
results support the notion that qualitative inference can
result judgments that conflict with the judgments suggested
by quantitative inference.
Because of the generality of the problem of inference, and
the potential role of qualitative inference in other inferential
tasks, there is need for further study of the role of qualitative
inference in many varieties of cognitive processes.
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Abstract
When inferring causal relationships, people are often faced
with ambiguous evidence. Models of causal inference have
taken different approaches to explain reasoning about such
evidence. One approach – epitomized by Bayesian models of
causal inference – defers judgment by representing
uncertainty across multiple explanations. Another approach –
usually adopted by associative models – approximates
uncertainty by positing within-compound associations, a
special type of association that forms between simultaneously
presented cues. Although these approaches explain many of
the same experimental findings, we note some limitations of
the latter approach. Within-compound associations form
whenever two cues are presented simultaneously – even when
the causal influences of the cues are already known. Since
associative models use within-compound associations to
modify beliefs about one potential cause when learning about
another, associative models therefore predict that cues with
known causal influences can have their influence revised as a
result of being presented with other cues. In two experiments,
we tested the predictions of the two approaches. The results
were consistent with models that represent uncertainty across
multiple explanations and inconsistent with models that use
within-compound associations.
Keywords: causal reasoning; causal inference; uncertainty;
associative models; Bayesian models

Introduction
Everyday causal inference often requires reasoning about
ambiguous evidence. Consider a reasoner who is trying to
explain events such as a recent illness, a lapse in a
friendship, or a car accident. Each of these events has many
possible explanations, and, in many cases, the reasoner will
not be able to identify the correct explanation with certainty.
While there are different ways to respond to ambiguous
evidence, the most reasonable response involves deferring
judgment by representing the uncertainty associated with the
evidence. That is, rather than committing to a single
explanation prematurely, a reasoner presented with
ambiguous evidence should distribute his or her belief
across the possible explanations in accordance with the
plausibility of each explanation. It has commonly been
observed that while Bayesian models exemplify this sort of
approach, associative models adopt another approach (e.g.,
Courville, Daw, Gordon, & Touretzky, 2003; Kruschke,
2008; Lu, Rojas, Beckers, & Yuille, 2008; Sobel,
Tenenbaum, & Gopnik, 2004).

Most of the research that investigates reasoning about
ambiguous evidence focuses on situations where there is an
inferential dependency such that learning about whether one
cue causes the effect provides information about whether
other cues cause the effect. Consider, for example, a
situation where the effect occurs in the presence of two
possible causes (we write this as AB+, letting letters
represent the potential causes and +/– represent the
presence/absence of the effect). This ambiguous evidence
establishes an inferential dependency between cues A and B
because subsequent learning about cue A can provide
information about cue B and vice versa (e.g., if shown A–
trials, a reasoner would probably conclude that cue B
definitely causes the effect). As we will see later, Bayesian
models can explain this inferential dependency – as well as
other inferential dependencies – by distributing belief across
multiple explanations.
The evidence for the superiority of this approach,
however, is less strong than one might expect: some
associative models – which do not seem to defer judgment
or represent uncertainty – explain the same experimental
findings. At the very least, associative models are able to
approximate a genuine representation of uncertainty and
handle some types of ambiguous evidence. In the present
paper, we present (1) an analysis of the weakness of the
associative approximation of uncertainty and (2) an
empirical test based on the analysis that clearly
differentiates the two approaches.

Associative models
The Rescorla-Wagner (RW) model (Rescorla & Wagner,
1972) is the most well-known associative model. The RW
model adopts the following learning rule, which modifies
the associations between a cue (potential cause) and the
effect in order to reduce prediction error:
Δ𝑉𝑖 = 𝑠𝑖 𝑠𝑒 (𝑇 − ∑𝑖 𝑉𝑖 )

(1)

In this learning rule, si represents the salience or learning
rate for cue i when it is present (si = α) or absent (si = 0), se
represents the salience of the effect (se = β), T represents the
presence (T = 1) or absence (T = 0) of the effect, and Vi
represents the prior association between cue i and the effect.
The summation, which occurs over all cues present on a
given trial, represents the predicted strength of the effect.
The difference between T and the summation therefore
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represents the prediction error (observed – expected), and
the model modifies the association between the cue and the
effect in order to reduce this error on future trials.
The RW model accounts for notable experimental
findings such as forward blocking (A+ AB+). Compared to
a control condition without the initial A+ trials (i.e., AB+
alone), blocking produces a weaker association between cue
B and the effect. The RW model explains this finding
because it learns a strong association between A and the
effect during the A+ trials. Consequently, the prediction
error on the AB+ trials will be small, leaving little room for
learning an association between cue B and the effect.
When presented with ambiguous evidence, however, the
RW model fails to predict the existence of inferential
dependencies. Consider the model predictions for backward
blocking (AB+ A+) and recovery from overshadowing
(AB+ A–), the most commonly demonstrated dependencies.
Since the RW model does not modify the associations of
absent cues (si = 0 for absent cues), it does not predict any
learning about cue B during the A+ or A– trials.
Associative models have been proposed that can explain
these findings, including the Van Hamme and Wasserman
(1994) model, the comparator hypothesis (Denniston,
Savastano, & Miller, 2001; Miller & Matzel, 1988; Stout &
Miller, 2007), and the modified SOP model (Dickinson &
Burke, 1996). These models explain inferential
dependencies by positing within-compound associations,
associations formed between cues that are presented on the
same trial. These associations are used to support learning
about absent cues. Since problems with the modified SOP
model have been considered previously (Carroll, Cheng, &
Lu, 2010), we focus on the Van Hamme and Wasserman
model and the comparator hypothesis in this paper.

Figure 1 shows the asymptotic associations of the Van
Hamme and Wasserman model during the AB+ phase of
backward blocking or recovery from overshadowing. The
modifications create a dependency between cues A and B. If
shown an A+ trial after the AB+ trials, for example, the Aeffect association will increase and the B-effect association
will decrease.
To derive the quantitative predictions of the Van Hamme
and Wasserman model, we follow Wasserman and Castro
(2005) by letting α1 = .7, α2 = –.4, β1 = .5 and β2 = .4.

The comparator hypothesis
According to the comparator hypothesis (Denniston,
Savastano, & Miller, 2001; Miller & Matzel, 1988; Stout &
Miller, 2007), the direct activation of the effect from a cue
(its association) is compared to the indirect activation of the
effect from the cue (which is approximately equal to the
product of the associations along an indirect path to the
effect).1 Figure 2 shows the asymptotic associations of the
comparator hypothesis for AB+ trials. Since the direct and
indirect activations of the effect by cue B are both large
following the AB+ trials, the comparator hypothesis predicts
that responding to cue B alone should be limited after these
trials. Subsequent learning could influence this prediction,
however. On A– trials, for example, the A-effect association
would decrease, attenuating cue B’s indirect activation of
the effect. The comparator hypothesis predicts that cue B
will be viewed as a stronger predictor of the effect after the
A– trials, thereby explaining recovery from overshadowing.

The Van Hamme and Wasserman model
The Van Hamme and Wasserman (1994) model modifies the
RW model by (1) imposing within-compound associations
between the cues and (2) positing a negative learning rate
for expected but absent cues. In short, while the Van
Hamme and Wasserman model also uses Equation 1 to
update the associations, it assigns different saliences to the
cue depending on whether it is present (si = α1), absent but
expected (si = α2 where α2 is negative), or absent and
unexpected (si = 0.0). The salience of the effect also varies
as a function of its presence (se = β1) and absence (se = β2).

Figure 2: The asymptotic associations of the comparator
hypothesis following AB+ trials.
The comparator hypothesis updates its associations using
an equation more similar to Hull’s (1952) than to the RW
and Van Hamme and Wasserman equations:
Δ𝑉𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑠𝑖 𝑠𝑗 (𝑇 − 𝑉𝑖,𝑗 )

(2)

Because Equation 2 calculates the error relative to the
prediction of a single association (Vi,j) rather than relative to
a sum of associations, the AB+ trials of backward blocking
and recovery from overshadowing lead to associations that
1

Figure 1: The asymptotic associations of the Van Hamme
and Wasserman model on AB+ trials. The dashed line
represents a within-compound association.

When there are two or more comparison cues, the
comparison mechanism is more complicated. Because none
of the present experiments involve higher-order
comparisons, we can ignore these complications.
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asymptotically approach 1.0 (see Figure 2). The salience of
cue i depends on whether the cue is present (sj = α) or absent
(si = 0.0), and the salience of cue j (which could be the
effect) also depends on whether the cue is present (sj = α) or
absent (sj = k1).
A final2 parameter k2 controls the strength of the
competition from the indirect activation of the effect.
Following Stout and Miller (2007), we set α = .7071, k1 =
.1768, k2 = .9 as the default parameters of the model. In all
of our simulations, we assume that context is ignored.

Bayesian models of causal inference
Many Bayesian models of causal inference have been
proposed. These models often represent possible
explanations of the data as causal graphs. In these models,
inferential dependencies arise from the ability of the model
to distribute belief across multiple explanations. Consider
Figure 3, which shows what a Bayesian model that assumes
deterministic causation might infer from AB+ trials. The
AB+ trials will concentrate belief on the explanations where
at least one of the cues causes the effect. This belief
distribution sets up an inferential dependency. To see why,
observe that the probability that cue B causes the effect
given that cue A causes the effect is 0.33/(0.33+0.33) = 0.5,
whereas the probability that cue B causes the effect given
that cue A does not cause the effect is 0.33/(0.33+.00) = 1.0.
This suggests a dependency where learning whether or not
cue A causes the effect will influence the model’s beliefs
about cue B.

Figure 3: The predictions of a simple Bayesian model when
given AB+ evidence. The numbers are the posterior
probabilities of the explanations given the data, P(G|D).
We adopt a Bayesian model of causal inference that
extends Griffiths and Tenenbaum’s (2005) model. Provided
with a set of cues, the model considers all of the causal
graphs where each cue is either a cause of the effect or does
not influence the effect. Given some data D, the model uses
Bayes theorem to calculate the posterior probability of each
graph G:
𝑃(𝐺|𝐷) =

𝑃(𝐷|𝐺)𝑃(𝐺)
𝑃(𝐷)

(3)

The likelihood function, P(D|G), can be specified by
assuming that causes produce their effects in accordance
with causal power theory (Cheng, 1997). We assume
uniform priors across both the causal graphs and the causal

weights that the likelihood function uses to represent the
strengths of the causal relationships. For a more detailed
description of the model, see Carroll, Cheng, and Lu (2010).

Distinguishing the models
Due to the assumption that within-compound associations
form whenever two cues are paired together, the associative
models predict inferential dependencies in some
counterintuitive situations. Consider what these models will
predict when A+ trials are followed by AB+ trials. The
models will establish within-compound associations during
the AB+ trials, suggesting that subsequent learning about
cue B might lead people to make an inference about cue A.
According to the Bayesian model, on the other hand, the
unambiguous A+ trials will concentrate all or almost all of
the posterior probability on explanations where cue A is a
cause of the effect. Subsequent evidence about other cues
may change how belief is distributed between these
explanations, but it is not likely to shift belief to other
explanations. Two experiments tested whether, as the
associative models predict, the simultaneous presentation of
two cues might lead people make inferences about cues for
which causal influence was unambiguously established on
previous trials.

Experiment 1
The comparator hypothesis predicts that cues will become
competitive as soon as there is a within-compound
association between them. Consider a situation where a
reasoner learns that two cues predict the effect separately
(A+ B+) before learning that the cues predict the effect as a
compound (AB+). The comparator hypothesis predicts that
the initial A+ and B+ trials will establish strong cue-effect
associations and that the subsequent AB+ trials will put the
cues in competition by establishing a within-compound
association between them. Therefore, participants should
become less certain that either cue A or cue B causes the
effect after observing AB+ trials.
Experiment 1 contrasted these predictions with the
predictions of the Bayesian model through the experiment
design shown in Table 1. The two causes and one cause
conditions present situations that may be problematic for the
comparator hypothesis. The causal influences of the cues in
these conditions are unambiguous after phase 1, but withincompound associations will form during phase 2. These
within-compound associations have the potential to decrease
responding to the cues. Two control conditions were also
included in the experiment. The competition control was
included to confirm that the experiment was adequate to
establish competition between cues in at least some
circumstances. Without this control, the comparator
hypothesis could account for a lack of competition in the
experimental conditions by setting the parameter that
controls the amount of competition to zero. A second control
was included in order to control for forgetting.

2

The model’s fourth parameter k3 does not influence on the
predictions of the model in any of the present experiments.
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Table 1: The data presented in Experiment 1.
condition

phase 1

phase 2

two causes

A+ B+

AB+

one cause

C– D+

CD+

competition control
forgetting control

EF+
G+ H–

Method
Participants
Eighteen undergraduates at the University of California, Los
Angeles participated for course credit.
Materials and Procedure
The experimental instructions informed the participants that
they would be attempting to diagnose the fruit allergies of a
patient at the hospital. Participants were told that the
diagnoses would be made by reviewing the patient’s “fruit
journal.” The fruit journal provided a daily log of the fruits
that the patient ate and of his allergic reactions.
Table 1 summarizes the content of the fruit journal. Since
we wanted to assess how the participant’s causal beliefs
changed over the course of the experiment, we presented the
fruit journal in two separate learning phases. Participants
reported their causal beliefs after each learning phase.
Within a learning phase, there were five trials for each
trial-type (i.e., in the first phase, there were five A+ trials,
five B+ trials, and so on), and the trials were presented in
random order. Each trial began by displaying the icons and
labels of whichever fruits the patient ate on that day. The
icons and labels of the fruits were displayed alone for 1.5
seconds, at which point an cartoon face appeared. The
cartoon face signified whether the patient had an allergic
reaction on that day: a smiley face with the text “ok”
indicated that the patient did not have an allergic reaction
and a frowning face with the text “allergic reaction”
indicated that the patient had an allergic reaction. The trial
concluded after the fruit or fruits and cartoon face were
displayed together for 2.0 seconds.
After each learning phase, participants reported their
causal beliefs by answering questions such as:
Suppose that on a given day, coconuts are the only
fruit that the patient eats. Do you think that the
patient will have an allergic reaction on that day?
The participants responded on a slider with seven tick
marks. The leftmost tick was labeled “definitely not,” the
middle mark was labeled “maybe,” and the rightmost tick
was labeled “definitely.” Responses were coded as integers
ranging from 1 (“definitely not”) to 7 (“definitely”).

hypothesis. The most informative comparisons are between
the final ratings for the cues in the experimental conditions
(i.e., cues A, B, C, and D) to the final ratings for the relevant
forgetting control cue (i.e., cue G for the causal cues; cue H
for the noncausal cues). Because the comparator hypothesis
predicts that competition will develop between the
experimental cues during phase 2, it predicts that the final
causal ratings for the experimental cues will be lower. This
was not the case. No significant differences were found
between the final causal ratings for cue G and the final
causal ratings for cue A, t(17) = 0.79, p = .44, cue B, t(17) =
0.11, p = .91, or cue C, t(17) = 0.77, p = .45. Similarly, the
difference between the causal ratings for cue H and cue D
was also non-significant, t(17) = 1.49, p = .15.3 The failure
to find differences between these cues is not due to a simple
lack of statistical power: the participants clearly
distinguished between different cues in phase 1, F(5, 85) =
126.01, p < .001, and phase 2, F(7, 119) = 30.51, p < .001.
The Bayesian model correctly predicts the relative stability
of the experimental cues.
As one might expect, therefore, the Bayesian model
provided a better fit to the data (r = .98) than the comparator
hypothesis (r = .59). To investigate whether the comparator
hypothesis could explain the results when other parameter
settings were adopted, we searched for the parameters that
maximized the correlation between the model predictions
and the causal ratings across both phases. With the bestfitting parameters, the model offered a much better fit (r =
0.99 with α = .30, k1 = .08; k2 did not influence the model
predictions). The better fit was achieved by slowing down
the learning rate (α). With a slower learning rate, the
associations between the cues and the effect did not
approach asymptote on the trials in phase 1. Consequently,
the associations continued to increase in phase 2. The bestfitting parameters adjusted the magnitude of this increase so
that it exactly offset the increased competition that arises
through the formation of the within-compound association.
Although post-hoc better-fitting parameters made the
comparator hypothesis’s predictions correlate well with the
results, there are reasons to be suspicious of this adjustment.
First, in the better fitting model, the predicted cue-effect
associations in phase 1 (.37) are far from asymptote, making
it awkward to explain why participants viewed the causal
cues (cues A, B, D, and G) as “definite” causes of the effect.
Furthermore, the model only predicts a stable cue A-effect
association under very specific parameter settings. The
causal influence of cue A will only be stable during the AB+
trials when the increase in the direct activation of the effect
from cue A is exactly offset by the increase in the indirect
activation via cue B. This delicate balance would be difficult
to maintain across many situations.
3

Results and Discussion
Figure 4 shows the participant’s causal ratings and the
predictions of the Bayesian model and comparator

Rather than comparing the final ratings for the
experimental and control cues, one could compare the initial
and final ratings for the experimental cues. However, the
small differences between these ratings were not statistically
significant and could be attributed to forgetting in any case.
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Figure 4: The data from Experiment 1 and the predictions of the models.

Experiment 2
Experiment 2 sought to find a clearer refutation of the
comparator hypothesis and to modify the experimental
procedure so that the Van Hamme and Wasserman model
also predicts inferential dependencies. Because the Van
Hamme and Wasserman model predicts that withincompound associations are only utilized when there is an
expected but absent cue, testing the predictions of the model
involves presenting one of the cues in isolation after a
within-compound association has been formed.

data about the allergic reactions of three different patients
(one for each experimental condition). Participants viewed
all of the data for one patient before moving on to the next
patient. As was the case in the previous experiment,
participants reported their causal beliefs after each phase.
Table 2: The presented data. The bold trials involved cues
whose associations with the effect were analyzed. The other
cues were only included as controls.

Method
Participants
Eleven undergraduates at the University of California, Los
Angeles participated for course credit.
Materials and Procedure
Except where noted, the materials and procedure were
identical to those in Experiment 1. The data were presented
in three phases rather than two, and Table 2 shows the
presented data. We also altered the experimental procedure
in an attempt to limit the influence of forgetting across the
phases. Rather than presenting data about the allergic
reactions of a single patient to many fruits, we presented

condition

phase 1

phase 2

phase 3

two causes

A+ G–

AB+

B+

one cause

C– H+

CD+

D+

recovery from
overshadowing

I+ J–

EF+

F–

Results and Discussion
Figure 5 shows the causal ratings for the cues across the
phases, as well as the predictions of the Bayesian model and
the associative models with the best-fitting parameters. The
model predictions differ most informatively for cues A, C,
and E. Across the learning phases, the causal ratings for
cues A and C were much more stable than the causal ratings

Figure 5: Results and predictions for Experiment 2.
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for cue E. The Bayesian model predicts the relative stability
of these ratings. The associative models do not, even when
the parameters of the associative models were selected to
maximize the correlation with the causal ratings.
Consequently, the parameter-free Bayesian model (r = .98)
provides a better fit to the data than the Van Hamme and
Wasserman model (r = .81 with α1β1 = .06, α2 / α1 = -.60, β2
/ β1 = 5.53) and the comparator hypothesis (r = .81 with α =
.37, k1 = .41, and k2 = .84).
Planned comparisons confirmed that the ratings for cues A
and C were stable across phases 2 and 3 (in fact, none of the
participants gave these cues different causal ratings in the
two phases) and that there was a clear change in the ratings
for cue E across these phases, t(10) = 5.04, p < .001. Since
the Van Hamme and Wasserman model predicts (1) that a
within-compound association will form on the AB+ trials
and (2) that the B+ trial will be very surprising, it
incorrectly predicts that beliefs about cue A will change
dramatically during phase 2. The comparator hypothesis can
only predict stable ratings for cue A on the AB+ trials if the
learning rate is slow, but a slower learning rate insures that
the B-effect association will still be increasing during the
B+ trials. It is impossible for the comparator hypothesis to
predict the stability of the causal ratings for cue A on both
the AB+ and the B+ trials.

General Discussion
Associative models predict that inferential dependencies can
arise whenever two cues are simultaneously presented. In
situations where the causal influence of one of the cues is
already known with near-certainty, this prediction can be
distinguished from the predictions of Bayesian models,
which will not predict inferential dependencies in such
circumstances. The results in Experiments 1 and 2 favor the
Bayesian model over the associative models.
These experiments suggest that any model of causal
inference should represent uncertainty by distributing belief
across multiple explanations. A model that does so –
whether through probabilistic inference, propositional
reasoning, or other mechanisms – will be able to explain the
appropriate inferential dependencies. This is something that
the Bayesian models of causal inference clearly do. It is also
something that within-compound associations clearly fail to
approximate.
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participants are given premises and are required to indicate
whether a conclusion logically follows from them. To
examine the effects of prior beliefs on successful task
completion, Evans et al. (1983) varied both the validity of
the argument and believability of the conclusion. Validity
follows from rules of formal logic whereas believability
stems from how closely the conclusion conforms to one’s
prior beliefs. When the argument is invalid but the
conclusion is believable, participants should disregard their
prior belief and focus on the invalidity of the argument. A
belief bias is observed when participants accept these
invalid yet believable arguments.

Abstract
Many biases in decision-making and reasoning are a
result of ignoring logical rules and relevant information
while focusing on irrelevant cues present within an
argument. In the present study we examine explanatory
schemata – a set of interrelated concepts - that are
deemed relevant to participants. Participants were first
trained in a syllogistic reasoning task and were then
presented descriptions of natural phenomena and
explanations. An instructional manipulation varied the
source of the explanations (scientists or people) as well
as the animacy of the natural phenomena (living or
nonliving). Explanations used either mechanistic (e.g.,
force) or anthropomorphic (e.g., wants) terms. We
found that participants were more accurate when
assessing mechanistic explanations.
Keywords: anthropomorphism;
reasoning; belief bias

heuristics;

Knowledge Effects in Decision-Making
Failures of decision-making have also been observed in the
Wason Selection Task (Wason, 1966). In this task,
participants are presented with four cards in order to identify
whether a rule is false (e.g., If a card has a vowel on the
obverse it will have an even number on the reverse). To
successfully complete the task, participants should select a
card that would disconfirm the rule (an odd number) and
one that confirms the statement (a vowel). Over a wide
range of subject categories, average responses rarely exceed
25% accuracy (Cosmides & Tooby, 1992; Stanovich, 2004).
Performance in the Wason Selection Task can be
improved when domain-specific knowledge facilitates the
selection of an accurate response (Cosmides & Tooby,
1992; Gigerenzer & Selten, 2000). To account for this
evidence, Cosmides (1985) speculated that failures in
reasoning tasks could be attributable to a mismatch between
the domains considered in the task and domain-specific
cognitive modules created through natural selection. If these
tasks reflected verification of violations of social contracts –
served by an innate cognitive module in her account – then
participants’ performance should improve (Cosmides 1989;
Cosmides & Tooby, 1992). For instance, participants could
be presented with the task of verifying that customers of a
pub are of an appropriate age for entry. Studies that have
employed such methodologies have observed performance
at or exceeding 75% accuracy (e.g., Gigerenzer & Hug,
1992; Griggs & Cox, 1982). Thus, if prior knowledge is
available, the extent to which it overlaps with task demands
should determine performance (cf. Liberman & Klar, 1996).
Given that people possess both naïve psychological and
physical theories about the world – whether learned or

syllogistic

Introduction
Each day, the media presents information to the public from
purportedly credible sources. People must then generate
beliefs based on these explanations. This is especially true
of scientific discoveries. Weisberg, Keil, Goodstein,
Rawson and Gray (2008) found that explanations from the
psychological sciences were seen as more satisfying when
accompanied by irrelevant neuroscientific information. This
result is also supported by prior research, which has
identified that the kind of explanation (Cosmides & Tooby,
1992) and prior knowledge (Kahneman & Tversky, 1982)
affects the accuracy of people’s judgments. In the present
study we examined the kinds of prior knowledge that can
lead to inaccurate assessments of explanations of natural
phenomena by manipulating the source of the explanation,
the properties of the natural phenomena and the mode of
explanation. We additionally used subjective confidence
reports to determine whether participants were aware of the
factors influencing their performance.

Biases from Domain-Specific Knowledge
Subjective biases are generally attributed to a variety of
decision-making rules and heuristics (for a review see
Kahneman, 2003; Kahneman & Tversky 1982). Heuristicrelated biases are also observed in the context of rule-based
syllogistic reasoning tasks (e.g., Evans, Barston & Pollard,
1983; Sa et al., 1999). In a typical syllogistic reasoning task,
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innate – it is surprising that prior research has not examined
whether these naïve theories could be used to draw
analogies with other domains, facilitate the comprehension
of logical arguments as well as determining the extent to
which some naïve theories serve this function better than
others.

adequately judge its relevance. Specifically, participants
might place a premium on explanations at the neuron-level
because of a naïve theory that they have a strong causal role
in human behaviour. For this reason, participants’ beliefs
about neurons may be influenced by the fact that most
entities with neurons have some form of intentionality
thereby
supporting
psychological
explanations.
Alternatively, naïve theories about neurons might contain a
belief that neurons are subject to chemical and physical
forces that are best explained at a mechanistic level of
which they are not aware. By examining the broader domain
of ‘natural phenomena’ we can examine whether
anthropomorphic or mechanistic explanations are taken as
more believable.
A second consideration is whether the source of the
explanation (e.g., scientists) also influenced participants’
decisions. Namely, one cannot have neuroscientific
evidence without scientists but one can be provided with a
mechanistic explanation by a layperson. It might be the case
that the source of the information is the principle element of
the explanation and not the evidence per se. Thus, by
controlling for the source of the explanation (e.g.,
‘scientists’ or ‘people’), the saliency of this bias can be
manipulated.
Finally, natural phenomena exist on a continuum of
animacy. When invoking neuroscientific evidence, one
necessarily implies that the phenomena under consideration
are alive in some sense. Thus, participants might be primed
to consider an explanation in a qualitatively different
manner. It might be the case that there is congruence
between the source of the explanations and the type of
explanation given. For instance, although both ants and
molecules move, they do so for very different reasons (i.e.,
one is alive (animate) whereas the other is only subject to
physical forces). Thus, by varying the animacy of the
natural phenomena under consideration, we can control for
congruence between explanation type (i.e., mechanistic or
anthropomorphic) and the source of the explanation (i.e.,
people or scientists).
It is also unclear whether participants are explicitly aware
of the reasoning strategy they have adopted when evaluating
the validity of arguments. Elsewhere, subjective measures of
awareness such as confidence reports have been used to
differentiate between sources of implicit and explicit
knowledge (e.g., Dienes & Berry, 1997). In the present
study, participants were required to report confidence in
their responses in order to determine whether they were
using an explicit reasoning strategy or whether biases were
the results of an implicit reasoning strategy. Confidents
reports were compared to mean proportion correct to obtain
a measure of participants’ awareness of their performance
(e.g., Baranski & Petrusic, 1994; Keren, 1991). Significant
deviation between participants’ perception of their
performance and their obtained performance would suggest
that they were unaware of the rules they used to assess the
validity of the explanations.

Mechanistic and Intentional Reasoning Strategies
One possibility proposed by Dennett (1987) was that
individuals could draw analogies from naïve psychological
theories
concerning
intentionality
to
facilitate
comprehension of natural phenomena. As originally
conceived by Dennett (1987), an intentional stance is a
generative explanatory theory that individuals use to impute
intentionality to objects and entities. Dennett’s basic
proposal requires that we regard an entity or object as a
rational goal-directed agent. This approach, according to
Dennett, reduces the burden of constructing more complex
theories based on physical forces (a physical stance) or
function
(a
design
stance).
Consequently,
an
anthropomorphic analogy could be used to more readily
encode and decode the relations of the parts within a system.
Although there is considerable evidence for the early
development of anthropomorphic reasoning heuristics
(Wellman, Cross & Watson, 2001), it is unclear whether
there is a comparative advantage that persists into adulthood
(cf., Miller & Aloise, 1989).
Adults, however, also possess heuristics based on naïve
physical theories about the world (e.g., McCloskey, 1983).
Moreover, in our society people are taught to conceive of
the world in terms of cause and effect with objects
interacting with one another via abstract forces (e.g.,
Nisbett, 2003). It is possible that even if humans are
predisposed to apply an intentional stance, explanations that
draw on mechanistic explanations might be perceived as
more familiar, authoritative, and as a result more likely to be
correct. In a recent study conducted by Weisberg et al.
(2008), both novices and experts were given explanations
that were either ‘good’ or ‘bad’. The explanations also
differed in terms of whether they included irrelevant
neuroscientific evidence or contained no evidence. Their
results indicated that, in the novice groups, participants were
more likely to accept ‘good’ or ‘bad’ explanations when
neuroscientific evidence was provided. Thus, irrelevant
evidence is used as a cue in determining the quality of an
argument.

Present Research: Anthropomorphic Reasoning
The results of Weisberg et al.’s (2008) study provide a
reasonable extension of previous research on reasoning
abilities. Their results, however, leave several open
questions. For instance, beliefs rarely consist of a single
proposition. Instead, most beliefs comprise a complicated
set of interrelated concepts and propositions. Thus,
Weisberg et al.’s results might have been caused by several
possible properties of the stimuli.
One possibility is that individuals are rarely exposed to
neuroscientific evidence and as a result, may be unable to
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experimental phase, participants were presented with 32
trials. Sixteen trials consisted of a syllogism from each
condition (valid or invalid; anthropomorphic or mechanistic;
MP, MT, HS or DS). Another sixteen trials were presented
with the same syllogisms but changing the nonsense words
so that there would be no bias from any associations from
previous trials.

Experiment
Although the results of Weisberg et al. (2008)
complement many findings in the belief-bias literature, they
failed to control for several factors. To examine whether
these factors affect reasoning more generally and whether
adoption of a heuristic akin to the intentional stance
(Dennett, 1987) can aid in the assessment of an argument’s
validity, we manipulated the source of the explanation, the
animacy of the phenomenon, and the type of explanation
while also controlling for the source of the explanation.
Four types of syllogisms were used; half were valid and
the other half were invalid. The source of the explanation
(‘scientists’ or ‘people’) and the type of explanation
(mechanistic or anthropomorphic) were varied in a pureblock design with the order of block presentation
counterbalanced. The animacy of the phenomena (‘living’
or ‘nonliving’) was included as a between-subjects variable.

Table 1.
Samples of Syllogisms Modified with Mechanistic and
Anthropomorphic Explanations. Major and minor premises are
denoted by P1 and P2, respectively, and the conclusion is denoted
by C. The irrelevant explanation is denoted by E.

Mech.
Valid

Method
Anthro.
Valid

Participants
Sixty undergraduates participated in the experiment
receiving 1% toward their final grade in an introductory
psychology class. Two participants were excluded due to an
experimental error.

Mech.
Invalid

Stimuli
Four types of logical syllogisms were used as the basis of
the stimuli: Modus Ponens (MP: If P then Q; P; therefore
Q), Modus Tollens (MT: If P then Q; not Q; therefore not
P), hypothetical (HS: If P then Q; If Q then R; therefore, if P
then R) and disjunctive (DS: Either P or Q; Not P; therefore,
Q). To avoid associations with any prior knowledge for
specific entities, entity names used in the syllogisms
consisted of four-letter pronounceable non-words (e.g.,
Lozu, Baje, Yulo).

Anthro.
Invalid

Description: If [a Baje moves toward a
Yulo]P1 then [they will stick together]P2
Explanations: [A Baje moves toward a
Yulo] because [Bajes and Yulos are bound
by a force]E that [attracts them]C.
Description: If [a Lozu moves toward a
Hexi] P1 then [they will stick together]
Explanations: [A Lozu moves toward a
Hexi] because [Lozus and Hexis like one
another]E so they [are drawn together] C.
Description: If [a Dafe moves toward a
Noha] P1 then [they will stick together] P2
Explanations: [A Dafe moves toward a
Noha] because [Dafes and Nohas are
bound by a force]E that [repels them] C.
Description: If [a Vipo moves toward a
Pova] P1 then [they will stick together] P2
Explanations: [A Vipo moves toward a
Pova]P1 because [Vipos and Povas dislike
one another]E so they [are driven apart]C.

Participants completed two blocks of trials. In one block,
they were told that the observations and explanations were
created by scientists. In the other block, they were told that
people created the observations and explanations. The same
description-explanations sets were used in both blocks of
trials. Block order was counterbalanced between
participants.
Finally, half the participants were informed that the
syllogisms involved living phenomena whereas the other
half were informed that the phenomena were nonliving.
After participants indicated the validity in the statement they
were required to rate their subjective confidence they had
provided the correct answer using values 6-point scale with
values 50% (guessing) through 100% (certain).

In the training set, participants were presented with a
standard syllogism that included non-words in the premises
and conclusions. In the experimental set, syllogisms were
modified such that there was a description and an
explanation. Descriptions of phenomena contained the first
premise in the syllogism (e.g., If P then Q). Explanations
contained second premise and the conclusion (e.g., P;
therefore Q) as well as an irrelevant explanatory element
that was either anthropomorphic (e.g., P likes Q) or
mechanistic (P is drawn to Q by a force). The explanatory
element was positioned between the second premise and the
conclusion. Explanation validity was also varied.
Procedure
Participants were first presented with a short training phase
of 16 trials consisting of each type of syllogism (modus
ponens, modus tollens, hypothetical and disjunctive) and
validity conditions (valid and invalid). Instructions were
presented prior to each experimental block. In the training
phase, participants were merely instructed that they would
be presented with logical syllogisms and were required to
indicate the validity of the statement, that is, whether the
explanation followed logically from the description. In the

Results
A 2 (validity: valid, invalid) x 2 (explanation type:
anthropomorphic, mechanistic) x 2 (explanation source:
person, scientist) x 2 (animacy: animate, inanimate) mixed
repeated measures ANOVA was conducted. Given that
training stimuli were used to familiarize participants with
logical syllogisms and that their order was fixed, these
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stimuli were not included in the analysis, however their
means are presented in Table 2 for comparison purposes.

Decision Response Time
An ANOVA was conducted on decision response time in
seconds. Decision response time was affected by
explanation type, F(1, 58) = 19.578, MSE = 25594, p < .001,
ηp2 = .252. A marginal interaction of explanation type and
validity was also observed, F(1, 58) = 3.647, MSE = 22996,
p = .061, ηp2 = .059. Overall, it took participants longer to
assess anthropomorphic syllogisms than mechanistic
syllogisms with the marginal interaction of validity
indicating that participants took considerably longer when
responding to invalid anthropomorphic case.

Accuracy
Replicating the belief-bias effect, the interaction between
validity and explanation type was significant, F(1, 58) =
2
95.607, MSE = .037, p < .001, ηp = .622. The main effect
of explanation type was also significant, F(1, 58) = 11.872,
2
MSE = .037, p < .005, ηp = .170. Importantly, the same
general pattern was observed for both mechanistic
explanations and the training syllogisms for both valid and
invalid explanations. Given that both the training syllogisms
and mechanistic statements show comparable patterns, this
suggests that the reasoning process proceeded in a similar
manner. By contrast, the reverse pattern of results was
evidenced for anthropomorphic explanations.

1.0

PROPORTION CORRECT

Table 2
Proportion correct and decision response time (s) for explanation type and
validity. Standard error is reported in parentheses.

Valid

Invalid

Train.
Mech.
Anthro.
Train.
Mech.
Anthro.

P(COR)
.82 (.03)
.73 (.01)
.59 (.02)
.52 (.01)
.54 (.02)
.75 (.02)

DRT
16.5s (0.9)
17.2s (0.6)
17.9s (0.8)
16.5s (0.9)
16.2s (0.7)
18.7s (0.6)

Cal.
.08 (.01)
.12 (.01)
.20 (.02)
.28 (.03)
.22 (.01)
.12 (.01)
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Figure 2. The effect of explanation type and validity on subjective
confidence calibration.

Subjective Confidence Calibration
Confidence calibration is defined as the extent to which
participants’ use of a confidence category deviates from
obtained proportion correct (for reviews and discussions see
Baranski & Petrusic, 1994). The ANOVA conducted on
confidence calibration revealed a significant interaction of
explanation type and validity, F(1, 58) = 61.2, MSE = .014,
p < .001, ηp2 = .518. Figure 2 contains the overall results for
calibration analysis and Table 2 contains the respective
means. The extent to which the calibration curves deviate
from perfect calibration (denoted by the diagonal line)
indicates that participants were reasonably well calibrated
for valid mechanistic and invalid anthropomorphic
explanations but poorly calibrated in all other conditions.

0.75

Proportion Correct

0.8

0.4

An interaction of explanation source, validity and
animacy was also found to be significant, F(1, 58) = 5.656,
2
MSE = .017, p < .05, ηp = .089. As is clear from Figure 1,
participants were more accurate when judging valid
statements when they thought that the phenomena were
living and the explanations were offered by people and
when they thought that the phenomena were non-living and
the explanations were offered by scientists.

Invalid
Valid

0.70

INVALID MECHANISTIC
VALID MECHANISTIC
INVALID ANTHROPOMORPHIC
VALID ANTHROPOMORPHIC

0.9

0.65

Discussion

0.60

The results of the experiment support earlier investigation
wherein individuals were observed to have response biases
induced by task-irrelevant information and prior knowledge.
In the present study, the results of analyses of proportion
correct revealed that mechanistic explanations were
generally perceived to be more valid than anthropomorphic
explanations. Such a finding can be taken as support for the
belief bias effect (Evans et al., 1983).
It is important to note the nature of the belief bias effect
here. As can be seen in Table 2, the pattern of results for
mechanistic explanations is comparable to those of the
training phase. This suggests that participants are likely

0.55

0.50

Inanimate (S)

Inanimate (P)

Animate (S)

Animate (P)

Figure 1. The effect of animacy, explanation source and validity on
proportion correct. Explanation sources were either scientists (S) or people
(P). Error bars are given in Standard Error (SE = 2).
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making judgments about validity in the same manner for
each. Consequently, it at first seems that there may be a bias
against anthropomorphic explanations rather than for
mechanistic explanations. Such a finding could be the result
of a shift in intentional attribution in early stages of
development (Miller & Aloise, 1989; Smith, 1978). In a
study where children were required to indicate whether an
act was voluntary or involuntary, Smith (1978) found that
young children were more likely to impute intentionality to
an act than older children. In our adult population, it might
be the case that this general decline in attribution of a theory
of mind is further suppressed as a consequence of being
presented alongside mechanistic explanations.
Interestingly, our data suggest the potential utility of
anthropomorphic explanations as a means to communicate
information. In Table 2, although a complimentary pattern
of performance is found for anthropomorphic and
mechanistic explanations, the patterns within these
conditions are not the inverse of one another. Participants
are more accurate in the valid anthropomorphic condition
than in the invalid mechanistic condition. Moreover, in the
invalid condition participants exhibit the best calibration for
anthropomorphic explanations suggesting that they can
more adequately judge their performance in this condition.
This pattern of results suggests that although these
explanations do not appear to be valid, syllogistic reasoning
is facilitated with anthropomorphic explanations. This
supports suggestions that thinking about phenomena in
terms of intentionality is an effective heuristic for humans
(Dennett, 1987; Griffin & Bar-Cohen, 2002), and studies
performed in the science education literature that suggest
these analogies facilitate the comprehension of relationships
between entities (e.g., Bartov, 1981).
Interestingly, we also observed another, more complex,
belief-bias effect: participants apparently believed that
people were more likely to offer valid explanations of living
things whereas scientists were more likely to offer valid
explanations of non-living things. A straightforward
explanation of this finding is that participants believe that
explanation validity is dependent on both the source and the
familiarity they have with a domain. Apparently, for our
participants, scientists are not as equipped as people to offer
adequate explanations of things that are alive!
One expected result that we did not observe was the
interaction of source and animacy with explanation type and
validity. This is surprising as it seems likely that certain
kinds of explanations would be offered by certain agents
and not others, and that if something was alive, it would be
more likely to be described by an anthropomorphic
explanation than if it were nonliving. Although further study
of this is required, this might be related to the
developmental literature on the emergence of different
domain knowledge. For instance, it has been suggested that
animacy and an understanding of human intentionality
develop at different stages. Our results suggest that this
distinction might persist into adulthood.

In general, our findings that belief biases can facilitate
performance support the literature that shows framing
problems in terms of human interaction alters performance
(Cosmides & Tooby, 1992; Gigerenzer & Hug, 1992;
Griggs & Cox, 1982). However, prior to adopting
anthropomorphic terms as a means to communicate
information, it is critical to note that the present study
demonstrates that performance is nevertheless suboptimal
and that there is a trade-off with the adoption of any
heuristic. As we have demonstrated here, neither
mechanistic nor anthropomorphic explanations are
uniformly better at facilitating reasoning.
A final result that should be considered here is the
relationship between accuracy and subjective confidence
reports. Previous studies suggest that participants might not
have access to the knowledge that is used to successfully
complete a syllogistic reasoning task. This implies no
correlation between confidence and accuracy (e.g.,
Shykaruk & Thompson, 2006). As can be seen from Figure
2, a positive relationship was observed in the present study,
suggesting that participants are reasonably well-calibrated in
some conditions, i.e., valid mechanistic and invalid
anthropomorphic explanations. Although one difficulty
between comparing the present study and that reported by
Shykaruk and Thompson (2006) is that they used a scale
inappropriate for confidence calibration (e.g., ratings were
given on a scale ranging from 1 to 7 for low and high
confidence, respectively). The striking correspondence of
confidence to accuracy with our materials suggests that
there might be a fundamental difference in the domains
examined in their study of belief-bias and those used here.
Regardless of this difference, it is clear that participants
were explicitly aware of their performance in some
conditions.

Conclusions
At the most general level, our study is in line with a large
literature showing that prior beliefs affect performance in
decision-making tasks. The relationships between accuracy,
response latency and subjective awareness observed here
has broader implications for models of decision-making
heuristics. Our study might provide support for a model
presented by Glöckner and Betsch (2008). In their
framework (see also Kahneman & Tversky, 2002),
dissociable processes perform the search strategy and
implement the decision rule. An automatic system (System
1) integrates information and executes motor responses
whereas an effortful system (System 2) is responsible for
information search, production and manipulation of
information to enable the automatic system to perform (e.g.,
Stanovich, 2004). In our study, subjective calibration
suggests that participants are explicitly aware of their
performance and, in some conditions, this provides a wellcalibrated assessment of that performance. Moreover, given
that response latencies are slower for anthropomorphic
explanations, this suggests a more effortful decision-making
process implicating System 2.
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model of automatic and deliberate decision making. Judgment
and Decision Making, 3, 215–228.
Griffin, R. & Bar-Cohen, S. (2002). The intentional stance:
developmental and neurocognitive perspectives. In Brook, A. &
Ross, D. (eds.) Daniel Dennett. Cambridge Univeristy Press:
Cambridge.
Griggs, R. A., & Cox, J. R. (1982). The elusive thematic-materials
effect in Wason’s selection task. British Journal of Psychology,
73, 407–420.
Hirschfield, L. A. & Gelman, S. A. (1994). Mapping the mind:
Domain specificity in cognition and culture. New York,
Cambridge University Press.
Johnson-Laird, P. N., & Byrne, R. M. J. (1991). Deduction.
Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.
Kahneman, D. (2003). A perspective on judgment and choice:
Mapping bounded rationality. American Psychologist, 58, 697720.
Kahneman, D., & Tversky, A. (1972). Subjective probability: A
judgment of representativeness. Cognitive Psychology, 3, 430–
454.
Keren, G. (1991). Calibration and probability judgments:
Conceptual and methodological issues. Acta Psychologica, 77,
217–273.
Kyllonen, P. C. & Christal, R. E. (1990). Reasoning ability is little
more working-memory capacity?! Intelligence, 14, 389-433.
Liberman, N. & Klar, Y. (1996). Hypothesis testing in Wason’s
selection task: Social exchange cheating detection or task
understanding. Cognition, 58, 127-156.
McCloskey, M. (1983). Naïve theories of motion. In Mental
Models, ed. D. Gentner, A. Stevens, pp. 299-324. Hillsdale, NJ:
Erlbaum.
Miller, P. H. & Aloise, P. A. (1989). Young children’s
understanding of the psychological causes of behaviour. Child
Development, 60, 257-285.
Mitchell, P., Robinson, E. J., Isaacs, J. E. & Nye, R. M. (1996).
Contamination in reasoning about false belief: An instance of
realist bias in adults but not children. Cognition, 59, 1-21.
Newstead S.E., Evans J. B. T. (1993). Mental models as an
explanation of belief bias effects in syllogistic reasoning.
Cognition 46, 93-97.
Nisbett, R. E. (2003). The Geography of Thought: How Asians and
Westerners Think Differently… and Why. New York: Free Press.
Sa, W., West, R. F., & Stanovich, K. E. (1999). The domain
specificity and generality of belief bias: Searching for
generalizable critical thinking skills. Journal of Educational
Psychology, 91, 497-510.
Schoenherr, J. R. & Thomson R. (in preparation). Inducing a bias
in reasoning with anthropomorphic and mechanistic
explanations by means of a working memory task.
Smith, M. (1978). Cognizing the behavior stream: The recognition
of intentional action. Child Development, 49, 736-743.
Shynkaruk, J., M. & Thompson, V. A. (2006). Confidence and
accuracy in deductive reasoning. Memory & Cognition, 34, 619632.
Stanovich, K. E. (2004). The Robot's Rebellion: Finding Meaning
in the Age of Darwin. University of Chicago Press.
Wason, P. C. (1966). Reasoning. In New Horizons in Psychology,
ed. B. Foss, 135-151. Harmondsworth: Penguin.
Wellman, H. M., Cross, D., & Watson, J. (2001). Meta-analysis of
theory-of-mind development: The truth about false belief. Child
Development, 72, 655-684.
Weisberg, D. S., Keil, F. C., Goodstein, J., Rawson, E. & Gray, J.
R. (2008). The seductive allure of neuroscience explanations.
Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience, 20, 470–477.

If System 2 is involved in an effortful, decision-making
heuristic, a working memory task should interfere with
performance in the above task as has been demonstrated in
other studies of reasoning ability (e.g., Kyllonen & Christal,
1990). In this case, failures of executive function could
presumably make it more likely that a participant would use
a default schema. Although not investigated here, this
possibility is currently being examined by Schoenherr and
Thomson (in preparation). In their study, stimuli identical to
those used here were presented along with a concurrent
working memory load. Rather than showing a reversal
toward the acceptance of anthropomorphic statements,
participants were more inclined to reject them than the
present study. Thus, whereas executive function does appear
to be involved, it seems more likely to function as an
effortful information search strategy (e.g., Glöckner &
Betsch, 2008).
More generally, our research adds to recent studies that
pertain to how extraneous information can influence
judgments about the validity of scientific arguments. It is
clear from the present study that the effect observed by
Weisberg et al (2008) is not limited to neuroscientific
explanations, and that many more factors need to be
controlled when examining such biases. Given the
ostensibly independent belief-biases associated with the
source of information and animacy of the phenomena and
those associated with the type of explanation, further studies
should examine the set of factors that suggest valid
arguments to laypersons and methods for more effectively
communicating scientific arguments.
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Abstract
Much of human inference occurs in social situations.
While in many cases people cooperate, as in teaching
settings, people can misdirect others in order to protect
their own interests. Shafto and Goodman (2008) formalized teaching and learning from teachers as Bayesian
inference, in which learners use knowledge about the
teacher’s intent to facilitate inference. This same model
provides a basis for exploring reasoning about misleading. We present two new experiments comparing reasoning about teaching and misleading. In both
experiments, participants play the role of informant
(teacher/misleader) or learner. Our model predicts and
our results show that people’s behavior differs in teaching and misleading conditions, both when intentions are
explicitly known as well as when they are not. Further,
the model provides close fits to informants’ and learners’
behavior.

Introduction
Learning about the world is a daunting task. From the
fact that so much of the evidence is underdetermined,
to the fact that we have limited time to explore, making
inferences about the world is a difficult problem. But
what if we are not on our own in this task? Having
people around to help us learn about the world might
ease some of the difficulty. If knowledgeable informants
(mothers, fathers, teachers, friends) helped by choosing the evidence that one saw, learners stand to gain
in knowledge about the world–potentially much more
rapidly than they could alone.
Indeed, knowledgeable and helpful informants play a
central feature of many accounts of cognition and cognitive development (Csibra & Gergely, 2009; Tomasello,
Carpenter, Call, Behne, & Moll, 2005; Vygotsky, 1978).
For instance, Csibra (2007) claims that children (and
not other animals) have an ability to understand intentional teaching as conveying both information about the
data, and about the hypothesis that the teaching intends
to communicate. This ability is seen as so essential to
explaining children’s rapid pace of learning, that Csibra
and Gergely (2009) suggest that it may in fact be innate.
However, opposite our ability to choose evidence helpfully comes an ability to mislead others with true, but
otherwise unhelpful or downright misleading evidence.
For this reason, it becomes critical to be able to discern the intentions of individuals sharing information
(Sperber et al., 2010).
Consider, for example, the game in Figure 1. In the

game, there are concepts (here, boats) of different sizes,
and an informant chooses which evidence to supply to
the learner. The learner, then must infer the true state
of the world, based on the information provided. Clearly,
the intention of the informant matters considerably. For
instance, in situation A, a teacher would choose to provide the two ends, allowing the learner to infer that the
middle must also be a part of the concept. A misleader,
on the other hand, would provide either of the other two
possibilities, thus leaving the learner uncertain whether
A or B/C was true.
Building off of work by Shafto & Goodman (2008),
we present a model of teaching/misleading, and inference in each of these situations. We present two experiments testing the predictions of the model, first when
the learner knows the informant’s intent, and second,
when the learner does not know the informant’s intent.
The results show strong fits to the model’s predictions,
and show that learners can accurately infer intent based
on the evidence alone. We conclude by discussing relationships to other models of inference, and implications
cognition.

A model of teaching, misleading, and inference
We formalize reasoning as a problem of probabilistic inference in which learners observe data, d. Given this
data, learners update their beliefs about a hypothesis, h,
that represents a particular set of concepts. Bayes’ rule
states that posterior beliefs about hypotheses given data,
P (h|d) are proportional to the product of the learner’s
prior beliefs about the hypothesis, P (h), and the probability of the data given the hypothesis, P (d|h):
PL (h|d) ∝ P (d|h)PL (h),

(1)

where L indicates learner, and P (d|h) is an appropriate
sampling model (e.g. random sampling).
In this paper, we consider data that are sampled by
an individual whose intent is to either teach or mislead.
That is, we consider informants who choose data intentionally, to either facilitate or impede learning. Our approach builds of that of Shafto & Goodman (2008), who
proposed a model of pedagogical data selection. They
modeled teaching as choosing data that tend to increase
learners’ beliefs about the correct hypothesis:
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PI (d|h) ∝ PL (h|d)α .

(2)

A

where, α was assumed to be greater than 0; thus, the
informant chooses data that facilitate inference—they
teach. Here, we also consider cases where α < 0, the
informant chooses data that inhibit learning; they mislead. For our model, in the two conditions, we set these
values to -1 and 1.
If the learner is aware that the data are being chosen by another person, then they, in turn, can infer
which data a teacher/misleader is likely to choose for any
given hypothesis. By substituting their default sampling
model with the sampling model used by the informant,
Equation 2. Together, Equations 1 and 2 specify a system of equations. We can imagine a process in which
the informant and learner each consider each others’ inferences, providing a method for solving the system of
equations (i.e. fixed point iteration).1

B

C

D

E

F

An Example of Model Predictions
Consider the concept learning game in Figure 1. In this
game, the set of six boats represent the hypothesis space,
and each individual boat represents a possible hypothesis. Together this set of hypotheses represent a dimensional concept learning problem (Kemp & Tenenbaum,
2009; Shepard, 1987). In the game, informants choose
two windows to display for the learner, and learners infer
whether the hidden window is part of the concept (i.e.
is hiding a boat).
When the large boat appears, the most helpful move
for a teaching informant to make is to reveal the two
sides of the ship. This move renders all other ships impossible. As a learner, anytime these data are presented,
the inference is simple because all other possibilities have
been ruled out. Similarly, for small boats, a teaching informant would choose to send the scenario hidden-watership or the reverse, they are eliminating all ambiguities
from the scenario. For learners, if they receive this data,
inference is again simple. Importantly, learners are more
likely to receive this kind of unambiguous situation when
dealing with a teacher than when dealing with a misleader.
In contrast, medium ship situations are intrinsically
ambiguous, and knowledge of intent (α) plays a more
prominent role for learners in these cases. No data pairs
provide information that uniquely specifies the hypothesis. In the case that the teacher chooses to expose the
windows showing ship sections, what should a learner infer? Although there is no definitive answer to this question, by using their understanding of the teacher’s intent
learners may nevertheless succeed. In this situation, the
only possible hypotheses are the large ship or (one of
the) the medium ships. However, the learner knows that
the informant is helpful, and if the true hypothesis was
the large ship, the teacher would have chosen to present
the two edges because those data would be most likely
to lead the learner to the correct hypothesis. Therefore,
if the learner knows the teacher is helpful, and she is pre1

The informant must make an assumption about the
learner’s prior PL (h). In our experiments both the informant
and learner were told that all concepts were equally likely,
rendering this inference moot.

G

H

Figure 1: A-F are the six variations on boat positions and
types. Informants in both conditions were asked to select
a tile to hide from the opposing player (G). The opposing
player would then receive an image of the particular scenario
with the missing information (H).

sented with the evidence that one side and the middle
are both ships, she should infer that water is behind the
hidden window.
Interestingly, by complementary logic, learners in the
misleading condition who observe the same information
should be less likely to make the same inference. In
the case of the large ship, the informant must produce
this ambiguous pattern of data in order to mislead, and
consequently learners with misleading informants should
be more likely to predict that there is a ship hidden.
Experiment 1: Concept Learning with Known Informant Intentions
Experiment 1 tested the model predictions by presenting
informants and learners with the aforementioned game.
Informants were instructed to either help the learner
(teach) or mislead the learner, and learners were told
the informant’s intent.
Participants. Sixty-four students (32 in each condition) participated in pairs in this experiment in exchange
for partial course credit.
Procedure. Participants were asked to play the aforementioned ship game on two computers, obscured from
one another by a partition. Individuals were randomly
assigned to be a teacher/misleader (hereafter referred to
as the informant) and a learner. Before the game, both
individuals were shown a piece of paper that served as
a key to all possible states of the game (panels A-F on
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Figure 2: Players in the teaching condition (blue) in Experiment 1 showed an increase in their probability of being
correct.

Figure 1) and told explicitly that “only these six states
are possible in the game.”
In the teaching condition, informants were told that
they were to try to choose examples that would “help”
their fellow player, and that their score would only increase when the learner guessed correctly. The learner
was also explicitly told that their fellow player would
try to help them make accurate inferences. Both parties
could see one another’s scores on the computer screen.
In this condition, participants shared a single score, such
that when learners guessed correctly, both the informant
and learner were rewarded.
In the misleading condition, informants were told that
they could only increase their score if the learner was
wrong and so they should try to “trick” their opponent.
The learner was told of the informant’s intentions and
could see both player’s scores. In this condition, participants had separate scores, such that when learners
guessed incorrectly, the informant received points while
the learner did not, and vice versa.
In both conditions, the learners provided inferences
on a scale that controlled the number of points bet on
an inference. Bets could vary from 5 on water, to 0,
to 5 on boat. These bets allowed learners to express
their confidence in an inference, and for the purpose of
analysis we normalized these to a 0 to 1 (water-boat)
scale and treated them as probability judgments.
Participants played a total of 48 rounds in which the
informant provided data, and the learner made an inference. In each round, informants configured data for the
learners by choosing which tile to obscure. Learners then
observed this data and made an inference about whether
a boat or water was behind the tile. Participants had no
communication other than the data. The rounds were
divided into four blocks of 12 ships in which each ship
appeared twice in a random order.
One pair of participants was removed from the data
because due to a computer malfunction, their entire
game progress was not recorded.
Results. We conducted preliminary analyses to identify informants and learners who misunderstood the instructions. Specifically, for learners, we identified the six
deterministic situations (e.g. SOS, SWO, WOW, etc.),
and removed pairs where the learner made more than
2 errors. We also identified informants in the deceptive

condition who produced more than 4 of these situations,
as this also indicates either non-compliance with or misunderstanding of the instructions. A total of 3 pairs were
removed based on these two criteria (two teaching and
one misleading condition pairs).
We began by looking at pairs’ performance by focusing on the probability of correct inferences to see if
learners took advantage of information they had about
the intentions of their informant. Learners in the cooperative condition were predicted to have a distinct
advantage due to the data they were likely to receive
from the informant. Consistent with this prediction, we
found that learners teaching condition (M = 0.87) performed better than those in the misleading condition,
(M = 0.51, t(27) = 18.34, p < .001). Given the differences in learners’ performance, one may wonder whether
there were differences in informants’ behavior.
The model predicts that, in the teaching condition, informants should choose helpful moves, such as revealing
the two side tiles in the case of the large boat. Conversely, in the misleading condition, we expect that informants would be likely to provide unhelpful information, such as revealing a side and middle tile in the case
of the large boat. Figure 3 shows the model predictions
and the participants’ choices. The model provides close
fits to informants’ behavior in both conditions (r = 0.93
in the teaching condition and r = 0.98 in the misleading condition), capturing both qualitative reversals in
choices and cases of relative indifference. These correlations are for the full 48 turns, but in this figure
we additionally present the first 12 turns to illustrate
that qualitatively most of the model’s predictions have
already begun to take form amongst participants actions. Continuing with the entire 48 turn analysis, in
the large boat scenarios, informants in the teaching condition chose to reveal the two sides 98% of the time,
χ2 (1) = 222.35, p < .001. This as opposed to informants
in the misleading condition who chose to hide a side 99%
of the time, χ2 (1) = 53.16, p < .001.
Similarly, the model predicts that learners in the
teaching condition should use the information about the
teacher’s helpfulness to guide their inferences. Learners
in the misleading condition should know that the informant will be unhelpful, and use this informant to guide
their inferences. Figure 4 shows the model predictions
and the results. There were 12 possible scenarios that
a learner might encounter. We encoded those scenarios
as S for ship, W for water and O for occluded. In some
of these scenarios, the inference was straightforward, regardless of condition. In cases such as SOS or WOW,
both the model and people agree that S is the most
likely inference. Similarly, in cases such as SWO, both
the model and people agree that W is the most likely
inference. However, in some cases, the data are ambiguous. These ambiguous cases can be grouped into two sets
based on the model predictions. Specifically, the model
predicts that the SSO and OSS cases are more likely
to be W in the teaching than the misleading condition,
based on the fact that if the informant was intending to
teach about a large ship, they would have chosen SOS.
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Figure 3: Informants could choose to cover the left, center or right tile. Participants’ choices in Experiment 1 are illustrated
across the first row, by ship type. The model’s predictions of moves are shown across the bottom row.
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Conversely, in cases such as SOW, OSW, WSO, WOS
the model predicts that the missing case should be more
likely to be S for the teaching than the misleading condition.
To test this prediction, for each learner we computed
the average probability of guessing Ship or Water for
each situation. We tested for the predicted reversal with
a 2×2 mixed ANOVA. If people in the teaching condition
were more likely to respond Ship to the first cases, and
Water to the second cases, and people in the misleading
condition responded in the opposite pattern, then we expect a significant interaction. The results confirmed the
model predictions, F (1, 153) = 7.58, p < 0.01. Overall,
the model provided a close fit to people’s behavior, with
r(12) = .98 in the cooperative condition and r(12) = .93
in the competitive.
Recall that for these cases (i.e. medium boats), the
informants’ choices in both conditions appear random
(see Figure 3). However, given the high probability of
learners guessing correctly in the teaching condition, it
seems unlikely that individuals were actually behaving
randomly. To investigate this, we coded informants’
choices for consistency within the first three and the
last three games. Consistency was defined as making
the same choice on each of the three games; otherwise,
they were coded as inconsistent. In the teaching case,
there was a change in the number of consistent choices
between the beginning three turns and the last three
turns. Participants changed from being inconsistent (3
of 15) to being highly consistent (12 of 15) by their last
three turns, p < .005 by Fisher’s Exact test. In the
misleading case, there was no change in consistency be-

Figure 4: We have labeled possible scenarios as three-letter
codes (S = ship, W = water, O = occluded). For instance, if
the learner saw SSO, they saw two ship sections on the left
and a the third tile was hidden. The bars are the probability
that learners in Experiment 1 (or model) would guess that a
ship section was present.

tween the first three turns (0 of 14) and the last three
(1 of 14), p = 1. Informants in the teaching condition
became consistent as the game progressed, while those
in the misleading condition did not.
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Figure 6: Players in the teaching condition (blue) in Experiment 2 showed a greater probability of being correct. This
effect increased with turns.

1.

Figure 5: The probability of making a correct guess, per ship
type appearance, over the course of a game in Experiment 1.

Because informants exhibit greater consistency over
time in the teaching condition, but not in the misleading condition, we expect in increases in accuracy for
the teaching but not the misleading condition. Focusing on the intrinsically uncertain cases, the two medium
cases (see Figure 5), the probability of guess correct increases, b = 0.07, t(58) = 2.53, p < .05. In contrast,
for the competitive condition, the probability of guessing correctly did not increase over the course of games
b = 0.02, t(54) = .61, p = .54. Overall then, learners in
the teaching condition were able to utilize their knowledge of their informant’s intentions in order to perform
better and improve their performance.
Experiment 2: Concept Learning with Unknown
Informant Intentions
Having established with Experiment 1 that learners are
able to take advantage of teaching conditions when intentions were explicitly known, we turn now to the case
where the informant’s intentions are not known.
Method
Participants. Ninety-two students (25 in the teaching
condition, 21 in the misleading condition) participated
in pairs in this experiment in exchange for partial course
credit.
Procedure. Our second experiment followed the same
structure of the game that participants played in our first
experiment with the critical difference being that learners were not told what their partners’ intentions were.
The informant was told that they were to help or hinder the learner and were shown both her own score and
the learner’s score. In addition, the learner was specifically told that she could make no assumptions about
her partner’s intentions, and they were not allowed to
observe the informant’s score. When participants were
finished, learners were asked to rate their informant on a
scale from -10 (“extremely deceptive”) to 10 (“extremely
helpful”). All other details were identical to Experiment

One pair of participants was removed from the data
because the informant explicitly stated after the experiment that she had, “changed her mind about helping
her partner” in the midst of the game.
Results. As in Experiment 1, we conducted preliminary analyses to identify informants and learners who
misunderstood the instructions. Unlike for Experiment
1, the criteria lead to a number of exclusions (15 pairs).
Specifically, 13 learners and 5 informants misunderstood
the instructions (in 3 cases these overlapped). After
these exclusions, 16 pairs remained in the teaching condition and 15 pairs were in the misleading condition. It
appears that uncertainty about the informant’s intent
lead learners to have difficulty with the instructions. In
what follows, we focus on the 31 pairs who passed the
manipulation check.
Learners in the teaching condition were more accurate (M=.80) than those in the misleading condition
(M=.46); t(29) = 8.55, p < 0.001. Learners in the
teaching condition rated their informants as more helpful (M = 3.94) than those in the misleading condition
(M = −2.47, t(29) = 3.18, p < 0.01), suggesting that
a priori knowledge of intent is not critical to accurate
inference.
This difference could simply be a product of receiving better data. If this was the sole explanation, we
would would expect constant performance over blocks.
Figure 6 shows the probability of correct inferences over
the course of the four blocks. Learners in the teaching condition improved over blocks, b = 0.07, t(62) =
2.79, p < 0.01, while learners in the misleading condition
did not b = −0.03, t(58) = −1.11, p = 0.27, suggesting
that perhaps learners use inferences about helpfulness to
facilitate inference with experience.
To investigate this further, we consider the two kinds
of ambiguous data–SSO and SOW–for which the model
predicts different inferences in the two conditions. Recall, the model predicts that for cases such as SSO, learners in the teaching condition should infer W because if
this was the large ship, then the informant would have
chosen SOS instead (and learners in the misleading condition should be more likely to guess S). Similarly, for
SOW, learners in the teaching condition should be more
likely to guess S than learners in the misleading con-
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Figure 7: Among the twelve scenarios that players saw in the
second experiment—where intent was unknown—the model
accurately predicts learner behavior.

dition. To test this prediction, for each learner, we
computed the average probability of guessing Ship or
Water for each of these kinds of ambiguous situations.
We tested for the predicted reversal with a 2 × 2 mixed
ANOVA. If people in the teaching condition were more
likely to respond Ship to the first cases, and Water to
the second cases, and people in the misleading condition
responded in the opposite pattern, then we expect a significant interaction. The results confirmed the model
predictions, F (1, 166) = 12.45, p < 0.001. Overall, the
model predicts people’s behavior well, with r(14) = .97
in the cooperative condition and r(13) = .95 in the competitive. This suggests that learners, with experience,
can infer an informant’s intent and use it to guide inferences in ambiguous situations.
General Discussion
How do informants’ intentions affect how we make inferences about data? We presented a computational model
of informants who teach and mislead, and formalized inference in each of these contexts. We presented two experiments, investigating reasoning when the informant’s
intent is known, and when their intent is unknown. The
first experiment showed that the model predicted both
informants’ choices of data, and learners’ inferences, including qualitatively different inferences based on identical ambiguous data. The second experiment showed that
learners could infer an informant’s intent, and capitalize
on this knowledge to support stronger inferences. Taken
together, these results provide support for the model of
teaching and misleading, and suggest that learners can
infer intent based on experience.
Theories of cognition and cognitive development have
focused on the importance of pedagogical reasoning in
explaining children’s ability to learn rapidly from limited
data. Our results show that intent can be inferred, and
used to guide inferences, based on limited data. This
suggests that dedicated pedagogical reasoning mechanisms may not have to be innate, but could potentially
be inferred from the input.
Of course, ambiguous intent is hardly the only problem faced when learning from others. Learners must
also infer what cues are associated with the intent to

teach as opposed to mere intent (or the intent to mislead) (Csibra & Gergely, 2009; Goodman, Baker, &
Tenenbaum, 2010). Learners should also be interested in
whether individuals are knowledgeable or not (Koening
& Harris, 2005). While these inferences are beyond what
has been proposed here, this work presents a step in the
direction of a richer, more complete understanding of intuitive psychological theories and the role they play in
learning.
Our approach represents a step toward integrating formal approaches to understanding learning with formal
approaches to games. Here we have focused on showing that people’s inferences in communicative situations
can be explained by the former approach, and in future
work it will be important to explore common and differing predictions made by each framework, as a means
toward a more complete understanding of the role of social inference on learning.
One of the great mysteries of human cognition is how
we learn so much, so fast, and manage to transmit it
effectively across generations. The capacity to share information, do so with limited evidence that can generate
powerful inference quickly, and protect ourselves from
misinformation goes some of the way toward explaining
how it is that we have overcome the massive learning
problem that the natural world represents.
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Abstract
Previous research reveals that 9-month-old infants who
passively observe an experimenter search repeatedly for a toy
in the Piagetian A-not-B error task covertly imitate these
actions and manually search incorrectly when the toy is
hidden in the B-location. Two experiments tested whether
infants would also search incorrectly if the experimenter was
replaced by a pair of mechanical claws or if the experimenter
performed less familiar actions. Although infants did not
commit the search error when tested directly without any
familiarization to the novel actions, a significant majority of
infants committed the search error following two minutes of
familiarization with the actions performed on the A trials.
These results converge to suggest that infants’ brief
experiences with observing actions will facilitate the
activation of a corresponding motor representation.
Furthermore, the specific process by which this facilitation
occurs varies with the similarity between the observed action
and its motor representation.
Keywords: Imitation; action observation; infancy; learning;
motor simulation; A-not-B search error.

Introduction
During the first year of life, virtually every situation affords
infants the opportunity to learn something new about
themselves, other people or their surroundings. Much of
this learning occurs through the observation of actions
produced by others as well as the self. There is currently a
range of opinions concerning the extent to which infants’
action representations derive from experience vs. innately
specified core knowledge (Csibra, Gergely, Bíró, Koós, &
Brockbank, 1999; Woodward, 2009).
Nevertheless,
regardless of theoretical perspective, there is general
consensus that infants’ action representations are enriched
and elaborated over the first year.
One intriguing explanation for how infants learn about
goal-directed actions is that the perception and
understanding of these actions is developmentally related to
self-produced experience with these same actions (Rakison
& Woodward, 2008). For example, it is now well
documented that infants interpret actions as goal directed by
five to six months of age, which is roughly the same age at
which they begin to successfully reach for distal objects
(Bertenthal & von Hofsten, 1998). Likewise, 9-month-old
infants who understand the referent of a point are likely to
also be able to point at distal objects (Brune & Woodward,
2007). At 10 months of age, infants who are capable of
pulling a cloth to retrieve a toy are more likely to understand
the means-end structure of a hierarchical action

(Sommerville & Woodward, 2005). In spite of considerable
evidence supporting a developmental relation between the
perception and production of human actions, the vast
majority of studies are correlative, and thus not informative
about the underlying mechanisms.
In order to draw firmer conclusions about the causal
relation between perception and production of goal-directed
actions, it is necessary to experimentally manipulate either
the perceptual experience or the motor experience of infants
and test how this manipulation affects performance in the
other domain. A few recent studies manipulating infants
experience with reaching have now been conducted.
Although 3-month-old infants are not yet capable of
reaching and grasping distal objects, they can learn to
retrieve these objects by swiping at them with ‘sticky’
mittens (Needham, Barret, & Peterman, 2002). When
infants were given practice with these sticky mittens prior to
testing their perception of others’ mittened reaches as goaldirected, they interpreted the reaches as goal directed rather
than as simple movements (Sommerville, Woodward, &
Needham, 2005). By contrast infants given practice
following the test did not interpret the reaches as goal
directed. In a related study, Sommerville, Hidebrand, and
Crane (2008) compared the effects of active vs.
observational experience on 10-month-old infants’ ability to
identify the goal of a novel means-end task and reported that
infants were more likely to understand the means-end task
after receiving active as opposed to observational
experience with the relevant action. These results suggest
that active, but not passive, experience facilitates infants’
learning about goal-directed actions.
It is difficult to know whether the preceding conclusion
generalizes beyond the specific paradigms that were used.
Hofer, Hauf & Aschersleben, (2005) tested 9- and 12month-old infants and reported that they interpret actions
performed by a mechanical claw as goal directed, but the
younger age group was successful only after observing an
experimenter demonstrate the operation of the claws. In this
case, observational learning was sufficient to change
infants’ understanding of whether or not the claws acted in a
goal-directed fashion.
Moreover, Daum, Prinz, and
Ascherleben (2009) report evidence that appears to directly
challenge the findings of Sommerville et al. (2008). – The
ability of infants to perform a hierarchically organized
action was not predictive of their understanding of someone
else performing the same action. These inconsistencies
between studies are quite likely attributable to differences in
the cognitive demands of the task (cf. Daum et al., 2009).
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Based on all of the relevant evidence, the most
parsimonious conclusion is that there is a bidirectional
relation between the perception and production of actions
(e.g., Hauf, 2008).
This proposal emerged originally with James’s (1890)
ideomotor theory and was elaborated more recently in
Prinz’s (1997) common coding theory. According to this
theory, the perception and production of actions share
common representational resources, and thus one process
facilitates or interferes with the other when they occur close
together in time (Hommel, Mussler, Aschersleben, & Prinz,
2001). The discovery of mirror neurons in nonhuman
primates and homologous findings in humans showing that
cortical areas active during action observation overlap with
those that are active during execution of the same class of
actions (see Rizzolatti & Craighero, 2004 for a review)
offers further support for this theory. Behavioral studies
reveal that action observation facilitates the execution of
similar actions as well as the prediction of the effects or
outcomes of those actions (Bertenthal & Longo, 2008). A
number of authors theorize that a major function of the
‘mirror neuron system’ is to facilitate both imitation and
action understanding (see Rizzolatti & Craighero, 2004).
This facilitation is a product of simulating or ‘covertly
imitating’ the observed actions in the motor cortex.
Although there is considerable electrophysiological,
neuroimaging, and behavioral evidence showing that action
observation activates matching motor representations in
adults (see Heyes, in press for a review), the status of an
observation-execution matching system in infants is much
less clear. Some preliminary support for a matching system
in infants is provided by evidence for mu rhythm
desynchronization of infants’ EEG responding to simple
goal-directed actions but not to other movements (e.g.,
Lepage & Theoret, 2007). This desynchronization also
occurs when subjects perform an action, which is why this
response is considered evidence for an observationexecution matching system.
In one of the few behavioral studies relevant to this
question, Longo and Bertenthal (2006) tested whether 9month-old infants would show evidence of covert imitation
following action observation. Recent accounts of the
Piagetian A-not-B error emphasize the role of repeated
reaching to the A location in causing perseverative reaching
on the B trial. If infants simulate observed actions by
activating corresponding motor representations, then they
should show the perseverative search error not only
following their active searching on the A trials, but also
following the observation of someone else searching for the
hidden toy on the A trials. In essence, we predicted that
overt searching on the A trials is not necessary as long as
the motor representation associated with this response is
stimulated sufficiently to result in covert imitation of the
observed search response.
Infants were tested in one of two conditions: (1) they
recovered a toy hidden at location A, or (2) they observed
an experimenter recover the toy. After three or six trials, the

toy was hidden at location B, and infants in both conditions
perseverated in reaching to A, demonstrating that active
search by the infant is not necessary for the A-not-B error.
Interestingly, contralateral reaching (i.e., a reach that crosses
the midline of the body) is not as common as ipsilateral
reaching (i.e., a reach on the same side of the body as the
object) in 9-month-old infants (Bruner, 1969) suggesting
that the corresponding motor representation is not as well
developed. Consistent with this hypothesis, infants showed
an ipsilateral bias when reaching, and only showed a
systematic search error after observing ipsilateral, but not
contralateral, reaching by the experimenter.
Taken together, the results from these experiments
revealed that infants demonstrated (1) covert imitation by
mapping or mirroring the representation of the perceived
action to their motor system (2) if, and only if, the perceived
action overlapped with a sufficiently developed motor
representation. This latter finding was especially significant
because it ruled out the possibility that search errors were
simply a function of passively observing infants directing
their attention primarily to the A location on the A trials,
which subsequently biased them to attend to the same
location on the B trial. Infants who observed either
ipsilateral or contralateral searches by the experimenter
would have still directed the same amount of attention to the
A location on the A trials. Nevertheless, only the infants
who observed the experimenter search with his ipsilateral
hand showed the A-not-B search error.
The current research was designed to further explore
the prerequisite conditions for stimulating covert imitation.
Actions are coded at multiple, hierarchically nested levels of
representation, ranging from activation of specific muscles
to direction of movement to goal completion (Jeannerod,
1997). Both infants and adults are able to imitate actions at
either the level of their movements or goals. Recent
research suggests that observers are more likely to represent
the goals than the movements of perceived actions, but this
bias can be shifted by directing the observer’s attention to
the movements through various priming techniques (Longo,
Kosobud, & Bertenthal, 2008). In the current research, we
conducted two new experiments in which we primed
infants’ motor representations prior to testing them in the Anot-B search paradigm. The priming consisted of isolating
the specific search action that infants would observe during
testing and repeatedly demonstrating this action during a
prior familiarization period. We hypothesized that infants
would be more likely to stimulate their own motor
representation of reaching for the hidden object if their
attention was focused on the specific movements performed
by the agent searching for the object.

Experiment 1: Testing Infants with
Mechanical Claws
The first series of three experiments was conducted
using the same procedure used by Longo and Bertenthal
(2006), except that a pair of mechanical claws hid and
retrieved the toy. The operator of the claws was completely
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hhidden behind a screen in Exp
periment 1a an
nd only his han
nds
w
were visible in
n Experiments 1b and 1c. In
n Experiments 1b
aand 1c, infants were briefly familiarized
f
with
w the claws for
f
tw
wo minutes beefore the testin
ng was conduccted (see below
w).
T
Thirty 9-month
h-old infants were
w
tested in each
e
of the thrree
eexperiments.
Although these
t
mechaniccal claws simu
ulated the actio
ons
oof the experim
menter’s hands, it was questtionable wheth
her
innfants would covertly imittate the action
ns of the claw
ws
bbecause it is sometimes claaimed that thee stimulation of
m
motor represen
ntations is limited to the observation of
bbiological motiions. In spite of this assertio
on, recent studies
testing action perception
p
with
h non-biologiccal motions oftten
rreport activatio
on of motor rep
presentations, albeit to a lessser
eextent than with
h biological mo
otions (Heyes, in press).

These oobservers alsoo coded infant’s looking to bboth the Aand B--locations throoughout the exxperiment to eensure that
search performance could not bbe explained by visual
attentioon alone. The results revealeed that visual aattention to
the A and B hidiing locations did not difffer across
experim
ments even though search performaance did.
Accorddingly, visual aattention was not sufficient to explain
the obsserved search pperformance aand will not bee discussed
further..

A
Apparatus an
nd Procedure
During thee experiment infants were seated on th
heir
ccaregiver’s lap and faced a taable supporting
g a cardboard box
b
ccontaining on
ne or two covered hiding
g wells.
The
T
eexperimenter was
w positioned on the other side of the tab
ble
bbut screened fro
om the infant. Two claws were visible belo
ow
a curtain suspeended above th
he cardboard box.
b
The claw
ws
w
were controlled
d by the experiimenter who reemained invisib
ble
thhroughout thee experiment (see
(
Figure 1)). Four trainiing
trrials with a cen
ntral hiding weell were administered followiing
thhe procedures of Longo and
d Bertenthal (2
2006) except th
hat
oonly the clawss were visible to the infantss. After trainiing
w
was completed
d, a new hidin
ng apparatus consisting of tw
wo
ccovered wells located to the left and rightt of midline was
w
pplaced on the table in fron
nt of the infan
nts. They weere
ppresented with six identical trrials in which a toy was hidd
den
inn the same location each timee.
On each triial, the experim
menter extendeed the claws fro
om
bbehind the currtain, grasped the toy locatted between the
t
w
wells, rattled itt, placed it in the
t A well and
d covered it with
w
thhe lid, retracted the clawss, waited threee-seconds, th
hen
rretrieved the to
oy and placed it between thee wells. After the
t
ssix A-trials werre completed, the experimen
nter hid the toy
y in
thhe B location, retracted the claws
c
and waiteed three-second
ds,
thhen slid the ap
pparatus forwarrd using the cllaws and allow
wed
thhe infant to seearch. The exp
perimenter con
nsistently grasp
ped
thhe toy with thee claw operated
d by his right hand
h
and grasp
ped
thhe lid with thee claw operated
d by his left hand; the positiion
oof the A hiding
g location was counterbalanceed across infan
nts.
T
The sessions were
w videotaped
d and coded offfline.

D
Dependent Measures
M
The primaary measure of interest was whether infan
nts
ssearched incorrrectly in the A location or correctly in thee B
loocation on thee final trial wheen the toy wass hidden in thee B
loocation. In orrder to ensure that infants were not biased to
ssearch in the A or B locatio
on because off any attempts to
rreach for the toy on A-triaals, two obseervers coded the
t
nnumber of reacches executed by
b infants on the
t A trials fro
om
thhe videotapess of the sessiions (the averrage number of
rreaches per inffant was well below
b
one acro
oss experimentts).

Figure 1: Photo of an infant obsserving the claaws during
B search error.
testing of the A-not-B

Resultts and Discusssion
In Experiment 11a, only 12 oof the 30 infaants (40%)
searcheed incorrectly on the B triial (see Figurre 2). By
contrasst, Longo andd Bertenthal (2006) reportted that a
significcant majority of infants (70%) comm
mitted the
perseveerative search error after obbserving an exxperimenter
manuallly hide and rettrieve an objecct. Although thhis result is
consisteent with an oobservation-exeecution matchiing system
being llimited to biollogical motions, it is also poossible that
infants did not sufficciently encode the actions off the claws
becausee they were unnfamiliar. As a consequence,, the claws,
themseelves, attractedd either greater attention because they
were noovel or less atttention becausse they createdd anxiety in
some in
infants (Hofer et al., 2005). In order to check this
possibiility, Experimeent 1b began w
with a brief fam
miliarization
phase iin which the eexperimenter pplayed on the floor with
the claaws and other toys for two minutes in frront of the
infants.. This familiaarization period ensured thatt the claws
would be somewhatt more familiiar by the tim
me of the
ment, but the rresults were still no differennt than the
experim
The numberr of infants searching
first eexperiment.
incorreectly on the B trial was onlly 14 of 30 (446.7%; see
Figure 2).
In Experiment 11c, infants weere familiarizedd with the
operatioon of the m
mechanical claw
ws to ensure that they
perceivved them as a m
means to an ennd (i.e., an insstrument or
device to retrieve oother objects) rather than merely as
anotherr object. Durinng a two minuute familiarizatiion period,
the expperimenter dem
monstrated how
w the claws ooperated by
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rrolling toys aw
way and then retrieving
r
them
m with the claw
ws.
U
Unlike the resu
ults from the first
fi two experiiments, 20 of the
t
330 infants (66.7
7%) searched incorrectly
i
in the
t A-location on
thhe B trial (see Figure 2). Th
his result is sign
nificantly greaater
thhan chance (p = .05), and thu
us suggests thaat infants coverrtly
im
mitated the acctions of the claws
c
on the A trials. If the
t
rresults of this experiment
e
aree compared to the results fro
om
E
Experiment 1a, the differencce is statistically significant, χ2
((1, 60) = 4.29, p = .04; a com
mparison betw
ween these resu
ults
aand those of Ex
xperiment 1b were
w not signifficant but show
wed
a trend in the saame direction, χ2 (1, 60) = 2.4
44, p = .11.

F
Figure 2. Number
N
of inffants searching correctly and
a
inncorrectly in each of the threee experiments..
Taken togeether, the results from these th
hree experimen
nts
rreveal that in
nfants’ motor representation
ns of anotheer’s
aactions can be primed by ob
bservational leearning. Afterr a
bbrief familiarizzation with the function of th
he claws, infan
nts’
w
were more likeely to activate a motor repreesentation of the
t
cclaws’ actions. If infants on
nly visually enccoded the searrch
bbehaviors of th
he claws during
g the A trials, then
t
there wou
uld
bbe no reason for
f them to commit the errror, because th
his
rresponse is sp
pecifically attrributable to reepeated overt or
ccovert reachin
ng to the sam
me location. Although oth
her
innterpretations for incorrect search
s
behavio
or emphasize the
t
hhistory of the infant’s atten
ntion to the A location or the
t
ppedagogical staance introduceed during the testing
t
(Csibra &
G
Gergely, 2009)), these theoriies cannot adequately explaain
w
why there is a search error following passsive observatio
on.
T
Thus, the mosst likely explaanation for this error is thatt a
m
motor representation is stiimulated duriing the passiive
oobservation of the
t claws searcching for the to
oy.
Interesting
gly, infants’ mapping
m
the observed searrch
is
bbehavior by the claws to their motor representation
r
ssomewhat at odds with previous neu
uroimaging and
a
bbehavioral stu
udies showing
g greater ressponsiveness to
bbiological than
n non-biologiccal movements (Bertenthal &
L
Longo, 2008). It is importan
nt to note, how
wever, that theese
ffindings repressent relative and not absolute differences.
M
Most of the prrevious studiess report that th
he observation of
nnon-biological movements do
oes activate th
he motor systeem,
bbut just not as
a much as the
t
observatio
on of biologiccal
m
movements. In
n other words, the differencee in activation of
thhe motor sysstem as a fun
nction of biollogical vs. no
on-

biologiical movementts is not all-or--none. Moreovver, Ferrari,
Rozzi, and Fogassi (2005) reportt the emergennce of tool
respondding mirror neeurons in nonhhuman primates after two
monthss of observatioonal experiencee with tools (ee.g., a stick
or plieers). These findings sugggest that the matching
mechannism can reachh a considerabble degree of abstraction
with ssufficient expperience.
Itt is hypothesized that
contexttual and kineematic similariities between the goaldirectedd actions of thhe hand and thhe tool contribbute to the
developpment of thesse neurons thhrough the processes of
associaative learning aand generalizattion.
Al so, as discusssed previouslly, Hofer et al. (2005)
reporteed that 12-monnth-old infants interpreted thhe behavior
of mecchanical claw
ws as goal dirrected and 9--month-old
infants interpreted these claws similarly foollowing a
demonsstration of thheir operationn. This latter finding
suggestts that 9-monnth-old infantss may have been in a
transitioonal state withh regard to thee mapping of tthe actions
of the cclaws to their oown motor reprresentations. IIt also begs
the quuestion as to whether the main reasonn that the
familiaarization phasee primed infannts’ responsess to the A
locationn was because the claws werre initially unfaamiliar and
perceivved as mere objjects rather thaan as effectorss that could
serve aas means to an end. Once inffants perceivedd the claws
as effecctors and focussed on their speecific movemeents as well
as goalls, they were m
more likely too map these acctions to a
(meanss-ends) motorr representatioon consistingg of both
movem
ments and goalss that increasedd in strength oover the six
A trialss.

Experimen
nt 2: Testin
ng infants wiith
Conttralateral R
Reaching
In order to asssess whether priming infannts’ motor
represeentations was specific to leaarning the funnction (i.e.,
the meeans-ends relaations) of thee claws durinng a brief
familiaarization, we conducted a second series of
ments
to
infantss’ motor
experim
assess
wheether
represeentations of coontralateral reaaches could bee strengthened w
with a familiarrization period.. Recall that Longo and
Bertentthal (2006) repported that thhe search errorr on the B
trial waas observed onnly after the expperimenter seaarched with
an ipsiilateral reach on the A trrials because the motor
represeentation for a ccontralateral reeach was not ssufficiently
developped by 9 monnths of age. Inn Experiment 2a, infants
observeed the experrimenter reachh exclusively with his
contralaateral hand dduring a twoo minute fam
miliarization
period. In Experimeent 2b, infants observed onlyy ipsilateral
reachinng during the fa
familiarization period. If onee or both of
these ffamiliarization experiences iincreased the ssalience of
the conntralateral hannd reaching, w
we hypothesizeed that the
repeateed observation of the experim
menter searchinng on the A
trials w
would result inn a stronger m
motor represenntation and
bias inffants to search incorrectly onn the B trial.

Proced
dure
Exxperiments 2a and 2b each iincluded 30 9--month-old
infants.. The testing of the A-not--B search erroor followed
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thhe same proceedure used in Experiment 1, except that the
t
eexperimenter was
w visible an
nd always hid
d the object and
a
ssearched for it with his contrralateral hand. The two minu
ute
ffamiliarization period in Ex
xperiment 2a was
w designed to
inncrease the salience
s
of contralateral
c
reaching
r
by the
t
eexperimenter. Infants were seated
s
on the floor
f
opposite the
t
eexperimenter who repeated
dly reached only with his
h
ccontralateral haand for toys located in one of two piles to his
h
left or right. In
I Experimentt 2b, infants were
w
familiarizzed
w
with the experrimenter reach
hing repeatedly with only his
h
ippsilateral hand
d. This maniipulation was designed to test
w
whether primin
ng the motor reepresentation of
o a contralateeral
rreach was speecific to infantts observing the
t experimen
nter
rreach consisten
ntly with his contralateral
c
haand or was mo
ore
ggenerally a fun
nction of infan
nts observing the
t experimen
nter
rreach repeatedlly in a goal-directed fashion.

R
Results and Discussion
D
Longo and
d Bertenthal (2
2006) reported
d previously th
hat
aapproximately 50% of 9-month-old infants searrch
inncorrectly afteer observing an
n experimenterr search with his
h
ccontralateral haand on the A trrials. By contrrast, 20 of the 30
innfants (66.7%)) searched inco
orrectly in the A-location
A
on the
t
B trial in Exp
periment 2a (ssee Figure 3).. This result is
ssignificantly grreater than chance (p < .05, Binomial tesst),
aand suggests th
hat infants not only visually encoded that the
t
eexperimenter reached with his
h contralateraal hand, but th
hey
aalso covertly imitated this behavior
b
by acctivating a mottor
rrepresentation.
In Experim
ment 2b, the results revealled that infan
nts’
ssearch perform
mance was no different
d
than chance
c
(16 of 30
innfants searcheed incorrectly; see Figure 3)). Thus, there is
ccurrently no ev
vidence to sugg
gest that simply
y priming infan
nts
w
with repeated reaching
r
is suffficient to specifically stimulaate
a motor represeentation of a co
ontralateral reaach.

F
Figure 3. Number
N
of inffants searching correctly and
a
inncorrectly in each of the two experiments.

Generall Discussion
n
The resultss from these ex
xperiments con
nverge to suggest
thhat infants’ brief
b
experiencces observing actions will be
rrepresented no
ot only by their visual systeem, but by th
heir

motor ssystem as welll. These repreesentations beccome more
accessib
ible when preeceded by thee observation of a very
salient demonstrationn of the action,, which appearrs to prime
the mootor representaation. Little iss currently knnown about
the tim
me course of thiis priming or how it contributtes to more
permannent learning, bbut it is a subjject of ongoingg research.
Likewiise, the necesssary similarityy between thee observed
action and its mootor representtation remains unclear,
althouggh the currentt research sugggests that thee matching
processs is modulated by the task.
Thhe results from Experiment 1 suggest that thhe mapping
processs between ann action perception and its motor
represeentation is more abstrract than sometimes
acknow
wledged by theeorists advocaating for a mirrror neuron
system. We conjectuure that infantss learned very quickly to
generallize goal-direccted reaching aactions to the claws, and
thus maapped the observed actions of the claws too the same
correspponding motoor representaations associaated with
reachinng. As previoously mentioneed, this generaalization is
also hyypothesized too occur in thhe development of tool
respondding mirror neeurons in maccaques. One significant
differennce between thhe two species is that this genneralization
requirees two monthss of experiencce in macaquees while it
occurs after only tw
wo minutes oof experience in human
infants.. This differrence suggestss that human infants are
much bbetter preparedd for this experrience either bbecause the
mappinng mechanism
m between thee visual descrription and
motor rrepresentation of the action is already moore abstract
or a diffferent mechannism is availablle in humans.
Unnlike the resullts from Experriment 1 sugggesting that
the m
matching mechhanism generralized acrosss different
movem
ments, Experim
ment 2 suggestts a mapping m
mechanism
that is less abstract aand tuned to sppecific movem
ments. One
hypotheesis for this ddifference is tthat infants m
mapped the
observeed reaching byy the experimeenter to a speccific motor
represeentation describbing either a ccontralateral orr ipsilateral
reach. The representtation for the ccontralateral reeach is less
developped and thus ddoes not elicit ssufficient coverrt imitation
unless it is primed during the ppreceding fam
miliarization
period.
Onne caveat conccerning the prreceding interppretation is
that peerseverative reaaching on the B trial is only a proxy for
covert imitation, butt this measuree is at best aan indirect
assessm
ment of the m
motor representtation. More cconvincing
evidencce for this hhypothesis must await a m
more direct
assessm
ment of the chaange in the mootor representaation. One
possibiility would bee to measure m
mu desynchronnization in
the EEG
G response of infants during the administraation of the
A-not-B
B error task.
Altthough it is prremature to reaach any firm cconclusions
regardiing the meechanisms reesponsible foor greater
perseveeration follow
wing the fam
miliarization pperiod, the
evidencce from the tw
wo experiments is consistennt with the
hypotheesis that the brief demonstrations prior to testing
focusedd infants’ attenntion on the speecific movemeents as well
as goalls of the agentts in these expperiments. Thiis focus on
the meeans-ends rellations no dooubt benefits from the
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experimenter’s repertoire of social cues directing the infant
to attend to the relevant goal-directed action (Corkum &
Moore, 1995). We conjecture that the demonstrations were
effective specifically because the experimenter assumed a
pedagogical stance that exploited ostensive communicative
cues, such as direct eye contact, infant-directed speech, and
contingent reactivity to the infant. According to Csibra &
Gergely (2009), natural pedagogy represents a special type
of social learning that facilitates learning by directing the
observer’s attention to the important action elements. In the
current experiments, the demonstrations during the
familiarization phase were designed to specifically focus
attention on the repeatable goal-directed actions, and were
apparently successful in that infants were more likely to
search incorrectly on the B trial following the demonstration
of the relevant action.
Although we hypothesize that these demonstrations
were successful because they embodied the key features of
natural pedagogy, the relevance of this form of learning
remains an empirical question that must also await further
testing. Conceivably, a demonstration without the ostensive
communicative cues or perhaps even without a social agent
would suffice for priming infants to activate their motor
representations for reaching. Regardless of the specific
process responsible for priming infants’ motor representations, it is important to consider that the focusing of infants’
attention on the specific movements of an action modulates
how the action is represented by the motor system.
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Abstract
Holistic processing has been shown to be a behavioral marker
of face recognition and object recognition in experts. We
tested Chinese literates who can read and write Chinese
characters (Writers) and Chinese literates whose reading
performance
far
exceeded
their
writing
ability
(Limited-writers). We found that Writers perceived Chinese
characters less holistically than Limited-writers. In addition,
the holistic processing effect was found to be dependent of
writing experiences rather than reading and copying
performances. This effect may be due to Chinese Writers
exhibiting a better awareness of the orthographic components
of Chinese characters than Limited-writers. While Hsiao and
Cottrell (2009) showed that reduced holistic processing is a
marker of visual expertise in Chinese character recognition,
our findings further suggest that such reduction is related to
writing experiences in Chinese. This study is also the first to
report on the Chinese reading population that has far poorer
writing performance than reading performance.
Keywords: Chinese character recognition, holistic processing,
reading, writing, copying

Introduction
Holistic processing has been found to be a marker of
expertise in face recognition as well as for object recognition
(e.g. Bukach, Gauthier, & Tarr, 2006; Gauthier & Buhach,
2007; Wong, Palmeri, & Gauthier, 2009; although some
argued that it is specific to face recognition; see e.g., McKone,
Kanwisher, & Duchaine, 2007). Chinese characters, with
their many shared visual properties with faces (McCleery et.
al., 2008), had been hypothesized to induce a similar holistic
processing effect in expert readers. Yet the expertise marker
for Chinese character recognition is reduced holistic
processing (Hsiao & Cottrell, 2009).
It is understandable why Chinese characters were thought
to induce holistic processing in Chinese readers. The Chinese
reading system is logographic. While words in alphabetic
languages such as English are linear in structure, consisting
of series of letters in varying lengths, Chinese characters
have a more homogenous configuration and each character is
considered as a grapheme that maps onto a morpheme (Shu,
2003; Wong & Gauthier, 2006). The basic units of a Chinese
character are strokes, which combine to form more than a
thousand different stroke patterns in the Chinese writing
system (Hsiao & Shillcock, 2006). Recognizing Chinese
character means recognizing different constituent units
formed by different combinations of stroke patterns and a
typical literate recognize 3,000 to 4,000 Chinese characters

(Hsiao & Cottrell, 2009). Chinese characters are recognized
regardless of variation in font, similar to face recognition
regardless of difference facial expressions (Hsiao & Cottrell,
2009), and experts recognize Chinese characters individually
like faces (Wong & Gauthier, 2006).
However, the reason why experienced Chinese readers
have a reduced holistic processing effect compared with
novices in perceiving Chinese characters (Hsiao & Cottrell,
2009) may be because Chinese readers are sensitive to the
internal constituent components of Chinese characters and
have the ability to ignore the overall configural information
(Ge, Wang, McCleery, & Lee, 2006). In contrast, these
internal constituent components of Chinese characters do not
look easily separable to novices who lack the orthographic
sensitivity that expert readers possess to distinguish
individual features and components in Chinese characters
(Chen, Allport, & Marshall, 1996; Ho, Ng, & Ng, 2003;
Hsiao & Cottrell, 2009).
Chinese children have better orthographic awareness as
they progress to higher grades (Ho, Ng, & Ng, 2003). One
explanation has to do with motor programming through
extensive copying and reading at school (Tan, Spinks, Eden,
Perfetti, & Siok, 2005). Tan et al. (2005) identified that
copying performance significantly predicts reading ability,
while a more recent study further demonstrated a significant
correlation between dictation and reading performance (Ho
et al., 2006). Both copying and dictation were shown to
predict reading performance because children may
consolidate orthographic structures of Chinese characters
with graphomotor memory of strokes as they copy the stroke
sequence (Tan et al., 2005; Tse, Kwan, & Ho, 2010). Other
research also suggested that our writing experience plays an
important role in shaping the neural representation
specialized for reading (e.g., James & Atwood, 2008;
Longcamp Anton, Roth, & Velay, 2003). He et al. (2003)
showed that a neural pathway linking the Broca’s area and
the supplemental motor area was activated during silent
reading of Chinese pinyins (Romanized transcriptions of
Mandarin pronunciation) in an fMRI study. Siok, Perfetti, Jin
and Tan (2004) identified the left middle frontal gyrus, an
area just anterior to the premotor area, was activated in
normal but not dyslexic Chinese readers when reading. These
results consistently suggest a close relationship between the
development of sensory-motor integration through writing
practice and the development of reading skills.
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However, there exist some Chinese readers who have high
reading proficiency with writing ability far poorer than their
reading performance. These readers are usually from
international schools or foreigners living in Chinese speaking
countries who learned to read Chinese from the environment,
or overseas Chinese immigrants who acquired reading
Chinese from the mass media. These readers thus are a
counter-example of the claim that writing skills are required
in learning to read Chinese. Yet, there is virtually no existing
literature that investigated such a Chinese community on
their reading abilities and behavior. This discrepancy
between reading performance and writing performance in
Chinese is possible because writing in Chinese is more
complex and resource-demanding than writing in alphabetic
languages (Tse, Kwan, & Ho, 2010). When recalling an
English word to write, remembering the 26 letters in the
alphabet together with the combination corresponding to its
sounds is much simpler than writing Chinese characters, in
which one has to retrieve more than a thousand pieces of
script information from long term memory. Given the higher
cognitive load when producing a Chinese character, it is
possible that the above-mentioned limited-writing Chinese
community use a more efficient strategy, recognizing the
holistic structure similarly to face recognition, as they do not
need to analyze the constituent structures of Chinese
characters for writing. Nevertheless, it remains unclear
whether their Chinese reading performance is comparable to
native readers who received intensive character writing
training, and whether different cognitive processes are
involved in Chinese reading between these two groups of
readers.
Here we aim to investigate the reading and writing
performance differences between proficient Chinese readers
who know how to write (i.e. Writers) and those with
substantially
poorer
writing
performance
(i.e.
limited-writers). In addition, we examine whether writers
perceive characters less holistically than limited-writers, and
whether the reduced holistic processing effect is related to
their reading and writing performance. Since writing practice
may enhance orthographic awareness of characters and
de-emphasize configural information in character
recognition, we predict that writers may be more sensitive to
components and less sensitive to configural information than
limited-writers, and consequently recognize characters with
reduced holistic processing.

reported being capable of reading Chinese characters but
with far poorer writing ability. Their average age was 21.06
(S.E. = .39) and all of them had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision.

Procedures
Test for holistic processing
To test for holistic processing effects, procedures were
adopted from Hsiao and Cottrell (2009). 80 pairs of medium
to high frequency Chinese characters in Ming font having a
top-bottom configuration as adopted by Hsiao and Cottrell
(2009) were chosen. Participants were asked to attend to only
half (either top or bottom) of each character on any given trial.
Twenty pairs were presented in each of the four conditions
(Fig. 1): same in congruent trials, different in congruent
trials, same in incongruent trials and different in congruent
trials. A complete composite paradigm (Gauthier & Bukach,
2007) was adopted so that in congruent trials, the attended
and irrelevant halves of the Chinese characters corresponded
to the same response (i.e. both were the same or different)
while in incongruent trials, the attended and irrelevant halves
corresponded to different responses (i.e. one halves were the
same while the others were different). We adopted this
experimental design to avoid response biases that may occur
in the partial composite design in which the irrelevant halves
of the Chinese characters would always be different (Robbins
& McKone, 2007; see Gauthier & Bukach, 2007). The
stimuli were of relatively low contrasts to enhance the
difficulty of this task to avoid ceiling effects.
In each experimental trial, participants were cued with a

500 ms

Methods
Participants
34 Cantonese native-speaking Chinese readers (14 males and
20 females) from Hong Kong participated in our study. They
had similar (college) education background. Half of them had
always attended conventional local schools and reported to
have fluent reading and writing proficiency (i.e. Writers),
while the other half had either studied overseas or in an
international school and had not received formal Chinese
lessons that prepared them for the local public Chinese
examinations (i.e. Limited-writers). All Limited-writers
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Fig. 1. Illustration of stimulus pairs in the complete
composite paradigm and trial sequences (Hsiao &
Cottrell, 2009, p. 456). In (a), the attended
components are shaded in grey in this example for
trials when attended halves are the bottom halves.
In (b), a 1,000 ms central fixation cross precedes
each trial followed by a cue either below or above
the cross to indication which half (top or bottom)
of the characters participants should attend to in
the following display.

symbol that indicated which half (top or bottom) of each
character they should attend to, after 1,000 ms of central
fixation, in judging whether the pair of word part was the
same. The pair of characters was then presented, with one
above and one below the initial fixation point. During the 500
ms presentation time, participants looked at each character
once and responded as quickly and accurately as possible,
pressing a button to judge if the character parts were the same
or different. Accuracy and reaction time were collected. If the
participants judged characters holistically, they should make
more error and respond more slowly in the incongruent trials
compared with the congruent trials. We measure
participants’ holistic processing effect D' as:
D' = d’congruent – d’incongruent
Where d’ is the discrimination sensitivity measure of the
congruent and incongruent trials. We also measure the
response time difference between incongruent trials and
congruent trials (i.e. holistic Response Time).
Fig. 1 illustrates how the stimuli appeared in each condition
and summarizes the events that occurred in each trial.
Tests for reading and writing performance:
Four tests were employed to obtain data on participants’
reading and writing ability:
1. Character naming task
2. Word naming task
3. Character copying task
4. Word dictation task.
Task 1 and 2 tested participant’s reading ability while task
3 and 4 tested their Character copying and word recalling
ability respectively. Two-character words were presented in
Task 2 and the same words were given in task 4 instead of
characters to reduce ambiguity due to homophonic characters
in the Chinese lexicon. Task 4 was compared with Task 2 to
examine the discrepancy between word naming and word
recalling as both tasks used the same words.
Reading tests:
1. Character naming task:
Participants were presented with 84 high frequency
Chinese characters of similar visual complexity one at a time
and asked to read aloud as quickly and as accurately as
possible (the characters had an average frequency of 443.3
(S.E. = 45.4) and stroke number of 10.9 (S.E. = .16)). The
information of the stimuli’s frequencies and stroke numbers
was obtained from the database from Humanities Computing
and Methodology Programme at the Chinese University of
Hong Kong (Kwan, 2001). In each trial, participants first
fixated on a screen with a fixation cross at the center for 500
ms, followed by the presentation of the character. After they
had responded, the screen turned blank and the experimenter
pressed a button to record the accuracy and to start the next
trial. Their response time and accuracy rate were recorded.
2. Word naming task:
Participants read aloud 40 high frequency two-character
words (average frequency = 194.7, S.E. = 19.6) as quickly
and accurately as possible. The information of the stimuli’s
frequency and stroke number was obtained from the database

of Taiwan Ministry of Education (1997). In each trial,
participants first fixated on a screen with a fixation cross at
the center for 500 ms, followed by the presentation of the
character. After they had responded, the screen turned blank,
and the experimenter pressed a button to record the accuracy
and to start the next trial. Their response time and accuracy
rate were recorded.
Writing tests:
3. Character copying task:
Participants copied 60 characters (20 real characters, 20
pseudo-characters, and 20 Korean characters) as quickly and
as accurately as possible. The Chinese characters were high
frequency characters that were randomly selected from the
characters used in task 1 with an average frequency of 348
(S.E. = 65.9) and average stroke number of 10.7 (S.E. = .48).
The pseudo-characters were orthographically legal but
non-sense characters. In each trial, participants first fixated
on a screen with a fixation cross at the center for 500 ms,
followed by the presentation of the character. After they had
copied each character, they pressed a button on the response
box immediately and the screen turned blank. Then the
experimenter pressed a button to record the accuracy and to
start the next trial. Their response time was recorded.
4. Word dictation task:
Participants wrote down 40 two-character words as
quickly and as accurately as possible when they heard each
word said in a female voice presented by a computer. In each
trial, participants first fixated on a screen with the words “Get
ready” for 500 ms. After hearing the word, participants
immediately pressed a button to indicate whether they could
recall the word, or another button if they could not, before
they started writing. The experimenter then pressed a button
to indicate accuracy and to reveal the next word. Accuracy
rate was recorded.
These experiments were all conducted using E-prime v2.0
(Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA).

Results
One-way ANOVAs were used for the analysis. The results
showed that Writers and Limited-writers did not differ in
their word naming accuracy [F(1, 32) = 0.995, n.s.; Fig. 2(a)],
suggesting that both groups had high Chinese reading
proficiency. Nevertheless, Writers had significantly shorter
response times in word naming than Limited-writers [F(1, 32)
= 12.365, p < 0.01; Fig. 2(b)]. In character naming, Writers
outperformed Limited-writers in both accuracy [F(1, 32) =
5.23, p < 0.05; Fig. 2(c)] and response time [F(1, 32) = 14.45,
p < 0.01; Fig. 2(d)]. Writers also had shorter response times
in the character copying task than Limited-writers [F(1, 32) =
15.39, p < 0.01; Fig. 2(e)]. In the dictation task, Writers were
significantly more accurate than the Limited-writers [F(1, 32)
= 140.15, p < 0.01; Fig. 2(f)]. As for holistic processing
effects, a significant difference was found in the response
time difference between the incongruent and congruent trials
(i.e. holistic Response Time) between the two groups [F(1,
32) = 13.61, p < 0.01; Fig. 2(g)]. Writers perceived Chinese
characters less holistically than Limited-writers. A marginal
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a)

c)

e)

g)

effect in holistic D’ was also observed [F(1, 32) = 3.044, p <
0.1; Fig. 2(h)].

b)

d)

f)

h)

Analysis of Covariates
To examine whether the difference in holistic processing
between Writers and Limited-writers was due to their
difference in reading or copying performance rather than
writing experience, we analyzed the holistic response time
difference between Writers and Limited-writers by putting
the variables of reading and writing performances as
covariates (ANCOVA). We found that the effect of writing
experiences on holistic processing was still significant when
either character naming response time [F(1, 32) = 4.759, p <
0.05], character naming accuracy [F(1, 32) = 7.637, p < 0.05],
word naming accuracy [F(1, 32) = 12.17, p < 0.01], or
character copying response time [F(1, 32) = 5.201, p < 0.05]
was put as a covariate, and a marginal effect was found when
word-reading response time was put as a covariate [F(1, 32)
= 2.953, p < 0.1]. However, when dictation accuracy was
used as a covariate, the effect became insignificant [F(1, 32)
= .059, n.s.]. These effects suggest that the difference in
holistic Response Time between Writers and Limited-writers
was due to their writing experiences and performance in the
dictation task (i.e. the ability to recall and write down
characters), instead of their reading or copying performances.
Copying Task:
To further understand the performance of Writers and
Limited-writers in the copying task, we investigated their
copying performance for real Chinese characters,
pseudo-characters and Korean characters separately. The
results showed that Writers copied significantly faster for
real characters [F(1,32) = 15.39, p =.003], Korean characters
[F(1,32) = 10.257, p = .003] and pseudo-characters [F(1,32)
= 14.706, p =.001] than Limited-writers, as summarized in
Fig. 3. These results suggest that writers are able to
generalize their Chinese character copying ability to copying
novel characters that have similar structures (i.e. Korean
characters in this case).

Discussion

Fig.2. Bar charts showing the word naming
accuracy (a) and response time (b); character naming
accuracy (c) and response time (d); character copying
response time (e); dictation accuracy (f); holistic
Response Time (g); and holistic D' (h) in
Limited-writers and Writers

In the current study, we tested the reading and writing
performance of Writers and Limited-writers and examined
which variables uniquely predict holistic processing. We
found that Limited-writers processed Chinese characters
more holistically than Writers. Further analyses showed that
this effect could be accounted for by their performance
difference in the dictation task, but could not be accounted
for by their differences in any of the reading performance
measures, including character and word naming accuracy
and response times. This result suggests that the holistic
processing effect in Chinese character recognition is
dependent on writing experience, or more specifically, the
ability to recall and write down Chinese characters rather
than reading performance.
Analyzing the constituents and stroke information
probably facilitates recalling and writing down Chinese

.
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Limited-writers had slower naming time for Chinese words
compared to Writers.
Complementing Hsiao and Cottrell (2009)’s study, we
found that holistic processing uniquely depended on writing
experiences, or more specifically, the ability to recall and
write Chinese characters, by focusing on a little noticed
population of Chinese readers with limited writing ability.
Since orthographic sensitivity and writing/copying
performance had been shown to strongly predict reading
ability (Tan et al., 2005; Tse, Kwan, & Ho, 2010), our study
may implicate a different Chinese character recognizing
strategy employed by Chinese readers who have limited
writing experience. Further investigation can examine a
possible causal relationship between Chinese writing
performance and holistic processing preferably with
age-matched and reading-level matched participants.
In conclusion, our study is the first to report on the
community of Chinese readers with limited writing ability
and to suggest a close relationship between writing
performance and holistic processing in Chinese character
recognition.

Real Characters
Korean Characters
Pseudo-characters

Fig.3. Bar chart showing the copying response
time for real characters, Korean characters and
pseudo-characters in Limited-writers and Writers
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Abstract
Speakers gesture at high rates when explaining their solutions
to spatial problems. The present work investigates one
possible explanation for why speakers gesture so frequently
during spatial problem solving, namely, that when speakers
imagine the problem components in motion, they are
particularly likely to gesture. We compared speakers’ gesture
rates as they actively solved a mental rotation problem and as
they described the end state of the problem. Speakers gestured
at a higher rate in the rotation condition. Thus, it appears that
thoughts about the problem pieces in motion in the rotation
condition do lead to increased gesture rates.

Keywords: gesture; spatial problem solving; mental
imagery; simulation

Introduction
Speakers often gesture when they describe their solutions to
spatial problems (e.g., Chu & Kita, 2008, 2011; GoldinMeadow & Beilock, 2010). As one example, Hegarty,
Mayer, Kriz, and Keehner (2005) found that approximately
90% of participants spontaneously gestured when asked to
describe their solutions to mental animation problems. What
is it about describing problem solutions that elicits gesture
so reliably? The present work addresses this question.
One possible explanation is that gestures are simply a
natural and effective way of expressing spatial information
(e.g., Alibali, 2005; Emmorey & Casey, 2001; Kendon,
2004). The “expressive possibilities” of gesture (Kendon,
2004) are well suited for expressing information about
actions and spatial relationships, so such information is very
likely to be expressed in gestures.
Another possible explanation is that participants
reactivate the actions involved in solving the problems
during description, and that some aspects of these
reactivations are expressed as gestures. Indeed, there is
some evidence that the particular form of gestures that occur
during problem descriptions appears to be related to the
form of the action involved in solving the problem. For
instance, Cook and Tanenhaus (2009) found that the specific
form of the gestures produced by speakers as they described

their solutions to the Tower of Hanoi problem was related to
whether they had solved the problem on a computer or by
physically manipulating discs. When speakers had solved
the problem with physical discs, they were much more
likely to produce gestures that arced up and over (as though
lifting the pieces) than when they had solved the problem on
the computer.
The co-occurrence between the form of an action used in
a particular problem and the form of the gesture used in
descriptions of the problem is predicted by a recent account
of gesture called the Gesture as Simulated Action (GSA)
framework (Hostetter & Alibali, 2008). According to this
view, gestures arise as outward manifestations of the
simulations that occur during language production.
Simulations are neural reenactments of perceptual and
motor states that occur during interaction and experience
with the world (see Barsalou, 2008; 2009). When speakers
think about and describe experiences they have had,
simulations of the experience cause cortical activation in the
same motor and perceptual areas of the brain that were
involved during the initial experience. The GSA framework
claims that this cortical activation supports the production of
gestures that partially or fully reenact the actions produced
in the initial experience.
One implication of the GSA framework is that
simulations that involve motor activation should be
especially likely to result in gestures. The GSA framework
distinguishes between simulations of motor imagery, which
involve imagination of the body or percepts in motion, and
simulations of visual imagery, which involve imagination of
static percepts. Because motor imagery is particularly likely
to rely on activation in motor areas of the brain (Richter et
al., 2000), motor imagery should be more likely to result in
gesture than visual imagery, other things being equal.
Indeed, in the first experimental test of the GSA framework,
Hostetter and Alibali (2010) demonstrated that speakers
gesture at a higher rate when they have specific, relevant
motor experience with the information they are describing
than when they do not.
From the perspective of the GSA framework, then, the
prevalence of gestures with descriptions of spatial problems,
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such as mental animation problems (e.g., Hegarty et al.,
2005) or gear problems (Schwartz & Black, 1999) may be
because speakers are particularly likely to imagine the
actions of the problem elements as they are describing them.
Consistent with this view, past research has shown that
speakers produce gestures more often with speech about
“spatial transformations” (such as actions) which involve
change over time, than with speech about static spatial
relationships (Trafton, Trickett, Stitzlein, Saner, Schunn, &
Kirschenbaum, 2005).
This view contrasts with the alternative view that speakers
may gesture with descriptions of spatial problems because
gestures are a natural way of expressing the spatial elements
of the problem, regardless of whether those elements are
imagined in motion (e.g., Kendon, 2004).
The present study will test these possibilities by
comparing the gestures speakers produced as they solve
mental rotation problems to the gestures they produce when
they describe the end states of the rotations. If gestures
occur during problem solving primarily because gestures are
adept at expressing spatial information, then speakers
should gesture at similar, high rates, whether they are
describing the end state of a problem or actually solving the
problem. On the other hand, if gestures occur during
problem solving as the result of simulations of action, such
as imagining the problem elements in motion, then gestures
should occur more frequently when speakers are actively
solving the problems than when they are describing the end
states of the rotations.

Method
Participants
Thirty-eight undergraduates (13 male) at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison volunteered to participate in exchange
for extra credit in their Psychology course. All participants
were native English speakers, and 85% claimed Caucasian
descent. The remaining participants were African American
(5%), Hispanic (5%), or mixed ethnicity (5%). The average
age of the participants was 18.9 years.

Stimuli
Ten patterns, each containing two arrows, were constructed
for the experiment. Each pattern depicted a blue arrow and a
purple arrow positioned in two of the four quadrants of the
screen. Each arrow pointed either straight up, down, left,
right, or diagonally toward one of the four corners of the
screen. Each pattern was paired with a rotation direction
(clockwise or counterclockwise) and rotation angle (45, 90,
or 135 degrees). These patterns and the accompanying
rotation angles were shown to participants in the Rotation
condition. A second version of each pattern was designed
that showed each arrow correctly rotated to its end position.
See Figure 1. These versions of the patterns were shown to
participants in the Non-Rotation condition. Four similar
patterns were created and used as examples and practice
patterns. The patterns were presented using Psyscope

software (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, & Provost, 1993) on a
Macintosh notebook computer.

Procedure
Participants were told that the experiment was about their
ability to transform and describe mental images. Participants
described 5 patterns from each of two conditions: Rotation
and Non-Rotation. In the Rotation condition, participants
were instructed to imagine the arrows in the pattern as they
would appear rotated either an eighth of a turn, a quarter
turn, or three eighths of a turn clockwise or
counterclockwise. During the instructions, the experimenter
explained that these increments correspond to 45 degrees,
90 degrees, and 135 degrees of rotation, although
throughout the rest of the experiment, degree terminology
was avoided in order to discourage participants from
describing the orientation of the patterns in terms of
degrees. In the Non-Rotation condition, participants were
instructed to describe the pattern exactly as it was presented.
During each trial, the pattern appeared on the screen for
4 sec. The pattern then disappeared and was replaced by
instructions, which depended on the condition. In the
Rotation condition, the instructions included a fraction
indicating the degree of rotation (either 1/8, 1/4, or 3/8) and
a picture of a semi-circle (like a piece of pie) that
corresponded to the degree of rotation. Additionally, an
arrow above the piece of pie indicated direction of rotation:
right for clockwise and left for counterclockwise. In the
Non-Rotation condition, the words “Do not rotate” appeared
on the screen. In both conditions, the instructions remained
on the screen for 1 sec. As soon as the instructions
disappeared, a beep sounded and the word “Describe”
appeared on the screen. Participants were instructed to begin
describing as soon as the beep sounded. Participants were
asked to describe the location, orientation, and color of each
arrow in every pattern and to take as much time as they
needed for each description. See Figure 1.
Each participant saw and described each pattern only
once, in either the Rotation or the Non-Rotation condition.
Participants were randomly assigned to one of two
presentation orders. The 10 patterns were in identical serial
positions across the orders but varied in whether they were
the Rotation or Non-Rotation version. Each pattern in the
first order that was presented in the Rotation condition was
presented in the Non-Rotation condition in the second order
and vice versa. This resulted in similar descriptions for each
pattern across the two orders. For example, participants in
order 1 described the first pattern in its final position after it
had been rotated; participants in order 2 described this same
pattern in its final position while imagining it rotating.
Before the start of the first trial, the experimenter
described an example pattern in each condition. The
experimenter produced comparable scripted gestures during
the example in both conditions. The participant then viewed
and described two practice patterns before beginning the
first experimental trial.
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left, the description was not considered correct. Thus, only
descriptions that were both accurate and precise were
considered correct.

Results
Description Accuracy

Figure 1. A sample pattern and instructions in the Rotation
Condition and the corresponding pattern in the Nonrotation condition. The arrow on the left was blue and the
arrow on the right was purple.
All descriptions were audio taped with the participants’
knowledge. In addition, a hidden video camera recorded all
speech and gesture produced during the task. Following the
last trial, all participants were told about the hidden camera
and the interest in gesture production and were given the
opportunity to withdraw their video data from the study. All
participants consented for their video data to be included.
Coding. All speech was transcribed. Gestures were coded
by a research assistant who was unaware of the
experimental condition of each description. All
representational gestures were identified and coded.
Representational gestures were defined as hand movements
that represent semantic meaning by virtue of handshape or
motion trajectory. For example, when a speaker said “it’s
pointing straight up” while holding the index finger of her
right hand up and then moving the entire hand upwards
vertically, this was coded as one representational gesture.
Representational gestures were counted if they occurred
during the description or if they occurred before the speaker
began talking, either in the one-second time period when the
instructions were on the screen, or after the beep but before
the speaker began his or her description. Gestures that
occurred before speech were rare, and they account for less
than 5% of the data.
Each speech description was also coded for accuracy.
We considered whether the description of each arrow
accurately conveyed the location and orientation of the
arrow. Responses that began by incorrectly describing either
the location or orientation of the arrow were not considered
correct, even if the speaker later self-corrected. Responses
that were incomplete because they did not describe both the
orientation and the location of the arrow were also
considered incorrect. Finally, descriptions that were
ambiguous were also considered incorrect. For example, if a
speaker said, “The purple arrow is in the left corner,”
without specifying whether it was in the top left or bottom

We first analyzed the accuracy of participants’ descriptions
across the two conditions. Participants may make more
mistakes when describing patterns they had to rotate than
when describing the patterns they did not have to rotate.
To analyze accuracy of spoken descriptions across the
conditions, whether each pattern was described accurately
or not was used as the dependent variable in a mixed logit
regression analysis with condition (Rotation vs. Nonrotation) as a fixed effect and participant and pattern as
random effects. We utilized logistic regression rather than
analysis of variance because of the conceptual issues
involved in treating proportional data as continuous (see
Jaeger, 2008). The logistic regression model explains more
variance than a model that includes only participant and
pattern as random effects (and does not include condition),
χ2(1) = 50.48, p < .001. The odds of an accurate description
were 5.75 times higher in the Non-rotation condition than in
the Rotation condition (β = 1.75, SE = 0.25, z = 7.10, p <
.001). Thus, speakers were clearly less accurate in
describing the end state of the rotation when they had to
generate that end state on their own than when it was shown
to them.
The large number of errors could affect gesture
production in the rotation condition for two reasons. First,
when speakers realize they have made an error, they may be
more likely to produce a gesture than if they have not made
an error. Second, recall that the patterns shown to
participants in the Non-rotation condition were the end
states of the corresponding patterns shown in the Rotation
condition, so that when the patterns are described correctly,
the speech in the two conditions should be comparable.
However, if speakers make many more errors in one
condition than in the other, the speech is no longer
controlled across the two conditions, and any differences in
gesture could be due to differences in the speech produced.
In order to remove this potential confound, the analysis
was limited to only those descriptions that were accurate.
However, in order to avoid losing too much of the data,
particularly in the Rotation condition, descriptions were
excluded by arrow rather than by entire pattern. For
example, if a participant described the purple arrow
correctly in pattern 1 but not the blue arrow, the words and
gestures that occurred during the description of the blue
arrow were excluded, but the words and gestures regarding
the purple arrow were included. Approximately 10 percent
of the descriptions did not contain an accurate description of
either arrow and were therefore completely excluded from
the analysis.
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Gesture Rate by Condition
The words and gestures produced during accurate
portions of each description were used to calculate a gesture
rate per 100 words for each pattern. These rates were then
analyzed in a mixed linear regression with condition
(Rotation vs. Non-rotation) as a fixed effect and participant
and pattern as random effects. Mixed linear regression is a
more powerful analysis technique than analysis of variance,
particularly when there is large individual variation in the
dependent variable (see Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008).
This model was a better predictor of gesture rates than a
model that included only the random effects, χ2(1) = 4.92, p
= .026. Speakers produced more gestures per 100 words
when they described rotating a pattern than when they
described the end state of a rotation, β = 1.09 (SE = 0.49).
See Figure 2.

Discussion
The present study suggests that speakers gesture at higher
rates when they imagine problem elements in motion than
when they imagine them in their static end state. This
finding is compatible with previous reports that speakers
gesture when solving spatial problems (e.g., Chu & Kita,
2008; Hegarty et al., 2005); however, this is the first
experiment to have included a control condition in which
participants described the same images involved in the
problem solution without imagining them in motion. The
inclusion of such a control condition allows a test of the
claim put forward under the GSA framework (Hostetter &
Alibali, 2008) that gestures are particularly likely to occur
when speakers are simulating motion.
These findings suggest that gestures can be thought of
as stemming from simulated actions in the mind of the
speaker. The term “simulation”, as used by Hostetter and
Alibali (2008) and as we use it here, refers to the off-line
reenactment of neural experiences that occurred during an

Figure 2. Average gesture rates per 100 words in the
Rotation and Non-rotation conditions. Error bars represent
the standard error of the condition effect in the regression.

initial event. This use of the term aligns with the usage of
many other investigators, including Barsalou (2008, 2009),
Niedenthal et al. (2010), and Hurley (2008). However,
recently, a more specific meaning of the term “simulation”
has been proposed by Willems, Toni, Hagoort and
Casasanto (2010), on the basis of neural evidence that
simulation and mental imagery are doubly dissociable
constructs in the brain. According to Willems et al. (2010),
simulation is a fast, effortless process that occurs during
language comprehension. Relying primarily on areas in the
premotor cortex, simulation is hypothesized to be predictive,
in the sense that its computational goal is to predict the
bodily action necessary to interact with the environment. In
contrast, Willems et al. describe imagery as a slow, effortful
process that engages primary motor cortex. The
computational goal of imagery is hypothesized as reflective,
as a means of recreating physical experiences.
As we use it here, the term “simulation” encompasses
both of the more specific processes distinguished (and given
different names) by Willems et al. (2010). Simulation (in
Willems et al.’s sense) and imagery serve a similar function
in the GSA framework, in that both engender neural
activation in areas that could hypothetically support gesture
production (i.e., premotor or motor cortex). Importantly, we
believe that either recreative or predictive activation has the
potential to support gesture production. In the present
paradigm, the motor imagery in the rotation condition was
presumably largely predictive, in that speakers used it to
predict the end result of rotating the arrows. In contrast, the
motor imagery involved in Hostetter and Alibali (2010) was
probably largely recreative, in that participants were using
imagery to recreate the actions they had produced during
their encoding of the patterns.
In future work, it would be interesting to directly
compare the gestures that occur with predictive motor
imagery with those that occur with recreative motor imagery
in a controlled setting. For example, participants could
manually rotate the arrows in one condition before
describing the end state, while in another condition, they
could mentally rotate the arrows as they are describing
them. In such a design, the motor imagery involved in the
mental rotation condition would be largely predictive while
the motor imagery involved in the manual rotation condition
would be largely recreative. The GSA framework does not
make a prediction about which of these situations would
result in more gesture, and instead predicts that both would
result in more gesture than a baseline condition in which the
end state of the rotation is being described.
These findings do not speak to the issue of whether
gestures actually facilitate the process of solving spatial
problems. This is a separate question from the question
being addressed here; however, it is worth noting that
previous research is somewhat mixed on the extent to which
gestures not only reflect the spatial and motor processes
involved in problem solving, but also facilitate those
processes. For example, Hegarty et al. (2005) found that
prohibiting speakers from gesturing did not interfere with
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individuals’ ability to correctly solve mental animation
problems. On the other hand, Chu and Kita (2011) found
that speakers who are encouraged to gesture during a mental
rotation task solve more problems correctly than speakers
who are prohibited from gesturing. Regardless of whether
gestures actually help speakers predict the outcome of a
mental simulation, the present data suggest that gestures
occur, at least in part, as the result of this mental simulation
occurring in the mind of the speaker.
In addition to their possible role in problem solving,
gestures have also been shown to facilitate communication
about motor information (Hostetter, 2011). It is possible that
some of the gestures observed in both conditions here were
intended by the speakers to help an audience understand
their descriptions. However, in both conditions, the
participant did not know that he or she was being video
taped and there was no other physical audience present who
stood to benefit from the gestures. Thus, it is unlikely that
very many of the gestures produced here were primarily for
communicative reasons. Further, because the
communicative demands were identical in the two
conditions, it seems quite unlikely that differences in
communicative demands are driving the difference observed
here.
In conclusion, the present study has provided evidence
that the gestures that occur with descriptions of mental
animation problems are not produced simply in an effort to
describe spatial aspects of those problems. Instead, the
mental process of imagining problem elements in motion is
particularly likely to give rise to gestures. In this way,
simulated action supports gesture production.
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Abstract

gesture and speech production are complementary and can
compensate one another, which also underlies the Tradeoff
Hypothesis. This hypothesis states that “when speaking gets
harder, speakers will rely relatively more on gestures”, and
vice versa (De Ruiter, Bangerter, & Dings, in press). Yet De
Ruiter et al. found only little evidence that people gesture
more when speech is harder. Rather, they found that gesture
and speech tended to express similar types of information,
consistent with the idea that gesture and speech are two
sides of a coin.

We compared gesturing by aphasic speakers to that of healthy
controls, to see if gesture degrades with speech, or can be
compensatory. We found that gestures by aphasics were less
informative than those of controls, and that gestures by people
with severe aphasia were less informative than those by people
with mild aphasia. We also found that aphasics tended to use
fewer representation techniques in gesture than healthy controls
who were asked to use gesture instead of speech. These results
suggest that in aphasia, gesture tends to degrade with speech,
rather than it being compensatory. This implies that the
processes underlying speech and gesture production may be
tightly linked or shared.

Gesture Production and Aphasia

Keywords: Aphasia, Gesture.

Introduction
Gesture and Speech Production
When speaking, people oftentimes produce hand gestures,
which are closely linked to their speech temporally (Chui,
2005), structurally (Kita & Özyürek, 2003), and
semantically (e.g. McNeill, 2005). For example, when
asking a sales clerk for a sweater, gestures may indicate that
we prefer a V-neck, a large front pocket, or one just like the
one we are wearing. Both the production of speech and the
production of gestures seem to be part of a speaker’s
communicative effort (Kendon, 2004). Although different
functions of gesture have also been recognized, such as
facilitating speech production (Krauss, 1998) and supporting
cognition (Melinger & Kita, 2007), much empirical
evidence has been gathered for the idea that gestures are
communicative and are intended as such (e.g. Alibali,
Heath, & Myers, 2001; Beattie & Shovelton, 1999).
McNeill (2005) argued that speech and gesture co-express
idea units, which develop themselves into utterances. That
is, that they are two sides of the same coin. In support of this
idea, So, Kita, and Goldin-Meadow (2009) found that if
information was lacking in speech, it tended to be missing in
gesture as well. However, Melinger and Levelt (2004) found
that speakers sometimes divide the content of their message
across gesture and speech. They found that if critical spatial
information was expressed in gesture, it was more likely to
be omitted in speech. This goes well with the idea that

In light of the question of whether gesture and speech
compensate for one another, it is interesting to study what
happens to gesture when speech breaks down, such as in
aphasia. Aphasia is an acquired language disorder caused by
brain damage. It not only affects verbal expression, but has
an impact on all language modalities. In our current study
we focus on aphasic people who have severe to mild
problems expressing themselves verbally.
Numerous studies have shown that aphasic people still
gesture spontaneously and frequently (Rose, 2006). People
with fluent aphasia may even gesture more informatively
than non-aphasic speakers (Carlomagno, Pandolfi, Martini,
Di Iasi, & Cristilli, 2005). Case studies and clinical
experience confirm that some aphasic speakers use gesture
effectively to communicate (e.g. Goodwin, 2002). This
suggests that they may be able to partly compensate for their
speech impairment with gesture. Yet does this mean their
gesturing is unimpaired?
Studies that looked at gesturing by people with aphasia
have mostly used the gesture coding scheme developed by
McNeill (2005). For example, Carlomagno et al. looked at
the informativeness of iconic gestures, which are gestures
that mostly depict entities or movements. Yet when
producing an iconic gesture, there are still different ways in
which we can depict (Cienki & Müller, 2008). For example,
if we want to depict a sweater, we can outline the shape of
it, or we can pretend to put it on. And if we are talking about
a car, we can move our hands as though steering it, or we
can let our hand represent the car, depicting its path with our
hand movement. So there is more to say about a gesture’s
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form than just that it is an iconic gesture. And being able to
produce a meaningful iconic gesture does not mean that all
these different representation techniques are intact.
Therefore, to know whether gesture is impaired in aphasia,
we need to study both its meaning and its form, and we need
to compare aphasic speakers to non-aphasic controls.
Cocks, Dipper, Middleton and Morgan (2010) drew a
detailed comparison between gestures produced by a
speaker (LT) with conduction aphasia and those of nonaphasic speakers. They found that LT’s gestures during
word finding problems differed from those accompanied
with fluent speech by herself and the control speaker. For
example, most of those gestures outlined shapes. They also
found that the differences in LT’s gesturing paralleled the
differences in her speech, suggesting that although LT could
still use gesture effectively, her gesture production was
impaired, much like her speech production. Cocks et al. call
for a study in which iconic gestures of a larger number of
aphasic and non-aphasic speakers are compared. This is
what we do in our current study.

Present Study
To assess whether or not gesture tends to be impaired in
aphasic speakers, we compare gestures by 26 people with
milder or more severe aphasia to those of 17 non-aphasic
controls. New to our approach is the combination of a
detailed gesture analysis with a larger number of aphasic
speakers. In addition, we not only compare gestures of
aphasic speakers to those of control speakers, but also to
gestures produced by controls when they were asked to
communicate by gesture alone. This gives us insight into
how people with an unimpaired gesture production system
would compensate for speech with gesture.
First, we look at the intelligibility of gestures. If aphasic
speakers compensate for speech with gesture, we expect
their gestures will be more informative than those of nonaphasic speakers, who can rely on speech more. Also, the
more impaired speech, the more informative gesture will be.
Alternatively, if speech and gesture are two sides of a coin,
and therefore also break down together, the opposite is
expected. We test this by means of three perception
experiments, in which we separately assess the
informativeness of verbal and nonverbal communication of
people with milder and more severe aphasia and healthy
controls, on an easier and harder communication task.
Second, we present a detailed analysis of the iconic and
deictic gestures produced by aphasics and controls, zooming
in on their representation techniques. If their gesturing is
unimpaired, the techniques used by aphasic speakers may
resemble the techniques used by non-aphasic speakers. If
aphasic speakers compensate for speech with gesture, the
techniques they employ may be similar to those of nonaphasics who are asked to communicate without speech. On
the other hand, if their gesturing is impaired, this may affect
some techniques more than others, and therefore aphasic

speakers may prefer different techniques than non-aphasic
speakers or gesturers, and there may be differences in the
techniques used by people with milder and more severe
aphasia.

Perception Experiments
Material
We used video clips of 26 native Dutch stroke patients with
aphasia (17 male). Types of aphasia included: Global (8),
Broca (2), Wernicke (3), Anomic (1), Conduction (1), and
non-classifiable (7). For 4 patients the type of aphasia was
not known. The mean age was 56 years, range 37 – 70. The
mean time post-onset was 24 months, range 1 – 152. All
patients gave their informed consent for the use of their data
for research purposes.
The patients were performing an experimental version of
the Scenario Test (Van der Meulen, Van de SandtKoenderman, Duivenvoorden, & Ribbers, 2009). This test
measures a person’s ability to functionally communicate, in
a dialogue setting. The clinician takes part in the
communication process and actively suggests the use of
alternative means of communication, such as gesture. We
used data from two subtasks. In the sweater task, the patient
is explained a scenario in which they are in a store and want
to buy a sweater. The clinician talks about a sales clerk
approaching and asking: “How may I help you?”. The
patient is then to communicate as though addressing the
sales clerk, for example by saying: “I would like to buy a
sweater”. In the accident task, the information to be
conveyed is more complex. The clinician explains a
scenario in which the patient witnessed an accident, in
which a car hit a biker. A police officer then approaches the
patient asking: “What happened?”. The patient is then to
explain what took place, as though addressing the officer.
Apart from the videos of aphasic speakers, we also used
video data of non-aphasic controls, who were matched for
age and educational level, and did the same test items with a
trained tester. They were allowed to speak on one subtask
(verbal control) and were asked to communicate using
gesture exclusively on the other (nonverbal control).
We cut out fragments of the videos of all people
performing the two subtasks, starting right after the final
question posed by the clinician, and stopping right before
the next change of turn. Out of these fragments, we made
three stimulus movies for our perception studies: one
containing all fragments of aphasic speakers, one containing
all fragments of the verbal controls, and one with all
fragments of the nonverbal controls. For the aphasic
speakers and the verbal controls, we created three versions
of these stimulus movies: one with just the video image and
no sound, one with sound and blank video, and one with
both image and sound. The clips of the nonverbal controls
were video image only, that is, without sound.
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Raters and Task

Table 1: Means and standard deviations of the ratio of
correct answers.

Raters were native Dutch students from Tilburg University.
They performed a forced choice task, in which they were
asked to judge whether the person in each clip of the
stimulus movie was communicating that they wanted to buy
a sweater, or that they had witnessed a car accident.
We did three separate perception studies, with different
raters. In the first study, we used the stimulus movies of the
aphasic speakers only. Raters saw the video clips without
sound, heard the audio clips without video, or saw and heard
the video clips with sound. The second perception study was
similar, but with the stimulus movies of the verbal controls
instead. Finally, we also did a perception test with the
stimulus movie of the nonverbal controls.

Analysis
Based on their score on the ANTAT test (Blomert, Koster,
& Kean, 1995), which is similar to the Scenario test but in
which only verbal communication attributes to a patient’s
score, the aphasic speakers were divided into two groups.
Speakers with a score below 30 (out of 10 – 50) were
labeled as speakers with severe aphasia, and speakers with a
score above 30 were labeled as speakers with mild aphasia.
Clearly, this division serves our statistical analysis rather
than it being meaningful at the level of an individual
speaker. There were 11 speakers in the mild aphasia group
and 15 in the severe aphasia group. Since we ran our
perception experiments separately, we present three separate
analyses of variance. For pairwise comparisons we used the
LSD method, with a significance threshold of .05. Our
dependent variable in each analysis is the ratio of correct
answers to all answers, averaged over raters.

Results
Table 1 shows the means and standard deviation of the ratio
of correct answers, for clips from each group of ‘speakers’,
for either task, and for each modality in which they were
shown to the raters. Performance at chance level would
render a score of .5. We first present an analysis of the study
with clips from the two groups of aphasic speakers. We
performed an ANOVA with Group (Severe aphasia, Mild
aphasia) and Task (Sweater, Accident) as within factors and
Modality (Visual, Audio, Audiovisual) as a between factor.
There were 15 raters in each cell, 45 in total.
All factors showed a main effect. The ratio of correct
answers was higher when judging speakers with mild
aphasia (M = .89) compared to speakers with severe aphasia
(M = .70), F(1, 42) = 205.70, p < .001. It was also higher
when judging clips from the accident task (M = .82) than of
the sweater task (M = .77), F(1, 42) = 10.16, p < .01.
Performance was worse with the visual presentation (M =
.66), compared to the audio-visual (M = .88) and audio
presentation (M = .85), F(2, 42) = 68.78, p < .001. The
difference between the latter two showed a trend towards
significance, p = .07.

Group
Severe
Aphasia

Task

Ratio Correct per Modality
Visual
Audio
AV

Sweater
Accident

.51 (.16)
.66 (.10)

.74 (.10)
.75 (.10)

.73 (.11)
.84 (.10)

Mild
Aphasia

Sweater

.79 (.13)

.90 (.05)

.96 (.07)

Accident

.70 (.14)

1.0 (.00)

1.0 (.00)

Verbal
Control

Sweater

.78 (.14)

1.0 (.00)

1.0 (.00)

Accident

.74 (.11)

.99 (.03)

1.0 (.00)

Nonverbal
Control

Sweater

.95 (.06)

-

-

Accident

.90 (.06)

-

-

The interaction between Group and Modality was not
significant, F < 1. There was a three-way interaction
between Group, Task and Modality, F(2, 42) = 14.01, p <
.001. Gestures of speakers with mild aphasia were
particularly more informative than those of people with
severe aphasia on the sweater task, whereas the difference in
informativeness of speech was larger on the accident task.
Our next analysis compares the judgment of clips from
speakers with mild aphasia to that of clips from the controls
when they were allowed to speak (verbal controls). We used
an ANOVA with Task as a within factor and Group and
Modality as between factors. For clips from aphasic
speakers, there were 15 raters per cell, and for clips from
non-aphasic speakers there were 16 raters per cell, summing
up to 93 raters in total.
There was a main effect of Group, F(1, 87) = 4.05, p <
.05. The ratio of correct answers was higher when judging
clips from the verbal controls (M = .92) compared to those
of speakers with mild aphasia (M = .89). There also was a
main effect of Modality, F(2, 87) = 115.78, p < .001.
Performance was worse in the visual modality (M = .75),
compared to the audio (M = .97) and audiovisual modality
(M = .99). The interaction between Group and Modality was
not significant, F < 1.
There was a two-way interaction between Modality and
Task, F(2, 87) = 15.75, p < .001. In the visual modality,
performance was slightly better on the sweater task, whereas
in the audio modality it was slightly better on the accident
task. There was a three-way interaction between Group,
Modality, and Task, F(2, 87) = 7.09, p < .001. When
judging aphasic speakers, raters experienced a benefit from
access to visual information on top of audio information for
the sweater task. There was no such benefit for the accident
task, or when judging verbal controls, because performance
on the audio only clips was already at ceiling.
Lastly, we present an analysis comparing the judgment of
visually presented clips of the controls when they could
speak and when they could not speak (nonverbal controls).
There were 16 raters in each cell, 32 in total. Task was again
the only within factor. There was a main effect of Group,
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F(1, 30) = 24.84, p < .001. The ratio of correct answers was
higher for clips of nonverbal controls (M = .93) compared to
clips of verbal controls (M = .77). We did not find a main
effect of Task, F < 1, but there was an interaction between
Group and Task, F(1, 30) = 8.85, p < .01. For verbal
controls, performance was better on clips of the sweater task
whereas for nonverbal controls performance was better for
clips of the accident task.

Discussion
Clips from speakers in the mild aphasia group were judged
more accurately than clips from speakers in the severe
aphasia group for audio, video, and audiovisual clips. This
indicates that nonverbal communication may break down
with verbal communication, rather than it taking on the role
of verbal communication. This is confirmed by the fact that
clips from verbal controls were in turn judged better than
those of the mild aphasia group, independent of whether
they were presented visually, auditory, or audiovisually.
The almost perfect scores on the clips of nonverbal
controls show that, in principal, gesture can largely
compensate for speech on this simple judgment task. It
therefore seems that people with (severe) aphasia cannot use
gesture as freely as healthy controls to compensate for
speech. Yet although generally the audio information was
more informative than the visual information, the
audiovisual presentation sometimes rendered still higher
scores. This shows that information in gesture and speech
was not fully redundant either. For some aphasic speakers,
seeing them too was apparently more informative than just
hearing them. This may mean that gesture did take on some
of the communicative burden.
Seeing a speaker of course provides more information than
just gestures. We think however that gesture was the most
important nonverbal cue in our clips. Since many people
hardly spoke intelligibly, lip movements for instance were
not very informative.

Gesture Analysis
We coded the (co-speech) gestures in each of the clips used
in our perception studies, starting with the scheme by
McNeill (2005). We coded all movements of the hands that
seemed relevant to the communication task and that cooccurred with speech. Since the gestures, or rather
pantomimes, of the nonverbal controls always occurred
without speech, these were coded despite the absence of
speech. We currently focus on representational gestures,
that is, gestures referring to the content of the message being
conveyed. In our current sample these consisted of iconic
and deictic gestures. Deictic gestures for example include
locating objects in the gesture space and pointing gestures.
Based on work by Müller (2008), we further coded all
iconic gestures into three categories, based on the
representation technique used to depict. Gestures that
outlined something in the gestures space, either by showing

its contour (2D) or molding its shape (3D) were labeled as
outlining/molding, for example drawing the outline of a
sweater in the air. Gestures that depicted the handling of a
virtual object, such as holding the hands up as if using a
steering wheel to depict a car, were labeled as handling.
Gestures in which the hands represented an object, or in
which the entire body depicted the body of another person
were labeled as object/enact. Examples are moving an
upright hand forward and then flipping it horizontally, to
depict that a biker fell, or shifting the upper body from a
vertical to a horizontal position, depicting the same event.
Although theoretically possible, we found it too opaque to
code deictic gestures into these categories. Therefore, such
gestures were only labeled as deictic.

Analysis
We conducted 4x2 ANOVAs with Group (levels: Severe
aphasia, Mild aphasia, Verbal control, Nonverbal control)
and Task (levels: Sweater, Accident) as fixed factors.
Pairwise comparisons were done using the LSD method,
with a significance threshold of .05. Our dependent
variables are the mean proportion of gestures of a certain
category that ‘speakers’ in a certain group produced. This is
because we are interested in the extent to which the different
representation techniques are used by each group, rather
than in overall differences in gesture frequency.

Results
Table 2 provides an overview of the proportion of gestures
produced of each type, by each group of participants on
either task. Table 2 also shows the mean number of gestures
produced of these types combined. Overall, more gestures
were produced on the accident than on the sweater task, F(1,
78) = 13.09, p < .001. There also was a main effect of group
F(3, 78) = 8.42, p < .001. The two groups of aphasic
speakers did not differ significantly in the mean number of
representational gestures produced. They produced more
gestures than the verbal controls and fewer than the
nonverbal controls.
Outlining/molding gestures were produced more with the
sweater task than with the accident task F(1, 65) = 4.18, p <
.05. Although there was no main effect of Group, post hoc
analysis showed that people with severe aphasia produced a
larger proportion of outlining/molding gestures than people
with mild aphasia. There was no significant interaction
between Group and Task, yet on the accident task, the
severe aphasics also produced significantly more outlining/
molding gestures than the verbal and nonverbal controls.
Handling gestures were produced more on the sweater
than on the accident task, F(1, 65) = 9.92, p < .01. This is
because the nonverbal controls were the only group who
made considerable use of these gestures on the accident
task, significantly more so than any other group. For the
sweater task, there were no significant differences in the
proportion of handling gestures between the groups.
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Table 2: Means and standard deviations of the proportion of each gesture type, for each group and either task.
Proportion of gestures per Group and Task
Severe Aphasia
Sw
N=15

Acc
N=15

Mild Aphasia
Sw
N=11

Acc
N=11

Verbal Control
Sw
N=8

Acc
N=9

NonVerbal Control
Sw
N=9

Acc
N=8

Outlining/Molding .33 (.36) .30 (.42)

.11 (.20) .11 (.16)

.33 (.47) .00 (.00)

.29 (.27) .06 (.12)

Handling

.09 (.22) .03 (.06)

.13 (.35) .00 (.00)

.33 (.47) .00 (.00)

.23 (.22) .12 (.15)

Object/Enact

.00 (.00) .05 (.16)

.00 (.00) .09 (.14)

.00 (.00) .00 (.00)

.05 (.10) .48 (.15)

Deictic

.58 (.40) .61 (.41)

.77 (.37) .80 (.24)

.33 (.47) 1.0 (.00)

.43 (.17) .34 (.16)

Mean N Gestures

2.3 (2.6) 4.6 (4.1)

3.0 (3.4) 5.7 (3.8)

.88 (1.1) 2.1 (1.8)

4.9 (1.5)

Object/enact gestures were produced more on the accident
task than on the sweater task, F(1, 65) = 29.08, p < .001.
There also was a main effect of Group, F(3, 65) = 21.09, p <
.001, and significant interaction between Group and Task,
F(3, 65) = 13.25, p < .001. The nonverbal controls produced
a larger proportion of object/enact gestures than all other
groups. This difference was larger on the accident task.
Deictic gestures were produced more on the accident task,
F(1, 65) = 4.34, p < .05. There also was a main effect of
Group, F(3, 65) = 4.86, p < .01 and a significant interaction,
F(3, 65) = 3.52, p < .02. Post hoc analysis showed that on
the accident task, the nonverbal controls produced smaller
proportions of deictic gestures than any other group, and the
verbal controls produced more deictics than the severe
aphasics. On the sweater task, there were no significant
differences between the groups, though the moderate
aphasics tended to produce more deictics than the verbal and
nonverbal controls, p values < .06.

Discussion
Clearly, the aphasic speakers were not using the same
techniques to depict in gesture as the healthy controls who
were not allowed to speak. This was most apparent on the
accident task. While the nonverbal controls made frequent
use of object/enact and handling gestures, the aphasics
hardly used these techniques when trying to describe the car
accident. For example, the nonverbal controls used their
hand to represent a biker that first drove and then fell (the
hand changing orientation), or they pretended to be the biker
that fell, moving their upper body sideways. Aphasic
speakers did not tend to use these object/enact techniques.
Also, the nonverbal controls held their hands as though
steering a car or a bike (handling). In our data sample, the
aphasic speakers never did this. So the aphasic speakers did
not make use of the techniques of object/enact and handling
to compensate for their speech impairment, despite these
techniques being very suitable to replace speech.
Both the verbal and the nonverbal controls produced a
considerable proportion of outlining/molding gestures on
the sweater task, indicating that on this task, this technique
is suitable for producing co-speech gestures as well as to

11 (8.9)

replace speech. Many people were outlining features of a
sweater, such as a V-neck or sleeve length, with respect to
their own body. Both groups of aphasics also used this
technique on the sweater task, showing some similarity with
the controls in the representation techniques used.
However, neither control group used outlining/molding
much on the accident task. The nonverbal controls hardly
used molding gestures to depict vehicles like cars, or bikes.
Yet the aphasics did sometimes do this, instead of using
techniques like object/enact or handling, like the nonverbal
controls did. This may indicate that outlining/ molding was
the only way of depicting in gesture that was available to
most aphasics. The severe aphasics made more use of
outlining/molding gestures than the mild aphasics, which
may indicate a greater need to depict in gesture, possibly
due to more word finding problems.
It thus may be the case that most aphasic speakers were
unable to use the techniques of handling and object/enact to
depict on the accident task. However, the verbal controls did
not use these techniques on the accident task either.
Therefore, given the task, these techniques may be more
common for gestures replacing speech (pantomimes) than
for co-speech gestures. It would be interesting to test
whether aphasics can make use of these techniques when
asked to pantomime. Although many aphasics were
unsuccessful in explaining the accident scenario verbally,
their attempts at speaking may have caused them to produce
co-speech gestures rather than pantomimes. Our current data
do not reveal whether aphasics would use different
techniques when using pantomime.

General Discussion
Our perception studies showed that gestures produced by
speakers with aphasia were less informative than gestures
by non-aphasic speakers and by non-aphasics who used
gesture instead of speech. Moreover, gestures by people
with more severely impaired speech were less informative
than those of people with milder speech impairment. It
therefore seems that aphasic speakers could not compensate
for their impaired expressivity in speech by gesturing.
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Our analysis of gesture form showed that most people with
aphasia may not be able to use all possible techniques for
depicting in gesture freely. It seems that especially
techniques which require access to conceptual knowledge of
the thing depicted (object/enact and handling), were used
relatively little by people with aphasia, while techniques
using perceptual features (outlining/molding) were still
available. There may thus be a problem translating
conceptual knowledge into uttered speech and gesture (see
McNeill & Duncan, 2010).
The finding that people with severe aphasia predominantly
use outlining/molding to depict in gesture is consistent with
the case study by Cocks et al. (2010), who found that LT
used this type of gesturing frequently with difficulties in
speech. This finding could be of use in clinical settings. For
example, such gestures may be particularly suitable for
training purposes. Also, it may facilitate understanding
when others are aware that aphasic speakers use these
gestures more widely than non-aphasic speakers.
Our studies into the informativeness of gesture, and our
analysis of gestural representation techniques both suggest
that like speech, gesture is impaired in most people with
aphasia. It therefore seems that gesture and speech
production are likely to break down together. This makes it
likely, though not necessary, that the processes of speech
and gesture production draw on many of the same resources,
and share an underlying process (McNeill, 2005). Although
further research is needed to study the links between gesture
and speech production, our study contributes to the
accumulating evidence that these links are tight, rather than
gesture and speech production largely being separate
processes. This unfortunately limits aphasic speakers’
ability to communicate through co-speech gestures. Despite
these limitations, some of the gestures they produce are
informative, and add information on top of speech.
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Recent research has demonstrated the importance of
executive functioning – a set of cognitive abilities necessary
for regulation and control of goal-directed behavior – to
academic skills in typically developing children. Executive
functioning may be of particular consequence for students
with disabilities who may already be at risk for academic
and learning problems.
One domain of executive
functioning, working memory, may be especially crucial for
academic performance. This symposium will present
research that takes knowledge of cognitive science to the
realm of educating children with disabilities. The projects
include both the exploration of executive functioning skills
and the development of strategies aimed at improving
executive functioning in children with disabilities. They
bring together researchers with various backgrounds (e.g.,
cognitive psychology, educational psychology, special

education, neuroscience) and cut across different types of
psychological and cognitive disabilities with impairments in
executive functioning skills. Amy Sussman, Program
Officer for the Cognition and Student Learning in Special
Education program at the Institute of Education Sciences,
will moderate this panel and facilitate discussion throughout
the symposium.

Working Memory Training in Typically
Developing Children and Children with
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder:
Evidence for Plasticity in Executive Control
Processes
The overarching goal of this research is to evaluate the
extent to which working memory can be trained in a manner
transferable to tasks that tap working memory. We (Shah,
Buschkuehl, Jaeggi, & Jonides) trained typically developing
children as well as children with Attention Deficit
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Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) on a motivating working
memory (WM) game that incorporated a spatial n-back for 4
weeks. Before and after training, the children were tested for
transfer on a non-trained WM task and on an executive
control task that is a common marker for ADHD, the
continuous performance task. We compared the WM
training groups’ improvements on those transfer tasks to
improvements of control groups who practiced a general
knowledge and vocabulary game for the same duration as
the experimental groups. Our results show that for both the
healthy and the ADHD children, working memory training
is more effective than the control training in improving the
transfer measures of working memory and executive
control. The improvements are primarily based on
reductions in errors of commission, a result that is of
particular relevance for the children with ADHD. The
improved impulse control might be an underlying
mechanism for generalized transfer effects, such as fluid
intelligence and scholastic achievement tests. The ongoing
data collection and follow-up assessments will establish
whether and how long the transfer effects last.

Addressing Social Competence Deficits for
Adolescents with Autism in the Schools (SCI-S)

Preliminary Evidence for a Specific Executive
Functioning Profile in Children with Down
Syndrome
Different neurodevelopmental disabilities may have distinct
“executive fingerprints” with unique strengths and
challenges. We (Daunhauer & Fidler) will discuss
preliminary evidence indicating that some aspects of
executive functioning (EF) may be more impaired than
other areas in students with Down Syndrome (DS). We will
begin by reviewing the literature on EF component skills in
DS that suggests that working memory and planning skills
may be more severely impaired than cognitive flexibility or
inhibitory control.
In addition, we will discuss empirical support for this EF
profile from our recent study using caregiver report.
Caregivers of children with DS (chronological ages 4-10
years; mental ages 2-4 years) completed the Behavior
Rating Inventory of Executive Function – Preschool
(BRIEF-P),
a
caregiver
report
measure
of
everyday/functional EF skills in multiple domains. On the
BRIEF-P, deficits were noted on a global EF measure as
well as the Working Memory and Plan/Organize scales in
particular (relative to norms developed for typically
developing children of a similar mental age). These results
suggest a specific pattern of EF weaknesses in young
children with DS, consistent with the extant literature that
has focused primarily on older individuals utilizing
laboratory EF tasks. We conclude by discussing how these
results inform the design of our upcoming research project
that will compare the EF profile of children with DS to
comparison groups and examine how these EF skills relate
to academic skills concurrently and over time.

For this presentation, we (Stichter, Herzog, O’Connor,
Lierheimer, Kerpash, & Benigno) present data on two years
of a three year grant for the implementation of the Social
Competence Intervention (SCI). SCI-S is a school-based
implementation of SCI designed to impact social
competence performance for adolescents with Autism, with
a specific social-deficit subtype characterized by a diagnosis
of an ASD, an IQ of 70+, and specific social characteristics
consistent with high functioning Autism (HFA) or Asperger
Syndrome. The curriculum utilizes primarily cognitivebehavioral intervention supported by applied behavior
analysis to target social cognition deficits as characterized
by a theory of mind deficit, executive function (EF)
impairment, and an inability to recognize emotions. Results
from several measures, with an emphasis on EF, will be
presented. Specifically, on the Behavior Rating Inventory of
Executive Function (BRIEF), parents reported significant
pre to post improvements in students’ EF; teachers’ reports
of improvement were more modest. Across measures of
student performance, results indicated significant
improvement in cognitive flexibility, inhibition, and
attention/inhibition. Discussion will provide implications
for future work, including potential EF predictor variables
for response to intervention.

Discussant
Dr. Frances Conners investigates developmental cognition
in typical and atypical populations, particularly intellectual
disability. Her research focuses on working memory,
reading, and implicit processes.
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Thalia Goldstein

Cognitive Science and the Study of Fictionality
Classical computationalism was committed to viewing
cognition in terms of physical symbol systems, using
representational formats akin to numbers, or language. Yet
it is now becoming clear this is at best a very partial model
that cannot account for and is in many cases incompatible
with the emerging evidence from neuroscience.
The study of how the human mind builds and inhabits
intricate fictional worlds has proved to be indispensable to
our understanding of representation, meaning construction,
social cognition, and many other central issues in Cognitive
Science. At the same time, there has been a “cognitive
revolution” in the disciplines traditionally interested in
fictional worlds, like literary studies or art theory. This
symposium presents the latest work of five researchers
studying the relation between fictionality and cognition.
They employ a variety of theoretical and empirical
approaches, and examine fictional worlds in all major
literary genres (narrative, lyric, drama), as well as in other
modalities such as film or virtual interaction in the WWW.

Speakers
Richard Gerrig
Professor of Psycholinguistics, Psychology Department,
SUNY, Stony Brook University. He is the author of
Experiencing Narrative Worlds (Gerrig 1993) and many
other publications on the psycholinguistics of narrative
worlds (see selected references).
Professor Gerrig will outline a participatory perspective
on readers’ experiences of fictional narratives. The
perspective asserts that readers function as side participants
to narrative events: They encode participatory responses as
reactions to characters’ utterances and actions. He will
review empirical projects that illustrate consequences of
reader participation. Those projects demonstrate, for
example, that readers’ preferences for characters’ decisions
structure their experiences of story outcomes. The
participatory perspective illustrates the potential for
cognitive science to illuminate readers’ experiences of
fictional narratives.

Postdoctoral Research Fellow at the Mind and Development
Lab, Department of Psychology, Yale University, with
Professor Paul Bloom. She has authored numerous
publications on the relation between acting, social cognition,
and development (see selected bibliography).
Dr. Goldstein will present on fictionality in dramatic
acting. Acting is a pervasive yet understudied part of
modern life, despite its connections to such diverse areas of
cognitive science as cognitive development, social
cognition, and emotion regulation. Building on experiments
recently conducted in her lab, she will lay out a psychology
of acting, focusing on the cognitive effects of engaging in
modern, realistic acting, why audiences are so absorbed by
acting and how children understanding distinctions between
actor and character.

Cristóbal Pagán Cánovas. Symposium Moderator
Marie Curie Research Fellow, Cognitive Science
Department, CWRU, with Professor Mark Turner. His
project applies research on conceptual integration, spatial
cognition and other areas of Cognitive Science to the study
of narrative patterns in figurative language with affective
meaning (see selected publications).
Dr. Pagán Cánovas will present on generic integration
networks, which constitute cross-cultural cognitive patterns
for the construction of fictional narratives in poetry. These
structures, grounded on spatial cognition from early
development, underlie one of the most typical functions of
the lyric: the expression of emotion through metaphor.

Francis Steen
Associate Professor, Department of Communication
Studies, UCLA. He is the author of numerous publications
on cognitive approaches to literature and art (e.g.
Richardson & Steen 2002, Steen 2005) and to fictional
worlds in computer science and the web (Steen et al. 2006).
He is also the editor of CogWeb: Cognitive Cultural Studies,
a reference site with 20 000 hits per month.
Professor Steen will examine simulations, agency, and
representational formats, in an exploration of what fiction
can tell us about cognition. Narrative provides an avenue for
investigating the representational formats that underlie and
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compose cognition. Agency is a central feature of narrative
and fictionality, and a deeper study of agency is essential to
understand core aspects of cognition, from the organizing
principles of action to the grounds of naive cartesianism.
Fiction itself is a form of simulation, a highly complex
cognitive activity that has a deep evolutionary history and
requires a sophisticated cognitive machinery. Much of
human problem solving must be understood from the point
of view of fiction rather than from the constrained
perspective of discursive reasoning.

Vera Tobin
Arnhold Faculty Fellow in Cognitive Approaches to
Literature at the University of California, Santa Barbara.
She has published extensively on cognitive narratology,
especially from the perspective of conceptual integration
theory (see selected publications).
Dr. Tobin will present on the readerly urge to repair
narrative gaps, and thus to revise fictional worlds. It is by
now a commonplace in the study of the mind that humans
are continually constructing narratives in order to impose
meaning and coherence on their memories and their selves.
But these narratives are often partial, temporary, and
internally inconsistent. Meanwhile, research on discourse
processing brings into question the extent to which we
actually construct detailed mental models of fictional worlds
as we read. Detailed meaning construction at the level of
global coherence with regard to an extended discourse or
narrative seems primarily to take place only in the smallest
minority of our most contemplative thinking moments.
Nevertheless, there is strong cultural evidence that people
crave and demand narrative coherence of exactly this sort.
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The Role of Cross-cutting Systems of Categories in Category-based Induction
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Department of Psychological & Brain Sciences
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Abstract
Prediction is arguably the most fundamental problem that people face. Having discovered that some object possesses a particular feature, how is it that people are able to accurately infer that another object exhibits the property? Psychologists
have actively studied this reasoning process; yet, current models of induction cannot provide an explanation for the entirety
of the related phenomena. One reason may be that current
models fail to account for people’s ability to assess multiple
categories when making an inference. Building on previous
research (Shafto et al., 2006), we present a model of inductive reasoning based on cross-cutting knowledge representation. We present an experiment that investigates the ability
of this model to account for known inductive phenomena. We
show that a model which assesses multiple kinds of knowledge
explains the flexibility of human inference, better than models
relying on a single kind of knowledge.
Keywords: Category-based induction; Bayesian model;
Cross-categorization.

One of the most remarkable features of human reasoning is
the ability to predict unobserved aspects of the world. For instance, consider learning that mammals have sesamoid bones.
Based on this knowledge, people reliably predict that wolves
are more likely to have this property than are oxen (Sloman,
1993). What knowledge supports these systematic predictions?
To understand the underlying knowledge, psychologists
have studied people as they reason about novel properties
(like “has sesamoid bones”). These efforts have uncovered
a variety of systematic patterns, which constrain models describing how knowledge supports inference. For instance,
Osherson et al. (1990) describe a “monotonicity” effect, that
occurs when people are asked to reason about a novel property possessed by some object; for instance, consider learning that penguins have a novel property. When people are
asked to predict whether another specimen or other specimens, such as all birds, will have the property, the strength
of their prediction depends on the number of examples that
have the property. So, if told that both penguins and finches
have the property, people tend to predict that all birds are
more likely to have it, than if only told about penguins. Interestingly, while this inference may appear to be quite tenable,
observe that if the additional exemplar was changed from
finches to dolphins, it would seem to temper a willingness
to generalize the property to all birds, a phenomenon called
“non-monotonicity”.

In an attempt to explain this category-based induction, psychologists have developed computational models; however,
extant models have yet to account for the entirety of the characteristic phenomena. One reason may be that previous models rely on a single kind of knowledge, but there is evidence
that people use multiple kinds of knowledge to guide prediction (e.g. Ross and Murphy, 1999). For example, an attribute
possessed by penguins and dolphins seems unlikely to be true
of all birds because there is an alternative categorization that
would explain the shared property; namely, aquatic creatures.
Building off of work by Shafto et al. (2006), we propose
a novel model of category-based induction based on crosscutting categories. We contrast this model with a well-known
account of category-based induction, the feature-based induction model (FBIM; Sloman, 1993). We present an experiment
comparing the performance of the model in predicting people’s inferences on a number of known phenomena. Finally,
we conclude by discussing implications of the findings for
categorization, inductive reasoning, and learning.

Category-based Induction
Studies in category-based induction typically follow a
paradigm introduced by Rips (1975), in which participants
are asked to rate the strength of arguments of the form:
Zebras have sesamoid bones
Hippos have sesamoid bones
All mammals have sesamoid bones
The statements above the line indicate the premises of the
argument, which are assumed to be true. The task is to assess the likelihood that the category below the line, the conclusion, has the property. The most often-cited literature on
category-based induction makes use of so-called blank properties, such as “secretes uric acid crystals” or “travels in
groups”. The assumption in their use is that blank properties carry minimal a priori knowledge to guide people’s inferences. In this paper, we choose an even more generic attribute for our stimuli, namely, “Property X”. We use this
not simply for convenience, but because evidence has shown
that the blank properties may be influential in people’s judgement making. For example, when Heit and Rubenstein (1994)
asked people to reason about an anatomical or physiological property of animals (e.g. “secretes uric acid crystals”),
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people made stronger inferences when the animals were taxonomically related; however, when asked to reason about a
behavioral property (e.g. “travels in groups”), people were
more confident when the animals shared an ecological niche.
Furthermore, we make use of a notation inspired by Tenenbaum, Kemp, and Shafto (2007), that denotes syllogisms,
prop
concisely as P1 , . . . Pn −−→C. Here, Pn represents the nth
premise, prop is the property used, and C denotes the conclusion. Using this notation, the above argument would be
sesamoid bones
represented as: zebras,hippos −−−−−−−−→ mammals.
Researchers studying category-based induction have identified a number of phenomena, which have been used as
benchmarks by which to compare the performance of models.
Osherson et al. (1990) identified arguments as one of three
types: general, specific, or mixed. The general class is said to
be formed by those arguments, whose conclusion categories
properly include all of their premise categories. For example, when reasoning about a blank property and given a conclusion category of all dogs, having the premise categories
of german shepards and chiuauas would make the argument
a general one. An argument is specific, if any natural category that properly includes one of the premise or conclusion
categories, properly includes the others. To demonstrate, the
previous example could be changed into a specific argument
by replacing the category all dogs with dalmations. Finally,
a mixed argument is any argument that is neither general nor
specific. For instance, an argument with premise categories
of dolphins and octopuses, and having a conclusion category
of all mammals would be considered mixed.
Premise typicality. The more representative the premise
categories are of the conclusion category, the stronger the argument. Since eagles are a typical bird, relative to ostriches,
X
the argument eagles −−−−→ birds, is considered stronger than
the argument would be with ostriches as its premise.
Premise diversity. Argument strength is thought to increase as the diversity between the premises increases. For
X
example, compare: sheep,dolphin −−−−→ mammals to the arX
gument: sheep,leopards −−−−→ mammals. sheep and leopards do not represent the variety of mammals well—as their
taxonomic relation is pronounced—thus, the former argument appears to be weaker than the latter. Historically, diversity has been a principle in the philosophy of science, which
essentially states that a more diverse range of evidence better
confirms a hypothesis than does the same amount of similar
evidence.
Conclusion specificity. In cases where the conclusion category properly includes the premise categories, the argument
with the more specific conclusion category will be considered
X
stronger. For example, finches −−−−→ birds is considered
stronger than the argument with animals as the conclusion
category.

Premise monotonicity. Argument strength will tend to
increase with the addition of a premise, such that this
premise is chosen from the lowest-level category that includes both the categories of the other premises, and the
X
conclusion. To demonstrate: bats −−−−→ mammals and
X
bats,leopards −−−−→ mammals.
Non-monotonicity. Some arguments can be made weaker
by adding a premise that converts them into mixed arguments.
X
For example, given the argument penguins −−−−→ dolphins,
if one were to add finches as a premise it may reduce the
perceived strength of the argument.
Premise-conclusion asymmetry. Originally discovered by
Rips (1975), this phenomenon occurs when an argument’s premise and conclusion categories are inverted. So,
X
X
bats −−−−→ leopards would become leopards −−−−→ bats.
It was found that the strength of each argument was not
evenly rated.
Inclusion fallacy. A person commits an inclusion fallacy
when they reason that an argument with a general conclusion category, is more cogent than one whose conclusion category is more specific. This phenomenon is termed a fallacy because it does not appear normatively rational. For
X
example, observe the arguments: crows −−−−→ birds and
X
crows −−−−→ ostriches. Notice, birds is superordinate to ostriches, yet, people tend to rate the former argument stronger.
Premise-conclusion identity. Argument strength is absolute when the premise and conlcusion are identical. That is,
X
when the argument is of the form q −−−−→ q.
Premise-conclusion inclusion. An argument whose
premise categories are superordinate to the conclusion category is absolute. For example, the argument
X
animals −−−−→ birds demonstrates this effect.
Feature exclusion. Premises having no overlapping features with the conclusion will have no effect on the perceived cogency of the argument (Sloman, 1993). Observe
X
the following: leopards,monkeys −−−−→ sheep. When people were asked to choose the stronger argument between
one like that above, and an argument whose second premise
included a less similar exemplar, such as dolphins, people
tended to choose the former as the stronger argument. This
phenomenon demonstrates a boundary condition on the diversity principle; though an added premise may lead to more diverse evidence, if the additional premise shares fewer salient
features with the conclusion, it will fail to strengthen the argument.
Inclusion similarity. The strength of an argument whose
premise category includes the conclusion category will
vary depending upon the perceived similarity between the
premise and conclusion categories (Sloman, 1993). Sloman (1993) demonstrates this effect with an argument sim-
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X

ilar to mammals −−−−→ bats, and asking subjects to compare
X
against an argument, like animals −−−−→ leopards. Since,
leopards are more typical of the category mammals, people
tend judge the latter argument as stronger.
Non-diversity. Some arguments with more diverse
premises might be judged weaker than those with more simiX
lar premises. Consider the arguments: leopards,seals −−−−→
X
dolphins and leopards,jellyfish −−−−→ dolphins. While
leopards and seals are more similar than leopards and jellyfish, people tend to choose the first argument as the stronger
one. Note that this particular case cannot be attributed to a
feature exclusion effect, since salient features in the premise
categories are shared with those of the conclusion category
(e.g. seals, jellyfish and dolphins are all aquatic animals).

Models of category-based induction
A number of models have been proposed to account for the
observed phenomena (Osherson et al., 1990; Sloman, 1993;
Medin et al., 2003). These models differ in a number of ways,
including in the proposed reasoning mechanisms, and the underlying knowledge representations. Here we focus on the
model that provides the most complete account of the known
phenomena within a fully specified computational model, the
feature-based induction model (Sloman, 1993).

The feature-based induction model (Sloman, 1993), while
theoretically expressed as a connectionist network, relies
on concepts of similarity and coverage to explain argument
strength. Because it is a connectionist model, the FBIM does
not assume an overarching category structure. Rather, the notions of similarity and coverage are in relation to the features
of the premise and conclusion categories—not the whole of
each category. The features are formally represented by a
vector, F, of numerical elements, fi , such that each value encodes the absence or presence of a particular feature as 0 or
1. For example, the category, Robins would be encoded, as
F(Robins) = [ f1 (Robins)... fn (Robins)].
In this model, similarity can be thought of as a function on
feature matches and mismatches, and coverage as the extent
to which the premise features overlap those of the conclusion
features. For single premise arguments, the strength of the
argument can be expressed as
F(P1 ) · F(C)
|F(C)|2

F(sheep) = [ f1 (sheep) = “has hooves”, ...] = [1, ...]
F(mammal) = [ f1 (mammal) = “is f urry”, ...] = [1, ...]
The next step, in words, is to calculate the argument strength
that is expressed as the ratio in Equation 1. This is the proportion of features in F(mammals) that is also in F(sheep),
so that the larger this proportion, the stronger the argument
is perceived. Since, the premise category sheep has a larger
number of shared features with the conclusion category mammals than, say, a premise category of bats, the former argument will yield a higher rating than the latter.
The FBIM can demonstrate many of the documented phenomena; however, it is not without limitations. For instance,
Sloman ran correlations between his model and human judgements, and found that in 3 out of 5 cases, Osherson et al.’s
Similarity Coverage Model (SCM; 1990) had stronger fit—
although, he did provide a defense for this finding (Sloman,
1993). Further, the basic FBIM cannot account for nonmonotonicity. 1

Induction by cross-categorization

Feature-Based Induction Model (FBIM)

S=

X

model, consider the argument: sheep −−−−→ mammals, the
first step in obtaining the argument strength is to encode the
premise and conclusion categories, for example:

(1)

The numerator, F(P1 ) · F(C), yields a scalar that is given by
the dot product between the two vectors, and the term |F(C)|,
returns the length of the vector. This can be thought of geometrically, as the projection of the vector of premise features,
F(P1 ), onto the vector of the conclusion features, F(C).
This model can account for many of the documented phenomena. For example, the FBIM inspired both the inclusion
similarity and feature exclusion effects. To demonstrate the

Shafto et al. (2006) introduced CrossCat, a model of crosscategorization. Given data, the model infers a partitioning of
features into different kinds, and, for each feature-kind, the
model infers a categorization of the objects. This model differs from previous models in that it considers multiple systems of categories to guide an inference, but maintains key
similarities to previous approaches. The FBIM considers the
entire set of features of the premise and conclusion categories
when assessing argument strength. The SCM (Osherson et
al., 1990) relies on a taxonomy of categories that applies in
all contexts. CrossCat strikes a balance between these approaches allowing flexible use of knowledge to guide inferences like the FBIM, and allowing structured representations
to guide inference like the SCM.
CrossCat is formally defined as a model that takes as input a list of features, F, a list of objects, O, and an O × F
object-feature matrix, D. Each entry, (o, f ) ∈ D, encodes
the value of feature f for object o. For example, given that
o1 =“crow” and f1 =“has a beak”, then D(o1 , f1 ) = 1. The
goal is to make inferences about two kinds of situations that
correspond to specific and general arguments. We deal with
specific arguments first. For specific arguments, the goal is,
for a novel feature y, with some observed entries yobs and
some unobserved entries yunobs , predict the unobserved entries based on the observed data D and observed entries yobs .
Under the model, this prediction is mediated by inferences
1 An extended model to address this issue was proposed but not
tested.
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about the likely cross-categorized representations, r,
P(yunobs |D, yobs ) ∝ ∑ P(yunobs |r)P(r|D, yobs ).

(2)

r

That is, representations r, that are probable given the data
provide the most weight when predicting yunobs .
These predictions rely on inferring likely cross-categorized
representations, r. Under the model, r is composed of two
parts: a vector z, of length F, where z f designates the kind k
of feature f , and a set of vectors, {w}, where wk contains the
categories for kind k. Given a data set, D, the model infers
likely combinations of z and {w}, by approximating the posterior probability of P(z, {w}|D, y). The model is specified
generatively, by first choosing a partition of the features z,
then for each kind k ∈ z, choosing a categorization of the objects wk , and prior probabilities for each feature in that kind,
and then generating the data Dk that correspond to that kind.
In a departure from the Shafto et al. (2006) model, we include hyperpriors on the strength s and balance b of feature
values. Following Kemp, Perfors, and Tenenbaum (2007), we
assume an exponential distribution on the strength parameter,
providing a strong expectation that each feature’s value will
tend to be the same within a category, and a uniform balance.
Formally, given a data set, D, the model infers z, a partition of features into kinds, and {w}, where wk contains the
categories for kind k, subject to
P(z, {w}|D, s, b) ∝ P(z, {w}, D, s, b)

(3)

K

= P(z) ∏ P(Dk |wk , s, b)P(wk )P(sk )P(bk )
k=1

to be a priori independent, and for a given feature, values in
different categories are independent. Thus, the probability of
D(o ∈ c, f ) depend only on the number of true and false values of the feature for those objects, and the parameters s and
b,
Beta(#true + sb, # f alse + s(1 − b))
Beta(sb, s(1 − b))
(6)
where s and b represent the strength (measured in number of
prior observations) and balance (the expected proportion of
true values), and Beta represents the Beta function.
We used Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) to generate predictions. The algorithm proposes moving features between kinds, objects between categories, and changing the
values of s and b. In each iteration, the algorithm tends to
prefer values that improve on the current state. Although
we believe roughly similar heuristics may be used by people,
we emphasize that our main claim is about the importance
of cross-cutting category structure, not the behavior of this
particular inference algorithm.
For specific arguments, the model predicts that, for a novel
property, objects in the same category for that property’s kind
will be more likely to have the same feature.
For the general arguments, the goal is, for a novel feature y,
with some observed entries yobs , predict the probability that
a general category—e.g. birds—has the property. This case
is rather different because we need to predict, (a) whether
the general category birds is sensible given the data, and (b)
whether each and every bird is likely to have the property
given the category exists. Formally,
P(D(o ∈ c, f )|w, z) =

(4)
P(ygenExt |D, yobs ) ∝
where K is the number of feature-kinds in z, Dk is the portion of D that must be explained by system k, and P(Dk |wk )
is the process that generates the data for each feature-kind.
The prior distribution on feature partitions, and the prior on
objects into categories are denoted by P(z) and P(wk ), respectively. Finally, sk and bk represent hyperpriors on the feature
values. To evaluate the posterior probability, we must specify
each component of Equation 4.
Assignments of features to partitions z are evaluated via a
chinese restaurant process (CRP) prior
(
nk
, if nk > 0
(5)
P(zi = k|z1 , ..., zi−1 ) = i−1+α
α
i−1+α , k is a new class.
This process depends on a parameter α, which controls the
strength of the preference for a small number of partitions.
As α → 0, the process tends to produce small numbers of categories. Throughout, we set this parameter to .5, a moderate
preference for simpler structures. Assignments of objects to
categories for each kind wk , are also evaluated via the CRP.
In this paper, we consider only binary features, and we
therefore choose a Beta-Bernoulli model evaluating the probabilities of feature values. For simplicity, a feature is assumed

(7)

∑P(ygenExt |birds ∈ r)P(birds ∈ r|D, yobs )
r

(8)
where ygenExt represents the extension of the general category, and birds ∈ r indicates that the category birds exists in
the representation r. Otherwise, the details are as described
above.

Experiment
In our experiment, we investigate how people perceive the cogency of one argument, relative to another. That is, when people are given two arguments and asked to judge which of the
two is stronger, and by what magnitude. We compare the results of human judgements to CrossCat, the FBIM, and a conventional infinite mixture model (IMM; Rasmussen, 2000).
The IMM differs from CrossCat in that it does not discover
systems of categories, rather, it proposes a single clustering
of the objects using the entire set of features as a basis.

Method
Participants: Fifteen subjects were recruited from the University of Louisville community, including both students and
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Phenomenon
Typicality
Diversity
Conclusion Specificity
Premise Monotonicity
Non-monotonicity
Asymmetry
Feature Exclusion
Non-diversity

Stimuli
1. eagles−
→birds vs. ostriches−
→birds
2. leopards−
→mammals vs. bats−
→mammals †
3. sheep,dolphins−
→mammals vs. sheep,leopards−
→mammals
4. eagles,penguins−
→birds vs. eagles,owls−
→birds
5. finches−
→birds vs. finches−
→animals
6. dolphins−
→mammals vs. dolphins−
→animals
7. penguins,eagles−
→birds vs. penguins−
→birds
8. bat,leopards−
→mammals vs. bats−
→mammals
9. dolphins−
→mammals vs. dolphins,octopuses−
→mammals
10. penguins−
→dolphins vs. penguins,finches−
→dolphins †
11. leopards−
→bats vs. bats−
→leopards
12. eagles−
→penguins vs. penguins−
→eagles
15. leopards,sheep−
→monkeys vs. leopards,ants−
→monkeys
16. leopards,monkeys−
→sheep vs. leopards,dolphins−
→sheep
17. leopards,seals−
→dolphins vs. leopards,jellyfish−
→dolphins
18. finches,ostriches−
→owls vs. finches,bats−
→owls †

Human
3.43
.567
-1.7
.833
4.37
5.60
4.50
3.90
4.43
.033
.467
.667
3.40
2.97
4.13
.633

IMM
.071
-.035
.029
.051
.092
.118
-.039
.009
.020
.026
.011
.011
.002
.953
.020
-.007

CC
.099
.228
.193
.025
.649
.602
.233
.217
.041
.033
.086
.093
.037
.061
.004
.049

FBIM
.040
.108
.033
.037
.235
.152
.038
.053
-.019
.000
.113
.012
-.016
-.006
-.027
-.010

Table 1: Mean Predictions of Human and Models.
non-students. The students were offered course credit for participating.
Design and Materials: The dataset used to make model comparisons was an object-feature matrix that was filled in by
two coders for an unrelated project. The matrix consisted of
22 animals and 106 features, such that each entry (i, j) of the
matrix contained a 1 or 0, indicating whether or not feature j
was true of animal i.
Printed surveys were created for this experiment that consisted of eighteen questions in total. The questions were formulated to appear much like those, that elicited the documented phenomena in the subjects of Osherson et al. (1990)
and Sloman (1993)—excluding premise-conclusion identity,
premise-conclusion inclusion, inclusion similarity, and the inclusion fallacy. Each question consisted of two arguments,
designated A and B, and a line with eleven hatch marks. Below the far-right hatch mark, a letter B was placed. Similarly,
below the far-left hatch mark the letter A was placed.
Procedure: Subjects were handed a survey and a writing
utensil. They were told that for each question they should
read both of the arguments (i.e. A and B), and evaluate which
one they believe to be stronger. Once they determined the
stronger argument, they were asked to indicate on the line
how much stronger they believed their choice to be, relative
to the alternate. They were informed that argument strength
began at the midpoint of the line and increased toward the
argument that they deemed stronger.

Results
Participant ratings for all cases of the stimuli were tallied. An
exact binomial sign test for each question, revealed that at
least one example for all cases was significant (p < .05), excluding premise diversity and asymmetry. Both of the cases

demonstrating asymmetry were marginal2 (p = .0625 for
both). The second examples of typicality, non-monotonicity,
and non-diversity were not found to be significant. These
stimuli are presented in Table 1, as number 2, number 10, and
number 18, respectively, and are denoted by †. Subject judgements for our first example of premise diversity (i.e. number
3 in Table 1) were not in the expected direction.
We performed two runs of CrossCat (referenced in Table
1 as CC) and the IMM, each using 40 samples, for all of the
arguments. The results of these simulations were averaged
and are reported in Table 1. For each question, we expected
a particular argument to be rated stronger than its alternate,
consistent with the induction phenomena. For each of the
questions, the difference between the ratings of argument A
and B was calculated and averaged across participants. These
ratings were compared to the model predictions, which are
reported as log(argstrong /argweak ). Here, argstrong is the argument that we expected would have the stronger rating, similarly argweak is the weaker rated argument. This measure
provides an intuitive way of demonstrating whether a particular model was able to predict the outcome for each of our
questions, showing positive values where the model was successful and negative values where the algorithm failed. In
Table 1, we report the results that are in the expected direction in bold font. For all, but one of the arguments found
to be statistically significant, our model is consistent with
the induction phenomena; whereas, the IMM fails to predict
the stronger argument in one of our cases—monotonicity—
and the FBIM fails for four cases—non-monotonicity, feature exclusion, and non-diversity. For the remaining statistically significant argument, shown as number 3, in Table 1,
2 Osherson

et al. (1990) asked people to make judgements using
the same paradigm that we employed, and also used a binomial sign
test of significance. Their cases of asymmetry yielded a nonsignificant difference in the predicted direction.
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we predicted that this argument would demonstrate the diversity phenomenon, as did CrossCat, the IMM, and the FBIM;
however, subjects judged the argument with the less diverse
premises to be stronger.
The FBIM cannot account for the non-monotonicity cases,
as its bounded by its mathematical definition. In words, any
added premise features can only lead to a stronger argument.
However, given the context of penguins and dolphins, features of finches do not seem applicable; yet the FBIM considers those features, and any overlap between those features
and the features of dolphins, leads to a stronger prediction.
The FBIM can explain instances of the feature exclusion
phenomenon when there is no overlap between the diversifying premise category, and the conclusion category. While
Sloman (1993) was able to demonstrate this effect using the
Osherson et al. (1990) dataset, our dataset possessed overlapping features between ants and monkeys, and between dolphins and sheep. Thus, the FBIM made stronger predictions
for the arguments having more diverse premises; whereas,
subjects rated the less diverse arguments stronger.
Finally, the FBIM fails to account for non-diversity when
the more diverse premise category shares salient features with
the conclusion category, such as leopards,seals−
→dolphins vs.
leopards,jellyfish−
→dolphins. We predicted that despite the
more diverse premises, the argument with premise categories
of leopards and seals would be rated stronger by subjects, and
their ratings agreed with our intuition. CrossCat can give an
account for the arguments for which other models of induction fail to explain. CrossCat tends to apply those features
that are salient, given the context. So, for instance, in the
context of penguins and finches, the likelihood of adding features of dolphins is reduced, since features of birds are more
salient.

Discussion
People are remarkable for their ability to accurately predict
unobserved aspects of the world. Research in category-based
induction seeks to explain people’s success. Though many
previous models of induction have been proposed, none explain the extant phenomena. In this paper, we have presented
a novel model of category-based induction, based on crosscutting categorization. We have shown that this model out
performs two well-established models, the FBIM and IMM,
accounting for the greatest number of documented phenomena.
Previous approaches have explored the extremes of knowledge representation. Models such as the SCM (Osherson et
al., 1990) maintain a strict taxonomy that is applied across all
situations, and cannot explain phenomena that require more
flexibility. Models such as the FBIM have no structured representation, and therefore cannot discern predictive features
from those that are idiosyncratic. Our approach balances
these two extremes, maintaining a strong knowledge representation, but allowing for potentially many sets of categories
that guide inference in different contexts.

We showed that our model is able to demonstrate many
of the known phenomena that is associated with categorybased induction. While we believe that our model is a step
in the right direction, there are limitations. For instance,
CrossCat only identifies category structures, and does not discover other more richly-structured knowledge representations
found in real-world domains, such as tree structures. Further,
the model does not take into account the fact that features can
sometimes be the cause of other features, and futher use that
knowledge to guide prediction. Both of these ideas represent
important areas for future work.
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Abstract
In most cases, if relevant, positive evidence raises and
negative evidence lowers argument strength in induction.
Previous research, however, has shown that it is possible to
raise the argument strength of a single positive premise
argument by introducing negative evidence (Heussen, et al.,
2011). Here we test one possible mechanism for such an
increase in argument strength. When people consider the
positive premise they develop a set of hypotheses.
Subsequently encountering a negative premise would render
some of these hypotheses less likely and hence, if participants
see the hypotheses as an exhaustive set, shift the probability
to the remaining hypotheses to varying degrees. We test this
idea by asking people to choose between four hierarchically
nested conclusions across various conditions of evidence. The
results are discussed in the light of models of induction.
Keywords: Induction; Negative evidence; Hypothesis Space

Negative evidence in induction
In its broadest sense, inductive reasoning can be defined as
inference to an uncertain conclusion (Lipton, 2004). There
are at least two main approaches to make such inferences.
One is to generalize over time. “My car has always started,
so it’s reliable and will start today.” There are a number of
philosophical arguments why such an approach is not
reliable (Russell, 1912), but owning an aging car will
quickly teach you the same. Another approach is to
generalize across instances of a category. “My car is a
German car, so it’s reliable and will start today.” Although
this approach similarly has its problems, it is certainly
pervasive in everyday reasoning. As a consequence a large
amount of research, particularly in psychology, has been
looking at category-based property induction (see Feeney &
Heit, 2007 and Heit, 2000 for overviews). In these studies,
participants might be asked to judge how likely it is that
Bobcats use serotonin as neurotransmitter given that both
Tigers and Cougars do (Smith, Shafir & Osherson, 1993).
What is striking though is that in the majority of this
research the focus has been on positive evidence, evidence
that states that some entity has a particular property. And
only very little is known about the influence of negative
evidence, evidence that states that some entity does not have
a particular property.

So what do we know about the influence of negative
evidence on argument strength? In work on category-based
property induction, negative evidence has been found to
behave in a similar manner to positive evidence, however,
with the reverse effect on argument strength (Heussen &
Hampton, 2009; Heussen, Voorspoels, & Storms, 2010). For
instance, just as for positive evidence the similarity between
the negative evidence and the conclusion is a key predictor
of the influence of the evidence on the conclusion.
Similarly, in generalizations to the category, negative
evidence instantiated by a less typical exemplar has a less
detrimental impact on argument strength than from a more
typical exemplar. Other studies have shown that in mixed
premise arguments, containing both positive and negative
evidence, the similarity between the contradicting evidence
plays an important role with greater similarity between
positive and negative evidence resulting in a stronger impact
of the negative evidence (Blok, Medin & Osherson, 2007).
In line with intuition, these studies show that positive
evidence raises argument strength—“Lions have enzyme x,
tigers have enzyme x, how likely is it that cheetahs have
enzyme x?”—and negative evidence lowers it—“Lions have
enzyme x, tigers DO NOT have enzyme x, how likely is it
that cheetahs have enzyme x?” Argument strength never
goes against the “sign” of the evidence. Elsewhere we call
this the Monotonicity Principle (Heussen et al., 2011).

Against the monotonicity principle
Contrary to the Monotonicity Principle, however, it has
been found that in some circumstances it is possible to raise
argument strength by introducing negative evidence
(Heussen et al., 2011). Participants were asked to consider
scenarios like the following: “Scientists have established
that in certain brain regions the music of Dmitri
Shostakovich elicits particular brain waves called alpha
waves. Given that Shostakovich’s music causes these alpha
waves, you might wonder whether this similarly applies to
other kinds of music like, for instance, the music of Bach.”
Participants were then asked to judge how likely it is that
Bach’s music also causes alpha waves? Participants then
received additional information, that the same group of
scientists found that the music of the hard rock band AC/DC
does NOT elicit alpha waves in the brain. And again they
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were asked to make a judgment about whether Bach’s music
elicits alpha waves.
The results revealed a significant increase in argument
strength from the first to the second judgment. Presenting
people with exemplars from contrasting subcategories
within the immediate superordinate category of all
exemplars in the argument resulted in an increased
endorsement of the conclusion. Counter the monotonicity
principle, adding some kinds of negative evidence to a
single positive premise argument increased rather than
decreased argument strength.
In contrast, when presented with negative evidence from
the same subcategory (e.g., classical music), as in “Haydn
does not elicit alpha waves”, participants showed a dramatic
drop in argument strength. In line with the Monotonicity
Principle negative evidence from the same subcategory
resulted in a strong decline in argument strength.
The results of our study suggest that negative evidence
can be used to highlight a relevant dimension or criterion on
which to make the inductive leap. In the scenario above,
general knowledge provides a range of commonalities and
differences between Shostakovich’s and Bach’s music and
the negative premise reduces these down to the relevant
ones by highlighting respects of similarity (Medin,
Goldstone & Gentner, 1993). In addition to influencing the
inductive process at a similarity level, negative evidence
may also impact the inductive process at the hypothesis
level, affecting the kinds of hypothesis that are entertained.
The search for commonalities and differences between the
positive evidence and the conclusion exemplars leads to a
range of hypotheses about why they may or may not share
the particular property in question. By explicitly
contradicting some of the generated hypotheses (e.g., not all
music elicits alpha waves), negative evidence clearly helps
in reducing the number of hypotheses. But not only that,
evidence from concept learning suggests that negative
evidence even constrains the generation of hypotheses
already at the outset of learning (Houtz, Moore, & Davis,
1973). In sum, previous work suggests that negative
evidence may in some circumstances constrain the process
of induction both in terms of highlighting the relevant
dimensions of similarity as well as constraining the
generation and selection of hypotheses (Heussen et al.,
2011).

Models of induction
Most models of induction, to date, have focused on the
influence of positive evidence (e.g., Osherson et al., 1990;
Rips, 1975; Sloman, 1993). To our knowledge, the SimProb
model (Blok, Medin & Osherson, 2007) and Bayesian
models of induction (e.g., Heit, 1998; Kemp & Tenenbaum,
2009) are the only two approaches to modeling induction
that have explicitly incorporated the influence of negative
evidence. All approaches, however, endorse the
Monotonicity Principle—positive evidence raises and
negative evidence lowers the credence in the generalization.
The finding that negative evidence can in fact raise

argument strength hence poses a serious challenge to all
models of induction (Heussen et al., 2011).
The challenge to models of induction is twofold. First, the
way models of induction currently incorporate negative
evidence is limited to subtracting from existing argument
strength in proportion to the influence of the evidence.
Hence the effect of negative evidence ranges from no
influence to a strong negative influence. This however does
not allow for an increase in argument strength. Thus models
require a mechanism to allow an increase in argument
strength such that the effect of negative evidence can range
from a strong negative to a slight positive influence.
Second, models of induction need an a priori way to
distinguish between negative evidence that reduces and
negative evidence that increases argument strength. The
former challenge is certainly easier to meet than the latter.
Here we would, therefore, like to address the easier of these
two questions and test a possible mechanism by which
argument strength might increase when encountering
negative evidence.

Rationale of the present study
The aim of the present study is to look at a possible
explanation for the increase in argument strength in the
above mentioned study. One way to introduce a possible
increase in argument strength through negative evidence is
to posit that people generate a finite set of hypotheses when
encountering the positive premise. For instance, in the
Shostakovich – Bach example above, people may develop a
set of hypotheses for the ‘elicitation of alpha waves’
consisting of ‘sound in general elicits alpha waves’, ‘only
music does’, ‘only classical music does’ or ‘it only applies
to Shostakovich’. Assuming a probability distribution over
these hypotheses, would imply that, when excluding one
hypothesis, there should be an increase in probability of
those hypotheses further down in the hierarchy. In the
example above, introducing negative evidence that excludes
or reduces the likelihood of the ‘music in general’
hypothesis and as a consequence also the ‘sound in general’
hypothesis would hence lead to an increase in likelihood for
the remaining two hypotheses.
In order to test this idea, we presented participants with
either single positive or mixed positive and negative
premise arguments. The arguments had four hierarchically
nested conclusions ranging from the exemplar (e.g.,
Shostakovich) presented in the positive premise via its
subcategory (e.g., classical music) and basic category (e.g.,
music) to its superordinate (e.g., sound). Using
hierarchically nested hypotheses allowed us to enforce an
exhaustive set of hypotheses. Participants were asked to
choose the most general conclusion that is still acceptable
based on the given information. Among the mixed premise
arguments the negative evidence was varied by choosing
exemplars at different levels of hierarchy. The negative
premise either came from the same (e.g., Haydn) or a
contrasting subcategory (e.g., AC/DC) as the positive
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evidence or it came from a different superordinate category
(e.g., the sound of a falling screwdriver).
The idea of varying the exemplars in the negative premise
was to elicit the shift in probability from the general to the
most specific conclusion. More precisely, the single positive
premise arguments constitute the baseline with the
distribution across the conclusion predicted to show a
monotonic decline in probability from exemplar to the
superordinate level. Negative evidence from the same
subcategory as the positive evidence should shift most of
the probability to the exemplar level leaving the remaining
three with little to no probability density. In contrast,
negative evidence from a contrasting subcategory should
result in a large probability for the subcategory level as
conclusion as well as the exemplar level. Both basic level
and superordinate level conclusions should receive little
density. Furthermore, negative evidence from a different
superordinate category should spread the probability making
the basic level category more likely as a conclusion. This
redistribution of the probability density should hence trace
the level at which the negative evidence is pitched precisely
one level lower in the hierarchy.
In order to show that this mechanism can lead to a
significant increase in argument strength we need to focus
on the specific conclusion at the subcategory level. In order
for the mechanism to be sufficient to raise argument
strength, the results need to show a significant increase in
probability from the single to the mixed premise argument
for the subcategory level conclusion, when the negative
evidence is instantiated by a contrasting subcategory
exemplar. In addition the usual detrimental influence of
negative evidence should be observed in a significant
decrease in probability for that conclusion from the single
premise argument when the negative evidence is instantiated
by an exemplar from the same subcategory.

Method
Participants. 163 students from the University of Leuven,
Belgium, participated in the study. Participants received
course credits in return for their participation.
Design. In a between-subjects design, participants were
presented with single positive premise or mixed positive and
negative premise arguments with four possible
hierarchically nested conclusions. The task was to select the
conclusion with the broadest tenable scope given the
premises. The mixed premise arguments contained either
negative evidence from the same or a contrasting
subcategory as the positive premise or from a different
superordinate category entirely. Participants were thus
allocated to one of four conditions, one of which evaluated
the single positive premise arguments and the remaining
three the mixed premise arguments. Participants chose
between four possible conclusions: the exemplar contained
in the positive premise (e.g., Shostakovich); a salient
subcategory that the exemplar belongs to (e.g., classical
music), its basic level category (e.g., music) or its

superordinate category (e.g., sound). The responses hence
reflect the breath of the generalization elicited by the given
premises.
Materials. Ten target items and 30 filler items were
created. All items were arguments consisting of either a
single positive premise or a positive and a negative premise
with four possible conclusions. The conclusions were
hierarchically nested going from the exemplar presented in
the positive premise up to its superordinate category. The
premises and the conclusion of each argument contained
exemplars from a single basic level category (e.g., insects,
fruit, wines, car companies). Our three conditions for the
double premise arguments varied in the type of negative
evidence that were included in the target items. The
negative evidence either came from the same subcategory
(e.g., Hayden) as the positive premise or a contrasting
subcategory (e.g., AC/DC) or a different superordinate
category (e.g., the sound of a falling screwdriver). The
properties used in the arguments were realistic
characteristics that participants were likely to have very
little knowledge about (e.g., produce ocytoncine; have
mitochondrion in their cells; create a conversion current). In
addition to our target items, we used 30 filler items across
the four conditions that mimicked each of the conditions to
reduce an effect of the ratio of the different item types
across conditions. One random order of items and its reverse
was used.
Procedure. The induction task was presented as part of a
battery of test. Students participated in groups of 25 and
took no longer than 5 minutes to complete the task.

Results & Discussion
Figure 1 shows the proportion of responses across the four
possible conclusions for each of the four conditions. Single
premise arguments showed a monotonic decline across the
conclusions from the exemplar to the superordinate. For
arguments with negative evidence from the same
subcategory, most responses shifted to the exemplar level.
Those arguments with negative evidence from a contrasting
subcategory showed most responses divided between the
exemplar and subcategory level. In contrast negative
evidence at the broadest level lead to evenly spread
responses across all level bar the superordinate level.
In order to confirm the reliability of these shifts in
response proportions across the four conclusions a 3 × 4
mixed factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA) across
participants (F1) and items (F2) was carried out (Clark,
1973). The fourth response option was omitted from the
analyses to avoid violations of the independence assumption
of ANOVA. The analysis revealed a two-way interaction
between Responses and Condition (minF’(6,135) = 8.2, p <
.001). Broken down by Response, there was a significant
shift of the proportion of responses for each of the response
options across the four conditions except the superordinate
level conclusion (Exemplar: minF’(3,81) = 10.0, p < .001;
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Subcategory: minF’(3,53) = 3.7, p < .05; Category:
minF’(3,85) = 16.6, p < .001; Superordinate: F1(3, 162) =
3.0, p < .05, F2(3, 27) = 3.8, p < .05, minF’(3,109) = 1.7, p
= .176).
These overall shifts confirm that pitching the negative
evidence at different levels of hierarchy changes the scope
of people’s generalization. However they are not sufficient
to claim that the mechanism of redistributing the probability
can explain a rise in argument strength observed in Heussen
et al. (2011). In order to do that we need to look more
closely at the exemplar and subcategory level between the
single positive condition and both the negative evidence
from the same and contrasting subcategory condition.
Starting with a comparison of the single with the mixed
premise argument containing negative evidence from a
contrasting subcategory, the results revealed a significant
increase in probability at the subcategory level both across
participants (t(79) = 2.2, p < .05) and items (t(9) = 2.3, p <
.05). As a result, all three remaining response options
showed a decrease in probability, however this decrease was
only significant for the response at category level
(Participants: t(79) = 2.7, p < .01; Items: t(9) = 3.1, p < .05).

These results show that by redistributing the probabilities
across an exhaustive hypothesis space a significant increase
in the generalization to the subcategory level can be
achieved.
For negative evidence that lowers argument strength and
is hence in line with the Monotonicity Principle, we look at
the difference between the single premise and mixed
premise argument with negative evidence from the same
subcategory. Here we would expect a significant shift in
probability from the subcategory to the exemplar level and
hence a decrease at the former and an increase at the latter.
In a planned comparison across participants (t(78) = 5.3, p <
.01) and items (t(9) = 3.9, p < .01) we found a significant
increase in proportions at the exemplar level. All remaining
response options show a decrease with the largest difference
at the subcategory level (Mdiff = .18, SEdiff = .04;
Participants: t(79) = 4.2, p < .001; Items: t(9) = 2.2, p < .05)
followed by the category level (Mdiff = .09, SEdiff = .02;
Participants: t(79) = 4.2, p < .001; Items: t(9) = 2.8, p < .05)
and the superordinate level (Mdiff = .03, SEdiff = .01;
Participants: t(79) = 2.0, p < .05; Items: t(9) = 2.3, p < .05).

Figure 1: Average proportion of responses for selecting one of the four response options as a function of condition
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General Discussion
In most cases, encountering negative evidence for a
generalization lowers one’s credence in that generalization.
Contrary to this intuition however, Heussen et al. (2011)
have found evidence that, in principle, it is possible to raise
argument strength using negative evidence. In their study,
presenting people with negative evidence from a
subcategory that was contrasting both the positive premise
and the conclusion led people to judge arguments containing
negative evidence as stronger than single positive premise
arguments. This implies that the range of the influence of
negative evidence extends over the no effect point to a small
but positive effect.
This poses two challenges for models of induction. First,
models of induction to date use the ‘sign’ of the evidence to
determine the direction of the influence (e.g., Blok, Medin
& Osherson, 2007; Kemp & Tenenbaum, 2009). This
implies that negative evidence can never raise argument
strength. Hence models require a mechanism by which
negative evidence can lead to an increase in argument
strength. Second, even with a mechanism that could handle
such an increase in argument strength, models would still
require an a priori way to determine whether the negative
evidence is of the kind that lowers argument strength or
raises it.
Here we have only tried to address the first of the two
challenges. How can argument strength increase from a
single positive premise argument—Shostakovich elicits
alpha waves, therefore Bach elicits alpha waves—to a
double premise argument containing negative evidence—
Shostakovich elicits alpha waves, the music of AC/DC does
not elicit alpha waves, therefore Bach elicits alpha waves?
The present results show that when people are faced with an
exhaustive set of hypotheses—or in this case possible
conclusions—it is possible to shift their preference to a
particular conclusion by introducing negative evidence.
More specifically, in comparison to the single premise
argument, negative evidence from a contrasting subcategory
to the positive evidence significantly increased people’s
preference for the generalization to the subcategory level. In
contrast, negative evidence from the same subcategory led
participants to shift their preference away from the
subcategory level to the exemplar level generalization.
How do these results explain the increase in argument
strength in the Shostakovich – AC/CD – Bach case? The
idea is that when participants encounter the single premise
argument, they develop a set of hypotheses and judge the
believability of each one. These are assumed to be similar to
the one’s collected in the single positive premise condition.
If confronted with the fact that the music of AC/DC does
not cause alpha waves then participants think the
generalization to the subcategory—in this case the one that
Bach belongs to—is more likely than before, as evidenced
by the condition with negative evidence from a contrasting
subcategory.

What assumptions have to be met for this account to
hold? First, people have to generate a list of possible
hypotheses in response to the single premise. Second, at the
time of encountering the negative evidence, that list must—
at least in their mind—be exhaustive. Third, they have to
assign a probability distribution across the set of
hypotheses. The first and the third assumption are far from
being controversial. People are easily able to generate a
range of hypothesis and are even more sensitive to their
accuracy than when evaluating other people’s hypotheses
(e.g., Dougherty & Hunter, 2003; Koehler, 1994).
Furthermore the idea that people use probabilities to
represent their fine-grained beliefs is common place in
psychological models of induction (e.g., Heit, 1998; Kemp
& Tenenbaum, 2009). Whether people’s generated
hypotheses constitute an exhaustive list in their minds is
questionable. A humble person would surely admit the
possibility that there are hypotheses that she has not yet
considered. The solution for this would be to grant a bin
category of hypotheses that have not yet been considered. A
problem with that though is how much credence should one
attribute to that category in comparison to the other
hypotheses. In some circumstances, when people for
instance have very little knowledge about a particular
subject area, they may not be confident about their
hypotheses and hence attribute a lot of credence to such a
bin category. In those cases, it would be difficult for
negative evidence to contradict the complete bin category
and thereby raise the probability for the other hypotheses.
Thus we might not expect to be able to increase people’s
judgment about argument strength in those cases. However
in cases where people have some level of knowledge that
enables them to have some confidence in their own
hypotheses, it would seem odd to attribute a larger amount
of credence to the bin category at the expense of the
generated hypotheses. Thus in normal circumstances
granting a bin category for hypotheses, would not constitute
a problem and hence makes the assumption of an exhaustive
hypothesis space rather tenable.
What are the implications of these finding for models of
induction? For models of induction, these findings are good
news because they provide an easy to implement
mechanism to meet one of the challenges posed by negative
evidence that raises argument strength (Heussen et al.,
2011). The only thing that models of induction need to
assume to implement this mechanism is a probability
distribution across a set of generated hypotheses to represent
people’s relative credence in the truth or strength of those
hypotheses. Assuming this mechanism, makes it at least in
principle possible to raise argument strength with negative
evidence. However, it does not address the question of when
a raise actually occurs? How do models of induction
distinguish between negative evidence that is detrimental to
argument strength and negative evidence that raises
argument strength?
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Based on the relevance theory of induction, we would
here like to propose a tentative mechanism of what makes
negative evidence relevant either to a negative or a positive
effect? Although not formally specified the relevance theory
of induction (Medin et al., 2003) provides at least a
framework for such a mechanism. The underlying idea is
that distinctive properties of the premises bring to light
relevant dimensions for induction. These dimensions are
then either reinforced (in case of a match) or undermined (in
case of a mismatch) by comparing the premises with the
conclusion. If people find a relevant dimension for
induction (e.g., classical music) that is common to the
positive premise and the conclusion, negative evidence can
either undermine or reinforce the validity of the dimension.
The validity of a dimension is undermined when negative
evidence shares that dimension with the positive premise
and the conclusion (e.g., Haydn doesn’t elicit alpha waves,
thus classical music cannot be the basis for induction) and
reinforced when it does not share that dimension (e.g.,
AC/DC does not elicit alpha waves but it is also not
classical music). Whether negative evidence that reinforces
a dimension is then considered relevant enough to increase
argument strength depends on whether the negative
evidence increases the salience of the dimension sufficiently
above what it would have been without the negative
evidence. In other words, the likelihood of a generalization
from Shostakovich to Bach will increase with the
introduction of negative evidence, if the negative evidence
raises the salience of classical music as a basis for induction.
How might that happen? The relevance approach suggest
that both the level of effort necessary to process an input
and the effect that such an input has, affect the relevance of
such an input (Sperber & Wilson, 1995). Hence, if the
negative evidence lowers the effort necessary to draw out
the dimension used for induction, then inductive strength
may increase. Furthermore, inductive strength may increase,
if the introduction of negative evidence highlights a
particular dimension that brings about a stronger effect than
a dimension that had been considered before the
introduction of negative evidence.
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Abstract
This study examines the impact of integrating worked
examples into a Cognitive Tutor for genetics problem solving,
and whether a genetics process modeling task can help
prepare students for explaining worked examples and solving
problems. Students participated in one of four conditions in
which they engaged in either: (1) process modeling followed
by interleaved worked examples and problem solving; (2)
process modeling followed by problem solving without
worked examples; (3) interleaved worked examples and
problems without process modeling; or (4) problem solving
alone. Tutor data analyses reveal that process modeling led to
faster reasoning and greater accuracy in explaining problem
solutions. Process modeling and worked examples together
led to faster reasoning in problem solving than did any of the
other three conditions. Students in all conditions achieved
equivalent problem-solving knowledge, as measured by
posttest accuracy, although the tutor results suggest reasoning
speed may be a more sensitive measure of learning.
Keywords: Education; Problem solving; Learning; Intelligent
Tutors; Worked Examples.

Introduction
It is well-documented that integrating worked examples
with problem solving, either by interleaving full problem
solutions with problems to be solved (Pashler, Bain, Bottge,
Graesser, Koedinger, McDaniel & Metcalfe, 2007; Sweller
& Cooper, 1985) or by gradually fading the number of
solved steps that are provided (Renkl & Atkinson, 2003),
serves to decrease total learning time and yields improved
learning outcomes. Recently, several studies have examined
the benefits of incorporating worked examples into
intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) for problem solving in a
variety of domains: stoichiometry (Mclaren, Lim &
Koedinger, 2008) algebra (Anthony, 2008; Corbett, Reed,
Hoffman, MacLaren & Wagner, 2010b); geometry (Salden,
Aleven, Schwonke & Renkl, 2010; Schwonke, Renkl,

Krieg, Wittwer, Aleven & Salden, 2009; Schwonke, Renkl,
Salden & Aleven, 2011) and statistics (Weitz, Salden, Kim
& Heffernan, 2010).
In these ITS studies, the chief benefit of incorporating
worked examples has been to increase learning efficiency.
The studies that report learning time universally find that
interleaving worked examples (Corbett, et al, 2010b;
McLaren, et al, 2008; Weitz, et al, 2010) or fading solution
steps (Schwonke, et al, 2009) reduces learning time for a
fixed set of activities compared to pure problem solving,
primarily because students process worked solutions more
rapidly than they can solve corresponding problems.
But unlike the classic worked-example literature, these
ITS studies generally do not find that incorporating worked
examples leads to more accurate posttest problem-solving
than problem solving alone (Anthony, 2008; Corbett et al,
2010b; McLaren, et al, 2008; Schwonke, et al, 2009, 2011;
Weitz, et al, 2010). The exception is Salden, et al (2010),
who found that adaptively fading examples based on a
model of each student’s knowledge led to some relative
improvement on posttest problem solving. Similarly, the
evidence that students learn more deeply when worked
examples are integrated into ITSs is mixed at best, although
two papers report better retention of problem solving
knowledge (Anthony, 2008; Salden, et al, 2010) and
Schwonke, et al (2009) found evidence of greater
conceptual transfer in one of two studies.
The present study examines the hypothesis that
• integrating worked examples and problem solving in an
ITS will yield better learning outcomes when preceded
by ITS learning activities that focus on domain
knowledge relevant to the student explanations
This study examines worked examples and problem solving
in the domain of genetics. The study employs an existing
Cognitive Tutor for genetics problem solving, which has
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been piloted at 15 universities around the country (Corbett,
Kauffman, MacLaren, Wagner & Jones, 2010a). In this
project we are developing two types of Cognitive Tutor
(CT) activities to prepare students for deeper understanding
in genetics problem solving: self-explanation of worked
examples and genetic process modeling. In the worked
example CT activities, students are given solved genetics
problems and are asked to select menu-based explanations
of each solution step, as in several earlier ITS studies
(Salden, et al, 2010; Schwonke, et al, 2009, 2011; Weitz, et
al, 2010). In genetic process modeling CT activities students
reason directly about the underlying genetic processes that
are relevant to a problem-solving task. This latter CT
activity that focuses on developing domain knowledge prior
to worked examples and problem solving is novel to the
study presented here. In this study we examine student
performance during learning across two sessions of CT
activities, as well as on problem-solving posttests and
measures of robust learning. The following section
describes the problem-solving domain and CT activities.

The Domain: Three Factor Cross Gene Mapping
Genetics is a fundamental, unifying theme of biology and is
viewed as a challenging topic by students and instructors, in
part because it relies heavily on problem solving. This
problem solving is characterized by abductive reasoning, in
which students are given a set of observations and reason
backwards to infer properties of the underlying genetics
processes that produced the data. This study focuses on an
abductive reasoning task that employs a gene mapping
technique called a three-factor cross (3FC). In a 3FC
problem, two organisms, e.g., fruit flies are crossed and the
pattern of offspring phenotypes that result is analyzed to
infer (1) the order of three genes that lie on one
chromosome, and (2) the relative distances between gene
pairs. Students can solve these problems algorithmically
without reference to genetics, but the goal of this project is
to ground student reasoning in the underlying process
summarized in the following paragraph.
Figure 1a depicts the order of three genes on a
chromosome pair belonging to a parent who is heterozygous
for the genes. Ordinarily in reproduction, half this parent’s
offspring would inherit the three alleles on one chromosome
(B, A, C), and half would inherit the other three alleles, (b,
a, c). However, during meiosis, the two chromosomes in a
homologous pair generally exchange genetic material. In
some cases such a “crossover” will occur between two of
the genes, A and B, as depicted in Figure 1b. As a result,
some offspring will inherit the allele combination B, a, c

Fig. 1a

Fig. 1b

from this parent and others will inherit the alleles b, A and
C. A similar crossover can occur between the A and C
genes, and very rarely, crossovers will occur between each
gene pair as displayed in Figure 1c.
Figure 2 displays the Cognitive Tutor interface for a
three-factor cross problem that results from a test cross
involving the parent depicted in Figure 1. The table at the
left of the screen represents the offspring that result from the
cross. The letters represent observable traits, governed by
the corresponding underlying genes, and because of
crossovers in meiosis, all eight possible allele combinations
are observed. Since the probability that a crossover occurs
between two genes is proportional to the distance between
them, the student reasons about the relative frequencies of
the phenotypes to infer the middle gene and to calculate the
distances among genes. In Figure 2 the student has almost
finished the problem. To the right of the table, the student
has summed the offspring in each of four phenotype groups
and identified the type of each group (as parental, single
crossover, or double crossover). The student has inferred the
middle gene on the chromosome, and entered a gene
sequence below the table. Finally, in the lower right the
student has calculated the crossover frequency and distance
between the middle gene and each of the two outer genes
and will perform the last two steps for the two outer genes.

Figure 2: The CT interface for a 3FC problem-solving task.
Cognitive Model. The cognitive model for this task
includes the following types of knowledge components
(KCs), some of which apply more than once in a problem:
- Summing offspring numbers (2 KCs)
*Identifying offspring group type (3 KCs)
(parental, single-crossover or double-crossover)
*Identifying the middle gene (1 KC)
*Calculating the frequency of crossovers (2 KCs)
(for single crossovers and double crossovers)
- Calculating map unit distances (1 KC)

Fig. 1c

Figure 1: Three genes that appear on a chromosome pair
in a parent organism (1a), and the impact of a single
crossover (1b), or double crossover (1c) in meiosis.

Formative analyses in this paper focus on the three starred
types. The group-identification KCs hinge on offspring
group size and are relatively easy for students. Identifying
the middle gene requires the analysis of allele combinations
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across groups and is a very challenging skill for students.
The calculation KCs are also challenging, requiring students
to identify the offspring groups relevant to each gene pair
and to combine their respective frequencies arithmetically.
Worked examples. Figure 3 displays the interface for the
3FC worked-example activities. A complete 3FC problem
solution is presented at the left of the screen. Students
explain each step with the two menus to the right of the
step. In the first menu, students select an explanation of the
empirical evidence that led to the answer and in the second
menu students select the underlying genetic process that
explains the answer. As in all Cognitive Tutor activities,
students receive accuracy feedback on each menu selection
and can ask for help as needed for each menu.
Figure 4: The CT interface for the process modeling task.
In Session 1, students completed conceptual knowledge and
problem solving pretests, then completed Cognitive Tutor
learning activities, followed by a conceptual knowledge
posttest. In Session 2, students completed Cognitive Tutor
problems, followed by a problem solving posttest, a
transfer test, and a preparation for future learning (PFL) test.
Table 1: Student activities in the three study sessions.
Session 1: Pretests: Conceptual Knowledge & Problem Solving
Cognitive Tutor Activities (Four Conditions)
Conceptual Knowledge Posttest
Session 2: Cognitive Tutor Problem Solving
Posttests: Problem Solving, Transfer & PFL
Session 3: One-week Retention test: Problem Solving

Figure 3: The CT worked example Interface
Genetic Process Modeling. Figure 4 displays the new CT
process modeling activity in which students relate the
underlying genetics processes and corresponding empirical
data in a 3FC task. The table at the top of the screen has six
main columns. Two columns at the left of the screen depict
(unobservable) genetic crossovers in graphical and symbolic
form. The next two columns to the right represent properties
of the offspring that result from the crossovers. In each
activity, students reason about the relationship among these
observable and unobservable components of the process.
The values for one of the four columns are given in each
problem, and students generate the corresponding values for
the other three columns. At the bottom of the screen,
students select natural language summaries of the
relationships from menus.

Method
Participants. Sixty-seven CMU undergraduates enrolled in
either genetics or introductory biology courses were
recruited to participate in this study for pay. Students were
randomly assigned to one of four treatment groups.
Procedure. Students participated in two two-hour sessions
on consecutive days and completed a problem-solving
retention test one week later, as summarized in Table 1.

Design. There were four conditions in the study, defined by
CT learning activities in the first session:
• Process Modeling (MOD): Students completed process
modeling activities for up to 30 minutes, followed by
up to 30 minutes of problem solving. (N=16 students)
• Interleaved Worked Examples (IWE): Students
completed interleaved worked examples and problem
solving activities for up to 60 minutes. (N=20)
• Process Modeling and Interleaved Worked Examples
(ALL): Students completed process modeling activities
for up to 20 minutes, then interleaved worked examples
and problem solving for up to 40 minutes. (N=18)
• Problem Solving (PS): Students exclusively completed
problem solving activities. (N= 13)
In Session 2 all students completed problem-solving
activities for up to 60 minutes.
Tests. We developed four types of tests for the study:
• Problem Solving Tests: Three forms were developed.
Within each condition, each form served as a pretest for
1/3 of the students, a posttest for 1/3 of the students and
a one-week retention test for 1/3 of the students.
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• Conceptual Knowledge Tests: Two forms were
developed of this multiple choice test that tapped
students’ understanding of crossovers in meiosis. Each
form served as a session-1 pretest for half the students
and a session-1 posttest for the other half.
• Transfer Tests: A transfer test with two problems was
administered following all CT activities. The first was a
three-factor cross problem that required students to
improvise an alternative solution. The second problem
asked students to extend their reasoning to four genes.
• Preparation for Future Learning (PFL): This test
presented a 2.5-page description of the reasoning in a
four-factor cross experiment, then asked students to
solve a four-factor cross problem.

Results
Average scores on the CK pretest were quite high, 86%
correct, while average scores on the PS pretest were low,
34% correct. In two ANOVAs, there were no reliable
differences among the four groups on either pretest.
Session 1 Cognitive Tutor Activities
The average number of cognitive tutor activities completed
by students in the four conditions is displayed in Table 2. As
can be seen, students in the baseline problem-solving
condition completed an average of almost two more
abductive problems than students in the other conditions.
However, some students in this condition completed the full
set of problems in less than an hour, so total time on task in
session 1 was somewhat lower in this condition.
Table 2: Mean number of Day-1 Cognitive Tutor activities.
Condition
MOD
IWE
ALL
PS

Process
Modeling
3.4
--2.4
---

Worked
Examples
--5.4
5.1
---

Problem
Solving
4.4
5.2
5.2
6.8

Time
(min.)
44.6
45.0
49.3
40.3

Worked-Example Tasks To begin examining the impact of
process modeling on learning, we compared students’
performance on the worked example tasks for the ALL and
IWE conditions. Table 3 displays both average student
accuracy and average time to explain three types of solution
components in the 3FC worked example activities. For each
step, students both describe the relevant observable data and
explain the underlying genetic process.
As can be seen students in the ALL group who completed
process modeling activities before the worked examples are
40% faster in explaining solution steps than students in the
IWE group. In an ANOVA, this main effect of condition is
reliable, F(1,36)=21.16, p < .01. The main effect of
knowledge component (KC) type is reliable F(2,72)=26.75,
p < .01 as is the main effect of explaining the observable
data vs. underlying process, F(1,36)=82.87, p < .01. In
pairwise t-tests, students in the ALL group are reliably

Table 3: Average accuracy (percent correct) and time
(seconds) to explain three categories of observed actions
and the underlying genetics in the CT worked examples.

Identify Offspring Classes
Describe Observation
Explain Genetic Process

ALL
Acc.
%C

IWE
Acc.
%C

ALL
Time
sec.

92

93

10

84

87

12

56

62

33

a
a

IWE
Time
sec.
19
17

a
a

Identify Middle Gene
Describe Observation
Explain Genetic Process
Calculate Crossover Frequency
Describe Observation
Explain Genetic Process
a

a

a

96

80

8

82
75

72
63

18
a
10

53
14

a
a

22
a
27

t-test is reliable, p < .01

faster than the IWE students for 5 of the 6 types of
explanations, as shown in Table 3.
Students in the ALL group are only about 6% more
accurate than the IWE students. In an ANOVA, the main
effect of condition is not reliable, F(1,36)=0.90, while the
main effect of knowledge component (KC) type is reliable
F(2,72)=16.29, p < .01, as is the main effect of explaining
the observable data vs. underlying process, F(1,36)=4.19,
p < .05. One interaction, of explanation type and KC type, is
reliable, F(2,72)=25.00, p < .01. Students were more
accurate in explaining the observable data than the
underlying process for offspring class identification and
crossover frequency, but more accurate at explaining the
process than the data for finding the middle gene.
Problem Solving In session 1, the first three problems that
students in each group solved were identical. Table 4
displays the average accuracy of the four groups for the
three types of solution steps. As can be seen, students in the
two groups that completed a worked example prior to each
problem are more accurate in completing the problem steps:
they are about 11% more accurate in identifying offspring
classes, 11% more accurate in calculating distances between
gene pairs, and 20% more accurate in identifying the middle
gene. In the accuracy data, there is little evidence that
completing the process modeling activities improved
problem-solving accuracy; accuracy levels are similar in the
ALL and IWE conditions, and they are similar in the MOD
and PS conditions. In an ANOVA, the main effect of
condition is marginally reliable, F(3,63)=2.22, p < .10). The
main effect of knowledge component type is reliable,
F(2,126)=20.69, p < .01, but the interaction is not reliable.
Table 4 also displays the average time taken to complete
the three types of problem solving actions. Across the 3
types of activities, students in the ALL condition completed
the problem solving actions much faster than students in the
other conditions. Across the three types of steps, IWE
students took 26% more time, MOD students took 62%
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Table 4: Average accuracy (percent correct) and time
(seconds) to complete session-1 problem solving actions.

Identify Offspring Classes
Identify Middle Gene
Calculate Crossover Frequency

MOD
Acc.
%C
80
58
60

IWE
Acc.
%C
86
72
60

ALL
Acc.
%C
87
72
70

PS
Acc.
%C
76
62
57

Identify Offspring Classes
Identify Middle Gene
Calculate Crossover Frequency

Time
sec.
4.0
40.7
69.1

Time
sec.
4.2
32.7
51.5

Time
sec.
2.7
24.2
43.2

Time
sec.
8.1
56.8
86.5

more time and baseline PS students took 116% more time.
In an ANOVA, the main effect of condition is reliable,
F(3,63)=9.51, p < .01. The main effect of knowledge
component type is also reliable, F(2,126)=123.23, p < .01,
and the interaction is reliable, F(6,126)=2.68, p < .05.
Session 2 Cognitive Tutor Problem Solving
Student performance in the second session, in which all
students worked on the same set of 3FC CT problems serves
as a measure of Session-1 learning outcomes. Figure 5
displays average time to solve the first five CT problems –
the problems finished by all the students. As can be seen,
students in the ALL group finished the problems more
quickly than students in the other three groups. In a twoway ANOVA, the main effect of condition is marginally
significant F(3,63) = 2.62, p < .06. The main effect of
problem number is also significant, F(4,252)=21.40, p < .01,
while the interaction is non-significant.
Table 5 displays the average accuracy of the four groups
for the three types of solution KCs in these five problems.
By the second session, there is little difference in accuracy
among the ALL, IWE and PS groups, but the MOD group
who engaged in processing modeling without worked
examples lags behind the other groups. In an ANOVA, the
main effect of condition is reliable, F(3, 63)=4.48, p < .01.

Figure 5: Average time to complete the first five 3FC CT
problems in Session 2.

Table 5: Average accuracy (percent correct) and time
(seconds) to complete session-2 problem solving actions.

Identify Offspring Classes
Identify Middle Gene
Calculate Crossover Frequency

MOD
Acc.
%C
91
61
71

IWE
Acc.
%C
96
72
80

ALL
Acc.
%C
96
82
88

PS
Acc.
%C
95
80
90

Identify Offspring Classes
Identify Middle Gene
Calculate Crossover Frequency

Time
sec.
2.2
26.3
24.6

Time
sec.
2.1
23.6
21.9

Time
sec.
1.9
15.4
15.3

Time
sec.
2.9
23.3
18.9

In t-tests the differences are reliable between the MOD and
ALL groups and between the MOD and PS groups, and
marginally reliable (p < .06) between the MOD and IWE
groups. No pairwise differences among the ALL, IWE and
PS groups are reliable. In the ANOVA, the main effect of
KC type is also reliable, F(2,126)=29.03, p < .01. The
difference between the MOD group and the other groups
appears larger for the harder KCs, but the interaction of KC
and condition is not reliable.
Table 5 also displays the average time taken to complete
the three types of problem solving actions. As can be seen,
students in the ALL condition appear to reason about the
problems more quickly than students in the other conditions.
Across the three component types, students in the PS
condition are 38% slower, students in the IWE condition are
46% slower and students in the MOD condition are 63%
slower. Surprisingly, in an ANOVA, neither the main effect
of condition nor the interaction of KC and condition is
statistically significant. Inspecting the data set reveals that
the variance in the ALL condition, 41.4, is much lower than
the variance of the other conditions (PS = 279, IWE = 431,
MOD = 977). While the values in the lower half of the four
distributions are very similar (i.e., the faster students look
similar in all four conditions), the PS, IWE and MOD
distributions have longer tails at the high end, hinting at
another interaction in these Day 2 KC times: The ALL
condition appears to be especially helpful for the less
prepared students, reducing their reasoning times.
Table 6 displays average accuracy for the conceptual
knowledge pretests and posttests administered before and
after the Day-1 CT activities. Average pretest scores across
the four groups are already quite high, about 86% correct,
and are almost unchanged on the posttest, averaging 87%
correct. In a two-way ANOVA, the main effects of test and
of condition, and the interaction are all non-significant.
Table 6 also displays the problem solving pretests given
before the Day-2 CT activities and problem solving
posttests given immediately following Day-2 CT activities.
There are large learning gains across the four groups, with
pretest accuracy averaging 34% correct and posttest scores
averaging 84% correct. In a two-way ANOVA, the main
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effect of test is reliable, F(1,63)=8.39, p < .01, but the main
effect of condition and the interaction are not significant.
Table 6: Average accuracy (percent correct) on the
conceptual knowledge and problem solving pretests and
posttests and the robust learning tests in the four conditions.

Conceptual Knowledge Pretest
Conceptual Knowledge Posttest
Problem Solving Pretest
Problem Solving Posttest
Transfer Test
Preparation for Future Learning
Problem Solving Retention

MOD
Acc.
%C
81
84
29
79
88
91
73

IWE
Acc.
%C
89
85
36
86
85
89
85

ALL
Acc.
%C
92
92
33
87
85
90
76

PS
Acc.
%C
83
87
37
85
88
92
91

Table 6 also displays average student accuracy on the
three measures of robust learning: the transfer test and PFL
test administered at the end of Session 2 and the problem
solving retention test administered a week later. As can be
seen, average performance on the transfer and PFL tests is
quite high across conditions and in two one-way ANOVAs,
the main effect of condition was non-significant for both
tests. On the delayed problem solving test, the PS baseline
condition shows some sign of better retention, but the main
effect of condition is not significant in an ANOVA.

Discussion and Conclusion
Several conclusions emerge from the results. Students in the
ALL condition, who actively reviewed the underlying
genetics processes before explaining interleaved worked
examples, demonstrated the greatest learning throughout the
first two days – as reflected in reasoning speed more
strongly than in accuracy. There is one caveat, that while
students in the baseline PS condition completed more
problem-solving activities than the other three groups, they
spent less total time on task the first day. Process modeling
alone tended to yield lower problem-solving accuracy across
both sessions, suggesting that reasoning about the
underlying genetics processes alone is not especially useful
for learning to solve problems, unless worked examples are
provided to scaffold the relationship between the genetics
processes and problem solving. As found in earlier studies
integrating worked examples with intelligent learning
environments, the IWE worked-example alone condition
yielded problem solving performance similar to the baseline
PS condition.
As in most of the prior ITS/worked-example studies, no
differences were found among the conditions in accuracy
gains on the problem-solving tests. Nor were differences
found on the tests of robust learning. However, the analysis
of CT performance implies that, while test performance
accuracy may be of greater practical relevance, posttest
performance time measures may be necessary to detect
genuine differences in learning outcomes.
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Abstract

efficiency of their efforts. As a result, VP training makes
people better able to strategically allocate attention to
multiple components of the task to comply with the change
in emphases during training. In contrast, in fixed-priority
(FP) training, all components are equally weighted, which
was found to lead to learning of less flexible skills.
Although benefits of VP training on global performance
have been demonstrated through a number of studies, there
is still a lack of understanding on the specifics of how it
promotes learning and transfer. To the best of our
knowledge, our model was the first that is developed at the
neural computation level that explains the observed effects
of the FP and VP training methods.

We reported a computational model of complex skill learning
that captures the differential effects of Fixed Priority (FP) and
Varied Priority (VP) training on complex skill learning. The
model is developed based on learning mechanisms associated
with the modular circuits linking Basal Ganglia, the prefrontal
association cortex, and the pre-motor cortex during skill
learning. Two forms of learning occur simultaneously. In
discrimination learning, goal-directed actions are selected
through recognition of external stimuli through the
connections between the frontal cortex and the striatum, and
is mediated by dopaminergic signals through a reinforcement
learning mechanism. With practice, skill learning shifts from
discrimination learning to Hebbian learning, which directly
associates stimuli to responses by strengthening the
connection between the prefrontal and pre-motor cortex. The
model shows that FP training, in which all task components
are equally weighted during training, leads to less flexible
discrimination learning than VP training. The model explains
why VP training benefits lower performance participants
more, and why learning was more strongly correlated with the
size of the striatum in VP than FP training.

Neural Basis of Complex Skill Learning

Keywords: skill acquisition, skill transfer, multi-tasking,
varied priority training, computational modeling

Introduction
Skill learning in complex, multi-tasking environments has
long been an important cognitive science research topic.
Although practice generally improves performance
regardless of training methods, researchers have found that
skill acquisition (practice time) alone is not sufficient to
explain differences in effectiveness of these methods. It has
been found that, for example, even though a training method
may require a longer acquisition time, it may lead to better
flexibility of skills to novel situations (Karmer, Larish,
Strayer, 1995). In fact, in many practical domains (e.g., pilot
training) the goal of training is seldom focused solely on
training acquisition, as the trainee is often expected to
perform in novel situations that require the skills to be
flexibly deployed (Gopher, Weil, & Siegel, 1989).
Training Methods for Complex Skills
Among the different training methods for tasks with
complex components, varied-priority (VP) training (e.g.,
Kramer et al., 1995) manipulates the relative emphasis of
selected subcomponents in the multi-tasking environment
while leaving the whole task intact (Gopher et al., 1989).
Gopher et al. showed that systematically varying levels of
priorities on attentional control through instruction and
feedback could lead to better learning and performance in
multi-tasking tasks. They argued that VP training enabled
participants to explore different strategies and thus develop
a better match between the requirements of the tasks and the

Research shows that skill learning emerges as a result of the
experience-dependent plasticity in the basal-ganglia-cortical
neural circuits (e.g., Graybiel, 2008). Two major forms of
learning are observed in these circuits. Discrimination
learning allows recognition of pattern of stimuli and
selection of correct responses. This form of learning
requires executive processing of information at the
prefrontal cortex (PFC) that guides the selection of actions,
and is found to be mediated by external feedback. In
contrast, Hebbian stimulus-response (S-R) learning allows
direct association between stimuli and responses. This form
of learning requires little executive processing, but often
requires extensive training. Theories of skill acquisition
often assumes that learning shifts from slow goal-direction
behavior that requires executive processing to fast execution
of S-R behavioral rules that requires less executive
processing (e.g., Schneider & Shriffin, 1977).
Discrimination learning
During discrimination learning, goal-directed actions that
require attentional function at the prefrontal cortex (PFC)
are selected based on behavioral rules acquired through the
declarative system (i.e., by following instructions in an
experiment to associate a stimulus to a response). This form
of learning involves the connections between the prefrontal
cortex to the diverse set of spiny neurons in the striatum for
pattern recognition computations (Houk & Wise, 1995) and
the existence of relatively “private” feedback loops of
connectivity from diverse cortical regions that converge
onto those striatal spiny cells, via the pallidum and thalamus,
and lead back to the frontal cortex (e.g., Amos, 2000; Kelly
& Strick, 2004). Unlike neurons that learn through a
Hebbian-like mechanism, spiny neurons are found to
receive specialized inputs that appear to contain training
signals from dopamine (DA) neurons (Fu & Anderson, 2006;
Schultz, Dayan, & Montague, 1997; Schultz et al., 1995).
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Hebbian S-R learning
Hebbian learning between the frontal cortex and the
premotor cortex allows fast selection of responses tied to an
environmental stimulus. Unlike learning at the striatum,
Hebbian learning is often independent of the outcome of the
responses, i.e., association is strengthened whenever the
response is selected when the stimulus is perceived. During
initial learning, because the correct S-R rules have not yet
been learned, none of the responses will be activated.
Instead, goal-directed behavior will guide the selection of
the right response. With practice, the correct S-R rules are
strengthened, which allow correct responses to be activated
when the stimuli that tied to them are perceived.
Figure 1. The basic structure of the model (left) and the two
learning mechanisms (right) that allow the model to select the
right actions. Detailed equations of the model can be found at the
Appendix.

The Role of the Striatum in Skill Learning
Research shows that the striatum are activated while
performing tasks that require cognitive flexibility such as
task switching and transfer to untrained tasks (Ragozzino et
al. 2002; Meiran et al. 2004; Dahlin et al. 2008). PET
studies in humans have shown that dopamine release and
binding are increased in both of these striatal regions when
subjects play a video game, and that greater dopamine
binding is associated with better performance (Koepp et al.
1998). Erickson et al., (2010) shows that the differential size
of the striatal regions predicts learning on an unfamiliar
video game. They used magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)based brain volumetry to measure striatal volumes of
subjects with little previous video game experience before
they received training on the classic Space Fortress video
game (Mane & Donchin, 1989). They also compared the
predictive value of the brain measures for different phases
of learning including the initial acquisition period when
performance was lowest but performance gains were highest.
They found that individual structural differences in the
striatum were effective predictors of procedural learning and
cognitive flexibility, and were sensitive indicators of
ventral-to-dorsal differences in striatal recruitment during
learning. These findings suggest that changes in the striatum
are predictive of learning effects observed during the video
game. As we will show later, our model shows that
discrimination learning at the striatum induced by different
training methods can explain differences of their
effectiveness in skill transfer.

The Model
The general structure of the model is shown in Figure 1. The
activations of the neurons at the PFC (P) represent the
different stimulus patterns perceived by the corresponding
sensory cortical units (I). Neurons at the PFC are fully
connected to the neurons at the association striatum (S), and
the connection strength is changed through a dopaminemoderated discrimination learning mechanism (discussed
next). The activated neurons at the striatum then send
inhibitory signals to the globus pallidus (G), which send
inhibitory signals to the thalamus (T). Neurons at the
premotor cortex (M) are connected to both the thalamus and
the PFC.

Goal-directed behavior is modeled by the connections
from the PFC to the striatum, through the globus pallidus
and thalamus, and eventually responses are selected in the
premotor area. The thalamus is connected to both the PFC
and the premotor area. The PFC is also directly connected to
the premotor area, but the connections are weak initially,
and thus selection of responses needs to go through the
goal-directed path during the initial stage of learning.
Discrimination learning occurs at the connections
between the PFC and the striatum (W), which is moderated
by dopaminergic signals that reflect the valence (correctness)
of the responses. Specifically, when the response was
correct (a positive score) or incorrect (negative), the
dopaminergic signal (D) would moderate learning of the
connections (eqn 8-11). This form of dopamine-mediated
learning is shown to resemble the reinforcement learning
process that is extensively studied in machine learning (Fu
& Anderson, 2006; Sutton & Barto, 1998). With practice
and directed feedback, the model learns to select the correct
responses when external stimuli are perceived (and
interpreted by the PFC). The repeated firing of the correct SR pairs strengthens the connections between the PFC and
the premotor area through Hebbian learning. With enough
practice, the connections become strong enough that the
correct responses can be directly selected when the
associated stimuli are perceived at the PFC, by-passing the
slower subcortical path through the basal ganglia. The
model therefore characterizes skill learning through the shift
from discrimination learning through the basal ganglia to
direct activation of the S-R rules at the cortex. The
computational model was implemented by differential
equations (see appendix) that simulate the activations of
neurons in each brain structure shown in Figure 1.

Empirical Results
The goal of the model was to explain the functional
characteristics of the model that explains the differences
between VP and FP training. In this paper, we will focus on
highlighting two major predictions of the model: (1)
differences between VP and FP training for low and high
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performance trainees, and (2) pre-existing size of striatum
predicts later learning in VP more than in FP training.
However, we will first describe empirical results
demonstrating effects of VP and FP training schedules in an
experiment that used a complex video game called Space
Fortress.

The Space Fortress Game
The Space Fortress game was originally developed to study
the acquisition of complex skills in fast-paced multi-tasking
environments (Mane & Donchin, 1989). The main objective
of the game was to maximize the total scores by shooting
missiles at and destroying the space fortress, while
maintaining a spaceship within a certain velocity limit and
pre-specified boundaries on the screen (Figure 2). Missiles
were fired from the spaceship. In addition to destroying the
fortress, the participant had to protect his/her spaceship
against damage from the fortress and mine. Participants
used a joystick to control the spaceship, which flied in a
frictionless environment. Participants not only needed to
control the spaceship within boundaries, but also maintain
its velocity within limits in the frictionless environment.

consecutive days. Each day they did a 2-hour session, with
each session consisting of 7 blocks. The first and last blocks
are test blocks in which participants are required to
emphasize total scores. There were 5 emphasis (practice)
blocks between the test blocks. For the VP group, in each
emphasis block participants were asked to emphasize some
aspect of the game in the order of control, velocity, speed,
points, and total score, and every other day, the reverse
order. All emphasis conditions were communicated to
participants by pop-up windows between sessions.
Additionally, for the VP group, reminder text appeared at
the corner of the display telling participants what they
should be focusing on (see Figure 2). For the FP group,
participants did the same amount of trials but are told to
always emphasize total score.
To study whether pre-training performance difference
might influence later learning, we performed a median split
on the total scores of the first test block to identify the High
(H) and Low (L) performance groups in each condition.
Figure 3 shows the total scores for each group across the 20
test blocks. ANOVA showed a significant main effect of
blocks (F(19, 627) =106.946, p<.001), H-L (F(19, 627)
=106.946, p<.001), but not for conditions (FP vs. VP).
There was a significant interaction between blocks and H-L
(F(19,627) =3.891, p<.001), and blocks and conditions
(F(19,627) =1.745, p<.05). Participants in the High and VP
groups learned significantly faster than the Low and FP
groups, respectively. The three-way interaction conditions x
HL x blocks was marginally significant (p=0.18).
7000
6000

Figure 2. The Space Fortress game display
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Participants were instructed to learn to control and
maintain the spaceship within a particular range of velocity
and a bounded area on the screen. These two subtasks were
reflected by the velocity and control scores respectively,
which were continuously updated on the screen. Participants
also had to protect the spaceship from being hit by bombs
emitted from the fortress and mines that periodically
emerged on the screen. Participants could also shoot the
mines to gain points. The four subscores: points (P), control
(C), velocity (V), and speed (S) added up to the total scores,
which were also continuously displayed on the screen.
In the Fixed Priority (FP) training condition, participants
were instructed to give equal weight to the subscores
throughout the sessions. In the Varied Priority (VP) training
condition, participants were instructed to emphasize one of
the four subscores in each game, and the emphasis changed
throughout the sessions. Due to space limitation, we will
focus on effects of the training conditions on the velocity
subscore, which reflected how well the participants could
successfully control the velocity of the spaceship. This
subscore was also the most predictive of overall
performance for all participants.
Effects of VP and FP training
Thirty-six participants from the University of Illinois
community were randomly assigned to either the VP or FP
training group. All participants completed the training in 10
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Figure 3. Average total scores across test blocks for the High (H)
and Low (L) groups in each condition.

The results showed that, in general, VP training was more
successful than FP training. Interestingly, the difference was
larger in the Low performance group, in which participants
started with a much lower score and was consistently lower
throughout the 20 test blocks. In fact, Figure 3 shows that
for the High performance group, participants in the VP
condition were only slightly better than those in the FP
conditions. However, for the Low performance group, the
total scores for participants in the VP condition increased to
almost the same level as the High performance group at the
last block, but participants in the FP condition had a much
lower total score even after 20 hours of training.
Size of the Striatum Predicts Learning
In the study by Erickson et al., (2010), they imaged the
striatum with high-resolution MRI before the video game
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training but after familiarization with the video game. They
used an automated segmentation algorithm that employs a
point distribution model from manual tracing of defined
regions. After segmentation, the volume of each region was
calculated based on voxel dimensions and adjusted for total
ICV. The normalized volumes of the left and right caudate
nucleus ranged from 3.80 to 7.43 cm3 (mean = 5.33; SD =
0.85).
Analysis was conducted on performance across the entire
20-h training period, collapsed across both training groups,
to determine whether striatal volumes were predictive of
performance improvements in the Space Fortress game.
Multiple regression analyses were conducted between
change in performance and the volume of each region of the
striatum, while including initial performance as covariates
in the model. No correlation was found between striatum
volumes and initial total scores in both groups, suggesting
that initial performance of the task was not correlated with
striatum volumes. However, striatum volumes significantly
predicted change in performance when the groups were
collapsed for the left (F(2,33) = 4.00; p < 0.03) and right
(F(2,33) = 3.94; p < 0.03) caudate nucleus. The volumes of
the dorsal striatal regions were positively correlated with
training-induced performance improvements, and accounted
for 23% of the variance in learning amounts across training.
Analysis including the two training groups showed
significant positive training group X volume interactions for
the Points, Velocity, and Speed sub-scores. The dorsal
striatal volumes were predictive of performance only for
subjects in the VP group, but not for the FP group. In sum,
results showed that the pre-existing volumes of the striatum
predicted learning improvements only in the VP group, but
not in the FP group. In other words, individuals with a
larger striatum learned more effectively in VP training, but
this benefit was not found in FP training. No such
correlation was found between performance and other brain
regions, such as the putamen and hippocampus.

In addition to inputs from different regions, activations in
each neuron were also decreased by two mechanisms
(indicated by the negative terms, see eqn 1-5 at appendix):
(a) lateral inhibition from neighboring neurons, and (b)
decay of activation over time. Discrimination learning
occurred at the connections (W) between PFC (P) and the
striatum (S) (eqn 7). Discrimination learning depended on
the strength of P, S, and the reward signal received (D).
When the response was correct, the value of D would be
positive (see eqn 10); when the response was incorrect, the
value of D would be negative (see eqn 11). The connections
that led to the correct response would then be reinforced
based on the weighted sum of the task components (eqn 9).
In VP training, the weights would change across blocks; in
FP training the weights were all set to 0.25. This process
was based on the reinforcement learning process that was
shown to reflect the reward-based learning process at the
basal ganglia (Fu & Anderson, 2006). Connections (V)
between P and M were updated based on Hebbian learning
mechanism (eqn 8), in which the strength of the connection
is strengthened by an amount proportional to P x M.
Training and Testing of the Model
We randomly selected 500 stimuli for training in each
session, and repeated the training for 20 sessions. In VP
training, the weight for one task component was set to 0.85
and the rest set to 0.05 every 100 stimuli. We changed the
parameter α to simulate the low (α = 0.01) and high (α =
0.05) performance groups, which controlled how fast it
learns to select the correct responses.

The Simulations
For the present purpose, it suffices to use an abstract
representation of the SF game and neuron activations in
each brain region. Specifically, there were 1000 possible
stimuli and 1000 possible responses, each represented by a
vector with length 100. Each of the four subscores (velocity,
speed, control, points) was considered a task component.
Each response was randomly assigned a score in each task
component (ranged from -4 to 4), such that the maximum
total point for a response was 16 (4x4) and the minimum is
-16 (-4x4). Each stimulus vector was directly fed to 100
neurons (P) in the PFC, which were fully connected to 100
neurons at the premotor cortex (M). The size of the striatum
(S) varied from 20 to 100 neurons, each of which was
connected to other structures (G & T) as shown in Figure 1.
Based on the diffusion model of response decision (Ratcliff,
1978), when the integral of the difference between any two
responses exceeded a threshold, the response with the
largest activation would be selected (see eqn 6).

Figure 4. Mean scores of 100 simulations of the model across the
20 sessions.

Separate simulations were conducted for the low and high
performance groups in VP and FP training. Figure 4 shows
the mean proportion correct of the model during testing in
each performance group in the VP and FP training
conditions across 20 sessions. The simulation results show
close resemblance to the empirical results shown in Figure 3.
In particular, for the high performance groups, there was
virtually no difference between VP and FP training.
However, for the low performance groups, VP training led
to much better learning than FP training.
In the model, the main reason why VP training was better
than FP training in the low performance group was that
discrimination learning was more effective in VP than FP
training. Given that the learning rate (α) was lower, initial
learning was equally slow for both VP and FP. However,
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because the weight given to the emphasized task component
was higher in VP training, feedback received was more
effective because the value of D would be more distinctive
when encoding the correctness of the response with respect
to the emphasized task component (see eqn 9). In particular,
when responses that were more important for a specific task
component (e.g., a score of 4 in one component and 1 in the
rest) and were emphasized during VP training, these
responses would be reinforced more strongly in VP than FP
training (another way to look at it is that in FP training,
learning from feedback was diluted across components). In
VP, feedback encoded by the dopaminergic signal is
therefore more effective than in FP in guiding the model to
strengthen the correct S-R pair through the feedback-driven
reinforcement of the connections that activate the right set
of neurons at the striatum, which eventually activate the
correct responses at the premotor area. This subcortical
pathway for response selection was then slowly transferred
to the cortical-cortical S-R rules through the Hebbian
learning mechanism (eqn 8).
In the high performance group, because the higher
learning rate (α) compensated for the diluted feedback
received in FP, the difference between VP and FP was
reduced. As both groups achieved asymptotic performance,
the difference between the two groups was not significant.
However, further analysis did show that even in the high
performance group, participants in VP training seemed more
effective in learning sophisticated strategies than FP
training, suggesting that VP training would more likely
induce optimization of strategies with respect to each task
component, while in FP training, responses that were
generally good across components were learned. Due the
space limitation, these analyses could not be included here.
To simulate effects of size of striatum on learning, the
number of neurons in the striatum was increased from 20 to
100. Figure 5 shows the correlations between the percentage
increase in performance of the model and the size of the
striatum in the VP and FP training conditions. Consistent
with empirical results, we found that the size of the striatum
was positively correlated with performance improvement in
VP training more than in FP training.

Figure 5. Correlations between percentage improvement (session
20 –1) and the number of nodes in the striatum.

In the model, the main reason why the size of the striatum
predicted performance improvement more in VP training
was because discrimination learning was more efficient with
more neurons in the striatum. This effect was apparent from
the model’s perspective, considering the fact that the
number of connections between the PFC and striatum would
increase as the size of the striatum increased. A higher

number of connections would naturally expand the capacity
of the network to encode more S-R patterns.
The interesting question is why the model showed a
stronger correlation in VP than FP training. This was again
because discrimination learning was more effective in VP
than in FP training. When different task components were
emphasized, learning responses that led to higher score to
that task component would be learned more efficiently in
VP training. On the other hand, in FP training, learning of
actions would more likely be based on their total scores,
rather than their specific effects on each task component.
The overall effect was that responses specific to certain task
components were more likely encoded to different striatal
neurons in the model in VP training (which would more
likely lead to distinct responses selected), while FP training
would more likely learn to select generally good responses.
Because the granularity of the discrimination was higher in
VP, learning would more likely be limited by the number of
neurons at the striatum than in FP training (i.e., mapping
between stimuli and responses was more sensitive to
whether it was correct with respect to each task component
in VP, thus practically creating another dimension in the
mapping). This explained why performance improvement
was more highly correlated with the size of the striatum in
VP than FP training.

Conclusions and Discussion
We presented a computational model of complex skill
learning at the level of neural computations between the
prefrontal cortex, the basal ganglia, and the premotor cortex.
The model successfully explained how VP and FP training
induced different discrimination learning at the converging
connections between the prefrontal cortex and the striatum,
and how they eventually led to different effectiveness in
overall learning. The model provided novel explanations to
two major phenomena: (1) VP training benefits low
performance participants more than FP training, and (2) the
size of the striatum is highly correlated with performance
improvement in VP but not in FP training.
In VP training, experiences of how different
subcomponents were dynamically related to each other were
learned more effectively than in FP training. Under FP
training, participants received feedback based on the total
score that represented the sum of subcomponents; while
under VP training, participants received feedback that
emphasized individual subcomponents. This difference led
to more distributed and effective encoding of stimulusresponse patterns at the striatum, which led to better overall
training effectiveness.
The model demonstrated that the preexisting volumes of
the striatum predicted performance improvement as subjects
learning a complex video game, and the predictive power of
the size of the striatum was much stronger in VP training.
The model also captured these relations by showing that a
larger striatum could accommodate more distributed S-R
patterns experienced in VP training. In contrast, in FP
training, discrimination learning would more likely select
actions that were generally good across all task components,
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and did not require as many neurons to encode the mapping.
Thus, the size of the striatum was not a limiting factor in FP
training. The model thus provided an explanation based on
the interactions between training procedures and the
computational characteristics of brain structures. The
explanation was consistent with previous hypothesis that VP
training could enhance coordination and integration of
cognitive, motor, and perceptual operations, and allow more
development of more flexible learning strategies. If VP
training is more effective than FP for learning by
capitalizing on the computational characteristics of basal
ganglia-based circuits as a consequence, then this type of
training could prove more useful for enhancing cognitive
function in a number of applied settings.
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Appendix
The model was implemented as a set of differential
equations shown below. The equation for one neuron at
each brain structure was shown below. P=prefrontal cortex,
S=Striatum, G=globus pallidus, T=thalams, M=premotor,
D=dopaminergic signal, w=weights between prefrontal and
striatum, v=weights between prefrontal and premotor, and
i=input stimuli. α, β, and γ are free parameters that control
the learning, and they were chosen to be equal (0.05) in each
structure to minimize the number of parameters. The value
of D depends on whether the response is correct (positive
score) or incorrect (negative score).
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Semantic categories vary across languages, but this
variation is constrained: many logically possible semantic
categories are not attested, and similar categories often
appear in unrelated languages. This pattern suggests a
universal conceptual basis to the variation, such that
different languages provide different snapshots of the same
conceptual terrain. A semantic map is a means of capturing
this idea. Formally, a semantic map is a graph in which
vertices represent different semantic uses or functions, and
edges connect closely related uses. It is assumed that the
graph structure is universal, and that language-specific
categories always pick out connected subgraphs of the
universal graph. A semantic map thus compactly represents
what patterns of variation one may and may not expect to
find in a given semantic domain, in terms of presumptively
universal conceptual structure. Semantic maps have been
widely used; for recent reviews see Haspelmath (2003),
Croft (2003), and Cysouw et al. (2010) plus other papers in
the same volume.
The structure of the graph is generally determined by a
cross-language dataset of semantic categories: edges are
added so that each category in the dataset is connected. The
task of constructing a semantic map in this manner is
generally done by hand, and the task can be time-consuming
and potentially error-prone. It would therefore be useful to
automate this process. However the computational problem
of inducing the optimal semantic map from cross-language
data has not previously been formally addressed. Croft and
Poole (2008: 6-7) conjectured that this problem may be
computationally intractable, and they considered this
potential intractability to be a shortcoming of semantic maps
as a representational tool in semantic typology. Here, we
address this issue by casting the semantic map induction
problem in formal terms. We note that this problem is
formally identical to a problem that superficially appears
unrelated: inferring a social network from disease outbreaks
in a population. Angluin et al. (2010) have recently shown
that this social network inference problem is
computationally intractable (specifically: hard to
approximate, e.g. Trevisan, 2004; Vazirani, 2001, ch. 29),
but that an efficient algorithm exists that approximates the
optimal solution nearly as well as is theoretically possible.

It follows that both the computational intractability and the
applicability of the approximation algorithm hold of
semantic map induction. We apply this algorithm to the
cross-language data of Haspelmath (1997) on indefinite
pronouns, and obtain a simpler map than the published one.
We apply the same algorithm to the data of Levinson et al.
(2003) on spatial categories, and obtain a map that
accommodates categories from a new language, as novel
connected subgraphs of the induced graph structure. We
conclude that presumptively universal conceptual structure
consistent with cross-language data can be straightforwardly
inferred, that the issue of computational intractability, while
real, need not deter researchers, and that formalization of
problems in semantic typology can highlight useful
connections to structurally related problems elsewhere.
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The human capacity for language is one of the most
contentious topics in cognitive science. While some
researchers attribute language to domain-general
mechanisms, others postulate a specialized language system.
When it comes to the phonological component, however,
even proponents of domain-specificity concede that
specialization is unlikely (Fitch et al., 2005). Phonological
competence, in this view, is the product of experience,
auditory perception, and motor control. And indeed,
phonological systems are intimately grounded in phonetics.
But while the domain-general perspective can account for
this fact, it offers no explanation for several key features of
language. It fails to explain why all languages—signed and
spoken—have a phonological system, why phonological
systems emerge spontaneously, in the absence of a model
(Sandler et al., in press), and why the cultural invention of
reading and writing invariably recapitulates phonological
principles. Such observations, however, are readily
explained by the view of phonology as a core knowledge
system (Berent, in press).
Core knowledge systems are specialized, early knowledge
frameworks and scaffolds for subsequent learning (Carey &
Spelke, 1996). Crucially, core systems manifest a unique,
universal design—it is the argument from design that
presents the strongest test for specialization. Applying this
test to phonology, one would expect that, if phonology is a
specialized core-knowledge system, then all grammars
should exhibit universal principles that are largely invariant
across
individuals.
Like
other
species-specific
communication systems (e.g., birdsong; Fehér et al., 2009),
universal phonological principles could be triggered by
experience, but they are unattainable by learning (e.g. by
statistical learning, induction, etc., Samuels, 2004).
Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky, 1993/2004)
offers specific, amply testable hypotheses concerning those
principles. In this account, all grammars include a common
set of markedness constraints that express (dis)preferences
for certain linguistic structures (e.g., structure A≻B). These
constraints form part of the grammars of all speakers,
irrespective of whether the structures under consideration
(e.g., A, B) are present in one’s language or absent.
In this talk, I summarize the results of an experimental
research program that tests of this hypothesis. I proceed in
two steps. First, I demonstrate that individual speakers’
preferences mirror the language typology. I next gauge the
source of these preferences by pitting universal-grammatical
explanations against various extra-grammatical alternatives.
My specific case study concerns the sonority-related
restrictions on onset structure (e.g., bl in block). Across
languages, onsets such as bl are preferred (e.g., they are

more frequent) relative to onsets like bdif, which, in turn,
are preferred to lbif. Figure 1 illustrates this regularity in a
representative sample of 90 diverse languages (data from
Greenberg, 1978).
These systematic distributional regularities are attributed
to sonority (s)—a scalar phonological property that
correlates with intensity: liquids (e.g., l) are more sonorous
(s=3) than nasals (n,m; s=2), which in turn, are more
sonorous than stops (e.g., b,p; s=1). Accordingly, onsets
such as bl manifest a large cline in sonority (∆s=3), bn has a
smaller cline (∆s=3), bd manifests a sonority plateau,
whereas lb exhibits a sonority fall. (∆s=-3). The typological
preference (e.g., blif≻bnif≻bdif≻lbif) is thus captured by
grammatical constraints that favor onsets of large sonority
clines—the larger the cline, the less marked the onset
(Clements, 1990). Of interest is whether those constraints
are universally active in the grammars of individual
speakers.
To address this question, I examine whether people favor
onsets of large sonority clines over smaller clines even when
such onsets are unattested in their language. Participants’
preferences, in turn, are gauged from their capacity to
accurately identify these onsets. Past research has shown
that speakers systematically misidentify ill-formed onsets
that are unattested in their language (e.g., tlatәla; Pitt,
1998). Grammatical ill-formedness presents one explanation
for this phenomenon (Anttila, 1997). In this account, the
markedness of ill-formed onsets prevents their faithful
encoding by the grammar, and consequently, such onsets
must be systematically recoded as better-formed structures
(e.g., as tela). To the extent small sonority clines are illformed, then onsets with small sonority clines (e.g., lb)
should be recoded, hence, more likely to be misidentified
than better-formed onsets (e.g., bd).
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Figure 1: The link between sonority cline of onsets, their
frequency across languages and their identification by
English and Korean speakers in syllable count and AX
identity tasks (Berent et al., 2007; 2008).

Results from numerous experiments show that the
identification of marked onsets is linked to their sonority
profile (see Figure 1). For example, English speakers—both
adults (Berent & Lennertz, 2007; Berent et al., 2007;
Berent, 2008; 2009; 2010a) and young children (Berent et
al., 2010b)—are more likely to misidentify the ill-formed
lbif compared to the better-formed bdif: they are more likely
to incorrectly identify lbif as disyllabic, and they
erroneously judge it as identical to lәbif. Crucially, this
systematic misidentification of marked onsets compared to
unmarked ones obtains despite no experience with either
Misidentification, of course, could also occur for
numerous reasons unrelated to sonority. English speakers,
for example, could conceivably misidentify lbif because it is
dissimilar to attested English onsets, because the acoustic
properties of lbif are ambiguous, or because its phonetic
form is difficult to encode. But auxiliary analyses
demonstrate that the perceptual illusions of English speakers
are not due to artifacts of the auditory stimuli (Russian
speakers identify the same stimuli accurately, e.g., Berent et
al., 2007) or an inability to encode their phonetic form.
Indeed, English speakers identify the same aural stimuli
adequately once they attend to their phonetic forms (e.g.,
Berent et al., 2011), but when phonological encoding is
required, misidentification are found even with printed
materials, Berent et al., 2009; Berent & Lennertz, 2010).
The superior identification of unmarked onsets also does not
result from their resemblance to attested English onsets
(e.g., to bl). In fact, similar findings obtain in Korean—a
language that arguably lacks onset clusters altogether
(Berent et al., 2008; see Figure 1).
By elimination, then, I conclude that the misidentification
of marked onsets reflects broad grammatical constraints that
re-emerge consistently, perhaps universally, despite
substantial variation in linguistic experience. The unique,
shared design of phonological grammars, on the one hand,
and the intimate link between phonological competence and
reading (a cultural invention) on the other, are consistent
with the view of the phonological grammar as a specialized
system of core knowledge.
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Abstract
Language, arguably the cognitive capacity that distinguishes
humans, is a dynamic complex adaptive system whose
structure and evolution is influenced by a host of factors. This
paper takes a population dynamics approach to investigate the
diffusion of linguistic variants in populations, focusing on the
effect of differential prestige of linguistic variants and of
speakers. A novel method that combines computer simulation
with mathematical modeling is applied to the specific aim of
identifying factors that formally constitute selective pressures
on variant diffusion. Of the factors studied, only the intrinsic
prestige of variants is found to pose selective pressure, while
speakers’ prestige merely modulates variant spread.
Keywords: Language evolution, Price equation, Pólya urns,
population dynamics.

Introduction
Language, arguably the cognitive capacity that defines
humans, is a dynamic complex adaptive system (Beckner et
al. 2009) whose structure and evolution is influenced by a
host of factors. We apply the principles of population
genetics (Fisher, 1930; Wright, 1984) to language, and
focus on one aspect of language evolution, i.e., the changes
in the proportions of linguistic variants in a linguistic
community. Such changes are usually achieved via diffusion
of various (phonetic, lexical, syntactic, etc.) variants. At the
population level, linguistic diffusion (henceforth simply
“diffusion”) can be viewed as the shift in the proportions of
linguistic variants used by a population over time
(Nakamura et al., 2007). Some well-documented examples
of diffusion include the Great Vowel Shift in English
occurring from the 14th to 16th century (e.g., Wolfe, 1972),
other sound changes in modern languages (e.g. Shen, 1997;
Labov, 2001), and lexical borrowing among languages (e.g.,
Bloomfield, 1933; Cheng, 1987).
Examining the mechanisms for diffusion can shed light
on questions concerning the cognitive capacities for
language and the effects of linguistic or socio-cultural
constraints on language evolution (Wolfe, 1972; Pinker &
Bloom, 1990; Croft, 2000; Hauser et al., 2002; Tomasello,
2008). Empirical studies from historical linguistics and
sociolinguistics have revealed that linguistic, individual
learning and socio-cultural factors could all affect diffusion

(e.g., Labov, 1994, 2001; Shore, 1995; Fisiak, 1995; Croft,
2000), and recently, mathematical analysis and computer
simulation have been used to quantitatively analyze the
effects of these factors on diffusion. By quantifying the
contact patterns and constraints within or across
populations, mathematical analysis helps to predict the
influence of these factors (e.g., Nowak et al., 2002; Abram
& Strogatz, 2003; Wang et al., 2004; Dall’asta et al., 2006;
Kalampokis et al., 2007; Minett & Wang, 2008); by
simulating individual behaviors during linguistic
interactions, computer modeling helps to trace how
interactions among individuals spur the origin of a common
set of form-meaning mappings (e.g., Steels, 1995; Ke et al.,
2002), how processing constraints lead to linguistic
regularities (e.g., Kirby, 2002; Gong et al., 2009), and how
social connections affect diffusion within and across
communities (e.g., Nettle, 1999; Ke et al., 2008).
Diffusion can be driven by chance factors; then the
process is called drift and follows the neutral model of
evolution (Kimura, 1968). It can also be driven by selection,
in which case, a feature of the linguistic variants (e.g. ease
of pronunciation, cognitive salience, social prestige)
increases its fitness, i.e., makes it more likely to be used and
learned, and therefore diffused among speakers, than
alternative variants.
The present study focuses on three factors, namely variant
prestige, model bias and transmission error, and seeks to
establish whether each of them poses selective pressure on
the evolution of linguistic variants. How these factors relate
to linguistic behavior is illustrated next: First, linguistic
variants possess feature values which may affect the
probability with which the variants carrying them are
adopted and used, in other words, they affect the variant’s
prestige. A physical feature, such as the ease in perception,
for instance, could confer high prestige to a certain variant
(Labov, 1994), meaning that it will be more likely to be
produced than other variants. Cheng (1987) describes
lexical variants borrowed from other languages as highprestige when they are more salient to hearers than the
existing variants for the same meaning. Second, in human
society, ordinary people preferentially copy from
individuals (models) of higher social, political, or economic
status (Labov, 1963; Johnstone, 2010); this is called
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individual bias or model bias, and has been used to explain
the spread of certain cultural variants (Boyd & Richerson,
1985; Henrich and McElreath 2003; McElreath and Henrich
2007). Third, transmission error happens simply when
speakers make production or perception errors. We do not
expect transmission error to constitute a selection pressure,
due to its random nature (as implemented in our model).
In this paper we apply the Price equation (Price, 1970,
1972) to quantitatively identify the selective pressures on
diffusion, i.e., the factors that successfully lead to the spread
of certain type of variants in a population. Though originally
proposed in biological terms, this equation can also be
applied to any group entity that undergoes socio-cultural
transmission (Gardner, 2008; Jäger, 2008). We also employ
multi-agent computer model simulations following the
Pólya urn dynamics (Johnson & Kotz, 1977; Marshall &
Olkin, 1993). This model simulates production, perception,
and update of variants in linguistic interactions. The results
of the simulations are analyzed with the Price equation in
order to determine whether the factors studied constitute
selective pressures on the cultural diffusion of linguistic
variants.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: first, we
describe the computer model and the Price equation; second,
we analyze the effects of variant prestige, transmission error
and model bias on diffusion; and third we conclude the
paper and point out some promising future work deriving
from this study.

Methods
The Computer Simulations
The Pólya urn model was first designed to study contagion.
In its original implementation, it consists of an urn
containing a number of red and green balls; at each
timestep, a ball is randomly drawn from the urn, and then
returned to it together with a number of balls of the same
colour. Such drawing and returning processes repeat
themselves, causing the distribution of variant types in the
urn to change over time. In our model, an urn is initiated
with V tokens, each belonging to a particular type (v1, v2, …
vV) and having a quantifiable feature xi (all feature values
form F). At a time step, a token vi is drawn randomly from
the urn and returned with another token of the same type.
Our computer model, inspired on the prototypical Pólya
urn model, contains N agents (individuals), each denoted by
an urn. Variant types and tokens represent linguistic types
and tokens. During an interaction between two or more
individuals, a token is drawn from one of the urns (the
speaker); this corresponds to production. Token(s) of the
same type are then added to another urn(s) (the listener(s));
this corresponds to perception and update of knowledge.
Prestige is implemented as follows: when hearing a highprestige variant, a higher number of tokens are added to the
urn – at each time step, a token vi is drawn randomly from
the urn and returned with pi (the prestige of vi, all prestige
values form P) tokens of the same type. Model bias is

implemented thus – when hearing a token used by the highstatus individuals, hearers add more tokens of that type to
their urns than if the token is produced by a low-status
individual. Transmission error, or mutation, occurs when a
token is returned with some token(s) of different type(s).
The probability of mutation is a parameter in the model.

The Price Equation

€

The aim of the present study is to examine whether a
number of factors constitute selection pressures on variant
diffusion. A variant may come to dominate in a population
for several reasons: it may have intrinsic properties that
make it adaptive in its environment and it may therefore be
selected for. Alternatively, the random dynamics of
evolutionary drift may increase the frequency of the variant.
The virtue of the Price equation (Eq. 1), a tool from
evolutionary biology, is precisely that it splits change into
two components: selection and transmission, allowing us to
identify which one is causing evolutionary change.
(1)
Δx = Cov(si / s,xi )+ E(Δxi × si / s)
Here, xi is the feature value of vi, si is the fitness of vi, s is
the average fitness, ∆xi is the feature discrepancy of vi
between time steps, and ∆x is the expectation of feature
value change.
We apply the equation to trace change in the average
value of a quantifiable feature in a population between two
consecutive time steps in the computer model and calculate
the two terms: 1) The covariance between the feature value
xi and the fitness ratio si/s measures selection, or evolution
caused by fitness differences between different types of
variants. Consistent non-zero covariance values over the
course of a computer simulation indicates that feature xi is
under selective pressure. 2) The expectation of the product
of the fitness ratio si/s and the feature discrepancy ∆xi
measures evolution occurring at transmission, in other
words differences between parents and offspring variants.
Consistent non-zero expectation values indicate that feature
xi is undergoing transmission error such as mutation.
By quantifying a feature relevant for diffusion and
analyzing the average values of the components in the Price
equation over many simulation runs, we can identify the
selective pressures on this feature.

Identifying Selective Pressures on Linguistic
Diffusion
For the sake of simplicity, our models contain only two
variants, each characterized by a quantifiable feature F={1,
2}. Example quantifiable features include vowel length,
consonant voicing onset time or lexical item recall rate. A
simulation has a 100-agent population and 2000 interactions
among them (20 interactions per agent on average). We
conducted 1,000 simulations in each of four conditions:
• Variant prestige with and without transmission error
• Model bias with and without variant prestige
The result of each simulation consists of a record of the
proportions of variants of each type in each urn at each
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timestep. On this data, we calculate the Covariance and the
Expectation terms of the Price equation at 20 sampling
points evenly distributed along 2000 interactions. To
complement the Price equation, which traces changes, rather
than proportions, of variant types, we also calculate Prop
(see Equation 2) as the proportion of the majority variant
type at each sampling point.
(2)
By illustrating whether one type of variants gradually
diffuses to the population, the average Prop of the 1000
simulations helps to evaluate the conclusions drawn from
the Price equation.

Variant Prestige with and without Transmission
Error
Variant prestige encompasses intrinsic properties of the
variant – and not of the individuals carrying the variant –
that makes them more likely to be adopted by individuals.
Henrich and Gil-White (2001)’s study of prestige in cultural
transmission do not find an effect of variant prestige on
diffusion, although admittedly their focus was on model
bias, and variant prestige was implicitly subsumed within
that focus. In our simulations, each interaction occurs
between two randomly chosen agents. Differential variant
prestige is introduced via pi. For conditions with variant
prestige, P={1, 2}; for those without, P={1, 1}. If pi=2, two
tokens of the same type (instead of one) are added to the
listener’s urn, modeling the enhanced adoption of the highprestige variant. Transmission error is introduced via
mutation; c=0.02 is the probability that an added token
becomes a mutant (of the other type). Figure 1 shows the
simulation results in these conditions.
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around 0.0 (the proportions of the values above, below, and
equal 0.0 are shown in the legend of Figure 1(a)). The
gradual decrease in the absolute value of covariance is due
to the increase in the total number of variants, which
reduces the effect of a small number of changed variants in
each interaction. The positivity of covariance clearly
indicates that variant prestige is a selective pressure on
diffusion. For expectation, with variant prestige, it becomes
consistently negative; otherwise, it fluctuates around 0.0.
This result suggests that transmission error can reduce the
selective pressure of variant prestige. However, due to the
low mutation rate, this effect is smaller than that of variant
prestige.
Figure 1(c) shows the Prop in these conditions. With
variant prestige, v2, with the higher prestige value, becomes
the majority type and its Prop gradually reaches a high level
(above 0.8)1; without variant prestige, either type can
become the majority type, but the small bias towards either
type (due to random factors in early interactions) cannot be
further amplified in later interactions, so Prop remains
around 0.5. This result confirms the selective pressure of
variant prestige, consistent with the conclusion drawn from
the Price equation. Figure 1(c) also shows the Prop in the
conditions with transmission error (the dotted lines). With
variant prestige, the Prop with transmission error is lower
than that without, showing that transmission error reduces
the selective pressure of variant prestige; without variant
prestige, the Prop with and without transmission error are
similarly low, around 0.5, showing that transmission error
alone has no significant effect on diffusion. This result also
confirms the conclusion drawn from the Price equation.
The mathematical analyses based on the Price equation
applied to the simulation results using the diffusion model
formally show that variant prestige is indeed a selective
pressure on diffusion and transmission error can reduce such
pressure, but transmission error alone fails to consistently
drive the diffusion.
The consistent positivity (or negativity) of the covariance
based on variant feature identifies selective pressures on
diffusion. In the following sections, therefore, we focus on
covariance, and leave aside conditions without transmission.

$$$$'$$$$$$$$$% $$$$$$+" $$$$$$+) $$$$$+* $$$$+' $$$+% $$)"$$

Time steps (hundreds)!

Figure 1 (c)
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) respectively show the covariance
without transmission error and the expectation with
transmission error. For covariance, with variant prestige, it
becomes consistently positive; otherwise, it fluctuates

Model bias reflects the phenomenon that members in a
community tend to copy the variants, regardless of the
actual forms, from certain individuals. It has been claimed
that such bias could enhance the benefits of cultural
transmission (Henrich & Gil-White, 2001). We analyze two
types of model bias.
The first type involves a single high-status agent. Here, a
single agent has a bias value of 2, and the other 99 agents’
bias value is 1. Variant prestige and model bias take effect
jointly during interactions. Without variant prestige, when
the high-status agent speaks, the hearer adds 2 tokens of the
1

Prop never reaches 100%, because the tokens of the other type
are not removed.
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t ∈[1, 2000]

If λ=0.0, all agents have the same degree of bias, which
resembles the case of random interaction. If 0.0 < λ < 1.0, the bias
values are sensitive to the population size and are, therefore,
excluded.
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Figure 3(e) compares the MaxRange in the conditions
with and without variant prestige. With variant prestige, the
MaxRange increases along with the λ. With the increase in
λ, some agents are more biased, and they can take part in
more interactions than others. Due to variant prestige, the
variant bias towards the prestigious variants in these biased
2

%#

Prop (100 agents)!

The second type of model bias concerns multiple
individuals. The bias towards an individual is defined as the
probability for this individual to participate in interactions,
and all probabilities follow a normalized, power-law
distribution (Newman, 2005). This implementation is
inspired on empirical data (Newman, 2003), and has been
adopted in previous work (e.g., Gong et al., 2008). In this
paper, we only consider the power-law distributions whose λ
values are 0.0, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.02.
Figure 3 shows the results under the second type of model
bias. Similar to the first type, the second type of model bias
alone fails to exert a selective pressure; it has to take effect
together with variant prestige. This conclusion is shown by
comparing the Covariance in Figures 3(a) and 3(b), and
confirmed by the Prop in Figures 3(c) and 3(d).
In addition, the Prop in the conditions with variant prestige
seems correlated with the λ values (see Figure 3(d)). To
illustrate such correlation, we define MaxRange (see
Equation 3) as the maximum changing range of Prop:
(3)
MaxRange = max (Prop(t)− Prop(0))
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agents will increase, quickly spread to others, and get
further amplified after many interactions. However, without
variant prestige, the variant bias in the biased agents
remains small and cannot be amplified enough to increase
substantially the proportion of one variant type. Therefore,
the correlation between the MaxRange and the λ becomes
less explicit.

Covariance!

produced type; when another agent speaks, the hearer adds 1
token of the produced type. With variant prestige, when the
high-status agent produces a token of the prestigious type,
the hearer adds 4 tokens of that type; when it produces a
token of the other type, the hearer adds 2 tokens of that type;
and when another agent speaks, the update is the same as in
the condition with only variant prestige.
Figure 2 shows the results under this type of model bias.
Without variant prestige, the Covariance fluctuates around
0.0; otherwise, it is consistently positive (see Figure 2(a)).
These results show that the first type of model bias alone
fails to exert a selective pressure; it has to take effect
together with variant prestige. This conclusion can be
confirmed by the Prop in Figure 2(b): without variant
prestige, the Prop remains slightly higher than 0.5;
otherwise, it approaches 1.0.
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Figure 3 (e)
The power-law distributed model bias reflects the
omnipresent scaling law in social and cognitive domains
(Kello et al., 2010). Our simulations show that in order for
such a scaling characteristic to significantly affect diffusion,
variant prestige is necessary. In addition, the correlation
between the degree of diffusion and λ values in our study is
different from that shown in other studies. For example,
Gong et al. (2008) observe a threshold λ value (around 1.0),
below or above which the spread of linguistic knowledge is
less efficient – but our diffusion model differs from that of
Gong et al. (2008) in that they explicitly modeled lexical
and syntactic information. This different performance
indicates that different types of linguistic knowledge may
follow different diffusion trajectories in the population.

Discussions, Conclusions and Future work
Our study demonstrates that, of the factors studied, only
variant prestige explicitly driving the spread of variants with
higher prestige values in the population, whereas other
individual learning or socio-cultural factors, such as
transmission error or model bias, can take effect only if
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variant prestige is involved. As shown in our study,
transmission error simply introduces noise in the effect of
variant prestige, and model bias does not pose a selection
pressure. However, if variant prestige is also present, the
strength of selection for the high-prestige variant can be
modulated by the distribution of individual status in the
population.
Our findings indicate that external, domain-general
factors, such as individual status, must take effect via
intrinsic, domain-specific factors, such as variant prestige.
In linguistics, this finding also alerts us not to exaggerate
the effect of language-external factors and inspires us to reevaluate conclusions in previous studies (e.g., Henrich &
Gil-White, 2001). Meanwhile, the Pólya urn dynamics is a
general transmission framework not specific to linguistic
communication, and the simulation results are less
dependent on population size, variant number, or interaction
number. Additionally, the Price equation provides a concise
description of evolutionary processes that abstracts away
from the specific properties of biological evolution (Jäger,
2008; Gardner, 2008). These aspects make this finding also
instructive to other phenomena that involve socio-cultural
transmission.
Computer simulation and mathematical analysis jointly
establish a theoretical platform for linguistic research
(Loreto & Steels, 2007). Our work exemplifies how these
two approaches assist each other to explore the target
question. The conclusions drawn from the Price equation are
difficult to prove purely mathematically, but they are nicely
assessed by the proportions of the majority variant type in
the simulations. The simulations can further examine the
complementary roles of individual learning and sociocultural factors in diffusion. When variants have differential
variant prestige, transmission error delays the diffusion
process and helps to preserve the tokens of less prestigious
type; model bias accelerates the diffusion by spreading and
amplifying the bias towards prestigious variants, and there
is a correlation between the degree of diffusion and that of
model bias.
Finally, some aspects of this study can be modified in
order to explore further questions on the diffusion of
linguistic and other cultural variants. Among possible
manipulations we find: changing the structure of the social
network, the population structure over time – for instance
adding generation turnover involving death of agents and
birth of new agents or implementing frequency-dependent
prestige. These modifications and others are easily feasible
within the combination of computer simulation based on the
Pólya urn model and mathematical analysis using the Price
equation presented here.
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Abstract

Thus, the word order of one’s native language is bypassed
in both the production and interpretation of improvised communication, and SOV ordering is preferred instead.

Recent studies have shown that people, when asked to communicate about simple events in an improvised manner, i.e.,
using only gesture and no speech, consistently use a sequencing that corresponds with SOV order. We present experimental
data showing that SOV is not the only order that emerges, and
that intensional events give rise to a different ordering: SVO.
We conclude that the semantic properties of the events that are
communicated about play a role in the sequencing of utterances in emerging language systems. Further, we hypothesise
that in simple language systems the sequencing of elements has
a communicative function. We present a second study, which
shows that different ordering of the constituents in improvised
communication sequences results in different interpretations.
Keywords: gesture; language genesis; semantics; word order

Motion events vs. intensional events

Introduction
In Goldin-Meadow, So, Özyürek, and Mylander (2008), it
is investigated how people sequence information when they
are asked to communicate about simple events using gesture
and no speech. Speakers of four languages with different
dominant word orders (English (SVO), Chinese (SVO/SOV),
Spanish (SVO) and Turkish (SOV)) were asked to describe
simple events depicted on vignettes using only gesture and
no speech (none of the participants were familiar with any
conventional sign language). Each vignette depicted a motion event: a simple event containing an actor, a patient and
an act that is generally described with a transitive sentence
containing a subject, a direct object and a verb, and in which
the act involves motion (e.g. ‘girl covers box’ or ‘captain
swings pail’).
It was found that the participants, although they were
speakers of languages with different dominant word orders,
used a consistent order for their gesturing: Actor-PatientAct. Goldin Meadow et. al. point out that this order, ActorPatient-Act corresponds with the sentence order SOV. They
conclude that Actor-Patient-Act (henceforth, SOV)1 may reflect a natural sequencing for representing events.
In Langus and Nespor (2010), it was shown that also in
gesture comprehension, SOV order is preferred: it led to the
shortest reaction times in a gesture comprehension task carried out by Turkish (SOV) and Italian (SVO) participants.
1 Following Langus and Nespor (2010), we will use SOV to refer
to Actor-Patient-Act.

Goldin Meadow et al speculate that SOV ‘may reflect a natural sequencing for representing events.’ As an explanation for
this particular order they quote results from related research,
showing that the Subject and Object might be situated before the Verb, because entities are cognitively more basic and
less relational than actions Gentner and Boroditsky (2001).
Moreover, objects and actions are cognitively tied GoldinMeadow (2003), which would link Object to Verb, and result
in the SOV order for gesturing (Goldin-Meadow et al., 2008,
p. 9166).
This explanation seems intuitive, especially for the particular kind of events that were used in the experiment described
in Goldin-Meadow et al. (2008). We found, however, that
there is a category of events, intensional events, for which the
SOV order seems less intuitive. Intensional events differ from
motion events semantically and we will hypothesise that different semantic properties lead to different gesture orderings
in the improvised communication task. But first, let us focus on the differences between motion events and intensional
events.
The events used in (Goldin-Meadow et al., 2008) are all
events in which someone does something to someone or
something else. In these situations, the ontological status of
subject and direct object are similar. E.g., in the example of
a girl covering a box, we can summarise the situation as follows: (1) there is a girl, (2) there is a box, and (3) the girl
covers the box. In other words, in order for the sentence to be
true, both the subject and the direct object need to exist, and
they need to relate to each other in the right way. Let us compare this situation with the following example: ‘a princess
wants an apple’. In this example, the ontological status of the
subject and the direct object are not equal: in order for the
sentence to be true, we need the princess to exist, but the ‘ontological demands’ on the apple are different: a princess can
want an apple without the actual apple being around, or she
can want an apple but not one in particular. It is even possible
for the princess to want something that does not exist at all.
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The crucial difference between the two events thus resides
in a difference between the verbs that describe the actions going on in them: both ‘cover’ and ‘want’ are transitive verbs
(they occur with a subject and a direct object), but ‘cover’ is
an extensional verb, whereas ‘want’ is an intensional verb.
Other examples of intensional verbs are ‘seek’, ‘admire’, and
arguably also ‘see’ and ‘draw’. In the literature, interesting
properties of intensional verbs have been described and inventories of intensional verbs have been made (Forbes, 2010;
Moltmann, 2008). The terms ‘intensional’ vs ‘extensional’
are used because of the role that extensions (the object a
term refers to) and intensions (the meaning of a term) play
in the interpretation of these verbs. In order to interpret an
extensional verb, the extension of its complement (the direct
object) is important, whereas for the interpretation of intensional verbs, the extension of its complement is less important
than its meaning. For a precise characterisation of intensional
verbs, see the Appendix.
Let us look again at the event ‘princess wants apple’. This
event is typically described with an intensional verb, and can
thus be called an intensional event. As pointed out, there
is something special about the direct object in such events:
the apple in the ‘want-event’ is not necessarily a concrete object. If we would make a step-by-step analysis of the event,
it would look like this: (1) there is a princess, (2) there is
something the princess wants, and (3) that is an apple. This
analysis reflects the fact that there is something special about
the direct object: it is in some sense dependent on the Subject
and the Verb.

Intensional events and gesturing order
We have described semantic differences between two kinds of
events. How will these two kinds of events behave in the improvised communication setting? An interesting link between
semantic properties and word order is provided in Jackendoff
(2002). Jackendoff suggests that in simple language systems
without full syntax, semantic principles might play an organising role in short utterances. We will assume that the gesture
strings produced in the improvised communication task are
such a ‘language system without full syntax’, and thus hypothesise that semantic properties of events are important in
the improvised communication setting and will influence the
order of the gesturing.
To test this hypothesis, we set up an improvised communication experiment where people are asked to convey the
meanings of both motion events and intensional events. We
predict that for motion events, which are all typically described by extensional verbs, participants will use SOV order, similarly to what was shown in (Goldin-Meadow et al.,
2008). In intensional events, however, there is something exceptional about the ontological status of the direct object. We
have seen above that the direct objects in such events are less
concrete, and we predict that they will be placed in the end of
the gesturing sequence, resulting in a gesturing order of SVO
for intensional events.

Experiment: Gesturing motion events and
intensional events
Method
16 participants (5 male, 11 female) were recruited from
Utrecht University and the Utrecht School of the Arts. All
were native speakers of Dutch (which is an SVO language),
and none of the participants had any knowledge of a conventional sign language.
The set of items consisted of 20 pictures of motion events
(e.g. ‘Pirate throws guitar’, ‘Princess carries vase’), and 20
pictures of intensional events (e.g. ‘Cook thinks of sock’,
‘Leprechaun sees tall building’). Each motion event had a
corresponding intensional event, with the same actor and patient, but a different action. All actors (subjects) in the pictures had particular external characteristics (e.g. a princess
with a crown, a pirate with a hat), in order to encourage participants to gesture all elements in the picture. All patients
(direct objects) were inanimate objects.2 All pictures were
pre-tested for clarity. Each picture was shown either in its
original version or as a mirror image, to control for the leftto-right order of the elements in the pictures.
For the experiment, two versions were created, each consisting of 10 pictures of motion events and 10 pictures of intensional events. The items were presented in random order.
Participants were shown pictures of events on a computer
screen. They were asked to convey the meaning of each picture to the experimenter (who could not see the computer
screen), by using only gestures and no speech. Each picture remained visible on the screen while the participant was
gesturing. Participants were told to keep gesturing until they
thought they had conveyed the meaning of the picture; no information was given about the amount of gestures to be used.
Before the actual experiment started, participants were
shown four practice items. During the practice stage of the
experiment, the experimenter gave feedback about whether
or not she understood which meaning was conveyed. No spoken feedback was given during the experiment.
After the gesturing part of the experiment, participants
were shown the pictures again, and were asked to describe
each event using a Dutch sentence.

Data analysis and results
The video recordings were coded for gesturing order by two
independent coders (80,6% agreement). All gesturing sequences for which there was no consensus were filtered out
(62 of 320 recordings). Occasionally, participants produced
gesture strings describing an action that did not match with
the intended action on the picture; these were removed as well
(10 recordings).
The overall results are shown in figure 1. The chart
shows the percentages of SOV strings, SVO strings and
2 This was done to exclude any effects of animacy described in
(Meir, Lifshitz, Ilkbasaran, & Padden, 2010).
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Motion events

Intensional events

gestures. We set up an experiment with a series of ambiguous gesturing sequences in two orders: SOV and SVO. If our
hypothesis that the usage of different ordering for different
semantic structure serves a communicative purpose is true,
we expect SOV strings to be interpreted as motion events and
SVO strings as intensional events (van Leeuwen, 2010).

100
90
80
% of strings

70
60
50

Method

40

We created short movie clips showing an actor gesturing simple events. The verbs were gestured in such a way that the
events acted out could be interpreted either as a motion event
or as an intensional event.

30
20
10
0
SOV

SVO

other

Figure 1: Results of the production experiment
other
other orders. SOV
The category ofSVO
‘other’ orders (which
is only
a100
minority of the totality of strings) consisted of strings like
OSV,
VSO, or strings with either less or more than three
90
gestures.
80
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The data was analysed using a repeated measures ANOVA.
50 within subject factors were Picture-type (intensional or
The
40
motion)
and Order (SOV or SVO); the between subjects factor30was Version (version 1 or 2). Among 132 gesture strings
of20motion events, the proportion of SOV order was high
(M10= .735, SE = .065), whereas the proportion of SVO order
was0 low (M = .132,
SE = .069). Among 122
gesture strings
motion
intensional
of intensional events, the proportion of SVO order was high
(M = .649, SE = .056), whereas the proportion of SOV order
was low (M = .103, SE = .037).
We found a significant interaction between Picture type and
Order: F(1, 14) = 100.753, p = .000. No significant interaction was found between the main interaction and the effect of
version (F(1, 14) = .008, p = .932).

Discussion
The results were as expected: for motion events, the results
obtained in Goldin-Meadow et al. (2008) were replicated, but
for intensional events, different gesture sequencing was used:
the direct object was placed after the verb, resulting in an
SVO order. This confirms our hypothesis that semantic properties influence ordering in improvised communication.

Pilot study: interpreting SOV and SVO strings
It has become clear from the experiment described above that
the semantic differences between motion events and intensional events have an influence on gesture production in the
improvised communication task.
We hypothesise that these different orderings serve a communicative purpose. Given that communication involves both
the production of strings and their interpretation, and that we
have already seen the effects of semantic differences on the
production side, we need to find out whether different gesturing orders have an influence on the interpretation of these

Figure 2: An ambiguous action: ‘climb’ or ‘build’.
An example of the way in which these ambiguous items
were gestured is given in figure 2, in which the ambiguous
action ‘climb/build’ is shown. Thus, the gesture in the figure
can be interpreted as a climbing action, as well as a building
action. We created two videos of each ambiguous verb by
adding a gestured subject and object to the transitive event.
There were two different orders: [Subject-AmbiguousVerbObject] and [Subject-Object-AmbiguousVerb]. Thus, each
video consists of exactly the same video material, but the elements are put in two different orders.
The following ambiguous events were used; for every item
in the list, the option marked with m creates a motion event,
and the option marked with i creates an intensional event.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pirate dropsm /searchesi ball.
Princess breaksm /sculptsi vase.
Leprechaun cutsm /drawsi pizza.
Witch eatsm /wantsi banana.
Witch paintsm /paintsi table.3
Girl sleeps onm /dreams ofi book.
Girl kissesm /thinks ofi doll.
Princess talks tom /talks abouti snowman.
Pirate throwsm /hearsi guitar.
Cook stirsm /smellsi soup.

3 In the first interpretation a witch painting an existing table is
meant; in the second a witch painting a table on a canvas.
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• Leprechaun hitsm /feelsi book.
• Witch climbsm /buildsi house.

The two different gesturing orderings led people to interpret
the gesturing differently: SOV gesturing strings were more
likely to be interpreted as motion events than SVO strings
were, and SVO gesturing strings were more likely to be interpreted as intensional event than SOV strings were. So we
are safe to conclude that the order of gesturing has an influence on the interpretation of the gesture strings. This supports
our hypothesis that choosing a different ordering in order to
convey different kinds of meanings serves a communicative
purpose.

Of the 12 video pairs, two versions were created, each consisting of 6 videos in SVO order, 6 videos in SOV order. Four
fillers, items with unambiguous actions, were added to each
version. The videos were shown to participants in a two alternative forced choice task; pictures of the corresponding intensional and extensional (motion) events were shown as the
two answer possibilities.
Forty one native speakers of Dutch were recruited from the
Utrecht University library (they did not receive a monetary
compensation). They were shown videos on a laptop screen
and were asked to choose, after each video, the picture that fitted best with the event acted out on the video. First two practice items with unambiguous verbs were shown, followed by
the ambiguous items and fillers (ambiguous items and fillers
were presented in random order). The two answer possibilities were shown before each video, and again afterwards (the
order of the two answer possibilities was also randomly determined).

General discussion

Data analysis and results
Upon re-analysis of the video clips we decided to exclude two
videos from the results: ‘Pirate dropsm /searchesi ball’ and
‘Girl kissesm /thinks ofi doll’. These two videos differ from
the others in the sense that the ambiguous actions they depict
consist of two sub-gestures,4 whereas for all other ambiguous
actions, only one gesture is used.
The data was analysed using a repeated measures ANOVA.
The within subjects factor was Order (SOV or SVO), and the
within subjects factor was Version (version 1 or 2). The results are shown in figure 3
For SOV gesturing sequences, a motion answer was chosen
more often (M = .751, SE = .020) than for SVO gesturing sequences (M = .488, SE = .032). We found a significant main
effect of Order: F(1, 39) = 42.709, p = .000. No significant
interaction was found of version (F(1, 39) = .007, p = .934).

Figure 3: Results of the interpretation study
4 A drop-gesture followed by a search gesture for the former, and
a think of gesture followed by a kiss gesture for the latter.

In previous publications, similarities were pointed out
between the improvised communication task and newly
emerged sign languages like Al Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language and Nicaraguan Sign Language.5 And from these similarities it was hypothesised that results from the improvised
communication experiment can tell us something about the
emergence of language in general: it was argued that SOV
word order may reflect a natural disposition that humans exploit not only when asked to represent events nonverbally, but
also when creating language anew (Goldin-Meadow et al.,
2008, p. 9167). This in turn connects well to the claim made
in (Newmeyer, 2000), that the earliest human language had
rigid SOV word order.
The production experiment described in this paper shows
that it is not SOV word order as such that is important in the
improvised communication task, but rather the meanings that
are to be conveyed. It was shown that for gesture production,
different event types were gestured in different orders.
The interpretation study described in this paper shows that
the order of gesturing has an influence on the interpretation
of the gesture strings. This supports the hypothesis that the
distinction found in gesture production between SVO and
SOV ordering for intensional events and motion events respectively, has a communicative function.
Effects of meaning on structure in simple language systems
have been found in other linguistic phenomena where improvisation is required. In the process of acquiring a second language outside the classroom, adult learners go through a stage
that has been characterized as being (1) determined by a small
number of organisational principles, (2) largely independent
of the source or target language of the learner and (3) simple but relatively successful for communication. This stage is
called the Basic Variety (Klein & Perdue, 1997). Some examples of organisational principles of the Basic Variety are
FocusLast (‘put the information that is in focus, new information, at the end of the sentence’) and AgentFirst (‘the NP
referent with the highest control comes first’). Similar organisational principles were described for, e.g., pidgin languages
(Jackendoff, 2002).
The fact that the organisational principles described above
are found consistently in linguistic phenomena like the Ba5 See
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(Goldin-Meadow et al., 2008, p. 9167).

sic Variety and pidgins, and seem to be independent of the
native language of their users, makes these phenomena interesting for the language evolution debate: they might tell
us something about the structure of evolutionarily early language (Jackendoff, 2002; Schouwstra, 2010).
The circumstances under which people create systems like
the Basic Variety and pidgin are very particular and also often
undesirable. Moreover, the circumstances under which these
restricted systems emerge are not controllable, and the data
is therefore not very clean. Finally, the focus of data collection for these systems was mainly on production, and not on
comprehension. Therefore, it would be valuable to able to
collect this kind of data in a controlled environment, like in
a laboratory. The improvised communication task provides
us with exactly this: if we see the task as a setting where restricted linguistic systems are produced, we can obtain data
in the ideal way described above.
The improvised communication task can be seen as an environment where restricted linguistic systems are produced,
because the setting shares many properties with the settings
of pidgin and unsupervised second language learning. In the
experiment, like in those situations, subjects cannot use their
native language to express themselves and are forced to improvise, using whatever they have in their restricted inventory.
The improvised communication task thus offers us a way to
collect data about the earliest stages of language emergence
in a controlled manner.
Moreover, the view of the improvised communication task
as a restricted linguistic system allows us to compare the influence of semantic structures in existing studies into, e.g., the
Basic Variety and pidgin languages to that in lab situations.

Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown that when people are forced
to communicate in an improvised manner, this does not necessarily lead to SOV ordering of utterances. Rather, the semantic properties of verbs are decisive in the ordering of gestures in the improvised communication task. This supports
the view that in language systems without full syntax, semantic properties play an organising role, a process that is also
seen in other linguistic situations where improvisation is required (e.g. early stages in spontaneous second language acquisition and pidgin).
We have also shown that different ordering of the constituents in improvised communication sequences results in
different interpretations. This supports the view that choosing different utterance structures in order to express different
kinds of meanings has a communicative function.

Appendix: intensional transitive verbs
In order to get a more precise characterisation of the
differences between extensional and intensional transitive
verbs, we will give a brief overview of three ‘marks
of intensionality that were described in (Forbes, 2010):
substitution-resistance, the availability of unspecific readings,
and existence-neutrality.

Substitution-resistance
In sentences with extensional verbs, it is possible to substitute the direct object with one that refers to the same object,
without changing the truth value of the sentence. This is illustrated in the following examples:
(1)

John lives next to Mark Twain.

(2)

John lives next to Samuel Clemens.

Because Samuel Clemens is Mark Twain, sentence 1 is true in
exactly the same situations as sentence 2. If we substitute the
extensional verb live next to for an intensional verb, admire,
this is no longer possible.
(3)

John admires Mark Twain.

(4)

John admires Samuel Clemens.

It might be the case that sentence 3 is true, but that John
does not realise that his grumpy neighbour Samuel Clemens
is Mark Twain. In that case, ‘John admires Mark Twain is
true, while ‘John admires Samuel Clemens is false.

The availability of unspecific readings
In sentences with intensional verbs, it is possible that the direct object remains unspecific. An example of this is the following sentence:
(5)

Mary seeks a man.

For this sentence, an interpretation is possible where Mary
seeks a man, but not one man in particular. Contrast this with
the verb kiss. We cannot say
(6)

Mary kissed a man, but not one in particular.

Existence-neutrality
In sentences with intensional verbs, it is possible for the direct
object not to exist at all. By contrast, for extensional verbs,
the direct object needs to exist in order for the sentence to
make sense. It is possible to seek a unicorn, but not to stumble
across one.

Intensional items used in the experiment
Intensional verbs will always show at least one of the three
properties described above. Some verbs manifest all three
kinds of behaviour, but there are many verbs that meet only
one of the criteria. For certain verbs, it is not always clear
whether a particular criterion is met.
The verbs that were used in the production experiment are
the following (behind each subset, a name for the subclass of
verbs is given):
•
•
•
•
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search (‘classical’ intensional verb)
dream of, think of (psych verbs)
hear, see (perception verbs)
build, draw, knit, sculpt (creation verbs)

The class of intensional verbs is thus a rather diverse group
and there is no general agreement on either the names of the
subcategories, the verbs that should be included in them, or
even whether all categories listed above are truly intensional.
One might, for example, question the intensional properties of perception verbs: if John sees a house, doesn’t he just
see an existing external object? But the fact that a sentence
like ‘When John listened to a cello, he heard a violin’ is possible, shows that there is, after all, something special about
complements of perception verbs. In support of this view,
see the following characterisation of perception verbs, as presented in Moltmann (2008):

K. Smith (Eds.), The evolution of language (pp. 455–456).
Singapore: World Scientific.
Moltmann, F. (2008). Intensional verbs and their intentional
objects. Natural Language Semantics, 16(3), 239–270.
Newmeyer, F. J. (2000). On the reconstruction of ‘proto
world’ word order. In C. Knight, J. R. Hurford, &
M. Studdert-Kennedy (Eds.), The evolutionary emergence
of language. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
Schouwstra, M. (2010). Language evolution: the view from
second language learners. In A. Smith, M. Schouwstra,
B. de Boer, & K. Smith (Eds.), The evolution of language.
Singapore: World Scientific.

The complements of perception verbs [. . . ] do not describe the external object that may be perceived, but
rather the way the perceived object appears.
In other words, for perception verbs, like for other intensional
verbs, it is not the external object that is important for their
interpretation, but the intension. This shows that perception
verbs have at least an intensional flavor.
For our experiments, we have taken the widest definition of
‘intensional’ and included all verbs that have an intensional
flavor.
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Learning Linear Spatial-Numeric Associations Improves Memory for Numbers
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Memory for numbers improves with age and experience. We
tested the hypothesis that one source of this improvement is a
logarithmic-to-linear shift in children’s representations of
numeric magnitude. In Experiment 1, we found that linearity
of representations improved with age and that the more linear
children’s magnitude representations were, the more closely
their memory of the numbers approximated the numbers
presented. In Experiment 2, we trained children on a linear
spatial-numeric association, and we found that children who
learned to represent numbers as increasing linearly with
numeric magnitude also improved their memory for numbers.
These results suggest that linear spatial-numeric associations
are both correlated with and causally related to development
of numeric memory.
Keywords:
spatial-numeric
associations;
representations; numerical estimation; memory

number

Introduction
Remembering numeric information is an important part of
daily life. Sometimes it is necessary to remember numeric
information exactly (e.g., social security numbers, phone
numbers, flight numbers, street addresses), whereas other
times remembering the general gist of numeric information
will suffice (e.g., savings account balances, temperatures,
number of students in a lecture hall). Across both types of
memory, children’s memory for numbers improves greatly
with age and experience (Dempster, 1981; Brainerd &
Gordon, 1994). Here we tested the hypothesis that
children’s numerical memory improves with age due to
changes in how children represent numerical magnitudes.
Development of Numerical Representations. Children’s
representations of the magnitudes of symbolic numbers
appears to develop iteratively, with parallel developmental
changes occurring over many years and across many
contexts (Opfer & Siegler, in press). Early in the learning
process, numerical symbols are meaningless stimuli for
young preschoolers. For example, 2- and 3-year-olds who
count flawlessly from 1-10 have no idea that 6 > 4, nor do
children of these ages know how many objects to give an
adult who asks for 4 or more (Le Corre et al., 2006). As
young children gain experience with the symbols in a given
numerical range and associate them with non-verbal
quantities in that range, they initially map them to a
logarithmically-compressed mental number line. Over a
period that typically lasts 1-3 years for a given numerical

range (0-10, 0-100, or 0-1,000), children’s mapping of
symbolically
expressed
numbers
to
non-verbal
representations changes from a logarithmically-compressed
form to a linear form, where subjective and objective
numerical values increase in a 1:1 fashion (Bertelletti et al.,
2010; Opfer, Thompson, & Furlong, 2010; Siegler & Opfer,
2003; Siegler & Booth, 2004; Thompson & Opfer, 2010).
Use of linear magnitude representations occurs earliest for
the numerals that are most frequent in the environment, that
is the smallest whole numbers, and is gradually extended to
increasingly larger numbers (Thompson & Opfer, 2010).
Changes in numerical representations occur not only with
increasing age, but also with specific experiences designed
to train linear spatial-numeric associations. For instance,
Opfer and Siegler (2007) provided second graders with
corrective feedback on the location of numbers near 150, the
maximally discrepant point between a logarithmic and linear
function forced to pass through 0 and 1,000 (see Figure 1).
After receiving feedback, children adopted a linear
representation that spanned the entire 0-1,000 numeric
range.
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Figure 1: Logarithmic and linear functions. Distance
between representations is greatest at 150 (725 vs. 150); this
means that the logarithmic function increases more than the
linear representation between each successive pair of
numbers up to 150, but increases less than the linear
function above 150. Thus, numbers below 150 are more
discriminable in the logarithmic representation, and
numbers above 150 are more discriminable in the linear
representation.
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Whether occurring with age or with specific training
experiences, the logarithmic-to-linear shift in children’s
representations of symbolic quantities expands children’s
quantitative thinking profoundly. It improves children’s
ability to estimate the positions of numbers on number lines
(Siegler & Opfer, 2003), to estimate the measurements of
continuous and discrete quantities (Thompson & Siegler,
2010), to categorize numbers according to size (Opfer &
Thompson, 2008), and to estimate and learn the answers to
arithmetic problems (Booth & Siegler, 2008).
Relation between Numerical Representations and
Numerical Memory. Recently, Thompson and Siegler
(2010) found that individual differences in the numerical
representation (logarithmic or linear) that children used to
estimate numbers on 0-1,000 number lines was associated
with their ability to recall large numbers (>150). Their
reasoning was that children who possessed a linear
representation of numbers were better able to differentiate
the large numbers (see Figure 1), and thus to remember
them after a delay.
If true, this account has important theoretical and practical
implications. Theoretically, it might explain the previously
observed association between age and ability to remember
numbers (e.g., Brainerd & Gordon, 1994). Practically, it
suggests that children’s memory for numbers could also be
improved by engendering the logarithmic-to-linear shift
observed in the training studies (e.g., Opfer & Siegler, 2007;
Opfer & Thompson, 2008). Testing this practical
implication is also theoretically interesting because it would
provide evidence for a causal link between numerical
representations and memory, as opposed to just a correlation
that might be equally well-explained by a third variable
(such as increasing mathematical proficiency).
The Current Study. The current series of experiments
were designed to test for a causal link between children’s
numerical representations and their numerical memory. In
Experiment 1, Kindergartners, second graders, and adults
estimated numbers in the 0-1,000 range and recalled
numbers presented in meaningful vignettes. The purpose of
Experiment 1 was to investigate the unique contributions of
both age and quality of numerical representations to
accuracy in numerical recall, as well as to identify children
who would benefit from training in Experiment 2.
In Experiment 2, Kindergartners and second graders
received training on the number-line estimation task,
following the procedure used in Opfer and Siegler (2007).
Our goal in Experiment 2 was to investigate whether
adoption of linear spatial-numeric associations on the
number line estimation task would improve recall of
numerical information. We were particularly interested in
memory for large numbers (>150) because they were much
larger than those for which children received training (150),
yet were predicted to elicit the greatest improvements by the
logarithmic-to-linear shift account.

Experiment 1: Age Differences in Numerical
Estimation and Numerical Recall
Participants
Participants were 14 Kindergartners (Mean age = 6.25
years, SD = 0.39 years; 50% girls), 63 second graders
(Mean age = 8.31 years, SD = 0.33 years; 45% girls), and 28
adults (Mean age = 20.07 years, SD = 2.3 years; 50%
women).

Tasks
Numerical estimation Participants were asked to estimate
the position of 22 sequentially presented numbers on a line,
where the left end was labeled “0,” the right end “1,000,”
and no other marks. The numbers to be estimated (from
Opfer & Siegler, 2007: 2, 5, 18, 34, 56, 78, 100, 122, 147,
150, 163, 179, 246, 366, 486, 606, 722, 725, 738, 754, 818,
and 938) were centered above the midpoint of each line.
After participants made each of their estimates, another
problem appeared on the computer screen.
Numerical recall Participants listened to six short vignettes
and were asked to recall the numbers in the vignette after a
brief distracter. For example, children heard, “Mrs. Conway
asked students in her school district about their favorite
foods. N1 students liked spaghetti best, N2 students liked
pizza best, and N3 students liked chicken nuggets best,”
were asked to name four colors/shapes/objects, and then
asked, “How many students liked spaghetti best? How many
students liked pizza best? How many students liked chicken
nuggets best?” (see supporting materials for Thompson &
Siegler, 2010, Experiment 3). Each story involved three
“small numbers” (5, 18, 53, 79, 164, 237), three “medium
numbers” (419, 487, 524, 548, 625, 632), or three “big
numbers” (725, 759, 817, 846, 938, 962). Numbers were
presented in random order within vignettes, and each
number was presented equally often with each vignette.

Procedure
Children were tested individually during one 25-minute
experimental session occurring in a quiet room in their
school; adults were tested individually during one 20minute experimental session in a laboratory on a college
campus. Participants always completed the number line
estimation task first, and no feedback was given on
participants’ performance.

Results and Discussion
Numerical estimation We first examined development of
numerical estimation by measuring age-related changes in
accuracy of number line estimates. Accuracy of estimates
was indexed by percent absolute error (PAE), defined as:
([|to-be-estimated value – participant’s estimate|]/numerical
range) * 100. For instance, PAE = 45% if a child clicked at
the location for 600 when asked to estimate the number 150
on a 0-1,000 number line, ([|150-600|]/1,000) * 100. That is,
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the higher the PAE, the less accurate the estimates. As
expected, accuracy of number line estimates improved
substantially with age, F(2, 102) = 80.87, p < .0001, η2 =
.61 with Kindergartners’ PAE being 31% (SD = 9%),
second graders’ 17% (SD = 8%), and adults’ 3% (SD =
0.9%).
Previous work explained age-related changes in accuracy
of number line estimates as stemming from a shift from
logarithmic to linear mappings between symbolic and
spatial values (see Opfer & Siegler, in press, for review). To
test this idea, we compared the fit of the logarithmic and
linear regression functions for the relation between the mean
estimates of each age group and actual numeric value.
Consistent with the logarithmic-to-linear shift hypothesis,
we found that Kindergartners’ mean estimates were best
described by a logarithmic function (log R2 = .82, lin R2 =
.43), second graders’ about equally by each function (log R2
= .91, lin R2 = .88), and adults by the linear function (log R2
= .66, lin R2 = 1.0). To ensure that these fits did not arise
from averaging over distinct cognitive profiles, we used the
same procedure to find the best-fitting function for each
individual’s estimates. Only 21% of Kindergartners
produced a series of estimates better fit by the linear than
logarithmic function, whereas 46% of second graders and
100% of adults produced a series of estimates better
characterized as linear than logarithmic. Thus, each analysis
provided a consistent picture of developing numerical
estimation, with Kindergartners most likely using a
logarithmic representation, second graders using logarithmic
and linear ones about equally often, and adults relying
largely on linear representations.
Numerical recall We next examined development of
numerical recall by measuring age-related changes in
accuracy of memory. Accuracy of memory was again
indexed by PAE, [(|to-be-remembered value – number
participant remembered|)/1,000] * 100. Please note that the
higher the PAE the less accurate were the numbers recalled.
As expected, accuracy of memory improved substantially
with age, r = -0.63, F(1, 102) = 67.51, p < .0001, with
Kindergartners’ PAE being 35% (SD = 8%), second
graders’ 19% (SD = 9%), and adults’ 7% (SD = 3%).
Relation between numerical estimation and numerical
recall Might improvements in memory accuracy—like
improvements in accuracy of numerical estimates—be
caused by a logarithmic-to-linear shift in representations of
numerical value? Several observations suggest this might
be the case.
First, memory accuracy was highly correlated with
performance in numerical estimation (Figure 2). Overall,
number line estimation accuracy explained 61% of the
variance in recall accuracy; age explained only 2% more
variance in accuracy of numeric recall than did entering
number line estimation accuracy into the regression model
alone (Model 1 = 61% variance, F(1, 102) = 159.44, p <
.0001; Model 2 = 63% variance, F(2, 101) = 85.24, p <

.0001). When age was entered before number line
estimation accuracy, number line estimation accuracy
explained 16% more variance in accuracy of numeric recall
than did entering age into the regression model alone
(Model 1 = 63% variance, F(1, 102) = 67.56, p < .0001;
Model 2 = 79% variance, F(2, 101) = 85.24, p < .0001).
Thus, accuracy of number representations can explain most
individual differences in memory accuracy.

Figure 2: Percent absolute error on the numerical estimation
task is strongly correlated with percent absolute error on the
numerical memory task for Kindergartners (black circles),
second graders (gray circles), and adults (white circles). The
inset figures illustrate a logarithmic-to-linear switch in
numerical estimation across the age range.
A second set of observations came from the predicted
effects of numerical magnitude on memory accuracy. That
is, if numeric symbols are mapped with a constant noisiness
to a logarithmically-scaled mental number line, then signal
overlap increases dramatically with numerical value,
thereby leading to significant interference from adjacent
values as the target number increases. In contrast, if numeric
symbols are mapped with constant noisiness on a linearlyscaled mental number line, then signal overlap is greatest
for neighboring values but does not otherwise increase with
numeric value. On a 0-1,000 mental number line, for
example, the difference between the two representations
would be greatest around 150 (see Figure 1), leading to a
distinct pattern of predicted errors: for numbers greater than
150, use of a logarithmic representation would interfere
much more with memory than use of a linear representation,
whereas for numbers less than 150, accuracy would favor
the logarithmic representation or neither representation
(depending on overall noisiness).
To test this prediction, we conducted a 2 (numerical
range: below 150, above 150) x 2 (best fitting function on
the number line estimation task: logarithmic, linear)
ANOVA on PAE scores for the recall task. There was a
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main effect of numerical range, F(1, 103) = 155.63, p <
.0001, η2= .52, and best fitting function, F(1, 103) = 38.20,
p < .0001, η2= .27. There was also a significant numerical
range x best fitting function interaction, F(1, 103) = 41.97, p
< .0001, η2= .14. For numbers below 150, memory accuracy
was high regardless of the numerical representation
employed on the number line estimation task, F(1, 103) < 1,
p > .05. However, for numbers greater than 150, memory
accuracy was much lower among participants who produced
a logarithmic series of estimates on the number line
estimation task than among participants who produced a
linear series of estimates (PAE = 31% vs. 13% respectively,
F(1, 103) = 71.51, p < .0001, η2= .41). Thus, memory
accuracy—particularly memory for large numbers—was
associated with use of linear representations.
If improvements in memory accuracy—particularly
memory for large numbers— can be explained by a
logarithmic-to-linear shift in representations of numerical
value, then the largest age differences in memory accuracy
would also come in memories for large numbers. To test
this prediction, we conducted a 2 (numerical range: below
150, above 150) x 3 (age group: Kindergartners, second
graders, adults) ANOVA on PAE scores for the recall task.
As expected, there was a main effect of numerical range,
F(1, 102) = 90.87, p < .0001, η2= .43, age group, F(2, 102)
= 73.07, p < .0001, η2= .59, and a significant numerical
range x age group interaction, F(2, 102) = 9.87, p < .0001,
η2 = .09. For numbers below 150, the effect of age on
memory
accuracy
was
relatively
small
(PAE
Kindergartners, 15% > second graders, 5% = adults, 2%),
F(2, 102) = 9.47, p < .0001, η2 = .16. For numbers above
150, the effect of age was much larger (PAE Kindergartners,
41% > second graders, 23% > adults, 8%), F(2, 102) =
53.61, p < .0001, η2 = .51.
In summary, a logarithmic-to-linear shift in
representations of numerical value accurately predicted (1)
improving accuracy of numerical estimation, (2) an agerelated change in pattern of numerical estimates, (3) a strong
correlation between numerical estimation performance and
memory accuracy, and (4) the finding that developmental
changes in numerical memory occurred much more for
numbers greater than 150 than less than 150.
In combination with previous findings (Thompson &
Siegler, 2010), the results of Experiment 1 provide
converging correlational evidence that linear spatialnumeric associations improve numerical memory.
Additionally, the results show that age alone cannot account
for the association between quality of representation and
numerical memory, an issue that could not be explored in
Thompson and Siegler’s data. This is important because it
raises the possibility that manipulating the quality of
numeric representations would improve numeric memory.
In the next study, we sought evidence of a causal link
between linear spatial-numeric associations and numerical
memory.

Experiment 2: Effects of Training on
Numerical Estimation and Numerical Recall
Participants
Children from Experiment 1 who produced a logarithmic
series of estimates on the number-line estimation task were
included in Experiment 2 as were additional Kindergartners
and second graders who were recruited to participate in the
training procedure. Participants were 23 Kindergartners
(Mean age = 6.23 years, SD = 0.39 years; 61% girls; 48%
were later assigned to the treatment group) and 64 second
graders (Mean age = 8.31 years, SD = 0.34 years; 59% girls;
47% were later assigned to the treatment group).

Tasks
The numerical estimation and recall tasks were equivalent to
the tasks described in Experiment 1.

Procedure
Children were randomly assigned to a treatment group, who
received corrective feedback on their placement of 7
numbers (around 150) on the number line, or a control
group, who completed the same problems but without
feedback on their estimates (see Opfer & Siegler, 2007, for
a detailed description of the training procedure). During
training, children made a hatch mark for the to-be-estimated
number, and then the experimenter told the child whether
the estimate was near (within 10%) or far (beyond 10%)
from the correct location. After the experimenter indicated
the correct placement and labeled the number the child
mistakenly indicated, the child described why the corrected
mark showed the right location for the number. After this
training, both groups completed a 22-problem number-line
posttest, followed by the numerical recall task described in
Experiment 1.

Results and Discussion
Effect of feedback on numerical estimation To assess the
effectiveness of the training regime, we conducted a 2 (test
phase: pretest, posttest) x 2 (condition: control, treatment) x
2 (grade: Kindergarten, second grade) ANOVA on number
line PAE scores. As expected, accuracy increased
significantly from pretest to posttest, F(1, 83) = 41.69, p <
.0001, η2 = .30, with accuracy also being greater in the
treatment than control condition, F(1, 83) = 7.08, p < .01, η2
= .08, and greater for older than younger children, F(1, 83)
= 71.88, p < .0001, η2 = .46. Against the idea that pretest to
posttest gains occurred through regression to the mean, we
also observed a significant test phase x condition
interaction, F(1, 83) = 6.30, p < .05, η2 = .05. Post-hoc
analysis indicated that these gains from pretest to posttest
were larger in the treatment group (M = 8%, SD = 7%) than
in the control group (M = 3%, SD = 6%), F(1, 85) = 16.31, p
< .0001, η2 = .16. Finally, a test phase x condition x grade
interaction, F(1, 83) = 6.32, p < .05, η2 = .05, indicated that
feedback reliably induced pretest-to-posttest gains among
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second graders (treatment: pretest, M = 21%, posttest, M =
11%; control: pretest, M = 22%, posttest, M = 20%) but not
Kindergartners (treatment: pretest, M = 31%, posttest, M =
27%; control: pretest, M = 34%, posttest, M = 30%).
Why might feedback have induced changes in accuracy,
and why might it have induced changes only in second
graders? Opfer and Siegler (2007) had suggested that
feedback on the placement of numbers like 150 on a 0-1,000
number line caused children to make analogies to the
placement of more familiar numbers (such as the location of
15 on a 0-100 number line). Previous research (e.g., Siegler
& Opfer, 2003; Siegler & Booth, 2004) has indicated that
second graders typically place numbers on a 0-100 number
line linearly, so such an analogy would be quite useful to
them, allowing them to map the structure of the 0-100 to the
0-1,000 number line. In contrast, Kindergartners typically
place numbers on a 0-100 number line logarithmically,
which would preclude such structure mapping and thus
reduce any benefit of receiving feedback on their estimates.
If this idea were correct in the present case, then we would
see evidence of a logarithmic-to-linear shift in second
graders, but not Kindergartners.
To assess whether a logarithmic-to-linear shift occurred in
one, both, or neither age group, we next regressed the
numbers to be estimated against the estimates provided by
children. As expected (given the design of the study),
estimates on pretest were fit better by the logarithmic than
by the linear functions regardless of age or condition
(Kindergartners, control: log R2 = .74, lin R2 = .30,
treatment: log R2 = .73, lin R2 = .36; second graders,
control: log R2 = .97, lin R2 = .70, treatment: log R2 = .96,
lin R2 = .72). By post-test, however, feedback sent
Kindergartners and second graders in quite different
directions. Without feedback, Kindergartners in the control
group continued generating logarithmic series of estimates
on posttest (Ks, control: log R2 = .90, lin R2 = .56); indeed,
the fit of the logarithmic regression function increased with
mere practice. In contrast, feedback dramatically decreased
the fit of the logarithmic and linear functions (treatment:
log R2 = .37, lin R2 = .21), which would not be expected if
feedback caused Kindergartners to map their 0-1,000
estimates to their 0-100 estimates. In contrast, among
second graders, feedback did induce a logarithmic-to-linear
shift: on post-test, second graders who did not receive
feedback continued to generate logarithmic series of
estimates (log R2 = .96, lin R2 = .77), whereas second
graders who did receive feedback generated estimates better
fit by the linear than by the logarithmic functions (log R2 =
.77, lin R2 = .97).
Transfer of learning to numerical recall We next
examined whether the logarithmic-to-linear shift that we
induced in numerical estimation would also improve
accuracy of numerical recall. Similar to Experiment 1,
accuracy of numerical estimation and numerical recall were
highly correlated (Figure 3), but we were interested in
whether a causal connection existed. To examine this issue,
we separated Kindergartners and second graders into two

groups—learners (N = 31), those children who learned to
produce a linear series of estimates on the number-line
posttest, and non-learners (N = 56), those children who
continued to produce a logarithmic series of estimates on the
number-line posttest. Our hypothesis was that the accuracy
of learners’ recall would be higher than that of non-learners,
and this difference would be especially strong for large
numbers. To test this hypothesis, we conducted a 2
(numerical range: below 150, above 150) x 2 (learner status:
non-learner, learner) ANOVA on PAE memory scores. As
expected, memory was more accurate for small than large
numbers, F(1, 85) = 188.01, p < .0001, η2 = .67, and more
accurate among learners than non-learners, F(1, 85) = 12.81,
p = .001, η2 = .13. Additionally, we observed a significant
numerical range x learner status interaction, F(1,85) = 7.94,
p < .01, η2 = .03. For numbers below 150, memory accuracy
was high regardless of whether children learned to produce
a linear series of estimates on the number line estimation
task (non-learners PAE = 6%, learners PAE = 5%), F(1, 85)
< 1, p > .05. For numbers greater than 150, however,
memory accuracy was much lower among non-learners than
learners (PAE = 35% vs. 24% respectively, F(1, 85) =
14.02, p < .0001, η2 = .14). Thus, as in Experiment 1,
memory accuracy—particularly memory for large
numbers—was associated with acquisition of linear
representations.

Figure 3: Percent absolute error on the numerical estimation
task is strongly correlated with percent absolute error on the
numerical memory task for non-learners (black circles) and
learners (white circles). The inset figures illustrate a
logarithmic-to-linear switch in numerical estimation across
non-learners and learners.
Could
something
other
than
learning
linear
representations be responsible for learners having more
accurate recall than non-learners? We tested two alternative
explanations. The first idea was that age alone improved
recall. This idea seemed plausible because learners (M =
8.23, SD = .59) tended to be older than non-learners (M =
7.5, SD = 1.07), t(85) = 3.49, p < .001, d = .84, possibly
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leading them to have better memory. To test this idea, we
examined second graders alone because roughly half of the
64 second graders (n = 29) qualified as learners, and their
ages were very close (learners, M = 8.35, SD = .35; nonlearners, M = 8.28, SD = .33, t(62) = .84, p > .05, ns). Here
too we found that memory was greater for learners than
non-learners (learners, PAE = 19%, SD = 7%; non-learners,
PAE = 24%, SD = 9%, t(62) = 2.01, p < .05, d = .62).
Another possibility was that feedback alone improved
memory, regardless of whether it actually led to learning
linear representations. Against this hypothesis, however, we
found no main effect of feedback on memory accuracy
(treatment, PAE = 18%, SD = 9%; control, PAE = 19%, SD
= 12%; F < 1). Thus, actually learning linear representations
from the feedback appeared both necessary and sufficient
for the average child to improve memory accuracy.

between linear numeric magnitude representations and
arithmetic proficiency. That is, if learning linear spatialnumeric associations improves memory for numbers in
vignettes, it is highly likely it also improves memory for
numbers in other contexts, such as memorizing arithmetic
facts. Thus, the present results suggest a plausible
explanation for the observed association between numerical
estimation and mathematics course grades (Opfer & Siegler,
in press), an important issue for future research.
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Abstract

important finding in this research is that the number of
digits that can be accurately recalled at age 2 years is about
2, at age 5 about 4, at age 10 about 5, and among adults
about 7 (+/- 2).

Memory for numbers improves with age and experience. One
source of this improvement may be children’s learning linear
representations of numeric magnitude, but previous evidence
for this hypothesis may have confounded memory span with
linear numerical magnitude representations. To obviate the
influence of memory span on numerical memory, we
examined children’s ability to recall a single number after a
delay, and the relation between recall and performance on
other numeric tasks. Linearity of numerical performance was
consistent across numerical tasks and was highly correlated
with numerical memory. In contrast, recall of numeric
information was not correlated with recall of colors. Results
suggest that linear representations of numeric magnitudes aid
memory for even single numbers.

Representational Change Account

Keywords: number representations; numerical estimation;
memory

Introduction
Both in school and everyday life, children are presented
with a potentially dazzling succession of numbers that they
must remember. Some numbers must be remembered
exactly, such as phone numbers and the answers to
arithmetic problems (6 X 8 = 48). Others only need to be
remembered approximately, such as the number of children
in one’s class, the amount of money in one’s piggy bank, or
the temperature forecast for tomorrow’s weather. When
confronted with a series of numbers in either type of
situation—e.g., a digit span task (Dempster, 1981) or a
vignette (Brainerd & Gordon, 1994)—children’s memory
for numbers is much poorer than adults’, and it improves
greatly with age and experience. In this paper, we examine
two theories attempting to explain this improvement in
numerical memory—the working memory theory and the
representational change theory—ancome d report on a
novel memory task (memory for single numbers) that
allowed us to test their predictions.

Another proposal for the source of improvements in
numerical memory came from a recent study by Thompson
and Siegler (2010). They proposed that poor recall of
numerical information could be partly traced to children’s
developing representations of numerical magnitudes.
Specifically, children’s representations of the magnitudes of
symbolic numbers appear to develop iteratively, with
parallel developmental changes occurring over many years
and across many contexts (Opfer & Siegler, in press). Early
in the learning process, numerical symbols are meaningless
stimuli for young preschoolers. For example, 2- and 3-yearolds who count flawlessly from 1-10 have no idea that 6 >
4, nor do children of these ages know how many objects to
give an adult who asks for 4 or more (Le Corre et al., 2006).
As young children gain experience with the symbols in a
given numerical range and associate them with non-verbal
quantities in that range, they initially map them to a
logarithmically-compressed mental number line (see Figure
1). Over a period that typically lasts 1-3 years for a given

Working Memory Account
There are at least two potential explanations for agerelated improvements in children’s memory. The first
proposal is that numerical information is better retained as
children age because children’s working memory also
improves, thereby leading to better verbatim memory for
numerical information when more than one number is
presented sequentially (Dempster, 1981). This idea has been
highly influential, and it has led to the digit span task being
used widely as a measure of working memory span. An

Figure 1. Depiction of a logarithmically-compressed mental
number line. Within this representation, differences among
numeric values are represented as a function of the
difference in the logarithms of the numbers to be
represented. Thus, differences between 1 and 2 seem larger
than between 5 and 6.
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numerical range (0-10, 0-100, or 0-1,000), children’s
mapping of symbolically expressed numbers to non-verbal
representations changes from a logarithmically-compressed
form to a linear form, where subjective and objective
numerical values increase in a 1:1 fashion (Bertelletti et al.,
2010; Opfer, Thompson, & Furlong, 2010; Siegler & Opfer,
2003; Siegler & Booth, 2004; Thompson & Opfer, 2010).
Use of linear magnitude representations occurs earliest for
the numerals that are most frequent in the environment (i.e.,
the smallest whole numbers) and is gradually extended to
increasingly large numbers (Thompson & Opfer, 2010).
Support for the representational change account came
from a task adapted from Brainerd and Gordon (1994).
Thompson and Siegler (2010; Experiment 2) presented
preschoolers (M = 4.96 years) with a series of numbers in a
vignette and asked them to recall the numbers after a brief
distracter (color/shape/object naming). For example,
children heard, “Mrs. Conway asked students in her school
district about their favorite foods. N1 students liked
spaghetti best, N2 students liked pizza best, and N3 students
liked chicken nuggets best,” were asked to name four
colors/shapes/objects, and then asked, “How many students
liked spaghetti best? How many students liked pizza best?
How many students liked chicken nuggets best?” (see
supporting materials for Thompson & Siegler, 2010,
Experiment 3).
Thompson and Siegler (2010) made two observations
supporting the idea that linear numerical-magnitude
representations aid memory for numerical information.
First, linearity of number line and number categorization
were highly correlated with memory accuracy, whereas
accuracy itself was not. Thus, a third variable (such as
overall numeric proficiency) was unlikely to be a source of
the correlation between numerical estimation and numerical
memory. Further, memory accuracy was negatively
correlated with the magnitude of the number given. This
finding is important because if numeric symbols are mapped
with a constant noisiness to a logarithmically-scaled mental
number line (as in Figure 1), then signal overlap increases
dramatically with numerical value, thereby leading to
significant interference from adjacent values as the target
number increases. Interference from highly similar
exemplars is a well-known source of errors in recall
(Schacter, Norman, & Koustaal, 1998), yet it would not be
predicted if children’s memory for numbers depended solely
on their memory span.

The Current Study
In this study, we investigated a potential source of
concern in the evidence supporting the representational
change account. That is, individual and developmental
differences exist in memory span (Dempster, 1981), thereby
leading to a potential confound existing between memory
span (or memory strategies) and the development of
numerical representations, thereby leading to a spurious
correlation between linearity of numerical estimation and

span-based numerical memory. This concern seems justified
by two considerations. First, previous studies have shown a
correlation between working memory and linear numerical
estimation performance (e.g., Geary, Hoard, Byrd-Craven,
Nugent, & Numtree, 2007). Thus, working memory
differences cannot be ruled out as a source of individual
differences in numerical memory that would also correlate
with linear numerical estimation. Second, the sum of
numbers to be recalled and the number of distractors in
Thompson & Siegler’s (2010) study would have been at the
edge of many children’s memory span, leading many
children to fail to recall numeric information if memory
span were a contributor to numerical memory.
To address these concerns, the current study tested
children’s memory for a single number after a brief delay,
thereby obviating any potential contribution of individual
differences in working memory span to numerical memory.
As in Thompson and Siegler (2010; Exp 2), we examined
(1) the memory of preschoolers for numbers 0-20 because
preschoolers vary in whether they represent these numbers
as increasing linearly (Thompson & Siegler, 2010; Bertelleti
et al., 2010), (2) the degree to which children’s estimates of
the positions of numbers on number lines increased linearly
with actual numeric value, and (3) children’s counting
accuracy when asked to count numbers from 0-20.
Additionally, we examined children’s performance on a
“give-a-number” task (Wynn, 1990) because performance
on this task has been reported to show a similar logarithmicto-linear shift (Opfer, Thompson, & Furlong, 2010) and no
relation to counting accuracy (Le Corre et al., 2006), and to
indicate children’s realization that their counts denote
cardinal values (Sarnecka & Carey, 2008).

Method
Participants
Thirty-two participants were recruited from 3 child-care
centers in the Columbus metro area. Children were aged 3
years (n = 10, M = 3.63), 4 years (n = 12, M = 4.51), and 5
years (n = 10, M = 5.41).

Tasks
For all tasks, children were presented with 8 numbers in
randomized order. We presented the same numbers used in
Berteletti, Lucangeli, Piazza, Dehaene, and Zorzi (2010): 2,
4, 6, 7, 13, 15, 16, and 18.
Counting task. On the counting task, children were
presented with a stack of 8 poster board strips, one at a time,
with a different number of white, equally-spaced poker
chips attached to the strips. Each subject was told, “This
game is a secret number game. You have to find out how
many chips there are on this card.” Children were neither
encouraged nor discouraged to count, so that they would use
their own strategies.
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Number/color recall task. The numerical recall task
immediately followed the counting task. After explaining
the counting task to the subject, the experimenter continued,
“Then, I’m going to tell you a password.” The experimenter
pointed out a second experimenter, who was seated less than
halfway across the room, and instructed the child that, in a
quiet voice, he or she had to tell the second experimenter a
“password” and then how many chips there were on the
card. The “password” was one of eight colors of
construction paper the experimenter kept in a stack to the
right of the table, and meant as a distractor to prevent the
child from simply rehearsing the number prior to confiding
in the second experimenter.
Upon reaching the second experimenter, the child was
asked to state the secret password (color), then how many
chips there were (number). The second experimenter
recorded the color the child reported, as well as the number
of chips he or she remembered.
Numerical estimation task. Our numerical estimation task
was adopted from Siegler and Opfer (2003). Children were
presented with 8 sheets of paper. On each sheet was a 25 cm
line, flanked by two vertical hatch marks. The value “0” was
written below the vertical hatch mark representing the left
end of the line, and the value “20” was written below the
mark representing the right end of the line. Above the
middle of the line was one of the 8 task numerals, centered
within a circle. The experimenter told subjects, “Today,
we’re going to play a game with number lines. What I’m
going to ask you to do is show me where on the number line
some numbers are. When you decide where the number
goes, I want you to make a mark through the number line
like this,” and demonstrated the mark. Children were not
corrected on their responses. However, one child opted to
mark outside the boundaries of the line, and was reminded,
“The number goes somewhere on the line.”
Give-a-number task. The give-a-number task was adopted
from Wynn (1990). Children were presented with a pile of
20 blue poker chips and told that the experimenter would
ask them for a number of chips. The child’s task was to
place what he or she believed to be the correct number of
chips before the experimenter. Whether the child presented
the experimenter with a correct or incorrect number of
chips, the experimenter gave only neutral feedback.
Children who claimed they didn’t know how to give the
experimenter a numerical value were prompted with, “Can
you try your best?” Finally, the experimenter would ask,
“And how many is that?” Both the number of chips the
child gave and the child’s verbal response were recorded.

board. The first square was labeled “Start,” and the last
square was labeled “Finish.” The squares between the first
and last were consecutively numbered from 1 to 20. The
sole difference between the two games was the arrangement
of the numbers. In one game, the numbered squares were
placed in a horizontal line across the board, arranged left-toright. In the other game, the numbered squares were
arranged in a circle, with numbers increasing in value in a
clockwise direction. No effect of game type was observed in
the data.
After the orientation games, experimenters revisited
schools to administer the battery of tasks. The order of
presentation of the tasks was counterbalanced using a Latin
square design, with the exception that the numerical recall
task necessarily followed the counting task. The time lapse
between orientation and tasks for all but one child was one
day. No children were tested more than 4 days following
orientation. Children were tested individually during one
25-minute session occurring in a quiet room in their school.

Results
Our results are divided into two major sections. In the first
section (“Description of Task Performance”), we describe
changes in children’s performance in counting, numerical
memory, numerical estimation, and give-a-number. In the
next section (“Predictors of Numerical Memory”), we
examine the relations among the tasks and the influence of
numerical magnitude on memory.

Description of Task Performance
For each relevant task, we examined accuracy by calculating
the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) on the task,
and we examined linearity by calculating the best-fitting
linear function (R2lin) relating the number given to children
against the number provided in response. To assess the
effect of age, subjects were divided according to a median
split of ages (4.45 years old).

Design and Procedure

Counting task.
To calculate MAPE for the counting task, we took the
average of the Percentage Absolute Error (PAE), or (|Chips
Shown-Number Counted|)/20*100, across all trials for a
subject. To calculate linearity (R2lin), we regressed the
number counted by a child on each trial against the number
of chips that were actually shown.
There was an effect of age group on counting accuracy,
F(1,31) = 12.67, p<.01 and linearity, F(1,31) = 8.83, p<.
01. The average MAPE for all subjects was 13.52 (SD =
10.4), and average R2lin for all subjects was .69 (SD = .30).
The MAPE was 19.1 (SD = 11.0) for younger children and
7.96 (SD = 5.9) for older. The average R2lin for younger
children was .55 (SD = .31) and .84 (SD = .22) for older.

Prior to being given the tasks above, children played one of
two games to orient them to the experimenters and tasks.
Board games of identical size were used in each game and
were labeled “The Number Game.” Twenty-two colored
squares of identical size were ordered consecutively on each

Number/color recall task.
As expected, the percentage of numbers and colors that
were accurately recalled improved with age (numbers,
F[1,31]=7.6, p=.01; colors, F[1,31]=5.65, p=.02).
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Figure 2. Numerical estimates by age group.
Improvements in number memory (younger, M = 52%;
older, M = 74%) were nominally larger than improvements
in color memory (younger, M = 73%; older, M = 88%),
which was more accurate overall.
MAPE for the numerical recall task was determined
similarly for the counting task, except that PAE was
determined by (|Number Provided by Child - Number
Recalled|)/20*100. Thus, if a child (correctly or incorrectly)
counted 12 chips and then recalled there being 13 chips,
PAE would be 5. PAE was averaged across all trials for a
subject to determine the MAPE.
The average MAPE for all subjects was only 2.66 (SD =
5.8), with error in the younger group’s recall (MAPE = 4.5)
being marginally higher than the older group’s (MAPE =
.83), F(1,31)=3.48 p=.07. Thus, recall for a single number
was much higher than had been observed in Thompson &
Siegler (2010).
Numerical estimation We first examined development of
numerical estimation by measuring age-related changes in
accuracy of number line estimates. Accuracy of estimates
was indexed by percent absolute error (PAE), defined as:
([|to-be-estimated value – child’s estimate|]/numerical
range) * 100. As expected, accuracy of number line
estimates improved substantially with age, F(1, 31)=9.64,
p<.01, with younger children’s PAE being 30.3 and older
children’s being 18.1.
Previous work explained age-related changes in accuracy
of number line estimates as coming from a logarithmic to
linear shift in representations of numerical magnitude (see
Opfer & Siegler, in press, for review). Consistent with this
idea, we found that linearity of estimates improved with age
(see Figure 2). Estimates of 3- and 4-year-olds increased
logarithmically with actual value (3s: R2log = .39, R2lin =
.35; 4s R2log = .92, R2lin = .90), whereas estimates of 5-yearolds increased linearly with actual value (R2log = .91, R2lin =
.96).
Give-a-number task. We next examined development of
numerical recall by measuring age-related changes in

accuracy on the give-a-number task. Accuracy of estimates
was again indexed by MAPE, [(|number requested – number
given by child|)/20] * 100. As expected, accuracy improved
substantially with age, F(1, 31)=30.58, p<. 01, with younger
children’s MAPE being 23.0 (SD=11.8), and older
children’s being 4.65 (SD=6.1).

Predictors of Memory Performance
Might improvements
in
memory
accuracy—like
improvements in accuracy of counting, numerical estimates,
and give-a-number—be caused by a shift to linear
representations of numerical value? Several observations
suggest this might be the case.

Table 1. Relations among task performance.
First, as indicated in Table 1, accuracy of recall was
negatively correlated with errors on all three number tasks:
counting (r = -.43, p<.05), number line estimation (r = -.37,
p<.05), and give-a-number (r = -.36, p<.05). In contrast,
accuracy of recall for colors failed to correlate with
accuracy of recall for numbers. Additionally, linearity on
number tasks was a consistent predictor of numerical recall.
These correlations indicate that linear representations of
numerical magnitude—whether assessed by counting, by
numerical estimation, or by give-a-number—are central in
children’s ability to recall numeric information, as
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suggested by the representational change hypothesis.
Further, they show that these correlations are not simply
driven by children’s overall memory ability. If they were,
ability to recall color would be at least as good a predictor
of numerical recall as numerical accuracy or linearity.
Second, we observed that children who were most linear
on one type of numeric task tended to be the most linear on
another numerical task. Thus, linearity of counting
correlated highly with linearity of numerical estimation (r =
.42, p<. 05) and linearity of give-a-number (r = .79, p<. 01),
and linearity of numerical estimation correlated with give-anumber (r=.38, p<.05). Thus, linearity of numerical
performance appears to be a coherent source of individual
differences, one that we have seen to predict individual
differences in numerical memory.
Finally, we also examined whether there were differences
in recall for large versus small numbers. This size effect is a
straightforward prediction of recall depending on
representations of numerical value. To test this, we
examined memory for numbers that were below or above
10, and we divided children into two groups relative to the
median split of ages for subjects in the study (4.61 years
old). As predicted, an ANOVA showed a main effect of
numeric magnitude on recall accuracy, F (1,192) = 4.54, p<.
05, especially among the younger children (see Figure 2).

15

Recall PAE

12
9

Effect of Age & Count Range
on Recall Error
Younger
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6
3
0

Below 10

Above 10

Count Range
Figure 2. Relation between the magnitude of the number to
be recalled and error in recall performance, for younger
(white circles) and older (black circles) children.

General Discussion
Previous work has indicated that the development of
linear representations of numerical magnitudes profoundly
expands children’s quantitative thinking. It improves
children’s ability to estimate the positions of numbers on
number lines (Siegler & Opfer, 2003), to estimate the
measurements of continuous and discrete quantities
(Thompson & Siegler, 2010), to categorize numbers
according to size (Opfer & Thompson, 2008), and to
estimate and learn the answers to arithmetic problems
(Booth & Siegler, 2008). Recent work has also indicated
that the logarithmic-to-linear shift is associated with
improved memory for numbers (Thompson & Siegler,
2010).
In this paper, we took a critical look at the
representational change theory of development of numerical
recall. We were particularly interested in whether it could
account for changes in memory for single numbers. This
issue is important because previous work could not rule out
the influence of working memory span on numerical
memory. In this way, we provided a particularly robust test
of the theory.
Consistent with the representational change account, we
found that linearity of numerical performance—whether
linearity in counting, in estimating the position of numbers
on number lines, or (to a lesser extent) in providing numbers
of chips to verbally requested numbers—was positively
correlated with accuracy of numerical recall. This positive
association could not be explained simply by children
getting more accurate on numerical tasks: accuracy was
typically a poor predictor of numerical recall. Nor could this
association be explained by numerically proficient children
simply getting better at remembering items generally:
accuracy at remembering colors was also a poor predictor of
accuracy at remembering numbers. Rather, the high
correlations of linearity among the numerical tasks suggests
that there are stable individual differences in linearity of
numerical representations, and these individual differences
in linearity improve recall for even single numerical values.
Beyond demonstrating that linear spatial-numeric
associations are associated with improved memory for
numbers, the present results also help to explain the positive
relation between linear numeric magnitude representations
and arithmetic proficiency. That is, if learning linear spatialnumeric associations improves memory for single numbers
as well as multiple numbers presented in vignettes, it is
highly likely it also improves memory for numbers in other
contexts, such as memorizing arithmetic facts. In this way,
the present results suggest a plausible explanation for the
observed association between numerical estimation and
mathematics course grades (Opfer & Siegler, in press), and
it suggests that numerical memory may moderate this link.
Although this account is admittedly speculative, we believe
it is an important issue for future research.
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Abstract
Are numerals divorced from a sense of the actual quantities
they represent? We show that accessing a sense of how much
a numerical symbol actually represents is a surprisingly
difficult and non-trivial process. Irrespective of numerical
size or distance, direct comparison of the relative quantities
represented by symbolic and non-symbolic quantities leads to
performance markedly worse than when comparing two nonsymbolic quantities. Experiment 2 shows that this effect
cannot be attributed to differences in perceptual processing
streams. Experiment 3 shows that there is no additional cost
of mixing two formats that are both symbolic; that is, the
decrement in mixing formats is specific to mixing symbolic
and non-symbolic representations. Our data are consistent
with the view that numerical symbols operate primarily as an
associative system in which relations between symbols come
to overshadow those between symbols and their quantity
referents.
Keywords: Numerical Cognition; Symbolic Representation.

Introduction
Does one really have a meaningful sense of very large
quantities, like a million or a billion? Or does representing
quantities in exact, symbolic form come to change the way
we think about (and with) these numerical symbols
themselves? In recent years, evidence has accumulated in
favor of a strong overlap between symbolic and nonsymbolic number-representation systems (Dehaene, 1997,
2008; Dehaene et al., 2003; Nieder & Dehane, 2009; Piazza
et al., 2007, 2010; Fias et al., 2003; Condry & Spelke, 2008;
McCrink & Spelke 2010; Gilmore et al., 2010; Halberda et
al., 2010; Santens et al., 2010). Considerable attention has
been paid to the notion that complex mathematical concepts
are grounded in an evolutionarily ancient and
developmentally fundamental sense of quantity (e.g., which
basket contains more apples, which tribe comprises more
members, which of two bushes contains more berries?)
(Nieder & Dehaene, 2009; Halberda et al., 2008; Pica et al.,
2004). Furthermore, this view proposes that an intuitive
sense of approximate quantity (i.e., the approximate number
system – ANS) should be a fundamental aspect of any

numerical symbol – that is, there should be considerable
overlap between symbolic and non-symbolic numerical
processes (Dehaene, 2008). Thus, accessing this sense of
quantity from a symbol should be a relatively fast and
effortless process.
On the other hand, it may be that through repeated use
and mastery of numerical symbols, the ties between exact
numerical symbols (e.g., Arabic numerals) are weakened to
the point that these symbols are often used with very little
access to a sense of the actual quantities they presumably
represent. For example, it is hard to conjure a sense of what
a million actually looks or feels like – one’s intuitive sense
of what 1,000,000 actually means seems divorced from the
symbol that is meant to represent that quantity. Of course,
we can still use 1,000,000 in myriad ways; for example, it
should be easy enough to understand that 999,999 <
1,000,000 < 1,000,001. In other words, the symbol
1,000,000 makes perfect sense in terms of its relative
(ordinal) position with respect to other numerical symbols
(Verguts & Fias, 2004), even if it is possibly divorced from
the quantity it represents.
In sum, a crucial facet of numerical symbols is how they
relate to other symbols; indeed, it may even be the case that
with repeated exposure to numerical symbols, symbolsymbol relations in literate adults come to usurp symbolquantity relations. As has been found in abstract semantic
representation more generally (Crutch & Warrington, 2010),
how a (numerical) symbol relates to other symbols may thus
become more central to that symbol’s meaning than how it
relates to the quantity it supposedly represents (Deacon,
1997; Nieder, 2009). If so, then eliciting a sense of the
actual quantity represented by a numerical symbol may be
an onerous process, in that it is not typically necessary when
using such symbols in a normal mathematical context. That
is, the link between numerical symbols and the quantities
they represent (at least in terms of the ANS) may actually be
considerably weaker than previously assumed.
One way to distinguish these hypotheses directly is to ask
participants to use numerical symbols in a context that
forces them to access how much a given symbol represents
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explicitly. In the current study, we asked participants to
compare quantities represented either in symbolic (Arabic
numeral or written number-word) or non-symbolic format
(an array of dots flashed too briefly to be counted). In
Experiments 1-2, we had adult participants make
comparison judgments (decide which item depicts the
greater quantity) in three different conditions:
numeral/numeral judgments, dot/dot judgments, and mixed
dot/numeral (or numeral/dot) judgments. In Experiment 3,
participants compared quantities in numeral-numeral,
number-word/number-word, and number-word/numeral (or
numeral/number-word) conditions.
If numerical symbols retain a strong link to an
approximate sense of the quantities they represent, then
mixing formats should be akin to comparing two entities
that ostensibly differ only in representational quality (i.e.,
sharpness of approximate tuning curves; Piazza et al., 2004;
Nieder & Merten, 2007). Adults are faster and more
accurate when comparing two numeral-stimuli than two dotstimuli (Buckley & Gillman, 1974; Lyons & Beilock, 2009).
Thus, replacing one dot-stimulus with a (superior) numeralstimulus should improve mixed-format comparison (relative
to dot-dot comparison) performance. According to the
hypothesis that symbolic and non-symbolic quantities draw
from the same neural populations (Dehaene, 2008; Santens,
2010), mixed-format comparisons (which combine a
broadly tuned dot-stimulus with a finely tuned numeralstimulus) in Experiments 1-2 should yield performance
somewhere in between that of numeral-numeral (two finely
tuned stimuli) and dot-dot comparisons (two broadly tuned
stimuli); or more conservatively, mixed performance should
at least be no worse than dot-dot comparisons.

By contrast, if symbolic numbers have become detached
from an intuitive sense of the non-symbolic quantities to
which they presumably refer, accessing this sense of
quantity directly from a numerical symbol may incur an
additional processing cost. According to this hypothesis,
mixed-format comparisons should lead to performance
significantly worse than either numeral-numeral or dot-dot
comparisons.
In Experiment 3, we tested whether the potential cost of
mixing formats observed in Experiments 1 and 2 might
simply be due to mixing representational or visual format,
rather than to asymmetric accessing of quantity information.
We expected quantities presented as number words to be
represented symbolically, as in the case of numerals. We
thus predicted that directly comparing a numeral with a
number-word should not yield performance worse than
number-word/number-word comparisons (which were
expected to yield less efficient performance than numeralnumeral comparisons; Damian, 2004). Such a result would
suggest that the performance degradation seen for mixed
comparisons is not simply due to mixing representational or
visual formats.

Methods
In Experiment 1 (N=21 University of Chicago students),
subjects decided which of two simultaneously presented
visual stimuli (dots and/or numerals) was numerically larger
(Figure 1a-c). In Experiment 2 (N=21 Dartmouth College
students), the two stimuli (dots and/or numerals) were
presented sequentially (Figure 1d-f). In Experiment 3 (N=21
University of Chicago students), stimuli (numerals and/or
number-words) were presented sequentially (timing was the
same as in Experiment 2).

Figure 1
Figure 1 shows stimulus
examples from Exps. 1
[a-c] and 2 [d-f] (Exp. 3
trial timing was the
same as in Exp. 2). Note
that for DD trials, the
two dot-arrays in a
given comparison trial
were
equated
with
respect to two of four
continuous parameters
(individual
dot-size,
total dot-area, inter-item
density, total array
perimeter), such that,
across all trials, relying
exclusively on any one
of these parameters
would
lead
to
performance no better
than chance. No array
was ever presented to a
subject twice.
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In all Experiments, subjects’ task was to decide which
stimulus represented the greater quantity (Figure 1 depicts
sample trials). In Experiments 1-2, there were three format
conditions: numeral/numeral (NN), dot/dot (DD), mixedformat (MX) numeral/dot (or dot/numeral). In Experiment
3, there were three format conditions: numeral/numeral
(NN), number-word/number-word (WW), mixed-format
(MX) numeral/number-word (or number-word/numeral.
Trials were always blocked by condition (with rest and
instructions between blocks), so participants always knew
which presentation-order to expect. The order of conditionblocks was randomized across participants. For MX trials in
Experiment 1, which side (left or right) contained the dotarray was randomized across trials. For MX trials in
Experiments 2 and 3, which stimulus-type was presented
first in was also balanced across trials. Subjects were to
press a key with their left middle finger if they thought the
left (Experiment 1) or first (Experiments 2-3) stimulus was
greater, press a key with their right middle finger if they
thought the right (Experiment 1) or second (Experiments 23) stimulus was greater, or press a third key (space bar) with
both index fingers if they thought the two stimuli were
numerically equal (catch trials).
In all experiments, there were 48 critical trials and 16
catch trials in each condition. In all conditions, half of
critical trials were numerically small (1,2,3,4), and half were
large (10,20,30,40); orthogonally, half of critical trials were
numerically close (|n1–n2| = 1 or 10) and half were far (|n1–
n2| = 2,3,20 or 30). In this way, for each format condition,
stimuli were subdivided into four categories: small-far,
small-close, large-far, large-close. Performance differences
were tested within each of these categories separately: all
contrasts were two-tailed, within-subjects contrasts with 20
degrees of freedom.

Figure 2

Results
In all experiments, two behavioral measures were
collected: response-times (RTs) and error-rates (ERs). RT
and ER condition means are summarized in Table 1.
Contrast results for RTs are shown in Figure 2. In all
experiments, our hypotheses concerned the difference
between the MX and the single-format condition (NN, DD
or WW) that yielded the worst performance in that
experiment.
In Experiment 1, RTs tended to be longer on DD than NN
trials (large-close: p=.056; large-far: p=.245; small-close:
p=.001; small-far: p=.138). ERs were higher on DD close
(ps<.001) but not far (ps≥.336) trials. This result is
unsurprising in that performance on numerical comparisons
using symbols is typically better than on comparisons using
non-symbolic quantities (e.g., arrays of dots) (Buckley &
Gillman, 1974; Lyons & Beilock, 2009). Thus, our critical
contrasts were between MX and DD trials. RTs were
significantly longer for MX than DD trials in all categories
(all ps<.001; Figure 2a). ERs were higher for MX than DD
trials in all four categories as well (large-close: p=.137;
large-far: p<.001; small-close: p=.023; small-far: p=.014).
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Figure 2 shows the cost – in milliseconds – of mixing
formats. Red error bars are 95% confidence intervals. For
Experiments 1-2, the y-axis is the mean difference between
MX and DD conditions (white bars) and MX and NN
conditions (black bars). The critical contrast (see text) was
between MX and DD conditions. For Experiment 3, the yaxis is the mean difference between MX and WW
conditions (grey bars) and MX and NN conditions (black
bars). The critical contrast (see text) was between MX and
WW conditions. Terms and abbreviations are the same as
in Figure 1. Raw cell means for both response-times and
error-rates can be found in Table 1.

Table 1
Condition means for
both response times
(RT: msec) and error
rates (ER: percent
errors) broken down
by category for:
[a] Experiment 1,
[b] Experiment 2,
[c] Experiment 3.
Values in italics are
standard errors of
the mean.

In sum, RTs were significantly longer for MX than DD
trials (and ERs showed a similar pattern). Accessing a sense
of quantity entails additional processing costs over and
above typical numerical or dot comparisons and thus does
not appear to be an automatically accessible aspect of
symbolic number representation.
However, it may be that the difference between DD and
MX performance arises, not because of a weak link between
the ANS and numerical symbols, but due to the cost of
switching between different perceptual input streams (in the
case of MX trials) (Dehaene et al., 2003; Santens, 2010;
Dehaene & Cohen, 1995). In Experiment 1, (simultaneous
presentation), the average difference between DD and
MX conditions in terms of response-times was 370msec,
with the maximum difference arising for large-close trials
(M=426msec, Figure 2a). Thus, in Experiments 2-3, we
chose an inter-trial-interval (ITI) that far exceeded (roughly
doubled) this potential switch-cost window (700msec; total
time between stimulus 1 and 2 onsets: 850msec; see Figure
1). In addition, 850msec is also well in excess of the
maximum duration typically observed in visual attentional
blink paradigms (Raymond et al., 1992; Kranczioch et al.,
2005), which further reduces the possibility that any effect
of mixing formats in Experiments 2-3 would be due to
switching between input processing streams. Note that a still
longer ISI was not chosen to avoid placing undue demands
on working-memory maintenance processes.
In Experiment 2, RTs tended to be longer on DD than NN
trials (large-close: p=.078; small-close: p=.111; small-far:
p=.099), with the exception of large-far trials, which
showed a trend in the opposite direction (p=.178). ERs were
higher on DD than NN large-close trials (p<.001) but not in
any other category (ps≥.329). Thus, excepting large-far
trials, our critical contrasts were between MX and DD trials.
Note that in Experiment 2, MX trials could be presented
either dot-first (DN) or numeral-first (ND). The main effect
of presentation-order and all interaction terms involving this
factor were non-significant for both RTs and ERs (all
Fs<1); Experiment 2 MX results were thus collapsed across
presentation-orders.

RTs were significantly longer for MX than DD trials in all
categories (all ps≤.006; Figure 2b); RTs were also
significantly longer for MX than NN trials in all categories
(all ps≤.001; Table 1b). ERs tended to be higher for MX
than DD trials as well (large-close: p=.144; large-far:
p=.001; small-close: p=.084; small-far: p=.046). In sum,
RTs were significantly longer for MX than DD and NN
trials (and ERs showed a similar pattern). The results from
Experiment 2 thus provide further evidence that accessing a
sense of quantity entails an additional processing cost,
beyond any cost of switching between different perceptual
input streams that may have been observed in Experiment 1.
In Experiment 3, we tested whether the potential cost of
mixing formats observed in Experiments 1 and 2 might be
due to mixing visual format. In contrast to the MX
conditions above, we predicted that mixing symbolic visual
formats (numerals and number-words) would not lead to
performance significantly worse than that seen for the
worst-performing single-format condition (NN or WW).
Quantities used and other parameters were the same as in
Experiment 2. Number-words were presented in English in
the center of the screen (24-point Arial font).
In Experiment 3, responses on WW trials tended to be
slower than on NN trials (large-close: p<.001; large-far:
p=.072; small-close: p=.145; small-far: p=.203). ERs were
higher on WW than NN large-close trials (p=.047) but not
in any other category (ps≥.605). Thus, our critical contrasts
were between MX and WW trials.
Crucially, performance did not significantly differ
between MX and WW conditions for either RTs (all
ps≥.390) or ERs (all ps≥.636). In sum, Experiment 3 results
are consistent with the hypothesis that switching between
visual numerical formats – so long as both formats point to
symbolic representations – does not incur the same cost that
arises when switching between symbolic and non-symbolic
numerical formats, as was seen in Experiments 1 and 2.
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Discussion
Experiments 1 and 2 provide clear evidence that
numerical comparisons between a symbolic and a nonsymbolic quantity are considerably more difficult than
comparing two non-symbolic quantities. This is surprising
in that one might expect the comparison of a highly accurate
stimulus (numeral) and an inaccurate stimulus (dot-array) to
be easier (or at least no worse) than comparison of two
inaccurate stimuli (two dot-arrays). Our data reject this view
and suggest instead that symbolic numbers do not provide
automatic access to an approximate sense of the quantity
that they represent. Rather, it appears that additional,
seemingly inefficient processing is required to compare
symbolic with non-symbolic quantities.
Interestingly, MX performance was worse than DD
performance even for small numbers. First, this indicates
that inefficiency of directly comparing symbolic and nonsymbolic numbers is present even for highly familiar
quantities. Furthermore, the small numbers used here (1-4)
are within the subitizing range for adults (Mandler & Shebo,
1982; Revkin et al., 2008; Demeyere et al., 2010). Nonsymbolic quantities in this range tend to be represented in
exact (as opposed to approximate) fashion since they do not
exceed the limited capacity of visual short-term memory
(Luck & vogel, 1997; Pylyshyn, 2001; Ansari et al., 2007).
Inefficient mixed-format comparisons for small quantities
suggests that neither familiarity nor representational acuity
(i.e. sharpness of approximate tuning curves; Piazza et al.,
2004; Nieder & Merten, 2007) is the primary cause of this
cost. Instead, it appears that symbolic and non-symbolic
representations of quantity are incompatible seemingly
across the board.
At a theoretical level, our results are partially consistent
with the place-code model of symbolic number
representation proposed by Verguts and Fias (2004), in
which a numerical symbol is represented in terms of its
relative ordinal position. Our results go beyond this model,
however, in that they suggest that numerical symbols
operate primarily as an associative system in which relations
between symbols come to overshadow those between
symbols and their quantity referents, and may even become
devoid of a strong sense of quantity per se (Deacon, 1997;
Nieder, 2009). Thus, an important step for future research
will be to understand symbolic representation of number in
a way that is not necessarily tied explicitly to actual quantity
referents. This may be especially interesting to consider in a
developmental context and with respect to the individual
differences that limit exactly how and when numerical
symbols are best understood in conjunction with or separate
from one’s more intuitive number sense (Lyons & Beilock,
2009; Santens et al., 2010; Ansari, 2008; Holloway &
Ansari, 2010).
Here it is important to note that one potentially simple
explanation for the current results is that number sense and
numerical symbols were simply never associated with one
another in the first place. We do not believe this to be the

case, however, for two important reasons. First,
considerable neural evidence has accrued suggesting that the
neural substrates underlying the ANS do overlap at least to
some extent with those thought to underlie symbolic
representations of number (Dehaene et al., 2003; Nieder &
Dehane, 2009; Piazza et al., 2007; Fias et al., 2003; Santens
et al., 2010). Furthermore, recent developmental evidence
suggests that individual differences in ANS acuity are
linked with symbol-based math abilities from a relatively
young age (Piazza et al., 2010; McCrink & Spelke 2010;
Gilmore et al., 2010; Halberda et al., 2010). Therefore, our
assertion is that, perhaps via years of practice with and overlearned associations between symbols, these representations
may have become functionally distinguishable from the
ANS, at least in that the link between symbol and quantity
has been weakened or perhaps relegated to a more indirect
status. In conclusion, the data reported here plainly call into
question the strength of the link between numerical symbols
and a sense of the quantities they are meant to represent in
literate adults. Therefore, future studies aimed at
understanding the cognitive and neural basis of more
complex math skills in particular should consider not only
the commonalities across systems, but also the unique
properties that symbolic representations of number bring to
the table.
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Abstract

measurements that are presumed to be accurate to ±0.5mm.
Thinking in these, pragmatic terms (Sperber & Wilson,
1986), one could conclude, therefore, that the second
estimate is, in fact, worse. This is because it is precise to the
nearest metre but the true value lies more than 80 metres
beyond the 8924.5 to 8925.5m interval resulting from the
addition of an appropriate error. The first estimate, by
comparison, implies a range of 8.5 to 9.5km and the true
value falls well within this.
The conclusion to be drawn from the above is that the
consideration of precision can alter our perceptions of
accuracy. Although seemingly unremarkable, this has
important implications for the way in which we should
interpret estimates given by participants during elicitation
procedures, as discussed below.

In elicitation tasks, people are asked to make estimates under
conditions of uncertainty but elicitors then interpret these
estimates as if the estimator were certain of them. An analysis
of people’s patterns of responding during the elicitation of
uncertainty, indicates that there are markers of confidence
incorporated into these estimates that can be used to predict
the person’s true level of confidence. One such marker is the
precision (number of significant figures) of the estimate.
Analyses of elicited data show the expected positive
relationships between accuracy, precision and explicit
confidence and, further, that precision offers information
beyond that of explicit confidence ratings. We then
demonstrate the importance of incorporating this information
on an overconfidence task, showing that it can account for a
9% difference in calibration.
Keywords: Number preference, confidence, precision,
elicitation, judgment and decision making.

Elicitation of Uncertainty

Introduction
Studies of human judgment typically make use of estimates
of some quantity given by participants, with a view to
assessing the "quality" of these estimates. However, exactly
how to make this assessment is not always straightforward
as people’s estimates can contain more information than just
a numerical value. For example, imagine that you have
asked two individuals how high Mt Everest is. The first
answers “9km”; while the second responds “8925 metres”.
Later you have the opportunity to check the true answer and
find that Mt Everest is 8844.43m high (PRCSBSM, 2005).
Which of the two is a better estimate?
One answer, of course, is that the second estimate
(8925m) is better as it missed the precisely measured value
by only 80.57m whereas the first estimate missed by
155.57m. In terms of human interactions, however, the
answer is less clear. While the second answer is closer to the
true value than the first, it is also far more precise –stating
the height to the nearest metre. The first estimate, by
comparison, it is stated only to the nearest kilometre.
The inference a listener might draw from these different
levels of precision is that the first speaker is giving an
approximate height while the second is giving an exact
height – an distinction referred to by Yaniv and Foster
(1995) as “graininess”. Generally, the less precise an
estimate is, then, the less confidence we expect the estimator
to have in their estimate being precisely right. This
conversational rule mimics the rules of measurement used in
the physical sciences where values are given with an error
range of ± half the smallest calibration of the measurement
device. Thus, a ruler marked in millimetres yields

The elicitation of uncertainty describes the process of
converting a person’s subjective beliefs regarding uncertain
events into a numerical form to allow easier analysis
(Wolfson, 2001). Various techniques designed to do this are
used where probabilistic forecasting is required in fields
such as Petroleum Exploration (Attanasi & Schuenemeyer,
2002), Hydrology (Krzysztofowicz, 2001) and Meteorology
(Morgan & Keith, 1995).
The technique most commonly used in the oil and gas
industry, for example, is the elicitation of 80% confidence
ranges (see, e.g., Hawkins, Coopersmith, & Cunningham,
2002). Here the elicitee is asked to give a range of values
such that they are 80% certain that the true value of
whatever parameter they are estimating will fall within it.

Overconfidence
The common observation of people using elicitation
techniques, however, is that people are overconfident
(Lichtenstein, Fischhoff, & Phillips, 1982) – that is, they
give ranges that are too narrow, such that values fall outside
their 80% ranges more than the expected 20% of times.
Given this tendency of people to be overconfident in
their estimates, it is not surprising that much of the literature
on uncertainty elicitation relates directly to mechanisms for
overcoming uncertainty or “debiasing” participants. Various
techniques from simple advice to widen ranges
(Lichtenstein, et al., 1982) through repeated feedback
(Murphy & Winkler, 1977) to the use of probabilistic games
(Hawkins, et al., 2002) are recommended. The common
observation, however, is that such techniques reduce but do
not eliminate overconfidence (Morgan & Henrion, 1990).
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A particularly interesting observation from the
overconfidence literature is that the strength of the effect is
greatly impacted by format dependence (Juslin,
Wennerholm, & Olsson, 1999). For example, the same
participant will give a different answer when asked to
generate a confidence interval than when asked to evaluate
that same interval (Winman, Hansson, & Juslin, 2004).
Thus, a person who has set ten 80% confidence ranges,
when asked how many times the true value will fall within
their specified ranges, may answer only “65%”.
This discrepancy is generally taken to indicate a problem
with the participant’s understanding of the statistical
underpinnings of the processes. If they were accurately
setting their 80% confidence intervals, they should expect
approximately 80% of values to fall within those ranges but,
instead they predict that fewer than this will.
Winman et al (2004) provide a possible explanation for
this, where they argue that it results from the statistical
naivety of participants, relying on biased estimators of
dispersion (Fiedler, 2000). A simulation of the effect, on
overconfidence, of using sample variances to estimate
population variance can be seen in Welsh, Begg, Bratvold
and Lee (2004) where it is shown that sample sizes in the
range of human short-term memory limitations do appear to
lead to overconfident estimates of population dispersion.
While this approach has the advantage of
mathematically corresponding to people’s observed
behavior, it also requires that people think in peculiarly
statistical ways. Specifically, for overconfidence to be the
result of sampling from memory, assumptions must be made
about the nature of memory and recall that do not
necessarily accord with mnemonic theory and experimental
results (for a discussion of this, see, e.g., Bruza, Welsh, &
Navarro, 2008).

Precision in Elicited Values
The difference between interval estimation and interval
evaluation can also be considered in another way, invoking
the concept of precision described above. To understand
why this is, first it must be understood that people, when
asked to estimate values, answer in a restricted fashion.
Specifically, they show number preference (Baird, Lewis, &
Romer, 1970; Plug, 1977), preferring to give answers that
are integers and also multiples of 5 or 10.
These number preferences are sometimes interpreted as
resulting from their ease of use in the decimal system or
other psychological preferences (Albers, 1999) and this does
seem likely to account for part of the effect, at least, but it is
also feasible that people use rounded, imprecise numbers
because they are, implicitly, giving imprecise estimates.
Consider a case where a participant gives a range of
possible values for the parameter of interest of 100-500.
Exactly how reasonable is it to believe that the end-points of
this elicited range, which could theoretically take any value,
both fell on multiples of 100 by chance? Rather, where
participants repeatedly give these rounded numbers,
interpreting these estimates as also reflecting an implicit

measure of confidence makes it possible to give an
alternative explanation of format dependence, as described
in our case study below.

Research Aims
The initial aim of this research is to confirm our expectation
that people will display number preferences due, in part at
least, to a desire (implicit or explicit) to reflect their
uncertainty about the magnitude of the value they are
estimating. If people are, in fact, using imprecise numbers in
this manner, it should lead to a number of observable
tendencies. For example, assuming that confidence and
accuracy are related, more accurate people should also be
more precise in their estimates.
Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, we aim to show
why people who use elicited values need to take this
additional information into account when examining
people’s elicited responses.
Thus, analyses undertaken here tested whether a person’s
tendency to use rounded numbers (i.e., multiples of 10, 100,
etc) correlated with both the accuracy of, and their stated
degree of confidence in, their estimate – the expectation
being that people would be more accurate and confident
when giving more precise answers. Then we examined a
pre-existing data-set to demonstrate how including this
effect alters our conclusions about the magnitude of one of
the most studied cognitive biases, overconfidence.

Pilot Work
Prior to the current experiment, we ran two pilot studies
looking at this effect. The first asked 36 University of
Adelaide students (4 male, mean age = 22.7, SD = 4.8) to
estimate answers to 20 general knowledge questions. The
first 10 of these had no explicit confidence rating while the
second 10 did. All questions had 4-digit answers.
This study established that asking for an explicit
confidence rating did not alter people’s use of precision but
struck significant problems with the levels of confidence
observed. People found the questions very difficult and their
confidence ratings averaged less than 2 (on a 0 to 10 scale).
As a result, while precision correlated with the accuracy of
estimates at 0.51, the relationship between confidence and
the other measures were very weak at 0.15 and 0.12 for
precision and accuracy, respectively.
To avoid this restricted range of confidence, a second
analysis examined a small, pre-existing dataset, to test
whether number preferences (precision) were observed in a
memory task. The data-set was from an unpublished
anchoring experiment in which 15 university graduates (5
male, mean age = 31.5, SD = 7.4) had responded to 54
questions (all with numerical answers but of varying
magnitudes). This indicated that, when people had previous
experience of the facts about which they were later asked,
their confidence in their estimates was much higher, but
that they still used precision as a marker of accuracy
(correlation of 0.34). Precision was also observed to have
separate predictive power to the confidence ratings, with the
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partial correlation between precision and accuracy
remaining at 0.25 after controlling for confidence.

precision and vice versa.

Analyses

Method
Participants
Participants were 40 university students and members of the
general public, recruited in and around the University of
Adelaide, 27 male, with a mean age of 25.4 (SD = 9.3).
Participants were given a $10 book voucher for their
participation, with an additional $20 voucher offered as a
reward for the most accurate participant.

Materials and Procedure
Materials. 40 almanac-style questions of fact were selected
from across a range of topics. All questions had numerical
answers that were 4 digits in length (i.e., between 1000 and
9999) and none ended in a zero.
Procedure. Testing was divided into a learning and a
testing phase – both computerized and presented via
graphical user interfaces (GUIs) designed in Matlab.
During the learning phase, participants were presented
with all forty questions, rewritten as statements of fact. They
were allowed to look at each of these for as long as they
chose before continuing to the next but could not, thereafter,
return to look at the same fact again. There was then a two
minute break while the experimenter closed the learning
GUI and opened the testing GUI.
The testing GUI then presented 20 of the 40 questions
(the same 20 for all participants), one at a time, asking
participants to enter their answer to the question directly
into the GUI and then to indicate how confident they were
in that answer using a slider that took values from 0 to 10.
The questions in the learning and testing phases were in
the same order for all participants but the two phases had
different question orders. Participants were tested
individually and most completed the task within 30 minutes.

Given that we had 40 participants all complete the same
twenty questions, we aggregate data at the participant level
and report, for example, the distribution of participants’
average accuracy across the 20 questions. Similarly,
correlations between our measures of interest are calculated
for each participant and the distributions of these discussed.

Number Preferences
The first question we asked of the data was: are people
showing number preferences? That is, even in this
experiment where none of the true answers that the
participants saw ended in a zero, would people still report
answers ending in zeros or would they, instead, always
given fully precise responses?
Figure 1 shows how often participants gave fully
specified (to the last digit) responses to the 20 questions.
Looking here, one can see that, despite the fact that all
questions had answers specified to the last digit, there are
strong preferences toward estimates ending in zeros. While
there are seven participants in Figure 1 who always gave
answers that were precise to the last digit (the peak at the far
right), one can see that the majority of people gave some or
even all of their answers rounded to the nearest ten (or
hundred or thousand).The average number of fully precise
answers per participant was 9.75 – slightly less than half.
Figure 1. Histogram showing to how many of the twenty
questions participants gave fully precise responses (i.e., no
final zeros).

Results
Measures
Participant performance was measured in three ways. First,
their accuracy on the questions was measured – as the
absolute percentage error in their estimates. This was
assigned a negative value so that higher values correspond
to higher accuracy.
Second, their confidence in each estimate was recorded –
this being simply their explicit confidence rating from 0
(low confidence) to 10 (high confidence).
Finally, the degree of precision at which they had
answered the question was recorded. This measure was
simply the number of zeros that their estimate ended in.
Thus a fully precise answer, ending in a non-zero digit, was
scored ‘0’, whereas an answer that was a multiple of ten
scored ‘1’, and a multiple of one hundred ‘2’. Precision
scores within the sample ranged from 0 to 3. These values
were then inverted such that high values correspond to high

This is, of course, far fewer than one would expect by
chance – assuming a 1 in 10 chance of an estimate ending in
a zero, the probability of seeing 410/800 estimates ending in
zeros is vanishingly small, p ≈ 2.3x10-189 – so it seems
uncontroversial to conclude that number preferences are
observed in the sample.

Accuracy, Confidence and Precision
As an initial test of the relationships between accuracy,
confidence and precision, we calculated rank-order
correlations between the three variables for each participant.
These are summarized in Figure 2.
Looking at Figure 2, one sees relationships that are,
generally, in the expected directions in all three subplots.
Participants whose estimates were more accurate tended to
be more confident in those answers (34 of 40 correlations
being positive, mean ρ = .27). Similarly, people who gave
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more precise answers tended to be more accurate (29 of 40
correlations being positive, mean ρ = .22). Finally,
confidence and precision are related in a straightforward
manner – with high confidence tending to be partnered with
high precision (31 of 40 correlations, mean ρ = .42).
Figure 2. Histograms of rank order correlation strengths
between each of Accuracy, Precision and Confidence for 40
participants.

In all cases, a sign test indicates that the probability of
seeing so many positive correlations in the absence of a
genuine effect is very low, p = 6.9x10-7, .001 and 9.1x10-5,
respectively.
There are, however, discrepancies in Figure 2 that need
further explanation; specifically, the peaks at zero in
subplots b) and c). These are caused, primarily, by the
minority of people who always gave precise responses and
who, therefore, have a zero correlation between their
precision scores and both accuracy and confidence.
An important question to ask here, however, is whether
these peaks represent those people who remembered the true
answers and were, therefore, able to give highly accurate
and precise answers or whether they reflect an alternative
estimation strategy that avoids the rounded numbers
preferred by most people.
To establish this, we examined the accuracy and
confidence of the participants within this subset of
participants. While statistical analyses on so small a group
(7 participants) are extremely unlikely to demonstrate a
convincing difference, we noted that the mean error of the
‘always precise’ subgroup was actually higher than that of
the remainder of the sample (23.3% vs 12.6% error) and
their confidence was lower (4.7 vs 5.1). That is, the
members of the ‘always precise’ group were both less
accurate and less confident. These effects are very large and
very small, respectively, A = 0.95 and 0.52 (this is a nonparametric, probability-based effect size measure which
indicates the likelihood of a randomly chosen person from
one group outperforming a randomly chosen person from
the other group; see Ruscio, 2008, for a full explanation).
Thus, it seems reasonable to conclude that these ‘always
precise’ people are not actually the most accurate but rather
seem to have a different estimation strategy from the
remainder of the sample. Rather than using rounding to
represent their uncertainty, these people engage in what
might be thought of as random number entry – entering
seemingly precise but actually meaningless final digits when
they aren’t sure of what the final digit should be.
Of course, an alternative explanation might be that these

people simply recognized that there were no values ending
in zero in the learning phase. This is argued against by the
pilot data, however, where a similar group was seen in
experiments where some answers did end in zero. That is,
even where zero was a possible value, some people seemed
to indicate uncertainty by entering random strings of digits
(such as runs across the keyboard – 123, etc).

Confidence versus Precision
A secondary question that needs to be asked is whether
confidence and precision are, in fact, just two measures of
the same thing – the person’s underlying confidence in their
answer. Even if this were the case, of course, an
understanding of how people use precision to flag their
underlying confidence in an estimate is useful for those
situations where an explicit confidence rating has not been
gathered. Of greater interest, though, is whether, even with
confidence ratings, examination of people’s use of precision
adds further information.
The observation above regarding the subgroup who do not
use precision at all argues for this conclusion as, within that
group, people’s confidence scores still varied despite their
precision scores all being the same. That is, for at least some
people, precision and explicit confidence are different.
To test for any separate relationship between accuracy
and precision, partial correlations were calculated, for each
participant, between these variables, controlling for the
effect of confidence. Figure 3 shows the distribution of
partial correlations from our sample of 40 participants.
Figure 3. Histogram showing 40 participants’ partial
correlations between accuracy and precision, controlling for
confidence.

Looking at Figure 3, one sees that, even controlling for
confidence, the correlations between accuracy and precision
remain mostly positive (27 of 40), which a sign test signals
as unlikely in the absence of a positive relationship, p =
.008. Excluding those people who never change their
precision (the spike at zero in Figure 3), the average partial
correlation between accuracy and precision is 0.18. That is,
the results suggest a weak but consistent effect. By
comparison, the average partial correlation between
confidence and accuracy, controlling for precision, is only
0.12 – with or without the ‘always precise’ subset of
participants.

Discussion
The results of this experiment reconfirm those from the pilot
work described above. Number preferences, in the form of
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the precision at which people choose to answer a question,
have clear implications for how accurate we should expect
that answer to be and how confident a person is in it.
While the strength of the correlations in our results are
quite weak, we note that our experiment was an artificial
situation where none of the true answers that the participants
saw prior to testing ended in zero, creating a situation where
the effects of precision would be weakest - as this provided
the strongest test of the effect’s existence.
We therefore expect that, in other experimental designs
and, in particular, where uncertainty is greater, the effect
will be magnified – as was observed in our first pilot study.

Case Study: Overconfidence
If, as the above results suggest, the majority of people use
round numbers in a pragmatic manner to indicate the degree
of confidence that they place in an estimate, then this has
clear implications for decision making research where
people give estimates under uncertainty.
For example, following up on the example given in the
introduction, if a person in an overconfidence task has given
end points for an estimated range of 100 and 500, exactly
how confident should we be that they intend for these values
to be interpreted as precise? That is, when they say they are
80% sure that the true value falls between 100 and 500, do
they mean precisely that or something closer to “I am 80%
sure that the true value falls within a range from something
like 100 to something like 500”.
Interpreting such responses in line with the second
meaning requires a reconsideration of results from previous
overconfidence experiments. For example, assuming the
pragmatic rule from the natural science – that is, an estimate
is good to one-half the smallest specified unit - we would
have to acknowledge that a 100-500 range might, in the
mind of its generator, include values as low as 50 or as high
as 550. Therefore, if we fail to take into account the
precision at which responses are given, we may
inadvertently inflate overconfidence.
By way of example, we applied this simple rule to a prior
dataset (Welsh, Bratvold, & Begg, 2005) looking at
overconfidence effects in 80% confidence intervals elicited
from 123 petroleum industry professionals. This study
initially concluded that the participants were overconfident,
with only 42% of estimated 80% confidence ranges
including the true value.
Due to the high degree of uncertainty in the participants’
estimates, however, more than 95% of estimated ranges in
this sample were bounded by imprecise estimates (multiples
of 10, 100, 100, etc) and, as a result, when we applied the
pragmatic rule of including one-half of the smallest
specified unit to each end of the range, most ranges were
widened. As a result, calibration increased by 9% (to 51%).
The point of this is not that calibration increased – as it
was almost certain to – but rather demonstrating how large
an effect this can have in decision making under uncertainty
and, thus, that experimenters need to consider this as a
source of apparent overconfidence. Of particular interest is

the fact that this difference is of similar magnitude to that
observed by Winman et al (2004) when comparing people’s
evaluation and generation of confidence intervals in
calibration tasks. It, therefore, seems possible, given the
above demonstration, that this effect is largely the result of
researchers misinterpreting people’s responses. That is, if
people interpret numbers given to them in an evaluation task
as precise (as one might expect given the nature of the task)
but naturally generate imprecise end-points for their own
ranges, then this might account for the majority of the
difference in ‘overconfidence’ between generated and
evaluated ranges.
While a 9% change in calibration seems modest, it should
be kept in mind that this can equate to tens of millions of
dollars in industrial decision making. Welsh, Begg and
Bratvold (2007), for example, discuss the economic
significance of overconfidence on an offshore oil and gas
development project, noting that even a 5% change in
calibration can change cost/profit estimates by more than
$22 million.

General Discussion
The data from the experiment described herein (and both
pilot studies) offer support for the idea that number
preferences, in the form of the precision with which a
person answers a question, may reflect that person’s
underlying confidence in their estimates. More specifically,
it seems that the majority of people use the precision of their
estimates to convey some sense of how accurate they
believe their estimates to be.
Interestingly, the effect of precision, while clearly
overlapping the information provided by explicit
confidence, also carried additional information in the main
study and both of our pilots. That is, even when an explicit
confidence rating has been obtained, it remains beneficial to
examine peoples’ precision if one wishes to understand how
good an estimate they believe they have provided.
This is affirmed by the results of our case study, which
shows the marked difference that the inclusion of this
information makes to the interpretation of data gathered in a
typical overconfidence experiment.

Future Research
Given these findings, there are a number of directions that
seem worthwhile pursuing. The first of these involves an
area that we have skirted here – people’s meta-knowledge
regarding confidence and their use of precision. That is, are
people aware of the way in which they use precision as a
marker? At this point, we would predict that the answer is:
no; because if people were aware of their use of imprecise
numbers then one would expect precision and explicit
confidence to be measuring exactly the same thing, which
appears not to be the case. Thus, consideration of number
preferences seems to offer a method for gaining insight into
metacognitive processing in future research.
A secondary question revolves around the use of
multiples of 5, which are also known to be
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disproportionately used in estimation tasks. While we did
not include these – as several of our answers ended in “5” this additional number preference should be taken into
account in future to truly nail down the effect.
We also need to look at the opposite face of the pragmatic
conversation informed by peoples’ use of precision. That is,
having established that people use precision as a marker of
confidence, we need to confirm whether other people
accurately interpret these numbers.
More generally, our results point to a need for
consideration of individual differences in decision making.
Cognitive biases like overconfidence are often reported as
group effects but a reconsideration of what is happening at
the individual level can shed light on the processes giving
rise to these biases (see, e.g., Welsh & Navarro, 2007).

Conclusion
People use the precision of their estimates as a marker of
how accurate they believe they are. Given this, researchers
relying on elicited values need to take this effect into
account if we are to understand the responses we are given.
In particular, it seems likely that the degree of
overconfidence in elicited ranges may have been overestimated as a result of researchers not paying enough
attention to the pragmatic aspects of the communication
between researchers and participants.
To paraphrase Inigo Montoya (from The Princess Bride):
“That number, I do not think it means what you think it
means.”
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Abstract
This study aimsto explain theconjunction fallacy
(Tversky&Kahneman, 1983) in terms of degree of
confirmation (Crupi, Tentori, & Gonzalez,2007) by
employing corpus data analysis. To accomplish this,
wecalculated indexes of the degrees of confirmation fromthe
British National Corpus and fitted them to dataof the previous
study (Shafir et al., 1990). The resultsshow that a major index
of the degree of confirmation(Crupi et al., 2007) can
significantly predict theconjunction fallacy, indicating a
relationship betweenthe conjunction fallacy and degree of
confirmationas well asthe importance of corpus data to
explain biasesin judgment.
Keywords:Conjunction Fallacy, Degree of Confirmation,
Corpus Data Analysis

Introduction
The conjunction fallacy (Tversky&Kahneman, 1983) is
one of the most famous violations of the normative axiom of
probability. A representative experiment of this
phenomenon asked participants to think about Linda as she
is described in the following sentences:
Linda is 31 years old, single, outspoken, and very
bright.She majored in philosophy. As a student, she
was deeplyconcerned with issues of discrimination and
social justice,and also participated in antinuclear
demonstrations.
Then, participants were required to rank various
statements about Linda “by their probability.” Two of
thesestatements were“B” and “B and F”:
(B) Linda is a bank teller.
(B and F) Linda is a bank teller and is active in the
feministmovement.
In Tversky and Kahneman (1983), 85% of the participants
ranked“B and F” as more probable than “B.” This judgment
is in apparent violationof the conjunction law Pr(X and
Y|Z)<Pr(X|Z) forany statements X, Y, and Z, with strict
inequality for nontrivialcases such as the present
example.Tversky and Kahneman refer to this violation as
the conjunction fallacy, and many studies have replicatedit
under
various
experimental
conditions
(see

Hertwig&Chase,1998, for a review of findings; the original
report is Tversky&Kahneman, 1983).
Many theoretical explanations for the conjunction fallacy
as well as the replications have been reported (for a review,
see Costello, 2009; Sides, Osherson, Bonini, &Viale, 2002).
Some researchers (e.g., Crupi, Fitelson, &Tentori, 2008;
Tversky&Kahneman, 1983) suggest that participants’
responses in the conjunction fallacy are not based solely on
the probability of the conjunction itself but also on other
factors
such
as
the
representative
heuristics
(Tversky&Kahneman, 1981) or degree of the confirmation
given by the conjunctions. Other researchers assume that
participants utilize their pragmatic knowledge to understand
meanings of the experimental materials employed in studies
on the conjunction fallacy. This approach focuseson
assumptions about how participants answer in the
experimental tasks (Chase, Hertwig, &Gigerenzer, 1998;
Dulany& Hilton,1991; Macdonald &Gilhooly, 1986;
Morier&Borgida, 1984; Politzer&Noveck, 1991), saying
that participants, correctly following the pragmatics of
communication rather than the logical meaning in the
experimental task, interpret the single statement B
asmeaning “B^notA” and so rightly prefer the conjunction
B^A (Dulany& Hilton, 1991; MacDonald &Gilhooly, 1990;
Politzer&Noveck, 1991). In addition, researchers have
recently proposed that the conjunction fallacy is an artifact
that occursdue to unnatural experimental settings
(Hertwig&Gigerenzer, 2002),possibly incombination with
measurement error (Costello, 2008).
We seek to propose another explanation of the conjunction
fallacy that is inspired by a recent development of the
concept of confirmation (Carnap, 1955; Fitelson, 1999;
Crupi, Tentori, & Gonzalez, 2007) and utilizes statistical
corpus analysis. In what follows, we will argue how theories
of confirmation can explain the conjunction fallacy. In
addition, we will also present a solution to these
problemsusingstatistical corpus analysis.

Degree of confirmation
Consider a situation in whicha rational agent collects data
for hypothesis confirmation. The strength of the agent’s
belief about the hypothesis after seeing the data can be
described as the posterior probability of the hypothesis,
defined by Bayes’ theorem, shown in (1):
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P(h | d ) =

P ( h) P ( d | h)
P(d )

As you can see, Bayes’ theorem defines a relationship
between the prior belief (P(h)) and the posterior belief. In
this vein, whether the data support the hypothesis or not can
be represented by the difference between the prior and
posterior probabilities; when the posterior probability is
higher than the prior probability, the data support the
hypothesis, and when not, they disconfirmit. Thus, degree of
confirmation c(h, d) can be expressed as shown in (2):

⎧> 0, P(h | d ) > P(h)
⎪
c(h, d )⎨= 0, P(h | d ) = P(h)
⎪< 0, P(h | d ) < P(h)
⎩

c ( h1 , e) ≤0

(1)

(2)

We must mention that it is possible to define many kinds
of criteria that can satisfy the equation in (2).This equation
solely proposes that the data support the hypothesis if the
posterior probability is higher than the prior probability;it
does not determine the degree of support. In fact, there are
various types of criteria for degree of confirmation that can
satisfy (2). Table 2 shows representative indexes of the
degrees of confirmation (also see Eells&Fitelson, 2002;
Fitelson, 1999; Tentori, Crupi, Bonini, &Fitelson, 2007).
Tentori, Crupi, Bonini, and Fitelson (2007) report on
experiments that compared the adequacy of several such
measures as descriptions of confirmation judgmentin a
probabilistic context. In the experiments, they showed
participants two opaque urns that contained different
numbers of white and black balls, and the numbers of each
were known to the participants. Then, participants randomly
chose one of the two urns by a coin toss, but the outcome of
the coin toss was unknown to them. After selecting an urn in
this way, the participants were required to draw a ball and
estimate the impact of the results of the ball drawing with
various types of response scales in 10 successive trials.
Based on the number of balls that the two urns contained,
theparticipants calculated various types of the confirmation
indexes and compared them to the estimated degree of
confirmation. Results showed that some of the confirmation
indexes significantly correlate to the participants’ responses,
indicating that human hypothesis confirmation follows
rational thought as the Bayesian agent is assumed to do so.
Crupi, Fitelson, and Tentori (2008) suggest that the
conjunction fallacy can be explained in terms of the
Bayesian hypothesis confirmation. They insist that
participants in the conjunction fallacy experiments do not
consider probabilities for conjunctions or each proposition
that composes the conjunction. Rather, they appear to
estimate how the description supports the conjunction as
data. Based on this idea, Crupi, Fitelson, and Tentori specify
a condition in which the degree of confirmation for the
conjunction becomes larger than that for each proposition.
This condition is shown in (3):

and

c ( h2 , e | h1) ≥1,

then c ( h1 & h2 | e) ≥c ( h1 , e)

(3)

Another important feature of the condition is its
robustness; Crupi et al. (2008) also show that this condition
holds any confirmation measures, including D, R, L, C, S,
and Z (table 1). In other words, each of these confirmation
measures can explain the conjunction fallacy if people’s
probability judgment about conjunction depends on the
degree of confirmation. Thus, not only whether the degree
of confirmation but also what measure can explain the
conjunction fallacy is an interesting empirical question.
Table 1.variation of the degree of conformation

D(A, E) = p(A | E) − p(A)
(Carnap, 1950; Eells, 1982)

C(A, E) = p(A & E) − p(A) × p(E)
(Carnap, 1950)

S(A, E) = p(A | E) − p(A | ¬E)
(Christensen, 1999; Joyce, 1999)

⎧ p(A | E) − p(A)
if p(A | E) ≥ p(A)
⎪⎪ 1 − p(A)
Z(A, E) = ⎨
⎪ p(A | E) − p(A)
otherwise
⎪⎩
p(A)
(Crupi, Tentori& Gonzalez, 2007)
However, one methodological problem of Crupi et al.’s
(2007) explanation lies in how to determine probabilities
related to the conjunction. All the confirmation measures,
although they are not probabilities themselves, require
values of probabilities for h1, h2, and e. In the experimental
paradigm of the conjunction fallacy, this requirement is very
difficult to fill, because the conjunction fallacy demonstrates
that peoples’ probability judgments for these components
deviate from the normative principle. In other words, we
cannot define the values of the probabilities required to
calculate the degree of confirmation from probability
judgment data. Rather, it is desirable to define the
probability values based on objective data, not on subjective
probability judgments.

Statistical corpus analysis
Statistical corpus analysis can address the above problems.
Statistical corpora containlarge amounts of sentences that
are collected from natural language communication such as
literature (British National Corpus) or newspapers
(Mainichi-shinbun database) and enableresearchers to
access information on word frequencies or co-occurrences.
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These databases can be considered as reflecting everyday
verbal communication and have assumed to be
substitutionsfor
human
memory
structure
(e.g.,
Steyvers&Tenenbaum, 2006; Stewart, Chater, & Brown,
2006).
Recently, the number of studiesthatattempt to describe
human reasoning with corpus statistical data has been
increasing (e.g., Sakamoto & Nakagawa, 2007; Stewart,
Chater, & Brown, 2006; Terai & Nakagawa, 2007; Utsumi,
2010).These studies assume that frequencies of appearance
or co-occurrence among words reflect word affinities or the
strength of associative connections among words and
substitutethem as parameters for statistical models. For
example, Sakamoto and Nakagawa (2007) hypothesized
cognitive processes of category-based induction (e.g.,
Osherson et al., 1990) as classification based on associations
between premises and conclusions, and employed
probabilities for co-occurrence among the words that are
contained in the premise and conclusion. The results of their
study supported the hypothesis, suggesting that probabilistic
properties of corpus data reflect basic knowledge of human
reasoning.
Additionally, applying the corpus data analysis approach
to the issue of the conjunction fallacy appears to be very
natural upon inspection oftheexperimental procedure. In the
typical experiment, participants read sentences that describe
features of characters, such as “outspoken” or
“philosophical,” and are required to rank alternatives (e.g.,
“bank teller,”“feminist”) by their probability. In this
situation, it is natural to assume that participants access their
memory to solve the task and that this assessment to their
memory affects their probability judgment foreach
proposition. If corpus data reflect memory strength of the
words contained in the stimulus sentences, we can employ
the corpus data to test Crupi et al.’s (2007) hypothesis.

The purpose of this study
From the above discussion, we derive the following
hypothesis about the conjunction fallacy; in the
experimental
procedure
of
the
conjunction
fallacy,participants estimate the degree of confirmation for
the conjunction by assessing their memory strength. To test
this hypothesis, we report two studies. The first reanalyzed
the data of Shafir, Smith, and Osherson (1990) that are
adequate to test our approach. The second collected new
data from Japanese participants. In both studies, we
calculate parameters of the degrees of probability with any
given assumptionusinga language corpus and examine the
idea that the conjunction fallacy occurs as a result of the
Bayesian updating of degree of the confirmation.

Study 1: Reanalysis of Shafir et al. (1990)
The purpose of Study 1 is to test our hypothesis by
reanalyzing the data of Shafir et al (1990). Shafir et al
(1990) required participants to rate probabilities of
occurrence of the contents of both 15 conditional sentences
and combinations of propositions. The sentences that were
judged by participants had the frame: Every single in the
group is . For example, they employed stimulus sentences
such as those below in order to considerthe conjunction
fallacy by comparing single and conjunctive condition texts:
Single condition:
“Every single lawyer in the group is conservative.”
Conjunctive condition:
“Every single labor-union lawyer in the group is
conservative.”
In this case, the data (e) is “conservative” and single
hypothesis (h1) and conjunctive hypothesis (h1&h2) are
“lawyer” and “labor-union lawyer,” respectively. The
participants were request to rate the probability of each
conditions.They calculated the degree of fallacy by
subtracting the probability of the single condition from the
probability of the conjunctive condition.
In Shafir et al.’s (1990) experiment, the attributes of the
data (e) and hypothesis (h1, h2) are comprised of one word.
In such experiments on the conjunction fallacy using stimuli,
it is natural to assume that participants’ judgments are
dependent on the characteristics and relationships of each
word; therefore, it is very appropriate to consider the
connection of language statistics and the conjunction fallacy.
Thus, we selected it as the subject of analysis of this study.
This study compares the degree of conformation that was
calculatedform the occurrence and co-occurrence
probabilities of words in a language corpus and the results
of the conjunction fallacy experiment performed by Shafir
et al. (1990).
We use the British National Corpus (BNC) as language
statistical data. The BNC, launched in 1991, is the world’s
largest English corpus, consisting of approximately 100
million words including both British written and colloquial
words, and is designed to represent modern British English
as broadly as possible. It consists of approximately 90%
written words and 10% colloquial words. Data to be added
are selected based on statistical value by area of the number
of annual publications in the UK. We decided to usethe
BNC as the original data source for calculating the degree of
probability for the study because it contains enough data,
and the date on which the original BNC texts were prepared
is close to, or prior to, the date Shafir et al.’s (1990)
experiment was performed.
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Figure 1.the result of study 1

The degree of probability was calculated through the
following procedure.
First, we calculated occurrence and co-occurrence
probabilities. We picked up 5,101,034 sentences by BNC. A
frequency of a word (e.g. h1) was counted according to
whether the word (h1) is included in each sentence. The
occurrence probability of h1 was calculated as follows,

1

/

where the nall is a number of all sentences (nall = 5,101,034),
and the nh1 is the frequency of the word (h1) .
In the case of co-occurrence (e.g. h1&h2), we counted a
co-frequency according to whether both words (h1) and (h2)
are included in each sentence. The co-occurrence
probability p(h1 & h2) was calculated as follows,

1& 2

&

/

where the nh1&h2 is the co-frequency of words (h1 &
h2).According to the above procedure, all occurrence and
co-occurrence probabilities for calculation of the
confirmation-degree are calculated.
Then, after the calculating conditional probability based
on Bayes’ theorem, we calculated the degree of
confirmation (c(h1,e), and c(h1&h2,e) for each confirmation
measures)to determine the degrees of probability of the
conjunction and each proposition. Finally, we calculated the
correlation coefficient between the degree of fallacy of
Shafir et al. (1990) and c(h1&h2,e)-c(h1,e).
Scatter plots in Figure 1 demonstrate relationships
among the data of Shafir et al. (1990) and values of the
confirmation measures that are calculated from the BNC.
Among the four confirmation measures, only Z correlated to
the data significantly (r= 0.76, p< 01). These results support
our proposition that the degree of confirmation calculated
from the corpus data can explain the conjunction fallacy. Of
course, robustness of the current results should be examined
by another study, and Study 2 attempts to replicate this
finding by using Japanese corpus in Japanese participants

Study 2 Examination in Japanese participants

S

0

-1.1

Z

.4

**: p<.01

In study 2, we conductedanexperimentby using Japanese
corpus for Japanese participants. The participants were 77
Japanesecollege students in a computer-literacy class.In the
experiment, we used same contents that used in Study 1and
translated those 15 conditional sentences and combinations
of propositions in Japanese.Participants were given the
personality character and required to select one statement as
most probable.
For example, participants were asked to think about a
person Awho is described in the following sentences:
“A is conservative. “
Then, participants were required to select one statement
from three statements as most probable about person A.
Three of these statements were as follows,
i. A is lawyer.
ii. A is labor unionist.
iii. A is labor-unionist and lawyer.
In this case, the data (e) is “conservative,” and two single
hypothesis (h1, h2) and conjunctive hypothesis (h1&h2) are
“lawyer”, “labor unionist” and “labor-unionist and lawyer,”
respectively. In study2, a degree of fallacy is defined by
selected ratio of conjunctive statement (ⅲ).
In study2, we use a Japanese corpus data that consists of
approximately 650 million words, which extracted from 18yearsspan of a Japanese news paper (Mainichi Shinbun),
9706 books (by Aozora Bunko), two encyclopedias (Gakken
KokugoDaijiten, Nihon HyakkaJiten) and Blog data. This
Japanese corpus data consists of approximately 67% news
papers, 8% books, 15% blogs and 10% encyclopedias. The
degree of confirmation (c(h1,e), c(h2,e) and c(h1&h2,e) for
each confirmation measures) was calculated through the
same procedure in Study 1. We calculated the correlation
coefficient between c(h1&h2,e) – c(h1,e) (or c(h1&h2,e) –
c(h2,e)) and the degree of fallacy of the result of experiment.
Figure. 2 show the relationshipsamong the data of
experimental result and values of the confirmation measures
that are calculated from Japanese corpus. In the case of
thec(h1&h2,e) – c(h1,e), Z correlated to the data
significantly (r= 0.64, p< .05) , and the relation between
c(h1&h2,e) – c(h2,e) and the degree of fallacy shows
marginal significant positive correlations in the degree of Z
(r= .46, p< .1).
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Figure 2.the result of study 2
Upperside : the relationship between c(h1&h2,e)-c(h1,e) and the degree of fallacy.
Bottom side : the relationship between c(h1&h2,e)-c(h2,e) and the degree of fallacy

Discussion
The results of the two studies consistently showed that
conjunction fallacy is explained by the degree of
confirmation that can be defined by difference between
prior and posterior probability that are reflected in the
corpus data. These results are consistent with the hypotheses
by Crupi et al. (2007), and can be positioned as another
example that succeeded to explore cognitive processes of
human reasoning by utilizing the corpus data.
We argue that the corpus data analysis is prospective
approach to explore biases in human reasoning. Although
the corpus data have been used to explore human reasoning
such as category-based induction (Sakamoto & Nakagawa,
2007) or metaphor understanding (Terai & Nakagawa,
2007), application to the domain of cognitive biases very
novel. We think that probabilistic aspects of the corpus data
are useful for investigation to various agendas of decisionmaking research. We are planning to perform similar
analyses and experiments on such decision making agendas
to assess the probability of prediction of human decisionmaking through calculation of degree of probability based
on language corpus.
Among the various types of the criteria of degree of
confirmation, Z showed the highest fit to the data. This
finding is meaningful because it suggests general cognitive
processes for probability judgment including the
conjunction fallacy. As the expression show in Table 2
indicates, this index defines degree of the confirmation as
normalized difference between prior and posterior
probability: when the targethypothesis is supported, sum of
prior probabilities for hypothesis other than the target
hypothesis becomes a normalizing term, and when
disconfirmed, prior probability of the target hypothesis
become the normalizing term. In other words, this index

Z

.05

r= .46 +

r= -.13

1.0*10-5

-1.15

Z

.40
*: p<.05
+:p<.1

uses set of the disconfirmed hypotheses as the normalizing
term. In this vein, this index considers degree of
confirmation as a result of competition between the target
and the other hypothesis. This finding corresponds to recent
findings that consider human reasoning as comparison
between the target and alternative hypothesis (e. g.,
McKenzie & Amin, 2002; McKenzie &Mikkelsen, 2002,
2007). In addition superiority of Z suggests a coherency of
human judgment because it satisfies the conditions needed
to be a coherent index of confirmation (Crupi et al, 2007). In
sum, the current results suggest a possibility that
conjunction fallacy can be positioned as result of the
rational cognitive processing. Although Costello (2008)
made normative sense of the conjunction fallacy considering
combination of measurement error terms, the current study
proposed another explanation that can also rationalize the
conjunction fallacy in terms of the normative sense.
One crucial assumption of this study is that probabilities
for statements can be measured from the corpus data. Our
rational for this assumption is mainly based on the findings
in the previous studies that succeeded to explain human
reasoning by utilizing the corpus data (e. g., Sakamoto &
Nakagawa, 2007; Stewart, Chater, & Brown, 2006; Terai&
Nakagawa, 2007; Utsumi, 2010). This rationale strongly
depends on pragmatic arguments: that is, it solely states that
this assumption is valid because of its ability to predict the
data. Thus, this rationale does not appear to be strong
because it does not explain why the corpus can be utilized to
predict probability judgment. We believe that the current
study add another evidence for utility of the usage of corpus
data to investigate human reasoning. However, we must
clarify our rational more precisely to justify using the corpus
data for probability judgment.
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Abstract
Design history function (i.e., what an artifact was made for) is
a central aspect of artifact conceptualization. A generally
accepted explanation is that design history is central because
it is the root cause for many other artifact properties. In Exp.
1, an inference task allowed us to probe participants‘ causal
models, and then to use them when making predictions for
Exp. 2. Design history was, in fact, part of what participants
viewed as conceptually relevant. Predictions for Exp. 2 were
derived using the currently most comprehensive theory about
how causal knowledge affects categorization. Our results
show that though participants used design history, functional
outcome and physical structure to conceptualize artifacts, the
effect of design history was independent from knowledge of
physical structure and functional outcome. This result is
inconsistent with a causal knowledge explanation of design
history‘s conceptual centrality.
Keywords: categorization; causal reasoning; essentialism;
artifacts.

Introduction
Imagine you inherited an antique sewing machine. It comes
in a beautiful cabinet, so you decided to use it in your living
room as a table to display stuff. Imagine now that a guest
comments about the beautiful table. A good bet is that your
reaction would be to tell the visitor that the object is really a
sewing machine cabinet, but that you currently use it as a
table. The general phenomenon illustrated here is that there
is a preference to conceptualize artifacts according to what
they were designed for (their design history function) rather
than according to an alternative but current function. First
described by Lance Rips (1989), this is a robust
phenomenon, valid across different paradigms (e.g.,
Chaigneau, Castillo & Martínez, 2008; Gelman & Bloom,
2000; Defeyter, Avons, & German, 2007; Defeyter &
German, 2003; Jaswal, 2006; Matan & Carey, 2001), age
levels (Gutheil, Bloom, Valderrama, & Freedman, 2004)
and cultures (German & Barrett, 2005).
The favored explanation for this phenomenon is that it
occurs because people view design history as the essence of
artifacts (e.g., Bloom, 1996, 1998, 2007). Medin and
Ortony‘s (1989) psychological essentialism, holds that when
someone categorizes objects, she focuses on what she
knows (cognitively or metacognitively) about the cause of
the object‘s apparent properties, more than she focuses on
the apparent properties themselves. An essence, in this
view, is an often unobserved root cause that explains many

of an entity‘s surface features (Ahn, Kalish, Gelman, Medin,
Luhman, Atran, Coley, & Shafto, 2001). Correspondingly,
because the design history function can be reasonably
viewed as the root cause of an artifact‘s physical structure
and use, several authors have assumed that this is why
people use design history function (and not current function,
nor object appearance) for conceptualization (e.g., Matan, &
Carey, 2001; Kemler-Nelson, Frankenfield, Morris, & Blair,
2000; Asher & Kemler Nelson, 2008). Importantly, in this
view the relevance of the design history is a consequence of
people‘s causal knowledge about artifacts.
In the experiments we report here, we tested if the
influence of the design history function is a case of causalbased categorization. If the centrality of design history is a
consequence of people‘s causal knowledge, then its
influence on category membership judgments should be
consistent with documented effects of causal knowledge on
categorization. Of particular concern for us is the causal
status effect phenomenon (Ahn, Gelman, Amsterlaw,
Hohenstein and Kalish, 2000; Ahn, Kim, Lassaline, &
Dennis, 2000; Meunier & Cordier, 2009; Rehder & Kim,
2010), in which causes are more important that their effects.
To make predictions about the design history‘s causal
influence, we draw heavily on Rehder and collaborators‘
work about the influence of causal knowledge on
categorization (i.e., the generative model; Rehder, 2003a,
2003b, 2010; Rehder & Kim, 2006, 2010). Our aim is not
to test the generative model, but because this theory
accounts for many different phenomena on causal
categorization, our aim is to use it as a benchmark to assess
if the conceptual relevance of the design history function
can be explained as a causal-based categorization
phenomenon. If the conceptual centrality of design history
function is explained by causal knowledge, people that use
design history function to categorize should show telltale
signs of causal categorization.

Causal Influences on Category Judgments
Rehder‘s research program identifies two routes for causal
knowledge‘s influence on categorization (Rehder, 2010). In
the explicit route, people treat observed properties as
evidence of unobserved properties, and then use these
inferred properties for categorization judgments. These
inferences can be retrospective (e.g., knowing that A  B,
using the known presence of B to infer the presence of the
unobserved A, and then using this inferred A to categorize;
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Rehder & Kim, 2009) or prospective (e.g., using the known
A to infer the presence of B; Rehder, 2007; Chaigneau,
Barsalou, & Sloman, 2004). Our current Exp. 1 used a
prospective reasoning task, allowing us to determine which
information participants used to make their inferences.
In contrast, in the implicit route, people estimate whether
a configuration of known properties (i.e., an exemplar)
could be generated by the category‘s implicit causal model.
For example, if a category‘s implicit causal model is A  B
 C, and if links are probabilistic, each successive property
is generated with less certainty, and a causal status effect
obtains (i.e., A is conceptually more central than B, and B
than C). In contrast, if links are deterministic, then all
properties are equally certain and no causal status effect
obtains (i.e., A, B and C are equally central). In the implicit
route, not only individual properties matter for
categorization, but also combinations of properties. Simply
put, if two properties are causally linked, then they should
be correlated (i.e., if one is present/absent, so is the other).
For example, if people believe that having large wings
causes birds to fly, then an animal that has small wings an
flies is a poorer category member than an animal that has
small wings and does not fly. These interactions among
properties have been found to have larger effect sizes than
the effects of individual properties in categorization
judgments (reviewed in Rehder, 2010). Our current Exp. 2
used an implicit reasoning task, allowing us to assess if
causal reasoning could account for our data.

Experiments’ Overview
In the current experiments, participants were presented with
scenarios describing a novel artifact‘s design history (H), its
physical structure (P), an agent‘s goal when using the
artifact (G), and the agent‘s action (A) (and the functional
outcome (O), but only in Exp. 2), and asked to rate its
category membership. Exp. 1 used an explicit causal
reasoning task. Participants were provided with information
about H, P, G and A (but not O), and we predicted that they
would use the observed properties to infer the state of the
unobserved property O, and then use that inferred property
to categorize. Results from this experiment allowed us to
determine which information participants used for their
inferences, and also to hone in on the implicit causal model
they used. In Exp. 2, we used an implicit causal reasoning
task. Participants were provided with information about H,
P, G, A and O, and asked to rate category membership.
Given our assessment of participants‘ implicit causal
models in Exp. 1, the generative theory makes clear
predictions about the relative weights of properties for
category membership ratings. Comparing our obtained
pattern of results with theoretical predictions, allowed us to
appraise whether participants were doing causal reasoning
or not.
On both experiments, we analyzed ratings using Rehder‘s
regression method (2003a, 2003b, 2010). In this method,
participants provide category membership ratings for all
possible property combinations, allowing the computation

of individualized regression equations. Participants in our
experiments were presented with a category with causal
knowledge regarding 5 binary valued properties. H could
describe the artifact being designed towards functionality x
or functionality y. P could be described as adequate to
achieve functionality x, or not adequate to achieve it. G
could be described as intentional and coherent with
functionality x, or accidental and not coherent with
functionality x. A could be described as coherent with
functionality x, or not coherent with functionality x. Finally
(but only on Exp. 2) O could be described as achieving or
not functionality x. In consequence, participants in Exp. 1
rated 24=16 scenarios, and participants in Exp. 2 rated 25=32
scenarios. The baseline scenario (i.e., all components
coherent with functionality x) was always rated first.
Because each participant provided 2n data points for each
variable, a regression equation for each participant was
computed, with H, P, G, and A (plus O in Exp. 2) as
predictors, and rating as criterion. Regression coefficients
for each participant were then used as individual data points
reflecting the contribution of each predictor variable to the
ratings.

Experiment 1
In this experiment, participants were provided with
information about H, G, A and P. No information was
provided about O. Because O is arguably the end node of
an artifact‘s causal model, we predicted that participants
would engage in explicit causal reasoning to infer O given
the known information, and then use the inferred O to
categorize. From prior studies, we assumed that the causal
model participants would use was H  P O  A  G
(see Figure 1a). This is the causal model obtained for
scenarios similar to the present ones in Chaigneau, Barsalou
& Sloman (2004; hereafter referred to as CB&S).

H

P

(a)

(b)

O
G

A

H

P

O

H
(c)

O
P

Figure 1: Panel (a) shows the predicted causal model for
scenarios in Exp. 1. Panels (b) and (c) show two possible
causal models used by our participants, based on results for
Exp. 1. The dotted line in panel (c), reflects a weak causal
link from H to O.
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Because bayesian models (of which the generative model
is one) predict that when P and A are specified (the
proximal causes), they determine the state of O
independently from the state of H and G (the distal causes),
we predicted that P and A would show high regression
coefficients, while H and G would show significantly lower
ones (this was also one of the main results in CB&S). In
other words, we expected participants to respect the Markov
condition in causal reasoning (Hausman & Woodward,
1999). Additionally, regression weights would inform us
which properties participants used for their judgments.

scale (i.e., all components compromised). Ratings were
performed on a 7-point scale, with 1 always reflecting the
low-end (―no‖) and 7 the high-end (―yes‖) of the scale.

In an ancient culture, a settler called Kne-Mû wanted to
make an object to catch small fish living in large numbers in
certain streams. Because he didn‘t have an object to do that,
he decided to make it. The object consisted of a series of
intertwined vegetable fibers. On each side, the object had
handles (as shown in the picture).

Method
Design and Participants Twenty-four Adolfo Ibáñez
undergraduates participated in this study (native Spanishspeakers). Participants were randomly assigned to one of 3
artifacts and one of 4 pseudo-random order of scenarios.
Materials Three novel artifact categories were tested
(―peinador‖, ―cazador de peces‖ and ―tatuador‖;
respectively, ―hair-brusher‖, ―fish-catcher‖ and ―tattoomaker‖) and 16 scenarios for each category. Each category
was designed to afford two plausible functions, one serving
as cue to name the artifact. For example, the fish-catcher
consisted of a net of vegetable fibers which could (in
principle) be used both to catch fish or to carry stones. The
cue function was fixed across all scenarios so the question
was always the same (e.g., Would you say that this object is
a fish-catcher?). Scenarios described one character that
created an object and a second character that used it. A
graphic depiction of the artifact‘s physical structure was
included in all scenarios. As an example, Figure 2 shows
the fish-catcher scenario specifying all elements as adequate
(i.e., baseline). When H was compromised, the designer
created the object for one function, but the second character
used it for a different function (e.g., a net designed to carry
stones which is then used as a fish-catcher). When P was
compromised, the artifact‘s physical structure was described
and depicted as not affording its cue function (e.g. a net
with several holes on it). When G was compromised, the
second character‘s actions were described as accidental
(e.g., the second character performed the appropriate actions
but was playing and not intending to catch fish). When A
was compromised, the second character was described as
not performing the appropriate actions (e.g., shaking the net
just under the water‘s surface instead of keeping is stretched
and still). Thus, the 16 scenarios for each category
presented participants with all combinations of adequate and
compromised H, G, A and P.
Procedure Initially, participants received the instructions
in writing but also heard them read aloud by the
experimenter. Later, participants worked individually.
Participants received two training scenarios, which
described the creation and use of a hammer. One of these
scenarios was a baseline (i.e., all properties adequate), and
the second scenario presented the opposite extreme of the

One day, another settler called Knat-knê wanted to catch
some small fish from a stream. He found the object Kne-Mû
made and thought that it would be useful for catching fish.
Knat-knê grasped the object by both handles and kept it
stretched just below the stream‘s surface.
Question: Would you say that this object is a fish-catcher?

Figure 2: Baseline fish-catcher scenario in Exp. 1. In Exp.
2, the scenario also provided information about the event‘s
outcome, by adding: ―As a result of the events described,
fish in the stream were trapped in the vegetable fibers.‖)
Results To determine the importance of properties we
analyzed participants‘ ratings by performing a multiple
regression for each participant. Four predictor variables
were coded as -1 if the feature was compromised and +1 if it
was adequate. The regression weight associated with each
predictor represents the influence that each element had on
ratings. Additionally 6 predictor variables represented the
two-way interactions between the four elements. Each of
these was coded as -1 if a pair of elements had distinct
values and +1 if they had the same value. Note that in this
method of analysis, participants provide category
membership ratings for all possible property combinations,
allowing the computation of individualized regression
coefficients, but statistical tests are performed considering
the coefficients‘ variance across participants (i.e., not the
significance of the individual coefficients).
Preliminary analyses showed that regression weights for
the 6 interaction terms were not significant. Because of this,
the following analyses consider only the individual terms.
Averaged regression weights over participants for H, G, A,
and P are presented in Figure 3. There were no effects of
which object participants rated, or of which of the 4 pseudorandom scenario orders participants received, and thus
results were collapsed over these factors. To test the
differences between the regression weights given to H, G, A
and P, an ANOVA with repeated measures was conducted
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with individual terms (4 levels: H, G, A, P) as the single
factor. A violation of the sphericity assumption was
handled by correcting degrees of freedom with HuynhFeldt‘s epsilon. Sphericity was addressed likewise in Exp. 2.
For clarity of presentation, degrees of freedom are presented
without adjustment here and elsewhere. There was a main
effect of individual terms (F(3, 69) = 9.61, MSe = .471, p <
.001, R2 = .30, power = 1).
Post hoc tests on the repeated measures factor (with
Bonferroni adjustment), revealed that the regression weight
associated with P was significantly greater than H, G and A
(all ps < .05) and that the regression weight associated to H
did not differ from those of G or A (both ps > .05). Finally,
t tests showed that only the regression weights for H and P
were significantly different from zero (t(23) = 2.78, p < .05;
t(23) = 4.98, p < .001, respectively).

1c could explain why P and H affected ratings, but H had a
weaker effect. Models 1b and 1c were used to generate
predictions for Exp. 2.

Experiment 2
Exp. 2 assessed the importance of H, G, A, P and O on
categorization judgments, now with an implicit causal
reasoning task. Because participants‘ ratings in Exp. 1 were
not influenced by G nor A, we predicted that in Exp. 2 G
and A would not show significant regression coefficients.
Considering the model in Figure 1b, the generative model
theory predicts that if participants interpret causal links as
deterministic, the coefficients in the implicit reasoning task
will be H = P = O. On the other hand, if participants
interpret causal links as probabilistic, the theory predicts
regression weights H > P > O (i.e., a causal status effect).
Considering the model in Figure 1c, and given that it has a
weak causal link from H to O, the generative model theory
predicts that participants should weigh less deviations from
H‘s baseline value than from P‘s baseline value. This
prediction is derived because the weak causal link implies a
small correlation between H and O, and therefore deviations
from H‘s baseline value should have a lesser impact on
ratings than deviations for P.

Method
Design and participants Thirty Adolfo Ibáñez and
Tarapacá University undergraduates participated in this
study (native Spanish-speakers).
Participants were
randomly assigned to one of 3 artifacts and one of 5 pseudorandom order of scenarios.

Figure 3: In Exp. 1, mean regression weights for history
(H), agent goal (G), agent action (A) and physical structure
(P). Only P and H coefficients were significantly greater
than zero. Bars are standard errors.

Discussion
Results suggest that participants did not use model 1a,
because G and A did not influence their ratings. Because
only P and H were significantly different from zero, taken as
a group, participants appear to have used a model similar to
1b or 1c. The causal Markov condition predicts that in a
chain model like 1b, the distal cause will exert less
influence on the outcome than the proximal cause.
Consistently with this prediction, results showed that the
coefficient for P was greater than the coefficient for H
(consistently with results in CB&S). However, model 1c
could also account for these results. Lombrozo (2010) has
proposed people can treat human intentions (e.g., the
designer‘s intention) as metaphorical mechanisms of causal
transmission. Assuming that a metaphorical cause (H  O)
has lower strength than a mechanical one (P  O), model

Materials Materials were the same of Exp. 1, except that
information about the functional outcome was
systematically manipulated. When O was compromised, the
outcome related to the cue function was described as not
happening (e.g., for the fish-catcher artifact, fish were not
caught in the net). This meant that scenarios had 5 binary
properties (H, G, A, P and O), and that participants provided
25 = 32 ratings.
Procedure The procedure was identical to that of Exp. 1.
Results Regression weights for the 5 individual terms and
for the 10 two-way interaction terms were computed as
described for Exp. 1. Preliminary analyses revealed that
regression weights for the interaction terms were not
significant. Regression weights averaged over participants
for H, G, A, P and O are presented in Figure 4. Again, there
were no effects of neither which object participants rated or
of the 5 pseudo-random scenario orders, and thus results
were collapsed over these factors. An ANOVA with
repeated measures was conducted with individual terms (5
levels: H, G, A, P and O) as the single factor, which
revealed a main effect (F(4, 116) = 23.35, MSe = .30, p <
.001, R2 = .45, power = 1).
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Post hoc tests were conducted on the repeated measures
factor (with Bonferroni adjustment). This analysis showed
that the regression weight associated with O was
significantly different from G, A and P (all ps < .05) but not
significantly different from H (p > .05). Additionally, P was
significantly different from G and A (both ps < .05), but not
from H (p > .05). The regression weight associated with H
only differed from those of G and A (both ps < .05).
Finally, t tests showed that only the regression weight of H,
P and O were significantly different from zero (t(29) = 5.91,
p < .001; t(29) = 3.53, p < .01; t(29) = 7.70, p < .001,
respectively).

Figure 4: In Exp. 2, mean regression weights for history
(H), agent goal (G), agent action (A), physical structure (P)
and outcome (O). Only H, P and O were significantly
greater than zero. Bars are standard errors.
Finally, we wanted to test if the pattern in Figure 4
resulted from aggregating data from groups of participants
who adopted different strategies. It might be that a group of
participants decided based on H and did not pay attention to
O, while another group decided based on O and did not pay
attention to H. If this were true, we should find a negative
correlation between H and O coefficients and two distinct
groups of data points in the scatterplot (i.e., individuals with
high coefficients for H and close to zero for O and vice
versa). This was not what data showed. The correlation
between H and O turned out to be negative but small and
non-significant (r(28) = -.20, p = .29). Visual inspection of
the scatterplot revealed that 3 participants appeared to use
the abovementioned strategies, but that a great majority of
participants integrated H and O in their categorization
judgments and exhibited individual patterns of coefficients
similar to the aggregated pattern.

Discussion
As predicted, neither G nor A showed significant
coefficients. This lends support to our assumption that
participants used the same information to make their
judgments in both experiments. Coefficients for O were

greater than coefficients for P, with H somewhere in
between. The significant difference between O and P, rules
out the explanation that participants used model 1b with
deterministic links, because this should produce that
coefficients H = P = O. At first glance, the relatively high
coefficient for H could be interpreted as a causal status
effect. However, if participants used chain model 1b and
interpreted links as probabilistic (which is a condition that
could produce a causal status effect), the curve should show
a negative slope, with H > P > O. O‘s high coefficients
speak against this account. Model 1c does not fare better.
This model predicts lower coefficients for H than for P,
while results showed that H was nominally higher than P.
For the sake of completeness, we considered one additional
model. Model 1c with two deterministic links could
account for our results. This model explains that O has a
higher coefficient because, as it has 2 causes, it has a high
probability of being generated, while P and H should have
about equal weights. However, recall that this last model is
not consistent with Exp. 1‘s results, and so it is also unable
to account for the complete pattern of results.
Even further evidence for the absence of implicit causal
reasoning in Exp. 2 is that prior research (reviewed in
Rehder, 2010) finds that in the implicit causal reasoning
task, interactions among properties account for a greater
amount of variance than individual properties, while data in
Exp. 2 did not show such interactions.
In summary, we find very little evidence that our
participants in Exp. 2 did causal reasoning, and yet, H was
as conceptually central as O in their ratings. This, we think,
shows that design history function can have an important
influence on categorization without traces of causal
essentialist reasoning in particular, or causal reasoning in
general.

General Discussion
As in CB&S, in Exp. 1 participants were not provided with
descriptions of O, thus promoting prospective inferences.
Consistently with results in CB&S, in Exp. 1 H lost
relevance for categorization, presumably because it was
partially screened-off by P, which was O‘s proximal cause.
In Exp. 2, when—in contrast to Exp. 1 and to CB&S—
information about O was provided, H became at least as
important as P for categorization. Contrary to causal
essentialism, this increased relevance of H does not
correspond with known effects of causal knowledge on
categorization.
Simple heuristic processes are unlikely explanations of
our results. One alternative is that participants in Exp. 2
categorized based on a simple property count. Our data
speaks against this alternative, given that participants
consistently used some properties to guide judgments and
disregarded others. Another alternative is that participants
in Exp. 2 categorized based on diagnostic properties. We
think this is not plausible. There is no a-priori reason to
think that some properties were more diagnostic than others.
Think of a hammer as an example. Using an object with a
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hammering motion (i.e., A) appears to be at least as
diagnostic of the hammer category as is achieving the goal
of inserting nails (i.e., O). Also, given that P was the most
informative property in Exp. 1, one would expect that it
would be at least as diagnostic as O, but this is not what our
results in Exp. 2 showed.
In conclusion, based on our participants‘ response pattern,
the current work shows that the conceptual centrality of
design history function is not easily explained by causalbased categorization in general, nor by causal essentialism
in particular. Our results, especially those of Exp. 2,
suggest that design history‘s contribution to artifact
category membership follows an independent mechanism,
and is not mediated by causal reasoning about the effect of
physical structure on functional outcome.
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Abstract

Spatial relational reasoning problems vary in difficulty
depending on the number of possible interpretations of a set
of premises. Visible context and functional constraints
should take effect in the interpretation of extended spatial
descriptions in reasoning problems as in the comprehension
of single utterances. In this paper we demonstrate that
visible and functional constraints mesh together on-line with
verbal information to limit the number of interpretations
considered by participants to solve spatial reasoning
problems.

In an eye tracking experiment, the interplay of visual and
verbal information was studied in the domain of spatial
relational reasoning. Standard verbal two-dimensional
reasoning problems were presented auditorily along with
visible context. In one condition, the visual-verbal interplay
was designed to limit the number of interpretations that
participants should consider for a set of premises. Past
research has shown that visual context does not appear to
limit the number of interpretations participants produce in this
domain. In the present study, however, participants’
responses, premise processing times, and gaze behavior
confirmed that the interplay of visual and verbal information
successfully directed participants towards a single
interpretation when functional constraints disambiguated
spatial relations. The results corroborate theories of situated
language processing and demonstrate perceptual grounding
and functional modulation in spatial reasoning.
Keywords: Spatial relational
integration; mental models.

reasoning;

Spatial Relational Reasoning

visual-verbal

Situated Language Comprehension
Comprehending language that refers to visible context
involves rapid and even predictive shifts of attention
towards likely referents in a visible scene. In situated
language comprehension, perceptual and linguistic
processing are closely intertwined (Altmann & Kamide,
1999; Knoeferle & Crocker, 2006). For example,
perceptual-linguistic integration has been shown to quickly
disambiguate syntactic structure, referents of noun phrases,
and the interpretation of verbs. In spatial language, semantic
uncertainty concerns locations and spatial relations. For
example, “right of” often denotes a region rather than a
specific location. Multiple additional constraints can take
effect in spatial language processing to sharpen the
interpretation of spatial descriptions. This includes the
visible context as well as functional constraints (Coventry &
Garrod, 2004).
Whereas the interplay of perceptual, linguistic, and
semantic processing has been studied extensively for the
comprehension of single utterances including statements of
spatial relations, there have been few attempts to
demonstrate its effect on reasoning with spatial premises.

In experiments on spatial relational reasoning, reasoners
are asked to infer or evaluate spatial relations based on
several stated spatial relations. For example: The apple is to
the left of the banana, the carrot is to the right of the
banana. Where is the apple with respect to the carrot? The
spatial array or spatial mental model that satisfies the
relations stated in the example is:
A(pple) B(anana) C(arrot)
The model yields the relation that holds between the apple
and the carrot and thus the sought inference: The apple is to
the left of the carrot. Such one-dimensional three-term
series problems have been studied extensively with spatial
and non-spatial relations (e.g., better and worse). Twodimensional problems (Byrne & Johnson-Laird, 1989) have
become standard tasks for studying spatial relational
reasoning as well. Such problems are used here embedded
in the context of planning seating arrangements for guests at
tables.
Table 1 shows three types of two-dimensional problems,
which differ with regard to the number of alternative seating
arrangements fulfilling the set of spatial premises. One
arrangement is possible for one-model problems. Two
arrangements are possible for the two-model problems, in
which the second premise introduces this indeterminacy.
In determinate two-model problems, the spatial relation
between the guests in the bottom row (D and E) is the same
in both possible arrangements (D sits to the left of E),
whereas this relation differs between the arrangements for
indeterminate two-model problems. Thus, the correct
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indeterminate problems conforms with model theory’s
prediction that accuracy should decrease if multiple mental
models have to be considered to solve a reasoning problem
(Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991).

Spatial Reasoning with Visible Functional Context
Figure 1: The two table arrangements
answer for indeterminate two-model models is “both are
possible”. When participants are presented with these three
types of problems and are asked to indicate or evaluate the
spatial relation between D and E, their accuracy is reliably
higher for one-model and two-model determinate problems
than for two-model indeterminate problems (Byrne and
Johnson-Laird, 1989). The difficulty of two-model

In an earlier study with two-model problems (Coventry,
Venn, & Armstead, 2002), functional relations between
familiar objects (e.g., cup on saucer) did not constrain
interpretations, possibly, because participants did not regard
functional relations as relevant to the reasoning task. Guided
by these prior findings, we designed a novel task with
stronger functional constraints. The physical context
consisted of the table arrangements shown in Figure 1.

Table 1: Examples of reasoning problems
Problem Type

Premises and Response Alternatives

Possible Interpretations

<C prefers to sit alone>
A sits to the left of B
C sits to the right of B
D sits in front of B.
E sits in front of C

AB C
D E

One Model Problem

1) D sits to the left of E (correct)
2) E sits to the left of D
3) both are possible
Determinate Two-model Problem
<C prefers to sit alone>
A sits to the left of B
C sits to the right of A
D sits in front of A
E sits in front of C

AB C
D E

AC B
D E__

AB C
D E

AC B
E D

1) D sits to the left of E (correct)
2) E sits to the left of D
3) both are possible
Indeterminate Two-model Problem
<C prefers to sit alone>
A sits to the left of B
C sits to the right of A
D sits in front of B
E sits in front of C
1) D sits to the left of E (implied)
2) E sits to the left of D
3) both are possible
Note. Participants were presented auditorily with the assertions of a problem while seeing a schematic table arrangement
on the screen and then selected one of the three response alternatives to indicate the relationship between D and E. The
listed problems were presented together with the left table arrangement shown in Figure 1. The assertion shown in bold
face (<C prefers to sit alone>) was only presented in the one-model-implied condition. Models of seating arrangements
that satisfy the <additional information> are indicated in bold face.
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Consider the left table arrangement in Figure 1 together
with the problems in Table 1. The sentence indicated in bold
that states a seating preference of one individual (C prefers
to sit alone) extends the standard problems. Without this
additional sentence, participants should behave as in earlier
studies with the standard problems and the table
arrangement should remain inert. With the additional
sentence, however, the visible table array should become
relevant. Only a single table affords sitting alone and thus,
the stated seating preference creates a functional constraint.
We predicted that the array co-present during reasoning in
combination with the stated seating preference should direct
participants towards the single seating arrangement
satisfying the preference (indicated in bold face in Table 1).
We recorded participants’ eye movements while they
worked through problems in two conditions: the control
condition (neutral) without the additional sentence stating a
seating preference and the experimental condition with the
additional sentence (one-model-implied).

completed two training problems and the 12 experimental
problems. The order of conditions was counterbalanced.
At the beginning of each trial, a table arrangement was
shown and the introductory sentence (6.6 s) was presented
auditorily. In the one-model-implied condition, after a 500
ms delay, the sentence identifying the individual who
prefers to sit alone (1.8 s) was presented. Then, presentation
of the first premise started after a delay of 1000 ms. In the
neutral condition, the first premise was presented 500 ms
after the introductory sentence. The presentation of the
following premises was self-paced and triggered with the
space key. Premises 1 and 2, each lasted 2.4 s, premises 3
and 4, each lasted 2.2 s. With a 500 ms delay after the fourth
premise, the three response alternatives (e.g., Darcey sits to
the left of Ernest, Ernest sits to the left of Darcey, Both are
possible) were presented (9.0 s) in constant order.
Participants chose one of the response alternatives with the
number keys 1, 2, and 3. Responses were possible as soon
as the presentation of response alternatives had started.

Method

Results and Discussion

Participants. Twenty-four students of the University of
Greifswald served as paid participants. The mean age of the
15 women and 9 men was 23.6 (SD 3.1).
Materials. Examples of one-model, two-model determinate,
and two-model indeterminate problems are shown in
Table 1. Each problem was paired with a fixed layout of
tables. Two layouts of tables were used (see Figure 1). The
location of the single table in the back row was important,
because it should interact with the seating preferences stated
in one-model-implied problems. We constructed four
problems of each type for each condition (24 problems in
total). The German sentence materials were digitally
recorded spoken by a female voice.
We prepared instructional videos, in which a female who
introduced herself as a restaurant manager motivated the
experimental task as an exercise in planning seating
arrangements. The restaurant manager explained with toy
tables and chairs that participants should start with seating
individuals in the back row and that left of and right of mean
left of and right of from the participants’ perspective.
Finally, she explained the alternative responses to choose
from. In the instructional video for the one-model-implied
condition, the restaurant manager mentioned that sometimes
guests are incompatible and should not be forced together.
The table arrangements subtended 21.0 by 16.4 degrees of
visual angle and were shown on a 19” LCD monitor, below
which the IR-camera unit of the 50Hz remote eye tracker
(SMI RED) was mounted. Participants sat 70 cm in front of
the monitor with the head on a chin rest, wore headphones
and responded with keys on a standard keyboard.
Procedure. Participants were tested individually. After they
had watched the instructional video, they completed two
training problems and the 12 experimental problems for one
condition. Then, after a short break, they watched the
instructional video for the other condition, and again

We first report response frequencies and response accuracy.
In addition, we report processing times for the second
premise, which distinguished one-model and two-model
problems, and finally, we discuss selected gaze data.
Premise processing times were measured from the end of
presentation until the participant triggered the next
presentation. We eliminated outliers higher than 2.5
standard deviations above the mean for processing times
(3.9%). The analysis of gaze behavior was restricted to trials
with sufficient data quality (98% for 22 participants; two
participants with few remaining trials were excluded).
Response frequencies. Response frequencies are shown in
Table 2 and reflect the effect of the one-model-implied
condition on indeterminate two-model problems. “Both are
possible” responses were less frequent and the response
alternative reflecting the implied single model was chosen
more frequently than in the neutral condition (57 vs. 33,
respectively), paired t-test of mean frequencies, t(23) = 3.32,
p < .01, d = 1.03. In contrast, for both remaining problem
types, the response distributions were similar.
In the neutral condition, the two determined response
alternatives were chosen with approximately equal
frequencies for indeterminate two-model problems (33 and
40). Note that these frequencies could reflect a preference
for one of the two possible models. The first determined
model results if the guests in premise 1 are kept together
and the third guest mentioned in premise 2 is placed
“outside”. The second determined model results if the third
guest is placed “inside” the initial pair. Outside placements
avoid a revision of the initial pair, but disregard the
pragmatic implicature to pair the guests in premise 2 (van
der Henst, Chevallier, Schaeken, Mercier, & Noveck, 2008).
The slight trend towards “inside” placements as opposed to
a common “outside” preference in the neutral standard task
is probably the result of the presented table arrangement as
explained in the section on fixation proportions below.
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Table 2: Frequencies of responses, mean accuracy (with standard error), and mean processing times for the second premise
(with standard error) for each problem type by condition (one-model-implied vs. neutral)
Response
Determined

Problem Type

Determined

Both possible

Total

Percent
Correct

Processing Time 2nd
Premise (in msec)

One Model Implied
One Model

54 (correct)

32

10

96

57.3 (5.7)

2900 (240)

Two Model Determinate

67 (correct)

24

5

96

69.8 (4.5)

3254 (296)

Two Model Indeterminate

57 (implied)

33

6

96

(not applicable)

3212 (255)

Neutral
One Model

57 (correct)

33

6

96

59.4 (5.2)

3946 (437)

Two Model Determinate

60 (correct)

27

9

96

62.5 (5.2)

5568 (586)

Two Model Indeterminate

33

40

23 (correct)

96

26.0 (5.1)

6339 (698)

One Model Implied

Neutral

Figure 2: Mean proportions of fixations on the single table in the top row (shown in the top row) and on the double table in
the top row (shown in the bottom row) for the sequential intervals within a trial separately for the one-model-implied
condition (left column) and the neutral condition (right column) and for problem types; error bars indicate the standard error.
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One Model Implied

Neutral

Figure 3: Mean number of horizontal transitions between seats in the top row (shown in the top row) and in the bottom row
separately for the one-model-implied condition (left column) and the neutral condition (right column) and for the problem
types; error bars indicate the standard error
Response accuracy. Mean percentages of correct responses
are shown in Table 2. In both conditions, accuracy was
slightly, but not significantly higher for two-model
determinate problems than for one-model problems. In the
neutral condition, accuracy for indeterminate two-model
problems was significantly lower than for determinate twomodel problems, paired t-test, t(23) = 5.29, p < .001, d =
1.44. This difference is consistent with the typical
accuracypattern in the standard task. Furthermore, the low
accuracy of 26 % correct for neutral indeterminate twomodel problems is common if premises are presented
auditorily (van der Henst et al., 2008).
Premise processing times. Mean processing times after the
second premise are shown in Table 2. Elevated processing
times for two-model problems suggest that participants
considered multiple interpretations because the second
premise introduced ambiguity in two-model problems. Only
in the neutral condition, mean processing times were
significantly higher for two-model problems than for onemodel problems. This interaction was confirmed in an
overall 2 x 3 repeated-measures ANOVA, F(2, 46) = 6.67, p
< .01. The main effect of condition, F(1, 23) = 22.34, p <

.001, and the main effect of problem type, F(2, 46) = 13.88,
p < .001, were also significant. Separate one-way repeatedmeasures ANOVAs confirmed the effect of problem type in
the neutral condition, F(2, 46) = 11.10, p < .001, but not in
the one-model-implied condition, F(2, 46) = 2.01, p = .15.
Fixation proportions for the top row of tables. Figure 2
shows proportions of fixations measured from the start of a
sentence to the start of the next sentence. In the one-modelimplied condition after the introduction of the guests to be
seated (Names), an additional sentence indicated the guest
who “prefers to sit alone” (NameAlone). The presentation of
this sentence triggered fixations of the single table in the top
row, at which this guest had to be seated to meet the stated
preference.
During processing of premises 1 and 2, fixation
proportions indicate that attention was allocated mainly at
the double table, and they hardly differed between problem
types. For one-model problems in the neutral condition,
however, premise 1 directed less gazes to the single table
and more gazes to the double table. This probably reflects a
subtle interaction of the table arrangement in the top row
with the wording of premise 1: In all four one-model
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problems, left-of in premise 1 was combined with a left
double table and right-of with a right double table. In half of
the two-model problems, however, left-of in premise 1 was
combined with a single table on the left and right-of with a
single table on the right, which presumably prompted
seating the subject of premise 1 at the single table. This
effect of the combination of spatial relational terms and
table arrangement was absent in the one-model-implied
condition. There, the functional constraint biased against
seating guests mentioned in premise 1 at the single table
because those mentioned in premise 1 never were the
dedicated singles. Hence, fixations after premise 1 were
directed to the double table irrespective of problem type.
After premise 2, fixation proportions for the top row
decreased. Only for the top double table in the neutral
condition, they were slightly higher for two-model problems
suggesting the consideration of alternative arrangements.
Horizontal transitions. Mean numbers of horizontal
transitions between tables in the top and bottom rows are
plotted in Figure 3. Note that premises 1 and 2 were
identical for determinate and indeterminate two-model
problems. Thus, all differences between determinate and
indeterminate two-model problems up to premise 2 reflect
error variance. In the neutral condition but not in the onemodel-implied condition, horizontal transitions in the top
row were more frequent for two-model problems, paired ttest, t(21) = 2.49, p < .05, d = 0.43. This result confirms the
conclusion drawn from premise 2 processing times: In the
neutral but not in the one-model-implied condition,
participants sometimes considered alternative seating
arrangements for the top row. This additional processing
took time and was accompanied by fixations and transitions
within the top row.
Horizontal transitions in the bottom row rarely occurred
before the response interval. The following steep increase
while considering the response suggests that participants
actually placed and processed spatial indices corresponding
to the two guests mentioned in premises 3 and 4 within the
bottom row of the visible table arrangement instead of, for
example, just considering spatial relations of the associated
guests in the top row.
Selected fixation proportions for the bottom row. Finally,
we focus on fixation data for a single seat to infer the
interpretations considered in reasoning. As visible in
Table 1, the middle seat in the bottom row remains free in
one of the two possible models for the determinate twomodel problem. This was true for all four determinate twomodel problems. The model with the free middle seat is
always the one that meets the seating preference in the onemodel-implied condition. Thus, a reduced fixation
proportion for this seat affords direct evidence that
participants considered predominantly this model in the
one-model-implied condition. We computed the respective
fixation proportion for the interval from the onset of
premise 3 until the response for both conditions. As
expected, the fixation proportion was lower in the onemodel-implied condition than in the neutral condition (.35

vs. .44, respectively; SDs .15 and .14), paired t-test t(21) =
2.47, p < .05, d = 0.63.

Conclusions
As expected, participants considered predominantly the
implied model in the one-model-implied condition and
processed two-model problems as one-model problems. By
employing strong functional constraints we succeeded in
demonstrating the disambiguation of spatial relation terms
in reasoning, which previously had failed with weaker
functional constraints.
Eye-tracking proved valuable for providing direct
evidence of situated language processing and perceptual
grounding in a spatial reasoning task. Participants directed
their attention to those locations on the visible arrangements
where the verbally mentioned guests were explicitly seated.
Moreover, they also directed their attention to the top single
table as soon as the seating preference for this table was
mentioned. Thus, it was not only spatial language that
induced attention shifts, but immediate inferences from
object affordances and functional constraints (Coventry &
Garrod, 2004). This corroborates the coordinated interplay
account (Knoeferle & Crocker, 2004) and similar theories of
situated language processing.
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Abstract
Many human activities require precise judgments about the
physical properties and dynamics of multiple objects. Classic work suggests that people’s intuitive models of physics
are relatively poor and error-prone, based on highly simplified
heuristics that apply only in special cases or incorrect general
principles (e.g., impetus instead of momentum). These conclusions seem at odds with the breadth and sophistication of
naive physical reasoning in real-world situations. Our work
measures the boundaries of people’s physical reasoning and
tests the richness of intuitive physics knowledge in more complex scenes. We asked participants to make quantitative judgments about stability and other physical properties of virtual
3D towers. We found their judgments correlated highly with a
model observer that uses simulations based on realistic physical dynamics and sampling-based approximate probabilistic
inference to efficiently and accurately estimate these properties. Several alternative heuristic accounts provide substantially worse fits. Keywords: intuitive physics, dynamics, perception, model

Introduction
Intuitive physics is a core domain of common-sense reasoning, developing early in infancy and central in adult thought
(Baillargeon, 2007). Yet, despite decades of research, there is
no consensus on certain basic questions: What kinds of internal models of the physical world do human minds build? How
rich and physically accurate are they? How is intuitive physical knowledge represented or used to guide physical judgments?
The kinds of judgments we consider are those necessary to
navigate, interact with, and constructively modify real-world
physical environments. Consider the towers of blocks shown
in Fig. 1. How stable are these configurations, or how likely
are they to fall? If they fall, in what direction will the blocks
scatter? Where could a block be added or removed from the
tower to significantly alter the configuration’s stability? People make such judgments with relative ease, yet the literature
on intuitive physics has little to say about how they do so.
Classic research focused on the limits of human physical
reasoning. One line of work argued that people’s understanding of simple object trajectories moving under inertial dynamics was biased away from the true Newtonian dynamics, towards a more “Aristotelian” or “impetus” kinematic theory
(Caramazza, McCloskey, & Green, 1981; McCloskey, 1983),
yet no precise model of an intuitive impetus theory was developed. Studies of how people judge relative masses in twobody collisions concluded that humans are limited to making physical judgments based on simple heuristics, or become
confused in tasks requiring attention to more than one dimension of a dynamic scene (Todd & Jr., 1982; Gilden & Proffitt,
1989a, 1989b, 1994). Neither the impetus accounts nor the
simple one-dimensional heuristic accounts attempted to explain how people might reason about complex scenes such as

A.

B.

C.

Figure 1: Three towers of varying height and stability. Each tower
(A, B, C) corresponds to a colored point in Fig. 3. A is clearly
unstable, C clearly stable, while B (matched in height to C) is less
obvious.

Fig. 1, or gave any basis to think people might reason about
them with a high degree of accuracy.
Here we argue for a different view. We hypothesize that
humans can make physical judgments using an internal generative model that approximates the principles of Newtonian
mechanics applied to three-dimensional solid bodies. They
use this model to forward-simulate future outcomes given beliefs about the world state, and make judgments based on the
outcomes of these simulations. We believe that only by positing such rich internal models can we explain how people are
able to perform complex everyday tasks like constructing and
predicting properties of stacks of objects, balancing or stabilizing precariously arranged objects, or intercepting or avoiding multiple moving, interacting objects.
The physical laws of the internal models we propose are essentially deterministic, but people’s judgments are probabilistic. Capturing that probabilistic structure is crucial for predicting human judgments precisely and explaining how intuitive physical reasoning successfully guides adaptive behavior, decision-making and planning in the world. We can incorporate uncertainty in several ways. Objects’ positions and
velocities and their key physical properties (e.g., mass, coefficients of friction) may only be inferred with limited precision
from perceptual input. People may also be uncertain about
the underlying physical dynamics, or may consider the action
of unobserved or unknown exogenous forces on the objects
in the scene (e.g., a gust of wind, or someone bumping into
the table). We can represent these sources of uncertainty in
terms of probability distributions over the values of state variables, parameters or latent forces in the deterministic physical model. By representing these distributions approximately
in terms of small sets of samples, uncertainty can be propagated through the model’s physical dynamics using only analog mental simulations. Thus a resource-bounded observer
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...

Decision

Figure 2: Model schematic. Our model has 3 components, perception, physical reasoning, and decision. During perception, an
uncertain belief about the tower is inferred from an image. During
physical reasoning, tower samples are drawn from this belief distribution, and a physical simulation is applied to each. To make decisions about physical properties, the simulation outcomes are evaluated and averaged.

Model
We frame human physical judgments using a probabilistic
model observer (Fig. 2) that combines three components:
perception, physical reasoning, and decision. The perception
component defines a mapping from input images to internal
beliefs about the states of objects in a scene. The physical
reasoning component describes how internal physics knowledge is used to predict future object states. The decision component describes how these predicted states are used to produce a desired property judgment. Uncertainty may enter into
any or all of these components. For simplicity in this paper
we have modeled uncertainty only in the perception component, assuming that observers compute a noisy representation
of objects’ positions in the three-dimensional scene.1 When
the noise variance σ2 equals 0, the model’s outputs are deterministic and correspond to physical ground-truth judgments.
We investigate how the addition of noise, along with several
other assumptions about the limitations of realistic observers,
might fit human judgments better than the perfect predictions
of physical ground-truth.
1 Similar noise distributions applied to objects’ states could also
represent other sources of uncertainty, such as unknown latent forces
in the world that might perturb the objects’ state or uncertainty
about specific physical dynamics. Here we do not distinguish these
sources of uncertainty but leave this as a question for future work.

Physical reasoning

......

Perception

can make appropriate predictions of future outcomes without complex probabilistic calculations. Even though these
simulations may approximate reality only roughly, and with
large numbers of objects may only be sustainable for brief
durations, they can still be sufficient to make useful judgments about complex scenes on short time-scales. Our goal
in the present work is to quantitatively compare several such
judgments – mainly degree of stability and direction of fall –
across human observers, variants of our model, and plausible
alternative accounts based on simple, model-free heuristics.
Several recent lines of research suggest approximate Newtonian principles underlie human judgments about dynamics
and stability (Zago & Lacquaniti, 2005; Fleming, BarnettCowan, & Bülthoff, 2010). Perhaps closest to this study is
the work of Sanborn, Mansinghka, and Griffiths (2009), who
showed that perception of relative mass from two-body collisions is well-modeled as Bayesian inference in a generative
model with Newtonian dynamics. Like us, they frame intuitive physics as a kind of probabilistic Newtonian mechanics in which uncertainty about latent variables gives rise to
uncertain predictions of physical outcomes. The main innovation of our work is to capture physical knowledge with a
three-dimensional and realistic object-based physics simulation, and to implement probabilistic inference using samplebased approximations; Sanborn et al. used a simpler Bayesian
network that was specialized to the case of two point masses
colliding in one dimension. Our more general framing allows
us to test whether and how a probabilistic-Newtonian framework can scale up to explain intuitive physical reasoning in
complex scenes such as Fig. 1.

Our specific experimental focus is on judgments about dynamic events with towers of blocks (Fig. 1), so the relevant
object states St are the locations and orientations of all blocks
in the tower at time t. The effect of Newtonian physics over
time on the tower, which includes gravitational forces, elastic
collisions, transfer of energy, is represented by the function
φ(·), which inputs St and temporal duration T , and outputs
the subsequent state St+T = φ(St , T ). Our implementation of
physical predictions used the Open Dynamics Engine (ODE,
www.ode.org), a standard computer physics engine, which,
critically, allows precise simulation of rigid-body dynamics
with momentous collisions. The physical properties the observer wishes to predict are represented as predicates over the
current and future tower states, f (St , St+T ). We examine two
kinds of judgments about the future state ST of a tower first
observed at t = 0:
1. What proportion of the tower will fall, f f all (S0 , ST )?
2. In what direction will the tower fall, fdir (S0 , ST )?
We quantify degree of stability as the proportion of a tower
that remains standing following the application of physics for
duration T . This definition matches the objective notion that
a tower that entirely collapses should be judged less stable
than one for which a single block teeters off.
Observer model Predicting a physical tower property
means computing f (S0 , ST ) = f (S0 , φ(S0 , T )). In principle,
deterministic physics implies that knowledge of S0 and φ(·)
is sufficient to predict future physical properties perfectly.
However, a realistic observer does not have direct access to
tower states, S0 , so must rely on uncertain perceptual inferences to draw beliefs about the tower. The observer forms
beliefs about S0 conditioned on an image, I, and represents
these beliefs, Ŝ0 , with the distribution, Pr(Ŝ0 |I).
Applying physics to the inferred initial state Ŝ0 induces
a future state ŜT = φ(Ŝ0 , T ) with distribution Pr(ŜT |I). As
above, predicting a physical property means computing
f (Ŝ0 , ŜT ) = f (Ŝ0 , φ(Ŝ0 , T )). To make decisions about physi-
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cal properties, the observer computes the expectation:
Z

E[ f (Ŝ0 , φ(Ŝ0 , T )]I =

f (Ŝ0 , φ(Ŝ0 , T ))Pr(Ŝ0 |I)d Ŝ0

(1)

which represents the model observer’s estimate of the physical property f given I, integrating out the perceptual uncertainty in the initial state Ŝ0 .
Approximating physical inference We model Pr(Ŝ0 |I) in
a way that reflects perceptual uncertainty and the principle
that objects cannot interpenetrate, without committing to particular assumptions about perceptual inference or representations. We approximate Pr(Ŝ0 |I) ≈ π(Ŝ0 ; S0 , σ), where π(·) is
a composition of two terms: a set of independent Gaussian
distributions for each block’s x and y positions, with variance σ2 and mean centered on the corresponding block positions in the true world state S0 , followed by a deterministic
transform that prevents blocks from interpenetrating. This is
clearly a simplified approximation to the observer’s perceptual distribution, but it serves as a reasonable starting point,
and a place where more sophisticated vision models can be
interfaced with our approach in future work.
We approximate Eqn. 1 though a Monte Carlo simula(1,...,N)
tion procedure that draws N “perceptual” samples Ŝ0
∼
π(Ŝ0 ; S0 , σ), simulates physics forward on each sample to
time T , and computes the mean value for physical property
f across their final states:
F̄ =

1 N
(i)
(i)
∑ f (Ŝ0 , φ(Ŝ0 , T )).
N i=0

(2)

Fig. 2 illustrates this computation for one unstable tower.
The simulations depend on 3 parameters: movement
threshold, M = 0.1m, the distance a block must move before it is considered to have “fallen”; timescale of the simulation, T = 2000ms, defined above; and σ, the perceptual
uncertainty. When σ = 0, the F̄ predictions deterministically
depend on S0 , and represent the ground truth physical property. When a simulation ends, f f all is measured as the number of blocks that have not fallen, and fdir is measured as the
angle of the mean position of those blocks that have fallen.
Pilot analyses determined that our results were insensitive to
changes nearby the chosen M and T values, while σ had a
substantial effect in comparison with peoples’ judgments. We
found σ = 0.05 to provide reasonable fits to all conditions but
we explore the effects of varying σ below (Fig. 3).
Heuristics To evaluate alternative explanations of humans’
judgments, we test whether several heuristics, i.e. the tower’s
height, skew, or top-heaviness, may account for their responses. Representing the tower’s center of mass in cylindrical coordinates (ρ, θ, z), where the z-axis is vertical, the
magnitude of the tower skew is equal to ρ, and the direction of the tower skew is equal to θ. Similarly, the tower’s
top-heaviness is hz , where h is the height of the tower. We
examine the following heuristics:

Hh - height
Hθ - skew direction
Hρ - skew magnitude Hz - top-heaviness
The Hh , Hρ , and Hz heuristic measures are inversely proportional to physical stability, e.g. tall towers tend to be less
stable. For clarity, we negated their values to instead reflect a
proportional relationship; this does not affect the correlations
beyond changing their sign.

Experiments
General methods Participants were recruited from the
MIT BCS human subject pool with informed consent, and
were compensated $10/hr. Stimuli were viewed on a standard LCD monitor from an approximate distance of 0.6
meters. All stimuli were rendered in 3D using Panda3D
(www.panda3d.org), and physics simulations were computed
at 1500Hz using the ODE physics engine.
All trials had 3 phases: stimulus, response, and feedback.
All phases depicted a 3D scene that contained a circular 3m
radius “ground disk”, and a tower of 10 colored blocks (each
block 20 × 20 × 60 cm) placed at the disk’s center. In the
stability experiments, the ground was textured with a wood
grain pattern (Fig. 1; in the direction experiment, the ground
texture was a visual indicator of the responses (Fig. 5A).
The stimulus phase was 3500ms, during which participants
passively viewed the tower of blocks from a camera that orbited the tower at 60◦ /s (total rotation of 180◦ ), so all sides of
the tower were made visible to the participant. The camera
radius was 7m (stability experiments) or 9m (direction experiment), and the field of view was 40◦ . No physics simulations
were applied, so the only image motion was due to camera
rotation. After 3000ms, a cylindrical “occluder” descended
vertically over 500ms and rested on the ground plane to obscure the tower from view; this ended the stimulus phase.
The response phase then began immediately, and was not
limited in time, but ended once the participant depressed a
response key.
The feedback phase began immediately after the response
phase and lasted 2000ms, except in the no-feedback condition (described below), in which it was skipped entirely. During feedback, the occluder ascended vertically out of sight
over 500ms, and for the remaining 1500ms the tower was
visible. During feedback, physics was turned “on”, which
meant gravitational acceleration of −9.8m/s was applied to
the tower’s blocks. Physics caused some towers to collapse,
while some remained standing – this indication gave participants feedback about the accuracy of their response. Additionally, in the “stability experiments” (below) the ground
pattern was shaded red if the tower fell, and green if the tower
remained standing. After 2000ms, the tower was removed
from the scene and an inter-trial interval of 500ms was presented, after which the next trial’s stimulus phase began.
Before the actual experiment, participants performed an
identical unrecorded 20-trial “training” session, with feedback, to be familiarized with the task. All recorded conditions
(except same-height, see below) were composed of 360 trials
of 6 subsessions (60 trials per subsession), with 60 differ-
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Figure 3: Stability experiments results. The lines
represent the correlation coefficients (y-axis) between
model stability predictions, F̄f all , and human judged
stabilities, R f all , as a function of the model uncertainty, σ, (x-axis) for the feedback (solid line) and nofeedback (dashed lines) conditions (1 SE bars). The
insets depict scatterplots between F̄f all (x) and R f all
(y) in the feedback condition for 3 levels of σ (0.0,
0.05, 0.1), where each point is a model/human mean
stability score (with 1 SE bars). The colored points
show the towers depicted in Fig. 1.

On each trial participants made graded responses to the
question, “Will this tower fall?”, by pressing keys on a 1-7
scale to indicate degrees of confidence between “definitely
will fall” (1) to “definitely will not fall” (7).

ent towers per subsession randomized in order and repeated
across subsessions. Also, each tower’s blocks’ colors were
randomized across different repetitions, as well as the starting angle that the camera faced the tower. Participants were
not told that towers were repeated.

Direction experiment The second experiment asked participants to predict the direction that towers fall in. This experiment used a different set of tower stimuli, in which all
were unstable. It further varied from the stability experiments
in that the ground disk was divided into four quadrants colored different shades of green, and participants were asked:
“Which part of the circle will most of the tower fall on?”.
They were instructed to depress the number key between 1
and 4 which corresponded to each of the quadrants (labels
listed on left of the screen). Fig. 5A shows a screenshot illustrating the setup of this experiment. Feedback was provided
in the Direction experiment.

Tower stimuli Each tower was constructed by a stochastic process in which 10 blocks were sequentially given positions and orientations that resulted in a stable or unstable
stack of blocks. Specifically, each block’s placement satisfied
two constraints: 1) its center must reside within the 60 × 60
cm length and width of the tower, and 2) it must be “locally
stable”, meaning that the block is supported by the blocks beneath it (however adding more blocks on top could cause it to
fall). We then scored each tower’s “true stability” by simulating physics (i.e. gravity) and measuring whether any blocks
in the tower fell within 2000ms – those that had blocks fall
were deemed unstable, and those from which no blocks fell
deemed stable.
Stability experiments The first set of experiments asked
participants to judge whether towers were stable or unstable.
The 60 tower stimuli were randomly selected such that 33
were stable and 27 were unstable. Three variations of this
experiment were run: feedback (n = 10 participants), nofeedback (n = 10), and same-height (n = 9). The feedback
condition proceeded exactly as described above. The nofeedback condition was identical, except the feedback phase
of each trial was omitted. The same-height condition was
similar to the feedback condition, except that a different set
of 108 towers were used as stimuli, where each had the same
height of 1.6m. The same-height towers were roughly divided into four groups based on simulations from our model:
very stable, mildly stable, mildly unstable, very unstable. The
same-height experimental session was composed of four subsessions of 108 trials (each tower repeated four times, once
per subsession).

Psychophysical analysis On each trial, we present a tower
with state S0 . The human observer responds with the stability
property R f all or Rdir , depending on condition. We computed
each participants’ mean R for each tower across the experiment as their physical property judgment. We computed the
mean across participant’s mean judgments (and SEs, using a
bootstrap analysis) to quantify human judgments about each
tower’s physical property (Figs. 3, 4, 5). We performed correlation analyses using Pearson’s correlations, circular correlations, and partial correlations, as noted.

Results
Stability experiments
Feedback To determine whether observers use internal
physics knowledge when making stability judgments, we
computed the correlation between participants’ judgments,
R f all , in the feedback condition (n = 10) and our models’ predictions, F̄f all (Fig. 3, insets). In comparison with the ground
truth model, which corresponded to zero uncertainty (σ = 0),
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to compare participants’ judgments (n = 9) to the model’s
predictions. We computed a correlation coefficient of 0.73 ±
0.039 for σ = 0.0 and 0.76 ± 0.044 for σ = 0.05 (Fig.
4B), which is statistically indistinguishable from the heightindependent partial correlation computed between humans
and model in the feedback data (previous section). These
significant correlations, coupled with their closeness to the
partial correlation, confirms people’s judgments are best predicted by the rich, simulation-based physical model.
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Figure 4: Effect of height. Each point is the mean model/heuristic
prediction v. human judgment of tower stability for a single tower
(SE error bars). Colored points show the towers depicted in Fig. 1.
A. Feedback condition: height heuristic, −Hh (x) v. human (y). B.
Same-height condition: model (x) v. human (y).

the correlation coefficient was 0.69 ± 0.088 (standard error,
SE). This corresponded to people correctly classifying 66%
of towers’ stabilities (on the 1-7 scale: 1-3 meant unstable,
5-7 meant stable, response 4 was excluded). The value of
σ for which the model best-predicted human responses was
0.05 (which falls within perceptual position discriminability
tolerances), and yielded a correlation of 0.89 ± 0.024. Fig. 3
(solid line) shows these correlations for a range of σ values.
The high correlation between model and humans supports the
hypothesis that people use real physical dynamics knowledge
to produce their judgments.
To test the possibility that people use simple heuristics,
rather than a richer model, we compared stability judgments
predicted by the heuristics introduced in the Model section
with human judgments. For σ = 0.05, the correlation coefficient between humans and: 1) tower height, Hh , was
0.77 ± 0.051, 2) top-heaviness, Hz , was 0.43 ± 0.12, and 3)
tower skew magnitude, Hρ , was 0.22 ± 0.12. Only the correlation for Hh was comparable to the model correlations, the
others likely reflect inherent dependencies between the physical properties the heuristics represent and the actual physical
stability of the towers. Fig. 4 shows the relationship between
people’s judgments and height.
Of course, these heuristics are related to the actual physical
stability due to the natural structure of the towers, so to decouple the model predictions from the heuristics’ effects, we
computed the partial correlations between human data and the
heuristics, controlling out the model’s predictions. The partial
correlations between humans and: 1) tower height, Hh , was
0.52 ± 0.092, 2) top-heaviness Hz , was −0.13 ± 0.11, and 3)
tower skew magnitude, Hρ , was −0.12 ± 0.20. Thus, it is
clear that height played some role in humans’ judgments, but
the other heuristics did not.
To evaluate the model without the effect of Hh , we computed the partial correlation between model and participants’
responses while controlling out height, which was 0.79 ±
0.044, indicating that people use the physics model independent of height to a significant degree.
Same-height To further examine the effect of height on
people’s responses, we conducted the same-height condition

No-feedback In order to control for possible learning effects in the feedback condition we collected participants’
judgments in the no-feedback condition. We computed the
correlation between peoples’ judgments (n = 10) and the
model’s predictions, resulting in a coefficient of 0.82 ± 0.030.
Fig. 3 (dashed line) shows correlations for a range of σ levels.
The model was slightly poorer at predicting their responses,
however the correlation between the feedback responses and
the no-feedback responses was 0.95 ± 0.011, suggesting little difference between the two conditions. It may be that
the model is better able to predict the feedback responses because participants in that condition had opportunity to calibrate their internal physics models. Despite this difference,
however, the no-feedback correlation is also significant, affirming the hypothesis that physics knowledge plays a large
role. Furthermore, the fact that judgments from both conditions are so similar implies people use strategies that are not
captured by the model.

Direction experiment
One of the key ideas of the rich simulation-based model is
that it is able to easily generalize to many different tasks and
situations. In order to assess this flexibility, we compared human judgments (n = 9), Rdir regarding the direction a tower
will fall, with the model’s predictions, F̄dir , as well as the
skew heuristic prediction, Hθ . The circular correlation between Rdir and F̄dir was 0.66 ± 0.032 while the correlation
between Rdir and Hθ was 0.18 ± 0.038. Clearly, the model
is far better at explaining humans’ direction judgments; Fig.
5B illustrates these results by plotting the differences between
Rdir and F̄dir for each tower (dots).
The model’s predictions about different towers’ fall directions vary significantly in confidence, due to the effects perceptual uncertainty on different samples’ physical outcomes.
Confidence of fall direction judgments can be quantified by
circular variance of the model’s fall-direction estimates (indicated by dot color in Fig. 5B, or the insets in Fig. 5C) over
the N simulations sampled from the same tower. In order to
assess model fits on the stimuli for which model predictions
are most meaningful, we sorted towers by the circular variance of model predictions and computed model-participant
correlations for the k lowest-variance towers, where k was
varied from 10 to all 60 towers. Fig. 5C shows the circular
correlations between Rdir and F̄dir , as well as Rdir and Hθ , as
functions of k. Excluding the 10-20 towers with lowest confidence (i.e., k = 40, 50 or less) the correlation between Rdir
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Figure 5: Direction experiment A. Experiment stimulus, showing the possible direction choices as quarters of the ground. B. Each point
is the difference between the mean model/heuristic prediction and the mean human judgment of the tower’s fall direction (F̄dir − Rdir , or
Hθ − Rdir ), and each dot represents a different tower stimulus. C. Correlations between humans and model/heuristics. The lines represent the
correlations (y-axis) between R f all and F̄dir (blue line, ±1 SE), and R f all and Hθ (red curve, ±1 SE), as a function of the number of towers
over which the correlation was performed (x-axis, sorted from lowest to high variance towers as predicted by the model). The purple insets
show the model’s distribution of predicted fall directions (dots), with the best-fit Von Mises distributions (curves), for 3 towers.

and F̄dir is reliably over 0.8. Model predictions for direction
of fall thus seem to match human judgments well in those
cases where model predictions are meaningfully defined.
Lastly, we evaluated whether the model output’s circular
variances can predict people’s confidence in stability judgments, as measured by variance in responses across participants. There was indeed a correlation of 0.55 ± 0.035 between the circular variances of human judgments and thoses
of model predictions across individual towers, which would
be expected if humans make judgments by stochastically
sampling from possible choices with frequency in proportion
to their expected reward.

General Discussion
We find human physical reasoning consistent with a model
that uses internal knowledge of physical principles to predict
future scenes states, and that internal limitations like uncertainty due to noise can account for deviations from ground
truth performance. This consistency may be surprising in
light of previous work on intuitive physics with much simpler
situations focusing on the ways in which human judgments
are biased and error-prone (Todd & Jr., 1982; Gilden & Proffitt, 1989a, 1989b, 1994; Caramazza et al., 1981; McCloskey,
1983). Future work will explore the differences between our
tasks and previous intuitive physics studies that might explain
this gap, such as differences in the ecological validities of the
scenarios, stimuli and tasks (Zago & Lacquaniti, 2005).
While our model is a good predictor of human physical reasoning (Fig. 3), people predict each others’ responses even
better. This suggests that there is systematic structure to people’s judgments that our model does not capture. The model
may be limited by its assumption that the brain perfectly models Newtonian dynamics, or its approximations of perceptual
inference. One improvement might be to adopt noisy physics
simulations, with accuracies diminishing rapidly over time.
Another might be to vary perceptual uncertainty for blocks
that are visible and occluded, respectively – which can be
tested by manipulating participants’ viewing conditions.

Though preliminary, this work supports the hypothesis that
knowledge of Newtonian principles and probabilistic representations are generally applied for human physical reasoning. Complex tasks like predicting the stability of a tower of
blocks are both expressible in our modeling framework and
well-matched with human performance. This idea provides
rich and flexible foundational groundwork for developing a
comprehensive model that naturally scales to a broad class of
human physical judgments.
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Abstract
Speakers must take their addressee’s knowledge into account
in choosing to refer to an object using a name or a description.
Do speakers keep track of partner-specific information about
the common ground status of names? And if so, what
mechanisms support this ability? We present a series of
experiments that investigate the nature of the memory
representations involved in supporting speakers’ ability to
distinguish shared from privileged information. The results of
these experiments suggest that category information can be
used as a cue to aid retrieval of ground status, and that shared
experience plays an important role in helping speakers to
distinguish privileged information from shared information.
Keywords: language production; common ground; memory
representations; referring expressions; shared experience.

Introduction
One of the most basic things we do with language is use it
to refer to a particular object or individual in the world. In
order to successfully refer, speakers must choose a referring
expression that is likely to be understood by their
addressees. One of the decisions that speakers face is
whether to use a name (e.g. Inta) or a description (e.g. the
yellow thing that looks like a worm). A name will be the
shorter and more precise referring expression, but only if the
addressee knows the name.
The distinction between names and descriptions has been
especially significant within the domains of philosophy of
language, semantics, and pragmatics, due to debates about
the nature of their meanings and the means by which they
refer. Though some (e.g. Searle, 1950) have argued that
names are simply shorthand for sets of descriptions and thus
refer similarly, more widely accepted accounts (following
Kripke, 1980) hold that names like John do not carry any
descriptive content which addressees could use to ascertain
the reference; instead, they refer directly, by virtue of
having a special connection to the referent. Thus a name
tells an addressee which thing is being picked out by the
speaker, but does not tell them anything about it.
In their account of reference in interactive dialog, Clark
and Wilkes-Gibbs (1992) describe the process involved in
successful reference as a collaboration between speaker and
addressee. They examine conversations in which speakers
and addressees must work together to arrange a set of cards
printed with complex “tangram” figures, and find that over

the course of these conversations, speakers and addressees
seem to work together to establish mutually acceptable
referring expressions, often starting with descriptions and
eventually entraining upon shorter, more name-like
expressions. Subsequent studies have shown that these
shortened expressions are difficult to understand for
individuals who did not participate in the collaborative
process, lending further credence to the view that successful
reference requires coordination during conversation (Clark
& Shober, 1992).
Notions of common ground, coordination, and
perspective-taking are central to understanding reference in
interactive conversation, and for developing dialog systems
that can successfully interact with human users using natural
language (e.g. Brennan 2000), and are particularly important
for understanding the difference between a name and
description. In order to understand a name, the addressee
needs to know that the name is linked to the particular
referent, and in order to felicitously use a name to refer to an
object, the speaker must believe that their addressee has that
knowledge; thus, in order to successfully refer using a name,
interlocutors must have some way of establishing and
representing what knowledge is shared with their
conversational partner. Clark and Marshall (1978) provide
an account of this process in which interlocutors build up
detailed representations of shared knowledge over the
course of conversation; speakers then use these detailed
“reference diaries” in deciding what to say. However, many
have argued that the process of building up and maintaining
such detailed representations may be too computationally
intensive to realistically account for what happens during
ordinary conversation (e.g. Keysar, Lin & Barr, 2003).
Because speakers’ use of names provides a window into
their beliefs regarding their addressee’s knowledge, names
are a valuable tool for investigating our abilities for
perspective-taking and representing common ground.
Recent work involving name usage has begun to explore the
limits on these abilities, and what those limits might tell us
about the nature of the processes and representations
involved. For example, Wu and Keysar (2007) argue that
instead of tracking whether or not individual pieces of
knowledge are shared with a particular addressee, speakers
might instead use a global Information Overlap Heuristic.
Using such a heuristic, speakers could safely assume that
they could rely on their own knowledge when the overlap in
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information between themselves and their addressee is
extensive; the overall amount of information shared by a
speaker and addressee can serve as a cue to whether a
particular item is shared. In their experiment, pairs of naïve
participants learned novel names for novel shapes. They
either had high information overlap and learned 18 of the 24
names together or low overlap and learned only 6 of the 24
names together. The remaining names were taught only to
the speaker, making them privileged information. During a
subsequent matching task in which speakers had to instruct
their partner to select a target shape from an array of three
shapes, speakers used substantially more names (rather than
descriptions) when a name was shared than when it was
privileged. Speakers also used more names overall in the
high overlap condition, which Wu and Keysar interpreted as
support for their Information Overlap Heuristic.
Heller, Gorman and Tanenhaus (in press) used the same
paradigm and replicated the basic Wu and Keysar findings,
but a more detailed analysis revealed a difference in the
form of the utterances speakers used when names were
shared versus when they were privileged. Heller et al. found
that when speakers used names for shared shapes, they
primarily used a Name-Alone form (a name without any
description) and on the small portion of trials where
speakers used names for privileged shapes, they primarily
used a Name-then-Description form (where a speaker uses a
name immediately followed by a description). Their
analyses suggest that this Name-then-Description form is
not a repair but rather the utterance is planned with the
intention to include the description. Therefore, this
difference in form suggests that speakers can track whether
or not an individual piece of information is shared or
privileged with respect to their conversational partner, and
can use this partner-specific information during production.
Likewise, evidence from comprehension studies suggests
that addressees can use speaker-specific information when
comprehending words or referring expressions (e.g. Creel,
Aslin & Tanenhaus, 2008; Metzing & Brennan, 2003;
Brennan & Hanna, 2009). Creel et al. (2008) showed
sensitivity to speaker-specific lexical representations in an
experiment where participants were exposed to pairs of
cohort competitors (e.g. candle and candy). Members of
each cohort pair were spoken either by the same speaker or
by different speakers. In the second half of the experiment,
participants showed less competition between the target and
its cohort competitor when each member of the cohort pair
was spoken by a different speaker.
Brennan and colleagues (Metzing & Brennan, 2003;
Brennan & Hanna, 2009) have shown that addressees also
use speaker-specific information when comprehending
referring expressions. In their experiments, participants
played a referential communication game where the speaker
(a confederate) used consistent referring expressions for
particular items. Later, participants played the referential
communication game again with either the same speaker or
a different speaker. Participants were slower to identify the
target and searched the display more when the original

partner used a referring expression that was different than
the one used in the first part of the study, suggesting that
participants store partner-specific information about the use
of particular referring expressions.
But if detailed representations of common ground are too
computationally expensive to maintain, then how could
interlocutors store and use partner-specific information to
the extent these studies suggest? Galati and Brennan (2010)
suggest that simple “one-bit” representations of partner
knowledge may underlie these abilities; if information about
the addressee’s knowledge is readily available, it can be
easily used. Horton and Gerrig (2005) have proposed that
information about common ground may be represented as a
by-product of ordinary memory processes, which contain
context-specific episodic traces, rather than being separately
tracked and represented. They suggest that when speakers
want to refer to something, they activate episodic memories
for that object. If the episodic memory links the name for
the referent with their addressee, the speaker uses that name.
Using a paradigm in which participants are given training
that leads them to associate particular item categories with
particular partners, they find stronger effects of audience
design when partner-specific associations were easier to
distinguish in memory (Horton & Gerrig, 2005b). Horton
(2007) provides further evidence that these sorts of effects
do not depend on explicit recall of a partner-specific link.
In the current series of experiments, using a paradigm
similar to Wu and Keysar (2007) and Heller et al. (in press),
we investigate the nature of the memory representations that
might underlie speakers’ ability to distinguish shared from
privileged information. In Experiment 1, we manipulate the
categorical structure of the information and find modest
effects of category structure on speakers’ choice of referring
expression. In Experiment 2, we examine the role of
partner-specific shared experience, and find that speakers
have more difficulty using felicitous referring expressions
without the shared experience of learning the material with
their addressee.

Experiment 1
Experiment 1 examined whether speakers use categorical
knowledge when evaluating the ground status of a referent.
If speakers use categorical knowledge to aid retrieval, the
Horton and Gerrig model predicts that names may be used
infelicitously when some knowledge in a category is shared
while some is privileged. Additionally, when an entire
category is shared or privileged, this category information
could improve speakers’ ability to distinguish shared and
privileged names, since the category of a particular item
could serve as a reliable cue to its ground status.

Method
Participants Thirty pairs of native English speakers from
the University of Rochester community were paid for their
participation. Each pair knew each other prior to the
experiment and chose to participate together. One
participant was randomly assigned the role of “director”,
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and the other the role of “matcher”. Three additional pairs
were excluded from analysis due to equipment failure.
Materials Eighteen novel clipart images of monsters and 6
of robots from clipart.com were used for the training phase
of this experiment (see Figure 1 for sample items). Each was
randomly assigned an artificial name (e.g. Grampent,
Molget) from those used by Wu and Keysar (2007). An
additional 30 images of monsters and robots were used as
distractor images or for practice trials during testing.
The distribution of monsters and robots across shared and
privileged ground varied between conditions. In the mixedcategory condition, monsters and robots were evenly
distributed between shared and privileged ground with 9
monsters and 3 robots in shared ground and 9 monsters and
3 robots in privileged ground. In the shared-category
condition, all 6 robots were shared, and most monsters (12
of 18) were privileged. In the privileged-category condition,
all robots were privileged and most monsters were shared.
When robots and monsters were both in privileged or shared
ground, the items were interleaved within training blocks.

Figure 1. Sample of monsters (left) & robots (right).
Procedure
Training phase The names of the 24 items were taught using
5”x8” flashcards of each item in four blocks of six items
each. During the first two blocks, the two participants sat
together across from the experimenter and during the third
and fourth blocks, the director learned the remaining names
with the experimenter while the matcher played a nonlinguistic computer game while listening to instrumental
music over headphones.
For each item, the experimenter presented a card showing
the picture of that item, said the name, and waited for both
participants to repeat the name before proceeding to the next
card. After going through the six items in the block twice,
the experimenter just presented the card and waited for the
participants to name the shape. The experimenter then said
the name or corrected any errors if the participants could not
name the item correctly. The experimenter repeated this
procedure until both participants could name all six items
flawlessly, and then moved on to the next block.
After all of the blocks had been learned, the experimenter
had the participants name the shapes in each block a final
time before proceeding to the testing phase.
Testing phase During the testing phase, participants played
a referential communication game. Participants sat in front
of two different computers and were free to converse over a
network, but they could not see each other. The director was
presented with one item: Shared Monster, Privileged
Monster, Robot (either shared or privileged) or New (half
monsters and half robots). The director instructed the

matcher who saw three items, to click the target item “as
quickly and accurately as possible”. The matcher’s display
contained the target item, another named item from the
training set and one unnamed item from the set of distractor
items.
Trials were advanced when the matcher clicked on any
item: if the matcher clicked the wrong item, an error sound
was heard, but participants could not correct the error. The
referential communication task had two practice trials
followed by 24 experimental trials, six of each type (Shared
Monster, Privileged Monster, Robot, New). The same test
items were presented for all training conditions.
The participants’ utterances were recorded to a computer
and later transcribed by the experimenter.
Post-tests After completing the referential communication
task, the speaker completed two additional tasks. First, the
director was presented with each of the 24 items she had
learned during training and had to determine whether both
she and her partner learned the name of that item or if only
she learned it. The computer presented the items one at a
time in random order, and the director had to click “learned
together” or “learned alone”.
The director then completed a task where she had to name
each of the shapes. The computer presented the items one at
a time in random order, and the director had to say its name,
which was recorded. A response was coded as correct when
no more than one phoneme was incorrect.

Results
Task performance Overall task performance was excellent.
Matchers clicked on the correct item on 99% of the trials.
Directors’ accuracy on the first post-test, which tested their
ability to explicitly distinguish between items they and their
partners both learned and which they learned alone, was
97% with no significant differences between the training
conditions.1 Director’s accuracy on the second post-test,
which tested their knowledge for the names of the items,
was 76% (70% for privileged-category, 75% for sharedcategory, 84% for mixed) with no significant differences
between the training conditions.
Directors’ Utterances We assigned the directors’ first turn
of each trial to one of six categories: No-Name (a
description without using a learned name), Name-inDescription (a shared name used non-referentially as part of
the description; e.g. looks like Grampent), Description-thenName (a description followed by a name), Name-thenDescription (a name followed by a description),
Knowledge-Query (asking if their partner knows the name)
and Name-Alone (a name without any description of the
item). Our analyses will focus on the Name-Alone form
since Heller et al. (in press) showed that speakers use
1
To test significance for task performance, we conducted oneway ANOVAs on quasi-logit transformed proportions and for
Experiment 2 we conducted two-tailed paired t-tests on quasi-logit
transformed proportions.
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Figure 2. Experiment 1: Each panel shows the distribution of directors’ utterances for different types of items (new,
privileged monster/robots & shared monsters/robots). The distribution of the categories (monsters & robots) varied based on
the training conditions (mixed, privileged-category & shared-category).
this form to mark information that they believe to be shared.
For statistical analyses, we collapsed the shared-category
and privileged-category conditions and used a multilevel
logistic regression model to predict whether directors used
Name-Alone with the presence of category cues (category;
mixed), the ground status of the test item (shared;
privileged), the category type of the test item (robot;
monster) and their two-way interactions as fixed effects and
subjects and items as random intercepts. The three-way
interaction could not included in the model because the data
for privileged items was too sparse.
Each panel of Figure 2 shows the distribution of the
speakers’ utterance types for a particular type of item in
each condition (i.e. for each distribution of monsters and
robots). Directors almost exclusively used the No-Name
form for new items (far left panel), which is expected since
they did not learn names for these items. Overall, directors
distinguished between shared items (far right panels ) and
privileged items (the 2nd and 3rd panels ) in the form of their
referring expressions. Directors rarely used the Name-Alone
form for privileged items and use it frequently for shared
items regardless of whether the items were monsters or
robots. In the model, there was a significant main effect of
ground status (ß=2.60, SE=0.32, p<0.001) such that NameAlone was used more for shared items.
Additionally, for shared monsters (the 4th panel), speakers
used the Name-Alone form less in the two category
conditions. Remember that this is when the distribution of
robots could be used as a cue to their ground status but the
monsters spanned both shared and privileged ground. In the
model, this was reflected by a significant interaction of
category cues and an item’s category type (ß=-1.31,
SE=0.61, p<0.04) such that Name-Alone is used more for
monsters when there are no category cues, but this pattern is
reversed for robots. The presence of category cues makes

directors more likely to use the Name-Alone form for items
when all of the items in that category are shared, but less
likely to use the Name-Alone form when there is a category
cue and only some of items in that category are shared,
indicating that directors are sensitive to the category
manipulations.
Finally, it is interesting to note the trend for shared
monsters that directors used the Name-Alone form more in
the privileged-category (57%) than the shared-category
condition (62%). In the privileged-category condition twothirds of the monsters are shared, whereas in the sharedcategory condition only one-third of the monsters are
shared. This pattern is similar to the difference between the
high and low overlap conditions in Wu & Keysar (2007)
and Heller et al. (in press).

Discussion
Overall, speakers are adept at distinguishing between shared
and privileged names when shared knowledge is established
via shared experience. The category manipulation produced
only modest changes in their behavior, namely, reduced use
of shared names for items in a category that is both shared
and privileged. This shift in behavior suggests that
categorical knowledge may play some role in how speakers
distinguish between shared and privileged knowledge.

Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was designed to investigate the role of
partner-specific shared experience on speakers’ ability to
distinguish shared and privileged knowledge. In this
experiment, directors and matchers learned the same items
as participants in the mixed condition of Experiment 1, but
training was conducted separately. The matcher was alone
when learning shared items and the director was either alone
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or with a different partner who was not the matcher;
participants were still aware of which items both had
learned and which only the director learned. In the condition
where directors learned shared items with a third party, the
shared learning experience corresponds to the common
ground they have with the matcher but does not provide a
speaker-specific memory association that could be used
during the referential communication task.

Method
Participants Ten pairs and 10 trios of participants
participated in Experiment 2. Six additional pairs/trios
participated but were excluded from analysis due to
experimenter error (3 pairs), equipment failure (1 pair) or
failure to follow task instructions (1 pair & 1 trio).
Materials The materials were identical to those used for the
mixed condition of Experiment 1.
Procedure The same procedure as in Experiment 1 was
used, except that the participants learned shared items
separately rather than sitting next to each other. In the alone
condition, the participants were told that the director would
learn the names for some of the items, then the matcher
would learn the same items, and then the director would
learn the names for the remaining items, which would not be
subsequently taught to the matcher. After all of the blocks
were taught, the participants reviewed the names separately.
In the third-party condition, the procedure for directors and
matchers was identical to the alone condition, except that
the director learned the shared items with a third participant.
This additional participant was only present during training
of items that the matcher also learned; the directors were
alone when they learned privileged items.

Alone form between the training conditions. However, for
privileged items directors’ use of the Name-Alone form
increased when they had less shared experience, suggesting
that directors were prone to errors (i.e. using names when
the matcher didn’t know them) when the director and
matcher’s shared knowledge was established without direct
shared experience.
This pattern was confirmed when we compared a
multilevel logistic regression model that predicts the
likelihood of the Name-Alone form with item (shared;
privileged), training type (matcher, third party, alone) and
their interaction as fixed effects and with items and subjects
as random intercepts to a similar model that did not contain
the interaction. This comparison indicated that the addition
of the interaction was significant (χ2 = 23.47, p<0.002). To
confirm the linear trend, we also constructed another
multilevel logistic regression model containing the
interaction term, but included the matcher, third party and
alone conditions as -1, 0, 1, respectively, rather than as
categorical predictors. This analysis showed a significant
interaction of training and item type (ß=-0.54, SE=0.16,
p<0.001)
Another notable difference in directors’ utterances when
they don’t have a shared learning experience with the
matcher is that directors used the Knowledge-Query form
(e.g. Do you know Inta?), which further suggests that they
were less certain about ground status of privileged items in
the alone and third-party conditions than they were in the
matcher condition.

Results
Task performance Matchers’ task performance was
excellent (they clicked on the correct item on 99% of the
trials), but there was a notable difference in speakers’ posttest performance. Directors’ accuracy on the first post-test
(distinguishing between items both they and their partners
know and those only they learned) was 91% for the alone
condition, which was significantly less than the third-party
condition (96%; t=2.47, p<0.03) and the mixed condition of
Experiment 1, which we will call the matcher condition here
(98%; t=4.78, p<0.001). However, director’s accuracy on
the second post-test (memory for the items’ names) was
78% for the alone condition and 85% for the third-party
condition, which do not significantly differ from the
matcher condition (84%).

Discussion

Directors’ Utterances Each panel of Figure 4 shows the
distribution of directors’ utterances for a different type of
item used in Experiment 2. The alone and third-party
conditions are compared to the matcher condition (the
mixed condition of Experiment 1). For shared items (the
right panel), there was no difference in the use of the Name-

When directors learn the same information as their partner
without experiencing the learning process together, even
when they have another person who can act as a cue to their
partner’s knowledge, directors seem to have difficulty
distinguishing between shared and privileged names, as
shown in their explicit judgments in post-tests as well as
their utterances. Although they use the Name-Alone form

Figure 4. Experiment 2: Each panel shows the distribution
of directors’ utterances for new, privileged & shared items
for each training condition (alone, third party & matcher).
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equally often for shared items in all conditions, directors
they use the Name-Alone form more for privileged items
when there was not shared experience with the matcher.

General Discussion
These experiments demonstrate a remarkable ability in
speakers for tracking the common ground status of a
particular name with respect to a particular addressee, and
shed some light on the nature of the memory representations
that support that ability. When shared knowledge is
established through shared experience, speakers are quite
adept at tracking the status of names and using them
appropriately in a referential communication task. This
lends support to Horton and Gerrig’s (2005a) memory-based
hypothesis. Shared learning experience should create a
strong episodic memory cue linking the partners to names,
thus encoding ground status.
When the learning experience is instead shared with a
third-party whose knowledge perfectly corresponds with the
addressee, speakers are less certain about ground status, as
demonstrated by their use of names for privileged items and
explicit knowledge queries. This suggests that while this
type of indirect cue can help speakers to distinguish between
shared and privileged knowledge, it is not as helpful as
having a shared learning experience with a conversational
partner. However, it is more helpful than having no shared
experience at all, which suggests that the speaker’s
confidence about ground status varies based on the quality
of the evidence linking the addressee to the name of an item;
that is, speakers appear to be relying on representations that
are more graded than a “one-bit” model of their partner
would seem to allow.
Shared experience clearly played the largest role in
determining the ground status of a name. However, we also
found that category structure can serve as a cue to ground
status. Speakers were more likely to use the Name-Alone
form in situations when all of the members of a category
were learned together, and are less likely to do so when
some members of a category were learned together and
others were not. This, along with the third party condition in
Experiment 2, suggests that speakers are also able to use
sources of information about their partner’s knowledge that
are not based on having shared learning experience directly
with them. In everyday conversations, we are likely to have
more in common ground with our interlocutor than could
possibly have been established strictly through shared
experience, and as such, sources of information that do not
depend on shared experience, such as category-based
inferences about what an interlocutor knows, may become
more important in those settings.
Horton and Gerrig (2005a) provide a useful model for
how memory representations could underlie a speakers’
ability to use felicitous referring expressions. Further study
will need to address the question of how these memory
processes scale up to more realistic kinds of world
knowledge in more realistic conversational settings and how

speakers use cues like shared experience and categorical
structure under these conditions.
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Effects of speaker gaze on spoken language comprehension: Task matters
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Abstract
Listeners can use speakers’ gaze to anticipate upcoming referents. We examined whether this listener benefit is affected by
different comprehension subtasks. A video-taped speaker referred to depicted characters, using either a subject-verb-object
or a non-canonical object-verb-subject German sentence. She
shifted gaze once from the pre-verbal to the post-verbal referent, a behavior that could allow listeners to anticipate which
character would be mentioned next. We recorded participants’
eye movements to the characters during comprehension, as
well as post-sentence verification times on whether a subsequent schematic depiction correctly highlighted the patient
(Experiment 1) or the thematic role relations of the sentence
(Experiment 2). Sentence structure affected response times
only when verifying thematic roles. The eye movement data
also showed reliable differences between tasks, regarding effects of sentence structure and their modulation by speaker
gaze. We argue that processing accounts of situated comprehension must consider task effects on the allocation of visual
attention.
Keywords: spoken sentence comprehension; task effects;
speaker gaze; syntactic structuring; eye tracking

Attention modulation across tasks
When interacting with the immediate visual environment, we
can pay attention to all sorts of things: people around us, what
somebody says, signs that tell us what to do or where important information is located. Intuitively, these cues affect our
visual attention in diverse tasks: while we drive, as we prepare dinner, while we map-read our way to the city sights. Indeed, low-level visual cues have been shown to guide a perceiver’s visual attention and improve performance across a
range of cognitive tasks. In problem solving, pulsing lines
can lead participants to focus on important areas in a diagram, facilitating the solution of insight problems (Grant &
Spivey, 2003). In language production, arrows pointing to
referents affected the produced sentence structure (Tomlin,
1995), as did brief screen flashes (Gleitman, January, Nappa,
& Trueswell, 2007). In a change detection task, participants
were faster to detect changes to objects when these were located in the direction of someone else’s gaze than when they
weren’t (Langton, O’Donnell, Riby, & Ballantyne, 2006). In
fact, eye gaze stimuli are known to exert a strong pressure to
shift attention in the direction of the gaze (e.g., Ricciardelli,
Bricolo, Aglioti, & Chelazzi, 2002).
In addition to these low-level and largely static cues, dynamic changes in visual context also affect the perceiver’s
attention and behavior. One such cue is the shifting focus
of another person’s gaze. Speaker gaze1 can be informative
1 We use ‘speaker gaze’ in a wide sense, as a cue to the direction
of attention. In many cases, this explicitly includes head movements.

to listeners, because speakers discussing entities in the visual
world robustly gaze at the objects they are about to mention
(Griffin & Bock, 2000). Several studies have examined gaze
effects by overlaying a moving cursor on a display, thus representing the speaker’s gaze to objects without actually depicting the speaker (e.g., Brennan, Chen, Dickinson, Neider, &
Zelinsky, 2008; Carletta et al., 2010; Kreysa, 2009). Listeners can exploit such symbolic gaze cursors in all sorts of tasks.
In collaborative visual search, participants detected the target
faster when a gaze cursor depicted their interlocutor’s focus
of attention than when they were provided with no partner information, only voice, or even both cursor and voice (Brennan
et al., 2008). Similarly, a dynamic gaze cursor proved helpful
in detecting bugs in computer programs (Stein & Brennan,
2004).
Other studies have included a real or video-taped speaker
(e.g., Hanna & Brennan, 2007; Nappa & Arnold, 2009;
Nappa, Wessel, McEldoon, Gleitman, & Trueswell, 2009).
Using a collaborative task, Hanna and Brennan (2007)
showed that seeing a speaker attending to the object she was
about to mention led listeners to shift attention to the corresponding object in their own workspace even before the
speaker mentioned it. Similarly, in a sentence verification
task, listeners were able to use the gaze of a robot speaker
to anticipate a linguistically ambiguous referent (Staudte &
Crocker, 2009). In sum, speaker gaze – whether seen directly or represented by a gaze cursor – allows listeners to
anticipate what a speaker will refer to, and can rapidly benefit
performance in comprehension, visual search, collaboration,
problem solving, and spatial referencing.

Task effects: Visual attention & language processing
However, the impressive range of tasks across which visual
context cues can influence cognitive processes does not mean
that the allocation of visual attention is task-independent.
From the very early days of research on eye movements it
has been known that images are scanned with different saccade sequences as a function of task: Participants were more
likely to fixate on the faces of people in a painting when
asked to determine their ages than when estimating their material wealth (Yarbus, 1967; Tatler, Wade, Kwan, Findlay, &
Velichkovsky, 2010). More recently, task (visual search vs.
memorization) has been shown to affect which image areas
are inspected (Castelhano, Mack, & Henderson, 2009).
Task effects on gaze behavior have also been reported
in language processing, particularly in language production.
Thus, a speaker’s fixation pattern depends among other things
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on whether s/he is inspecting an object or preparing to name
it (Meyer, Sleiderink, & Levelt, 1998), producing an active
versus a passive description (Griffin & Bock, 2000), telling
the time in an analogue versus digital format (Bock, Irwin,
Davidson, & Levelt, 2003), or speaking about visible versus remembered objects (Meyer, van der Meulen, & Brooks,
2004). Moreover, eye movements are affected by the processing of linguistic information in language-based tasks (e.g.,
reading and object recognition), but not in non-linguistic
tasks (e.g., visual search) (Rayner & Raney, 1996; Zelinsky
& Murphy, 2000). Clearly, the instructions given to participants can affect the interpretation of eye movement data (see
Knoeferle, Crocker, Scheepers, & Pickering, 2005, p.109).
Within the domain of spoken language comprehension and
“visual world” studies – in which participants’ fixations of
objects are monitored as they listen to a related sentence – two
typical tasks are acting-out (e.g., Spivey, Tanenhaus, Eberhard, & Sedivy, 2002) and passive listening (e.g., Altmann
& Kamide, 1999). Descriptive comparisons of fixation patterns between different studies suggest no obvious task-based
discrepancies in the time course with which comprehenders
inspect and anticipate objects. But direct and controlled manipulations of task across otherwise similar visual world studies are, to the best of our knowledge, lacking. As a result, the
potential effects of more subtle variations of comprehensionrelated tasks are not explicitly considered in existing accounts
of situated comprehension (Altmann & Kamide, 2007; Knoeferle & Crocker, 2006) and associated computational models
(Mayberry, Crocker, & Knoeferle, 2009). The linking hypotheses between visual attention and language comprehension that underlie these accounts also don’t take potential topdown task effects into account.

case marking, world knowledge, and factors such as intonation or visual context can modulate this time course (Kamide,
Scheepers, & Altmann, 2003; Knoeferle et al., 2005; Weber, Grice, & Crocker, 2006). In the present study, when the
sentence continues with beglückwünscht (“congratulate”) and
the NP2 determiner den/ der, neither linguistic information
nor world knowledge reveals which of the two other depicted
characters (the millionaire or the saxophone player) will be
referred to post-verbally. Thus, while the sentence is structurally unambiguous, there is a temporary referential ambiguity at the verb.

Figure 1: Screen displays: (a) Example of still from the videos
used in Experiments 1 and 2; (b) Template for patient verification
(Exp. 1): Does the circled character correspond to the patient of the
sentence?; (c) Template for verifying role relations (Exp. 2): Does
the arrow reflect the thematic roles of the sentence?

Task and speaker gaze effects: The present studies
Two eye-tracking experiments connected these separate
strands of research: the use of dynamic speaker gaze in online sentence processing, and variations in the comprehension
task (for further details, see Kreysa & Knoeferle, 2011). In
both experiments, people watched videos of a speaker producing German subject-verb-object (SVO) and object-verbsubject (OVS) sentences about characters on a screen. Following each video, participants were instructed to verify specific aspects of the sentence: In Experiment 1, the task was
to identify the patient, while Experiment 2 required participants to verify thematic role relations, a task which arguably
subsumes the patient identification task.
Consider an example: A speaker looks at a computer display that shows a waiter, a millionaire, and a saxophone
player (Fig. 1a). As soon as she begins her sentence with Der/
Den Kellner (“the waiter”), case marking identifies the first
noun phrase (NP1) as either the subject (Der, Table 1, c & d)
or the object (Den, Table 1, a & b). In German, both subjectand object-initial main clauses are grammatical, but the former are canonical while the latter are not. Understanding an
object- (vs. subject-)initial sentence has been shown to slow
comprehension (as reflected by eye movements), although

Table 1: Overview of the experimental conditions (Congruency is
excluded here). The English translation of the SVO sentence is “the
waiter congratulates the millionaire”, while the OVS sentence implies that the waiter is being congratulated by the millionaire.
Condition
OVS & NoGaze

Picture
a

OVS & Gaze

b

SVO & NoGaze

c

SVO & Gaze

d

Sentence
Den
beglückwünscht
Millionär.
Den
beglückwünscht
Millionär.
Der
beglückwünscht
Millionär.
Der
beglückwünscht
Millionär.

Kellner
der
Kellner
der
Kellner
den
Kellner
den

However, if the speaker now shifts gaze from the referent of the NP1 to the post-verbal referent, the direction of
her gaze could allow the listener to anticipate the latter even
before hearing the NP2. If speaker gaze in a setup such as
Figure 1a is used to anticipate post-verbal referents, listeners
should begin to fixate this “target” referent shortly after the
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speaker begins to gaze at it, and more often than when the
display doesn’t show the speaker. Such speaker-gaze based
anticipation could either be independent of, or modulated by,
syntactic structuring and thematic interpretation. If it is independent of sentence structuring, then post-verbal referent anticipation should occur to the same extent and with the same
time course for both SVO and OVS sentences. Alternatively,
if speaker gaze effects on referent anticipation interact with
syntactic structuring, then we should see differences in the
time course and/ or extent to which a listener inspects the
target referent for OVS relative to SVO sentences. If such effects are long-lasting, they could also affect the post-sentence
verification response latencies.
Crucially, all or none of these speaker gaze effects on a
listener’s visual attention could vary as a function of the two
different comprehension tasks: patient verification (Exp. 1)
and role relations verification (Exp. 2). Observing similar
speaker gaze effects across these two tasks would suggest that
the use of speaker gaze is independent of subtle task differences. Alternatively, people’s eye gaze and verification times
may be affected by the different aspects of comprehension
that each verification task focuses on. If so, we should see
differences in speaker gaze effects and sentence structure effects as a function of task.

always looked at the character she was mentioning. Thus,
shortly after uttering the verb, her gaze shifted from the NP1
referent to the NP2 referent. A second pretest ensured that
this gaze shift was easy to see (98% correct; detection latency
M = 498 ms, SD = 386).
The design included three within-subject factors (Table 1):
Gaze (speaker vs. not), Structure (SVO vs. OVS), and Congruency between the sentence content and a post-sentence response template (see Procedure). The display versions and
sentence manipulations were allocated such that each sentence role (agent or patient) was equally distributed across
screen positions over the course of the experiment. In addition, the NP2 referent appeared on the same side of the screen
equally often, so that the speaker shifted her gaze to the right
just as frequently as to the left. The 24 experimental items
were supplemented by 48 fillers with different sentence structures and images. The speaker was visible on 50% of trials.

Experiments 1 and 2
Methods
Participants Thirty-two Bielefeld University students took
part in Experiment 1 (15 male; 3 replacements), and a further
32 participated in Experiment 2 (5 male). All were native
German speakers with normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
All gave informed consent.
Materials and Design We created 72 characters in the
virtual world SecondLife, and 48 critical sentences (NP1VERB-NP2-PP). We grouped the characters into 24 triplets,
and took a snapshot of them. Each snapshot was paired with
two German sentences (SVO and OVS) to create 24 items.
Each sentence described a transitive action between the central character (e.g., the waiter) and one of the two outer characters (e.g., the millionaire; Table 1). None of the nouns in
the sentence were semantically associated, nor was there a semantic connection with the verb. Actions were not depicted.
A naming pretest ensured all characters were recognizable.
We recorded two videos for each item, showing the speaker
producing the sentences about the characters. She was seated
to the right of a 20” Apple iMac 8.1 screen, which displayed
the SecondLife triplet. A Canon PowerShot G10 camera was
positioned in such a way that both screen and speaker were
visible in the recording. Videos began with the speaker looking at the camera and smiling briefly. She then inspected all
three characters in a fixed order, so that participants could
establish what a gaze to each of them looked like. Finally,
her gaze returned to the central character, who was always
the referent of the NP1. She then began producing the sentence, which had been read out to her previously. The speaker

Figure 2: Eyetracking setup: Participants watched the video on the
screen, then pressed a button in response to the template.

Procedure We monitored eye movements using an Eyelink 1000 desktop head-stabilized tracker (SR Research), and
recorded post-sentence verification latencies (see Fig. 2 for
the experimental setup). On Gaze trials, participants saw
the speaker talking about the SecondLife characters on the
screen. On NoGaze trials, the same video was shown, but the
speaker was occluded behind a grey bar. Thus, only the static
screen with the three characters was visible (see Table 1, a
& c). Immediately following the end of each video, participants saw a template like Figures 1b or 1c. Their task was to
press a button depending on whether the template accurately
depicted the sentence content (‘yes’ vs. ‘no’). For Experiment 1, the template represented the character who had been
mentioned in the patient role in the sentence (see Fig. 1b).
For a video such as Figure 1a and the sentence Den Kellner
beglückwünscht der Millionär (“The waiter is congratulated
by the millionaire”, OVS), the correct response to the template in Figure 1b is ‘yes’: The position of the waiter (i.e., the
middle character) is circled. In Experiment 2, participants
verified whether the arrow on the template correctly depicted
who-does-what-to-whom in the sentence (Fig. 1c). Thus, for
the same sentence, Figure 1a followed by Figure 1c would
also require a ‘yes’ response, because the arrow points from
the position of the millionaire on the right (the agent of the
sentence) to the waiter (the patient) in the middle.
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Eye movement analysis For the eye movement analyses,
we selected two critical time windows during the video. The
first (“SHIFT”) comprised all fixations that began be- tween
the speaker’s gaze shift and the onset of the NP2. The second
time window (“NP2”) comprised all fixations starting during
the NP2. The x-y coordinates of participants’ fixations were
assigned to four areas of interest: NP1 referent, target (= NP2
referent), competitor (= the non-mentioned character), and
the area around the speaker. The main dependent variable was
the number of fixations to the target, i.e., the referent of the
NP2. Log-linear models were used for the inferential analysis, combining characteristics of a standard cross-tabulation
chi-square test with those of ANOVA. They included the factors Gaze (Gaze vs. NoGaze), Structure (SVO vs. OVS),
and either participants (N = 32) or items (N = 24). Finally, a
model including Experiment as a factor allowed us to assess
the generalizability of effects across tasks.

tions fixate the target character to the same extent.

Results Experiment 1 (Verifying the patient)

Analyses for the SHIFT time window confirmed that participants were more likely to inspect the target character when
they could see the speaker (35%) than when they could not
(26%; ps < .05, Fig. 3). An effect of Sentence Structure further revealed that people fixated the target character more often in the SVO (36%) than OVS conditions (25%; ps < .05).
The main effect of Speaker Gaze was also present in the NP2
time window (ps < .001). When the speaker was present,
participants fixated the target character more (55%) than in
her absence (43%). The Structure effect from the previous
time window carried through too: Participants looked at the
target character more while hearing an SVO sentence (54%)
than during OVS (45%; ps < .001). There was no reliable
interaction of Gaze and Structure in either time window.

Response time results Response times were measured
from the onset of the verification template until participants’ button press (96% accuracy). A 2*2*2 (Structure*Gaze*Congruency) repeated-measures Anova on logtransformed response times revealed faster responses to
matching than mismatching templates (ps < .001). Neither
Structure nor Gaze had any effect.
Eye movement results Figure 3 shows proportions of fixations in all interest areas, for the Gaze vs. NoGaze conditions during the SHIFT time window. Generally, participants
still tended to fixate on the NP1 referent, who had just been
mentioned. However, in the Gaze condition, fixations to the
as-yet-unmentioned NP2 referent increased shortly after the
speaker shifted her gaze. Note that the speaker herself was
rarely fixated at all.

Figure 3: Distribution of fixations beginning in the SHIFT time
window across areas of interest, by speaker visibility (Exp. 1).

Figure 4 presents the time course of participants’ fixations
to the target character only, from the onset of the speaker’s
gaze shift, as a function of structure and gaze. Like Figure 3,
it shows an earlier rise of looks to the target character in the
Gaze than in the NoGaze conditions, for both sentence structures. This begins about 500 ms after speaker gaze shift, and
well before the onset of the NP2. Only much later, roughly
at the offset of the NP2, do participants in the NoGaze condi-

Figure 4: Time course of participants’ fixations to the target character (the NP2 referent) in ms from speaker gaze shift, depending on
structure and gaze (Exp. 1). The mean on- and offset of the NP2 are
marked as vertical lines.

Results Experiment 2 (Verifying role relations)
Response time results Participants’ responses to the whodoes-what-to-whom template were 96% accurate. Just as in
Experiment 1, matching templates elicited faster responses
than mismatches (ps < .001), and Speaker Gaze had no reliable effect on response times. Unlike for the patient verification task, however, role relations verification led to a significant main effect of Sentence Structure (ps < .05), such that
SVO sentences elicited faster responses than OVS (71 ms).
Eye movement results Figure 5 shows proportions of fixations in all interest areas for the Gaze vs. NoGaze conditions
during the SHIFT time window. Figure 6 presents the time
course of participants’ fixations to the target character. As in
Experiment 1, these began to increase almost as soon as the
speaker shifted her gaze, well before this character was mentioned (and earlier than when no speaker gaze was available).
At the end of the sentence, the gaze pattern also differed from
Experiment 1 (Fig. 4): There, participants in the SVO condition predominantly fixated the sentence-final patient, whereas
this was not the case for Experiment 2 (Fig. 4).
During the SHIFT time window, log-linear analyses confirmed an effect of Gaze on fixations to the target character: Just like in the patient verification task, participants were
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Figure 5: Distribution of fixations in the SHIFT time window
across interest areas, depending on speaker visibility (Exp. 2).

more likely to fixate the target when they could (vs. couldn’t)
see the speaker (39% vs. 27%; ps < .001). Sentence Structure also had a significant effect in the SHIFT window, although unlike in Experiment 1, participants fixated the target
character more often when hearing an OVS relative to an SVO
sentence (35% vs. 30%; ps < .05). Finally, also unlike Experiment 1, the interaction of Gaze and Structure was significant
(ps < .05): The facilitative effect of Gaze was considerably
larger for subject- than object-initial sentences, as can be seen
in Figure 6. In the NP2 time window, the only reliable effect
was one of Gaze (ps < .001), with participants fixating the
target character more often with (63%) than without (47%)
the speaker.

Figure 6: Time course of participants’ fixations to the target character, depending on structure and gaze (Exp. 2). The mean on- and
offset of the NP2 are marked as vertical lines.

In cross-experiment analyses, the factor Experiment had
no reliable effect on response latencies. Crucially however,
it affected fixation patterns: During the SHIFT time window,
participants were more likely to fixate the N2 referent in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1 (ps < .05). Structure interacted with Experiment, with increased fixations to the NP2
referent when hearing an SVO sentence in Experiment 1, but
when hearing an OVS sentence in Experiment 2 (relative to
the respective other structure, ps < .001).

General Discussion
We assessed whether speaker gaze effects on both response
latencies and visual attention during comprehension for a ver-

ification task varied as a function of subtle task differences.
To this end, we recorded participants’ gaze as they listened to
NP1-VERB-NP2 sentences mentioning two out of three characters on a computer screen. On half the trials, they saw a
speaker shifting gaze at the verb from the NP1 referent to the
NP2 referent. Subsequently, participants verified whether a
circled character corresponded to the patient of the sentence
(Exp. 1), or whether an arrow between two characters correctly depicted their thematic role relations (Exp. 2; note that
this task requires having identified the patient correctly).
As expected, response latencies in both experiments were
shorter when the template matched (vs. mismatched) the
video in the to-be-verified aspects. However, sentence structure affected response times only when people judged thematic role relations, but not when they verified the identity
of the sentential patient. This suggests that the thematic role
task may have required more in-depth syntactic processing.
The moment-by-moment allocation of visual attention supports this conclusion: While sentence structure reliably affected anticipatory eye movements to the post-verbal referent
in both experiments, its effect differed between the two associated tasks. Patient verification led to more target fixations
during SVO than OVS sentences, while this pattern flipped
for thematic role verification. This may be due to task differences in the informativity of the gaze shift: For patient verification, only gaze shifts in SVO sentences are task-relevant
(the patient is already uniquely identified in OVS sentences).
In contrast, for thematic role verification, the gaze shift is informative in both sentence structures, since this task relies on
identifying two characters. In addition, it seems possible that
during normal sentence processing (i.e., in Exp. 2), there may
be a tendency to fixate the agent while hearing the verb. In
contrast, if the task is explicitly to identify the patient (Exp.
1), an efficient strategy would be to locate this character as
early as possible and pay less attention to the remainder of
the sentence.
Importantly, while the availability of speaker gaze led to
substantially earlier anticipation of the NP2 character across
the board, this benefit was also modulated by sentence structure – the greatest facilitation occurred for canonical SVO
sentences in the role verification task. Task differences became even more obvious later in SVO sentences, when it was
advantageous for listeners who had to verify the patient to
maintain fixation on the NP2 referent. It seems then that task
can critically affect syntactically-driven eye movements in
online spoken language comprehension. In sum, to accurately
account for effects of visual context (e.g., speaker gaze) and
syntactic structure on the deployment of visual attention, processing accounts of situated language comprehension must
include a model of task constraints.
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Abstract
Repairs –the various ways in which people edit and
reformulate conversational turns– are a characteristic feature
of natural dialogue. However, relatively little is known about
their overall frequency or distribution in conversation. We
present a systematic, quantitative study of patterns of repair in
two corpora: ‘ordinary’ dialogues from the British National
Corpus (BNC) and task-oriented dialogues from the HCRC
Map Task. We use this analysis to evaluate three hypotheses
about patterns of repair 1) social ‘preferences’ 2) processing
demands and 3) dialogue co-ordination. The results show that
repair is more frequent in task-oriented dialogue, that use of
repair is broadly unaffected by familiarity or mode of
interaction but substantially affected by task roles. We argue
that the complimentary patterns of repair used by
conversational partners support the view of repairs as an
integrated, cross-turn and cross-person, system for sustaining
the mutual-intelligibility of dialogue.
Keywords: Communication; Dialogue; Repair; Conversation
Analysis.

Introduction
Models of human communication in the cognitive sciences
often idealise to a situation in which people are assumed to
‘speak the same language’ i.e. are assumed to be
linguistically transparent to one another. However, in
practice, “no two speakers of the same language ever speak
exactly the same dialect of that language” (Fodor and
Lepore, 1992, p.10). Dialogue always proceeds against a
background of idiolect differences. Place of residence,
cultural group, hobbies, occupation, education and age
group all feed into differences in the way we use language
(e.g., Clark; 1996). Detecting and dealing with differences
in interpretation is thus a recurrent and routine problem in
conversation.
Conversation analysts have described a structured set of
repair mechanisms that people can use to signal problems,
or possible problems, with interpretation (e.g. Schegloff,
Jefferson and Sacks, 1977; Schegloff, 1987, 1992). The
conversation analytic (CA) repair structures are built around
three main points a) initiation: who signals a problem whether it is the speaker of a problem turn (‘self ’) or a
recipient of it (‘other’) b) repair: who actually makes a
change to the problem turn (self or other) c) position: where
in the conversational sequence these events occur; in the
same turn as the problem, in the turn after the problem turn
or in some subsequent turn.
The different possible trajectories from each potential
‘problem’ turn, through the initiation of a repair to its

completion are part of an integrated repair ‘space’ that spans
multiple turns and multiple participants (Schegloff 1992).
This paper addresses two basic questions about the
structure of this repair space:
1. What is the typical distribution of repair in this
space?
2. What factors explain this distribution?
The first question is about quantifying the distribution of
different repair types. It has not, to our knowledge
previously been addressed (although some studies have
looked at the distribution of within-turn repairs e.g.
Bortfeld, et al. 2001; Lickley and Bard, 1998). This gap is
partly because CA focuses on the particular sequential
consequences of repair in specific cases, not statistical
distributions.1
The second question is about the kinds of explanation
offered for the distribution of repairs. We identify three
broad, non-exclusive, hypotheses.
Hypothesis 1. Social Preference: In CA, the structure of
the repair space is primarily explained in terms of
‘preference’; what a competent speaker might consider to be
conversationally or socially appropriate. This leads to an
ordering of different repair trajectories such that selfinitiation is preferred over other-initiation and self-repair
over other-repair (see examples below). This preference
hierarchy operates independently of the type of
conversational task or type of problem encountered
(Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks, 1977).
Hypothesis 2. Processing Demands: Repair phenomena
may also be a side-effect of the difficulty of producing or
comprehending language because of processing load. For
example, Clark and Wasow (1998) show that self-repairs are
more likely where people are producing more complex
constituents. Most of the experimental evidence for this
applies to first position self-repairs such as repeats and
restarts (e.g. Branigan et al, 1999; Lickley and Bard, 1998)
but could be generalized to at least some aspects of other
forms. For example, the delay and markers that often
precede a third position repair might simply reflect
1
In fact, Schegloff (1993) specifically argues that CA
phenomena are not suitable for quantitative analysis. For example,
counting the frequency of occurrences of “what?”, obscures
differences in the complex variety of things that “what?” can be
used to do in conversation (see Drew, 1997). This is true but it
does not preclude the possibility that useful generalizations can be
made by looking at the overall distribution of ‘whats’. We also
note that repair is unusual in that it can occur freely in any context,
unlike e.g. laughter or sobbing (c.f. Schgeloff, 1993).
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increased processing time. On this account repairs are
essentially accidental ‘disfluencies’ or ‘noise’ although they
may, nonetheless carry useful information for a hearer (c.f.
Brennan and Schober, 2001).
Hypothesis 3. Dialogue Co-ordination: The distribution
of repairs in dialogue might also be explained by the
operation of structured co-ordination mechanisms. In this
case, the structure of repair is not dependent on the social
considerations or the ostensible problem per se, but on the
joint activities people engage in to maintain the mutualintelligibility of conversation in response to a problem.
Bortfeld et al. (2001) present evidence for the role of
position 1 self-repairs (repeats, restarts and fillers) in coordination. Here we consider the larger repair space. Healey
(2008) has argued that the structure and operation of this
space underpins all effective dialogue and directly
constrains the form of shared symbol systems in general
(see also Healey et al. 2007).
This paper evaluates these hypotheses through a
quantitative, corpus analysis of the distribution of repair
trajectories in two different dialogue corpora: the British
National Corpus (BNC) and the HCRC Map Task
Dialogues. These corpora make it possible to answer the
following questions: How frequent is repair in ordinary
conversation? What is the overall distribution of repair
types? Do ordinary conversation and task-oriented dialogue
differ in the frequency or distribution of repairs? Are
patterns of repair affected by visual contact, by levels of
familiarity or task roles?

Methods
To obtain reliable measures of the frequency of different
repair types the repair protocol described in Healey et al.
(2005) was used. This is designed to provide an index of the
frequency of several basic CA categories of repair on the
basis of surface characteristics alone. It consists of a binary
branching decision tree of yes/no questions that are applied
to each contribution to an interaction. These questions
apply only to the surface form of the utterance. For
example, the following questions are used to identify the
position of a repair:
• Position 1: "Does the initiator edit, amend or
reprise part of their contribution before another
participant responds to it?"
• Position 2: "Is this contribution introduced to
propose repetition or revision of another
participant's contribution?"
• Position 3: "Is this contribution introduced to edit,
amend or reprise a previous contribution by the
initiator?"
We note that the repair protocol departs from the CA
analysis in several respects. Categories such as embedded
repair are not coded because they are not explicitly signaled
as repairs and other categories such as position 4 repair are
ignored because they are too rare to provide a useful
comparative measure.

For ease of exposition and to facilitate comparison with
previous work (e.g. Bortfeld et al. 2001) we provide glosses,
detailed in
Table 1 for some of the CA terminology used in the
protocol. These glosses are only intended as shorthand for
the categories defined by the protocol and not intended as
technical terms.
Gloss
Repeat
Restart
Transition
Clarification
Request (CR)
Correction
Follow-up
Reformulate

Table 1: Terminology
Repair Protocol Category
Position 1 Self-Initiated Self-repair
‘Articulation’
Position 1 Self-Initiated Self-repair
‘Formulation’
Position 1 Self-Initiated Self-Repair
in Transition Space
Position 2 Next Turn Repair Initiator
(NTRI)
Position 2 Other-Initiated, OtherRepair
Position 3 Other-Initiated, SelfRepair
Position 3 Self-Initiated Self-Repair.

The following examples, taken from the HCRC map task
dialogues (Anderson et al, 1991; see below for description)
illustrate some of the phenomena of interest:
(1)Q3EC1. Repeat / P1 SI SR Articulation
Follower:
which is due we-- … due west?
(2)Q1EC6. Restart / P1 SI SR Formulation
Giver:
so you’re underneath them … between
them
(3)Q1EC4. Transition / P1 SI SR Transition Space
Giver:
and, start going down Southeast … … …
you go past a pine forest on your right
Position two corresponds to the first response, by another
person, to a potentially problematic contribution (typically,
but not always, in the next turn). The two most common
types of event in these situations are Position 2 Next Turn
Repair Initiators, glossed here as ‘Clarification Requests’
(CR), and Position 2 Other-Initiated, Other-Repairs which
we gloss here as ‘Corrections’.
(4)Q1EC6. Clarification Request / P2 NTRI
Giver:
past a forge on your right?
Follower:
past a what?
(5)Q1EC8. Correction / Position 2 OIOR.
Giver:
right to the very end of … paper
Follower:
the very end of the map?
(6)Q3EC1. CR and Follow-up / P2NTRI – P3OISR
Follower:
so you want me to go … east … then
south?
Giver:
no, south then east, we may have a
different map
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Intuitively a Clarification Request (CR / P2NTRI) is likely
to prompt a Follow-up (P3OISR)2. The final major repair
type we consider is reformulation or position three selfinitiated self-repair (P3SISR). This commonly occurs where
someone recognizes something problematic about someone
else’s interpretation of one of their own preceding
contributions. They then attempt to rephrase or repeat their
original contribution to address this.
(7)Q1EC8. Reformulate / P3SISR
Giver:
right … now, have you got the hot wells?
Follower:
they’re over a bit
Giver:
or hot springs?

of task-role. Lastly, an analysis of the effects of repair on
outcome.

Repair in Ordinary and Task-Oriented Dialogue:
Figure 1 illustrates the baseline distribution of repair types
found in ordinary dialogue (BNC). In the 1934 turns
(14,034 words) in this sample 390 repairs were coded. This
gives an approximate frequency of repair in ordinary
dialogue of 1 event every 36 words or every 5 turns.
The pattern in Figure 1 is consistent with the general CA
claim (Hypothesis 1) that earlier repair initiation and repair
are preferred, that self-initiation is preferred over otherinitiation and that self-repair is preferred over other-repair.
Although conversation lengths vary more in the BNC than
the HCRC Map Task corpus average turn length is broadly
comparable (BNC: 7.2 words, Map Task, 8.2 words).

The British National Corpus.
To provide a baseline analysis of the relative frequency of
different repair types in ordinary conversation a subset of
dialogues from demographic portion of the British National
Corpus (BNC) were used (Burnard, 2000). This consists of
tape recordings of unscripted informal conversations in
contexts ranging from business meetings to domestic
interactions. The recordings are made by volunteers from a
demographically balanced sample of ages, regions and
social classes.
Thirty dialogues were randomly selected for analysis
from the BNC. These consisted of 1934 utterances, 14,034
words produced by 41 people.

The HCRC Map Task Corpus
The HCRC map task corpus (Anderson et al, 1991) consists
of dialogues between pairs, seated on opposite sides of a
table who each have a copy of a schematic map (their view
of each other’s maps is obscured). On one person’s map, the
‘Giver’s, there is a route marked which they attempt to
describe to their partner the ‘Follower’ in enough detail to
allow them to draw it onto their own map. Some landmarks
on the maps are shared and some are not.
In half of these dialogues eye contact is possible between
the participants; in the other half a screen is placed between
them. In addition familiarity is manipulated so that half the
pairs are familiar and half unfamiliar. An advantage of this
task is that it provides a sensitive measure of task outcome –
the difference or deviation score between the original given
route and the one drawn by the Follower. All 128 dialogue
transcripts from the published HCRC map task corpus were
coded for repair. This corpus consists of 19,133 turns and
156,315 words.

Figure 1: Repair Distribution in Ordinary Conversations
(BNC). Light Bars = ‘Self’, Grey Bars = ‘Other’

Results

Figure 2: Repair Distribution in Task-Oriented Dialogues
(Map Task). Light Bars = ‘Self’, Grey Bars = ‘Other’

The results are reported in four stages; first the generic
comparison of patterns of repair in ordinary and taskoriented dialogues. Secondly, comparison of the effects of
modality (+/- Eye Contact) and familiarity on repair in the
task-oriented dialogues. Thirdly a comparison of the effects

2

Note that this diverges from Schegloff’s terminology who does
not count the response to NTRI as a position 3 repair.

Figure 2 illustrates the distribution of repair types found
in the Map Task. Comparison with Figure 1 suggests several
contrasts. First, repairs in the Map task are approximately
twice as frequent as in the BNC. A total of 7,977 repair
events were coded giving an average frequency of more
than 1 event every 2.5 turns or one every 20 words. This
suggests that the arguably greater processing demands of the
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task-oriented dialogues are reflected in more repair
(Hypothesis 2). Although there is a higher overall level of
repair, relative use of different positions in the ‘repair space’
(positions 1, 2 and 3) is not reliably different in the ordinary
conversations and the task-oriented dialogues Chi2(2)= 1.01,
p = 0.323.
Three focused Chi2 analyses tested for differences in the
use of specific repair types. The relative balance of repeats
and restarts (P1SISR) is reliably different: Chi2(1)= 14.2,
p<0.01. Restarts are used more often in the task-oriented
dialogues. People also make proportionally greater use of
direct correction (i.e. P2OIOR) than requests for
clarification (P2NTRI) in the task oriented dialogues:
Chi2(1)= 11.5, p<0.01. However, the relative proportion of
CR’s to Follow-ups is not reliably different Chi2(1)= 3.14,
p=0.07.
To summarise, people do substantially more repair in the
task-oriented dialogues and make more use of restarts and
direct corrections. However, they are equally likely to
respond to a clarification request in either case.

The parallel analysis of Face-to-Face vs. No Eye Contact
shows only one reliable difference, in this case in the use of
transition space repairs. Participants in the Face-to-Face
condition make more use of transition space repairs than
those in the no eye-contact condition. Intuitively this makes
sense since when people can see each other they may be
able to detect some problems with interpretation by looking
at their partners when they have finished their turn.
However, the absolute frequencies are small (face-to-face
n=31, no eye contact n=12) and therefore this result must be
treated with caution.
Table 2: Repairs by Familiar and Unfamiliar Pairs
(Mann Whitney U)
Repair Type
P
Repeat (P1SISR: Articulation)
0.50
Restart (P1SISR: Formulation)
0.82
Transition (SISR: Transition Space) 0.94
CR (P2 NTRI)
0.04 *
Correction (P2 OIOR)
0.82
Follow-up (P3 OISR)
0.19
Reformulate (P3 SISR)
0.68

Effects of Modality and Familiarity:
The distribution of repairs in the familiar and unfamiliar
pairs and in the Face-to-Face vs. No Eye Contact dialogues
is illustrated in Figure 3.

Table 3: Repairs by Face-to-Face and No Eye Contact Pairs
(Mann Whitney U)
Repair Type
P
Repeat (P1SISR: Articulation)
0.50
Restart (P1SISR: Formulation)
0.76
Transition (SISR: Transition Space) 0.00 *
CR (P2 NTRI)
0.54
Correction (P2 OIOR)
0.19
Follow-up (P3 OISR)
0.15
Reformulate (P3 SISR)
0.21
In summary neither familiarity nor modality have strong
overall effects on the use of repair by participants. Familiar
pairs show a tendency to use more clarification requests,
possibly indicating a greater willingness to signal problems
i.e. initiate repairs. Face-to-face pairs make more use of
transition space repairs suggesting some advantage to being
able to visually monitor how a contribution is received.

Effects of Task Role:

Figure 3: Repair Distribution by Modality and Familiarity.
As Figure 3 suggests, the level and distribution of repair
types is relatively unaffected by familiarity and by mode of
interaction. Mann-Whitney U Tests on each of the repair
categories in Figure 3 comparing Familiar vs. Unfamiliar
pairs shows only one reliable difference (see Table 2).
Familiar pairs are more likely to use clarification requests
(NTRI’s) than unfamiliar pairs, consistent with Hypothesis
1.

3

A criterion level of p < 0.05 is adopted for all statistical tests.
Exact probabilities are reported for completeness.

As noted, the Map Task has two task roles. The Giver has a
route that needs to be described so the Follower can draw it.
Roles thus index a basic informational asymmetry that is
useful for testing Hypothesis 2. As Figure 4 and Figure 5
show, this difference in role is reflected in different
distributions of repair types used.
Wilcoxon tests show that only frequency of repeats is not
reliably different across roles (p=0.13). For Clarification
Requests (p<0.01) and Corrections (p<0.01) the Follower's
mean frequency is significantly higher. For all the other
categories: Restarts (p<0.01), Transition (p=0.02), Followups (p<0.01) and Reformulations (p<0.01) the Giver’s mean
frequency is higher.
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As Figure 4 and Figure 5 indicate there is a significant
complementarity in the use of repairs in the two roles. This
is confirmed by the inter-correlations between Giver and
Follower repair types for word count ratios given in Table 4
(only significant associations are reported).

G Follow-up – F Correction

.214

.015

Task Performance:
Step-wise linear regression provides an assessment of the
extent to which the different repair types independently
impact on task performance. Route deviation score is the
dependent variable and familiarity (Y/N), modality (+/- Eye
Contact), and frequency of Giver and Follower repair types
results in a model with three predictors: 1. Familiarity
(Standardised Beta=.688, t=6.95, p<0.01) with more
familiar pairs tending to produce more accurate routes
(64cm2 deviation vs. 79cm2). 2. Medium (Standardised
Beta= -.464, t=-5.03, p<0.01) with audio only pairs tending
to produce more accurate routes than face-to-face pairs (69
cm2 vs. 74cm2) and 3. Giver’s restart repairs (Formulation /
P1SISR: Standardised Beta=-.344, t=3.26, p=0.01) with
more restarts producing more accurate routes.

Discussion
Figure 4: Distribution of Repairs Used by Route Followers

Figure 5: Distribution of Repairs Used by Route Givers
Table 4: Inter-correlations in Use of Repair Types.
Repair types

rho

p

G Restart – F Restart

.293

.001

G Transition – F Transition

.310

.000

G Correction – F Repeat

.189

.033

G Correction – F CR

-.261

.003

G Correction – F Follow-up

.308

.000

G CR – F Repeat

.174

.049

G CR – F CR

-.266

.002

G CR – F Follow-up

.790

.000

G Follow-up – F CR

.655

.000

The results provide some support for the Social Preference
explanation of repair distribution (Hypothesis 1). The most
frequent repair types in both corpora are position 1 selfinitiated repairs (repeats and restarts). There is also a clear
statistical preference for other-initiation (CR /NTRI) over
other-repair (Correction/OIOR) in position two. The
quantitative analysis also reveals that this difference is
moderated by familiarity. Where the Map Task participants
know each other they use reliably more explicit prompting
and clarification (NTRI).
One clear source of support for the processing demands
explanation (Hypothesis 2) is the finding that the frequency
of repairs in the task-oriented dialogues is approximately
double that in the ordinary conversations in the BNC. It
seems likely that the need to communicate relatively finegrained information about routes and landmarks places
significant demands on participants. This produces the
predicted increase in number of repairs. This finding is
difficult to explain in terms of social preferences although it
might be argued that the experimental situation of the map
task itself changes what people feel is or is not appropriate.
The more specific finding that transition space repairs are
used more in the eye contact condition suggests that people
take advantage of the available non-verbal signals to judge
whether they are making themselves clear or not, and adjust
their contribution accordingly. Again, this seems more
consistent with the management of processing demands
(Hypothesis 2) than the operation of social preferences.
The main support for the explanation of repair structure in
terms of dialogue coordination mechanisms (Hypothesis 3)
comes from the more detailed evidence of interdependencies in choice of repair type across the two
different roles. It is worth noting that all participants acted
both as Givers and Follower in the HCRC Map task so
individual differences are directly controlled for.
It is clear that these two different task roles are associated
with divergent patterns of repair. The Giver primarily works
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to produce intelligible descriptions (Position 1 repairs) and
the Follower focuses on clarifying them (Position 2 repairs).
Social preferences ought to be the same for both roles.
Instead the results suggest that the informational asymmetry
is directly reflected in the patterns of repair. This supports
Hypothesis 2 (processing demands)
However, the complimentary nature of repair patterns in
Figure 4 and Figure 5 provides strongest support for
Hypothesis 3; dialogue co-ordination. There is a close interdependency between the different trajectories in the repair
space that conversational partners use as shown in the
correlations in Table 4. For example, the more one
participant requests clarification (NTRI) the less the other
does. Also, the more the Giver offers possible corrections
(P20I0R) the less often the Follower needs to clarify. This
suggests that participants are making systematic and
coordinated trade-offs in their use repair, thereby reducing
the joint effort needed to communicate effectively (Clark,
1996).

Conclusion
The results of this study show that repairs are a pervasive
feature of dialogue. They also provide useful quantitative
evidence about the basic structure and function of the repair
space. Repairs are not just noise in the signal or
‘disfluencies’. They pattern in systematic ways and these
patterns are not easily explained by appeal to social
preferences or processing demands alone. As previous work
has shown, the surface form of self-repairs can provide
useful information for co-ordination in dialogue. The results
reported here show the larger scale cross-person and crossturn patterns that structure the ‘repair-space’. This space, we
have argued, is used as a coordinated, integrated system by
all the parties to an interaction and, we claim, is critical to
maintaining the mutual-intelligibility of dialogue.
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Abstract
A well-known effect in speech production is that more predictable words tend to be phonetically reduced. Recent work
has suggested that predictability effects result from hardwired
properties of the language production system, rather than active modulation by the talker to accommodate the listener.
However, these studies investigated only minor manipulations
of listener characteristics. Here, we examine predictability effects with two very different listener populations: adults and
preverbal infants. Using mixed effects regressions on spontaneous speech corpora, we compare the effect of word frequency, probability in context, and previous mention on word
duration in adult-directed and infant-directed speech. We find
that the effects of preceding context and word frequency differ
according to listener. Contrary to previous work, these results
suggest that talkers do modulate the phonetic effects of predictability based on listener characteristics. To our knowledge,
this study is also the first published analysis of predictability
effects in infant-directed speech.

Introduction
It has long been known that more predictable words (e.g.,
those with higher frequency or previous mentions in the discourse) tend to be phonetically reduced (e.g., with shorter duration and less distinct vowels). Recent investigations into
this phenomenon have focused on an information-theoretic
explanation known as the Smooth Signal hypothesis (Aylett
& Turk, 2004) or the Uniform Information Density hypothesis (Frank & Jaeger, 2008). Under this theory, speech is
viewed as a method of communicating information across a
noisy channel. The most efficient encoding of information
is one in which there is a constant cost (in terms of time or
effort) for transmitting a single unit of information, so when
words are more predictable (conveying less information), a
rational speaker will tend to pronounce them more quickly
(reducing time) or articulate less clearly (reducing effort).
This theory assumes that speech production is optimized
for efficient communication, but does not specify the source
of this optimization. One possibility is that optimization is
strictly offline: the talker’s speech production system is optimized for communication across many talker-listener pairs
through talker-based mechanisms such as priming, lexical access, and articulatory practice. Another possibility is that
some or even most optimization occurs online, with talkers
adapting their pronunciation to the immediate needs of their
listeners or communicative goals, for example by reducing
the pronunciation of a word only if they believe that the current listener would find it predictable.
Earlier work on predictability effects often assumed online
modulation of these effects in response to listeners’ needs
(e.g., Lindblom, 1990), but more recent studies have cast
doubt on this hypothesis. For example, Bard et al. (2000)

analyzed data from dialogues between pairs of subjects negotiating a route on a map, where the subjects’ maps differed
slightly. Bard et al. found that talkers reduced the intelligibility and duration of words they had previously mentioned,
regardless of whether the current listener had heard or seen
these words before. Bard et al. also found that talkers reduced words that had previously been mentioned only by the
listener, but they suggest that this effect could be the result of
talkers forgetting who mentioned the word previously, rather
than explicitly adjusting to listener knowledge. Put another
way, talker-based priming mechanisms, rather than listener
modeling, are sufficient to explain the result.
While Bard et al.’s study suggests that talkers do not maintain detailed models of listeners’ discourse knowledge to determine word predictability (and thus pronunciation), it is still
possible that talkers modulate predictability effects for the
benefit of the listener in response to more general knowledge
about listener characteristics, such as the listener’s overall linguistic competence, or communicative goals.
In this paper, we present evidence in favor of this weaker
version of listener-based pronunciation adaptation. We do so
by examining the effects of predictability on word duration in
a type of speech that, to our knowledge, has not been studied
previously for this purpose: infant-directed speech (IDS). By
comparing predictability effects in IDS with those in adultdirected speech (ADS), we aim to tease apart two hypotheses
regarding the role of the listener in determining word predictability and associated reductions in pronunciation:
• Hypothesis 1: All effects of predictability on pronunciation are hard-wired into the language production system
(or are otherwise talker-based), and so are not subject to
modulation in response to the listener’s needs.
• Hypothesis 2: Some predictability effects are subject to
modulation by the talker according to general knowledge
about the listener’s needs and communicative goals.
If Hypothesis 1 is correct, we would expect no differences
between ADS and IDS in terms of which predictability factors affect word duration, or the direction of the effects. Talkers may speak more slowly in IDS, or stretch all the predictability effects in the same direction because communication with infants represents a noisier channel. But even if IDS
talkers are not interested in communicating efficiently with a
preverbal infant, or assume little or no language knowledge
on the part of the infant, predictability effects persist because
they are results of properties of the talker alone.
Under Hypothesis 2, however, we would expect some differences in predictability effects between ADS and IDS. For
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example, since the listener is a pre-verbal infant, talkers may
assume that the listener has a poor model of the probability
of words in context, and so no longer reduce (or overarticulate) words according to their probability in context. Or, if
efficient communication of a message is not a goal in IDS,
then we would expect to see only predictability effects that
the talker has no control over, such as those due to lexical
access processes.
Our study is inspired by that of Bell, Brenier, Gregory, Girand, and Jurafsky (2009), who compared the effects on function and content word duration of several predictability factors, including word frequency, first mention, and probability
in context. However, our study differs from Bell et al. (2009)
in several respects: first, rather than comparing function and
content words, we compare ADS and IDS. Second, whereas
Bell et al. (2009) used a linear regression model to control for
confounds such as talker age, speech rate, and syllable count,
we use a more sophisticated mixed effects regression, which
controls as well for correlations between items due to talker
and sentence.
We present three regression studies. First, we perform
separate regressions on the ADS and IDS data to determine
which predictability factors significantly affect word duration
in each case. In ADS we find significant independent shortening effects of higher overall frequency, higher conditional
probability based on either preceding or following context,
and previous mention in the discourse. In IDS, we find all of
these effects except the effect of preceding context. A third
regression with pooled ADS and IDS data and an additional
factor for Speech Type (ADS or IDS) confirms that the effect
of preceding context is at least significantly weaker in IDS, if
not absent altogether. It also reveals that the shortening effect
of word frequency is significantly stronger in IDS. Additionally, while, in common with Bard et al. (2000), we find no
modulation according to listener of First Mention alone, we
do find a modulation according to listener in an interaction
between First Mention and probability in context.
As ADS and IDS share the same population of talkers but
do not share the same population of listeners, these results
suggest that at least some of the mechanisms behind predictability effects are listener-based. Moreover, as detailed in
the Discussion Section, the particular differences found between ADS and IDS suggest that those effects which disappear in IDS are precisely those effects which we would expect
to be primarily listener-based.

Materials and Methods
Data
We use data from two corpora in our study: swbdnxt
(Calhoun et al., 2010), an edition of the Switchboard corpus of telephone conversations between adults, and Large
Brent (Rytting, Brew, & Fosler-Lussier, 2010), a subset
of the Brent corpus (Brent & Siskind, 2001) of spontanous
infant-directed speech. We describe these corpora and the
data extracted from them below.

Table 1: Statistics for the two datasets used on this paper.
# Sent # Words Word
# Talkers
Sent.
ADS 2,273
16,301
7.2
73
IDS
2,254
14,148
6.3
4
swbdnxt swbdnxt is an edition of the Switchboard corpus of telephone dialogues between adults. It integrates several levels of annotation produced by different groups since
the original Switchboard release. These include prosodic
(ToBI) and syntactic annotations, as well as a phonetic alignment created by correcting the output of a forced alignment
produced using a pronunciation dictionary.
To create the dataset for our experiments, we began with
the 75 conversations that are annotated with ToBI, Mississippi state phonetic alignments, and Penn Treebank POS tags
and parses. We discarded one conversation due to inconsistent annotation, and one talker due to missing metadata.
The resulting corpus contained 12, 140 sentences (99, 965
words), from which we removed all sentences longer than
20 words and shorter than 3 words, eliminating 4, 704 sentences (39, 452 words). We split the remaining sentences into
80% training, 10% development, and 10% test sets in anticipation of future work (not described here). For this study, we
use only the training set, and only talkers of side A (to avoid
unhandled correlations between talkers in the same conversation), a total of 23,638 words from 2,608 sentences. Following Bell et al. (2009), we discard all words adjacent to
disfluencies (identified by the POS tags “UH” and “XX”) to
avoid the complicated effects of disfluencies on word duration. Also following Bell et al. (2009), who note that short
prosodic phrases are typically formulaic discourse responses
(i.e. “oh good grief”), we discard prosodic phrases that are
three words or shorter. Table 1 shows statistics for the final
swbdnxt corpus.
Large Brent Large Brent is a subset of the Brent
Corpus of spontaneous IDS collected in a naturalistic setting. It consists of the mothers’ utterances from four motherinfant dyads, and has a forced phone alignment based on a
modified version of the CMU pronunciation dictionary. Details of the corpus and alignment can be found in Rytting et
al. (2010). Large Brent has a 90%/10% train/test partition; for this study we use only the training partition, which
contains 22, 226 words from 7, 030 sentences. Rytting et al.
(2010) have already excluded utterances containing partial or
unintelligible words, so we made no further effort to handle
disfluencies.
Unlike swbdnxt, this corpus does not include talker’s
ages; since all talkers are new mothers, we use an estimate
(based on personal communication with Michael Brent) of 27
years old for all talkers. There is also no annotation of intonational phrase boundaries, which are known to affect word
duration. However, in this corpus every pause of 300 milliseconds or more is taken to be an utterance boundary, so we
use the utterance boundaries as a fairly robust approximation
to intonational phrase boundaries. As in the ADS corpus, we
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remove all prosodic phrases which are three words or shorter,
resulting in the corpus statistics shown in Table 1.
Pooled dataset To facilitate direct comparison between
predictability effects in ADS and IDS, we created a pooled
dataset containing the data from both swbdnxt and Large
Brent. As can be seen in Table 1, the pooled dataset is relatively balanced in terms of the number of sentences and words
from each type of speech, but not in terms of talkers. The imbalance in the number of talkers is handled by including a
random effect for Talker in our model (described below).

Models
Approach Word duration is affected by many factors other
than word predictability, such as talker age, speech rate, the
word’s length in phones, and its position in the intonational
phrase. To control for these kinds of factors, we adopt a simple two-step regression procedure. First, we build a single
control model (using the model selection procedure described
shortly), which regresses log word duration against only control terms such as those above.1 The control model is fitted to
the pooled dataset, and includes a Speech Type term (ADS or
IDS) to allow for non-predictability effects on duration due to
speech type. We also allow interactions between Speech Type
and the other control factors. Next, we take the residuals of
this control model as the response variable for model selection among predictability terms, so that these terms can only
be used to explain the part of the variance that has not already
been accounted for by control factors. We perform three separate regressions on the residuals: one on the residuals from
the ADS subset of the data, one on the IDS subset, and one
on the entire pooled dataset. The ADS and IDS regressions
allow us to assess which predictability terms are significant
factors in predicting word duration in ADS or IDS, while
the pooled regression can show, through interactions with the
Speech Type term, whether a given predictability factor has
different effects in ADS and IDS.
This two-step approach has the advantage that we do not
need to worry about collinearity among our control predictors. If two predictors are collinear, the parameters of the
terms in the control model will be unstable, but the overall
variation explained, and the residuals, will be stable.
The approach outlined above could be used with a standard linear regression model. However, such a model assumes that data points are sampled independently, which is
clearly not true for words from the same sentence or from
the same talker. Instead, we use a mixed effects regression,
which generalizes standard regression by including multiple
random effects rather than only one (the error term). Specifically, we will be able to estimate different random baselines
and slopes for each talker and for each sentence. The random
effects will not be examined directly; rather, they will “soak
up” the otherwise unhandled correlations between items, pro1
Like Bell et al. (2009), we take the log of the duration to avoid
equating a 50ms difference in a word that is usually 60ms with a
50ms difference in a word that is usually 300ms.

viding us with more robust parameter estimates without sacrificing statistical power. We discuss the details of the random
effects and model selection procedure below, after describing
the fixed effects used in our control and predictability models.
Fixed Effects: Control terms We include nine terms in
the control model, based on those of (Bell et al., 2009).
These are: Talker Age (taken from metadata in swbdnxt;
estimated as described in the Data section for Large
Brent),
 Talker Sex, Speech Rate (computed per utterance
Vowels ), # Vowels (taken from annotation based
as log #Second
on a pronunciation dictionary), Average Word Duration
(computed as the sum of the average duration of each phone
in the word, following Bell et al. (2009); average phone durations were computed separately for each dataset), Intonational Phrase Initial (indicates whether a word is at the beginning of an intonational phrase; phrases are bounded by
break indices of 3 or 4 in swbdnxt and are assumed to
coincide with utterances in Large Brent), Intonational
Phrase Final (as previous), Content or Function Word2
(based on POS tags), and Speech Type (ADS or IDS).
Fixed Effects: Predictability terms3 We include four predictability terms, again following Bell et al. (2009): Log
Word Frequency, Preceding Context (log probability of
a word given the preceding two words), Following Context (log probability of a word given the following two
words), and First Mention (whether or not the talker has
said the word). The first three predictors are all Good-Turing
smoothed. To reduce collinearity, we residualized Word Frequency against the other three predictors.

Model Selection
We employ a model selection procedure that closely follows
an algorithm introduced by Coco and Keller (2010), with only
minor modifications to avoid specific interactions that lead to
convergence errors (all our IDS talkers are female, for example, so we avoid testing for an interaction between Speech
Type and Sex).4 For each round of model selection, we consider two random effects: Talker, and Sentence (nested within
Talker). We first determine which of the two random effects
(intercept only) produces a better initial model. We then determine whether adding the other random effect (intercept
only) produces a significant improvement in model fit. This is
followed by another series of model comparisons to add fixed
main effects and random slopes for each random effect that
2
Bell et al. (2009) investigate this term in interaction with predictability terms. We attempted to include it in our predictability
model, but it is highly collinear with other predictability terms and
we failed to reduce collinearity to an interpretable level, so we include it in the control model instead.
3
All of these terms are computed from the conjunction of the
IDS and ADS corpora prior to discarding short prosodic phrases. We
also tried computing these terms on the final dataset, after discarding
short prosodic phrases, and found no significant differences in the
modeling results.
4
The R implementation of the modified algorithm is available at
http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/s0930006/modelselect.R.
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is already in the model. Finally, we perform another series of
model comparisons to add interactions.
In each step, a predictor is added if the model with that
predictor is a significantly better fit to the data than the model
without that predictor, as assessed with the anova function
for model comparisons in R. As the model selection procedure involves several dozen model comparisons, we are
conservative in assessing the significance of model comparisons. Specifically, whereas Coco and Keller (2010) consider
a model comparison significant if the larger model is a better
fit at p < 0.05, we require p < 0.01.
All predictors were centered except Speech Type; for ease
of interpretation, Speech Type was set to -1 for Adult Directed Speech and 1 for Infant Directed Speech, resulting in
a mean value of ≈ −0.071. During model search for the Predictability Models, we compel all terms to be added as at least
a main effect, even if they do not improve model fit.5
P-values for fixed effects in all models (i.e., the P-mcmc
values in Tables 2, 3, and 4) are assessed using a Markov
Chain Monte Carlo algorithm, using 10, 000 samples, implemented in the pvals.fnc function from the R package languageR. A fixed effect is taken to be significant at
p < 0.01 (the same results are found at p < 0.05).

Experiments
ADS and IDS individually
Before performing a direct comparison of ADS and IDS data,
we first build individual predictability models for the two
types of speech. The individual models serve two purposes.
First, they tell us what kinds of effects are present in each
kind of speech, allowing an informal comparison of the predictability effects in ADS and IDS speech. Second, we can
use the results of these individual models to inform model selection when performing a direct comparison on the pooled
data. In short, the individual models identify patterns of significant effects, and the pooled model compares these patterns
of significant effects in a quantitative manner.
For the individual models, we take the residuals from the
control model fitted on the entire pooled dataset, and run
model search on the IDS predictability terms to predict the
residuals for IDS words, and then run model search on the
ADS predictability terms to predict the residuals for ADS
words. Model search proceeds for up to 2-way interactions.
Results for ADS and IDS are presented in Tables 2 and 3,
respectively. As the response variable is (residual) log duration, a negative coefficient corresponds to a shortening effect
as the predictor increases, and a positive coefficient corresponds to a lengthening effect. For both ADS and IDS, a
number of predictability effects are observed. For ADS, we
find all the expected predictability effects among the main effects: frequent words and words predictable from context are
5
In practice, all terms were significant in every case except for
Speech Type. This is expected, as Speech Type was included in the
control model.

Table 2: Coefficients and significance values (P-mcmc) for
all fixed effects in the individual model for ADS data.
Predictability Term
Coeff.
P-mcmc
(Intercept)
-0.0045 0.2558
First Mention
0.0383 0.0001
Word Freq.
-0.0077 0.0042
Prec. Context
-0.0226 0.0001
Foll. Context
-0.0105 0.0001
Word Freq. × First Mention -0.0339 0.0001
Prec. Context × First Mention
0.0132 0.0014
Table 3: Coefficients and significance values (P-mcmc) for
all fixed effects in the individual model for IDS data.
Predictability Term
Coeff.
P-mcmc
(Intercept)
0.0035 0.3912
First Mention
0.0352 0.0001
Word Freq.
-0.0211 0.0001
Prec. Context
-0.0020 0.2490
Foll. Context
-0.0093 0.0001
Word Freq. × First Mention -0.0206 0.0002
shorter, while words new to the conversation are longer. Accordingly, we have replicated previous findings on ADS. In
IDS, we also find effects, in the expected directions, of Word
Frequency, First Mention, and Following Context, but we do
not find any effect of Preceding Context. We discuss the implications of this difference in the Discussion Section.
We find one significant interaction common to both ADS
and IDS: a negative interaction between Word Frequency and
First Mention, indicating that the lengthening effect of First
Mention is reduced for more frequent words. The additional
interaction between Preceding Context and First Mention in
the ADS model is interesting, as its absence in the CDS model
further supports the idea that Preceding Context influences
word duration only in ADS.
These individual models, however, only reveal whether we
have enough evidence to determine that the various coefficients are significantly different from zero, without comparing the effects in ADS with those in IDS. A direct comparison
accomplishes two goals. First, it can confirm that the effect
of Preceding Context is actually weaker in IDS than it is in
ADS. Second, it is possible that an effect might be significant and in the same direction in both types of speech, but
be much stronger in one type of speech. A pooled model on
the entire dataset enables just such a direct comparison of effects in each Speech Type by examining interactions with the
Speech Type term. We now proceed to this pooled model.

Pooled comparison
In this section, we perform model search on the full pooled
dataset, and include in the predictability model the fixed effect “Speech Type” that indicates whether each word is from
the ADS dataset or the IDS dataset. We will in particular
be examining the interaction terms between Speech Type and
the predictability terms. Since we wish to verify different
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patterns of significant results in models containing 2-way interactions between predictability terms, we perform model
search up to 3-way interactions. Model search proceeds as
before, except we force the addition of 3-way interactions between Speech Type and the two-way interactions which were
added to the individual models.6
Table 4 presents the model coefficients and P-values from
our final model. The table is separated into three boxes for
each order of interaction, and each box is split into interactions not involving Speech Type on the top and interactions
involving Speech Type on the bottom. There is relatively little collinearity in this model; most of the pairwise correlations among main effects are less than 0.1 in magnitude, and
only First Mention and Following Context, along with Speech
Type and First Mention, are above 0.2 (but below 0.3). Four
correlations involving interaction terms are between 0.3 and
0.4 in magnitude, and five are between 0.2 and 0.3, but otherwise all interaction term correlations are less than 0.2, with
the majority less than 0.1.
As our Speech Type variable is approximately centered, the
main effects terms indicate an approximate average over the
entire pooled corpus (with a slight bias to ADS). We observe
in the main effects the same predictability effects as we saw
in the ADS individual model: a significant and lengthening
effect of First Mention, and a significant and shortening effect
of Word Frequency and contextual probabilities.
Looking to the 2-way interactions that involve Speech
Type, we first see a significant and positive interaction between Speech Type and Preceding Context, indicating that
the shortening effect of Preceding Context is weaker in IDS.
Moreover, since the interaction coefficient is roughly equal
in magnitude to the main effect coefficient, this confirms
the individual model findings that there is little or no effect in IDS. Secondly, we find a significant negative interaction between Word Frequency and Speech Type, indicating
a stronger shortening effect of Word Frequency in IDS.
Two of the three 3-way interactions that involve Speech
Type are significant. We see first a significant negative interaction between Speech Type, First Mention, and Preceding
Context. As Speech Type is −1 for ADS, this verifies the
discovery of a significant positive interaction between First
Mention and Preceding Context in the individual ADS model
but not in the individual IDS model. We find also a significant positive 3-way interaction between Speech Type, Following Context, and First Mention. This indicates that, for
ADS, the lengthening effect of First Mention is diminished
for words that are highly predictable in Following Context,
while for IDS, the lengthening effect of First Mention is actually enhanced for words that are highly predictable in Following Context. Finally, the interaction between Speech Type,
Word Frequency, and First Mention is non-significant, consistent with the similarly valued negative coefficients for the
6
We also tried forcing the addition of interactions between
Speech Type and any term which was added to the individual models, but the additional interactions were not significant.

interaction between Word Frequency and First Mention in the
individual models.

Discussion
In our experiments, we found many similarities in the effects
of predictability on word duration in IDS and ADS, but also
some significant differences. Specifically, we found significant main effects of First Mention, Word Frequency, and Following Context in both IDS and ADS, but of Preceding Context only in ADS. Moreover, IDS exhibits a stronger effect of
Word Frequency. Also, while we found a significant negative
interaction between Preceding Context and First Mention in
ADS, the interaction was not significant in IDS. Finally, we
found that words that are more predictable based on following context show a greater lengthening effect of First Mention
in IDS, but a smaller lengthening effect in ADS.
These results are important for several reasons. First, we
have confirmed the independent effects of First Mention, Frequency, and Preceding and Following Context found by (Bell
et al., 2009), but using more stringent statistical methods
which control for correlations due to Talker and Sentence, and
exercising greater care with collinearity in our model terms.
Second, we have provided the first detailed characterization
of predictability effects in IDS, which adds to our knowledge
about the nature of the linguistic input that infants are exposed
to. Finally, we have added an important piece of evidence to
the debate about whether predictability effects are listener- or
talker-based: since ADS and IDS have the same population
of talkers but different populations of listeners, differences
in predictability effects between ADS and IDS suggest that
these effects are, at least in part, modulated in response to
listener characteristics. Our results cannot be explained under an information-theoretic approach by simply assuming a
noisier channel in IDS, with talkers slowing down the overall
rate of communication. Under this assumption, we would expect the same factors to be significant in predicting duration
for both IDS and ADS. The coefficients might be different,
but they would all change in the same direction. Instead we
found heightened effects of some factors in IDS and lessened
effects of others.
Our results also raise an interesting question: what could
explain the particular pattern of differences we found? Although a fully satisfactory account requires further investigation, we speculate that the factors found to be significant in
both ADS and IDS are those that reflect talker-based mechanisms, while the remaining factor (Preceding Context) reflects accommodation to the listener. Our reasoning is as
follows. First, there is a well-attested relationship between
word frequency and the talker-based process of lexical access
(Griffin & Bock, 1998, and references therein); this relationship is usually explained in terms of the resting activation of
particular lexical items. Similarly, talker-based lexical access
processes can account for the effect of First Mention: previously mentioned words have higher activation due to priming. The effect of Following Context can be explained using a
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3-way

2-way

Main effects

Table 4: Coefficients and significance values (P-mcmc) for all fixed effects in the pooled model.

Word Freq.
Word Freq.
Speech Type
Speech Type
Word Freq.
Speech Type
Speech Type
Speech Type

×
×
×
×

Predictability Term
(Intercept)
Speech Type
First Mention
Word Freq.
Prec. Context
Foll. Context
×
First Mention
×
Foll. Context
×
Prec. Context
×
Word Freq.
Foll. Context
×
First Mention
Prec. Context
×
First Mention
Foll. Context
×
First Mention
Word Freq.
×
First Mention

different talker-based mechanism, in this case sentence planning. This explanation arises from spreading activation models of sentence production (e.g. Dell, 1986; Tily et al., 2009),
which tie contextual probabilities to syntactic form activation.
Although the effect of Preceding Context may also be related to lexical access, we note that it is the only measure
which always involves words the talker has just said (and the
listener has just heard). Accordingly, it is the measure bestsituated to capture tacit awareness of the listener’s processing
load, and so may be the only measure which captures primarily listener-based influences on word duration. If this is the
case, then it may be that talkers have no control over the first
three effects (as they are hard-wired side effects of how language production works), but can control the effect of Preceding Context. Since infant listeners have little or no linguistic competence, talkers may simply “turn off” the effect
of Preceding Context in IDS, knowing that the listener will be
unable to make correct predictions about words in context.
Whether or not this explanation is correct, our results provide important evidence that talkers do modulate the effects
of predictability on pronunciation based on coarse knowledge
about listener characteristics. Further research is needed to
better understand the extent and nature of this modulation,
especially with other listener populations.
Acknowledgements: We would like to thank Frank Keller
and Moreno Coco for invaluable feedback and comments.
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Introduction
Concepts are not static. They change in many ways from the
most simple – as in cases where a new instance is added on
to an existing concept – to the most radical – as in cases that
involve belief revision, ontological category shifts and
changes in causality. The purpose of the present symposium
is to present some of the most recent attempts to describe
and explain the more radical kinds of conceptual changes
that take place when students are exposed to counterintuitive concepts in science and mathematics.
One important issue in conceptual change research has
focused on whether conceptual change requires the revision
of concepts embedded in relatively coherent „framework
theories‟ (e.g.,Vosniadou, Vamvakoussi & Skopeliti, 2008)
or the integration of fragmented pieces (diSessa, 2008).
According to the „framework theory‟ approach, students use
enrichment mechanisms to incorporate scientific
information to an incompatible naive theory. Because of the
incompatibility between existing knowledge structures and
the new, to-be-acquired, information, such learning
processes may lead either to internal consistency (and, thus,
to fragmentation) or to the formation of misconceptions. In
recent work, Brown and Hammer (2008) propose that the
knowledge system should be seen as consisting of dynamic
cognitive structures which arise from the interactions of
smaller conceptual elements. They claim that such a
complex systems perspective can integrate the differences
between the fragmentation vs. coherence accounts.
Another recent debate in this area concerns Chi‟s (2008)
categorical shift hypothesis vs. Ohlsson‟s (2011)
resubsumption hypothesis to explain the processes thereby
which learners abandon their prior beliefs because they are
inconsistent with currently accepted scientific explanations.
As noticed by Ohlsson (2009) such non-monotonic changes
are difficult to promote with instruction and have a low
probability of occurring spontaneously. According to the
resubsumption hypothesis, when a learner comes to realize
that an alternative theory, developed to make sense in one

domain, may be preferable in order to explain a
phenomenon which applies to some other domain, s/he will
subsume the phenomenon under the alternative theory. This
process depends on the recognition of similarities rather
than on being confronted with anomalies. In contrast,
according to the category shift hypothesis, a concept is
categorized under the wrong category in the first place and
conceptual change is brought about by noticing the
anomalies caused by this mis-categorization.
Even though these arguments are important for
understanding conceptual change processes they have had
little presence in the meetings of the Cognitive Science
Society so far. The aim of this symposium is to bring some
of the current discussions and different perspectives on
conceptual change to the attention of the cognitive science
audience. All the speakers are key developers of the
different approaches and have led their development.

The Symposium
Misconceived Causal Explanations for ‘Emergent’
Science Processes: Michelene T.H. Chi. Examples of the
visible or imagined patterns of science processes such as
natural selection and diffusion might be giraffes‟ necks
getting longer over generations and ink “flowing” in water
after several drops have been added. Instead of explaining
the patterns of these processes as emerging from the
collective interactions of all the agents (e.g., both the water
and ink molecules), students often explain the pattern as
being caused by controlling agents (e.g., the ink only) with
intentional goals. Radical conceptual change refers to
learning that changes such robust and incorrect prior
explanations to the correct explanations, and this kind of
conceptual change has been impossible to achieve.
Our hypothesis for why students generate misconceived
explanations is that students have formed familiar scripts
and narratives from their daily exposures to everyday events
and stories, and they rely on a generalized version of their
narrative scripts to interpret and explain science processes.
This generalized script, (or a “direct causal schema”), is
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perfectly adequate and accurate for explaining sequential
and stage-like science processes such as cycles of moon,
circulation of blood, stages of mitosis, and photosynthesis,
as well as the conditions and constraints of the patterns
themselves. However, such a “direct causal schema” is
inappropriate for explaining non-sequential (or emergent)
kind of sciences processes, such as diffusion, natural
selection, osmosis, and heat flow, resulting in robust
misconceived explanations. In order to achieve conceptual
change, students need an alternative general schema that is
suitable for explaining and interpreting emergent processes.
We describe one attempt at designing and teaching a
generalized “emergent causal schema.”
Explicit and Implicit Processing in a Laboratory Model
of Conceptual Change: Stellan Ohlsson and David Cosejo.
We hypothesize that conceptual change requires both
deliberate hypothesis testing and implicit learning of cooccurrence information in the environment. However, welldefined computational process models of conceptual change
are yet to appear. Conceptual change is a temporally
extended process with infrequent and course-grained
expression in observable behavior. Developmental
psychologists, educational researchers and historians of
science work with temporally scarce data that provide scant
information about the processes involved. To study these
processes under controlled conditions, we have developed a
laboratory model of conceptual change that we call recategorization. In a re-categorization paradigm, participants
learn an unfamiliar category, to criterion, at which point the
target category is re-defined. The participants are not
informed of this but continue the standard categorization
cycles of stimulus presentation, categorizations, and
feedback until the revised category has been learned to
criterion. The question is how, by what processes, the
initially acquired category – the “misconception” – is
unlearned, and the revised, target category is acquired. We
present some preliminary data obtained with this paradigm
that supports the view that conceptual change (in this
paradigm) is an interaction between explicit and implicit
processing. The relation of the model to naturalistic
conceptual change is raised, and the question of how the
model can be improved to capture more of naturalistic
processes is discussed.
Conceptual change processes in mathematics: The case
of fractions: Stella Vosniadou.The results of a series of
experiments will be presented and used to argue that
students‟ difficulties with fractions go beyond the mere lack
of adequate practice and unfamiliarity Rather, the evidence
points to the conclusion that we are dealing with a
conceptual change problem, where the new, to-be-acquired
information conflicts with students‟ concept of number as
natural number and where the whole number concept
inhibits the acquisition of fraction information and
constrains operations with fractions even in adults.
According to the framework theory (Vosniadou et al.,
2008), students‟ initial concept of number constrains their
interpretation of new information regarding rational number

causing persistent misconceptions. Misconceptions such as
„multiplication always makes bigger‟ and „the bigger the
terms the bigger the fraction‟ reveal the interference of
rational number reasoning on rational number tasks. The
framework theory suggests that misconceptions are often
caused as students use enrichment mechanisms to add the
new, incompatible information to their initial number
concept. Understanding fractions requires the construction
of an integrated representation of number which may
critically depend on the development of executive function
skills such as the capacity to inhibit habitual responses.
A Complex Dynamic Systems Perspective on Conceptual
Change: David E. Brown. When a student's conception is
considered as a Complex Dynamic System -CDS (i.e., as
like a dynamic ecosystem rather than as like a "regular
thing," such as a rock), aspects of students' conceptions and
conceptual change, which are surprising if these conceptions
are considered as regular entities, become expected. First,
with CDS's, at times strong influences can lead to little
change (strong stabilities or "attractors" develop that are
affected little by external influences), which predicts the
kind of robustness often seen with students' conceptions.
Second, CDS's are emergent and evolving rather than static.
Any identifiable systematicities in student thought would
then be the result of dynamic emergence from the complex
system of knowledge elements. Such emergent structures
can be fleeting or highly stable, accounting for both strong
coherence and significant contextuality in students'
conceptions, both of which have been seen in numerous
studies. Finally, CDS's are embedded in and embed other
CDS's. We would therefore expect interactions among
various levels of complexity that impinge on students'
conceptions: subconceptual, conceptual, metaconceptual,
discursive, sociocultural, etc. A CDS view encourages
consideration of such interactions, without a reification of
one level to the exclusion of others. Such a
multidimensional perspective, a natural outgrowth of a CDS
view, is increasingly seen as important in considerations of
student conceptual change.
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Abstract
Abstract thought has roots in the spatial world. Abstractions
are expressed in the ways things are arranged in the world as
well as the ways people talk and gesture. Mappings to the
page should be better when they are congruent, that is, when
the abstract concept matches the spatial one. Congruent
mappings can be revealed in people’s performance and
preferences. Congruence is supported here for visual
representations of continuum and category. Congruently
mapping a continuous concept, frequency, to a continuous
visual variable and mapping a categorical concept, class
inclusion, to a categorical visual variable were preferred and
lead to better performance than the reverse mappings.
Keywords: Diagrammatic reasoning; spatial metaphors;
design; networks; information systems

Introduction
Abstract thought has roots in the spatial world (e. g.,
Boroditsky, 2002; Lakoff & Johnson, 1980; Shepard, 2001;
Talmy, 1983; Tversky, Kugelmass, & Winter, 1991). These
abstractions are expressed in the ways people organize
space as well as in the ways they speak, gesture, and put
things on the page (Tversky, 2011, in press). External visual
expressions of thought, from cave paintings to computer
bits, go back tens of thousands of years, though expressions
of abstract thought have become common only with the
widespread use of paper. Visualizations of thought are
especially apt for conveying information that is intrinsically
spatial, like environments, organisms, and objects, where
elements and relations in real space can be mapped onto
elements and relations on the page. Yet they are also
effective for conveying concepts and relations that are
metaphorically spatial, including temporal, social,
quantitative, and more, in part because such concepts have

“natural” mappings to space (e. g., Landy & Goldstone,
2007; Tversky et al., 1991). These natural mappings seem to
come from the ways that we arrange space to suit our needs
and the ways that space governs our behavior (Tversky, in
press). They are also evident in language, in common
expressions and metaphors (e. g., Cooper & Ross, 1975;
Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). For example, people, trees, and
more grow stronger as they grow taller; taller piles,
buildings, and bridges must be stronger than smaller ones.
Such associations provide a worldly foundation for the
many metaphors associating up with good, strength, and
power.
By mapping abstract concepts and relations congruently
to space and spatial relations, visualizations not only
promote comprehension but also inference (cf. Bertin, 1981;
Norman, 1993; Zhang, 2000). They allow users to apply
highly-practiced skills of spatial reasoning to abstract
reasoning (e. g., Tversky, 2001; in press).
Despite natural mappings, representing abstract relations
graphically is not always straightforward. Several
alternative means of visual expression are often available,
and, typically, each of these has several possible
interpretations. Many common and useful devices, like dots,
lines, boxes, and arrows, are ambiguous, with multiple
meanings, not unlike related spatial terms like link, frame,
field, and relationship, which also have multiple meanings
(e. g., Tversky, Zacks, Lee & Heiser, 2002). Arrows, for
example, can indicate order, direction, movement, causality,
and more (Heiser & Tversky, 2006). Yet, choosing the right
representation is essential to fast and clear communication,
and to effective reasoning with diagrams.
Selecting the right representation for an abstraction does
not have to be at the whim of a designer. The ProductionPreference-Performance program provides empirical
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methods for deciding (cf. Kessell & Tversky, 2011;
Tversky, Agrawala, et al., 2007). In the 3Ps program, one
group of participants produces graphic representations for a
concept or group of concepts, for example, keeping track of
a set of people as they move in time. People’s spontaneous
graphic productions for representing information reflect
their understanding of how that information is structured (e.
g., Novick & Hurley, 2001; Zacks & Tversky, 1999).
Another group is presented with a set of graphic
representations for the same information, for example, a
matrix or a graph, and asked which they prefer, that is,
which is a better or best way to convey the information. In
some cases, interpretation of the graphic device is added or
substituted for preference. A third group is asked to make
judgments or inferences from one of several graphic
representations, allowing comparison of performance under
each representation. Comparing these measures can help
select the right graphic representation and can also provide
insight into the cognition underlying the concepts. Ideally,
the mappings that are more successful in performance and
preference are more successful because they are more
congruent.
Designing direct, comprehensible visual devices to
express abstract meanings can be more challenging when
those meanings are superimposed on a system structure.
Structure, especially spatial structure, has priority for the
use of space in a diagram over time and abstract relations (e.
g., Kessell & Tversky, 2011; Nickerson, Tversky, Corter,
Yu, & Mason, 2010). Some cases are relatively
straightforward, for example, superimposing causal
relations on the structure of the circulatory system or a
bicycle pump or the water cycle by adding arrows indicating
the sequence and direction of causality (e. g., Heiser &
Tversky, 2006).
Superimposing abstract relations on structural ones is
more complicated in other cases. Consider the problem
explored here, a network diagram conveying social or
computer interrelations. Suppose that we want to show not
only the links among the nodes that represent the people or
the computers but also how frequently pairs interact or the
subgroups that they are part of, issues faced frequently in
visualizations, including those of networks (e. g., Tollis et
al., 1998).
Effectively diagramming frequency and
subgrouping are critical in the design of information
systems, where balancing efficiency, rooted in frequency,
and security, rooted in subgrouping are central issues.
Representing frequency and grouping are basic to other
network problems, and, more generally, to statistical and
information graphics. Frequency is a paradigmatic
continuous variable and grouping is a paradigmatic
categorical variable.
Spatial organization in the world suggests some
possibilities for representing frequency and grouping,
possibilities that have been produced in practice. All other
things equal, individuals who are closer in space interact
more frequently; conversely, when high interaction is
desired, individuals—and computers—are placed in close

proximity. Distance is arguably the most common way to
use space to represent abstract relations, where distance in
space indicates distance on some abstract dimension.
Individuals or components that form a subgroup are often
put in the same enclosed space; similarly, individuals in the
same enclosed space are more likely to form a subgroup.
That is, subgroups are often in the same container. Finally,
thicker pipes carry more water, and thicker cables carry
more wires. Thus, thickness of links connecting components
is a natural way to represent the intensity of interrelations,
especially among components. Each of these real-world and
diagrammatic expressions appears in talk as well. We say
we’ve grown apart or distant, we talk about bandwidth, we
say a system or a group contains so and so or such and such
as members.
Spatial organizations in the world, then, form a basis for
abstract thought. They also form a basis for congruency of
mapping from the conceptual to the spatial world of a
diagram (Tversky, Morrison & Betrancourt, 2002). Because
frequency is continuous, it is more congruently matched to a
continuous spatial variable, such as distance or thickness;
similarly, because grouping is a categorical variable, it is
more congruently matched to a categorical variable such as
containment. Some support for congruence in mapping
continuous and categorical concepts comes from prior work
on line and bar graphs, where participants understood and
produced lines for continuous variables and bars for discrete
ones (Zacks & Tversky, 1999), but this was for mapping
only those variables, not for superimposing that information
on a structure, as in the present studies.
Given that several visual expressions of frequency and
inclusion have been produced, as in the previous research,
we turn to ask whether one or some conceptual mappings to
space are more effective in performance or more compelling
in preference. To insure comparability of performance and
preference, both frequency and grouping were treated as
binary variables: high vs. low frequency and included or not
included in a subgroup. Although the more typical ways of
regarding these concepts, as categorical or continuous, is
expected to affect performance and preference,
particularities of the diagrams and the tasks may modulate
the predictions derived from congruence.

Experiment 1: Performance
Will performance with conceptually congruent mappings be
better than with less congruent mappings? That is, will
people make more inferences about frequency when actors
interacting more frequently are represented as closer in
proximity or connected by thicker lines than when contained
in a common frame? Distance and thickness are continuous,
thus more congruent with continuous concepts like
frequency, whereas frames are categorical, thus more
congruent with categorical concepts like grouping. Will
people make more accurate inferences involving grouping
when groups are contained in the same frame or connected
by thicker lines than when they are merely in closer
proximity?
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S needs to transmit a message to E. Along which
pathway will the message arrive first? (Please list all
nodes along the pathway.)

Method
Participants. 399 volunteers from Amazon’s Mechanical
Turk website participated, distributed fairly evenly across 6
conditions. The average age was 30, with a range from 1863. 56% were male, 45% were native English speakers, and
48% had a college degree. Collecting data on a website
increases the range of responders, making the data more
representative of a general population, but decreases control,
which may add variance to the results, decreasing the
chances of finding significance for a fixed sample size.
Design. There were six groups. Each participant saw one of
three visualizations (Figure 1) and answered one of the two
questions below (Frequency or Grouping):
Thickness

Grouping. The diagram below represents computers
that can all communicate with each other. S and F
are part of the same system. F and J are part of the
same system. J and B are part of the same system. E
and G are part of the same system. K and G are part
of the same system. Links within a system are six
times as secure as other links.
S needs to transmit a message to E. Which
pathway is the most secure? (Please list all nodes
along the pathway.)
In pilot experiments using simpler diagrams (such as
those in the preference experiment described below),
performance was at ceiling. With the more complex
diagrams used here, accuracy was about 50%, a level that
allowed detection of differences across diagrams and
inferences, but makes direct comparison to the preference
results more difficult.

Results
Containment

Distance

Figures 2 and 3 show the proportion of correct
responses to the optimal-path inference questions posed in
the frequency and grouping problems. In a log-linear
analysis, the three-way association among prompt condition
(frequency versus grouping), diagram type (container,
distance, line weight), and correctness was significant,
χ2(2)=12.16, p=.002, meaning that the effects of the diagram
types on correctness differed for frequency and grouping
scenarios. Mapping frequency to distance or thickness led
to superior performance (Figure 2) compared with mapping
frequency to containment, z = -2.99, p=.003. Distance and
thickness mappings did not differ, z = 0.83, p=.407.

Figure 1: The diagrammatic prompts
Frequency. The diagram below represents computers
that can all communicate with each other. S and F
communicate with each other six times a second. F
and J communicate with each other six times a
second. J and B communicate with each other six
times a second. E and G communicate with each
other six times a second. K and G communicate with
each other six times a second. All the other
communication links shown indicate that the nodes
communicate with each other at the rate of one time
a second.
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Figure 2: Mean proportions correct for each diagram type
for the Frequency problem. Error bars represent the 95%
confidence interval for the mean.
In contrast, mapping grouping to containment or
thickness led to superior performance (Figure 3) compared
with mapping grouping to distance, z=3.30, p=.001.
Thickness and containment did not differ, z=1.243, p=.214.

preferences to see if they, too, are congruent. Will people
judge the use of boxes to enclose computers belonging to
the same system a more natural way to think about grouping
and inclusion than putting them close spatially? Will people
think putting computer systems that communicate
frequently close in space a more natural way to think about
frequency than enclosing them?

Method
A total of 377 volunteers from Amazon’s Mechanical
Turk website participated. 182 participated in the frequency
condition (see below), the others in the grouping condition.
The average age was 30, with a range from 18-69. 52%
were male, 61% were native English speakers, and 70% had
a college degree.
In this experiment participants made preference
judgments. Participants compared the three diagrams in
Figure 4 in one of the two judgment tasks described below,
Frequency or Grouping.
Frequency. The diagrams below represent computers
that can all communicate with each other. K
communicates frequently with Z. H communicates
frequently T. Neither K nor Z communicates
frequently with either H or T.
Choose the diagram that best expresses the
description. Choose the second best diagram. Choose
the third best diagram.
Figure 3: Mean proportions correct for each diagram type
for the Grouping problem. Error bars represent the 95%
confidence interval for the mean.

Grouping. These diagrams represent computers that
can all communicate with each other. K and Z are
part of the same system. H and T are part of the same
system.
Choose the diagram that best expresses the
description. Choose the second best diagram. Choose
the third best diagram.

Discussion
Congruence of conceptual mapping can account for the
general pattern of results. Participants were more accurate
making inferences about frequency when it was mapped to
spatial distance or thickness than when it was mapped to
containment. Frequency is a continuous conceptual
dimension and both distance and thickness are continuous
spatial dimensions. Thus the conceptual and visual are
congruent.
Inferences about grouping, a categorical relationship, led
to a different pattern: participants were more accurate
judging groupings of computers when grouping was
mapped to containment than to distance. This, too, is a
congruent mapping, of a categorical concept, inclusion, to a
categorical visual device, a frame. Interestingly, thickness of
connection was as good as containment for grouping
judgments. In the specific diagrams used in the experiment,
thickness had only two levels, so that it could easily be
mapped to inclusion, but distance had many levels, hence
was more confusing for assessing a categorical concept like
inclusion.

Experiment 2: Preference
Congruence of concept to space accounted for the general
pattern of performance (i.e., inferences). Here, we examine

Thickness

Distance

Containment

Figure 4: The diagrams presented in the experiment.

Results
Figures 5 and 6 show the proportions of participants
choosing each diagram type as best in the Frequency and
Grouping conditions. In a log-linear analysis, the
proportions of "best" choices of the three diagram types
differed between the two conditions, χ2(2) = 83.676,
p<.001. In the Frequency condition, line thickness was
most often chosen as the best representation, by 48% of
participants. Containment was chosen as best by 34% of
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participants, and distance was chosen as best by only 18%.
In the Grouping condition, containment was chosen as the
best representation by 70% of participants. Line thickness
was chosen as best by only 22% of participants, and
distance by only 9%.

Figure 5: The proportion of participants in the Frequency
condition who chose each diagram type as best.

Figure 6: The proportion of participants in the Grouping
condition who chose each diagram type as best.

Discussion
The importance of the congruence of conceptual content
to the visual representation is supported by participants’
first-choice preferences.
To represent grouping, a
categorical concept, most participants chose containment, a
categorical visual variable. To represent frequency, a

continuous concept, the most common choice was
thickness, a continuous visual variable.

General Discussion
Spatial thinking is all around us, in the world, in talk, in
gesture, in diagrams. Communication through diagrams can
be fast and efficient, and is increasingly common. Mapping
spatial entities and spatial relations in the world to spatial
elements and relations on the page is fairly straightforward
(which is not to say that it is always done well).
But successfully mapping abstract concepts and relations
to marks and spatial relations to the page, a metaphoric use
of diagrams, can be more complicated. The best mappings
use space in ways that are congruent with the abstract
concept. For example, since people think of greater height,
health, power, and wealth as going upwards, mapping those
concepts upwards on a graph is bound to lead to better and
faster comprehension and inference. Congruent mappings
can be revealed indirectly in language and gesture, and more
directly in experiments eliciting production, performance,
and preference (e.g., Kessell & Tversky, 2011, Tversky,
2011, in press; Tversky et al., 1991).
Here we explored congruent mappings for a continuous
concept, frequency, and a categorical concept, grouping.
These representations were superimposed on a graphic
structure, a network, rather than appearing in isolation.
Interconnected computer systems are usually visualized as
nodes linked in a network, much like social networks. It is
often desirable to superimpose other information on the
networks, notably frequency of interaction of nodes and
subgroups of nodes. Several ways to superimpose this
information on a network have been proposed in the
literature, including distance or lengths of link, thickness of
link, and frames or containers (e.g., Bertin, 1981; Harel,
1987).
Since frequency is a continuous concept, mapping it to a
continuous spatial variable, either distance or thickness,
should be congruent. Since inclusion is a categorical
concept, mapping it to frames should be congruent.
Congruency predictions were borne out both in
performance, making inferences from the diagrams, and in
preference. Inferences involving frequency were more
accurate when frequency was mapped to the continuous
representations, distance and thickness, compared with
when it was mapped to the categorical aspect of
containment. The opposite held for making inferences
involving inclusion or group membership, where
containment (but also thickness) led to superior
performance. Thickness was actually used as a binary
variable in the present graphs, encouraging a categorical
interpretation.
For preference judgments, containment was preferred to
represent grouping; this was predicted because both
relationships are categorical. For representing frequency,
the continuous aspect of line thickness was most often
chosen as the best representation, as predicted. Distance,
though, was a distant third choice, perhaps because in the
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set of diagrams used in this experiment, the actual distances
used in the diagrams were quite small.
Both preference and performance suggest that congruent
mappings of concepts to space are effective. Although the
specific mappings differed between the experiments,
probably because the conditions were not strictly
comparable, the overall conclusion holds. Mapping
continuous concepts to continuous uses of space and
mapping categorical concepts to categorical uses of space
were preferred and led to superior performance. These
conclusions corroborate earlier work showing congruence of
the use of bars for categorical concepts and lines for trends
(Zacks & Tversky, 1999). These results also strengthen the
case for the general program, of selecting among graphic
means to represent abstract concepts and relations by
assessing people’s productions, preferences, and
performance. The findings have broad implications for
designing diagrams, for information systems as well as for
statistical, scientific, and information graphics in the
popular and technical media. The reasoning and the
techniques provide a model for empirical methods to reveal
design principles. In turn, the findings have implications for
the many arenas of life where understanding diagrams is
crucial, including navigation in the world, research in
science and engineering, and learning in and out of
classrooms, Spatial thinking is pervasive and powerful;
visualizations can successfully express a range of abstract
concepts, as long as the mappings are congruent.
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Abstract
In this paper we present an eye-tracking experiment
investigating the relation of gaze behavior, spatial decision
making and route learning strategies. In the training phase
participants were passively transported along a route
consisting of 18 intersections. Each intersection featured two
landmarks, some of which were unique while others were
non-unique. In the test phase participants were presented with
static images of the intersections and had to indicate the
direction in which the original route proceeded. We report
systematic gaze bias towards the eventually chosen movement
direction. Furthermore, we demonstrate that by dissociating
the decision relevant information from the location to which a
response is directed, these gaze bias effects can be
systematically modulated. The results provide novel insights
into how attentional processes mediate performance in a route
memory task and are related to current theories of visual
decision making.
Keywords: Spatial cognition, route learning, eye-tracking,
gaze bias, decision making

Introduction
The relation between decision making and gaze behavior
has primarily been studied in a non-spatial context. Shimojo
and colleagues (2003), for example, demonstrated that
when asked to choose the most attractive face, participants
display a gaze bias towards the eventually chosen face in the
last second before they report their decision (Shimojo,
Simion, Shimojo, & Scheier,, 2003). Glaholt & Reingold
(2009) have recently demonstrated that such gaze bias
effects are not specific to preference choices but constitute a
more general phenomenon of visual decision making. The
gaze-cascade model provides a theoretical framework for
gaze bias effects. It states that gaze does not merely reflect
preferences, but is involved in the formation of preference
in that gaze orientation towards a stimulus and preference
for that stimulus are linked in a positive feedback loop
(Shimojo et al., 2003; Simion & Shimojo, 2006).

In recent studies, Wiener, Büchner, Hölscher, and
Konieczny (2009, under review) reported similar gaze bias
effects in the context of wayfinding. In these studies,
participants were presented with static screenshots of
decision points in complex architectural environments. In
one experiment, the participants’ task was to decide between
path options in order to find an object hidden in the
environment. In a second experiment, participants were first
informed about which path option to follow as if following a
guided route. They were then presented with the same
images and had to indicate which path option they chose
during initial exposure. Both experiments revealed a robust
gaze bias towards the eventually chosen path options.
Results from these studies provide first evidence for gaze
bias effects in the context of navigation and wayfinding.
Furthermore, the fact that the temporal dynamic of the gaze
bias was influenced by the wayfinding task (Wiener et al.,
under review) suggests that the analysis of gaze behavior is
a promising mean to investigate higher-level cognitive
functions and processes involved in wayfinding behavior.
The current study aims to further investigate the
relationship between decision making and gaze bias effects
in a spatial context. Specifically, we are interested in
developing a better understanding of how the positioning of
decision-relevant information and the placement of the
actual choices relate. To the best of our knowledge, in the
studies investigating gaze bias effects so far, the information
relevant for the decision and the choice options coincided
spatially. For example, when deciding which of two faces
depicted on images is more attractive, the eventually chosen
picture holds information relevant for that choice (e.g.
Shimojo et al., 2003). Using a route-learning paradigm we
spatially dissociated the information relevant for the
movement decision from the actual path option that has to
be chosen. The following scenario best illustrates this:
Imagine learning a route through a novel environment. At a
particular intersection along the route you may retrieve the
required movement response as: “Turn right at the yellow
house”. Depending on whether the yellow house – i.e. the
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landmark that allows you to recognize the particular
intersection – is located at the right or left side of the
intersection, the decision relevant information either
coincides with the required movement response or is
spatially dissociated from the required movement response.
This only holds true if the intersection is approached from
the same direction as during initial exposure. The question
of how people integrate information about the local
configuration of landmarks at an intersection with route
knowledge – which would allow them to also continue a
route when approaching a place from a different direction –
is beyond the scope of the current study.
Systematically manipulating whether or not the decisionrelevant information coincides with the required response
will allow us to investigate in more detail whether gaze bias
effects reflect the intake of relevant information and the
decision making process itself, or whether gaze bias effects
are also related to the process of reporting the outcome of a
decision. In addition, this manipulation will allow us to
investigate the cognitive strategies participants employ
during route learning.
Predictions
If gaze bias effects reflect information intake and the
decision making process as suggested by the cascade model
(Shimojo et al. 2003), the gaze bias should be directed
towards the decision relevant information, independent of
whether or not this information spatially coincides with the
option that has to be chosen.
However, if gaze bias also reflects the process of
reporting a decision, a gaze bias towards the eventually
chosen path option is expected, independent of whether or
not this options spatially coincides with the decision–
relevant information.

Methods
Virtual Environment
Using virtual environment technology (Vizard 3.0 by
WorldViz) we created a route consisting of 18 intersections
that were connected by corridors 30 m in length. Each
intersection could be identified by landmarks – i.e. images
of different animals – located at either side of the
intersection (see Figure 1). During the experiment,
participants were passively transported along a route at
3m/sec; at each intersection they experienced either a left
turn or a right turn and a total of 9 left turns and 9 right
turns.
The 18 intersections could be subdivided into two classes:
six of the intersections featured two unique landmarks – i.e.
landmarks only present once in the entire environment (UU
intersections); 12 of the intersections contained a unique
landmark and a non-unique landmark (UX intersections).
The non-unique landmark was always the same image of a
pig. The UX intersections were further subdivided into six
UX+ and six UX- intersections. At UX+ intersections
participants experienced a turn in direction of the unique
animal, at UX- intersections participants experienced a turn
in direction of the non-unique animal (for a summary of the
types of intersections, see Table 1). For the purpose of this
study it is important to note that distinguishing between
different UX intersections requires attending to the unique
landmark. This is true for both UX+ and UX- intersections.

Type
6 x UU
6 x UX+
6 x UX-

Table 1: Types of intersections
Landmarks
Turn-Direction
2 unique
Towards unique
1 unique; 1 non-unique
Towards unique
1 unique; 1 non-unique
Towards nonunique

Participants
17 participants (12 women) aged 18 to 28 (M = 19.53, SD
= 2.35) took part in the experiment. They were mainly
students from Bournemouth University and received course
credit compensation for their participation.

Figure 1: intersection in the virtual environment with 2
landmarks.

Procedure
The experiment consisted of six experimental blocks;
each block consisted of a training phase and a test phase.
In the training phase, participants were passively
transported along the entire route with a movement speed of
3m/sec. They initiated the training phase by pressing the
SPACE bar and were instructed to learn the route.
In the test phase, participants were presented with
screenshots of all 18 intersections in random order. They
were informed about the random presentation order and
their task was to indicate the direction in which the original
route proceeded as quickly and as accurately as possible by
pressing either the left or the right arrow key. Performance
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(correct choices), response time and gaze behaviour was
measured.

main effect of the type of intersection (F(2,32)=1.79, p=.18,
partial – η² = .10), or a significant interaction
(F(10,160)=1.17, p=.31, see Figure 2).

Experimental Setup
The stimuli were displayed at a resolution of 1024 x 768
pixels on a 20“ CRT monitor. The screen refresh rate was
100 Hz. Participants sat in front of the monitor at a distance
of ~60 cm, such that the resulting visual angle of the
monitor was 37 degrees (horizontally) x 28 degrees
(vertically). Eye movements were recorded using a SR
Research Ltd. EyeLink 1000 eye tracker sampling pupil
position at 500 Hz. The participant’s head was constrained
using a chin rest. The eye-tracker was calibrated using a 9point grid. A second 9-point grid was used to calculate the
accuracy of the calibration. Fixations were defined using the
detection algorithm supplied by SR Research.
Analysis Gaze Behavior
For each stimulus two interest areas equally dividing the
image in a left part and a right part were defined. Fixations
were assigned to the different interest areas. For the time
course analyses – i.e. the analyses of the likelihood that the
eventually chosen part of the stimulus was inspected – we
removed all fixations towards the central interest area,
retaining only fixations towards the two path options.

Figure 3: Response time decreases from experimental block
to experimental block (error bars represent SEM).
Mean Response Time. Only trials in which participants
responded correctly entered this response time analysis. An
ANOVA (factors: experimental block [1-6] & type of
intersection [UU, UX+, UX-]) revealed significant main
effects of both experimental block (F(5, 85.30)=34.77,
p<.001, partial – η² = .67) and type of intersection (F(2,
36.35)=9.00, p<.001, partial – η² = .33), but no significant
interaction (p=.44) on mean response times. Specifically,
response time decreased over experimental trials. Most
importantly, Bonferroni corrected pairwise comparisons
revealed that response times for UX- trials was significantly
longer (1619msec) than for UU (1422msec; p=.001) or UX+
trials (1312msec; p<.001), while response times for UU and
UX+ trials did not differ (p=.10, see Figure 3).

Results

Figure 2: Performance (correct responses) increases over the
experimental blocks (error bars represent SEM).

Behavior
Performance. On average participants chose the correct
direction in 85% of the trials. An ANOVA (factors:
experimental block [1-6] & type of intersection [UU, UX+,
UX-]) revealed a significant main effect of experimental
block (F(5,80)=22.20, p<.001, partial – η² = .58), but no

Figure 4: Likelihood that the eventually chosen part of the
stimulus is inspected for all types of intersections (error bars
represent SEM).
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Figure 5: Upper panel: Example stimuli of the test phase with fixation patterns (heat maps); Movement direction is
indicated by the arrow, superimposed on the images (not part of original stimulus); Left: UU intersection with 2 unique
landmarks; Middle: UX+ intersection with the unique landmark on the left hand side (i.e. in movement direction); Right: UXintersection with the non-unique landmark on the right hand side (i.e. opposite to movement direction; Lower panel: Gaze bias
over time, from 1500msec before the decision was reported.

Eye-tracking
As seen in Figure 4, fixations during the test phase were
primarily targeted at the signs displaying the animals. Most
of the fixations towards the central area result from the
1500msec phase prior to the onset of the actual stimulus
during which participants were required to attend to a
fixation cross in the center of the screen.
Gaze Bias Analysis. In order to analyze systematic gaze
bias effects, we synchronized the eye-tracking data between
(correct) trials at the time when the decision was reported –
i.e. when participants pressed either the left or right arrow
key. Given that the average response time for the different
types of intersections ranged between ~1300msec and
1600msec, the following analyses concentrated on the last
1500msec before the response was reported. This data was
then split into 30 intervals each covering 50msec.
For each 50msec interval we calculated the likelihood that
participants’ gaze was directed towards the (eventually)
chosen part of the stimulus. This value ranged from 0 to 1.
The gaze bias analysis revealed systematic gaze bias effects.
Specifically, for all types of intersections (UU, UX+, UX-)
participants demonstrated a gaze bias in the movement
direction, reaching its maximum around the time when the
decision was reported (see Figure 4).
An ANOVA (factors: time to report decision [50msec
intervals from 1500msec before the response until the
response] & type of intersection [UU, UX+, UX-]) revealed
significant main effects of both time to report decision

(F(30, 479.1) = 28.52, p < .001 , partial – η² = .64) and type
of intersection (F(2, 32.05) = 66.76, p < .001 , partial – η² = .
81). The interaction did not reach statistical significance
(F(60, 947) = 1.33, p=.053, partial – η² = .08). The overall
gaze bias averaged over 1500msec was stronger at UX+
intersections (mean: .70) followed by UU (mean: .59) and
UX- intersections (.43). Pairwise comparisons demonstrate
significant differences between all three conditions (all
comparisons p<.001).
A closer inspection of the gaze bias data (see Figure 4)
suggests two distinct phases: In the early phase, there is
little dynamic in the gaze bias. Only in the late phase does
the likelihood that participants inspect the eventually chosen
part of the stimulus change dramatically. We therefore split
the data at -750msec and reanalyzed the early phase and the
late phase independently.
Early phase (-1500msec – -750msec): An ANOVA
(factors: time to report decision [-1500 – -750 msec] & type
of intersection [UU, UX+, UX-]) revealed s significant main
effect of the type of intersection (F(2,32.20)=22.24, p<.001,
partial – η² = .58) but neither a main effect of time to report
decision (p=.97) nor an interaction (p=.96). Specifically,
the overall gaze was stronger at UX+ intersections (mean: .
61) followed by UU (mean: .50) and UX- intersections
(.34). Pairwise comparisons demonstrate significant
differences between all three conditions (all comparisons
p<.001).
Late phase (-750msec – 0msec): An ANOVA (factors:
time to report decision [-750 – 0 msec] & type of
intersection [UU, UX+, UX-]) revealed significant main
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effects of both time to report decision (F(15, 240) = 96.40,
p < .001 , partial – η² = .86) and type of intersection (F(2,
32) = 79.84, p < .001 , partial – η² = .83), as well as a
significant interaction (F(30, 480) = 5.17, p<.001, partial –
η² = .24).
Separately analyzing the data for the early and late phase
demonstrates a stable offset in the likelihood that the
eventually chosen option is inspected between all the
different types of intersections, but no changes in the
temporal dynamics. Only in the late phase does the
likelihood systematically increase and differences in the
temporal dynamic are observed between conditions.
This is also apparent in Figure 5: At UU intersections,
participants distribute their gaze evenly between the two
sides of the image until ~800msec before reporting their
decision. They then display what we refer to as a positive
gaze bias – i.e. a gaze bias in direction of the eventually
chosen side. At UX+ intersections, participants display a
positive gaze in both the early phase and the late phase. At
UX- intersections, in contrast, participants show a negative
gaze bias during the early phase – i.e. they spend more time
inspecting the part of the image that they do not choose, but
that contains the distinctive information needed to identify
the current location and thus the required movement choice.
Only at the end of the late phase do participants display a
positive gaze bias.

Discussion
In this study we investigated gaze bias effects in the context
of spatial decision making. Participants were navigated
along a route consisting of left or right turns along 18
intersections. Their task was to remember the route and to
replicate the turns in a subsequent test phase in random
order. Participants’ gaze behavior was recorded while they
decided which of two path options – left or right –
corresponded to the training route. The different
intersections could be identified by landmarks – i.e. by
images of animals displayed on signs that were mounted to
the left and right side of the intersection (see Figure 1). Each
intersection featured two landmarks. Intersections of type
UU featured two unique landmarks, while intersections of
type UX+ and UX- always featured a unique and a nonunique landmark. Identifying a specific UX intersection
therefore required attending to the unique landmark. UX+
and UX- intersections differed in the response required at
these intersections. Movement was required in the direction
of the unique landmark at UX+ intersections and in the
direction of the non-unique landmark at UX- intersections.
The behavioral results clearly demonstrate that
participants could learn the route successfully. In the test
phase of the first experimental block participants already
reached average performance levels of about 65% correct
responses. In the test phase of the third experimental block
performance was close to 90%, and above 90% thereafter.
While performance increased over experimental blocks,

response times decreased from around 2500msec in the first
block to just over 1000msec in blocks five and six.
However, in contrast to performance, response times
differed significantly between types of intersections.
Average response time was similar between UU and UX+
intersections but was ~200msec longer on UXintersections. This difference in response time between
intersections is not easily explained by the main theories of
route learning. Route knowledge is often conceptualized as
a series of recognition triggered responses (Trullier, Wiener,
Berthoz, & Meyer, 1997) in which the recognition of a place
– for example by recognizing a landmark or a snapshot –
triggers a particular movement response such as ‘turn left’
(i.e. landmarks serve as associative cues).
Waller and Lippa (2007) have recently suggested another
route learning strategy in which participants simply recall
landmarks that are located in movement direction (beacon
strategy). From a memory perspective this strategy requires
no explicit learning of a potentially arbitrary association
between a landmark and the action, as the movement
direction can be derived from the landmark location. While
this strategy could, in principle, be also applied in the
current route-learning paradigm, it would fail at UXintersections at which the landmark in movement direction
is not unique to the intersection. We did, however, not find a
difference in performance between the different types of
intersections. It is conceivable that participants relied on the
beacon strategy only in cases where that was a sufficiently
safe strategy. The present study is not explicitly designed to
test strategy shifts in the Waller and Lippa (2007) paradigm.
Whether attentional shifts in the gaze behavior for UXintersections can be tied to such differences in strategies
remains an open issue for further studies.
A comparison of participants’ gaze behavior at the
different types of intersections provides a possible
explanation for the observed difference in response times.
Participants displayed a gaze bias in direction of the
eventually chosen path option – a positive gaze bias – in the
last few hundred milliseconds before reporting the response
for all types of intersections. This was expected for UU and
UX+ intersections as the landmark that was presented on the
corresponding side of the intersection was unique, allowing
participants to unambiguously identify the intersection
along with the required movement response. At UXintersections, however, the landmark in direction of
movement is a non-unique landmark. In order to identify the
intersection and retrieve the required movement response,
participants had to inspect the landmark situated opposite
the required movement direction. This is expressed in a
negative gaze bias from 1500msec until ~400msec before
responding (see Figure 4 and Figure 5). However, instead of
responding while or immediately after picking up the
decision-relevant information, participants shifted their gaze
in the direction of movement. This suggests that they in fact
had to look in direction of (intended) motion. The difference
in response time would then simply reflect the process of
shifting attention towards the intended movement direction
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before the response can be given. A number of earlier
studies have reported anticipatory gaze behavior in the
direction of motion (e.g. Grasso, Prevost, Ivanenko, &
Berthoz, 1998; Land & Lee, 1994). In these studies,
participants were actively moving through the environment
and anticipatory gaze behavior is assumed to be involved in
the control of locomotion or steering. In the test phase of
our study, however, participants were not actually moving
through the environment, they were inspecting static
images. So from a perspective of rational analysis of
behavior, the attentional shift was not strictly necessary.
One might speculate that participants are so used to shifting
their attention to the movement direction that they do this
automatically, even if it takes additional time. The final
attentional shift in UX- does provide the cognitive agent
with an opportunity to double-check whether counterevidence against the associated movement decision is
present in the movement direction. Yet the current study
does not include such negative cases, and furthermore such
a double-check strategy is not found in the UX+ case either.
The observation is also clearly compatible with common
coding approaches (e.g. Prinz 1997) which assert that
perception and motor actions share core processes and
representations. In that sense the final visual shift
synchronizes the perceptual input with the anticipated
movement direction. Further research is clearly needed to
appropriately untangle the reasons for the shift in gaze at
UX- intersections.
The results of this study also have implications for visual
decision making on a more general level. As mentioned in
the introduction, the gaze-cascade model for visual decision
making states that an orienting bias – i.e. a gaze bias –
effectively results in a preference decision for a particular
choice based on a positive feedback loop involving
exposure and preferential looking (Shimojo et al., 2003),
even if the visual stimulus is removed during decision
making (Simion & Shimojo, 2007). However, a first
analysis of the gaze behavior at UX- intersections in this
study demonstrates both negative and positive gaze bias
effects. A relatively steady negative bias – directed towards
the decision-relevant unique landmark – is observed from
1500msec until ~500msec before the decision. Only
afterwards do participants display a positive gaze bias. In
contrast, participants display a positive gaze bias during the
entire 1500msec period at UX+ intersections. Moreover, the
positive gaze bias at UX- intersections builds up much
quicker than at UU or UX+ intersections. These results
demonstrate that dissociating the decision relevant
information from the location to which a response is
directed can systematically modulate gaze bias effects.

Conclusion

when the relevant stimulus information mismatched the
required movement direction. Gaze analysis suggests that
the reaction time can be broken down into separate
processes of stimulus processing and action preparation that
require an attention shift in the spatially mismatched
condition. While this provides a new piece in the puzzle of
understanding landmark processing in route navigation, it
also suggests that spatially dissociating relevant stimulus
information and the required overt reaction can be used to
further scrutinize gaze bias effects and the gaze-cascade
model of Shimojo and colleagues (2003).
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Abstract
Prepositions such as in and on convey not only spatial
relationships between objects, but also abstract relationships,
such as ‘Mary is in love’ and ‘Tim’s on a roll’. Although
such uses are often thought to be purely idiomatic, we
hypothesized that these abstract, non-spatial relationships
might preserve one specific aspect of prepositions’ spatial
meaning: the degree to which the figure or the ground
controls the figure-ground relationship (Coventry, 1992;
Coventry, Carmichael & Garrod, 1994; Feist & Gentner,
1997, 1998, 2003).
We found that locus of control
distinguishes in and on in common abstract metaphorical
contexts (e.g., in love/on a roll), matched abstract contexts
(e.g., in/on time), and novel abstract contexts. These findings
suggest that prepositions retain aspects of their spatial
meaning when used abstractly.
Keywords:
metaphor

prepositions;

spatial

language;

semantics;

Introduction
Spatial prepositions such as in and on are often used
abstractly to describe non-spatial relationships. For
example, we use the same preposition in to describe the
spatial relationship between two objects, such as ‘an orange
in a bowl’, and to describe the abstract relationship between
a person and an emotional state, such as ‘Mary is in love’.
Such uses are highly frequent: approximately 40% of
preposition use is metaphorical (Steen, Dorst, Herrmann,
Kaal, Krennmayr, & Pasma, 2010). The high frequency of
these abstract metaphorical uses makes it important to know
whether there is some underlying regularity in this usage.
Are there patterns of in and on use that remain stable across
spatial and non-spatial contexts?
It is generally assumed that the answer is no: that is, that
abstract uses of in and on are idiomatic and follow no
patterns. Intuitively, the abstract uses of on, such as 'on a
roll', 'on the way', or 'on time' do not seem to have much in
common with each other, nor do they form an obvious
contrast with abstract uses of in such as 'in a fury', 'in the
presentation, or 'in earnest'. Indeed, the idea that the
abstract uses of prepositions are idiosyncratic and lack any
regularity is stated quite explicitly in educational materials
designed to teach English as a second language. Books
designed to teach prepositions to non-native speakers advise
students to learn preposition uses on a case-by-case basis.
For example, a popular guide to prepositions suggests that
abstract uses such as ‘in time’ and ‘on time’ are entirely

different from spatial uses of these prepositions and must be
learned individually (Yates, 1999). Thus, according to the
commonly held view, there is no systematic mapping from
spatial meanings to abstract meanings for in and on; abstract
uses of these prepositions simply convey frozen, idiomatic
meanings.
But perhaps this pessimistic view is premature. After all,
there is considerable evidence that spatial language can be
used to structure how we talk about more abstract concepts
(e.g. Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). For example, spatial terms
can be used systematically to describe affective states
(Nagy, 1974), such as when we say that someone is feeling
low or that someone’s spirits rose. Spatial terms can also be
used to describe communication (e.g., an idea getting across
to someone) (Reddy, 1979) and to talk about time (e.g.,
autumn is ahead of us or summer is behind us) (e.g.,
Boroditsky, 2000; Clark, 1973; Gentner, Imai, &
Boroditsky, 2002; Heine, 1997; Traugott, 1978). Given that
spatial terms can often be mapped systematically to abstract
domains while retaining many aspects of their spatial
meaning, we asked whether the same is true of the
prepositions in and on.

Factors that distinguish between in and on
Two factors that have been found to distinguish spatial uses
of in and on in English are geometry and function.
Generally, in is more likely to be used if the geometry of the
figure-ground relationship is one of inclusion of the figure
in the ground (Miller & Johnson-Laird, 1976; Herskovits,
1986; Cienki, 1989; Bowerman & Pederson, 1992;
Coventry, Carmichael, & Garrod, 1994). Additionally, the
more concave the ground is (and thus able to contain the
figure) the more likely we are to use in rather on to describe
the spatial relationship (Herskovits, 1986; Feist & Gentner,
2003). A second factor that determines whether in or on
will be used is the function of the figure and the ground
(e.g., Bowerman & Pederson, 1992; Coventry, 1992;
Coventry, Carmichael, & Garrod, 1994; Coventry & Garrod,
2004; Coventry & Prat-Sala, 2001; Feist, 2008; Feist &
Gentner, 2003; Garrod & Sanford, 1989). For example, in
is more likely to be used if the ground typically functions as
a container for the figure (Coventry, Carmichael, & Garrod,
1994; Coventry & Garrod, 2004; Feist & Gentner, 2003).
While these two factors are very important in
distinguishing spatial preposition meaning, it is unclear how
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they could transfer to abstract preposition use. Consider the
following examples of abstract uses of in and on:

convey greater figure control than in even when used in
these ‘stock’ metaphor settings.

(1) Sarah is in the job market.

Experiment 1

(2) Kate is on the job market.

To test the whether locus of control distinguishes in and on
in conventionalized metaphorical settings, we asked
participants to rate how much control figures had over
situations described by sentences that either contained a
conventional use of a figure in ground, a conventional use of
a figure on ground, or another preposition. We predicted
that figures on ground would be rated as having greater
control than figures in ground.

Neither of these factors seems to be able to adequately
account for the subtle difference in meaning between (1)
and (2). The geometry of the figure (a human) and of the
ground (an abstract entity) is the same in both examples. It
is unclear how the geometry of the relationship between a
human figure and an abstract ground could change between
(1) and (2). In terms of function, the ground is the same in
(1) and (2) and so should be able to function as a container
as well in either example. Thus, the factors of geometry and
function seem unlikely to distinguish abstract uses of in and
on.
There remains a third factor that distinguishes spatial uses
of in and on–namely, locus of control of the spatial
relationship between figure and ground. People are more
likely to use in when the ground object can control the
location of the figure, and thus has high control of the
figure-ground relationship (e.g., a coin in the dish)
(Coventry, 1992; Coventry, Carmichael, & Garrod, 1994).
Also, because locus of control of the figure-ground
relationship tends to reside with the animate member of the
relationship, people are more likely to use in when the
ground is animate—e.g., ‘a coin in her hand’—than when it
is not—e.g., ‘a coin in the dish’. In the other direction,
people are more likely to use on when the figure is animate
(because an animate figure will generally have more
control: e.g., ‘a butterfly on a dish’ vs. ‘a coin on a dish’
(Feist & Gentner, 1997, 1998, 2003).
We hypothesized that, unlike the factors of geometry and
function, locus of control might systematically distinguish
abstract uses of in and on. Returning to the contrast
between examples (1) and (2), perhaps the difference
between someone 'in the job market' and 'on the job market'
is a difference in the perceived control of the figure over the
situation. If on tends to convey greater figure control than
in, then Kate, who is on the job market, may be perceived as
having greater control over the situation than Sarah, who is
in the job market. The current experiments used this
contrast, among others, to test the importance of locus of
control for abstract uses of in and on.
If locus of control distinguishes abstract uses of in and on,
then we should find that even in abstract contexts, figures
on ground would be perceived as having more control than
figures in ground. In the first experiment, this prediction
was tested by comparing figure control of conventional
metaphorical uses of in (e.g., in the job market), and on
(e.g., on top of it). According to the view that abstract uses
of prepositions have frozen, idiomatic meanings, these
common conventional uses of prepositions would be the
most likely to have meanings far removed from their spatial
meanings. If, however, prepositions retain aspects of their
spatial meaning when used abstractly, then on should

Method
Participants Fourteen undergraduate students from
Northwestern University received partial course credit for
their participation. All participants were native speakers of
English.
Materials, procedure, design Participants were presented
with 30 sentences, each of which contained a preposition
used abstractly. Common abstract uses of prepositions were
selected from idiom dictionaries and included
conventionalized uses of in and on (e.g. in the way, on
track) as well as other prepositions. Eleven of the sentences
included a figure in ground and eleven included a figure on
ground. Eight sentences included other conventionalized
uses of prepositions (e.g. over the moon). A corpus search
(Corpus of Contemporary American English – COCA)
revealed that the figure in ground phrases were more than
twice as frequent as the figure on ground phrases,
approximating the natural distribution of these prepositions.
The figure of each sentence was underlined (e.g. Karen is
on top of it this afternoon). Participants were asked to read
each of the sentences and to rate figure control with a scale
ranging from 1 (underlined word is totally controlled by the
situation) to 9 (underlined word controls the situation
totally), as seen in figure 1, below. The 30 sentences were
presented in either a forward or reverse order.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Underlined word is
totally controlled by
the situation
Karen is on top of it this afternoon. 1

2

3

Underlined word
controls the situation
totally
4

5

6

7

8

9

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 1: Example of a question asking about figure control
of a figure on ground.

Results
In Experiment 1, we tested whether figures on ground
would be rated as higher in control than figures in ground.
As predicted, participants rated figures on ground as higher
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in control (M = 6.8) than figures in ground (M = 5.5), t(13)
= 4.26, p < .001.

Discussion
Experiment 1 tested whether on conveys greater figure
control than in when these prepositions are found in
conventional metaphorical contexts. As predicted, figures
on ground were rated higher as having greater control than
figures in ground. These findings suggest that locus of
control remains important for distinguishing in and on even
in conventional abstract, non-spatial settings.
However, one concern is that the figure in ground and
figure on ground phrases used in Experiment 1 did not use
matched grounds. For example, the figure in ground
phrases included figures in love, in stitches, and in time and
figure on ground phrases included figures on top of it, on
the way, and on a roll. Since phrases were not matched for
the ground used, the findings could not rule out the
possibility that people associate certain grounds (e.g., on top
of it) with greater figure control than other grounds (e.g., in
love). To rule out this possibility, Experiment 2 tested
figure control of matched figure-ground pairs. It the locus
of control hypothesis is correct, then even with identical
grounds, we should find that figures on ground (e.g., Mary
was there on time to the meeting) would be perceived as
having greater control than figures in ground (e.g., Nancy
was there in time for the meeting).

Each sentence pair was followed by a forced-choice
question phrased to correspond to the situation described by
the sentences. For each of the eight preposition pairs, the
forced-choice question was designed to reveal which figure
was perceived to have more control. For the four filler pairs,
the question concerned which inference about the sentence
pair would be more or less likely (e.g. ‘Ben and Ted are two
miners working in a northern Canadian diamond mine.
Workers get a bonus if they are able to find valuable
diamonds. Ben found a brilliant diamond. Ted found an
opaque diamond. Who is more likely to get the bonus?).
Participants rated their confidence for each forced-choice
answer on a 1-5 scale. An example of a preposition
sentence pair and forced-choice question is in Figure 2,
below:
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Two spies, Agent Taylor and Agent Harris, are both working to
complete a secret service operation. The spy who does a better job
will be assigned to a more difficult and important project.
Agent Taylor is in the first
stage of the operation.

Who is more likely to be able to finish the operation well?
Agent Taylor

1

Method
Participants Twenty-two undergraduate students from
Northwestern University received partial course credit for
their participation. All were native speakers of English.

Agent Harris

How confident are you in the answer you gave?

Experiment 2
To test the whether locus of control distinguishes in and on
when placed in matched figure-ground settings, we asked
participants to decide which of two figures (the figure in
ground or the figure on ground) had more (or less) control
of different situations. In order to equate the figures, we
used same-gender proper names for the figures
(counterbalancing the particular names across conditions).
We predicted that figures on ground would be chosen as
having more control of the situations, and conversely, that
figures in ground would be chosen as having less control of
the situations.

Agent Harris is on the first
stage of the operation.

not at all
confident

2

3

4

5
very
confident

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 2: Example of a preposition sentence pair and forcedchoice figure control question.
Participants read each of the twelve sentence pairs and
answered the related forced-choice question after each
sentence pair. Presentation was counterbalanced so that half
of the questions were phrased with less and half with more
(i.e. Who is less/more likely to…) and so that predicted
answers were associated equally often with the figure in and
on ground and were located equally often on the left and
right side of the page.

Results

Materials and procedure Participants were presented
with twelve sentence pairs--eight sentence pairs that
contrasted the prepositions in and on and four filler sentence
pairs that contrasted other words. Figure in ground and
figure on ground phrases were chosen as in Experiment 1,
except that only phrases with matched grounds were
included. As before, a corpus search (COCA) revealed that
the frequencies of the figure in ground and figure on ground
phrases approximated the natural distributions of these
prepositions.

In Experiment 2, we tested whether figures on ground
would be perceived as having more control than figures in
ground when the prepositions were placed in matched
abstract contexts. As predicted, participants made more
choices in the expected direction (i.e., choosing the figure
on ground response when asked about which figure had less
control and the figure in ground when asked about which
figure had less control) than in the other direction, p <.005,
Fisher’s exact test. Participants were also more confident in
choices made in the expected direction (M = 3.81) than the
choices they made in the unexpected direction (M = 2.99),
t(21) = 4.83, p < .001.
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Discussion
Experiment 2 tested whether on conveys greater figure
control than in when these prepositions are placed in
matched abstract contexts. As predicted, figures on ground
were perceived as having greater control than figures in
ground when contexts were matched. These findings
suggest that locus of control can distinguish the prepositions
in and on in matched abstract contexts.
Findings from Experiment 1 suggested that on conveys
greater figure control than in when used in common abstract
settings. Because figure in ground and figure on ground
phrases were not matched to include the same grounds, it
could not be ruled out that people had memorized which
grounds were associated with low versus high figure
control. Experiment 2 ruled out this possibility by directly
comparing matched figure-ground pairs. Extending the
findings of Experiment 1, findings of Experiment 2 further
suggest that when used abstractly, on conveys greater figure
control than in.
Both Experiments 1 and 2 used familiar abstract
expressions, leaving open the question of whether the
extension patterns found here are truly generative. To
address this question, Experiment 3 tested matched novel
abstract uses of in and on (e.g., a figure in or on a cipe). We
predicted that locus of control would distinguish in and on
when used in novel abstract contexts: specifically, that
figures on ground would be perceived as having more
control than figures in ground.

Experiment 3
In order to test whether locus of control differentiates novel
figures in ground and figures on ground, in Experiment 3
we asked participants to interpret novel abstract uses of in
and on. Participants were presented with contexts in which
novel words could conceivably be used (e.g., in the context
of a perfume workshop, a specialty farm, or a community of
instrument makers), and were then given a description of a
figure from this context either in or on a novel ground.
Participants were then asked to interpret this novel use of
the preposition. We predicted that figures on ground would
be described as having more control of the situation than
figures in ground.

Method
Participants Sixteen participants received either partial
course credit or payment for participation in this
experiment. All were native speakers of English.
Materials and procedure Participants were presented with
16 situations that involved activities that could be described
with a “niche” vocabulary (e.g., perfume making, a
specialty farm, historical reenactments). Each situation was
described with a paragraph and was followed by a sentence
describing a figure from the situation that included a
plausible non-word (ARC Nonword Database; Rastle,
Harrington, & Coltheart, 2002). Eight of the situations were

described with sentences that included in or on and eight
were described with filler sentences that did not include
these prepositions. The orders of the prepositions and nonwords were counterbalanced.
An example stimulus, in which a figure is described with
a novel abstract use of in is presented in Figure 3, below.
The participants’ task was to interpret the final sentence
describing the figure.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Context: Kate is a perfume maker who is very skilled at
discovering new scent combinations. She works for a
perfume company that creates unusual fragrances made
from rare plant oils. Kate creates new scents for the
company. The process of mixing the plant oils is very
complicated. Kate has good days, when the scents she
creates are subtle and intricate, and bad days, when her
nose seems insensitive and the scents she creates are
boring.
Transcript from Tracy (a worker in the perfume
company): “It’s the third day of the mixing process and
Kate is in a cipe.”
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 3: An example of a novel abstract description of a
figure in ground.
Two trained undergraduate research assistants read each
of the novel situation paragraphs (but not the figuredescription sentences) and then read each of the
participants’ interpretations of the figure-description
sentences. The coders then rated each interpretation for
figure control on a scale from 1 (extremely low control of
the situation by the person) to 5 (extremely high control of
the situation by the person).

Results
The results of Experiment 3 bear out the hypothesis that
novel uses of figures on ground would be described as
having more control than figures in ground. For the
example given above, participants who had read that Kate
was in a cipe gave interpretations such as: “Kate is having
problems with her new perfume she’s making” and “Kate
isn’t doing so well finding the perfect scent”. Conversely,
participants who read that Kate was on a cipe gave
interpretations such as: “She is creating a good scent today,”
and “Kate is doing well. Tracy [another worker at the
factory] wishes she were like Kate”.
Across raters, interpretations of figures on ground were
rated as having more control (M = 3.42) than figures in
ground (M = 2.82), t(121) = 3.17, p < .01, with inter-rater
reliability of r = .677, p < .001. Mean ratings for figures in
ground and figures on ground are shown in Figure 4, below.
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Figure 4: Mean figure control ratings for novel figures in
ground and figures on ground.

Discussion
Experiment 3 tested whether on conveys greater figure
control than in when placed in novel abstract contexts. As
predicted, novel figures on ground were described as having
more control than novel figures in ground. These findings
suggest that the locus of control aspect of preposition
meaning extends to novel abstract contexts.

General Discussion
The results of these studies bear out the claim that the
prepositions in and on retain a key aspect of their spatial
meaning—namely, locus of control—when used to describe
abstract relationships. Experiment 1 tested a variety of
highly conventional figure in ground and figure on ground
phrases. We found that figures within conventional figure
on ground phrases were perceived to have greater control
than those within figure in ground phrases. We found the
same pattern in Experiment 2 with matched figure-ground
pairs, ruling out the possibility that people were using
learned associations of certain grounds with high figure
control and other grounds with low figure control. The
findings from Experiment 3 suggest that the locus of control
aspect of preposition meaning can also be extended to novel
abstract contexts. Together, the findings suggest that one
aspect of spatial preposition meaning, locus of control, is
retained when these prepositions are used abstractly, both in
conventional and novel contexts.
Our results are consistent with prior findings that spatial
language can be used to structure non-spatial domains, such
as time (e.g. Bennett, 1975; Clark, 1973; Gentner, Imai, &
Boroditsky, 2002; Heine, 1997; Lakoff & Johnson, 1980;
Traugott, 1978). Recent findings suggest that temporal uses
of prepositions (e.g. at noon, on Wednesday, in June) can
retain semantic content and influence how speakers think
about time (Kranjec, Cardillo, Schmidt, & Chatterjee,
2010).
The career of metaphor hypothesis (Bowdle & Gentner,
1999, 2005) suggests a possible mechanism through which
prepositions meanings’ could have become abstracted while

retaining aspects of spatial meaning. According to this
hypothesis, frequent alignment of a given base term with
metaphoric targets can lead to the abstraction of the base’s
meaning. Thus, for example, if the spatial meaning of in is
pressed into metaphorical uses such as ‘in my mind’ or ‘in a
quandary’, the resulting common structure will lack a
concrete containment relation, but can retain the locus-ofcontrol relation. Over time, this abstraction can come to
serve as a secondary meaning of in. This more abstract
meaning could then be applied across a variety of contexts
while still retaining aspects of the spatial meanings. Such an
abstraction process is consistent with accounts of the
process of grammaticalization by typologists (e.g., Claudi &
Heine, 1986).
Although abstract uses of prepositions such as in love and
on a roll are often thought to be idiomatic, the present
findings suggest that aspects of these prepositions’ spatial
meanings are retained in abstract contexts. These findings
invite the question of whether other subtle aspects of spatial
meaning remain pervasive in seemingly idiomatic usages of
spatial language.
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space. The spatial relationship between the signer’s hands
represents the spatial relationship between the referents,
whereby the handshapes are iconic with certain features of
the referents (e.g. the inverted cupped hand to represent the
bulk of a house). In contrast, there is no resemblance, or
iconicity, between the actual scene and the linguistic form
of a spoken language locative expression, as e.g. the English
expression There is a bicycle next to the house.

Abstract
Spatial language in signed language is assumed to be shaped
by affordances of the visual-spatial modality – where the use
of the hands and space allow the mapping of spatial
relationships in an iconic, analogue way – and thus to be
similar across sign languages. In this study, we test
assumptions regarding the modality-driven similarity of
spatial language by comparing locative expressions (e.g., cup
is on the table) in two unrelated sign languages, TİD (Türk
İsaret Dili, Turkish Sign Language) and DGS (Deutsche
Gebärdensprache, German Sign Language) in a
communicative, discourse context. Our results show that each
sign language conventionalizes the structure of locative
expressions in different ways, going beyond iconic and
analogue representations, suggesting that the use of space to
represent space does not uniformly and predictably drive
spatial language in the visual-spatial modality. These results
are important for our understanding of how language modality
shapes the structure of language.

2

1

HOUSE

lochere

3

BICYCLE

4

locnext-to-house

Figure 1. Example of an ASL (American Sign Language)
locative expression depicting the spatial relationship of a
bicycle next to a house (Emmorey, 2002). The expression
contains the lexical signs for house (still 1) and bicycle (still
3), each followed by a locative predicate localizing the
referent in space.

Keywords: iconicity; language modality; spatial language;
locative expression; sign language

Introduction
Despite the difference in modality of expression, signed
(visual-spatial) and spoken (vocal-aural) languages similarly
conform to principles of grammatical structure and
linguistic form (Klima & Bellugi, 1979; Liddell, 1980;
Padden, 1983; Stokoe, 1960; Supalla, 1986). However, in
signed language, the use of the hands as primary articulators
within a visible spatial medium for expression (i.e. the space
around the body) has special consequences for the
expression of visual-spatial information (e.g. of referent
size/shape, location, or motion).
Spatial language, such as locative expressions, is a
primary domain in which modality affects the structure of
representation. Locative expressions in both signed and
spoken language are characterized by linguistic encoding of
entities and the spatial relationship between them (cf.
Talmy, 1985). However, sign language locative expressions
differ radically from those in spoken language in affording a
visual similarity (or iconicity) with the real-world scenes
being represented. For example, a signed expression of the
spatial relationship between a house and a bicycle is clearly
iconic of the scene itself. In the example from American
Sign Language (ASL) in Figure 1, the signer depicts a
bicycle as being located beside a house by placing her hands
(her left hand representing the house in still 2; her right hand
representing the bicycle in still 4) next to each other in sign

In general, spoken languages exhibit a wide range of crosslinguistic variation in the encoding of spatial relationships in
locative expressions, both in the devices used and in their
morphosyntactic arrangement (Grinevald, 2006; Levinson &
Wilkins, 2006). For example, spoken language locative
expressions exhibit the use of adpositions, like the spatial
prepositions used in English or the case-marking
postpositions used in Turkish, or different types of locative
or postural verbs (as in Ewe (Ghana) or Tzeltal (Mexico)).
Such variation is not expected in signed languages,
however. Instead, signed languages are assumed to be
structurally homogenous in the expression of spatial
relationships. The affordances of the visual-spatial modality
for iconic, analogue spatial representation are assumed to be
the primary force in shaping spatial expression, thus
creating fundamental similarities in spatial language across
different sign languages (e.g. Aronoff, Meir, Padden &
Sandler, 2003; Emmorey, 2002). A consequence of this
assumption of similarity, rooted in the notion that signers
will exploit the iconic affordances of the modality where
possible, has been a dearth of empirical investigation in this
domain. Where the encoding of spatial relationships is
mentioned in the literature, its iconic character is stated as
fact, and conforms to the underlying assumption that spatial
relationships will be represented in an iconic, analogue way,
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as afforded by the modality (Morgan, Herman, Barriere &
Woll, 2008; Pyers et al., 2010; Talmy, 2003).
In particular, the use of space allows the iconic, analogue
representation (i.e. one-to-one mapping) of a real spatial
configuration onto sign space, while the use of the hands
allows the iconic representation of referents by reflecting
salient object features in the handshape (as with the cupped
hand for the house in Figure 1).
These iconic affordances of the modality for spatial
expression are primarily exemplified in the system of socalled classifier predicates, common to essentially all sign
languages studied to date (see Schembri, 2003 for an
overview). In these morphologically complex predicates, the
handshape classifies the referent either by depicting certain
of its featural properties, in entity classifiers (e.g. an index
finger to represent a pen) or by reflecting its manipulative
functionality, in handling classifiers (e.g. a grasping hand to
represent a cup). The placement of the hand in sign space
encodes the location of the referent in real space.
Furthermore, the use of both hands simultaneously visually
encodes the spatial relationship between two referents. That
is, through the relative simultaneous positioning of classifier
predicates in sign space, a signer can give an iconic,
analogue representation of relationships like The cup is on
the table or The bicycle is next to the house, including
metric information to encode the relative distance between
the bicycle and the house. The system of classifier
predicates in sign languages has been described as reflecting
characteristics of visual scene parsing, making use of
elements that are less categorical than the spatial devices of
spoken languages (e.g., spatial prepositions such as ON, IN
etc.), and which derive instead from the analogue
conceptual representation of spatial scenes (Liddell, 2003;
Talmy, 2003). As such, the structure of locative expressions
in sign languages is taken to be straightforward, derivable
from the iconic properties of the modality, and without the
use of abstract spatial categories like in spoken languages.
However, extensive empirical investigation of spatial
expressions within individual sign languages, and especially
between different sign languages, has been sparse. Previous
claims have been based on few examples from few signers,
and have not generally been elicited within a
communicative, discourse context. Moreover, there have
been few direct quantitative and qualitative comparisons
between sign languages using the same task. Thus, to date,
there is not, in fact, enough evidence to know whether and
to what extent modality-driven aspects of spatial description
in signed language are really generalizable across sign
languages.
In the present study, we test assumptions regarding the
modality-driven, iconically-motivated form of spatial
representation in signed language by comparing locative
expressions between TİD (Türk İsaret Dili, Turkish Sign
Language) and DGS (Deutsche Gebärdensprache, German
Sign Language), two historically unrelated sign languages,
yet with historically and socio-linguistically comparable
backgrounds (Deringil, 2002 for TİD; Vogel, 1999 for

DGS). We look at similarities and differences in the
expression of spatial relationships between these two
languages to investigate the extent to which the iconic and
analogue affordances of representation in the visual-spatial
modality are actually exploited in discourse-based spatial
description.
If the affordances of the modality are the fundamental
force in shaping locative expression, then we should expect
to find overall similarity between the two sign languages.
Specifically, we should expect to find the use of classifier
predicates to iconically represent referents and their
locations. We should also find the use of simultaneity – in
particular, simultaneous classifier constructions – to directly
encode the spatial relationship between referents in an
analogue fashion. In addition, as a further effect of the
visual modality, and as predicted by non-linguistic Gestalt
principles, we should find that the (larger) Ground object is
represented before the (smaller) Figure object, e.g. as is also
common in drawing (Emmorey, 1996; Emmorey et al.,
2002).
If, on the other hand, individual sign languages
conventionalize less iconic/analogue and more abstract
representations of spatial semantic notions, then we would
expect to see language-specific differences between the sign
languages (i.e. as we see in spoken languages).

Method
Participants
Twelve adult signers were recruited for each sign language
(TİD and DGS) from Deaf communities in Izmir (Turkey)
and Aachen and Essen (Germany). All signers were deaf,
and acquired sign language natively from birth from their
deaf parents (all 12 TİD signers; 9 DGS signers) or from
other deaf adults and children through early exposure (3
DGS signers). Twelve additional deaf, adult signers were
recruited for each sign language from the same communities
as addressees.

Materials
Stimulus materials were photographs of objects in spatial
relationships. Seven object types (cups, boats, cows, birds,
plates, pens, paintings) served as Figures and were placed in
ON relationships with a Ground (table, shelf, wall, or water)
or NEXT-TO relationships with each other. Each Figure
object type occurred in four different pictures, varying in
number of tokens (1, 2, 3 or 4, many), as shown for cups in
Figure 2 below. This yielded a total of 28 stimulus pictures.

Figure 2. Stimulus materials depicting ON (cup on table)
and NEXT-TO (cup next to cup) spatial relationships between
objects.
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Procedure
Stimulus pictures were presented to signers one at a time on
a laptop screen placed to their side. When signers had
looked at a picture sufficiently, they clicked on an arrow at
the bottom of the screen to make the screen white, turned to
the addressee seated opposite, and gave a description of the
picture. From sheets containing 24 thumbnail pictures at a
time, including pictures in the stimulus set, addressees were
asked to identify the picture described by the signer. Three
different video recordings of all descriptions were made: (1)
front view of signer; (2) front view of addressee; (3) top
view of signer and addressee.

Coding
All descriptions were transcribed and coded using the
multimedia linguistic annotation tool ELAN. Data was
coded for the expression of ON and NEXT-TO spatial
relationships by looking at: (1) order of mention of Figure(s)
and Ground (for ON relationships); (2) type of localization
device for Figure objects (e.g. classifier predicates); and (3)
the use of simultaneous constructions to encode the FigureGround (for ON) or Figure-Figure (for NEXT-TO) spatial
relationships.

Results
We analyzed descriptions that contained expression of the
spatial relationships depicted in the stimulus pictures
through the explicit mention of the Ground object (e.g.
table) and localization of the Figure object(s) in relation to
each other and to the Ground. The total number of locative
expressions analyzed was 271 for TİD and 287 for DGS.
Order of mention and type of localization device
We first investigated the order of mention of Figure and
Ground objects between the two sign languages. We found
that both TİD and DGS signers are significantly more likely
to express the Ground before the Figure in locative
expressions (paired samples t-test DGS: t(11) = 23.35, p <
.001, Ground before Figure M = .96, SD = .07, Figure
before Ground M = .05, SD = .07; paired samples t-test TİD:
t(11) = 24.67, p < .001, Ground before Figure M = .95, SD =
.06, Figure before Ground M = .05, SD = .06).
We next looked at the use of localization devices in TİD
and DGS. As predicted by the assumption of maximum
iconic similarity between form and meaning in signed
locative expressions, we found a predominance of use of
classifier predicates to represent and localize referents in
both sign languages. However, there was a slight higher
overall preference for the use of classifier predicates in DGS
(72% of all locative expressions) compared to TİD (63% of
all locative expressions) that approached significance
(F(1,22) = 2.78, p = .110). In addition to classifier
predicates, we also found a range of other devices used in
both sign languages, some of which occurred in both sign
languages, but differed in overall preference of use, and

some of which were specific to either DGS or TİD, and
have not been previously described in the literature.
For example, signers of both sign languages used signs
that traced the outline of the Figure objects at a location in
sign space. These signs, described as Size and Shape
Specifiers (SASSes) in the literature (Supalla, 1986) were
used in 7% of TİD descriptions and in 19% of DGS
descriptions, exhibiting a significant difference in overall
preference of use (F(1,22) = 9.45, p < .05). The direct
placement of lexical signs (used to name objects, as e.g.
HOUSE in Figure 1) to localize referents in space (Emmorey,
1996) also occurred in both sign languages, but again
differed significantly in overall preference, being used in
30% of TİD descriptions and only 3% of DGS descriptions
(F(1,22) = 57.65, p < .001).
We also found the use of language-specific devices, the
use and function of which are notable with respect to the
encoding of NEXT-TO spatial relationships and different
means of simultaneous referent representation. Before we
describe these forms in detail, we first present general
results regarding the use of simultaneity for the
representation of ON and NEXT-TO relationships.

Use of simultaneity
ON relationships In contrast to what is predicted by the
iconic/analogue use of space to represent space, we found
little use of simultaneous constructions to encode ON
relationships (e.g. holding a classifier predicate representing
a table, with one hand, while placing the other hand, as a
classifier predicate representing a cup, on top of it to express
the relationship of a cup on a table). Focusing first on
descriptions of stimulus pictures that contained only one
Figure object, we found that this strong iconic affordance of
the modality was exploited in only 18% of one-object
descriptions in TİD and in 7% of one-object descriptions in
DGS. The difference between the two sign languages
approached significance (F(1,22) = 3.54, p = .073).
The simultaneous representation of ON relationships in the
remaining stimulus pictures, i.e. containing two or more
Figure objects, was likewise very rare in descriptions in
both sign languages (5% of TİD and 1% of DGS
descriptions). Again, TİD signers favored the use of
simultaneity to represent spatial ON relationships compared
to DGS signers, a difference which is significant in this
comparison (F(1,22) = 4.60, p < .05). We are careful,
however, to point out that the differences across sign
languages in the use of simultaneous constructions to
encode ON relationships should be interpreted with some
caution, given low frequency.
NEXT-TO relationships Compared to the ON relationships,
the description of stimulus pictures containing NEXT-TO
relationships (e.g. the cups are next to each other) exhibited
an overall greater use of simultaneity in both TİD and DGS.
Though the sign languages did not differ in the total amount
of use of simultaneity (41% for TİD, 47% for DGS; F(1,22)
= .65, p = .429), we found a very striking difference both in
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the type of simultaneous representation and in the iconic
nature of the localizing devices between the sign languages.
Specifically, we found a striking difference between TİD
and DGS in the use of a unimanual vs. a bimanual device
for the simultaneous representation of referent locations for
NEXT-TO relationships. As shown in Figure 3, TİD signers
were significantly more likely than DGS signers to encode
referents in a NEXT-TO arrangement (F(1,22) = 27.58, p <
.001), using a unimanual form, in which each finger
represents an entity, thereby simultaneously representing
multiple referents (an example of which is shown in Figure
4a). DGS signers, on the other hand were significantly more
likely than TİD signers to use a bimanual form (F(1,22) =
32.783, p < .001), in which each hand represents a separate
referent (an example of which is shown in Figure
4b).
1.00

0.90

Proportion of descriptions with simultaneity

0.80

0.70

0.60
DGS

0.50

TID

0.40

0.30

0.20

0.10

0.00
unimanual

bimanual
Type of sim ultaneity

Figure 3. Use of unimanual and bimanual simultaneity in
TİD and DGS in encoding of NEXT-TO relationships.

contrast, the use of a similar unimanual form by the DGS
signers was limited to representation of objects that were
iconic with the long, thin shape of the finger (e.g. pens).
Furthermore, the TİD unimanual form represents the
spatial relationship between referents in a less analogue
way, placing the focus instead on the semantic notion of
NEXT-TO-ness. This argument is motivated by the following
factors. First of all, the unimanual form often appeared in
conjunction with numerals as well as with other, more
iconic referent localization devices (as in the example
shown in Figure 5). We argue that the information encoded
in these various forms used within a single description (i.e.
the simultaneous unimanual form, numerals, and individual,
sequential localizations of Figure objects) overlaps partially,
but not fully, and that they exhibit important semantic
differences.
Most simply, numerals obviously encode the specific
number of referents, but do not localize referents or provide
any featural information about them. The use of individual
localization predicates (as in the direct localization of noun
signs in still 1 of Figure 5, or as in classifier predicates) also
encodes the specific number of referents, but does so by
marking distinct locations in space with the hand, providing
iconic information about both referent shape and location.
Moreover, as was typical across TİD signers, the signer in
Figure 5 does not (in still 1) use simultaneity to localize the
boats (in contrast to the DGS form shown in Figure 4b),
such that the relative locations of the boats with respect to
each other is encoded only through the sequential marking
of distinct locations. Finally, the TİD unimanual form that is
in particular focus here also encodes the specific number of
referents, but does so by simultaneously representing
referents as being in a particular spatial arrangement –
namely next to each other. We would not expect the use of
this form for multiple objects that are not in a neat, side-byside arrangement, arguing for a distinct semantics beyond
encoding only number information.
1

(a)

2

3

(b)

Figure 4. (a) Example of TİD unimanual NEXT-TO locative
predicate used to represent three plates next to each other;
(b) Example of DGS bimanual NEXT-TO locative predicate
used to represent four boats next to each other.
Both the unimanual TİD and bimanual DGS forms are
special with respect to their iconicity and the spatial
semantic information they encode.
Of particular relevance is that the unimanual TİD device
was used to represent all Figure object types (plates, cups,
boats, etc.). Thus, it is clear that the use of this form does
not necessitate an iconic resemblance between the object
represented and the shape of the finger (see also Özyürek,
Zwitserlood & Perniss, 2010 for description of this form). In

Figure 5. Example of TİD description containing
localization of iconic sign for boat at four different
locations, followed by numeral four, and then the unimanual
NEXT-TO locative predicate to represent the four boats next
to each other.
In sum, these characteristics of form and usage suggest that
the most salient semantic function of this unimanual TİD
form is to encode the semantic notion of “NEXT-TO-ness” (of
a specific number of entities). Other iconic mappings, i.e.
representing featural information about the referents and
more specific, metric configurational information (i.e.,
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analogue mapping of spatial relations among entities), are
lost in this locative device.
The language-specific bimanual device we found used by
the DGS signers can be similarly characterized as a specific
marker for the spatial semantic notion of NEXT-TO-ness. In
this form, one hand holds at the initial referent location,
while the other hand sequentially marks the locations of the
other referents. The stationary hand functions as a visual
anchor, thereby highlighting the NEXT-TO configuration of
all the represented referents. Crucially, this type of anchored
bimanual form often occurred with a generic, vertically-held
flat handshape (as shown in Figure 4(b)), which could –
similarly to the unimanual TİD form – be used for all object
types. In this usage, with a generic handshape, the form
exhibits an abstraction from the (afforded) iconic
representation of the referents themselves. However, the
bimanual anchor form, explicitly marking the semantic
aspect of NEXT-TO-ness, was also frequently used with more
iconic referent representations, in particular, with classifier
predicates (e.g. a curved hand to represent a cup).
Finally, it is worth noting that the proportion of TİD
bimanual encodings shown in Figure 3 result from a very
different type of simultaneity than is present in the DGS
bimanual construction shown in Figure 4(b). The TİD
bimanual encodings were essentially all (99%) used to
encode the spatial configuration between two Figure objects
(e.g. two cups on the table), and resulted from the placement
of both hands into sign space at the same time. DGS signers
also used simultaneous placement of both hands in sign
space, making up half of the DGS bimanual NEXT-TO
encodings (56%). However, the remaining 44% of DGS
bimanual NEXT-TO encodings used the anchored form, in
which one hand keeps the encoded relation visually
represented, while the other hand moves. In contrast, the
anchor-hand strategy was almost entirely absent in TİD
descriptions (1%).

Discussion
Overall, our results do not lend overwhelming support to the
assumption of similarity of spatial language across signed
languages as a result of the iconic affordances of the visualspatial modality driving the shape of locative expression.
We found similarities between TİD and DGS in the
preference for Ground before Figure encoding, as well as in
the predominance of use of classifier predicates, which
allow the iconic representation of features of the referents,
as well as of the relative locations of referents in space.
However, we also found crucial, and unpredicted,
differences between TİD and DGS in the use of space to
encode spatial relationships as well as less iconic and
analogue ways of expressing spatial relations in each
language.
Firstly, signers of both sign languages used localization
devices other than classifier predicates in language-specific
ways. Furthermore, contrary to what is predicted by the
iconic, analogue affordances of the modality, we found an
overall low occurrence of simultaneity to represent the

spatial relationship between two (or more) referents – with a
lower occurrence for ON relations than for NEXT-TO
relations. Finally, and of particular importance, we found a
striking difference in the way in which TİD and DGS
signers used simultaneity to encode NEXT-TO relationships,
going beyond iconicity and one-to one analogue mapping of
spatial relationships between entities, and favoring more
abstract semantic relations (i.e. NEXT-TO-ness)
Our results make clear that the iconic affordances of
visual-spatial modality do not straightforwardly lead to a
certain way of encoding spatial relationships. Instead,
different sign languages exhibit different preferences for
encoding spatial relationships and devise language-specific
forms for encoding certain spatial semantic aspects, which
may be less iconic/analogue and more abstract. Thus, in
spite of the iconic affordances of the visual-spatial modality
in the spatial domain, a descriptive, usage-based analysis –
as we have presented here – shows that individual sign
languages do not exploit the possibilities of iconic/analogue
representation in the same way nor to the same degree. Our
study has shown that the visual-spatial modality may
provide a stock of iconic affordances leading to more
similarities between sign languages than between spoken
languages, but that the exploitation and integration of these
affordances into linguistic structure cannot be broadly
generalized.
In addition, the difference in frequency of use of
simultaneity in the encoding of ON and NEXT-TO
relationships in both TİD and DGS points to another
interesting similarity with patterns of locative encoding
found in some spoken languages. The structure of locative
expressions may exhibit sensitivity to semantic and
pragmatic constraints, e.g. motivated by the prototypicality
of spatial relationships. For example, in spoken Turkish,
typical and expected spatial (as well as temporal)
relationships are expressed with a very general locative case
marker da/de (at) (as in example 1). The specific nature of
an ON relationship (i.e. with a spatial noun specifically
encoding ON-ness) need only be encoded for atypical, noncanonical, or unexpected spatial configurations (as in
example 2).
(1)
fincan masa-da
cup
table-LOC
'The cup is on the table'
(2)
ayakkabı masa-nın üst- ün -de
shoe
table-GEN top-POSS-LOC
'The shoe is on the table'
However, to express NEXT-TO relationships in spoken
Turkish, the general locative da/de must always be further
specified with spatial noun (as in example 3).
(3)
kalem kağıd-ın
yan -ın -da
pen paper-GEN side-POSS-LOC
'The pen is next to the paper'
This suggests that NEXT-TO relationships are inherently
considered to be less canonical and less predictable than ON
relationships. In a similar way, ON relationships in both TİD
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and DGS were expressed less explicitly, i.e. relying on less
explicit analogue spatial representation through the use of
simultaneity, than were NEXT-TO relationships.
In conclusion, our study demonstrates the importance of
going beyond the idea of the iconic affordances provided by
the visual-spatial modality (specifically, the use of space to
represent space, and the use of the hands to represent
referents) to fully understand spatial expression in sign
languages. Our study contributes to a more comprehensive
understanding of how modality contributes to language
structure, opening up further avenues of research into the
comparative study of sign languages in the domain of spatial
language. Finally, our study highlights the importance of
taking discourse and pragmatic motivations into account in
explaining linguistic structure, in any modality and of being
open to the notion of linguistic diversity, in both signed and
spoken language modalities.
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Previous studies have examined early word learning in
Abstract
constrained
experimental tasks with only one or two objects
This paper presents a computational model of word learning
in view. The adult partner (usually the experimenter)
with the goal to understand the mechanisms through which
focuses on the child and on effective teaching, and provides
word learning is grounded in multimodal social interactions
clear
and repeated signals of her attention to the object
between young children and their parents. We designed and
being named (E.g. Baldwin, 1993; Tomasello & Akhtar,
implemented a novel multimodal sensing environment
consisting of two head-mounted mini cameras that are placed
1995). In this way, the attentional task is simple, and easily
on both the child’s and the parent’s foreheads, motion
described in discrete and categorical terms (the attended
tracking of head and hand movements and recording of
object vs. the distractor). These contexts are not at all like
caregiver’s speech. Using this new sensing technology, we
the real world in which word learning is embedded in a
captured the dynamic visual information from both the
stream of activity -- in which parents both react to and
learner’s perspective and the parent’s viewpoint while they
attempt to control toddler behaviors and in which toddlers
were engaged in a free-play toy-naming interaction. We next
react to, direct, and sometimes ignore parents as they pursue
implemented various data processing programs that
their own goals.
automatically extracted visual, motion and speech features
To truly understand the mechanisms of word learning, we
from raw sensory data. A probabilistic model was developed
that can predict the child’s learning results based on
need to focus on more micro-level behaviors as they unfold
sensorimotor features extracted from child-parent interaction.
in real time in the richly varying and dynamically complex
More importantly, through the trained regression coefficients
interactions of children and their mature partners in more
in the model, we discovered a set of perceptual and motor
naturalistic tasks (such as toy play). Further, whereas the
patterns that are informatively time-locked to words and their
studies at the macro-level clearly demonstrate many
intended referents and predictive of word learning. Those
intelligent
behaviors in infant word learning, they have not
patterns provide quantitative measures of the roles of various
yet
led
to
a
formal account of the underlying mechanisms.
sensorimotor cues that may facilitate word learning, which
Thus, we want to know not only that learners use various
sheds lights on understanding the underlying real-time
cues in social interaction to facilitate learning (see a good
learning mechanisms in child-parent social interactions.
example of macro-level modeling by Frank, Goodman &
Keywords: computational modeling, word learning,
Tenenbaum, 2009), but also exactly how they do so in terms
embodied cognition, perception and action.
of the real-time processes in the naturalistic tasks wherein
everyday language learning must take place.
Introduction
To this end, we developed a novel paradigm with two
Just as in many other cognitive learning tasks, a critical
critical components. First, we developed a multisensory
problem in word learning is the uncertainty and ambiguity
experimental environment to capture multimodal data with
in the learning environment – young word learners need to
the goal to study the dynamics of child-parent social
discover correct word-referent mappings among many
interactions, that ultimately lead to word learning, at the
possible candidate words and many possible candidate
sensorimotor levels – in the bodily gestures and as well as
referents from potentially many objects that are
momentary visual and auditory perception of the
simultaneously available. At the macro level, we know a
participants. We developed various signal processing tools
great deal about object name learning and how it seems to
to automatically annotate such rich dataset. Second, we
be characterized by attentional biases to attend to the shape
proposed and implemented a new probabilistic model based
of the whole object (Landau, Smith & Jones, 1998), by
on state-of-the-art machine learning techniques to discover
conceptual biases that make some kinds of word-meaning
the perceptual and motor patterns that are informatively
mappings more likely than others (Markman, 1989), and by
time-locked to words and their intended referents and
all sorts of linguistic bootstraps whereby children use the
predictive of word learning. In the following sections, we
words they already know to help figure out new meanings
first describe our experimental setup and data. We then
(Gleitman, 2005). But we know very little about how any of
introduce our model of word learning. After that, we present
this works in real time and in the cluttered context of the
the results from a set of simulation studies. Finally, we
real world interactions of toddlers and parents, contexts
offer some general discussions and conclude our work.
typically characterized by many interesting objects, many
Experiment
shifts in attention by each participant, and many goals
(beyond teaching and learning words).
As shown in Figure 1, the naturalistic interaction of parents
and toddlers in the task of table-top toy play was recorded
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by three cameras from different perspectives: 1) A
lightweight mini camera mounted on a sports-headband and
placed low on the forehead of the child provided
information about the scene from the child learner’s point of
view. This is a particularly important and novel component
of our set-up. The angle of the camera is adjustable, and has
a visual field of approximately 90o. 2) A ceiling camera
provided a top-down third-person view, allowing a clear
observation of exactly what was on the table at any given
moment (mostly the participants’ hands and the objects
being played with). 3) Another head-mounted camera
provided the parent’s viewpoint. In addition, our
multimodal system recorded participants’ body movements
through a motion tracking system as well as the parent’s
speech through a headset.
Participants. The target age period for this study was 18 to
20 months. We invited parents in the Bloomington, Indiana
area to participate in the experiment. 13 dyads of parent and
child were part of the study (5 male and 7 female). 7
additional children were not included because of failure to
keep the head camera on. For the child participants
included, the mean age was 19.6, ranging from 17 to 20
months. All participants were white and middle-class.
Stimuli. Parents were given two sets, with three toys in each
set, in this free-play task. The toys were rigid plastic objects
of simple shapes and were painted with one primary color.
Each set had a red, a green and a blue object.
Procedure. The task was a common one in the everyday
lives of children and parents – to take turns in jointly acting
on, attending to, and naming objects. This is a common
context in which children learn names for things. The toys
used in this experiment were novel items. The child and

parent sat opposite each other at a small table and the parent
was instructed to interact naturally with the child, engaging
their attention with the toys while teaching the words for
them.
Parent-child free play session. The instructions given to the
parent were to take all three objects from one set, place
them on the table, play with the child and after hearing a
command from the experimenters, remove the objects in this
trial and move to the next set to start the next trial. Parents
were given the names of the objects that they were to use
and were instructed to teach the children those object
names. However, there was no special instruction as to what
the parents had to say or what they had to perform, just that
they were to engage their child. All the names were artificial
words. There were a total of four trials with each object set
repeated twice, each about 1 minute long. The interaction
between parent and child lasted between 4 and 7 minutes
and was free-flowing in form.
Name-comprehension test. After the period of free
interaction, the experimenter tested the child’s
comprehension of the object name for each of the 6 objects.
This was done by placing three objects out of reach of the
child about 30 inches apart, one to the left of the child, one
in the middle, and one to the right. The experimenter then
looked directly into the child’s eyes, said the name of one of
the objects and asked for it. For this portion of the
experiment, a camera was focused on the child’s eyes.
Direction of eye gaze – looking to the named object when
named – was scored as indicating comprehension. These
recorded eye movements were coded (with the sound off) by
a scorer naïve to the purpose of the experiment. Each word
was tested twice with a score ranging from 0, 1 to 2: A word
was given a score 2 if the child selected the correct target in
both testing trials of that word, score 1 if the child
successfully selected the correct one only once and score 0
if the child failed to select the correct one twice.

Multimodal Data and Data Processing

Figure 1. Our multimodal sensing system. The child and the
mother played with a set of toys at a table. Two mini cameras
were mounted on the child’s and the parent’s forehead,
respectively to collect visual information from two first-person
views. A third camera mounted on the top of the table recorded
the bird’s eye view of the whole interaction. They also wore
motion sensors to track their head movements. A headset was
used to record the parent’s speech.

Given the multimodal data from child-parent interactions,
we have developed various image and sensory processing
tools to automatically annotate the data. This section briefly
reviews our solutions to these problems. Technical details
can be found in (Yu, Smith, Shen, Pereira, and Smith,2009).
Video Processing The recording rate for each of the three
cameras was 30 frames per second. In the preliminary
studies, there were 3 toy-play trials (with different sets of
toys), each lasting about 60 seconds. Thus we collected
approximately 24,300 (30 × 90 × 3 × 3) image frames from
each interaction. The resolution of each image frame is
720*480. We analyzed the image data in two ways: (1) At
the pixel level, we used the saliency map model developed
by Itti, Koch, & Niebur (1998) to measure which areas in an
image are most salient based on motion, intensity,
orientation and color cues. Itti et al.’s saliency map model
applies bottom-up attention mechanisms to encode for
conspicuity (or ``saliency'') at every location in the visual
input. (2) At the object level, the goal was to automatically
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extract visual information, such as the locations and sizes of
objects, hands, and faces, from sensory data in each of three
cameras. These are based on computer vision techniques,
and include three major steps. The combination of using
pre-defined simple visual objects and utilizing start-of-theart computer vision techniques resulted in high accuracy in
visual data processing. The technical details can be found in
(Yu, et al., 2009).
Motion data processing Six motion tracking sensors on
participants’ head and hands (3 sensors on each participant)
recorded 6 DOF of their head and hand movements at the
frequency of 240 Hz. Given the raw motion data from each
sensor, the primary interest in the current work was the
overall dynamics of body movements. We grouped the 6
DOF data vector into position {x, y, z} and orientation {h,
p, r}. We then developed a motion detection program that
computes the magnitudes of both position movements and
orientation movements. In addition, we manually annotated
which objects were in the child’s or the parent’s hands.
Speech processing We first segmented the continuous
speech stream into multiple spoken utterances based on
speech silence. Next, we asked human coders to listen to the
recording and transcribe the speech segments. From the
transcriptions, we calculated the statistics of linguistic
information, such as the size of vocabulary and the average
number of words per spoken utterance. Moreover, we
extracted the onset and offset timestamps wherein an object
name occurred in transcription and used them to define a
naming event. In the next section, we will use these naming
events to determine the learning patterns in visual and
motion data streams.
As a result of our data processing, multiple heterogeneous
time series were derived from multimodal raw data. In the
present study, a set of 28 temporal sequences were selected
which covered a wide range of sensorimotor dynamics in
child-parent interaction, from the child’s visual perception,
to the child’s hand and head actions, to the parent’s hand
and head actions. Figure 2 illustrates the meanings of some
temporal variables.

The Model
We correlated the number of naming events for each object
name with the score (0, 1 or 2) at test. We did not find a
strong correlation between these two (r=0.1; p=0.28). The
average number of naming events is 9 for a learned object
name and 11 for an unlearned object name. Some object
names that were provided just once or twice were actually
learned, while others labeled by parents 5 or 6 times were
not learned. This suggests that what matters were the
specific contexts where those object names were named,
what both parents and children visually attended to at those
moments, and what they were doing at that time.
To discover those important sensorimotor features that led
to successful learning through social interaction, we
developed a formal model that predicts word learning
results from multimodal features. Through the estimated

Figure 2. Derived temporal variables from multimodal data. Left:
the child’s view image and saliency map. Right: the parent’s view
image and saliency map. The naming of variables follows this
standard:
C(hild)/P(arent)_A(ction)/V(ision)_meaning.
Eg.
C_V_target_size means the size of the target object in the child’s
view.

regression coefficients, our main goal was to infer which
features contribute to the learning outcome.
For notational simplicity, we begin by introducing our
model in the case of a single parent-child interaction
session, and only a single word was taught in that session.
This will be generalized later. During the session the child is
given #𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 training naming events to learn the target
word. These are encoded by some d-dimensional feature
vectors 𝐱1 … 𝐱 #𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 ∈ ℝ𝑑 . As customary in machine
learning, we assume that each feature vector is augmented
by an extra dimension with constant value 1 for bias. We
define the “gain” (from the child's perspective) from the 𝑘th training naming event as
𝐰 ⊤ 𝐱𝑘
where 𝐰 is a learning weight vector to be estimated. The
total gain for the word is the sum over training naming
events:
∑#𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
𝐱𝑘 ≡ 𝐰 ⊤ 𝐗
𝐰 ⊤ 𝐱𝑘 = 𝐰 ⊤ ∑#𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
𝑘=1
𝑘=1

where 𝐗 ≡ ∑#𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
𝐱 𝑘 . Let 𝑧 ∈ {0, 1} be the hidden binary
𝑘=1
variable indicating whether the child actually learns the
word. We model 𝑧 with a logistic function:
1
𝑃(𝑧 = 1 ∣ 𝐰, 𝐗) =
1 + exp (−𝐰 ⊤ 𝐗)
such that a larger total gain leads to a higher probability of
learning. We cannot observe 𝑧 directly. Instead, #𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 test
events are conducted after training. In each test event, the
child had to choose the target object out of 𝑚 different
objects (m=3 in our case). Let 𝑦𝑙 ∈ {0, 1} be the observed
variable on whether the child succeeded on the 𝑙-th test
event, for 𝑙 = 1 … #𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡. We assume that if the child has
learned the word (𝑧 = 1), she would most likely pick the
correct object (but there is a still probability that she may
not pick the correct answer even when z = 1). This
variability is captured by:
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𝛾,
𝑦𝑙 = 1
1 − 𝛾, 𝑦𝑙 = 0
where 𝛾 is a parameter less than 1. If the child does not
learn the word (𝑧 = 0), we assume that she will randomly
pick a test object with equal probability, resulting in
1/𝑚,
𝑦𝑙 = 1
𝑃( 𝑦𝑙 ∣ 𝑧 = 0 ) = �
(𝑚 − 1)/𝑚, 𝑦𝑙 = 0
These assumptions therefore model the likely noise in
testing data.
To make a Bayesian probabilistic model, we introduce a
prior distribution on 𝐰. Sparse 𝐰 (i.e., only a small number
of features are relevant to learning) is preferred for
interpreting the model, but we are also interested in
including all related variables even they are pairwise
correlated. Therefore, we employ the elastic net (Zou &
Hastie, 2005), which corresponds to the prior,
𝑃( 𝑦𝑙 ∣ 𝑧 = 1 ) = �

d

𝑃(𝐰) = ℎ(𝛽1 , 𝛽2 ) �

f=1

exp (−𝛽1 |𝑤𝑓 | − 𝛽2 𝑤𝑓2 )

where 𝛽1 and 𝛽2 are non-negative parameters which control
the tradeoff between prior and likelihood. The complete
graphical model is given below.

𝐰∈ℝ𝑑

𝐰∈ℝ

#Events(i)
∑#Pairs
∑j=1
log �∑zij =0,1 𝑃�𝑧𝑖𝑗 ∣ 𝐰, 𝐗 𝑖𝑗 �𝑃� 𝐲𝐢𝐣 ∣∣ 𝑧𝑖𝑗 ��
i=1
This optimization problem is non-convex and we optimize it
with the Constrained Concave Convex Procedure (CCCP)
(Yuille & Rangarajan, 2003).

Simulations and Results

We are now ready to state the modeling problem: Given
𝐱 𝑘 ) and
training naming events 𝐱1 … 𝐱 #Events (𝐗 = ∑#𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
𝑘=1
test outcomes 𝐲 = (𝑦1 … 𝑦#𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 )⊤ (and hyper-parameters 𝛽1
and 𝛽2 ), what is the most likely weight coefficients 𝐰? The
non-zero (and large magnitude) elements can then be
interpreted as the subset of features contributing to learning.
The hidden variable 𝑧 is of less interest, and is integrated
out. Formally, we solve the maximum a posteriori (MAP)
problem
arg max log 𝑃( 𝐰 ∣ 𝐗, 𝐲 ) = arg max log 𝑃( 𝐰)𝐩(𝐲 ∣ 𝐰, 𝐗 )
𝐰∈ℝ𝑑

the child has to pick out the object corresponding to the
word from 𝑚 different objects.
We assume that all parent-child pairs share the same weight
vector 𝐰 ∈ ℝ𝑑 . For parent-child pair 𝑖 on word 𝑗, the gain
from learning experience 𝑘 is
𝐰 ⊤ 𝐱𝑖𝑗𝑘
For parent-child pair 𝑖 on word 𝑗 the total gain from learning
experiences is
∑#𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠(𝑖𝑗)
𝐰 ⊤ 𝐱 𝑖𝑗𝑘
𝑘=1
In the same way, we can define 𝑧𝑖𝑗 and 𝑃(𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑙 ∣ 𝑧𝑖𝑗 ). The
different pairs are independent to each other, so the MAP
problem becomes
min𝑑 𝛽1 ||𝐰||1 + 𝛽2 ||𝐰||22 +

The objective function can be equivalently written as
min𝐰∈ℝ𝑑 𝛽1 ||𝐰||1 + 𝛽2 ||𝐰||22
+ log�∑𝑧=0,1 𝑃(𝑧 ∣ 𝐰, 𝐗) 𝑃(𝐲 ∣ 𝑧)�
where 𝑃(𝑧 ∣ 𝐰, 𝐗) and 𝑃(𝐲 ∣ 𝑧) have been defined earlier.
Now, we are ready to extend the model to the multiple
parent-child pairs and multiple words case. Let 𝑖 =
1 … #𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠 be the index for parent-child pairs. The 𝑖-th pair
studied 𝑗 = 1 … #𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠(𝑖) different words. Note the 𝑖-th
pair's first word may be different than 𝑖 + 1-th pair's first
word and so on. For the 𝑖-th pair's 𝑗-th word, there were
𝑘 = 1 … #𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠(𝑖𝑗) training naming events. These
naming events need not happen consecutively in time. We
use 𝐱 𝑖𝑗𝑘 ∈ ℝ𝑑 to denote the feature vector for the 𝑘-th
naming event. Similarly, for the 𝑖-th pair's 𝑗-th word, there
were 𝑙 = 1 … #𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑖𝑗) test events 𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑙 . In each test event,

Several parameters have to be set before we can identify
interesting features with our model. First, in our model, we
assume that the child may choose an incorrect object in the
test events even when 𝒛 = 𝟏 and denote the probability as
𝜸. However, there is no well-studied 𝜸 we can use. 𝜷𝟏 and
𝜷𝟐 are the weights of regularizers, which control the
tradeoff between fitness to data and model complexity. To
set them appropriately, we first chose several candidate
parameters and use cross-validation to choose the best
settings based on log-likelihood on the training set.
Intuitively, 𝜸 should be greater than 0.5 and therefore the
candidate set of {𝟎. 𝟔, 𝟎. 𝟕, … , 𝟏. 𝟎} was chosen. We tested
several different 𝜷𝟏 values {𝟏𝟎−𝟒 , 𝟏𝟎−𝟑 , … , 𝟏𝟎𝟐 } to produce
different solutions with different levels of sparsity and
meanwhile the candidates of 𝜷𝟐 were evaluated with a
larger but sparser grid {𝟏𝟎−𝟔 , 𝟏𝟎−𝟒 , … , 𝟏𝟎𝟒 }. The thirteen
parent-child pairs were randomly split into seven folds.
Each time, one fold was left out as a tuning set and a model
was trained on the remaining folds with each combination of
three candidate parameters. The parameter setting with the
highest average tuning set log-likelihood was selected,
which is {𝜸 = 𝟎. 𝟕, 𝜷𝟏 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟏, 𝜷𝟐 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏} . We fixed
this setting in the following experiments.
Through applying the model to sensorimotor features and
showing that the model can predict word learning results
(y=0, 1 or 2) based on cross-validation, our main goal of the
present study here was to gather and analyze the weights
𝐰 of sensorimotor features 𝐱 from training, and interpret
those weight results to better understand what sensorimotor
features may be predictive to learning results and therefore
contribute to successful learning. To this end, our first study
examined sensorimotor dynamics around object naming
events with the assumption that what happened at those
moments was more relevant to learning than other moments.
In practice, we decomposed the whole training dataset into
three groups based on when object naming events happened:
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1) “during” moments defined by the onset and offset of a
naming event; 2) “before” moments defined by 5 seconds
prior to the onset of a naming event to that onset; 3) “after”
moments defined by the offset of a naming event to 5
seconds after that offset. For each group based on the above
timing definition, we extracted 28 features from the
continuous time series ( a subset of them were illustrated in
Figure 2) and fed the data into the model as feature vector
𝐱 to predict 𝐲. This is done separately for before, during
and after moments.
Figure 4. The top 5 features within before/during/after naming
events that are critical for predicting word learning results.

Figure 3. Normalized log-likelihood values from three temporal
groups compared with the baseline (the dotted line).

First, the log-likelihood results shown in Figure 3 indicate
the fitness of data from those three moments compared with
a baseline calculation. Sensorimotor features from “during”
and “after” moments are more predictive to word learning
than those features from “before”, while all three features
sets are predictive as compared with chance (the dotted line
in Figure 3). Next, we asked exactly what features in each
moment are predictive to learning. This information can be
inferred from the trained regression coefficients 𝐰. In
practice, we selected top 5 features that have gained largest
absolute weights based on training (note weights can be
positive or negative). As shown in Figure 4, some
sensorimotor features consistently played a role in all of the
three temporal moments. For example, the child’s holding
of the target object (C_A_target_holding) appeared to be a
predictive cue in all of the three moments, suggesting that
the target object held by the learner is more likely to be
learned. Manually holding the named object around the
moments of hearing that object name indicates the learner’s
sustained attention and interest on the named object. In
addition, in both “during” and “after” moments, the size of
the target object in the child’s view (C_V_target_size) and
the
parent’s
holding
of
the
target
object
(P_V_target_holding) are good for learning but probably for
different reasons. The size of target object in the child’s
view is a direct measure of visual saliency of that object –
an indicator of the learner’s attention. On the other hand,
holding the target object by parents may facilitate learning if
and only if this action can attract the child’s attention – an
open question worth more studies. Moreover, the stability of
the child’s head (C_A_head_rotSpeed) before and during
naming also predicts good learning as compared with other
cues. That is, the learner not only paid attention to the right
object, manually held the object, but also stabilized their

attention for a certain period of time. All these led to better
learning.
Since there were different types of sensorimotor features
in training data, our next study focused on discovering
which types of features are more important. To do so, we
divided 28 features into four semantic subsets: child’s
perception, parent’s perception, hand action and head
movement. We then fed the features in each subset into the
model and asked the model to predict word learning only
based on those features within each subset. Figure 5 shows
the results of log-likelihood values, suggesting the child’s
visual perception is more directly predictive than both the
child’s and the parent’s actions. One plausible explanation is
that the ultimate role of actions in learning is to select visual
information for the internal learning processes.
Interestingly, just head movements of the child and the
parent can also somehow predict learning (not perfectly but
far above chance). The stability and dynamics of head
movements are good indicators of sustained attention of the
learner and the teacher if they jointly attend to the same
object. Lastly, the parent’s perception is less relevant to
learning, suggesting that the parent’s perception may
determine what action the parent may generate next and this
next action can indirectly influence the child’s action and
the child’s perception, but the parent’s perception may not
be directly relevant to learning.
We next closely examined each group and analyzed what
features in each group contribute more toward predicting
word learning results. Due the page limit, we selected only
two most influential groups (child’s perception and hand
actions) and within each group, we selected only two most
influential features to show in Figure 6. The child’s holding
of the target object didn’t matter before/after naming
moments but played a critical role exactly during naming
moments. In contrary, the parent’s holding of the target
object had a negative weight before naming, no influence
during naming, and became critical after naming. There are
two plausible interpretations of those patterns. One is that
the child held the target object while the parent named it and
then passed that object to the parent’s hands. The other
possibility is that those patterns were mixed from two
different interaction modes, both of which can lead to
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Figure 5. Normalized log-likelihood values of the four semantic
feature groups.

successful learning. In one mode, the child led the
interaction by holding the named object during naming. In
the other mode, the parent named the object first and
manually held the object to attract the child’s attention after
naming it. We need further studies to understand this better.
Also shown in Figure 6 (right), the sizes of objects (both the
target and other objects) seem to be a more direct measure
of what the child visually attended to compared with other
visual features (e.g. distance to the center or visual
saliency). In particular, the size of the target object in the
child’s view is weakly relevant before and after naming, but
right at the naming moment, this visual property seems to be
critical. In contrast, the size of other objects played a
negative role after naming. It is an open question why the
size of other objects has a positive impact during naming.
6
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Figure 6. Left: the weights of the child’s holding and the parent’s
holding of the target object. Right: the weights of the target object
size and the size of other objects.

General Discussions and Conclusion
Most of children’s word learning takes place in messy
contexts – like the tabletop play task used here. There are
multiple objects, multiple shifts in attention and multiple
bodily cues by both partners, and many object names
simultaneously available. In this paper, we used advanced
sensing equipment and state-of-the-art experimental
paradigms to collect multiple streams of real-time sensory
data in parent-child interactions. Given such fine-grained
data, we developed a formal model to analyze these
multisensory data and to extract statistical regularities in the
physical and social learning environment. We conducted
two simulation studies to address questions such as which
types of sensorimotor features are more important for
learning, what moments are the right moment for the teacher

to name objects and for the learner to build a mapping
between names and objects, and how those feature may
work together to facilitate learning. Those results derived
from our modeling efforts (e.g. the regression coefficients of
features) provided quantitative measures of how various
bodily cues and sensory features may be relevant to learning
at different moments and through different ways. Some
results confirmed our original hypotheses and others were
rather surprising, opening up new research questions with
the potential to lead to new findings that we do not know
yet. The present paper represents our first efforts in
modeling sensorimotor dynamics in child-parent social
interaction. With more fine-grained data and advanced
computational modeling methods, we have the opportunity
to discover a more complete mechanistic explanation of
early word learning.
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Abstract
Although the language we encounter is typically embedded
in rich discourse contexts, existing models of sentence processing focus largely on phenomena that occur sentence internally. Here we analyze a video corpus of child-caregiver interactions with the aim of characterizing how discourse structure is reflected in child-directed speech and in children’s and
caregivers’ behavior. We use topic continuity as a measure of
discourse structure, examining how caregivers introduce and
discuss objects across sentences. We develop a variant on a
Hidden Markov Model to identify coherent discourses, taking
into account speakers’ intended referent and the time delays
between utterances. Using the discourses found by this model,
we analyze how the lexical, syntactic, and social properties
of caregiver-child interaction change over the course of a sequence of topically-related utterances. Our findings suggest
that cues used to signal topicality in adult discourse are also
available in child-directed speech and that children’s responses
reflect joint attention in communication.
Keywords: Language acquisition; discourse; social interaction; reference tracking; Bayesian modeling.

Introduction
Extracting meaning from linguistic input requires listeners to
infer a variety of dependencies both within sentences and
across larger sequences of structured discourse. Within a
sentence, listeners must infer relationships among words and
phrases, deploying a body of knowledge regarding lexical and
syntactic dependencies. Across sentences, listeners must figure out what common themes tie a series of utterances together into a coherent whole. These two types of inferential processes—one local and one global—are at the core of
language understanding, and yet our processing models have
tended to focus largely on the former. Although researchers
have begun to capture the broader structures that characterize coherent discourse and dialog, that work has been limited
in scope to adult discourse. Such work has made progress
in formally modeling the properties of coherent discourses
(Asher & Lascarides, 2003; Grice, 1975; Kehler, 2002; Mann
& Thompson, 1988) and even in showing how such properties can influence sentence-internal structure building (Altmann & Steedman, 1988; Rohde, Levy, & Kehler, in press),
but there has been little work asking whether child-directed
language shows evidence of these properties as well.
Work in language acquisition has begun to explore the issue of processing in children (Snedeker & Trueswell, 2004;
Fernald, Pinto, Swingley, Weinberg, & McRoberts, 1998),
but this work remains at the level of classic sentence processing and treats sentences as independent units. The goal
in this paper is to reconsider the child-directed sentence unit
in context, recognizing the increased informativity of spoken
language when it is encountered in a rich discourse context.

We examine discourse structure in child-directed speech
through the lens of topic continuity. Topic continuity, observed in repeated references to a set of related discourse entities, is part of what allows listeners to infer that sentences
they hear do not appear together arbitrarily but rather relate in meaningful ways. Research on reference tracking in
adults has addressed a variety of questions, including how
listeners identify referents, how speakers signal shifts in referents, and what inferences are involved in resolving ambiguities between sentences. Answers to these questions have
highlighted the range of information sources that are brought
to bear in sentence processing—from domain-general cognitive reasoning about events and causality to language-internal
principles about grammatical roles and pronominal forms
(Grosz, Joshi, & Weinstein, 1995; Kehler, Kertz, Rohde, &
Elman, 2008). The importance of topic continuity in acquisition lies in word learning, a task which requires the establishment of mappings between referring expressions and realworld objects.
Topic continuity in word learning is central to a recent
study by Frank, Goodman, Tenenbaum, and Fernald (2009).
Frank et al. propose that by attributing utterance proximity to topic continuity, early word learners may be better
able to aggregate information across multiple utterances and
thereby make more effective inferences about speakers’ referential intentions and the meanings of words. Their proposal is based on the generalization that, in a coherent discourse, utterances that are close in time are likely to refer to similar things. Frank et al.’s study showed that a
discourse-continuity prior within a Bayesian word-learning
model could provide enough information about probable topichood in child-directed speech to allow learning in otherwise
ambiguous contexts.
In this paper, we follow this previous work by investigating the availability of topic-marking cues in child-directed
speech. We ask (i) whether caregivers signal topicality in
ways consistent with properties reported in adult-directed
speech and (ii) how, over the course of a sequence of topically related utterances, caregivers’ and children’s behavior
reflects joint attention. In the next section, we describe the
video corpus we used and its annotations. We then introduce
a variant of a Hidden Markov Model that we developed to
identify discourses over time. We use these model-identified
discourses to analyze how discourse markers change from the
onset of a new topic over the course of subsequent utterances
about a particular discourse topic (henceforth a topical discourse or simply a discourse). As we will show, lexical and
syntactic properties of caregivers’ speech undergo predictable
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changes during a topical discourse, as do features related to
the social interaction between caregiver and child.

Corpus & Annotation
The corpus we use consists of a set of videos showing mothers and children involved in object-centered play in their
homes, collected by Fernald and Morikawa (1993). A preliminary version of this corpus was analyzed by Frank et
al. (2009), who selected it because the videos make it possible to identify both the objects being talked about and the objects present in the physical context. The play session settings
are sufficiently restricted to permit annotation of the full set
of alternative referents. The 24 available videos of Englishspeaking children range in length from 3 to 22 (M=12.2)
minutes and contain between 56 to 397 utterances (M=202).
Children in these videos fall into three age groups: 6 months
(N=8), 11–14 months (N=8), and 18–20 months (N=8). Each
video captures a single mother-child play session in which
mothers were given several pairs of toys by the experimenter
and asked to play with each pair for a 3-5 minute period.
The corpus was annotated with the following properties:
intended referent, objects present, mother’s and child’s points
of gaze, location of the mother’s and child’s hands, and direction of mother’s points. Intended referent was operationalized
as an intention to refer linguistically to an object, restricted to
the use of an object’s name (“look at the doggie”) or a pronoun (“look at his eyes and ears”). Excluded were cases in
which the object was evoked only with a property like “red,”
a super-/subordinate terms like “animal”, or a part term like
“eye”. Likewise, exclamations like “oh” were not judged to
be referential, even if they were directed at an object.
We further added timestamp annotations that marked the
onset time of each utterance. Because the goal of this study is
to characterize topical discourses in child-directed speech, we
excluded utterances that were not part of a minimal discourse,
defined as at least 3 successive utterances on the same topic.
The removal of utterances that did not participate in a minimal discourse was based on the smoothed topic assignments
from the model described in the next section. One video was
also excluded due to the limited amount of data available.

Model
Although the Frank et al. study identified topic continuity as
a valuable information source in word learning, their treatment of topical discourse relied on a fairly coarse measure of
topicality, based solely on the annotation of referential intention. For their analysis, a topical discourse consisted of any
sequence of successive utterances that referred to the same
entity. This approach may have both under-estimated and
over-estimated the number of utterances that belong to particular topical discourses. For example, a series of same-referent
utterances that are close in time may be interleaved with a
small number of non-referential utterances that have the effect of fragmenting what might otherwise be interpreted as a
single longer discourse. Alternatively, a long pause following
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Figure 1: Schematic graphical model for the dependencies in
our discourse-finding model.
a sequence of referentially related utterances may signal an
intended topic break, such that a subsequent utterance may
be more appropriately assigned to a new discourse even if it
mentions the referent of the previous discourse.
Figure 5 gives an example of this phenomenon. In this
conversation, the mother occasionally pauses in her descriptions of the pig to encourage the child to look, saying “hi
CHI” in order to bring his attention back to the pig. Simply identifying discourses as consistent sets of references to
the same objects, as in Frank et al. (2009), may understate
the continuity of these conversations. To investigate whether
there were longer coherent discourse strings when these interruptions were taken into account, we created a probabilistic
model designed to smooth across short interruptions to discover longer discourses. This model is not a cognitive model
of discourse processing but instead a tool for data analysis,
allowing us to identify discourse units in a principled way in
order to examine corresponding linguistic and social cues.

Model details
To discover discourses, we created a variant of a Hidden
Markov Model (HMM), shown in Figure 1. For each sentence s in the corpus, we assume that we observe both what
the referent rs is (if any; many sentences have no referenced
object), and the time interval ts preceding the sentence. On
the basis of this information, our goal for each sentence is to
infer the implied (hidden) discourse topic ds .
The model assumes that for each sentence, ds is generated
by the following process. First, flip a coin with weight γ to
decide whether ds will be the same as ds−1 or will start a new
discourse (switching process). If it starts a new discourse,
draw the new topic from the topic distribution τ and draw
wait time t from the between-topic waiting time distribution
πb . If not, ds = ds−1 and draw t from the within-topic distribution πw . Now flip a coin with weight ε to decide whether
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Raw annotations

Model assignments

Model results
The resulting topic assignments from the model reduce the
total number of topical discourses, in comparison with the
number of discourses calculated with the raw reference annotations. The raw topics yield a total number of topical
discourses per video that ranges from 8 to 65 (mean=31.6),
whereas the model-assigned smoothed topics yield a total
number per video that ranges only from 3 to 31 (mean=14.7).
Figure 2 shows a pair of histograms that display the differences in discourse length between the reference-annotated
topics and the model-assigned topics. Discourses are considerably longer in the smoothed data. When we consider utterance onset times, we find that the gaps between utterance
onsets are shorter within topical discourses than at discourse
boundaries. Figure 3 shows the distribution of these gaps,
based on the smoothed topic discourses.
To visualize the model results, Figure 4 shows a “Gleitman plot” (see Frank et al., 2009) for one video in the corpus. A sequence of green dots or a stretch of black bar indi-
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Figure 2: Mean discourse length (number of utterances). Left
gives the distribution for raw annotations; right gives the distribution for the discourses found by the model. Model discourses are right-shifted because they were constrained to be
3 or more utterances in length.
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rs will be the same as ds , or whether rs will be another topic
from τ chosen uniformly at random. Aside from the time distributions, this model resembles an HMM in that it encodes
an immediate sequential dependency between hidden states.
Because this procedure contains many exponential-family
distributions (the noise distribution ε, the switching distribution γ, the topic distribution τ, and the two time distributions
πb and πw ), we assign conjugate prior probability distributions to each and replace each with an integrated conjugate
distribution (Gelman, 2004), so that the topic distribution is a
multinomial-dirichlet, the switching and noise distributions
are beta-binomial, and the time distributions are gammapoisson (with corresponding parameter values for each).
Inference within this model can then be accomplished via
a Gibbs sampler: a Markov-chain Monte-Carlo algorithm for
estimating the posterior distribution over values of d for each
sentence. Because model performance proved to be sensitive to the hyperparameter values of the conjugate distributions, we implemented a hyperparameter inference scheme in
which, after each Gibbs sweep, a Metropolis-Hastings sampler modified hyperparameters for each distribution (we omit
this step from Figure 1 and the generative process description
above for simplicity). All hyperparameters were assumed to
be drawn from an exponential distribution with rate 2, except
for the Dirichlet parameter αt , which was assigned rate 10 (so
as not to promote excessive sparsity in the topic distribution).
For the simulations reported here, the model was run independently on the data for each video for 2000 Gibbs sweeps.
Each sentence was assigned its modal discourse topic from
the posterior samples (for discrete categorization tasks, this
method is an estimator of the maximum a posteriori category
assignment). In cases where no topic was favored in more
than 50% of samples, the topic was set to be null.
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Figure 3: Mean time between utterance onsets. Left gives distribution of times between within-discourse utterances; right
gives distribution of times at discourse boundaries.
cates a topical discourse in the raw reference annotations or
in the smoothed topic assignments, respectively. The fact that
some black bars are longer than any sequences of red or green
(reference-marking) dots shows the effect that smoothing had
on the discourses: Topics extend through time even when intervening utterances do not reference the topic directly.

Analyses of Topical Discourses
In order to determine what discourse markers change over the
course of a topically related sequence of utterances, we consider caregivers’ speech and social cues between caregiver
and child. We analyze topical discourses generated from the
raw topic annotations and the smoothed model-identified topics. The observed markers are modeled using mixed-effects
multinomial regressions with random caregiver-specific and
referent-specific intercepts (Gelman & Hill, 2007).
Figure 5 shows the behavior in the smoothed topic discourses of the 7 discourse markers we analyze. It also shows
an excerpted transcript from one video in the corpus. In Table
1, we report the logistic- or linear-regression coefficient estimates and p-values for the factors child age (coded as age,
a categorical factor) and utterance position within the topical
discourse (coded as time, a numeric factor) and an interaction
between the two. Both predictors were centered.
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Gleitman Plot: A2merge.csv
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Figure 4: Sample Gleitman plot for a Fernald and Morikawa video. Rows denote objects; the x-axis marks time. Dots appear at
utterance onset times; dot color reflects the raw video annotation of object presence and object reference. Blue denotes that the
object was present when the utterance was uttered but not referenced; red denotes that the object was referenced but not present;
green denotes that the object was present and referenced. The black bars show topical discourses identified by the model.
Discourse marker
Pronoun use:
time
age
time×age
Sentence-final:
time
age
time×age
Utterance length:
time
age
time×age
Children’s eyes:
time
age
time×age
Children’s hands:
time
age
time×age
Mother’s points:
time
age
time×age
Mother’s hands:
time
age
time×age

βRAW

p-val

βSMOOTH

p-val

0.156
-0.266
-0.035

*.005
*.043
.560

0.280
-0.170
-0.049

*.001
.091
.383

-0.228
-0.222
-0.011

*.001
.153
.855

-0.338
-0.143
-0.062

*.001
.318
.300

-0.013
0.140
-0.133

.818
.331
*.010

-0.010
0.167
-0.073

.848
.356
.292

0.000
0.053
0.013

.990
.604
.827

0.136
0.085
0.039

*.010
.400
.438

0.124
0.278
-0.106

*.004
*.021
.062

0.259
0.345
0.014

*.001
*.026
.795

0.094
0.260
0.435

.375
.206
*.001

-0.139
0.235
0.055

.199
.269
.598

0.055
-0.137
-0.100

.323
.348
.079

0.050
-0.085
-0.025

.328
.592
.615

Table 1: Predictors for modeling discourse markers in mixedeffect models. The * marks significant predictor coefficients.
Lexical Trends Many studies have identified a correlation
between the information status of a discourse entity and the
linguistic form used to reference that entity, whereby familiar
entities are more likely to be realized with pronouns, whereas
unfamiliar entities tend to be realized with full noun phrases
(Ariel, 1990). We therefore test whether the rate of pronom-

inalization increases over the course of a topical discourse.
The results confirm that in the raw and smoothed discourses,
time is a significant factor for modeling the binary outcome
of pronominalization, with more pronouns (3rd person nominative/accusative/possessive forms plus one) being used later
in the discourse. The rate of pronominalization also varied by
age with mothers of younger children using more pronouns
overall, though this effect was marginal in the smoothed discourses. It is possible that caregivers use more adult-like rates
of pronominalization with children who they believe are too
young to be engaged in serious word learning.
Syntactic Trends The position of a referring expression
within a sentence often correlates with the information status
of the referenced discourse entity, such that (relatively) familiar entities are referenced earlier in a sentence whereas (relatively) unfamiliar entities are referenced later (Lambrecht,
1994). We therefore test whether references to a discourse
topic occur later in a sentence in the early parts of a discourse.
For this analysis, we consider the final word of each utterance
with the prediction that topical entities are less likely to be
referenced utterance-finally as a discourse progresses and an
entity becomes more familiar. Fernald and Morikawa (1993)
noted the strong prevalence of referential nouns at the ends of
sentences in the English caregivers’ speech, hence our choice
to not test subject/object position. The results confirm that in
the raw and smoothed discourses time is a significant factor
for modeling the binary outcome of sentence-final mention,
with fewer sentence-final references later in the discourse.
We also test whether sentence complexity increases as the
topical discourse progresses. Information-theoretic models
of language production (Genzel & Charniak, 2002; Levy &
Jaeger, 2007) posit that, as discourse entities become more
familiar, the processor is better equipped to handle longer
and more complex structures. For this analysis, we measure
complexity as mean utterance length to test the prediction
that length increases over the course of a topical discourse.
Contrary to prediction, the raw discourses showed an interaction between time and age whereby mothers of older children
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slightly decreased their utterance length over time, and there
were no reliable effects in the smoothed discourses. This lack
of an effect may be due in part to the nature of the video
transcripts and the difficulties in identifying sentence units in
naturally-occurring speech (see excerpt in Figure 5).
Social Interaction Trends When a new topic is introduced,
speakers are likely to draw attention to that entity, both in
their words and with other social cues. We therefore evaluated cues related to joint attention (Baldwin, 1995; Carpenter,
Nagell, & Tomasello, 1998), namely the position of mothers’
and children’s hands and their points of gaze. The results
show that children looked more to the referenced object over
the course of a topical discourse, an effect apparent only in
the smoothed discourses. Children also touched the referenced object more over the course of a discourse, an effect
apparent in both the raw and smoothed discourses. It appears
6 months

12 months

18 months

6 months

12 months

18 months

that children only gradually became engaged in the discourse,
rather than shifting their attention immediately to the topic.
For mothers’ pointing, the raw discourses revealed an interaction between time and age whereby the rate of pointing to the
topical object climbed most quickly for the oldest age group
group. For mothers’ hands, there were no reliable effects.

General Discussion
As one of the first investigations of discourse structure in
an acquisition setting, the study presented here shows that
topical discourse is characterized both by linguistic markers of topichood and by social cues related to joint attention.
Across the discourses, we see patterns of pronominalization
and sentence-final reference that are consistent with patterns
observed in adult discourse: Less familiar information is referenced later in an utterance, and more familiar information
Raw/Smooth
pig/pig
pig/pig
/pig
/pig
pig/pig
/pig
pig/pig
pig/pig
pig/pig
/pig
/pig
/pig
pig/pig
pig/pig
pig/pig
/pig
pig/pig
pig/pig
pig/pig
/pig
pig/pig
pig/pig
pig/pig
pig/pig
pig/pig
pig/pig
pig/pig
pig/pig
pig/pig
pig/pig
dog/dog
dog/dog
dog/dog

100

% Pronouns

50

0
100

% Sentencefinal
reference

50

0
10
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Utterance
this a pig
oink pig oh where you going
where you going
yes
what’s he saying
look see
he’s got little ears
see the eyes
can you see the piggy’s eyes
what
CHILD look
ha
it squeaks
look it he’s got a tail too
oh look i can put his hand in it
hi CHILD
look at his eye
can you see his eyes and his little nose
he gonna give you a kiss
yeah
what’s this look
can you touch him
he’s got fur
look it look at his tail
CHILD look at his tail
look at his tail
see his tail
its different huh
it feels different
there’s a tail
can you say tail oh look at the puppy
look at the puppy
oh where’d it go

Figure 5: Discourse markers. Graphs on left plot caregiver means at successive utterance positions within smoothed discourses;
points are jittered on the x-axis to avoid overplotting; superimposed regression lines correspond to logistic and linear models
built with the smoothed-topic data. Topic assignments and transcript excerpt on right from a video with 12-month-old child.
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is likely to be referenced with a pronoun. Also, across the discourse segments, children’s patterns of hand and eye movements show increased attention to the topical object; mother’s
hand and eye movements are less reliable (potentially due to
their concurrent task of monitoring the child).
The benefit of our HMM modeling can be seen in the analysis of social cues, where we see a reliable effect of utterance
position in children’s looking in the smoothed discourses but
not the raw discourses. This may be attributed to the fact that
eye gaze is not manifested only at individual utterance times
and may instead span multiple utterances, only some of which
may have been identified as topical within the raw annotation.
As noted in the introduction, researchers studying processing in acquisition have tended to focus on word-level acquisition and, in so doing, have treated sentences as largely independent units. The results presented here establish that larger
discourse-level regularities are available in child-directed
speech, such that children may have access to the topical nature of human discourse even if they cannot understand individual sentences in their entirety. The full extent of children’s
understanding of discourse structure remains unclear, but the
progression of topical discourses may be apparent especially
if children are hearing sentences with supporting context regarding what is present and what could be referred to.
If one of the functions of language is to provide the structure necessary to permit meaningful communication, one
might hypothesize that discourses would be structured to increase the amount of information a speaker can convey. This
is the argument put forward in work on the strategies that
speakers employ to achieve communicative efficiency (Levy
& Jaeger, 2007), on the complexity of sentences found later
in a discourse (Genzel & Charniak, 2002), and on the growth
of speaker-listener common ground over the course of a conversation (Clark, 1996). Our results are consistent with these
models of language use: Speakers use reduced referring expressions such as pronouns when topical entities are easily
retrievable and listeners show signs of engaging in joint attention to entities that have become part of the common ground.
In sum, we take these exploratory results as an invitation to
reconsider discourse-level phenomena in the acquisition setting, even for very young children. Discourse topics wax and
wane over the course of a conversation with subtle repercussions in communication and common ground, and our results
suggest that child-directed speech presents a new and rich domain for analyses of discourse structure.
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Abstract
We present a Bayesian model of the mirror image
problems of linguistic productivity and reuse. The
model, known as Fragment Grammar, is evaluated
against several morphological datasets; its performance
is compared to competing theoretical accounts including
full–parsing, full–listing, and exemplar–based models.
The model is able to learn the correct patterns of
productivity and reuse for two very different systems:
the English past tense which is characterized by a
sharp dichotomy in productivity between regular and
irregular forms and English derivational morphology which is characterized by a graded cline from
very productive (-ness) to very unproductive (-th).
Keywords:Productivity;Reuse;Storage;Computation;
Bayesian Model;Past Tense;Derivational Morphology

Introduction
Perhaps the most celebrated aspect of human language is its creativity. Language allows us to produce,
comprehend—and perhaps even think—an unbounded
number of thoughts. Creativity in language is made
possible by computation. Novel expressions can be produced and understood because the linguistic system provides productive computational processes for generating
linguistic structures. Productive processes such as syntactic and morphological rules operate via the combination of large numbers of stored, reusable units such as
words, morphemes, and idioms. However, not all generalizations that are consistent with the input data are
productive, nor is storage and reuse limited to a single
kind of unit such as words, but rather both productivity
and reuse cut across levels of linguistic structure (Di Sciullo & Williams, 1987). Therefore, a fundamental problem for linguistic and psycholinguistic theory, as well as
for the language learner, is understanding which patterns
in linguistic data should give rise to productive generalizations and which should give rise to stored, reusable
structures.
We present a model of productivity and reuse which
addresses the problem as an inference in a Bayesian
framework. A productive computation is one which can
give rise to novel forms. In a probabilistic setting, if a
system hypothesizes that some (sub)computation is productive, it must reserve probability for hitherto unseen
structures. On the other hand, if a probabilistic system hypothesizes that some sequence of computations
will be frequently reused together, it must reserve probability for that particular sequence as a whole. Since
there is only a finite budget of probability, this necessarily leads to a tradeoff: A probabilistic system hypoth-

esizes reusability at the cost of generalization, and vice
versa. The model advocated in this paper, Fragment
Grammars (FG), can be seen as optimizing this tradeoff
for a given dataset. What patterns in the data signal
that some structure is likely to be reused again in the
future? What patterns suggest that some class of structures will exhibit novelty and variability and therefore
should be computed on the fly?
We examine two morphological systems: the English
past tense and English derivational morphology. Morphology provides a domain in which questions of computation and storage have been intensely studied for
decades (see, O’Donnell, 2011, for a review). The two
datasets examined here are of special interest because of
their very different patterns of productivity and reuse.
Derivational morphology is characterized by a broad
cline of affixes of differing levels of productivity. This
sort of gradience is exactly the kind of structure we
might expect probabilistic models to excel at capturing
(Hay & Baayen, 2005). In contrast, the English past
tense’s regular +ed rule (e.g., walk/walked) is highly productive, while the various irregular form classes (e.g.,
sing/sang, sleep/slept, etc.) generalize only very rarely
(e.g., Prasada & Pinker, 1993). Thus, the English past
tense provides an important counterpoint to the gradient
structure of derivational morphology. A model of productivity and reuse must be able to handle both kinds of
linguistic systems: those with widely varying mixtures of
productive computation and reuse, and those with sharp,
nearly deterministic, dichotomies between the two.

Informal Overview of the Models
Over the years researchers have proposed many theories
of productivity and storage (see O’Donnell, 2011, for a
review). In addition to our proposal that productivity
and reuse should be considered a probabilistic inference,
we also consider three other approaches. Each of these
models has been chosen to formalize a specific historical proposal about productivity and reuse, while keeping
other dimensions maximally similar to one another.
All of the models considered here start from a underlying system which defines the space of possible
computations—here we assume that this starting system provides the ability to generate a set of tree–shaped
computations like those shown in Figure 1. Each of
the approaches has been implemented as a probabilistic model which is defined over this same space of trees;
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the models differ, however, in the strategies they use
to determine which subcomputations (subtrees) can be
stored and reused, and which parts of the system can
productively generate novel forms.
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Figure 1: Full–parsing: In this model, small, reusable
subcomputations can be shared across many forms, as
shown by the highlighting in the same color. However,
generating each form requires many random choices.
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Figure 3: Exemplar–based Inference: This figure
shows exemplar–based inference. Here every possible
subtree consistent with the data is stored. Note that
this leads to many overlapping analyses for each item.

Productivity as an Inference: The model advocated in this paper, Fragment Grammars (FG), treats
as an inference the problem of which subcomputations
are productive and which should be stored for later
reuse.1 Like the full–parsing approach, FG is able to
store abstract structures. Like the full–listing approach,
it can store specific structures, and furthermore, like the
exemplar–based approach, it can store all intermediate
structures. However, unlike the previous approaches, the
particular solutions it finds to productivity and reuse
are determined by the data itself. For each datapoint
to which it is exposed, the model hypothesizes whether
it is optimal to account for the structure using reusable
stored items, productive computation, or some mixture
of both (Figure 4).

Full–listing: In this model, the first time a structure
is built, it is stored in its entirety. Thus, this system can
account for productive generalization, but is nevertheless
very conservative—preferring to reuse previously built
structures whenever possible (Figure 2). Under such a
storage strategy, each stored item is extremely specific,
and, therefore, can only be reused in limited contexts.
Such an approach to reuse will be most effective when
the language consists of a small number of specific, but
frequently reused, forms.
N

-ness
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V

agree

Full–parsing: In this model, all structures are the result of computation using minimal–sized units. No larger
items are stored in memory (Figure 1). In such a setting, each primitive is highly reusable. However, any
computation will involve choosing many small, abstract
primitives. Such an approach to reuse will be most effective when there is large amount of combinatoriality,
variability, and novelty in the data.
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Figure 4: Productivity and Reuse as an Inference: This figure shows the consequences of inferring
the set of subcomputations that best account for the
data. In this example, more sharing is allowed on average than full–parsing with less computation on average
than full–listing.
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Formalization of the Models
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In this section, we formalize each of the approaches to
productivity and reuse introduced above. More detailed
treatments can be found in O’Donnell et al. (2009) and
O’Donnell (2011).

agree

Figure 2: Full–listing: This figure shows the consequences of the full–listing model. Stored subcomputations are very specific. Their substructures cannot be
shared with other forms; however, they can be reused in
their entirety with high probability.

Exemplar–based Inference: This model stores all
structures which are consistent with the data, both small
and abstract, and large and specific (and all in between).
This model differs from Fragment Grammars in that it
does not commit to a single analysis of each data point,
but rather hedges across many different levels of abstraction.

Full–Parsing: We formalize the full–parsing model
using Multinomial–Dirichlet Probabilistic Context–Free
Grammars (MDPCFG) (Johnson et al., 2007b). An MDPCFG
is a 5-tuple, G = (N, T, P, S, Π), where N is the set of
nonterminal symbols, T is the set of terminal symbols, R
is the set of production rules of the form A −→ γ where
A ∈ N and γ ∈ (N ∪ T )∗ , S ∈ N is the distinguished
1
Note that because all of these models are probabilistic,
they are all inferential in a certain sense. However, only the
Fragment Grammar model does inference both over the set
of stored subcomputations and points of productivity.
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start symbol, and Π is a set of vectors of pseudocounts
for the production rules. Define `(t) to be the function
which returns the label at the root of tree t. By convention we will label the k immediate children of a top
node of t as t̂i , ..., t̂k . The distribution over trees defined
by a MDPCFG can be expressed by the simple recurrence
below.

be defined as shown below. Note that since the recursion
GA always returns a full tree down to terminal symbols,
Adaptor Grammars can only store and reuse complete
tree fragments as shown in Figure 2.
(
GA (t) =

X

θr

r:A→`(t̂i )...`(t̂k )

k
Y
i=1

mem{G`(t̂ ) }(t̂i )`(t) = A ∈ N
i
`(t) = A ∈ T

1

(
GA (t) =

X

r:A→`(t̂i )...`(t̂k )

θr

k
Y
i=1

G`(t̂ ) (t̂i )`(t) = A ∈ N
i

1

θ~A ∼ dirichlet(π~A )

`(t) = A ∈ T

mem{GA } ∼ pyp(aA , bA , GA )

θ~A ∼ dirichlet(π~A )
These equations state that the probability of a tree t
given by an MDPCFG G is just the product of the probability of the rules used to build that tree from depth–one
subtrees. Note that this corresponds to Figure 1 where
each form is composed of minimal fragments of structure.
This model puts a Dirichlet prior on the probabilities of
fragments. We set all Dirichlet pseudocounts (π’s) to 1.
Full–Listing: To formalize the full–listing model we
choose Adaptor Grammars (AG) (Johnson et al., 2007a).
Adaptor Grammars add reuse of entire subcomputations
to the MDPCFG formalism. This is achieved via stochastic memoization. Memoization refers to the widely–used
technique of storing and reusing the results of function
application. Stochastic memoization generalizes this
idea by probabilistically mixing the reuse of previously
computed results with new calls to the function.
Following Johnson et al. (2007a), we use a distribution for stochastic memoization known as the PitmanYor Process (PYP). Let mem{f } be a PYP memoized
version of some function f . The behavior of a PYP memoized function can be described as follows. The first time
we invoke mem{f } a new value will be computed using
f . On subsequent invocations, we choose an old value i
−a
, where N is the number of values
with probability nNi +b
sampled so far, ni is the number of times that value i
has been used in the past, and 0 ≥ a ≥ 1 and b > −a
are parameters of the model. Alternatively, we sample a new value with probability aK+b
N +b , where K is the
number of times a new value was sampled in the past
from the underlying function. Notice that this process
induces a rich-get-richer scheme for sampling from the
memoizer. The more a particular value has been reused,
the more likely it is to be reused in the future. However,
this rich–get–richer dynamic is tempered by a competing bias which favors new values when many new values
have been sampled in the past.
Application of stochastic memoization to the basic MDPCFG recurrence leads to the Adaptor Grammars
model—which was the first to use this technique (Johnson et al., 2007a).1 The Adaptor Grammars model can
1

While Johnson et al. (2007a) do not use the term

Productivity as an Inference: Adaptor grammars
allow the reuse of complete tree fragments. However, a
complete tree–fragment cannot be used for further productive computation; it does not allow for novelty or
variability. To allow the reuse of productive structures,
Fragment Grammars generalize Adaptor Grammars via
the technique of stochastically lazy evaluation. Stochastically lazy evaluation allows the system to return delayed
or partially computed items which can remain unspecified, allowing productivity and novelty. These structures
can then be reused via memoization, allowing the system
to infer which structures will exhibit productivity and
future novelty.
Define the function prefix to enumerate all tree prefixes of a given tree—all fully connected subtrees of the
given tree which include the root node. We will write the
0
n leaves of a tree t as ti , ..., t0n . The probability of a tree
t under a fragment grammar is defined by the following
recursive probability mass functions.
(
GA (t) =

X

mem{LA }(s)

n
Y
i=1

s∈prefix(t)

0
0 (s )
`(s ) i
i

G

`(t) = A ∈ T

1

LA (t) =

`(t) = A ∈ N

X
r:A→`(t̂i )...`(t̂k )

θr

k h
i
Y
νri G`(t̂i ) (t̂i ) + (1 − νri )1
i=1

νri ∼ beta(ψcontinue , ψdelay )
θ~A ∼ dirichlet(π~A )
mem{LA } ∼ pyp(aA , bA , LA )
The stochastically lazy recurrence, LA , generates partially evaluated tree fragments, stopping the recursion with probability νri at each internal node of a
tree. These partially evaluated tree fragments are then
stochastically memoized. Thus, the system is able to
learn arbitrary mixtures of reuse and productive computation like those shown in Figure 4.
“stochastic memoization” in describing their model, this notion has its origins in that work, and was first named as such
and developed in N. D. Goodman et al. (2008).
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Exemplar–Based
Inference: We
formalize
exemplar–based models using two different variants of the Data–Oriented Parsing (DOP) formalism
for tree–substitution grammar estimation (Bod et al.,
2003). All DOP models treat the probability of a tree
as a sum over all possible subtrees.
(
n
X

GA (t) =

s∈prefix(t)

1

prob(s)

Y

i=1

0
0 (s )
`(s ) i
i

G

`(t) = A ∈ N

This model differs from the present one in that Taatgen & Anderson (2002) optimize an objective function
involving processing costs, in addition to prediction accuracy (which is the only quantity optimized by Fragment Grammars). They achieve excellent performance
on the past–tense domain, and we take this as converging evidence in favor of an optimization perspective in
this domain.

`(t) = A ∈ T

There are many different techniques which fall under the
DOP umbrella. They differ primarily in how they estimate the expression PROB in the recurrence above—
how they assign probability mass to subtrees. We will
use two variants of DOP. The first, known as DOP1, sets
the probability of a subtree proportional to its token
frequency in the training corpus. Let FC (s) be the frequency of subtree s in corpus C. Then DOP1 uses the
following estimator: probDOP1 (s) ∝ FC (s).
A well–known problem with DOP1 is that, because it
counts all subtrees equally, it tends to overweight training data nodes which appear higher and in larger trees
(e.g., J. Goodman, 2003). For this reason, we also explore a second DOP estimator. This estimator assigns
equal weight to each training data node (Bod, 2003;
J. Goodman, 2003). We will call this the Equal Node
DOP (ENDOP).
There are many other variants of DOP. However, in
its classical form DOP is committed to the storage of all
subtrees. It is this idea, in particular, which we wished to
explore with our exemplar–based models, and this was
our main motivation in choosing the DOP1 and ENDOP
estimators.
Other Models: There are several models in the literature which can be seen as explicitly adopting the idea
that productivity and reuse should be treated as an (optimal) inference, like the present model. Zuidema (2007)
introduced Parsimonious Data–Oriented Parsing, a version of DOP which explicitly eschews the all–subtree approach in favor of finding a set of subtrees which best
explains the data. Two other models, developed simultaneously with the current framework (Cohn et al., 2009;
Post & Gildea, 2009), make use of similar Bayesian non–
parametrics to define generative models over sets of subtrees. The models of (Cohn et al., 2009) and Post &
Gildea (2009) differ from Fragment Grammars in that
they do not define the distribution over stored structures recursively—a new stored item cannot be built out
of other stored items. The three models just discussed
have been evaluated primarily on syntactic datasets, and
primarily in a natural language processing, rather than
psychological setting.
Taatgen & Anderson (2002) present a psychologically–
motivated model of the past tense which also adopts
an optimization perspective (in the ACT–R framework).

Simulations and Inference: For the full–parsing,
full–listing, and exemplar–based models, it was possible to directly compute the maximum a posteriori grammar from the training corpus. Fragment Grammar results were computed via selective model averaging over
a large number of runs of a Markov chain Monte Carlo
inference algorithm similar to that found in Johnson et
al. (2007a).1

The English Past Tense
As discussed in the introduction, the main interest of
the English past tense system for present purposes is
the wide difference in productivity between the regular rule and the irregular inflectional classes. The English regular, +ed, past tense rule (e.g., walk/walked) is
rampantly productive. A large number of studies have
shown generalization of the regular rule to novel stems
in both production and rating tasks (e.g., Prasada &
Pinker, 1993). The regular rule can be applied to forms
which are phonotactically odd for English, to stems derived from other morphological processes, and in a number of other rare and marginal cases (e.g., He out-Bached
Bach. Kim et al., 1991). On the other hand, while a
number of studies have shown that irregular classes can
be generalized (e.g., bring/brang), this generalization is
very rare and much more dependent on the phonological
structure of the stem (e.g., Prasada & Pinker, 1993).
The simulations were performed on data extracted
from the annotated version of the SwitchBoard corpus
included in the Penn TreeBank (Godfrey et al., 1992;
Marcus et al., 1999). All verbs excluding forms of be,
have and do were extracted from the corpus, lemmatized and paired with the appropriate inflection for the
stem.2 The model was trained on the full English verbal
paradigm (i.e., all tenses). Figure 5 shows the simple
input representation used for all models. Note that this
representation merely pairs stems with their correct inflectional information, it does not explicitly encode any
phonological or semantic selectional restrictions. Thus,
1
Details of the inference engine can be found in O’Donnell
(2011); O’Donnell et al. (2009).
2
These verbs were excluded to reduce the size of the training corpus and, therefore, improve inference run time. There
is no theoretical reason that exclusion should have an effect
on results for other verbs, and a large pilot study where they
were present achieved similar results to the present simulations.
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any success that any of the models has in learning contingencies between stems and inflections is the result of
distributional information in the input.
V

V

Stem

Inflection

Stem
SING

GO
WENT-SUPPLETION

PAST

Inflection
/I/ → /æ/

PAST

Figure 5: Example Trees for Past Tense: Examples of trees used as inputs to the past tense simulations.
These trees represent the past tense forms went and sang
respectively. Note that past tense inflectional classes are
identified using their phonological structure.

Figure 6 shows the log odds that a past tense or past
participle form sampled at random from the posterior
generative model will be correctly inflected. These scores
are broken down into regular (walk/walked) and irregular
(sing/sang) forms that were in the training sample and
a set of novel (wug/wugged) test cases.1
Although the full–listing model, AG, is able to perform well on attested forms, its generalization performance is more limited compared to FG. By contrast,
the DOP1 exemplar–based model performs well on the
regular forms and wug–generalization cases but fails to
learn the irregular forms. Fragment Grammars provide
the best simultaneous performance across the three test
sets—performing well on novel items as well as correctly
learning attested regulars and irregulars.
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Figure 7: Example Trees for Derivational Morphology: This figure shows examples of the trees used
as inputs to the derivational morphology simulations.
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Figure 6: Performance of Models on Past Tense
Dataset: The log odds that a form randomly sampled
from each trained model will be inflected correctly for
the three test sets.

English Derivational Morphology
Having established that the inference–based model is
able to account for the sharp differences in productivity in the English past tense system, we turn to the
richer and more gradient domain of derivational morphology. We focus here on two aspects of the system.
1. Gradient Productivity: Derivational suffixes reside on
a productivity cline from very productive (e.g., -ness) to
1

N

N

�

�

8

Irregular

very unproductive (e.g., -th). 2. Ordering: Only a small
fraction of the suffix combinations which are possible in
principle are attested in actual words. One theory which
accounts for this fact is complexity-based ordering (CBO;
Hay, 2002; Plag & Baayen, 2009). CBO provides a direct link between productivity and ordering by proposing
that on average more productive suffixes should appear
outside of less productive suffixes.
The input data for our derivational morphology simulations was derived from the CELEX database which
contains a large sample of English words derived from
dictionaries and newswire (Baayen et al., 1993). Because they undersample low–frequency words, dictionaries tend to underrepresent high–productivity affixes (Evert & Lüdeling, 2001). For this reason, the basic set
of morphological parses provided by CELEX was supplemented by applying a heuristic parsing algorithm to
the remaining unparsed forms in the database. CELEX
parses do not segment cases where one of the segmented
parts is not a word, as is the case, for example, with
bound stems. To expose this additional structure and
correct errors due to automatic parsing, we selected approximately 10,000 of the combined set of forms from
CELEX and automatic parsing and corrected them by
hand. The resulting data set contained 338 suffixes, over
25,000 word types, and over 7.2 million word tokens.
The input to the simulation consisted of trees like those
shown in Figure 7.

We first consider the productivity of suffixes as inferred by the various models. There is no gold standard
measure of productivity against which the models can
be evaluated. However, two widely used empirical productivity statistics are Baayen’s corpus–based measures:
P and P ∗ (e.g., Baayen, 1992). The former can be understood as an estimate of the probability that a particular suffix will be used to produce a novel form (i.e.,
P [NOVEL|SUFFIX]). The latter can be understood as
an estimate of the probability that a novel form will use
a particular suffix (i.e., P [SUFFIX|NOVEL]).

Regular inflection was considered correct for wug–tests.
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Model
P
P∗

FG
0.907
0.662

MDPCFG
-0.0003
0.480

AG
0.692
0.568

DOP1
0.346
0.402

ENDOP
0.143
0.500

Table 1: Correlation with Productivity Measures: The correlation between quantities computed
from the trained models and empirical estimates of
Baayen’s P and P ∗ given in Hay & Baayen (2002).

Table 1 shows the Pearson correlation between the (log) quantities P [NOVEL|SUFFIX] and
P [SUFFIX|NOVEL] computed from the various (posterior) models and (log) empirical estimates of P and P ∗
given in Hay & Baayen (2002). Fragment Grammars
provide the best fit to these quantities.
Complexity–based ordering predicts a direct link between productivity and suffix ordering—more productive
suffixes should tend to appear outside of less productive suffixes. Plag & Baayen (2009) provide an empirical measure of suffix ordering, based on graph theoretic
tools, which gives an estimate of the mean rank of a suffix. The mean rank can be understood as a measure
of how easily a particular suffix appears after other suffixes in complex words. To generate predictions from
the model with regard to suffix ordering, we considered
the subset of forms with exactly two suffixes (i.e., stem
-suffix -suffix) and computed the marginal probability
that each suffix occurred first or second in such forms.
Table 2 gives the Spearman rank correlation between the
(log) ratio of the probability of appearing second to the
probability of appearing first with the mean rank statistic reported in Plag & Baayen (2009). As was the case
with measures of productivity, Fragment Grammars are
best able to account for suffix ordering restrictions.
Model
Mean Rank

FG
0.568

MDPCFG
0.275

AG
0.424

DOP1
0.452

ENDOP
0.431

Table 2: Correlation of Suffix Ordering Probabilities and Ranks: The rank correlation between the log
odds that a suffix will appear second and the mean rank
statistic for the suffix given in Plag & Baayen (2009).

Conclusion
We have presented a model where productivity and reuse
are viewed as inferences in a Bayesian framework and
have systematically compared this model with four others which represent formalizations of theoretical proposals from the literature. The inference–based model,
Fragment Grammars, is best able to capture the patterns of productivity and reuse in two very different
sub–systems of English morphology: the past tense and
derivational morphology.
In the literature, the problem of balancing productivity and reuse in sometimes discussed in terms of a
tradeoff between the cost of computation (in time) and
the cost of storage (in space; see, e.g., Frauenfelder &
Schreuder, 1992). Here we have provided a very different perspective. The tradeoff being optimized here is not
between two kinds of machine–level resources, but rather
between the ability to predict future novelty versus future
reuse. We believe that this perspective follows naturally
from the underlying design of the linguistic system. It
is a system which provides the flexibility to produce and
comprehend new thoughts while maintaining the ability

to specialize for commonly reencountered situations.
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Abstract
Whether the input available to children is sufficient to explain
their ability to use language has been the subject of much
theoretical debate in cognitive science. Here, we present a
simple, developmentally motivated computational model that
learns to comprehend and produce language when exposed to
child-directed speech. The model uses backward transitional
probabilities to create an inventory of ‘chunks’ consisting of
one or more words. Language comprehension is
approximated in terms of shallow parsing of adult speech and
production as the reconstruction of the child’s actual
utterances. The model functions in a fully incremental, online fashion, has broad cross-linguistic coverage, and is able
to fit child data from Saffran’s (2002) statistical learning
study. Moreover, word-based distributional information is
found to be more useful than statistics over word classes.
Together, these results suggest that much of children’s early
linguistic behavior can be accounted for in a usage-based
manner using distributional statistics.
Keywords:Language Learning; Computational Modeling;
Corpora; Chunking; Shallow Parsing; Usage-Based Approach

Introduction
The ability to produce and understand a seemingly
unbounded number of different utterances has long been
hailed as a hallmark of human language acquisition. But
how is such open-endedness possible, given the much more
limited nature of other animal communication systems? And
how can a child acquire such productivity, given input that
is both noisy and necessarily finite in nature? For nearly half
a century, generativists have argued that human linguistic
productivity can only be explained by positing a system of
abstract grammatical rules working over word classes and
scaffolded by considerable innate language-specific
knowledge (e.g., Pinker, 1999). Recently, however, an
alternative theoretical perspective on linguistic productivity
has emerged in the form of usage-based approaches to
language (e.g., Tomasello, 2003). This perspective is
motivated by analyses of child-directed speech, showing
that there is considerably more information available in the
input than previously assumed. For example, distributional
and phonological information can provide reliable cues for
learning about lexical categories and phrase structure (for a
review, see Monaghan & Christiansen, 2008). Behavioral
studies have shown that children can use such information
in an item-based manner (Tomasello, 2003).
A key difference between generative and usage-based
approaches pertains to the granularity of the linguistic units
necessary to account for the productivity of human
language. At the heart of usage-based theory lies the idea

that grammatical knowledge develops gradually through
abstraction over multi-word utterances (e.g., Tomasello,
2003), which are assumed to be stored as multi-word
‘chunks.’ Testing this latter assumption, Bannard and
Matthews (2008) showed not only that non-idiomatic chunk
storage takes place, but also that storing such units actively
facilitates processing: young children repeated multi-word
sequences faster, and with greater accuracy, when they
formed a frequent chunk. Moreover, Arnon and Snider
(2010) extended these results, demonstrating an adult
processing advantage for frequent phrases. The existence of
such chunks is problematic for generative approaches that
have traditionally clung to a words-and-rules perspective, in
which memory-based learning and processing are restricted
to the level of individual words (e.g., Pinker 1999).
One remaining challenge for usage-based approaches is to
provide an explicit computational account of language
comprehension and production based on multi-word chunks.
Although Bayesian modeling has shown that chunk-based
grammars are in principle sufficient for the acquisition of
linguistic productivity (Bannard, Lieven, & Tomasello,
2009), no full-scale computational model has been
forthcoming (though models of specific aspects of
acquisition do exist, such as the optional infinitive stage;
Freudenthal, Pine & Gobet, 2009). The scope of the
computational challenge facing usage-based approaches
becomes even more formidable when considering the
success with which the generativist principles of words and
rules have been applied in computational linguistics. In this
paper, we take an initial step towards answering this
challenge by presenting the ‘Comprehension And
Production
Performed
Using
Chunks
Computed
Incrementally, Non-categorically, and On-line’ (or
CAPPUCCINO) model of language acquisition.
The aim of the CAPPUCCINO model is to provide a test
of the usage-based assumption that children’s language use
may be explained in terms of stored chunks. To this end, the
model gradually builds up an inventory of chunks consisting
of one or more words—a ‘chunkatory’—used for both
language comprehension and production. The model was
further designed with several key psychological and
computational properties in mind: a) incremental learning:
at any given point in time, the model can only rely on the
input seen so far (no batch learning); b) on-line processing:
input is processed word-by-word as it is encountered; c)
simple statistics: learning is based on computing backward
transitional probabilities (which 8-month-olds can track;
Pelucchi, Hay, & Saffran, 2009); d) comprehension: the
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model segments the input into chunks comparable to the
output of a shallow parser; e) production: the model
reproduces the child’s actual utterances; f) naturalistic
input: the model learns from child-directed speech; g) crosslinguistic coverage: the model is exposed to a typologically
diverse set of languages (including Sesotho, Tamil,
Estonian, and Indonesian).
In what follows, we first describe the basic workings of
the CAPPUCCINO model, its comprehension performance
across English, German, and French, and its production
ability across 13 different languages. Next, we demonstrate
that the model is capable of closely fitting child data from a
statistical learning study (Saffran, 2002). Finally, we discuss
the limitations of the current model.

child corpora, in order to assess what could be learned from
the input available to individual children. All corpora
involved interactions between a child and one or more
adults. The average age of the target child at the beginnings
of the corpora was 1;8, and 3;6 at the ends. The average
number of words in each corpus was 168,204.
Language
English
German
French
Irish
Croatian
Estonian
Hungarian
Hebrew
Sesotho
Tamil
Indonesian
Cantonese
Japanese

Simulation 1: Modeling Comprehension and
Production in Natural Languages
The CAPPUCCINO model performed two tasks:
comprehension of child-directed speech through the
discovery and use of chunks, and sentence production
through the use of the same chunks and statistics as in
comprehension. Comprehension was approximated in terms
of the model’s ability to segment a corpus into phrasal units,
and production in terms of the model’s ability to reconstruct
utterances produced by the child in the corpus. Thus, the
model sought to 1) build an inventory of chunks—a
chunkatory—and use it to segment out phrases, and 2) use
the chunks to reproduce child utterances. We hypothesized
that both problems could, to a large extent, be solved by
attending to a single statistic: transitional probability (TP).
TP has been proposed as a cue to phrase structure in the
statistical learning literature: peaks in TP can be used to
group words together, whereas dips in TP can be used to
find phrase boundaries (e.g., Thompson & Newport, 2007).
The view put forth in such studies is that TP is useful for
discovering phrase structure when computed over form
classes rather than words themselves. We hypothesized,
instead, that distributional information tied to individual
words provides richer cues to syntactic structure than has
been assumed previously. Because we adopted this itembased approach, we decided to examine backward
transitional probability (BTP) as well as forward transitional
probability (FTP). If learners compute statistics over
individual words rather than form classes, the FTP between
the words in phrases like the cat will always be low, given
the sheer number of nouns that may follow any given
determiner. BTPs provide a way around this issue: given the
word cat, the probability that the determiner the
immediately precedes it is quite high.

Corpora
Thirteen corpora were selected from the CHILDES database
(MacWhinney, 2000) to cover a typologically diverse set of
languages, representing 12 genera from 8 different language
families (Haspelmath, Dryer, Gil, & Comrie, 2005). For
each language, the largest available corpus for a single child
was chosen rather than aggregating data across multiple

Table 1: Natural Language Corpora
Genus
Family
Word Ord.
Germanic
Indo-European
SVO
Germanic
Indo-European
n.d.
Romance
Indo-European
SVO
Celtic
Indo-European
VSO
Slavic
Indo-European
SVO
Finnic
Uralic
SVO
Ugric
Uralic
n.d.
Semitic
Afro-Asiatic
SVO
Bantoid
Niger-Congo
SVO
Dravidian
Dravidian
SOV
Sundic
Austronesian
SVO
Chinese
Sino-Tibetan
SVO
Japanese
Japanese
SOV

The selected languages differed syntactically in a number
of ways (see Table 1). Four word orders were represented:
SVO, VSO, SOV, and no dominant order (n.d.; Haspelmath
et al., 2005). The languages varied widely in morphological
complexity, falling across the isolating/synthetic spectrum:
while some languages had a relatively low morpheme-toword ratio (e.g., Cantonese), others had a much higher ratio
(e.g., Hungarian), and others had ratios falling between the
two (e.g., Sesotho; Chang, Lieven, & Tomasello, 2008).
Corpus Preparation Each corpus was submitted to the
same automated procedure whereby punctuation (including
apostrophes: e.g., it’s→its), codes, and tags were removed,
leaving only speaker identifiers and the original sequence of
words. Hash tags (#) were added to the beginning of each
line to signal the start of the utterance.

Comprehension Task
Child language comprehension was approximated in terms
of the model’s ability to segment the corpus into phrasal
units. The model's performance was evaluated against a
shallow parser, a tool (widely used in the field of natural
language processing) which identifies and segments out
non-embedded phrases in a text. The shallow parsing
method was chosen because it is consistent with the
relatively underspecified nature of human sentence
comprehension (Sanford & Sturt, 2002) and provides a
reasonable approximation of the item-based way in which
children process sentences (cf. Tomasello, 2003).
For reasons explained above, we focused on BTP as a cue
to phrasal units. The model discovered chunks by tracking
the peaks and dips in BTP between words, using high BTPs
to group words into phrases and low BTPs to identify phrase
boundaries. Chunks learned in this way were then used to
help process and learn from subsequent input. We tested the
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model on the corpora for which an automated scoring
method was available: English, German, and French.
Model The model discovered its first chunks through
simple sequential statistics. Processing utterances on a
word-by-word basis, the model learned frequency
information for words and word-pairs, which was used online to track the BTP between words and maintain a running
average BTP for previously encountered pairs. When the
model calculated a BTP that was greater than expected,
based on the running average, it grouped the word-pair
together such that it would form part (or all) of a chunk;
when the calculated BTP met or fell below the running
average, a boundary was placed and the chunk thereby
created (consisting of one or more words to the left) was
added to the chunkatory.
Once the model discovered its first chunk, it began using
its chunkatory to assist in processing the input on the same
word-to-word basis as before. The model continued learning
the same low-level distributional information and
calculating BTPs, but also used the chunkatory to make online predictions as to which words would form a chunk,
based on previously learned chunks. When a word-pair was
encountered, it was checked against the chunkatory; if it had
occurred at least twice as a complete chunk or as part of a
larger chunk, the words were grouped together and the
model moved on to the next word. If the word-pair was not
represented strongly enough in the chunkatory, the BTP was
compared to the running average, with the same
consequences as before. Thus, there were no a priori limits
on the number or size of chunks that could be learned.
As an example, consider the following scenario in which
the model encounters the phrase the blue doll for the first
time and its chunkatory includes the blue car and blue doll
(with counts greater than 2). When processing the and blue,
the model will not place a boundary between these two
words because the word-pair is already strongly represented
in the chunkatory (as in the blue car). The model therefore
predicts that this bigram will form part of a chunk. Next,
when processing blue and doll, the model reacts similarly,
as this bigram is also represented in the chunkatory. The
model thereby combines its knowledge of two chunks to
discover a new, third chunk, the blue doll, which is added to
the chunkatory. As a consequence, the (sub)chunk, the blue,
becomes even more strongly represented in the chunkatory,
as there are now two chunks in which it appears.
Scoring The model was scored against shallow parsers:
the Illinois Chunker (Punyakanok & Roth, 2001) was used
for English, and TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994) was used for
French and German. After shallow parsing the corpora,
phrase labels (VP, NP, etc.) were removed and replaced
with boundary markers of the sort produced by the model.
Each boundary marker placed by the model was scored as
a hit if it corresponded to a boundary marker created by the
shallow parser, and as a false alarm otherwise. Each
boundary placed by the shallow parser but which was not
placed by the model was scored as a miss. Thus, accuracy

was calculated by hits / (hits + false alarms), and
completeness by hits / (hits + misses).
Alternate Distributional Models As previous work in
the statistical learning literature has focused on FTP as a cue
to phrase structure (e.g., Thompson & Newport, 2007), an
alternate model was created to compare the usefulness of
this cue against the BTPs used by CAPPUCCINO. This
model was identical to the original model, but used FTPs in
place of the BTPs. We refer to this as the FTP-chunk model.
To assess the usefulness of variable-sized chunks, two
additional alternate models were created which lacked
chunkatories, relying instead on either FTPs or BTPs
computed over stored trigrams (in the case of the former, if
the FTP between the first bigram and the final unigram of a
trigram fell below the average, a boundary was inserted).
We refer to these models as the FTP-3G and BTP-3G
alternates, respectively.
Word Class Corpora A great deal of work in
computational linguistics has assumed that statistics
computed over form classes are superior to word-based
approaches for learning about syntax (hence the widespread
use of tagged corpora). This assumption is also present
throughout the statistical learning literature (e.g., Thompson
& Newport, 2007; Saffran, 2002), but is at odds with the
present model, which relies on statistics computed over
individual words rather than classes. To evaluate the
usefulness of word-based transitional probabilities against
those calculated over word classes, we ran the model and
alternates on separate versions of each of the three corpora,
in which words were replaced by the names of their lexical
categories. For English, this process was automatically
carried out using the tags in the original corpus. The
untagged French and German corpora were tagged using
TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994) before undergoing the same
process. Across all three corpora, the same 13 categories
were used (noun, verb, adjective, numeral, adverb,
determiner, pronoun, preposition, conjunction, interjection,
abbreviation, infinitive marker, and proper name). Unknown
words (e.g., transcribed babbling) were marked as such.
Results and Discussion The results are displayed in
Figure 1. Chi-square tests were performed separately for
accuracy and completeness on each language/model pair,
contrasting BTP vs. FTP, chunks vs. 3G, and words vs.
classes. All differences observable in the graph were highly
significant (p<.001), with the exceptions of non-significant
differences in accuracy when using words vs. classes for the
FTP-chunk model (German) and both 3G models (English).
When exposed to words, CAPPUCCINO offered the best
combination of accuracy and completeness; for each
language, it scored highest on both measures, with the
exception of a 1%-point accuracy difference from the
French class-based FTP-3G alternate (note, however, that
CAPPUCCINO had a better completeness score by 23%points). The 3G alternates displayed higher accuracy when
exposed to classes rather than words (with the exceptions of
FTP-3G for English and BTP-3G for German), but lower
completeness; in all cases, completeness was far lower for
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Fig. 1: Accuracy and completeness scores for CAPPUCCINO and the FTP-chunk/3G alternates

class-based models (with the exception of the 3G-BTP
alternate for English). More generally, the best performance
was achieved using BTP-based chunks for all three
languages, despite syntactic differences between them;
though two of the languages were SVO, the third (German)
had no dominant word order.
Thus, CAPPUCCINO was able to approximate the
performance of a shallow parser by learning in an on-line,
incremental fashion from a single distributional cue. This
was only the case, however, when the model was exposed to
individual words rather than lexical categories. In addition
to highlighting the wealth of distributional information
available in the input, these results suggest that itemspecific knowledge of phrase structure may be more useful
to early learners than abstract knowledge.

Sentence Production Task
The production task was inspired by the bag-of-words
incremental generation task used by Chang et al. (2008),
which offers a method for automatically evaluating
syntactic learners on any language corpus. In our task, the
model made its way through the corpus incrementally,
collecting statistics and discovering chunks in the service of
comprehension (as described above). Each time the model
encountered a multi-word child utterance, however, it was
required to recreate the utterance using only chunk
information discovered in the previously encountered input.
Model We began with the assumption that the overall
message which the child wanted to convey could be
approximated by treating the utterance as a randomlyordered set of words: a ‘bag-of-words.’ The task for the
model, then, was to place these words in the correct order
(as originally produced by the child). Following usagebased approaches, the model utilized its chunkatory to
reconstruct the child’s utterances. In order to model retrieval
of stored chunks during production, the bag-of-words was
filled by comparing parts of the child’s utterance against the
chunkatory. E.g., consider a scenario in which the model
encounters the child utterance the dog chased a cat and the
largest chunk in the chunkatory consists of 3 words. To
begin, the first 3 words are checked for storage as a single
chunk. As this is not found in the chunkatory, the dog is
checked. This check succeeds, so the words are removed

from the utterance and placed in the bag as a single chunk.
Next, chased a cat is checked, unsuccessfully, followed by
chased a, also without success. The word chased is placed
in the bag. Then a cat is checked, and so on. Crucially,
however, this procedure was only used to find chunks that
the model already knew (i.e., that were in the chunkatory)
and would be likely to use as such (e.g., the dog). Once in
the bag, the order of chunks was randomized.
During production, the model had to reproduce the child’s
utterance using the unordered chunks in the bag. We
modeled this as an incremental, chunk-to-chunk process
rather than one of whole-sentence optimization. Thus, the
model began by removing from the bag the chunk with the
highest BTP given the # tag (which marked the beginning of
each utterance in the corpus), and producing it as the start of
its new utterance. The chunk was removed from the bag
before the model selected and produced its next chunk, the
one with the highest BTP given the most recently produced
chunk. In this manner, the model used chunk-to-chunk
BTPs to incrementally produce the utterance, adding chunks
one-by-one until the bag was empty. In rare cases where
two or more units in the bag-of-words were tied for the
highest BTP, one of them was chosen at random.
Scoring Method For each utterance the model produced
correctly, it received a score of 1; if the utterance did not
match the corresponding child utterance completely, a score
of 0 was assigned. The overall percentage of correctly
produced utterances was then used as a measure of sentence
production performance for a given corpus.
Alternate Models The alternate FTP-chunk and 3G
models used in the comprehension task were again used as
baselines. The FTP-chunk model performed production in
an identical manner to CAPPUCCINO (but used FTPs). As
the 3G alternates lacked chunk inventories, they relied on
TPs between unigrams and the start-of-utterance marker to
select the first word in an utterance before using TPs based
on trigram statistics for every subsequent word.
Results and Discussion The average sentence production
score for all 13 corpora (see Figure 2) was 59.8% for
CAPPUCCINO, compared to 52.3%, 49.6%, and 54.2% for
the FTP-chunk, FTP-3G, and BTP-3G alternates,
respectively. The model scored higher than the alternates on
all corpora. A 2 (Unit Type: Chunk vs. 3G) x 2 (Direction:
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Fig. 2: Sentence production performance for CAPPUCCINO and the FTP-chunk/3G alternates
FTP vs. BTP) ANOVA confirmed the observable model
Method
differences in Figure 2, yielding main effects of Unit Type
(F(1,12)=26.2, p<.001) and Direction (F(1,12)=14.9,
The model was identical to that used with natural languages.
p<.01), and a Unit Type x Direction interaction
Importantly, this meant that the model continued learning
(F(1,12)=24.6, p<.001).
during exposure to test items. For each language, 15
These results offer substantial, cross-linguistic support for
simulations were performed, corresponding to the 30 child
CAPPUCCINO, and, more broadly, for the view that simple
subjects from Saffran (2002). The model received the same
distributional statistics can capture a considerable part of
amount of exposure to the exact same stimuli as the human
early linguistic behavior. A single distributional cue, BTP,
subjects did (for each language, 50 sentences repeated 8
was used by the model to discover chunks as well as
times for a total of 400 training items, followed by 24 test
combine them to construct over half of the child utterances
item pairs). Each test item pair consisted of one sentence
in each corpus (in one case, over 75%). Importantly, this
that was grammatical, and one that was ungrammatical.
approach was effective across the isolating/synthetic
Saffran’s languages were created such that the same set of
spectrum, yielding high performance despite the
test items could be used for both language exposure
morphological complexity of the language learned by the
conditions. We hypothesized that the human responses in
model. This was true for all four word orders represented.
this study were primarily based on sensitivity to the phraseThe results also serve to demonstrate that a single source
like structure of the test stimuli. The model was therefore
of information is sometimes useful for learning about
evaluated against a version of the test items that contained
structure at multiple levels: the same distributional statistic
the correct phrase boundaries, as defined by the rewrite
(BTP) can be used to segment words when calculated over
rules used to generate the sentences in Saffran’s study.
syllables (e.g., Pelucchi et al., 2009), to discover phrase
Boundaries were placed between phrases in a nonstructure when calculated over words (as in the
embedded fashion that emulated the shallow parsing
comprehension task), and to construct utterances when
technique used to evaluate the model’s performance on
calculated over multi-word chunks.
natural languages in Simulation 1.
To further contrast the usefulness of item-specific vs.
Simulation 2: Modeling Child AGL
class-based distributional information, a separate set of
simulations was performed after each word had been
Artificial grammar learning (AGL) studies provide a means
replaced by the corresponding class symbol from the rewrite
to study learning from language-like stimuli in a controlled
rules in the original Saffran (2002) study.
setting. As such, they provide a rich source of
Scoring To model the two-alternative forced choice
psycholinguistic data for constraining computational
(2AFC) task from Saffran (2002), each item in a given test
accounts of learning from distributional information. We
pair was scored according to the number of correctly placed
therefore tested CAPPUCCINO’s ability to model data from
phrase boundaries. The item with the highest score was then
a child AGL experiment (Saffran, 2002).
selected as the model’s response. If the model produced the
This particular study was chosen because it demonstrated
same number of hits (including zero) for both items, a
the use of predictive dependencies on the part of the learner
choice was made at random, allowing individual differences
to group words into phrases. Subjects (aged 7;6 to 9;8) were
to appear across simulations.
trained on nonsense sentences generated by one of two
artificial grammars. Each grammar consisted of a set of
Results and Discussion
rewrite rules used to generate an artificial language: one
incorporated predictive dependencies between words within
The child subjects in Saffran (2002) had overall correct
phrases (Language P), while the other lacked this cue
response rates of 71.8% for Language P and 58.3% for
(Language N). When tested on grammatical/ungrammatical
Language N. The model provided a close quantitative fit,
item pairs, children exposed to Language P outperformed
with overall correct response rates of 70.5% for Language P
those exposed to Language N.
and 57.5% for Language N. When the model was given
information on word classes instead of concrete words,
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a child may discover its earliest chunks before segmentation
of the component words has taken place. Finally, the
unitization account offered by the model is oversimplified;
psycholinguistic work suggests that there is no frequency
‘threshold’ beyond which collocations are unitized, but
instead that the processing advantage for chunks increases
as a function of frequency (Arnon & Snider, 2010). In future
work, we will thus aim to extend CAPPUCCINO by
exposing it to unsegmented corpora, by making its chunk
processing more graded, and by applying it to specific
patterns of language acquisition.
Fig. 3: 2AFC task accuracy (%) for subjects and CAPPUCCINO
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however, it provided a poor fit to the child data, with 81.1%
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Abstract
To examine how semantic integration and the scope of advance
planning affect utterance planning and subject-verb agreement
error rates, participants described picture displays using complex subject noun phrases (e.g., the apple for the pie(s)), with
singular head nouns (apple) and local nouns (pie(s)) in prepositional phrase modifiers, and then completed them as full sentences. Semantic integration (the conceptual link between elements within a phrase; Solomon & Pearlmutter, 2004) was
manipulated by varying the preposition used to link the head
noun and local noun. Speech onset times and agreement error rates were recorded. Speakers were faster to initiate speech
when the head and local noun were integrated than when they
were unintegrated. Agreement errors were more likely when
the local noun was plural than when it was singular. Supporting
the scope of planning account of agreement (Gillespie & Pearlmutter, 2011), speakers who were slower to initiate speech produced more agreement errors, suggesting that speakers who do
more advance planning are more likely to experience interference during agreement computation.
Keywords: language production; subject-verb number agreement; advance planning; speech errors; semantic integration;
grammatical encoding

The study of language production is concerned with how
speakers translate non-verbal thoughts into meaningful,
grammatical utterances. Bock and Levelt (1994) separate the
planning process required for language production into three
main levels: the message level, which represents the speaker’s
intended meaning; the grammatical encoding level, which
translates the meaning into a sequence of words; and the
phonological encoding level, which translates the sequence
of words into the sounds required to produce the utterance.
Planning in language production is thought to proceed incrementally; the system takes advantage of the sequential nature
of production, allowing speech to be initiated before an entire
utterance is prepared for articulation. Planning in language
production proceeds quickly and accurately the majority of
the time; however, speech errors do occasionally occur. If the
scope of advance planning at a given level is large, multiple items are likely to be simultaneously available, which increases the chance of interference and certain speech errors
(Garrett, 1975).
Subject-verb agreement error production has been studied
extensively in the language production literature (e.g. Bock
& Cutting, 1992; Eberhard, Cutting, & Bock, 2005; Gillespie & Pearlmutter, 2011; Solomon & Pearlmutter, 2004).
The most replicated finding in this domain is the mismatch
effect: Agreement errors are most common when the subject of a complex noun phrase (NP) is singular and a local noun in a modifier is plural (e.g., *The key to the cabi-

nets WERE...; Bock & Miller, 1991). Some previous research
has focused on how syntactic structure constrains agreement
computation (e.g., Bock & Cutting, 1992; Franck, Vigliocco,
& Nicol, 2002); however, there is increasing evidence that
the timing of planning of a local noun relative to the head
noun determines interference effects (Gillespie & Pearlmutter, 2010, 2011; Gillespie, Pearlmutter, & Shattuck-Hufnagel,
2010; Nicol, 1995; Solomon & Pearlmutter, 2004). Gillespie
and Pearlmutter (2011) proposed that interference from local nouns is determined by the scope of advance planning
in language production: Local nouns planned overlappingly
with the head noun are more likely to interfere with agreement computation.
One way the head and local noun may be planned closer together in time is if they occur in a close semantic relationship.
Solomon and Pearlmutter (2004) conducted experiments manipulating semantic integration (the degree to which elements
within a phrase are conceptually linked) of the head and local noun. Participants read subject NP preambles with a local noun in a prepositional phrase (PP) modifier off a computer screen and then went on to complete them as full sentences. In a series of studies, they found that agreement errors
were more likely to occur in highly integrated cases (e.g., the
chauffeur for the actor(s)) than less integrated cases (e.g., the
chauffeur near the actor(s)). They interpreted these findings
as evidence that semantic integration can affect the timing of
planning of elements within a phrase, independent of syntactic structure.
Another way the head and local noun may be planned with
more overlap is if they appear close together within the utterance. Gillespie and Pearlmutter (2011) showed that plural
local nouns that are linearly closer to the head noun are more
likely to create interference during agreement computation
than local nouns appearing more distally, when controlling
structural distance. These results suggest that planning proceeds in the order in which items are to be produced, with
semantic integration shifting the relative timing of planning.
Thus, given Gillespie and Pearlmutter’s findings, the degree
to which speakers plan local nouns in advance should affect
agreement error rates.
There is experimental evidence that the production system
does a considerable amount of advance planning (e.g., Smith
& Wheeldon, 1999; Wagner, Jescheniak, & Schriefers, 2010).
Smith and Wheeldon examined the scope of conceptual and
grammatical encoding during language production using a
picture description task. They designed visual arrays of three
pictures in which one, two, or all three pictures moved, and
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participants had to describe the movement. The movements
were designed to elicit sentences where the subject NP was
either complex (e.g., the dog and the foot) or simple (e.g., the
dog). They found that speech onset times for single-clause
sentences with complex subject NPs were longer than for
single-clause sentences with simple subject NPs. They argued
from this that the entirety of the subject NP must be grammatically encoded prior to speech onset, and that the scope of
grammatical encoding is the first full phrase of an utterance.
Wagner et al. (2010) found evidence that the scope of advance planning of lexical items is flexible rather than determined by grammatical structure. In a series of studies, participants described picture displays, using simple sentences
(e.g., the frog is next to the mug) and complex sentences (e.g.,
the red frog is next to the blue mug). An auditory distractor word that was semantically related to either the first noun
or second noun was played at varying stimulus onset asynchronies. In general, when a semantically related distractor
was co-present with a picture to be named, speech onset times
were longer than when the distractor was unrelated to the picture, due to both lexical items being active and in competition
for production. This effect is known as semantic interference.
Wagner et al. found a reliable semantic interference effect for
the second noun in the simple sentences and a weaker semantic interference effect for complex sentences, suggesting that
speakers plan the second noun in their utterance farther in
advance when cognitive demands are low. In addition, they
found that speakers who initiated speech faster (those with
shorter average speech onset times) showed reduced semantic interference effects relative to speakers who were slower
to initiate speech, indicating the possibility of individual differences in planning scope. These findings suggest that individuals’ planning scopes may influence how susceptible they
are to agreement errors.
The current study examined the effect of advance planning
on agreement error rates, by combining methods from the
scope of planning literature and subject-verb agreement error elicitation studies. All previous studies of agreement production have had a comprehension component: Participants
have either read or listened to preambles prior to using them
to complete a full sentence. As mismatch effects are also observed in comprehension studies (e.g., Pearlmutter, Garnsey,
& Bock, 1999), it is possible that interference from the comprehension system could be driving effects in production due
to the two systems sharing at least some representations (e.g.,
Garrod & Pickering, 2004). Using a presentation method that
requires speakers to formulate their utterance from the message level should better approximate the natural production
process and avoid potential confounds from comprehension.
In the current study participants described picture displays
using complex subject NPs (subject head nouns followed by
PP modifiers) and then went on to complete these descriptions (preambles) as full sentences. Semantic integration was
manipulated by varying the preposition used to link the head
and local noun in the display. Responses were recorded, and

speech onset times, which can reflect advance planning in language production (e.g. Smith & Wheeldon, 1999), were measured; and responses were examined for subject-verb agreement errors. This study aimed to replicate the mismatch and
semantic integration effects on error rates from earlier studies,
but using pictorial stimuli. Furthermore, because Solomon
and Pearlmutter suggested that semantically integrated nouns
are planned with more overlap than unintegrated pairs of
nouns, planning of the subject NP may be completed more
quickly when the head noun and local noun are semantically
integrated than when they are unintegrated, predicting shorter
speech onset times for integrated conditions than for unintegrated conditions.

Method
Participants One hundred fifty-three Northeastern University undergraduates participated in the experiment for course
credit. After excluding data from non-native speakers, participants who had language/cognitive disorders or could not follow instructions, recording failures, and a counterbalancing
error, 127 participants’ data were included in the error analyses. Speech onset time (SOT) data were available for 118 of
these participants.
Materials and design Twenty-four picture pairs like that
shown in Figure 1 were created. The computer display screen
was split in half vertically with one or two pictures arranged
vertically on each side. A picture of the head noun, enclosed
by a colored outline, was presented on one side of the screen,
and a picture of the local noun was presented on the other side
of the screen. In half the trials the head noun appeared on the
left side of the screen (as in Figure 1), and in the other half
the head noun appeared on the right. Local noun plurality was
manipulated by presenting either a single picture (as in Figure 1a, 1c) or a pair of identical pictures on the same side of
the screen (as in Figure 1b, 1d). Participants were required to
construct NP PP preambles from the pictures presented. Participants linked the head noun and local noun with one of two
prepositions that manipulated semantic integration; the color
of the outline around the head noun determined which preposition was to be used. A blue outline indicated for, the preposition that created a more integrated relationship between the
head and local noun; and a green outline indicated near, the
preposition that created a less integrated relationship between
the nouns (see Solomon & Pearlmutter, 2004). Examples of
the preambles to be constructed for the displays in Figure 1
are provided in the second column. Local noun number, linking word, and head noun position were varied within picture
pair, creating eight conditions. Each of eight counterbalanced
lists included 24 fillers and exactly one version of each of the
24 experimental items. All fillers had the same basic structure
as the critical items, but with plural head nouns.
Picture norming Seventy-six participants not involved in
any other part of the experiment were presented with 122
black-and-white line drawings of inanimate objects and were
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Figure 1: Examples of the picture displays representing four
of the eight conditions. The remaining four conditions were
created by switching the head noun and local noun positions
on the screen. Preambles that were intended to be constructed
from each display are presented in the second column.

required to provide a one-word label for the picture as quickly
as possible. Data from one participant were excluded. Names
and naming times were recorded for each picture. The 48 pictures used in the critical items were highly codable (i.e., only
elicited one or two nearly synonymous labels), their labels
were singular count nouns that had regular plural forms, and
the average naming latency for critical items was 914ms (SD
= 94ms). Pictures for filler and practice trials were also taken
from this set.
Semantic integration norming A separate set of 123 participants produced the preamble aloud and rated the picture
displays for semantic integration on a 7-point scale with
higher numbers indicating a tighter conceptual link. As in
Solomon and Pearlmutter (2004), the for versions were referred to as the integrated condition and the near versions
were referred to as the unintegrated condition. Data from
seven participants were excluded due to participants being
non-native speakers or recording failure. Only trials for which
participants correctly constructed the preamble with the expected noun labels (according to picture norming) were included, and these remaining data were analyzed in a linear mixed-effect model with head position, integration, local noun number, and their interactions as fixed effects; and
with participant and item intercepts as random effects. Items

linked with for were rated as more integrated than items
linked with near (t = 13.12, p < .001)1 . Items with plural
local nouns were rated as more integrated than items with singular local nouns (t = 2.13, p < .05). An interaction of linking word and local noun number was marginal (t = 1.94, p
= .06), with the effect of plurality stronger for for items than
near items2 . No other results were significant.
Procedure Each participant was run individually in the
main experiment. On each trial, a fixation cross was presented
in the center of the screen for 1000ms to focus attention. The
picture display immediately followed. 500ms later the colored outline appeared, indicating which picture was the head
noun. Participants were required to name the head noun picture (including the determiner the), produce the linking word
indicated by the color of the outline, name the local noun
picture (including the determiner the), and then produce an
ending that formed a complete sentence. The pictures disappeared after 3000ms, and a prompt to continue to the next trial
was presented. Participants were not instructed as to how they
should formulate a completion, only that they should form
a complete sentence. Speech onset times (SOTs) were measured from the onset of the picture display until the speaker
triggered the voice key. Nine practice items preceded the 48
trials.
Apparatus A Macintosh computer running the PsyScope
(v. 1.2.5) software package (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, &
Provost, 1993) controlled stimulus presentation, with a button box to record SOTs. Responses were recorded to CD for
analysis.
Response scoring All responses were transcribed and assigned to one of four coding categories: (1) correct, if the participant said the preamble correctly, exactly once, produced
an inflected verb immediately after the preamble, and used
a verb form that was correctly marked for number; (2) error, if all the criteria for correct responses were met, but the
verb form did not agree in number with the subject; (3) uninflected, if all the criteria for correct responses were met, but
the verb was uninflected; and (4) miscellaneous, if the participant made an error in the preamble, if a verb did not immediately follow the preamble, or if the response did not fall into
any of the other categories. Trials in which a participant made
no response were excluded from all analyses. If the participant produced a disfluency (e.g., pauses, coughs) before, during, or immediately after producing the preamble and went
on to produce a correct, error, or uninflected response, the
scoring category and the disfluency were recorded.

1 Regression analyses were performed in R (R Development Core Team., 2009), using the languageR package (Baayen,
2008). Models were fit using the lme4 package (v. 0.999375-32), and
p-values were obtained using MCMC sampling in the coda package
(v. 0.13-4).
2 The semantic integration ratings for the plural local noun conditions are the most critical for the integration manipulation as only
plural local noun conditions should show reliable error rates. Thus,
integration was manipulated as desired.
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Figure 2: Mean SOTs as a function of head position, integration, and local noun number. Error bars indicate ±1 SEM.

Figure 3: Mean SOTs for slow initiators as a function of integration and local noun number. Error bars indicate ±1 SEM.

Results

spond to integrated than unintegrated versions (t = −2.77, p
< .01). The interaction of integration and local noun number
was marginal (t = 1.89, p = .08). In the integrated condition,
slower participants were slower to respond to the plural local
noun condition than the singular local noun condition3 ; this
difference was not observed for the unintegrated condition.
This pattern is displayed in Figure 3.

Speech onset time A linear mixed-effect model was used
to analyze untransformed SOT data from 118 participants
(Baayen, 2008). Analyses were also conducted for logtransformed SOTs; statistical patterns were identical to the
untransformed data unless otherwise noted. Fixed effect predictors were head position, integration, noun number, and
their interactions; random effects were participant and item
intercepts. Only trials for which participants correctly constructed the preamble with the expected noun labels (according to norming) were included. Trials where the SOT was
more than ±2.5 SDs from the participant’s mean SOT were
not included, nor were trials where the voice key was triggered before the appearance of the outline.
Mean SOTs for each condition are shown in Figure 2. Participants were faster to initiate speech when the head noun appeared on the left side of the screen than when it appeared on
the right (t = -4.87, p < .001). Speech was initiated faster for
integrated than unintegrated versions (t = -2.20, p < .05; this
effect did not reach significance for log-transformed SOTs,
t = -1.60, p = .11). No other results were significant (|t|s
< 1.63, ps > .13).
If SOTs reflect advance planning of upcoming material,
the speakers who are slower to initiate speech should show
stronger integration effects than speakers who are faster to
initiate (see Wagner et al., 2010). Linear mixed-effect models (as described above) were run on the data from the fastest
half of participants (N = 59) and the slowest half of participants (N = 59). The fastest half of participants were faster
to respond when the head noun appeared on the left than
when it appeared on the right (t = −4.68, p < .001), but
no other main effects nor interactions were significant. The
slowest half of participants also showed the head position effect (t = −2.94, p < .01). In addition, they were faster to re-

Response analyses Analyses were performed for error
rates that included disfluencies (patterns were identical if disfluency cases were excluded). Performing ANOVAs on proportion data is problematic and may produce spurious results;
Jaeger (2008) instead suggested analyzing such data using
logit mixed-effect models. However, the error rates produced
in subject-verb agreement studies are extremely low, creating problems in applying the logit link function during model
fitting (the log odds of proportions near 0 approach negative
infinity). Thus, following Barr (2008), the data were analyzed
using empirical logit weighted linear regression, aggregating
separately over participants and items. By-participant and byitem weighted linear regressions on transformed error rates
were performed with head position, linking word, noun number, and all interactions as sum-coded fixed effects (t-tests
of parameter estimates are identified as t1 for by-participant
analyses and as t2 for by-item analyses).
Untransformed mean error rates are shown in Figure 4.
Agreement errors were more likely when the local noun was
plural than when it was singular (t1 = 6.81, p < .01; t2 = 10.2,
p < .01), but there were no other main effects nor interactions
(|t|s < 1).
To determine if speakers’ average SOTs predicted their
error rates, a second by-participant error rate model was
3 A linear mixed-effect model equivalent to a t-test comparing the
local noun number conditions in the integrated version showed that
this effect was marginal (t = 2.31, p = .052).
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Figure 4: Untransformed mean error rates as a function of
linking word and local noun number. Error bars represent ±1
SEM calculated from the by-participant analysis.
run with data from participants whose SOTs were available
(N =118). Fixed effect predictors were local noun number,
participant mean speech onset latency (obtained from the
SOT analyses), and their interaction; the only random effect
was the participant intercept. Agreement errors were more
likely when the local noun was plural than when it was singular (t = 6.68, p < .001). The odds of producing agreement
errors increased with speech onset latency (t = 1.11, p < .05).
There was a marginal interaction of noun number and speech
onset latency, such that the mismatch effect was larger for
speakers with longer average SOTs (t = 1.40, p = .06).
For uninflected and miscellaneous responses, the only significant result was that there were more miscellaneous errors
when the head appeared on the right than on the left (t1 =
-2.01, p < .05; t2 = -2.50, p = .19).

Discussion
This agreement error elicitation paradigm allowed speech onset time (SOT) to be measured in addition to error rates, while
approximating the natural production process. The SOT results reflect the nature of the grammatical encoding process
in this task. Speakers were faster to initiate speech when the
head noun appeared on the left. This result is possibly due to
native English speakers in this task being biased to attend to
the left side of the screen because English is written left to
right, and speakers prefer to begin their utterances with the
first item they look at (Griffin & Bock, 2000). Speakers were
faster to initiate their responses when the head and local noun
were integrated (linked with for) than when they were unintegrated (linked with near). This result suggests that speakers
were sensitive to the semantic integration manipulation and
completed planning of the subject NP more quickly when the
preposition created a tighter semantic link between the head
and local noun (see also Gillespie et al., 2010).
Interestingly, the integration effect was only present for the

slowest initiators. The slower initiators also showed a trend
toward a local noun number effect in the integrated condition, with no such effect in the unintegrated condition. If the
slow initiators plan the full subject NP prior to speech onset (see Smith & Wheeldon, 1999), the head and local noun
should be planned with some degree of temporal overlap.
When the head and local nouns mismatched in number (plural local noun conditions), the number mismatch could introduce competition or interference, increasing SOTs. Thus,
the speeded planning of the integrated condition may result
in the head and local noun being planned with some overlap
which would introduce competition in the number mismatch
cases, predicting a local noun number effect. In the slowerto-plan unintegrated condition, the head and local noun may
be planned with relatively little overlap, resulting in little or
no interference in the number mismatch cases, resulting in no
local noun number effect.
The scope of planning account of agreement computation
(Gillespie & Pearlmutter, 2011) predicts that differences in
timing of planning due to semantic integration (as observed
in SOTs) should lead to a difference in error rates, but the integration effect (Solomon & Pearlmutter, 2004) was not replicated in the error data. It is possible that the overall timing
difference between integrated and unintegrated cases was not
large enough to have a reliable effect on error production. Or,
speakers may have been less sensitive to the semantic integration manipulation than they were in previous studies. In
previous studies, there were fillers that contained a variety of
structures which could have forced participants to pay attention to the message-level properties expressed in the preambles; in the current task, the preambles had identical structures that only varied in the preposition, allowing the speakers to do less conceptual processing. Notably, speakers in this
study often produced sentences that reflected a tight semantic link between the head and local noun even in unintegrated
conditions (e.g., The apple near the pies should be used in
them), which also could have decreased sensitivity to the semantic integration manipulation.
Even though the semantic integration effect was not replicated in the error analyses, these results suggest that the
new paradigm can reliably reproduce the mismatch effect observed in many other agreement error elicitation studies relying on text or auditory stimuli (e.g. Bock & Miller, 1991). Interestingly, the slower initiators showed marginally stronger
mismatch effects than the faster initiators. These results are
consistent with the scope of planning account of agreement
production (Gillespie & Pearlmutter, 2011): Speakers who
plan more of their utterance in advance are more likely to
experience interference from plural local nouns during agreement computation.
Of course it is possible that the speakers who were slower
to initiate speech were just not very good at the task, which
could lead to agreement errors as well as other types of speech
errors such as disfluencies and preamble errors. To determine
if this was the case, regression analyses predicting participant
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disfluency rates and preamble error rates (both empirical-logit
transformed) from mean SOT were performed. There was no
reliable relationship between mean SOT and disfluency rate
(t = −0.22, p = .82), and the numerical pattern showed that
speakers who were faster to initiate speech were more likely
to be disfluent. Wagner et al. (2010) found a similar numerical
pattern, with speakers who did less advance planning producing more disfluencies. Thus, the pattern of disfluencies observed in this study is consistent with the SOT and error data,
suggesting that faster initiators did less advance planning than
slower initiators.
There was a nonsignificant positive relationship between
SOT and preamble error rates (t =1.10, p = .28); however,
with slower initiators more likely to produce errors when creating the preambles, this suggests that the slower initiators
may have had more difficulty than the faster initiators. These
preamble errors were of many types, including exchange errors (e.g., the pies for apple... I mean the apple for the pies)
and anticipations (e.g., the apples for the pies, no... the apple
for the pies). These types of errors have been hypothesized
to arise due to multiple items being simultaneously planned
and prepared for production (Dell, 1986; Garrett, 1975; Pearlmutter & Solomon, 2007). Unfortunately, unambiguous exchange and anticipation errors were very rare in the current
experiment (10 out of 592 preamble errors), so there was not
enough data to determine if slower initiators were also more
susceptible to these specific types of speech errors.
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Abstract
Previous work examining prosodic cues in online spoken
word recognition has focused primarily on local cues to
word identity. However, recent studies have suggested
that sentence-level prosodic patterns can also influence the
downstream interpretation of lexically ambiguous syllables
(Dilley & McAuley, 2008; Dilley, Mattys, & Vinke, 2010).
To test the hypothesis that these distal prosody effects are
based on expectations about the organization of upcoming
material, we conducted a visual world experiment using
fixations to competing alternatives such as pan and panda,
which differ in the presence or absence of a prosodic boundary
after pan(-). As predicted, the acoustic properties of distal
sentence material affected the proportion of fixations to the
monosyllabic competitor beginning 200 ms after the onset of
the target word. These findings support the hypothesis that
expectations based on perceived prosodic patterns in the distal
context influence lexical segmentation and recognition.
Keywords: Prosody; spoken word recognition; lexical
competition; perceptual organization; visual world paradigm

Introduction
Expectation and prediction are increasingly playing a major
role in models of language processing (e.g., Levy, 2008; Jurafsky, 1996; Hale, 2001), and effects of expectations based
on lexical and structural properties of sentences are well documented (reviewed in Kamide, 2008). However, another possible source of expectations that may be useful in language
processing are global prosodic patterns, including prosodic
phenomena that are distal to (i.e., several syllables removed
from) the locus of processing. Such patterns may also influence the interpretation of proximal sentence material by
contributing to listeners’ expectations about the lexical structure of upcoming material. Most work at the interface of
prosody and spoken word recognition to date has focused on
the effects of local prosodic cues to word identity, such as
stress, duration, and the strength of local prosodic boundaries (Cutler & van Donselaar, 2001; Salverda, Dahan, &

McQueen, 2003; Christophe, Peperkamp, Pallier, Block, &
Mehler, 2004). In this paper, we provide evidence that distal prosody generates expectations based on perceived global
prosodic patterns, and that these expectations constrain word
segmentation and recognition.

Background
Previous work using non-linguistic auditory stimuli ranging
from simple tone sequences to musical passages has shown
that listeners detect pitch, temporal, and/or amplitude patterning in distal (i.e., non-local) auditory context. Such patterning influences the metrical and grouping structures that
listeners perceive downstream (reviewed in Handel, 1989;
Huron, 2006). For example, listeners tend to perceptually
organize a continuous stream of tones of equal duration, temporal separation and amplitude that differ only in terms of
pitch height (as high or low pitched) into repeating sequences
of either high-low or low-high perceived groups, with the
first element in each group perceived as accented (Woodrow,
1911; Thomassen, 1982). Although high tones are more frequently perceived as more prominent than low tones, the perceived relative prominence of high and low tones within each
bitonal group depends on the context. To describe such perceptual proclivities in the domain of music processing, Lerdahl and Jackendoff (1983) proposed parallelism preference
rules, which state that when a musical passage contains segments that are perceived as similar or repetitive, parallel parts
of segments will be construed as having similar metrical and
grouping structure. These studies suggest that distal regularities in the acoustic characteristics of auditory stimuli can
influence the processing of proximal material.
Reports from linguistics suggest that prosodic context often exhibits regularities in pitch, duration, and/or amplitude. In particular, speech intonation and rhythm often show
characteristics that listeners perceive as patterning (Couper-
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Kuhlen, 1993; Dainora, 2001; Pierrehumbert, 2000). For example, listeners tend to hear stressed syllables as perceptually isochronous, i.e., as occurring at regular intervals (e.g.,
Lehiste, 1977), and speakers tend to use similar intonation
patterns on accented syllables within an intonational phrase
(Couper-Kuhlen, 1993; Crystal, 1969; Dainora, 2001; Pierrehumbert, 2000).

of lists of words lacking grammatical structure. Thus, it is
important to evaluate whether listeners are sensitive to distal
prosodic patterns in more ecologically valid contexts, such as
in the processing of sentences.

Experiment overview

Based on these observations, Dilley and McAuley (2008)
proposed that regularities in distal prosodic patterning might
generate structural expectations in the domain of speech processing similar to the effects that have been observed in nonspeech processing. According to the perceptual grouping
hypothesis, distal prosodic patterns influence language processing by inducing periodic expectations about the organization of upcoming material, including the locations of major
prosodic boundaries relative to upcoming syllables within a
continuous speech stream. These prosodic expectations are in
turn predicted to constrain the lexical candidates considered
by listeners to words that are consistent with the anticipated
prosodic structure.
In support of the perceptual grouping hypothesis, Dilley and McAuley (2008) showed that the segmentation of
a sequence of lexically ambiguous syllables is sensitive to
prosodic patterns across words distal to the ambiguous syllables. For example, in the sequence channel dizzy foot-notebook-worm, the final four syllables have lexically ambiguous
structure. Manipulating the prosody of the first five syllables,
i.e., channel dizzy foot(-), influenced listeners’ perception of
the final three syllables in the sequence, i.e., note-book-worm.
When asked to report the final word they heard in each sequence, participants reported more two-syllable compound
words (i.e., bookworm) when the prosody across the distal
context encouraged a grouping of the ambiguous syllables
into two-syllable units. Likewise, participants given an incidental memory task after exposure to all sequences recognized a relatively high proportion of two-syllable words when
the distal context predicted a two-syllable segmentation.

The present study uses the visual world paradigm
(Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard, & Sedivy, 1995) to
assess the effect of distal prosody on listeners’ online comprehension of words such as panda, which are temporarily
ambiguous due to the presence of an onset-embedded word
(i.e., pan). In this experiment, the acoustic characteristics of
sentence material distal to the target word are manipulated,
while the acoustic characteristics of material proximal to the
target word are held constant. If distal prosody influences
listeners’ expectations concerning the prosodic organization
of upcoming lexical material, the prosodic context should
affect listeners’ perception of prosodic boundaries in the
earliest moments of processing the target word. It should
therefore be possible to observe greater or lesser lexical
activation of the embedded competitor word (as indexed by
fixations to the competitor image), depending on whether the
distal prosodic context biases the listener to expect a major
phrasal boundary after the embedded word.

Methods
Participants
Forty-three participants from the University of Rochester and
the surrounding community consented to participate in the
visual world experiment. All participants were native English
speakers with normal hearing and corrected visual acuity.

Materials

These findings have since been replicated and extended by
Dilley, Mattys, and Vinke (2010), who used stimuli consisting
of strings of lexical items ending in potentially end-embedded
words (e.g., turnip vs. nip). They showed that distal prosody
is a quite robust cue to lexical organization, even when semantic context or proximal acoustic cues suggested a different structure. Moreover, using a cross-modal identity priming paradigm, Dilley et al. (2010) showed that distal prosody
affected the reaction time and accuracy of lexical decisions.
These findings provide initial evidence of distal prosodic effects on early lexical processing consistent with the predictions of the perceptual grouping hypothesis, but several questions remain. One question concerns the time course of the
observed distal prosody effects: If it is the case that the effects
of distal prosodic patterns are indeed mediated by listeners’
expectations, these effects would be expected to emerge in the
earliest moments of processing. In addition, distal prosody
effects have so far been demonstrated only in the processing

The 20 speech stimuli used in the experiment were grammatical declarative sentences containing a target word with an
onset-embedded competitor word (e.g., panda). Target words
were chosen such that both the word itself and the embedded
competitor word were highly imageable. The distal context
preceding the target word in each stimulus consisted of two
disyllabic words with initial primary stress, followed by one
monosyllabic word (e.g., Heidi sometimes saw). Likewise,
the proximal context preceding the target word consisted of
an additional monosyllabic word (e.g., that) followed by the
target word itself (e.g., panda). The sentence material following the target word consisted of a 3-5 syllable continuation.
An example stimulus is shown in Figure 1.
To reduce the probability of participants noticing a tendency for target words to be the longer of two phonologically related words, 20 filler items were included in which
the target word was the shorter of two phonologically related
words corresponding to items in the visual display. In addition, 20 filler items were included in which two pictures with
phonologically related labels appeared in the display, but the
target word did not overlap phonologically with either word.
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(a) LH-grouping condition

(b) HL-grouping condition
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Figure 1: Explanation of the resynthesis methods performed to generate stimuli in (a) the LH-grouping condition, and (b) the
HL-grouping condition. The fundamental frequency (F0) of the first five syllables and the duration of the fifth syllable were
manipulated to encourage or discourage the perception of a phonological phrase boundary following the embedded word pan.
The acoustic properties of the stimuli were held constant from the onset of the sixth syllable through the end of the sentence.
The structure
the distalsaw
context
heidi of
sometimes
that within
panda the
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cityitems
zoo(e.g.,
the number of syllables) was varied to reduce the information
available to participants about the likely sentence position of
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The first
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recorded
all
items
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WAV
fileszoousing
a Marantz PMD 660 digital recorder in a sound-attenuated
booth. The sentences were produced with minimal F0 excursions and slight F0 declination across each utterance.
The pitch synchronous overlap-and-add (PSOLA) algorithm
(Moulines & Charpentier, 1990) was then used in Praat
(Boersma & Weenink, 2010) to create two resynthesized versions of each recording. Resynthesizing the stimuli allowed
us to create auditory materials that were relatively naturalsounding, yet carefully controlled.
The distal F0 manipulation involved shifting all pitch
points within the vocalic portion of each context syllable up
by 35 Hz (for high syllables) or down by 25 Hz (for low syllables). This manipulation allowed us to maintain the natural pitch declination of the original recording while imposing periodic alternations onto the F0 contour. The F0 contours across the non-vocalic portions of the speech were determined by monotonic interpolation between the F0 value at
the end of the previous vocalic region and the F0 value at the
start of the subsequent vocalic region.
In the low-high (LH) grouping condition, phonological
phrase boundaries in the distal context were temporally
aligned with the edges of roughly isochronous sequences of
low and high syllables (Figure 1a). This timing was achieved
by modifying the duration of the fifth rime such that the fifth
intervocalic interval (i.e., the interval between vowel onsets in
the fifth and sixth syllables) was equivalent to the mean durations of the sixth and seventh intervocalic intervals (cf. Dilley
& McAuley, 2008; Dilley et al., 2010). The LH-grouping
distal context was predicted to facilitate the perception of
prosodic boundaries preceding and following the target word,
consistent with either a pan or a panda segmentation.
In the high-low (HL) grouping condition, on the other
hand, prosodic boundaries in the distal context were aligned

with the edges of sequences of high and low tones (Figure 1b). In this condition, the duration of the fifth syllable
was lengthened in Praat such that the total duration of the
fifth intervocalic interval was equivalent to the mean value
of the sum of the first two intervocalic intervals and the sum
of the third and fourth intervocalic intervals. This duration
manipulation enabled the fifth syllable to be paired with two
F0 levels instead of one while maintaining the approximately
isochronous timing of each high-low F0 sequence. The HLgrouping distal context was predicted to bias listeners to perceive the target word as two prosodic units – e.g., pan)(da
– with a boundary following pan. This perceived prosodic
boundary was expected to increase the relative activation of
the embedded word, and consequently the proportion of fixations to the competitor image.
Importantly, the acoustic characteristics of the sentence
were held constant across both conditions from the start of
the syllable preceding the target word (i.e., the start of the
proximal context) through the end of the sentence (Figure 1).
In both the LH- and HL-grouping conditions, the word preceding the target word had a high tone and the target word
itself had a LH tonal sequence. Controlling the acoustic characteristics of the target word and proximal context ensured
that any differences in participants’ fixation patterns between
the LH- and HL-grouping conditions could not be attributed
to proximal prosodic cues.
Pitch and duration manipulations were performed on the
filler items as well. To eliminate a consistent association between pitch and duration patterns, half of the filler items beginning with HL F0 contours contained one shortened syllable at a variable position in the sentence, whereas the other
half contained one lengthened syllable. Likewise, half of the
filler items starting with LH F0 contours contained one shortened syllable, and the other half had one lengthened syllable.

Procedure
Each trial began with the presentation of a visual display
containing four colored clip-art images, two of which cor-
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responded to the target word and the competitor word (Figure 2). The remaining two distractor images were selected
such that they were visually distinct from the target and competitor images and their labels were phonologically unrelated
to the target word. After 500 ms of visual preview, the participant heard a stimulus over Sennheiser HD 570 headphones
and was asked to click on the picture that was referred to in
the spoken sentence. They were not given feedback on their
performance during the experiment. Pilot testing indicated
that participants generally noticed that the speech had been
manipulated, so we employed the cover story that the goal
of the present study was to evaluate the comprehensibility of
synthesized speech stimuli for use in another study. Throughout the study, eye movements were tracked and recorded using a head-mounted SR Research EyeLink II system sampling at 250 Hz. Drift correction procedures were performed
after every fifth trial.

target

unrelated

competitor

Figure 2: An example display, with picture labels added.
Four lists were constructed by randomizing the positions
of the the images on the screen within each trial and pseudorandomizing the order of trials within the list. Within each
list, half of the experimental trials had HL-grouping prosody
and half had LH-grouping prosody. The assignment of items
to each type of grouping was counterbalanced across participants, for a total of eight lists. Four practice trials were included to familiarize participants with the study procedure.

Results
Three participants were excluded from analysis because they
did not meet inclusion criteria or did not complete the whole
experiment. These participants were replaced such that analyses of fixation patterns included data from five participants
for each of the eight experiment lists. Overall, participants
found the referent identification task to be easy, and clicked
on the incorrect picture on less than 3% of all experimental
trials. These trials were excluded from further analysis.
Figure 3 shows the mean proportion of fixations to the target, competitor, and distractor images as a function of condition starting at the onset of the target word. In the LHgrouping condition, the proportions of fixations to the target

and competitor images were roughly equivalent until approximately 200 ms following the offset of the embedded word
(566 ms), at which time participants began to converge on
the target image. However, in the HL-grouping condition,
fixation patterns revealed a competitor bias that emerged at
around 200 ms following target onset (i.e., approximately the
time at which signal-driven fixations would be expected to
emerge) and persisted until approximately 200 ms following
the offset of the embedded word.
For statistical analysis of these fixation curves, we employed growth curve analysis (GCA; Mirman et al., 2008),
a technique that is increasingly being applied to visual world
data. GCA is a variant of multi-level regression modeling
in which orthogonal power polynomial terms are fit to timeseries data to model variations in curve parameters (e.g., the
intercept and slope) that can be attributed to the independent
variable(s) and/or to individual differences in processing. Unlike other statistical methods traditionally used to evaluate effects of experimental factors in the visual world paradigm
(e.g., analysis of variance for proportions of fixations averaged over a single time window, or repeated-measures analyses across successive time windows), GCA explicitly models the trajectory of change over time through the comparison of curve parameters. This approach avoids several disadvantages of standard analysis of variance approaches, including the violation of independence assumptions and the
loss of fine-grained temporal detail. GCA is also an appropriate analysis technique for this experiment because previous
psycholinguistic research has revealed individual differences
in the effects of prosody on the interpretation of spoken language (e.g., Fraundorf & Watson, 2010). GCA, unlike standard analyses of variance, takes individual variation into account by explicitly incorporating parameters that estimate the
effects of factors for each participant.
Growth curve analyses were conducted separately for target and competitor fixations and included data from 150-1200
ms after the onset of the target word (i.e., from the earliest point at which signal-driven fixations could theoretically
be observed until the approximate time at which the proportion of target fixations reached its maximum value). Separate
analyses were done to assess by-subject and by-item effects
(indicated below as B1 and B2 , respectively). The perceptual
grouping hypothesis most directly predicts differences in the
intercept term, which represents the average height of each
curve, though any differences in other curve parameters between conditions are attributable solely to the distal context
and are therefore of interest.
For competitor fixations, cubic and quartic terms were included in addition to intercept and slope terms, due to the
characteristic presence of three inflection points in the competitor fixation curves. Distal prosody condition had a significant effect on the intercept term (B1 = -.031, t1 = -2.911,
p < .01; B2 = -.031, t2 = -2.810, p < .05), indicating that
the mean proportion of fixations to the competitor was significantly higher in the HL-grouping condition than in the LH-
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Figure 3: Proportion of fixations to the target, competitor, and unrelated images in the HL-grouping and LH-grouping conditions. The mean duration of the embedded word was 366 ms, and the mean duration of the target word was 675 ms.
grouping condition. The effect of condition on the slope term,
on the other hand, was not significant (B1 = .064, t1 = .673, p
> .1; B2 = .079, t2 = .730, p > .1). This result reflected a similar rate of change in fixation proportions in the HL-grouping
and LH-grouping conditions. A significant effect of condition
on the quadratic term (B1 = -.224, t1 = -11.331, p < .0001; B2
= -.226, t2 = -12.006, p < .0001) revealed that the steepness of
the curve preceding and following the point of peak competitor fixations was greater in the HL-grouping condition than in
the LH-grouping condition. Likewise, condition had a significant effect on the cubic term (B1 = -.205, t1 = -10.379, p <
.0001; B2 = -.207, t2 = -11.025, p < .0001) but not the quartic
term (B1 = -.022, t1 = -1.099, p > .1; B2 = -.013, t2 = -.695,
p > .1). These terms also pertain to the shape of the curves
around the inflection points, but are otherwise difficult to interpret (Mirman et al., 2008). In summary, the competitor
fixation curve had a higher mean value and a steeper curve
surrounding inflection points in the HL-grouping condition
than in the LH-grouping condition.
For target fixations, distal prosody condition did not have
a significant effect on either the intercept term (B1 = .003, t1
= .257, p > .1; B2 = .001, t2 = .085, p > .1) or the slope
term (B1 = -.106, t1 = -.931, p > .1; B2 = -.118, t2 = -1.095,
p > .1). However, condition did have a significant effect on
the quadratic term (B1 = .235, t1 = 8.124, p < .0001; B2 =
.247, t2 = 7.320, p < .0001), and on the cubic term (B1 =
.080, t1 = 2.746, p < .01; B2 = .085, t2 = 2.508, p < .05).
These results suggest that the steepness of the curve around
the inflection points was greater in the LH-grouping condition
than in the HL-grouping condition, but otherwise the target
fixation curves did not differ significantly across conditions.

Discussion
According to the perceptual grouping hypothesis, distal
prosodic patterns can influence online language processing

by giving rise to periodic expectations about the prosodic organization of upcoming material. The perceptual grouping
hypothesis predicts greater lexical activation of words whose
boundaries are consistent with the expected prosodic structure, in the earliest moments of processing such words. We
tested this prediction in a visual world study by comparing
fixations to competing lexical alternatives such as pan and
panda. Results supported the predictions of the perceptual
grouping hypothesis. Starting around 200 ms after the onset
of the target word, the proportion of competitor fixations was
higher overall when the distal prosody was consistent with a
phonological phrase boundary following pan- than when the
distal prosody was consistent with prosodic boundaries preceding and following panda. This pattern of results suggests
that the embedded competitor word was more highly activated in the former condition immediately following the onset
of panda. The observed differences in the proportion of competitor fixations across conditions cannot be attributed to the
acoustic characteristics of the target word or its proximal context, since the acoustic-phonetic properties of the proximal
context were identical across conditions. We therefore conclude that distal prosodic patterns can influence the prosodic
structure that listeners project forward onto upcoming material in the speech stream, and that these prosodic expectations
can interact with online lexical segmentation and access.
These findings are congruent with studies showing that
other types of distal prosody influence word recognition. For
example, the distal speaking rate has been shown to influence
the segmentation of lexically ambiguous syllables in Dutch
(Reinisch, Jesse, & McQueen, in press) and the perception
of function words in English (Dilley & Pitt, 2010). Speech
processing can also be influenced by non-linguistic pitch information in the preceding context: Distal sequences of sine
wave tones with different spectral properties can influence
speech categorization (Holt, 2005). Taken together with these
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findings, the results from our study support the notion that
the global prosodic context influences not only the interpretation of local prosodic cues, but also lexical segmentation and
recognition processes.
An important remaining question concerns the characteristics of the distal prosodic patterns that are relevant for online
speech comprehension. In our stimuli, the distal prosody contained multiple regularities that could potentially contribute
to listeners’ prosodic expectations. For example, listeners
may be sensitive to the regular co-occurrence of the edges of
prosodic constituents and the edges of LH or HL tone groups
in the distal context. Alternatively, because the distal context consistently employed alternating sequences of strong
and weak syllables, listeners may primarily be sensitive to
the co-occurrence of certain types of tones with metrically
prominent syllables. Work in progress is assessing the effects
of distal prosody on the comprehension of words with different stress patterns to adjudicate between these possibilities.
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Abstract
When performing online language comprehension, comprehenders probabilistically anticipate upcoming words. Psycholinguistic studies thus often depend on accurately estimating stimulus predictability, either to control it or to study it, and
this estimation is conventionally accomplished via the cloze
task. But we do not know how effectively — or even, strictly
speaking, whether — cloze probabilities reflect comprehender
predictions. This is both methodologically worrisome and an
obstacle to detailed understanding of online predictive mechanisms. Here, we demonstrate first that cloze probabilities vary
substantially and systematically from normative corpus statistics, and secondly that some portion of these deviations are also
reflected in online comprehension measures. Therefore, while
there is some reason to be concerned that cloze norming may
be distorting the results of psycholinguistic studies, these apparent distortions may instead reflect genuine errors in native
speakers’ probabilistic models of their language.
Keywords: Psychology; Linguistics; Prediction; Language
Understanding; Reading; Rationality

There’s currently a great deal of interest in how the brain
makes and uses predictions (Bar, 2009). Within psycholinguistics, this interest dates back 30 years, to the discovery
that the predictability of a word — its probability of occurrence given preceding context — has large and robust effects
on both reading times (Ehrlich & Rayner, 1981) and eventrelated brain potentials (Kutas & Hillyard, 1984). These early
studies, and innumerable others since, rely on the cloze task
(Taylor, 1953) to measure the predictability of their stimuli.
Many more studies use cloze to control for predictability in
order to isolate some other variable of interest. Yet despite
its ubiquitous use as an estimate of predictability, we know
almost nothing about what this task is actually measuring.
The cloze task consists of presenting a large group of par,
ticipants with sentence stems like In the winter and
and asking each to fill in the blank with some plausible continuation — some might write spring, others summer, and
so on. We then count up what proportion of participants responded with each word; this proportion is called the cloze
probability of that word in that context. Our goal is to get
some estimate of the subjective probability distribution over
continuations which skilled comprehenders compute implicitly during online comprehension; Fig. 1 summarizes the logical relationship between these subjective probability distributions, cloze probability distributions, and alternative corpus

b

c

True language
statistics "in
the world"

Individual
knowledge of
language

Predictions used
by individual in
comprehension

d

e

Corpus
text

Cloze
responses

f

Computational
language model
estimates

Figure 1: An informal illustration of the situation faced by
those who wish to study linguistic prediction. Language is
actually used in some particular ways in the real world (a);
some subset of these uses are recorded in corpora (e), and
may be used to train computational language models (f). A
different subset is experienced by human language users, who
use these experiences to create some internal model of the
statistics of their language (b). They then draw on this internal model to make predictions during online linguistic comprehension (c) and also, presumably, when responding in the
cloze task (d). But the actual relationship between the items
on the left side of the diagram remains obscure — do cloze
completions match online predictions? Do online predictions
match real-world statistics?
based measurements.
We know that the participants in a cloze task have some
knowledge of their language (Fig. 1b), which they presumably draw on when producing continuations. But isn’t clear
how they use this knowledge. If they generated their cloze
responses by sampling from their subjective probability distribution (‘probability matching’), then cloze probabilities
would be identical to subjective probabilities.1 But cloze
norming is an offline, untimed, and rather unnatural task,
which leaves ample room for conscious reflection and other
strategic effects to distort this process — if participants are
1 At
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least if we ignore inter-subject variation, as is conventional.

even probability matching in the first place. So our first question is: what distortions, if any, are introduced by the processes that produce d from b?
This question has important methodological implications,
because if there are systematic biases in cloze estimates, then
in the worst case attempts to measure or control for predictability might actually introduce confounds. For instance,
if there were some measure M that affected cloze but did not
affect reading times, then a reading time study that compared
cloze-matched high-M and low-M items might find a spurious effect of M on reading times, because at a fixed level
of cloze, variation in M would be confounded with variation
in true predictability. This result would indicate not that M
affected language processing, but only that it allowed us to
better estimate predictability by correcting the biased cloze
estimates.
The ideal solution to this problem would be to measure
subjective probabilities and cloze on the same items for comparison. Sadly, this is impossible, since we have no reliable
independent measure of subjective probabilities. Fortunately,
several extremely large corpora have recently become available, which allow us in Experiment 1 to compare cloze distributions to true distributions of continuations in large corpora
of real text (e).2 Logically, the relationship between cloze
and corpus distributions is determined by the arrows linking
them. If none of the processes denoted by a→e, a→b, or
b→d introduced distortions of any kind, then cloze and corpus distributions would be identical. Of course, it turns out
that we instead find large and systematic differences. So the
next question is where these distortions arise.
If they come from strategic task effects in the b→d link,
then that has important methodological implications, as discussed above. But another possibility is that they arise from
learning or processing biases in the a→b link — that is, biases in cloze responses might reflect actual errors or inefficiencies in language users’ predictions about upcoming material. Such errors would be of great theoretical interest, but
have not previously been possible to study, since you cannot
measure biases when your measuring tool has a matched set
of biases. And, of course, we must also consider the less interesting possibility that some portion of these differences are
simply caused by biases in the sampling process (a→e) used
to construct our corpus. In Experiment 2, we begin to distinguish these possibilities by directly comparing cloze and
corpus probability in their ability to explain self-paced read2 Note that this is quite different from comparing cloze probabilities to probabilities generated by the computational language models
(f) that are also sometimes used in research (Hale, 2001; McDonald
& Shillcock, 2003; Demberg & Keller, 2008; Levy, 2008; Smith &
Levy, 2008). Those models can use sophisticated mathematics (represented by the e→f link) to estimate predictabilities, but for computational reasons are still limited in considering a small fraction of
available context — usually just one to two words, or a parse tree
stripped of word identity — which makes them unrealistic models
of human performance. Here, we use materials constructed so that
our critical word always appears after just four words of context, and
then use a corpus so large that we can simply count how often that
word appears given the full context.

ing times. While more work remains to fully isolate these
effects, we find preliminary evidence to at least rule out the
possibility that strategic effects in the cloze task are the sole
source of these biases.

Experiment 1
Methods
Materials We selected 300 four-word sentence initial stems
from the Web 1T 5-gram corpus (Brants & Franz, 2006),
which was compiled from one trillion words of English web
text. (By ‘stem’ we mean nothing more or less than four
words which begin a sentence.) The messy nature of this corpus required a complex selection procedure; we summarize
the most important points: Our stems were required to have
occurred often enough to allow reasonable probability estimates (median count 1906, minimum count 250), to meet a
minimum perplexity threshold according to a separate trigram
model trained on the British National Corpus (The British National Corpus, version 3 (BNC XML Edition), 2007), to induce mostly open-class word continuations (≥ 90%), and to
vary substantially in the range of probability for their mostlikely and second-most-likely continuations. They were then
screened by hand to eliminate obvious spam (any phrase used
in a spam web page is repeated in many locations, which
causes it to be over-counted relative to its actual usage),
high-frequency stereotyped phrases (e.g., Designated trademarks and brands. . . ), excessively technical usages that we
judged participants were unlikely to have had much experience with (The study protocol was. . . ), or web-specific usages (on the web, If you leave the. . . is usually followed
by . . . field blank. . . , because web pages are very concerned
about explaining web forms). Finally, whenever two stems
were judged ‘too similar’ to each other (e.g., because they
differed from each other only in the gender of pronouns), one
of them was eliminated.
Procedure Participants performed a computerized sentence
continuation (cloze) task, in which they were given each stem
and asked to type one or more words which naturally continued the sentence. Spelling was corrected by hand, with computer assistance.
Participants 140 students from UC San Diego participated
for course credit. All were native English speakers. 114 participated via an online web form; of these, 6 were eliminated
for admitting in a post-test questionnaire that they had used
Google to find continuations. The remaining 26 participants
performed the identical task in a lab environment.

Results and Discussion
As the online and in-person participant groups performed
similarly in all analyses reported here, we present only pooled
data (N = 134).
When we started this project, the Web 1T corpus was the
only corpus available that was large enough for our purposes,
and so it was used to optimize the design of both this and
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He played a key. . .
role
94%
part 2.3%

42%
3.8%

After a cup of. . .
coffee 39.6%
tea 39.1%
hot
3.0%

28%
61%
—

When she began to. . .
speak 5.2%
cry 2.5%
work 2.2%

9.0%
19%
1.5%

The time needed to. . .
complete
41%
reply
3.2%
finish
0.3%

6.7%
—
10%

It usually takes the. . .
form
34%
shape
23%
following 2.7%
cake
—

1.5%
—
—
8.3%

In the winter and. . .
spring
66%
early
13%
summer
4.2%
fall
2.3%

40%
—
32%
19%

Table 1: Sample continuation distributions from Experiment
1. In each case, the left column is corpus probability, and
the right column is measured cloze probability. ‘—’ denotes
continuations that were never observed.
Books

Corpus probability
Corpus constraint (log10 )
Stem frequency (log10 )

0.79
−0.40
−0.23

0.79
−0.33
0.19

Familiarity
Concreteness
Imageability
Age of acquisition
Frequency (log10 )
Contextual diversity (log10 )
Length
Lexical prime probability

0.96
0.14
−0.14
0.28
0.20
0.72
0.00
4.37

0.78
0.03
0.07
0.24
0.16
0.31
−0.11
6.33

10−1
10−2

r = 0.59

the form

10−3

Cloze probability

r = 0.52

Books

Table 2: Estimated coefficients from a log-linear model regressing cloze responses against corpus probability and other
measures. Shaded cells are significant. Positive/green cells
indicate a response preference, while negative/red cells indicate a response dispreference; e.g., cloze participants use familiar words more than would be expected given corpus probability but may avoid long words. Corpus constraint and stem
frequency are entered as modulating the effect of corpus probability, rather than having an independent effect. Not much
should be read into the absolute magnitude of coefficients,
since different predictors are on different scales.

1

Web

Web

10−3

10−2

10−1

1

10−3

10−2

10−1

1

P(responsei j |stemi ) =

Corpus probability

Figure 2: Cloze versus corpus probability. Each point represents a single stem/continuation pair that appeared in the
corpus and was given by at least one cloze participant. (Regression analyses included responses that were given by zero
participants, but they can’t be shown on this log scale.)
Correlations are computed in log space. Red crosses mark
stem/continuation pairs that were selected for use as stimuli
Experiment 2.

the next experiment. However, a second large corpus has recently become available, derived from scanned books rather
than the raw web (Michel et al., 2011; we use the subset containing American English since 1960, consisting of ∼89 billion words). This corpus seems more representative of real
usage (i.e., it has no spam), but is smaller and our experimental design is not optimized to take full advantage of it;
therefore, we perform all analyses with both corpora.
Fig. 2 shows the overall relationship between cloze and
corpus probability; our first result is that their correlation is
only moderate. So the next question is, if corpus probability
does not determine cloze, then what does?
To find out, we fit cloze responses to a log-linear model of

1
(α +α center(StemProp1i )+··· )
× pi j 0 1
Zi
× exp(β1 WordProp1 j + · · · )

Here, pi j indicates the corpus probability of continuation j
given stem i, computed as the number of times we observed
this continuation following the stem divided by the total number of times that we observed the stem. α0 is a free parameter that measures the sensitivity of cloze to corpus probability. An α0 of 0 would indicate no sensitivity, and a value of
1 would indicate that cloze matches corpus probability perfectly (at least, until the word-specific parameters come in to
further influence matters). A value between 0 and 1 would indicate that cloze distributions are overall flatter (have higher
entropy) than the corresponding corpus distribution, while a
value greater than 1 would indicate that cloze distributions are
more peaked (have lower entropy), as might happen if participants preferred to provide the most-probable continuation
instead of probability matching. StemProp1, . . . are properties of the stem which might modulate the overall effect of
α0 . WordProp1, . . . are word properties that might cause participants to give particular responses more or less often than
predicted by corpus probability alone. And Zi is a normalizing constant (not a free parameter).
Stem predictors included the corpus constraint,
maxi P(continuationi |stem), the total number of times
that the stem was observed in the corpus (a proxy for
participants likely amount of experience with each particular
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stem). Word predictors included familiarity, concreteness,
imageability, and age of acquisition (from Wilson, 1988;
Stadthagen-Gonzalez & Davis, 2006; Nelson, McEvoy, &
Schreiber, 1998), word frequency and contextual diversity
(from Brysbaert & New, 2009), word length, and a measure
of interlexical priming from the stem to the target (‘lexical
prime probability’). This measure was computed by looking
up the probability pi that each word i in the stem would produce the continuation as a response in a free-association task
(Nelson et al., 1998), and then combining these probabilities
as 1 − ∏i (1 − pi ).
We analyzed the subset of the data for which all of these
norming values were available, for which the continuation
was recorded in the corpus, and, for the book corpus analysis, for which the continuation was observed in the corpus
with a stem frequency of >100. (This allowed the analysis of
5015 responses for the web data, and 4636 for the book data.)
The model was fit by maximum-likelihood, with all predictors entered simultaneously, and significance computed with
the likelihood ratio test and corrected for multiple comparisons by sequential Bonferroni. The results of this analysis
are shown in Table 2.
Reassuringly, the exponent α0 on corpus probability is
significantly greater than 0 (web: χ2 (1) = 992, p  0.001,
books: χ2 (1) = 784, p  0.001), indicating that cloze is sensitive to corpus probability, as expected. However, it is also
significantly smaller than 1 (web: χ2 (1) = 62, p  0.001,
books: χ2 (1) = 44, p  0.001), indicating that cloze distributions are systematically more variable (higher entropy,
more flattened) than corpus distributions. If we interpret
cloze task responses as reflecting participant predictions, then
this might suggest that our participants are substantially more
confused about upcoming linguistic material than would be
expected of an optimal rational agent (compare Griffiths &
Tenenbaum, 2006). This increase in entropy is more pronounced for contexts that are particularly constraining (web:
χ2 (1) = 36, p  0.001, books: χ2 (1) = 29, p  0.001).
The effect of high frequency stems is more complicated. In
the web corpus, these stems produce particularly high entropy
cloze distributions (χ2 (1) = 54, p  0.001); in the book corpus, they produce cloze distributions that are lower entropy
and closer to the normative corpus values (χ2 (1) = 8.6, p <
0.005). This may indicate that on the web, high frequency
phrases are ones that are contaminated by spam and other distributional oddities, but in print, high frequency phrases are
ones that participants genuinely have more experience with,
and that they are able to use this experience to make better
predictions.
For word properties, there is evidence that participants prefer to respond to words which are familiar, concrete, have
high contextual diversity, and are primed by words in the stem
(e.g., this may explain the winter and fall responses; in ordinary usage people would usually say fall and winter, which
makes fall an unlikely continuation according to the corpus;
but in any case fall is primed by winter). They may avoid

Context

Target

In the winter and fall the little town...
Critical region

Figure 3: Sample stimulus for Experiment 2.
words which are long — perhaps because they require more
effort to type — and also avoid words which are imageable or
are acquired early — perhaps because in the formal context
of an experiment they attempt to use more formal language.

Experiment 2
Having established that cloze and corpus probability vary in
substantial and systematic ways, our next question is whether
to attribute these effects to biases in the corpus sampling
(Fig. 1, a→e), to biases in language acquisition and processing (a→b), or to biases in cloze task performance (b→d). If
these effects were caused by the cloze task alone, then we
would expect corpus probabilities to be more closely correlated with online subjective probabilities than cloze probabilities are, and therefore corpus probabilities should outperform cloze probabilities in explaining performance in an online comprehension task. So in this experiment, we pit cloze
probabilities against corpus probabilities in explaining selfpaced reading times.

Methods
Materials Experiment 1 produced 2350 stem-pluscontinuation pairs for which we had both cloze and corpus
predictability measurements. From these we selected 179
four-word stems, then for each stem selected 2 target
continuations, producing a total of 358 five-word sentence
beginnings. We then completed each sentence and divided
them into two 179-sentence lists, so that no participant saw
any stem or any target more than once. These stems and
target continuations were selected to maximize our ability to
distinguish cloze and web corpus probability according to a
power analysis. No fillers were used.
Procedure Participants read sentences in random order in
a self-paced moving-window paradigm (Just, Carpenter, &
Woolley, 1982) with a comprehension question presented after each sentence.
Participants 38 students students from UC San Diego participated for course credit. All were monolingual English
speakers.

Results and Discussion
Comprehension questions All subjects performed significantly above chance on comprehension question accuracy
(minimum 77%, median 92%).
Reading times We analyzed the total reading time for a region consisting of the target word plus the following word
(to capture spillover; see Fig. 3). After removing sentences
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with incorrect comprehension question answers or outlier
reading times in the critical region (reading times <80 ms,
>1500 ms, or >4 sd above participant-specific means, 1.9%
of data removed), reading times were entered into a multilevel mixed-effects regression model using lme4 (Bates &
Maechler, 2010). Our first question was whether cloze or corpus probabilities better explained reading times, so both were
log-transformed (Smith & Levy, 2008 demonstrated that the
empirical relationship between word predictability and reading time is in fact log-linear) and entered into the regression.
In addition, for controls, we entered the log-frequency (from
Brysbaert & New, 2009), word length, log-frequency/wordlength interaction, and log-corpus probability for three different words: the word preceding the target, the target itself, and
the word following the target. Because our stimuli were not
optimized to produce corpus estimates of the probability of
the word following the target, this probability was estimated
using only a two-word context (i.e., an unsmoothed trigram
model). As random effects, we allowed the intercept to vary
by stem, and the intercept, slope of the cloze effect, and slope
of the target word corpus probability effect to vary by subject
(this structure selected by model comparison). Significance
was assessed by assuming calculated t values were distributed
as standard normal under the null hypothesis (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008).
We found that cloze was significant after controlling for
corpus probability and the other factors described (web: t =
−2.87, p < 0.005, books: t = −2.32, p < 0.03), but that after
controlling for cloze and these other factors, corpus probability was not significant (web: t = 1.83, n.s., books: t = 1.13,
n.s.; both trends in the wrong direction). This would suggest
that some of the the biases we observe in cloze probability are
also present in readers’ subjective probabilities — but before
we conclude this, there is another possible interpretation we
must consider. It might be that readers have accurate knowledge of word predictability, but that their reading times are
independently sensitive to some of the properties listed in Table 2. In that case, cloze might outperform corpus probability
simply because cloze is able to account for two factors that
affect reading times, while corpus probability can account for
only one.
To rule out this possibility, we re-ran the regression described above, this time adding the properties from Table 2
as additional controls; if cloze is only performing well because of its partial confounding with these other measures,
then including them directly should cancel out its effect.
On the contrary, however, our results were essentially unchanged in the web corpus — cloze remains significant (t =
−2.33, p < 0.02), while corpus probability remains insignificant (t = 1.75, n.s.). For the book corpus, cloze drops to
insignificance (t = −1.6, n.s.) while corpus probability remains insignificant (t = 0.59, n.s.). However, as the general
trend remains the same, we suspect this is simply a consequence of our reduced statistical power when working with
this corpus. We start out with corpus probability estimates for

only a fraction of our data (roughly 75%), and adding these
additional controls reduces our usable data still more, making
this a worst case for statistical analysis. However, further data
collection should resolve this issue in one way or the other.

Conclusion and Future Directions
Provisionally, at least, we can conclude that not only is cloze
systematically biased relative to corpus probability, but that at
least some portion of these biases are also reflected in comprehender’s subjective probability estimates (i.e., arise along
the a→e or a→b arrows in Fig. 1).
The next challenge for future work is to break down the
different biases we have observed, and further identify their
locus of effect. For instance, it could be the case that of the
effects observed in Experiment 1, the age of acquisition bias
arises from strategic effects in the cloze task (b→c), while
simultaneously the familiarity effect is caused by biases in
subjective probability estimation (a→b), and then in addition
corpus sampling problems (a→e) are making our corpus estimates more noisy across the board.
Fortunately, testing such hypotheses is possible with the
tools we have described. Our proposed strategy would be to
use the log-linear modeling approach from Experiment 1 to
estimate and then correct for different biases — that is, to estimate what cloze would look like if different biases didn’t
exist. In the situation described in the previous paragraph,
we would predict that removing the age of acquisition bias
should produce a measure that explains reading times even
better than cloze itself does, while removing the familiarity bias should reduce our ability to explain reading times.
Since these tests would be comparing cloze-based measures
against each other, they reduce the possibility of artifacts
caused by corpus sampling problems. However, if such problems do exist, we suspect that they should make the corpus
estimates more noisy but without producing any systematic
errors. Therefore, we can test for their presence by removing
all of the known, systematic biases from cloze, and testing
whether this ‘unbiased’ cloze continues to outperform corpus
probability.
Thus, while the differences between cloze and corpus probability continue to raise worrisome questions about current
methodology (it remains possible that many or most of the
biases we found are artifactual), the way is clear to not only
resolve this issue, but also shed new light onto the mechanisms underlying linguistic prediction in general.
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Abstract
This paper explores variability in individual strategies of processing morphologically complex words. We examined the
eye-movement record that 71 readers showed during reading of
suffixed words (truck+er): the readers also took part in a battery of 17 skill tests, which allowed for a fine-grained characterization of their verbal abilities. Statistical analyses revealed
that an individual’s ability to segment words as well as his
or her level of reading comprehension shifted the balance between recognition of a complex word as a whole and its recognition via decomposed morphemes. Effects of whole-word frequency and base morpheme frequency were observed in both
good and poor readers, yet their qualitative nature varied by
skill. Good readers suffered from lexical competition between
whole words (trucker) and base morphemes (truck), while poor
readers received a recognition boost from base words. We discuss these interactive patterns in the context of computational
models of morphological processing and argue that readers
strategically adjust weights of different sources of morphological information, depending on the quality of the lexical representation for both the complex words and their morphemes.
Keywords: word recognition; morphological processing; individual differences; computational models; eye-movements

Introduction
There is a growing consensus in word recognition research
that human comprehenders simultaneously access multiple
sources of morphological information: lexical forms of whole
complex words (trucker), their morphemes (truck, -er), and
their morphological families (trucking, truckload, firetruck).
Prior work has extensively explored the link between formal,
semantic and contextual properties of words that affect the
degree of engagement of the different sources of probabilistic
information (distributional, semantic, syntactic, phonological
and other) in lexical access of complex words (e.g., Bertram,
Pollatsek, & Hyönä, 2004). Evidence points to a processing system in which higher-frequency, shorter or semantically opaque complex words tend to rely more on full-form
representations, while words with higher-frequency, largerfamily, or otherwise easily identifiable morphemes are preferentially recognized via decomposed morphemes (e.g., the
dual-route model of Baayen, Dijkstra & Schreuder, 1997).
Recognition via full-forms is suggested by effects of wholeword properties (such as frequency of occurrence or length)
and morpheme-based processing is diagnosed by effects of
morphemic properties (morpheme frequency, family size, affix productivity or length, etc.). The parallel engagement
of processing routes shows up in the interactions of wholeword and morphemic properties, attested in behavioral measures throughout the entire time-course of word recognition.

The interactions reported thus far in the literature indicate
competition between information sources, such that wholeword frequency effects are weakened in words with higherfrequency or otherwise salient morphemes (see Kuperman,
Bertram, & Baayen, 2010, and references therein). The parallel operation of multiple access routes, as well as trade-offs
between the routes, are at the core of several computational
models of morphological processing: for example, tradeoffs were implemented as simultaneous activation and lexical
competition of words that match the perceptual input (Baayen
& Schreuder, 2000), or as the simultaneous adjustment of
weight coefficients for the amounts of information associated
with distributional properties of complex words, their morphemes and morphological families (Kuperman, Bertram, &
Baayen, 2008).
Importantly, these models have developed for the most part
independently of a large body of reading research that suggests that efficient word recognition is not simply about linguistic characteristics of words, but rather about linguistic
characteristics of words as learned by particular individuals
(but see Reichle & Perfetti, 2003). While some subjective aspects of lexical variables have been investigated earlier (e.g.,
Balota et al., 2004 and references therein), relatively little
is known about how engagement of the information sources
contributing to recognizing complex words is modulated by
the skill-level of individual readers (see however Carlisle &
Katz, 2006 for morphological processing in children). The
present study aims at characterizing variability in processing
strategies that readers of different skill levels employ when
reading complex word structures. As a diagnostic, we use the
interactions between individual scores in skill tests that tap
into particular verbal abilities (e.g., word decoding, word segmentation, reading comprehension) on the one hand, and the
distributional properties of the full-form of complex words
and their component morphemes, on the other hand.
We take as a guiding assumption the idea advocated iby
the Lexical Quality hypothesis (Perfetti, 2007) that individuals differ in the average quality of their word representations.
High quality lexical representations are characterized by i)
highly automatic associations of precise orthographic forms
to the phonological representations learned during oral language acquisition; ii) automatic associations of these same
phonological representations to semantic representations; and
iii) a highly elaborated and redundantly specified semantics,
encompassing the full variety of syntactic and semantic con-
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texts for the word (cf. Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989; Harm
& Seidenberg, 1999 for a connectionist implementation of
some aspects of this idea). Concomitant with high quality
lexical representations is a qualitative, experience-dependent
shift from deliberate constituent-based decoding (e.g., letterby-letter, or syllable-by-syllable reading) to a unitary, fullyspecified representation of individual words (Perfetti, 1992;
2007; see also Andrews, 2008; Ehri, 1999 for similar proposals). This perspective leads to markedly different predictions about how morpheme-based sources of information may
affect word recognition. Namely, individuals who possess
a higher proportion of full-form lexical representations may
suffer interference from similar lexical forms: in morphologically related forms this similarity is afforded by a substantial orthographic, phonological and, typically, semantic overlap (compare truck and trucker). On the other hand, these
same sources of interference would not be present for individuals without full-form representations of most words. Rather,
the constituent-based word recognition strategy employed by
these readers may be facilitated by the ability to identify segments of words, be they affixes, base words or lexical constituents of compounds. To examine these hypotheses further,
we focus on individual skill measures that provide an index of
lexical quality, the subskills required to produce high-quality
lexical representations, and general reading comprehension
ability.

Methods
Stimuli: Our data source is the eye-movement record for
69 English suffixed words (sing+er) read silently within unrelated sentences by 71 participants, e.g., The well-known
singer thanked his fans during intermission. All target words
were semantically transparent, and ended in one of three productive suffixes: -er/-or (noun), -ist or -ing (adjective). The
suffixed words offered natural variability in the frequencies
of whole words and base morphemes. Our choice of suffixes
restricted their distributional and orthographic characteristics,
allowing us to focus on the interaction of derived words and
their bases. The preceding contexts were semantically neutral.
Participants: Participants (43 females; 28 males) belonged to the age group of 16-24 (mean = 20.8; SD = 2.6). In
order to maximize variation in reading ability, we recruited
from the local community and only accepted non-collegebound individuals (formal level of education did not exceed
the equivalent of high school). All were native English speakers, and none had a diagnosed reading or learning disability. In addition to the reading task, participants undertook
a battery of 17 reading ability tests, chosen based on previous research outlining the component factors of reading ability (e.g., Scarborough, 1998; Vellutino et al., 1996). The
observed range of scores in skill tests was considerable and
their distributions were nearly uniform with a slight skew towards higher scores. In the word segmentation task (see below), scores ranged from the equivalent of the 2nd grade to

the equivalent of the 10th grade (mean = 6.4, sd = 3.8); in
the reading comprehension Peabody Individual Achievement
Test-Revised the lowest score was the equivalent of the 4th
grade, and the highest was the first year of college (mean =
9.8, sd = 4.3).
Battery of skill tests: The 17 tests of the battery targeted
individual ability at the sub-word, word, and sentence-level.
They included measures of phonological processing (e.g.,
phonological awareness, phonological memory, and rapid
naming), grapheme-to-phoneme decoding, working memory,
and both listening and reading comprehension ability. To
foreshadow the results, the skill tests that proved to have the
strongest impact on the choice of processing strategies were
the word and non-word segmentation tests and two tests of
reading comprehension, both described below. As other tests
did not show consistent reliable interactions with the properties of full-forms and morphemes, we do not discuss them
further.
1. Word and nonword segmentation tasks: Participants
were instructed: “I’m going to say a word and I want you
to repeat it. Then say the word one sound at a time. Say
each sound that you hear in the order that your heard it. For
example, if I say “me”, you would say the word “me” and
then you would say m-ee.” Twenty trials were given with
2-8 phoneme-long words, and another twenty trials with 2-8
phoneme-long nonwords.
2. Peabody Individual Achievement Test-Revised (Dunn &
Markwardt, 1970): In this reading comprehension test, participants read a list of increasingly difficult sentences and then
choose a picture, from an array of four, that best matches
the meaning of the sentence. Notably, difficulty is increased
mainly with respect to vocabulary items in the sentences,
and not complexity of the sentence structure. Odd-numbered
items from the subtest were administered, with a stop condition of 5 errors in 7 consecutive items.
3. Fast Reading subtest of the Stanford Diagnostic Reading
Test (Karlson & Gardner, 1995). This reading comprehension test consists of a short expository passage containing 30
choice points (similar to a cloze format) at which the participant is required to select the appropriate word from among
three alternatives. For example, the test begins “San Francisco, California is known as the city with cable cars. These
are essentially street...” (here the participant must choose between “cleaners”, “cars”, or “lights”) “that are pulled up or
down the steep hills of that city by means of a..” (again participants must choose, choices are “horse”, “sail”, or “cable”).
In previous work with this population, we determined that the
proportion of correct responses was a better indicator of their
ability than their absolute score, thus all analyses reported
here are based on the proportion correct measure.
Procedure: Participants were seated in front of a 17-in.
display with a refresh rate of 85.03 Hz with their eyes approximately 64 cm from the display. They wore an EyeLink II head-mounted eye tracker (SR Research, Mississauga,
Canada), sampling at a rate of 250 Hz from both eyes. Sen-
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tences were presented one at a time on a single line, with a
maximum of 90 characters, using a monospace font. Type
size was such that 3.5 characters occupied 1 degree of visual angle. The eye tracker was calibrated using a series of
nine fixed targets distributed around the display, followed by
a 9-point accuracy test. Data from the right eye only were analyzed, except for one participant for whom only the left eye
calibration was valid. Comprehension questions occurred on
55% of trials. Participants indicated their answer by pressing
the associated button on a button box.
Variables and statistical analyses: We fitted linear
mixed-models to the temporal eye-movement measures associated with the target words: first fixation duration; single
fixation duration (duration of the single fixation on the word
before the gaze leaves the word for the first time); gaze duration (summed duration of fixations on the word before the
gaze leaves the word for the first time), as well as total fixation time (summed duration of fixations on the word). Critical predictors were log frequency of the suffixed word and
that of the base word (both estimated from the 410 million
token Corpus of Contemporary American English by Davies
(2008)), as well as individual scores in 17 tests of verbal
skills. (The size of morphological family for the base word
showed weaker predictivity of reading times than base word
frequency and is not reported further.) To avoid the harmful
impact of collinearity between measures of individual performance on the models’ estimates, we fitted multiple models to
each of the dependent variables with exactly one test score
at a time. Controls included the length of the suffixed word
and the base word; word position in the sentence; presence
of skips prior to or after the target word; productivity of suffix; and others. The random effects structure was established
using the log-likelihood ratio model comparison test and included participant, word, and suffix as intercepts as well as
several random slopes.

phological processing mechanisms. Several tests passed this
criterion in the models fitted to single fixation and gaze duration (other eye-movement measures did not reveal consistent
interactive patterns and are not reported further). Individual scores in the reading comprehension Stanford Diagnostic Reading test interacted with log suffixed word frequency
and log base word frequency in models fitted to both single fixation and gaze durations, while the Peabody Individual
Achievement Test and segmentation tasks showed similar interactions in respective models for gaze duration. We return
to this finding in the General Discussion.
Qualitatively, interactions followed the same patterns
across tests and dependent measures. All readers demonstrated negative effects of whole-word frequency, while the
effect was much greater on readers with lower scores on the
tests listed above. Moreover, the contrast in processing times
between relatively poor and good readers was maximal in
low-frequency words, see Figure 1. This interaction replicates the Word Frequency x Skill interaction documented in
eye-tracking literature (Ashby et al., 2005; Hawelka et al.,
2010; Kuperman & Van Dyke, 2011). The same interaction
has been observed in naming and lexical decision tasks (e.g.,
Pugh et al., 2008; Shaywitz, 2003). We interpret this interaction as an indication that higher-frequency words have good
quality representations in the mental lexicons of both good
and poor-performing readers, with particularly strong associations between the word’s meaning and its orthographic form,
gained through repeated exposures to the word. These associations alleviate the disadvantage that arises from poorreaders’ inferior grapheme-to-phoneme associations, which
leads them to have greater difficulty when they must engage
sublexical processing to read words for which they have not
stored full-form orthographic representations (i.e., infrequent
words), see Strain & Herdman (1999).

Results and Discussion
We trimmed the eye-movement data by removing fixations
that were shorter than 50 ms and longer than 1,000 ms, and
we pooled adjacent fixations that landed within one character (about 12% data). The resulting data pool consisted of
4,738 data points for gaze duration and total fixation time
(and 3,247 for single fixation duration). Our criterion for considering a test of verbal skill as relevant for complex word
recognition was whether the test scores entered into statistically reliable interactions with both log frequency of the suffixed word (trucker), and log frequency of the base morpheme
(truck) for the given dependent variable. Three-way interactions of skill by base frequency by whole-word frequency did
not reach significance in any of our models, possibly due to
insufficient statistical power. Since these frequencies separately diagnose access to either a full-form or a constituent
(see Introduction), we took the presence of simultaneous interactions between each type of lexical frequency and skill as
evidence that skill affected the efficiency of one of the mor-

The unique contribution of this paper is the observed interaction of skill by log frequency of base morpheme (truck).
Readers with the strongest performance in the comprehension
and segmentation tasks showed a positive correlation of eyemovement latencies with base word frequency (the dashed
light-grey bottom line in Figure 2). That higher-frequency
base words slowed down the recognition time for the derived
words suggests lexical competition between morphemes and
full-forms in skilled readers. Competition appeared to increase when base morphemes were more entrenched in an
individual’s mental lexicon due to their high frequency of occurrence. Crucially, the positive correlation of base frequency
with eye-movement durations weakened in readers who performed less well in the selected tasks, and finally the correlation became negative in readers with poor comprehension
or segmentation skills (the solid top line in Figure 2). We interpret this change in polarity as suggestive of readers with
the poorest skills receiving a recognition boost from identifying the base morpheme (truck in trucker), and that the
boost is stronger, the more frequently this morpheme occurs
in the language. Readers in the mid-range of test scores show
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Figure 1: Interaction plot for gaze duration: log suffixed word
frequency (standardized) by segmentation test score (standardized). The lines plot the effect of derived word frequency
for the quartiles of segmentation test score (quantile values
provided at the right margin). Word frequency comes with
the strongest negative effect at the 1st quartile (solid line), the
effect gradually levels off at the 2nd quartile (dashed line), the
3rd quartile (dotted line), and the 4th quartile (dotdash line),
and is the weakest in the top performers in the test, the 5th
quartile (longdash line). Same interaction was observed for
comprehension tests.

only moderate reliance on morphological structure, as evidenced by weak correlations of their eye-movement latencies
with base word frequency: in this subpopulation, the derived
words are identified without noticeable competition with or
boost from their morphemes.

General Discussion
Our eye-tracking study of English suffixed words revealed
two novel patterns in morphological processing. First, we
observed that the degree of engagement of whole-words and
morphemes in the recognition of complex structures is affected by individual performance in a small subset of the 17test battery that tapped into most major components described
in the literature: namely, word and nonword segmentation
tasks, and the two reading comprehension tests. Predictivity of segmentation tasks for morphological processing is not
surprising, and is perhaps the most indicative of our skill measures, as segmentation is a direct index of the ability to parse
out the embedded morphemes from a string of characters.
This ability demonstrably depends on well-studied phonological, orthographic and distributional properties of morphemes
(e.g., Laudanna & Burani, 1995). The present study addition-
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Figure 2: Interaction plot for gaze duration: log base morpheme frequency (standardized) by segmentation test score
(standardized). The lines plot the effect of base frequency
for the quartiles of segmentation test score (quantile values
provided at the right margin). Base frequency comes with
the negative effect at the 1st quartile (solid line), the effect reverses its direction and becomes increasingly positive through
the 2nd quartile (dashed line) to the 5th quartile (longdash
line). Same interaction was observed for comprehension
tests.

ally points to the import of individual aptitude at segmentation, and not just properties of the word, as a determiner of
morphological decomposition.
The predictivity of the two reading comprehension tests,
which produced an identical interaction, points to the link between the overall quality of an individual’s lexical representations and comprehension. In particular, these tests are the
only tests in our battery that specifically tap into semantic aspects of an individual’s lexical representation, and hence may
serve as an index of the amount of interference arising from
similar-meaning morphological neighbors. It goes without
saying that poor word knowledge, either at the decoding stage
where the relationship between orthography and the phonological representations of known words is unlocked, or else at
the meaning stage presents a significant barrier to text comprehension. A question for further research is the relationship between the deficit at the level of word (morpheme) segmentation and that at the level of comprehension; one could
imagine that segmentation problems could play a significant
causal role in producing poor comprehension, although admittedly there are a range of other contributing factors that
may also play equally significant or greater causal roles.
Our results are consistent with the predictions of the Lex-
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ical Quality hypothesis (Perfetti, 2007). It follows straightforwardly that the increased quality of the lexical representation of base morpheme, measured by its higher frequency of
occurrence, would lead to its automatic activation, increased
interference and a larger effort necessary for inhibiting the
meaning of the base morpheme and the correct identification of the meaning of the whole-word. Conversely, word
decoding may not be an automatic process for readers with
inferior verbal skills: poor readers are often engaged in sublexical word processing, due to weak orthography-phonology
and phonology-semantics associations in their lexical representations (e.g., Coltheart et al., 2001). Poor readers are more
likely to recruit information about the form and meaning of
morphemes as a cue for the meaning of the whole complex
word in order to compensate for absent or inferior full-forms.
Hence, for these readers, sublexical components serve as an
aid for word recognition, rather than a source of interference. With the left-to-right direction of reading and suffixation under study here, recognition of the base word (truck)
as a meaningful initial fragment of the character string does
not impede the identification of the word’s full-form in poor
readers, but rather facilitates it as it activates a word that is
semantically, phonologically and/or orthographically similar
to the longer word that the readers ultimately need to identify (trucker). Thus, in poor readers the task of complex word
recognition is helped by the quality of lexical representation
of both the whole word and the base morpheme, where the
quality is indexed by lexical frequency.
The observation of both inhibitory and facilatory roles for
morphemic information is an important contribution of the
present paper. Our data point to a strong link between the
way that morphemic information contributes to word recognition and individual reading ability; namely, good readers
suffer from competition from morphologically related words
more than less skilled readers do, while poor readers receive
a recognition boost from base words. The notion of lexical
competition – such as observed here in skilled readers – is not
novel in morphology and has been proposed to account for
well-documented interactions wherein effects of whole-word
frequency are weaker in words with salient (high-frequency,
large family-size or long) morphemes; for an overview of interactions in visual and auditory comprehension see Kuperman et al. (2010). Such competition has been implemented
in most computational models of morphological processing in
the form of trade-offs between a full-form and a morphemebased processing route. For example, Baayen and Schreuder
(2000) modeled competition via assigning increasing activation weights to access representations that either match the
target word or are orthographically similar to (have a small
edit distance from) the word. This architecture leads to the
simultaneous activation of both complex words and the morphemes they embed, and gives rise to stronger competition
if the resting activation level of the morpheme is higher, due
to, for instance, the morpheme’s higher-frequency of occurrence. A slightly different aproach was adopted by Kuper-

man et al. (2008), who accommodated trade-offs of lexical
competition via weight coefficients assigned to amounts of
information that correspond to whole-word and morphemic
frequency, along with other sources of probabilistic information. Since a given weight coefficient may have different
signs when occurring with differing amounts of information
in Kuperman et al.’s model, a larger value for a given coefficient would simultaneously translate into a stronger effect
of base morpheme frequency and a weaker effect of wholeword frequency on reading times, thus replicating the interactions observed here. The interactive nature of the processing routes was also implemented in the morphological extension of the E-Z Reader model of eye-movement control
in reading by Pollatsek, Reichle and Rayner (2003). (Reichle and Perfetti’s (2003) model is underspecified with respect to the effect of embedded morphemes on recognition of
complex words). Thus, lexical competition, such as that observed here in skilled readers, is easily accommodated within
the architectures of several popular computational models of
morphological processing. Crucially, however, these models
appear unable to accommodate the recognition boost seen in
our low-skill readers especially when they were processing
higher-frequency base words.
To conclude, we present evidence that individual skill-level
plays a determining role in how morphological information is
processed. This is a particularly noteworthy observation, in
light of the fact that previous studies have focused on participant populations with a narrow range of reading abilities (undergraduate students). Our evidence points to the simultaneous activation of both morphemic and whole-word routes, as
suggested by dual- and multiple-route models such as Baayen
et al. (1997), Baayen and Schreuder (2000), and Kuperman et
al. (2008), yet the engagement of these routes appears to vary
qualitatively as a function of individual verbal skill. In terms
of the weight-adjustment model of Kuperman et al., readers
appear to shift the relative importance of different sources of
morphological information depending on the quality of the
representation of both whole words and morphemes, indicated here via lexical frequency, and on the ability of individuals to segment complex words into morphemes as well
as the more general individual ability of reading comprehension. Further research is necessary to incorporate the regulating role of skill-driven individual strategies of word identification into computational models of morphological processing.
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Abstract
Learning how to allocate attention properly is essential for
success at many tasks. Extant theories of categorization
assume that learning to allocate attention is an error-driven
process, where shifts in attention are made to reduce error.
The present work introduces a new measure, error bias, which
compares the amount of attentional change in response to
incorrect responses versus correct responses during category
learning. We first confirm that prominent categorization
models predict high amounts of error bias. We then test this
prediction against human eye-tracking data from 384
participants. Across 7 of 8 data sets we find that participants
show minimal or no error bias. This finding suggests that
attentional learning mechanisms, as implemented in
influential computational models, cannot be generalized to
account for measures of overt attention.
Keywords: Attention; Error; Eyetracking; Categorization;
Eye-Movements; Optimization; Learning; Modeling

Introduction
Giraffes have long necks, helicopters have propellers on top,
and wedding cakes are taller than birthday cakes. Learning
these categories often involves learning to attend to such
highly predictive features. This kind of selective use of
information is present very early in human development.
For example, infants focus mostly on the head to
discriminate cats from dogs (Quinn, Doran, Reiss, &
Hoffman, 2009), but they use legs and wheels when
distinguishing animals from vehicles (Rakison &
Butterworth, 1998). People also learn to change how they
attend to stimuli with experience, and experts with years of
training can develop the ability to use subtle but highly
informative stimulus dimensions (Biederman & Shiffrar,
1987). Although the process by which people learn the right
information to attend – what we shall call attentional
learning – is a critical part of learning, from nascent stages
to the highest levels of performance, its mechanisms are not
well understood. Though overt attentional allocation can be
studied directly and relatively accurately with modern eyetracking, there is no existing theory that makes specific
behavioural predictions about how the allocation of overt
attention changes during learning. Our work is intended to
be some early steps toward the goal of building such a
theory.
Although there is not an existing theory intended to
account for attention at the level of eye-movements, the

literature on category learning has theories which contain
precise descriptions of attentional learning more generally
(e.g., Kruschke, 1992). Researchers have created formal,
computational models of how the effective allocation of
attention is learned, and how it interacts with perception,
memory and decision-making to improve categorization
performance. In these computational theories, attention is
characterized as a weight on each stimulus feature that is
adjusted to reduce error, and more specifically, adjusted
such that the proportion of change is relative to the
proportion of error.
In the present study, we use eye movements as an index
of attention and compare those measures to the model
equivalents. It is not always clear what attentional weights
in models are supposed to correspond to in the real world.
Attention is a complex series of independent means of
biasing information processing. One very important source
of such biases is the overt manipulation of sensory
receptors, like eye movements and although these models
were not intended to account for eye-movements directly,
given that there are tight connections between covert and
overt forms of attention, they are an excellent starting place
(McPeek, Maljkovic, & Nakayama 1999). Indeed, it is clear
from several recent eye-tracking studies (Blair, Watson,
Walshe, & Maj, 2009; Rehder & Hoffman, 2005a, 2005b)
that over the course of an experiment people get better at
ignoring irrelevant information as they get better at
categorizing, a finding in accord with existing error-driven
accounts.
There is some evidence, though, that error may not be
the sole ingredient for attentional learning. Bott, Hoffman
and Murphy (2007) have shown that participants attend to
more dimensions than are strictly necessary to perform well.
Blair, Watson, and Meier (2009) have shown that
participants continue to optimize their attention, even after
feedback is removed and participants have stopped making
errors. Rehder and Hoffman (2005a, 2005b; Kim & Rehder,
2009) have found that reductions in the probability of
fixating irrelevant information occur several trials after
reductions in incorrect responding, rather than before as one
might expect. While these studies are suggestive, they are
not necessarily a requiem for error-driven accounts.
In the formal theories discussed above, the error that
motivates change is error internal to the model, not response
error. The difference is subtle, but important. Imagine
believing that hockey team A was only slightly better than
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generalize widely. Both models are similar in that they rely
on gradient descent on error to minimize the distance
between the predicted and observed values on the output
layers. In addition, both models have an attentional layer
that modulates the gain of the features presented to the input
layer. However, RASHNL extends ALCOVE in two
important ways: first, attention shift is iterated multiple
times on a single training instance, resulting in faster overall
attention shifting. Second, RASHNL incorporates annealed
learning whereby the learning rate is reduced as a function
of trial number, allowing the model to settle into a
consistent response pattern despite early fast attention
shifting.

Method
The error bias measure. The models shift attention by
changing the attentional weights assigned to stimulus
dimensions. We refer to the amount by which attentional
allocations change between trials as the attentional change.
If the allocation of attention is the same to all stimulus
dimensions for the current trial as it was for the previous
trial, attentional change would be 0. If, on the other hand,
the model goes from attending only to dimension 1 (i.e., a
weight of 1 on that dimension and a weight of 0 on the other
stimulus dimensions) to attending only to dimension 2 (i.e.,
a weight of 1 on dimension 2 and weight of 0 on the other
dimensions) then the attentional change will be 2. Our
measure of error bias is the difference between the mean
attentional change following error trials and the mean
A
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We chose to use the category learning models ALCOVE
(Kruschke, 1992) and RASHNL (Kruschke & Johansen,
1998) as prototypical error-driven attentional learning
models. They are both popular models that enjoy
widespread usage as benchmarks for current models (Little
& Lewandowsky, 2009; Love, Medin, & Gureckis, 2004)
Using them as a basis for our analysis allows our results to
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team B. You might reevaluate your estimates of team A’s
skill if they won ten games in a row, even though you would
predict them to win every time. Your estimate of the teams’
relative strengths was erroneous, even though your
predictions were correct. Internal error is calculated in a
similar way in the models; attention is adjusted based on
mismatches between feedback and the model’s internal
estimates, not on the model’s actual choices. Because of this
fact, it is possible for error-driven models to predict some
attentional shifting even without incorrect responses as long
as the internal estimates do not completely match the
feedback.
Despite the indirect connection between response errors
and attentional shifts, error-driven models still make testable
predictions about their relationship. The larger the model’s
internal error, the more likely it is to make a performance
error, and internal error should, on average, be higher on
incorrect trials. Thus, error-driven models of attentional
change might be said to predict an error bias. This
prediction is straightforward to confirm by running
simulations of the model, and, unlike predictions about
internal error, is also easy to test in humans. While it may
seem as though an error-bias would be a simple property of
the model to predict solely based on the mathematics of
back-propagation, this is not actually the case. Complex
models like ALCOVE and RASHNL contain many explicit
and structural parameter settings that have non-linear
interactions with one another. These parameters could have
a number of attenuating influences on the degree of errorbias and the only real test of these interactions is simulation.
The goal of the present work is to empirically evaluate
the idea that attentional allocation is adjusted in proportion
to error during learning. In our study, we use a novel
measure, the error bias, that is calculable from both formal
models of category learning and human eye-gaze data. We
first run simulations of two popular models of
categorization, ALCOVE and RASHNL, to confirm that
they indeed predict a strong error bias. We then compare the
error bias distributions from our simulations to 8 sets of
human data gathered from a variety of category structures.
Recent thought in the methodology of model evaluation
holds that a model should be evaluated on a broader basis
than simply its performance with best-fitting parameters.
For instance, Roberts & Pashler (2000) argued that a model
can be considered a good fit to the data if it matches both
the central tendency and the variability of the data.
Following that idea, if the model assumptions (error-driven
learning, proportional adjustment) are correct, we should see
not only similar mean error bias scores, but similar
distributions of error bias scores between the models and the
human data.
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Figure 1. Simulated Distributions of Error Biases. A.
ALCOVE model: randomly-sampled parameter values
that met the learning criterion. B. RASHNL model:
randomly-sampled parameter values that met the learning
criterion. C. ALCOVE model: best-fitting parameter
values. D. RASHNL model: best-fitting parameter values.
See text for details.

attentional change following correct trials over the total of
the two. The error bias is +1 in cases where all the
attentional change occurs following incorrect trials, 0 when
there is no difference in the amount of attentional change
following incorrect and correct trials, and -1 when all
attentional change occurs following correct trials.

figures the modal prediction is the maximal error bias of 1.
Overall, the models are most likely to produce high bias
values. Nevertheless, both models predict a maximally wide
distribution of error-bias scores. This is a positive attribute
of the model only if humans also produce a broad
distribution of scores.

The random sampling procedure. We conducted a number
of simulations to confirm the prediction that models which
use an error signal to drive attentional shifting will exhibit
an error bias. While an error bias can be predicted from the
equations underlying of the model, the simulations allow us
to translate more directly to experimental results. Our
primary concern was the extent to which a random sampling
of the parameter space would result in models that
consistently predict a large error bias. The sampling for
ALCOVE was conducted along the following dimensions
and ranges: specificity (.01 - 40), choice decisiveness (1 10), attention shift rate (0 - 50) and output learning rate (0 3). In extending the analysis to RASHNL, sampling was
also conducted on the annealing parameter (0 - 1). To add
fast attention shifting to the model the number of attentional
shift iterations set to 10. These bounds contain the
historically best-fitting parameters for these models
(Kruschke, 1992; Kruschke & Johansen, 1998).

Human Data Fits

Simulated experiment. We taught the models to classify
four categories of stimuli that had three binary-valued
dimensions. Categories are deterministic, and are a function
of the four combinations of two of the dimensions. The
value of the third dimension was equally indicative of all
categories, and therefore non-diagnostic. On each trial, the
model was given the values of the three dimensions for the
presented stimulus. The model then produced a response
which was a weighted random selection based on the
response probabilities produced by the model. After that, the
model was given feedback to use as a teaching signal to
make adjustments to its memory and attentional
components. The experiment was 360 trials long. We
calculated the error bias based on the changes in the
models’ attentional weights that occurred directly after
correct and incorrect trials. Stimulus presentation order was
identical to the trial orderings generated for our human
subjects. For both models, each participant’s presentation
order was used in conjunction with 100 randomly selected
sets of parameter values to generate a distribution of error
bias values.

One possible limitation to the above simulations might be
that many of the thousands of random model samples lead
to response patterns that are nothing like human
performance. As a result, the general model predictions may
not be representative of the predictions from parameter
settings which better characterize human performance in
this particular task. To investigate this possibility, we fit
both models directly to the human response data for this
experiment. Using a bounded simplex search with a
maximum of 5000 iterations, we found the 100 best-fitting
parameter values for each of the 16 human subjects.
The error bias values produced by these best-fitting
parameters are shown in Figure 1, C and D. The ALCOVE
distribution is shown in panel C (M=.57, Mdn=.76) and the
RASHNL distribution is shown in panel D (M=.44, Mdn=.
67). Using only the best-fitting values removed many of the
maximal error biases, but the histograms share the primary
properties of the results from random sampling: high error
biases are far more likely than low error biases, and the
models produce values across the full range possibilities.
Having produced specific quantitative predictions for the
distribution of error biases in this task, we compare the
simulation results to human data.

Human Subjects Data
In this section we analyze the data from a number of eyetracking experiments to assess the error-bias under a variety
of tasks and conditions. These range from simple
unidimensional rules to complex categories where different
features are relevant for different categories. For readability,
these category structures are introduced as we discuss the
error-bias distributions from those experiments. We compare
this to the high median and broad range of the error biases
predicted by the error-driven models.

Method

Results
It became immediately clear that large regions of the
parameter space produce models which perform erratically:
either not learning at all, or crashing the simulation when
variables grow to infinity. To restrict our exploration to
reasonable parameter settings we excluded any parameter
values under which the model did not meet a learning
criterion of 9 consecutive correct trials, which was the same
criterion that human participants were expected to meet in
the original experiment. The resulting predictions of
ALCOVE and RASHNL can be seen in Figures 1A (M=.70,
Mdn=.86 ) and B (M=.74, Mdn=.86 ), respectively. In both

The human data reported here were collected using a
standard category learning paradigm. In these tasks
participants are asked to learn to classify stimuli based on
the values of prominent features. A trial consists of the
presentation of the stimulus, the participants’ category
choice, and feedback specifying the correct category. In the
current experiments, as well as in the paradigm generally,
learners tend to improve both in answering correctly and in
allocating less attention to irrelevant features. Unless
otherwise noted, all data sets reported below used categories
with two relevant and one irrelevant dimension. If the
presented category structure comes from a previously
published study, this is indicated. In all studies eye
movement data were recorded using an eye-tracker
sampling at 50, 60, or 120Hz (always consistent within an
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experiment) with a spatial resolution of 0.5°. Fixations were
defined using a modified dispersion threshold algorithm
with thresholds at 1° and 75ms. Eye movements were
counted as fixations to category features if they fell within
100 pixels (≈ 1.9°) of a feature’s centre. Shifts of attention
were calculated in the same way for the humans as for the
models, except that the proportion of time spent fixating the
three stimulus features constituted the raw attention data on
each trial, instead of the model’s attention weights.
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Figure 2: Human error bias distributions from eight
different data sets. See text for descriptions.

1

The distribution of human error biases are plotted in Figure
2. Each panel represents a unique category structure. Panel
A shows the human data from the experiment used in the
model simulations reported above (M=.08, Mdn=.03). There
is a stark contrast between the distribution of error bias
scores of the human subjects and the model predictions
shown in Figure 1. Two sample t-tests (unequal variances
assumed) confirm that the human data are significantly
different than all four of the simulations (ALCOVE,
randomly sampled parameters - t(29.73)=7.99, p<.001;
RASHNL, randomly sampled parameters - t(29.46)=8.91,
p<.001; ALCOVE, best-fitting parameters - t(32.54)=5.35,
p<.001; RASHNL, best-fitting parameters - t(33.97)=3.03,
p<.01). The remaining panels in Figure 2 show human error
biases from a number of other categorization experiments
performed in our laboratory.
Panel B shows the error biases of 18 participants
learning a two-category task with continuous dimensioned
stimuli, very similar to Blair and Homa (2005, Experiment
2). The mean of this distribution is .02, the median .04.
Panel C plots the error biases of 23 participants who learned
a four-category information integration category structure
akin to that in Maddox, Filoteo, Hejl, & Ing (2004). The
mean of this distribution is .03, and the median is .05. Panel
D plots the error bias of 23 participants in a study using a
four category rule-based structure (again, similar to Maddox
et al., 2004). The mean of this distribution is 0.04, the
median = .02. Panel E shows data from a two-category
information integration task with 24 participants (M=.08,
Mdn=.04). This kind of category has seen wide use in the
category learning literature (e.g., Ashby and Gott, 1988).
Figure 2, panel F shows the first data set to depart from
the very consistent pattern found in the other data sets (M=.
29, Mdn=.25). The 30 participants learned a two category
single-dimensional rule-based category structure similar to
that used by Maddox and Ashby (2004). As can be seen, this
data set shows a pronounced bias toward shifting on error
trials (Mdn=0.26, M=0.30, t(29)=2.61, p<.05). This is also
the only data set for which the categories had only one
relevant feature. We discovered, upon looking at the error
and attentional allocation data of the most biased subjects,
that this effect seems to result from an extraordinary
stability in the gaze data once the categories have been
learned. Participants in this task are much better at
restricting their gaze to relevant data, and so there is very
little change on the correct trials that occur once the rule has
been learned. If this explanation is correct, we should expect
that category structures for which the optimal allocation of
attention is difficult may show less error bias. The next data
set is from such a task.
Panel G in Figure 2 plots data from the stimulusresponsive attention structure used in Blair, Watson, Walshe,
et al., (2009, Exp 2). Each category has two relevant and
one irrelevant dimension, but unlike the previous category
structures used, the relevant features are not the same for
every category. Features 1 and 2 are relevant for two of the
four categories, and features 1 and 3 are relevant for the
other two; participants can optimize their attention by
looking at either 2 or 3, based on the value of feature 1.
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Attentional optimization is more difficult in this task than in
the other data sets and participants continue to slowly
optimize attention well after performance errors have
ceased. This has the effect of shifting the error bias into the
negative values for most of the 156 participants (M=-.08,
Mdn = -.08; one-sample t-test, t(155)=107.91, p<.001).
The final data set (Figure 2, panel H) consists of data
from 95 subjects presented with the same category structure
as the previous data set. This study was designed to
investigate asymptotic attentional optimization in this
complex task, and thus extended the original study (shown
in panel G) by an average of 280 trials. With this extended
training, participants in this study eventually stabilize the
relative allocation to the various stimulus features. The
small negative error bias that occurs in panel G has
disappeared and the mean error bias is .02, and the median
is .03, very similar to the previous data sets. This supports
the idea that the error bias measure is sensitive to the
difficulty of learning the optimal attentional allocation.
Interestingly, the data from panel H are collapsed across two
between-subjects conditions. One condition exactly matched
that of the previous data set (panel G), except for the
training duration; the other condition is one where one pair
of categories was 5 times more common than the other.
While this frequency manipulation dramatically changes the
pattern of attentional allocation to particular features such
that Feature 2 is often fixated before Feature 1, there is no
discernible difference in the error bias of these conditions.
Overall, human error biases seem highly consistent across a
variety of structures and manipulations.

General Discussion
The present work investigated the extent to which errors in
performance lead to shifts in attention. We used two popular
models of categorization to generate specific predictions
about the extent to which attentional shifts would be biased
to occur after error trials and not after correct trials.
Simulations of the models using both random parameter
values and best-fitting parameter values reveal consistent
predictions: high error bias values are most likely, and a
wide distribution of error biases are possible. We then
examined error bias distributions from a variety of human
eye-tracking studies of categorization. Across 8 data sets
and 384 participants, distributions of error bias scores in
humans were remarkable both in their consistency and in
their contrast to model predictions. Human error biases were
clustered around zero, and both high and low values were
quite rare. The ease of implementing optimal attention
seems to influence error biases, but otherwise, category
structure does not influence scores. While error-driven
accounts are clearly applicable in certain instances (Kopp &
Wolff, 2000), the data presented here is a stark
demonstration that under a variety of experimental
circumstances mistakes do not have an immediate effect on
the allocation of attention.
The present work is an attempt to understand how overt
attentional allocation (i.e., gaze) changes over time and in
response to classification feedback. There are currently no
existing theories of category learning explicitly designed to
account for attentional changes in category learning at the

level of eye-movements. We used existing theories of
attentional learning in categorization to guide our initial
hypotheses about how such attentional learning might occur,
while acknowledging that the modelers did not have eyemovements specifically in mind when they developed their
theory. While there is some indication from previous studies
that general trends in attentional learning are captured by
these models, our data suggests that the algorithms used in
extant theories of categorization are not well suited to
changes in trial-by-trial attentional allocation.
Our measure, the error bias, captures the immediate
effects of error. While our data are quite strong in
suggesting that errors do not cause a lot more shifting of
attention than correct trials, it is entirely possible, if not
likely, that error still plays a role in the shifting of attention.
The effects of error may accumulate, or be delayed in time.
It is also possible that the learning of the categories is
influenced by immediate errors, but that attentional
allocation is a function of category knowledge and is thus
only indirectly influenced by errors.
These data suggest that learning algorithms in extant
models are not suitable for modeling eye-movements.
Mixing supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms
provides one possible solution. This approach has been
taken within the LEABRA framework (O'Reilly, 1998) that
incorporates Hebbian learning processes freeing the models
from reliance upon an error signal. There has also been a
recent interest in the various flavors of reinforcement
learning, such as temporal difference learning (Holroyd &
Coles, 2002; Jones & Cañas, 2010; Phillips & Noelle, 2004)
or actor-critic models (Alexander, 2007), partially for
reasons of biological plausibility. While these algorithms are
error-driven, they accumulate a reinforcement history which
may serve to diffuse the impact of trial-by-trial error on
attentional shifting, spreading learning more evenly across
trials. Our lab is currently investigating this possibility.
The problem of identifying the role of selective attention
in learning has broad implications. One of the key benefits
of selective attention is the reduction in complexity of an
information source by biasing the selection of relevant
information. Haider and Frensch (1999) argue that in a wide
variety of tasks, performance is augmented when processing
is limited to task-relevant properties. Research has also
implicated impaired ability to selectively attend in a variety
of clinical contexts. Greenaway and Plaisted (2005) suggest
that autistic children’s distractibility is related to their
inability to selectively attend to stimuli with certain
properties. In more traditional empirical work, Blair and
Homa (2005) demonstrate how training with incomplete
sources of information can lead to selective attention
patterns which hinder performance relative to participants
with no prior training at all. These studies highlight the
importance of developing models that accurately capture the
processes of selective attention. The work presented here
makes progress toward that goal by providing strong
evidence that popular conceptions of error-driven attentional
learning are unsuitable for modeling eye-movements.
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Abstract
Learning in the prototype distortion task is thought to involve
perceptual learning in which category members experience an
enhanced visual response (Ashby & Maddox, 2005). This response likely leads to more efficient processing, which in turn
may result in a feeling of perceptual fluency for category members. We examined the perceptual fluency hypothesis by manipulating fluency independently from category typicality. We
predicted that when perceptual fluency was induced using subliminal priming, this fluency would be misattributed to category membership and would affect categorization decisions.
In a prototype distortion task, participants were more likely
to judge non-members as category members when they were
made perceptually fluent with a matching subliminal prime.
This result suggests that perceptual fluency can be reflective of
category membership and may be used as a cue during some
categorization decisions. In addition, the results provide converging evidence that some types of categorization are based
on perceptual learning.
Keywords: Category Learning; Prototype Learning; Perceptual Fluency; Subliminal Priming

The prototype distortion task was first introduced by Posner and Keele (1968) as a method of studying how category
representations are abstracted and stored. Although variations of the task have been used, in the general form of the
task participants are exposed to a series of dot patterns that
are distortions of a common prototype and form a category.
Next, participants judge whether a series of new dot patterns
are also category members. The pattern of responses given
by participants is thought to reflect the nature of the category representation used to make categorization judgments.
More recently, the task has been used to investigate the role of
perceptual learning in categorization (Casale & Ashby, 2008;
Coutinho, Couchman, Redford, & Smith, 2010).
FMRI studies involving the prototype distortion task have
shown that perceptual learning may be important for abstracting visual prototypes. In three studies (Aizenstein et al.,
2000; P. J. Reber, Stark, & Squire, 1998a, 1998b) visual areas in the occipital cortex showed decreased activity in response to category members relative to non-members. The
authors suggested that this decrease in activation might reflect easier or faster processing of category members, similar
to the type of processing fluency found in repetition priming studies. More specifically, a group of visual cortical cells
may learn to respond strongly to the prototype, less to nonprototypical category members and even less to items that
are not in the category. Across the learning period, perceptual learning causes the cells’ sensitivity and magnitude of
response to increase (Ashby & Maddox, 2005). Because the
increased response is only elicited for category members, its
presence can be used as a cue to category membership.

The perceptual representation system is thought to be an
implicit memory system that supports the improved processing of previously seen stimuli, as described above (Schacter,
1990; Tulving & Schacter, 1990). The perceptual representation system is also particularly sensitive to the similarity
among stimuli. It can generalize across similar stimuli but
not dissimilar stimuli, a process that is important for categorization (Cooper, Schacter, Ballesteros, & Moore, 1992).
Consequently, it has been proposed that the perceptual representation system could support the type of perceptual learning
that is thought to play a role in abstracting visual prototypes
(Casale & Ashby, 2008). In a study where participants were
trained on exemplars that were either high or low distortions
of the prototype, performance was best after training with the
low distortion items. These results illustrate that this type of
prototype abstraction is dependent on visual similarity and
may be mediated by the perceptual representation system.
Another study investigating the processes underlying prototype learning has come to a slightly different conclusion
(Coutinho et al., 2010). In this study, participants were
trained on the prototype distortion task either with stimuli that
were all the same size during training and test or with stimuli whose size varied during training and test. Performance
was comparable in both versions of the task. The authors
concluded that low-level perceptual learning is not the only
mechanism for prototype learning because low-level perceptual learning would have been disrupted by variations in size.
Therefore, while it seems that some sort of perceptual learning is important for prototype learning, it is not certain that
this learning is supported by the relatively low-level perceptual representation system.
Regardless of the level at which perceptual learning occurs, the enhanced visual responding that accompanies category members could be informative of category membership
(Ashby & Maddox, 2005). Perceptual fluency is the feeling
of ease or difficulty associated with a mental task (Alter &
Oppenheimer, 2009; Oppenheimer & Frank, 2008). Because
category members experience an enhanced visual response,
this could contribute to a feeling of perceptual fluency for
category members but not for non-members. This feeling of
fluency may be the cue that is used during judgments of category membership, especially in tasks such as the prototype
distortion task.
While perceptual fluency is generally a reliable cue about
the state of the environment, it can be independently manipulated (Oppenheimer, 2008). For example, subliminal priming, figure ground contrast, stimulus duration and stimulus
repetition all affect perceptual fluency. Since perceptual flu-
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ency is a feeling that accompanies a range of cognitive activities, manipulations of perceptual fluency have been shown
to affect a range of judgments, including liking (R. Reber,
Winkielman, & Schwarz, 1998), truth (R. Reber & Schwarz,
1999) and familiarity (Whittlesea, Jacoby, & Girard, 1990;
Whittlesea & Williams, 2000).
Perceptual fluency has not been directly manipulated in the
context of category learning tasks but there are some studies
that point to a role for perceptual fluency in categorization.
Oppenheimer and Frank (2008) investigated the effect of perceptual fluency on semantic categorization judgments. When
category exemplars (e.g., pigeon, hummingbird) were made
less fluent by being printed in a small, difficult to read font,
participants judged them as worse members of a given category (e.g., bird) than when they were presented in a larger,
easy to read font. A feature’s typicality (e.g., lays eggs)
for a given category was similarly affected by the font in
which it was printed. This experiment illustrates that perceptual fluency is important for categorization judgments of
well learned, semantic categories, but it is not clear whether
the same is true during the category learning process.
In another study, the relationship between prototypicality
and fluency was examined using the prototype distortion task
(Winkielman, Halberstadt, Fazendeiro, & Catty, 2006). Here,
fluency was a dependent variable, measured in terms of categorization speed. It was found that stimuli that were more
similar to the prototype were processed more fluently (i.e.,
more quickly) than stimuli that were less like the prototype.
The authors concluded that prototypicality is one of many
variables that can affect fluency. However, this study did not
manipulate fluency directly. It is possible that prototypical
items are categorized more quickly for reasons other than fluency. For example, for prototypical category members that
are far from the category boundary, perhaps a coarse-grained
computation is sufficient to determine category membership.
For less prototypical items that are close to the category
boundary, a more precise calculation may be necessary and
this precision may result in slower categorization decisions.
Therefore, it may not be the case that prototypical items are
perceived more fluently, but that the categorization decision
is easier for items that are farther from the category boundary. A direct manipulation of fluency would rule out this alternate explanation. In addition, the study did not investigate
whether the fluency that is associated with prototypicality is
used to make a judgment about category membership.
In the current study, fluency will be directly manipulated in
order to investigate whether it has an effect on categorization
decisions. Given that perceptual learning seems to be important for visual prototype abstraction and that perceptual fluency is a cue to perceptual learning, it is expected that manipulations of perceptual fluency will affect categorization. Following a training stage in which participants view category
members, participants will complete a test stage in which they
judge whether new items are members of the trained category.
In this stage, fluency will be manipulated using subliminal

priming. Past studies have demonstrated that subliminally
priming a stimulus with itself (i.e., a matching prime) elicits
a feeling of perceptual fluency relative to priming a stimulus
with an unrelated item (i.e., a mismatching prime) (Jacoby &
Whitehouse, 1989; R. Reber et al., 1998; Winkielman & Cacioppo, 2001). We expect that items primed with a matching
prime should be more likely to be endorsed as category members than items primed with a mismatching prime or no prime
because the fluency experienced as a result of the matching
prime will be misattributed to the fluency that coincides with
category membership.

Method
Participants
Participants included 26 students from the University of
Western Ontario who participated in the study either for
course credit or for $5. There were 7 males and 19 females
with a mean age of 20.20 years (SE = 0.71 years).

Materials
The categorization stimuli used in this experiment were similar to the dot patterns that have previously been used to study
prototype abstraction (P. J. Reber et al., 1998b; Smith &
Minda, 2001; Posner & Keele, 1968). The to-be-learned category was created by first generating a prototype and then
probabilistically distorting the prototype to create category
members that were similar to the prototype.
To create the prototype, nine points were randomly selected from a 30 x 30 grid and the points were joined to form
a polygon. Distortions of the prototype, which formed the tobe-learned category, were created by probabilistically moving
each of the nine points of the prototype. Specifically, a series
of rings was created around each point in the prototype. The
first ring was the single coordinate containing the point itself, the second ring was the eight coordinates surrounding
the point, the third ring was the coordinates immediately surrounding the second ring, and so on up to the fifth ring. To
distort the prototype, each of the nine points had a probability of .24 of moving to the second ring, .16 of moving to the
third ring, .30 of moving to the fourth ring and .30 of moving to the fifth ring. Once the ring that a point would move
to was determined, a coordinate within that ring was chosen
randomly for the point’s new location. This procedure was
carried out for each of the nine points in every distortion. A
total of 100 distortions of the prototype were created: 40 to be
used in the training stage and 20 to be used as targets in each
of three priming conditions in the test stage. Figure 1 shows
the prototype of the category, which was never presented to
participants, some distortions of the prototype that were category members and some randomly generated polygons that
were unrelated, non-categorical patterns.
The non-categorical polygons were created to be used in
the test phase of the experiment. Each non-categorical polygon was created using the same method as was used to create
the category prototype. No distortions were created for any of
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these polygons. A total of 100 non-categorical polygons were
created: 20 to be used as targets in each of the three priming
conditions in the test phase, 20 to be used as unrelated primes
for category members and 20 to be used as unrelated primes
for non-category members in the test phase.

Fixation cross
1000 ms
+
Forward mask
250 ms
Prime
33 ms
Backward mask
250 ms

A) Prototype

Target
300 ms
Blank screen
Response terminated

B) Distortions

C) Non-categorical

Figure 1: Shape stimuli used in the experiment. A) The prototype for the category. B) Examples of category members
that were created by distorting the prototype. C) Examples
of unrelated shapes that were not members of the category.
These shapes were all randomly generated.
Stimuli were presented using E-prime software (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA) on a PC with a monitor
refresh rate of 60 Hz. The prototype was 182 x 182 pixels.
Each of the distortions could be slightly larger or smaller than
the prototype, depending on the amount and direction that
each point was distorted. Because each polygon was created
by randomly selecting points on a grid, the shapes were not
necessarily centered on the grid. Each stimulus was manually centered so that all stimuli appeared at the centre of the
screen.

Procedure
The study consisted of a training stage, a test stage and a
prime visibility check. In the training stage, participants
viewed 40 high distortions of the prototype one at a time on
the screen for 5 seconds each. As in prior research, participants were instructed to imagine pointing at the centre of each
shape while it was on the screen to ensure that participants attended to the stimuli (Knowlton & Squire, 1993). Following
the training stage, participants were told that the shapes they
had just seen were members of a single category, in the same
way that a series of pictures of dogs would have all belonged
to the “dog” category.
Next, in the test stage, participants saw 60 new high distortions of the prototype and 60 unrelated shapes one at a time

Figure 2: An illustration of the sequence and timing of events
during the test stage and prime visibility stage. In the test
stage participants categorized the target stimulus. In the
prime visibility stage participants indicated whether the prime
was the same as the target, different than the target or whether
no prime was presented.

and judged whether each item belonged to the category. Figure 2 illustrates the sequence and timing of events in each of
the 120 trials of the test stage. Each trial began with a fixation cross followed by a forward mask made of randomly
oriented line segments. Next, a prime was presented for 33
ms followed by a backward mask of randomly oriented lines.
Finally, the target shape appeared on the screen for 300 ms,
at which point participants indicated whether the shape was a
member of the category by pushing the “y” key for “Yes” and
“n” key for “No”. The target shape was followed by a blank
screen which remained until the participant made a response.
On one third of the trials, the prime was the same as the target
shape, on one third of the trials it was a new unrelated shape
and on one third of the trials there was no prime (i.e., a blank
screen was shown for 33 ms between the masks). The order
of the target shapes was randomized for each participant.
The prime visibility stage was exactly the same as the
test stage except that participants made judgments about the
prime rather than the target shape. In this section, participants were explicitly told about the prime that appeared between the two masks. Their job was to indicate whether the
prime was the same as the target shape, different from the
target shape or whether no prime was presented by pushing
the “s”, “d” or “n” buttons, respectively. This stage was included to measure whether participants were able to perceive
the primes as they were presented in the test stage.
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Results
Prime Visibility
It was important that participants were not able to identify the
primes so that any effect of prime type could be attributed to
feelings of perceptual fluency rather than explicit identification strategies. We were most interested in whether participants were able to identify the content of the prime rather
than the presence of a prime, so we examined whether participants’ performance at discriminating between matching
and mismatching primes was above chance. Four participants
were able to discriminate between matching and mismatching
primes so their data was excluded from further analyses. The
remaining participants scored an average of 48.75% correct
(SE = 1.42%) (chance was 50%).

Categorization Performance
Categorization performance was calculated as proportion of
correct responses during the test stage of the experiment. Participants who failed to perform above 50% correct on this
stage did not demonstrate that they had abstracted any category knowledge. It was assumed that perceptual learning
had not occurred for these participants and perceptual fluency would not be a meaningful cue to category membership.
As a result the data from the three participants whose performance was less than 50% on the test phase was excluded
from the perceptual fluency analysis. The remaining participants scored an average of 61.93% correct (SE = 1.93%),
which is similar to performance in other studies (Knowlton
& Squire, 1993; P. J. Reber et al., 1998b, 1998a).
We predicted that regardless of actual category membership, stimuli primed with a matching prime would be more
likely to be endorsed as category members than stimuli
primed with mismatching prime or when there was no prime.
If matching primes cause an increase in category endorsement, this would result in an increase in the proportion of
correct responses to category members and a decrease in the
proportion of correct responses for non-members. A 2 (Category member vs. Non-member) x 3 (Prime: Match, Mismatch, None) within-subjects ANOVA found that categorization of non-members (M = .69, SE = .04) and members (M =
.55, SE = .05) did not differ, F(1, 18) = 3.41, p = .08. This
trend for non-members to be correctly categorized more often
than members is likely a reflection of participants’ conservative response strategy, where the overall proportion of ‘no’ responses was .57. There was no difference in performance for
stimuli primed by matching primes (M = .59, SE = .05), mismatching primes (M = .64, SE = .04) or no prime (M = .62,
SE = .05), F(2, 36) = 1.86, p = .17. Importantly, as illustrated
in Figure 3A, there was an interaction between prime type
and category membership, F(2, 36) = 5.32, p = .009. Tukey’s
HSD tests were used to investigate the effect of prime type
separately for category members and non-members. Contrary to what was predicted, there was no effect of prime
type for category members, as the proportion correct for all
prime types was the same, all q’s < 3, p’s > .10. However,

this was not the case for non-members– prime type did affect
proportion correct for non-category members. Specifically,
performance for matching primed non-category stimuli was
lower than performance for non-category stimuli that were
not primed, q(3, 36) = 4.65, p = .006. Performance on matching primed items was also worse than when a mismatching
prime was given q(3, 36) = 3.72, p = .03, but there was no
difference between mismatching primed items and items that
were not primed, q(3, 36) = 0.93, p = .79.
We also predicted that the fluency manipulation would be
reflected in the time taken to make a categorization judgment.
We considered only correct responses, as is typical of reaction
time analyses. We expected that category members that were
primed with a matching prime would be categorized more
quickly than those not primed, which would be categorized
more quickly than those primed with a mismatching prime.
As discussed above, for non-members the effect of the prime
was to decrease categorization accuracy. Since only correct
responses were considered in this analysis, we did not expect to see much, if any, influence of prime type on categorization speed for non-members. For each participant, all responses more than two standard deviations from their average
response time were removed and then the average response
time for correct responses in each condition was calculated.
A 2 (Category member vs. Non-member) x 3 (Prime: Match,
Mismatch, None) within-subjects ANOVA was used to investigate the average response time for each condition. Category
members (M = 712 ms, SE = 64 ms) and non-members (M
= 713 ms, SE = 74 ms) were categorized at the same speed,
F(1, 18) = 0.00, p = .99. There was no difference in reaction
time for stimuli primed by matching primes (M = 706 ms, SE
= 68 ms), mismatching primes (M = 729 ms, SE = 70 ms) or
no prime (M = 702 ms, SE = 65 ms), F(2, 36) = 0.61, p = .55.
Importantly, as illustrated in Figure 3B, there was an interaction between prime type and category membership, F(2, 36)
= 3.78, p = .03. Tukey’s HSD tests were used to investigate
the effect of prime type separately for category members and
non-members. Category members primed with a mismatching prime took longer to categorize than members that were
not primed (q(3, 36) = 3.57, p = .04) but did not take longer
than members primed with a matching prime (q(3, 36) = 2.54,
p = .19). Time to categorize category members primed by a
matching prime and not primed did not differ, q(3, 36) = 1.03,
p = .75. As expected, mismatching primes slowed the categorization of category members, but the expected speeding by
matching primes was not found. Prime type had no effect on
categorization time for non-category members, all q’s < 2.0,
p’s > .40.

Discussion
We found that categorization judgments were affected by perceptual fluency. When stimuli that were not members of the
category were preceded by a matching prime, tendency to
incorrectly endorse the stimulus as a category member increased, causing the proportion of correct categorization re-
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Figure 3: A) Proportion of correct responses for category members and non-members with each type of prime. B) Response
time for correct categorization of category members and non-members with each type of prime. Error bars denote standard
error.
sponses to decrease. While the proportion of category members correctly endorsed as belonging to the category was unaffected by subliminal priming, the prime type did affect the
time taken to categorize category members. Categorization
of members was slowed when preceded by a mismatching
prime. The prime likely acted as a cue that the item was not
a category member, and it took time for participants to reconcile the conflict between the item’s true category membership
and the prime, slowing categorization.
We initially hypothesized that perceptual fluency would
have an opposite effect on categorization accuracy for category members and non-members, but only categorization accuracy of non-members was affected. It is likely that perceptual fluency is one of many cues to category membership,
and there is a limit to how much a feeling of fluency can influence a categorization decision. We have suggested that a
feeling of perceptual fluency is present for all category members based on perceptual learning during the training stage.
Perhaps the additional feeling of fluency from the matching
prime had little effect on the categorization of members because the fluency associated with perceptual learning already
had the maximal effect on the categorization decision. In
other words, a fluency threshold had already been reached for
category members so the fluency manipulation had no effect
on category assignment.1 Non-members, on the other hand,
did not produce an enhanced visual response and were not accompanied by a feeling of fluency. When perceptual fluency
was induced by priming, it was used as a signal to category
1 Note that this does not necessarily imply perfect categorization
of category members. While the perceptual fluency component of
the categorization decision may have been maximized, there are
other factors that may cause a category member to be incorrectly
categorized.

membership and the proportion of items endorsed as category
members was increased.
Although the perceptual fluency manipulation was not reflected in categorization performance for category members,
it was reflected in response time. Because response time is a
continuous measure, it may be more sensitive than the all-ornone categorization decision, allowing it to reflect changes
in fluency within category members that were not reflected
in categorization accuracy. Indeed, prime type did affect
response time for category members such that the categorization decision was slowed by mismatching primes. On
the other hand, we did not find that matching primes sped
the categorization of members. This supports our hypothesis that category members have reached a fluency threshold.
Increases in fluency did not confer any speed advantage but
decreases in fluency caused the fluency level to drop below
the threshold, resulting in slowed categorization. We also
found that primes did not affect the categorization speed of
non-members. Recall that matching primes resulted in more
incorrect responses for non-members. Because the response
time analysis only considered correct responses, the effect of
the prime was essentially eliminated for non-members so that
no differences in response times were observed.
It is important to note that the effect of the primes is not
because participants have adopted explicit response strategies based on the identity of the primes. In the prime visibility stage of the experiment, participants were explicitly instructed to look for the primes and all participants who were
able to discriminate between the primes were excluded from
all categorization analyses. Therefore, we can be confident
that the primes were subliminal and their effect was on feelings of fluency rather than on explicit response strategies.
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The implications of the current study are limited to situations in which participants are trained on a single category. In
many categorization studies, including a variant of the traditional prototype distortion task, participants are trained to categorize items as belonging to one of two categories (i.e., category A or category B). Perceptual learning may also occur in
this version of the prototype distortion task, but it should not
be informative about category membership, as it is in the traditional prototype distortion task (Ashby & Maddox, 2005).
In this task, all test items should elicit a feeling of fluency
because all items are members of a category. Because the
feeling of fluency is present for both categories, it cannot be
used in the categorization decision. Therefore, the perceptual fluency manipulation that affected categorization performance in the current study should not affect performance in a
task where two categories are learned. However, the fluency
manipulation may still affect judgments such as the typicality and attractiveness of the stimulus, which are influenced by
perceptual fluency. We are currently carrying out studies to
test these predictions.

Conclusion
This study has provided the first evidence that feelings of
perceptual fluency impact categorization decisions for some
newly learned categories. These results also provide further
evidence that category learning can involve perceptual learning. Future research is needed to investigate the extent to
which perceptual fluency is used for a wider range of categorization decisions.
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Abstract

around us is a valid predictor of the state of the
environment is an important skill.
One way in which probabilistic environments are
especially interesting is that they make it difficult for
learners to determine which information is relevant. For
example, in a classic study of learning from probabilistic
cues, Castellan (1973) demonstrated that the mere
presence of irrelevant cues tended to reduce the use of
relevant ones. Further, he found that use of relevant cues
was impacted most when they were moderately
predictive. When the relevant cues were highly predictive,
participants seldom used irrelevant information, and when
cues were only slightly predictive, participants could not
learn which which of them were predictive. Not
surprisingly, the concept of attention is often invoked to
account for data of this type, as in the case of Kruschke
and Johanson’s (1999) Rapid Attention Shifts ‘N’
Learning (RASHNL) model of probabilistic cue learning.
In RASHNL attention to cues shifts after the agent
receives an error signal. The purpose of attentional shift is
solely for error reduction. The model performs its task
well, in that it successfully learns to classify categories in
a probabilistic environment. However the literature is
beginning to show that attentional shifts in probabilistic
category learning serve purposes above and beyond error
reduction.
In a recent study, Little and Lewandowsky (2009)
found that participants learning categories with
probabilistic cues retained more information about an
irrelevant cue than participants in a non-probabilistic
condition. This suggests that attention to irrelevant cues
increases in probabilistic environments, and that
participants in such environments may allocate their
attention for purposes other than reducing errors. It also
suggests that people may attend to information that they
do not use in their category judgments.
Unfortunately, differentiating attention to a cue from
cue use has been difficult. Often methods of gauging
attention to a cue have equated attention with utilization
through the use of transfer stimuli (e.g. Blair and Homa,
2005). While this method does provide a great deal of
insight into learning, it is unable to tell us when
participants are sampling information without actually

The present study used eye-tracking to examine the
relationship between attention and category learning in
probabilistic environments. While training, participants
received either perfect feedback (100% accurate), or one of
three different levels of probabilistic feedback (87.5%,
75% or 62.5% accurate). It was found that participants in
the 87.5% condition were more accurate than participants
in the other two probabilistic feedback conditions.
However, despite their greater accuracy, participants in the
87.5% condition continued to attend to irrelevant
information as frequently as those in the other two
probabilistic conditions. This shows that: (1) cues that are
not utilized in making a categorization decision may still be
frequently attended to, and (2) attentional learning is not as
tightly coupled to improving accuracy as current formal
models suggest.
Keywords: Category Learning; Attention; Eye-Tracking;
Categorization; Probability Learning.

Introduction
Although our actual learning environment is frequently
probabilistic, most of what we know about human
category learning comes from experiments where
participants are provided with an ideal learning
environment: both perfectly predictive cues and
completely accurate feedback. While there is valuable
information to be gained from such studies, it is also
possible that they overlook interesting learning processes
found only in more natural, probabilistic environments.
In the real world, people must frequently assess the
quality of the information they receive to guide their
actions. Although the weather forecast might predict
sunshine for the day a cloud formation over head may
then further change our expectation: we may prepare for
rain instead. In this probabilistic environment, the forecast
is not a perfect predictor of outcome. Alternatively, the
user of a damaged GPS system is unlikely to rely on the
device for directions to an important meeting given that it
is unreliable, while that same driver is very likely to let
off the gas when the very reliable speedometer gets too
far above the speed limit. Knowing what information
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using it. One way to examine attention independent of cue
use is with eye-tracking. Eye-tracking has successfully
been used to study a range of cognitive phenomena
(Yarbus, 1967) such as visual search (Liversedge and
Findlay, 2000) and reading (Rayner, 1998). Recently it
has also been employed to study the allocation of
attention in the context of category learning (e.g. Rehder
and Hoffman, 2005a; Blair, Watson, Walshe, & Maj,
2009). By recording eye movements and fixations, we
gain fine-grained spatial and temporal information about
what participants are overtly attending that cannot be
measured by via cue utilization. Support for eye-tracking
as a measure of attention is found in neurological studies
showing that eye movements share the same anatomical
and functional networks used for covert shifts in attention
(Corbetta et al., 1998). Perhaps more importantly, eyetracking results have been shown to mirror the attentional
biases and parameters found in formal models of
categorization (Rehder and Hoffman, 2005b; Kruschke,
Kappenman, and Hetrick, 2005).
The present study uses eye-tracking to further
investigate the effect of probabilistic environments on
attentional allocation. Participants trained on a category
structure with an irrelevant dimension while receiving
feedback that was either 100% accurate, or probabilistic
(either 87.5%, 75%, or 62.5% accurate). Consistent with
the findings of Castellan (1973) and Little and
Lewandowsky (2009) it is expected that attentional
allocation will be less efficient in probabilistic
environments. It is also expected, based on previous
research (e.g. Nosofsky & Little, 2010), that this negative
impact of probabilistic feedback on attentional learning
will be mirrored by a similar impact on accuracy. In light
of previously documented dissociations between task
accuracy and attentional allocation (e.g., Blair, Watson &
Meier, 2009; Rehder & Hoffman, 2005a), we are
particularly interested in evidence that participants may
be strategically attending to information that does not
influence their categorization decision. In the context of a
probabilistic task, there may be strategic uses of attention
that are not concerned with immediate response accuracy.
For example, one might attend to irrelevant information
just in case there is a shift in the environmental
contingencies, or to avoid settling on a sub-optimal
strategy. If such dissociations between attentional learning
and category learning exist, then, following Castellan
(1973), it is likely they will occur in conditions where the
probabilities are moderate.
Some of the prior work examining probabilistic
environments has looked at validity assessment. For
example, Droll, Abbey & Eckstein (2009) asked
participants to estimate the validity of a cue in terms of
predicting the presence of a target. They found that
participants slightly overestimated the validity of poor
predictors (those that predicted the target on about 10% of
trials) and slightly underestimated the better predictors
(those that were predictive of target on 60% of trials). In
the present study, we are interested to see how people
assess the accuracy of the feedback they receive.

Methods
Participants

157 Simon Fraser University undergraduate students with
normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated in the
study for course credit. Four participants were excluded
from analysis for not completing all trials in the
experiment. Eleven participants were excluded for
random response behavior indicated by both abnormally
fast response times (1 SD below the mean) and poor
performance (accuracy at chance (0.25)).

Stimuli

The stimulus resembled a three-armed microorganism,
with one feature located in each arm (see Figure 1). The
background image of the three-armed organism was
selected randomly on each trial from nine possible
images. The images differed subtly in background detail
to increase the presentation of unique images in the task.
Each arm contained one of three possible feature types.
The locations of the three possible features were
randomized for each participant, but were presented in the
same location on the micro-organism throughout the
experiment. Each of the three features had two possible
values. The difference between the two values was a
subtle change in a feature property. This binary structure
allows for eight possible combinations of specific feature
values. Our design used four categories, defined by the
values of two relevant features (Table 1). The third feature
was always irrelevant. Relevance was assigned randomly
across the possible locations and the possible feature
images.
The full micro-organism subtended 16.3° of visual
angle. The features contained within the micro-organism
were located centrally in the arm. The features each
subtended 1.3° and were separated by 10.6°.

Procedure
At the start of the experiment participants viewed a series
of instructions telling them that they had been hired by a
space laboratory to classify samples of alien organisms
according to which chemical the organism produced:
sodium, potassium, calcium, or lithium. They were told

Figure 1. An example of the stimulus background (left)
and the possible features values (right).
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Table 1. Category Structure by Feature Value.
Relevant
Relevant
Feature #1 Feature #2

Irrelevant
Feature

0
0
0
0
1
1

0
0
1
1
0
0

0
1
0
1
0
1

1
1

1
1

0
1

All gaze data were collected with a Tobii X120
eyetracker (sampling at 120 Hz) accurate to within 0.5º.
Raw gaze locations were transformed into fixations. We
used a modified dispersion threshold algorithm (Salvucci
& Goldberg, 2000) to transform raw gaze data to fixations
(thresholds or of 1.9º and 75 ms were used. Circular areas
of interest were defined, extending to 140 pixels from
each feature’s centre. Absolute values of fixation locations
were corrected using information from the fixation cross
to adjust for shifts in participants’ posture and eye-tracker
drift.

Category
A
B
C

Results

D

Accuracy

As seen in Figure 2, participant’s performance generally
improved, though there were also clear differences
between conditions. This was supported by a mixed
model analysis of variance (ANOVA) using Condition
(100%, 87.5%, 75% and 62.5% feedback accuracy) as a
between subjects factor and Block (early, middle and late
trials) as a within subjects factor. This showed a main
effect of Condition (F(3,142)=15.33, p<0.001) and a main
effect of Block (F(1.39, 196.89)=93.71, p<0.001, HuynhFeldt correction).
The effect of training on performance was not uniform
across conditions as was shown by a significant
interaction between Block and Condition (F(4.16, 196.89)
=6.246, p<0.001, Huynh-Feldt correction). Looking at
Figure 2, it is clear that the interaction between Block and
Accuracy is due to relatively rapid improvement in the
87.5% condition. As the experiment progresses, accuracy
in the 87.5% condition diverges from accuracy in the 75%
condition, and converges with accuracy in the 100%
condition. Pairwise comparisons confirmed that accuracy
in the 87.5% condition is not statistically different from
accuracy in the 75% condition within Block 1 (p=0.15),
but is different in Blocks 2 and 3 (ps!0.02).
By Block 2, accuracy in the 87.5% condition has
increased to the point where it is no longer significantly
different from the 100% condition (p=0.35), but accuracy
in the 75% condition has not improved as rapidly,
remaining significantly below accuracy in the 87.5% and
100% conditions (ps!0.02). These changes seen in Block
2 continue through Block 3 where there is no significant
difference in accuracy between the 87.5% and 100%
conditions (p=0.69), while accuracy in the 75% condition
continues to fall behind the 87.5% condition, remaining
significantly worse than in both the 87.5% and 100%
conditions (ps!0.005).
Accuracy in the 62.5% condition was significantly
different from the 100% and 87.5% conditions
(ps!0.001), and marginally different from the 75%
condition (p=0.07) in Block 1. In Blocks 2 and 3,
accuracy in the 62.5% condition was significantly
different from accuracy in all other conditions (ps!0.01).
These findings suggest that performance (measured by
accuracy) is robust against some levels of probabilistic
feedback.

that after each trial a professor would offer an opinion
about which element the organism provided. Participants
were informed that the professor may not be correct on all
trials.
The experiment consisted of 15 blocks of 24 trials each,
for a total of 360 trials. Trials began with a fixation cross
which flashed between indigo and yellow in the center of
a white screen. When the fixation cross flashed to indigo,
participants pressed a button on the controller. If the
participant did not press the button on one of the three
indigo cross presentations, then the stimulus was
displayed after 1500ms. This was designed to ensure that
participants fixated on the central cross between trials, a
necessity if accurate post-hoc drift corrections were
needed. Participants then viewed the stimulus until they
were ready to make a category decision. The possible
responses were assigned to categories A, B, C and D (as
in Table 1). Participants responded using four buttons on a
Logitech game pad. After they made their category
response, the stimulus remained on screen, and text with
both the participant’s response (e.g. “You: sodium”) and
the feedback response (e.g. “Professor: lithium”) were
presented.The location of professor feedback was counter
balanced between participants (top left or top right corner
of the feedback screen). Participant response was
presented in the opposite corner (top left or top right).
The accuracy of the professor’s feedback varied by
subject condition. The possible feedback conditions,
counterbalanced across participants, were 100%, 87.5%,
75% and 62.5% correct feedback. When a subject was
assigned to the 100% feedback condition, the professor’s
feedback was correct for every trial of the experiment. In
cases of imperfect feedback the professor was correct on a
pre-specified number of trials. For example, in the 75%
condition, the professor provided the correct answer on a
randomly selected 18 of the 24 trials in each blocks. On
trials where the professor was incorrect, the answer
provided was randomly selected from one of the three
possible incorrect answers.
At the end of the experiment, participants were asked to
provide an estimate of how accurate they thought the
professor was. They were reminded that chance was 25%
accuracy (given that there are four possible categories).
They typed in their response, prompted to respond
between 0-100%.
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Probability of fixating the irrelevant feature

100%
87.5%
75%
62.5%

Accuracy

0.75

0.5

1

2
Block (1 Block = 120 Trials)

3

0.5

0.25

0

1

2
Block (1 Block = 120 Trials)

3

Figure 3. The probability of fixating an irrelevant
dimension during stimulus presentation in the
early middle, and late stages of the experiment.
Error bars reflect standard error of the mean.

Figure 2. Classification accuracy in the early, middle
and late stages of the experiment. Error bars reflect
standard error of the mean.

Attentional Learning

probability of fixating the irrelevant feature between the
100% condition and the 62.5% and 75% conditions
(ps!0.029), and a marginal difference between the 100%
condition and the 87.5% condition (p=0.071).

Estimates of Feedback Accuracy

Participants in all conditions tended to underestimate
feedback quality. The mean estimates were 72%
(SD=26.9) for the 100% condition, 65% (SD=18.5) for
the 87.5% condition, 60% (SD=18.0%) for the 75%
condition, and 48% (SD=17.1) for the 62.5% condition.
However, participants also tended to provide higher

Feedback Estimate

100

A

50

0
0
100

Feedback Estimate

Attentional learning was measured by the probability of
fixating the irrelevant feature. If participants are learning
to more efficiently allocate their attention, then there
should be a decrease in the probability of fixating this
third feature.
As seen in Figure 3, participants in all conditions
showed a decrease in probability of fixating the irrelevant
feature over time, but there were some differences
between conditions. This was supported by a repeated
measures ANOVA using Condition as a between-subjects
factor and Block as a within-subjects factor. There was a
main effect of Block (F(1.54, 219.43)=107.7, p<0.001,
"p2=0.431 Huynh-Feldt correction), and a main effect of
Condition (F(3,142)=7.134, p<0.001, "p2=0.131). Unlike
the results for accuracy, probability of fixating the
irrelevant feature showed no significant interaction
between Block and Condition (F(4.64, 219.43)=1.40,
p=0.229 Huynh-Feldt correction). This indicates that no
condition changed at a rate different from the others the
way that the 87.5% condition did compared to the other
conditions with respect to accuracy.
The results suggest that whereas performance
(measured by accuracy) is robust against some levels of
probabilistic feedback, attentional learning (measured by
probability of fixating the irrelevant feature) is not. There
is no increase in attentional learning in the 87.5%
condition relative to the 75% condition that parallels the
relative increase in accuracy shown by the 87.5%
condition. Although the 87.5% and 75% conditions
diverge with respect to accuracy after Block 1, no similar
divergence was found in the probability of fixating the
irrelevant feature. Multiple comparisons showed that the
87.5% condition never significantly differs from the 75%
condition with respect to probability of fixating the
irrelevant feature (p=0.689). In fact, there were no
significant differences in probability of fixating the
irrelevant feature between any of the probabilistic
feedback (87.5%, 75% and 62.5%) conditions (ps#0.119).
There were however significant differences in the

100%
87.5%
75%
62.5%

50

0
0

100
Feedback Estimate

0.25

0.75

50
100
Participant Accuracy

C

Feedback Estimate

1

50
100
Participant Accuracy

B

50

0
0
100

50
100
Participant Accuracy

D

50

0
0

50
100
Participant Accuracy

Figure 4. Estimate of feedback accuracy versus
participant accuracy for (A) the 100% condition, (B)
the 87.5% condition, (C) the 75% condition and (D)
the 62.5% condition.
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feedback estimates if their own accuracy was higher,
except in the 62.5% condition (Figure 4D).
Analyses show significant strong correlations between
participant accuracy and estimate of feedback accuracy in
the 100% condition (r = 0.615, p < 0.001), 87.5%
condition (r = 0.517, p < 0.001), and the 75% condition (r
= 0.474, p = 0.003). There is no significant correlation in
the 62.5% condition (r = -0.063, p = 0.724). This suggests
that participants’ perceptions of the accuracy of feedback
were influenced by their own overall performance, though
it is also possible that performance was improved by
increased confidence in the feedback.

This paper takes a step in answering a broader research
question: what happens in category learning beyond
classification? Attention seems to function in a more
conservative and less error driven way, whereas in
models, changes in attention are strictly for error
reduction (e.g. Krushke & Johansen, 1999). Our findings
also suggest that participants are more active than these
models suggest. Humans actively sample the information
in the environment even when not using it to make
judgments, which is inconsistent with these models’
predictions that learning agents passively wait for
feedback and correct weights to reduce error.
Our findings also show that there are qualitative
differences between different levels of probabilistic
feedback. Even though the feedback quality was spaced
evenly between conditions, there were qualitative
differences isolated to certain groups. Only the
participants in the 87.5% feedback condition showed
dissociation between accuracy and attentional learning. It
appears that below a certain threshold, the limited
information available in a probabilistic learning
environment more severely hinders both accuracy and
attentional learning. This is exemplified by poor
performance and reduced attentional learning the 62.5%
condition. Further support for a nonlinear difference
between the four feedback conditions comes from
participants’ estimates of feedback accuracy. Participants
with moderate probabilistic (75% or 87.5%) or perfect
(100%) feedback accuracies tend to estimate higher
feedback accuracy as their own performance improves
(see Figure 4), but this finding does not extend to the low
feedback quality condition (62.5%). This suggests that
there is an important difference between 62.5% and 75%
conditions. In our experiment, 12.5% feedback accuracy
evenly separates the adjacent conditions. These qualities
found in some conditions but not others (the accuracy
versus attentional learning dissociation in 87.5%
condition and the non-predictiveness of performance in
estimating feedback accuracy in the 62.5% condition)
indicate that the linear manipulations of the probabilistic
learning environment - equally separating conditions - do
not impact learning in a linear way.
Participants assigned to conditions that provide
moderate feedback quality (75% and 87.5%) estimate that
their feedback quality is similar (60% and 65%,
respectively). These groups also showed a similar
probability of fixating an irrelevant feature (see Figure 3).
It may be that confidence in feedback (as measured by
participant estimate of feedback accuracy) influences
participants’ strategy. Those who are less confident in
their feedback quality, but who still have sufficient
information to gauge their performance (the 87.5% and
75%) are more likely to adopt a conservative attentional
allocation strategy and fixate irrelevant features.
We suggest that the observed dissociation between
attentional learning and accuracy results from a delay in
attentional learning (Rehder & Hoffman, 2005a; Blair,
Watson & Meier, 2009). A next step would be to increase
the number of trials in the experiment to see if accuracy in
lower probabilistic conditions (e.g. 75% and 62.5%

Discussion
The present study reveals an interesting difference
between category learning (measured by accuracy) and
attentional learning (measured by probability of fixating
the irrelevant feature). Of particular interest to us was the
effect of moderate probabilistic feedback. We see that
average accuracy in the 87.5% feedback condition
diverges from the other two probabilistic conditions, and
rapidly matches accuracy in the 100% correct feedback
condition. However, the probability of fixating the
irrelevant feature displays no parallel improvement. The
probability of fixating the irrelevant feature in the 87.5%
condition never differs from that of the other two
conditions (62.5% and 75%), and remains higher than in
the 100% condition. This suggests that attentional
learning is more sensitive to probabilistic feedback than
performance. In other words, when faced with some
levels of probabilistic feedback, people are able to
improve their accuracy even though they do not show a
corresponding improvement in attentional learning.
Although attending to all of the information available on
the stimulus is inefficient, participants may have had
strategic reasons for continuing to attend to it, for
example, to reduce the risk that meaningful information
might be skipped over.
In the categorization literature, “attention” is often
operationalized as the influence of a cue on a behavioral
response. However, the dissociation of attentional
learning and accuracy improvement supports the idea that
there is more to attention than using a cue in making a
category decision. Participants can attend an irrelevant
feature without the irrelevant cue influencing their
response accuracy (Figure 2). The idea that category
learning and attentional learning are distinct is supported
by recent research. For example, Rehder and Hoffman
find that participants will optimize their attention only
after their responses are mostly accurate (Rehder &
Hoffman, 2005a). Further understanding the complex
relationship between category learning and attentional
learning is important for developing a comprehensive
model of categorization. In future work, we intend to
examine the relationship between the duration, ordering
and frequency of fixations in addition to the probability of
fixating an irrelevant feature as it was reported above.
These measures would provide a richer description of
attentional learning to inform the development of a model
of categorization.
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feedback) would improve to match participants in a
perfect feedback baseline condition for poor feedback
conditions (as seen with the the 87.5% condition).
Another direction for future research is to investigate
whether merely being told that feedback might be
probabilistic, even when it is not actually probabilistic - as
occurred with participants in the 100% condition - is
enough to influence accuracy, attentional learning, and
estimates of feedback accuracy. We are currently
conducting an experiment wherein all participants receive
perfect feedback, but half receive instructions that
indicate that feedback is perfect, while the other half
receive instructions that indicate that feedback might be
probabilistic.
We should note that probabilistic environments are
created in different ways. Past research has investigated
exception patterns (Homa, Proulx, & Blair, 2008),
probabilistic cuing (Little & Lewandowsky, 2009) and
probabilistic feedback (Krushke & Johansen, 1999).
While some of these cases are structurally identical, it is
not clear whether participants would actually treat them
identically. For example, fixating irrelevant stimulus
features may persist even longer in situations where the
participants believe the cues are probabilistic, than in
situations where they believe it is the feedback is
unreliable. This would not be the first finding of an
asymmetry in categorization. For example Ross and
Markman (2003) provide evidence that people do not treat
the category label as just another cue. Probabilistic
environments, including ones created by imperfect
feedback, provide an interesting platform for
experimentation. They act as improvements over ideal
learning environments with respect to ecological validity
and they elicit interesting learning strategies. The results
of this paper show an example of such a learning strategy:
conservative attentional allocation in the face of an
uncertain environment.
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Abstract
Progress in studying human categorization has typically involved comparing generalization judgments made by people to
those made by models for a variety of training conditions. In
this paper, we explore an alternative method for understanding human category learning—iterated learning—which can
directly expose the inductive biases of human learners and categorization models. Using a variety of stimulus sets, we compare the results of iterated learning experiments with human
learners to results from two prominent classes of computational models: prototype models and exemplar models. Our results indicate that human learning is not perfectly captured by
either type of model, lending support to the theory that people
use intermediate representations between these two extremes.
Keywords: categorization; inductive bias; iterated learning;
Bayesian methods

Introduction
The ability to learn new categories from examples is a basic
component of human cognition, and one of the earliest to be
studied by psychologists (Hull, 1920). This long history of
investigation has resulted in a number of computational models of category learning, including approaches based on inferring decision rules (Ashby & Gott, 1988), extracting prototypes (Reed, 1972), memorizing exemplars (Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Nosofsky, 1986), and combinations of these methods (Nosofsky, Palmeri, & McKinley, 1994; Vanpaemel &
Storms, 2008). This proliferation of models has been complemented by an empirical literature comparing the ability of
different models to account for human behavior. In a typical
experiment, participants are taught the category membership
of a set of training stimuli and then asked to generalize to a
set of test stimuli. Computational models are evaluated on
their ability to predict the resulting patterns of generalization.
Competing models of category learning are commonly presented in terms of their different assumptions about people’s
mental representations of categories and the processes that
translate these representations into behavior. However, we
can also think about these models more abstractly: as methods of learning categories that have different inductive biases.
In machine learning, the inductive bias of a learner is defined
to be those factors other than the observed data that lead the
learner to favor one hypothesis over another (Mitchell, 1997).
Different models of category learning favor different kinds
of hypotheses about the structure of categories. For example, a prototype model favors hypotheses in which categories
are coherent groups of stimuli, while an exemplar model is

more flexible, and can represent categories that consist of
multiple clusters of stimuli spread out across a stimulus space
(Nosofsky, 1998). Evaluating these models thus becomes a
problem of determining the nature of human inductive biases.
In this paper, we use a novel approach to evaluate different
models of category learning. Rather than studying the generalizations people make with different training stimuli, we
use an experimental method designed to provide direct access
to people’s and models’ inductive biases. In this experimental method, iterated learning, each participant is trained with
stimuli that are selected from the responses of the previous
participant. This results in a sequence of category structures
each produced by learning from the previous structure. Mathematical analysis of this process shows that as the sequence
gets longer, the structures that emerge will be consistent with
the inductive biases of the learners (Griffiths & Kalish, 2007).
Intuitively, iterated learning magnifies the small effects that
inductive biases have on people’s generalizations, until those
biases are all that is reflected in the data. We use iterated
learning to expose the inductive biases of human learners
and compare them to those of categorization models. Our
work demonstrates that iterated learning complements traditional categorization experiments and provides a new dataset
against which computational models can be compared.

Models of category learning
A wide range of formal approaches have been used to model
human categorization. In this paper, we organize our analysis
around two of the most prominent models—prototype and exemplar models—illustrating how our approach can be used to
evaluate categorization models by empirically exploring human inductive biases. In future work, we hope to extend this
analysis to incorporate a more extensive range of models.

Prototype models
Prototype models of categorization represent each category
with a single point—the prototype—which captures the central tendency of that category (Reed, 1972). The similarity
of a novel stimulus x to a category j is given by η j (x) =
exp{−d(x, µ j )}, where µ j is the prototype of category j, and
d(·, ·) is some distance metric between stimuli. The distance
metric can be chosen to be more sensitive to certain dimensions, reflecting the fact that category members may have
more or less variance along each dimension. Given a collec-
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tion of observed category members, the probability of classifying a novel object x under category j is calculated as
β j η j (x)γ
,
(1)
P( j|x) =
∑ j0 β j0 η j0 (x)γ
where β j is a response bias towards category j, and γ is a
response scaling parameter.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1: Stimuli used in the experiment. (a) Shepard circles,
(b) rectangles, (c) Cortese blobs, and (d) Shepard blobs.

Exemplar models
Exemplar models (Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Nosofsky, 1986)
represent a category with all of its observed members. Rather
than calculating a single prototype for each category, exemplar models sum over all previously observed examples, the
exemplars. The similarity of a novel stimulus to category j is
given by η j (x) = ∑y∈ j exp{−d(x, y)}, where y is an exemplar
belonging to category j, and d(·, ·) is again some suitable distance metric between stimuli. Given a collection of categories
and observations, the probability of classifying a novel object
x under category j is the same as in the prototype models,
given by Equation 1.

Interpolating between prototypes and exemplars
Prototype and exemplar models can be viewed as opposite
ends of a spectrum of models which vary in the complexity of
their representations. Prototype models use the simplest representation: a single point for each category, while exemplar
models use the most complex representation: all observed
category members. Recently, models have been developed
which interpolate between these extremes by grouping the
observed stimuli into clusters and representing each cluster
using a single point. These models adopt a flexible representation where clusters are added as warranted by the data. Examples include SUSTAIN (Love, Medin, & Gureckis, 2004),
the varying abstraction model (Vanpaemel & Storms, 2008),
the rational model of categorization (Anderson, 1991), and
the hierarchical Dirichlet process (Griffiths, Canini, Sanborn,
& Navarro, 2007; Teh, Jordan, Beal, & Blei, 2006). Because
these models can behave like prototype models, exemplar
models, or anything in-between, they can potentially explain
experimental results that suggest that people use flexible representations to learn categories.

Iterated learning
The categorization models introduced in the previous section
correspond to learners with different capabilities and preferences for category representations. In categorization research, comparisons of different models typically proceed by
presenting each model (as well as human participants) with
a set of training data and comparing the generalization predictions made by the learners. While this method allows us
to quantitatively measure the degree to which each model explains the human data, it does not directly expose the underlying inductive biases of the learners. Iterated learning is an
experimental method designed to give a pure estimate of inductive biases (Griffiths & Kalish, 2007).
The central concept of the iterated learning framework is
that the training data given to a learner (either a human par-

ticipant or a learning model) are not directly specified by the
experimental design; rather, they are sampled from a previous
learner’s generalization responses. The learners are arranged
into a chain, where the responses from the first learner are
used as training data for the second learner, and so on. Because each learner’s responses depend only on the previous
learner’s, the chain is formally a Markov process, and therefore the responses will converge to a stationary distribution.
Griffiths and Kalish (2007) provided an analysis of iterated
learning under the assumption that learners use Bayesian inference, sampling hypotheses from the posterior distribution
given by Bayes’ rule: P(h|d) ∝ P(h)P(d|h). In this case, the
observed responses in the iterated learning chain will converge to the prior distribution P(h), therefore allowing us to
directly expose the inductive biases of the learners in the form
of the prior over hypotheses.

Exploring human inductive biases
Using the iterated learning methodology, we performed a categorization experiment to explore the inductive biases of both
people and models and to create a new dataset which can be
used as a resource by other researchers.

Method
Participants The experimental participants included 640
workers from Amazon Mechanical Turk, who received a payment of $0.50, and 160 students at the University of California, Berkeley, who received course credit, for a total of
800. The experiment had 16 conditions, resulting from the
combination of four stimulus sets and four initial category
structures. The eight conditions with the Cortese blobs and
Shepard circles were each replicated six times, and the eight
conditions with the other two stimulus sets were each replicated four times. Each replication of each condition consisted
of an iterated learning chain of 10 generations. Each participant was randomly assigned to a chain in their pool (either
Mechanical Turk or Berkeley students), occupying the next
available generation in the chain.
Stimuli The experiment involved four different sets of stimuli, each of which varied on two dimensions (see Figure 1).
Two of the stimulus sets had separable dimensions, meaning
the dimensions on which they varied are easily differentiated.
These were rectangles that varied in their width and height,
and “Shepard circles” (Shepard, 1964): circles of a varying
diameter with a radius drawn at a varying angle. The other
two stimulus sets had integral dimensions: their dimensions
are not readily apparent, leaving no preferred coordinate sys-
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(a) Shepard circles

(b) Rectangles

(c) Cortese blobs

(d) Shepard blobs

Figure 2: Samples of human data from the experiment. Each row is an iterated learning chain; two replications of each
condition are shown. Black vs. gray pixels indicate category membership, and each image is the generalization responses of
a single learner. Each learner learned from examples from the categories shown to the immediate left. In (a), the y-axis is the
circle’s diameter and the x-axis is the angle of its radius. In (b), the y-axis is the rectangle’s width and the x-axis is its height.
tems for these stimuli in psychological space. These were
both amoeba-like shapes, one from Cortese and Dyre (1996)
which we call “Cortese blobs”, and the other from Shepard
and Cermak (1973) which we call “Shepard blobs”. The
construction of both of these stimulus sets involves varying
the amplitudes and phase-shifts of components of periodic,
trigonometric functions, which are then converted to closed
loops. For each stimulus set, we constructed an equal-spaced,
8-by-8 grid of stimuli and used these 64 to train and test the
human learners.
Procedure Each participant completed a training phase and
a test phase. In the training phase, the participant was trained
to reproduce the category memberships of a random selection of 32 of the 64 stimuli. In the test phase, each participant
classified all 64 items in random order without feedback. In
each training trial, the participant classified a single stimulus from the training set with feedback. For first-generation
learners, this feedback was based on one of four initial category structures, which are shown in the first columns of Figure 2. Two of the initializations—the first and third distinct
ones—are simple linear boundaries compatible with a prototype model. The other two are discretized versions of category structures described by McKinley and Nosofsky (1995).
For the remaining generations, feedback was provided according to the test phase responses of the participant in the
previous generation. Participants were not made aware that
their test responses would be used in later generations and

did not have any contact with other learners from different
generations. The training phase was organized into blocks
containing 32 trials each, with the order of presentation of
the stimuli randomized within each block.
If the participant correctly answered at least 22 of the 32
training trials1 in any training block, they continued to the
test phase. Otherwise, they completed another block of the
training phase. If after 20 blocks or 25 minutes, a participant
had not yet reached the learning threshold, the experiment
was ended, and the data collected so far were not included
in further analyses. There were 21 participants who reached
the maximum number of blocks and 16 who reached the time
limit without achieving the criterion. These participants were
replaced by others to fill in their positions in the chains.

Results
No significant differences were found between the two participant pools, so their data were combined in all further analyses. Figure 2 shows two representative chains of 10 generations for each of the 16 conditions, with gray vs. black pixels
indicating category membership.2 In each row, the first panel
shows the initial category structure, and all other panels show
the category assignments made by a learner in the test phase
1 22/32 correct responses indicates with p < 0.05 that the responses are not purely random, according to an exact Binomial test.
2 To promote further exploration of the results by other
researchers, the full set of results is available online at
http://cocosci.berkeley.edu/iteratedCatData/.
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Stimulus set
Shepard circles
Rectangles
Cortese blobs
Shepard blobs

Dimensions
Separable
Separable
Integral
Integral

Distribution*
Laplace
Laplace
Normal
Normal

Prototype model
Covariance*
γ
independent 1.3731
independent 0.9034
full
0.6516
full
1.0195

ε
0.1516
0.1662
0.0434
0.5093

r*
1
1
2
2

Exemplar model
c
γ
0.8245 2.0678
0.9257 1.5144
0.3717 3.7737
0.8171 1.1993

ε
0.1448
0.1651
0.0417
0.3096

Table 1: The model parameters fit to the human data. * shows parameters fixed by the experimenter rather than fit to the data.
γ are response scaling parameters, ε are noise mixture parameters, r is the exponent of the distance metric, and c is specificity.
after being trained on the category structure to its left.
Most of the Shepard circle chains converged to fairly simple structures using categorization boundaries aligned with
one of the dimensions. For the rectangles, people seem to
prefer three main types of category structures: one with a
category of items on or near the main diagonal (corresponding to squares and square-like rectangles), one with a boundary between the categories along the main diagonal (corresponding to wide vs. tall rectangles), and one with a category
along the top and left borders (corresponding to very narrow
or very short rectangles). The Cortese blob chains seem to
favor boundaries which are roughly aligned with the horizontal axis, but with some variability in their curvature. The results for the Shepard blobs seem quite noisy. Perhaps people
interpreted these stimuli in feature spaces which are rather
different from the dimensions we used to plot the results, or
perhaps because these stimuli are difficult to interpret, people’s inductive biases about them are very weak.

To evaluate whether human inductive biases are consistent
with those of the categorization models, we performed the
same iterated learning procedure using the models.

Deriving the inductive biases of the models

Convergence analysis For all of the stimulus sets, the
chains appear to have converged to their stationary distributions. To quantitatively verify this, we performed a clustering
analysis of the test phase data. The category structures from
each generation of each chain were clustered using the kmeans algorithm, with the variation of information (VI) metric (Meila, 2003) used as the distance function between pairs
of category structures. The VI metric is a measure of the distance between partitions, so it depends only on how stimuli
are classified, and not the locations of those stimuli in the
feature space. The VI metric is invariant to relabelings of the
categories, so two structures which are identical but switch
the category labels would have a VI distance of zero.
Clustering the results from all conditions and generations
of human data, we found that using 10 clusters gave a reasonable result. We used a χ2 test on the histograms of the
number of responses in each of the 10 clusters, comparing
across pairs of generations in all the chains. We found statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) between the initial category structures and all others, as well as between the
first generation of learners and each of the last two generations. This analysis suggests that the overall distribution of
responses has converged to the stationary distribution by the
second generation. To be conservative, we used only the last
five generations of human data in our further evaluations.

Comparing human and model inductive biases
The experimental results described above give a picture of the
inductive biases of human learners for various stimulus sets.

We first set the various model parameters, fixing some based
on the properties of the stimulus sets and fitting others to
the human data. The results of the experiment with human
learners using the rectangle stimulus set suggest that people
prefer an alternative set of dimensions: the logarithms of the
area (width × height) and aspect ratio (width ÷ height) of
the rectangles. These dimensions roughly correspond to the
main diagonals in the plots in Figure 2(b). Indeed, previous
work indicates that the logarithms of the area and aspect ratio
are more psychologically salient dimensions than width and
height (Krantz & Tversky, 1975). Correspondingly, we performed the model fitting and subsequent analyses using this
alternative feature space for the rectangle stimulus set.
For stimuli with separable dimensions, it is appropriate
to use an `1 (city-block) distance metric, while for stimuli
with integral dimensions, an `2 (Euclidean) distance metric
is appropriate (Shepard, 1964). Therefore, for the separable
stimuli, the prototype model’s similarity function was chosen to be the product of Laplace distribution functions on
each dimension d: η j (x) = ∏d exp{−|xd − µ j,d |/b j,d }/2b j,d ,
where µ j,d and b j,d are the parameters of the category prototype. This implies the distance function d(x, (µ j , b j )) =
∑d (|xd − µ j,d |/b j,d − 2b j,d ). The prototype parameter µ j,d
was set as the sample median of the observed values on dimension d, and we set b j,d = 1/N j ∑i |xi,d − µ j,d |, the average absolute difference between the category members and
the median µ j,d . These correspond to maximum likelihood
parameters for the Laplace distribution. For the integral stimuli, the prototype model’s similarity function was chosen to
be the multivariate normal distribution, using the maximum
likelihood estimates for the mean and covariance matrix parameters. For all stimuli, we set the response biases β j = 12 .
The distance function of the exemplar model was set to
d(x, y) = c(∑d |xd − yd |r )1/r , with r = 1 for the separable
stimulus sets and r = 2 for the integral sets, corresponding
to `1 and `2 distance metrics, respectively. The parameter c
is the model’s specificity—analogous to the variance-tuning
parameters in the prototype models—and was fit to the human data separately for each stimulus set. The response bias
β j was set to be 1/N j , the inverse of the number of category members, to remove the inherent bias of the exemplar
model to prefer categories with more observed members, a
bias which is not present in the prototype model and would
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(a) Prototype model: Shepard circles

(b) Exemplar model: Shepard circles

(c) Prototype model: Rectangles

(d) Exemplar model: Rectangles

(e) Prototype model: Cortese blobs

(f) Exemplar model: Cortese blobs

(g) Prototype model: Shepard blobs

(h) Exemplar model: Shepard blobs

Figure 3: Fitted model simulations. The format is the same as Figure 2. One replication per condition and model is shown. The
rectangle stimuli were presented to the models using the alternative dimensions of log-area and log-aspect ratio, but the plots
above use height and width as the x and y axes.
otherwise introduce a confounding factor in their comparison.
The response scaling parameter γ was fit to the human data
separately for each stimulus set and each model. Additionally, we found that a certain proportion of the human learners
appeared to be responding at random during the test phase, so
all models were mixed with a noise component, from which
responses were assumed to be generated uniformly at random. Participants were probabilistically assigned to the noise
component using the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm, with the prior probability ε of noise component membership being fit to the data. The results of the model fitting
procedures are summarized in Table 1.
The fitted models were run through the same iterated learning experimental framework as the human learners, with four
replications of each condition. As with the human data, only
the last five generations of each chain were used for analysis.
A sample of the results is shown in Figure 3.

Evaluation of human and model results
To quantitatively compare the human data to the model results, we fit a Dirichlet process mixture model (DPMM)
(Ferguson, 1973) to each set of responses. The DPMM is a
model which probabilistically clusters a set of observed data,
where the number of clusters is inferred from the data rather
than specified as a parameter. One of its hyperparameters, α,
indirectly controls the number of inferred clusters by making

additional clusters more or less likely. When α is large, more
clusters are inferred, and in the limit α → ∞, each datapoint
is assigned to its own cluster. When α is small, fewer clusters
are inferred, and in the limit α → 0, only a single cluster is
inferred. In this way, the DPMM generalizes both the prototype and exemplar models, depending on the choice of α
(Sanborn, Griffiths, & Navarro, 2006). By specifying a prior
distribution, the value of α can be inferred from the observed
data rather than being set at a fixed value.
While the DPMM is a useful model of categorization
(Griffiths et al., 2007), it also provides us a way of analyzing
the responses of human category learners and categorization
models by inspecting the inferred number of clusters in their
category structures. Using a Gibbs sampling procedure, we
fit a DPMM to each set of responses from the human data
and model results, collecting a set of samples from the posterior distribution over the number of clusters and the value of
α. The results of this analysis are summarized in Figure 4.
For the Shepard circles, the prototype model seems to provide a better fit to the human data, while for the Shepard
blobs, the exemplar model is a better match. For the rectangles, neither model seems to capture the inductive bias of human learners, and the results suggest that a model using intermediate representations might be a better fit. For the Cortese
blobs, the prototype model produces results which have more
clusters than either the human data or the exemplar results;
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(a) Inferred α value

Shepard circles

Rectangles

Cortese blobs

Shepard blobs

(b) Inferred number of clusters per category

Figure 4: Evaluation results for the human data and model simulations. Error bars have length twice the standard error. The
bars labeled “Human(0+1+2)” reflect all the human data, “Human(0+1)” are participants assigned to the noise component of at
most one model, and “Human(0)” are those not assigned to the noise component of either model.
this can be explained by the relatively low response scaling
parameter that was fit for this stimulus set (see Table 1). A
more psychologically plausible feature space might improve
the modeling results for the Cortese blobs.

Conclusions and future work
As a whole, our results suggest that the human learners’ inductive biases are not always consistent with those of prototype or exemplar models, but can vary depending on the stimuli. This supports the notion that models which use more flexible representations and can interpolate between the behavior
of prototypes and exemplars provide a better explanation of
the variable nature of human categorization. However, perhaps our most significant contribution is the creation of a new
dataset for evaluating categorization models, which we hope
will be subjected to further analyses by other researchers.
In future work, we plan to conduct analyses using more
psychologically plausible feature spaces for these stimuli,
which can be obtained through multidimensional scaling
studies. We also plan to extend our analysis to include intermediate models of categorization mentioned earlier, which
interpolate between prototypes and exemplars. Work by
Griffiths et al. (2007) has shown that in traditional categorization studies, the hierarchical Dirichlet process is capable
of explaining human data that neither prototypes nor exemplars adequately model; we hope that these results can also be
replicated using the iterated learning experimental method.
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Abstract

Dynamical Systems

We present a Dynamical Integrated Memory Hypothesis
(DIMH) and illustrate its use by arguing that forgetting curves
are emergent properties of dynamical memory that includes
decay and influences of complex context on memory traces.
Because forgetting curves are emergent, it is not likely that a
single simple function will be able to model them. Forgetting
at different time scales is similar because similar dynamics occur at each scale and not because there is a single underlying
mechanism that produces them. We argue that the dynamical
systems approach is particularly suited for investigating systems that evolve, such as memory, at a very abstract level.
Keywords: dynamical systems; forgetting curves; memory.

Dynamical systems are systems that evolve in time, whose
future states are determined by initial states. Compare a dynamical system to a static model of changes in the intensity
of some quantity over time. In such systems, history does not
matter in any way. We can determine the value of one or more
dependent variables of the system, based only on the values of
one or more independent variables at a current point in time.
Hotton and Yoshimi (2011) define a dynamical system in
the following way:
Abstractly, a dynamical system is a function of the
form ϕ : S × T → S. This function takes a state s0 → S
(which we think of as an initial condition) and a time
t → T and returns the state the system will be in at
time t starting from state s0 . This state can be written as
ϕ(s0 ,t). To be a dynamical system the function ϕ(s0 ,t)
must satisfy the two properties:
• There is a time t0 ∈ T such that for all states s0 ∈ S
ϕ(s0 ,t0 ) = s0
• For all states s0 ∈ S and all times t1 ,t2 ∈ T ϕ(s0 ,t1 +
t2 ) = ϕ(ϕ(s0 ,t1 ),t2 )

Introduction
Forgetting trends, the initial fast loss of learned material and
its slower decrease later, have been found in almost any memory task on any time scale (see Wixted & Ebbesen, 1991).
Several mathematical functions can accommodate this general trend and therefore there is no consensus on whether
an exponential, power, or some other non-linear function or
combination of functions fits the data better than any other
(e.g., Wixted & Ebbesen, 1991; Brown & Lewandowsky,
2010). We return to this issue later in the text. Based on
these shape similarities, Brown, Neath, & Chater (2007) suggested that the same kind of memory mechanisms may underlie episodic memory over various time scales and tasks:
probed serial recall, free recall, immediate recognition, forward serial recall, absolute identification task, etc.
After reviewing decades of research devoted to finding the
exact shape of the forgetting curve, Brown and Lewandowsky
(2010) reported varying parameters in the Scale Invariant
Memory, Perception, and Learning (SIMPLE; Brown, Neath,
Chater, 2007) and obtaining several generally similar but not
identical forgetting functions. They showed that parts of this
function can be well described with one kind of curve while
other parts of the same forgetting curve are better described
by some other function. The authors concluded that finding
the shape of The Forgetting Function may be an unobtainable
goal.
In what follows, we introduce a dynamical systems perspective on this issue which mostly agrees with Brown
and Lewandowsky’s (2010) conclusions about forgetting. We
show how the dynamical system perspective may shed a new
light on memory processes. We ask: Why would there be only
one forgetting curve? The memory system is complex and
dynamic; decay and other influences affect the evolution of
every memory trace and the result is forgetting. The shape
of the forgetting curve is an epiphenomenon of this process;
there is no one static mechanism that always, necessarily underlies the power law or exponential law of forgetting per se.

Dynamical systems in this sense are deterministic, meaning
that there is only one possible future state that follows from
a specific current (initial) state. Here, we consider a specific
class of dynamical systems, systems with memory, in which
the evolution of the system explicitly depends on the past history of the system. Depending on the shape of a path leading
the system to its current state, it will behave in different ways
in the future.

Memory in general as a dynamical system
Dynamic systems typically are systems of a large number
of elements. In case of memory, these elements are memory traces. The many elements of a dynamical system interact
with each other in numerous ways, too. These interactions are
very complex because the value of any trace’s intensity in any
point in time influences in a more or less direct way any other
trace’s intensity.
We do not make more specific assumptions about memory traces beyond the fact that they are the neural substrates
of remembering (Brown, 1958). We present a formal mathematical model of evolution of an intensity of a memory trace.
This model is abstracted from biological networks in the brain
and is even more abstract than connectionist network models
as described by Smolensky (1988). Though the model could
shed light on how memory processes are implemented in the
brain, it is strictly neutral on these issues.
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In general, dynamical systems may be described by one
or more differential or difference equations. This system of
equations only rarely has an exact analytical solution which
allows for detailed mathematical analyses of the system’s behavior. Most physical dynamical systems are also very hard
to implement in connectionist networks models due to their
complexity. However, when these kinds of analyses are not
possible, the dynamical systems approach offers other, qualitative methods that allow researchers to gain some insight
into the system’s behavior over time. These methods were pioneered by Henri Poincare in late 19th century (Farlow, Hall,
McDill, & West, 2007) and they include analysis of state
spaces, direction fields, attractors, etc.
At this time, we do not use these methods and we rely only
on numerical solutions for simulations of the system’s behavior based on the mathematical model described next in the
text. We refer to all of the above mentioned approaches to
investigation of systems as the dynamical systems approach.
We treat the cognitive operations in episodic memory (learning and recalling a list of items, for example), as a dynamic
process that can be mathematically modeled by suitable differential equations. The model we use in research is based on
a similar procedure that is used in physics to describe transport processes of radiation.

The Dynamic Integrated Memory Hypothesis
(DIMH) in episodic memory
The DIMH assumes that the change of the intensity of a memory trace depends on the intensity itself, on newly formed
memories (such as those evoked by words presented in a list),
and on the influence of other active memories that make a
context for the evolution. Memory traces are parts of a dynamical system and are highly integrated. We think of this
dynamical system in the same way as Bechtel (1997) does:
The system ”can have a form of weak modularity in which
components make different contributions even while sharing
information.”
The DIMH considers time dynamics of memory in multidimensional parameter space. In what follows, we proceed
with an intuitive description of the model while indicating
the equivalent mathematical relations. To do this, we introduce relevant variables and parameters that will describe abstract objects of the considered dynamic process, and then
we choose a mapping procedure to relate numerical values to
them.
The first notion in the model is that of time, representing
a parameter in the system: The system evolves in time. This
can either be a real physical time t or it may be taken as an individual’s psychological time. In the latter case their relation
has to be additionally specified.
In the model, the parameter x represents the position of a
concept in memory. For example, one can look at the x as a
result of the following hypothetical experiment:
A person is given a stimulus, say a color red, and is asked
to make a list of somehow associated concepts. The person

is asked to place the associates in a sequence according to
their sense of closeness or distance from the presented concept. In this way it is possible to place some objects to the
left and some to the right of the original concept, depending
on the individual’s sense of mutual relationships between the
associates. For example, colors green and orange may be at
the opposite sides of red.
Thus, we can introduce the parameter x which defines the
position of a concept relative to the initial associate located
at some arbitrarily chosen position x = x0 . The quantity we
can now call the distance between two concepts is therefore
given by x0 −x. Similarities between concepts are represented
by similarities in their positions. It is obvious that the concept
of distance here only weakly resembles distance in physics
but some assumptions about relative positions and similarity may be reasonably put forward. The use of a one dimensional continuous parameter space to represent a multidimensional memory space is obviously a simplification and only
a model of that space. Strictly speaking, some information
is necessarily lost in doing this but the model is mathematically more convenient and computationally simplified this
way, while there are justifications for the claim that it is still
functional enough to model data and give insights into memory processes.
First, one may conceive that even though there are multiple
relations between objects in multidimensional space, in reality we do not use all the information and relations pertaining
to one object, for example, when we are engaged in serial recall of words. Therefore, the one dimension that may be used
for a specific modeling task may be thought of as rotation of
a multidimensional space to align the dimension of the model
with a chosen single dimension along which the items differ
in the most relevant way for the current task only. For a different task, the appropriate dimension used may be different.
Second, for the purpose of this modeling, it is sufficient to determine whether the items in the task are facilitating recall of
each other or not. The exact distances are, as mentioned, very
intuitive in this kind of research unlike in, say, physics, but
this is not too much of a simplification for modeling memory.
Hence, it seems reasonable that the described ordering
of inter-item distances along the parameter dimension x in
DIMH is acceptable for modeling, along with careful consideration of choices of elements of the model. As in any
modeling work, one has to be aware of the implications of
assumptions and approximations that are made.
The aim now is to model the time evolution of a memory trace’s intensity. As the first approximation, we may accept the initial assumption that the memory intensity I(t; x)
spontaneously decays in time if no additional influences are
present. As is common in numerous natural decay processes,
we can assume the following rate of change:
d
I(t; x) = −α(t; x)I(t; x)
(1)
dt
where α(t; x) is known as the decay or attenuation constant for the considered time evolution whose reciprocal is
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the e-folding time. In general, we consider it as both time
and parameter dependent quantity. Related to different objects, i.e. different positions x, the memory fades by different
amounts and possibly at different rates. The memory attenuation amount or rate may vary in time, too. The specific form
of functional dependence for the α(t; x) could be chosen according to the specific task under consideration.
This process is now generalized by introducing an external
local source of excitation which affects the time evolution of
the trace intensity I. This is done by adding an extra term, the
source function S(t; x) to the right hand side of Eq.(1):
d
I(t; x) = −α(t; x)I(t; x) + S(t; x)
dt

(2)

Evolution of integrated memory-forgetting

This external input may be described by a Gaussian function to allow for the idea that one specific memory may also
intensify very closely related memories to some extent. Finally, the influences of the context on the intensity at a specific position are added and the complete model equation is
written:
d
I(t; x) = −α(t; x)I(t; x) + S(t; x) + h + C (I;t, x)
dt

(3)

where:

C (I;t, x) ≡

Z +∞
−∞

dx0

Z t

dt 0W (t,t 0 ; x, x0 )I(t 0 ; x0 )

In sum, the change of the intensity of a memory depends
on the intensity itself, on the added external memories such
as the other words presented in a list, and on the influence
of internal memories that make a context for the evolution.
This mathematical model has been implemented in MATLAB to simulate various experiments in memory research.
External inputs can be presented at different rates in time and
at different positions corresponding to different stimuli and
memories. This allows for simulations of many tasks used in
memory research. Additional constraints on model parameters may be posited this way and the model itself may be a
unifying account of many findings.

(4)

0

is the spatial correlation represented by the integration over
x0 . The functional dependence W is the weight function determining influences of the temporal and spatial context at
(t 0 ; x0 ) on the selected item at (t; x). Its analytical expression
has to be specified in the model either following some experimental results or by logical expectations about how the processes should run. For example, in the reported simulation we
assume lateral inhibition at greater distances and excitation at
smaller distances between items. In addition, we assume that
small lateral activations x0 and t 0 contribute less to the activation in x than greater activations (both negative and positive)
while at the same time there is also a limit to the possible
contribution of the large activations from other positions. We
achieve this by using a Gaussian weighting function for distance contributions and a log function for intensity contributions from a site x0 to the site x and from a point at t 0 to the
point t. The third term in Eq.(3), h, is some constant level
of global activation or resting level. We here refer readers to
Erlhagen and Schoener(2002), for details on mathematics and
parameter choices for simulations.
One issue with this model should be noted. The second
integral in Eq.(4) indicates that the system has some explicit
memory of its past history. The weighting function along the
time axis, W (t,t0) covers a finite time interval of an episode
modeled and is of an appropriate shape so that the system
is potentially implementable in the brain. However, as noted
above, this is an abstract model and we are neutral about these
implementation issues.

What phenomena may cause lowering of intensity of a memory trace? Most researchers mention at least one of three
processes-interference, spontaneous decay, and reduced distinctiveness of older memories but there is no consensus on
which of these are useful for modeling or should be investigated as natural phenomena. We mention them here very
briefly due to space constraints but we use simulations to argue that simple decay needs to operate in order to account for
effects of interference and distinctiveness.
It is obvious that spontaneous decay may be responsible
for forgetting. In addition, changes may be due to influences
of other stimuli like proactive interference and retroactive interference. Both refer to an effect that one learned material
has on another one. In retroactive interference what is learned
later influences the memory of previously learned material.
In proactive interference current learning influences how the
next material will be learned (e.g., Underwood, 1945; Postman 1961, Waugh & Norman, 1965). Further, currently activated context of a memory trace may interfere with it and
thus impede the recall (Anderson, Bjork, & Bjork, 1994). The
influence of the past events also changes based on present
events. Finally, older memories may be harder to distinguish
from one another so their recall is less accurate (Crowder,
1976; Brown et al. 2007).
In DIMH, one source of influence to any point x comes
from the entire memory system. Consider the point at, say,
x = 170, in Figure 1. Intensities of all other points along the x
(at one point in time) are integrated with the one at x = 170.
In addition to this, at the same point in time there may exist activations from external sources (S). This point also has
a history, so its current value depends on the previous one,
too (decay term, and the integration over time in the main
equation). In other words, if a person has some initial distribution I(t = 0) of memories and the memory evolves, what
guides this evolution is the initial distribution (initial values
for the main differential equation, old knowledge)), temporal
and spatial context (inner dynamical input) and any new input
(new knowledge). Different initial distributions influence the
evolution in different ways and this is most closely related to
the idea of interference in mentioned memory research.
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Simulations

essary map directly into familiar units used in experiments.
However, they are on an at least interval scales which makes
the appropriate trends visible. The accuracy of recall performance is directly proportional to the intensities.
Greater forgetting means lower magnitudes of remaining
intensities, I(x), after evolution. In Fig. 1, at the time t = 60
more x points have the activation above some level (which
may be interpreted as a threshold for recall) than at the
time t = 90. We here use relatively vague terms to allow
for variations in interpretation in different forgetting research
paradigms while still pointing out important similarities in
dynamics of integrated memory. The amount of forgotten
items, therefore, increases in time as a result of complex dynamics.

Using the following simulations we are going to argue that
forgetting only happens if complicated dynamics is operating.
The initial distribution is not going to change in time if there
is no influence of any integration from context or if there is
no decay. On the other hand if there is change, it must be the
result of an interaction of the initial distribution and at least
a decay or new inputs (which change the entire inner input to
each x point), if not both. Hence, the forgetting emerges from
the dynamics of interactions in dynamical memory.
Let us consider an evolution of two memory entities. Fig.
1 shows a simple case of evolution of two different and separate Gaussians. Each Gaussian is the activation of an entity
in memory, which may be thought of in different ways, depending on applications of the model: a set of features, a set
of words, or some other complex knowledge. One may think
about these sets as representing the results of processing at
different time scales. We use a Gaussian function and continuous memory space for mathematical convenience, not from
a cognitive theory of how memories are distributed. Spontaneous decay of memory traces, interference from other memories and other possible sources of activation all integrated
together guide the evolution of intensity of any activation, regardless of how a single Gaussian is interpreted, within this
model. In following simulation (Fig. 1), all terms of the main
equation are non-zero.

A role of spontaneous decay
We believe that spontaneous decay is necessary for the dynamics presented and perhaps is a necessary phenomenon in
the brain. The following two figures illustrate the role of decay by showing the difference of evolution with and without
the first term of general equation, the spontaneous decay term.
The smaller Gaussian that was previously far away from the
larger one is now very close, they overlap. In addition, another Gaussian is added- it is same as the larger one in Fig. 1
but begins at the same early time as the smaller one in Fig. 1.

Figure 2: Evolution of three Gaussians (x = 320, x = 330,
second x = 330) with decay.

Figure 1: Top panel shows current state after evolution, the
distribution over the parameter space x at the end of the evolution (t = 100). Bottom panel shows the evolution from t = 0
to t = 100.

Figure 3: The same three Gaussians but without the decay
term.

The activations reach their peaks and if there is no new activation in their positions, they gradually lose intensity. Again,
the intensity of a trace is calculated so that it includes all the
influences of all other points along the x dimension, in accord with the main general equation. Units for intensity, the
position dimension, and time are arbitrary and do not nec-

Three points evident from these simulations need to be
stressed here. First, if there is no decay operating, the intensity of the larger Gaussian increases quickly over time,
potentially reaching extremely large magnitudes. This problem is not necessarily present when decay operates. The decay is largely preventing extreme activations because it re-
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duces higher intensities faster and lowers overall activations
(and much more than lateral inhibition) so that new inputs
do not increase the total activation of the system too much.
Altmann & Schunn (2002) made the same points after using
their Functional Decay Model to fit experimental data.
Second, consider Jost’s second law- the rate of forgetting
slows over time (Wixted, 2004). As Brown & Lewandowsky
(2010) illustrated, intuitively we want that if two people remember 10 French words today but one of them has learned
them three months earlier and the other one learned them
three days ago, tomorrow they should remember significantly
different amounts because the rate of change for them is different due to the different time passed from initial learning.
This is not possible in the case presented in Fig. 3. If two
people have the same configuration of their memory today,
they will have the same configuration tomorrow regardless
of when they learned the material. This means that under
the same conditions for those two people the activation will
change the same way for both.
In sum, on the one hand, decay in an integrated system,
without new inputs is enough to produce changes in the distribution of memories because different intensities change differently. Therefore, the effect of decay, even if it is the only
mechanism of forgetting, is non-trivial. The shape of decay,
say an exponential function, is not necessarily the same as the
forgetting curve.
On the other hand, it may be possible to argue that the interference from other events may mimic decay both in this
and the previous case. We believe that this would be very
hard to do at least in the first case presented above. However,
even without decay processes, the evolution is still guided by
changes in integrated influences of the total context, along
with new inputs, on the initial distribution. In both cases,
therefore, the forgetting curve is an emergent property of a
dynamical system.
Third, temporal distinctiveness, as mentioned above, is not
reduced in this model if decay is not present. For now it is
hard to see how any other model might argue that it is possible to obtain the reduction unless some other mechanism that
decays this distinctiveness is assumed.
These three points, we argue, mean that spontaneous decay is a necessary component of this model. Without decay,
the model does not fit human data. Based on the preceding
simulations using the DIMH, we further argue that the entire
process of forgetting some initial distribution of active memories always follows complex dynamics where memory traces
are integrated and most likely both spontaneous decay and
interference from the context play significant roles.

dynamical and this is why the dynamical system approach
might be particularly useful, especially in combination with
other approaches. Second, the use of differential equations
to describe the change itself, rather than states, points out that
each initial distribution, or old knowledge, develops slightly
differently but that there may be common trends in the behavior. We believe that this stresses the value of simulations that
are not necessary curve fitting and parameter estimation tasks.
These kinds of analyses have their own value and should be
combined with parameter estimation. Third, we show how a
general equation produces behavior that is seen on many time
scales. The parameters of equations on different time scales
may still vary significantly but they produce similar behaviors. Most importantly, the emergent forgetting curves are
similar to each other because the dynamics of many mechanisms on different time scales are similar and not because
there is one mechanism producing the self similar forgetting curve such as the power law (Brown and Lewandowsky,
2010).
The DIMH uses a different level of explanation than most
connectionist networks. Even though the equations of the
mathematical model are very similar to the connectionist
equations, they for the most part do not have the same interpretation. To clarify the way we interpret this model, it is
helpful to consider Smolensky’s (1988) distinction between
three levels of cognitive explanation: neural, sub-symbolic,
and symbolic.
At each of these levels dynamical models can be developed. A dynamical system at the neural level would describe
a group of interconnected neurons in a region of a brain.
A dynamical system at the sub-symbolic level is something
like a connectionist network- a more abstract approximation
(Smolensky, 1988) of the brain both in terms of structure
and dynamics. It is based on general neural principles but
abstracts from the details. A dynamical system at the conceptual level describes processing of symbols and relations
between them, for example words and concepts in a natural
language. Memory traces described by DIMH should probably be treated as falling somewhere in between Smolensky’s
symbolic and sub-symbolic levels.
Smolensky (1988) described the sub-symbolic level in relation to the symbolic level as follows:
The interactions between individual units are simple, but these units do not have conceptual semantics:
they are subconceptual. The interactions between entities with conceptual semantics-interactions between
complex patterns of activity- are not at all simple. [Importantly,] Interactions at the level of activity patterns
are not directly described by the formal definition of a
subsymbolic model; they must be computed by the analyst.

Discussion and conclusions
There are several reasons why we believe DIMH as a novel
approach may be a valuable addition in memory research.
First, it is a new kind of model that considers time evolution of a memory trace in episodic memory. It seems obvious
that memory processes and their integration are complex and

In a sense, this is what we do. If the model proposed here was
implemented in a connectionist network it would probably
be most closely related to the Adaptive Resonance Theory
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(Grossberg, 1976) where the DIMH is more general in some
aspects.
The DIMH is not the same as Dynamical Field Theory
(DFT). The DIMH and the DFT share some equations and
ideas but are not the same. The DFT was developed by Erlhagen and Schoener (see Erlhagen & Schoener, 2002) and was
based on Amari’s mathematical generalization describing a
behavior of a field of interconnected neurons (Amari, 1977).
Mathematically similar models have been used in other areas
of research to describe dynamics of neuronal activities (Wilson & Cowan, 1972; Grossberg, 1980), saccadic eye movement (Kopesz & Schoener, 1995), visual cognition (Johnson,
Spencer & Schoener, 2008), and infant motor learning (Thelen, Schoener, Scheier, & Smith, 2000). However, earlier than
work on DFT, Grossberg (1969) had generalized dynamics
of memory and obtained similar equations to our own. In a
sense, we continue this work, making an even more general
model. In addition, while the DFT aims to describe cognition on connectionist networks levels, the DIMH operates at
the symbolic level, as mentioned. Finally, in Shankar and
Howard (TILT, 2010), the mathematics and modeling of decay of a memory trace is almost identical as ours but the dynamics of interactions are more generally described in the
DIMH. The fact that the same mathematical model may be
used to model physical phenomena such as decay, behavior of neurons, and behaviors of memory traces on various
time scales might be a coincidence but perhaps looking into
these similarities may help illuminate how these phenomena
are connected.
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Abstract

We explore neural network learning and parallel human
learning on an artificial language task. The task generates rich
data on human interaction with syntactic systems, including
recursive ones. Studying the network’s properties, we argue for
a “Structured Manifold” view of syntactic representation. The
“Structured Manifold” lies in the parameter space (weight
space) of the network. It exhibits (1) loci of high order,
corresponding to complex rule systems, (2) continuity, which
explains how one rule system can morph into another one, and
(3) “recursion approximation”, a concept related to symbolic
recursion, which addresses some of the puzzles about
embedding patterns in human behavior.
Keywords: artificial grammar learning; artificial neural
networks; recurrent networks; simple recurrent networks;
sequence learning; recursion; center embedding; rules.

Introduction
0B

What kind of structural system underlies human syntactic
processing ability? Much work in linguistics addresses this
question by exploring syntactic behaviors in natural
languages. Work on artificial grammars offers a chance to
obtain detailed information about human interaction with
formal syntactic systems in the absence of semantic content
or task-independent pragmatic function. Here, we introduce
a variant on existing artificial grammar learning tasks that
supports careful comparison between human and artificial
neural network models. The results help clarify the
difference between standard, rule-based conceptions of
grammatical knowledge and the claims of the neural net
perspective, providing some evidence that, at least in the
artificial grammar task, humans resemble the networks. We
focus, in particular, on the status of center embedding
recursion, which many authors view as an important feature
of natural language systems, but whose status in the theory
of representation has been much debated (e.g., Chomsky,
1957; Christiansen & Chater, 1999; Friederici, 2002).
Center-embedding recursive patterning can be generated
by context free grammars. Context free grammars are rule
systems like Grammar G (Table 1) in which rules take the
form (A  X1 X2 ... XN, for N a finite number), and there are
designated starting rules. The grammar is said to generate a
finite sequence of symbols, called a “sentence”, if it is
possible to make successive substitutions for symbols on the

right hand side of a starting rule until no more substitutions
can be made; the resulting right hand side is the generated
sentence. Grammar G generates the sentences “1 2 3 4” (a
Level 1 sentence), “1 1 2 3 4 2 3 4” (Level 2), “1 1 1 2 3 4 2
3 4 2 3 4” (Level 3), etc. In formal language terminology, a
case where the system shifts to a deeper level of embedding
(here, 1 after 1)—is called a “push” and a case where it
shifts back (2 after 4) is called a “pop”. Keeping track of the
syntactic dependencies requires correlating the pops with
the pushes. The term “recursion” refers to the situation in
which a rule can be invoked an unbounded number of times.
“Center embedding recursion” is the case in which the
symbol for such a repeatedly used rule occurs in the middle
of one of the rules with symbols on either side of it (e.g., in
G, “S” occurs with “1” to its left and “2” to its right in the
first rule). Center embedding context free grammars are of
particular interest because a system for generating or
recognizing all and only the sentences produced by a center
embedding grammar needs an unbounded memory.
It is generally recognized that some degree of center
embedding is present in natural languages, for there are
many situations where natural languages employ patterns
within patterns of the same type—e.g., in relative clauses.
This suggests that minds have recursive rule systems at their
disposal for keeping track of these patterns. The recursive
rule system is appealing as an explanation because it permits
efficient description of many cases and predicts the way
people exercise their language knowledge in many new
combinations of words and phrases (Pinker, 1994).
Yet humans have great difficulty processing more than a
few levels of embedding in natural language (see Lewis,
1996). Similar findings characterize artificial grammar work
on recursion (de Vries, Monaghan, Knecht, & Zwitserlood,
2008; Poletiek, 2002). If a symbol processing system must
only handle a few levels of embedding, then it is not strictly
necessary to employ a recursive process—a weaker, finitestate device, which has a limited memory capacity, can do
the job. Proponents of recursive rules have suggested that
memory limitations obscure a fundamentally infinite
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Table 1: Grammar G. Both rules are starting rules.
S→1S234
S→1234

mechanism. But even if humans had such a mechanism, it
would be impossible for finite life-span researchers to
observe its infinite behavior. Thus, the argument for human
employment of recursive systems seems to founder on a
shoal of infinity: true center-embedding recursion is
distinguished by its employment of infinite memory, but we
cannot observe infinite memory, so it is hard to justify
recursive rules.
Relevant to this discussion, artificial neural networks have
been used to model many aspects of natural language
behavior and they are often claimed to do so without
recourse to “explicit” rules (e.g., McClelland & Patterson,
2002; see also Pinker & Ullman 2002). Elman’s Simple
Recurrent Network or “SRN” (Elman 1991) is a model of
this sort that processes structured sequences. The SRN and
its relatives have learned some elaborate patterns of centerembedded recursion and have successfully generalized from
training on less deeply embedded cases to prediction of
more deeply embedded cases (Rodriguez, 2001; Wiles &
Elman, 1995). However, they also do not typically extend
the patterns very far beyond their training (Christiansen &
Chater, 1999). In light of the difficulty that humans have
with processing deep center embeddings, Christiansen and
Chater argue that the networks’ behavior provides an
appealing alternative account to the recursive rule approach.
However, the network representations are not well
understood. In particular, if the networks do not employ
rules, it is not clear what kinds of order they predict should
occur; nor is it clear why observed behaviors can often be
given a parsimonious description with systems of rules. We
suggest that it will help to look closely at the nature of the
network representations, in conjunction with detailed
measurement of human behavior on a task that both
networks and humans can perform well. Through such an
approach, we can acquire some insight to the conundrums of
human recursive patterning.
In particular, we suggest that the network view is well
described as a “Structured Manifold” account. We use the
term manifold to draw attention to the fact that the network
parameters are real-valued so they can change continuously,
and continuous change of parameter values is associated
with continuous change in the network’s behavior (see
Spivey, 2007). This property is useful for explaining the
learning phenomena—it makes it so the networks can be
sensibly described as “getting closer” to a particular
structural behavior before the behavior actually appears. On
the other hand, the structured part of “Structured Manifold”
refers to the fact that the network behaviors in the context of
a particular environment tend to concentrate around a few
types. These types correspond to qualitatively distinct
lawful patterns in the network’s relationship to its
environment. They are closely related to rule-systems, for
they correspond to systematic insights about the patterns in
the world. In particular, the Structured Manifold approach
suggests a way of understanding “recursion” that avoids the
“shoal of infinity” mentioned above. We say that a pattern
of behavior approximates a recursive mechanism if

knowledge of one structural feature of the environment
transfers to another structural feature which is recursively
related to the first. 1 The knowledge need not transfer
perfectly and thus the system may not follow the recursive
rule to arbitrary levels, but to the degree that the system’s
knowledge is iteratively effective, it will be said to form a
“good” approximation of the recursion. Thus the definition
clarifies the sense in which a network can be “close to” a
recursive behavior without embodying it. The definition
also allows perfect recursion to be present at a locus in
parameter space, in keeping with formal analyses of some
recurrent networks (Tabor, 2000; 2009). There is also a way
of gleaning empirical evidence for recursion approximation:
statistical evidence that a system bases its behavior with a
more embedded case on its knowledge about a less
embedded one counts as such.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in
“Task” we introduce the grammar learning task. In “Simple
Recurrent Network Model”, we describe the outcome of
training many SRNs on the task and testing three
hypotheses—Grouping, Continuous Interpolation, and
Recursion Approximation—generated by the Structured
Manifold view. In “Human Grammar Learning
Experiment”, we report on a parallel study with human
grammar learners. “General Discussion” concludes.
F

F

Task
1B

We employed a grammar learning task called the Box
Prediction Task that is a variant of sequence learning tasks
(Clegg, Di Girolamo, & Keele, 1998). In sequence learning,
a popular task is the Serial Reaction-Time task (Nissen &
Bullemer, 1987) where stimuli are presented sequentially
and participants respond to each stimulus (e.g., by clicking
on the place where the stimulus appeared). Participants’
responses trigger the presentation of the next stimulus. In
patterned sequential data, reaction times often reflect the
predictability of the sequence, suggesting that participants
develop a structured encoding of the data. However, it is
difficult to tell from the data in such a task when a
participant has reliably detected complex dependencies like
those that occur in center-embedding.
In the Box Prediction Task, stimuli are presented
sequentially but participants are asked to predict the next
stimulus instead of simply reacting to the current stimulus.
Human participants predict by clicking a box on a screen.
They immediately get feedback because the correct box
changes color (from black to green or blue). The networks
predict by activating output nodes corresponding to boxes.
They also get immediate feedback in the form of a vector
indicating which symbol the grammar produced next.
1
We assume, for analysis purposes, that the environment
contains patterns which are describable by recursive rules. This
assumption does not commit us to claiming that actual
environments have infinite patterning. Instead, one can think of
this assumption as a tool for understanding the structure of human
and network behaviors.
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Figure 1: Network architecture.
Many artificial grammar learning tasks have tested
languages with high nondeterminism (e.g., Reber, 1967).
Performing the Box Prediction Task with such data would
be very frustrating because only a few responses are likely
to be correct. We therefore employed a grammar (G) with
very little nondeterminism and we color-coded the pushes
(blue), which are the only nondeterministic transitions,
telling the participants that they need not predict them.
Sentences generated by the grammar were concatenated
to form long training sequences that were presented
sequentially to networks and human participants.

Simple Recurrent Network Simulations
2B

Method. 22 Simple Recurrent Networks (SRNs) with the
same architecture (Figure 1) were constructed and the initial
weights were randomly set (uniform distribution on [-0.1,
0.1]). Each network was trained twice from the same initial
weights on a sequence of Level 1 and Level 2 sentences. In
the first sequence, the average frequency of Level 2
sentences increased over the course of 8000 trials (Table 2).
In the second sequence, it decreased. We expected Sequence
1, which emphasized Level 1 before Level 2, to produce
better recursion approximation because, in recursive
generalization, (Level) 2 to 3 parallels 1 to 2, not 2 to 1.
Results. We asked three questions about the ensemble of
networks: (1 “Grouping”) Can the networks be grouped into
a few, qualitatively distinct behaviors which correspond to
rational responses to the task environment? (2 “Continuous
Interpolation”) Do the networks favor intermediate states, in
which they blend the qualitative behaviors just mentioned?
(3 “Recursion”) Is there evidence that the more successful
individuals approximate a recursive mechanism?
Table 2: Distribution of sentences in the 2 sequence types.
Sequence
Type
Sequence 1
L1 sentence
L2 sentence
Sequence 2
L1 sentence
L2 sentence

No. of sentences per phase
Phase1 Phase2 Phase3 Phase4

Total

2000
200

2000
400

2000
600

2000
800

8000
2000

2000
800

2000
600

2000
400

2000
200

8000
2000

Figure 2: Network Clusters. Li_j(k) means
Level i, j’th word, symbol k.
For (1 “Grouping”) we used a cluster analysis. After
training, we fixed the weights of each network and tested it
on a Level-1, a Level-2, and a Level-3 sentence, thus
examining a total of 24 word-to-word transitions. Level-1
and Level-2 sentences occurred in training, but Level-3 did
not. We interpreted the network’s output nodes as
probabilities by using the Luce Choice Rule with base e10
and computed the expected accuracy of each network at
each transition from these probabilities. We then applied Kmeans clustering to the 24 accuracy values. A standard
method of choosing the number of clusters, selecting the
“knee” in the plot of within-group sum of squares vs.
number of clusters, suggested 3, 4, or 5 clusters. 2 For
simplicity, and for alignment with the analysis of human
data reported below, we focused on the 3-cluster case.The
accuracies of the three clusters are shown in Figure 2
(means shown in bold). The means of Cluster 1 indicate that
Cluster 1 networks tend to employ a “Simple Markov”
strategy: 12, 23, 34, 41 (these numbers refer to
grammar symbols). Each prediction by the network is
conditioned strictly on the input, even if a push or a pop
produces a violation of expectation. The means of Cluster 2
indicate that Cluster 2 networks also use the rules, 12,
23, and 34, but the networks switch between two
modes of responding to input 4: if the previous successor of
4 was 1, then the next response to 4 is 1. If the previous
successor of 4 was 2, then the next response to 4 is 2. This
“2-Mode Perseverater” has some memory for the past, but
cannot keep track of the correlation between pushes and
pops. The Cluster 3 means indicate that Cluster 3 networks
expect a Level 1 sentence if the sentence begins 1-2, and
they expect a Level 2 sentence if the sentence begins 1-1-2.
However, they don’t, on average, generalize the dependency
to level 3; instead, most of them tend to treat 1-1-1-2 the
same as 1-1-2, thus failing on the second pop of Level 3
sentences.
Nevertheless, these “Fragile 1-Counters”
approximate the behavior of the unbounded recursion
generating process better than the other two types (Mean
F

2

F

We also sought a maximum of the Calinski-Harabasz pseudoF statistic (Calinski & Harabasz, 1974), another standard method,
but there was no clear maximum.
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Table 3: Networks per cluster for each condition.
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3
Sequence 1
11
1
10
Sequence 2
6
5
11
Accuracies: Simple Markov 77%, 2-Mode Perseverator
77%, Fragile 1-Counters 83%). In sum, the clustering
analyses reveal that the networks fall into distinct qualitative
categories which are associated with distinct systematic
responses to the task. Although one might expect Sequence
1 to encourage 1-counting and Sequence 2 to discourage it,
a likelihood ratio test showed no effect of training condition
on the distribution of clusters, even with clusters 2 and 3
treated as one (χ2(1) = 2.42, p = .120) (Table 3).
To investigate (2 “Continuous Interpolation”), we
contrasted two hypotheses: (a) network behaviors are
distributed as cluster prototypes + noise (equal distortion in
all directions); (b) the networks approximate blends of
behaviors associated with the various cluster prototypes.
Under both (a) and (b), a network could be proximal to a
pure complex behavior (e.g., a recursive grammar) without
precisely embodying it. But in (a) deviations have low
likelihood of leading to purer recursion because they can
occur in any direction; in (b) deviations are more likely to
lead to purer behavior because the models are restricted to a
low-dimensional manifold. In this sense, proximity of a
network in case (b) to an ideal complex behavior is a more
reliable indication that the network will robustly exhibit
complexity, than in (a). How can we tell (b) apart from (a)
empirically? If (a) holds, then the variation of each
network’s behavior on each transition is expected to be
equal. If (b) holds, then the individual networks are
expected to show greater variation on transitions in which
networks tend to contrast than on transitions in which all
networks tend to agree. We tested this hypothesis by
comparing the variances of individual networks’ behaviors
on different types of transitions during the last 99 trials to
the global variances on the same types of transitions (global
variance on a transition T is the total variance across all
network behaviors on T). Examining all 44 trained
networks, we considered the 24 transition types associated
with 1-level, 2-level and 3-level sentences. We hypothesized
that each 24-element vector of individual variances would
be more aligned with the 24-element vector of global
variances than with a 24-element vector of uniform
variances. Indeed, a paired t-test on our 44 network sample
showed that the cosine of the angle between the individual
variance vector and the global variance vector was
significantly bigger than the cosine of the angle between the
individual variance vector and any positive uniform
variance vector (p < .001).
For (3 “Recursion”), we examined individual network
response patterns to see if any of the networks generalized
to correct performance on Level 3, provided they had
learned correct performance on Level 2. We counted a
network as having correct performance on a sentence if its
accuracy was above 0.5 on all deterministic transitions in

the sentence. Indeed, by this criterion, three of the networks
from Cluster 3 exhibited correct performance on Level 3
sentences. Moreover, a regression analysis showed that even
when these three networks were removed from the data set,
better performance on Level 1 and 2 sentences predicted
better performance on Level 3 sentences (r = 0.32, p < .05).
These observations suggest that the networks that do well
on Level 3 sentences do so in virtue of their ability to do
well on Level 2 sentences, even if they do not precisely
embody the recursive generating process. Under the
definition given in the Introduction, this observation
suggests that the networks approximate a recursive
mechanism.

Human Grammar Learning Experiment
3B

Method
4B

Participants. 44 college students from the University of
Connecticut participated for course credit.
Materials. Two sequences of 400 trials each were created.
In both sequences 1 and 2 there were 38 Level-1 sentences,
25 Level-2 sentences, and 4 Level-3 sentences. The last 99
trials of both sequences were identical. The first instance of
a level-3 sentence occurred at trial 302 so trials 1-301
served as an analog of network training and trials 302-400
served as an analog of network testing. In Sequence 1 the
density of Level 2 sentences changed from low to high over
the course of trials 1-301. Sequence 2 had the reverse
progression. A windows PC with speakers on the monitor
and a standard mouse were used for the display and input.
The experiment was run in E-Prime.
Procedure. Participants saw 4 black boxes on a screen. The
boxes were positioned in a circle with grammar G numbers
associated counterclockwise, but not indicated on the
screen. Each participant ran only one sequence. When a
participant clicked a box, one of the 4 boxes would turn a
different color indicating that it was the next box in the
sequence. The participant was instructed to try to predict
which box would next change color and click on it. It was
emphasized that the goal was prediction, and not to simply
click the box which had previously changed color. If a
participant predicted the wrong box on non-push trial, a
short beep sounded. No sound was played if the participant
predicted the correct box. The correct next box generally
changed from black to green, except on push trials, where
the second 1 box changed to blue, and the third to cyan (in a
Level 3 sentence). Participants were instructed that they
need not predict the blue/cyan boxes. The computer
recorded the accuracy of the participants’ predictions.

Results
5B

Mean accuracies over the course of the task are shown in
Figure 3, separated into 3 classes: sequential transitions
pops, and pushes. A logistic regression analysis supported
staged learning—e.g., final pops learned before intermediate
pops in Level 2 sentences for Sequence 1 (p < .001). We
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Figure 3: Mean accuracy change during the task.
Level 3 2nd pop trials (L3_10(2)) are circled.

Figure 4: Human clusters.
focused our analysis on the last 99 trials, when both
sequence types experienced the same sequence of boxes.
(1 “Grouping”) In the human case, the Calinski-Harabasz
pseudo-F statistic had a clear maximum at 3 clusters so we
examined this case (Figure 4). Figure 4 suggests that the
participants in Human Cluster 1, like the networks in
Network Cluster 1, employ the Simple Markov system.
Cluster 2 is much more sensitive to the temporal structure of
pops and pushes, for these participants perform more
accurately on the Level 2 pop and the first Level 3 pop, than
Cluster 1 participants. Cluster 2 participants tend to employ
the rule, 1  1, so they have relatively high accuracies on
pushes (even though the instructions said that the blue boxes
need not be predicted). Although these “Push Predictors”
did numerically better than Cluster 1 on the second pop of
Level 3, their mean performance on this transition was less
than 0.5, suggesting that they are not robustly sensitive to
the correlation between pushes and pops. Cluster 3 uses a
different strategy with pushes—they generally predict 2
after 1, thus failing to predict the pushes and successfully
predicting the finite state transitions from 1 to 2. These
“Push Blindsiders” are even better than Cluster 2 at
Table 4: Participants per cluster for each condition.

Sequence 1
Sequence 2

Cluster 1
7
12

Cluster 2
3
4

Cluster 3
12
6

predicting the correlation between pushes and pops. In fact,
the Cluster 3 mean accuracy on the second Level 3 pop is
above 0.5. These results indicate that the human behaviors,
like the network behaviors, can be grouped into several
different coherent responses to the task, though the human
cluster prototypes are associated with somewhat different
strategies than the network cluster prototypes. Table 4 gives
the number of participants in each cluster as a function of
training sequences. A likelihood ratio test of showed no
effect of training condition on the distribution of clusters,
even with Clusters 2 and 3 treated as one (χ2(1) = 2.34, p
= .126).
Regarding (2 “Continuous Interpolation”), comparison of
variance vectors confirmed that, for humans, like networks,
most of the individual variation was on dimensions on
which there was high global variance (p < .001). As with the
nets, this result suggests that, when the humans diverge
from the coherent behaviors associated with the clusters,
they tend to diverge in the direction of other coherent
behaviors. Interestingly, when we performed the global
variance test on a cluster by cluster basis, Clusters 2 (N = 7)
and 3 (N = 18) showed significant correlation, but Cluster 1
(N = 19) did not, even though Cluster 1 had the largest
sample size. These results provide suggestive evidence that
the Push Predicters and the Push Blindsiders are hamstrung
between the pull of their cluster prototypes and the impulse
to be like Simple Markov processes, or like each other,
while the Simple Markov processors are, on average,
insensitive to the non Markovian structure in the data.
Regarding (3 “Recursion”), there were five participants,
all Push Blindsiders, whose mean accuracy on all
deterministic Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 transitions never
strayed more than 0.5 away from the predictions of the
generating process over the last 99 trials. These people can
be said to have mastered the push-pop correlation across the
three levels, providing suggestive evidence that they employ
a recursive mechanism. Furthermore, a regression analysis
showed that mean accuracy on Level 3 sentences was
positively correlated with Level 1/2 accuracy in the last 99
trials (b = 0.633, t = 3.38, p < .01). This result is consistent
with the recursion approximation hypothesis: the correlation
between Level 1/2 and Level 3 suggests that the structural
insight about Level 1/2 is being used to solve Level 3.
However, the humans, unlike the networks, can keep on
learning during the “test” trials, so the correlation might
stem from a greater learning facility in some humans than
others: those who have greater learning facility will learn
Level 1 and 2 sentences better during trials 1-301 and they
will also learn Level 3 sentences better during trials 302400, but they might not use any of their knowledge of Level
1 and 2 sentences to solve Level 3. However, in a separate
analysis, Sequence Type predicted Level 1/2 accuracy (b = 0.052, t = -2.53, p < .05). These results are unexpected on
the Learning Facility account for two reasons: the density
manipulation does not change the total amount of exposure
to Level 1 and Level 2 sentences, so if these were simply
learned on the basis of exposure, there would be no reason
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for a Sequence Type effect on Level 1/2. Second if, as
claimed by the Learning Facility account, Level 3 sentences
are learned independently of structural insight gleaned from
Levels 1 and 2, then there would be no reason to expect
Level 3 variation to be related to anything except participant
identity. Instead, the data suggest that Sequence type
influences the learning of Levels 1 and 2, and the nature of
this learning, in turn, influences performance on Level 3s,
consistent with the recursion approximation hypothesis.

General Discussion
6B

The similarities between the network and human results
provide some evidence that the Structured Manifold is a
good framework for understanding human syntactic
encoding, at least in artificial grammar learning.
The network analysis helps clarify the notions of
“Grouping”, “Continuous Interpolation” and “Recursion
Approximation”. In particular, the Grouping results provide
evidence that network interaction with the environment
focuses on a small finite number of coherent behaviors.
Even the Simple Markov system, though it is not optimal
for the task, detects a level of regularity which is inherent in
the task structure---the so-called “second-order” statistical
approximation. In dynamical systems terms, it seems likely
that these structures are attractors of some sort. It may be
helpful to ask what the nature of their stability is within the
panoply of dynamical stabilities (see Tabor, 2009).
The Continuous Interpolation results are related to
parameter-setting models of syntax (e.g. Chomsky, 1981) in
the sense that they provide a reduce-dimension description
of the range of expected behavior. An important difference
between the current model and linguistic parameter setting
models, is that the structure of the “parameters” was derived
from the interaction of a very general-purpose learning
mechanism with the environmental data. Thus, this appears
to be a less nativist kind of parameter setting.
Finally, the Recursion Approximation analysis suggests a
way of reconciling the desirable properties of recursive rules
with the facts that human behavior is imperfect and cannot
be infinitely observed. Combined with the Continuous
Interpolation observation, the results suggest understanding
states of a system as being related not just to one but to
many ideal forms. This suggests shifting away from a view
of organisms as “having a knowledge system” and toward a
view in which they can be “in the sphere” of multiple
systems. Their actual behavior is not static, and may be
understood as a structured trajectory through these spheres.
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Abstract

Scaling Laws in Neural and Behavioral Activity

It is now well-established that intrinsic fluctuations in human
behavior tend to exhibit long-range correlations in the form of
1/f scaling. Their meaning is an ongoing matter of debate, and
some researchers argue they reflect the tendency for neural
and bodily systems to poise themselves near critical states. A
spiking neural network model is presented that self-tunes to a
critical point in terms of its spike branching ratio (i.e. critical
branching). The model is shown to exhibit 1/f scaling near
critical branching, as well neural avalanches, and critical
branching is associated with maximal computational capacity
when assessed in terms of reservoir computing. The model
provides a basis for connecting neural and behavioral activity
and function via criticality.
Keywords: Critical branching, 1/f scaling, neural avalanche,
criticality, metastability, reservoir computing.

Introduction
Variability is the essence of neural and behavioral activity,
and this variability is what theories of cognition must
ultimately account for. Some of this variability can be
ascribed to effects of sensory stimulation, but much of it is
intrinsic in nature (Fox, Snyder, Vincent, & Raichle, 2007).
Like all biological systems, neural and behavioral systems
exhibit activities that can neither be attributed to extrinsic
factors, nor controlled by them. These systems are
constantly at work to maintain themselves, and this work
results in intrinsic variations in activities. The nature of
intrinsic variability provides basic information about how
components of these systems work together.
Intrinsic variability is observed when experimental
manipulations are minimized, e.g. when spontaneous neural
activity is measured in cortical slice preparations (Beggs &
Plenz, 2003), or in brain images during the wakeful resting
state (Bullmore et al., 2001), or when behavioral acts are
repeated with minimal variation in intentions and
measurement conditions (Kello, Anderson, Holden, & Van
Orden, 2008). What should one expect from system activity
when components are in this “relaxed”, default state?
A reasonable hypothesis is that component activities (e.g.
neurons, cortical columns, brain areas, muscle groups, etc.)
decouple to become relatively independent, and effectively
random. If fluctuations in system activities reflect
component sums in intrinsic measurement conditions, then
activities should tend towards “white noise”, i.e. random
samples drawn from a normal distribution. In fact this is the
basic assumption of linear models with Gaussian error
terms. However, numerous studies of intrinsic variability do
not bear out this assumption.

In many different studies of neural and behavioral
activity, intrinsic variations have been reported to follow
scaling laws across a wide range of scales. Scaling laws
generally relate one variable as function of another raised to
a power, f(X) ~ Xa, where typically a < 0. Well-known
examples from psychology and cognitive science include
Steven’s law, Zipf’s law, scale-free semantic networks, and
power laws of learning and forgetting (for review see Kello
et al., 2010).
Here we focus on two different scaling laws that have
attracted a great deal of attention in recent years. One is a
power law distribution in neural activity referred to as a
“neural avalanche” (Beggs & Plenz, 2003), and the other is
long-range correlated fluctuations in behavioral and neural
activity, known as 1/f scaling (Kello et al., 2008).
The term “neural avalanche” originally referred to bursts
of neural spiking activity found in local field potentials
recorded from slice preparations that are designed for
observing intrinsic variations. Probability distributions of
burst sizes S were found to go as P(S) ~ 1/Sβ, where β ~ 3/2
over a moderate range of scales. Analogous burst size
distributions have also been found in EEG, MEG, and fMRI
recordings (see Poil, van Ooyen, & Linkenkaer-Hansen,
2008).
1/f scaling refers to autocorrelations in time series of
repeated measurements, in our case taken from neural or
behavioral systems. Each measurement is correlated with
previous ones, and correlations decay slowly as an inverse
power of lag between measurements. In the frequency
domain, this scaling relation holds between spectral power S
and frequency f as S(f) ~ 1/fα, where α ~ 1 over a moderate
to wide range of scales. This scaling law has been observed
in local field potentials, EEG, fMRI, and a wide variety of
behavioral measures of intrinsic variation, including
tapping, walking, reaction times, interval estimates, and the
acoustics of spoken word repetitions (see Kello et al., 2008).

Criticality and Computation
What do neural avalanches and 1/f scaling tell us about
neural and behavioral systems? One possibility is suggested
by the particular exponent values observed, because they are
both predicted to occur in the intrinsic variations of systems
near their critical points. Critical points occur at the
transitions between phases (i.e. modes) of component
interactions, and many different kinds of complex systems
have been hypothesized to self-organize towards their
critical points (Bak, 1996). Theoretical work has shown that
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systems near their critical points universally exhibit scaling
laws in their intrinsic dynamics (Sornette, 2004). 1/f scaling
with α ~ 1 has been shown to hold for a wide range of
model systems poised near transitions between ordered
versus disordered states, whereas neural avalanches with β ~
3/2 hold for systems poised near transitions between
diminishing versus expanding branching processes.
While the predicted scaling exponents lend credence to
the idea that neural and behavioral systems tend to be poised
near critical points, one is led to ask, why would this be so?
One possible reason is that both kinds of phase transitions
have been associated with adaptive cognitive properties
(Kello et al., 2010). Here we focus on the maximization of
information transmission and memory capacity in critical
branching networks (more on this in the Conclusion).
Any given spiking neural network can be viewed as a
branching process whereby a given spike occurring at time t
may subsequently “branch” into some number of spikes at
time t + Δt over the neurons connected via its axonal
synapses. Let us call the former an “ancestor” presynaptic
spike, and the latter are “descendant” postsynaptic spikes.
The expected number of descendants for each given
ancestor is the branching ratio of a spiking network,
σ = E(Npost / Npre), where E() is expected value.
If σ is less than one, then spikes diminish over time, and
information transmission through the network is inhibited in
terms of dampened propagation of spiking activity. If σ is
greater than one, then spikes grow over time and eventually
come to saturate the network, which also inhibits
information transmission. σ = 1 is the critical branching
point at which spikes are conserved over time, and so
propagate without dying out or running rampant.
An analogous critical point between convergent and
divergent dynamics (i.e. Lyapunov exponents near one) has
been shown to maximize memory capacity in a recurrent
network of threshold gating units known as a liquid state
machine (Bertschinger & Natschlager, 2004). Weights on
connections between units were set to be near the critical
point, and intrinsic gate dynamics (switches between 1 and
-1) were perturbed by external inputs. There were two
arbitrary input patterns (i.e. one “bit” of information), and
one of the patterns was chosen randomly for input on each
time step.
Past inputs may have effects on gate dynamics that carry
forward in time. The memory capacity of the network was
defined by two factors: The distance in time over which
information about past inputs was carried forward in current
gate values, and the degree to which different patterns of
past inputs were distinguishable in current gate values.
Memory capacity was assessed by using a linear regression
“readout” function to classify patterns of gate values over
units according to nonlinear functions of past input bits (i.e.
XOR and parity). Linear readout can only succeed if the
effects of past inputs carry forward to current gate values,
and only if gate dynamics take nonlinearly separable inputs
and make them linearly separable. Results showed that
memory capacity was maximal when weights were set near

the critical point between convergent and divergent
dynamics.

Critical Branching Model
The studies reviewed thus far leave us with two gaps: 1) a
single model has not been shown to exhibit both neural
avalanches and 1/f scaling, and 2) a biologically plausible
neural network algorithm has not been formulated to drive
synapses towards a critical branching point. Kello and
Mayberry (2010) made progress towards filling these gaps
by presenting a spiking neural network model with a critical
branching self-tuning algorithm. The model exhibited neural
avalanches and maximal memory capacity near its critical
point, but 1/f scaling was not demonstrated, and the model
was not biologically realistic.
Here we present a more realistic, spiking neural network
model that self-tunes to a critical branching point, and in
doing so exhibits both neural avalanches and 1/f scaling.
Moreover, deviations from both scaling laws are exhibited
as the model moves either toward subcritical or supercritical
phases, and memory capacity is maximized near the critical
branching point. Memory capacity is measured by applying
reservoir computing functions to spike dynamics, as done in
liquid state machines. Our work provides a basis for spiking
neural network models that connect neural and cognitive
functions via the principle of criticality.
Model Variables and Update Equations. A basic kind
of model spiking neuron is the leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF)
unit. LIF units generally have the following variables
(Roman letters) and parameters (Greek letters): A
membrane potential Vi for each neuron i, a membrane
threshold θi and membrane leak λi, and a level of
potentiation wj for each axonal synapse j, where wj >= 0 for
excitatory neurons and wj <= 0 for inhibitory neurons.
Models may also include variable synaptic delays τj, as well
as parameters governing the time course of action potentials
and postsynaptic potentials (e.g. membrane resistance).
Our model included all of the above, except that action
potentials and postsynaptic potentials were instantaneous for
the sake of simplicity. The model was biologically realistic
in that 1) variable updates were local in time and local with
respect to immediately connected synapses and neurons
(numerical values were not transmitted over connections
among neurons, as they are in e.g. backpropagation), and 2)
synaptic and neuronal updates were asynchronous and
event-based (i.e. time was not discretized, it was coded with
arbitrary precision). The latter criterion helped ensure the
plausibility of our critical branching tuning algorithm.
Each update event in the model begins when a given
neuron receives as input a postsynaptic potential Ij at time t,
which may either come from another neuron within the
model, or to from an external input source (i.e. neurons
outside the model or sensory stimulation):

Vi  Vi e i ( t t ')  I j ,

[1]

where  denotes the instantaneous update of a variable,
and t ' is the previous time that Vi was updated. Thus the
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model included continuous exponential leak, applied each
time a given neuron received an input. Immediately after
each Vi update, if Vi > θi, then Vi  0, and a postsynaptic
potential Ij was generated for each axonal synapse of i.
Each Ij = wj, and was applied at time t + τj.
In a typical connectionist model, wj can be any realvalued number, possibly bounded by some minima and
maxima. However, recent neurophysiological evidence
suggests that synapses may be similar to noisy binary
switches with only two levels of potentiation (e.g.
O'Connor, Wittenberg, & Wang, 2005), and it has been
argued that this limitation has little effect on the
computational capacity of synapses (Baldassi, Braunstein,
Brunel, & Zecchina, 2007). Therefore we used discretevalued synapses in order to limit the number of activated
synapses (wj ≠ 0), and to enable a stochastic tuning
algorithm. In particular, we used synapses with only two
possible levels of potentiation, 0 or φj.
Each LIF model neuron has two free parameters, λi and θi,
and each synapse has two free parameters, τj and φj. In some
spiking network models, parameters are set according to
empirical data on particular kinds of neurons (e.g. pyramidal
cells; ref). However, perhaps the most basic and overarching
fact about neurons is their heterogeneity: Parameters vary
across different kinds of neurons, and across different
neurons of a given kind. To reflect the general fact of
heterogeneity, values for all four free parameters were
sampled randomly from uniform distributions whose ranges
were set to reasonable default values. In particular, values
were real numbers in the ranges 1 < θi < 2, 0.5 < λi < 1, 1 <
τj < 1.5, 1 < φj < 2 for excitatory units, and -1 < φj < -0.1 for
inhibitory units.
The set of membrane potentials V and postsynaptic
potentials I comprise the dynamics of neurons in our LIF
model. These variables are governed by event-based updates
(Eq 1, plus threshold dynamics) that may occur
asynchronously across neurons, at any point in continuous
time (simulated with arbitrary precision, no need to choose a
time discretization). The set of synaptic weights w comprise
the dynamics of synapses, and are governed by the critical
branching algorithm described next.
Self-Tuning Algorithm. The objective of the self-tuning
algorithm is to activate and de-activate synapses so that each
ancestor spike is followed by one descendant spike on
average. A local estimate for σ is computed over the
interspike interval (ISI) for each model neuron i. This means
that only Npost,i need be estimated, because Npre,i=1 by
definition with respect to a given neuron’s ISI. Thus, to
achieve critical branching, Npost,i should sum to one.
When a given neuron spikes, its local estimate of σ is
reset, Npost,i  0. For each axonal synapse’s first spike
occurring at time t, Npost,i was incremented by

si  e  i ( t t ')

. For each increment, each descendant spike was weighted
as a decaying function of the time interval between pre- and
postsynaptic spikes, with maximal weighting when the
former was immediately followed by the latter.

The sum of time-weighted descendants is used (before it
is reset to zero) each time the neuron spikes to update
weights on its axonal synapses. In particular, if Npost,I < 1,
then perform the update wj  φj for each synapse j with
probability

f si  N post,i  1 / U ,

[2]

where η is a global tuning rate parameter (fixed at 0.1), and
U is the number of synapses available for potentiation.

f si   1  e i ( t t ') if neuron i was excitatory, and

f si   e i ( t t ') if inhibitory. If Npost,I > 1, then perform
the update wj  0 with probability set according to Eq 3,
except U is the number of synapses available for depotentiation, and the assignment of f si is switched for

 

excitatory versus inhibitory neurons.
In essence, the critical branching algorithm activates
synapses when too few descendant spikes occur, and deactivates when too many occur. Spikes are time-weighted
because effects of ancestor spikes on descendant neurons
diminish according to their leak rates. Critical branching
weight updates increase in likelihood as local branching
ratio estimates diverge from one, and depend on spike
timing. With regard to spike timing, excitatory synapses are
more likely to be potentiated when postsynaptic neurons
have not fired recently (and vice versa), which helped to
spread spikes across neurons. The same principle leads to
the opposite rule for inhibitory neurons.
Model Architecture. The model consisted of 200 inputs
units and 1000 reservoir units. All input units were
excitatory, and reservoir units were excitatory or inhibitory
with probability 0.5. Input units were connected to each
reservoir unit with probability 0.2, and reservoir units were
connected to each other with probability 0.2. All synaptic
weights were initialized to zero.

Simulation 1: Scaling Laws
We first examine intrinsic variations exhibited by the model
under two different random noise input conditions. In the
high input condition, exactly one half of the input units were
induced to spike at a random time within the first half of
each unit time interval. In the low input condition, only five
input units were induced to spike per unit time interval.
High input caused a steady fluctuation in spikes, whereas
low input caused “bursts” of activation above baseline.
In Figure 1, two time series are shown for the first 8000
time intervals of an example run in the high input condition.
The top series is the mean branching ratio estimate per unit
interval, and the bottom series is the number of reservoir
units that spiked per unit time interval. The top series shows
the ability of the critical branching self-tuning algorithm to
reach and maintain σ ~ 1, starting from zero potentiated
synapses. The bottom series shows variations around a
mean of ~210 spikes per time interval. These variations are
largely intrinsic to the model, because there was no
variation in the number of input spikes per time interval.
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In Figure 2, a spectral analysis is shown for the last 4096
data points in Figure 1, in log-log coordinates. Fluctuations
in numbers of spikes are shown to closely follow a 1/f
scaling relation in the lower frequencies (ideal 1/f shown by
the dashed line), which represents the vast majority of
variation in the time series because power is on a
logarithmic scale. The small amount of remaining variation
(despite appearances in the figure) in the higher frequencies
is uncorrelated noise (slope near zero). This general pattern
is common to nearly all empirical observations of 1/f
scaling, including those in behavioral and neural activity. At
least some of this variation comes from the temporal
dispersion of inputs within each time interval, and variations
in neuron and synapse parameters.
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Figure 1: Branching Ratio and Spike Variations in the
High Input Condition
In Figure 3, a portion of the spike series from the low
input condition is shown. Only a small stretch is shown in
order to highlight the “burst-like” nature of the time series.
As in the high input condition, these bursts are intrinsic
variations because the rate of inputs spikes was held
constant at 5 per time interval. The size of each avalanche
(i.e. burst) was defined as the sum of spikes over contiguous
points with 10 or more spikes (red arrows show three
example avalanches).
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Figure 4: Avalanche Probability Distribution (log bins)
In Figure 4, a histogram of avalanche sizes is plotted in
log-log coordinates for a run of 200,000 time steps in the
low input condition (after first tuning to critical branching).
The ideal 3/2 power law is shown by the dashed line. The
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fall off in larger avalanche sizes is also characteristic of real
neural avalanche data, and is likely due to the limited size of
the model (a similar fall off in local field potential data is
apparently due to limited numbers of electrodes).
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The memory capacity of spiking dynamics was assessed as a
liquid state machine (Maass, Natschlager, & Markram,
2002). The only change to the critical branching model was
in the inputs. Half of the input units were assigned to
represent one bit value (0), and the other half were assigned
to the other (1). For each time interval, one of the bit values
was chosen at random, and all of its corresponding input
units were induced to spike. The resulting sequence of bit
inputs caused reservoir units to spike, and the critical
branching tuning algorithm was engaged as in Simulation 1.
Once tuning asymptoted, a group of 15 “readout” units was
used to test the XOR function on adjacent input bits that
occurred from 1 to 15 time intervals in the past. Readout
units used logistic outputs (instead of spiking), and were
only for assessing spike dynamics (not part of critical
branching). Weights on connections into readout units were
real-valued and initialized in the range [-0.1, 0.1].
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5 and 6, results are shown at three different targeted
branching ratios, i.e. σ = 0.5, σ = 1.0, and σ = 1.5. Spike
burst size distributions are shown to diverge from ideal
neural avalanches when the branching ratio diverges from
one, and summed spike fluctuations are shown to diverge
from 1/f scaling. For avalanches, the power law tail of the
distribution either becomes too light (subcritical, R = 0.5) or
too heavy (supercritical, R = 1.5). For spectra, either
fluctuations lose their long-range correlations as seen in a
flattening of the spectrum in the lower frequencies (R = 0.5),
or fluctuations deviate towards Brownian motion (R = 1.5).

Simulation 2: Memory Capacity
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Target Branching Ratios of 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5
Results thus far show that intrinsic variations in critical
branching spiking activity exhibit near ideal neural
avalanches and 1/f scaling under low and high input
conditions, respectively. These results alone do not
distinguish whether the scaling laws are associated with
critical branching, or something more general about how the
algorithm works.
To test whether critical branching is important for
simulating these scaling laws, the critical branching
algorithm was generalized to target branching ratios other
than one. In particular, the tuning algorithm was generalized
to target a given branching ratio R by replacing the

Figure 7. XOR classification accuracy as a function of
time lag for three different targeted branching ratios
For each unit time interval, reservoir spikes resulted in
output activations over readout units. For 10000 trials of
training, readout units received XOR targets based on past
input bits, and targets were compared with outputs using
sum squared error. The resulting error signal was used to
update connection weights using the delta learning rule
(momentum = 0.5, learning rate = 0.00005). At testing, net
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inputs to each readout unit had to be on the correct side of 0
to be considered correct. It is important to note that net
inputs were a linear function of their weights, which meant
that XOR performance relied on the memory and
representational capacity of reservoir spiking dynamics.
The model was tested at 11 different branching ratios
from 0.3 to 1.5 (run 10 times each per ratio). In Figure 7,
XOR performance is shown to be greatest for the most
recent time lags, and falls off to chance (0.5) by lag 15 (for
replication, see Bertschinger & Natschlager, 2004).
Performance was best when the targeted branching ratio was
0.95; ideal critical branching is at 1, and mean performance
was slightly less for this target ratio (see Figure 8). This
slight shift in the predicted peak at 1 is due to the use of a
model with no output units where spikes could “exit” the
system (see Kello & Mayberry, 2010).

Figure 8. XOR classification accuracy, averaged over time
delays, and plotted as function of targeted branching ratio

Conclusion
An LIF spiking network model was tuned to its critical
branching point, which yielded 1/f scaling and neural
avalanches, as well as maximal memory capacity. The
model’s basis in criticality provided the connection between
these two heretofore unconnected scaling laws, and between
the scaling laws and functional, cognitive properties of
neural networks. The ability to address both neural and
behavioral phenomena was facilitated by modeling at the
level of spikes. In future simulations, we will further
leverage the model by examining temporal autocorrelations
and mutual dependencies among spike trains, interspike
interval and spike rate distributions, and pervasive 1/f
scaling in intrinsic fluctuations of behavioral activity.
If the model continues to account for basic facts about
intrinsic variations in neural and behavioral activity, and
grows to integrate the readout function, then it may provide
a theoretical framework with broad empirical support that
enables spiking dynamics models of cognitive function.
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Abstract
Motion processing in visual systems is supported by various
subcortical and cortical microcircuits. However, all motion
processing requires a basic capacity to integrate and combine
information over time, as may be true for all microcircuits
that support perceptual and cognitive functions. In the present
study, a generic microcircuit model is presented that selftunes its recurrent spiking dynamics to its critical branching
point. The model is shown to have generic memory capacity
that can be tapped for the purpose of visual motion
processing. These results suggest that critical branching
neural networks may provide general bases for spiking
models of motion processing and other perceptual and
cognitive functions.
Keywords: Critical branching; reservoir computing; leaky
integrate-and-fire neural networks; motion perception.

Introduction
Communication in neural networks largely occurs via
thresholded spiking signals between neurons, which are
connected by characteristically recurrent loops varying in
spatial and temporal scale (Buzsáki, 2006). This
connectivity structure produces patterns of network activity
that are continually in flux, and in this sense network
dynamics cannot be characterized by simple point or limit
cycle attractors. This limits the extent to which attractorbased neural network models, common in cognitive science
(e.g. connectionist recurrent networks), can relate the
brain’s spiking dynamics with cognitive functions.
In order to investigate how computational functions might
be based in non-attractor network dynamics, Maass et al.
(2002b) and Jaeger (2001) developed the concept of
reservoir computing. The basic idea is that recurrent
networks can produce dynamics with a generic capacity for
computation, and so-called “read-out” networks can learn to
interpret reservoir dynamics for task-specific purposes.
The present work is focused on Maass et al.’s (2002b)
liquid state machine (LSM) framework, which consists of a
pool of leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF) units with random
recurrent connectivity that is roughly constrained to be local
and sparse. Time-varying input signals are fed to the
network to drive and alter the “liquid” spiking dynamics.
Due to recurrence, thresholding, and other non-linearities,
the resulting spatial and temporal spike patterns are
complex, unknown, and unlearned functions of their inputs.
Nonetheless, these spike patterns will contain information
about past inputs to the extent that their dynamics are not
overly convergent or overly divergent (i.e. with Lyapunov
exponents near one; Bertschinger & Natschläger, 2004).
Maass et al. (2002b) found that even when the input patterns

are non-linearly separable (e.g. XOR and parity), simple
linear classification can be used to categorize inputs based
on the liquid spike patterns they produce. Thus, simple
learning algorithms can be used to interpret complex spiking
dynamics for non-trivial functions and tasks. Moreover, the
authors showed that functions of past inputs can be learned
from current spike patterns because memory is an inherent
property of recurrent dynamics that are not overly
convergent or divergent.
The efficacy and simplicity of reservoir computing makes
it an attractive generic mechanism for computational
perception tasks. In fact, Verstraeten et al. (2005) used
LSMs to classify spoken words, and Maass et al. (2002a)
used them to classify the shapes and velocities of visual
objects in motion. Burgsteiner et al. (2006) used real-time
video footage from the RoboCup Soccer challenge to show
that an LSM could be used to predict the future location of a
soccer ball in motion.

Visual Motion Perception
Biological motion perception starts with motion detectors in
the retina, where ganglion cells just two or three synapses
away from rods and cones detect motion in preferred
directions (Vaney et al., 2000). Behaviorally, sensitivity to
the direction of motion is demonstrated in motion coherence
studies (reviewed in Braddick, 1997), where even minute
asymmetries in the percentage of motion in one or another
direction can be detected. Information about the direction of
motion is used for navigation, such as when coherent
motion across the visual field constitutes optic flow, and for
the detection of objects in motion, such as when local
motion differs from global motion (Srinivasan, 2000).
Tracking objects is another important function of motion
perception, i.e. the ability to predict future locations of
objects in motion. This kind of prediction is hypothesized to
be necessary for accurate smooth-pursuit eye movements
(Carpenter, 1988), and it enables organisms to either avoid
collisions with moving objects, or coincide with them as in
catching or hitting a baseball. For instance, McBeath (1990)
showed that the motor action of aiming and swinging a bat
must be implemented when the ball is just over halfway to
the plate, using a prediction of where the ball will be.
Similarly, studies of cricket batters’ eye movements show
predictive eye fixations on where the ball will be when it
crosses the mound, rather than where it currently is (Land &
McLeod, 2000).
The present work focuses on both of these functions of
motion processing: direction classification and future
location prediction. Reservoir computing techniques are
particularly well-suited for motion perception tasks, as both
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are inherently dynamical in nature. That is, microcircuits
involved in motion processing must support a wide range of
visual functions in the face of constantly changing inputs,
and must be sensitive to the time course of these inputs.

Critical Branching Applied to Motion Processing
In the present study, motion processing tasks are used to
investigate the efficacy of a generic circuit implemented
using the reservoir computing framework. The model builds
on previous work by Maass et al. (2002a) and Burgsteiner et
al. (2006) who developed LSMs for predicting future
locations of objects in motion. Here we replicate and extend
their work by 1) developing a new model for tuning
reservoir dynamics of LIF units, and 2) applying the model
to a wider range of tests that more thoroughly examine its
capacity for motion processing.
The present model is based on Kello and Mayberry’s
(2010) work on critical branching neural computation (see
also Kello & Kerster, 2011; Kello et al., 2011). The basic
idea is that the computational capacity of reservoir spiking
dynamics should be enhanced when near their critical
branching point. Any spiking neural network can be viewed
as a branching process whereby a spike occurring at time t
may subsequently “branch” into some number of spikes at
time t+Δt over the neurons connected via its axonal
synapses. Let us call the former an “ancestor” presynaptic
spike, and the latter “descendant” postsynaptic spikes. The
number of descendants divided by ancestors is the
branching ratio of a spiking network: σ=Npost/Npre. If σ<1,
spikes diminish over time and information transmission
through the network is inhibited by dampened propagation
of spiking signals. If σ>1, spikes increase over time and
eventually saturate the network, which also inhibits
information transmission. σ=1 is the critical branching point
at which spikes are conserved over time, and so propagate
without dying out or running rampant. A related concept of
“homeostatic synaptic scaling” is being investigated in
cortical circuits, and refers to the idea that these circuits also
adjust themselves to achieve a balanced level of overall
activity in terms of mean firing rate (for a review, see
Turrigiano, 2008).
Computational models verify the information processing
advantage of a network with σ=1. For example, an
analogous critical point between convergent and divergent
dynamics (i.e Lyapunov exponents near one) has been
shown to maximize memory capacity in a recurrent network
of threshold gating units (Bertschinger & Natschläger,
2004). Here we formulate a reservoir computing model
using LIF spiking neurons that are more biologically
realistic compared with threshold gate neurons. Our model
includes a simple algorithm that probabilistically potentiates
and de-potentiates synapses so that reservoir dynamics
approach their critical branching point.
We presented inputs to the model that come from a
simple, abstracted visual field. The visual field consisted of
nothing other than a diamond-shaped moving object on a
12x12 grid with periodic boundary conditions (i.e. left/right

and top/bottom edges wrap around). Inputs created and
perturbed ongoing spiking dynamics in a pool of LIF
reservoir neurons. A group of perceptron units was used to
“read out” spiking dynamics for two different functions of
motion processing: Direction classification and future
location prediction. These functions are similar, except that
direction classification requires generalization across
position (and has a higher chance rate of performance),
whereas future location prediction is position-specific (and
has a lower chance rate of performance).
In Simulation 1, we test whether critical branching
spiking dynamics have the kind of memory capacity capable
of simultaneously supporting these two motion processing
functions, using simple straight-line motions that require
only modest memory capacity for accurate performance. In
Simulations 2 and 3, we employ more complex zig-zag and
spiral motions that require greater memory capacity.

Reservoir Computing Model
Our model was based on the LSM framework, which
consists of three layers: input units, reservoir units (tuned to
critical branching, hereafter referred to as the “CB layer”),
and readout units (Figure 1). The input layer was a 12x12
grid, and each unit projected a synaptic connection onto
each of the reservoir units with probability 0.5. There were
400 LIF units in the CB layer, and each one projected
recurrently onto each other with probability 0.5. There were
four direction classification readout units, and twenty-four
location prediction readout units (representing two 12-unit
axis coordinates). Each unit in the CB layer projected onto
every readout unit. Input patterns were diamonds with sides
approximately 7-8 units in length.

Figure 1: Model architecture. Gray squares show example
spike patterns, and blue lines represent synaptic connectivity
Model Variables and Update Equations. LIF units
generally have the following variables (Roman letters) and
parameters (Greek letters): A membrane potential Vi for
each neuron i, a membrane threshold θi and membrane leak
λi, and a level of potentiation wj for each axonal synapse j,
where wj>=0 for excitatory neurons and wj<=0 for inhibitory
neurons. Models may also include variable synaptic delays
τj, as well as parameters governing the time course of action
potentials and postsynaptic potentials (e.g. membrane
resistance).
Our model included all of the above, except that action
potentials and postsynaptic potentials were instantaneous for
the sake of simplicity. We sought to enhance the
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biologically plausibility of the model with 1) variable
updates that were local in time and local with respect to
immediately connected synapses and neurons (numerical
values were not transmitted over connections among
neurons, as they are in e.g. backpropagation), and 2)
synaptic and neuronal updates were asynchronous and
event-based. The latter criterion helped further the
plausibility of our critical branching tuning algorithm.
Each update event in the model begins when a given
neuron receives as input a postsynaptic potential Ij at time t,
which may either come from another neuron within the CB
layer, or from the input layer:
,

[1]

where
denotes the instantaneous update of a variable,
and is the previous time that Vi was updated. Thus, the
model included continuous exponential leak, applied each
time a given neuron received an input. Immediately after
each Vi update, if Vi>θi, then Vi 0, and a postsynaptic
potential Ij was generated for each axonal synapse of i. Each
Ij=wj, and was applied at time t+τj.
In a typical connectionist model, wj can be any realvalued number, possibly bounded by some minima and
maxima. However, neurophysiological evidence indicates
that synapses may only have a limited, discrete number of
levels of potentiation, possibly just two (Petersen et al.,
1998). Therefore we used binary-valued synapses in order to
limit the number of potentiated synapses (wj≠0), and to
enable a stochastic tuning algorithm. In particular, each
synapse had two possible strengths i.e. levels of
potentiation, 0 or φj. Each LIF model neuron has two free
parameters, λi and θi, and each synapse has two free
parameters, τj and φj. Values for all four free parameters
were sampled randomly from uniform distributions whose
ranges were set to reasonable default values. In particular,
values were real numbers in the ranges 1 < θi < 2, 0.5 < λi <
1, 1 < τj < 1.5, 1 < φj < 2 for excitatory units, and 0.1 < φj <
1 for inhibitory units. The decision to set φj higher for
excitatory units was driven by performance considerations,
rather than neurophysiological data.
The set of membrane potentials V and postsynaptic
potentials I comprise the dynamics of neurons in our LIF
model. These variables are governed by event-based updates
(Eq 1, plus threshold dynamics) that may occur
asynchronously across neurons (at any point in continuous
time, simulated with arbitrary precision). The set of synaptic
weights w comprise the dynamics of synapses, and are
governed by the critical branching algorithm described next.
Self-Tuning Algorithm. The objective of the self-tuning
algorithm is to potentiate and de-potentiate synapses so that
each ancestor spike is followed by one descendant spike on
average. A local estimate for σ is computed over the
interspike interval (ISI) for each model neuron i. This means
that only Npost,i need be estimated, because Npre,i=1 by
definition, with respect to a given neuron’s ISI. Thus, to
achieve critical branching, Npost,i should sum to one.

When a given neuron spikes, its local estimate of σ is
reset, Npost,i 0. For each axonal synapse’s first spike
occurring at time t, Npost,i was incremented by
.
For each increment, each descendant spike was weighted as
a decaying function of the time interval between pre- and
postsynaptic spikes, with maximal weighting when the
former was immediately followed by the latter.
The sum of time-weighted descendants is used (before it
is reset to zero) each time the neuron spikes to update
weights on its axonal synapses. In particular, if Npost,i<1,
then the update wj φj is performed for each synapse j with
probability
,
[2]
where η is a global tuning rate parameter (fixed at 0.1), and
U is the number of synapses available for potentiation.
f(si)
if neuron i was excitatory, and
f(si)
if inhibitory. If Npost,i>1, then perform the
update wj 0 with probability set according to Eq 2, except
U is the number of synapses available for de-potentiation,
and the assignment of f(si) is switched for excitatory versus
inhibitory neurons.
In essence, the critical branching algorithm potentiates
synapses when too few descendant spikes occur, and depotentiates when too many occur. Spikes are time-weighted
because effects of ancestor spikes on descendant neurons
diminish according to their leak rates. Critical branching
weight updates increase in likelihood as local branching
ratio estimates diverge from one, and depend on spike
timing. With regard to spike timing, excitatory synapses are
more likely to be (de)potentiated when postsynaptic neurons
have (not) fired recently, which helps to spread spikes
across neurons. The same principle leads to the opposite
rule for inhibitory neurons.
Readout Layer. Readout units were not spiking units.
Instead, the normalized exponential function (i.e. softmax)
was used to compute their outputs from their summed
inputs. The readout layer consisted of three normalized
groups of units: 4 direction classification units (up, down,
left, and right), 12 X-coordinate position units, and 12 Ycoordinate position units. Unlike synapses projecting into
reservoir units, connections into readout units were realvalued and initialized in the range [-0.1, 0.1].
For each unit time interval of simulation, reservoir spikes
resulted in normalized output activations over readout units.
During training, readout units received 1-of-N targets for
each of the three normalized readout groups. Targets were
compared with outputs using the divergence error function,
and the resulting error signal was used to update connection
weights with the delta learning rule (using momentum = 0.5,
learning rate = 0.00001). At testing, the maximally active
readout unit in each group was compared with the targeted
output to assess model accuracy (both X- and Y-coordinate
units had to match their targets for location prediction to be
considered accurate). Location prediction was always one
unit time interval into the future.
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Only weights on connections into readout units were
trained. Levels of synaptic potentiation on connections into
reservoir units were set by the critical branching tuning
(given the diamond input patterns), and were not effected by
readout units’ error signals. Thus, task-specific performance
of readout units was based on generic, task-neutral spiking
dynamics tuned near their critical branching point.

Simulations

begun to perturb ongoing spiking activity. Performance on
both tasks then gradually ramps up to asymptotic
performance. This ramp-up shows that spiking dynamics,
while not attractor-based, increasingly encode motion
information as it consistently accumulates over successive
inputs. The ramp-up in both results shows that the same,
generic reservoir dynamics can be simultaneously tapped to
compute different functions of motion.

Each simulation consisted of a set of tuning trials, and a set
of trials used for both training and testing. Each trial began
with the diamond-shaped input pattern initialized at a
random location on the input grid (with periodic boundary
conditions, as shown in Figure 2). Each trial proceeded for
20 time intervals over which the diamond was moved for 20
increments, each one corresponding to approximately one
unit on the input grid. At each increment, input units
corresponding to the position of the diamond were induced
to spike, and other input units did not spike for that time
interval.
Figure 3: Accuracy on direction and location prediction
tasks in Simulation 1
Figure 3 also shows that direction classification was more
difficult than location prediction. Given that both functions
essentially coded the same information (i.e. 1-of-4 different
directions and 1-of-4 future locations given the current
location), we can conclude that this difference arises in part
because the direction task requires generalization over
position. Additionally, fewer weights encoded the direction
function (4 versus 24 readout units). Further work is needed
to pull these two factors apart.

Figure 2: Diamond-shaped input pattern with periodic
boundary conditions shown in gray. Arrows demonstrate
straight-line (Simulation 1; blue), zig-zag (Simulation 2;
red), and spiral (Simulation 3; orange) motion patterns
Reservoir dynamics were not reset after each trial; the
model ran continuously as spikes were input to the network
trial after trial. There were a total of 1,000 tuning trials,
followed by 1,000 training and testing trials. The critical
branching tuning algorithm was engaged only during tuning
trials, and readout units were engaged only during training
and testing trials. Each simulation was run five times (with
parameters initialized anew each time), and mean
performance over the five runs is presented. Reservoir units
successfully approached their critical branching point by the
end of tuning (mean estimated branching ratio of .88; for
related results on critical branching, see Kello et al., 2011).

Simulation 1: Straight-Line Motion
For Simulation 1, movement of the diamond-shaped input
pattern on each trial was in a straight line in one of four
randomly chosen directions (up, down, left, right).
Results. Readout performance as a function of trial time
interval is shown in Figure 3. At the beginning of each trial,
results from both direction and location tasks are near
chance performance because input spikes have not yet

Simulation 2: Zig-Zag Motion
The straight-line motion task in Simulation 1 required
minimal integration of past information to achieve accurate
performance. That is, it was sufficient to “remember” where
the diamond was for any two or more of the previous time
intervals. However, motion processing can be more
difficult, in that information about the sequence of several
past inputs may be required for accurate performance. In
Simulation 2, a zig-zag motion pattern was used as a more
stringent test of the memory capacity of reservoir dynamics.
Each zig-zag trial began with the diamond-shaped input
pattern initialized in a random start location. Motion again
began in one of four randomly chosen directions (up, down,
left, right), but here the direction of motion alternated by
right angles at regular intervals to create a zig-zag pattern.
The direction of the initial 90˚ turn was chosen randomly at
the onset of each trial, and motion alternated between this
and the original direction for the duration of the trial. The
simulation was performed with inter-turn intervals (zig-zag
lengths) ranging from 2 to 5.
In order for readout units to achieve accurate
performance, reservoir dynamics must now encode more
specific information about inputs in the past. In particular,
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reservoir dynamics must encode the time and direction of
the previous zig-zag change, which may have occurred
several time intervals in the past.

predicting changes in direction was difficult because it
required greater memory capacity. As motion continued
linearly between each turn, performance gradually rose until
it fell again at the next turn.
The most important result was the overall increase in
performance, which is best seen in zig-zag lengths 2 and 3.
This trend indicates that reservoir dynamics accumulated
information about the zig-zag pattern itself as inputs came in
over time, and were more capable of anticipating the turns.
This trend is rather small for length 4, and mostly absent
from length 5. These results show limitations in the
reservoir’s memory capacity as the length of time increased
between turns that must be remembered. This generic
memory capacity increases with the size of the reservoir, so
these limitations are not absolute. It is an open question
whether there may be other means of increasing memory
capacity, either generically or for task-specific purposes.
Finally, one can also see from Figure 4 that the relative
performance of the two tasks differs from that observed in
Simulation 1, especially with shorter zig-zag lengths. This
result requires further investigation, but it presumably has to
do with the position-general nature of direction coding,
versus position-specific nature of location prediction.

Simulation 3: Spiral Motion
The zig-zag motions in Simulation 2 minimally required
memory about only the last turn. In Simulation 3, an
expanding spiral motion pattern was used to test whether
reservoir dynamics can encode memory about all prior
turns. On each trial, motion again began in one of four
randomly chosen directions, and turns were either 90
degrees clockwise or counter-clockwise, also chosen
randomly. The sides of the spiral expanded over time in the
sequence 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, and 4 (for a sum of 20 intervals;
see Figure 2 for motion depiction). Simulation methods
were otherwise the same.

Figure 4. Accuracy for direction and location prediction in
Simulation 2 (dashed lines show changes in direction)
Results. Results are shown in Figure 4. Performance in
Simulation 2 was worse overall than in Simulation 1. This
difference reflects the need for weights into readout units to
extract more conjunctive information about past inputs.
Notably, performance followed a zig-zag pattern aligned
with the zig-zag of motion (direction changes shown by
dotted lines). This pattern indicates that, as expected,

Figure 5. Accuracy on direction and location prediction in
Simulation 3 (dashed lines show changes in direction)
Results. Results are shown in Figure 5. As expected, overall
performance on the spiral motion simulation was even
worse than on the zig-zag motion, and performance dipped
at each turn. However, performance once again showed a
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slight upward trend over the entire trial interval, indicating
that reservoir dynamics contained information about more
than just one previous change in direction.

Conclusion
The present results are a proof-of-concept that generic,
recurrent spiking dynamics have memory for visual inputs
that can be tapped for motion processing tasks. Spike
dynamics were tuned to their critical branching point, which
has been shown to enhance the memory and computational
capacity of reservoir spiking networks (Kello & Mayberry,
2010). Furthermore, recordings from cortical slice
preparations and EEG have provided evidence of critical
branching neural activity (Poil et al., 2008). Thus, critical
branching may be a basic principle utilized by motion
processing microcircuits, as well as neural networks in
general. Model results did not reach the level of accuracy
necessary for simulating human motion processing
capabilities, but the pattern of results showed that critical
branching spiking dynamics are capable of the kinds of
motion processing demonstrated in human behavior.
Behavioral research has shown that an object’s motion is
an important cue for object recognition (Newell et al.,
2004), and researchers are currently investigating the idea
that the temporal contiguity of an object’s image on the
retina contributes to the development of invariant object
recognition (Li & DiCarlo, 2008). Because the recurrent
dynamics of the model described here are shown to be
capable of integrating information from multiple time steps,
future work will investigate whether this memory can be
tapped to form invariant object representations.
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Abstract
Blocking is a well-studied learning phenomenon in which
previous learning inhibits subsequent learning about novel cues.
Existing models provide different explanations for blocking and
predict different beliefs about novel cues early in the second
phase of blocking. Two experiments examined learners’ beliefs
when first encountering novel cues. The results suggest that the
introduction of the novel cue in the second phase of a blocking
paradigm adds uncertainty and that learners entertain the
possibility that novel cues are preventative.
A novel
computational account is proposed to explain people’s beliefs,
because existing models cannot fully account for these findings.
Keywords:
inference

learning,

blocking,

uncertainty,

Bayesian

Blocking was first reported by Kamin (1969) and is one
of the most intensively studied phenomena in the field of
learning (Pineno & Miller, 2007). In a blocking paradigm,
participants first learn that the presence of a single cue event
(cue A) is always followed by a certain outcome (O).
Subsequently, cue A is paired with another, novel event (cue
X), and this pair is followed by the same outcome (O).
Despite the fact that cue X is always followed by the
outcome, learners do not learn to associate cue X with the
outcome. Learning about cue X is said to be blocked by the
previous experience with cue A.
Blocking was first observed in conditioning experiments
using non-human animals, and thus theories of conditioning
have been developed to explain this phenomenon.
According to one of the most famous proposals (Rescorla &
Wagner, 1972), learning only occurs when outcomes are
unexpected. The first phase of the blocking paradigm is
designed so that learners come to expect the outcome when
they encounter cue A. In the second phase, when cue A is
paired with the novel cue X, the Rescorla-Wagner model
suggests that learners will expect the same outcome that
followed cue A. Given that this is exactly what follows the
A-X pair, there is no surprise and thus no learning takes
place. Thus, Rescorla-Wagner predicts that nothing is
learned about the relationship between cue X and the
outcome because there is never an opportunity to do so.
Attentional accounts (Mackintosh, 1975a; Kruschke,
2001), on the other hand, argue that blocking occurs because
participants learn that cue X does not predict any change in
the outcome (beyond cue A itself) and thus come to ignore
cue X. Kruschke and Blair (2000) reported evidence

consistent with this proposal.
They first presented
participants with a traditional blocking procedure.
Subsequently, another novel cue was added to the A-X pair,
which was then followed by a novel outcome. Their results
showed that there was less learning about cue X even for the
new, novel outcome; a finding inconsistent with RescorlaWagner. Such results suggest that the blocking procedure
caused learners to ignore cue X, which subsequently
prevented learners from learning about the relationship
between cue X and the novel outcome. In addition,
Mackintosh (1975b) conducted a blocking study in which
rats first experienced a light repeatedly paired with a shock.
Later, the rats received a single trial on which light and tone
were presented together and followed by a shock. When
tested, the rats’ behavior indicated that they (weakly)
expected the shock to follow the tone presented by itself.
That is, the rats learned something about the novel cue after
receiving only a single compound A-X trial. This suggests
that, contrary to Rescorla-Wagner, learning in a blocking
paradigm proceeds normally, at least during the first trial of
the second phase, and that at least one compound trial may
be required before blocking occurs.
Although the blocking paradigm involves a sequence of
trial-by-trial presentations, previous studies have largely
focused on learners’ expectations at the end of the entire
blocking procedure (the Mackintosh, 1975b study is a rare
exception). Given that the prominent theories of blocking all
make predictions about the trial-by-trial dynamics that
underlie blocking, direct measurement of these dynamics
seems to be an efficient way to distinguish between the
competing theories.
In the present study, we investigate blocking by
focusing on participants’ beliefs about the novel cue X.
According to the Rescorla-Wagner model, participants’
expectations about the outcome the first time they encounter
the A-X pair should be identical to their expectations at the
end of the first phase when confronted with A alone. In
contrast, the attentional accounts predict that, participants
must gradually learn to ignore the novel cue X. Thus, the
first time participants observe the A-X pair, their
expectations about the outcome should be less certain than
their expectations about cue A alone.

Experiment 1A: The First Phase 2 Trial
Method
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Eight undergraduate students at Stony Brook University
participated for partial course credit and were instructed to
learn about how several medications were
re related to allergic
reactions. To do so, participants were provided with a set of
hypothetical medical records, each of which included
information about what medication the patient had taken
and whether the patient developed an allergic reaction
reaction.
Figure 1 illustrates an example of a trial in Experiment 1A.
The various medications were each represented by a
different color. The allergic reaction was represented by a
vertical thermometer-like bar that was either green and only
partially filled (to represent no allergic reaction)
reaction), or red and
more than half-filled (to represent allergic reaction
reaction).
Although the presence of an allergic reaction was always
represented as a half-filled
filled meter, participants were not
explicitly told whether there could be different degrees of
allergic reactions. This was done so ass to allow participants
to assume additivity (Beckers,
Beckers, De Houwer, Pineno, &
Miller, 2005).

Each participant completed two sequences, each of
which was identical except for the colors of the medications
used. After one sequence participants were asked to judge
medication
cation A and after the other they were asked to judge
the pair of medication A and X.. The order of the two
sequences was counterbalanced across participants. Before
starting, participants completed a brief sequence of 4
practice trials to familiarize them with the task.
Results
Participants’ judgments were converted from the original
scale into probabilities ranging from 0 to 1, where 0
represented the patient definitely not having an allergic
reaction and 1 representing the patient definitely having an
allergic reaction. The judged probability (shown in Figure
2) for the patient taking medications
medication A and X (M = .67, SD
= .21) was significantly lower than that for the patient
taking only medication A (M = .92, SD = .18, t(7) = 2.94, p
< .05). In addition, judgments for medication A (t(7) =
6.78, p < .001) and judgments for medication X (t(7) = 2.31,
p = .054) were greater than chance.

Figure 1. A example of a trial used in Experiment 1.
The trial sequence included two different types of trials
(see Table 1). Medication A was always followed by an
allergic reaction and medication Z was always followed by
the absence of an allergic reaction. Each type of trial was
repeated 8 times (randomly ordered). On each trial, the
medication was presented on the upper half of the screen for
2000 ms. The effect was then presented onn the bottom half
of the screen for 1000 ms.

Figure 2. Results from Experiment 1A and 1B. Error
bars represent standard error. Filled circles indicate the
behavior predicted by our Bayesian account (see text
for details).

Table 1. Design of Experiment 1A and 1B.
Phase 1
Exp 1A

Phase2

Test
A?
AX?
A?
X?

AX+/CD+/EF-/YZ
/YZ-

AX?

A+/ZA+/Z-

Exp 1B
A+/Z-

At the end of the sequence, participants
articipants were presented
with a new patient that had either taken medication A or the
pair of medications, A and X. Participants
ticipants were asked to
judge how likely this new patient was to develop an allergic
reaction on a scale from 1 (definitely will not develop an
allergic reaction) to 8 (definitely will develop an allergic
reaction).

Discussion
The results from Experiment 1A suggest that participants
did not fully expect the allergic reaction to follow
medications A and X even though they had a strong
expectation that the effect would follow medication A by
itself. In fact, participants’ judgments
judgment about the AX pair
were surprisingly close to chance. This lack of certainty is
inconsistent with the predictions of the Recorla-Wagner
model, which suggests that learners’ expectations about the
outcome when confronted with medications A and X should
be identical to their expectations when confronted with
medication A alone. Our results suggest that participants
did not consider cue X to be redundant (as predicted by
Rescorla-Wager). Instead, the addition of a novel cue
appears to have added uncertainty to the outcome.
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In contrast, our participants’ behavior is quite consistent
with the predictions of the attentional accounts (e.g.,
Kruschke, Mackintosh). Because nothing is known about
the novel medication X, the attentional accounts assume that
attention directed to this cue can only hurt the accuracy of
learners’ predictions. This decrement in accuracy then leads
learners to ignore the novel cue on subsequent presentations
so that their expectations are eventually based almost
entirely on beliefs about medication A.

Experiment 1B: The Second Phase 2 Trial
Skeptics might argue that participants’ uncertainty in
Experiment 1A was due to task demands. Because
participants first encounter medication X at the same time
that they are asked to make the probability judgments, they
may have over-emphasized the lack of information about
medication X. For example, participants might have felt
self-conscious expressing absolute certainty in the face of
overtly novel information.
In Experiment 1B, participants again observed patients
taking medication A and developing allergic reactions.
Unlike Experiment 1A, however, participants in Experiment
1B then observed a single patient taking both medications A
and X and developing an allergic reaction. The purpose of
including this last patient taking both A and X was to
essentially give participants direct feedback about what
outcome would follow medications A and X as well as to
justify high degrees of confidence in AX probability
judgments.
In addition, this variation will allow us to
investigate whether one observation of AX is enough for
learners to fully expect the outcome.
In addition, Experiment 1B asked participants to make
probability judgments for a patient taking medication X
alone. This allowed us to test an additional prediction of the
attentional account. Specifically, these models (as well as
Rescorla-Wagner) assume that learners believe novel cues
to have a strength of zero (no influence). By eliciting
probability judgments of medication X alone, we can
investigate whether the uncertainty seen in Experiment 1A
is due to the novel cue having no influence.
Method
Twenty-one undergraduate students at Stony Brook
University participated for partial course credit. The same
stimuli and procedure from Experiment 1A were used. The
design was identical to Experiment 1A except for the
following changes. First, six different types of trials were
used (see Table 1). Second, there were 3 sequences of trials
(run separately in counter-balanced order): two consisting of
Phase 1 only (as in Experiment 1A), and the third including
an additional 4 trials from Phase 2 of a traditional blocking
design (see Table 1). In addition to one trial on which AX
was followed by the outcome, another pair of medications
(C and D) was followed by the allergic reaction and is the
control condition traditionally employed in a blocking
design (C and D were never presented alone). There were
also two pairs of medications (E and F, Y and Z negative
controls) followed by the absence of the allergic reaction to

control for the base rate of the presence of the allergic
reaction (at 50%). Without the negative controls,
participants might believe that the allergic reaction would
follow any medication. Each type of trial was only
presented once in Phase 2. 3) Following the two Phase-1only sequences, participants were asked to judge either
medication A or medication X. At the end of the Phase-2
sequence, participants were asked to judge the A-X pair of
medications.
Results
Participants’ judgments were again converted into
probabilities as in Experiment 1A. Participants again
judged the probability of an allergic reaction to be lower for
patients taking medications A and X (shown in Figure 2) (M
= .85, SD = .22) than for those patients taking medication A
alone (M = .95, SD = .10, t(20) = 2.41, p = .03). The judged
probability of an allergic reaction was also lower for
patients taking medication X alone (M = .58, SD = .21) than
for patients taking medication A alone (t(20) = 8.12, p <
.001) and for patients taking medications A and X (t(20) =
3.92, p < .001). Judgments for medication A and for the AX pair were significantly greater than chance (ps < .001),
whereas judgments for medication X were not (t(20) = 1.81,
p = .09).
Discussion
The results in Experiment 1B demonstrated that
participants did not expect the effect to follow the A-X pair
of medications as much as they expected the effect to follow
medication A alone even after observing the effect
following A-X. This finding is, again, inconsistent with
Rescorla-Wagner’s explanation of blocking, which suggests
that the effect should be fully expected at the beginning of
Phase 2. This also suggests that task demands are unlikely
to explain the results of Experiment 1A. These judgments
are consistent with the attentional accounts because the
certainty about the allergic reaction following medication A
was decreased by the novel medication X.
However, participants’ judgments about medication X
alone suggest that when encountering a novel cue,
participants expected the allergic reaction at approximately
chance levels. This finding is inconsistent with attentional
accounts which assume that novel cues have an initial
strength of zero. Cues with strengths of zero produce
outcomes 0% of the time whereas participants expected the
novel cue to produce the effect 58% of the time. Thus, we
are left with results that are decidedly inconsistent with
Rescorla-Wagner and not entirely consistent with the
attentional account. Here we put forth our own suggestion
in an attempt to reconcile these findings and make
additional, novel predictions.

A Bayesian Approach to Blocking
Our proposal relies on two important principles. First, we
assume that beliefs about influence are represented as
probability distributions, not point estimates. That is, each
potential strength value has some probability of being the
true value. This stands in sharp contrast to predominant
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psychological models (e.g., Rescorla-Wagner, Kruschke,
etc.). Second, following recent empirical work with both
human (Beckers et al., 2005) and non-human animals
(Beckers, Miller, De Houwer, & Urushihara, 2006), we
assume causal additivity. That is, learners expect that two
generative cues will jointly produce an effect that is greater
than that produced by either alone. Although in our
experiment there were only two levels for the effect
(reaction/no reacction), the allergic reaction representation
clearly implies a continuous outcome dimension required
for additivity.
We assume that cues can be fully described by their
influence, q (e.g., causal power, Cheng, 1997) which can
range from 1.0 (strongly generative) to -1.0 (strongly
preventative) with values of 0.0 indicating no influence. In
addition, we assume that the only influence on the allergic
reaction is exerted by the medications taken by that patient.
For simplicity, we only model the second phase of the
blocking paradigm here. Thus, we assume that medications
that were reliably paired with the allergic reaction during the
first phase (e.g., medication A) have maximal generative
influence (i.e., | =  = 1.0). In contrast, we assume
that learners are completely uncertain about the influence of
the novel medication introduced in the second phase.
Specifically, we represent uncertainty using the generic
priors described by Lu, et al. (2008):
  ∝ θe + 1 − θe
(1)
To exhibit a preference for sparseness (i.e., that causes are
unlikely to have weak influences), we set =4. In addition,
we assume that learners expect causes to be slightly more
likely to exert generative influences than preventative
influences (thus, θ is set to 0.65).
When asked to predict the probability of allergic reaction
in a patient taking the known medication A and the novel
medication X, we assume that cues combine their influence
in the manner of a noisy-OR gate (Glymour, 1998). Thus, if
medication X is generative (that is, if  >0),
|,  =  +  −  
(2)
If medication X is preventative (that is, if  <0),
|,  =  1 +  
(3)
Because the strength of medication X is uncertain, we
assume that participants’ probability judgments reflect the
following quantity:

|,  =  | ,   
(4)
The result of this computation is shown in Figure 2. Note
that the critical finding of Experiment 1A is mirrored in the
behavior of the model. The model suggests that the pair of
medications, A and X, is not guaranteed to produce an
allergic reaction even though medication A alone is. This is
because the uncertainty concerning the influence of
medication X leaves open the possibility that medication X
could prevent an allergic reaction that medication A alone
would otherwise produce. This possibility means that the
probability of the allergic reaction in the presence of
medications A and X should necessarily be lower than in the
presence of medication A alone.

In Experiment 1B, learners observed a single patient take
medications A and X and develop an allergic reaction.
Upon observing this patient, learners are assumed to update
their beliefs by employing Bayes rule (e.g.,  | =
  ∙ | ). When making this update, however, we
assume that learners believe that the allergic reaction that
has followed the pair of medications, A and X, is impossible
if each medication is exerting a generative influence (if they
did, a stronger reaction would be expected, Beckers et al.,
2005). That is, the allergic reaction observed in these
patients was produced by one of the two medications, but
not both (rather than Equation 2):
|,  =  1 −   +  1 −   (5)
Once this update is made, however, participants’
probability judgments are assumed to again be made
according to Equation 2-4. Figure 2 shows the simulated
results of Experiment 1B. Note that the model predicts less
than certain probability judgments even after observing the
pair of medications, A and B, followed by an allergic
reaction. Nonetheless, the judged probability increases in
light of this additional data.
This model can be contrasted with previous models of
blocking. For example, associative models assume that
novel cues have no influence (i.e., q=0). This is clearly
inconsistent with Experiment 1B. When making predictions
in the presence of a strong, generative cue (A) and a novel
cue (X), Rescorla-Wagner assumes that strengths sum (e.g.,
1+0). Thus, learners’ predictions should reflect absolute
certainty in the presence of the effect. The essential
problem with this is the false precision embodied in the
strength estimates attributed to novel cues. By endowing
these novel cues with a strength of zero, it is inconceivable
that these cues could be preventative. Under our account,
learners are not nearly this confident in their prior beliefs.
The critical innovation of our model is leaving open the
possibility that novel cues could be preventative. Indeed, if
the novel cue introduced in the second phase was
guaranteed to be generative, the model’s predictions would
be nearly indistinguishable from those of Rescorla-Wagner.
Thus, the model predictions illustrated in Figure 2 rely
strongly on learners’ prior beliefs about what sorts of
influences are permissible. Experiment 2 is designed to
provide a strong test of this prediction.

Experiment 2: The Influence of Prior Beliefs
In Experiment 1, learners were not certain that the allergic
reaction would follow the A-X medication pair, despite
strong expectations that the allergic reaction would follow
medication A on its own (Experiment 1A), and even after
observing a patient taking medications A and X and
developing a reaction (Experiment 1B). According to our
model, this is because people believe that X may either be
generative or preventative. For example, medications may
terminate the presence of symptoms (a preventative
influence), but may also produce side effects (a generative
influence).
According to our proposal, however,
minimizing the possibility of preventative influence should
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reduce the uncertainty observed in Experiment 1. To test
this prediction, Experiment 2 manipulated the plausibility of
preventative influence by using different sets of stimuli.
The Prevention-Possible condition used the same
medication stimuli used in Experiment 1 because
medications can either prevent or cause allergic reactions
(e.g., as a side effect). The Prevention-Unlikely condition
instead used food stimuli because food may cause allergic
reactions but it is much less likely that food can prevent
allergic reactions.
Method
Forty-two undergraduate students at Stony Brook
University participated for partial course credit and were
randomly assigned to one of the two conditions (PreventionPossible/Prevention-Unlikely), with 22 of them in the
Prevention-Possible condition. The stimuli in the
Prevention-Possible condition were identical to Experiment
1. In the Prevention-Unlikely condition, the medications
were replaced with pictures of food (e.g., mushrooms, eggs,
bread, cheese, and peanuts). The procedure and design were
identical to Experiment 1A.
Results
Participants’ judgments were again scaled to range
between 0 and 1, and these judgments are shown in Figure
3.
We conducted a 2 (condition: PreventionPossible/Prevention-Unlikely) by 2 (judgment: cue A/ cues
A and X) ANOVA with repeated measures on the latter
factor. This analysis yielded significant main effects of
judgment (F(1, 40) = 9.82, p <.01) and of condition (F(1,
40) = 245.87, p <.001). The interaction between condition
and judgment was also significant (F(1, 38) = 4.54, p <.05).
Participants in the Prevention-Possible condition judged the
effect to be less likely to follow cue A and X than
participants in the Prevention-Unlikely condition (t(20) =
2.97, p < .01). In contrast, the two groups did not differ on
their judgments of cue A alone (t(20) = .98, p = .34). In the
Prevention-Possible condition, the judged probability of the
effect following the A-X pair was lower than the probability
for cue A alone (t(21) = 2.99, p < .01). There was no such
difference in the Prevention-Unlikely condition (t(19) =
1.28, p = .22).
Discussion
Experiment 2 showed that the possibility of a novel cue
being preventative influenced participants’ probability
judgments. When novel cues could have a preventative
effect, pairing a known, generative cue (cue A) with a novel
cue (cue X) made it less probable that the outcome would
follow the pair of cues. Consistent with Experiment 1, this is
because participants allow for the possibility that the
outcome would be prevented by the novel cue. However,
when it was unlikely that novel cues could exert a
preventative influence, learners believed that the A-X pair
had to produce the same outcome because there was nothing
to counteract the influence of cue A.
In line with our model, the results in Experiment 2
suggest that part of the reason that participants were unsure
whether the effect would follow the A-X pair was that they

believed that the novel cue could potentially exert a
preventative influence.
When this possibility was
eliminated, learners’ uncertainty was also reduced. This is
also evidence that learners do not treat the novel cue X as
redundant, but instead attempt to infer the role of cue X as
best they can.

Figure 3. Results from Experiment 2. Error bars represent
standard error. Filled circles indicate the behavior predicted
by our Bayesian account.
The Prevention-Possible
condition was simulated as described in the text. The
Prevention-Unlikely condition was simulated by modifying
Eq. 4 such that θ = .9.

General Discussion
Participants’ beliefs about novel cues in a traditional
blocking paradigm were evaluated in two experiments. In
Experiment 1, participants were asked to judge how likely
the outcome was to follow a novel cue (i.e., cue X) paired
with a known, generative cue (i.e., cue A). Participants
judged the outcome to be less likely to follow the
combination of cues than to follow the known generative
cue by itself. The results suggest that the novel cue
introduced uncertainty to participants’ expectations, which
is inconsistent with the predictions of the Rescorla-Wagner
model but consistent with attentional accounts of learning.
However, participants’ evaluations of the novel cue itself
were inconsistent with the attentional accounts. We
proposed a new, Bayesian account of blocking. Our model
is able to account for the results in Experiment 1 and
suggests that participants’ prior beliefs about novel cues,
particularly whether or not they may exert a preventative
influence, play a critical role in blocking. This prediction
was tested and confirmed in Experiment 2. We found that
participants in the Prevention-Possible condition judged the
pair of cues, A and X, to be less likely to produce the
outcome than cue A alone, suggesting that the novel cue X
added uncertainty to the situation. On the other hand,
participants in the Prevention-Unlikely condition judged the
pair of cue A and cue X to be just as likely to produce the
outcome as cue A alone, suggesting that cue X did not add
significant uncertainty.
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Our results suggest that novel cues introduce uncertainty.
Existing models assume that learners believe, with great
confidence, that novel cues have no influence at all,
ignoring potential uncertainty. Our model, on the other
hand, assumes that people’s beliefs about novel cues are
highly uncertain and can be represented as a probability
distribution over possible strength values. Such
consideration of uncertainty is crucial in explaining
participants’ judgments in the current studies and how
blocking is acquired. Moreover, uncertainty may help to
understand learning in general, not only blocking.
Several researchers (e.g., De Houwer & Beckers, 2003;
Lovibond, 2003) have argued that blocking may involve
controlled, inferential processes in addition to simpler,
associative processes. According to this account, learners
assume additivity: that if two cues each produce a certain
outcome, the pair of cues should produce a stronger
outcome than either does individually. Based on this
assumption, learners in a blocking procedure can infer that
cue X has no influence on the outcome because, if it did, the
outcome would have been greater than what cue A produced
by itself. Beckers, et al. (2005) investigated whether
additivity was critical to blocking by providing learners with
pretraining which demonstrated the additivity either held or
not before having participants complete a blocking
procedure. When additivity was violated, participants
showed weaker blocking than when additivity held,
arguably because the former could not reason using the
inferential procedure outlined above.
The model proposed here reflects the additivity
assumption (Eq. 5) and can thus account for such results.
Critically, the current model can do so without positing two
separate process (one associative and one inferential). By
assuming additivity, the current model gradually learns that
the novel cue, X, neither prevents nor produces the outcome.
If the additivity assumption did not hold, learners could only
rule out preventative influences; they would be left
uncertain as to whether the novel cue had strong or weak (or
no) influence, resulting in far less blocking.
Although our model is able to account for many prior
findings, there is data regarding other aspects of learning
that the model cannot explain. For example, our model
cannot immediately account for Kruschke and Blair’s
(2000) finding that subsequent learning about a blocked cue
is inhibited. Also, Kruschke, Kappenman, and Hetrick
(2005) utilized eye-tracking to demonstrate that participants
learned to literally ignore the blocked cue. So far, our
model does not predict anything about the acquisition of
attentional shift during learning. These datasets suggest
possible future directions for modification of the model
proposed here.
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Abstract

Heuristic and Linear Models of Judgment

How do people combine cues to form judgments? Recent
debate has focused on whether and when individuals use
heuristics versus linear models. We propose instead that
people may rely on an understanding of the causal
relationships between cues to determine how much weight to
place on each one. Predictions of the causal model approach
match those of linear models under certain circumstances and
heuristic models under others, while making unique
predictions in additional cases. In two experiments, we show
that, as the causal relationships among cues changes,
participant judgments consistently conform to predictions of
the causal model approach while matching either heuristic or
linear judgments in only a limited subset of cases.
Keywords: judgment, causal reasoning, heuristics, linear
models

Introduction
When making judgments about the world, we typically
have access to various pieces of information, or cues, that
might facilitate those judgments. Doctors might consider
the weight of the patient and the severity of symptoms to
determine how much medication to prescribe. Jurors might
consider the number of people injured by a product and the
average age of the victim when determining damages. One
question that has been central in the study of judgment is
how these cues are used and combined. The manner in
which people combine cues impacts judgments, attitudes,
and choices, and has important ramifications for welfare.
Within the field of judgment and decision making, two
primary approaches have defined the debate over how
people combine available information to form judgments:
linear models and heuristic models. Each approach has
demonstrated a high correlation between individuals’
predictions and actual outcomes under certain
circumstances, but both approaches also have systematic
gaps in their ability to make predictions under various (and
predictable) environmental situations. Since linear models
excel at explaining judgment in some environments, and
heuristic accounts are more effective in others, many
researchers have argued that people switch between the
strategies depending on the judgment task. Although
strategy switching accounts have become dominant in the
field, we propose that a model based upon causal reasoning
may be able to subsume both linear and heuristic models to
account for judgments across various environments, in a
single, unified framework.

One influential approach to judgment assumes that
individuals are able to process complex information about
correlations between events with a high degree of accuracy
(e.g. Brunswik, 1943, 1952).
According to these
Brunswikian accounts, people incorporate many (or all) of
the available pieces of information into their judgments and
predictions by combining and weighting each cue to form an
algebraic, linear model (Anderson, 1981; Brehmer, 1994;
Hammond, 1996). Variations on this approach allow for
simplified methods of combining cues such as inconsistency
in weighting correlations (Hoffman, 1960), or equal cue
weighting (Dawes & Corrigan, 1974; Einhorn & Hogarth,
1975). In many situations, linear models approximate
human judgments (e.g. Hammond, 1955; Hoffman, 1960),
leading researchers to propose them as a basis for
understanding human cognitive processing. Indeed, in
certain environments process tracing has shown information
search patterns that are consistent with the predictions of
linear models (e.g. Payne, Bettman, & Johnson, 1988).
Despite the positive evidence for linear models, there are
reasons to doubt their descriptive validity. Questions
remain about whether people have the cognitive capacity to
perform the calculations necessary to compute linear models
when making judgments. Even in simplified forms they
regularly outperform the average decision maker (Dawes,
1979; Wainer, 1976). In some cases, reasoners’ judgments
have significantly deviated from linearity (e.g. Brehmer &
Brehmer, 1988; Slovic, 1969; Wiggins & Hoffman, 1968).
Thus, while linear models have provided insight into
cognitive processes, there are a number of things that they
struggle to explain.
In contrast, heuristic models assume that people engage in
mental shortcuts (Gigerenzer, Todd, & the ABC Research
Group, 1999; Kahneman, Slovic, & Tversky, 1982; Simon,
1957). While there is variation in the nature of heuristics
that have been proposed, many of the most prominent
accounts posit that people focus on a single cue at a time
rather than incorporating all available information—
typically the cue that is most relevant to the decision or most
accessible to the decision maker (e.g. Gigerenzer &
Goldstein, 1996; Shah & Oppenheimer, 2009; Tversky &
Kahneman, 1974). By using only a single piece of
information at a time, they are able to greatly reduce the
amount of cognitive effort required (Shah & Oppenheimer,
2009).
While there is a great deal of evidence for the use of
heuristics, there is also evidence to suggest that simple
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heuristic models are incomplete descriptors of human
cognition. A number of studies have shown patterns of
results inconsistent with the use of single cues (e.g.
Oppenheimer, 2005). Furthermore, the previously discussed
evidence supporting linear models of judgment are
challenging to account for if one assumes a single cue
receives all or most of the weight. In other words, like
linear models, heuristics can explain judgment in some
cases, but leave gaps in accounting for others.
Since linear models excel at explaining judgment in some
environments, and heuristic accounts are more effective in
other environments, many researchers have argued for a
strategy switching account. This suggests that people have
a number of cognitive strategies in their repertoire and
switch between them depending on the task environment.
In other words, people rely on each type of model under
certain circumstances (Gigerenzer, Todd, & the ABC
Research Group, 1999; Hogarth & Karelaia, 2005, 2007;
Newell & Shanks, 2003; Payne, Bettman, Johnson, 1988,
1993). However, while strategy switching accounts have
become dominant in the field, an alternative approach would
be a single strategy that mimics linear combinations under
some conditions, and mimics heuristics under others—while
predicting unique patterns in still others.

Using Causal Models to
Reconcile Alternate Approaches
Causal models are applicable across a wide array
judgments and, together with research on causal learning,
can specify which cues are relevant for forming an accurate
judgment and when (for reviews see Glymour, 2001;
Gopnik & Shultz, 2007; Sloman, 2005). People are known
to engage in spontaneous causal reasoning (Weiner, 1985).
Moreover, researchers have shown that causal models play a
role in how people make decisions (Hagmayer & Sloman,
2009; Sloman & Hagmayer, 2006). Specifically, Hagmayer
and Sloman argue that people generate causal models of a
situation and use these to determine which actions they
should take (the action that causes the intended effect rather
than one that is merely correlated with it). Further, causal
narratives have been shown to influence jury decision
making (Pennington & Hastie, 1993), and causal
assumptions have been shown to affect risk assessment
(Morgan, Fischhoff, Bostrom, & Atman, 2002).
While there is ample evidence that people use causal
information, there has been little work to investigate
whether causal models might be able to explain when
people’s judgments emulate heuristics vs. linear models.
However, it is possible that apparent switches in strategy
arise because of differences in the causal relationships of
cues. This could account for the findings supporting both
linear models and heuristics without resorting to the notion
of strategy switching (and also make valid novel
predictions). The studies described provide evidence that
individuals determine cue weights based on the underlying
causal relationships among cues being considered, and that

causal models can account for patterns of data that have
previously been attributed to strategy switching.

Causal Model Predictions
The present approach posits that when exposed to a set of
cues, people spontaneously attempt to understand the causal
relationships between those cues and the criterion of interest
(c.f. Oppenheimer, 2004). Importantly, different causal
relationships will lead different cues to become more or less
important. Consider the following causal structures, where
an arrow from A  B represents that A causes B (i.e.
increasing the value of A will directly lead to an increase in
the value of B), and where C represents the target of
judgment.
1. A  B  C
2. C  B  A
3. A  B  C
In these three cases, the predictions of a causal model
emulate those of attribute substitution or a fast-and-frugal
single cue stopping rule. While A may be correlated with C,
it is not directly causally related.
For the causal
relationships presented in 1-3, B “screens off” A, so that
once a person knows the value of B, there is no additional
predictive information conveyed about C through A (Pearl,
2000; Sloman, 2005). In causal structure 1, if A causes B
and B causes C, then A and C are independent, conditional
on the value of B; P(C|A, B) = P(C|B). The same rationale
can be used in the reverse direction in causal structure 2. A
similar logic also applies in feature set 3, where knowledge
of B should make knowledge of A irrelevant. As such, a
causal model theory predicts that for causal structures such
as those presented in 1–3, people who have access to B will
use it to the exclusion of A when making judgments about
C, just like non-compensatory heuristics.
Contrast those causal structures with the following:
4. A  C  B
5. A  C  B
6. A  C  B
A causal model for these relationships emulates the
predictions of a linear model. Both A and B are directly and
independently causally related to C. As such, both A and B
would be useful predictors of C in some combination. Just
as linear models would typically weight cues based on the
magnitude of the correlation between cues, causal models
would weight cues based on the strength and the structure of
the perceived causal relationship (Griffiths & Tenenbaum,
2005). Stronger causal relationships lead to higher
correlations. As such, a causal model theory predicts that
for causal structures such as those presented in 4-6, people
will use a weighted combination of A and B, just like linear
models.
Importantly, while a causal model theory can, in a single
unifying framework, subsume both heuristic and linear
modeling approaches to judgment, it can also make unique
predictions for certain causal structures. Consider:
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7. C  B  A
In feature set 7, reliance on the causal model would lead to a
unique pattern of cue use. As in 1-3, , there is no direct
causal relationship between A and C. However unlike in 13, the utility of the cue B in judging C is conditional on the
value of A. That is, in scenario 7, a high value of B could
be explained by either a high value of C or A (or both).
Thus, while A does not directly impact judgments of C, it
changes the amount of weight placed on cue B. In the
causal reasoning literature, this is known as explaining away
or discounting (for a review, see Khemlani & Oppenheimer,
2010). And in fact, this pattern of results has been found in
several studies of judgment (e.g. Oppenheimer, 2004; 2005;
Oppenheimer & Monin, 2009).
Importantly, this pattern of results could not arise from
either heuristic models or linear models. Heuristic models
would predict that reasoners would rely on a single cue (B)
for their judgment because it is the most highly correlated
with C. Linear models would factor in both A and B, but
since A is uncorrelated with C, the weight would likely be
near zero and the predictions would align with those of
heuristic models. In other words, causal model theory can
account for the successful predictions of both heuristic
models and linear models, as well as other findings in the
literature that previous models have been unable to explain.
The ensuing experiments compare the accuracy of
predictions of causal models to those made by using
representative linear or heuristic models.

When pressure in the Blanden Pipe increases, it causes
water flow through the Morton Spout to increase. And,
when water flow through the Morton Spout increases, it
causes the Nurbert Clamp to tighten.
In the Common Cause condition, the relationship described
was:
When the Nurbert Clamp tightens, it causes water flow
through the Morton Spout to increase. And, when the
Nurbert Clamp tightens, it also causes the pressure on the
Blanden Pipe to increase.
And, in the Common Effect condition, the relationship
described was instead:
When the Nurbert Clamp tightens, it causes water flow
through the Morton Spout to increase. And when
pressure in the Blanden Pipe increases, it also causes
water flow through the Morton Spout to increase.
In each trial, participants were given values for two of the
parts (amount of pressure in the Blanden Pipe and level of
water flow through the Morton Spout) and their task was to
estimate the value for the third part (tightness of the Nurbert
Clamp). They responded by marking their judgment on a
10 point scale that ranged from “very loose” to “very tight”.
Participants completed 10 trials during which the cue values
of the Blanden Pipe and Morton Spout were systematically
varied. However, these values were held consistent across
conditions – the only thing that varied between conditions
was the causal relationship between the cues.

Experiment 1
The primary predictions of the causal model approach are
that qualitatively different cue weighting patterns will arise
depending on the causal relationships between the cues. In
particular, cue weighting will mimic the predictions of
heuristic approaches for certain causal structures (e.g. the
Causal Chain: A  B  C), will mimic the predictions of
linear models for other causal structures (e.g. the Common
Cause: A  C  B), and will show patterns that differ from
both heuristic and linear models for still other causal
structures (e.g. the Common Effect: C  B  A). This
prediction was directly tested here.

Method
Participants. 32 participants were recruited through an
online platform hosted through Amazon.com, in exchange
for monetary compensation. The population was 66%
female, with a mean age of 35.
Design and Procedure. Participants were randomly
assigned to one of three conditions (Chain, Common Cause,
or Common Effect as specified above) in a between-subjects
design. Participants were then introduced to a novel (blank
predicate) domain involving a set of mechanical parts and
how they relate to each other; the causal relationship
between the parts varied by condition. For example, in the
Chain condition, participants saw:

Results and Discussion
For one of the 10 trials, the values of both cues were the
same; this question was included as a manipulation check.
Regardless of how they chose to combine the cues, anyone
who read this question carefully and understood the task
should have responded to the missing value with the same
value that had been provided for the other two devices. Prior
to analyzing the data, responses from 7 participants were
discarded for failing the manipulation check. Results are
similar if data from these participants is included.
Data from each of the remaining participants were
examined to determine how participants were integrating
known information into their final judgment. β weights
were calculated for each participant using a linear regression
to determine the weight given to the values of cue A
(Blanden Pipe) and cue B (Morton Spout) in participant
estimations of cue C (Nurbert Clamp). This method of
estimation of participants’ weighting policy is common in
both the Brunswikian tradition of linear modeling (Cooksey,
1996) and in heuristic approaches to attribute substitution.
While heuristic models would predict that participants
should weight one cue substantially more heavily than the
other, and linear models would predict that weights should
be split more evenly between the cues, they both predict that
weights should look equivalent across conditions. Because
the judgment environment was held constant across
conditions (e.g. no cognitive load or time pressure, identical
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cue values, etc.) there is no a priori reason to expect strategy
switching. The causal model, however, predicts qualitative
differences in the weights placed on cues depending on the
causal structure that the participants were presented with.
In Table 1 below, weights predicted by the causal model
hypothesis are shown beside actual weights generated by
participant data. Each of the hypothesized beta weights
were generated by using a regression approach where we
entered the expected responses for each of the 10 trials
shown to participants, based on the anticipated weight given
to each cue. Specifically, predicted weights for the Chain
condition (βA = 0; βB = 1) were determined as a result of
screening off; B receives the full weight of the judgment
while A remains unused. Predicted weights for the Common
Cause condition (βA = .63; βB = .55) are a result of the both
A and B having an independent causal impact on the value
of C (the predictions are not βA = .5; βB = .5 because we
created these weights using the cue values actually shown to
participants, which were somewhat arbitrarily chosen and
therefore not perfectly balanced around the midpoint of the
scale). In the case of the Common Effect condition,
predictions may vary depending on the amount of causal
discounting that takes place, as described in the theoretical
background above. However, the most straightforward
prediction (βA = -0.64; βB = 1.07), is based on the
assumption that A takes on the average value of B and C,
and is included in Table 1.
Table 1: Actual and predicted cue weights in estimating missing
cue values in Experiment 1.

Condition
Chain
Common Cause
Common Effect

Causal Model
Prediction
βA
βB
0.00
1.00
0.63
0.55
-0.64
1.07

Participant Responses
βA
0.02
0.50
0.03

cognitive load influences discounting (Oppenheimer &
Monin, 2009). Importantly, the overall data pattern seems
to support the key prediction of qualitative differences in
weighting by condition.
To determine if the differences between conditions were
statistically reliable, a one-way ANOVA was run. Results
revealed a main effect of condition on the difference
between weights participants placed on A and B in their
judgments (F(2, 22) = 9.27, p = .001, η2 = .46). Consistent
with the causal model hypothesis, post-hoc tests indicated
that the mean difference in weights for the Chain condition
(M = .87) was marginally greater than for the Common
Cause condition (M =.05, p = .070) and significantly greater
than for the Common Effect condition (M = -.96, p < .001).
The difference in weights for the Common Cause condition
was also marginally greater than for the Common Effect
condition (p = .056). Not only was the difference in weights
lowest in the case of the Common Effect condition, but the
sign was actually reversed, indicating a distinct pattern of
evaluation.

Experiments 2a-d
In addition to the study described above, we have
conducted four variations that extend results to all seven
proposed causal models, as well as a control condition
where no model is specified. Because these variations are
similar to one another, for the purposes of brevity and space
constraints, we will describe them briefly below and
combine results in subsequent analysis.

Methods

βB
0.73
0.45
0.84

While heuristic and linear models would predict similar
weights across conditions, the pattern of data suggests that
this is not what is occurring. Instead, the pattern matches
the qualitative predictions of a causal model.
Although it appears at first glance that predictions are off
in the case of the Common Effect condition, this may be due
to individual differences in discounting. The averaged
values shown in the table above hide individual level
judgments: no individual placed the majority of her
judgment on cue B alone. Instead, approximately half of
responses for the Common Effect condition suggested
negative beta weights for cue A while the other half of
responses implied positive beta weights for cue A. These
averaged to zero, making it appear as if no weight was given
to cue A when looking across the whole sample. While a
bimodal distribution could be explained by individual
differences in discounting, this is admittedly a post-hoc
explanation. Research supports the possibility that there are
individual differences in discounting; differences in working
memory capacity impact susceptibility to a cognitive load
manipulation (Cokely, Kelley, Gilchrist, 2006) and

Participants. All participants (numbers specified below)
were recruited online, through an online platform hosted by
Amazon.com, and completed the experiment for monetary
compensation. The population was 61% female, with a
mean age of 35.
Experiment 2a: 110 participants were randomly assigned to
one of eight conditions in a between subjects design. The
conditions corresponded to each of the seven causal models
specified above as well as an additional condition where no
model was specified (used as a control). Apart from the
additional conditions, the central procedure was the same as
described in the Experiment 1 above. However, after the 10
trials were complete, participants were presented with a new
page with the names of each of the three parts and asked to
draw arrows connecting them. This procedure was included
to determine whether the participants understood the
underlying causal model intended by each experimental
condition, and to allow for additional analysis based on
participants’ causal models, regardless of their condition.
Experiment 2b: One concern stemming from Experiment 2a
was that participants may not understand the basic causal
relationships being described. This could be a result of lack
of attention rather than a true underlying cognitive process.
To address this, the remaining experiments used a Star Trek
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theme to engage participants. Specifically, 95 participants
were told that their crew was on a mission to rescue human
hostages from the Romulans on a faraway planet. Their
ship had been facing a string of mechanical problems and
the participants needed to incorporate known information
about mechanical parts to identifying key issues to fix the
ship and make it there in time! Pages with encouragement
from Star Trek characters were interspersed throughout the
experiment to keep participants engaged in the task. Apart
from the theme, study 2b was identical to 2a.
Experiment 2c: This study varied by changing from named
mechanical parts to colored gears spinning to ensure that
(84) participants were not overlaying any prior knowledge
of the relationships between mechanical parts into the causal
descriptions presented to them. Additionally, it changed the
method of testing participants’ causal models to multiple
choice questions asking what each gear directly causes to
avoid any difficulty with the causal drawing task.
Otherwise, this study was identical to 2b.
Experiment 2d: This study incorporated the changes in
Experiment 2c, and also allowed (81) participants to
intervene on the system to visualize the relationship
between gears (including stochastic elements), thus aiding
their learning of the causal relationships. After reading
through the introduction participants were show a diagram
with a separate vertical bar representing the speed of each of
the three gears. They were able to change and set the speed
of one gear at a time and watch as the speed of the other
gears changed. The remainder of the experiment was
identical to Experiment 2c. Responses to the (multiple
choice) questions regarding causal relationships at the end
of the experiment revealed that this learning phase did help
participants grasp the intended models.

Results and Discussion
195 participants reported causal models (collected at the
end of the experiment) that did not match the model
intended by the condition they were randomly assigned to.
Two analyses were done, one including these participants
and one excluding them. The results, as well as underlying
demographic characteristics, were qualitatively the same.
Due to page constraints, only the latter analysis (subjects
who passed the manipulation check) will be reported here.
Table 2: Actual and predicted cue weights in estimating missing
cue values in Experiment 2a-d.
Condition (Predicted
Model Match)
1-3 (Heuristic Model)
4-6 (Linear Model)
7 (Causal Model Only)
8 (No Model)

Causal Model
Prediction
βA
βB
0.00
1.00
0.63
0.55
-0.64
1.07
―
―

Participant
Responses
βA
βB
0.12
0.69
0.56
0.54
-0.33
0.82
0.24
0.23

To conserve space and to simplify analysis for reporting,
we will pool data across experimental variations as well as
group conditions based on the predictions made about their

weights. Thus, conditions 1-3, which all share predictions
of the heuristic model, and conditions 4-6, which all share
predictions of the linear model, will be grouped together. In
the analysis that follows, all predictions are generated based
on the reasoning described in the data analysis for
Experiment 1. As shown in Table 2, differences across
groups were consistent with the causal model hypothesis.
Specifically, a one-way ANOVA revealed that the main
effect of condition on the difference between weights
participants placed on A and B in their judgments was
significant (F(3, 162) = 20.38, p < .001, η2 = .28).
Consistent with the causal model hypothesis, post-hoc tests
indicated that the mean difference in weights for the
combined conditions 1-3 (M = .57) was significantly greater
than for that of conditions 4-6 (M =-.02, p = < .001) and
condition 8 (M = .01, p =.002). At the same time, the
differences between weights given to cues A and B in
conditions 1-3 were significantly lower than in condition 7
(M = 1.15, p < .001), as predicted.

General Discussion
In this paper, we have proposed a causal model theory of
judgment; namely, that people rely on their understanding of
the causal relationships among events to determine how to
weight various cues when forming judgments. Across two
studies with several variations, we have shown that
predictions of the causal model approach consistently meet
or exceed the accuracy of predictions of human judgment
made by either linear or heuristic models. Furthermore, the
causal model theory can specify when predictions of linear
versus heuristic models will be more accurate, and make
unique predictions in other situations.
These results suggest that, while linear and heuristic
models may be able to make predictions about cue weights
that match those of human judgments under certain
circumstances, these models may not be accurate
descriptions of the underlying cognitive process. Although
a strategy-switching approach may map onto actual
judgments more closely than either heuristic or linear
models do independently, this possibility adds unnecessary
complexity. Furthermore, without the ability to make a
priori specifications about which strategies would be used
under which circumstances, a strategy-switching approach
becomes unfalsifiable. In contrast, the causal model theory
makes clear predictions that parsimoniously explain
observed changes in the weights placed on various cues.
Absent specific prompts used in this paper to differentiate
causal relationships, situational factors may also change
perceived causal models, even when the underlying
relationship among events remains unchanged. This would
allow for judgments based on causal relationships to follow
patterns previously found by strategy switching in other
contexts. For example, putting people under time pressure
or cognitive load may lead them to develop simplified
causal models (e.g. Oppenheimer & Monin, 2009). This
underlying change would lead to judgments that mimic
those described by a shift from a linear model to a heuristic
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strategy. While we acknowledge that causal models may be
used to inform strategy switching rather than supplant it, it
will be worthwhile to investigate both the strong (causal
models supplant strategy switching) and weak (causal
models inform strategy use) versions of the hypothesis.
The experiments reported here support the hypothesis that
the presumed combination of heuristics and linear models is
actually describing specific instantiations of reliance on
causal models in judgment. While this paper has begun to
build a case for the causal model hypothesis, future studies
should aim to provide converging evidence as well as to
improve understanding of when and how a particular causal
model would be used.
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Abstract
Bayesian models of human causal induction rely on assumptions about people’s priors that have not been extensively
tested. We empirically estimated human priors on the strength
of causal relationships using iterated learning, an experimental method where people make inferences from data generated
based on their own responses in previous trials. This method
produced a prior on causal strength that was quite different
from priors previously proposed in the literature on causal
induction. The predictions of Bayesian models using different priors were then compared against human judgments of
strength of causal relationships. The empirical priors estimated
via iterated learning resulted in the best predictions.
Keywords: Causal learning; Bayesian inference; Probabilistic
judgment; Iterated learning

Introduction
Causal induction involves inferring the relationship between
causes and effects. This problem has attracted the attention of
cognitive scientists because it is an important skill that people rely on every day in order to understand the causal relationships in their environment. Traditionally, psychological
models of human causal induction have focused on various
schemes for comparing the probability of an effect occurring
in the presence and absence of a cause (e.g., Ward & Jenkins, 1965; Cheng, 1997). However, recent work has explored
connections between ideas from Bayesian statistics and human cognition, using causal graphical models to precisely
define the problem of causal induction (Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005; Lu, Yuille, Liljeholm, Cheng, & Holyoak, 2008)
and to formalize the effects of prior knowledge (Griffiths &
Tenenbaum, 2009). A key part of these Bayesian models is to
precisely specify the prior knowledge that people have about
the strength of causal relationships. In previous models of
human causal induction, priors on the strength of causal relationships were specified in two ways — either as uniform
priors by appealing to the principle of indifference (Griffiths
& Tenenbaum, 2005), or as generic priors based on assumptions about the abstract properties of the causal system (Lu et
al., 2008). In this paper, we present a new approach to estimating human priors on causal strength, using the method of
iterated learning (Kalish, Griffiths, & Lewandowsky, 2007;
Griffiths, Christian, & Kalish, 2008).
Iterated learning was originally proposed as a simple
model of the cultural transmission of languages (Kirby,
2001). In this case, we imagine a chain of agents, where each
agent observes data generated by the previous agent (such as
a set of utterances), forms a hypothesis about the process that
generated those data (such as a language), and then generates new data to pass to the next agent. If the agents select
hypotheses using Bayesian inference, then as the chain gets

longer the probability that an agent selects a particular hypothesis converges to the prior probability of that hypothesis
(Griffiths & Kalish, 2007). Simulating this process of iterated
learning in the laboratory thus provides a way to estimate people’s priors (Kalish et al., 2007). In fact, there is no need for
data to be passed between people — we can just generate the
data that people see on one trial based on their responses in a
previous trial (Griffiths et al., 2008).
The plan for the rest of the paper is as follows. The
next section summarizes previous work on modeling human
causal induction, focusing on analyses based on causal graphical models. We then introduce the basic ideas behind iterated
learning and present our experimental investigation of human
priors on causal strength. Next we compare the predictions
produced by a model using the empirical priors with previous
models. Finally we conclude the paper by discussing the implications of these results for understanding causal induction.

Models of human causal induction
The British philosopher David Hume pointed out that people
are not “able to comprehend any force or power by which the
cause operates, or any connexion between it and its supposed
effect” (Hume, 1739/2004, p. 47), suggesting that causal relationships need to be inferred from the observed contingencies
of cause and effect. A number of models have been proposed
to account for how this inference might be made, with the
goal of predicting human judgments about causal relationships from contingency data.

Models based on cause-effect probabilities
The ∆P model (Ward & Jenkins, 1965) proposed that human
make inferences about causal strength based on the contrast
between P(e+ |c+ ) and P(e+ |c− ), where e and c represent the
effect (or outcome) and cause, and superscripts of + and −
represent their presence or absence. ∆P is formally expressed
as ∆P = P(e+ |c+ ) - P(e+ |c− ). It captures the intuition that a
cause is strong if it significantly increases the probability of
the outcome occurring relative to its base rate.
Cheng (1997) argued that ∆P was just a measure of covariation and not one of causality. She further proposed the
theory of causal power, in which human judgments of causal
strength equals the probability of the cause in question produces the effect in the absence of all other causes. For example, the power model for a generative cause can be expressed
∆P
as power = 1−P(e
+ |c− ) . The causal power model provided better fit than ∆P for some human data. However, there have
been debates about the lack of fit to human data for both models (see Buehner & Cheng, 1997; Lober & Shanks, 2000).
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Models based on Bayesian statistics
Griffiths and Tenenbaum (2005) proposed a Bayesian framework for studying causal induction. This framework uses
causal graphical models to distinguish between causal structure – whether or not a link between two variables exists – and
causal strength – the strength of that relationship. Griffiths
and Tenenbaum gave a Bayesian account of learning causal
structure. Lu et al. (2008) recently showed how this approach
could be extended to infer causal strength.
Causal graphical models are probabilistic models in which
a graph is used to denote the causal relationships between
variables (Pearl, 2000; Spirtes, Glymour, & Scheines, 2001).
In the graph, nodes represent variables and edges represent
the causal connection between those variables. Following
Griffiths and Tenenbaum (2005) and Lu et al. (2008), we focus on causal systems in which there are three variables: the
background cause B, the potential cause C, and the effect E.
Assuming both B and C can cause E, this relationship can
be expressed in a graph in which there are edges going from
both B and C to E. We assume B is always present and is
generative, increasing the probability of the outcome, while
C can be present or absent, and generative or preventive. We
further assume that E cannot occur unless B or C caused it.
Inferences are based on contingency data, which can be summarized in a 2 × 2 contingency table indicating the frequencies with which all combinations of the presence and absence
of C and E co-occur.
Although the graph structure specifies the causal relationships among variables, the exact nature of those relationships is not clear without specifying their functional form.
Noisy-OR (for generative causes) and noisy-AND-NOT (for
preventive causes) parameterizations have been used to characterize the functional forms of causal relationships in previous models of causal induction (Cheng, 1997; Griffiths
& Tenenbaum, 2005). Each cause is assumed to have the
power to cause (or prevent) the effect independently, doing
so with a probability that reflects its strength. We denote
the strength of B and C as w0 and w1 respectively. The
noisy-OR gives the probability of observing the effect E as
P(e+ |c; w0 , w1 ) = 1 − (1 − w0 )(1 − w1 )c where c is a binary
value representing the presence or absence of C, while the
noisy-AND-NOT gives P(e+ |c; w0 , w1 ) = w0 (1 − w1 )c .
Having specified the full causal model, we can use this
model to infer the strength of B and C from the observed contingency data.1 These data indicate the frequency with which
cause and effect co-occur. We will use N(e, c) to denote the
number of cases falling into each cell of the contingency table, with e ranging over e+ and e− , and c ranging over c+ or
c− . For any particular value of w0 and w1 , the probability of
the observed contingency data D is
P(D|w0 , w1 ) = ∏ P(e|c; w0 , w1 )N(e,c)

(1)

e,c

1 We focus on the problem of estimating causal strength, but the
prior we estimate on causal strengths can also be used to infer causal
structure (as in Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005; Lu et al., 2008).

where P(e|c; w0 , w1 ) is given by the noisy-OR or noisy-ANDNOT as above. We can thus compute a posterior distribution
over w0 and w1 given D by applying Bayes’ rule, with
P(w0 , w1 |D) ∝ P(D|w0 , w1 )P(w0 , w1 )

(2)

where P(w0 , w1 ) is the prior on w0 and w1 . Estimates of w0
and w1 can thenR be obtained by taking the posterior expectation, with w̄i = 01 wi P(w0 , w1 |D) dwi for i ∈ 0, 1.

Priors on causal strength
In order to evaluate the posterior distribution in Equation 2,
or to integrate over causal strength to evaluate causal structures as in Griffiths and Tenenbaum (2005), the prior on the
causal strengths w0 and w1 needs to be specified. Griffiths
and Tenenbaum assumed a uniform prior on both variables
in their Bayesian structure learning model. However, Lu et
al. (2008) argued that human reasoning are better approximated using a model that incorporated generic priors — a
theoretically driven prior that makes systematic assumptions
about the abstract properties of a system. They argued that
people have preference for causal models with fewer causes
(Lombrozo, 2007), and for causes that minimize complex
interactions (Novick & Cheng, 2004). Based on these arguments, they specified the sparse and strong (SS) prior as
P(w0 , w1 ) ∝ e−α(1+w0 −w1 ) + e−α(1−w0 +w1 ) in the generative
case and P(w0 , w1 ) ∝ e−α(1−w0 +1−w1 ) + e−α(1−w0 +w1 ) in the
preventive case (Lu et al., 2008). α in the formulae is a free
parameter and is fixed at 5 in their analysis. In the generative case, this formulation gives higher prior probability
when one of the causes (B or C) is very strong and the other
is very weak; in the preventive case, this formulation gives
higher prior probability when B is very strong and C is either
very strong or very weak. Although Lu et al.’s model based
on generic priors provided a good fit to human judgments in
their experiments, there are infinitely many possible priors on
causal strength, of which this is just a single possibility.

Using iterated learning to estimate human
priors on causal strength
Previous work such as Lu et al.’s evaluated different proposals about priors on causal strength by testing predictions of
specific models implementing those priors. Here, we take a
different approach, using an experimental method based on
iterated learning to directly estimate human priors on causal
strength. When used as a model of cultural transmission, iterated learning refers to a process in which a sequence of agents
each learns from data generated by the previous agent. Formally, the n-th agent observes data d (n) and forms a hypothesis h(n) about the process that generated those data, then goes
on to generate the data d (n+1) which is given to the next agent.
This defines a Markov chain on hypothesis-data pairs. If the
agents select a hypothesis by sampling from the posterior distribution p(h|d) ∝ p(d|h)p(h) and then generate data by sampling from the corresponding likelihood function p(d|h), then
this Markov chain is a Gibbs sampler for the joint distribution
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p(d, h) = p(d|h)p(h). As n becomes large, the distribution
of (dn , hn ) converges to this joint distribution, and the probability that the nth learner selects a particular hypothesis h
converges to p(h) (for details, see Griffiths & Kalish, 2007).
Convergence of iterated learning to the prior suggests that
it might be used as a method for empirically estimating human priors. Laboratory simulations of iterated learning, with
data being passed between people, support this idea: Functions (Kalish et al., 2007) and concepts (Griffiths et al.,
2008) transmitted through iterated learning quickly converge
to forms that are consistent with priors established in previous
research. However, there is no need for data to be transmitted between people for this to occur: A feedback process can
be established for a single individual that has the appropriate
statistical structure, where people form hypotheses about data
that are generated based on their responses on previous trials. This kind of within-subjects design has previously been
used to explore people’s inductive biases in concept learning, producing equivalent results to a between-subjects design
(Griffiths et al., 2008). We now explore whether a similar approach can identify people’s prior on causal strength.

Methods
Participants. Participants were recruited from the University of California, Berkeley, subject pool, and online (Amazon Mechanical Turk). Participants from the subject pool
received course credit, while online participants received a
small payment. Only data from participants who completed at
least 95% of the trials are included in the analysis. In the generative condition, there were 20 and 52 participants from the
university subject pool and online respectively. In the preventive condition, there were 33 and 51 participants from these
groups.
Stimuli and Procedure. Following Lu et al. (2008), we
presented the experiment using a cover story of a bio-genetics
company testing the influence of proteins on the expression
of genes. The experiment was run in a web browser. In the
generative condition, participants were told:
In this experiment, please imagine that you are a researcher
working for a bio-technology company and you are studying
the relationship between genes and proteins concerning gene
expression.
Gene expression is the process by which information from a
gene is used in synthesizing RNA or other proteins; it controls
the structure and functions of cells or other genes. This process
may or may not be modulated by the presence of proteins. You
are given a number of gene/protein pairs and your job is to
make assessments concerning the effect of these proteins on
the expression of the genes.
There are a number of trials in this experiment. Each trial involves a different gene and a different protein. In each trial,
DNA strands extracted from hair samples would be exposed to
the protein and the expression of the gene would be assessed.
You will see the results from two samples of DNA strands. One
sample consists of DNA strands that had not been exposed to
the protein while the other sample consists of DNA strands that
had been exposed to that protein. In both samples, you will see
the number of gene expression resulted but no other information will be provided.

Figure 1: Screenshot of the generative condition of the experiment. The participant is assessing the strength of the cause
C, w1 .
Participants then received instructions familiarizing them
with the controls that they would use in the experiment. Each
trial (50 total) was presented on a separate screen (see Figure 1). In each trial participants saw data in the form of two
samples, one that was not exposed to the protein (c− ) and
one that was (c+ ). The data were presented graphically using pictures that showed the total number of DNA strands in
each sample as well as the number that expressed the gene,
providing complete contingency data N(e, c).
After observing these contingencies, participants were
asked to make two judgments involving hypothetical samples.
The instructions were:
Suppose that there is a sample of 100 DNA strands and these
strands were not exposed to the protein, in how many of them
would the gene be turned on?
Suppose that there is a sample of 100 DNA strands and that
the gene is currently off in all those DNA strands. If these
100 strands were exposed to the protein, in how many of them
would the gene be turned on?

These questions were phrased to elicit judgments of w0 and
w1 , based on stimuli from previous research (e.g., Lu et al.,
2008). Participants responded using a slider. Live feedback
showing the proportion of expressed genes was shown as the
slider was moved. Participants could adjust the slider until
they were satisfied with their response, before clicking the
submit button to record their response and go to the next trial.
The instructions for the preventive condition were similar, except that the protein was characterized as having preventive
power, and the hypothetical sample used in the second question was assumed to have the gene currently expressed in all
100 DNA strands.
A within-subjects iterated learning design was used. There
were four transmission chains with ten iterations each. The
data that initiated each chain were generated by sampling a
contingency table from predetermined initial values of w0 and
w1 . These initial values were chosen to be distinct so that the
differences between responses from different chains could be
used to diagnose convergence. The initial data for the four dependent chains were drawn from distributions with (w0 , w1 )
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parameters of (0.2, 0.2), (0.2, 0.8), (0.8, 0.2), and (0.8, 0.8).
Each contingency table had a total of 16 cases where the
cause was present, and 16 where the cause was absent, with
the number of times the effect occurred being generated via a
binomial draw with parameter P(e+ |c; w0 , w1 ). In all subsequent trials, data were generated based on the w0 and w1 values the participant produced in the previous trial in the same
chain. These values were taken directly from the estimates
that the participants produced in response to the two questions about hypothetical samples. For example, if on iteration
n of a particular chain the participant’s responses were f0 and
f1 (out of 100) for the two questions, then the data presented
at iteration n + 1 of chain would be drawn using w0 = f0 /100
and w1 = f1 /100.
To evaluate the performance of different Bayesian models,
we added a fifth chain in which the contingencies that were
presented did not depend on participants’ previous responses.
This is not really a “chain” as all of these trials were in fact
independent, but we retain the name for convenience in exposition and in contrast to the dependent chains. This chain provided the additional benefit of preventing participants from
being able to easily guess or approximate the stimulus generation algorithm (Griffiths et al., 2008). For the independent
chain both w0 and w1 were sampled from a uniform distribution on (0, 1) on each trial, and were then used to generate
contingencies as in the dependent chains. There were thus a
total of five chains and 50 trials per participant. The order of
trials between chains was randomized within each iteration.

Results
The results from the university and online subject pools were
similar to each other. We ran a Mann-Whitney U test on the
162 and 179 contingencies where we have data from both
pools. Only 4 and 2 contingencies (respectively for generative and preventive conditions) resulted in significant differences (with p < .05). None of these differences were significant if Bonferroni correction is applied. Therefore results
from these two sources were combined.
Analyses of the dependent chains focused on the final iteration of all chains, as this iteration was most likely to reflect
the prior distribution. To test for convergence, we compared
the distribution of both ratings as a function of the values used
to initiate each chain. ANOVA tests with the initial values of
w0 and w1 as factors was run for strength estimates of both
w0 and w1 in each condition. The result showed a statistically
significant effect of initial values in the human ratings in the
final iteration of both conditions for w0 but not w1 .
Means and standard deviations from the final iteration of
all chains are shown in Table 1. In the generative condition, the w0 ratings from chains of higher initial w0 values
remains higher than those from chains of lower initial w0 values (F(1, 286) = 79.568, MSE = 97314, p < 0.001). On the
other hand, there were no significant differences in w1 ratings
between chains of different initial w1 values (F(1, 286) =
1.000, MSE = 882.0, p = 0.318). There were no interactions in either chain (in w0 chain, F(1, 284) = 0.028, MSE =

24.50, p < 0.868; in w1 chain, F(1, 284) = 0.8742, MSE =
1073, p = 0.351). The results were similar in the preventive condition. The w0 ratings retained influences from initial values (F(1, 334) = 83.474, MSE = 98949, p < 0.001),
but the w1 ratings are not significantly different (F(1, 334) =
1.831, MSE = 2480.9, p = 0.177). Again, there were no interactions (w0 chain: F(1, 332) = 0.557, MSE = 663, p = 0.456;
w1 chain: F(1, 332) = 1.136, MSE = 1530.0, p = 0.287).
This pattern of results suggests that the w1 values had converged while the w0 values still retained some influence of
initialization. Inspection of the data showed that the empirical
priors for w0 has most of its density residing on regions close
to 0 or 1 and that individual chains were attracted to these
modes, only rarely moving between them, and thus might require longer chain in order to guarantee convergence. However, the final iteration of each chain still gives a reasonably
clear picture of the prior. Additionally, since this study focuses on the human judgment of the potential cause C, whose
inference is based on w1 , the non-convergence of w0 does not
prevent us from continuing our analysis using this data.
Figure 2 shows the density of the empirical priors based on
the responses from the final iteration of all chains, smoothed
via kernel density estimation with a bivariate normal kernel
(Venables & Ripley, 2002). The generative SS priors gives
high probability to regions where only one of w0 or w1 is high,
while the empirical priors generally prefers w1 to be high,
with the distribution on w0 being more uniform but has peaks
near both 0 and 1. A similar pattern appears in the empirical
priors for the preventive case, which is quite different from
the prediction under the SS priors in which either w0 and w1
are both high or w0 is high and w1 is low. Moreover, the prior
density is generally lower away from the corners. This characteristic of the empirical prior points to some degree of preference for deterministic causal systems, consistent with previous research on human causal induction (Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2009; Schulz & Sommerville, 2006).

Comparing models to human judgments
We can now compare Bayesian models based on the three different priors – uniform (Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005), sparse
and strong (Lu et al., 2008), and the empirical priors estimated by iterated learning – with human judgments of causal
strength. Since all three Bayesian models use the same likelihood function and differ only in the priors, the predictions
are not radically different. However, the models do differ in
Table 1: Mean and s.d. of the human ratings in the final iteration, separated by initial parameterization.
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Chain

Causal
direction

Small
initial condition

Large
initial condition

w0
w0

Gen.
Gen.

30.708 (35.498)
29.577 (34.475)

67.472 (34.438)
63.899 (34.384)

w1
w1
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Prev.

81.979 (30.729)
72.065 (38.289)

85.479 (28.641)
77.500 (35.271)

0
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5
0

5
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0.8
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+
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+
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Figure 3: Comparison of human responses with predictions
from Bayesian models using uniform, SS, and empirical priors. The grids represent the contingencies with N(e+ , c+ ) and
N(e+ , c− ) on the horizontal and vertical axes respectively.
Cells with gray stripes show contingencies that did not appear in the experiment. Some contingencies are more likely
because of sampling.
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14
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10

Human responses
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w0

Preventive

6

Probability

5

Table 2: Comparison of model performance on independent
chain trials of our experiment.
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0
1
0.8

1
0.6

0.8

Metric

Uniform

SS

Empirical

Generative
Generative

Correlation (r)
Adj. RMSD

0.7414
22.4774

0.5620
29.6693
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15.5900
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Adj. RMSD

0.6544
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0.6415
23.3648
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19.0560

0.6
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0.4

0.2
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Causal
direction

0.2
0

0

w0

Figure 2: Empirical priors estimated by iterated learning, for
both generative and preventive cases.
how they treat cases with middling causal strength, as can be
seen by comparing the plots in Figure 3.
The stimuli and, therefore, human data used in most prior
studies (e.g. Lu et al., 2008) are not randomly selected and
were chosen by researchers in order to compare model performance under specific scenarios. For example, if a researcher
is interested in comparing the ∆P model versus the causal
power model, often only contingencies that produce radically
different predictions under the two models will be selected
as stimuli. Although this approach is useful in differentiating
models in specific scenarios, it does not necessarily reflect
causal induction more generally. We opted for a more general
approach and used the responses produced in the independent chains from our experiment, where trials were generated
using uniformly distributed w0 and w1 values and therefore
covered a wide range of contingencies.
The performance of the models was evaluated using Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) and an adjusted root-meansquare deviations (RMSD) score. The correlation r compares
the mean human judgment with model predictions. All three
models performed quite well based on the Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) with the empirical model having the highest correlation. The results are shown in Table 2. Overall, the
r metrics in this experiment are lower compared to those in
prior studies (e.g. Lu et al., 2008) where values of r over 0.95

are not uncommon. This is expected because of our more
comprehensive data set, with many different contingencies,
and as a result, higher variability in mean human judgments.
For example, there were eight contingencies (in each causal
direction) in Experiment 1 of Lu et al. (2008) whereas there
were 184 and 191 contingencies in our experiment, in the
generative and preventive case respectively.
In order to take into account the differences in the sample size of the human responses, we also evaluated the
models using adjustedrRMSD. We calculated this score
as Adjusted RMSD =

∑i

(xˆi −xi )2
1
sei / ∑ j se j

where xi are the

means of the human responses, x̂i are model predictions, and
sei are the standard errors. This metric assigns higher weight
to contingencies where more human data are available (thus
lower sampling error) and where variability is smaller. Contingencies where the standard error could not be computed
were omitted from the analysis. With this metric, the empirical priors again made better predictions than the other
two models, particularly in the generative direction. Figure 4
compares the performance of models using the SS and empirical priors in terms of adjusted RMSD at every set of contingencies that appeared in the experiment.

Discussion
We have presented the first direct estimate of human priors
on the strength of causal relationships, using iterated learn-
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Figure 4: Comparison of model predictions. These two plots
compare the performance of the Bayesian model with the empirical priors against that with the SS priors. The grids represent the contingencies with N(e+ , c+ ) in x-axis and N(e+ , c− )
in y-axis. The value at each grid is the difference of the error
of the models (compared to the mean human result). Positive values (lighter grids) represent better performance for
the empirical prior model; negative values represent better
performance for the SS prior model. Only data from the independent chains are plotted here.
ing. The resulting empirical priors were markedly different
from previously proposed theory-based priors. We also found
that the empirical priors predict human judgments better than
these previously proposed priors. However, there are a number of important issues that need to be explored in future
work, including giving a more comprehensive characterization of priors across different causal scenarios, dealing with
more complex causal systems, and determining an objective
method for evaluating models of causal induction.
The gene expression cover story we used in our experiment is similar to cover stories used in numerous prior experiments on causal induction (Lu et al., 2008; Griffiths &
Tenenbaum, 2005; Lober & Shanks, 2000). These medical
cover stories are used because they provide plausible causal
relationships between variables, and the functional form of
these relationships is simple. However, it is possible that prior
knowledge might influence the form of the priors that people
use when reasoning about this particular scenario, such that
the empirical priors we estimated might not generalize well
to other causal domains. It is also possible that cultural differences might influence the form of the priors. Having established that iterated learning can be used to investigate priors on causal strength, we anticipate that this approach can be
used to explore how priors vary across scenarios and cultures.
By focusing on the simplest possible causal structure, our
study did not address how people reason about causal systems where more than one non-background cause is present.
This reflects a general phenomenon in the study of human
causal induction, where investigation of systems involving
multiple causes is rare. However, some recent studies have
examined how people estimate the strength of multiple causes
(e.g., Novick & Cheng, 2004). Adapting the methods used in
these studies to an iterated learning setting might provide a
way to investigate whether the priors that people adopt de-

pend on the complexity of the causal system.
Finally, our results also raise questions concerning how
models of causal induction should be compared. Most past
causal inference literature evaluate model fit by comparing
model predictions with human responses at specific contingencies. These contingencies were usually chosen to highlight the different predictions made by the models of interest.
The independent chains used in our experiment provided a
picture of human causal strength judgments for a remarkably
wide range of contingencies. Establishing a broad database
for objectively comparing models of human causal induction
is an important challenge for future research.
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Abstract
Two experiments establish a rational order effect in
responsibility attributions. Experiment 1 shows that in a team
challenge in which players contribute sequentially, the last
player’s blame or credit for a performance is reduced if the
team’s result is already determined prior to his acting.
However, credit and blame attributions still vary with quality
of performance in these cases. This finding is at odds with
Spellman (1997) who proposed that a person’s perceived
contribution varies with the degree to which it changes the
probability of the eventual outcome. Experiment 2 illustrates
that the rational order effect does not overgeneralize to
situations in which the experienced order of events does not
map onto the objective order of events. The quality of the last
person’s performance is only discredited if she knew that the
result was already determined.
Keywords: responsibility attribution; causal chain; order
effect.

Introduction
Consider you are the manager of your country’s soccer team
in the next world cup. After a nerve-wracking final ending
in a draw, the winner has to be determined through a penalty
shoot-out. You have already chosen five players from your
team but you are still undecided about the order in which
they shall shoot. You feel that later shots are more important
than earlier ones but you also know that the game might
already be decided before the 5th player gets to shoot.
Should you put your best striker first or last? A similar
problem occurs when thinking about the order in which
runners should run in a team relay. In this paper, we are
interested in people’s perceptions of the extent to which
individuals carry responsibility for their group’s result in
situations in which the group members contribute
sequentially.
Chains comprised of several events that eventually lead to
a positive or negative outcome are an interesting test field
for attribution theories. According to a simple
counterfactual analysis, each of the events qualifies equally
as a cause of the effect. If any of the events in the chain had
not occurred, the effect would also not have occurred.
However, several studies have shown that there are
systematic differences as to which events in a chain are
judged as being more causal (Miller & Gunasegaram, 1990)
or more likely to be mentally undone in order to prevent the
outcome from happening (Wells, Taylor & Turtle, 1987).
Different theories have been proposed to answer the
question of what guides people’s differential evaluation of
individual events in chains.
One important factor influencing whether earlier or later
events in the chain are more likely to be seen as important is

the dependence relation between the events. In a causal
chain, later events are (causally) dependent on earlier
events. In a temporal chain, the individual events are largely
independent of each other.
Wells et al. (1987) describe a scenario in which an actor
arrives late due to a causal sequence of events. They showed
that people exhibit a primacy effect for causal chains. The
earliest event was rated as a greater cause of his lateness
than any of the subsequent events. In contrast, Miller and
Gunasegaram (1990) demonstrated a recency effect for
temporal chains. In a scenario in which two players only
gain a prize if both of their pennies match after a sequential
coin flip, 92% of the participants indicated that if the coins
are mismatched then the player who went first is more likely
to blame the second player than vice versa. However, the
mapping between type of chain and the tendency of
focusing on earlier versus later events is not perfect.
N'Gbala and Branscombe (1995), for example, have shown
that later events can be seen as more important in a causal
chain.
In a very influential paper, Spellman (1997) proposed a
unifying theory to explain the differences in attributions.
Rather than focusing on different types of chains, Spellman
argued that people’s intuitions can be accounted for by
assuming that they engage in a process akin to a stepwise
multiple regression in which the probability of the effect is
evaluated after each of the events in the chain has occurred.
The crediting causality model (CCM) predicts that an
event’s perceived causal contribution varies with the extent
to which it changed the probability of the eventual outcome.
The more an event changes the outcome’s probability, the
more it is judged to be causal.
For example, consider the coin flip scenario described
above. Before the first player flips her coin, the probability
of the team winning the prize is 50%. Since both players’
coins have to match, the probability of winning remains
unchanged after the first person’s flip. However, after the
second person flipped his coin, the probability of winning
goes either up to 100% if he matched the first player’s coin
or down to 0% if he failed to match. Since the probability
change due to the first player is 0% and due to the second
player 50%, the model correctly predicts that people will
judge the second player as being more causal then the first
player.
Since its proposal, several shortcomings of the CCM have
been demonstrated. Importantly, because the model predicts
causality ratings merely based on the notion of probability
change it is insensitive to the way in which these changes
are brought about. However, studies have shown that
voluntary human actions are preferred over physical events
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as causes (Lagnado & Channon, 2008) even when the
change in probability is identical (Hilton, McClure &
Sutton, 2010). Furthermore, Mandel (2003) has shown that
a later event can receive a higher causal rating even though
an earlier event has already increased the probability of the
outcome to almost certainty. If an actor has been poisoned
first but is then killed in a car crash, people select the car
crash as the cause of death rather than the poison despite the
fact that the poison had already increased the probability of
death to certainty. Mandel (2003) suggests that people
prefer to select as causes those events that are sufficient to
bring about the outcome, whereas they tend to select events
that were necessary for the outcome when asked how it
could have been prevented.
A factor that has been largely neglected in the
psychological literature on attributions of causal
responsibility in chains is performance. The quality with
which an action is performed normally corresponds closely
to the degree of probability change in the outcome. For
example, the probability with which a good result is
achieved in a supply chain varies closely with how well
each worker does his job. However, the tight coupling
between quality of performance and change of probability in
the outcome is sometimes broken. The context of team
sports in which individual players contribute sequentially to
the team’s outcome provides an ideal test case where the
individual performances and the respective changes in the
probability of the result can be dissociated. Consider the
example of a team relay mentioned earlier. If the
performance of the first three runners in a team was very
poor, the probability of the team winning before the fourth
runner is essentially zero and cannot be increased anymore
irrespective of the fourth runner’s performance. The
question is now whether the extent to which the fourth
player is seen as responsible for the team’s loss will still
vary with how well he ran, despite the fact that the
probability of the team winning is now independent of the
quality of his performance. This effect could not be
accounted for by the CCM.
In Experiment 2 of Spellman (1997), a game-show
scenario is described in which two players, Allen and Barry,
perform their tasks sequentially. If Allen performs his task
well, Barry gets the easier of two possible tasks. If Allen
performs poorly, Barry gets the harder task. The team wins
if Barry succeeds in his task. In one condition, for example,
Barry was described as having a 90% chance of succeeding
in the easier task and a 10% chance of succeeding in the
harder task. The results showed that participants’ causal
contribution ratings varied closely in accordance with the
CCM. Which of the two players was rated as more causal
depended on the degree to which each of them changed the
probability of the eventual outcome. While in many of the
cases the quality of Allen’s performance influenced the
probability that Barry would succeed in his task, there was
also a set of cases in which the probability of Barry
succeeding in his task was independent of Allen’s
performance. That is, Barry was described as being equally

good in the two possible tasks. Interestingly, despite the fact
that in these situations the probability of the team’s result
did not vary with the quality of Allen’s performance,
participants’ causal contribution ratings did.
In situations in which the team won, Allen’s causal
contribution was rated higher when he performed his task
well compared to when he performed his task poorly.
Similarly, in situations in which the team did not win the
prize, Allen’s contribution to the result was rated lower
when he performed well compared to when he performed
poorly. This result has not been discussed by Spellman
(1997) or by any of the subsequent studies that have tested
her model. While in Spellman’s (1997) experiment, the
team’s final outcome is always determined by the last player
in the chain, there are situations such as the team relay
described above in which the outcome can already be
determined by an earlier event in the chain. Will an identical
performance of a later player in the chain be evaluated
differently depending on whether the team’s outcome was
already certain or still open?
The present paper explores how (i) quality of performance
and (ii) the extent to which a contribution was critical to the
result, as measured by the change of probability in outcome
that it induced, affects people’s perceptions of how
responsible each contribution was for the eventual outcome.
In line with CCM, we expect that the extent to which an
identical performance will be seen as responsible for the
team’s result varies depending on whether the result was
already determined or not. However, in contrast to the
predictions of the CCM, we expect that the quality of
performance influences how responsible a player is seen for
the team’s outcome, even in situations in which the result is
already determined.

Experiment 1
Participants acted as external observers evaluating the
performance of different teams in the qualifiers of an
invented sport (similar to gymnastics) for the London
Olympics 2012. Each of the 32 countries is represented by a
team of three athletes. The athletes perform their routines
individually and receive a score from a panel of judges
ranging from 0 (= very bad performance) to 10 (= excellent
performance). Participants were instructed that the average
performance in the competition was 5 points. A country
qualifies for the Olympics if its team scores 15 or more
points in total. How many points over and above 15 a team
scores does not make a difference. Participants were
informed that the athletes perform their individual routines
sequentially and that later athletes know how their previous
teammates have performed. For each of the 32 teams,
participants experienced two different phases. In the
probability rating phase, they saw the scores of each of the
three athletes sequentially and, after each athlete’s score,
indicated on a slider how likely they thought that the team
would qualify (see Figure 1). The slider ranged from 0
(‘definitely not’) to 100 (‘definitely yes’) and was initialized
at the midpoint. The progress bar at the top of the screen
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Figure 1. Screenshot of the probability updating phase.

Figure 2. Screenshot of the responsibility attribution phase.

showed how many points were still required for the team to
qualify and was updated after each athlete’s score. Once the
team qualified, the progress bar turned green. If the team
could not qualify anymore, the bar turned red.
In the responsibility attribution phase, each athlete’s
score was shown simultaneously in a table (see Figure 2).
Participants were asked: “To what extent is each of the
athletes responsible for their team’s success or failure to
qualify?” If the team qualified, participants attributed credit
(green sliders ranging from the center to the right). If the
team did not qualify, participants attributed blame (red
sliders ranging from the center to the left). The sliders for
each athlete ranged from 0 (‘none’) to 10 (‘high’) and could
be moved independently, that is, they did not have to sum
up to a certain value.
Table 1 shows 24 of the patterns of scores that were used
in the experiment. We systematically varied the scores of
the 3rd athlete as either low (mean score = 3) or high (mean
score = 7) for different scores by the first two athletes. This
approach allowed us to compare how an identical
performance of the 3rd athlete was evaluated as a function of
whether the results was already certain prior to his
performing or still uncertain. There were two possible ways
in which the team’s result could have already been
determined by the scores of the first two athletes. A team’s
loss was certain if the sum of the first two athletes’ scores
was 4 points or less. Because the maximum score that an
athlete can achieve in the challenge is 10, it was impossible
for the third athlete to make their team win. Likewise, a
team’s win was certain prior to the 3rd athlete’s performance
if the first two athletes’ scores added up to 15 or more
points.

A consequence of this design is that, while keeping the
absolute performance of the 3rd athlete identical in the
different situations the relative performance compared to his
teammates varies. He performs relatively well in the certain
loss as compared to the uncertain loss cases and relatively
poorly in the certain win as compared to the uncertain win
situations. Because our main interest concerns the effect of
the (un-)certainty of outcome on the attributions for the 3rd
athlete, we controlled for the effects of relative performance
by including 8 additional cases in which the scores of all
three athletes were identical. Here, all athletes either scored
2 (or 3 points) in the certain loss cases, 3 (or 4 points) in the
uncertain loss cases, 6 (or 7 points) in the uncertain win
cases and 8 (or 9 points) in the certain win cases. Any
differences between the three athletes in these situations can
only be explained in terms of order effects.
The main target of interest in our design is the 3rd athlete.
We hypothesized that both her performance as well as the
certainty of the team’s result prior to her turn would affect
participants’ attributions. More precisely, we expected the
3rd athlete’s blame for losses to be higher and credit for wins
to be lower when she received a low as compared to a high
score even in situations in which the results was already
certain. Furthermore, we predicted that the 3rd athlete would
receive less credit for an identical performance if the result
was already certain as compared to still uncertain. Likewise,
we predicted that the athlete would receive less blame for an
identical performance if the team had already certainly
missed the qualification threshold prior to her turn.

Table 1. Patterns of non-identical athletes’ scores used in
the experiment.
R
C
S
L
H

loss
certain uncertain
2 3 4 6 7 8
4 3 2 4 3 2
8 7 6 8 7 6

win
uncertain
certain
11 12 13 16 17 18
4
3
2
4
3
2
8
7
6
8
7
6

R = result, C = certainty of the team’s result after the 2nd athlete’s score, S
= sum of the 1st and the 2nd athletes’ scores, L = low score by the 3rd athlete,
H = high score by the 3rd athlete.

Method
Participants 41 (22 female) participants recruited through
the UCL subject pool took part in the experiment. The mean
age was 23.1 (SD = 2.5).
Materials The program was written in Adobe Flash CS5.
Design For the 24 patterns in which the scores of the three
athletes were non-identical (see Table 1), the experiment
followed a within-subject 2 (result: win vs. loss) x 2
(certainty of outcome: uncertain vs. certain) x 2
(performance of the 3rd athlete: low vs. high score) design.
For the patterns with identical scores of the three athletes,
the experiment followed a within-subject 2 (result) x 2
(certainty of outcome) design.
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a)

b)

Figure 4. Mean blame and credit ratings of the 3rd athlete for cases with non-identical scores (top) and of all three athletes for
cases with identical scores (bottom). Error bars indicate ±1 SEM.
Procedure The study was carried out online.1 After having
read the instructions, participants did one practice trial in
which the different components of the screen were
explained. A set of 4 comprehension check questions
ensured that participants had understood the task. On
average, they answered 89% of the comprehension check
questions correctly. After answering each of the questions,
the correct solution was displayed. Participants then
evaluated the performance of 32 teams in the probability
rating phase (Figure 1) and the attribution phase (Figure 2)
as described above. If a team did not qualify, participants
attributed blame otherwise they attributed credit.
Throughout the game, they could remind themselves of the
rules by clicking on the ‘Rules’ button in the bottom left of
the screen (see Figures 1 and 2). The median time that it
took participants to finish the study was 18.8 minutes.

Results
For all our analyses we adopted a significance criterion of
.05 (two-sided) and applied Bonferroni corrections when
multiple test were conducted on the same data set.
Probability updating phase Figure 3 (left panel) shows the
mean probability of success ratings for wins and losses
separated for situations in which the outcome was already
certain after the 2nd athlete’s score or still uncertain. For
losses, participants’ probability of success ratings after the
2nd athlete’s score was revealed were significantly lower in
the certain (M = 4.5, SD = 11.5) compared to the uncertain
cases (M = 27.1, SD = 18.1), t(40) = -15.71. For wins,
participant’s probability ratings were significantly higher in
certain (M = 96.4, SD = 10.4) compared to the uncertain
cases (M = 75.8, SD = 15.1), t(40) = 14.46.
Responsibility attribution phase First, we wanted to test to
what extent the blame and credit ratings for the 3rd athlete
varied as a function of his performance and whether the
team’s result was already certain after the 2nd athlete’s score
or not. Two separate 2 (certainty: certain vs. uncertain) x 2

(performance: low vs. high score) repeated measures
ANOVAs for losses and wins were conducted on the ratings
for the 3rd athlete in the non-identical cases (see Figure 4a
top).
For losses, there were significant main effects of
performance F(1,40) = 129.33, η = .764 and of certainty
F(1,40) = 6.86, η = .146 but no interaction. The 3rd athlete
was blamed more if he received a low score compared to a
high score. Furthermore, his blame ratings were lower when
the team had already certainly missed the qualification
criterion compared to when the outcome was still uncertain.
Crucially, the effect of performance significantly influenced
the athlete’s blame ratings both for situations in which the
outcome was still uncertain (t(40) = 11.37) as well as when
it was already determined (t(40) = 8.36).
For wins, there were significant main effects of
performance F(1,40) = 66.03, η = .623 and of certainty
F(1,40) = 31.76, η = .443 but no interaction effect. The 3rd
athlete received more credit for a high score compared to a
low score. Also, credit attributions were higher if the result
was still uncertain compared to certain. Again, the effect of

Figure 3. Mean probability of success ratings after each
athlete’s score was revealed. Black markers = uncertain
cases, white markers = certain cases.

1

The experiment can be accessed here:
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/lagnado-lab/research.html
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performance significantly influenced the athlete’s credit
ratings both for situations in which the outcome was still
uncertain (t(40) = -7.76) as well as when it was already
determined (t(40) = -6.84).
As outlined above, the predicted order effect and the
relative performance effect go in the same direction for the
cases in which the scores of the three athletes were nonidentical. Hence, we analyzed the situations separately in
which all of the athletes had identical scores. Any
differences for these cases can only be explained with
respect to the order of performance.
Figure 4a (bottom) shows the mean blame ratings for
losses and credit ratings for wins attributed to all three
athletes in the team in situations in which the result was
uncertain and certain. To evaluate whether the 3rd athlete’s
ratings varied as a function of certainty of outcome, we
compared the difference in the average attributions of the
first two athletes with the 3rd athlete. For losses, this
difference was significantly greater in the certain cases (M =
-1.97, SD = 3.77) as opposed to the uncertain cases (M =
0.11, SD = 1.81). The 3rd athlete received significantly less
blame for an identical performance if the result was already
certain as compared to uncertain, t(40) = -3.88. For wins,
likewise, the 3rd athlete received significantly less credit for
an identical performance if the result was already certain
(M = -2.79, SD = 4.18) as compared to uncertain (M = -0.71,
SD = 2.16), t(40) = -3.29.

Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 show that how much blame or
credit an athlete receives for his team’s loss or win depends
to a large extent on her performance. Even when the result
of the team challenge is already determined, an athlete still
receives more credit and less blame for a good performance
compared to a bad performance. This finding is at odds with
the CCM, since the performance of the player does not
influence the probability of the team’s outcome in these
situations as revealed by participants’ subjective probability
ratings. However, participants did show an attenuation
effect to the extent that the blame and credit attributions to
the last athlete were reduced when the result was certain
compared to uncertain.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 2 we wanted to see whether the reduction in
blame and credit attributions for the situations in which the
outcome was already determined overgeneralizes to
situations in which it would be inappropriate. Crucially,
whether the performance of the 3rd athlete should be
discredited given that the outcome is already certain
depends on that athlete’s knowledge that this is the case.
While keeping the experienced order of events unchanged,
Experiment 2 altered the objective order of events and,
alongside, the knowledge states of the athletes, by having
the individual athletes perform simultaneously without
knowing how the other team members perform. Spellman
(1997) has shown that both the order in which events occur

in the world as well as the order in which people learn about
them can influence people’s attributions. Experiment 2
aimed to investigate this further. Would participants show
reduced blame attributions for losses and credit attributions
for wins when they knew that the result was already
determined? Or would they appreciate that the athletes did
not know each other’s scores and hence show no attenuation
effect as a function of the certainty of the result?

Method
Participants 56 (42 female) participants recruited through
the UCL subject pool took part in the experiment. The mean
age was 21.4 (SD = 4.6).
Procedure The procedure was identical to Experiment 1
except for a minimal change in the instructions. Participants
were informed that the athletes of each team were
performing their individual routines simultaneously at
different stadiums. Importantly, the athletes did not know
how their teammates were doing. Participants were told that
due to technical issues, they would see the scores of the
three athletes sequentially. On average, participants
answered 89% of the comprehension questions correctly.
The median time it took participants to complete the study
was 16.5 minutes.

Results
Probability updating phase Figure 3 (right panel) shows
the probability of success ratings for Experiment 2. Again,
participants were more confident about the team’s loss after
the 2nd athlete’s score was revealed in the certain (M = 4.3,
SD = 10.3) compared to the uncertain condition (M = 25.2,
SD = 15.8), t(55) = -17.77. Also for wins, participants gave
significantly higher ratings in the certain (M = 96.7, SD =
10.5) than in the uncertain condition (M = 75.7, SD = 14.8),
t(55) = 20.53.
Responsibility attribution phase Again, the blame and
credit ratings for the 3rd athlete varied with how he
performed and, although much less so, with whether the
result was already certain or not. Figure 4b (top) shows the
blame and credit attributions of the 3rd athlete for the
situations in which the scores of the three athletes were nonidentical. For losses, there were significant main effects of
performance F(1,55) = 261.55, η = .826 and of certainty
F(1,55) = 6.97, η = .112 but no interaction effect. For wins,
there were significant main effects of performance F(1,55)
= 363.55, η = .869 and of certainty F(1,55) = 14.04, η =
.203 but no interaction effect.
Importantly, the difference between the blame attributions
in the certain cases and the uncertain cases was significantly
larger in Experiment 1 (M = -0.91, SD = 2.23) compared to
Experiment 2 (M = -0.25, SD = .71), t(95) = -2.07.
Likewise, the differences between the credit attributions as a
function of outcome certainty were larger in Experiment 1
(M = -2.95, SD = 3.35) than in Experiment 2 (M = -0.73, SD
= 1.45), t(95) = -4.44.
Figure 4b (bottom) shows the blame and credit ratings of
all three athletes for the situations in which their scores were
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identical. There was no significant difference between the
mean blame ratings of the first two athletes and the 3rd
athlete in the certain cases (M = -0.05, SD = 0.57) and the
uncertain cases (M = 0, SD = 0.95). Furthermore, there was
no significant difference for the credit ratings between the
certain (M = -0.35, SD = 1.57) and the uncertain cases (M =
-0.25, SD = 1.08).

Discussion
Similar to Experiment 1, blame and credit ratings varied
depending on how the athletes performed. However, in
contrast to the results of Experiment 1, the certainty factor
had only a small influence on participants’ responsibility
attributions for the 3rd athlete in the non-identical cases and
no influence in the identical cases. As mentioned above, the
small effect of the certainty factor is likely to be a result of
the differences in relative performance in the non-identical
cases. Most of the participants were not influenced by the
experienced order of events and took into account the fact
that the 3rd athlete did not know her teammates’ scores.
Hence, the quality of the 3rd athlete’s performance was not
discredited in situations in which the outcome was already
determined.

General Discussion
The results of two experiments show that people exhibit a
rational attenuation effect in their responsibility attributions
for team-members contributing sequentially to a team
challenge. The quality of a team-member’s performance is
discredited for situations in which the outcome is already
determined. Importantly, this effect is only present in
situations in which the later team-member knows the
previous members’ scores. It does not overgeneralize to
situations in which the order with which participants learn
about the scores does not map onto the order in which they
are generated: it seems to be the inferred epistemic state of
the athletes that drives the attenuation effect. However, as
the differences in epistemic states of the players between
Experiment 1 and 2 were confounded with different
objective orders of events, future research is needed that
decouples these factors. In addition, it would be interesting
to contrast the present situation to one in which physical
events unfold over time.
Participants showed neither a primacy nor a recency
effect in situations in which the team’s outcome was still
uncertain (see Figure 4 bottom panels). Only when athletes
knew their teammates’ scores (Experiment 1) were the
blame and credit ratings for the 3rd athlete reduced when the
outcome was already certain.
Spellman’s (1997) CCM cannot account for the
performance effect in situations in which the result is
already determined. However, we consider this effect to be
rational since the quality of performance of the 3rd athlete
still conveys important information. For example, if an
athlete performed well despite the fact that the team had
already lost for sure we learn that he is in principle capable
of a good performance. The athlete’s good performance

could have made a difference, in the counterfactual situation
in which his teammates had performed somewhat better. In
contrast, if the 3rd athlete performed poorly, we cannot be
sure whether this is only due to the fact that he knows that
the team has already lost and hence does not try hard, or
whether he might not have performed better even if his
contribution would have been needed. This difference in the
information we receive makes it rational to take into account
an athlete’s performance even if the result was already
determined.
Our experiments highlight the fact that a comprehensive
model of responsibility attribution in group contexts will
need to take into account the mental states of the players
(Gerstenberg, Lagnado & Kareev, 2010), the extent to
which each player made a difference to the outcome
(Gerstenberg & Lagnado, 2010) as well as the quality of
individual performance.
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Motivation
Human language is regarded by many as a premier
example of a natural biological system. Its structural
complexity, the rapidity and ease with which it is
learned by young children, the importance of sensitive
periods in acquisition over the lifetime, and its neural
specificity all suggest that the system is highly
specialized--finely tuned to fulfill a clear adaptive
function. Understanding the nature of this biological
system, its growth over development, its evolution, and
its neural basis form some of the deepest questions that
are currently addressed within cognitive science. This
symposium brings together key figures in the study of
language as a biological system to discuss recent
advances in our understanding from the perspectives of
linguistics, cognitive neuroscience, and philosophy.
This symposium is the first in the new series, The
Governing Board Symposium, sponsored by the
Governing Board of the Cognitive Science Society, and
intended to address the most significant topics of our
time by drawing on the many disciplines that are at the
heart of cognitive science.

Consider language as an internal biological system.
Like others loosely termed "organs," its growth and
development involves at least 3 factors: external data,
the genetic endowment that maps these inputs to
experience and guides the general course of
development, and principles of more general
applicability. The most elementary property of the
language faculty is that each language delivers "sound
with meaning" (in Aristotle's phrase); more specifically,
it is a generative procedure that enumerates infinitely
many structured expressions, each assigned an
interpretation at two interfaces, sensorymotor and
conceptual-intentional (thought and action). The
second factor includes properties specific to human
language (UG) along with those that underlie relevant
neural and cognitive systems that enter into language
growth. The earliest efforts to formulate UG in the
1950s postulated complex mechanisms, as appeared to
be necessary for descriptive adequacy. The major task
of the theoretical study of language since has been to
show how this complexity can be reduced, both in order
to deepen explanation and to offer some hope for an
eventual study of the evolution of language. The
greatest success in this endeavor has been through
adducing third factor considerations of computational
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complexity. Progress in these efforts suggested a new
research program: "approaching UG from below," that
is, seeking to determine where UG hypotheses depart
from an optimal solution to basic conditions of
adequacy, and to overcome these departures where
possible. One conclusion that seems increasingly
plausible is that language should be regarded as
meaning with sound, a revision of the familiar
Aristotelian dictum with far-reaching consequences. I
will review the grounds for these and related
hypotheses and new problems that have been brought to
light.

Brain and Language: Some Linking
Hypotheses
David Poeppel
The study of the neural foundations of speech and
language reveals both straightforward and unexpected
properties of brain function. Drawing on recent findings
and classical results, some principles are highlighted
that illuminate how the brain breaks down complex
representational/computational tasks like speech
perception and language comprehension. By
distributing the subroutines in space (parallel anatomic
streams) and time (concurrent processing on multiple
time scales) and by deploying predictive mechanisms
throughout -- enabled by the subtle stored knowledge
each speaker/listener brings to the task -- the brain
provides an architectural infrastructure consistent with
representational primitives of a certain granularity.
Focusing on these architectural principles helps sharpen
the linking hypotheses between the ‘parts list’ of
neurobiology and the ‘parts list’ of linguistics. If the
overarching goal of the inquiry is to develop
explanatory theories about how neural systems form the
basis for linguistic computation, defining primitives at
the appropriate granularity to link cognition and brain
function is a prerequisite. With that in mind, the
cognitive sciences should take a leading, more muscular
role in defining the neurobiological agenda.

brains, and the brains of primates. Importantly, recent
work shows that dramatic new capacities can emerge
from small changes to genes that regulate the
expression of other genes, where the end result is that
neuron numbers in an area may expand or contract.
Biophysical constraints on neural circuitry mean that
new computational capacities may emerge as well. Via
regional increase of neuron numbers, expanded brain
areas for auditory or somatosensory processing, for
example, may yield behavioral capacities that strike an
observer as qualitatively different from those of the
ancestor. This perspective helps in fostering new ideas
about the links between human speech capacities, those
probably enjoyed by earlier hominids, and to complex
sequencing behavior seen in other species including
birds.

Elissa Newport
Discussant
The talks will be discussed in the context of historical,
current, and future perspectives on the status of
language as a biological system.

The Net Effect: Gene-networks, Neural
Networks, and New Capacities
Patricia S Churchland
Because human language capacities are biological at
bottom, one useful approach to understanding those
capacities is to take the perspective of genes, brain
evolution, and brain organization. Genes belong to
flexible gene-networks, and interact with each other,
with the body and with the external environment.
Neurons are organized into networks, which in all
nervous systems appear to be designed according to
“small-world” principles. Surprisingly, there are deep
organizational similarities between fruit fly brains, bird
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Extended Visual Memory for Computer-Aided Vision
Joo-Hwee LIM
Institute for Infocomm Research

Siying LIU
Institute for Infocomm Research
Abstract: We propose a computational cognitive Extended Visual Memory (EVM) model for a Computer-Aided
Vision (CAV) framework to assist human in vision-related tasks. The CAV framework exploits wearable sensors such
as cameras, GPS and ambient computing facilities to empower a user’s vision and memory functions by answering
four types of queries central to visual activities. Learning of EVM relies on both frequency-based and attentiondriven mechanisms to store view-based visual fragments (VF), which are abstracted into high-level visual schemas
(VS), both in the visual long-term memory. During inference, the visual short-term memory plays a key role in
the schematic representations of, and the similarity computation between, a visual input and a VF, exemplified
from VS when necessary. In this paper, we describe the CAV framework and the new EVM model followed by an
implementation scenario on assisted living.
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Abstract
In this study, we investigated within- and between-language
Item-Specific Proportion Congruence (ISPC) effects in
Turkish-English bilinguals in two experiments. In both
experiments we manipulated the language of the ISPC lists,
while keeping the response language the same (Turkish in
Experiment 1, and English in Experiment 2). We observed a
larger within-language ISPC effect compared to betweenlanguage ISPC effect in both experiments. These results are
consistent with the predictions of conflict-monitoring models
of the ISPC effect.
Keywords: Stroop interference; conflict monitoring; ISPC;
Turkish-English bilinguals.

Introduction
Stroop paradigm (Stroop, 1935; see MacLeod, 1991 for a
review) has been widely used to investigate control of
attention. In this paradigm, color-words (e.g., red, green,
blue) are printed in different colors (red, green, or blue), and
participants name the colors, while ignoring the colorwords. Responses are slower when the word is incongruent
with its color (e.g., when the word red is printed in green),
compared to when it is congruent (e.g., when the word red is
printed in red). The reaction time difference between the
incongruent and congruent conditions is referred to as the
Stroop interference. Stroop interference demonstrates
effects of word-reading processes on color-naming
performance (Cohen, Dunbar, & McClelland, 1990;
MacLeod, 1991). Variations in the magnitude of Stroop
interference as a result of some experimental manipulations
demonstrate control over attentional processes (Blais,
Robidoux, Risko, & Besner, 2007; Botvinick, Braver,
Barch, Carter, & Cohen, 2001; Verguts & Notebaert, 2008).
One such manipulation is the list level proportion
congruence manipulation, in which Stroop interference is
affected by the proportion of congruent and incongruent
stimuli in the task. When the proportion of incongruent
stimuli is higher, Stroop interference is smaller as compared
to when it is lower (Logan, Zbrodoff, & Williamson, 1984;
Tzelgov, Henik, & Berger, 1992). In this case, participants
use a global strategy to control effects of word reading on
color naming. Kane and Engle (2003) argued that
participants were able to successfully maintain the task-goal
(color naming) across trials when the proportion of
incongruent stimuli was higher, but they had difficulties
when it was lower. These results show that participants
strategically controlled the effects of word-reading

processes on color-naming performance in a goal-directed
manner.
List-level control in the Stroop task was simulated with
the classic conflict-monitoring framework (Botvinick, et al.,
2001). According to this framework, control processes are
triggered by a module responsible for detecting conflicts in
information processing, namely the conflict monitoring unit.
This unit represents the function of anterior cingulate cortex
(ACC) in the human brain (Botvinick, Cohen, & Carter,
2004). It calculates the amount of conflict at the response
layer, and increases the activation of the task-demand (color
naming) unit when conflict is high. In the Stroop task,
incongruent items generate more conflict than congruent
items (see also Goldfarb & Henik, 2007; MacLeod &
MacDonald, 2000). Higher proportions of incongruent
stimuli in the list give rise to higher levels of calculated
conflict, which in turn results in increased cognitive control
via the activation of the task demand (color naming) unit.
Another manipulation is the item-specific proportion
congruence manipulation. Jacoby, Lindsay and Hessels
(2003) showed that control over word-reading processes
operated at the item-level as well. In their study, proportion
congruence of each item was manipulated, keeping the list
wide proportion of congruent and incongruent items equal.
They divided color words into two sets (e.g., green and
black vs. blue and yellow). The first set (green and black)
was presented mostly in their congruent color, while the
second set (blue and yellow) was presented mostly in their
incongruent color. They observed larger/smaller Stroop
interference for the mostly congruent/incongruent items.
Jacoby et al. (2003) termed this effect as item-specific
proportion congruence (ISPC) effect. The random
distribution of equal number of congruent and incongruent
items prevented participants from predicting the incoming
stimuli. Therefore, control over word-reading processes was
set after the onset of the stimuli, depending on the
proportion congruence of the specific item.
The conflict-monitoring framework was also used to
simulate the item-level control in the Stroop task (Blais et
al., 2007; Verguts & Notebaert, 2008, 2009). Blais et al.
(2007) modified Botvinick et al. (2001)'s model so that the
conflict monitoring system modulated the effects of task
demand only for the relevant color, as opposed to the
original model which modulated the whole pathway. In
other words, it was able to register item-specific conflicts
and regulate their effects on information processing
accordingly. The modified model successfully simulated
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both item- and list-level proportion congruence effects
(Blais et al., 2007). Verguts and Notebaert (2008) proposed
a Hebbian learning account of item-specific control.
According to this account, the conflict monitoring system
triggers an arousal response, which modulates Hebbian
learning processes so that Hebbian learning increases when
conflict is higher. Verguts and Notebaert (2009) were able
to simulate the ISPC effect with this model.
Tzelgov and Kadosh (2009) proposed an extension to
ISPC models to explain the relationship between cognitive
control and language proficiency. Tzelgov, Henik and
Leiser (1990) had previously shown that control of Stroop
interference was better in the dominant language in
bilinguals. They presented bilinguals mixed lists containing
color words both in their dominant and nondominant
languages. One list contained more words in the dominant
language, the other in the nondominant language. Tzelgov et
al. (1990) observed smaller Stroop interference when a
higher proportion of trials were presented in the dominant
language. Control over word-reading processes was better
for the color-words in participants’ dominant language. The
extension proposed by Tzelgov and Kadosh (2009) in order
to simulate this dominant language advantage involves
adding a layer for nondominant language words. In the
extended model, what gives rise to differential levels of
conflict is the language difference, that is, Stroop words in
the dominant language generate more conflict than words in
the nondominant language. Higher conflict in the dominant
language results in increased cognitive control via the
processes described in the conflict monitoring models
discussed above (Blais et al., 2007; Verguts and Notebaert,
2008, 2009).
Extending ISPC models by including separate layers for
dominant and nondominant languages gives rise to another
prediction regarding the within- vs. between-language ISPC
effect. One robust finding from Stroop studies is that
between-language Stroop effect is smaller than the withinlanguage Stroop effect (see MacLeod, 1991 for a review).
Therefore, it would be safe to assume, on the basis of
conflict monitoring models, that the within-language
condition would generate more conflict compared to the
between-language condition. In keeping with the notion that
control is a function of conflict monitoring, we would
expect the within-language ISPC effect to be higher than the
between-language ISPC effect. In the present study, we
tested this prediction with Turkish-English bilinguals.

Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, we manipulated the language of the ISPC
lists, keeping the response language the same (Turkish). If
the ISPC effect is based on conflict monitoring processes
(Blais et al., 2007; Verguts & Notebaert, 2008, 2009), then
it would be higher for the Turkish list (the within-language
condition) than the English list (the between-language
condition).

Method
Participants The participants were 48 students from a
psychology course at Middle East Technical University,
who voluntarily participated for extra course credit. All of
them were Turkish-English bilinguals of Turkish origin.
Turkish was the native language of all participants. They
studied English for an average of 9.89 years. They were
quite proficient in English, but knew Turkish better. They
spoke only Turkish at home and in their daily life, but spoke
only English in classes. All participants had normal or
corrected-to normal visual acuity and normal color vision.
Materials Stimuli and procedure of the experiments was
approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of
Middle East Technical University. Stimuli consisted of lists
of color words that were either in Turkish or in English. The
Turkish and English lists were identical, except for the
language of the words. Stimuli consisted of color-words,
yeşil (green), siyah (black), mavi (blue), sarı (yellow), a
strings of three ‘%%%’ and four ‘%%%%’ percentage
signs. For congruent stimuli, the color words were printed in
their matching ink color, e.g. black was printed in black
font. For incongruent stimuli the color words were printed
in their nonmatching ink-color, e.g. black was printed in
green font. For neutral stimuli percentage signs were printed
in all ink colors. Each color word was presented 48 times.
Colors were divided into two groups (green and black vs.
blue and yellow) to produce MC (mostly congruent) and MI
(mostly incongruent) conditions. For MC condition 36 of 48
(75%) presentations were congruent. For MI condition 36 of
48 (75%) presentations were incongruent. There were 96
congruent, 96 incongruent, and 16 neutral stimuli. Color
words were presented in a fixed random order with the
constraint that no more than 3 congruent or 3 incongruent
items appeared successively. The stimuli were printed with
a 60-point Arial font in green, black, blue, or yellow color,
at the center of the monitor screen against a gray (R:166,
G:166, B:166) background. A centered fixation signal (+)
appeared for 1000 ms and an empty screen that lasts 500 ms
preceded each stimulus.
Procedure There were two sessions in the experiment. In
the first session color words were in Turkish, and
participants responded in Turkish. In the second session
color words were in English, and participants again
responded in Turkish. Each session took about 30 min.
There were 18.62 days on average between the two sessions.
The assignment of color words to the MI and MC conditions
and the order of sessions were counterbalanced across
participants. Participants signed the informed consent form
and filled a questionnaire on color blindness and proficiency
in Turkish and English. Automatic stimulus display, and
data collection were controlled with a PC running E-Prime
2.0 software. Participants were instructed to name the ink
color of the stimulus out loud as quickly, and as accurately
as possible. The stimulus appeared on the screen until the
voice key was tripped, or until the 3000 ms response
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deadline was reached. The experimenter coded the given
responses via the keyboard. A trial was coded as scratch if
the voice key was tripped by noise. Twenty-eight practice
trials preceded the main experiment. The structure of the
practice trials was the same as the main experiment.

Results and Discussion
Correct RTs less than 200 ms and greater than 2,000 ms
were removed (fewer than 1% of all trials). RTs for correct
responses and error rates (ERs) for each condition of the
experiment were calculated for each participant.
The same ANOVAs were conducted on both RTs and
ERs. ERs were rather low (mean Turkish=0.018, mean
English=0.016) and they yielded findings similar to that of
the RTs. Therefore, they are not reported in detail here.
For RTs, 2 X 2 X 2 within-subjects ANOVA was
conducted, with stimulus language (Turkish vs. English),
proportion congruence (mostly congruent vs. mostly
incongruent), and trial type (congruent vs. incongruent) as
within-subjects factors. Figure 1 presents means and
standard errors for each condition in Experiment 1. There
was a significant main effect of trial type [F(1, 47) =
236.36, MSE = 1581.23, p < .001,
= .83] (mean
congruent=665 ms, mean incongruent= 728 ms), and
stimulus language [F(1, 47) = 8.84, MSE = 6538.94, p <
.005,
= .15] (mean Turkish= 709 ms, mean English=684
ms). Moreover, the stimulus language and trial type [F(1,
47) = 54.14, MSE = 843.97, p < .001,
= .53] interaction
was also significant. The Stroop effect was higher for
Turkish words (84 ms) than English words (40 ms). The
proportion congruence and trial type [F(1, 47) = 51.94, MSE
= 959.54, p < .001,
= .52] interaction was also
significant. Stroop effect was higher in the MC condition
(85 ms), compared to the MI condition (39 ms). Therefore,
ISPC effect (45 ms) was significant. Importantly, the critical
three-way interaction between stimulus language,
proportion congruency and trial type [F(1, 47) = 4.47, MSE
= 535.10, p < .05,
= .08] was significant, in that, ISPC
effect was higher with Turkish words (55 ms), compared to
English words (35 ms). In order to investigate whether the
ISPC effect was significant for both languages, Turkish and
English RTs were analyzed with separate 2 X 2 withinsubjects ANOVAs with trial type and proportion
congruence as within-subjects factors. For Turkish words,
there was a significant main effect of trial type [F(1, 47) =
186.50, MSE = 1825.20, p < .001,
= .79] (mean
congruent=669 ms , mean incongruent= 751 ms). The twoway interaction between proportion congruence and trial
type was also significant [F(1, 47) = 39.91, MSE = 928.12, p
< .001,
= .45]. Stroop effect was higher in the MC
condition (112 ms), compared to the MI condition (56 ms),
which showed that ISPC effect (55 ms) was significant for
Turkish words. For English words, there was a significant
main effect of trial type [F(1, 47) = 131.72, MSE = 600.01,
p < .001,
= .73] (mean congruent=664 ms, mean
incongruent= 704 ms). The two-way interaction between

proportion congruence and trial type was significant [F(1,
47) = 26.82, MSE = 566.52, p < .001,
= .36]. Stroop
effect was higher in the MC condition (58 ms), compared to
the MI condition (22 ms), which showed that ISPC effect
(35 ms) was significant for English words.
In Experiment 1, we replicated the robust finding that
within-language Stroop interference was larger than
between-language Stroop interference. More importantly,
within-language ISPC effect was measured to be larger than
the between-language ISPC effect. This specific finding was
predicted by the extended version of the conflict monitoring
model, in which separate layers were added to represent
words in the dominant and nondominant languages (Blais et
al., 2007; Verguts & Notebaert, 2008, 2009; Tzelgov &
Kadosh, 2009). Thus, our results confirmed this prediction.
Tzelgov et al. (1990) showed that control was better for
words presented in the dominant language in bilinguals. In
our experiment, the within-language condition also
happened to be the dominant language condition, since the
dominant language of our participants was Turkish, and they
also responded in Turkish. Therefore, there is always the
possibility that control was higher in the within-language
condition just because words were presented in the
dominant language, not because of the difference in conflict
levels between the between- and within-language
conditions. Therefore, our results can also be explained by
the relationship between control and language proficiency
(Tzelgov et al., 1990). To test this possibility we designed
Experiment 2.

Figure 1: Average RTs for the conditions of Experiment 1.
Bars represent standard errors.

Experiment 2
In this experiment, participants responded in English to the
same set of materials in Experiment 1. If the reason why we
observed better control in the within-language condition is
simply because there is better control for words in one’s
dominant language, then we should see better control in the
between-language condition, in which words were presented
in the dominant language (Turkish). On the other hand, if
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the difference between the within- and between-language
ISPC effect is indeed a result of different levels of conflict
in the between- and within-language conditions, then we
should see larger ISPC effects in the within-language
condition.

Method
Participants The participants were 36 students from a
psychology course at Middle East Technical University,
who voluntarily participated for extra course credit. All
participants had normal or corrected-to normal visual acuity
and normal color vision. They studied English for an
average of 9.45 years. None of them participated in
Experiment 1.
Materials and Procedure The materials and procedure was
exactly the same as in Experiment 1 except that responses
were given in English. There were 16 days on average
between the two sessions of the experiment.

ISPC effect (31 ms) was significant for Turkish words. For
English words, there was a significant main effect of trial
type [F(1, 35) = 180.45, MSE = 2085.04, p < .001,
= .83]
(mean congruent = 685 ms, mean incongruent = 787 ms). In
addition, there was a significant two-way interaction
between proportion congruence and trial type [F(1, 35) =
54.80, MSE = 1004.12, p < .001,
= .61]. Stroop effect
was higher in the MC condition (141 ms), compared to the
MI condition (63 ms). In other words, ISPC effect (78 ms)
was significant for English words.
In Experiment 2, we replicated the results of Experiment
1. We again observed the robust finding that withinlanguage Stroop interference was larger than betweenlanguage Stroop interference, and that within-language
ISPC effect was larger compared to the between-language
ISPC effect. This latter result showed that ISPC effect in
bilinguals was a function of the level of conflict generated
by within- and between-language conditions.

Results and Discussion
Correct RTs less than 200 ms and greater than 2,000 ms
were removed (fewer than 1% of all trials). Figure 2
presents means and standard errors for the conditions of
Experiment 2. Analyses were the same as in Experiment 1.
ERs were rather low (mean Turkish=0.01, mean
English=0.013) and they yielded findings similar to that of
the RTs. Therefore, they are not reported in detail here.
For RTs, There was a significant main effect of trial type
[F(1, 35) = 188.25, MSE = 2059.29, p < .001,
= .84]
(mean congruent = 698 ms, mean incongruent = 771 ms).
The two-way stimulus language and trial type [F(1, 35) =
49.33, MSE = 1215.13, p < .001,
= .58] interaction was
significant. The Stroop effect was higher for English words
(102 ms) than Turkish words (44 ms). The proportion
congruence and trial type [F(1, 35) = 38.60, MSE =
1394.49, p < .001,
= .52] interaction was also significant.
Stroop effect was higher in the MC condition (100 ms),
compared to the MI condition (46 ms). Therefore, ISPC
effect (45 ms) was significant. Importantly, the critical
three-way interaction between stimulus language,
proportion congruency and trial type [F(1, 35) = 15.71, MSE
= 632.90, p < .001,
= .31] was significant, in that, ISPC
effect was higher with English words (78 ms), compared to
Turkish words (31 ms). In order to investigate the nature of
the significant three-way interaction, Turkish and English
RTs were analyzed with separate 2 X 2 within-subjects
ANOVAs with trial type and proportion congruence as
within-subjects factors. For Turkish words, there was a
significant main effect of trial type [F(1, 35) = 59.99, MSE
= 1189.38, p < .001,
= .63] (mean congruent = 711 ms ,
mean incongruent= 755 ms). The two-way interaction
between proportion congruence and trial type was also
significant [F(1, 35) = 8.55, MSE = 1023.27, p < .01,
=
.19]. Stroop effect was higher in the MC condition (60 ms),
compared to the MI condition (28 ms), which showed that

Figure 2: Average RTs for the conditions of Experiment 2.
Bars represent standard errors.

General Discussion
A novel finding in this study was that within-language
ISPC effect was larger than the between-language ISPC
effect. This finding is successfully predicted by a conflict
monitoring model which employed separate layers for
dominant and nondominant languages (Blais et al., 2007;
Verguts & Notebaert, 2008, 2009; Tzelgov & Kadosh,
2009).
An alternative explanation of the ISPC effect, namely the
contingency learning hypothesis (Schmidt & Besner, 2008),
is undermined with this finding. According to this account
ISPC effect reflects (possibly unconscious) learning of
stimulus-response contingencies, but not the dynamic
adaptation of control processes. Schmidt and Besner (2008)
claim that participants learn the correlation between words
and responses in an ISPC manipulation, which allows them
to predict a specific response for each word. The prediction
lowers the threshold for specific responses associated with
specific words. Therefore, for the mostly congruent
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condition, responses are faster for the congruent stimuli, but
not for the incongruent stimuli, which increases Stroop
interference. Similarly, for the mostly incongruent
condition, responses are faster for the incongruent stimuli,
but not for the congruent stimuli, which decreases Stroop
interference (Schmidt & Besner, 2008). Assuming that
stimulus-response learning between the color-words and
responses should not depend on language, the contingency
learning account does not predict a difference between
within-language and between-language ISPC lists. This is
contrary to our results.
Nevertheless, our results are not in conflict with Tzelgov
et al. (1990), who showed control was better for words in
the dominant language irrespective of the response
language. Tzelgov et al. (1990) used dominant and
nondominant language words within the same list, and they
manipulated the expectancy for each language. Our ISPC
lists, on the other hand, contained words only from one
language, that is, we did not investigate the three-way
relationship between ISPC effect, language, and expectancy.
If expectancy for dominant and nondominant language
words were to be manipulated within the same ISPC list, it
would be possible to see whether control of Stroop
interference as a function of language proficiency was
independent from item-specific control as a function of
within- vs. between language conflict levels. We are
currently investigating this possibility.
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Abstract
The top-down guidance of visual attention is one of the main
factors allowing humans to effectively process vast amounts of
incoming visual information. Nevertheless we still lack a full
understanding of the visual, semantic, and memory processes
governing visual attention. In this paper, we present a computational model of visual search capable of predicting the most
likely positions of target objects. The model does not require a
separate training phase, but learns likely target positions in an
incremental fashion based on a memory of previous fixations.
We evaluate the model on two search tasks and show that it outperforms saliency alone and comes close to the maximal performance the Contextual Guidance Model can achieve (CGM,
Torralba et al. 2006; Ehinger et al. 2009), even though our
model does not perform scene recognition or compute global
image statistics.
Keywords: visual search; contextual guidance; eye-tracking;
incremental learning.

Introduction
Virtually every human activity occurs within a visual context and requires visual attention in order to be successfully accomplished (Land and Hayhoe, 2001). When processing a visual scene, humans have to localize objects,
identify them, and establish their spatial relations. The eyemovements involved in these processes provide important information about the cognitive processes that unfold during
scene comprehension (Henderson, 2003).
Studies of free viewing (e.g., Einhauser et al., 2008) have
shown that scan patterns on visual scenes can vary greatly between subjects. On the other hand, the task that participants
have to perform has an influence on visual attention, resulting in fixated regions being relatively consistent across participants for the same experimental conditions (e.g., Torralba
et al., 2006).
A number of models have been proposed to predict eyemovements during scene comprehension; they can be broadly
divided into two categories. The first one consists of bottomup models exploiting low-level visual features to predict areas likely to be fixated. A number of studies have shown
that certain features and their statistical unexpectedness attract human attention (e.g., Bruce and Tsotsos, 2006). Moreover, low-level features are believed to contribute to the selection of fixated areas, especially in case of the visual input
that does not provide any useful high-level information (e.g.,
Peters et al., 2005). These experimental results are captured
by models that detect salient areas of visual input and predict
attention in a bottom-up fashion. The best-known example is

the model of Itti et al. (1998), which builds saliency maps
based on color, orientation, and scale filters inspired by neurobiological results.
The second group of models assume the existence of topdown supervision of attention which contributes to the selection of fixation targets. Various types of such supervision have been observed experimentally. Humans show the
ability to learn general statistics of the appearance, position,
size, spatial arrangement of objects, and their relationships
(e.g., Zelinsky, 2008). They also exploit visual memory during scene comprehension tasks (e.g., Shore and Klein, 2000).
Moreover, studies such as those of Chun and Jiang (1998)
show that participants benefit from learning spatial arrangement of the objects in consecutive searches.
A series of studies have also shown the importance of context in scene comprehension. Context not only provides information about scene layout and type (Schyns and Oliva, 1994;
Renninger and Malik, 2004), but also about object presence,
location, and appearance (e.g., Oliva and Torralba, 2007; Bar,
2004). A number of models have been proposed to capture
context effects on visual attention; a prominent example is
Torralba et al.’s (2006) Contextual Guidance Model, which
combines bottom-up saliency with a prior encoding global
scene information. A detailed description of the Contextual
Guidance Model can be found in the Background section below.
In this paper, we introduce a model of visual attention that
predicts fixation locations in visual search tasks. Our proposal
is conceptually similar to the CGM, but the top-down modulation of saliency in our model is based on the memory of
previously found targets, rather than on global scene properties. Moreover, we show that the knowledge of expected object locations can be learned incrementally, and that no prior
is needed to achieve satisfactory results in predicting fixation
positions. This avoids not only an expensive training phase,
but also enables fast adaptation to different data sets, tasks,
and experimental conditions.

Background
The Contextual Guidance Model (Torralba et al. 2006) combines saliency with a model of global scene information (gist)
in a Bayesian fashion. The central quantity computed by the
CGM is the probability that a target object O is present at
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Figure 1: The architecture of the CGM. First, a saliency map is computed for the image. It is then modulated with a contextual prior conditioned on global scene features. The resulting map is thresholded
to select the areas most likely to be fixated.

Figure 2: The architecture of the proposed MMS model. First, a
saliency map is computed for the image. It is then modulated with a
memory map estimated using fixations landing within the targets on
previously seen images. The resulting map is thresholded to select
the areas most likely to be fixated.

point X in the image:
p(O = 1, X|L, G) =

1
p(L|O = 1, X, G) ·
p(L|G)
p(X|O = 1, G)p(O = 1|G) (1)

Here, L is a set of local image features at X and G is a set of
1
global features representing scene gist. The first term p(L|G)
is
the saliency model. The second term p(L|O = 1, X, G) has the
effect of enhancing the features of X that belong to the target
object. The third term p(X|O = 1, G) is the contextual prior,
which provides information about likely target locations. The
fourth term p(O = 1|G) is the probability that O is present in
the scene. The model is illustrated schematically in Figure 1.
In Torralba et al.’s (2006) implementation, the second and
the forth terms are omitted, yielding:
S(X) =

1
p(X|O = 1, G)
p(L|G)

(2)

This describes contextually modulated saliency S(X) as the
combination of bottom-up saliency and a prior on the likely
location of the target, both conditioned on global features representing scene gist. These global features are computed by
pooling local features over 4 × 4 non-overlapping windows;
the resulting vectors are reduced using principal component
analysis.

Model
We propose the Memory Modulated Saliency (MMS) model
of eye-movements in scene comprehension. Like the CGM,
our model combines bottom-up saliency with a top-down estimate of likely target positions. In contrast to the CGM, our
model does not assume a correspondence between global representations such as scene gist and human behaviour. Instead,
we assume that to estimate likely target positions, viewers
rely on their memory of fixations in previous scenes. This information is then used to modulate a standard saliency model.
The architecture of the MMS model is shown in Figure 2.

As in the CGM, we approximate saliency as the probability
of the local images feature L in a given location based on the
global distribution of these features:
1

T Σ−1 (L−µ)]

p(L) ∝ e− 2 [(L−µ)

(3)

Here, with µ is the mean vector and Σ the covariance matrix
of the Gaussian distribution of local features estimated over
the currently processed image. The local features are computed as a set of Gabor filter responses computed over three
color channels for six orientations and four scales, totalling
72 values at each position.
The contextual component of our model is based on memorized information, without access to image statistics or global
scene representations. The MMS model learns a distribution
of target objects positions, and uses this distribution to modulate saliency. We make the simplifying assumption that this
distribution is Gaussian.1 An additional simplification is that
only the distribution of horizontal positions is considered,
while vertical position assumed to be uniform. This is similar to an assumption made by Torralba et al. (2006).
Even with these simplifying assumptions, the formulation
of the model is still challenging. The main issue is the memory depth, i.e., the number of previous images that are taken
into account during the estimation of the target distribution.
Moreover, the Gaussian distribution assumed can only capture the mean position of the targets. People are able to capture and exploit more specific information such as position of
interesting areas or the spatial arrangement of objects (e.g.,
De Graef et al., 1990; Chun and Jiang, 1998). Additionally,
memory decay effects and limited size of short term memory are not modelled by the MMS, even though they have
shown to have an effect on visual tasks (e.g., Davelaar et al.,
2005). Although there is ongoing discussion whether memory is present in visual search (see, e.g., Horowitz and Wolfe,
1 Although the histograms of target positions (see Figure 4) suggest that a simple mixture of Gaussians may be worth investigating.
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Figure 3: The process performed by the MMS model. The incoming
image is converted into a saliency map. The map is then modulated
with a bound calculated based on memorized target fixations. The
resulting map is thresholded to select likely fixation locations.

1998; Hollingworth, 2006) and our assumptions are not entirely consistent with current theories of memory, we believe
they are sufficient, as previous studies have either been conducted on artificial stimuli, or focused on a particular phenomenon rather than investigated memory as the top-down
supervision of low level attentional mechanisms.
Figure 3 presents an example of the computations performed by the model when fed a series of images. In the first
step of each cycle, the saliency map of the image is calculated and modulated with the learned target position distribution. The resulting modulated saliency map contains the
model prediction for the fixation locations. The distribution
of the target objects for the first images in the sequence is
assumed to be uniform. In the second step, the positions of
target objects found by the participant are estimated. As the
position of a target object can be specified in different ways,
this step requires more detailed explanation. A naive choice
would be to use the center of mass of the object as its position.
This however does not capture the fact that objects are often
relatively large, non-homogeneous entities, and several unrelated fixations can fall within their area. Moreover, this would
not use the information provided by saccades and fixations directly. Hence the position of the object is approximated using
following rules:
1. If a fixation falls within the object area, then the object
position is approximated by the fixation coordinates.
2. If more than one fixation falls into the object area, than
only the first one is taken into account, the other ones are
discarded.
3. If no fixations fall within the object area, then the fixations
within one degree of visual field are considered (with rules
1 and 2 modified appropriately).
4. If no position can be calculated using rules 1–3 then the object is assumed not to have been noticed by the participant,
and thus discarded.

Figure 4: Histograms of vertical coordinates of fixations in visual
search (left) and visual counting (right). The green bars depict percentages of fixations on the target objects; the red line shows percentages of all fixations.

The approximated target objects positions are used to update
the memorized distribution of the positions, which is then
used to modulate saliency for consecutive images. In the evaluation, we will also consider a variation of the model with
separate memories for animate and inanimate targets (dual
memory MMS), as there is some evidence that animacy affects visual attention (Fletcher-Watson et al., 2008; Coco and
Keller, 2009).

Evaluation Experiments
Method
We evaluate the performance of the MMS model on eyetracking data collected during a visual counting task. In this
task, 25 participants were asked to count the number of occurrences of a cued target object, which was either animate
(e.g., man, woman) or inanimate (e.g., bin). The data set consisted of in 72 photo-realistic scenes (both indoor and outdoor), containing zero to three instances of the target object.
The data was collected using a head-mounted eye-tracker
with a sampling rate of 500 Hz. The images were displayed
with a resolution of 1024 × 768 pixels, subtending a visual
field of approximately 34 × 30 degrees. The data set consists of 54,029 fixations. Moreover, in order to directly compare the performance of our model with the CGM, we used
the data set collected by Ehinger et al. (2009) in a visual
search task, where 14 participants were asked to locate an animate target object, i.e., a pedestrian, in 912 naturalistic urban
scenes, half of which containing the target. The data was collected using an eye-tracker with a sampling rate of 240 Hz,
the images were displayed with a resolution of 800 × 600
pixels, subtending a visual field of about 24 × 18 degrees.
This data set consists of 38,334 fixations.
Figure 4 gives histograms of the vertical coordinates of the
fixations in the two data sets. The histograms show percentages of all fixations (red lines) and percentages of fixations on
the target objects (green bars). We find that these distributions
are similar for both of the datasets. This finding confirms the
hypothesis that visual attention is efficiently allocated to regions which are contextually relevant for the task at hand.
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Analysis
We evaluate the performance of the MMS model against a
simple saliency model and a context oracle, which Ehinger
et al. (2009) suggest to be the upper bound of what can be
achieved with a context-based model such as the CGM. A
context oracle is created by using manually annotated groundtruth maps. Human participants are asked to mark on the yaxis the regions where the target object is likely to be found.
Then, these regions are blurred using a Gaussian filter, and
aggregated over the different participants to obtain a single
map for each image.2
In the Results and Discussion section below, we show how
the different models perform by using receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) plots, which indicate the sensitivity
(i.e., true positive rate vs. false positive rate) of a classifier as
its discrimination threshold varies. Moreover, in order to statistically compare model performance, we calculate the area
under the ROC curve (AUC) of each participant. The AUC
measures the probability that a classifier will rank a randomly
chosen positive instance higher than a randomly chosen negative one.3 We submit AUC means to an ANOVA analysis,
where we compare the performance of the different models
pairwise, e.g., saliency against MMSunrestricted. In the visual counting data set, we also test the impact of target animacy on model performance. In line with the visual cognition
literature (Fletcher-Watson et al., 2008), we expect models to
perform better on animate targets, as they are more quickly
and efficiently identified than inanimate targets. The identification of inanimate targets is further complicated by their
larger contextual variability (all animate object were of type
person).

Results and Discussion
Figures 5 and 6 show the ROC curves obtained by the different models for the two data sets. Overall, we find that MMS
models have a higher hit rate, i.e., proportion of fixations
on target areas, than saliency in both data sets. This finding
confirms that top-down knowledge is fundamental for model
performance in goal-directed tasks, such as search. Crucially,
we observe that MMS models with small memory perform
better than saliency, especially in the visual search data set,
where we find that both MMS3 (F(1, 13) = 27.8, p < 0.0001)
and MMS10 (F(1, 13) = 192.8, p < 0.0001) perform better
than saliency. We obtain similar results for the visual counting
data, where MMS3 is not significantly different from saliency
(F(1, 24) = 2.0, p > 0.1), but MMS with a memory of 10
fixations outperforms saliency (F(1, 24) = 26.6, p < 0.0001).
The difference observed between the two data sets is due to
the larger variability in the visual counting task, which is introduced by both the animacy of the targets and the variable
number of target occurrences per scene. Animate objects are
2 The context oracle information of Ehinger et al. (2009) was obtained from seven participants; for our data set we used five participants.
3 The AUC is equivalent to a Wilcoxon test of ranks, and closely
related to the Mann-Whitney U-test.

Table 1: The performance of the proposed models with respect to the
animacy of the target objects for visual counting task expressed as
mean percentage and standard deviation of the area under the ROC
curve for each experimental subject.

Model
saliency
MMSdual
MMSunrestricted
MMS10

Animate
81.16±1.58
84.74±1.23
85.13±1.44
84.61±1.51

Inanimate
80.67±2.23
82.92±1.95
82.43±1.98
81.84±1.90

All
80.91±1.68
83.83±1.38
83.78±1.52
83.22±1.47

often located at the bottom of the image, e.g., a pedestrian
on the cross-walk, whereas inanimate objects can be found at
a wide range of locations. Moreover, the possibility of having more than a single target causes participants to inspect
the scene longer, which increases the variability of visual responses.
When comparing the MMS models with the context oracle
(i.e., the upper bound of the performance of the CGM), we
find that only MMSunrestricted, i.e., the memory model using
all available fixations, is better than the context oracle, and
only on the visual search data set (F(1, 13) = 5.4, p = 0.02).
We observe an improvement on the visual counting data set
when we separate memories for animate and inanimate objects, i.e., MMSdual, however the difference with context oracle fails to reach significance (F(1, 24) = 2.9, p > 0.09). Any
model with smaller memory performs worse than the context
oracle on both data sets.
As argued above, the difference in model performance observed for the two data sets is due to the nature of the task,
as well as the variability of targets, both in terms of their animacy and the number of occurrences in the scene. In the visual search task, only a few fixations are needed to ascertain
the presence or absence of the single animate target. In visual counting, however, up to three targets can be present,
which results in longer and more widely distributed fixations.
Furthermore, the variability of visual responses in the visual
counting task is increased by the use of both animate and
inanimate targets. Animate targets are more quickly identified
than inanimate ones (Fletcher-Watson et al., 2008). Moreover,
inanimate targets have larger contextual variability, as all animate objects belonged to the same object class (i.e., person),
which was not the case for inanimate objects. Members of
different object classes vary more in their contextual associations and hence their likely locations.
These intuitions are confirmed when comparing at the performance of the different models for animate and inanimate
targets in the visual counting task; see Table 1 for AUC values. We observe that all models have a better performance on
animate targets than on inanimate ones (F(1, 24) = 40.8, p <
0.0001). The introduction of a dual memory improves the performance when compared to a model with memory of 10 fixations (F(1, 24) = 3.9, p = 0.05), but is not sufficient to outperform MMS with unrestricted memory (F(1, 24) = 0.7, p =
0.39). Further investigation with less types of inanimate ob-
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Figure 5: Prediction performance for the visual counting task for MMS with memory of 3, 10 and an unrestricted number of fixations
(MMS3, MMS10 and MMSunrestricted), MMS with a separate memory for animate and inanimate objects (MMSdual), the approximation
of a contextual upper bound (context oracle), and the saliency baseline.

jects and a larger number of images is needed to test whether
the dual memory model is able to improve performance above
the level of the other models presented.
Overall, our results demonstrate that a simple model of visual search based on the memory of previous fixations can
perform equally good, if not better, than a more complex
model such as the CGM, which integrates bottom-up saliency
with context information conditioned on global scene features.
It is also important to note that the MMS model performance does not degrade on a visual count dataset consisting
of different scenes with radically different context. Instead
the model still performs better than saliency and comparable
to the context oracle.

Conclusions
We presented a model that predicts fixation locations in visual
search. Our approach is conceptually similar to the Contextual Guidance Model of Torralba et al. (2006), which combines saliency with scene gist and top-down context information about likely target positions. To obtain the context
information, the CGM is trained on a large set of images
with manually provided object labels. The Memory Modulated Saliency model that we propose, on the other hand, does
not require offline training and does not involve the calcu-

lation of image or scene statistics. Instead, the MMS model
keeps the last few fixations the participant made in memory,
and uses them to predict likely positions of target objects.
The MMS model performs significantly better than
saliency on the experimental data sets, demonstrating the benefit of memory for the prediction of fixation locations. An
MMS model with unrestricted memory outperforms the theoretically possible upper bound of the CGM on the visual
search data (but not on the visual counting data). Unlike the
CGM, the MMS does not require training data, but incrementally learns likely target positions. This means that the model
can adapt easily to new data sets, tasks, and experimental conditions (while the CGM is sensitive to the nature of the training data).
On a more theoretical level, our results provide an alternative explanation for the tendency of experimental participants
to only fixate contextually appropriate regions. Rather than
using context information, it is conceivable that participants
simply memorize likely target locations from previous trials,
and use this information to guide their search on the current
trial.
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Abstract
Studies suggest that visual attention, guided in part by
features’ visual salience, is necessary for change detection.
An image processing algorithm was used for measuring the
visual salience of the features of scenes, and participants’
ability to detect changes made to high and low salience
features was measured with a flicker paradigm while their eye
movements were recorded. Changes to high salience features
were fixated sooner, for shorter durations, and were detected
faster and with higher accuracy than those made to low
salience features. The implications of these results for visual
attention and change detection research are discussed.
Keywords: change detection; visual salience; eye tracking

Introduction
Attention is the process of allocating perceptual and
cognitive resources to select which information in the
environment will enter consciousness. Finding a person in a
crowd, locating one’s car in a parking garage, identifying
features that distinguish predator from prey, or finding a red
circle amongst red and blue squares in a laboratory
experiment all require control of visual attention (Kahneman
& Henik, 1981; Triesman & Gelade, 1980; Wolfe, 2003).
Attention contributes to an ability to make sense of our rich
visual world and learn from experience.
The degree to which attention is guided by the features
of the viewed stimulus versus the viewer’s goals,
expectations, and subjective evaluations are of paramount
importance to researchers who study visual attention (Egeth
& Yantis, 1997; Torralba, Oliva, Castelhano, & Henderson,
2006; Treue, 2003). Recently, computational saliency
models have been developed to analyze visual scenes in
terms of their stimulus properties (Itti, Koch, & Niebur,
1998; Koch & Ullman, 1985; Parkhurst, Law, & Niebur,
2002). These models have been used to predict viewers’
fixation patterns as they view images, providing support for
the suggestion that bottom-up visual saliency contributes to
the guidance of visual attention (Itti & Koch, 2001;
Foulsham & Underwood, 2008).
Other research shows that in the absence of visual
attention we are particularly poor at detecting changes made
to the features of scenes, a phenomenon known as change
blindness (Hollingworth, 2006; Rensink, 2000a; 2000b;
Rensink, O’Regan, & Clark, 1997; Simons & Levin, 1997).
Changes that occur during saccades, eye-blinks, interleaved
frames, cuts, and pans largely escape perceptual awareness.

In experimental change detection tasks, visual salience is
one factor guiding the direction of attention to features in
the scene, and thus it is conjectured that salience contributes
to whether and how quickly the changing feature will be
detected (Kelley, Chun, & Chua, 2003; Simons &
Ambinder, 2005). This is suggested under the assumption
that viewers must direct visual attention to the feature that is
changing, and are unlikely to do so if it is less salient than
other features competing for visual attention.
Yet, contrary to this prediction, two recent studies, Stirk
and Underwood (2007) and Wright (2005), report that the
visual salience of stimulus image features, determined with
formal salience algorithms, does not predict response times
in a change detection task. By contrast, both of these
studies found that the higher level semantic characteristics
of changing features influenced their detection speeds (i.e.,
the changing feature’s congruence with the theme of the
scene, or whether it had been subjectively rated as high or
low salience by independent viewers). Neither of these
studies directly measured visual attention (i.e., eye
movements), however, so it is uncertain how salience may
have affected visual attention. As such, why these previous
studies failed to find a relation between salience and change
detection in requires closer scrutiny.
In the current research, eye movements are used to
systematically assess the distribution of attention across
each change detection trial. The primary goals of the
current study are to examine: 1) whether stimulus feature
salience predicts visual attention in a change detection
paradigm, and 2) whether change detection requires overt
visual attention, or whether covert attention suffices.
Computational saliency maps were used to identify the
visual salience of the features within a set of images (Itti et
al., 1998). Changes were applied to features identified as
either high or low salience, and participants viewed these
modified images interleaved with the originals in a flicker
paradigm (Rensink et al., 1997). Visual attention was
measured with a remote eye-tracking system that enabled
examination of the fixation sequences that index overt
visual attention, as well as the fixation durations that index
the amount of cognitive processing of features during the
search process. In Experiment 1 participants viewed scenes
until they executed a manual response indicating change
detection. Since the amount of time they had to view the
scenes was open-ended, this experiment is limited in its
ability to determine whether overt attention is necessary or
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IIn Experiment 2, participantss viewed the sccenes for a fix
xed
ppercentage of the
t time that participants
p
too
ok to identify the
t
cchange in Expeeriment 1, and their
t
accuracy in localizing and
a
iddentifying the change was measured.
m
By
y limiting searrch
tiime, there willl be more trialss in which subjjects never fixaate
thhe change location, and it will
w be possiblee to test wheth
her
cchanges are deetected even if
i they are no
ot fixated, whiich
w
would suggest that
t
covert attention to the ch
hanged featuree is
ssufficient for deetecting the ch
hange.

Experriment 1
Meethod
P
Participants Thirty-five
T
volu
unteers particip
pated. They had
h
nnormal or corrrected to norm
mal vision and
d were award
ded
ccourse credit fo
or participating
g.
S
Stimuli and Apparatus
A
The stimuli were 28
2 digital bitm
map
pphotographs off outdoor scen
nes. The Itti, Koch,
K
and Nieb
ber
((1998) saliency
y map algoritthm was used
d to identify the
t
rrelative visual salience of thee features of eaach image. Th
his
aalgorithm makees center-surro
ound comparissons at numero
ous
sscales on colo
or, intensity, and
a orientation
n channels. See
S
F
Figure 1 for th
he model and mathematical formula for the
t
ssaliency maps, which were used to identify one high and
a
oone low saliencce feature in each image (seee Figure 2 for an
eexample of the composite saliiency map outp
put that was ussed
too visually gu
uide selection of features). Two modifiied
vversions of eacch image were produced in Adobe
A
Photosh
hop
bby changing thee color of or reemoving and baackground filliing
thhe identified high
h
and low salience featurees. Figure 2 allso
sshows the high
h and low saliience modified
d versions of the
t
im
mage. Areass of change were
w
defined with rectangles
ooutlining the feeatures that were modified. The
T saliency map
m
aalgorithm has pixel
p
level reso
olution, and on
n average 66.4
4%
oof the pixels in
n the high salieence areas reg
gistered as salieent
oon at least one of the channels, compared with
w an average of
33.6% of the pix
xels in the low
w salience areaas, although hiigh
ssalience areas (138
(
x 154 pix
xels) were on average spatiaally
sslightly smalleer than the lo
ow salience arreas (208 x 133
ppixels). The ex
xperiment was conducted on a Tobii 2150 eye
e
trracking system
m, with gaze saampled at 50 Hz.
H The imag
ges
w
were presented
d in 1024 x 76
68 resolutions on a 21.3” (54
4.1
ccm) screen, fro
om an averagee distance of 73cm. E-Prim
me
ssoftware (Psychology Softwaare Tools, Pittssburgh, PA) was
w
uused for presen
ntation and dataa collection.
D
Design and Prrocedure Particcipants compleeted 56 trials;
oone low and on
ne high saliencee feature chang
ge trial with eaach
im
mage. Each trrial began with a cross at centter screen, for a
11-sec fixation. Next, the original image wass presented forr
3300 ms, followed by a blank gray
g
screen forr 100 ms, then
thhe modified im
mage for 300 ms,
m then the blaank screen for
1100 ms. This original-blank-m
o
modified- blan
nk cycle repeateed
uuntil the particiipant indicated detection of th
he change, or a
m
maximum of 60
0 repetitions. The
T participantt then typed a
rresponse to desscribe the chang
ge.

Figure 1. The salienccy map algoritthm used to identify high
and low
w salience featuures in each off the stimulus images.

Ressults & Disccussion
where particippants were unaable to detect tthe change
Trials w
(3.77%
% of all trials)) or misidentiified what haad changed
(0.87%
% of all trials) w
were excluded ffrom all analysses.
Respon
nse Times Figgure 3 summaarizes the response times
per conndition. A 2 x 2 repeated measures AN
NOVA with
responsse time as the dependennt measure rrevealed a
significcant main effecct for saliencee (high vs. low
w), F(1, 34)
= 106. 39, p < .00011, p2 = .76, a marginally significant
effect ffor change typee (color vs. preesence/absencee), F(1, 34)
= 3.79,, p = .06, p2 = .10, and a salience x chhange type
interacttion, F(1, 34) = 20.32, p < ..001, p2 =.37. Changes
made tto high saliennce features w
were detected ffaster than
those m
made to low sallience featuress, and color chaanges were
detecteed faster than ppresence/absencce changes.
Coontinuous salieence scores w
were computedd for each
area off change of eaach image, ass above, in terrms of the
proporttion of pixels w
within the area identified ass salient by
the salliency map alggorithm. Theese salience sccores were
significcantly correlateed with mean rresponse times, r = -0.28,
p = .044, further indiccating that respponse times deecreased as
the saliience of the rregion of channge increased. A partial
correlattion controllinng for the surrface area of tthe change
revealeed an even morre significant rrelation betweeen salience
and ressponse time, r = -0.34, p = .011.
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A.

B.
Figure 33. Mean RTs (w
with SEMs).

C.

D.

F
Figure 2. Ex
xample images: A) original; B) compossite
ssaliency map used
u
to identify
y regions of hig
gh and low visu
ual
ssalience, with red
r indicating color saliencee, green intensity
ssalience, and blue
b
orientatio
on salience; C)
C high salien
nce
ffeature changee; D) low sallience feature change. No
ote:
C
Changed featurre areas are illu
ustratively outlined in C and D.
D

Eye Trracking Measu
ures Figure 4 illustrates thhe median
fixationn sequence forr the high andd low salience version of
one im
mage. The highh salience proffile shows relaatively few
fixationns (4) and a raapid convergennce on the higgh salience
changee, whereas thee low saliencee profile show
ws a large
numberr of fixationss (38), distributed across numerous
featuress before fixatioon on the channge, and terminnation with
responsse. Figure 5 shows the meedian distancess from the
currentt fixation to the area of change over time, and
illustrattes that particiipants convergged more quickkly on high
than loow salience areeas of change,, and, moreoveer, that the
distribuutions were m
much more skeewed for low than high
saliencee changes. W
We quantified thhe eye trackingg measures
two waays: 1) Time tto Fixation waas calculated aas the time
from thhe beginning of the trials until the first fixaation on the
changee area. 2) Fixxation Duratioon was the ccumulative
duratioon in the changge area before a response, as a proxy for
the relaative difficulty of detecting thhe change.
A 2 x 2 repeaated measures ANOVA witth time to
fixationn as the dependdent measure rrevealed signifficant main
effects of salience, F((1, 34) = 20.766, p < .001, p2 = .38, and
changee type, F(1, 344) = 18.42, p < .001, p2 = .35, and a
saliencee x change tyype interactionn, F(1, 34) = 16.35, p <
.001,  p2 = .33. P
Participants shhifted gaze too the high
saliencee change regiions (M = 42273 ms) fasterr than low
saliencee change regioons (M = 59188). Time to fixxation was
significcantly correlatted with respoonse time, r = 0.88, p <
.0001, and the continnuous salience measure of thee change, r
= -0.255, p = .06, also when controllling for surfacee area with
partial correlation, r = -0.36, p < .01. A secoond 2 x 2
repeateed measures A
ANOVA with fixation durattion as the
dependdent measure revealed signnificant main effects of
saliencee, F(1, 34) = 13.52, p = .0001, p2 = .29, aand change
type, F
F(1, 34) = 13.92, p = .001, p2 = .29, aand a nonsignificcant salience x change type iinteraction, F = 2.61, ns.
Fixatioon durations weere lower for hhigh salience cchanges (M
ms) than low saalience changees (M = 805).
= 674 m
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A.

B.

The eyye movement measures indiicate that visual salience
guided where particippants directed attention. Thhis, in turn,
raises the question of whether changes were covertly
detecteed (i.e., withoout direct fixaation), or wheether overt
visual aattention is neccessary, and w
whether this is aaffected by
feature salience. Altthough the strrong correlatioon between
time too fixation andd response tim
mes suggests that overt
visual aattention may bbe necessary, tthis remains ann empirical
questioon, because parrticipants had aan open-ended timeframe
to scann the scene, andd even if they hhad covertly ddetected the
changee they may havve hesitated too respond untiil they had
overtlyy verified it. Experiment 2 follows up oon this by
limitingg the inspectioon times to a ppercentage of tthe median
time neeeded by partiicipants to idenntify the channges in this
first exxperiment. T
This will reduuce the likeliihood that
particippants will fixaate the changinng features, annd if covert
attentioon is sufficiennt for change detection, theen even in
these impoverished conditions tthey will identify the
changees.

Experimen
nt 2
Method
with normal orr corrected
Particiipants Twentyy volunteers, w
to norm
mal vision, partticipated for coourse credit.
F
Figure 4. Fixaation path for the
t participant with the mediian
nnumber of fix
xations prior to change deetection for the
t
ooutlined high (A
A) and the low
w salience change (B).

Stimulli and Apparaatus All stimulii and equipmennt were the
same ass in Experimennt 1.
Design
n and Proced
dure Participannts completedd 56 trials;
one low
w and one highh salience featuure change triall with each
image. A flicker paraadigm with thee same within ttrial timing
parameeters as Experiiment 1 was ussed; however, rather than
terminaate the trial witth a response, eeach stimulus w
was shown
for a fi
fixed amount oof time. One half of the saample was
shown the stimuli foor 70% of the median times needed to
detect the changes iin Experimentt 1, the otherr half was
shown the stimuli foor 90% the m
median times. Once the
flicker cycle ended, participants localized thee changed
feature by mouse cclicking on a blank gray sscreen and
identifiied the change by typing a response.

Ressults & Disccussion

F
Figure 5. The solid
s
blue and dotted orange lines are mediian
ddistances from
m high and lo
ow salience areas
a
of chang
ge.
S
Shading indicaates the 25th and
a 75th percen
ntiles (light bllue
aand yellow for high and low salience,
s
green
n for the overlap
p).

Participantts were fasterr to fixate an
nd required leess
ffixation time to
o identify chan
nges made to feeatures identifiied
aas highly salieent by the saaliency map algorithm.
a
Th
his
inndicates that th
he relative visu
ual salience of changed featurres
innfluenced the speed with wh
hich they were attended, as well
w
aas the cognitiv
ve load that was
w necessary to
t process theem.

Figure 6 summarizees the localizzation and ideentification
accuraccy data. Locaalization and identification rates were
highly correlated, r = .89, p < .00001, and thee statistical
comparrisons for eachh mirrored the other; therefore we only
report aanalyses of thhe localization data here. A 2 x 2 x 2
mixed model ANOV
VA with locallization accuraacy as the
dependdent measure revealed signnificant main effects of
saliencee, F(1, 18) = 221.19, p < .00001, p2 = .54, w
with higher
accuraccy in the high than low salience trials (M
M = .66 and
.54), annd condition, F
F(1,18) = 7.69, p = .01, p2 = .30, with
higher accuracy in thhe 90% than 770% conditionn (M = .67
and .533). The effect oof change typee and all interacctions were
non-siggnificant, all F < 2.19, all p > .15.
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Coonsistent withh Experimentt 1, stimuluss salience
influennced visual atttention and chhange detectionn. This is
notewoorthy since the design effectivvely controlledd for visual
saliencee, as participannts had even lless time to ideentify high
saliencee feature changes because paarticipants in E
Experiment
1 tookk less time too identify those changes. It is also
especiaally noteworthyy that participaants were able to localize
the chaange on a fair pproportion of ttrials where thhey had not
fixated it (12.1%), w
which providees tentative suupport that
covert attention may be sufficient ffor change dettection (the
changee areas, on aveerage, occupieed only 3% off the entire
image, suggesting a llocalization-wiithout-fixation rate about
four tim
mes what mighht be expectedd purely by chaance). The
correlattion between change fixatioon and localizzation, and
the co nsistency betw
ween the twoo (76.4% conntingency),
howeveer, suggests thhat, even if nnot absolutely necessary,
overt v isual attention plays a major role in changee detection.

Geeneral Discu
ussion

Figu
ure 6. Proportion correct (SE
EMs).

Participantts fixated the changing featu
ure on 59.6% of
trrials. Localizzation accuracy was significcantly correlatted
w
with whether th
he area of chan
nge had been fixated,
f
r = .51, p
= .001 and r = .56, p < .001, for the 70% and 90
0%
cconditions, resp
pectively. Taable 1 summarrizes the relatiion
bbetween chang
ged feature fixaations and locaalization succeess.
T
Two mixed model
m
ANOV
VA were run,, one with the
t
pproportion of trials
t
participan
nts fixated thee change and the
t
oother with the time to fixatiion as the dep
pendent measu
ure.
T
The proportion
n of trials wheere the change was fixated did
d
nnot differ with salience, F = .03, ns, althou
ugh high salien
nce
cchanges were fixated fasterr than low saalience changes,
F
F(1,18) = 11.18
8, p < .01, p2 = .38 (M = 25
518 and 3302 ms,
m
rrespectively). Participants were
w
more likelly to fixate color
thhan presence/aabsence changees, F(1,18) = 10.72, p < .01, p2
= .37 (M = .6
64 and .56 of trials, respectiively), and weere
ffaster to do so, F(1,18) = 6.76
6, p = .02, p2 = .27 (M = 28
807
aand 3165 ms, respectively). The fixation proportions and
a
tiimes did not differ
d
with wh
hether participants were in the
t
770% or 90% co
ondition, both F < 2.8, ns, altthough conditiion
innteracted with
h salience for fixation
f
proporrtions, F(1, 18)) =
55.54, p = .03, p2 = .24, duee to a conditio
on difference for
f
hhigh but not low
w salience trialls, suggesting presentation
p
tim
me
m
modulated visu
ual search.
T
Table 1: Chang
ged feature fixaations and locaalization accuraacy

Fixated Chang
ge

No
Yes

Localizzed Change
Yes
No
28.3%
12.1%
%
11.5%
48.1%
%

wo experimentts suggest thatt the visual
Thhe results of tw
saliencee of features, vviewers’ visuall attention, andd the ability
to detecct changes to tthose features aare related. Thhe findings
suggestt that the salieence of featurres within a sccene guide
attentioon (measured with fixation patterns), as w
well as the
cognitivve processes rrequired to ideentify changes (measured
with fixxation durationns). Participaants fixated higgh salience
featuress faster than loow salience feeatures, particuularly when
those ffeatures changged through m
manipulation off presence/
absencee, most likely bbecause the chhanging featurees were not
visible half of the tim
me in this conddition. Also, pparticipants
requireed shorter fixattion durations for high saliennce feature
changees, particularly color changes, perhaps beccause color
changees involved less global featture transform
mation (i.e.,
spatial properties arre maintainedd, requiring m
more overt
attentioon to notice the change). Thhus, the data suuggest that
visual salience guiddes eye movvements, affeccting how
quicklyy changed featuures are fixatedd, and that overt attention
on featuures is maintaiined to verify cchanges.
Thhe systematic rrelation betweeen fixation paatterns and
feature salience is pproof positive that low-leveel features
contribbute to the searrch for changees in visual sccenes. The
relationns between vvisual saliencee and fixation patterns
suggestt that features were pre-attenntively selectedd, and lowlevel vvisual propertiees guided visuual search. T
The results
from E
Experiment 2, iin particular, ssuggest that chhanges may
be dettected before confidence iss sufficient fo
for explicit
changee detection, butt that responses are delayed w
while overt
visual attention is hheld to confirm
m the change.. That is,
particippants in Experriment 2 were given only a fraction of
the tim
me participants in Experimentt 1 required too detect the
changee, and yet theyy were able to localize and identify the
changee with reasonabble accuracy.
Soome previous research has also found tthat visual
saliencee predicts chaange detectionn speed (e.g., R
Rensink et
al., 19 97; Simons & Ambinder, 2005); howevver, visual
saliencee was not preccisely defined in any of thesee accounts.
By conntrast, Stirk and Underwoood (2007) annd Wright
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(2005) examined whether visual saliency predicts
performance on a change detection task using a formal
approach similar to that of the current study. They found,
however, that visual salience failed to predict change
detection response times. These null effects are inconsistent
with our findings. There were, however, a number of
differences between studies. Most notably, Stirk and
Underwood (2007) manipulated the semantic role of the
changed object in the scene, revealing that participants were
faster to detect changes made to scene incongruent than
congruent features. Similarly, Wright (2005) found that,
although formally defined visual salience failed to predict
response times, independent participants’ subjective
evaluations of feature salience predicted change detection.
Relatedly, some theorists caution against overemphasizing the role of salience at the expense of higherlevel subjective processes that affect visual guidance
(Neider & Zelinsky, 2006; Oliva & Torralba, 2007; Torralba
et al., 2006). We do not disagree with this assertion, and
indeed our data showed that visual salience was by no
means a perfect predictor of eye movements or response
times. We assume that the viewers’ interpretation of the
scenes and the features that changed varied across images,
but that these effects were randomly distributed across
conditions. As such, in the very least, our results indicate
that feature salience plays a role in the guidance of visual
attention in change detection. Perhaps more importantly,
our analysis of eye movements suggests that low-level
visual saliency plays dual roles in change detection tasks,
affecting both the rapidity of directing visual attention to the
changing features and the amount of overt visual attention
necessary before confidence is sufficient for response.
In conclusion, the current study showed that stimulus
salience contributes to the detection of changes in visual
scenes. Participant’s eye movements revealed that feature
salience influenced visual attention, which in turn affected
change detection. The results of Experiment 2 provide
additional support that low-level visual salience guided
visual attention and participants’ ability to accurately
identify changes, even with an impoverished time limit on
the presentation of the stimulus. These results thus suggest
that change detection typically involves pre-attentive as well
as attentional processes that are systematically related to
stimulus salience.
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Abstract
The contextual cuing effect refers to a robust phenomenon
in which repeated visual context guides attention to
relevant information by constraining search (Brady &
Chun, 2007; Chun & Jiang, 1998). The effect is measured
by an object search task in which a target (e.g., the letter T)
is located within repeated or non-repeated visual contexts
(e.g., configurations of the letter L). Shorter response times
for the repeated configurations indicate that contextual
information has facilitated search. Though the effect is
robust among adult participants, recent attempts testing the
effect with children yielded mixed results (e.g., Vaidya,
Huger, Howard & Howard, 2007). Because contextual
cuing could play a critical role in cognitive development,
resolving this issue is important. The present study used
child friendly paradigms to investigate whether children are
sensitive to repeated contextual information. The study
suggests that children as young as 3 and half year olds
successfully show the contextual cuing effect when visual
search tasks are age appropriate.
Keywords: Contextual cuing; development of attentional
learning; visual search task

The Contextual Cuing Effect
Selectively attending to relevant information is central
to efficient learning, because there are many objects
and events competing for attention at any moment
(Luck & Vogel, 1997). Attentional mechanisms can
help people selectively attend to a specific set of objects
and events (Chun & Wolfe, 2001; Kanwisher &
Wojciulik, 2000; Pashler, 1998; Treisman & Gelade,
1980) and therefore help organize visual processing and
experience.
Several factors have been shown to be relevant in
organizing adult attention. Results in visual search
tasks, for example, suggest that some objects enter
attention because they are simply salient in a given
scene (Egeth, Jonides, & Wall, 1972; Treisman &
Gelade, 1980; Wolfe, 1994; Yantis, 1998), are unique
(Bravo & Nakayama, 1992), or relatively novel
(Johnston et al., 1990). Other research and models,
most relevant to the present study, suggest effects of

learning—such as the learning of predictive relations—
on attention (Kruschke, 2001; Le Pelley & McLaren,
2003; Mackintosh, 1975; Rescorla & Wagner, 1972).
The idea is that cues in the environment provide
relevant and irrelevant information, and that learning
guides attention to the most relevant cues presented.
Though this benficial learning effect has been
robustly demonstrated in a number of phenomena with
adult participants (Kruschke, 2003; Vidnyanszky &
Sohn, 2003), little is known about how early learning
interacts with attentional allocation, and further support
subsequent learning. The present study directly tests
integrated attention in early learning in the context of
object search.
The present study considers one process known as
the contextual cuing effect. The contextual cuing effect
is the process of encoding the context surrounding a
target, which guides attention toward a target item
among distracting stimuli in a visual search task.
Sensitivity to such contextual information has been
documented in a visual search paradigm, known as the
contextual cuing task.
In the original contextual cuing paradigm developed
by Chun & Jiang (1998), computer-based search
displays present adult participants with various
configurations of stimuli. Some configurations were
repeated across blocks, such that the spatial context of
all of the distracters in a display predicted an embedded
target location. Half of the configurations were novel
and half were repeated throughout the experiment. The
task used a T-shaped object as a target and L-shaped
objects as distracters surrounding the target. Results
indicated that participants found the target faster when
configurations of distracters were repeated, indicating
that contextual information facilitates search of the
target. Along with other learning effects, this effect has
been documented robustly and has been tested by a
number of research findings.
Investigating the development of contextual cuing is
important as this pervasive phenomenon in adult search
could lead to greater insight into the development of
attention and the underlying neural mechanisms of
learning and attention more generally.
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cuing task for younger children for whom traditional
letter stimuli may not be appropriate.

Developmental Studies
Despite the potential importance of contextual cuing in
the developmental process, while a solid line of work
has been suggesting a robust effect among adults,
almost nothing is known about its development. Indeed,
studies with school-age children have yielded at best
mixed results— one study (Vaidya, Huger, Howard &
Howard, 2007) suggested that children ages 6 to 13
years were unable to demonstrate an effect, while
others (Barnes, et al., 2008, 2010; Dixon, Zelazo & De
Rosa, 2010) have found that school-aged children are
able to benefit from repeated contextual cues. The
present study considers the length of the task (the
number of trials), the density of repetition (the number
of repeated configurations per block), and stimulus type
to investigate the effect with adults and school-age
children (Experiment 1), and to further investigate the
effect in pre-school children (Experiment 2).

Experiment 1
In the experiment conducted by Barnes et al. (2008), 7to 14-year-olds successfully demonstrated the
contextual cuing effect with 6 epochs, 30 blocks, and
24 trials/block for a total of 720 trials. Vaidya et al.
(2007) tested 6- to 13-year-olds with the same set-up
and number of trials but failed to show the effect. With
the present study we sought both to document the
contextual cuing effect in school-aged children and to
examine the task factors that may limit learning context
cues for attention. This is a critical first step for
programmatic studies of the development of contextual
cuing.
To this end, we first conducted extensive pilot
studies, varying the number of trials with older children
(8- to 12-year-olds), and determined that the exact task
set-up used by Barnes et al. (2008) and Vaidya et al.
(2007) failed to produce an effect. Our pilot studies
suggested that a total of 600 trials with six repeated
configurations per block would be sufficient to yield the
effect for 8 to 12 year old children and to ensure that
children always completed the task. In this set-up,
children were asked to sit through fewer trials, and to
remember fewer repeated configurations, which were
repeated more often than in Barnes et al., (2008) and
Vaidya et al. (2007). Experiment 1 was a full
experimental version of this pilot method with children
8 to 12 years old and adults as a control.
Moreover, to test the effect of stimulus type (i.e.
illustrations of familiar objects), half of our child and
adult participants participated in the task with
traditional stimuli (T- and L-shaped objects) and the
other half were tested with new stimuli (crayon shapes).
This is to help us develop a child friendly contextual

Method
Participants Thirty-nine undergraduate students at the
University of Houston and 40 children ages 8 to 12
years (m=10.03 years) from the community participated
in Experiment 1. Twenty children (m=10.05 years) and
18 adults were randomly chosen to participate with Tand L-shaped objects as stimuli, and 20 children
(m=9.75 years) and 21 adults participated with crayonshaped objects as stimuli.
Stimulus Materials As can be seen in Figure 1, there
were two types of stimuli: T- and L-shaped objects
(used in the Letters Condition), similar to Chun and
Jiang’s (1998) stimuli, and crayon-shaped objects (used
in the Crayons Condition). The only difference between
conditions was the stimulus type. Target objects in the
Letters Condition were the T-shaped objects, and
distractors were the L-shaped objects. Target objects in
the Crayons Condition were the straight (non-broken)
crayon-shaped objects, and distractors were the broken
crayon-shaped objects.
From our pilot studies, we determined the number of
trials and made modifications to the task structure.

Figure 1: Stimuli used in Experiment1, targets are
on the left, distractors on the right.
Procedure The task was computer generated, and
stimuli were presented using MATLAB. Responses
were key-based and made by pressing a key that
corresponded to the orientation of the target. The target
was oriented either to 0 degrees or 180 degrees, and
distractors were oriented to 0, 90, 180, or 270 degrees.
The display remained until the participant made a
response. Feedback for incorrect responses was given in
the form of a low auditory tone and the word
“incorrect” displayed on the center screen. The task
consisted of 600 trials, which were divided for
statistical purposes into 5 epochs, each of which
contained 10 blocks of 12 trials. Each block consisted
of 6 repeated and 6 non-repeated configurations of
stimuli. In each repeated configuration, the orientation
of stimuli varied across blocks, but the spatial location
of each stimulus was held constant. Each participant
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was given the opportunity to take short breaks at
intervals of 5 blocks.

Results
Chun and Jiang (1998) defined the contextual cuing
effect as the difference between the average response
times of repeated and non-repeated configurations over
the second half of the experiment. This single number
was used to determine the significance of the effect.
Response times were expected to differ between
repeated and novel configurations, and this difference
was expected to increase as the task progressed (due to
repetition).
In the present analysis, we also take the average
difference between the averaged response times of the
repeated versus novel configurations of the later
epochs. The average difference of the initial two epochs
was taken to confirm that response times did not differ
across repeated and non-repeated configurations before
the effect of repetition could be established.
Adult Performance: Average accuracy was very high
for both conditions (above 98%). The contextual cuing
effect was replicated across two stimulus types in adult
participants. There were a significant differences in
adults across the final two epochs for both conditions:

the Letters Condition t(20)=2.12, p<.05 and the Crayon
Condition t(17)=2.583, p<.05, but not across the initial
two epochs (p>.1). This suggests that the stimuli for
repeated and non-repeated trials did not influence the
search in different ways, and only the repetition
generated the effect.
Child Performance: Average accuracy was very high
for both conditions (above 97%). The contextual cuing
effect was confirmed across two stimulus types in child
participants. Response times were combined across the
initial and final two epochs for both repeated and nonrepeated trials for each participant. Significant
differences were found across the final two epochs for
both conditions: the Letters Condition t(19)=4.716,
p<.001; the Crayon Condition t(19)=2.452, p<.05)—but
not across the initial two epochs (p>.1). Comparisons
revealed no significant differences in effect size
between children and adults. Effect size also did not
differ in regards to stimulus type for children or adults.
These results, especially when observing no differences
in effect size between adults and children, suggest the
potential for learning effects in even younger children.
The question is whether this effect develops relatively
quickly. Experiment 2 directly addresses this
developmental question by testing younger children,

*

*

*
*

Figure 2: Response time of adult (left) and child (right) participants’ search in Experiment 1.
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ages 3 to 5.5 years old, with an age appropriate task.

Experiment 2
There is essentially no evidence of early contextual
cuing effects with children younger than five years old.
However, indirect evidence for such an influence of
learning on attention has been documented in toddlers’
learning, including noun generalization and category
formation (Berger & Aguerra, 2010; Jones, Smith &
Landau, 1991; Samuelson & Smith, 1998). Along with
a fairly strong effect observed in Experiment 1 with
children, developmental work suggests the potential
effect even in earlier points of development.
Experiment 2 tests preschool children to address this
question. We chose the age group of 3 to 5.5 years, the
age range with which early ability of attentional control
has been accessed and demonstrated as effective
attentional control (Carlson & Meltzoff, 2008; Yang,
2004; 2005). We developed a new contextual cuing
task that required fewer trials and was presented with
child-friendly stimuli.

Method
Participants Fifteen children ages 3 to 5.5 years old
(range=37.3 to 66.0 months, M= 58.1 months) from the
Houston area and from Japan participated.

Stimulus Materials Results from Experiment 1
suggested that illustrations of familiar objects elicited
the effect as much as the letter stimuli, thus we
developed additional child-friendly illustrations of
familiar objects (seahorses) for use in Experiment 2.
The target stimulus was always an illustrated seahorse
with a smiling mouth, and distractors were always
illustrated seahorses with no visible mouth. Stimuli
were presented on a white background, with a
background which consisted of illustrations of bubbles
that did not vary between trials (see figure 3).
Procedure The task was computer generated, and
stimuli were presented using E-prime. Each target or
distractor stimulus was oriented so that the seahorse
was facing the right or left side of the display.
Responses were key-based, depending upon the
orientation of the target. Participants were given 7s to
respond. Feedback for incorrect or timed-out responses
were given in the form of a low auditory tone and the
words “uh oh!” displayed on the screen. The task
contained of 24 trials, which were divided for statistical
purposes into 6 blocks. Each block contained 2 repeated
and 2 non-repeated configurations of stimuli.

Figure 3: Stimuli used in Experiment 2.

Results
A contextual cuing effect was considered significant if
response times over the final three blocks between
repeated and non-repeated trials showed significant
differences, while the initial three blocks did not differ.
Responses from one child was removed from the
analysis due to the low overall accuracy (less than
30%). Trials with response times less than 1s or no
response (i.e. failure to respond within the allotted 7s)
were also excluded from analysis, leading to the
removal of 9.8% of trials. The remaining trials had a
response accuracy of 92.2% (trials with incorrect
responses were removed from analysis).
A contextual cuing effect was observed in child
participants. Response times were combined across the
first half (blocks 1-3) and last half (blocks 4-6) of the
experiment for both repeated and non-repeated
configurations for each participant. Significant
differences were found across the last half the
experiment (t(14)=2.371, p<.05), but not the first half
(t(14)=.802, p>.1).
Comparisons between younger (36-54 months) and
older (55-72 months) children suggested no differences
in effect size between these age groups (t(5.710)=1.602,
p>.1). These results suggest that even preschool
children’s attention can be cued by the learning of
repeated visual context. This is the first demonstration
of contextual cuing effects in children younger than 5
years olds.
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*

Figure 4: Response times (pre-school children) in
Experiment 2.

General Discussion
In this study we replicated the results of Chun and
Jiang’s (1998) study examining the sensitivity of adults
to repeated visual context in a search task, and the
results support the effect in children (Barnes, 2008,
2010; Dixon, Zelazo & De Rosa, 2010). The results
from Experiment 2, the first demonstration of the effect
in pre-school children, indicate that the sensitivity to
the contextual information and the learning effect on
attention may emerge early in childhood. This effect
was demonstrated using a new contextual cuing task
with familiar child-friendly illustrated stimuli. Further
work is needed to ensure that this task and our choice of
stimuli effectively demonstrate contextual cuing across
age groups.
How learning effects develop hinges on the
mechanisms behind such learning. The mechanisms
behind contextual cueing are still unclear. Some
researchers (Kunar, Flusberg, & Wolfe, 2008; Peterson
& Kramer, 2001) have suggested the contextual cuing
effect is a result of effective recognition of the target
item (as opposed to finding the target more quickly). A
second idea proposed by Ogawa, Takeda, and Kumada
(2007) is that contextual cuing is the result of
collaboration between the separate processes of
facilitation (increased attention toward target area) and
inhibition (decreased attention toward non-target areas).
A third idea involves associative learning: contextual
cuing occurs as a result of learning regularities and
invariants across the scene. This suggests that the effect
is based on simple pairwise associations between the
distracter locations near the target and the target
location (Brady & Chun, 2007; Chun & Jiang, 1998).
Chun and Jiang (1998) considered contextual cuing to
be the result of learned, memory-based associations
between the global configuration of distracters and the

spatial location of the target. These associations interact
to form context maps, which are simply memory
representations of visual contexts that pair an input (the
present image) with representations of past images that
match it. In this view, identifying context is equally
important for forming and storing the image in
memory, especially for children whose cognitive
processing is still developing. This hypothesis has
important implications for how the effect can be
relevant to other forms of basic learning such as
statistical learning, and also how this effect can be
relevant to the developmental processes of language
learning, where early sensitivity to pairwise
associations has been demonstrated in infants and
children learning words (Fiser & Aslin, 2001, 2002;
Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996).
In future work, we will continue to investigate what
factors help form associations and thus lead to the
effect, and we will look at the possible role of stimuli
and distribution effect of repeated contexts. Studying
the effect in much younger children is potentially
important as well, to further our understanding of the
role of attention and memory. Discovering how early
such an effect can emerge can increase our
understanding of a fundamental learning mechanism
and may also reveal the developmental process of
linking previously learned associations to the present
context.
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The Developmental Role of Attentional Control in Language Learning
Duc Tran
University of Houston

Hanako Yoshida
University of Houston
Abstract: Attention is essential for all learning. Increasing research suggests that bilingual children have advanced
(relative to monolingual children) development of attentional control. The present study includes 80 bilingual and 80
monolingual child participants from a variety of language and age groups (2.5 to 5 year-olds) to systematically investigate how early learning/exposure to more than one language is related to the developmental shift of attention and
its implications in early word learning. Results from the present study support an initial bilingual advantage in the
Attention Network Test (ANT; a nonlinguistic tasks measuring attentional shifting), with monolinguals demonstrating comparable performance over time. Furthermore, a significant correlation was found between overall accuracy
on ANT trials and MCDI, specifically on the selected lexical category of Adjectives. The current study provides
new insights into the early developmental trajectory of attention among monolingual and bilingual children and how
attention may be crucial for early word learning.
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The Typology of Chinese in Talmy’s Verb-framed vs Satellite Framed
Languages
FUYIN LI
Beihang University(BUAA)

Suying LI
Beihang University(BUAA)
Abstract: Talmy proposed that languages fall into two types on the basis of where the semantic component of
PATH is conflated in a Motion event. In his bifurcation, if the PATH is characteristically represented in the main
verb of a sentence, the language is verb-framed, if it is characteristically represented in the satellite of the verb;
the language is satellite-framed. In this framework, Chinese falls into Satellite-framed languages. It was argued by
other studies suggesting that Chinese does not neatly fit either category. Slobin (2004) proposed a third category of
equipollently-framed languages. In this three category typology, Chinese falls into ”equipollently framed” languages.
This paper intends to make a comprehensive exploration on corpus based data of serial verbs in Chinese, examining
their 1) main verb properties; 2) satellite properties; 3) PATH constituent conflation characteristics, in an attempt
to delineate a clearer picture for the typological status of Chinese language.
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Towards a cross-linguistic scale for pragmatics of deference and
closeness
Gregory Aist
Iowa State University

Prakalp Sudhakar
Iowa State University
Abstract: Social status and relationships affect language production. Consider the converse: can socio-cultural
information be inferred from linguistic evidence? Specific phenomena naturally vary by language, so an intermediate variable, language use, abstracts over diverse phenomena such as formal/informal pronouns (Russian vy),
indirect/direct phrasing (English), or related features (e.g. Navajo fourth person, Faltz 1998 p. 32).
Typical scales for socio-cultural analysis use labels or natural numbers (1, 2, 3, etc.) as in teineigo, sonkeigo, and
kenjogo for Japanese keigo (Wetzel 2004, p. 4). Labels do not translate well, but neither do natural numbers: The
bottom level ”1” in each language may describe dissimilar situations; the middle level in one language may be ”3”
but in another ”2”. What scale might work cross-linguistically? We introduce a scale with ”zero” as a neutral level,
developed for closeness and deference in Tamil, Korean, and Russian. We also examine French, Hindi, and English
examples.
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Naming and the Animal Concept in English and Indonesian Speakers
Florencia K. Anggoro
College of the Holy Cross
Abstract: In English, the word ’animal’ applies to both humans and non-human animals; in Indonesian, the word
(’hewan’) does not apply to humans. In this study, English and Indonesian speakers made yes/no class-inclusion
judgments for statements about animals. An interesting pattern was found among Indonesian (but not English)
speakers: 9-year-olds agreed that mammals are animals and denied that humans are either mammals or animals
(logically consistent), while adults agreed that humans are mammals and that mammals are animals but denied that
humans are animals (logically inconsistent). Further, English-speaking children were more likely than Indonesianspeaking children to agree that mammals are animals and that humans are mammals. We suggest that (a) the
Indonesian naming practice may have consequences for children’s acquisition of the hierarchical relationships between
HUMAN, MAMMAL, and ANIMAL, and (b) the apparent decline in logical consistency among Indonesian speakers
may reflect a conflict between categorical knowledge and well-established naming practices.
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The Whole Number Bias in Fraction Magnitude Comparisons with Adults
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Abstract
The current study examines the extent to which the whole
number bias, especially whole number ordering, can
interfere with adult understandings of fractions. Using the
framework theory approach to conceptual change as outlined
by Vosniadou (2007; Vosniadou, Vamvakoussi & Skopeliti,
2008), this study supports the idea that initial concepts
formed in childhood can have lasting effects into adulthood.
Twenty-eight CMU undergraduates participated in a fraction
magnitude comparison task. Half of the fraction comparisons
were designed with the larger fraction consistent with whole
number ordering; the other half was inconsistent with this
ordering. Comparisons in the consistent condition had the
larger magnitude fraction have larger whole number parts
than the opposing fraction. Comparisons in the inconsistent
condition were the opposite. Participants were more accurate
and faster to respond to comparisons in the consistent
condition, supporting the hypothesis that an initial concept
of number as natural number constrains operations with
fractions even in adults.
Keywords: conceptual change; mathematical development;
fractions; whole number bias

Introduction
In recent years conceptual change approaches to
learning have been applied to mathematics in order to
examine how mathematical concepts develop (Vosniadou
& Verschaffel, 2004; Gelman & Williams, 1998). The
discussion of fractions from a conceptual change approach
can shed light on why so many students have trouble
developing their conceptual understanding of fractions
(National Council of Mathematics, 2007; Mazzocco &
Delvin, 2008). Particularly, the framework theory
approach has been shown to have strong explanatory
power for the phenomena found within fractions
misconceptions (Stafylidou & Vosniadou, 2004; Christou
& Vosniadou, in press; Vamvakoussi & Vosniadou, 2010).
The framework theory approach to conceptual change
draws attention to the intuitive theories that children
develop based on their experiences with their environment
and prior knowledge. Vosniadou & Verschaffel (2004)
argue that before they are exposed to rational number,

students have formed an initial concept of number, which
is based on the act of counting and resembles the
mathematical concept of natural number (see also Ni &
Zhou, 2005). This initial number concept is a complex
knowledge system encompassing a number of background
assumptions and beliefs that underlie students’
expectations about what counts as a number and how it is
supposed to behave (Vamvakoussi & Vosniadou, 2004,
2007; Vosniadou et al., 2008; see also Smith et al. 2005).
For example, children consider that numbers are answers
to the ‘how many’ question, obey the successor principle
(in the sense that when a number is given its unique
successor can always be found), and are ordered by means
of their position on the count list, with longer numbers
being always bigger.
According to the framework theory, students’ initial
concept of number constrains their interpretation of new
information regarding rational number causing persistent
misconceptions (Vosniadou, Vamvakoussi & Skopeliti,
2008). Misconceptions such as ‘multiplication always
makes bigger’ and ‘the bigger the terms the bigger the
fraction’ reveal the interference of rational number
reasoning on rational number tasks. The framework theory
suggests that misconceptions are often caused as students
add the new, incompatible information to their initial
concept. Such misconceptions represent ‘synthetic’
attempts that can be thought of as evidence of a
progression toward a scientific model and therefore as a
part of the learning process (Vosniadou, Vamvakoussi &
Skopeliti, 2008).
Other researchers have also noticed that in the process
of building a scientific understanding, elements of the
initial concept can be very difficult to overcome and may
remain intact. Inagaki & Hatano, (2008) found evidence
for this idea in the domain of biology and Dunbar,
Fugelsang and Stein (2007) in the domain of physics.
Dunbar et al. (2007) looked at the presence of “impetus
theory” conceptions in students during an fMRI task.
They found that while some participants exhibited an
understanding of the Newtonian theory, there was
evidence that they still maintained elements of the impetus
theory conception. Physics’ students have to go through
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the difficult process of re-representing their initial concept
of force. The Dunbar et al. (2007) findings indicate that
even after transitioning to the scientific concept, remnants
of the initial theory can still be maintained, interfering at
times with the scientific concept.
It appears that something similar also happens in the
case of rational number. When learning about rational
numbers in any form (fraction or decimal) students often
use the properties of whole numbers to interpret rational
numbers (Ni & Zhou, 2005; Smith, Solomon, & Carey,
2005; Vamvakoussi & Vosniadou, 2007). Vamvakoussi
and Vosniadou (2010) found that students categorize
fractions and decimals as countable and discrete like
natural numbers. Natural numbers are countable because
the numbers have a specific order that is linked to
magnitude. However, no such countable relation exists for
fractions because of the infinite number of ways to express
a single magnitude. Vamvakoussi and Vosniadou (2010)
found that students used their prior knowledge as a
framework for interpreting the properties of fractions and
decimals. They applied what they knew about natural
numbers to fractions and decimals when asked about the
countability and discreteness of fractions and decimals.
According to Stafylidou and Vosniadou (2004) children
have three main explanatory frameworks for understanding
what fractions are: 1) fractions as two independent
numbers, 2) fractions as parts of a whole, 3) a ratio
relationship between numerator and denominator that can
be bigger, smaller, or equal to a whole. The third
explanatory framework closely represents the integrated
magnitude representation of fractions that would
characterize the scientific model of fraction magnitude.
However, Stafylidou and Vosniadou (2004) found that
most children have understandings of fractions that are
more closely related to the first two explanatory
frameworks.
There is evidence that adults widely maintain an
integrated magnitude representation of fractions.
Schneider and Siegler (2010) have found that on
magnitude comparison tasks that elicit processing of
fractions as parts in relation to the whole, adults show a
distance effect such that when the two fractions in the
comparison have a greater magnitude difference,
participants are faster to indicate which fraction is larger
than when the pairs have lesser magnitude difference.
This implies that adults may have a mental number line
representation of fractions (Schneider and Siegler, 2010).
However, in situations where comparisons can be made
that do not require processing of the fraction as a whole
magnitude, the distance effect is not present (Bonato,
Fabbri, Umilta & Zorzi, 2007). This suggests that strategy
use on fraction magnitude comparisons is dependent on the
fractions that are going to be compared.
Further, the results of Schneider and Siegler (2010) and
Bonato et al. (2007) suggest that when adults are able to
compare fractions using only the whole number parts of

the fractions, they use this method instead of looking at the
integrated magnitudes of the fractions. This would suggest
that adults first look at fractions in terms of their whole
number parts. If they can make a judgment about their
magnitudes based only on their whole number parts then
adults will do this. Nevertheless, they are able to think of
fractions as integrated magnitudes when their whole
number parts do not yield correct answers. This suggests
that adults still maintain elements of the whole number
bias they develop in childhood.
Consistent with the framework theory approach to
conceptual change, adults have developed a scientific
model of fractions but the strength and intuition of whole
number ordering may interfere with this scientific model.
The current study seeks to understand the relationship
between whole number ordering and judgments about
fraction magnitude among adults with a fraction magnitude
comparison task.
The hypothesis is that when the larger fraction in the
comparison has larger whole number parts than the other
fraction and is thus consistent with whole number
ordering, participants will be significantly more accurate
and will have significantly faster reaction times than when
the larger fraction in the comparison has smaller whole
number parts than the other fraction and thus inconsistent
with whole number ordering.

Methods
Participants
Twenty eight undergraduates from Carnegie Mellon
University taking introductory psychology courses
participated in the study to fulfill a requirement for their
course. The average age of students was 19.6 (SD= 1.34).
There were equal numbers of males and females.

Design
The study was a within-subject design with 2
conditions (consistent vs. inconsistent).
In the consistent condition, the fractions were designed
so that the fraction with the larger overall magnitude was
made up of larger numbers compared to the opposing
fraction, for example, 2/5 and 5/7 where 5/7 is larger.
Because the fraction’s whole number parts and the actual
magnitude of the fraction was larger, these fractions were
consistent with whole number ordering.
The fractions in the inconsistent condition were
designed in the opposite way. The larger fraction in the
comparison was designed with smaller whole number parts
than the opposing fraction, for example, 3/7 and 2/3 where
2/3 is larger (see table 1 for more examples).
Overall, there were 40 fraction pairs. 20 of the pairs
were in the consistent condition and 20 in the inconsistent
condition. The fractions were carefully counterbalanced in
each condition to account for the following features. The
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Results

Table 1: Sampling of Stimuli Used
Description

Consistent

Inconsistent

Single Digits
Opposite sides of
1/2

2/5

7/8

3/8

2/3

Single Digits Same
side of 1/2

6/8

7/9

5/8

2/3

Double Digits
Opposite sides of
1/2

4/11

13/18

8/19

6/11

Double Digits
Same sides of 1/2

9/16

17/19

13/18

11/13

Greater than 1

11/8

18/12

18/14

17/11

Accuracy
Participants completed the comparisons that were
consistent with whole number order more accurately. The
mean accuracy of the comparisons completed in the
consistent group was 86% (SD = 13%) and the mean
accuracy of the inconsistent group was 77% (SD= 12%)
(t(27) = 2.92, p<.01) (see table 1 and figure 1).

**	
  

fractions were designed to have pairs that were on different
sides of ½, the same side of ½, have only single digits or
have double digits, both fractions greater than 1 or less
than 1, and be either in completely reduced form or be
reducible. The two sets of 20 pairs were equated for each
of these properties. Additionally, the fraction pairs were
counterbalanced so that half of the time the larger fraction
appeared on the right side of the screen and the other half
of the time the larger fraction appeared on the left side of
the screen.

Measures
Accuracy and reaction time (ms) were recorded using
E-Prime for each of the fraction comparisons. Participants
were instructed that speed and accuracy were both
important.

Procedure
Participants completed a computerized magnitude
comparison task designed with E-Prime. After obtaining
informed consent, participants read the instructions on the
computer screen, which explained that they should
complete the comparisons as fast as possible and as
accurately as possible. For each participant, the order of
the fraction comparisons was completely randomized.
Followed by the presentation of a 500 ms fixation cross,
participants saw two fractions on the screen. They were
instructed to press a key on the right side of the keyboard
to indicate that the fraction on the right was larger.
Conversely, the participants had to press a key on the left
side of the keyboard to indicate that the fraction on the left
was larger.

inconsistent

consistent
Condition

Error Bars: +/- 2SE

Figure 1: Mean Accuracy

Reaction Time
Reaction times (ms) for the consistent condition were
significantly shorter than reaction times for the
inconsistent condition including inaccurate trials. The
mean reaction time for the consistent condition was 3378
(SD = 1525) and the mean reaction time for the
inconsistent condition was 3665 (SD = 1625) (t(27)=2.22,
p=.03) (see table 1 and figure 2).
The reaction times were also significantly shorter for
the consistent condition compared to the inconsistent
condition for only accurate trials. The mean reaction time
for the consistent condition was 3240 (SD = 1467) and the
mean reaction time for the inconsistent condition was 3619
(SD = 1579) (t(27) = 2.67, p=.01) (see table 2 and figure
3).
Table 2: Mean Accuracy and Reaction Time (ms)
Condition
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Accuracy
**

Reaction
Time (ms)
all trials *

Consistent

86%

3378

Reaction
Time (ms)
only
accurate
trials **
3240

Inconsistent

77%

3665

3619

Overall

82%

3521

3430

*	
  

inconsistent

**	
  

consistent
Condition

inconsistent

Error Bars: +/- 2SE

Error Bars: +/- 2SE

Figure 2: Mean Reaction Time (ms) all trials

Analysis of Errors
There were a number of errors made in both the
consistent and inconsistent conditions. The mean reaction
time of the errors of the consistent condition was 4380 ms;
this was 1140 ms slower than the reaction time for the
correct trials for the consistent condition (M = 3240). 60%
of the comparisons that had errors in the consistent
condition were comparisons that involved double digit
numbers. This suggests that these problems may be more
difficult overall. In fact, 67% of the comparisons that had
errors in the inconsistent condition were also comparisons
that involved double digit numbers. There was a
significant interaction between condition and double digits
for accuracy, F(1,27) = 21.263, p<.001, and for reaction
time, F(1,27) = 6.585, p=.01. The mean reaction time of
the errors in the inconsistent condition was 3485 ms; this
was 134 ms faster than the correct trials for the
inconsistent condition (M = 3619) (see table 2).

Individual Differences
Some individual participants had mean accuracies and
reaction times in directions opposite of the main findings.
An analysis of the mean accuracy (M= 86% consistent, M=
89% inconsistent) showed no significant difference
between the means, F(1,6)=.96, p=.33. The same is true of
an analysis of mean reaction time (M = 3998 consistent, M
= 3651, F(1,9)=.9, p=.34). This indicates that there was no
Table 3: Analysis of Errors by Condition
Condition

consistent
Condition

Consistent

Mean
Reaction
Time
(ms)
4383

Standard
Deviation
of RT
(ms)
1473

Percent of
Incorrect
Comparisons
that had 2 digits
60%

Inconsistent

3294

1230

67%

Figure 3: Mean Reaction Time (ms) accurate trials only
difference in the reaction times and means for these
participants between the two conditions. Of the 6
participants that exhibited higher accuracy for the
inconsistent condition than the consistent condition, 3 had
mean accuracies of 85% for the consistent condition and
90% for the inconsistent condition. This is a difference of
1 more trial incorrect in the consistent condition than the
inconsistent condition. The other three participants had
average overall accuracies of 71% which was well below
the overall accuracy of all participants, 82%.
Of the 10 participants whose reaction times were slower
for the consistent condition than the inconsistent condition,
4 participants also had mean accuracies that were the
reverse of the main findings.
The overall mean reaction time of these 10 participants
was 3610, which is slightly slower than the overall mean
reaction time (M=3521).

Discussion
Consistent with the hypothesis, participants were more
accurate and had faster reaction times for the magnitude
comparisons that were consistent with whole number
ordering compared to the magnitude comparisons that
were inconsistent with whole number ordering.
Participants were 9% more accurate and 287 ms faster over
all trials, 379 ms faster for only accurate trials, in the
consistent condition compared to the inconsistent
condition. While the reaction times are very close, the
difference may reflect the extra processing demanded by
the inconsistent condition.
These reaction time data support the hypothesis that
participants exhibit some interference from their initial
concept of whole number, which they have to inhibit. The
accuracy results indicate that the participants are not
always successful in inhibiting the response consistent
with whole number ordering – they often just use the
whole number parts to assess magnitude. This conclusion
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is also consistent with the reaction time data for errors in
the two conditions. Reactions times were faster for
erroneous responses in the inconsistent conditionpresumably because the participants incorrectly used
whole number ordering - but slower when the errors were
committed in the consistent condition - presumably
because the participants had to override the (correct in this
case) habitual response consistent with whole number
ordering.
Overall these results support the framework theory
approach in showing that even in the case of adults whole
number ordering can still interfere and delay responses or
cause errors in responses. In previous work we have
shown that the whole number bias can be the source of a
number of misconceptions often found in research
investigating the development of primary and secondary
students’ understanding of rational number (Stafylidou &
Vosniadou, 2004; Vamvakoussi & Vosniadou, 2010). The
present findings indicate that the whole number bias can
persist even in the case of college students who have
presumably achieved a more sophisticated understanding
of fractions and are not likely to commit the kinds of
misconceptions found in younger students.
These results are consistent with the findings of Dunbar
et al. (2007) in which participants exhibited interference
from their initial concepts of mechanics and physics. In
the current study, the results support the idea that
participants had interference from their concept of whole
number. The participants were slower to respond and less
accurate in their responses when these responses required
the inhibition of a competing response. The results also
consistent with the Dunbar et al. (2007) argument that
adults must change from one knowledge representation to
another during the process of conceptual change.
Additionally, these results can contribute to the
discussion between Schneider and Siegler (2010) and
Bonato et al. (2007) about how adults represent fraction
magnitudes. First, it is clear that adults do not represent
fractions only as whole number parts. If they did they
would never be able to succeed in the present task. On the
other hand, it is also clear that adults do not always use an
integrated magnitude representation. Rather the present
study provides more support to the idea that adults may
have different representations of fractions (whole number
parts, integrated magnitudes, or others) and may use
whichever representation is simplest and most readily
available for a particular stimulus pair. In the current
study, participants may have selected a strategy that was
quick and usually correct in order to maximize accuracy
and minimize response time. Thus, adults may have
different strategies that are context dependent.
The finding that the difference between reaction times
increases when examining only accurate trials suggests
that even when participants were able to generate the
correct judgment about magnitude, it is probable that they
may have started out with a whole number parts model that

was later modified. Alternatively, the increase in
difference may indicate that participants were trying to be
more methodical for these questions by using the
integrated magnitude representation. The finding that the
inaccurate trials were faster offers more evidence
supporting the interpretation that participants were not
successful in using the integrated magnitude model.
Overall, this study supports the idea that it is fruitful to
examine the development of fraction understanding from a
conceptual change point of view (Vosniadou &
Verschaffel, 2004). There is little doubt that children start
with a concept of number which is more consistent with
the mathematical concept of natural number and that this
initial concept constrains the development of fraction
understanding and can be the cause of persistent
misconceptions. The results of the present study indicate
that this whole number bias is so strong that it persists in
its interference with fraction magnitude tasks even into
adulthood. Although adults are able to overcome this
whole number bias it affects the accuracy and speed of
their responses.
It appears that the nature of the initial concepts children
create may have important implications for the
development of the more advanced scientific and
mathematical concepts of adulthood. The
overgeneralization of the properties of whole numbers, like
counting, to fractions needs to be addressed in order to
decrease the amount of interference the whole number bias
has in adulthood. More importantly, we can learn more
about adults’ difficulties in understanding scientific
concepts by examining their initial and synthetic
constructions. The failure to reconcile entrenched
presuppositions related to initial concepts in childhood can
have lasting negative effects for adult understandings of
scientific concepts.
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Abstract
Two experiments explore the effects of mood on category
learning. In the first experiment subjects were put into either a
negative or a neutral mood before completing one of two
category-learning tasks. Negative mood briefly impaired rulebased category learning but this impairment did not persist
throughout the task. Negative mood did not influence nonrule-based learning. In a second study subjects learned one of
three category sets (easy rule-based, hard rule-based, nonrule-based) by Shepard, Hovland & Jenkins (1961) and
completed the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-II). A
significant negative correlation was found between hard rulebased performance and subject scores on the BDI-II. No
significant correlations were found between subject scores on
the BDI-II and easy rule-based or non-rule-based
performance. These results suggest that negative affect does
not significantly impair category learning but the absence of
positive affect (as measured by the BDI-II) is negatively
related to complex rule use.
Keywords: Negative affect; category learning; multiple
systems; rule use.

Introduction
The COmpetition between Verbal and Implicit Systems
(COVIS) theory of category learning posits the existence of
at least two separate but competing systems (Ashby,
Alfonso-Reese, Turken & Waldron, 1998). The first is the
explicit system, which is used to solve verbalizable/rulebased category sets. The second is the implicit system,
which is used to solve category sets for which there is no
easily verbalizable rule (such as family resemblance
categories). Learning in the second system takes longer and
involves the association of a category response (A or B)
with a stimulus via a dopamine mediated reward signal
involving the tail of the caudate nucleus. In contrast, the
explicit system can learn quickly and involves the
formulation, selection and execution of rules. The prefrontal
cortex (PFC) and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) are
theorized to be involved with this system, and dopamine is
also important in this system.
The COVIS theory hypothesizes that subjects
experiencing a reduction of dopamine in the ACC should be
impaired on explicit rule-based tasks. Conversely, subjects
experiencing an increase of dopamine should experience
enhanced learning in explicit rule-based tasks. Ashby, Isen,
and Turken (1999) hypothesized that positive affect is

associated with increased dopamine levels in the brain,
specifically in the same areas implicated by COVIS in the
explicit category learning system. Therefore positive affect
should be associated with enhanced rule-based category
learning. This prediction was tested recently by Nadler,
Rabi, and Minda (2010), who found that subjects in a
positive mood displayed better overall rule-based category
learning performance compared to a neutral mood group.
Predictions about negative affect are less straightforward,
as noted by Ashby et al. (1999). Negative affect has not
been proven to be the simple converse of positive affect.
Isen, Daubman, and Nowicki (1987) reported that positive
affect subjects performed better than neutral affect subjects
on a problem-solving task. However negative affect subjects
did not differ from neutral affect subjects. In a review of the
evidence, Isen (1987) describes the effects of positive and
negative affect as independent and nonsymmetrical as
opposed to inverse or similar. Despite these findings, the
idea that negative affect should impair cognition at least
some of the time persists.
Nadler et al. (2010) also compared a negative affect group
with a neutral affect group, and reported that negative mood
did not impair overall performance on rule-based or nonrule-based category learning. However by focusing on
overall performance across 320 trials, it is possible that
more subtle effects of negative mood were missed.
Experiment 1 presents a reanalysis of the Nadler et al.
(2010) negative mood data to explore the influence of
negative affect on category learning in greater depth.

Study 1
Method
Subjects 56 undergraduates from the University of Western
Ontario participated for pay, 28 in the negative mood
condition and 28 in the neutral mood condition.
Materials Youtube clips. Music and video clips taken from
the video website YouTube (http://www.youtube.com) were
used to manipulate mood states. For the negative mood
condition subjects listened to the soundtrack from the movie
“Schindler’s List”, and then watched footage of the 2008
Chinese Earthquake. Subjects in the neutral mood condition
listened to a piece of music called “One Angel’s Hands” by
Mark Salona and then watched footage from the television-
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Results
PANAS The averaged scores on the Negative Affect scale
of the PANAS were 1.18 for the neutral condition and 2.13
for the negative condition, and this difference was
significant, F (1,55) = 31.75, p < .001, n2 = .366, with
negative mood subjects reporting significantly more
negative affect than neutral affect subjects.
Category learning When performance across all 320
trials of the rule-based learning task was compared, no
significant differences were found between neutral (M=.73)
and negative (M=.73) mood conditions, F (1, 27) = 0.18, p =
.67. The 320 category learning trials were divided into 20
trial increments to see if subtle negative mood impairments
could be found, but out of 16 20-trial blocks (shown above
in Figure 2), there was only 1 block where there appeared to
be a significant difference between neutral and negative
conditions (Block 4).
Non-rule-based performance did not differ between
neutral (M = .66) and negative (M = .64) mood conditions, F
(1, 27) = 0.63, p = .43.
Computational Modeling The response strategies of our
subjects were investigated using decision-bound models (for
more information see Ashby, 1992a; Maddox & Ashby,
1993). One class of model assumed that the performance of
each subject was based on a single-dimensional rule (the
optimal version of this class used a fixed intercept, while the
other allowed the intercept to vary). A second class assumed
that the performance of each subject was based on a twodimensional non-rule-described boundary (an optimal
version with a fixed slope and intercept, a version with a
fixed slope, and a version with a slope and intercept that
were free to vary). The models were fit to each subject’s
performance data by maximizing the log likelihood. Models
were compared by using Akaike’s information criterion
(Ashby, 1992b).
When the optimal rule-based model fit was compared
across all 320 trials of rule-based category learning, there
was no difference between the neutral (M = .75) and
negative (M = .75) conditions. The optimal model fits by
80-trial block are shown below in Figure 3.
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show “Antiques Roadshow”. Clip selections were based on
a pilot study where 7 graduate students rated a series of clips
in terms of how the clips made them feel using a 7-point
scale, which ranged from 1 (very sad) to 4 (neutral) to 7
(very happy). The clips rated as most sad and most neutral
were used in the current experiment.
Mood scale. The Positive And Negative Affect Schedule
(PANAS) assesses positive and negative affect dimensions
(Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1987), and was used to assess
subjects’ mood after exposure to the music and video clips.
Category sets. Gabor patches were created using established
methodologies (see Ashby & Gott, 1988; Zeithamova &
Maddox, 2006). For each category set (rule-based and nonrule-based), 40 values from a multivariate normal
distribution were randomly sampled. The resulting
structures for the category sets are illustrated in Figure 1.
The PsychoPy software package (Pierce, 2007) was used to
generate Gabor patches corresponding to each coordinate
sampled from the multivariate distributions.
Procedure Subjects were randomly assigned to one of two
mood-induction conditions (neutral or negative), as well as
to one of the two category sets (rule-based or non-rulebased). Subjects were presented with the YouTube clips
from their respective condition, listening to the music clips
first and then the video clips. Following exposure to the
clips subjects completed the PANAS to assess their
affective state.
After receiving instructions subjects completed the
category-learning task on the computer. On each trial a
Gabor patch (made to look like a crystal ball) was presented
in the centre of the screen, and subjects pressed the “A” or
the “B” key to classify the stimulus. Feedback “CORRECT”
or “INCORRECT” was given after each trial. Subjects
completed four blocks of 80 trials for a total of 320 trials.
The presentation order of the stimuli was randomly
generated within each block for each subject.
Upon completion of the 320 trials, subjects were asked if
they had any questions and debriefed. Subjects in the
negative mood condition were exposed to a happy video clip
before leaving the experiment so that they were not in a
negative mood upon leaving the experiment.

600

Frequency

The current experiment sought to explore the effects of
negative mood on category learning. While overall
performance between negative and neutral mood conditions
did not differ, negative affect subjects briefly performed
more poorly than neutral affect subjects. However this
worsened performance was transient and did not persist
throughout learning. Computational modeling did not reveal
any major differences between the conditions. Overall
negative affect subjects could not be distinguished from
neutral affect subjects.

Figure 1: Category sets from Study 1: A. Rule-based
category set. B. Non-rule-based category set.
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Figure 2: Category learning across all 320 rule-based category learning trials, divided by 20 trial increments
.
It is possible that the negative mood the negative
Experiment 2
condition subjects experienced at the beginning of the
Experiment 1’s results suggest that negative affect does
category-learning task dissipated early on, resulting in
not strongly impair rule-based category learning, and does
equivalent performance with neutral mood subjects.
not seem to affect non-rule-based category learning at all.
Completing 320 trials of the category learning task typically
However as noted in the introduction, negative affect is
takes around 30-40 minutes.This is in contrast with the
not the simple converse of positive affect, and perhaps
sustained and strong positive affect advantage reported by
should not be expected to produce the converse pattern that
Nadler et al. (2010). Isen (1990) provides one possible
positive affect does. The COVIS model of category learning
explanation for why negative mood effects do not mirror
suggests that reduced dopamine should impair rule-based
positive mood effects, and that is that subjects in a negative
category learning. Reduced dopamine levels have been
affective state actively resist staying in such a state. Ways of
associated not with increased negative affect, but rather with
extending negative affect may be successful in producing
a loss of positive affect, as evidenced by patients prescribed
stronger negative affect impairments. For example it is
dopamine antagonists (Hyman & Nestler, 1993). It has been
possible that if we had exposed subjects to negativelyproposed that the mesolimbic dopamine reward circuit,
valenced clips at regular intervals throughout learning that
which overlaps to some extent with the COVIS model’s
performance would have been more consistently impaired.
explicit system, is involved with clinical depression (Nestler
Non-rule-based category learning was not influenced by
& Carlezon, 2006). Thus depression may represent a real
negative affect. This is in line with the COVIS model of
life example of a condition that results in reduced dopamine
category learning that distinguishes between verbal and
in frontal brain regions, and consequently an opportunity to
implicit learning systems.
evaluate the COVIS theory of category learning.
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Figure 3: Proportion of rule-based category learning
subjects best fit by the optimal model.

Only one study has previously explored this idea. Smith,
Tracy, and Murray (1993) compared a group of adults who
were classified as severely depressed with age-matched
controls on two kinds of category sets. The first category set
required subjects to find a verbalizable rule to achieve
perfect performance. The second category set could be
learned using overall similarity/family resemblance, and
thus did not require verbal rule use. Depressed subjects were
found to be impaired on rule-based but not non-rule-based
category learning.
Experiment 2 is a correlational study that correlated a
depression scale with performance on one of three category
sets, two of which are rule-based and one of which is nonrule-based. We expected to find a relationship between
reported depression symptoms and rule-based category
learning, in line with past research by Smith et al. (1993), as
well as the COVIS model.

Method
Subjects 80 university undergraduates from the University
of Western Ontario participated either for pay or for course
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credit, with 23 subjects in the easy rule-based condition
(ERB), 27 subjects in the hard rule-based condition (HRB),
and 30 subjects in the non-rule-based condition (NRB).
Materials The Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-II; Beck,
Steer, & Brown, 1996) is made up of 21 groups of
statements that assess the features of major depression (e.g.
sadness, loss of pleasure, changes in sleep, etc.). Subjects
are asked to think about how they have felt for the last two
weeks when responding.
Category sets. Three category sets designed by Shepard,
Hovland, and Jenkins (1961) were used. In each category set
there are 3 features (shape, size, colour) that can have one of
two dimensions (square or triangle, large or small, orange or
blue). In the first category set (easy rule-based/Type I), only
one feature is used to indicate category membership,
subjects can achieve perfect performance using a singledimensional verbal rule. In the second category set used
(hard rule-based/Type II), more than one feature is used to
indicate category membership, subjects can achieve perfect
performance using a disjunctive verbal rule (i.e. dark
triangles and light squares in one category, light triangles
and dark squares in another category). In the third category
set used (non-rule-based/Type IV), more than one feature is
used to indicate category membership and subjects can
achieve perfect performance by learning that the stimuli in
each category share family resemblance. These category
sets are shown in Figure 4.
Procedure Upon agreeing to participate, subjects completed
the depression questionnaire using paper and pencil.
Subjects were then randomly assigned to one of the three
category learning conditions (easy rule-based, hard rulebased, and non-rule-based) and completed 80 trials of the
task on a computer. Subjects saw each stimulus on a
computer screen and were instructed to press the “0” or the
“1” key to indicate that the shape belonged in the forest or
the mountains respectively. After responding, subjects were
given feedback: the shape would smile and move towards
the correct location on the screen to indicate a correct
response, or the shape would frown and move half-way
towards the incorrect location and then smile and move to
the correct location to indicate an incorrect response.
Another trial began once feedback was received. Stimuli
were presented in a random order within each block of 8
stimuli and blocks were presented in an unbroken fashion.

Results
BDI-II Scores The BDI-II groups subjects into 4 groups:
minimal depression (0-13), mild depression (14-19),
moderate depression (20-28), and severe depression (29-63).
The majority (N=59) of our subjects scored within the
minimal depression range, 11 scored within the mild
depression range, 6 in the moderate range, and 3 subjects
scored in the severe depression range. As this was a
between-subjects experiment, the depression scores of
subjects is divided by category set completed in Table 1.

Figure 4: Shepard, Hovland, & Jenkins (1961) category
sets (from left to right): easy rule-based (Type I), hard rulebased (Type II), and non-rule-based (Type IV).
Table 1: Subject depression symptoms. Depression
classifications taken from the BDI-II. Minimal = 0-13, mild
= 14-19, moderate = 20-28, severe = 29-63. ERB = Easyrule-based, HRB = Hard-rule-based, NRB = Non-rulebased.
Depression
ERB
HRB
NRB
Minimal
18
22
19
Mild
1
2
8
Moderate
1
3
2
Severe
2
0
1
Category Learning Performance Subjects performed 10
blocks (80 trials) of one of the three category sets. The
averaged performance of subjects who learned the easy rulebased category set was M = 85.63, sd = 16.70. The averaged
performance of subjects who learned hard rule-based
category set was M = 68.08, sd = 15.59. The averaged
performance of subjects who learned the non-rule-based
category set was M = 67.92, sd = 13.56. The learning curve
of all three category types across 80 trials (10 blocks) of
learning is shown in Figure 5.
Correlational Analyses Pearson, 2-tailed correlational
analyses were performed between subjects averaged
performance across all ten blocks of category learning
performance and the BDI-II. There were no significant
correlations between subject scores on the BDI-II and easy
rule-based or non-rule-based category learning (p > .05 for
both). There was a significant negative correlation between
hard-rule-based performance and BDI-II score r = -.541, p <
.01. A scatter plot showing subject’s overall performance
and BDI-II responding on Type II category learning is
shown in Figure 6.
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The current experiment explored the relationship between
rule-based and non-rule-based category learning and a
measure of depression symptoms. Although both easy rulebased/Type I and hard rule-based/Type II category sets are
learned by with a verbal rule using the explicit system, the
hard rule-based category set involves the learning of a
complicated, disjunctive rule while easy rule-based set
involves the learning of a simple, one-dimensional rule. In
contrast, the non-rule-based category set can be learned
nonverbally, by the implicit system. We predicted that
subjects who scored higher on the BDI-II would be:
unimpaired on easy rule-based learning, impaired on hard
rule-based learning, and unimpaired on non-rule-based
learning. This is because depressive symptoms should be
related to the verbal category learning system but not to the
extent that subjects cannot learn a simple verbal rule,
however a more complex verbal rule should prove
problematic for subjects who scored higher on the BDI-II.
Since the brain areas implicated in the nonverbal system are
theorized to not be influenced by changes in dopamine in
frontal brain regions, we predicted that there would be no
correlation between performance on this task and BDI-II
score.
As predicted, there was a negative relationship between
BDI-II score and hard rule-based category learning
performance, but no relationship between BDI-II score and
easy rule-based, or non-rule-based performance. Previous
work by Smith et al. (1993) showed that subjects
experiencing major depression were impaired on criterial
attribute (rule-based) category learning but unimpaired on
family resemblance (non-rule-based) category learning.
While the present findings seem to fit with this research, it
must be noted that we did not have as many subjects in our
experiment who could be categorized as having major
depression, preventing clear comparisons from being made.
A limitation of this work is that the study is correlational,
so no causal conclusions can be drawn. A further limitation
is that the majority of our subjects were not clinically
depressed. However this work indicates that individual
differences in the degree of depressive symptoms are related
to complex rule-based category learning performance.

0
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40

Beck Depression Score

Figure 6: Scatter plot of BDI-II scores and overall
performance on the hard, rule-based, and the non-rule-based
category sets.

Experiment 1 did not find that negative affect consistently
impairs category-learning performance; indeed only a single
instance of significant impairment was found when learning
was examined in detail. These results warrant replication
and further investigation. Future work should utilize
different methods of inducing negative affect as well as
methods of sustaining negative affect throughout the
experiment.
Experiment 2 offers some interesting links between
depression symptoms and category learning performance.
Although the conclusions that can be drawn from this study
are limited, it appears that depressive symptoms are related
to complex rule-based category learning even when subjects
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do not meet the criteria for major/clinical depression. These
findings are in line with the work of Smith et al. (1993) and
represent a first attempt to revivify the study of depression
and category learning. Future research should extend this
work by comparing the category learning performance of
depressed and non-depressed subjects on a wider variety of
category sets.
The research presented suggests that depressive
symptoms may be related to performance on rule-based
category learning tasks that are moderately difficult, while
negative affect may not impair either rule-based or non-rulebased category learning. Both experiments require
replication and extensions, but we think this work is a step
towards systematically demonstrating that depressive
symptoms, not negative affect, influence the explicit
category learning system.
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Rehder (2010) recorded eye movements during a supervised
category learning task and found evidence for a cost of
attention. If category learning involves selective attention,
then a cost of attention could function as an indicator of
category learning.

Abstract
Category learning often involves selective attention to
category relevant information, which may result in learned
inattention to category irrelevant information. This learned
inattention is a cost of selective attention. In the current
research, the cost of attention was used as an indicator of
category learning. Participants were given a category learning
task, and the amount of supervision given to them was
manipulated. Along with behavioral data, recorded eye
movements during the task showed signature patterns of
learning via a cost of attention. In addition, a simple neural
network (perceptron) was able to use these eye-tracking data
to predict success in learning. Thus, the observed attentional
pattern – the cost of selective attention – was proposed as an
indicator of category learning.

Overview of Current Experiments

Keywords: category learning, cost of attention, eye
tracking, supervised learning, sparse category, classifier,
perceptron, neural network

Introduction
Attention plays a central role in many models of category
learning (Kruschke, 1992; Nosofsky, 1986). During
category learning, the ability to selectively attend to
category-relevant cues while ignoring category-irrelevant
cues allows for more efficient category learning. However,
attention should also be flexible to enable learning of new
categories. Consider learning to discriminate plums from
nectarines. The most efficient way to distinguish them
visually would be focusing on color as a cue rather than
shape. However, when encountering a new category like
lemons versus bananas, the once useful color cue no longer
helps, while the previously unhelpful cue of shape becomes
a good dimension to efficiently learn the categories. The
process of ignoring the shape cue in the first learning
instance often results in learned inattention to this cue
(Kruschke & Blair, 2000). Learned inattention to a
previously irrelevant dimension creates a deficit in future
learning. This deficit constitutes a cost of attention
(Hoffman & Rehder, 2010). For example, Hoffman &

Two eye-tracking experiments were conducted with
identical stimuli. Experiment 1 tested participants in a twophase supervised category learning task that should promote
learning. Experiment 2 tested participants in a two-phase
unsupervised category learning task that should prevent
learning. Critically, the second phase of each learning task
relied on previously irrelevant cues to learn a new category.
Based on previous research, it was predicted that
supervision would facilitate category learning in Experiment
1, compared to unsupervised learning in Experiment 2.
However, there is also evidence with adults that supervision
only facilitates category learning when a category does not
have much structure (Kloos & Sloutsky, 2008). Category
structure could be measured as category density or “a ratio
of variance relevant for category membership to the total
variance across members and nonmembers of the category”
(Sloutsky, 2010). Therefore, categories that have many
features in common and those features are not shared with
non-members are statistically dense. On the other hand,
categories that have few features in common while having
many features that are common with non-members are
statistically sparse. Thus, in the current research an artificial
sparse category was used to manipulate learning via
supervision.
The first aim of the current research was to replicate a
condition with a cost of attention during category learning
and a condition with no cost of attention during category
learning by manipulating the amount of supervision
provided to participants. The second aim was to use the
demonstrated cost and lack of cost to classify adults into
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learners and non-learners so that the signature patterns of
attention during category learning could be systematically
examined. To achieve this aim, a classifier using a simple
neural network (perceptron) was used to predict individual
learning data on the basis of eye gaze patterns during
category learning.

Experiment 1
Methods
Participants Twenty-five adults with normal or corrected to
normal vision participated in the experiment. Participants
were undergraduate students at The Ohio State University
participating for course credit. An additional 17 participants
were excluded where 5 of them had problems tracking their
eye movements, 4 missed the catcher trials (see Procedure),
and 8 did not learn the category.
Stimuli For the practice phase, two artificial categories that
look like molecules were used on a black background (see
Figure 1). Molecules consisted of five circles where four
changed colors in a binary fashion and one remained
constant throughout the practice phase, serving as a category
relevant feature. There were 16 category members for each
molecule category where the only difference between the
categories was the color of the constant feature. The
category relevant feature was always the upper left circle,
which was purple in one category and yellow in the other
category. For the main experiment, four artificial categories
that looked like flowers were used (see Figure 1). Presented
on a black background, each exemplar had a dark gray
hexagon in the middle that was constant for every category
with six colored shapes on every side. Among the six
colored shapes, five changed their color/shape in a binary
fashion; whereas, one was constant, serving as a category
relevant feature. Therefore, there were 32 unique stimuli for
each category with two categories having the relevant
feature on the right-bottom side of the hexagon (i.e.,
category A: purple triangle, category B: blue semi-circle)
and two categories having the relevant feature on the left
side of the hexagon (i.e., category C: orange square,
category D: yellow pentagon). For the catcher trials (see
Procedure), four flower-like colored shapes were used.
These colored shapes were similar to the four artificial
categories but had unique shapes and colors so that it was
easier to distinguish them from the four artificial categories.
Procedure The experiment was controlled by E-prime
version 2.0, and a Tobii T60 eye tracker was used to collect
eye gaze with the sampling rate of 60Hz. Following a
practice phase, the main experiment had two learning phases
with each phase including 4 blocks where each block
consisted of 8 learning trials followed by 4 test trials. All
learning trials were presented for 1.5 seconds. Moreover,
before each learning and test trial, participants fixated on a
randomly placed fixation point (e.g., red cross) appearing on
a random-dot background. The participants were told to
look at the fixation to proceed with the experiment.

Figure 1. Stimuli used in the experiment.
In the practice phase, participants were told that they
would see a set of molecules that have one common atom,
and that they should try to find the common atom. After the
practice learning trials, the participants were tested with two
molecules side by side and were asked to choose the
molecule that they had just seen by pressing a corresponding
button on a keypad. The left/right side of the correct
response was counterbalanced and onscreen feedback was
provided as to whether the answer was correct or incorrect
after every practice test trial. Moreover, a verbal explanation
accompanied with actual stimuli explaining the relevant
category was given after the four practice test trials.
Instructions were also given before the four practice test
trials to instruct participants to respond as fast and
accurately as they could and to guess if they did not know
the answer.
In the main experiment, each block was similar to the
practice phase except that the stimuli were different and at
the start of every block participants were told that they
would see flowers that have a common feature they had to
find. Moreover, unknown to the participants, the categories
presented in the first four blocks (first learning phase)
differed from the categories presented in the last four blocks
(second learning phase). The categories differed by the
position of the relevant feature. Therefore if the first half of
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the blocks were presented with category A, the second half
of the blocks were presented with category C or D. The
category switching manipulation was intended to promote a
cost of attention in the second half of the blocks, and the
switch was never indicated to the participants. At test, two
stimuli that had the relevant features at the same spatial
location were presented side by side just as in the practice
test. Therefore, if category A was learned, category B was
presented with category A at test and same as for category C
and D. Additionally, there was no feedback related to the
test trials, and at the end of the last test trial of the second
learning phase, there were four catcher trials with more
obvious new category features on the novel item that were
implemented to ensure the participants were paying
attention during the entire experiment with continued
motivation to participate. Moreover, participants who did
not respond correctly to all four catcher trials were also
excluded.

Results
To determine whether a cost was incurred, accuracy,
reaction time, and eye gaze data were analyzed by block
with a particular focus on the blocks before and after the
unknown category switch, namely block 4 and block 5.
Participants who were not accurate on the final four test
trials in the last block of learning phase 1 were classified as
non-learners and were excluded from the final analyses.
The mean accuracy for all test trials was 92.75% (learning
1: M = 94%, SD = 15.94%, learning 2: M = 91.5%, SD =
17.12%), which was significantly higher than chance
performance, p < .001, for all blocks indicating learning
occurred. Results of a 2 × 4 (Learning × Block) withinsubjects ANOVA conducted on accuracy scores at test
showed a main effect for Block, F(2.29, 55.01) = 9.96, p <
0.001, indicating that accuracy differed by block. Moreover,
a significant cost of attention was demonstrated between the
last block of learning phase 1 (block 4) and the first block of
learning phase 2 (block 5) with a significant decrease in
accuracy from block 4 to block 5, t(24) = 4.27, p < .001 (see
Figure 2).
The mean reaction time for all test trials was 1032.47 ms
(SD = 566.66 ms) (learning 1: M = 991.46, SD = 538.11,
learning 2: M = 1071.00, SD = 592.36). A 2 × 4 (Learning ×
Block) within-subjects ANOVA conducted on mean
reaction times showed a main effect for Block, F(1.99,
37.84) = 15.20, p < .001, but there was no significant main
effect for Learning or a Block X Learning interaction.
Statistical difference between block 4 and block 5 were also
found, t(23) = 4.36, p < .001, demonstrating a cost of
attention (see Figure 3).
Eye gaze data were also analyzed for each block by
calculating the weighted proportion of looking to the
relevant features. This value was calculated by taking the
proportion of looking to the relevant features divided by the
proportion of looking to the irrelevant and relevant features
combined. However, since there was greater spatial area for
irrelevant features (5 shapes) than the relevant features (1

shape), the proportion of looking to the relevant features
was multiplied by five to equate the spatial area. Note that a
value 0.50 in the analysis represents an equal amount of
looking to the relevant and irrelevant features at a given
time. Using the same method, the cost of attention was
calculated by comparing the last four blocks of learning
phase 1 to the first four blocks of learning phase 2 (see
Figure 3).
As shown in Figure 4, the first 250 ms exhibit a random
pattern of looking around 0.50 that reflected the first
saccade away from a randomly moving fixation cross to the
stimulus. In each learning phase, the proportion of looking
to the relevant features increased across blocks, and in the
last two blocks the proportion of looking to the relevant
feature shows an asymptote. A 2 × 4 (Learning × Block)
between-subject ANOVA by the group data only showed a
main effect for Block, F(3, 712) = 114.47, p < .001.
However, comparing the first block and the 5th block,
where the 5th block is the start of the second learning phase,
we observed a lower proportion of looking in the 5th block,
which indicates a cost of attention, t(178) = 2.68, p < .01. A
cost of attention was also found by comparing the last block
of learning phase 1 (M = .84, SD = .19) to the first block of
learning phase 2 (M = .56, SD = .07), t(178) = 13.16, p
< .001. Moreover, the cost was more dramatic when
comparing the last 4 trials of the first learning phase with
the first 4 trials of the second learning phase, t(178) = 16.4,
p < .001.
In sum, both behavioral and eye gaze patterns indicated a
cost of attention for participants who learned the first
category. Even though there were 8 non-learners,
supervision was sufficient enough to help participant learn a
sparse category, which is by definition harder to learn than a
dense category (Kloos & Sloutsky, 2008).
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*

Learning 1

Learning 2

Figure 2. Accuracy at test in Experiment 1. Error bars
represent +/- one standard error. *p < .001

*
Experiment 2
Methods

Learning 1

Learning 2

Figure 3. Reaction time at test in Experiment 1. Error bars
represent +/- one standard error. *p < .001

Participants Fourteen adults with normal or corrected to
normal vision participated in the experiment. Participants
were undergraduate students at The Ohio State University
participating for course credit and none of the students
participated in Experiment 1. An additional 13 participants
were excluded where 8 of them had problems tracking their
eye movements, 3 missed the catcher trials, and 2 learned
the category.
Procedure The procedure was identical to Experiment 1
except there was no supervision given in the practice phase
or main experiment. For the practice phase, participants
were instructed that they would see different molecules one
at a time but did not receive any feedback during or after the
practice test trials. In the main experiment, the participants
were told that they would merely see flowers one at a time.
As in Experiment 1, participants who did not respond
correctly to all four catcher trials were excluded from the
analyses.

Results

Figure 4. Eye gaze analysis for Experiment 1. Shaded
area represents +/- one standard error. Weighted proportion
of looking for learning phase 1 (top). Weighted proportion
of looking for learning phase 2 (middle). Weighted
proportion of looking before and after category switch
(block 4 vs. block 5) (bottom). Please see online version for
colored line graphs.

To ensure no learning in the data, participants who
performed perfectly on the four test trial in last block of
learning were excluded from the analysis.
The overall accuracy for the test trials was 55.8%
(learning 1: M = 56.25%, SD = 26.22%, learning 2: M =
55.36%, SD = 25.10%), where only block 5 was
significantly different from chance, p < .05. However, block
5 still had lower accuracy compared to blocks in Experiment
1 (M = 0.62, SD = 0.19). A 2 × 4 (Learning × Block) withinsubjects ANOVA conducted on accuracy scores at test
showed no main effect of Block, p = 0.41, Learning, p = .84,
or interactions, p = .81. Moreover, a comparison of the last
block of learning phase 1 (block 4) and the first block of
learning phase 2 (block 5) was not statistically different,
t(13) = 1.73, p = .12, indicating there was no cost of
attention (see Figure 5). The mean reaction time for all test
trials was 1032.47 ms, SD = 566.66 ms (learning 1: M =
991.46 ms, SD = 538.11 ms, learning 2: M = 1071.00 ms,
SD = 592.36 ms). A 2 X 4 (Learning × Block) withinsubjects ANOVA conducted on mean reaction times
revealed no significant results. Furthermore, no evidence for
a cost of attention was found by comparing block 4 and
block 5, t(12) = .66 p = .52 (see Figure 6).
Eye gaze data were analyzed in the same way as in
Experiment 1. The same random looking pattern around 0.5
at the first 250 ms was also observed as in Experiment 1.
There was a significant main effect of Learning, F(1, 712) =
196.60, p < .001, and of Block, F(3, 712) = 16.79, and a
Learning × Block interaction, F(3, 712) = 15.698, p < .001.
However, there were no significant theoretical patterns
between the learning phases or blocks such as learning
optimization (Blair, Watson, & Meier, 2009) or the cost of
attention, block 4 (M = 0.18, SD = 0.16) versus block 5 (M
= 0.43, SD = 0.17), p < 0.01 (see Figure 7).
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As was predicted, the non-learners in Experiment 2 did
not show a cost of attention, as indicated by both behavioral
and eye gaze patterns. Comparing these results to those of
Experiment 1, it is notable that the only difference in the
experiment procedure was the presence or absence of
supervision. Therefore, the results showed that in sparse
categories, learning could be manipulated by the amount of
supervision, and that those participants who learned
incurred a cost of attention.

Classifying Individual Learners
Learning 1

Learning 2

Figure 5. Accuracy at test in Experiment 2. Error bars
represent +/- one standard error.

Learning 1

Learning 2

Figure 6. Reaction time at test in Experiment 2. Error bars
represent +/- one standard error.

Figure 7. Eye gaze analysis for Experiment 2. Shaded
area represents +/- one standard error. Weighted proportion
of looking for learning phase 1(top). Weighted proportion of
looking for learning phase 2 (bottom). Please see online
version for colored line graphs.

Taken together, both experiments indicated that a cost of
attention could be one of the unique patterns of category
learning. Specifically, the cost of attention during category
learning was distinctively captured by eye gaze data. In this
section a classifier using a simple neural network examined
the predictability of the cost of attention for classifying
individual learners from non-learners.
To classify learners from non-learners, a classical
perceptron was used (Minsky & Papert, 1969). The input
structure was constructed from individual data. Since the
eye-tracker had a refresh rate of 60Hz, every individual had
90 sequential counts of whether they looked at the relevant
or irrelevant features during every 1.5 sec of a trial.
Moreover, since the cost of attention could be calculated by
the difference in the eye gaze pattern between block 4 and
block 5, individual eye gaze data from block 4 and block 5
were used for input. Therefore, the input structure consisted
of 180 units where the first 90 units were from block 4 and
the later 90 units were from block 5. The value of each unit
was an average of 4 trials that consisted of the whole block.
For each trial, relevant features were coded by 5 and
irrelevant features were coded by -1. The weighted values
for the relevant features equated the spatial coverage as was
done in the eye gaze analysis. Thereafter, the trials were
averaged by blocks, resulting in 180 input units for each
individual. Output structures had one unit where the learners
had a value of 1 and non-learners had a value of 0, with
learners defined as subjects who were perfectly accurate on
the last 4 test trial of the first learning phase.
Learning was conducted using a traditional delta-rule
with a total of 49 individual data for training, 33 from
Experiment 1 (supervised condition, 25 learners and 8 nonlearners) and 16 from Experiment 2 (unsupervised condition,
2 learners and 14 non-learners). After 5 epochs, the network
was able to learn the data set without errors, suggesting that
the classification was a linearly separable data set (Minsky
& Papert, 1969).
To simulate the predictability of the network, a LeaveOne-Out Cross-Validation (LOOCV) method was used. A
subset of the total individual data set (n=48) was used as the
training set and one data set was left out for validation. All
sub-sets of the training data were perfectly learned after a
mean epoch of 5.02. The error rate was 12.2% with 6 out of
49 individual data sets and was significantly greater than
chance, p < .0001. There were no systematic patterns among
the 6 mis-predicted instances.
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General Discussion
The current set of experiments manipulated supervision in
the course of category learning. Manipulating supervision
affected learning, and as a consequence of learning
contrasting categories back to back, a cost of selective
attention occurred.
The fact that supervision was required to learn sparse
categories suggests that selective attention is necessary for
learning a sparse category. Sparse categories have few
relevant features and are therefore hard to learn. However,
selective attention helps one to focus on relevant features
while ignoring irrelevant features during learning.
Additionally, relying on selective attention also results in
learning to ignore irrelevant features (i.e., learned
inattention), which can result in a cost of attention if a new
category is introduced that requires shifting attention to
previously irrelevant features.
In general, eye gaze data, especially the examination of
participants’ proportion of looking to the relevant features
over time, provided a signature pattern of when learning
occurred. Specifically, participants’ looking to the category
relevant feature during learning increased as their accuracy
at test increased, indicating that participants were able to
selectively attend to the category-relevant feature to learn
the category. These results support previous research that
adults will optimize their attention to category-relevant
information for successful categorization (Hoffman &
Rehder, 2010). Although eye-tracking confirmed
participants’ engagement in selective attention over time
(i.e., greater proportion of looking to the relevant feature),
the cost of attention immediately after the unknown
category switch also confirmed their use of selective
attention in the first learning phase.
The cost of attention as an indicator/predictor of learning
was also examined using a neural network model. Using a
section of eye gaze data that captured the cost of attention
during the category switch, the network’s prediction was
quite accurate. The network’s prediction is notable in that
training was based on a relatively limited amount of samples.
Moreover, the network’s classification abilities were
restricted to a simple linearly separable data set, which
implies that the cost of attention is one of the strong and
unique indicators for category learning. However, the results
do not imply that learning is a consequence of a cost of
attention. Instead, a cost of attention should be the result of
learning, with the cost having strong links to the existence
of learning.
Moreover, in future research it would be interesting to
observe whether there are instances of category learning that
are not accompanied by a cost of attention. Since a cost of
attention is a consequence of selective attention, populations
that have a relatively insufficiently developed prefrontal
cortex may not rely on selective attention during category
learning. It is known that infants and pigeons are capable of
learning categories (Mareschal & Quinn, 2001; Soto &
Wasserman, 2011), yet they arguably have immature
prefrontal cortices, making for inept attentional control (e.g.,

selectively, inhibition). Therefore, it may be possible that
populations of infants or animals with limited selective
attention abilities would use alternative mechanisms to learn
categories (Ashby, Alfonso-Reese, Turken, & Waldron,
1998; Sloutsky, 2010), and thus providing instances where a
cost of attention does not indicate/predict learning.
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Abstract
How do people come to assign symbolic labels to continuous
dimensions? Previous work has shown that prediction-errordriven models are sensitive to the order of labels and exemplars during training; similar patterns of learning are found
found in adult learners trained to associate labels with discrete visual stimuli. Here we provide further evidence in support of the hypothesis that an error-driven mechanism underlies word learning, using continuous stimuli to explore the interactions of temporal structure, stimulus frequency, and distinctiveness in shaping associative learning. We conclude that
learning to use features of exemplars to predict labels results
in over-representation of diagnostic information, as shown by
improved associative performance on stimuli near category
boundaries. This is consistent with an error-driven model of
label acquisition, and highlights the importance of the associative and prediction-based (rather than exclusively syntactic)
aspects of symbolic cognition.
Keywords: Symbolic Cognition; Categorization; Language;
Learning; Representation; Concepts; Computational modeling; Prediction

Introduction
The world is full of perceptually similar stimuli that prompt
behaviorally diverse responses. Picking ripe fruit, avoiding
poisonous creatures, and even interpreting subtle facial expressions all rely upon careful discriminations of subtle cues.
What role does language play in learning such discriminations? How can the process of learning a symbol change what
is seen?
Classic referential theories of language have little to say
on the content of individual words, instead focusing on the
syntactical rules for combining abstract symbols. Such theories largely ignore the process of learning words; for example, Fodor (1981) has argued that the concept of carburetor
must be innate, restricting the problem of word learning to the
problem of finding the proper mapping between new words
and the appropriate innately elaborated concepts. Many have
discussed this and other limitations of such referential theories of language (Tomasello, 2003; Wittgenstein, 1953). Recent work has rejected the referential view of language, and
has instead argued the importance of prediction for developing symbolic representations (Ramscar, Yarlett, Dye, Denny,
& Thorpe, 2010). Specifically, this analysis applies errordriven learning to the problem of determining which cues in
the world to associate with a word, and shows how varying
the structure of information in time elicits different patterns
of association.

Within a predictive framework, words can either be used
as predictors or as predictions. Used as predictors, the words
‘dog’ or ‘wolf’ often predict very similar outcomes: canine
creatures which share many features, and thus error drivensystems will learn quite similar representations for each over
time. In contrast, systems using the appearance of a dog or
a wolf to predict the relevant label will have highly distinct
outcomes (either the label ‘dog’ or the label ‘wolf’). Over
time, these highly distinct outcomes can serve as a useful prediction targets, allowing an error-driven learner to isolate the
diagnostic features (e.g. ‘ear floppiness’) that lead to correct
prediction.
Recently, Ramscar et al. (2010) demonstrated effects of information structure on symbolic learning by training subjects
to learn to name novel stimuli while manipulating temporal
order. We argue that this sensitivity to information structure
is the result of a fundamental aspect of symbols: informationally impoverished, symbols must serve as abstractions
of the things they represent. When learning the symbol’s
many associations with the world, it can be advantageous to
learn these symbols as consequents predicted from cues in the
world, rather than as cues used to predict the world. Such an
effect was found for for participants learning to label various
fribble categories (Tarr, 2000). In the case of fribbles, the
relevant cues consist of a number of discrete features. When
trained to predict from Features to Labels (FL), subjects were
better able to learn the relevant categories, than when trained
from Labels to Features (LF). Modeling suggested that FLtrained subjects improved by learning to use the diagnostic
features to inhibit potentially conflicting labels. In contrast,
LF learning developed a more ‘veridical’ but less discriminative model that represents the relative feature frequencies for
each label. This Feature-Label-Order (FLO) effect suggested
that learning natural symbols is sensitive to information structure. Here, we attempt to explore if such FLO effects can be
found while learning to discriminate the boundaries of continuous dimensions.
Is learning a mapping between continuous exemplars and
discrete labels also affected by the information structure
available at learning? Demonstrating a FLO effect in the
realm of continuous stimuli would reinforce the idea that
prediction is fundamental to symbolic learning and category
learning. However, it is possible that a continuous dimension
would not provide the consistent ‘hooks’ for discriminative
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learning that are present when learning binary features (such
as fribble appendages); without discrete features from which
to generate predictions, the FL advantage could be nullified.
However, based upon cue-competition, we predict that even
noisy continuous features can serve as useful cues, as incremental learning can distill the consistent cues across trials. In
addition, using continuous cues may allow us to learn more
about the FL advantage in category learning: is the advantage
a broad advantage, improving performance across the board,
or will it only boost performance near the category boundary?
By looking at how information structure in the world interacts
with distinctiveness and frequency, we can learn more about
the role of prediction in the learning of natural symbols.

Materials: Novel Shapes
Generation We created several families of novel objects to
be used in novel mappings. Our novel objects were generated from a continuous parameter space by drawing smooth
splines between points on the 2D plane. This technique, previously used by Davidenko (2007) to probe the mechanisms
of face representation, allows one to parameterize a physical
space, interpolating continuously between points. Figure 1
demonstrates the process used to generate the novel shapes.
First, 16 key-points were randomly selected (A), similarly to
the previous face silhouette methodology. The points were
then connected to form a closed shape (B) and beta-splines
smoothed the edges (C). Shapes were then filled to create a
two-tone image (D). Shape ‘families’ were created by ‘morphing’ pairs of shapes together via linear combinations of the
key-point positions. Families were selected by visual inspection, eliminating any unusually distinctive features such as
loops. Pilot studies confirmed that within-family pairs were
more similar than between-family pairs.

regression parameters.
Finally, based upon that calibration, we created a new set
of stimuli whose half-max distance was estimated to have a
same-different discriminability of about 1.5 d-prime, as laid
out at the bottom of Figure 3. This procedure provided us
with a reasonable assurance that discriminability was comparable across families, and that any remaining uneven discriminability could be controlled via counter-balancing.

Experiment 1: FLO Effects with Continuous
Stimuli
Will the temporal order of features and labels influence learning of a continuous dimension as predicted by our errordriven account of learning? Adapting the design from
Ramscar et al. (2010), we undertook an experiment to demonstrate the influence of information structure on symbolic
learning of a continuous dimension.
Subjects were situated in a quiet room in front of a keyboard and monitor, and were instructed to pay attention to the
series of events which occurred on the screen, and that they
would be tested on what they had learned. During the training
section, temporally staggered pairs of items were presented,
with longer blanks between pairs. The primary manipulation
was the order of items during study, either the Features (objects) preceding Labels (FL), or vice-versa (LF). After training, subjects were tested by presenting one shape at a time,
and asking subjects to choose the associated label. (We did
not test the converse (selecting a shape when prompted with
a label) because previous experiments (Ramscar et al., 2010)
did not find effects of congruency between training and testing direction.) In Experiment 1, study order was manipulated
across subjects, such that an individual subject was trained
either entirely in FL or LF order.
Training (FL)

Training (LF)

Testing

wug
wug

or
dax
dax

Figure 1: Individual stimulus generation.
Calibration In order to ensure that subsequent tests were
equally difficult, we attempted to standardize discriminability of each of the families. We tested 20 participants (mean
age of 19.8 years), showing them a series of shapes at 6 levels
of difference from 6 families. Each trial consisted of a pair
of temporally separated and masked objects; subjects had to
respond “identical” or “different”. One-third of trials were
‘same’ trials, where the identical shape was shown twice. The
remainder were ‘different’ trials, adding up to a total of 360
trials per subject. Based upon these data, we constructed estimates of d-prime as a function of parameter distance, and
estimated the level of distance at which discrimination performance (d-prime) would be approximately 1.5 via the fitted

dax

?

wug

Figure 2: General experimental structure. During training,
continuous-featured objects either preceded labels (FL), or
were subsequent to labels (LF). At test, subjects made a
multiple-alternative forced choice.

Methods
Two morph families were selected for this experiment, with
10 exemplars generated at regular intervals from each respective parameter space. The two families were then split into
two categories by first splitting each family at the midpoint,
with one half being assigned to the ‘rare’ frequency condition and the other to the ‘common’ frequency condition.
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Then, the ‘common’ and ‘rare’ exemplars of the two different
families were crossed, resulting in two categories comprising half the exemplars of each family (see Figure 3). Across
subjects, we randomized the assignment of frequency conditions to stimuli, thus randomizing pairings of individual stimuli within categories. Category labels were also randomized.
The disjunctive category structure was used to pit cue frequency against cue diagnosticity, while equating overall label
frequency (as in Exp. 1 of Ramscar et al., 2010).
Sixty-eight undergraduates (mean age of 19.9 years) at
Stanford University participated for course credit or payment.
We instructed subjects to attend to a serial stream of temporally staggered items. During training, subjects were randomly assigned to one of two training conditions: either features were followed by labels (FL) or labels were followed by
features (LF). Each study trial progressed as follows: blank
for 800 ms; fixation for 200 ms; first stimulus for 300 ms (features or labels depending on condition); fixation for 300 ms;
the appropriate paired stimulus (label or features) for 300 ms;
and a final fixation for another 200 ms (Figure 2). Subjects
were exposed to rare exemplars 4 times each (25% of trials),
and common exemplars 12 times each (75%), for a total of
160 trials. Subjects had no other task than to attend to the
serial stream of items. There was one break halfway through
training.
Subjects were then tested on their learning of the pairings
of exemplars and labels. Subjects were presented with a single exemplar, and the two category names, corresponding to
the left and right arrow keys on a keyboard. Subjects were
told to respond as accurately as possible, under no time pressure. Each exemplar was tested 5 times, for a total of 100
trials.

more likely to be correct, and subsequently tested for significance via the Wald z statistic, the ratio of the effect size to its
standard error (Jaeger, 2008).
Exp. 1: Continuous Training Schematic
3

“wug”

“dax”

“dax”

“wug”

Relative Frequency

2
1
0

3
2
1
0

Figure 3: Two stimulus dimensions of 10 exemplars each are
split into two disjunctive categories, “wug” and “dax”. In this
example, the left half of each dimension is rare, and the other
half is common, with exemplars occurring 3 times as often as
rare exemplars. Label frequency is equalized, preventing any
overall label bias. Alignment of categories and frequencies
were counterbalanced across subjects.

Accuracy vs Morph Index (Between Subjects)

Subjects learned the categories relatively well, achieving
76.1% accuracy overall. In Figure 4 we see accuracy of activation plotted against morph index, grouped by study order and frequency (collapsing the data across item identity,
which is counterbalanced). The curves suggest that subjects
are better at classifying the most distinctive stimuli and that
FL training results in better overall performance. In addition,
it appears that there may be interactions between study order,
discriminability, and frequency. In order to test the significance of these effects, we have binned the data by distinctiveness: the stimuli 3 or more units from the category boundary
are now ‘distinctive’, while those 2 or less are ‘confusable’.
This simplification still captures the general patterns of the
data, but recodes it as a binary factorial design: training order (LF or FL), distinctiveness (confusable or distinct), and
frequency (rare or common). We then analyzed this binned
data using multilevel logistic regression using the lme4 package (Bates & Maechler, 2009), in R (www.r-project.org), with
distinctiveness, study order, and frequency as fixed effects,
and subjects as random effects. Fixed effects are reported in
terms of Log-Odds Ratio (LOR), i.e. a LOR of 1.0 means that
trials in the given treatment condition were e1.0 = 2.7 times
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Figure 4: Exp. 1, Demonstration of FLO effects over continuous stimuli. Data has been collapsed across items, leaving
accuracy as a function of the stimulus dimension, study order,
and frequency. Notice the overall advantage for the FL subjects, and the substantial dip in performance on the rare side
of the category boundary.
As suggested in the un-binned plot (Figure 4), a significant interaction between study order and distinctiveness indicates that FL-trained subjects were much better away from
the category boundary (LOR = 1.01, Wald z = 4.4, p < 10−6 ).
In addition, a significant interaction between training order
and frequency suggests that LF-trained subjects were especially impaired on rare items (LOR = −0.43, Wald z = −2.5,
p < .02), across distinctiveness levels. This finding closely
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matches the original FLO effect experiment (Ramscar et
al., 2010), echoing the difficulty of learning rare LF-trained
items. In addition, there are highly significant main effects of
frequency (a high-frequency performance bias) and distinctiveness (better performance for distinctive items). The main
effect of training order is masked by the various interaction
effects.
These results are generally consistent with predictionbased constraints on symbolic learning. FL trained subjects
seem to be learning the associations better in general, but
may be slightly overweighing diagnostic information near the
category boundary. So far, this data has provided evidence
that learning to map continuous stimuli to discrete labels is
subject to the same informational constraints that are present
when learning more discrete stimuli, and a replication of the
original FLO effect with novel, continuous stimuli. Subjects
trained FL had a general advantage, learning the classification more effectively, along with what appears to be a slight
diagnosticity bias. It also corroborates our understanding of
the mechanism, suggesting that cue-competition from errorbased learning can influence the acquisition of associations
between labels and exemplars.
However, the between-subjects design of this experiment
is open to criticism; it may be that the LF subjects quickly
become less motivated due to the relative difficulty of their
task. When predicting a diverse set of items from a discrete
labels, it is impossible to perfectly predict the exact item that
arrives on any trial. This may be frustrating, and cause subjects to pay less attention. Indeed, the training-order effect is
largest at the most discriminable stimuli, suggesting the worst
subjects may simply not be paying sufficient attention. In addition, the presence of only two labels makes interpreting errors difficult; we can not check our assumption that the two
stimulus dimensions have been learned independently. Errors
could be due to confusion either with items from the same dimension but with the opposite label, or from confusion with
elements from the other dimension. To avoid these and similar shortcomings and criticisms, Experiments 2 and 3 will
replicate the continuous FLO effects in a within-subjects design, mitigating the influence of global attentional effects and
increasing the interpretability of our results.

Experiment 2: Within-subjects training
With the between-subjects design of Experiment 1, we saw
that training condition showed an overall effect on performance. Although this effect is consistent with our errordriven model, it is possible that the difference could be driven
by a global attentional effect, rather than the specific learning
mechanism used. Our experiments so far have used disjunctive categories to explore the differences in learning, pitting
salient and frequent but non-diagnostic information against
less-salient but diagnostic information. The disjunctive categories may help explain the confusion even on relatively distinctive exemplars. In addition, we hope to equalize performance on the most distinctive exemplars across subjects, be-

cause any performance difference at the endpoints makes it
much more difficult to interpret any changes in bias or sensitivity at the category boundary.
In order to improve both the power of the analysis and the
strength of our argument, we moved to a within-subjects design (Figure 5). Subjects were trained to categorize two continuous families: one trained FL, one trained LF. Each family
was split down the middle, and each half was associated with
a novel label, yielding a total of four labels. To ensure we
detect any differences near the category boundary between
training types, we increased training to ensure all subjects
learned the most distinctive items well. To reach this goal,
we gave each subject three training and testing sessions, with
the same items repeated (in a random order) during each of
these three blocks. We did not analyze the progression of
learning across blocks, instead analyzing them as one large
block; the patterns of effects looked consistent across blocks.
In this experiment, we temporarily removed the frequency
manipulation to obtain a minimalist, within-subjects test of
FLO effects. With these changes, the critical questions became: will the FL advantage in learning replicate in a withinsubjects design? After eliminating disjunctive categories?
While training subjects across multiple blocks? The cuecompetition account predicts that the FLO effect should be
independent of these factors; by controlling their influence
we further constrain the space of possible alternative explanations.

Methods
Eight undergraduates (mean age of 18.9 years) at Stanford
University participated for course credit or payment. The
within-subjects manipulation of training-type, fewer counterbalancing conditions, and extended training greatly increased
our power, substantially reducing the number of subjects
needed to demonstrate an effect of training.
The general structure of training was similar to Experiment 1, with the following differences: Each of three training blocks presented both distributions 9 full times each, for
a total of 180 trials total (5 exemplars/label * 4 labels * 9
repetitions). For each subject, one family was learned in FL
order, while the other was learned LF, counterbalanced across
subjects. Individual trials proceeded as in Experiment 1.
At test, subjects were tested on each exemplar 3 times, for
a total of 60 trials per testing block. Testing took the form of
an unspeeded 4-AFC, with one exemplar presented as a cue,
and the four labels presented as alternatives on the screen.
Location of the labels on the screen was randomized for each
subject, but consistent throughout the experiment.

Results
Experiment 2, with the increased power of a within subjects
design, yielded a similar pattern of data (Figure 6), where
FL training once again had a positive effect on performance.
Beyond the strong effect of distinctiveness, a mixed-effect logistic regression of the data (binned as in Experiment 1) reveals a main effect of study order: FL training results in better
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associative learning (LOR = 0.37, Wald z = 2.07, p < .05).
This minimal manipulation supports the idea that learning to
categorize continuous stimuli is constrained by FLO effects.
However, the lack of an interaction between distinctiveness
and training order is problematic for our preferred interpretation: general attentional suppression of the FL condition
could generate this pattern of results. In the final experiment,
we attempt to address this possibility.
Exp. 2: Even-Frequency Training Schematic
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Figure 5: Two stimulus dimensions are split among four labels, with no frequency bias. Training order (FL vs LF) is
manipulated within subjects, between dimensions.
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training generally reduced performance for some unrelated
reason; perhaps words appearing first are less salient than
shapes. Performance could still be reasonably high in both
conditions; trials at the highest discriminability could reach
ceiling, but the difference across conditions could be simply
due to differences in attention. In order to rule this confounding hypothesis out, we need to demonstrate that the representations of the associations have been shaped by the process of
learning. As in the original fribble experiment, differences in
the pattern of bias due to frequency differences can shed light
on the representations being used.

5

Figure 6: Exp. 2, A within-subjects manipulation reveals better performance on items trained FL rather than LF.

Experiment 3: Frequency Distributions
Having successfully demonstrated a within-subject continuous subject FLO effect, we hope to gain insight into the representations that are created by FL vs LF learning by adding a
frequency manipulation (see Figure 5). Experiment 2 demonstrated a within-subjects continuous FLO effect. However,
this main effect of training order is consistent with a couple
of possible hypotheses. While the FLO analysis explains this
effect as a result of cue competition stemming from prediction error in the FL condition, another hypothesis is that LF

Unlike Experiment 1, the frequency manipulation in this experiment did not bias entire halves of each family. Instead,
a sawtooth-shaped frequency distribution was adopted (as
shown in Figure 7). Thus each stimulus family was split
into two halves; on the ‘near’ side, the most frequent exemplar is the one against the border, while on the ‘far’ side, the
most common exemplar is the most distinctive, farthest from
the category boundary. Like in Experiment 1, the overall
frequency of each label was thereby equalized, but in addition, the use of overly confusing disjunctive categories was
avoided.
Eighteen undergraduates (mean age of 19.4 years) at Stanford University participated for course credit or payment.
Training proceeded as in Experiment 2, but with altered frequency profiles. Each training block trained each distribution
6 full times each, for a total of 180 trials total (15 presentations/label * 4 labels * 6 repetitions). The ‘near’ side for
each stimulus dimension was counter-balanced across subjects. For each subject, one family was learned in FL order,
while the other was learned LF, counterbalanced across subjects. Testing proceeded identically to Experiment 2.

Results
To analyze the data, we collapsed the data across stimuli
within conditions. In Figure 8, we see a similar overall pattern of results as Experiment 1. Once again, general learning
performance is high; at the ends, performance is much closer
to perfect; LF may even be overtaking FL at the most extreme morph values. Elements near the category boundary
are disproportionately affected by training order. To quantify
these effects, we again ran a mixed effects logistic regression
on the data (again binned by distinctiveness); this revealed
a three-way interaction between training order, distinctiveness, and frequency conditions (LOR = 1.05, Wald z = 2.08,
p < 0.05). This effect is driven by the disproportionate accuracy of subjects on the high-frequency FL trained stimuli near
the category boundary, suggesting that FL trained items exploit diagnostic features near the category boundary, but that
these critical features are less informative for the most discriminable exemplars. The presence of this interaction provides the strongest evidence yet that the temporal information structure influences the development of representations,
as predicted by our error-driven model of learning.
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Exp. 3: Sawtooth Frequency Training Schematic
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Figure 7: Two stimulus dimensions are split across four labels. In this case, the elements labeled “dax” and “nez” are
in the ‘near’ frequency condition, while the elements labels
“wug” and “kif” are in the ‘far’ frequency condition. This
design will help demonstrate the interaction of training with
frequency information across the distinctiveness dimension.

Discussion
Error-driven learning has been extensively studied across a
variety of disciplines such as classical-conditioning (Pavlov
& Anrep, 1927) and decision making (Gluck & Bower,
1988); successful computational models have been developed
which accurately predict a wide range of experimental findings (Barlow, 2001; Rescorla, 1988). Here, we have extended this powerful model to help understand how symbols
are learned.
Accuracy vs Morph Index (Within−Subjects)
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Figure 8: Exp. 3, Accuracy by training order and frequency.
A significant three-way interaction on the mixed logistic regression suggests a robust FLO effect. Error bars are simple
between-subjects SEM. Analysis of deviance of binned data
results in a significant three-way interaction, driven by the
improved performance near the boundary of the FL trained
items in the ‘near’ frequency condition.

the most distinctive examples was equalized in within-subject
designs. Furthermore, the interaction of training-order, distinctiveness, and frequency in Experiment 3 provides direct
support for our cue-competition account, confirming the intriguing prediction that FL learning tends to distort representations, making them less ‘veridical’, but more useful compared to the ‘naive’ models developed by LF learning. More
generally, these experiments demonstrate that the temporal
structure of information present during learning can shape
representation, suggesting that linguistic representations must
be learned. This work also has more general implications for
categorical learning, suggesting that the simple association
is not sufficient for explaining patterns of learning; competition amongst predictive elements will shape the pattern of
association, a conclusion compatible with previous work on
classification (Sakamoto & Love, 2010).
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We found significant advantages for training subjects to
use exemplars to predict words, even when performance on
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Abstract
We present a novel modeling framework for representing category exemplars and features. This approach treats each category exemplar as a probability distribution over a hierarchically structured graph. The model jointly learns the mixture
of each exemplar across categories in the graph, and a feature representation for each node in the graph, including nodes
for which no data is directly observed. We apply this model
to two distinct types of data: (1) Animal by Feature matrices from the Leuven Natural Concept Database, and (2) documents from Wikipedia. We demonstrate that this model is useful for learning feature representations for nodes in the graph
that are not assigned any data (i.e. for generalization to new
categories). Additionally this model improves the specificity
of feature representations for the nodes with observed data by
explaining away more general features to parent nodes within
the graph. Furthermore, we illustrate that this model is useful
for understanding additional psychological aspects of concept
representation, such as typicality ratings.
Keywords: Concepts; Category Learning; Graphical Models;
Hierarchical Models; Bayesian; Generalization

Suppose you were presented with an unfamiliar concept,
blorg. Despite having no experience with blorgs, if you were
told a blorg is an animal you would know that it eats and that
it breathes. If you were told a blorg is a mammal you would
know that it has hair and births live young, as well as that it
eats and breathes, since mammals are also animals. Finally, if
you were told that a blorg is a dog you would know that it can
bark, as well as that it possesses all of the features of animals
and mammals. Clearly, both the categories to which an exemplar belongs and the hierarchy in which those categories reside carry considerable information about the features of that
exemplar. Alhough some work has been done looking at how
people associate features to a particular category (e.g., Kemp
& Tenenbaum, 2009; Austerweil & Griffiths, 2009; Zeigenfuse, 2010), it is unclear how people learn to associate features to levels in a category hierarchy, particularly when they
must generalize to categories in the hierarchy for which there
is no observed data.
In this paper, we present a rational model of how people
jointly learn to associate features with a particular level within
a hierarchy, and to learn distributed representations of exemplars across this hierarchy. This model begins with feature
representations of exemplars of categories, and the category
structure of the domain to which the exemplars belong. It
learns the features associated with each category within the
structure (even for categories for which there are no exemplars), as well as a distributed representation for each exemplars across multiple levels of abstraction within the hierarchy. This approach differs fundamentally from many other

approaches to modeling hierarchical relationships between
categories in that learns a distributed representation for each
exemplar for a category. Specifically, an underlying assumption behind many such approaches is that an exemplar’s features are inherently tied to only the category to which the
exemplar belongs. This assumption underlies many classical approaches to modeling hierarchical relationships, such as
hierarchical clustering methods (e.g., Shepard, 1980), as well
more recent advances which learn the basic structural form
of these relationships (of which a hierarchy is just one possibility), in addition to the graph itself (Kemp & Tenenbaum,
2008). One notable exception is the approach to distributed
representations of semantic memory proposed by Collins &
Quillian (1969). Although Collins & Quillian (1969) did not
address the problem of learning their proposed representations, and the topic of their paper is somewhat different from
our own, the underlying approach of the model we present is
very much in the spirit of their work.
We apply our model to two highly distinct datasets. First,
using Animal by Feature matrices from the Leuven Natural
Concept Database (de Deyne et al., 2008), we learn featural representations of animals at the species (e.g., DOGS),
animal-category (e.g., MAMMALS), and domain (i.e., A N IMALS ) levels of abstraction (despite there being no data
directly assigned at either the animal-category or domain
level). We then show that the representation of exemplars
as probability distributions across the hierarchy naturally captures psychological phenomena such as an animal’s perceived
“typicality” for a category, which has been shown to be a fundamental property of category representation (e.g., Rosch &
Mervis, 1975). We additionally apply our model to documents from a subset of the Wikipedia category structure, in
order to demonstrate that our approach is applicable to noisy,
real-world data, represented within a more convoluted hierarchical structure that spans multiple domains with a wide
range of category specificity.

A Mixture Model for Representing Exemplar
Features over Graph Hierarchies
In this section, we present a model for learning feature representations for categories using a framework related to the
Topic Model (Blei et al., 2003). The Topic Model was originally presented as an unsupervised learning method for finding low-dimensional representations of text corpora. In psychology, the topic model has been used to explain a number of
phenomena in semantic representation (Griffiths et al., 2007).
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Figure 1: Illustration of our basic approach using a toy dataset
with a simple tree structure and three exemplars a, b, and c,
each assigned to its own leaf node.
The success of the topic model in explaining concepts from
semantic representation suggests that it may also be able to
explain phenomena involving feature representation.
Feature representation holds that concepts are represented
as collections of (usually binary) features (Markman, 1999).
For instance, the concept SNAKES would be a collection of
features such as is an animal, is brown, slithers, has a forked
tongue and is dangerous. Here we use a novel variant of the
topic model, which incorporates information about category
hierarchies, to learn the feature representations of a number
of hierarchically related concepts.
The basic idea behind our model is that, in a hierarchy,
each feature associated with a concept is either inherited from
a concept of which it is an exemplar, or is idiosyncratic to
the concept itself. For example, in the hierarchy A NIMALS
→ M AMMALS → D OGS, the features of an exemplar of a dog
could be attributed to the fact that (1) dogs are ANIMALS—
as with the feature “breathes”, (2) dogs are MAMMALS—as
with the feature “has hair”, and (3) dogs are DOGS—such as
the feature “barks”. Our model uses the features assigned
to exemplars of the concept DOGS and other animals to resolve both the features of the concepts at various levels of
abstraction (e.g., DOGS, MAMMALS, and ANIMALS) and the
degree to which each exemplar’s features are inherited from
each concept. In the remainder of this section, we first present
a conceptual description of our model, and then formalize this
in a hierarchical bayesian framework.
Conceptual Description of Approach Consider the illustration shown in Figure 1, showing a simple hierarchy of concepts. Suppose that we know the structure of this hierarchy,
but are only given the sets of features for the three shaded
nodes corresponding to the exemplars a, b, and c. Despite
the fact that we have no information about the unshaded category nodes, intuitively we ought to be able to make reasonable guesses about their features. Specifically, we might assume that a, b and c, derive some of their features from each
of their ancestors. This would mean then that the category
{a, b}, the parent of exemplars a and b, possesses all of the
features that are common to a and b. Additionally, the category {a, b, c} would possess all of the features that are shared
by its two children, the categories {a, b} and {c}, the features
that are shared by all of a, b, and c. This would allow us to
infer feature representations for the unshaded ancestor nodes.
We need now to represent exemplars a, b, and c in a way

that allows us to make use of the information contained in the
hierarchy shown in Figure 1. We do this by assuming that the
features we observe in an exemplar are a mixture of features
from its parents and its own idiosyncratic features. For example, the features of exemplar a are a mixture of features from
categories {a, b, c} and {a, b} and a. Modeling an exemplar
in this way allows us to learn the features of the unobserved
categories {a, b, c}, {a, b}, and {c}, as well as the degree to
which each category contributes to the representation of each
exemplar. Inference for this problem involves jointly learning
featural representations for all nodes in the graph and the the
mixture weights of all exemplars.
Formal Model Description In this section, we present the
details of the approach we outlined in the previous section.
We begin by formalizing the model in terms of the graph presented in Figure 1, and then extend this description to a model
for an arbitrary graph structure. In the graph in Figure 1, we
have C = 6 nodes: a, b, c, {a, b}, {c} and {a, b, c}. To
each of these nodes in the graph (ci ) we associate a multinomial distribution over the V unique features present in the
dataset. Each exemplar in our model (dj ) is represented by a
probability distribution θj over a subset of the C nodes in the
graph. Note that each exemplar has an associated concept in
the graph and that each concept has an associated node in the
graph.
In order to exploit the hierarchical nature of the graph, we
assume that each exemplar is a distribution over the nodes
to which it was originally assigned (which is observed data),
as well to all of the ancestor nodes of those nodes. So,
for example, an exemplar d that was assigned to node a in
the graph is represented by a weighted distribution (θd ) over
the node a and its two ancestor nodes, {a, b} and {a, b, c}.
Each of these three nodes is represented by a multinomial
distribution φ· over features xi=1,...,V . Given these exemplar’s distribution over nodes, as well as the nodes’ distributions over features, we can express the features of exemplar
P d as a weighted sum of the these three nodes: p(xi |d) ∝
nodes p(xi |φnode ) × p(node|θd )
We now generalize this to an arbitrary hierarchical graph
structure, where C is the number of unique nodes in the graph
and the j th node is represented by cj . Each node c is a V dimensional multinomial distribution φc over the set of V
available features. For exemplar d, we observe both the vector of feature counts x(d) as well as the initial assignments
of the exemplar to one or more nodes c(d) . We extend the
set of initial node assignments for exemplar d to be the set of
Assigned + Ancestor nodes, c(d) , where we distinguish the
complete set of nodes associated with j from the observed
node assignments by putting the observed set in bold. Each
exemplar is associated with a multinomial distribution θd over
c(d) . The random vector θd is sampled from a Dirichlet distribution with hyper-parameter α(d) , where α(d) is a vector
with dimension equal to the number of nodes in the set c(d) .
Given a hierarchical graph structure, and the set of observed features and node-assignments for each exemplar, the
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Figure 2: Model illustrated using graphical model notation
generative process for this model is:
1. For each node c ∈ {1, . . . , C}, sample a multinomial distribution
over feature-types φc ∼ Dirichlet(·|β)
2. For each exemplar d ∈ {1, . . . , D}
(a) Sample a multinomial distribution over the set of nodes c(d) ,
θd ∼ Dirichlet(·|α(d) )
(b) For each feature i ∈ {1, . . . , NdX }
i. Sample a node zi ∼ Discrete (θd )
(d)
ii. Sample a feature xi ∼ Discrete (φzi ) from the node c =
zi

This model is presented using graphical model notation in
Figure 2.

Experiments
We applied our model to two datasets: (1) A set of animalfeature matrices from the Leuven Concept Database, and (2) a
set of documents extracted from a subgraph of the Wikipedia
category structure. Despite the very different nature of these
datasets, the model is perfectly applicable in both cases.
However, for clarity, we describe below two of the major differences between these datasets.

Applying Model to Animal by Feature Matrices

Datasets In the Leuven Animal Concept Database, features
are counts of animal features from an Animal × Feature matrix 1 . In the case of the Wikipedia dataset, these features are
counts of words from a Document × Word matrix. In the
Leuven Concept Database, the exemplars correspond to the
129 unique animals in the dataset, whereas in the Wikipedia
dataset, the exemplars correspond to the 10, 432 documents
in our dataset. Furthermore, exemplars in the Wikipedia
dataset could be initially assigned to one or more of the
nodes in the graph, whereas exemplars in the Leueven concept database are put in 1-1 correspondence with nodes representing specific animals (where there is only one exemplar
per node). Note that this 1-1 correspondence between exemplars and nodes–although a notable distinction–does not
comprise a fundamental difference between this dataset and
the Wikipedia dataset. In fact, one could easily imagine a situation in which we have multiple exemplars assigned to some
of the animal species in this graph (e.g., for the node dogs, we
1

could have some people provide judgments about the features
with respect to the breed Rottweiler and others provide judgments about the breed Chihuahuas). Even without this, it is
certainly the case that each of the four subjects who provided
feature judgements had slightly different representations of
each animal species, and we could have used an alternative
representation of the data in which each individual subject’s
judgments were treated as exemplars (but for simplicity chose
instead to use the sums across participants).
An additional substantive difference between the datasets
is in their corresponding graph structures. The Leuven Concept Database of animals can be represented by a simple tree
structure with a single root node representing the broad category A NIMALS. This root node has a directed edge pointing to each of the five animal-categories (e.g., M AMMALS),
and each of these five animal-categories has directed edges
pointing to multiple species within those categories (e.g.,
D OGS)2 . As with the Leuven Dataset, the Wikipedia dataset
we used has a single root note: P OLITICS B Y I SSUE. However, the category structure is significantly more convoluted,
and contains 361 categories with a a much wider range of
subject matter and conceptual specificity across these categories (ranging, e.g., from the broad categories M ILITARY,
and H UMAN R IGHTS to the highly specific categories A NTI WAR S ONGS and T RANSGENDER L AW). Our approach is
nonetheless directly applicable to both datasets.

Note that although the elements of the Animal × Feature matrix
are often treated as bernoulli probabilities, the dataset itself actually
consists of counts, corresponding to the the number of times each
feature was assigned to each animal across four participants.

We applied our model to the Type II matrices of the Leuven
Concept Database. An illustration of these results is provided
in Figure 3. The model learns a probability distribution over
features for all exemplars (i.e., leaf nodes) in the database, as
well as for the five Animal-Category distributions (e.g., Mammals) and the root node, “All Animals”. The top eight most
likely features learned by the model are shown for all of the
category-level and the root-level nodes. Due to space constraints, we do the same for only six of the 129 total animallevel distributions that were learned.
Note that there was no observed data for the category-level
or root nodes. These distributions were all learned by the
model by assigning the common features among child nodes
to the parent nodes. Note that these Category-level representations are quite easily interpretable, and in fact (for the most
part) provide excellent definitions of these classes of animals.
For example, in four out of five of the category-level distributions, the feature that defines the category itself (e.g., “is a
bird”), is among the most likely features at the category level.
And, even ignoring these definition features, the distributions
are typically the standard lists of what we are taught about the
categories in general (e.g., for Birds, the fact that they have
wings, two feet, a bill, lay eggs, and have feathers).
2
Although the Leuven Concept Database does not explicitly provide this graph structure; instead it provides five disjoint two-level
trees with animal-categories as the roots and species as the leaves.
However, it is implied that the animal categories can all be treated
as sub-trees within an overall graph for A NIMALS
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ANIMALS

ROOT

has two eyes
has a head
has eyes
is an animal
lives outdoors
has a tongue
lives in the open air
lives in nature

EXEMPL
LAR

CATEGORY

FISH
is smooth
is slippery
doesn't live on land
has fins
can swim
has gills
breaths under water
lives in water

BIRDS
has wings
has two paws
has a bill
is a bird
lays eggs
has feathers
has two wings
has legs

.015
.015
.015
.015
.015
.015
.015
.015

MONKEY

MAMMALS

.053
053
.053
.053
.053
.052
.051
.051
.044

can fly
sleeps upside down
lives in caves
associated w/ vampires
inspiration for Batman
nocturnal animal
lives in the dark
has wings

INSECTS

mammal
does not lay eggs
lives on land
has teeth
has four paws
has fur
has legs
has a tail

.016
.016
.016
.016
.016
.016
.016
.015

BAT

predecessor of humans
eats bananas
swings from tree to tree
resembles humans
is funny
can be taught tricks
crawls up trees
is smart

.018
.018
.018
.018
.017
.017
.017
017
.016

PIG
.062
062
.062
.062
.062
.062
.060
.057
.046

lives on land
lays eggs
is an insect
is light
lives in Europe
is not very big
is small
is found in Belgium

.026
.026
.026
.026
.026
.022
.020
.019

REPTILES

GIRAFFE

curly tail
when small piglet
pig nose
stands in the stable
is tasty
is pink
makes sound like grunt
has a pungent smell

COW

has a long neck
yellow with brown spots
eats leaves from trees
yellow
eats from flowers
striped
family of the horse
is specked

.069
069
.069
.069
.066
.061
.052
.052
.040

lays eggs
lives on land
has teeth
is a reptile
has four paws
is green-brown
is cold-blooded
crawls

.015
.015
.015
.014
.014
.014
.014
.014

.135
135
.121
.117
.064
.037
.031
.029
.019

.023
.021
.019
.019
.016
.015
.015
.014

BEAVER

has an udder
moos
stands in the stable
small cows are calfs
has several stomachs
stands in meadows
used in agriculture in…
chews the cud

.054
054
.054
.054
.054
.054
.053
.051
.050

rodent
builds dams
lives nearby the water
flat tail
gnaws on everything
has gnawing teeth
loves wood
lives on land and sea

.086
086
.086
.070
.064
.064
.064
.064
.061
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CORRESPONDING MIXTURE PROPORTIONS ACROSS LEVELS IN HIERARCHY

Figure 3: Illustration of our model applied to Animal × Feature matrices from the Leuven Concept Database. The eight highestprobability features are shown for the root node A NIMALS, all second-Level Animal-Category nodes, and six exemplars from
the category M AMMALS. Below each exemplar we present its probability distribution over levels in the graph.
The only case in which the definition-feature doesn’t appear in the top eight features is for the category F ISH, in
which the feature “is a fish” was the twelfth most likely feature learned by the model. Interestingly, this may be due to
the fact that there were numerous misclassifications of watermammals (specifically, Dolphins, Whales, and Orcas), to the
Fish category. Thus, because several of the exemplars used
to infer the features for fish were not fish, but did have many
fish-like features (such as “is smooth” and “doesn’t live on
land”), these were the features that were pushed to the top.
We show a subset of six of the exemplars for the “Mammals” category. You can see that the category-level features,
which are shared amongst all Mammals, do not appear with
high-probability for the exemplar level distributions. This is
because the common features are explained away (and captured at the category-level distribution for Mammals). Instead, the features that are highly likely are the features which
best distinguish the exemplars from other mammals. For example, the distribution for bat puts high probability on many
features relating to the fact that it is an unusual case of a flying
mammal. What these exemplar-level distributions intuitively
capture are features that might be most informative hints in

a guessing game, conditioned on the fact that the guesser already knows the fact that the animal is a mammal.
Relationship Between Model Representation and Animal
Typicality The general purpose of the previous experiment
was to examine some of appealing features of modeling concepts using a distributed representation across a graph hierarchy. Namely, (1) that this approach can be used to generalize
from specific exemplars to higher-level categorical representations, and (2) that it increases the specificity of the features
represented at lower levels of the hierarchy by explaining
away common features to higher categories. This approach
was not conceived directly as a means to predict additional
types of data, such as similarity ratings or typicality ratings.
However, if our approach is to provide a useful framework
for understanding how people represent categories, it is important to connect it with such types of data (for this paper,
we restrict our analysis to typicality ratings).
One thing which falls directly out of the model is the extent to which each animal provides a good representation of
each category. Specifically, the relative probability of the
category-level node, given each animal exemplar, provides a
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FISH

orca (22)
whale (21)

BIRD

penguin (30)
ostrich (29)
vulture (18)
pelican (25)
duck (22)
eagle (12)
swan (26)
owl (16)
falcon (14)
parrot (19)
stork (20)
heron (17)
seagull (08)
dove (04)
peacock (27)
turkey (28)
rooster (24)
chicken (21)
pheasant (23)
cuckoo (15)
woodpecker (10)
swallow (05)
magpie (06)
crow (09)
robin (03)
parakeet (13)
canary (11)
sparrow (01)
chickadee (07)
blackbird (02)

R = 0.745
P = 0.000

dolphin (23)
shark (20)
piranha
i h (16)
goldfish (02)
sperm whale (18)
squid (19)
swordfish (17)
flatfish (14)
eel (08)
ray (12)
carp (09)
pike (06)
salmon (01)
stickleback (15)
anchovy (13)
sardine (10)
plaice (11)
sole (05)
trout (04)
herring (07)
cod (03)
0

0.25 0.5 0.75

P( CATEGORY | EXEMPLAR )

1

0

MAMMAL

bat (30)
hedgehog (28)
squirrel (24)
mouse (15)
beaver (26)
fox (14)
hippopotamus (27)
polar bear (21)
pig (04)
wolf (12)
hamster (16)
rhinoceros (25)
cat (02)
monkey (08)
kangaroo (29)
sheep (05)
dromedary (23)
deer (10)
bison (19)
llama (22)
rabbit (07)
tiger (11)
lion (13)
dog (01)
giraffe (20)
zebra (18)
elephant (17)
donkey (09)
cow (03)
horse (06)

R = 0.727
P = 0.000
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R = 0.544
P = 0.002
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butterfly (19)
worm (23)
bee (05)
grasshopper (06)
leech (26)
spider (16)
ladybug (10)
bumblebee (11)
cricket (13)
dragonfly (21)
caterpillar (20)
moth (15)
wasp (04)
cockchafer (17)
flee (22)
louse (24)
wood louse (14)
centipede (18)
horsefly (12)
earwig (25)
beetle (07)
ant (03)
cockroach (08)
mosquito (02)
fruit fly (09)
fly (01)
1

P( CATEGORY | EXEMPLAR )

0

REPTILE

R = 0.362
P = 0.069

R = 0.425
P = 0.062

turtle (18)
toad (19)
frog (17)
tortoise ((05))
dinosaur (15)
chameleon (13)
gecko (09)
blindworm (20)
lizard (01)
salamander (11)
iguana (06)
monitor lizard (14)
viper
p ((04))
snake (02)
crocodile (03)
python (08)
caiman (16)
cobra (12)
alligator (07)
boa (10)
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1

P( CATEGORY | EXEMPLAR )
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Figure 4: All animal exemplars and category-goodness rankings (in parentheses) for each animal-category, sorted according to
the p(Category|Exemplar) assigned by our Model.
natural measure of how typical the animal is of the category.
To compare this with human judgments, we used the “goodness rankings” of each animal, which was collected as part of
the Leuven Concept Database. For our analysis, we averaged
across the rankings of the 20 participant rankings within the
database to create a single ranking, and then rescaled all values from zero to one so that all categories of animals would
have the same range of scores. We then compared these values with the mixture weights that the model assigned to each
exemplar at the A NIMAL C ATEGORY level of the hierarchy
(i.e., the p(Category|Exemplar)).
The relationship between the p(Category|Exemplar) and
the typicality scores is shown in Figure 4. For each category, we provide a list of all animals and their corresponding (unscaled) goodness rankings, sorted by increasing
p(Category|Exemplar) learned by the model. By visual inspection, one can see that atypical animals (those with lower
rankings) are assigned less weight by the model than typical animals. For example, Penguins, were ranked as the least
typical animal in the B IRD category, are assigned by far the
least weight by the model at the category level. The most
highly weighted birds, blackbirds, chicadees, and sparrows,
were rated second, seventh, and first most typical out of the
thirty birds in the dataset.
To provide a qualitative measure of how well the model
predictions corresponded to human typicality rankings, we
computed the R2 statistic to measure the correlation between
the p(Category|Exemplar) and the goodness scores within
each category. The correlations were highly significant for
three of the categories (p < .001 for B IRDS and F ISH, and
p = .002 for a M AMMALS), and nearly significant at the α =
.05 level for the I NSECT and R EPTILE categories (p = .069
and p = .062, respectively).

One interesting note is that four water-mammals were actually misclassified in the Leuven dataset as F ISH. Notably,
the model picks up on these misclassifications quite well; the
three least-weighted animals by the model were all in fact
examples of these misclassified mammals (dolphins, whales,
and orcas). Furthermore, the model captures the misclassifications quite well in terms of its featural representations;
the three highest-probability features learned at the exemplar
level for all three of these animals was “mammal”. The reason for this is that when the “mammal” feature is assigned
to an animal that is not in the M AMMAL category, this feature cannot be “explained away” by any of its ancestor nodes
(because the feature “mammal” will have a very low probability in the category-level representations for all non-mammal
categories, as well as for the root category A NIMALS). One
implication of these results is that our model may be useful
for capturing misclassifications in an ontology.

Applying The Model to Wikipedia Documents
To demonstrate that the model we describe in this paper is applicable to real-world datasets, where the categories are less
carefully constructed and features are much noisier, we applied our model to a set of documents from the subset of
the Wikipedia category structure (described previously). In
the Wikipedia dataset, each exemplar is a document, and the
features of each document are the word-counts for that document. Our Wikipedia dataset had 361 concept nodes, where
the root-node was P OLITICS BY I SSUE, and 10, 432 documents which could be assigned to one or more categories.
We present two main results below, showing (1) that the
model is able to generalize to nodes for which there is no
directly-assigned data and learn a reasonable feature representation for these nodes, and (2) that the model improves the
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Figure 6: Comparison of our model representation of the category M ILITARY S CANDALS with a similar model that does not
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Figure 5: Top: A small subgraph of our Wikipedia dataset.
Bottom: The most most likely features learned for three categories which had not been directly assigned any documents.
specificity of these feature representations when compared
with a “flat” version of the model which does not account
for the graph hierarchy 3 .
Generalization to nodes with no data Figure 5 illustrates
the ability of our model to generalize to nodes with missing data. In the top panel, we show a small portion of the
subgraph, highlighting a node to which no documents were
assigned. However, since there were many descendants of
this node which contained data, common words from these
descendants were explained away to this node. The bottom
panel of this figure shows the most likely words for this node
and two additional nodes which had no documents directly
assigned to them. Looking at these distributions, one can see
that the model comes up with reasonable distributions over
features for each of these nodes.
Leveraging Graph Structure to Improve Category Specificity Figure 6 illustrates the effect of allowing features to
be assigned to ancestors of nodes to which they are assigned.
In the left panel of this figure, we show a relatively dense
region near the lower levels of the Wikipedia graph, containing the category M ILITARY S CANDALS (highlighted). In the
right panel of this figure, we compare the distribution learned
for the “Flat” version of our model—which only assigns
probability to observed category-assignments—compared to
the distribution learned by the graph-based model. Note that
the high-probability words learned by the graph-based model
are much more specific to the scandals aspect of this category, while the “flat” model has many more words associated
with the military in general. In the graph-based model, these
3
In the “flat” version of the model, features can only be assigned
to the set of observed labels for each document, rather than to the set
of both assigned labels plus ancestor labels.

This paper presented a novel model for representing exemplar
features using distributed representations across a hierarchical graph structure. Using data consisting of Animal by Feature matrices, we demonstrated that this model infer reasonable featural representations for higher-level categories, by
generalizing from the features present amongst the exemplars
of a category. We furthermore showed that the inferred representation of species-level exemplars at the animal-category
level of abstraction closely corresponds to people’s judgements about how representative a species is of a category.
Finally, using our Wikipedia dataset we demonstrated that
this model can similarly perform generalization in a much
noisier, real-world context, as well as improve the specificity
of its featural representation of categories over similar models which do not account for category hierarchies. In future
work, we will explore whether the model can contribute to the
understanding of additional psychological data such as similarity ratings.
Acknowledgements We thank our three anonymous reviewers for their helpful comments.
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Abstract
Interactions between number and space, exemplified by the
SNARC (Spatial-Numerical Association of Response Codes)
effect, are often taken as evidence for a privileged spatial
representation of number. Naturally, research on the spatial
representation of number has typically focused on spatial
tasks. But in order to make inferences about numerical
cognition more generally, one must take care to tease apart
spatial mental representation from spatial action. The present
study asked participants to judge the relative magnitude of
numbers, and to respond by producing sounds of different
pitches. There was a significant interaction between pitch and
number magnitude, analogous to the interaction between
space and number: participants were faster to produce “high”
pitches in response to “high” numbers. Moreover, the strength
of this effect was unrelated to the strength of the traditional
SNARC. We argue that these results undermine the privileged
status of space as a representational substrate for number.
Keywords: number; pitch; SNARC; spatial representation.

Introduction
Number and space are intimately connected. For instance,
Dehaene and colleagues (1993) found that participants are
faster to classify smaller numbers when responding in left
space, but faster to classify larger numbers when responding
in right space—the so-called Spatial-Numerical Association
of Response Codes, or SNARC. Research over the past two
decades has confirmed automatic, unconscious interactions
between number and space (see Hubbard, Piazza, Pinel, &
Dehaene, 2005 for a review). In order to account for this
effect, some researchers have posited the existence of a
mental number line (e.g., Dehaene, Piazza, Pinel, & Cohen,
2003), a directed spatial representation of number with
smaller numbers associated with left space, and larger

numbers with right space. On this account, the SNARC
effect falls out of this spatial representation of number.
Space has been argued to play a similar representational
role for other conceptual domains. For example, Rusconi
and colleagues (2006) demonstrated an automatic
association between pitch and space, such that participants
were faster to respond to lower pitches when responding in
lower space, and vice versa—the Spatial-Musical
Association of Response Codes, or SMARC. On the basis of
this pitch-space correspondence, the authors concluded that
the mental representation of pitch, like number, is spatial.
Note, however, that for both the SNARC and the SMARC
tasks, the very nature of the task forces participants to
respond spatially. It is not surprising that experimentalists
have often looked to space as a response medium, especially
when one considers how space is ready-to-hand as a tool
more generally (Kirsh, 1995), well-suited to lending
structure to more abstract domains (Lakoff & Johnson,
1980). As a result, space has become the default medium for
investigating number representation, while other possible
response modalities have been ignored (Núñez, in press;
Núñez, Doan, & Nikoulina, under review). For example,
Treccani and Umilta (2010), responding to claims that
number may not be inherently spatial, suggested that, “in
order to clarify this issue, it would be necessary to evaluate
whether other symbols and/or stimuli conveying ordinal
meaning are equally readily associated with space” (2010, p.
5). But associations between space and other conceptual
domains—time, pitch, etc.—say nothing about the mental
representation of number representation, per se. Inquiring
into the role of space for the representation of number
requires investigating situations where space is not forced
upon the participant as a representational tool.
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Alternate explanations of the SNARC
A few researchers have begun to question whether the
SNARC is best explained by invoking an inherently spatial
representation of number, let alone a directed, unidimensional mental number line (Proctor & Cho, 2006;
Landy, Jones, & Hummel, 2008; Fischer, 2006; Santens &
Gevers, 2006). One alternative proposal, the polaritycorrespondence hypothesis (Proctor & Cho, 2006), argues
that, when performing binary categorization tasks, both
stimuli and the response categories will naturally have a
“polarity,” and response times will be faster when there is a
match between stimuli polarity and response polarity
(Proctor & Cho, 2006). According to this hypothesis, the
SNARC is the result of privileging both larger numbers and
rightward space, and thus assigning these the same
“polarity”—and not to any spatial representation of number.
It’s unclear, however, exactly how this polarity is ascribed.
Another explanation is due to Walsh (2003), whose A
Theory of Magnitude (ATOM) posits a single shared
magnitude system for space, time, and number. Cohen
Kadosh, and colleagues (2008) suggest that the common
cortical mechanism proposed by Walsh could support “any
comparison that can be classified as “more” or “less””
(2008, p. 475). Indeed, Núñez et al. (under review) found
that participants readily map number onto non-spatial
responses, including representations in terms of force and
intensity of vocalizations.
Fischer (2006) notes that the SNARC is likely be related
to one's embodied experience of associating number and
space—whether in writing, grouping objects, or counting on
one's fingers—and not necessarily due to an innate spatial
encoding. He also notes individual differences in and
flexibility of space-number associations. Fischer’s proposal
has much in common with claims in Conceptual Metaphor
Theory (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980), which claims abstract
concepts are structured by cross-domain inferencepreserving mappings, often from a more concrete domain
(e.g. space) to a more abstract domain (e.g. number). The
SNARC effect may reflect a metaphorical mapping between
number and space that emerges through experience and is
shaped by culture (Núñez, 2009). Crucially, a single domain
often has more than one metaphorical conceptualization,
which suggests that the association between number and
space may be one of many possible cross-domain mappings.
Interestingly, even critical work on the spatial
representation of number continues to use experimental
designs in which space holds a place of prominence. For
example, Santens and Gevers (2006) found that participants
responded faster to small numbers when their response was
close to a central reference, and faster to large numbers
when far away. They argued that these results point to a
more general response discrimination effect, rather than a
stable mental number line. While this addresses important
questions about the specificity of the spatial encoding of
number, it does not tease apart the spatial from the nonspatial.

The question remains: Is the connection between number
and space exceptional, or is it one among many crossdomain mappings? In this vein, Landy, Jones, and Hummel
(2008) had participants use non-spatial responses to number
stimuli. Participants made both parity and magnitude
judgments, responding with either a verbal “yes” or “no”.
Participants were quicker to say “yes” to large numbers and
“no” to small numbers. The authors concluded that the
results suggest that polarity correspondence (Proctor &
Cho, 2006) may account for the kinds of interactions that
are observed in the SNARC effect, even when space is not
implicated.

Space, number, and pitch
These results highlight the fact that the pattern of results
found in the SNARC effect is not restricted to spatial
responses. Nevertheless, in many ways space is particularly
well suited to represent other conceptual domains: it’s
multidimensional, continuous, even metrically structured.
Other conceptual and perceptual domains are similarly rich
in structure—such as pitch. The structure of pitch perception
is highly complex (Cohen Kadosh et al, 2008), and like
space, seems rich in representational affordances. And yet
nobody seems to argue for, or even expect, a pitchedrepresentation of number. The present study takes this as its
starting point, and investigates the similarities between
space and pitch as response media during numerical tasks.
In two experiments, participants were presented with a
single-digit number and had to make a magnitude judgment,
indicating whether the number was greater or less than five.
Unlike previous studies in which spatial representation was
confounded with spatial reporting (almost always in the
form of manual response), the present study required
participants to respond via pitch, by producing un-sustained
high or low-pitched “ahs.” If the pattern of results exhibited
by the SNARC is the result an exceptional spatial
representation of number, then either: (i) we should not
expect a selective interaction between response pitch and
number magnitude, analogous to the interaction seen in the
SNARC, or (ii) if we do find such an interaction, we should
be prepared to argue that number is inherently tonal.
However, if the SNARC is but one manifestation of a
more general cognitive phenomenon, then one might even
expect selective interactions between pitch and number.
High and low pitches are often associated with small and
large objects, respectively (imagine a squeaking mouse, a
roaring dinosaur). Alternatively, we use “high” and “low”
for both numbers and pitches, and this learned association
may manifest itself in automatic cognitive processing. In
either case, the observation of a selective interaction
between pitch and number would suggest that participants
are “Seeing Number as Pitch” —the SNAP effect.
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Methods

Results
Seven subjects were removed from analysis due to low
accuracy (< 70%), leaving 44 participants for analysis. For
these remaining subjects, accuracy was quite high for both
tasks: 97% for the spatial response task, and 96% for the
pitch-response task. Incorrect trials were removed for
subsequent analysis.

Participants
51 undergraduates at the University of California, San
Diego, received partial course credit for participating in the
experiment.

Procedure
Participants completed two experiments: a Pitch Response
task, and a Spatial Response task. The experiments were
programmed using E-Prime (Psychology Software Tools,
Pittsburgh, PA, USA). Each experiment consisted of two
blocks of 80 randomly presented stimuli, for a total of 160
trials. Both involved a number magnitude judgment, but
differed in the response modality. The mapping between
number magnitude and required response was changed
between blocks. Blocks began with written instructions,
followed by practice trials, and then 80 experimental trials.
The stimuli consisted of the Arabic numerals 1 through 9,
excluding the number 5, presented visually in the middle of
the screen. Each digit was presented 10 times in each block.
Trials began with a fixation cross in the center of a
computer monitor, presented for 1000ms. Then the number
stimulus was presented in the center of the computer
monitor for a maximum of 3000 ms. Participants had to
judge where the number was greater or less than 5, and
respond by either vocalizing (Experiment 1) or pressing a
button (Experiment 2). Participants were told to respond as
quickly and accurately as possible.
Since we were interested in whether number and pitch
would interact spontaneously, the Pitch Response
experiment was always completed before the Spatial
Response experiment.
Pitch-Response Task: Participants were asked to produce
either “high-pitched” or “low-pitched” un-sustained “ahs”
as vocal responses, spoken aloud into a microphone, for
numbers greater than 5 or less than 5, depending on the
mapping. The ordering of blocks and mappings were
counterbalanced. Before the beginning of each block,
participants were presented with 16 practice trials in order to
ensure they understood the task. Each trial began by playing
a short reference tone. Responses were coded online by an
experimenter blind to the stimuli. During the experiment,
the experimenter sat facing away from the computer and
recorded whether each response was high- or low-pitched.
Spatial-Response Task: Participants also completed the
classic, explicit SNARC task (Dehaene et al., 1993), in
which they had to respond spatially by pressing buttons on a
serial response box: either the leftmost button with their left
hand, or the rightmost button with their right hand. Buttons
were identified by their color (green or red). Participants
were presented with 8 practice trials before each block, and
responses were automatically collected by the computer,
and thus were not coded by an experimenter as above.

Pitch-Response
Median RTs for correct responses were calculated for each
subject, number, and pitch response, following Dehaene
(1993). Next, number magnitude was collapsed across
number pairs, so that 1 was combined with 2, 3 with 4, 6
with 7, and 8 with 9. We conducted a 3x4x2 mixed design
ANOVA, with pitch response (high, low) and number
magnitude (1-2, 3-4, 6-7, 8-9) as within-subjects factors,
and block order as between subjects. Analyses used R
statistical software (R Development Core Team, 2008).

Figure 1: Median RTs in the pitch-response task.The
interaction between Pitch and Number is significant.
There was no main effect of block order or pitch. An
interaction between block order and number approached
significance (F(1,126)=2.56, p=0.058), but is difficult to
interpret. There was a main effect of number,
  
(F(3,126)=27.49, p<0.01, !!! = 0.40), probably driven by the
known Distance Effect, where number comparison is faster
for more distant number pairs.
The only other effect approaching significance was a the
interaction between pitch and number (F(3,126) = 18.67,
  
p<0.01, !!! = 0.31)—the SNAP effect. For numbers less than
5, participants were faster to respond with a low-pitched
response than a high-pitched response (median RTs of
514ms and 585ms, respectively), while for larger numbers,
participants were faster to respond with a high-pitched
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response than a low pitched response (median RTs of
581ms and 515.5ms, respectively). See Figure 1.
These effects were also significant in an analysis of
accuracy. We conducted a 2 (pitch) x 4 (number magnitude)
x 2 (block order) mixed design ANOVA with mean
accuracy as the dependent measure. The interaction between
block order and number was again approaching significance
(F(1,42)=3.18, p=0.08), and the main effect of number was
  
highly significant (F(3,126)=10.19, p<0.01, !!! = 0.20).
The SNAP was again significant (F(3,126)=2.7544, p <
  
0.05, !!! = 0.06).

Spatial-Response
Analysis for the Spatial Response task was similar. Median
RTs for correct responses were calculated for each subject,
number, and left-right response, and analyzed using a 2 x 4
x 2 mixed design ANOVA, with response location (Left,
Right) and number magnitude (1-2, 3-4, 6-7, 8-9) as withinsubjects factors, and block order as between-subjects.

The SNARC effect was again significant (F(3,126),
  
p=0.001, !!! = 0.12).

Comparing Pitch and Spatial Responses
To compare subjects’ performance on the Pitch- and
Spatial-Response tasks, the effects were analyzed using the
regression approach introduced in Fias et al (1996). Linear
regressions were performed for each subject’s performance
in both the Pitch- and Spatial-Response tasks. The
difference in median reaction time (dRT) between response
category (high vs. low; or left vs. right) was calculated for
each subject and number. For instance, the dRT in the Pitch
task was the difference between high-pitched and lowpitched responses for each number. Next, for each subject,
dRT was regressed onto number magnitude. The weight of
the number magnitude predictor can then be used as a
measure of the size of the SNAP or SNARC effect.
Over the 44 participants, the size of the SNAP and the
SNARC effects were significantly different (paired twotailed t-test, t(43)=-3.05, p<0.01). To see if the size of the
SNARC effect was predictive of the strength of the SNAP
effect, they were put into a linear regression analysis with
SNARC size as a predictor. The weight of the SNARC size
predictor did not approach significance (β=-0.015, t(42) = 0.464, p > 0.6, r^2 = 0.005). Thus, there was no evidence of
a relation between the sizes of the SNARC and SNAP.

Discussion

Figure 2: Median RTs for left and right responses for each
digit in the spatial-response task.
There were no effects of block order. There was a main
  
effect of number (F(3,126)=26.10, F<0.001, !!! = 0.38),
again probably driven by the Distance Effect. The only
other effect was a significant interaction between response
location and number magnitude (F(3,126)=8.4667, p<0.01,
  
!!! = 1.8)—the SNARC effect. All other effects were p>0.1.
We also did an analysis on accuracy, using a 2 (response)
x 4 (number magnitude) x 2 (block order) mixed design
ANOVA. The main effect of number magnitude was again
  
highly significant (F(3,126)=16.33, p<0.01, !!! = 0.28).
There was also a three-way interaction between response,
number magnitude, and block order (F(3,126)=4.6628,
  
p=0.004, !!! = 0.10), although this is difficult to interpret.

We investigated the mental processing of number by
extending the SNARC paradigm to a novel response
modality: pitch. Participants had to judge the relative
magnitude of a single digit number, but instead of
responding spatially—as has traditionally been done—
participants responded using modulations in pitch, with
either a high or a low pitched vocalization. If the interaction
between number and space exhibited in the SNARC effect is
truly indicative of an inherently spatial representation of
number, then we should not expect to find analogous
interaction effects for other response modalities. However,
when given the opportunity to respond non-spatially,
participants exhibited exactly such an interaction between
number and pitch—the SNAP (Seeing Numbers as Pitch)
effect. Furthermore, for each subject, the strength of the
SNAP effect seemed independent of the strength of the
SNARC effect.
These results add to a growing body of research that
questions the primacy and stability of an underlying spatial
encoding of number. On the basis of results like the SNARC
effect, researchers have concluded that the mental
representation of number is fundamentally spatial (e.g.,
Dehaene, Piazza, Pinel, & Cohen, 2003), with some going
so far as to posit an innate, directed “mental number line.” If
the SNARC is only one manifestation of a more general
cognitive capacity to think about or represent one domain in
terms of another—as the present results suggest—then this
undercuts any conclusions one might draw about the
primacy of space as a representational medium.
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This is not to deny that space is often used to represent
number. Cultural artifacts that map number to space are
ubiquitous in Western culture, and artifacts such as number
lines—of the material, not mental, sort—are particularly
useful as representational aids during numerical cognition.
But these spatial representations are neither universal nor
eternal, and care must be taken when drawing conclusions
about the underlying cognition that led to their development
(Núñez, 2009). Space, as a ready-to-hand representational
medium, is highly privileged in the creation of concrete
artifactual representations of abstract concepts, number
included. The ease and ubiquity of spatial representation
does not, in itself, entail the fundamentality of space in the
mental representation of number. Recent experimental
evidence has shown that, when given the opportunity,
participants can systematically map number to various
modalities—including intensity of squeezing and amplitude
of vocalization—in ways which show many of the hallmark
features found in spatial representations (e.g., logarithmic
compression), but which also differ in precise ways related
to enculturation (Núñez et al., under review). The ability to
map numbers to a concrete line, therefore, is less
exceptional than it might appear.
Claims about mental representation of number, of course,
are not based on the mere observation of concrete,
artifactual space-number mappings. The discovery of the
SNARC effect suggested a much more fundamental
connection between number and space: fast, automatic, and
unconscious. If number interacts with space even when
relations between number and space are irrelevant to the
task, then this seems to point to some privileged and
fundamental role for space in the representation of number.
However, the reasoning applied to arrive at this conclusion
also applies to the pitch data we have reported here:
Namely, if one takes SNARC data and from it posits that
number is represented spatially, perhaps in the form of a
mental number line, then one must also claim, given the
present results, that number is represented in terms of pitch.
Indeed, the same would hold for any experiment that shows,
like this one, that number interacts with some other response
medium. This seems untenable. Few would accept, without
serious reservations, the claim that the mental representation
of number is, in some fundamental sense, musical. And yet
number interacts with both space and pitch in the same
selective and automatic way.
If the pattern of interaction between number and space is
not exclusive to these domains, but also shows up when
pitch is mapped to space (Rusconi et al, 2006) or when
number is mapped to pitch (the SNAP effect found in this
study), then this points to a much more general
phenomenon. This may be an instance of a general polaritycorrespondence effect (Proctor & Cho, 2006). Or, it may
emerge from strategic problem solving, whereby the
participants opportunistically recruit whatever resources are
at hand, even when those resources are not necessarily
germane to the task (Santens & Gevers, 2006). It could also
be the result of more general magnitude extraction (e.g.,

Walsh, 2003) or of a domain-general capacity to map
between conceptual domains (Lakoff & Johnson 1980).
Regardless of the ultimate explanation, the present
demonstration, that number interacts with non-spatial
domains in systematic and selective ways, adds to the
growing body of research that, at the very least, space is but
one of the resources that contribute to the rich conceptual
structure of number, and that the particular combination of
these resources can vary across cultures and individuals
(e.g., Núñez, in press).
While previous research has looked at how other nonspatial responses interact with performance on numeric
tasks, these have all involved binary responses—such as
“yes” and “no” (e.g., Landy et al., 2008)—which readily
lend themselves to polarity-correspondence (Proctor & Cho,
2006). Pitch, on the other hand, provides participants with a
continuous, graded, directed and experientially-rich
response domain, and thus is more analogous with spatial
representation than with a simple binary choice. That is,
pitch is a rich continuum that may allow people to map finer
distinctions than with “yes” and “no” responses. Such
gradation is unavailable when the available responses are a
priori restricted to two strict alternatives by the very
structure of the response modality, and so could not be
captured in the non-spatial stimuli used in previous
experiments (e.g., Landy et al., 2008). While the present
study also had participants perform a binary categorization,
the possibility exists that participants modulated their pitch
in a manner that corresponds to the increases or decreases in
numerical distance from a central pitch. Though we did not
fully exploit the continuous nature of pitch in the present
study, we are currently investigating whether such nuanced
modulations in pitch occur during the task.
One deflationary account of these results is that the SNAP
effect is the result of the composition of a number-space
mapping (SNARC) and a space-pitch mapping (SMARC),
and therefore is ultimately spatial. Recall that the SMARC
is an association between “higher” pitches and higher space,
and between “lower” pitches and lower space (Rusconi et
al., 2006; Cohen Kadosh et al, 2008). This is unsurprising
given the way we talk about pitch (high versus low) in
English, particularly in the light of research showing that
metaphorical language (e.g., “high pitch”) is often the
surface manifestation of underlying conceptual mappings—
for instance, between pitch and space (Lakoff & Johnson,
1980). Furthermore, the instructions of the present study
included the terms “high pitch” and “low pitch,” and such
spatial terms may have primed a spatial construal of pitch.
Such a “spatial-mediation” account is interesting and
provocative, in that it suggests that cross-domain mappings
of the sort that underlie the SNARC and SMARC effects are
compositional during online, low-level cognition. However,
it is unlikely, for a number of reasons. For one, the SNARC
is notoriously fragile, and can disappear in the face of very
slight priming (Fischer et al, 2010). Even more problematic
are the results of Beecham et al. (2009), who found that, for
each individual, performance on a SNARC task was
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independent of performance on a SMARC task. These
findings are problematic for a spatial-mediation account,
which requires reliable and coordinated mappings between
both number and space, and space and pitch. Moreover, we
found that the strength of an individual’s SNARC effect did
not predict the strength of their SNAP, a surprising finding
if the latter is parasitic on the former.

Conclusion
The present investigation suggests that conclusions drawn
on the basis of observed space-number interactions may be
premature, particularly if those effects are not viewed in the
context of cross-domain mappings more generally. The
current results in no way undermine the robust evidence for
automatic activations of parietal regions involved in spatial
cognition during numerical cognition (Hubbard et al, 2005).
However, they do highlight the ways in which the
pragmatics of experimental design can influence theorybuilding. Experimental designs in which participants
respond spatially are easy to set up and conduct; indeed,
space is particularly salient and ready-to-hand tool for
thinking and acting (Kirsh, 1995). But the jump from the
availability and accessibility of space, to its importance as a
basic domain for the mental encoding of abstract concepts,
is premature until we have documented the ways in which
spatial responses differ from the myriad other ways in
which we can respond. Pitch is but one example—and we've
seen here that already, when compared to pitch, space loses
its singular luster. Rather than speaking directly to the
mental representation of number, results like the SNAP
effect—and the SNARC effect before it—highlight the
ways in which cognition depends on the recycling of diverse
resources (Anderson, 2010). Such assemblages may be more
or less stable, and may increase in stability over time –
whether as a result of enculturation or mere co-activation
(Núñez, 2009). While number and space are certainly
related in interesting and complex ways, the nature of this
relationship may be best investigated by studying the
relationships between number and other conceptual domains
or response modalities—and avoiding snap judgments about
the nature of mental representation.
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Abstract: In naturalistic settings, it is sometimes ambiguous whether or not a particular exemplar exhibits various
properties indicative of category membership. We show that individuals prefer to group exemplars into categories
that have a narrower latent scope – categories that specify fewer unobserved features – to those with a broader scope.
In Experiment 1, participants classified suspects with fewer unobserved features as more likely to have committed
a crime. In Experiment 2, participants were more likely to categorize novel creatures as part of a group that had a
narrower latent scope. Experiment 3 showed that participants were more willing to make inductions about unknown
features based on a narrower latent scope categorization.
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Abstract
SGOMS is a way of scaling up GOMS models to model multi
agent work in complex sociotechnical systems. In particular,
it allows GOMS to handle interruptions, multi-tasking, and
re-planning. West and Pronovost (2009) discussed some of
the theoretical issues around building an SGOMS model in
ACT-R. This paper presents work in progress for two such
models. Specifically, we used ACT-R to create a model of a
worker in a sandwich shop and a model of a commercial
airline pilot. Problems with scaling ACT-R up to the macro
cognitive level are discussed and solutions are presented.
Keywords:
ACT-R,
GOMS,
microcognition,
macrocognition, sociotechnical systems, cognitive modeling.

As Simon (1962) pointed out in his story about the two
watchmakers, when a system gets more complex it is more
likely to be organized in a hierarchical way, especially if the
system has to exist in a noisy environment. In the story, two
watchmakers make identical watches but one goes out of
business will the other one flourishes. The unsuccessful
watchmaker does not have a hierarchical approach to
making watches. Instead he makes a watch in one go, but if
he is interrupted it all falls apart. The successful
watchmaker makes various parts of the watch separately,
and then assembles them together into higher-level parts,
which are then assembled into even higher-level parts, and
so on until the watch is made. If he is interrupted only the
part he is working on falls apart. Because the watches are
popular there are many calls to order them and therefore
many interruptions, which are catastrophic for the first
watchmaker but manageable for the second watchmaker.
SGOMS is a theory of Macro Cognition that is based on
this idea. The argument behind SGOMS is that cognitive
modeling designed to work at the level of psychology
experiments (micro cognition) can scale up to higher-level
tasks where interruptions are common, if additional
hierarchical structure is added. If the system is truly
hierarchical then the micro cognitive processes should not
change when macro level processes are needed for a task.
SGOMS is a theory about what sort of macro level
processes need to be added. Specifically, SGOMS is a
theory of what needs to be added to GOMS modeling (Card
et al., 1983).

GOMS is based on the theory that all expert routine
behaviors and cognitions can be explained using a limited
set of control structures. These are: Goals, Operators,
Methods, and Selection-Rules (implemented as Production
Rules). In addition GOMS assumes that these elements are
organized as Unit Tasks (Newell, 1990). Unit Tasks are a
means of partitioning a task to avoid overloading the
cognitive system (i.e., taking in information too fast) and
downtime (i.e., taking in information too slowly). GOMS
works well for modeling isolated, individual tasks.
However, GOMS does not work well in environments
where interruptions, multi tasking, and teamwork are
common (West & Nagy, 2007). Simon’s (1962) story
suggests that this is due to insufficient hierarchical structure.
SGOMS augments GOMS by adding additional structure
to allow the productive use of GOMS in complex
sociotechnical environments. To accomplish this, SGOMS
adds a higher-level control structure and introduces an
additional constraint on unit tasks related to this structure. In
addition to avoiding overload and downtime, unit tasks must
also be small enough to avoid most interruptions (West &
Nagy, 2007). By adding this constraint unit tasks become
islands of work that will likely be completed without
interruption and where normal GOMS modeling can be
applied.
In SGOMS, control of the unit tasks is accomplished by
planning units. Planning units are higher-level
representations of the work that specify how to use unit
tasks to accomplish a particular part of the task. In our
experience so far, planning units can often be represented as
a list of unit tasks. Planning units can be interrupted,
bookmarked, and restarted; therefore planning units provide
a cognitive mechanism to deal with task interruptions and
multi-tasking.
West and Provnost (2009) characterized sociotechnical
systems as having a tension between sticking to an existing
plan and adapting to unforeseen local circumstances.
Sociotechnical systems require that workers act in a
coordinated way and this frequently involves having a plan.
Planning meetings and briefing sessions are common in the
sociotechnical workplace. However, it is often the case that
workers have to adapt to or work around events or
circumstances that were unforeseen in the plan. According
to SGOMS theory, when a worker is interrupted and cannot
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continue on a planning unit, they use constraint-based
decision making to switch to another planning unit. In an
SGOMS model, each planning unit is associated with a set
of constraints that can change based on events in the
workplace. These constraints include constraints related to
the plan; therefore, a worker can work around a problem (if
possible) without disrupting the existing plan.
Planning units are also theorized to produce a common
ground representation of the task (Klein, 2004), allowing
workers to communicate what they are doing or to instruct
others using the planning unit names. That is, planning units
are meant to represent the level at which the cognitive
representation of the work becomes shared. However, this
does not imply that everyone’s planning units would be the
same; instead it would depend on their role in the planning
unit. For example, a pilot and an air traffic controller might
share a planning unit names for various parts of the landing
sequence, but the contents of these planning units would not
be the same.

ACT-R and GOMS
GOMS models are often implemented in ACT-R
(Anderson & Lebiere, 1998). The reason for this is that
there are similarities between ACT-R and GOMS, and
ACT-R is capable of expressing all of the functionality
needed for GOMS modeling. In fact, it is arguable that a
GOMS model represents the simplest and most direct way
to express something in ACT-R. However, it is important to
note that ACT-R has more functionality than GOMS (the
biggest difference being that ACT-R can learn) and that
ACT-R has a detailed sub symbolic model for each type of
functionality, which GOMS does not have. Therefore,
expressing a GOMS model in ACT-R means adopting
specific ACT-R assumptions defining the sub-symbolic
systems. This is important to note because expressing a
GOMS model in a different architecture could result in
important differences.
It is also important to note that there are different versions
of GOMS. The four most well known systems are the
original version of GOMS, known as CMN-GOMS (Card et
al., 1983); the keystroke level model, KLM (Card, Moran &
Newell, 1980); NGOMSL (Natural GOMS Language,
Kieras, 1996); and CPM-GOMS (Cognitive-PerceptualMotor GOMS, John, 1988, 1990). To be clear about the
relationship between ACT-R and GOMS in our model we
defined our GOMS/SGOMS mechanisms in act-r terms.
Please note that these are our definitions and may differ
from definitions elsewhere in the GOMS literature.

Goals
In ACT-R the productions (i.e., selection rules) are triggered
by the content of the buffers, which contain chunks. Chunks
contain a limited number of predicate information bits (e.g.,
isa:dog name:rover color:brown). Productions fire if their if
condition matches the buffer contents. ACT-R has a number
of different buffers to represent the activity of different
modules (e.g., vision, audition, declarative memory, motor,

visual imagery). ACT-R also has a specific goal buffer,
which represents where it is in a task. However, we defined
the goal as the contents of all the buffers, which is the de
facto definition of goals in most ACT-R models. In fact, the
term goal is misleading as all of the buffers, including the
goal buffer, represent the current state of the system, not a
goal that the system wants to achieve. The goal directed
behavior of the system is emergent from the contents of the
buffers and the productions that they trigger

Operators
We defined operators as the lowest level at which a
production in ACT-R can hand off an action to a module. In
ACT-R, once an action has been handed off to a module,
that action can occur in parallel with the actions of
productions, so the level at which an operator is defined is
important. However, there is no firm theory about this.
Instead, judgments about the size of operators are based
mainly on introspection about the task. For example, move
hand to mouse, would be a typical GOMS operator because
intuitively we feel that, in most cases, we do not consciously
guide our hand to the mouse. However, we could break it
down more if we wanted to. For example, I could
consciously choose to guide my hand over the mouse and
then consciously place my hand on the mouse, which would
be two operators. To deal with this we propose that there is
a level of natural operators that the motor system commonly
uses and that, while it is possible to consciously control
actions below this level, it requires a deliberate decision to
do so and does not often occur. In addition to introspection,
research on motor actions should be used to define these
actions.

Methods
In GOMS, methods are sets of actions that are commonly
repeated in a task. In ACT-R, if a set of actions is frequently
repeated in the same order the actions will become
compiled. What this means is that instead of using
productions to retrieve information about what to do next
(typically stored in declarative memory) the compiled
version will consist of productions that directly call each
other in a fixed order and therefore fire ballistically, as a set.
This allows ACT-R to model the process of moving from
deliberate actions to automatic behaviors, although in
GOMS models the learning part is not needed since experts
would be expected to have optimized sets of compiled
productions. Therefore, we defined methods as compiled
sets of productions. This puts a limit on the size of methods
because in order to compile, the sequence must be exactly
the same and must occur relatively quickly. Therefore,
anything with variability or with delays introduced from the
environment will not become a method.

Selection rules
Selection rules in ACT-R are production rules, so this is
exactly the same. However, we found it useful to make a
conceptual distinction between task-related productions, i.e.,
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productions associated directly with the task, and system
production rules, i.e., production rules that implement the
general mechanisms for executing expert behaviors in
complex environments. Although the ACT-R architecture
treats all productions equally, it is the case that productions
can be specific to a task or generic.

Unit tasks
In ACT-R, a unit task is a set of related productions,
including compiled productions, or methods, that call
perceptual, motor, and cognitive operators to complete the
unit task. As in GOMS, unit tasks are about how the task is
divided up

Planning units
We represented planning units as sequentially chained
chunks in declarative memory. Each chunk represents a unit
task and also the unit task that should follow it. A planning
unit is executed by a set of productions that retrieves the
next unit task in a series after the current unit task is
finished. Each planning unit also separately stores a set of
constraints, information about where the agent is in the
planning unit, and information about the task that is nonroutine. These are stored separately as chunks and allow the
agent to judge if a planning unit is appropriate for the
situation, to remember where they were in a task when they
return to it, and to incorporate non-routine information, such
as exceptions in the plan and unexpected events by altering
the chunks.

Constraint based decision-making
The selection of productions in ACT-R is a form of
constraint-based decision-making (i.e., the contents of the
buffer provide the constraints for choosing a production).
However, the time scale for ACT-R production selection
seemed wrong. West and Nagy (2007) found that workers
could spend a considerable amount of time ruminating on
these decisions if the situation was complex. They also
found a lack of uniformity at this level. Our belief is that
this process is, itself, a form of expertise, and not a direct
product of the architecture. In ACT-R terms, this means that
the constraint based decision-making system would be built
out of productions and chunks and could be considerably
different across tasks and across individuals for non-routine
decisions. For example, West and Nagy (2007) found that
network maintenance workers often had to consider a large
number of constraints when deciding how to respond to an
unexpected event. In ACT-R terms this means that the
information needed to make the decision exceeded the
capacity of the buffers to hold it. Therefore, West and Nagy
(2007) proposed that the workers were using memory-based
heuristics to cope with this.

Models
The claim behind SGOMS is that all expert tasks can be
described with these mechanisms. Creating an ACT-R

model of how these processes operate and interact provides
a much more rigorous and testable model. It also provides a
test for ACT-R to see if it has the functionality to scale up to
the macro level. West and Provnost (2009) discussed how
this might be done. However, the key is to actually build
and test models of different tasks. The goal is to show that
our ACT-R model of SGOMS can parsimoniously model
different types of expert tasks, or to falsify it by showing
that this is inherently problematic. To do this we chose two
tasks, working in a busy sandwich/wrap restaurant (located
on our campus) and landing a large commercial jet airplane.
In addition to specifying how to build a model, SGOMS
is also a way of observing and analyzing human behavior.
Essentially, the SGOMS structure specifies what to pay
attention to and what to analyze in order to get the data to
build the model. In turn the model provides an organized,
principled way of understanding the data. The first phase of
data gathering involves the researchers tentatively filling in
as much of the model as possible by reading manuals and
interviewing experts. Later phases involve iteratively testing
and adjusting or amending the model (see West & Nagy,
2007). In this paper we report our progress at modeling data
from the first phase.

Sandwich making model
We began by trying to make a simple model of an expert
sandwich maker working in a sandwich shop. The model
was, on the surface, very simple. The worker could make
different types of sandwiches, work the cash, or clean up
(each of these was a planning unit). However, we
immediately ran into an issue. SGOMS needs to keep track
of a lot of information. In particular, at any given time a
worker knows what planning unit they are in, what unit task
they are in, what method they are doing, and where they are
in the method. While this amount of information can be
placed in a single chunk in the goal buffer, the size of the
chunk is very large and this goes against ACT-R theory.
Therefore, we created a set of goal buffers, with a buffer for
each of the SGOMS levels (i.e., planning units, unit tasks,
methods, and operators). This solution is very similar to
Salvucci & Taatgen (2008) who added more goal buffers to
allow ACT-R to multi-task. However, they added one buffer
for each task, which is different from the way we did it.
These differences are discussed below but here we wish to
note the convergence of opinion that multiple goal buffers
are needed for ACT-R to be flexible at the macro cognitive
level.
A second issue that arose was the need to interrupt unit
tasks with environmentally driven events. This requires that
the system be open to bottom up information from different
modalities (e.g., such as seeing the cheese on the floor, or
hearing something drop). ACT-R is driven by the
production system representing procedural memory, which
can be thought of as a top down system. However, this
system can receive bottom up information from the
environment through the perceptual modules and react to it
by firing a production. For example, there could be a
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production that fires when the auditory buffer contains the
sound of a fire alarm. If this production has a higher utility
it will fire instead of the top down, goal driven productions.
However, using this approach means that the production
system can be interrupted at any point, which creates an
ACT-R programming nightmare. A second, related problem
is what happens when two bottom-up interruptions occur
close together. In this case the reaction to the first
interruption is immediately canceled in order to react to the
second interruption, which creates more chaos. Although it
is possible to use ACT-R in this way, the problems created
suggest that this aspect of the architecture is incomplete.
Our solution to this was to add a module to ACT-R
representing the activity of the amygdala. The amygdala is
widely believed to function as a monitoring system for
negative events (Sergerie, Chochol, & Armony 2008;
Damasio, 1994). However, in order to do this the amygdala
module needed to function in a way similar to the
procedural module. Therefore, we created a second, parallel
production system to model the amygdala. However, the
productions it contains are merely reactionary, with each
production representing something the system finds
alarming. The amygdala module monitors the buffers of the
perceptual modules and if there is a match to a production it
fires and places a chunk in the amygdala buffer indicating a
problem and the modality that detected the problem (so
attention can be directed there). This releases the procedural
module production system from having to react to an
interruption immediately when the interruption occurs.
Under these conditions the procedural module production
system can monitor for interruptions within a cycle of
executing methods and/or operators. Furthermore, by
making the system for dealing with interruptions
interruptible in the same way, further interruptions can be
dealt with by simply updating the representation of the
situation and restarting the system for dealing with
interruptions.
With these augmentations in place we were able to model
the sandwich maker in a robust way so that they could make
sandwiches, respond to unexpected events in intelligent
ways, and work around problems. Although it was a
relatively simple task we required the agent to be able deal
with an interruption at any point and also to respond
differently to different types of interruptions. As far as we
can see, this would be difficult to achieve without our
augmentations, and the model would certainly be less
parsimonious.

Airplane pilot model
Our second task was to model the landing procedures on a
commercial airliner. Our eventual goal is to produce a
detailed model of the distributed cognition analysis
presented in Hutchins (1995). To start on this model we
used the Microsoft Flight Simulator and the X Plane flight
simulator to gain a basic knowledge of landing procedures.
We also discussed how we were modeling the procedure
with actual pilots. This task was considerably more complex

than making a sandwich and also had more real time
components.
The task fit well into the planning unit/unit task
framework, although we will follow this up by having real
pilots evaluate the model. We found that unit tasks often
reoccurred in different planning units, which was handled
easily and conveniently by our model. However, we also
found that the task involved a lot of monitoring and
adjusting, which is different from a unit task that steps
through a series of procedures towards a goal. For this we
introduced “looping” unit tasks. These are unit tasks that
continuously repeat until they are interrupted. Normally we
think of interruptions as a bad thing, but in this task we
found that task interruptions could function in a positive
way, as a signal to change unit tasks. For example, a voice
coming over the radio can act as signal to monitor the radio.
However, decisions have to be made about how much
information can be handled by the modules processing
bottom up information. For example, we initially thought
the auditory module should monitor the radio for the call
sign of the airplane but our experience with the flight
simulator indicated that novice pilots cannot do this.
Instead, based on our own experience, we had the auditory
module monitor for a voice over the radio, which could
trigger a top down monitoring to listen for the call signal.
The issue of how much intelligence can go into modules
that monitor the environment for information is important as
it can make a big difference in these models. An interesting
question related to this is whether these modules can learn
to handle more, as in the case of an expert, or if the
limitations are fixed.
Our discussions with real pilots also revealed some
differences in terms of the constraint satisfaction process
used to select planning units. West and Nagy (2007) had
found that network maintenance workers often considered
large numbers of constraints and used heuristics to make
decisions. In contrast, pilots often have definite rules or
decision-making schemes. For example, if a pilot is landing
and an incursion occurs on the runway they must switch to
aborting the landing. Because this rule is simple it can be
modeled with a single production rule. Also, pilots are
taught clearer priorities. For example, they learn first to
aviate, then to navigate, and last to communicate. They are
also taught rules for specific instances. For example, on the
last part of the landing they explicitly ignore radio
communications. This finding was consistent with the claim
that constraint satisfaction methods will be task dependent
(West and Nagy 2007).

Multi tasking
As mentioned above, our approach to multi tasking is
similar to Salvucci & Taatgen (2008) in that we increased
the number of goal buffers, but it is also different. One point
that is important to keep in mind is that the Salvucci &
Taatgen (2008) model is not a model of experts or of macro
cognition. The Salvucci & Taatgen (2008) model does a
good job of modeling how people learn to multi-task in lab-
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based situations. We have no story about learning; instead
we based our model on the broader requirements of
performing complex tasks in busy environments. In
Salvucci & Taatgen’s (2008) model, each task gets one goal
buffer. This allows switching between tasks without loosing
track of where you are in the task. Salvucci & Taatgen
(2008) also use a greedy polite resource-sharing model,
where resources are the modules that receive instructions
from the procedural production system. Greedy means that
task productions will take over a module if it is available
and needed. Polite means that if one task is controlling a
module, when it is finished it will not re-take it, but instead
will let another task use it.
As Salvucci & Taatgen (2008) note, there are other
models of multi-tasking with different abilities. These
include the ability to delay, interrupt, and prioritize (Freed,
1998), the ability to direct multi-tasking using schemas
(Norman and Shallice, 1986), and the ability to adapt to
constraints (Howes et al., 2004, 2007). Essentially our goal
was to develop a model that could do all of these things.
However, we also made things easier for ourselves by
focusing only on experts, thus ignoring the problem of how
people learn to do these things. Our way of doing this was
to use the ACT-R production system and the ACT-R
declarative memory system to build a hierarchical control
structure based on SGOMS. Within this hierarchy, multitasking can occur in different ways.
At the level of switching planning units, multi-tasking
involves a constraint-based decision each time the task is
switched. However, if the there are simple rules for this, as
sometimes occurs with pilots, the switch can be achieved by
a single production rule and is therefore quite fast. The more
complex the constraint based decision process, the longer
the decision would take. As noted above, we believe that the
constraint based decision process is specific to the task.
Multi-tasking can also take place within a planning unit.
This could occur if a planning unit required two or more
distinct tasks to be completed. This could involve using a
deliberate schema for switching between the unit tasks
associated with each of the tasks. In the simplest case, this
could be expressed by the order of the unit tasks in the
planning unit.
Finally, multi-tasking can take place within a unit task if
the multi-tasking is a normal routine part of the unit task. In
this case we would expect the multi-tasking to be managed
by productions in the unit task in a way that is appropriate to
the task. The question of what happens below this brings up
an interesting question, which is, when does something
cease to be multi-tasking and become a single task?
Methods involve coordinating different activities, as do
operators, so really we are always multi-tasking.

Micro versus Macro
Psychology experiments are designed to get at micro
cognitive processes and to avoid the influence of macro
cognitive processes. To do this, experiments often involve
abstract and artificial tasks. This is useful and good because

it allows us to get at the micro mechanisms that underlie
macro level behavior. Salvucci & Taatgen’s (2008) model
of multi-tasking is a good example of a micro theory. It is a
way of understanding and experimenting on some of the
factors that underlie real world task switching. SGOMS is a
macro level theory. It is aimed instead at understanding how
real world multitasking can be understood in the context in
which it occurs.
In our view the macro and micro levels should be
complementary. For example, consider someone making a
cell phone call while driving, if it is the first time they have
done this then they are not experts, SGOMS does not apply,
and the Salvucci & Taatgen model would be a good choice.
However, if they frequently and routinely socialize on the
cell phone while driving (e.g., some taxi drivers) then
SGOMS predicts that they could have acquired expertise at
switching between their planning unit for driving and their
planning unit for socializing via cell phone. This would take
the form of a more sophisticated understanding of the
constraints involved in phoning and driving.
Alternatively, consider a husband who picks up his wife
everyday from a busy downtown office building where there
is no stopping allowed. To get around this he uses his cell
phone to call her just before he gets there so she can come
out, but otherwise he does not use the cell phone in the car.
In an SGOMS model the cell phone call and the driving
would be part of the same planning unit – picking up his
wife. Because there is no switching between planning units
SGOMS does not predict the use of constraint based
switching, instead SGOMS predicts the use of rules specific
to that situation (e.g., phoning when in a particular merging
lane that is always slow). However, in all cases, the micro
cognitive bottlenecks for resource allocation that underlie
the Salvucci & Taatgen model, and ACT-R in general,
would still apply. SGOMS is a theory of what else may
apply in specific contexts. In other words, it is a way of
scaling up micro cognition to macro cognition.
In terms of buffers, Salvucci & Taatgen (2008) use
different buffers to represent the goals of different tasks
whereas we use different buffers to represent different levels
of information about the task. As noted above, the most
important thing is the consensus that a single goal buffer is
not enough. If we were to allow for multiple buffers the
most natural place would be within planning units to
represent different unit tasks.

Conclusion
We have reported our progress so far in building two
SGOMS models of very different tasks. Building the models
is part of the SGOMS process, which involves iterating
between model building and gathering real world data. The
claim of SGOMS theory is that one cognitive framework
can be used to model all expert behavior. To test this and to
make SGOMS more specific we want to try SGOMS on
many different tasks. So far, we have not found a task that
cannot be easily accommodated by the SGOMS structure.
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In terms of implementing SGOMS in ACT-R, two issues
were found. The first was the need for a hierarchical goal
structure instead of the single goal buffer that ACT-R uses.
However, it is important to note that the extra buffers are to
keep track of activity within disruptive, multi-agent
environments and are not needed to model Psychology
experiments, which almost always involve simple, isolated
tasks. The other thing we found was the need for a system to
evaluate bottom up information. We created such a system
by modeling the amygdala as a production system, with the
caveat that it can contain only simple, reactive productions.
Something like this is needed to allow the ACT-R
procedural memory production system to deal with bottom
up interruptions, otherwise, in a noisy environment, the
procedural memory production system would be constantly
interrupted in order to evaluate bottom up information.
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models procedural memory as a production system.
Specifically, procedural memory contains production rules
(i.e., if/then rules). Communication to and from the
Procedural Module is managed by a system of buffers (see
figure 1) and “chunks”. Chunks in ACT-R are short lists of
predicated information. For example a dog could be
represented by the following chunk:

Abstract
Cognitive modeling typically predicts the externally
observable results of tasks and psychological experiments
such as participant reaction times and error rates. To
understand better the neural processes associated with
cognition and behavior, it is necessary to model the internal
processes. In this paper, we present a method of building a
cognitive model of a simple visual selective-attention task, so
that the brain electrical activity observed during the task can
be simulated. Processes in the model were assumed to
generate electrical dipoles in the brain and were found to
provide an accurate fit to experimental data.

Isa:dog
Name:Fido
Color:brown
Size:large

Keywords: Cognitive model, EEG, ERP, dipole.

Introduction
This paper describes ongoing research into building
cognitive models of internal mental processes and using
measurements made of electroencephalographic (EEG) data
to validate the models. The data for the current work was
obtained from a cognitive neuropsychology experiment,
which measured the visual selective attention of children.
EEG data was collected and analyzed as Event-Related
Potentials (ERPs) to identify sources of electrical energy in
the form of dipoles. These results were then used to build
cognitive models that could reproduce the pattern and
timing of EEG measured.

ACT-R
Cognitive models are computer simulations that attempt to
predict and reproduce the behavior of human subjects in
tasks and psychology tests such as categorization,
mathematics, language, and decision-making. The models
reproduce external manifestations of cognition such as
response times, error rates, and decisions, but until recently
there not have been attempts to link these results directly to
underlying neural structures and events via modeling.
One widely used cognitive modeling system is ACT-R
developed by John R. Anderson at Carnegie Mellon
University (Anderson & Lebiere, 1998). In this architecture,
cognition is considered to arise from the parallel interaction
of several independent modules. However, top-down
processes are directed by the Procedural Module, which is

Each buffer can contain one chunk at a time. Each module
has at least one buffer, such as a visual buffer, an auditory
buffer, or a declarative memory buffer. Modules receive
instructions from their buffers and place the results of their
activity into their buffers. Collectively, the buffers can be
thought of as working memory; they can also be thought of
as representing the current context of the task. Productions
“fire” when their if condition matches the contents of the
buffers. The then part of the production then alters the
content of the buffers. Productions can only fire one at a
time and each production takes 50 msec. Each module
contains functions to determine how long it takes to return a
result. For example, if a production places a request for a
specific memory from the Declarative Memory Module the
results will be delivered sooner if the memory is stronger.
Therefore, ACT-R makes strong timing predictions about
internal events.

Module Localization
This paper defines the term “module” as a function localized
to an area and linked with a process in a task. This is distinct
from Chomsky’s language modules or Fodor’s domainspecific modules, but is similar to Kosslyn’s (1994)
generalization. There has been considerable research using
functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) to link the
activity of the ACT-R modules to specific brain areas with
results available on the ACT-R website (Anderson et al,
2011). The best estimates for the module locations are listed
in Anderson (2004) while the functions of these brain areas
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are described in Anderson (2007). For example, the caudate
in the basal ganglia acts as the central coordinator of
productions, the hippocampus controls declarative memory,
while the anterior cingulated cortex controls attention to
conflicting stimuli. Frontal cortex supports declarative
memory, while visual processing takes place in the occipital
lobe with further processing in the parietal (see Figure 1).

distance from it depending upon its strength and orientation.
A given section of the brain can have several thousand
neurons all oriented in the same direction and firing
together. This could be a cortical column, a nucleus in the
lower structures, or a ganglion in the basal ganglia. These
neurons produce a potential, of the order of microvolts,
when they fire, which is measured in scalp electrodes as
EEG (see Onton and Makeig, 2006, for a similar approach).

Experiment
An experiment was conducted with child participants, using
a simple interactive technique to measure their attention.
EEG measurements were made and used for estimating the
parameters of a cognitive model.

Method

Figure 1: The organization of information in ACT–R 5.0.
In terms of localization, the use of fMRI is ideal.
However, fMRI is too slow to detect events directly within
the ACT-R time frame. Instead, Anderson estimates the
BOLD (Blood Oxygen Level-Dependent) response from the
time course of module activation (Anderson et al, 2003).
However, this approach still requires a time delay mismatch
between recorded activation and cognitive processing of
several
seconds.
In
this
paper
we
use
electroencephalography (EEG) with its superior time
resolution (milliseconds) for similar purposes.

Participants Thirteen children (nine boys, four girls) aged
from four to nearly seven attending daycare or preschool
were recruited to take part in a selective-attention task.
Subjects were excluded if they had known or suspected
learning or developmental disability.
Apparatus For each participant, an electroencephalogram
(EEG) was recorded following standard practice using an
electro-cap designed for children by Neurosoft Inc. Signals
were recorded at 1ms intervals from 11 scalp sites and the
nose tip together with vertical and horizontal electrooculograms. All electrodes were referenced to the nose tip
and impedances kept below 5 kOhms. EEG recordings were
made of the participant children while they performed
several blocks of five-minute computerized behavioral
tasks. EEG and response-time data was collected by the
Neuroscan software supplied by Neurosoft.
Procedure For the selective-attention task, the children
watched a computer monitor, which showed a picture every
two seconds of either a duck or a turtle. The method
followed the protocol of Akshoomoff (2002). The children
were told to push a button every time they saw the duck and
not to push when they saw the turtle (fig. 2).

Electroencephalography
EEG is an alternative method of finding the location and
timing of neural events and can provide independent,
convergent results at low cost. Cassenti (2007, et al 2010)
describes work using ERPs, to examine the N100 (a
negative voltage at 100ms) and the P300 (positive at 300ms)
relating these to events of perceptual encoding and context
updating and using their timings to calibrate an ACT-R
model.
The present work used a different approach to determine
whether EEG recordings could be directly linked to the
brain areas associated with defined ACT-R functions.
Specifically, it used dipole analysis to locate areas of the
brain that appear to originate the signals. A dipole is a
physics term for a pair of closely spaced charges, one of
which is positive and the other negative. A dipole can
generate an electric potential (i.e. a voltage) at some

Figure 2: Duck and Turtle pictures and responses/no
responses required.
The duck was shown 25% of the time and the turtle 75%
of the time. The task required that children pay attention to
the target stimulus (duck) while ignoring the irrelevant
stimulus (turtle). Following 12 practice trials, each child
was given 150 trials each. The task typically took 5 minutes
to complete.
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Analysis
The EEG data was analyzed using the software package
EEGLAB from UCSD which runs on the proprietary
MATLAB software (Delorme et al, 2004). Event-Related
Potentials (ERPs) were then derived from the continuous
EEG recordings. Behavioral measures of performance
(accuracy and reaction times) showed that the children
carried out the tasks well achieving an overall accuracy of
90% in pressing the button when appropriate.

Independent Component Analysis
The analysis continued with Independent Component
Analysis (ICA), which is a mathematical technique of
finding sets of separate functions that can explain all of the
measurements in the most efficient way, as maximally
independent signals. For example, the three posterior
electrodes were found to react initially together in the ERP,
so this was explained as a single component in the middle of
the occipital area. The FASTICA algorithm was used,
(Hyvärinen, 1998) as it produced the most consistent results.
While the ICA method can calculate location and timings of
components, it cannot estimate an absolute magnitude for
them since there is an inherent ambiguity between the
strength of the component and the attenuation from it to the
measurement point.

Dipole Location
The DIPFIT routine of EEGLAB was then used to estimate
a set of dipoles in the averaged ERP data that would explain
the independent components extracted. Each dipole is
assumed to be a region of cortex where several thousand
neurons act together in parallel so that their combined
electric potential is responsible for the EEG signal measured
at the scalp. The DIPFIT software usually finds one or
sometimes two dipoles for each of the specific regions that
appear to produce the independent components. The
EEGLAB spherical head model with standard coordinates
was selected. For initial estimates, the data was combined
for all of the subjects for both the duck and turtle cases.

blocks that are stable across diverse tasks and can be used to
reproduce results from further tasks.

Electric-Potential Modeling
To model the electrical activity, each module in the
cognitive model was assumed to be generating one or two
dipoles in the locations identified in the dipole-fitting stage.
The module was assumed to produce its electrical energy in
a rising and falling wave. For modeling purposes, a simple
triangular wave was assumed, which peaked in the middle
of the module activity. The resulting potential (voltage) was
then calculated at the surface of the head for each electrode.

Figure 3: Calculating an electric dipole potential.
The effect of each dipole was estimated in the simulation
as follows (see figure 3):
• Calculate the square of the distance r from the dipole to
an electrode using Pythagoras.
• Calculate the cosine of the angle θ between the electrode
and the dipole using vector dot product.
• Calculate the electric potential from the dipole at the
electrode as k.p.cos(θ)/r2, where p is the strength of the
dipole and k is a constant. It is not necessary to know the
value of the constant since relative magnitudes are used in
the model.
Adding the potentials from all of the dipoles produced an
estimate of the ERP signals at each electrode. The resultant
estimates were then compared with the experimental
measurements.

Cognitive Model

Results

The next stage was to create a model that reproduced the
average ERP activity measured across participants. An
ACT-R model of the process would, at the minimum,
predict that the visual module (occipital) would be activated
by the displayed picture and would place a representation of
the picture in the visual buffer (parietal). Next, the
representation would be used to retrieve the instruction
about what to do for that animal from declarative memory
(temporal), which in turn would be placed in the declarative
memory buffer (frontal). At this stage of the work, the
model was primarily built to reproduce the electrical activity
measured rather than the behavioral results. This is to
provide a proof-of-concept that can demonstrate that the
method can be used consistently to describe internal neural
activity. The goal is to define a set of process building

Running the ICA routine on the experimental data produced
eight independent components to account for the potentials
measured. For example, a close dipole pair explained the
strong occipital response at 100ms. These were located in
the posterior of the head as expected for visual processing.
The time course of the independent component was
primarily a single spike at 100ms with little activity before
or after. Thus, it could be modeled as a simple spike at
100ms, spread 50ms each side, and zero otherwise.
Following the first occipital response at 100ms, a cascade of
processes formed in the temporal, parietal, and frontal lobes,
plus the basal area over the next 700ms. The independent
components were found to be active only for a short time
each. This facilitated modeling them as separate processes.
The DIPFIT routine had shown that all of these components
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could be accounted for by one or a pair of dipoles. These
were then used as the basis for the modules in the cognitive
model.
To simulate the activity, a computer model was
constructed consisting of eight modules corresponding to
the independent components found. Each module, when it
was activated, was assumed to produce one or two dipoles
lasting for its duration. This was modeled as rising linearly
to a peak and then dropping at the same rate. It was assumed
that the dipoles were generated at the location estimated in
DIPFIT and which were consistent with the standard
locations assumed in ACT-R. The brain regions that the
locations corresponded to were found using the Talairach
database (Lancaster and Fox, 2011). Table 1 lists the eight
processes needed to simulate the ERP signals measured in
the selective-attention experiment. Each line shows one
module in the cognitive model with the source region of one
or two electric dipoles. The times listed are the peaks of
activity of each of those modules. Running the simulation
produced output which closely reproduced the scalp
electrical activity measured in the experiment. The third
column shows the coefficient of determination (R-squared)
of the simulation relative to the experimental data for that
time over the spatial area of the scalp.

even higher. This is an excellent fit especially considering
the many approximations and simplifications made in the
calculations.

Table 1: Times and locations of modules in model.
Time (ms)
100
125
170
220
280
320
380
690

Region(s)
Occipital/Basal
Parietal /Basal
Occipital/Frontal
Basal
Parietal/Frontal
Parietal/Temporal
Parietal
Occipital/Basal

R2
95%
87%
77%
98%
89%
96%
91%
70%

Figure 4 compares preliminary results of the simulation
against the experimental results. The left-hand plots show
contour lines of potentials averaged over the subjects
measured in the selective-attention experiment at four of the
eight times. The views are from above, with the nose at the
top of the diagram and the ears at the side. Darker areas
indicate more positive voltage responses in the ERP. The
right-hand column shows the electric potentials calculated
from the model for those four modules at their peak activity
times. The locations of the dipoles responsible for the
potentials are shown as small circles with lines indicating
the direction of the positive voltage. A sensitivity analysis
suggested that measuring the scalp EEG voltage to plus-orminus 10% accuracy would result in localizing a dipole to
within two or three millimeters.
The model showed a good agreement for the distribution
of potentials measured in the experiment. Overall, the model
accounted for 75% of the spatial and temporal variation of
electrical potential measured in the experiment. As table 1
shows, at the peaks of activity, the agreement is generally

Figure 4: Comparison of experimental ERP results with
model simulation for four times during the response.

Conclusion
The present work has suggested that EEG signals can be
simulated using a cognitive model that assumes that each
process generates one or two electric dipoles located at the
center of functionality for that function. The standard ACTR mappings of functionality proved very robust for use in
EEG modeling.
Cognitive modeling has been typically used to reproduce
the averaged outward behaviors of experiment participants
such as response times and error rates. However, if the
internal processes are to be simulated, the differences
between participants must be taken into account. Data from
the experiment revealed large variability between
individuals, especially in the activity in their pre-frontal
areas (see Griffiths, Yeh, D'Angiulli, A, 2009, and Yeh,
Griffiths, and D’Angiulli, 2010). Such differences would
need to be considered when modeling specific individuals.
For example, ACT-R models usually only contain
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productions that are related to the task at hand. To reproduce
the overall brain activity during the task, other processes
such as environmental checks taking place in the brain
would need to be incorporated. For modeling, it will be
necessary to keep tasks simple in order to be able to isolate
consistent components. Despite the overall variability of
EEG data, the technique of dipole analysis appears to be
very promising to determine the localization, time course,
and especially the sequencing of neural events.

Future Work
The next steps in this approach will be to identify the
specific functionality of the processes postulated in the
model that explain the EEG signals. This can be achieved by
carrying out similar experimental manipulations that include
or exclude various aspects of this protocol and thus enable
the functions to be identified by a process of elimination.
The work described in this paper used results from children
to measure executive function. As the task was simple, it
produced ideal data for modeling. Future modeling studies
will use results from adults to provide a comparison to
determine how the modules change during development.
Models built from these results can then be used for
investigation of neural processes and to explore patterns of
neurocognitive development.
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Memorizing Mathematics: The Failure to Apply Mathematical Axioms
Within Restrictive Models
Rony Patel
Rutgers University

Jennifer Jacobs
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Rochel Gelman
Rutgers University
Abstract: Arithmetic, along with all mathematics, is built on axioms. Mathematical education, however, favors
mathematical models or algorithms without appeal to the axioms they depend on. Our series of studies demonstrate
adult subjects’ inability to take advantage of the knowledge embodied in arithmetic axioms. It is likely that students’
ability to master generative proofs is related to the reliance on restrictive models.
Our first set of studies focused on subjects’ ability to apply the addition-rule (mutually exclusive events) and
the multiplication-rule (independent events) with multiple rational number representations (percentages, decimals,
fractions, etc.). A second set of studies tested the understanding of group theory properties, exploiting the effect of the
order of numbers (commutativity) and the effect of the digit zero (additive identity) on the long multiplication model
(LMM). All studies conducted revealed participants ability to accurately perform arithmetic on chosen representation,
but poor performance on choosing representation.
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Learning by Drawing: drawing construction interacts with
instructional support in fostering higher-order reasoning
Margaret Chan
Teachers College, Columbia University
Abstract: Learning by drawing involves learners construct an integrated verbal and nonverbal representation of
the content to-be-learned. Despite considerable studies have investigated the effectiveness of drawing to support
students’ comprehension of expository text, much remains unknown about drawing as a generative learning strategy.
Specifically, successes of learning-by-drawing might be correlated with the complexity of the information to-belearned. When content is challenging, learners may find it difficult to identify the main themes and select relevant
elements to depict in their drawing. Prompts can thus be used as an instructional support to emphasize content
that requires intentional processing. In this study, 86 fifth graders read a science text and were randomly assigned
into three experimental conditions: drawing, drawing-with-prompts, and no-drawing. Participants’ retention and
problem solving performance were measured. Participants in drawing-with-prompts condition outperformed their
counterparts in retention and problem solving. Implications of the results on drawing and mental model construction
were discussed.
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Mind the Gap: Dispositional Agency Facilitates Toddlers’ Causal Representations
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Abstract
Toddlers readily learn predictive relations between events (A
predicts B); however, they intervene on A to cause B in few
contexts (e.g., when an agent initiates the event.) The current
studies look at whether toddlers’ failures are due to the
difficulty of initiating interventions or to constraints on the
events they causally represent. Toddlers saw a block slide
towards a base, but an occluder prevented them from seeing
whether the block contacted the base; after the block
disappeared, a toy did or did not activate. We predicted if
toddlers construed the events causally, then they would
expect contact when the toy activated but distance when the
toy did not activate. In Experiment 1 toddlers predicted the
contact relations only when an agent was potentially present.
Experiment 2 confirmed that toddlers believed a hidden agent
was present. These findings suggest that dispositional agency
facilitates toddlers’ ability to represent causal relationships.
Keywords: causal reasoning;
agency; looking-time measures.

prediction;

dispositional

Human adults recognize that events that predict each other
sometimes cause each other. This allows us to generate
novel actions to cause an event (hereafter referred to as
“interventions”), distinguish spurious associations from
genuine causes, and engage in effective exploration (see
Glymour, Spirtes, and Scheines, 2001; Gopnik et al., 2004;
Pearl, 2000; Schulz, Gopnik & Glymour, 2007; Woodward,
2002, 2007). However, many researchers have speculated
that this recognition might emerge relatively late in both
phylogeny and ontogeny (see Bonawitz et al., 2010; Gopnik
et al., 2004; Meltzoff 1995; Meltzoff & Blumenthal, 2007;
Waisman, Cook, Gopnik & Jacobs, 2009a, 2009b;
Woodward, 2007). There is no evidence that non-human
animals spontaneously intervene after observing novel
predictive relationships (see Tomasello & Call, 1997) and
surprisingly, there is some evidence that this insight may be
absent even in early childhood: Although preschoolers
readily move from observing predictive relationships among
physical events to trying causal interventions, toddlers do
not (Bonawitz et al., 2010).

Specifically, in a study upon which the current work is
based, children were familiarized to a predictive event in
which (1) a block moved across a stage and contacted a
base, and (2) a spinning toy airplane, connected by a visible
wire to the base, immediately activated upon contact.
Preschoolers (mean: 47 months) and toddlers (mean: 24
months) were equally successful at learning the predictive
relationship: in a catch trial, in which the toy did not
activate, virtually all children spontaneously looked to the
toy. However, when asked to make the toy go, although
almost all the preschoolers pushed the block towards the
base and looked to the toy, none of the toddlers did so.
That is, no toddler spontaneously intervened, and when
prompted to do so, all toddlers pushed the block to the base
but none then predictively looked to the toy.
These results were not due to the toddlers’ unwillingness
to interact with the block (all of them engaged in objectdirected play) nor their disinterest in the plane (all of them
did so repeatedly when later shown how). Rather, Bonawitz
et. al (2010) found that the presence of a dispositional agent1
appeared to affect toddlers’ ability to move from prediction
to intervention. If instead of the block moving by itself
during the familiarization phase, the experimenter pushed
the block into the base, toddlers performed the action
themselves and anticipated the outcome.
Given the wealth of research documenting the
sophistication of children’s causal reasoning (for review, see
Schulz, Kushnir, & Gopnik, 2007), toddlers’ failure in the
non-agentive context may seem surprising. However,
previous developmental studies of causal reasoning have
almost always included dispositional agents (puppets or
people). Thus, little is known about whether children
spontaneously recognize the possibility that non-agentive

1

By dispositional agent we mean an agent capable of intentional
action. We use the term dispositional agent rather than just “agent”
in order to distinguish dispositional from causal agents (which
include objects or forces). We use the term dispositional rather
than intentional agent because our experiments do not specifically
test the distinction between the intentional and accidental actions.
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predictive relations are causal.2 By contrast, the importance
of dispositional agency to infants’ causal representations has
been widely documented. Infants represent dispositional
agents, but not objects, as potential causes of both object
motion and change of state events (Muentener, under
review; Muentener & Carey, 2010; Saxe, Tenenbaum, &
Carey, 2005; Saxe, Tzelnic, & Carey, 2007; but see Sobel &
Kirkham, 2007 for potential evidence against this claim).
Arguably then, in the absence of dispositional agency,
toddlers, like infants, might fail to represent predictive
relations as potentially causal.
Alternatively, toddlers’ failure to intervene and anticipate
the outcome of their interventions might not be due to any
difficulty representing non-agentive events as causal but to
the difficulty of initiating causally relevant actions.
Researchers have suggested that intentional action might, in
general, lag behind predictive looking either because the
demands of planning and executing motor responses
interfere with children’s ability to access task-relevant
information (Baillargeon et al, 1990; Diamond & GoldmanRakic, 1989; Thelen & Smith, 1994), or because stronger
representations might be necessary for acting than for
looking (see Munakata, 2001 for review). Although there
are important theoretical distinctions between these claims,
they are united in suggesting that a gap between children’s
ability to make successful predictions and their ability to
perform effective actions might reflect changes not in
children’s conceptual understanding but in their ability to
manifest their knowledge under complex task demands. If
so, any additional information that strengthens the
representation of a causal relationship might boost
performance. That is, toddlers may recognize deliberate
actions by dispositional agents as likely causes, and
therefore may identify sequences involving agent actions as
causal relations. Thus, the presence of a dispositional agent
in Bonawitz et. al. (201) may have improved toddlers’
performance because it provided information about the type
of action that could be performed with the block at the time
the toddler encoded the predictive relation.
By assessing toddlers’ causal understanding independent
of their ability to initiate actions, we can learn whether
dispositional agency merely facilitates children’s ability to
move from prediction to intervention, or whether it affects
children’s underlying representations.
In order to
distinguish these accounts, we look at children’s expectation
that physical causation requires contact between causal
agents and patients (e.g., Ball, 1973; Kotovsky &
Baillargeon, 2000; Leslie & Keeble, 1987; Oakes & Cohen,
1990). For example, research suggests that infants expect
objects to move when contacted and not to move when not
contacted (Kotovsky and Baillargeon, 2000). Recently,
these findings have been extended to non-motion state
2

Michottean launching events, where one object strikes another
and sets it in motion, are an important exception. Many
researchers however, have suggested that causal perception of
launching events is distinct from other causal inference (e.g.,
Scholl & Tremoulet, 2000). See General Discussion.

change events, such that infants expect a hand to have
contacted the box when it breaks but not when it does not,
but they do not have these expectations when the candidate
cause is not an agent (Muentener & Carey, 2010).
In the current study, we look at whether dispositional
agency affects toddlers’ causal representations by using a
violation of expectation looking-time paradigm. Inspired by
previous work (Bonawitz et al., 2010), we show children a
block that slides towards a base; a toy connected to the base
either does or does not activate. An occluder prevents
children from seeing whether the block contacts the base.
On test, we remove the occluder and measure looking time.
If toddlers form causal representations of non-agentive
events and the failure to intervene suggested by previous
work (Bonawitz et al., 2010) is due only to the difficulty
involved in initiating motor responses, then children should
both (1) expect contact when the effect occurs, and (2)
expect a gap when the effect does not occur. By contrast, if
toddlers require dispositional agents to represent the events
as causal, they should make differential predictions about
contact causality in the presence of these cues, but not in
their absence. This paradigm thus allows us to investigate
whether developmental change occurs merely at the level of
performance or at the level of conceptual representations.

Experiment 1
We predicted that toddlers would expect contact causality
for events initiated by a dispositional agent, but have no
expectations for otherwise identical non-agentive events.
However, because toddlers might selectively attend to
events initiated by dispositional agents, we compared two
closely matched conditions: one in which a block began to
move spontaneously (the Spontaneous Motion condition)
and one in which a block emerged from off-stage already in
motion (the Inferred Agent condition). We were inspired by
previous research (Saxe et al., 2005) suggesting that infants
posit hidden agents when an object emerges in motion. If
for instance, a beanbag emerges from the right side of a
stage, 7-month-olds look longer when a previously hidden
hand is revealed on the left side of the stage than the right.
If toddlers similarly represent hidden agents when objects
emerge in motion and represent agent-initiated but not
spontaneously occurring events as causal, they should
expect spatial relations consistent with contact causality in
the Inferred Agent but not the Spontaneous Motion
condition.

Methods
Participants Ninety-six toddlers (mean: 24.1 months, range
–18 - 30 months) were recruited at a Children’s Museum.
An additional 9 toddlers were recruited but not included in
the final sample due to: inability to complete the session (n
= 3), parental interference (n = 1), or failure to predictively
look during the familiarization trials (n = 5). 12 toddlers
were assigned to each of eight conditions crossing three
factors: Agency (Inferred Agent or Spontaneous Motion),
Activation (Toy On or Toy Off), and Spatial Relation
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Figure 1: Procedure for Experiment 1. In the Inferred Agent condition, toddlers viewed 6 familiarization trials (3 On, 3 Off,
in alternation) in which a block emerged from behind the right side barrier and travelled towards the base, disappearing
behind the screen. Toddlers then viewed only one of four test events. Following the initial motion of the block, as during
the Familiarization trials, the experimenter removed the screen to reveal the block in contact or at a distance from the base,
and the toy either on or off. The Spontaneous Motion condition followed the same procedure, except that the right side
barrier was not present during any portion of the experiment.
(Contact or Gap). There were no age differences across
conditions (F (1, 88) = 1.08, p > .05).
Materials All events occurred on a white stage (60 cm2 x 50
cm) that blocked a confederate from view. A barrier was
positioned to the far right of the stage. (See Figure 1.) An
orange block (the base) and a purple block (both 6 cm3)
were on opposite ends of the stage. The purple block was
attached to a stick extending through the floor of the stage,
allowing the hidden confederate to surreptitiously move the
block across the stage to the base. A toy airplane, visibly
attached to the base by an orange wire, was located on the
back stage wall. During familiarization, a screen (22x28 cm)
occluded the spatial relationship between the block and
base.
Procedure
Familiarization The block began at the far right of the
stage in the Spontaneous Motion condition and behind the
right side barrier in the Inferred Agent condition. The
experimenter drew the toddlers’ attention to the stage
saying, “Watch my show.” Toddlers viewed an On trial and
then an Off trial. In the On trial, the block moved towards
the base and disappeared behind the screen. Once the block
disappeared, the airplane began to spin. At the end of the
trial the stage was covered by a curtain and the scene was
reset. The Off trials were identical, except that the airplane
did not spin. The length of the familiarization trials were

experimenter-controlled. The experimenter ended the trial
after the airplane spun for 3 s (On trial) or (Off trial) after
the toddler predictively looked towards the airplane or 3 s,
whichever came first. This procedure was repeated twice,
for a total of 6 familiarization trials. In order to proceed to
the test phase, toddlers had to predictively look to the
airplane on at least one Off trial.3
Test The start of each test event was identical to the
familiarization: the block moved towards the base,
disappearing behind the screen. Toddlers either saw events
in which the airplane activated during the test event (On
conditions) or did not (Off conditions). The experimenter
then said, “Look at this!” and removed the screen, revealing
the block either touching (Contact conditions) or at a
distance (Gap conditions) from the base. The length of the
test trial was toddler-controlled. The experimenter ended
the trial when he judged that the child looked away for 2
consecutive seconds.
Two coders, blind to the test event, coded from video
toddlers’ looking times after the experimenter said “Look at
this!”. Inter-rater reliability, conducted on 1/3 of the
toddlers’ looking time, was high, r > .9.

3
For all experiments, there were no significant differences
across conditions in the number of toddlers who were dropped
from subsequent analysis because they failed to predictively look
during one of the Off familiarization trials.
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contrast, when the block moved spontaneously, toddlers had
no differential expectations. These results are consistent
with the hypothesis that dispositional agency facilitates
toddlers’ ability to represent predictive relations as causal.
However, while consistent with this possibility, we have
no positive evidence that toddlers’ success in the Inferred
Agent condition in Experiment 1 was due to inferring the
presence of a hidden agent. To test this, we present the
same familiarization events in Experiment 2 as in
Experiment 1 but at test, we remove the barrier on the right
of the stage to reveal a person’s hand. Following the logic
of Saxe, Tenenbaum, & Carey (2005), if toddlers expect a
hidden agent only when the block emerges in motion, then
toddlers in the Spontaneous Motion condition should look
longer at the hand than those in the Inferred Agent
condition.

Figure 2: Looking time (±1 SD) to the final test
events in Experiment 1.

Experiment 2

Results
To evaluate toddlers’ looking time to the test events (see
Figure 2), we conducted an analysis of variance (ANOVA)
with Agency (Inferred Agent vs. Spontaneous Motion),
Activation (On vs. Off), and Spatial Relation (Contact vs.
Gap) as between-subjects factors. This analysis yielded a
main effect of Activation, F(1, 88) = 32.69, p <.0001.
Toddlers looked longer at the test event when the airplane
moved (9.19 s) than when it did not (3.58 s). There was
also a 3-way interaction between the factors, F(1, 88) =
4.19, p = .044, which was qualified by a 2-way interaction
between Activation and Spatial relation, F(1, 88) = 8.88, p =
.004. There were no other main effects or interactions.
We conducted separate ANOVAs in each condition to
follow-up this analysis. In the Inferred Agent condition,
there was a main effect of Activation; F(1, 44) = 28.95, p <
.0001. Toddlers looked longer when the airplane moved
(11.22 s) than when it did not (4.35 s). There was also an
interaction between Activation and Spatial Relation, F(1,
44) = 14.94, p < .0001. This interaction reflected the fact
that toddlers looked longer at the gap event when the
airplane moved, t(22) = 3.00, p = .007, but longer at the
contact event when the airplane did not move, t(22) = 3.00,
p = .007.
A different pattern emerged in the Spontaneous Motion
condition. There was a main effect of Activation, F(1, 44) =
8.53, p = .005. Toddlers looked longer when the airplane
moved (7.2 s) than when the airplane did not (2.8 s). No
other main effects or interactions approached significance.
In the Spontaneous Motion condition, toddlers did not
discriminate among the test events.

Discussion
These results suggest that only toddlers in the Inferred
Agent condition represented the block as the cause of the
airplane’s motion. These children looked longest when the
test event violated contact causality: (1) when the block
stopped short of the base but the toy activated or (2) when
the block contacted the base but the toy did not activate. By

Methods
Participants Twenty-four toddlers were recruited at a
Children’s Museum.
An additional 2 toddlers were
recruited but were not included in the final sample due to:
inability to complete the session (n = 1), or failure to
predictively look during the familiarization trials (n = 1).
Toddlers were assigned to an Inferred Agent (mean age:
22.18 months, range: 18 – 30 months) or a Spontaneous
Motion condition (mean age: 23.22, range: 18 – 30 months).
There were no differences in age (t(22) = .6, p > .05).
Materials The same materials used in the Inferred Agent
condition of Experiment 1 were used in this experiment.
Procedure In the Inferred Agent condition, the block
emerged from off-stage already in motion.
In the
Spontaneous Motion condition, the block began moving
spontaneously. Toddlers viewed 6 familiarization events
identical to those in Experiment 1.
Following
familiarization, all toddlers viewed the same test event. The
block moved across the stage towards the base, disappearing
behind the occluder. Then, the experimenter said, “Look at
this!” and lowered the far right barrier, revealing a hand at
rest, palm facing towards the block. Two coders, blind to the
test event, coded toddlers’ looking times from video. Interrater reliability, conducted on 1/3 of the toddlers’ looking
time, was high, r > .9.

Results
An analysis of toddlers’ looking time to the test event
revealed that toddlers looked significantly longer in the
Spontaneous Motion (17.62 s) than the Inferred Agent
condition (9.96 s), t(22) = 3.43, p = .002.

Discussion
Toddlers inferred that there was a hidden dispositional agent
when the block emerged in motion but not when it moved
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spontaneously. This is consistent with our hypothesis that
toddlers represented the events causally in the Inferred
Agent condition of Experiment 1 because they believed that
a dispositional agent initiated the events.
Strikingly
therefore, merely occluding the onset of the block’s motion
allowed toddlers to make predictions about contact causality
that they failed to make when the onset of motion was
visible.

General Discussion
The current study suggests that toddlers have expectations
consistent with contact causality when they can infer the
presence of a dispositional agent. Prior research (Bonawitz
et al., 2010) showed that dispositional agency facilitates
toddlers’ ability to spontaneously intervene on predictive
relations. Together with the current findings, it appears that
dispositional agency affects not merely whether toddlers
initiate causal interventions, but whether they represent
events causally.
Why did toddlers fail to make differential predictions in
the Spontaneous Motion condition? We have suggested that
toddlers do not readily represent objects as potential causes;
they thus failed to represent the non-agentive event causally.
However, the spontaneous movement of the block itself
violated the expectation that physical objects move only
when they are contacted (Kotovsky & Baillargeon, 2000).
Thus, the initial spontaneous movement of the block might
have confused the toddlers and disrupted any further
expectations they might have had. Mitigating against this
possibility, note that there was no difference between
conditions in the number of toddlers who met the inclusion
criteria (i.e,. who predictively looked to the plane during the
familiarization phase). This suggests that children did not
find the spontaneous movement of the block particularly
disruptive.
However, if, as we have suggested, the absence of a
dispositional agent, rather than the presence of spontaneous
movement, interferes with children’s expectations of contact
causality, then even in the face of spontaneous movement,
children should represent contact causality given other cues
to the causal relationship. Previous research (Bonawitz et
al., 2010) suggests that causal language acts as such a cue.
When spontaneously occurring events are described
causally, toddlers intervene and anticipate the target
outcome. Recent work from our lab suggests that toddlers
also have expectations consistent with contact causality only
when events are described with causal language
(Muentener, Bonawitz, Horowitz, & Schulz, under review;
Bonawitz, Horowitz, Ferranti, & Schulz, 2009). Therefore,
considering that toddlers' succeeded in these causal
language conditions, when the blocks spontaneous
movement was identical to the spontaneous condition here,
we believe this provides additional support ruling out the
hypothesis that toddlers' failure in the Spontaneous Motion
condition was due to the block's unexpected spontaneous
motion.

The results from the current study are consistent with
previous research showing that infants accept dispositional
agents, but not objects, as candidate causes of physical
motion (see Saxe & Carey, 2006, for review) and change of
state events (Muentener & Carey, 2010). Michottian
launching events remain an important exception; infants as
young as 6-months distinguish causal agents and causal
patients in launching events, even though no dispositional
agents are present (e.g., Leslie & Keeble, 1987). However,
such “perceptual causality” depends on the precise spatiotemporal properties of the events (Scholl & Tremoulet,
2000), suggesting it might be encapsulated from other kinds
of causal reasoning (Blakemore et al., 2001; Leslie &
Keeble, 1987; Michotte, 1947; Schlottman, 2000; Scholl &
Tremoulet, 2000; though see Saxe & Carey, 2006). The
current findings suggest that, outside of arguably modular
processes, children might not represent the causal structure
of non-agentive events until relatively late in development.
Prior research suggests that infants use a variety of cues to
recognize an entity as a dispositional agent, ranging from
the presence of a face or hand to the demonstration of selfpropelled motion. In the current paradigm, Bonawitz et al.
(2010) used the full presence of a human, and we used
toddlers’ inference that entities seen already in motion are
typically caused to move by an external agent. The extent
to which other agency cues facilitate toddlers’ causal
representations merits further investigation.
Finally, we note that the use of infant looking time as a
measure of conceptual understanding has been subject to
debate (e.g. Haith, 1998; Kidd, Piantadosi, & Aslin, 2010;
Munakata, 2001). This study establishes a convergence
between looking time measures (used here) and the action
measures used in closely matched previous work (Bonawitz
et. al., 2010).
This convergence may help validate
sensitivity to contact causality as an index of causal
understanding in infancy research (Ball, 1973; Kotovsky &
Baillargeon, 2000; Luo, Kaufman, & Baillargeon, 2009;
Muentener & Carey, 2010; Muentener, under review;
Woodward, Phillips, & Spelke, 1993).
These findings highlight the importance of dispositional
agency in the development of causal reasoning. Although
further research is needed to uncover the trajectory of causal
representations in early childhood, the current study helps
fill the gap between research on infants’ restricted causal
representations and the sophisticated causal reasoning of
later childhood.
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Abstract

mappings. Structure Mappings (SM), in contrast, support
estimation for larger numbers, and are formed by creating a
single link between the verbal and nonverbal number
systems on the basis of their shared structure (Gentner &
Namy, 2006; Carey, 2009; Gentner, 2010). In particular,
SM requires noticing the ordinal structure of each system –
e.g., that the word “fifty” comes later in the count sequence
than “forty”, and should therefore be used to label larger
sets. As a result, each number word mapped through SM
will be mapped in relation to all other mappings in the count
list. These two mechanisms make distinct predictions
regarding the effects of new learning experiences on
existing mappings. In the case of ALM, changes to the
mapping for one number word should have little effect on
the mappings of other words, since they are mapped
independently. For SM, in contrast, changes to any
individual mapping in the system should have consequences
for all other mappings.
Evidence for ALM comes from the developmental
literature, where it has been shown that young children learn
the referents of number words sequentially (Wynn, 1990),
and that even after learning the referents of many number
words, some children still fail to demonstrate a structural
knowledge of the relationship between the count list and
numerical magnitudes (Lipton & Spelke, 2005; Le Corre &
Carey, 2008; Barth et al., 2009). Additional evidence for
ALMs come from research on adults that has shown that
estimates for numerical magnitudes smaller than about 20
are not influenced by misleading feedback (Sullivan &
Barner, 2010).
Evidence for SM also comes from multiple lines of
research. First, several studies have shown that providing
adults with misleading feedback about an individual
mapping or about the range of magnitudes being tested
shifts estimation behavior for most of the number line, and
especially for large numbers (Izard & Dehaene, 2008;
Sullivan & Barner, 2010). This provides evidence that SM
guides the mappings of relatively large number words to
ANS representations of their referents. In the absence of
misleading feedback, adults’ patterns of estimation are also
influenced by the distribution of numbers being estimated
(Sullivan, Juhasz, Slattery, & Barth, in press), suggesting
that adults dynamically adjust their mappings in response to
the estimates they have already made. There is also some
evidence that children use structure mappings by at least the
age of 7. Thompson and Opfer (2010) found that 2nd graders
can analogically extend knowledge about numbers with a
familiar range (e.g., 1-100) to perform estimates for
numbers within an unfamiliar ranges (e.g., 1-10,000). Taken

How do young children connect number words to the
magnitudes they represent? Here, we test whether 5- to 7year-old children, like adults, use Structure Mappings (SM) to
link number words and approximate magnitudes. We show
that 6- and 7-year-olds’ number line estimates are recalibrated
in response to the distribution of numbers being estimated,
providing evidence for SM in these older children. We also
find that 5-year-olds show improved estimation performance
when given visual access to their previous estimates,
suggesting that, while these youngest children do not use SM
in some estimation tasks, they nonetheless understand the
structural relationship between the count list and approximate
magnitudes.
Keywords: Language acquisition, number, approximate
magnitudes, word learning, number words.

Introduction
Beginning in infancy, humans can represent the
approximate numerical magnitude of sets using the
Approximate Number System, or ANS (for review, see
Dehaene, 1997). Upon learning the verbal count sequence,
children gain access to another way to store and manipulate
numerical information—the count list. The count list is a
symbolic number system that allows for the precise
representation of numerical quantities. These two systems
become linked to each other early in development: Children
in preschool and kindergarten provide bigger estimates for
larger numbers, indicating an ability to map number words
onto nonverbal numerical representations (Le Corre &
Carey, 2007; Lipton & Spelke, 2005; Barth, Starr, &
Sullivan, 2009). However, these early mappings are not
stable, and change over development. Accuracy on
estimation tasks improves with age, with counting ability,
and with explicit training (Siegler & Opfer, 2003; Lipton &
Spelke, 2005; Booth & Siegler, 2006; Le Corre & Carey,
2007; Ebersbach et al., 2008; Barth, et al., 2009; Mundy &
Gilmore, 2009; Siegler & Ramani, 2009; Thompson &
Opfer, 2010). However, while much is known about the
developmental trajectory of estimation ability, surprisingly
little is known about the learning mechanisms that children
use to construct and refine mappings between number words
and approximate magnitudes.
Recent research has argued that adults rely on at least two
distinct mechanisms for attaching number words to
magnitudes (see Sullivan & Barner, 2010, for review).
Associatively Learned Mappings (ALM) involve the
creation of item-by-item links between individual words and
magnitudes, resulting in many mutually independent
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together, these studies provide evidence that adults, and
possibly children, deploy structure mappings when relating
the verbal number system to nonverbally presented
numerosities.
Despite this evidence that adults and older children use
SMs, little is known about how such mappings might be
acquired. One possibility is that early estimation abilities are
not supported by SMs—children’s success (or failure) at
estimation tasks may be driven primarily by the strength of
their ALMs. By this view, SMs may be learned gradually
over time and supported by a small set of ALMs. Another
possibility, however, is that even very young children use
SM, allowing them to make internally consistent (ordinal),
though perhaps inaccurate, estimates. Finally, it possible
that young children are able to use structure to guide
estimation, but do not do so in standard experimental tasks,
due to the memory and processing requirements of the
measures typically used. In typical estimation tasks, children
provide estimates one-at-a-time, without access to previous
responses (Siegler & Opfer, 2003; Lipton & Spelke, 2005;
Booth & Siegler, 2006; Le Corre & Carey, 2007; Ebersbach
et al., 2008; Barth, et al., 2009; Mundy & Gilmore, 2009;
Siegler & Ramani, 2009; Thompson & Opfer, 2010). For
example, in some tasks children view arrays of dots and are
asked to estimate how many there are (Lipton & Spelke,
2005; Le Corre & Carey, 2008; Barth et al., 2009; Mundy &
Gilmore, 2009). In other studies, they are shown a line with
endpoints marked (e.g., 0 and 100) and are asked to estimate
where a number within this range (e.g., 23) belongs on the
line (Booth & Siegler, 2006; Ebersbach et al., 2008; Siegler
& Ramani, 2009; Thompson & Opfer, 2010). In both types
of estimation paradigm, children must keep track of
previous responses and how these relate to the current trial
in order to use SM. This raises the possibility that children
only reliably use SM in situations where previous estimates
remain perceptually available (and, as a result, that
children’s number word mapping abilities may have
previously been underestimated due to the use of tasks
requiring large memory components). Consistent with this,
Thompson and Opfer report that memory for number words
predicts individual differences in estimation performance
(Thompson & Opfer, 2011).
To address these possibilities, we conducted a study of
number line estimation with the aim of answering three
questions about the developmental trajectory of number
word learning and the learning mechanisms that guide
number-word mappings. First, we asked whether children’s
estimates, like adults’, are affected by the distribution of
numbers they are asked to estimate. If children use ALM to
guide their estimates, then their responses should be
independent of one another, and thus should not be affected
by differences between distributions of numbers being
estimated. If they use SM, however, then this type of
distributional information should affect their responses,
since previous estimates are used to calibrate future
estimates. While previous studies have demonstrated that
estimation ability improves greatly between the ages of five

and seven (e.g., Siegler & Opfer, 2003), the learning
mechanisms guiding this development are still unclear. By
determining whether children’s estimation behavior is
affected by the distribution of numbers being estimated, we
can assess the relative roles of ALM and SM in supporting
estimation throughout development. Second, we explored
the possibility that young children might have mappings
between number words and magnitudes, but that the
memory and processing demands of traditional estimation
tasks might prevent or dissuade them from accurately
deploying these mappings. To assess this possibility, we
manipulated whether children could see their previous
number line estimates, by sometimes allowing them to make
multiple estimates on a single line. We reasoned that if
children have knowledge of how number words relate to
magnitudes, but fail to use this knowledge due to a failure to
recollect previous responses, then making previous
estimates visually available may improve estimation
performance. Finally, in order to assess children’s structural
knowledge of number-word mappings, we deployed a new
method for analyzing estimates. While many previous
studies rely primarily on measures of accuracy and linearity
of estimates, they have not dissociated accuracy (e.g., how
much a given estimate deviates from the correct response)
from ordinality (e.g., whether, if a larger number is being
estimated on trial n than on trial n-1, children also provide a
larger estimate for trial n than for trial n-1). If children rely
on SM guide estimation, then we might expect their
estimates to exhibit ordinality before they become accurate.
By dissociating measures of accuracy from measures of
ordinality, we can explicitly measure how children’s
structural knowledge of the count list develops over time,
and thus better understand the learning mechanisms that
guide children’s acquisition of adult-like understanding of
number words.

Materials and Methods
Participants Eighty-five children participated. Seventyseven children completed at least 24 trials and were
included in the final analyses. This included 26 5-year-olds,
25 6-year-olds, and 26 7-year-olds.
Materials Stimuli consisted of a horizontal black line 23 cm
long (the number line). The number line was centered on a
4.25” x 11” piece of paper. Printed on the left of the number
line was the numeral "0" and on the right was the numeral
"100". The numbers to be estimated were presented
auditorily, and ranged from 3-97.
Procedure Each participant was shown the number line and
was told, “This is a number line. See? It goes from 0 all the
way to 100” while the experimenter gestured from left to
right across the length of the line. The experimenter
continued, “Each number has its own special place on the
number line. Today, you’re going to show me where certain
numbers go on the number line. Look! 0 goes here [gesture
to leftmost endpoint] and 100 goes here [gesture to the
rightmost endpoint]. And all of the other numbers have their
own special places on the number line. I’m going to give
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you a pencil, and your job will be to draw an up-and-down
line to show me where each number goes. Are you ready?”
Participants were then given 24 estimation trials1. On each
trial, the number to be estimated was presented, and the
child was given a new, differently colored pencil to mark
each answer with (to differentiate estimates when they were
marked on the same sheet).
Participants were randomly assigned to one of two
conditions: the Standard condition and the Visual
Comparison condition. In the Standard condition,
participants made estimates for numbers one at a time,
marking each estimate on a new number line (see Booth &
Siegler, 2006; Siegler & Opfer, 2003; Barth & Paladino,
2011). In the Visual Comparison condition, participants
made estimates one at a time, but provided multiple
estimates on the same number line. As a result, children in
the Visual Comparison condition could refer to previous
estimates in order to calibrate subsequent estimates.
Estimates for the first 12 trials were recorded on one
number line, and the last 12 trials were recorded on a
separate line.
Participants in each condition were asked to make
estimates for one of two possible distributions of numbers.
In the Small Number Distribution, 24 numbers were
selected between 1-100 such that 4 were smaller than 10 and
the rest were selected at random. The Large Number
Distribution contained the 24 numbers generated by
subtracting the Small Number set from 100 (Barth &
Paladino, 2011; Sullivan, et al., in press).
Participants’ estimation behavior was also qualitatively
coded online for evidence of reference-point use, counting,
and other strategies. Those data are not reported here.

was labeled as ordinal if the child provided an estimate in
the correct direction relative to a previous estimate,
regardless of its accuracy (e.g., by providing a larger
estimate on trial n than on trial n-1 if a larger number was
requested on trial n than on trial n-1). Second, we calculated
the linear slope of the relationship between estimate and the
number being estimated (e.g., Siegler & Opfer, 2003; Booth
& Siegler, 2006; Ebersbach et al., 2008; Lipton & Spelke,
2005; Barth, et al., 2009).
Methods All analyses reported below were conducted using
the LME4 package of R (Bates & Sarkar, 2007; R
Development Core Team, 2010). In all models, Subject was
considered a random factor, while Comparison Condition
and Distribution were considered fixed factors. Ordinality
scores resulted in binomial data, and were therefore
subjected to logit analyses. We report parameter estimates
(ß), p-values estimated from Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) simulations, and standard error estimates.

Results

Analyses
Dependent Measures Each child’s responses were
measured on the number line and converted to their
numerical estimate equivalent. Indecipherable responses
were excluded (N=9/1848 trials). Responses that were
located immediately to the right of the number line’s
endpoint were included in the final analyses (N=28/1848
trials) as these were frequently accompanied by a child’s
explanation (e.g., “this one has to be off the list”). These
responses resulted in some estimates that were larger than
100 (see also Cohen & Blanc-Goldhammer, in press, for a
discussion of how the bounds of a number line can constrain
estimates in undesirable ways, and why the assessment of
numerical knowledge can be facilitated by using unbounded
number line tasks). Analyses excluding these 28 trials were
also conducted, with identical results to those reported.
Our analyses focused on two measures of estimation
performance. First, we measured whether the child’s
estimates respected the ordinality of the count list. A trial
1

Approximately 60 of the participants were given the
opportunity to complete a second set of 24 trials in the opposite
condition. Due to significantly higher rates of error and numerous
experimenter notes of inattention during the second 24 trials, data
for these trials were not analyzed further.

We predicted participants’ estimation behavior from a
model containing age and the magnitude of the number
being estimated. Consistent with previous research, there
was an effect of Age (ß = 11.5, SE = 1.6, p < .0001), an
effect of Magnitude (ß = .66, SE = .11, p < .0001), and an
interaction of Magnitude and Age (ß = -.20, SE = .02, p <
.0001). These data replicate the finding that children’s
estimation behavior differs according to magnitude, and that
this effect is mediated by age. Next, we analyzed the effect
of Magnitude on estimates for each age group separately.
Here, ß represents a simple slope measure, with perfect
performance as ß = 1. Predictably, 5-year-olds performed
the worst (5-year-olds: ß = .36, SE = .03, p < .0001). Sixyear-olds’ estimates had a slope closer to 1, indicating more
adult-like performance (ß = .57, SE = .02, p < .0001), and 7year-olds performed extremely well (ß = .74, SE = .02, p <
.0001). We also compared log and linear fits for each
participant’s estimates. Like in previous reports (Siegler &
Opfer, 2003; Booth & Siegler, 2006), we found that the
estimates of younger children were more likely to be best fit
by a log-curve than those of older children, which were
more linear. This demonstrates that younger children’s
estimates are somewhat inaccurate, and do not display an
adult-like linear relationship between number and estimates
(Siegler & Opfer, 2003; but see Ebersbach et al., 2008;
Barth & Paladino, 2011; and Cohen & Blanc-Goldhammer,
in press, for alternative explanations of the source and
importance of logarithmic estimation patterns).
Consistent with the trend of improved performance in
estimation accuracy as a function of age, the likelihood that
participants provided ordinal responses also differed
significantly as a function of age (ß = 1.02, SE = .16, p <
.0001). This demonstrates that it at least one source of the
developmental shift in estimation ability is a maturing
understanding of the structural relationship between number
words and magnitudes. However, even though young
children’s estimates were less accurate and less likely to be
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ordinal than older children’s, all participants demonstrated
high levels of ordinality: Nearly 70% of all estimates made
by 5-year-olds were ordinal. Despite lacking accurate
mappings between number words and magnitudes, even the
youngest children produced ordinal responses, suggesting
that these children have access to SMs.
We next assessed whether participants in each age group
were sensitive to our Distribution manipulation. Previous
research has shown that adults’ estimation behavior is
affected by the range of numbers they are asked to estimate,
suggesting that they use Structure Mapping when estimating
(Sullivan et al., in press; Sullivan & Barner, 2010). Here, we
predicted participants’ estimates from a model containing
the number being estimated and the Distribution condition
(Small Number Distribution vs. Large Number Distribution)
in order to assess whether young children’s’ estimates also
shift in response to distributions presented. We found that 5year-olds did not show any effect of Distribution (5-yearolds: ß = -6.5, SE = 4.6, p > .15). However, 6-year-olds
showed an effect of Distribution and an interaction of
Distribution and Number (ß = -16.25, SE = 4.98, p < .01;
interaction: ß = .23, SE = .06, p < .0001), and 7-year-olds
showed an interaction of Distribution and Number (ß =
3.99, SE = 4.80, p > .25; interaction: ß = -.11, SE = .04, p <
.025). Six and 7-year-olds, but not 5-year-olds, dynamically
recruited information about the range and distribution of
numbers being estimated and incorporated it into their
subsequent estimates, providing evidence that these older
children adjust their number-to-space mappings in response
to information about the range of numbers to be estimated.
This recalibration of estimation behavior suggests that older
children recruit knowledge of the structural relationships
between number words and numerical magnitudes in order
to alter their estimation behavior in response to the specific
demands of the estimation task.
One possible explanation of our youngest participants’
relatively poor performance on the number line task and
insensitivity to the Distribution manipulation is that these
children lack sufficient knowledge of the structure and logic
of the count list (Lipton & Spelke, 2005). If this is the case,
then our Visual Access Condition manipulation, which
selectively gave participants access to their previous
estimates, should have had no effect on estimation
performance. Said differently, if young children have weak
knowledge of the relationship between number words and
approximate magnitudes, then their performance should not
differ even when past estimates are visible. However, if 5year-olds have a firm grasp of the structural relation of
number words to numerical magnitudes, but simply have
difficulty recalling the location of previous estimates, then
visual access to previous estimates should facilitate
estimation performance.
Estimation performance differed as a function of
condition (Standard vs. Visual Access) for both 5- and 6year-olds. Five-year-olds showed an interaction of
Condition and Magnitude (ß = -.18, SE = .06, p < .01).
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Figure 1: Estimation performance for (a) five-year olds;
(b) six-year olds, and (c) seven-year-olds. Data points are
means. Black markers indicate Large Number Distribution;
gray markers indicate Small Number Distribution.
These youngest participants were more likely to provide
smaller estimates for smaller numbers and larger estimates
for larger numbers in the Visual Comparison condition
relative to the Standard condition. This resulted in more
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accurate performance in the Visual Comparison Condition
than in the Standard Condition (slope for Standard
Condition: ß = .21; Visual Comparison Condition: ß = .38).
In contrast, 6-year-olds showed a main effect of Condition
(ß = -8.50, SE = 4.30, p < .05), but no interaction. This
suggests that 6-year-olds were somewhat sensitive to our
condition manipulation—however, without an interaction,
we cannot definitively say that access to previous estimates
improved their estimation performance. Finally, 7-year-olds
showed neither an effect of condition nor an interaction.
This suggests that these older children, whose estimates
tend to be quite accurate and linear even in a standard
number-line estimation task (e.g., Booth & Siegler, 2006),
do not show improved performance from having visual
access to previous estimates, likely because their
performance was already quite accurate and internally
consistent.

Figure 2: Proportion of ordinal responses in 5-year-olds’
in the Visual Comparison and Standard conditions.
Because the slope of estimates can be strongly affected by
outliers, we also explored the effect of condition on
Ordinality, which reflects children’s knowledge of the
ordering, but not the distance, between numbers. Condition
did not predict any differences in Ordinality for 6- or 7year-olds (6-year-olds: ß = -.10, SE = .44, p > .8; 7-yearolds: ß = -.01, SE = .62, p > .9). In contrast, 5-year-olds
provided a significantly larger proportion of ordinal
responses in the Comparison condition than in the Standard
condition (ß = -.60, SE = .30, p < .05). Together, the effects
of Condition on accuracy and ordinality suggest that even
our youngest participants use their knowledge of the count
list to guide estimation accuracy and ordinality.

Discussion
The present study demonstrates that SM develops during
childhood, and extends previous research on the
development of estimation ability by decomposing and
recontextualizing the sources of error in estimation
performance. By measuring ordinality (and not simply
accuracy), by manipulating the role of working memory in
estimation, and by asking children to estimate a biased
sampling of numbers, we have shown that even very young

children rely on structural knowledge of the mappings
between number words and approximate magnitudes when
estimating. Taken alongside previous recent research
showing that structural alignment can improve estimation
behavior in older children (Thompson & Opfer, 2010) and
that adults rely on SMs when making estimates (Sullivan &
Barner, 2010; Sullivan et al., in press; Izard & Dehaene,
2008), these data support the view that the development of
estimation abilities depends critically on knowledge of the
structural similarities between the verbal and nonverbal
number systems. To our knowledge, this is the first study to
characterize how SMs are refined over the course of
development, and to show the SMs may emerge even before
children use them reliably in typical estimation tasks.
We found that children at all age levels tested
demonstrated structural knowledge of the relationship
between number words and the magnitudes they represent.
Six- and 7-year-olds recalibrate their estimation behavior in
response to the distribution of numbers being estimated.
Additionally, although 5-year-olds performed poorly when
making one estimate per line, they performance improved
significantly when they were given access to previous
estimates. These results clearly show that 5-year-olds
understand the ordinal structure of the count list, and can
use it to guide their estimates, even though traditional
estimation tasks have previously failed to demonstrate this.
Together, these findings suggest that the ability to recruit
structural information about the number system to flexibly
recalibrate and refine estimates develops greatly between
the ages of 5 and 7, but that even the youngest estimators,
when given visual access to previous estimates, can use this
information to improve the accuracy and ordinality of
estimation behavior.
While this study provides the first developmental data
tracking the development of SM in number word mappings,
it raises several additional questions. First, this study leaves
open why SMs change over time. Although the ability to
remember (and use) previous responses to calibrate future
responses likely varies as a function of working memory, it
may also depend critically on participants’ relative
familiarity with the count list. Consistent with this,
estimation ability improves with counting ability (Lipton &
Spelke, 2005; Davidson, Eng, & Barner, under review).
However, counting ability is not wholly predictive of
estimation performance, and even relatively weak counters
can provide larger estimates for larger magnitudes (Le Corre
& Carey, 2008; Barth et al,. 2009). One possible
explanation of these conflicting data is that even children
who are just beginning to learn the count list possess SMs
for number word mappings, but the likelihood that they will
accurately deploy these mappings in estimation tasks is not
only mediated by number knowledge, but also by memory
and other processing limitations. The present study provides
suggestive evidence that cognitive limitations (like memory
constraints) may greatly influence estimation behavior, and
in doing so, influence the conclusions we draw about the
development of number knowledge. By this line of
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reasoning, improved memory for number increases the
likelihood that estimates will remain accurate and internally
consistent, unless the estimation task removes such demands
on memory. However, other accounts of the relationship
between estimation and memory have provided a nearly
opposite account—some have proposed that improving
estimation ability actually improves children’s memory for
numbers (Thompson & Siegler, 2010). Future research on
the development of number knowledge will benefit from
exploring how working memory ability and knowledge of
the count list contribute to differences in estimation
behavior early in development.
A second question raised by this study is how children
initially form SMs, and what types of information they use
in this process. Previous studies have argued that ALMs
may provide the basis for the construction of accurate SMs
(Sullivan & Barner, 2010; Carey, 2009). However, this
hypothesis has not been directly tested in children, and little
is known about which number words are associatively
mapped before children begin to show evidence of using
SM in development. In order to explore this, studies
currently in progress are probing children’s use of
associative and structure mapping early in acquisition, using
calibration techniques that have been used to ask this
question in adults (e.g., Izard & Dehaene, 2008; Sullivan &
Barner, 2010). Because estimation ability has been shown to
be predictive of other measures of academic success (e.g.,
Siegler & Ramani, 2009), understanding the mechanisms
that support accurate estimation may be crucial to
developing effective interventions and to understanding the
cognitive underpinnings of math success.
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Encoding word-order and semantic information using modular neural
networks
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Abstract: Vector space models have been successfully used for lexical semantic representation. Some of these models
rely on distributional properties of words in large corpora, and have been contrasted with human performance on
semantic similarity and priming in lexical decision tasks. Neural network models of lexical representation have been
classically of reduced size due to computational limitations. Recently, associative memory models have been related
to semantic space models such as LSA and Bayesian classificators. Our goal is to build lexical representations that
include semantic and word-order information by using context-dependent neural networks. The model integrates
word-order and semantic information in a way reminiscent of the BEAGLE model. In this work we train a multimodular neural network on a large corpus, and use it to account for reaction times in lexical priming studies.
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The Moving Eye is Easy to Spy: How Motion Improves Gaze
Discrimination
Nicola Anderson
University of British Columbia
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Abstract: When people move their eyes, their change in eye direction carries a motion signal. However, most
research using gaze direction as a stimulus either controls or excludes the motion of the eyes. Here, we directly
examined the role of motion in the discrimination of eye movements. Participants were shown two images: a person
looking straight ahead and then looking to the left or right at 1, 2 or 3 degrees visual angle from fixation. This
resulted in the apparent motion of the eyes to the left or right. In the no motion condition, participants received
the two images separated by a 200 ms blank display, eliminating the perception of motion. Participants were more
accurate and more confident of their judgements in the condition that included eye motion, but were also highly
accurate without motion. These data indicate that eye motion can contribute to the computation of another’s gaze
direction.
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Language and Space: Momentary Interactions
Barbara Landau
241 Krieger Hall Johns Hopkins University Baltimore, MD 21218
Abstract: Does language change thought? This classical question has recently received renewed attention, as
new lines of evidence have been offered, either supporting or arguing against the idea that speaking a particular
language– or having a language at all– affects our non-linguistic representation. The domain of space has provided
particularly fertile territory for this debate. In this talk, I will present a new hypothesis about the way in which
language interacts with visual-spatial representations, arguing that this occurs on a momentary basis, with no
repercussions for permanent changes in our non-linguistic spatial representation. These momentary interactions
increase over development, resulting in obligatory linguistic encoding in many tasks, but no real change in nonlinguistic representations. This hypothesis not only accounts for new data I will discuss; it also accounts for much of
the existing data on both sides of the aisle, in domains as different as spatial cognition and the representation of color.
Having a language undoubtedly changes human cognition– but it does not change our non-linguistic representations.
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metric of semantic space
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Abstract
Multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) has been used to
visualize the organization of semantic memory in
normal control subjects and in psychiatric conditions
such as schizophrenia and Alzheimer’s disease.
However, the potential for such techniques to classify
subjects into diagnostic groups has not been realized.
This study attempted to tackle this by developing
classification statistics and by exploring the
dimensional organization of semantic space using
models with different underlying metrics. The test data
were from controls and patients with early onset
schizophrenia. The results indicated subtly altered
semantic organization in schizophrenia, sufficient for
novel classification statistics to correctly classify
subjects as either patient or control with >80%
accuracy.
Keywords: language; semantics; schizophrenia; verbal
fluency; multi-dimensional-scaling; classification.

Introduction
Certain conditions, such as schizophrenia and Alzheimer’s
disease, are associated with disordered semantic memory
(Huff et al, 1986; Phillips et al, 2004). The underlying
alterations in memory organisation can be investigated
using word generation tasks. Deficits include slower,
disorganized generation of fewer exemplars from a semantic
category. This data can then be analyzed with
multidimensional scaling (MDS) methods (Rips et al, 1973)
to visualize semantic networks and assess differences
between patients and healthy control subjects (Chan et al,
1993). However, the refinement of these methods and
application of additional data classification tools have not
been sufficiently explored.
The present study emulates previous studies (Chan et al,
1993; Prescott et al, 2006) by analysing animal category
fluency lists from schizophrenia patients and controls. We
used MDS to identify axes in the data which represent the

characteristics, or dimensions, people use to categorise
animals (Chan et al, 1993). Typically, the two dominant
dimensions characterizing semantic space for animals have
been labeled as “size” and “domesticity” (a third dimension
labeled “danger” may also be useful). A goal of this study
was to identify aspects of the data which could be used to
classify the individual as a patient or control.
A further issue to explore with MDS analysis is a possible
diagnostic difference in the underlying metric of semantic
space. Different metrics can be employed in MDS, probing
differences in conceptual organisation (Shepard, 1987,
Gardenfors, 2000). For example, various psychological
spaces are usually better represented by the ‘city-block’
metric (Shepard, 1987) rather than the familiar Euclidean
metric that has been used typically in MDS analyses (eg.
Paulsen et al 1996). This is illustrated by a normal
developmental shift. Older children and adults perceive
dimensions such as high and tall, or big and bright, to be
separable, whereas young children tend to confuse these
concepts (Carey, 1978). This is seen as a developmental
shift from a more Euclidean cognitive metric to the rigidly
grid-like, separated dimensions of the city-block metric
(Gardenfors, 2000). Such a shift may be disrupted in
developmental disorders, particularly in early onset
schizophrenia. The evidence that category boundaries are
less clear in schizophrenia (beginning with Cameron, 1938)
raises the prospect that the city-block metric may not
provide a better fit for patients.
Semantic memory abnormalities appear to be worse in
patients who had an earlier onset of illness (Paulsen et al,
1996) but adolescent patients with the early form of illness
have not been adequately studied. The present study
considers a group of adolescent subjects who have
reductions in semantic fluency (as reported in Phillips et al,
2004). It was hypothesized that schizophrenia patients
would exhibit differences in network organization and word

list generation that would enable statistical classification of
subjects as either patient or control, based on their word list
alone. Furthermore, a comparison of the metrics would
show that control subjects use a city-block metric in the
organisation of semantic space, whereas patients do not use
such separable dimensions and therefore a Euclidean metric
would be sufficient.

Methods
Subjects
The schizophrenia subjects were 36 patients with adolescent
onset of illness between 12 and 18 diagnosed with DSM-IV
criteria. Most patients had experienced only one psychotic
episode. A further 31 non-psychiatric comparison subjects
matched for age and education were recruited, with suitable
exclusion criteria for both groups. Written informed consent
was obtained from the subjects and their parents. Of the
patients, 21 exhibited some negative symptoms and 6 were
thought disordered.

Metric scaling was applied using automated routines in the
“R” statistics software package. The selection of the number
of dimensions in which to represent semantic space is
governed by a measure of the stress value, which reflects the
degree to which the resulting word map is a good summary
of the actual distance data. 5% stress = a good fit, 10%
stress = fair, 20% = poor. Low dimensional (2D) fits were
used as is standard practice for visualisation, although a 4D
fit was the best and this was used for the more subtle
comparison of different metrics.

Roughness Statistic
The dissimilarities between animals were used to condense
the information contained in word lists down to a single
value representing the ‘roughness’ of an individual list. In
order for the statistic to be comparable between patients and
controls, the dissimilarites used were those calculated for
controls. The ‘roughness’ statistic, r, for a list is defined to
be the average dissimilarity between adjacent items in the
list. For a list of length n it is calculated as follows:

Procedure
As reported previously for these patients (see Phillips et al,
2004 for more details on procedure) all subjects were
examined with either the full version of the Wechsler
Intelligence Test for children – III-R or, if older than 16
years, the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Test – Revised. The
animal fluency test analysed here was administered by a
neuropsychologist. Subjects were asked to name as many
animals, excluding fish and birds, as possible in a period of
60 seconds. Any repetitions and non-animals were removed
from the lists. The fifteen most common words across both
groups were used to generate semantic network
representations using multidimensional scaling (MDS).
Timing data was not available.

Data Analysis

Where ai is the animal in position i of the list, and D is the
MCF dissimilarity measure.

Variability statistic
Another statistic formulated using the dissimilarities
calculated for controls is the ‘variability’ in the ‘roughness’
of each list. The ‘variability’ statistic, v, for a list is defined
to be the sample variance of the dissimilarity between
adjacent items in the list. For a list of length n it is
calculated as follows:

MultiDimensional Scaling: MDS embeds data on the
differences between objects in a mathematical space with a
number of dimensions determined by the user. The result is
a map of the objects whose positions reflect their statistical
difference (similar objects are close together). The objects in
this case are words, whose differences are calculated from
their distance apart in the lists of animals generated by each
subject. For example, in the list: “dog, cat, elephant, tiger..”,
cat is 1 place from dog and 2 places from tiger.

Linear Discriminant Analysis

The “Fluent” software was used to create a dissimilarity
matrix for each diagnostic group based on the word list
distances. The software controls for differences in list length
by the mean cumulative frequency (MCF) method described
in Prescott et al (2006). The resulting dissimilarity matrix
for controls and the matrix for patients were used for MDS
analysis.

Alternative metrics

Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is a statistical
classification tool. LDA was applied to the data in order to
predict the diagnosis, patient or control, of an individual
based upon their animal word list. LDA was applied to the
data with roughness and variability as the observable
variables.

An alternative metric scaling solution was calculated using
non-Euclidean, City-Block MDS. Most published analyses
of clinical samples assume that the semantic space
underlying the solution is Euclidean. However, as described
above, psychological space is often better represented by a
non-Euclidean metric such as the ‘city-block’ metric

(Arabie, 1991). The metric is so-called because the distance
between concepts is measured as if restricted to a grid-like
system of roads (hence ‘city-block’ or ‘Manhattan’ metric)
rather than “as the crow flies” in Euclidean space. The
apparent suitability of this metric is due to the psychological
tendency to make categorical decisions based on orthogonal
conceptual dimensions (such as height and width) which are
not arbitrary and interchangeable.

map, large farm animals (horse, cow) to the upper center,
and African/zoo animals on the left. For patients, the
groupings were also logical although zebra overlapped with
the farm animals and monkey was in a relatively extreme
position. Overall, the patient semantic map did not differ
markedly from that of controls, although it did have a
slightly more idiosyncratic organization.

Consequently, following an established approach
(Gardenfors, 2000;Johannesson, 1996), the stress values of
the solutions were compared to determine the better fit
using two different metrics with increasing numbers of
dimensions up to the most desirable 4D fit. Optimization
was performed by starting the procedure from multiple
(hundreds of thousands) of initial configurations.

Results
The usual conceptual dimensions of animal “size” and
“domesticity” did not form clear orthogonal axes for either
word map (see Figures 1 and 2). However, the different
dimensions, size, domesticity, and “danger” appeared much
more correlated for patients than for controls (see metric
comparisons and separability of dimensions, below).The
word maps illustrated show the estimated binary transition
line between one side of a conceptual dimension, and the
other, for each of three dimensions (size, domesticity, and
danger).

Figure 2: MDS for schizophrenia patients (squares, circles
and triangles differentiate boundary lines in gray scale
image and do not represent data points)
MDS enables wordlists to be shown visually. Wordlists for
patients and controls are shown in Figure 3 using the points
given by the MDS mapping for controls, to allow direct
comparison.

Figure 1: MDS for controls (squares, circles, and triangles
simply differentiate boundary lines in gray scale image)
Controls represented size on a diagonal from bottom right to
upper left. No consistent representation of the size
dimension could be discerned in the patient map. However,
there were interpretable groupings in both maps. For
controls – household pets were on the lower right side of the

Figure 3: Animal wordlists plotted as networks on the MDS
mapping for controls. Details are not visible, but the matrix
is shown to enable the reader to visualise the method.
Wordlists are displayed in order of decreasing list length.
Light gray indicates that the list belongs to the controls.
Dark gray indicates that the list belongs to the patients.
An important observation is that, although wordlist routes
through semantic space for controls tended to appear more
disorganised than for patients, this was not the case. The
‘messy’ appearance of control lists was generally caused by
the fact that controls are more inclined than patients to
exhaust a particular category of animals, such as small,
domestic, safe animals, before branching out into another
category.

list length largely superceded the variability statistic.
Meanwhile the roughness statistic continued to provide
useful additional classification information.
This LOO-CV could be improved for our particular
application if, when removing control points from the LDA,
we also removed the control's word list, recomputed the
dissimilarities for controls and hence adapted the roughness
and variability scores. However, this would be
computationally expensive, and the difference in the
estimate of the number of correctly classified individuals
would be small. Therefore, for our purpose, the simpler
version of LOO-CV was applied.

Figure 4: Roughness scores
Figure 4 shows the roughness scores for schizophrenia
patients and controls. The roughness scores for patients
appear to have a greater spread than those for controls. This
suggests that the two sets of roughness scores follow
different distributions for the different groups. A two
sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for this gives a p-value of
0.0017, confirming the observation. This makes roughness
an appropriate variable for use with classification tools.

Figure 5: LDA using roughness and variability to predict
patient/control status

Metric comparison
Generating distance measures with a city-block metric,
using automated routines, resulted in an improved fit of the
scaling solution for control subjects. However, in
schizophrenia, the improvement was reduced when the
number of dimensions increased to 4 dimensions.

Classification
Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation was used to assess the
quality of the classification procedure, the result being that
this procedure classified 81% of individuals correctly (see
Figure 5).
As observed already, the typical patient list length is shorter
than controls and, as might be expected, the incorporation of
list length assists classification. The emphasis of the present
study was to attempt to identify components of semantic
organization itself that could be used to classify subjects,
regardless of list length. However, it may be noted that
further classification testing indicated that the inclusion of

The stress value of the Euclidean scaling solution for
controls at 4-D was 10.3% (R2= 0.97) (borderline
“poor”/”fair”), for patients it was 9.7% (R2= 0.98) (“fair”).
The Euclidean solutions for patients and controls were not
improved with further optimisation, but the fully optimized
city-block stress was lower for both diagnoses (control
stress = 7%, patient stress = 7.6%). Overall, the Euclidean
solution was better for patients than for controls, and the
patients benefited less from the city-block solution than
controls. However, comparing optimization between metrics
is challenging since the process of optimization is
technically easier for city-block than Euclidean.

Discussion
Previous MDS studies have tended to assess older patients
with chronic schizophrenia (eg. Chen et al, 2000) or
dementia (Chan et al, 1993), concluding that the deficit is
due to semantic store degradation. The present study found
reduced fluency but fairly mild abnormality of semantic
organisation early in the illness. It may be argued that as
these patients represent an early onset group with recent
diagnosis, anomalies of semantic organisation in these cases
are unlikely to be due to the progressive degradation of
memory storage caused by long illness duration and
medication. However, adolescent patients generally
represent a more severe form of illness with worse outcome
and less exposure to medication. A solution to the apparent
contradiction is that reduced fluency causes the appearance
of a bigger difference in semantic organisation due to
shorter word list length. Unlike several other studies
(seeStorms et al, 2003) our stress values for patients
indicated a better Euclidean fit for the MDS solutions than
controls. We suggest this is, at least partly, due to the
Prescott et al (2006) list length correction.
Further analysis using linear discriminant analysis
illustrated that two novel statistical derivations from the
word lists: “roughness” and “variability”, are useful for
classification of subjects into controls or patients with >80%
accuracy. The addition of list length to classification
algorithms renders the inclusion of the variability statistic
largely redundant. However, the roughness statistic appear
to provide significant additional information enabling
correct classification. For further contrasts between
diagnoses a qualitative semantic network assessment
revealed that although wordlists for controls tend to appear
more disorganised than those for patients, this is not the
case. The ‘messy’ appearance is because controls are more
inclined than patients to exhaust a particular category of
animals, such as small, domestic, safe animals, before
branching out into another category.
The nature of further abnormal organization in
schizophrenia may be interpreted by the difference in the
metric of semantic space. The present results demonstrate
that semantic space is similar to various psychological
spaces that are normally better represented by the ‘cityblock’ metric than the commonly used Euclidean metric
(Arabie, 1991). The sharp-cornered form of the city-block
metric better models the natural tendency to discriminatory
learning in which the orthogonal axes reflect the way
conceptual dimensions (such as width and height, or
domesticity and size) are not arbitrary and interchangeable
as they are in the Euclidean metric. While we found that the
city-block metric was always best for control subjects, the
results were more ambiguous for patients suggesting less
separated conceptual dimensions in schizophrenia.
These results suggest that the developmental shift (see
Gardenfors, 2000), from a Euclidean cognitive metric to the

more separable dimensions of the city-block metric, has not
completed
successfully
in
early
onset
schizophrenia.Goldstone and Barsalou (1998) have
described the development of reasoning about dimensions:
“evidence suggests that dimensions that are easily separated
by adults, such as the brightness and size of a square, are
treated as fused together for children… [they] have
difficulty identifying whether two objects differ on their
brightness or size even though they can easily see that they
differ in some way. Both differentiation and
dimensionalization occur throughout one’s lifetime.”
In conclusion, the alteration of semantic networks in
schizophrenia appears to be more subtle than that indicated
by some previous studies (Paulsen et al, 1996). The results
are consistent with the suggestion that larger differences
identified in previous studies are partly due to statistical
confounds such as differences in list length (Prescott et al,
2006) and sub-optimal solutions. However, using the
additional innovative techniques for data exploration and
classification shown here, fitting a low dimensional (2-D)
Euclidean word map to the data reveals differences in
semantic organisationbetween patients and controls. The
passage through semantic space revealed by MDS
visualization of control word lists appears “messy” because
controls are more inclined than patients to exhaust a
particular category grouping of animals (eg. small,
domestic), before exploring another sub-cluster. Although
list length differentiates controls from patients, two
alternative statistical derivations from the word lists:
“roughness” and “variability”, can be used to classify
subjects into controls or patients with >80% accuracy. A
further novel finding is the indication of less separated
conceptual dimensions in schizophrenia compared to
controls.
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Abstract
The QWERTY keyboard mediates communication for
millions of language users. Here we investigated whether
differences in the way words are typed correspond to
differences in their meanings. Some words are spelled with
more letters on the right side of the keyboard and others with
more letters on the left. We tested whether asymmetries in
the way people interact with keys on the right and left of the
keyboard influence their evaluations of the emotional valence
of the words. In Experiment 1, we found a relationship
between emotional valence and QWERTY key position,
across three languages (English, Spanish, and Dutch). Words
with more right-hand letters were rated as more positive in
meaning on average than words with more left-hand letters.
In Experiment 2 we replicated this pattern in nonce words.
Although these data are correlational, the fact that a similar
pattern was found across languages suggests that the
QWERTY keyboard is shaping the meanings of words, as
people filter language through their fingers. Widespread
typing introduces a new mechanism by which semantic
changes in language can arise.
Keywords: body-specificity hypothesis;
meaning; orthography; typing; valence.

motor

action;

Introduction
For many people, language may be typed and read almost as
much as it is spoken and heard. Today the phrase “talk to
you later” (abbreviated “ttyl”) often means that
conversational partners will continue “talking” with their
fingers. When they do, they are likely to use the QWERTY
keyboard. The QWERTY layout was invented in 1878, as a
remedy for mechanical problems with the original
Remington typewriters, the keys of which were arranged
alphabetically. During fast typing, neighboring keys would
jam when used in succession. QWERTY was designed to
separate frequently-used letter pairs to opposite sides of the
keyboard, avoiding mechanical clashes.
The final
arrangement was constrained by the inner workings of the
Remington machine, and by the need to place the letters in
“t-y-p-e-w-r-i-t-e-r” conveniently on the top row of keys, to
help salesmen tap out what was, at the time, a brand name
(David, 1985).

The QWERTY keyboard, which originated as a tool for
journalists, is now everywhere in our culture. Increasingly,
coffee shop chatter is being replaced by the sound of
clicking keystrokes. Conversations and even courtships can
take place entirely through text. Smart phones and laptops
let people type messages from virtually anywhere.
Routinely, language is produced without speech. When
linguists and psychologists talk about the articulators used
in language production, they are ordinarily referring to parts
of the mouth. But increasingly, the articulators that mediate
our day-to-day language production are the fingers.
The way words are articulated with the mouth is related to
their meaning. Although many sound-meaning mappings
are arbitrary (de Saussure, 1966), there are aspects of
meaning that appear non-arbitrarily linked to the
configuration of the vocal-tract articulators used to produce
them (Ohala, 1984). Here we propose a link between the
meanings of words and the action of the manual articulators
used for typing them. Because patterns of articulation are
not independent of meaning, typing introduces a new
mechanism by which semantic changes in language can
arise.
We propose that typing words on the keyboard may
influence their emotional valence (i.e., the positivity or
negativity of their meanings). Typing is a special kind of
motor action. Performing motor actions fluently generally
leads to positive feelings and evaluations (Oppenheimer,
2008; Ping, Dhillon, & Beilock, 2009). Therefore, motor
fluency could mediate relationships between the location of
letters on the QWERTY keyboard and the valence of the
words they compose, either directly or indirectly.
A direct link between motor fluency and valence could
result from the distribution of letters on the right and left
sides of the keyboard. In standard QWERTY typing, the
left hand is responsible for typing more letters than the right
hand (15 letters vs. 11). For skilled and unskilled typists
alike, fingers on the left hand are responsible for more keys
than fingers on the right. This should make planning and
executing keystrokes more difficult with the left hand than
with the right, because the amount of cognitive control
required to strike one key among its neighbors should
increase with the number of keys, due to increased response
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competition (Ridderinkhof, van den Wildenberg, Segalowitz
& Carter, 2004). This proposal is supported by reaction
time data showing that, when participants are presented with
letters in isolation and asked to press the corresponding
keys, they are faster to type letters from the right side of the
keyboard than the left (Logan, 2003).
If right-hand letters are easier to type, this should lead to
more positive feelings when people type words composed of
more right-hand letters, and more negative feeling when
they type words with more left-hand letters. Over time,
associations between typing fluency and emotion could
cause “right-hand words” to acquire more positive meanings
and “left-hand words” more negative meanings. Skilled
typists implicitly prefer easy-to-type letter strings, even
when they were not typing, supporting the possibility that
typing fluency could influence the emotional valence of the
things people type (Beilock & Holt, 2007; Van den Bergh,
et al. 1990). To summarize this first proposal, on the basis
of keyboard kinematics, words with more right-hand letters
should be easier to type, and should therefore acquire more
positive meanings on average than words with more lefthand letters.
Alternatively, motor fluency might interact with
QWERTY to influence the valence of words more
indirectly. The hands are not created equal. Most people
have a dominant hand, and therefore interact with the
environment more fluently on one side of space than the
other. As a consequence, people implicitly associate
positive things with their dominant side and negative things
with their nondominant side. When asked to decide which
of two products to buy, which of two job applicants to hire,
or which of two alien creatures looks more trustworthy,
right- and left-handers respond differently. Right-handers
tend to prefer the product, person, or creature presented on
their right side, but left-handers tend to prefer the one on
their left (Casasanto, 2009). Children as young as 5 years
old already make evaluations according to their handedness,
judging animals shown on their dominant side to be nicer
and smarter than animals on their nondominant side
(Casasanto & Henetz, 2011). Beyond the laboratory,
people’s association of “good” with their dominant side can
be observed in their spontaneous gestures during positive
and negative speech (Casasanto & Jasmin, 2010).
Overall, these results cannot be predicted or explained by
metaphors or idioms in language, which consistently
associate “good” with “right” and “bad” with “left” (e.g.,
my right-hand man; two left feet). Rather, these results
reveal implicit mental metaphors linking left-right space and
emotional valence, which are body-specific (Casasanto,
2009): Right- and left-handers, who have different patterns
of motor fluency, implicitly associate “good” and “bad”
with opposite sides of space.
These mental metaphors influence people’s judgments
even when they are not using their hands, indicating that
immediate motor experience is not necessary to activate
body-specific associations between space and valence:
Mentally representing locations on one’s “good” or “bad”

side of space is sufficient (Casasanto & Brookshire, 2011;
Casasanto & Chrysikou, 2011). People who know how to
type automatically activate the positions of keys when they
read words (Rieger, 2004). Consequently, words spelled
with more letters on one side of the keyboard than the other
could activate mental metaphors linking space with valence
whether or not people are typing, and whether or not typing
is actually more fluent with one hand than with the other.
Although Keyboard Kinematics and Mental Metaphors
both predict relationships between QWERTY key position
and word valence, they predict different effects of
handedness.
According to the Keyboard Kinematics
proposal, right- and left-handers should both show a Good
Is Right pattern, rating words with more right-hand letters to
be more positive in meaning, since there should be less
response competition for typing letters on the right side than
on the left, regardless of the typer’s handedness.
Alternatively, the Mental Metaphors proposal predicts that
right-handers should rate words with more right-hand letters
to be more positive, since these words should activate their
implicit Good Is Right association more strongly; by
contrast, left-handers should rate words with more left-hand
letters to be more positive, since these words should activate
their implicit Good Is Left association.
Here we explored the relationship between QWERTY key
position and word meaning, in two experiments. In
Experiment 1 we tested for associations between left-right
key position and emotional valence in words from three
QWERTY-using languages (English, Spanish and Dutch).
In Experiment 2 we tested whether effects of QWERTY key
position are restricted to existing words, or whether key
position also affects the valence of nonce words that have
never been seen or typed. In both experiments we compared
word ratings between left- and right-handers, to evaluate
Keyboard Kinematics and Mental Metaphors as potential
causes of the hypothesized relationship between QWERTY
and word meaning.

Experiment 1: Does QWERTY predict valence
ratings for words across languages?
Experiment 1 tested whether associations between side of
keyboard and emotional valence are detectable in
participants’ judgments about words in three languages.

Methods
Participants Native Dutch speakers (N=132; 14 lefthanders, 118 right-handers by self-report) participated
online, for payment.
Materials and Procedure We analyzed words from 3
corpora. The Affective Norms for English Words corpus
(ANEW; Bradley and Lang, 1999) consists of 1034 words.
Participants used a pencil to rate valence on a 9-point scale
composed of five Self-Assessment Manikins (SAMs),
which ranged from a smiling figure at the positive end of
the scale to a frowning figure at the negative end.
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Participants were told to mark one of the manikins, or a
space between two adjacent manikins.
The second corpus was a Spanish version of ANEW
(SPANEW; Redondo, et al. 2007), in which translations of
the ANEW words were rated by native Spanish speakers
using a procedure.
The third corpus was a Dutch version of ANEW
(DANEW), which we created. The 1034 ANEW words
were translated into Dutch by a native speaker. Three of the
English words translated to the same Dutch word.
Removing these duplicates left 1031 words in the sample.
Each participant saw 85 of the translated ANEW words
intermixed with 74 words from an unrelated experiment,
which served as fillers. Participants saw words one at a
time, and rated them for emotional valence on 9-point SAM
scales. Whereas ANEW and SPANEW participants used
pencil and paper, DANEW participants responded by
clicking one of 9 radio buttons located beside the 5
manikins, or in between two manikins. In ANEW and
SPANEW the manikins were arranged from left to right. In
DANEW, the manikins were arranged vertically on the
screen, to avoid any unintended interactions between a leftright rating scale and the left-right positions of the letters
that composed stimulus words.

Results and Discussion
For each word in the corpus, we computed the difference of
the number of left-hand letters (q,w,e,r,t,a,s,d,f,g,z,x,c,y,b)
and right-hand letters (y,u,i,o,p,h,j,k,l,n,m), a measure we
call the Right Hand Advantage [RHA=(# right-hand letters)(# left-hand letters)]. Overall, there was a significant
positive relationship between RHA and Valence in ANEW,
SPANEW, and DANEW combined, according to a linear
regression with items (ANEW words and their translation
equivalents) as a repeated random factor (Wald χ2=5.34,
df=1, p=.02; Figure 1). Words with more right-hand letters
were rated to be more positive on average than words with
more left-hand letters. We will call this relationship the
QWERTY effect.1
To determine whether the QWERTY effect differed
across languages, Language was added to the regression
model as a fixed factor. The mean valence ratings differed
between languages, producing a main effect of Language
(Mean Valence Ratings: Dutch=5.07 (SD=2.27);
English=5.15 (SD=1.99); Spanish=4.74 (SD=2.14); Wald
χ2=101.09, df=2, p=.0001).
Importantly, however,
Language did not interact with RHA to predict Valence
(Wald χ2=0.23, df=2, p=.89), and the effect of RHA on
Valence remained significant when the effect of Language
and the interaction of Language with RHA were controlled
(Wald χ2=5.19, df=1, p=.02).
Since there was no significant difference in the strength of
the QWERTY effect across languages, an analysis of each

separate language is neither required nor licensed. With that
caveat, we note that the predicted relationship between RHA
and Valence was significant in English (Wald χ2=4.61,
df=1, p=.03) and in Dutch (Wald χ2=5.81, df=1, p=.02), and
a trend in the same positive direction was found in Spanish
(Wald χ2=1.04, df=1, p=.31). It would be inappropriate to
interpret these patterns as differing between languages,
given the lack of any statistical difference (Wald χ2<1),
which cannot be attributed to a lack of power (minimum
N=1031 items).
A further analysis was conducted to control for possible
effects of Word Length and for the frequency with which
individual letters are used in each language (Letter
Frequency).2 RHA remained a significant predictor of
Valence when Word Length, Letter Frequency, Language,
and their interactions were controlled (Wald χ2=6.95, df=1,
p=.008).
A final set of analyses tested for effects of handedness in
the DANEW raters (no information is available about the
handedness of the raters for ANEW and SPANEW).
According to a mixed regression model with subjects and
items as repeated random factors, RHA predicted Valence in
right- and left-handers, combined (F(1,1022)=4.92, p=.03).
When Handedness was added to the model, it did not
interact with RHA to predict Valence (F(1,6077)=0.16,
p=.69).
The association between RHA and Valence
remained significant when the effect of Handedness and the
interaction of Handedness and RHA were controlled
(F(1,1224)=4.00, p=.05).
Although the QWERTY effect did not differ significantly
between right- and left-handers, we conducted an
exploratory analysis to determine whether handedness
influenced the direction of the correlation between RHA and
Valence, since this information is critical to deciding
between different possible causes of the QWERTY effect.
Right-handers showed a positive association of RHA with
Valence (F(1,1020)=4.84, p=.03). Left-handers showed a
trend in the same positive direction, which did not approach
significance, likely due to the small number of left-handers
(F(1,416)=0.27, p=.61).
Overall, words with more right-hand letters were rated to
be more positive than words with more left-hand letters.
Since this pattern did not differ between right- and lefthanders (not even qualitatively, in terms of direction), the
results of Experiment 1 support Keyboard Kinematics as the
cause of the QWERTY effect.

1

The phrase “QWERTY effect” is sometimes used informally in
Economics, to describe a product that is highly successful despite
being inferior to its competitors. The semantic QWERTY effect
we report here is unrelated.

2

Information about frequency of letter use across languages was
obtained
from
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Letter_frequency,
accessed April 10, 2011.
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(Consonant Frames; CFs). These CFs were crossed with 4
vowels (/i/, /u/, /eɪ/, /oʊ/) to generate 3,312 nonce words.
The vowels /i/ and /u/ were spelled with double-e (pleek),
and double-o (plook). The vowels /eɪ/ and /oʊ/ were spelled
with an a and final e (plake) and with o and final e (ploke).
CFs containing words that were spelled or pronounced like
existing English words were excluded. Spellings were
adjusted so that all nonce words had legal English spellings.
This left 404 CFs which, crossed with 4 vowels, yielded
1616 words. Four CFs were randomly excluded to leave
1600 nonce words, which were presented in a Latin square
design. Participants were instructed to read words in “an
alien language” and indicate how positive the meaning
seemed on a 9-point scale by clicking on a radio button with
the mouse. Each participant rated 20 words.

Figure 1: Results of Experiment 1. The difference between
the number of right-hand letters and left-hand letters (RHA)
predicted valence ratings for English, Dutch and Spanish
words.

Experiment 2: Does QWERTY predict valence
judgments for nonce words?
Experiment 2 tested whether the QWERTY effect would be
found for nonce words, with no pre-experimental meaning.
This experiment addressed three questions raised by
Experiment 1. First, would an effect of handedness emerge
in a larger sample of participants, including more lefthanders? Second, does the QWERTY effect arise at the
level of the word, or at a sub-lexical level (i.e., letters or
clusters of letters)? Third, could the QWERTY effect be an
artifact of lexical frequency? In principle, if words with
higher RHAs also had higher frequencies, this could result
in a spurious correlation between RHA and Valence.
Information about lexical frequency was not available for all
of the words form Experiment 1, complicating an analysis to
rule out possible frequency effects.
In the present
experiment, however, all items were novel, and therefore
had frequencies of zero.

Methods
Participants English speakers (N=800; 36 left-handers, 751
right-handers, 13 ambidextrous by self-report) were
recruited via the Amazon Mechanical Turk website and
participated online, for payment.
Materials and Procedure A corpus of pronounceable,
single-syllable English nonce words was generated by
crossing a set of 46 consonant (or cluster) onsets and 18
consonant codas, for a total of 828 onset-coda combinations

Figure 2: Results of Experiment 2. The difference between
the number of right-hand letters and left-hand letters (RHA)
predicted valence ratings for English nonce words.

Results and Discussion
RHA was calculated as in Experiment 1. There was a
significant positive relationship between RHA and Valence,
according to a mixed linear regression with subjects and
items as repeated random factors (F(1,1584)=10.85 p=.001;
Figure 2), replicating the main result of Experiment 1.
When Handedness (for left- and right-handers) was added to
the model, it did not interact with RHA to predict Valence
(F(1,15053)=.03, p=.86). In further exploratory analyses,
right-handers showed a positive association of RHA with
Valence (F(1,1574)=11.76, p=.001). Left-handers showed a
trend in the same positive direction, which did not approach
significance (F(1,600)=0.68, p=.41). As in Experiment 1,
there was no effect of handedness on the association
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between RHA and Valence, which trended in the same
direction for right- and left-handers.
Nonce words with more right hand letters were judged to
have more positive meanings in an alien language,
suggesting that Good Is Right associations are stored or
activated at the level of letters or combinations of letters.
Importantly, the QWERTY effect in Experiment 2 cannot be
explained by an unexpected relationship between lexical
frequency and key position, since all items were novel, and
had frequencies of zero.3

General Discussion
In two experiments, we demonstrate a previously
undocumented relationship between the meanings of words
and the way they are typed: the QWERTY effect. On
average, words spelled with more right-hand letters (on the
right of the keyboard) were rated to be more positive in
emotional valence than words spelled with more left-hand
letters (on the left of the keyboard). This was true even
though raters were not typing when they responded: In some
cases they were using pencil and paper. A similar
relationship between key position and word meaning was
found across three languages (English, Spanish, and Dutch),
and was also extended to nonce words with no preexperimental meaning.
We proposed two possible causes of the QWERTY effect,
which made contrasting predictions. According to the
Keyboard Kinematics account, people should tend to rate
words with more right-hand letters than left-hand letters as
more positive, regardless of their handedness. According to
the Mental Metaphors account, right-handers should tend to
rate words with more right-hand letters as more positive, but
left-handers should favor words with more left-hand letters.
Results of both experiments showed similar patterns in
right- and left-handers, supporting the Keyboard Kinematics
account. Right-hand letters are less numerous, therefore
words with more right-hand letters may acquire more
positive meanings because they are easier to type, due to an
asymmetry built into the QWERTY keyboard.
Although there was no significant difference between
right- and left-handers, we note that the association between
RHA and Valence was numerically weaker in left-handers
in both experiments, as would be expected if there were
additive effects of Keyboard Kinematics and Mental
Metaphors, strengthening the Good Is Right effect in righthanders, but weakening it in left-handers.

Alternative accounts of the QWERTY effect?
The fact that we found no differences in the strength of the
QWERTY effect across English, Spanish, and Dutch argues
3

It is possible that when judging the valence of nonce words,
participants activated real English words that were phonologically
or orthographically similar. However, this is merely as source of
noise, and is unlikely to account for the observed RHA effect,
since letters that are phonological or orthographic neighbors are
unlikely to be typographic neighbors on the QWERTY keyboard.

against two alternatives explanations for this effect. First, if
the effect had been found in only one language, it would be
amenable to explanations based on accidents of sound
symbolism (Ohala, 1984). In any single language, it could
happen by chance that words with higher RHAs are more
positive due to sound-valence associations. But despite
some commonalities, the English, Dutch, and Spanish
languages have different phonological systems, and
different letter-to-sound mappings.
To maintain this
skeptical alternative, it would be necessary to posit that
RHA correlated with different letter-sound-valence
mappings in each of these three languages (with strengths
that did not differ across languages).
Second, if we had found the QWERTY effect in English
alone, it would seem plausible that space-valence mappings
had shaped the QWERTY layout, but not the other way
around. QWERTY was designed by an English speaker.
Since there is about a 90% chance he was a right-hander,
implicit space-valence associations could have biased him to
place letters that carried positive associations on the right
and letters with negative associations on the left of the
keyboard. Presumably, however, such implicit associations
would be based on the peculiar roles these letters play in
English words or sounds. The finding of similar QWERTY
effects across languages suggests that, even if English-based
letter-space-valence associations influenced QWERTY’s
design, QWERTY has now “infected” typers of other
languages with similar associations. Since the present data
are correlational, establishing the causal relationships
underlying the QWERTY effect will require further
research.

Conclusions
Although the relationship between words’ forms and
meanings is largely arbitrary, aspects of how words are
produced can shape their meanings. In the past, language
was only spoken, and was therefore only subject to
constraints on hearing and speaking. Now language is
frequently produced by the fingers, and for millions of
people, it is filtered through QWERTY. As people develop
new technologies for producing language, these
technologies shape the language they were designed to
produce.
The meanings of words in English, Dutch, and Spanish
are related to the way people type them on the QWERTY
keyboard. Words with more right-hand letters are rated as
more positive in emotional valence than words with more
left-hand letters. The fact that nonce words also show the
QWERTY effect suggests that new coinages in language
will show effects of how they are typed immediately.
People responsible for naming new products, companies,
and brands might do well to consider the potential
advantages of consulting their keyboards and choosing the
“right” name.
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Abstract

Pain as “Active” Representation

We begin with a view defended elsewhere that pain is a
representation of tissue damage that is dependent on what
one is doing. We extend this view by exploring a relation
between pain and action inspired by Alva Noë’s theory of
perception. We consider whether sensorimotor knowledge
related to tissue damage plays a role in pain experience.
We explore this possibility by considering various kinds of
pain, including the pain of a thorn in one’s foot, that of a
herniated disk, and the chronic pain that sometimes follows
the healing of an injury. We find that there is a large class
of pain for which the phenomenal experience could easily
be informed by sensorimotor knowledge in much the way
Noë claims it is for vision and other forms of perception.
We also find that conceiving of pain in this way inspires
new understanding of phantom limb pain and chronic pain.

I support Tye’s representational account of pain, with the
qualification that representations of tissue damage are
dynamic and very likely to depend on the activities the
subject is engaged in and the demands they place on his
representational resources. To emphasize that actions
influence how things are represented, I call this version of
the representation account of pain the active
representational account. The idea is that pain is, in
several ways, like vision and other forms of perception:
(1) there are special-purpose sensorimotor pairings that
serve to reduce the subject’s representational load while
facilitating specific actions and (2) the total
representational load dedicated to representing tissue
damage is a function of the other demands on a subject’s
representational resources.1 If one has stepped on a thorn
the traditional representationist will say that one’s foot
pain is the representation of damage to one’s foot by the
thorn. The active representationalist will agree, but will
emphasize that one’s foot pain may vary with the activity
one is engaged in. If one is walking with a thorn in one’s
foot one will have a pain that facilitates such walking. In
this case the particular representation of tissue damage is
part of a specialized sensorimotor pairing. If the subject
lies down for a nap in the woods the pain will have a
different phenomenal content – it will still be a
representation of a foot injury, but it will lack the content
necessary for walking.
Consider the type of pain one often has when one is
first injured. There is the initial “Ow!”, a sudden, intense,
all encompassing pain. The content of this representation
includes particular information about the injury, such as
its location and whether it is, for instance, a burn, a stab, a
cut, or a knock with a heavy object. The greater demand
on representational resources comes from the urgent need
to act (sometimes, even, the instinct to act) by, for
example, withdrawing one’s limb from the heat source,
stepping away from the poking stick, or just removing all
stress from the injured limb. It is likely that the
representation of tissue damage during this initial phase
facilitates the carrying out of such defensive acts.
Consider the initial pain of a thorn entering deeply into
one’s foot. One experiences the sharp piercing pain, has a
sudden and powerful urge to raise one’s foot and keep it
up, and tries to do so. Nearly all unrelated thoughts and
actions cease.

Keywords: pain;perception;enactive perception;action
.

Introduction
Philosophical accounts of pain have covered a wide
variety of theories. A recent theory by Colin Klein (2007)
is that pain is an imperative, the content of which defines
the quality of the experience. Michael Tye (1995, 2005)
conceives of pain as a nonconceptual representation of
tissue damage (or disruption). I have argued that these
two accounts are much closer to each other than they at
first appear and that the representationist account can be
expanded to incorporate the strengths of the imperative
account by acknowledging the role of action in
determining how tissue damage is represented. In this
paper I further develop this action-based representational
account of pain by incorporating insights from (Noë,
2004) on active perception. In Section Two I describe the
active representational account of pain, an expanded
version of Tye’s representational account of pain, that
explicitly incorporates the hypothesis that how pain is
represented is influenced by the activities one is engaged
in. In Section Three I present some aspects of Noë’s
action-centered account of perception that have
interesting applications to pain when pain is understood as
a kind of perception. In Section Four I apply these ideas
to the expanded representational account of pain
presented in Section Two. In Section Five I consider how
this augmented active representational account of pain
fares with some of the more philosophically difficult
cases of pain.

1
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See (Hayhoe & Ballard, 2005) and (Ballard et al., 1991)

Following this sudden onset of intense pain there is
often a second kind of pain. This pain reveals greater
range of detail regarding the injury’s type, its extent, its
degree, and its impact on movement and other activities.
In cases where the damage is little or none the pain
quickly fades to nothing. In other cases the pain
transforms into something that hurts but does not
overwhelm, like an ache or a throbbing sensation. As a
part of this experience one carefully surveys and assesses
the wound, often using vision and touch to explore it. In
the case of the thorn prick, one might look at the
punctured area on one’s foot, caress the surface of the
skin there, and press hard around its edges. In doing so,
one also intensely concentrates on it. Through these
activities the injury seems to come into sharper focus -the pain reveals greater detail regarding the nature and
extent of damage to the foot, along with how movement
impacts it.
Usually one does not remain focused on one’s wound,
however, but returns to the things that we, as humans, do.
One carries out these activities of living and in many
cases one experiences injuries differently as a result. In
these cases, pain is a representation of tissue damage, but
one that is suited for the task one is engaged in. It can be
a special-purpose representation, that is, a dedicated
sensorimotor pairing, or it can be a less detailed
representation that frees up resources needed for other
purposes. For instance, after failing to pull out the thorn,
one may start to walk again, taking care to not step
directly on it. While walking the pain will take on new
qualitative content – it will be an ache with a quickly
shifting content that depends on where on the foot one is
stepping and the direction one’s weight is shifting. This
ache is probably a special-purpose representation that
serves as a guide to help one walk or run with a foot
injury. It is part of the pairing that comprises one’s ability
to move effectively with a foot wound. The fact that one
sometimes walks with better results after several steps
suggests that the representation and motor behavior
pairing can be fine-tuned as one interacts more with one’s
environment.
An example of how pain can be a function not just of
tissue damage but of the total demands on
representational resources is the severely injured soldier
who manages to save another injured soldier with little
awareness of the extent of his own injury. In such a case
he probably makes use of a representation of tissue
damage that specifically facilitates his life-saving action,
but leaves out the detail that would be responsible for the
great pain normally experienced when one moves with
such an injury.2 The experience of many actresses and
athletes offers another such example. They learn that they
can perform well despite severe menstrual cramps or
other pains they experience just prior to performance time

and that while fully engaged in the performance their
discomfort is significantly less.3
The types of pain described above suggest that pain,
understood as the representation of tissue damage, is
dynamic, varying with the action or activity of the agent.
Pain can be a representation that offers just enough detail
to facilitate an agent’s immediate action to prevent further
damage to the affected tissue. Alternatively, pain can be a
detailed representation of the tissue damage, formed as
the subject surveys her injury. Pain can also be a less
detailed representation of tissue damage, special-purpose
or not, that makes available the needed representational
resources for some ongoing high-priority activity.
The dependence of the representation of tissue damage
on the goals and activities of the subject suggest that it is
appropriate to consider pain a form of perception and not
simply a low-level representation. It follows that general
research on perception may add to our understanding of
pain. In the next section I look at Noë’s theory of
perception and consider ways in which it might apply to
the active representational account of pain.

Noe’s View of Perception as Action
Alva Noë has developed an influential, if controversial,
account of perception that puts action at its center in a
way different from what is considered above. For Noë, to
perceive is to act in much the same way as a blind man
acts when he uses a walking stick. It is an activity, not a
passive experience. If pain is a type of perception, as
many philosophers and psychologists have concluded,
then it follows from Noe’s account that pain too must be
active in this way.4 In this section we sketch Noë’s view
of perception and in Section 5 we consider how our
understanding of pain might be informed by it.5
Noë is committed to the controversial idea sometimes
found in certain subfields of artificial intelligence that the
world itself serves as an extension of our representational
medium. Since we know that specific actions will
3

I learned that this is a common experience among actresses
from Ethel Kyburg, a former professional actress and my
mother. I am by no means suggesting that menstrual cramps are
“all in the head” except in the obvious sense that they are
representations of bodily disruption of some kind. What I am
suggesting is that many people find that by fully engaging in
highly demanding activities, the qualitative content of such
pains can change.
4
Recent perception-based accounts of pain include (Tye,
2005), (Aydede, 2005), and (Shoemaker, 2001). (Chapman,
1986) claims that the view that pain is a function of perception is
the dominant view in psychology, though as of 1986 Chapman
suggested that medical field had lagged behind in this
understanding of pain. More recently (Carmichael, 2007)
suggests that the medical field is beginning to think of pain as
perception.
5
To the best of my knowledge Noë has not discussed pain in
any of his publications on perception. I do not mean to attribute
to him any position on this subject.

2

(Prinz, 2005) offers alternative theory -- that such a soldier
fully perceives, is even aware of, his pain, but then does not
remember.
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immediately access certain perceptual data, we do not
form an internal representation of this data. There is no
need.6 For instance, if we shoot our eyes to the left we
will find visual information regarding the tomato on the
table that we know is there. We have no need to
internally represent the details of that tomato when such a
simple motion would provide us with them.
What is required to perceive, on Noë’s account, is
knowledge of the relations between certain actions or
movements and the perceptual data that they would make
available.
Noë calls this sensorimotor knowledge.
Sensorimotor knowledge takes the form of conditionals
such as, Were I to reach out for a perceived object like so,
it would feel thusly or Were I to move my head to the left
it would have such and such an appearance of shape and
color. In looking at the tomato on a table, there may
appear something with a combination of shades of red and
white that fills the approximate shape of an ellipse in our
field of vision. On Noë’s view we do not come to see it
as a red round sphere unless we have identified a relevant
set of sensorimotor knowledge.
That is, we only
experience the tomato as a red round sphere if we
understand that were we to move our head to the left, the
tomato would appear this other way, less elliptical and
more round, and its color would appear that other way,
were we were to reach a concave hand behind it, our hand
would feel a surface that fits into its own curvature like
so, and so on.
According to (Noë, 2004, 2009), the fact that the world
acts as an extension of our representational medium
means that there is available to us, through basic actions
with our eyes and body, a rich body of sensory
information about the world. If we know what we need to
do to access this data, i.e., if we have already identified
relevant sensorimotor knowledge, then we feel as if we
already have accessed it. In perceiving we actively seek
particular sensory data through saccades and movements
of various sorts that we can use to identify sets of relevant
sensorimotor knowledge.
Through this process we
experience particular colors, shapes and textures. We
perceive things as filling three-dimensional spaces in
particular ways.
We have complete perceptual
experience, or, using another of Noë’s expressions, we
experience objects as perceptually present. The gappy,
bouncy stream of incoming sensory data produces a stable
and gap free perceptual experience because that data
enables us to identify relevant sensorimotor knowledge,
giving us a sense of the presence of much more data than
the incoming stream that we started with.
If sensorimotor knowledge is required by the perceiver
to “close the deal in perception”, as Noë asserts, that is, to
go from the look or sound or feel of an object as sensed
from a given perspective to a complete perceptual
experience, then what implications might this have for a

representational account of pain?
question.

We now consider this

Sensorimotor Knowledge and Pain Action
So far I have endorsed the view that pain is the
representation of tissue damage, but I have emphasized
that the activity the subject is engaged in can impact how
this damage is represented, and, therefore, how it feels.
Noë’s account of perception suggests another refinement
of the representational account of pain: there is a basic
sensory data concerning tissue damage and there is the
way the tissue damage seems once the basic data is
informed by a set of sensorimotor knowledge.
But what is the sensorimotor knowledge that is taken to
be relevant to our perception of tissue damage? Consider
the initial “Ow!” that often draws one’s attention to a new
injury. If it is a painful poke then the subject knows such
things as that if she withdraws the poked body part from
the source of the poking then the poking pain will relent
and if she moves it closer then the pain will worsen.
Similarly, if she is in the process of getting a burn she
understands that if she moves the affected tissue away
from the heat source or the heat source away from the
affected tissue then that initial, intense burning sensation
will decrease or cease. A subject also acquires relevant
sensorimotor facts as she assesses a wound. For instance,
she might learn that whenever she presses firmly an inch
or more away from where a thorn has entered her foot it
does not hurt, whereas whenever she presses firmly a half
an inch or closer to the thorn it hurts. Later, as the subject
engages in movements that repeatedly impact the
damaged tissue, the set of relevant sensorimotor
knowledge continues to grow.
That we have sensorimotor knowledge related to our
experience of pain seems obvious. Noë’s view of
perception, however, is that sensorimotor knowledge adds
a significant component to a subject’s perceptual
experience. Applying this view to pain, it follows that
sensorimotor knowledge “completes” pain, gives it
“perceptual presence”. These expressions, applied to
pain, are unfortunate since it is difficult to conceive of
any experience of pain as incomplete or lacking in
presence. Still, awkward language aside, there is insight
gleaned from considering the impact of sensorimotor
knowledge on pain. In particular, such knowledge can
add perspective to the experience of one’s tissue damage
in the way that Noë claims it adds perspective to our
experience of seeing.
Consider the experience of a
person who walks with a thorn in her foot. There is no
doubt that her experience of her injury serves to guide her
walking. She is intensely aware of such facts as that if
she moved this way it would feel thusly, if she moved that
way it would feel this other way. Furthermore, such a
pain sometimes feels like it has a three-dimensional
shape, the surface area defining the space that one must
move around to avoid more intense pain. While the entire

6

Versions of this hypothesis are expressed in (Brooks, 1991)
and (Ballard et. al, 1991). It is also found in (Dennett, 1991).
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story could simply be that what one does determines how
one’s tissue damage is represented, which in turn
determines the phenomenal content of one’s pain, an
alternative suggested by Noe’s approach is that
sensorimotor knowledge adds something to pain
experience beyond what is determined by the basic
representation of tissue damage. That is, the sensorimotor
knowledge of how the foot would feel were one to step
this other way has some bearing on how the foot does
feel, even without stepping that way.
The threedimensional form that one imagines moving around as
one limps along does not serve merely as a heuristic for
successful walking, it is the way that one’s foot injury is
experienced when walking.
The pains that Colin Klein (2007) describes to motivate
his imperative account of pain serve as another example
of how sensorimotor knowledge may indeed be impacting
our phenomenal pain experiences. The pain from putting
one’s hand very near a fire seems inseparable from the
overwhelming urge one has to withdraw the hand. Klein
asserts that this burning pain is simply the very strong
urge not to leave the hand near the fire. On the active
representational account of my earlier work, the burning
pain in the hand is the representation of damaged tissue
that is most conducive to quick and immediate removal of
the hand from the damaging location. The contribution
of Noë’s theory of perception is that one’s sensorimotor
knowledge of how the hand would feel were one to move
it in certain ways relative to the fire impacts one’s actual
experience of the hand near the fire. That is, one’s pain
experience already engages knowledge of how certain
movements would bring an end to the burning sensation.
The urge to move the hand from the fire is not identical to
the pain experience, as Klein asserts, nor is it the result of
multiple inferences. It is an immediate outcome of
combining
sensorimotor
knowledge
with
the
representation of tissue damage.
The cases above illustrate the way that ordinary pains
could be conceived as representations of tissue damage
enhanced with sensorimotor knowledge. What this view
implies, however, is that there is such a thing as pure
sensory pain, that is, pain that is not informed by
sensorimotor knowledge. An artist can identify the
perspective-bound way a tomato appears without
sensorimotor knowledge – it appears elliptical, with areas
of different colors. The question to consider now is: is
there a way that tissue damage seems without
sensorimotor knowledge? Introspective reports of pain
caused by impinged or damaged nerves suggest an
answer. People with such pain universally agree that that
their pain is categorically different from other pains.
While it is more difficult for them to bear than other pain,
what puts it in a different category is not merely its degree
of discomfort. Rather, the physical and mental behaviors
that people normally engage in when they have pains
have different results in these cases. For example, closely
examining the pain in one’s arm due to a herniated disk

does not reveal an area of damage of a certain shape and
extent. One cannot learn to move around it. Nor can one
press along one side of the wound and then move to the
other side and thereby bring about a dull pain that seems
to travel about the circumference of the damaged area.
One might caress the painful area of the arm, pinch it, try
to assess its extent and shape, but the information one
gathers through this process is strikingly sparse. The pain
due to an impinged or damaged nerve is disturbingly
independent of deliberate movement in a way that
ordinary pain is not. If ordinary pain has its phenomenal
content in part due to the process of bringing to bear
relevant sensorimotor knowledge, then the pain of an
impinged or damaged nerve stands out as pain for which
little or no relevant sensorimotor knowledge can be
identified. Such pain is, in this sense, perspective-bound
sensory data.
We have treated pain as a form of perception and
applied some aspects of Noë’s theory of perception to it.
In particular we have treated pain as the representation of
tissue damage created when basic sensory data is
combined with sensorimotor knowledge. But, as in other
forms of perception, there is a wide range of sensorimotor
knowledge that could be drawn on and not all of it is
necessarily brought to bear on any particular
representation. Our knowledge that if we poke a red
tomato hard our finger feels slimy does not normally find
its way into our complete perceptual experience of the
tomato on the table. Perception seems to incorporate the
sensorimotor knowledge that is somehow deemed most
relevant to the task one is pursuing. We could well
experience pain differently depending on what we are
doing, in part, because we bring to bear different sets of
sensorimotor knowledge in different cases. The pain we
experience from a thorn wound will feel differently when
moving about on our feet than when lying down not just
because we are putting pressure near the damaged areas in
the one case but not in the other, but also because when
we are lying down we are not calling up the sensorimotor
knowledge relevant to walking. The subject’s sense that
her foot wound has a certain three-dimensional shape
continues only so long as there is a stream of pokes,
caresses, or other pressures on and around the region of
the injury. It fades soon after such contacts cease because
the sensorimotor knowledge responsible for the sense that
her pain has a shape is no longer relevant.
This study of pain began by embracing the
representational account of pain while emphasizing the
dependence of the representation of tissue damage on
what the subject is doing. We explored how Noë’s
account of perception might apply to pain and found that
when it is combined with the active representational
account presented at the start, the result provides a richer
source of explanation for certain pain phenomena. I
continue in this vein in the next section by applying this
expanded active representational theory of pain to chronic
pain and phantom limb pain.
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Some Difficult Cases

such; if I uncurl the fingers to this or that degree the
sensation will be this other way.
An interesting implication of this account is that if a
subject were to engage a different set of sensorimotor
knowledge pertaining to his injury, the qualitative content
of his pain would change. In fact, (Ramachandran,
Rogers-Ramachandra, & Cobb, 1995) found that some
subjects found relief when mirrors were set up to create
the illusion that they could move their missing arm and
fingers. This illusion sufficed to make them feel for a
moment as if they were actually engaged in the act of
uncurling the fist that was bringing so much pain. On a
simple representional account of pain, why should the
illusion of movement in the missing limb relieve pain?
The expanded representational account considered here
suggests an explanation: in seeming to move the missing
hand, new data is brought to bear on the representation of
his wound. The subject forms a new intention, to keep
the fingers from returning to the painful, curled position,
which calls up new sensorimotor pairings used in the past
when his goal was to keep the (now missing) hand from
curling. Furthermore, if only for a moment, he now
engages such sensorimotor knowledge as, If I curl my
fingers tightly I will again feel this other (awful) way; If I
flex my fingers I will continue to feel this (less awful) way,
etc. When the subject returns to feeling as if his fingers
are curled painfully into his palm, this experience reflects
the return to a representation of tightly curled fingers,
informed by the earlier sensorimotor data: If I curl the
fingers tighter the sensation will be such and such; if I
uncurl the fingers to this or that degree the sensation will
be this other way, etc.
(Carmichael, 2007) reports that in the medical treatment
of U.S. soldiers who have lost limbs in Iraq and
Afghanistan, there is a movement to immediately and
thoroughly medicate with morphine and to continue this
treatment for some time. The goal is to prevent the subject
from forming the “habits of perception” responsible for
phantom limb pain. But what are these habits of
perception? Could they be the habits of employing
particular sets of sensorimotor data that are no longer
relevant? Noë’s notion that a perceptual experience is
made complete by the processing of a set of sensorimotor
knowledge suggests a new area of inquiry in pain
research: How is sensorimotor knowledge related to the
representation of tissue damage unlearned when it no
longer applies? Could one learn to bring false
sensorimotor data to bear on the representation of tissue
damage to make an injury more bearable? Assuming that
athletes are good at acquiring new sensorimotor
knowledge, are they less inclined to have chronic pain
following their injuries? Could morphine and other pain
treatments interfere with our ability to unlearn
sensorimotor knowledge that is no longer relevant and our
ability to learn new, relevant sensorimotor knowledge?
How does morphine impact the employment of
sensorimotor knowledge in the first place?

Chronic pain (persistent pain in the absence of any
identifiable tissue damage) is often cited as an example of
mysterious pain. Often it takes the form of pain
associated with an injury that has long since healed. The
most compelling account of it compatible with a
representational account of pain is that in such cases there
still is vulnerable tissue, even though the injury appears
completely healed. This tissue is represented as damaged
or disrupted in some way, accounting for the subject’s
ongoing experience of pain. While this explanation may
be correct, the theory considered here suggests another
possibility as well:
perhaps there is sensorimotor
knowledge that was relevant to the sensations of tissue
damage during the former injury that is inappropriately
identified as still relevant. For instance, following foot
surgery there will be an extended period during which
particular movements will put stress on particularly
vulnerable areas of the foot. The subject will acquire
sensorimotor knowledge relevant to her injury such as: If
I step on the inside ball of my foot it feels that way, if I
step on the outside it feels this other way, etc. Such
sensorimotor knowledge may well create a sense of a
damaged region of the foot that one must move around, as
discussed earlier. Normally, as the foot heals, this
sensorimotor knowledge is updated. It could be that
chronic pain in the foot is the experience of certain
pressures on the foot processed with outdated
sensorimotor knowledge.
Phantom limb pain is another example of pain that is
not well understood. One’s experience in these cases is of
pain in a limb that no longer exists. (Tye, 2005b)
proposes that phantom limb pain is the representation of
tissue damage as in a location that is no longer a part of
the body. The subject suffering from such pain has a
representation that there is tissue damage in a certain
place but there is no such thing. In this sense, the pain is
illusory. I agree with this explanation as far as it goes, but
more can be said. Many people who suffer from phantom
limb pain have strong urges to move parts of their missing
limbs in ways they feel would relieve their pain. For
example, (Ramachandran, Rogers-Ramachandra, & Cobb,
1995) describe subjects suffering from phantom limb pain
in an arm who feel as if the fingers in the missing hand
are so tightly curled that they are painfully pressing into
the palm. The subjects have a strong urge to uncurl their
fingers to relieve the pain, despite the fact that they are
fully aware that they have no fingers to uncurl. In other
words, the subjects have a strong sense of how their pain
would be were they to move in particular ways. What this
suggests is that phantom limb pain is another case of a
representation of tissue damage that is formed by
processing outdated sensorimotor knowledge. In the case
above, for instance, sensorimotor data of the following
sort may well be informing the subject’s experience: If I
curl the fingers tighter the sensation will be such and
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The above questions make clear a role for future work.
In addition, in order to best defend the view presented in
this paper, one needs to say more about internal pains
such as stomach aches, the pain of cancer and lyme
disease, and labor pains. These pains seem to be
unrelated to how a subject moves. Is there a role for
sensorimotor knowledge in the explanation of
phenomenal experiences of these pains?
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Conclusion
In this paper I have not attempted to establish as fact the
applicability of Noë’s theory of perception to pain, but,
rather, to present a possibility that I believe merits further
consideration by academics and clinicians. On the view
under consideration, how tissue damage is experienced is
determined not just by sensory data collected from the
area of the damaged tissue, but also by the actions one is
engaged in and by sensorimotor knowledge that relates
these and other actions to the tissue. In thinking of pain
in this way new kinds of explanations of pain phenomena
become available, and with them, new possibilities for the
treatment of pain and its prevention. I leave it to future
work within the cognitive sciences to further develop and
evaluate this account. At the same time, I hope that those
in empirical and clinical fields are willing to consider the
possible role of sensorimotor knowledge for pain
experiences.
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Abstract
A recent set of experiments of ours supported the notion of a
transition in experience from readiness-to-hand to unreadiness-tohand proposed by phenomenological philosopher Martin
Heidegger. They were also an experimental demonstration of an
extended cognitive system. We generated and then temporarily
disrupted an interaction- dominant system that spans a human
participant, a computer mouse, and a task performed on the
computer screen. Our claim that this system was interaction
dominant was based on the detection of 1/f noise at the hand-tool
interface. The inference from the presence of 1/f noise to the
presence of an interaction-dominant system is occasionally
disputed. Increasing evidence suggests that inference from
multifractality to interaction dominance is more certain than 1/flike scaling alone. In this paper, we reanalyze the data using the
wavelet transform modulus maxima method, showing that the
human-mouse system displays multifractality. This reinforces our
claims that the system is interaction dominant.

Keywords: perception; Heidegger; extended cognition; tool- use.

Introduction
Background
Heidegger’s relevance to research in AI has been long
demonstrated conceptually (Dreyfus, 1979), however, little
to none has been done to incorporate his notions into
empirical studies. In a former set of published experiments
(see Dotov, Nie, & Chemero, 2010 for necessary details),
we provided evidence for the transition in experience of
tools from readiness-to-hand to unreadiness-to-hand as
proposed by Heidegger's phenomenological analysis of the
modes of being of tools.
When you are smoothly coping with a hammer that is
ready-to-hand, the ready-to-hand hammer recedes in your
experience, and your focus is on the task you are
completing. A key point here is that from Heidegger’s

perspective there is no need to presuppose that the place of
the bones and tissues of your hand in your experience while
working on a manual task is in any sense privileged relative
to the place of the other tools making the task space. Your
experience of the hammer is no different than the experience
of the hand with which you are wielding it. This has
inspired the hypothesis of extended cognition, i.e., the claim
that cognitive systems sometimes extend beyond the
biological body (van Gelder, 1995; Clark, 2008). Hammers
and other tools that are ready-to-hand are literally part of the
cognitive system. When a tool malfunctions, however, and
becomes unready-to-hand, it becomes the object of concern;
it is no longer part of the extended cognitive system, rather
it is the thing that that the cognitive system is concerned
with.
To demonstrate Heidegger’s proposed transition and an
extended cognitive system is to show that a human
participant and a tool together comprised an interactiondominant system. An interaction-dominant system (IDS) is
a softly assembled system in which any part can take or lose
the role of a functional unit of the system, depending upon
the richness of physical coupling. Interaction-dominant
dynamics can be contrasted with component-dominant
dynamics more characteristic of traditional cognitive
architectures (van Orden, Holden, and Turvey, 2003;
Holden, van Orden, and Turvey, 2009).
In component-dominant dynamics, behavior is the
product of a rigidly delineated architecture of modules, each
with pre-determined functions; in interaction-dominant
dynamics, on the other hand, coordinated processes alter
one another’s dynamics, with complex interactions
extending to the body’s periphery and, sometimes, beyond.
Simply put, when, as part of an experiment, a participant is
repeating a word, a portion of her bodily and neural
resources, along with environmental support structures,
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assemble themselves into a “word-naming device”. Since
such IDS exhibit variability described as 1/fβ noise, its
presence in an inventory of cognitive tasks is evidence that
cognition is the product of a system softly assembled by
virtue of interaction-dominant dynamics. Device assembly
as the product of interactions within and across the temporal
and spatial scales of elemental activity can account for the
1/fβ character of behavioral data. Meanwhile, assembly by
virtue of rigid components with predetermined roles and
fixed communication channels cannot easily explain 1/fβ
noise. Thus we can take the presence of a 1/fβ long memory
process at the interface between body and tool as indicative
of a smoothly operating system spanning both body and
tool.

the perturbation, thus supporting the hypothesis that at this
point a new object of attention had emerged.

Related Work

Figure 1: A schematic of a cognitive device, delineated
using a border line, assembled by virtue of interactiondominant dynamics that accordingly results in 1/f-like noise
(C-D). In one case (A) the properly functioning tool
possesses the same richness of interaction as all other parts
of the fluidly assembled system and is therefore experienced
as ready-to-hand, while in the other case (B) some kind of
perturbation “impedes the flow”, impairing the richness of
interactions and thereby causing the tool to be experienced
as unready-to- hand.

The current paper is an extension of our previous work
where we generated a system that spans a human
participant, a computer mouse, and a task performed on the
computer screen. In Dotov, Nie, & Chemero, 2010, we
perturbed the functioning of the mouse temporarily during
performance of the experimental task in order to induce the
frustrated, unready-to-hand mode of experiencing tools. Our
claims to have generated a genuinely extended cognitive
system and to have demonstrated Heidegger's transition in
the laboratory setting were supported by analysis of the
scaling properties of the noisy time series.
Previously our major focus was on detecting long-range
correlation as indexed by the Hurst exponent, .5 < H < 1, a
characteristic of processes exhibiting 1/f-like scaling. We
hypothesized 1/f-like noise for a fluidly functioning tool
(indexing readiness-to-hand) and white noise when the tool
was being perturbed. Our logic can be represented
schematically using Figure 1. Here, the bond was
established such that 1/f noise is what the scientist observes
in any part of the extended participant-tool system while
Heidegger's concepts describe the participant's experience of
the situation. Importantly, the burden of determining what is
“in” and what is “outside” the system falls not on the
intuitive identification of the system's border with its skin
but on quantifying the richness of interaction among all
sections taking part in the task space.

As expected, along with the expected shift in attentional
resources during perturbation (i.e., slower counting) we
found long-range correlation in the hand-tool movements
with both proper mouse and the perturbed mouse, but the
scaling coefficient decreased significantly towards the white
noise level during the perturbation (see Figure 2). We
interpreted the two observed modes as readiness-to-hand
and its impoverished version, unreadiness-to-hand. We took
ourselves, therefore, as having demonstrated Heidegger’s
transition and as having induced a softly assembled,
extended cognitive system.

Additionally, we used a second “probe” to get a hint of
the participants’ cognitive reorganization during the task.
By having participants count backwards by three in the
range of three-digit numbers while using the mouse we
could detect any significant shift of attention between the
two tasks; we expected that such shifts would coincide with
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Figure 2: Averaged scaling exponents from Experiment 1
along with counting rates from Experiment 2.

Current Work
However, recent research has shown that 1/f-like noise
can result from a component-dominant system, so 1/f-like
noise is not sufficient to indicate that a system is interaction
dominant (Thornton & Gilden, 2005; Torre &
Wagenmakers, 2009). On the other hand, recent research
has also shown that multifractality is more sufficient as an
indicator that a system is interaction dominant (Ihlen &
Vereijken, 2010). It has been shown that a single scaling
exponent is insufficient to characterize behaviors of some
noisy processes (Mandelbrot, 1986; Ivanova & Ausloos,
1999; Ivanov, Amaral, Goldberger, Havlin, Rosenblum,
Struzik, & Stanley, 1999). For example, in the context of
self-regulated biological signals, healthy heart-beat was
shown to exhibit multifractal temporal scaling and the span
of Hurst exponent reduced during perturbation-like periods
such as congestive heart failure (Ivanov et al., 1999) and
certain medicated interferences with normal heart-beat
regulation (Amaral, Ivanov, Aoyagi, Hidaka, Tomono,
Goldberger, Stanley, & Yamamoto, 2001) .
In this paper, we subjected the data from our previous
work (Dotov, Nie, & Chemero, 2010) to a necessary and
more rigorous reanalysis using wavelet transform modulus
maxima method. We attempted to show that the humanmouse system displays multifractal scaling indexed by a
spectrum of local Hurst exponents, and, so, is based on
interaction-dominant dynamics in a stronger sense.

Method
Participants (N=6 in Experiment 1) were told that the
experiment was to investigate their motor control behaviors
by way of their performance on two simultaneous tasks –
one cognitive and one involving hand coordination with a
visual stimulus. They played a video game that asked them
to use a computer mouse to steer a target object to a
designated area on the screen while verbally counting
numbers backwards by three. To ensure participants’
capability of taking effective control over the target while
counting at the same time, the experimenter demonstrated
doing both tasks and allowed them to practice with no
mouse perturbation. Once sufficient practice trials were
guaranteed six experimental trials followed.
The computer game was designed so that its mechanics
resembles pole-balancing on the finger (Treffner & Kelso,
1999) where the mouse pointer acted as the point of contact
between finger and pole while the target object acted as the
projection of the center of mass of the pole onto the plane of
the open hand. The participant was seated at a desk with the
computer mouse and monitor. The virtual pole-balancing

game was played on a PC running a custom MATLAB
(Mathworks, Natick, MA) script, see Figure 3. The green
circle stands for the mouse pointer and is thus controlled
directly by the participant and the blue circle responds to the
green one based on the mapping. tn+1 = tn + a(tn – pn+1) + bη,
where p, t are vectors of the computer screen Cartesian
coordinates for the pointer and target objects, respectively, a
and b are experimenter-assigned parameters determined
during pilot trials, and the vector η is a noise term taken
from a pseudo-random uniform distribution. For each frame
the locations of the circles are calculated and then plotted on
the screen every 30 milliseconds. Approximately thirty
seconds into each trial, a perturbation in the mapping
between mouse movement and the pointer visible on the
monitor was induced in order to trigger the transition into
unreadiness-to-hand. Accordingly, the properly functioning
computer mouse and pointer played the role of Heidegger’s
ready-to-hand tool.
Experiment 2 (N=13) shared the same design with
Experiment 1 except that instead of capturing motion-data
by using an optical infrared system in a different lab we
audio-taped the counting task to obtain their counting rate.

Wavelet transform modulus maxima (WTMM)
A recent method of finding the distribution of the
generalized Hurst exponents of a singularly-behaving signal
uses wavelet transforms to locally analyze fluctuations of a
certain scale and remove unwanted trends that can result in
spurious results (Muzy, Bacry, & Arneodo, 1993). A
singularity is a discontinuity in the trajectory that makes it
impossible to be modeled locally using Taylor-expanded
polynomials with integer exponents and instead requires
fractional exponents. Identifying and quantifying these
singularities in a times series stands for a great deal of the
work accomplished in fractal analysis.
The first part of the method consists of sliding a selected
wavelet function across the original series and convolving
the two. This is a technique commonly used in signalprocessing as a form of a band-pass filter. We follow the
convention of using a derivative of the Gaussian function as
a kernel. The third derivative, as used in our case, is capable
of removing polynomial trends of up to a second order.
The time-scale decomposition of a signal is computed by
time-shifting and amplitude-rescaling by a factor a the
kernel wavelet. Convolving with a wavelet of a particular
amplitude effectively results in reducing the fluctuations of
the original time series to ones at a scale proportional to the
scaling of the wavelet. Finally, the modulus of the maxima
of the transform shows the location and strength of the
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singularities in the series and, thus, a partition function Z(a)
of the singularities for scale a is derived (Muzy et al., 1993).
The wavelet decomposition of a signal can be represented
visually by plotting the transformed signal in time versus
the scale of the kernel, see Figure 4. These plots will reveal
the singularities at a particular scale and for self-affine
signal these singularities will form a hierarchal structure of
connected lines while Z(a) will scale as a power-law with
respect to α.
The method described so far leaves us with a single
scaling parameter. In order to check for multifractality, we
need to “bias” the analysis towards fluctuations of a smaller
or larger scale. This is performed using the moment q.
Accordingly, we calculate Zq(a) using the qth powers of the
local maxima in the wavelet transform and then we arrive at
a spectrum of scaling exponents τ(q), Zq(α) ~ ατ(q). Negative
values of q will stress the scaling of small fluctuations
whereas positive q will stress large fluctuations (Ivanov et
al., 1999) and when it is equal to two one can directly
calculate the Hurst exponent H given by DFA, the analysis
used in the previous study (Oświ ȩ cimka, Kwapień, &
Drożdż, 2006). For a certain class of systems it has been
proven that the singularity spectrum h(q), the main target of
the analysis, is simply the derivative τ'(q) and, consequently,
a linear relation in the plot of the fractal spectrum τ(q)
versus q (see Figure 5a) reveals a constant h(q) or
monofractal behavior of the signal, whereas decelerating
τ(q) leads to a decreasing h(q) (see Figure 5b) and is the
result of multifractal behavior (Muzy et al., 1993).

visible inside it are the pen, the grey center, and blue and
green circles for the target and pointer objects, respectively.
Representative pointer and target object trajectories on the
screen from three-second excerpts with a normally behaving
(b) and impaired (c) mouse are portrayed.

Figure 4: Using a representative 15-second section of a trial.
The raw acceleration data is shown (a) along with its timescale wavelet decomposition (b).
As a dependent measure in the current study we could
use equivalently the nonlinearity of τ(q) or the range of h(q).
We use the latter since it is of theoretical interest generally
and has also been used previously to address similar
questions as ours (Amaral et al., 2001; Struzik, Hayano,
Sakata, Kwak, & Yamamoto, 2004).

A final measure that is needed is D(hi ), the fractal
dimension of the set of zero-dimensional objects that are the
indexes of the original time series where one finds
singularities characterized by hi. In the limit where the
original time series consists only of singularities of kind h,
their indexes form a continuous line, a one-dimensional
object and, hence, D(h) will be equal to unity. Here we can
derive D(h) theoretically from the wavelet (multi)fractal
spectrum τ(q) using the Legendre transform, D(h) = qh(q) –
τ(q).

Figure 5: For a representative trial the relevant functions
found from the three sections before, during, and after
perturbation are plotted: (a) the wavelet multifractal
spectrum as a function of moment q, (b) the corresponding
singularity exponents h as a function of moment q, and (c)
the fractal dimension of the singularity spectrum.

Results and Discussion

Figure 3: The visual playground environment. A single
frame (a) captured during the course of a trial is shown and

The average spread of the fractal spectrum hmax- hmean was
higher for the section before the perturbation (M=.236,
SD=.013) than for the one containing the perturbation
(M=.202, SD=.008) or the one following it (M=.199,
SD=.007). Our expectation based on the literature reviewed
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here was that in the case where the experiment had induced
an interaction-dominant system that included the mouse, the
perturbation would result in a narrowing of the multifractal
spectrum. This effect was supported. Furthermore, it lasted
well into the remaining of the trial, something we did not
predict, see Figure 6. This could be explained by the taxing
nature of the perturbation. Many participants reported that
the two tasks made for a rather taxing exercise, and in some
discarded trials participants were so absorbed by the polebalancing task and its perturbation that they completely
interrupted counting and forgot to resume after the
perturbation disappeared. Notice that the average counting
rate for a six-second block containing the perturbation is
close to zero (Figure 2).

constraints on the range of motion leads to negative
correlations at longer scales. In our results, the presence of
both positive and negative correlations in the signal is not
surprising given the frequently observed anti-persistent
character of biological limb motion at longer time scales
(Liebovitch & Yang, 1997), and the fact that here we use a
longer analysis window of 15 seconds. At the same time,
however, we cannot not reject the possibility that as in other
paradigms there are meaningful sources of scaling
exponents of the movement data in addition to such
features. The multifractal formalism is thus useful in our
study because it can reveal all exponents without
presupposing which scale of behavior is the relevant one
and allows the behavior to be viewed in its full complexity.

A two-way Repeated Measures ANOVA was performed
with perturbation and trial number as factors. The main
effect of perturbation was significant, F(2, 10) = 4.22, p < .
05, η2 = .45, while the effect of trial was not significant, F(5,
25) = .73, p = .60. Therefore the possible interpretation of
the observed effect in terms of a function of time and
variables such as fatigue and learning was not supported.
The interaction between the two factors was not significant
either, F(10, 50) = .54, p = .86.

We wish to stress that the multifractal spectrum taken as
a whole supports the idea of an interaction-dominant system
and is hard to explain by alternative models. For this reason
it is more interesting to focus on it and changes induced by
perturbation rather than try to explain specific values of H
or identify the source of scaling for each and every part of
the parameter range. In this vein, our results support our
general hypothesis of an interaction-based coupling between
tool and user that leads them to becoming an interactiondominant system that operates smoothly before the
perturbation of the coupling and continues to function, albeit
less fluidly, during and after the perturbation.
Interestingly, according to the monofractal DFA analysis
H reverted relatively quickly to its pre-perturbation level
whereas a lasting effect of perturbation can only be seen in
the multifractal range of hi exponents. This pattern
resembles the aforementioned data regarding heart beat
dynamics in that only a multifractal analysis is subtle
enough to detect some cardiac conditions (Ivanov et al.,
1999; Amaral et al., 2001).

Figure 6: Averages of the multifractal spectrum range scores
(hmax- hmean) as a function of perturbation-relative order.
Error bars are standard errors.
Multifractal analysis was adopted to better distinguish
between genuinely interaction-dominant systems and other
models that generate 1/f scaling; it also allowed behavior on
longer and larger scales that has an anti-persistent character
into the analysis. Liebovitch and Yang (1997) pointed out
that the characteristic cross-over scaling behavior of fractal
signals recorded from continuous biological motion is a
somewhat trivial feature of the experimental paradigm. The
significant mass of the body segments necessarily leads to
positive correlations over short intervals while the physical

The results of the wavelet transform modulus maxima
analysis showing that the behavior at the hand-mouse
interface displays not just 1/f scaling, but also
multifractality. This finding reinforces our interpretation of
the results from Dotov et al. (2010). The present, more
definitive, analysis confirms that the human-mouse system
is interaction-dominant. This confirms our claims that the
human-tool system is, for the duration of the trial, a single
cognitive system, providing direct, empirical support for the
hypothesis of extended cognition. The analysis also
confirms the demonstration of Heidegger’s proposed
transition from ready-to-hand to unready-to-hand. While the
participant is smoothly engaged in playing the video game,
the mouse is part of the system engaged in the task and is
experienced as ready-to-hand. The perturbation disrupts the
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activity of this interaction-dominant system, causing the
participant to experience the mouse as unready-to-hand.
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Abstract
Social science studies have shown that people are connected
in a “small world.” In this network, people are connected with
short path lengths and are highly clustered. To clarify how
people in a small world acquire knowledge through
communicative interactions, we constructed a multi-agent
model and subsequently conducted a computer simulation.
Results of the computer simulation showed that in a small
world network, agents acquire correct and diverse knowledge.
We discuss the adaptive nature of a small world network for
knowledge acquisition.
Keywords: knowledge acquisition; small world network;
communicative interaction; multi-agent model

Introduction
Category learning is one of the most researched aspects of
knowledge acquisition in cognitive science. In their studies,
researchers often create experimental settings where
participants learn (artificial) categories by receiving
feedback. As a result, most research on category learning
has clarified people’s knowledge acquisition through
individual learning (e.g., Cohen & Lefebvre, 2005;
Kruschke, 2008).
However, in the real world people acquire knowledge not
only through individual learning, but also through
communication with others. Pentland (2007) argued that a
research perspective involving social networks containing
individuals is necessary to clarify human behaviors.
Goldstone and Janssen (2005) emphasized the importance
of research on collective behavior. For example, they point
out that “interacting ants create colony architectures that no
single ant intends,” and “populations of neurons create
structured thought, permanent memories and adaptive
responses that no neuron can comprehend by itself” (p.424).
By implication, interactions among individuals produce
unique processes of knowledge acquisition that are not
clarified by research on micro processes of an individual’s
knowledge acquisition.
In this paper, we discuss knowledge transmission which
occurs through interactions of individuals. This topic is very
important in the consideration of knowledge acquisition,
because people often communicate with each other in ways
that result in learning (e.g., Mason, Conrey, & Smith, 2007).
Research about knowledge transmission reveals not only the
roles of collective behavior for knowledge transmission, but
also individual cognitive aspects (e.g., Brighton, 2002;

Kalish, Griffiths, & Lewandowsky, 2007; Griffiths & Kalish,
2007; Smith, Kirby, & Brighton, 2003).
In the present study, we focus on one of the most
intriguing network structures of people’s connectivity,
called the small world, and examined the role of this
connectivity in knowledge transmission.

Connections in a small world
Social science researchers have shown that connectivity
among individuals is not random, but has some regularity
(although not complete). Milgram (1967) and Travers and
Milgram (1969) empirically showed that people were
connected with short path lengths (around six degrees of
separation), which is known as the “small world
phenomenon.” This is even more evident in recent research
using email and online relationships (Dodds, Muhamad, &
Watts, 2003). Another feature of individual connectivity is
highly clustered relationships, where one’s acquaintances
also have a high probability of knowing each other (we call
this probability clustering coefficient). Watts and Strogatz
(1998) called a network having these two features a small
world network. They proposed a very simple mathematical
model representing the small world network: Imagine the
network starting from a ring lattice with 1000 vertices, each
connected to its 10 nearest neighbors by edges. Then, each
edge is randomly rewired with probability p by
disconnecting one of its vertices and connecting it to a
randomly chosen vertex. Watts and Strogatz (1998) showed
that this model replicates the small world network with

Figure 1. Relationship between rewiring probability and
path length and clustering coefficient. These plots are
based on mean values over a sample of 100 different
graphs.
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intermediate values of p ( 0.01 ≤ p ≤ 0.1 ; see Figure 1).
Hereafter, we refer to the model of Watts and Strogatz
(1998) as the WS model.

Knowledge transmission in a small world
network
How is knowledge transmitted among individuals in a small
world network? Cowan and Jonard (2004) used computer
simulation to examine how effectively knowledge is
transmitted by interactions among agents in the WS model.
They found that agents in the small world network (p=0.09)
showed the highest level of knowledge accumulation.
Cowan and Jonard (2004) were mainly interested in
economic issues such as innovation in knowledge and
knowledge transmission from a quantitative perspective.
However, from a cognitive science perspective, we are
particularly interested in the quality of knowledge
transmission in a small world network. For example,
cognitive studies of human memory have shown that
individual memory mechanisms can produce incorrect
knowledge (e.g., false memory, Roediger & McDermott,
1995). The findings of Cowan and Jonard (2004) would
presumably include the transmission of both correct and
incorrect knowledge through interactions among agents in a
small world network. Thus, agents in a small world network
can “effectively” acquire both correct and incorrect
knowledge.
In the present study, we constructed a multi-agent model
and subsequently conducted a computer simulation in order
to examine how correct or incorrect knowledge is
transmitted through interactions among agents in the WS
model.

Scorrect: “There are no direct flights.”
Sincorrect: “There are direct flights.”
Smissing: “I have no idea.”
Cognitive features of agents Each agent had the following
two cognitive features. First, the default knowledge of each
agent was set as follows. The number of Scorrect of 100
objects was determined by random sampling from a normal
distribution, N(10, 52) for each agent. The number of Sincorrect
was determined by random sampling from a normal
distribution, N(9, 52) for each agent. Hence, at first, an agent
had 10 Scorrect, 9 Sincorrect, and 81 Smissing for 100 objects on
average. Second, each agent was assumed to have a limit on
the number of objects to acquire. This limit was determined
by random sampling from a normal distribution, N(80, 102)
for each agent. Therefore, each agent could have a total of
80 Scorrect and Sincorrect out of 100 objects on average. If the
number of knowledge states of Scorrect and Sincorrect exceeded
the limit, then one of objects whose knowledge state was
Scorrect or Sincorrect was randomly chosen and changed into
Smissing.
Communication We assumed that each of the knowledge
states for the 100 objects is revised through communication
between two agents. In particular, we assumed that the
agents calculate their degrees of confidence for the
knowledge states, and stochastically revise their knowledge
states using their degrees of confidence.
The three knowledge states are represented by three
values; Scorrect, Sincorrect, and Smissing equal 1, 0, and 0.5,
respectively. Let i and j denote agents who communicate
with each other, and kim and kjm denote knowledge states that
i and j have for object m. When agent i communicates with
agent j about object m, i and j respectively calculate their
continuous degrees of confidence about object m, Confim,
Confjm, based on the following equations:

Multi-agent network model for knowledge
transmission

(

Model
Network We set up a network in which 1000 agents exist.
The connectivity of the agents was represented using the
WS model. In this network, each agent had 10 edges for
nearest neighbors when the probability of rewiring was zero.
Thus the two parameters, the number of vertices and the
number of edges for each vertex, were 1000 and 10,
respectively. In order to represent various networks, from
regular to random networks, we constructed eight networks,
using eight values of rewiring probability: 0, 0.01, 0.04,
0.07, 0.1, 0.4, 0.7, and 1.
Knowledge Each agent learns 100 objects. We assumed that
agents have three discrete knowledge states, Scorrect, Sincorrect,
and Smissing for each object. Scorrect and Sincorrect represent
opposite ideas about an object. We defined Scorrect and
Sincorrect as the correct and incorrect knowledge states,
respectively, according to actual fact. Smissing represented the
state where agents have no ideas about an object. For
example, imagine the question, “Are there any direct flights
from Tokyo to Buenos Aires?” The following three states
are assumed for this question.

)

Conf im = 1 − α i0.1tim +1 k im + α i0.1tim +1 k jm

(

0.1t jm +1

Conf jm = 1 − α j

)k

0.1t jm +1

jm

+α j

k im

(1)
(2)

The parameters, α i and α j , represent weight for knowledge
state in calculating Confim and Confjm. For example, when
α i > 0.5 , agent i is influenced by agent j’s knowledge state
more than agent i‘s knowledge state. When α i < 0.5 , agent i
is influenced by agent i’s knowledge state more than agent
j‘s knowledge state. When α i = 0.5 , agent i is equally
influenced by agents i and j ’s knowledge states. Hence this
parameter represents psychological trait of agents on
strength of influence by other agents. α i and α j are
determined by random sampling from a normal distribution,
N(0.5, 0.12); and tim and tjm reflect the number of
communications on object m. In particular, tim and tjm start at
0 and are updated by 1 after each communication.
Based on the calculated Confim and Confjm, agents i and j
stochastically update knowledge states for m. Table 1 shows
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probabilities of i’s knowledge update of object m into Scorrect,
Sincorrect, or Smissing based on Confim 1.
Figure 2 shows the relationship among tim, α i , and Confim
when agent i (kim=1, knowledge state is Scorrect)
communicates with agent j (kjm=0, knowledge state is
Sincorrect). In this situation, these two agents have conflicting
knowledge states. Confim is affected by j’s knowledge state
when tim takes a small value. When tim equals 0 (i.e., agent i
has not had communication with other agents about object
m), the knowledge state is likely to shift into Smissing. For
example, when α i = 0.5 (i.e., agent i weights kim and kjm
equally in calculating Confim), i’s knowledge state shifts into
Smissing. However, as tim takes a larger value, Confim is not
affected by j’s knowledge state. This control represents
cognitive processes where the knowledge state is flexible at
first, but becomes gradually fixed and unlikely to change
through communications.
Table 1: Probabilities of i’s knowledge update of object m
into Scorrect, Sincorrect, or Smissing based on Confim.
Smissing
Sincorrect
Scorrect
Confim >0.5
Confim
1- Confim
0
Confim =0.5
0
1
0
0
Confim
1- Confim
Confim <0.5

Overview of simulation
We define one communication with four steps. Table 2
shows the outline of the four steps.
One period is defined as 2000 communications. For each
simulation, 3000 periods of 2000 communications were
conducted at least. From period r ( r ≥ 3000 ), we calculated
the following convergence criterion, CCr.
r
⎛ CN r −1 ⎞
(2)
⎜1 −
⎟
CC =
r

CN r =

∑

r =r −999

⎜
⎝

CN r ⎟⎠

CKS r
CKS r + IKS r

(3)

where CKSr and IKSr denote numbers of Scorrect and Sincorrect
knowledge states for 1000 agents at period r. Thus CNr
represents relative proportion of Scorrect to Sincorrect in period r.
In principle, CNr does not equal to CNr-1 because there is a
possibility in every communication that knowledge states of
communicating agents change. When CNr is increasing
through periods, CCr will deviate from zero and take
positive value because CNr-1/CNr tend take less than one. In
contrast, when CNr is decreasing through periods, CCr will
deviate from zero and take negative value because CNr1/CNr tend take more than one. These two patterns suggest
that numbers of Scorrect and Sincorrect do not converge. When
CNr fluctuates randomly, CCr will approach zero,
suggesting that numbers of Scorrect and Sincorrect have
converged. According to these features of CCr, when CCr
meets the following condition, we assumed that CNr has
converged at period r.
(4)
− 0.001 < CCr < 0.001
We conducted 30 simulations for each of the eight networks.
Table 2. Four steps of one communication
First step:
A pair of connected agents, i and j, is determined from a network.
Second step:
Object m is determined from 100 objects.
Third step:
Agents i and j calculate their degrees of confidence Confim and
Confjm, respectively.
Fourth step:
Based on the calculated Confim and Confjm, agents i and j update
their knowledge state kim and kjm, respectively.

Results and discussion
We shall discuss following two points about acquired
knowledge; correctness, and diversity.
Figure 2. Relationship among tim, α i , and Confim. This figure
shows the relationship when kim and kjm are 1 and 0,
respectively.

1

We assume that the discrete variables (i.e., kim or kjm) correspond
to behaviors in communication (i.e., the content that agents convey
in communication), and that the continuous variables (i.e., Confim
or Confjm) correspond to latent, psychological degrees of
confidence on object m.

Correctness
As to the correctness of acquired knowledge, we examined
CNr that can be assumed to represent converged correctness
of knowledge state.
Figure 3 shows the relationship between probability of
rewiring and CNr. CNr tends to increase as a network
becomes random. However, increase of CNr is diminishing
after p>0.1. Increase of CNr between p=0.01 and p=0.1 was
about 0.1 (0.543-0.643). In contrast, that between p=0.1 and
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p=1 was about 0.04 (0.643-0.688). Figure 1 shows that path
lengths substantially become shorter as probability of
rewiring increases until p=0.1. Thus, this relationship
between path lengths and CNr implies that path length
influences CNr in a network.
Cowan and Jonard (2004) showed that agents in a small
world network (i.e., p=0.09) could achieve the maximum
level of knowledge accumulation. Results of our simulations
showed that agents in the random world network (i.e., p=1)
could achieve correct knowledge at the maximum level.
However, the value of CNr in p=0.1 is closed to CNr in p=1,
suggesting that agents in a small world network could
acquire correct knowledge.
Our simulation architecture mainly differs from Cowan
and Jonard (2004) in the following two ways. First, the
criteria of learning (i.e., knowledge accumulation or
correctness of knowledge) differed. Second, the algorithms
of communication between agents differed. Therefore, our
simulation and Cowan and Jonard (2004) basically
examined different aspects of knowledge acquisition. In
common between our simulation and that of Cowan and
Jonard (2004) is the network in which the agents are set.
Therefore, our results and those of Cowan and Jonard
(2004) indicate that the network structure among agents
plays important roles in knowledge acquisition, irrespective
of the criteria of learning (i.e., quantity or quality of
knowledge) and the algorithm of communications.

Figure 3. Relationship between rewiring probability and
CNr. Error bars denote 95% confidence interval.

Diversity of acquired knowledge
Next, we analyze acquired knowledge from different
perspective. So far, our analyses have been based on each
agent’s acquired knowledge, and found that each agent
acquired Scorrects and Sincorrects for 100 objects after period r
in which CCr met the criterion of equation (4). These results

Figure 4. Proportions of Scorrect, Sincorrect, and Smissing for
each of 100 objects. Each figure has 100 rows, denoting
each of 100 objects. Blue, red, and white areas in each
row illustrate proportions of Scorrect, Sincorrect, and Smissing.
These are one of results of 30 simulations for each
network. Each tendency of the 8 networks shown in
Figure 5 was almost identical to results of the other 29
simulations.
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Figure 5. Relationship between CNr and Div. The curve represents the maximum Div predicted from CNr
raise another question about distributions of Scorrect and
Sincorrect for each of 100 objects. There are two possibilities
about distributions of Scorrect and Sincorrect for each object. The
first possibility is that all agents have the same knowledge
state. For example, all agents have Scorrect for some objects
and Sinorrect for others. In this case, it follows that objects do
not have diversity in that all agent have the same knowledge
state. The second possibility is that agents have different
knowledge states for a single object. In this case, objects
have diversity in that opposing knowledge states exist. Here
we examine distributions of Scorrect and Sincorrect for each of
100 objects. We calculated proportions of Scorrect, Sincorrect,
and Smissing for each of 100 objects.
Figure 4 illustrate these proportions for 8 networks. When
p value is 0, 0.01, or 0.04, 0.07, and 0.1, each object
contained Scorrect, Sincorrect. This tendency was not observed
when p>0.1. Although most objects contained only Scorrect,
and a few objects contained Sincorrect, there were few objects
that contained both Scorrect, and Sincorrect.
Note that diversity is basically correlated with correctness.
If an object has diversity, it means that Scorrect and Sincorrect
are equally likely to be acquired by agents for the object.
That is, there is trade-off relationship between correctness
and diversity. We examined the relationship between
correctness and diversity.
In order to examine this issue, we quantified the diversity
of acquired knowledge (Div) using following equation:
1 100
(3)
Div =
∑ (− cm log 2 cm − im log 2 im )
100 m =1
where cm denotes the relative proportion of Scorrect to Sincorrect
for object m, and im denotes the relative proportion of

Sincorrect to Scorrect (i.e., cm+im=1). Thus the equation
corresponds to the calculation of mean entropy among the
100 objects, using cm and im. Figure 5 shows the relationship
between CNr and Div. As discussed above, CNr and Div
were correlated. Note that when p=0.1, Div took higher
values than when p=0.4, 0.7, and 1. However, values of CN
were analogous when p=0.1, 0.2, 0.7, and 1 (see Figure 4).
Therefore, the difference of acquired knowledge between
networks of p ≥ 0.1 relates to the diversity of the acquired
knowledge. Although the correctness of the acquired
knowledge was analogous among networks of p ≥ 0.1 , the
diversity of the acquired knowledge was quite different.
Acquired knowledge showed some diversity when p=0.1
and this result was not observed when p>0.1. According to
the WS model, this difference seems to derive from the
clustering coefficients (see Figure 1). The clustering
coefficients are generally high when p ≤ 0.1 . However, the
clustering coefficients dramatically drop when p>0.1. This
boundary between high and low clustering coefficients
around p=0.1 seems to produce the difference of diversity in
acquired knowledge between networks.
In the real world, people can usually have contradicting
knowledge states for one object. Individual characteristics,
such as personality or intelligence should produce such
contradicting knowledge states. We do not deny this
argument. However, the findings in the present study
suggest that network structure, in particular cluster of
individuals, also plays very important roles in producing
contradicting knowledge states.
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General discussion
In this paper, we examined how correct or incorrect
knowledge is transmitted in the WS model by using
computer simulation. In particular, we focused on a small
world network, which is characterized by short path lengths
and high clustering coefficients (Watts & Strogatz, 1998).
We found that agents effectively acquired correct
knowledge through communicative interactions in the small
world network, which is regarded as the representation of
people’s connectivity in the real world (Dodds Muhamad, &
Watts, 2003; Milgram, 1967; Travers & Milgram, 1969).
Cowan and Jonard (2004) showed that agents in a small
world network effectively accumulated knowledge through
communicative interactions. Hence these findings suggest
that a small world network is an adaptive structure in that
knowledge can be transmitted effectively and correctly. We
also found that acquired knowledge in the small world
network has some diversity, which would be consistent with
the real world fact that people can have different knowledge
states for an identical object.
The present study shows that interactions among
individuals play important roles in knowledge acquisition.
We do not claim that network structures suffice to explain
human cognition. However, some previous studies have also
shown that interactions between individuals can explain the
knowledge structures that people possess (e.g., Brighton,
2002; Griffiths & Kalish, 2007; Smith, Kirby, & Brighton,
2003). Hence, research about human cognition from the
macro and social network level can make contributions for
clarifying not only interactions among individuals, but also
individual cognitive processes.
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Abstract

Table 1: Example of How Order Can Influence Inferred
Causal Direction Note. 1 stands for a positive mood and 0
stands for a negative mood.

Inferring the direction of causal relationships is notoriously
difficult. We propose a new strategy for learning causal
direction when observing states of variables over time. When
a cause changes state, its effects will likely change, but if an
effect changes state due to an exogenous factor, its observed
cause will likely stay the same. In two experiments, we found
that people use this strategy to infer whether X→Y vs. X←Y,
and X→Y→Z vs. X←Y→Z produced a set of data. We
explore a rational Bayesian and a heuristic model to explain
these results and discuss implications for causal learning.

Day
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Keywords: causal reasoning; causal structures; time

Introduction
Learning the direction of a causal relationship from
observation is notoriously difficult. Science students are
taught that “correlation does not imply causation.” Indeed,
the standard rational strategy proposed for how people learn
causal structures (e.g., Steyvers et al., 2003) suggests that it
is impossible to distinguish “Markov equivalent” structures
such as [X→Y vs. X←Y] or [X→Y→Z vs. X←Y←Z vs.
X←Y→Z]. In the three-variable structures above, all the
three variables would be correlated. Additionally, X and Z
would be conditionally independent given the state of Y.
Because these structures have the same (in)dependence
relations among variables, standard theories argue that it is
impossible to learn which produced a set of data.
One way that causal direction can be learned from
observational data is if there is a temporal delay between the
cause and effect (e.g., Lagnado & Sloman, 2006). If Linda
gets sick on Monday and Sarah gets sick on Wednesday, it
is likely that Linda gave Sarah the cold and not the reverse.
However, temporal delay is not always available as a cue to
causal direction. Sometimes temporal delays are too short to
be perceptible. Or, the learner may only have access to
periodic snapshots rather than a continuous stream of data.
Here, we propose another way to learn the direction of
causal relationships from observations over time. People
may assume that when a cause changes its effects also
change, but an effect may change due to an exogenous
factor without its observed cause changing. This strategy is
illustrated in the following example: Suppose you have two
friends, Bill and Tim, and you are trying to figure out
whether Bill’s mood influences Tim’s mood, or the reverse.
For eight days, you observe whether Bill and Tim are in
positive or negative moods. In Order 1 (Table 1), there are
times when both Bill and Tim change between positive and
negative moods simultaneously (e.g., Days 1-3), suggesting
that there is some causal relationship between the two.

Order 1: Bill→Tim
Bill
Tim
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0

Order 2: Bill←Tim
Bill
Tim
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0

Additionally, there are transitions in which Tim’s mood
changes (e.g., Days 3-4) while Bill’s mood remains
constant. These transitions suggest that some external event
occurred to Tim (perhaps he did poorly on an exam), but the
fact that Bill did not get into a bad mood on the same day
suggests that Tim’s mood does not influence Bill’s mood.1
Instead one might conclude that Bill’s mood influences
Tim’s mood, which could explain why sometimes both of
their moods change simultaneously.
Critically, according to this account, the transitions from
day to day are used to infer the causal direction. Consider
Order 2, which has the exact same eight days as Order 1,
except that Days 4 and 7 are switched. As in Order 1, there
are times when both Bill and Tim’s moods change
simultaneously (e.g., Days 1-3). However, Order 2 has
transitions when Bill’s mood changes but Tim’s mood stays
the same (e.g., Days 6-7; perhaps Bill got a job interview).
This transition suggests that Bill’s mood does not influence
Tim’s mood, so one might conclude that Tim’s mood
influences Bill’s mood.
All our experiments use manipulations like that in Table
1, in which one set of trials is rearranged in two different
orders. If one ignores the temporal sequence of events it
would be impossible to determine the causal direction;
collapsing across the eight days, there is a correlation of .5,
but correlation does not imply a causal direction.
1

There are also some transitions when Tim’s mood changed
and Bill’s mood stayed constant, but which might not suggest that
Tim’s mood does not influence Bill’s mood. From Trials 4-5, Tim
goes from a negative to positive mood, but Bill was already in a
positive mood. Such transitions do not necessarily suggest that
Tim’s mood does not influence Bill’s mood because Bill’s mood
was already at “ceiling” or “floor.”
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We propose that in certain circumstances, believing that
effects are more likely to change by themselves than causes
is rational. Specifically, these inferences are rational if the
variables are stable across time (i.e. temporally dependent),
which is true for many variables such as people’s moods.
Consider X→Y. When an exogenous event changes the
state of X, the change will transfer to Y (depending on how
strong the causal relationship is). However, if an exogenous
event changes the state of Y, X will stay stable; it would be
coincidental for X to change at the exact same moment. The
following two experiments examine whether people use this
temporal strategy to infer causal structures.

Experiment 1

dependent variables). Third, we hoped that participants
would be able to easily consider possible external influences
on peoples' moods (e.g., performing well on a test). The no
delay instruction was included because we wanted to
discourage this strategy so it did not interfere (Lagnado &
Sloman, 2006). Indeed, the stimuli did not have any delay.
Table 2: Summary of Stimuli. Note. 1 represents a
"positive mood" and 0 represents a "negative mood". A
bolded variable represents a hypothetical external influence
on this variable that participants may infer to explain the
changes in the states of the variables. Bold numbers were
not denoted in any way for participants.
Experiment 1
X!Y
not
directional
directional
Trial
X Y
X Y
1
1 1
1 1
2
1 0
1 1
3
1 1
0 0
4
1 0
1 0
5
1 1
0 0
6
0 0
0 1
7
1 1
0 0
8
0 0
1 1
9
0 1
1 1
10
0 0
0 0
11
0 1
0 1
12
0 0
0 0
13
1 1
1 0
14
0 0
0 0
15
1 1
1 1
16
0 0
1 1
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Experiment 1 tested whether people infer causal direction
for two-variable causal structures.

Methods
Participants 36 participants from the Yale community were
recruited for a 5 minute psychology experiment that paid $2.
Participants were recruited at a main pedestrian crossroad
on campus, and were tested on a laptop at the same location.
Stimuli The datasets used for the two conditions are
presented in Table 2. The same sixteen trials were used in
the two conditions and the overall contingency was 0.5.
The sixteen trials were presented in different orders in the
two conditions. In the directional condition, Y sometimes
changed on its own (e.g., Trials 1-5), which could occur
from an external influence on Y. These transitions suggest
that Y does not influence X. At other times both X and Y
changed simultaneously (e.g., Trials 6-8), which can be
explained by an external influence on X that transferred to
Y. The temporal strategy suggests X→Y.
In the non-directional condition, X or Y changed by
themselves about equally often (e.g., Trials 3-5, or Trials 57), which does not identify a causal direction. Additionally,
sometimes X and Y stayed the same (e.g., Trials 1-2), and
sometimes both X and Y changed simultaneously (e.g.,
Trials 2-3), suggesting some causal relation.
Procedures Participants read the following cover story:
"…Please pretend that you are a psychologist studying the
moods of roommates. You are trying to figure out if one
person's mood influences the other. You might discover
that Bill's mood influences Tim's mood, or Tim's mood
influences Bill's mood, or both, or that neither influences
the other. In the following scenario, you will observe Bill
and Tim's moods over a period of 16 consecutive days.
Please remember that moods influence one another on the
same day. For example, if Bill gets into a negative mood
on Monday, and if Bill's mood influences Tim's mood,
then Tim will also be in a negative mood on Monday."
These instructions were intended to accomplish a number
of goals. First, we intended for the mood transfer scenario to
be plausible and an easy way to reason about causal
structures. Second, we thought it would be intuitive for
moods to be stable across a period of days (temporally

Experiment 2
X !Y!Z
X!Y !Z
Chain
Com. C.
X Y Z
X Y Z
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
1 1 1
1 1 1
0 0 0
1 1 0
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 0
0 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 0 0
0 0 0
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 0
0 1 1
1 1 1
0 1 0
0 0 0
1 1 0
0 0 1
1 1 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 0
0 1 0
1 0 1
0 1 1
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1
1 1 1
0 0 0
0 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 0 0
0 0 0
1 0 1
1 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
1 1 1
0 0 1
1 1 0
0 0 0
1 1 1
1 1 1
0 0 0
1 1 0
1 1 1
1 1 1

Next, participants worked with both the conditions in a
counterbalanced order. In each scenario, participants were
shown a sequence of 16 screens representing 16 consecutive
days. On each screen, a plus or minus sign appeared below
each person’s name signifying their mood as positive or
negative. After each screen appeared, there was a delay of 2
seconds, and then participants were prompted to "Press the
spacebar to see the next day," at which point the peoples'
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Proportion of Participants Who
Chose Each Structure

moods on the next day appeared. Participants were never
told about any external influences; they simply observed the
moods of X and Y on 16 consecutive days.
At the end of the 16 days, participants chose one of the
following four options: “'No Relationship' means that
neither person's mood influences the other; 1→2 means that
Person 1's mood influences Person 2's mood; 1←2 means
that Person 2's mood influences Person 1's mood; and 1↔2
means that both people’s moods influence each other.”

1.00

6
6

Useful

0.75

Useful
Misleading
directional
Misleading
non-directional

Bayesian model

4
4

0.50

2
2

0.25

0
0

0
X→Y

X←Y

X Y

no relationship

Figure 1: Results of Experiment 1

Results
Figure 1 presents the proportion of participants who chose
each of the four response options in the directional and nondirectional conditions. We were specifically interested in the
hypothesis that participants would infer that X→Y more in
the directional than non-directional condition. To test this
hypothesis, we collapsed across the other three options. A
McNemar test revealed that participants inferred X→Y
more in the directional than non-directional condition,
p<.01. As can be seen in Figure 1, most of the participants
who inferred X→Y in the directional condition inferred
X↔Y in the non-directional condition. This makes sense
because in the non-directional condition there were times
when both X and Y simultaneously changed (e.g., Trials 2-3
in Table 2). Such transitions would suggest that X and Y are
correlated, but would not suggest a specific direction.
In sum, people readily learned the direction of causal
relationships from observing changes in states over time.
We believe that this is the first demonstration of such an
ability for stimuli without a temporal delay.

Experiment 2
Experiment 2 tested whether people can also use changes
in states over time to learn directional causal structures
among three variables. We tested whether people could
differentiate a chain structure (X→Y→Z) from a common
cause structure (X←Y→Z). Non-temporal theories cannot
distinguish these structures (see the introduction). However,
if people use the temporal strategy they may be able to
distinguish these two structures. For X→Y→Z, when X
changes, Y and also Z will likely change. But for X←Y→Z,
when X changes, Y and Z will likely stay constant.

Methods
Participants There were 28 participants from the same
population as Experiment 1.
Design and Stimuli All participants worked with the chain
and common cause conditions in a counterbalanced order.
Both conditions had the same set of 32 trials with different
orders (Table 2). The 32 trials were determined based on
causal structures with the following parameters. Exogenous
variables (X for the chain and Y for the common cause) had
a base rate of .5. If a cause was present, its effects would be
present with a probability of .75. If a cause was absent, its
effect would be present with a probability of .25. Thus,
Delta P, a measure of contingency, was .5. Because the two
graphs are Markov equivalent, they have the same 32 trials.
In the chain condition X→Y→Z, the trials were ordered
such that sometimes Z changed by itself, sometimes Y and
Z changed together and sometimes X, Y, and Z all changed
together. If participants use the temporal strategy, they
might attribute Z changing state by itself (e.g., Trials 1-3) to
an unobserved influence on Z, and also infer that Z does not
influence X or Y. They might interpret Y and Z changing
together (e.g., Trials 4-5) as evidence of an unobserved
influence on Y (after all Z does not appear to influence Y),
which further influences Z. Finally, they might interpret all
three variables changing state together (e.g., Trials 6-8) as
evidence of an unobserved influence on X (the above
transitions suggest that neither Y nor Z influences X), which
influences Y and Z.
In the common cause structure X←Y→Z, sometimes X
and Z changed state by themselves and sometimes all three
variables change state together. If participants use the
temporal strategy, they would interpret X and Z changing
state by themselves (e.g., Trials 2-3, 4-5) as evidence of an
unobserved influence on X or Z, and also infer that neither
X nor Z influences any of the other two variables. They
might interpret transitions when all three variables change
state simultaneously (e.g., Trials 11-12) as evidence of an
unobserved influence on Y, which in turn influences X and
Z (X and Z seem not to influence Y).
Procedure Participants were first introduced to the emotion
transmission cover story used in Experiment 1 with the
following modifications. The instructions were changed to
contain three friends instead of two. Participants were told
at the beginning about chains ("one person's mood
influences a second person's mood, which in turn influences
a third person's mood") and common causes ("there is one
main person whose mood influences both other people").
Participants were also told that their goal was to determine
which graph best describes these three friends.2

2

To encourage participants to think of moods as states that are
stable over days, they were told: "People can also stay in good
moods or bad moods for a period of days." Finally, to encourage
them to think about unobserved events that may have manipulated
the peoples' moods, which we believed would facilitate using the
temporal strategy, participants were instructed: "On each day,
please consider possible events that influenced peoples' moods. For
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After reading the instructions, participants worked with
both the common cause and chain scenarios in a counterbalanced order. Participants then observed the 32 days; after
observing each day, they were prompted to press the
spacebar to observe the next day. The chain and common
cause graphs were shown during the entire scenario, and at
the end, participants chose whether the scenario was best
described by the chain (Person 1→Person 2→Person 3) or
common cause (Person 1←Person 2→Person 3).

Results
Seventy-one percent (20 out of 28) of the participants chose
the chain structure in the chain condition, which is
significantly above chance, p=.01. Seventy-five percent (21
out of 28) of the participants chose the common cause
structure in the common cause condition, p<.01. A
McNemar test suggests that participants more often chose
the chain structure in the chain condition than in the
common cause condition, p<.01.

Models
Temporal Bayesian Model
We propose a Bayesian model to demonstrate how it is
possible to rationally infer X→Y or X←Y by observing
variables over time. We define a state as the current values
of X and Y (e.g, [x=1, y=0] condensed as [10]). A transition
is two consecutive states (e.g., [10 to 11]). With two
variables, there are four states and 16 types of transitions.
The basic idea behind the model is that different causal
structures (graphs) produce different types of transitions. It
is possible to infer the probability of a graph g given the
observed transitions t by using Bayes theorem to invert the
probability of a graph producing the transitions.
(Eq. 1)
We assume that any transition must be caused by an
exogenous event that influenced one of observed variables.
Given a particular state, there are three possible unobserved
influences; an influence changing the state of X, an
influence changing the state of Y, or simultaneous
influences that change the states of both X and Y. We define
ix, iy, and ixy, as the probability of these three influences and
they are mutually exclusive and exhaustive; ix+iy+ixy=1.
Because we have no reason to believe that X or Y is more
likely to be influenced by external variables than the other,
we assume that ix=iy, thus, ixy=1-2ix. We use “s” to refer to
the causal strength, or the likelihood of an influence on a
cause producing a change in the effect (assuming that the
effect is not already at ceiling or floor).
Here we focus on the likelihood of the graph X→Y
producing a particular transition. Figure 2a presents the
transitions probabilities for X→Y in a Markov chain; the
corners are the four states and the arrows represent the 16
example, Allison may have performed well on a test, which put her
into a good mood, and spread to Bill.…"

transitions with associated probabilities (also see Figure 2b).
Suppose that the current state is [00]. The transition [00 to
11] could arise if X is turned on and succeeds in turning on
Y (ixs), or by simultaneous influences on X and Y (ixy).
(Hereon transition probabilities are in parentheses.) The
transition [00 to 01] arises from an influence on Y (iy). An
influence that changes the state of Y cannot transfer to X
because Y is the effect, so this transition probability does
not include s. The transition [00 to 10] arises from of an
influence on X failing to produce a change in Y (ix(1-s)). As
s becomes stronger, there would be fewer transitions when
the cause fails to produce a change in the effect.
Consider the initial state [01]. The transition [01 to 11]
arises from an influence on X (ix). Because Y was already
on (a "ceiling effect"), X cannot have any influence on Y, so
the transition probability does not include s. The transition
[01 to 00] arises from an influence on Y (iy). The transition
[01 to 10] arises from simultaneous influences on X and Y
(ixy). Since X and Y were both changed, the influence on X
cannot have any influence on Y, so this probability does not
include s.
Note that given a particular causal structure and an initial
state, there are only three possible transitions. From [00],
there can be a transition to [01], [10], or [11], and these
respective transition probabilities sum to 1. We treat
transitions to the same state as a single trial (e.g., [00 to 00]
as just [00]).3 Also, the transition probabilities with initial
states [11] and [10] can be deduced from [00] and [01]
discussed above; Transitions 1-8 in Figure 2b are the mirror
image of Transitions 9-16. The transition probabilities for
X←Y can be deduced from X→Y by switching X and Y.
How can the model infer whether X→Y or X←Y
produced the observed data? Consider a transition when Y
changes by itself [e.g., 00 to 01] (Fig. 2b row 15). Under the
structure X→Y, the likelihood of this transition is just the
probability of an external influence on Y (iy). Under X←Y
the likelihood is the probability of an influence on Y
multiplied by the probability of Y failing to change X (iy(1s)). Effects are more likely to change by themselves than
causes even if s is weak; iy> iy(1-s).4
For the bidirectional graph X↔Y, X and Y change by
themselves equally often. When the state of X is changed by
an exogenous factor, it is no longer influenced by Y, so the
transition probabilities are the same as X→Y. When the
state of Y is changed by an external factor, the probabilities
are the same as X←Y. For the graph in which X and Y are
unrelated (no links), the likelihood of either X or Y
changing by itself is the probability of an influence on that
3

The reason is that in such cases there is no implied unobserved
influence and these transitions do not discriminate between causal
structures. Additionally, any temporally extended state could be
parsed into infinitely many periods. Note that transitions to the
same state did sometimes occur in the stimuli.
4
If an effect is at ceiling or floor [e.g., 01 to 11] the transition
has the same probability under X→Y and X←Y (see Figure 2b).
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variable (ix or iy). If both change, the probability is ixy.

assume that the prior distribution P(ix,s|g) is uniform.
This model can be extended to three-variable causal
structures using analogous reasoning. For brevity we do not
explain all the transition probabilities, which can be
obtained from the authors. For a brief example, consider a
transition in which only X changes but Y and Z do not [000
to 100]. Under graph X←Y→Z, this transition would arise
from an unobserved influence on X (ix). But under graph
X→Y→Z, this transition would require an influence on X
that failed to transfer to Y (ix(1-s)), which is less likely.
The model can also be extended to negative relations.5

a: Markov Chain with Transition Probabilities for X!Y
iy

[11]

[10]

iy
ixy
ixs+ixy

ix

ix(1-s)

ix(1-s)

ix

ixs+ixy

Heuristic Model to Learn Causal Direction
It is possible that people use a heuristic approximation of
the Bayesian model like the one presented here. For two
variables X and Y, the model produces a score for the two
links X→Y and X←Y; the higher the score, the more likely
that the link exists. For each transition, the model runs the
following function. If both variables changed (e.g., [00 to
11]), then the model adds 1 to the scores for both links
because this is evidence of some causal relationship. If one
variable changed (e.g., [00 to 01]) then the model subtracts
1 from the structure in which the variable that changed is the
cause, in this case X←Y. The reason is that when Y
changed to 1, X failed to change, which suggests that Y
does not cause X. However, if one variable was already at
ceiling or floor when the other changed [e.g., 01 to 00], then
the scores are left unchanged. This model can be
generalized for more variables by considering all links
between all variables. In further work, we have
demonstrated that the heuristic model approximates the
Bayesian model in a wide variety of instances.6

ixy
iy

[01]

[00]

iy

b: Transition Probabilities for the Four
Structures with Two Variables
Observed Data
t
t+1
x y
x y
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 0

X!Y
0
iy

3
4
5

1 1
1 1
1 0

0 1
0 0
1 1

i x (1-s) ix
ix
ix s+i xy iy s+i xy i xy
iy
iy
iy

i x (1-s)
ix s+i y s+i xy
iy

6
7

1 0
1 0

1 0
0 1

0
i xy

0
i xy

0
i xy

0
i xy

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0

ix
ix
i xy
0
iy
ix s+i xy
i x (1-s)
iy

ix
ix
i xy
0
iy
iy s+i xy
ix
i y (1-s)

ix
ix
i xy
0
iy
i xy
ix
iy

ix
ix
i xy
0
iy
ix s+i y s+i xy
i x (1-s)
i y (1-s)

0

0

0

0

Trans.
Type
1
2

0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

Graph
X!Y
No Link X"Y
0
0
0
i y (1-s) iy
i y (1-s)

Model Simulations of Experiments 1 and 2
Experiment 1 The heuristic model captured the essential
difference between the two conditions. In the directional
condition, X→Y had a higher score (7) than X←Y (3). In
the non-directional condition, both graphs had a score of 2.
We used the Bayesian model to calculate the relative
likelihoods of the four two-variable graphs producing the
observed transitions (Figure 1). Both the model and our
participants inferred that X→Y was more likely to have
produced the directional data than X←Y. Additionally, both
our participants and the model choose X↔Y more in the
non-directional condition than directional condition. The

Figure 2: Transition Probabilities. Note probabilities in bold
highlight the transitions that are likely under a given graph.

(Eq. 2)
The full model is represented in Eq. 2. The likelihood (t|g)
of a graph producing the observed sequence of transitions
(“transition path") is the product of the probabilities of each
of the individual transitions. This can be simplified as the
product of the probabilities of the 16 transition types tm=1…16
each raised to the power of the number of transitions of that
type (N[tm]). There are only two parameters, s and ix (note
that iy=ix and ixy=1-2ix), which are integrated over. We

5
Even for negative relationships, when a cause changes it would
usually produce a change in its effect, but an effect can change by
itself. Suppose that X→Y and X=1, and Y=0. If an exogenous
factor sets X=0, Y would likely change to 1. However, if an
exogenous factor sets Y=1, X would likely stay at 1.
6
One difference can occur for X→Y→Z (see also, Fernbach &
Sloman, 2009). The heuristic model would infer that X directly
influences Z. The Bayesian model could infer whether there is a
direct link from X to Z or not by testing these two alternative
structures. X and Z changing simultaneously without Y is evidence
in favor of the direct link. If X and Z do not change together
without Y changing, this suggests that there is no direct link.
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model does diverge from our participants in a number of
ways. However, this is a rational model of the task, which
need not coincide with human performance. Still, the model
does predict the most critical difference between X→Y vs.
X←Y. In further work we have examined how well the
model fits individual participants’ inferences.
Experiment 2 The heuristic model captured participants’
inferences. For the chain X→Y→Z, the model gave a higher
score for X→Y (7) than X←Y (3) and a higher score for
Y→Z (15) than Y←Z (7). The model also gave a higher
score for X→Z (7) than X←Z (-5). For the common cause
condition X←Y→Z, the model gave higher scores for
X←Y (7) than X→Y (1) and a higher score for Y→Z (7)
than Y→Z (1). The model also had a somewhat higher score
for X←Z (3) than X→Z (-1).
The Bayesian model also predicted the results. To
simulate Experiment 2, we computed the relative likelihood
of X←Y→Z vs. X→Y→Z. In the chain condition, the
likelihood of the chain was 99%, and in the common cause
condition, the likelihood of the common cause was 98%.

General Discussion
We proposed a theory for how people learn directional
causal relationships by observing states of variables change
over time. Experiment 1 demonstrated that people infer that
X influences Y when Y changed more frequently by itself
than X, and sometimes X and Y changed simultaneously.
Experiment 2 demonstrated that given three variables, if X
changes by itself, people tend to infer X←Y→Z, but if X
usually changes with Y and Z, people tend to infer
X→Y→Z. We also proposed two models. The heuristic
model embodies the belief that effects are more likely to
change by themselves than causes. The Bayesian model
proposes a rational reason why people might adopt this
belief. The Bayesian model assumes that the states of
variables are stable across time and only change if an
exogenous variable produces the change. Consider X→Y.
When an exogenous factor changes X, the larger the causal
strength, the more likely Y will also change. But when an
exogenous factor changes Y, it would be coincidental for X
to change simultaneously.
Previous research has demonstrated that people can learn
causal structure from interventions, from atemporal
observations (but cannot distinguish Markov-equivalent
structures such as the structures used here), and from
observations with delay (e.g., Lagnado & Sloman, 2006;
Steyvers et al., 2003). There are likely many ways that
people learn causal structures (Lagnado et al., 2007); the
current strategy differs in two key ways from previous
theories. First, most previous experiments have used
punctate events that either happened or didn’t happen on a
given trial, but the variables in the current experiments had
temporally extended states. Second, in most previous
research, the trials were temporally independent, often
randomized. In contrast, the states of the variables in the
current experiments may stay stable for periods of time
(e.g., in the X→Y condition in Experiment 1, X stayed

stable from Trial 1-5). When a relatively stable variable
changes state, it is possible to make inferences about the
causes of the change. For example, if Bill and Tim were
both in a good mood and then both get into a bad mood at
the same time, this is strong evidence that there is some
causal relation between the two. Alternatively, if Bill gets
into a bad mood but Tim stays in a good mood, this
transition suggests that Bill’s mood does not influence
Tim’s mood. Thus, the current theory focuses on transitions
between states rather than individual trials.
What implications should be drawn from the proposed
models? Given that both models captured the basic
asymmetry between causes and effects, and no other models
can discriminate the difference, the current approaches
appear promising. In other research, we have found that the
models are highly correlated,6 suggesting that the heuristic
model approximates a rational strategy. However, given that
there are some differences between the rational model and
participants’ responses, alternative heuristic models may
provide insight to participants’ reasoning strategies. These
models also suggest some future areas of exploration. Do
people infer causal strength along with structure? Can
people learn negative causal relationships from observing
variables over time?5 And how can these models be
generalized to multi-valued variables?
These experiments demonstrate that there is rich structure
in how events unfold over time, and people readily identify
the structure in these temporal patterns. In the real world,
variables often are stable or temporally dependent. For
example, after one observes a dent in one’s car, the dent
remains for a period of time until it gets fixed. Given the
importance of causal reasoning and the fact that we
experience the world temporally, the abilities demonstrated
here may reflect common and vital learning processes.
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Abstract
The issue of the „Ground Zero Mosque‟ has been one of the
most controversial political issues in US politics in the last
several years. Using two different statistical text-analysis
techniques, we analyze conservative and liberal blog posts,
related to the construction of this Muslim community center
and the debates surrounding the issue. In the first experiment,
we use a machine learning technique to automatically classify
the blogs according to which group wrote them. We also
examine the distinctive features that make these blogs liberal
or conservative. In the second experiment, by examining
posts in consecutive time blocks, we show that there was a
significant increase over time in affective processing, and in
anger, especially for conservatives. Overall, our results show
that there are significant differences in the use of various
linguistic features between liberals and conservatives,
highlighting the differences between the ideologies and the
moral frameworks of the two groups.
Keywords: blog analysis; text classification; sacred rhetoric;
LIWC; machine learning; SVM; Ground Zero mosque

Introduction
There is evidence that striking differences in the very
definitions of morality are at the root of many socialideological differences within a country. Haidt and Graham
(2007) propose that liberals and conservatives in the US
have very different ways of seeing the social environment
around them, and rely on distinct moral structures and
ideologies. Consequently, several important differences
have been noted in the political rhetoric employed by these
groups (Lakoff 2002, 2008; Marietta 2008, 2009). Lakoff
(2008) argues that the type of language used in political
discussions is of utmost importance because it “is far more
than a means of expression and communication… It
organizes and provides access to the system of concepts
used in thinking” (p. 231). In other words, the language in
these discussions often conveys the value systems adhered
to by liberal and conservative groups. A linguistic study of
presidential debates from 1976-2007 (Marietta, 2009)
reveals that Republicans employed sacred rhetoric, which is
grounded in “transcendent authority and moral outrage”,
more frequently and on a broader range of issues, while
Democrats relied more on quantitative facts such as plans
and projected numbers.

The issue of the Cordoba Muslim Community Center,
known as Park51 or „the Ground Zero Mosque‟ as it came to
be called, has been one of the most contentious political
issues in the United States in the past five years or so. It
served to highlight the ideological differences between
liberal and conservative moral frameworks and to a certain
extent, exposed the deep prejudices that still remain toward
the Muslim community. This paper focuses on the
differences in the use of linguistic features in over 3000
conservative and liberal blog posts related to the
construction of Park51.
We first explore whether the differences in the choice of
words used by conservative and liberal bloggers with regard
to this issue is significant enough that classifiers can be
trained to automatically categorize posts as conservative or
liberal. If such classifiers can be trained, we can use feature
analysis to explore the most indicative features of the
groups, exploring what makes the posts liberal or
conservative, and gaining insight into the ideologies of the
groups. Examining further differences in language use, we
use the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count tool (Tausczik &
Pennebaker, 2010) to track linguistic changes associated
with affect, religiosity and sociality in the two groups over a
period of seven months. Our hypothesis is that if there is a
greater use of sacred rhetoric by conservatives, it should be
accompanied by an increase in the use of religious and
affective words, especially words related to anger.
We begin by discussing the timeline of events that took
place in response to the construction of Park51. Next, we
describe our data collection method. Then, we discuss
experiments, and close with conclusions and implications.

Timeline of Events
On December 8, 2009, the New York Times published an
article on plans to build an Islamic cultural center at a
building two blocks from Ground Zero (Blumenthal &
Mowjood, 2009). In response to this article, a conservative
blogger criticized the project dubbing it as the “Ground Zero
mosque” (Geller, 2009) and started a national controversy
about the issue that lasted about six months (Elliott, 2010).
The story did not receive much media attention until May 6,
2010, when the building of the mosque was approved by a
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committee, and in response, some of the 9/11 victims‟
families expressed anger that the center was being built so
close to where their relatives were killed (Salazar, 2010).
Following this news, the story was brought back to public
attention by a series of posts by conservative bloggers which
relied heavily on the use of sacred rhetoric, framing the
issue as a religious/historical event, threatening the
American identity (e.g. “This is Islamic domination and
expansionism. The location is no accident. Just as Al-Aqsa
was built on top of the Temple in Jerusalem”, Geller 2010a).
Rallies were organized by bloggers on May 29 (marking
"May 29, 1453, [when] the Ottoman forces led by the Sultan
Mehmet II broke through the Byzantine defenses against the
Muslim siege of Constantinople.") (Geller, 2010b) and June
6 (marking D-Day, June 6 1944) (Peyser, 2010). By this
time the controversy was not only widespread through
conservative blogs, but mainstream media and liberal blogs
were also giving considerable attention to the issue (Elliott
2010). On July 21, in response to plans to build Park51, a
Florida Church announced “plans to host an „International
Burn A Quran Day,‟ on the ninth anniversary of the Sept. 11
attacks this year” (Hyde, 2010), which lead to much
expressed anger from both sides. On August 13, President
Obama gave a speech in which he defended freedom of
religion and stated that Muslims are entitled to build the
center. This resulted in a heated response from the right
(“Right-wing media blast President”, 2010). Another rally
was held on August 22 in NYC by the opponents and
supporters of the mosque in which there was prevalent use
of sacred rhetoric by both sides, clashing the sacred
American value of religious freedom against the moral
decadence of contamination of the “hallowed ground”
(Davis & Dover, 2010) of Ground Zero. In September, in
conjunction to other events related to Park51, much media
attention was given to the issue of burning Qurans in
Florida, where two different American sacred values
clashed again: “the constitutional right” to burn a Quran
versus the sacred value of religious tolerance. Beginning in
October, the coverage of the issue started disappearing from
the media as quickly as it had initially started.
One of the most interesting aspects of the controversy
regarding Park51 is the fact that it initially started on the
blogosphere by a single blogger (Elliott, 2010), and most of
the discussions regarding this issue took place on various
different political blogs. This provided us the ability to track
responses to events as they naturally unfolded, allowing
longitudinal analysis of changes in different linguistic and
psychological factors.

Data Collection
In order to compile a representative sample of the blog posts
of each group, we first identified five top popular
conservative and liberal news blogs, each rated by the
website blogs.com 1. Next, we performed a Google search to
1

The conservative blogs we chose for this experiment are:
hotair.com, reason.com, redstate.com, rightwingnews.com and

find all posts within each of these blogs that include the
word “mosque” and were posted between March 1, 2010
and October 6, 2010. We then automatically downloaded
the HTML files for all the links returned by the search
queries. This included a total of 3140 blog posts, consisting
of 1473 posts from the conservative blogs and 1667 from
liberal blogs. Finally, we used customized scripts for each
blog to remove HTML tags, headers, tables, etc. and
extracted only the blog post itself and the comments on the
post, ignoring all the other fields such as advertisement,
blogrolls, name of the authors, dates, etc.

Experiment 1
As we argued in the introduction, one of the important
differences between liberals and conservatives is the type of
language and rhetoric they employ in political discussions -reflecting disparities in the ideologies and value systems of
the two groups. The aim of the first experiment is to see if
the differences in language use and choice of words are
great enough that blog posts can be automatically classified
as conservative or liberal using a machine learning
technique. If we are able to classify these blog posts, then
we will be able to determine the indicative features of each
group using feature analysis and gain insight into what
makes the blogs conservative or liberal.
In a similar line of work, using machine learning to
examine political differences, Diermeier and colleagues (in
press) classify transcribed Senate speeches by first training a
classifier on the speeches of the 25 most liberal and 25 most
conservative senators from the 101st through 107th
Congresses. Then, their classifier is tested on the speeches
of the 25 most liberal and 25 most conservative senators of
the 108th Congress, achieving an accuracy of 92%. Also,
they use a similar technique to classify Senate speeches by
training on the House speeches of the same year (Yu,
Diermeier & Kaufmann, 2008). Performing a feature
analysis, they report that the most important features for
Democrats included company names and words related to
environmental and economic interests (e.g. Enron, ethanol,
hydrogen, lakes), and for conservatives included words with
cultural significance (e.g. cloning, unborn, abortion,
marriage and homosexual).
Our approach was to use supervised machine learning, in
which training data for each predefined category is needed
to build a classifier. This classifier is then used to predict for
each new data point which category it belongs to. Support
Vector Machines (SVMs), first introduced by Vapnik
(1995), is a general learning algorithm used for binary
classification. SVMs represent features, or data points, as
points in space and try to find a hyperplane that is
maximally distant from nearest training data points of each
of the categories. Also, in SVMs, words with the highest
absolute coefficients (i.e. most positive for one group, and
townhall.com, and the liberal blogs are: crooksandliars.com,
dailykos.com, huffingtonpost.com, thinkprogress.com and
wonkette.com.
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Conservative: obama, leftist, rino, islam, obamacar, koran, pelosi, allah, suicid, illeg, jihadi, infidel, socialist, shariah,
bloomberg, hussein, hamas, islamist, saddam, communist
Liberal: center, republican, gingrich, teabagg, beck, religi, corpor, muslin, filibust, wingnut, fear, jeer, hate, glenn, cheer,
stewart, right-w, anti-muslim, sarah, geller
Figure 1: 20 of the top 50 feature words with the highest weight for each group within a classifier which achieved 86%
accuracy. Words are listed in decreasing weight order. All words were converted into lower case, and in order to reduce
vocabulary size, word stems were used in classification.
most negative for the other group) are considered the most
informative features, and are the most indicative, or
discriminative, of each category.
We used SVMlight (Joachims, 1999) with its default
settings in this experiment. Prior to generating features
vectors for classification, the documents were subjected to
several pre-processing procedures. We first used a
tokenizer2 to separate text into individual words. Next, in
order to reduce vocabulary size, word stems were derived 3
and different forms of each word were mapped in to the
same word stem. Finally, we removed stop words, which are
common words not useful for classification (e.g. “the”, “a”,
“is”), and several other categories of words such as name of
the blogs and names of frequently referred to websites such
as twitter.com and youtube.com. For training, we used
“term frequency–inverse document frequency” (tf*idf) word
weighting scheme to convert documents and words in the
documents to numerical document vectors. However, in the
prediction step, given that the total number of documents is
assumed to be unknown to the classifier, only word
frequencies were used to represent test documents.
We also examined blog posts according to the date that
they were posted. In order to get consistent number of posts
per time period for both groups, we grouped blog posts into
seven consecutive time blocks (3/01-7/16, 7/17-8/09, 8/108/17, 8/18-8/24, 8/25-9/04, 9/05-9/13, 9/14-10/06)4. The
time blocks were chosen so that there would be at least 200
blog posts for each of the groups per time block. The large
time blocks were necessary in order to compensate for the
amount of noise existing in the files retrieved from the
websites, especially the noise in the comments sections.

Results
Classification accuracy was calculated using a 10-fold cross
validation, where in each run our program randomly chose a
subset of the blogs from each group as the training set, and
25 other blog posts from each group as the testing sample.
This process was repeated ten times and the overall
2

For tokenization, we used the Word Splitter tool, available at
http://cogcomp.cs.illinois.edu/page/tools_view/8
3
To derive word stems, we used the lisp implementation of the
Porter
stemmer,
available
at
http://tartarus.org/~martin/PorterStemmer/
4
There was no significant difference in word count of blog posts
between the liberal and conservative groups and in any of the time
periods.

accuracy of the classification was obtained by averaging
over the accuracy of each of the tests. Overall, with a
training set consisting of 750 blogs per group, our system
achieved average prediction accuracy of 85.6% (p < 0.001).
We coded the top 100 feature words with the highest
absolute coefficients for each group within a classifier that
achieved an accuracy of 86% for in-group and out-group
membership. This coding was done relative to each
subculture, for example “pelosi”, “leftist” and “socialist”
were coded as out-group for conservatives, and
“republican”, “right-w” and “beck” as out-group for liberals
(Figure 1). The results show that for both conservative and
liberals, the most important words for distinguishing them
were words which referenced out-group members
(conservatives: 31% out-group, 14% in-group, χ2 = 7.3405,
p = 0.0067; liberals: 25% out-group, 3% in-group, χ2 =
18.314, p < 0.001) (Figure 2).
We performed the same analysis for each of the time
blocks. Specifically, for each time block, our program
randomly chose 175 blog posts from each group for training
and another 25 posts per group for testing. Similar to the
previous analysis, this process was repeated 10 times for
each of the time blocks and the overall accuracy of the
classifier was calculated by averaging over the 10 tests. The
classification results, averaged over the 7 time periods, was
75.54% (p < 0.001). The accuracy of the classifier did not
significantly differ between any of the time blocks. Coding
the words with the highest feature weights, in classifiers
which achieved accuracy most close to the mean accuracy
rate of each block for in-group and out-group membership,
resulted in a similar pattern as above. That is, within each
time block, the most indicative words for each group, were
references to out-group members and negative portrayals of
out-group members (all p‟s < 0.05).

Discussion
Choice of words used by these two ideological groups were
distinct enough that our system was able to classify their
blog posts as conservative or liberal with an accuracy of
85.6%. Even though we expected that this difference would
diminish for posts within each time block, as the topics of
discussion would be more similar, we were able to classify
blog posts within each block with an average accuracy of
75.54%. Also, feature analysis revealed that the most
distinctive aspect of either liberal or conservative blogs is
not the description, or the ideology, of the in-group, but
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Figure 2: Changes in different psychological processes captured by LIWC
rather the use of words related to the negative portrayal of
the out-group.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 1, we demonstrated that the use of language,
and choice of words, between liberal and conservative are
different enough that classifiers can be trained to predict
with high accuracy which group wrote a particular post. In
Experiment 2, we use the Linguistic Inquiry and Word
Count (LIWC) tool (Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010) to both
further investigate differences in language use between the
two groups and to track linguistic changes associated with
affective and social processes within a seven months time
period. LIWC is one of the most widely used tools for
automatic text analysis in psychology, and has provided
evidence for the psychological and social implications of
word use in various studies (Pennebaker, Mehl &
Niederhoffer, 2003). LIWC has also been used as a tool for
tracking changes in linguistic features over time. For
instance, Back, Küfner and Egloff (2010) examine the
immediate negative emotional reactions on September 11,
2001 expressed in messages sent to text pagers within the
US using LIWC. In a similar study, Cohn, Mehl and
Pennebaker (2004) track psychological changes in response
to the 9/11 attacks using daily writings of 1,084 bloggers for
two months prior to and after the attacks using LIWC.

LIWC performs word counts and catalogs words in to
psychologically meaningful categories (Tausczik &
Pennebaker, 2010). The default LIWC2007 dictionary
includes 4,500 words and word stems which define its 76
different language categories. LIWC assigns each word to
specific linguistic categories, and it reports the total number
of words in each category normalized by the total number of
words in the document. The LIWC categories examined in
this study are: social processes (e.g. talk, share, friends),
affective processes (e.g. happy, cried, abandon), anger (a
subcategory of affective processes) (e.g. hate, kill, annoyed)
and religion (e.g. Altar, church, mosque). We also created a
custom Islam category which included all words in the
religion category related to Islam.

Results
First, we examined how linguistic features for affective
processes changed over time for the two groups by
correlating the percentage of affective words reported by
LIWC for each of the groups with time. There was a
positive correlation between time and use affective words
for conservatives (r = 0.85, p = 0.014), however this
correlation did not reach significant for liberals (r = 0.49, p
= 0.26)5. For conservatives, there was a significant increase
5

Examining this correlation within the first 6 time periods,
revealed the same trend (conservatives: r = 0.86; liberals r = 0.15).
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in affective words between the first time block and the 9/059/13 time block (t(8) = 3.6949, p = 0.006). At the 9/05-9/13
block, the differences in this category between the two
groups approached significance (t(8)=2.2023, p = 0.0587).
Overall, the amount of affective words used by conservative
websites was higher than liberal websites (t(68) = 1.9342, p
= 0.0573).
A repeated measures ANOVA with a Greenhouse-Geisser
correction, where the first factor was time and the second
factor group, determined an overall main effect of time for
anger (F(2.470,48) = 5.894, p = 0.007). The same test
revealed that the interaction between time and groups
approached significance for anger (F(2.470,48) = 2.988, p =
0.064). Even though the overall difference in the use of
words related to anger between the two groups did not reach
significance (t(68) = 0.9329, p = 0.35), this difference
became significant at the 9/05-9/13 time block (t(8) =
5.3128, p < 0.001).
We also ran LIWC on the top 5000 words with the
highest absolute coefficients for each of the groups in each
time block, from SVM classifiers that achieved average
predication accuracy. The results show that in words that are
most indicative of conservative blogs, there was an increase
in the use of words related to anger within the first six time
periods (r = 0.7843, p = 0.064).
As shown in the graphs, there was a sharp decrease in the
use of affective words and anger in the last time block,
especially for conservatives, which is an indication of these
processes returning to baseline rates (there is no significant
difference between the first and last time blocks in any of
the emotion categories mentioned above for either of the
two groups).
Another repeated measures ANOVA was ran for the
religion category. There was a main effect of time (F(6,48)
= 4.333, p = 0.001), and the interaction between time and
group approached significance (F(6,48) = 1.959, p = 0.090).
There was a positive correlation between anger and religion
(r = 0.7447, p = 0.0548). Correlating the Islam sub-category
with anger indicated that the correlation between anger and
religion was not due to use of words related to Islam (r =
0.0171, p = 0.9708).
For both groups, there was increase in social orientation
over time (conservatives: r = 0.92, p = 0.004; liberals: r =
0.86, p = 0.0133) which unlike other factors did not return
to baseline. Also the use of words related to social processes
was higher for conservatives than for liberals (t(68) =
3.9122, p < 0.001).

Discussion
Overall, there were significant differences in the use of
words related to affective and social processing between
conservatives and liberals. As our results show, for
conservatives there was a significant increase in the use of
words related to affect, and anger, in periods leading to the
anniversary of 9/11. These changes in the choice of words
used in the posts reflect underlying differences in the type of

rhetoric employed, and subsequent changes in emotional
responses.
Also, for conservatives the rise in the use of words
related to anger was positively correlated with the use of
religious words, which is an indication of an increase in
reliance on sacred rhetoric. The use of sacred rhetoric has
been linked to the emergence of sacred values (Marietta,
2008; Dehghani et al., 2009; Dehghani et al., 2010), as
values that get tied to religion more easily achieve a sacred
status (Marietta, 2009). As previous work shows violations
of sacred values result in anger and moral outrage (e.g.
Tetlock, 2003; Ginges et al., 2007).
The number of words related to anger in feature words
(words with the highest absolute coefficients in SVM
classifiers) increased in the first six time blocks for
conservatives. In other words, echoing the increase in anger
words, the proportion of anger words, useful in
distinguishing conservative posts, increased with time.
Traumatic and upsetting events are generally followed by
an increase in social processes such as seeking of social
support, increase in collective orientation and social sharing
(Mehl & Pennebaker, 2003). Our results indicate that there
were increases in the use of words related to social
processing by both conservatives and liberals over time,
which may be due to attempts to validate their threatened
cultural worldview (Pyszczynski et al., 2004), and to
facilitate social sharing (Rimé et al., 1998).

Conclusions
In this paper, we analyzed conservative and liberal blogs
posts, and their corresponding comments, related to the
construction of a Muslim community center close to Ground
Zero. Most of the controversy and debates surrounding the
issue took place online and thus this methodology seemed
quite apropos. Using two different statistical text analysis
techniques, we showed that there are significant differences
in the use of various linguistic features, and in choice of
words, between liberals and conservatives.
In the first experiment, we used a machine learning
technique to both automatically classify the blogs based on
the group they were written by, and to examine the
indicative features which make these blogs liberal or
conservative. Our results indicate that words which
reference out-group members and are used for out-group
derogation are most characteristic of the ideology of a group
(whether liberal or conservative). Similar to Haidt and
Graham (2007), Lakoff (2002) argues that the ideologies of
conservatives and liberals embody their value systems and
personal conceptions of morality. Instead, our results show
that at least in political debates, the ideas that make these
groups liberal or conservative, are stereotypes of the outgroup.
In the second experiment, by examining posts in
different time blocks, we showed that there was an increase
in words related to affective processes and anger over time,
especially for conservatives. We argued that this increase is
potentially related to the use of sacred rhetoric, as there was
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a significant correlation between anger and the use of
religious words.
In conclusion, by analyzing over 3000 conservative and
liberal blog posts related to the constructions of Park51, our
results confirm significant differences in the use of
language, and its resultant emotions, between the two
groups. Language use in these blogs reflects ideological
differences between liberals and conservatives. We believe
the ability to perform this type of mass text analysis and to
track changes of different psychological processes over
different periods of time, as they naturally unfold among
diverse cultural groups, can provide new insights which
arguably cannot be achieved in an experimental setting
inside the lab.
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Creative choice is an individual act. Nonetheless, a
longitudinal cognitive ethnography of a prestigious London
dance company puts forward how dance rehearsals are made
of social relationships of production ((Kirsh et al, 2009,
Muntanyola & Kirsh, 2010). The products of creativity are
also minute but crucial modifications of transitory stages of
development (Feyerabend, 1987, Bourdieu, 1998, Faulkner
& Becker, 2009). Our hypothesis is that the dancers’
patterns interactions shape individual creative choices in
movement production.

Distribution & Modality
We collected data on the dancers’ instruction following,
distinguishing perceptually based interactions (looking at
each other), from those mainly verbal (asking for advice or
corrections), or affective in nature (friendships and intimate
relationships). The application of Social Network Analysis
(SNA) to the collected behavioral data provided a reticular
representation of creative choice (see figure 1). We
determined the degree of social interaction according to
centrality measures and simmelian ties. There was a high
density of interrelations around a central node, the most
experienced dancer in the company, which acted as an
information filter.

Figure 1. The dancers’ verbal interactions
Dancers create movement following the choreographer’s
instructions. In order to obtain new movements, the
choreographer as an expert engages in an objectifying
relationship with the dancer (Rannou & Roarik, 2006). Her
body becomes an instrument for exploration of the
choreographer’s imagery. His creative choices include
deciding on the amount and type of information provided in
rehearsal. Through interviews and observation, we defined
the instructions’ modalities. Verbal instructions were scarce.
The degree of body awareness experienced by the dancers

increased when the choreographer was more specific in
explaining a task and its relation to the piece as a whole. In
order to attribute conceptual meaning to their own
movements, they were dependent on the tasks’ degree of
verbalization.

Conclusion
Observation of the actum in rehearsal time showed how
instructions are necessarily interactive. Social Network
Analysis allowed us to understand rehearsals as a distributed
cognitive system (Hollan et al, 2000). Interactions among
dancers were frequent and mostly verbal, and included a
surrogate figure, which acted as an information hub.
Nevertheless, the dancers depend on the instruction’s
modality, specifically on the amount of verbal information
coming from the choreographer. Further analysis will
measure the amount and modality of information
transmitted both vertically and horizontally, in order to see
if verbal interaction among dancers compensates effectively
for the lack of verbal feedback from the choreographer.
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Abstract
To what extent do people care about the intentions behind an
action? What if the intentions can be deceptive? We conducted two
experiments to complement previous evidence about the roles of
outcomes and intentions in economic games. The results of
Experiment 1 indicate that both outcomes and intentions affect
players’ responses. Moreover, unkind intentions are punished but
kind intentions are hardly rewarded. In Experiment 2, intentions
are stated as opposed to observed. Participants misstate their
intentions frequently, thereby undermining the credibility of the
statements. As a result, perceived honesty modulates players’
responses.
Keywords: Intentions; outcomes; preferences; deception;
punishment; reward; experimental game.

Introduction
To what extent do people care about the intention behind
the action of someone else? What if intentions can be
deceiving? In economic theory, the utility functions
constructed to describe revealed preferences (Samuelson,
1938) can incorporate anything, including perceived
intentions. In practice, models of utility tend to boil down to
a single element: one's own income. Guided by
experimental evidence and a rapprochement of economics
and psychology, some scholars constructed formal models
of social preferences that move beyond individual income
and incorporate preferences over monetary distributions
(Bolton & Ockenfels, 2000; Fehr & Schmidt, 1999).
Although these theories of fairness are different from pure
income-maximization models, they remain concerned with
outcomes, namely distributions of payoffs. A third
generation of models goes further still and adds perceived
intentions to the utility function (Charness & Rabin, 2002;
Dufwenberg & Kirchsteiger, 2004; Falk & Fischbacher,
2006). We investigated experimentally the role of intentions
and outcomes in two versions of a sequential 2-player game.
Previous studies on the role of intentions in economic
games have employed different experimental designs and
have reached different conclusions. A first group of studies
compares responses to intentional actions against the
responses to random events, whereby the intentional choices
and the random events have identical monetary
consequences. Falk, Fehr, and Fischbacher (2008) find that
rejection rates in an ultimatum game (Güth, Schmittberger,
& Schwarze, 1982) are significantly lower when the offers
are determined randomly by a computer, as opposed to set
intentionally by a person. In contrast, Stanca (2010) finds
that intentions are irrelevant in a within-subject comparison
between random and intentional first-moves of a giftexchange game. A second group of studies (e.g. Falk, Fehr,

& Fischbacher, 2003; McCabe, Rigdon, & Smith, 2003)
finds an effect of intentions by comparing responses to
identical actions that have been selected from different sets
of alternative actions. In an ultimatum game, for instance, a
disadvantageous offer is more likely to be rejected when the
alternative is an equal split, as opposed to an even less
advantageous offer. A third group of studies (Charness &
Levine, 2007; Cushman, Dreber, Wang, & Costa, 2009)
compares responses to identical outcomes that were reached
by different combinations of intentional choices and chance.
These studies can also be interpreted as modeling an
imperfect correlation between intentions and outcomes. In
many cases, intentions and consequences match, that is, the
consequences of an action are those that were intended. But
in our fundamentally noisy and complex environment, this
need not be the case, so intentions and outcomes can
sometimes diverge.
Both Cushman et al. (2009) and Charness and Levine
(2007) find an effect of intentions, but the relative
importance of intentions versus outcomes differs widely
between their studies. Cushman et al. conclude that
“accidental outcomes guide punishment” whereas Charness
and Levine report that “intention appears to be a stronger
force than distribution”. Our basic research design follows
the general approach of Charness and Levine and Cushman
et al. By combining what we see as the desirable features of
both studies, we gauge the robustness of their results. Like
Cushman et al., our design employs three levels of
intentions and outcomes, allowing us to compare negative
and positive reciprocity. Like Charness and Levine,
however, we abstain from using the strategy method (Selten,
1967) and add realism by making responses costly.
In practice, the role of intentions is affected by the fact
that we lack direct access to other people’s intentions. In
particular, statements of intention may be deceptive.
Consider an example from the legal domain. A murderer
may have a strong incentive to lie to the jury about her
intention to kill her victim. As a result, the jury has good
reason not to take the stated intention at face value. In
business, negotiation and other social interactions, deceptive
statements about intentions exist as well. It is reasonable to
assume that people are sensitive to the incentives for and the
presence of deception. We incorporate this feature in the
second of our experiments and assess how it influences the
effect of intentions in participants' responses. Could it be
that intentions matter more when they are not subject to the
possibility of deception? Notice that from the viewpoint of
outcome-based utility, the absence or presence of deception
should not matter because intentions are irrelevant.
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Experiment 1
The central building block of our experiments is a
sequential, probabilistic allocator-responder game with three
choice alternatives and three outcomes (cf. Figure 1, left
panel). First, the “selector” chooses one of three random
devices dubbed “wheels of fortune”. Then nature (alias the
computer) determines the outcome of the wheel of fortune.
Outcomes refer to divisions of 30 tokens (≈£1) between the
selector and the responder. The responder is informed about
the selector's choice and the wheel's outcome. Finally, the
responder can subtract or add between -15 and +15 from the
selector's payoff, whereby for 3 tokens added or subtracted
she has to give up one of her own tokens.1 The core idea of
this design is that the selector’s wheel choices signal her
intention towards the responder, who can reciprocate
intentions and/or adjust outcomes by adding or subtracting
tokens. The probabilities of the wheels and the monetary
divisions associated with the outcomes are summarized in
Table 1.
Table 1: Wheels of fortune: Probabilities and outcomes.
Probability
Outcome 1
Outcome 2
Outcome 3

Wheel 1
60%
30%
10%

Wheel 2
20%
60%
20%

Wheel 3
10%
30%
60%

Payoff
20 | 10
15 | 15
10 | 20

Note. Payoffs (Selector | Responder) in experimental tokens.

Each wheel choice can result in any of the three
outcomes, but the wheels differ in the probabilities of
yielding a particular outcome. Wheel 1 has a high
probability of allocating 20 tokens to the selector and 10
tokens to the responder. Wheel 2 has a high probability of
an equal split of the 30 tokens. Wheel 3 has a high
probability of allocating 10 tokens to the selector and 20 to
the responder. We follow Cushman et al. in labeling both
the outcomes and intentions “stingy”, “fair” or “generous”.
In the experimental instructions, however, we avoided such
terms and used neutral language.
The experiment consisted of two parts. In Part A, the
wheel of fortune game was played 16 times under a protocol
of random matching with anonymity. The roles of selectors
and responders were assigned randomly and remained fixed
throughout Part A. In Part B, all 16 participants of a session
acted as responders. Participants were asked to indicate their
responses to all nine possible combinations of intentions and
outcomes, which were presented in random order. This
resembles the strategy method in that responses are
collected for all possible first moves, while the sequential
presentation reduces cognitive demands.
Participants were informed that their responses in Part B
had no effect on actual payoffs. Part B allowed us to collect
1

The cost ratio of 1:3 for adding or subtracting tokens coincides
with the ratio used in experiments on altruistic punishment (Fehr &
Gächter, 2002) and is comparable in magnitude to the 1:4 ratio
employed in Charness and Levine (2007).

Figure 1: Sequence of events in both Experiments.
an equal number of observations for all nine combinations
of intentions and outcomes. We included it as an additional
check on the results from Part A, in which we had no
control over the number of observations per cell.

Method
Participants and materials The experimental session was
conducted at the Centre for Economic Learning and Social
Evolution (ELSE) of University College London. 16
participants (11 female) were recruited through the ELSE
subject pool. The median age was 22.5 years (SD = 2.88).
The experiment was programmed with the software package
z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007).
Procedure Instructions for Part A were read aloud by the
experimenters and questions related to the instructions were
answered in private. After Part A, instructions for Part B
were read out aloud and questions answered in private.
Before each of the two parts, a comprehension check had to
be passed. At the end of the experiment, the participants'
earnings were paid out to them in private. Average earnings
were £10.91 (SD = 0.84), including a show-up fee of £5.
The experiment lasted 60 minutes.

Results
Selectors’ wheel choices and ex-post profitability The fair
wheel was the most common choice (n = 60), followed by
the stingy (n = 53) and the generous wheel (n = 15). Due to
responders’ adjustments, the stingy wheel earned less on
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Figure 2: Mean adjustments by intention and outcome
(Exp 1, Part A).

Figure 3: Mean adjustments by intention and outcome
(Exp 1, Part B).

average than the fair wheel (10.11 vs. 12.35 tokens), which
in turn earned a little less than the generous wheel (12.47).
Overall pattern of responses Despite the monetary
disincentive against adjustments, the average cost of
adjustments each responder incurred was significantly
different from zero (M = 1.48; Wilcoxon signed-rank test Z
= -2.37, p = .018). 7 out of 8 responders made at least one
adjustment in the game. In most cases (72/128), however,
responders left the selector's earnings unchanged. With a
ratio of negative to positive adjustments of 7:1 and a mean
adjustment of -3.91 (SD = 6.18), responses were skewed
towards subtraction. The costs incurred for adjustments did
not drop in later periods, indicating that adjustments were
not made strategically.
Analysis of responses: Outcomes versus intentions To
evaluate the effects of intentions and outcomes in the game
(Part A), we regressed responders' adjustments on dummycoded predictors for intentions and outcomes with “fair
intention-fair outcome" as the reference category, using
random intercepts for each subject (Table 2).3
With the present number of observations only the
predictor for stingy intentions is significant at the
conventional level (β = -3.96; t = -4.03; p = .000). Stingy
intentions seem to elicit a strong negative response, with an
estimated parameter that is considerably larger in absolute
terms than the parameter estimate for generous intentions
(2.17) and more than three times as large as the parameter
estimate for a stingy outcome (-1.17). The similarity
between mean adjustments in Part A and Part B (cf. Figures
2 and 3) suggests that the presence or absence of monetary
stakes had no discernible effect on participants' responses.
Interestingly, however, adjustments in Part B were
significantly more negative for participants who had been
responders in Part A (M = -4.67), as opposed to selectors (M
= 0.33; Mann-Whitney test Z = 4.47, p = .000). Consistent
with the regression results from Part A, a repeated-measures
ANOVA of Part B reveals significant main effects of
intention F(2, 30) = 11.72, p = .000 and of outcome F(2, 30)

= 17.35, p = .000, but no interactions F(4, 60) = 1.16, p =
.336. The more powerful analysis for Part B indicates that
on top of the effect of stingy versus fair intentions, there
were significant differences in the responses to stingy versus
fair outcomes F(1, 15) = 10.97, p = .005, as well as fair
versus generous outcomes F(1, 15) = 7.15, p = .017.

Discussion
Why is it that intentions mattered more in our experiment
than in Cushman et al. (2009), or in Stanca (2010), where
they had little or no effect on choices? We suggest that the
discrepancy could be due to a methodological difference in
the elicitation of responses. Whereas our study used the
more conventional direct-response method, both Cushman
et al. and Stanca (2010) relied on the strategy method, in
which participants make contingent decisions for all
possible situations that may occur in the interaction. This
method is advantageous in terms of data collection but may
alter cognition and behavior. Thinking hypothetically
through all possible situations may induce a different style
of thinking and elicit different responses than in an actually
experienced situation, especially if the behavior is related to
visceral and emotional responses. Although in some studies
the two methods do produce similar results, this seems not
to hold for decisions related to punishment (Brandts &
Charness, 2003), as in the present case. Moreover, the mere
fact that the game was played repeatedly, albeit with
different interaction partners, may have triggered a higher
evaluation of intentions.
A second noteworthy result from Experiment 1 is the
asymmetry in the responses to stingy and generous
Table 2: Regression results (Exp 1, Part A).

3

A fixed intercept model was rejected in favor of random
effects (χ²= 25.71; df = 1; p = .000, likelihood-ratio test).

Intercept
Stingy intention
Generous intention
Stingy outcome
Generous outcome
N = 128, R² =.259
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β
-2.48
-3.96
2.17
-1.17
1.32

t
-1.91
-4.03
1.48
-1.11
1.15

p
.056
.000
.140
.269
.251

intentions: stingy intentions were punished fairly heavily
but generous intentions were hardly rewarded. This
asymmetry was also found by Cushman et al. and fits with a
picture of negative reciprocity looming larger than positive
reciprocity (Offerman, 2002). Offerman notes that in his
study, asymmetric behavioural reciprocity correlated with
an asymmetry in reported positive and negative emotions.
Although both unintended and intended favorable outcomes
elicited positive emotions, intended unfavorable outcomes
provoked much stronger negative emotions than unintended
unfavorable outcomes. The relation between emotions and
responses to intentional actions is a subject for further study.

Table 3: Frequency and ex-post profitability of wheel
choices and statements (Exp 2, Part A).
Actual
wheel choice
Stingy
Stingy
Stingy
Fair
Fair
Fair
Generous
Generous
Generous

Experiment 2
The design of Experiment 2 was identical to Experiment 1
except for one feature: wheel choices were not directly
observed by responders (cf. Figure 1). Instead, selectors
communicated an intention after observing the outcome of
the wheel. So for example, a selector could choose the
stingy wheel and communicate a fair intention after having
observed the outcome, which by chance, could have been
generous. We expected selectors to make use of this
possibility of deception. Both selectors and responder knew
that the stated wheel choices needed not be the actual
choices. Responders were also asked to indicate which
wheel they believed had been actually chosen. As in
Experiment 1, participants first played the game for 16
times in Part A and then indicated their hypothetical
responses to all nine possible combinations of stated choices
and outcomes in Part B.
Participants and procedure The 16 participants of
Experiment 2 were recruited from the same subject pool as
for Experiment 1. 13 of them were female and the median
age was 22.5 years (SD = 2.88). Procedures were identical
to Experiment 1. Experiment 1 and 2 were conducted on the
same day in the same facilities. Average earnings were
£11.88 (SD = 1.20), including a show-up fee of £5.

Results
Selectors’ wheel choices and statements Table 3 shows
the frequencies of actual and stated wheel choices and the
mean profits associated with them. Unlike in Experiment 1,
selectors predominantly chose the stingy wheel (n = 104),
followed by the fair wheel (n = 21) and only three choices
of the generous wheel. These actual wheel choices contrast
with the statements selectors made. Only in 34 of 128 cases
did selectors state their true choice. In 90 cases they
overstated their intentions, that is, they stated a less benign
choice than they had actually made. There were 4 cases of
understatements. Only in 19 cases did selectors state a
stingy choice. Most of the time, they claimed to have chosen
the fair wheel (n = 86) or the generous wheel (n = 23). In
other words, selectors made use of the possibility to deceive
about their intentions. Selectors not only overstated their
intentions, but did so in a way that takes the credibility of
their statements into account. For example, a stated
generous wheel choice is more credible if the outcome of

Stated
wheel choice
Stingy
Fair
Generous
Stingy
Fair
Generous
Stingy
Fair
Generous

Mean Profit [tokens]

n

15.00
18.07
14.05
17.67
14.88
15.00
20.00
10.00

15
69
20
3
17
1
1
0
2

the stingy wheel is generous rather than stingy. Indeed, for
stingy wheel choices the proportion of stated generous
choices increased for a fair or generous outcome (χ²= 11.13;
df = 2; p = .004).
Stated and believed intentions Knowing about the
possibility of deception, we expected responders to treat
selectors’ statements with caution. In fact, according to their
indicated beliefs, responders did not believe the stated
intention in 62.5% of all cases. How good were responders
at estimating selectors' actual wheel choices? With 57.8%
correct beliefs, responders were more accurate than
expected by naive random guessing (expected hit rate of
1/3) and about as accurate as expected by always “going
with the outcome” (expected hit rate of 0.6). In fact,
responders' believed intention did concur with the outcome
in 57.0% of the cases. As it turns out, responders would
have had the highest rate of correct beliefs (81.3%) by
always assuming the stingy wheel was chosen. In summary,
although responders did not take stated intentions at face
value, they underestimated the proportion of stingy wheel
choices.
Overall pattern of responses The mean adjustment of 0.75 (SD = 3.30) was considerably smaller in absolute terms
than in Experiment 1 (Mann-Whitney test, Z = -3.86; p =
.000). As in Experiment 1, responders left the selector's
payoff unchanged in most cases (81/128), but a majority of
responders (6 of 8) did make an adjustment at least once
throughout the game. Also as in Experiment 1, adjustments
were negatively skewed (30 negative vs. 17 positive
adjustments) and there was no apparent drop in adjustment
costs incurred in later periods, indicating non-strategic use
of adjustments. There were also no clear temporal patterns
of choices, statements or beliefs.
Analysis of responses: Outcomes versus stated intentions
Figure 4 shows mean adjustments by outcome and stated
intention in Part A. Comparing with Experiment 1 (Figure
2), we note that overall less tokens were subtracted and the
effect of intentions seems to be different in the two
experiments. A 3-way ANOVA confirms that there is an
overall difference between experiments F(1, 246) = 7.60, p
= .006 and an interaction between intentions and experiment
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Figure 4: Mean adjustments by stated intention and outcome
(Exp 2, Part A).

Figure 5: Mean adjustments by stated intention and outcome
(Exp 2, Part B).

F(2, 246) = 4.14, p = .017. No difference in the effect of
outcomes is found between experiments F(2, 246) = 0.41, p
= .664. As for Experiment 1, we regressed adjustments on
dummy-coded predictors for stated intentions and outcomes,
with “stated fair intention-fair outcome” as the reference
category and random intercepts for each subject (Table 4).4
Compared to statements of fair intention, both stingy and
generous statements are estimated to lower adjustments by
about 2 tokens, a negative effect larger than the effect of a
stingy outcome (-1.28) but smaller than the effect of a
stingy intention in Experiment 1 (-3.96). Generous
outcomes have no significant effect on responses (p = .601).
Looking only at stingy outcomes, the response to a stingy
intention is less negative when the intention was stated as
opposed to observed (Mann-Whitney test, Z = -2.64; p =
.009). In contrast for generous outcomes, stated – unlike
observed – generous intentions are punished because such
statements are met with suspicion (the difference, however,
is not significant p = .126, Z = -1.81, Mann-Whitney test).
In summary, the two experiments differ in the overall level
of adjustments and the effect of intentions in Part A.
The diverging effect of intentions in the two experiments
becomes more pronounced in Part B (Figure 5). Unlike in
Experiment 1, the response patterns in Part B look different
from Part A. Curiously, the responses of (former) selectors
are significantly more negative (M = -3.25) than the
responses of former responders (M = - .67; Mann-Whitney Z
= -2.97, p = .003). As suggested by graphical comparison
and consistent with Part A, a mixed 3-way ANOVA
(Intention x Outcome x Experiment) reveals that the effect
of intention in Part B differs between the experiments F(2,
60) = 14.11, p = .000 but not the effect of outcome F(2,
60) = 1.54, p = .226. For stingy and fair outcomes, kinder
stated intentions lead to more subtractions, whereas kinder
observed intentions lead to less subtractions. With stated
intentions, even generous outcomes elicit subtractions. In
contrast, observed generous intentions were rewarded

when the outcome was generous. Once again we find that
intentions influence adjustments, but the direction of the
effect is overturned due to a lack of credibility of stated fair
or generous intentions.

Discussion
In the introduction, we stated our hypothesis that the
behavioural relevance of intentions might be affected by
uncertainty about intentions, and in particular, the
possibility of deceptive statements. Did intentions matter
less in Experiment 2, which involved stated as opposed to
observed intentions? Not quite. In fact, intentions again had
a larger effect than outcomes in the game. More specifically,
there appears to be a positive premium for (alleged) honesty
and a negative premium for (alleged) dishonesty. Stated
stingy intentions were punished less than observed stingy
intentions. In other words, responders seem to credit
selectors for “at least being honest" when going for the
stingy wheel. On the other hand, adjustments were less
positive for stated generous intentions than for observed
generous intentions. Given that these statements were seen
as largely implausible, we can interpret this difference as a
punishment for an attempt to deceive. This interpretation is
corroborated by the fact that in Part B, former selectors
subtracted more than former responders, arguably because
having overstated their intentions themselves in Part A, they
interpreted statements in Part B as deceptive. Note that
responders could never be certain that stated generous
intentions were actually a lie. Still, mean adjustments in
these cases were negative, suggesting that the desire to

4

A fixed intercept model was rejected in favor of random
effects (χ²= 8.91; df = 1; p = .003, likelihood-ratio test).

Table 4: Regression results (Exp 2, Part A).

I tercept
Stingy stated intention
Generous stated intention
Stingy outcome
Generous outcome
N = 128, R² = .109
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β
0.52
-1.95
-1.89
-1.28
0.59

t
1.07
-2.43
-2.37
-2.15
.52

p
.285
.015
.018
.032
.601

punish dishonesty overrode concerns to avoid potentially
unfair punishment (cf. Huck, 1999). The result is in line
with a previous study by Brandts and Charness (2003), who
found that participants punish deceptive messages about
intended play in a simultaneous two-player game with preplay messages. In contrast to our experiment, statements of
intended play were made before an action was taken, not
after, and deceptive statements were revealed by observable
choice. In our experiment, deception was never revealed but
could only be conjectured with uncertainty. How the
possibility of a deceptive statement being revealed affects
the credibility of statements as well as responses is an
interesting question for future research.

Conclusion
In addition to a concern for their own payoffs, participants
in our experiments expressed a concern for intentions and
honesty that was at least as large as their concern over
distributional outcomes. In Experiment 1, the punishment of
stingy intentions had a larger effect on adjustments than
either outcomes or generous intentions. In other words,
negative reciprocity loomed larger than positive reciprocity
and distributional preferences per se. An asymmetry in
negative and positive reciprocity has been observed before
and may be connected to an asymmetry in emotional
reactions. The general importance of intentions is in line
with a study by Charness and Levine (2007), somewhat
different from the low relevance of intentions found by
Cushman et al. (2009) and at odds with the irrelevance of
intentions found by Stanca (2010). To disentangle the
precise design factors that influence the role of intentions is
a task for future research. We suggest that the use of the
strategy method and the absence of repetition may decrease
the relevance of intentions.
In Experiment 2, when choices were no longer observed
but merely stated, the perceived honesty of statements
moderated the effect of intentions. Stated stingy intentions
were punished less than observed stingy intentions,
indicating an appreciation for “at least being honest”.
Conversely, stated generous intentions were punished,
indicating a dislike for conjectured attempts to deceive.
Indeed, selectors routinely overstated the kindness of their
intentions. Although responders did not take statements at
face value, they underestimated the frequency of stingy
choices. Having lied themselves, Part A selectors were
particularly negative in their responses to fair or generous
statements in Part B. Overall, stingy choices were more
common in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1, indicating
that selectors understood the relevance of intentions and
took advantage of their non-observability. The differences
in response patterns between Experiment 1 and Experiment
2 underline the importance of non-outcome related factors
to participants' behavior.
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Abstract
The work presented here uses a simple stochastic model as a
cognitive psychometric tool for analyzing response time data
in the Go/No-Go Discrimination task with motivationally distinct conditions. The parameters of the model inform us of
underlying cognitive mechanisms because they have an established psychological meaning and allow us to quantify a subjects ability and response caution. Using these model parameters, we focus on the differences between subjects with varying
degrees of substance abuse and antisocial behavioral disorders
and show that there are reliable differences between the decision mechanisms of these subjects. Using data from executive working memory tasks, we postulate that these differences
in cognitive processes might be due to differences in working
memory capacity. Ultimately, we show that formal cognitive
modeling has the potential to provide valuable insights into
clinical phenomena that cannot be captured by traditional data
analysis techniques.
Keywords: Go/No-Go task, decision-making, working memory capacity, diffusion model, Bayesian parameter estimation

Introduction
Formal cognitive models can capture information about cognitive processes that is often not accessible with traditional
statistical methods. Differences in cognitive functioning between normal and clinical patients can provide insights into
abnormal behavior. Following Batchelder and Riefer (1999)
we argue that parameter estimates from formal cognitive
models provide a methodology for examining differences in
cognitive functioning. Batchelder and Riefer refer to this
methodology as cognitive psychometrics and have shown that
it has advantages over traditional approaches. The present research uses a simple stochastic process as a cognitive psychometric tool for analyzing response time data in clinical studies. Specifically, we show how a cognitive model of response
times can capture underlying cognitive processes in situations
of approach-avoidance motivational conflict.
Response time modeling approaches have been applied
to various cognitive phenomena including memory retrieval
(Ratcliff, 1978) and lexical decision tasks (Ratcliff, Gomez,
& McKoon, 2004; Gomez, Ratcliff, & Perea, 2007). However, there is a dearth of studies using response time modeling approaches to examine approach-avoidance motivation.
Cognitive modeling of choice and accuracy data in approachavoidance situations has provided insights into underlying
cognitive processes (Endres, Rickert, Bogg, Lucas, & Finn,
2011; Yechiam et al., 2006). Through an application to the
Go/No-Go Discrimination task (Newman, Widom, & Nathan,

1985), we show that cognitive models of response time can
also provide insights into cognitive functioning.

The Go/No-Go Discrimination Task
The Go/No-Go Discrimination (GNGD) task is a reliable
measure of passive avoidance (Newman et al., 1985); it is
considered an analog for real world approach-avoidance motivational conflict (Newman & Lorenz, 2003), because both
appetitive (e.g., monetary reward) and aversive (e.g., monetary loss or electric shock) stimuli are used as reinforcement
in the task. The standard GNGD task involves the trial-anderror learning of two sets of operant stimuli: one signaling
’Go’ or reward-approach responses; the other signaling ’NoGo’ or punishment-avoidance responses. The stimuli are usually two-digit numbers, which are counter balanced above
and below fifty such that the Go and No-Go sets are completely indiscriminable or overlapping at the beginning of the
task. There are two key manipulations in the standard GNGD
task. The first is that only correct reward-approach behavior (i.e., hit or Go response given a Go signal) and incorrect
punishment-avoidance behavior (i.e., false alarm or Go response given a No-Go signal) are reinforced. The second is
that of speed discrimination or the need to decide whether to
activate (i.e., Go response) or inhibit (i.e., No-Go response)
reward-approach behavior within a brief time window (e.g.
750 ms).
The most popular measures of GNGD task performance
are commission errors (i.e., passive-avoidance errors or false
alarms) and omission errors (i.e., misses). It is important to
point out that persons with real world problems with substance use and antisocial behavior typically commit a greater
number of passive avoidance errors (i.e., errors of commission or false alarms) on the GNGD task (Endres et al., 2011;
Finn, Mazas, Justus, & Steinmetz, 2002; Finn, 2002). Recent
studies have used stochastic (e.g., Cue-Dependency Learning) and deterministic (e.g., Signal Detection Theory) models
of decision making to investigate the cognitive-motivational
processes that contribute to GNGD task commission and
omission errors (Endres et al., 2011; Smillie & Jackson,
2006; Yechiam et al., 2006). Consistent among these studies
is the implication that cognitive processes, such as attention
and working memory, aid in the self-regulatory control over
both Go/No-Go response biases and Go/No-Go signal learning. The present research adds to these findings by estab-
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lishing links between decision mechanisms, working memory capacity, and response times. While this paper focuses
entirely on modeling response times, we plan to model response times, choice and learning in the future.

Experiment
Participants
The present study was a part of a much larger investigation
into the cognitive, motivational, and personality correlates
of substance use and antisocial behavior problems. Potential participants were recruited from the local university and
surrounding area using advertisements and fliers designed to
elicit responses from persons with a variety of disinhibited
personality traits and history of substance use and antisocial behavior problems (Finn et al., 2009). A total sample
(N= 484) were recruited into the larger study, but not all participants chose to complete the entire battery of laboratory
measures used in the present research. The present sample
(N=147) was gender balanced (53% women) and consisted
primarily of young adults (mean age 22.4 + 3.1) with 13.8 +
2.1 years of education.

Semi-Structured Diagnostic Interview
History of alcohol and other drug use, childhood conduct
disorder and adult antisocial personality disorder was ascertained with the Semi-structured Diagnostic Interview for the
Genetics of Alcoholism (Bucholz et al., 1994) using the Diagnostic Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders Fourth Edition criteria (APA, 1994). Subjects were classified into one
of three groups based on their diagnostic history: (1) No history (N=31), (2) history of 1 or 2 diagnoses (N=52), and (3)
history of 3 or more diagnoses (N=64). Group 3 subjects had
more severe diagnostic histories, such that the majority presented clinical problems with other drug use (100%) and antisocial personality (82%) disorder, as opposed to group 2 who
presented little or no history with these clinical problems (0%
and 18%, respectively).

Double-Factorial Go/No-Go Discrimination task
Six motivationally distinct versions of the standard GNGD
tasks were administered, representing a 2 x 3 repeated measures experimental design. This design was used to examine
the interactive effects of (1) punishment reinforcement type:
monetary loss versus electric shock and (2) reward versus
punishment reinforcement schedule: equal salience (33% vs.
33%), reward salient (100% vs. 33%), and punishment salient
(33% vs. 100%). Each of the 6 GNGD task versions used 8
different two-digit stimuli that were divided into 2 counterbalanced sets, consisting of 4 stimuli each. Different twodigit stimuli were used in each of the 6 GNGD task versions.
The order in which the 6 versions were administered also was
counterbalanced. Each task consisted of 56 total trials divided
into 7 blocks of 8 trials.

Working Memory Capacity
Working memory capacity was assessed with 5 separate
tasks: 3 simple span and 2 complex span tasks (Conway et
al., 2005). Simple span tasks involve immediate recall of
to-be-remembered list items, and thus, are thought to assess
the short-term activation aspects of working memory. Simple span memory was assessed with the digits forward and
backward span subtests of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale-Revised (Wechsler, 1981) and the letter-number subtest
of the WAIS-III (Wechsler, 1997). The digits forward, digits
backward, and letter-number tasks operationalize short-term
activation capacity in working memory as the total number of
to-be-remembered items of varying list sizes that can be held
in mind and manipulated in some way. Complex span tasks
involve both a primary memory task, such as recalling word
or letter strings of various sizes in order of presentation, and
the performance of a secondary cognitive task, such as solving a mathematical operation or counting backwards by three
for a predetermined length of time. Complex memory span
was assessed with the operation-word span test (Conway &
Engle, 1994) and a modified auditory consonant delay test
(Brown, 1958; Finn et al., 2009). The operation-word span
and auditory consonant delay tasks operationalize executive
attention and short-term activation capacity in working memory as the total number of to-be-remembered list items that
can be held in mind while performing a secondary cognitive
task. Data from the 5 measures of working memory capacity were reduced into a single latent factor using maximum
likelihood factor extraction. This unidimensional latent factor showed above average reliability (Cronbach’s a = .81) and
accounted for 56.59% of the variance in the working memory
capacity measures.

Procedure
Participants read and signed an informed consent to participate, were free to refuse any assessment, and were paid
$10.00 per hour for their time in the laboratory. Participants
completed 3 testing sessions, lasting approximately 3 hours a
session, and were compensated for both child care costs and
millage to and from the laboratory. Participants were first
administered the diagnostic interview, followed by an interspersed ordering of computer and experimenter administered
laboratory tasks.

Data Analyses and Results
General trends in response times across all subjects for the
six different experimental conditions for correct responses
(hits) and errors (false alarms) were examined. A three-way
ANOVA showed a significant main effect of condition on response times (F(5,1644) = 13.55, p < .001), a significant
main effect of diagnostic group on response times (F(2,1644)
= 5.73, p < 0.003), and no significant main effect of response
type (hit or false alarm) on response times (F(1,1644) = 0.13,
p = 0.720). There were no significant interactions. Seven
of the 147 subjects were excluded from this analysis because
they either produced zero hits or zero false alarms in one of
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Diagnostic Group
Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
.493 (.058) .494 (.061) .500 (.048)
.487 (.052) .488 (.055) .491 (.059)
.479 (.060) .490 (.055) .498 (.055)
.508 (.043) .523 (.052) .533 (.049)
.487 (.063) .476 (.057) .498 (.066)
.488 (.064) .492 (.052) .491 (.068)

The relationship between diagnostic group and working
memory capacity was also analyzed (see Figure 1). A oneway ANOVA showed a significant main effect of diagnostic
group on working memory capacity (F(2,137) = 4.97, p <
.008). A Dunn test showed that the working memory capacity
of group 3 was significantly lower (p < 0.05) than the working memory capacity of groups 1 and 2. There was no significant difference in the working memory capacity of groups 1
and 2.

Modeling Response Times
We modeled the decision processes in the GNGD using a sequential sampling model. These models offer a way to understand both speed and accuracy in tasks involving decisions
between a set of alternatives. For the purposes of this paper,
we focus entirely on modeling response times and leave the
discussion of choice probability for a future report. Sequential sampling models assume that performance is based on the

group 1 (N = 29)
group 2 (N = 51)
group 3 (N = 60)
0.5

0

−0.5

−1

Group

Figure 1: Working memory capacity factor by diagnostic
group.

quality of stimulus information and the quantity of information necessary to make a response. Specifically, these models make the assumption that evidence favoring each alternative is integrated over time, the accumulation of evidence is
subject to random fluctuations, and a decision is made when
enough evidence has been accumulated to reach a specified
criterion.

Model Parameters

Table 1: Mean Response Times for Different Diagnostic
Groups
Condition
(Pun., Reinf.)
Money, Equal
Money, Reward
Money, Pun.
Shock, Equal
Shock, Reward
Shock, Pun.

1

Working Memory

the six conditions. Typically, these subjects withheld all responses and treated all trials as No-Go trials. Table 1 gives
the mean and standard deviation of response times collapsed
across hits and false alarms for each condition for the three
different diagnostic groups.
To determine which experimental conditions produced significantly different response times, a pairwise comparison
was conducted. A Dunn test which applies the Bonferroni adjustment to the critical values from the t distribution showed
that the mean response time for the shock condition with
equal reinforcement was significantly longer (p < 0.05) than
the mean response times for the other five conditions. These
were the only significant pairwise comparisons. It is not surprising that we find longer response times in the shock condition with equal reinforcement because the equal reinforcement conditions provided the least amount of feedback in the
form of rewards and punishments, and subjects were typically
adverse to shocks. A Dunn test was also used to determine
which diagnostic groups produced significantly different response times. This test showed that the mean response time
for group 3 subjects (those subjects with more than two disorders) was significantly longer (p < 0.05) than the mean response times for the other two diagnostic groups. This was
the only significant pairwise comparison.

We modeled response times using a simple diffusion process
called a Wiener process that had a single absorbing boundary
associated with Go responses. There was not a corresponding
boundary for No-Go responses because response time data
was not collected in these situations. Future work will model
both response times and choice probabilities by using a two
boundary model with an implicit lower boundary associated
with No-Go responses. A one-boundary Wiener process has
three parameters: a parameter ν reflecting the drift rate of the
process, a parameter a associated with the separation between
the starting point of the diffusion process and the absorbing
boundary, and a parameter Ter used to shift the starting point
of the process forward in time.
The parameters of the one-boundary Wiener process have
an established psychological meaning (Matzke & Wagenmakers, 2009). Specifically, the drift rate parameter is associated with the amount of evidence a subject receives from
a stimulus at each moment in time. Thus, the drift rate quantifies the subject’s ability and task difficulty. The boundary separation parameter reflects the amount of evidence required to
make a response (i.e., response caution). The shift parameter
corresponds to non-decision time and quantifies the amount
of time involved in stimulus encoding and physical execution.
The first passage time distribution of the one-boundary
Wiener process is used to model the experimental response
time distribution. For the one-boundary Wiener process, this
distribution is represented by the shifted Wald distribution.
The probability density function for the shifted Wald distri-
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bution is given by
[a − ν(t − Ter
a
exp{−
f (t|ν, a, Ter ) = p
3
2(t − Ter )
2π(t − Ter )

)]2

}

We assumed that different conditions provided varying levels of difficulty resulting in subjects demonstrating differing
ability across conditions. To allow for these differences, a
different drift rate was fit for each condition. Further, we assumed that the two types of stimuli (Go and No-Go) presented
different types of information to the subject. To account for
the different types of stimuli information, different drift rates
for hits (corresponding to Go stimuli) and false alarms (corresponding to No-Go stimuli) were fit. Thus, a total of 12 drift
rates with two for each condition were fit. We also believed
that subjects displayed different levels of response caution for
different conditions. So, six different boundary separation parameters were fit. We assumed that non-decision time was not
influenced by condition so only one non-decision parameter
was fit. In total, the model used 19 parameters to account for
individual behavior in all six experimental conditions.

Parameter Estimation
The model parameters were fit using hierarchical Bayesian
parameter estimation. Because each condition only contained
56 trials, we felt that Bayesian parameter estimation was
preferable to maximum likelihood methods. Furthermore,
Bayesian parameter estimation produces a posterior distribution for each parameter value. The WinBUGS program
(Lunn, Thomas, Best, & Spiegelhalter, 2000) was used to
implement the necessary MCMC algorithms. We used the
shifted Wald density function written in the WinBUGS Development Interface (Lunn, 2003) by Lee and Wagenmakers
(2009).
The 19-parameter model was fit to data for each subject
giving us a set of parameter estimates for every individual. In
other words, 19 parameters were used to model the 336 data
points collected for each subject across the six conditions.
For a single condition, three unique parameters were used to
model the data from that condition: two drift rates for hits
and false alarms and one boundary separation parameter. The
non-decision time parameter was fit to all conditions and was
thus not uniquely specified by any one condition.
We used hierarchical parameters associated with the three
diagnostic groups to capture structured individual differences.
The parameters for each individual were drawn from distributions defined by these hierarchical parameters. For each
diagnostic group, there were a set of hierarchical parameters
associated with drift rates and boundaries separations for each
condition. Specifically, for a single condition, there were
three unique hierarchical parameters associated with each
group: two drift rates for hits and false alarms and one boundary separation parameter. There was also a non-decision time
hierarchical parameter associated with each diagnostic group
which was fit to all conditions.
Three MCMC chains were used to estimate the posterior
distributions for the parameters. The first 1,000 samples of

each chain were discarded as ”burn-in”. Another 10,000 samples were drawn from each chain to estimate the posteriors.
Chain convergence was assessed by using the R̂ statistic. All
parameters had an R̂ of 1.0.

A Qualitative Evaluation of the Model
Model performance was examined by looking at a qualitative comparison between the model predictions and the data.
We calculated the Kendall rank correlation coefficient (or
Kendall’s τ ) for every subject to measure the association between the mean response times and the model predictions for
all six conditions. For calculating the model predictions, the
mean of the posterior distributions of the parameters was used
as a point estimate of these distributions. These means were
then used to calculate the expected value of the model’s response time distribution. Table 2 shows several descriptive
statistics for the τ values. A τ value of 1 implies perfect agreement between the rankings and a τ value of −1 implies perfect disagreement between the rankings. From the table, we
see that the hierarchical model captured the qualitative results
very well.
Table 2: Rank Correlation Between Subjects and Model
mean
0.86

median
0.87

std
0.17

min
-0.20

max
1.0

The hierarchical model allowed for the expression of structured individual differences across all conditions. This gave
us the ability to explore differences in the decision mechanisms between these various conditions. Further, it allowed
us to establish relationships between model parameters and
the working memory capacity factor. Models with fewer
parameters might also provide good predictions of the data
and might even be preferred by traditional model comparison
techniques. However, when models with fewer parameters
were tested, it was found that they did not account for individual differences to the same extent as the current model.
The models with fewer parameters tended to make trade offs
between parameter values in order to fit the data. These trade
offs prevented the models from capturing many of the results
described below.

Modeling Results
We began our analysis of the model by examining the correlation between model parameters and the working memory capacity factor. Across all conditions, we found that the working memory capacity factor was positively associated with
boundary separation parameters. This implies that subjects
with high working memory capacity demonstrated more response caution than subjects with low working memory capacity. In conditions of monetary punishment with reward
and punishment reinforcement, the working memory capacity
factor was highly correlated with drift rate parameters. Because drift rate parameters quantify subjects’ ability to per-
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form the task, the strong correlation between working memory capacity and drift rates in these two conditions implies
that subjects with high working memory capacity accumulated stimulus information more quickly than subjects with
low working memory capacity. Table 3 summarizes these results.
Table 3: Correlation between Working Memory and Model
Parameters
Condition
(Pun., Reinf.)
Money, Equal
Money, Reward
Money, Pun.
Shock, Equal
Shock, Reward
Shock, Pun.

Drift Rate
ρ (p-value)
0.17 (0.046)
0.31 (0.000)
0.23 (0.005)
0.11 (0.182)
0.11 (0.179)
0.21 (0.012)

Parameter
Boundary Separation
ρ (p-value)
0.25 (0.003)
0.31 (0.001)
0.28 (0.001)
0.26 (0.002)
0.16 (0.055)
0.17 (0.038)

Next, we examined the hierarchical parameters for the
three diagnostic groups. Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the
mean and standard deviation of the posterior distributions of
these hierarchical parameters. From the figures we see that
the hierarchical drift rates and boundary separation parameters were larger for group 1 subjects than for group 3 subjects. This implies that normal subjects tended to accumulate stimulus information more quickly and showed more response caution than subjects with many clinical disorders. In
the monetary punishment conditions with reward and punishment reinforcement, the hierarchical drift rates and boundary
separation parameters were larger for group 2 subjects than
for group 3 subjects. However, in most of the remaining conditions, the hierarchical parameters associated with group 2
subjects were similar to the hierarchical parameters associated with group 3 subjects. In other words, subjects with one
or two clinical disorders tended to accumulate stimulus information more quickly and showed more response caution than
subjects with three or more clinical disorders only when the
aversive stimulus was monetary loss and the reinforcement
schedule was reward or punishment salient.

Discussion
From the results discussed above, we see that stochastic modeling provided more insight into the cognitive mechanisms
involved in decision making processes than traditional analyses of the data. While the statistical analyses of the response
time data indicated that diagnostic group 3 subjects had significantly longer mean response times than group 1 and 2 subjects, it did not provide any insights into why this occurred.
The cognitive model showed us that in general subjects with
few to no clinical disorders (i.e. group 1 and group 2 subjects)
tended to have higher drift rates and larger boundary separation parameters as compared to subjects with many clinical
disorders (i.e. group 3 subjects). The lower drift rate pa-

rameters of group 3 subjects indicate that these subjects accumulated stimulus information slowly and could explain the
longer response times of these subjects.
The cognitive model also showed differences in the decision mechanisms of group 2 and group 3 subjects in conditions of monetary punishment with reward and punishment
salient reinforcement. We postulate that the differences between group 2 and group 3 subjects in these two conditions
might be due to differences in working memory capacity.
First, we know that group 2 subjects have higher working
memory capacity than group 3 subjects. Second, the relationships between model parameters and the working memory capacity factor as seen in the correlation analysis (Table
3) indicate that working memory is strongly associated with
drift rates and boundary separation parameters in conditions
of monetary punishment with reward and punishment salient
reinforcement. Of course, future research will be needed in
order to fully understand the connections between working
memory capacity and the cognitive mechanisms of clinical
patients.
This research illustrated that simple stochastic models can
be used as cognitive psychometric tools for analyzing response time data in clinical studies. Future work will use a
two boundary diffusion model to account for both response
times and choice probabilities. We hope to make connections
between the parameters of the two boundary diffusion model
and the parameters of a learning model. These two models
will then be used to conduct a full examination of the decision mechanisms involved in the GNGD task. In particular, we will focus on discovering the extent to which working
memory capacity and other factors such as externalizing psychopathology are involved in decision processes. We believe
that cognitive modeling has the potential to provide valuable
insights into clinical phenomena that cannot be captured by
traditional data analysis techniques.
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Abstract
Many models of cognition neglect emotional states that could
affect individuals‘ cognitive processes. The present study
explores the effect of emotional stress on people‘s cognitive
processes when making probabilistic inferences. It was
hypothesized that emotional stress reduces cognitive capacity,
leading to the selection of simple inference strategies.
Emotional stress was induced with highly arousing negative
pictures briefly presented to participants before they made an
inference. Emotional stress influenced the selectivity of
participants‘ information search. Emotionally stressed
individuals relied on the importance of the cues to a greater
extent than the nonstressed participants. They also spent less
time on the least important information. Moreover, the
proportion of participants‘ choices consistent with a simple
lexicographic heuristic was higher for the emotionally
stressed participants than for the nonstressed participants. The
results suggest that people respond adaptively to emotional
stress by selecting heuristics that require less information and
fewer cognitive operations.
Keywords: emotional stress; information search; inference
strategies.

Affect and strategy use
Many theories of cognition treat the human mind as a cold
information processor that always performs under the same
conditions. In contrast, humans make decisions in varying
emotional states (e.g., Schwarz, 2000). Do the cognitive
processes underlying people‘s inferences change when they
are emotionally aroused? This is the central question of the
present article.
Decision making is influenced by affective states. Isen
and Means (1983) showed that people in a mildly positive
mood made decisions more quickly, analyzed less
information, and therefore seemed to select simpler
strategies for making decisions than people in neutral
affective states. Luce, Bettman, and Payne (1997) showed
that task-related negative emotions, induced by conflict
among attributes, led to more extensive information search,
but the search was at the same time more selective and more
attribute based.
The above studies employed rather mild manipulation of
affect. A few other studies looked at more extreme affective

states. Mano (1992) showed that participants under social
stress (anticipated in-class presentation) employed simpler
decision strategies and were more polarized in their
decisions. Lewinsohn and Mano (1993) showed that more
highly aroused participants, when performing multi-attribute
choice tasks, acquired less information and acquired it in a
more selective manner, ignoring more attributes than less
aroused participants and focusing on the subjectively
important attributes. They concluded that ―under conditions
of extremely high arousal, the decision maker may shift to a
very ‗thin‘ processing strategy and could be forced to
oversimplify the decision process‖ (Lewinsohn & Mano,
1993).
The above studies provide evidence that affect influences
the selection of decision strategies. However, these studies
did not examine directly which strategy was best in
predicting participants‘ choices; instead, strategy selection
was inferred from participants‘ information search behavior.
The analysis of information search often does not allow an
unequivocal identification of decision strategies, a problem
that has been pointed out repeatedly (Luce et al., 1997;
Rieskamp & Hoffrage, 2008). Therefore, we think it is
important to extend the research on affect and strategy
selection by studying participants‘ information search and
their actual choices.

Probabilistic inference
In a probabilistic inference task, individuals make an
inference about a criterion on the basis of several cues (e.g.,
Gigerenzer & Goldstein, 1996). For instance, one could
infer which of two patients requires more urgent treatment
on the basis of several cues such as respiration or heart rate.
The cues are only probabilistically related to the criterion,
so that a positive cue value makes a positive criterion (e.g.,
a more precarious physical status) only more likely.
Probabilistic inferences require a relatively long sequence of
cognitive operations that usually result from the application
of cognitive strategies.

Cognitive strategies
The inference task described above can be solved with
various inference strategies, like the lexicographic strategy,
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elimination by aspects or an additive model (for an
overview, see Rieskamp & Hoffrage, 2008). The strategies
differ in the amount of information they require to make an
inference and the way information is processed. One very
simple lexicographic strategy called take-the-best
(Gigerenzer & Goldstein, 1996) infers that the alternative
with the highest cue value on the cue with the highest
validity also has the highest criterion value. If the cue with
the highest validity does not discriminate between
alternatives, then take-the-best considers the cue with the
second highest validity, and so on. An alternative strategy
called weighted additive (WADD) integrates the available
information; it computes the sum of all cue values
multiplied by their cue validity for each alternative. WADD
finally selects the alternative with the largest sum. The first
strategy, take-the-best, is a strategy that does not integrate
any information. It is noncompensatory since the
information of cues with high validity cannot be
compensated for by cues with lower validity. In contrast,
WADD is a compensatory strategy that integrates all
information.
Although there are many other strategies that people
could apply to make inferences, taken together, take-thebest and WADD often appropriately describe people‘s
inferences (Bröder, 2000; Rieskamp & Otto, 2006). People
seem to select WADD more often when they make
inferences in a new environment with which they have no
experience and where the costs of applying the strategy are
low. In contrast, in cases with increased application costs,
for instance, due to high monetary costs associated with
information search or due to time pressure, take-the-best
more suitably predicts people‘s inferences (Rieskamp &
Hoffrage, 2008; Rieskamp & Otto, 2006). Following the
approach taken by Rieskamp and Otto (2006), we will
concentrate on take-the-best and WADD as two prototypical
inference strategies, while being aware that people might
use variants of these strategies or even other strategies. It is
important to stress that when considering the operations that
are necessary to process the strategies and the required
amount of information, take-the-best is much simpler than
WADD to apply (see also Payne, Bettman, & Johnson,
1993).

Current study
Predictions
The application of inference strategies implies performing
elementary cognitive operations (Huber, 1980; Payne et al.,
1993). In general, strategy application requires the search
for information and the short-term storage and retrieval of
information. The application of WADD additionally
requires information integration. In contrast, the application
of take-the-best does not require the integration of
information but rather, only comparison processes.
According to the reduction of the range of cue utilization
hypothesis proposed by Easterbrook (1959), emotional
arousal elicited by stressors limits the number of cues used

to solve a particular task. Under high emotional stress only
the central, or highly relevant cues are retained for use,
whereas peripheral, or irrelevant cues are ignored. If high
emotional arousal restricts cue utilization, it can be
predicted that under emotional stress people will prefer
simpler strategies that require less information and do not
have to integrate information. Thus, under emotional stress,
when compared with no emotional stress, a larger
proportion of people‘s choices should be predictable with
the simple lexicographic strategy take-the-best. If people
select take-the-best more frequently under emotional stress
to make inferences, this will also affect their information
search. The application of take-the-best when compared to
WADD implies that people will search in general for fewer
cues, search for cues in the order of their validity, spend
more time on the cues with very high validity, and ignore
the less relevant information. Thus, it can be predicted that
people under emotional stress, when compared to
nonstressed people, should exhibit a more selective
information search that focuses on the important cues and
ignores the less important cues.

Method
Participants Forty-one participants (33 women) took part
in the experiment; they were recruited from first-year
students of psychology at Jagiellonian University in
Krakow, Poland and took part in the experiment for partial
course credit.
Inference task The task was implemented as a
computerized information board (Payne, Bettman &
Johnson, 1988). The participants‘ task was to choose the
most productive worker from among four job candidates.
The participants could acquire information about the
candidates by uncovering the cells of a table with six rows
and four columns that was presented on a computer screen.
This computerized information board was used to allow us
to assess information-processing characteristics. The
experiment commenced with a training phase of 10 tables
and continued with a test phase of 56 tables; each table in
the test phase was preceded by a 2-s presentation of a
photograph (see Manipulation of emotional arousal). The
candidates were described with the following cues:
conscientiousness, intelligence, initiative, creativity,
communication skills, and agreeableness. Cue values were
presented as numbers ranging from 1 to 5, 1 indicating a
low evaluation of the cue and 5 indicating a high evaluation
of the cue. The corresponding cue validities were: 0.82,
0.80, 0.76, 0.69, 0.57, and 0.44. Cue validities are defined as
the conditional probabilities of making a correct decision
based on the cue, under the condition that the cue
discriminates, that is, only one alternative has the highest
cue value. The item set (the cue values and validities used as
input in the task) used in the test phase was created to allow
discrimination between take-the-best and WADD; that is, it
included 33 items where take-the-best and WADD made
different predictions. The item set additionally allowed
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discrimination among other strategies not examined here
(see Rieskamp & Hoffrage, 1999).
Manipulation of emotional stress Emotional stress was
manipulated between subjects with slides from the
International Affective Picture System (IAPS; Lang,
Bradley, & Cuthbert, 1990, 1998) — a slide was presented
before each of the 56 tables in the test phase. The content of
the pictures was chosen to match the two conditions:
‗neutral‘ (or low arousal) and ‗emotional stress‘ (or high
negative arousal). In the neutral condition, the photographs
showed different nonarousing objects and scenes. In the
emotional stress condition the pictures showed drastic
scenes, such as car accidents, victims of these accidents,
mutilated bodies and body parts. The content of the pictures
in the experimental condition was extreme in order to elicit
high arousal as well as to make sure that the effect of the
manipulation was present from the beginning of the task.
The State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (Spielberger, Gorsuch, &
Lushenne, 1970; Polish adaptation: Sosnowski &
Wrześniewski, 1983) was used as a manipulation check to
assess anxiety (associated with emotional stress) before and
after the experiment.
Procedure The study took place in a cognitive psychology
laboratory at Jagiellonian University. Participants were told
that the study concerned the effects of affect on decision
making and were assigned to the experimental and control
conditions by a quasirandom procedure. Participants
assigned to the experimental condition were told that they
would see unpleasant pictures and that they could quit the
experiment at any time. After entering the laboratory,
participants completed the state and trait anxiety inventory.
Following that, they read the instructions for the inference
task and completed the task. Afterward, participants filled
out the state and trait anxiety inventory for a second time.
At the end, a debriefing session followed, aimed at
explaining the purpose of the study and the experimental
manipulations. In addition, some weeks after the completion
of the study, the participants were again invited to attend an
additional information session, in which the purpose of the
study was described again and the results of the study were
explained.

Results
Manipulation check Overall, the manipulation of
emotional stress with IAPS slides was effective, as indicated
by the scores on the state anxiety scale administered before
and after the inference task. Participants who saw the
negative emotionally arousing pictures had an average
anxiety scores of 34.1 (SD = 5.89) before the experiment,
which increased to an average score of 48.1 (SD = 9.87)
after the experiment. Participants in the neutral condition
experienced on average a similar state anxiety before (with a
score of 35, SD = 10.02) and after (with a score of 36.4, SD
= 6.91) the experiment. A repeated-measures analysis of

variance (ANOVA) revealed a significant interaction effect
of the between-subjects stress manipulation and the time of
measurement of state anxiety (pretest vs. posttest), F(1,39)
= 15.1, p < .001. Although the manipulation was on average
successful, there was a large variance, so that some
participants did not have higher or had only slightly
increased anxiety scores after the experiment. For this
reason, we decided to exclude the five participants in the
emotional stress condition for whom the posttest–pretest
difference in anxiety score was smaller than 8 points. This
guaranteed that for all participants left in the emotional
stress condition, the emotion manipulation had a large
effect, according to Cohen‘s classification (Cohen, 1988).
We also checked that the experimental and control groups
were not significantly different in terms of gender
composition, to rule out the possibility that the difference in
anxiety scores between the two groups was due to different
emotional reactivity of males and females.
Information search analysis The predecisional information
search was characterized by (1) variables describing the
general amount of search: the average time a participant
spent on a decision, the average number of information
boxes opened, the average time these boxes remained open,
and (2) variables describing the selectivity of search, that is,
the focus on particular pieces of information: the proportion
of time spent on the most important cue and on the least
important cue out of the total time spent on all cues, and the
correlation between the time spent on cues and their
validities. The results for the search variables were
aggregated across four blocks of 14 items each, to enable
the analysis of change in strategy selection across trials. A
series of repeated-measures ANOVAs was conducted with
trial block as a within-subject factor, emotional stress as a
between-subjects factor, and the search characteristics as
dependent variables.
Emotional stress influenced the behavior on the inference
task. The differences between the emotional and neutral
condition were in how the information search was
organized. In the emotional stress condition, the information
search was strongly influenced by the information about the
cue validities. In this condition, the correlation of time spent
on cues and their validities was relatively high for the whole
task, right from the beginning (r ranging from .57 in the first
block to .6 in the last block). This contrasted with the
behavior of the participants in the neutral condition, for
whom this correlation was much lower in the beginning of
the task (r = .35 in the first block) but steadily rose toward
the end of the task (r = .56 in the last block). Figure 1
illustrates the Block × Emotional Stress interaction,
F(3,102) = 4.51, p = .005. For the analyses, the original
Pearson correlation was transformed with Fisher‘s Ztransformation; for presentation in the paper the original
correlations are used.
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In contrast to variables describing the selectivity of
search, the variables characterizing the general amount of
search were not affected by emotional stress. The only result
concerning these variables was the effect of block. The total
decision time and the average time of looking at the cues
decreased across the four trial blocks, F(3,102) = 10.85, p <
.001 and F(3,102) = 43.68, p < .001, respectively. The
number of acquisitions differed across the four blocks,
F(3,102) = 7.32, p < .001, with the highest value in the
second block of trials.

Figure 1: The correlation between time spent on cues and
cue validities across the four blocks and the two
experimental conditions.
The above effect can be further understood by analyzing
the time devoted to the analysis of particular cues. In the
emotional stress condition, the time devoted to the least
important cue was consistently low from the beginning to
the end of the task (from 5.2% in the first block to 5.8% in
the last block). This contrasted with participants‘ behavior
in the neutral condition, where they initially devoted
relatively much time to the analysis of the least important
cue (11.6% in the first block) and steadily decreased this
time across the task (7.4% in the last block). Figure 2
illustrates the Block × Emotional Stress interaction,
F(3,102) = 3.45, p = .017.

Outcome analysis In addition to the information search
analysis, we analyzed participants‘ actual choices. First, we
determined the percentages of predicted inferences using the
two strategies WADD and take-the-best across all
participants and across all four trial blocks. Across all trials,
WADD predicted 57% of all choices compared to take-thebest, which predicted 49% of all choices. Thus, both
strategies did better than chance (i.e., 25%) in predicting
participants‘ choices, and on average WADD was better
than take-the-best at predicting the inferences. However, the
success of the strategies in predicting participants‘ choices
depended on the experimental condition.
To analyze this, we first conducted two repeatedmeasures ANOVAs, with the proportion of choices
predicted by WADD and take-the-best as the dependent
variables, and the trial block as a within-subject factor and
emotional stress as a between-subjects factor. Emotional
stress influenced the proportion of choices consistent with
the take-the-best strategy. In the first half of the experiment,
participants‘ choices under emotional stress were more
consistent with take-the-best as compared to the choices of
nonstressed participants. In the second half, take-the-best
predicted a similar proportion of both stressed and
nonstressed participants‘ choices. Figure 3 illustrates the
Block × Emotional Stress interaction, F(3,102) = 2.89, p =
.039.

Figure 2: Proportion of time spent on the least valid cue
across the four blocks and the two experimental conditions.
The proportion of time devoted to the most valid cue was
high across the whole task, in both conditions. In the neutral
condition, this proportion was slightly lower in the
beginning and rose from about 22.5% in the first block to
25.5% in the last block, but this effect was not statistically
significant. In the emotional stress condition, the proportion
of time spent on the best cue remained consistently high
across the task (about 30%).

Figure 3: Proportion of choices consistent with take-thebest (TTB) across the four blocks and the two experimental
conditions.
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In contrast, emotional stress did not influence the
proportion of choices predicted by WADD—for this
strategy, the only effect was an increase in the proportion of
predicted choices across the four blocks (from 49.5% in the
first block to 66% in the last block); the main effect of
block, F(3,102) = 10.36, p < .001.
The above effect of emotional stress on the proportion of
choices consistent with take-the-best is in line with the
results of the information search analysis. Although the
process and outcome variables are conceptually different,
we observed high consistency of process and outcome
measures; that is, we observed correlations between the
variables describing the selectivity of search and the
proportion of choices predicted by take-the-best (Table 1).
Moreover, the pattern of correlations across the two
experimental conditions was informative. In the emotional
stress condition, the correlation between the proportion of
time spent on the worst cue and the proportion of choices
consistent with take-the-best was high and negative (r =
−.63). In the neutral condition, no such correlation was
observed. This shows that under emotional stress, the
choices consistent with take-the-best are associated with
ignoring the least valid cue during information search.
Table 1: Correlations of outcome and process measures.
Condition

Process measure
T/V cor. Best cue Worst cue
TTB
Neutral
0.57*
0.85**
-0.26
Emotional
0.69**
0.85**
-0.63*
TTB = proportion of choices consistent with take-the-best;
T/V cor. = correlation between time spent on cues and cue
validities; Best cue = proportion of time spent on the most
valid cue; Worst cue = proportion of time spent on the
least valid cue
*p<.05, **p<.01

Furthermore, we determined the strategy that was best in
predicting each participant‘s choices across the whole task.
For example, if WADD predicted 70% of a participant‘s
choices and take-the-best predicted 30% of this participant‘s
choices, then this participant was classified as a WADD
user. In case of a tie between WADD and take-the-best, the
participant was ―partitioned‖ between WADD and TTB
(each strategy received 0.5 points). In the neutral condition,
the proportion of participants classified as WADD users was
higher than the proportion of take-the-best users (72% vs.
28%, respectively), whereas in the emotional stress
condition, the proportions of participants using WADD and
take-the-best were equal (Figure 4). This shows that under
emotional stress a substantial proportion of participants used
the simple lexicographic strategy, so that take-the-best was
as good as WADD in predicting participants‘ choices.

Figure 4: Proportion of participants classified as WADD
and take-the-best (TTB) users across the two experimental
conditions.

Discussion
The central question of this article was whether the
cognitive processes underlying people‘s inferences are
affected by emotional stress. The present study shows that
emotional stress does affect information processing and
strategy selection in a probabilistic inference task. Under
emotional stress, information search is largely organized by
cue validities, consistently across the whole task. In
contrast, under no stress, information search is initially
influenced by cue validities only to a small degree, which
increases across the task, presumably due to learning.
Furthermore, under emotional stress, the least important
information is largely ignored, consistently across the whole
task. Under no stress, however, the least important
information is initially analyzed to a considerable extent,
which decreases across the task. The results of the process
analysis were consistent with the results of the outcome
analysis. The outcome analysis showed that the simple,
noncompensatory strategy take-the-best was selected more
frequently under emotional stress than under no stress, at
least in the first half of the experiment.
The present results support the hypothesis of the reduction
in the range of cue utilization under emotional arousal
(Easterbrook, 1959). They are also in line with a similar
idea proposed by Ben Zur and Breznitz (1981), namely, the
filtration mechanism, according to which decision makers
only process a subset of the available information to cope
with a stressful, time-pressed situation. One puzzling result
is that the difference between stressed and non-stressed
individuals diminished across the task due to the change of
behavior by the non-stressed individuals. We think that this
reflects the interplay between exploration and exploitation
of the environment during information search. Participants
under emotional stress exploited the environment to make
efficient use of the available information, by focusing
attention on the important cues and ignoring the
unimportant ones. On the other hand, the non-stressed
participants initially explored the environment, in order to
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learn the contingencies of the task, and then, based on
learning, gradually focused attention on the more important
cues and ignored the less important ones.
Our results are consistent with other findings on affect
and decision making (e.g., Lewinsohn & Mano, 1993;
Mano, 1992). Especially, Lewinsohn and Mano (1993)
showed that relatively high arousal leads to a selective
processing of information by focusing on the more
important attributes and ignoring others. Also, Luce et al.
(1997) showed that increased negative emotions lead to
more focused information processing, particularly at the
beginning of the decision process.
We go beyond the previous studies by not only examining
participants‘ information search or their final choices, but
by performing a process and an outcome analysis together.
Previous studies only indirectly inferred that people select
simpler decision strategies under emotional stress (e.g.,
Mano, 1992). The conclusions we draw from our two
analyses are consistent with each other. The results suggest
that people under emotional stress select the strategy that is
easier to execute, namely, the lexicographic strategy takethe-best, more often than nonstressed people, and the use of
this strategy is associated with ignoring less important
information. In line with previous research (e.g., Bröder,
2003; Payne et al., 1993; Rieskamp & Hoffrage, 1999,
2008; Rieskamp & Otto, 2006), these results show that
people select strategies adaptively depending on the
characteristics of the inference situation.
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Causal Explanations Guide Inferences about Children’s Bizarre
Behaviors
Jennelle Yopchick
Northeastern University

Nancy Kim
Northeastern University
Abstract: Lay people and experienced clinicians alike judge the abnormality of behaviors with reference to causal,
explanatory events. However, different kinds of experience abound; for example, parents may encounter fewer
exemplars than clinicians, but are experienced in reasoning about the real-world ramifications of children’s behaviors.
When reasoning about child behaviors, parents may therefore be more attuned to societal views of abnormality
and their effects than are non-parents. We presented parents and non-parents with child behaviors of ambiguous
abnormality, followed by a congruent, incongruent, or no explanation. Non-parents judged behaviors with congruent
explanations to be more normal, common, culturally acceptable, and adaptive than those with incongruent or no
explanations. Parents also judged behaviors with congruent explanations to be more normal and common than those
with incongruent or no explanations. However, parents’ judgments of cultural acceptability and adaptiveness were
uninfluenced by explanations, reflecting their practical knowledge that explanations cannot change negative societal
responses.
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Funding Opportunities for Cognitive Scientists through the
Institute of Education Sciences
Amy L. Sussman (amy.sussman@ed.gov)
Institute of Education Sciences, U.S. Department of Education
555 New Jersey Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20208 USA

Keywords: Education; learning; academic achievement;
grants; government agency

The Institute of Education Sciences (IES) provides
opportunities for researchers to bring their knowledge of
cognitive science and learning to bear on education practice.
This poster describes the funding opportunities available
through both the National Center for Education Research
(NCER) and the National Center for Special Education
Research (NCSER). The presentation will also include
information about the requirements for proposed research
projects.
Although cognitive science has generated new and
important knowledge on how people learn over the last 30
years, most of these research principles have not been
incorporated into education practice. Two IES programs
that focus on the application of fundamental knowledge of
learning to education may be of particular interest to the
Cognitive Science Society membership. NCER’s
“Cognition and Student Learning” aims to establish a
scientific foundation for education by building on
theoretical and empirical advances in cognitive science and
applying them to education practice with the goal of
improving student learning and academic achievement.
NCSER’s “Cognition and Student Learning in Special
Education” seeks to apply recent advances in cognitive
science to improve developmental outcomes for infants and
toddlers with or at risk for disabilities and learning for
students with or at risk for disabilities. Through each of
these programs, the Institute supports research that utilizes
cognitive science to develop, implement, and evaluate
approaches intended to improve teaching and learning in
authentic education settings.
In general, research funded by the Institute focuses on
improving learning and academic achievement, as well as
reducing the achievement gap between high- and lowperforming students and increasing access to postsecondary
education. The Institute funds research in a variety of
ongoing and new grant programs relevant to cognitive
processes in typical students and children with disabilities.
Topics include autism spectrum disorders; reading, writing,
and language development; mathematics and science
education; early learning and intervention; education
technology; and others. In addition to the development and
evaluation of effective education programs, IES funds
research that explores the underlying processes that may be
enhancing or inhibiting learning outcomes, identifies the
relations between education outcomes and malleable factors,

and examines the conditions that may mediate or moderate
these relations. There are also funding opportunities for
post-doctoral training grants, as well as Research and
Development Centers that focus on specific topics in need
of more research.
A number of members of the Cognitive Science Society
have received funding from the Institute of Education
Sciences. This poster presentation is intended as an
opportunity for other members to learn more about the
programs funded by the Institute and to encourage interested
investigators to apply their research skills to the
improvement of education and student achievement.
Dr. Amy Sussman, Program Officer for the Cognition
and Student Learning in Special Education program, will be
available to discuss the Institute’s research programs with
potential applicants.
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Visualizing Feedback: Using Graphical Cues to Promote Self-Regulated Learning
Lisa Ferrara (lisa.ferrara@utah.edu)
Department of Educational Psychology, 1705 Campus Center Dr, MBH 327
Salt Lake City, UT 84112 USA

Kirsten R. Butcher (kirsten.butcher@utah.edu)
Department of Educational Psychology, 1705 Campus Center Dr, MBH 327
Salt Lake City, UT 84112 USA
Abstract

Self-Regulated Learning in Online Environments

We examined whether the addition of graphical cues on a
concept map could promote self-regulated learning with
online materials. College-aged students were provided with
concept map visualizations to guide revisions of a scientific
essay. These visualizations varied in their use of two
graphical cues: color-coded nodes that indicated error types
and size-scaled nodes that indicated the importance of domain
ideas. Metacognitive strategies were assessed using students’
self-reported visualization use and essay changes. Learning
was assessed via true/false items, short answer questions, and
self-generated concept maps. Results indicated that colorcoding promoted better revision strategies, and both graphical
cues supported deeper understanding of domain content
compared to a typical concept map display. Implications are
discussed for visual display designs that provide meaningful
feedback during online learning.
Keywords: visualization; graphical display; self-regulated
learning; multimedia; online learning

Introduction
Prior research has demonstrated that students experience
many challenges in regulating their own learning in online
environments (e.g., Azevedo, Guthrie, & Seibert, 2004).
Because these online environments are inherently nonlinear
and user-controlled, effective learning requires students to
plan, monitor, and reflect in meaningful ways as they work
with Web materials (e.g., Williams, 1996). Significant
challenges remain in finding instructional strategies and
materials that will support learners in the cognitive and
metacognitive processes necessary to promote effective selfregulated, online learning. In this research we explored the
potential benefits of using graphical cues (e.g., color-coding
and size-scaled nodes) in concept maps to help guide
students in effective self-regulated learning with online
resources. Concept maps may serve as an effective
advanced organizer for online learning, because they depict
a coherent conceptual structure that may be difficult to
extract from unorganized, online content. Prior research has
shown that, for a given set of learning materials, concept
map visualizations enhance the saliency of text
macrostructures (O'Donnell, Dansereau, & Hall, 2002).
Although concept maps have repeatedly been shown to
enhance recall of main ideas from text, there has been little
evidence that these visualizations can support knowledge
transfer or effective metacognitive processing during
learning.

Online learning involves comprehension across many
media-rich resources presented in a non-linear environment.
Learning online (i.e., from the Web) is a complex task that
involves both information search and retrieval (e.g.,
Marchionini, 1995, 2006) and comprehension of a variety of
materials that lack overall coherence (e.g., Lynch, 2008).
Searching for information online is a self-regulatory
challenge because (among other demands) it requires
planning a search strategy based upon individual learning
goals. Assuming that students are able to complete the
difficult task of finding and selecting relevant Web-based
materials, they then face the challenge of successfully
regulating their learning processes in order to develop
meaningful domain understanding from the online resources
themselves (e.g., Azevedo, Guthrie, & Seibert, 2004; Winne
& Perry, 2000). Part of this self-regulated learning challenge
is that learners must manage multiple, competing cognitive
demands as they work with online materials. In the next
section, we discuss the cognitive processes associated with
self-regulated learning.
Processes of Self-Regulated Learning In online learning
environments, students must make learning decisions (e.g.,
what are the most important ideas/concepts), plan how to
learn targeted information, and constantly monitor their
developing understanding (Williams, 1996). To effectively
self-regulate, learners must monitor their knowledge
development as they engage in planning effective learning
strategies – overall, they must be strategic in these efforts,
knowing when and how to adapt these strategies to match
cognitive, motivational, and task conditions (e.g., Winne,
2001).
Research has revealed that learners typically demonstrate
great difficulty in self-regulating their learning when using
online environments to learn about complex topics, such as
science; in the face of these challenges learners sometimes
experience little overall knowledge gain even after online
study (e.g., Azevedo & Cromley, 2004). Less effective
learners in these online environments frequently lack
effective planning, goal setting, monitoring of
understanding, effective strategy use, and reflection on their
overall learning progress.
In this research, we were particularly interested in
effective planning during self-regulated, online learning.
Planning is an important part of online learning because it
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influences the ways that students seek information (i.e.,
search for resources online), in addition to the ways that
they comprehend it (i.e., learning from the online
resources).

processing or deeper understanding (as opposed to simple
recall) during learning.

Supporting Self-Regulated Learning Various methods
have been investigated to support self-regulated learning in
online environments; these methods include training in the
processes of self-regulated learning (Azevedo & Cromley,
2004) and providing scaffolding hints and prompts during
hypermedia learning (Azevedo, Cromley, & Seibert, 2004).
Although both methods have shown promise, they also are
relatively resource-intensive and may be difficult to scale
into larger practice. For example, in Azevedo et al. (2004),
adaptive scaffolding provided by human tutors facilitated
the greatest gains in learning and the most effective selfregulated learning processes.
In this research, we explore the possibility of utilizing
visual displays and graphical cues to support effective selfregulated learning while searching for and learning with
online materials.

Learning with Visual Displays
Visual Displays and Learning Research on visual displays
has demonstrated that the structure of a visual representation
can change the knowledge representations formed by
learners. For example, representing two steps in a process as
occurring simultaneously in a visual graphic leads to closer
association between the steps (as measured by reaction
time) than when the steps are described as occurring
simultaneously but appear linear in text order (Glenberg &
Langson, 1988). Adjunct visual displays (i.e., cause-andeffect diagrams accompanying text) facilitated better
comprehension and causal understanding than when learners
were provided with text alone or cause-effect statements in a
list form (McCrudden, Schraw, & Lehman, 2009).
Research in online reading and comprehension of
hypertext indicates that graphical displays can impact the
quality of students’ comprehension, likely by providing a
conceptual structure to hypertext materials. Salmerón et al.
(2009) found that graphical overviews studied prior to
reading complex hypertext content led to greater
comprehension, even when participants had little or no prior
knowledge. Students learn more when they follow online
links in an order that is driven by conceptual coherence
rather than student interest (Salmerón, Kintsch, & Cañas,
2006), but students with low prior knowledge most often
choose links based upon screen position or interest
(Salmerón, Kintsch, and Kintsch (2010).
The graphical overviews used by Salmerón et al. (2009)
to structure hypertext learning are similar to concept maps,
which have long been shown to support novice learners in
facilitating recall of main text ideas (i.e., text
macrostructure) when provided prior to learning (see
O’Donnell, Dansereau, and Hall, 2002, for a review).
However, there has been little evidence that these concept
map visualizations can support effective metacognitive

Graphical Cues in Visual Displays
Research has demonstrated that highlighting a specific
feature within a diagram or other visual instruction can
successfully direct the learner’s attention to critical
information and enhance learning and comprehension (e.g.,
de Koning, Tabbers, Rikers, & Paas, 2009; Mautone and
Mayer, 2007). Thus, graphical cues can impact how learners
process multimedia materials. From a self-regulated
learning perspective, graphical cues could help learners plan
their online learning activities and could scaffold their
monitoring of their existing understanding by drawing
attention to the weak concepts in the student work product,
much like a human tutor would do.

Experiment
In this research we explored the impact of personalized
feedback (through the use of graphical cues) in combination
with a domain knowledge visualization to promote effective
planning during self-regulated learning with online
resources. These graphical cues were: 1) color-coding of
feedback to indicate error types, and 2) size-scaling of nodes
to indicate conceptual importance to the overall domain.
We hypothesized that color-coding would facilitate
effective planning, by helping learners to implement more
effective learning strategies as they revised specific types of
problems in their existing understanding (e.g., looking up
new information when their knowledge was incomplete).
We hypothesized that size-scaling would help students
engage in more effective planning, by helping them
prioritize and focus on key domain content during online
learning. Assessments focused on changes in self-reported
planning (specifically prioritization of learning), selfreported revisions to a scientific essay, and domain learning.

Method
Participants Forty-four undergraduate students at the
University of Utah participated in this study in partial
fulfillment of a class research requirement.
Design This study utilized a 2 (color-coding vs. no colorcoding) X 2 (size-scaling vs. no size-scaling), betweensubjects experimental design. Participants were randomly
assigned to one of the four experimental conditions upon
arrival.
Materials
Draft Essay The learning task in this study asked
participants to make revisions to an existing essay on plate
tectonics. Providing this draft essay to all conditions
allowed us to create a visualization that provided the same
conceptual overview to all students, across which graphical
cues could be varied systematically, and compare revisions
to the same five targeted erroneous sentences across all
conditions rather than judging individual essay quality.
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Although the learning task is formatted like a writing
intervention, we are not focused on the students’ writing,
per se. We are interested in how the graphical cues influence
actions taken during the research and revision process.
The “draft” essay contained three types of errors that have
been identified as common knowledge issues for novice,
undergraduate science learners using an automatic feedback
system for online learning (Butcher & Sumner, 2011; de la
Chica et al., 2008): incorrect statements, missing concepts,
and fragmented/incomplete knowledge. The draft essay
contained five targeted errors (one incorrect statement, two
missing concepts, and two fragmented/incomplete
statements).
The draft essay was introduced to participants during the
learning task by asking them to imagine that they had been
assigned a group project – to write an essay on plate
tectonics – for an introductory Earth Sciences class. The
draft essay was introduced as the first draft, written by a
fictitious member of their group. Each participant was told
that his/her goal was to revise the essay so that it would be
ready to submit for final grading.

Feedback Visualization In each condition a concept map
visualization provided a domain overview (see Figures 1
and 2) in addition to feedback on the draft essay. The
visualization was provided on a computer screen alongside a
dynamic view of the draft essay the participant was tasked
with revising. The concept map presented relevant concepts
from the draft essay in nodes; arrows between the nodes
indicated a relationship between connected concepts. Sizescaled nodes and color-coded nodes varied by condition.
All concept nodes in the visualization were interactive:
nodes that were highlighted in some manner (by varied
colors corresponding to different error types in the colorcoding condition or by consistent, yellow highlighting in the
no-color-coding condition) indicated errors that had been
“detected” in the draft essay for that concept.

Figure 2: The concept map provided to participants in the
combined condition with suggested resources for the sea
floor spreading node are shown below the concept map.

Figure 1: The concept map provided to the control group
(no color-coded nodes, no size-scaling of nodes) with
suggested resources for the sea floor spreading node are
shown below the concept map.

When a student clicked a highlighted node, two things
occurred. First, the sentence(s) in the draft essay
corresponding to the click node were highlighted. The
purpose of this highlighting was to support coordination
across the visual and textual information provided to
participants. Second, clicking a highlighted node in the
visualization displayed a list of selected resources pertaining
to the node drawn from the Digital Library for Earth System
Education (http://dlese.org). Resources were selected based
upon a prior study in which the draft essay had been
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analyzed (Butcher & Sumner, 2011). All conditions were
provided with the same suggested resources; students were
free to use (or not to use) the resources in any manner that
they wished. Presenting resources held the self-regulatory
process of searching for applicable online resources constant
across conditions and, therefore, information search and
retrieval processes were not included in this study design or
analysis.

Table 1: Self-Reported Revision Categories & Examples.
Reported Revision
Shallow
Deleted content
Grammar/stylistic
changes

Graphical Cues The control condition visualization
displayed equal sized nodes and no color-coding beyond the
consistent, yellow highlights that indicated an error in the
essay (see Figure 1). Color-coded errors (see Figure 2)
varied the color of the error node depending upon the error
type. Pink nodes indicated incorrect information, blue nodes
indicated fragmented knowledge, and yellow nodes
indicated missing concepts. Size-scaling (see Figure 2) was
used to indicate the importance of the node to the overall
domain. The variance in circle diameter indicated the size
difference. Large nodes were the most important domain
ideas among the concepts detected as errors from the draft
essay, medium nodes were moderately relevant to the
domain, and small highlighted nodes were not completely
necessary in understanding plate tectonic theory. Criticality
to the domain was determined by relationship to the theory
of plate tectonics.
Revision Questionnaire The revision questionnaire was a
self-report measure that participants completed following
the draft revision task. This questionnaire sought to
determine how learners planned/prioritized their learning
and what strategies they used to revise the draft essay.
Questions were split into two sections: section one asked
how the participant utilized the concept map and what, if
any, features guided revision; section two asked participants
to explain – for each of the five essay errors – why the
sentence had been targeted as problematic and how the
participant had revised the error (if s/he had done so).
Students’ self-reported error revisions were coded to
assess the effectiveness of strategy use; revisions were
analyzed according to the Construction-Integration model
(Kintsch, 1994). According to the CI model, knowledge that
is integrated or transformed leads to the development of a
situation model. The situation model is a flexible, longlasting representation of knowledge that is associated with
deep understanding and knowledge transfer. In contrast,
knowledge that is learned in a rote manner (e.g., by
memorizing) leads to a textbase representation. The textbase
representation does not support application or transfer of
knowledge. In the current study, students’ self-reported
revisions were analyzed for whether they integrated or
transformed knowledge (see Table 1 for examples); these
revisions were coded as deep. Revisions that failed to
transform or integrate information were coded as shallow;
these revisions include revisions to grammar and style, as
well as removal of errors (see Table 1).

Deep
Describe
relationships
Integrate domain
content

Example
“I deleted it, it was incomplete
and irrelevant.”
“The only thing I changed in the
sentence was that I added rock
after the word molten.”
“I talked about how sea floor
spreading has little to do with
creating volcanoes and more to
do with recycling the sea floor.”
“I added information about what
causes sea-floor spreading and
mentioned convection currents
in the magma.”

Learning Assessments Learning was assessed via true/false
items, short answer questions, and a self-generated concept
map. All assessments were completed before and after the
essay revision and online learning task.
True/False Items. Factual knowledge was assessed using
a true/false test that targeted general, factual knowledge
about plate tectonics. For example, plate boundaries can be
convergent, divergent, or transform. This test included 40
items; participants were given one point per correct
response for a maximum total score of 40 points.
Short Answer Questions. Short answer questions were
designed to test knowledge transfer/application. Each
question asked participants to apply their understanding of
plate tectonics to a problem that had not been learned or
encountered in the online materials. For example, John says
that most volcanoes are located at transform plate
boundaries – where friction between plate boundaries
creates great heat that melts rock into molten lava. Is John
right about the typical location and cause of volcanoes?
Short answer questions were scored using a rubric that
specified a point for each relevant idea unit. The maximum
score on the short answer test was 20 points.
Concept Map Generation. Concept maps were compared
within subjects by analyzing change in concept map
structure to classify participants as either indicating nonlearning (1 point), surface learning (2 points), or meaningful
learning (3 points), using the map structures described by
Hay (2007; Hay, et al., 2008). Non-learning was indicated
by an unchanged knowledge structure; surface learning was
indicated by some new or rejected concepts but no new
links between prior and new knowledge; and meaningful
learning was indicated by significant revision to the
knowledge structure. Concept maps were used to assess
students’ depth of domain understanding.
Procedure First, participants were assessed on their prior
knowledge of plate tectonic theory using the learning
assessments. Following the pretests, participants were
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briefed on the essay task. Once the participants read the
provided draft essay, they used their randomly assigned
condition to explore online materials and revise the essay.
Participants were given 35 minutes to revise the draft essay.
Immediately following the revision task, participants had 20
minutes to complete the revision questionnaire. Finally,
participants again completed the learning assessments (the
true/false items, short answer questions, and concept map
generation). Total study duration was two hours.

Table 3: M and (SD) for Concept Map Generation.
Condition
Control
Color-coded
Size-scaled
Both color-coded and size-scaled

Self-Reported Revisions Participants using the color-coded
concept map reported making more revisions to target
sentences compared to participants who saw the size-scaled
nodes (F(1,40)= 8.84, p<.01; η2= .18). Another main effect for
the color-coded concept map was found in self-reported
revision quality; participants in the color-coded condition
reported making significantly more deep revisions to the
essay’s five identified errors (F(1,40)= 52.4, p< .01; η2= .29).
There was no observed interaction of the independent
variables. Overall, 89% of participants reported prioritizing
their essay revisions by error type, as indicated by the colorcoding graphical cue (e.g., fixing incorrect sentences first,
then missing concepts, and fragmented concepts last). Table
4 reports statistics for both the total errors modified out of
five targeted error sentences in the draft essay and the
percent of self-reported revisions classified as deep.

Analysis Results were analyzed using a repeated measures
multivariate analysis of variance for pre and post true/false
and short answers. A multivariate analysis of variance was
calculated for the revision questionnaire (since this
assessment was given only after learning) and concept map
structural change. A Chi square was performed for selfreported use of graphical cues. Alpha level was set at p =
.05 for all analyses.

Results
Learning Assessments Results showed a main effect of test
time for true/false items (F(1,40)= 6.58, p< .01) and short
answer questions (F(1,40)= 5.81, p< .02). Means and standard
deviations for true/false and short answer are shown in
Table 2. All students gained significant factual knowledge
between pre- and posttest on the true/false statements and
short answer questions. This is not surprising, given that the
learning task supported specific error revision and provided
sufficient online resources with information for revising
those areas. There were no significant differences between
graphical cue conditions on these assessments (Fs< 1).

Table 4: M and (SD) for Self-Reported Revisions.
Condition
Control
Color-coded
Size-scaled
Both (color-coded
and size-scaled)

Table 2: M and (SD) for Learning Assessments.
Condition
Control
Colorcoded
Size-scaled
Both colorcoded and
size-scaled

True/False Items %
Pretest
Posttest
.60(.03) .62(.02)
.67(.02) .69(.02)

Short Answer Total
Pretest
Posttest
3.8(.85) 4.8(.94)
5.3(.78) 6.7(.86)

.59(.03)
.59(.03)

3.8(.81)
3.8(.81)

.67(.02)
.63(.02)

M (SD)
1.90 (.32)
2.25 (.45)
2.36 (.51)
2.18 (.41)

# Modified
2.10 (1.19)
3.17 (1.03)
1.73 (1.10)
2.73 (1.27)

% Deep Revisions
.06 (.09)
.35 (.21)
.11 (.13)
.25 (.22)

Use of Graphical Cues A Chi square was calculated for the
number of participants who reported using the graphical
cues. As seen in Table 5, more students reported prioritizing
their revisions based upon graphical cues when they viewed
the color-coded nodes compared to those who did not see
color-coded nodes (x2= 11.78, p< .01).

5.5(.90)
3.8(.90)

Table 5: N for Graphical Cues Usage.

However, results did show condition differences when
examining the measure of domain understanding. Scores
from students’ self-generated concept maps showed a
significant interaction between independent variables
(F(1,40)= 4.23, p<.04; η2= .10). Table 3 displays concept map
scores by condition. Since concept maps reflect key domain
ideas and their relationships, this result indicates that
graphical cues can impact deeper domain understanding
during online learning, possibly by providing a conceptual
organization to scaffold online activities. The size-scaled
condition showed the strongest concept map scores,
suggesting that providing domain centrality cues may help
guide overall domain exploration.

Color-Coded
Yes
No

Used Graphical Cues
15
3

Discussion and Conclusion
Overall, results suggest that students can make use of
graphical cues integrated within a domain knowledge
visualization to support key online self-regulated learning
processes such as planning by prioritization. Findings show
that color-coding of errors in a concept map helped students
prioritize their revisions, supported more frequent revision,
and improved the quality of students’ revision strategies.
Students’ inattention to size-scaled nodes may indicate
that they are unable to utilize indicators of domain centrality
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within the experimental learning task. Although size-scaled
nodes failed to impact students’ perceived processes and
strategies, they ultimately did have an effect on students’
final conceptual understanding of the domain (as
represented in the post-learning, self-generated concept
maps). Thus, while size-scaling may not impact the strategic
processes of which students are aware (and can report),
these cues may support deeper conceptual coherence of
encountered information in an online environment.
Notably, color-coding not only improved the frequency
with which students reported revising errors, but also the
depth of their reported revision strategies. It should also be
noted that this result occurred even though the control
condition saw a concept map in which errors were
highlighted (but not color-coded by error type). In this case,
the visual cue provides an effective method for strategically
processing error types as a planning tool during selfregulated learning.
More work is needed to understand the range of graphical
cues that can support self-regulated learning in online
environments. This study provides a promising first step in
demonstrating that well-designed cues in visual displays can
have a positive and significant effect on self-regulated
learning. Research is underway to investigate the impact of
the feedback content (error type and concept importance)
versus the saliency of the graphical cues (color-coding and
size-scaling).
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Comparing A Brain-Based Account of Mind with Dual-Processing
Theories
Ron Tzur
University of Colorado Denver
Abstract: This theoretical paper compares dual-processing theories (DPT) with a constructivist account of the mind
(both knowing and learning). This account, termed reflection on activity-effect relationship, provides a single, multistep model of processing situated within three functional systems in the human brain. Using well-known examples
from DPT studies, two types of reflection (mental comparisons) and corresponding stages through which existing
conceptions may be transformed into new ones—are postulated to link conceptual learning with brain functioning.
The central argument advanced here is that (a) distinguishing two frames of reference (observer, problem solver) and
(b) articulating the solution process as well as the nature of problems (e.g., prompts), not only improves explanations
of thinking taken-up by DPT, but also extends the range of issues addressed to cognitive change, which are germane
to education.
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The spatially cued Go/NoGo in children. Brain activity analysis of the
major inhibitory components.
Laura Vuillier
Departement of Experimental Psychology,University of Cambridge Faculty of Education,
University of Cambridge

Denes Szucs
Departement of Experimental Psychology,University of Cambridge

David Whitebread
Faculty of Education, University of Cambridge
Abstract: This study aimed to investigate cognitive inhibitory control using a spatially cued Go/NoGo task in
combination with EEG. We measured reaction times and ERP components such as the LRP and the NoGo-N2 and
NoGo-P3 following Nogo trials and valid and invalid cues. Adults were significantly faster than children for all
trial types suggesting a general improvement in cognitive abilities between childhood and adulthood. The LRPs
were bigger in children suggesting stronger response preparation. Interestingly, a Nogo-P3 like effect was observed
following invalid vs valid trials, whereas an opposite Nogo-N2 like effect was observed as Nogo-N2 amplitudes were
larger following valid vs invalid trials. This indicates that different mechanisms are used to solve conflict in Go/Nogo
trials and in Valid/Invalid trials. This is the first study to analyse the LRP following validly and invalidly cued
stimuli in children and to examine Nogo-N2 and Nogo-P3 like effects following invalid and valid cues.
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Abstract
In the present paper we show that an existing mathematical
model of emotion regulation can, if reduced to its reappraisalspecific components, fit skin conductance data obtained from
an empirical study of reappraisal. By applying parameter
tuning techniques, optimal fits of the model have been found
against the (averaged) patterns of the skin conductance data.
The errors that were found turned out to be relatively low.
Moreover, they have been compared with the errors produced
by a baseline variant of the model where the adaptive cycle
has been removed, and were found substantially lower.
Keywords: emotion regulation, reappraisal, mathematical
modeling, adaptation, skin conductance data.

Introduction
Emotion regulation refers to ‘all of the conscious and
nonconscious strategies we use to increase, maintain, or
decrease one or more components of an emotional response’
(Gross, 2001). This ability to regulate our own emotional
states provides us with behavioral flexibility and is related
to well-being and mental health (e.g., Gross, 1998, 2001;
Ochsner and Gross, 2005; Thompson, 1994).
Recently, a number of authors have developed
computational models of the processes related to emotion
regulation and coping (e.g., Bach, 2008; Bosse et al., 2010;
Gratch and Marsella, 2004; Marsella and Gratch, 2003;
Reisenzein, 2009; Silverman, 2004). Computational models
of emotion regulation may be useful for various reasons (see
(Wehrle, 1998) for an overview). From a Cognitive Science
perspective, they may provide more insights into the nature
of affective disease and the working mechanisms of therapy.
From an Artificial Intelligence perspective, they may be
used to develop virtual agents with more human-like
affective behavior.
In previous work (Bosse et al., 2010), we presented
CoMERG, a Cognitive Model for Emotion Regulation
based on Gross. Inspired by the theory put forward in
(Gross, 2001), this model distinguishes five different
strategies that humans typically use to affect their level of
emotional response (for a given type of emotion) at different
points in the process of emotion generation: situation
selection, situation modification, attentional deployment,
cognitive change, and response modulation. The different

strategies and their effects are represented in the model via a
set of difference equations.
An important asset of CoMERG is that the model is
adaptive (see Bosse et al., 2007b). That is, based on the
perceived success of an emotion regulation strategy that is
performed, a person may adjust the degree of sensitivity of
the process on the fly (e.g., in case a certain strategy does
not decrease an undesired emotion sufficiently fast, the
person may put more effort in the regulation). However,
although a preliminary evaluation indicated that CoMERG
produced plausible patterns (Bosse et al., 2010), to date the
output of the model has never been compared with
empirical data.
In order to assess to what extent CoMERG is able to
reproduce empirical data, we here fit the model to skin
conductance data that resulted from two empirical studies of
reappraisal (unpublished material). Reappraisal, a variant of
the cognitive change strategy aimed specifically at downregulating emotion, is one of the most widely studied
emotion regulation strategies. Gross (2001) defines
reappraisal as a process where ‘the individual reappraises or
cognitively re-evaluates a potentially emotion-eliciting
situation in terms that decrease its emotional impact’. For
example, losing a tennis match is usually appraised as
negative and would induce anger or sadness. To reduce
these negative reactions, one could reappraise the situation
by blaming the weather circumstances instead of the own
capacities or by considering sportive success as irrelevant.
In (Kalisch, 2009), a novel (informal) model for
reappraisal is presented, based on recent insights from
imaging neuroscience. This model, called the
implementation-maintenance model of reappraisal (IMMO),
is characterized by its focus on the necessity of a mental
reappraisal effort that needs to be maintained over the
course of the emotional episode and is continuously
adapted. Adaptation is realized through a loop of iterative
evaluation and readjustment of the regulation process.
IMMO thus shares a critical adaptation component with
CoMERG.
To be able to better fit the results of CoMERG to the skin
conductance data, the general model needs to be tailored
specifically to reappraisal. Thus, the current paper has two
main goals, namely 1) to refine the generic computational
emotion regulation model CoMERG to the reappraisal
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context, and 2) to evaluate the ability of the refined model to
reproduce real data, by matching it to skin conductance data
from empirical studies of reappraisal.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First,
the main mechanisms of CoMERG relevant to reappraisal
are briefly summarized. Next, the setup of the reappraisal
studies is described, with an emphasis on how the skin
conductance data (to fit the new model) have been obtained.
The following sections discuss how the model has been fit
to the data, and present the results. The paper is concluded
by a discussion.

CoMERG and its Extensions
CoMERG is composed of a set of difference equations,
which represent how a person’s emotional state changes
based on certain regulation strategies. For convenience, the
model concentrates on one specific type of emotion, in this
case the fear induced by the threat of receiving a painful
electric shock. We have chosen to express the emotion
response level ERL in a real number, in the domain [0, 1]. A
higher emotion response level means more fear.
In the model of Gross, five different elements n=1…5
(i.e., situation, sub-situation, aspect, meaning, and response)
can influence the emotion response level. The experiments
that produced the data to which the model is matched in this
paper are restricted to the elements 1 (situation, i.e., threat
of shock) and 4 (cognitive meaning, i.e., reappraisal). In the
model, at any point in time, a certain emotional value vn in
the domain [0, 1] is attached to each element, representing
the extent to which the current state of that element induces
emotions. The model describes how persons increase or
decrease those emotional values by comparing them with
some desired values (or norms) vn_norm. Because the
participants receive explicit instructions about how to
cognitively reappraise events, for element 4 we introduce an
explicit v4-norm in the domain [0, 1]. A value of 0 for v4-norm
would mean that one’s aim is to reappraise the situation as
not dangerous or frightening.
The emotional value contributes to the emotion response
level ERL via an element-specific weight factor wn, thereby
taking into account a persistency factor  indicating the
degree of persistence or slowness of adjusting the emotion
response level when new emotional values are obtained.
Someone whose emotions can change rapidly (e.g., who
stops being angry in a few seconds) will have a low .
The regulation process of the cognitive meaning
compares the actual cognitive meaning v4 to v4_norm at any
time point. The difference d between the two is the basis for
the adjustment of v4. We assume that the self-monitoring
process necessary to determine a deviation from v4-norm is a
rather slow and effortful conscious process. We emulate this
by the variable eval which is the integral of d over the past 3
seconds. Adjustment occurs via enhancing or reducing the
cognitive effort made to achieve the desired emotional value
v4-norm, if eval signals a deviation. The regulation effort is
expressed in the modification factor n (Bosse et al.,
2007b), i.e., the ‘willingness’ to change the emotional value

of element n. The effort one makes thus responds to a sort
of reflection or meta-cognition about the emotion regulation
process based on the history of differences d. One step
further, the modification factor itself is adaptable as well: an
additional adaptation factor n represents the personal
flexibility to adjust the emotion regulation behaviour (i.e.,
the personal tendency to adjust the emotional value of
element n much or little). This depends on the cognitive
costs of reappraising, which are represented by c4.
The model is shown in a qualitative manner in the graph
depicted in Figure 1. The variables above the dashed line
represent the adaptation layer. The model without
adaptation layer (Bosse et al., 2007a) will serve as a control
condition to explore the necessity of this layer.
n

cn

n

d

vn

wn

Adaptation layer

vn-norm



ERL

Figure 1: Dependencies between the Variables.
The main difference equations used to model these cycles
are the following (see (Bosse et al., 2010) for more details):
Emotion Response Level
ERL(t+t) = (1 - β) * Σk(wk*vk(t)) + β * ERL(t)

Emotional Values
vn(t+t) = vn(t) - n(t) * eval(t)/dmax
Modification Factors
n(t+t) = n(t) + n * (n(t) / (1 + n(t))) * (abs_eval(t) – cn)
In terms of IMMO, determining eval can be seen as
monitoring reappraisal success whose outcomes leads to an
adjustment of the reappraisal effort 4. Note the difference
between eval (which is calculated by taking the integral of
d) and abs_eval (which is calculated by taking the integral
of the absolute value of d).

Obtaining the Data
To obtain skin conductance data about reappraisal
processes, two within-subject experiments were performed.
In both experiments, subjects were informed by an auditory
warning signal that they might receive a shock to their hand
at 25% probability during a given trial period (fear
induction procedure). The warning signal was followed by
another auditory cue telling them whether to reappraise (R)
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the situation or not (NR). Generally, the reappraisal strategy
consisted in taking a detached-observer perspective
situation; that is, in distancing oneself from the situation and
interpreting it as not affecting the core-self but being selfirrelevant. More specifically, in experiment 1 (n=24 righthanded healthy male subjects), subjects were told to
imagine across both R and NR conditions a cloud in the sky
that would symbolize the emotional aspects of a given
situation, including all potential threats and accompanying
reactions or feelings of tension or anxiety. For the R
condition, they were asked to imagine themselves far away
from this cloud, for example standing on a hill and
observing the cloud from a distance (but not to look away).
In addition to this mental image, they were given a selfstatement that expressed the detached perspective: “The
cloud is far out on the horizon. I observe it from a distance.”
For the NR condition, subjects were told to imagine
themselves surrounded by the cloud and to use the
corresponding self-statement: “I am inside the cloud. It
surrounds me from all sides”. They were to subvocally
rehearse the appropriate statement throughout trials and to
simultaneously keep the corresponding mental image in
working memory. A similar strategy has been shown in
previous studies to reduce fear of shock (Houston and
Holmes, 1974; Kalisch et al., 2005). In Experiment 2 (n=20
right-handed healthy male subjects), the R condition was
identical to experiment 1 whereas in NR trials, subjects
were instead not told to use any self-statement or imagery
but to simply attend to the situation and allow their
emotional reaction to unfold, not attempting to change it.
Skin conductance is a measure of the sympathetic arousal
that accompanies most fear responses. Although it cannot
capture all aspects of a fear response, it is one of the few
available continuous and objective measures of the response
and was thus used to generate ERL time courses.
In all figures below, skin conductance time courses are
averaged across trials and subjects in that experiment. Solid
red lines represent average NR time courses, dotted red lines
represent average R time courses.

Matching Data to the Model
To obtain a close fit of the simulation model to the
empirical data obtained in the experiments, parameter
tuning was used (Sorenson, 1980). Since the challenge is to
tune the parameters of an existing dynamic model, rather
than to come up with an optimal function from scratch, it is
not possible to apply standard regression techniques in this
case. Therefore, a dedicated parameter estimation method
was used, which is similar to the approach used in (Bosse,
Memon, Treur, and Umair, 2009). According to this
approach, to match the model to the data it is first needed to
obtain the sensitivity of a parameter: the change in
difference between the model and the data with a given
change in parameter value.
To determine the sensitivity S, a small change P in the
parameter is tried to make an additional prediction for X,

and based on the resulting change X found in the two
predicted values for X, the sensitivity S can be estimated:
SX,P = X/ P
After the sensitivity is determined, a better guess for the
value of P can be determined by taking
P = - * X / SX,P
where X is the deviation found between observed and
predicted value of X; so, for example, when X = 0.25 and 
= 0.3, then for SX,P = 0.75 this obtains P = -0.3*0.25 /0.75
= -0.1. However, when the sensitivity SX,P is a bit smaller, it
could be possible that the adjustment of the value of P based
on the formula above would exceed the maximum or
minimum value of its range. If this happened, the parameter
was adjusted by intuition.
Based on this adjustment approach, the overall parameter
tuning process was done as follows:
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

Take G the set of parameters P for which adjustment
is desired; the other parameters are kept constant.
Assume initial values for all parameters P, and for .
By simulation determine predicted value CVX at time
point t for X, using the assumed values of the
parameters.
For each parameter P in G, by simulation determine
predicted value for VX at time point t, using only for
P a value changed by some chosen P and the
unchanged assumed values for the other parameters.
For each parameter P in G determine the sensitivity
SX,P of X for P at time point t by dividing the
difference between values for X found in step 4 and 5
by P:
SX,P = (CVX - VX) / P
For each parameter P determine the change P as
- * X / SX,P
For each parameter P adjust its value by P.
Return to step 1 until the fit is satisfactory.

The coefficient of determination R2 (Steel & Torrie,
1960) was calculated to determine the quality of the fit (the
closer to 1 the better). The match was called satisfactory
when the quality of fit did not increase anymore for several
time steps. If the matching process seemed to be stuck into a
local optimum, the parameters were adjusted by intuition to
check whether the match could be improved.
The set of parameters G looked at were c, , and w1.
We did not use any constraints for the values, except that w1
should always be bigger than w4, as Gross described that
emotion regulation strategies performed earlier in the
regulation process are more effective (Gross, 2001).

Results
In this section, the results of the skin experiments
described, as well as the curves produced by fitting
model on the results. For both experiments, first the
produced by the complete model (with adaptation)
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are
the
fits
are

presented, both for the NR and for the R condition, followed
by the fits produced by the model without adaptation (with
was used as a control condition).
Exp1 – Adaptation – No Reappraisal (NR)
We modeled the NR condition (solid line in the figures) by
setting v4_norm to the same level as v1 and v4 (which is always
= v1 at the start of the simulation). This models that subjects
do not intend to change their appraisal of the situation but
allow their automatic appraisal systems to dominate and
thus to solely determine the ERL.
Because v4_norm has the same value as v4, d = 0, and v4 is
not changed during the experiment. Therefore, 4 has no
influence on v4, and thus no indirect influence on ERL. For
the same reason, c4 and 4 have no indirect influence on the
ERL. Further, since v1 and v4 have the same value
throughout the complete experiment, the proportion of w1
does not influence ERL either. This leaves the parameter
ERL as the only possible factor for fitting the data.
Using the method described earlier in this paper, the
optimal fit to the data was found for ERL . The R2
of the fit was 0.9960, and can be seen in the higher curve of
Figure 2.

value from the NR fit above was taken. This leaves the other
four parameters for optimizing the fit.
Using the method described earlier in this paper, the
optimal fit to the data was found for the following parameter
settings:
= 0.188
w1 = 0.6
 = 0.2
c = 0.4

This led to a fit with R2 = 0.9876, which can be seen in the
lower curve of Figure 2.
Exp1 – No Adaptation – Reappraisal (R)
To explore the necessity of the adaptation layer in the
emotion regulation model, we also made a fit for the model
without the adaptation layer, in which is kept constant.
Because the fit for the NR condition already had a constant
 the curve does not change.
Because  and c are part of the adaptation layer, they
cannot be considered for fitting the R condition, leaving
and w1 for optimizing the fit.
The optimal fit to the R data was found for the following
parameter settings:
= 0.027
w1 = 0.79

As can be seen in the lower curve of Figure 3, the fit still is
still reasonable, with an R2 of 0.9723. However, it was
worse than the fit of the model with the adaptation layer
added, where an R2 of 0.9876 was reached.

Figure 2: The fits of the model with the adaptation layer to
Experiment 1. Thick, red, solid line: average skin
conductance from Non-Reappraisal (NR) trials; Thick, red,
dotted line: Reappraisal (R) trials. Thin, blue, solid line:
model fit for NR trials; Thin, blue, dotted line: model fit for
R trials.
Exp1 – Adaptation – Reappraisal (R)
The goal to reappraise the situation as not self-relevant was
modeled by setting v4_norm = 0. The starting value of v4 was
still modeled to be the same as v1. Because this creates a
discrepancy d between v4 and v4_norm, now all the five
parameters have a direct or indirect influence on ERL.
However, because ERL represents a personality factor
which shouldn’t differ among experimental conditions, the

Figure 3: The fits of the model without the adaptation layer
to Experiment 1.
Exp2 – Adaptation – No Reappraisal (NR)
In experiment 2 in NR trials, participants were instructed to
think or feel as they normally would in such a situation. No
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cognitive effort to maintain any type of statement or image
was required. This was modeled by setting = 0.
Because the update mechanism of is proportional to
it would always stay at 0. Therefore, and c had no
direct or indirect influence on ERL, and were not
considered. Because  stayed at 0 throughout the
experiment, v4 also stayed constant, at the same level as v1.
Therefore, w1 also did not influence ERL, leaving only ERL
for optimizing the fit to the data. 
The optimal fit, which can be seen in the higher curve of
Figure 4, was found for ERL = 0.9869, with an R2 of
0.9556.

Figure 4: The fit of the model with the adaptation layer to
Experiment 2.

w1 = 0.51

As can be seen in Figure 5, the fit is still quite good, with an
R2 of 0.9806, but slightly worse than could be made using
the version of the model with the adaptation layer, with
which an R2 of 0.9818 was reached.
These results illustrate that the emotion regulation model
by (Bosse et al., 2010) is capable of reproducing empirical
data quite closely. Moreover, the fact that the fits of the
model without the adaptation layer are worse provide
evidence that reappraisal as performed by humans may
indeed be an adaptive process.

Figure 5: The fit of the model without the adaptation layer
to Experiment 2.

Discussion

Exp2 – Adaptation – Reappraisal (R)
In the R condition, the value for ERL was taken from the
value found in the NR condition, and the other four
parameters could all be used for optimizing the fit to the
data, similar to the R condition of experiment 1.
The optimal fit was found for the following parameter
settings:
= 0.003

w1 = 0.75
 = 0.3
c = 0.1

This led to a fit with R2 = 0.9818, which can be seen in the
lower curve of Figure 4.
Exp2 – No Adaptation – Reappraisal (R)
For experiment 2 we also made a fit with the model without
the adaptation layer. Again, because  and c are part of the
adaptation layer they cannot be considered for making the
fit, leaving and w1 for optimizing the fit.
The optimal fit to the data was found for the following
parameter settings:
= 0.004

Over the last decade, the number of computational models
of affect has rapidly increased, especially in the area of
Artificial Intelligence (e.g., Bach, 2008; Bosse et al., 2010;
Gratch and Marsella, 2004; Marsella and Gratch, 2003;
Reisenzein, 2009; Silverman, 2004). Most of these models
have as their main goal to endow virtual agents (e.g., robots
or avatars) with more believable human-like behavior.
However, only a small subset of these approaches aims to
reproduce the dynamics of the more subtle sub-processes
involved (such as reappraisal) in a detailed manner (see
(Bosse et al., 2010), for an extensive literature overview).
An even smaller subset validates the results of the model
against physiological data, such as skin conductance or
fMRI data, yielding a large gap between AI-inspired
modeling approaches and empirical psychological research.
The main contribution of the present paper is a first step
towards closing this gap. We have shown that an existing
cognitive model of emotion regulation can, if reduced to its
reappraisal-specific components, fit empirical data. By
applying parameter tuning techniques, optimal fits of the
model have been found against the (averaged) patterns of
the skin conductance data. The errors that were found turned
out to be relatively low. Moreover, they have been
compared with the errors produced by a baseline variant of
the model where the adaptive cycle has been removed, and
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were found substantially lower. Although this is obviously
not an exhaustive proof for the correctness of the model, it
is an important indication that reappraisal as performed by
humans may indeed be an adaptive process, as has been
postulated by current informal models of reappraisal
(Kalisch, 2009).
Further validation and refinements of our model are
obviously warranted. Regarding validation, the current work
should be seen as an initial test whether the CoMERG
model is capable of reproducing empirical data at all. In
future research, more extensive tests will be performed,
based on cross-validation and involving more participants.
Regarding model refinement, it will be particularly
interesting to see whether it can be adjusted to also simulate
a proposed subparcellation of reappraisal effort into an early
retrieval and a later working memory maintenance and
monitoring component that has ensued from a recent
analysis of neuroimaging data (Kalisch, 2009). The model
might then also be useful for prediction brain activation
time courses.
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You Can’t Play the Iowa Gambling Task with Mother Nature and Win
Courtney Humeny
Carleton University

Robert West
Carleton University
Abstract: The Iowa Gambling Task (IGT) was developed as a test of Damasio’s Somatic Marker Hypothesis,
which hypothesizes that emotion plays a role in decision-making. The IGT is now widely used to assess the role of
emotion in decision-making in clinical populations. However, although Damasio’s experimental results using the IGT
were consistent with the Somatic Marker Hypothesis, there is no direct evidence indicating that the IGT measures
the contribution of emotion to decision making in the IGT. Specifically, the IGT does not contain direct measures
of emotion, it does not manipulate emotion, and it is not an obviously emotional task. There are only indirect
implications that it does so because some clinical populations with emotional deficits have poor performance. We
argue that further experimental work is needed to show whether or not IGT performance is systematically influenced
by emotion.
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Emotional lexicon organization in memory
Nicolas Leveau
CHArt - LUTIN - UMS CNRS 2809

Sandra Jhean-Larose
Université d’Orléans CHArt - LUTIN - UMS CNRS 2809

Guy Denhière
CHArt - LUTIN - UMS CNRS 2809
Abstract: In this article, we study the organization of emotions in memory supported by strategic processes. Three
hypotheses are tested. First, if emotions are structured in a n-dimension space, to which emotional characteristics
do these dimensions return. Second, is it possible to give an account of basic emotions through their organization
in memory. Third, can semantic relations give an account of emotional relations. Two word sorting experiments
are performed. In the first experiment, 128 pleasant and unpleasant words are divided into 8 lists. In the second
experiment, one positive and one negative 128 words list are each divided into 8 groups of 16 words. The results
support the hypothesis of an organization around a core affect (Russell, 2003), reinforce the existence of discrete
emotions (Johnson-Laird & Oatley, 1989), and confirm the predictive function of semantic relations accounted by
the Latent Semantic Analysis (Landauer & Dumais, 1997) on the organization of emotions.
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Using phonotactics information in spoken word recognition processes:
Evidence from Chinese
Michael C. W. Yip
Department of Psychological Studies, The Hong Kong Institute of Education
Abstract: The present study attests the research question of whether native Chinese listeners are constrained
by phonotactics information in the spoken word recognition processes using the word-spotting experiment. In the
linguistic structure of Chinese, there are no legal consonant clusters occurred within each individual Chinese word, and
this kind of phonotactics information of words may most likely cue native Chinese listeners the possible locations
of word boundaries in the continuous Chinese speech. The results observed from the word-spotting experiment
supported this prediction. Along with other relevant studies, we argue that phonotactics is one of the useful sources
of information in the cognitive processes of spoken word recognition in Chinese.
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Perceptual Comparisons with Pictures and Environmental Sounds
Paula Goolkasian
UNC Charlotte

Alexandra Stubblefield
UNC Charlotte
Abstract: This research involves perceptual comparisons with cues that vary in one of four ways (picture, sound,
spoken word or printed word) and with targets that are either pictures or environmental sounds. Students were
required to match cue-target pairs and determine whether the 2 successive events represented features drawn from
the same item. Both the perceptual/linguistic format and the modality of the cue influenced responses to pictures
and environmental sounds, but the cue type effects were qualified by same/different response type and with picture
targets by left or right presentation location. These results provide some additional evidence of processing asymmetry
when pictures are directed to either the right or left hemisphere, as well as for some asymmetries in cross modal
cueing. Implications of these findings for theories of multisensory processing and models of object recognition are
discussed.
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Cutting classes without scissors: conceptual primitives as a cognitive
mechanism for idiom processing
Juliana Gorian
Boston University Psychology Department

Catherine Caldwell-Harris
Boston University Psychology Department

Alia Biller
Boston University Linguistics Department
Abstract: What does it tell us about the conceptual structures underlying language use that a language can use
”prick the law” but not ”sing the law” to mean ”break the law”? Some theorists have speculated about the existence
of conceptual primitives, which permeate the meaning of all words in any language (Schank, 1975, Mandler, 2004). If
this premise is correct, then these concepts could also be used to decode metaphorical or idiomatic speech. The present
research investigates whether people use the same concepts behind the literal verb meaning to infer the meaning
of an idiomatic one. We investigated native-English speakers’ understanding of idioms in an unfamiliar language,
i.e. Brazilian-Portuguese, and their understanding of fabricated idiomatic expressions that use words whose likely
primitives conflict with the meaning of the idiom (e.g., ”sing the law” to mean ”break the law”). Results of this
study reveal new insights for the theory of conceptual primitives.
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The effects of regularity in spatial inferences with and without
landmarks on spatial learning
Kayoko Ohtsu
Graduate School of Education, Waseda University

Yoshihiro Ouchi
Teikyo-Gakuen Junior College
Abstract: Spatial inferences during wayfindign could be closely related to spatial learning. We examined the
effects of regularity in the inferences on learning of relative locations through wayfinding in the context of available
information about an environment. In the experiment using a real maze, participants visited multiple targets in one
of four conditions by a combination of two factors: an updating mode (regular or irregular) and an environmental
information (with or without global landmarks). The results suggest that although the global landmarks facilitate
the learning regardless of the updating modes, the difference in the regularity produces opposite effects depending
on the landmark conditions. While the irregular updating, which involves multidirectional self-to-object updating,
has a facilitation effect when the landmark information is available, it impedes the learning without the landmarks.
The regular updating, which would allow a relatively easier wayfinding strategy facilitates the learning only in the
latter condition.
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Quality of alternatives is related to abstract reasoning
Marie-Laurence Brunet
Université du Québec à Montréal

Hugues Lortie Forgues
Université du Québec à Montréal

Henry Markovits
Université du Québec à Montréal
Abstract: Conditional reasoning involves making inferences from a ”if p, then q” major premise. Availability of
alternative antecedents increases the probability of giving logical responses to invalid inferences with concrete premises
(e.g., Cummins & al., 1991). With abstract premises, alternatives construction becomes cognitively complex. We
hypothesized that the quality of alternatives produced in response to explicitly uncertain abstract inferences would be
related to abstract reasoning performance. We asked 97 students to justify the response to uncertain AC inferences
and to respond to abstract reasoning problems. Justifications were categorized by level of complexity of alternatives
(specific, general, formal; Venet & Markovits, 2001). Participants were classed into high or low levels. Participants
giving higher levels of justifications obtained better abstract reasoning scores (3.42) than participants with low levels
(2.27) or controls who did not generate alternatives (2.26). The nature of cognitive possibilities (Byrne, 2005) thus
seems critical in understanding abstract reasoning.
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Resource depletion contributes to, but does not cause, the attentional
blink
Hannah Pincham
University of Cambridge

Denes Szucs
University of Cambridge
Abstract: Contemporary debates concerning the attentional blink (AB) question whether resource depletion causes
this robust attentional deficit. To investigate this uncertainty, we employed rapid serial visual presentation paradigms
that presented stimuli at 30-120msec/item. In addition to the two targets of interest, a third target was positioned
immediately before the second target on ’three-target’ trials. ’Two-target’ trials, which were less resource intensive
that the three-target trials, were also included. Interestingly, target accuracy was significantly improved on the threetarget trials compared with the two-target trials. Consequently, resource depletion cannot explain the AB because
the deficit was alleviated when target detection resources were strained. However, we employed novel conditional
accuracy analyses to show that, on three-target trials, the second target was better detected when the additional
third target was not detected. Therefore, although resource depletion cannot explain the AB deficit on a global level,
resources play an important role on the local level.
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Word Up! Directed motor action improves word learning.
Daniel Casasanto
MPI for Psycholinguistics; Donders Center for Cognition, Brain, and Behaviour; The New School
for Social Research

Angela de Bruin
Radboud University
Abstract: Can simple motor actions help people expand their vocabulary? Here we show that word learning depends
on where students place their flash cards after studying them. In Experiment 1, participants learned the definitions
of ”alien words” with positive or negative emotional valence. After studying each card, they placed it in one of two
boxes (top or bottom), according to its valence. Participants who were instructed to place positive cards in the top
box, consistent with Good is Up metaphors, scored about 10
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Hierarichical Control in Hand-Foot Coordination
Robert Kohl
Department of Kinesiology and Health Sciences, The College of William and Mary

Raymond McCoy
Department of Kinesiology and Health Sciences, The College of William and Mary

Kimberly Mount
Department of Kinesiology and Health Sciences, The College of William and Mary
Abstract: There is much evidence to indicate that inter-hand coordination is temporally/spatially linked during
maximal speed conditions. This linkage was examined across all limbs. In two experiments participants moved
two limbs at maximal speed the same target distance (28 cm) while one limb negotiated a 20 cm vertical barrier.
Experiment 1 demonstrated that the effects of a barrier hand on a non-barrier hand and the effects of a barrier foot
on a non-barrier foot produced a similar pattern of results on movement time, peak velocity, time to peak, and peak
height. Experiment 2 demonstrated that a barrier foot had greater impact on a non-barrier hand compared to the
influence of a barrier hand on a non-barrier foot across dependent variables. This hierarchical relationship, where
foot-control is weakly linked to hand-control but hand-control is strongly linked to foot-control, is cogent with the
decoupling hypothesis for the origin of hominin bipedalism (Sylvester, 2006).
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Prompting Effective Collaboration Using Deep Questions
Robert Zheng
University of Utah

Kirsten Butcher
University of Utah

Udita Gupta
University of Utah

Paul Callister
University of Utah
Abstract: The use of visuals (e.g., videos, animations) to promote learning has been of great interest to researchers
and educators. A key challenge is to determine the extent to which cognitively-based, instructional supports (e.g.,
prompts, feedback) can promote deeper understanding when students learn with visual materials. In this research,
we explored the effects of deep vs. shallow questions on individuals or dyads studying online, instructional videos on
Internet safety. Prior to viewing videos, learners studied deep-level (explanation-based) and shallow-level (knowledgetelling) questions. We hypothesized that dyads would benefit more from deep questions, since collaborative pairs
provide greater opportunities for constructive knowledge building. Assessments included measures of recall and
knowledge transfer/application. Results demonstrated that deep-level questions promoted better understanding of
video content when students studied collaboratively, but did not impact individual performance. Thus, deep-level
questions can serve as an effective method to support collaborative learning in terms of new knowledge construction
and transfer.
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Storing objects in visual short-term memory: Location is key
Shriradha Sengupta
Georgia Institute of Technology

Paul Michel Bernard Verhaeghen
Georgia Institute of Technology

Patricia Mary Hearons
Georgia Institute of Technology
Abstract: There are two views that describe the capacity of visual short-term memory (VSTM): one that posits
that capacity has a strict upper limit, and the other that states that capacity has no fixed upper limit. Here we
attempt to reconcile these views by measuring capacity of VSTM in two experiments where the number of objects
(cubes) and the number of features (colors) in an object were varied independently. In the first experiment, we
used a single probe at the center of the screen, and found that the total number of features determined accuracy.
In the second, we used a whole-display match-to-sample paradigm, and observed that the total number of objects
determined accuracy. These findings suggest that VSTM uses a spatially located binding mechanism whose benefit
is lost when the probe and target locations differ. We are currently running new experiments to test this hypothesis
more stringently.
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What makes intensional estimates of probabilities inconsistent?
Sangeet Khemlani, Max Lotstein, and Phil Johnson-Laird
{khemlani, lotstein, phil}@princeton.edu
Department of Psychology, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08540, USA
Abstract
Individuals are happy to make estimates of the
probabilities of unique events. Such estimates have no
right or wrong answers, but when they suffice to
determine the joint probability distribution, they should at
least be consistent, yielding one that sums to unity.
Mental model theory predicts two main sources of
inconsistency: the need to estimate the probabilities that
events do not happen, and the need to estimate conditional
probabilities as opposed, say, to conjunctive probabilities.
Experiments 1 and 2 corroborated the first prediction:
when the number of estimates of non-events increased for
a problem, so did the degree of overall inconsistency.
Experiment 3 corroborated the second prediction: when
the number of estimates of conditional probabilities
increased, the degree of overall inconsistency was larger
as well.
Keywords: intensional probability,
distribution, consistency, mental models

joint

probability

Introduction
What is the chance that a nuclear weapon will be used in a
terrorist attack in the next decade? Individuals are happy to
oblige with an estimate, and the mean from our studies was
44 chances in 100. Such an event is unique in that in
principle no data can exist about its frequency of
occurrence. Hence, an estimate of its probability is
“intensional”, because it cannot be based on the extensional
method of estimating the frequency of the event in a sample.
Some scholars argue that the probabilities of unique events
are accordingly absurd (e.g., Gigerenzer, 1994), and that it
is hardly surprising that individuals may fail to make
consistent estimates of them. And, certainly, a claim such
as: “The chance that a nuclear weapon will be used in a
terrorist attack in the next decade is 1 in a hundred”, has no
obvious truth conditions. That is, it is not clear what events
have to happen in order to decide whether it is true or false.
Nevertheless, naïve individuals can produce such estimates.
A reasonable question to ask is, not whether their estimates
are right or wrong – as we have just argued, there is no way
to ascertain their truth or falsity – but in what way
individuals make consistent (or inconsistent) estimates.
To explain the notion of consistency that is pertinent here,
we need to describe, first, the concept of a joint probability
distribution (JPD), and then the various ways in which it
can be fixed. Consider two possible events, such as (A) the
election of an openly gay person as the President of the
USA in the next 50 years, and (B) the Supreme Court ruling
on the constitutionality of gay marriage in the next 5 years.

The JPD specifies the complete set of probabilities of their
conjunction, e.g., p(A & B) = .1, p(A & ¬B) = .2, p(¬A &
B) = .3, p(¬ A & ¬ B) = .4, where “¬” denotes negation. We
can, of course, represent the JPD in a parsimonious table in
which each cell represents the probability of the
corresponding conjunction:

p(A)
p(¬A)
Sum

p(B)

p(¬ B)

Sum

.1
.3
.4

.2
.4
.6

.3
.7
1.0

Once the JPD is known, then any probability whatsoever
concerning the events within it can be computed, e.g., p(A
or B, or both). In effect, one knows everything that is to be
known about the probabilities of a set of events once one
knows the JPD. So, what is necessary to determine all the
probabilities in the JPD?
One way to fix the JPD depends on Bayes’s theorem,
which is a valid equation in the probability calculus that
allows one conditional probability to be inferred from the
values of other probabilities. The simplest version of the
equation can be expressed in terms of a hypothesis (H) and
data (D):
p(H | D) =

p(D | H) p(H)
p(D)

Hence, the posterior probability of the hypothesis given the
data, p(H | D), depends on the prior probability of the data,
p(D), the prior probability of the hypothesis, p(H), and the
conditional probability of the data given the truth of the
hypothesis, p(D | H). One reason that these probabilities fix
the required conditional probability is that they also fix the
JPD. Hence, when we refer to the consistency of intensional
estimates, we have in mind whether individuals who
estimate the preceding three probabilities tend to provide
estimates that yield a JPD which sums to unity.
We now invite the reader to estimate these three
probabilities:
p(A)

What is the chance that an openly gay person will be
elected president in the next 50 years?
p(B)
What is the chance that the Supreme Court rules on the
constitutionality of gay marriage in the next 5 years?
p(B|A) What is the chance that the Supreme Court rules on the
constitutionality of gay marriage in the next 5 years, given
that an openly gay person will be elected president in the
next 50 years?
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Suppose, for example, that the reader makes these three
estimates, which for convenience, we express as
probabilities: p(A) = .3, p(B) = .07, p(B | A) = .85. These
values yield the following JPD:
p(A & B)
p(A & ¬B)
p(¬A & B)
p (¬A & ¬B)

=
=
=
=

The model theory predicts systematic biases in
probabilistic reasoning because mental models represent
only what is true, not what is false (the principle of “truth”).
Hence, models represent what is possible rather than what is
impossible. Likewise, models of possibilities make explicit
only those propositions that are true within them. For
example, an inclusive disjunction, A or B, where A and B
have propositions as their values, has three mental models
representing what is true and not what is false, which we
show here on separate lines:

0.25
-0.185
0.045
0.885

They illustrate a gross inconsistency, because a probability,
such as p(A & ¬B), cannot be a negative number. This sense
of inconsistency is the topic of our research, and the present
article assesses, first, to what extent naïve individuals are
inconsistent in this way, and, second, what factors
contribute to their inconsistency.
Tversky and Kahneman (e.g., Tversky & Kahneman,
1974) isolated many heuristic processes that lead individuals
to err in the assessment of probabilities when they rely on
heuristics, such as the availability of information about the
occurrence of events. Likewise, Tversky and Koehler (1994)
corroborated a seminal phenomenon concerning the
unpacking of event, such as death, into its exhaustive and
exclusive alternatives: death by natural causes and death by
unnatural causes. Probability estimates of the components
tend to sum to a greater probability than the probability of
the single category. Following standard mathematical
terminology, the tendency to judge the probability of the
whole to be less than sum of the probabilities of the parts is
known as “subadditivity”. So, individuals tend to estimate
the probability of an event, A, to be less than p(A & B) +
p(A & ¬B). Conversely, the sum of the JPD will be greater
than 1 unless a probability that is a negative number is
introduced in the sum. Subadditivity can occur for several
reasons. As Tversky and Koehler argued, the unpacking of
an event may remind individuals of possibilities that they
would otherwise overlook. Likewise, the mention of a
possibility may enhance its salience and accordingly the
support for its occurrence. Another factor may contribute to
it – the intrinsic difficulty of making certain sorts of
estimates, and it is this factor that we now try to elucidate.

A
A

The principle of truth leads to predictable and systematic
biases in the estimates of probabilities, as illustrated in the
following example:
There is a box in which there is at least a red marble, or else
there is a green marble and there is a blue marble, but not all
three marbles. Given the preceding assertion, what is the
probability of the following situation?
In the box there is a red marble and a blue marble.

The premise has two mental models:
red
green

blue

neither of which includes the possibility in which there is a
red marble and a blue marble. The models accordingly
predict that individuals should respond that the probability
is zero – an estimate that most experimental participants
made. However, the fully explicit models of the premises
take into account that where it is true that there is a red
marble, there are three distinct ways in which it can be false
that there is both a green marble and a blue marble:
red
red
red
¬ red

Mental models and probabilities
Studies of extensional probabilities have corroborated the
theory that individuals rely on mental models of events, i.e.,
representations of real or imagined situations, in making
such estimates (Johnson-Laird, Legrenzi, Girotto, Legrenzi,
& Caverni, 1999). They construct mental models of each
relevant possibility, and a model represents an equiprobable
alternative unless individuals have beliefs to the contrary, in
which case some models have higher probabilities than
others. The probability of an event then depends on the
proportion of models in which it occurs. This account has
been corroborated in various ways (see Johnson-Laird et al.,
1999; Girotto & Johnson-Laird, 2004; Girotto & Gonzalez,
2008).

B
B

green ¬
¬ green
¬ green ¬
green

blue
blue
blue
blue

Granted equiprobability, the unbiased inference based on
the actual partition is therefore that the probability of a red
marble and a blue marble is .25. A corollary of the principle
of truth is that individuals should tend to focus on the
probability that events occur, and that it should therefore be
more difficult for them to estimate the probability of their
non-occurrence.
The model theory makes a further prediction based on the
complexity of mental processes in estimating various sorts
of probability. An estimate of the probability of a single
event, A, is straightforward. Likewise, an estimate of a
conjunction of events is straightforward. But, what should
lie on the border of naïve competence are estimates of
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conditional probabilities. Several reasons underlie this
prediction, but one reason is the need to consider more than
one model. The conditional probability of A given B
corresponds to the subset of cases of B in which A also
holds, and so individuals have to consider two different
models, A & B, and A & ¬B, to compute the proportion:

and it provided the means for measuring the consistency of
participants’ intensional estimates.
Table 1: An example problem given to participants in Experiment
1. Participants responded to Questions 1-4 in the order presented.
Given their first three estimates, a consistent estimate to Question
4 could be computed from the probability calculus.

p(A&B)
p(A&B) + p(A&¬B)

Question

This computation is clearly more complex than an estimate
of the probability of p(A & B).
In summary, the model theory makes two principal
predictions about the consistency of intensional estimates of
probabilities that determine the JPD:
1) The greater the number of estimates about events that do not
occur, the more likely they are to result in an inconsistent JPD.
2) The greater the number of estimates of conditional
probabilities, the more likely they are to result in an
inconsistent JPD.

In order to test these predictions, we carried out a series of
experiments that examined different sets of estimates that all
determine the JPD. They included sets with neither
probabilities of non-events nor conditional probabilities,
such as:

Probability estimate

1

What is the chance that a nuclear
weapon will be used in a terrorist attack
in the next decade?

p(N)

2

What is the chance that there will be a
substantial decrease in terrorist activity
in the next 10 years?

p(D)

3

What is the chance that a nuclear
weapon will be used in a terrorist attack
in the next decade and there will be a
substantial decrease in terrorist activity
in the next 10 years?

p(N & D)

4

What is the chance that a nuclear
weapon will not be used in a terrorist
attack in the next decade and there will
not be a substantial decrease in terrorist
activity in the next 10 years?

p(¬N & ¬D)

Note: N = nuclear attack, D = decrease in terrorism

p(A), p(B), p(A & B)

In one problem, for example, participants provided
intensional estimates in response to the questions in Table 1.
Suppose a participant estimated that p(N) = .4, p(D) = .6,
and p(N & D) = .3. To remain consistent, they should
respond that p(¬N & ¬D) = .3, because:

sets that included one, two, or three non-events:
p(¬A), p(B), p(A&B)
(1 non-event)
p(¬A), p(¬B), p(A&B) (2 non-events)
p(¬A), p(¬B), p(¬A&B) (3 non-events)

p(¬N&¬D) = [1 - p(D)] - [p(N) - p(N&D)]
= (1 - .6) - (.4 - .3)
= .3

and sets that included one, two, or three conditional
probabilities:
p(A), p(B), p(A|B)
(1 conditional probability)
p(A), p(B|A), p(A|B)
(2 conditional probabilities)
p(A|B), p(B|A), p(A|¬B) (3 conditional probabilities)
We carried out three experiments to test these predictions.

Experiment 1
On each trial, participants read four questions such as,
“What is the chance that Apple releases a new product this
year?” and they responded to each question by choosing a
probability of the proposition between zero and one
hundred. Each question referred to a unique pair of events,
which had never occurred. The problems were designed so
that participants’ estimates for the first three questions were
sufficient to fix the JPD for the two events. In other words,
the first three estimates determined the consistent value of
the fourth probability, and any deviation from this value was
evidence of an inconsistency. The form of the fourth
question was accordingly held constant across all problems,

If a participant responded that p(¬N & ¬D) = .1, then the
estimates are inconsistent, because there is a difference
between the estimate (.1) and the correct probability fixed
by the three previous estimates (.3). We refer to this as the
participants’ error. When errors are positive, participants
exhibit subadditivity, and when they are negative, they
exhibit superadditivity (see Tversky & Koehler, 1994). We
elide this difference by considering the absolute value of the
error in our studies (i.e., their “absolute error”), because the
predictions of the model theory concern the magnitude of
the difference and not its direction. The experiment varied
the number of non-events that participants had to estimate in
order to test prediction 1 (see Table 2 below).
Method
Participants. 18 participants completed the study for
monetary compensation on Amazon Mechanical Turk, an
online platform hosted on Amazon.com (for a discussion on
the validity of results from this platform, see Paolacci,
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Chandler, & Ipeirotis, 2010). All of the participants stated
that they were native English speakers.
Design and materials. On each problem, participants
provided four probability estimates of various combinations
of two unique events (A and B). The problems differed in
the number of non-events participants had to evaluate in
their first three estimates (0, 1, 2, 3, as shown in Table 2).
The fourth probability estimate was always the conjunctive
probability of the negation of one event and the negation of
the other, i.e., p(¬A&¬B). In each case, the first three
estimates fixed the JPD. Participants completed each sort of
problem three times but with different contents, and so they
completed twelve problems in total. The contents of the
problems were drawn from five different domains (sports,
science, economics, politics, and entertainment) and they
are provided in Appendix A. The order of the problems and
the assignment of contents were randomized, but the order
of the estimates within each problem was fixed. We
measured the absolute error between participants’ fourth
probability estimates and what they should have responded
based on the probability calculus applied to their previous
three estimates.
Procedure. The study was administered using an interface
written in PHP, Javascript, and HTML. Participants
estimated the probability of a given event by dragging a
slider bar on the screen between 0 and 100.
Results and Discussion
Table 2 presents the means of the participants’ absolute
errors as a function of the different types of problem in
Experiment 1. Outliers were capped at three standard
deviations from the mean. The results corroborated the
predictions of the model theory: participants were more
inconsistent for problems in which they estimated nonevents (mean absolute error = .32) than for the problem
without any non-events (mean absolute error = .16;
Wilcoxon test, z = 3.11, p = .0001), and 15 out of the 18
participants showed this pattern (Binomial test, p < .01,
given an a priori probability of 1/4). Furthermore, the results
corroborated the model theory’s predicted trend that the
more non-events in a problem, the larger the absolute error
(Page’s trend test, L = 487.5, z = 3.06, p = .001).
Table 2: The mean absolute errors for the four different types of
problem in Experiment 1.
Initial three probability
estimates
p(A) p(B) p(A&B)
p(¬A) p(B) p(A&B)
p(¬A) p(¬B) p(A&B)
p(¬A) p(¬B) p(¬A&B)

Fourth
probability
estimate
p(¬A&¬B)
p(¬A&¬B)
p(¬A&¬B)
p(¬A&¬B)

# of negations
in initial three
estimates
0
1
2
3

conjunctive probability, p(¬A & ¬B). But, as the results
revealed, the judgment of two non-events can increase
participants’ inconsistency. To test whether the results
generalize, the next experiment presented the same
problems for the first three estimates, but the fourth estimate
was always a conditional probability, p(A|B).

Experiment 2
The experiment examined the effect of the number of
estimates of non-events when participants judged a
conditional probability, and this fourth estimate, which was
always of the same form of conditional probability,
provided a measure of the consistency of participants’
estimates.
Method
Participants. 20 participants completed the study for
monetary compensation from the same subject pool as in
Experiment 1, and all of the participants were native English
speakers.
Design, materials, and procedure. The design and
materials were the same as those of the previous experiment
apart for the change of the form of the fourth question. The
participants carried out each sort of problem three times
with different contents. The procedure was the same.
Results and Discussion
Table 3 presents the means of the participants’ absolute
errors for the four sorts of problem. As in the previous
study, outliers were capped at three standard deviations
from the mean. The results again corroborated the
predictions of the model theory: participants were less
consistent for problems with non-events (mean absolute
error = .69) than for the problem with no non-events (mean
absolute error =.49), though the difference was marginal
(Wilcoxon test, z = 1.42, p = .08) and 13 out of 20
participants were less consistent on problems with nonevents than problems without them (Binomial test, p = .07).
Furthermore, the results corroborated the theory’s predicted
trend that the more non-events in a problem, the larger the
absolute error (Page’s trend test, L = 527, z = 2.09, p = .02).
The data from Experiment 2 replicated the results from
Experiment 1, but yielded apparently larger absolute errors.
Table 3: The mean absolute errors for the four different types of
problem in Experiment 2.
Initial three probability
estimates

Absolute
error
.16
.29
.34
.34

The results of Experiment 1 suggest that the evaluation of
non-events compound reasoners’ inconsistency when they
judge the probability of unique events. The study is limited,
however, by the fact that the fourth estimate was always of a

p(A) p(B) p(A&B)
p(¬A) p(B) p(A&B)
p(¬A) p(¬B) p(A&B)
p(¬A) p(¬B) p(¬A&B)

Fourth
probability
estimate
p(A|B)
p(A|B)
p(A|B)
p(A|B)

# of negations
in initial three
estimates
0
1
2
3

Absolute
error
.49
.55
.62
.90

This difference is consistent with the prediction that
estimates of conditional probabilities for the fourth question
should be harder than estimates of conjunctions, which we
used in Experiment 1.
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Experiment 3

participants’ difficulty in judging the fourth probability
estimate, p(¬A&¬B). Indeed, we were unable to replicate
the trend in an similar study in which participants judged the
conditional probability, p(¬A|¬B). Conditional probabilities
may be particularly difficult to judge when their antecedents
or consequents are non-events. For instance, in Experiment
3, participants were most inconsistent for problem (4), for
which they estimated three conditional probabilities (mean
absolute error = .59). This problem was unlike the other
three in that participants had to estimate a conditional
probability based on a non-event, p(A|¬B). Indeed, the nonevent itself may have been the driving factor in participants’
difficulty with the problem. Taken together, Experiments 1,
2, and 3 revealed robust trends of errors driven by
participants’ evaluations of non-events and conditional
probabilities.

Experiment 3 tested the difficulty of conditional
probabilities in a direct way. It varied the number of
conditional probabilities that participants had to estimate
over four separate sorts of problem (0, 1, 2, or 3 conditional
probabilities, see Table 4 below). As in the previous studies,
the problems were designed so that participants’ estimates
for the first three questions fixed the JPD for the two unique
events. The fourth question was the same as in Experiment
1, p(¬A & ¬B), and it was held constant across all problems.
Method
Participants. 19 participants completed the study for
monetary compensation on Mechanical Turk, the online
platform for experimental tasks used in the previous studies.
Design, materials, and procedure. The design, procedure,
and materials, were the same as in Experiment 1, except for
the form of the problems (as shown in Table 4). As before,
each participant carried out each of the four sorts of problem
three times with different contents.

General Discussion

Results and Discussion
Table 4 presents the means of the participants’ absolute
errors for the four sorts of problem. Outliers for absolute
errors were capped at three standard deviations from the
mean. All of the problems yielded absolute errors that were
reliably greater than zero, and the results corroborated the
model theory: participants were less consistent for problems
in which they estimated conditional probabilities (mean
absolute error = .43) than for the problem without any
conditional probabilities (mean absolute error = .24;
Wilcoxon test, z = 3.38, p = .0007) and 15 out of the 19
participants exhibited this difference (Binomial test, p < .01,
given an a priori probability of 1/4). The results also
Table 4: The mean absolute errors for the four different types of
problem in Experiment 3.
Initial three
probability estimates
p(A) p(B) p(A&B)
p(A) p(B) p(A|B)
p(A) p(B|A) p(A|B)
p(A|B) p(B|A) p(A|¬B)

Fourth
probability
estimate
p(¬A&¬B)
p(¬A&¬B)
p(¬A&¬B)
p(¬A&¬B)

# of conditional
probabilities in
initial three estimates
0
1
2
3

Absolute
error
.24
.36
.35
.59

corroborated the model theory’s predicted trend: the more
conditional probabilities in a problem, the larger the
absolute error (Page’s trend test, L = 517, z = 3.34, p =
.0004). One violation of the trend (at least in the means) was
that the absolute error for the problem with one conditional
probability (.36) was higher than that of the problem with
two conditional probabilities (.35). The difference was not
reliable, however (Wilcoxon test, z = .60, p = .54).
The study corroborated the prediction that estimates of
conditional probabilities increase the amount of
inconsistency in participants’ subsequent probability
estimates. One limitation of the study is that it may reflect

The present studies investigated whether individuals were
consistent in their intensional estimates of the probabilities
of unique events. Across three experiments, participants
made systematically inconsistent estimates. Experiments 1
and 2 showed that the greater the number of estimates of
non-events, e.g., p(¬A), in a problem, the greater the
resulting inconsistency in the joint probability distribution
(JPD), i.e., its sum departed from unity to a greater extent.
Experiment 3 yielded a similar effect for estimates of
conditional probabilities, e.g., p(A|B): the greater the
number of estimates of conditional probabilities in a
problem, the greater the resulting inconsistency. These
results corroborate the theory of mental models. Its
principle of truth postulates that individuals tend to
represent only what is true and not what is false. A corollary
is that individuals should tend to focus on the probability
that events occur, and that it should be harder for them to
estimate the probability that events do not occur. The theory
also predicts that estimates of conditional probabilities
should be harder than estimates of the absolute probability
of events and estimates of the probability of conjunctions of
events. A conditional probability, p(A | B), calls for two
separate mental models to be held in mind – one model of A
& B and one model of ¬A & B – and for the computation of
the ratio of the probability A & B to the probability of A.
Our experiments have at least two limitations. First, the
orders in which the different probabilities were estimated
were held constant within problems to ensure that
participants had enough information to fix the JPD.
However, the particular order may have influenced their
estimates. Nevertheless, it is not clear how such carry-over
effects could have produced the trends in our data. Second,
across the three studies, only two types of probabilities were
used for the fourth probability estimate, i.e., p(A|B) and
p(¬A&¬B). These estimates were chosen in order to vary
the number of non-events in Experiments 1 and 2 and the
number of conditional probabilities in Experiment 3, but
future studies should examine alternative probability
estimates.
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We conclude by considering the meaning of intensional
estimates of the probabilities of unique events, such as “The
probability that a Republican will become President in 2013
is .4.” Such estimates are commonplace in daily life. But,
what do they mean? Some theorists posit that they are
nonsensical and unreliable (e.g., Gigerenzer, 1994). It is
meaningless, they argue, to assign a probability to an event
that will occur only once, because no outcome in the world
can bear on the accuracy of a probability between 0 and 1.
Other researchers propose that intensional probabilities
reflect degrees of support for a given belief (Tversky &
Koehler, 1994) or the odds that individuals should accept in
a bet (Ramsey, 1926). The data from our studies corroborate
these latter views, because they show that errors in
estimating intensional probabilities are systematic and not
haphazard. They also lend credence to the view that
individuals construct mental models when reasoning about
intensional probabilities, because the data corroborate the
predictions of the model theory that the evaluation of nonevents and conditional probabilities should lead to greater
inconsistency among probability judgments.
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Appendix A
Domain

Event A

Sports

The NY Yankees will win another World Series in the next 3 years

Science

In less than 15 years, millions of people will live past 100

Science
Economics
Economics
Politics
Politics
Politics
Politics
Politics
Entertainment
Entertainment

Space tourism will achieve widespread popularity in the next 50
years
Apple releases a new product this year
Facebook will collapse in the face of financial pressure in the next 5
years

Event B
The union of baseball players will allow team salary caps in the
next 15 years
Advances in genetics will end the short of replacement organs in
the next 15 years
Advances in material science will lead to the development of antigravity materials in the next 50 years
Apple will make over $100 million in profits in 2010
Internet advertising will cease to be a popular revenue stream in the
next 10 years

Greece will make a full economic recovery in the next 10 years

Greece will be forced to leave the EU

The Supreme Court rules on the constitutionality of gay marriage in
the next 5 years
Conflicts over environmental protection will lead to warfare in the
next 20 years
Islam will lose its stigma in the United States in the next 10 years
A nuclear weapon will be used in a terrorist attack in the next
decade
An animated film will win the Academy Award for Best Picture in
the next 10 years
The world record for the men’s 100 meter dash will be broken at
the next Summer Olympics
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A gay person will be elected president in the next 50 years
The US will pass legislation that prioritizes environmental interests
over economic ones
Israel will cave under international pressure and permit Palestinians
to return
There will be a substantial decrease in terrorist activity in the next
10 years
The music industry will embrace a new and more relaxed vision of
copyright law
A medal winning Olympian will be disqualified for drugs at the
next Summer Olympics
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Abstract
In some strategic games, thinking ahead about other players’
reasoning can lead to better predictions about what they will
do. In other games, infinitely iterated reasoning ultimately
prescribes random play. In an online experiment of strategic
thinking in groups, we tested participants in a game with the
formal structure of a random game, but the superficial structure of a game that rewards iterated reasoning. We found that
participants conformed to the superficial structure of the game,
and earned more than they would have by playing randomly.
We estimated how many steps participants thought ahead in the
game and discovered implicit coordination at the group level.
Participants unexpectedly “matched” their degree of iterated
thinking to each other.
Keywords: experiment; strategic thinking; thinking steps; collective behavior; beauty pageant; matching pennies; rock paper scissors; n-player games

Introduction
Reflecting on how people learn to think ahead, behavioral
economist Colin Camerer muses that
. . . strategic thinking seems to be more like learning to
windsurf, ski, or fly an airplane, activities that require
people to learn skills which are unnatural but teachable, and less like weight-lifting or dunking a basketball, where performance is constrained by physical limits. (Camerer, 2003, p.[249])
Our work challenges this analogy to individual activity. We
propose that thinking strategically—thinking through the anticipated actions of others—may be a group activity: less like
skiing or dunking and more like hockey or basketball. We
report an experiment in which participants set their level of
strategic thinking to match that of their peers, and earned
more than economic theory predicts.
The Nash equilibrium is a cornerstone of game theory. It
describe those outcomes of an economic game for which no
player can gain by changing their strategy individually. John
Nash proved that every game has at least one such equilibrium.
Mapped onto the real outcomes it models, the reasoning process behind the Nash equilibrium invokes an infinite
regress of thoughts about thoughts. But human limits to this
ideal reasoning process constrain the applicability of theory
to real decisions. This concern has made experiments about
iterated reasoning important.
Ho, Camerer, and Weigelt (1998) have shown demographic
and motivational effects on the number of steps that participants think ahead through the thoughts of others’ thoughts.

In unpublished data, they report that participants playing for
higher stakes ($28 vs. $7) thought further ahead by about
half of a thinking-step. Other work has shown that training
can also improve iterated reasoning. In the project that motivated the introductory analogy to individual sports, CostaGomes, Crawford, and Broseta (2001) elicited near-perfect
equilibrium play from participants who had been exposed to
the relevant aspects of game theory before the experiment.

Matching Pennies
The novel game that we tested in this experiment has some
neighbors among familiar economic games. The nearest neighbors are Matching Pennies—a game that rewards
randomness—and the Beauty Pageant, a classic domain for
studying the levels of iterated reasoning.
In Matching Pennies, two players select between two
strategies: heads and tails. One player earns a point if the
two selected strategies are the same (e.g. both heads), and
the other player earns the point if they are different (e.g. one
heads and one tails).
Matching Pennies can be considered a two-player version
of the children’s game Rock Paper Scissors. In these games
there is no single best strategy: every choice can be defeated
by a choice that can also be defeated. Rock Paper Scissors
and Matching Pennies are the archetypal examples of games
with mixed-strategy equilibria. The best approach in each
of them is to pick strategies randomly (rather than playing
“pure” strategies). Mixed strategies draw randomly from the
possible strategies to maximize expected payoff. Behavioral
results from the simplest two- and three-person Matching
Pennies games are consistent with the hypothesis that people play mixed strategies (Goeree & Holt, 2001; McCabe,
Mukherji, & Runkle, 2000).

The Beauty Pageant
Though the game that we report is formally related to Matching Pennies, it has a superficial resemblance to another popular economic game, the Beauty Pageant.
In the Beauty Pageant game, competing players are told to
select a number 1–100. A player wins if they guessed the
value that is closest to two-thirds the average of all other submitted values.
Reasoning that (a) no player would choose a value over
sixty-six, (b) all players would realize this, (c) therefore, no
player would chose a value over 2/3 ∗ 66, (d) all players
would recognize this, and (e) so on, the player who iteratively
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applies strict dominance to the set of strategies will act consistently with the Nash equilibrium and select zero. Compare
this with Matching Pennies, in which iterated reasoning leads
to uniformly random play.
The Beauty Pageant can be used to study iterated reasoning, because if participants choose a value higher than zero,
an investigator can infer the number of thinking steps that
must have been behind that choice. A player thinking zero
steps ahead will expect others to play randomly and select a
value that is 2/3 of this mean: 33. A player who selected 2/3
of 33 must have been thinking one step ahead, and a player
who was thinking two steps ahead will choose a value that is
two-thirds of that.
In the first experimental studies of the Beauty Pageant,
guesses were well above zero (Nagel, 1995). Nagel’s results were consistent with the hypothesis that most participants think only one or two steps ahead. In subsequent rounds
of play, participants all started guessing lower, and selections
crept slowly down towards the equilibrium at zero.
In the first round of play, a persistent fraction of participants make choices that are larger than 33 and even larger
than 50. By contrast, very few participants select the equilibrium response at zero. Pursuing this result, experimentalists are finding that even when participants recognize dominated strategies themselves, they tend to doubt that others will
(Camerer, 2003). This doubt about the rationality of others
may be what truncates the number of iterations that the average participant makes. Building from this work, we tested
participants in a game with features of both Matching Pennies
and the Beauty Pageant.

Method
Participants
We collected data from 154 psychology undergraduates participating in twenty-nine experimental sessions at Indiana
University. Groups ranging from two to nine participants
were split into cubicles to play a computerized game of strategic reasoning. We did not control group size. Most group
sizes were represented in at least four sessions. The exceptions were at groups of size six, eight, and five, which we
tested in one, two, and three sessions, respectively. Group
size did not change significantly over the semester of data
collection. Participants earned course credit for participating, and were motivated within the experiment to earn points.
Points have been shown to be sufficient to elicit motivated
behavior in experiments of economic behavior (Camerer &
Hogarth, 1999). Post-experiment interviews were consistent
with the idea that subjects enjoyed earning points.

Task
Participants played sixty rounds of the Wheel Game. In each
round of play, they chose synchronously and blindly among
twelve possible options, or strategies. The twelve strategies
were displayed as a grid of numbered tiles (Figure 1). Participants earned one point when their selected strategy was
immediately above the strategy of another participant.

Figure 1. Screenshot of game board. Players earn one point for
each competing player whose tile, or strategy, was one less than
their own. The strategies wrap around such that the first is oneabove the twelfth, and no strategy dominates any other. This picture
was taken between rounds, when the positions of other players are
revealed and points are distributed.

For example, if two players selected Tile 4, and three
picked Tile 5, then each of the three players on the higher
tile would earn two points. Subjects had no explicit incentive
to avoid being one tile below another participant, only to be
one tile above the others.
The game is called the Wheel Game because the set of
strategies “wraps around” such that a participant on Tile 1
earns a point for each participant on Tile 12.

Procedure
All participants’ decisions were revealed after each round by
showing each participant’s icon on the selected strategy tile.
We did not reveal the choices of other groupmates until after
all group members had selected a strategy tile. A box next
to the game board displayed each participant’s accumulated
points as the rounds progressed.
The Wheel Game was one of a series of six games that
groups played in each experiment. These other games will be
reported elsewhere. Each participant’s uniquely identifying
icon persisted for each round of all six games. In each session
we randomized the order of the six games. This controlled for
the effects of learning and reputation across games, and not
within games.

Predictions
In the simplest version of Matching Pennies, the unique
Nash equilibrium is mixed: Each player selects both strategies with 50% probability. Scaling up to its twelve-stratecy
analogue, the symmetric mixed-strategy equilibrium in the
Wheel Game is for all players to draw uniformly from the
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twelve strategies. We assumed that randomly moving players would randomize uniformly, and this is the only mixed
strategy that we tested for.
However, the Wheel Game is different from a twelveplayer Matching Pennies game because the number of players
in the groups we tested did not equal the number of strategies. Group sizes in the Wheel Games we tested were always
smaller than the number of strategies. Because of this, only
a fraction of available strategies were ever picked in a given
round. We suspected that participants would treat the Wheel
Game less like a game of mixed strategies and more like a
game of iterated reasoning, like the Beauty Pageant.
The Wheel Game differs from the Beauty Pageant in several ways. First, there are only twelve strategies, and they
wrap around. This precludes the existence of a unique pure
strategy Nash equilibrium. Players earn the most in a round
if they are above the tile with the most participants. They are
thus attempting to predict the modal tile, and select the tile
above it, with the knowledge that everyone else is attempting
to do the same thing.
Earnings in the Wheel Game are not winner-take-all, they
can be distributed among players in different ways. Since
multiple players can earn points in a round, there is room for
collusion between them—a possibility explored below.
Insofar as participants actually treat the Wheel Game like
the Beauty Pageant, it allows similar inferences from participants’ choices to their levels of iterated reasoning. If I was
just scored on at Tile 4 by a single static peer at Tile 5, my
next move might be to Tile 6. Expecting this reasoning of me,
a peer might move to Tile 7. One step of iterated reasoning,
on my part, would lead me to Tile 8, and two steps would take
me up to Tile 10.
Unfortunately for this interpretation, a move from Tile 4
to Tile 8 might also result from looking ahead seven steps—
all the way around the wheel. However, participants in many
experimental settings have been shown to think ahead one to
two steps on average (Camerer, Ho, & Chong, 2004, 2002).
By the reasoning above, this average is not enough to reason
entirely “around" the wheel of strategies. We suspected that
participants would treat this game (or expect groupmates to
treat this game) as one that evokes the “creeping” of strategies
in iterations of experimental Beauty Pageants, rather than the
random play observed during Matching Pennies.
Although we predicted that participants in this mixedstrategy game would behave as if they were in a different
kind of game, like the dominance-solvable Beauty Pageant,
we did not suspect that this behavior would collectively lead
to higher scores, or that players in a group would start to
match each others’ thinking steps around the wheel.

Results
Ruling out the Symmetric Mixed Strategy
Equilibrium
Our results show that behavior in the Wheel Game is not consistent with game-theoretic prescriptions for uniformly ran-

dom play, or with previously observed behavior in two- and
three-player Matching Pennies. The Nash equilibrium predicts that players will select randomly from among the twelve
strategies. We did not observe this. As demonstrated below,
the entropy (randomness) of participants’ behavior was far
below that of simulated random play, and we found evidence
consistent with the hypothesis that participants tried to predict the choices of their peers—and that they collectively “rotated” around the strategy space. We compared the behavior
of actual groups to that of simulated groups selecting uniformly from the twelve strategies at each round.
Our analysis revealed structure within the groups that rules
out random play. First, we measured the randomness of individual behavior directly using Shannon’s information entropy
(Shannon & Weaver, 1949). The expected entropy, H, of
sixty rounds of random strategy selection was 3.58 bits. Participants’ behavior generated a lower entropy of 3 (Wilcoxon
signed ranks n = 154,V = 0, p < 0.001).
Second, the visual layout of the game played some role in
making participants’ selections non-random. The most commonly selected tiles were Tile 12, Tile 1, and Tile 7. Third, a
participants’ choices showed a clear dependence on previous
round, as elaborated below.
If participants are not playing with the randomness that
the most salient mixed-strategy prescribes, it could be the
case that they do not care about the game or understand it.
However, participants scored points on each other significantly more often than would be expected by random players
(t(275.6) = 4.12, p < 0.001). Their scoring rate was 0.576
points per round, compared to the 0.454 expected of random
players. Randomness was not correlated with score. This
makes it unlikely that people are bad randomizers who are
learning the mixed strategy, or attempting to play it. A handful of very low entropy participants were scored on many
times, but this was not common enough to register a significant trend in either direction.

Rotation
After ruling out random behavior consistent with the symmetric mixed equilibrium, we pursued our suspicion that participants would slowly rotate forward around the circle of strategies.
We were able to show evidence for consistent rotation at
some rate, probably around 4.5 steps forward. To show this,
we defined a participant’s rate in a round as the change in
their strategy from the last round. Because a participant’s intent is not observable, we constrained rate to an integer from 0
to 11, which could represent an intended movement of rate×
some integer i. For example, if a participant chose the same
strategy in consecutive rounds, we interpreted this as a rate of
zero, even if the subject imagined it as a change of twelve or
some multiple of twelve.
49% of rate values (fifty-nine per subject per session) were
between 0 and 5.5 (exclusive). 34% of rates were between
6.5 and 11. 17% of decisions were either zero or six steps
away from the previous choice, and did not suggest rotation
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A Group Effect
We found that interactions between participants influenced
their reasoning. Most interestingly, we found that participants’ rates were correlated with the mean rate of the rest of
their group (t(5, 303) = 5.34, p < 0.001) (Figure 2). This implies that groups converged on a “group rate,” and that each
participant’s own rate must have been some function of the
observed behavior of the other participants in the group.
We also observed an increase in the rate of rotation by
block (the first thirty and second thirty rounds of play). Rotation increased by half a tile, from 4.1 to 4.53 tiles per round
(F(8, 299) = 12, p < 0.001). This is consistent with the learning observed in popular games of iterated dominance, like the
Centipede Game (Rapoport, Stein, Parco, & Nicholas, 2003)
and the Beauty Pageant (Ho et al., 1998; Ho, Camerer, &
Weigelt, 2003). The same researchers also found an increase
in thinking steps with group size (Ho et al., 1998; Rapoport
et al., 2003). We did not find a corresponding result.

f loor(n/2) ∗ ceiling(n/2). This corresponds to a group strategy in which half of the group is one step above another half
of the group. Since the Wheel Game is not winner-take-all,
participants may have found a way to coordinate and earn
more points. Of the coordinative strategies, some would permit individual payoffs that are both large and equitable. For
example, if players had split into two groups they could have
“leap-frogged” through the strategy circle. If participants
had converged on this sophisticated strategy, then both their
scores and their rates of being scored on would have been
much higher.
We found a positive correlation between scoring and being
scored on, controlling for group size (t(9, 299) = 2.12, p =
0.034). However, we also found that mean earnings were
only 32.5% of the maximum possible, and the highest
percentage—from a group of size seven—was only 51.1% of
this maximum.
Figure 2. Each point represents a participant. The axes plot each
participant’s mean rate against the mean of all other group members combined. The positive correlation implies that participants
learned to match their rates of rotation—and thus levels of iterated
reasoning—to each other.
A participant's rate is predicted by the rest of their group
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We observed other patterns in the structure of our groups that
support the hypothesis of itereated reasoning. We reasoned
that if players were trying to anticipate each others’ moves
around the circle, their choices would be clustered around
each other. We used a simple measure of clustering for each
round: the sum, over all players in a group, of the number
of other players who have selected the same strategy in that
round. By this measure, the following three strings of seven
digits are progressively more clustered: [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1],
[0, 3, 3, 1, 0, 0, 0], [0, 0, 7, 0, 0, 0, 0]. Their clustering values are
0, 12, and 42, respectively. Observed clustering was significantly higher than in the random benchmark simulations
(Wilcoxon signed ranks n = 8,V = 36, p = 0.008), but it
decreased towards random across blocks (Wilcoxon signed
ranks n = 154,V = 9760, p < 0.001). This change in clustering with time was not accompanied by a significant change
in average performance. Other tests of clustering supported
these results.

For all group sizes that we tested, the maximum number of
points that can be earned in round of the Wheel Game is
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in either direction.
Though mean rates were consistently below 5.5, all groups
showed spurts in which the mean rate exceeded 6 tiles per
round. One group diverged down from that average rate of
four tiles per round towards an average rate of one. Another
group alternated wildly between rates of three and seven steps
for much of the sixty rounds.
If participants had been playing the symmetric mixed Nash
equilibrium, mean rate would have registered a value of 5.5
(half of eleven, the maximum rate). Observed mean rate
was significantly lower, at 4.31 (Wilcoxon signed ranks n =
308,V = 2780, p < 0.001).

Discussion
Rotation
Although the Wheel Game is formally a descendant of
Matching Pennies, groups behaved as if they were playing
an infinitely receding Beauty Pageant—they rotated around
the wheel of strategies instead of selecting uniformly from
the twelve strategies.
We suggest that the average participant was rotating fourand-a-half steps forward, and thinking between one and two
steps ahead. This behavior is not directly demonstrable in
the Wheel Game. If a player moves from Tile 3 to Tile 6,
there is no way to know if this was a step forward by three,
backwards by nine, or even a leap of thirty-nine. However,
the present data, and extant empirical and theoretical work all
support this proposal. Participants expected each other’s selected strategies to depend on previously selected strategies.
In their argument for the Poisson Cognitive Hierarchy
model of strategic thinking, Camerer, Ho, and Chong (2004)
review many past games and find evidence for a “universal
inconstant” of 1.5 thinking steps. This implies that Joe will
usually expect Sue to act strategically, but that Joe doesn’t
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tend to think Sue will expect him to act strategically. Though
many games elicit many different levels of iterated reasoning,
most games elicit one to two levels of iteration, and the mean
of 1.5 fits the data for many games impressively well. Parameterized at 1.5, and tested against data on a diverse set of
over one hundred experimental games, Camerer et al.’s model
outperforms every other general behavioral model.
If participants in the Wheel Game are anticipating another’s guess of their own future move, then a rate between
four and six tiles is consistent with the 1.5 thinking steps offered by Camerer et al.. This makes it more likely that participants are rotating forward at approximately four tiles per
round, rather than forwards or backwards by four-plus- some
multiple of twelve.
Past experiments have observed an increase in thinking
steps with learning. If the rotation that we observe in the
Wheel Game is due to the iterated reasoning of participants,
increased experience in the game would lead to an increase
in the average rate of rotation. We observed this effect, and
the result supports our proposal that the same type of reasoning underlies the Wheel Game and more conventional experiments of iterated dominance.
It is possible that the Wheel Game elicits strategic thinking at higher levels than the average reported by Camerer and
Ho. After all, participants in the game have an easy way to
“look” smart. To think farther ahead, a participant only has to
increment the strategy they are considering. Higher levels of
iterated reasoning are not unheard of, Camerer (2003) reports
unpublished evidence of participants thinking ahead as many
as four and five steps ahead p.[18].
But even if participants are thinking entirely around the
wheel, our conclusions are still valid. We do not even require that different participants are advancing by the same
multiple of twelve. Our conclusions require only that (a) participants are strategizing about the strategizing of others to
some depth, (b) thinking depth is correlated with the number
of tiles a participant moves ahead each round and (c) participants are moving forwards rather than backwards around the
wheel. These conditions are sufficient to support our claim
that groups rotate around the strategies of the Wheel Game.
Together, our results demonstrate that behavior in the
Wheel Game is inconsistent with the focal symmetric mixed
Nash equilibrium. It is common for experimentalists to see
this kind of result and triumphantly claim that they have “disproven” game theory. Other researchers are more cautious.
Camerer reconciles the inconsistencies between theory and
experiment by observing that, even when people miss the
equilibrium, they trend towards it eventually. He makes the
bold, carefully hedged, and carefully researched claim that
“there are no games so complicated that participants do not
converge in the direction of equilibrium (perhaps quite close
to it) with enough experience in the lab." (emphasis added;
Camerer, 2003p.[20])
Even this careful compromise may not be sufficient to account for our results. Behavior after sixty rounds of the

Wheel Game is not only inconsistent with equilibrium, it has
moved away from it. Mean entropy is much lower than what
would be expected from mixed-strategy play, and it is decreasing further with time. Mean scores are higher than random. Participants seem to be converging upon some other behavioral regularity. If it turns out that the Wheel Game is not
too complex, and that sixty rounds of play provide sufficient
experience, then it constitutes an exception to Camerer’s universal claim that people eventually behave more consistently
with theory.
Despite the high scores and low randomness in strategy
selection, there was some evidence supporting the idea that
groups were approaching random play in the longer term.
Clustering moved significantly in the direction of equilibrium with time. Scores decreased as well, though not significantly. Also, entropy at the group level (entropy in the string
of twelve strategies each round) started to approach the random benchmark. However, individual entropies were diverging further below prediction during this same time period.
If groups eventually reach equilibrium, it may be that they
do so despite their members. This would be consistent with
patterns observed in the market entry game and the minority game (Bottazzi & Devetag, 2007; Duffy & Hopkins,
2005). These authors found that their participants had very
predictable behavior, even after many iterations, and even
though participants were well-compensated. And despite this
individual-level predictability, group-level behavior in these
experiments was indistinguishable from the randomness predicted by theory.

Group Effect
Participants collectively matched their behavior to that of
their groups. This regularity is evident in a consistency in
group members’ rates of rotation. We propose that the consistency within groups is based on some unobserved function
of other group members’ inferred thinking steps. This reveals
a new group-level effect of individual strategic reasoning—
while partipants are in competition to earn points, they are
also matching their rate of rotation to that of their peers.
At first glance, this claim about a group-level influence
on reasoning may be mistaken for either of two more mundane claims. The first is the benign observation that partipants and groups have individual differences. In the context
of the Wheel Game, this explains behavior in the first rounds
of play, but not the convergence of group members’ rates of
rotation over rounds. The observed convergence requires a
more complex process unfolding from the initial conditions
set by random variation.
The second related claim is that seeing others think ahead
more will cause participants to think ahead more themselves.
We support this finding from previous work, but our current
claim is stronger. In the Wheel Game, seeing others think
ahead causes partipants to think ahead by a similar amount.
We support both of these simple claims, but we also move
beyond them. We provide evidence for a group-level effect
of strategic thinking. Despite the variance between groups, a
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partipant’s degree of strategic thinking is predicted by that of
their groupmates. This degree differs by group, and this predictability increases over rounds as the members of a group
implicitly coordinate.

Conclusion
Recognizing the limits of themselves and others to think entirely “around” a set of strategies, participants seem to have
recruited the faculties behind the Beauty Pageant to a game
with the structure of Matching Pennies. Investigating patterns in participants’ rotation rates, we find evidence for a
dynamic process of individual adaptation to an emergent influence on strategic behavior. Though we can only speculate
on the mechanism, our work reveals the influence of an interpersonal mechanism on individual mentalizing behavior.
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the use of frequencies instead of probabilities to describe
reasoning problems and the use of surprisals, the degree of
being surprised, instead of probabilities to formulate
responses.

Abstract
To explore human deviations from Bayes’ rule in numerically
explicit problems, prior and likelihood probabilities or
frequencies are manipulated and their effects on posterior
probabilities or surprisals are measured. Results show that
people use both priors and likelihoods in Bayesian directions,
but the effect of likelihood information is stronger than that of
prior information. Use of frequency information and surprisal
measures increase deviations from Bayesian predictions.
There is evidence that people do compute something like the
standardizing marginal data term when asked for probability
estimates, but not when asked for surprisal ratings.

Bayesian Predictions
Bayes’ rule specifies that the posterior probability of a
hypothesis h given data d is equal to the prior probability of
the hypothesis times the conditional likelihood of the data
given the hypothesis divided by the marginal probability of
the data, defined as the sum of prior by likelihood products
over all hypotheses H:
P(h ) × P(d | h )
(1)
P(h | d ) =
∑ P(h′)× P(d | h′)

Keywords: Reasoning under uncertainty; Bayes’ rule;
rationality; base-rate neglect; probability; surprisal.

Introduction

h′∈H

A pressing issue in contemporary cognitive science is
whether people exhibit rationality in their inferences and
learning under uncertainty, with rationality defined in terms
of conformity to Bayes’ rule. Evidence for Bayesian
conformity comes from a wide variety of domains including
sensorimotor control (Körding & Wolpert, 2006), vision
(Yuille & Kersten, 2006), conditioning (Courville, Daw, &
Touretzky, 2006), induction and inference (Tenenbaum,
Griffiths, & Kemp, 2006), and language (Chater &
Manning, 2006). In each of these areas, Bayesian models
account for a wide range of inferential phenonmena.
An unresolved problem is that these contemporary
conclusions of Bayesian rationality appear to conflict with
earlier Nobel-Prize-winning work showing that people are
rather poor Bayesians, subject to such biases as base-rate
neglect (Kahneman, Slovic, & Tversky, 1982; Kahneman &
Tversky, 1996; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974, 1981).
The purpose of this paper is to contribute to the resolution
of this discrepancy between demonstrated Bayesian
successes and failures. It may be tempting to explain this
discrepancy by noting that the successes mainly involve
performances in which the Bayesian ideal is only implicit,
whereas the failures mainly involve more explicit reasoning
with numerical problems. But why this implicit-explicit
distinction would matter for Bayesian success would need to
be explained for this argument to be successful.
The present work focuses on factors that might be
expected to improve Bayesian performance on problems
that are typically described as explicit. These factors include

One possibility is that people reason, not with
probabilities and Bayes’ rule, but rather with surprisals. A
surprisal is mathematically defined in information theory as
the negative of the log to the base 2 of the probability of the
event (Cover & Thomas, 1991):
(2)
S ( p ) = − log 2 p
More generally, the log in Equation 2 can be computed to
any base and multiplied by a constant. Here, we simplify by
considering the constant to be 1 and using the base 2, which
is suitable for the binary decisions that we consider.
The idea that people might reason with surprisals is based
on the intuition that people do not often know probabilities
and how to compute with them, but they do know whether
and how much they are surprised by events. For example,
estimate the probability that:
1. Middle-eastern terrorists will destroy the NY trade
towers, the White House, the US Capitol, and the Pentagon
in the same hour. (Best before 9-11).
2. A gunman will enter a one-room Amish school house
and kill 7 little girls.
3. A modern highway overpass will collapse early one
weekend morning killing the occupants of a car passing
underneath.
Although such probabilities are difficult to compute or
estimate, people do know that they are very surprised when
such events happen. Perhaps surprisals would capture
people’s intuitions about events more naturally than
probabilities would.
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1

Figure 3 shows that predicted surprisal, with marginal
data included, is a function of main effects of prior and
likelihood, and an interaction between them. Surprisal
decreases with both prior and likelihood, and the prior effect
is stronger at lower likelihood.
Figure 4 reveals that, ignoring marginal data, posterior
surprisals are subject to just the two main effects of prior
and likelihood. Again, posterior drops with both prior and
likelihood.
1
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Figure 2: Predicted posterior probabilities, marginal data
excluded.
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Figure 3: Predicted posterior surprisals, marginal data
included.
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Surprisals, defined as in Equation 2, can be interpreted as
bits of information with a unit measure of one bit (for a
binary event with probability .5). Bayes’ rule can then be
rewritten in surprisal form as the prior surprisal of the
hypothesis plus the likelihood surprisal of the data given the
hypothesis minus the marginal surprisal of the data:
(3)
S (h | d ) = S (h ) + S (d | h ) − S (d )
The marginal surprisal of the data is the surprisal of the
probability computed in the denominator of Equation 1.
Equation 3 simplifies Bayesian inference by replacing
multiplication with addition, and division with subtraction.
Because the marginal probability of the data given in the
denominator of Equation 1, or its surprisal, is a complex
computation and just a constant normalizing term, people
might also simplify by omitting that part of the computation,
whether reasoning in terms of probabilities or surprisals.
Here, both of these hypotheses are tested – that people are
better Bayesians when asked for surprisals rather than
probabilities and that people simplify Bayesian inference by
omitting computation of the marginal data. It is doubtful
that ordinary people are conscious of such computations,
but these hypotheses are tested here by examining the
pattern of inferences across different problems.
Bayesian predictions are illustrated in Figures 1-4 for
scenarios in which high or low priors can be combined with
high or low likelihoods to estimate posteriors, whether in
the form of probabilities (Figures 1 and 2) or surprisals
(Figures 3 and 4). High values for priors and likelihoods are
here .85; low values are .15. To generate these predictions,
probabilities are calculated with Equation 1, surprisals with
Equations 2 and 3.
Four different predicted patterns are evident in the
prediction plots. Figure 1 shows that, when marginal data
are considered, posterior probabilities are subject to
equivalent main effects of priors and likelihoods; the higher
these inputs of priors and likelihoods, the higher the
posterior probability.

Likelihood
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0
0.85

0.15

2 main effects only
Likelihood
0.85

4
3
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2
1
0

Prior
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Figure 1: Predicted posterior probabilities, marginal data
included.
Figure 2, ignoring marginal data, shows two main effects
and an interaction, such that the prior effect is stronger at
higher likelihood.

5

Figure 4: Predicted posterior surprisals, marginal data
excluded.
Similarity of the human data to any of these four patterns,
assessed by ANOVA, would indicate that inferences are
close to Bayesian ideals, whether they are more or less so
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with judgments of probability or surprisal, and whether the
marginal data are used or ignored in these computations.
The frequency hypothesis was tested also, by presenting
problem information with either frequencies or
probabilities. There is evidence that people perform
somewhat better on explicit problems if the numerical
information is presented in terms of frequencies, rather than
probabilities (Chase, Hertwig, & Gigerenzer, 1998;
Gigerenzer & Hoffrage, 1995; Gigerenzer & Todd, 1999).

Method
Participants
Usable data came from 333 participants, recruited from four
Canadian university social-networking sites and tested
online: 170 females, 148 males, and 15 participants who did
not specify their gender. Some other participants had their
data excluded: 8 for doing numerical calculations, 31 for
using Bayes’ rule, and 335 for not finishing the
questionnaire.

Materials
The online experiment engine was Survey Monkey. There
were four Bayesian problems, each framed in four different
versions, depending on what information was given and
what was asked: given probabilities and asked probabilities,
given frequencies and asked probabilities, given
probabilities and asked surprisals, given frequencies and
asked surprisals. The four problems differed in content: cab
problem, medical problem, pearl problem, and widget
problem.
A fully probabilistic version of Tversky and Kahneman’s
(1982) cab problem read as follows: Two cab companies,
Green and Blue, operate in the city. 85% of the cabs in the
city are green and 15% are blue. An unknown cab may have
been involved in an accident. A witness identified that cab
as green. Testing by the court under the same circumstances
existing on the night of the accident indicated that the
witness correctly identified the color of cabs 85% of the
time and failed 15% of the time. What is the probability
(from 1-100) that the cab involved in the accident was green
rather than blue?
A version with given frequencies and asked surprisals
went like this: Two cab companies, Green and Blue, operate
in the city. 102 of the cabs in the city are green and 18 are
Blue. An unknown cab may have been involved in an
accident. A witness identified the cab as green. Testing by
the court under the same circumstances existing on the
night of the accident indicated that the witness correctly
identified the color of cabs 28 times and failed 5 times. How
surprised would you be (on a scale of 1-9, 1 being not at all
surprised and 9 being extremely surprised) if the cab turned
out to be green rather than blue?
Unlike many previous studies, the potency of the prior
and likelihood differences were nearly equated. High and
low values, respectively, were 85 and 15, 84 and 16, 87 and
13, or 86 and 14. This removed both confounds between

probability size and type, and potential solution-carryover
across problems. All materials, including all four condition
variants of the three other content scenarios, are available
from the authors on request.

Design
This was a mixed design with information format
(probability vs. frequency) and question format (probability
vs. surprisal) as between-subject factors, and prior and
likelihood information (each high vs. low) as within-subject
factors. A Latin Square ensured that each of the four
between-subject groups saw each of the four within-subject
conditions with a different content. Another Latin Square
counterbalanced the order in which participants received the
four problems, with each within-subject condition appearing
equally in each of four positions. In anticipation of
differential drop-out rates, there was an attempt to obtain
approximately equal numbers of participants in each group
by assigning the next participant to the group with the
current lowest number of participants. The dependent
variable was the posterior judgments of the participants.

Procedure
Once the participants clicked on the online ad, they were
directed to the Survey Monkey website where they agreed to
a consent form, which described the experiment (answering
four inference problems testing rationality), how long it
would take (5-10 minutes), and provided with a few
constraints (no electronic calculators or pencils/paper to
make calculations). Participants were encouraged to use
their intuitive judgments when answering the problems.
Each participant made a posterior judgment for every
problem and then moved on to the next, without being given
any feedback. Following completion of the four problems,
there was a short list of questions to acquire information
about the participants (age, gender, and math experience).

Results
Dropouts
As shown in Figure 4, subject loss varied with betweensubject condition, X2(3) = 28, p < .001. Dropouts were more
frequent when probabilities were requested (.61) than when
surprisals were requested (.43), X2(1) = 23, p < .001. And
dropouts were more frequent when frequencies were given
(.57) than when probabilities were given (.50), X2(1) = 4.11,
p < .05.

Posteriors
For each of the four between-subject conditions, posteriors
were subjected to a repeated-measures ANOVA with priors
and likelihoods as the two within-subject factors. Patterns of
main and interactive effects can be compared to the
prediction patterns of Figures 1-4. Means and SEs for the
condition where probabilities were both given and asked for
are shown in Figure 6. There were main effects for both
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prior, F(1, 75) = 24, p < .001, and likelihood, F(1, 75) =
120, p < .001, with no interaction, F(1, 75) = 2.78, p = .10,
thus making a good fit to the marginal-data-included pattern
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 7: Mean posterior surprisals, with SEs, given
probability input.

Figure 5: Proportions of subject loss.
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Figure 6: Mean posterior probabilities, with SEs, given
probability input.

Figure 8: Mean posterior probabilities, with SEs, given
frequency input.
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Means and SEs for the condition where probabilities were
given and surprisals were asked for are shown in Figure 7.
Again, there were main effects for both prior, F(1, 75) = 11,
p < .001, and likelihood, F(1, 75) = 85, p < .001, with no
interaction, F(1, 75) = 2.68, p = .10, thus making a good fit
to the marginal-data-excluded pattern shown in Figure 4.
Means and SEs for the condition where frequencies were
given and probabilities were asked for are shown in Figure
8. Again, there were main effects for both prior, F(1, 68) =
16, p < .001, and likelihood, F(1, 68) = 92, p < .001, with no
interaction, F(1, 68) = 0.68, p = .41, thus making a good fit
to the marginal-data-included pattern shown in Figure 1.
Means and SEs for the condition where frequencies were
given and surprisals were asked for are shown in Figure 9.
In this case, there was only a main effect for likelihood, F(1,
88) = 67, p < .001, with other Fs < 1, not fitting any of the
four Bayesian predictions.
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Figure 9: Mean posterior surprisals, with SEs, given
frequency input.
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The proportion of variance accounted for by each
significant main effect was computed for each of the three
foregoing ANOVAs having two main effects. These partial
eta squared values are presented in Figure 10, revealing that
substantially more variance in posteriors was accounted for
by variation in likelihoods than by variation in priors.
probability/probability
Likelihood
probability/surprisal

Prior

frequency/probability

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

Partial eta squared

Figure 10: Proportion of variance accounted for by main
effects in three conditions.

Discussion
The results show that people conform to Bayesian
predictions by using both prior and likelihood information
to update posteriors, with explicitly numerical problems.
Somewhat surprisingly, people were closest to Bayes’ rule
in the condition where they might be expected to do the
worst; given probability information and asked to provide
answers in probabilities. They were most deviant from
Bayes’ rule in the condition where they might have been
expected to do the best; given frequency information and
asked to provide answers in surprisals. In that condition,
they did use likelihood information appropriately, but they
showed no evidence of using prior probabilities at all.
Interestingly, giving frequency information did not help
performance when probability inferences were required, but
there was reliable evidence of appropriate use of both priors
and likelihoods in that condition. The idea that frequency
information does not help conformity to Bayes’ rule and
sometimes actually interferes is perhaps explained by noting
that frequencies must be converted into some type of
probabilistic code before inferences can be done with them.
Similarly, requesting surprisal responses did not help with
probability information, but again there was evidence of
appropriate use of both priors and likelihoods. All of this is
consistent with the view that people can be Bayesian. A
surprise for some is that this can happen even in numerically
explicit problems, and that it happens most strongly with
probabilistic inputs and responses.
Participants’ relative neglect of prior probabilities was
most evident in that the effect of prior information was
considerably smaller than the effect of likelihood
information, when both were used. In this respect, the data
are also consistent with the view that people tend to ignore
prior probabilities. This tendency for base rates (priors) to
be used, but less so than likelihoods, has been noted in
previous data (Bar-Hillel, 1983; Kahneman & Tversky,
1996), but usually not quantified as precisely as here. Ratios

of partial eta squared values (likelihood / prior) ranged from
2.5 in the probability-given probability-asked condition, to
3.0 in the frequency-given probability-asked condition, to
4.5 in the probability-given surprisal-asked condition.
The notion that priors are relatively neglected, even when
problem information is conveyed via frequencies is
consistent with results of previous studies (Gluck & Bower,
1988; Kahneman & Tversky, 1996; Slovic, Fischhoff, &
Lichtenstein, 1982; Tversky & Kahneman, 1973).
Unlike laboratory studies, there were many dropouts from
this online experiment and that may have contributed to
Bayesian conformity in some way, perhaps by eliminating
those participants who did not have good intuitions about
how to solve probabilistic problems. The fact that the high
dropout rate varied with condition could thus be viewed as a
problem. However, the high dropout rate was also a blessing
as it documented significantly higher dropout rates for
responding with probabilities than with surprisals. This
confirms the hypothesis that people are more comfortable
with judging their own surprise than with estimating
probabilities. However, even though people seem to prefer
working with surprisals, surprisals do not aid conformity to
Bayes’ rule. Indeed, the opportunity to answer with
surprisals leads to greater neglect of both priors and
likelihoods. Surprisals are, in this sense, the junk food of
probabilistic inference – preferred but unhealthy.
The fact that people were more likely to drop out when
given frequency information than when given probability
information is also interesting. Together with the finding
that frequency information lessens conformity to Bayes’
rule, this dropout result is consistent with the idea that
frequencies require additional processing (conversion to
probabilities) in order to be useful in computation.
Surprisals are not much used in psychological research,
despite widespread psychological interest in manipulating
and measuring surprise. Bayesian researchers often measure
surprise at an event as 1 - p, where p is the probability
estimate that the event will occur. Use of 1 - p did as well as
surprisals, as long as the marginal data term was included in
the predictions. Neither surprisals nor 1 - p captured human
surprise judgments when the marginal data term was not
included in the predictions. There is no evidence in the
present study that surprisals or 1 - p offer any advantage
over probabilities in terms of conformity to Bayes’ rule.
As for whether people compute anything like the marginal
data term, the present evidence is mixed. When participants
were asked for probability estimates, they showed only
main effects of priors and likelihoods, with no statistical
interaction between them. This is a sign of using the
marginal data term in some way. But when asked to use
surprisals, given probability information, participants
likewise showed only main effects of priors and likelihoods
without interaction. This is a sign of ignoring the marginal
data term. These findings are somewhat puzzling because
using the marginal data involves relatively complicated
division when producing probabilities, and relatively simple
subtraction when producing surprisals. This may suggest
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that inference under uncertainty is actually done with quite
different mechanisms than Bayes’ rule.
One simpler alternative for computing the posterior
probability is to average prior and likelihood probabilities
(McKenzie, 1994). Another is to weight and add the prior
and likelihood probabilities (Juslin, Nilsson, & Winman,
2009). For example, weighting the prior probability lower
than the likelihood probability could simulate base-rate
neglect. Although such weight-and-add models do not
specify how various probabilities should be weighted, the
present results suggest that something like a 1:3 ratio for
priors and likelihoods, respectively, could simulate human
results. Like surprisals, both averaging and adding weighted
probabilities can avoid more complex multiplication and
division operations. Neural networks are another possible
contender for simulating human judgments because of their
potential to learn appropriate weights in a brain-like fashion
(Shultz, 2007).
A Bayesian scheme to measure surprise as the log to the
base 2 of the ratio of posterior to prior probabilities (Itti &
Baldi, 2006) was also tried, but made a particularly bad fit
to present data, whether or not the marginal data term was
included in the predictions.
Returning to the opening issue, there is evidence here for
both Bayesian rationality and deviations from such
rationality. Even with explicit judgments, people employ
both prior and likelihood information in estimating
posteriors. It is just that their use of priors is not as strong as
their use of likelihoods. Base-rate neglect is virtually
complete when people are presented with frequencies and
asked for surprisals.
Several of these results are, well, surprising. Obviously,
there is plenty of scope for future research to illuminate this
range of issues.
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Abstract
A lecture hall full of people played a computer game
together. Their goal was to keep a tightrope walker
balanced. Each had a handset that could deliver a left or
right nudge. The tightrope walker was also pelted by
tomatoes which knocked him off balance. Across
several games, the difficulty of the task was changed by
the frequency of tomatoes and whether or not they were
visible. After each game, the participants rated their
own and the group’s performance. We analysed the
button presses of individuals, and quantified how they
related to the moment by moment action of the group
and movement of the tightrope walker. On successful
games, participants were able to anticipate the
behaviour of the group and kept the tightrope walker in
equilibrium.
Keywords: joint action; wisdom of crowds; group behaviour,
situated cognition

Introduction
There is wisdom and beauty in a crowd. Galton (1907)
studied competitions to guess the weight of a cow, a
common game at village fares. He noted that the average
response of the crowd usually equalled or bettered any of
the individual guesses. We now know that if the faces of all
those villages were averaged too, they would beat any
individual villager in a beauty contest (Langlois &
Roggman, 1990). These principles have been extended into
business decisions, analysing markets and predicting
political events (Surowiecki, 2004). In each case, the claim
is that the average of group’s response is superior to
individual’s judgements, even when those individuals are
thought to be experts. The same idea applies to a large
number of judgements made by a single person: one’s own
average estimate is better than any single guess (Vul &
Pashler, 2010). One explanation is that the biases that distort
individual judgements (or facial characteristics) are roughly
randomly distributed. Polling a large number of people or
decisions evens out these distortions. The principle is that if
incompetence is normally distributed, then the average
response will be wise.

But is the superiority of crowds restricted to wisdom? In
all these cases, single judgements or measurements are
being made in response to static problems or criteria. What
about governing continuous action, when a stream of
decisions have to be made in time, in response to changing
circumstances? In short, there may be wisdom in a crowd
but what happens when they have to act together?
Around the time of Galton, people were very interested in
‘the mob’, and the possibility of understanding a crowd as if
it were an organism with a single mind (e.g., Le Bon, 1896,
Freud, 1921). Analysis of the behaviour of large groups
became the domain of sociology and political science,
however, as psychology focused experimental tools on the
individual. Social forces themselves are studied in social
psychology of course, but perception and action are
typically studied in their absence. The laboratory cubicle of
a typical cognitive psychologist is a lonely place. More
recently, that has been changing.
A diverse set of researchers have come to the realisation
that perception, action and cognition cannot be fully
understood by investigating single individuals (e.g.,
Barsalou, Breazeal & Smith, 2007; Robbins, & Aydede,
2009; Sebanz, et al 2006). Studies of situated cognition
show that cognition ‘in the wild’ is intimately linked not
only to representations of the external world, but also to the
cognitive processes of others. For example, Hutchins (1995)
observed the ways that navy navigators would distribute
cognitive processes between themselves by using external
tools and representations, such as maps and notations.
Knoblich and Jordan (2003) gave a detailed analysis of the
way that two people coordinate their actions. To be
successful, participants had to anticipate both the
movements of the objects in the game and the actions of
their partner.
In our experiment, over a hundred people played a
computer game together. Our first goal was to see if the
ability of crowds to make good judgements (Surowiecki,
2004) also meant that they could successfully act together in
a dynamic task. Our second goal was to take predictions
about pairs of participants acting together (Knoblich &
Jordan, 2003) and see if they scale up to much larger
groups.
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Figure 1. Screen capture from the tightrope walker game and (inset) the participants controlling him.
On the right, the impact of a tomato causes the end of a game

Models: Agent Policies and Bob’s Survival

The tightrope game
We developed a simple game that could be played by a large
number of people simultaneously 1. Participants saw on a
projection screen a picture of a man holding a pole,
balanced on rope (Figure 1). Each participant held a handset
and pressed one of two buttons. A laptop computer collected
the responses and controlled the movements of the tightrope
walker. Each time one of the participants pressed a button, it
immediately sent a very small nudge to the tightrope walker,
sending him to the left or right. The movements of the
tightrope walker were governed by a physics engine that
accounted for the size and position of the figure and the pole
and their momentum. A game ended when the tightrope
walker fell off the rope.
The game was made harder by introducing random noise
in the form of tomatoes. They were fired from the sides of
the screen at random and knocked the tightrope walker to
the left or right. The frequency of these missiles could be
varied to change the difficulty of the game. Additionally, the
tomatoes could be made invisible, so Bob’s balance would
be perturbed unpredictably.
We ran a series of 18 games, systematically varying the
degree and visibility of the tomatoes, and whether (without
their knowledge) the tightrope walker was being controlled
by all of the participants or only half of them. All button
pressed were recorded for analysis. We quantified the
success of each game in terms of its duration and the
tightrope walkers average deviation from the vertical, and
polled participants on their view of their individual
performance and that of the group as a whole. This allowed
us to investigate participants’ perception and evaluation of
their own actions under different levels of difficulty, and
develop models of how they performed the task and
responded to each other.
1

Knoblich and Jordan (2003) studied the dynamics of a
simple game of coordination. Pairs of participants saw a
target dot move repeatedly across a screen. The participants
task was to move a ring shape so that it hovered over the
target. Although the target immediately reversed its
direction when it reached the edges of the screen, the ring
could only be sped up or slowed down in increments, each
time one of the participants pressed a key for or against the
current direction of motion. An optimal strategy was to
anticipate when the ring would need to change direction,
and begin pressing the key in the opposite direction before
the turn had to be made. When one participant could use
both keys, this strategy was followed. When two
participants acted together, each using a different key, they
had difficulty performing the task. However, if they could
hear a bleep each time that their partner pressed a key, then
they had little difficultly learning the strategy of anticipatory
control, and performing the task to the level of an individual
acting alone.
We developed a simple group dynamics model that would
explore whether strategies like anticipation, and response
diversity (see below), can assist the group in sustaining
Bob’s position on the tightrope. To do this, we simply
defined a vector of button states, with as many elements as
we had participants in the classroom:
v(t) = <a1, ..., a120>
Each of these “agents,” ai, can take on values 1, -1, or 0,
depending on whether they are moving Bob to the right, left,
or inactive, respectively. To initiate a simulation, we take
Bob’s position as being an iterated function of the current
state of v, and the previous state of Bob:

If this paper is presented as a talk at the Cognitive Science conference, then the audience will of course be invited to play the game
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Bob(t) = Bob(t-1) + α∑v(t) + τα∑v(t-1) + N

Methods

So Bob’s current position is a function of his last position,
displaced by the summed response vector of the classroom
(α is a multiplier to set how much each button press acts on
Bob’s position). We also included a momentum term which
displaces Bob by a small proportion (τ) of the previous
response, and a Gaussian noise signal (N). This is a
simplification of the physics in the real game, but suffices as
a test of different strategies. The model is a simple linear
accumulator that will fluctuate between negative values and
positive values depending on the policies that the agents (ai)
use to issue a pulse. Take the simplest policy: press left (ai =
-1) when Bob is right (Bob(t) > 0), vice versa for pressing
right (ai = +1), and otherwise do nothing (ai = 0). The result
is an oscillating Bob position.
By setting an arbitrary threshold for Bob’s demise, the run
of Bob(t) values will end at some point that his absolute
position exceeds that threshold and he falls off the rope. We
can run simulations of different agent policies to see what
works best to keep Bob aloft in this context. We considered
the strategy sets described below. These include two
primary kinds of response strategies agents (“participants”)
could engage in: diversity of responding and anticipation.
Bare: For each cycle, a random 30 agents press a button
in the opposite direction of current position
Anticipate: In addition to the above, a random 20 agents
per cycle press a button in Bob’s direction of movement if
he is not yet past the 0 mark (in other words, press left when
Bob is just about to cross over to the right)
Diversity: In addition to “bare,” 20 random agents per
cycle randomly select their buttons.
Both: Use the anticipate and diversity strategies together.
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Figure 2. Game Simulations with different strategies

Participants
123 people participated in the experiment as part of a first
year psychology laboratory class.

Apparatus
Each participant had a 12 button TurningPoint audience
response system handset (Turning technologies).The
handsets broadcast a RF signal containing the key press and
handset identity number. These signals were detected by a
USB receiver inserted in a Mac laptop. The game was
written in Java by Delosis, and read data from the receiver
using the Turningpoint API. Survey data was collected using
the TurningPoint AnyWhere application. The game and
survey questions were displayed on an 2x3m projection
screen in front of the participants.

Design
The participants played 18 games across two blocks. In the
first block, the tomatoes were not visible, and in the second
they were. Within each block we randomised and
counterbalanced the frequency of the tomatoes (none, low,
high) with the controllers that were active (all, handsets with
odd identity numbers, handsets with even identity numbers).
The experimenter gave a countdown before each game
commenced. It continued until the tightrope walker fell off
the rope, or until 30 seconds had passed.
After each game, four questions were displayed on screen,
and participants gave their responses by pressing a button
between 1 and 9:
Q1. How much control over Bob did you feel that you
had?
Q2. How much did you feel that you were acting as part
of a coherent group?
Q3. How do you rate your performance as an individual?
Q4. How do you rate your performance as a group?

Results
Question Ratings and Trial Time
Sense of individual control. We tested how participants’
sense of individual control (Q1) related to how long they
kept Bob balanced. To do so, we used a linear mixed-effects
model as described in Baayen, Davidson, and Bates (2008),
using participant as a random factor, and predicting sense of
individual control score with total trial time in seconds
(reflecting how long the group was able to keep Bob on the
tightrope). There was a strong and significant positive
relationship between these variables, beta = .37, p < .0001.
The longer Bob balanced, the more they felt they had
control over the situation.
Sense of group coherence. There was a strong and
significant positive relationship between sense of group
coherence (Q2) and trial time, beta = .40, p < .0001. The
longer they kept Bob aloft, the more they felt they acted as a
group.
Sense of individual performance. We carried out the
same analysis for Q3, and also found a strong positive
relationship, beta = .31, p < .0001.
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Figure 3. Correlations between trial time and average
(A) performance rating, (B) response uniformity

Figure 4. Proportion of trial completed, plotted against
(A) proportion of max angle and (B) response uniformity

Sense of group performance. As one would expect,
group performance rating (Q4) is strongly predicted by how
long Bob balanced, beta = .40, p < .0001. Interestingly, as
shown in Figure 3A, this relationship was different
compared to Q3: The sense of individual performance was
higher than sense of group performance when the group
performed poorly. This is expressed as a difference in
regression slopes, and can be tested by using an interaction
term in a model predicting trial time. These slopes are
indeed different, beta = .17, p < .0001. In other words, when
the group of which participants are a member performs
poorly, they are biased to attribute this gradually more to the
group than to themselves.

p < .0001. So, while successful trials sustain response
diversity for longer periods of time (as shown above),
within-trial failure appears to correlate with a rising
uniformity in displacement of Bob.

Group Behavior
Response diversity. What predicts group success? We
generated an average “uniformity score” for the group
within each trial. This was based on a scoring of how
uniform responses are at 5 time points with a trial (0-.25, .
25-.50, etc., proportion of trial completed), then aggregated.
For example, in the extreme cases, the group may generate
all leftward or rightward responses, and response uniformity
would be high (= 1). At the other extreme, responses may be
equibiased within a trial, exhibiting maximal diversity (= 0).
Uniformity tended to go down as a function of group
performance (trial time), r = -.75, t(14) = -4.3, p < .001.
This relationship is shown in Figure 3B. The greater the
response diversity, on average, the longer trials lasted.
Bob’s oscillatory amplitude increases. What predicts
that the group will fail? First, inspection of Bob’s absolute
angle suggests that he is gradually being pushed to more and
more extreme angular displacements as a trial proceeds. In
Fig.4A, we show the time course of each trial superimposed
by using proportion time instead of raw time. This figure
shows that across trials, angle is gradually going up. The
trial-by-trial average correlation between time and angle
magnitude is .72, t(15) = 12.2, p < .0001.
Within-trial uniformity increases. It appears that one
possible reason for increasing angle magnitude is that all
trials involve an increase of response uniformity. This would
gradually cause increasing magnitude of sway back and
forth as the group’s uniform responding adds momentum to
Bob’s sway, causing him to fall. Fig. 4B shows the score of
response uniformity, as defined above, as it changes within a
trial, showing a rise over time. The trial-by-trial average
correlation between time and uniformity is .56, t(15) = 6.6,

Individual Behavior
Because the data track the responses at an individual level, it
is possible to analyze the strategies employed by different
participants. The following analyses are more qualitative in
nature, and are meant to reflect the emergence of different
agent policies that we demonstrated in the simple model
used above.
Do participants engage in diversity of responding? The
uniformity analyses above suggest that diversity is crucial
for the group to succeed, lest Bob gain too much angular
momentum as he fluctuates. Does this diversity reside at the
group or individual level? In the latter case, this would
suggest that participants may be gaining a sense of the
collective dynamics of the group itself.
Response uniformity increased from the first to the final
quarter of the trials to the end (slopes > 0, p < .01). But the
measures at the beginning of the trials are surprisingly high,
indicating that some trials involve early responding that is
completely consistent within a participant. Figure 5A shows
that the success of a trial (in seconds) is a function of
response diversity within subjects, at the start of the trials, r
= -.77, t(14) = -4.5, p < .0005.
Do participants make anticipation responses? How do
individual participants respond to angle displacement? Like
the simulations above, if participants responded simply, they
would just wait for Bob to be leftward leaning then click the
right button, and vice versa for rightward leaning. However,
if participants gain a sense of the group’s overall behaviour,
and the need to control Bob’s momentum in that context,
they may choose to respond leftward just before Bob leans
right, in order to control Bob. This would suggest that more
sophisticated policies are emerging.
We defined an “anticipation response” as one that is made
when the response is in the direction of the current angle,
but opposed to the ongoing angular change. For example, if
angular movement is rapidly moving rightward when Bob is
leaning left, then participants who anticipate that once Bob’s
angle becomes right leaning, it will be difficult for the group
(if responding with uniformity) to pull him back. As
discussed above, this is likely the source of Bob’s demise:
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(A) response uniformity (by subjects), (B) anticipations
growing uniformity of responses causes angular momentum
to increase monotonically and thus Bob’s angle to gradually
grow until he falls. Anticipation may come from subjects,
like the agents in the simulation, who wish to pull Bob back
from the brink before the rest of the group pushes his
momentum to much in the opposing direction.
Based on this logic, anticipation is occurring when the left
button is pushed when Bob is in a left (negative) angle but
moving rightward (positive change); vice versa, when a
participant presses a right button when Bob is at a positive
angle, but moving left (moving in a negative, leftward
direction). The number of anticipatory responses made has a
strong relationship to group performance, r = .99, t(14) =
30.3, p < .0001. This is a curiously orderly pattern, so we
carried out a control analysis looking at the proportion of
responses that are anticipatory. This controls for length of
the trial, which may simply relate to anticipatory responses
because there are proportionally more responses overall that
are made. Even with this control analysis (proportion
anticipation), there remains a robust relationship with group
performance, r = .84, t(14) = 6.00, p < .0001. Thus,
participants are making anticipatory responses, and the more
they do so (proportionally) the more likely Bob will stay
aloft (see Figure 5B).

General Discussion
What is the difference between thinking and acting alone,
and thinking and acting in a social context? From the
margins of traditional cognitive science, a diverse set of
results have established three broad conclusions about the
effect of social context on behaviour. First, as a result of
social interaction, people often become more alike. Second,
behaving more alike has cognitive and affiliate
consequences. Third, the cognitive processes of an
individual flexibly and eagerly couple with those of others:
these are mechanisms of joint action (Gallantucci & Sebanz,
2009).
When two people meet, they become more like each
other. They implicitly imitate each others’ accent, speech
rate and syntax; they look at the same things and use the
same words; they adopt similar postures, gesture alike and
gently sway together (Chartrand & van Baaren, 2009). Pairs
of participants completing a puzzle task (Shockley et al

2003), and mobile phone users separated by miles (MurraySmith et al., 2007) will synchronise their body movements.
Such behavioural coordination has an effect on its
participants. From simply tapping in time (Hove & Risen,
2009), to copying mannerisms (e.g. Chartrand & Bargh,
1999) to aligning postures (Maurer and Tindall, 1983),
mimicry can increase rapport, liking, empathy and
affiliation (Chartrand & van Baaren, 2009), and how well
conversants remember their interaction (Macrae et al 2008).
Alignment at the level of word and syntax choice is argued
to ease linguistic processing for speakers and listeners
(Pickering and Garrod, 2004).
Experimental methods are starting to reveal the
mechanisms involved in joint activity. In a standard
stimulus-response compatibility task, participants make a
judgment about one stimulus property (colour) and ignore
another stimulus property (location). If there is an
incompatibility between the irrelevant location property and
the response (left or right finger movement), then reaction
times increase, as the irrelevant property activates the
incompatible response representation (Simon, 1969).
Sebanz, Knoblich, & Prinz (2003) took this task and split it
between two people. They sat next to each other, and each
person responded to one colour: in effect, each acting one of
the fingers of a participant in Simon’s (1969) experiment.
Although each individual had only one response to execute
(and hence no need to represent the incompatible response),
they still showed slower responses in the incompatible
trials. When performing the same single response task
alone, there was no incompatibility effect. Sebanz et al
(2003) concluded that, when acting jointly, participants
represented their partners’ actions as if they were their own.
Studies of gaze coordination tell a similar story of social
interaction, joint action, and a close coupling of behaviour.
We showed two people the same scene, such as a painting,
and tracked their gaze while they conversed (Richardson,
Dale & Kirkham, 2007). Using the same cross-recurrence
analysis tools as used here, we showed that their gaze is
tightly coordinated: about three seconds before and after one
person is looking at something, their conversational partner
is likely to be looking at the same thing. This coordination is
causally linked to comprehension. When parts of the scene
that the speaker looked at are flashed, dragging a listener’s
gaze toward them, then the listener’s comprehension
improves (Richardson & Dale, 2005). This coordination
changes according to the conversants’ common knowledge
and what they believe each other can see (Richardson, Dale
& Tomlinson, 2009). Even when people are not interacting
with each other, there is an effect of social context. When
they are performing the same task as another person, they
improve their memory for shared stimuli (Shteynberg, 2010)
and even shift whether they look at pleasant or unpleasant
pictures (Richardson, et al submitted).
The traditional view of group action is that it is individual
action plus an additional compensation for the behaviour
others. Our results, and the findings we have reviewed here,
suggest that perhaps group action comes more naturally to
the brain than it does to our theories of it.
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Conclusion
Reading of the ‘wisdom of the crowds’ for the first time, it
is tempting to imagine a world devoid of experts and
pundits, in which important judgements and decisions are
made by a large community of people individually clueless
but together wise. But in the biggest experiments in joint
action - democratic elections - we tend to favour systems
that sample the full electorate infrequently, and cede the day
to day decision making to a few individuals. As democracy
this would be unrecognisable to the ancient Greeks, who
debated and voted upon each decision before them. The
common argument for our modern system (an intermittently
elected oligarchy) is that it delivers strong leadership that
can respond decisively to dynamic situations. In Britain and
the US, such arguments are used to support two party
systems and first-past-the-post voting. The fear with more
representational forms of democracy is that their broad
spectrum of diverse opinions would produce a mire of
continual compromise, and be unable to act in a timely,
coherent fashion. In our experiment, however, a large group
cooperated to perform a dynamic task that required
continual action. More significantly, its success rested upon
disagreement and diversity of responses.
Of course, there is more to politics than simply swaying
to the right or left. In our simple game, there is only one
goal: to keep the tightrope walker upright. The group
collaborated to achieve this goal. What will happen when
the group has to select sub-goals, such as whether to move
to the left or right to avoid a falling rock? Here, a simple
compromise between left and right would lead to failure.
Before acting together, the group would have to perceive
where the majority are headed, and then follow that
decision. Our future research will explore the space of
different games and investigate how a large group can both
think and act together.
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Abstract
Word learning in adults succeeds with the help of various
mechanisms and is based on multi-modal information sources.
The complex interplay of these different cues, however, has
rarely been studied. We present two experiments investigating how cross-situational word learning (CSWL) and learning
based on sentence-level constraints (SLCL) interact. Our results reveal that SLCL reduces the impact of CSWL when cues
are in conflict (Experiment 1) and even blocks statistical sensitivity when cues are independently applicable (Experiment
2). We suggest that the probabilistic nature of CSWL and the
more deterministic cues offered by SLCL may underlie this
behavior.
Keywords: Language learning; cross-situational word learning; sentence-level constraints;

Introduction
Disadvantaged as they may be in some respects, adult
language learners benefit from two natural characteristics.
Firstly, they are sensitive to the informativeness of various
kinds of available sources such as regularities regarding the
linguistic input and its context, the visual environment, and
social cues. Secondly, and more so than children, they can
constantly connect these multi-modal perceptions and cues
with their rich prior knowledge about both language structures and the world. Results from a number of studies reveal
that language novices track co-occurrences between unknown
spoken words and visual referents across situations (crosssituational word learning, CSWL, e.g., Quine, 1960; Yu and
Smith, 2007). Additionally, the linguistic context can constrain word meaning, for instance via the relation between a
verb and its arguments (e.g. subject and direct object): One
the one hand, the arguments define the rough semantic category of the verb (syntactic bootstrapping, Landau and Gleitman, 1985; Lee and Naigles, 2008); on the other hand, the
verb’s semantic restrictions can narrow down the category of
the direct-object noun learners need to consider (Koehne and
Crocker, 2010). Adults rapidly integrate their spontaneous
intuitions about plausible relations on-line, for example to anticipate objects (Altman and Kamide, 1999), and, as language
learners, frequently make use of inferencing strategies when
words are unknown (Field, 2004).
Only few studies have addressed the interplay of different
word-learning mechanisms relying on these kinds of multimodal cues. Gillette (1999) found that combined linguistic
context (verb frame and lexical information) and scene information can result in better verb learning than only one of
these cues. Koehne and Crocker (2010) present evidence for
the boost of CSWL by learning based on supporting sentence-

level constraints (SLCL), in particular the combination of verbal restrictions (of verbs such as to eat), visual scene, and
prior language-world knowledge. These studies still make
idealizations, however. Different cues are, firstly, fully in accordance with one another and, secondly, available simultaneously. In realistic learning scenarios, this is not necessarily the case: Learning cues are imperfect, information is frequently ambiguous and sometimes conflicting. It is therefore
important to examine how helpful different cues are when in
conflict, how they influence each other’s use, and which are
prioritized over others. Moreover, the moment in which potentially helpful sources are available is often not the same
moment in which this information can be used. While this
difficulty is rarely taken into account, one exception is the recent study by Arunachalam and Waxman (2010), which suggests that syntactic bootstrapping still works when verb information is not co-present with the visual referent.
Studying the different possible scenarios of interacting
learning mechanisms potentially also provides information
about the underlying nature of these mechanisms, an issue
that has rarely been discussed within the empirical wordlearning research (but see Yu and Ballard, 2007, Frank, Goodman, and Tenenbaum, 2009, and Alishahi and Fazly, 2010 for
formalizations based on computational models). To conduct
CSWL, it is necessary for learners to consider different mappings between unknown words and potential visual referents
in parallel. That means that this way of learning is non-direct
in that more than one hypothesis needs to be maintained,
at least until the first theoretically disambiguating situation.
There is some evidence that conducting CSWL works probabilistic and in parallel (Yurovsky, Fricker, Yu, and Smith,
2010). In particular, learners not only seem to store more
than one mapping between an unknown word on the one hand
and potential referents on the other hand, but are also sensitive to fine-grained differences in co-occurrence frequencies
(Vouloumanos, 2008). Gaze, gesture, or sentence-level constraints, on the contrary, potentially offer a more deterministic way of learning because these cues are often unambiguous
and therefore directly and immediately helpful. We therefore
expect such cues to be more reliable for the learner than crosssituational co-occurrence statistics. Furthermore, SLCL as
investigated by Koehne and Crocker (2010), additionally appears to exploit semantic category information (e.g. to eat
selects for objects of the category food).
Due to these differences in the nature of CSWL and SLCL,
we hypothesize that SLCL may modulate the use of CSWL
when both cues are in conflict (Experiment 1) or indepen-
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Table 1: Example trials for the noun bintang, Exp. 4

dently applicable (Experiment 2). We further hypothesize
that SLCL still helps noun learning when restrictive verbs
and matching visual referents are not co-present, that is,
when verb information has to be used across trials (as in
Arunachalam and Waxman, 2010; Experiment 1). Finally,
we explore whether the nature of the emerging word meanings differ depending on learning strategy (Experiment 2):
We hypothesize that while CSWL users are sensitive to finegrained statistical differences in co-occurrences of unknown
words and potential referents, SLCL users are more likely to
associate category-based features of potential referents.

trial

verb

depicted objects

Condition Non-restrictive
1
take
socks (83%), corn (50%), dress (17%)
2
point at socks (83%), corn (50%), top (17%)
3
point at socks (83%), corn (50%), pizza (17%)
4
take
socks (83%), jacket (17%), jumper (17%)
5
take
socks (83%), skirt (17%)
6
take
none

Experiment 1
Methods

Condition Restrictive
1
take
socks (83%), corn (50%), dress (17%)
2
point at socks (83%), corn (50%), top (17%)
3
point at socks (83%), corn (50%), pizza (17%)
4
eat
socks (83%), jacket (17%), jumper (17%)
5
eat
socks (83%), skirt (17%)
6
eat
none

Participants 28 German native speakers took part in Experiment 1, four of which had to be excluded due to unsuccessful verb learning. Data from 24 learners was analyzed
(mean age 24, 20 females).
Design, Materials & Procedure The experiment sought to
teach participants a miniature semi-natural language (modified Indonesian) consisting of two restrictive verbs (’eat’,
’sew’), two non-restrictive verbs (’take’, ’point at’), twelve
nouns (’man’, ’woman’, ten object names), and the article si.
It comprised the following main stages: verb learning, nounlearning Block 1, Vocabulary Test 1, noun-learning Block 2,
Vocabulary Test 2, noun-learning Block 3, Vocabulary Test 3.
In Phase 1, participants familiarized themselves with the
four verbs. First, they watched action animations while hearing spoken verbs. Then, pictures of the four actions were
visible at the same time (the last position of the animations),
one verb was played, and participants were requested to click
onto the action matching the verb. Finally, animations were
presented silently and participants named the actions themselves. We were not interested in the process of verb acquisition itself but participant’s verb knowledge was a necessary
prerequisite to investigate the effect of verbal constraints on
noun learning.
In the three noun-learning phases, participants were exposed to pairs of static scenes and spoken subject-verb-object
(SVO) sentences (sentence start 1s after picture). Sentences
consisted of unknown nouns and the just-learned verbs (e.g.
Si laki tambamema si sonis, ’The man takes the SONIS’).
Scenes generally depicted inanimate objects (referents of the
nouns and distractors) as well as agent characters and some
background. Learners’ task was to understand the sentences
and learn the ten object names. There were 60 trials, each of
the ten novel nouns was presented six times.
Each noun, importantly, had two potential meanings (i.e.
referents). One of the two meanings for each noun was
supported by CSWL: The co-occurrence of the noun with
that object was 83% (high-frequency object, ’socks’ in Table 1). The other meaning was less supported by CSWL (cooccurrence only 50%, low-frequency object, ’corn’). Objects
other than the high-frequency object and the low-frequency
object, the distractors, all co-occurred only once with one

noun (=17% of the six presentations of the noun).
Additionally, each noun was in one of two conditions: In
Condition R(estrictive verb), it occurred with a restrictive
verb in half of the trials. In Condition N(on-restrictive verb),
it always occurred with a non-restrictive verb. In Condition
R, the meaning which was less supported by CSWL (lowfrequency object), however, was supported by SLCL, that is,
by the restrictive verb. That means that, while in Condition N,
there was one clearly supported meaning (the high-frequency
object), in Condition R, one meaning was supported by
CSWL (the high-frequency object), and one meaning was
supported by SLCL (the low-frequency object). Table 1 illustrates the way a noun (bintang) was presented in both conditions (i.e. with which verb and with which objects in the
scene): In three of six trials, both the high-frequency candidate and the low-frequency candidate were depicted, in two
trials the high-frequency candidate but not the low-frequency
candidate was visible, and in one trial neither appeared on
the scene. Importantly, in Condition R, restrictive verbs were
used only in that half of the trials in which the scene did not
include the low-frequency (= SLCL-supported) referent. That
means that restrictive verbs and referents matching the verb’s
semantic category were never co-present and verb information had to be memorized across adjacent trials. The presentation of trials was pseudo-randomized. Two object nouns
were presented in Block 1 (12 trials), four in Block 2 (24
trials), and four in Block 3 (24 trials). Pictures were counterbalanced regarding absolute and relative positions.
In the vocabulary-test phases, learners were presented all
20 objects depicted on the screen and heard one spoken noun
(10 trials). They were asked to click onto the referent that
they believed matched the noun. After decision, they indicated on a rating scale how confident they were about their
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choice (1(very unsure)-9(very sure)). The experiment lasted
about 40 minutes.

but independently applicable: That is, neither contrary as in
Experiment 1 nor complementary as in Koehne and Crocker
(2010) but redundantly co-present. Specifically, we aimed to
investigate the underlying mechanisms of CSWL and SLCL
(parallel vs. deterministic). Further, we examined whether
whether SLCL enhances learner’s sensitivity for category associations.

Predictions We expected learners to be able to use verb
information across trials, as demonstrated by the finding
of Arunachalam and Waxman (2010). Additionally, we
predicted a clear preference in Condition N for the highfrequency object to be selected in the vocabulary test. For
Condition R, however, we expected verb constraints to modulate cross-situational statistical learning, with more learners
preferring the low-frequency target than in Condition N.

Methods

Data Analysis, Results, & Discussion
Performance in noun learning (= learning either the lowfrequency or the high-frequency meaning) was clearly better than chance (10%): 87.5% for Condition N (t(23) =
24.665, p < .001), and 80.8% in Condition R (t(23) =
20.206, p < .001). Importantly, there was a main effect of
condition for the chosen meaning (χ(1) = 59.30, p < .001):
In Condition N, learners chose the high-frequency meaning 97% of the times and the low-frequency meaning only
3%. In Condition R, however, both meanings were chosen
about equally often (high-frequency candidate: 48%; lowfrequency candidate: 52%; see Figure 1). This also confirms
that learners were able to use verb information across trials.
The average confidence rating was 6.9 and there was no difference between conditions (6.8 in Condition N and 7.0 in
Condition R).

Figure 1: Chosen meanings Experiment 1
Learners’ decisions in the vocabulary test reveal a clear
difference of condition: While the high-frequency object was unambiguously favored in Condition N, both the
high-frequency object (supported by CSWL) and the lowfrequency object (supported by SLCL) were chosen equally
often in Condition R. This shows that SLCL (verbal constraints) CSWL (co-occurrence frequencies) had a very similar impact on vocabulary decision, with verb information
overriding cross-situational statistical information in 50% of
the cases. Further, our findings demonstrate how learners
make use of verbal restrictions across trials (in accordance
with the results of Arunachalam and Waxman, 2010).

Experiment 2
The goal of Experiment 2 was to further investigate the interplay of CSWL and SLCL when information is not in conflict

Participants 29 German native speakers took part in Experiment 2, five of which had to be excluded. Data from the
remaining 24 learners (19 females, mean age 24) was entered
into analyses.
Materials & Procedure The experimental materials and
procedure were similar to those in Experiment 1. The language comprised 18 nouns (the two character names and 16
object names), the same four verbs and the same article as in
Experiment 1.
The experiment consisted of the following phases: verblearn training, noun learning Block 1, Vocabulary Test 1,
noun learning Block 2, Vocabulary Test 2.
Participants were introduced into the experiment, verbs
were trained and tested exactly as in Experiment 1. Next,
learners were introduced into the noun-learning phase. Noun
learning consisted of 96 scene-sentence pairs, six presentations per object name. Each noun, again, had two potential meanings (=visual referents), one co-occurred with the
noun in 83% of the trials (high-frequency object) and one cooccurred in 50% of the trials (low-frequency object). Nouns
were also in one of two conditions: In Condition N(onrestrictive), they always occurred with a non-restrictive verb.
In Condition R(estrictive), they occurred with a restrictive
verb in 83% of their presentations (five of six trials). Importantly, in these restrictive trials, there was only one object depicted that matched the verbal restrictions. Unlike in
Experiment 1, CSWL (co-occurrence frequencies) and SLCL
(verb restrictions) in Condition R supported the same meaning: The high-frequency meaning was also supported by the
verb. That means that, in Condition R, there was a double cue
for learning the high-frequency meaning. There were always
four objects on the scene (and sometimes an agent character). Crucially, in three of six trials, both the high-frequency
object and the low-frequency object were depicted. In two of
six trials, the high-frequency object but not the low-frequency
object was included. In one of six trials, none of both referents was on the picture. Distractors, again, all co-occurred
only once with one noun (= 17%). The presentation of trials
was pseudo-randomized and pictures were counterbalanced
as in Experiment 1.
In the vocabulary test, learners heard a noun and were
asked to decide for one of four visual objects by clicking
on it. There were two different test types. In Test Type 1,
the high-frequency object, the low-frequency object, and two
distractors were depicted. In Test Type 2, the low-frequency
object, two distractors and a category associate (CA) were
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depicted. The category associate was an object which shared
the semantic category with the missing high-frequency object. Each forced choice was followed by a confidence rating,
as in Experiment 1. There were 24 test trials (12 per test type),
each object name was used twice, once in each test type, respectively. Eight object names each were trained and tested
in Block 1 and eight in Block 2.
Predictions We expected to find differences between conditions and test types. For Test Type 1, we predicted that
learners choose the high-frequency candidate more often than
the other objects in both conditions, however, with a clearer
dominance in Condition R than Condition N: While in Condition R both SLCL and CSWL support the high-frequency
meaning, in Condition N, only CSWL can be used. For test
trials of Test Type 2, we predicted a tendency for learners to
choose the low-frequency meaning in Condition N because
it is statistically the most plausible alternative to the highfrequency meaning and we hypothesized CSWL to work parallel. For Condition R, however we expected learners to not
differentiate between 50% and 17%. Instead we predicted
them to prefer the category associate: Learning nouns via verbal restrictions potentially motivates learners to be sensitive
to semantic categories and to consider category associates as
the best alternative to the high-frequency referent.

Figure 2: Chosen meaning, Exp. 2, Test Type 1
ject was picked reliably more often in Condition N than Condition R (Table 2, Rows 3-4) (see Figure 2). We also found
that confidence ratings were reliably higher in Condition R
(7.0) than Condition N (5.5; χ(1) = 31.01, p < .001).
Table 2: Lmer models for chosen meanings in conditions,
Test Type 1, Exp. 2
chosen ∼ 1 + condition + (1|sub) + (1|item), f amily =
binomial(link = ”logit”)
Predictor

SE

Wald z

p

0.465
1.312

0.188
0.254

2.474
5.160

< .050
< .001

low-freq. object choices
3
(Int) (N)
−1.460
4
R
−1.151

0.185
0.342

−7.891
−3.369

< .001
< .001

high-freq. object choices
1
(Int) (N)
2
R

Data Analysis, Results, & Discussion
Learning rates (= high-frequency candidate chosen in Test
Type 1) were significantly above chance (25%) for both conditions (N: t(23) = 7.995, p < .001; R: t(23) = 16.284, p <
.001).
More crucially, there were differences in the chosen meaning between conditions in both test types. For analyzing the
binomial data of test decisions (low-frequency object chosen
vs. high-frequency object chosen), we conducted logistic regressions by entering this binomial data into linear mixed effect models with logit link function (from the lme4 package
in R, Bates, 2005). Participant and Item were considered as
random factors. To see whether factor Condition had a main
effect on test decisions, we compared between the models
that include and exclude this factor with a Chi-Square test
(Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008). Contrasts between levels (Conditions N and R) were investigated by studying the
ratio of regression coefficients and standard errors since the pvalues produced by lmers (Wald z test) are anti-conservative
(Baayen et al., 2008): If the coefficient is greater than the
standard error times two, the comparison is considered to be
reliable. The formulas describing the lmer models are of the
following form: dependent variable (MeaningChoseb) is a
function of (∼) the independent variable (Condition) random
effects.
In Test Type 1 (high-frequency candidate and lowfrequency candidate present) the high-frequency object was
selected significantly more often in both conditions. However, it was chosen reliably more often in Condition R than in
Condition N (Table 2, Rows 1-2) and the low-frequency ob-

Coef.

Figure 3: Chosen meaning, Exp. 2, Test Type 2
For Test Type 2 (low-frequency object and category associate available), we also found a remarkable pattern: We
found significantly more category-associate (CA) decisions
in Condition R than Condition N (Table 3, Rows 1-2) and reliably more low-frequency choices in Condition N than Condition R (Table 3, Rows 3-4) (see Figure 3). To compare
whether both the category associate and the low-frequency
object were selected significantly more often than each other
object, we further conducted repeated measures ANOVAS
with Chosen Meaning (CA, low-frequency object, Distrac-
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tor 1, Distractor 2) as independent variable. We found
main effects for both conditions (N: F1 (3, 69) = 9.938, p <
.001; F2 (3, 45) = 9.018, p < .001; R: F1(3, 69) = 15.165, p <
.001; F2 (3, 45) = 22.132, p < .001). Pairwise comparisons reveal that, in Condition R, the category associate was selected
significantly more often then the three other objects (Table 4,
Rows 7-9) and the low-frequency candidate was not chosen
more frequently than the distractors (Table 4, Rows 10-12). In
Condition N, in contrast, both the category associate and the
low-frequency object were selected significantly more often
than the two distractors (Table 4, Rows 2-3 and 5-6) but the
difference between them was not significant (Table 4, Rows
1 and 4).
Table 3: Lmer models for chosen meanings in conditions,
Test Type 2, Exp. 2
chosen ∼ 1 + condition + (1|sub) + (1|item), f amily =
binomial(link = ”logit”)
Coef.

SE

Wald z

p

category-associate choices
1
(Int) (N)
−0.543
2
R
0.605

Predictor

0.264
0.223

−2.058
2.711

< .050
< .010

low-freq. object choices
3
(Int) (N)
−0.830
4
R
−1.084

0.169
0.267

−4.923
−4.050

< .001
< .001

Table 4: Pairwise comparisons for ANOVAs by subject
(Bonferroni adjustment) between category associate (CA) &
low-frequency (50%) object vs. each other and distractors
(17% objects), Test Type 2, Exp. 2
chosen
Condition N
1 CA
2 CA
3 CA
4 50%
5 50%
6 50%
Condition R
7 CA
8 CA
9 CA
10 50%
11 50%
12 50%

chosen

Mean Diff.

SE

p

50%
17%-1
17%-2
CA
17%-1
17%-2

.083
.266
.214
−.083
.182
0.130

.074
.058
.060
.074
.045
.042

= 1.00
< .010
< .050
= 1.00
< .010
< .050

50%
17%-1
17%-2
83%
17%-1
17%-2

.375
.375
.286
−.375
.000
−.089

.079
.079
.089
.079
.032
.046

< .010
< .010
< .050
< .010
= 1.00
= .402

To summarize Experiment 2, we firstly found a clear sensitivity for differences in the co-occurrence rate of objects
and nouns (83% vs. 50% and 50% vs. 17%) in Condition N, which, in contrast, was completely blocked in Condition R. This suggests, firstly, that CSWL works in a parallel manner when it is the only mechanism used but, sec-

ondly, that sentence-level constraints reduced this sensitivity.
We attribute the blocking effect to the deterministic nature
of the verb cue: Since verb constraints offer a more direct
cue, learners relied on its information, ignoring fine-grained
co-occurrence relations. Moreover, decisions in trials of Test
Type 2 reveal that while learners were more likely to select
the category associate than the distractors in both conditions
(probably due to the obviousness of the two categories), the
difference between the number of category-associate choices
and the number of 50%-object choices was only significant
in Condition R. This suggests that sensitivity for category associations was enhanced by SLCL. Finally, the difference in
confidence ratings in Test Type 1 between conditions reveals
that learners were more confident when sentence-level constraints were available than when only statistical information
could be used.

Summary & General Discussion
Results from the two language-learning experiments presented in this paper shed light on the complex interplay
of two word-learning mechanisms: Cross-situational word
learning (CSWL) and learning based on sentence-level constraints SLCL. Our findings reveal, firstly, that when SLCL
and CSWL are in conflict, they have a similar impact on word
learning (Experiment 1). Secondly, we found that CSWLlearners are sensitive to small differences in co-occurrence
frequencies; however, SLCL clearly blocks this sensitivity
when CSWL and SLCL are independently available (Experiment 2). These results about the way CSWL and SLCL interact further allow us to draw conclusions about the underlying nature of both mechanisms: While CSWL offers incremental, probabilistic, and parallel learning, SLCL works in a
more deterministic manner. Finally, Experiment 2 provides
initial evidence that SLCL leads learners to associate semantic categories with novel nouns, more so than CSWL. This
suggests that the two mechanisms result in qualitatively different representations of an emerging word meaning: CSWL
yields a set of probabilistically weighted word-meaning mappings, while SLCL associates (presumably verb-derived) semantic features with novel words.
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Abstract
It has been suggested that a developmental log-to-linear shift
in children’s performance on number line estimation tasks is
diagnostic of their underlying representations of numerical
magnitude (Siegler & Opfer, 2003). However, in the study
presented herein, we were able to induce a similar log-tolinear shift on number line estimation tasks among adults by
manipulating their familiarity with the numbers we used as
stimuli. We offer this evidence as an existence proof that
differences in performance on number line estimation tasks
may not necessarily be indicative of fundamental differences
in the formats of people’s underlying numerical magnitude
representations. Rather, they may be diagnostic of differences
in people’s understandings of what magnitudes are
represented by symbolic numbers.
Keywords: Number line, Number, Numeracy, Estimation
Approximate number system

Numerical estimation is an important part of
mathematical cognition for both children and adults. Indeed,
numerical estimation seems to play a central role in a wide
range of mathematical activities (see Siegler & Booth, 2005
for a review). In recognition of its importance, Siegler and
colleagues have focused on the ability to estimate numerical
magnitudes as a key indicator of number sense in
developmental studies (Siegler & Booth, 2004; Siegler &
Opfer, 2003)
Perhaps the most well known of these numerical
estimation tasks is the number line estimation task. This task
requires that participants estimate the location of a number
on a line with numerical anchors at each end. This task not
only involves magnitude estimation, but also the ability to
translate between symbolic numbers and mental
magnitudes. Siegler and colleagues have helped illuminate a
typical developmental trend observed on such number line
estimation tasks: young children show a tendency to
compress numbers logarithmically, whereas adults do not
(e.g., Siegler & Booth, 2004; Siegler & Opfer, 2003). That
is, when asked to mark the position where a number n is on
the line, children typically place the mark at a spot
approximated by log(n) instead of n. With development,
these estimates become more linear (Siegler & Opfer,
2003). Importantly, the linearity of children’s magnitude
estimates on these tasks is correlated with a wide range of
numeracy measures, including counting ability, number
naming, digit magnitude comparison, and achievement test
scores (e.g., Booth, 2005; Ramani & Siegler, 2008; Siegler
& Booth, 2004).
According to the log-to-linear shift hypothesis, the

logarithmic compression found in children is diagnostic of
their underlying representations of numerical magnitude.
This view suggests that children’s performance is
logarithmic because their underlying mental representations
of numerical magnitudes are logarithmically compressed
(Dehaene, 1997; Siegler, 2009). Siegler and colleagues
further theorize that experience and schooling lead to the
development of a linear representation of numerical
magnitude. More specifically, they propose that though the
logarithmic and linear representations continue to coexist,
individuals can learn to invoke the linear representation
when it is appropriate (Siegler & Opfer, 2003).
Three pieces of evidence appear to support this
hypothesis. First, children’s estimates become more linear
with schooling and experience. Second, the linearity of
children’s estimates predicts a wide range of numeracy
measures. These include counting ability, number naming,
digit magnitude comparison, and achievement test scores,
perhaps indicating that the hypothesized linear ruler is
widely applied once it is developed (Siegler & Booth,
2004). Finally,, children’s estimates are more linear within
number ranges that are more familiar to them but remain
logarithmic on larger, more unfamiliar scales (Siegler &
Opfer, 2003). This in particular has been taken as evidence
that the logarithmic and linear rulers coexist.
The log-to-linear shift hypothesis, however, is not without
controversy. A recent critique put forth by Barth and
Paladino (2010) raised questions about the interpretation of
children’s apparently logarithmic performance. The critique
argued that the shift from logarithmic to linear performance
on number line tasks is not diagnostic of some basic change
in children’s underlying representation of number, but is
instead due to knowledge constraints interfering with the
default method for completing the task. Barth and Paladino
argue that number line estimation cannot properly be seen as
a pure numerical estimation task. Rather, such placement
tasks are actually a form of proportion judgment task – a
task in which ratio between items must be evaluated.
Indeed, previous literature in psychophysics has shown that
estimation tasks that combine two measures in a
complementary fashion such that they sum to a fixed total
should be characterized as proportion judgment tasks (e.g.,
Hollands & Dyre, 2000; Spence, 1990; Stevens, 1957).
Thus, because estimating a number’s place on a number line
involves both the estimate of that numbers’ placement
relative to the zero anchor point and of its complement’s
placement relative to the rightmost anchor, the task is
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essentially a proportion judgment. For example, when
placing 25 on a 0-100 line, it should be 25 units away from
0, and 75 units away from 100, and should therefore be
placed 25/(25+75), or one fourth of the total length of the
line away from 0.
Proportion judgment tasks tend to yield linear
relationships between the actual proportion of the stimulus
presented and the judged proportion, even when using
stimuli for which pure magnitude estimation tasks yield a
compressive relationship between actual and perceived
stimulus intensity (see Hollands & Dyre, 2000; Spence,
1990). This linear performance results because the
underlying compressive function is mapped to fractionated
distances according to a cyclical power model, which
approximates linearity because of the reference points that
are perceived linearly (Spence, 1990). Importantly, this
model predicts linear performance even given a compressive
underlying representation of number.
These findings raise questions regarding young children’s
apparently logarithmic performance on the number line task.
Why, given a proportion judgment task, do children’s
representations appear to be nonlinear in the first place,
when psychophysics – even given a logarithmic underlying
representation – might predict otherwise? One possible
answer is that certain assumptions of the psychophysics
proportion judgment model may be violated when young
children perform number line estimation tasks, impeding
their use of the default comparison procedure for
performing the tasks.
To judge a proportion, one must know the approximate
magnitude of the whole (the rightmost anchor). Indeed, the
proportion judgment model assumes that participants have
access to the magnitudes at both ends of the line. Although
this assumption is logical when perceptual continua are used
to indicate the anchors at each end of the line (e.g., bar
length on a bar graph, see Spence, 1990), this is not
necessarily the case with tasks that require young children to
understand the magnitudes of symbolic numbers.
Essentially, people who do not have a correct understanding
of the values represented by both the high and low anchor
points lack the knowledge needed to fully render number
line estimation tasks as proportion judgment tasks. In line
with this argument, Barth and Paladino (2010) proposed a
modification of the proportion judgment model positing that
unknowledgeable children rescale the uppermost anchor
point relative to some idiosyncratic default high end
numbers. This model fit children’s performance data as well
as the logarithmic model favored by Siegler and colleagues
(but see Barth & Paladino, 2010 for a discussion of how
their model may better predict error patterns for estimates).
Ebersbach, Luwel, Frick, Onghena, et al. (2008) similarly
proposed that children’s apparently logarithmic performance
resulted from knowledge of the limits of their understanding
of what numbers represent, but rather suggest that their
performance could best be modeled by a two stage linear
function with an overly steep slope up to the point of correct
understanding, and an overly shallow slope thereafter,

reflecting a clustering of unmapped values towards the end
of the line, while known value occupy the bulk of the
available space.
Research on children’s abilities to identify symbolic
numbers by name provides at least some tangential support
for the knowledge constraint hypothesis. For example,
young children often cannot consistently name symbolic
numbers above twenty, even when they can recite those
numbers as part of the count sequence (Wright, 1994; see
also Clarke & Shinn, 2004). One might question whether
estimates based on any unrecognizable number should have
a one-to-one mapping to any particular numerical
magnitude, particularly given Siegler and Opfer’s (2003)
finding that children’s estimates are linear within familiar
number ranges but look logarithmic when ranges expand to
include unfamiliar numbers. This apparently logarithmic
performance may be an artifact of unfamiliarity rather than
the result of using two different mental representations.

The Current Study
The current experiment uses adult data to raise questions
about whether performance on number line estimation tasks
is diagnostic of people’s underlying representations of
number. It is important to note that the consequences of
failure to understand the values represented by high anchor
points need not be limited to children. Indeed, if Barth and
Paladino (2010) are correct, and logarithmic performance is
an artifact of a lack of numerical understanding, then even
highly numerate adults should show logarithmic
performance on such tasks under sufficiently confusing
conditions. There is little to suggest that adults should rely
on a logarithmic ruler in the number ranges that we
presented in this task. Therefore, if logarithmic performance
were found in adults, it would be natural to conclude that it
is an artifact of the knowledge constraints imposed on the
task, rather than a product of adults’ underlying
representations of number. This would serve as an existence
proof that logarithmic compression on number line
estimation tasks can result from knowledge constraints (i.e.,
a lack of numerical understanding of anchor values) rather
than from use of logarithmic ruler for underlying
representations of numerical magnitude (compare with
Ebersbach et. al., 2008; Barth & Paladino, 2010).
We investigated whether or not imposing knowledge
constraints could elicit “logarithmic” performance from
adults on a number line task. We presented adults with
several number line estimation tasks, some of which were
designed to encourage participants to hold mistaken
assumptions about the magnitude of the high-end anchor of
the line. We hypothesized that performance up to the
erroneously assumed anchor values would be approximately
linear. We further hypothesized that participants would
show some confusion when presented with stimuli that
violated their expectations by exceeding the assumed high
anchor value. We also expected that participants would
lump these unexpectedly high value numbers together in
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Table 1: Stimulus description for each estimation set.

Decimal 0-100
Decimal 0-1000
Decimal 16-32k

Anchor
Decimal
Decimal
Decimal

Notation
Stimulus
Decimal
Decimal
Decimal

Decimal 0-32k

Decimal

Decimal

All Exponential

Exponential

Exponential

Exponential

Exponential

Decimal

2 3 7 12 16 23 29 40 58 72 82
2 4 6 18 25 72 157 233 395 582 820
16032 16064 16096 16288 16400 17136
18480 19680 22240 25195 28960
64 128 192 576 800 2272 4960 7360
12480 18390 25920
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
.002x10 .004x10 .006x10 .018x10
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
.025 x10 .072x10 .157x10 .233x10
4.5
4.5
4.5
.395x10 .582x10 .820x10
Same as Decimal 0-32k

Exponential

Exponential

Decimal

Same as Decimal 0-32k

1

– Decimal

Decimal

Exponential

Same as All Exponential

2

– Decimal

Decimal

Exponential

Same as All Exponential

2

Stimulus Set

Decimal Stimuli –
Anchors
Decimal Stimuli –
Anchors Calibrated
Exponential Stimuli
Anchors
Exponential Stimuli
Anchors Calibrated

a compressed space toward the uppermost anchor, such
that performance on stimuli past the assumed high-end
anchor value would yield a linear slope near zero. Finally,
we hypothesized that the positively sloped section (below
the assumed high anchor value) and the flatter section
section (above the assumed high anchor value) together
would yield a set that was well fit by a logarithmic line.

Stimulus Values

Used in
Condition
2
2
1&2
1&2
1&2

1

Similar distributions of numbers to be estimated were
generated for each set of lines. Anchors and stimuli were
presented in either decimal notation (e.g., 192, 576) or in
exponential notation (e.g., .006x104.5, .018x104.5). The left
end of each line was labeled “0”, and the right end varied
according to number set as described below. The numbers
to be estimated for the 0-100 line were adapted from
Barth and Paladino (2010). The numbers to be estimated
for the 0-1000 line were adapted from Siegler & Opfer
(2003). Stimuli for all other sets were generated by
multiplying the 0-1000 stimuli by the appropriate
constants so that the distributions of numbers to be
estimated remained identical across scales (See Table 1).
Each stimulus within each set was presented twice.
With our key manipulation, we sought to create a
situation for adults that would parallel a situation in which
a child might not have knowledge of the upper anchor for
the number line estimation task. Pilot studies led us to
settle upon the upper anchor of .999x104.5. When
confronted with this exponential notation, none of our
pilot subjects correctly determined that its value was
equivalent to 31,623. Rather, most assumed that it was
roughly equal to 10,000. We expected that participants
would perform linearly for stimuli up to the assumed
anchor value (typically 10,000), but that stimuli that
exceeded this value would be compressed into a small
space at the right end of the line
In all, there were ten different sets of number line tasks:

Method
This study investigated how incomplete knowledge about
the magnitude of numerical anchors affect adults’
performance in number line estimation tasks. We used
different notational systems (i.e., standard decimal
notation and exponential notation using fractional powers)
to create confusion about the relative values of high
endpoints anchors and to-be-placed stimuli.
Participants
Participants were 67 undergraduate students from the
University of Notre Dame, participating for course credit.
Materials and Design
Participants completed the experiment individually, with
all training and testing stimuli presented on iMac 5.1
computers using Superlab 4 software (Cedrus
Corporation, 2007). Each problem involved a 14.7-cm
long line with anchor values printed below the line at the
right and the left. The numbers to be estimated appeared
approximately 1.5 cm above the center of the line.
Participants were asked to place a cursor at the
appropriate point on the number line and to indicate their
answers via mouse click. Participants were given up to 15
seconds to answer on each trial.

Controls
• Decimal 0-1000. These lines presented both anchors
and stimuli in decimal notation, with anchors at 0 and
1000.
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Table 2: Least-squares fit information for different estimation sets.
Stimulus Set
Decimal 0-100
Decimal 0-1000
Decimal 16-32k
Decimal 0-32k
All Exponential
Decimal Stimuli - Exponential Anchors

Linear R2
1.00
0.99
0.99
1.00
0.99
0.85

Slope
1.04
0.98
0.99
0.90
0.95
1.21

Log R2
0.76
0.63
0.74
0.71
0.63
0.91

Decimal Stimuli – Exponential Anchors Calibrated
Exponential Stimuli – Decimal Anchors

0.99
0.93

0.92
0.34

0.69
0.84

Exponential Stimuli – Decimal Anchors Calibrated

0.99

0.90

0.64

Best Fit
Linear t(10) = -6.95, p < .01
Linear t(10) = -4.57, p < .01
Linear t(10) = -8.90, p < .01
Linear t(10) = -4.93, p < .01
Linear t(10) = -4.20, p < .01
No Significant Difference
t(10) = .63, p = .55
Linear t(10) = -4.74, p < .01
No Significant Difference
t(10) = -.96, p = .36
Linear t(10) = -4.18, p < .01

Analyses, Results and Discussion

• Decimal 0-100. These lines presented both anchors and
stimuli in decimal notation, with anchors at 0 and 100.
• Decimal 0-32k. These lines presented both anchors and
stimuli in decimal notation, with anchors at 0 and
31,623.
• Decimal 16-32k. These lines presented both anchors
and stimuli in decimal notation, with anchors at 16,000
and 31,623.
• All Exponential. These lines presented both anchors and
stimuli in exponential notation, with anchors at 0 and
.999x104.5

Analyses
The primary analyses involved comparisons of the fit of
linear and logarithmic models to the median estimates for
the numerical values. Specifically, we followed the
method of Siegler and Booth (2006). First, we calculated
the median estimate for each stimulus as generated by
participants. Then the differences between median
estimates and the number predicted by the best-fitting
logarithmic and linear functions were compared via
paired samples t-tests. The results of model comparisons
for each set are summarized in Table 2.

Incompatible Notation
• Decimal Stimuli - Exponential Anchors. These lines
presented anchors in exponential notation and stimuli in
decimal notation. Anchors were at 0 and .999x104.5.
• Decimal Stimuli – Exponential Anchors Calibrated.
Before beginning trials within this set, participants were
shown a single slide with the proper location of 16,000
marked on the number line (approximately half-way).
Otherwise, this set was identical to the decimal stimuliexponential anchor set.
• Exponential Stimuli - Decimal Anchors. These lines
presented anchors in decimal notation and stimuli in
exponential notation. Anchors were at 0 and 31,623.
• Exponential Stimuli – Decimal Anchors Calibrated.
Before beginning trials within this set, participants were
shown a single slide with the proper location of .
.500x104.5 marked on the number line (approximately
half-way). Otherwise, this set was identical to the
exponential stimuli-decimal anchor set.

Results and Discussion
Controls Performance on all control tasks were well
accounted for by linear functions. These included the
Decimal 1-100, Decimal 1-1000, Decimal 0-32k,
Decimals 16-32k, and All Exponential sets. Because these
sets were best fit by linear functions across conditions, the
data were collapsed across conditions within each set (see
Table 2). The fact that each of these sets yielded linear
results supports the conclusion that participants’ baseline
performance was linear across the number ranges tested in
the experiment. Importantly, the data showed that
performance was linear for both decimal notation and
exponential notation formats in the case for which the
same format was used for both anchors and stimuli.
Decimal Stimuli - Exponential Anchors In contrast to
control trial estimates, the estimates for this set were fit
equally well by linear and logarithmic functions. In fact,
though statistically insignificant, the absolute value of the
variance explained was greater for the logarithmic model
than for the linear model (see Table 2). It is doubtful,
however, that this pattern of performance was due to the
use of a logarithmic ruler, as performance in the control
conditions demonstrated that participants were very
capable of performing linearly in the same range in both
standard and exponential notation. Instead, the
compression seems to have been an artifact of confusion
on the task (see Figure 1).

Procedure
Each participant completed several different sets of
number line estimation tasks. Participants were randomly
assigned to either of two conditions that varied the
representational format of the endpoint anchors and tobe–estimated numbers (see Table 1). Condition 1 had 35
participants and condition 2 had 32 participants. All tasks
were completed consecutively in one hour-long session.
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Decimal Stimuli –
Exponential Anchors

Observed
Linear
Logarithmic

30000
Estimate

Estimate

30000

Decimal Stimuli –
Exponential Anchors Calibrated

20000

10000

20000

10000

0

10000

20000
Stimulus

30000

0

10000

20000
Stimulus

30000

Figure 1: Performance before and after receiving information about a single data point
As predicted, there was a stark contrast between the
linearity of performance for stimuli beneath 10,000 and
the linearity of performance for stimuli above 10,000. For
stimuli of value less than 10,000, aggregate performance
was very linear with a slope well above 1, (R2 = .98 vs.
.83, linear slope = 2.72). This is confirmed by analysis of
the individual data. Out of 32 participants, 22 (69%) were
best fit by a linear function with a slope of 2 or greater in
this range. Such high slopes are consistent with what
would be predicted if participants thought the rightmost
endpoint was approximately 10,000.
On the other hand, performance on stimuli greater than
10,000 was equally well fit by both linear and logarithmic
functions.(R2 = .99 vs. .99, linear slope = .33). Both types
of functions fit well because there were only three data
points for median estimates in this range (12,480, 18,390,
and 25,920). Upon analyzing individual data, which
included two data points for each estimate, it became
clear that the data were not well behaved: the
performances for 24 of 32 participants (78%) failed to fit
a linear function with a slope different from zero in this
range. This is particularly interesting given that
performance on the decimal 16-32k set yielded linear
performance in the same range. This suggests that the
ostensibly logarithmic performance was due to confusion
about the value of the uppermost anchor as opposed to the
use of a logarithmic ruler. What looks like a compressive
function was an artifact of how knowledge constraints
affected adults’ default procedure for executing the task.

the value of the uppermost anchor meaningful. This is
consistent with the hypothesis that the compressive
performance was not indicative of the underlying
representation, but was instead an artifact of confusion
about the value of the uppermost anchor.
Exponential Stimuli - Decimal Anchors This set yielded
linear performance, despite the compressive performance
seen for the set using the converse notation (see Table 2).
The slope of performance with this set is of particular
interest. Even though the relative distances between the
placements of the stimuli were linearly consistent,
participants typically placed the large majority of the
stimuli on the leftward third of the line. Indeed, the slope
of .34 is what would be expected if participants thought
that .999x104.5 was equivalent to 10,000. When we
rescaled the data in a way corresponding to the
assumption that .999x104.5 was actually equivalent to
10,000, the data yielded a slope of 1.10, again suggesting
that performance was an artifact of mistaken assumptions
about the uppermost anchor.
Exponential Stimuli - Decimal Anchors Calibrated
With the addition of a single slide, performance on this
set changed dramatically. Performance was still linear but
the slope was greatly increased, yielding a value closer to
1, as opposed to the slope of .35 seen for the uncalibrated
set (see Table 2). Note that it was not the form of the
function that changed – it was linear for both sets – but its
slope. Performance on this set corroborates our
conclusions from the Decimal Stimuli - Exponential
Anchor set: Divergence from linear performance with a
slope of 1 is more the consequence of knowledge
constraints than the result of different underlying
representations of the numerical stimuli.

Decimal Stimuli – Exponential Anchors Calibrated
Performance with this group was far better fit with a
linear function than with a compressive function (see
Table 2). With the addition of a single slide, performance
on this set changed dramatically (see Figure 1). The slide
allowed participants to calibrate their estimates, making
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General Discussion

Acknowledgments

Adult performance in this study matched our predictions.
Participants performed linearly on all tasks for which the
values of the anchor points were unambiguous. However,
when the (misleading) exponential notation was used,
performance appeared more compressive.. Performance in
this case was modeled at least as well by a logarithmic
function as by a linear function. Because adults were
linear over the same range in multiple notations, it seems
that the compressive performance was an artifact of
knowledge constraints. These performance patterns match
those that should result from attempting to complete a
proportion judgment task under conditions where
necessary information (i.e., the values of anchors and tobe-placed stimuli) is incorrect or lacking.
These data are problematic for the stance that
logarithmic performance on number line tasks is evidence
that mental representations of numerical magnitude are
logarithmically compressed. In particular, these results
raise questions about whether children’s logarithmic
performance on number line placement tasks is due to
them only having logarithmic representations available to
them for a given number range. The current situation with
adults is one case in which logarithmic looking
performance was due to task constraints instead of
reflecting a shift in the underlying representational
system. Such considerations may similarly apply to
children as well as to adults.
In sum, we offer these results as an existence proof that
differences in performance on number line estimation
tasks may not necessarily be indicative of fundamental
differences in the format of people’s underlying
representations of numerical magnitude. Rather, they may
be diagnostic of differences in people’s understanding of
what magnitudes are represented by a given numerical
stimulus. This would explain Siegler and colleagues’
consistent findings that linearity of performance on
number line estimation tasks correlates with success in
other areas of numerical ability (Ramani & Siegler, 2008;
Siegler & Booth, 2004; Whyte & Bull, 2008). These tasks
may not have been tracking changes in children’s
underlying numerical magnitude representations; they
may instead have been gauging the extent to which
children understood what values symbolic numbers
represented. We suggest that such number line estimation
tasks may prove useful in evaluating children’s current
level of understanding of the meaning of numbers, and
agree with the thesis that they might serve as learning
tools for helping children map decimal numbers and
number words to appropriate mental magnitudes (Ramani
& Siegler, 2008; Siegler, 2009). A series of studies is
currently in progress to further investigate these
possibilities. Particularly, we plan to investigate whether
individual differences in children’s number knowledge
predict the points at which their number line placement
estimates begin to appear logarithmic.
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Abstract
We present data from a teacher professional development
intervention, a work circle where researchers (expert in the
domain of spatial reasoning) and teachers (expert in teaching
in a classroom) worked together to develop spatial tools,
based on lab evidence, which could be used in actual
classroom lessons. We found that, although spatial anxiety
was not directly addressed during work circle activities,
teachers experienced a decrease in spatial anxiety (but not
math or reading anxiety) over the course of the school year.
Possible reasons why this intervention was successful in
reducing teacher anxiety about spatial reasoning tasks are
discussed.
Keywords: anxiety; spatial reasoning; teacher education

Introduction
The importance of studying student anxiety in educational
settings has been well established, particularly within the
domain of mathematics. Studies of math-specific anxiety
find that math anxiety decreases performance in the moment
because worries of doing badly use up important working
memory resources that are necessary for doing difficult
math (e.g., Ashcraft & Krause, 2007). On a more lasting
level, math anxiety is associated with general avoidance of
math as indexed by decreased motivation with respect to
math as well as students’ educational and career choices
(Hembree, 1990). For example, students who experience
greater math anxiety are less likely to pursue careers in such
disciplines as science, technology, engineering and
mathematics, often referred to as the STEM disciplines
(Chipman, Krantz & Silver, 1992). Thus, alleviating
student math anxiety has important implications for both
short-term and long-term outcomes.
Domain-specific anxiety might be even more important to
study in teachers, since they have opportunities and
responsibilities to directly impact groups of students.
Moreover, elementary math majors have the highest average
math anxiety of any college major (Hembree, 1990). The
overwhelming majority of teachers in early elementary
school are female (National Education Association, 2003),
and women are more likely to experience math anxiety than
men (Hembree, 1990). This sex difference may be in part
due to women’s anxiety about confirming a stereotype that
women are just not good at math; this fear is known as
stereotype threat (e.g., Spencer, Steele & Quinn, 1999). For
example, a multitude of studies demonstrate that telling test-

takers that the test is diagnostic of their math
intelligence/ability results in increased anxiety and poorer
performance in women but not in men—men even
automatically experience a boost in performance when tests
are described as being diagnostic (see Walton & Cohen,
2003 for a meta-analysis).
Highlighting the importance of addressing teacher math
anxiety, a recent study showed that 1st and 2nd grade female
teachers’ math anxiety impacted their female students’ (but
not their male students’) learning of math over the school
year (Beilock, Gunderson, Ramirez & Levine, 2010).
Teachers’ math anxiety was directly related to girls’ math
performance at the end of the school year, but not at the
beginning. In contrast, boys’ math performance was not
related to teacher anxiety at either time point. Further,
teacher math anxiety was related to girls’ likelihood of
endorsing the stereotype that girls are good at reading and
boys are good at math at the end of the school year, but not
at the beginning, and was unrelated to boys’ likelihood of
endorsing the stereotype at either time point. A mediation
analysis showed that the effect of teacher math anxiety on
end-of-year performance was mediated by girls’
endorsement of the negative stereotype about girls and
math. All of these analyses controlled for teacher math
ability, making the importance of alleviating teacher anxiety
clear, especially in domains where stereotypes about ability
are common.
One such domain, intimately related to math, is spatial
reasoning. Compared to research in the domain of math,
little is known about the relationship between anxiety,
performance, and educational and career choices with
respect to spatial reasoning. Lawton (1994) developed a
self-report measure of spatial anxiety (or navigation anxiety
to be more precise) and found that women reported higher
levels of anxiety than did men. Moreover, spatial anxiety
was also negatively correlated with a preference for
choosing the most effective wayfinding strategy, one that
requires constructing an objective cognitive map of one’s
surroundings (as opposed to an easily-disrupted route
strategy that relies on memorizing a series of one’s own
moves). As with math, spatial anxiety is related to gender,
performance and preferences.
Given the finding that teacher math anxiety affects
student math performance, studying the relationship
between teacher spatial anxiety and student spatial
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performance is important. There is preliminary evidence to
suggest that teacher spatial anxiety negatively impacts
student spatial performance (Gunderson, Ramirez, Beilock
& Levine, in progress). First and 2nd grade students whose
teachers reported higher levels of spatial anxiety improved
less on a mental rotation task during the school year when
compared to students whose teachers reported lower levels
of spatial anxiety. These results are particularly striking
when considering that, as for math, females are especially
likely to be anxious about space and, as mentioned, also
comprise the majority of teachers in early elementary school
(reflecting this, 17 of 19 teachers in the Gunderson et al.
study were female).
It is also important to pay attention to students’ spatial
learning because early spatial ability is related to later
school performance as well as educational and career
choices regarding science and math (e.g., Wai, Lubinski &
Benbow, 2009). Later in life, women are underrepresented
in STEM careers (National Center for Education Statistics,
2001). Taken together, these facts highlight the importance
of finding methods of decreasing teacher spatial anxiety and
improving students’ spatial learning.
Here, we present data from a group of kindergarten
through 2nd grade teachers who participated in a work circle
with researchers focused on the domain of spatial reasoning.
The main goals of the work circle were: a) to familiarize
elementary school teachers with the domain of spatial
reasoning, b) to inform teachers about lab studies in the field
of spatial reasoning, focusing on research about using
spatial tools for teaching mathematical concepts, and c) to
bring together researchers (experts in spatial reasoning and
how it develops in early childhood) and teachers (experts in
educating young children within the classroom setting using
their particular curricula) to refine “Spatial Toolkit”
activities that were based on lab studies for use in the
classroom. Teachers implemented and augmented Toolkit
activities throughout the school year and reported back to
the work circle to discuss ideas for further refinement, ideas
for other content that could be taught spatially, and
questions that future lab research could address. Although
spatial anxiety was not directly addressed during the work
circle intervention, we hypothesized that participating in the
work circle might reduce teacher anxiety about spatial
reasoning, for several reasons.
First, the work circle intervention focused not on teaching
teachers in the spatial domain directly, but rather on
understanding how spatial abilities develop within children
and in creating spatial tools for teaching children (and why
lab research predicts that certain tools will work). Previous
research has shown that when math instruction for
preservice elementary school teachers focuses on how math
concepts should be taught to students, teachers’ math
anxiety decreases relative to math education classes that
focus on instructing the teachers in the domain of math
directly (Tooke & Lindstrom, 1998). In other words,
teacher education that focuses on how to teach a domain
reduces anxiety about that domain more than teacher

education that focuses on the content of the domain itself.
Focusing on how to teach spatially, and not focusing
directly on teaching teachers spatial skills, might have a
similar alleviating effect on their anxiety about spatial
reasoning.
Second, evidence from the stereotype threat literature
demonstrates that being told that the skill or ability being
tested is malleable (rather than fixed) eliminates negative
performance effects associated with stereotype threat
(Aronson, Fried & Good, 2002). Describing research about
how spatial reasoning abilities develop over time and how
those abilities can be both improved and used was a major
part of the work circle intervention. We reasoned that
informing female teachers about research demonstrating that
spatial skills are malleable (not fixed, as is commonly
believed) might thus decrease their spatial anxiety, if any of
that anxiety is due to stereotypes about gender and spatial
ability that favor men.
Third, additional evidence from the stereotype threat
literature shows that, if a member of a negativelystereotyped group is provided with examples of other
members from that group who are successful in the
stereotyped domain, negative effects of stereotype threat can
be alleviated (McIntyre, Paulson & Lord, 2003). We
reasoned that since the researchers involved in the work
circle were women, this aspect of the intervention might
decrease the spatial anxiety of the female teachers. Although
we did not test this by having male researchers work with a
group of teachers, a decrease in teacher spatial anxiety
would be consistent with this hypothesis and could lead to
systematic study of this question. For these reasons, we
hypothesized that teacher anxiety in the domain of spatial
reasoning—specifically—would be alleviated by our work
circle intervention.

Method
Participants
Fourteen teachers (12 female, 2 male) from 7 Chicago area
schools (5 public, 2 private) who taught either kindergarten,
1st or 2nd grade participated in the work circle. One teacher
was a science teacher who spent time in different 1st and 2nd
grade classrooms, and the other teachers taught in a single
classroom throughout the day. Four teachers had
participated in a pilot study the year before and agreed to
participate for another year. The other ten teachers
responded to flyers posted in the offices of their schools or
placed in mailboxes of kindergarten, 1st and 2nd grade
teachers at the schools of teachers who had participated in
the previous work circle. Teachers were paid hourly for the
time they spent in the week-long intervention at the end of
the summer vacation and also received a gift card at the end
of the following academic year.

Materials
The heart of the work circle intervention consisted of a full
week of intensive meetings between teachers and
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researchers that took place in August, toward the end of the
summer vacation. At the beginning of the week-long
intervention, teachers completed three self-report
questionnaires to assess the levels of their spatial, math, and
reading anxieties. Participants were asked to rate how
anxious they would feel in various situations on a scale from
1 (not at all anxious) to 5 (very anxious). Example questions
from the spatial anxiety questionnaire include how anxious
you would feel “trying a new route that you think will be a
shortcut without the benefit of a map” and “locating your
car in a very large parking lot” (SAQ; Lawton, 1994).
Example questions from the math anxiety questionnaire
include how anxious you would feel “taking the math
section of a standardized test” and “opening a math or
statistics book and seeing a page full of problems” (short
Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scale; Alexander & Martray,
1989; shortened version of 98-item MARS Suinn, 1972).
Example questions from the reading anxiety questionnaire
include how anxious you would feel “taking the verbal
section of a standardized test” and “opening an English
book and seeing a long story” (Zbornik & Wallbrown,
1991). Teachers also completed the anxiety measures at the
end of the school year.

Procedure
During the week of meetings before the school year,
teachers were introduced to the concept of spatial reasoning
and lab research about its importance in children’s thinking
and learning. A pilot study suggested that teachers were
largely unfamiliar with the domain of spatial reasoning
(Krakowski, Ratliff, Gomez & Levine, 2010). Thus, we
started out by demonstrating that spatial reasoning skills are
malleable and can be improved with practice or various
kinds of instruction. We then focused on presenting
evidence of how instruction that utilizes spatial language,
gesture, and spatial alignment can be used to teach topics
within a variety of content areas including measurement,
graphs, fractions and map reading. These presentations took
place over the first three days of the work circle.
Teachers were also presented with a Spatial Toolkit that
contained example activities of how to use evidence
supported spatial tools in the classroom. Researchers
developed the activities included in the Toolkit in
collaboration with the teachers who participated in the work
circle the previous year. The Toolkit was introduced to the
teachers and discussed during one day of the work circle.
Next, teachers broke into small groups to take these lesson
ideas and come up with concrete ways of applying them to
their curriculum. These small groups then presented their
activities to the larger group. The small group work took
place over three days and presentations of the teachers’
activities occurred on the last day of the week.
For example, researchers presented the results of a
training study that found that teaching students to measure
objects misaligned with the zero-point on a ruler by laying
discrete one-inch transparent plastic units on top of the ruler
improved students’ performance on this typically

challenging task (Levine, Kwon, Huttenlocher, Ratliff &
Dietz, 2009). This study was then turned into a Toolkit
activity, a worksheet where students would be instructed to
use unit-chips to help them measure items misaligned with
the zero-point on a ruler. During the work circle teachers
were asked to take the idea of using discrete units on a ruler
and transfer it to the number line, a tool that is used on a
daily basis in elementary school classrooms. Teachers then
presented their ideas to the large group. Some examples of
teacher-generated activities included using units of different
sizes on the number line to teach addition/subtraction and
multiplication/division.
During the school year, teachers were asked to fill out
daily checklists to keep track of the spatial activities they
were using. Teachers were instructed to describe any
activities they used that contained spatial content and in
which subjects (i.e., math, science, language arts, etc.) those
lessons would be included. Teachers were also asked to
record whether they used any Spatial Toolkit activities by
checking a box next to the listed activities. These checklists
were picked up from schools on a bi-weekly basis
throughout the year.
Teachers also attended a refresher meeting during the
winter, which served as an opportunity to ask questions and
discuss issues they had encountered during the first half of
the school year. One-on-one interviews were also conducted
during this meeting. During these interviews teachers were
asked about which activities they were using on a regular
basis, the particular subjects for which these activities were
useful, how students reacted to the spatial activities, and
whether they felt their teaching had changed as a result of
participating in the work circle. During these interviews,
teachers also described ways they had augmented the
Toolkit activities.
During the spring of the school year, teachers were
videotaped for about half of a school day. They were asked
to teach a lesson using the number line and a lesson using a
map, with the specifics of these lessons left up to the
teachers.
At the end of the school year teachers attended a wrap-up
meeting where they were given the post-intervention spatial,
math and reading anxiety measures. This also served as an
opportunity for a final discussion about the year.

Results
One male teacher dropped out of the study after the summer
intervention. In addition, two female teachers and the other
male teacher did not complete the anxiety questionnaires at
the end of the school year. Data from the ten remaining
teachers (all female) were analyzed.
Teacher measures of anxiety were entered into a repeatedmeasures ANOVA with Anxiety Type (3: spatial, math,
reading) and Time (2: pre-intervention, post-intervention) as
within-subjects variables. Results are presented in Figure 1.
We found a main effect of Anxiety Type (F(2, 18)=5.60,
p<0.05); planned contrasts showed that spatial anxiety
(M=2.98, SE=0.28) was on average higher than reading
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anxiety (M=2.00, SE=0.22) and that math anxiety (M=2.20,
SE=0.24) did not significantly differ from either of the other
types. There was a marginally significant main effect of
Time (F(1, 9)=3.81, p<0.09); on average, anxiety scores
marginally decreased from pre-intervention (M=2.52,
SE=0.19) to post-intervention (M=2.27, SE=0.18).
The research question under study here involves the
change in spatial anxiety from the beginning to the end of
the school year. We hypothesized that, since teachers were
participating in professional development focusing on
spatial reasoning, anxiety about spatial reasoning would
decrease from the beginning to the end of the school year,
while math and reading anxiety would not be affected by
our specialized intervention. The analysis of interest, then,
is the interaction between Anxiety Type and Time. This
interaction was significant, F(2, 18)=5.64, p<0.05. Paired
samples t-tests revealed that spatial anxiety decreased from
pre-intervention to post-intervention (pre M=3.34, SE=0.37;
post M=2.61, SE=0.25; t(9)=2.55, p<0.05) while reports of
math anxiety (pre M=2.10, SE=0.24; post M=2.31,
SE=0.26; t(9)=-1.29, ns) and reading anxiety (pre M=2.11,
SE=0.24; post M=1.88, SE=0.21; t(9)=1.75, ns) did not
change significantly over time.
*

Figure 1: Teacher reports of anxiety, pre-intervention (white
bars) and post-intervention (gray bars). There was a
significant interaction between Time and Anxiety Type.
Spatial anxiety decreased from pre to post, while math and
reading anxiety did not change. Error bars are SEM.
*p<0.05.

Discussion
Since teacher anxiety can impact student learning outcomes
(Beilock, et al., 2010; Gunderson, et al., in progress), the
importance of finding ways to decrease teacher anxiety is
clear. Participating in a work circle intervention in the
domain of spatial reasoning, which included an intensive
week-long intervention as well as follow-ups and
opportunities to use newly created spatial activities
throughout a school year, resulted in a decrease in
kindergarten through 2nd grade teachers’ spatial (but not
math or reading) anxiety.
This study represents a

preliminary step toward learning how to decrease teacher
anxiety in the domain of spatial reasoning. Our intervention
did not focus on decreasing anxiety—it focused on bringing
teachers and researchers together to discuss the field of
spatial reasoning and to design classroom interventions
using lab-tested spatial tools.
However, we do not yet know whether this particular
intervention had any effect on the students (that data is
currently being analyzed). Previous research does suggest
that teacher math anxiety is associated with a general
avoidance of math—teachers who are high in math anxiety,
for example, spend less time preparing for math lessons and
even use math instruction time for other subjects (Swetman,
Munday & Windham, 1993). Since spatial reasoning is not
even a part of the curriculum—there is no subject in school
called “spatial reasoning”—teacher avoidance of spatial
reasoning based on anxiety might be even more extreme. If
being in our intervention decreased teacher spatial anxiety
and, by extension, increased the amount of instructional
time spent on spatial activities, students spatial learning
should benefit.
It should be noted that the intervention we describe here
was lengthy. Although the bulk of the actual intervention
took place in a week of meetings before the school year
started, teacher anxiety was measured at the very beginning
of that the first week and again at the very end of the school
year. As such, the current study does not allow us to see the
time course of this phenomenon. Is it the case that simply
completing the week-long intervention (or even shorter)
would decrease spatial anxiety? Or, is it necessary for the
effects to build over time, perhaps because teachers gain
confidence in their spatial skills as they implement lessons
with spatial content? How long would such effects last?
This preliminary study cannot address questions of time
course such as these.
Indeed, we do not know which elements of our
intervention were responsible for the decrease in teacher
anxiety. There were two general components of the
intervention: the intensive week-long intervention, and the
opportunity to use that information throughout the year.
Even during the first week, we focused on many different
aspects of spatial reasoning. Within one week, teachers
were given a “crash-course” in research having to do with
spatial reasoning. Then, they were introduced to roughly a
dozen spatial tools for teaching different concepts. Then,
they focused on particular tools and worked together to
develop classroom activities based on those tools. They
then presented those activities to the work circle teachers
and researchers and received feedback. During the winter
interviews, teachers reported having used spatial tools in
their teaching, even in contexts that had never been
discussed during the work circle, such as teaching
handwriting or managing the classroom. They reported that
they used spatial tools most often during math and science
lessons, and they also frequently augmented the originally
designed spatial activities. Returning to the measurement
example described above, several teachers reported using
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unit-chips during activities with bar graphs and number
lines to help their students understand the importance of
counting intervals and understanding the concept of “unit”.
Because all of the teachers whose data we analyzed were
female, we cannot tell how much of the decrease in spatial
anxiety comes from alleviating anxiety that stems from
stereotype threat, or if our results are more generalizable. To
some degree, it does not really matter since over 90% of
early elementary school teachers are female (NEA, 2001).
On a positive note, we have learned that teacher’s anxiety
about the spatial domain can be decreased through the
approach we took, and that they also report increases in their
use of spatial activities in the classroom. Our future work
will focus on identifying the precise aspects of the
intervention that were critical in achieving these results, and
also examine the impact of this kind of intervention on
student learning, both in terms of their spatial reasoning and
in mathematics and science, where spatial skills have been
shown to play an important role in levels of achievement.
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Abstract
The anchoring-and-adjustment heuristic (Tversky &
Kahneman, 1974) predicts elicitation of an initial estimate
will prompt subsequent minimum and maximum estimates to
lie close to the initial estimate, resulting in narrow ranges and
overconfidence. Evidence for this, however, is mixed; while
Heywood-Smith, Welsh & Begg (2008) observed narrower
subsequent ranges, Block and Harper (1991) report ranges
became wider. One suggestion has been that this reflects a
difference between expert and novice reactions to elicitation
tasks. The present study investigated whether the interplay
between expertise and number preferences leads to the
paradoxical effects of an initial estimate. Participants with
high expertise make precise estimates whereas participants
with less expertise prefer rounded numbers, which could,
potentially, reduce the impact of anchors. We confirm that
expertise affects the precision of estimates and observe results
indicative of the theorized effect – an interaction between
expertise and elicitation method on range widths.
Keywords: anchoring; overconfidence; number preference;
precision

In fields where empirical data is limited or unavailable,
decisions are often based on expert judgment. For example,
current industry practice in petroleum exploration requires
exploration geologists to provide 80% confidence ranges on
relevant factors (e.g., rock porosity, reservoir thickness)
prior to drilling (Hawkins, Coopersmith, & Cunningham,
2002). A typical result, however, is overconfidence
(Lichtenstein, Fischhoff, & Phillips, 1982), where the level
of confidence reported is much higher than the proportion of
ranges containing the true value. This bias has been
observed not only in oil and gas industry personnel (Welsh,
Bratvold, & Begg, 2005), but in a multiplicity of experts
including clinicians (Christensen-Szalanski & Bushyhead,
1981), business managers (Russo & Schoemaker, 1992) and
social scientists (Tetlock, 1999). Theoretical interest in
factors affecting overconfidence is therefore shared by
technical and psychological disciplines alike.
A popular explanation for overconfidence stems from the
anchoring-and-adjustment heuristic, first suggested by
Tversky and Kahneman (1974): people start from an initial
value, an anchor, which they insufficiently adjust from to
provide a range. While this anchoring-and-adjustment
explanation has received support (Russo & Schoemaker,
1992; Heywood-Smith, Welsh & Begg 2008), several
studies found that requesting a best initial estimate resulted
in wider ranges, that is, reduced overconfidence (see, e.g.,
Block & Harper, 1991; Clemen 2001; Juslin, Wennerholm
and Olsson, 1999; Soll & Klayman, 2004; Winman,
Hansson, & Juslin, 2004).

Yaniv and Foster (1995) theorized there is a trade-off
between accuracy and informativeness in uncertain
judgment tasks. The precision or “graininess” in estimates is
used to convey confidence. On the aforementioned
calibration task, for example, an individual uncertain of
their knowledge should produce a wide, less precise range
to represent uncertainty. However, although wider ranges
are more likely to encompass the true value, as estimates
become less precise (i.e., “grainier”), they also become less
informative of the true value.
There is a possibility that, in order to boost
informativeness, experts in a topic are more inclined to
generate precise estimates than laypeople. Should this
indeed be the case, such a difference in number preference
may help clarify the relationship between anchoring and
overconfidence.
Such number preferences could place limits on the
minimum width of a range that vary by elicitation method.
For example, an individual who prefers to give estimates in
multiples of 100 (to characterize their uncertainty about the
true values) may generate a range of 100-200. If requested
to provide an initial best guess, using the same scale this
person would estimate either 100 (prompting a wider range
of 0-200) or 200 (range: 100-300). The wider range
resulting from this preference for round numbers would
therefore remove any anchoring effect the initial best guess
had on the end-points (and, thereby, reduce
overconfidence). Where uncertainty is high and precision
low, this effect may be sufficient to overwhelm any
anchoring effect resulting from the best guess. In contrast,
an expert’s tendency to produce precise estimates (i.e.,
fewer trailing zeros) will reduce or avoid this effect and thus
any effect of anchoring resulting from the best guess will be
observable.

Research Aims
The aim of this study is to investigate the effect an initial
best guess of a true value has on the width of elicited ranges
at different gradations of expertise. It was hypothesized that
individuals with less expertise would prefer to report
estimates in rounded numbers. A best guess would be made
as, for example, a multiple of 10. Subsequent adjustment
from this anchor would be made on the same scale to obtain
minimum and maximum estimates, thereby reducing the
impact of anchoring. Conversely, highly expert individuals
would report precise estimates. Anchoring on the best guess
would therefore be more apparent as adjustments for ranges
are made on a smaller scale.
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Method

minimum estimate, divided by the true value. Higher scores
indicated wider ranges.

Participants were 307 undergraduate psychology students
studying at the University of Adelaide (83 males and 224
females), aged 16 to 53 years (M = 20.07, SD = 4.68) who
participated for course credit.

Precision Number preference was assessed in terms of
precision – the number of final zeros in an estimate. For
example, an estimate of 100 (2 final zeros), would be scored
at precision 2. Lower scores therefore indicated greater
precision.

Participants

Materials
Two purpose-designed 20-item questionnaires were used to
assess number preference and the effect of an initial best
guess at different gradations of self-rated expertise. The
questionnaires comprised Australian Football League (AFL)
and general knowledge trivia. There were two experimental
conditions – best guess first and range only. For example,
on the AFL trivia item “In what year did the Adelaide
Crows join the AFL?”; participants in the best guess first
condition would provide their best estimate of the actual
answer before a range (i.e., a low and a high guess) which
they were 80% confident contained the actual answer.
Participants in the range only condition did not provide an
initial best guess. In addition to these confidence intervals,
participants rated their confidence that their answer
contained the true value, on a 3-point scale: 1 (Absolutely
no idea), 2 (I had a vague idea) and 3 (I felt that I knew).
Confidence was assessed as the average of all confidence
ratings across questions.

Procedure
Data was collected online using SurveyMonkey. In addition
to demographics (age and gender), participants were asked
to self-rate their expertise: “What percentage of the
Australian population do you have more knowledge of AFL
than?”
Participants were also asked about their engagement in
football-related activities, i.e., “How many AFL games do
you watch per week?”; and “How many years have you
been following AFL?” Other questions were scored on
rating scales: “Do you play football?” (0 = No; 1 = Yes);
“How often do you attend AFL games?” (0 = Never to 5 =
Weekly); “How often do you read or watch news reports
about football?” (0 = Never to 4 = Daily).
Allocation to one of the two conditions (best guess first or
range only) was randomized, but all participants completed
the AFL questionnaire before the general knowledge
questionnaire.

Results
Scoring
Range To enable comparisons across questions with
answers of varying magnitudes, the distance between
minimum and maximum estimates on each question was
recorded as the relative range –the maximum minus the

Error As our error measure we used proportional error.
This was calculated as the average of all error scores
proportional to the true value. For the range only condition,
error was assessed as the absolute difference between the
midpoint of the participant’s provided range and the true
answer. For the best guess first condition, error was
measured as the absolute difference between their best guess
and the true answer for each question. Thus, higher scores
denoted greater error.

Preliminary Analyses
Preliminary analyses were conducted to ensure expertise on
the AFL questionnaire was appropriately measured by selfratings.
Spearman rank order correlations confirmed self-rated
AFL expertise correlated positively with football-related
activities. The number of games watched weekly (ρ = .54),
years individuals followed AFL (ρ = .54), reading or
watching AFL news (ρ = .46) and AFL game attendance (ρ
= .42) all had moderate correlations with self-rated expertise
(all p < .001). The correlation between actually playing
football and self-rated expertise was weak (ρ = .19, p =
.001).
Looking at correlations between self-rated AFL expertise
and error on each of the AFL trivia questions in the range
only condition, 18 of 20 reached significance in the
predicted negative direction, ranging from ρ = -.15, p = .03
to ρ = -.46, p < .001. Only one correlation between selfrated AFL expertise and error was positive, ρ = .23, p =
<.01.
Similarly, in the best guess first condition, 18 of the 20
correlations between self-rated AFL expertise and error
reached significance in the predicted negative direction,
ranging from ρ = -.18, p = .03 to ρ = -.47, p < .001. The
same item produced a positive correlation between selfrated AFL expertise and error, ρ = .27, p = <.01.
A non-parametric one-tailed sign test indicates the overall
negative trend (i.e., 18 out of 20 correlations in the negative
direction) is, itself, significant, p = 2.0x10-4.
Mean correlations between AFL expertise and error in the
range only and best guess conditions were ρ = -.15, p < .001
and ρ = -.19, p < .001, respectively.
Table 1 shows that participants’ confidence calculated
from the AFL questionnaire (i.e., the average of all of a
person’s confidence ratings reported in that questionnaire)
had a moderate, positive correlation with self-rated expertise
(ρ = .56, p <.001). The correlation between confidence and
error (ρ = -.72, p <.001), however, was higher than the
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correlation between self-rated expertise and error (ρ = -.47,
p <.001), indicating that confidence itself was a good
measure of people’s degree of expertise. Given this, the
confidence measure calculated from the general knowledge
questionnaire was used to indicate expertise in general
knowledge. The correlation between confidence and error
on the general knowledge task was weaker but in the
predicted direction (ρ = -.31, p <.001; see Table 2).
Table 1: Spearman correlation matrix for AFL
questionnaire variables
1
-

2
<.001

3
<.01

4
<.001

5
<.001

2 Conf.

.56

-

<.01

<.001

<.001

3 Precision

-.16

-.16

-

<.001

.14

4 Range

-.42

-.58

.46

-

<.001

5 Error

-.47

-.72

.07

.56

-

1 Expertise

Note: Lower triangle cells show the correlation ρ. Upper
triangle cells show the p-value. N = 263. Precision, range
and error are averages across questions.

Interactions between Expertise and Elicitation
Method
It was hypothesized that eliciting a best guess first would
cause observable anchoring in high expertise participants;
while a best guess in low expertise participants could
prompt a greater widening of range end-points.
Figure 1 shows that, on the AFL questionnaire, best
guesses led to wider ranges in both expertise groups and
high expertise participants gave narrower ranges1 (range
only tM20 = .041, CI95 = .030, .053; best guess first tM20 =
.074, CI95 = .056, .096) than low expertise participants
(range only tM20 = .110, CI95 = .097, .124; best guess first
tM20 = .176, CI95 = .155, .198).
The same pattern was found for expertise and condition
on the general knowledge questionnaire: the best guess first
condition produced wider ranges and participants with high
expertise had narrower mean ranges (range only tM20 =
.109, CI95 = .092, .128; best guess first tM20 = .150, CI95 =
.125, .178) than participants with low expertise (range only
tM20 = .157, CI95 = .145, .170; best guess first tM20 = .265,
CI95 = .241, .290).

Table 2: Spearman correlation matrix for general
knowledge questionnaire variables
1
-

2
<.001

3
<.001

4
<.001

2 Precision

-.31

-

<.001

<.001

3 Range

-.21

.58

-

<.001

4 Error

-.31

.24

.47

-

1 Conf.

Figure 1: 20% trimmed mean range and 95% confidence
intervals for low and high expertise participants in range
only (RO) and Best guess first (BG) conditions of the AFL
questionnaire (left) and general knowledge questionnaire
(right). AFL low expertise RO N = 105; BG N = 82. High
expertise RO N = 45; BG N = 31. General knowledge low
expertise RO N = 116; BG N = 84. High expertise RO N =
47; BG N = 33.

Note: Lower triangle cells show the correlation ρ. Upper
triangle cells show the p-value. N = 280. Precision, range
and error are averages across questions.

Defining Expertise
Expertise in AFL Self-ratings of AFL expertise were split
such that participants rating their knowledge as less than
that of 50% of the Australian population were grouped ‘low
expertise’. Remaining participants who rated their
knowledge as greater than or equal to 50% were grouped
‘high expertise’.

Visual inspection of the pattern of results is suggestive of
an interaction effect of expertise on condition on both AFL
and general knowledge questionnaires: that is, the results
suggest that the ranges given by low expertise people are
being more strongly affected by the inclusion of a best guess
than those of experts. Standard two-way analyses of

Expertise in General Knowledge Participants who
reported an average confidence rating of less than 2 were
grouped ‘low expertise’. Remaining participants with an
average confidence rating greater than or equal to 2 were
‘high expertise’.

1
Variables violated the assumptions of standard parametric
procedures; therefore 20% trimmed means are reported to improve
robustness against outliers and skewness (Keselman, Algina, Lix,
Wilcox, & Deering, 2008). Confidence intervals around these
means were calculated using a percentile bootstrap method with
10,000 bootstrap samples (see Erceg-Hurn & Mirosevich, 2008).
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variance2, however, indicated these interactions were not
significant on either the AFL (F(1, 259) = .29, p = .59,
partial η2= .001), or the general knowledge questionnaire
(F(1, 276) = .04, p = .84, partial η2 = .00). It is worth noting
that Levene’s test on range in the general knowledge
questionnaire indicated the assumption of homogeneity of
variance was not met (F(3, 276) = 7.57, p < .001).
Given that the ANOVAs checking for these interactions
were conducted on the ranks for range, there are also
concerns regarding the statistical power of the test,
particularly as there is a further loss of power in the
ANOVA result for the general knowledge task resulting
from the combination of unequal variances with uneven
sample sizes. In short, the reliability of the ANOVA results
is questionable.
As a result of this and the direct observations of Figure 1,
which seem to imply an interaction effect of noticeable
strength, we conducted an additional analysis.
Testing for an interaction effect between expertise and
elicitation method is non-trivial in this case. This is because
we wish to test the interaction on the 20% trimmed means
(not the mean or median), controlling for possible main
effects, without assuming normality. To do so, we
constructed a nonparametric permutation-based test. Our
test statistic was the extent to which the cell-20% trimmed
means deviated from the values predicted by a model
consisting solely of main effects (the extent of this variation
is formalized via the standard deviation). The distribution of
this statistic under the null hypothesis is estimated by
constructing 100,000 random permutations of the grouping
variables (i.e., elicitation method and expertise status). The
p-value is estimated as the probability of observing a
deviation from the main effect model predictions as large as
or larger than the observed value. For the AFL data, the
observed value of .034 is highly significant relative to the
null distribution that has mean .01 and std. dev .005 (p <
.001). For the general knowledge data, we obtained a test
statistic of .04, evaluated against a null distribution with
mean .01 and std. dev .006 (p < .001).

Additional Findings
A main effect of precision on condition was found for high
expertise on the general knowledge questionnaire: estimates
were more precise in the range only condition (tM20=
.433,CI95 = .395, .471; best guess first tM20= .492, CI95 =
.448, .537; see Figure 2).
As depicted in Figure 3, on general knowledge items,
high expertise participants produced less error (range only
tM20 = 8.830, CI95 = 6.979, 11.036; best guess first tM20 =
10.647, CI95 = 8.280, 13.379) than participants with low
expertise (range only tM20 = 17.448, CI95 = 15.602, 19.521;
best guess first tM20 = 15.578, CI95 = 13.879, 17.648).
On the AFL questionnaire, participants with high
expertise (range only tM20 = 5.935, CI95 = 4.041, 9.362; best
guess first tM20 = 2.711, CI95 = 1.685, 4.712) showed less
error than low expertise participants in the best guess first
condition only (range only tM20 = 9.039, CI95 = 7.558,
11.903; best guess first tM20 = 6.647, CI95 = 5.298, 8.558).

Figure 2: 20% trimmed mean precision and 95% confidence
intervals for low and high expertise participants in range
only and best guess first conditions of the AFL
questionnaire (left) and general knowledge questionnaire
(right). Sample sizes as in Figure 1.

Main Effect of Precision
Figure 2 confirms the prediction that high expertise
participants would produce more precise estimates (range
only tM20 = .168, CI95 = .133, .204; best guess first tM20 =
.165, CI95 = .124, .208) than low expertise participants
(range only tM20 = .282, CI95 = .258, .306; best guess first
tM20 = .301, CI95 = .274, .329) on the AFL questionnaire.
High expertise participants also provided more precise
estimates (range only tM20 = .433, CI95 = .395, .471; best
guess first tM20 = .492, CI95 = .448, .537) than less expert
participants (range only tM20 = .560, CI95 = .536, .584; best
guess first tM20 = .586, CI95 = .558, .613) on the general
knowledge items.
2
Because data was skewed, a rank transformation was performed
on all observations for the range of estimates, with the lowest rank
of “1” assigned to the smallest observation (see Conover & Iman,
1981).

Figure 3: 20% trimmed mean error and 95% confidence
intervals for low and high expertise participants in range
only and best guess first conditions of the AFL
questionnaire (left) and general knowledge questionnaire
(right). Sample sizes as in Figure 1.
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Note on Analyses
It is important to note that although expertise was
discretized in the above analyses, preliminary linear
regression analyses3 with full continuous variables showed
the same pattern of results.

Discussion
The results of this study showed main effects of both
expertise and elicitation method (group). Participants with a
high level of expertise reported estimates with greater
precision than participants with less expertise and, in both
cases, people who were asked for a best estimate first tended
to give wider ranges.
The most interesting result, however, is the interaction
between these two. While difficult to analyze, due to
violations of the assumptions of parametric tests and the
accompanying loss of power in alternative tests, our
interpretation of the data, both visually, from Figure 1 and
statistically, using a specifically designed permutation test,
lead us to conclude that people with low expertise were
disproportionately affected by the inclusion of a best guess
in both the AFL and general knowledge questions.
That is, less expert people, when asked to estimate a range
after having their best guess elicited, increase the width of
those ranges more than do more expert people.
This, we argue, may result from their greater preference
for rounded numbers, which causes a sort of ‘buffering’
effect, whereby people’s estimates are forced wider because
their best guess is already occupying one of the numbers
that they would otherwise have used as the end-point of
their range.

Caveats
However, a number of caveats should be taken into account
when considering our results, including the difficulties we
have encountered in analyzing the data. Traditional,
parametric tests fail to yield reliable results when their
assumptions are violated, yet their non-parametric
equivalents often result in a loss of power – which makes
the observation of interaction effects particularly difficult.
This has necessitated our creation of a specific test for the
interaction that we could see in Figure 1.
Other concerns relate to the degree of expertise and
number preference observed in our data. Less than a third of
our sample rated themselves as better than 50% of the
population in the AFL questions and confidence was lower
on the general knowledge questions. With a mean self-rated
expertise of less than 30% our sample may, as a result,
suffer from restricted range, which would undermine the
strength of any observed effects. The fact that expertise was
self-rated and correlated with the other measures less well
3

Distributions of variables were skewed. Thus, a rank
transformation was performed on all observations, with the lowest
rank of “1” assigned to the smallest observation.

than a 3-point confidence rating also suggests that our
division between high and low expertise may be more
arbitrary than we would hope.
Similarly, the degree of number preference shown on the
AFL task, in particular, is extremely low, with the group
averages ranging from .075 to .2 – indicating that, at most,
people used an extra zero on every fifth estimate. This is
much lower than rates observed in other experiments (see,
e.g., Welsh, Navarro & Begg, in press, where an equivalent
value above .9 was observed).
Given this it could, reasonably, be argued that our
experiment underestimates the magnitude of differences
between experts and non-experts – particularly on tasks
where uncertainty is higher.
This may also explain the observation that both our
‘expert’ and ‘non-expert’ groups widened their ranges as a
result of the inclusion of a best guess, rather than seeing
narrower ranges in the expert group due to an anchoring
effect. Otherwise, we would need to conclude that our
experiment adds further evidence to the case against
anchoring playing any significant role in causing
overconfidence. Instead, as has been the case in the majority
of instances, we observe that an initial best guess tends to
widen rather than narrow subsequently elicited ranges,
although by different amounts.

Future Research
As noted above, a key concern with the current analyses
relates to the definition of expertise. While the self-ratings
that we used did correlate in the expected manner with all of
our variables, the fact that a simple 3-point confidence scale
was a better predictor is concerning, as is the observation
that so few of our sample regarded themselves as being of
above average expertise on the task.
To combat this, additional experiments, specifically
targeting samples expected to have higher than average
knowledge of the domain in question are required, along
with pre-experimental testing to directly measure this
knowledge. This will enable direct comparisons between
people with genuinely high expertise and the general
populace and thereby clarify the remaining question of
whether true experts will actually be made more
overconfident by the inclusion of a best guess in a range
elicitation task.

Conclusions
Given the above, it seems reasonable to conclude that
expertise does, differentially, affect people’s response to
different elicitation methods. This is of great importance for
the transfer of elicitation techniques between laboratory and
applied settings as it suggests that effects observed in the
laboratory may not be the same as those seen in practice.
That is, an elicitation effect, shown to be of benefit in
laboratory testing, still needs to be tested on experts before
we can state, with certainty that it improves elicited values.
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Abstract: Own-race effect is the phenomenon that individuals are better able to recognize the faces of people from
their own race than the faces of people from other races. Sporer (2001) suggests that other-race faces may activate
a categorization response, which may divert one’s attention away and in turn hurt the recognition of these faces (ingroup/out-group model). In the current study, we manipulated in/out group and attentional resource as independent
variables to verify their influence on the own-race effect. We found that in the high attention condition, only ”ingroup with other race” participants, not ”out-group with other race” participants showed the own-race effect. But
in the low attention group, the own-race effect occurred only for ”out-group with other race” participants, not for
”in-group with other race” participants. The implication of these findings on the roles of social categorization and
attentional resource in the own-race effect will be discussed in our presentation.
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Multiple Causal Explanations: When Do We Discount and When Do
We Integrate?
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Abstract: Numerical reasoning research points to the value of considering multiple causal mechanisms that give
rise to a statistic. However, much evidence suggests that people prefer simple causal explanations, and discount one
causal explanation when another is salient. This led us to ask when and how people integrate causal alternatives. We
presented causal reasons for changes in statistics (e.g., traffic fatalities) that were either directly relevant or irrelevant
to an action, and asked participants how willing they were to take each action. By presenting two causal reasons in
counterbalanced order, we were able to consider the extent to which participants integrated causes in their action
decision. We found broad support for discounting but also some evidence for integration of explanations, and will
discuss circumstances that lead people to integrate multiple explanations rather than discount.
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Counting is a Piece of Cake: Yet Another Counting Task
Aaron Crug
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Abstract: How and when do children understand the concept of cardinality? The Give-X task (Wynn, 1992) is
used as a measure of children’s understanding of this counting principle. While poor performance on the Give-X
task could arise from lack of understanding, we hypothesize it might also be due to the demands of coordinating
counting and set construction. We designed an alternative task that lessens performance demands, The Birthday
task, to more directly evaluate children’s cardinality knowledge.
Subjects are told a child’s age and given a sticker to place on the corresponding cake. Subjects were given both
the Give-X and Birthday tasks. 30 children were classified as subset-knowers, as determined by criteria identical to
LeCorre et al. (2006).
19 of 30 were able to outperform their number-knower status on the Birthday task, while 11 performed identically.
Using McNemar’s test, it was found that performance between tasks were significantly different (p<.005).
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Understanding of mental states for human and non-human agents in
young children
Hajimu Hayashi
Okayama University
Abstract: From an early age, children are generally familiar with non-human agents; robots are depicted in picture
books or movies. However, little is known about whether young children attribute mental states for non-human
agents similar to those for human agents. Forty-five young children aged 5 and 6 years old participated. Two types
of standard false belief tasks were prepared. The only difference of the two tasks was the agent: human or robot.
Stories were presented as animations. The results showed that most participants correctly answered the control
questions in both tasks. However, for the belief questions, the percentage of the correct answers in the task of human
agents was higher than that in the task of non-human agents. These results demonstrate that young children ages 5
or 6 are already sensitive to mental states of human agents, but not to non-human agents.
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Young Toddlers’ Understanding of Graded Preferences
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Abstract: Infants must infer others’ preferences to decipher the social world. Past research has suggested that
infants use statistical information to infer others’ preferences (Kushnir, Xu & Wellman, 2010), but the nature of
children’s understanding of preferences has been somewhat underspecified. The current experiment explores how
statistical information helps infants decipher the strength (Experiment 1) and hierarchy of preferences (Experiment
2). In Experiment 1, infants observed an actor choosing object A over either three different toys (A vs. many
condition) or just one toy (A vs. one condition). Infants in the A vs. many condition inferred a stronger preference
for A than infants in the A vs. one condition. In Experiment 2, infants who observed an actor choosing object A
consistently over object C and object B inconsistently over C inferred the actor’s preference for object A over B.
Results were compared to predictions made by the mixed multinomial logit model.
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Designing Interfaces that Stimulate Ideational Fluency in Science
Sharon Oviatt
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Adrienne Cohen
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Ariana Mann
MIT
Abstract: This research investigated how the presence, basic features, and match of interface input capabilities to
a task domain can either stimulate or impede thinking about science. Students’ hypothesis generation in biology
was compared while they used: (1) non-digital paper and pencil tools, (2) a digital paper and pen interface, (3) pen
tablet interface, and (4) keyboard-based graphical tablet interface with a supplementary pen. Results showed that
students expressed 44
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Evading a Multitasking Bottleneck:
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Abstract
When people have to store intermediate results for multiple
tasks concurrently, performance decreases considerably as
opposed to when at most one intermediate result has to be
stored. Borst, Taatgen and Van Rijn (2010) have shown that a
multitasking bottleneck associated with intermediate problem
representations can account for this effect. This study
investigates whether representing problem representations
externally reduces the interference. To this end we extended
the experiment in Borst et al. (2010) with a version that
required no problem representation. The results show that
there is an over-additive increase in response times when both
tasks need to store an intermediate representation, as
compared to a situation in which at most one task requires an
intermediate representation, either because no intermediate
representation is needed, or because the intermediate
representation is available on the screen. These results
suggest that multitasking performance can be improved by
presenting intermediate representations in the environment.
Keywords: multitasking; interference; problem state; external
representation; threaded cognition.

Introduction
When you walk through the city on a Saturday afternoon
you come across many examples of multitasking: Business
men who are trying to talk on the phone while driving,
tourists reading a map while walking, and boys watching
girls while riding their bikes. These are examples of the
ability of human beings to do several tasks at once. While
this capability works effortless in certain situations, like
walking and talking, other examples suggest it is nearly
impossible to execute two tasks at once (e.g., writing a
paper and watching television).
Here we discuss
multitasking interference in the problem state resource,
which can be considered part of working memory, and how
to avoid it.
There are several theories that discuss multitasking
interference (e.g., Pashler, 1984; Meyer & Kieras, 1997;
Salvucci & Taatgen, 2008). These theories differ in their
explanation of what causes interference during multitasking:
ranging from one central processing bottleneck (e.g.,
Pashler, 1984) to a purely cognitive control account (e.g.,

Meyer & Kieras, 1997) The theory of threaded cognition
(Salvucci & Taatgen, 2008; Salvucci, Taatgen, & Borst,
2009) takes the middle ground by assuming multiple
processing bottlenecks, both cognitive and perceptual.
According to threaded cognition human multitasking is not
limited by the number of tasks that are carried out, but by
capacity limitations of cognitive and peripheral resources.
As soon as a resource is required by more than one task, this
leads to interference.
Previously Salvucci and Taatgen (2008) discussed two
peripheral bottlenecks (the visual and motor systems) and
two central cognitive bottlenecks (declarative and
procedural memory; cf. “attentional limitations” Pashler &
Johnston, 1998). A third central cognitive resource that can
act as a bottleneck, the problem state resource, was
identified by Borst, Taatgen and Van Rijn (2010). The
problem state is the cognitive resource that holds
intermediate results of processing. While solving an
equation like 3x – 4 = 8, a likely intermediate representation
that is stored in the problem state is 3x = 12.
According to threaded cognition, a resource can only be
used for one task at a time, which means that the problem
state resource can only store a single intermediate
representation. Intermediate representations that are
removed from the problem state resource are automatically
stored in declarative memory. The distinction between the
problem state resource on the one hand, and declarative
memory on the other hand is an important one: Information
that is represented in the problem state resource is directly
accessible, while retrieving facts from declarative memory
costs time.
The idea of a problem state is similar to the focus of
attention in working memory (e.g., Cowan, 1995; Garavan,
1998; Oberauer, 2002) in the sense that it has a size of only
one element and can be accessed without time costs.
Changing from one problem state to another takes a small
amount of time (previously estimated to be around 200 ms,
Anderson, 2007). Moreover, when a previous problem state
has to be retrieved from declarative memory this increases
the time it takes to change the problem state.
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referred to as the ‘support condition’, while the original
version will be referred to as the ‘no-support condition’.
In the no-support condition, we expected to find an
interaction between task difficulty, in both response times
and accuracy, similar to the interaction found in the original
study. In the support condition, it is not necessary to
maintain two problem states concurrently; therefore we
expect to find that participants respond faster and more
accurate when both tasks are hard. Therefore, we expect the
interaction effect to decrease or disappear.

Method

Figure 1: A screenshot of the experiment in the support
condition.
Borst et al. (2010) showed that the problem state acts as a
cognitive bottleneck in multitasking using a dual task
experiment in which both tasks varied in whether they
needed a problem state or not. They found an over-additive
interaction effect on reaction times and accuracy when both
tasks needed a problem state.
If interference in the problem state produces such a large
decrease in performance, people will try to find ways to
avoid it. This is consistent with the minimal control
principle, which proposes that internal top-down control
should be minimized to obtain the best performance with the
least cognitive processing (Taatgen, 2007). This means that
whenever possible, control is left to the environment.
Taatgen showed that control is not fully internal, but is
shared by perceptual input and internal top-down control.
We hypothesize that people use their environment to
relieve their problem state whenever possible (e.g., Kirsh,
1995). To test this claim we used a modified version of the
dual task experiment from Borst et al. (2010). In that
experiment, participants had to perform two tasks
concurrently: a subtraction task and a text entry task. Both
tasks had two conditions: an easy version in which no
intermediate results had to be stored, and a hard version in
which participants had to maintain an intermediate result
from one response to the next. We extended this setup with
a version of the task in which the problem state for the
subtraction task is displayed on the screen. Kirsh (1995)
shows that people can pass off internal computation to the
world by correctly timed external representations. In this
version of the task we implemented this idea by presenting
an external representation of the intermediate outcome when
it was needed for further computation. Because the
intermediate outcome was presented on the screen, it was
not necessary to maintain a problem state in the hard version
of the subtraction task. This version of the task will be

The experiment is derived from a dual task that was
previously used to provide support for the problem state
bottleneck hypothesis (Borst et al., 2010). We extended this
original version with a version of the task in which the
intermediate result of the subtraction task is displayed on the
screen. The experiment has a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial withinsubject design (Subtraction Difficulty x Text Entry
Difficulty x support). Eye-movements of the participants
were measured during the experiment, but here we will
focus on the behavioral data.
Participants 33 students of the University of Groningen
participated in the experiment for course credit or monetary
compensation of €10. 4 participants were rejected because
they scored less than 75% correct where the average of the
other participants was >95% correct (as were the results on
the same task in Borst, Taatgen, Stocco et al. 2010 and in
Borst, Taatgen, & Van Rijn, 2010). Two participants were
rejected because they did not adhere to the task instructions,
and 4 because of recording problems of the eye tracker1.
This leaves 24 complete datasets (16 female, age range
18-43, mean age 20.5). All participants had normal or
corrected-to-normal visual acuity. Informed consent as
approved by the Ethical Committee Psychology of the
University of Groningen was obtained before testing.
Design During the experiment, participants had to perform a
subtraction task and a text entry task concurrently. The
subtraction task was shown on the left side of the screen, the
text entry task on the right (see Figure 1). Participants had to
alternate between the two tasks: after entering a digit, the
subtraction interface was disabled, forcing the participant to
subsequently enter a letter. After entering a letter, the text
entry interface was disabled and the subtraction interface
became available again, etc.
The subtraction task is shown on the left side of Figure 1.
Participants had to solve 10-column subtraction problems in
standard right to left order. However, at each point in time,
only a single column was visible. Although the problems
were presented column by column, the participants were
trained to perceive the separate columns in a trial as one 10column subtraction problem (in the practice phase
1
We chose to exclude these participants from the current
analysis to keep the data set the same as in future analyses.
Including or excluding these participants did not qualitatively
influence the reported behavioral effects.
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participants started out with a normal 10-column layout,
only later they switched to solving the problems column by
column). Participants had to enter the digits by clicking on
the on-screen keypad with the mouse. In the easy, no
problem state version, the upper digit was always larger or
equal to the lower one; these problems could be solved
without carrying. In contrast, the hard version required
participants to carry six times out of 10 possible columns.
The interface for the text entry task is shown on the right
in Figure 1. Participants had to enter 10-letter strings by
clicking on the on-screen keypad. In the easy version the
input strings were presented one letter at a time and
participants had to click the corresponding button on the
keypad. In the hard version, a 10-letter word was presented
once at the start of a trial. Once a participant clicked on the
first letter, the word disappeared and the remaining letters
had to be entered one at a time, without feedback. Thus,
after the initial presentation of the word in the hard
condition, participants could neither see what word they
were entering, nor what they had already entered.
In the support condition a marker on the screen indicated
whether a carry was in progress in the subtraction task.
Figure 1 shows this condition. The ‘|’ indicates that there is
currently no carry in progress. However, as soon as the
previous subtraction resulted in a carry (e.g., after a column
like 3 – 4), the ‘|’ turned into a ‘1’. These symbols were
chosen so that it was not possible to distinguish the two
characters in peripheral vision.
Stimuli and Apparatus The stimuli for the subtraction
task were generated anew for each participant. The
subtraction problems in the hard version always featured six
carries, and resulted in 10-digit answers. The 10 letter words
for the hard version of the text entry task were handpicked
from a list of high-frequency English words (CELEX
database; Baayen, Piepenbrock, & van Rijn, 1993) to ensure
that similarities between words were kept at a minimum.
These stimuli were also used in the easy text entry task,
except that the letters within the words were scrambled
(under the constraint that a letter never appeared twice in a
row). Thus, participants were presented pseudo-random
sequences of letters that they had to enter one-by-one in the
easy condition. By scrambling the words, we controlled for
letter-based effects, while preventing the use of strategies to
predict the next letter.
The experiment was presented full screen on a 20.1”
monitor.
Procedure Each trial started with the presentation of a
short eye tracker calibration circle, followed by a fixation
cross that was presented for 6 seconds. The fixation marker
was followed by two horizontally aligned colored circles
representing both tasks. The color of the circles indicated
the difficulty conditions of the two tasks in the next trial
(red for hard, green for easy). The circles stayed on the
screen for 1 second, followed by a fixation cross for 600 ms
after which the subtraction and text entry tasks appeared.
Participants had to begin with the subtraction task, and then
alternate between the two tasks. After completing both

tasks, a feedback screen was shown for 2 seconds,
indicating how many letters / digits were entered correctly.
Before the next trial started, a fixation screen was shown for
2 seconds.
The experiment consisted of a practice block and two
experimental blocks. One of the experimental blocks
contained the support condition; the order of the conditions
was counter-balanced over participants. The practice block
consisted of 12 single task trials, followed by a block of 4
multitask trials in which all combinations of subtraction and
text entry were presented (easy-easy, hard-easy, easy-hard,
and hard-hard). Both experimental blocks consisted of 28
multitask trials. Before the second block the subtraction task
was practiced again, to familiarize the participants with the
change caused by adding or removing the carry indicator.
Subtraction and text entry conditions were randomized
within a block. The complete experiment consisted of 56
experimental trials, and lasted for about 90 minutes. In
between blocks participants could take a short break.

Results
Only the data from the experimental phase were analyzed.
Outliers were removed from the data (Response Times <
250 ms or > 10,000 ms), after which we removed data
exceeding two standard deviations from the mean per
condition per participant (in total 2.2% of the data was
removed).
All F- and p-values are obtained from repeated measure
ANOVAs; all error bars depict standard errors. Accuracy
data was transformed using an arcsine transformation before
being submitted to the ANOVA.

Response Times
Response times on the text entry task are defined as the time
between entering the previous number and the current letter.
First responses of each trial were removed. The results for
the text entry task are shown in the upper panels of Figure 2.
In summary: we found an interaction effect between
Subtraction Difficulty and Text Entry Difficulty in both the
no-support and the support condition, but in the support
condition this interaction is much smaller.
First, we found a three-way interaction between
Subtraction Difficulty, Text Entry Difficulty and Support
(F(1,23) = 9.29, p = 0.01, ηp2 = 0.29). This indicates that the
interaction between Subtraction Difficulty and Text Entry
difficulty differed based on whether support was displayed
on the screen.
The ANOVA results for the different conditions are
summarized in Table 1. There is an interaction effect
between Subtraction Difficulty and Text Entry Difficulty
and a main effect of Subtraction Difficulty in the normal
condition. No main effect of Text Entry Difficulty was
found. For the support condition of the task we found an
interaction between Subtraction Difficulty and Text Entry
Difficulty and a main effect of Subtraction Difficulty. No
main effect of Text Entry Difficulty was found.
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Table 2: ANOVA results for the response times on the
subtraction task.
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task are shown in the lower panels of Figure 2. In both
conditions there seems to be an interaction, but in the
support condition this interaction is smaller: We found a
three-way interaction between Subtraction Difficulty, Text
Entry, and Support (F(1,23) = 5.05, p = 0.03, ηp2 = 0.18) on
the subtraction task. Further ANOVA results are
summarized in Table 2.
In the normal condition, an interaction effect between
Subtraction Difficulty and Text Entry Difficulty was found.
This interaction replicates the effects reported by Borst,
Taatgen and Van Rijn (2010). There were main effects for
both Subtraction Difficulty and Text Entry Difficulty. In the
support condition we found an interaction between
Subtraction Difficulty and Text Entry Difficulty, but this
interaction was significantly smaller than the interaction in
the no-support version. This indicates that representing the
problem state on the screen decreases interference in the
problem state.
Both tasks show a decreased interaction in the support
condition, which indicates that displaying an intermediate
representation externally reduces interference in the
problem state resource.

Text Entry Difficulty

<1

-

0.01

Accuracy

Figure 2: Response Times (ms) on both tasks.
displayed on the screen.
While there is an interaction effect present in both the
support and the no-support condition, the three-way
interaction shows that the interaction is smaller in the nosupport condition. This could indicate that adding the
external support alleviates the problem state.
Response times on the subtraction task are defined as the
time between clicking on a letter in the text entry task and
clicking on a number in the subtraction task. First responses
of each trial were removed. The results for the subtraction
k
Table 1: ANOVA results for the response times on the text
entry task.
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RT - Text Entry Support
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Text Entry Difficulty

Accuracy is defined as the percentage correctly entered
responses. First responses of each trial were removed.
The upper panels of Figure 3 show the results for the text
entry task. In both conditions an interaction is present, but
this interaction becomes smaller when support is added.
For the text entry task no three-way interaction was found
(F(1,23) = 1.07, p > 0.1, ηp2 = 0.04), further ANOVA results
are summarize in Table 3. This means that adding external
support did not influence accuracy on the text entry task.
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Table 4: ANOVA results for the accuracy on the Subtraction
task.
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Figure 3: Accuracy in percentage correct answers on both
tasks.
The accuracy on the text entry task is shown in the upper
panels of Figure 3. In both the support and no-support
condition an interaction between Subtraction Difficulty and
Text Entry Difficulty was found.
The results for the subtraction task are shown in the lower
panels of Figure 3. The interaction effect, that is present in
the normal condition, has disappeared in the support
condition.

Table 3: ANOVA results for the accuracy on the Text
Entry task
Acc - Text Entry - NoSupport
Subtraction Difficulty x
Text Entry Difficulty

F(1,23)

p

η p2

28.1

< 0.001

0.55
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On the subtraction task we found a significant three-way
interaction between Subtraction Difficulty, Text Entry
Difficulty and Support (F(1,23) = 21.41, p < 0.01, ηp2 =
0.48), which shows that there is a difference between the
interaction of Subtraction Difficulty and Text Entry
Difficulty with respect to support. Further ANOVA results
are summarized in Table 4. There is an interaction between
Subtraction Difficulty and Text Entry Difficulty and there
are main effects of Subtraction Difficulty and Text Entry
Difficulty. The upper right panel of Figure 3 shows the
accuracy on the text entry task in the support condition.
The interaction effect that was present in the condition
without support is not present in the condition with support.
This indicates that while adding external support for the
problem state did not influence the accuracy on the text
entry task, the interference that was present in the
subtraction task without support disappeared when the
support was displayed.

Discussion
We have investigated if people use their environment to
evade the interference that arises when two tasks
concurrently need to maintain an intermediate result.
Hereto, we presented an external representation of the
intermediate result of the task on the screen.
The findings presented here show interactions between
Subtraction Difficulty and Text Entry Difficulty in the nosupport condition in both response times and accuracy. This
effect was predicted because a bottleneck occurs when two
tasks concurrently need to maintain a problem state (Borst et
al., 2010). In addition, the support condition demonstrates
that displaying an external representation of the problem
state improves performance on the tasks, not only in the
subtraction task (where the support was implemented) but
also in the text entry task. In line with the ideas of the
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minimal control principle (Taatgen, 2007), which showed
that cognitive control is shared between perceptual input
and internal cognition, we have shown that this could be the
case for maintaining intermediate representations.
Although these results indicate that the external
representation does indeed take over part of the role of the
problem state resource and thereby reduces interference, we
expected to find a complete absence of an interaction effect
in both response times and accuracy of the subtraction task.
However, while the interaction effect in the accuracy data
indeed disappeared, the interaction in the response
decreased, but is still present. For the subtraction task this
can be explained by the time it takes to look at the
supporting symbol on the screen: the time it previously took
to recall the problem state from memory is now used to look
at the supporting symbol. However, this does not take into
account that there still is an interaction effect in the text
entry data.
A more plausible explanation is that at least some
participants still store a representation of the subtraction
task in their problem state. During the text entry task this
representation is replaced by the representation of the text
entry task. When returning to the subtraction task, the
problem state does not have to be recalled from declarative
memory and because the support on the screen is always
correct it is more accurate. This explanation can also
account for the interaction in the response times for the text
entry data. Because there still is a problem state for the
subtraction task, this problem state has to be exchanged for
the problem state of the text entry task. Thus, while
participants did not need a problem state to perform the task,
they still seem to create one. Although it seems clear that
participants use their environment to relieve the interference
in the problem state, it seems like they initially still create a
problem state for the subtraction task. The current
experiment does not provide a sufficient explanation for
what happens exactly in the problem state. Future research
could therefore focus on letting participants themselves
construct a representation of the problem state in the
environment. In the current experiment the representation of
the intermediate result is always displayed on the screen,
whether a participant needs it or not. The costs for checking
whether the internal problem state corresponds with the
external problem representation are relatively low. In many
cognitive tasks, such as solving algebra equations with
pencil and paper, shopping with a shopping list and taking
notes while reading a paper, external representations are
created by the person who executes the task (Kirsh, 1995).
Constructing your own representation would probably have
a considerably higher cost, but could be more efficiently
adjusted to fit the individual’s needs. Due to the higher
costs a self-constructed representation would only be used
when necessary, it would therefore give a better
understanding of when it is necessary to have an external
representation as opposed to an internal problem state.

Nevertheless, externally representing intermediate results
of a task can prevent interference in the problem state
resource. Hereby, one of the bottlenecks that keep us from
efficient multitasking can be circumvented.
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Abstract
Previous research has shown that speakers gesture more when
describing imagistic information than when describing nonimagistic information. One explanation for this finding is that
spatial information is more difficult to describe verbally than
non-spatial information. In the present study, we designed
two novel tasks, one verbal and one spatial, in which
difficulty and spatiality were not confounded. In Experiment
1, we demonstrated that the spatial task is actually less
difficult and leads to fewer errors than the verbal task. In
Experiment 2, we found that speakers produced more
representational gestures on the spatial task than the verbal
task, even though it was not more difficult. Results suggest
that speakers do not gesture on spatial tasks simply because
they are more difficult.
Keywords: gesture; mental imagery; task difficulty

Introduction
Representational gestures are movements of the hands and
arms that represent motor or spatial concepts (e.g., moving a
hand in an arc to show the trajectory of a falling object or
drawing the shape of a triangle in the air to indicate a
triangle). There is accumulating evidence that speakers are
particularly likely to produce representational gestures when
they are describing spatial information. For example, Beattie
and Shovelton (2002) found that a property they termed
"imageability" affected the probability that a clause of
speech would be accompanied by gesture. Essentially,
clauses that were most frequently accompanied by gesture
were also most evocative of a mental image. Similarly,
Feyereisen and Havard (1999) found that participants
gestured significantly more when asked questions that
would presumably activate mental images (e.g., Could you
describe the room in which you live most often?) than
questions that focused on abstract concepts (e.g., What do
you think about the death penalty in the United States?).
There are a variety of explanations for the cooccurrence of gestures with speech about spatial ideas. First,
speakers may gesture with spatial concepts because gestures
about spatial concepts are particularly likely to benefit a
listener’s comprehension. However, Pine, Gurney, and
Fletcher (2010) found that speakers gestured primarily with
spatial concepts even when a listener could not see them,
suggesting that the co-occurrence of gestures with spatial
information is likely more than communicative.

Second, gestures may occur with spatial information
because spatial information affords gesture in a way that
non-spatial information does not. For example, if a speaker
is describing how big his fish was, he can easily display the
size of the fish in gesture. If the speaker is describing how
the fish tasted, on the other hand, it is much more difficult
for him to represent the taste of the fish in his gesture.
Indeed, Krauss, Dushay, Chen, and Rauscher (1995) found
that very few of the speakers in their study gestured when
describing the taste of a particular tea. While this
explanation is often ignored by gesture researchers, it is
likely part of the reason for the frequent occurrence of
gesture with speech about spatial information.
However, in addition to the fact that spatial information
likely affords more gestures than non-spatial information,
spatial representations in the mind of the speaker may also
lead more naturally to gesture than non-spatial
representations. When speakers think about spatial
information, areas of visual and motor cortex are activated
in much the same way as when the speakers actually interact
with the physical world. When speakers imagine themselves
performing a particular action, for example, the same areas
of their motor cortex are activated as when they actually
perform the action (Willems, Hagoort, & Cassasanto, 2010).
Further, imagining how something rotates relies on the same
motor areas involved in physically rotating an object
(Wexler, Kosslyn, & Berthoz, 1998). Such evidence
suggests that spatial cognition is embodied, or rooted in the
way our bodies interact with the physical world (see Wilson,
2002).
A third possibility is thus that the gestures people produce
when they speak about spatial information are a
manifestation of the embodied cognitive processes that are
involved in thinking about spatial information. Several
current theories about the cognitive origin of gestures
propose that gestures arise from imagistic representations in
the mind of the speaker (e.g., Hostetter & Alibali, 2008;
Kita & Ozyurek, 2003). One such view, termed the Gesture
as Simulated Action (GSA) framework, suggests that people
produce representational gestures when their motor cortex is
activated as the result of visual and motor simulations
during thinking and speaking. When this motor activation is
strong enough to cross a certain threshold (Hostetter &
Alibali, 2008), the speaker produces a gesture. This
threshold varies between individuals and situations, so what
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may be strong enough activation to produce a gesture in one
individual or one situation may not be in another. Still, the
hypothesis under the GSA framework is that the higher the
degree of motor activation, the higher the likelihood that a
gesture will be produced.
Thus, the GSA framework and other views that propose
an imagistic source of gesture lead to the claim that the
occurrence of gesture during speaking should be more
dependent on the way in which the information is
represented than on the speaking topic. Under this view,
speakers gesture with spatial information not just because
they can or just because they are trying to facilitate
communication; rather, they gesture with spatial information
because they routinely think about spatial information in a
way that naturally evokes gesture. Indeed, Hegarty, Mayer,
Kriz, and Keehner (2005) showed that 90% of descriptions
of mental animation problems are accompanied by gesture.
Finally, a fourth possibility is that gestures occur with
spatial information because spatial information is difficult to
describe. Much research has suggested that speakers gesture
more when they are having speech production difficulty,
either at the formulation (Krauss, 1998) or conceptualization
stage (Kita, 2000). For example, Chawla and Krauss (1994)
showed that speakers gestured at higher rates when they had
not had an opportunity to rehearse their speech than when
they had. When speakers describe spatial information, it
may be more difficult to think of or find the words needed
to capture the meaning. As a result, speakers might gesture
as a means of signaling their difficulty to the listener or
priming the appropriate word in their lexicon. For example,
some research has shown that speakers are more fluent
when they gesture than when they do not gesture (Rauscher,
Krauss, & Chen, 1996).
In the present study, we pit these latter two possibilities
against one another. Specifically, we designed two versions
of a task, one spatial and one verbal, that we expect to differ
in terms of difficulty. In both versions of the task,
participants describe how to transform smaller parts into a
meaningful whole. In the verbal version of the task,
participants describe how to create a given sentence from
words and phrases. In the spatial version, participants
describe how to create a given object from smaller shapes.
Both conditions require participants to use words that are
familiar to the participant but not frequently used on a daily
basis (e.g., trapezoid and parallelogram in the spatial
condition and direct object and subject in the verbal
condition). Further, in both tasks, participants are describing
transformations, either spatial transformations (e.g., rotate
the trapezoid 180 degrees) or propositional transformations
(e.g., change the verb ‘chase’ to the past tense). Finally, in
both tasks, participants are describing how to manipulate
things, either objects or words on the page, and where to
relocate them in space. Thus, in both conditions, speakers
could theoretically represent the location of the word or the
object in gesture. However, in addition to relying more on
spatial resources, it is predicted that the spatial task will also
be easier for participants than the verbal task because the

objects and words involved are more familiar to the
speakers.
In Experiment 1, we directly tested this claim in a dual
task paradigm. We compared performance on the two
description tasks when participants engaged simultaneously
in a secondary memory task. In one condition, the memory
task required participants to remember verbal information
(i.e., letter pairs). In the other condition, participants
remembered spatial information (i.e., the locations of dots in
a grid ). We predicted that speakers would make more
errors on the verbal task than on the spatial task, particularly
when they are simultaneously remembering verbal
information.
In Experiment 2, we compared the gesture rates produced
by speakers on the two versions of the task. Do gestures
occur more frequently on the spatial task even when that
task is not more difficult? Or do gestures occur more
frequently on the difficult task even when that task is not
spatial?

Experiment 1 Method
Participants
Participants in Experiment 1 were 13 undergraduate
students at Kalamazoo College (4 male). Their average age
was 18.4 years. They were recruited from introductory
psychology classes and received extra credit for their
participation. All participants were native English speakers,
and all were Caucasian except for one who was African
American.

Materials
For the verbal stimuli, four words and short phrases were
printed at the top of a piece of paper. A target sentence that
could be made from these words was printed across the
bottom of the page. See Figure 1. For the spatial stimuli,
three shapes were located at the top of a piece of paper in a
row. The name of the target object and a picture of the
object made from the shapes on the top was printed at the
bottom of the page. See Figure 2. Nine stimuli were made of
each type, six to be used in the trials of the experiment, one
to be used as an example, and two to be used as practice.
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Figure 1: Example Verbal Stimuli

Figure 2. Example Spatial Stimuli
Each stimulus was printed on a separate sheet of 8.5 x 11
inch paper and laminated. Figu
For the secondary task, participants remembered a series
of letters (in the verbal secondary task) and a series of dots
in a 5 x 5 grid (in the spatial secondary task) that were
presented on a MacBook laptop with a 14 in. screen running
PsyScope software (Cohen. MacWhinney, Flatt, & Provost,
1993). The letters for each verbal trial were presented in
three pairs (e.g., DX, VY, RP). All letter pairs were chosen
by the experimenters, with care to avoid letter combinations
that evoked common abbreviations or words. The dots for
each spatial trial were also presented in three pairs. Each
pair of letters and dots remained on the computer screen for
2 seconds, and the three pairs were shown in rapid
succession. Following each description, participants
recorded the dots or letters they remembered on an answer
sheet.

Procedure
When participants arrived at the testing site, the
experimenter led them to the testing room. Participants
were told that the purpose of the experiment was to
investigate how people complete multiple tasks at the same
time. Participants signed a consent form and were given the
opportunity to ask questions.
There were four conditions in the experiment, as each
primary description task (spatial vs. verbal) was paired with
each secondary memory task (dots vs. letters). Participants
completed one practice and three experimental trials in all
four conditions in a within subjects, blocked design.
Participants completed all six of the description trials of one
type, first paired with one secondary memory task (e.g.,
dots) and then paired with the other secondary task (e.g.,
letters), before completing the six description trials of the
other type. Thus, there were four possible orders to which
participants were randomly assigned.
Before beginning the first trial, participants received
detailed instructions from the experimenter. The
experimenter first showed the participant how the dots or
letters (depending on the order to which the participant had
been assigned) would appear on the computer screen.
Participants were then given instructions for the description
task. The experimenter instructed them to describe how to

manipulate and reposition the items at the top of the page to
create the object or sentence at the bottom. They were told
that their descriptions were being audio-taped and that
someone would later listen to their descriptions and attempt
to recreate the objects and sentences that were being
described.
In the verbal condition, the experimenter showed the
participants an example verbal stimulus (see Figure 1) and
told the participants that they were not allowed to state the
sentence, only what grammatical role each word played in
the final sentence. For example, an appropriate description
of the sentence shown in Figure 1 might be “Slam is the
verb in past tense. The door is the subject. Loud becomes an
adverb, and night is part of a prepositional phrase beginning
with at.” In the spatial condition, the experimenter showed
the participants an example of a spatial stimulus (see Figure
2) and explained that participants were not allowed to state
what the object was, only how to manipulate the given
shapes to create that object. For example, the spatial
stimulus depicted in Figure 2 might be described by saying
“rotate the trapezoid 180 degrees so that the longer side is
on the bottom. Take the arc and rotate it to place it on top of
the shorter side of the trapezoid. Take the circle and place it
in the center of the trapezoid.” In both conditions,
participants were to describe the role or position of each
word or shape in the order that they were given at the top of
the page.
The experimenter then showed the participant how to
complete the memory task by reproducing as many of the
dots or letters as possible on the answer sheet. Participants
recalled six letters or dots for each trial; if they could not
remember all six, they were encouraged to guess. Order of
recall did not matter.
After the example and instructions, participants were
given a quick geometry or grammar lesson, which reviewed
the geometrical or grammatical terms that would be needed
in the trials. Participants then completed a practice trial and
received feedback from the experimenter as appropriate.
In each trial, the participant pressed the space bar on the
computer to view the first set of memory stimuli. Following
the third pair of dots or letters, the experimenter gave the
participant the stimulus to be described. Once the participant
completed the description, the experimenter took away the
stimulus and gave the participant the answer sheet. The
participant then reproduced as many of the dots or letters as
he or she could on the answer sheet. Letters were recorded
on lines, and participants filled in a blank grid with dots.
Order of recall was not important.
After completing the first three trials, the experimenter
explained that the type of information being remembered
was going to change. The experimenter then demonstrated
the other type of memory stimuli on the computer, and the
participant completed a second practice trial while
remembering the new type of information. The participant
then completed the three trials as they had in the first block.
After completing the six trials with one description task,
the experimenter introduced the second description task. As
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with the first set of trials, the participant received an
example, a geometry or grammar lesson, and a practice trial
before beginning the first experimental trial. After
completing the first three trials with memory stimuli of the
first type, they each did a practice trial and three
experimental trials with the other memory task.
A hidden camera recorded the participants’ descriptions.
All participants were made aware of the presence of the
camera at the end of the study, and they all consented for
their data to be used in the study.

Coding
The descriptions were transcribed by the experimenter,
and the errors produced by the participants were coded.
Mislabeling an item (calling a trapezoid a parallelogram or a
direct object an indirect object) and inaccurate descriptions
of transformations (saying that a shape should be rotated 90
degrees instead of 180 or that a verb should be made past
tense instead of present) were coded as errors.

Experiment 1 Results
Analysis of Primary Task Performance
The number of errors produced by speakers per 100 words
of speech on each description task were analyzed with a 2
(type of task: verbal or spatial) x 2 (type of information
remembered: letters or dots) repeated measures analysis of
variance (ANOVA). As predicted, there was a main effect
of description task, F(1, 12) = 9.57, p < .01. Participants
made more errors in the verbal description task than in the
spatial description task. There was also a significant
interaction between the type of task (verbal vs. spatial) and
type of information remembered (letters vs. dots) on the
number of errors made in the description task, F(1, 12) =
4.68, p = .05. When participants described how to make a
sentence from component words, they made more errors
when simultaneously remembering verbal information than
when remembering spatial information (p = .06).
Participants showed the reverse pattern when describing
how to make an object from component shapes, although
the difference is not significant (p = .41). There was no
effect of memory task, F(1, 12) = 3.50, p = .09. See Table 1.

Analysis of Secondary Task Performance
The average number of memory stimuli remembered in each
condition was compared in a 2 (description task: spatial vs.
verbal) x 2 (memory task: letters vs. dots) repeated
measures ANOVA. There was a main effect of memory
task, such that participants always remembered more letters
Table 1. Average errors (and standard deviations) made per
100 words in the Description tasks in Experiment 1

Spatial
Verbal

Dots
0.1 (.26)
1.57 (2.57)

Letters
0.04 (0.13)
2.77 (2.72)

(M = 4.62) than dot locations (M = 2.96), F(1, 12) = 28.93,
p < .001. There was no effect of description task, F(1, 12) =
1.89, p = .19 and no interaction, F(1, 12) = 0.67, p = .43.
Participants did not remember more dot locations when
performing the verbal task (M = 3.15, SD = 1.14) than when
performing the spatial task (M = 2.77, SD = 0.89) and did
not remember more letters when performing the spatial task
(M = 4.62. SD = .89) than when performing the verbal task
(M = 4.62, SD = 1.03).

Experiment 1 Discussion
As predicted, the verbal task appears to be more difficult for
participants than the spatial task. Participants made very few
errors on the spatial task. Further, the verbal task appears to
rely more strongly on verbal cognitive resources than does
the spatial task. Participants made more errors on the verbal
task when remembering verbal information than when
remembering spatial information, but they did not show this
pattern on the spatial task.
In designing the spatial task, we had hoped that the
spatial task would primarily rely on spatial resources, just as
the verbal task primarily relies on verbal resources.
Unfortunately, the results do not strongly support this
conclusion, as the secondary spatial task did not interfere
with performance on the spatial task more than the
secondary verbal task did. However, the error rates were so
low on the spatial task overall that a floor effect may have
prevented the predicted pattern from emerging.
Despite the lack of clear evidence that the spatial task
relies on spatial resources, the results do suggest that our
novel tasks are different in two fundamental ways. First, the
verbal task is more difficult than the spatial task. This
suggests that speakers might gesture more frequently on this
task than on the spatial task as they struggle to formulate
their thoughts and choose the best words needed to convey
their meaning (e.g., Chawla & Krauss, 1994). Second, the
verbal task relies more on verbal resources than the spatial
task does. If gestures occur primarily with spatial ideas, then
speakers should gesture at low rates on the verbal task
because it appears to primarily involve verbal rather than
spatial resources. Thus, there are two alternative hypotheses
about which task should be accompanied by the most
gesture. If gestures occur when ideas are difficult to
describe, then gestures should be more prevalent on the
verbal task. In contrast, if gestures occur when ideas are
spatial in nature, then gestures should be less prevalent on
the verbal task. Experiment 2 will test these two
alternatives.

Experiment 2 Method
Participants
The 11 participants (1 male) in Experiment 2 were recruited
from the same population as those in Experiment 1. Their
average age was 18.5 years. All participants were native
English speakers. Participants were Caucasian, except for
one who was Hispanic.
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Materials and Procedure
The procedure and stimuli were identical to those used for
the description task in Experiment 1, except that participants
did not perform the memory task simultaneously.
Participants were told that the purpose of the experiment
was to investigate how people remember and communicate
information. Like in Experiment 1, participants were told
that someone would later listen to their descriptions and
have to recreate the object or sentence.
A video camera recorded the participants’ descriptions.
All participants learned of the presence of the hidden
camera and the interest in gesture at the end of the study. All
participants declined the opportunity to have their data
removed from the study.

Coding
The experimenter watched each video and transcribed
the participants’ speech. Participants’ representational
gestures were coded. Movements that represented concepts
discussed in speech or matching the stimuli being described
were coded as representational gestures. For example, a
movement made along with the words “take the trapezoid
and turn it upside down” in which the speaker turned her
palm over was coded as a representational gesture. Deictic
gestures were also coded. Deictic gestures are movements
that indicate something in physical space by pointing to it.
For example, a speaker who said “the dog is going to be the
subject” while pointing to the words “the dog” on the page
is producing a deictic gesture. Beat gestures, or simple up
and down movements that add emphasis without
representing content, were also coded.

Experiment 2 Results
Gestures rates per 100 words were calculated and averaged
across the six trials of each type for each speaker. We then
compared gesture rates across the conditions with pairedsamples t-tests. Speakers produced significantly more
representational gestures per 100 words when describing
how to make an object from component shapes (M = 3.97,
SD = 4.21) than when describing how to make a sentence
from component words and phrases (M = 0.26, SD = 0.50),
t(10) = 3.11, p = .01. There was no difference in the rate of
deictic points produced across conditions, t(10) = 0.07, p =
.94, or in the rate of beats produced across conditions, t(10)
= 0.24, p =.82. See Figure 3.

General Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 suggest that participants
produce more representational gestures when describing the
spatial task than when describing the verbal task. This effect
emerged even though the error rates produced in
Experiment 1 suggest that the spatial task is not more
difficult than the verbal task. Thus, it does not appear that
speakers simply gesture more whenever they are having
more difficulty describing something.

Figure 3. Average gesture rates in the spatial and verbal
trials of Experiment 2. Error bars represent standard errors
of the means.
If the increased use of gesture in the spatial task is not
due to the difficulty of the task, how can it be explained?
One explanation is that the spatial thinking that underlies
speakers’ descriptions of the spatial task is naturally
evocative of gesture. According to the GSA framework
(Hostetter & Alibali, 2008), there is overlap in the mental
resources that are involved in thinking about spatial
information and those that are involved in producing
gestures. When speakers are thinking about spatial
information, their mental representations are in a format that
naturally results in gesture.
However, these results do not rule out the possibility that
difficulty does play a role in representational gesture
production, particularly in spatial tasks. When speakers
think about spatial information, they may be more likely to
gesture when that spatial information is difficult to describe
than when it is easy to describe (e.g., Hostetter et al., 2007;
Kita & Davies, 2009). However, the present findings
suggest that whether the task is spatial or not is a more
important determinant of representational gesture rates than
whether the task is difficult or not.
It is possible that the spatial version of the task simply
affords more representational gesture than the verbal version
of the task. That is, regardless of what type of mental
representation underlies the description, there may simply
be more things to gesture about in the spatial task than in the
verbal task. However, it is possible to gesture on the verbal
task; in fact, some of the participants did. The
representational gestures that they produced involved
showing in gesture how the words would “move” to their
correct location in the sentence. For example, to make “the
door” the subject of the sentence, it needs to move to the left
of the page, and this position can be shown in gesture just as
readily as the position of the arc on the top of the telephone
can be shown in gesture. The fact that participants rarely
chose to gesture in this way in the verbal description seems
to have more to do with the fact that such a gesture is not
naturally evoked by the description than by the fact that it is
not possible to do so.
Indeed, in future work, we will actively encourage
speakers to gesture during their descriptions of both tasks. If
gestures arise naturally from the spatial representations that
are evoked during the spatial task, then gesturing should
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come with very little cognitive cost on this task. In contrast,
gesturing during the verbal description task should actually
be somewhat difficult for participants, because they will
have to first think about the task in a way that affords
gesture. This increased difficulty should be manifested in
poorer performance on a simultaneous memory task.
Previous work (Goldin-Meadow, Nusbaum, Kelly, &
Wagner, 2001; Wagner, Nusbaum, & Goldin-Meadow,
2004) has shown that encouraging speakers to gesture
typically reduces cognitive resources and improves
performance on a secondary memory task. The tasks used in
these previous studies, however, were arguably spatial in
nature, and as a result presumably evoke gesture quite
naturally and effortlessly (see Hostetter & Alibali, 2008).
The proposal made by the GSA framework and other views
that propose that gestures arise from mental images
activated during speaking is that gestures should only be
effortless when they occur during descriptions that are based
on mental images.
In conclusion, the data described here provide an
important first step toward identifying the type of cognitive
representations and cognitive effort that are involved in
gesture production. This is the first study in which speaking
difficulty and task spatiality have been intentionally
separated. It seems that speakers do not gesture about spatial
information simply because that information is more
difficult to verbally describe.
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Abstract
This paper presents a cognitive model that simulates reliance
on automation using a line-tracing task similar to driving
where an operator has to track a moving line with a circle
by pressing keys on a keyboard (manual control) or rely on
automation (auto control). An operator can switch between
auto and manual control during the task. The success probabilities of each control mode were systematically varied. An
ACT-R model to perform this task was constructed by representing reliance on the automation as production. The model
performs this task through productions that manage the perceptual/motor modules. The utility values of these productions
are updated based on the rewards in every screen update. We
also introduce a meta-level monitoring the internal state of the
model. A preliminary run of this model simulated the overall
trends of the behavioral data, suggesting some validity of the
assumptions made in our model.
Keywords: Automation; ACT-R; Trust.

Introduction
We unconsciously use automation systems like e-mail spam
filters, spell checkers, and electronic toll collection (ETC)
systems. These systems save time and help us lead more efficient lives. We, however, sometimes face difficult choices
about whether to use these systems (Bainbridge, 1983). It has
also been pointed out that human decision making using such
systems is not always optimal. For example, Parasuraman
and Riley (1997) stated that there are two types of maladaptive choices of using automation: misuse, the over-reliance of
automation, and disuse, the underutilization of automation.
Some studies indicated that human users have an automation bias towards misuse of automation systems (Bahner, Huper, & Manzey, 2008; Singh, Molloy, & Parasuraman, 1997;
Skita, Moiser, & Burdick, 2000). On the other hand, other
research indicated that human users have a manual bias, a
bias towards disuse of automation systems consistent with
a need for control (Beck, McKinney, Dzindolet, & Pierce,
2009; Dzindolet, Peterson, Pomranky, Pierce, & Beck, 2003;
Dzindolet, Pierce, Beck, & Dawe, 2002).
Vries, Midden, and Bouwhuis (2003) experimentally revealed that the reliance of automation is influenced by both
the Capability of Manual control (Cm) and the Capability of
Auto controls (Ca). To explain these effects, Gao and Lee
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(2006) proposed the Extended Decision Field Theory (EDFT
model; Figure 1). The model constructs belief of Ca and Cm
(Bca, Bcm) based on partially displayed these values. From
the belief values, trust (T) and self-confidence (SC) are constructed. Preference of automation (P) is determined by subtracting T from SC. If P exceeds an upper threshold (θ), then
the model turns the current control mode to auto. If P falls
below a lower threshold (-θ), then the model turns the current control mode to manual. In every cycle, values of Bca,
Bcm, T, and SC are updated by differential equations. Although this model clearly explains the reliance on automation
in dynamic situations, the model does not have any knowledge about tasks. It cannot interact with a task environment,
and it provides no human performance predictions.
This report describes a cognitive process model that interacts with a specific task environment where sequential
decision-making is made. Especially, we extend our previous model (Morita et al., in-press) to improve its motor control. To do this, we use ACT-R, a unified theory of cognition
(Anderson, 2007). The following subsection briefly shows
features of this architecture relating to our model.

ACT-R
One of the most important assumptions of ACT-R is modularity of cognition. ACT-R is composed of several independent
modules: goal, production, declarative, perceptual, and motor (Anderson, 2007). A goal module holds the current task
goal and other task related information. A production module and a declarative module hold procedural and declarative
knowledge respectively. Perceptual modules include a vision
and an audio module, which take information from an external environment. A motor module manipulates devices like
a keyboard or a mouse in an external environment. Modules
other than the production module have buffers to hold temporarily information called a chunk. A production module
integrates the other modules by production rules, which consists of a condition/action pair that is used in sequence with
other productions to perform a task. Conditions and actions
in production rules are specified with buffer contents of each
module.

Figure 1: The process of Extended Decision Field Theory
(Gao & Lee, 2006), modified and reproduced from the original figure.

ACT-R also includes sub-symbolic cognitive processes. If
several rules match to buffer conditions, conflict resolution
of production rules is made based on utility values assigned
to production rules. The learning of utility is controlled by
equation 1:
Ui (n) = Ui (n − 1) + α[Ri (n) −Ui (n − 1)]

(1)

α is the learning rate; Ri (n) is the reward value given to
production i at time n. The learning occurs when a reward
is triggered, and all productions that have fired since the last
reward are updated. This learning is essentially same as the
process presented in the EDFT model using a basic reinforcement learning method.
So far, ACT-R has been used to model many fields
of human-machine interaction including driving (Salvucci,
2006), teleoperation (Ritter, Kukreja, & Amant, 2007), water flow control (Lebiere, Gonzalez, & Warwick, 2009), and
air-traffic control tasks (Taatgen, 2005). The utility update
learning of this architecture also has been applied to strategy
selection (Lovett & Anderson, 1996). Therefore, we consider
that this architecture is suitable to construct a model of decision making on the use of automation. Through this modeling, we try to find behavioral constraints in the model of
decision making on the use of automation.

The Task
To manipulate auto and manual performance in a dynamic
situation, and to understand how users change to use automation, we developed a simple tracking task, similar to driving.
We call this task the line-tracing task. Figure 2 shows the
screenshot of the task environment. This environment was
developed in Java.
This task requires participants to control the horizontal position of the vehicle (red circle) to follow the black line that
scrolls down at 24 pixels per second. The screen is updated
every 40 ms. If the vehicle is not on the line, a warning is presented outside of the window. The line is drawn by randomly
combining 48 pixels height line patterns of varied angles (30,
45, 90, 135, and 150 degrees).
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Figure 2: The Line-tracing task environment
The vehicle is controlled by commands of “left”,
“straight”, or “right”. If the vehicle receives a left command,
the vehicle moves 1 pixel left from the original position. The
command is sampled at 48 Hz1 . Therefore, maximally, the
vehicle can move 2 pixels per one pixel scroll of the line.
A participant can chose manual or auto controls to send
commands. In the manual control, participants use left and
right arrow keys to send commands. If a participant’s finger
is put on a right arrow key, the vehicle keeps receiving a right
command at every 20 ms until this key is released. In the
auto control, participants monitor that the auto control moves
the vehicle. The auto control tries to follow an optimal line
presented as the green line in Figure 2. An optimal line is the
shortest line to pass “goals” located on each corner. Figure
2 shows goals as blue dots. If the center of the vehicle is off
the optimal line, the auto control system sends a command to
correct the vehicle position. In our experiment presented in
the next section, the optimal line and goals are not visible to
participants.
In both control modes, commands are not always successfully sent to the vehicle. Failures occur at specified rates. In
this study, Ca and Cm specify these rates. If Ca or Cm is low,
the vehicle controlled by the corresponding mode is lagged,
and it becomes hard to follow the line. To conduct the task
successfully, participants need to select a suitable mode in
each situation. The participants freely change between modes
by pressing the spacebar.

Experiments
Before describing the model, we summarize here two experiments that examined the use of automation in this task (more
details are reported in Maehigashi et. al., in press) .
In experiment 1, the baseline performance of the manual
and the auto controls were examined. The participants were
required to control the vehicle using the manual control mode.
There were five conditions where Cm values were manipulated from 30% to 70%. Every participant experienced all
the five conditions in random order. Each condition lasted
40 s. The performance of the experiment was compared to
1 If a key-press event is detected, a flag of sending commands is
on. This flag is off when a key-release event is detected. Therefore,
the manipulation of the command rate is not influenced by a keyrepeat rate setting in an operating system.

the auto-mode performance measured in the corresponding
Ca conditions. The results confirmed that the manual performance is lower than the auto performance in each condition.
Experiment 2 specified the ratio of automation use during
the task. The participants conducted the task with the auto
and manual control modes. They could freely change the
mode during the task. Combining five levels of Ca and Cm
values, 25 experimental conditions were prepared. Every participant experienced all 25 conditions. As in experiment 1,
each condition lasted 40 seconds. The results of experiment
2 indicate that participants could adaptively select a suitable
mode in a given situation.

Figure 3: The basic cycle of the model.

Model
Simulated task environment
The model presented here extends our previous model
(Morita et al., in-press) to become closer to the actual interaction with the task environment. The model interacts with a
simulated task environment developed in the ACT-R graphical user interface that is part of ACT-R 6 (Anderson, 2007).
The simulated environment is same as the original environment in the keyboard layout, the screen update rates, the line
scrolling speed, the vehicle size, the line width, and the screen
size. The auto control mode is also implemented with Common Lisp in the simulated task environment. However, unlike
the original environment, visible goal positions are set at each
corner to allow the model to perceive the path.
Figure 4: Time flow diagram.

Process of the model
The model uses the production, goal, vision and motor modules of ACT-R 6. Eleven production rules are included in the
model. These rules consist of a basic perception-action cycle.
Figure 3 indicates this cycle, presenting the rules in boxes.
The cycle consists of a perceptual (the top part of the figure)
and motor process (the bottom part of the figure) similar to
previous driving models in ACT-R (Salvucci, 2006; Ritter et
al., 2007).
In the perceptual process, the model picks visual information from a visual location buffer that holds location information of objects in the environment. The FindVehicle rule finds
the horizontal position of the vehicle, and places it into the
goal buffer. The FindGoal rule finds the horizontal position
of the nearest goal position, and placed it into the goal buffer.
The position information in the goal buffer is used in the subsequent motor process. After the motor process, information
in the goal buffer is cleared to begin the next cycle.
The subsequent motor process depends on the current
mode. In each mode, there is a rule to switch the current mode
(ToAuto / ToManual). These mode-switching rules send a
command to release currently pressed keys to the motor module. After finishing the key-release, the PressSpace rule sends
a motor command pressing the spacebar.
The mode swiching rules compete with other rules in each
condition. In the auto mode, the ToManual rule conflicts with
the KeepA rule that just clears the goal buffer. In the man-
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ual mode, the ToAuto rule competes with the KeepM, ToLeft,
ToRight, LtoS, and RtoS rules. These five rules have different conditions specifying the vehicle and the goal positions,
and current move-commands (left, right, straight). The action clauses of the ToLeft, ToRight, LtoS, RtoS rules send a
command to hold or release a key to the motor module2 . The
KeepM rule does not have any action clauses relating the motor module. This rule just clears the goal buffer.
Figure 4 presents a time flow diagram showing the relations between the screen updates of the environment and the
model cycles. The environment regularly updates the screen
every 40 ms. Individual rule firings take 50 ms, but the cycle
of the model is not regulated. There are delays in the visual
and motor processes. The process of the visual location module itself has no delay. However, encoding the location into
the goal buffer lags 10 ms. from the actual environment. The
delay of the motor control is larger than that of the perceptual module. The ACT-R motor module needs preparation
and execution time, which depends on the status of the motor
module. These delays disadvantage manual control compared
to automatic control.
2 The default ACT-R implementation does not include key-press
and key-release functions. We used a customised module in which
the time parameter of key-punch is used.

Learning and mode switching
The model adaptively learns to use a suitable mode in a given
situation. We used the default reinforcement-learning algorithm in ACT-R 6 presented in section 1. The model receives rewards in every screen update. When the vehicle is off
the line, rules used in the previous screen receive no reward
(Ri(n) = 0). Otherwise, rules used in the previous screen receive positive rewards (Ri(n) = 10). This trigger corresponds
to the warning in the actual task (Figure 2).
This study uses a small learning rate (α = .01) compared to
the default setting (α = .2) because the rewards are frequently
triggered during the task. The noise parameter added to the
utility values (egs) is also set to 1. The initial utility values
of the mode switching rules (UToAuto and UToManual ) are set
to 5, and the initial utility values of other rules are set to 10.
This setting corresponds to the cost of mode switching. The
initial utility values will not change unless the vehicle moves
off the line because positive rewards and the initial values of
utility are the same.
In ACT-R, strategy selection is often modeled by conflict
resolutions based on utility values of rules (Lovett & Anderson, 1996). According to this paradigm, the mode-switching
rules fire when its utility values exceed a utility value of a
competing rule. However, our task has differences from tasks
used in the previous studies. As Figure 4 indicates the motor
actions have delays. There are time-gaps between rule firing
and manual control execution. These gaps make rewarding
difficult because the next cycle begins before the motor action completes. In addition, the structures of conflict are not
the same between the manual and the auto control modes.
The ToAuto rule conflicts with five rules in the manual mode.
On the other hand, the ToManual rule conflicts with only the
KeepM rule in the auto mode.
To solve this problem, we assumed meta-level decision
making in addition to the standard conflict resolution. The
following code indicates the conditions of the ToAuto rule.
=goal>
isa move-vehicle
- vehicle-loc nil
- goal-loc nil
- previous-rule to.auto
current-mode manual
!eval! (<= *self-conf* *trust*)

The last line is an !eval! condition that has two global variables, *trust* and *self-conf*3 . The ToManual rule also has
a similar condition, “!eval! (>= *self-conf* *trust*).” The Lisp
function outside of the ACT-R model sets the utility values of
the KeepA and KeepM rules into *trust* and *self-conf* respectively. By putting these conditions, ToManual fires only
when *self-conf* exceeds *trust*, and the utility values of
the ToManual rule exceeds that of the KeepA rule. Similarly,
the ToAuto rule fires only when *trust* exceeds *self-conf*,
and the utility values of the ToAutol rule exceeds that of the
3 ACT-R architecture provide the !eval! condition to allow the
modeler to add arbitrary conditions to a production rule.
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Figure 5: Performance of the model and the data in the baseline simulation. Error bars represent the standard error of
means (SEM).
competing production rules.

Simulations
In this paper, we present two simulation experiments that simulate the experiments presented in section 3.

Baseline simulation
First, we conducted a simulation of experiment 1 to confirm
the correspondence of base performance of the auto and manual modes.
Method In experiment 1, the participants could not use the
auto control mode (Data-Manual: n = 65). Similarly, we ran
the model with the initial control mode as the manual, and
removed the ToAuto rule from the model (Model-Manual:
n = 100). We also compared baseline auto performance between the original environment (Java-Auto: n = 65) and the
simulated environment (CL-Auto: n = 100).
Results Figure 5 indicates the performances of the four
conditions in each Ca/Cm level, showing the ratio of time that
the vehicle is on the line. From this figure, it can be observed
that the performance of the all four lines increases with higher
Ca/Cm levels, consisting with the manipulations of capability. In addition, we can confirm that the auto controls are better than the manual controls in both the experiment data and
the simulation. This result indicates the manual disadvantages in this task. Although the performance of the model is
relatively lower than that of the data, the correlations between
the experiment and the simulation are high [Auto: r2 = .994,
p < .01. Manual: r2 = .997, p < .01].

Simulation with two modes
This simulation is conducted to simulate experiment 2 that
specifies the automation use ratio.
Method In experiment 2, the participant (n = 35) could use
the auto control mode. They conducted the task in 25 conditions where Ca and Cm levels were manipulated (5 levels
of Ca ranging from 30% to 70% v.s. 5 levels of Cm ranging
from 30% to 70%). Similarly, the model conducted the task
choosing two modes of control in the 25 conditions (n = 50).

Figure 6: Performance of the simulation 2. Error bars represent the standard error of means (SEM).

Figure 7: Auto use ratio of the simulation 2. Error bars represent the standard error of means (SEM).
In each condition, the model conducted the task for 40 seconds. The initial mode was randomly set.
Results Figure 6 presents the performance of the model and
the experimental data. Each of the five graphs indicates the
performance in each Cm level, and the horizontal axis of the
each graph indicates Ca levels. The figure indicates an increase of the performance of the model and the experiment
data with higher Ca and Cm levels. The correlations of the
model and the data are high [r2 = .875, p < .01] although
some differences between the model and the data can be observed. For example, the model is lower than the data in combination of the low Cm and the high Ca levels (e.g., Cm =
30/Ca = 70). Similarly, the performance of the model fell below that of the data in combination of the high Cm and the
low Ca level (e.g., Cm = 70/Ca = 30). These differences suggest some difference in automation use between the model
and the experiment data.
Figure 7 indicates the auto use ratio in each Ca and Cm
level, which represents how long the auto mode is used during
the task. Comparison of the five graphs reveals decreases of
auto use ratio with increases of the Cm level. We can also see
an increase of the auto use ratio with increases of the Cm level
from each graph. The model shares these tendencies with
the data, and we obtained a significant correlation between
the data and the model [r2 = .784, p < .01]. These results
suggest that the adaptive learning on the mode selection was
made in both the experiment and the simulation. The model
is, however, less adaptive compared to the data. The auto
use ratio of the model is lower in the low Cm levels such as
Cm = 30, and the model’s lines is flatter than the data’s line
in Cm = 50.
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Conclusion
This paper described an ACT-R model that simulates decision
making about the use of automation. The results of the simulations show overall correspondence with the experimental
data, suggesting some validity of the assumptions made in our
model.
We consider that this study is characterized as the connection of the cognitive process model (ACT-R) to an abstract model (EDFT). Figure 8 summarizes the process of
our model in the framework of the EDFT model. Like the
EDFT model, the utility module of ACT-R represents Belief
and Trust in automation systems. However, unlike the previous model, our model has knowledge to execute a task and
simulates performing the task. Our model also does not receive Ca/Cm directly. Randomized course conditions influence the performance (success/failure) of the task. Moreover,
complex perceptual/motor factors are involved in the manual
mode performance. Therefore, the reliance of the automation
interacts with the performance of the task in our model. As
Bainbridge (1983) implied, to understanding decision making
about the use of automation, one needs to consider monitoring the performance of auto and manual performance. This
study is a first step to include performance factors into modeling use of automation.
Our model is also different from previous models of strategy selection in ACT-R. Unlike the previous studies, our task
requires and uses a complex perceptual/motor process. In
such a situation, rewarding behavior is not easy problem. We
introduced a function to monitor self-confidence and trust to
solve this problem. We consider that the conditions comparing utility values represents a type of meta-cognitive decision
making, monitoring the internal states of the model. This
monitoring process is not straightforward, but it is influenced
by noise (egs). We need to be careful about assuming this

Figure 8: Correspondence with the EDFT model.

process, but we could not simulate overall trends of the experiment without this assumption. This suggests the default
sub-symbolic computation is not enough for explaining the
use of this automation in this task.
However, using an !eval! condition is not supported by
ACT-R theory. ACT-R is designed as a unified cognitive theory that combines sub models from various fields (Anderson, 2007). It is difficult to combine sub models using !eval!
conditions. Therefore, we need to consider other methods
of modeling this mechanism, which can contribute the development of a unified theory of cognition, particulary metacognition.
There are several other limitations of this study. Considering the result in Figure 7, we need to explore mechanisms
that lead to more adaptive learning. We also need to conduct
analysis on more detailed behavior such as the frequency or
timing of mode switching during the task. The task used in
this study is also relatively simple and artificial. Connecting
to more complex tasks is required. The factors involved in automation use are broad. In future work, we will explore other
factors of automation use, such as cognitive load, emotion,
mental models, and individual differences.
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Abstract
In this study, we experimentally investigated the human selection strategy of effort control, the control of function allocation to either the manual operator or the automation system.
We conducted two experiments using two types of tracking
tasks. As a result, we found that people tended to perform effort control based on manual-based selection, depending more
on manual performance than system performance. Also, we
confirmed that the tendency to use an automation system was
related to the selection strategy.
Keywords: Human-automation system interaction; Misuse;
Disuse; Effort control.

Introduction
The development of technologies has rapidly increased in recent years. People have more opportunities to work with automation systems as important resources for performing tasks
(Hutchins, 1995). Lee and Moray (1994) stated that in the
situation where people work with automation systems, they
do not play only the role of a manual operator, but also play
the role of a supervisory controller who monitors the whole
system consisting of human and automation system from the
meta viewpoint.
A primary role of such a supervisory controller is effort
control, the control of function allocation to either the manual
operator or the automation system. In previous studies about
human use of external resources, it was confirmed that people
adaptively control such a function allocation to either internal
processing or external processing (processing using external
resources), appropriately estimating the costs of a task and
using external resources (e.g., Cary & Carlson, 2001; Gray
& Fu, 2004; Walsh & Anderson, 2009). On the other hand,
in previous studies about human use of automation systems,
it has been pointed out that many failures emerged in the effort control, and these failures often caused fatal accidents
(Norman, 1990). Parasuraman and Riley (1997) defined these
maladaptive effort controls as misuse and disuse. Misuse is
overreliance on automation systems, and disuse is underutilization of the systems. Many researchers are rigorously investigating human misuse and disuse of automation systems
(e.g., Bahner, Hüper, & Manzey, 2008; Dzindolet, Peterson,
Pomranky, Pierce, & Beck, 2003).

Lee and Moray (1994) stated that effort control is not performed depending only on the performance of an automation
system, but also on the performance of human manual operation. In a normative manner, it is ideal to allocate functions
based on evaluations of both kinds of performances evenly.
However, the balance of the consideration might be disproportionate. Our first interest in the current study is to investigate the selection strategy of effort control. In this study,
we define system-based selection as effort control depending
more on system performance than on manual performance.
In contrast, we define manual-based selection as effort control depending more on manual performance than on system
performance. We investigate whether people perform effort
control based on system- or manual-based selection.
Human ability to evaluate manual performance has been
investigated in the study area of metacognition. The term
metacognition here means people’s ability to monitor their
own actions (Metcalfe & Greene, 2007). Metcalfe and
Greene (2007) found that people could appropriately judge
their manual operation performance (Judgment of performance: JOP). On the other hand, human evaluation of system performance has been investigated in the study area of
human-computer interaction. Madhavan and Phillips (2010)
found that people tend to evaluate system performance as
lower than its actual performance. Moreover, many researchers are investigating situation awareness. These studies
showed that there are two types of monitoring: active monitoring (monitoring situations while manually conducting a
task) and passive monitoring (monitoring situations while observing an automation system’s operation) (e.g., Metzger &
Parasuraman, 2001). Endsley and Kiris (1995) and Metzger
and Parasuraman (2001) found that people show higher situation awareness during active monitoring than during passive
monitoring.
These previous studies lead to an expectation that in cooperative work with an automation system, people are expected to perform effort control depending more on manual
performance than on system performance. In other words, we
expect that people perform effort control based on manualbased selection. The first research question of the current
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study is as follows.
Research Question 1: Do people perform effort control
based on manual-based selection rather than on system-based
selection?
Moreover, Lee and Moray (1994) and Madhavan and
Phillips (2010) showed that the human tendency to use automation systems is influenced by individual differences.
There are many studies investigating the human tendency to
use automation systems from the viewpoints of misuse and
disuse. However, only a few studies have been conducted,
focusing on the relationship between the tendency to use automation systems and the selection strategy of the effort control. Therefore, our second interest in this study is to investigate the relationship between the tendency to use automation
systems and the selection strategy of the effort control. In
particular, our second research question is as follows.
Research Question 2: Do people whose styles of using
an automation system differ, i.e., misuse-biased users and
disuse-biased users, adopt different selection strategies of effort control?
Figure 1: Line (top) and road (bottom) tasks.

Experimental Task
We used two tracking tasks (line and road tasks) as experimental tasks (Figure 1). In the line task, the participants track
a line that scrolls downward past a circle vehicle. When the
circle vehicle veers off the line, the performance score is reduced as operational error. On the other hand, in the road
task, the participants track a road that scrolls downward past
a dot vehicle. When the dot vehicle hits the edge of the road,
the performance score is reduced as operational error. The
participants were allowed to switch to either auto mode (operation completely performed by the program) or manual mode
(operation performed by participants using left and right arrow keys) by pressing a selector on the keyboard. In these
tasks, we manipulated the automation capability (Ca) and the
manual capability (Cm) with five levels: 30, 40, 50, 60, and
70. Technically, each value indicates the success rate of the
operation command. Therefore, the higher the values of Ca
or Cm are, the more controllable the circle or the dot vehicle
is. In contrast, the lower the values of Ca or Cm are, the less
controllable the circle or the dot vehicle is.

Analysis
In this section, we introduce the analysis method used in this
study. We propose and conduct an innovative performancebased analysis. First, the average percentage of using the auto
mode is recorded at each combination of Ca (5 levels) × Cm
(5 levels). Second, we fit the logistic curve to the percentages
at the 25 data points. The predicted percentage of using the
auto mode is described as follows.
Percentage o f using auto mode
= 100 ∗ 1/(1 + e−(β0 +β1Ca+β2Cm) )

(e(β2 ∗10) ), calculated from the coefficients of Ca (β1 ) and Cm
(β2 ), and investigate the selection strategy of the effort control based on the odds ratios. The odds ratio of Ca indicates
the increase of the percentage of using the auto mode with the
increase of the value of Ca. On the other hand, the odds ratio
of Cm indicates the decrease of the percentage of using the
auto mode with the increase of the value of Cm. We investigate whether the percentage of using the auto mode increases
or decreases when the values of both Ca and Cm equivalently
increase. In particular, we analyze whether the product of the
odds ratios of Ca and Cm exceeds 1 or falls below 1.
Figure 2 shows the relation of the graphical images of the
logistic curves and the products of the odds ratios of Ca and
Cm. If the product exceeds 1, this means that the increase
of the percentage of using the auto mode with the increase of
Ca is greater than the decrease of the percentage of using the
auto mode with the increase of Cm. This indicates that effort
control is performed depending more on system performance
than on manual performance, and system-based selection was
adopted. On the other hand, if the product falls below 1, this
means that the decrease of the percentage of using the auto
mode with the increase of Cm is greater than the increase of
the percentage of using the auto mode with the increase of
Ca. This indicates that effort control is performed depending
more on manual performance than on system performance,
and manual-based selection was adopted.

Experiment 1
Method

Finally, we use the odds ratios of Ca (e(β1 ∗10) ) and Cm

Participants Twenty-four university students participated
in the experiment. The participants conducted both line and
road tasks, and the order of the tasks was counterbalanced
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Figure 2: Relation of graphical images of logistic curves and products of odds ratios (ORs) of Ca and Cm. The x-axis represents
the value of Cm, the y-axis represents the value of Ca, and the z-axis represents the percentage of using the auto mode.

among the participants.
Procedure The participants were required to achieve as
high a score as possible in each task, adaptively selecting either the auto or manual mode. In each task, we conducted 25
trials consisting of 5 (Ca: 30, 40, 50, 60, 70) × 5 (Cm: 30,
40, 50, 60, 70). Each trial lasted 40 seconds. When one trial
ended and another began, the display showed “the capabilities
changed” on the center of the screen. At the same time, the
number of completed trials among the 25 trials was shown.
Before conducting each task, the participants performed two
training trials for 40 seconds each as practice for switching
the auto and manual modes. In the first training trial, the
value of Ca was set to 70 and that of Cm was set to 30. Also,
in the second training trial, the value of Ca was set to 30 and
that of Cm was set to 70. Throughout the experiment, the values of Ca and Cm were not displayed on the screen; therefore,
the participants were not informed of the values.

Result and Discussion
First, in each line and road task, the average percentage of
using the auto mode was recorded at each combination of Ca
(5 levels) × Cm (5 levels). Second, we fitted the logistic curve
to the 25 data points. The predicted percentages of using the
auto mode are as follows.
Line task
Percentage o f using auto mode
= 100 ∗ 1/(1 + e−(0.505+0.042Ca−0.046Cm) )

product of the odds ratios of Ca and Cm in each task.
First, we investigated the selection strategy of the effort
control in Research Question 1. Table 1 shows that the
product of the odds ratios of Ca and Cm fell below 1 in
both tasks. Thus, the results confirmed that the effort control was performed based on manual-based selection in both
tasks. The participants depended 1.043 (= 1/0.958) and
1.254 (= 1/0.797) times more on manual performance than
on system performance in the line and road tasks respectively.
Misuse- and Disuse-Biased Groups Next, in order to investigate the relationship between the tendency to use automation systems and the selection strategy of effort control
in Research Question 2, we divided the participants into two
groups: misuse-biased and disuse-biased. In each task, the
participants whose average percentage of using the auto mode
was higher than the median average were put in the misusebiased group; and the other half of the participants became
the disuse-biased group.
In each of the misuse- and disuse-biased groups engaging
in each line and road task, the average percentage of using the
auto mode was recorded at each combination of Ca (5 levels)
× Cm (5 levels). Second, we fitted the logistic curve to the
25 data points. The predicted percentages of using the auto
mode are as follows.

Table 1: Odds ratios of Ca and Cm, and product of odds ratios
of Ca and Cm in Experiment 1.

Road task
Percentage o f using auto mode
= 100 ∗ 1/(1 + e−(1.317+0.022Ca−0.044Cm) )
The Hosmer-Lemeshow test was applied to assess goodness of fit of the predicted curves. The test was neither significant in the line (p = .89) nor road (p = .97) tasks, indicating
that the logistic curves described the data well. The top two
rows in Table 1 show the odds ratios of Ca and Cm, and the
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Line
Road
Misuse
Line
Disuse
Misuse
Road
Disuse

OR of Ca

OR of Cm

1.522
1.248
1.600
1.578
1.372
1.189

0.629
0.638
0.711
0.535
0.623
0.616

Product of ORs
of Ca and Cm
0.958
0.797
1.138
0.845
0.856
0.732

Line task
Misuse-biased group
Percentage o f using auto mode
= 100 ∗ 1/(1 + e−(0.249+0.047Ca−0.034Cm) )
Disuse-biased group
Percentage o f using auto mode
= 100 ∗ 1/(1 + e−(0.522+0.045Ca−0.062Cm) )
Road task
Misuse-biased group
Percentage o f using auto mode
= 100 ∗ 1/(1 + e−(1.696+0.031Ca−0.047Cm) )
Disuse-biased group
Percentage o f using auto mode
= 100 ∗ 1/(1 + e−(1.080+0.017Ca−0.048Cm) )
The Hosmer-Lemeshow test was neither significant in the
misuse- (p = .94) nor disuse- (p = .78) biased groups in the
line task. Also, the test was neither significant in the misuse(p = .95) nor disuse- (p = .93) biased groups in the road task.
These results indicated that the logistic curves described the
data well. The bottom four rows in Table 1 show the odds
ratios of Ca and Cm, and the product of the odds ratios of Ca
and Cm in the four groups.
In each task, we compared the products of the odds ratios of Ca and Cm in the misuse- and disuse-biased groups.
The product was lower in the disuse-biased group than in
the misuse-biased group. This result showed that the participants in the disuse-biased group performed the effort control depending more on manual performance than those in
the misuse-biased group did. Thus, the results confirmed that
there is a relationship between the tendency to use automation
systems and the selection strategy of the effort control.
In summary, the participants in Experiment 1 tended to perform effort control based on manual-based selection rather
than on system-based selection. Also, we confirmed that
there is a relationship between the tendency to use automation systems and the selection strategy of the effort control. In
the following Experiment 2, we aimed at corroborating these
findings in different situations.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, using the same tasks as in Experiment 1, we
set up two different situations. In the first situation, during the
task, the value of Ca was displayed on the screen, but that of
Cm was not displayed (Ca-displayed situation). In this situation, the participants could know the performance potential in
the auto mode by the displayed value of Ca during the task.
However, they needed to evaluate the manual performance
through observing their manual operations. In the second situation, during the task, the value of Cm was displayed on
the screen, but that of Ca was not displayed (Cm-displayed

situation). In this situation, the participants could know the
performance potential in the manual mode by the displayed
value of Cm during the task. However, they needed to evaluate the system performance through observing the system
operation.
It is assumed that in the Ca-displayed situation, the participants could know the system performance more easily and
would be guided to depend more on the system performance
in their effort control. In other words, in such a situation, we
expect that the system-based selection would be facilitated in
the effort control. On the other hand, it is assumed that in the
Cm-displayed situation, the manual-based selection would be
facilitated in the effort control.
If the findings of Experiment 1 are robust human behavior,
the following is predicted.
About Research Question 1, the Ca-displayed situation
would facilitate the system-based selection, and the Cmdisplayed situation would facilitate the manual-based selection. Additionally, the latter promotion of the manual-based
selection in the Cm-displayed situation would be larger than
the former promotion of the system-based selection in the Cadisplayed situation.
About Research Question 2, the participants in the disusebiased group would depend more on the manual performance
than those in the misuse-biased group would in both Ca- and
Cm-displayed situations.

Method
Participants Eighty-three university students participated
in the experiment. The participants were divided into four
groups: 21 for the line task and 22 for the road task in the
Ca-displayed situation; and 20 for the line task and 20 for the
road task in the Cm-displayed situation.
Procedure Basically the same procedure was followed as
in Experiment 1. However, in Experiment 2, throughout the
experiment, the value of Ca was displayed and that of Cm
was not displayed in the Ca-displayed situation, and the participants were not informed of the value of Cm. On the other
hand, the value of Cm was displayed and that of Ca was not
displayed in the Cm-displayed situation, and the participants
were not informed of the value of Ca.

Result and Discussion
First, in each group, the average percentage of using the auto
mode was recorded at each combination of Ca (5 levels) ×
Cm (5 levels). Second, we fitted the logistic curve to the
25 data points. The Hosmer-Lemeshow test was neither significant in the line (p = .83) nor road (p = .99) tasks in the
Ca-displayed situation. Also, the test was neither significant
in the line (p = .97) nor road (p = .98) tasks in the Cmdisplayed situation. These results indicated that the logistic
curves described the data well. The top two rows in Table
2 show the odds ratios of Ca and Cm, and the product of the
odds ratios of Ca and Cm in each of the Ca- and Cm-displayed
situations.
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Table 2: Odds ratios of Ca and Cm, and product of odds ratios of Ca and Cm in Experiment 2.
Ca-displayed

Line
Road
Misuse
Line
Disuse
Misuse
Road
Disuse

OR of Ca

OR of Cm

2.106
2.229
2.443
1.996
2.362
2.230

0.557
0.548
0.568
0.521
0.556
0.513

Cm-displayed

Product of ORs
of Ca and Cm
1.175
1.222
1.388
1.040
1.314
1.146

First, we investigated the selection strategy of the effort
control in each situation. Table 2 shows that in the Cadisplayed situation, the product of the odds ratios of Ca and
Cm exceeds 1 in both tasks. This result shows that the effort
control was performed based on the system-based selection in
both tasks in the Ca-displayed situation. On the other hand,
in the Cm-displayed situation, the product of the odds ratios
of Ca and Cm falls below 1 in both tasks. This result showed
that the effort control was performed based on manual-based
selection in both tasks in the Cm-displayed situation. Thus,
the results confirmed that the Ca-displayed situation facilitated system-based selection, and the Cm-displayed situation
facilitated manual-based selection.
Next, we compared the promotions of the system-based selection in the Ca-displayed situation and the manual-based
selection in the Cm-displayed situation in each task. In particular, we compared the product of the odds ratios of Ca and
Cm in the Ca-displayed situation with the reciprocal number
of the product of the odds ratios of Ca and Cm in the Cmdisplayed situation.
In the line task, the participants in the Ca-displayed situation depended 1.175 times more on system performance
than on manual performance. In contrast, the participants
in the Cm-displayed situation depended 1.400 (= 1/0.714)
times more on manual performance than on system performance. Moreover, in the road task, the participants in the
Ca-displayed situation depended 1.222 times more on system performance than on manual performance. In contrast,
the participants in the Cm-displayed situation depended 1.553
(= 1/0.643) times more on manual performance than on system performance. This result showed that the participants’
dependency on manual performance in the Cm-displayed situation was larger than that on system performance in the Cadisplayed situation. Thus, the results confirmed that the promotion of the manual-based selection in the Cm-displayed
situation was larger than that of the system-based selection in
the Ca-displayed situation, and the manual-based selection in
the effort control is robust human behavior.
Misuse- and Disuse-Biased Groups Next, in order to investigate the relationship between the tendency to use automation systems and the selection strategy of the effort con-

OR of Ca

OR of Cm

2.143
1.418
2.506
1.908
1.441
1.466

0.333
0.453
0.314
0.334
0.525
0.342

Product of ORs
of Ca and Cm
0.714
0.643
0.787
0.638
0.757
0.502

trol, we grouped the participants into two groups as in Experiment 1. In each misuse- and disuse-biased group engaging
in each task in each situation, the average percentage of using the auto mode was recorded at each combination of Ca (5
levels) × Cm (5 levels). Second, we fitted the logistic curve
to the 25 data points.
In the Ca-displayed situation, the Hosmer-Lemeshow test
was neither significant in the misuse- (p = .80) nor disuse(p = .94) biased groups in the line task. Also, the test
was neither significant in the misuse- (p = .97) nor disuse(p = .99) biased groups in the road task. Moreover, in the
Cm-displayed situation, the test was neither significant in the
misuse- (p = .94) nor disuse- (p = .98) biased groups in the
line task. Also, the test was neither significant in the misuse(p = .99) nor disuse- (p = .86) biased groups in the road task.
These results indicated that the logistic curves described the
data well. The bottom four rows in Table 2 show the odds
ratios of Ca and Cm, and the product of the odds ratios of Ca
and Cm in the eight groups.
In each task in each situation, we compared the products
of the odds ratios of Ca and Cm in the misuse- and disusebiased groups. The product was lower in the disuse-biased
group than in the misuse-biased group in both tasks in both
situations. This result showed that the participants in the
disuse-biased group depended more on manual performance
for their effort control than those in the misuse-biased group
did. Thus, the results confirmed that there is a robust relationship between the tendency to use automation systems and the
selection strategy of effort control.

General Discussion
Selection Strategy of Effort Control
As a result of our experiments, we found that people perform
effort control based on manual-based selection rather than on
system-based selection. This result is consistent with the findings of the preceding studies about performance evaluation of
a system and manual operations and situation awareness. In
our experiments, the participants needed to evaluate the performance of the system and manual operations in order to
allocate the function to either the manual operator or the automation system. However, they might not be able to consider
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such evaluations from both viewpoints evenly because of the
limitation of human cognitive capacities. This limitation led
the participants to perform effort control based on a single
viewpoint. As a result, manual-based selection was adopted
because active monitoring was more preferred than passive
monitoring.
Moreover, in this study, we investigated the relationship
between the tendency to use an automation system and the
selection strategy of effort control. We also found that the
disuse-biased users depended more on manual performance
than the misuse-biased users did. This result might be caused
by the differences in the abilities of the misuse- and disusebiased participants for evaluating the system performance.
Madhavan and Phillips (2010) experimentally investigated
the relationship between the computer self-efficacy (CSE)
and the tendency to use automation systems. CSE reflects
persons’ self-judgment of their abilities to use a computer.
In their experiment, the high-CSE participants calibrated the
system performance more appropriately and utilized an automation system more adaptively than the low-CSE participants did. On the other hand, the low-CSE participants could
not appropriately estimate the high performance of the system
and tended to underutilize it. In our experiments, there is a
possibility that the disuse-biased participants had lower CSE
than the misuse-biased participants, and were inferior in abilities to evaluate the system performance. From their limitations of the abilities in evaluating the system performance, the
disuse-biased participants tended to perform the effort control
depending on the manual performance more saliently.

Influence of Tasks
We used two types of tracking tasks. It was more difficult to
evaluate both auto and manual performances in the road task
than in the line task. In the line task, the circle vehicle could
keep moving away from the line. Therefore, both system and
manual performances were visibly externalized. On the other
hand, in the road task, the dot did not go over the edge of the
road and was knocked back into the road. Therefore, both
system and manual performances were not externally represented.
In Experiment 1, the participants performed the effort control based on the manual-based selection more saliently in the
road task than in the line task. In order to compensate for the
difficulty in evaluating the performances in the road task, the
participants might evaluate the controllability of the dot and
use it as a cue in the effort control. Metcalfe and Greene
(2007) experimentally investigated the nature of human judgment of agency (JOA), i.e., self-judgment of controlling their
own actions. In their experiment, they manipulated the degree
of the participants’ operability of mouse movements that controlled the movement of an object on a computer screen. The
participants appropriately judged the degree of controllability
of the object as their JOA. In our experiment, it was more difficult to evaluate both system and manual performances in the
road task than in the line task. In such a situation, the participants could estimate their controllability of manual operation

and compensate for the difficulty.
On the other hand, in Experiment 2, there was no clear difference in the selection strategy of the effort control between
the line and road tasks. There is a possibility that explicit
information of Ca and Cm had a strong impact on the selection strategy and attenuated the difference between the tasks.
A detailed investigation of this result should be conducted as
future work.
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Abstract
Joint visual attention is a critical aspect of typical human interactions. Psychophysics experiments indicate that people exhibit strong reflexive attention shifts in the direction of another
person’s gaze, but not in the direction of non-social cues such
as arrows. In this experiment, we ask whether robot gaze elicits
the same reflexive cueing effect as human gaze. We consider
two robots, Zeno and Keepon, to establish whether differences
in cueing depend on level of robot anthropomorphism. Using psychophysics methods for measuring attention by analyzing time to identification of a visual probe, we compare attention shifts elicited by five directional stimuli: a photograph of
a human face, a line drawing of a human face, Zeno’s gaze,
Keepon’s gaze and an arrow. Results indicate that all stimuli
convey directional information, but that robots fail to elicit attentional cueing effects that are evoked by non-robot stimuli,
regardless of robot anthropomorphism.

Introduction
Joint visual attention is an important aspect of typical social interactions. A single gaze communicates information—
there are predators hiding behind that tree; a tasty source
of food is over there; you are crossing into my territory—
and supports social conventions such as conversational turntaking and joint referencing. As robots become more integrated into daily human life, social interactions occur with
increasing frequency between humans and robots, as well:
robots assist nurses in hospitals, act as companions for the
elderly, and interact with children in schools and in therapy.
In this paper, we investigate whether people are responsive to
joint attention cues from robots. We focus on one aspect of
joint attention: recognizing the direction of another person’s
gaze and shifting one’s own attention in that direction.
Evidence from psychophysics suggests that typical humans
readily shift their attention in response to a directional cue,
such as averted eyes or an arrow. In traditional non-predictive
cueing experiments, participants view a centrally-presented
stimulus followed by a peripherally-presented visual probe,
and press a keyboard key in response to the probe. Key
press response times are theoretically correlated with attention: participants will respond more quickly to probes located
in the direction to which they are already attending. Studies
have found that when the stimulus contains directional information (such as a face with averted eyes, or an arrow pointing in one direction), people respond more quickly to probes
at cued locations, in which the probe is on the same side as
indicated by the stimulus, than to probes at uncued locations,
even when they are told that the cue does not indicate probe
location and should be ignored (Downing, Dodds, & Bray,
2004; Driver et al., 1999; Friesen & Kingstone, 1998; Langton & Bruce, 1999). Attention shifting via directional cue

seems to be an early and reflexive skill for humans: children
as young as three months old attend more quickly to a peripheral probe on cued trials than on uncued trials when the cue
is a human face (Hood, Willen, & Driver, 1998).
When cues are counterpredictive of probe location, however, social stimuli such as faces and eyes elicit different patterns of behavior than other directional stimuli. In counterpredictive cueing paradigms, probes appear with significantly
higher probability opposite the location cued by centrallylocated stimuli (Driver et al., 1999). For example, when the
centrally-located stimulus is directed toward the left, probes
have a 75% chance of appearing to the right of center, and
vice versa. In counterpredictive experiments, it is beneficial
for participants to orient attention away from the cued direction; therefore, shorter response times to probes in cued
directions are attributed to reflexive or uncontrollable attention shifts. In contrast, shorter response times to probes
in uncued (but predicted) locations are interpreted as volitional orienting of attention. Counterpredictive experiments
reveal that participants reflexively orient in the direction of
eyes (Driver et al., 1999) but volitionally orient away from
the direction of arrows (Friesen, Ristic, & Kingstone, 2004)
or extended tongues (Downing et al., 2004). A stimulus that is
ambiguously social will elicit reflexive attention shifts when
presented to participants as a social cue (a picture of eyes),
but not when presented as a non-social cue (a picture of a
car) (Ristic & Kingstone, 2005). Furthermore, the effect of
this cue on reflexive attention persists if the cue is presented
first as social and then as non-social, but not vice versa. This
reflexive cueing effect seems strongest for faces, but not necessarily unique to them: arrows have also been shown to trigger reflexive orienting, with magnitude of reflexive orienting
toward arrow cues positively correlated with individuals’ voluntary attention control (Tipples, 2008), suggesting that dissimilarities in attention directed at eyes and arrows are differences of magnitude (strong versus weak), rather than of kind
(reflexive versus volitional).
Eye-tracking and brain-imaging studies reveal similar results. People make more erroneous eye saccades in the direction of a “distracter” cue they are told to ignore if that cue
is a face, rather than an arrow (Ricciardelli, Bricolo, Aglioti, & Chelazzi, 2002). Functional MRI studies show that
the same cue activates different neural pathways depending
on whether it is perceived as eyes or as a non-social directional image (Kingstone, Tipper, Ristic, & Ngan, 2004). Attentional orienting to gaze cues and to arrow cues activates
different cortical networks, with attentional orienting to arrow
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cues relying on a pathway associated with voluntary shifts
of attention (Hietanen, Nummenmaa, Nyman, Parkkola, &
Hämäläinen, 2006). In a different fMRI study, however, the
same cue activated the same extensive cortical network regardless of whether it was interpreted as an eye or an arrowhead, though the eye cue more strongly engaged some
parts of this network (Tipper, Handy, Giesbrecht, & Kingstone, 2008).
Psychologists have suggested that shared attention is a
precursor to developing a theory of mind for other people,
and that lacking ability to interpret others’ visual attention
might indicate social disorders such as autism (Baron-Cohen,
1995). Children with autism fail to show preferential sensitivity to socially relevant cues such as human gaze: they
demonstrate similar response times to both arrows and faces
on a counterpredictive cueing task (whereas typically developing children are cued by faces but not by arrows) (Senju,
Tojo, Dairoku, & Hasegawa, 2004), and they avoid shifting
their gaze in response to non-predictive gaze cues (Ristic et
al., 2005). Participants’ scores on the Autism-Spectrum Quotient have also been negatively correlated with reflexive gaze
cueing magnitude (Bayliss, Pellegrino, & Tipper, 2005).
In summary, evidence suggests that for non-predictive
cues, both social and non-social directional stimuli elicit reflexive attention shifts in cued directions, but that for counterpredictive cues, socially relevant stimuli (such as human
faces) continue to elicit reflexive attention shifts while nonsocial directional stimuli, such as arrows, exhibit weak or no
reflexive attentional influence. This paper applies the psychophysical methods used to isolate attention shifts for faces
and arrows to novel stimuli to inform the field of human-robot
interactions (HRI). HRI is interested in how people perceive
robots and how designers can create robots that interact naturally with people. To date, there has been little research on
the cognitive effects of robots on human attention. As the
presence of robots in day-to-day social situations increases,
however, it becomes important to evaluate robots’ cognitive
influence to better understand the roles robots can perform
and to improve designs of human-assistive robots.
Some evidence suggests that robots can use gaze cues to
“leak” information to humans. In conversations between
robots and human participants, robots were able to define
participants’ roles (addressee, bystander, or eavesdropper)
through visual attention cues (Mutlu, Shiwa, Kanda, Ishiguro, & Hagita, 2009). Another study found that robots can
influence people’s decisions in a game by shifting their eyes
briefly to a target, even when participants do not report seeing those cues (Mutlu, Yamaoka, Kanda, Ishiguro, & Hagita,
2009). In the latter study, robot appearance influenced the effectiveness of gaze cues: Geminoid, a very human-like robot,
was more effective at revealing intentions through gaze cues
than Robovie, a robot with more abstract human features.
In this paper, we ask: will robots be treated like humans
or like arrows? That is, will robot gaze be interpreted by humans’ cognitive systems as a social cue on par with human

gaze, with attendant reflexive shifts of attention in the gaze
direction? Or will robots be perceived by humans as nonsocial entities, such as arrows or cars, allowing participants
to override reflexive attention shifts in favor of volitional orienting toward predicted probe locations? Because robots are
designed with varying levels of anthropomorphism, we use
two robot stimuli, one from a very human-like robot called
Zeno, and one from a less anthropomorphic robot named
Keepon. Cueing effects from human faces have been found to
be stronger for schematic faces than for real faces (Hietanen
& Leppänen, 2003), suggesting that cueing information contained in schematic faces is overshadowed by the complexity
of real faces. For this reason, we also use two types of human
face stimuli: a photograph of a human face and a line drawing of a face. Finally, we use an arrow as a non-social but
directional stimulus.

Methods
This experiment employs two commercially available robot
platforms. Zeno is produced by Hanson Robotics as a realistic, expressive robot (Figure 1(c)). In addition to eyes and a
nose, Zeno’s face has human-like features such as eyebrows,
lower eyelids, an expressive mouth, and hair. In contrast,
Keepon’s features are less human-like (Figure 1(d)). Developed by Hideki Kozima, Keepon is a 20 cm tall robot made of
two stacked yellow spheres of deformable rubber; its eyes are
white circles overlapped by smaller, concentric black circles
and its nose is a black circle. Keepon’s deformable body and
eyes with sclera suggest biological features, but its form and
color (bright yellow) clearly indicate that it is robotic. The
aim of selecting such different robots is to identify whether
human-like features are necessary to evoke the same (purportedly social) response as to a human face.
Participants were 41 male and 29 female Yale University
students between the ages of 18 and 34 (mean age 21.4). Each
participant was assigned to a single stimulus condition (human, line drawing, Zeno, Keepon, or arrow). Participants
were recruited in person or with flyers around campus, and
were rewarded with candy at the end of the experiment.

Stimuli
The human gaze stimulus is a head-and-neck photograph of
a woman (Figure 1(a)). Her head subtends a visual angle of
6.2 ◦ horizontally. Each eye subtends 1.0 ◦ and the center of
each eye is 1.2 ◦ to the right or left of center. This stimulus
was chosen as a social analogue to photographs of the robots.
The line drawing stimulus, re-created from Friesen et al.
(2004), is a black-and-white line drawing of a face with circular eyes and nose, and a line for the mouth (Figure 1(b)).
The head subtends 7.5 ◦ ; each eye subtends 1.0 ◦ and its center
is 1.0 ◦ left or right of image center, where the nose is located.
This stimulus has been previously shown to elicit both reflexive and volitional shifts of attention (Friesen et al., 2004).
Zeno is example of a highly anthropomorphic robot (Figure 1(c)). The Zeno stimulus is a head-and-neck photograph
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(a) Human gaze stimulus

(b) Line-drawn face stimulus

Figure 2: Time course for a single (predicted) trial of the
Keepon gaze condition. Setup is similar for other stimuli and
gaze directions.
(c) Zeno gaze stimulus

(d) Keepon gaze stimulus

Figure 3: Three types of trials were presented: cued, in which
probe and gaze are congruent; predicted, in which probe location is opposite to gaze direction; and not-predicted-not-cued
or NPNC, in which probe is on a different axis than gaze.
Percentages indicate probability of occurrence.

(e) Arrow stimulus

Figure 1: Each subject was assigned to one of five stimulus
conditions. This figure shows the front, right, up and down
versions of each stimulus; left versions are mirrors of rightfacing versions and are omitted here for brevity.

of the robot, with face subtending 6.7 ◦ horizontally (7.8 ◦ including hair) and each 1.0 ◦ eye located 1.3 ◦ to the left or
right of center. Keepon is a less anthropomorphic robot (Figure 1(d)). The Keepon stimulus is a full-body photograph of
the robot, subtending 6.2 ◦ horizontally, with each 1.0 ◦ eye
located 1.75 ◦ to the left and right of center.
The arrow stimulus is 7.1 ◦ long and drawn over a 6.2 ◦ fixation cross; equal amounts of visual information are presented
at the head and tail of the arrow, thereby avoiding the possibility that cueing results simply from additional features in
the cued direction (Figure 1(e)).
Each stimulus had left-, right-, up- and down-facing variants (see Figure 1). In a single trial of the cueing condition,
the front-facing variant was presented for 500 milliseconds,
followed by one of the other (“turned”) variants. After a 400
millisecond SOA (or a 600 millisecond SOA in human and
Zeno conditions), a probe letter, either “T” or “L,” appeared
on the screen either above, below, to the left, or to the right of

the stimulus image. Each probe letter was 0.9 ◦ tall and wide,
and was presented along the midline 4.8 ◦ from center. Cue
and probe remained on screen until participants responded by
pressing a keyboard key or until 2 seconds elapsed. (See Figure 2 for an example.)
Following Friesen et al. (2004), for each trial of the cueing condition, the probe had a 75% chance of appearing on
the opposite (predicted) side of where the cue directed, and a
25% chance of appearing in one of the other three locations
(approximately 8% chance each)—on the same side as where
the cue directed (cued), or orthogonal to the direction of the
cue (not-predicted-not-cued or NPNC), as shown in Figure 3.
Once participants responded to the probe or 2 seconds
elapsed, all images were replaced by a prompt asking participants to press any key to proceed to the next trial.

Procedure
Participants were seated approximately 60 cm in front of a 29
cm by 18 cm laptop screen. They were told which stimulus
they would observe and the sequence of images they would
see during the experiment (as in Figure 2). Participants were
told they would first observe a front-facing stimulus, replaced
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Stimulus
Human

Line

Zeno

Keepon

Arrow

Trial type
cued
predicted
NPNC
cued
predicted
NPNC
cued
predicted
NPNC
cued
predicted
NPNC
cued
predicted
NPNC

Avg. RT (ms)
444
428
462
458
449
474
473
452
473
464
428
469
453
433
461

SD
46
54
61
73
73
70
147
108
116
65
52
55
66
44
53

N
15

16

13

14

12

Table 1: Average response times and standard deviations, in
milliseconds, for all participants (rounded to the nearest millisecond). Each row represents a stimulus condition separated
into trial types. The last column indicates the number of participants in each condition.

Figure 4: Mean response times in milliseconds for each trial
type and stimulus condition. A single asterisk indicates significant differences (p < 0.05), a double asterisk indicates
borderline significant differences (p < 0.10).

by a “turned” stimulus, then a probe letter (“T” or “L”). They
were also informed that the probe was three times more likely
to appear on the side opposite where the gaze or symbol directed. Participants were asked to press the keyboard key of
the letter appearing on the screen as quickly and accurately
as possible. These instructions were also presented textually
on the screen before the start of the experiment. Key press
response times were recorded for analysis.
All participants saw 99 trials, consisting of 96 test trials
and 3 additional practice trials drawn at random from the test
trials and presented first. The set of test trials comprised 72
predicted trials (the probe appeared opposite where the cue
indicated), 8 cued trials (the probe appeared on the side indicated by the cue), and 16 NPNC trials (the probe appeared
on a different axis than the one directed by the cue), with “T”
and “L” presented equally frequently.

Results
Mean response times and standard deviations are listed by
condition and trial type in Table 1. Figure 4 shows mean
response times by stimulus condition and trial type.
Data from four participants were excluded for noncompliance (not following directions to respond as quickly
as possible, or pressing keys at random as evidenced by high
error rates). Trials in which participants incorrectly identified probe letters, response times exceeded 1.5 seconds, or
response times were less than 100 ms were treated as errors
and excluded from analysis. The error rate was 3.9% for analyzed data. In total, results from 70 particpants across the five
conditions were analyzed, as shown in Table 1.
A repeated measures analysis of variance with stimulus
type (human, line drawing, Zeno, Keepon, and arrow) as the

between-subjects variable and trial type (cued, predicted and
NPNC) as the within-subjects variable revealed significant
main effects for trial type (F(2, 130) = 19.819, p < 0.001)
though not for stimulus condition (F(4, 65) = 0.196, p =
0.939). There was no interaction between stimulus type and
trial type (F(8, 130) = .673, p = 0.703).
Because there was a significant main effect of trial type,
we further analyzed the data within each stimulus condition
with a repeated measures analysis of variance on trial type,
which found significant main effects for trial type on most
conditions (human: F(2, 28) = 3.675, p = 0.038; line drawing: F(2, 30) = 4.328, p = 0.022; Zeno: F(2, 26) = 3.409,
p = 0.048; Keepon: F(2, 26) = 13.558, p < 0.001), and
borderline significance main effects in the arrow condition
(F(2, 22) = 2.672, p = 0.091). In all conditions, pairwise
comparisons reveal that each stimulus elicited significantly
faster response times to predicted than to NPNC trials (human: mean difference = 33.921, sd = 8.764, p = 0.002; line
drawing: mean difference = 24.892, sd = 5.902, p = 0.001;
Zeno: mean difference = 24.515, sd = 8.335, p = 0.011;
Keepon: mean difference = 39.878, sd = 9.410, p = 0.001;
arrow: mean difference = 27.875, sd = 11.120, p = 0.029).
Only in the robot conditions, however, were there significant
or borderline-significant differences between predicted and
cued trials as well (Zeno: mean difference = 23.746, sd =
12.712, p = 0.084; Keepon: mean difference = 36.698, sd =
8.613, p = 0.001).

Discussion
Results suggest that participants recognized the directional
significance of all stimuli, but only responded to the cueing
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significance of non-robot stimuli. Though they were able to
extract directional information from robot gaze, participants
in either robot condition were not susceptible to reflexively
reorienting in the direction of robot gaze, in contrast to participants in face and arrow conditions.
Response times were statistically faster for predicted trials than for baseline NPNC trials in all stimulus conditions,
which indicates that participants directed their attention toward predicted locations—where they expected a stimulus to
appear—more than toward not-predicted not-cued (NPNC)
locations. For robot stimuli (Zeno and Keepon), response
times were also statistically faster for predicted than for cued
trials (borderline significance in the Zeno case, p = 0.084).
In other words, participants directed their attention significantly more quickly toward predicted locations than toward
cued locations, and thus show no evidence of having been
cued by robot gaze: participants in robot conditions attended
to cued locations just as infrequently as NPNC locations that
were neither cued nor predicted. In contrast, response times
were not significantly different between predicted and cued
trials in the non-robot conditions (human face, line drawing
of a face, and arrow). Participants in these conditions were
not significantly more attentive to predicted than to cued locations; in fact, Figure 4 shows that cued trial response times
were, on average, greater than predicted trial response times
but less than NPNC trial response times. This suggests that
non-robot stimuli attracted participants’ reflexive attention to
cued locations despite the fact that participants were no more
motivated to look at cued locations than at NPNC locations.
This counterpredictive cueing task involved four possible
probe locations on each trial: a cued location, in the direction
of gaze or pointing; a predicted location, opposite the cued
location, where participants were told probes were likely to
appear; and two not-predicted not-cued locations (NPNC),
which have the same probability of probes appearing at each
of them as at the cued location. NPNC trials provide a good
baseline because they involve an identical task (responding to
a probe with a key press) but do not represent cued or predicted locations. In this study, participants were significantly
faster at responding to probes at predicted locations than at
NPNC locations for every stimulus, revealing that they recognized the direction indicated by the stimulus and used that
to inform them of predicted probe position.
In contrast, participants in both robot conditions were also
significantly faster at responding to probes at predicted locations than those at cued locations. In essence, participants
seem to be ignoring the natural interpretation of robot gaze
in favor of the counterpredictive interpretation demanded
by the task. This behavior has been observed in children
with autism, who are able to ignore non-predictive gaze
cues, while their typically-developing peers are susceptible
to reflexive cueing from non-predictive stimuli (Ristic et al.,
2005). The fact that robots do not seem to cue reflexive attention, in a way that even non-social stimuli such as arrows
do, suggests that robots are cognitively processed differently

than common directional symbols or social entities.
Previous studies (e.g., Friesen et al., 2004; Tipples, 2008)
use a similar counterpredictive experimental design in which
participants are asked to press a key when any probe appears. This detection task elicits covert attention shifts, in
which participants’ eyes do not move (in fact, Friesen et al.
(2004) tracked several participants’ eyes to ensure that they
did not shift). The task in the current experiment requires
identifying probes (either “T” or “L”) by pressing corresponding keyboard keys, so results from this identification task are
not directly comparable to results from previous detectionbased experiments. It would be interesting, however, to analyze covert attention effects of various robots using detection
tasks. Some robotics studies (e.g., Mutlu, Yamaoka, et al.,
2009; Mutlu, Shiwa, et al., 2009) suggest that highly anthropomorphic robots are more successful than less anthropomorphic robots at conveying intentions through gaze, suggesting
that robot anthropomorphism influences covert attention.
Attentional cueing is more pronounced with schematic
drawings of faces than with real faces (Hietanen & Leppänen,
2003), so this study included both a photograph of a human face and a line drawing of a face as stimuli. Both
faces elicited significantly faster responses to predicted versus NPNC trials, but not to predicted versus cued trials.
Though the arrow stimulus also showed this effect statistically, differences between NPNC and cued trial response
times are larger for the two social stimuli, with 17.183 ms
average difference for the human face, and 16.140 ms average difference for the line drawing, compared with 7.548 ms
average difference for the arrow.
Some stimuli were tested at 400 ms SOA (line drawing, arrow, and Keepon) while others were tested at a 600 ms SOA.
This represents a methodological change undertaken partway
through the experiment, in order to align more precisely with
previous research. Both SOA times are within the threshold for “short” SOAs as described by Friesen et al. (2004),
and reflexive cueing effects have been found at up to 600 ms
SOAs (Friesen et al., 2004; Tipples, 2008). Therefore, we
believe these SOAs to be comparable.
This study provides some of the first insight into cognitive
processing of robot stimuli, using psychophysical techniques
common in cognitive psychology but largely unused in the
field of human-robot interaction (HRI). There is significant
information to be gained from analyzing the cognitive effects
of robots on human attention, both for cognitive scientists interested in which features cue attention, and robot designers
interested in creating robots that engage in natural social interactions with people. Robot stimuli provide a “real life”
testbed for cognitive attention experiments by allowing researchers to manipulate robotic features to test theories about
what features cue reflexive attention. Robot designers can
use this information in their designs, which would improve
robot usability by allowing people to employ the same social
cues with robots as they do with other humans. The current
study suggests that these two robots, Zeno and Keepon, are
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unable to cue human attention in this task the way real faces,
schematic faces, or even arrows do. These results should be
further explored to identify what kinds of visual manipulations can make robots appear reflexively social.

Conclusions
Human eyes elicit strong attentional shifts in the direction
of their gaze, even when this shift is detrimental to viewers’ goals, while non-social directional cues such as arrows
have demonstrated weaker attentional cueing effects. Little
evidence currently exists for the cognitive effects of robot
gaze cues, however. Using an established counterpredictive
cueing experiment, we analyzed the attentional influence of
two robots that vary in level of anthropomorphism, and compared our findings to attentional effects of human faces and
arrows. Results indicate that all of the stimuli conveyed directional information to participants, but that neither robot
stimulus evoked reflexive attentional cueing, though all nonrobot stimuli elicited this effect. These findings suggest that
when participants are motivated to look away from a directed
location, common directional symbols still engage an automatic attention shift to the directed location, while robots do
not. This paper is among the first to apply psychophysical
techniques to the analysis of cognitive effects of robot appearance, and further experimentation using these techniques
might reveal what features influence natural social responses
from people, and may help robot designers who are interested
in creating social robots.
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Abstract: Everyday action sequences such as taking a few steps to point at an object are trivial for humans because
they require minimal effort. However, such actions pose serious challenges to developing realistic animated virtual
humans that autonomously interact with people in training and educational applications. We propose a framework
targets data-driven full-body motion synthesis for virtual humans. Motions captured from human actions (e.g., walk
and point) allow us to create behavioral models and build generic motion databases containing upper-body and
walking actions. Synthesis output is achieved by parameterizing motion databases with behavior models.
We augment our current inverse-blending action model and stepping planner by targeting environment configuration factors, including character gaze (e.g., timing, frequency, fixation points), body position (e.g., bending, preferred
location to start action), and walk-action coordination (e.g., temporal dynamics). To further inform the development
of realistic virtual humans, user studies validate the model and assist in fine-tuning.
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Abstract

1995; Johnson, 2000). But the adult capacity to understand
animate motion in terms of intelligent behavior has been researched less. Computational approaches to the problem of
intention estimation are still scarce (Baker, Tenenbaum, &
Saxe, 2006; Feldman & Tremoulet, 2008), in part because
of the difficulty in specifying the problem in computational
terms.
Almost without exception, video stimuli used in past experiments in this area have consisted of hand-crafted animations with motions chosen subjectively by the experimenters in order to achieve particular psychological impressions (Porter & Susman, 2000). This makes it difficult to investigate the way subjects estimate intentionality, because the
object of the estimation procedure—the actual mental state of
the agent under observation—does not actually exist. Our
proposed solution to this problem is to indeed endow our
stimuli agents with “minds,” which our subjects then attempt
to “read.”

Comprehension of goal-directed, intentional motion is an important but understudied visual function. To study it, we
created a two-dimensional virtual environment populated by
independently-programmed autonomous virtual agents, which
navigate the environment, collecting food and competing with
one another. Their behavior is modulated by a small number of
distinct “mental states”: exploring, gathering food, attacking,
and fleeing. In two experiments, we studied subjects’ ability
to detect and classify the agents’ continually changing mental states on the basis of their motions and interactions. Our
analyses compared subjects’ classifications to the ground truth
state occupied by the observed agent’s autonomous program.
Although the true mental state is inherently hidden and must
be inferred, subjects showed both high validity (correlation
with ground truth) and high reliability (correlation with one another). The data provide intriguing evidence about the factors
that influence estimates of mental state—a key step towards a
true “psychophysics of intention.”
Keywords: animate motion perception; theory of mind; intentionality; action understanding; goal inference.

Introduction
Comprehension of the goals and intentions of other intelligent
agents is an essential aspect of cognition. Motion is an especially important cue to intention, as vividly illustrated by the
famous short film by Heider and Simmel (1944). The “cast”
of this film consists only of two triangles and a circle, but the
motions of these simple geometrical figures are universally
interpreted in terms of dramatic narrative. Indeed, it is practically impossible to understand many naturally occurring motions without comprehending the intentions that helped cause
them: a person running is interpreted as trying to get somewhere; a hand lifting a Coke can is automatically understood
as a person intending to raise the can, not simply as two objects moving upwards together (Mann, Jepson, & Siskind,
1997). Much of the motion in a natural environment—and
certainly some of the most behaviorally important motion—
is caused by other agents, and is impossible to understand
except in terms of how and why they might have caused it.
Human subjects readily attribute mentality and goaldirectedness to moving objects as a function of properties
of their motion (Tremoulet & Feldman, 2000), and in particular on how that motion seems to relate to the motion of
other agents and objects in the environment (Blythe, Todd,
& Miller, 1999; Dittrich & Lea, 1994; Gao, McCarthy, &
Scholl, 2010; Pantelis & Feldman, 2010; Tremoulet & Feldman, 2006; Zacks, Kumar, Abrams, & Mehta, 2009). The
broad problem of attributing mentality to others has received
a great deal of attention in the philosophical literature (often under the term mindreading), and has been most widely
studied in infants and children (Gelman, Durgin, & Kaufman,

A virtual environment of autonomous agents
We developed a two-dimensional interactive virtual environment populated with autonomous virtual agents (Fig. 1).
These agents (referred to as Independent Mobile Personalities, or IMPs), are simple but cognitively independent virtual
robots, equipped with perception, planning, decision making,
and goals. They move about in the virtual environment, interacting with each other, making intelligent though unpredictable decisions and taking steps to achieve simple goals.
The IMPs are endowed with potentially distinct personalities
and cognitive faculties, including variations in intelligence,
memory, aggression, and strategy. The result is a complex,
dynamic microcosm in which goal-directed behavior, and the
perception thereof, can be studied in a controlled way. The
inspiration is taken from the substantial literature on artificial
life (Shao & Terzopoulos, 2007; Yaeger, 1994) in which interactions among virtual creatures have been extensively modeled. But unlike previous environments, our agents are cognitively complete, meaning that their behavior is entirely determined by autonomous decisions based on input they have
received via their own senses, and are presented visually to
subjects so that we may study how their intentions are interpreted by observers. Our focus is on what can be understood
from the IMPs’ motion alone; to this end, we depict the IMPs
as triangles, so that they have clearly identifiable main axes
and front ends, but otherwise minimal shape. Because we
have direct access to the “actual” intentions and mental states
of the agents—represented by a simple state variable in the
autonomous program—we can compare this “ground truth”
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to the interpretations formed by human subjects. The investigation is truly a “psychophysics of intention,” because we
relate a variable in the environment (the target agent’s mental
state) to the subject’s estimate of that variable. This in turn
allows us to study the inference mechanisms that underlie human judgments about intentional action.

Agent architecture
The IMPs have a simple visual system with a 1D retina
(Fig. 1B), which they use to gather information about the geometric structure of their environment (Fig. 1C,D). The vision
module uses a ray-casting intersection test for objects along a
small number of lines of sight (see Fig. 1B). Rays that intersect with something in the environment are grouped by color
to create simple object representations, which are then added
to a cumulative mental map of the environment. The IMPS’
principal goal is to gather food (bits of inanimate gray material randomly positioned in the environment), though that
goal is occasionally interrupted by various subgoals, like the
need to fend off other agents that they encounter and the need
to explore in order to create their environment map. Their decisions are carried out with the help of a path planning module that allows them to select the shortest path from their current position to remembered locations drawn from the learned
map.
The IMPs’ behavior is modulated by four distinct action states: exploring, gathering food, attacking, and fleeing (loosely modeled on the “Four Fs” of natural ethology—
feeding, fleeing, fighting and mating; Pribram, 1960). Each
IMP transitions stochastically among these states, conditional
upon its current state, its mental map, and its immediate perceptual input. The states are of course not directly visible to
observers, but rather must be inferred. In our experiments,
we refer to them as the “ground truth” of an IMP’s mental
state, because they represent the actual state of the IMP’s dynamic autonomous program at any given time. As reported
below, we asked subjects to estimate these states and detect
changes between them—in effect, to guess the transitions between qualitatively different behavioral events (Kurby & Zacks, 2008). The main focus of our analyses is on subjects’
ability to estimate these transitions, which directly reflects
their ability to interpret the intentional structure of the IMPs’
behavior.

Experiments
Our experiments tested subjects’ ability to infer the agents’
mental states while viewing short (60 s) scenes. In Exp. 1,
we explicitly instructed subjects about the four IMP mental
states, and assigned one response key per state. In Exp. 2, we
allowed subjects to freely invent their own mental states after
viewing some sample scenes, inducing a less constrained (but
also less transparent) response set.

Experiment 1
The first experiment tested subjects ability to successfully categorize the IMPs’ behaviors and detect transitions among the

Figure 1: (a) The virtual environment with its native IMPs (depicted as moving triangles). (b) The IMPs have automonous vision,
and by (c) exploring their environment they can (d) gradually develop a mental map of the obstacles it contains.

IMPs’ “mental states.” In this condition, the possible underlying states were known to the subjects.
Subjects. Four undergraduate students in introductory psychology classes at Rutgers University participated in the experiment, and received course credit for their participation.
Each experimental session lasted approximately 30 minutes.
Stimuli. Each subject viewed the same set of 20 scenes,
generated in advance. Each pre-recorded scene was 60 seconds in duration, and was presented within a 400 x 400 pixel
window, horizontally subtending approximately 13.5◦ of visual angle. Each scene was populated with 4 identically parameterized IMPs (described above) at randomized starting
positions, 15 gray food objects (divided evenly into 3 clusters, with each cluster initially placed at a random starting
position), and two square red obstacles (placed at the same
locations in each scene).
Procedure. Five initial training scenes were shown. Subjects were instructed to simply observe the action and try
to determine what was happening within the scenes. During training, each IMP’s true mental state was reflected in its
color (see Fig. 2). After the subject watched these 5 scenes,
they were asked what they thought the IMPs were doing, and
what the colors might mean. It was then explained to them
that the colors actually corresponded to the underlying mental or behavioral state of the IMP, and that an IMP could be
in one of four of these states at a given time: “attacking” another agent, “exploring” its environment, “fleeing” from another agent, or attempting to “gather” food.
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Figure 2: Sample scene from Exp. 1. The red IMP is in an “attack”
state, the purple IMP is “exploring,” the yellow IMP is “fleeing,”
and the green IMP is “gathering.” Note that colors were only shown
during training scenes. All agents maintained the same, neutral color
for the remainder of the experiment.

Each subject then viewed 15 additional scenes, the first of
which was treated as practice and excluded from analysis. In
these scenes, IMPs did not change color; that is, the subjects’
task was to infer the underlying state of an IMP solely from
its behavior and context. The target IMP was colored black,
and the other 3 were colored blue. Subjects were instructed
to pay attention to the black agent in each scene, and indicate
on the keyboard which state they thought this target agent was
in at any given time. Four keys represented the 4 respective
possible states; subjects were instructed to press a key as soon
after a scene began as possible, and thereafter to press a key
only when they thought the target IMP had transitioned into
a new state.
Results. Fig. 3 illustrates how subjects responded as they
observed two example scenes. The ground truth mental state
of the target IMP is shown in the top horizontal bar in each
panel of the figure, with the 4 subjects’ concurrent responses
aligned underneath.
We first examined subjects’ performance by measuring
the proportion of time that their classifications matched the
ground truth state of the target IMP (validity; see Table 1).
Mean accuracy was 47%, with each individual subject performing significantly above chance (p < .001).1
1 To

determine chance performance, we simulated a random performer that would begin each trial having not yet responded on the
keyboard, and at subsequent time points would randomly select a
response with a probability matched to the behavior of the given

Another critical aspect of subject performance is intersubject agreement (reliability). We calculated intersubject
response agreement by tabulating the time that two subjects
gave the same response, evaluating agreement using a strict
criterion (Method 1) or a more relaxed one (Method 2). By
Method 1, subjects were considered to disagree if their classification differed, including if one had not yet responded. By
Method 2, agreement was not calculated until both had started
responding. Even by the stricter Method 1 (see Table 1), average inter-subject agreement was higher than accuracy with
respect to ground truth, but using the more relaxed Method
2, inter-subject agreement becomes quite high. Subject 2, for
example, responded in agreement with other subjects a full
70% of the time (in this case, chance would be 25%).
A comparison of estimated mental states to actual ones
shows a number of interesting patterns, as revealed by the
inter-state confusion matrix (Table 2). The analysis reveals
one dominant source of subject “errors.” Subjects generally
did not initiate responding immediately at the start of each
trial; 17% of overall trial time was prior to the initial response
(And, in fact, if one excludes from analysis times when subjects had not yet provided a response, mean subject accuracy
rises to 54%). As IMPs were most likely to be in the explore
state at the beginnings of trials, these errors of omission account for a large proportion of subjects’ misclassifications for
this action type. Otherwise, subjects’ detection of the explore
state was nearly perfect. Accuracy was lower for the other
states. For example, when an IMP was in the gather state,
subjects were about equally likely to respond gather or explore. Correct detection of flee was only about 8%.
The pattern of subjects’ errors seems to reflect a sensitivity to the four mental states’ base rates; the IMPs spend unequal amounts of time in each state, and subjects’ responses
reflected that imbalance. As an illustrative example, subjects
misclassified flee as explore 44% of the time. But a suitably
tuned ideal observer would know that explore is about six
times more probable overall than flee, and could in principle
use this prior information to classify more accurately.
The next analysis explored how the IMPs’ objective physical parameters related to subjects’ classifications of their
mental state. Among the parameters we measured, some are
intrinsic to the agent (including its speed and angular velocity), while others are context-dependent in that they measure
the agent’s relation to other elements of the scene (including
the distance to the nearest other IMP, and the distance to the
nearest food). In our analysis we attempted to distinguish the
role of these two classes of parameters in accounting for subjects’ responses.
First, we carried out a multinomial logistic regression, attempting to predict subjects’ responses as a function of the
two intrinsic parameters mentioned above (speed and angular
velocity). This analysis echoes that of Blythe et al. (1999),
subject. Under these conditions, chance performance is 20%. We
performed 1000 such simulations for each individual subject, and
none of these random performers achieved performance as high as
their human counterparts.
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Figure 3: Two example scenes from Exp. 1 (left and right panels). Within each panel, the top figure plots physical variables related to the
target IMP, over the course of the 60 s scene. In the left panel, variables intrinsic to the IMP (solid line = speed, dashed line = angular velocity)
are plotted in black; in the right panel, variables related to the IMP’s environmental context are plotted in blue (solid line = distance to nearest
other IMP, dashed line = distance to nearest food). In the bottom figure of each panel, the top bar represents the actual “ground truth” state of
the target IMP (red = “attack”, purple = “explore”, yellow = “flee”, green = “gather”). The other bars represent the corresponding real time
responses of the 4 subjects. Black in the subjects’ bars indicates that the subject had not yet entered a response on the keyboard.

Table 1: Subject agreement with ground truth and other subjects, in

Table 2: Confusion matrix for subjects’ responses in Exp. 1 (aver-

Exp. 1.

aged across subjects). Mean proportion of IMP time spent in each
state is in parentheses, and mean proportion of time subjects spent
in each response category is at the bottom of each column.

vs. ground truth
vs. other subjects (method 1)
vs. other subjects (method 2)

1

Subject
2
3

4

.50
.50
.62

.52
.56
.70

.38
.43
.59

.46
.48
.67

who similarly classified agent motion as a function of simple,
objective motion properties. Fitting the model’s parameters to
each subject separately yielded correct response predictions
41%, 41%, 41%, and 40% of the time (or 41% when fitting
the pooled data). The same model predicts ground truth 49%
of the time.
We then added the two context-dependent parameters (distance to nearest other IMP, distance to nearest food) to the
model, allowing it to reflect not only the agent’s motions but
also its reaction to the objects around it (cf. Tremoulet &
Feldman, 2006). This led to correct predictions of individual
subjects’ responses of respectively 47%, 62%, 46%, and 46%
(43% when fitting pooled data)—somewhat better than with
the intrinsic parameters alone. This model predicted ground
truth 73% of the time, reflecting the fact that the ground truth
state is, in fact, conditioned on context, as IMP state transitions can be triggered by nearby agents and food. These
logistic models are admittedly simplistic, and clearly leave a
substantial part of subjects’ responses unexplained; we view
them simply as baselines against which to compare a more
psychologically rich future computational account.

Actual
Attack (.16)
Explore (.42)
Flee (.07)
Gather (.35)

None

Attack

Choice
Explore

Flee

Gather

.07

.39

.43

.08

.03

.29

.02

.61

.03

.05

.08

.23

.44

.08

.18

.08

.06

.35

.12

.40

.17

.11

.48

.07

.18

Experiment 2
In Exp. 2, subjects performed the same task as in Exp. 1 except they classified the target agent into action categories that
they themselves invented.
Subjects. Three undergraduate students participated in an
approximately 30 minute experimental session in exchange
for course credit.
Stimuli. Each subject viewed the same 20 pre-recorded
scenes that were utilized in Exp. 1, 60 s each in duration.
Procedure. Five initial training scenes were shown, and
subjects were instructed to observe the action and try to determine what was happening in the scenes. Unlike Exp. 1,
the IMPs colors did not change color according to their mental states, so as not to bias the subjects’ future classifications.
Subjects were told that while the IMPs might have an overarching goal that they are trying to achieve, at any given time an
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IMP might need to achieve a subgoal which would have a corresponding mental or intentional state. An analogy was made
to basketball: the overarching goal is to score more points
than the opponent, but at any given time a player might be
shooting, passing, defending the goal, attempting to steal the
ball, etc. Subjects were instructed that later they would be
asked to classify the behavior of agents according to action
categories of their own invention, and to keep this in mind as
they watched. After watching the 5 scenes, each subject reported the categories they would be using. While we allowed
anywhere from 2 to 6 categories, all subjects elected to use
exactly 4—unlikely to be a coincidence given that this was in
fact the true number of states underlying the IMP behaviors.
Subjects each then viewed 15 additional scenes, the first
of which was treated as practice and excluded from analysis.
The target IMP was colored black, and the other 3 were colored blue. Subjects were instructed to pay attention to the
black agent in each scene, and to indicate on the keyboard
which state they thought this target agent was in at any given
time. Keys were assigned to each of the states previously provided by the subjects. Subjects were instructed to press a key
as soon after a scene began as possible, and thereafter to press
a key only when they thought the target IMP had transitioned
into a new state.
Results. Because Exp. 2’s subjects each used his or her own
invented response categories, different subjects’ responses
cannot be simply aggregated as they were in Exp. 1. Instead, our analysis focuses on the overlap between each individual response pattern and ground truth, and on the overlap
between the response patterns invented by the various subjects. State classification patterns among the various subjects
were broadly correlated. For example, the number of state
transitions perceived in each scene were correlated between
subjects (Subj. 1 vs. Subj. 2: [r(12) = .65, p < .05]; Subj.
1 vs. Subj. 3: [r(12) = .57, p < .05]; Subj. 2 vs. Subj. 3
[r(12) = .53, p = .052]).
A more detailed analysis of the similarities among various
subjects’ state classifications reveals a variety of intriguing
patterns (see Table 3), though the data are too rich to discuss in detail here. First, notwithstanding the different labels
subjects chose for certain IMP behavior patterns, classes invented by one subject often showed consistent correlations
with classes invented by others. For example, Subj. 1’s labels hesitation and confusion were often associated with behavior classed by Subjs. 2 and 3 as wandering or confused,
respectively—labels that were, in turn, highly correlated with
each other. As another example, Subj. 1’s use of interaction
showed over 80% overlap with Subj. 2’s use of fighting: Despite the varying lexical terms chosen (an interesting subject
itself) the behavioral classes to which these terms refer are
substantially identical.

Discussion
In summary, our data show that subjects are proficient at estimating our automonous agents’ true mental states, both in

terms of reliability (intersubjective agreement) and in terms
of validity (accuracy in estimating the true IMP state). Although mental state is only implicit in the IMPs’ behavior,
subjects can divine it; they can “tell what the agents are thinking,” and tend to concur with one another.
While the raw physical parameters of the IMP (speed, angular velocity, etc.) can usually predict the true mental state
of the IMP (regression results above), the same parameters do
not generally predict subjects’ responses, suggesting that subjects’ classifications are based on a different computational
synthesis of features. A number of authors have argued that
animacy judgments, rather than depending solely on properties of motion (e.g. the ability to expend energy and initiate
motion) rest critically on an assessment of the agents’ apparent mental reactions to environmental stimuli (Tremoulet &
Feldman, 2006; Gelman et al., 1995). Our results reflect this
phenomenon, in that subjects’ classifications were more accurately predicted when IMPs’ relations with their environment were taken into account. That is, a simple model reflecting only the agents’ raw motions—without incorporating
their context—misses some of what is driving subjects’ responses.
Naturally, subjects’ performance is not perfect, and we
found that under-segmentation of the state trajectory was far
more common than over-segmentation. That is, subjects often missed brief excursions into other states, but rarely hallucinated a transition between states when one had not occurred
(see Fig. 3). Of course, most such brief excursions entail virtually no observable change in behavior. This finding merely
reinforces the idea that detecting a change in intentional state
is a concrete computational process that requires sufficient
data or evidence in order to yield useful, robust results.

Conclusion
Our methods pave the way towards a true “psychophysics of
intention,” in which the subjects’ perception of psychological
characteristics of motion in the environment can be studied in
the same way that perception of physical properties has been
studied for decades. Our results confirm that subjects can indeed detect mental states systematically (though of course not
perfectly) and make it possible to more directly investigate
the computational mechanisms underlying this essential cognitive function—a key next step for building on these preliminary results culled from a small number of subjects. In future
work, we hope to expand the range of behaviors and degree of
intelligence exhibited by our IMPs, which, after all, are still
extremely limited compared to human agents. Eventually, our
hope is to use a future version of our environment to study
comprehension of more cognitively complex phenomena—
that is, to move beyond the “Four F’s” and closer to the range
of behavior exhibited by real human agents.
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Table 3: Overlap among subjects’ uses of categories in Exp. 2. top: Subj. 1 vs. Subjs. 2 and 3; middle: Subj. 2 vs. Subjs. 1 and 3; bottom:
Subj. 3 vs. Subjs. 1 and 2. The proportion of time a subject spent in each response category is shown in parentheses. As instances when one
or both of the subjects had not yet responded are not included in this analysis, many rows and columns deviate strongly from summing to 1.
Subject 2

Subject 3

Subject 1

“Competition”

“Fighting”

“Taking...”

“Wandering...”

“Confused”

“Collecting...”

“Eating”

“Following”

“Hesitance” (.35)

.06

.04

.30

.60

.54

.29

.03

.06

“Going for Gray Objects” (.12)

.06

.00

.59

.36

.15

.40

.42

.03

“Confusion” (.10)

.06

.03

.03

.88

.85

.02

.00

.12

“Interaction” (.10)

.02

.89

.00

.09

.59

.00

.00

.41

Subject 1

Subject 3

Subject 2

“Hesitance”

“Going for...”

“Confusion”

“Interaction...”

“Confused”

“Collecting...”

“Eating”

“Following”

“Competition” (.04)

.59

.19

.17

.06

.28

.27

.00

.45

“Fighting” (.11)

.17

.00

.03

.81

.59

.01

.00

.39

“Taking Food” (.18)

.58

.39

.02

.00

.04

.73

.23

.00

“Wandering/Searching” (.55)

.38

.08

.17

.02

.67

.02

.04

.05

Subject 3

“Hesitance”

“Going for...”

“Confusion”

“Interaction”

“Competition”

“Fighting”

“Taking...”

“Wandering...”

“Confused” (.45)

.40

.04

.19

.13

.02

.13

.01

.80

“Collecting/Grabbing” (.15)

.66

.31

.02

.00

.05

.01

.88

.06

“Eating” (.06)

.19

.81

.00

.00

.00

.00

.65

.35

“Following” (.09)

.25

.05

.14

.44

.15

.51

.01

.34

Subject 1

Subject 2
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Cognition on Computational Thinking
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Abstract: A grounded embodied approach to the instruction of computational abstractions provides concrete representations for characteristically abstract symbols. If the perceptual symbols that comprise a pre-defined scenario
are fundamentally grounded in human behavior (e.g. walking), does the mere act of embodiment influence how these
behaviors are represented in a computational artifact? Prior research has demonstrated that an embodied approach
to the instruction of computer programming results in artifacts that implement more complex code structures. The
current study examines how grounded embodied cognition influences the representation of movement in computational artifacts. Using the Instructional Embodiment (Fadjo et al., 2010) framework, participants engaged in learning
activities through physical and imagined embodiment (Direct Embodiment with Explicit Imagination) or imagined
embodiment without physical enactment (No Embodiment with Explicit Imagination). Findings suggest that physical enactment with explicit imagination during learning results in control abstractions that represent movement with
greater precision than imagination alone.
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Abstract Physics Concepts
Satyugjit Virk
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John Black
Teacher’s College, Columbia University
Abstract: Students were presented with a module on circuits in text and diagram format only (control-text condition), text and diagram with an animation of the voltage and currents in parts of series and parallel circuits (partial
external visual representation condition), or they were given the an animation of the voltage and current throughout
the entire circuit (full external visual representation condition). Students in the full external visual representation
conditions performed significantly better than the control-text and partial external visual representation conditions
on questions of free recall but significantly higher on multiple choice and drawing questions than the control-text
group only. This evidence suggests providing complete visual external representations is most beneficial to students
for reconstructing and manipulating a mental model of the abstract system without being given any hints or clues
from external sources like question stems but also more beneficial than traditional textbook methods for answering
standard multiple choice questions.
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Comparing the efficacy of bigrams and frames in cuing lexical
categories for human learners
Toben Mintz
University of Southern California
Abstract: Distributional patterns in linear word sequences are informative about lexical categories in natural
languages. However, it is unclear what patterns human learners use to categorize words. The current study exposed
adults to sentences in two artificial languages. The Frames group heard sentences in which target words were
embedded in frequent frames (FFs)—frequently co-occurring words that immediately surrounded/framed a target
word (e.g., you X it); the FFs categorized the target words into two distinct categories. The Bigrams-Only group
heard sentences with the same vocabulary, but no FFs. However, the bigram information in the two languages
was equally informative regarding the categories of target words. In a 2AFC test, Frames subjects but not the
Bigrams-Only subjects chose novel sentences that contained target words as ”correct” if they adhered to the abstract
distributional structure, compared to ”ungrammatical” sentences that were identical on all surface dimensions. Thus,
learners categorized using FFs but not bigrams alone.
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Abstract: Age of acquisition (AoA) is a psycholinguistic variable that may prove useful toward gauging the relative weighting of phonological, semantic, and morphological factors at different phases of language acquisition.
We examined a large corpus of English nouns using AoA as the outcome variable in three multivariate regressions,
encompassing different age ranges (early-middle-late). Predictors included perceptual (e.g., imagery), phonological
(e.g., phonological neighborhood density), and lexical (e.g., word length) factors. Different combinations of predictors accounted for significant proportions of the variance for different AoA ranges. For example, imageability and
frequency are stronger predictors of early relative to late word-learning. Corpus analyses support a hybrid model
of word-learning in which children differentially weight perceptual and linguistic factors over time. This statistical
approach may provide independent corroboration of experimental studies in language learning.
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Abstract
The development of the meaning of common nouns may continue well past the early years of language acquisition (Ameel,
Malt, & Storms, 2008, 2011; Andersen, 1975). The nature
of this development is investigated through the application of
a formal model to categorization decisions by children aged
7 − 13 years and adults. Children up till the age of 13 overextend categories. It is established that these overextensions
are not due to differences in the manner in which children
and adults organize items with respect to the target categories.
Even the youngest children appear to know about the internal
category organization that informs categorization. Rather, the
overextensions are the results of children imposing too tolerant
a criterion for category membership on this organization. With
age children learn of this discrepancy and gradually reduce it
to converge upon the conventional adult meaning.
Keywords: categorization; word learning; overextension; later
lexical development; typicality.

Introduction
Young children face the incredible task of having to master
a vast number of categories. Unsurprisingly, they commit a
number of errors in the process. Overextensions, for instance,
occur when the child is excessively liberal in allowing items
into a category (e.g., referring to all liquid containers as bottles). An excessively conservative use of a category label is
called an underextension (e.g., restricting the use of bottle to
milk bottles only). These departures from the conventional
use of categories by adults provide a window into the manner
in which children acquire category meanings. Most contemporary research on the matter would have us believe that this
window has closed by the time children reach the age of six.
Indeed, it seems to be (implicitly) assumed that the meanings
of the circa 14,000 words that the child has acquired by this
age are no longer subject to change. The developmental trajectory of these words is generally not investigated in children
older than six.
This assumption appears particularly prevalent for nouns
that are used to refer to the common household objects that
children encounter at a very early age. We know of only three
studies that looked into children’s use of category labels to
denote such objects after the early years of language acquisition. Surprisingly, all three studies suggest that the meaning
of these category labels continues to change well after children reach the age of six. Andersen (1975) asked Englishspeaking children aged 3, 6, 9, and 12 years to name drinking
vessels. She found that it wasn’t until the age of 12 that children’s naming behavior resembled that of adults. Similarly,
Ameel et al. (2008) asked Dutch-speaking children aged 5, 8,

10, 12, and 14 years to name a set of household storage containers. They found that at least up to the age of 14 did the
naming behavior of the children change. With age the naming behavior grew closer to that of adults. Recently, Ameel
et al. (2011) demonstrated that this result not only holds in
a production task, but also in a comprehension task. They
asked Dutch-speaking children aged 7, 9, 11, and 13 years
to decide whether the household storage containers used by
Ameel et al. (2008) did or did not belong to each of a number of suggested categories. The study revealed that children
up to the age of 13 overextended the category labels. With
age these overextensions gradually gave way and children’s
categorization behavior converged upon that of adults.
The aim of this study is to investigate the nature of the development that takes place after the initial years of language
acquisition. To this end we will reanalyze the categorization
data that were collected by Ameel et al. (2011). The proposed
method of analysis is fairly new to the study of word learning in that it involves the use of a formal model. It is our
belief that a formal approach to this subject matter promises
to yield new insights that are difficult to arrive at using traditional methods only. The next section recapitulates the procedures that Ameel et al. (2011) used to obtain the data that we
will reanalyze. The subsequent sections provide details about
the model that we will employ.

Data
Categorization
Ameel et al. (2011) had 20 children aged 7, 21 children aged
9, 20 children aged 11, 20 children aged 13, and 36 adults
(mean age 23;1 years) complete three categorization tasks.
All participants were native speakers of Dutch. In each of
the tasks the same set of 73 pictured storage containers were
presented in a random order for categorization. In American
English the objects would presumably receive the name bottle
or jar. Ameel et al. (2008) showed that they were likely to be
called fles, bus, or pot in Dutch. Each of these labels served
as a target category in one of the three categorization tasks.
The order of the target categories was randomized across participants. The participants were invited to indicate for every
item whether the suggested category label was appropriate
(1) or not (0). This procedure resulted in three separate binary item-by-person matrices, one for each target category.
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Figure 1: Prototypical examples of the fles (left), bus (middle), and pot (right) categories.

Typicality
From Ameel et al. (2011) typicality judgments by 21 children
aged 7, 21 children aged 9, 23 children aged 11, and 28 adults
(mean age 18;9 years) were also available. None of them had
participated in the categorization task. All of them were native speakers of Dutch. All participants were presented with
the 73 pictured storage containers three times (each time in
a random order) and asked to judge their typicality towards
fles, bus, and pot. The presentation order of the target categories was randomized across participants. The participants
were invited to indicate for every item how good an example it was of the suggested category label. They had a seven
point rating scale at their disposal to provide their answers. A
score of ’1’ was indicated to mean that the item was a very
poor example of the category. A score of ’4’ was indicated
to mean that the item was an okay example of the category.
A score of ’7’ was indicated to mean that the item was a very
good example of the category. To assist the children in providing their answer, these points were also accompanied by a
schematic frowning face, a straight face, and a smiling face,
respectively. The resulting typicality judgments for each category were averaged across each age group’s members and
z-transformed. The pictured storage containers in Figure 1
are considered prototypical exemplars of fles, bus, and pot,
respectively, in all age groups.

A threshold model of categorization
Studies into developmental changes in word meaning are often framed in the context of prototype theory (e.g., Ameel
et al., 2008; Kuczaj, 1982). The formal model that we will
employ is therefore inspired by a version of prototype theory known as the Threshold Theory (Hampton, 2007). The
Threshold Theory of categorization posits that prior to making a categorization decision the similarity between the item’s
representation and the category’s representation is compared
against an internal threshold. If the assessed similarity surpasses the internal threshold, it favors a positive categorization decision; otherwise it does not.
Prototype theory is often associated with abstracted summary representations of categories, but we will not make
claims pertaining to this issue in our modeling endeavor. We
will merely contend that the items become organized along
a latent scale. This organization may result from the assess-

ment of the similarity between the items’ representations and
an abstracted summary representation of the category, but
doesn’t necessarily have to. It may also result from similarity
assessments involving other kinds of representations (e.g., an
instantiated set of representative exemplars). Other sources
of information may also inform the positioning of the items
along the scale. If the target items are words, for instance, lexical familiarity might be of importance. The organization of
the items along the scale will be derived from the categorization data. The resulting organization is thus to be understood
with respect to a specific category. The model positions items
that are seldom endorsed as members of the target category
low on the scale. It positions items that are often endorsed as
members of the target category higher on the scale.
At the heart of the model lies the assumption that the categorization scale is common to participants of all ages. Regardless of the age of the participants we thus assume that
they organize the items with respect to the category in a similar manner. We expect participants to differ with respect to
the categorization criterion they use, however. We assume
that every participant employs a personal threshold in categorization, which is positioned along the same scale as the
items. The distance between a participant’s threshold and an
item’s position along the scale is assumed to inform the participant’s categorization decision with respect to the item. If
the item surpasses the threshold, the odds are that the participant will endorse it. The greater the distance between item
and threshold, the greater the odds of a positive categorization decision. If the item does not surpass the threshold, the
odds are that the participant will not endorse it. Under this
circumstance, the odds of a negative categorization decision
increase with the distance between item and threshold. The
threshold position of every participant will be derived from
the categorization data. The model positions thresholds of
participants who endorse many of the items as members of
the target category low on the scale. Many of the target items
will surpass these thresholds. The model positions thresholds
of participants who endorse fewer of the items higher on the
scale. These thresholds will be surpassed by only a few of the
items.
Formally, the application of the model to an item-byperson categorization matrix yields an item position estimate
βi for every item i and a threshold position estimate θ p for
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every person p. The categorization decision of every participant p towards every item i is treated as a Bernoulli trial. The
participant’s estimated threshold position θ p and the item’s
estimated position βi combine according to Equation (1) to
yield the corresponding probability of a positive decision:
Pr(x pi = yes) =

e(βi − θ p )
1 + e(βi − θ p )

Table 1: Helmert coding of age levels.
Age X1 X2 X3 X4
7-year olds −1 −1 −1 −1
9-year olds 1
−1 −1 −1
11-year olds 0
2
−1 −1
13-year olds 0
0
3
−1
adults 0
0
0
4

(1)

Explanatory versions of the threshold model
In what follows we will try to capture the categorization decisions of different age groups with the model in Equation (1).
Since this involves the assumption that the organization of the
items with respect to the target categories is the same for all
participants (regardless of age) this constitutes a test of the
hypothesis that even the youngest children among the participants know about the internal structure of the categories, but
do not (yet) agree with adults on the conventional extension.
For this hypothesis to have any merit at all, the model will
have to pass a goodness of fit test after it has been applied to
the categorization data. It needs to be shown that the model,
with its assumption of a single latent dimension for all, can
account for the variability in the observed responses.
To allow for a second test of this hypothesis we propose to
extend the model through linear components that introduce
external information. While the model that is expressed in
Equation (1) is merely a descriptive one that only yields estimates of items’ and persons’ positions along a latent scale, the
introduction of external information into the model renders it
explanatory. The external information allows one to account
for the observed variability in item or person position estimates. On the item side we will subsequently express the βi ’s
as a linear function of each age group’s typicality judgments:
βi = δ0 + δ1 TY Pi + εi with εi ∼ N(0,σ2ε )

(2)

with δ1 expressing the effect of the z-transformed typicality scores of a particular age group, and δ0 taking the role
of intercept. Random item variation is allowed to influence
the prediction of the βi ’s as well. This allows for the assessment of the magnitude of the explanatory power of each age
group’s typicality judgments. Typicality is perhaps the most
direct measure of internal category structure that one can obtain. If we are correct in assuming that even the young children know about the categories’ internal structure and use it
for their categorization decisions, their typicality judgments
should explain about as much of the variance in the item positions as the adult typicality judgments do.
It is further hypothesized that, with the knowledge about
the internal category structure already in store, children learn
about the appropriate region among the organized items to
place their threshold criteria as they become older. Since
Ameel et al. (2011) reported overextension for the categories
under investigation we expect to see a more conservative
placement of the threshold criteria with age. As age increases
we thus expect a shift from low threshold values (positioned

low on the latent scale and surpassed by many of the target
items) to high threshold values (positioned higher on the scale
and surpassed by fewer of the items). To evaluate this hypothesis, we will on the person side of the model express the θ p ’s
as a linear function of four dummy variables X1 , X2 , X3 , and
X4 (with the respective weights termed γ1 to γ4 ) that recode
age group membership following the Helmert scheme in Table 1. The Helmert coding scheme allows for the detection
of monotonic trends. It contrasts each level with the mean of
the preceding levels. It is therefore ideally suited to test the
hypothesis that with age participants impose a higher threshold on category membership. If γn is found to differ reliably
from 0 it constitutes evidence that the n youngest age groups
overextend the category with respect to the (n + 1)th group.

Model estimation
All model analyses were performed in WinBUGS. For every
combination of model and item-by-person categorization matrix five chains were run with 10,000 samples each, for a total
of 50,000 samples from the posteriors of the models’ parameters. The resulting distributions allow us to answer a number
of substantive questions. We start, however, with a discussion
of the fit of the models to the categorization data. Space restrictions only allow us to show the fit results for fles, but they
are indicative of the results for the other two categories.

Results
Posterior predictive
The black dots in the right bottom panel of Figure 2 summarize the fles categorization data the models were fitted to. For
each of the 73 items there is a dot representing the proportion
of participants providing a positive categorization response.
The items are ordered along the horizontal axis according to
their mean βi estimate across all samples. The other panels
show the categorization data separated per age group. These
panels maintain the same ordering of items that was adopted
in the right bottom panel.
The plots demonstrate a developmental change in the extension of the category. With age participants become more
conservative. An increasingly smaller number of items are
endorsed by a large number of the participants. This aspect of
the data corresponds to the pattern of overextension in children that was observed by Ameel et al. (2011). The plots
add to this finding in that they suggest that the developmental change occurs in an organized manner. Indeed, all panels
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Figure 2: Posterior prediction of the threshold model for the fles categorization data, separated per age group and across
all participants (bottom right panel). The black dots show the data (per item the proportion of participants providing a yes
response). The gray areas show 100 posterior predictive samples of Pr(yes) for every item. The items are ordered along the
horizontal axes according to the mean βi estimate across all samples.

Item variation

show an increase in the proportion of yes responses with the
estimated position along the latent scale. While this increase
is situated along the first diagonal in the youngest children’s
panel, it gradually takes on a different shape as the panels
present the data from older participants. Nevertheless, it appears that in all age groups the increase roughly follows the
latent scale extracted by the model. This suggests it is appropriate to assume that even the youngest children in the sample
have a rather good idea about the organization of the items
with respect to the target category and make use of this organization for their categorization decisions.
The gray areas in Figure 2 show 100 posterior predictive
samples of Pr(yes) for every item. An adequate model should
be able to describe the patterns in the data it was fitted to.
The posterior predictive is a distribution over data that allows
one to assess whether this is the case. It represents the relative probability of different observable outcomes after the
model has been fitted to the data. From Figure 2 it becomes
apparent that the model is able to pick up the most striking
aspects of the data. The gray areas quite closely mirror the
observed data. Admittedly, there are a number of observations - especially in the youngest age group - that are not well
accounted for by the model, but as a first formal approximation of this kind of data, the model fares quite well. In the
Discussion section we will elaborate on how the model might
be extended to relate to the data more closely, but for now
we will continue with the simple model and its explanatory
versions and see what more we can learn from them.

Each age group’s typicality judgments proved reliable predictors of the item variation found in categorization. The
Bayesian credibility interval (BCI) of parameter δ1 from
Equation (2) (i.e., the region around the mean δ1 estimate
that contains 95% of the mass of its posterior distribution)
did not include 0 in any of the categories. For fles the BCI’s
were [1.71,2.40], [1.51,2.30], [1.99,2.41], and [1.89,2.36]
for typicalities provided by children aged 7, 9, 11, and
adults, respectively. For bus these BCI’s were [1.01,1.57],
[1.12,1.63], [1.36,1.72], and [1.10,1.58]. For pot they
were [1.18,1.99], [1.60,2.21], [1.80,2.32], and [1.84,2.31].
More importantly, however, is the variance in the βi estimates
accounted for by the typicality judgments. Table 2 shows the
percentage of variance accounted for (VAF) per category by
each age group’s typicality judgments. In each of the categories the VAF increases with age, but the magnitude of the
increase is rather small: From 79% to 86% for fles, from 62%
to 65% for bus, and from 80% to 85% for pot. These differences are most likely due to age related differences in the
reliability of the typicality judgments. Indeed, Ameel et al.
(2011) report an increase in these reliabilities with age. We
therefore take the results to indicate that even the youngest
children in our study know about the internal structure of
the categories fles, bus, and pot and use it to provide categorization decisions. Typicality judgments arguably provide the
most direct measure of a category’s internal structure. Here,
the typicality judgments by participants of different ages all
accounted for the variation of items along the categorization
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Table 2: Item variance accounted for by typicality.
Age fles bus pot
7-year olds .79 .62 .80
9-year olds .81 .62 .81
11-year olds .84 .64 .82
adults .86 .65 .85

dimension about equally well. The item organization that the
model extracts from the categorization data is reliably predicted by the internal category structure that judgments of
typicality capture - even those provided by the 7-years olds.
Note that typicality has been taken to reflect item-category
similarity (e.g., Hampton, 2007). To the extent that this assertion is true, the results for bus in Table 2 suggest that there are
additional considerations that inform categorization: Part of
the item variation is left unexplained by typicality. An investigation into other sources that govern categorization is beyond
the scope of the current paper, but might easily be initiated by
an inspection of the items with βi ’s that are not well predicted
by typicality.

Person variation
Figure 3 presents per category and age group boxplots of the
mean θ p ’s that were obtained with the exploratory model.
The value of θ p reflects the position of person p’s threshold
along the categorization scale, with larger values indicating
positions further along the scale. For all three of the categories an age related shift in the employed threshold criteria
is notable: With age the estimated θ p values grow larger. Apparently, when children become older, they place their categorization thresholds further along the scales, thereby becoming more restrictive of the items they allow in the categories. In terms of the results from the previous section, it
would appear that with age items need to be of increasingly
high typicality (i.e., item-category similarity) to be endorsed
as category members.
The results of the analyses with the model that incorporates
age group membership through the Helmert coding in Table
1 support these informal observations following inspection of
Figure 3. The majority of the BCI’s of the parameters γ1 ,
γ2 , γ3 , and γ4 were found not to include 0. This indicates
that the contrasts that the dummy variables X1 , X2 , X3 , and
X4 constitute are reliable: The mean threshold criterion that
is employed by the participants of a particular age group is
indeed more conservative than the mean threshold criterion
employed by the participants in the younger age groups. For
fles the BCI’s of γ1 , γ2 , γ3 , and γ4 were [.04,.74], [−.18,.20],
[.13,.40], and [.17,.34], respectively, indicating that all contrasts - except for the one comparing 11-year olds with 7and 9-year olds - were reliable. For bus these BCI’s were
[−.26,.34], [−.12,.23], [.06,.31], and [.18,.34]. For pot they
were [.02,.72], [−.17,.23], [.10,.39], and [.32,.50]. Note
that none of the BCI’s for γ4 include 0, supporting the claim
by Ameel et al. (2011) that ovextension errors for common

nouns may persist into adolescence.
Age group membership accounts for 34% of the variance in
θ p estimates in fles, for 34% in bus, and for 48% in pot. Given
that the change in threshold position with age is present in all
three categories it is reasonable to expect a certain degree of
correspondence between the threshold estimates obtained in
the context of one category and the threshold estimates obtained in the context of another. However, if certain children
within an age group could be found to display categorization behavior that resembles that of younger or older children
and this behavior would generalize across categories, an even
higher degree of correspondence is to be expected. The estimated threshold differences within an age group would then
also carry valuable information. To investigate this possibility we correlated the θ p estimates obtained in the context of
one category with the θ p estimates obtained in the context
of another (robs ) and compared the resulting correlation to a
correlation that was obtained by treating all participants in an
age group as if they were interchangeable (rage ). To achieve
this the θ p estimates within each age group were randomly
permuted prior to computing the correlation between categories. This procedure was repeated for all combinations of
categories and all 50,000 samples from the thresholds’ posterior distributions. For the combination of fles and bus the
mean of the resulting distribution for robs was .53 compared
to .34 for rage . For fles and pot the mean of robs was .55 compared to .41 for rage . For bus and pot the mean of robs was
.61 compared to .41 for rage . The observed correspondence
in threshold use is greater than what would be expected based
upon age alone. Not only the θ p differences between age
groups are thus of importance. Within age groups the θ p values reflect substantive differences as well. Clearly, the later
years of language development know stable and pronounced
inter-individual differences, much like the ones that are characteristic of the early years of language acquisition.

Discussion
The aim of the current study was to gain insight into the
changes in common nouns’ meanings after the early years
of language acquisition through the use of a formal model.
The proposed model offers a process account of the decreasing pattern of overextension observed in children aged 7-13
by Ameel et al. (2011). The results of the model analyses
suggest that children and adults organize items in a similar
manner with respect to the target categories. The items are organized along a dimension that closely resembles typicality.
On this dimension the categorizers impose threshold criteria.
When an item surpasses a categorization threshold the odds
are that it will be endorsed. When the item does not surpass
the categorization threshold the odds are that it will not be endorsed. Overextension is observed in children up till the age
of 13 because they place their threshold criteria lower on the
categorization dimension than adults do. It appears that the
children have acquired sufficient knowledge about the categories’ meanings to construct the dimension that underlies
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Figure 3: Boxplots of the mean θ p estimates (across samples) per category and age group.

categorization, but do not yet agree with adults on the appropriate region to place the categorization threshold.
Part of the explanation for this observation probably lies
in everyday language use, where a category label is primarily
used to denote its prototypical exemplars. Items that reside at
the category boundary are awarded the category label less often and might even be awarded a different label depending on
the context (Clark, 1997). This makes it difficult for children
to discover what the appropriate extension of the category is.
Only with age, as children experience that their use of a category label does not always accord with that of adults, or when
they are old enough to have this explicitly pointed out to them,
can they start to shift their membership criteria in the direction of those used by adults. This process of gradually conforming to what is conventional in the language community
is known as the principle of conventionality (Chouinard &
Clark, 2003; Golinkoff, Mervis, & Hirsh-Pasek, 1994). According to the results of our model analyses it might very well
be the main principle that governs the development of meaning after the early years of acquisition.
The model that we have forwarded is one of the first pertaining to word meaning development. As such it is subject to many improvements. In Figure 2, for instance, we
saw that departures from the predicted pattern were most
prevalent for the youngest children. These children might
have only just acquired the meaning of the target categories,
making their category representations still somewhat instable
(Kuczaj, 1982; Thomson & Chapman, 1977). To accommodate this we are considering introducing noisy responding in
the model. If initial instability of category representations
is responsible for the departures in Figure 2, the noisy responding component should be more pronounced among the
younger children. Incorporating manners to capture dependencies between items might also improve the fit of the model
as it promises to identify chaining. Chaining is at work when
children provide a different answer to an item than what is expected based on item-category similarity (i.e., typicality) be-

cause of the item’s similarity to one or more other items. The
categorization decision then not merely entails the comparison of item-category similarity against an internal threshold,
but also becomes dependent upon the decision made for one
or more other items. These dependencies might constitute an
important aspect of the children’s categorization behavior that
is overlooked in the current version of the model.
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Abstract
To date, most computational models of infant word segmentation have worked from phonemic or phonetic input, or have used
toy datasets. In this paper, we present an algorithm for word
extraction that works directly from naturalistic acoustic input:
infant-directed speech from the CHILDES corpus. The algorithm identifies recurring acoustic patterns that are candidates
for identification as words or phrases, and then clusters together
the most similar patterns. The recurring patterns are found in
a single pass through the corpus using an incremental method,
where only a small number of utterances are considered at once.
Despite this limitation, we show that the algorithm is able to
extract a number of recurring words, including some that infants
learn earliest, such as Mommy and the child’s name. We also
introduce a novel information-theoretic evaluation measure.
Keywords: language acquisition; word segmentation; speech
recognition; computational modelling.

Introduction
One of the first problems children face in learning language is
how to segment individual words from the continuous stream
of acoustic input they hear. Experimental evidence suggests
that infants are sensitive to the statistical patterns created by
strings of words in a nonsense language (Saffran, Newport, &
Aslin, 1996), and can use these statistical cues to distinguish
words from non-words at an earlier age than other cues such
as stress (Thiessen & Saffran, 2003). Since this evidence began to surface, a number of computational models have been
proposed to explain how infants might exploit the statistical
information in the speech input in order to identify words
or word boundaries (e.g., Brent, 1999; Christiansen, Allen,
& Seidenberg, 1998; Goldwater, Griffiths, & Johnson, 2009;
Rytting, 2007). Nearly all such models have assumed a string
of phonemic or phonetic symbols as input, though recently
some researchers have begun to explore the problem of word
identification in a less idealized scenario, using acoustic feature vectors as input (Aimetti, 2009; Driesen, ten Bosch, &
Van hamme, 2009; Räsänen, 2010). The work described here
falls into the latter category, and is motivated by evidence that
infants begin to segment some words as early as six months
old, while their native language phonology is still incomplete
(Bortfeld, Morgan, Golinkoff, & Rathbun, 2005). This suggests the possibility that some early words may be learned as
a whole from the acoustic signal, without any sub-word level
of representation.
The algorithm we present is similar to that of Aimetti (2009),
in that both are based on recent work by Park and Glass (2008)
(henceforth, P&G). However, our work differs from these and
other recent papers in two important ways. First, we use a
corpus of naturalistic infant-directed speech as input. This
contrasts with P&G, who use adult-directed speech, and with
Aimetti (2009), Driesen et al. (2009), and Räsänen (2010),
who all use a carefully constructed corpus of utterances with

a specified form and a small vocabulary. Second, P&G’s algorithm (the only other one to be tested on unscripted speech)
processes the entire input corpus at once, searching for acoustically similar fragments. Here, we develop an incremental
version of the algorithm that processes only a few utterances
at a time, simulating the limited memory of an infant learner.
Although the incremental algorithm does not perform as well
as the batch algorithm, it is still able to extract a number of
words and phrases from the input. This success is due in part
to the structure of infant-directed speech: since words are
often repeated close together, a simple matching algorithm
can find and extract such repetitions even when only a few
utterances are considered at a time. Although we do not claim
that the particular matching procedure used here is necessarily
similar to one used by infants, our results do suggest that an incremental acoustic matching procedure could be a successful
way to extract words despite variability in the speech signal.
In addition to these simulation results, we develop a novel
entropy-based evaluation measure. Previous researchers working with P&G’s algorithm have mostly used qualitative evaluation; quantitative evaluation was slow, limited in scope, and
often subjective because it required examining the output by
hand. An exception is presented by Jansen, Church, and Hermansky (2010), but their method depends on an informationretrieval task. Our evaluation method can be applied automatically (assuming a phonemic forced alignment is available),
which makes quantitative comparisons between different conditions or learning algorithms much easier.
In the remainder of the paper, we first present the pattern
extraction algorithm and the evaluation measure. We then describe our experiments, presenting both qualitative and quantitative results. We conclude with a discussion of our findings
and directions for further work.

Pattern Extraction Algorithm
Our algorithm is a modification of the segmental dynamic
time warping (DTW) algorithm of P&G. The input is a set
of utterances, each represented by a sequence of acoustic
frames (MFCC feature vectors, as standardly used for automatic speech recognition). The output is a set of clusters, with
each cluster consisting of a set of acoustically similar speech
fragments (subsequences of frames from the input). The intention is that each cluster should contain instances of a single
word or phrase that occurs repeatedly in the input.
The algorithm has two stages (described in more detail in
the following subsections): DTW matching, in which pairs
of utterances are compared to identify any similar fragments;
and clustering, in which the matched fragments are grouped
together across the whole set of utterances using a graph-based
clustering method. In P&G’s original algorithm, every utter-
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We made a number of small modifications to the P&G
matching procedure to improve its performance before implementing the incremental version. First, we constrain alignment paths so that any horizontal or vertical step must be
preceded by a diagonal step (as in the “Type I” constraints
of Myers, Rabiner, & Rosenberg, 1980), in order to minimize distortion in the time alignment. Second, to extract
fragments with low spectral distortion, we take those paths of
at least length min path len in which all the frame-to-frame
distortions are below a threshold core thr. This replaces the
length-constrained minimum average algorithm of P&G, and
has the advantage that multiple matching regions can be found
within one diagonal band. The matching regions are then extended to include any nearby low-distortion matches, where
up to max hi consecutive points with higher distortion are allowed between low-distortion regions. Finally, we merge any
matched regions in the adjacent diagonal bands that overlap in
both the x and y directions (as shown in Figure 1). This allows
the final path fragment to cross diagonal band boundaries,
which may be important for longer words and phrases whose
duration can vary substantially.
The above algorithm produces a set of matched fragment
pairs, each with a known mean distortion. However, common
words tend to create multiple overlapping fragments in the
same utterance, each linked to a different instance of the word
elsewhere in the data. For example, the words it rolled away
might contain two fragments with slightly different start and
end points, one linked to an utterance with another instance
of it rolled away, and one linked to a different utterance with
the words rolled away. Even if all three utterances contain the
same words, the start and end points for each pair of matching
fragments might not be exactly the same.
This proliferation of largely overlapping fragments not only
seems cognitively implausible, but also complicates the clustering step of the algorithm, discussed below. We therefore
refined the algorithm to include a fragment adjustment process
in which temporally similar fragments are conflated so that
each extracted word or phrase is associated with a single start
and end point in the data. With this change, an incremental
version of the algorithm can be developed which stores in
memory only a single fragment for each extracted word or
phrase, along with a small number of complete utterances
inside the current processing window W . The final algorithm
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algorithm works in a greedy fashion, at each step maximizing
the increase in the modularity defined as

processes the current utterance u as follows:
1. Match u against all previously extracted fragments.

1

2. Match u against all previous utterances in W and against
itself (disallowing overlapping fragments in the latter case).
Extract only those fragment pairs where the fragment in the
previous utterance does not clash with a fragment existing
before step 1. Two fragments are deemed to clash if neither
has at least a specified proportion (min frac distinct) of its
duration outside the other, i.e., they have a high degree
of overlap. (The rationale is that the relevant part of the
previous utterance has already been matched against the
current utterance in step 1.)
3. Sort the fragments from u in ascending order of mean distortion, and test for clashes between fragments; in case of a
clash, adjust the start and end points of the higher-distortion
fragment y to match those of the lower-distortion fragment
x, and perform a new DTW match between x and the fragment or region to which y was originally matched. If y’s
matched fragment was from an utterance in W , then this new
match may change the start and end points of that fragment,
otherwise it just recomputes the mean distortion.
4. Repeat step 3 for the remaining utterances in W .
This algorithm is designed to operate with a limited window
size, but can also be applied to the case with unlimited memory
by setting the window size to include all previous utterances
in the data set. In either case, the output is a set of matched
fragment pairs with no clashes between fragments.

Clustering
Once the DTW matching has been completed for all the input
utterances, the mean distortions are converted to similarity
scores between pairs of fragments, and then the fragments
are clustered using a graph-based clustering algorithm. The
graph contains a node for each fragment, and an edge between each pair of DTW-matched fragments.2 Each edge is
assigned a weight according to the similarity between the pair
of fragments it connects. Similarity is computed as
S(P) = (θ − D(P))2 /θ2

(1)

where D(P) is the mean distortion for the DTW alignment path
P between the two fragments (for 0 ≤ D(P) ≤ θ), and θ is a
distortion threshold, so that paths with D(P) > θ are assigned
similarity 0 or (equivalently) ignored in the clustering.
Given the weighted graph, we follow P&G in using the
agglomerative clustering algorithm of Newman (2004). The
1 The

utterance-to-fragment matching uses a form of DTW which
finds, for each possible end frame in the utterance, the start frame
achieving the best match between the interval [start,end] and the
predefined fragment; a match is recorded at any local minimum of
the resulting mean distortion that is below a specified value.
2 Because we eliminated overlapping fragments in the matching
phase, this method of graph construction is much simpler than the
one presented by P&G.

Q=

∑i eii
∑i a2i

(2)

where eii is the fraction of all edges (weighted by strength) that
connect nodes within the ith cluster, and ai is the (weighted)
fraction of all ends of edges that are attached to nodes within
cluster i. The motivation for this measure is that ∑i eii is the
proportion of all edges that are within clusters and ∑i a2i is the
expected proportion of edges that would fall within clusters
if the ends were connected at random. Thus Q is a ratio
measuring how much better than random the fit between the
current clustering and the edge strengths is.3

Information-Theoretic Evaluation Measure
Having defined our learning algorithm, we are left with the
question of how to evaluate its performance. The most obvious
measures include the number, sizes, and purities of the output
clusters, and the proportion of frequently occurring content
words that are found. While these measures are intuitive, for
this task they involve some subjective decisions (e.g., how to
define cluster purity given that some fragments in the clusters
correspond to partial words, while others may be complete
words). Moreover, they require examining the algorithm output and transcripts by hand, which slows down comparisons
between versions of the algorithm during development.
To address these problems, we developed a new evaluation
measure based on the idea that fragments within a cluster
should be more phonemically similar to each other than to the
average speech in the corpus. Put another way, we should be
able to predict the phonemic content of a fragment better by
using knowledge gleaned from other fragments in the same
cluster. Specifically, we compute the phonemic entropy of
each fragment both with and without using cluster-based information; the difference between the two gives a measure of
the information provided by the clustering. We assume that
a time-aligned phonemic transcription of the data is available
for evaluation purposes (we use an automatic forced alignment in our experiments), and we compute the entropies of
the phonemic transcripts of each extracted fragment. The entropy of a fragment without cluster information is computed
using a phone bigram model trained on the full corpus. The
entropy with cluster information is computed by estimating
the probability of the fragment’s phone sequence based on the
phone sequences of the other fragments in the same cluster.
The computations are described in more detail below.

Entropy without Cluster Information
Given a set of speech fragments with phonemic transcripts, we
use a phone bigram model to compute the total entropy (negative log probability) of the transcripts without using cluster
3 P&G

used a slightly different Q measure, taking the difference
between ∑ eii and ∑ a2i rather than the ratio. We found that using the
ratio reduced the incidence of large clusters of low purity.
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information. Specifically, we compute the bigram probability
of the ith fragment transcript ti , consisting of phones x1 . . . xm ,
as Pbg (ti ) = ∏mj=1 P(x j |x j−1 ). The probabilities P(x j |x j−1 )
are estimated from the corpus of phonemic transcripts, using
smoothing to avoid setting any probability to 0. The entropy
of ti is then
Hbg (ti ) = − log2 Pbg (ti )
(3)
and the total entropy of all fragment transcripts is ∑i Hbg (ti ).

Entropy using Cluster Information
To compute the fragment transcript probabilities (and thus
entropies) using cluster information, we assume an ordering
on the fragments in each cluster. We compute the probability
of the first fragment using the bigram model above, and then
compute the probability of each subsequent fragment using
the transcript of the previous fragment, as described below.
The resulting negative log probabilities are averaged across all
possible orderings of the fragments within the cluster.
The model for predicting a phone sequence (the current
fragment transcript) given another phone sequence (the transcript of the predecessor fragment) incorporates probabilities
for all possible phone insertions, deletions, and substitutions
(including substituting a phone for itself, which usually has
a high probability). A recursion on possible alignments of
the predictor and predicted phone sequences is performed
to obtain the sum of the probabilities corresponding to all
sequences of substitutions, insertions and deletions which
transform the predictor sequence into the predicted one. The
substitution, insertion and deletion probabilities are estimated
from a corpus of transcript pairs representing within-cluster
pairs of fragments, by an iterative process in which alignment
of the transcripts (by dynamic programming) alternates with
reestimation of the probabilities until the estimates converge.
When a cluster consists of fragments with identical or nearidentical transcripts, the cluster-based prediction gives a higher
probability than the bigram-based prediction; but when a cluster contains phonemically mismatched fragments the clusterbased probability can be substantially lower than the bigrambased one. To obtain a more robust prediction of the transcripts, we interpolate the cluster-based and bigram-based
prediction probabilities, yielding the following expression for
the entropy of the ith fragment transcript:
1
Hcl (ti ) = (Hbg (ti ) + Htot (ti ))
n

(4)


Htot (ti ) = ∑ − log2 (αPal (ti |t j ) + (1 − α)Pbg (ti )

(5)

with

j

where n is the size of the cluster containing ti , α is an interpolation weight, Pal (ti |t j ) is the probability of ti obtained
by deriving it from t j using the align+edit method described
above, and j ranges over the n − 1 other fragments in the
cluster.

Entropy Reduction
For fragment transcript ti , the reduction in entropy obtained
by using the clustering information to augment the baseline
bigram model is given by


n−1
Htot (ti )
Hbg (ti ) − Hcl (ti ) =
Hbg (ti ) −
,
(6)
n
n−1
with the total entropy reduction over a set of utterances being
the sum of the above quantity over all the extracted and clustered fragments. Expressing the reduction in this form makes
clear its dependence both on the consistency of the transcripts
within the cluster (which will tend to increase the probabilities
Pal (ti |t j ) from Eq. 5, in turn increasing the parenthesized factor in Eq. 6) and on the cluster size n (which, as it increases,
will push the (n − 1)/n factor closer to 1). Internally consistent clusters are better than inconsistent ones; and, for a given
level of within-cluster consistency, large clusters are better
than small ones, so that it is better to generate a single cluster
containing (n1 + n2 ) instances of the same word or phrase than
separate clusters of n1 and n2 instances.

Experiments
Data
The data for our experiments comes from the Brent corpus (Brent & Siskind, 2001) in the CHILDES database
(MacWhinney & Snow, 1985), which consists of recordings
of mothers speaking to their infants (aged nine to 15 months)
in a naturalistic setting. We used the “Brent33” subset of the
corpus defined by Rytting (2007), which contains 7811 utterances from 15 recording sessions (three or four from each of
four mother-infant dyads). This subset also contains a forced
time-alignment of the audio to a phonemic transcript, which
was produced by Rytting (2007) and which we use for evaluation purposes. The forced alignment uses a standard American
English phone set, except that voiced and unvoiced closure are
treated as phones in their own right, yielding transcripts such
as /l eh cl s vcl g ow/ (let’s go).
The acoustic feature representation used in segmental DTW
consisted of a vector of 12 mel cepstral coefficients (computed
in a 20ms window) and 12 delta coefficients every 5ms. The
delta coefficients accompanying the cepstral vector cn at frame
n were derived as 0.3 × (cn+1 − cn−1 ).

Procedure
We ran our algorithm separately on the data from each session,
using the following parameters: core thr = 1.2, min path len
= 90 (i.e., 0.45 seconds), max hi = 2, min frac distinct = 0.5,
θ = 0.6. This yielded a set of clustered fragments for each
session, which were transcribed using the forced alignments.
A phone spanning the beginning or end of a fragment was
included in its transcript if at least half of the phone’s duration
was within the fragment or if (as occurred for some very long
phones) the phone contained the whole fragment.
For the entropy reduction measure, probabilities for the
bigram-based and cluster-based prediction models were estimated per dyad. The bigram estimation data consisted of the
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Table 2: Clusters of size ≥ 3 from dyad c1, session 4.

Table 1: Per-phone entropy reduction results for different
window sizes w on the original and randomly permuted corpus.
Condition
w=∞
w = 20
w = 10
w=5
w=2
w = 20, perm.
w = 10, perm.
w = 5, perm.
w = 2, perm.

c1
.0486
.0401
.0373
.0341
.0269
.0126
.0078
.0079
.0075

Per dyad
f1
f2
.0077 .0187
.0067 .0135
.0075 .0131
.0037 .0117
.0043 .0091
.0000 .0001
.0002 .0001
.0002 .0001
.0000 .0000

Overall
q1
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000

.0231
.0185
.0177
.0153
.0124
.0040
.0025
.0025
.0023

phonemic transcripts of all the utterances. The cluster-based
estimation data consisted of the transcripts of the extracted and
clustered fragments, combined into all possible within-cluster
pairs, with weight 1/(n − 1) on each pair in a cluster of size
n. The interpolation weight α was set for each dyad so as to
minimize the total entropy ∑i Hcl (ti ).

Word(s)
look at the

Purity
67

sweetie or
Mommy

33

yeah

100

[that’s the
yellow]
-

[60]

[fun]
book
sweetie

[40]
100
100

Morgan

100

read

-

50

Results and Discussion
Table 1 shows results for a fixed window size w ranging from
2 to 20, as well as for w = ∞ (batch processing: each utterance
is matched against all other utterances in the session). For
comparison, we also show results for w = 2 to 20 when the
order of utterances is randomly permuted within each session.
For each condition, entropy reductions are shown for each of
the four dyads (c1, f1, f2, and q1) and overall, normalized by
the total numbers of phones in the utterances.
Several trends are worth noting. First, although the results
with fixed window sizes are not as good as the batch processing algorithm, the difference is not great, especially for
the larger window sizes. Results on the permuted corpus are
uniformly bad, with results for w = 20 generally worse than
even the smallest window size (w = 2) on the corresponding
correctly ordered corpus. These results are consistent with the
hypothesis that frequent nearby repetitions in infant-directed
speech are useful for extracting words, especially for an incremental learner. Unfortunately, due to the small number of
dyads, the statistical significance of these results is weak. The
recordings for dyad q1 are somewhat noisier than the others,
which may explain the null results on this dyad.
Although we cannot draw statistical conclusions from the
entropy reduction numbers, we can gain further insight into
the algorithm by examining its output in more detail. Table 2
shows the clusters of size ≥ 3 obtained in the w = 10 condition
from a typical c1 session (containing 547 utterances; entropy
reduction = .0273 per phone). The word or phrase shown in
the first column is the most frequent word or phrase in the
cluster; the purity is the percentage of fragments matching
this word or phrase. As noted above, purity scores necessarily
involve subjective judgements since fragment start and end
points may not correspond exactly to word boundaries or to

on
[points]
[book]
[lots]
yeah
kitty-cat
ball
points
two points
yeah
books
[doggie]
[what’s in
here]
[yay]

50
[100]
[100]
[50]
100
100
100
100
100
100
67
[100]
[67]
[67]

Segment transcriptions
look at the look at the
look at the -s look at the
you’re just taking book is thasweetie sweetie -e page
-ng swee- -t’s Mommy go-t’s Mommy
yeah is th- yeah that’s
yeah d- yeah yeah is th-t’s the ye- -’s the ye- -t’s the ye-t’s play a g- -t’s a pretoh you s- uh-oh what do we
turn the -th Mommy
do- fu- fu- down -s and lobook book book books
-ng sweetie -ng sweetie
a sweetie -ng sweetie
-t Morgan Morgan Morgan
Morgan
Morg- -n’t w- gonna read th-n you read th-elf h- -ay -ot on on
-oints -oints -oints -oints
a boo- -n’s boo- -n’s boo-ther boo-own off the sh- -ots aand lots of -ong sweeyeah yeah yeah ikitty-ca- kitty-ca- kitty-caball ball -ow ball
points points points
two poi- two poi- two poiyeah yeah yeah
books d- what fu- books d-gie -gie -gie
yeah -’s in he- -’s in hehea-

-ay

-ay

other fragments in the cluster. Scores in brackets indicate that
a substantial part of the word or phrase is missing from some
or all of the fragment transcriptions.
Looking at Table 2, we can see that although the algorithm
does not extract a large number of words (either types or
tokens), most of the clusters it finds are lexically consistent,
i.e., have a high purity. This is true also of the 32 clusters of
size 2 found in this session (not shown for reasons of space),
of which 23 (72%) had a consistent lexical or phrasal identity.
The algorithm is not entirely successful at pinpointing the
exact start and end points of the words, but does surprisingly
well given the unconstrained nature of the task. It is also worth
noting that of the 14 content words that occurred more than 10
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times in the data for this session, the algorithm detected at least
some occurrences of 10 of them. As far as the particular words
that are found, we see that some words (e.g., book and ball)
reflect specific activities during the session, whereas others
(e.g., Mommy and the child’s name Morgan) are common to
many sessions’ results. Out of the 15 total sessions, the child’s
name was detected in 11 of them, and the words Mommy or
Mama in eight. This is particularly notable since these words
constitute some of infants’ earliest vocabulary, and have been
shown to help them segment other words as early as six months
(Bortfeld et al., 2005).

General Discussion
The algorithm presented here represents one possible way
to begin the process of extracting and learning words from
continuous speech. As an incremental algorithm, it is more
cognitively plausible than the original P&G version, and we
have shown that it is sufficient to extract at least a small number
of high-frequency words. Like the models of Aimetti (2009),
Driesen et al. (2009), and Räsänen (2010), it operates directly
at the acoustic level, without using intermediate-level units
such as phonemes or syllables (in contrast to the algorithm of
Neubig, Mimura, Mori, and Kawahara (2010), for example);
this accords with the observation that familiarity effects in
infant listening behavior appear to operate at a whole-word
rather than subword level (Jusczyk, Houston, & Newsome,
1999). Unlike these previous models, however, ours has been
shown to work on real child-directed speech, not just handbuilt test corpora. It is selective rather than exhaustive, in the
sense that it extracts selected intervals as instances of recurring
patterns rather than attempting a complete segmentation of
the input utterances; this seems plausible as a model of word
segmentation in the early stages of learning, when only a
few words are known. The patterns discovered are a mixture
of words, parts of words, and sequences of words or partwords; further processing, perhaps using relative frequencies
and partial similarities between patterns, would be required to
distinguish the words from the other patterns.
As developed here, our algorithm is exemplar-based: all
the extracted fragments are individually stored and compared
against each new utterance. Thus, although only a fixed number of utterances are held in memory, memory and processing
requirements still grow fairly rapidly with the amount of data.
One way to reduce these requirements would be to develop
a more compact representation of the extracted fragments,
similar to a prototype-based model. This could be achieved
either by creating a statistical model for each pattern as soon
as it is discovered (combining the information from the initial
two instances of the pattern) and then incorporating further
instances into the model; or by starting with exemplars (as
now) but then deriving a single model for each pattern when
sufficient evidence has accumulated.
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Abstract
Within the mainstream phonological framework of Optimality
Theory (OT), grammars are parameterized by how they prioritize or rank a given set of constraints. OT online learning
consists of slight re-rankings triggered by exposure to a single piece of data at the time. This paper presents a new online
model for the acquisition of phonotactics in OT. Convergence
and correctness are analytically investigated and the proposed
model is shown to be superior to existing OT online models.
Keywords: Language Acquisition; Phonotactics; Optimality
Theory; Online algorithms.

Description of the model
English speakers know that blik would be a possible word
while bnik would not, despite the fact that both are unattested
in the English lexicon. The knowledge of this distinction between licit vs. illicit sound combinations is called phonotactics. In carefully controlled experimental conditions, oneyear olds already react differently to licit vs. illicit sound
combinations. They thus display knowledge of phonotactics
at an early stage, when other linguistic abilities (most notably
morphology) are still lagging behind (Hayes, 2004). How is
that possible? This paper tackles the problem of the acquisition of phonotactics from a computational perspective.
The acquisition of phonotactics is gradual: the target adult
grammar is approached through a path of conservative intermediate stages. This gradualness is illustrated in (1) with
some spontaneous productions of two children attempting to
say clock(s), from McLeod, Doorn, and Reed (2001).
(1) 2:3
t2k
t2k

2:5 2:6 2:8
l2k
dk fl2k
l2k d2k Tl2k
fl2kT kl2kT Tl2k
kl2kT

2:8 2:10 2:11 3:1
k2k k@l2:k kl2k kl2k
k2k k2k kl2k kl2k
k2k k@l2k kl2ks
k@l2k k2k

We see reduction of the target cluster /kl/ with sonority-driven
preservation of the obstruent (/kl/ → [k]); we see reduction to
the fronted obstruent (/kl/ → [t]); etcetera. We need a computationally sound model of the acquisition of phonotactics that
is able to describe the observed gradualness.
Assume that each attempted phonological form (say, the
cluster /kl/) comes with a preassigned set of candidate productions (say, the cluster [kl] itself, the two singleton consonants [k] and [l]; and variants thereof such as [f] or [t]). The
relevant properties of a target phonological structure and a
corresponding candidate are extracted by a set of phonological constraints, that measure how that pair deviates from the
ideal along various dimensions. There are two types of constraints. Markedness constraints measure how much a candidate violates wellformedness conditions. For instance, the

constraint ∗ D ORSAL assigns violations to dorsal consonants
(i.e. it is violated by the candidates [kl] and [k]). Faithfulness constraints measure how much a candidate differs from
the corresponding target. For instance, the constraint M AX
assigns a violation for every deleted target segment (i.e. it is
violated by the candidate [k] but not by [kl] for the target /kl/).
Two or more constraints can conflict. For example, M AX
prefers the candidate [kl] over [t] as the production of the target /kl/, while ∗ D ORSAL prefers [t] over [kl]. Grammars differ in how they prioritize or rank these constraints. And conflicts among constraints are resolved by a grammar in favor
of the constraint it top ranks, in the sense that a phonological
target is mapped to the (provably unique) winner candidate
that satisfies condition (2) for any other loser candidate.
(2)

Among those constraints that assign to the pair of the
target and the winner a different number of violations
than to the pair of the target and the loser, the top
ranked one assigns less violations to the former.

These ideas are formalized in the mainstream phonological
framework of Optimality Theory (OT) developed by Prince
and Smolensky (2004), that I assume in this paper. This
framework ties up well with the recent bloom of interest for
models based on orders and rankings in Machine Learning
(see the 2009 NIPS Workshop on Learning with rankings).
At this early stage of research on the acquisition of phonotactics, it makes sense to keep the learning problem as simple
as possible. I thus assume that the set of constraints is universal, shared by both developing children and adults and thus
needs not be learned. For instance, the constraint ∗ D ORSAL
is motivated both by the process of fronting in child phonology (/k/ → [t]) as well as by languages that lack velars entirely
(e.g. Tahitian). The constraint is available also to English
speakers, but low ranked. The typology of adult phonotactics
and the typology of child intermediate stages thus coincide,
consisting of the collection of all possible rankings.
The gradualness illustrated in (1) suggests a model
whereby the learner entertains a current hypothesis of the
target phonotactics that gets updated over time based on exposure to phonotactically licit adult forms, describing a path
within the space of possible phonotactics. This intuition can
be formalized as follows. At every time t, the model maintains a current ranking, that represents its current hypothesis. This current ranking is represented as a numerical vector
θt = (θt1 , . . . , θtn ), where n is the number of constraints and θtk
is the ranking value of constraint Ck at time t. Constraint Ch
is ranked above constraint Ck at time t iff θth > θtk . The initial ranking vector top ranks the markedness constraints, and
thus corresponds to a smallest language. The current ranking
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vector is updated over time as follows. The model receives a
piece of data from the target adult phonotactics, say the word
clock. It thus infers that the target /kl/ should be faithfully
mapped to the winner candidate [kl]; see (Hayes, 2004) for
discussion. The model then picks (at random or according
to some refined procedure) a non faithful candidate, say [t].
If the current ranking prefers the loser unfaithful candidate
[t] over the faithful winner candidate [kl] according to (2),
then the model updates its current ranking vector according
to the general scheme (3). For instance, if the target is /kl/ and
the current grammar prefers the unfaithful production [t] over
[kl], then the algorithm might demote ∗ D ORSAL (that prefers
the loser) and promote M AX (that prefers the winner).

contains a unique W, as in (7a); or else multiple W’s, say two
as in (7b). The former case (7a) is simple: we know that the
unique WPC must in the end be ranked above the LPCs, irrespectively of the rest of the data. The case (7b) is instead
delicate: we don’t know which of the two WPCs needs in the
end to be ranked above the LPCs, as one of them might have
to be ranked low, depending on the rest of the data.
...

(7)

(3) a. Decrease the ranking value of loser-preferring constraints (LPCs), i.e. constraints that prefer the unfaithful loser candidate over the faithful winner one;
b. increase the ranking value of winner-preferring constraints (WPCs), i.e.constraints that prefer the faithful winner candidate over the unfaithful loser one.
What is relevant about loser and winner candidates for a given
target is which constraints are LPCs and which WPCs. The
relevant information can thus be summarized with a row of
W ’s, L ’s and E ’s corresponding to WPCs, LPCs and even constraints (that assign the same number of violations to winner
and loser), called an Elementary Ranking Condition (ERC).


target,
 ... Ch ... Ck ... C` ... 
(4)  winner,  ⇒ . . . W . . . L . . . E . . .
loser
Algorithms that fit into this broad scheme are called OT online models. They are very simple and widely assumed, thus
deserving a close investigation as the null hypothesis.
The core ingredient in the definition of OT online models
are the details of the re-ranking rule (3) used to update the current ranking vector. Two main options have been considered
in the literature. One option is (5), due to Tesar and Smolensky (1998). A LPC is undominated if it is ranked “too high”,
namely above all WPCs. This update rule (5) demotes (undominated) LPCs but does not promote WPCs, whose ranking values are not updated. The resulting OT online algorithm
is called (gradual) Constraint Demotion (CD).
(5)

a. Demote each undominated LPC by 1;
b. but do nothing to the WPCs.

Boersma (1997) argues (withinin a framework slightly different from the one considered here) that promotion is needed,
and thus considers the update rule (6). The resulting OT online model is called Gradual Learning Algorithm (GLA).
(6)

a. Demote each (undominated?) LPCs by 1;
b. and promote each WPC by 1.

This paper argues that neither re-ranking rule (5) or (6) yields
a proper online model of the acquisition of phonotactics, and
defends a new update rule. To introduce the idea, let me distinguish two cases, depending on whether the current ERC

...

Ck

...

C`

...

a.



... ... ...

W

...

L

...



b.



...

W

...

L

...



Ch

W

...

According to Boersma’s re-ranking rule (6), WPCs get promoted by 1, both in the case of a simple ERC (7a) with a
unique W and in the case of a challenging ERC (7b) with
multiple W’s. This does not look like a good idea though, as it
does not capture the crucial difference between the two cases.
Here is a more principled alternative. In the simple case (7a),
the unique WPC can be confidently promoted by the same
amount LPCs are demoted, say 1. But in the challenging case
(7b), we should be cautious and split our confidence between
the two WPCs, promoting each one just by 1/2. As uncertainty scales with the total number w of WPCs, each WPC
should be promoted just by 1/w in the general case, as in the
new cautious promotion/demotion re-ranking rule (8).
(8)

a. Demote each undominated LPC by 1;
b. promote each WPC by 1/w.

Under the plausible conjecture that actual language learning strategies employed by humans have been selected
by evolution because of their computational efficiency
and soundness, computational considerations gain currency
within cognitive science. From a computational perspective,
there are two basic desiderata on sound OT online models
of the acquisition of phonotactics. One is convergence: the
model needs to eventually entertain a hypothesis consistent
with the target adult phonotactics, so that only a finite number of updates are performed. A convergent online model is
correct provided the corresponding final grammar entertained
at convergence is not only consistent with the target adult language but also restrictive enough to capture the target phonotactics. This paper argues that the new re-ranking rule (8) is
computationally superior to the existing rules (5) and (6). I
show that the corresponding OT online model is convergent,
contrary to the case of (6). Furthermore, I consider a very
simple OT model for segmental phonotactics, and I sketch an
argument that the OT online model with the new re-ranking
rule (8) is always correct, contrary to the case of (5) and (6).

Convergence
Tesar and Smolensky (1998) proved convergence for their
demotion-only re-ranking rule (5). But convergence for Boersma’s promotion/demotion re-ranking rule (6) has remained
an open issue, until Pater (2008) provided a counterexample.
It is thus currently an open problem whether convergent constraint promotion is possible at all. Theorem 1 settles the issue with a positive answer. A sketch of the proof follows.
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Theorem 1 The OT online model with the new promotion/demotion reranking rule (8) converges (provided the data
fed to the model are consistent with some OT grammar). 
Tesar and Smolensky show that the current ranking values
in the case of their demotion-only re-ranking rule (5) are always larger than a constant (that depends on the number n of
constraints). In fact, as constraints are only demoted when
needed (i.e. when undominated), they cannot be demoted
too much. A careful look at their proof reveals that lower
boundness of the current ranking values extends to any promotion/demotion update rule that only demotes undominated
LPCs. In particular, the following fact thus holds true.
Fact 1 The current ranking values entertained by the OT online model with the new promotion/demotion re-ranking rule
(8) cannot get smaller than a constant (provided the data fed
to the model are consistent with some OT grammar).


Correctness

Having established that the current ranking values cannot get
too small, we now ask whether they can get too large. This is
precisely what happens when Boersma’s update rule (6) is run
on Pater’s counterexample: the ranking values increase indefinitely. It turns out that that cannot happen with the new update rule (8). The reason is as follows. As we never promote
more than we demote, the sum of the promotion amounts and
the demotion amounts is always negative or null. Thus, the
sum of the current ranking values at any time is always equal
to or smaller than the sum of the initial ranking values. As
the single ranking values cannot become too small (by Fact
1) and as their sum cannot get too large, then the single ranking values cannot become too large either.
Fact 2 The current ranking values entertained by the OT online model with the new promotion/demotion re-ranking rule
(8) cannot get larger than a constant (provided the data fed to
the model are consistent with some OT grammar).

The sequence of ranking vectors entertained by the OT online
model with a demotion-only update rule such as (5) cannot
have the shape (9), whereby the same ranking vector θ is entertained twice but with some other ranking vector θ0 6= θ entertained in between. In fact, (9) would require some ranking
value to first decrease and then increase back to its original
value, which is impossible if only demotion is performed.
(9)

. . . −→ θ −→ . . . −→ θ0 −→ . . . −→ θ −→ . . .

Thus, demotion-only OT online models never loop back to
a ranking vector that had been previously deemed unsuitable
and thus updated. Fact 3 ensures that this property extends to
promotion-demotion update rules. The proof (postponed to
the Appendix) rests on the following fact: the hypothesis that
the data be OT-consistent entails that the vectors of promotion
and demotion amounts are conically independent.
Fact 3 The OT online model with the new promotion/demotion re-ranking rule (8) cannot loop back to a ranking vector previously dismissed (provided the data fed to the
model are consistent with some OT grammar).


The convergence theorem 1 now follows straightforwardly.
Fact 1 guarantees that the current ranking values cannot get
too small, namely cannot live in the shaded region in Fig.1a.
And Fact 2 guarantees that the current ranking values cannot
get too large either, namely cannot live in the shaded region in
Fig.1b. Taken together, Facts 1 and 2 thus guarantee that the
current ranking values must live in a bounded region, namely
in the non-shaded region of Fig.1c. Furthermore, the algorithm can only entertain ranking vectors in a lattice, namely
the dots in Fig.1d. Thus, the search space of the algorithm is
finite, as there is only a finite number of points in a bounded
lattice. As the algorithm cannot loop by Fact 3, finiteness of
the search space entails convergence, namely ensures that the
algorithm can only perform a finite number of updates.

A crucial component of the acquisition of the target adult language is the acquisition of its segmental phonotactics, i.e. of
the inventory of licit segments and of their licit concatenations. Some elementary examples of OT typologies for segmental phonotactics are provided in (10) and (11).

(10) a.
t d th dh


F2 = I DENT [ ASP ] 
 F1 = I DENT [ VOICE ]
M1 = *[+ VOICE ]
M2 = *[+ASP ]
b.


M1,2 = *[+VOICE , +ASP ]

ps bs pz bz
(11) a.


 F1 = I DNT [ FRIC - VOI ] F2 = I DNT [ STP - VOI ] 
M1 = *[+FRIC - VOI ] M2 = *[+STP - VOI ]
b.


M1,2 = AGREE [ STP - VOI , FRIC - VOI ]
The set of forms (10a) consists of obstruents described by
the features VOICE and ASPIRATION. The set of forms (11a)
consists of two adjacent obstruents, described by the features STOP - VOICING and FRICATIVE - VOICING. The constraint sets (10b) and (11b) contain identity faithfulness constraints F1 , F2 for the two features; markedness constraints
M1 , M2 that punish the marked value of the two features; and
a markedness constraint M1,2 that punishes certain marked
combinations of values of the two features.
I now sketch a formal OT framework for segmental phonotactics that generalizes examples such as (10)-(11). The construction starts with N partial binary phonological features
ϕ1 , . . . , ϕi , . . . , ϕN , such as VOICE or ASPIRATION in (10).
Each feature ϕi takes a phonological form and returns the
value 0 or 1, or else # in case it is undefined. Segmental
phonology is feature-based: a segment can be identified with
the corresponding N-tuple hx1 , . . . , xi , . . . , xN i of feature values xi ∈ {0, 1, #}. The set of segments is thus defined as some
set of such N-tuples, as in (12). As it is usual in phonotactics, I assume no distinction between underlying and surface
forms. Nonetheless, I will use the symbol x (or y) when a
form is construed as an underlying (or surface) form.
(12)
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set of under- = set of sur- ⊆ {0, 1, #}N
lying forms
face forms

Figure 1: Sketch of the proof of the convergence theorem 1 in the case with n = 2 constraints
a.

b.

c.

The set of candidates corresponding to an underlying form x
is the set of all forms defined for the same features that x is defined for. Finally, the constraint set can contain three types of
constraints, listed in (13). The faithfulness constraint Fi corresponding to feature ϕi is violated by an underlying form and
a candidate that differ w.r.t. feature ϕi . The (simple) markedness constraint Mi corresponding to feature ϕi is violated by a
form that has the marked value for feature ϕi . I assume w.l.g.
that the marked value is always 1. Finally, the binary markedµ
ness constraint (BMC) Mi, j corresponding to features ϕi and
ϕ j and a markedness pattern µ is violated by a form whose
pair of values for features ϕi , ϕ j belongs to the designated set
µ ⊆ {0, 1} × {0, 1} of marked combinations of feature values.
Fi (x, y) = 1 ⇐⇒ xi 6= yi
Mi (y) = 1 ⇐⇒ yi = 1 = the marked value
µ
Mi, j (y) = 1 ⇐⇒ hyi , y j i ∈ µ = set of marked feature
value combinations
There are sixteen possible markedness patterns µ and thus
as many BMCs. Here are some examples: the markedness
pattern (14a) corresponds to the “doubly marked” constraint
M1,2 in (10b); the markedness pattern (14b) corresponds to
the “agreement” constraint M1,2 in (11b); the complementary
pattern (14c) corresponds to an “OCP” constraint; and so on.
(13)

(14)

a. µ = {h1, 1i}
b. µ = {h0, 1i, h1, 0i}
c. µ = {h0, 0i, h1, 1i}

doubly marked constraint
agreement constraint
OCP constraint

BMCs are important because they model feature interaction.
As the learning complexity intuitively depends on feature interaction, we are led to the following question: which restrictive assumptions on feature interaction guarantee correctness
of OT online models? I assume that the amount of feature
interaction is limited. The case with no feature interaction is
trivial. The simplest non-trivial case is thus that each feature
interacts with at most another feature, so that (15) holds.1
(15)

The constraint set does not contain any two BMCs
that both target the same feature.

I also assume that the mode of feature interaction is phonologically plausible, in the sense that the constraint set contains
no BMCs with a phonologically implausible markedness pattern, namely a markedness pattern that has cardinality 3, as in
(16a);2 or that only punishes forms unmarked w.r.t. the two
features targeted by the BMC, as in (16b).
1 In fact, if there were two BMCs M and M targeting the same
i, j
i,k
feature ϕi , then ϕi would interact with two features ϕ j and ϕk .
2 The markedness pattern of cardinality 4 yields a trivial BMC.

d.

◦
◦
◦

◦
◦
◦

◦
◦
◦

(16) a. µ = {h1, 1i, h0, 1i, h1, 0i}, µ = {h0, 0i, h0, 1i, h1, 0i}
µ = {h0, 0i, h1, 0i, h1, 1i}, µ = {h0, 0i, h0, 1i, h1, 1i}
b. µ = {h0, 0i}.
The following result starts the investigation of correctness of
OT online models of the acquisition of phonotactics. The
proof is only sketched here; see (Magri, 2011) for details and
for extensions beyond the overly restrictive assumption (15).
Theorem 2 Consider an OT typology (12)-(13) corresponding to N features. Assume that feature interaction is limited
according to (15) and phonologically plausible according to
(16).3 Then the OT online model with the new re-ranking rule
(8) is correct on any language and for any sequence of data
fed to the algorithm. On the contrary, for both re-ranking
rules (5) and (6), there exist languages for which the model is
incorrect for any sequence of data fed to the algorithm. 
Draw a circle for every feature and an edge between any two
features that interact through a BMC. Suppose that the resulting graph looks like (17): the features can be split into two
disjoint sets Φ0 and Φ00 with no interactions between them.
(17)

◦

block Φ0

◦

◦
◦

◦
◦

block Φ00

◦

We intuitively expect that the “difficult” problem of correctness of the OT online model on the “large” original typology
with N features can be reduced to the two “simpler” problems
of correctness on the two “smaller” typologies corresponding
to the two sets of features Φ0 , Φ00 . This intuition can indeed
be formalized and shown to hold true.
By assumption (15) that feature interaction is limited, each
feature interacts with at most another feature and the feature
interaction graph (17) thus consists of connected components
of cardinality at most 2. I thus need to prove Theorem 2 only
in the case with N = 2 features. To this end, let’s sort the
languages into three types, based on what needs to be ranked
above the faithfulness constraints. To start, let languages of
type I be those languages that do not require any constraint
to be ranked above the faithfulness constraints. It is easy to
check that any OT online model is correct on such languages.
Next, let languages of type II be those languages that require markedness constraints to be ranked above faithfulness
constraints, but do not require the two faithfulness constraints
to be ranked relative to each other. To illustrate, suppose that
the BMC corresponds to the OCP markedness pattern (14c).
3 A further technical assumption on the set of candidates is
needed, omitted here for space; see (Magri, 2011) for details.
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The corresponding typology contains language (18a), which
is is of type II, as it corresponds to the ranking (18b). The
complete set of ERCs is (18c).4
 F1 F2 M1 M2 M1,2 
M1,2
W
L
W

W
W
W 



 F1 F2


h0, 1i
W W L W

(18) a. L =
b.
c. 

W
W 
h1, 0i
M1 M2

W

W
L W 
W W W

L

A learning path using Boersma’s update rule (6) is (19).5 The
final ranking vector incorrectly ranks F1 above M1,2 , so that
the model has failed to learn the target ranking (18b). It can
be shownthat
any

  path.
  learning
 possible
  for 
 fails
 the model
6
5
4
3
2
1
F1 0
 1 2 3 4 5 6
F2 
0
  3  6  3  6  3  6 
      
(19) M1 
5 → 4 → 5 → 4 → 5 → 4 → 5
6 5 6 5 6 5

M2 5 
5
5
5
5
5
5
M1,2 5
Crucially, it is impossible for F1 to get incorrectly ranked
above M1,2 in the case of the new re-ranking rule (8). Suppose
by contradiction that it did. Suppose M1,2 , M1 and M2 start
out at 5 and F1 and F2 at 0, as in (19). As M1,2 is never a LPC,
its ranking value cannot decrease. In order for F1 to make it
above M1,2 , its ranking value must thus increase to at least 5.
The last update that brings F1 that high requires one of M1 or
M2 (call it Mi ) to be a LPC and to be ranked even higher. Recall that the sum of the ranking values cannot increase over
time. As the sum of the ranking values of M1,2 , F1 and Mi
is (almost) equal to the sum of the initial ranking values, the
sum of the ranking values of the two remaining constraints F2
and M j must be (almost) smaller than zero. And this is easily shown to be impossible. A formalization of this heuristic
reasoning shows that the OT online model with the new reranking rule (8) is always correct on languages of type II.
Finally, let languages of type III be the remaining languages, i.e. those that require the faithfulness constraints
to be ranked relative to each other. To illustrate, suppose
that the BMC corresponds to the Agree markedness pattern
(14b). The corresponding typology contains the language
(20a). This language is of type III, as it corresponds to ranking (20b). The corresponding set of ERCs is (20c).6
 F1 F2 M1 M2 M1,2 


W
L
W
h1, 1i

L
(20) a. L =
b. F2 M1,2 c.  W
h0, 0i
W W L L
M2 M1
F1
4 The first three ERCs in (18c) correspond to the underlying form
x = h0, 1i, the faithful winner-form y = h0, 1i and the three unfaithful candidate losers h1, 1i, h0, 0i and h1, 0i. The bottom three rows
are obtained analogously from the underlying/winner form h1, 0i.
5 Numbers above arrows specifie the row triggering the update.
6 These are the ERCs corresponding to the winner/underlying
form h1, 1i, constructed as in footnote 4. The ERCs corresponding
to h0, 0i are omitted for space, as they do not contain any L.

Tesar and Smolensky’s demotion-only re-ranking rule (5)
is never correct on this language: as the faithfulness constraints F1 and F2 are never LPCs, they are never re-ranked
by demotion-only; there is thus no way that a demotion-only
re-ranking rule can rank one of them on top of the other. Constraint promotion is needed in order to move around F1 and F2
too. But will an OT online model that performs promotion too
be able to converge to the correct relative ranking of F2 above
F1 ? It can be shown that the first ERC in (20c) can trigger
at most one update, as it has a W corresponding to the BMC
M1,2 whose column does not have any L’s. Thus, updates are
triggered just by the 2nd and 3rd ERCs. As the former only
promotes F2 while the latter promotes both F1 and F2 , F2 will
raise faster and thus be ranked above F1 throughout learning,
thus allowing a model that performs constraint promotion to
converge to the correct final ranking (20b). In the case with
N = 2 features, it can be shown that any language of type III
that requires a faithfulness constraint to be ranked above the
other has more ERCs that push the former over the latter, thus
allowing promotion/demotion re-ranking rules to converge to
the correct ranking for any learning path.

Appendix: proof of Fact 3
For the sake of clarity, assume that the ERCs fed to the model
contain a unique LPC and that the initial ranking vector is the
null vector; the reasoning below trivially extends to the general case. The contribution of an input ERC a to the current
ranking vector according to the update rule (8) can be summarized by pairing it up with the corresponding update vector
a in (21): the entry corresponding to the LPC is −1; entries
corresponding to WPCs are 1/w, where w is the total number
of WPCs in the ERC a; all other entries are 0. The total number of possible input ERCs is always finite; call it m. Let ai
be the update vector corresponding to the ith ERC.
 
1
a1
 w if ak = W
 
(21) a = [a1 , . . . , an ] → a = ...  with ak= −1 if ak = L

0 otherwise
an
As updates consist of adding update vectors, the current ranking vector θt entertained by the model at some time t can
be described as a combination (22) of the update vectors
a1 , . . . , am , each multiplied by the number of updates αti triggered by the corresponding ith input ERC up to time t.
(22)

θt = αt1 a1 + . . . + αti ai + . . . + αtm am

As the coefficients αti are by definition non-negative, (22)
says that the current ranking vector is a conic combination
of the update vectors. We thus need to study the conic geometry of the update vectors, namely the properties of their conic
combinations. Here is an important conic property: the update vectors a1 , . . . , am are called conically independent provided that there are no coefficients α1 , . . . , αm that satisfy the
conditions in (23): it is impossible to synthesize the null vector as a conic combination of the update vectors, unless the
non-negative coefficients are all null.
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(23)

a. α1 a1 + . . . αm am = 0;
b. αi ≥ 0 for all i = 1, . . . , m;
c. αi 6= 0 for some i = 1, . . . , m.

(26)

Fact 4 guarantees conic independence of the update vectors.
And Fact 5 in turn says that conic independence entails that
the algorithm cannot loop. Fact 3 follows straightforwardly.

0

Fact 4 The update vectors (21) corresponding to ERCs consistent with some OT grammar are conically independent. 
Proof. A set of ERCs OT-consistent with the ranking C1 
. . .  Cn can be stacked as in (24): there is a top block of
ERCs that start with a W; followed by a second block of ERCs
that start with an E followed by a W; etcetera, until a final dth
block of ERCs that start with d − 1 E’s followed by a W.
C

1st block
2nd block

(24)

..
.
dth block

 W1
|
 W
 E

 |
 E





 E
|
E

C2

...

...

...

Cd−1

...

−−

E

−−

|
E

W

...

W

..
E

|
E

...

.

...

As the mapping (21) from ERCs into update vectors replaces
W ’s with 1/w and E ’s with 0, the update vectors corresponding to the stack of ERCs (24) look like (25).
 1  0
1
0
0
0
w
w
1
1
|
 
|
  
 
 
 , . . . ,  ,  w  , . . . ,  w , . . . ,  0  , . . . ,  0 
(25) 
 
1
  
 
1
w

|

{z

1st block

}|

{z

2nd block

}

|

(27)






... ... ... ... 



... ... ... ... 


W

| ... ... ...

...

Assumption (26a) that the ranking vectors θt and θt entertained at times t and t 0 coincide, can be expressed as the identity (27a), using the general characterization (22) of the current ranking vector. Assumption (26b) that time t 0 follows
0
time t entails that the number of updates αti triggered by the
ith ERC up to time t 0 is larger than or equal to the number of
updates αti triggered up to time t, as stated in (27b). Finally,
assumption (26c) entails that some update has happened at
some time in between t and t 0 , so that at least one of the coefficients has increased from time t to time t 0 , as stated in (27c).

Cn

... ... ...

W

|

...

Cd

dth block

0

0

a. αt1 a1 + . . . + αtm am = αt1 a1 + . . . + αtm am
0

b. αti ≥ αti for all i = 1, . . . , m
0

c. αti 6= αti for some i = 1, . . . , m
def.

0

Introducing the coefficients αi = αti − αti , conditions (27)
can be rewritten as in (28), which contradict the hypothesis
that the update vectors a1 , . . . , am are conically independent.
(28)

a. α1 a1 + . . . + αm am = 0
b. αi ≥ 0 for all i = 1, . . . , m
c. αi 6= 0 for some i = 1, . . . , m
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a. The ranking vectors at two times t and t 0 coincide;
b. time t precedes time t 0 ;
c. a different ranking vector is entertained at some
time in between t and t 0 .
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Abstract
Production data suggest that meanings of common nouns
continue to change well past the early years of language
acquisition (Andersen, 1975; Ameel, Malt, & Storms, 2008).
Here we used two comprehension tasks to further evaluate the
nature of later lexical learning. In a name applicability task,
seven- to 13-year old Dutch-speaking children judged
whether each of three names applied to common household
containers. In a typicality judgment task, participants judged
how good an example the containers were of the three names.
Both tasks revealed continued evolution of word use up to age
13. However, all names were overextended by the children, in
contrast to the production data in which both over- and
underextension were found. Moreover, the child lexical
categories showed considerable overlap, indicating strong
inter-category relatedness. With age these overextensions as
well as the overlap gradually disappeared and the lexical
categories became more distinct over time.
Keywords: word learning; later lexical development; lexical
categories; typicality judgments

Introduction
The speed with which young children add words to their
vocabulary seems to suggest that word learning is a
relatively easy process. By age two, they are able to produce
about 600 words. In the period from age two to six, they are
estimated to acquire around 14.000 words, at a rate of ten
words a day (Carey, 1978). The meanings assigned to these
words, however, only partially correspond to the meanings
adults attach to the words. The incomplete word meanings
inevitably cause children to commit errors. Some words are
used too broadly, a phenomenon called overextension, for
example, when the word cow is applied to all four-legged
animals. A category is underextended when its name is
assigned to too few items, for example, when the word cow
is only applied to the child’s cuddly animal.
These errors disappear when the full conventional
meaning is grasped, but this may take months, or even
years. A number of studies have shown learning periods for
verb meanings extending to age 8 or 9 (e.g., for pour and
fill, Gropen, Pinker, Hollander, & Goldberg, 1991; see also
Bowerman, 1974; Pye, Loeb, & Pao, 1996). But even for
common nouns, the time frame for fully acquiring their
meaning and use seems to extend beyond the early years of
language acquisition. This reflects the broad and complex
extension of common nouns referring to concrete, simple
objects. Ball for English speakers, for example, often refers

to smooth, bouncy, spherical, deflatable things made for
play, but it can also refer to non-smooth balls of paper, nonbouncy beanbag balls, non-spherical footballs, nondeflatable baseballs and billiard balls, and things not for
play such as balls of yarn, balls of string, and tea balls. A
few studies clearly demonstrated the extended learning
trajectory for nouns that are used to refer to common
household objects.
Andersen (1975), for example, asked English-speaking
children aged 3 through 12 to name drinking vessels, and
she found that children’s naming did not match adult
naming until the age of 12. Ameel et al. (2008) had Dutchspeaking Belgian children of ages 5, 8, 10, 12 and 14 name
common household containers, which were mostly called
fles, bus, and pot by adults (Ameel, Storms, Malt, Sloman,
2005). They found that early use of fles and pot was
overextended and gradually narrowed from 5-year-olds to
adults, while the opposite pattern was found for bus.
Gradually, the children converged toward the adult naming,
but even the 14-year-olds still slightly differed in their word
use from the adults.
The results of Ameel et al. (2008) were obtained using a
production task in which participants named the object in
each picture however they chose. A production task offers
several advantages as opposed to a comprehension task in
which participants are generally asked to make a forced
choice decision between two or more options. A first
advantage is that it does not constrain responses to be from
a set pre-determined by the experimenter to be suitable.
Production is also a purer measure of what participants
know because they have to come up with a name without
having any suggested to them. Given a forced choice
between fles and bus (or any other word pair), participants
will pick one regardless of how little knowledge they may
have of the words. Finally, production has a certain
ecological validity in that outside the laboratory, children
and adults frequently select names for objects for purposes
of communication, and they do so without having options
presented to them.
However, there are also some disadvantages related to
production tasks. First, production tasks might be
cognitively more demanding than comprehension tasks,
since they require not only a sense of familiarity with the
presented material but also retrieval from memory. Children
have had less language exposure than adults, so even if they
have some knowledge of a word and of appropriate word-
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object pairings, in a production task they may have greater
trouble retrieving a particular word from memory. In such
instances, they may resort to use of a more easily retrieved
but less appropriate word. Also, they may sometimes
successfully retrieve a word from memory in connection
with an object to which it is strongly linked but fail to
retrieve it in connection with an object to which it is more
weakly linked. These retrieval failures could produce a
pattern of overextension of some words and underextension
of others, even if the child has a more adult-like pattern of
knowledge encoded in memory. Second, it has long been
noted that children’s appropriate responses to words (such
as picking up an object named by an adult) often precede
their production in development (e.g., Benedict, 1979;
Kuczaj, 1982; Rescorla, 1981). Children may have good
implicit knowledge of the adult pattern but be unable to
fully deploy that knowledge in production.
Children’s implicit knowledge can be studied by means of
a comprehension task in which participants are asked about
the appropriateness of names for an object. For adults,
artifacts can often be called by more than one name at the
same level of abstraction (e.g., bottle or jug for a squat glass
container with handles), indicating overlapping word
meanings and extensions. However, production tasks are
generally intended to elicit only a single name for an object
which
prevents
overlap
from
being
revealed.
Comprehension tasks that do not require forced choice and
allow children to accept as many names as they feel are
appropriate for the object is more suited to tackle this job.
The present work uses a comprehension-based
methodology to further investigate the artifact word learning
process. We ask three questions about what comprehension
data show relative to production data about later lexical
development: (1) Is the evidence for an extended lexical
development period still present in comprehension tasks?
(2) If evidence for an extended learning period is not
eliminated by comprehension measures, does the specific
developmental trajectory for individual words resemble that
seen in production? (3) What is the nature of later lexical
development with regard to lexical category overlap?

Study 1: Name Acceptability Judgments
The first comprehension-type task was a name
acceptability judgment task in which participants judged
whether or not offered names were acceptable for a set of
stimuli.

Method
Five age groups made name judgments: 20 7-year-olds, 21
9-year-olds, 20 11-year-olds, 20 13-year-olds, and 36 adults.
For each object of the 73 storage containers, taken from
Ameel et al. (2005), participants had to judge whether it did
or did not belong to each of a series of category names (e.g.,
Is this object a fles?). There were two possible answers: yes
or no. Participants made typicality judgments for three
category names - fles, bus, and pot -which were the most
frequently generated names by adults (Ameel et al., 2005).

Figure 1: Typical examples of fles (upper left), pot
(upper right), and bus (lower left and right).
Figure 1 shows typical examples of each of these names1.
Participants were queried at two different points in time to
maximize the ability to treat each judgment as independent
of previous ones. A participant could agree that a particular
object could be called fles and also agree that it could be
called bus when asked at a different time. She also could
accept just one name, or neither. Stimulus order and
category name order were randomized across participants.

Results and Discussion
Reliability of the data for each name and age group was
calculated by applying the Spearman-Brown formula to the
split-half correlations between the frequencies of “yes”
responses. The reliabilities were all very high, varying from
.87 to .99, and they increased over age, though not
significantly (ρ = 0.82, p = .09).
To evaluate evidence for an extended lexical development
period for artifact names in comprehension tasks, we
examined the size of individual categories at each age by
calculating the percentage of objects that were accepted for
each name by each participant in an age group. The
percentages were averaged across participants of the same
age group. An ANOVA was performed with two factors:
age (5 levels: 7-, 9-, 11-, 13-year-olds and adults) and
category name (3 levels: fles, bus and pot). There were
significant differences among the age groups (F(4,411) =
11.92, p <.0001). Linear trend tests were used to test the
change in percentages of objects granted a given name over
time. All trends were significantly decreasing (fles: F(1,285)
= -6.07, p <.0001; bus: F(1,285) = -4.62, p <.0001; pot:
F(1,285) = -5.60, p <.0001). Thus, there is evidence for an
extended learning trajectory when using comprehension
measures rather than production measures.
The production data of Ameel et al. (2008) showed that
among the names tested in the current study, fles and pot
1

For bus, two typical examples are shown, since this word picks
out a very heterogeneous category, encompassing a wide variety of
objects (see also Ameel et al., 2008).
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were used more broadly by the youngest children than by
adults and their use narrowed over time, while bus was
initially used more narrowly and broadened over time. In
contrast, here we found that across ages, the names were
gradually applied to smaller groups of objects. This trend
toward narrowing over time is significant for all names, as
indicated by the linear trend tests reported above. Thus,
these data contrast with the production data in showing only
narrowing of use over time.
Since the preceding analysis showed that the children’s
lexical categories were uniformly larger than adults’, we can
deduce that overall, there must be more overlap, or, less
differentiation, among the categories for children than for
adults. To quantify the overlap, we calculated the mean
number of names accepted for each object across ages. A
linear trend test of age showed that the mean number of
names that each object is assigned to significantly decreased
over age (F(1,7295) = -24.29, p <.0001).
To visualize the changes in overlap, we projected the
lexical categories of the youngest children and adults onto a
geometrical representation of the stimuli, which was also
used in Ameel, Malt, Storms, and Van Assche (2009). The
multidimensional scaling (MDS) representation was based
on non-linguistic similarity judgments derived from adult
sorting data collected by Ameel et al. (2005). Even though
children’s sorting data were available (Ameel et al., 2008),
we decided to use the MDS solution based on adult sorting
data to project categories onto because the adult data were
more reliable than the child data. In such a geometrical
representation, each exemplar of a category is represented
by a vector of M coordinates, one for each of the M
underlying dimensions. Distances between exemplars reflect
similarity relations: The closer objects are located to each
other in the multidimensional space, the more similar they
are to each other.
Figures 2 and 3 show the two-dimensional MDS
representations for the 7-year-olds and the adults. Shaded
areas show the sets of exemplars that were accepted as fles,
bus, and pot. An object was assigned to a category if at least
65 per cent of the participants judged the name to be
appropriate for the object. The figures nicely show that with
age, the categories shrink, their overlap decreases and they
become more distinct.
In sum, in this study, name appropriateness judgments
were used to assess lexical knowledge. For each name, the
percentage of assignments decreased over time, from the
youngest children to the adults, which is clear evidence for
an extended lexical development period, as was found in the
production task of Ameel et al. (2008). However, while they
found a narrowing pattern for some categories (fles, and pot)
over time and a broadening pattern for others (bus), the
comprehension task used in here resulted in a narrowing
pattern for each category name. Overlap between categories
decreased with age, indicating that categories gradually
become more distinct.

Figure 2: Two-dimensional MDS representation of the 73
stimuli (black diamonds) with the fles (dark grey cluster),
bus (light grey) and pot (white) categories of 7-year-olds.

Figure 3: Two-dimensional MDS representation of the 73
stimuli (black diamonds) with the fles (dark grey cluster),
bus (light grey) and pot (white) categories of adults.

Study 2: Typicality Judgments
Another way to assess lexical category knowledge using a
comprehension measure is through typicality judgments.
Some instances of a name are more representative or typical
than others (Mervis & Rosch, 1981; Rosch, 1973). For
example, cars are more typical examples of things called
vehicle than submarines are. Typicality judgments allow us
to investigate the extended learning trajectory of common
nouns (question 1 and 2) and the nature of later lexical
development with regard to lexical category overlap
(question 3). Furthermore, the last question can be
approached in a novel way: by computing the locations of
the category centers in a multidimensional space and
evaluating whether these typicality-determined centers
approach each other or drift further apart from each other
across development.

Method
Again, the 73 storage containers were used. These objects
were randomly presented three times to 21 children aged 7,
21 children aged 9, and 23 children aged 11, as well as to 28
adults (taken from Ameel et al., 2005). None of the
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participants had taken part in Study 1. Each time, they
judged how good an example the objects were for one of the
three names fles, bus and pot. The order of the names was
randomized across participants.
To judge typicality, the participants used a 7-point rating
scale, which was accompanied by three schematic faces,
each having a different expression: the “frowning” face,
located below number 1, corresponded to “very poor”
examples of the target category, the “smiling” face, located
below number 7, corresponded to “very good” examples of
the target category, and the “straight” face, located below
number 4, corresponded to “okay” examples of the category
name. The schematic faces were similar to the ones used in
a study of Bjorklund, Thompson, and Ornstein (1983) who
used a 3-point rating scale with only schematic faces. The
use of a 7-point rating scale with number was justified by
the greater age of our participants. For the children, the test
phase was preceded by a practice phase to ensure that
children understood the instructions correctly.
To make sure that the children did not make preference
judgments instead of typicality judgments (MaridakiKassotaki, 1997), the experimenter stressed that the child
should not rate how much she liked/disliked the items.

Results and Discussion
Reliability of the typicality data for each category name and
each age group was evaluated by applying the SpearmanBrown formula to the split-half correlations. The reliabilities
were again very high, varying between .75 and .99, and they
significantly increased over age (ρ = 1.00, p <.0001).
To evaluate evidence for an extended lexical development
period for artifact names in comprehension tasks, we first
calculated the mean typicality rating for each name for each
age group. For all names children’s ratings were higher than
adults’. In an overall ANOVA with two factors: age (4
levels: 7-, 9-, 11-year-olds and adults) and category name (3
levels fles, bus and pot), significant differences were found
among the age groups (F(3, 864) = 99.11, p <.0001). For all
names, the mean ratings decreased linearly over age, as
shown by significant linear trend tests (fles: F(1, 864) = 9.24, p <.0001; bus: F(1,864) = -8.64, p <.0001; pot:
F(1,864) = -11.92, p <.0001). These analyses provide more
evidence that an extended developmental trajectory for
artifact word knowledge exists in comprehension.
As noted earlier, Ameel et al. (2008) found that in
production the use of fles and pot narrowed over time, while
bus broadened over time. To derive the evolution in naming
from the typicality data, we computed for each participant
the number of objects receiving a typicality score of 5 or
more for each name. These frequencies were subjected to an
ANOVA with two factors: age (4 levels: 7-, 9-, 11-year-olds
and adults) and category name (3 levels: fles, bus and pot).
Only the age effect was significant (F(3, 251) = 37.96, p
<.0001), showing that for each name children consider more
objects to be good examples of the lexical category than
adults do. With age, this discrepancy is reduced. So, again,

Figure 4: Two-dimensional MDS representations of
the category centers of fles, bus and pot for each age
group.
comprehension and production data yielded contradicting
results as far as evolution of lexical category breadth.
The evolution of overlap was investigated by looking at
how close the centers of lexical categories are at each age.
Given the result from the name applicability study that
categories become more distinct over time, we expect that
the distances between category centers will increase with
age. Increasing distances with age, together with the finding
of decreasing category size (see Study 1), implies that
overlap between categories decreases. Analogous to the
method applied in Ameel et al. (2009), the positions of the
category centers for the different age groups were computed
across all the objects of a stimulus set, weighed by their
mean typicality rating for the name, and imposed on the
MDS solutions2. This method allows objects rated as more
typical for the name to affect the position of the category
center to a larger degree than objects rated as less typical for
the name. For example, to compute the coordinates in the
MDS solution of the category center of fles for the 7-yearolds, the coordinates of each object given by the sorting data
were multiplied by its typicality rating for fles averaged
across all 7-year-olds. Next, the weighted coordinates were
summed and the coordinates of the weighted category center
were calculated as the weighted sum divided by the sum of
all typicality ratings. Figure 4 shows, for each age group the
weighted prototypes for the three target categories,
projected in the 2-dimensional MDS representation. Note
that only the weighted prototypes are displayed, not the
positions of the individual stimuli, to enhance the clarity of
the figures. From Figure 4 it is clear that the distances
between each pair of lexical categories (fles-bus, fles-pot,
bus-pot) gradually increased over age. The increasing
pattern of distances between category centers indicates that
the categories gradually become more differentiated over
2

In Study 1, MDS is used as a visualization technique, in Study
2, MDS is a means to quantify the inter-category relations. We
could have used them for both purposes in both studies, however,
due to space restrictions, only one purpose was elaborated in each
study.
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age. In other words, overlap between categories gradually
decreases over time. To quantify this change, distances
between the weighted category centers, averaged across
name pairs (rather than the locations of the individual
centers, as in Figures 4) were computed in 2 to 5
dimensional representations, since the choice of the number
of underlying psychologically relevant dimensions is not
always obvious (see Verheyen, Ameel, & Storms, 2007).
For each dimensionality, we found the clear-cut age effect
of gradually increasing distances, but distances increased
with increasing dimensionality. The age differences in
distances between the different category pairs in 2 to 5
dimensions were tested by means of a linear trend test
which was significant (F(1,44) = 65.34, p <.0001). This
analysis confirms that on average, lexical categories become
more differentiated over time.
In sum, Study 2 assessed lexical knowledge through
typicality judgments. As in Study 1, evidence for an
extended lexical development period was found, as
indicated by the gradually decreasing mean typicality
ratings from 7-year-olds to adults. The results suggest that,
generally, children’s lexical categories are broader than
adults in comprehension, consistent with the name
acceptability judgments and not entirely consistent with the
production data of Ameel et al. (2008), where some
categories were found to start narrow and broaden over
time. To assess the changes in overlap, distances were
calculated between weighted prototypes of the different
categories in multidimensional scaling representations. We
found that the distances between name pairs increased over
age, suggesting that the lexical categories become more
distinct over time, or, that categories gradually show less
overlap over time.

General Discussion
While past research on the artifact word learning process
has been based on production tasks (Andersen, 1975; Ameel
et al., 2008), the present paper used two comprehension
tasks to further understand later lexical development: a
name applicability task and a typicality judgment task. In
both comprehension tasks, evidence was still present for an
extended lexical development period, as was found with a
production task. The percentages of assignments to the
names as well as the mean typicality ratings gradually
decreased with age and converged upon, respectively, the
adult percentages and the adult mean typicality ratings. The
specific developmental trajectory for individual words,
however, did not completely resemble that seen in
production. While Ameel et al. (2009) found narrowing for
fles and pot, and broadening for bus, the comprehension
data showed only narrowing of use over time. Finally, in
contrast to the production data, the comprehension data
allowed us to investigate the evolution of overlap between
the lexical categories. Overlap gradually decreased over age,
as demonstrated by the decreasing number of names
assigned to objects and as visualized in the MDS plots
(Figure 2 and 3). Further, the distances between the

typicality-based category centers increased with age,
indicating that the categories gradually became more
distinct over time.
The difference in the developmental trajectories between
comprehension and production data can be explained in
terms of the performance constraints imposed by
production, in combination with the evolution of featural
knowledge (see Ameel et al., 2008, in which word use was
predicted by features at each age). In production,
underextension only occurred with names that entered the
vocabulary at a later age. The word bus, for example, did
not appear into the productive vocabulary until the age of 8,
suggesting that this word is less familiar, less frequently
encountered, and less retrievable than the ones produced
earlier (fles and pot). The 8-year-olds have this word
represented with a few adult features plus some irrelevant
features that do not help differentiate this word from
contrasting words (e.g., “is round”, see Appendix C, Ameel
et al., 2008). Given this representation, overextension would
be expected. However, other more easily retrieved words
may out-compete bus for production at this age. In this case,
especially the word fles, which shows considerable overlap
with bus in comprehension (see Figure 2), takes over a large
part of the extension of bus in production. In the
comprehension task, the incomplete (by adult standards)
representation of bus makes children excessively liberal in
applying the name to objects, resulting in overextension.
Features may be added to the representation of bus and
others deleted or weighted less over time so that its
representation becomes more distinct from the
representation of fles (and of possibly other overlapping
categories) over time.
Ameel et al.’s (2008) production study also revealed that
children initially attended to different features from adults
when naming objects, but gradually learned to attend to the
adult set of features and assign them the appropriate
weights. This finding is in line with Mervis’ (1987) view of
lexical development which implies that both over- and
underextensions can occur. The findings of our
comprehension study – only overextensions –, however,
seem to imply that Mervis is wrong. Given the current
findings, Mervis may be right about the process children go
through to arrive at adult representations, which may
involve adding relevant features, dropping irrelevant ones,
and/or adapting feature weights to arrive at adult featural
knowledge. Regarding the initial category representation,
Mervis may be wrong in one respect. Consistent with her
view, naming (both comprehension and production) may be
initially controlled by a subset of adult features plus some
irrelevant features. The number of features for adults and
children will be similar due to the addition of these
irrelevant features. However, according to Mervis, these
irrelevant features, if too specific and assigned a high
feature weight, can produce underextension. But no
underextension was found in comprehension, suggesting
that the irrelevant features generally are rather too broad and
together with the smaller subset of the adult features cause
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overextension. Over time, the irrelevant features are
replaced by relevant ones, so that children gradually arrive
at the correct set of adult features.
It must be acknowledged that comprehension tasks are like everything else - an indirect measure of actual featural
knowledge. Given the finding that children easily
overestimate their own capacities (Stipek & MacIver, 1989),
it could be that younger children also tend to accept offered
words more readily in the name acceptability task, and rate
things higher in typicality than adults. So, we have to take
into account that more than just featural changes may
contribute to developmental changes in patterns of
production and patterns of comprehension judgments.
However, the patterns of word acceptance make clear that a
bias to accept names more generously than adults cannot be
the whole story. Even the youngest children are not just
saying yes to whatever is offered to them too often. The
regions of semantic space covered by each adult word and
the peculiarities of the irregular shapes of the adult regions
are substantially mirrored in the children’s choices (see
Figures 2 and 3), indicating that their responses are guided
by specific word knowledge.
Our data highlight the importance of understanding later
lexical development in order to develop a complete view of
word learning. Like Mowgli who lives in a jungle full of
intertwining lianas and gradually has to disentangle them on
his developmental path through the jungle, children’s words
meanings are initially strongly intertwined. Children
gradually have to disentangle them in order to arrive at adult
featural knowledge.
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Abstract
Early language development critically depends on the ability
to form abstract representations of linguistic knowledge, and
to generalize that knowledge to new situations. In verb knowledge, much generalization appears to be driven by various regularities between form and meaning, but it is difficult to assess
how these factors interact in a complex learning environment.
We extend a hierarchical Bayesian model to acquire abstract
knowledge of verbs from naturalistic child-directed speech,
then generalize these abstractions to novel verbs, simulating
child behaviour. We use the syntactic alternation structure of a
novel verb to infer aspects of its meaning, and use the meaning of a novel verb to predict its range of acceptable syntactic
forms. The model provides a useful framework to investigate
the interaction of complex factors in verb learning.
Keywords: Verb learning; language acquisition; Bayesian
modelling; computational modelling.

Introduction
The productivity of language lies in the ability to generalize linguistic knowledge to new situations. The emergence of generalizations in language development signals
important changes in children’s representation of linguistic
knowledge—in particular, the learning of abstract representations is at the core of these generalizations. To understand this
developmental process, we must investigate both how children can find the right abstractions over their input, and how
those abstractions can actually guide generalization.
Several lines of research, including recent usage-based approaches (e.g., Langacker, 2000; Goldberg, 2006) as well
as earlier perspectives (e.g., Pinker, 1989), suggest that, in
many situations, children’s ability to generalize is governed
by strong regularities between form and meaning. Much discussion in this area has centred on the notion of alternations
in verb argument structure, in which verbs show different patterns in how they can express their semantic arguments in
syntactic forms. For example, the English verb break commonly participates in the causative/inchoative alternation:
(1) JohnAgent broke the vasePatient . / The vasePatient broke.
The verb laugh also occurs in both transitive and intransitive
forms, but with differing semantic roles, such that the intransitive is much more frequent:
(2) JaneAgent laughed her gleeTheme . / JaneAgent laughed.
Such patterns are not accidental: the pattern with break is
common with change of state verbs (freeze, split), while that
of laugh is typical of expression verbs (cry, snort). Alternation patterns thus capture a connection between the semantics
of verbs and their syntactic expression which reflects a possible class structure of verbs (Levin, 1993).

Moreover, such form–meaning regularities have been
shown to influence language learning. Two-year-old children
can use the alternation structure of a novel verb to predict aspects of its meaning (Naigles, 1996; Scott & Fisher, 2009),
and somewhat older children can also use aspects of a verb’s
meaning to predict its range of acceptable syntactic structures
(Ambridge et al., 2011; Kline & Demuth, 2010). This kind
of inference in language acquisition appears to involve the interaction of many complex factors, including frequency, verb
meaning, and animacy of the arguments. Human and computational experiments have clearly demonstrated the role of
statistical regularities over such factors in guiding generalization behaviour (e.g., Merlo & Stevenson, 2001; Scott &
Fisher, 2009; Perfors et al., 2010). The next step is a computational model of child language acquisition that models
such inferences over verb alternations in the face of noisy,
real-world data.
In this work, we use a probabilistic model that has been
shown to learn abstract knowledge of verb argument structure and verb classes from naturalistic child-directed speech
(Parisien & Stevenson, 2010). We extend the model to capture form–meaning regularities relevant to alternation patterns. We show that the complex probabilistic abstractions
acquired by the model are robust enough to capture key behaviours of children and adults in generalizing over verb alternation knowledge. We argue that this kind of probabilistic
representation is critical for learning about alternations, since
it gives an explicit role for input frequency and allows detailed interactions between frequency and the cooccurrence of
various form and meaning features. Moreover, by using verb
classes to capture general tendencies over alternations in the
data, this representation alleviates the effect of noise and uncertainty inherent in real-world usages of verbs, which show
individual variation in their adherence to typical alternation
patterns. These properties make this a useful framework for
investigating the predictions that arise from the many interacting factors in verb learning.

Related Bayesian Models
Previous computational approaches have used probabilistic
models to capture relationships between form and meaning
in children’s verb learning. Alishahi and Stevenson (2008)
used a Bayesian model to simulate the acquisition of verb argument structure constructions, showing that a probabilistic
representation of constructions can explain a variety of generalization behaviours. However, the model does not capture
alternation patterns and the generalizations that depend upon
them. Another Bayesian model of verb learning acquires
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classes of verbs based on different alternation patterns, exhibiting appropriate generalizations over those patterns when
learning novel verbs (Perfors et al., 2010). However, the
model is applied to a limited number of verbs and constructions, and uses idealized semantic knowledge that indicates
the verb classes. It remains to be shown that semantic features
realistically available in verb usages can appropriately constrain alternation behaviour, across many verbs and classes.
We recently presented a probabilistic model to acquire a
broad range of verb argument structures and verb classes from
large, naturalistic corpora (Parisien & Stevenson, 2010). The
model operated only on syntactic features of the input and
did not address semantic generalization. In this work, we extend the model to capture semantic properties of argument
structure and show how this influences generalization at the
level of verb alternations. We use a representative corpus of
child-directed speech to model this acquisition in the context
of many constructions, verbs, and alternations.

Model description
Representation of Verb Usages
Our representation of individual verb usages comprises both
syntactic and semantic information. For the syntactic side, we
use the representation from Parisien and Stevenson (2010),
which includes 14 features for the number and type of syntactic arguments occurring with a verb. The arguments are
recorded individually, under the assumption that children at
this developmental stage can identify these various syntactic
arguments in the input, without necessarily being able to keep
track of full subcategorization frames (a more difficult task).
In this work, we have extended the representation to add
a further 15 binary features which capture general semantic
information about a verb usage. The first of these features
denotes the animacy of the syntactic subject, a method previously used to help distinguish the Agent from other roles
in subject position (e.g., Merlo & Stevenson, 2001; Joanis
et al., 2008). The next 14 features denote the presence or
absence of various coarse-grained semantic properties concerning the event described by the verb. We use general features (not tied to specific verbs or classes) that capture a wide
range of verb semantic characteristics, thereby enabling the
model to distinguish important aspects of verb semantics discussed in the acquisition literature. While the behaviour of
the model is not dependent on any specific set of features,
in this work we adopt the following semantic predicates that
have been used in the VerbNet verb classification (KipperSchuler, 2005): cause, exist, motion, direction, contact, force,
has-possession, perceive, experience, expression, disappear,
emit, change-state, and result.
The following examples show this representation. (Binary
features with a value of 1 are listed, along with the value of
non-binary features.)
(3) John broke the window.
h OBJ, NUMSLOTS = 2, SUBJ = animate,
CAUSE, CONTACT, CHANGE-STATE, RESULT i

(4) The window broke.
h NUMSLOTS = 1, SUBJ = inanimate,
CHANGE-STATE, RESULT i

The hierarchical model of verb knowledge
Our model in Parisien and Stevenson (2010) follows on a
large body of research in nonparametric Bayesian topic modelling (e.g., Teh et al., 2006; Wallach, 2008), a robust method
of discovering syntactic and semantic structure in very large
datasets. In this section, we give an overview of the model as
it relates to the interaction between verb alternation classes
and verb semantics. (For mathematical details, please refer to
Parisien & Stevenson, 2010.)
Adopting a usage-based approach to language (e.g., Langacker, 2000; Goldberg, 2006), we view the acquisition of
verb argument structure as a category-learning problem (cf.
Alishahi & Stevenson, 2008). By grouping together similar
items found in the input, the model comes to recognize common underlying structures and to efficiently represent patterns of verb use. The model consists of a hierarchy wherein
each level corresponds to a different level of abstraction over
such commonalities in verb knowledge. Figure 1 provides an
intuitive description of these levels of inference.
At level 1, the lowest level of abstraction in the hierarchy, individual verb usages are represented by sets of syntactic and semantic features as described above. At level 2,
the model probabilistically groups similar verb usages into
clusters. This set of clusters captures a range of argument
structure constructions, where each of these constructions is
represented by a set of probability distributions over the syntactic and semantic features in the input. In this way, the
model acquires probabilistic associations between form and
meaning, a central notion in construction grammar and usagebased language acquisition. We need not specify the total
number of constructions to learn; the model itself selects an
appropriate set of constructions to represent the input.
In level 3, for each verb in the input, we estimate a distribution over the range of possible argument structure constructions. This gives a general pattern of usage for each verb
in the lexicon. For example, in Figure 1, break would have
a high probability for at least two constructions: the transitive change-of-state construction (John broke the window)
and an intransitive form (The window broke). A key benefit
of this kind of representation is that it can distinguish alternative constructions by their degree of entrenchment. While it
is possible to use a verb like laugh transitively (Jane laughed
her glee), it is far more likely to be used as an intransitive.
The intransitive form of laugh should be more entrenched in
the lexicon, and should have a greater effect on generalization
patterns for laugh and other verbs of expression.
Level 4 of the hierarchy allows the model to acquire classes
of syntactically and semantically similar verbs. The model
groups together verbs with similar patterns of argument structure use—precisely the probability distributions acquired in
level 3. Each one of the verb classes in level 4 is represented
by another distribution over argument structure constructions,
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Figure 1: Structure of the model. Each level in the hierarchy corresponds to a distinct level of abstraction in verb knowledge.
but this time accounting for the patterns of all of the verbs in
the class as a group.
These levels in the model—of abstractions over verb
usages—are central to its ability to generalize verb knowledge beyond the data explicitly seen in the input. Each level
in the hierarchy provides a more general form of knowledge
that can be used to make predictions about the level below it,
so that all levels play a role in generalization. In this way, we
can predict the usage patterns of a relatively infrequent verb
like rend using knowledge of similar verbs like break, split,
and crack. As we discuss below, these generalizations allow
the model to predict syntactic and semantic aspects of novel
verbs, capturing important aspects of child behaviour.

Experimental set-up
We use the Thomas corpus, a longitudinal study of a British
English-speaking boy from 2 to 5 years of age (Lieven et al.,
2009), part of the CHILDES database (MacWhinney, 2000).
Our input includes all child-directed utterances from this corpus that have at least one verb, using every second sentence
for development data and the rest for evaluation. The evaluation dataset contains 170,076 verb usages and 1,393 verb
types. All reported results are obtained from evaluation data.
The 14 syntactic features for each verb usage are extracted
using the parser of Sagae et al. (2007). We manually annotate as animate or inanimate all 4,213 noun phrases that occur
as subjects in the input. We estimate the 14 event semantic features for each usage using VerbNet (Kipper-Schuler,
2005): We look up all the argument frames in VerbNet (over
all senses/classes of the verb) that are compatible with the
syntactic frame of the current usage, and extract all the semantic primitives associated with each such frame. Then,
each semantic feature for that usage is marked as True if it
is contained in the extracted set. This procedure results in a
very noisy representation of the semantics of a verb usage.
In particular, because the features for a usage are drawn from
all possible senses of the verb in that frame (and not just its
intended sense in the usage), the semantics includes features
from VerbNet classes that are irrelevant to that usage. Thus,
while we use VerbNet to enable us to automatically determine
the semantic features, this process does not simply build perfect information about the VerbNet classes of the verb usages
into our input. Moreover, the automatic extraction of both the

syntactic and semantic features yields a noisy representation
that is reasonable given the capabilities of young children in
determining such properties.
As described in Parisien and Stevenson (2010), the model
is defined by the parameters of a set of probability distributions representing each level of abstraction. To estimate these
parameters, we use Gibbs sampling, a Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) method (Teh et al., 2006). This is an iterative
process that results in a large number of samples from the
posterior distribution—i.e., the model parameters given the
observed data. On development data, the parameters always
converge within 3,000 iterations. We perform 10 randomly
initialized MCMC simulations on the evaluation data, running each simulation for 5,550 iterations, discarding the first
3,050 as burn-in. We record a sample of the model parameters
on every 25th iteration after the burn-in, giving 100 samples
per simulation, for 1,000 in total. In the experiments, we average over this set of samples to estimate what the model has
learned about the input.
In the simulations, the model acquires approximately 100
argument structure constructions and 90–100 verb classes.
Particularly in the smaller classes, low frequency verbs tend
to be placed in several different classes over different parameter samples, which is a reflection of the uncertainty in classifying infrequent verbs.

Experiments
Using its abstract knowledge, the model exhibits two important forms of syntactic and semantic generalization. Firstly,
we show how the model can use distributional cues in the
alternation structure of a novel verb to infer previously unobserved aspects of its meaning. Secondly, we demonstrate that
the model uses the semantic class of a novel verb to appropriately constrain its expected alternation behaviour.

From alternations to verb meaning
Two-year-old children have been shown to use the alternation structure of a novel verb to infer aspects of the verb’s
meaning (Naigles, 1996; Scott & Fisher, 2009). For example, in Scott and Fisher (2009), children first heard a dialogue
(audio-only) containing a novel verb used with one of two
different alternation patterns—i.e., two combinations of transitive and intransitive usages with varying animacy of the ar-
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Experimental
condition
Alt-AnimCS
Alt-AnimEX
Intrans-AnimCS
Intrans-AnimEX

Transitive
Anim. Inanim.
9
3
9
3
0
0
0
0

Intransitive
Anim. Inanim.
6
6
12
0
12
12
24
0

Table 1: Training conditions for the novel verb in Exp. 1.
guments. They were then shown two videos with two different events and asked to find the event matching the just-heard
novel verb. Although the children were not shown a depiction
of the novel verb when they heard the dialogue, they were
able to map the verb to the semantically-appropriate visual
scene based solely on its alternation pattern.
Experimental Design. We test our model’s ability to generalize in this way from alternation patterns to verb semantics, as follows. We present a novel verb to the model in a
particular alternation pattern, but without any event semantics (i.e., the 14 semantic features corresponding to general
verb semantics are left blank). We then compare the likelihood of two possible events paired with the verb, one much
more compatible with a verb class displaying that alternation,
and one much less. The event that is deemed more likely by
the model should be the one with the semantic features that
match those expected for a verb with the given alternation behaviour. In other words, the model should use the alternation
pattern of a novel verb to choose a scene with appropriately
matching event semantics.
We use novel verbs comparable to two English verb classes
that differ in overall alternation patterns: change of state (e.g.,
break, freeze, dry) and nonverbal expression (e.g., laugh, giggle, cry). Both types of verbs occur in both transitive and intransitive usages (see Examples 1 and 2), but with differences
in two important aspects. First, they differ in the relative frequency of occurrences in these frames. The change of state
verbs overall occur equally in each frame, while the expression verbs occur predominantly in the intransitive. Second,
because of the differing roles taken by their subjects, they
have different patterns of subject animacy (since Agents tend
to be animate more than Patients). Change of state verbs have
animate subjects about 70% of the time in the transitive and
50% in the intransitive, while expression verbs have animate
subjects about 80% of the time in both frames.
We present the model with usages of a novel verb in four
different conditions (independently), each having 24 usages
in one of four alternation patterns, shown in Table 1. The
alternation patterns are a combination of varying proportion
of transitive/intransitive usage, and varying proportion of animate subjects, with each variation reflecting idealized usages
of the two types of verbs. This allows us to examine a possible interaction between the syntactic frame patterns and subject animacy patterns. The Alt conditions correspond to a typical frame pattern of change of state verbs, which alternates
freely between a transitive and intransitive usage. The Intrans
conditions correspond to the frame pattern of a typical expres-

Figure 2: Using the alternation and animacy patterns of a
novel verb to infer meaning. The plot shows the percentage
preference for the scene with change of state semantics.
sion verb, which is predominantly intransitive. Within these
conditions, we manipulate the animacy of subjects in intransitive frames, reflecting idealized proportions of a change of
state verb (AnimCS) or an expression verb (AnimEX). In all
conditions, all of the event semantic features of the presented
usages are left unspecified, corresponding to the child hearing a dialogue with a particular alternation pattern and with
no accompanying depiction of the verb.
For each of these four conditions, we present the model
with two test frames. Both are intransitive with an animate
subject (consistent with a novel verb of either semantic class),
and one has the semantics of a change of state verb, while the
other has the semantics of an expression verb, as follows:
(5) h SUBJ = animate, CHANGE-STATE, RESULT i
(6) h SUBJ = animate, EXPRESSION i
We then compare the preference in the model for each of these
two frames, to see whether the model can infer appropriate
semantics from an alternation pattern.
Experimental Results. Given the observed usages of the
novel verb, Ynov , in one of the four conditions, Alt-AnimCS,
Alt-AnimEX, Intrans-AnimCS, Intrans-AnimEX, we estimate
the likelihood of each test frame ytest using the acquired argument structure constructions k and verb classes c:
P(ytest |Ynov ) = ∑ ∑ P(ytest |k)P(k|c)P(c|Ynov )
k

(1)

c

This estimate considers how likely the test frame would be
if the novel verb happened to be a member of each class c,
weighted by the probability that the observed pattern Ynov
could have been generated by a verb in that class. We normalize these likelihoods over the two test frames, and average
the preference over all 1,000 samples from the simulation.
Figure 2 shows the percentage preference in the model for
the test frame with the change of state semantics. When the
input alternates between transitive and intransitive frames,
there is a strong preference for the change of state scene.
There is a small effect of animacy here, such that the animacy
pattern of an expression verb reduces this preference slightly.
When the input consists entirely of intransitive usages, we
see preferences in line with the predictions of the animacy
feature: there is a preference for the change of state scene in
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the AnimCS animacy condition, and for the expression scene
given AnimEX animacy.
There is thus a strong interaction between the alternation
cues and the animacy cues. When animacy reflects a change
of state verb (the black bars in Figure 2), the alternation has
no effect on the preference. When animacy reflects an expression verb (the white bars in Figure 2), the alternation pattern
has a strong effect. Verb usage patterns in the corpus provide
a strong bias for a change of state interpretation of a novel
verb, and the model requires two strong cues (frequent intransitives as well as frequent animate subjects) in order to
pull its interpretation in favour of an expression verb. These
results show that the model can use the distributional information carried over multiple syntactic frames to help infer
the meaning of a novel verb. Moreover, this shows how two
distinct features interact to guide generalization behaviour.
Scott and Fisher (2009) discuss possible mechanisms children might use in making this generalization. They consider a
category-mediated process, similar in principle to our model,
as well as a direct inference process, by which children directly employ distributional cues to interpret the novel verb,
without recourse to a previously learned class. Using the estimated model parameters, we repeat the above experiment
using one possible method of direct inference. Rather than
measuring the scene preference by comparing the novel verb
to each verb class, as in Equation 1, we instead compare the
novel verb directly against each of the known verbs from the
input. By doing so, in all four training conditions, we observe a 96-98% preference for the change of state scene, with
no clear effect of syntactic frame or animacy use. This is a
result of drawing inferences over 1,393 verbs, where noise in
the data is compounded over such a large number of comparisons. By using verb classes to capture general tendencies
in the data, a category-mediated model helps to alleviate the
effect of noise, providing better inference in generalization.

From verb meaning to alternations
The previous experiment considered cases where the alternation structure of a novel verb can help determine the verb’s
meaning. The reverse can also be true: information about a
novel verb’s semantic class constrains adults’ and children’s
expectations concerning the syntactic structures that can be
used with the verb (Ambridge et al., 2011; Kline & Demuth,
2010). For example, in the Ambridge et al. experiments, subjects were taught a novel verb that was used only in intransitive frames, then asked to rate the verb in a transitive usage.
Subjects were more likely to rate the transitive use of the verb
as acceptable if its semantics matched a class of verbs which
display a transitive/intransitive alternation, than if the class
was predominantly intransitive. That is, the semantic class of
the novel verb constrains its generalization to a previously unobserved syntactic usage. Here, we show how verb semantics
and entrenchment can similarly be used to constrain generalization in our model.
Experimental Design. We simulate this experiment by
presenting our model with novel verbs comparable in mean-

Figure 3: Using the meaning of a novel verb, shown only as
an intransitive, to constrain the likelihood of the transitive.
ing to five different semantic classes, the same classes used
by Ambridge et al. Verbs in the first three classes occur freely
in the intransitive, but are much less likely to be used in the
transitive: disappearance (e.g., disappear, die), directed motion (fall, tumble), and nonverbal expression (laugh, giggle).
The other two classes are likely to alternate between transitive and intransitive forms: manner of motion (roll, spin) and
change of state (break, split).
We present the model with a set of either 2, 8, or 24
intransitive frames of a novel verb, coupled with semantic
values from one of the following five verb class conditions:
Non-alternating classes
Disappearance:
Directed motion:
Nonverbal expression:

h DISAPPEAR i
h MOTION, DIRECTION i
h EXPRESSION i

Alternating classes
Manner of motion:
Change of state:

h MOTION i
h CHANGE-STATE, RESULT i

As with the previous experiment, we set the proportion of
frames with animate versus inanimate subjects in accord with
the proportions for these classes in our corpus data.
Experimental Results. Given the training conditions of
the novel verb—i.e., a set of intransitive usages with each
of 5 possible semantics (as indicated above), at a given frequency level (2, 8, 24)—we use Equation 1 to measure the
likelihood of an intransitive and a transitive test frame. (The
test frames each have an animate subject, since those are more
frequent overall.) Since the test frame likelihoods produced
by this method cannot be directly compared with acceptability ratings (as in the human experiments), we instead report
the likelihood of the transitive frame relative to that of the intransitive. That is, we divide the transitive likelihood by the
intransitive likelihood and report this ratio in Figure 3.
Firstly, Ambridge et al. (2011) observed that when the
meaning of the novel verb matched a class of alternating
verbs, participants rated transitive uses as more acceptable
than if the meaning matched a non-alternating class. In our
results, transitive verb usages are more acceptable in the
manner-of-motion and change-of-state conditions than in the
other three cases. That is, when the novel verb has a meaning
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similar to a class of alternating verbs, it is more expected to
alternate, despite only ever being seen in the intransitive form.
The model uses information about the semantic class of the
novel verb to appropriately constrain generalization patterns.
Secondly, Ambridge et al. expected to find an effect of input frequency on the generalization, such that the acceptability of a transitive frame would be lower for a high-frequency
novel verb than for a low-frequency novel verb. That is, as
the intransitive use becomes more entrenched, it would more
strongly constrain the use of the transitive. While the authors
did not observe such an effect with novel verbs, they did find
this effect with known verbs (which they also had subjects
rate in various usages). We do see the effect in our results
on novel verbs, in some conditions. Specifically, for both
of the alternating classes and for one of the non-alternating
classes, the likelihood of the transitive decreases as the input
frequency increases. The novel verb becomes increasingly
entrenched as an intransitive-only verb, even though this may
conflict with the semantic cues (i.e., in the case of the novel
verbs from the alternating classes). These results show how
the model can be used to investigate the interaction of multiple factors in verb learning: semantic cues still have an effect
at higher frequencies, but the effect is tempered by the increasing frequency of the observed frame.

Conclusions
In this paper, we show how abstract knowledge of verb argument structure and verb alternation classes contributes to
syntactic and semantic generalization in verb learning. We
extend a recent hierarchical Bayesian model of verb learning
to capture form–meaning regularities in argument structure,
and show that the complex probabilistic abstractions captured
by the model are robust enough to drive realistic generalizations of verb alternation knowledge.
Our model is capable of using distributional information
carried over multiple syntactic frames to infer aspects of the
meaning of a novel verb, a generalization effect observed in
children (Naigles, 1996; Scott & Fisher, 2009). We show
that by capturing general tendencies of verb use, probabilistic
representations of verb classes help to alleviate the effect of
noise characteristic of real-world data.
The model is also capable of using the meaning of a novel
verb to constrain alternation patterns, an effect discussed by
Pinker (1989) and demonstrated recently by Ambridge et al.
(2011) and Kline and Demuth (2010). Moreover, we show
that as the frequency of the novel verb increases in training,
the entrenchment of the observed pattern further constrains
generalization, an important factor in usage-based approaches
to language acquisition.
To our knowledge, this is the first computational model of
verb learning from real-world data that demonstrates the use
of acquired class-level knowledge to show both syntactic and
semantic generalization effects. The probabilistic nature of
the representation is robust to the noise and uncertainty inherent in child-directed speech. This model provides a useful

framework to investigate the interaction of multiple factors in
verb learning in a complex environment.
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Abstract
We study the role of social capital in language acquisition during study abroad. Using data collected from 204 participants
in Japanese study abroad programs, we show that students who
leverage social capital through bridging relationships feel they
achieve higher levels of language improvement. Furthermore,
an analysis of the topics participants discuss with locals suggests that there are significant differences between students
who have a tendency to build close-knit networks and students
who cast a broader net.
Keywords: Social Capital; Second Language Acquisition;
Study Abroad.

Introduction
Research in second language acquisition during study abroad
has dealt with a number of issues including language use, proficiency development (Badstübner & Ecke, 2009; Mendelson,
2004), and language socialization (Fraser, 2002; Campbell,
1996). Language socialization involves becoming integrated
into a community that allows one to practice the second language in meaningful social contexts (Wang, 2010). Language
socialization is a complex process affected by a range of variables, including motivation, attitudes, interlocutor attributes,
and a range of other variables (Isabellı́-Garcia, 2006), and the
few studies conducted to date suggest that socialization can
affect language acquisition (Mendelson, 2004; Whitworth,
2006).
One particularly interesting measure of social networks,
which has been popularized and aggressively pursued in the
past couple of decades, is social capital (Coleman, 1988; Lin,
2001; Putnam, 2000). Unlike most other forms of capital that
tend to emphasize what people possess individually, social
capital is an inherently social measure that focuses on the relationships that exist among people. Indeed, social capital
attempts to quantify the value of such relationships in achieving some individual or group benefit based on the resources
present in the underlying network (Borgatti, Jones, & Everett,
1998; Adler & Kwon, 2002).
An analysis of language acquisition during study abroad
from the social capital perspective is unprecedented within
the existing body of second language acquisition and study
abroad research. Although social capital might be more traditionally thought of by some as future employment opportunities or the capacity to secure social favors, an individual’s ability to acquire and utilize social capital during study
abroad would appear to be consequential in second language
acquisition, primarily as a means of exposure to the second

language. From this, it is clear that an exploration of second
language acquisition and study abroad in the context of social
capital merits the critical consideration of those researching
second language acquisition and language socialization. We
present one such exploration here for a Japanese study abroad
program involving over 200 participants.
The paper is organized as follows. We first provide a brief
overview of our social capital framework and show how it is
specialized to the context of our language acquisition during
study abroad analysis. We then present our data and methodology, and show how a number of indicators such as perceived
language proficiency and conversation topics vary based on
students’ social behavior. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of the novel insight into language acquisition provided
by the social capital perspective.

Social Capital Framework
Space does not permit us to give a full account of our computational framework for social capital. We give only a brief
description of its main components and state the simplifying
assumptions we make to apply it here. Further details about
the framework are in (Smith, Giraud-Carrier, & Purser, 2009;
Smith & Giraud-Carrier, 2010).
Social capital is grounded in relationships, individuals’ attributes, and available resources. To exploit this information,
we find it useful to distinguish between two types of relationships among individuals, as follows.
• An explicit connection links one individual to another
based on some purposive action (e.g., sending an email,
visiting) or a well-defined relationship (e.g., being a friend
of, collaborating with). Individuals thus linked are aware
of the explicit connections among them.
• An implicit affinity connects individuals together based on
loosely defined affinities, or inherent similarities, such as
similar hobbies or shared interests. Individuals may not
be aware of the similarities in attitudes and behaviors that
exist among them.
We call explicit social networks (ESNs), social networks
built from explicit connections and implicit affinity networks (IANs), social networks arising from implicit affinities (Smith, Giraud-Carrier, & Judkins, 2007). Social capital
is naturally interested in implicit affinities, since it clearly has
some relation to shared affiliations or activities among individuals (Belliveau, O’Reilly, & Wade, 1996). On the other
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hand, social capital can really only accrue, or be realized,
when individuals are aware of it, that is, when they establish
explicit connections among themselves. It follows that hybrid
networks, i.e., networks that include both implicit affinities
and explicit connections, play a key role in the definition and
analysis of social capital.
Note that in a strict sense, social capital is only realized
once actions are taken and their result evidences the presence
of said social capital. Hence, typical studies of social capital
are retrospective. Within our framework, however, we wish to
use the notion of social capital to reason about how one could
leverage one’s relations. For example, given that X and I are
friends, that X is a headhunter and that I am looking for a job,
I would probably want to ask X to help me find a job. While
evidence of any social capital will truly become apparent only
if and when X chooses to help me, it seems most reasonable
for me to try to take advantage of my friendship with X. For
simplicity here, we equate the presence of an explicit link
with the presence of social capital.
We also find it useful to adopt Putnam’s high-level dichotomy of social capital into bonding social capital and
bridging social capital to provide a general characterization of
individuals’ (here, learners’) behaviors (Putnam, 2000; Putnam & Feldstein, 2003). Bonding refers to the tendency that
individuals may have to associate with others who are similar to them, leading to homogeneous groups. Bridging occurs when individuals associate with others who are not like
them, leading to heterogeneous groups. The types of links
connecting individuals give rise to bonding and/or bridging
social capital, as follows.
1. Implicit affinities only. In this case, the individuals have
much in common (e.g., similar occupation or hobbies) but
they are unaware of it. If they were to connect explicitly,
they would be bonding, but since they have not yet, we say
that there is only potential for bonding social capital.
2. Implicit affinities and explicit connections. In this case,
the potential for bonding social capital is now realized as
similar individuals connect to one another explicitly.
3. No implicit affinities and no explicit connections. In this
case, the individuals have nothing in common and they are
unaware of each other. If they were to connect explicitly,
they would be bridging, but since they have not yet, we say
that there is only potential for bridging social capital.
4. No implicit affinities but explicit connections. In this case,
the dissimilar individuals are now connected to one another
(e.g., colleagues collaborating across disciplines or members of a church choir). Hence, we say that there is realized
bridging social capital.
The foregoing treats affinities and explicit connections as aggregate binary entities that are either present or absent. In
practice, of course, these links may exist with varying degrees
of strength. For example, two individuals may have some

things in common and others not. Shared attributes, attitudes
and behaviors represent opportunities for bonding, while differences among the same represent opportunities for bridging. Thus, there is generally both bonding and bridging social
capital between individuals. Furthermore, while it seems appropriate for implicit affinities to be “undirected,” since two
people either share or do not share a specific affinity, it is
not so for explicit edges. Indeed, it is clear that the value
of some (explicit) relationships is not necessarily reciprocal
and may vary among participants. For example, one person
may consider another person as their best friend, while that
other person may look at the first as only a good friend. Thus,
our framework recognizes that the amount of social capital
an individual i may realize from a relationship with another
individual j is not predicated upon the value that i places in
the relationship, but rather upon the value that j places in it.
While i may think highly of that connection, for example in
the context of obtaining a job reference from j, the reference
will only be as strong as j thinks of i, and not the other way.
We can now turn to a formal account of social capital in
hybrid networks. Let sIAN
∈ [0, 1] be the strength of the imij
plicit affinity, or measure of similarity, between individuals i
and j. It follows that sIAN
stands for the potential for bondij
ing that exists between i and j, while its reciprocal, 1 − sIAN
ij ,
stands for the potential for bridging that exists between i and
j. Similarly, let sESN
be the strength of the explicit connecij
tion between individuals i and j. sESN
may be as simple as 1
ij
or 0, to reflect the presence or absence of a link, but may also
range over [0,1] to capture degrees of connectivity (e.g., best
friend vs. casual friend vs. acquaintance). Finally, let Ind be
the set of individuals in the network.
The bonding social capital realized by a node i, when (explicitly) connecting with node j, is naturally given as the
product of the strength of the implicit affinity between i
and j by the strength of the explicit edge connecting j to i:
ESN
sIAN
ij sji . As expected, if j is unaware of i, even when i may
be aware of (and possibly even count on) j, there is no social
capital available for i from that relationship. The (realized)
bonding social capital of an individual i is then the sum of
its realized bonding social capital with all other individuals.
That is,
ESN
b(i) = ∑ sIAN
ij sji
j∈Ind, j6=i

Likewise, the (realized) bridging social capital of an individual i is the sum of its realized bridging social capital with
all other individuals. That is,
br(i) =

∑

ESN
(1 − sIAN
ij )sji

j∈Ind, j6=i

Methodology
Participants were 204 former recipients of Bridging Scholarships for study abroad in Japan (101 male and 103 female,
average age 21.3 years, SD = 2.90). These students had studied Japanese for an average of 2.07 years (SD = 1.87) prior
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to their departure for Japan. They spent an average of 8.4
months (SD = 3.70) in Japan, taking 13.2 hours per week
(SD = 5.27) of Japanese language courses in 38 language programs across 22 different cities.
To capture learners’ perspectives regarding gains in speaking proficiency over study abroad, we had students complete a Then-Now self-assessment (Rohs & Lagone, 1997),
based on an oft-used self-assessment instrument designed by
Clark (1981). Then-Now measurement is common in educational research as a means of measuring the effectiveness
of program interventions and although not as objective as
traditional standardized tests of language proficiency, results
correlate at moderate degrees with such standardized measures and yield highly reliable results (Dewey, 2002; Lam &
Bengo, 2003). Our Then-Now survey presents tasks based
on the ACTFL Speaking Proficiency Guidelines (BreinderSanders, Lowe, Miles, & Swender, 2000) ranging from
Novice-Level to Superior-Level, and asks learners to rate
their ability on a 1 (not at all able) to 5 (quite easily) scale.
Then-Now reliability estimates were high (Cronbach’s Alpha=.97 for Then and .96 for Now).
We measured language use via a web-based version of the
Language Contact Profile (LCP), a survey created by Freed et
al. (Freed, Dewey, Segalowitz, & Halter, 2004). Social network information was obtained via a thirteen-question version of the Study Abroad Social Interaction Questionnaire
(SASIQ) developed by Dewey et al. (2011). The SASIQ consists of items designed to allow the computation of various
social network measures, such as size, intensity and dispersion (Scott, 2000). The version of the SASIQ we used also
contained items asking learners to identify their friends together with the topics about which they spoke with each one
of them. The social network for each participant is thus best
represented as a star network (see Figure 1), where the central node is the participant, and the nodes around the periphery represent individuals listed by the participant as friends.
The survey allowed for a maximum of 20 friends, but only 56
participants listed 20 friends.

Figure 1: Participants’ Social Network

Social Capital for Language Acquisition
Due to the nature of the application, we must specialize our
general social capital framework. In particular, we make the
following assumptions. (Note: we are only interested in realized social capital, so there is no need to consider implicit
links with those not listed as friends.)
1. The only explicit links are between participants and their
listed friends. These links are assumed to be undirected
and of strength 1, that is,
sESN
= sESN
=
ij
ji



1
0

for each participant i and friend j
otherwise

2. Implicit links are determined only by the topics discussed
with friends. Indeed, we have no other information about
friends that would allow further affinities to be considered.
Each topic of discussion is a possible affinity between individuals.
3. The set Ti of topics discussed by Xi with all of its listed
friends is the complete set of possible affinities among
them, i.e., we assume that the friends have no other topics of conversation than those pursued with Xi .
4. If Ti is the set of all topics discussed by Xi and Tij ⊂ Ti is
the set of topics that Xi discusses with X j , then
(a) both Xi and X j are interested in the topics in Tij , so that
the topics in Tij make up the implicit affinities between
Xi and X j , and
|T |

(b) the ratio |Tiji | can be used as a measure of the strength of
the affinity between Xi and X j , that is,
sIAN
ij =

| Tij |
| Ti |

Bonding and bridging social capitals are then computed as
per the general framework’s equations. Intuitively, if Xi discusses similar topics with all of his/her friends (i.e., Tij ' Ti
for all X j with whom Xi is connected), then Xi has a tendency
to bonding, while if Xi discusses different topics with different friends (i.e., Tij 6= Tik for X j 6= Xk ), then Xi has a tendency
to bridging.
The reader may have noticed that our definition of bridging social capital may be impacted by the number of friends a
participant has. Indeed, there is a strong correlation (r = 0.95,
p < .0001) between these two quantities as shown in Figure 2.
However, we wish to point out that, in general, bridging social capital is a finer and richer measure as manifested by the
vertical dispersion of points on the figure. One extreme case
is highlighted by the points labeled a and b. Both of these
have 17 friends, and hence would be considered the same under that measure. Yet, b has high bridging, while a has very
low bridging.
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Figure 2: Bridging vs. Number of Friends

Figure 3: Influence of Social Capital on Language Improvement

Summary of Findings
average participants within the bonders group had discussed
7 different topics, while those within the bridgers group discussed 11 topics (4 more).

In this section, we show how learners’ self-reported language
proficiency and conversation topics vary based on their social
behavior.
The aggregate language improvement score is the sum of
the differences in the pre- and post- of the 21 self-evaluated
language scores. For our participants, the language improvement scores range from -4 to +59.
Rather than carry two scores, one for bonding social capital
and one for bridging social capital, we grouped participants
into “bonders” and “bridgers” based on their tendency to either behavior. That tendency was computed as the difference
between their bonding and bridging social capital values. Individuals with values greater than (or equal to) the mean tendency value were labeled as “bonders”, while those with values less than the mean were labeled as “bridgers.”

Table 1: Number of Conversation Topics by Social Capital
Group
Group
Bonders
Bridgers

Self-Perceived Gains in Language Proficiency
Figure 3 shows the box-plots comparing the bonders and
bridgers groups, with respect to their language improvement.
ANCOVA results indicated a significant effect of social capital (bridging vs. bonding) on language improvement (gains
from pre- to post-) after controlling for pre-departure proficiency estimate and time in Japan (both found to be predictors of gains in studies cited previously), F(1, 201) = 12.53,
p < .0001. Bridgers (N = 90, M = 26.4, SD = 12.4) fared
significantly better than bonders (N = 114, M = 21.9, SD =
12.1).

Topic and Group Analysis
Table 1 shows the number of topics used within each of the
groups, the number of participants, and the average number
of topics that each participant used within each group. On

Topics
786
992

Participants
114
90

Topics / Participant
6.89
11.02

Although each topic was discussed by at least one person within each group, some topics were discussed more frequently by participants within each group. Figure 4 shows
each topic and which group discussed it most frequently. The
upper region of the plot shows the topics that bridgers used
more often than bonders, while the lower region shows the
topics that bonders used more often than bridgers. The scale
represents how many more bridgers/bonders used the given
topic. For example, the “life views and ideals” topic (in the
upper region of the plot) was discussed by 20 more bridgers
than bonders. On the other hand, the “business and economics” topic (in the lower region of the plot) was discussed
by five more bonders than bridgers. Topics having the same
difference in participants are separated by a slash (‘/’).
According to this ranking, the most disparate topics were
“many topics” and “academics”. The two topics used more
frequently by bridgers are “many topics” and “random topics”, which suggest that students within this group talked
about a larger variety of topics than others. On the opposite
end, it seems that “academics” is a safe topic for any student
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Figure 4: Bridger vs. Bonder Topics
as it is discussed in classes and is something that could possibly even limit who they speak to.

on a variety of topics in formal and informal settings from
both concrete and abstract perspectives,” whereas learners
one level below (Advanced) “cannot sustain performance at
that [abstract] level across a variety of topics,” but “are more
comfortable discussing a variety of topics concretely” (pp.
14-15). The complexity and variety of topics learners are able
to control in the second language decreases with lower level
abilities, a pattern in line with the connections between topic
range and perceived proficiency level in our research.
This work also has implications for pre-departure preparation. If students are better prepared both linguistically and
mentally to engage in a variety of topics while abroad, their
chances of making gains while abroad are likely to improve.
Those who practice a variety of topics to the extent that
they are able to participate in discussions even haltingly prior
to going abroad are more likely to be able to bridge while
abroad, discussing a variety of topics with a variety of people (DeKeyser, 2007) and taking fuller advantage of a setting
where “perhaps the most crucial intervention is to give [students] assignments that force them to interact meaningfully
with [locals] and overcome their fear of speaking” (p. 218).
Overcoming this fear of speaking may have also been partially responsible for the bridgers’ ability to discuss a variety
of topics in the second language. In this study we did not
measure personality–a weakness we are addressing in followup research, where we have collected data investigating the
roles of personality, motivation, and affective variables in the
creation of social capital during study abroad. Naiman and his
colleagues (1996) observed that extroversion and sociability
are important in learning one’s second language. It is possible that highly extroverted learners are more likely to discuss
a variety of (often less familiar) topics than less extroverted
learners. We hope to elucidate the role of personality in our
ongoing and future work.

Discussion
The above analysis highlights the potential of social capital as
an explanatory variable in study abroad research. While factors such as time abroad, pre-departure proficiency, and grammatical knowledge have received relatively large amounts
of attention in study abroad research (Davidson, 2010), social capital and its role in social networking have yet to be
explored. Previous studies have shown that developing social networks with native speakers while abroad via volunteer work, part-time employment, club membership, etc. can
facilitate language acquisition (Isabellı́-Garcia, 2006; Whitworth, 2006). Our research adds to this knowledge by demonstrating that it may not simply be a matter of developing social
networks, but also bridging with others by conversing about
a range of topics.
The ACTFL Speaking Proficiency Guidelines (BreinderSanders et al., 2000) contain a number of descriptions of
higher levels of proficiency that indicate learners who wish to
become more proficient can benefit from discussing a range
of topics. For example, learners at the Superior level are expected to “participate fully and effectively in conversations

Conclusion
In conclusion, this study has explored social capital as it pertains to second language acquisition. Our framework has allowed us to consider participants’ language socialization according to their bridging and bonding social capital. By this,
we have attempted to assess whether bridging or bonding better predicts improvement in language skills. This method of
analysis is valuable from a social capital perspective, as increased language abilities can potentially open doors to new
venues for relationship development. Also, the results we
have presented confirm the notion that social capital, in terms
of bridging and bonding, can provide important insights into
language socialization and acquisition.
The information we base our conclusions on is limited to
the conversation topics reported by our participants in the survey heretofore discussed. We are currently engaged in additional research investigating the nature of conversations learners have (length and type of discourse, etc.). Additional work
might also look at other forms of data or investigate if similar trends explain connections between language socialization
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and acquisition that occurs via the Internet. Surely, there are a
multitude of potential environments in which the implications
of this model can be observed that have yet to be considered.
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Using a Speaker’s Eye-Gaze in Conversation: Benefits and Costs
Joy Hanna
Oberlin College

Susan Brennan
Stony Brook University
Abstract: Eyegaze is a powerful source of information in face-to-face conversation. Our previous work showed
addressees can use this information rapidly and flexibly, speeding referential disambiguation when the speaker was
clearly looking at a target object versus a similar competitor. However, monitoring eyegaze demands attentional
resources which may also have costs during collaborative tasks. Since the most reliable indication of gaze direction
comes from looking near a speaker’s eyes, but people can also judge less precise head orientation more peripherally
(e.g., Loomis et al., 2008), we compared addressees’ ability to disambiguate instructions to pick up objects when
a speaker’s eyes were visible or were obscured by mirrored sunglasses, compared to a baseline where the speaker
was completely hidden. We present analyses of addressees’ eye movements which reveal the extent to which they
benefit from attending to and coordinating the use of the speaker’s disambiguating eye versus head movements during
language comprehension.
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Abstract
Linguistic negation can be comprehended with the inclusion
(or absence) of features and categories associated with the
senses in a single step. Under this view, there is no need for
explicit logical operators, as the negating word or phase is
treated no differently than any other word. Negation provides
additional context, whereby visualizing negation as a
trajectory in a distributed, grounded perceptual simulation
space can easily characterize the comprehension of negated
sentences. A mousetracking experiment was conducted to
explore how this kind of process may be enacted in the brain
and to tease apart hypotheses of logical manipulations vs.
analogue signals performing this work.
Keywords: language understanding, neural networks,
situated cognition, mouse-tracking

Introduction
Negation occurs in all languages and is is an important
part of everyday communication. Humans need it to express
situations in which an object, person, state, or event is not
present or even non-existent. Negation can be coded in a
variety of ways.
In some cases, it is expressed
suprasegmentally, for instance, in sarcastic remarks such as
“I sure excelled in that class,” said by a student who just
learned that his course grade was a D. It can also be coded
with affixes, such as the prefix “non-“, as in “The
nonexistence of rules worries me.” It can also be coded
with words such as “not”, “none”, and “without”. Despite
the ubiquity of negation, its processing has perplexed
philosophers for centuries. There is still a relatively poor
understanding of how people contend with the meaning of
simple negated statements such as “The eagle is not in the
sky”.
The processes that underlie the comprehension of a
negated utterance has generated recent interest among
psycholinguists. In pioneering work, Kaup, Yaxley,
Madden, Zwaan, and Lüdtke, (2006) presented participants
with sentences like, “The eagle was not in the sky,” then
presented an accompanying picture. Participants had to
respond whether the content of the picture had been
mentioned in the sentence they had just read. The reasoning
was that if participants perceptually simulate negation in the
same way they simulate affirmative sentences, they should
be quicker to respond “yes” to pictures that match the
sentence (e.g., an eagle with its wings folded). Kaup and
colleagues found that when participants read negated
sentences, response times to a picture that matched the

affirmative version of the proposition (eagle with wings
spread) were faster than to a picture that actually matched
the negated sentence, suggesting that a perceptual
simulation of the affirmative proposition was created in
response to negated sentences. The researchers then
suggested that negation may be handled through a separate,
special process, not through a perceptual simulation.
Thus, the timecourse of understanding a negated sentence
is not well understood. There are three possibilities as to
how a final interpretation of the negation comes to be
activated (Figure 1). The first possibility is a logical process
discretely revises a fully activated affirmative interpretation
(1A). The second scenario predicts a lag in activation of a
negated sentence, simply because negation is more complex
(1B). The third hypothesis is negation produces increased
competition amongst the possible features the negated
meaning could activate, forcing negation to be slower at
first, but once one interpretation begins to form, making
negation much faster compared to the affirmative version
(1C). Note that this last hypothesis predicts only speed
differences, and no spatial differences.

Figure 1: Each hypothesis shows predicted mouse
trajectories on a computer screen.
Each of these panels in Figure 1 can be thought of in
terms of velocity: the speed and direction in which an
interpretation is formed will be shared with motor systems
during a response (Spivey, Grosjean & Knoblich, 2005).
Thus, spatial and velocity metrics of a computer mouse will
reveal which of the aforementioned hypotheses can best
explain how a negated interpretation is formed. In addition,
a proof of concept model was created as a fundamental first
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step in providing a groundwork for a one-stage process for
linguistic negation. Although preliminary, proof of learning
and some principles of perceptual simulation are
demonstrated.
Inspired by Elman’s (1990) treatment of simple recurrent
networks that learn linguistic sequences, one can
conceptualize the dynamics of a negated sentence as
forming a trajectory through the state space of the network.
If each neuron is treated as a dimension, then the firing rates
of all the neurons at any given time slice form a set of
coordinates that index a location in the state space.
Therefore, a string of words in a sentence necessarily forms
a string of locations: a trajectory. Importantly, sensorimotor
features can be integrated into a simple recurrent network
(Howell, Jankowicz, & Becker 2005), creating dimensions
that arise from perception and emerge in cognition. Simply
put, the meaning of a word in this network is a distributed
code of features and primitive perceptual categories.
Whereas some previous networks use a single node with a
priori instructions on performing the negation (e.g., Samad,
1988), this network has no special instructions for the word
not. Instead, when the network is presented with the words
The coin is not heads-up, the network sees features on the
last word that are instead associated with features on a tailsup coin. Thus, not becomes a contextual modifier, signaling
that the upcoming word is of an alternative or more diffuse
meaning. More specifically binary-alternative negations can
readily go to the alternative, and multiple-alternative
negations (such as location, in which an object could be in
any number of alternative places) become a blend of
possibilities.
First the network will be laid out and its properties
examined for principles of how perceptual simulation must
function under a framework of embodied semantics. Then, a
mousetracking experiment will demonstrate that a one-stage
process, with increased competition for negated sentences,
best accommodates these and previous findings.

Model
The corpus consists of both affirmative and negated
sentences, in even numbers. Eleven sentences were binaryalternatives (e.g. The coin is [heads-up/tails-up) and 12
sentences were four-alternative (e.g. The child is
[angry/annoyed/calm/content]). Some partial overlap was
built into this corpus (i.e., with two of the binary-alternative
pairs using glass as their noun). It is much less clear how the
network would negate a multiple-alternative set in this case,
and thus their examination is crucial to test the flexibility of
this model. Further, some overlap must realistically be built
in to mimic a realistic scenario. Learning rate was kept
constant at a value of .09 and momentum was set at a value
of .1 for the duration of training.
The target perceptual features were constructed using
binary targets, where the first-author rated each word as
either having a particular feature or not. The features chosen
were visual (33 features), proprioceptive (11 features),
auditory (5 features), emotional (8 features) or related to

olfaction/gustation (6 features). These 63 features targets
were specified a priori but do not imply that these features
are exactly their label, or must be in some predetermined
arrangement. The target layer can be thought of as the
environment and the things that are simply co-present with a
particular word, and the important aspect is on the featurefeature relationships, an not the label itself. The network
was trained such that error consistently ranged from the
minimum error of 1.9 x 10-7 to a maximum of .026. This
was found to be the point at which the error became stable
and could not improve any further.
No error was fed back from the perceptual simulation
layer on the, is and not. The network is doing word
prediction, but it is also seeing and hearing features for the
current word. Thus, the target layer for the input eagle in the
sentence The eagle is flying, the corpus target predicts is and
the perceptual simulation targets are, for example, feathers,
eyes, and blue. Thus, the model is not doing any explicit
prediction in the perceptual simulation layer. Rather, the
most sophisticated assumption is that one needs to have
some feature detectors and a modicum of perception to learn
about words.
Each axis is a particular feature’s activation, chosen
automatically. The x-axis is always the most active noun
feature for that sentence. The y and z-axes are chosen based
on which features are non-overlapping perceptual targets.
However, note that overlap between noun and adjective
features do not always clearly delimit these boundaries. For
example, Figure 2 is an illustrates the way the binary input
string The shoe is (not) [tied/untied] traverses through a
three dimensional coordinate feature space (stable, tough,
moving). The shoe follows the same path for every sentence,
going from stable, to stable and tough, to a location with
partially active stable and moving features. This is already
displaying an emergent property: the model was not told to
activate any features for the, is and not; however, these
words still carry some feature activations. Also note that the
context layer of the network is reinitialized after each
sentence is run through the network, and so activation for
the cannot be due to carry over from the previous sentence.
Due to the pattern of connections, these words cannot help
but carry multifarious meaning.
After is in Figure 2, the trajectories begin to diverge.
Notice that both negated sentences overlap on not and that
this location is approximately equidistant between two
alternative locations. The shoe is tied and The shoe is not
untied both end in a corner with stable being almost entirely
active. The shoe is untied and The shoe is not tied end by
deactivating stable and tough features, and activating
moving features. Thus, when the network hears about a shoe
being untied in either its negated or affirmative versions, it
is able to comprehend a stable tough shoe, and then
correctly simulate something akin to shoelaces moving
around freely as one walks.
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Figure 2: Sentence trajectory through feature activation
space. Beginnings of sentence overlap until the noun.
Figure 3 shows some nuance of how negating a sentence
may subtlety change its meaning. The shoe is tied settles
easily into a perceptual attractor, whereas The shoe is not
untied shows a slightly different pattern of activation. The
targets did not expressly tell the network that these two
meanings were different in any way. However, looking at
these trajectories, it appears that the network emergently
decided that this particular negation should not activate the
happy feature that the equivalent affirmative meaning
activates. Thus, this network is capable of negating
sentences and finding a meaning where primary features are
extremely similar in their activations, but other less active
features are susceptible to quirks, resulting in subtle, but
quantifiable, flavoring differences. The tiny activations
surrounding the major primarily activated features create the
majority of flexibility in this system, while the primary
features constrain and ensure similar interpretations for each
sentence.

Figure 4 shows a pair from the negation of the trained
multiple-alternative sentence (The computer is (not) [blue,
green, gray, white]). The network has learned to associate
green primarily with a tangy taste, and blue with quietude.
However, the negations go to 0, because their alternative
meanings are not within this subset of features but would
require plotting alternative feature activations. For this
visualization, their meaning is in the absence of the primary
distinctive features of green and blue. One of the differences
between multiples and binaries lies in this diffusion of
meaning. It will always be more difficult to capture the
meaning of a negation of something like a location, where
the range of alternatives is large or even infinite, or
something like a color, which has finite labels but is a
continuous physical substrate. Therefore, the meaning of not
may actually primarily be a deactivation of the affirmative
version’s primary features and subtle activation of diffuse
alternatives. This makes any multiple-alternative negation
much less stable, which could affect the encoding and
subsequent retrieval accuracy of a negation (Anderson,
Huette, Matlock & Spivey, 2010).

Figure 4: Deactivation in negated meaning

Figure 3: Same sentence as Figure 2 with modified y-axis.
It is much more difficult to see the primary activations of
multiple-alternative negations in just three dimensions.

Even in this extremely small corpus, the network is
capable of doing some degree of generalization, which
previously has been a criticism of the perceptual simulation
framework. For example, the network has never seen the
sentence The egg is clean or The egg is dirty. It has
encountered each one of those words though, and has
associated features. Figure 5 shows appropriate perceptual
features for these two novel affirmative sentences, but some
less appropriate feature activations for the negated versions
of these novel sentences. Though imperfect, the endpoint of
…is not dirty is closer to the endpoint of …is clean, and the
endpoint of …is not clean is close to the endpoint of …is
dirty. As such, the previous graphs of oft-repeated sentences
may be somewhat idealized versions of how a sentence is
negated.
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Figure 5: Example generalization in the network

Discussion
To allow for generalization, the meanings of sentences
may be necessarily somewhat distinct between the
affirmative and the (supposedly) equivalent negated form.
Generalization is extremely powerful and indicates that once
a small amount of statistical information is encountered and
learned, almost anything can be negated as effortlessly as
something that has been episodically encountered. When the
network encounters a novel use of a word, it can easily
simulate it, incorporating the surrounding context to create a
brand new meaning. The productivity of language is a
fundamental law in linguistics (REF?), and this model and
framework holds promise for allowing a multitude of
meanings that have never been directly encountered as well
as their negations.

Experiment
Participants. Twenty-four participants were given partial
course credit for their participation and run in accordance
with IRB regulations. All were University of California,
Merced, students, and all were prescreened to ensure normal
or corrected to normal vision and audition. Participants with
dyslexia or other reading disabilities were also excluded.
Only right-handed or ambidextrous native American
English-speakers were included in this study.
Materials. All target sentences were recorded in the negated
form, and all fillers were recorded exclusively in the
affirmative form. In both cases, a male speaker was used.
To construct the affirmative versions, not was spliced out of
the file at zero crossings, ensuring the voice sounded
unaltered and natural. This was done to ensure there were no
effects of priming, due to sentences being presented in both
negated and affirmative forms. All pictures were simple
clipart, modified in Adobe Photoshop to fit the location and
state in which they were described. For example, a folded
newspaper was presented on a rack, paired with the

sentences The newspaper is [not] on the rack or The
newspaper is [not] folded.
Design. To test whether the affirmative state is competing
with or being activated in parallel with the negated state,
participants completed a modified forced-choice
mousetracking task. Twenty-four stimuli pairs were
constructed, where 12 pairs described locations of a noun
(The towel is [not] on the bar/floor) and 12 pairs described
states (The towel is [not] flat/crumpled). Two lists were
constructed, whereby 6 pairs of each type were used as
targets in List A, and the other 6 pairs of each type were
used in List B (12 pairs, or 24 individual stimulus
sentences). The targets consist of both Negated and
Affirmative forms, 2 different states/locations, yielding 48
targets. In addition, filler sentences with a different noun
and location or state were constructed, such that the filler
trials could consist of two choices with no overlapping
information. The pairs not used as targets were used to
construct these, randomly selecting from one of the
state/location sentence endings. For example, a target trial
contained a picture of a newspaper on a rack paired with a
newspaper on a driveway, and the comparable filler trial
paired a sentence describing a newspaper as folded (same
picture of it folded on a rack) with a football on a field.
Thus in list A, the newspaper was always presented as a pair
of pictures for affirmative and negated spoken stimuli about
the location, and the newspaper, described as folded, was
always presented with audio and visual components of The
motorcycle is broken (also a description of it's state). This
kind of pairing was chosen such that the key manipulation
of affirmative and negated was less salient, because
sometimes the disambiguating information is in the noun
(e.g. picture of a football and a newspaper), and at other
times participants had to disambiguate based on the state or
location (e.g. newspaper on driveway or rack).
Procedure. The experiment began with five practice trials.
Participants read instructions that told them to click a small
red box located at the bottom middle of the screen. After
clicking this box, it disappeared and a sentence played over
headphones. After the sentence, two pictures appeared in the
upper right and upper left parts of the screen. The location
of the target picture was pseudo-randomized for each list.
Participants were asked to move their mouse over one of the
pictures to indicate which picture best matched the sentence
(e.g. “The newspaper is on the rack” and a picture of a
newspaper in an open newsrack or with a picture of a
newspaper on a driveway as the response choices). Moving
the cursor to the top right or top left over the picture
constituted a response (no click was required). X,Y screen
coordinates were sampled at approximately 67 Hz using
Psyscope X (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt & Provost, 1993),
along with the items on the screen, reaction times, and the
eventual response. The tracking speed of the mouse was set
to the third lowest setting in the Mac OSX operating system
preferences, and chair height was set to the highest setting.
Both of these constraints ensure motor movements come
from the entire limb and are not localized to small wrist
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movements, which could cause asymmetries in leftward and
rightward movements.
Mouse-Tracking Data. Variability in RT led to a different
number of samples on each trial. To cut out this variability,
each trial was time-normalized in increments of 2% of the
total response time by means of linear interpolation (Spivey
et al., 2005). This yielded 51 x,y samples per trial, which
were then translated to a common starting point of (0,0). All
responses to the left side of the screen were mirrored to the
right such that all data could be pooled. To derive maximum
deviations, a straight line from the start (0,0) to the response
(last sample) was computed, and 51 points along that line.
Then, Euclidean distance was found from every point on
that line to every point on the trajectory (51 points on the
line x 51 points on the trajectory equaled 2,601). Because
Euclidean distance is an absolute value, points that deviated
below the straight line were multiplied by -1, ensuring these
points would not be interpreted as deviation toward the
competing response. Then, we computed the minimum
distance for each point and the maximum of those
minimums is found. The resulting point from the trajectory
is the maximum deviation.
Results
Importantly, only correct trials were analyzed. Response
accuracy was high for all participants, but there was a slight
difference in accuracy by condition. For Affirmative trials,
an average of 97% were correct (SD=3.5%), and for
Negated trials, the average was significantly lower at 93%
(SD=6.5%, paired samples t-test: t(23)=3.08, p=.005). As in
previous research, Negated trials exhibited longer reaction
times than Affirmative trials, confirmed by a paired samples
t-test (Negated: M=3179ms, SD= 671ms; Affirmative:
M=2608ms, SD=442ms; t(23)=-7.96, p<.0001). This finding
is in line with previous research, aiding in the validation of
this as a useful and informative design.
The tests designed to address the three hypotheses were as
follows: The proportion of time spent over the midline
(Figure 1A), spatial deviations in the form of maximum
deviation (Figure 1B), and instantaneous velocity, which
should parallel one of the panels in Figure 1. Importantly,
the third hypothesis (Figure 1C) only predicts velocity
differences as a function of negated sentences competing
with an affirmative simulation, but no spatial deviations.
Slight deviations over the midline created a rather high
proportion of total time spent on the side opposite the
response. The proportion of time spent on the incorrect side
of the midline for Negated stimuli was .317 (SD=.09) and
for Affirmative stimuli the proportion was .29 of the toal
time (SD=.1). This difference is non-significant (t(23)=1.307, p>.2). Further, these proportions may seem high, but
to see if these were slight deviations or rather large
attractions over the midline toward the incorrect response, a
threshold of 10 pixels over the midline was used. In this
analysis, the proportion of time spent more than 10 pixels
past the midline in the wrong direction is .15 for both

conditions (Affirmative SD=.12, Negated SD=.1,
t(23)=.117, p=.91). This analysis demonstrates that these are
slight deviations not to be confused with attraction toward a
competing representation.
The next analysis uses the maximum deviation metric to
investigate spatial deviations between conditions. This
measurement is the maximum pixels deviated from a
straight line to the response. (Affirmative trials the mean
was 285 (SD=184) and Negated mean was 299 (SD=189).
This difference was non-significant (t(24)=-.775, p=.446).)
This lack of spatial differences in combination with a lack
of deviation over the midline, though null results, begin to
point toward evidence for a parallel, one-stage process, not a
process of revision.
Instantaneous velocity was computed, shown in Figure 6
by condition. This is simply the distance moved between
one normalized timestep and the next. Therefore, along the
x-axis, the 51 original timestamps become 50 time
difference increments. On Negated trials (dashed lines),
participants ramped up their speed at a slightly slower rate
than on Affirmative trials (thus somewhat slower
acceleration for Negated trials around timesteps 42 through
45). Wojnowicz, Ferguson, Dale, and Spivey (2009)
previously reported this pattern of slower acceleration for
computer-mouse movements in trials that involved
competition between simultaneously activated response
options. Moreover, when they used Usher and McClelland’s
(2003) differential equations to model this dynamic
competition, they found that the slower acceleration during
fierce competition was followed immediately by an abrupt
bifurcation of activation profiles. This bifurcation caused an
increased spike in activation dynamics in the simulation,
and correctly predicted an increased spike in velocity for
computer-mouse movements in the high-competition trials.
Similar to Wojnowicz et al., the greater competition (and
slower acceleration) in Negated trials (Figure 6) is
immediately followed by a spike of greater velocity
(timesteps 46-49). Essentially, when a negated sentence
generates competition between the features of a perceptual
simulation, that competition initially impedes the
acceleration phase of the motor movement, but once the
competition is resolved, the winning response alternative
gathers extra speed in approaching its movement
destination.
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Figure 6: Instantaneous velocity by condition

Discussion
A main effect of negation was found where RT is higher
for negated sentences. No differences were found in
maximum deviations, and fine-grained spatial differences
appear to be a function of different velocities. The averaged
velocities exhibit a slowing and then greater acceleration for
negated versions, indicating a hypothesis is being formed
and information about possible alternatives is accumulating.
The acceleration toward the end of the trajectories indicates
that some activation has already accumulated for the
possibilities, and so it is easier to fully activate the winning
possibility faster because it already has some partial
activation. This scenario can also explain previous results,
where subjects respond faster to a picture of an eagle in the
sky when the sentence is "The eagle is not in the sky", sky is
one of the possibilities having partial activation, thus
slightly primes responses to the affirmative version of that
picture. The slowing down of the trajectory during the
middle phase of the trajectory indicates the negating word
acts as a contextual modifier, allowing for integration of
immediate context (i.e. the two picture possibilities in this
experiment), accounting for the longer amount of time it
takes to process a negated sentence. This is also reflected in
the maximum deviations: the fillers adhere closer to a
straight trajectory toward the response, because there is no
partial overlap of information, and thus the participant could
begin moving confidently toward the response once the
noun was heard. The lack of an effect between the
affirmative and negated maximum deviations suggests that
there is no direct competition between those two responses.

General Discussion
Negation may appear to require special mechanisms and
extra explanations to account for its variability. However,
the data presented here suggest that negation needs nothing
more than some eyes and ears to be learned. The
computational model created here demonstrates that
learning negation as a contextual modifier is possible, and
future explorations will aid in experimental validation. The
results of the mousetracking experiment provide additional
evidence that existing theoretical frameworks of incremental
constraint-based processing can easily accommodate
negated, as well as affirmative statements. Further,
preliminary evidence suggests a transient period of
increased competition in processing a negated statement,
accounting for the increase in reaction times. Importantly,
this must be a competition between various features the
negated simulation could be composed of, and is not a
competition
between
affirmative
and
negated
representations.
Occam’s razor dictates the most parsimonious explanation
is the best explanation, which would be a one-stage
processing requiring no additional interfacing processes.
One major issue for future work will be that this has no
predictions the logical model does not also have, thus
leaving only null results as evidence to the contrary.

However, as is common knowledge, null results are not
logically sound to rely upon, and so a defining property of
the one-stage model could be sought after in the
computation realm, to aid in discriminating these
hypotheses.
Many aspects of the current model need to be examined in
greater detail and tested experimentally. For example, the
perceptual simulation in this model is not predictive, but
because of word prediction is mildly emergently predictive.
Because “headsup” is partially activated when “coin” is the
input, “coin” ever so slightly activates some of the features
of headsup. Another example is that this is a contextual
modifier, and thus the negation may modulate a velocity
profile as a function of location in a sentence. Despite the
need for future work, the current research further supports
that comprehending negation can be achieved through
perceptual simulation rather than logical operators.
Linguistic negation is not logical, but rather a process of
integrating context with grounded, distributed meaning.
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Abstract
This study examines the processing of emergent features in
metaphors. Emergent features are metaphoric interpretations
that are characteristic neither of the target nor the vehicle. In
the first experiment, participants were asked to respond as to
whether a verbal feature is an appropriate interpretation of the
metaphor, which was presented as a prime. They are asked
to respond immediately after a tone is presented which has
a variable temporal lag after the feature. The timing of each
tone controlled the participants’ response times. The results
show that the response deadline given to the participants only
slightly affected their judgments. In a second experiment, the
time to interpret a metaphor was controlled by varying the presentation time of the metaphor. The results showed that emergent features require more time for recognition as a metaphoric
interpretation than do non-emergent features. The results support the hypothesis that interaction among features causes feature emergence. Keywords: Metaphor comprehension; Feature Emergence; Interaction.

Introduction
In this research, we examined the process of feature emergence, which is realized in comprehension of metaphors taking the form of TARGET is VEHICLE. Previous papers indicate that interpretations of these metaphors consist
of four types of features. These features include common
features, target features, vehicle features and emergent features (Becker 1997, Gineste et al. 2000, Nueckles and Janetzko 1997). When an interpretation is thought of in relation
to both the target and the vehicle, it is regarded as a common
feature. When an interpretation is thought of as a characteristic of the target (or of the vehicle), it is referred to as a target
feature (or a vehicle feature). Finally, emergent features are
not typically thought of in relation to either the target or the
vehicle alone but do come to mind when the target and vehicle enter into a metaphoric comparison. For example, for the
metaphor Stars are Diamonds, the feature white is a
target feature, rare is a vehicle feature, beautiful is
a common feature because it is listed as a feature when given
either stars or diamonds by themselves, and amazing is an emergent feature because it is not listed for either
word by itself, but is listed when the words are paired.
Previous research (Gineste et al., 2000) has reported that
over 60% of metaphoric interpretations were emergent features. Emergent features are thus prevalent and play an important role in metaphor comprehension. Emergent features
required a longer response time to be regarded as a feature of
the prime than target or vehicle features, when the features
were tested with target-term or vehicle-term primes. When

the features were tested with the metaphor as the prime, both
the emergent features and non-emergent features required a
longer response time than did the target-term or the vehicleterm primes. The emergent features did not change their duration from one prime condition to another. As a result of these
experiments, it was concluded that the results are consistent
with the interaction theory of metaphor (Black 1962). However, previous results have not examined a difference between
processes of emergent features and non-emergent features in
metaphor understanding.
The interaction theory (Black 1962) suggests that metaphor
comprehension is a product of an interaction between the target and the vehicle concepts. The created new meanings by
the metaphoric comparison are thought to be the emergent
features. In addition, Nueckles and Janetzko (1997) introduce
the idea that metaphor comprehension proceeds in analysisbased and synthesis-based stages. According to their idea
there must first be an analysis of the lexical meanings of
the target and vehicle in analysis-based stage. If the target
and vehicle have enough similarity, the metaphor comprehension does not proceed to synthesis-based stage.8 For cases in
which the target-vehicle similarity is not sufficient, a shift to
synthesis-based processing occurs. Then the metaphor comprehension is achieved through a construction of new components of meaning by synthesis of the target and the vehicle. It
is during this second phase that emergent features would be
generated.
Furthermore, previous computational models of metaphor
understanding have proposed that emergent features are emphasized more than non-emergent features through interactions among features in metaphor understanding (Utsumi
2000, Terai and Nakagawa 2007, 2008). These models are
able to simulate activation of emergent features under this assumption. However, these researches did not examine the experimental validity of this assumption that interaction among
features causes emergent features. If the assumption is correct, then there should be differences between processes that
generate emergent features and non-emergent features during the interpretation of metaphors. Therfore, one difference would be related to processing times. Emergent features
are expected to require more time to be recognized during a
metaphoric interpretation than non-emergent features.
This study employed two experiments to test the processing time of emergent features within metaphor interpretation.
The first experiment was conducted using a cue-to-respond
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method to elucidate how much time emergent and nonemergent features require to be generated during metaphoric
interpretation. In the first experiment, participants were presented a metaphor. Participants were then presented with an
emergent feature or a non-emergent feature for either a short
or long period of time. Participants were then cued by a tone
to respond as to whether the feature was appropriate to the
metaphor which had been presented before. In the second experiment, participants were primed with a metaphor for either
a short or long period of time. After the metaphor was presented, an emergent or non-emergent feature was presented
and participants were asked to respond as to whether the feature is appropriate to the metaphor. The aim of these experiments was to determine whether emergent and non-emergent
features have different time courses of processing.

Experiment 1
In this experiment, we examined the processing of emergent
and non-emergent features in metaphor comprehension using
a cue-to-respond method.

Method
34 undergraduates participated in this experiment. All
participants were native English speakers. We selected
50 metaphors of the form ”TARGET is VEHICLE”: 38
metaphors were used in Becker (1997) and 12 metaphors
were used in Gentner and Clement (1988). For each of these
50 metaphors, 1 to 5 features were selected. From Becker’s
and Gentner and Clement’s results, 63 emergent features and
92 non-emergent features (20 features are common features,
22 features are target features and 50 features are vehicle features) were identified. Becker (1997) listed features and categorized them into 4 types of features (emergent, common,
target, and vehicle features). Based on her categorization,
56 emergent features and 76 non-emergent features were selected. Gentner and Clement’s results describe the properties
of the metaphor, either the target or the vehicle. We extracted
features from the descriptions and selected 7 emergent features and 16 non-emergent features. The features were categorized according to the rule used in Becker (1997). That
is, if a feature which is included in the description of the
metaphor is not included in either a description of the target or vehicle, then the feature is regarded as an emergent
feature. On the other hand, if the feature, which is included
in the description of the metaphor, is included in a description of the target or the vehicle, the feature is regarded as a
non-emergent feature1 . There is no significant difference between the numbers of participants who responded positively
(”the feature is the property that the metaphor represents”)
for emergent compared to non-emergent features. In order
1 It might be some concern that there is difference between the
sets of features from Becker’s and Gentner and Clement’s results.
Thus, we analyzed the results separately for Becker’s results because
they represented a larger data set. The results show the same tendency that are indicated when all data are analyzed. Therefore, in
this paper, we combine the two data sets.

to preclude the participants from responding ”Yes” to all features, we also included 25 metaphors and 2 features for each
metaphor that are irrelevant to either the target or to the vehicle. These items were selected from McGlone and Manfredi
(2001) as a distractor pair of a metaphor and a feature.
The procedures were as follows. First, the fixation point
”+” was presented for 3 seconds on the computer screen.
Then, participants were presented with a metaphor for 1 second. They were asked to interpret the metaphor. After presentation of the metaphor, a feature was presented. While the
feature was displayed, at 0.5 seconds in the short-time condition or at 5 seconds in the long-time condition, after the starting point of the feature’s presentation, a brief tone (2000Hz,
for 0.05 seconds) sounded. Participants were cued by the
brief tone to respond ”yes” or ”no” depending on whether
the feature was related to the metaphor or not. Participants
were instructed to respond by pressing the ”p” key (”Yes”)
or ”q” key (”No”) within 1 second. They were asked to respond as quickly as they could after the tone. If response time
took longer than 1 second after the tone, the feature disappeared and the sign ”Your response is too slow” appeared on
the screen. The combination of times and features was randomized. Each combination was proportionally equal. After every 30 trials, the participants were given a break. In
the short-time condition, 0.5 seconds after the presentation
of the feature, the participants had to respond, presumably
near the beginning of their interpretation process. In the longtime condition, they were assumed to complete more of the
metaphor interpretation process.

Results
The average rate at which the participants responded within
the limited time is 91.9% in the short-time condition and
97.9% in the long-time condition.
Response times The averages of response times after the
tone under the condition that participants responded ”Yes”
are shown in Figure 1. There is a main effect of time condition (F(1, 33) = 76.2, p < .001) and a main effect of feature
types (F(1, 33) = 6.07, p < .05). In the short-time condition, the average response time for emergent features is 519.9
milliseconds and that of non-emergent features is 529.0 milliseconds. In the long-time condition, the average response
time for emergent features is 415.5 milliseconds and that of
non-emergent features is 434.6 milliseconds. The response
time after the tone in the short-time condition is longer than in
the long-time condition. And, the response time of emergent
features is significantly shorter than that of non-emergent features at 5% level. The response times under the condition that
participants responded ”Yes” are analyzed concerning 4 types
of features: emergent, common, target, and vehicle. These
are shown in Table 1. There is main effect of time condition
(F(1, 33) = 34.9, p < .001), but there is neither a main effect of feature types nor interaction between time and feature
type.
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Figure 1: The response time when they responded ”Yes” in
Experiment 1 (millisecond).

Figure 2: Average proportions of ”Yes” responses (%) in Experiment 1.

Table 1: Averages of the response times when participants responded ”Yes” (millisecond) in Experiment 1. Standard deviations are shown in parentheses.

Table 2: Average proportions of ”Yes” responses (%) in Experiment 1. Standard deviations are shown in parentheses.

Feature Type
Emergent Features
Common Features
Target Features
Vehicle Features

Time Condition
Short-time
519.9 (180.3)
521.1 (179.0)
527.8 (172.8)
533.0 (188.0)

Feature Type
Long-time
415.5 (113.4)
432.0 (126.4)
441.2 (136.2)
432.7 (134.3)

Emergent Features
Common Features
Target Features
Vehicle Features

Proportions of Appropriate Features as Interpretation of
the Metaphor A ”Yes” response indicates that the participant recognized the feature as a valid metaphoric interpretation. The proportion of ”Yes” responses for emergent features and non-emergent features are shown in Figure 2. In
the short-time condition, the average proportion of ”Yes”
responses of emergent features is 46.9% and that of nonemergent features is 50.7%. In the long-time condition, the
average proportion of emergent features is 46.1% and that
of non-emergent features is 54.9%. An arcsine transformation was applied to the proportion data because of the restriction of these data to a 0-1 range. After transformation, the
proportions were analyzed using a two-way ANOVA. There
was a main effect of feature type (F(1, 33) = 34.0, p < .001)
and an interaction between feature types and time condition (F(1, 33) = 4.51, p < .05). The proportions of ”Yes”
judgments for the 4 types of features are shown in Table 2.
There is a main effect of the 4 feature types (F(3, 99) = 6.73,
p < .001). The proportions of the 3 non-emergent features are
significantly higher than that of emergent features (p < .01).
However, there is no main effect of time condition and no
interaction.

Discussion
In Experiment 1, the response time was controlled using
the cue-to-respond method. Participants had enough time to
judge if the feature was an interpretation of a metaphor in the
long-time condition. They ware able to respond significantly
earlier than in the long-time, compared to short-time, condition. This difference is predicted if participants were not finished with their interpretation process by the time the early,

Time Condition
Short-time
46.9 (15.4)
50.9 (22.5)
54.3 (21.3)
49.0(18.5)

Long-time
46.1(15.8)
55.3 (18.6)
53.0 (19.0)
55.7 (17.1)

short-time tone was sounded. Response time of emergent features is significantly shorter than non-emergent features. No
significant differences in response times were found among 4
feature types. However, the 3 types of non-emergent features
(common, target and vehicle features) required slightly longer
response time after the tone than the emergent features.
The proportions of ”Yes” responses for emergent features
were significantly lower than that of the non-emergent features. Even when participants had 5 seconds to respond in
the long-time condition, they responded ”Yes” to less than
50% of the emergent features. Apparently, it is more difficult to recognize emergent features as metaphoric interpretations. Furthermore, it is shown that there is a weak interaction between feature types and time condition. Participants
regarded more non-emergent feature as a metaphoric interpretation in the long-time condition. These results suggest
that it takes more time to recognize non-emergent features as
a metaphoric interpretation than emergent features. However,
the results are open to alternative accounts. In particular, if
the emergent features are indeed fairly subtle, then even the
longer response deadline may not have been sufficient to appreciate their aptness. In this case, participants may subscribe
to more non-emergent features during the longer response
deadline because even these more straightforward interpretations require a substantial processing period. In addition,
when the proportions concerning 4 types of features were analyzed, there was no interaction. With respect to comparisons
within the 3 types of non-emergent features, there were no
differences in how often participants subscribed to their aptness.
In this experiment, the participants were shown a metaphor
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for the same duration (one second) regardless of response
deadline. Instead, the response deadline time during the
presentation feature was controlled. During the presentation of the metaphor, participants presumably interpreted the
metaphor. However, while the feature was present on the
screen, they had to think about whether the feature was related to the metaphor or not. It is possible that the process
during presentation of the feature is different from the process of metaphor comprehension. Therefore, a second experiment was conducted to examine the influence of the time for
metaphor comprehension on the processing of the emergent
features.

Experiment 2
In this experiment, the metaphor presentation time was controlled instead of the response deadline. We examined the influence of metaphor presentation time on the process of emergent and non-emergent features in metaphor comprehension.

Figure 3: The response time when they responded ”Yes” in
Experiment 2 (millisecond).
Table 3: Averages of the response times when participants responded ”Yes” (millisecond) in Experiment 2. Standard deviations are shown in parentheses.
Feature Type

Method
56 undergraduates participated in this experiment. All participants were native English speakers. The sets of metaphors
and features were the same as those used in Experiment 1.
The procedures are as follows. First, participants were presented with a metaphor on a computer screen. The metaphor
presentation time was 3 seconds in the short-time condition
and 12 seconds in the long-time condition. They were asked
to interpret the metaphor. After presentation of the metaphor,
a feature was presented. The participants were asked to respond ”yes” or ”no” depending on whether the feature was related to the metaphor or not. Participants responded by pressing ”p” key (”Yes”) or ”q” key (”No”) within 6 seconds. They
were asked to respond as fast as possible without sacrificing
accuracy. If they could not respond within 6 seconds, the
feature disappeared and the text ”Your response is too slow”
appeared on the screen. The combination of times and features was randomized. Each combination was proportionally
equal.

Results
Response times The averages of response times under the
condition that participants responded ”Yes” are shown in Figure 3. There is main effect of time condition on response time
(F(1, 55) = 34.2, p < .001). In the short-time condition, the
average response time for emergent features is 2052.7 milliseconds and that of non-emergent features is 2033.5 milliseconds. In the long-time condition, the average time for
emergent features is 2249.0 milliseconds and that of nonemergent features is 2283.7 milliseconds. Irrespective of type
of features, the response times in the long-time condition
were longer than that in the short-time condition. There is
neither a main effect of type of feature nor an interaction between type of feature and time. Furthermore, the response
times were analyzed for all 4 types of features: emergent,
common, target, and vehicle. These are shown in Table 3.
There is main effect of time condition (F(1, 104) = 5.14,

Emergent Features
Common Features
Target Features
Vehicle Features

Time Condition
Short-time
2100.9 (994.6)
2050.0 (948.0)
2116.3 (963.1)
2120.7 (959.7)

Long-time
2281.7 (1030.3)
2289.0 (1023.8)
2276.3 (1020.8)
2306.8 (1029.6)

p < .05) but there is neither a main effect of feature type nor
an interaction between type of feature and time.
Proportions of Appropriate Features as Interpretation of
the Metaphor Measuring proportions of ”Yes” responses
for emergent and non-emergent features, there is a main effect
of feature types (F(1, 55) = 47.0, p < .001) and an interaction
between feature types and time condition (F(1, 55) = 13.2,
p < .001), as shown in Figure 4. In the short-time condition,
the average proportion of ”Yes” responses for emergent features is 46.7% and that of non-emergent features is 50.4%.
In the long-time condition, the average proportion of emergent features receiving a ”Yes” response is 54.7% and that of
non-emergent features is 50.3%. The results show that nonemergent features are more often regarded as metaphoric interpretations than emergent features, and that emergent features require more time to be regarded as an interpretation of
the metaphor than non-emergent features.
The proportions of approved metaphor interpretations for
the 4 types of features are shown in Table 4. There is a
main effect of time condition (F(1, 55) = 7.50, p < .01) and
a main effect of feature type (F(3, 165) = 10.1, p < .001).
The results show that the proportions of the 3 types of nonemergent features (common, target and vehicle features) are
significantly higher than that of emergent features (p < .001).
Furthermore, with respect to the 3 types of non-emergent features, the proportions of approved interpretations in the shorttime condition are higher than those in the long-time condition. Conversely, the proportions of approved interpretations
for emergent features in the short-time condition are lower
than for the long-time condition.
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Discussion

Figure 4: Average proportions of ”Yes” responses (%) in Experiment 2.

Table 4: Average proportions of ”Yes” responses (%) in Experiment 2. Standard deviations are shown in parentheses.
Feature Type
Emergent Features
Common Features
Target Features
Vehicle Features

Time Condition
Short-time
46.7 (15.8)
58.0 (19.9)
55.5 (19.2)
57.6 (19.2)

Long-time
49.5 (15.6)
51.8 (20.8)
51.9 (18.5)
53.3 (16.9)

The trials were divided into 3 groups based on when they
occurred during the experiment (beginning, middle, ending) and the proportions were analyzed concerning these 3
groups (Figure 5). There is a main effect of type of features (F(1, 55) = 41.0, p < .001) and an interaction between
feature type and time condition (F(1, 55) = 14.8, p < .001).
In the short-time condition, the average proportion of ”Yes”
responses of emergent features is 44.7% at the beginning,
47.4% at the middle and 48.0% at the ending. The results
show that participants learned that the emergent features are
the metaphoric interpretations in the short-time condition,
however, the proportion of the emergent features in the longtime condition decreases.

The response time results show that participants responded
significantly faster in the short-time condition than in the
long-time condition. In Gineste et al. (2000), each metaphor
was shown for around 1 second (they used a presentation time
of 40 milliseconds per character). After each metaphor was
presented, there was 2 second delay and then a feature was
presented. Their results showed that the average response
time for non-emergent features (the target or the vehicle features) was 1201 milliseconds. For the emergent features, the
response time was 1173 milliseconds. These response times
are shorter than our results in either the short or long-time
condition. In our experiment, the metaphor was presented for
3 seconds in the short-time condition. Therefore, it could be
argued that the shorter presentation time of a metaphor made
participants’ respond more quickly. Perhaps the short display
duration implicitly served as a prompt for participants to decide quickly. The long presentation of the metaphor triggers
association more widely. The wide association would cause
the long response times in the long-time condition. Furthermore, non-emergent features are either properties of the target
or the vehicle or both. The proportion of ”Yes” responses for
non-emergent features in the short-time condition is higher
than in the long-time condition. The results show that the
shorter presentation of a metaphor made participants interpret the metaphor based on more the properties of the target
and that of the vehicle.
The proportions of ”Yes” responses for emergent features
were significantly lower than that of non-emergent features.
This shows that it is more difficult to recognize emergent features as metaphoric interpretations. At the beginning, the proportion of ”Yes” responses for emergent features in the shorttime condition is only 44.7%. However, this proportion gradually increased during the experiment. The results imply the
possibility that the participants learned how to recognize an
emergent feature as an interpretation in the short-time condition.

General Discussion

Figure 5: Change of the average proportions of ”Yes” responses (%) in Experiment 2.

In Experiment 1, the proportions of ”Yes” (approved
metaphor interpretation) responses doesn t show that the
emergent features require more time to be recognized as a
metaphoric interpretation than non-emergent features. Experiment 2 shows that the emergent features require more
time for metaphor presentation be recognized. The difference between these experiments is likely caused by the difference between processes during the controlled time in Experiment 1 and 2. The time to find relationship between a feature and a metaphor was manipulated in Experiment 1, and
the time to interpret metaphors was manipulated in Experiment 2. The former process can be regarded as the process
of metaphor comprehension. This occurs when a particular
interpretation of a metaphor is tested. For example, the interpretation white is tested to see whether it is a valid
interpretation of the metaphor Stars are diamonds. On the
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other hand, the latter process occurs when only the metaphor
itself is presented, and participants need to build an understanding of the metaphor from internal evidence within the
metaphor itself. Furthermore, all of the total interpretation/
decision/response times in Experiment 1 were less than those
in Experiment 2. That is, even the long response deadline of
Experiment 1 is less than that used in Experiment 2. So, I
suspect that participants have not had time to find emergent
interpretations in Experiment 1. In short, subjects CAN develop emergent interpretations, but it takes more than the five
seconds allowed in Experiment 1. By the end of those five
seconds, participants have only succeeded in reliably finding
the more straight-forward (non-emergent), less emergent interpretations. And the cue-to-respond task is too stressful for
participants to find emergent interpretations. Thus, the results
in Experiment 2 reflect how to process emergent features in
metaphor comprehension without a context.
The proportions of ”Yes” responses in Experiment 2 imply that at first, the meanings of the target and the vehicle
are emphasized as non-emergent features, but then, emergent
features are discovered as valid interpretations. These results
support the assumption that interactions among the features
of the terms used in a metaphor can cause emergent features
to be formed (Terai and Nakagawa 2007, 2008). Furthermore,
the proportion of ”Yes” responses for non-emergent features
in the long-time condition is lower than in the short-time condition. This result suggests that features that are true of one
metaphor term but not the other are inhibited in the long-time
condition. This inhibition of the non-emergent features supports the premise that the interactions among features include
activation and inhibition processes. In the long-time condition, the proportions of Yes responses for emergent features change non-monotonously. At the ending, the proportion reduced. It can be considered that the participants learned
that the emergent features are the metaphoric interpretations
in the long-time condition from the beginning to the middle.
However, their learning proceeded and the emergent features
might be targeted in the inhibition process at the ending.
The results in Experiment 1 show that the response times
for the emergent features are faster than those of the nonemergent features. On the surface, this result appears to contradict the results from the proportion of ”Yes” responses,
but if we accept that response times indicate activation level,
then it may be that after an interactive comparison process
has been accomplished, emergent features are more activated
than non-emergent features. The interpretation approval rates
show that recognizing an emergent interpretation is harder
than a non-emergent interpretation. Therefore, the emergent
features require more time to be regarded as a metaphoric interaction, however, when they are recognized, they were more
salient than the non-emergent features.

tures. However, we have not yet elucidated a detailed mechanism of the interaction. A next step will be to apply existing
interactive process models of metaphor comprehension (Terai
and Nakagawa 2007, 2008) to the observed time course results.
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Abstract
Using a corpus of over 17,000 financial news reports
(involving over 10M words), we perform an analysis of the
argument-distributions of the UP- and DOWN-verbs used to
describe movements of indices, stocks, and shares. Using
measures of the overlap in the argument distributions of these
verbs and k-means clustering of their distributions, we
advance evidence for the proposal that the metaphors referred
to by these verbs are organised into hierarchical structures of
superordinate and subordinate groups.
Keywords: Metaphor; corpus analysis; word meaning;
semantics; concept hierarchies; grounding.

Introduction
In recent years, significant progress has been made in
deriving meaning from statistical analyses of distributions
of words (e.g., Gerow & Keane, 2011a; Landauer &
Dumais, 1997; Turney & Pantel, 2010; Michel et al., 2010).
This distributional approach to meaning takes the view that
words that occur in similar contexts tend to have similar
meanings (cf. Wittgenstein, 1953) and that by analysing
word usage we can get at their meanings. For example, the
word co-occurrence statistics derived in Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA) seem to tell us about the structure of the
lexicon, as they are good predictors of reaction times in
lexical decision tasks (Landauer & Dumais, 1997). Similarly, word patterns drawn from WordNet, have been used to
determine semantic relationships accurately enough to
answer the multiple-choice analogy questions on the SAT
college entrance test (Turney, 2006; Veale, 2004). More
generally, it has been suggested that significant insights into
human culture and behaviour can be derived from analysing
very large corpora, like the Google Books repository
(Michel et al., 2010). In this paper, we apply similar distributional analyses to understand the structure of metaphoric
knowledge behind “UP" and "DOWN” verbs from a corpus
of financial news reports.
Lakoff (1992; Lakoff & Johnson, 1980) has argued that
our understanding of many concepts – such as emotions and
mental states – are grounded in a few ubiquitous metaphors.
For example, spatial metaphors that structure emotional
states, such as HAPPINESS IS UP and SADNESS IS
DOWN, are found in nearly all languages. Similar spatial
metaphors, of the sort we examine here, seem to ground
many stock-market reports. Accounts of index, stockmarket, and share movements tend to converge around

metaphors of rising and falling, attack and retreat, gain and
loss. These concepts appear to be grounded by core metaphors that could be glossed as GOOD IS UP and BAD IS
DOWN. Lakoff and Johnson (1980) have pointed to this
UP-DOWN metaphor opposition as underlying accounts of
wealth (WEALTH IS UP as in high class), the rise and fall
of numbers (MORE IS UP / LESS IS DOWN) and changes
in quantity (CHANGE IN QUANTITY IS WAR as in
retreating profits and defensive trades).
If such UP-DOWN metaphors ground the use of the words
used in finance reports, a corpus analysis should be able
reveal the structure of prominent concepts in the domain.
Specifically, we analyse arguments taken by UP and DOWN
verbs to determine whether there is evidence of hierarchical
structuring in their grounding metaphors (see Gerow &
Keane, 2011a, for a separate analysis of changes in this
language over time).

Figure 1: Venn Diagrams showing (a) rise covering
most of soar and (b) rise covering soar and climb.

Metaphor Hierarchies
We propose that if one metaphor is more fundamental than
another, it should play an organizing role in structuring
other concepts; specifically, it might act as a superordinate,
metaphoric concept that structures some set of basic-level,
metaphoric concepts (Rosch et al., 1976). So, for example,
the UP metaphor schema could be a superordinate to a set of
more specific metaphors (like GAIN, GROW and so on). If
this is the case, then the verb that best captures this fundamental metaphor should have an argument-distribution that
covers the argument-distributions of its subordinate metaphors because, by definition, it is more general. Similarly,
the verbs that refer to the basic-level metaphors – what we
might call sibling metaphors – beneath this superordinate,
should have smaller, more-equal overlaps in their argumentdistributions. A corollary of this proposal is that if we
compare the similarity of the argument-distributions in all of
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these verbs, we should find the sibling metaphors clustering
together separately from the superordinate metaphor-verb
(see Study 2).
Figure 1 graphically illustrates these ideas using Venn
diagrams. If we count the arguments taken by a given verb
in a corpus, say rise, then each argument will have a certain
frequency (see Table 1, for the 10 most frequent arguments
of rise) giving us the argument-distribution for rise1. If we
take another verb that we believe to be subordinate to rise –
say soar – then it should have a more restricted scope in its
arguments; furthermore, its argument distribution should be
subsumed within those of rise (see Figure 1a). However, this
coverage will be asymmetric; rise's argument-distribution will
cover that of soar but soar's argument-distribution will not
cover that of rise. If a third verb, say climb, is also subordinate to rise then it too might have a similar coverage pattern
(see Figure 1b). Relative to one another, the two subordinates
(i.e., soar and climb) could have related argument-distributions that partially overlap one another, but their respective
complements will still be quite large (i.e., neither will
subsume the other's argument-distribution as in Figure 1b).
Another corollary to this coverage analysis is that these
patterns imply specific similarities between the argumentdistributions of these verbs. Soar and climb could be quite
similar (e.g., they might have 25% of the same arguments)
but they will both be less similar to rise because rise has a
large complement of other arguments that neither of them
share. So, if we do a clustering analysis of their argument-distributions we could find that soar and climb cluster
together as a group but rise remains separate in a (singleton)
group of its own.
In summary, we take these distributional patterns of a
verb’s arguments as evidence of a deeper hierarchical structuring of the metaphors referred to by these words. We
assume that verbs capturing superordinate metaphors will be
indicated by verb distributions that:

verbs in the corpus. When excluding closed-class words
they account for 17.8% of all verbs. We take a verb to be a
verb lemma, that is, a canonical part-of-speech token
derived from a single word by a probabilistic POS tagger
(explained below). From these analyses, we argue for
specific metaphor hierarchies in both verb sets. We conclude
with a consideration of the implications of these findings.
But first, consider the corpus we used for these analyses.

The Corpus
In January, 2010, we carried out automated web searches
that selected all articles referring to the three major world
stock indices (Dow Jones, FTSE 100, and NIKKEI 225)
from three websites: the New York Times (NYT,
www.nyt.com), the Financial Times (FT, www.ft.com) and
the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC, www.
bbc.co.uk). These searches harvested 17,713 articles
containing 10,418,266 words covering a 4-year period:
January 1st, 2006 to January 1st, 2010. The by-source
breakdown was FT (13,286), NYT (2,425), and BBC
(2,002). The by-year breakdown was 2006 (3,869), 2007
(4,704), 2008 (5,044), 2009 (3,960), and 2010 (136). The
corpus included editorials, market reports, popular pieces,
and technical exposés. These three resources were chosen
because they are in English and have a wide-circulation and
online availability. The FT made up the majority of the
articles; however, the spread was actually much wider as
many articles were syndicated from the Associated Press,
Reuters, Bloomberg News, and Agence France-Presse. The
uniqueness of the articles in the database was ensured by
keying them on their first 50 characters.
Table 1: The percentage of rise’s argument distribution
covered for its ten most frequent arguments (N = 23,647).

• asymmetrically cover the argument-distributions of other
(subordinate) verbs to a significant extent
• yield a distinctive singleton-grouping in clustering
In contrast, verbs that capture subordinate sibling-metaphors
will:
• have a more symmetric and balanced coverage of each
others’ argument distributions
• be grouped together as highly similar in a clustering analysis
In this article, we report two studies examining these
predictions. Study 1 looks for metaphor hierarchies in the
argument-distributions of the UP verbs looking at coverage
and clusters. Study 2 does the same for DOWN verbs (see
Table 2). The verbs we examine were taken from the most
popular verbs used to describe the nouns 'market',
'economy', 'stock', and 'price' and account for 11.1% of all
1

Typically, we find that these distributions follow power-laws in
having a few arguments that account for most of the occurrences;
they will often follow a Pareto distribution, that is, 20% of the
arguments account for 80% of the distribution.

Rank

Argument Word

% of Corpus

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Index
Share
Point
Percent
Price
Stock
Yield
Cent
Profit
Rate

7.3
5.6
4.8
2.9
2.4
2.0
1.9
1.3
0.9
0.9

Once retrieved, the articles were stripped of HTML,
converted to UTF-8, and shallow-parsed to extract phrasal
structure using a modified version of the Apple Pie Parser
(Sekine, 1997). Each article was stored in a relational database with sentential parses of embedded noun- and verbphrases. Sketch Engine was used to lemmatise and tag the
corpus (Kilgarriff et al., 2004). Sketch Engine is a webbased, corpus-analysis tool that lemmatises and tags
customised corpora with parts-of-speech tags using the
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TreeTagger schema (Schmid, 1994). Lemmatisation, similar
to stemming, is used to reduce open-class words to a canonical, part-of-speech token (verb, noun, etc...) that includes
all tenses, declensions, and pluralizations. For example, the
one verb lemma “fall” includes instances such as “fall”,
“fell” and “falls”, whereas the noun lemma “fall” includes
“a fall” and “three falls”. Sketch Engine provides so-called
“sketches” of individual lemmas. For example, the sketch
for fall-n (the word “fall” as a noun) is different from the
sketch for fall-v (“fall” as a verb.) With some lemmas, the
differences marked by part-of-speech are large, such as with
store-n compared to store-v. These sketches facilitated the
statistical analysis of the most common arguments of verbs.
For example, one of the most common verbs in the corpus
was “fall,” which took a range of arguments with different
frequencies (e.g., “DJI”, “stocks”, “unemployment”).
Throughout this paper, when we refer verbs we take this to
mean verb lemmas.
Table 2: The UP and DOWN verb-sets used in studies.
UP-verbs
occurrences (% corpus*)
rise
29,261 (4.20%)

DOWN-verbs
occurrences (% corpus*)
fall
39,230 (4.20%)

gain

13,134 (1.40%)

lose

12,298 (1.30%)

increase

6,158 (0.67%)

drop

8,377 (0.90%)

climb

5,631 (0.60%)

decline

3,672 (0.39%)

jump

4,960 (0.53%)

slip

3,336 (0.36%)

rally

4,190 (0.45%)

ease

3,243 (0.35%)

advance

2,385 (0.26%)

slide

2,777 (0.30%)

surge

2,313 (0.25%)

tumble

2,135 (0.23%)

recover

2,165 (0.23%)

plunge

1,592 (0.17%)

soar

1,649 (0.18%)

retreat

1,474 (0.20%)

rebound

1,220 (0.13%)

sink

1,339 (0.14%)

alleviate

134 (0.01%)

dip

1,322 (0.14%)

elevate

52 (0.00%)

worsen

500 (0.05%)

plummet

443 (0.05%)

decrease

123 (0.01%)

*

Corpus N = 929,735, excluding closed-class words.

We manually selected two sets of verbs from the corpus.
The UP verbs were those dealing with positive, upward
movements; cases like “Google rose rapidly today”,
“employment rose” or “stocks climbed to new heights”. The
DOWN verbs were those dealing with negative, downward
movements in stocks and economic trends. Table 2 shows the
two sets of verbs (and their respective coverage of all verbs in
the corpus; they are arranged with their apparent antonyms).

Study 1: UP Verbs & Metaphors
Using the corpus described in the previous section, we
performed an analysis of the argument distributions of all

the UP verbs. We computed two measures; their overlap and
their similarity clustering. For overlap, we found the intersection of the argument-distributions of each pair of verbs in
the set (i.e., overlap in unique word-arguments). For clustering, we applied a k-means analysis (Hartigan & Wong,
1979) to the argument-distributions of all verbs in the set,
100 times for 9 different group sizes (from 2-10 groups).

Method
Materials The set of UP verbs shown in Table 2 were used
in the analysis along with their arguments and the
frequency with which those arguments occurred
with each verb.
Procedure Taking all these verbs (both UP and DOWN
sets) we created a matrix that recorded all of their
arguments and relative frequencies of occurrence.
For the overlap analysis, we then computed the
proportional overlap between the arguments of all
pairs of verbs in either set. This was done, first, for
all unique-arguments, without regard to frequency,
and secondly, using cosine-similarity to take into
account arguments' frequencies. We assumed that if
more than 60% of verb-B’s arguments were
covered by verb-A’s and if verb-B’s coverage of
verb-A was asymmetric (i.e., at least 20% lower)
then verb-B was a subordinate of verb-A.
For the clustering analysis, we computed kmeans clustering between the argument-distributions of every verb pair2. K-means clustering is an
iterative partitional clustering algorithm in which a
random set of centroids are chosen to partition the
data-points based on their Euclidean distance. Each
iteration of the algorithm uses the previous iteration's centroid assignments, the result after n runs
being a local best-cluster for a given data-point. Kmeans and other clustering techniques have been
applied to a number of NLP and related areas
(Cimiano, Hotho & Staab, 2005; Meadche &
Staab, 2001). Using k-means clustering, each verb
is cast as an 849-word vector with its associated
frequency (with a zero-frequency if the word was
not used as an argument). Because k-means clustering can produce different results on different
runs (based on the random seeding of the centroid
locations) we ran it 900 times, 100 runs set at 2-10
groups. As one forces the clustering to generate
more groups there is a tendency for the verb-sets to
break up into more diverse clusters; though if the
similarity is strong between the items, a given
group will be maintained and many empty-groups
will be produced. Thus, by looking for 10 groups,
we are probably biasing the analysis against our
predictions, that is, against finding consistent
clusters of verbs.
2

K-means clustering was done using the ai4r package available at
ai4r.rubyforge.com.
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Table 3: Top five clusters in k-means analysis of UP-verbs.
Rank

Cluster Groups

1
2
3
4
5

rise, rest*
rise, gain, rest*
rise, [climb, gain], rest*
rise, [jump, climb, gain], rest*
all-verbs-as-one-group

% of Tot.
(Freq)
62% (1451)
18% (702)
4% (36)
3% (27)
2% (18)

*

rest = the remaining verbs in the set

Figure 2: Coverage of the main UP verbs; rise has asymmetric
coverage of the soar-to-advance subset but has more symmetric
even coverage with increase, rally, and gain; alleviate and elevate
seem quite separate in having low coverage of other verbs.

Results & Discussion
Overall, a clear structure emerges in the argument distributions of the UP set, with rise emerging as superordinate-metaphor organising a subset of more specific metaphors, which is substantiated by the clustering analysis.
Coverage. Figure 2 summarises the results of the coverage
analysis of the UP verbs. It shows that, on average, rise
covers 68% of the unique-argument distributions of a subset
of six verbs (surge, soar, jump, advance, climb and rebound)
and that each verb in this subset is asymmetric in its
coverage of rise (on average they cover 38% of rise). This
soar-to-advance subordinate subset looks like a group of
sibling metaphors as they all have quite symmetric coverage
of one another (42% versus 48% in either direction 3).
There are two other identifiable groups in the coverage
analysis: a set that could be metaphor-siblings of rise and
some outliers. The metaphor-siblings to rise – rally, gain,
increase, and recover – are variably overlapped by rise
(36 - 64%) but are more symmetric in their coverage of rise
(32 - 54%). They differ from the subordinate-subset in this
symmetry; they also have much lower overlaps with the soarto-advance subset (on average 25 - 30% in either direction).
The outliers are elevate and alleviate in that have very
little overlap with all of the other verbs in the set, including
rise (on average <10% in either direction).
Clustering. The clustering analysis substantiates some of
the structure revealed in the coverage analysis. Over the 900
runs of the k-means analysis, rise emerges as a separate
group from all the other verbs in 87% of cases. Table 3
shows the 5 most frequent groupings that account for most
of the clusters found. The subordinate-subset would fall
each time into the rest-category and hence their respective
similarity to one another is supported (though, the other
verbs are included with them). Though the percentages are
low, the only other significant point is that gain emerges as
a separate group that is related to jump and climb, a group
for which there is a small amount of evidence in the
coverage analysis3.

3

See www.scss.tcd.ie/~gerowa/publications/data/ for full data.

Summary. Overall, there is clear evidence from the
perspective of coverage and similarity clustering for the
pre-eminence of a rise-metaphor as an organizing concept
for the UP-metaphors in this finance domain. While the
asymmetry in coverage is most marked with the subordinate-subset (soar, jump, climb, surge, rebound, advance),
there is some evidence for the clustering that gain may also
organise a climb-jump subgroup as well.

Figure 3: Coverage of the main DOWN verbs; fall has asymmetric
coverage of a 10-verb subset but has more even coverage with
decline and lose; decrease and worsen which seem quite separate
in having low coverage of other verbs.

Study 2: DOWN Verbs & Metaphors
In this study, we performed the same analysis on the DOWN
verbs in the corpus, computing their overlap and the clustering of their respective argument-distributions.

Method
Materials The set of DOWN verbs shown in Table 2.
Procedure The procedure applied to the DOWN verbs was
identical to that used for the UP verbs.

Results & Discussion
Looking across the 900 runs of the algorithm (100 clustering runs for groups of 2-10) the DOWN-verb set falls into
similar patterns to those found for the UP verbs in both the
coverage and the clustering analyses.
Coverage. Figure 3 summarises the results of the coverage
analysis of the DOWN verbs. It shows that on average fall
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covers 67% of the unique-argument distributions in a subset
of 10 verbs (sink, tumble, slide, slip, dip, drop, plunge,
plummet, retreat, and ease) and that each verb in this subset
is asymmetric in its coverage of fall (on average they only
cover 34% of fall's unique arguments). This sink-ease subordinate-subset looks like a group of sibling metaphors as they
all have quite symmetric coverage (on average 41% versus
42% in each direction4).
There are two other identifiable groups in the coverage
analysis: a pair that may be siblings of fall and some
outliers. The metaphor-siblings of fall – decline and lose –
have larger overlaps with fall (42% and 50%, respectively)
but are not as marked in their asymmetry as the 10-verb
subset (33% and 20%, respectively). They differ from the
10-verb subset in having less overlap and lower asymmetry;
they also have lower overlaps with the 10-verb subset (25%
v 30% in either direction4.
The outliers are worsen and decrease that have very little
overlap with all of the other verbs in the set, including fall
(on average <20% for most).
Clustering. The clustering analysis substantiates some of
the structure revealed in the coverage analysis. Over the 900
runs of the k-means analysis, fall emerges as a separate
group from all the other verbs in 89% of cases. Table 4
shows the 5 most frequent clusters that account for the
majority of those found. The 10-verb subset is part of the
rest-category and hence their respective similarity to one
another is supported (though, other verbs are included with
them). Though the percentages are low, the only other significant point is that lose emerges as a separate group, that is
related to drop and slip (there is some, but not a lot of evidence for this in the coverage analysis 4).
Table 4: Top five k-means clusters of DOWN-verbs.
Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Cluster
fall, rest*
fall, [drop, lose], rest*
fall, lose, rest*
fall, [slip, drop, lose], rest*
all-verbs-as-one-group

% of Total
(Freq)
71% (639)
11% (99)
5% (45)
2% (18)
2% (18)

*

rest = the remaining verbs in the set

Summary. Overall, there is clear evidence from the
perspective of the coverage analysis and similarity clustering for the pre-eminence of fall as an organising concept
for the DOWN metaphors in this domain. While the asymmetry in coverage is most marked with the 10-verb subset
(sink, tumble, slide, slip, dip, drop, plunge, plummet, retreat,
and ease) there is some evidence from the clustering that
lose may also organise a slip-drop subgroup.

4

General Discussion
What is clear from these studies is that something can be
said about the conceptual organization of metaphors from a
corpus analysis of their argument distributions. Our main
conclusion is that these metaphors are organised hierarchically, with a definite organizing superordinate metaphor with
subordinate groupings of sibling metaphors. The existence
of such an ontology of metaphors is not surprising from a
Lakoffian viewpoint. The main novelty of the current paper
is that it provides an empirical / computational method for
identifying such metaphoric structures.
In both studies, a distinctive over-arching metaphor is
found; rise and fall, both of which are simple forms of the
MORE IS UP / LESS IS DOWN metaphor. In each case,
deeper inspection finds clusters of less pervasive metaphors,
such as climbing and falling as well as gaining and dropping. The clustering of such metaphors in UP as well as
DOWN verbs is not surprising, especially in the domain of
finance, in which the movement of markets, indices, prices,
and other quantitative metrics are often made sense of using
such conceptual metaphors. Assuming the Lakoffian view,
that conceptual metaphors are different than the linguistic
forms they take, we are forced to admit their conceptual
structure is partially obfuscated. The current paper, however,
offers a method of discerning the structure of metaphors by
way of a statistical analysis of language.
In a separate paper (Gerow & Keane, 2011b) we present a
similar analysis of the results of a psychological experiment
where people were asked to match antonyms of metaphoric
verbs. A comparison of UP- and DOWN-verbs, explicitly
paired, presents an approach to finding metaphor-relationships in a strict semantic relationship: antonymy. Similar to
this paper, a distributional analysis is shown to uncover the
deeper structure of metaphors to support the Lakoffian
theory that they exhibit conceptual form. This form is made
explicit through a corpus analysis of the language used to
instantiate the metaphors. A computational approach to
metaphor is analogous to a distributional semantics
approach to meaning, such as LSA and other vector space
models (Landauer & Dumais, 1991; Turney & Pantel,
2010). The analyses in both papers bridge a gap between
traditional semantics and a modern understanding of metaphor, specifically, Lakoff's theory of conceptual metaphor.
We have shown how a corpus-based analysis of verbs
substantiates the proposal that knowledge-structuring metaphors exhibit hierarchical organization. This work is part of
a growing field of vector space semantic models (see
Turney & Pantel, 2010 for a review) and extends similar
approaches to address the structure of metaphor. Crucially, it
combines a modern view of metaphor, which has remained
largely theoretical, with statistically-derived models of
meaning. Metaphors are slippery creatures in linguistics,
and are central to the way we think — bridging these fields
is critical to cognitive linguistics as well as lexical semantics.

See www.scss.tcd.ie/~gerowa/publications/data/ for full data.
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Abstract
During incremental language understanding, comprehenders
draw on a rich base of probabilistic cues to efficiently process
the noisy perceptual input they receive. One challenge listeners
face in employing such cues is that most cues are contextdependent. Here, we present an experiment that investigates the
extent to which listeners learn situation-specific adjustments in
the information and/or weight of the lexical bias of a verb.
Specifically, we ask to what extent comprehenders are able to
rapidly change their interpretation of lexical cues to syntactic
structure, where such behavior would be rational due to
situation-specific statistics in the environment.
Keywords: Language Comprehension; Ambiguity Resolution;
Learning Effects; Language Experience

Introduction
Across many different levels of linguistic representation,
statistical regularities contained within the input have been
shown to influence language processing and acquisition
(Christiansen & Chater, 2001; Elman et al., 1996;
Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989, to name only a few).
These types of findings are typically captured by
connectionist accounts in which learning and processing are
often viewed as inseparable (Chang, Bock, & Dell, 2006).
Every instance of exposure to linguistic input causes
adjustments, however subtle, to the systems responsible for
processing it. This process of gradual adjustment affords the
ability to approximate, over time, the mathematical
functions that underlie the relevant input (Elman, 1993).
Within these experience-driven approaches, it follows
naturally that learning about the regularities in language by
processing them is continuous—it does not end at some
discrete point of time in ontogenetic development, but
instead may occur across the life-span.
This raises questions as to why it is the case that lifelong
learning should be an advantageous strategy? At the level of
speech perception, the utility of a flexible system is
relatively easy to surmise. There exists a famous “lack of
invariance” in the acoustic signal. Factors such as speech
rate, linguistic and acoustic context, and speaker-based
idiosyncrasies contribute to the presence of a wide range of
variability in the signal. In light of this variability, a
perceptual system designed to adapt to context-, situation,
or even person-specific properties of a communicative
context is a necessity during speech perception. Indeed, at
the level of phonology, an emerging literature has started to

demonstrate that listeners update their expectations about
speech sound categories in a speaker-specific manner. For
example, Kraljic and Samuel (2006, 2007) have
demonstrated that speakers readily adapt phonetic category
boundaries in order to accommodate the statistical
properties of perceptual input (see Pardo & Remez, 2006,
for an overview), but do so only when speaker adaptation
can feasibly aid the communicative process (Krajlic,
Brennan, & Samuel, 2008). Adult listeners also adapt to
group-specific phonological properties: with sufficient
exposure to non-native speakers of the same native language
(e.g. English produced by native speakers of Chinese),
listeners show improved comprehension of novel speakers
of the same foreign accent (Bradlow and Bent, 2008). In
other words, in the face of great inter-speaker variability,
adaptation is functionally advantageous. The learning that
leads to such adaptation is implicit, in that learners are never
aware of the adjustments they make (and would not, for
example, be able to describe them). In short, the mapping
between acoustic percepts and phonological categories
seems to be malleable throughout one’s lifetime, allowing
speaker-, group-, and context-specific adaptation, which in
turn facilitates language understanding.
At the level of syntax, however, the degree to which the
probabilistic knowledge of linguistic structure that is built
up over a lifetime of exposure can be temporarily amended
to accommodate context-dependent aspects of a
communicative situation remains very much an open
question. This is the question we seek to address in this
paper. Specifically, we ask whether comprehenders rapidly
adapt to context- or speaker-specific deviations from typical
lexical statistics.
In the domain of on-line language comprehension, one
well acknowledged finding is that people rely heavily upon
syntactic expectations, which have been argued to contribute
to the fast and robust nature of language understanding. The
expectations that are responsible for on-line comprehension
likely arise, at least in part, from multiple probabilistic cues to
structure working in concert to constrain interpretation
(MacDonald, Pearlmutter, & Seidenberg, 1994; McRae,
Spivey-Knowlton, & Tanenhaus, 1998.). Indeed, probabilistic
cues such as referential context (Altmann, Garnham, &
Dennis, 1992), plausibility (Garnsey, Pearlnutter, Myers, &
Lotocky, 1997), and prosody (Snedeker & Yuan, 2008) have
all been shown to modulate the interpretation of an incoming
sequence. Inherent to claims about multiple-cue integration in
language comprehension is the notion that an individual cue,
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in and of itself, is only probabilistic, such that multiple
probabilistic cues are employed as soon as possible in pursuit
of understanding.
Lexical biases of verbs, such as how often a verb like
warned is likely to be used as a main verb (as in, The
soldiers warned the townspeople) versus as the verb of a
relative clause (as in, The soldiers warned about the
dangers were nervous) constitute another cue that has been
shown to reliably influence the ease with which incoming
information can be processed (Garnsey et al., 1997;
Trueswell, Tanenhaus, & Kello, 1993). The verb warned is
over three times more likely to be used as a main verb in a
sentence than it is to be used as the onset of a relative clause
sentence (Tabossi, Spivey-Knowlton, McRae, & Tanenhaus,
1994). Even young children are sensitive to the biases of
verbs, such that their processing preferences mirror the
probabilistic nature in which verbs are used in child-directed
speech (Snedeker & Trueswell, 2004). Verb-bias, then, is a
factor likely to drive the strength of expectations about
which of a set of possible verb uses is most likely.
Although a lot is known about how learning gives rise to
expectations, the literature on how those expectations can
change in adulthood is substantially less clear. From the
syntactic priming literature, we know that exposure to a
prime structure can rapidly change syntactic expectations in
later sentences (Tothathiri and Snedeker, 2008). According
to some accounts of syntactic priming, these rapid changes
are due to implicit learning (Bock and Griffin, 2000; Chang
et al., 2006; Snider and Jaeger, submitted), although this
issue is still under debate (Dubey, Keller, & Sturt, 2008). In
line with the hypothesis that syntactic priming may be
related to implicit learning, there is now preliminary
evidence that recently processed stimuli can cumulatively
affect expectations beyond the effect of the most recent
prime (Farmer, Monaghan, Misyak, & Christiansen, in
press; Fine, Qian, Jaeger, and Jacobs, 2010). On a longer
time-scale, Wells et al. (2009) demonstrated that after a
multi-day training regiment, subjects’ reading patterns
converged with the statistical regularities to which different
groups of subjects were exposed over training. Common to
all of these studies, subjects read a subset of trials in which
some sort of cue-based expectation is violated, akin to
warned being used to head a relative clause instead of being
used as a main verb. And, in each experiment, there was
evidence that subjects were progressively more able to adapt
to the specific statistical patterns contained in the material.
The goal of the experiment reported here is to examine the
degree to which people are able to learn about the statistical
contingencies inherent to a set of sentence materials simply
by reading them. By learning here, we do not mean simply
short-term activation of a structure. Instead, we examine
whether the learning effects are more long-lasting, or,
extend beyond one item after the prime. Through statistical
analyses that allow one to assess the continuous change in
expectation strength across an experiment, we provide
evidence that subjects adapt their syntactic expectations in
response to repeated exposure to violations of verb bias.

Moreover, the changes in expectations are not immediate;
the change appears to reflect a more protracted adjusting of
distributional knowledge about how verbs are used in a
specific context.

Experiment
Subjects were presented with a sentence set originally utilized
in MacDonald, Just, and Carpenter (1992) to elicit a gardenpath effect.
1 (a) The experienced soldiers / warned about the dangers
/ before the midnight / raid.
(b) The experienced soldiers / spoke about the dangers /
before the midnight / raid.
(c) The experienced soldiers / warned about the
dangers / conducted the midnight / raid.
(d) The experienced soldiers / who were warned about
the dangers / conducted the midnight / raid.
That is, in example (1), the sentences containing a temporary
structural ambiguity (1a and 1c) become ambiguous at
segment two. The verb “warned,” for example, may be
interpreted as either the main verb (MV) of the sentence (1a)
or as the beginning of a reduced relative clause (RC) (1c).
Segment three, the point of disambiguation, contains the
information necessary to arrive at the ultimately correct
interpretation of the ambiguity. People have a strong bias to
interpret the verb “warned” as a main verb, such that when
the ambiguity is resolved in accordance with that structural
interpretation of the input, little to no evidence of processing
difficulty is typically detected, relative to an unambiguous
control sentence (1b, where the verb “spoke” cannot head a
reduced relative clause, thus producing no ambiguity). When
the ambiguity is resolved in accordance with the reduced
relative clause interpretation, however, processing difficulty
in the form of increased Reading Times (RTs) at the point of
disambiguation is observed (i.e. the garden-path effect),
relative to an unambiguous control (1d, where the inclusion
of the relative pronoun plus the past tense form of the verb “to
be” eradicates any ambiguity).
As noted above, the lexical bias for an MV reading of the
verbs in this sentence set arises from how they are used in
natural language. Tabossi et al. (1994) conducted a series of
corpus analyses on the ambiguity-creating verbs (like warned
in (1), above) used in the MacDonald et al. sentences. They
found that there existed an overwhelming bias against relative
clause resolution for each verb: the ambiguity-creating verbs
appeared over three times more in main clauses than they did
in relative clauses. This frequency-based bias against RC
resolution of the ambiguity is likely to be a strong contributor
to the presence of a garden-path effect (i. e. increased RTs at
the point of disambiguation) when the ambiguity is resolved
in accordance with an RC interpretation.
In accordance with their use in natural language, the
ambiguity-producing verbs used here are likely to confer a
strong expectation for an MV reading of the ambiguity.
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Unlike natural language, however, reading through these
sentences produces a situation in which the ambiguityproducing verbs, on 50% of the trials where an ambiguity is
present, are used in an RC structure, thus strongly violating
the expectations that subjects likely bring with them when
arriving at the experiment.
If adaptation occurs at the syntactic level, then the biases
of the ambiguity-producing verbs should weaken some as
subjects see cumulatively more examples of a violation of
the bias for MV usage. That is, because subjects are being
exposed to a disproportionally large number of syntactic
ambiguities that are resolved in a manner inconsistent with
their strong bias against RC resolution, the verb-based
biases should degrade over the course of reading the
sentences. This weakening of verb-bias should become
apparent in the magnitude of the garden-path effect on RC
resolved ambiguous sentences. Over time, the magnitude of
the garden-path effect on the RC-resolved ambiguous
sentences should decrease, indicating that comprehenders
have adjusted their expectations, as conferred by verb-bias,
to accommodate new context-dependent distributional
information.
To be precise, there are two reasons to expect such a
change. First, the context-specific probability of an RC
increases rapidly throughout the experiment. This holds
both for each verb (the probability approaches .5 in the
experiment) and for the overall probability of an RC.
Second, the verb, which originally was a strongly
informative cue to MV vs. RC structures will become less
and less informative. This might lead listeners to overall
rely less on the verb as cue.

Method
Participants Seventy-two native English speakers (M=18.89
years, SD=.994) enrolled at a medium-sized Mid-Atlantic
university participated in this study for extra course credit.
Materials The sentence set contained 36 sentences frames,
with four versions of each frame. The manipulation, as
explained above, produces a 2 (Structure: Main Verb vs.
Relative Clause) X 2 (Ambiguity Status: Ambiguous vs.
Unambiguous) X (Region: Point of Ambiguity vs. Point of
Disambiguation) design. The four versions of the 36 different
sentence frames were counterbalanced across four
presentation lists in a completely crossed repeated-measures
design. As a result, each list was comprised of one sentence
from each of the 36 sentence frames, such that each subject
saw nine of each combination of Sentence Type X Ambiguity
Status, but only one sentence from each sentence frame. Fifty
filler items, along with eight unrelated practice items, were
incorporated into each list.
Procedure Participants were randomly assigned to one of the
four presentation lists, and the presentation order of all target
and filler items was randomized per subject. All sentences
were presented in a non-cumulative, word-by-word moving
window format (Just, Carpener, & Woolley, 1982) using
Psyscope version 1.2.5 (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, &
Provost, 1993).

Subjects initially viewed a tutorial designed to acquaint
them with the task. Subjects were then instructed to press the
‘GO’ key to begin the task. The entire test item appeared on
the center (left-justified) of the screen in such a way that
dashes preserved the spatial layout of the sentence, but
masked the actual characters of each word. As the subject
pressed the ‘GO’ key, the word that was just read disappeared
and the next one appeared. RTs (msec) were recorded for
each word. Following each sentence, subjects responded to a
Yes/No comprehension question, and upon another key press,
the next item appeared.

Results and Discussion
RTs on each word were length-adjusted according to a
procedure described by Ferreira and Clifton (1986). First,
using the raw RTs on all words in both the experimental and
filler items, we computed a regression equation predicting
each subject’s overall RT per word from the number of
characters in each word. The equation was used in order to
generate an expected RT on each word given its length.
Expected RTs on each word were then subtracted from the
observed RTs, and the resulting difference score was used for
all analyses.
As per the segmentation of the sentences (denoted by “/”)
in example (1), ambiguous and unambiguous regions of the
sentences were defined in accordance with the specifications
used by MacDonald, Just, & Carpenter (1992; see p. 65 for a
more in-depth discussion of the intricacies associated with
this type of ambiguity). The point of ambiguity in the
ambiguous (1a and 1c) sentences contained the ambiguityproducing verb (i.e. warned) in addition to the subsequently
occurring words that follow it up until the point where
information exists that can facilitate disambiguation.
Although no ambiguity existed in the unambiguous condition
(1b and 1d) conditions, a region consisting of words that
eliminated the ambiguity (verbs that don’t permit an
ambiguity and must be interpreted as main verbs in the main
verb, unambiguous condition, such as spoke in 1b, or the
relative pronoun + past tense version of the verb to be in the
relative clause, unambiguous sentences condition, such as
who were in 1d) in addition to the same words that appeared
in the point of ambiguity for the corresponding ambiguoussentence versions was also specified. The point of
disambiguation for all the ambiguous-sentence conditions
(and corresponding unambiguous control sentences) started
with the first word that could be used to strongly support one
interpretation over the other, in addition to the subsequent
words remaining in the sentence, but excluding the final word
of the sentence. The final word of the sentences was excluded
due to sentence “wrap-up” effects, where increases in RTs
frequently occur due to extra processing before subjects
progress to a new item. The length-adjusted RTs on each
word within a region (either the point of ambiguity or
disambiguation) were averaged, per region, to create a mean
length-adjusted RT within each region, and these mean
length-adjusted RTs comprised the dependent measure of
interest.
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Here, we employ a regression approach to investigate the
degree to which the influence of sentence-level variables
changes over the course of the experiment (see Baayen,
Davidson, & Bates, 2008, for a discussion of the advantages
of linear mixed effects models in understanding how effects
change over the course of an experiment). To examine the
extent to which the ambiguity effect (previously reported in
MacDonald et al., 1992) changed over the course of the
experiment, we regressed length-corrected RTs onto the full
factorial design (i.e. all main effects and higher-order
interactions) of Structure (RC vs. MV), Ambiguity
(Unambiguous vs. Ambiguous), Region (Ambiguous region
vs. Disambiguating region) and presentation order (simply the
order in the experimental list at which the item was presented,
coded 1-36). As an additional control, we included a main
effect of log-transformed presentation order. This was done
because previous work suggests that reading times in selfpaced reading studies are subject to a general speed-up effect
(“task adaptation”, Fine et al. 2010), which surfaces as a loglinear relationship between reading times and presentation
order, illustrated in Figure 1. We chose a linear rather than
log-linear presentation order effect for the higher order
interactions because the linear component of presentation
order essentially captures the number of previous MV and
RC trials, thereby starting with the assumption of a linear
effect of recent exposure. Finally, the model included the
maximum random effects structure justified by the data based
on model comparison using log-likelihood ratio tests. All
predictors were centered in order to reduce collinearity
between higher-order interaction terms. Apart from an
unsurprisingly high correlation between the main effects of
presentation order and log-transformed presentation order (r =
-.8), all correlations between fixed effects were <.2 (we note
that collinearity only affects standard error estimates of
predictors that are collinear).

Figure 1. Collapsing across both Structure and Ambiguity
Status, a main effect of Order is apparent at all regions of the
sentence. RTs decrease in a protracted manner as the
experiment proceeds.

Table 1. Beta coefficients associated with each main effect or
interaction term in the model, along with corresponding tvalues (terms with a corresponding t-value > 2 are
significant at the .05 level).

Intercept
Structure (RC)
Ambiguity (Unamb.)
Region (Disamb. Region)
Presentation Order
Log Pres. Order
Struc. X Ambig.
Struc. X Region
Ambig. X Region
Struc. X Order
Ambig. X Order
Region X Order
Struc. X Ambig. X Region
Struc. X Ambig. X Order
Struc. X Region X Order
Ambig. X Region X Order
Struc. X Ambig. X Region X Order

Coef
β
-9.28
13.59
-11.56
-0.84
-2.81
-26.38
-11.25
15.57
-12.57
-0.73
0.72
-0.04
-10.42
0.73
-0.76
0.35
0.44

SE
(β)
4.66
2.32
2.32
3.03
0.63
6.70
2.32
2.31
2.31
0.33
0.23
0.25
2.31
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22

tvalue
-1.99
5.87
-4.98
-0.28
-4.43
-3.94
-4.85
6.73
-5.43
-2.19
3.22
-0.14
-4.50
3.26
-3.39
1.56
2.00

Coefficients, standard errors, and t-values for each of the
predictors in the model are given in Table 1. For data sets of
the size used in this study, t-values with an absolute value of
roughly 2 or greater are significant at α = .05 (p-values based
on MCMC-sampling in a model with only random intercepts
confirm the conclusions given below). As illustrated in Table
1, the three-way Structure X Ambiguity X Region interaction
was significant. Because the coefficient of this 3-way
interaction is negative, a learning effect of the kind proposed
here—i.e. where the ambiguity effect is weakened over the
course of the experiment—would surface as an interaction
between this 3-way interaction and presentation order with a
positive coefficient. This four-way interaction is indeed
significant and in the predicted direction, and is shown on the
last line of Table 1. Put another way, the magnitude of the

Figure 2.Coefficient size of the Structure X Ambiguity X
Region interaction in “early”, “middle”, and “late” trial
bins. Notice that as the experiment proceeds the coefficient
of the 3-way interaction gets weaker and weaker (closer to
0).
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3-way interaction is diminished as a result of experience (i.e.
the items in the experiment), thus moving the coefficient
closer to zero. This is illustrated in Figure 2, which shows the
predicted effect of the 3-way interaction within the first,
middle, and final third of the experiment.
The significance of the four-way interaction provides
evidence that the nature of the Structure X Ambiguity X
Region interaction is dependent on order. Figures 3 and 4,
below, aid in decomposing the four-way interaction. In
Figure 3, there is a strong decrease in the magnitude of the
garden-path effect (i.e. a decrease in RTs at the point of
disambiguation for the RC resolved ambiguous sentences,
relative to the baseline unambiguous control sentences), as
would be predicted if subjects were continuously modifying
their expectations about the likelihood of the ambiguityproducing verb (such as warned) being used in a relative
clause structure instead of being the main verb of the
sentence. For the MV sentences, there exists no relationship
between presentation order and the amount of difficulty
observed when the ambiguity is resolved in accordance with
the MV interpretation of the ambiguity (relative to a
baseline unambiguous control sentence).

Figure 3. The ambiguity effect at the point of disambiguation for
the Reduced Relative Clause sentences (RTs in Ambiguous
condition minus Unambiguous condition) as a function of
presentation order. The garden-path effect typically associated
with RC resolution decreases continuously across the experiment.

Figure 4. Ambiguity effect at the point of disambiguation for the
Matrix Clause sentences as a function of presentation order. No
relationship is observed.

General Discussion
Upon arriving at the experiment, subjects had a strong bias
for the ambiguity-producing verbs that were used in this
experiment to be used as main verbs of sentences and not as
the onset of a reduced relative clause. The results reported
here demonstrate that those expectations shifted over the
course of the experiment as subjects encountered a
cumulatively larger number of instances in which the verbs
were used in the much less frequent relative clause
structure. It should be noted that although the four-way
interaction was significant, it was driven by RTs at the point
of disambiguation when the ambiguity was resolved in
accordance with the RC interpretation.
Consistent with the proposal of Fine et al. (2010), these
results highlight a rarely-mentioned property of the language
comprehension system. Namely, they raise the possibility that
comprehenders can shift their distributional knowledge about
the syntactic biases of verb behavior, as typically used in
natural language, in order to adapt to the task demands
conferred by a linguistic context. Such a result is consistent
with input-driven accounts of language comprehension (e. g.
Chang et al., 2006; MacDonald & Christiansen, 2002), which
argue for a continuous updating of linguistic knowledge
based on the processing of new input.
A large amount of work exists demonstrating that both
infants and adults can easily learn various types of statistical
regularities imbued within an artificial language (Saffran,
2003), constituting the plausibility of mechanisms for the
induction of grammar. In these types of experiments,
artificial languages are used instead of one’s native
language to control for the very same thing we study here.
That is, artificial languages are used so that any pre-existing
knowledge about the structure of a language doesn’t
influence the ease with which subjects can learn the
statistical regularities under investigation. In the experiment
reported here, we demonstrate that the adaptive nature of the
comprehension system facilitates the ability to adjust one’s
prior beliefs about the structure of language (conferred, in
this case, by the lexical biases of verbs), by repeated
exposure to uses of a verb that are inconsistent with the
biases in natural language use.
The degree to which results such as the ones reported here
are generalizable to a naturalistic uncontrolled
communicative context is, at this point, unclear. Unlike the
phonological level, where variability in the input is the norm,
the amount of variability in syntactic preferences during
naturalistic conversation is less well-established. Indeed, we
know little about how variability in personal history can
create individual differences in how people use lexical cues
to syntactic structure during language production. Work on
individual differences in language comprehension provides
some evidence that syntactic variability may exist.
Dabrowska (1997), for example, found that a group of
highly educated individuals were significantly more apt to
answer comprehension questions about syntactically
complex sentences in a manner that was commensurate with
the grammatically correct parse of the sentence than were
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groups of individuals with lower levels of formal education.
Such a result suggests that language use may differ across
various socio-cultural and socio-economic stratifications.
And, it is situations when one is faced with such variability
that syntactic adaptation from one speaker to another is
likely to occur. Work is currently under way to better
understand in what situations and under what conditions one
would expect to find substantial syntactic variability, and
whether or not adaptation occurs in these types of settings.
And, even if it is the case that syntactic adaptation does
occur in more naturalistic situations where one might expect
adaptation based on syntactic variability in a communicative
setting, it is also unclear at this point just how speaker- or
context-dependent syntactic adaptation is. Experiments are
currently underway to investigate whether the type of
adaptation reported here stops once a subject leaves the
testing room, or whether lingering effects of the adaptation
process generalize to different linguistic or otherwise
communicative contexts. Nonetheless, the results reported
here, along with those reported in Fine et al. (2010) and
Farmer et al. (in press), highlight the flexible nature of the
systems responsible for language comprehension when
faced with contexts in which language unfolds in
unexpected ways.
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Abstract

The Role of Context

Working memory capacity (WMC) has been shown to correlate
with performance on complex cognitive tasks, including language
comprehension and production. However, some scholars have
suggested that performance outcomes result from an interaction
between individual differences (IDs), such as WMC, and learning
conditions (Robinson, 2005a). Reber, Walkenfeld, and Hernstadt
(1991) specifically claimed that IDs influence performance on
explicit, but not implicit, processes. In this study, English nativespeakers were exposed to a semi-artificial language under
incidental or rule-search conditions, and their WMC was measured
by two complex-span tasks. Both conditions produced a clear
learning effect, with an advantage for the rule-search group. No
significant correlations between overall performance on a
grammaticality judgment task and WM scores were found for
either group. However, WMC predicted performance on
grammatical items for the rule-search group. These results support
Reber et al.’s (1991) claim that aptitude measures may only be
predictive of learning in explicit conditions.
Keywords: implicit learning; explicit learning; working memory

Introduction
Working memory has been shown to play a role in many
aspects of first language (L1) processing and performance.
Yet because of certain limitations on second language (L2)
learners, such as maturational constraints, WM may be more
important in L2 than in L1 (Miyake & Friedman, 1998).
Many studies have found relationships between WM and L2
proficiency and development. WM capacity (WMC) has
been shown to positively correlate with performance on
sections of the TOEFL, reading comprehension abilities (for
a review, see Miyake & Friedman, 1998), gender and
number agreement processing (Sagarra & Herschensohn,
2010), the ability to make use of interactional feedback in
classroom settings (Mackey, Philp, Egi, Fujii, et al., 2002),
and L2 proficiency (van den Noort, Bosch, and Hugdahl,
2006). Overall, the evidence suggests that WMC plays a
role in L2 acquisition. However, the predictive power of
WMC may be mediated by learning conditions.

Research into individual differences (IDs) and pedagogical
approaches to L2 acquisition have recently merged because
of the inextricable link between the two. Skehan (2002) has
suggested that aptitude is more predictive of L2 acquisition
success in formal, structured learning contexts. Support for
combining these lines of research has also come from
Robinson (2002) and Erlam (2005), who expressed that “a
particular method of instruction may not (...) benefit all
learners uniformly” (p. 147). However, Robinson and Erlam
make no claims about whether IDs should have a greater
effect in one learning condition than in others.
Research in cognitive psychology suggests that there
should be differences in how aptitude influences learning in
implicit and explicit conditions because these two systems
are fundamentally distinct. Reber et al. (1991) explain this
distinction by evoking the idea of the “primacy of the
implicit” (p. 888). The basis of this primacy is that implicit
processes have older biological substrates, which vary little
among “corticated species” (Reber, 1989, p. 232), and even
less from human to human. Thus, implicit processes should
be more robust than explicit processes, unconscious
functions should operate relatively uniformly within the
population as compared to conscious functions, and IDs
should not contribute to variance in implicit processes, but
should in explicit processes.
Studies that investigate implicit and explicit learning
adhere to several fundamental criteria when operationalizing
these conditions. In explicit conditions, subjects are made
aware that they are supposed to learn something, and they
usually know that they will be tested. There are two main
options for explicit conditions. In rule-search conditions,
subjects are exposed to the system to be learned and
instructed to find rules. Alternatively, subjects can be
presented with rules (rule-instruction) and exposed to the
system. In some cases, explicit conditions consist of simply
drawing the subjects’ attention to the target structure
without indicating that there is a system to be learned
(awareness raising). In implicit conditions, subjects are not
informed about the true purpose of the experiment; they do
not know that they should be learning something or that
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they will be tested. Sufficient exposure to the system is an
important component of implicit conditions. Exposure tasks,
such as Reber et al.’s (1991) memorization task, are
generally used to draw subjects’ attention away from the
true objective of the experimenter. Learning in such
conditions in often therefore referred to as incidental.
Reber et al. (1991) investigated the relationship between
IQ and learning in implicit and explicit (awareness raising)
conditions and found greater variance in accuracy on
grammaticality judgment tasks (GJTs) between subjects in
the explicit condition than in the implicit condition, and a
significant correlation between accuracy and IQ for the
former group, but not for the latter. Replicating Reber et
al.’s (1991) implicit and explicit learning conditions,
Robinson (2005b) also found less variation in implicit than
explicit learning outcomes. However, he found that learning
in the implicit condition was significantly negatively
correlated with the verbal abilities component of IQ,
whereas there were no correlations between learning in the
explicit condition and IQ. Robinson (2005b) added an
additional condition, incidental learning of Samoan, in
which subjects were presented with sentences and asked to
try to understand the meaning, but were not told about
grammar rules. Performance on a GJT was not related to
any aptitude measures.
In a study on eXperanto, an artificial language, deGraff
(1997) found that the explicit group (rule-search)
outperformed the implicit group (sentence rehearsal), but
performance in both conditions correlated positively with
aptitude. Erlam (2005) investigated the effects of aptitude
on learning in three conditions: deductive (rule-instruction +
practice), inductive (practice only), and structured input
(rule-instruction only). There were few correlations for the
deductive group, suggesting that “instruction that provides
students with explicit rule explanation and then gives them
opportunities to engage in language production tends to
benefit al language learners” (p. 163). The relationships
between aptitude measures and learning differed for each
condition. A measure of WMC correlated with performance
in the structured input group, leading Erlam to conclude that
students with higher WMC are better at processing explicit
input. However, it must be noted that Erlam’s “WM task”
was actually a simple-span task which measures
phonological short-term memory, not WM (Miyake &
Friedman, 1998), so these findings cannot be generalized to
WM, but only a component of this system.
In fact, few studies have specifically looked at the
interaction between WM and instructional contexts.
Considering the importance placed on the central executive
in WM (Engle, 2001), one might expect WM to be a good
predictor of language success in explicit rather than implicit
learning conditions because explicit processes are closely
related to attention, whereas implicit processes are not
(DeKeyser, 2003). Robinson (2005b) included a measure of
WMC and found that it positively correlated with incidental
learning of Samoan, but not with learning in implicit or

explicit conditions. He concluded that incidental learning
involves “the ability to process for meaning while
simultaneously switching attention to form during problems
in semantic processing,” and that this is “an ability strongly
related to [WMC]” (p. 55). Perhaps when the target system
has meaning, as in natural language, rather than only form,
as in meaningless letter strings (used in the implicit learning
conditions in Reber et al. (1991) and Robinson (2005b)),
learners rely more on general cognitive processes such as
WM when explicit instructions are not provided. A study on
Japanese 5th grade students learning English (Ando,
Fukunaga, Kurahashi, Suto, et al., 1992) found a complex
interaction between WM and L2 success in naturalistic
learning conditions. Children with high WMC benefited
from an explicit, form-focused teaching approach, whereas
children with low WMC benefited from an implicit,
communicative teaching approach.
The research outlined above demonstrates that the
relationship between WMC and learning in explicit and
implicit conditions is a complicated one, and there is thus
far little consensus as to how this component of aptitude
interacts with learning conditions.

The Current Study
In this study, we seek to contribute to the research on the
role of WM in L2 acquisition, and how this ability interacts
with learning conditions. We are interested in whether
WMC influences an individual’s ability to learn L2 syntax,
and whether it has a differential effect on learning under
implicit or explicit learning conditions.

Method
Participants
Participants were 62 native speakers of English with no
background in German or any other V2 language. They
were assigned to one of two experimental groups: incidental
and rule-search. The groups did not differ across the
variables age, gender, occupation, and number of languages
acquired, all p > .05. Participants were compensated for
their participation.

Stimulus material: Semi-artificial language
A semi-artificial language consisting of English words and
German syntax was used to generate the stimuli for this
experiment (see also Rebuschat, 2008). The advantages of
using a semi-artificial language of this nature are that the
grammatical complexity of natural languages is maintained
and semantic information is present. The sentences
generated by the grammar follow three specific verbplacement rules, each associated with a specific syntactic
pattern (see Table 1). A total of 180 sentences were drafted
for this experiment. See Rebuschat (2008) for a more
extensive description of the system.
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Table 1: Descriptions of the verb-placement rules.
Rule
V2

V1

VF

Description (Example)
Place finite verb in second phrasal position of
main clauses that are not preceded by a
subordinate clause. (Today bought John the
newspaper in the supermarket.)
Place finite verb in first position in main
clauses that are preceded by a subordinate
clause. (Since his teacher criticism voiced,
put Chris more effort into his homework.)
Place finite verb in final position in all
subordinate clauses. (George repeated today
that the movers his furniture scratched.)

Training set The training set consisted of 120 sentences (40
for each rule) and was subdivided into 60 plausible and 60
implausible constructions. For example, a sentence like
“Chris entertained today his colleagues with an interesting
performance.” was semantically plausible, while “After his
wife a thief surprised, communicated George with the police
banana.” was semantically implausible.
Testing set The testing set consisted of 60 new sentences
subdivided into 30 grammatical and 30 ungrammatical
items, all of which were plausible. Ungrammatical sentences
were similar to the grammatical ones, but the VP position
was incorrect. With the exception of a limited number of
function words, no words were repeated from the training
set, making the test analogous to the transfer paradigm in
Artificial Grammar Learning research (Reber, 1969).

Procedure
Subjects attended two sessions: an artificial language
learning session and a WM session. For each subject, the
WM session occurred at least one day and no more than two
weeks after the artificial learning language session. Stimuli
and instructions for both sessions were presented on a
Macintosh computer using SuperLab, version 4.
Artificial Language Learning This session consisted of
two parts: an exposure phase, during which subjects were
presented with 120 instances of the artificial language in
random order, and a testing phase.
Exposure phase. Participants in the incidental condition
(n = 31) were asked to listen the 120 sentences of the
training set, repeat each sentence after a delayed prompt
(1,500 ms) and judge the semantic plausibility of each
sentence. Importantly, subjects were not told that the syntax
underlying the training sentences followed a rule system,
nor were they told that there would be a test on word order
after the exposure phase. Instead, these subjects were simply
informed that they were taking part in a sentence
comprehension experiment that sought to investigate how
scrambling affects our ability to understand the meaning of

sentences. Subjects were thus exposed to the artificial
language under incidental learning conditions.
Participants in the rule-search condition (n = 31) were
asked to listen to the same 120 sentences. They were told, at
the beginning of the experiment, that the word order of the
sentences was determined by a “complex rule-system” and
that their task was to listen carefully to each sentence and to
discover the word-order rules. Subjects were also informed
that they would later be tested on the rules. Subjects were
thus exposed to the artificial language under intentional
learning conditions.
Testing phase. After exposure, subjects in the incidental
condition were told that the word order of the previous 120
sentences was determined by a “complex rule-system;”
subjects in the rule-search condition were reminded of this
fact. All subjects then listened to 60 new sentences, as
described in the testing set. For each sentence, subjects were
asked to judge whether the sentence followed the rule
system of the sentences in the exposure phase (GJT), report
how confident they were in their judgment (not confident,
somewhat confident, very confident), and indicate the basis
of their judgment (guess, intuition, memory, rule). The
confidence ratings and the source attributions were used as
subjective measures of awareness (Dienes, 2008).
After the testing phase, subjects completed a debriefing
questionnaire which prompted them to verbalize any rule or
regularity they might have noticed during the course of the
experiment. The questionnaire also asked participants to
provide their gender, age, nationality, occupation and
language background.
Working memory assessment On a separate day, subjects
performed two WM tasks, the operation-word span task
(OWST, Turner & Engle, 1989; Unsworth, Heitz, Schrock
& Engle, 2005) and the letter-number ordering task (LNOT,
Wechsler, 1997). The order in which subjects completed
these tasks was counterbalanced. In the OWST, subjects
saw an equation and word appear on the computer screen.
They read the equation out loud, stated whether the answer
provided was correct or not, and then read the following
word out loud. For example, if the participant saw “IS (6 x
2) + 1 = 10 ? CAT,” they would say “Is six times two plus
one equal to ten…no…cat.” Once the subject said the word,
the experimenter advanced to the next operation and word in
the set. There were 12 sets overall, with two to five words in
a set. At the end of each set, a cue appeared to prompt
participants to write down all of the words that they could
remember from that set. Subjects were awarded one point
for every word remembered in the correct order, for a total
possible score of 42 points.
The LNOT is part of the WAIS-III Intelligence Scale
(Wechsler, 1997). We used an English version of the task,
adapted from van den Noort et al. (2006). In this task, the
experimenter read aloud series of letters and numbers, from
two to eight digits long. The subject was asked to repeat the
numbers in numerical order and then the letters in
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alphabetical order. For example, if the experimenter read
“W-1-K-5,” the subject would repeat “1-5-K-W.” Subjects
received one point for every series repeated back correctly,
for a maximum of 21 points. If a subject missed three series
in a row, the experimenter discontinued the task and
counted the subject’s score from all of the previous series.

Results
Seven participants were excluded from the analysis because
they did not follow directions correctly in the testing phase,
for a total of 29 participants (23 women, 6 men, Mage = 21.4
years) in the incidental group and 26 participants (20
women, 9 men, Mage = 23.0 years) in the rule-search group.

Grammaticality Judgments
The analysis of the GJT showed that the incidental group
classified 58.9% (SD = 8.6%) of the items correctly, while
the rule-search group classified 71.2% (SD = 15.5%) of the
items correctly. This difference was significant, t(53) =
3.692, p < .001. Both the rule-search group, t(25) = 6.977, p
< .001, and the incidental group, t(28) = 5.563, p < .001,
performed significantly above chance. The training phase
thus produced a clear learning effect in both experimental
groups, with an advantage for the rule-search group.
The rule-search group endorsed 75.9% (SD = 16.9%) of
grammatical items and 33.4% (SD = 19.5%) of
ungrammatical items. The incidental group endorsed 71.7%
(SD = 14.2%) of grammatical items and 54.0% (SD =
19.1%) of ungrammatical items. A mixed ANOVA with
learning condition as a between groups factor and
grammaticality as a within groups factor revealed a main
effect of grammaticality, F(1,53) = 27.415, p < .001, and an
interaction between grammaticality and group, F(1,53) =
5.937, p < .05. Bonferroni corrected post-hoc tests showed
that both groups endorsed more grammatical items than
ungrammatical items, p < .001. That is, performance on the
GJT was driven by memory for previously encountered
syntactic patterns.
Bonferroni corrected post-hoc tests also showed that the
difference between rule-search and incidental groups on the
endorsement of grammatical items was not significant, p >
.05, i.e. neither group was more likely to correctly endorse
grammatical strings, but the difference between groups on
ungrammatical strings was significant, p = < .001. The
lower accuracy of the incidental group was therefore largely
due to poorer performance on ungrammatical items.

Confidence Ratings and Source Attributions
Subjective measures reveal the extent to which knowledge
was conscious or unconscious. Dienes (2008) distinguishes
two types of knowledge, namely structural knowledge and
judgment knowledge. Structural knowledge is knowledge
about the structure of sequences in the language, and
judgment knowledge is knowledge about whether test items

share this structure with training items. Structural and
judgment knowledge are conscious only if the individual is
aware of having that knowledge (e.g., I know the verb comes
in final position in a subordinate clause or I know that this
sentence is not like the training sentences).
Confidence ratings show that participants in the rulesearch group had unconscious judgment knowledge by the
guessing criterion. That is, their accuracy was above chance
when they said they were not confident (67%), indicating
that subjects in this group acquired knowledge about the
grammaticality of test sentences, but they were not aware of
having acquired that knowledge. Learners in the incidental
group were at chance when they said they were not
confident (56%); the guessing criterion for unconscious
judgment knowledge was thus not satisfied for this group.
The Chan difference score was computed in order to
establish whether learning was implicit by the zerocorrelation criterion. The difference between the average
confidence for correct and incorrect judgments was not
significant for either group, p > .05; they were not more
confident in correct decisions than in incorrect ones. This
indicates unconscious judgment knowledge by the zerocorrelation criterion. At least for some of the knowledge,
subjects were not aware of the fact that they had acquired it
during the exposure phase.
An analysis of source attributions shows that there were
no differences in accuracy between groups based on which
type of knowledge they reported using for classification
judgments. Both groups performed significantly above
chance when basing their judgments on intuition (rulesearch: 64%; incidental: 61%), memory (70%; 58%), and
rule (69%; 59%), but only the rule-search group performed
above chance when basing their judgments on a guess (69%;
55%). Above-chance accuracy when using intuition
suggests that participants in both groups developed at least
some unconscious structural knowledge of the grammar.
Above chance accuracy when reporting high confidence
(69%; incidental: 61%) and basing judgments on memory
and rules (see above) suggests that both groups also
developed conscious structural and judgment knowledge.

Verbal Reports
In both the incidental and rule-search groups, most
participants verbalized incorrect rules for the artificial
grammar. Participants frequently mentioned that the verb
could appear at the end of the sentence, but they did not
indicate that this was only possible in a subordinate clause.
A few participants provided examples of one sentence type,
but not the other two. However, three participants in the
rule-search group provided examples of all sentence types
and verbalized all verb-placement rules.

Working Memory Tests
The average score on the OWST was 29.6 (SD = 5.5) for the
incidental group and 29.6 (SD = 5.0) for the rule-search
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group. For the LNOT, the average scores were 13.0 (SD =
2.8) for the incidental group and 12.1 (SD = 2.5) for the
rule-search group. The difference between groups was not
significant on the OWST or the LNOT, p > .05.

There were no other significant correlations between WM
score and accuracy.

When all subjects were analyzed together, there were no
correlations between accuracy on the GJT and performance
on either the OWST, r = .117, p > .05, or the LNOT, r =
.223, p > .05. For the incidental group, there were no
significant correlations between accuracy on the GJT and
either WM task (OWST: r = .168, p > .05; LNOT, r =.182,
p > .05). For the rule-search group, there was no correlation
between accuracy on the GJT and performance on the
OWST, r = .117, p > .05, but there was a significant
correlation between accuracy on the GJT and performance
on the LNOT, r = .477, p < .05, suggesting that according to
one of our WM measures, WM predicts learning only in one
learning condition.
As mentioned above, three participants demonstrated
awareness of the rules of the artificial language. These
subjects were 98%, 100%, and 100% accurate on the GJT.
Their scores on the LNOT were 16, 15, and 17, and their
scores on the OWST were 25, 35, and 23, respectively.
Because the three verbalizers seem to behave differently
than the rest of the participants in the rule-search group,
further analyses were conducted without these participants.
When the relationship between WM and accuracy for the
rule-search group was analyzed without the verbalizers, the
correlation between LNOT and accuracy disappeared, r =
.156, p > .05, and the correlation between OWST and
accuracy remained non-significant, r = .309, p > .05.

The analysis of the GJT produced similar results to those
found previously for incidental and rule-search conditions in
this semi-artificial language (Rebuschat, 2008). Both
incidental and rule-search groups performed significantly
better than chance, and this observed learning effect appears
to be driven by the correct endorsement of grammatical
items. That is, both groups memorized learned patterns from
the training phase. The rule-search condition gave learners
an advantage in distinguishing learned patterns from novel
patterns, as demonstrated by their superior accuracy on
ungrammatical items. Confidence ratings, source
attributions, and verbal reports indicate that subjects in both
groups had at least some explicit knowledge of the grammar
they were exposed to, and also that subjects in both groups
had at least some implicit knowledge, which is expected
based on previous findings (Rebuschat, 2008, Exp. 6).
Our analyses of individual differences suggest that WM
does affect an individual’s ability to learn L2 syntax, but
this effect is apparent only in certain conditions, and for
certain items. Overall, we found no correlations between
either WM test and accuracy in the incidental group, nor for
the OWST and accuracy for the rule-search group. The
LNOT appeared to predict learning for the rule-search
participants, but the importance of assessing awareness
becomes clear, as we determined that this correlation was
entirely driven by three exceptional learners who were able
to verbalize rules on the debriefing questionnaire. These
three learners had very high WMC as measured by the
LNOT, which may have helped them discover rules.
However, many other variables could have influenced their
performance. Therefore, we cannot make any claims about
the relationship between the WM skills involved in the
LNOT and L2 acquisition based on these participants alone.
A deeper analysis of the relationship between WM and
item classes revealed that in the rule-search condition, WM
predicted performance on grammatical items only. Thus,
while WM, as measured by the OWST and the LNOT, does
not appear to affect an individual’s ability to learn L2 syntax
in incidental learning conditions, it may play a role in
helping learners in more explicit conditions incorporate
positive evidence from a new language.
Our findings support Reber et al’s (1991) claim that
individual differences influence learning in explicit, but not
implicit conditions. However, the differential effect of
WMC on grammatical and ungrammatical items suggests
that this relationship is complex. Furthermore, while we can
make some claims about the predictive value of WM in L2
learning under implicit and explicit conditions, there are
several limitations of this study that must be acknowledged.
Firstly, untimed GJTs such as the ones used in this study
might favor explicit processes. In the future, it would be
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Figure 1. Correlations between WM and accuracy on grammatical
items for the rule-search group, excluding verbalizers. The y-axis
represents accuracy; the x-axis represents WM score for LNOT
(left) and OWST (right).

Because of the differential performance observed for
grammatical and ungrammatical items, we analyzed these
items separately. These analyses revealed a positive
correlation between WM and accuracy on grammatical
items for participants in the rule-search group only
(excluding verbalizers; see Figure 1). This was true for both
the LNOT (r = .424, p < .05) and the OWST (r = .542, p <
.05). The correlations were not significantly different, t < 1.

Discussion
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worth employing a learning measure that favors implicit
processes, e.g. the elicited imitation task proposed by Ellis
(2005). Additionally, some studies have found that
correlations become significant when comparing aptitude
measures and delayed posttests, (Erlam, 2005; Mackey et
al., 2002), so it would be of interest to include a retention
phase. Also, we explored the role of WM, which involves
the control of attention and may therefore be more related to
explicit than implicit learning. Contrary to the claims of
Reber et al (1991), recent evidence suggests that implicit
learning is indeed an ability that varies across individuals
(Kaufman, DeYoung, Gray, Jiménez, et al., 2010). Yet as
Kaufman et al. found, typical cognitive abilities, such as IQ
and WM, do not correlate with implicit learning outcomes,
whereas other cognitive abilities do. The incorporation of
cognitive factors that might draw on some of the same
processes as implicit learning might yield different results.
Finally, it is crucial to note that this study investigates the
relationship between WM and learning in two different
conditions, not types of learning. As shown by measures of
awareness, implicit and explicit conditions do not
necessarily nor exclusively result in implicit and explicit
knowledge, respectively; the relationship is more complex.
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Improving the Acquistion and Retention of Science Material by Fifth
Grade Students Through the Use of Imagery Interventions
Marisa Cohen
Graduate Center of the City University of New York
Abstract: This study examined imagery interventions for the presentation of novel science vocabulary to fifth grade
learners. Participants were randomly assigned to four different instructional interventions: a Picture Presentation
method, in which a word was paired with a picture; an Image Creation- No Picture method, in which the participants
were told to create an image of the word and draw it on paper; an Image Creation- Picture method, in which the
students were presented with the picture and then told to draw it; and a Word Only method, which involved the
simple verbal presentation of the word. Results demonstrated that students in the imagery intervention groups scored
significantly higher on the outcome measures. It was also shown that the deeper the students processed the ”to be
learned” vocabulary words, the higher they scored. Such a study has implications as to the most effective way to
teach vocabulary in the classroom.
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Structural Alignment in Learning Bridge Construction
Lauren Applebaum
University of Chicago

Elizabet Spaepen
University of Chicago

Dedre Gentner
Northwestern University

Susan C. Levine
University of Chicago

Susan Goldin-Meadow
University of Chicago
Abstract: Laboratory studies show that encouraging comparison between situations through spatial alignment
promotes learning (e.g., Gentner, 2010). We examine whether alignment will also improve learning in a classroom
context. Our study examines 3rd-6th graders’ ability to learn an engineering concept (the stability of triangles)
when the lesson uses spatial alignment and when it does not. In the aligned condition, we introduce a triangle, a
braced square (consists of two triangles) and a truss (consists of multiple triangles) and spatially align them with
one another. In the unaligned condition, we introduce these same components separately, with no spatial alignment.
Students are given a pretest before the lesson and a post-test after the lesson, both of which assessed knowledge of
the stability of triangles. Preliminary results indicate that students learn more in the aligned condition, suggesting
that alignment is an important learning tool, even in less controlled settings such as a classroom.
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Children’s Encoding and Solving of Mathematical Equations
Noelle M. Crooks
University of Wisconsin - Madison

Martha W. Alibali
University of Wisconsin - Madison
Abstract: Elementary school children often fail to correctly solve equivalence problems (e.g., 3+4+5=3+ ). This
study investigated whether children’s difficulties are due, in part, to incorrectly encoding (internally representing) the
equivalence problems and tested whether improvements in encoding would lead to improvements in problem solving.
To address these issues, we developed a new measure of problem encoding that used a change detection paradigm,
and we also utilized more traditional reconstruction and recognition measures. Children completed measures of
encoding and problem solving before and after a brief lesson designed to improve their encoding. Change detection
performance was significantly correlated with performance on the traditional encoding measures. Moreover, all three
encoding measures were related to children’s pretest problem-solving performance. Finally, pre- to posttest changes
in children’s encoding appeared to be related to changes in children’s problem-solving performance. These findings
suggest that improving problem encoding should be a target of instruction about equations.
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Student’s Adaptive Choice of Instruction Format
Jooyoung Jang (joj15@pitt.edu)
Department of Psychology, 823 LRDC, 3939 O’Hara Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15260 USA

Christian D. Schunn (schunn@pitt.edu)
Department of Psychology, 821 LRDC, 3939 O’Hara Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15260 USA
Abstract
A spatially distributed instruction format (i.e., when
information sources are presented side-by-side) has been
found to be generally beneficial for learning statistics (Jang,
Schunn, & Nokes, 2011). In a follow-up classroom study, we
examined whether students generally selected the better
format (i.e., faster problem solving with better understanding
of materials; distributed format in this study) when given the
choice and whether individual differences affect students’
instruction format preferences. Students were found to prefer
the instruction format that matches to their ability (an
adaptive choice): Students with high mental rotation and
verbal learning ability preferred the spatially stacked format
of instruction to a distributed format.
Keywords: Cognitive load theory; split-attention effect;
instruction design; individual differences.

Introduction
Spatial arrangement of information has been found to be
important for learning, as it affects the amount of extraneous
load that students may experience. According to cognitive
load theory (Sweller, van Merriënboer, & Paas, 1998; van
Merriënboer & Sweller, 2005), three types of cognitive load
consume a single limited working memory capacity. Two of
them are beneficial for learning: Intrinsic load is required
for learning itself (e.g., information processing,
understanding, schema construction); thus it reflects the
inherent difficulty of a given task. Germane load is caused
when learners actively engage in learning (e.g., filling in
blanks of worked examples). In contrast, extraneous load is
harmful for learning because it imposes an unnecessary load
that is not related to learning (e.g., split-attention effect:
learners’ attention is split across separately presented
information pieces that are, in fact, meaningful when
integrated). Extraneous load can be quite detrimental to
learning, especially for integrative tasks (i.e., when
dispersed learning components are so closely related to each
other as to be meaningful only when taken together:
inherently high intrinsic load). For example, the normal
benefit of worked examples (i.e., studying a fully solved
problem rather than actively solving one) can be wasted due
to a small increase of extraneous load. It has been repeatedly
found that learners no longer benefit from worked examples
when the text and diagrams are presented in a separated
format (Tarmizi & Sweller, 1988; Ward & Sweller, 1990).

Thus, it is recommended to design instructions in an
integrated format.
Integrated formats are, however, impractical for complex
tasks that require integration across many sources of
information (Wickens & Carswell, 1995). As the volume of
information to integrate increases, separated but spatially
distributed format of display (i.e., when information sources
are presented side-by-side) can be a practically and
theoretically robust alternative (Jang & Schunn, under
review; Jang, et al., 2011; Wiley, 2001). We have found
that spatially distributed displays shorten problem-solving
time and facilitate learning, when compared to spatially
stacked displays (i.e., when information sources are sitting
on top of one another with only the top source fully visible).
In a series of experiments involving learning of statistics,
students were provided with instructions either in a spatially
distributed or a spatially stacked format (Jang, et al., 2011).
Students who worked with the distributed format of
instruction finished a t-test analysis significantly faster
without any loss of accuracy, and scored higher on a posttest than those who had the same instruction in a stacked
format. Moreover, students in the stacked format condition
reported higher level of cognitive load than those in the
distributed condition.
Although the finding is consistent with cognitive load
theory in that it shows the continuum of split-attention
effect (i.e., as the degrees of separation increase, the amount
of extraneous load grows along integrated displays <
distributed displays < stacked displays), a more important
theoretical question remains unsolved: What causes the
extra cognitive load in the stacked display? A recent eyetracking study suggested that problem solvers may shift to
an information memorization strategy in stacked conditions,
and this memorization time could account for the stacked
display time disadvantage (Jang, Trickett, Schunn, &
Trafton, under review). Participants in the stacked display
condition fixated significantly longer on information pieces
on each page throughout an integrative problem-solving
task than those who solved the same problem using the
distributed display, presumably as a micro-strategy to
bypass the relatively higher information access cost in the
stacked display. That is, the stacked display presumably
produces a high information access cost situation because
information is a page-turn away, compared to the cost of an
eye/head turn away in the distributed display. Consequently,
problem solvers chose to memorize information rather than
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repeatedly turn pages to look for information (Gray & Fu,
2004). When the cost of accessing external information
increases, people tend to memorize information to make it
readily accessible in the head (i.e., memorization strategy;
stacked display). In contrast, when information access cost
is low, people do not bother to memorize information and
instead rely on external/ in the world information (i.e.,
perceptual-motor strategy; distributed display).
In terms of performance accuracy, the memory strategy
selection can be construed as an adaptive choice balancing
accuracy and effort. Information in the world is accurate but
that in the head may not be. For example, participants made
more errors in a given task when they adopted the
memorization strategy, but with a reduction in task time
(Gray & Fu, 2004).
Even though people on average may seem to adopt one
strategy for a given situation, individuals with different
cognitive ability may react differently to the demands of the
same situation. Then, what if we give them a chance to
choose a format of instruction for themselves? In the
strategy choice literature, problem solvers are thought to
select strategies that reduce effort and increase the
probability of solving the given problem (Gray & Fu, 2004;
Kerkman & Siegler, 1993; Lovett & Anderson, 1996).
When there are individual differences in strategy preference,
this can be explained in one of three different ways: 1) some
people value the problem solving goal more, and thus are
willing to use more effortful and successful strategies to
achieve the goal; 2) some people have less experience with
some of the strategies and have not yet figured out which
strategies are the best balance of likely success and minimal
effort; and 3) through different overall skill levels with each
strategy, different people will have different strategies that
best balance likely success and minimal effort. So when we
see problem solvers making apparently non-adaptive
choices, we ask: do they simply not care, do they not know,
or is their choice actually adaptive for them?
In the current study, we gave students free choice between
two formats of instruction and examined how individual
differences interact with instruction format choice. We
measured mental rotation ability given the visual-spatial
element to the statistical thinking learning topic being
examined as well as the experimental manipulation itself
(distributed vs. stacked format). Also, individual learning
style (self-report questionnaire) was measured as an index
of perceived strength of cognitive abilities in the two
general cognitive ability dimensions (verbal and visual),
allowing for some teasing apart of the effects of actual
ability versus self-perceived ability/style.
The better choice in this setting (based our prior work
with exactly these materials in exactly this class context) is
to choose distributed instructions as they will produce less
cognitive load on memory regardless of students’ cognitive
ability. But an adaptive choice can also be made depending
on each individual’s cognitive ability, which leads to some
interesting ambiguities regarding what to predict. Which
individuals will select the distributed vs. stacked formats?

Those with lower spatial skill may be in more need of the
cognitive supports of the distributed format, while those
with higher spatial skill are more able to memorize content
from prior pages. Alternatively, those with lower spatial
skill may have less practice with spatially distributed
information. Further, those who are visualizers may prefer
more spatially rich environments as afforded by the
distributed format.

Method
Participants
Participants consisted of 50 undergraduates (39 women)
enrolled across three lab sections of an introductory
cognitive psychology course at the University of Pittsburgh.
All students had previously completed prerequisite courses
in psychology research methods and introductory statistics.

Design
The experiment consisted of four phases—background
instruction, practice, testing, and individual differences.
Students were allowed to freely choose one of two formats:
distributed format instructions or stacked format instructions
during the practice phase. All four phases were implemented
as normally scheduled lab activities. The background phase
covered two consecutive labs one week apart (1.5 hours
each, 3 hours in total), the practice and testing phase
occurred in the third lab, and the individual differences were
measured five weeks later. During this period, students
learned about and practiced how to analyze independent
two-sample data using common data organization and
statistic tools (i.e., Excel and SPSS).

Materials
The Background Phase During the background phase,
detailed handouts were provided for four main steps in a
basic data analysis procedure relevant to basic cognitive
psychology lab studies: (1) organize the data (e.g., how to
count the number of males and females using Excel, and
how to calculate the derived dependent variable), (2) create
a pivot table (e.g., how to calculate means, standard
deviations, and Ns using the pivot table function in Excel),
(3) create a graph (e.g., how to calculate standard errors and
create a graph with standard error bars in Excel), and (4) run
a t-test (e.g., how to run an independent samples t-test in
SPSS and interpret outputs). Step-by-step text instructions
and corresponding screen shots that matched exactly to the
practice data were provided in the form of stapled letter-size
documents. Two practice datasets were given to students;
one for the in-class learning activity and the other for
homework. The data sets shared a common structure (i.e.,
no difference in terms of running analyses) but their cover
stories and numbers were different for practice purposes.
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The Practice Phase During the practice phase, students
were asked to freely choose the instruction format (i.e.,
distributed or stacked format) according to their preferences.
Given that students had practiced the same analysis twice
before, this time the instructions were less detailed than
those provided in the background phase. However, core
information (e.g., complex equations and high-level
instructions) was kept intact. For the distributed format
condition, instructional text and accompanying screenshots
were presented on an 11x17 paper, with four sources of
information laid side-by-side on a single-side of the paper
(i.e., four separate panels of information: see Figure 1). For
the stacked format condition, the distributed format was cut
into four pieces (one for each of the four steps: see Figure 2)
and stapled. Exactly these two formats with exactly this
content were used in the previous study that found a large
overall performance and learning advantage of distributed
instructional format (Jang, et al., 2011).
To measure task time, accuracy, and cognitive load during
the practice phase, a four-page task worksheet was
provided, which asked students to record start and end times
of each step, to report a few requested results, and to rate the
degree of perceived cognitive load on a 9-point scale.

Figure 1. Distributed format of instruction.

consisting of one open-ended question asking for reasons
for the choice. To measure overall learning outcomes, a 26item closed-book test (21 multiple choice and 5 short
answer questions; Cronbach’s alpha = .57) was used, which
covered various types of questions targeting factual,
conceptual, and integrative knowledge. The test items were
developed to closely match the broad instructional goals of
this unit. The modest overall alpha reflects the diversity of
concepts that were being tested. Previously, distributed vs.
stacked instruction conditions produced a difference in
learning outcomes on this test.
Individual Differences To examine the relationships
between individual differences and instruction format
preference, two tests measuring individual differences were
implemented: a mental rotation test (Peters et al., 1995; 24
items, Cronbach's Alpha=.87) and a verbal and visual
learning style questionnaire (Mendelson & Thorson, 2004;
20 items, Cronbach's Alpha=.67).

Procedure
Students worked individually at computer workstations in
the lab for the background instruction and practice phases.
For the background phase, students learned how to analyze
data from a one-factor study. They learned four main steps
of data analysis (i.e., organize data, create a pivot table,
draw a graph, and run a t-test), two per lab. The first three
steps were done in Excel and the last step was done in
SPSS. Detailed handouts for each step were provided and
lab instructors walked through each step with students
during the lab. Homework was assigned to allow students to
begin to practice each step on their own. Students could ask
questions or request help from instructors at any time during
the background phase.
For the practice phase, students selected the format of
instruction that they preferred to use: either the distributed
or stacked version. Students were asked to analyze new data
from a one-factor study, but within a maximum time of 40
minutes and on their own. They were allowed to use only
the less detailed handout in the format that they chose to use
that day. While completing this data analysis task, they
filled out a task worksheet. Students who finished the task
early turned in handouts and task worksheets, and then they
were allowed to quietly engage in any other activity while
the other students completed the task. After the 40 minutes
of data analysis activity, all students filled out the format
preference survey for 5 minutes and took the overall
learning test for 25 minutes (the testing phase).
Five weeks later, students were given a booklet measuring
their mental rotation ability and cognitive learning style—7
and 5 minutes were given to each test, respectively.

Figure 2. Stacked format of instruction.

Results

The Testing Phase During the testing phase, to examine
why students chose one format over the other, a brief survey
was implemented at the beginning of the test booklet,

Out of 50 students, 16 chose distributed and 34 chose
stacked format of instruction, a surprising overall ratio given
that the distributed format had previously produced more
efficient problem solving and greater learning outcomes.
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Table 1. Correlations between the measures of performance and individual differences
with format choice (distributed=1, stacked=0).
Dependent
Measures
Format choice

Format
choice

.06

Task
accuracy
-.08

Cognitive
load
.09

N=48

N=49

N=49

-.37*

.65**

-.27

-.14

-.16

-.06

N=48

N=48

N=47

N=41

N=41

N=41

Task time

-

Task time

-

Task accuracy

-

-.29*

Mental
rotation
-.39**

N=49

N=43

Test score

Verbalizer

Visualizer

-.34*

-.10

N=43

N=43

-.29*

.34*

.16

-.07

.12

N=49

N=48

N=42

N=42

N=42

-.14

-.39*

-.33*

-.31

N=48

N=42

N=42

N=42

Cognitive load

-

Test score

-

Mental rotation

.36*

.35*

.17

N=43

N=43

N=43

-

Verbalizer

.09

.23

N=43

N=43

-

.09
N=43

Note. *p < .05. **p < .01.

Performance

The size of N varied across the analyses as some students
missed a lab during the four weeks of experimentation.

Reason for choice (Self-report)
Open responses from the format preference survey
(distributed N=16 vs. stacked N=34), which was collected at
the beginning of the test phase, were categorized as follows
(multiple categories possible per student given the
sometimes extended written responses). Students who
preferred the distributed format reported the benefit of
having everything in a single view: Easy to see everything
(63%), No need to turn a page (56%), Easy to follow steps
(25%), Easy regression to previously visited instruction
(13%).
By contrast, students who preferred the stacked format
reported the benefits of easy manipulation (size issue) and
less distraction from overflowing information: Small-size
instruction considering limited space of lab desks (59%),
Less distracting so as to do a step at a time (50%), Easy to
keep track (9%), Easy regression (3%).
Table 2. Means and SDs for performance and individual
differences measures as a function of instruction format.

Task time (min)
Task accuracy (%)
Cognitive load (9)
Test score (%)
Mental rotation (24)
Verbalizer (%)
Visualizer (%)

Distributed
M
SD
25.3
4.6
91.8
13.5
3.1
0.8
66.0
8.4
6.4
4.5
61.3
6.8
73.7
13.1

Stacked
M
SD
26.4
6.5
92.6
8.5
3.3
1.2
72.7
12.7
10.5
4.5
68.1
9.5
76.1
9.9

From an adaptive strategy selection framework, we expect
that performance differences across representational formats
will disappear when individuals are given free choice
between formats because each individual will select the
more adaptive choice for him or herself.
A MANOVA (listwise deletion: distributed, N=13 vs.
stacked, N=34) was conducted examining the effect of
selected format on the dependent measures obtained from
the practice and testing phase: task time, task accuracy, task
cognitive load, and test score. Consistent with our
expectation, no overall significant effect was found between
the two self-selected formats, Wilks’ Λ=0.91, F(4,42)=1.02,
p=.41. Univariate tests showed no difference as well1: task
time, F(1,45)=.30, p=.59; task accuracy, F (1,45)=.07,
p=.80; task cognitive load, F (1,45)=.19, p=.66. Test score
was marginally significant, F (1,45)=3.04, p=.09. Means
and SDs are presented in Table 2.

Individual differences: better vs. adaptive choice
A MANOVA (listwise deletion: distributed N=13 vs.
stacked N=30) was conducted, examining the effect of
format choice on individual differences measures: mental
rotation test score and visual/verbal learning style scores.
Significant differences were found between the two formats,
Wilks’ Λ=.75, F(3,39)=4.24, p=.01. Univariate tests
indicated significant differences for mental rotation score
and verbal-learning style score, but not visual-learning style
score2: mental rotation test, F(1,41)=7.53, p=.01, Cohen’s
1
Levene’s tests: task time F(1,45)=1.32, p=.26; task accuracy
F(1,45)=.99, p=.32; task cognitive load F(1,45)=2.52, p=.12; test
score F(1,45)=2.35, p=.13.
2
Levene’s tests: mental rotation test F(1,41)=.41, p=.53;
learning style verbal F(1,41)=1.26, p=.27; learning style visual
F(1,41)=.69, p=.41.
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d=0.91; verbal-learning style, F(1,41)=5.32, p=.03, Cohen’s
d=0.83; visual-learning style, F(1,41)=.44, p=.51. Means
and SDs are presented in Table 2.
In summary, students who selected the stacked format of
instruction had significantly higher mental rotation scores
and verbalizer ratings than students who selected the
distributed format. Note the surprising combination of
higher spatial ability with higher verbalizer style, rather than
with visualizer style.
To further unpack the relationships between the measures,
a correlation matrix was computed with format choice
coded as 1 for distributed and 0 for stacked format. As
shown in Table 1, several statistically significant correlation
patterns were found. First, there was no sign of timeaccuracy trade off; in fact, a negative relationship was
observed between task time and task accuracy.
Second, plausible correlations were found between
cognitive load, task accuracy, and test score. Students who
experienced a higher cognitive load took longer to finish the
task and scored lower on task accuracy. Not surprisingly,
task accuracy and test score were positively correlated,
which suggests that test items were well matched to the
skills and knowledge required in the task.
Third, a significant negative correlation was found
between format choice (distributed=1, stacked=0) and test
score. Students who chose the stacked format tended to
score higher in the test; however, the difference was not
large enough to be statistically significant with the list-wise
deletion used in the MANOVA (see results in the
Performance section). Even though the format these
students selected (stacked format) was not the overall better
choice (distributed format), they had higher levels of
learning, presumably the result of their higher individual
cognitive abilities rather than their instruction format
choice.
Finally, individual difference measures showed several
interesting relationships with cognitive load and test score.
Students who had higher mental rotation and high rated
verbal learning ability (who chose the stacked format more
often) reported lower perceived cognitive load and they
scored better on the test. The overall results suggest that
students made adaptive instruction format choices that
matched to their abilities and learning styles.

Discussion
At the overall level, leaving individual differences aside,
students were found to choose the stacked format of
instruction more often, which is the opposite of what is
known to be beneficial. This odd preference may be the
result of students’ general resistance to an unfamiliar format
of instruction (Davis, 1993). In problem-solving settings,
several studies have found that people preferred stacked
displays over distributed displays even when distributed
displays were readily available⎯e.g., two monitors were set
up on desks (Jang & Schunn, under review)⎯or when
participants were specifically instructed to use two-

windowed browser design rather than a single browser
design (Wiley, 2001).
Once individual differences were included in the
framework, the current study showed that the seemingly odd
preference for stacked display could in fact be plausible. It
demonstrated that individual differences among students in
terms of cognitive abilities and learning styles might
significantly differentiate the extent to which a student
could benefit from instructional manipulations. What might
benefit some students may not necessarily do the same for
other students. Depending on students’ abilities, a generally
recommended format of instruction may provide redundant
information that could distract learners’ attention, as it was
found in studies comparing novice and intermediate learners
in the domain of electricity (Kalyuga, Chandler, & Sweller,
1998).
More importantly, this study showed that students could
adaptively select the instruction format they needed. As
further examination of individual differences measures
suggests, students were able to make sufficiently effective
choices in instructional formats they would use for their
learning. Specifically, we found that students with higher
spatial ability and advanced verbal skill chose the stacked
format of instruction more often than students who were
less skilled in those dimensions. Presumably, the better
choice for the students in our study was distributed because
they were all novices in the domain of statistics, as was
shown in a prior study that took place in the same setting
(Jang, et al., 2011) . Even though their choice was not the
generally better choice, it is interesting to see that students
could choose instructional formats adaptively so that the
instruction did not hinder their learning and performance,
rather than selecting the opposite or on a random basis.
Also, it is interesting to observe that students’ adaptive
format choices were made in a compensating manner, rather
than in an additive way. Although one could expect that
high spatial ability students may prefer spatially rich
distributed format as these choices play to their strengths,
the results showed the opposite. High spatial ability students
might have not bothered to use the distributed format as
their cognitive ability likely could overcome the extraneous
load coming from the stacked format. Further, it could be
that the spatially rich format may distract and hinder
learning of high spatial ability students as such students may
be sensitive to spatial features.
It is also notable that verbalizers selected the stacked
format more often than visualizers. According to the way
the cognitive learning style test is structured, a student can
be high in both; verbal and visual abilities are treated as
separated dimensions that can coexist, and our data
supported independence on these scales. The relationship of
various variables with style may suggest an effect that is not
specific to our manipulation. In general, verbal skill is
essential to any learning because instructions and tests are
mainly provided in text. The positive correlation between
verbalizer score and test score, and the negative correlation
between verbalizer rating and cognitive load could reflect
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the general learning component. Also, as the low nonsignificant correlation between visualizer rating and mental
rotation score shows, visual and spatial abilities are two
different constructs; while visual is more related to diagrams
or pictures (e.g., a preference/ability to use diagrams to
explain things), mental rotation is more related to spatial
features (e.g., an ability to grasp relative spatial relationship
between objects) per se. Furthermore, the instructions in this
study were mainly offered in text, and diagrams were only
to show an example of end state for each analysis step.
Thus, it seems plausible that the visualizer score did not
show a contribution as strong as mental rotation score did.
As a specific caveat of this study, the small desk space in
the lab might have encouraged students to choose the
stacked format as it was indicated in the format preference
survey; the majority of the students who selected the
stacked format mentioned the space issue. More carefully
prepared experimental materials and environment may be
needed to take advantage of distributed materials without
these space-use problems, because statistics learning often
involves manipulating many resources (e.g., instructional
handouts, multiple windows showing data and statistical
packages, and practice worksheets) in a small space.
For future studies, other individual factors could be tested
as well. Particularly, visual and verbal working memory
capacity may need to be included, as use of a memorization
strategy was found to be dominant in stacked displays. It
suggests that even a small increase of information access
cost in the stacked display⎯due to spatial separation⎯was
large enough to induce extraneous load on working
memory. Supposedly, individual difference in working
memory capacity could produce differential effect on
learning from distributed vs. stacked formats of instruction
via adaptive strategy choices. Likewise, further attention to
the presentation of learning materials can prove to be a
fruitful enterprise, both for building our theoretical
understanding of working/spatial memory, and for helping
to improve educational practice.
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Modeling information sampling over the course of learning
Doug Markant
New York University

Todd Gureckis
New York University
Abstract: There is growing evidence that self-directed learning–in which a person chooses what information to
experience–is more successful than passive learning across a range of tasks. One explanation for this advantage is
that self-directed learners focus on information that is useful for reducing their uncertainty. However, the process
by which uncertainty leads to sampling decisions is unclear. While previous work has focused on supporting a single
normative model of sampling, we present evidence that such decisions reflect evolving demands over the course of
learning. As participants learned to differentiate perceptual categories we measured their uncertainty in how to
classify items they sampled, and find distinct shifts in the type of information they choose to collect as learning
progresses. Our results highlight the importance of evaluating models of rational information acquisition (and claims
of confirmation bias) in the context of sequentially extended, self-directed learning tasks.
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Abstract
The nature of audio-visual interactions is poorly understood
for meaningful objects. These interactions would be indirect
through semantic memory according to the amodal nature of
knowledge, whereas these interactions would be direct according to the modal nature of knowledge. This question, central for both memory and multisensory frameworks, was assessed using a cross-modal priming paradigm from auditory
to visual modalities tested on familiar objects. For half of the
sound primes, a visual abstract mask was simultaneously presented to the participants. The results showed a cross-modal
priming effect for semantically congruent objects compared to
semantically incongruent objects presented without the mask.
The mask interfered in the semantically congruent condition,
but had no effect in the semantically incongruent condition.
The semantic specificity of the mask effect demonstrates a
memory-related effect. The results suggest that audio-visual
interactions are direct. The data support the modal approach
of knowledge and the grounded cognition theory.
Keywords: Memory; Perception; Audio-visual; Masking;
Priming; Grounded Cognition.

Introduction
Our environment is filled with meaningful objects representing semantic knowledge. These objects are perceptually
processed using several sensory channels in which the
auditory and visual modalities dominate the other senses in
Human (for a review see Spence, 2007). The sensory information is mainly integrated on the basis of the temporal and
spatial relationships between the stimuli (Calvert & Thesen,
2004), and also on the basis of the semantic relationships
existing between them (Laurienti, Kraft, Maldjian, Burdette,
& Wallace, 2004). Yet it remains uncertain how semantic
memory aspects are involved in multisensory perception
(for a review see Doehrmann & Naumer, 2008). This issue
depends on the perceptual or semantic nature of cross-modal
interactions, and thus questions the modal or amodal nature
of knowledge (Vallet, Brunel, & Versace, 2010). The present
study therefore aims at assessing the nature of audio-visual
interactions using an innovative masking procedure.

Communication between different modalities is called interaction (or interplay). If this interaction involves a representation of higher level, this interaction is called integration
(Driver & Noesselt, 2008). An integrated object is a representation that is more than the sum of its part. Previous research
in the multisensory perception theoretical framework principally studied the neural basis of the integration mechanism
using meaningless stimuli (for review see Calvert & Thesen,
2004; Koelewijn, Bronkhorst, & Theeuwes, 2010). Fewer
studies were conducted with meaningful stimuli, and the goal
of these studies was also to determine the brain substrates of
multisensory integration (Doehrmann & Naumer, 2008). The
semantic constraint is generally assessed by manipulating the
semantic congruency. A congruent trial is when the prime
and the target refer to the same semantic object (meowing
sound - cat’s picture). Semantic congruent stimuli usually facilitate information processing (Chen & Spence, 2010), and
may enhance memory performances in semantic (Laurienti et
al., 2004) and episodic tasks (Lehmann & Murray, 2005).
In the memory theoretical framework, cross-modal interactions tested on meaningful stimuli are generally studied
by inserting a delay between the stimuli. The most famous
paradigm in this field is the cross-modal priming paradigm.
The cross-modal priming effect is the facilitation of the processing of one stimulus in one modality (the target) by the
previous presentation of another stimulus in another modality (the prime). The cross-modal priming effect may be observed between different modalities, such as the haptic and visual modalities (Easton, Srinivas, & Greene, 1997), but most
of the studies were realized between the auditory and visual
modalities (for a review see Schneider, Engel, & Debener,
2008). The increasing number of studies on the audio-visual
interactions involving meaningful stimuli are aimed at a better understanding of these effects. Nevertheless, the nature of
audio-visual interactions, which is the central issue underlying these effects, remains poorly understood.
The nature of these interactions depends on the nature
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of knowledge. This question is much less studied since it
was supposed that semantic knowledge is amodal, i.e., context free (e.g., Coccia, Bartolini, Luzzi, Provinciali, & Lambon Ralph, 2004). Semantic knowledge was defined as general knowledge on objects and their properties, words meaning and facts in general (Tulving, 1972). In the amodal
knowledge theoretical framework of memory, the interactions
between the auditory and visual modalities are supposed to
be semantic. The co-activation between modalities is supposed to be indirect through an abstract semantic representation (Chen & Spence, 2010). In other words, the presentation of one component in one modality (e.g., meowing sound)
should activate the abstract conceptual representation in semantic memory (”cat”) through a bottom-up activation. In a
second step, this activation would activate all the associated
features through a top-down activation (e.g., visual representation of a cat).
The amodal nature of knowledge is challenged nowadays
by the grounded cognition theory (e.g., Brunel, Labeye,
Lesourd, & Versace, 2009). In this approach, knowledge is
modal and the cognitive system is supposed to simulate the
situation to be processed (Barsalou, 2008; Versace, Labeye,
Badard, & Rose, 2009), so that processing a familiar sound
shall automatically activate the associated representations in
the other sensory modalities (e.g., Molholm, Martinez, Shpaner, & Foxe, 2007). Since the simulation is done in the
same brain areas than perception (e.g., Slotnick & Schacter,
2006), then the co-activation between modalities should be
direct and perceptual (Brunel et al., 2009; Vallet et al., 2010).
As perception remains dominant, the simulation should
not occur efficiently if a rival sensory perception is presented at the same time in the simulation’s modality. This
hypothesis was recently tested in young adults (Vallet et al.,
2010). In this study, we developed an innovative long-term
cross-modal priming paradigm using familiar bimodal items
(sound-picture). In a long-term priming paradigm all the
primes are first presented in the study phase, whereas all
the targets are presented in a second phase, called the test
phase. A mask was presented with half of the primes and it
shared the target’s modality rather than the prime’s modality.
For instance, in the auditory to visual modalities direction, a
visual abstract mask was presented with half of the auditory
primes. A cross-modal priming effect was observed for the
targets associated with unmasked primes in the study phase
compared to new pictures (no sound heard). The main result
was that visual targets associated to auditory masked-primes
in the study phase were processed as new pictures. No
significant effect was observed in the study phase for the
masked primes suggesting that the mask interfered with the
simulation of the representations associated to the prime.
Nevertheless and coherent with amodal approach of knowledge, attention resources could have been divided between
modalities. In this case, the mask might have produced a
less efficient processing of the prime and thus of the target
(Mulligan, 2003). In addition, the semantic congruency was

not manipulated in this particular study. Consequently, the
nature and the specificity of the mask remain unexplored.
The objective of the present study is therefore to assess the
nature and the specificity of the mask effect for audiovisual
interactions in the processing of meaningful stimuli and then
in semantic knowledge. This research topic questions the nature of semantic audio-visual interactions and is thus an attempt to clarify the issue about the amodal or modal nature
of knowledge. To this aim, the paradigm used by Vallet et
al. (2010) was adapted into a short-term priming paradigm.
In this form, the prime is immediately followed by the target in the same trial so that semantic congruency can be manipulated. In each trial, the participants first heard a sound
as prime. Half of these primes were presented with a visual
abstract mask. Then, they had to categorize the picture target as an animal or as an artefact. Half of the trials were
category-congruent, i.e. the sound prime and the picture target belonged to the same category. The other half of the trials were category-incongruent, i.e. the sound prime and the
picture target belonged to two different categories. In addition, half of the trials in the category-congruent condition
were item-congruent (e.g., meowing sound - cat’s picture)
and half item-incongruent (e.g., meowing sound - eagle’s picture). The item-congruency manipulation permits the precise
assessment of the specificity of the mask effect and the avoidance of cognitive interference resulting from the utilization of
two different categories (Taylor, Moss, & Tyler, 2007).
Two hypotheses may be contrasted. First, according to the
amodal framework, a sensory meaningless mask effect should
be explained by attention since no direct link should exist between the modalities. In this case, the mask should modulate
the processing of the target regardless of the semantic congruency. On the contrary, according to the modal hypothesis, a sensory mask should alter the processing of the target
only in the semantically congruent condition. In this case, the
mask should have a perceptual memory effect. A visual mask
should interfere with the automatic activation of the visual
representation associated to the auditory prime (semantically
congruent). The authors of the present study hypothesize that
the mask will have a perceptual effect.

Method
Participants
Twenty-four right-handed students (4 men; 20 women; x̄ =
21.71 ± 3.87) recruited at Lyon 2 University (France) took
part in the experiment. The participants had no history of
medical or psychiatric disorder. They were all native French
speakers and demonstrated adequate visual and hearing performances.

Stimuli and material
Overall 200 stimuli were used: half of them were sounds and
half photographs. Half of the stimuli were familiar animals
(e.g., cow, cat, dog, lion), and the other half familiar artefacts
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(e.g., piano, guitar, bell, airplane). All the photographs had
the same format (393 x 295 pixels, resolution of 72 x 72 dots
per inch). All the sounds were edited to last 1,000 ms. Each
participant himself adjusted the auditory intensity in order to
reach a comfortable level. Ten visual color masks were created using Photoshop CS3 Mac. A ripple effect was applied
to 10 color pictures not included in the experimental material.
This procedure was meant to make the result impossible to be
identified just like an abstract painting. Different masks were
created to avoid a systematic association between the stimuli
and a specific mask, and to avoid repetition.
Prediction in the categorization task was avoided by defining an equal number of category-congruent trial (in which
primes and targets belong to a same category) and of
category-incongruent trials (in which primes and targets belong to different semantic categories). This design is the most
used to manipulate semantic congruency. Yet some attention
effect such as inhibition may be involved when the prime and
the target belong to different categories (Taylor et al., 2007).
Consequently, we chose to focus on the item-congruency
level to assess precisely the specificity of the mask effect. In
this case, the prime and the target belong to the same general
category, and could either be semantically congruent (e.g.,
meowing sound then cat’s picture) or semantically incongruent (e.g., meowing sound then eagle’s picture).
Out of these stimuli, 120 were the same items (60 photographs and 60 sounds) as in our previous study (Vallet et
al., 2010). These items were selected in a pre-test experiment to be easily recognizable in each modality, and to be
as prototypical and familiar as possible. The pre-test has
also assessed the sound-picture association (see Vallet et al.,
2010). From these items, 20 bimodal items (20 sounds - 20
pictures) were assigned to the item-congruent condition (e.g.,
meowing sound–cat’s picture). Twenty sounds with 20 different pictures were assigned to the item-incongruent condition
(e.g., barking sound–eagle’s picture). These two conditions
were included in the category-congruent condition in which
the sound and the picture belong to the same general semantic
category.
Eighty new stimuli (40 sounds, 40 pictures) were included
in the category-incongruent condition (e.g., photocopier’s
sound – ant’s picture). However, these new items were
not counterbalanced with the others conditions (categorycongruent), because it was impossible to find the same exact bimodal, familiar, and recognizable features as those previously chosen. These items were thus excluded from the
analyses. The item-congruency level was preferred to the
category-congruency level since it allows a more precise evaluation of the mask specificity.
Finally, 16 sounds and 16 pictures were included as
practice trials representing all the experimental conditions.
They were the same for all the participants.
In summary, the general design was congruency (itemcongruent, item-incongruent and category-incongruent con-

ditions) by masking (masked, unmasked primes). All
the stimuli of the category-congruent condition (itemcongruent and item-incongruent, 10 stimuli per condition)
were counterbalanced between subjects into the unmasked
item-congruent, masked item-congruent, unmasked itemincongruent and masked item-incongruent conditions according to 4 different lists. The uncontrolled stimuli (20
per condition) were assigned into the 2 following conditions: unmasked category-incongruent and masked categoryincongruent conditions.

Procedure and design
The experiment was conducted using a Macintosh MacBook
Pro. Psyscope software X B53 (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt,
& Provost, 1993) was used to set up and manage the experiment. Informed written consent was obtained from each participant. Each participant was tested individually in one session lasting approximately 12 minutes (see Figure 1 for an
illustration of the protocol). The participants were informed
that they were taking part in a study on reaction speed to visual stimuli. Participants were told that before the presentation of each picture, they will hear a sound which could match
or not to the picture. They were also informed that sometimes
a color rectangle may appear on the center of the screen as
they hear the sound. The participants were instructed to ignore these stimuli (sounds and rectangles) in order to focus
only on the pictures and the categorization task.

Figure 1: Illustration of the experimental protocol. A sound
is presented as the prime. For half of the sound primes, an
abstract visual mask is presented. Then, a photograph is categorized as an animal or as an artefact.
The experiment began with 16 practice trials which were
followed by the 80-trial test phase. Each trial started with
a central fixation point displayed for 800 ms. This was followed, 300 ms later, by a 1,000 ms sound presented bi-aurally
through a stereo headset: half of these sounds corresponded
to animals and the other half to artefacts. For half of these
sounds, a visual mask was presented simultaneously during
1,000 ms. Five hundred ms later, a centrally positioned picture appeared for 1,000 ms.
Each mask was associated with four different sounds. Finally,
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a white screen was displayed for 3,000 ms or until the participant responded. The participants were asked to judge, as
quickly and as accurately as possible, whether the picture corresponded to an animal or to an artefact. They answered by
pressing the appropriate key on the keyboard. Response logging started with the presentation of the picture.
The sounds and the pictures were presented in random order. The response keys were counterbalanced across the participants.

unmasked condition were processed faster than masked
items, t(23) = 2.96, p < .05, d = .46. In contrast, no
significant difference was observed in the item-incongruent
condition between the unmasked and masked items, t(23)
= .39, p = .70. The subtraction of the reaction times of the
unmasked item-congruent condition from the reaction times
of the unmasked item-incongruent condition indicated a
priming effect of 36 ms.
In summary, the analyses revealed no effect of any
factor for the correct response rates. Regarding the reaction times, the main finding was that the unmasked
semantically-congruent were processed faster than the
masked semantically-congruent items.

Results
The mean correct reaction times and mean rates of correct responses were calculated across subjects for each
experimental condition. The practice trials were excluded
from the analyses as were the category-incongruent items1 .
Reaction times that differed by more than 2.5 standard
deviations from the mean in each condition were treated
as outliers (less than 2% of the data). Separate analyses of
variance (ANOVA) were performed on percentages of correct
responses and correct reaction times. The analyses were
performed with subjects as random variable according to a 2
(item-congruency: item-congruent vs. item-incongruent) x 2
(mask: masked vs. unmasked) within-subjects variables. The
data were analyzed using PASW for Macintosh (SPSS Inc.).

Discussion

The analyses performed on correct responses revealed no
significant effect of any factor. There might be ceiling effects
since the overall correct response rate was 95.1%.
The analysis of reaction times revealed a main effect of the
item-congruency, F(1, 23) = 12.91, p < .05, η2partial = .35.
There was no effect of the mask (F(1, 23) = 2.82, p = .11), but
a significant interaction between item-congruency and mask,
F(1, 23) = 5.96, p < .05, η2partial = .21.
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Figure 2: Means and standard errors for reaction times of the
item-congruency by mask interaction.
The detailed analysis of this interaction (see Figure 2)
demonstrated that the items in the semantically congruent
1 ANOVA with the category-incongruent condition revealed no
effect for the correct response rates. For the reaction times, the
ANOVA revealed an effect of the item-congruency, F(1,23) = 6.18,
p<.05 and item-congruency by mask interaction, F(1,23) = 4.79,
p<.05. No difference in the category-incongruent conditions t(23)
= .30, p=.76.

This study was designed to assess the nature of audio-visual
interactions in semantic knowledge using a masking shortterm cross-modal paradigm with familiar bimodal objects.
Half of the sound primes were presented simultaneously with
a visual abstract mask. The picture targets were categorized
into animals or artefacts. The picture targets and the sound
primes could be semantically congruent (item-congruent),
or semantically incongruent (item-incongruent and categoryincongruent).
The reaction times analyses showed that congruent stimuli were processd faster than incongruent stimuli, as typically
expected (Laurienti et al., 2004). The results also demonstrated a cross-modal priming effect. The unmasked itemcongruent stimuli were processed faster than the unmasked
item-incongruent stimuli with a gain of 36 ms. This result replicates the finding of a cross-modal priming for familiar objects (e.g., Schneider et al., 2008). However, the
most important finding of this study was the mask by itemcongruency interaction. The results demonstrated that the
mask interfered with the processing of the target only in the
item-congruent condition. In the item-incongruent condition,
no significant difference was observed between masked and
unmasked items. The mask interference replicated our previous findings in a long-term cross-modal priming paradigm
(Vallet et al., 2010).
The mask interference could be explained in an amodal approach of knowledge by an attention effect only since, according to this theory, no direct relation is supposed to exist between the sensory modalities (cf. the SPI model, Tulving, 1995). Should this hypothesis be true, an attention effects should impact both congruent and incongruent semantic items conditions, because attention would be divided into
the different modalities (Mulligan, 2003) or because attention would be enhanced by a multisensory stimulation (e.g.,
Koelewijn et al., 2010; Sperdin, Cappe, Foxe, & Murray,
2009). In the present study, the attention hypothesis can be
rejected since the mask effect is specific to the semantically
congruent condition. In addition, an attention effect was also
insufficient to explain the interference observed in our previ-
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ous study (Vallet et al., 2010). Indeed, in this study, there was
no significant difference on correct response rates and reaction times between the prime presented with the mask and the
prime presented without the mask in the study phase.
Supporting our hypothesis, the mask interference is specific to the semantically associated features. The masking
procedure used here is unusual since the masking procedure is classically explained by a superposition of the same
kind of sensory information on the prime (for a review see
van den Bussche, van den Noortgate, & Reynvoet, 2009). Yet
the mask seems to interfere with the target rather than with the
prime in our paradigm. This effect is not a forward masking,
i.e. a mask before the stimulus. Indeed, forward masking is
limited to 300 ms (Enns & Di Lollo, 2000) whereas an interstimuli interval (ISI) of 500 ms was used in the present study.
This interference effect thus appears to be related to memory
rather than to perception. While perception is supposed to occur at a lowest level than memory recent studies have demonstrated that learned associations or expertise could play a central role in multisensory perception (Mitterer & Jesse, 2010;
Petrini, Russell, & Pollick, 2009). These data suggest that
memory and perception are closer that previously hypothesized. Results from different studies support this hypothesis with common activations for visual imagery and visual
perception (Ishai & Sagi, 1995) and with direct influence of
memory features on perceptual tasks (Riou, Lesourd, Brunel,
& Versace, in press). These relationships between memory
and perception are supposed to exist in the grounded cognition theory (Barsalou, 2008). The presentation of a visual
mask during the perception of a sound prime would interfere
with the simulation of the visual associated representation of
the object in memory. This hypothesis could explain why, in
our study, the mask’s interference is specific to the semantically congruent condition.
Our interpretation of the mask-congruency interaction
is therefore that the visual mask has interfered with the
automatic and direct activation of the visual representation of
the object associated with the sound prime. The visual mask
might then overlap with the activation (simulation) of the
visual associated representation of the sound prime. These
data support a perceptual (or sensory-dependent) nature of
the audio-visual interactions and thus support the grounded
cognition theory.
However, the present study has some limitations. For instance, the time window chosen might be surprising. An ISI
of 500 ms is unusual for a study on multisensory interaction
(e.g., Chen & Spence, 2010). Yet multisensory interaction
and integration could occur with an ISI of 500 ms as in the
present study (Wallace et al., 2004). This ISI was chosen
based on a study demonstrating that shorter ISI (100 ms) produced an additive effect compared to longer ISI (300) leading
to an integration of the activations (Labeye, Oker, Badard, &
Versace, 2008); and because the masking effect was observed
if the mask was presented until 250 ms before the presentation

of the prime, and until 300 ms after (Enns & Di Lollo, 2000).
Consequently, an ISI of 500 ms should be long enough to allow an integration of the features and long enough to avoid
forward masking (i.e. a perceptual interference of a mask on
a stimulus presented after the mask).
In conclusion, this study showed that cognition could
be multimodal as supposed by the grounded cognition theory. Knowledge would be sensory-dependent so that the coactivation between sensory modalities should be automatic
and direct. The masking effect observed in the present study
seems to refer to both memory and multisensory perception.
This effect is an additional argument in favour of studies combining multiple sub-domains of cognition. The modal hypothesis has important repercussions on the understanding
of cognition and eventually has an impact on clinical practice. Sensory-dependent knowledge has also recently been
demonstrated in healthy aging (Vallet, Simard, & Versace, in
press). Consequently, memory disorders and memory rehabilitation programs in the elderly might find some new perspectives based on multisensory knowledge. Some cognitive
rehabilitation programs focusing on the link between perception and memory may eventually be developed, that may improve memory functioning by enhancing multimodal presentation and mental imagery.
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Abstract
The face inversion effect is a reduction in recognition performance
for inverted faces compared to upright faces that is greater than
that typically observed with other stimulus types (e.g. houses; Yin,
1969). This study investigated the link between second-order
relational structure and the face inversion effect suggested by
Diamond and Carey (1986). The idea is that expertise gained as a
consequence of a great deal of experience with exemplars derived
from a familiar category, that possess what Diamond and Carey
term second order relational structure, can produce an improved
ability to distinguish between and recognise members of this
category. Because facial features share the same basic spatial
configuration, i.e. eyes are always above the nose and so on, and
individual faces vary these spatial arrangements slightly, they have
second order relational structure. The argument is that our
experience with this structure underpins our ability to recognize
faces, and this expertise with faces is lost on inversion because
inversion disrupts the ability to exploit second order relational
information. In this paper we report two experiments that confirm
that we can obtain a strong face inversion effect, and that the
magnitude of this effect can be reduced by disrupting the second
order relational structure of the faces.
Keywords: Inversion effect; face recognition; Thatcher illusion;
scrambled faces; expertise; perceptual learning.

Introduction
Recognition of objects that are usually seen in one
orientation is sometimes strongly impaired when the same
objects are turned upside down, showing how intrinsically
difficult it is to identify them. This has been found to be
particularly the case for faces, a phenomenon known as the
face inversion effect. (Yin,1969). Thus, the fact that
recognition of human faces is more impaired by inversion
than is recognition for other stimuli has underlined how

faces are, in some sense, special. Over the past two decades,
however, more behavioural evidence has emerged that
challenges the assumption that facial stimuli are special, not
the least of which is the demonstration that the inversion
effect on recognition memory can be as strong with dogs as
with faces when the subjects are experts in the identification
and assessment of specific dog breeds. Given that the only
stimuli that result in a substantial inversion effect are the
ones for which the subjects have the necessary expertise
(Diamond & Carey, 1986), this suggests that the face
inversion effect may not be due to the fact that facial stimuli
are subject to special processing because they are facial in
nature, but instead that there are other factors, such as
expertise, which give rise to this effect. Diamond and Carey
(1986) proposed that it is a special type of information
“second order relational information” that we depend on
with increasing expertise. Human faces all have the same
group of features (eyebrows, eyes, nose, mouth, etc.). All
faces tend to have in common the same basic disposition of
components, such that the eyes are always above the nose
and so on. Thus, “first order relational information”
corresponds to the spatial relationship between these
features of a face, and “second order relational information”
corresponds to the small variations in these spatial
relationships that individuate the faces. In one of their
experiments on detecting grotesqueness, Searcy and Bartlett
(1996) made faces grotesque by either changing local
elements, such as blackening teeth, blurring the pupils, or by
changing the facial configuration. When shown in an
inverted orientation, faces that were distorted by means of
configural changes seemed to be more similar to the normal
version while the “locally distorted face” still looked
grotesque. Thus, configural changes did not survive the
inversion process as well as local ones. In another
experiment, Leder and Bruce (1998) distorted faces so as to
be more distinctive, either changing local features by giving
them darker lips, bushier eye brows, etc. or by changing
configural information to give a shorter mouth to nose
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spatial relation, etc. Distinctiveness impressions caused by
distorted configural information disappeared when faces
were presented in an inverted orientation compared to both
upright faces and faces distorted in their local aspects. This
sensitivity of configural distortions to inversion is also
believed to be the basis of the “Thatcher illusion”
(Thompson, 1980). Here, the illusion seems to depend on
the inversion of mouth and eyes within the face being hard
to detect (Thompson,1980) when the whole face is
inverted. The explanation typically offered is that inversion
reduces the use of configural information in the face, and
promotes a more componential analysis of the features
present. In isolation, the mouth and eyes do not look odd,
and so cause no great reaction in the viewer. When the face
is shown in its normal orientation, however, we revert to
configural processing, and this makes the distortions present
in the mouth and eyes stand out, resulting in a strong
reaction to the face on the part of most percipients. These
results all provide evidence for the powerful effect that
second order relational information has in the processing of
upright faces relative to inverted faces. One possible
criticism of this position would be that the nature of the
difficulty caused by disruption of configural information
consequent on inversion is still to be explained. The
suggestion from perceptual learning theories is that
expertise for faces based on familiarity with them as a class
might play a major role in this because this can act via
configural information, and if the configural processing is
disrupted by inversion, then this expertise is lost.
McLaren et al. (1989) proposed that having acquired
expertise with a category represented by a prototype (by
means of experience with it) will tend to lead to the unique
discriminating elements of exemplars constructed from that
category becoming more salient, more active, compared
with the prototypical ones that tend to be common across
exemplars. This is a consequence of latent inhibition
accruing more to the prototypical component of the stimulus
representation in the course of experience with the category.
This model of associative learning makes predictions about
the inversion effect which are consistent with McLaren’s
(1997) experiments. The first experiment demonstrated that
the inversion effect is dependent both on the subject’s
familiarity with a category and on the category being
defined by a prototype. Subjects were exposed to a set of
chequerboards and were then asked to categorize them into
two different categories. This was followed by a
discrimination task which included two pairs of
chequerboards (one pair in an upright and the other pair in
an inverted orientation) from a familiar category plus two
pairs of chequerboards from a novel category (again one
pair upright the other inverted). The results showed that
familiarity with a prototype-defined category possessing
second order relational structure gave subjects an enhanced
ability to discriminate between exemplars of that category in
an upright orientation. This benefit was lost when the
stimuli were inverted. Finally, in a second experiment this
time using a delayed matching task in the test phase, it was

shown that experience with a prototype-defined category
once again resulted in a significant inversion effect. The
importance of these results is that they imply that it should
be possible to ensure that latent inhibition, produced by
means of familiarity with a category possessing the
requisite structure, will lead to perceptual learning that
results in an inversion effect for exemplars of that category.
In the present study, we addressed the link between
expertise and the face inversion effect made by perceptual
learning theories. In Experiment 1, our goal was to obtain a
strong inversion effect for normal face stimuli and we
predicted a reduced inversion effect for Thatcherised face
stimuli. These latter stimuli are well matched to normal
faces in terms of complexity, but they suffer from disrupted
second order-relational information even when upright,
which should reduce some of the effect of expertise, and so
inversion should have less of an effect on them. This theme
is further developed in Experiment 2 where we investigated
the inversion effect using a new set of faces (scrambled
faces) that were characterized by complete disruption of
both first and second-order relational structure whilst still
maintaining all the local features typical of normal faces.

Experiment 1
Materials
The study used a set of 128 images in total. The faces
were standardized to grey scale images on a black
background using Adobe Photoshop. Only male faces were
used. This was to enable the hair to be cropped on each
image without cropping the ears (because males tend to
have shorter hair with ears visible whereas females often
have longer hair covering the ears). A programme called
Gimp 2.6 was used to manipulate the 128 stimuli. Any
given face stimulus was prepared in four different versions
i.e. normal upright, normal inverted, Thatcherised upright
and
Thatcherised
inverted which were used in a
counterbalanced fashion across participants so that each face
was equally often used in each condition of the experiment
Thatcherised faces were produced by rotating the mouth and
each of the eyes (individually) by 180 degrees. Examples of
the stimuli used are given in Figure 1. The experiment was
run using Superlab Version 4.0.7b. installed on an iMac
computer.

Figure 1; Examples of stimuli used in Experiment 1
showing the four different conditions. The dimensions of
the stimuli were 5.63cm x 7.84cm. The stimuli were
presented at a resolution of 1280 x 960 . Participants sat 1m
away from the screen on which the images were presented.
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Participants
The participants were 24 psychology undergraduates at the
University of Exeter.

Procedure
The study consisted of a ‘study phase’ and a ‘test phase’. In
the study phase each participant was shown 4 types of faces
with 16 photos for each face type (giving a total of 64
faces).
These faces will be termed the “familiar”
(designated as 1) faces for that participant. The face types
were: 1-Normal Inverted faces (1NI); 2-Normal Upright
faces (1NU); 3- Thatcherised Inverted faces (1TI) and 4Thatcherised Upright faces (1TU). In the test phase another
64 novel faces (designated as 2) split into the same four face
types were added to this set. Each facial stimulus had a
unique identifying number, to make sure that individual
faces never appeared in more than one face type at a time
during the experiment. To simplify their use in the
experiment, the facial stimuli available were divided into
sets of 16 giving 8 sets of stimuli, and each participant
group was shown a different combination of the 64 facial
stimuli split over the 8 sets. Each participant saw the facial
stimuli corresponding to their participant group in a
different order. The first event that participants saw after the
instructions consisted of a warning cue (a fixation cross in
the centre of the screen) presented for 1 second. This was
followed by a face that was presented for 3 seconds. Then
the fixation cross was repeated and another face presented
until all 64 facial stimuli had been seen. Once all 64 faces
were shown, the programme moved to the beginning of the
old/new recognition task. Participants were told that they
were about to see more faces presented one at a time in
random order. They were asked to press the ‘.’ key If they
recognised the face or to press ‘x’ if they did not. Each
participant within each participant group was then shown (in
random order) the 64 faces they had already seen intermixed
with a further 64 unseen faces. These unseen faces were
taken from the sets of facial stimuli not used during the
study phase. Table 1 shows the combinations of faces
presented to each participant group.

Table 1: Combinations of facial stimuli presented to each
participant group.

The procedure for the old/new recognition task was that
after the warning cue (1 second), a face was shown for 4
seconds and participants had to respond during this period.
If participants pressed the wrong key (i.e. a key other than
‘x’ or ‘.’) the feedback ‘Wrong key’ was shown for 2
seconds prior to the next face appearing on the screen. If
participants were too slow in responding (i.e. took longer
than 4 seconds), the message ‘Too slow’ appeared on the
screen. Since in the old/new recognition task there were 128
faces to consider, three participant breaks were incorporated
after every 32 faces. At the end of the experiment
participants were thanked for participating.
Results
The data from all 24 participants contributed to the signal
detection d' analysis. Figure 2 gives the results for the
mean d' obtained for each face type. A planned comparison
was used to examine whether or not there was a significant
inversion effect for normal facial stimuli. This gave a highly
significant advantage F(1,23) = 22.24, p<.001 one-tailed, for
normal upright faces vs. normal inverted faces, and another
planned comparison showed a similar (although not
significant) trend for Thatcherised upright vs. Thatcherised
inverted faces, F(1,23) = 1.88, p=.09 one-tailed. There was
also a significant interaction between face type and
orientation, F(1,23) = 5.04, p<.02. This reflected the fact
that the inversion effect in the normal faces was
significantly greater than that in the Thatcherised faces. To
further investigate this result, the effect of face type on the
recognition of upright faces was also analyzed. Normal
upright faces were recognized significantly better than
Thatcherised upright faces,F(1,23) = 8.99, p<.003, but there
was no significant difference in the recognition of normal
inverted faces and Thatcherised inverted faces. Thus, it
would seem that the reduction in the inversion effect for
Thatcherised faces is due to the impact that Thatcherisation
has on the upright faces rather than the inverted ones.

Figure 2: The X axis shows the four different stimulus
conditions, whereas the Y axis shows the d' means for each
of the four facial conditions in the test phase of Experiment
1.
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Discussion
In agreement with the literature on face recognition, the
results of this first experiment have shown a clear effect of
inversion for normal faces. By way of contrast, there was no
significant effect for Thatcherised faces (although there was
a trend in this direction), and the effect for normal faces was
significantly greater than for Thatcherised faces. This
confirms that we can obtain a strong inversion effect, and
the magnitude of this effect can be reduced by disrupting the
second order relational structure of the faces (Diamond &
Carey, 1986). Thatcherisation does not alter any of the local
features, nor does it greatly change first order structure, but
it does change the spatial relationship between features
where the eyes or mouth are involved. The fact that this
significantly reduced recognition performance to upright
Thatcherised faces compared to normal upright faces is
entirely consistent with our (and Diamond and Carey's,
1986) hypothesis, as is the fact that Thatcherisation had
little impact on recognition performance to inverted faces.
Nevertheless, Thatcherised faces clearly still have some
unaltered second order relational information, and according
to our hypothesis it is this that will enable them to benefit
from our life experience with faces and so produce a trend
towards an inversion effect. The logical next step is to
construct a set of stimuli with all the features of a normal
face, but with no second order relational information at all.
Thus, we devised Experiment 2, in which we used the same
experimental procedures as in Experiment 1 but this time
rather than Thatcherised faces we created a set of scrambled
faces. By simply re-arranging the local features of a face
we hoped to control for stimulus complexity compared to
normal faces, but completely eradicate the familiar first and
second order relational information.

counterbalanced, as in Experiment 1, by splitting the
participants into 8 groups.

Procedure
The procedure was exactly the same as that used in
Experiment 1. Firstly, in the study phase, participants were
asked to look at a set of faces shown on the computer screen
one at a time in random order. Following this first phase of
the experiment, the participants were presented with an
old/new recognition task. The participants were told to
press “.” on the computer keyboard if they had seen the
face before in the study phase, or “x” if they had not seen it
before.We predicted that we would obtain a strong inversion
effect for normal faces and no inversion effect for scrambled
faces.

Results
The data from all 24 participants were used in the signal
detection d' analysis. Figure 4 gives the results for the mean
d' for each face type. Once again planned comparisons
revealed a significant inversion effect for normal faces,
F(1,23) =20.00, p<.001, none for scrambled faces, F<1, and
a significant interaction between face type and orientation,
F(1,23)=7.78, p<.01. Performance in recognizing normal
upright faces was also significantly better than recognition
for scrambled upright faces, F(1,23) =26.62, p<.001, but this
time there was also a significant difference in the
recognition of normal inverted faces and scrambled inverted
faces, F(1,23) =3.37, p<.05. Finally normal inverted faces
were recognized numerically better than scrambled upright
faces but not significantly so F(1,23) =2.75, p=.06.

Experiment 2
Materials
Six facial features were used for scrambling i.e. the mouth,
nose, two ears and the two eyes (including eyebrows).
Scrambling was done by selecting at random one feature of
the face and moving it to the forehead (chosen because this
is the widest space inside the face and so can accommodate
any feature). Following this, a second feature was selected
and moved to the space left empty by the first feature, and
so on until all the 6 facial features had been moved.
Figure 4; The X axis shows the four different stimulus
conditions, whereas the Y axis shows the d' means for each
of the four facial conditions in the recognition phase of
Experiment 2.
Figure 3: Examples showing the four different conditions.

Discussion

Participants

In agreement with our predictions there is a strong inversion
effect for normal faces (upright better than inverted)
whereas there is no inversion effect at all for scrambled
faces. This is consistent with our hypothesis that

24 psychology undergraduates at the University of Exeter
took part in the experiment.
The study was
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participants when presented with scrambled faces in an
upright orientation, which are affected by the complete
disruption of the usual second-order relational information,
would not have any expertise for those upright faces. Thus,
when the same scrambled faces are presented in an inverted
orientation participants would not suffer any loss of
expertise, as there was none to start with. Hence, we do not
observe any inversion effect. The new finding here is the
significant difference between normal inverted faces and
scrambled faces, with participants actually performing better
in recognizing inverted normal faces than scrambled faces
in both orientations (though only significantly better than
scrambled faces that have been inverted). We return to this
finding in the general discussion.

General Discussion
The two experiments reported here provide clear evidence
that second order relational information is indeed critical in
driving the substantial inversion effect for faces. When we
disrupted the second order relational information of our set
of faces by inverting (rotating by 1800) the eyes and the
mouth, producing Thatcherised faces, the intention was to
disrupt exactly the information that Diamond and Carey
identified as the basis of our expertise with faces whilst
leaving other types of information (first order, local)
relatively intact. Our Thatcherised faces are themselves
defined in terms of a prototype (if you averaged the
Thatcherised faces you'd get a prototypical Thatcherised
face as a result), and so in some sense possess second order
relational structure. But it is not structure that our
participant’s would be familiar with when entering the
experiment, and so any effect of expertise would be
confined to those aspects of the second order structure that
had not changed (the spatial relationship between the nose
and the ears for example). We have hypothesized that it is
the combination of second order relational structure and
experience with it that leads to expertise – and this is the
basis of the interaction between Face Type and Orientation
that we have repeatedly demonstrated in this paper. Our
conclusion is that the inversion effect observed with normal
faces is driven by our ability to exploit second order
relational structure in categories of stimuli that both possess
the necessary structure and that are sufficiently familiar. If
this structure is disrupted, then so is the inversion effect. If
it is eliminated entirely then so is the inversion effect. So
far, so good; we will now subject this account to greater
scrutiny in the context of our results and the theory of
perceptual learning first put forward by McLaren, Kaye and
Mackintosh (1989) and subsequently developed in McLaren
and Mackintosh (2000, 2002).
The case for Thatcherised faces seems quite straightforward
and has already been given in the discussion of Experiment
1. By rotating the eyes and mouth we do not alter the first
order or local feature information to any great extent, but we
do change the second order structure involving those
features. If this is important for recognition, then we should
see an effect on upright Thatcherised faces, and we do, as

they are recognised significantly worse than normal upright
faces. If inversion removes our ability to make use of this
information, then the fact that it has been disrupted should
not matter, and indeed, inverted Thatcherised faces do not
seem to suffer in comparison with inverted normal faces.
The results of Experiment 1, then, are entirely consistent
with our version of Diamond and Carey's (1986) hypothesis
with respect to face recognition.
Experiment 2 is superficially somewhat similar in its results,
but actually reflects the consequences of a quite different
manipulation. True, the local features are unchanged for the
scrambled faces relative to the normal ones, but now both
first and second order information are no longer in their
familiar form, and the variation from scrambled face to
scrambled face means that, in some real sense, there is no
way to develop expertise with any second or first order
relational information as a result of experience with the
stimulus set. The effect of this is, in part, the expected one
in that any inversion effect for the scrambled faces
disappears. But the overall performance to scrambled faces,
whether in an upright or inverted orientation, is now below
not only that for upright normal faces (which would be
expected) but also below that obtained for inverted normal
faces, significantly so in the case of the inverted scrambled
faces. This is a challenging result which stands in stark
contrast to the finding that recognition performance for
inverted Thatcherised faces is no different to that for
inverted normal faces. If it was the case that we had simply
eradicated second order relational information in the
scrambled faces, and that this information was the source of
the inversion effect in normal faces, then we might have
expected scrambling to produce faces that (in any
orientation) supported the same level of recognition
performance as inverted normal faces. The finding that these
faces are now recognized significantly worse than inverted
normal faces indicates that something more is involved.
One possible explanation for this effect starts by suggesting
that inverted normal faces may still be benefiting from some
effects of expertise. After all, they contain standard facial
features that have not been themselves changed apart from
rotation as a configuration so they are recognizable as faces.
Clearly it would be unwise to assume that all effects of
expertise disappear under inversion, perhaps the use of
second order relational information is only attenuated in
these circumstances. If this is so, however, then some
explanation of why the inverted Thatcherised faces are not
worse recognized than inverted normal faces is needed. It
would be tempting at this point to note that, because of the
180º rotation of the eyes and mouth used to Thatcherise the
faces, when a Thatcherised face is inverted the eyes and
mouth are now in their normal orientation – could this offset
what otherwise would be a disadvantage for Thatcherised
faces compared to their normal inverted counterparts? One
problem with this explanation is that the upright scrambled
faces (for which no local features are inverted) are also
worse recognised (p=.06) than inverted normal faces, and
not distinguishably different from inverted scrambled faces,
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which suggests that having features in their correct
orientation is not, in itself, enough to confer much of an
advantage.
Another possible explanation appeals to the fact that by
using scrambled faces we have disrupted both first and
second order relational structure. To make the point with
somewhat greater force, with normal faces it is clear that
one is dealing with a face whether it is upright or inverted.
The same applies to Thatcherised faces, there is something
odd about them in an upright orientation but there is no
doubt that, upright or inverted, they are faces. This cannot
so easily be said of scrambled faces, even though they
possess all the local features of a face, the loss of first order
structure makes it relatively hard to describe these stimuli as
"face like" in either orientation. Perhaps this is the key then,
to the poor performance with these faces, poor performance
which is paradoxical in the sense that these faces, by virtue
of the variation in the spatial arrangement of their features
actually differ more from one another objectively than
normal or Thatcherised faces. This should make them easier
to discriminate and recognise, and the fact that it does not
we would argue is testament to the strong influence of
expertise on face recognition, though we note that it is also
consistent with the notion of a specialised processing
mechanism for faces. In the next section we consider one
theory that offers an explanation for the development of
expertise with faces that might be able to accommodate our
results.
The MKM theory of perceptual learning (McLaren, Kaye
and Mackintosh, 1989; see also McLaren and Mackintosh,
2000, 2002) suggests that features that are associatively
predicted by other features are less salient than relatively
unpredicted features. The associations that make the
predictions are built up in the course of experience with the
stimuli, but can only come about if there is a reliable
relationship between features for these associations to
exploit. Upright faces possess this quality, the first order
structure is highly predictable, the second order structure
less so. Thus the first order structure becomes relatively less
salient with experience, and the second order structure can
then be more easily used to individuate faces. On this
theory, then, the scrambled faces should be the baseline for
performance where all benefits of experience with the first
order structure of faces is lost making them much less
discriminable from one another. The theory would also have
it that it is this benefit that is responsible for inversion
effects, which fits well with the lack of a difference between
upright and inverted scrambled faces. But what of
Thatcherised faces? The theory predicts that, in the case of
upright Thatcherised faces, the rotated eyes and mouth will
have changed such that the predictions made for them (by
other features in the face) will no longer match with the
reality. This mismatch makes these features look salient and
enhances their "oddness". Unfortunately, many of these
salient features will tend to be those typical of
Thatcherisation, and so will be common across Thatcherised
faces, and will not help discrimination and recognition,

making upright Thatcherised faces worse than upright
normal faces in the experiments of the type reported here.
Now consider an inverted Thatcherised face. We know that
it does not look very different to its normal inverted
equivalent, and performance to both in our experiments is
roughly the same. The conclusion we draw is that features
are predicted to be in certain spatial locations (because we
know this is an inverted face), but that this happens without
making second order structure relatively salient. The
(somewhat speculative) claim being made here is that
inversion of a stimulus that is recogniseable as a face has the
effect of disrupting our expertise for second order structure,
whilst maintaining (at least in part) some reduction in the
salience of first order structure. Thus, inverted faces benefit
from this loss of salience of features that would otherwise
be common to all inverted faces (their basic spatial
arrangement) whilst losing the sensitivity to second order
structure that makes us so good at dealing with upright
faces, and which is the basis of the inversion effect.
Eliminating familiar first order structure by scrambling a
face reveals the advantage that this confers even for inverted
faces.
Further research will be needed to evaluate this account of
our results, but our data clearly suggest that there is a role
for both first and second order structure in face recognition,
that we argue can be understood in terms of experiencebased expertise.
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enormously from trial to trial. This may occur even in
simple tests such as the Rey Auditory-Verbal Learning Test
(AVLT), which is repeated only a few times. In this paper,
we provide evidence this is not simply due to naturally
occurring variance. Rather, individual trials can be far more
informative than aggregate summary scores.
We believe that during tests involving a relatively small
number of repetitions, subjects are simultaneously
acclimatizing and responding to the testing procedure itself,
which may conflate interpretations of their responses when
viewed via aggregate summary measures. In other words,
they are still ―learning‖ the test while they are ―taking‖ the
test; we believe the shift between these two processes
accounts for much variance across trials.
We have previously demonstrated (Coen et al., 2009) that
even in non-memory based experiments, such as the
Conceptual Set Shifting Task (Milner, 1964) conducted on
human and macaque subjects, performance varies
substantially but predictably over the course of the trials.
Specifically, subjects’ performance on the first few rounds
is both slow and inaccurate. However, by the third round, it

Abstract
How should we analyze repeated trials in neuropsychological
testing? It has long been known that experimental subjects
display distinct stages of acclimatization and subsequent
saturation during cognitive testing (Thurstone, 1927). For
example, in list learning tests examining memory, it has been
demonstrated that repeated exposure to a fixed enumeration
of items can improve recall. However, we think it is equally
important to examine acclimatization of the subjects to the
test taking procedure itself. In other words, subjects must
grow comfortable with the paradigm of the test before we can
assume the results correspond with our interpretations of
them. In this paper, we examine results of the Rey AuditoryVerbal Learning Test administered to the largest Alzheimer’s
disease family history cohort. We demonstrate the most
informative signal in a neuropsychological test may
contradict a priori assumptions about the test’s interpretation.
Keywords: Neuropsychological testing; statistical analysis;
Alzheimer’s disease; memory

Introduction
Psychological tests often employ repeated trials of similar
or identical tasks. Sometimes, these repetitions are intended
to allow subjects to acclimatize to the stimulus and/or
decision making paradigms, e.g., as in forced choice
experiments (Mitchell & Jolley, 2009). Indeed, in
psychoacoustic experiments, subjects may be unable to even
distinguish phenomena of interest without substantial prior
exposure and early practice rounds are commonly discarded
as uninformative.
In neuropsychological tests, it is commonplace to conduct
multiple trials of a test, from which summary scores may be
derived (Lezak et. al, 2004). Multiple trials can also reveal
perseverative errors, which are characteristic of a number of
cognitive pathologies. However, in tests focused on
evaluating memory, it has been demonstrated that enhanced
performance may occur after repeated examinations
(Benedict & Zgaljardic, 1998). Thus, subjects are often
tested on a smaller number of rounds than might otherwise
be desired for acclimatization.
Although examining summary scores averaged over trials
is commonplace, the individual trial scores can vary
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Figure 1 – Viewing the Conceptual Set Shifting Task (CSST) by
individual trial. In the CSST, each trial consists of a lengthy procedure
of trying to guess a hidden concept correctly 10 times in a row, after
which a new secret concept is selected for the next trial. By examining
both the times taken per decision and the subjects’ error rates, it
appears clear that the results become meaningful according to the test’s
desiderata by the third trial, whereas the first two trials reflect
acclimatization. We see this in the dramatic decrease in the average
time taken between decisions and the precipitous drop in error rate.
This illustrates both that aggregate summary scores combining all five
trials are conflating (at least) two different phenomena, and it
additionally provides a signal that the subject’s results after trial 3
more meaningfully reflect performance. (Figure adapted from Coen et
al. (2009)).

appears clear that human subjects have learned how to take
the test, as illustrated in Figure 1. Only after internalizing
the rules of the test, do subjects clearly begin to respond in
ways that meet our expectations.
In this paper, we reexamine results from the Rey
Auditory-Verbal Learning Test obtained from the
Wisconsin Registry for Alzheimer’s Prevention (Sager,
Hermann, & La Rue, 2005). It is the largest family history
cohort of its kind, consisting of approximately 1,200
asymptomatic patients. We demonstrate that in using the
AVLT to separate familial history from control populations,
previously unknown scoring measures found via machine
learning approaches provide far more statistically significant
results than do intuitively designed scoring metrics. This
mirrors our previously cited work that the strongest signal –
which may not be obvious in advance — is contained after
several trials, presumably when subjects have acclimatized
to the experiment framework itself. While the data in this
paper are drawn from a large cohort study of Alzheimer’s
disease (AD), there is nothing specific to AD in these
results, and we believe these findings, buttressed by our
earlier work on the CSST, are of interest in understanding
and analyzing the results of neuropsychological testing more
generally.

Background
The Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (AVLT) (Rey,
1964) is a neuropsychological test consisting of eight trials,
of which the first five trials are often scrutinized more
carefully for studying Alzheimer’s disease (La Rue et al.,
2008; Ramakers et al., 2010; Woodard, Dunlosky, &
Salthouse, 1999). Briefly, in this test, a psychometrist reads
15 unrelated nouns and the subject repeats as many words as
possible in whatever order he or she finds natural.
Summary scores – such as the number of words recalled
per trial or the total number of recalled words across all
trials – can to varying degrees of confidence differentiate
normal persons from those with early-stage AD (Bigler,
Rosa, Schultz, Hall, & Harris, 1989; Mitrushina, Satz, &
Van Gorp, 1989; Woodard, et al., 1999).

Derivative Performance Measures
Summary scores are often used to create proxy metrics
thought to summarize higher-level cognitive functioning. It
is often the case, as discussed below, that these proxy
measures are averaged across trials to derive aggregate test
scores for evaluating patients. It is this process that we
deem problematic.
In the AVLT, differences have been noted between
persons with mild AD and control groups on serial position
effects and on subjective organization during recall.
Persons with AD, even at mild stages, disproportionately
recall words from the end of a supraspan list (the ―recency
effect‖) compared to those at the beginning of the list (the
―primacy effect‖) (Capitani, Della Sala, Logie, & Spinnler,
1992; Hermann et al., 1996). The interpretation is that

words at the end of the list (i.e., the recent words) are easier
for patients with mild AD to remember.
Such derivative learning measures have also been studied
in non-demented persons who are at increased risk of
developing AD.
Ramakers et al. (2010) measured
subjective organization in the AVLT by examining pairs of
words recalled together in subsequent trials and found
marginal significant differences between patients diagnosed
with mild cognitive impairment that did and did not
progress to AD. More recently, La Rue et al. (2008) showed
a detectable serial position effect in the Wisconsin Registry
for Alzheimer’s Prevention; here, asymptomatic persons
with a parental family history of AD showed increased
reliance on recency in recall compared to controls whose
parents did not have AD.
We note that in all of these studies, populations are
compared via simple hypothesis testing, where significance
is evaluated by a derived p-value. However, it is rarely
asked what these p-values actually mean, whether they can
be compared across different tests, or what it means if one
does so.

Comparison of p-values
It is conceptually and mathematically difficult to compare pvalues derived from different measures. The common
interpretation is a hypothesis test provides the probability
that rejection of the null hypothesis is not due to ―chance.‖
There is a vast literature on the interpretation of p-values
(Wasserman, 2004; Ott & Locknecker, 2001); its most
simplistic interpretation of p=0.05 is that we believe the
detected difference has only a 5% chance of occurring at
random. Regardless of interpretation, it is difficult to
compare p-values. How much ―better‖ is a hypothesis test
that provides p = 0.01 than one that provides p=0.05? This
is exacerbated when different measures are used to obtain
these values, all the more so when their stability has not
been empirically evaluated.
A standard statistical answer to this question is that
comparing p-values is useful only when it provides
additional insight into the problem at hand. In other words,
comparing p = 0.05 and p = 0.0005 may have little meaning
unless the process by which p was lowered is informative.
Thus, a smaller p value may not be inherently better unless
we have some understanding of how it was obtained. (The
most straightforward example of this would be a lookup
table, which can provide arbitrarily low p-values. However,
if we realize that an approach, for example, simply overfits
the data, it is no longer of any interest.)

Our Approach
In this paper, we construct derivative performance measures
for evaluating the results of neuropsychological testing. By
observing the effects of combining different metrics on test
results, we can derive confidence that incorporating
particular data (or ―signals‖) does indeed help in hypothesis
testing, namely, in separating test populations. As such, this
is a valid domain for comparing p-values and one where
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doing so makes sense. Namely, it tells us whether including
additional factors in a given hypothesis test makes it more
or less powerful. It simultaneously allows us to include
features that capture the test’s internal dynamics, even when
these are unknown in advance. For example, we may not
know (or even be able to well-define) the transition between
acclimatization, test taking, and saturation. However, we
demonstrate that these can be learned reliably.

Experimental Methodology
Participants
The study methods for the Wisconsin Registry for
Alzheimer’s Prevention (WRAP) began enrollment in 2001;
a detailed summary is in Sager et al. (2005). Briefly,
WRAP participants are English speaking adults between the
ages of 40 and 65 years with at least one parent with
autopsy-confirmed or probable AD (McKhann et al., 1984).
Control participants had mothers surviving to at least 75
years and fathers to at least 70 years without Alzheimer’s
disease, other dementia, or significant memory deficits.

Procedures
A wide assortment of data were collected, including clinical
measures, health history, extensive neuropsychological
testing, including AVLT responses, and chemical panel
data.
This included data corresponding to the
Apolipoprotein ε4 (APOE) gene, a biomarker widely
suspected to be implicated in onset of AD.

Derivative Measures

Metric Combination
We constructed a new aggregate measure using the
aggregate function:
( )
where ̅

Subjective organization as explained in (Ramakers et al.,
2008) was measured for a patient between subsequent trials
for the first five trials (trial 1 and trial 2, trial 2 and trial 3,
trial 3 and trial 4, trial 4 and trial 5). Subjective
organization is calculated for trial i to i+1 as
(

Therefore, 2a and 2b should not have the same subjective
organization score; nonetheless, they do, as recall order is
ignored entirely. These examples highlight that very
different recall strategies are not being captured by these
measures. In the present work, we use microstructure in the
test results to find signals that are otherwise lost in analyses
that examine binned regions of recall regardless of their
precise order.
We developed a new derivative measure of AVLT to
investigate details in subject recall using the Euclidean
distance between trials i and i+1. For two recall trials with a
different total number of words recalled, zeros were filled in
at the end of the shorter recall trials. As a concrete example,
we calculate the Euclidean measure for trials [1,2,3,4] and
[8,7,4,3,1,2,6] by calculating the Euclidean distance
between [1,2,3,4,0,0,0] and [8,7,4,3,1,2,6]. We calculated
the measure between sequential trials from the first five
learning trials. We note the signal between trials 3 and 4
was so strong when viewed this way that many other pointwise distance metrics worked similarly, as described below.
Euclidean distance was selected for its simplicity, although
several more esoteric distance metrics (Deza & Deza, 2009)
provided slightly increased performance in hypothesis
testing.

()

̅

()

̅

(

)

̅

(

)

is the (normalized) primacy score on trial i,

)

where j is the number of pairs of items recalled on
trial i and i+1 in adjacent positions, c is the number of
common items recalled on both trial, h is the number of
items recalled on trial i and k is the number of items recalled
on trial i+1. Serial position primacy was calculated as
described in (La Rue, et al., 2008) for the first five trials,
where primacy was the percentage of the first four words
from the AVLT that were recalled.

Fine grained AVLT analysis
Reflecting on derivative measure such as primacy and
subjective organization, we noticed they did not capture the
low-level differences in recall or our intuitions of what they
represented.
For example, Figure 2 illustrates the insensitivity of these
measures to seemingly gross differences in performance.
This is largely due to the effects of partitioning responses as
equivalent based on histograms – rather than their actual
recall order. On inspection, it appears that Figures 2b and
2c are much more similar than Figures 2a and 2b.
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Figure 2: We represented the recalled words of a trial by the
position from the original list. This figure showed the recall
position on the x-axis and the original list position on the yaxis. Each subfigure had example trials that recall the same
words but in different orders. 2a) and 2b) resulted in the same
serial position scoring because order is not taken into
consideration. Yet the recall strategies seem almost opposite.
The subjective organization score when comparing 2b) and 2a)
was identical to comparing 2b) and 2c). However, it seemed
that 2b) and 2c) were much more similar than 2a) and 2b) and
should not have the same subjective organization score if order
were considered. These examples highlight that different recall
strategies are not captured by these measures. Our goal is to
use microstructure in the test results to find signals that are
otherwise lost in analyses that examine binned regions of recall.

P-values
separating by
trial

P-values separating by comparing
pairs of successive trials

1-2

Subjective
Organization
0.0268
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Distance
0.604

0.0744

2-3

0.449

0.237

3

0.994

3-4

0.0206

5.07×10-04

4

0.852

4-5

0.134

0.536

5

0.361

1-5

0.199

.0212

1-5

0.187

Trial

Primacy

Trial

1

0.00599

2

prim t1

Euc t3-4










SO t1-2

SO t3-4

2.83×10-05



0.0016







p-value



0.2844
3.69×10-05




0.2415
7.00×10-06



0.00658

Table 2. Measure combination p-value from permutation test. Three
combinations have family history p-values lower than the lowest
individual measure which is Euclidean measure trial 3-4 (p=5.07 × 10-4).
These include primacy trial 1 and Euclidean trial 3-4 (p=2.83 × 10-5),
Euclidean measure trial 3-4 and subjective organization trial 1-2 (p=3.69
× 10-5), and primacy trial 1, Euclidean trial 3-4 and subjective
organization trial 1-2 (p =7.00 × 10-6). prim = primacy, Euc = Euclidean,
SO = subjective organization, t = trial, tx-y = comparing two trials.

Table 1. ANOVA p-values for family history using individual trials with
primacy and consecutive trials with subjective organization and Euclidean
distance. ANOVA was performed while controlling for a genetic
biomarker, age, sex and education level. For primacy, only trial 1 family
history was significant (p=0.0059). For subjective organization, family
history was significant for trials 1-2 (p=0.0268) and trials 3-4 (p=0.0206).
For the Euclidean measure, family history was significant for trial 3-4
(p=0.000507). SO=subjective organization. The bottom row of each
table shows the summary score for the measure across all trials, which is
typically employed in the literature.

̅

( ) is the (normalized) score of subjective organization
between trials j and k, and ̅ ( ) is the (normalized)
Euclidean distance between trials l and m. We normalized
each measure to have a domain between [0, 1] to eliminate
arbitrary scaling differences in their scoring methodology.
For example, the maximum distance for primacy = 1,
whereas the maximum Euclidean distance is approximately
35.21. Thus, we did not want one measure to arbitrarily
dominate the scoring because of variability in its output.
〈
〉, we employed
To find parameters
stochastic gradient descent (Bertsekas & Nedic, 2003),
( ) , where the objective
using
minimization was over the p-value derived from an unpaired
( ). However, we noticed the
t-test employing
following interesting result. Namely, the function appeared
weakly convex over a wide range of values for parameters
, all of which provided extremely similar results.
This was confirmed via an extensive uniform grid search
over this parameter space, alleviating concerns of overfitting. For simplicity, we therefore set α β γ=1, yielding
a final measure of:
̅
̅ ( ) ̅ ( )
( )

We conducted intensive ANOVA-based permutation tests
to validate this measure. The effects of the combinations of
the measures are shown in Table 2.

Statistical Analysis
We examined each of these terms in isolation and in
combination on the AVLT results. Type III sum of squares
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed accounting
for family history, genetic biomarkers, age, sex and

education level as predictors and the measures as the
response variable.
We used a permutation test to compute p-values as
proposed by Fischer, employing 107 permutations (Cox &
Hinkley, 1979; Fisher, 1935). Namely, we permuted the
labels of the given predictor and repeatedly derived the pvalues as the test-statistic using ANOVA. We calculated
the percentage of permutations where a p-value was
returned with a lower value than our original ANOVA pvalue. This is known as the Fisher p-value and its iterated
computation provides a far more meaningful rejection of the
null-hypothesis than a single use of an unpaired t-test. It
strongly demonstrates that the predictors and the labels are
not independent of one another. Additionally, we derived
the pairwise Pearson correlation coefficients of the
constituent measures to confirm that they are capturing
different cognitive phenomena.

Results
One major outcome of this effort is that we achieved a
highly reliable Fisher p-value of 7.00×10-6 for our aggregate
measure,
. However, while separating family
history from control populations has been the primary
interest of prior work concerning AD, our concern is
focused on the contribution of each term in this aggregate
towards separating these populations.
Specifically, by using this framework, we can measure the
information provided by each term towards the result of the
hypothesis test. To this end, we determined their Fisher pvalues in isolation, as shown in Table 1, which summarizes
results of ANOVA for primacy, subjective organization and
the Euclidean measure individually. It is clear that these
measures are differentially informative across the trials,
whereas their aggregate, summary scores are far less so.
Surprisingly, primacy is only informative in the first trial,
while subjects are still acclimatizing to the experiment.
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trial 1-2 SO
trial 1
primacy
trial 1-2
SO
trial 3-4
SO

0.188
(0.135, 0.242)

trial 3-4 SO

trial 3-4 Euclidean

0.162
(0.107, 0.216)
0.254
(0.201, 0.306)

0.0277
(-2.81×10-2, 8.34×10-2)
-0.0134
(-6.92×10-2, 4.24×10-2)
-0.26
(-0.312, -0.207)

Table 3.
Pearson Correlation between measures (95%
confidence intervals). The correlation between the significant
measures and trial were between -0.226 and 0.301. These low
Pearson correlation coefficients show weak correlation between
any of these two measures. SO = subjective organization.

This leads us to question what precisely is being measure
here. Similarly, the disconnect between informative trials
for subjective organization seems to indicate that it is a
proxy for some yet unknown measure. On the other hand,
the extremely low p-value for Euclidean distance (and many
other measures, as discussed below) leads us to believe that
something happening here is so significant that one can
almost not help but notice it. Clearly, a significant cognitive
transition is occurring at this point, but it would be
premature to attribute a cause to it.
Table 2 summarizes ANOVA results using the
combination measures, including the one corresponding to
This table allows us to examine how
incorporating various measures increases separability
differentially. The fine-grained Euclidean distance between
trials 3 and 4 dominates clearly here; it provides the
strongest signal for distinguishing these populations. This is
the case even though there was no prior basis for expecting
the difference between trials 3 and 4 was the single most
important factor in distinguishing these populations. Thus,
a simple machine learning approach applied to this problem,
accompanied by a rigorous statistical analysis, revealed a far
more nuanced cognitive transition than has ever been
previously apparent in this test. We discuss further
consequences of this below.
Finally, we note that Table 3 presents Pearson correlation
coefficients between these terms using a 95% confidence
interval. This demonstrates they are largely uncorrelated
(i.e., they are measuring different effects). The largest
absolute correlation is 0.312, which is considered small for
the Pearson coefficient in cognitive test (Cohen, 1988).

Conclusions
This paper has made three primary claims:
1) Using aggregate scores in repeated neuropsychological
testing can be highly misleading. Rather, examining
individual trials and the differences between them can
be far more informative than summary measures.
2) In tests with a relatively short number of repetitions, we
believe acclimatization effects will be conflated with
expected test results, particularly in early trials. This
reinforces the point in (1) and stresses the need to look
for ―signals‖ in the results that may reflect a transition

from reliance on working memory to engagement of
secondary memory processes or are indicative of other
cognitive phenomena.
It is clear that different,
independent measures were sensitive to different
aspects of the learning and recall process. Note that we
do not claim to understand why the transition from
trials three to four is so significant. Clearly, further
investigation is called for.
3) Postulating ―expected‖ cognitive phenomena, such as
Subjective Organization, may not be the most profitable
avenue for analyzing neuropsychological testing results.
Rather, there is value in ―listening‖ to the data.
Namely, by looking for signals that demonstrate a
significant event has occurred, we may arrive at new
understandings for cognitive phenomena underpinning
the test that could not have been expected a priori.
A contribution of this paper is the demonstration that a
simple machine learning framework, along with a rigorous
statistical treatment, can reveal previously unknown
cognitive phenomena. We note that the a variety of
measures more exotic than Euclidean distance, such as
Smith-Waterman alignment (Durbin, Eddy, Krogh, &
Mitchison, 1998), were highly sensitive to the transition
between trials 3 and 4, sometimes decreasing p by orders of
magnitude. Thus, there appears to be something highly
significant happening at this point in the test. It is
interesting that a similar strong ―transition‖ signal in a later
trial has been shown to be highly significant in another
neuropsychological test (Coen et al., 2009). This transition
may be indicative of a shift in how subjects are approaching
the test; reflecting a transition from reliance on working
memory to engagement of secondary memory processes; or
demonstrating cognitive adaptation or other effects.
More speculatively, because we can demonstrate that each
additional measure contributes something new, we are
constructing more informative methods for separating
populations in neuropsychological tests. Our goal is to
explore minimizing the Bayes error between the groups to
the point where we can tentatively classify individuals,
rather than distinguish populations.
While this paper has demonstrated clear benefits with
respect to AVLT evaluation, we believe its approach is quite
general and can be applied to a variety of conventional
neuropsychological tests. As such, it supports the view that
performance measures should not be viewed as competing
with one another. Rather, each evaluation method can tell a
different story about a patient’s performance during the
dynamic and complex cognitive processes involved in
neuropsychological testing.
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Relationship Between Episodic Memory Formation and Two Minds
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Abstract: This paper presents evidence that even if two individuals exhibit similar reactions caused by their
autonomous nervous systems towards the same external stimuli, one may form a memory that can be recalled
consciously, whereas the other may form a memory that cannot be processed consciously. We had fifteen monitors
watch films, and we recorded their heart rates. Two monitors exhibited similar autonomous nervous system reactions,
measured by HR, to the same films. We conducted interviews and compared their episodic memory about the films
that both watched. One monitor was able to verbalize in detail her behavior, whereas the other could recall little of
what he had watched. We suggest that this phenomenon can be explained by assuming that for the two monitors
System1 of Two Minds worked similarly to external stimuli, whereas System2 worked differently for each monitor,
affecting the formation of episodic memory in terms of conscious recallability.
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A Model of Working Memory in Schizophrenia
Brandon Abbs
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Abstract: Working memory deficits in schizophrenia are key cognitive features of the disorder and have been demonstrated to involve a circuit of brain regions. Here we model this circuitry with a connectionist model representing 3
key processing areas of the circuitry: anterior cingulate gyrus (ACG), dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), and
parietal cortex. The model adapts to a stream of unique inputs and responds when it detects novel matches to either
a set target or previously-viewed items held in memory, depending on the working memory load. We show how ACG
and DLPFC are involved in maintenance and novelty detection using working memory, and relate the dysfunction
of these areas in schizophrenia to the operation of the model. The model demonstrates how the impairment of both
response selection and working memory maintenance can affect performance and how brain imaging may help to
identify the dissociable impairment predicted by the model.
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Learning and generalizing sameness in simple recurrent networks
Juan Valle-Lisboa
Secccion Biofisica, Facultad de Ciencias, UDELAR, URUGUAY
Abstract: I study the ability of simple recurrent networks to learn and generalize sameness. To this end, I trained
100 networks to output 1 if two successive real valued vectors in a sequence were similar and 0 otherwise. Although
learning of the training set proceeded easily, we could not make any of the networks generalize beyond the training
set, despite the test vectors being ”within the training space”. In an attempt to understand these limitations I
studied networks of threshold units. In the first place I analyzed networks able to process sequences of bits. I show
that part of the problems arise because, depending on the training set, there might be cases were not every accessible
internal state of the network is visited, leaving those cases ”out of the training space”. The case of multidimensional
inputs is even more difficult given that the networks get trapped in wrong generalizations.
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Bridging the gap between brain and behavior: A dynamic neural field
model of executive function captures behavioral and neural
development
John Spencer
Department of Psychology Delta Center University of Iowa

Aaron Buss
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Abstract: The Dimensional Change Card Sort task measures the development of executive function. Children must
switch from sorting cards based on shape or color to sorting by the other dimension. While 4-year-olds can switch
rules, 3-year-olds perseverate. Moriguchi and Hiraki (2009) used Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS) to measure
changes in PFC activation (F7/F8) in this task: 3- and 5-year-olds who switched rules showed stronger prefrontal
activation than perseverators. Here, we quantitatively capture these results using a Dynamic Neural Field model.
This model was developed to simulate an extensive set of behavioral findings with 3- and 4-year-olds. From the
model, we can estimate local field potentials (LFPs) which underlie the BOLD response (Deco et al, 2004). We
show that the model yields the same association of PFC activation and correct rule-switching when we convolve
the model-based LFP with an impulse response function. Thus, the model simultaneously captures behavioral and
neural development.
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Abstract
This study investigated the extent to which cognitive
measures of individual differences predict strategy shifts in a
series of procedural-motor curve-drawing tasks. College
students participated in a task which required them to trace or
draw various forms of a figure-8 before completing a battery
of cognitive tests. Three distinct drawing strategies emerged,
and the tendency to vary these strategies was quantified using
Shannon’s Entropy. The results indicated that participants
employed multiple strategies early in a block of trials before
eventually settling on a preferred strategy. Additionally,
higher creativity scores were associated with higher entropy,
whereas participants with higher verbal and working memory
ability preferred to settle on their preferred strategy.
Keywords: strategy switching; strategy shifting; individual
differences; entropy.

Introduction
When performing tasks, people often encounter
circumstances in which they must change their current
strategy when it becomes problematic. For example, when
weather conditions turn unfavorable, pilots might switch to
an alternate strategy in order to successfully land the plane.
College students may need to switch strategies to succeed in
different courses (e.g., problem solving for math,
memorizing terms for biology, developing motor skills for
music, etc.), and chess players need to switch between an
arsenal of strategies both within and across matches to
consistently win. Different strategies are required for
multitasking in a complex, dynamically changing world.

Old strategies are abandoned and new ones adopted at an
adaptive pace. In order to switch strategies, individuals
presumably must recognize when and why a particular
strategy is failing.
Although, in general, people will retain and use strategies
that proved effective in the past, there are also a number of
motivations for strategy change. It may occur in response to
feedback and performance failure on previous trials (Reder,
1987; Lovett & Anderson, 1996; Brand, 2008). However,
Roberts, Taylor, and Newton (2007) have reported that
individuals persist in utilizing a sub-optimal strategy even
when performance is poor. According to the DunningKruger effect (Kruger & Dunning, 1999), a lack of
metacognitive awareness might inhibit people from
realizing they have selected an inferior strategy. Roberts et
al. (2007) also reported that there needs to be sufficient
motivation before strategy change is likely to occur.
A soft constraints hypothesis (Gray et al., 2006) posits
that people strategically plan more actions in advance when
a task requires longer delay times or controls that are costly
to manipulate. Walsh and Anderson’s (2009) studies of
arithmetic problem-solving suggest people change strategies
when the task becomes excessively difficult or stressful.
These experiences require substantial mental deliberation,
and the harder the task becomes, the more likely a person
will consider a strategy change. This suggests that strategy
selection is more explorative and deliberative prior to
settling on a set strategy (Walsh & Anderson, 2009).
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Shifts in strategy are not only associated with the task and
environment, but also by the characteristics of the
individual. Researchers have attempted to identify the
characteristics of people (i.e., individual differences) who
exhibit a propensity for flexible strategy use. Schunn and
Reder (2001) analyzed the Kanfer–Ackerman Air Traffic
Control Task and found that a person’s ability to select and
execute a correct strategy is governed mostly by working
memory capacity and reasoning ability. Reasoning ability
was also correlated with the ability to determine when a
particular strategy was not working. In another study,
Roberts and Roberson (2001) reported that spatial reasoning
ability predicts strategy shifting in spatial tasks.
Although early cognitive research presupposed that
cognitive processes are universal and largely invariant
across individuals and tasks, it is now widely accepted that
aptitudes for specific skills can vary across individuals and
different people recruit different strategies to perform the
same task (e.g. Miller et al., 2002; Schaeken, De Vooght,
Vandierendonck, & d'Ydewalle, 2000). It is conceivable that
cognitive adaptability is a trait necessary to explain the
inherently dynamic nature of cognitive processes as
individuals adjust and adapt their available resources to
ongoing circumstances. Given the variation in the structure
and functioning of the brain, there exists inherent flexibility
that may be quantified and used to predict differences in
cognitive performance among individuals as well as within
a given individual over time. This is the issue that motivated
the present study.
The paradigm selected to elicit and assess strategy change
in the present study was a curve-drawing task, specifically
the drawing and tracing of figure-8s. We systematically
varied the task constraints in order to identify the stable
strategies people use to complete the task. The curvedrawing task was selected because the horizontal and
vertical symmetry allow for consistency when modifying
the stimulus or instructions and analyzing the data.
Moreover, it is a moderately complex task, thereby negating
a potential lack of understanding of the task, which could
inhibit optimal strategy selection (Roberts et al., 2007).
Such a task is also largely free of fluctuations in prior
knowledge or expertise (as opposed to chess, for example),
yet allows for multiple strategies.
Variation in strategy selection across trials was calculated
using Shannon’s Entropy (Shannon, 1948). Originating in
information theory, entropy is a mathematical formulation
of the uncertainty in a data channel. It is expressed as:
( )

∑ ( )

( )

For the current study, is the set of distinct strategies,
and ( ) is the probability of a participant’s use of each
strategy. Higher entropy values indicate more variation in
strategy use across trials; on the other hand, if the same
strategy was used in all trials, then entropy would be 0.
Additionally, the current study measured strategy shifting
within a single task instead of across tasks, which is more

common in the literature (Luwel, Schillemans, Onghena, &
Verschaffel, 2009).

Method
Participants
Participants were 75 undergraduate students, 44 enrolled in
the University of Memphis and 31 at the University of Notre
Dame during the Spring 2009 semester. All participants
participated in the study for course credit.

Apparatus
Participants engaged in a series of tasks that involve tracing
or drawing figure-8s. The primary apparatus was a Wacom
Techno Cintiq 21UXTM system that consisted of an LCD
monitor (43 cm x 33mm). The drawing task was performed
in a subregion measuring approximately 22cm x 22cm. The
system had a synchronization rate of 60 Hz, a response time
of 20 ms, and a maximum report rate of 145 points/sec. The
drawing task was performed with a stylus directly on the
monitor.

Procedure
The experiment was divided into two phases that took
approximately one hour each. The first phase was the curvedrawing task whereas the other was a battery of individual
differences measures.
Curve Drawing. Participants completed a series of
perceptual-motor tasks in which they traced or drew a series
of figure-8s that were displayed on the screen. This was a
within-subjects design in which participants completed each
of 12 conditions designed to stimulate strategy change
within and across each task. Participants first completed a
practice session (Unguided, 5 trials) to familiarize
themselves with the equipment. The next block (Baseline,
25 trials) added visual feedback upon completion of each
trial, namely the speed and accuracy of their drawing,
represented as a percentage, as well as the product of these
two, called the composite score. Subsequent conditions
altered either the target figure or the instructions and
feedback in order to encourage participants to consider
alternate strategies for completing the task. Figure 1
displays a screenshot of the interface, with the speed,
accuracy, and composite score feedback bars for the current
trial, scores for previous trials, and the drawing subregion in
view.
There were several stimulus variation conditions. They
included: random sizes of the figure-8 (Random Size, 50
trials); presenting the figure-8 horizontally and describing it
as an infinity sign (Infinity, 25 trials); displaying various
images (including a figure-8, a five-pointed star, and the
logos for Sandia National Labs and the University of Notre
Dame), then removing the image and asking the participant
to draw the image from memory (Memory, 50 trials); a
figure-8 rotated at various angles, where the participants
were asked to trace the figure in one condition (Angle Trace,
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50 trials) and draw the rotated figure-8 in a separate grid in
the other (Angle Draw, 50 each). Examples of the stimuli
are presented in Figures 2 and 3.

Figure 1: Screenshot of curve-drawing interface

instituting a random, unspecified time limit before the trial
would time out, which would result in a composite score of
zero (Trial Timeout, 25 trials).
The Practice and Baseline conditions were always
presented first and second, respectively, followed by either
Speed or Accuracy (counterbalanced), with the remaining
eight conditions following in random order.
Individual differences measures. Following the curvedrawing task, participants completed a battery of tests that
measured various cognitive abilities. Participants selfreported their SAT Reasoning Test or American College
Test (ACT) score (an ACT score was converted to an
equivalent SAT score); all subsequent measures were
administered via computer. These included measures of
working memory (Automated Operation Span Task
(Ospan); Unsworth, Heitz, Schrock, & Engle, 2005),
creativity (Remote Association Task (RAT); Mednick,
1963), spatial reasoning (Mental Rotation Task; Shepard &
Metzler, 1971), fluid intelligence (Raven’s Progressive
Matrices: Set 1; Raven, 1958), visual search and motor
speed (Figure-Comparison Task; Salthouse & Mitchell,
1990), strategy shifting (Einstellung Water-Jug Strategy
Task; Tresselt & Leeds, 1953), and general verbal ability
(Shipley’s Vocabulary Test; Shipley, 1946).

Results and Discussion
Identifying Dominant Strategies

Figure 2: Examples of stimuli. Clockwise from top-left:
Baseline, Random Size, Angle Trace, Infinity

Figure 4 displays the three strategies exhibited by the
participants. In the figure, the dots refer to where the stylus
first made contact with the screen; a second dot would
indicate that the participant removed the stylus from the
screen and placed it down again. As the stylus moves farther
from the dot, the lines fade to indicate the drawing direction.

A. Circles

Figure 3: Angle Draw condition, with the target image on
the left and the participants’ drawing area on the right
Stimulus manipulations may encourage people to switch
strategies, but altering the instructions and feedback may
induce strategy change as well. These modifications
included asking the participants to focus on speed or
accuracy, with feedback scores adjusted accordingly (Speed
and Accuracy, 25 trials each); presenting a standard figure-8
but without any marks from the pen (No Ink, 50 trials);
presenting the next trial at random time intervals (Random
interstimulus interval or Random ISI, 25 trials); and

B. Middle

C. Extreme

Figure 4: Examples of the three predominant strategies
Strategy A (Circles) was defined as any trial in which a
participant drew one full circle, picked up the stylus, placed
it back on the screen, and drew the other circle. Strategy B
(Middle) was defined as any trial in which the stylus was
originally placed in any intersection point between the
circles, and the figure was completed in one continuous
motion (i.e., without removing and replacing the stylus from
the screen). Finally, Strategy C (Extreme) was defined as
any trial in which the stylus was not originally placed in the
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intersection between the circles, and the figure was
completed in one continuous motion. Any trial not fitting
these criteria was classified as ‘Other.’ Table 1 lists the
proportion of observations in which each strategy was used
in each condition.
Table 1: Proportion of strategy use in each condition
Condition
Practice
Baseline
Accuracy
Angle Draw
Angle Trace
Random Size
Infinity
Memory
No Ink
Random ISI
Trial Timeout
Speed
Total

Other
.34
.02
.00
.05
.02
.01
.01
.17
.02
.02
.01
.02
.06

Circles Middle
.24
.18
.26
.54
.30
.47
.58
.20
.22
.70
.20
.70
.15
.75
.33
.28
.19
.71
.17
.61
.21
.57
.23
.50
.26

.52

Extreme
.24
.17
.23
.17
.07
.09
.09
.21
.08
.20
.21
.25
.17

Quantifying Uncertainty in Strategy Use
We computed the entropy, recurrence, and determinism to
quantify the dynamics of strategy use in each condition.
Recurrence and determinism are measures from dynamical
systems theory and were computed using a categorical auto
recurrence analysis (Richardson, Dale, & Kirkham, 2007).
The recurrence rate (or simply recurrence) provides
repetitiveness of strategy use across trials (higher recurrence
= greater use of a similar set of strategies). Determinism, on
the other hand, measures repetitive patterns in strategy use
(high determinism = more repetitive patterns). Here, entropy
strongly and significantly (p < .05) correlated with
recurrence (r = -.989) and determinism (r = -.862).
Therefore, the subsequent analyses exclusively use entropy.
Our analyses proceeded by assessing whether there were
differences in entropy across conditions. We also expect
variations in entropy within a condition, because when
presented with a new stimulus, we expect participants to
experiment with different strategies before settling on a new
preferred strategy; thus, one prediction is that the entropy
for the final set of trials should be lower than for the initial
trials.
To test this hypothesis, we divided the trials in each
condition into an initial and a final phase. Entropy was
independently computed for each phase. For conditions with
25 trials, initial entropy was computed for trials 1-10 and
final entropy for trials 15-25. For conditions with 50 trials,
initial entropy was computed for trials 1-15 and final
entropy was for trials 25-50.
A 2 × 10 (phase [initial|final] × condition) repeated
measures analysis of variance revealed a significant main
effect for condition, F(9, 666) = 80.21, Mse = .092, p <

.001, partial η2 = .520. Bonferroni posthoc tests indicated
that there was significantly more entropy in the memory
condition than the others (p < .05). This was expected, as
both the stimuli and task were far more complex than any
other condition. Also, the entropy associated with the Angle
Draw condition was significantly greater than the Accuracy,
Infinity, No Ink, Random ISI, Trial Timeout, and Speed
conditions; there were no differences in the other conditions.
There was also a significant main effect for phase, F(1,
74) = 68.67, Mse = .045, p < .001, partial η2 = .837. As
expected, initial entropy was significantly higher than final
entropy, MINITIAL = .579, (SE = .017); MFINAL = .366 (SE =
.020).
The phase × condition interaction was significant, but
yielded a smaller effect, F(9, 666) = 5.746, Mse = .046, p <
.001, partial η2 = .072. With the exception of the memory
condition, final entropy was always lower than initial
entropy. Table 2 displays the initial and final entropy scores
for each condition.
Table 2: Initial versus Final Entropy

Condition
Accuracy
Angle Draw
Angle Trace
Random Size
Infinity
Memory
No Ink
Random ISI
Trial Timeout
Speed

Initial
M
.50
.67
.53
.50
.51
1.1
.50
.47
.52
.50

SD
.25
.33
.33
.30
.29
.17
.28
.29
.29
.26

Final
M
.20
.42
.32
.33
.20
1.1
.30
.26
.27
.30

SD
.29
.35
.32
.34
.33
.18
.35
.32
.23
.33

Effect size
d
1.1
.74
.64
.54
.99
.62
.71
.99
.71

In summary, there is more uncertainty in strategy
selection during the initial trials of each condition and less
uncertainty during the final trials. Additionally, entropy
during the final trials was not zero, indicating that at least
some participants were still switching strategies at the end
of the testing block. Finally, and more importantly, with the
exception of the Memory and Angle Draw conditions,
entropy was consistent across conditions. This indicates that
it is not the task constraints, but individual differences, that
might best explain the patterns in strategy use.

Individual Differences and Entropy
The individual differences measures were correlated with
entropy (see Table 3). Cases that were more than two
standard deviations from the mean were identified as
outliers and removed from the analysis (Van Selst &
Jolicoeur, 1994).
Table 3 shows that verbal ability (Shipley’s Vocabulary
test and SAT), working memory span (Ospan), and
creativity (RAT) correlated with entropy. The negative
correlations between Vocabulary, Ospan, and SAT indicate
that participants with higher verbal ability and executive
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function demonstrated less variability in strategy selection.
Some interesting patterns emerge when one considers initial
versus final entropy. Participants with high verbal ability
(Vocabulary and SAT) were more likely to settle on a
preferred strategy (negative correlation with entropy).
Participants with high working memory span (Ospan)
consistently show lower entropy (negative correlation with
both initial and final entropy).
There also seems to be a different pattern in creativity and
intelligence. The RAT shows a positive correlation with
both overall and initial entropy, suggesting a relationship
between creativity and initial exploration. There should be a
note of caution expressed about this measure, however, as
over 40 percent were unable to produce a single correct
answer on the RAT. Hence, it is important that this finding
be replicated with a different sample.

In summary, creativity, vocabulary, and memory span
yielded a medium effect (Cohen, 1992) in predicting the
variability in strategy use. Creative participants were more
likely to shift strategies and explore different strategies,
whereas participants with high verbal ability and memory
span were more likely to persevere in their preferred
strategies.

Predicting Performance
Correlations between the eight individual difference
measures and speed and accuracy scores (the performance
measures) did not yield any significant relationships.
However, there was a significant correlation between
entropy and accuracy (r = -.414, p < .001), but not between
entropy and speed (r = .084). Initially, the negative
correlation between variation in strategy use and accuracy
might sound counterintuitive. However, it is important to
note that strategy switching is usually associated with a
switch cost which people encounter when they attempt to
adjust to the newly adopted strategy (Luwel et al., 2009).
Hence, individuals who switch strategies more (higher
entropy) presumably experienced increased switch costs,
and consequently, lower accuracy scores.

Table 3: Correlations between individual differences and
entropy
ID Measure
Vocabulary
SAT
Ospan
RAT
Rotation
Speed
Water Jug
Ravens

Overall
Entropy
-.256**
-.234*
-.419***
.205*
-.073
-.093
.069
.008

Initial
Entropy
-.143
-.120
-.289*
.274**
-.041
-.031
.152
.055

Final
Entropy
-.433***
-.283**
-.415***
.189
-.080
-.178
.074
-.111

Conclusions

Notes. *** p < .01, ** p < .05, * p < .1.

The next set of analyses sought to predict overall entropy,
initial entropy, and final entropy from the individual
difference measures. Only Vocabulary, RAT, and Ospan
were considered because SAT was strongly correlated with
Vocabulary (r = .628). A tolerance analysis indicated there
were no multicollinearity problems (VIF ≈ 1 for all three
predictors). It should also be noted that the sample size was
reduced due to missing data (particularly with Ospan), and
the removal of some outliers. Hence, these regression
models were constructed from the remaining sample of 4045 participants.
A significant model emerged for overall entropy. Here,
F(3, 39) = 3.97, p = .015, R2adj = .175. The significant
predictors were creativity (RAT, β = .266, p = .073) and
memory span (Ospan, β = -.452, p = .003). A better fit (with
one fewer parameter) was obtained if Vocabulary is left out
of the model, F(2, 43) = 6.38, p = .004, R2adj = .193. In
summary, creativity (RAT, β = .284, p = .045) was a
positive predictor of overall variability whereas memory
span (Ospan, β = -.456, p = .002) was a negative predictor.
Similar patterns emerged for initial and final entropy. For
initial entropy, R2adj = .112, RAT: β = .331, p = .030, Ospan:
β = -.290, p = .055. For final entropy, R2adj = .281, RAT: β =
.362, p = .012, Ospan: β = -.374, p = .010, and Vocabulary:
β = .-.332, p = .02.

This study provides new information about what governs
strategy selection, and we have discovered several
interesting results concerning the nature of the task, number
of repetitions of the task, and individual differences. The
two most difficult tasks (Memory and Angle Draw)
exhibited the largest amount of variation in strategy use.
This finding is consistent with Walsh and Anderson’s
(2009) recent findings on arithmetic problem-solving. The
Angle Draw condition was particularly interesting; the
figures were the same as in Angle Trace, but the added
difficulty of drawing (versus tracing) caused a significant
shift in strategy preference (Circles over Middles). These
findings provide evidence that these manipulations were
sufficiently difficult to promote cognitive restructuring on
some level.
Within a task, people tend to explore different strategies
early in the task before eventually settling on a preferred
strategy. Also, there are some individual differences in
cognitive ability that are associated with more strategy
shifting; creative people are more likely to explore different
strategies, whereas those with a high working memory span
and reasoning/verbal ability tend to identify a preferred
strategy and perseverate with it. Perhaps the latter
individuals are quick problem-solvers and identify their
preferred strategy immediately, while creative individuals
are more willing to perseverate with multiple strategies until
they are satisfied.
Although this study has provided some insight into
strategy exploration both within the same task and across
tasks, it remains to be seen whether these findings hold true
when people are encouraged to change their strategy as a
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result of a change in the task (i.e., adaptive strategy
shifting). This could be achieved by either drastically
altering the task, where the necessity for a strategy change
would be distinct and instantaneous, or by slowly modifying
the task such that the exact moment one strategy becomes
superior is much more nebulous. Additionally, measuring
the time between stimulus presentation and task execution
would provide a metric of planning strategy selection, which
might be a predictor of strategy shifting.
Finally, Rakow, Newell, & Zougkou (2010) describe a
recent model where certain people exploited the constraints
of the task, whereas others were more exploratory in their
strategy use. Although this model did not explicitly address
creativity, one possibility is that the creative individuals
might be more likely to exhibit exploratory behaviors, a
possibility which is tentatively supported by the present data
but requires more systematic experimental validation.
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Abstract

settings where self-regulation may be necessary for success.

The cognitive skills required for successful academic
performance includes self-regulatory functioning, an ability to
enact conscious control over thoughts, feelings, and actions.
The current studies examined the effects of brief periods of
meditation on the academic performance of students at
California State University, Northridge. Participants from four
different psychology classes (three lower division and one
upper division class) randomly received either brief
meditation training or rest, followed by a traditional class
lecture that ended with a quiz on that same lecture material.
Results from the three lower-division classes all indicated that
meditation improved quiz performance, but quiz scores in the
upper-division class were unchanged following meditation.
Our findings show that meditation may be an effective
method of improving academic performance. Limitations of
the studies and directions for future research are discussed.

Cognitive evidence for the benefits of cognitive
training via meditation

Keywords: learning; cognitive training; attention; meditation.

Introduction
One reason that students may struggle in school is because
excellence in academic performance requires a high degree
of self-regulatory functioning, the ability to enact conscious
control over thoughts, feelings, and actions toward the
attainment of a goal (Zimmerman, 2000). Self-regulation is
a mental resource that is susceptible to depletion (Muraven
& Baumeister, 2000), and that is important for optimal
performance in vigilance tasks (e.g., Smit, Eling, & Coenen,
2004), tasks that required the central executor (Baddley,
2003), and perhaps, in situations where a more heavily
practiced or heuristic behavior is suboptimal and therefore
should be avoided (e.g., Luchins, 1942; Youmans, 2011;
Youmans & Ohlsson, 2008). Successful academic
performance requires some of the same behaviors that have
been linked with self-regulatory functioning. Students often
struggle to remain vigilant to lectures, contemplate complex
concepts, or adapt to new educational challenges. The
present paper reviews literature on cognitive training via
meditation, and then reports the results of four experimental
studies that examined whether meditation would improve
students’ performance in the classroom. Based on the results
of these studies, we argue that meditation and other forms of
cognitive training may benefit students in educational

Researchers have reported that cognitive training,
meditation or other conscious attempts to regulate physical
and mental function, can promote self-regulatory
functioning, improve attention, raise awareness, enhance
decision-making, and increase memory retention (Brown,
Ryan, & Creswell, 2007; Chan & Woollacott, 2007; Lutz,
Slagter, Rawlings, Francis, Greischar et al., 2009;
Kozhevnikov, Louchakova, Josipovic, & Motes, 2009;
Srinivasan & Baijal, 2007; van Leeuwen, Müller, &
Melloni, 2009). In one such example, an extensive 3-month
cognitive training retreat where participants meditated for
10-12 hours a day showed reduced variability in attentional
processing and behavioral response to variability on a
dichotic listening task compared to participants in a novice
meditation group (Lutz et al., 2009). In another example, Ly
and Spezio (2009) found via fMRI that meditation might
improve decision-making by influencing neural circuits in
an enduring manner for recruitment during the selfregulation of social cognitive processes. In a third example,
Tang, Ma, Wang, Fan, Feng, et al. (2007) utilized an
experimental procedure whereby participants were
randomly assigned to either engage in a cognitive training
exercise called integrative body-mind training (IBMT) or
perform relaxation training. The experiment consisted of 20minutes of training a day across five days. Results revealed
that those in the IBMT showed greater improvement on the
Attention Network Test (ANT), a computer application
designed to measure the efficiency of attentional networks
(see Fan, McCandliss, Sommer, Raz, & Posner, 2002). Tang
et al., found that participants improved on measures of
executive attention, which involves both monitoring and
resolving conflict amongst thoughts, feelings, and
responses.
Less is known about the way in which self-regulatory
processes affect learning, but we postulate that
improvements in attention and memory due to cognitive
training might transfer to a classroom where students need
to attend to, encode, and then finally retrieve and apply
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information as evidence of knowledge gain. The present
series of four experimental studies examines the effects of a
simple form of meditation on classroom performance. Our
hypothesis is that cognitive training via meditation will
improve students’ cognitive functioning during a lecture,
and as a result, improve their performance on a quiz about
that lecture material.

Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, we examined whether brief meditation
training could improve student quiz performance. The
hypothesis was based upon the findings that meditation can
improve cognitive functioning under experimental
conditions (Tang, et al., 2007). Specifically, the first goal of
Experiment 1 was to demonstrate that applied cognitive
training via meditation could be randomly assigned to
students and delivered with sufficient quality in a classroom
setting. The second goal was to observe what effects, if any,
the meditation would have on students’ quiz performances
in relation to those students in the comparison condition.

Method
Participants
Participants in this study were 35 undergraduate psychology
students from California State University, Northridge
enrolled in an Introduction to Psychology course. The
participants were randomly assigned to either meditate (n =
18) or rest (n = 17).

Design & Procedure
The study was a between-participants, experimental design.
Participants were greeted at the start of an otherwise normal
Introduction to Psychology course and asked to participate
in an activity that would be related to that day’s lecture on
health and psychology. Participants received informed
consent forms, and were then provided with a small packet
consisting of paper that was folded over and stapled to hide
the contents inside. One side of the stapled packet listed a
mood questionnaire (the brief mood introspection scale;
BMIS; Mayer & Gaschke, 1988) that participants were
asked to answer. When all participants had answered the
mood questions, they were instructed to flip the packet to
the back side, and read one of two versions of instructions
printed on the back cover. The first version of the packet
contained directions for what was described as a self-test of
focused relaxation. These instructions read “Please remain
silent for the following activity, So that you do not disturb
others. I would like you to try for the following.
1) Please sit up straight. This is a self-test of focused
relaxation.
2) Hands can be on your lap in a comfortable position.
3) Breathing in and out through the nose, I want you to
count your breaths starting with “in, out, 1; in, out, 2;
etc. up to ten and back down to one. If you lose your

place, please go back to one. Repeat this cycle.
4) It is important to concentrate on your breathing, have
an upright posture, and to be as still as possible.
5) When the exercise begins, I encourage you to close
your eyes or keep them half opened, try not to look
around.
6) This exercise will last for only six minutes.
7) You will be instructed when to start.
8) Please remain silent for the duration of the activity; the
instructor will let you know when the activity has
finished. THANK YOU.
The second version of the packet described itself as a selftest of unfocused relaxation contained directions for resting.
If participants in either condition had any questions
concerning the directions they were to raise their hand and
an experimenter would help clarify (no such clarifications
were required). When all participants were ready to begin
the exercise, the experimenter asked them to begin and
started the timer (the training session lasted six minutes).
After six minutes, the experimenter asked the participants to
open their stapled packets and fill out the enclosed
questionnaire, which contained further mood (BMIS) and
relaxation questions (the behavioral relaxation scale; BRS;
Poppen, 1988). Next, forms were collected by the
experimenter and the students then received the regularly
scheduled 50-minute lecture on the topic of health and
psychology. Importantly, participants were informed that
they would be tested on the material, and as indicated, ,
participants received a quiz containing questions related to
the information covered during the class period at the end of
the lecture. After turning in the quiz and completing
demographics form, participants were debriefed.
Focused relaxation condition. This type of focused
relaxation is a standard first level form of meditation
training primarily designed to increase the participant’s
ability to concentrate.
Unfocused relaxation condition. Rest is a commonly used
control group when comparing meditation. Notably
however, there are also benefits associated with resting and
its ability to improve cognitive functioning, therefore, the
rest condition should be considered a comparison group,
whereby we are attempting to test two competing methods
for promoting cognitive functioning, which is arguably
more difficult than utilizing a true control condition.
Quiz. The quiz contained three types of questions, multiple
choice, true/false, and fill in the blank. The specific
questions asked were semantic knowledge questions related
directly to the content from the lecture, for example, “Being
able to adapt to stressful situations is called?”

Results
Our analysis of Experiment 1 focused on the participant’s
self-report ratings and quiz performance. Specifically, we
examined what condition led to better quiz performance and
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whether mood and behavioral relaxation were affected. The
results indicate that those in the meditation condition had a
better post training mood (F (1, 32) = 4.29, p < .05), higher
self-report for behavioral relaxation (F (1, 32) = 8.04, p <
.05) and performed better on the quiz than the rest condition
using a two-tailed t-test (t (33) = 1.84, p < .05).
Table 1: The means and (standard deviations) for mood,
relaxation, and quiz performance.
Mood
5.33
(3.65)
1.77
(6.28)

Meditation
Rest

Relaxation
4.72
(1.18)
3.65
(1.06)

Quiz Score
6.33
(0.69)
5.7
(1.05)

30) or rest (n = 26).

Design & Procedure
The same procedure as in Experiment 1 was used in
Experiment 2, including the same class lecture topic and the
same instructor, with the addition of one question asking
‘how interesting was the class lecture for the day’ on a fivepoint Likert scale (1 = not at all interesting, 5 = Very
interesting).

Results

Discussion of Experiment 1
The results revealed better quiz performance for those
participants who had randomly received meditation training,
suggesting that meditation training may be an effective
method for improving academic performance. However,
because we had no direct measure of ‘self-regulation’,
attention, or memory that we could positively identify as
increasing, the exact mechanism for the improvement was
unclear. A second, competing, hypothesis arose from the
fact that the lecture for the day was on the topic of Health
and Psychology, and that those students who had engaged in
meditation might have become more vested in the topic or
overall lecture than those students who had only rested. It
was therefore possible that an increase in interest in the
topic itself may have led to better quiz performance.
Moreover, those in the meditation condition reported having
a better mood and feeling more relaxed than the rest
condition, which may have also contributed to an improved
quiz performance.

Experiment 2
In order to determine whether the findings were a result of
increased interest in the lecture, or improved mood and
relaxation, we decided to replicate the experiment with one
additional variable. Specifically, at the end of the
replication, we asked participants how interesting they
thought the class lecture was for that day. We reasoned that
a replicated increase in quiz performance without reliable
differences in interest, mood, or relaxation would provide
evidence against those variables as the causes of improved
quiz performance.

Method
Participants
Participants in this study were 56 undergraduate psychology
students from California State University, Northridge
enrolled in an Introduction to Psychology course. The
participants were randomly assigned to either meditate (n =

Our analysis of Experiment 2 indicated that those in the
meditation condition did not significantly differ in mood (F
(1, 52) = 1.52, n.s.), behavioral relaxation (F (1, 52) = 0.04,
n.s.), nor class interest (t (53) = .32, n.s.), but the meditation
condition did perform better on the quiz than the rest
condition as indicated using a one-tailed t-test (t (54) = 2.12,
p < .05), replicating the crucial finding from Experiment 1.
Table 2: The means and (standard deviations) for mood,
relaxation, quiz performance, and class interest.

Meditation
Rest

Mood
2.84
(.37)
2.98
(.40)

Relaxation
4.3
(1.06)
4.24
(1.27)

Quiz Score
5.73
(1.17)
4.92
(1.67)

Class
Interest
4.24
(0.74)
4.31
(0.79)

Discussion of Experiment 2
The results of Experiment 2 indicated that meditating prior
to a classroom lecture may promote improved academic
performance, regardless of the level of interest for the class
lecture, and regardless of mood and relaxation. However,
while the correspondence between the lecture topic and
meditation might not have had a conscious impact on
student interest, perhaps there was some type of
unconscious ‘priming’ effect that might have affected
students in the meditation condition because of the
similarity between the classroom lecture on health and
psychology and meditation. In order to account for this
possible confound, we decided to conduct a third study that
tested the effects of meditation on a class receiving a lecture
on a topic unrelated to health or meditation.

Experiment 3
In order to determine whether the findings would replicate
with a different lecture and presentation method we used a
video lecture by Dr. Philip Zimbardo on Testing and
Intelligence from the Discovering Psychology video series.
The particular lecture was chosen in part because the
presentation was unrelated to the topic of meditation. The
video was 35 minutes in length.
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Method

Experiment 4

Participants
Participants in this study were 94 undergraduate psychology
students from California State University, Northridge
enrolled in an Introduction to Psychology course. The
participants were randomly assigned to either meditate (n =
46) or rest (n = 48).

Design & Procedure
With the exception of the video presentation, the same
procedure was utilized in Experiment 3 as was used in
Experiments 1 and 2. Additionally, the mood survey utilized
after the lecture was changed to the Positive Affect Negative
Affect Scale (PANAS; Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988)
instead of the BMIS in order to determine if positive or
negative mood might be independently affected by the
training.

Results
Our analysis of Experiment 3 indicates that those in the
meditation condition did not significantly differ in either
negative (F (1, 88) = 0.07, n.s.) or positive mood (F (1, 88)
= 2.09, n.s.) as measured by the PANAS. Likewise,
behavioral relaxation (F (1, 88) = 0.001, n.s.), and class
interest ( t (80) = .80, n.s.) were unaffected by meditation.
However, the meditation condition again performed better
on the quiz than the rest condition, t(92) = 1.80, p < .05,
replicating Experiments 1 and 2.
Table 3: The means and (standard deviations) for mood,
relaxation, quiz performance, and class interest.

Meditation
Rest

Mood
Negative
13.09
(5.51)
13.34
(3.81)

Mood
Positive
23.33
(10.9)
26.36
(9.15)

Relaxation
3.89
(1.17)
3.89
(0.67)

Quiz
Score
3.9
(1.57)
3.33
(1.5)

Approximately 49% of all entering freshman succeed in
obtaining a bachelors degree at California State University,
Northridge where Experiments 1-3 were conducted. The
attrition rate suggested to us that only half of the student
population that enrolled in lower-division courses remained
at the university long enough to enroll in upper-division
(junior or senior level) classes. We reasoned, therefore, that
it might be true that those students who remained in upperdivision courses might have better self-regulatory functions
in comparison with the average lower-division student.
In an effort to investigate the effectiveness of meditation
on upper-division students, we had participants in a seniorlevel ‘capstone’ course on cognitive psychology listen to a
regular 50-minute lecture on cognitive psychology that was
unrelated to health or meditation, and with the same prelecture manipulation as in Experiments 1-3. Additionally,
participants were given no explicit mention that there would
be a quiz at the end of the lecture. These two changes were
made in an effort to examine how effective the meditation
training would be for upper division students in a normal
classroom environment.

Method
Participants
Participants in this study were 41 undergraduate psychology
students from California State University, Northridge
enrolled in an Introduction to Psychology course. The
participants were randomly assigned to either meditate (n =
17) or rest (n = 24).

Design & Procedure

Class
Interest
2.73
(1.0)
2.93
(1.19)

Discussion of Experiment 3
The findings of Experiments 1-3 suggested to us that the use
of meditation training at the start of a lecture may promote
retention of material that followed in lower-division classes
such as Introduction to Psychology. After collecting
evidence against mood, relaxation, or topic congruence as
potential reasons for the improved student performance, we
reasoned that enhancements in self-regulation as a result of
the meditation remained a potential mechanism for the
improved performance. Therefore, we next turned our
attention to test whether the findings would generalize to
other student populations that we reasoned might differ with
respect to self regulation in comparison with that of lowerdivision students.

The same procedure as in Experiments 1 and 2 were used
however; the lecture was given on a cognitive psychology
topic, which lasted 50 minutes.

Results
Our analysis of Experiment 4 indicates that those in the
meditation condition did not significantly differ in mood (F
(1, 37) = 1.56, n.s.), class interest (t (39) = .21, n.s.), or on
quiz score (t (39) = .38, n.s.), however, those in the rest
condition reported better behavioral relaxation (F (1, 37) =
6.39, p < .05). Experiment 4 failed to replicate the effect of
meditation on quiz scores reported in Experiments 1-3.
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Table 4: The means and (standard deviations) for mood,
relaxation, quiz performance, and class interest.

Meditation
Rest

Mood
5.53
(3.6)
3.78
(4.87)

Relaxation
3.35
(0.93)
4.17
(1.07)

Quiz
Score
7.88
(1.5)
8.08
(1.82)

Class Interest
4.3
(0.69)
4.25
(0.68)

General Discussion
A series of four experiments were administered in an
effort to test whether a brief form of cognitive training via
meditation could improve student quiz performance. The
results of the first three experiments, those administered to
lower-division students in three different Introduction to
Psychology classes resulted in better quiz performance
among meditators compared to the rest control condition.
There was no evidence that the improvements in quiz
performance were due to mood, relaxation, conscious
increases in student interest in the lecture topic, or
unconscious correspondence between the independent
variable (meditation) and the lecture topic. However,
participants in Experiment 4, upper-division students who
had elected to enroll in a challenging course on cognitive
psychology and did not know they would be quizzed on the
lecture, did not benefit from the brief meditation session
(see Figure 1).
Figure 1: Difference in quiz percentage with meditation
for Experiments 1-4.

Experiment 1 allowed for the first test of the hypothesis
that meditation would improve quiz performance;
additionally, it was also found that mood and relaxation
were improved. The first experiment did not answer whether
the meditation, mood, or the relationship between the
experimental condition and the class content was
responsible for better quiz performance. For those reasons, a
second experiment was conducted, but with the addition of a
question concerning students’ interest in the classroom
topic. The results from experiment 2 supported the original
hypothesis and dispelled the possible confounding factors
for mood, relaxation, and perceived class interest. To
evaluate the effectiveness of the cognitive training
irrespective of topic, a new lecture format was used for
experiment 3 that was unrelated to health or meditation.
Specifically, the presentation was in less compelling video
format as opposed to a live format, and was unrelated to the
Health and Psychology lecture. When comparing class

interest, those exposed to the video lecture in experiment 3
rated their interest to be lower than that of experiment 2 (t
(138) = 8.48, p < .001) and experiment 4 (t (126) = 8.21, p <
.001). Regardless of between experiment interest, the crucial
finding for improved quiz performance remained.
We cannot conclude from the null results of Experiment 4
any definitive conclusions about why the meditation was not
effective in this group. One possibility, the explanation that
is highest in context validity given past studies of self
regulation, is that the students with lower self-regulatory
functioning who drove the effect in Experiments 1-3 were
not represented in Experiment 4 because of university
attrition or self-selection against enrolling in challenging
courses. Students from lower-division courses likely
represent an overall less self-regulated population that may
be better able to benefit from the cognitive training.
Likewise, students in the upper-division class were already
highly self-regulated, and/or had better attention and
memory than lower-division students. Thus, a single session
of meditation training was not enough to bring about the
same degree of improvement seen with lower-division
students (although more extensive cognitive training has
been shown to promote further benefits even among those
already high in functioning, see Ericsson, Krampe, & TeschRomer, 1993). Still a third possibility includes the notion
that, by not informing the students of a pending quiz that
would follow the class lecture, students’ motivation for
utilizing their enhanced cognitive functioning was activated.
Importantly for educators who may be considering
adopting meditation in the classroom, the authors would like
to stress that the enhancements in quiz performance in
lower-division courses were somewhat modest, an increase
between 7-8%, and were untested over time. We note that
the predominant method of evaluation is through
comprehensive tests that follow a series of lectures, and it is
unclear whether meditation might improve performance
when there are delays between lectures and evaluations.
Further, although we have argued that a likely mechanism
for improvement on quizzes were improvements in the selfregulatory functions of students, the present series of studies
was unable to determine the underlying mechanisms
responsible for the improvement in quiz performance.
For these reasons, the authors suggest that more extensive
evaluations of meditation should control for levels of selfregulatory functioning, and manipulate knowledge of a
pending assessment, both of which would help to further
inform the present findings. Additionally, future research
should examine the underlying mechanisms responsible for
the enhancements, that is, what processes involved in
attention, learning, and memory are most affected by the
meditation training and whether other forms of cognitive
training might be even more effective than that which was
used in the present studies. For instance, cognitive reasoning
programs for adults have been successful in promoting
positive change even months after discontinuing the training
(Basak, Boot, Voss, & Kramer, 2008) perhaps cognitive
training via meditation might result in similar long-term
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benefits for students. The authors suggest that the use of
meditation training at the start of a classroom lecture may
promote student performance at least among lower division
students.
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An own-age bias in age estimation of faces.
Evelyne Moyse
University of Liège

Serge Brédart
University of Liège
Abstract: The occurrence of an own-age bias on age estimation of faces was assessed by comparing children (10-14),
young (20-30) and older (65-75) adults’ performances. Participants from each age group estimated both in-group
and out-group faces. Overall, the age of children’s faces was more accurately estimated than the age of both young
and older adult faces. Moreover, the age of young adult faces was more accurately estimated than that of older
adults. A significant ”Age of participants” X ”Age of face stimuli” interaction was revealed. Although we did not
observe a crossed interaction where each age group would have been more accurate for in-group estimation than
for out-group estimation, present results reveal the occurrence of an own-age bias in age estimation. There was no
significant difference between the three groups when estimating child faces, but young and older adults were more
accurate for in-group estimation than the other groups of participants.
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Visual Clustering on a Computer Display: A Validation Study
Bella Veksler
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Abstract: In order to better model eye movements in a visual task, it was important to understand whether the
layout of a display exerted an influence on where the eye wants to go next. A study was therefore conducted to
determine how people naturally perceive items to be visually clustered in a given display. The goal was to use the
parameter values derived from clustering judgments for the eye data analysis of a radar choice task. A validation
study was also conducted to determine whether the clustering judgments made by participants using a web-based
interface are comparable to judgments made by participants who did a paper-based version of the task and therefore
had the more intuitive task of circling the visual clusters. Data was collected both at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
and through Amazon Mechanical Turk and results will be compared.
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Strategies for tone identification in observers with absolute pitch
Malik Refaat
University of Warwick

Koen Lamberts
University of Warwick
Abstract: Behavioral studies have shown that observers with absolute pitch tend to perform very proficiently in
a range of tone identification tasks. However, most studies focus only on response accuracy, leaving the question
whether the strategies used by these observers are absolute (i.e., not based on a comparison with an internal or
external reference point different from the judged note) or relative (based on estimates of intervals between notes and
internal or external reference points). To gain further insight into the nature of tone identification by individuals with
absolute pitch, we collected response time data from three participants in a standard two-octave tone identification
task. The data showed reliable differences in response time between notes within individuals. We discuss the
implications of these differences, and provide an account of judgment by observers with absolute pitch in terms of a
relative strategy based on multiple internal references.
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Canonical views of scenes depend on the shape of the space
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Abstract
When recognizing or depicting objects, people show a
preference for particular “canonical” views. Are there
similar preferences for particular views of scenes? We
investigated this question using panoramic images, which
show a 360-degree view of a location. Observers used an
interactive viewer to explore the scene and select the best
view. We found that agreement between observers on the
“best” view of each scene was generally high. We attempted
to predict the selected views using a model based on the
shape of the space around the camera location and on the
navigational constraints of the scene. The model
performance suggests that observers select views which
capture as much of the surrounding space as possible, but do
not consider navigational constraints when selecting views.
These results seem analogous to findings with objects,
which suggest that canonical views maximize the visible
surfaces of an object, but are not necessarily functional
views.
Keywords: canonical view; scene perception; panoramic
scenes.

Introduction
Although people can recognize familiar objects in any
orientation, there seem to be preferred or standard views for
recognizing and depicting objects. These preferred views,
called “canonical” views, are the views that observers select
as best when they are shown various views of an object, and
these are the views that people usually produce when they
are asked to photograph or form a mental image an object
(Palmer, Rosch, & Chase, 1981).
In general, the canonical view of an object is a view
which maximizes the amount of visible object surface. The
canonical view varies across objects and seems to depend
largely on the shape of the object. For most threedimensional objects (e.g., a shoe or an airplane), observers
prefer a three-quarters view which shows three sides of the
object (such as the front, top, and side). However, straighton views may be preferred for flatter objects like forks,
clocks, and saws, presumably because the front of the object
contains the most surface area and conveys the most
information about object identity (Verfaillie & Boutsen,
1995). In addition, observers avoid views in which an object
is partly occluded by its parts, and they avoid accidental

views which make parts of the object difficult to see (Blanz,
Tarr, & Bülthoff, 1999).
Canonical views of objects may also reflect the ways
people interact with objects. People show some preferences
for elevated views of smaller objects, but ground-level
views of larger objects (Verfaillie & Boutsen, 1995). The
ground-level views show less of the object (because they
omit the top plane), but seem to be more canonical for large
objects such as trucks or trains because these objects are
rarely seen from above. However, these sorts of preferences
may be due to greater familiarity with certain views, not
functional constraints per se. Observers do not consistently
select views in which an object is oriented for grasping
(e.g., a teapot with the handle towards the viewer), and
when subjects do choose these views, they don’t match the
handle’s left/right orientation to their dominant hand (Blanz,
Tarr, & Bülthoff, 1999).
Scenes and places, like objects, are three-dimensional
entities that are experienced and recognized from a variety
of angles. Therefore, it seems reasonable to expect that
certain views of a scene are more informative and would be
preferred over others. However, this has not been well
studied. Studies using artificial scenes (a collection of
objects on a surface) have shown that scene learning is
viewpoint dependent, but recognition is fastest not just for
learned views, but also for standardized or interpolated
versions of the learned views (Diwadkar & McNamara,
1997; Waller, 2006; Waller, et al., 2009). For example, after
learning an off-center view of a scene, viewers recognize
the centered view of the scene about as quickly as the
learned view.
There is also some evidence that there are “best” views of
real-world places. Studies of large photo databases have
shown that different photographers tend to select the same
views when taking photos in the same location, suggesting
that there is good agreement on the “best” views of these
scenes (Simon, Snavely, and Seitz, 2007). Clustering
analyses of the photographs can produce a set of
representative views which are highly characteristic and
recognizable, but it is not clear that these are the “canonical”
views in the sense of Palmer, Rosch, and Chase (1981). For
example, the most commonly photographed view in a
particular cathedral could be a close-up view of a famous
statue in the cathedral – but this view would probably not be
considered the “best” view of the cathedral, nor would it be
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the view people produced if they were told to imagine the
cathedral.
Determining the canonical view of a scene is more
complicated than finding the canonical view of an object –
in addition to rotating the view at a particular location (by
turning the head), an observer can walk around within the
space, obtaining different views from different locations.
The current study looks at only the first part of the problem:
what is the canonical view of a scene from a fixed location
within that scene? To investigate this question, we use 360degree panoramic images such as the one shown in Figure
1. These images are taken with a lens attached to a bellshaped mirror, which captures all of the views available
from a particular location.

Method

Figure 1: An example of a panoramic image used in the
experiment. The smaller window shows a portion of the
scene as it appeared in the interactive viewer during the
experiment (the view shown here is the average “best view”
chosen by participants).

Materials
The stimuli were 624 panoramic images taken in various
indoor and outdoor locations (classroom, lobby, chapel,
parking lot, garden, athletic field, etc.). Each image was
3200 by 960 pixels, corresponding to 360° horizontal visual
angle and about 110° degrees vertical visual angle.

Participants
195 people participated in the experiment through
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, an online service where
workers are paid to complete short computational tasks
(HITs) for small amounts of money. All of the workers in
this task were located in the United States and had a good
track record with the Mechanical Turk service (at least 100
HITs completed with an acceptance rate of 95% or better).
Workers were paid $0.01 per trial.

Design
Each image was seen by 10 different workers. On average, a
single worker performed 32 trials (median 9 trials).

Procedure
On each trial, participants saw one panoramic image in an
interactive viewing window (this window was 550 by 400
pixels, corresponding to about 60° by 45° visual angle).
Observers could change the view shown in the window by
clicking and dragging the image with the mouse; this gave
the effect of turning and looking around in the scene. The
initial view of the scene was chosen randomly at the start of
each trial.
There were two tasks on each trial: first, type a name for
the location shown in the panoramic image (e.g. “kitchen”);
and second, manipulate the viewer window to get the best
possible view of the location. Specifically, participants were
told to imagine that they were photographers trying to take
the best possible snapshot of the scene.

Model
When choosing which is the “best” view of a scene, people
may attempt to maximize the amount of space visible within
the view, analogous to choosing a view of an object which
shows as much of the object’s surface as possible. In
addition, people may consider the functional constraints of
the scene, and choose views which reflect how they would
move in the space shown. These navigational views may be
preferred because they are functional or because they are
familiar: they are the types of views which people
experience most often as they move through the
environment.
To characterize the shape of the space around the camera
in the panoramic scene, we marked the edges of the ground
plane in each image (see Figure 2a). These edges were
defined by the boundaries of the scene (walls, fences, sides
of buildings) and ignored small obstructions like furniture,
cars, and trees. By measuring the height of this edge in each
image, were able to estimate the shape of the visible space
around the camera, as shown in Figure 2b. (This field of
visible space around a camera location is called the “isovist”
in architectural research (Benedikt, 1979).) This allowed us
to calculate the distance to the wall in any direction around
the camera (“visible depth”), the total volume of space
around the camera location, and, for any particular camera
view, what percentage of the total space was captured
within that view. This percentage, calculated for the full 360
degrees of possible views around the camera, is the “volume
map” shown in Figure 2c.
To characterize the navigational affordances of the scene,
we marked the walking paths in each image using an online
task on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. Workers participating
in this task saw an unwrapped panoramic image (as in
Figure 1) and were asked place arrows on each of the paths,
which included sidewalks, hallways, staircases, and
navigable spaces between furniture or other obstacles. Since
some images did not contain clearly defined walking paths
(for example, a large, open field may not contain any
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Figure 2: (a) A panoramic image with the ground line outlined in white and arrows marking the navigational
paths (black arrowheads represent “best” views of this scene chosen by participants). (b) An overhead view
of the same location (the grey region represents the portion of the space captured within a single camera
view). (c) The volume and navigational maps for this scene.
marked paths – it is possible to walk in any direction),
workers were given the option to mark a checkbox (“this is
a large, open space”) in addition to marking any paths that
they did see in the image. Along with instructions, workers
were given several examples of correctly- and incorrectlymarked images, followed by a test in which they were
required to correctly mark a set of example images. Three
different workers marked the paths in each image; each
received $0.03 per image. None of the workers in this pathmarking task had participated in the experiment.
A Gaussian distribution was centered on each of the
marker locations in the image and the responses from the
three workers were summed to create the “navigational
map” shown in Figure 2c. This map gives an estimate of the
navigability of all possible views around the camera
location.

Results
Experiment results
Trials were excluded if the worker did not name the location
shown in the image (1% of trials) or did not use the viewer
to explore the scene and simply submitted the initial view as
the best view (3% of trials). 251 out of 6240 trials were
excluded under these criteria.
In general, agreement on the “best view” of a scene was
high: the average circular standard error of the angles
selected by observers was 12.7 degrees. Significance was
measured using Rayleigh’s test of nonuniformity, which
tests the significance of a mean angle in a circular
distribution by comparing it to the mean angle that would be
expected from a distribution of random angles. This test
returned p < .01 for 389 scenes (62% of the image set), and
p < .05 for 466 scenes (75% of the image set)). This may be
a conservative estimate of agreement, since Rayleigh’s test

does not distinguish between random distributions of views
and some types of multimodal distributions (such as views
clustered around two angles 180 degrees apart). Examples
of scenes with high, moderate, and low agreement are
shown in Figure 3.
Agreement (measured as the standard error in the views
selected by participants) was correlated with some aspects
of the scene layout. Specifically, standard error in views was
correlated with the overall volume of space around the
camera location, as calculated from the volume map (r =
0.30). Similarly, standard error in views was correlated with
the percent of subjects who marked the scene as a “large,
open space” during the path-marking task (r = 0.22). These
correlations indicate that agreement on the “best” view was
higher in small spaces, and lower in spaces that were large
and open. Agreement was also related to the range of
distances visible from the camera location. The standard
error in views was negatively correlated with the standard
deviation of visible depths (r = -0.40). In other words,
agreement on the “best” view was higher in scenes that
showed a variety of closer and farther views than in scenes
where all views were about equally distant.
Agreement was significantly higher in indoor than in
outdoor scenes (t(246.8) = 5.81, p < .001). This is likely due
to differences in the spatial envelope of these spaces (Oliva
& Torralba, 2001): outdoor scenes tend to be much larger
and more open than indoor scenes, and indoor scenes are
more likely to have complex shapes offering a range of
closer and farther views.
There was also a relationship between view agreement
and name agreement from the naming portion of the task.
The standard error of the angles chosen by observers was
negatively correlated with the percent of people giving the
dominant name for the scene (r = -0.44). This means that
when observers agreed on the identity of the scene, they also
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Figure 3: Example scenes; black arrowheads represent views chosen by participants. The top row are the three scenes with highest agreement, followed by scenes
at the 75th, 50th, and 25th percentile of agreement. The bottom row shows the three scenes with lowest agreement.
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tended to agree on the “best” view of the scene, but when
observers disagreed on a scene’s identity, they were also
likely to choose different “best” views of the scene.

Model performance
One image was dropped from the modeling because it was a
very small space with no visible floor, so its volume map
was undefined Volume and navigation maps were calculated
for the remaining 623 images as described in the previous
section. We then tested how well each of these maps could
predict the “best” views selected by observers.
Model performance was assessed using ROC curves
(Figure 4). ROC curves show the detection rate of a model
relative to its false alarm rate. In this case, the ROC curves
show the proportion of human observers’ “best” views
which can be predicted by each map when it is threshold at
a range of values. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) can
be used as a measure of a model’s overall performance. A
model performing at chance produces an ROC curve that is
a diagonal line with an AUC of 0.5. AUC values closer to 1
indicate better model performance.
The volume model gives the best prediction of the views
selected by observers (AUC = 0.75), but the navigational
model also performs above chance (AUC = 0.62). The
performance of the navigational model does not change
when very open scenes (which may not have clear paths) are
excluded from the analysis. On 426 “closed” scenes (scenes
that were never marked as “open space” during the parkmarking task), the navigational model’s AUC was 0.61; on
the remaining “open” scenes the AUC was 0.62. On the

other hand, the volume model does show better performance
in closed than in open scenes (AUC = 0.78 and 0.74,
respectively). Figure 5 shows examples of high and low
performance from the volume and navigational models.
We also tested a combined model, which attempted to
predict selected views using both a weighted sum of the
volume and navigational maps. However, this model
performed worse than the volume map alone, and gave
better performances as the weight of the navigational map
approached zero. This suggests that the navigational model
does not add any indpendent predictive power; it performs
above chance because it tends to select the same regions as
the volume map (in scenes, a view that shows a large
volume usually also affords navigation).

Conclusion
Just as people show clear preferences for certain views of
objects, there seem to be agreed-upon “best” views of
scenes. This is not surprising, given previous findings in
scene research, for example, the fact that people tend to use
similar viewpoints when photographing famous locations.
Overall, it seems that the way people choose a canonical
view of a scene may be very similar to the way they select
the canonical view of an object. Choosing the “best” view
of an object or a scene poses essentially the same problem:
how to compress as much 3D visual information as possible

Figure 5: Example of a scene in which both models
performed very well (top) and an example of a scene in
which both models performed poorly (bottom). Arrowheads
mark the “best” views chosen by observers.

Figure 4: ROC curves for the volume and navigational
models. The gray line represents chance performance
(chance AUC = 0.5).
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into a necessarily limited 2D view.
When selecting canonical views of objects, people seem
to be trying to maximize the amount of visible surface: they
select views which show at least two sides of the object, and
avoid occlusions and accidental views. Similar constraints
seem to apply in scenes. The canonical view from a
particular location is dependent on the shape of the space
around that location: people show preferences for views that
shows as much of the surrounding space as possible. It’s not
clear whether people choose these large-volume views
because they wish to capture the space itself, or because
they wish to capture the things that fill that space (objects,
textures, etc.). Further work will be required to distinguish
between these two possibilities.
There is also some evidence that the canonical view of an
object reflects the way people usually see the object, or the
way they interact with the object. However, our results
suggest that the canonical view of a scene is not based on
functional constraints. Although the canonical view of a
scene is often a navigationally-relevant view (a walkway, a
corridor), our modeling results suggest that these views are
selected because they show a large amount of the
surrounding space, not because they afford navigation.
It may be the case that the canonical view of a scene is
not the functional view. There is some evidence that people
do not have a specific functional view in mind when they
choose canonical views of objects (for example, Blanz, Tarr,
and Bülthoff (1999) showed that people do not prefer views
of objects oriented for grasping). On the other hand, people
may consider functional constraints other than navigation
when choosing a canonical view of a scene. Navigation is a
very general function of scenes; most scenes also afford
more specific functions (sitting in a theater, shopping in a
store, etc.). If canonical views of scenes do reflect
functional constraints, it seems quite likely that they would
reflect these more specific functions rather than a general
function like navigation. Further work will be needed to
quantify these specific functional constraints and determine
how they affect view selection in scenes.
It should also be noted that there are many other factors
that could affect choice of view in addition to the two
factors modeled here. As noted above, people may prefer
views of an environment which show a large number or
large variety of the objects within that environment, and this
may explain the preference for views which show a large
amount of the surrounding space. People may also prefer
views which show specific objects, such as ones which are
central to the function or identity of a place (such as cars in
a parking lot, or the stage in a theater). Aesthetics may also
play a role in the selection of a “best” view of a place:
people may be biased towards views which have high
symmetry or are otherwise aesthetically pleasing. Many of
these factors can be quantified and should be included in a
full model of view preference in scenes.
Identifying the canonical views of scenes may help in
understanding how scenes are represented in memory and
perceptual processes. The existence of canonical views of

objects has been used to argue for a viewpoint-dependent
theory of object recognition, in which objects are stored in
memory as a collection of typical or informative views, and
recognition involves matching incoming visual information
to these stored views (Edelman & Bülthoff, 1992; Cutzu &
Edelman, 1994). The existence of canonical views of scenes
could suggest a similar view-based representation for
memory and perception of scenes.
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Measurements and Estimations of Subjective Hand Force Exertions
Kai-Way Li
Chung Hua University
Abstract: Subjective rating is one of the alternatives to quantify hand force exertion. The rating of the Borg CR-10
scale has been used to quantify the perception of physical exertion. An experiment was conducted to test the grip
force of male subjects at subjective ratings on the CR-10 scale under hand-posture conditions. It was found that the
subjects applied a higher grip force than they perceived at levels 2, 5, and 7 on the scale. The grip forces between
dominant and non-dominant hands at low levels were negligible. The grip forces were significantly different between
the two hands at level 10. Similar results were found for the posture conditions. The overall correlation coefficient
between the CR-10 rating and the grip force was significant (r=0.92; p<0.0001). This implied that the Borg CR-10
is an valid tool in quantifying power grip force.
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Abstract
The so-called coalition enforcement hypothesis sees humans
as self-domesticated animals engaged in the continuous activity of building morality, incorporating at the same time punishment policies. Its main intellectual value stresses the role
in human and animal groups of more or less stable stages of
cognitive cooperation through morality and related inexorable
violence: morality and violence are seen as strictly intertwined
with social and institutional aspects, implicit in the activity of
cognitive niche construction. Hypothetical thinking and abduction are often embedded in various kinds of the so-called
fallacious reasoning: to better grasp its philosophical status I
think it is intriguing to stress that hypothetical cognition might
be favored for reasons of – so to say – “social epistemology”
and moral reasoning. Indeed, in evolution, coalition enforcement works through the building of social cognitive niches
seen as new ways of diverse human adaptation, where guessing
hypotheses is central and where guessing hypotheses is occurring as it can, depending on the cognitive/moral options human
beings adopt. Basically, the coalition enforcement framework
refers to cooperation between related and unrelated human animals to produce significant mutual benefit that exceeds costs
and is thereby potentially adaptive for the cooperators.
Keywords: Hypothetical cognition; coalition enforcement;
morality; violence.

Hypothetical Cognition and Coalition
Enforcement: Language, Morality, and
Violence
The study on abductive cognition (Magnani, 2009) demonstrates that the activity of guessing hypotheses touches on the
important subject of morality and moral reasoning. In the
activity of niche construction hypothetical thinking (and so
abduction) is fundamental; hypothetical thinking is often embedded in various kinds of the so-called fallacious reasoning
(which in turn constitutes a relevant part of the linguistic cognitive niches where human beings are embedded). To better
grasp its cognitive status I think it is intriguing to stress that
hypothetical cognition might be favored for reasons of – so to
say – “social epistemology” and moral reasoning.
In the framework of “distributed morality”, a term coined
in my recent book (Magnani, 2007), the role of abduction is
central in moral decision, both in deliberate and unconscious
cases and in its relationship with hardwired and trained emotions. The fact that abduction is partly explicable as a more
or less “logical” operation related to the “plastic” cognitive
endowments of all organisms and partly as a biological instinctual phenomenon, naturally leads to the rediscovery of
animals as “cognitive agents” but also as endowed with moral
intrinsic value. Darwin noted that studying cognitive capacities in non-human animals possesses an “independent interest, as an attempt to see how far the study of the lower animals

throws light on one of the highest psychical faculties of man”
– the moral sense (Darwin, 1981). Further, the problem of the
abductive construction of extended cognitive niches offers a
chance to see the role in human cognition of management
and correction of maladaptive artifactual niches, which immediately relates to the relationships between morality and
knowledge in our technological world and to the role of the
creative hypothetical reasoning employed in such a task.
The analysis of the interplay between fallacies and abduction (Bardone & Magnani, 2010) has acknowledged that: 1)
abductive and other kinds of hypothetical reasoning are involved in dialectic processes, which are at play in both agentbased everyday and scientific settings; 2) they are strictly
linked to so-called smart heuristics and to the fact that very
often less information gives rise to better performance; 3)
heuristics linked to hypothetical reasoning like “following the
crowd”, or social imitation, more or less linked to fallacious
aspects which involve abductive steps, are often very effective. I stressed in (Magnani, 2010) that these and other fallacies, are linked to what Réné Thom calls “military intelligence”, which relates to the problem of the role of language
in the so-called coalition enforcement. It is in this sense that
I pointed out the importance of fallacies as “distributed military intelligence”.
The aim of this paper is to clarify the idea of “coalition
enforcement”. This idea illustrates a whole theoretical background for interpreting the topics above concerning morality
and hypothetical reasoning as well as my own position, which
resorts to the hypothesis about the existence of a strict link between morality and violence. The theme is further linked to
some of the issues dealt in (Magnani, 2010), where I value
Thom’s attention to the moral/violent role of what he calls
“proto-moral conflicts”: I contend that, for example, the fundamental function of language can only be completely seen in
the light of its intrinsic moral (and at the same time violent)
purpose, which is basically rooted in an activity of military
intelligence.

Coalition Enforcement
The coalition enforcement hypothesis, put forward by
(Bingham, 1999, 2000), aims at providing an explanation
of the “human uniqueness” and spectacular ecological dominance that is at the origin of human communication and language, and of the role of cultural heritage. From this perspective, and due to the related constant moral and punishing effect of coalition enforcement (which has an approximately two-million year evolutionary history), human beings
can be fundamentally seen as self-domesticated animals. I
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think the main speculative value of this hypothesis consists in
stressing the role of the more or less stable stages of cooperation through morality (and through the related inexorable
violence).
The hypothesis implicitly shows how both morality and violence are strictly intertwined with the social and institutional
aspects, implicit in the activity of cognitive niche construction. In evolution coalition enforcement works through the
building of social cognitive niches as a new way of diverse
human adaptation. Basically the hypothesis refers to cooperation between related and unrelated animals to produce significant mutual benefits that exceed costs and are potentially
adaptive for the cooperators. Wilson et al. (Wilson, Timmel, & Miller, 2004) aim at demonstrating the possibility
that groups engage in coordinated and cooperative cognitive
processes, thus exceeding by far the possibilities of individual thinking , by recurring to a hypothesized “group mind”
whose role would be fundamental in social cognition and
group adaptation. The formation of appropriate groups which
behave according to explicit and implicit more or less flexible rules of various types (also moral rules, of course) can be
reinterpreted – beyond Wilson’s strict and puzzling “direct”
Darwinian version – as the “social” constitution of a cognitive niche, that is a cognitive modification of the environment
which confronts the coevolutionary problem of varying selective pressures in an adaptive or maladaptive way.
In hominids cooperation in groups (which, contrary to the
case of non-human animals, is largely independent from kinship) fundamentally derived from the need to detect, control,
and punish social parasites, who for example did not share
meat (also variously referred to as free riders, defectors, and
cheaters). These social parasites were variously dealt with by
killing or injuring them (and also by killing cooperators who
refused to punish them) from a distance using projectile and
clubbing weapons. In this case injuring and killing are cooperative and remote (and at the same time they are “cognitive”
activities). According to the coalition enforcement hypothesis, the avoidance of proximal conflict reduces risks for the individuals. Of course cooperative morality that generates “violence” against unusually “violent” and aggressive free riders
and parasites can be performed in other weaker ways, such as
through denial of future access to a resource, injuring a juvenile relative, gossiping to persecute dishonest communication
and manipulative behaviors within groups or war waged by
some groups against less cooperative ones, etc.1
In such a way group cooperation (for example for efficient
collective hunting and meat sharing through control of free
riders) has been able to adaptively evolve and to render parasitic strategies no longer efficaciously adaptive. Through cooperation and remote killing, individual costs of punishing
are greatly reduced and so is individual aggressiveness and
violence, “perhaps” because violence is morally “distributed”
in a more sustainable way: “Consistent with this view, con1 On the moral/violent nature of gossip

& Magnani, 2010).

and fallacies cf. (Bardone

temporary humans are unique among top predators in being relatively placid in dealing with unrelated conspecific
nonmates under a wide variety of circumstances” (Bingham,
1999, p. 140). [I have to note, “contrarily to the common
sense conviction”, formed by the huge amount of violence human beings are still everyday faced with!]. Hence, it has to be
said that humans, contrarily to non-human animals, exchange
a fundamental and considerable amount of relatively reliable
information with unrelated conspecifics (Bingham, 1999, p.
144).
The role of docility is worth citing (which relates to the
already recognized distressing human tendency to conform,
displace responsibility, comply, and submit to authority of
dominant individuals, emphasized by social psychology –
cf. (Dellarosa Cummins, 2000, p. 11)). According to Herbert Simon, humans are docile in the sense that their fitness is enhanced by “[. . . ] the tendency to depend on suggestions, recommendations, persuasion, and information obtained through social channels as a major basis for choice”
(Simon, 1993, p. 156). In other words, humans support their
limited decision-making capabilities, relying on external data
obtained through their senses from their social environment.
The social context gives them the main data filter, available
to increase individual fitness. Therefore, docility is a kind of
attitude or disposition underlying those activities of cognitive
niche construction, which are related to the delegation and exploitation of ecological resources. That is, docility is an adaptive response to (or a consequence of) the increasing cognitive
demand (or selective pressure) on those information-gaining
ontogenetic processes, resulting from an intensive activity of
niche construction. In other words, docility permits the inheritance of a large amount of useful knowledge while lessening
the costs related to (individual) learning. In Simon’s work,
docility is related to the idea of socializability, and to altruism in the sense that one cannot be altruistic if he or she is
not docile. However, the most important concept is docility
and not altruism, because docility is the condition of the possibility of the emergence of altruism. I believe, in the light of
the coalition enforcement hypothesis, that moral altruism can
be correctly seen as a subproduct of – or at least intertwined
with – the violent behavior needed to “morally” defend and
enforce coalitions. I have said that groups need to detect, control and punish social parasites, that for example do not share
meat, by killing or injuring them (and any cooperators who
refuse to carry out punishment) and to this aim they have to
gain the cooperation of other potential punishers.
Research on chimps’ behavior shows that punishment can
be seen as altruistic for the benefit of the other members of the
group (and to the aim of changing the future actions of the individual being punished), often together with “the function of
keeping the top ranking male, or coalition of males, at top,
or preserving the troop-level macrocoalition that disproportionately serves the interests of those on top” (cf. (Rohwer,
2007, p. 805)). The last observation also explains how altruistic punishment can serve individual purposes (and so it can
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be captured by individual selection models): in chimps it reflects the desire to maintain status, that is a new high position
in the hierarchy. Rohwer’s conclusion is that “altruistic punishment need not have originated by group selection, as the
Sober and Wilson model assumes. Seen through the lens of
the linear dominance hierarchy, it is reasonable to suspect that
altruistic punishment may have originated primarily through
individual selection pressures” (cit. p. 810).2
I have said above that groups need to detect and punish
social parasites by killing or injuring them (and any cooperators who refuse to carry out punishment) and to this aim they
have to gain the cooperation of other potential punishers. This
explains altruistic behavior (and the related cognitive endowments which make it possible, such as affectivity, empathy
and other non violent aspects of moral inclinations) which
can be used in order to reach cooperation. To control freeriders inside the group and guard against threat from other
alien groups, human coalitions – as the most gregarious animal groups – have to take care of the individuals who cooperate. It is from this perspective that we can explain, as I have
said above, quoting Bingham, why contemporary humans are
not only violent but also very docile and “[. . . ] unique among
top predators in being relatively placid”.3
The problem of docility is twofold. First, people delegate
data acquisition to their experience, to external cultural resources and to other individuals. Second, people generally
put their trust in others in order to learn. A big cortex, speech,
rudimentary social settings and primitive material culture furnished the conditions for the birth of the mind as a universal
machine (Magnani, 2009, chapter three). It is contended that
a big cortex can provide an evolutionary advantage only in the
presence of a massive store of meaningful information and
knowledge on external supports that only a developed (even
if small) community of human beings can possess. If we consider high-level consciousness as related to a high-level organization of the human cortex, its origins can be related to the
active role of environmental, social, linguistic, and cultural
aspects. It is in this sense that docile interaction lies at the root
of our social (and neurological) development. It is obvious
that docility is related to the development of cultures, morality, cultural availability and to the quality of cross-cultural relationships. Of course, the type of cultural dissemination and
possible cultural enhancements affect the chances that human
2 On the puzzling problem of the distinction between individual
and group selection for altruism in the framework of multilevel selection cf. (Rosas, 2008): multilevel selection theory claims that
selection operates simultaneously on genes, organisms, and groups
of organisms. A history of the debate about altruism is given by
(Dugatkin, 2008).
3 On the intrinsic moral character of human communities – with
behavioral prescriptions, social monitoring, and punishment of deviance – for much of their evolutionary history cf. (Wilson, 2002,
p. 62) and (Boehm, 1999). (Lahiti & Weinstein, 2005) further emphasize the evolutionary adaptive role of morality (and so of cooperation) as “group stability insurance”. The exigence of morality as
group stability would explain the “viscosity” of basic aspects of the
morality of a group and why morality is perceived as having an air
of absolutism.

collectives have to take advantage of docility and thus to increase or decrease their fitness.
The direct consequence of coalition enforcement is the development and the central role of cultural heritage (morality
and sense of guilt included), that is of those cognitive niches
as new ways of arriving at diverse human adaptations. In this
perspective the long-lived and abstract human sense of guilt
represents a psychological adaptation, “abductively” anticipating an appraisal of a moral situation to avoid becoming a
target of coalitional enforcement. We have to recall that Darwinian processes are involved not only in the genetic domain
but also in the additional cultural domain, through the selective pressure activated by modifications in the environment
brought about by cognitive niche construction. According to
the theory of cognitive niches (Odling-Smee, Laland, & Feldman, 2003), coercive human coalition as a fundamental cognitive niche constructed by humans becomes itself a major
element of the selective environment and thus imposes constraints (designed by extragenetic information) on its members.4
Usually it is said that Darwinian processes operating on
genetic information produce human minds whose properties
somehow include generation of the novel, complex adaptive
design reflected in human material artifacts sui generis. However, following Bingham, these explanations
[. . . ] fail to explain human uniqueness. If building
such minds by the action of Darwinian selection on genetic information were somehow possible, this adaptation would presumably be recurrent. Instead, it is unique
to humans. Before turning to a possible resolution of
this confusion, two additional properties of human technological innovation must be recalled. First, its scale has
recently become massive with the emergence of behaviorally modern humans about 40,000 years ago. Second,
the speed of modern human innovation is unprecedented
and sometimes appears to exceed rates achievable by
the action of Darwinian selection on genetic information
(Bingham, 1999, p. 145).
Hence, a fundamental role in the evolution of “non” genetic information has to be hypothesized. Appropriately,
coalition enforcement implies the emergence of novel extragenetic information, such as large scale mutualistic information exchange – including both linguistically and model4 Some empirical evidence seems to support the coalition enforcement hypothesis: fossils of Homo (but not in australopithecines) show, on observation of skeletal adaptations, how selection developed an astonishing competence in humans relating to
the controlled and violent use of projectile and clubbing weapons
(bipedal locomotion, the development of gluteus maximus muscle
and its capacity to produce rotational acceleration, etc.). The observed parallel increase in cranial volume relates to the increased
social cooperation based on the receipt, use and transmission of “extragenetic information”. Moreover, physiological, evolutionary, and
obstetric constraints on brain size and structure indicate that humans
can individually acquire a limited amount of extragenetical information, that consequently has to be massively stored and made available in the external environment.
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based5 communication – between unrelated kin. As mentioned above, it is noteworthy that extragenetic information
plays a fundamental role in terms of ideas transmitted (cultural/moral aspects), behavior, and resources embedded in artifacts (ecological inheritance). It is easy to acknowledge that
this information can be stored in human memory – in various ways, both at the level of long-lived neural structures
that influence behavior, and at the level of external devices
(cognitive niches), which are transmitted indefinitely and are
thus potentially immortal – but also independently of small
kinship groups. Moreover, transmission and selection of extragenetic information is at least partially independent of an
organism’s biological reproduction.

Coalition Enforcement Through Abduction:
the Moral/Violent Nature of Language
In a study concerning language as an adaptation Pinker says:
“[. . . ] a species that has evolved to rely on information should
thus also evolve a means to exchange that information. Language multiplies the benefit of knowledge, because a bit of
know-how is useful not only for its practical benefits to oneself but as a trade good with others”. The expression “trade
good” seems related to a moral/economical function of language: let us explore this issue in the light of the coalition
enforcement hypothesis I have introduced in the first section
(Pinker, 2003, p. 28).
Taking advantage of some ideas brought up by Thom’s
catastrophe theory on how natural syntactical language is
seen as the fruit of social necessity,6 its fundamental function can only be seen clearly if also linked to an intrinsic
moral (and at the same time violent) aim, which is basically
rooted in a kind of military intelligence. Thom says language
can simply and efficiently transmit vital pieces of information about the fundamental biological oppositions (life, death
– good, bad). It is from this perspective that we can clearly
see how human language – even at the level of more com5 Examples of model-based cognition are constructing and manipulating visual representations, thought experiment, analogical
reasoning, etc. but it also refers to the cognition animals can get
through emotions and other feelings. Charles Sanders Peirce already
acknowledged the fact that all inference is a form of sign activity,
where the word sign includes various model-based ways of cognition: “feeling, image, conception, and other representation” (Peirce,
1931-1958, 5.283).
6 A view that is shared by other approaches in cognitive science,
cf. the case of (Mithen, 2007), and the so-called Machiavellian hypothesis: posed in the late 1980s (Whiten & Byrne, 1988, 1997;
Byrne & Whiten, 1988), the “social brain hypothesis” (also called
“Machiavellian intelligence hypothesis”) holds that the relatively
large brains of human beings and other primates reflect the computational demands of complex social systems and not only the need
of processing information of ecological relevance: ability to manipulate information and not simply to remember it, to recognize visual
signals to identify other individuals, sufficient memory for faces and
to remember who has a relationship with whom, use of tactical deception, coalition, ability to understand intentions, to hold false beliefs, and “mind-read”, known as “theory of mind” etc. Language
itself would have at a certain point grooming as a way of creating
social cohesion as the size and complexity of the social group increased (cf. also (Dunbar, 1998, 2003)).

plicated syntactical expressions – always carries information
(pregnances, in Thom’s terms) about moral qualities of persons, things, and events. Such qualities are always directly
or indirectly related to the survival needs of the individual
and/or of the group/coalition. Thom too is convinced of the
important role played by language in maintaining the structure of societies, defending it thanks to its moral and violent
role: “information has a useful role in the stability or ‘regulation’ of the social group, that is, in its defence” (Thom, 1988,
p. 279).
I have already illustrated that in human or pre-human
groups the appearance of coalitions dominated by a central
leader quickly leads to the need for surveillance of surrounding territory to monitor prey and watch for enemies with the
potential to jeopardize the survival of the coalition.
This is an idea shared by Thom who believes that language
becomes a fundamental tool for granting stability and favoring the indispensable manipulation of the world “thus the localization of external facts appeared as an essential part of
social communication” (Thom, 1988, p. 26), a performance
that is already realized by naming7 (the containing relationship) in divalent structures: “X is in Y is a basic form of investment (the localizing pregnance of Y invests X). When X
is invested with a ubiquitous biological quality (favorable or
hostile), then so is Y ” (ibid.). A divalent syntactical structure of language becomes fundamental if a conflict between
two outside agents has to be reported. The trivalent syntactical structure subject/verb/object forges a salient “messenger”
form that conveys the pregnance between subject and recipient. In sum, the usual abstract functions of syntactic languages, such as conceptualization, appear strictly intertwined
with the basic military nature of communication.8
I contend that this military nature of linguistic communication is intrinsically “moral” (protecting the group by obeying shared norms), and at the same time “violent” (for example, killing or mobbing to protect the group). This basic moral/violent effect can be traced back to past ages,
but also when we witness a somehow prehuman use of everyday natural language in current mobbers, who express
strategic linguistic communications “against” the mobbed target. These strategic linguistic communications are often performed thanks to hypothetical reasoning, abductive or not. In
this case the use of natural language can take advantage of
efficient hypothetical cognition through gossip, fallacies and
so on, but also of the moral/violent exploitation of apparently
more respectable and sound truth-preserving and “rational”
inferences. The narratives used in a dialectic and rhetorical
settings qualify the mobbed individual and its behavior in a
way that is usually thought of by the mobbers themselves
(and by the individuals of their coalition/group) as moral,
neutral, objective, and justified while at the same time hurting
the mobbed individual in various ways. Violence is very of7 It is important to stress that what Thom calls “pregnant” forms,
when receiving names, they loose their alienating character.
8 More details on Thom’s theory are illustrated in (Magnani,
2010).
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ten subjectively dissimulated and paradoxically considered as
the act of performing just, objective moral judgments and of
persecuting moral targets. In sum, de facto the mobbers’ coordinated narratives harm the target (as if she was just being
stoned in a ritual killing), very often without an appreciable
awareness of the violence performed.
This human linguistic behavior is clearly made intelligible when we analogously see it as echoing the anti-predatory
behavior which “weaker” groups of animals (birds, for example) perform, for example through the use of suitable alarm
calls and aggressive threats. Of course such behavior is mediated in humans through socially available ideologies (differently endowed with moral ideas) and cultural systems. Ideologies can be seen as fuzzy and ill-defined cultural mediators spreading what Thom calls pregnances that invest all
those who put their faith in them and stabilize and reinforce
the coalitions/groups: “[. . . ] the follower who invokes them
at every turn (and even out of turn) is demonstrating his allegiance to an ideology. After successful uses the ideological concepts are extended, stretched, even abused”, so that
their meaning slowly changes in imprecise (and “ambiguous”, Thom says)9 ways, as we have seen it happens in the
application of the archetypical principles of mobbing behavior.
In this cognitive mechanism, a paroxysm of violence focuses on an arbitrary sacrificial victim and a unanimous antipathy would, mimetically, grow against him. The process
leading to the ultimate bloody violence (which was, for example, widespread in ancient and barbarian societies) is mainly
carried out in current social groups through linguistic communication. Following Girard (Girard, 1977, 1986) we can
say that in the case of ancient social groups the extreme brutal elimination of the victim would reduce the appetite for
violence that had possessed everyone just a moment before,
leaving the group suddenly appeased and calm, thus achieving equilibrium in the related social organization (a sacrificeoriented social organization may be repugnant to us but is no
less “social” just because it is rudimentary violent).
This kind of archaic brutal behavior is still present in civilized human conduct in rich countries, almost always implicit and unconscious, for example in the racist and mobbing behavior. Let me reiterate that, given the fact that this
kind of behavior is widespread and partially unconsciously
performed, it is easy to understand how it can be implicitly “learned” in infancy and still implicitly “pre-wired” in
an individual’s cultural unconscious (in the form of ideology
as well) we share with others as human beings. I strongly
believe that the analysis of this archaic mechanism (and of
other similar moral/ideological/violent mechanisms) might
shed new light on what I call the basic equivalence between
engagement in morality and engagement in violence since
these engagements, amazingly enough, are almost always
9 From this perspective the massive moral/violent exploitation
of equivocal fallacies in ideological discussions, oratories, and
speeches is obvious and clearly explainable.

hidden from the awareness of the human agents that are actually involved.
It is worth mentioning, in conclusion, the way Thom accounts for the social/moral phenomenon of scapegoating in
terms of pregnances. “Mimetic desire”, in which Girard roots
the violent and aggressive behavior (and the scapegoat mechanism) of human beings (Girard, 1986) can be seen as the
act of appropriating a desired object which imbues that object with a pregnance, “the same pregnance as that which is
associated with the act by which ‘satisfaction’ is obtained”
(Thom, 1988, p. 38). Of course this pregnance can be propagated by imitation through the mere sight of “superior” individuals10 in which it is manifest: “In a sense, the pleasure derived from looking forward to a satisfaction can surpass that
obtained from the satisfaction itself. This would have been
able to seduce societies century after century (their pragmatic
failure in real terms having allowed them to escape the indifference that goes with satiety as well as the ordeal of actual
existence)” (ibid.).
Grounded in appropriate wired bases, “mimetic desire” is
indeed a sophisticated template of behavior that can be picked
up from various appropriate cultural systems, available over
there, as part of the external cognitive niches built by many
human collectives and gradually externalized over the centuries (and always transmitted through activities, explicit or
implicit, of teaching and learning), as fruitful ways of favoring social control over coalitions. Indeed mimetic desire triggers envy and violence but at the same time the perpetrated
violence causes a reduction in appetite for violence, leaving
the group suddenly appeased and calm, thus achieving equilibrium in the related social organization through a moral effect, that is at the same time a carrier of violence, as I have
illustrated.
Mimetic desire is related to envy (even if of course not all
mimetic desire is envy, certainly all envy is mimetic desire):
when we are attracted to something the others have but that
we cannot acquire because others already possess it (for example because they are rival goods), we experience an offense
which generates envy. In the perspective introduced by Girard
envy is a mismanagement of desire and it is of capital importance for the moral life of both communities and individuals.
As a reaction to offense, envy easily causes violent behavior.
In this perspective we can add, according to Žižek, that “[. . . ]
the opposite of egotist self-love is not altruism, a concern for
common good, but envy and resentment, which makes me act
against my own interests. [. . . ] The true evil, which is the
death drive, involves self-sabotage” (Žižek, 2009, p. 76).

Conclusion
I have illustrated the so-called coalition enforcement hypothesis, which describes humans as self-domesticated animals
engaged in a continuous activity of building morality, an activity that at the same time incorporates punishment policies,
10 Or

through the exposure to descriptions and narratives about
them and their achievements.
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where hypothetical (and abductive) cognition is central: indeed, the direct consequence of coalition enforcement is the
basic role and hypothetical development of cultural heritage
(morality and sense of guilt included). The long-lived and abstract human sense of guilt represents a psychological adaptation to abductively anticipate an appraisal of a moral situation
to avoid becoming a target of coalitional enforcement. I have
illustrated that natural language is a fundamental cognitive
mediator of this enforcement activity in cognitive niches and
the “military” nature of linguistic communication has been
further explored, also taking advantage of some issue provided by Thom’s catastrophe theory. This “military” nature
of linguistic communication is intrinsically “moral” (protecting the group by obeying shared norms), and at the same time
“violent” (for example, harming or mobbing others – members or not of the group – still to protecting the group itself).
Finally, I have illustrated that the coalition enforcement hypothesis allows us to see altruism in a new light as related
both to Simon’s idea of docility as socializability and to the
violent behavior needed to defend and enforce group coalitions.
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A Theory of How Heuristics Work in Cognition
Sheldon Chow
The University of Western Ontario
Abstract: I provide a general cognitive architecture that enables heuristic reasoning. I argue that heuristics operate
by exploiting informationally rich, specialized systems of knowledge. An analysis reveals that these knowledge
systems are concepts. The notion of concepts I adopt is unlike many of the common philosophical theories; it is an
adaptation from a theory envisioned by psychologist Lawrence Barsalou, who views concepts as inherently perceptual.
I critically engage this theory of concepts and assess it against the increasingly popular file metaphor of cognition,
which views concepts as files that contain collections of information about their referents. The resulting view is that
concepts are highly organized collections of linguistically coded and perceptual information. The implication with
respect to heuristic cognition is that the informational content of our concepts is organized in such a way that there
exist patterns of relations among concepts which guide heuristic processes.
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Philosophers, three year olds & autistics
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Abstract

Baffling and Vexatious?

In the ‘false belief’ task (Wimmer and Perner 1983) autistics
and three year olds attribute beliefs based on the objective
truth of a situation in the world rather than what the person
believes on the basis of available information. Several
recalcitrant problems in philosophy are based on the same
mistake in which philosophers take their own knowledge of
the truth rather than the subject’s justified belief as relevant to
belief ascription. Specifically, externalism regarding mental
content rests on intuitions such as those evoked by Putnam’s
Twin Earth example. However, despite its subjective force,
externalism may be undermined by attending to its aetiology
and showing how the intuitions arise from deceptive
mechanisms. Instead of defending internalism directly, I ask:
Why does externalism seem so convincing? This is a
cognitive science of biases and illusions among philosophers.

It is widely acknowledged that externalism has become
established as the dominant view about mental content.
(Egan 1999, Farkas 2003a, Rey 2004, Wikforss 2008).
Moreover, Segal (2000, 24) remarked that underpinning
externalism, “Putnam’s Twin Earth example has become a
sort of paradigm in the philosophies of language and mind.”
However, Fodor (1987a) has noted that the Twin-Earth
Problem “isn’t a problem; it’s just a handful of intuitions
together with a commentary on some immediate
implications of accepting them” (1987a, 208). Significantly,
Fodor writes:
… it is very plausible that all these intuitions hang together.
The question is: What on earth do they hang on? (Fodor
1987, 202).

Keywords: Mental content; semantics; externalism;
internalism; individualism; Twin Earth; intuitions.

Intuitions and Externalism
In confronting certain persistent puzzles, philosophers
resemble the three-year olds and autistics in the false-belief
task of Wimmer and Perner (1983) where belief is ascribed
on the basis of the truth rather than the subject’s justified
beliefs. In these cases, the believer’s internal state of mind
can remain fixed and yet the beliefs can be made to change
from true to false by manipulating the external world. This
is essentially Farkas’ (2003b) reason for pressing the
internalist case regarding mental content on the grounds that
“external features are important only if they are
incorporated into the internal cognitive or experiential
perspective of cognizers.” Farkas (2003b) succinctly
summarizes the moral of the Putnam’s famous Twin Earth
story: “Internally identical subjects … can have different
mental contents.” Similarly in the notorious Gettier
problem, internally identical subjects can have different
“mental contents” if the latter are individuated on the basis
of the truth as known to the theorist but unavailable to the
believer. I will suggest that Quine’s (1960) famous puzzles
concerning propositional attitudes rest on the same
intuitions about beliefs that may be true or false for reasons
entirely independent of the believer’s grounds. The
relevance of these matters to cognitive science lies in
settling interminable debates about the individuation of
mental states by showing that the most widely held
externalist view is based on seductive but misleading
intuitions.

Farkas (2003b) characterizes this “deeply rooted” intuition
as “baffling” and a “vexatious problem” that “poses a
serious challenge for any attempts to give an internalist
analysis” of the familiar thought experiments such as
Putnam’s (1975) Twin Earth scenario. Kripke acknowledges
that he was led by his “natural intuition” to the view that
proper names are rigid designators. Kripke (1972, 42)
wrote:
Of course, some philosophers think that something’s having
intuitive content is very inconclusive evidence in favor of it.
I think it is very heavy evidence in favour of anything,
myself. I really don’t know, in a way, what more conclusive
evidence one can have about anything, ultimately speaking.

Nevertheless, Pietroski (2003) suggests “despite a
considerable literature on this topic, no one has shown that
names do bear any interesting and theoretically tractable
relation to their bearers.” If he is correct, we are owed an
explanation of how so many philosophers could have been
so misguided. Chomsky has characterized the orthodox
philosophical conception of semantics as a kind of illusion.
He says “there is no word-thing relations of the Fregean
variety” since such relations are “mythical” by contrast with
the question of “how the person’s mental representations
enter into articulation and perception” (1996, 23). However,
Fodor (2000) expresses puzzlement about Chomsky’s view
of semantics, saying: “I think it is hard to make sense” of
Chomsky’s remarks and “It’s not so clear that what
Chomsky takes to be semantic truths actually are.”
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Chomsky rejects the orthodox semantic conception of a
presumed relation between words and things that he
describes as “obscure” and “perverse” (2000b, 39). He
warns about the “distorting residues of common-sense
understanding” (2000b, 23). In what we might term the
‘NRA thesis’ by analogy with the notorious slogan,
Chomsky (2002, 43) says “Words don’t refer; English
people refer; it’s an act”. Chomsky points to the seductive
intuitions with which I am concerned saying “one would
want to ask why such ideas appear so compelling” (1995,
57). However, where Chomsky (2000b, 148) explicitly
addresses the matter of intuitions underlying Putnam’s story
about the reference of the word “water” on Twin Earth, he
seems sceptical about the prospect of any deeper analysis.
He writes “we can have no intuitions about the question,
because the terms extension, reference, true of, denote, and
others related to them are technical innovations, which mean
exactly what their inventors tell us they mean” Chomsky
(2000b, 148). However, even if we grant Chomsky’s point
in general, it seems clear that certain intuitions may be
induced by the notorious thought experiments that
preoccupy philosophers. These intuitions are not random in
the way that intuitions about technical concepts might be
among the uninitiated. A vast philosophical literature attests
to the existence of systematic, robust and widely shared
intuitions that are at the heart of externalism.

Little Choice?
Chomsky points out that certain externalist questions are
never raised for phonology where there is no sensible notion
of a non-individualist or extra-linguistic object, but with
regard to semantics the analogous, spurious, answers are
assumed to be obvious. It is in regard to this sense of
obviousness that I want to ask why philosophers feel that
these “intuitive responses to a certain kind of thoughtexperiment appear to leave them little choice,” as
Boghossian (1998, 273) puts it. If Farkas and Boghossian
are right about the spurious intuitions driving externalism,
then these may be susceptible to a satisfactory analysis. Like
an explanation of the Müller-Lyer illusion, it may defuse the
intuition even if not curing us of it.

Glue
We see the intuitions at work in certain objections to Egan’s
computational account of content. Some have complained
that the states characterized by a computational theory of
vision are not essentially visual states (Egan 1999, 190).
However, the objection rests on an implicit, illegitimate
criterion. Egan’s examples of computationally individuated
states allegedly fail to be visual not because of any
deficiency in their functional role but only in the sense of
not being viewable by us. It is significant that this irrelevant
criterion underlies the same complaint against Pylyshyn’s
(2003) account of visual imagery. His “tacit knowledge”
account does not posit pictorial representations and are,
therefore, said to be not essentially visual (see Farah 1988,
Slezak 1995). Implicitly, this means the representations are

not intelligible to us as viewers. However, in these cases we
see a tacit reliance on the very intelligence that is to be
explained. It is only from this vantage point that the
contents of mental states appear to be an essential property.
However, Egan notes that, given the right functional role,
visual representations might be auditory and, therefore, “the
content assigned to states of the device by an interpretation
that is appropriate to its normal environment is not an
essential property of the device as computationally
characterized” (1999, 190).
Fodor has referred to this assumed essentiality as the
“glue” that holds representations together with their
vehicles. This is, of course, the concern of Fodor’s earlier
question: What makes a computer program play chess rather
than simulate the Six Day War? (Fodor 1978, 207). Egan
emphasizes that the possibility of alternative semantic
interpretations does not pose a problem for computational
theories. Thus, the computational states of the visual system
might be interpretable as covarying with the fluctuating
stock market index (Egan 1999, 183). However, Fodor and
Lepore present the fundamental puzzle as follows:
What we need to know is what precludes radical mismatches
between intension and extension. Why can’t you have a
sentence that has an inferential role appropriate to the
thought that water is wet, but is true iff 4 is prime? (1992,
171)

Fodor and Lepore say that no adequate semantics could
allow an expression whose intension and extension were so
radically disconnected. They ask “What on earth would it
mean?” (1992, 170) – that is, if the computational,
inferential role and external truth conditions come apart.
This question is very revealing about the intuitions of
interest here. Presumably, this question asks how we might
conceivably understand an expression whose intension and
extension diverged. However, unless it is merely a façon de
parler, the very question suggests that the problem may
arise precisely from conceiving the explanatory problem in
terms of how we might understand mental representations
as distinct from how we might explain them. Here we may
see what lies behind the troublesome intuitions that support
an externalist conception of content, namely, the tacit
reliance on precisely the kind of understanding that is to be
explained.

Mayan Intuitions
Gabriel Segal (2004) objects to Putnam’s and Kripke’s
externalist intuitions, on what seem to be secondary
grounds. He says “there are specific reasons why we should
not trust those intuitions” (2004, 339), namely, that “both
Putnam and Kripke … mistakenly think that their intuitions
are ‘ours’, that they are representative of those of all
sensible, reflective humans” (2004, 340) – a failure of
empirical, anthropological, psychological caution. Segal’s
concern about the apriorism of Putnam and Kripke appears
to arise merely from over-generalizing from their own
unrepresentative intuitions. Accordingly, Segal proceeds to
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give anthropological evidence of the variation in intuitions
among the Maya regarding Twin-Earth type questions.
However, even if the Maya all shared the Kripke-Putnam
intuitions, this would hardly establish the metaphysical
claims that are taken to be warranted on their basis. Segal’s
criticism doesn’t address the question of the underlying
source of the intuitions even if they were found to be
universally shared.

Invisible Narrator Illusion
In Crane’s (1996) useful phrase, the question of who is “in
the know” is central to untangling the intuitions at the heart
of the puzzles concerning externalism. We don’t notice our
own role as philosophers or theorists in the very formulation
of the conundrum and our own essential contribution as
observers. Philosophers’ talk of truth and reference adopts
the stance of the invisible narrator of a novel or movie
according to which he, and we, know how things really are.
In the familiar example, we know that Clark Kent is really
Superman. We might ask: Does Lois Lane love Clark Kent?
However, although this problem is essentially Kripke’s case
of Pierre, the puzzles that are generated in this manner are
not too deep for ten year olds to appreciate.
The invisibility of our own role and our own knowledge
creates the illusion that it is the relational fact about how the
world really is that determines the thought or belief in
question. However, the truth about the way the world really
is gets conveyed only via our own tacit knowledge of the
relevant facts. Putnam’s concession that the truth about the
non-psychological world “may take an indeterminate
amount of scientific investigation” is the give-away clue to
the intuition that is leading us astray. The clear conclusion
we must draw from Putnam’s reasoning is that we might
never have discovered that Oscar1 and Oscar2 understood the
term “water” differently. We are to suppose that people
might differ in the meanings of their words and thoughts
regardless of anything we might ever come to learn about
the scientific truths about the world.
As Crane (1996, 293) notes, “the Twin Earth cases are
meant to demonstrate that the world itself can, as it were, fix
the meanings of some of our words.” However, as Fodor
and Crane have argued, such relational properties cannot be
relevant to the intrinsic contents of mental states. The
appearance of relevance arises from our own “being in the
know.” Of course, “omniscience” is to be understood here
only in the sense of knowing what the subject of thought
ascription does not know – the illusion of the invisible
narrator who knows the truth.

Thoughts and their Ascription
Michael Devitt (1984) has made a salutary distinction
between ‘Thoughts and their Ascription’: “Thoughts are one
thing, their ascription another” (Devitt 1984, 385). Devitt
warns “it is a common practice … to use ‘belief’, for
example, where what one means to refer to is belief
ascription” (1984, 389). The failure to respect Devitt’s
distinction is to blame for Kripke’s (1979) “Puzzle About

Belief” in which we seem forced to describe the hapless
Frenchman Pierre as holding contradictory beliefs about
London. He doesn’t know Londres is London, and thinks
Londres est jolie and also ‘London is ugly’. Kripke
acknowledges “I am fully aware that complete and
straightforward descriptions of the situation are possible and
that in this sense there is no paradox” (1979, 895). However,
he insists “none of this answers the original question”
namely “Does Pierre, or does he not, believe that London is
pretty?” He says “I know of no answer to this question that
seems satisfactory … No answer has yet been given (Kripke
1979, 895,6). Kripke is emphatic that talk of ‘what is really
going on’ cannot resolve the problem and, indeed, the
puzzle has remained a source of philosophical debate.
Evidently unconvinced, in a footnote en passant, Fodor
(2008, 76) recently asks “But why on earth should we
suppose that the question [concerning Pierre] has a definite
right answer when it’s phrased that way? And, once one
sees why it doesn’t, why does it matter that it doesn’t?” I
want to give some brief considerations in support of Fodor’s
dismissive attitude.
Chomsky, too, has considered Kripke’s widespread
externalist conception of denotation or reference as
misguided on the grounds that it makes no sense to talk
about the independent existence of such an external object
as London:
A city is both concrete and abstract, both animate and
inanimate: Los Angeles may be pondering its fate grimly,
fearing destruction by another earthquake or administrative
decision. London is not a place. Rather it is at a place, though
it is not the things at that place, which could be radically
changed or moved, leaving London intact. London could be
destroyed and rebuilt, perhaps after millennia, still being
London. (Chomsky 2000, 126).

Thus, Chomsky explains “What is a thing, and if so what
thing it is, depends on specific configurations of human
interests, intentions, goals, and actions” (2000, 137) and
regards the notion of independent reference as “dubious”.
Granting Chomsky’s point, nevertheless it is helpful to
notice that Kripke’s puzzle arises from a different source.
Even if there were such an external real-world object as
London to serve as the referent or denotation, Kripke’s
puzzle can be seen to arise in a different manner – namely,
from the vagaries of belief ascription and not from the
nature of belief about a purported object – a salutary
distinction that has been emphasized in this context by
Devitt (1984).
That is, Kripke’s puzzlement about belief may be
misguided for reasons other than the fact that there is no
such object as London, even if Chomsky is correct in this
claim. If we assume, for the sake of argument that there is
some independent external object, we can see that the
puzzle arises from potential ambiguity of belief ascription.
For example, we can generate Kripke’s puzzle by noting
that Pierre might appear to have contradictory beliefs about
a certain number. That is, by analogy with Kripke’s original
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version of the story, Pierre may come to believe both the
following sentences:
(1) The smallest prime is a lucky number.
(2) The even prime is an unlucky number.
Following Kripke’s puzzlement, we might ask “Does Pierre,
or does he not, believe that the number 2 is lucky?” Of
course, as in the original example of London/Londres,
Pierre does not know that the smallest prime and the even
prime are the same number.
Does Lois Lane love Superman? Well, yes and no. As
ten-year olds appreciate, we share the perspective of the
invisible, omniscient narrator when telling these stories and
the apparent “Puzzle about belief” only arises if we
systematically conflate the subject’s beliefs with our own.
That is, just because Lois Lane doesn’t know that Clark
Kent is Superman, we need not ascribe a contradiction to
her beliefs. For the same reason, we need not take seriously
Kripke’s puzzle about Pierre’s beliefs. In particular, in these
cases, we recognize that the source of the problem is not the
supposed existence of the object but rather, “who is in the
know.” In considering Kripke’s (1979) puzzle about belief,
Brandom (1994, 574) alludes to the source of the underlying
intuitions and explains the source of the puzzle in a
revealing manner. He writes:
Individual speakers are not omniscient about the commitments
they undertake by their use of various expressions …

But, of course, we are. That is, in formulating the problem,
we tacitly adopt the vantage point of the invisible narrator’s
omniscience in the sense that we know the relevant facts
about the world that are unknown to the subject whose
semantic contents we wish to characterize. According to
Brandom, the problem in Kripke’s use of this principle
arises from the fact that “the very same words used to avow
the belief are used to report it” (1994, 577), but as he points
out later (1994, 590) “Conceptual contents are essentially
expressively perspectival”
… they can be specified explicitly only from some point of
view, against the background of some repertoire of discursive
commitments, and how it is correct to specify them varies from
one discursive point of view to another. (Brandom 1994, 590)

Ralph, Pierre and Oscar
It seems that the potential ambiguity between styles of
ascription, the equivocation between perspectives, is the
diagnosis for the notorious puzzles of Kripke and Putnam.
We can see how the same ambiguity and the same intuitions
are generated in Quine’s famous sentences:
(1) Ralph believes that the man in the brown hat is a spy.
(2) Ralph does not believe that the man seen at the beach is a spy.

As Quine (1966, 185) had noted, Ralph does not know it but
the men are one and the same, both of the ‘that’-clauses

being about the man Ortcutt. Quine’s puzzle is evidently the
same as Kripke’s puzzle of Pierre’s belief with his question,
“Can we say of this man (Bernard J. Ortcutt, to give him a
name) that Ralph believes him to be a spy?” Quine notes
that we appear to find ourselves accepting a contradiction of
the form that is just like Kripke’s unsolved puzzle about
Pierre.
Putnam’s device of imagining a replica of Oscar, the
person to whom we want to ascribe beliefs, disguises the
same apparent contradiction of Kripke’s Pierre. The
apparent contradiction is avoided only because the one
mind/brain of Pierre is split into the two identical Oscars.
Nevertheless, the Twin Earth puzzle is generated in the
familiar way by substituting into opaque belief contexts.
Thus, Putnam’s Twin Earth puzzle can be seen to fit the
familiar pattern of Quine’s Ralph:
(4) Twin Oscar believes water (XYZ) is wet
(5) Twin Oscar does not believe water (H2O) is wet

In Quine’s case we have Ralph’s different beliefs about the
same object (Ortcutt), and in Putnam’s case we have the
same belief about different objects (H2O and XYZ). In both
cases the puzzle is an artifact of the ascriber’s perspective,
his omniscience in knowing the truth about the objects in
each case. In both cases, the beliefs appear contradictory
only because we the ascribers know the truth.
If we don’t split the subject into identical duplicates as
in the Twin Earth case, we can generate the same puzzle in a
different way by changing the external world. Thus,
Gettier’s subject, too, has a belief (‘There is a sheep in the
paddock’) that happens to be true, though not in virtue of
information available to him but only to us as ascribers, like
the molecular composition of water. Analogous to Putnam’s
stratagem of changing worlds, we can turn the very same
belief from true to false by taking the unseen truth-maker
sheep out of the paddock. Again, we have the same
internalistically individuated belief both true and false
without any internal, intrinsic difference.

What a dubber dubbed?
The intuitions that give rise to the puzzles in this domain
may be understood when seen in another context. The
perspectival shift of attention from the believer to the
ascriber (ourselves as philosophers) appears to be exactly
the basis for Chomsky’s (1959) telling criticisms of Skinner
regarding the very concept of a stimulus and its alleged
independent, external objectivity. Skinner’s identification of
a stimulus involved externally individuating the alleged
causes of behaviour without noticing that these were, in fact,
disguised internally individuated mental contents. We can
see the striking parallel in Farkas’ (2003b) paper in which
she addresses an apparently independent question of Loewer
and Rey (1991, xxv), namely, “the question of what a
dubber dubbed.” Farkas wants to emphasize the aspect of
the subject’s ability to discriminate rather than any external
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causal chain that is widely invoked. Loewer and Rey write
in response to historical causal theories:

That knowledge plays a central role in the experiment. … Twin
Earth teaches us that water is required for the word ‘water’ to
name the concept water … but we only learn this because we
know – empirically – that water is the kind actually named by
‘water’. (1998, 278)

… a natural answer to the question of what a dubber dubbed
might be: whatever kind of thing she would discriminate as
that thing; that is, whatever she would apply the thing to, as
opposed to everything she wouldn’t. (Loewer and Rey 1991,
xxv)

Unwittingly it seems, these discussions echo Chomsky’s
response to Skinner’s attempt to ground psychology in
purely, objective external factors. The parallel between
Skinner’s concerns and that of content externalists seems
evident. Farkas replies to Burge’s (1986) view that
perceptual experience is about mind-independent objects
and that our representations specify objects as such:
The only way Burge can get his externalist conclusion is if …
he claims that whatever happens to be there to cause
Sebastian’s experiences … will determine content. … there are
too many properties which all the actual instances could, as a
matter of accident share, and which are external … to the
subject’s cognitive or experiential perspective.

This is an almost verbatim rehearsal of Chomsky’s (1959)
response to Skinner’s project of seeking objective, external
causes of behaviour. The parallel in unrelated debates is
suggestive concerning the intuitions that are at work – in
this case, the illusion that we as theorists and ascribers of
content are not making an essential, unnoticed contribution
which is doing the work.
Chomsky exposed the sham of technical notions such as
“stimulus” illustrating the possible reactions to a painting:
Dutch, or perhaps Clashes with the wallpaper, I thought you
liked abstract work, Never saw it before, Tilted, Beautiful,
Hanging too low, Remember our camping trip last summer?
Chomsky explained the same point Farkas makes against
Burge:
This device is a simple as it is empty. Since properties are free
for the asking … we can account for a wide class of responses
… by identifying the ‘controlling stimuli’. But the word
‘stimulus’ has lost all objectivity in this usage. Stimuli are no
longer part of the outside physical world; they are driven back
into the organism. It is clear from such examples, which
abound, that the talk of ‘stimulus control’ simply disguises a
complete retreat to mentalistic psychology. (1959, 32)

Chomsky shows that the external, objective stimulus is
unknowingly characterized as such on the basis of
assumptions about internal mental processes.

Justified True Belief
Boghossian’s analysis is very suggestive and we may
usefully extrapolate from his characterization of the Twin
Earth thought-experiment. He writes:
Putnam’s original experiment is carried out on a term – ‘water’
– in full knowledge that it does refer to a kind: namely H2O.

Boghossian’s reference to what “we” learn and what “we”
know is a key to the source of the puzzlement in the Twin
Earth story since, of course, what we know as philosophers
telling the story is distinct from what Oscar and Twin Oscar
know. As Boghossian notes, it is a stipulation of the
scenario that Oscar and his twin are not chemists and have
no specific views about the microstructure of water.
Accordingly, since we know the facts of the relevant
chemistry, we may paraphrase Boghossian’s remarks by
saying that Oscar has a justified, true belief about water
unlike Twin Oscar despite being in the same mental state.
Of course, this formulation should elicit a strong sense
of déjà vu. We are reminded of the Gettier Problem (1963),
and I suggest that we may illuminate externalism by
recalling the features of this notorious conundrum. The
intuition that the subject may be ascribed justified belief
while lacking knowledge arises from the fact that he doesn’t
know the truth, as it is known to us. The truth may, indeed
be so recondite as to be unknowable to anyone except the
theorist posing the Gettier puzzle, just like the knowledge of
chemistry in Putnam’s thought-experiment. The puzzle of
Twin Earth arises in the same way because of the semantic
evaluability of mental content. This is the feature that makes
Twin Oscar’s belief about water allegedly different from
Oscar’s despite the identity of their internal states. Oscar’s
belief that he is drinking water is true, but Twin Oscar’s
identical internal mental state is false.
As Burge (1988) puts it, “We take up a perspective on
ourselves from the outside.” Adopting this perspective is
another way of making the point of Boghossian and Farkas:
The truth about the chemical structure of water as H2O and
twin-water as XYZ may never be discovered by people on
either planet. As Farkas observes, “it is difficult to conceive
how the referring intention could, in advance – that is,
before the actual identification of the underlying
composition – legislate about relevant and irrelevant
differences in structure.” We may gloss Farkas’ point by
saying that externalism depends on the theorist’s
omniscience about the chemistry of water in Putnam’s case,
or the existence of a sheep beyond the subject’s ken in
Gettier’s case.
Whether or not Chomsky is right to doubt that there is a
subject of semantics conceived in the usual technical sense
as a relation of words and things, it helps to see the source
of the widespread conviction concerning this relation.
Strawson’s myth of the logically proper name is the illusion
of the invisible narrator.
It seems clear that Gettier’s Problem and Putnam’s
puzzle have the same structure. Like Putnam’s twins, an
identical mental state of Gettier’s subject may be both true
and false. Gettier’s subject is in a mental state which is true
by accident, and therefore the same mental state might
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become false if external facts are otherwise. In Chisholm’s
example, if the sheep wanders out of the field, the subject’s
justified true belief that there is a sheep in the field becomes
false although there is no change in the internal mental state
of the subject. Like the Twin Earth scenario, Gettier cases
demonstrate the independence of internal mental states from
the truths of the external world.
For this reason, the Gettier sheep example is
suggestively similar to Fodor’s (1987, 107) illustration of
misrepresentation in which a token mental representation
‘horse’ is caused by a cow. The parallel may be seen in
Fodor’s characterisation of the hapless frog who is faced
with a moving lead pellet rather than a fly. As Fodor puts it,
this is a case in which the “world has gone wrong,” as we
might also say in the Gettier and Putnam cases.

Relevance for Cognitive Science
Does the speedometer misrepresent the speed of a bicycle
when it is on rollers and not moving? It doesn’t matter how
we might choose to answer this question since the theory of
speedometers just like psychology has no obligation to
explain why the world may go wrong. Once we see the
source of the puzzlement, like the question of Lois Lane’s
beliefs about Clark Kent, it remains unclear what interest
the invisible narrator’s ‘God’s eye’ perspective holds for
any scientific psychological issue concerning mental
representations and their semantic content.
The wider interest of these matters lies in their bearing
on disputes in cognitive science concerning the study of
mental representations. Farkas (2003), Wikforss (2008) and
Boghossian (1998) have noted that externalism has become
the orthodoxy about mental content, arising from the
intuitions underlying Putnam’s and Kripke’s puzzles.
However, the internalist alternative is succinctly stated by
Schantz (2004: 23): “As far as psychological explanation is
concerned, what counts is how the world is internally
represented as being, not how the world really is.” Farkas’
(2003), too, argues that “external features are important only
if they are incorporated into the internal cognitive or
experiential perspective of cognizers.” Seeing why PutnamKripke externalist intuitions are illusory helps to strengthen
the growing internalist opposition.
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Abstract
Linguistic communication relies on pragmatic implicatures
such as the inference that if “some students passed the test,”
not all did. Yet young children perform poorly on tests of
implicature, especially scalar implicatures using “some” and
“all,” until quite late in development. We investigate the origins of scalar implicature using tasks in which the scale arises
from real-world context rather than conventional contrasts between lexical items. Experiment 1 shows that these ad-hoc
implicatures are easy for preschool children, suggesting that
children have an early competence at pragmatic inference, and
that failures in standard scalar implicature tasks are due instead to problems contrasting lexical items. Experiments 2
and 3 compare a Gricean, counterfactual account of implicature with a linguistic alternatives account and find that neither
predicts effects of contextual informativeness. We conclude
that an account of pragmatic implicature must integrate world
knowledge, linguistic structure, and social reasoning.
Keywords: Scalar implicature; pragmatics; language acquisition.
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Introduction
Sometimes the absence of a description says just as much as
its presence. A professor who says “some students passed the
test” implies that some students failed—if all had passed, a
cooperative speaker would have made the stronger statement
“all students passed.” Scalar implicature refers to the conversational shorthand of using weak terms to imply the negation
of stronger ones that lie along the same “scale.” In this paper we investigate the origins of scalar implicature, and the
nature of scales, by investigating a spectrum of tasks that are
logically equivalent to conventional scalar implicature but in
which the scale arises (or fails to arise) from the real-world
context rather than the lexical items—ad-hoc implicatures.
Implicatures surface in a variety of contexts beyond
the case of quantifiers, including modal operators such as
“might” and “must” (Noveck, 2001), inclusive and exclusive
disjunction (Braine & Rumain, 1981), and numerals (Barner
& Bachrach, 2010). A wide variety of theoretical frameworks
have been proposed to explain implicature, with the two most
influential being (1) Gricean approaches that we will collectively call the counterfactual theories (Grice, 1975; Levinson,
2000) and (2) views based on grammatically computed linguistic alternatives (Fox, 2007; Chierchia, Fox, & Spector,
2008).
Grice (1975) offers two maxims from which scalar implicatures are meant to follow: make your contribution as
informative as is required, and do not make your contribution more informative than is required. From these it follows that any alternative statement which is more informative
than the spoken statement must be false—because the speaker
could have said that statement had it been true. Under this

Figure 1: Example stimuli from our ad-hoc scalar implicature
task. The utterance “My friend has glasses” receives different
interpretations when the context given to the listener is Row
1 versus Row 2. Each has a similar logical structure to the
conventional some-not-all implicature (top).

analysis, the relevant scale arises from the logical structure
of the possible statements that could have, counterfactually,
been uttered. Although neo-Gricean accounts have modified
some parts of this basic inferential mechanism, the general
predictions remain (Levinson, 2000). In response to apparent over-prediction of implicatures by the counterfactual theory, the linguistic-alternatives theory claims that implicatures
arise by a process in which a statement is strengthened by
negating the alternative statements—where the alternatives,
and hence scales, derive from the lexical and grammatical
structure of language; importantly, more complex statements
are not taken to be alternatives (Fox, 2007; Chierchia et al.,
2008).
Consider the three situations shown schematically in Figure 1. At the top, the word “all” is logically stronger than
the word “some”, though some applies whenever all does.
There is thus a natural scale of informativeness set up by the
conventional semantic content of the words. In contrast, the
feature words “glasses” and “top hat” have no conventional
ordering, but in the context of the three faces in the middle
row (“scales” condition), top hat is similarly stronger than
glasses, though glasses applies to any object that top hat does.
If a speaker says “the one with glasses” we may draw the implicature that she means the middle face (an intuition which
we test in Experiment 1)—the situation itself seems to set up
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the scale from which we can draw an implicature. However,
this intuition is significantly weaker for the bottom row (“no
scales” condition), despite an identical logical structure (an
intuition we test in Experiment 2).
The acquisition of scalar implicature is late: children fail
overwhelmingly at scalar pragmatic tasks where adults succeed (Papafragou & Musolino, 2003). Smith (1980), in one
of the earliest acquisitional investigations of scalar pragmatic
abilities, found that children with syntactic mastery of quantifiers such as “some” and “none” still failed to make the
some/not-all implicature. Noveck (2001) found that 87% of
children accepted statements such as “Some elephants have
trunks” whereas only 41% of adults did. Huang and Snedeker
(2009) replicated these findings, observing that children between ages five and nine construe weak scalar statements logically, while adults interpret such statements pragmatically.
We use the ad-hoc implicature setting to ask whether developmental delays in success at scalar implicature tasks reflect
inability to draw pragmatic inferences at all, or inability to access the scales inherent in the conventional semantics of some
words.
Thus, the goal of the current experiments was to explore
two related questions. The first was whether children younger
than those tested in standard linguistic scalar implicature
tasks would be able to succeed in ad-hoc implicatures (Experiment 1). The second was to explore the roots of “scales”
in pragmatic inference, and the ability of either simple counterfactual or simple linguistic-alternatives theories to explain
scalar implicature in general (Experiments 2 and 3).
Taken together, the results of our studies suggest that the
inferential mechanisms underlying scalar implicature may be
present earlier in development than previously assumed, and
that the scales involved in implicature derive from worldknowledge, such as the base-rates of different properties,
rather than logical structure of the context or conventional
linguistic knowledge alone. Our data rule out the simplest
version of both the Gricean counterfactual theory and the linguistic alternatives theory. Instead, they point the way towards an account in which linguistic and social factors are
integrated probabilistically with world knowledge.

Experiment 1
Experiment 1 compares the performance of adults and children at an ad-hoc implicature task in which a pragmatic inference derives from an explicit context. We constructed a
paradigm in which participants heard a sentence whose literal meaning was ambiguous between two referents. Though
no conventional scale existed among the possible descriptions
of these objects (e.g. “has glasses”, “has top hat”), they varied along a contextually salient scale (Figure 1, middle). If
participants were competent at pragmatic inference we expect them to succeed on this task, even though they may fail
at an equivalent task in which the scale depends on lexical
knowledge.

Methods
Participants Data were collected from 12 3–4 year-olds
(M=3;6) and 12 4–5 year-olds (M = 4;5) at Stanford’s Bing
Nursery School. Twenty-four adult participants were recruited via Amazon’s Mechanical Turk web-based crowdsourcing platform.
Stimuli We constructed pictorial stimuli for four trials—
faces, houses, pasta, and beds. For each inference trial, two
properties varied (e.g., presence of glasses and top hat for the
“face” trial). In each trial, three objects were presented—one
with neither feature (Distractor), one with exactly one feature (One-feature), and one with both features (Two-feature).
Positions of the three objects were counterbalanced over six
orders. Example stimuli are shown in Figure 1. Two unambiguous filler trials were constructed: in these, participants
were asked to pick a car of a particular color and a fruit of a
particular type.
Procedures In each trial (inference and filler), preschoolers
were presented with three alternatives shown on laminated
cards; adults performed a parallel task, picking alternatives
by clicking on corresponding radio buttons in a webpage. The
cover story involved a puppet, Furble, who asked the participants to help identify various people and objects. For example, in the “house” trial Furble said “My house has a flower
outside. Can you show me my house?” The adult version
involved the same script, with a picture of Furble substituting for the puppet. On each experimental trial Furble used a
description that could apply to either the One-feature or the
Two-feature object (e.g. “My friend has glasses” in Figure 1,
middle). Adults were informed that the task was designed for
children.

Results and Discussion
All three groups performed above chance, selecting the Onefeature item for which a more informative description was
not available (rather than the Two-feature item, with an alternative, unique description or the Distractor). Means and
confidence intervals are shown in Figure 2. We analyzed
these results using a logistic mixed-effects model (Gelman
& Hill, 2007), predicting correct performance as a function
of age group, with crossed random effects of participant and
item. Coefficient estimates from this model are shown in Table 1. Adults were reliably more accurate than the children,
and there is no difference between three- and four-year-olds.
Note that children never chose the logically incorrect answer
(the Distractor), so we treat chance as 50% rather than 33%.
Previous work has suggested that scalar implicature is difficult for children until quite late in development (Noveck,
2001). Nevertheless three- and four-year-olds performed reliably better than chance in our ad-hoc implicature task which
has a similar logical structure to conventional scalar implicatures (see Figure 1). This result suggests that children’s
difficulties in scalar implicature tasks may not be caused by
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Coef.
0.87
0.43
2.41

Std. Error
0.35
0.52
0.65

z
2.50
0.82
3.73

p(|z|)
0.01
0.41
<0.001

40

60

Intercept (3–4 yrs)
4–5 years
Adults

0

20

Percent Correct

80

100

Table 1: Coefficient estimates from a mixed logistic regression model predicting performance by age group. In the
model, 3–4 year-olds are coded as the intercept, thus the coefficients for 4–5 year-olds and adults can be interpreted as tests
of whether there is a significant contrast between groups.

3 years

4 years

adult

Age Group

Figure 2: Mean percent correct performance on inference
trials for all three age groups in Experiment 1. Error bars
show 95% confidence intervals created by a subject-wise nonparametric bootstrap. Dashed line represents chance (50%)
even though there were three items, because no child ever
chose the logically false distractor. All groups are significantly above chance.

set up a context which is logically equivalent to the context
of Experiment 1, but in which the absence of a feature is replaced with an alternate feature (Figure 1, bottom row).
If the inferential effect found in Experiment 1 is derived
entirely by the logical alternatives, then we should find the
same effect in Experiment 2 as we did in Experiment 1. This
would be the prediction from a pure counterfactual theory of
pragmatic inference: if a speaker wanted to talk about the face
with the top hat and glasses, they would have said “top hat”—
that they said “glasses” instead indicates that they must have
been talking about the other face. We do not expect to see
performance above chance, however, if the effect is at least
partially driven by linguistic knowledge (e.g. if one doesn’t
consider alternatives which are more linguistically complex,
and therefore “does not have X” isn’t an alternative to “has
X”).

Methods
inability to draw pragmatic inferences, but instead by issues
with the particular lexical items used in such tasks. This is
consistent with findings that children strengthen their understanding of quantifiers when scalar alternatives are made explicitly available (Barner & Bachrach, 2010; Barner, Bale, &
Brooks, 2010).
Though children succeeded at our task, adults still outperformed children, possibly reflecting growing pragmatic
competence over time. However adults’ performance may
also reflect explicit strategies: seven (29%) of the responses
to our debriefing question “What did you think this study
was about?” mentioned scales or the logical/pragmatic dichotomy. Two typical responses were “[the task is to] logically separate items that have more information than given”
and “the experiment is to see how literal [sic] one takes the
instructions.”

Experiment 2
What leads to a robust implicature in Experiment 1, even
among young children who would fail to draw a conventional
implicature? In Experiment 2 (and later Experiment 3) we ask
whether the scales which lead to implicature in Experiment 1
are given by the immediate context of objects, or involve additional linguistic or world-knowledge. In Experiment 2 we

Participants We posted 28 HITS on Amazon’s Mechanical
Turk and included 24 responses from participants that gave
correct answers on the two filler trials. Participants were paid
$0.20 each for completing a HIT.
Stimuli For each of the four trials (faces, houses, pasta, and
beds), four separate stimuli were constructed parallel to those
in Experiment 1, with the addition of two distinct positive
features to replace the absence of features; see Figure 1, bottom row. The stimulus item that previously had no features
thus had two novel features, while the stimulus item that previously had one feature now had the old feature as well as one
new one. The target stimulus and the position of the answer
choices were counterbalanced over six orders.
Procedures Question prompts were identical to those in
Experiment 1.

Results and Discussion
In this “no scales” condition, adult participants did not draw
an implicature, performing at chance. Results are compared
with Experiment 1 in Figure 3. We again used mixed logistic
regression to compare adults’ performance in Experiment 1
with the performance of the new group in Experiment 2. Coefficient estimates are given in Table 2. The intercept reflects
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40

60

Intercept (E2)
Scales (E1)

Coef.
-0.38
3.53

Std. Error
0.23
0.55

z
-1.69
6.37

p(|z|)
0.09
<0.001

leading to chance performance. In Experiment 3 we further
test this theory by manipulating participants’ world knowledge through changes in the distribution of features like top
hat and glasses.

20

Percent Correct

80

100

Table 2: Coefficient estimates from a mixed logistic regression predicting adult judgment performance by adults in Experiments 1 and 2. Experiment 2 (“no scales”) is coded as the
intercept, while a coefficient is fit for Experiment 1 (“scales”).

0

Experiment 3
no scales

scales

Condition

Figure 3: Mean percent correct performance for Experiment
1 (adults) and Experiment 2. Error bars show 95% confidence
intervals created by a subject-wise non-parametric bootstrap.
Dashed line represents chance (50%).

performance in the “no scales” condition (Experiment 2) and
did not differ significantly from zero (indicating chance level
responding). In contrast, there was a highly significant coefficient for the “scales” condition (Experiment 1).
In contrast with Experiment 1, participants in Experiment
2 seemed unaware that the task had any pragmatic content.
Answers to the debriefing question ranged from “selecting
between two objects of significant similarity” to “It was some
kind of personality study.” Many participants simply stated
that they had no idea what the study was about.
The dramatic difference in performance between these two
experiments suggests that the logical structure of the immediate context is not enough to lead adults to make a pragmatic
inference. Thus, these data cast doubt on a pure counterfactual account of this ad-hoc implicature and suggest that additional knowledge either about the world or about language
must be brought to bear.
The linguistic alternatives theory fares better in explaining
the disparity between Experiments 1 and 2: for the “scales”
condition, the statement “my friend has glasses” is strengthened by negating the alternative “my friend has a top hat”,
however the negation of the alternative “my friend does not
have a top hat” is not included because this is linguistically
more complex. For the “no scales” condition both “my friend
has a top hat” and “my friend has a baseball cap” are negated,

If the linguistic alternatives theory is a complete explanation of the difference between Experiments 1 and 2, then it
should be impossible to make participants succeed in the “no
scales” condition without changing the available descriptions.
In contrast, if a scale derives from informativeness of the possible descriptions then it should be possible to improve performance by providing additional world-knowledge but not
altering possible descriptions.
The simple model described in Frank, Goodman, Lai, and
Tenenbaum (2009) defined informativeness via information
theory: that an informative expression literally conveys more
bits of information about which object is being talked about
within a context. Although we do not expect that this simple
model will capture all the details of Experiments 2 and 3, it
does suggest a manipulation to test the pure linguistic alternatives theory: The rarer a feature is, the more informative it
is to note that an object has this feature. This principle explains why we would never pick out a person by saying “my
friend has legs” (because everyone has legs, so they don’t bear
mention) but might say “my friend has a mohawk” (because
mohawks are rare and hence informative).
This informativeness account can also explain the success
of participants in reasoning about the ad-hoc scale in Experiment 1: in an influential analysis of the Wason selection task,
Oaksford and Chater (1996) argued that people assume features are rare, and the presence of a feature is more informative than its absence (which explained pervasive reasoning
“errors”). The strength of the “scales” inference in Experiment 1 may be due to this rarity assumption setting up a natural informativeness scale.
Experiment 3 tests the hypothesis that manipulating the informativeness of features will allow participants to succeed
in the “no scales” condition. We use a pre-exposure to the
distribution of features like top hat and glasses to parametrically vary their rarity. We predict that if informativeness sets
up orderings (and orderings allow implicature), then as rarity
increases, implicatures should increase correspondingly. Put
another way: If top hats are rare, speakers who want to talk
about people with top hats should mention their hats. Con-
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Participants We posted 344 total HITS to Amazon’s Mechanical Turk and received 216 responses (24 per condition)
in which participants successfully answered the manipulation
check trials (described below) and both filler trials. Participants were compensated $0.20 for completing a HIT.

Results and Discussion
There was a strong relationship between the frequency of the
non-target feature (top hat) and the proportion of participants
making implicatures. Results are plotted in Figure 4. We analyzed the data with a mixed linear model, reported in Table
3. The results show that the rarer the omitted portion of an
implicature is, the more informative is its omission.
This finding supports the hypothesis outlined above: that
the rarer a feature is, the more informative it is and hence the
more likely a speaker would be to mention it to pick out a referent. Conversely, when a certain feature is seen as normal,
it no longer needs to be included in an informative description. Thus, a failure to mention a feature like “top hat” in a
world where top hats are rare strongly implies that the speaker
does not want to refer to the face with the top hat. Crucially,
this result rules out a simple linguistic alternatives account
(as described above): In this experiment, neither the available linguistic descriptions nor their complexity changed as
the feature base-rates varied, yet pragmatic inferences varied
strikingly.
Participants seemed somewhat aware of the relevant factors
underlying Experiment 3, with common debriefing responses
taking the form of “you wanted to see if people naturally gravitate to what is most common” and “the object of this study
is to determine whether or not the participant understands the

0

Stimuli The test stimuli were identical to those in Experiment 2. Familiarization sets of 10 images were constructed,
systematically varying the relative frequency of the features.
The frequency distribution of objects in the nine conditions is
shown at the bottom of Figure 4.
Procedures Experiment 3 was identical to Experiment 2,
except that participants viewed a context set that included 10
images immediately before completing each question as in
Experiments 1 and 2. They were told that e.g. “In Furble’s
world there are lots of houses. Here’s a picture of the houses.”
Participants were grouped into distinct between-subjects conditions such that each group saw a different distribution of
objects in the context set. Immediately below each context
set, participants were asked to select the most frequent object in the set to ensure that they attended to this phase. This
question was used as a manipulation check to ensure that participants were paying attention.

40

Percent Correct

Methods

60

80

versely, if only the structure of alternative descriptions matter
(as in the linguistic alternatives account described above for
Experiment 2), then no effect of rarity should be found.
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Figure 4: Mean percent correct performance on inference trials for Experiment 1; each point represents a separate condition. The horizontal axis shows the relative frequency of
“top hat” (the non-named property) in the context trials; the
diagram below shows the number of each object in the familiarization phase. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals
by bootstrap, dashed line represents chance.

significance of statistics, and whether or not their understanding of statistics affects their answers to the questions.” Nevertheless, it did not seem to be the case that participants were
applying simple heuristics related to the presence or absence
of features or their conjunctions. For example, the condition
with no face with both a top hat and glasses together was no
different than the one that included one example of this pair
(at .1 and .2 on the horizontal axis in Figure 4, respectively),
so the absence of the conjunction did not seem to be critical
in participants’ responses.

General Discussion
In three experiments we have investigate the nature of scalar
implicatures using what we have called ad-hoc scales—scales
constructed from contextual, rather than conventional linguistic factors. In contrast to standard scalar implicatures (which
are difficult for children below the age of 5), even three-yearolds were able to use ad-hoc scales to disambiguate the refer-
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Table 3: Mixed linear model fitting observations in Experiment 3 to frequency of properties during training.
Intercept
“Top hat” freq.

Coef.
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Std. Error
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z
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Inferential Processes Based on Goals in Explicit Communication a
Theoretical Approach
Marco Cruciani
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Abstract: The paper shows how the explicit content of communication, that is ”what is said” by a speaker, is
obtained via inferential processes based on speaker’s goals. The proposal of the paper is based on the hypothesis
that meaning in use depends on extra-semantic interests of speakers with regard to a specific situation. Elsewhere
it is argued how interests affect on sentences of natural language when semantic context, semantic conventions and
standard pragmatic context are not able to determine a unique meaning (Cruciani 2010a, 2009a). This paper specifically faces the question of determination of meaning via inferential processes in which the conditions of possibility
of goals (interests) of speaker are premises of communicative inferences. In this approach is central the notion of
interest viewed as (preference for) a state of affairs which implies conditions of possibility of agent’s goal.
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Effects
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Victoria Smy
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Abstract: The soft constraints hypothesis (Gray et al., 2006) posits that a more memory-based strategy is induced
with increasing costs of accessing goal-state information. This relationship was used advantageously to reduce
forgetting in an interrupted visuo-spatial copying task, although it increased overall task completion time (Morgan
et al., 2009). However, in problem solving, studies have found that increased goal-state access cost resulted in
more planning before action and improved efficiency following interruption, without the attendant disadvantage of
increased solution time. In the current experiment, following Monk et al. (2008), we examined whether increased
goal access cost could protect against the negative effects of longer and more demanding interrupting tasks during
problem solving. Participants in a high access cost condition completed problems in fewer moves following a 13-second
interruption and resumed faster following 8- and 13-second interruptions, compared to a low access cost condition.
Theoretical and practical implications are discussed.
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grounds and set up a solution space for both parties; during
negotiation, collaborators need to decide on a solution that
balances the needs and constraints of both parties so that a
solution can be selected from the solution space. Our
analysis will focus on how different CMC methods impact
each stage, and eventually influence final outcomes.

Abstract
We compared the effects of text-, audio- and video-based
communication methods on how people performed an
appointment-scheduling task that involved both a cooperative
and a conflict resolution component. The results showed that
video-based communication method was more supportive of
cooperative tasks when the task difficulty was high, and when
there were more inherent conflicts in the task, in which more
negotiation was required to resolve the conflicts. As a result,
performance difference of the dyad was smaller in video
communication. Different patterns of task completion time,
problem space visitations and conversation dynamics further
supported the effect of communication methods. Results of
this study have important implications in understanding the
process of collaborative problem solving and conflict
resolution when different communication channels were used
for remote collaborators.

Establishing Common Ground

Keywords: Problem solving; conflict resolution; negotiation;
collaboration; computer mediated communication.

Introduction
One common reason for collaborators to communicate is
to come up with solutions or methods that are acceptable to
both parties. More often than not, conflicts arise. It is critical
for collaborators to communicate their needs and constraints
to resolve these conflicts, requiring collaborators to engage
in negotiation and to obtain a mutual agreement, which may
or may not be the best possible solution to both parties. In
other words, one party may need to compromise and accept
a non-preferred solution that may be perceived to be optimal
to both parties. Given that the process of conflict resolution
often hinges on the effectiveness of the communication, one
may expect that the communication channel will play a
pivotal role in influencing the final outcome of the conflict
resolution. Recent advances in technologies that support
computer-mediated communication (CMC), such as various
forms of text, audio, and video conferencing, have made
remote collaborative work less costly and more feasible.
Although intuitive and important, relatively few studies
have examined the effectiveness of different CMC methods
in supporting the process of conflict resolution during
remote collaborative works. (for exceptions, see Cooper &
Taleb-Bendiab, 2004; Foroughi, 1998).
The goal of the current study is to compare the effects of
three commonly used CMC methods (text, audio and video
chatting) on a conflict resolution task. The task aims at
testing two major components of remote conflict resolution:
During information exchange, collaborators need to
exchange their needs and constraints to establish common

A prerequisite of conflict resolution is to establish a
mutual agreement of the possible solution space (i.e.,
grounding) (Clark & Brennan, 1991; Newell & Simon,
1972) so that the potential cost-benefit comparison can be
made among each solution by each of the collaborators.
Therefore, the process through which mutual ground was
established during information exchange could have an
impact on subsequent negotiation and conflict resolution.
Communication methods may influence this process as cost
of information exchange may impact how likely people will
exchange their needs and constraints. For example,
establishing mutual ground might be more difficult in textbased communication due to the higher costs, and
collaborators might not be willing to fully examine the
problem space to identify and compare possible solutions.
As a consequence, negotiation can be less efficient based on
an incomplete solution space.
The strategies used to communicate information might
also influence how potential solutions are discussed. As a
result, the communication method may influence how either
party will select and propose potential solutions to the other
party to consider, or how they will interpret whether the
other party may consider a solution to be acceptable or not.
In other words, the communication method may also
directly impact the negotiation process, which may lead to
suboptimal outcomes for the one or both parties.

Effects of CMC Methods
Studies comparing the effectiveness of CMC methods on
collaborative work to the traditional method of face-to-face
interaction yielded mixed results (Doherty-Sneddon et al.,
1997; Firm, Sellen, & Wilbur, 1997; Fussell & Krauss,
1992; Straus & McGrath, 1994). Collaborators using the
video conferencing tend to perform at a similar level as
collocated collaborators. However, bandwidth and quality of
video/audio streams play a crucial role in how video
conferencing can be helpful in supporting collaborative
work. Audio-only communication was found to be less
effective compared to video conferencing, mainly due to its
lack of nonverbal cues such as facial expressions, gesture
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and focus of visual attention. Text-based communication is
reported to be least effective due to the fact that a large
amount of non-textual information in both visual and
acoustic format (e.g., speech tones and emotion, etc) cannot
be directly conveyed through text-based communication.
Relatively few studies have directly investigated the
effects of CMC methods on how collaborators resolve
conflicts in remote work environments. Inferences can be
made from the nature of conflict resolution tasks and
existing evidences of the different features among different
communication methods. Conflict resolution is usually a
demanding task for several reasons. First, all parties
involved in the conflict need to establish mutual ground
(Clark & Brennan, 1991; Cramton, 2001; Fussell & Krauss,
1992) such that they are all aware of the solution space
involved in the conflict and the potential tradeoffs of each
solution to each party. Second, several rounds of
conversation exchanges are usually necessary during the
negotiation process before a consensus can be reached.
Third, non-textural information can be critical in the process
of negotiation by providing cues that can be used to make
inferences of other parties’ preferences and characteristics
(e.g., personality, mood, willingness to compromise, etc.)
and to make adjustments to strategies of negotiation so that
other parties will be persuaded to compromise, thus
maximizing individual and group performance.

The Current Study
We were interested in the effects of different CMC
methods on the process of information exchange and
negotiation during conflict resolution. We chose the task of
appointment scheduling in this study for two reasons. First,
it is a very common subtask in most remote collaboration
that people encounter in their daily lives, and they often play
a pivotal role in the success of collaboration. Second, this
task involves two stages that are typically found in many
remote collaboration tasks: the information exchange stage
in which the collaborators need to collectively find one or
more time slot(s) that both parties are available; and, after
mutual ground is established and a potential solution space
is obtained, a negotiation stage, in which potential solutions
are proposed, rejected or accepted, and preferences are
expressed and perceived until one solution is eventually
accepted by both parties. Although in actual situations these
two stages could be intertwined, the two components are
essential for successful conflict resolution, and could be
subject to changes at different levels of task difficulty (how
easily the solution space can be defined) and different levels
of conflicts (the amount of overlap between the needs and
constraints of the two parties). Thus, we introduced these
two independent variables (task difficulty and level of
conflict) to systematically examine the effects of CMC
methods on the conflict resolution processes. Based on
previous findings, we would expect that communication
methods with a higher bandwidth would probably be more
supportive for participants performing the task in the current
study.

Method
A 2 by 2 by 3 mixed design was employed in the current
study. Participants were asked to work in pairs, each of
which was given a 10-week calendar. Their task was to
schedule 2 appointments for each week by communicating
with each other via one of the three commonly used CMC
tools (text, audio or video chatting). A scoring system was
introduced to encourage participants to maximize personal
scores by scheduling appointments on preferred time slots.
We manipulated the level of difficulty (easy vs. hard) for
each week by putting different score combinations in the
solution space. A level of conflict (low vs. high) was also
introduced to further examine the process of negotiation.

Participants
One hundred and four people participated in the current
study. One pair of participants’ responses in the text
condition and one pair in the audio condition were excluded
from the analysis due to technical problems, yielding the
final sample size of 100 participants, 17, 16 and 17 pairs in
text, audio and video condition, respectively. Participants in
the three conditions were similar in age (M = 23.90, 22.97
and 24.13 years, SD = 4.45, 3.25 and 5.15 for text, audio
and video condition, respectively, F(2, 97) = .64, p > .05),
gender (16, 13 and 15 males and 18, 19 and 19 females in
text, audio and video condition, respectively), education
level (college or higher), and their experience of using CMC
tools in their everyday life as measured in a questionnaire.

Materials
Forty pairs of weekly calendars were prepared. Each
week contained a problem space of 40 hours (MondayFriday, 9AM-5PM). Appointments can only be scheduled
on whole hours. A scoring system was introduced in a way
that participants could earn 0 to 3 points for each
appointment depending on when it was scheduled. To help
participants better comprehend the scoring the system, time
slots with higher points were explained as more desired for
scheduling appointments in real life situations (see Table 1).
Color coding was also introduced when visualizing the
calendars using Google Calendar (See Figure 1).
Table 1. Scoring system.
Time slot
Color
Available, preferred
Available, not preferred
Not available, event in this slot can be
rescheduled with effort
Not available, event in this slot cannot
be rescheduled

Points

White
Green

3
2

Blue

1

Red

0

Level of Difficulty. Each week had a 12-hour solution
space, within which each scheduled appointment would
give both sides of the pair a non-zero score. The rest 28
hours were considered non-solutions since at least one side
of the pair would get 0 points if an appointment was
scheduled in those time slots. The level of difficulty for each
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week was manipulated by varying the number of preferred
time slots within the solution space (see Table 2). Thus, the
20 easy weeks contained more time slots with higher points,
whereas the 20 hard weeks contained more time slots with
lower points.
Table 2. Solution space for easy vs. hard weeks.
# of hours
Solution space
Point Combination
Easy
Hard
(calendar 1 – calendar 2)
1
2
Low
1-1, 1-2, 2-1
1
1
Medium
2-2, 1-3, 3-1
2
1
High
3-3, 3-2, 2-3

Figure 1. Example calendar of one week.

Level of Conflict. In order to get participants more
engaged and to increase the diversity of possible solutions,
several bonus point conditions were introduced (e.g.,
earning an extra point by avoiding particular hours). After
taking all bonus points into account, solutions that would
yield the highest total score of the pair were identified. As a
result of the introduction of bonus points, the 40 weeks
could also be grouped into two groups. In low-conflict
weeks, only one solution that yielded the highest total score
could be identified, thus once such solution was found,
neither side of the pair need to compromise. In high-conflict
weeks, more than one solution that yielded the highest total
score could be identified, and each side was able to earn
different scores depending on which solution was chosen,
thus a process of negotiation was necessary for each side to
optimized his/her personal scores.
The level of conflict was not directly manipulated, but
identified during the process of examining the solution
space of each week. However, the level of conflict was
independent of the manipulated level of difficulty since
roughly half of the easy weeks (12) and the hard weeks (11)
were grouped into low-conflict weeks, and the rest into
high-conflict weeks.

Procedure
Participants were seated at computers in different rooms
or separated by large barriers that prevented them from
seeing each other. Each pair of participants received a 10week calendar of 5 easy weeks and 5 hard weeks randomly
chosen from the calendar pool, in random order. Their task
was to schedule two 1-hour appointments on two different
days for each week, thus 20 appointments in total. It was
emphasized to the participants that their goal was to get
their individual score as high as possible, and the three who
got the highest individual total scores among all participants
would receive an extra $10 as a reward.
Participants communicated with each other using Google
talk through text, audio or video chatting and marked their
scheduled appointments on a given answer sheet. Chat
histories in the text group were saved. Participants in the
audio and video groups were asked not to type in the chat
box, and their conversations were recorded by screen
activity recording software named SnapzProX.

Measures
Performance. Participants’ answer sheets were scored
based on the scoring system in Table 1. A participant could
earn up to 8 points for one week. Participants’ overall
performance was measured by the sum of the scores of the
pair averaged across 10 weeks. Although it was possible
that two participants earned the same score, we did not get
any tied pairs in this experiment. Therefore, for all pairs in
this experiment, there was always one person getting a
higher total score than the other. We divided each pair into
high- vs. low-performance side. A difference score was
calculated by subtracting the score of low-performance
person from the high-performance person for each week.
This difference in performance within each dyad was used
not only due to the interdependence in performance within
each dyad, but also because this difference score would be
more meaningful in measuring the result of negotiation than
using individual scores.
Task completion time. The time each pair spent in
scheduling appointments for each week was measured. In
the cases that they went back to a particular week, the total
time spent on that week was calculated. In the cases that
they digressed from working on the current scheduling task,
the time of digression was deducted. The average time each
pair spent on each of the four week types were calculated.
Problem Space. For each week, the number of 1-hour
slots participants visited/mentioned during the scheduling
process was counted as an indicator of the size of the
actually visited problem space. The number of 1-hour time
slots participants visited/mentioned for more than once was
counted as a rough indicator of the size of the negotiation
space since revisiting a particular time slot was typically
associated with comparison of different potential solutions.
Negotiation. Participants’ conversations were recorded
for text condition and transcribed into text for audio and
video conditions. Four native English speakers read the
conversations carefully and judged whether each sentence
involved negotiation. When a sentence was devoted to
evaluating or comparing potential points that could be
earned by either or both sides of the dyad, or discussing the
possibility that either side of the pair would (or would not)
compromise by taking a less favored time slot, this sentence
was categorized into the negotiation category. Coders went
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through the training session, during which they were given
feedback to ensure similar understanding of coding scheme
(inter-coder agreement was above 95% for all pairs of
coders). Each coder coded a quarter of the conversations
independently. Number of sentences involving negotiation
was counted within each week.

Results
Performance

We can clearly see from Figure 2b that, as the bandwidth
of CMC methods went higher from text to audio and from
audio to video chatting, the difference score between dyads
became smaller and smaller, probably due to the fact that
they were more and more likely to get engaged in
negotiation and conflict resolutions when they need to. To
further unpack the impact of CMC methods, we examined
the participants’ time allocation on different week types and
their patterns of exploration in the problem space.

The overall performance did not differ among the three
CMC groups (M = 13.58, 13.80 and 13.91, SD = .85, .41
and .49 for text, audio and video conditions, respectively,
F(2,47)=1.30, p>.05). To further understand whether a well
balanced solution was reached as a result of negotiation, the
difference score between each dyad was used as the
dependent variable in the following analyses.
Level of Difficulty. Mixed-design analysis of variance
(ANOVA) with difficulty as a repeated measure and CMC
methods as between-subject variable yielded a significant
interactive effect (F(2,47) = 4.78, p < .05) on the difference
scores of dyads, suggesting that different CMC groups
performed differently on easy vs. hard weeks. As illustrated
in Figure 2a, the difference in participants’ performances
was comparable among three CMC groups for easy weeks
(F(2,47) =1.20, p > .05). In contrast, difference in participants’
performances on hard weeks differed for the three CMC
groups (F(2,47) = 3.60, p < .05). Fisher’s least significant
difference (LSD) post-hoc comparison suggested that the
difference in performance was higher for text and audio
groups than video groups (ps < .05).
The results suggested that different CMC groups probably
were engaged differently at different stages during the
problem solving process. Text and audio groups probably
were still placing most effort in collaboratively finding the
solution space. As a result, they were less likely to move to
the next stage of resolving conflicts if there was any. In
contrast, participants in the video condition were able to
reach a decision that better balanced the two sides’ task
performance, as reflected in a smaller difference score,
suggesting that they probably were able to move into the
conflict resolution stage on hard weeks.
Level of Conflict. Also taking participants’ difference in
performance as dependent variable, mixed-design ANOVA
with level of conflict as a repeated measure and CMC
methods as between-subject variable yielded a significant 2way interactive effect (F(2,47) = 5.92, p < .01), suggesting
that different CMC groups also performed differently on
weeks with low vs. high levels of potential conflict.
As shown in Figure 2b, for low-conflict weeks, CMC
methods had a marginal effect on dyads’ difference in
performance (F(2,47) = 2.42, p = .10). The effect of CMC
methods was significant for high conflict weeks (F(2,47) =
4.40, p < .05). Fisher’s LSD post-hoc comparison suggested
that the difference in performance was lowest for the video
condition, which was lower than text condition (p < .01),
and marginally lower than audio condition (p < .10).

Figure 2. Difference score for easy vs. hard weeks (a) and for lowvs. high-conflict weeks (b) in text, audio and video groups

Task Completion Time
Level of Difficulty. Mixed-design ANOVA yielded a
marginally significant 2-way interactive effect between
difficulty and CMC methods (F(2,47) = 2.87, p = .07) and
significant main effects of difficulty (F(1,47) = 14.31, p <.001)
and CMC methods (F(2,47) = 36.16, p <.001). As we can see
in Figure 3a, not surprisingly, participants spent more time
scheduling hard than easy weeks, and text condition was
more time consuming than audio and video conditions
(Fisher’s LSD, ps < .001). We were interested in whether
participants using different CMC methods allocated time
differently for easy vs. hard weeks. Further comparisons
with paired-sample t-tests showed that participants in text
(t(16)=2.77, p<.05) and audio conditions (t(15)=3.17, p<.01)
spent more time on hard weeks than on easy weeks.
Participants in the video condition spent similar amount of
time on easy vs. hard weeks (t(16)=1.45, p>.05).
Level of Conflict. According to mix-design ANOVA, the
interactive effect between conflict level and CMC methods
was not significant (F(2,47)=.63, p>.05). The main effects of
conflict level (F(1,47) = 5.30, p <.05) and CMC methods
(F(2,47) = 32.83, p <.001) were significant. A similar pattern
can be observed in Figure 3b that participants spent more
time on high- than low-conflict weeks and texting was more
time consuming than audio and video chatting (Fisher’s
LSD, ps <.001). We also conducted further analysis with
paired-sample t-tests and found that time difference between
high- and low-conflict weeks did not reach significance for
text (t(16)=1.32, p > .05) or audio (t(15) = .91, p > .05) groups.
Participants in video condition spent more time discussing
high-conflict weeks than the low-conflict ones (t(16) = 3.49,
p<.01). However, interpretation of these t-test results should
use caution due to the non-significant interaction between
conflict level and CMC methods.
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The results suggested that participants in different CMC
conditions probably allocated time differently depending on
task difficulty and level of conflict. Participants using text
and audio chatting had a tendency of spending more time
when it was harder to find solution candidates, whereas
participants in video condition were more likely to spend
more time when more conflicts need to be resolved.

Figure 4. Number of hours mentioned per week for easy vs.
hard weeks (a) and for weeks of different conflict levels (b).

Figure 3. Task completion time for easy vs. hard weeks (a) and for
low- vs. high-conflict weeks (b) in text, audio and video groups

Problem Space
To further understand the problem solving process that
result in the performance and task completion time patterns
discovered above, we examined the size of the problem
space participants visited. We also paid special attention to
the problem space they revisited, which indicated evaluation
of solution options and negotiation.
Visited Problem Space. We compared the problem space
visited by each pair for different week types. Mixed-design
ANOVA with difficulty as a repeated measure and CMC
methods as a between-subject variable yielded a marginally
significant two-way interactive effect on the size of visited
problem space (F(2,47) = 2.92, p=.06, see Figure 4a). Further
comparison with paired-sample t-tests indicated participants
visited a larger problem space on hard weeks than easy
weeks in text (t(16) = 2.75, p<.05) and audio (t(15) = 4.31,
p<.001) conditions, but not in video condition (t(16) = .51,
p>.05). Conflict level and CMC methods had a marginally
significant interactive effect on the size of visited problem
space (F(2,47) = 3.09, p=.055, see Figure 4b). Paired-sample
t-tests showed that only the video group had a tendency of
exploring more of the problem space in high-conflict weeks
compared to low-conflict ones (t(16) = 2.04, p=.06).
This pattern of the extent to which participants explored
the problem space was consistent with their time allocation
in the four week types. That is, when tasks became harder,
participants in text and audio conditions visited a larger
proportion of the problem space, which might result in
longer time spent on hard weeks. In contrast, participants in
video condition were more sensitive to the change in the
level of potential conflict. When more negotiation was
required for high-conflict weeks, they demonstrated a
tendency of visiting more of the problem space and
spending more time. This pattern of behavioral difference
became even more evident when we analyzed the part of
problem space participants visited for more than once.

Negotiation Space (Revisited Problem Space). Only a
main effect of difficulty emerged from mixed-design
ANOVA with difficulty as a repeated measure and CMC
methods as a between-subject variable on the size of the
negotiation space (F(1,47) = 6.23, p<.05, see Figure 5a). A
significant 2-way interaction emerged between conflict level
and CMC method when mixed-design ANOVA was used to
analyze their effect on the size of the negotiation space
(F(2,47) = 4.96, p<.05, see Figure 5b). Further comparison
using paired-sample t-tests suggested that participants in
video condition revisited significantly more hours in highconflict weeks than in low conflict weeks (t(16)=3.74, p<.01),
probably as a result of more engagement in negotiation. In
contrast, text and audio groups did not demonstrate such a
behavioral pattern.

Figure 5. Number of hours revisited per week for easy vs. hard
weeks (a) and for weeks of different conflict levels (b).

Negotiation
To control for the influence of overall talkativeness on
participants’ involvement in negotiation, we divided the
number of sentences participants actually said (typed) on
evaluation of points and negotiation for each week by the
average number of sentences said per week by the CMC
group this dyad was from and used this proportional score to
represent participants’ involvement in negotiation.
Mixed-design ANOVA did not find a significant
interactive effect between difficulty and CMC methods on
the extent to which participants involved in negotiation
(F(2,47) = .35, p >.10, see Figure 6a). A main effect of week
types (F(1,47) = 16.18, p<.01) suggested that hard weeks
elicited more negotiations than easy weeks. The main effect
of CMC methods was not significant (F(2,47) = 1.65, p >.10).
In contrast, conflict level and CMC methods had a
significant two-way interactive effect on involvement in
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negotiation (F(2,47) = 3.76, p < .05, see Figure 6b). Pairedsample t-tests comparing low- vs. high-conflict weeks
suggested that the number of sentences devoted to
negotiation was similar for text condition (t(16) = .03, p
>.05), marginally different for audio condition (t(15) = 1.88,
p =.08), and significantly different for video condition (t(16)
= 5.21, p <.001). Thus, participants were more likely to
negotiate and resolve conflict for weeks involving higher
levels of potential conflict in video condition.

Figure 6. Involvement in negotiation for easy vs. hard weeks (a)
and low- vs. high conflict weeks (b) in different CMC methods.

Discussion
In the current study, we examined the effect of text-based
audio-based and video-based CMC methods on how people
resolved conflicts and reached agreement in an appointment
scheduling task. Two within-subject variables (difficulty,
level of conflict) were introduced to further decompose the
dynamics of interaction within participant pairs throughout
the conflict resolution process. In particular, we focused on
the difference in performance between each participant dyad
because this difference was a good indicator of how well
conflicts were resolved, and reflected the effectiveness of
communication and negotiation in each CMC method.
In general, our results were supportive of the idea that
higher bandwidth would help conflict resolution. First,
participants who used the video-based communication
method would more likely agree on solutions that were
equally good to both parties, especially in difficult and high
conflict weeks, than participants who used the text-based
and audio-based methods. Second, task completion time and
the proportion of visited problem space increased along with
task difficulty for text and audio groups, but along with
level of conflict for video group. Third, direct examination
of the extent to which participant dyads engaged in
negotiation also indicated that only participants in the video
condition were more likely to be involved in negotiation by
revisiting more of the problem space and by devoting more
of the conversations to evaluation of different solution
options and negotiation as a result of increased conflict
level. Our further observation on the conversation dynamics
suggested that participants using different CMC methods
probably employed different strategies when exchanging
time information and exploring the problem space, which in
turn might have an impact on the outcomes of the following
conflict resolution stage. Detailed analyses are needed on
the conversation dynamics to further reveal the mechanisms

of how different CMC methods were supportive of conflict
resolution in tasks of similar type.
The results of the current study provided insights on how
the dynamics of interpersonal interaction induced by
different CMC methods could influence the negotiation and
conflict resolution processes. We believe that one important
metric for successful conflict resolution is whether both
parties can agree on a solution that is equally good for them.
A high difference in performance or earned benefits in
remote conflict resolution tasks can bring long-term
detrimental effects on how collaborators judge the overall
value of the collaboration, as well as their mutual trust. In
the long run, the trust and willingness to collaboration might
diminish if either party perceives that there is imbalance of
benefits or costs in the collaboration, which apparently
would result in less efficient long-term effectiveness in the
collaborative work. Therefore, special attention need to the
paid to whether the interfaces of CMC tools could facilitate
a feeling of “fairness” among remote collaborators when
they need to resolve conflicts by remote communication.
The process of conflict resolution could become even
more complicated when other factors (e.g., personality
traits, cultural backgrounds and other features from the
interface) are also taken into consideration in the dynamic
process, or when different performance goals are introduced
(e.g., individual vs. group oriented). This may imply that
there is no single best CMC method for all remote
collaborative works. Perhaps it is more reasonable to choose
different methods depending on the nature of the remote
task, the individuals performing the task, and the individual
and/or collective goals of the team. Future research should
be focused on the complex interactions of these factors
during remote collaborative work.
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Forecasting the evolution of a system: the role of cognitive strategies
in complexity discovery
Jean-François Gagnon
Université Laval

Sébastien Tremblay
Université Laval
Abstract: The present study investigates the use of cognitive strategies to forecast the evolution of a complex and
dynamic situation. The experimental task requires subjects to predict the evolution (t+1) of the state of multiple
variables within a self-determined situation embedded in a system dynamics simulation. Four distinct scenarios
entail a total of 24 variables that evolve dynamically at different levels of complexity. Complexity of the evolution is
measured by its distance from a linear model. Results show that performance (i.e. fit of predictions to real simulation
change) decreases as complexity of the evolution increases. Data also suggest that subjects adapt their strategy as
the complexity increases, and hence achieve better performance than if they had kept their initial one. This suggests
that cognitive strategies used to predict system evolution should be taken into account in modeling the relation
between complexity and prediction performance.
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Cross-dimensional Mappings in Sound Symbolic Foreign Words
Christina Y. Tzeng
Emory University
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Laura L. Namy
Emory University
Abstract: Sound symbolism– non-arbitrary correspondences between the sound of a word and its meaning– exists
cross-linguistically and facilitates listeners’ ability to infer the meaning of foreign words. However, the specificity
of these mappings remains unclear. The present study investigated whether sound symbolic properties correspond
only to a specific meaning domain or to other semantic dimensions as well. Native English-speaking adults heard
sound symbolic foreign translations of eight dimensional adjectives (big, small, round, pointy, fast, slow, moving,
still), and for each word (e.g., ”bamba” meaning ’big’), chose a correct translation from two English antonym pairs
(one matched and one mismatched with word dimension, e.g. big, small, fast, slow). Listeners selected meanings
within the matched choice dimension more often than the mismatched choice dimension, suggesting that although
sound symbolic properties facilitate foreign word interpretation across a range of meanings, this facilitative effect is
greatest for mappings within a specific meaning domain.
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Asymmetry in Stroop Interference Arising from Naming Practice:
Shape Beats Color
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Abstract
Stroop interference is characterized by strong asymmetry between word and color naming such that the former is faster and
interferes with the latter but not vice versa. This asymmetry
is attributed to differential experience with naming in the two
dimensions, i.e., words and colors. Here we show that training on a visual-verbal paired associate task equivalent to color
and shape naming leads to strongly asymmetric interference
patterns. 28 adults practiced naming colors and novel shapes,
one dimension more extensively (10 days) than the other (2
days), using nonsense syllables. Despite equal training, color
naming was strongly affected by shape even after extensive
practice, whereas shape naming was more resistant to interference. To reconcile these findings with theoretical accounts
of interference, reading may be conceptualized as involving
visual-verbal associations akin to “shape naming.” An inherent advantage for naming shapes may provide an evolutionary
substrate for the invention and development of reading.
Keywords: Naming; Automaticity; Training; Interference.

Asymmetry in Stroop Interference
Stroop interference (Stroop, 1935) is commonly considered
to be among the most familiar, most cited, and most investigated phenomena in all of cognitive psychology. It is well
established that it takes longer to name the color in which a
word is printed when the word means a different color (e.g.
the word “red” printed in green ink), whereas it makes no difference in reading the word what color it is printed in. A complete explanation of this basic asymmetry remains elusive.
MacLeod (1991) surveyed the landscape two decades ago
and charted a list of challenges for future theorists. A number of comprehensive accounts have approached the topic
from different angles, including automaticity (Cohen, Dunbar, & McClelland, 1990), attentional filtering (Phaf, Van der
Heuden, & Hudson, 1990) or conflict monitoring (Botvinick,
Braver, Barch, Carter, & Cohen, 2001) in connectionist networks; information theoretical considerations (Melara & Algom, 2003); and verification (Roelofs, 2003) or utility learning (Lovett, 2005) in goal-directed production systems.
All of these accounts, in one way or another, are concerned
with the strong asymmetry observed between color naming
and word reading, and between their relative interference and
facilitation effects. Crucially, the source of the asymmetry is
entirely experience-dependent in these approaches. That is,
reading interferes with color naming rather than vice versa
due to the extensive history of reading compared to color
naming, that is, greater practice in the word naming dimen-

sion (MacLeod, 1991, p. 182). Lovett (2005, p. 496) suggested that “utility” mediates the effects of practice, a distinction of consequence only when competing processes differ
in task efficiency. In the “tectonic theory,” dimensional imbalance arises from access efficiency gradients in long-term
memory due to developmental history, namely processing experiences, such as perceptual experiences with words and associated oral responses (Melara & Algom, 2003, p. 430).
When a structural asymmetry is posited, it is specific to
the nature of reading having to do with direct associations
between written and spoken word forms through verbal processes. In the model of Phaf et al. (1990), the asymmetry
was introduced ad hoc, to account for the “privileged status” of inherent compatibility between written and spoken
words (p. 310). Likewise, Roelofs (2003) posits an inherent privilege for written words, accessing their stored lemmata and spoken word forms directly. In contrast, shape and
color naming is conceptually mediated and initially symmetric. Extensive practice may support the formation of direct
links between shapes or colors and the corresponding naming
responses, thus becoming “similar to reading aloud” (p. 117).
Thus, in every current model of interference between two processing dimensions, practice is the crucial factor behind the
dimensional imbalance that determines the interference.

Specific Effects of Training
A surprisingly small number of studies have examined the
development or malleability of interference through practice.
MacLeod (1998) found reduction of interference but no reverse interference (from incongruent color to word naming),
despite 5 or 10 days of training on color naming, attesting
to the robustness of the asymmetry. MacLeod and Dunbar
(1988) trained partcipants to respond to familiar shapes with
color names, in a visual-verbal paired associate learning task
using color words. The resulting “shape naming” was vulnerable to interference from incongruent colors in the early
stages of training but the asymmetry was eventually reversed:
After 20 days of practice, color names for the shapes interfered with regular color naming, consistent with a practicebased account of interference, in which the novel shape-word
pairings became sufficiently automatic to cause interference.
Pritchatt (1968) trained participants to respond with nonsense syllables to colors in a paired-associate learning task,
and then tested for interference in naming color patches and
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the same nonsense syllables printed in color, replicating the
interference effect with the newly formed color “names”
(Exp. 3, p. 356). Asymmetric interference effects arose in
comparison to a condition in which participants learned the
reverse associations, that is, responding with color names to
nonsense syllables; however the relative magnitude of the
effects was not examined. Glaser and Dolt (1977, Exp. 2)
trained participants to respond with nonsense syllables to colors and to color words, introducing an additional step of presumed association. This caused substantial and equal interference in both directions, eliminating any asymmetry. Unfortunately it is not known precisely how much each dimension
was practiced, because participants were simply instructed to
overlearn the dimensions within a week at their leisure.

Rationale of the Present Study
The aforementioned findings indicate that novel pairedassociate learning may lend itself to investigation of the development of Stroop interference. In particular we are interested in the origin of the fundamental asymmetry between
word and color naming. If this is related specifically to reading, or to the relative amount of practice in naming each dimension, as assumed by current theories, then no asymmetry
should arise in shape vs. color naming after equal practice.
In the present study, we trained participants to respond with
nonsense syllables to color patches and to unfamiliar visual
forms (Chinese characters). One group trained more on the
colors and another trained more on the shapes, in precisely
counterbalanced training schedules. According to current
theories of interference, equal amounts of cross-dimension
interference should be expected with incongruent stimuli.

Method
Participants
Twenty eight Greek volunteers (8 male) 19–36 years old
participated in the experiment, assigned randomly into two
groups of 14 (after removing data from a 29th participant
with excessive error rates). Most were graduate students at
the University of Athens. None of them had any knowledge
of or experience with the Chinese language and ideograms.

Materials

¢

Ý

Materials included the simplified Chinese characters for
“red,” (
U+7EA2) “blue,” (
U+84DD) and “green”
(
U+7EFF) presented in red (RGB: 0xFF0000), blue
(0x0000FF), green (0x00FF00), and white (0xFFFFFF) color
on a black background, as well as plain red, green, and blue
rectangular patches of the same colors and dimensions. Characters and patches occupied blocks of 55×55 pixels. For initial practice, we used single recordings of the corresponding
` rewords in standard Mandarin (pinyin: hóng, lán, and lü,
spectively), pronounced clearly by a male native speaker.

ÿ

Procedure
There were four training steps and two testing steps in the
experimental procedure, spread over two weeks. In Step 1,

participants familiarized themselves with one dimension, by
looking at three stimuli presented simultaneously and permanently on the screen, clicking at will on each to hear the corresponding syllable. They were instructed to memorize the
image-sound associations. Group A was exposed to the three
white characters (“shapes”) and Group B to the three patches
(“colors”), associated with the corresponding syllables. This
step was completed in a few minutes, as soon as each participant was confident to remember the verbal responses.
In Step 2, participants practiced naming the stimuli they
were familiarized with. Each stimulus appeared on the screen
for 1 s, with a 1 s interstimulus interval. Participants were required to name aloud each stimulus as quickly as possible
without making mistakes. They completed 5 blocks per day,
of 60 repetitions each (including an equal number of each
character/color), for 2 consecutive days. Thus, Group A accumulated 600 trials of practice naming white characters and
Group B the same number of trials naming color patches.
In Step 3, on the following day, participants were familiarized with the other dimension, in the same manner as in
Step 1. Group A now saw the 3 color patches while Group B
saw the characters, associated with the same three syllables,
for a few minutes. These first 3 steps all took place at home,
unsupervised, based on detailed written instructions and prepared materials installed on the participants’ computers.
In Step 4, the first interference measurement was made by
the experimenters, denoted below as Time 1 (T1). All participants were tested in color naming first, followed by shape
naming. Prior to the main procedure they were briefly familiarized with a few two-dimensional stimuli, that is, characters
drawn in a color that was associated with the same syllable
(congruent) or a different syllable (incongruent). They were
then administered 144 naming trials, including 36 trials in
each character/color combination condition (resulting in 36
congruent, 72 incongruent, and 36 neutral trials), counterbalanced in color, character, and (for the incongruent condition)
distracting element. The neutral stimuli were color patches
for the color naming test and white characters for the shape
naming test. Trials in all conditions were presented mixed,
in a pseudorandom order (determined individually), within
fully counterbalanced 24-trial blocks, under the control of a
DMDX script (Forster & Forster, 2003). Each stimulus appeared on the screen for 3350 ms, with a 167 ms interstimulus
interval. Responses were recorded into wav files by DMDX.
The entire testing session lasted about 25 minutes.
In Step 5, participants practiced naming the other dimension, using the exact same procedure and materials as in
Step 2, interchanged among groups. So Group A now practiced naming color patches while Group B practiced naming
white characters. They were required to complete 5 blocks of
60 trials per day, for 10 days, thus accumulating 3000 trials
of practice on the previously unpracticed dimension.
Finally, in Step 6 the second interference measurement was
taken, denoted Time 2 (T2), using the exact same procedures
and materials as in Step 4 (T1).
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Analysis
Vocal naming responses were processed with CheckVocal
(Protopapas, 2007) to rate accuracy and correct mistriggered
response times. Log-transformed response times (logRT; for
correct responses only) and binomial accuracy data were analyzed using linear and generalized linear mixed-effects models, respectively, fitted with restricted maximum likelihood
estimation using package lme4 (Bates & Sarkar, 2007) in R
(R development core team, 2007). LogRTs were fitted linearly (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008); errors were fitted
with binomial distributions (Dixon, 2008) via a logit transformation (Jaeger, 2008). Effect size estimates (βˆ coefficients)
ˆ to be interpretable as
are reported anti-logged (βˆ 0 = exp(β)),
time ratios and odds ratios, respectively.

Results
Figure 1 plots mean response times and error rates for each
group at each measurement time and condition. There were
16,128 error observations and 15,746 logRT observations
(due to 381 incorrect responses and 1 excluded outlier RT
< 50 ms). An omnibus model was fitted first to each data set.
For example, the logRT model was specified as:
logRT ˜ group * time * task * cond + (1|sID) ,
with 2 levels of group (A and B), measurement time (T1 and
T2), and task (color and shape), and 3 levels of cond(ition)
(congruent, incongruent, and neutral), as well as a random
effect of subjects. Specific effects were tested with restricted
versions of this model on appropriately selected data.

βˆ 0 = 1.060, t = 3.43, p = .0006; error: βˆ 0 = 1.379, z = 0.87,
p = .383). The interaction group/task×time in this dimension
was significant for response time only (logRT: βˆ 0 = 1.097,
t = 4.49, p < .00005; error: βˆ 0 = .163, z = −1.50, p = .135).
To examine whether practice was equally effective in the
two dimensions (tasks) we compared color naming performance to shape naming performance in 3 cases: at T1 after minimal exposure and familiarization only (color for
Group A, shape for Group B), at T1 after 2 days’ practice
(shape for Group A, color for Group B), and at T2 after
10 days’ practice (color for Group A, shape for Group B).
None of the time differences approached statistical significance (p > .5). The error differences were significant only
after 2 days’ practice (βˆ 0 = 14.365, z = 2.33, p = .020).
In sum, neutral shape naming became faster with either
type of extensive practice (shape or color), while color naming became slower after extensive shape naming practice.
There was evidence for shape naming being more accurate
than color naming after two days’ practice. However, the lack
of significant differences in response times between the two
groups/tasks after comparable practice suggests that any differential effects of learning may not be simply indicative of
one naming dimension being easier than the other.

Interference

Learning
We first examined direct learning effects of training, considering the neutral condition only. In the group×time×task models, naming at T2 was faster and more accurate than at T1
(main effect, logRT: βˆ 0 = .856, t = −10.14, p < .00005; error: βˆ 0 = .399, z = −1.97, p = .048), while shape naming
was overall faster and much more accurate than color naming
(main effect, logRT: βˆ 0 = .899, t = −6.99, p < .00005; error:
βˆ 0 = .056, z = −2.72, p = .006). Due to several significant
interactions, more specific tests are reported next.
In the most trained dimension, color naming time improved during the 10 days between T1 and T2 for Group A
(logRT: βˆ 0 = .841, t = −11.73, p < .00005; error: βˆ 0 =
.398, z = −1.95, p = .051), as did shape naming time for
Group B (logRT: βˆ 0 = .870, t = −11.47, p < .00005; error: βˆ 0 = .193, z = −1.34, p = .179). The marginal interaction of group/task×time for these data indicates that Group B
may have improved somewhat less in shape naming time
than Group A in color naming time (βˆ 0 = 1.035, t = 1.79,
p = .073). There was no significant difference in accuracy improvement during this period between the two groups
(βˆ 0 = .495, z = −.54, p = .591). In the previously trained
dimension, Group A also improved in shape naming time between T1 and T2 (logRT: βˆ 0 = .966, t = −2.90, p = .004;
error: βˆ 0 = 8.707, z = 1.86, p = .062), whereas Group B
deteriorated in color naming time during this period (logRT:

Interference was examined as a condition effect, ignoring the
congruent condition and considering only the neutral and incongruent condition. At T1, there was significant interference in accuracy for Group A in color naming (βˆ 0 = .527,
z = −2.24, p = .025) and Group B in shape naming (βˆ 0 =
.250, z = −2.81, p = .005) but not vice versa (p > .2). There
was also significant interference in response time only for
Group B in shape naming (βˆ 0 = .961, t = −3.37, p = .0008)
and no other group/task combination (p > .3). At T2, there
was significant interference in response times in every case,
that is, for Group A in color (βˆ 0 = .931, t = −5.69, p <
.00005) and shape (βˆ 0 = .949, t = −4.72, p < .00005), and
for Group B in color (βˆ 0 = .907, t = −6.46, p < .00005)
and shape (βˆ 0 = .969, t = −2.96, p = .003). There was only
marginal interference in error rates, for Group B in color (βˆ 0 =
.635, z = −1.65, p = .098) and shape (βˆ 0 = .127, z = −1.89,
p = .059); and no error interference for Group A (p > .3).
There was no difference at T2 in either color or shape naming
time interference between the two groups (p > .15), and no
difference between color and shape naming time interference
for Group A (p > .3). There was, however, more time interference in color naming than in shape naming for Group B
(βˆ 0 = 1.070, t = 3.46, p = .0005). There was no difference in
error interference between the two groups.
Change in interference as a result of practice was tested
as an interaction of condition (neutral vs. incongruent) by
time (T2 vs. T1). Response time interference increased for
Group A in both color (βˆ 0 = .936, t = −3.38, p = .0007) and
shape naming (βˆ 0 = .955, t = −2.91, p = .0037), whereas
for Group B it increased only in color (βˆ 0 = .893, t = −5.20,
p < .00005) and remained unchanged in shape (βˆ 0 = 1.008,
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Figure 1: Performance of each group in each naming task at each time point. Response times, shown by markers and connecting
lines, refer to the higher vertical axis; error proportions, shown by filled vertical bars, refer to the lower vertical axis. Gray
shades are matched between markers and bars for the same condition. Error bars show between-subjects standard error.
t = .50, p = .615). There was no change over time in interference as measured by error rates (p > .2).
Testing the three-way interaction to compare interference
change between the two groups or the two tasks, we found no
difference between the groups in color naming interference
change (logRT: βˆ 0 = .954, t = −1.60, p = .109; error: βˆ 0 =
.784, z = −.36, p = .718) and no difference between color
and shape for Group A (logRT: βˆ 0 = 1.018, t = .71, p = .479;
error: βˆ 0 = 3.445, z = .97, p = .333). There was, however,
a significant difference between groups in shape naming time
interference change (logRT: βˆ 0 = 1.056, t = 2.38, p = .017;
error: βˆ 0 = .127, z = −1.24, p = .213) as well as between
color and shape for Group B (logRT: βˆ 0 = 1.128, t = 4.37,
p < .00005; error: βˆ 0 = .549, z− = .49, p = .624).

If practice effects on interference were symmetrical, we
would expect no three-way interaction between condition
(neutral vs. incongruent), time (T2 vs. T1), and group, either for the dimension practiced during this interval (color for
Group A and shape for Group B) or for the dimension practiced previously (shape for Group A and color for Group B).
Yet this interaction was significant in logRT analyses both for
the practiced (βˆ 0 = 1.077, t = 2.92, p = .004) and the unpracticed dimension (βˆ 0 = .935, t = −2.50, p = .012); there was
no interaction in error rates (both p > .2). Evidently, Group B
showed greater interference increase in the unpracticed dimension and less in the practiced dimension than Group A.
In sum, extensive practice in either color or shape naming
produced increased interference in color naming, whereas in-
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terference in shape naming was produced only as a result of
practice in color naming and was less than the corresponding
interference in color naming after comparable practice.

Facilitation
Facilitation was also examined as a condition effect, comparing the congruent and neutral condition (ignoring the incongruent condition). At T1, there was time facilitation only for
Group A in color naming (βˆ 0 = 1.050, t = 3.24, p = .0012)
and no accuracy facilitation in any condition (p > .1). At T2,
there was time facilitation only for Group B in color naming
(βˆ 0 = 1.062, t = 3.82, p = .0001) and at least marginal accuracy facilitation for both Group A (βˆ 0 = 7.085, z = 1.83, p =
.068) and Group B (βˆ 0 = 3.322, z = 2.45, p = .015) in color
naming; there was no shape naming facilitation (p > .15).

Discussion
The results show strong asymmetries in interference between
color and shape “naming,” that is, responding to colors and
to Chinese characters with nonsense syllables. The asymmetries emerged following a paired-associate learning procedure
with the same responses used for stimuli in both dimensions.
The difference is obvious in the top right and bottom left panels of Figure 1, which plot responses to the least practiced
dimension: With equal amounts of cross-dimension training,
color naming interference for Group B grew much greater
than shape naming interference for Group A. Increased color
naming interference for Group B appears largely due to slowing down of responses to color, apparently as a result of shape
naming, much more so for the incongruent stimuli. In contrast, shape naming was hardly affected. In fact, response
times to neutral shapes decreased even after extensive color
naming practice, suggesting that shape naming is overall a
more robust visual-verbal association than color naming.
Our findings cannot be explained simply by shape naming being somehow easier than color naming, because there
were no significant differences in response times or errors in
the neutral condition after comparable amounts of training in
most cases. So, the explanation of the asymmetry cannot rely
on an overall faster or more accurate response to shapes compared to colors. Only interference from shapes to color naming was strong and increasing after training on either shape or
color naming. In some sense, shape naming can be said to
dominate color naming in our experimental paradigm.
Our findings are not necessarily inconsistent with any theoretical mechanism about the interference itself, as all theoretical explanations must somehow account for an asymmetry.
However, our findings present a challenge for theoretical accounts to more specifically address the differential efficiency
of practice in inducing whatever causes the asymmetry in the
corresponding framework. It seems that the asymmetry may
be to some extent specific to aspects of naming rather than
simply due to different amounts of practice. At the same time,
the asymmetry cannot be too specifically tied to reading because it was shown to occur with novel shapes and nonsense
syllables. Expert reading also involves mapping from visual

patterns to phonological forms, but neither the visual nor the
phonological component are arbitrary and isolated. Rather,
visual patterns in reading are composed of familiar (letter)
sequences forming coherent units at multiple grain sizes, and
map to meaningful lexical forms within a language system.
Our findings show that interference asymmetries are caused
outside of reading proper, in the absence of differential experience. We thus narrow down the domain in which to search
for the causes of the asymmetry, and perhaps for the interference itself, pointing to simple visual-verbal associations.
A possible objection might be raised that our design contained an initial asymmetry and was not fully counterbalanced, in that colors were already associated with words, and
the words might have interfered with learning of the novel
color-syllable associations. Although logically conceivable,
this argument seems unlikely for two reasons: First, the exact
opposite, that is, the lack of automaticity in color naming is
typically cited as explanation of the lack of interference from
colors to words in the standard Stroop paradigm throughout
the literature. And second, if learning of the novel associations was hindered by some existing factor, we should have
observed differences in the efficacy of paired-associate training, which was not the case. Moreover, our response set did
not consist of words, and could arguably not compete with
lexical candidates, as it was crafted to be as plain association
and as dissimilar from reading as possible. It should also be
noted that color naming was always tested first at both testing sessions, so as to be free from immediate effects of shape
naming. Therefore, the observed heightened interference in
color naming can only be attributed to the training schedule.
Our findings are not inconsistent with previous demonstrations that training in one dimension affects interference. In
particular, they are fully consistent with the rising interference from shapes to color naming found by MacLeod and
Dunbar (1988), because they only tested the dominant (shape)
dimension taking over, and not the other way around. We predict that in a complementary experiment, namely, learning to
respond to colors with shape names, it should prove much
more difficult to establish a reversal of interference.
How should our findings be interpreted? One possible
route relates to studies arguing against an innate capacity
to categorize and name colors (Zhou et al., 2010), consistent with the lack of universal color terms (Regier & Kay,
2009). In contrast, shapes are inherently nameable in that
visual forms define object categories, and are conceptually
and lexically associated with distinct representational entities (cf. review in Prevor & Diamond, 2005, in the context of
object-color interference). It is obvious that if we paint a banana red we get a red banana and not an elongated apple. This
trite asymmetry may be related to why line drawings work so
well, how reading is at all possible, why orthographic systems
with thousands of ideograms emerged and survived, and what
is a locus of risk and potential failure for children who cannot
become fluent readers despite much effort and support.
As we accept that rats readily develop taste aversion yet
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quail are more predisposed to color aversion, that is, there
is species-specific associative bias (Anderson, 2000), it may
be that humans naturally associate visual forms with verbal
labels. Thus reading is made possible by the parasitic development of specialized visual form processors on an evolved
substrate of shape-word associations supporting object recognition, categorization, and lexicalization (naming). Since our
brains could not have evolved for reading, it remains to be
determined what was the pre-existing structure that was so
efficiently hijacked by the invention of written language.
This line of thought is compatible with findings that visualverbal paired associate learning, but not intramodal (visualvisual or verbal-verbal) learning, is strongly correlated with
reading performance, especially in irregular words, even after phonological processing skills are statistically controlled
(Hulme, Goetz, Gooch, Adams, & Snowling, 2007).
Finally, it should be noted that to say that shapes are inherently namable whereas colors are not is not an explanation.
It is merely an observation, prerequisite to explanation. If
it proves robust in further experimentation then a theoretical
explanation will need to describe the nature of visual-verbal
associations, their interaction with other processes to produce
naming, facilitation, and interference, and their contribution
to the development and expression of reading skills.
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topic in metaphoric-sentence comprehension has seldom
been examined experimentally. We used a simple
meaningfulness decision task with three conditions relating
to word order to investigate the topic of simile as relevant to
the metaphoric comprehension.

Abstract
Our study investigates the process of topic comprehension in
comparative sentences and the relationship between this
process and the word order of topic and vehicle. Our
experiment used a meaningfulness decision task with three
conditions: no-vehicle sentence (e.g. a word hurts someone),
vehicle-after-topic sentence (e.g. a word, like a weapon, hurts
someone), and vehicle-before-topic sentence (e.g. like a
weapon, a word hurts someone.) The results of the
meaningfulness decision task show that the vehicle-after-topic
sentence and the vehicle-before-topic sentence were judged as
meaningful more quickly than the no-vehicle sentence.
Especially in comparative sentences with low conventional
vehicle, the vehicle-before-topic sentences were judged more
quickly than the vehicle-after-topic sentences.

Metaphor and Simile

Keywords: figurative language, simile, metaphor,
comparative sentence, meaningfulness decision task

Introduction
Figurative language is an interesting problem in the fields of
linguistics, psychology, and the other cognitive sciences.
Many researchers have particularly noticed metaphoric
nominal sentences in this regard (e.g., Bowdle & Gentner,
2005; Chiappe, Kennedy, & Smykowski, 2003;
Gernsbacher, Keysar, Robertson & Werner, 2001; Jones &
Estes, 2006; Utsumi, 2007). In those recent studies, the
category of “metaphoric nominal sentence” includes two
types of sentences: metaphors and similes. The metaphor is
a declarative sentence that is composed of a topic and a
vehicle only, such as a word is a weapon, while the simile is
a comparative sentence that is composed of a topic, a
vehicle, and a comparative word, e.g., a word is like a
weapon.
Some recent studies have used the two types of sentences
as a method to investigate the process of similarity
cognition, or evaluation of the similarity between topic and
vehicle (e.g. Bowdle & Gentner, 2005; Jones & Estes, 2006;
Utsumi, 2007). However, other studies have examined the
process of comprehending metaphoric sentences in
themselves, without looking at similes (e.g. Blasko &
Connine, 1993; Gernsbacher et al., 2001; Jones & Estes,
2005). In studies of metaphor, the main emphasis often falls
on the process of vehicle categorization (Gernsbacher et al.,
2001; Glucksberg, 2003; Glucksberg, McGlone, &
Manfredi, 1997). Experimental research on the topic
comprehension-process, on the other hand, seems to be
lacking.
In this paper, we examined the simile and its effect on
topic comprehension. In comparison with metaphor, simile
has rarely been examined in the research field of
metaphoric-sentence comprehension. Moreover, the role of

Metaphor and simile are similar and seem, in fact, to be
two forms of the same expression, whereas they have
different pragmatic aspects (Roberts & Kreuz, 1994). One
different point is that the metaphor is an expression that
considers the topic as sharing an ad hoc category with as the
vehicle, while the simile is an expression that emphasizes
similarity between the topic and the vehicle without
assigning them to the same category. So metaphor expresses
categorical and identical relationships, while the simile
expresses comparative but differentiated relationships
between topic and vehicle. Because of this difference, two
sentences were used as a method to investigate strength of
similarity in a topic-vehicle pair, as mentioned above.
This difference explains whether the topic-vehicle pair is
preferentially expressed as a metaphor or a simile. For
example, Bowdle & Gentner (2005) argued that cognitive
similarity between the topic and vehicle is enhanced by the
conventionality of the vehicle, explaining the preference for
metaphor or simile: a topic-vehicle pair with a conventional
vehicle is preferred for the metaphor form, while an
unconventional vehicle is preferred for the simile form.
Also, Jones & Estes (2006) experimentally showed the
effect of aptness on the preference for the metaphor form.
They revealed that a highly apt pair of topic-vehicle pair is
preferred for the metaphor form, while a less apt topicvehicle pair is preferred for the simile form. They argued
that the similarity between topic and vehicle is determined
by how aptly the vehicle expresses the important features of
the topic.
These studies on metaphor-simile preference, however,
discuss only the process of similarity cognition between
topic and vehicle, not the comprehension process of
metaphoric sentences. They reveal the relationships between
similarity cognition and preference for metaphor or simile,
but did not reveal what meaning the topic or vehicle are
understood as having in a declarative or a comparative
sentence.

Comprehension of Topic and Vehicle
Some previous studies have examined the problem we
mentioned above. For example, Gernsbacher et al. (2001)
and Glucksberg, Newsome, & Goldvarg (2001)
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experimentally examined the understanding of the meaning
of the vehicle in metaphor comprehension. Their experiment
used a priming paradigm and sentence reading task to
investigate how metaphor-relevant (superordinate relevant)
and metaphor-irrelevant (basic relevant) meanings are
processed in a vehicle during metaphor comprehension. For
example, Gernsbacher et al. (2001) showed that the vehicle
activates the metaphor-relevant meaning (e.g. Sharks are
tenacious) but suppresses the metaphor-irrelevant meaning
(e.g. Sharks are good swimmers) in metaphor
comprehension (e.g. that defense lawyer is a shark).
In other previous studies, the role of the topic in a
metaphor comprehension was examined. Taira & Kusumi
(2009a, 2010) investigated how strongly not only the
vehicle but also the topic in a metaphor activates metaphorrelevant and metaphor-irrelevant meanings by using a
priming paradigm and a meaningfulness decision task. Their
research also examined the effect of vehicle conventionality
and aptness of metaphor on meaning-activation of topic and
vehicle. They showed that the vehicle activates the
metaphor-relevant meaning in highly conventional and
highly apt metaphors and suppresses the metaphorirrelevant meaning in all types of metaphor, but that the
topic activates not only the metaphor-relevant meaning but
also the metaphor-irrelevant meaning in all types of
metaphors. The result that the topic of all types of metaphor
activates the metaphor-relevant meaning is seemingly
strange because of the fact that the topic of lowconventionality and low-aptness metaphors (e.g. marriage is
a refrigerator) can be understood quickly as a metaphorrelevant meaning (e.g. in a marriage, we can find various
things). One possible answer to this question is the
prediction that the topic in metaphor comprehension can
play a role in making acceptable all the meanings for the
correct and quick comprehension of the metaphor (cf.
McGlone, & Manfredi, 2001). However, Taira and
Kusumi’s experimental paradigm contains the problem of
word order only in their topic experiment.
The vehicle-activation experiments used a simple priming
task and a reading task or a meaningfulness decision task
(Gernsbacher et al., 2001; Glucksberg et al., 2001; Taira &
Kusumi, 2009a). The experimental paradigm employed in
these studies presented the priming stimulus of a metaphor
(e.g., a word is a weapon); then, the pair of vehicle and
metaphor-relevant meaning (e.g., a weapon hurts someone)
was read. The distance between the vehicle in a priming
stimulus and the vehicle in a reading task or meaningfulness
decision task is very short. As a result of this distance, the
meaning of the vehicle can be investigated correctly because
the distance disallows unnecessary (and complicating)
processes.
On the other hand, the topic-activation experiment used
the same tasks as the vehicle-activation experiment (Taira &
Kusumi, 2009a; 2010). In Taira and Kusumi’s experiment,
the distance between the topic in a priming stimulus (e.g., a
word is a weapon) and the topic in a decision task (e.g., a
word hurts someone) is long in comparison with the vehicle

experiment. Furthermore, by using the metaphor-priming
and the topic in a decision task, the topic is presented two
times for the participants. Those long distance and double
presentation of topic can help the participants comprehend
the topic as carrying not only a metaphor-relevant meaning
but also metaphor-irrelevant meaning.
A problem remains because a metaphor is expressed in a
predetermined word order. This problem, however, can be
solved by the use of Japanese comparative expression and a
meaning-decision task. In natural Japanese, a comparative
expression can be formed by two types of simple sentence.
For example, a sentence like “a word is like a weapon
(kotoba wa buki no youda) because it hurts someone
(nazenara sore wa hito o kizutsukeru karada)” can be
rewritten as “a word, like a weapon, hurts someone (kotoba
wa buki no youni hito o kizutsukeru)” and “like a weapon, a
word hurts someone (buki no youni kotoba wa hito o
kizutsukeru).” If we use the subject and the predicate in the
two sentences for the decision-task, the problems in a
priming task can be settled. Furthermore, the word order
enables us to change the progress of topic process,
especially in the experiment which investigates the online
process of sentences: the topic in the comparative sentence
which put the vehicle before the topic is understood later
than the topic in the sentence which put the vehicle after the
topic. This difference and the comparison between the aftertopic sentence and the before-topic sentence will reveal the
role of topic in metaphor comprehension. Our previous
studies indicated that the role of topic is to accept all the
meanings for the metaphor comprehension (Taira & Kusumi,
2009a). If the previous studies’ indication is correct, the
after-topic sentence will be decided as meaningful more
quickly than the before-topic sentence because the topic of
the after-topic sentence can activate its meanings longer
than the before-topic sentence.
In addition, the research on simile comprehension is less
extensive than the research on metaphor comprehension.
The research on the comprehension process in comparative
sentences is important not only for understanding topic
processes in similes but also for metaphor comprehension
research. As we mentioned already, the metaphor and simile
are similar but different from each other, so it is little known
whether the comprehension process of metaphors and
similes is the same or different. Based on the above
problems, our study uses two types of comparative sentence
to investigate and discuss the topic-comprehension in
similes.

Pilot Study
To investigate two types of comparative sentence (e.g., a
vehicle presented after a topic: a word, like a weapon, hurts
someone, and a vehicle presented before a topic: like a
weapon, word hurts someone), it should be confirmed that
the topics of two types of sentences, composed with
different word orders, are understood in the same level of
comprehension. The aim of this pilot study was to
investigate the comprehension equivalence between the
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topic in sentences with after-topic vehicles and topic in the
sentences with before-topic vehicles. Our predication was
that the word order will not affect the extent of saliency
which the topic is understood as the metaphor-relevant
meaning.

Method
Participants 120 undergraduates participated in the pilot
study. All were native Japanese speakers.
Materials Seventy-two Japanese comparative sentences
(e.g., “a word is like a weapon”) were used in the pilot study.
To each comparative sentence, an interpretative feature (e.g.
“a word hurts someone”) was applied. The comparative
sentence and interpretative feature were selected from
previous studies (Blasko & Connine, 1993; Gernsbacher et
al., 2001; Jones & Estes, 2006; Utsumi, 2007; Taira,
Nakamoto, & Kusumi, 2007).
Regarding simile, our past studies have investigated the
conventionality of the vehicle and aptness of the simile
(Taira & Kusumi, 2009b). In these past studies, 99 Japanese
undergraduates participated. The participants were required
to rate the conventionality (strength of the association
between a simile vehicle and its interpretative feature) and
the aptness (extent to which the vehicle’s figurative
meaning express the topic aptly and correctly) of a simile in
terms of the sense of its interpretative feature. We used a 5point conventionality scale (1 = “not at all conventional” to
5 = “highly conventional”) and aptness scale (1 = “not at all
apt” to 5 = “highly apt”) in the past studies. The
summarized results of our past studies are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Summarized results of conventionality and
aptness ratings in Taira & Kusumi (2009b)

vehicle in natural Japanese order, after the topic; and the
third was in reverse order from the second, with the vehicle
written before the topic. In the no-vehicle condition, only
the topic-interpretative feature pair was presented (as a
simple sentence). In the after-topic condition, the vehicle
was positioned after the topic; in the before-topic condition,
the vehicle was positioned before the topic. The participants
were presented with 24 material sentences in each condition.
Table 2: Example of sentence in each condition
Condition
Example of Sentence
no-vehicle
A word hurts someone.
after-topic
A word, like a weapon, hurts someone.
before-topic Like a weapon, a word hurts someone.
Notes: the sentence in all the conditions could be written
and read as natural and simple Japanese sentence.

Results and Discussion
Mean importance rating data were analyzed (see Table 3).
The data were analyzed via one-way ANOVA (sentence
conditions: no-vehicle, after-topic, before-topic) with
participants (Fp) and items (Fi). The main effect of the
sentence conditions was significant (Fp(2, 238) = 3.50, Fi(2,
142) = 4.75, ps < .05). Ryan’s multiple-comparison
procedure revealed that the interpretative feature in novehicle sentences were rated more important than in aftertopic and before-topic sentences (tp(238) = 2.55, 1.89, ps
< .05, 10; ti(142) = 2.97, 2.19, ps < .005, .05). Otherwise,
the difference between after-topic and before-topic
sentences was not significant (tp(238) = 0.67, ti(142) = 0.78,
ps > .10).
Table 3: Mean importance ratings (with participants)

Data
Mean (SD)
Max
Min

Conventionality Aptness
3.38 (0.74)
3.14 (0.82)
4.60
4.58
1.89
1.52
Notes: 5-point scale, N = 72

Mean
(SD)

Procedure The pilot study was a simple rating task. The
participants were presented with the material sentences (e.g.,
“a word hurts someone”), and required to rate how
important a feature the predicate of the sentence (e.g., “hurt
someone”) was for the subject of the sentence (e.g. “a
word”). We used a 5-point scale for importance rating (1 =
“not at all important” to 5 = “very important”).
We used a booklet in the pilot study. The participants
were presented with 96 sentences which included 24
practice sentences and 72 trial sentences. The practice
sentences were printed on the first page of the booklet, and
the trial sentences were printed in the next pages. The order
of printed trial sentences was counterbalanced between
participants.
All the material sentences were presented in one of three
different conditions (see Table2): the first one presented the
topic and features with no vehicle; the second one put the

no-vehicle
3.63
(0.47)

after-topic
before-topic
3.33
3.25
(0.50)
(0.53)
Notes: 5-point scale, N = 120

From the results, the sentences with no vehicle tended to
be rated the most important. Sentences with any vehicle in
any word order, on the other hand, were rated less important.
In the pilot study, the participants were required to rate the
importance of subject-predicate pairs with no context. The
previous studies showed that a metaphorical expression is
difficult to understand without sufficient contexts (Keysar,
1989; Ortony, Shallert, Reynolds & Antos, 1978). The
sentences in the after-topic and before-topic conditions were
more difficult to understand because of the lack of
contextual support, than the sentences in the no-vehicle
condition.
The important point from the results is that there was no
difference between importance ratings in the after-topic and
before-topic conditions. This suggests that a topic and an
after-topic vehicle are almost equal to a topic and beforetopic vehicle. In that light, vehicle word order has little
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effect on the saliency strength of topic in a comparative
sentence.

Experiment
Meaningfulness decision task (MDT: Taira & Kusumi,
2009a; 2010): a task in which participants are required to
decide whether the subject-predicate pair is meaningful or
not. The MDT is adequate for investigating the
comprehensive strength of relationships between the subject
and the predicate in a sentence. Our experiment used the
MDT to investigate the topic in sentences with after-topic
vehicles and in sentences with before-topic vehicles.

Method
Participants and Materials Eighty-six undergraduates and
graduate students participated in the experiment. All were
native Japanese speakers and different individuals from the
participants in the pilot study. The materials in the
experiment were the same as in the pilot study.
Procedure All the experimental trials were conducted in
Japanese. Firstly, the participants were instructed that the
experiment was composed of two different phases: a MDT
and a sentence-recognition task.
1500ms

1500ms

1500ms

after topic,
comparative

word

like a
weapon

hurts
someone

after topic,
control

word

***

hurts
someone

ISI: 200ms
like a
weapon

word

hurts
someone

before topic,
control

***

word

hurts
someone

Results and Discussion
Two participants identified less than 60% of the trial pairs
as non-meaningful, so their data were excluded from
analysis. In the end, 84 participants’ data were analyzed.
Meaningful Decision Proportion Data were analyzed by a
2 (vehicle type: control/comparative) x 2 (vehicle position:
after topic/before topic) repeated-measures ANOVAs with
participants (Fp) and items (Fi). Mean meaningful-decision
percentages are shown in Table 4.

ISI: 200ms

before topic,
comparative

The participants were required to judge whether the pair
of topic and interpretative feature was meaningful or not as
quickly as possible before the interpretative feature was
distinguished. A reaction of “meaningful” was indicated by
pressing the “ 1” button of a ten-key pad, and a notmeaningful reaction was to press the “3” button. If the
participants could not react in 1500 ms, the red text “Time
Over!” was presented in the center of the screen as a timeover message. In a meaningful decision, the participants
were instructed to ignore the comparative vehicle, but were
required to memorize all the sentences presented in the
MDT, and to recognize the sentences in the sentencerecognition task, which was ostensibly to be conducted after
the MDT trials were finished. However, the recognition task
was not actually conducted. The next trial was started 2000
ms after the end of the trial.
The MDT trials included 36 dummy trials and 72 target
trials. The dummy trials were identified as non-meaningful.
On the other hand, all the target trials were identified as
meaningful, and be defined by the 2 (vehicle type:
control/comparative) x 2 (vehicle position: after topic/before
topic) design, as mentioned above.

Table 4: Mean meaningful decision proportion of the
MDT (SD)
Vehicle position
after topic
before topic

Figure 1: Design of the MDT
In the MDT trial, the fixation mark (+) was presented at
the center of a PC screen for 1500 ms. The participants were
instructed to watch the fixation mark carefully. After that,
the fixation mark was removed, and a material sentence was
presented at the center of the screen. At this time, the
sentence was separated into three parts, and the parts were
presented in sequence. The three parts were the topic (e.g., a
word), a comparative vehicle (e.g., like a weapon), and
interpretative feature (e.g., hurts someone). The
interpretative feature was always presented last, although
the comparative vehicle was presented either after or before
the topic. The three parts were presented for 1500 ms each,
and the ISI for 200 ms. In the comparative vehicles, the
vehicle of the material sentences was presented as a
comparative stimulus, whereas the character list (* * *) was
presented as a matched control stimulus (see Figure 1).

Control
80% (12)
81% (13)

Comparative
88% (10)
88% (10)

The main effect of the vehicle type was significant (Fp(1,
83) = 43.31, Fi(1,71) = 24.37, ps < .001). However, the
interaction between vehicle type and vehicle position was
not significant (Fp(1, 83) = 0.27, Fi(1,71) = 0.50, ps > .10).
The result showed that the comparative vehicle helps the
participants judge the pair of topic and interpretative feature
as meaningful regardless of vehicle position.
Decision Time Before analysis, we excluded meaningfuldecision data exceeding two standard deviations from the
mean (4% of the data were excluded). The data were
analyzed via a 2 (vehicle type) x 2 (vehicle position)
repeated-measures ANOVAs with participants (Fp) and
items (Fi). Mean decision times are shown in Figure 2.
The main effects of vehicle position (Fp(1, 83) = 4.60,
Fi(1,71) = 9.79, p < .05, p < .005) and vehicle type (Fp(1,
83) = 36.74, Fi(1,71) = 42.05, ps < .001) were significant.
The interaction between vehicle type and vehicle position
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was also significant (Fp(1, 83) = 15.09, Fi(1,71) = 7.48, p
< .001, p < .01). The test of the simple main effect revealed
that the comparative vehicle helps the participants judge the
pair of topic and interpretative feature as meaningful more
quickly than the control vehicle both in the after-topic (Fp(1,
166) = 7.60, Fi(1,142) = 9.48, p < .01, p < .005) and beforetopic (Fp(1, 166) = 51.76, Fi(1,142) = 44.63, ps < .001)
conditions. On the other hand, in the control condition, the
difference between after-topic and before-topic was
significant (Fp(1, 166) = 17.37, Fi(1,142) = 16.90, ps < .001),
although the difference in the condition of comparative
vehicle presented was not significant (Fp(1, 166) = 0.87,
Fi(1,142) = 0.00, ps > .10). This suggests that the
presentation timing of the topic is related to the difficulty of
topic comprehension. If the topic is presented early in the
period during which comprehension is in progress, the topic
activates its possible meaning more than if presented
relatively late in this period. This is suggested by the
control-vehicle data on the difference between after-topic
and before-topic. But this difference disappears in the
comparative-vehicle condition. This suggests that the
comparative vehicle activates the interpretative feature in
the topic, especially in the before-topic condition. The
results that the before-topic sentence activates the metaphorrelevant meaning more than the after-topic sentence are
contrary to our predication. This might be caused by the
topic of the before-topic sentence in which the process of
vehicle precedes the topic, thus the sentence activated the
metaphor-relevant meaning only of the vehicle, not the topic,
which might accept all the vehicle meaning.
Control
Decision Time (ms)

800
826.99
795.80

772.11

765.15

700
After Topic

Table 5: Mean decision time (SD) divided by the median
of vehicle conventionality (ms).
Conventionality
Low Conv.
after topic
before topic
High Conv.
after topic
before topic

Control

Comparative

798.85 (99.13)
840.22 (87.91)

798.66 (94.41)
772.66 (96.77)

800.55 (100.84)
830.31 (103.52)

739.09 (103.69)
764.12 (106.78)
N = 36

On the other hand, the effect of aptness seems to be less
than that of conventionality. Table 6 shows mean decision
time divided by median aptness (high aptness (e.g., “a word
is like a weapon”) vs. low aptness (e.g., “a marriage is like a
refrigerator”)). Three way ANOVA showed that only the
main effects of aptness (Fi(1,70) = 12.48, p < .001), vehicle
type (Fi(1,70) = 42.64, p < .001), and vehicle position
(Fi(1,70) = 9.80, p < .005) were significant. There was no
interaction between vehicle type, vehicle position, and
aptness (Fi(1,70) = 0.06, p > .10). This shows that the
participants in the comparative condition could identify the
pair of topic and interpretative feature as meaningful
regardless of the aptness of the comparative sentence.

Comparative

850

750

(Fi(1,70) = 6.04, p < .05). The test of the simple main effect
revealed that the effect of vehicle type was only not
significant in the condition of the low-conventionality
vehicle presented after the topic (Fi(1,140) = 0.00, p > .10),
and that the comparative vehicles in the other conditions
(low-conventionality
vehicle
before
topic,
highconventionality vehicle after topic, and high-conventionality
vehicle before topic) were significant (Fi(1,140) = 24.04,
19.89, 23.08, ps < .001). Furthermore, in the comparative
low-conventionality condition, the decision time for
vehicles presented after the topic is faster than that for
vehicles presented before the topic (Fi(1,140) = 4.41, p
< .05). These results show that the presentation of the
vehicle helps the participants judge the pair of topic and
interpretative feature as meaningful, but that the topic with
low-conventionality vehicle is difficult to judge in the after
topic-vehicle condition.

Before Topic

Vehicle Position

Table 6: Mean decision time (SD) divided by the median
of aptness (ms).

Figure 2: Mean decision time in the MDT
Note: Error bars represent the SE of the mean.
Is the tendency of the effect of the comparative vehicle
the same regardless of the simile type? The answer is
probably “no.” Table 5 shows the mean decision time
divided by the median of vehicle conventionality (high
conventionality (e.g., “a thunder strike is like a knife”) vs.
low conventionality (e.g., “a fashion model is like a rail”)).
Three way ANOVA showed that the interaction between
vehicle type, vehicle position, and conventionality (low
conventionality/high conventionality) was significant
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Aptness
Low Apt
after topic
before topic
High Apt
after topic
before topic

Control

Comparative

830.08 (105.61)
861.60 (96.06)

811.43 (86.41)
803.70 (102.26)

769.31 (83.33)
808.93 (88.54)

726.31 (101.48)
733.07 (88.22)
N = 36

We speculate that this difference between vehicle
conventionality and aptness is probably characteristic of
simile. The simile, unlike the metaphor, emphasizes the
similarity between the topic and vehicle. So, in the simile, it
is not necessary for the topic and the vehicle to be the same.
That is why the meaning of the topic can be different from
the meaning of the vehicle. Furthermore, the topic does not
interfere with activation of all the meaning in metaphoric
sentences (McGlone, & Manfredi, 2001), so the important
process is to interpret the meaning of the vehicle. Thus, the
meaning of vehicle is more strongly affected by vehicle
conventionality
than
vehicle
aptness,
because
conventionality is the strength of meaning of the vehicle
only, but aptness is the strength of the relationships between
the topic and vehicle. The importance of vehicle in simile is
indirectly suggested by the vehicle-position results.

General Discussion
The experiment presented in this paper showed
experimental results of comparative-sentence processing.
From our study, it is shown that the topic of comparative
sentence is quickly comprehended as a simile-relevant
meaning, and that the topic of low-conventionality
comparative sentence is easily understood in a condition
where the vehicle is presented before the topic. The aptness
is not related to the process of simile.
The definition of aptness in our study, however, is a little
different from the definition in the previous studies. The
definition in the previous studies is the extent to which the
vehicle’s figurative meaning expresses an important feature
of the topic (Jones & Estes, 2006). This definition does not
decide what the figurative meaning refers to. So the
important feature is possibly different for each person who
evaluates the aptness of the vehicle to the topic. On the
other hand, the definition of aptness in our study determines
the figurative meaning. In the case of “a word is like a
weapon,” the aptness of the feature (a weapon hurts
someone) is predetermined. In this definition of aptness,
however, vehicle conventionality and aptness cannot be
independent of each other (r = 0.53, p < .001; from Taira &
Kusumi, 2009b). This suggests that not only vehicle
conventionality but also aptness can have an effect on the
processing of comparative sentence.
In future research, we will examine the relationships
between various factors (not only conventionality and
aptness but also familiarity, similarity, difficulty to
understand and so on) which is may affect on the process of
simile comprehension, using, for example, multiple
regression analysis. In addition, we will discuss the
difference between the process of simile and metaphor in
detail, based on experimental data.
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Abstract
Previous research on the effect of response set size on the
interference resulting from processing in the Stroop task – a
paradigmatic test of executive control – brought equivocal
conclusions. In the present paper, we analyze what predictions
regarding this effect should be drawn from the most
influential computational models of the Stroop as well as from
our own new model. Then we test these predictions in an
experiment, by manipulating response set size as well as the
stimuli/response set sizes proportion, finding both evidence in
favor of our model and data which is not explained by any
Stroop model.

Introduction
An intensively studied human mental faculty is executive
control, being the ability of the human mind to influence
and organize its own cognitive processing, including control
over perceptual stimulation and motor programs. Work on
various executive control functions, such as preponent
response inhibition, task switching, and multitasking, has
inspired models of integrated control of human cognitive
architecture (Gray, 2007).
The Stroop task (MacLeod, 1991) is probably the most
popular test measuring an interesting aspect of executive
control, namely interference resolution, which in general
requires focusing on a new, weakly-learned process when
dealing with a stimulus, while overriding another process,
which is well-learned, strongly associated with that stimulus
and automatically activated by it. The Stroop task has been
used as an important tool for the verification of several
computational models of executive control (e.g., Botvinick,
Braver, Barch, Carter, & Cohen, 2001; Cohen, Dunbar, &
McClelland, 1990; Herd, Banich, & O’Reilly, 2006;
Roelofs, 2003; Smoleń & Chuderski, 2010; van Maanen,
van Rijn, & Borst, 2009; Verguts & Notebaert, 2008)
In its standard version, the Stroop test requires the naming
of the ink color of a word, which itself refers to another
color. The so-called interference effect is being observed,
which consists of increased response latency in such
incongruent trials, when compared to RT in neutral trials
(i.e., when it is required to name the color of a colorunrelated string, like XXXXX). If a color and a word match,
the facilitation effect is also being observed, which consists
of a decreased response latency in such congruent trials in
comparison to neutral trials. Other interesting experimental
effects have been also found (cf. MacLeod, 1991).

One of the most intensively examined effects related to
Stroop interference is the response set size effect – in some
studies, increasing the number of color-response pairs
increased the observed interference effect (this effect should
not be mistaken for the response-set effect: a word meaning
a color, which is not associated with any response, usually
yields little interference. This latter effect is not the focus of
this paper). The response set size effect has been used in the
testing of some Stroop models (e.g., Cohen et al., 1990;
Kanne, Balota, Spieler, & Faust, 1998).
However, numerous studies (for a review see MacLeod,
1991) did lead to ambigous findings regarding whether
increasing the number of possible responses in the Stroop
task really increases the interference or whether it decreases
it or does not have any effect. This mutually contradictory
data might have resulted from differences in experimental
designs, as both the standard Stroop (so-called the colorword) task and its analogs (e.g., the picture-word or wordword tasks) were used in various settings. Moreover, most
of the studies confounded response set size with stimulus set
size, as most commonly one-to-one SR mappings were
applied (especially, in an oral version).
In his paper, MacLeod (1991) cited several studies
(published between the sixties and the eighties) which
reported no effect of stimulus/response set size on the
amount of interference. He also cited three studies which
showed an increase in interference resulting from an
increase in set size (e.g., Williams, 1977), and three other
studies, which demonstrated the opposite effect (e.g., La
Heij & Vermeij, 1987). In two more recent studies (Kanne
et al., 1998; La Heij & van den Hof, 1995) the increasing
interference was found as a result of an increase in the
number of SR mappings. However, in the former study, set
size was manipulated only in range from two to four
stimuli/responses. The two-stimuli condition is an unusual
one, because if the exact stimulus is not repeated, the
presentation of two consecutive incongruent trials always
involves the priming of the second target (i.e., if in a
preceding incongruent trial a distractor word is presented,
then it has to be a target in a following trial). In three- or
four-stimuli versions, consecutive incongruent trials need
not involve priming.
The difference in the amount of priming may cause
differences in interference effects (Chuderski & Smoleń,
unpublished data). In fact, the increase of interference in
Kanne et al.’s study was only significant between two- and
three-stimuli conditions (∆ = 61 ms) but not between three-
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and four-stimuli conditions (∆ = 9 ms). On the contrary, in
La Heij & van den Hof’s study, the difference in set sizes
was so huge (4 vs. 16) that the set size factor might have
been substantially confounded with other variables (e.g.,
working memory load). In general, the pattern of the cited
results seems to be mixed and unconvincing.
Moreover, all cited experiments were applied with the use
of oral versions of the Stroop task (or its analogs), which
require naming the color. It would be interesting to see what
results would be observed if manual responses had been
required, as such responses are in fact the most common
procedure in psychological experiments.
In the present paper we tested the effect of increasing the
number of manual reactions required in the Stroop task on
the amount of Stroop interference. Moreover, we attempted
to investigate the influence of the ratio of stimuli to responses, namely what will happen if not only one but two or
three stimuli are associated with one response. The main
goal of the study was theoretical: as we believe that the
effects of set size on Stroop performance are important
indicators of processes responsible for coping with the
interference, we wanted to test some existing models of
Stroop against data from our experiment on set size effects.

Predictions of Stroop models regarding
stimulus/response set size
We analyzed predictions of three (groups of) Stroop models:
(a) Cohen et al.’s (1990) connectionist model and its
extensions (Cohen, Usher, & McClelland, 1998), which
explain the Stroop interference in terms of differences in
practice (strength) between color and word naming as well
as of the attentional modulation of color/word processing,
(b) Roelofs’ (2003) theory and similar models (Altmann &
Davidson, 2001; van Maanen et al., 2009), which identify
the interference as resulting from access to declarative
memory, and (c) our own new model (Smoleń & Chuderski,
2010), which localizes the causes of the interference in the
resolution of response conflicts. We focus only on how each
model would handle increasing set sizes. For details of
particular models see the original papers.
The model by Cohen at al. (1990) was a feed-forward
network, which represented processing pathways for color
naming and word reading as two separate interconnections
of input, hidden, and output nodes, which shared only the
output layer. Nodes which processed reading were
associated more strongly than those for color naming.
However, as an additional task-unit activated the color
naming pathway, this pathway was able to determine a
response, but at the cost of coping with the interference
yielded by the other path. Though Cohen et al. simulated the
Stroop task versions including two and ten stimuli, they did
not directly compare interference effects generated by these
two model versions. However, Kanne et al. (1998)
attempted to test Cohen et al.’s model against the results of
their experiment cited above. They extended the tworesponse architecture to account for three responses, and
then for four responses. Surprisingly, the model showed the
opposite behavior than the subjects, as the simulated
interference effect decreased with larger set sizes. Cohen et

al. (1998) responded to this test with a modified model.
Three model versions had the same architecture, which
accounted for multiple responses, but they differed in the
number of stimuli/responses that attention had been
allocated to. The simulations yielded virtually no size set
effect (equaling 8.8, 8.9, and 8.9 model’s cycles, for set
sizes 2, 3, and 4, respectively).
Another influential Stroop model was developed by
Roelofs (2003), who proposed distinct mechanisms for color
and word naming, based on differences in assumed language
production architecture. His model included three levels of
word representations: concepts, lemmas (syntactic representations), and word forms. Color perception, via related
concepts, activated a corresponding lemma, which had to be
retrieved in order to select a proper word form. However, a
perceived word was able to directly initiate the relevant
lemma and form representations. In the Stroop task, color
naming could be achieved by an additional selection
process, modulated by a color concept representation, which
acted as a goal. However, due to a shorter route from
perception to response in the case of words, the interference
emerged. Two other models, which are similar to Roelofs’
in their assumptions about access to memory and which
identify the loci of interference in memory retrievals, have
been implemented in ACT-R cognitive architecture
(Altmann & Davidson, 2001; van Maanen et al., 2009).
In the context of predictions of response set size effects,
the most important assumption shared by all those models is
that the latency of retrieval of a representation, which is
crucial for color naming RT, depends on the activity of
other memory representations related to the very task. For
example, this assumption is precisely expressed by van
Maanen et al., who implemented the RACE/A (retrieval by
accumulating evidence in an architecture; van Maanen &
van Rijn, 2007) theory of the time course of memory
retrievals on short time scales. This model predicts that the
latency of a retrieval (the time needed by the activation of a
retrieved memory representation to reach a retrieval
threshold) will be inversely proportional to the ratio of
activation of the yet to be retrieved chunk to the sum of the
activations of other relevant chunks, which also compete for
retrieval. The ratio is expressed as a respective Luce’s
(1986) formula. Analogous formulations of retrieval rate
can also be found in Roelofs (2003; Appendix A) and
Altmann and Davidson (2001; Equation 1). Neither of these
three models was used in order to replicate set size effects.
However, on the assumption that all color names and color
concepts relevant for a particular Stroop administration will
form a set of potentially competing memory representations,
such a pre-diction directly follows: with an increasing set
size, the number of competing representations will increase,
so the denominator of Luce ratio will increase. Thus, this
very ratio will decrease, which will result in larger latency
of the retrieval of color representations and, consequently,
of color naming. As word reading, which is believed to be
involved in congruent trials, is not sensitive to set size
manipulation (MacLeod, 1991), some increase in latency
difference bet-ween incongruent and congruent trails should
be expected within each of the afore mentioned models.
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Finally, we (Smoleń & Chuderski, 2010) have recently
presented the architecture implementing the Stroop task.
The architecture was primarily focused on describing
executive control, so “ordinary” processes (like perception,
visual attention, declarative memory etc.) were simplified.
Elementary cognitive processing was represented as a
choice among the set of potential cognitive and behavioral
actions expressed as production rules. Rules were added to
the choice set only if they matched the current context,
defined as the contents of visual and central attention (the
latter constituted the most available part of working
memory). A utility value was assigned to each rule, which
reflected the history of reinforcement-based learning related
to the use of this rule. When no conflict was present, the
model simply used the rule which would probably be the
most successful one according to model’s learning history
(i.e., the rule of the highest utility). However, if more than
one rule matched the context, a conflict arose. The model
estimated the amount of conflict as a ratio of the sum of all
utilities of rules, which would lead to different actions than
a rule of the highest utility, to the sum of all utilities. In
other words, it estimated the conflict value as the function of
how strong the competitors to the most dominant rule(s) are.
Then, the model increased the goal-related control as a
function of conflict. The less a given rule was related to the
goal, the more this top-down control lowered its utility. Due
to the control, a non-dominant but highly appropriate rule
could be selected for further processing. However, the
model assumed that the control takes time, so the more the
utilities of goal-unrelated rules had to be decreased (i.e., the
higher the conflict was), the longer the selection of the rule
to be fired required, which finally resulted in larger RTs.
In the context of the set size effect, the most important
property of our Stroop model is that only the rules which
exactly match the visual input will be included in the choice
set. So, assuming that each perceptual aspect of the stimulition (i.e., words and colors) related to the Stroop task is
processed by one associated rule, and assuming that utilities
for all rules processing words are equal and that the same is
true for color processing rules (but the former have higher
utility than the latter, as reading is trained more than naming
colors), one can predict that the number of stimuli/responses will not affect the interference effect. No matter how
large the set size is, both in incongruent and congruent trials
only two rules will be considered, one which processes a
color and one which processes a word. In congruent trials,
both rules will lead to the same response, so the conflict will
be low and latency small. On the contrary, in incongruent
trials, a color naming rule will become a competitor to a
word reading rule and thus the conflict and a resulting
interference will be large.
In the administered experiment we aimed to test whether
increasing the number of S-R mappings would increase the
interference or would have no effect on it. Moreover, if
there was an increase, it would be interesting to know
whether it is the number of responses (i.e. potential response
keys) that matters or whether it is the number of stimuli that
counts. In order to answer this latter question, we designed
experimental conditions which assigned more than one
stimulus to one and the same response key.

Experiment 1
Participants
The recruitment was conducted via publicly available social
networking websites in Krakow, Poland. Seventy nine
women and forty three men participated (122 people in
total). Mean age was 22.9 years (SD = 4.4, range 18 – 45).
For a two-hour session each participant received the
equivalent of seven euro in Polish zloty. All participants had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Materials and design
The figure-word analog of the Stroop task was used. The
participants were randomly assigned to one out of four task
conditions. Each condition involved either four or six
stimuli and either two responses or the same number of
responses as stimuli. This resulted in four conditions: four
stimuli – two responses, four stimuli – four responses, six
stimuli – two responses, and six stimuli – six responses.
Six geometric figures (approx. 5 cm × 5 cm in size) were
used: square, rhombus, rectangle, circle, oval, and ring,
presented in blue, with black outlines, on a gray background. Each stimulus was presented at the center of a computer screen. A word naming a figure, in Polish, printed in
black (approx. 3 cm × 3 cm in size), was placed in the
center of each figure. Congruent stimuli had the same meaning of the word as the shape of the figure. Incongruent
figures were different than words. The same distractor word
was always associated with a particular figure (e.g., “ring”
was always put into a rectangle and vice versa). In each
two-response condition, the distractor primed a response
with the opposite hand than a hand associated with a target.
Direct stimuli repetitions were not allowed. In four-stimuli
conditions, only the square, rhombus, circle, and oval were
used.
In each condition, the task started with a training
sequence including 10 congruent and 30 incongruent trials
in four-response condition or 15 congruent and 45 incongruent trials in six-response condition. Then a test sequence
was presented in random order, which included 72
congruent and 48 incongruent trials in four-response conditions or 108 congruent and 72 incongruent trials in sixresponse conditions. The six-stimuli sequences were longer
in order to give an equal number of presentations of each
stimulus. Stimuli were presented for 2.5 s and then were
followed by a mask which was shown for 1 s.
In two-response conditions, the square, rhombus, and
rectangle (the latter only in the six-stimuli condition) were
assigned to the ‘Z’ key, while the circle, oval, and ring (the
latter only in the six-stimuli condition) were assigned to the
‘M’ key. In conditions with more than two responses, the
square was assigned to the ‘Z’ key, rhombus – to ‘X’,
rectangle – to ‘C’ (but only in the six-response condition),
circle – to ‘B’, oval – to ‘N’, and ring – to ‘M’ (again, only
in the six-response condition). So, one, two, or three fingers
of each hand were dedicated to responding, depending on
the condition. An instruction told participants to avoid
reading and to press quickly and accurately the button
assigned to the shape of the presented figure. In order to
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place equal demands on participants’ working memory in
both four- and six-responses conditions, the hints reminding
stimulus-response mappings were placed at the bottom of
the screen. Incorrect responses were signaled with a beep
sound. The independent variables were: the number of
stimuli (four or six), the number of responses (two or as
mant as the no. of stimuli), and the trial (congruent/
incongruent) The dependent variable (DV) was the latency
of correct responses directly following a correct response.
RT less than 250 ms or more than 2200 ms were excluded.

Procedure
First, participants solved an analogy-making test which was
not related to the present study. Then, the Stroop task was
applied. Testing took place in a large, dimly lit room, in
groups of no more than four people. Each participant was
equipped with headphones and was sitting at a visually
isolated desk.

Results
The mean proportion of errors was .047 and did not differ
significantly between stimuli and response conditions. This
indicated that correct respondse was not difficult in either
four- or six-response conditions.
The mean latencies for all conditions are presented in
Figure 1. All main effects were highly significant: participants responded more slowly in incongruent trials than in
congruent ones, F[1, 114] = 99.0, p < .001, when six stimuli
were involved in comparison to the case of four stimuli,
F[1, 114] = 115.5, p < .001, and in one-to-one SR mapping
conditions in comparison to two-response conditions,
F[1, 114] = 5655.4, p < .001. A two-way interaction
between the number of stimuli and the number of responses
was also significant, F[1, 114] = 36.2, p < .001, and
indicated that mean latency was larger when six stimuli
were applied than when four stimuli were used, but it
increased more in one-to-one SR mapping conditions than
in many-to-one mapping conditions.

For the purpose of the present study, the most important
are the interactions regarding the type of trial and two other
factors, namely whether both numbers (of stimuli and of
responses) have any influence on the interference effect. The
two-way interaction between the type of trial and the
number of responses was highly significant, F[1, 114] =
50.2, p < .001, demonstrating that association of more than
one stimulus with each response dramatically reduces the
interference effect. However, the number of stimuli had
virtually no effect on interference (F = .1) in any response
condition (i.e., a three-way interaction was not significant, F
= .3). The interference effect equaled 60 ms and 67 ms in
four- and six-responses conditions, respectively, and fell to
11 ms on average in two-response conditions. However, the
latter effect was significant, F[1, 114] = 4.3, p = .038.
No meaningful change in the above presented analyses
occurred when only the first 120 trials from six-stimuli
conditions were analyzed (i.e., when the equal numbers of
trials for all conditions was taken into account).

Discussion
The main result yielded by this study is virtually no
difference in the interference effects (∆ = 7 ms) between
four- and six-response conditions. Though the mean RT
increased in the latter condition compared to the former one,
it did so in equally the same amount for both congruent and
incongruent stimuli.
A surprising result regarded two-response conditions. An
extremely low interference effect was observed in both
these conditions, in comparison to versions of the Stroop
with one-to-one SR mappings, even if within the former
conditions an incongruent stimulus always primed both
competing responses. A question naturally arises: was this
residual but significant interference observed in tworesponse conditions anyway related to response conflict or
was no response conflict elicited, but the interference was
rather related to the non-matching aspects of stimulus?
In order to answer this question a two-response condition,
which includes the incongruent stimuli priming a single
response, should be examined. If a small but significant
interference effect still shows up, then it will suggests that
factors other than response conflict are responsible for
interference in manual versions of Stroop. However, if the
effect disappears, then the conflict which is present in
stimuli but is not related to responding, should not be taken
into account as a factor causing the Stroop inter-ference.
Thus, another experiment was administered in order to test
these hypotheses.

Experiment 2
Participants

Figure 1: Mean response latency in all conditions of
Experiment 1, for both congruent (solid lines)
and incongruent (dashed lines) trials. Bars represent 95%
confidence intervals.

The recruitment procedure was the same as in Experiment 1.
Twenty four women and twenty men participated (44 people
in total). Mean age was 22.2 years (SD = 2.8, range 18 –
32). Again, for a two-hour session each participant received
the equivalent of seven euro. All participants had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision.
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Materials, design, and procedure
The materials, DV, and procedure were analogous as in
Experiment 1, with two exceptions. Firstly, only the fourstimuli, two-response condition was applied. Secondly, a
distractor always primed the same response as one assigned
to a target figure, namely the word “square” (in Polish) was
always a distractor assigned to the shape of rhombus (and
vice versa) and the word “circle” (in Polish) was always a
distractor placed in the shape of oval (and vice versa). The
only factor was the type of the trial.

Results
The mean proportion of errors was .053. The only relevant
effect surpassed the adopted level of statistical significance,
F[1, 42] = 4.2, p = .042. However it was a reversed effect:
the mean latency observed in congruent trials was larger
than the mean latency observed in incongruent trials (525
vs. 516 ms, respectively).

Discussion
No Stroop effect was found. When both a target figure and a
non-matching word did prime the same response, the
response latency was even smaller than when a word
matched a figure. This unexpected result surely needs
replication, perhaps with a material different than geometric
figures. However, an unequivocal conclusion can be
formulated that no amount of Stroop interference, which
was observed in the manual task version, can be related to
the very conflict in stimulus appearance, when a response
conflict was eliminated in the incongruent trials.

General discussion
A methodological issue regarding the present research
concerns whether increasing set size from four to six
elements was indeed an effective experimental
manipulation. We believe it was. On one hand, four is the
lowest reasonable set size in Stroop tasks because, as we
mentioned above, set sizes of two and of three impose
methodological problems concerning stimuli repetitions and
negative priming. On the other hand, the set size of eight
elements is the upper limit that can be tested with manual
versions of the Stroop. So, the choice of four and six SR
mappings seemed reasonable. The substantial increase in
mean response time for set size six, in comparison with set
size four, indicates that indeed the task became more
difficult in the former condition. However, in future studies
it would be interesting to also test also set sizes of eight.
The fact that an increase in the number of stimulusresponse mappings in the manual version of the Stroop has
virtually no effect on the amount of the Stroop interference
is in concord with the predictions of two models, which
explain Stroop phenomenon as the resolution of conflict
either between processing paths (Cohen et al., 1990) or
between response tendencies (Smoleń & Chuderski, 2010).
Although the former model was shown to wrongly predict
RT distributions yielded by the Stroop task (Mewhort,
Braun, & Heathcote, 1992), as well as to miss the effect of
temporal asynchrony between the presentation of colors and
words on the interference effect (Roelofs, 2003), at least in

the case of the response set size effect, this model correctly
predicts the observed data. Thus, the critique of the model
made by Kanne et al. (1998) may have missed the point,
because it relied on artefactual effects from the experimental
design, which used only two stimuli. However, the lack of
set size effect was an accidental rather than an intended
property of Cohen et al.’s model.
On the contrary, our model’s prediction on the lack of set
size effects is a direct consequence of model’s theoretical
assumptions. The response conflict resolution, which is the
main cause of the emergence of interference effects in the
model, always relates to only those responses, which are
primed by actual stimuli presented to the model. All other
potential stimuli-response mappings, which are not related
to the actual stimuli, have no effect on the value of the
conflict being resolved. This assumption naturally also
explains the lack of the interference effect observed in the
many-to-one Stroop task version, in which non-matching
aspects of a stimulus prime the same response. Our model
predicts that in such a situation simply no conflict is present
(i.e., there are no competing responses), so there is no need
for conflict resolution and thus no interference is involved.
However, for both our and Cohen et al.’s models, the
outstanding decrease in interference from one-to-one to
many-to-one SR mappings would be a problematic phenomenon to explain. In the case of many-to-one SR mappings,
in both models, two competing response tendencies/
processing paths (depending on the model) would still be
activated and remain in conflict, leading to similar
interference effects as in the one-to-one mapping task. In
order to account for the effect of the ratio of stimuli set size
to response set size, probably some additional assumptions
would have to be adopted. For example, one might seek an
explanation in a categorization processes, preceding the
processing/response conflict. Maybe, before the activation
of a certain path or response, the cognitive system dealing
with many-to-one SR mappings firstly needs to categorize a
stimulus as assigned to the proper response, and this process
somehow stops the conflict and, consequently, lowers the
interference. However, the present study does not provide
any explanation as to why when there is a decrease in the
number of potential responses, while a number of stimuli is
constant, it results in such a huge reduction of Stroop
interference. Surely, some further studies are needed.
Evidently, overtly expressed predictions of the models,
which explain the Stroop interference in terms of additional
memory retrievals needed for color or picture naming, were
not supported by the present study. According to these
models, an increase in the number of stimuli within a task
should probably have made the color/picture name retrievals more difficult because there were more candidate
memory chunks to be selected from. This should have
resulted in a significant increase in Stroop interference with
increasing set sizes. Such a prediction was not supported by
results of our experiment, which applied the manual Stroop
task. In fact, there is little evidence for this prediction even
in the case of oral versions (but see La Heij & van den Hof,
1995; Williams, 1977). We suppose that if memory
retrievals account for any part of Stroop interference at all,
then they do it only when oral responding is involved,
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which may probably require recalling the elements of the
motor program for oral response. On the contrary, manual
response is much simpler, so it may require just activating
the proper effector not mediated by any memory retrieval.
However, though these differences in experimental
paradigms are superficial and not related to the main
purpose of the Stroop task, namely measurement of the
cognitive costs of executive control, they seem to result in
discrepant experimental effects. Thus, it is very interesting
whether one general model of the Stroop task, which would
explain processing in both oral and manual versions of the
Stroop, can be constructed. If it can, then it will constitute
some evidence for the general control mechanism (see van
Maanen et al., 2009) processing Stroop interference, which
is responsible for a variety of Stroop-related phenomena. If
such a model cannot to be found, then the view of executive
control as a bunch of low-level, local regulatory processes
(Egner, 2008), each focused on one specific type of conflict
(e.g., regarding attentional focusing, memory retrievals,
response selection etc.) would seem more probable, at least
in the domain of coping with interference.
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Abstract
Cognitive control processes, such as those involved in
response inhibition or task switching, have been the focus of
much recent research. Few studies, however, have considered
how such processes work together in tasks that require
multiple control processes. This paper reports a computational
study of random sequence generation and the cognitive
control processes involved therein. The task, which is argued
to involve multiple control processes, produces several
dependent measures. These measures are held to be
differentially dependent on the differential efficacy of the
various underlying control processes. Initial simulations
demonstrate that the model is capable of reproducing subject
performance on the basic task. Additional simulations explore
differential interference effects of different secondary tasks
(held to interfere with different control processes) on the
different random generation dependent measures. The work
illustrates how the putative control processes may interact in
the production of successive responses during the random
generation task.
Keywords: Random generation; executive processes;
cognitive control; response inhibition; set shifting;
monitoring.

Introduction
A substantial body of evidence suggests that behaviour in
complex tasks is dependent on a number of functionally
(and anatomically) distinct control functions, such as
response inhibition, memory updating, task shifting and
monitoring. One study which well supports this position is
that of Miyake et al. (2000), who had over 130 subjects
complete nine relatively simple tasks (three of which were
primarily held to tap the control function of response
inhibition, three to tap memory updating and three to tap
task shifting) and five more complex tasks (such as solving
Tower of Hanoi problems, which were thought to tap
multiple control functions). Miyake and colleagues used
confirmatory factor analysis on performance measures from
the nine simple tasks to extract three factors, corresponding
conceptually to response inhibition, memory updating and
task shifting. They followed this up with structural equation
modelling, using the three derived factors, to determine the
involvement of those factors in performance of the complex
tasks. The analysis supported the involvement of different
subsets of the three separable factors in performance of the
different complex tasks. Similar results using different
batteries of tasks have been obtained with developmental
(Bull et al., 2004) and neuropsychological (Stuss et al.,
2005; Shallice et al., 2008) samples, while a number of
other studies have focused on specific control functions (for

reviews see, e.g., Monsell, 2003, and Vandierendonck et al.,
2010, for task switching, and Aron, et al., 2004, and
Verbruggen & Logan, 2008, for response inhibition).
In response to this empirical work, a number of
computational accounts of the operation of various control
functions have been proposed. For example, Jones et al.
(2002) modelled a process of monitoring and adjusting for
response conflict within a simple interactive activation
model of two-alternative forced choice by using a measure
of response conflict to modulate the baseline activity of
response units – when conflict was high the baseline activity
was reduced, leading to slower/more deliberate responding
(see also Botvinick et al., 2001). Other researchers have
focussed on different control functions. Thus, Gilbert and
Shallice (2001) were able to account for the behavioural
effects of task shifting by modifying an existing interactive
activation model of the Stroop task to allow a form of
carryover between trials, while O’Reilly and Frank (2006)
have provided a computational account of possible control
processes related to working memory.
As indicated by the preceding discussion, the existence of
control functions is widely accepted in the behavioural,
neuropsychological
(and
neuroimaging)
literatures.
Moreover, specific functions have received substantial
attention in the computational literature. However, while the
behavioural literature would suggest that control functions
are likely to be of most importance during the performance
of relatively complex tasks, the computational literature has
focussed on relatively simple tasks (e.g., two-alternative
forced choice and Stroop). It has, to date, not considered
how control functions might interact in complex task
performance. Just as critically, existing cognitive
architectures such as ACT-R (Anderson et al., 2008) –
systems that are routinely applied to modelling the
performance of complex tasks – generally fail to make any
explicit appeal to control functions of the kind postulated in
the other literatures. On the basis of this architectural work,
one might therefore argue that such control functions are
epiphenomenal (cf. Cooper, 2010).
The purpose of this paper is to explore, from a
computational perspective, how different cognitive control
processes might interact in a task that appears to tap
multiple such processes. We begin by describing the task –
random sequence generation – together with a verbal
account of the control processes that have been held to be
involved in performance of the task. Target data from a
dual-task study of random sequence generation is then
reported which suggests that secondary tasks which tap
different control processes (specifically, updating and
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monitoring of working memory, task shifting and response
inhibition) interfere with random generation in different
ways. The focus of the paper, however, is a computational
account of random generation which critically involves the
control processes of memory updating and monitoring, task
shifting, and response inhibition. The model is shown to be
capable of reproducing control performance in the task.
Additional simulations, aimed at accounting for the different
dual-task interference effects, explore the possible roles of
cognitive control processes in the task. The work
demonstrates how control processes may interact in the
performance of tasks with complex control requirements
while providing additional support for the fractionation of
cognitive control.

The Random Generation Task
In random generation tasks subjects are provided with a
response set (e.g., integers from 0 to 9) and required to
generate a sequence of responses from this set such that the
sequence is subjectively random. The task is of interest
because, despite the apparent loose specification of the task,
subjects exhibit strong biases, producing sequences that
deviate from true randomness in reliable ways. For example,
repeat responses (i.e., the same response on two consecutive
trials) are typically generated with lower than expected
frequency (e.g. Rapoport & Budescu, 1997; Towse &
Valentine, 1997).
There are numerous ways of measuring the degree to
which a sequence is random. For example, in a truly random
sequence one would expect, over the course of a sufficiently
long sequence, that the frequency of each response is equal.
One would also expect the frequency of response pairs (i.e.,
R1 followed by R2) to be equal, so that it is not possible to
predict with greater than chance accuracy the next response
given the previous response. Towse and Neil (1998) survey
a range of measures of randomness and show, through
factor analysis of subjects’ responses, that the different
measures of randomness cluster into several factors. Thus,
several measures of randomness index “equality of response
usage” (i.e., whether all responses are generated with
roughly equal frequency, or whether there is a bias towards
some responses and against others). Similarly, several other
measures index “prepotent associates” (i.e., whether some
pairs or “bi-grams” of responses – associates – occur more
frequently than would be expected by chance).
The various measures of randomness are also affected by
the format of the response. For example, responses may be
generated verbally (Baddeley et al., 1998; Towse, 1998), in
writing (Towse & Valentine, 1997), or using a keyboard
(Baddeley, et al., 1998; Towse, 1998). If responses are
generated with two hands on a keyboard, then subjects tend
to alternate hands more frequently than appropriate. Biases
towards prepotent associates are therefore specific to the
format of the response. In a similar vein, equality of
response usage tends to be poorer when the response set is
internalised (as in verbal digit generation), in contrast to
when the response set is externally realised (as in selection

from a keyboard) and hence when random generation
involves selecting from that externally realised set.
Random generation tasks have a surprisingly long history
in psychological research (see Wagenaar, 1972, for an early
review) and have been widely used in examining cognitive
control processes (e.g., Baddeley, et al., 1998; Miyake et al.,
2000). To understand why control processes might be
relevant, it is useful to consider a possible process model of
random generation. Suppose one is attempting to generate
the nth response in a series, having already generated n-1
responses. A possible response somehow comes to mind,
perhaps because it is in some way associated with the
previous response (e.g., if generating digits and the previous
response was 8, the possible response 4 might come to
mind, corresponding to a half of 8). Before producing the
response, one must then decide if it is sufficiently random
given the previous n-1 responses. Thus it is necessary to
monitor ones likely responses, maintain an up-to-date record
of previous responses, and possibly inhibit a potential
response if it is deemed “too predictable”.
This process account of random generation is basically
that of Baddeley et al. (1998; see also Rapoport & Budescu,
1997), but random generation was also one of the complex
tasks investigated by Miyake et al. (2000). Rather than
considering a specific processing account of random
generation, Miyake et al. used an analysis of individual
differences together with structural equation modelling to
determine the relation between their three specific control
processes – response inhibition, memory monitoring and
updating and task shifting – and the factors found (by factor
analysis) to underlie random generation. They found that
measures of randomness associated strongly with “equality
of response usage” were correlated with the control process
of memory monitoring and updating. That is, subjects who
performed well on memory monitoring and updating tasks
tended in random generation to produce all responses with
roughly equal frequencies, in contrast to subjects who
performed poorly on memory monitoring and updating
tasks, who tended to show biases towards some responses
and away from others. Similarly, measures of randomness
associated strongly with “prepotent associates” were
inversely correlated with the efficacy of the putative control
process of response inhibition. Thus, subjects who
performed poorly at response inhibition tasks tended in
random generation to produce some pairs of responses more
frequently than others. These findings seem plausible, but
they would benefit from being embedded within a process
model for a complete understanding of the operation of
control processes in random generation.

Secondary Task Effects on
Random Generation
Cooper et al. (submitted) take an alternative approach to
determining the control process requirements of random
generation. In their study, subjects completed a random
generation task under four conditions; first as a solitary task
and then within a dual-task paradigm concurrently with each
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Figure 1: The clock-face layout of the random generation task of
Cooper et al. (submitted). Subjects were required to click with the
mouse on one letter on each trial. The mouse was then
automatically repositioned in the central circle.

of three secondary tasks. The random generation task
involved using a mouse to select responses from a clockface type of display with ten options (see Figure 1). Thus
the response set was externally realised. Moreover two types
of prepotent associates specific to the task can be identified:
opposite associates, where successive responses are 180o
apart (A-F, B-G, C-H, etc.), and adjacent associates, where
successive responses are adjacent in a clockwise or anticlockwise direction (A-B, A-J, B-A, B-C, etc.).
The three secondary tasks were designed to primarily tap
different control processes. Thus the digit-switching task
was held to tap the process of task-shifting, the 2-back task
to tap memory monitoring and updating processes, and the
go-no go task to tap response inhibition. In each of the three
dual-task conditions subjects were required simultaneously
to complete the random generation task (which was visualmanual in nature) and one of these secondary tasks (which
were each auditory-vocal in nature). The full procedure is
described in Cooper et al. (submitted).
The effects of condition on five measures of randomness
are shown in Table 1. The measures are: R (which measures
equality of response usage); RNG (which measures equality
of bi-gram usage); RR (the proportion of responses that are
repeats); AA (the proportion of responses that are adjacent
associates) and OA the proportion of responses that are
opposite associates). Figure 2 shows the data in a way that
more clearly shows the effect of condition on each
Table 1: Mean values of measures of randomness in the control
condition and each of the three experimental conditions. (CTRL =
control, DS = digit-switching, 2B = 2-back, GnG = go-no go.)

CTRL
DS
2B
GnG

R
0.962
2.048
1.979
1.196

RNG
0.300
0.410
0.461
0.388

RR
0.014
0.004
0.002
0.005

AA
0.259
0.328
0.424
0.334

OA
0.131
0.136
0.097
0.130

Figure 2: z-scores for measures of randomness in the three dualtask conditions, based on means and standard deviations of the
control condition. Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean
z-score in each condition.

dependent measure. In this figure, the means and standard
deviations of each dependent measure in the control
condition were used to convert scores from the three
experimental conditions into z-scores, clarifying the effect
of each condition on the different dependent measures. As
can be seen from the figure, digit-switching and 2-back have
similar large effects on R, with go-no go having a lesser
effect. In contrast, 2-back has the largest effect on RNG,
RR, AA and OA, with digit-switching and go-no go having
similar lesser effects. (All effects apparent in the figure were
statistically significant except those concerning RR, for
which statistical power was limited by a floor effect.)
These results appear to conflict with those of Miyake et
al. (2000) described in the previous section. For example,
while the 2-back task – held to tap memory monitoring and
updating – had a significant effect on the R measure (as
would be predicted), its effect was similar to that of the
digit-switching task – held to tap set shifting (which would
not be predicted). More critically, the effect of the go-no go
task – held to tap response inhibition – on bi-gram measures
(RNG, RR, AA and OA) was less than that of the memory
monitoring and updating task. In contrast, the results seem
more consistent with the verbal process model of Baddeley
et al. (1998) described in the previous section. The
following two sections present a computational model of the
task based on this verbal process account, together with
simulations that explore the possible effects of secondary
tasks and hence the relevant control processes.

A Model of the Random Generation Task
The model of random generation described here was
developed within COGENT (Cooper & Fox, 1998), a
graphical object-oriented environment for cognitive
modelling. COGENT allows information processing models
to be sketched as box-and-arrow diagrams. Such a diagram
may then be fleshed out into a fully functioning model by
providing if/then rules and property settings for each box.
Figure 3 shows the box-and-arrow structure of the random
generation model. The model consists of three buffers
(shown as rounded rectangular boxes) and four processes
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Figure 3: The box-and-arrow diagram of the random generation
model.

(shown as hexagonal boxes). Buffers store information
while processes transform information or copy it from one
buffer to another. Arrows with pointed heads show
information flow (implemented by message passing), while
arrows with blunt heads indicate querying of buffer contents
by processes.
The model functions as follows. When prompted by the
Experimenter (the faded rectangular box), Propose
Response attempts to propose a single random response
from the response set. How this is done is discussed below,
but the result is added to Response Buffer, a temporary
storage device with a capacity of just one item. When an
element is present in Response Buffer, the Check Random?
process evaluates that response in the context of previous
responses to determine whether it is subjectively random. If
so, the Generate Response process is triggered and the
proposed response is generated (and sent to the
Experimenter). If not, an additional process, Inhibit &
Switch, is invoked to inhibit generation of the proposed
response. This process also switches the current schema that
is used to produce a potential response by Propose
Response. This process can then propose an alternative
response, which will then be added to Response Buffer and a
further round of evaluation for randomness will take place.
This part of the model will loop until a proposed response is
considered by Check Random? to be sufficiently random.
On the first trial Propose Response generates its proposal
by selecting at random from the response set. On subsequent
trials, however, it selects a response by applying a “schema”
to (its recollection of) the previous response. Schemas
implement associations between responses. Thus one
schema might implement the association of selecting the
opposite response, while other schemas might implement
the associations of selecting an adjacent response. Current
Schema stores the schema that is, at a given point in time,
being used to generate responses. Like Response Buffer, it is
limited to storing just one item (i.e., one schema) at a time.
The schema itself is generated by Inhibit & Switch. We
assume that schema generation may itself be modelled as a
random process with the probability of generating any
particular schema being a function of that schema’s
prepotency. For example, the schema for selecting a
response that is diametrically opposite to the previous
response is assumed to be selected more frequently than the

schema for, say, selecting a response that is 72o clockwise
from the previous response.
Recent Responses maintains a record of recently
generated responses. This record is used in two ways: Check
Random? uses it to test whether a proposed response is
subjectively random. Propose Responses uses it to provide
the seed for generating the next proposed response from the
model’s (recollection of its) previous response and the
current schema. Thus, unlike the other buffers its capacity is
not limited to one. For the purposes of the simulations
reported here, it is allowed an unlimited capacity but decay
is imposed on its elements. Thus, there is a small probability
that an element placed in the buffer on processing cycle n
will disappear from the buffer on each subsequent
processing cycle.
How should Check Random? work? Random generation
is known to be a task that produces large individual
differences, and one aspect of the task that may be open to
individual differences is the subjective assessment of what
is or is not random. One could certainly envisage this being
a complex process – at least for subjects who perform well
on the task. For current purposes, however, we adopt a very
simplistic criterion of subjective randomness: namely that if
a response is present in Recent Responses then it cannot be
sufficiently random. While this might seem implausible,
simulations demonstrate that it yields a surprisingly good
account of the experimental data.
The model as described is underspecified in two critical
ways. Neither the rate of decay of elements from Recent
Responses nor the probability distribution of schemas (as
required by the schema generation sub-process of Inhibit &
Switch) have been specified. These are effectively free
parameters of the model. A series of simulations was
performed to explore the effects of these parameters. In each
case, 36 blocks of 100 trials were simulated (corresponding
to the 36 subjects tested by Cooper et al., submitted), and
the resultant sequences scored according to the measures of
Table 2: Mean simulated values of measures of randomness as a
function of memory decay rate for two distributions of prepotent
responses. (Note: The memory decay rate is the half-life in cycles
of memory elements, that is, the number of cycles an element
remains in a buffer on average before the probability of it decaying
is 50%.)

Half-Life
10
20
30
40

R
0.937
0.737
0.790
0.885

RNG
0.405
0.275
0.262
0.251

RR
0.006
0.014
0.018
0.019

AA
0.379
0.260
0.241
0.234

OA
0.016
0.045
0.054
0.064

a) All schemas equi-probable.

Half-Life
10
20
30
40

R
0.621
0.753
0.771
0.924

RNG
0.398
0.278
0.263
0.256

RR
0.011
0.014
0.018
0.024

AA
0.433
0.327
0.285
0.281

OA
0.059
0.108
0.131
0.141

b) Strong bias towards opposite and adjacent responses.
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randomness described in the previous section. Results are
shown in Table 2.
Consider first the case where all schemas are equiprobable (Table 2a). Here, R scores (which can in theory
range from 0 to 100) are reasonably similar to those
obtained from human subjects (which ranged from 0.962 in
the control condition to 2.048 in the digit-switching
condition; see Table 1). RNG scores are also comparable to
those obtained with human subjects. The three measures
related to specific bi-grams show that the primary difference
between sequences generated by human subjects and the
model lies in the model’s tendency to produce too few
opposite associates (around 6 in 100 when the half-life of
recent responses is greater than 20, compared to 13 in 100
for human subjects).
But why, given the mechanism for checking randomness,
do repeat responses occur at al? In fact, such responses can
be proposed for two reasons: either the “generate repeat”
schema is selected and applied to the immediately preceding
response, or the immediately preceding response decays
from Recent Responses and the schema that was applied
(successfully) to the response produced on trial n-2 to
generate a proposed response on trial n-1 is applied again on
trial n with the response from trial n-2. Repeat responses
proposed via the first of these are typically rejected by
Check Random? as being insufficiently random (because
unless they decay at a critical moment they will still be in
Recent Responses). Thus, repeat responses are generally
produced by the model because it essentially “forgets” that
it has produced the same response on the previous trial.
The low rate of opposite associates arises from a similar
interaction of processes. Here the issue is that the “generate
opposite” schema is unusual in that applying it twice in
succession will produce the sequence R1 R2 R1. If R1 has not
decayed from Recent Responses when it is generated the
second time it will be suppressed by Check Random?, thus
causing the model to produce fewer repeat responses than
would be expected by chance.
The low rate of opposite associates may be ameliorated
by assuming that the “generate opposite” schema has a
relatively high probability of controlling Propose Response.
The figures in Table 2b were generated by assuming that
this schema was three times more likely to be selected by
the switching sub-process of Inhibit & Switch than the
“generate adjacent” schemas, which were in turn slightly
more likely than the schemas for generating responses that
bear other relations to the previous response. Note in
particular that both of the last two lines of Table 2b provide
a reasonable fit to the subject data from the control
condition, with all simulated data being within one standard
deviation of the observed means.

Table 3: Mean simulated values of measures of randomness as a
function of memory decay rate when switching efficiency is
reduced to 10%. (Cf. Table 2.)

Modelling Secondary Task Effects

The above results do not provide a perfect fit to any of the
experimental conditions, but they are suggestive. One
possibility is that all secondary tasks impose some common
load on random generation, the effect of which is to limit
memory for previous responses. From Table 2 this may
explain the increase in RNG and AA scores in all secondary

How might concurrent performance of a secondary task
affect random generation? Given the simulations reported
above, one can rule out one simple possibility. Suppose the
effect of secondary task performance (whatever the task)

Half-Life
10
20
30
40

R
3.792
1.993
1.451
1.454

RNG
0.667
0.451
0.337
0.328

RR
0.049
0.074
0.082
0.081

AA
0.393
0.355
0.307
0.349

OA
0.112
0.100
0.098
0.103

was merely to impair working memory maintenance
(modelled by increasing the speed with which elements
decay from Recent Responses). The simulations reported in
Table 2b show that while this provides a good account of
the effects of secondary task performance on bi-gram
measures (RNG, RR, AA and OA), it fails to account for the
effect of any of the secondary tasks on the R score. Recall
that this score increases in all dual-task conditions.
Impairing working memory by decreasing the half-life of
elements in Recent Responses has the reverse effect.
Two further possibilities may also be rejected. First,
suppose that performance of a secondary task were to
decrease the accuracy of the Check Random? process. Space
limitations prevent presentation of full results, but
simulations show that decreasing the accuracy of the
relevant rule results in a large increase in the OA score –
again contrary to what is observed in any of the conditions
for the human data. Second, suppose that performance of a
secondary task were to impair the encoding of responses as
they are generated. Simulations show that decreasing the
success of this process results in a large increase in the RR
score – yet again contrary to what is observed in any of the
conditions for the human data.
The simulations thus far argue against an account of the
data of Cooper et al. (submitted) in terms of reduced
efficiency or effectiveness of a single process or function.
Consider then one further manipulation, namely reducing
the effectiveness of the switching sub-process following
proposal of an apparently non-random response, and
consider this in conjunction with reduced maintenance of
memory elements. Table 3 shows the effect of
simultaneously reducing switching efficiency to 10% and
decreasing the half-life of elements in Repeat Responses.
Here the results are more positive. In particular, this
manipulation results in increased R scores and RNG scores,
coupled with decreased OA scores. AA scores are also
generally higher than in the equivalent simulations when
switching is 100% efficient, replicating the effect seen in all
dual-task conditions of secondary task on AA.

Discussion
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task conditions, coupled with the corresponding decrease in
RR and OA scores in those conditions. On this account, the
digit-switching and go-no go tasks would appear to impose
similar memory burdens, while the 2-back task imposes a
greater burden (cf. Figure 2). This is consistent with the 2back task being a demanding memory task.
In addition to these task-general effects, however, taskspecific effects seem to be required to explain the increase
in R score in the digit-switching and 2-back dual-task
conditions. Decreasing the efficiency of the switching subprocess can certainly account for an increase in R, as shown
in Table 3, and the fit between the data in line 2 of Table 3
and subject data when random generation is coupled with
the 2-back task (line 2 of Table 1) is of particular note. Yet
this leaves a puzzle. The 2-back task was not intended to be
a switching task. Note however that any dual-task situation
is likely to result in switching between the two tasks, and
this would be expected to impair the efficiency of switching
between schemas within the primary random generation
task. This still leaves a question over the production of
repeat responses – if switching failure is behind the
performance in the 2-back condition this does not explain
the very low RR score in that condition. However, a
limitation of the current model is that all representations are
discrete. Thus, elements are either in or not in a buffer.
Elsewhere, low RR scores have been attributed to inhibition
of a response following its production. Elaborating the
model within an activation-based system may be necessary
in order to account for the effects of condition on RR.
We began by considering the role of cognitive control in
complex tasks, and in particular in the generation of random
sequences. The simulation results reported here provide a
simple yet empirically adequate account of the basic task.
Capturing the dual-task data of Cooper et al. (submitted) has
proved to be more difficult, but in attempting to do so the
model suggests that (a) all tasks impose an increased load
which may be simulated by an increase in decay of the store
of recent responses, and (b) that an additional load on the
switching function may account for the increase in R score
observed in two of Cooper et al.’s dual-task conditions.
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Whose Mind Matters More: The moral agent or the artist?
The role of intent in ethics and aesthetics
Angelina Hawley-Dolan (hawleyan@bc.edu), Liane Young (liane.young@bc.edu)
Department of Psychology, Boston College
Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 USA
Abstract
The current study directly investigates the similarities and
differences in theory of mind for moral judgment versus
aesthetic evaluation. We target the role of intent, the mind of
the moral agent or the artist, i.e. whether the moral act or
work of art was intentional or accidental, for objective
judgments (e.g., quality) versus subjective judgments (e.g.,
preference). We show that (1) intent matters more for
objective versus subjective judgments, in ethics and
aesthetics, and (2) overall, intent matters more for moral
judgments than aesthetic evaluations. These findings suggest
that an objective-subjective dimension may similarly
describe judgments in both ethics and aesthetics, and that in
general we may be more influenced by the mind of the
moral agent than by the mind of the artist when evaluating
their impact on the world.
Keywords: intent; aesthetic judgment; moral judgment;
social cognition; theory of mind

Mental states matter across a number of contexts, including
moral judgment (Borg, Hynes, Van Horn, Grafton, &
Sinnott-Armstrong, 2006; Young, Cushman, Hauser, & Saxe,
2007; Cushman, 2008; Mikhail, 2007) and artistic evaluation
(Gelman & Bloom, 2000; Bloom & Markson, 1998; HawleyDolan & Winner, 2011). People speculate about the harmful
or helpful intentions of their social partners, and about an
artist’s mental state (i.e. what the artist planned and intended)
when responding to the art itself (Bloom, 2004; Donald,
2006; Freeman & Adi-Japha, 2008; Hawley-Dolan &
Winner, 2011). Here, we provide a direct comparison of the
role of mental states in people’s intuitive “subjective” versus
“objective” judgments of moral actions versus works of art.
Recent research suggests that, for art, mental states
may matter differently depending on whether people are
instructed to provide an “objective” evaluation (e.g., of the
quality of the art) or a “subjective” evaluation (e.g., personal
preference) (Hawley-Dolan & Winner, 2011). In particular,
subjective judgments were based more on the use of
“preferred colors”, while objective judgments were explained
by appeal to “the purposeful use of space” and “the
intentionality of line”. Furthermore, objective but not
subjective judgments were sensitive to information about the
artist’s identity (e.g., a young child, a chimpanzee, or a
professional artist). Finally, participants often reported
“liking” an image while simultaneously judging it to be
objectively “bad art”. The current study directly investigates
the role of intent (i.e. whether a work of art was created

intentionally or accidentally) for objective and subjective
aesthetic judgments.
A parallel body of work suggests that moral
judgments depend critically on mental state inferences:
people assign more blame for intentional versus accidental
harms and more praise for intentionally versus accidentally
helpful actions (Cushman, 2008; Pizarro, Uhlmann, &
Salovey, 2003; Young, Scholz, & Saxe, in press). Little is
known, however, about the possible distinction between
subjective and objective moral judgments, or the impact of
intent on subjective versus objective judgments. Recent
research has revealed individual differences in moral
objectivism versus subjectivism; some people tend to be
moral objectivists, taking ethical beliefs to express factual
truths, while others tend to be moral subjectivists, treating
fact and value as independent (Goodwin & Darley, 2008;
Nichols & Folds-Bennett, 2003). Key questions remain: In
the moral domain, is there a reliable cognitive division
between subjective and objective judgments? Can we “like” a
person whom we judge to be morally inferior, just as we can
enjoy an image that we won’t count as “good” art?
Specifically, are subjective versus objective judgments
governed by distinct cognitive rules (e.g., intentionality)?
The current study investigates both the distinction
between subjective versus objective judgments for the
domains of art and morality, in addition to the role of intent
for both kinds of judgments in both domains. We present two
experiments that show that (1) intent matters more for
objective versus subjective judgments of both moral actions
and works of art, and (2) overall, intent matters more for
moral judgments than aesthetic evaluations.

Experiment 1
Experiment 1 investigated whether (1) intent matters more
for objective versus subjective judgments of works of art and
morally relevant actions (e.g., harmful and helpful actions),
and (2) intent matters more for moral judgments versus
aesthetic evaluations.
Methods
Participants
Participants were 31 undergraduate psychology majors at
Boston College, who participated for course credit (11 males,
20 females, ages 17-27 years, M =19.4).
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Materials and Procedure
Presentation of art and moral tasks was counterbalanced
across participants.
Art: Stimuli consisted of four non-representational abstract1
images created by professional artists whose work we
selected from art history textbooks (e.g. Hans Hoffman,
Helen Frankenthaler). Images were presented one by one on
a laptop; images were equated in size and resolution, to the
extent that it was possible to do without distortion. Images
were given black borders with no frame visible; signatures of
the professional artists were removed using Adobe
Photoshop.
A brief narrative accompanied each image,
presented directly above it, indicating how the image was
created and by whom. Narratives were constructed to
manipulate the process by which the image was created:
accidentally or intentionally. Word count was matched across
conditions. Images were seen as accidental or intentional an
equal number of times, across participants (Figure 1).

Figure 2. Sample Moral Scenarios. Positive moral stories on
left, negative moral stories on right.
Following the presentation of each story, participants were
asked to make two different kinds of judgments: (1)
Subjective: “How much do you like your [cousin, friend,
neighbor, colleague, co-worker, sister, classmate] at this
moment? (1 = Not at all, 7 = Very Much); (2) Objective: “Is
your [cousin, friend, neighbor, colleague, co-worker, sister,
classmate] a good person?” (1 = No, absolutely not, 7 = Yes,
absolutely).
To ensure that the negative and positive moral
stories were matched in outcome severity, we asked a
separate group of participants: (1) Is this a big deal to you? (1
= Not a big deal, 7 = A very big deal), and (2) Objectively
speaking, is this event significant? (1= Not at all, 7 = Very
much). Participants did not distinguish between positive and
negative moral stories in terms of severity (question 1: t(3) =
-.375, p = .73; question 2; t(3) = .176, p = .87).

Figure 1. Sample Art Image, with narratives.
Following the presentation of each image and associated
story, participants were asked to make two different kinds of
judgments: (1) Subjective: “How much do you like this
image at this moment?”; (1 = Not at all, 7 = Very Much); (2)
Objective: “Is this a good work of art?”; (1 = No, absolutely
not, 7 = Yes, absolutely).

Intentional-Accidental (IA) Difference Scores for Analyses:
To assess the role of intent, that is, the difference between
intentional versus accidental actions, across both positive and
negative moral scenarios and art images, we calculated
critical IA difference scores: Judgment of Intentional act or
image minus Judgment of Accidental act or image. Absolute
values of differences scores were used in analyses below
where specified (e.g., when comparing across judgments of
positive and negative actions). IA difference scores therefore
reflect the extent to which the dimension of intent makes a
difference.

Morality: Sixteen moral scenarios were constructed to
manipulate the agent’s intent: whether the agent acted
accidentally or intentionally. Scenarios included eight
positive stories, describing helpful actions, and eight negative
Results
stories, describing harmful actions. There were two versions
of each story: accidental or intentional (See Figure 2). Word
Art
count was matched across conditions.
Paired sample t-tests of aesthetic judgment revealed a
difference between objective judgments of accidentally (M =
1
Non-representational abstract art is defined as having no figurative 3.7) versus intentionally made images (M = 4.5); t(30) =
or objective representational qualities.
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3.18, p < .03); however, there was no difference in subjective
judgments of accidentally (M = 4.1) versus intentionally
made images (M = 4.4; t(30) = 1.12, p = .29). A Intent x
Judgment (dependent variable) ANOVA revealed a
significant interaction (F(1, 30) = 6.12, MSE = 2.33, p <
.019). Intent mattered more for objective than subjective
artistic judgments.
In addition, subjective judgments of accidentally
made images (M = 4.1) were higher than objective judgments
of accidentally made images (M = 3.69; t(30) = 2.4, p < .02),
consistent with prior work showing that people can like
images that aren’t intentionally made but judge them as being
of objectively lower quality (Hawley-Dolan & Winner,
2011).
Morality
We conducted a series of paired sample t-tests using IA
difference scores (absolute values). Intent mattered more for
objective judgments than subjective judgments, for both
positive moral stories (t(30) = -3.05, p < .005) and negative
moral stories (t(30) = 3.42, p < .002).
Art versus Morality
We conducted a 2x2 Domain (art vs. morality) x Judgment
(subjective vs. objective) ANOVA of IA difference scores
(absolute values) to determine whether intent mattered more
for moral judgments versus aesthetic judgments, overall.
First, this analysis revealed a main effect of Judgment (F(1,
30) = 7.59, MSE = 4.84, p < .010). That is, Intent mattered
more for objective (M = 1.63) versus subjective judgments
(M = 1.23), replicating the patterns observed above in the
separate analyses of Art and Morality.
Second, as predicted, we found a main effect of
Domain (F(1, 30) = 15.45, MSE = 14.22, p < .001). That is,
Intent mattered more for judgments of moral actions (M =
1.77) than for judgments of artistic images (M = 1.09).
Lastly, Domain interacted with Judgment, (F(1, 30) = 7.96,
MSE = 2.19, p < .008). That is, there was a greater disparity
between subjective and objective ratings within the moral
domain (Msubjective = 1.44, Mobjective = 2.10) than in the art
domain (Msubjective = 1.03, Mobjective = 1.16).

IA Difference scores (judgment of intentional act / art minus
judgment of accidental act / art) for subjective versus
objective judgments, for art and morality (y-axis).

Experiment 2
Experiment 2 replicates and extends Experiment 1 by
including new images of “bad” art, in addition to the original
images of “good” art used in Experiment 1.
Methods
Participants
Participants were 34 new undergraduate psychology majors
at Boston College who participated for course credit (13
males, 21 females, ages, 18-21 years, M =19.1).
Materials and procedure
Art: Materials and procedure were identical to those outlined
in Experiment 1, with the following exceptions. Stimuli
consisted of the same four “good” art images from
Experiment 1, and four new “bad” art images. “Bad” art
images were selected from websites displaying art by
children under the age of 3 years. The “bad” art resembled
scribbles and random marks (Figure 4). As in Experiment 1,
each image was accompanied by a brief narrative, indicating
whether the image was created intentionally or accidentally.
As expected, a paired sample t-test revealed that good art (M
= 4.2) was judged better than bad art (M = 1.29) (t(33) =
11.285, p = < .001) (collapsing across both kinds of
judgments).

Figure 4. Sample “Bad” Art Image, with narratives.
Morality: Materials and procedure were identical to those
outlined in Experiment 1.

Results

Figure 3. The role of intent in subjective and objective
aesthetic and moral judgments.

Art
As predicted, paired sample t-tests using IA difference scores
(absolute values) revealed that intent mattered more for
objective judgments than subjective judgments, for good art
(t(33) = 2.989, p < .005) and for bad art (t(33) = 3.442, p <
.002). That is, when responding to good art and bad art,
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participants subjectively liked accidentally made art (good
art: M = 4.1; bad art: M = 2.3) but rated it as less good
objectively (good art: M = 3.9; bad art: M = 1.8). However,
we found no difference between subjective versus objective
judgments of intentionally made art (good art subjective, M =
4.1; objective, M = 4.3; bad art subjective, M = 2.3;
objective, M = 2.2).
Morality
We conducted a series of paired sample t-tests using IA
difference scores (absolute values). As in Experiment 1,
intent mattered more for objective than subjective judgments,
for both positive moral stories (t(33) = -3.45, p < .002) and
negative moral stories (t(33) = -2.035, p < .05).
Art versus Morality
We conducted a 2x2x2 Domain (art vs. morality) x Judgment
(subjective vs. objective) x Valence (positive/good vs.
negative/bad) ANOVA of IA difference scores (absolute
values) to determine whether intent mattered more for moral
judgments versus aesthetic judgments. We replicated findings
in Experiment 1. We found a main effect of Judgment (F(1,
33) = 10.85, MSE = 7.28, p < .001): Intent mattered more for
objective judgments (M = 1.40) than for subjective
judgments (M = 1.077). We found a main effect of Domain
(F(1, 33) = 36.24, MSE = 32.141, p < .001). Intent mattered
more for judgments in the moral domain (M = 1.58) than for
judgments in the art domain (M = .89). We found a main
effect of Valence (F(1, 33) = 32.28, MSE = 22.08, p < .001).
Intent mattered more for negative images and stories (M =
1.52) than for positive images and stories (M = .95).
In addition, Domain interacted with Valence (F(1,
33) = 49.62, MSE = 61.65, p < .001): there was a greater
difference between responses to negative stories (M = 2.34)
vs. positive stories (M = .82) within the moral domain, than
between responses to bad (M = .7) vs. good art (M = 1.08).
Lastly, Domain interacted with Judgment (F(1, 33) = 4.10,
MSE = 3.42, p < .05): we found a greater difference between
subjective (M = 1.3) and objective (M = 1.86) judgments in
the moral versus art domain (subjective: M = .84; objective:
M = .94).

Discussion
The current results provide support for our key
predictions. First, intent matters more for objective than
subjective judgments not only of works of art (Cf. HawleyDolan & Winner, 2011) but also of moral actions. Second,
intent matters more for judgments of moral actions than
judgments of works of art. These results reveal similarities
and differences in the cognitive processes that support our
judgments for ethics and aesthetics. At the broadest level,
people consider the mental states of both moral agents and
artists when understanding and appreciating their actions.
However, as we discuss below, these results also offer an
account of how moral and aesthetic judgments diverge.
Recent research has targeted similar questions
separately for the psychology of morality and the psychology

of art. Structural models of aesthetic appreciation have asked
whether aesthetic evaluations are affected primarily by
automatic, unconscious, and emotionally driven processes, or
evaluative, principled, and controlled processes (Hagtvedt,
Hagtvedt, & Patrick, 2008; Leder, Belke, Oeberst, &
Augustin, 2004). In parallel, work in moral psychology and
neuroscience has investigated the extent to which “reason” or
“emotion” dominates human moral judgment (Haidt et al.,
2001; Greene et al., 2004; Hauser et al., 2007; Cushman,
Young, & Hauser, 2006). Researchers in both domains have
also considered the contribution of culturally mediated versus
universal components (Hauser et al., 2007; Haidt et al., 1993;
Berylne, 1970; Child, 1965; Eysenck, Götz, Long, Nias, &
Ross, 1984; Parsons, 1987).
In keeping with the tensions brought out in this prior
literature, the current study reveals a distinction between
objective and subjective judgments in the domains of art and
morality. Participants weighed intent more heavily for
objective than subjective judgments of works of art (Cf.
Hawley-Dolan & Winner, 2011) as well as moral actions.
Recent research indicates individual differences in moral
judgment styles: some people are, on average, moral
objectivists, while others are, on average, moral subjectivists
(Goodwin & Darley, 2008; Nichols & Folds-Bennett, 2003).
Future research should investigate whether moral objectivists
assign more moral weight to intent, in general.
Differences between art and morality also emerged.
We observed a greater role for intent in moral judgments than
aesthetic judgments, when they were objective and
subjective. These results suggest that though intent plays a
key role in both ethics and aesthetics, people assign more
weight to the intent of the moral agent compared to the artist,
when evaluating the consequences of their actions. One
possible interpretation is that moral judgment, on the whole,
is perceived to be more “objective” than aesthetic judgment,
even when people are simply evaluating whether they like or
dislike a person (which in the current study represented a
“subjective” judgment). One can imagine befriending
someone with different taste in art, but not in people.
These results may relate to recent research
suggesting that intent matters more for certain kinds of moral
judgments compared to others (Young & Saxe, in press). In
particular, intent matters more for moral judgments of
harmful actions (e.g., one person poisons another), compared
to moral judgments of “purity violations”, which people may
find offensive even in the absence of any adverse
consequences (e.g., unusual but harmless sexual practices;
eating taboo but nutritious foods). The current findings
suggest that moral norms against purity violations may
reflect people’s subjective preferences (e.g., what offends
people’s sensibilities), to a greater extent than moral norms
against harmful actions.
The current work investigates how information
about intent informs and influences our moral and aesthetic
judgments. Recent work has also shown that evaluative
judgments, including, especially judgments of moral blame,
crucially influence mental state inferences, including
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attributions of intent and knowledge (Knobe, 2005; 2010).
Interestingly, convergent research suggests that people may
also use the formal properties of an image to reason
“backwards” to the intent of the artist (Hawley-Dolan &
Winner, 2011). Future work should therefore compare these
bi-directional effects for both art and morality, and also
compare the impact of subjective versus objective
evaluations on mental state inferences.
Mental states fulfil many everyday social functions,
not simply moral or artistic evaluation but also reading facial
expressions (e.g. Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, Hill, Raste, &
Plumb, 2001; Kaliouby & Robinson, 2005), preparing for an
acting role (Goldstein, Wu, & Winner, 2010), and predicting
and explaining other people’s behavior (e.g., Perner,
Aichorn, Kronbichler, Wolfgang, & Laddurner, 2006; Saxe
& Powell, 2006). Whether the current approach can be
applied to other key domains of social interaction will
certainly be worth exploring.
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Diagramming the Maya ”Classic Motif”: The Nonpropositional
Pictorial Reasoning of Eternal Victory at Tikal
Sean Eirik Simpson
Independent Scholar, Boston, MA
Abstract: The nonpropositional pictorial reasoning of eternal victory is exemplified by the nonnarrative, figural
concentricity of a clothed, standing ruler and an unclothed, aerially-suspended captive, on two Classic Maya reliefs at Tikal. This concentricity performs a fractal iteration–or, mise-en-abyme–of corporate dynastic eternality–a
Maya-specific, transformational ’fold-ing’ of mortal, historical time into immortal, nonhistorical space: the classificatory property-space of Tatiana Proskouriakoff’s core conceptualization of Maya sculpture, the ”Classic Motif.”
Investigation of target-domain nonpropositional pictorial reasoning analogizes the source-domain spatial and cognitive constraints of direct, diagrammatic reasoning (vs. indirect, sentential reasoning), and of three diagrammatic
models–the classical model called the logical square, with its permutational distribution of categories; the classical
model of chiastic logic, with its inversional distribution of categories; and a new model of chiastic logic, with its
rotocentric distribution of categories–which share a nonnarrative, metaleptic concentricity of cause and effect. In
diagramming the Classic Motif, conceptual innovation proliferates.
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Effects of Controllability and Severity on Risk Perception are not
Additive
Kyung Soo Do
Sungkyunkwan University, Seoul 110-745, KOREA

Yoon Jin Cho
Sungkyunkwan University, Seoul 110-745, KOREA
Abstract: In two experiments, participants were asked to rate the riskiness of three imaginary diseases after reading
a short description of each, varying in controllability and severity, two of the most important determinants of risk
perception. Cognitive load was also manipulated in Experiment 1, to check whether any of the two factors can be
moderated by System 2 processes. The main effects of controllability and severity and the interaction effects of the
two were significant. The simple effect of severity was larger in the less severe conditions. However, the main effect or
the interaction effects of cognitive load was not significant. In Experiment 2, participants were primed to do system
2 processing by direct instruction or indirect priming. None of the two priming had significant effects. Results of the
two experiments were interpreted to suggest that controllability and severity affect risk perception in an automatic
manner.
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Interpreting logic diagrams:
a comparison of two formulations of diagrammatic representations
Yuri Sato, Koji Mineshima, and Ryo Takemura
Department of Philosophy, Keio University
{sato, minesima, takemura}@abelard.flet.keio.ac.jp
on experiments on syllogism solving tasks aided by logic diagrams, Sato, Mineshima and Takemura (2010a,b), provided
evidence which suggested that the syntactic manipulation of
logic diagrams could be available even to untrained users.

Abstract
In the context of the cognitive study of diagrammatic representations for deductive reasoning, the availability of syntactic
manipulation of diagrams has played a key role in accounting
for their efficacy. Currently, however, little has been known
about the interface between such syntactic or proof-theoretical
aspects and the corresponding semantic or informational aspects of diagram use. The present paper investigates the cognitive processes of interpreting diagrammatic representations
underlying deductive reasoning, combining the insights from
both logical and cognitive studies of diagrams. A semantical
analysis of two different ways of formalizing logic diagrams
is provided. Based on it, a multiple stage model of cognitive processes of extracting information from logic diagrams
is proposed, and evidence was found to support this model. A
consequence for the way the abstract syntax and semantic of
diagrammatic representations are constrained is also explored.
Keywords: Diagrammatic reasoning; Logic diagram; Semantic interpretation of sentences and diagrams; Deductive reasoning; External representation.
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Figure 1: A diagrammatic derivation of a syllosigm All A are
B, No C are B; therefore No C are A with Euler diagrams
(left) and Venn diagrams (right).

Introduction
Over the past few decades, many researchers have shown an
interest in logical and cognitive aspects of reasoning with
diagrammatic representations (e.g. Glasgow, Narayanan, &
Chandrasekaran, 1995). In particular, diagrammatic representations used for deductive reasoning, which were traditionally regarded as an auxiliary device to help understanding of quantificational and set-theoretical formalisms in logic
textbook, have been intensively studied using the method of
mathematical logic (e.g. Allwein & Barwise, 1996; Shin,
1994). The formal and mathematical study of diagrammatic
representations have yielded fruitful insights into the cognitive aspects of the use of diagrammatic representations.
As an illustrative example, let us explain with Euler and
Venn diagrams that externally support processes of solving deductive reasoning tasks. What plays a crucial role in
accounting for efficacy of diagrams in problem solving is
the existence of syntactic manipulations of diagrams, whose
structure has been studied in the tradition of the logical study
of diagrams. When logic diagrams are externally given to reasoners, solving processes of deductive reasoning tasks could
be replaced by processes of combining premise diagrams and
extracting the relevant information. Thus a syllogism consisting of two premises, All A are B and No C are B, and a conclusion No C are A has a diagrammatic derivation with Euler
diagrams, as illustrated to the left in Figure 1. Here the unified
diagram De3 is obtained by identifying the circle B in the two
premises and reading off the relation between the circle A and
C, i.e., the disjointness relation, which is automatically determined by the unifying process (cf. Shimojima, 1996). Based

In the tradition of the logical and cognitive study of diagrams, particular emphasis has been on comparison between
diagrammatic and sentential (linguistic) representation systems. In addition to the availability of concrete manipulations, a number of properties which distinguish diagrammatic
from sentential representations have been proposed, seeking
to account for what advantages diagrammatic representations
in general have over sentential ones (e.g. Stenning, 2000;
Shimojima, 2001). By contrast, relatively few attention has
been paid to comparison between different diagrammatic representation systems. However, such a comparison might be
potentially important to provide a more fine-grained analysis
of efficacy of various diagrams in human problem solving.
As a crucial example, consider a solving process of the syllogism we saw above with Venn diagrams. It is shown to the
right in Figure 1. In Venn diagrams, every circle partially
overlaps each other, and then meaningful relations among
circles are expressed by shading under the convention that
shaded regions denote the empty set. Given this semantics,
the process of composing two premise diagrams automatically yields the information corresponding to the correct conclusion, in a similar way to the process in Euler diagrams. Intuitively, however, reasoning with Venn diagrams appears to
be relatively more difficult to handle in reasoning. As emphasized in Gurr, Lee and Stenning (1998), what differentiates
the two cases is the process of interpreting (externally given
or internally constructed) diagrammatic representations. In
particular, a conventional device such as shading involved
might cause complication in interpretation processes of Venn
diagrams. This suggests that in order to obtain a more comprehensive account of diagrammatic reasoning, we need to
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take a closer look at cognitive processes underlying information extraction from diagrams.
Traditionally, the notion of “similarity” has played a role
in accounting for differences in efficacy of semantic aspects
of sentential and diagrammatic representations. Generally
speaking, if a certain structural similarity holds between a
representation and what it represents, the representation could
be effective in interpretation and communication even for
users who do not learn conventions governing its use explicitly. In the literature, such a notion of similarity has
been specified in various ways: “homomorphism” (Barwise
& Etchemendy, 1991), “directness” (Gurr, Lee, & Stenning,
1998; Stenning, 2000); “structural similarity” (Gattis, 2004).
However, a precise characterization of the notion of similarity
that could be applied to a varieties of diagrammatic representations remains to be explored. In particular, how a cognitive
account of interpretation processes could be connected to the
formal semantics of diagrams still remains unclear.
The question of information extraction has also been investigated in the study of the cognitive role of relatively simple
use of diagrams, such as charts, maps, and graphs (e.g. Ratwani, Trafton, & Boehm-Davis, 2008; Shimojima & Katagiri,
2010). What plays an important role here is the distinction
between lower-level and higher-level information. For example, a scatter plot contains the lower-level information about
specific data and the overall distribution of the dots delivers
the higher-level information about the structural properties of
data (Kosslyn, 1994). Currently, however, applications of
these findings to an analysis of higher cognitive processes,
such as deduction reasoning, were not fully explored.
The present paper aims to investigate the cognitive processes of interpreting diagrammatic representations underlying deductive reasoning, combining the insights from these
different research traditions. In particular, based on a semantical analysis of diagrams, we argue that a certain structural
correspondence between a diagrammatic representation and
its semantic contents plays a crucial role in both interpretation and inference processes with the representations. Our
approach can also provide a further constraint on the choice
of different ways of formalizing the abstract syntax and semantics of diagrammatic representations, motivating a more
fruitful way of approaching to the logical study of diagrams.
This could contribute to establishing a closer connection between the logical and cognitive approach to human problem
solving with diagrammatic representations.

General Hypothesis
A main goal of the present study is to explore the hypothesis that the “matching” relation between the diagrammatic
representation used in deductive reasoning and the conveyed
information available to users plays an important role in effective diagrammatic reasoning. As a case study, we focus
on the use of logic diagram in syllogistic reasoning. In order to make clear what is the relevant structural relationship
between logic diagrams used and their semantic contents, it

is helpful to first look at what semantic information is carried by syllogistic sentences, using the insight obtained in the
semantics of natural language.
1. The relational analysis of quantified sentence. From
a general viewpoint, syllogistic inferences as investigated in
the psychology literature can be regarded as a special case
of inferences with quantificational sentences in natural language. According to the standard textbook treatment, such
sentences are analyzed using representations in first-order
predicate logic, which essentially involve quantification over
individuals as semantic primitives. In the field of natural language semantics, by contrast, quantifiers in natural language,
such as all, some and no, are analyzed as denoting relations
between sets, i.e., what is called generalized quantifiers (Barwise & Cooper, 1981). Thus, a sentence of the form All A B
is analyzed as A ⊂ B, rather than as the first-order representation ∀x(Ax → Bx). Similarly, No A B can be analyzed as
/ Here the semantic primitives of quanexpressing A ∩ B = 0.
tificational sentences are considered as the relations between
sets, such as subset relation and disjointness relation. Interestingly, the modern reconstructions of Aristotelian categorical syllogisms (Łukasiewicz, 1958 ) and recent development
of the so-called natural logic (van Benthem, 2008) take as
a primitive logical form the relational structure of a quantified sentence, which is schematically represented as Q(A,B).
These logical findings suggest that syllogistic inferences can
be formulated as transitive inferences in a perspicuous way,
without reference to individuals terms.
It should be emphasized that such a “relational” formulation of the meaning of a quantified sentence could capture
not only the truth condition or logical form of a sentence, as
is traditionally assumed, but also how speakers mentally represent such a truth condition or logical form (Hackl, 2008;
Pietroski et al., 2009). The relational approach to quantificational sentences has also been successfully applied to the
psychological study of deduction, resulting in a processing
model based on the assumption that inferences with quantifiers are done in terms of sets rather than individuals (Geurts,
2003). For a discussion on the role of relational knowledge in
general in higher cognition, see Halford, Wilson, & Phillips
(1998, 2010)
In sum, we may plausibly assume that the semantic primitives of quantificational sentences in natural language are relations between sets, and that people’s inferences with quantified constructions are sensitive to such a relational structure.
2. Relational analysis of Euler diagrams. In the logical
study of Euler and Venn diagrams (e.g. Shin, 1994), diagrammatic representations have been given their own formal syntax and semantics, in a similar way as for formulas in mathematical logic. What is remarkable here is that a diagram
may have several “equivalent” formalizations. As an illustrative example, consider a simple Euler diagram E in Figure 2.
This diagram can be naturally interpreted as denoting the subset relation between sets A and B, i.e., A ⊂ B. But it is also
/ where
possible to interpret it as expressing that A ∩ B = 0,
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Figure 2: Examples of Euler diagram E and Venn diagram V
that correspond to the sentence All A are B. The diagrams P
is a so-called “plain” diagram, which expresses a tautology.
B denotes the complement of the set B. Correspondingly,
there are two ways of formalizing the abstract syntax of Euler diagrams (Mineshima, Okada & Takemura, 2010; 2011).
According to what is called a “relational” approach, Euler
diagrams are abstractly specified as a set of topological relations holding between objects in the diagrams. For example,
the diagram E in Figure 2 is represented as {A @ B}, where
A @ B means that circle A is inside circle B. Another approach
is a “region-based” approach, which is fairly standard in the
logical study of diagram (e.g. Howse, Stapleton, & Taylor,
2005). Here diagrams are abstractly defined in terms of regions and emptiness. Thus the diagram E in Figure 2 can be
represented by specifying the region (A, B), the region inside
circle A and outside circle B, as a “missing” region.
Clearly, these two ways of defining Euler diagrams predict,
for each diagram, the equivalent truth-condition. The difference consists in the way these truth-conditions are given.
Now the question is: which formulation (or possibly others)
reflects the way the user represents the semantic content of
a given diagram? Here the region-based formulation appears
to be more natural for the meaning of the Venn diagram such
as the diagram V shown in Figure 2. Given the convention
that the shaded region denotes the empty set, A ∩ B = 0/ has
the syntactic reading “the region inside the circle A but outside the circle B denotes the empty set”, or more colloquially, “there is nothing which is A but not B”. It should be
noted here that throughout our discussion, we are assuming
that both Euler and Venn diagrams adopt the convention that
each unshaded region lacks existential imports, i.e., may denote the empty set. Thus the diagram P in Figure 2, where the
circles A and B partially overlap each other, conveys semantically tautologous information. In other words, this diagram
means that the semantic relationship between A and B is indeterminate. In this respect, our semantics differs from the
one discussed in Johnson-Laird, 1983 (for a more detailed
discussion of the semantics of Euler and Venn diagrams, see
Hammer & Shin, 1998 and Sato, Mineshima, & Takemura,
2010a). The two ways of formulating logic diagrams were
then summarized as follows.
building blocks
Relation-based
analysis
Region-based
analysis

circles
regions

meaningful units
(semantic premitives)
relations
between circles
non-emptiness
of minimal regions

for by the relation-based analysis; it triggers a relational representation such as A ⊂ B to the users. By contrast, Venn diagrams are subject to a region-based analysis, triggering the
semantic information such as A ∩ B = 0/ to their users.
We saw above that syllogistic sentences are quantificational sentences of the relational form, schematically represented as Q(A, B), and that such sentences force a reasoner to
form and operate on relational representations in reasoning. If
our basic hypothesis above is correct, Euler diagrams directly
express the topological relationship between circles. Thus it
is hypothesized that when a reasoner is asked to match a syllogistic sentence with a corresponding Euler diagram (or vise
versa), he could appeal to the process of reading off the relational information from an Euler diagram immediately, i.e.,
without any intermediate steps, and then verifying that it is
the same as the information conveyed by the sentence.
In contrast, Venn diagrams have a fixed configuration of
circles and represent set relationships indirectly, by stipulating that shaded regions denote the empty set. Accordingly,
the process of extracting the relevant relational information
from a Venn diagram would be expected to proceed in several steps. As a concrete example, consider how the reasoner
could extract the correct relational representation from the
Venn diagram V in Figure 2 above. Let us call a region inside
of some circles and outside of the rest of the circles (possibly
none) in a diagram a minimal region. Thus the diagrams V
has four minimal regions. Firstly, the reasoner needs to check
each minimal region whether it is shaded or not, as lowerlevel information. In this example, only the region (A, B) is
shaded. Next, the reasoner internally builds the segments that
lumps together the shaded minimal regions continuous with
each other, as well as those which lump together the unshaded
minimal regions. This step makes it possible for the reasoner
to conclude that the diagram delivers the higher-level information “There is nothing which is A but not B”. Then the reasoner would be able to paraphrase it as “All A are B”, which
corresponds to the required information in syllogistic inferences. It is thus hypothesized that such complexities would
cause some difficulties in extracting the required information
from Venn diagrams.

Experiment 1
As an initial test of our hypothesis, we conducted a “sentencediagram” matching test, in which participants were presented
with a syllogistic sentence and asked to choose the diagram
expressing the same information. In Experiment 1, we used a
simple form of Venn diagrams consisting of two circles (see
the diagram V in Figure 2), rather than three. In order to exclude external factors such as familiarity with presented diagrams, participants were provided with sufficient informal explanation of the semantics of diagrammatic representations.

Method

Our basic hypothesis is that an Euler diagram like E in Figure 2 expresses relational information that could be accounted

Participants Twenty-seven undergraduates and graduates
(mean age 22.34 ± 3.27 SD) took part in the experiment.
They gave a consent to their cooperation in the experiment,
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and were given small money after the experiment. All the students were native speakers of Japanese and task sentences and
instructions were given in Japanese. The participants were
divided into two groups: Euler group (13 students) and Venn
groups (14 students).
Materials The syllogistic sentences used in the experiment
are divided into existential and non-existential sentences.
They are of the following patterns:
Non-existential sentences
(1) All A are B.
(2) All B are A.
(3) No A are B.
(4) No B are A.

Existential sentences
(5) Some A are B.
(6) Some B are A.
(7) Some A are not B.
(8) Some B are not A.

The participants were presented with one sentence in a PC
monitor and required to choose the corresponding diagram (if
any). Figure 3 shows templates of tasks for the two groups.
A syllogistic sentence
is inserted in this area.

A syllogistic sentence
is inserted in this area.

1. 
3.

1.




B
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x
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A
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B
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None of them.



A

B

diagrams. After the pretest, the experimenter told the participants whether they answered to the problems correctly. When
an incorrect answer was found, they were asked to reread the
instruction and to select the correct answer.
(2) The matching task. One task example was displayed in a
PC monitor. A total of eight different types of sentences were
prepared. The participants were asked to press, as quickly
and as accurately as possible, a button with the number representing the answer they reached.
Prediction It is predicted that for non-existential sentences,
the response time to choose Euler diagrams would be shorter
than the response time to choose Venn diagrams. For existential sentences, Euler and Venn diagrams have the same form
(see Figure 3 above), hence it is predicted that there would be
no difference between the two cases.

Results and discussion
Among the twenty-seven students, we excluded four students
(one in the Euler group and three in the Venn group), who did
not answer correctly at all or gave only one correct answer.
Table 1 shows the average response times in the sentencediagram matching tasks for Euler and Venn diagrams.



2.

4.

x

Table 1: The response times of the sentence-diagram matching task with Euler and Venn diagrams.
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5.
None of them.

Euler diagrams
Venn diagrams

Figure 3: Templates of task sentences with Euler diagrams
(left) and Venn diagrams (right) used in the experiment.
Here, in both diagrams, sentence All A are B corresponds to
Answer 1, No A are B and No B are A to Answer 2, Some
A are B and Some B are A to Answer 3, and Some A are
not B to Answer 4. Recall that a diagram in which circles
partially overlap each other does not express any specific semantic relationship between them (see the diagram P in Figure 2). In order to express the existence of objects (i.e., the
non-emptiness of a set), then, we use the point x. As a consequence, in Euler and Venn diagrasm, existential sentences are
represented in the same way as indicated in Figure 3. Note
also that the sentences All B are A and Some B are not A
have no corresponding diagram, hence the correct answer is
5 (“None of them”). Stimuli were presented randomly. After
a task sentence and four diagrams appeared, the participants
were asked to press one of five buttons. There is no time limit
to solve the matching tests.
Procedure The experiment was conducted individually.
(1) Instruction and pretest. Before the test, the participants
were provided with instructions on the meaning of sentences
and diagrams used. A pretest to check whether they understand the instructions correctly was conducted; they were presented with ten diagrams of basic forms and asked to choose
all the sentences (if any) that have the same meaning as given

non-existential
sentence
07.286s
11.057s

existential
sentence
09.298s
10.127s

These data were subjected to a two-way Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) for a mixed design. There was no significant main
effect for the difference between Euler and Venn diagrams (F
(1, 21) = 2.203. p > .10). There was no main effect for the
difference between existential and non-existential sentences
(F (1, 21) = 0.484. p > .10). There was a significant interaction effect for these two factors (F (1, 21) = 3.575. p < .10).
Multiple comparison tests were conducted by Ryan’s procedure. The results indicated that (i) regarding non-existential
sentences, the response times in the sentence-diagram matching task for Euler diagrams were significantly shorter than
those for Venn diagrams (F (1, 42) = 4.730, p < .05), and
that (ii) regarding existential sentences, there was no significant difference in performance between the Euler group and
the Venn group (F (1, 42) = 0.270, p > .10). We note that the
average accuracy rates for both types of diagrams were very
high (more than 82 %). Furthermore, no significant difference was shown by changing the order of terms in presented
sentences, for example, between No A are B and No B are A.
The overall results provide partial evidence for our hypothesis that the process of extracting relational information from
Euler diagrams to match it with sentence meaning would be
simple and immediate, whereas in the case of Venn diagrams
it could be more complicated.
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Experiment 2
In order to provide a further support for our hypothesis, we
conducted a “diagram-sentence” matching test, in which participants were presented with a diagrams and asked to select
the sentence conveying the same information. In Experiment
2, we used Euler and Venn diagrams consisting of three circles as in Figure 1, which is expected to be more sensitive
to the difference in complexity of information-extracting processes for the two types of diagrams.
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All A are C.
No A are C.
Some A are C.
Some A are not C.
None of them.

Correct Answer: 1
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All A are C.
No A are C.
Some A are C.
Some A are not C.
None of them.

Correct Answer: 4

All A are C.
No A are C.
Some A are C.
Some A are not C.
None of them.

Correct answer: 1

All A are C.
No A are C.
Some A are C.
Some A are not C.
None of them.

Correct answer: 4

Figure 6: Examples of the diagram-sentence matching task
with Euler diagrams (1) (2) and Venn diagrams (3) (4).

Method
Participants Twenty-three undergraduates and graduates
(mean age 22.73 ± 2.41 SD) took part in the experiments.
They gave a consent to their cooperation in the experiments,
and were given small money after the experiments. The subjects were native speakers of Japanese, and the task sentences
and instructions were given in Japanese. The participants
were divided into two groups: Euler group (12 students) and
Venn groups (11 students).
Materials Eleven Euler diagrams and the corresponding
eleven Venn diagrams were used in the “diagram-sentence”
matching task. They are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5.
(1)
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Figure 4: The Euler diagrams used in Experiment 2
(1)

(2)

(3)

appeared, the participants were asked to press, as quickly and
as accurately as possible, one of the five buttons with the
number corresponding to the answer they chose. There is no
time limit to solve the tasks.
Procedure The experiment was conducted in the same
manner as Experiment 1. The instructions of sentences and
diagrams were provided, pretests were conducted, and then
the matching task were imposed.
Prediction It is predicted that when diagrams do not contain a point x, the response time for Euler diagrams would
be shorter than that for Venn diagrams. When Venn diagrams
contain a point x, what users need to do is just to recognize the
relationship between the point x and a relevant circle. In such
cases, the relationship between circles is irrelevant, and thus
the processes of identifying each minimal region as shaded
or unshaded and constructing the relevant segments could be
simply omitted. Hence it is expected that the response time
for Venn diagrams that contain a point x would be shorter
than that for those which do not. By contrast, when an Euler
diagram contains a point x, there would be no difference with
respect to whether it contains a point x or not, since in both
cases what the users need to do is to check the relationship
between two objects, i.e., the one between two circles or the
one between a circle and a point.

(4)

Results and discussion
(5)

(6)

(7)

(9)

(10)

(11)

Table 2 shows the average response times in the “diagramsentence” matching tasks with Euler and Venn diagrams. In
this table, “no-point” stands for diagrams that do not contain
point x and “point” stands for those which contain point x.
These data were subjected to a two-way Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) for mixed design.

(8)

Table 2: The response times of the “diagram-sentence”
matching tasks with Euler and Venn diagrams.

Figure 5: The Venn diagrams used in Experiment 2
Task examples for Euler and Venn groups are shown in Figure 6. The participants were presented with eleven Euler diagrams (Venn diagrams), and were asked to choose all the sentences (if any) that express the same information as a given
diagram. There were five answer options: All-, No-, Some-,
Some-not, and None of them, as indicated in Figure 6. Stimuli
were presented randomly. When task diagrams and sentences

Euler diagrams
Venn diagrams

no-point
10.137s
20.435s

point
11.946s
14.022s

There was a significant main effect for the difference between
Euler and Venn diagrams, (F (1, 21) = 6.087. p < .05). There
was no significant main effect for the difference between di-
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agrams which contain points and those which do not, (F (1,
21) = 2.032. p > .10). There was a significant interaction
effect for these two factors, (F (1, 21) = 6.480. p < .05).
Multiple comparison tests were conducted by Ryan’s procedure. The results indicated that (i) regarding diagrams without point x, the response times for Euler diagrams were significantly shorter than those for Venn diagrams (F (1, 42) =
11.919, p < .005), and that (ii) regarding Venn diagrams, the
response times for diagrams that contain a point x were significantly shorter than those which do not (F (1, 21) = 7.885,
p < .05). (iii) regarding Euler diagrams, there was no significant difference in the response between cases that contain a
point x and those which do not (F (1, 21) = 0.627, p > .10).
These results clearly support our predictions. It is noted that
the average accuracy rates for both diagrams were very high
(more than 83 %).

General discussion
The overall results of the two experiments provide evidence for our hypothesis about the multiple stage view on
information-extraction from Euler and Venn diagrams. According to this view, a process of extracting relational information from Euler diagrams consists of a single step, whereas
that from Venn diagrams consists of multiple steps, i.e., identifying shaded and unshaded minimal regions and constructing the segments corresponding to the terms in question.
These results are compatible with the findings in Sato, Mineshima and Takemura (2010b), where the performances in
syllogisms solving tasks with Euler diagrams were compared
with those with Venn diagrams involving three circles, and it
was shown that the former was better than the latter. Sato,
Mineshima and Takemura (2010b) also reported that the performances in syllogism solving with Venn diagrams involving two circles (see Figure 2) were worse than the three-circle
case. They argued that this difference could be ascribed to the
availability of internal syntactic manipulations of diagrams:
in the case of Venn diagrams with two circles, such a syntactic manipulation (i.e. the process of combining two premise
diagrams) would be simply unavailable to untrained users.
However, the difference in performance between Euler and
Venn diagrams with three circles remained to be accounted
for, since both types of diagrams could easily trigger syntactic manipulations because of their uniform forms. The present
paper provides an account of it based on the difference in
information-extraction processes for these diagrams.
Together with these findings, the present study suggests a
possibility of providing a model on the overall processes of
reasoning with diagrams for deduction, where not only the
availability of syntactic manipulations of diagrams but also a
subtle difference in processes of extracting information from
diagrams could make difference in effective diagrammatic
inferences. It should be emphasized here that the present
cognitive study could be fruitful in providing a further constraint or data on theorizing about proof theory (syntax) and
model theory (semantics) for higher-level diagrammatic rep-

resentations. Cognitive or procedural differences in semantically equivalent ways of specifying truth-conditions or logical forms of diagrams (and for that matter, sentences) tend to
be neglected in theorizing about formal semantics and proof
theory for those representations. Even in the study of diagrammatic logic, such theoretical investigations could be conducted independently of any cognitive considerations. The
present study suggests a possibility of a more constrained and
integrated framework to deal with both logical and cognitive
aspects of diagram use.
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Abstract
Twenty middle-school students participated in semistructured interviews in which they were asked to assess the
validity of two mathematical conjectures. In addition to being
free to develop a valid proof as a justification, students were
also asked to generate numeric examples to test the
conjecture. Students demonstrated strategic reasoning in their
empirical approaches by varying the quantity, parity,
magnitude, and typicality of the numbers selected. These
strategies were more developed in students who initially
believed in the truth of the conjecture as well as in students
who generated a valid, deductive proof. Emphasizing
students’ strategic selection of diverse examples parallels
inductive reasoning in other domains. Strategic use of
examples in justifying conjectures has the potential to assist
students’ development of deductive proof strategies.
Keywords:
inductive
reasoning;
middle
mathematics; proof; empirical-based reasoning

school

Background
Many consider proof to be central to the discipline and
practice of mathematics. Yet surprisingly, the role of proof
in school mathematics has traditionally been peripheral at
best, usually limited to high school geometry. More
recently, however, mathematics educators and researchers
are advocating that proof should play a central role in
mathematics education. Reasoning about the properties,
relationships, and patterns in math, as one does with proofs,
supports the development of mathematical expertise.
Yet, despite the growing emphasis on justifying and
proving
in
school
mathematics,
students
rely
overwhelmingly on examples to justify the truth of
statements rather than using deductive proofs (e.g., Healy &
Hoyles, 2000; Knuth, Choppin, & Bieda, 2009; Koedinger,
1998; Porteous, 1990). Many students fail to understand the
nature of what counts as evidence and justification
(Kloosterman & Lester, 2004). In mathematics, testing
examples is not sufficient for proof – a deductive argument
is necessary to cover all possible cases.
The preceding discussion regarding students’ reliance on
examples to “prove” the truth of statements (i.e., provide

empirical-based justifications) is not meant to imply that
examples do not play an important role in mathematical
activity. Indeed, mathematicians often utilize examples to
gain insight, develop an argument, and verify that an
argument works (Alcock, 2004). The challenge remains,
however, to help students learn to differentiate these
appropriate uses of examples from their use as a primary
means of justification.
Although reasoning inductively1 features prominently in
students’ math justifications, the strategies underlying such
reasoning are typically treated by mathematics educators as
stumbling blocks to overcome rather than as objects of
study in their own right or as starting points from which to
foster the development of more sophisticated (deductive)
ways of reasoning. The research has focused primarily on
distinctions between the inductive, empirical approach and
deductive justifications. Questions such as what might make
one example or empirical justification stronger than another
have not been well addressed.
In contrast, inductive strategies have been an ongoing
focus of research in other domains such as biology where
children and adults reason competently using inductive
reasoning (e.g., Gelman & Kalish, 2006; Gopnik et al.,
2004; Rhodes, Brickman, & Gelman, 2008). Inductive
approaches and predictive inferences are appropriate in this
domain, and they are supported by category knowledge. In
particular, empirical justifications are rated as stronger when
based on typical examples with high similarity to the
category (Osherson et al., 1990). Having a diverse set of
examples increases the coverage of the category. People’s
knowledge about the underlying category structure supports
successful inferential reasoning (Osherson et al., 1990).
Effectively employing strategies to select informative
examples depends, at least in part, on intuitions about
similarity and typicality relations. It is unclear to what
degree students have robust intuitions about the relations
and category structure of mathematical objects and the
1

Here we refer to making generalizations about a class of numbers
based on observing or testing particular instances of that class, not
mathematical induction, which is a valid method of proof.
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extent to which such intuitions guide inductive inference. In
an exploratory sorting task, middle school students used
mathematically relevant features such as parity and factors
to categorize the numbers (Knuth et al., 2009; in press).
Dimensions such as these could underlie typicality ratings
within a category.
Here, we focus on the qualities of examples chosen by
middle school students to justify mathematical conjectures.
The strategies underlying their inductive reasoning are
explored by examining the typicality and the diversity of the
example sets in order to gain insight into the mathematical
knowledge underlying students’ reasoning. However, as
inductive strategies by themselves are insufficient as formal
justifications in math, we also consider ways in which
inductive strategies interact with the development of
generalized, deductive proofs. Thus, this research initiates
an in-depth investigation of empirical reasoning in
mathematics that parallels research on inductive reasoning
in other domains as it attempts to establish dimensions on
which the strength of mathematical inductive reasoning can
be rated.

whether various pairs of numbers from their example set
were similar or different. For each classification the student
agreed to (typical or unusual; similar or different), the
intentionality and valence of using those types of examples
was assessed. Thus, the follow-up questions focused on
whether the students’ beliefs about typicality and diversity
affected how they generated examples and their overall
satisfaction with the approaches they used. Each student had
multiple opportunities to explain and justify their reasoning
as well as the opportunity to develop generalized proofs.
1) Whole Number Conjecture:
First, pick any whole number.
Second, add this number to the number before it
and the number after it.
Your answer will always equal 3 times the number
you started out with.
2) Even Number Conjecture:
First, pick any even number.
Second, add this number to half of itself.
Your answer will always be divisible by 3.

Research Questions
In the current study, we address several questions. First,
what approaches are employed by middle school students to
evaluate the truth of conjectures? In answering this, we
focus on a) the qualities of the examples chosen, b) the
strategies that children use to select examples and c) the
relationship between empirical approaches and valid proofs.
Related to this is how initial reactions to the truth of the
conjecture influence their subsequent reasoning.

Methods
We conducted semi-structured, videotaped interviews with
20 middle-school students (11 F, 9 M). The math grade
levels reported (7 sixth-grade, 7 seventh-grade, and 5 eighthgrade or higher math courses) indicate the course year the
student was currently in or had just completed as 7 students
were in a math course above their year in school.
Each participant was asked to explore the validity of two
mathematical conjectures (see Figure 1) during the first 20
minutes of the interview. The mathematical conjectures
were selected to be statements for which proofs of different
types would be accessible using middle school mathematics.
First, participants were asked whether they believed each
conjecture to be true for every number. The next questions
asked participants “how they knew” their judgment of the
truth and how they would figure it out. The researcher also
asked the students to generate examples to test the
conjectures. Once participants were convinced of the
conjecture’s truth, they were asked again to explain why the
conjecture was always true and how they would show that
to others.
The interviewer also asked participants to discuss the
qualities of the examples they chose to test. Students were
asked to classify the examples as typical or unusual and
explain that classification. In addition, students were asked

Figure 1: The mathematical conjectures presented.

Results and Discussion
Initial Reactions to Conjecture Truth
Half (47%) of the students were unwilling to specify an
initial belief about the truth of the conjecture – they were
either not sure or wanted to test the conjecture with a
specific example. Of those students who did provide an
initial reaction, the even conjecture was more frequently
believed to be true (72%) than the whole number conjecture
(40%). With the later analyses, we will see the subgroup of
students who initially believed a conjecture to be true
showed a different pattern of reasoning and justifications.
The initial reaction was related to math experience. Students
who had at least 8th grade math were more likely to proceed
directly to testing the conjecture (60% tested) than 6th
graders (7%) or 7th graders (21%).

Types of Approaches
Overall, students’ attempts to demonstrate the truth of a
mathematical conjecture portrayed a diverse range of
approaches including inductive reasoning through examples
as well as deductively valid proof arguments. Justifications
were coded according to Healy and Hoyles (2000) as being
empirical, narrative, visual, or algebraic. Empirical
justifications were based on the testing of specific examples.
Narrative proofs explained why the property was true using
verbal, deductive language. Visual proofs relied on
drawings showing why the conjecture was true for a generic
case (e.g., illustrating quantities being broken apart).
Algebraic proofs used formal deductive statements of
equality or equations. These latter three justification types
reflect a more deductive approach in which a student
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demonstrates the validity of the conjecture for the general
case; these three approaches will all be considered valid
(i.e., non-empirical) proof strategies here. In contrast,
empirical approaches do not fully justify the truth of the
conjecture.
Empirical approaches were by far the most common
strategy employed by participants (at least one example was
tested in all but one case2), but it is important to remember
that the interviewer explicitly asked the participants to
generate examples to test.
Slightly under half of the conjectures were accompanied
by valid proofs. Five students produced valid proofs for
both conjectures; there were 8 students (evenly divided
between the two conjectures) who produced only one valid
proof, for a total of 18 proofs. Narrative proofs were the
most frequent, followed by visual and algebraic proofs (see
Figure 2). The probabilities of producing a valid proof or a
particular type of proof were not affected by the particular
conjecture.

Proportion of Cases
Demonstrating Apporach

0.4
0.3

True (n cases = 12)
False (n cases = 9)
Test / Not Sure (n cases = 19)

0.2
0.1

participants’ overall level of competence with justifications
and ways in which empirical and deductive approaches can
be mutually supportive. Only cases on which a valid proof
(n = 18 cases) was produced are considered here.
If students view proof as sufficient evidence to support a
conjecture, one would expect the students’ reasoning to end
after generating a valid proof. While this was the case for
the majority (78%) of the conjectures with a valid proof,
some students (22%) tested examples after generating a
proof. However, this can only be interpreted with caution.
While they may have been checking their proof by using
examples, the interview protocol focused on eliciting
examples from participants, and thus, these latter examples
developed as part of a conversation between the interviewer
and student and cannot be considered to be sufficient
evidence that the students were not convinced by the
generality of their proof.
The relative ordering of the empirical and the valid
approaches was affected by a student’s initial belief in the
truth of the mathematical conjecture. Proofs only occurred
before the first example (4 cases of this ordering) for
students who believed the conjecture to be true. The
remaining students with proofs (n = 4 believed true, n = 10
other reactions) all tested examples before arriving at their
proofs. Overall, 78% of the valid proofs were preceded by
examples. One student verbalized the approach of using
empirical strategies to support proof generation by
explaining that his arithmetic with the examples led to the
development of his proof. Students were equally likely to
produce examples before a proof and after a proof.

A Focus on the Empirical Strategies

0
empirical narrative + visual + algebraic +
only
empirical empirical empirical
Figure 2: Empirical approaches predominated, but
students’ approaches3 were affected by initial reaction.
The relatively higher frequencies of narrative proofs,
particularly when the conjecture was believed to be true,
resulted in valid proofs (i.e., non-empirical approaches)
being more likely for subjects who initially believed the
conjecture to be true (58% produced proofs) than other
reactions (36% produced proofs). One possibility is that
students are more inclined to generate valid proofs in order
to support the veracity of their initial reaction. Empirical
reasoning was the only approach used by half of the
subjects, as is commonly found with this age range.

Empirical Justifications and Valid Proofs
Considering the order of the empirical versus valid proof
approaches allows a more thorough assessment of the
2
‘Case’ refers to a students’ response to one of the two problems
as the unit of analysis.
3
As some students produced both narrative and visual proofs on a
given case, the proportions sum to more than 1.

The implementation and complexity of the empirical
approaches varied across students. The interview assessed
ways in which students varied the quantity, diversity (i.e.,
parity and magnitude), and self-reported typicality of the
numbers they tested. As will be seen, the overall complexity
of an empirical approach was influenced by a student’s
initial reaction and whether or not the student generated a
valid proof.
Quantity of Examples Tested Overall, students using an
empirical approach recognized that they needed to test
multiple examples:
“And the more times you try it, the more likely
your study is gonna be right. Or you – but the
better answers you’re gonna get. So if you tried it
with a thousand numbers, you’re gonna have better
data than if you just tried it with three” (student in
8th grade math).
There were nuances to this approach, however. Students
tested fewer examples when the problem was initially
believed to be true, particularly on the whole number
conjecture (see Figure 3). In addition, students who
produced at least one proof tested fewer examples on
average across the two conjectures (M = 3.12) than students
who produced no proofs (M = 3.86), however this was not
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Number of Examples Tested
(M +/- SE)

significant (p = .22) overall. It does suggest, however, that
students view examples and proof as mutually supportive,
with fewer examples being required when students
demonstrate a conceptual understanding of the logic of the
conjecture by producing a valid proof.

5
true

other reactions

4
3
2
1
0
whole # conjecture

even # conjecture

Figure 3: Quantity of examples tested.
Diversity of the Examples Choosing diverse examples
allows a stronger test of a conjecture. A student’s variations
of the magnitude and/or parity of their examples were
selected as an objective measure of the diversity of the set of
examples. Variation in magnitude was operationalized as
having numbers both below and above 20. The domains
specified by the conjectures influenced the features that
students varied in order to establish diverse sets. On the
whole number problem, 74% of the students varied parity
while only 37% varied magnitude. However, on the even
number problem, 75% of the students varied magnitude.
Students who believed the even number conjecture to be
true were less likely to vary magnitude (50%) than students
with other reactions (92% varied magnitude). Although this
pattern is not repeated for variation in magnitude when
testing the whole number conjecture, it does appear in the
students’ probability of varying parity. Students who
believed the whole number conjecture to be true were less
likely to vary parity (33% of students) than those with other
initial reactions (81%). Thus, believing the conjecture to be
true reduced the amount of variation implemented in
whichever means the student had selected to vary the
example set. The rarity of co-varying both parity and
magnitude on the whole number problem set (see Table 1)
likely attenuated the effect on this dimension.
Table 1: Covarying magnitude and parity was rare (n).

Varied Parity
No Variation in
Parity

Varied
Magnitude
4

No Variation in
Magnitude
10

3

2

Thus, it appears that students were less likely to select a
diverse set of examples (as measured by parity and
differences in magnitude) if they initially believed the
problem to be true.
Returning to the subgroup of students with valid proofs,
there was less variation in their example sets than for
students who did not develop proofs. Students who had
proofs were less likely to vary parity on the whole number
problem (41% versus 29%) and were less likely to vary
magnitude on the even number problem. This represents a
similar pattern of findings to the subgroup that initially
believed the responses to be true. While the two findings do
appear to exist independent of each other, it is also
important to remember that proofs were more likely among
participants who believed the conjectures to be true. Thus it
is the students who were more skeptical of the conjecture
who selected more diverse examples. These students
seemed to appreciate that a more diverse set of examples
provides stronger evidence for a conjecture’s truth if a more
deductive approach was not available.
Varying Typicality of Examples The examples students
generated were coded in terms of the students’ self-reported
judgments of typicality as well as in terms of the numbers’
mathematical typicality. When students explained what
made a number typical, they referenced parity, primes,
multiples, and magnitude (odd numbers, primes, large
numbers, and numbers uncommon in everyday life were
considered as unusual). Mathematical typicality was defined
a priori by the researchers based on whether properties of
the number made it mathematically special within the
context of middle school mathematics. Thus, numbers that
have identity relations (0,1), are powers of 2, are prime, or
are multiples of 5 or 10 were defined as mathematically
special. The remaining numbers were coded as
mathematically ordinary.
Overall, there was a positive relationship between varying
self-reported typicality and varying the coded mathematical
typicality, (r (36) = .30, p = .06). Over 70% of the generated
example sets had both mathematically ordinary and
mathematically special numbers. Of these sets, over half
were cases in which the student had reported using typical
and unusual numbers; the remaining students (44%)
reported using only typical numbers. Among the sets that
did not vary mathematical typicality, 8 sets used only
mathematically special numbers and 2 sets used only
mathematically ordinary numbers. Thus, even though they
varied in their self-reported typicality, the tendency was to
use unusual numbers even if the mathematical typicality of
the example set did not vary.
Thus, it appears that varying the mathematical typicality
of numbers was one way students generated sets of
examples to test. Using this as a strategy could indicate that
underlying conceptual knowledge about the properties of
numbers influenced students' example choices.
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Was Varying Self-Reported Typicality a Strategy? As
the interview formats had some variation, responses to
whether varying typicality was intentional and/or a good
strategy are collapsed across the two conjectures and
reported below at the student level.
All students reported that they tested typical numbers at
least once during the interview and that using typical
numbers was a good strategy. The majority (75%) of
students reported testing an unusual number at least once,
and all who were asked (n = 13) indicated at some point that
testing unusual numbers was a good strategy.4 For example,
a student taking geometry reported, "if he didn't use unusual
numbers, you know, you can never be sure if his property is
correct". Interestingly, students who produced a valid proof
at least once were more likely to report intentionally
selecting these categories of numbers (see Table 2).
Table 2: Proportion of subjects using a self-reported
category of numbers who did so intentionally.
Typical

Unusual

Produced a Valid
Proof at least once

0.82

0.88

No Valid Proofs

0.40

0.25

Most (86%) of subjects who reported using both types of
examples and were asked about the benefits of using both
indicated that using some typical and some unusual was a
good strategy. Thus, although students seemed to recognize
that varying typicality was an important approach, they did
not necessarily do so intentionally, especially if they did not
also construct proofs. Such distinctions between using a
strategy, using it intentionally, and recognizing it as a good
strategy reflect the developing nature of empirical
justification approaches within this sample of students.

wouldn’t be or maybe it’d still be true” (student in
6th grade math).
The remaining 4 students without valid proofs
reported that they would use the current examples they
had generated (“these examples because I don’t really
get the logic behind it,” student in 7th grade math).
Thus, the majority of these students did not believe the
examples they tested were sufficient to convince
someone else of the conjecture’s truth. Their empirical
approach, while it was sufficient to convince them
during the interview, was simultaneously deemed
insufficient – necessitating either more logical
approaches or further diversification of the examples.
Valid proofs were generated by eight students. Six of
them reported that they would use their proof to
demonstrate the mathematical property to someone
else, although one indicated that examples should
precede the proof. The students’ explanations of why
they would use the proof to show someone else were
very clear:
“It's way more convincing than all that stuff
[trying examples]. Now that I can like see how it
works out instead of just like finding, oh, it does
work out.” (student in 8th grade math)
"I think I find the second one I said more
convincing 'cause it's a little bit more in general.
And it's not using like one specific number. It's
giving a rule kind of. [It’s] using a variable to some
extent.” (student in 7th grade math)
When students had both the inductive and deductive
approaches available to them, they found the deductive
proofs more convincing. They understood the value of a
valid proof in justifying a conjecture’s general truth. Thus,
although students of this age group are known to rely on
empirical methods and did so in this study, they also
showed a developing understanding of the benefits of proof.

How would you show someone else?
When students were asked how they would show
someone else that the conjecture was always true, they were
being asked to implicitly evaluate how convincing their
approaches were. This offers insight into how the students
value the empirical inductive strategy and the deductive
strategies. Focusing on the even number conjecture5, 11
students did not generate valid proofs. Over half (7)
reported that they would use different examples with or
without the current examples,
“I’d try some other examples. Because if I used
some ones that you people wouldn’t normally use,
besides 10, and if I did a little more maybe it
4

Three of the five students who reported only testing typical
numbers were asked about the strategy; they thought testing
unusual numbers would not be a good strategy. Their explanations
centered on the computational ease of the typical numbers.
5
Only four students were asked on the whole number conjecture.
They had all generated proofs and indicated that they would use
the proof to show someone else.

General Discussion
Empirically-based inductive strategies to justify
mathematical conjectures can co-exist and complement the
more formal deductive strategies. Strategic use of examples
may be important at the beginning stages of mathematical
justification. While over half of the interviewed students did
treat empirical approaches as if they were valid, they used
the empirical approaches in a strategic manner by varying
the quantity, diversity (parity and magnitude), and typicality
of the tested numbers. Despite the limited sample size, the
analyses of the students’ thinking processes during the
interviews revealed rich and strategic approaches to
justifying
mathematical
conjectures.
Given
the
preponderance of empirical-based reasoning demonstrated
here and in other studies, such an in-depth examination of
the use of examples is critical for understanding students’
current approaches and developing ways to leverage these to
support deductive reasoning.
Looking across the different measures, students who
generated a convincing, deductive generalization tested
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fewer examples, intentionally selected the typicality of the
numbers they did test, and had less diversity in their
example set. The students generating proofs correctly placed
less importance on strategic use of empirical strategies than
those who only used an empirical approach. However, it is
not a ‘problem’ that the students who generated proofs had
less variation and fewer examples. In fact, their reports of
more frequent intentional example choices suggest that they
picked examples strategically and they recognized there was
no need for further empirical tests.
The students who did not generate proofs also reasoned
strategically. They generally used multiple examples and
valued diversity in their example sets. At the same time,
however, other aspects of justification are still developing.
For example, students rarely varied parity and magnitude
within the same problem, despite believing variation to be
good. Further, while they considered their chosen examples
to be varied, students who did not produce a proof often said
they would use even more diverse numbers to demonstrate
the truth of the conjecture to someone else. The use of
diversity as a cue for inductive generalization is developing
during the elementary school years in biological reasoning
(Rhodes et al., 2008); perhaps a similar transition occurs in
math.
The exploratory nature of the interviews and the limited
number of conjectures and proofs prevent full consideration
of how empirical approaches interact with proof generation.
Even if one is to take the perspective that inductive
strategies reflect a shortcoming in the long-run,
understanding what students are actually doing in the shortterm could aid the development of their mathematical
knowledge. Empirical justifications can reflect important
mathematical reasoning in their own right. Recognizing that
some sets of examples are better than others might lead
towards considering whether other types of approaches are
better than empirical approaches. Strategic use of examples
could develop from the recognition of the weaknesses that
exist when testing a limited number of similar examples.
This recognition can be harnessed to suggest that similar
weaknesses also exist even when you strategically choose
particular examples, thus supporting the move to deductive
strategies. Our next steps with this research include
surveying students in order to more fully understand the role
of typicality and diversity in their choice of examples.
In sum, using a combination of empirical and deductive
strategies, almost all students in the study were correctly
determined that the conjectures were true. The analysis
presented here revealed that students could use examples to
attempt to falsify conjectures, demonstrate that conjectures
work, and perhaps identify patterns and develop a more
general proof. Further, many students strategically chose
their examples to test, suggesting that they were thinking
critically about the underlying properties of the number
system and the ways in which typical, unusual, and diverse
examples can be used to support mathematical inferencemaking. As strategic use of examples is an under-researched
area, the concepts that emerged during these interviews are

important avenues for future research.
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The inhumane accusative: an empirical investigation
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Abstract: Leo Weisgerber (1957/58) made the much debated claim that in German referring to human beings via
a direct (accusative) object where an indirect (dative) object paraphrase would be available is an inhumane choice,
since it entails subtly depersonalizing the referent: Dative use implies ascribing human characteristics to referents,
accusative use amounts to degrading them to mere objects. Assuming that agentivity and mental experience in action
are salient human characteristics, Weisgerber’s claim fits nicelly with the dative and accusative object prototypes
proposed by Langacker (1991): A dative object suggests an active experiencer, an accusative object an inanimate
thing. In his cognitive model of German cases, Smith (1985) observed also a difference in action participation between
these personal objects. We used a priming experiment to test the hypothesis that persons introduced via dative as
opposed to accusative objects are more readily perceived as highly agentive and mentally involved.
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Directional Bias Induced Error Patterns when Translating Structural
Representations
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Abstract: Organic chemists must be adept at translating between various structural diagrams that represent the
spatial configurations of molecules from different orthogonal perspectives. In three studies, participants translated
between three structural diagrams showing side-view (Dash-Wedge), end-on (Newman), and top-down (Fischer)
perspectives. Analyses showed strong directional biases in the drawn diagram relative to the given diagram for all six
translation pairs. The left, front and top defined the dominant position of the different projections and translations
typically preserved this dominance. For example, elements on the left of a Dash-Wedge were typically drawn on the
front of a Newman and vice versa. These results are interpreted in relation to cultural influences that bias drawing
direction. Analysis of the drawn diagrams also revealed that errors were most frequent in the non-dominant position,
suggesting that translations are performed piecemeal due to spatial working memory limits, with priority given to
dominant positions in the drawing sequence.
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Experimental investigation of effects of representations and contexts on
comprehension and generation line graphs
Nana Kanzaki (kanzaki@cog.human.nagoya-u.ac.jp)
Graduate School of Information Science, Nagoya University, Japan

Kazuhisa Miwa (miwa@is.nagoya-u.ac.jp)
Graduate School of Information Science, Nagoya University, Japan
shapes of the two graphs were different; therefore, the representation effect identified and the effects of such perceptual
shapes were confounded. One important improvement of an
experimental approach in the current study is that we use a
set of graphs each of which is completely identical from the
other in its perceptual characteristics.

Abstract
In this study, we investigated the representation effect in comprehending graphs. Many previous studies have confirmed the
representation effect. In Experiment 1, we replicated the representation effect but using a set of graphs each of which is
completely identical from the other in its perceptual characteristics. Participants drew a specific aspect of information from
a line graph depending on the relation of x-axis and z-legend
of the graph. In Experiment 2, participants were given a context for problem solving. The result showed that participants
read a graph based on a given context; and the representation
effect in comprehension was limited. In Experiment 3, participants generated a line graph by themselves. The result showed
that they did not necessarily generate a consistent graph with
a given context, and in comprehension the requirement of a
context has very strong effects similarly as in Experiment 2.

Effects of contexts on graph comprehension

Keywords: representation; context; graph comprehension;
graph generation

Introduction
It is efficient to use diagrams for solving problems (Larkin
& Simon, 1987). There are many previous studies about
effects of graph representation and prior knowledge of the
graph readers on graph comprehensions.

Effects of representations of graphs on graph
comprehension
Graphs can be represented as various forms. Different representations of graphs generated from an identical data set elicit
different interpretations of the graphs. We call this effect of
representation on graph comprehension the representation effect.
The representation effect has been confirmed through various previous studies of graph comprehension. For example,
in studies of inferences from bar and line graphs, viewers are
more likely to describe x-y trends when viewing line graphs
than bar graphs (Zacks & Tversky, 1999; Shah, Mayer, &
Hegarty, 1999). By contrast, bar graphs emphasize discrete
comparisons (Zacks & Tversky, 1999; Shah et al., 1999).
Peebles and Cheng (2003) suggested that the comprehension time of certain information differs depending on the
graph structure. Shah and Carpenter (1995) confirmed that
x-y trends were comprehended easily, although z-y trends
were comprehended with difficulty, using three-variable line
graphs (e.g., Carpenter & Shah, 1998).
In the preceding studies, a set of two graphs was usually
used. Two graphs were generated from an identical data set.
The relation of x-axis and z-legend was reversed in one graph
from the relation in the other graph. However, perceptual

Graphs are used in various situations and often utilized to
solve specific problems. When graphs are used in a certain context, their comprehension might be affected not only
by their representations but also the given contexts and perspectives determined by the contexts. We examine the effect
of such contexts on the comprehension of information from
graphs.
Freedman and Shah (2002) proposed a model of
graph comprehension using a framework provided by the
Construction-Integration (CI) model of text and discourse
comprehension (Kintsch, 1988). In this model, the comprehension of graphs is influenced by the interaction between the
bottom-up processes of visual features and the top-down processes of such prior knowledge as domain knowledge, graphical literacy skills, and explanatory skills. Shah and Hoeffner
(2002) reported that the comprehension of graphs was difficult if the information in the graphs contradicted the viewers’
prior knowledge. Moreover, Freedman and Smith (1996) observed that viewers tended to overestimate the trends of data
when their prior knowledge of the domain was activated.
However, when viewers read graphs for a specific purpose,
they sometimes have perspectives given by a certain context
without expectations about the data tendency. In the previous
studies of text learning, the effects of the given perspectives
were confirmed (Pichert & Anderson, 1977; Schraw, Wade,
& Kardash, 1993). If this idea can be expanded to graph
comprehension, the representation effect might be affected by
such given contexts. The second objective of this study is to
investigate how the representation effect and given contexts
interact on graph comprehension.
It has been noted that constructing, generating, and selecting graphs are important for graph comprehension skills
(Friel, Curcio, & Bright, 2001). Graphs are often generated
by viewers themselves in certain contexts. If the representation effect is affected by given contexts, one crucial question
is: can undergraduates generate graphs whose representations
are appropriate for the given contexts? The third objective
of this study is to investigate whether or not undergraduates
generate graphs consistent with the representation effect in
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contexts in which the graphs are used.
Additionally, we also investigate the differences in comprehending graphs provided by others and generated by viewers
themselves. The comprehension of graphs is presumably affected not only by their representations but also the activities
that generated them when the graphs were generated by viewers themselves.
Cox (1997) confirmed qualitative differences in mistakes
made by problem solvers between solving problems with provided diagrams and while generating diagrams. Furthermore
in learning situations, more positive effects have been confirmed in learning while comparing their own generated diagrams and diagrams provided by others than in learning with
only provided diagrams (Meter, Aleksic, Schwartz, & Garner,
2006). Therefore it is possible that there is a different tendency in graph comprehension when reading provided graphs
and reading graphs generated by viewers themselves.

Experiment 1
Experiment 1 investigated whether the degree of ease of comprehending information in line graphs changes depending on
their representations, even when the graphs generated from
an identical data set, in other words, to confirm the representation effect pointed out in previous studies. In Experiment
1, the representation effect was investigated from the viewpoint of the comprehension of the simple main effects of line
graphs.

Method
Participants Forty-two undergraduates participated in the
experiment. Half was assigned to the original graph condition
where they read an original graph described as follows, and
the other half was assigned to the interchanged graph condition where they read an interchanged graph in which the
independent variables of the x-axis and the z-legend of the
original graph were interchanged.
Materials Figure 1 shows example graphs used in Experiment 1. The graphs consist of two independent and one dependent variables. For the effect on a dependent variable,
there is an interaction of two independent variables. The
shapes of the original graph and its interchanged graph are
identical. Independent and dependent variables that do not
correlate in a usual context were selected as the labels of factors so that participant comprehension may not be influenced
by their prior knowledge.
Procedure The experiment was performed as part of the
assignments in an information literacy class. The participants read the provided graph and described the information
gleaned from it. Seven minutes were assigned for this task.
An example of the instructions is as follows:
“The following graph shows the amount of books
sold in a certain bookstore as a function of temperature
and humidity. Based on this graph, describe how temperature and humidity influenced book sales.”
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Figure 1: Examples of graphs used in Experiment 1. Figure 1(a) is an example original graph, and Figure 1(b) is its
interchanged graph.

Classifying descriptions The participant descriptions were
classified by the simple main effects described. The classification criteria were as follows:
(1) Descriptions about the simple main effect of a factor
placed on the x-axis (x-axis simple main effect description);
an example description in this category for a graph where the
x-axis was temperature was as follows:
“When the humidity is high, sales increase as the
temperature rises. But when the humidity is low, sales
do not change even if the temperature changes.”
(2) Descriptions about the simple main effect of a factor
placed on the z-legend (z-legend simple main effect description); an example description in this category for a graph
where the x-axis was temperature was as follows:
“When the temperature is high, sales increase as the
humidity rises. But when the temperature is low, sales
do not change even if the humidity changes.”

Results and discussions
Figure 2 shows the proportions of participants whose descriptions were classified as the x-axis and z-legend simple main
effect descriptions in each condition. The participants who
described both x-axis and z-legend simple main effects were
double-counted. In both the original and interchanged graph
conditions, the proportion of the x-axis simple main effect descriptions was significantly larger than that of the z-legend
descriptions (in the original graph condition: p = .015; in the
interchanged graph condition: p = .000, one-tailed Fisher’s
exact tests).
These results indicate that the information comprehended
from graphs changed when the x-axis and z-legend factors in
the graphs were interchanged, confirming the representation
effect. Therefore, these results suggest that the degree of ease
of comprehending information depends on the graph representations even if the graphs are generated from the identical data set. In the following experiments, we investigate the
factors that affect the degree of ease of comprehending information regarding the x-axis simple main effect description
as information comprehended easily and the z-legend simple
main effect description as information comprehended with
difficulty.
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Figure 2: Proportions of participants whose descriptions classified as x-axis or z-legend simple main effect descriptions in
Experiment 1.

Figure 3: Proportions of participants whose descriptions classified as x-axis or z-legend simple main effect descriptions in
Experiment 2.

Experiment 2

Tasks The graph was the x-axis import graph or the x-axis
export graph, both of which were identical to the graphs generated in Experiment 2. In each experiment condition, the
participants were given a context by instructions printed on
an experiment sheet. Half of the participants in each condition was given the import adjustment context, and the other
half was given the export adjustment context.
In the consistent condition, half of the participants was
given the instructions of the import adjustment context and
presented with the x-axis import graph. The other half was
given the instructions of the export adjustment context and
presented with the x-axis export graph. By contrast, in the
inconsistent condition, half of the participants was given the
instructions of the import adjustment context and presented
with the x-axis export graph. The other half was given the
instructions of the export adjustment context and presented
with the x-axis import graph.
In the control condition, the participants received no contexts, and half was presented with the x-axis import graph,
and the other half was presented with the x-axis export graph.
All participants described what influence the amount of imports and exports had on net income based on the presented
graph.

In Experiment 1, we investigated the representation effect
when a graph was provided without specific contexts. But
generally, graphs are read in a specific problem-solving context. A specific problem-solving context may have graph
readers to draw certain information from a graph. In Experiment 2, we investigated how the representation effect and
given contexts interact in graph comprehension.
In Experiment 2, the participants read graphs in specific
contexts. The shape of the graph used in Experiment 2 was
identical to the one used in Experiment 1. The labels of the
dependent variables were “amount of imports” (large/small)
and “amount of exports” (large/small), and the label of the
independent variable was “net income.”
One of two contexts was given to the participants: (1) import adjustment: a context was given in which net income
must be increased by adjusting the amount of imports, and
(2) export adjustment: a context was given in which net income must be increased by adjusting the amount of exports.
It is presumed that the import adjustment context facilitates comprehending that the amount of imports should be
increased (or kept) when the amount of exports is large (or
small). Therefore, this context facilitates the comprehension
of the simple main effect of the amount of imports. On the
other hand, it is presumed that the export adjustment context
facilitates the comprehension of the simple main effect of the
amount of exports.

Method
Participants Fifty-nine undergraduates participated in the
experiment for which three conditions were set up: (a) consistent condition: the participants read a graph in which the
information required to be drawn by a given context was comprehended easily, (b) inconsistent condition: the participants
read a graph in which the information required to be drawn
by a given context was comprehended with difficulty, and (c)
control condition: the participants read a graph without contexts. The participants were randomly arranged into one of
the three conditions. There were 19 participants in the consistent condition, 22 in the inconsistent condition, and 18 in
the control condition.

Coding description The participant descriptions were classified with the same criterion as in Experiment 1.

Results and discussions
Figure 3 shows the proportions of participants whose descriptions were classified as x-axis or z-legend simple main effect
descriptions in each condition. First, the same Fisher’s exact
test as in Experiment 1 was performed in the control condition. The proportion of x-axis simple main effect descriptions
was marginally larger than that of the z-legend descriptions
(p = .082). This result is consistent with the result in Experiment 1.
Second, to examine whether a given context influences the
degree of ease of comprehending information, paired comparisons were performed between the control condition and each
of the two experimental conditions. In the consistent condition, a two (conditions: consistent and control) x two (descriptions: x-axis and z-legend simple main effects) test of two
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factors’ interaction in proportions using the z-scores was performed. There was a marginal interaction (z = 1.62, p < .10).
Next, in the inconsistent condition, a two (conditions: inconsistent and control) x two (descriptions: x-axis and zlegend simple main effects) test of two factors’ interaction in
proportions using the z-scores was performed. There was a
significant interaction between the two factors (z = 2.26, p <
.05). Subsequently, Fisher’s exact tests (one-tailed) were performed in each description. The proportion of participants
describing the z-legend simple main effect in the inconsistent condition was significantly larger than in the control
condition (p = .039). But there was no difference between
the two groups in the x-axis simple main effect descriptions
(p = .200).
These results indicate that the information comprehended
with difficulty can be relatively easily inferred from graphs
when contexts that promote inference of the information are
given. This means that the representation effect confirmed in
Experiment 1 is limited when specific contexts require participants to read certain aspects of in formation.

Experiment 3
In Experiments 1 and 2, the effects of representation of graphs
and given contexts in graph comprehension were investigated. Furthermore, we performed Experiment 3 to investigate how the representation effect and such given contexts
interact in generating a graph.
In Experiment 3, the participants were given identical contexts as in Experiment 2 and generated graphs from provided
data. The results of Experiments 1 and 2 imply that the participants are expected to generate a consistent graph where
the representation effect and given contexts do not contradict. Additionally, we also replicate the findings confirmed in
Experiments 1 and 2 when interpreting graphs generated by
viewers themselves.

Method
Participants Eighty-five undergraduates participated in the
experiment and were randomly assigned to one of the three
conditions: (a) import adjustment, (b) export adjustment, and
(c) control. There were 28 participants in each of the import
adjustment and control conditions and 29 in the export adjustment condition.
Tasks There were two tasks in Experiment 2.
Task 1: graph generation task: the participants were given a
set of data to calculate the mean value of the net income in
each of four situations: large or small amount of imports
and large or small amount of exports. Based on their calculated results, the participants drew graphs on experiment
sheets shown in Figure 4. The participants selected the labels
of the x-axis and the z-legend by themselves. The instructions
for the import adjustment condition were as follows:
“The data show the relationship between the net income and the amount of imports and exports in a certain
company that cannot determine the amount of exports
because of a contract with their destination. The amount
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Figure 4: Graph format used in Task 1 of Experiment 3.

of exports changes randomly. On the other hand, they
can adjust the amount of imports. You have to explain
how to adjust the amount of imports based on the change
of the amount of exports to improve net income.”
In the instructions for the export adjustment condition,
“destination” for exports was replaced with “supplier” for imports and “imports” and “exports” were interchanged.
In the control condition, the following instructions were
printed without contexts.
“The data show the relationship between the net income and the amount of imports and exports in a certain
company.”
Task 2: reading graph task: the participants read a graph generated by themselves in Task 1 and were provided with the
following instructions: “Based on this graph, describe the influence of the amount of imports and exports on net income.”
Classifying generated graphs The generated graphs in
which the amount of imports was placed on the x-axis and
the amount of exports was placed on the z-legend were classified as x-axis import graphs. On the other hand, the graphs
in which the amount of exports was placed on the x-axis and
the amount of imports was placed on the z-legend were classified as x-axis export graphs.
Classifying descriptions The participant descriptions were
classified by almost the same criterion as in Experiment 1.
For the x-axis import graphs, descriptions about the simple
main effect of the amount of imports were classified as x-axis
simple main effect descriptions, and the simple main effects of
the amount of exports were classified as z-legend simple main
effect descriptions. By contrast, for the x-axis export graphs,
descriptions about the simple main effect of the amount of
exports were classified as x-axis simple main effect descriptions, and the simple main effects of the amount of imports
were classified as z-legend simple main effect descriptions.

Results and discussions
Generated graphs Nine participants were excluded from
analysis because they generated incorrect graphs. Table 1
shows the numbers of graphs classified into each category
in each condition. First, to examine the distribution of the
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Table 1: Numbers of participants who generated x-axis import or x-axis export graphs in Experiment 3.
Import adjustment
Export adjustment
Control

x-axis import
13
12
14

x-axis export
13
14
10

0.0

graphs generated without contexts, Fisher’s exact test (twotailed) was performed on the distribution of the numbers of
x-axis import graphs and x-axis export graphs in the control condition. There was no significant difference (p =
.541, n.s.).
Second, to examine whether the structure of the generated graphs was influenced by the contexts, a three (conditions: import adjustment, export adjustment, and control) x
two (generated graphs: x-axis import and x-axis export) chisquare test was performed on the distribution of the numbers
of generated graphs. There was no significant difference in
the distribution (χ2 (2) = 0.768, n.s.). This result suggests
that there was no difference in the structure of the generated graphs even when different contexts were given, implying that the participants did not necessarily generate graphs
whose structures were consistent with the given contexts.
Next, we performed the same analysis as in Experiment 2.
To do so, the participants were grouped depending on whether
they generated a consistent graph with the given context or
not.
Consistent graph generated group : the participants who generated a consistent graph with the given context: i.e., in the
import adjustment condition, participants who generated xaxis import graphs, and in the export adjustment condition,
participants who generated x-axis export graphs.
Inconsistent graph generated group : the participants who
generate an inconsistent graph with the given context: i.e., in
the import adjustment condition, participants who generated
x-axis export graphs, and in the export adjustment condition,
participants who generated x-axis import graphs. This means
that in these graphs, the contexts encourage the participants
to read information comprehended with difficulty, i.e., the zlegend simple main effect descriptions.
Comprehension of simple main effects Figure 5 shows
the proportions of participants whose descriptions were classified as x-axis or z-legend simple main effect descriptions in
each group. First, the same Fisher’s exact test as Experiment
1 was performed in the control condition. The proportion of
x-axis simple main effect descriptions was significantly larger
than that of the z-legend descriptions (p = .003). This result
was consistent with the result in Experiment 1.
Second, to examine whether a given context influences
the degree of the ease of comprehending information, the
same tests as in Experiment 2 were performed. The results
showed no interaction in the comparison of the consistent
and control groups (z = 0.52, n.s.), but a significant interaction in the comparison of the inconsistent and control groups

x-axis simple main effect
z-legend simple main effect

Consistent Graph Inconsistent
Generated
Graph Generated

Control

Figure 5: Proportions of participants whose descriptions classified as x-axis or z-legend simple main effect descriptions in
Experiment 3.

(z = 2.93, p < .01). Subsequently, Fisher’s exact tests (onetailed) were performed in each description. The proportion of
participants describing the z-legend simple main effect in the
inconsistent graph generated group was significantly larger
than in the control group (p = .008). But there was no difference in the x-axis simple main effect descriptions between the
two groups (p = .159).
These results indicate that information comprehended with
difficulty can be inferred from graphs generated just like from
graphs provided by others when contexts that promote inference of the information are given.

General Discussions
In this study, we investigated the representation effect using a
set of graphs each of which is completely identical from the
other in its perceptual characteristics. We confirmed that the
changes of representations actually affected the comprehension of certain information drawn from graphs.
This result consists with multiple previous studies (Shah
& Carpenter, 1995; Shah et al., 1999). Shah et al. (1999)
concluded that graph comprehensions are affected by visual
chunks. Their study suggested that the simple main effects
of the x-axis are comprehended easier than the effects of legends because viewers make visual chunks of each line automatically and the cognitive loads for the comprehension of
the simple main effects of the x-axis become lighter than for
the comprehension of the legends.
In the CI model of graph comprehension (Freedman &
Shah, 2002), graph comprehensions are made through the interaction between actual data and prior knowledge. Freedman
and Smith (1996) confirmed that viewer perceptions depend
on their prior theories activated beforehand. Prior knowledge
dealt with in such previous studies provided viewers with specific expectations for the interpretation of data.
On the other hand, the contexts investigated in this study
did not have viewers expect specific data tendencies, even
though they required a certain perspective to comprehend the
information. This result supports the idea that contexts for
problem solving also affect the comprehension of graphs, as
prior knowledge does.
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In the results of Experiment 2, the effects of given contexts were much larger than the representation effect. In a
previous study about the effects of given perspectives on text
comprehension (Schraw et al., 1993), it was confirmed that
the effects of the task-based importance (given perspective)
on text learning were larger than that of the text-based importance determined by the text contents. So, the results of
present study replicated this effect in graph comprehension.
In Experiment 3, the participants generated graphs in contexts that required the comprehension of certain information,
but their graphs did not necessarily represent forms promoting comprehension of the information. It has been noted that
constructing, generating, and selecting graphs are important
for graph comprehension skills (Friel et al., 2001); however,
half of them generated an inconsistent graph with the given
context.
On the other hand, when contexts were given, the information promoted to be drawn by the contexts was more actively
comprehended, even when inconsistent graphs were generated.
Since several previous studies focused on the effect of generating diagrams, we performed further analysis across Experiments 2 and 3. In the control condition of Experiments
2 and 3, a two (experiment: Experiments 2 and 3) x two (descriptions: x-axis and z-legend simple main effects) test of two
factors’ interaction in proportions using the z-scores was performed. There was no interaction (z = 0.62, n.s.). Therefore,
we confirmed that there was no difference between the comprehension from graphs generated by the viewers themselves
and from graphs provided by others.
Stull and Mayer (2007) indicated that learning while generating diagrams is not necessarily promoted, compared with
learning while viewing diagrams provided by others, because,
in the former case, extraneous cognitive loads emerge when
generating diagrams. Our study found no difference between
the two situations because the participants preliminarily generated graphs and then read them; no extraneous processing
emerged while comprehending the graphs.
On the other hand, Meter et al. (2006) reported more positive effects in learning with graphs generated from texts while
comparing the generated graphs with graphs provided from
others than learning only with the provided graphs. They believe that this effect is caused by constructing mental models
while generating diagrams and by elaborating such mental
models while comparing generated diagrams with ones provided by others. However, in our study, this effect was not
confirmed. The reason is because in our task generating diagrams did not require the elaboration of mental models of the
relationship between the variables.
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Abstract

The knowledge structures and reasoning processes that
underlie the use of external representations (ERs) in
individuals with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) are not well
understood. This paper compares the organisation of
knowledge of ERs in young people with a diagnosis of ASD
and an age-matched typically developing control group. ASD
and non-ASD participants (twenty-eight in each group) were
given an untimed ER card-sorting task. The ERs were based
on representations used in educational software, for example
graphs, charts, and text. Cluster analysis of the card sort task
revealed similar clusters for both groups: maps, drawings,
text, graphs and charts, and network and tree diagrams.
However, comparison of the card sorts of the two different
groups showed a difference in ‘basic level’ categories. While
in the non-ASD group, maps and non-maps were the most
distinctive category, analysis of the ASD cluster revealed, in
addition, another ‘basic level’ category of textual
representations. These results are discussed in relation to
theories of information processing in autism. Our ultimate
research aim is to develop educational software tailored to the
specific needs of users with ASD. We wish to use our
research results to inform requirements for the development
of such educational software, in which ERs are able to
support differences in information processing for individuals
with ASD.
Keywords: Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD); external
representations; categorisation; organisation.

Introduction
To investigate aspects of knowledge of external
representations (ERs) which influence their usability, we
examined the clustering of ERs by young people with and
without autism spectrum disorder (ASD).
As more children are diagnosed with ASD, there is a need
to develop software (particularly the user interface) that
takes into account the specific needs of individuals affected
by ASD. Current estimates suggest that 1% of the
population have a diagnosis of ASD, which includes autism
and Asperger’s Syndrome (Baird et al., 2006). The
characteristics that are associated with ASD include
impairments in social reciprocity and language
development, restricted (obsessional) interests, and
repetitive behaviour (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders, 2000).
In order to inform the design criteria for effective and
efficient user interfaces for those with ASD, particularly

their textual and visual aspects, we were interested to
explore how the differences in cognitive abilities in
individuals with ASD impacted upon the usability of ERs.
Here, ERs are defined as representations, used in
educational software and diagrammatic reasoning, including
graphs, charts, text, drawings, maps, network diagrams and
tree diagrams.
Research has shown that ASD is related to an imbalance
in cognitive abilities. For example, Minshew and Goldstein
(2001) have shown that individuals with ASD have
relatively weaker language skills. In contrast, other studies
have reported that spatial cognition in ASD might be intact
or even superior to that of individuals without ASD (Kamio
and Toichi, 2000; Caron et al., 2004). This implies that
spatial reasoning within ASD might be preferred, and of
higher utility.
Research indicates that individuals with ASD might
represent information internally in different ways to those
without ASD, in order to compensate for certain impaired
brain areas (Jolliffe and Baron-Cohen, 2001). The difference
in how information is internally represented might impact
the way information is processed. For example, Mottron et
al. (2006) describe how individuals with ASD may process
and perceive visual information differently, based upon a
different organisation of the visual regions of the brain.
Matessa (2008) proposes a cognitive model in which the
reduced declarative function associated with ASD is
compensated by a ‘visual module’, where for example,
mental imagery processing is used for sentence
comprehension (e.g. Grandin, 1995; Kana et al., 2006). As
described by Kunda and Goel (2008), the bias towards
visual processing in individuals with ASD may explain
differences in cognition.
The above research in ASD might imply that weaker
language skills and a deficit in text processing in ASD
might be a result of a lack of declarative processing which is
not fully compensated by visual processing. If this is the
case, user interface design for ASD individuals needs to
accommodate this difference. In particular, ERs need to be
developed which support and enhance visual processing of
text, implying that interfaces for individuals with ASD
should be guided by specific requirements. These may differ
to those aimed at individuals without ASD.
This paper reports the results of an ER card sort study,
focusing on a number of relevant issues: participants’
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perception of similarity and dissimilarity of ERs; the level
of difficulty in understanding different ERs reported by
participants; and their preferences for different types of ERs.
These issues will be discussed in respect to differences in
information processing in ASD and non-ASD individuals.

Each group was enrolled (respectively) in specialist and
non-specialist schools, in years 7, 8 and 9 of the UK
curriculum. Every effort was made to include schools that
were of a similar socioeconomic status. All schools were
urban and non-faith. Additionally, neither of the schools
were fee paying nor impoverished schools.

Design and materials

Hypotheses

Participants’ knowledge of ERs (their view of which ERs
were similar and belonged together) was assessed by a card
sort task.
The ER stimuli were based on a card sort task developed
by Cox and Grawemeyer (2003) and Cox et al. (2004), who
examined ER clustering by typical adults. For the study
reported in this paper, the original ER stimuli were adapted
in view of participants’ younger age range. The types of
ERs deployed as stimuli were based on ERs used within
educational software and diagrammatic reasoning for young
people between 11 and 15 years of age. Additionally, the
number of cards was limited to 40, as it was found that the
time spent to sort and organise a higher number would be
too great for young people.
Figure 1 shows examples of the ER stimuli that were used
in this study.

Our research aim is to investigate differences in the
effectiveness and efficiency of ERs between young people
with and without ASD. Specifically, we explore the
following three hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1:
Young people with and without ASD will show discernable
differences on the perception of similarity and dissimilarity
of ERs. Individuals with ASD will perceive the visual
features of textual representations, reflecting a bias towards
visual processing, whereas individuals without ASD will
perceive text in ways that reflects declarative processing.
Hypothesis 2:
For young people with ASD the perception of how easy or
difficult an ER is to understand will depend on how far the
ER supports visual processing. The perception of
individuals without ASD will be less dependant on the ERs
ability to enable visual processing.
Hypothesis 3:
Young people with ASD will show a strong preference for
ERs that enhance spatial reasoning, whereas ERs that
restrain visual processing will be least preferred. These
preferences will be different or less distinctive in individuals
without ASD.
To address these hypotheses we conducted an ER card sort
task. By means of this task, participants’ perception of
similarity and dissimilarity of ERs and their ER knowledge
structure can be made explicit. Card sorts have been used as
a technique for eliciting and structuring expert knowledge
(e.g. Schreiber et al, 1999). Using card sorts, Minshew et al.
(2002) suggest that there are differences in category
formation in ASD.

Figure 1: ER examples used in the card sort task (40 stimuli
in total)

Methodology
Participants
The study involved 28 high-functioning young people with
ASD (24 male; 4 female) aged between 11-15; and 28
young people without ASD (18 male; 10 female) aged
between 11-14.
The groups were matched on age, mathematical ability
(according to the UK maths curriculum years 7-9, Key
Stage 3), and verbal ability (Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of
Intelligence).

Each ER was mounted on a 12.5cm by 7.5cm white card
that was numbered on the reverse.
The 40 cards utilised different representations that were
primarily used for educational purposes and in educational
software, carefully chosen for use in this study. The ERs
included graphs, charts, text, mathematical notations,
drawings, maps, network diagrams and tree diagrams. The
primary aim was to see how the cards were classified and
distinguished by the two populations.
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Tasks

were just under 20 units apart, whereas those clusters were
only around 7 units apart within the non-ASD group.
Also, the ASD group clustered maths notations with
network/tree diagrams and graphs and charts. This contrasts
with the non-ASD group, which includes maths with textual
representations.
However, in both groups drawings and non-drawings
clusters were between 10 and 15 units apart, whereas the
remainder of the clusters (network and tree diagrams, as
well as graphs and charts) in both groups showed a scaled
distance close to 5 units or lower, which included the
text/math cluster distinction within the non-ASD group at a
distance of around 7 units.

For each participant the 40 cards were shuffled and
presented in a random order. Participants were instructed:
“Here is a stack of representations. I would like you to sort
them into different piles, each representing a particular
category. You decide on what the categories are, and how
many. I would like you to label your categories when you
have finished. After you have given each of your piles a
name I would like you to write down a number from 1 to 10
of how easy it is to understand the category. 1 is easy to
understand and 10 is difficult to understand.”
In order to identify preferences for particular ER types,
participants were asked, at the end of the session: “Which
out of the cards did you like the most and why. Which one
did you like the least and why.”

Data collection
The clusters participants created were recorded along with
the cluster’s name, as well as the representations in each
cluster (using the relevant card number from reverse).
Additionally, participants’ ratings of how easily the ERs
within a cluster could be understood, and the most and least
liked ER, were also noted.

Results
ER cluster analysis
From participants’ card sorts a similarity matrix for each
group was created, which was then input to the SPSS
CLUSTER procedure to produce a hierarchical cluster
analysis.
One participant from the ASD group was excluded from
the analysis, as s/he created only one cluster, justifying each
ER with his/her own reason why it should belong to the
cluster, which kept changing as s/he went through the pile of
cards.
Figure 2 shows the resulting dendrograms from the
analysis (‘Rescaled Distance Cluster Combined’) for the
ASD and non-ASD groups, respectively. The dendrograms
represent the result of applying complete linkage clustering
(agglomerative clustering) to a set of individual items. The
clusters are arranged hierarchically with single clusters at
the root and individual items at the leaves. The horizontal
scale (scaled distance) indicates the distance between the
clusters being merged. For example, for both groups map
and non-map clusters are 25 units apart.
It can be seen that, overall, both groups showed similar
clusters: maps, drawings, text, graphs and charts, and
network and tree diagrams. However, looking at the clusters
at the scaled distance of 15, it can be seen that for the ASD
group the major clusters were: 1. Maps; 2. Text, 3.
Drawings, graphs, charts, network diagrams and tree
diagrams. In contrast the non-ASD clusters were: 1. Maps,
2. Drawings, text, graphs, charts, network diagrams and tree
diagrams. For the ASD group text and non-text clusters

Figure 2: Dendrograms of participants’ ER clusters for the
ASD group (left), and the non-ASD group (right).

Rating of ER types
Looking at the individual representations that participants
clustered together, and the ratings of how difficult
participants thought the clusters were to understand (where
1 is easy and 10 is difficult), Table 1 shows means, standard
deviations and medians of clusters that include the different
representation types1.
On average, both groups rated clusters that included maps
similarly, as the easiest to understand. They also rated
textual representations and mathematical notations
similarly: as the most difficult to understand.
However, a difference between the groups can be seen in
how graphs and charts were perceived. The ASD group
perceived those representations easier to understand than the
non-ASD group.

1

Please note that the representation types are not the different
clusters participants created.
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Table 1: Participants’ rating of clusters that include the different ER types.
ER type
Maps
Graphs and charts
Trees and networks
Text
Maths
Drawings

ASD
Mean
3.80
4.25
4.45
4.72
4.77
4.30

SD
2.75
2.96
2.92
3.04
3.28
2.84

Non-ASD
Mean
3.71
4.66
4.67
4.96
4.71
4.06

Median
3.00
3.50
5.00
5.00
4.00
4.00

SD
2.44
2.06
2.13
2.46
2.58
2.40

Median
3.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.00

Preferences
Participants were asked to identify an ER that they liked
most and one they liked least out of the 40 stimuli, and to
give a reason why. During this task, 5 participants within
the ASD group were unable to identify a preferred ER.
Also, one participant within the non-ASD and 6 participants
in the ASD group failed to identify a representation that
they liked least.
Figure 3 shows the categories of the preferred ERs. It is
interesting to see that both groups preferred maps most (11
out of 23 within ASD; 12 out of 28 within non-ASD).

Figure 4: Least preferred representation types.
The explanations given by participants as to why they
preferred a particular representation included, for example
this from a participant in the ASD group: “I like this map,
because it is a picture of Cornwall, where I go on holiday”.
An explanation given by a participant in the non-ASD group
was: “I like this drawing, it is like a picture – easy to
understand”. The explanations given for least preferred ERs
included, for example from a participant in the ASD group
regarding a textual representation: “Looks really boring and
complicated.” Another comment from the ASD group was:
“don’t like English”. Comments from participants without
ASD regarding maths included: “I don’t like maths” or that
representation “looks complicated”.

Figure 3: Most preferred representation types.
Within both groups, participants expressed preferences
across the different ER types. Remarkably, no participant of
the non-ASD group expressed a preference for an ER that
included mathematical notations.
Figure 4 shows the least preferred representations for the
ASD and non-ASD group. While the ASD group preferred
text least (7 out of 22), the non-ASD group mainly disliked
mathematical notations (8 out of 27).
Turning to the distribution of the least and most preferred
ERs, 4 out of the 7 participants in the ASD group that
preferred text the least, preferred maps the most. In contrast,
in the non-ASD group, 5 out of 6 participants who preferred
text least, preferred drawings the most.

Discussion
The results indicate that high-functioning young people with
ASD share many similarities to young people without ASD.
We discuss possible explanations for our findings below.

ER clusters
In respect of our first hypothesis that there will be
discernable differences in the perception of similarity and
dissimilarity of ERs (especially for text) between
participants with and without ASD, the difference between
the groups was supported to some extent.
The clearest top level distinction for both groups was
maps. Maps can be seen as the most spatial type of ER and
have been identified as a ‘basic level’ ER category in Cox
and Grawemeyer (2003). Rosch (1978) suggests that from
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an early age ‘basic level’ categories are formed, which are
the most distinctive. Maps are isomorphic with the real
world and of different levels of categorical structure. The
comprehension of maps seems to be natural and is required
early in life as described by Liben (2001).
However, the results of the cluster analysis also showed
that the ASD group distinguishes textual representations
differently to the non-ASD group. While the text cluster of
the non-ASD group is less distinct from other clusters, the
ASD group clearly separates text from other ERs. For the
ASD group, textual representations – after maps - form a
distinct cluster at the high level branching factor, which
means that text and non-text clusters were perceived to be
highly dissimilar.
Some of the textual representations referred to the main
visual ER stimuli categories, such as, a textual description
of bar charts, or some text fragments that refer to networks.
The non-ASD group clustering shows a less clear distinction
between the textual representations and graphs/charts or
tree/network diagrams clusters. However, for ASD
participants there is a clear distinction of textual
representations, which suggests a further categorisation at
the ‘basic level’ (in Rosch’s 1978 terms).
A different organisation of certain brain regions within
ASD (e.g. Mottron et al., 2006) may imply that individuals
with ASD perceive textual information as a distinctive
visual category rather than a linguistic category. This may
also explain why mathematical notations were semantically
clustered with graphs and charts. In contrast, the non-ASD
group formed a linguistic category that included maths and
textual representations, presumably based on superficial
features as opposed to deeper meaning.
A visual instead of a linguistic text category might
underpin a bias towards visual processing in individuals
with ASD (Kunda and Goel, 2008) and/or the use of mental
imagery for sentence processing (Grandin, 1995; Kana et
al., 2006).

information seems to be more difficult than processing
graphical information. However, this depends on whether
participants’ introspections are accurate. A better indication
might be derived by gathering ER reasoning performance
measures, rather than subjective self reports
A difference between the groups was found in how graphs
and charts were perceived. Participants from the ASD group
seem to perceive those representations easier to understand
than participants from the non-ASD group, who rated
clusters that contained graphs and charts as one of the most
difficult to understand. This supports our hypothesis that
participants with ASD will find ERs that enable visual
information processing easier then participants without
ASD.

Preferences
In our third hypothesis we expected differences in ER
preferences based upon how the ER would enable
information processing. Here also, the difference between
the groups was much less marked than expected.
Both groups preferred maps. Maps can be seen as one of
the most spatial types of ER. As predicted individuals with
ASD preferred highly spatial ERs. This was also true for
participants in the non-ASD group.
The ASD group rated mainly text and the non-ASD group
rated mainly maths as the least preferred ER. Here also,
participants from the ASD as well as the non-ASD group
disliked low spatial ERs the least.
It was interesting to see that within both groups a dislike
of a low spatial ER seems to relate to a preference of highly
spatial ERs, such as maps or drawings.
Garcia-Garcia and Cox (2008) describe how graphs and
charts were more commonly used in the UK national
curriculum than maps. Out of the ERs used within the card
sort, tree and network diagrams were encountered the least
in educational material. There does not seem to be a link
between the frequency of particular ERs within educational
material and ER preferences.

Rating of ER types
According to our second hypothesis, we expected to see
differences between the groups in the perception of how
easy or difficult ERs were to understand according to the
ERs ability to enable visual processing. This difference was
less than expected.
Both groups rated high and low spatial ERs in similar
ways. Participants from the ASD and the non-ASD group
rated maps (high spatial) as the easiest to understand. As
described in Cox and Grawemeyer (2003) maps are
isomorphic with the real world. They are not as
metaphorical as other ERs, for example, a bar chart, where
the length of the bars act as a metaphor for the values they
present. This might explain why both groups rated clusters
that contained maps as the easiest of the different ER types
to understand.
Additionally, both groups rated clusters that contained
text as one of the most difficult to understand. For
individuals with and without ASD, processing textual

Conclusion and Future work
The research presented in this paper is part of a process by
which the assessment of ASD and non-ASD capabilities
will lead into the design of educational software,
specifically design principles for user interfaces for different
populations, in this case ASD user groups.
A positive finding from our investigation was that highfunctioning young people with ASD were similar in many
ways to young people without ASD. Both groups identified
‘maps’ as the clearest top level distinction, which confirms
the result of Cox and Grawemeyer (2003), who identified
maps as a ‘basic level’ ER category. The difference between
the groups in how text was clustered might reflect the
impairments of cognitive abilities within ASD.
The results of this study will enable us to design
educational software that is tailored to young people with
ASD. The detection of participants’ ER classification and
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preferences will help us to create user interfaces that reflect
children’s wishes, which might enhance learning outcomes.
The results could help not only in supporting an individual’s
learning, but also in providing easier forms of interactions,
which are tailor-made rather than the same for everyone.
Additionally, to cater for strength in visual processing,
educational software should also at some stage address
weakness with text.
The next step in our research is therefore to investigate
how user interfaces could be adapted to the special needs of
the ASD population, based upon the differences in
information processing we have discussed. This will include
the detection of preferences for ERs via a computerised
environment.
Finally, further research is needed to delineate the
differences between individuals with and without ASD, in
terms of category formation, category assignment,
identification of concepts, identification of instances of
category members and the overlap between categories.
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The Effects of LEGO Robotics and Embodiment in Elementary Science
Learning
Carol M. Lu
Teachers College, Columbia University

John B. Black
Teachers College, Columbia University

Seokmin Kang
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Shih-Chieh Huang
Teachers College, Columbia University
Abstract: Elementary school students often find science a complex subject to learn (Johnstone, 1991; Millar, 1991).
Robotics have been used in previous studies to promote science learning as they provide students an environment
to observe abstract concepts through the use of tangible, hands-on objects (Nagchaudhuri et al., 2002; Barker &
Ansorge, 2007; Druin & Hendler, 2000). However, few studies have investigated the effects of integrating embodiment
and LEGO Robotics to encourage students to physically experience abstract science concepts using their own bodies
to enhance their conceptual understanding. This study aimed to examine the importance and role of embodiment
in elementary science learning through the use of LEGO Robotics. Participants were fifth graders attending a
semester-long after-school program for two hours each week. The results revealed that the children in the embodiment
intervention group had a better understanding of and a more positive attitude toward science than those without
the embodiment intervention.
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The Construction Meaning of Interrogatives: Evidence From
Embodied Grammar
Dietmar Zaefferer
LMU Munich

Luenya Santiago dos Santos
LMU Munich
Abstract: In formal semantics polar interrogatives are often conceived as pairs of a proposition and its negation
(Hamblin 1958). While allowing for interesting research, this view lacks plausible cognitive grounding. We therefore
propose that propositional contents are represented by pairs of situation tokens and situation types: In positive
declaratives the token fits (or fails to fit) the type, in interrogatives the question of fit does not arise because the
token is insufficiently specified. In order to test this assumption we adapted an embodied grammar experimental
design that demonstrated the action–sentence compatibility effect (ACE, Glenberg & Kaschak), the influence of the
motion described in the sentence subjects are primed with on the motor response they perform: If described and
performed motion match in direction, facilitation is observed, else inhibition. Our results are incompatible with the
Hamblin view: Interrogatives trigger an ACE between those of positive and negative declaratives.
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Lexical Priming without Similarity or Association
Zachary Estes
Department of Psychology University of Warwick

Lara L. Jones
Department of Psychology Wayne State University

Emily Mather
Department of Psychology University of Warwick
Abstract: Integrative relations, which combine two independent concepts (e.g., ”lake” and ”bird”) into a compound representation (”lake bird”), induce lexical priming. For example, ”lake” speeds lexical decisions to ”bird”
even though they are semantically dissimilar, lexically unassociated, and unfamiliar as a phrase. We report three
experiments that investigate whether this integrative priming occurs prospectively (i.e., the prime pre-activates
the target) or retrospectively (i.e., prime and target are integrated post-presentation). Integrative (e.g., ”lake” ->
”bird”), associative (e.g., ”canary” -> ”bird”), and unrelated word pairs (e.g., ”trial” -> ”bird”) were presented in
the perceptual identification, reading aloud, and Stroop color naming tasks, which are thought to measure prospective
processing. Integrative pairs and associative pairs both elicited robust priming. That is, prime words (e.g., ”lake”)
facilitated recognition of dissimilar, unassociated target words (e.g., ”bird”). Although similarity and association
may explain other lexical and sentential priming effects, our results suggest instead a prospective integration process.
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A Tale of Two Semantic Systems: Taxonomic and Thematic Knowledge
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Abstract
Behavioral, neuroimaging, and lesion analysis data suggest
two parallel semantic systems. One system, with anterior
temporal lobe as critical hub, captures taxonomic relations
based on feature overlap. A second system, with temporoparietal junction as critical hub, captures thematic relations
based on complementary roles in events. We describe a
computational model of this theory that accounted for a oneway behavioral dissociation in aphasic picture naming errors
(more taxonomic errors than thematic errors) and a
neuroanatomical double dissociation (damaging feature
representations led to relatively more taxonomic errors,
damaging event representations led to relatively more
thematic errors). The model also predicted that both
taxonomic and thematic competitors should be automatically
activated during single word processing, with taxonomic
competitors activated more quickly and more strongly. These
predictions were tested and confirmed in a spoken word
comprehension experiment using eye tracking to assess the
time course of competitor activation.
Keywords: semantic knowledge; taxonomic relations;
thematic relations; event processing; computational modeling;
spoken word processing.

Introduction
A core question in cognitive science is how semantic
knowledge is represented. The study of semantic knowledge
is typically intertwined with the study of feature-based or
hierarchical conceptual categories. Feature-based accounts
can explain a very broad range of phenomena (e.g., Rogers
& McClelland, 2004) and are particularly effective in
capturing the categorical, or taxonomic, structure of
conceptual knowledge (e.g., Rogers & McClelland, 2004;
O’Connor, Cree, & McRae, 2009). However, thematic
conceptual knowledge – the grouping of concepts by
participation in the same scenario or event (e.g., Estes,
Galonka, & Jones, 2011) – is not as well captured by
traditional feature-based accounts. On feature-based
accounts, semantic similarity is a function of feature overlap
(e.g., Cree, McRae, & McNorgan, 1999; Mirman &
Magnuson, 2009; Rogers & McClelland, 2004), but
thematically related objects typically share few, if any,
features. Rather, they have complementary features that are
related to the complementary roles the objects play in
events.
There is a long history of behavioral studies
demonstrating that thematic knowledge plays an important
role in adult conceptual knowledge (e.g., Goldwater,

Markman, & Stilwell, 2011; Hare et al., 2009; Lin &
Murphy, 2001; for a review, see Estes et al., 2011). One
recent study used voxel-based lesion-symptom mapping
(VLSM) to examine the neural basis of taxonomic and
thematic processing (Schwartz et al., in press). Schwartz et
al. analyzed picture-naming errors generated by a large
sample of individuals with left hemisphere stroke aphasia
(N=86), distinguishing between taxonomic errors (e.g.,
apple named as “pear” or “grape”) and thematic errors (e.g.,
apple named as “worm” or dog named as “bone”).
Taxonomic errors were defined as category coordinates,
superordinates, or subordinates; thematic errors were
defined as incorrect responses which come from a different
category but frequently play a complementary role with the
target in events. The behavioral results showed a single
dissociation: there were far more taxonomic errors than
thematic errors (approximately 5:1 ratio) and all but two
patients made more taxonomic errors than thematic errors.
However, the lesion analysis revealed a neuroanatomical
double dissociation in the relative proportion of taxonomic
to thematic errors. Patients with lesions affecting the left
anterior temporal lobe (ATL; Brodmann area 38 and the
anterior portions of BA 20 and 21) tended to produce a
higher proportion of taxonomic errors relative to thematic
errors. In contrast, patients with lesions affecting the left
temporo-parietal junction (TPJ; BA 39, posterior BA 21 and
22, superior BA 37, and BA 41 and 42) tended to produce a
higher proportion of thematic errors relative to taxonomic
errors.
The ATL effect is consistent with previous studies
demonstrating its critical role in lexical-semantic processing
(e.g., Hodges, Graham, & Patterson, 1995; Lambon Ralph et
al., 2001; Patterson, Nestor, & Rogers, 2007; Schwartz et
al., 2009). The TPJ effect makes contact with studies
suggesting an important role for TPJ in thematic relations
(e.g., Kalenine et al., 2009) and relational knowledge more
generally (e.g., Wu, Waller, & Chatterjee, 2007; for a recent
comprehensive review of neuroimaging studies of semantic
representations see Binder et al., 2009).
Our first goal was to develop a formal computational
model of these complementary semantic systems that can
account for the neuroanatomical double dissociation as well
as the one-way behavioral dissociation. Our model is related
to previous work by Plaut (1995), who distinguished
between semantic relatedness based on semantic feature
overlap and semantic association based on temporal co-
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occurrence to account for differences between associative
and semantic priming effects in visual word recognition. We
tested whether this distinction, combined with an explicit
event representation, can capture both the one-way
behavioral dissociation and the neuroanatomical double
dissociation.
Like previous models of related phenomena (e.g., Plaut,
1995), our model predicts that thematically-related concepts
are automatically activated during single word processing
even when such activation is not required by task demands.
This prediction is consistent with recent priming studies that
demonstrate fast activation of event-based relations (e.g.,
Hare et al., 2009). We further tested this prediction in a
spoken word-to-picture matching task with eye tracking to
examine the time course of taxonomic and thematic
competition.

Computational Model
The model follows in the parallel distributed processing
tradition of modeling cognition as the bidirectional, graded,
and nonlinear interactions among many simple processing
units. Each unit is associated with an activation state, which
is determined by the strength of its input and a sigmoid
activation function. Units interact through weighted
connections and the weights are learned over the course of
training. The structure of the model was based on three core
principles: (1) Taxonomic structure: individual concepts are
represented by sets of semantic features, which tend to be
shared by concepts within a category. (2) Thematic/event
structure: normal word production is situated in an event or
sentence context, which imposes regularities on which
objects will co-occur. (3) Distinct representation of event
information and semantic feature information based on the
neuroanatomical and psychological evidence.

Figure 1. Architecture of the model.

Model Architecture
The model had 4 groups of units representing Semantic
Features, Events, Lexical Semantics, and the Output
Lexicon. The architecture of the model is shown in Figure 1.
The arrows indicate full connectivity between layers (and
fully recurrent connections between units in the Lexical

Semantics layer). Since the model was primarily designed to
capture word production data, external input was provided
to the Semantic Features and Event layers. Conceptually,
the model was trained to perform a simplified analog of
event description: there was a constant event input (i.e., the
model is describing a single, ongoing event), a sequence of
individual concept representations chosen (input) for
production, and a corresponding sequence of target word
outputs. The model was tested on picture naming by
presenting input to the Semantic Features layer and
evaluating the Output Lexicon activations. The simulations
were conducted in LENS:
(www.stanford.edu/group/mbc/LENSManual/index.html).

Representations
The Output Lexicon was a localist representation of 16
words where each unit represented a unique concept name.
The 16 concepts were divided into 4 categories, each with 4
category members. The 32 units in the Semantic Features
layer were divided into 4 sets of 8 units, with each set
representing the possible features for a single category. For
each concept there were 2 category coordinates that shared
50% of the object’s features and the remaining category
coordinate shared 0% of the object’s features. Across
categories, concepts shared 0% of their features.
The 8 units in the Event group represented four general
event types (e.g., eating) with two directions for each event
that implicitly specify the roles of the two event participants
(e.g., “eats” vs. “is eaten by”). Each event involved two
participants from a set of four possible concepts (one from
each category).

Model Training
The model was trained on a simplified analog of sentence
production. All of the sentences consisted of two concept
names produced in a particular sequence that coincided with
semantic feature input that changed from concept to concept
and constant event representation input. At the start of each
training trial, activations for all units were initialized to a
small value (0.2), with a default soft-clamp (clamp strength:
0.2) at a value of 0.0. When groups received external input,
their clamp strength was changed to 0.8. First, one event
unit was soft-clamped to a value of 1.0, then the semantic
features corresponding to the first concept in the sentence
were also soft-clamped to a value of 1.0. Once these inputs
were set, activation was allowed to propagate through the
network for up to 10 time ticks with target activations
defined for the output lexicon and semantic features layers.
This corresponded to the production of the first word in the
sentence. At the end of those 10 ticks, or if all activations
were within 0.5 of their targets, all targets were removed
and new external inputs for the semantic features layer were
set, corresponding to the second concept in the sentence.
Activation was again allowed to propagate through the
network for up to 10 ticks with target activations defined for
the semantic features and output lexicon. The connection
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weights were updated after each training trial (i.e.,
production of each two-word sentence) using the error backpropagation through time algorithm (Pearlmutter, 1995)
with learning rate set to 0.1 and momentum set to 0.9.
There were 32 possible example sentences: 4 event types
with 4 possible first concepts and 2 possible second
concepts. The model was trained for 5000 trials, at which
point cross-entropy error had approached an asymptotic
minimum.

Model Testing
The critical model test was an analog of the picture naming
task. External inputs specifying a single concept were hardclamped to the semantic features units and no external input
was provided to the event layer. Output lexicon activations
were recorded for 20 ticks. No weight changes occurred on
test trials. To compute a model analog of picture naming
response, we considered the cumulative activation received
by each word type (target, taxonomic competitor, and
thematic competitor) over the first 15 ticks of processing
(since at that point the target word was no longer the most
active output unit). These summed activations were then
normalized to compute a proportion of activation received
by each response type. ATL lesions were modeled by
removing 20% of the connections between the semantic
features layer and the lexical semantics layer; TPJ lesions
were modeled by removing 50% of the connections between
the event layer and the lexical semantics layer.

Results and Discussion
The simulations were repeated for 20 models, using
different random starting weights and different random
lesions. Figure 2 shows the average activation patterns for
the target word, its taxonomic competitors, and its thematic
(event) competitors for the fully trained control (unlesioned)
model (left panel), following a lesion disrupting
communication between event representations and lexical
semantics (i.e., a TPJ lesion, middle panel), and following a
lesion disrupting communication between semantic features
and lexical semantics (i.e., an ATL lesion, right panel). The

target word was by far the most active word, indicating that
although the model was trained to perform two-word
sentence production, it was quite capable of performing
single word production without an event context (i.e., no
event input). This was true even after damage, indicating
that our lesion implementation did not eliminate naming
performance. Critically, both taxonomic and thematic
competitors were activated, though with somewhat different
time courses. Taxonomic competitors were strongly
activated early in concept processing, but this activation was
transient, peaking well before the target activation reached
its peak (for a similar time course in spoken word
recognition, and its implications, see Mirman & Magnuson,
2009). In contrast, thematic competitors were initially
weakly activated and the activation grew steadily late into
the course of the trial. This pattern arose because the model
was trained to produce thematically-grouped two-word
sequences, so even in single word production there was a
residual tendency to prepare to produce a thematically
related word.
Table 1 shows the normalized summed (over the first 15
time ticks) activation for the taxonomic and thematic
competitors for each of the three conditions. The one-way
behavioral dissociation is very clear: normalized summed
activation for the taxonomic competitors is substantially
higher than for the thematic competitors in all three model
tests. The model also exhibits the neuroanatomical double
dissociation: the event lesion increases the normalized
summed activation for the thematic competitors much more
than for the taxonomic competitors, and the semantic
features lesion increases the normalized summed activation
for the taxonomic competitors much more than for the
thematic competitors.
A simple model trained to produce two-word sequences
based on a stable event representation and a sequential
semantic feature-based representation of individual concepts
was able to perform single word production. Importantly,
the model captured both of the key data patterns from the
picture naming VLSM study (Schwartz et al., in press).
There was a one-way behavioral dissociation such that

Figure 2. Average activation for target word (circles), taxonomically related words (triangles), and thematically related words
(squares) in the trained unlesioned model and two lesion models.
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activation of taxonomic responses was higher than
activation of thematic responses and a neuroanatomical
double dissociation such that damage to semantic feature
representations produced increased activation of taxonomic
responses relative to thematic responses and damage to
event representations produced increased activation of
thematic responses relative to taxonomic responses.
Table 1. Normalized summed activations for targets,
taxonomically related competitors, and thematically related
competitors for each of the three models.
Model

Targets

Control
Event Lesion
Sem. Feat. Lesion

0.703
0.687
0.661

Taxonomic
Competitors
0.158
0.159
0.181

Thematic
Competitors
0.139
0.154
0.158

Experiment
This experiment was designed to test two behavioral
predictions from the simulations reported above: (1)
taxonomic and thematic competitors are both activated
automatically during single word processing, even when the
task demands do not require it, and (2) taxonomic
competitors are activated more quickly and more strongly
than thematic competitors. These predictions were tested in
the domain of spoken word comprehension using the “visual
world paradigm” (VWP). In a typical VWP experiment, 4
pictures of objects are shown and the participant is
instructed to select a named target object. Previous studies
using this paradigm have shown that participants are more
likely to look at pictures of objects that are semantically
related to the target than at unrelated objects (e.g., Huettig &
Altmann, 2005; Mirman & Magnuson, 2009; Yee & Sedivy,
2006), though not at objects that are only related by lexical
co-occurrence with no semantic relationship (Yee, Overton,
& Thompson-Schill, 2009). The present study specifically
distinguished taxonomic semantic similarity and thematic
semantic similarity.

Methods
Participants. Fifteen older adult participants (53% females;
27% African American) completed the study. They were
selected to be approximately the same age and education
level as the aphasic participants in the VLSM study
(Schwartz et al., in press). Their mean age was 63 (range:
42-72) and mean years of education was 15 (range: 12-20).
All participants had English as their native language and no
major psychiatric or neurologic co-morbidities. Mean score
on the Mini-Mental State Exam was 29 (range: 26-30).
Participants were paid for their participation and reimbursed
for travel and related expenses.
Materials. A normed set of 260 color line drawings of
common objects (Rossion & Pourtois, 2004) was used for
the picture stimuli. Images had a maximum size of 200 x
200 pixels and were scaled such that at least one dimension

was 200 pixels. Critical pairs were selected on the basis of
sharing a semantic category (taxonomically related) or
frequently participating in an event (thematic relation).
Target and competitor words were matched on word
frequency, familiarity, length, and neighborhood density
across the two conditions (all p > 0.15). Stimulus words
were recorded by a native English speaker at 44.1kHz. The
individual words were edited to eliminate silence at the
beginning and end of each sound file.
Apparatus. Participants were seated approximately 24
inches away from a 17-inch monitor with the resolution set
to 1024x768 dpi. Stimuli were presented using E-Prime
Professional 2.0 experimental design software. Responses
were recorded using a mouse. During the testing session, a
remote Eyelink 1000 eye tracker was used to record
participants’ left eye gaze position at 250 Hz.
Procedure. Each trial was initiated by the participant by
clicking on a plus sign (+) in the center of the screen, which
caused a four-image display to appear with each image near
one of the screen corners. The position of the four pictures
was randomized. The display was presented for a 1300ms
preview to allow for initial fixations that are driven by
visual salience rather than word processing. During the last
300ms of the preview, a red circle appeared in the center of
the screen in order to drive the attention back to the neutral
central location. After the 1300ms preview, participants
heard the target word through speakers and had to click on
the image that corresponded to the target word. Each
display contained a target object image, a semantic
competitor (taxonomic or thematic), and two unrelated
distractors. There were a total of 70 trials: 10 practice trials
(on which feedback was provided), 20 trials with taxonomic
competitors, 20 trials with thematic competitors, and 20
filler trials where none of the images were related to each
other.

Results and Discussion
Accuracy was very high (> 99% correct in both conditions,
p > 0.3) and mean response times were approximately
2000ms from word onset with no difference between
conditions (Taxonomic: M = 2018, SD = 396; Thematic: M
= 1959, SD = 496; F < 1, p > 0.3). Only correct response
trials were included in the fixation analysis. Figure 3 shows
the time course of fixations to the target, semantically
related competitor, and unrelated distractors (average of the
two distractors) from word onset. Participants were more
likely to fixate semantically related competitors than
unrelated distractors in both the Taxonomic and Thematic
conditions.
To quantify the time course of the semantic competition
effects we used Growth Curve Analysis (GCA), a multilevel
regression modeling technique using fourth-order
orthogonal polynomials (for details see Mirman, Dixon, &
Magnuson, 2008). The analysis considered semantic
competitor and unrelated distractor fixations from 500ms
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Figure 3. The average time course of fixation proportions to the target (T),
semantically related competitor (C), and unrelated distractor (U) objects starting
at target word onset. Error bars indicate ±1SE.
after target word onset (shortly before the target fixations
begin to separate from the other conditions, indicating that
fixations are starting to be driven by linguistic/semantic
processing) to 1700ms after word onset (at which point
competition has been mostly resolved and competitor
fixations are nearly at floor). The GCA results confirmed
semantic competition in both conditions with statistically
significant effects of object type (competitor vs. unrelated)
on the intercept term (overall more fixations to the semantic
competitor than the unrelated distractor) and on the
quadratic term (steeper fixation curve rise and fall for the
semantic competitor than the unrelated distractor), as well as
other, less relevant, model terms (full GCA results are in
Table 2).
Table 2. Growth curve analysis results for semantic
competition in the two conditions. Parameter estimates are
for the semantically related competitor relative to the
unrelated distractor.
Thematic
Est.
t
p<
Intercept 0.036 9.2 0.00001
Linear
0.037 1.1 n.s.
Quadratic -0.084 2.3 0.05
Cubic
-0.030 2.2 0.05
Quartic
0.033 2.4 0.05

intercept term: Est. = -0.049, t = 4.88, p < 0.0001) and a
difference in time course (interaction effect on quadratic
term: Est. = 0.156, t = 3.17, p < 0.01; and on cubic term:
Est. = -0.116, t = 5.77, p < 0.0001; interaction effects on
linear and quartic term were not significant). The degree of
semantic relatedness contributes to the magnitude and time
course of semantic competition effects (e.g., Mirman &
Magnuson, 2009), but the current results are also strikingly
consistent with the simulations reported above.
In sum, the experiment revealed that thematically and
taxonomically related competitors are both activated in the
course of spoken word recognition and suggested that
taxonomic competitors are activated more quickly and more
strongly than thematic competitors. These results are
consistent with the predictions of a computational model,
which also accounted for behavioral and neuroanatomical
results from a large-scale study of aphasic picture naming
errors (Schwartz et al., in press).

Conclusions

Taxonomic
Est.
t
p<
0.086 12.3 0.00001
0.15 2.9 0.01
-0.24 10.0 0.00001
0.086 6.2 0.00001
0.04 3.0 0.01

The semantic competition effect was also substantially
larger and peaked earlier in the Taxonomic condition than in
the Thematic condition. The Taxonomic competition effect
peaked approximately 900ms after target word onset and the
Thematic competition effect peaked approximately 1100ms
after target word onset. GCA of the full data set examining
the interaction of object (competitor vs. unrelated) and
condition (Taxonomic vs. Thematic) revealed a clear
difference in overall effect size (interaction effect on

Based on behavioral, neuroimaging, and VLSM data,
Schwartz et al. (in press) proposed that there are two parallel
semantic systems. One system, with ATL as a critical hub,
captures taxonomic relations based on feature overlap and is
particularly important for single object processing and
identification. A second system, with TPJ as a critical hub,
captures thematic relations based on complementary roles in
events and is possibly more relevant for relational
processing (e.g., Wu et al., 2007) and sentence processing.
We described a computational model that is a concrete
implementation of this theory. The model accounted for the
one-way behavioral dissociation in aphasic picture naming
errors (more taxonomic errors than thematic errors) and the
neuroanatomical double dissociation (damaging feature
representations leads to relatively more taxonomic errors,
damaging event representations leads to relatively more
thematic errors).
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In addition, the model predicted that both taxonomic and
thematic competitors should be automatically activated
during single word processing, with taxonomic competitors
activated more quickly and more strongly. Results from a
spoken word comprehension experiment using eye tracking
to assess the time course of competitor activation were
consistent with these predictions.
These results suggest that semantic knowledge is
represented in two parallel systems – one that is primarily
sensitive to semantic feature overlap and taxonomic
relations with ATL as the critical hub, and one that is
primarily sensitive to event and thematic role relations with
TPJ as the critical hub.
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Abstract
The practice of treating neurons as detectors is ubiquitous in
the neuro-science community and in AI as well, in the context
of neural networks. But there are a growing number of
cognitive scientists who think that the representational
paradigm is ill-suited to this level of explanation. In this
paper, I rehearse William Ramsey‘s powerful critique of
neural-detector attribution, focusing on his argument that
Dretske-style information theoretic accounts of representation
fail to justify the practice. I then take this conclusion a step
further by arguing that not only does this particular
justification fail, none at all are possible. The conclusion that
we need to let go of the representational paradigm is not a
negative one though, I shall claim, because it liberates us
from the kind of misguided thinking that leads to theoretical
dead-ends. Once we see this, we are free to investigate new,
more fruitful, paradigms.
Keywords: representation; neurons; detectors; information
theory; Dretske; interaction theory.

Introduction
The practice of treating neurons as detectors is ubiquitous in
the neuro-science community and in AI as well, in the
context of neural networks. But there are a growing number
of cognitive scientists who think that the representational
paradigm is ill-suited to this level of explanation. With this
paper, I will add my voice to these ranks. In section one, I
will rehearse William Ramsey‘s powerful critique of neuraldetector attribution, focusing on his argument that Dretskestyle information theoretic accounts of representation fail to
justify the practice. In section two, I take this conclusion a
step further by arguing that not only does this particular
justification fail, none at all are possible. The conclusion
that we need to let go of the representational paradigm is not
a negative one though, I shall claim, because it liberates us
from the kind of misguided thinking that leads to theoretical
dead-ends. Once we see this, we are free to investigate new,
more fruitful, paradigms. In the final section, I briefly
discuss one of the more promising ones.

Section I: Ramsey’s Critique
By explicitly addressing the question of what justifies
neural-level detector attributions, Ramsey brings to the fore
a discussion sorely lacking in the cognitive science

community. I present here just two examples of this
practice in order to focus this discussion1:
1. ―… the key claim of localist coding schemes is
that a given unit (neuron) codes for one familiar thing
(and does not directly contribute to the representation
of anything else), and that it is possible to interpret the
output of a single unit in a neural network.‖ (Bowers,
2009, p. 223)
2. ―These investigators report the discovery of
number-encoding neurons in the lateral prefrontal
cortex of the macaque brain. ... this work opens up the
exciting possibility of studying the cerebral bases of
elementary arithmetic at the single-cell level.‖
(Dehaene, 2002, p. 1652)
Unfortunately, because the practice is so ubiquitous and
unchallenged in the field of neuroscience, there aren‘t many
actual justifications to assess. As Ramsey points out,
... researchers often skip the question of whether
neural receptors function as representations and
instead ask about how the representational encoding is
done. That is, researchers often begin with the
assumption that neurons function as representations,
and then explore, for example, whether the encoding is
in single cell ‗grandmother‘ representations or instead
distributed across a population of neurons. (2003, p.
127)
I won‘t rehearse here Ramsey‘s speculations for why there
has been so little written about this central topic, although
his diagnosis is spot on; instead, I will skip to his decision to
focus the critique on Fred Dretske‘s information theoretic
account of representation, since, he concludes, this is the
most robust, well-defended account that comes the closest to
offering an explicit justification for the practice:
... his theory seems clearly motivated by examples
of the very notion of representation we are trying to
explicate, and many have appealed to Dretske as a
way of defending receptor-style representations. What
is more, because Dretske‘s account of content is so
closely intertwined with an account of what it is for
something to function as a representation, we see that
he is, indeed, worried about providing a solution to
what I have been calling the functional specification
challenge. Thus, if anybody has given a carefully
worked-out philosophical explication and defence of
the receptor notion ... it is Dretske. (ibid., p. 131)
1

I do not intend to single these out as particularly egregious cases
or so on in any way – there are literally hundreds of others I could
have chosen, but a choice had to be made.
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On Dretske‘s account, what makes some internal
state X a primitive representation or detector of some
class of things or actions Y is that it meets the
following three conditions:
1. The presence/absence of X covaries with the
presence/absence of members of Y;
2. The co-variance is under-written by a nomic
causal relation, that is, the presence/absence of
members of Y cause or are a necessary part of the
cause of the presence/absence of X; and,
3. The functional role of X, within the system
within which it arises, is to carry information about the
presence/absence of members of Y. (Dretske, 1988)
Condition 3 ultimately does the work of justifying our
treatment of X as a representation, since lots of states meet
both conditions 1 and 2 alone, but do not function to carry
information about and, consequently, represent anything.
For example, the presence of large electrical fields is
causally necessary for the presence of lightning, but
lightning does not represent electrical fields. Now the trick,
of course, to developing a fully naturalistic account of
representation, is to explain how condition 3 can come
about without appealing to the existence of some intentional
system in which X functions to carry information. Dretske
follows teleological-functionalists such as Millikan in
arguing that such functional roles are established as a result
of natural selection or, in some contexts, in the course of the
development of learning mechanisms. Here is an excerpt
from Dretske on how he sees such functional informationcarrying roles being established:
Suppose an animal – call it Buster – is so wired that it
can see nearby Os.... Because Os are dangerous to
animals like Buster, it quickly learns to avoid them.
Learning to avoid Os is a process in which an internal
sign of O, an internal signal carrying the information
that an O is present, is made into a cause (a triggering
cause) of whatever movements constitute avoidance.
... As a result of the learning of the sort just described,
Buster‘s internal circuitry has been reconfigured so as
to give an information-bearing element a control
function.‖ (1994, p. 69)
According to Dretske, it is in virtue of the information
carried by the causal co-relation between the presence of Os
and the internal O signal that the internal O signal gets its
role. Here is another of Dretske‘s examples, one that
Ramsey highlights, of the same sort of process, but one that
develops as a result of evolutionary pressures:
… the magnetesomes in anaerobic bacteria indicate
the direction of magnetic North, which also happens to
correlate with deeper, anaerobic water. Through a
process of natural selection, these magnetesomes come
to be wired to the bacteria‘s navigational system
because of their nomic link to anaerobic water. They
are thus given the functional role of indicating the
direction of anaerobic water and, according to Dretske,
thereby become anaerobic water representations.
(Ramsey, 2003, p. 132)

Again, the idea is that it is in virtue of the information
carried by the causal co-relation between magnetesomes and
anaerobic water that, through natural selection,
magnetesomes developed the functional role they did,
within the context of anaerobic bacteria. This, according to
Dretske, is what justifies our treatment of them as anaerobic
water detectors.
But, Ramsey argues, this is much too quick. How do we
know that it is in virtue of the information the causal
relations carry that they were selected for? In order to get to
that conclusion, Ramsey argues, we need a much more
ontologically-loaded notion of information than is
warranted, one in which information itself can play a causal
role: ―… many writers—including Dretske—appear to reify
information with expressions like ‗information flow‘ and
‗information carrying‘ ….‖(2003, p. 135) But we have no
independent justification for treating information in this
way. From an ontologically Spartan vantage point,
information is just what can be learned about the causal
history of some object or system: ―Talk about information
carrying can be understood as simply a way of saying that
nomic relations between states of affairs allows us to use
these states of affairs to discover things.‖ (Ramsey, 2003, p.
135) Indeed, as Ramsey points out, these states of affairs
need not even be directly causally related to one another in
order for there to exist an information relation between
them. If A is larger than B, and B is larger than C, then A
‗carries‘ information about C, since knowing something
about A, say that it has length X, allows one to deduce
something about C, say that it has length < X. In other
words, ―being an information carrier is nothing more than
being a thing that stands in some sort of relation to
something else, such that the former can be exploited to gain
knowledge about the latter.‖ (2003, p. 135) In this unreified
sense, information abounds.
But although information abounds, it doesn‘t follow that
all or indeed any of this information is in fact used. Two
things might be causally related, let‘s say the presence of A
causes some process to occur in B, but the fact that B‘s
activity carries information about the presence of A may
play no role at all in this causal transaction, not even in an
account of the evolutionary history of the development of
this causal relationship. For example, if I squirt a drop of
water onto a small sample of salt, the salt will begin to
dissolve. The salt‘s activity, the dissolving, is an indication
that a liquid is present, that is, I could discover from its
present state that a liquid is present and I could also
discover, with the right equipment, exactly when in the
history of this sample the liquid was introduced; but, of
course, the dissolving will continue on whether or not I
actually attempt to deduce this information.
Likewise, Ramsey points out, in the examples Dretske
uses to support his case, in none of them is it clear that it is
in virtue of the information that the underlying physical
causal relations carry that it is selected for:
For instance, the iron deposits that serve as
magnetesomes in anaerobic bacteria are wired to the
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bacteria‘s propulsion devices because of the way they
reliably respond to anaerobic conditions. We need
some further reason, however, for thinking they are
recruited into service because of the information that
results from this relation. There is really no sense in
which the bacteria‘s flagellum (their propellers)
exploit the informational content carried by the
magnetesomes: no sense in which they use the
magnetosomes to discover something about anaerobic
conditions. It is one thing to serve as a causal mediator
between A (anaerobic conditions) and B (directional
propulsion), it is an entirely different thing to serve as
an informer about A for B. (2003, p. 137)
Ultimately, Dretske‘s account fails, then, because of the
untenable, but critical for his view, distinction between the
physical and informational features of causal relations; to
get the teleological story off the ground, the informational
relations need to play a causal role in the account. At the
least, this assumption is as non-naturalistic as the very
notion of intentionality it was invoked to demystify. At the
worst, it is an ontological load too heavy to bear. Without
it, however, the support for condition 3 is removed and,
unless condition 3 is met, we aren‘t justified in treating
causal relations as representation relations. We‘re back at
square one.

Section II: No Justifications are Forthcoming.
In this section, I want to argue for the following stronger
claim: not only do Dretske-style accounts fail to justify the
practice of neural-detector attribution, but no such
justification is in the cards at all.
Now I‘m certainly not making a novel claim when I say
that, conceptually-speaking, representation and neuron are
concepts appropriate to different levels of explanation:
within the cognitive science community, David Marr‘s trilevel hypothesis2 has been widely accepted and used to
justify division of labour3. In the context of this sort of level
distinction, we could say that using the concept of a
representation, which is a concept proper to either the
computational or the algorithmic level of explanation, in
order to pick out kinds at the implementation level – this is
what we are doing after all when we treat neurons as
2

Marr (1982) describes a framework for the theoretical task of
explaining visual processing, which we can extend to cognition in
general, in which the following three levels of explanation are
distinguished:
at the highest level of abstraction, the
computational level, we describe the general function of the system
under investigation; at a middle level, the algorithmic level, we
describe the processes or mechanisms that make this activity
possible; and, at the lowest level, the level of implementation, we
describe how the ‗hardware‘ performs these actions.
3
Griffiths et al., (2010) for example, are quite explicit that their
theories apply to the function level of explanation only: ― ...
probabilistic models of cognition pursue a top-down or ‗functionfirst‘ strategy, beginning with abstract principles that allow agents
to solve problems posed by the world – the functions that minds
perform – and then attempting to reduce these principles to
psychological and neural processes.‖ (Griffiths et. al, 2010, p. 357)

detectors – is just to confuse levels of explanation. In order
to perform this kind of reduction, we need a theory that
allows us to bridge between the levels. This theory will
explain how the more abstract, higher-level concept of
representation is instantiated at the neural level.
Of course, finding strong co-relations between neural
activity and states of affairs in the world in conjunction with
a solid information theoretic account of representation is
supposed to play exactly this bridging role. Indeed, it‘s
because of a sensitivity to this abstractness of the concept of
representation that researchers are typically careful to call
neurons detectors, primitive representations, rather than fullblown ones. But, as we saw in the previous section,
Ramsey‘s arguments undermine the justificatory support
that information theoretic accounts give to treating neurons
as detectors. Consequently, there is reason to be suspicious
of the current scaffolding holding together the neuralrepresentational hierarchy. My aim here is not to critique
this Marr-inspired levels approach to cognitive inquiry,
(although I do think it biases us towards a particular view of
what could count as a cognitive process); rather, I want to
accept this way of dividing the theoretical labour and argue
that a further explanatory distinction we ought to make
serves to limit the kinds of concepts we can use to theorise
at the various levels. As a consequence, we will see that
concepts such as detector can never be applied at the
implementation level, no matter how much bridging we do.
To begin the deconstruction, we need to introduce a new
kind of distinction, one that tracks the degree of context a
given concept includes. Being a distinction of degree, we
shouldn‘t expect too many instances at either end of the
continuum; most concepts will fall somewhere along the
middle, perhaps closer to one side or the other, of what I‘ll
be calling the individual/collective continuum to indicate
concepts that pick out kinds in virtue of their context-free
features, on the one hand, and concepts that pick out kinds
in virtue of their context-dependent features on the other.
What it is to be an instance of a strongly individual concept
will depend mostly upon the local, non-relational, properties
its instances have. The concept hydrogen, for example, is
highly individual, in this sense, because to be an instance of
it is to meet a set of conditions that can be specified in a
generally context-free way, e.g. being an atom with one
proton in its nucleus. What it is to be an instance of a
strongly collective concept, on the other hand, will depend
mostly upon the system-level, relational, properties its
instances have. For example, the concept worker ant lies
closer to the collective side of the continuum since, while
there are certainly some individual features that worker ants
exhibit, e.g. being female, having a certain body size, and so
on, it is not possible for an ant to be a worker ant unless
there is an ant colony within which it can function in that
way; a lone ant, outside of its colony context, is no longer a
worker ant, since part of what it is to be a worker ant is to
play a certain role within a larger system. Thus, certain
concepts can be applied to individuals without appeal to the
broader system within which those individuals are found,
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while others cannot be so applied — they necessarily
involve some relational attributes.
Now, the concept of being a detector is clearly a
collective concept. To see this, consider the following
example. We might want to call a magnetised metal rod a
metal detector in virtue of the causal relations that exist
between it and instances of metal – metallic objects within a
certain distance will, quite literally, be drawn towards the
rod. But, as we saw in the previous section, such a rod is no
more a metal detector than the magnetesomes in anaerobic
bacteria are anaerobic water detectors. A magnetised metal
rod can only have the functional role to detect metals within
a context within which it is used in this capacity. This is
because to be a detector is to play a particular role in a
system, namely, to carry information about the
presence/absence of members of a certain class. To notice
this is just to acknowledge that there are certain features of
the concept of being a detector that cannot be explicated by
appeal to the purely individual features of an object acting
in this capacity, since it‘s the playing of a certain role, and
this is a relational attribute, that is essential to being an
instance of the concept.
A final distinction will help tie this discussion back to
levels of explanation. Andy Clark (1996)4 convincingly
argues that, in cognitive science, we ought to be
distinguishing between three different classes of
explanations, where each is differentiated according to how
much context is included in it. For the sake of symmetry
and because I don‘t want to get side-tracked here by
controversies over emergence, I will ignore Clark‘s third
category of emergent explanation and focus only on the first
two: homuncular and interactive explanations.
We provide an homuncular explanation when we theorise
about an individual by ―adverting to the capacities and roles
of its components, and the way they interrelate.‖ (ibid. p. 5)
For example, when we describe how a machine works by
appealing to its sub-components, we are giving a
homuncular explanation of it. We provide an interactive
explanation when we include the role of the environment in
our account of how some system functions in that
environment.
Clark cites Ballard‘s approach to
understanding vision as an animate process as a good
example of interactive explanation. In contrast to the
traditional homuncular treatment of vision ―as the task of
building a detailed representation of a 3D world on the basis
of what is essentially a body of 2D data,‖ (ibid. p. 7)
Ballard
depicts the goal of vision as the production of
successful actions within an environment context,
keeping computational costs as low as possible. ...
Thus, according to Ballard, the idea of a component
4

Craver and Bechtel (2007) also do an excellent job of clarifying
some of the level confusions that abound in the debate between
bottom-up and top-down causation. Much of what they say is
mirrored in what Clark says and what I am arguing for here, but to
make those connections explicit would take more space than I have
room for so I leave that to another paper.

which encodes a full-scale model of our surroundings
is misguided. Animate vision, Ballard argues, neither
needs nor can afford to create and sustain such a
model.
Instead, we constantly saccade around,
picking up only such fragments of information as we
need to support specific actions, and re-visiting the
scene again and again rather than relying on some
internally represented surrogate. (ibid., p. 8-9)
Clark‘s context-based distinction between explanations
complements the dichotomy between individual and
collective concepts I have been developing: individual-level
concepts are best explicated with homuncular explanations,
while more collective concepts can only be fully
characterised with interactive explanations, since only the
latter will draw the relevant aspects of context into the
description.
An example will help make clear how I see the
homuncular/interactive and the individual/collective divides
working together in explanations. Take the concept of an
automobile. As with many concepts, there are both
individual and collective aspects to it. From Wikipedia, for
example, we get this definition:
An automobile, motor car, or car is a wheeled motor
vehicle used for transporting passengers, which also
carries its own engine or motor. Most definitions of
the term specify that automobiles are designed to run
primarily on roads, to have seating for one to eight
people, to typically have four wheels, and to be
constructed principally for the transport of people
rather than goods. (http://www.wikipedia.org/)
If we focus on defining an automobile in terms of its role
of transporting passengers, for example, then we will also
need to explain the contexts within which there are
passengers waiting to be transported; there can be no
transporting role in the absence of passengers 5. This kind of
explanation counts as interactive since it includes the larger
environment within which automobiles function and seeks
to explain its relational features. On the other hand, if we
zero in on what the components of a motor vehicle are,
asking how each functions, what its individual features are,
and so on, we will be providing a homuncular explanation.
Each of these explanations will deepen our understanding of
the car concept because each will explain a different aspect
of it; such explanations are, thus, not incompatible.
But we have to be careful; it‘s easy to apply the wrong
type of explanation to a concept, as we do when we give a
homuncular explanation to a collective concept and vice
versa. To see how quickly this confusion can occur, let‘s
look more closely at the homuncular description of
automobile. Being homuncular, it will focus on car
components and on how the various mechanisms function to
bring about system-level activity such as acceleration,
deceleration, and so on. But note that a concept like
acceleration is a collective concept, since it applies only to
5

Of course, absence here cannot mean that there just don‘t happen
to be passengers here at this time; rather, it means that the kind
passenger just doesn‘t exist in this context.
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the car as a whole and involves relational attributes such as
the property of increase in speed relative to a frame of
reference. Thus, although we could pick out the engine as a
mechanism that plays a role in the car‘s capacity for
acceleration, we will need to be careful that we don‘t
erroneously, or sloppily, treat the engine as the car‘s
accelerator. The engine itself doesn‘t do any accelerating at
all, it doesn‘t even move, even though its activity, in
conjunction with the movement of the wheels, the amount
of friction between the tires and the road, and so on, results
in the car‘s acceleration. In other words, its actions are
necessary for acceleration, but the engine itself does not
accelerate. The mistake we make, if we take the engine to
be the car‘s accelerator, is to give a homuncular explanation
to a collective concept: no amount of component activity
could ever give account of the relational attributes of such a
concept. Thus, homuncular explanations are good for
explicating the individual (aspects of) concepts and
interactive explanations are required for providing an
account of the collective (aspects of) concepts.
We now have the terminology we need to clearly identify
the problem with treating neurons as detectors. The concept
of being a detector is a collective concept and, as such,
requires explication in interactive terms. When we appeal
to the detecting capacity of our neurons in the course of
explaining the representational capacities of human
cognitive agents, however, we are giving a homuncular
account, since neurons are components of this larger system.
But, since the concept we are trying to explicate is a
collective one, this can‘t possibly be right. Supposing that
our capacity to model objects in our environment is
explained by the capacity of our neurons to do exactly that
is like pointing to a car‘s engine and saying ―there, that‘s
where the acceleration is happening.‖ As we just saw,
although car engines play a role in acceleration, to fully
explicate the concept we need to look beyond the car‘s
components to the general environment within which
acceleration becomes possible. In a precisely analogous
way, we shouldn‘t look inwards for detectors; we need to
think more broadly about what contextual attributes make
the role of detection possible.
But, someone might counter, why couldn‘t the neuronal
level really be the locus of detection in the human cognitive
system? If we suppose that there is a larger system, perhaps
a network of neurons, within which neurons function as
detectors, we are giving an interactive explanation of the
capacity.
Unfortunately, this won‘t work: if we suppose that
neurons function to carry information about whatever it is
they detect within the context of a larger system, then we
will need to explain how this larger system has the capacity
for using the information the neurons carry. Otherwise,
we‘ll be back to square one, as we were at the end of section
one. But to suppose that something is capable of using
information is just another way of saying that it has
intentional capacities, that it has the ability to extract a
representation of an actual or possible state of affairs from

some causal regularity. Such an account would be viciously
circular since the very reason we are appealing to the
supposed detection capacities of neurons is to explain how
the larger system, the human cognitive agent, manages to
represent.
Stated thus, this result might seem hopelessly depressing,
but I think it is cause for optimism: clearly seeing the
circularity of our current thinking ought to liberate us once
and for all from whatever reductive attractions it holds. In
the next section I will sketch what I see is the way forward.

Section III: A Paradigm Shift
Ramsey‘s arguments uncover some very deep-seated
assumptions about representation that we, perhaps because
we are paradigm examples of information-using systems, all
seem to share. These biases lead us to read more into causal
relations than are justified – co-relation between two states
of affairs is not enough to warrant the assumption that
information transfer plays a role in the underlying causal
transaction, even when there is a story to tell about how
having and using the relevant information would have
bestowed selectional advantage on the system within which
such states exist.
When we analyse our theoretical approach further, we
find that it is underwritten by a confused understanding of
the relation between concepts and explanations, that our
(natural) reductive impulse to prefer homuncular
explanations draws us to look inward when we are
explaining intentional capacities when we should be looking
outward for interactive explanations instead.
Interaction theorists, and dynamic systems theorists in
general, have begun developing precisely these kinds of
interactive explanations. (Freeman, 2000; Keijzer, 1998;
Kirsch, 1990; Thelen, Schöner, Scheier, Smith, 2001).
Among these, Fred Keijzer‘s is particularly noteworthy
since he has attempted to give at least the beginning of an
account of the kind of higher-level, off-line behaviour –
planning, remembering, and so on – that interactionist
accounts with their emphasis on system-environment
interactions, have had a hard time explaining. What‘s
particularly exciting about his idea is that it draws its
inspiration from the field of genetics, an area in which a
paradigm-shift away from representation-based models is
already yielding fruitful new insights. On this new view,
Genes do not instruct the cytoplasm, they rely on the
intrinsic disposition of cytoplasmic processes to
generate spatial and temporal structure. As Gottlieb
puts it, genes are a part of a complex but highly
coordinated system of regulatory dynamics that
operate simultaneously at multiple scales, extending
from genes to chromosomes, to the cell's nucleus,
cytoplasm, tissues and up to the whole organism
(Gottlieb, 1992, p.142). (Keijzer, 1998, pp. 286-87)
If we are to progress in our understanding of cognition,
Keijzer argues, we need to similarly replace our homuncular
treatment of behaviour as ultimately driven by internal
representations, implemented by neurons, by an interactive
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theory of how the different scalar levels of activity within
and without a cognitive agent influence and direct one
another to produce behaviour. On such an account, we are
free to understand the function of neurons in entirely novel
ways. Keijzer describes one possibility like this:
In behavioral explanations based on representational
specification the activity of neurons is interpreted as
an input-output device which receives and sends
information. However, neurons can also easily be
interpreted as oscillatory units (Alexander & Globus,
1996). Given this interpretation, the total nervous
system forms a larger oscillatory network, the
behavior of which depends on the characteristics of its
components and their connections. As the nervous
system is an organ that extends itself over the scale of
the total body of an organism, and because the
connections between neurons allow very swift
interactions across this network, it forms a means for
dynamical patterns to organize themselves very fast
(starting at tens of milliseconds) at the bodily scale. In
turn, the neural dynamics is tied to a musculo-skeletal
system capable of initiating environmental changes at
the bodily scale. The bodily dynamics in turn
influences
dynamical
relations
within
the
environment. (1998, p. 279)
Whether or not this is ultimately the right way of thinking
about neurons is beside the point of this paper; I present it
here simply as an example of the theoretical possibilities
open to us.
I‘ll leave the final word to Walter Freeman, a
neuroscientist who claims that he was able to make headway
in interpreting his own data only once he let go of his basic
assumption that neurons function as detectors:
For more than 10 years we tried to say that each
spatial pattern was like a snapshot, that each burst
served to represent the odorant with which we
correlated it, and that the pattern was like a search
image that served to symbolize the presence or
absence of the odorant that the system was looking
for. But such interpretations were misleading. They
encouraged us to view neural activity as a function of
the features and causal impact of stimuli on the
organism and to look for a reflection of the
environment within by correlating features of the
stimuli with neural activity. This was a mistake. After
years of sifting through our data, we identified the
problem: it was the concept of representation.
(Freeman & Skarda, 1990, p.376)
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Abstract

semantic features of homonyms, polysemes, and unambiguous words leads to competitive and co-operative settling dynamics. These dynamics explain the ambiguity effects as a result of sampling from the semantic code at different points in
time (Armstrong & Plaut, 2008). Early on, co-operative dynamics amongst the overlapping features of polysemes give
rise to a polysemy advantage, whereas later competitive dynamics amongst the inconsistent features of homonyms give
rise to a homonymy disadvantage. In past connectionist modeling work, we (Armstrong & Plaut) have confirmed these
predictions and shown that activation in semantics alone is
sufficient to account for these two effects, and predicts both
effects at some intermediate time-point (see Figure 1). Nevertheless, stronger support for this account would involve showing that it correctly predicts a result that is not predicted by
the decision-making account.

Reports of a processing advantage for polysemes with related senses (e.g., <printer>/<academic> PAPER) in lexical
decision and a processing disadvantage for homonyms (e.g.,
<river>/<money> BANK) in semantic categorization have
prompted the development of conflicting accounts of these
phenomena. Whereas a decision-making account (Hino, Pexman, & Lupker, 2006) suggests these effects are due to qualitative differences between the tasks, accounts based on temporal settling dynamics (Armstrong & Plaut, 2008) suggest that
processing time is the critical factor. To compare these accounts, we manipulated nonword difficulty and stimulus quality to make lexical decision difficult and attempted to produce
the same homonymy disadvantage as in semantic categorization. We found that stimulus degradation succeeded to this
end, and nonword difficulty only consistently slowed nonword
responses. This provides evidence both for settling dynamics
accounts of semantic ambiguity in particular, and for interactive orthographic-to-semantic processing and the construction
of more integrated models, in general.
Keywords: semantic ambiguity; settling dynamics; decision
making; lexical decision; models of word recognition; nonword difficulty; stimulus degradation.

Developing a mechanistic account of how words associated with multiple interpretations (e.g., <river>/<money>
BANK) are recognized is central to understanding the representations and processing mechanisms underlying word comprehension. Recently, there has been a major upheaval in
the ambiguity literature, as researchers have discovered that
long held ambiguity effects are not associated with all ambiguous words universally. Rather, these effects appear to
be critically modulated by the relatedness amongst the interpretations of the ambiguous word. Further complicating
matters, there have been reports that the effects of relatedness are also not consistent across tasks. For instance, relative to unambiguous controls, polysemes with highly related senses (e.g., <printer>/<academic> PAPER) show a
processing advantage in lexical decision (Rodd, Gaskell, &
Marslen-Wilson, 2002), whereas a processing disadvantage
has been reported for homonyms (e.g., BANK) in semantic
categorization (Hino, Pexman, & Lupker, 2006).
Two contrasting accounts have been proposed to explain
these disparate results. One suggests that the post-semantic
decision-making component of the two tasks is qualitatively
different in lexical decision and semantic categorization and
causes these different effects (Hino et al., 2006). Another account suggests that varying numbers and overlap amongst the

Figure 1:

Reproduction of simulation results reported by
Armstrong and Plaut (2008). The plot shows the average number of
semantic units with activations above 0.7 in a connectionist network
for polysemous, unambiguous, and homonymous words as a function of time (in unit updates). Early on, the model shows a polysemy
advantage (Slice A), late during processing it shows a homonymy
disadvantage (Slice C), and in between it shows both effects (Slice
B).

These two accounts clearly make very different predictions for the patterns of performance that should be observed
within and between tasks. The decision-system account im-
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plies that there is a fundamental difference between lexical
decision and semantic categorization that is responsible for
the disparate task effects. In contrast, the settling dynamics
account assumes that it is the amount of processing time and
not the task that is of critical importance. Varying the amount
of processing time within a semantic categorization task or
lexical decision task should therefore, in principle, be able to
produce the full gamut of ambiguity effects and provide valuable evidence for adjudicating between these two positions.
This is easier said than done, however. With regards to semantic categorization, discriminating amongst even relatively
well delineated categories (e.g., LIVING THING) may nevertheless require activating sufficiently fine-grained semantic
representations that the ”early” portion of the semantic activation trajectories is surpassed. Thus, lexical decision may be a
more suitable task for showing both the standard polysemy
advantage and the later-occuring homonymy disadvantage
which critically distinguish the decision-system and settling
dynamics accounts. In past work, we set out to do exactly this
by varying the difficulty of the legal nonword foils in lexical
decision (Armstrong & Plaut, 2008). We found exactly what
the model had predicted in the analyses by participants that
we reported - a polysemy advantage in the easy condition,
a homonymy disadvantage in the hard condition, and both
effects in an intermediate condition. However, subsequent
analyses by items including sensitive measures of frequency
and familiarity only showed weak numeric trends in the predicted direction and not the clear presence of a homonymy
disadvantage and absence of a polysemy advantage.
Examining the results of other similar lexical decision
studies, we found that even when very wordlike nonwords
were used, the effects of homonymy are not all that different
from our own – particularly in item analyses. Using the same
word set and visual lexical decision task as ourselves, Rodd
et al. (2002) failed to find a significant homonymy disadvantage in their item analyses (see also Beretta, Fiorentino, &
Poeppel, 2005; Hino et al., 2006). Using their own item-set,
Klepousniotou and Baum (2007) reported a similar pattern
of results in both a visual and auditory lexical decision task,
despite including ”balanced homonyms” for which the distinct meanings of the homonyms were equated in frequency,
which should intensify competitive effects. Diverging from
these other experiments, Rodd et al. (2002) did find a significant homonymy disadvantage in auditory lexical decision, as
have Mirman, Strauss, Dixon, and Magnuson (2010).
Clearly, evidence for a homonymy disadvantage in visual
lexical decision is at best extremely weak. Assuming that
the settling dynamics account is correct, why might this be
the case? One possibilty is that existing attempts to make
nonword stimuli more wordlike simply have not gone far
enough. This hypothesis is consistent with the fact that latencies in these tasks are generally in the 500-600 ms range,
whereas the semantic categorization latencies are typically
closer to 700 ms. Using even more wordlike nonwords, such
as very word-like pseudohomophones (e.g., TIPE), may help

produce the predicted homonymy disadvantage. Another issue is that the principal aim of some of these studies has been
demonstrating the lack of a homonymy advantage in the presence of a polysemy advantage rather than the presence of a
homonymy disadvantage per se. As a result, some of these
studies did not explicitly attempt to select homonyms with
relatively balanced meaning frequencies which should exacerbate the homonymy disadvantage. For instance, we have
found that the majority of the items in our previous study
(Armstrong & Plaut, 2008) would not meet current definitions
of what constitutes a ”balanced” homonym (Klepousniotou &
Baum, 2007; Mirman et al., 2010) and might therefore not be
expected to differ substantially from unambiguous controls.
Additionally, the less-studied auditory lexical decision task
shows some promise of being a better setting for observing
homonymy effects. This may be due to semantic processing
taking place for a longer period of time because it begins early
in the presentation of the acoustic form and continues over
time (Rodd et al., 2002). This results in effectively sampling
from later semantic activation than visual word recognition,
in which the full visual orthographic form is available for processing from the outset. Still, a semantic account would, in
broad terms, predict that the same results should be obtainable independent of task modality. Manipulating how a word
is visually presented to reduce the quality of the orthographic
information – such as by reducing the contrast at which it
is presented – might, in abstract terms, re-create a similar
scenario in visual lexical decision, and has been shown to
slow responses by the over 100 ms that might be needed to
alter the pattern of ambiguity effects (Borowsky & Besner,
1993). This proposal is not without considerable controversy,
however, as some have long argued for a staged model of
orthographic and semantic processing in which orthographic
coding is completed first and does not interact with semantic
information (e.g., Borowsky & Besner, 2006). Successfully
modulating ambiguity effects using stimulus quality would
thus additionally make an important contribution to a more
interactive view of orthographic and semantic processing.

Lexical Decision Experiment
The experiment aimed to induce a homonymy disadvantage
in the absence of a polysemy advantage by manipulating nonword difficulty and stimulus quality. This was done by crossing 3 (nonword difficulty) x 2 (contrast) between-participant
manipulations with a 2 (meaning ambiguity) x 2 (sense ambiguity) within-participant design. Nonword difficulty was manipulated by using either orthographically ”easy” or ”hard”
nonwords, or pseudohomophones. Stimulus quality was manipulated by presenting the stimuli at either full (white-onblack) or degraded (dark-grey-on-black) contrast. Data collection for the degraded-pseudohomophone condition was incomplete and is not reported.
Participants. Students from the undergraduate participant
pool at the University of Pittsburgh participated in the experiment for course credit. Approximately 50 students partic-
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ipated per condition. Students only participated in a single
experiment or associated norming study. All had normal or
corrected to normal vision and were native English speakers.
Aparatus. The experiment was presented in a dimly lit
room on computers running E-prime (Schneider, Eschman,
& Zuccolotto, 2010). Participants responded on a standard
keyboard. Full contrast items were presented as white (162.9
cd/m2 ) on black (0 cd/m2 ), whereas degraded stimuli were
presented as dark-grey (1.9 cd/m2 ) on black. These values
were selected so as to induce at least a 100 ms slow-down by
degrading stimulus quality in the ”easy” condition.
Stimuli and Design. Word stimuli were selected to fill a
2 (meanings: one vs. many) x 2 (senses: few vs. many)
factorial design similar to that used by Rodd et al. (2002).
For convenience, we refer to the one-meaning few-senses
cell as the (relatively) ”unambiguous” condition, the manymeanings few-senses cell as the ”homonymous” condition,
the one-meaning many-senses cell as the ”polysemous” condition, and the many-meanings many-senses condition as the
”hybrid” condition. The SOS software package, designed
to Stochastically Optimize Stimuli (Armstrong, Watson, &
Plaut, in prep.) was used to find 100 quadruplets of items (400
total) which were minimally different from one another on a
number of factors that influence word recognition (see Table 1). Insufficient familiarity, imageability, and meaning frequency data were available a priori, so these properties were
separately normed with the intent of subsequently discarding
any items with unbalanced meaning frequencies. An additional 100 filler words from the ”unambiguous” cell matched
to the distribution of lengths of the experimental items were
selected for use in the practice and warm-up blocks, and at
the beginning of each experimental block.
Three different groups of 500 nonwords were generated
that matched the distribution of lengths of the word stimuli. Two of these groups were created by sampling from a
pool of nonwords created by replacing one consonant in a
word in SUBTL (Brysbaert & New, 2009) with another consonant. The ”easy” nonword group consisted of nonwords
with positional bigram frequencies roughly matched to those
of the word stimuli. The ”hard” nonword condition was created by selecting the nonwords with the highest positional
bigram frequencies in the pool. A third group of pseudohomophones with orthographically existing onsets and bodies
and which only contained legal bigrams were sampled from
the ARC nonword database (Rastle, Harrington, & Coltheart,
2002). These nonwords were rank ordered based on 1) orthographic Levenshtein distance, 2) orthographic neighborhood
size, and 3) positional bigram frequency. The most wordlike
nonwords in this list were selected, while avoiding including
many pseudo-plurals or pseudo-past tenses. Properties of the
nonword and word stimuli are presented in Table 2.

responses were always made with their dominant hand. To
increase the sensitivity of the latency data, avoid speedaccuracy trade-offs, and avoid ceiling effects, participants
were instructed to respond as quickly as possible and that it
was acceptable to make incorrect responses up to 10% of the
time. After each block, they were also presented with their
latencies and accuracies for that block and the preceding one.
At that point they were instructed to either ”try to go faster
even if it means making a few more mistakes” if they made
less than 10% errors, or to ”try to be more accurate, even if it
means slowing down a little” otherwise.
The first block was a practice block consisting of 20 trials to familiarize participants with the task, followed by a
100 trial warm-up block to increase proficiency. Participants
then completed 8 110-trial experimental blocks, which were
seamlessly divided into 10 warm-up trials followed by 100
experimental trials in which the experimental words could be
presented. Only the data from the experimental trials were

Procedure. Participants were instructed to press ”z” or ”/”
to indicate whether a word or nonword was presented and
were provided with examples of each type of trial. Word
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Table 1: Properties of Word Stimuli
unambig.
poly. homon.
hybrid
example
tango
blind
yard
stall
subtlWF
20.5
21.1
20.8
21.2
length
4.5
4.4
4.4
4.4
num. Meaning
1
1
2.1
2.4
num. Sense
5.6
12.9
6.2
14
wordNet defs.
5.9
12.3
6.7
12.6
posBigram
174.3 192.8
201.3
191.6
N
11.1
11.0
12.3
13.8
LD
1.4
1.3
1.3
1.3
Phonemes
3.6
3.7
3.6
3.7
Syllables
1.2
1.1
1.2
1.1
familiarity
4.9
4.9
4.7
4.7
imageability
4.7
4.8
4.8
4.6
dominance
1*
1*
0.71
0.66
dom. freq.
100*
100*
82
77
Note. Positional bigram frequency and orthographic neighborhood metrics were derived from the SUBTL corpus (Brysbaert
& New, 2009). Familiarity, imageability, and meaning frequency were normed after the stimuli were selected and were
not matched across quadruplets. *Meaning frequency was assumed to be maximal for these items. subtlWF = word frequency from (Brysbaert & New, 2009). Wordnet defs. = number of definitions in wordNet (Fellbaum, 1998). posBigram
= positional bigram frequency. N = Coltheart’s N (Coltheart,
Davelaar, Jonasson, & Besner, 1977). LD = orthographic Levenshtein distance (Yarkoni, Balota, & Yap, 2008). dominance
= [(freq. of dominant meaning - freq. of most frequent subordinate meaning)/freq. of dominant meaning]. dom. freq. =
frequency of dominant meaning.

Table 2: Properties of Nonword and Word Stimuli
Stimuli
Easy NWs
Hard NWs Pseudo. NWs
Words
Len
bi N LD
bi N LD bi N LD bi N LD
3
14 15 1.1
29 31 1.0 25 28 1.0 24 26 1.0
4
121 10 1.4 180 16 1.1 125 15 1.1 125 15 1.1
5
261 4 1.7 608 13 1.3 246 6 1.6 228 6 1.5
6
625 2 1.9 1789 9 1.5 377 4 1.7 603 3 1.8
7
1000 1 2.4 3190 10 1.4 429 1 2.2 766 1 2.1
8
1355 1 2.6 3777 3 1.8 678 0 2.6 806 1 2.3
Note. The word data do not include the filler items. Four and
five letter strings made up 85% of the items. bi = positional
bigram frequency. N = Coltheart’s N. LD = orthographic Levenshtein distance.

analyzed. All blocks contained equal numbers of words and
nonwords and the order of stimulus presentation was random,
with the constraint that no more than 3 trials in a row could
contain only words or nonwords.
Each trial began with a 250 ms blank screen and a fixation
stimulus (####+####) presented for a random duration between 750 and 950 ms. This was followed by a 50 ms blank
screen after which a word or nonword stimulus was presented
for 4000 ms, or until the participant responded. The contrast
of the critical stimulus varied by condition.

dition), positional bigram frequency, Coltheart’s N and imageability were not significant and so were dropped from the
model. For brevity, only the ambiguity effects most central to
the homonymy (meaning) disadvantage and polysemy (sense)
advantage are reported.

Results
Data were screened as follows prior to analysis. All words
that at least 10% of participants in the norming studies indicated they did not know and all items with accuracies below
50% were dropped - this eliminated approximately 12 words
and 12 nonwords, distributed equally across conditions. Next,
participants and items were separately screened for outliers in
speed-accuracy space using the Mahalanobis distance statistic and a 0.01 p-value cut-off. This dropped no more than
two participants per condition. Approximately 4 words were
dropped from each of the word conditions, along with approximately 17 nonwords for each difficulty level. Finally,
individual trials with latencies lower than 200 ms and higher
than 2000 ms, and trial outliers exceeding the z-score associated with p = 0.005 within each condition for each block of
each participant were dropped (1% of trials).
As planned, the subsequent analyses were run on subsets
of the data containing only words with increasingly balanced
meaning frequencies, as determined in a separate norming
study. We only report the results from the most balanced
set, in which the dominant meaning of the ambiguous items
was rated as occuring less than 65% of the times that word
is encountered. This cut-off is similar to that in other studies
(Klepousniotou & Baum, 2007; Mirman et al., 2010). There
were 14 homonyms (mean dominant freq. = 62%) and 22
hybrid items (mean dominant freq. = 59%) that satisfied this
constraint. Similar effects were obtained when a 75% cut-off
was employed that roughly doubled the number of items in
each condition, suggesting a rapid fall-off in the competitive
effects across meanings as one meaning begins to dominate.
Analyses of the word data were conducted using a linear
mixed-effect model (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008) with
crossed random effects of participant and item, and fixed effects of number of meanings (one / many), number of senses
(few / many), nonword difficulty, stimulus quality, all of the
variables listed in Table 11 , as well as the trial rank, lexicalty, accuracy, and latency of the previous trial (based on
Baayen & Milin, in press). Covariates were centered to have
a mean of 0. Only meaning, sense, nonword difficulty, contrast, and word frequency were allowed to interact. In the omnibus analyses (which excluded the pseudohomophone con1 (log

10 1 + word f requency) was used instead of raw frequency.
Residual familiarity, for which the effects of meaning and sense
were first removed, was employed instead of raw familiarity. Raw
and residual familiarity correlated strongly (r = 0.98).

Latency. Descriptive statistics for the correct-trial latency
data are presented in Table 3 and in Figure 2. All betacoefficients are in milliseconds with positive values indicating longer latencies. An initial omnibus analysis showed a
significant sense advantage (b = -12, SE = 4, p = 0.002),
a marginal interaction between meaning and contrast (b = 14, SE = 8, p = 0.07), and a significant interaction between
meaning, sense, and contrast (b = -27, SE = 10, p = 0.006).
Table 3: Latency
E-F
H-F
E-D
H-D
P-F
RT SE RT SE RT SE RT SE RT SE
homonym 541 5 544 5 654 7 692 7 590 6
unambiguous 533 2 536 2 634 2 676 3 574 2
polyseme 518 2 521 2 621 2 659 3 559 2
hybrid 519 4 517 4 611 4 645 5 558 5
nonword 561 1 578 1 673 1 719 2 629 1
E = easy nonwords. H = hard nonwords. P = pseudohomophones. F = full contrast. D = degraded contrast. RT = latency
(ms). SE = standard error.

To explore how ambiguity interacted with contrast, separate analyses were conducted for the full (including pseudohomophones) and degraded conditions. In the full contrast
analysis, the meaning disadvantage was non-significant (b =
2, SE = 7, p = 0.8) and the sense advantage was significant
(b = -14, SE = 4, p < 0.001). Overall word response latencies were not significantly different between the easy and
hard conditions but did slow by 34 ms for the pseudohomophones, although nonword response latencies did increase as
a function of all difficulty manipulations. In the degraded
contrast analysis, there was a marginal meaning disadvantage
(b = 15, SE = 8, p = 0.05) and marginal sense advantage (b
= -8, SE = 4, p = 0.05), and the meaning by sense interaction
was significant (b = -23, SE = 10, p = 0.02). Visual inpection
of Figure 2 indicated that this interaction was to be expected
given that numerically the homonyms were the slowest condition and the hybrid items the fastest. This suggests a dominance of co-operative over competitive effects. Overall latencies were also 37 ms slower in the hard-degraded condition.
Separate analyses for each level of nonword difficulty and
contrast largely re-capitulated these results. Each of the full
contrast conditions showed only a significant sense advantage
(ps < 0.001) without a meaning disadvantage or interaction
(ps > 0.48). In contrast, there was a significant meaning disadvantage (p = 0.05), a marginal sense advantage (p = 0.06),
and a significant interaction between meaning and sense (p
= 0.01) in the easy-degraded condition. The meaning disadvantage and interaction were not, however, significant in the
hard-degraded condition (p = 0.6), although the sense advantage was (p < 0.001).
Pair-wise analyses contrasting each of the homonym, pol-
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icant sense advantage (b = 0.02, SE = 0.007, p = 0.001), accompanied by sigificiant interactions between meaning and
contrast (b = -0.04, SE = 0.01, p = 0.007), and meaning,
sense, and contrast (b = 0.04, SE = 0.002, p = 0.02). Separate analyses for each level of contrast showed a significant
sense advantage in the full contrast condition (b = 0.02, SE
= 0.006, p < 0.001), and both a significant meaning disadvantage (b = 0.04, SE = 0.01, p = 0.008) and a significant
sense advantage (b = 0.02, SE = 0.007, p = 0.002), along
with a significant meaning by sense interaction (b = 0.04, SE
= 0.002, p = 0.03) in the degraded contrast condition. Bycondition analyses similarly showed only a sense advantage
in the full contrast conditions (ps < 0.005) and no meaning
disadvantage or meaning by sense interaction (ps > 0.15),
whereas the degraded conditions showed significant meaning disadvantages (ps < 0.04) accompanied by significant
sense advantages and significant or marginal interactions (ps
< 0.08). Pair-wise comparisions of each word class relative
to unambiguous words showed significant polysemy advantages in each condition, a marginal homonymy disadvantage
in the easy-degraded condition, and significant hybrid disadvantages in the hard nonword conditions.
Table 4: Accuracy

yseme, and hybrid conditions against the unambiguous items
provide further insight into these effects and are presented in
Figure 2. These analyses show no significant homonymy disadvantage in the full contrast condition irrespective of nonword type along with a significant polysemy advantage. In
contrast, the always-significant effect of polysemy in the full
contrast condition across all nonword types is reduced to a
marginal effect in the easy-degraded condition, where a significant homonymy disadvantage was also observed. Additionally, these analyses show that the hybrid condition tends
to group more with the polysemes than with the homonyms,
further suggesting a dominance of co-operative as opposed to
competitive dynamics.

E-F
H-F
E-D
H-D
P-F
Acc SE Acc SE Acc SE Acc SE Acc SE
homon. .92 .01 .90 .01 .88 .01 .89 .01 .94 .01
unambig. .92 .00 .93 .00 .92 .00 .92 .00 .94 .00
poly. .95 .00 .95 .00 .94 .00 .95 .00 .97 .00
hybrid .95 .01 .95 .01 .94 .01 .95 .01 .97 .01
nonword .92 .00 .90 .00 .91 .00 .91 .00 .90 .00
E = easy nonwords. H = hard nonwords. P = pseudohomophone
nonwords. F = full contrast. D = degraded contrast. acc =
accuracy. SE = standard error.

Discussion

Figure 2: Latency data for each word class in each condition. E
= easy nonwords. E-F = easy-full. H-F = hard-full. E-D = easydegraded. H-D = hard-degraded. P-F = pseudohomophone-full. H
= homonym. U = unambiguous. P = polyseme. Y = hybrid. NW =
nonword. Significant (p < 0.05) and marginal (p < 0.1) differences
between homonyms, polysemes, and hybrid items relative to unambiguous items are denoted by single and double lines, respectively.

Accuracy. Descriptive statistics for the accuracy data are
presented in Table 4. The omnibus analysis showed a signif-

The results of the experiment show that stimulus degradation
but not nonword difficulty induced a homonymy disadvantage in the context of a weakened sense advantage. This result
provides empirical support for the settling dynamics account
and not the decision-sytem account by showing both patterns
of effects within a single task. The tendency for the hybrid
items to group more with the polysemes than the homonyms
also suggests that co-operative effects are still dominating the
competitive effects at this time-point in processing. This provides more detailed constraint on accounts of these phenomena.
The fact that stimulus degradation, in particular, was successful at manipulating semantic ambiguity effects also has
important ramifications for models of word recognition more
generally. Whereas some researchers argue for separate,
non-interactive orthographic and semantic processing stages
(Borowsky & Besner, 1993, 2006), the present results support a view of orthographic and semantic processing that involves at least some interaction between those two representations. This is more compatible with the standard processing
assumptions made in connectionist models. But why would
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isolated-word lexical decision produce results supporting an
interaction when conjoint stimulus degradation and semantic priming manipulations in other studies only show additive
effects? One possibility is that it is the interaction between
a specific orthographic form and its semantic representation,
and not simply the pre-activation of a related semantic representation with a different orthographic form, that gives rise to
these effects. In the latter case, any advantage related to semantics may be nullified by increased competition in the orthographic representations that were activated by the prime.
More computational and behavioral research will be needed
to explore this possibility and better understand these opposing results. The similarity of isolated-word tasks to encountering ambiguous words in isolation and semantic-priming
tasks to encountering words in context also suggest that this
work will have a broad impact on theories of word recognition and ambiguity resolution.
The failure of the nonword difficulty manipulation also has
important ramifications. Although the nonword manipulations failed to substantially slow down overall performance
and induce the predicted ambiguity effects amongst the word
classes, responses to nonwords did slow substantially as a
function of nonword difficulty. This slowing of only one type
of response suggests that other aspects of the cognitive system
such as the decision system may be adapting to the change in
stimuli. Indeed, we have predicted and observed such slowdowns for the nonwords only in other work which manipulated the perceived accuracy of the nonwords to make them
appear more difficult (Armstrong, Joordens, & Plaut, 2009).
In that context, adaptation of the decision system alone could
account for this type of effect as we demonstrated via a simulation of an adaptive decision system. This suggests that even
within a single task, the decision system may be playing an
important role in determining behavior.
The most important insight from the present work thus
might be the importance of interactivity in explaining many
aspects of the behavioral phenomena. Studying simple models of particular systems such as semantics can clearly provide a valuable first glimpse into the role of a particular system. However, there are far more complex interactions at play
than are captured by an isolated model. Each individual component such as orthography, semantics, and decision-making
are making contributions to the ambiguity effects to differing degrees, which may fundamentally depend on allowing
the systems to interact. Attempting to only build theories of
isolated systems or perpetually casting these problems as one
system versus another - while a reasonable way to get initial
traction on the relevant issues - should therefore clearly not
be the ultimate goal in face of evidence for interactivity. This
will only lead to an artificial fractionating of how we think
about these issues which may miss out on critical dynamics
that provide a deeper understanding of the phenomena. A
more fruitful approach therefore may be to try to build integrated models which include many of the systems shown
to be relevant to the tasks under study using domain-general

processing and representation assumptions. It will then be
possible to examine how each of the components contributes
to the overt responses made in a particular task, and whether
the interactions amongst these systems lead to relevant emergent behavior that could not be seen otherwise. Our current
modeling agenda is focused towards this end.
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Abstract
Here we describe the Semantic Pictionary Project—a set of
online games and tools designed to collect large amounts of
structured data about the object characteristics and perceptual
properties of word referents. The project hinges on the use of
encoding-decoding games and a set of creation tools to
capture data using online crowdsourcing. We describe the
architecture of the basic tools behind the games, the structure
of the resulting data, and how this information may be
integrated into existing statistical semantic models. We also
describe two validations using data collected from one of the
tools (2D Geon Pictionary) demonstrating typicality effects in
the metrics of raw Geon objects created by subjects, and
unique variance in the predictions of word pair metrics over
currently used linguistic and property data.
Keywords:
Geon;
natural
language
processing;
crowdsourcing; semantic space models; embodied cognition.

Introduction
Humans learn about the meanings of words and larger
discourse units from repeated experience with both
linguistic and perceptual information. However, current
models of lexical semantics focus only on learning from
linguistic structure using statistical abstraction algorithms.
Part of the problem is the lack of realistic structured data
containing information about the perceptual structure of
word referents. Text is plentiful, but usable object structure
data currently are not. Given the ideological movement
towards models of embodied lexical representation, model
development is currently being held up due to a lack of
structured human data containing configural object and
property information about concrete word referents. Here,
we describe the NSF-funded Semantic Pictionary Project,
an online approach to the problem of data capture that
makes use of the paradigms of crowdsourcing and online
gaming to gather data containing the perceptual structure of
word referents. The online games may be played at
www.SemanticPictionary.org.
Statistical semantic models (SSMs; e.g., Landauer &
Dumais, 1997) have recently been attacked as implausible
cognitive models because they learn from only linguistic
information and are not grounded in perception and action,
contrary to the literature on embodied cognition, and this
limits their ability to account for human behavior on
semantic tasks (for a review of the debate, see de Vega,
Graesser, & Glenberg, 2008). The inadequacy of SSMs as
cognitive models punctuates the current movement in
cognitive science towards models of embodied cognition.
There is a growing body of both behavioral and
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neuroimaging research demonstrating that when humans
process words (in isolation or in context) they automatically
activate sensorimotor information about the perceptual
features of the word’s referent, how it is commonly used,
and physical contexts in which it has been experienced (for
a review, see Riordan & Jones, 2010). A large number of
behavioral experiments also demonstrate convincing
evidence that sensorimotor experience becomes an
inseparable part of a word’s lexical representation, including
information about object features (color, shape, motion,
etc.). Perceptual information is an inherent part of the
semantic organization of the human lexicon, but much of
this information cannot be learned from statistics in a text
corpus—it must be learned from multisensory experience.
Perceptually grounded SSMs are now emerging in the
cognitive science literature (e.g., Andrews, Vigliocco, &
Vinson, 2009; Recchia & Jones, 2010; Steyvers, 2010). As a
proxy for sensorimotor perception, these new integrative
models use norms of human-generated properties (e.g.,
McRae et al., 2005). These norms are collected by asking
hundreds of subjects to produce the physical properties
(internal and external parts), appearance, sounds, smells,
tastes, functional properties, categorical membership, etc.
for concrete nouns and event verbs based on multisensory
experience. A property vector for a word is then created by
aggregating across subjects. For example, the property
<has_4_legs> will have a high probability for dog and cow,
but a low probability for centipede, and a zero probability
for strawberry. However, <is_red> is a highly salient
property of strawberry and not for dog.
The development of perceptually grounded SSMs is
currently being held up by a lack of data. The overall goal of
the Semantic Pictionary Project is to collect large amounts
of object and property data online using a combination of
crowdsourcing and our new encoding-decoding games, and
to make the large datasets available to researchers to
develop superior grounded semantic models.
The Semantic Pictionary Paradigm
The Semantic Pictionary paradigm is a two-stage task with
self-correction built in. In the first stage, subjects are
presented with a target word selected from the highconcreteness/early-AoA
nouns
from
the
MRC
Psycholinguistic Database. Subjects are then provided a tool
to make a representation of this noun, with the goal of
making a depiction such that another subject could guess
what word is being represented (similar to the popular
Pictionary game). That representation is then given to a
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different subject to attempt to recover the initial label.
Success at recovering the initial label is in indication of a
valid and meaningful encoding by the first subject. The data
created by this paradigm can then be used in various
modeling applications.
Words can be encoded in a variety of ways. The goal is to
build a symbolic representation of the word’s referent in a
constrained domain. Example domains could be other
words, physical shape, smell, or sound. In each domain, a
specially constructed tool is used by subjects to generate the
feature set representing that word, and the feature set can
then be given to a different set of subjects to verify.
Crowdsourcing
Crowdsourcing is a paradigm that has recently emerged to
use aggregate groups of humans to solve problems online
that are impossible for computers to currently solve.
Crowdsourcing takes advantage of crowd wisdom
(Surowiecki, 2004) to capture data that only humans can
currently produce at a massive scale. GWAPs (“games with
a purpose”) take advantage of crowdsourcing and the
amount of human computation currently wasted on online
games to capture data for practical purposes. For example,
humans spend approximately 10 billion hours each year
playing solitaire online. Facebook’s Farmville game allows
users to grow virtual crops and form social relations with
other players online—Farmville sees about 68 million users
each day. GWAPs harness the power of human computation
for data labeling using an entertaining game. The original
GWAP was called the “ESP Game” (von Ahn, 2006; now
the “Google Image Labeler”). The ESP game used online
human computation to solve the problem of labeling images
and image components on the web. All of the Semantic
Pictionary GWAPs are available online and are also linked
to social media sites such as Facebook to collect massive
amounts of structural data with crowdsourcing.
Semantic Pictionary Games
There are two broad classes of data representation games we
employ: Property Pictionary and Geon Pictionary. Property
Pictionary is a class of games in which the subject encodes
the target as a set of constrained verbal features that
describe it. Property Pictionary can be thought of as an
online crowdsourcing version of McRae et al.’s (2005)
feature generation task (originally collected in the
laboratory), with the addition of a decoding phase in which
different subjects attempt to guess the target word given a
generated feature vector. Geon Pictionary is purely
nonverbal. When presented with a target word to encode,
the subject uses an editor to create an object model the
referent using a constrained set of Geons (Biederman, 1987)
in either two- or three-dimensional space. The Geon object
constructed from a target word is then provided to different
subjects to guess the target word given the image.
The two classes of games were selected to compliment
information learned well by corpus-based models. Geon
Pictionary collects information about object structure, color,

viewpoint variance, component connectivity, etc. that do not
seem to be possible to mine from language (see Riordan &
Jones, 2011). Property Pictionary capitalizes on verbal
feature generation to produce high-level descriptions of
words including physical properties (internal and external
parts), appearance, sounds, smells, tastes, functional
properties, categorical membership, affordances, etc. not
captured by the low-level Geon shape descriptions or the
distributional structure of natural language.
In the following sections, we briefly describe the
architectures of each of these GWAP tools as well as the
structure of the data they collect and how it may be
integrated into existing statistical semantic models. Then we
turn to an analysis of data collected through the 2D Geon
Pictionary game. We demonstrate that the information
captured by the game can reproduce standard semantic
typicality effects, and contains unique variance in semantic
similarity used by humans but that is currently missing from
linguistic structure and verbal properties.

Property Pictionary
Property production norms have proven extremely valuable
in a variety of semantic experiments, and in cognitive
models of semantic representation and processing.
However, these databases are currently limited to a few
hundred concepts. By taking lessons from McRae et al.’s
(2005) original study and string normalizations, a
crowdsourcing GWAP can potentially produce a database
like McRae’s spanning thousands of words in 1-2 years. In
addition, we will have “goodness of transmission” values
for features from the encoding/decoding paradigm that were
not possible in McRae’s original lab-collected database.
Verbally coded features contain perception and action
information at a higher level than the Geon shape
description, and both are needed to evaluate perceptual
integration in SSMs.
In Property Pictionary, subjects are assigned to be
encoders or decoders. In the encoding phase, the subject is
presented with a target word (e.g., DOG) and is asked to
generate N descriptive features such that a decoder could
guess the target word from the features. Subjects gain points
as encoders the more people who can correctly guess the
target word from their feature encoding. When a certain
number of words have been encoded, subjects then progress
to the decoding phase, guessing the target word that is
represented by the feature encoding produced by another
encoder for a different word. In this fashion, we are able to
quantify the diagnosticity of produced features. An
encoding of DOG = [+has_wings, +is_made_of_metal, ...]
will not only be very infrequent, but will also have a very
low probability of anyone else guessing the target word
given this encoded pattern.
We have conducted pilot tests of Property Pictionary
using both traditional psychology subject pool players, and
using subjects via Amazon’s Mechanical Turk
crowdsourcing site. In the pilot collection phase, we used
the same concrete nouns in McRae et al.’s (2005) original
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laboratory study, and built interactive checks at the input
phase that originally had taken a significant portion of time
to manually recode after data collection in McRae et al.’s
norms. For example, if a subject typed in “has four legs” or
“is four legged” the input system would remap in real-time
by suggesting the equivalent recoded label, e.g., “do you
mean <has_4_legs> ?”
The details of the Property Pictionary pilot norms have
been described elsewhere (Recchia & Jones, 2011), so we
will just briefly summarize here. The online Property
Pictionary version of the feature norms was remarkably well
correlated with the original McRae et al. (2005) laboratorycollected norms. The verbal features generated by our online
subjects were very similar to those generated by McRae et
al.’s subjects in the laboratory setting. The correlations
between words’ feature vectors in the online version and
McRae et al.’s original database produced a mean
correlation .83 (SD = .08). In addition, the semantic
similarity among words in each of the norms were highly
correlated. If one creates a word-by-word correlation matrix
within each of the norms and then computes the correlations
between rows of the two matrices, the mean correlation is
.96 (SD = .03). The online version of the norms also had
high similarities to other production characteristics of the
original norms; e.g., # of features, # of distinguishing
features, # of visual-motor/forms, # of tactile features, etc.
The remainder of this paper will focus on validating the
Geon Pictionary data.

Geon Pictionary
Geon Pictionary games require the subject to produce an
object image representing the referent of the target word
using a constrained set of components and attachments. If
given DOG as a target word, the subject essentially draws a
picture of a dog by selecting from a set of primitive geons,
adjusting shape, color, orientation, size, and attachment
structure of the components using our geon editor. This
image is then provided to a second subject to guess at what
target word the encoder is representing with the image. The
system is designed such that we maximize the potential
representable objects while at the same time having a
compact and constrained enough description that
meaningful comparisons can be made between objects. The
data structure of the resulting image is stored as a tree-based
representation of object configurations and properties, and
we have several similarity algorithms available to determine
the similarity among geon objects. The tree-based object is
represented as a phrase structure grammar, so the visual
object may be recoded to a text-based sentence. This allows
corpus-based models to integrate the statistical information
from the visual object while bypassing the problem of
providing the models with vision.
The Semantic Pictionary website has two- and threedimensional versions of the Geon Pictionary game. The
three-dimensional version is necessarily tree attachment
based (to preserve the object structure as viewpoint is
rotated). The two-dimensional version has two versions. The

tree-based version requires that geons be attached to one
another at specified attachment points to construct a
hierarchical tree-based representation and phrase grammar.
The ‘no-tree’ version is unconstrained with regards to
attachment points between geons—this allows much faster
production of images, but object similarities are reliant on
vector superposition since the object representation is flat
rather than hierarchically structured. We next describe the
three-dimensional version of Geon Pictionary in detail, and
then the restricted two-dimensional versions more briefly.
Three-Dimensional Geon Pictionary
A final object generated with the 3D Geon Pictionary tool is
a tree of Geon objects with properties and their connection
or attachment constraints. Each Geon has the following
properties:
Geon Type: Chosen from (cube, sphere, cyliner, cone,
handle).
Size: Scaling in the X, Y and Z axis in set increments (from
50% to 350% of one unit in steps of 1%).
Rotation: Rotation around the X, Y and then Z planes in set
increments (from 0 to 6 radians in steps of .01 radians)
Color: Chosen from a reduced color set (original MSPaint)
The first Geon is set as the root of the model and each Geon
added is then attached to the root at specified attachment
points. An attachment point is defined as a pair of points,
one defining the location on the parent and one the location
on the child. The child is then moved such that these two
attachment points are aligned in the same three-dimensional
point. The points defining potential attachments are the 27
points formed by a bounding rectangle around the Geon (3
potential values for the X, Y and Z axis).

Figure 1. The build interface of the 3D Geon tool.
The basic web interface is shown in Figure 1. The 3D
rendering is done with an in-lab developed 3D rendering
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tool so no external libraries are required (this greatly
facilitates web distribution). The model can be rotated by
dragging the mouse in the X or Y plane. Particular Geons
can be selected by clicking on them and deselected by a
second click. The rendering window is also used in moving
Geons to new parent nodes. Controls allow the subject to
manipulate the color, scaling, rotation, and geon type of a
selected object or group of objects.
Geons may be added to existing Geons (at default
connections points). Connected Geons can also manage
their attachment points. Since each Geon (except the root)
has exactly one parent, but may have multiple children, we
decided to show and let the subjects manipulate the
connection between the selected node and its parent.
Selecting appropriate attachment points is the most difficult
task for subjects and to facilitate this we have provided two
manipulation techniques. The connection can be modified
by use of either radio buttons representing the connection in
the X, Y and Z axis, or by selecting the point by clicking on
the appropriate location on a 3D wireframe model of a cube
that shares its orientation with the Geon on the rendering
screen. Figure 2 shows a rendered object and the attachment
point cubes.

tree structure requirement has been removed. Primitive
instances can be added to the scene in arbitrary locations.
While this version makes it faster for the subject to produce
an object, the resulting data structure is flat and requires
different types of similarity algorithms to analyze.

Figure 3. 2D Geon Pictionary click-and-drag interface.

Encoding, Decoding, and Extrapolation
For storage and transfer, models are encoded in a simple
shorthand coding. In this coding, key symbols are used to
describe the tree structure and properties of instances. This
encoding is short and easy to transfer between systems. The
model is decomposed into a text-based encoding through a
simple rule set. Each primitive instance can be decomposed
into a sentence unit of the following form:
[SENTENCE] = An [OBJECT] made up of a [ROOT
OBJECT DESCRIPTION] [OBJECT DESCRIPTION] =
[COLOR], [SCALE], [GEON] rotated [ROTATION] whose
[CHILD ATTACHMENT POINT] is attached to the
[PARENT ATTACHMENT POINT] of a [CHILD OBJECT
DESCRIPTION] and a [CHILD OBJECT DESCRIPTION]
...

Figure 2. A rendered object and attachment point cubes.
The web environment is written in php and provides three
paths of interface, Amazon's Mechanical Turk, Facebook
application,
and
our
own
web
domain
www.SemanticPictionary.org. The php code provides a
login system to manage users, a set of written and video
instructions on how to use the Geon tools, the actual
building interface, the identification interface and a scoring
system.
Two-Dimensional Geon Pictionary
The two dimensional version of Geon Pictionary tool is
designed to have a very similar look and feel to its three
dimensional equivalent. There are two primary differences
between these two tools. The first is that whereas the three
dimensional system only allows subjects to select stepped
values for rotation and scale, the two dimensional system
allows arbitrary values. The connection interface for the two
dimensional system also allows subjects to click and drag
Geons (and all descendents) and will automatically select
the attachment point that would most closely represent the
released location, which makes object production much
faster. In addition to the tree-based version of the 2D game,
there is also a freeform no-tree version. In this version, the

A horse is made up of a brown, wide, Cube whose left,
top, front, is attached to the top, of a brown, narrow,
shallow, Cylinder whose right, top, front, is attached to
the top, of a brown, narrow, shallow, Cylinder whose
left, top, back, is attached to the top, of a brown, narrow,
shallow, Cylinder whose right, top, back, is attached to
the top, of a brown, narrow, shallow, Cylinder whose
right, bottom, is attached to the bottom, of a brown,
narrow, shallow, Cylinder whose center, is attached to
the bottom, of a brown, wide, Sphere

Figure 4. An example of a horse model converted to natural
text description.
Vector Encoding of Object Structure
Though the models can be decomposed into natural
language and read by any natural language engine, purpose
built translators for particular NLP models are likely to
improve performance. We next describe an encoding
algorithm for the BEAGLE semantic model (Jones &
Mewhort, 2007) to make use of the Geon models directly.
BEAGLE uses a set of two holographic vectors to
represent each word in a language. The first vector is the
environmental vector; this is the static representation of the
word in the universe (sampled from a Gaussian
distribution). The second vector is the lexical vector, which
stores the relational information learned by the system
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through interaction with the corpus. After learning, word
relations can be extracted though holographic operations on
sets of vectors such as cosine for similarity. Algorithms may
then be applied to convert a model into a single holographic
vector usable by the BEAGLE model.
Each property value (color, scale, Geon type, rotation,
attachment points) is assigned a randomly generated
permutation of dimension equivalent to the language model.
After these are assigned, they will remain constant
throughout all encodings. A primitive instance is then
encoded as the point-wise sum of the relevant property
vectors. Property vectors will be calculated in two different
ways depending on whether the property is continuous or
drawn from a small set. For those drawn from a small set
such as Geon type, attachment point and possibly color, the
property vector will simply be the natural language
environmental vector for that word. This is useful since
those environmental vectors will already have relational
meaning from previous or post experience with
supplemental corpora (we would expect most of the color
names and many of the shape names to occur in common
English text).
Those values from continuous sets such as scale and
rotation can be encoded with frequency-encoded vectors
where vector values are chosen from a distribution
reflecting the value of the property (higher values for
example, may shift a distribution). A model vector can then
be calculated from the vectors for each of its primitive
instances. To do this, each child is permuted by a static
random permutation and then added point-wise to its parent
representation.

taken from a learned training run on a corpus). The vector
representation for a given geon is simply the sum of the part
vectors. The tree's holographic vector is then the root
instances holographic vector added to the holographic
vector of its children with a present random permutation
added at each level. As is shown in Figure 5, members of a
semantic category that are rated as being more typical
exemplars tend to look more like one another in their geon
encodings as well. This effect is stable over all typicality
bins (right panel), but also the individual categories (left
panel). These results suggest that at least part of typicality
structure can be encoded in how subjects describe word
referents using our Geons, and this information would be
represented in our natural language or vector representations
as unique variance to be used to enrich statistical semantic
models that typically only have linguistic structure from
which to make inferences.

Information Structure in 2D Geon Pictionary
We assess the structure contained in 2D geon
representations constructed by groups of subjects in two
tasks. In the first task, subjects were asked to generate geon
representations of the concrete nouns from Rosch’s (1975)
study of semantic typicality. In studies of typicality effects,
stimuli are normally words. Here, we evaluate the structure
of the geon representations of those words using the above
described similarity algorithm applied to the geons. In the
second task, we had subjects produce geon representations
for words from the original McRae et al. (2005) norms, and
we assess the information contained in the geon
representations of those words compared to the McRae et al.
feature vectors and a corpus-based co-occurrence metric.
Semantic Typicality Effects
Figure 5 shows the similarity structure among words from
Rosch’s (1975) high, medium, and low typicality
conditions. In verification experiments, subjects are
typically faster to verify that two high typicality exemplars
are members of the same category (e.g., robin-sparrow)
than medium (hawk-chicken) or low (penguin-ostrich)
typicality exemplars. To compute similarity between geons
in Figure 5, each possible color, shape, rotation and scale is
assigned a random Gaussian vector (these values could be

Figure 5. Typicality effects in 2D Geon Pictionary
Pictionary
Predicting Word Pair Similarities
Using the same similarity metric applied to the 2D geon
representations, we computed the pairwise similarities
between words from the McRae et al. (2005) norms
(different group of subjects than produced the typicality
data). These pairwise similarities were then entered into a
hierarchical regression to predict similarities between words
in WordNet using the JCN metric; JCN has been shown to
give the best approximation to human judgments of
semantic similarity between words (Jones & Mewhort,
2007). Included in the regression was cosine similarity from
the McRae norms and pointwise mutual information (PMI)
between the word pair in the TASA corpus.
Table 1. Hierarchical regression predicting WordNet pairs.
Model
PMI

R
.158

FΔ
377.11

Partial R
.158

PMI + McRae

.344

1556.27

.096, .305

PMI + McRae + Geon

.358

144.42

.096, .302, .084
all p < .001.
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Figure 6. Similarity structure that is unique to the text, verbal feature, and geon object representations of words.
As Table 1 shows, there is a considerable amount of
redundancy in the three variables when predicting variance
in WordNet similarities. However, each also contains a
significant portion of unique variance not accounted for by
the others. We entered geon similarity to the regression
equation as the last step to stack chance against it. However,
as Table 1 demonstrates, similarity between the geon
representations of the words predicts a significant portion of
variance that is not accounted for by the text-based or verbal
feature measures. Figure 6 shows this structure more
clearly. The MDS plot is arranged so that proximities are
based on similarity from the McRae et al. (2005) norms.
The red lines show strong connections between items found
by their geon similarity that are not seen by the other
metrics. Qualitatively, this includes a considerable amount
of shape structure (e.g., the similarity between pizza and
coin), color (pickle-grasshopper) material (green plants and
wood/metal), symmetry/asymmetry, internal consistency,
etc. This information is important to human semantic
organization, but is neither learned by the text-based models
nor is it well represented in standard verbal feature
generation norms.
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Abstract

findings, claiming that situated language comprehension
is incremental, anticipatory, integrative, adaptive, and
coordinated, which led to the proposal of the coordinated
interplay account (Cia).

Empirical evidence from studies using the visual world
paradigm reveals that spoken language guides attention in a related visual scene and that scene information can influence the comprehension process. Here we
model sentence comprehension using the visual context.
A recurrent neural network is trained to associate the
linguistic input with the visual scene and to produce
the interpretation of the described event. The feedback
mechanism in the form of sigma-pi connection is added
to model the explicit utterance-mediated visual attention behavior revealed by the visual world paradigm.
The results show that the network successfully learns
sentence final interpretation and also demonstrates the
hallmark anticipation behavior of predicting upcoming
constituents.
Keywords: connectionist modeling; sentence comprehension; attentional mechanism; visual scene

Introduction
During the last decade, research in human language comprehension has progressed well beyond the examination
of the syntactic and semantic properties of words and
sentences considered in isolation. Detailed on-line evidence for how people comprehend visually-situated language has come from the visual world paradigm (see
Huettig, Rommers, and Meyer (2011) for a recent review). The visual world paradigm takes advantage of
the listeners’ tendency to look at relevant elements of
the visual scene as they are mentioned or anticipated
(which is typically measured by eye-tracking). Specifically, it has been shown that spoken language can guide
attention in a related visual scene and that scene information can immediately influence the comprehension
process (Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard, & Sedivy, 1995). Findings have revealed the rapid and incremental influence of visual referential context (Spivey,
Tanenhaus, Eberhard, & Sedivy, 2002; Tanenhaus et al.,
1995) and depicted events (Knoeferle, Crocker, Scheepers, & Pickering, 2005) on ambiguity resolution in onlinesituated utterance processing. Further research demonstrated that listeners even anticipate likely upcoming
role fillers in the scene based on their linguistic and general knowledge (e.g. Kamide, Altmann, and Haywood
(2003)). Knoeferle and Crocker (2006) identified several
cognitive characteristics based on the above mentioned

The recent CiaNet model (Mayberry, Crocker, &
Knoeferle, 2009) instantiates the Cia proposal and accounts for a range of empirical findings. CiaNet is
a recurrent sigma-pi neural network that models the
rapid use of scene information, exploiting an utterancemediated attentional mechanism. The model was shown
to achieve very good performance (both with and without scene contexts), while also exhibiting hallmark behaviors of situated comprehension, such as incremental processing, anticipation of appropriate role fillers, as
well as the immediate use and priority of depicted event
information through the coordinated use of utterancemediated attention to the scene. Several other models
that link language with the visual world, do exist, including those mentioned in the very recent review (Huettig et
al., 2011), as well as Yu, Ballard, and Aslin (2005); Gold
and Scassellati (2007). These models emphasize situated
lexical learning and processing, however, and there remain very few attempts to model the compositional and
incremental nature of visually situated sentence comprehension.
Inspired by above mentioned CiaNet, we investigate
a more general network architecture that also learns to
adapt the attention mechanism to help the network focus on (and predict upcoming) relevant constituents and
in principle allows generalization to more complex scenes
(the attention mechanism in CiaNet is restricted to favor one of the two concurrent events). Our model also
differs from CiaNet (and other models) in that inhibition operates at both the object and event levels (rather
than only at the event level) that are assumed to underlie the cognitive representation of the visual scene. In
addition, our work assumes that visually grounded lexical representations are in place, focusing rather on the
compositional aspects of situated sentence comprehension.
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The model
The network architecture, shown in Fig. 1, is based on
a simple recurrent network (SRN) (Elman, 1990). The
network reconciles an incrementally presented utterance
with a representation of the current visual context to incrementally and predictively recover the situated meaning representation. The model takes situational inputs
coupled with linguistic inputs and is trained to produce
the representation of the target event, mentioned in the
linguistic utterance. The scene representations stand
for encoding the objects and events in the visual world,
the linguistic representations are presented as short sentences. In each trial, the scene representation is presented at the input and the associated sentence is presented at the linguistic input, one word a time. The
network task is produce a (partial) situational representation at the output. This process is mediated by the
hidden layer that combines scene-related representations
with the symbolic language. The target is available at
the output during the entire sentence processing. The
explicit feedback (from the output) is added to the network using a sigma-pi mechanism to model the process
of focusing attention to relevant constituents (objects)
shown in the visual scene and mentioned in the associated utterance.
Interpretation
EV

SOM

Wout
copy
Hidden Layer

WinL

Word

Whid

WinS

SOM

EV

SIGMA-PI

SOM

EV

Visual input

Figure 1: Model architecture with an utterance-mediated
attentional mechanism. For description see the text.

Scene representations
The scene representations consist of two levels – the
object level (SOM) and the event level (EV). The objects may be the constituents of events – corresponding to physical agents/patients that can be focused on
– whereas the event level refers to specific ongoing actions in the concrete context (with given semantic roles,
i.e. known agent and patient). The scene is assumed to
consist of two events that may or may not share a constituent (e.g. an agent of one event can be a patient of
another event), plus a few distractors (see Figure 2). In
contrast with Mayberry et al. (2009), we can also encode more than two events because the types of representations allow that extension in principle (which would
probably lead to lower accuracy of the model).

Objects Objects include human agents (e.g. toddler/woman), animate agents (e.g. dog/donkey) and one
artificial agent (robot) that can be involved in various
meaningful activities, with or without a patient. Agents
can operate on machines1 (forklift/bulldozer), on objects
(e.g. barrel/house) or food items (e.g. apple/juice). The
actions include moving (e.g. walks/sits), physical manipulation (e.g. lifts/holds), socially oriented activities
(e.g. greets/looks-at) and ”sustenance” (eats/drinks).
Agents and patients are manually assigned binary features that encode various physical and functional properties and form 40-dim. vectors cA and cP , respectively.
Analogically, actions are described by 16-dim. vectors 2
of binary features cV .
We have used the standard self-organizing map (SOM)
(Kohonen, 1990) to learn the localized representations
of objects. The SOM is constructed in advance using
only agent cA , patient cP and distractor cD inputs, one
at the time. The SOM is trained to provide a topographically organized map of objects according to their
hand-designed semantic features. Each object is represented in the SOM by 3 most active units, focused
around the winner (best matching unit), all other units
are set to zero. The activity of unit i is calculated as
yi = exp(−kx − wi k), where wi is the unit’s i weight vector and x ∈ {cA , cP , cD }. The activity of the three most
active units is rescaled so that ybmu = 1. Since these
object representations are mostly localist, they do not
interfer with one another in the map. The SOM size was
chosen to have 64 units to allow unambiguous learning
of each object representation (by assigning it a separate
winner). The purpose of using 3 most active units (instead of just a winner) is to allow an activation overlap
between similar objects with neighboring winners (this
helped the model to generalize better). Actions are excluded from SOM training; they are included only in the
event-level representation ein . The scene representation
on the object level contains the superimposed representations of all relevant objects (showing that all objects
are simultaneously present) plus several distractors re(1)
(2)
sulting in SOM activation call
in = cin ⊕ cin ⊕ cD .
Events To obtain representations ein of events, an
auto-associative network (AAN), modeled by a two-layer
perceptron (i.e. with one hidden layer) is pretrained on
vectors [cA cV cP ] to form the compressed distributed
representations at the hidden layer with 48 units. Patient cP is optional, so its components are set to zero in
case of its absence. The input size dimension for training AAN off-line was 40+16+40=96 dimensions. The
1 Machines can serve as agents of some actions, too (e.g.
lift, push).
2 Actually, they consist of only 8 binary features, but these
were doubled to increase the differentiation of compressed
event representations, performed by AAN module.
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The activation of the hidden layer of A-SRN at time t
is computed as
ahid (t) = σ(WinL .lin (t) + WinS .(sin (t). ∗ aout (t − 1))
+Whid .ahid (t − 1))

Figure 2: Example of the depicted scene that is assumed
to consist of two events (Boy chases dog and Girl looks-at
boy) and two unrelated distractors (house, sparrow). The
two events share the constituent boy.

functionality of the trained AAN was checked via accuracy of compressed representations using the encoding
and decoding of novel agent-action-patient triplets. The
accuracy almost reached 100% for the testing data.
Once the AAN is trained, the event-level representation corresponding to the scene is taken as a superposition of two (compressed) representations of events, re(1)
(2)
sulting in the vector eall
in = ein ⊕ ein . The vector components are constrained in the interval [0,1]. Using the
superposition is analogous to that of used in CiaNet –
it encodes simultaneous information provided to the subject as the visual input. However, in CiaNet the representational medium is separated whereas in our model
it is shared. Unlike localist object representations, the
superposition of distributed event representations leads
to an overlap between the two codes which expectedly
makes the decompression task more difficult. A scene
consists of two events, with 50% possibility of sharing
one constituent (i.e. if the agent of one event matches the
patient of another event, or if two events share the patient). Some elements of the event vector could become
larger than one after superposition (i.e. if both events
had the same component very active). The elements of
an event vector were normalized by value of the most
active element.

Linguistic inputs
The lexicon consists of 40 words, with one-to-one mapping to the objects/actions. Words are treated as symbols and are assigned one-hot codes with 40 dimensions
creating an input lin . The sentences have a SV(O) form,
such as ’Toddler looks-at crate’ or ’Woman walks.’

Network activations
The model has two output slots – eout is expected to predict the representation of the target event and cout is the
object-level output that, analogically, tries to activate
the target objects, taking part in the described event.
Together, eout and cout form the situational output. The
model has no linguistic output.

all
where the scene representation sin = [call
in , ein ], ’.∗’ denotes
component-wise multiplication of the two vectors (implementing sigma-pi connection) and σ is the standard logistic function σ(x) = 1/(1 + exp(−x)). Sigma-pi connections (Rumelhart, Hinton, & Williams, 1986) implement
the modulation mechanism on a component-wise basis,
i.e. for each unit (propagation of the afferent input is
modulated by feedback input). To avoid propagation
of misleading activation from the previous sentence, the
sigma-pi activation is excluded at the beginning of each
sentence, leaving only sin (t) as the scene input.
The network output is computed as

aout (t) = [cout (t), eout (t)] = σ(Wout .ahid (t)).
and feeds back with one-step delay to be multiplied with
the network input.

Network training
We focused on the sigma-pi network (A-SRN) but also
included SRN for comparison. For reasons explained in
Results section we also tested a third model whose architecture falls between A-SRN and SRN and its input
representation is calculated as (with γ = 0.3)
0

sin (t) = γ sin (t) + (1 − γ) sin (t). ∗ aout (t − 1).
This linear combination guarantees that input representation remains preserved to a certain degree (given by
γ) which is desirable in cases when output inhibition incorrectly inhibits all inputs, hence hindering the correct
output of the network. This may happen after processing
the first word in the sentence when the model’s prediction of the target is not very accurate.
We systematically looked for optimal model parameters which were then used in testing the model and performing comparisons as described below. The hidden
layer of all networks had 150 hidden units. Networks
were trained with back propagation through time algorithm (Rumelhart et al., 1986) by propagating the error
after each word, using the learning rate 0.01.
We generated 10,000 scenes, each of which was associated with two events. The model’s attention was driven
by the linguistic input to the single – major event of each
situation. All generated events were consistent with the
world, obeying semantic constraints. With each scene
representation, a number of distractors (ranging from 0
to 3) was added to the input, taken from the pool of
remaining agent/patient objects. Randomly chosen 70%
of situations were used for training and the remaining
30% for testing. Data sets were distinguished by major
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constituents during sentence processing (i.e. predicting
an action when reading a subject word, and predicting
a patient when reading a subject and/or verb).

Quantitative measures used

Figure 3: Example of a behavior of a trained A-SRN at
the end of sentence ’Boy chases dog.’ For explanation,
see the text.
events used in their scenes. Model accuracy was evaluated using 5-fold cross validation.
The illustration of a trained A-SRN during processing
at the sentence ’Boy chases dog’ is shown in Figure 3,
and corresponds to the scene shown in Figure 2. SOMrelated graphs contain 8×8 units, EV-related graphs contain 48-dim. vectors, reshaped to 8×6 matrix for convenience. 3 On the right, SOM input is the composition of
various objects (including distractors), EV input is the
superposition of two events. Both inputs are presented
to the network at the sentence beginning. On the left,
both targets comprise only information about the target event (and the pertaining objects). At the bottom,
both inputs become overridden by the feedback attentional mechanism that filters out irrelevant objects and
non-target event information. Visual inspection of the
network outputs (in the middle) reveals that they match
well with both corresponding targets.

We first explain all measures used in Tables 1–2 and in
the text. All measures are quantified by values between
0 and 1, reflecting the accuracy of the measure. EV
quantifies output accuracy of eout decoding at the end of
sentence. If both decoded objects and the action match
the targets, the event representation is considered successful. Decoding in SOM (of agent/patient pairs, or
only agents) is considered successful if both match the
targets. In addition, we looked at several prediction measures (calculated before sentence end), that are related
to the concrete constituents of an event (action, patient).
These measures were evaluated with respect to various
degrees of consistency. The predicted action/patient is
considered correctly decoded: (a) with respect to the
target if it matches it, (b) with respect to the world if
it exists in the training corpus in the given context, (c)
with respect to the current scene if it is present in it
(albeit not focused on).

Results
Results in all tables refer to the testing data (accuracy
on training data was consistently somewhat higher). We
looked at three things when evaluating model performance, the motivation is explained below. First, we
compared the accuracy of three models at the end of
sentence; second, we manipulated the availability of the
scene information during training and investigated its
effect on model behavior; third, we looked at predictive
properties of the model, i.e. the anticipation of upcoming
constituents before the sentence end.
Model comparison At first, we focused on network
output at the end of sentences. The results are displayed
in Table 1.

Performance evaluation
In order to evaluate the output accuracy, we need to interpret the model output. Since it consists of two different components (SOM and EV), we evaluate both. For
testing the accuracy of eout we decode this output part
(using the hidden-output weight matrix of AAN) and
count the percentage of correct decodings in the test set.
Regarding cout , we compare the output with all possible
combinations of SOM representations of objects, i.e. ctgt .
Analogically, we count the percentage of matches (for
both agents and patients). All measures can be evaluated after each word presented, to capture the progress
during sentence parsing. We looked at the output accuracy at the end of sentences, and also on network’s anticipatory behavior, that is, its prediction of upcoming
3 The

plots are interpolated, so they look smoother.

Table 1: Model performance with respect to the target
event, evaluated at the end of sentence.
Model
SRN
A-SRN
A-SRN+

EV
0.985
0.899
0.949

SOM
0.986
0.949
0.976

The SRN without any feedback mechanism performed
very well. It mastered the task using its implicit mechanism by associating the scene information with the language at the hidden layer. A-SRN learned to generate the correct output hence demonstrating its ability
to yield the correct interpretation of the event in the
scene, mediated by the linguistic utterance. The accuracy of A-SRN is also very high for both parts of the
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output representation, albeit slightly inferior to SRN.
However, it does explicitly model the attentional mechanism which SRN does not. We examined the behavior of
a trained A-SRN and found out that it might be the suboptimality of the attention mechanism that sometimes
inhibits (via sigma-pi connection) the target objects at
the input (and possibly also the components in the target
event), hence reducing the output accuracy towards the
end of sentence. To test this hypothesis, we introduced
the third model, A-SRN+, as explained above, and its
performance was observed to be indeed somewhat superior to A-SRN.

Table 2: Model performance with respect to the target
event, evaluated at the end of sentence, with partially
(50%) and completely removed scene information during
training. Results show the performance on testing data
with available scene information.
Model
SRN
A-SRN
A-SRN+

EV-50
0.995
0.989
0.992

SOM-50 EV-0 SOM-0
0.989
0.504 0.627
0.988
0.769 0.823
0.990
0.671 0.688

Restricting the situational input We restricted the
availability of the visual input during training, either by
randomly choosing 50% of sentences (in each training
epoch), or completely. The purpose of this manipulation was twofold: to simulate the lack of visual input
(for example, to simulate mere listening about the given
event) but also to force the network to rely more on the
linguistic pathway in predicting the output.
The simulation results shown in Table 2 reveal that
partial turning-off situational inputs during training positively affects model accuracy, especially that of A-SRN.
Interestingly, we also observe (not shown in the table)
that A-SRN yields a better performance also on testing data patterns with corresponding situational inputs,
compared to the training mode with 100% availability
of scene information (Table 1). However, the complete
removal of the situational input had a negative effect
in both models, deteriorating the results on the test set
with the scene information. Because of the top-down attentional mechanism in A-SRN, this model could handle
this type of testing much better, possibly taking advantage of the initial output representation evoked by the
(sole) linguistic input and fed back as the situational input that eventually contributed to higher accuracy at
the end of sentence.
Anticipation of upcoming constituents We examined the predictive ability for all three models, which
turned out to be quite similar. Output accuracy was examined with respect to various degrees of consistency:
the target (the strictest condition), the world knowledge

(output is not correct but possible), and the depicted
scene (output is in the scene but should not be attended
to).
Prediction of the patient can be assessed at two steps.
At reading a subject, it is around 0.5 w.r.t. the target
but grows over 0.8 w.r.t. both world knowledge and the
depicted scene. Prediction of a patient while reading a
verb grows to 0.65 w.r.t. target, to 0.95 w.r.t. the world
knowledge and to 0.85 w.r.t. the depicted scene in all
models.
Prediction at the level of agent/patient objects (in
SOM) is slightly less accurate. Upon processing the first
word, the accuracy of predicting both objects remains at
∼0.45 (with greater accuracy in agent prediction), and
only grows to ∼0.6 when processing the verb. (However,
at the end of sentence, the SOM output is very accurate,
as already reported in Table 1).
For models with omitted object inputs, the prediction
ability decreases because of the missing visual scene information. When no situation inputs are presented during training, the model cannot rely on this type of information, thus ignoring it also for the test set when the
visual information is available. Additionally, prediction
in the dataset without the visual input was not achieved
by any model.
In sum, the presented simulations reveal that all three
models achieve very high levels of accuracy with respect
to meaning interpretation at the end of sentence, with
small differences between them. In addition, all models demonstrate a certain level of anticipatory behavior,
measured by predicting the representations of upcoming constituents before the sentence end. Only the ASRN(+) models, however, have the explicit attentional
mechanisms necessary to account for behavioral findings
from the visual world experiments, and model performance is indeed largely consistent with the findings of
Knoeferle and colleagues.

Discussion
We modeled the process of situated language processing
as revealed by studies within the visual world paradigm.
We introduced a novel recurrent neural network model
with an explicit attentional mechanism (A-SRN), and we
compared it with a SRN and another model (A-SRN+)
to appreciate the role of the feedback in sentence comprehension task. All models can almost perfectly learn
to generate at the end of sentence the representation
that is interpreted as sentence meaning in the visual context. Having read the sentence, each network correctly
selects the relevant scene event and its corresponding
constituents (agent/patient). All networks also demonstrate some predictive behavior reflected by the ability
to anticipate upcoming constituents, as mediated by the
utterance. The SRN performs expectedly very well, but
crucially we have shown that adding an explicit atten-
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tional mechanism (in A-SRN) results in a minimal loss in
performance. From the cognitive perspective, A-SRN’s
attentional mechanism helps the network focus on the
relevant scene event, incorporates into the model the visual attention system on an abstract level, and reveals
similar anticipatory shifts in visual attention that have
been found using the visual world paradigm (Knoeferle
et al., 2005; Knoeferle & Crocker, 2006). In addition,
the availability of the attentional mechanism helps the
A-SRN to perform better on testing data with and without the scene information when trained on input with
50% restricted scene information (reaching almost ceiling performance), compared to the training mode with
complete availability of scene information.
A-SRN differs crucially from CiaNet (Mayberry et
al., 2009) that served as our motivation, in its potential
to deal with complex visual scenes containing more than
two events. Preliminary simulations reveal that in case of
three concurrent events, the performance degrades only
slightly. With respect to world complexity, we expect
that the benefits of the A-SRN model (i.e. anticipation of
objects in the scene) may in fact increase as the knowledge of the network scales up, that is, when there’s a
larger difference between what the network learns during
training, and what is actually depicted when processing
a given sentence.
We think that mechanistic understanding of attention
is important in various cognitive tasks. Four processes
are thought to be fundamental to attention: working
memory, top-down sensitivity control, competitive selection, and automatic bottom-up filtering for salient stimuli (Knudsen, 2007). According to this view, the control
of attention involves the first three processes operating
in a recurrent loop. Of these, our proposal for an attentional mechanism can be viewed as introducing a topdown sensivity control that regulates the strength of different signals that compete to access to working memory.
In A-SRN, these different signals are all physical objects
in the scene, along with all events. Hence, the sensitivity control is postulated to operate at two levels: a
more concrete level of objects and more abstract level of
events (in terms of underlying semantic representations).
In Knudsen (2007), the working memory employs spacespecific bias signals that improve the localization and
representation of stimuli.
These space-specific bias signals could implement the
feedback mechanism in A-SRN in case of its improved
version, in which the ‘what’ and ‘where’ visual processing
streams are separated. Current models only have the
‘what’ part, whereas in the extension one output module
would code object identity (in current models handled by
SOM) and another module would code spatial location.
This architectural extension would clearly increase the
cognitive plausibility of the model, and naturally, also
the complexity of the mapping to be learned.
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Abstract: Video games are rich, dynamic, and fast-paced virtual environments that tap a number of cognitive
processes. Prior work reveals that experienced video game players (and novices who become experienced) demonstrate
enhanced cognitive and perceptual performance in a range of tasks. It is not clear why video gaming leads to these
enhancements. To address this, we use real-time strategy games which require dynamic attention and multitasking
skills. We employ a variety of novel methods to capture which game features are associated with various cognitive
enhancements. Specifically, we use model-based analysis of empirical feature selection priorities, tests of generation
via multiple game maps, and a map manipulation of centered versus bimodal attentional load. Novice participants
engaged in 40 hours of game-training, with cognitive testing occurring before, during, and after training. We consider
the plasticity of cognitive abilities over training in light of these well controlled factors.
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The effect of prompted causal identification in transfer of experimental
design skills
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Abstract: A central goal of instruction is to enable learners to transfer acquired knowledge to future situations. For
elementary school children in middle-high-SES schools, ”explicit” instruction on the Control of Variables Strategy
(CVS) that emphasizes understanding of the rationale for CVS has proven to be effective at promoting transfer
to different contexts, even after extended time delays. However, when the same instruction was delivered to students in low-SES schools, near—but especially far—transfer rates were much lower. We tested our hypothesis that
understanding the rationale for CVS—that only the focal variable should be contrasted so only it can affect the
outcome—promotes far-transfer performance by comparing the outcomes of sixth-grade students given the standard
explicit instruction to students additionally prompted to identify all possible causal variables in presented set-ups.
As predicted, students given the additional prompts performed better on the far-transfer assessments in particular.
This effect was greater for lower-knowledge students.
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Abstract: Performing joint actions with others often requires precise temporal coordination of individual actions.
So far, little is known about how people achieve interpersonal coordination at discrete points in time when continuous
information about others’ actions is not available. Here we tested the hypothesis that coordinating actions without
continuous information exchange may require the use of coordination strategies. A reaction time study, in which pairs
of participants were instructed to act in synchrony or in close temporal succession, provides evidence for a strategic
reduction of the variability of one’s own actions. Specifically, the less variable co-actors’ actions were, the better
was interpersonal coordination. The relation between predictability and coordination performance was not observed
when co-actors performed independent tasks without intending to coordinate. These findings support the claim that
making oneself predictable is used as a coordination strategy. Identifying coordination strategies contributes to the
understanding of the mechanisms involved in real-time coordination.
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Norms as Direct Explanations of Behavior.
Kevin Uttich
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Abstract: When explaining someone’s behavior, reference is often made to Theory of Mind concepts like beliefs (”she
believed it was the right thing to do”) or desires (”she wanted to”). Less appreciated is the explanatory potential
for descriptive and prescriptive norms (e.g., ”she returned the wallet because it was the right thing to do”). One
possibility is that norms serve as explanations only when mediated by beliefs, suggesting a norm-belief asymmetry
whereby the quality of a norm explanation depends on belief, but not the reverse. However, two experiments
provide evidence that norms influence participants’ explanations for behavior without meditating beliefs, whether
the norm is moral, conventional, or statistical, and regardless of participants’ meta-ethical commitments (relativist or
objectivist). Our results suggest that much like physical laws (e.g., explaining someone’s fall by reference to gravity),
norms are endorsed as direct explanations for behavior. These results have implications for attribution theory and
causal reasoning.
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When Two Become One: Temporally Dynamic Integration of the Face
and Voice
Jeffrey Brooks
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Abstract: In everyday interactions, people have to deal with the sight of a face and sound of a voice at the same
time. How the perceptual system brings this information together remains unclear. In 2 studies, we investigated
how facial and vocal cues are integrated during social categorization by recording participants’ hand movements (via
the x, y coordinates of the computer mouse) en route to ”male” and ”female” responses on the screen. Participants
were presented with male and female faces that were accompanied by a same-sex voice morphed to be either sextypical or sex-atypical. Before settling into ultimate sex categorizations of the face, the simultaneous processing of a
sex-atypical voice led the hand to be continuously attracted to the opposite sex-category response. This is evidence
that ongoing results from voice perception continuously influence face perception across processing. Thus, social
categorization involves dynamic updates of gradual integration of the face and voice.
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Abstract
People routinely draw inferences about others’ preferences by
observing their decisions. We study these inferences by characterizing a space of simple observed decisions. Previous work
on attribution theory has identified several factors that predict
whether a given decision provides strong evidence for an underlying preference. We identify one additional factor and
show that a simple probabilistic model captures all of these
factors. The model goes beyond verbal formulations of attribution theory by generating quantitative predictions about the
full set of decisions that we consider. We test some of these
predictions in two experiments: one with decisions involving
positive effects and one with decisions involving negative effects. The second experiment confirms that inferences vary in
systematic ways when positive effects are replaced by negative
effects.
Keywords: preference learning; decisions; probabilistic
model; attribution

Suppose your friend Alice orders a boxed lunch that includes an eggplant sandwich and you are curious how much
Alice likes eggplant sandwiches. The conclusion you reach
could depend on several factors. If there were many other
boxed lunches available, perhaps Alice’s preference for eggplant sandwiches is relatively strong. If all boxed lunches except the eggplant sandwich box come with a free cookie, perhaps Alice’s preference for eggplant sandwiches is extremely
strong. On the other hand, if the eggplant sandwich is part
of the only box that contains a cookie, perhaps Alice’s preference for eggplant sandwiches is relatively weak and she
really wanted the cookie. As these examples suggest, any
given choice could potentially have many different explanations, and deciding which of these explanations is best is often
a challenging inductive problem.
In cases like these, observing someone make a decision
provides information about his or her desires or preferences. Two classic proposals along these lines are Jones’s
and Davis’s (1965) correspondent inference theory of attribution and Kelley’s (1973) ANOVA model, both inspired
by Heider (1958). Both proposals identify some normative
principles that predict when an observed decision provides
strong evidence for an underlying preference. The ANOVA
model has influenced subsequent computational accounts of
learning and reasoning (Cheng & Novick, 1992), but there
have been few computational accounts that address the issues
emphasized by correspondent inference theory (see Medcof,
1990). Here we show that a simple probabilistic model captures some of the key principles of the theory, along with
some additional principles not identified by Jones and Davis.
To explore the factors that support preference learning, we
work with a space of what we call decision events—observed
decisions among discrete choices. Each event involves a set

of options, and each option may have one or more effects. For
example, a restaurant may offer three boxed lunches (three
options), and one of these lunches may include an eggplant
sandwich and a cookie (two effects). One principle of correspondent inference theory asserts that unique effects are maximally informative: for example, if Alice chooses the only
boxed lunch that includes an eggplant sandwich, perhaps her
preference for eggplant sandwiches is relatively strong. A
second principle asserts that as the number of chosen effects
increases, the less strongly one can conclude that an actor
sought one particular effect. For example, if Alice’s choice
happens to be the only box that contains an eggplant sandwich and the only box that contains a cookie, perhaps she
likes the cookie rather than the eggplant sandwich.
Both of these principles, along with several others that we
discuss, are captured by a simple probabilistic model known
as the multinomial logit model (McFadden, 1973). This
model is common in the economics literature, and has received some attention in the psychological literature (Bergen,
Evans, & Tenenbaum, 2010; Lucas, Griffiths, Xu, & Fawcett,
2009). The model assumes that an actor assigns some utility
to each effect, and chooses probabilistically among the options in proportion to the total utility assigned to each one.
Given these assumptions, it is possible to work backward
from an observed decision to infer the likely utility assigned
to each effect. Lucas et al. (2009) showed that the model
helps to explain how children use statistical information to
make inferences about others’ preferences (Kushnir, Xu, &
Wellman, 2010). We build on this work and suggest that the
model provides a comprehensive account of preference learning over the full space of decision events.

A space of decision events
The first step is to formally characterize the space of decision
events. We will use a running example where an actor is given
a choice between bags (i.e., options) that contain candies of
different brands (i.e., effects). The actor chooses a bag containing a Brand x candy, and our goal is to infer the strength
of the actor’s preference for Brand x. Figure 1a shows the 14
distinct decision events that involve up to four effects. The
event on the far left is a case where the choice set includes a
single bag that contains only a Brand x candy; the event on
the far right is a case where the choice set includes four bags
each containing a candy from a different brand. Since the labels of the candies are not important in this example, a single
representative is included for all decision events that are the
same up to relabeling. For example, the event that involves a
single bag containing x and a is equivalent to the event that
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Figure 1: The space of decision events. Each decision is indicated by a set of options on each row. The effects of each option
are listed as letters and the chosen option is circled. (a) The space of decision events with up to four effects, such that the
option with effect x is always chosen. (b) These decisions can be ordered by how strongly they suggest a preference for x. (c)
Four factors (F1–F4) that inform preference inferences. In each case, the two columns labeled Alice and Bob indicate the set of
options each person was presented with. The four pairs of decisions illustrate cases in which Alice’s and Bob’s decisions differ
in (i) the number of chosen effects, (ii) the number of forgone effects, (iii) the number of available options, and (iv) the number
of decisions made.
involves a single bag containing x and b. The number of distinct events increases as the number of effects increases: for
example, there are 26 distinct events that involve up to five
effects, and 45 that involve up to six effects.
Given the full space of decision events in Figure 1a, it is
natural to ask which events provide the strongest evidence
that the actor likes Brand x. Figure 1b shows the ordering
predicted by the model described in the next section when all
effects are positive. None of the decision events at the far
left is informative about a preference for x, since the actor is
forced to choose a bag containing x if only one bag is available. The event on the far right provides strong evidence that
the actor likes x, since she passed up a bag with three candies
in order to acquire a single candy of Brand x.
A natural goal for behavioral research in this area is to establish an empirical ordering to compare with the predicted
ordering in Figure 1b. We make a start in this direction by
identifying several key factors that can be used to distinguish
among events and studying the roles of these factors. Each
decision event can be described in terms of three factors: the
set of chosen effects, the set of forgone effects, and the distribution of forgone effects over the forgone options. These
factors motivate the comparisons shown in Figures 1c(i)–(iii).
Although Figure 1b focuses on events with up to four effects,
note that the events in 1c include up to six effects to be consistent with our experiments, described later.

The first comparison (i) involves two events that differ only
in the number of chosen effects. If asked to identify the actor with the greater preference for candy x, Alice seems to
be the better choice, since Bob might have been interested
in candy e. The second comparison (ii) involves events that
differ only in the number of forgone effects. Here, Alice appears to have the stronger preference for x, since she passed
up more effects in order to acquire an option that included x.
The third comparison (iii) suggests that the distribution of forgone effects over the forgone options is also important. Both
Alice and Bob passed up three effects, but Alice must have
a strong preference for x if she chose a bag with one candy
when she could have had a bag with three. So far we have
focused on cases where a single decision is observed, but often we are able to observe an actor’s behavior over time. The
fourth comparison (iv) suggests that the number of decisions
observed is relevant. Given that Alice chose Brand x on three
separate occasions, perhaps she has a relatively strong preference for x.
In addition to considering each factor in isolation, comparisons between decision events may involve multiple factors.
In some of these cases, two or more factors will support the
same conclusion, but in others, some factors will be in conflict. Considering interactions of this kind is critical for developing a comprehensive account of preference learning. Thus,
our experiments include two comparisons where factors F1
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and F2 both apply.
Some of these factors have been previously studied.
Newtson (1974) explored the influence of factors F1 (number
of chosen effects) and F2 (number of forgone effects), and
Lucas et al. (2009) also explored the role of factor F2. Factor F4 (number of decisions) is captured by Kelley’s ANOVA
theory, but to the best of our knowledge, factor F3 (number
of options) has not been previously identified. In addition to
exploring factor F3, we build on previous studies by demonstrating that the model described in the next section can account for the effects of all four factors.

interactive effects of factors F1 and F2, including a case in
which these two factors were in conflict.

Method
Participants 160 participants were recruited from the
Amazon Mechanical Turk website. They were paid for their
participation.

A computational model of preference learning
In this section, we describe a simple formal model that helps
to explain how observers make inferences about an actor’s
preferences. We assume the actor is presented with a set of
n options {o1 , . . . , on }, each of which produces one or more
effects from the set { f1 , f2 , ..., fm }. For simplicity, we assume
that each effect is binary. Let ui indicate the utility that the
actor assigns to effect fi , and suppose that the utility of each
option is based on the utilities of the effects that it produces.
The greater the utility of the option, the more likely the actor
is to choose that option.
We make the standard assumption that utilities are additive.
That is, if fj is a binary vector indicating which effects are
produced by option o j and u is a vector of utilities assigned
to each of the m effects, then the total utility associated with
option o j can be expressed as U j = fj T u. We complete the
specification of the model by applying the Luce choice rule
(Luce, 1959), a common psychological model of choice behavior, as the function that chooses among the options on the
basis of their utilities:
p(c = o j |u, f) =

exp(fj T u)
exp(U j )
=
∑nk=1 exp(Uk ) ∑nk=1 exp(fk T u)

(1)

Procedure Participants completed the experiment online.
They were told that two people, Bob and Bill, were each given
a choice between several bags of candy. The options were the
bags of candy and the effects were different brands. As shown
in Figure 2a(i), both Bob and Bill always chose the bag containing Brand x candy. Participants were then asked, “Based
only on the above information, which person do you think
likes Brand x candy more?” They provided their responses on
a numerical scale from 1 (Bill likes Brand x candy more) to
8 (Bob likes Brand x candy more). The polarity of the scale
was reversed for half of the participants. When varying the
number of decisions (factor F4), participants were told that
one person chose the bag with Brand x candy in it on three
separate occasions.

Results

where c denotes the choice made.
Given these assumptions, we can use Bayes’ rule to infer
an actor’s utilities after observing a choice he or she makes.
p(u|c = o j , f) ∝ p(c = o j |u, f)p(u)

Design The experiment consisted of eight between-subject
conditions, with 20 participants allocated to each condition.
In each condition, participants read a story that described a
pair of decisions that two people made. The full set of pairs is
illustrated in Figure 2a. Each column of the figure represents
a comparison between two decisions, shown at the top and
bottom. The factors that each comparison manipulates are
labeled above each column, where F1–F4 correspond to the
factors in Figure 1c. In addition to manipulating each factor
in isolation, we also considered two comparisons involving
interactions between factors F1 and F2, shown in the last two
columns.

(2)

In order to apply Equation 2 we must specify a prior on the
utilities p(u). We adopt a common approach that places independent Gaussian priors on the utilities: ui ∼ N (µ, σ2 ). For
decisions where effects are positive, we set µ = 2σ, which
corresponds to a prior distribution that places approximately
2% of the probability mass below zero. Similarly, for negative effects, we set µ = −2σ.

Experiment 1
We applied this model to a set of decision events designed
to test the effects of the four factors in Figure 1c and compared its predictions to human judgments. Newtson (1974)
previously studied factors F1 and F2; our first experiment
replicated all of his conditions plus two more that focused
on factors F3 and F4. Following Newtson, we examined the

Model predictions For each decision event, we estimated
the posterior distribution p(u|c = o j , f) in Equation 2 using a Metropolis-Hastings sampler. We then computed the
expected value of the utility for effect x, E(ux ), by summing over all utilities except ux . In order to produce predictions for the comparison involving factor F4, the number
of decisions, we treated decisions as independent, such that
p(c|u) = ∏i p(ci |u). Because all the effects were intended
to be clearly positive, we used a prior distribution on utilities
with mean µ = 2σ. The model predictions shown in Figure
2a(i) were based on a prior distribution with standard deviation σ = 2, but similar qualitative results were obtained with
a range of variances.
The first row of Figure 2a(i) shows differences between
the mean utilities for the actors in each pair. For each pair,
the model predicts that the actor represented at the top of the
plot has a greater utility for x. For every case, the model’s
predictions about the effects of the four factors are consistent
with the intuitive explanations offered earlier for the comparisons in Figure 1c. This is also true for the case in which both
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Figure 2: Model predictions and human data from (a) Experiment 1 and (b) Experiment 2. In each subfigure, panel (i) compares
the effect magnitudes between the model and human participants for the eight studied cases. Error bars indicate standard errors.
Black bars indicate results that are significantly different from 0. Panels (ii) and (iii) illustrate, for the model and human data
respectively, an ordering by strength of attribution for the cases involving factors F1 and F2. The diagram also indicates by
arrows the relative strengths of comparisons between the cases. The arrow is directed from the larger attribution to the smaller
attribution and the thicker and darker the arrow, the larger the difference.
factors F1 and F2 are manipulated to support the same inference (the second column from the right), which leads to the
model’s largest predicted difference.
Of particular interest is the case where factors F1 and F2
are in conflict (the rightmost column). At first, it may not
be clear which factor should carry more weight. The model,
however, predicts that F1 should have a greater influence in
this case. This prediction is a consequence of basic Bayesian
inference, which implies that
P(Bill loves x|Bill chooses bag 3)
=
P(Bob loves x|Bob chooses bag 3)
P(Bill chooses bag 3|Bill loves x)
P(Bob chooses bag 3|Bob loves x)
where Bill is the actor who makes the choice at the top of Figure 2a(i), and “Bill loves x” is shorthand for “Bill has a strong
preference for x”. Now consider the ratio on the right. If Bill
loves x, there is a high probability that he will choose bag
3. However, if Bob loves x, there is perhaps only a mediumhigh probability that he will choose bag 3 because he might
not like e. It follows that the ratio on the right of the expres-

sion exceeds one and therefore the ratio on the left exceeds
one, hence the stronger attribution for Bill.
So far we have focused on predictions about pairs of decision events, but the model also predicts an ordering over the
full space of decision events (see Figure 1b). The model’s
predicted ordering for four of the events in the experiment
is shown in Figure 2a(ii), and this ordering generates predictions about the relative magnitudes of the effects for each
pairwise comparison. The arrows are directed from the larger
attribution to the smaller attribution, and the thicker and
darker the arrow, the larger the predicted difference. Note
that these arrows satisfy the property of transitivity: if D1
produces a stronger attribution than D2, which in turn produces a stronger attribution than D3, then the difference in
attribution strength for the comparison (D1, D3) should exceed the differences for both (D1, D2) and (D2, D3).
Human judgments Mean human ratings are shown in the
second row of Figure 2a(i). The human data were re-centered
around 0, meaning that 3.5 is the highest possible rating in the
plot. As predicted by the model, the mean ratings are positive
in all cases, indicating that the top actor in each pair was at-
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Method

tributed a stronger preference for Brand x than the bottom actor. All four of the factors in Figure 1c affected the inferences
people made about other people’s preferences, and the results
for the conflict case (the last bar) suggest that factor F1 has
a stronger influence than factor F2. Wilcoxon signed ranked
tests were performed for each of the eight pairs. Each bar except the smallest is significantly different from 0 (p < .02).
The result represented by the smallest bar is marginally significant (p = .059).

Participants 320 participants were recruited from the
Amazon Mechanical Turk website. They were paid for their
participation.
Design The experiment consisted of the same eight
between-subject conditions that were used in Experiment 1,
with 40 participants allocated to each condition. We collected
a larger number of participants for Experiment 2 because preliminary results suggested that in some cases an effect was
present but relatively small.

Figure 2a(iii) shows the ordering diagram derived from the
human data. There is no guarantee that the empirical results
for all pairs of events will be consistent with a single ordering. The diagram shows, however, that the human data do
satisfy the transitivity property, suggesting that a stable psychological ordering of these events exists, and this ordering
is consistent with the model’s prediction. The model fails to
correctly predict the relative differences in strength between
adjacent decision events in the ordering. These differences,
however, must be interpreted with care. The mean standard
deviation across conditions for the human ratings was 1.65,
suggesting that the differences may not be reliable.

Procedure The procedure for Experiment 2 was largely the
same as in Experiment 1. The cover story was changed to
involve a choice between sets of painful electrical shocks at
different body locations so that the effects were unambiguously negative. Accordingly, the question participants were
asked was revised to read, “Based only on the above information, which person do you think finds shocks at location x
more tolerable?”

Results
Model predictions Model predictions were generated in
the same way as for Experiment 1. Because the effects in this
experiment were intended to be clearly negative, we used a
prior distribution on utilities with mean µ = −2σ that places
most of its probability mass is below zero. The predictions
for each comparison are shown in the top row of Figure 2b(i).
Compared to Experiment 1, the model predicts that the direction for all but two of the comparisons should reverse. This is
also reflected in the ordering diagram in Figure 2b(ii).

The effect sizes in Figure 2a(i) differ from those reported
by Newtson (1974), but the direction of each effect replicates
his results for the six cases that he studied. Newtson, however, was unable to provide a clear explanation for the conflict case involving F1 and F2, and he and others (Jones &
McGillis, 1976) have claimed that there is no logical reason
for chosen effects to be more informative than forgone effects. As previously discussed, this result is a consequence
of our model’s basic assumptions. This suggests that probabilistic inference may provide a better account of human inferences and attributions than a strictly logical approach.

Experiment 2
Experiment 1 demonstrated that all four of the factors in Figure 1c shape people’s inferences about others’ preferences.
We also showed that the multinomial logit model accounts
for the influence of each of these factors. So far we have
focused exclusively on positive effects. However, the model
predicts that three of the four factors we considered work in
opposite directions when the effects are negative (e.g., electric shocks). In the first two comparisons of Figure 1c(i)–(ii),
if Bob chooses to receive two shocks when he could have
received one, we might infer that he considers shock x relatively tolerable. In the third comparison (iii), any sensible
person would join Alice in choosing one shock over three,
but observing Bob’s choice suggests that he considers shock
x relatively tolerable. Note, however, that the fourth comparison (iv) may lead to the same inference regardless of whether
the effects are positive or negative. In each case, Alice chose
x three times, suggesting that her preference for x is relatively
strong. Our second experiment tested all of these predictions
by exploring how the four factors shape inferences about negative effects.

Human judgments Mean human ratings are shown in the
second row of Figure 2b(i). Comparing these results to those
from Experiment 1 in Figure 2a(i) suggests that the inferences people draw about actor’s preferences when observing
choices among negative effects are qualitatively different than
for only positive effects. Note that these inferences are not
universally reversed, as indicated by the comparison involving factor F4 (number of decisions). However, some of these
effects are small. Wilcoxon signed rank tests were performed
for each set of human data. The effects depicted by black bars
in the figure were significantly different from 0 (p < .05). Of
the remaining effects, three out of four were in the predicted
direction.
These small effects make the ordering diagram in Figure
2b(iii) difficult to interpret. However, of the four cases shown
in the diagram, participants’ strongest and weakest attributions were for cases predicted by the model.
The mean standard deviation across conditions for the human ratings was 2.09, which is higher than for Experiment 1
(1.65). This may suggest that inferences about negative effects are more difficult than inferences about positive effects,
perhaps because choices among negative effects are less familiar in everyday life. An alternative explanation is that
electric shocks are unfamiliar examples of negative effects,
and that more familiar effects, like doing chores, may be eas-
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ier to reason about.

Conclusion
In this paper, we characterized a space of decision events that
can be used to explore how people make inferences about
other people’s preferences. We identified four factors that
shape the strength of these inferences: number of chosen
effects, number of forgone effects, number of available options, and number of decisions made. In two experiments, we
demonstrated that a standard model of choice behavior—the
multinomial logit model—predicts the effects of these factors
reasonably well.
In particular, the multinomial logit model offers an explanation for why people find the number of chosen effects to
be more informative for inferring preferences than the number of forgone effects, an observation that previous theoretical accounts have struggled to explain. It also accounts for
the fact that reasoning about negative effects can lead to qualitatively different inferences than for positive effects, rather
than a simple reversal of all judgments. This suggests that
the model, while fairly generic, may be applicable to a variety of preference learning problems. One question for future
work is how people reason about decisions involving choices
among options with positive and negative effects, which are
more like the decisions people make on a daily basis with
multiple trade-offs.
Although the factors we examined comprise all the major dimensions of variability in the space of decision events,
people’s preference attributions are surely influenced by other
factors that are independent of the structure of the decision
event. For instance, we noted earlier that the model explored
in this paper offers a formal account of several principles of
the correspondent inference theory of attribution. The theory, however, includes some additional principles that we did
not address. One principle concerns the influence of expectations (Jones & Davis, 1965). As an example, suppose Alice is given a choice between a new car and a new bike on
a game show. Observing Alice choose the car indicates that
she values cars over bikes, but this observation is not likely
to change your initial expectations about Alice’s preferences,
because nearly everyone would consider the car more valuable. By contrast, observing Alice choose the bike would be
highly unexpected and this information would likely cause
you to drastically alter your beliefs about her preferences.
We did not discuss the difference between expectations and
revised beliefs, but this principle is naturally captured using
the multinomial logit model by adjusting the priors assigned
to different utilities. We might assign a high prior to Alice’s
utility associated with cars, a low prior to her utility associated with bikes, and an even lower prior to her utility associated with pencils. In other words, although the model in this
paper is simple, it is flexible enough to handle many aspects
of preference learning and attribution that have interested researchers for some time (Gilbert, 1998).
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Abstract
This paper examines which rehearsal method (physical
practice vs. mental practice) can better strengthen spatial
memory. Participants were asked to learn four routes that
navigated from starting points to destinations in four different
maps. Then they were asked to rehearse the routes by using
one of the following methods: 1) mental practice by
simulating the routes in their mind; 2) physical practice by
drawing the routes on papers; 3) physical practice by having
index fingers trace the routes in air with eyes closed; and 4)
physically practice by having index fingers trace the routes in
air with eyes open. Finally, they verbally recalled the routes.
The findings showed that physical practice with index fingers
tracing the routes in air while keeping the eyes closed
outperformed other rehearsal methods. Thus, tracing
directions in air without any visual inputs can help
participants to retain the visuo-spatial memory.
Keywords: Spatial memory; Rehearsal methods; Mental
simulation; Navigation; Mental representation

Introduction
“After you turn left, you go straight and turn right”. When
navigating from one place to another in a new environment,
we have to find the route, learn the direction, and retain it in
our visuo-spatial working memory (VSWM). VSWM is
specialized for processing and retaining visual and spatial
information (Baddeley & Logie, 1999; Logie, 1995).
However, maintenance of visual and spatial information
requires rehearsal process. The question of interest is what
type of rehearsal method can better strengthen VSWM.
One way to rehearse spatial and visual information is to
simulate the route in our mental representation, i.e., mental
practice. Mentally represented objects and actions share
similarities with the actual ones (Kosslyn, Pick, Fariello,
1974; Decety, Jeannerod, & Prablanc, 1989). Previous
findings reported that mental practice strengthens memory
in learning sport-related activities like dart throwing
(Mendoza & Wichman, 1978; Surburg, Sultive, & Porretta,
1995). Mental practice is also found to be effective in
enhancing actual performance in athletics (Jones & Stuth,
1997). When learning directions of a route, mental
simulation allows us to form a visual image of geometric
properties of the layout of the route (e.g., Finke, 1989;
Kosslyn, 1980, Shepard & Cooper, 1982). In addition, it
activates motor imagery whereby we imagine ourselves
tracing the sequence of the direction in our visual imagery
(e.g., Barsalou, 1999; Jeannerod, 1995; Kosslyn, Ball, &
Reiser, 1978; Parsons, 1987; Shepard & Metzler, 1971).

Activation of visual and motor processing can maintain
visual and spatial information in working memory.
However, mental practice normally does not involve any
overt body movements (Richardson, 1967). While we are
simulating a route in our mind, we can draw the to-beremembered route on a paper, i.e., physical practice.
Physical practice is an external memory aid that refers to
writing down the to-be-remembered information. Previous
research found that participants who jogged notes recalled
more information than those who did not (FrosterLee, et al.,
2005). Yet there is no consensus of whether physical
practice is more effective than mental practice. While
Intons-Petersons and Fournier (1986) suggested that the use
of physical practice resulted in higher recall of words than
the use of mental practice, Dyer, Riley, and Yekovich (1979)
reported the opposite pattern. Tigner (1999) argued that the
combination of physical and mental practices is the best way
of rehearsal. The first aim of the present study is to examine
whether participants recall directions more accurately when
they are performing mental practice, compared to those who
are performing physical practice.
Other than drawing to-be-remembered route on a paper,
we can indeed draw it in air as an alternative form of
physical practice. Specifically, we can use our index fingers
to trace the route in abstract space. The way we move our
hands should reflect the direction of the simulated route in
our mental representation (e.g., Hinton & Parsons, 1988;
Jeannerod, 1988; Parsons, 1994). To some extent, these
hand movements resemble gestures (hand movements that
are produced spontaneously when talking). There is
abundant evidence showing that gestures reflect individuals’
thoughts and knowledge (Goldin-Meadow, 2003; McNeill,
1992), particularly spatial representation (Hostetter &
Hopkins, 2002; Hostetter & Alibali, 2008; but see Wagner,
Nusbaum, & Goldin-Meadow, 2004). Previous findings
further showed that gestures not only reflect thinking but
also bring out implicit knowledge from mental
representation during the process of learning (Broaders, et
al., 2007). According to this view, using index finger to
trace in air makes mental simulation of a route explicit,
thereby enhancing spatial memory. The second aim of the
present study is to compare the number of directions
correctly recalled when participants draw the route on a
paper to that when they draw it in air.
If tracing the route in air is an effective rehearsal method,
then do participants have to track the route in eye gaze when
they trace it in air? We do so when we draw the route on a
paper in physical practice. One the one hand, visual inputs
are important in spatial perception and learning during the
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process of navigation (Loomis, et al., 1993). Specifically,
tracing the route in air with eyes open might help
participants to visualize the route simulated in their mental
representation, and thus providing them feedbacks for
altering the route. However, hand movements might be
sufficient to send signals to our mind that in turn, evokes a
motor image of the actual movement (Wehner, Vogt,
Stadler, 1984). Indeed, visual inputs, especially those are
not relevant, might cause visual interference (e.g., Logie,
1986; Quinn, 2008; Quinn & McConnell, 2006). While we
are tracking the movement of our index fingers in eye gaze,
other visual information (e.g., spatial layout and furniture
setting of the room) might involuntarily enter our visual
buffer, resulting in interference in our visual imagery. The
third aim of the present study is to examine whether visual
inputs play an important role in physical practice when
participants trace the routes in air.
Overall, the present study examined whether different
rehearsal methods facilitate spatial recall. There were four
methods – 1) mental practice in which participants
simulated the routes without hand movements; 2) physical
practice in which participants simulated the routes and draw
them on papers; 3) physical practice in which participants
simulated the routes and draw them in air while keeping
their eyes closed; and 4) physical practice in which
participants simulated the routes and draw them in air while
keeping their eyes open. The study adopted a betweensubject design with types of rehearsal methods as the
independent variable and number of direction recalled as the
dependent variable.
To date, very few studies have been done in investigating
whether mental practice and physical practice enhance
performance in navigation. This research aims to examine
whether participants recall directions more accurately if they
are performing mental and physical practices. Theoretically,
it gains insights into how spatial information is represented
in our memory. Practically, the findings guide us to design
educational programs that specifically help students to
navigate.

open). Of all the participants, fifty-three of them were righthanded and the rest were left-handed.

Stimuli
Four maps were created by the software “Edraw Max”
(Figure 1a shows one of the maps). All the maps were
placed on the grids and each of them had seven vertical lines
and ten strokes (either horizontal, diagonal, curly, or doublelined) connecting or not connecting with the vertical lines.
Landmarks (except those for the starting points and
destinations) were not provided.
Each map featured a direct and only route navigating
from the starting point to the destination. As shown in
Figure 1b, after traveling from the starting point, one should
move down, then move diagonally downwards, move up,
move to right, move down, move to right, move down, cross
the curly road, move up, move diagonally upwards, move
down, cross the bridge, and finally move to the destination.
There were in total thirteen steps in each map.

Method
Participants
Sixty-two participants (half male and half female) aged 18
to 23 participated in this experiment to fulfill course
requirements. They were undergraduates at National
University of Singapore, Singapore. None of them had
sensory problems. The participants were randomly assigned
to one of the four experimental conditions. There were
eighteen participants in the mental practice condition
without overt hand movements (MP), thirteen participants in
the physical practice condition where they drew the routes
on papers (PP on papers), sixteen participants in the
physical practice condition where they drew the routes in air
eyes closed (PP in air with eyes closed), and fifteen
participants in the physical practice condition where they
drew the routes in air with eyes open (PP in air with eyes

Figure 1. The top figure shows one of the maps tested in this
experiment. The bottom figure shows the route navigating
from the starting point to the destination.
The locations of the starting point were different across
the four maps. It was situated at top left corner in Map 1,
bottom right corner in Map 2, bottom left corner in Map 3,
top right corner in Map 4. The destinations were situated at
the opposite side of the starting points in each map.

Procedure
Participants were tested individually in each condition with
four maps. The order of the maps was counterbalanced
across participants. Each participant went through three
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phases in each condition. The whole experiment was
videotaped.
The procedures in the learning and memorizing phase
were the same in all the conditions. They were presented
with a map (see Figure 1a), and asked to learn and
memorize the directions of the route by tracing them with a
highlighter (see Figure 1b). After the first time of drawing, a
new but the same map was presented for them to draw the
route for the second time. They were told to highlight every
direction and not to pause at any junctions of the routes.
After finishing drawing the route of the first map, the
participants entered rehearsal phase. The procedures in this
phase were different across the conditions. Figure 2 shows
what the participants did in the four conditions. In the MP
condition, the participants were asked to hold a softball
(hence, that their finger movements were restricted) and
given 20 1 seconds to mentally rehearse the route. In the PP
on paper condition, the participants were given an empty
map (i.e., a map without the vertical lines and strokes) and
asked to draw the routes from the starting points to the
destinations. In the PP in air with eyes closed condition, the
participants were asked to close their eyes and use the index
fingers of their preferred hands to draw the routes in air. In
the PP condition with eyes open, the participants opened
their eyes while drawing the routes with their index fingers
of the preferred hands in air.

Figure 2. Mental practice (MP, top left), physical practice
on paper (PP on paper, top right), physical practice in air
while keeping eyes closed (PP in air with eyes closed,
bottom left), and physical practice in air while keeping eyes
open (PP in air with eyes open, bottom right).
After the rehearsal phase, the participants were asked to
describe the directions of the route from the starting point to
the destination based on an aerial perspective in English to
the experimenter in the recall phase.

1
We had run a pilot study and found that the participants spent
around 20 seconds to trace a route in air.

After then, a second map was presented and participants
were asked to learn and memorize the directions of the route,
rehearse them in the respective conditions, and recall them
to the experimenter. Same procedures were adopted for the
third and fourth maps.
At the end of the experiment, an online Corsi Block Test
was administered to examine the participants’ spatial
memory span (Orsini, Grossi, Capitani, Laiacona, Papagno,
& Vallar, 1987). In this test, the participants viewed a black
dot sequentially flashed in random squares on a computer
screen, with each dot flashing approximately 1000ms. After
viewing the sequence, they had to click on the squares that
showed the dots in the same order. All the participants
started with watching the sequences in which three dots
were flashing (i.e., level 3). After they clicked the squares
correctly over two consecutive trials, they progressed to the
next advanced level (i.e., four dots). The task was
discontinued when participants erroneously recalled the
order of the visual dot sequence presentation in two
consecutive trials. The most advanced level that the
participants could achieve was recorded.

Scoring and coding
We recorded the duration of rehearsal for each participant
by counting the number of seconds spent on rehearsing the
complete route from the starting point to the destination in
each map. The duration included all the pauses, hesitations,
and self-corrections. We also looked at to what extent the
participants rehearsed the routes accurately. For the
participants in the PP on paper condition, we compared the
directions and orders of the steps drawn on the papers to
those on the maps. For those in the PP in air conditions, we
drew the routes on papers based on the directions of their
imagined hand movements followed by examining the
directions and orders. A step was considered to be correctly
rehearsed if its direction and order matched with that in the
map. Steps that were not found in the maps but rehearsed
(i.e., false memory) were excluded from the analyses. The
participants got 1 point for each correct step but zero for a
missing step and a step in which its direction and / or order
was wrongly rehearsed. There were 13 steps in each map,
and thus, the total point each participant could get in all the
four maps was 52. Note that the mental rehearsal of the
participants in the MP condition could not be evaluated due
to the absence of overt hand movements.
The participants verbally described the route to the
experimenter in the recall phase. All speech produced in the
recall phase was transcribed by the coders who were native
English speakers. Then the coders identified the steps the
participants mentioned in speech and evaluated whether the
directions and their orders were accurately recalled. A step
was considered to be correctly recalled if its direction and
order matched with that in the map. Steps that were not
found in the maps but recalled (i.e., false memory) were
excluded from the analyses. Same as the scoring procedures
in the rehearsal phase, the participants got 1 point for the
recall of each correct step. The total point for all the four
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maps was 52. We then calculated the proportion of correct
directions recalled for each participant.
Reliability was assessed by having a second coder code
20% of the data. Inter-rater agreement for measuring the
time spent on rehearsal was 98% (Cohen’s Kappa = .96);
determining the accuracy of rehearsal was 90% (Cohen’s
Kappa = 88); describing directions in speech was 95%
(Cohen’s Kappa = .91); and determining the accuracy of
steps recalled was 96% (Cohen’s Kappa = .94).

MP condition, p = .04, that in the PP on papers condition, p
= .03, and that in the PP in air with eyes open condition, p
= .05. There was no significant difference between other
pairs.
Table 2: Average amount of time (in seconds, SD) spent
on verbal recall and proportion of directions (SD) correctly
recalled.
Condition

Results
On average, the participants recalled a sequence of six dots
(SD = 1.19, ranging from 4 to 9 dots) in the Corsi Block
Test. The individual variations in the spatial span might
influence the participants’ performance in our experiment.
Hence, we put it as a controlled variable in all the following
analyses.
Table 1 shows the average time (in seconds, SD) spent on
different types of rehearsal and the average proportion of
directions (SD) correctly rehearsed. The participants spent
comparable amount of time on the rehearsal in the PP on
papers, PP in air with eyes closed, and PP in air with eyes
open conditions, F(2, 39) = .32, p = ns. However the
accuracy of their rehearsed routes differed across the
conditions, F(2, 39) = 8.82, p = .001. The proportion of
directions correct rehearsed was higher in the PP in air with
eyes closed than in the PP in air with eyes opened, p = .001.
There was no significant difference between other pairs.

PP on papers
PP with
closed
PP with
open
MP

eyes
eyes

Average
amount of
time spent
(in seconds,
SD)
134.15
(77.04)
140.19
(82.26)
104.29
(28.12)
140.83
(55.45)

Proportion
of directions
correctly
rehearsed
(SD)
.63 (.12)
.74 (.10)
.66 (.08)
.64 (.10)

Discussion

The first aim of the present study was to examine whether
participants recalled directions more accurately when they
were performing mental practice, compared to those who
were performing physical practice. Our findings showed
that physical practice with index finger tracing the route in
Table 1: Average amount of time (in seconds, SD) spent
air with eyes closed yielded higher recall rate than mental
on rehearsal and proportion of directions (SD) correctly
practice. In other words, mental simulation is more effective
rehearsed.
when it is accompanied by hand movements in air than
when it is not. So how do these hand movements in air
Condition
Average
Proportion
strengthen memory? There are several possibilities. Tracing
amount of of directions the route with index finger in air helps the participants to
time spent correctly
reveal the simulated route, thus making it more explicit.
(in seconds, rehearsed
Moreover, it might help the participants to stay focused on
SD)
(SD)
the simulated image and prevent them from being lost in
PP on papers
107.31
.75 (.10)
their mind. It might also allow the participants to maintain
(61.55)
the simulated route active and longer before the image fades,
PP in air with 96.25
.83 (.10)
thereby making memory traces stronger and more robust.
eyes closed
(80.07)
To some extent, tracing routes with index finger looks
PP in air with 74.57
.72 (.08)
similar to gestures that we produce when we are talking. In
eyes open
(40.57)
fact, some participants reproduced the tracing hand
MP
80
N/A
movements when they were verbally recalling the route.
(N/A)
These hand movements, which were referred to gestures as
they were co-occurring with speech, might help the
Next, we looked at whether the types of rehearsal
participants to retrieve the directions that were rehearsed
influenced spatial recall in speech. Table 2 shows the
earlier. Previous research found that reproducing gestures
average time (in seconds, SD) spent on the recall and
that learners have encoded earlier facilitates learning and
average proportion of directions (SD) accurately recalled in
memory recall in a variety of tasks (Cook, Mitchell, &
all the four conditions. The participants spent comparable
Goldin-Meadow, 2008; Tellier, 2008).
amount of time on verbal recall in all the four conditions,
The second aim of the present study was to compare the
F(3, 55) = 2.41, p = ns. However, the recall accuracy was
proportion of directions correctly recalled when participants
different across the conditions, F (3, 55) = 3.30, p = .027.
drew the routes on papers to that when they drew them in air
The proportion of directions correctly recalled in the PP in
with eyes opened. Our findings showed that the proportion
air with eyes closed condition was higher than that in the
of directions recalled in these two kinds of physical practice
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was comparable. In other words, it does not make a
difference in recall rate when participants drew the routes on
papers or in air. Indeed, the proportions of directions
recalled in these two kinds of physical practice were even
similar to the proportion in the mental practice condition,
suggesting that hand movements with eyes open were not
particularly effective in enhancing memory recall. Such
result was in contrary to previous findings which showed
that overt hand movements can serve as an enactment and
enhance memory recall (Zimmer & Englekamp, 2003). One
possibility is, when keeping their eyes open, participants
involuntarily processed other kinds of visual inputs that
were not relevant with the spatial layout of the routes. Thus,
it might cause interference in visual processes (e.g., Logie,
1986; Quinn, 2008; Quinn & McConnell, 2006). In fact, we
noticed that some of the participants in the physical practice
with eyes open condition chose not to look at their hands
during rehearsal. Perhaps they tried to avoid processing
irrelevant visual inputs.
Finally, our findings showed that hand movements in air
strengthened spatial memory only when the participants
kept their eyes closed. Our findings showed that the
participants rehearsed and recalled better when they closed
their eyes than when they opened their eyes. A prior we
expected that visual feedbacks could provide the
participants feedbacks of the routes they simulated.
However, they might be redundant or even interfering
mental simulation. Hand movements instead can send
signals to the brain, which evokes the motor image and
assesses the accuracy of the simulated directions (Wehner,
et al., 1984). Using eye gaze to track the simulated route
might add extra burden to the participants who had to
process sensory and motor inputs simultaneously.
To summarize, using an index finger to trace the route in
air with eyes closed was the best rehearsal method for
spatial recall. We can apply this finding to educational
setting where students try to remember the geographical
locations of countries or recall the visual-spatial information.
The present study has two limitations. First, participants
in the physical practice in air with eyes closed condition
outperformed those in the mental practice condition. Such
difference might not be necessarily attributed to the lack of
hand movements in the mental practice condition. Rather, it
can be explained by the lack of visual inputs in the physical
practice condition. In the present study, most participants
kept their eyes open when they were doing mental practice.
However, such rehearsal method might not be effective as it
might arouse visual interference. Hence, in future research,
we should also compare mental practice with eyes open to
that with eyes closed. Second, the rehearsal time in the
mental practice condition was shorter than that in the
physical practice conditions (drawing routes on papers and
tracing routes in air with eyes closed). Such difference
might explain why participants recalled directions less
accurately in the mental practice condition. Further study
should consider how rehearsal time interacts with the type
of rehearsal method in memory recall.
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Employers and Employees: How Narrative Perspective Influences
Agent Placement in a Simulated Work Environment
Justin L. Matthews
University of California, Merced

Teenie Matlock
University of California, Merced
Abstract: Virtual character agreement has an underlying spatial component, where increased physical distance
is associated with decreased shared attitude (Matthews & Matlock, 2010). This work addresses the relationship
between expected character interaction and agent placement in a simulated work environment.
After imagining being either an employer or an employee in a meeting about salary adjustments, participants drew
an employee figure in a virtual office environment. When taking the employee’s perspective, participants placed
virtual agents reliably closer to their employer’s agent when expecting to discuss a pay raise, and farther away when
expecting to discuss a pay cut. No inter-agent differences were found when readers took the employer’s perspective.
These results suggest that agent viewpoint is important in virtual environments. Not only does inter-agent distance
influence employer/employee agreement, as previous work has shown, this relationship seems to be bi-directional,
where narrative content also influences agent placement.
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Can comparison facilitate preschoolers’ understanding of maps?
Lei Yuan
Northwestern University

Megan Sauter
Northwestern University

David Uttal
Northwestern University
Abstract: We investigated how principles of analogy and comparison can be used to enhance children’s understanding of maps. We taught 30 four-year-old children a map of a pretend neighborhood, and then tested their knowledge
of both the learned neighborhood and a new one. The children were assigned randomly to either the comparison
group, which learned the map through comparison, or to the control group, which learned the map without direct
comparison to the neighborhood. We measured participants’ understanding of the map using three tasks that measured children’s ability to reason about correspondences between spatial relations on the map and in the pretend
neighborhood. The same three tasks were also carried out afterward on a different neighborhood in order to test if
the ability of understanding maps could be transferred to a new neighborhood. Results indicated strong effects of
comparison on learning and modest but significant effects on transfer.
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Training Spatial Skills: What works, for Whom, and for How Long?
Nathaniel Meadow
Northwestern University

David Uttal
Northwestern University

Elizabeth Tipton
Northwestern University

Nora Newcombe
Temple University
Abstract: Strong spatial skills predict achievement in STEM fields (e.g., Shea, Lubinski, & Benbow, 2001; Wai,
Lubinski, & Benbow, 2009). Improving spatial skills is therefore of both theoretical and practical importance. To
determine whether and to what extent training can improve these skills, we meta-analyzed 217 research studies,
investigating the magnitude, moderators, durability and generalizability of training on spatial skills. The average
effect size (Hedges’ g) for training relative to control was .47 (SE = .04). Effect sizes were affected substantially by
the presence of control groups. When treatment and control group improvements were considered separately, the
mean effect size for trained groups was .62 (SE = .04), while the effect size for control groups was only .45 (SE =
.04). Training effects were durable, and led to near and medium transfer. Considered together, the results suggest
that spatially enriched education could pay substantial dividends in increasing participation in STEM disciplines.
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Language and spatial frames of reference: The effect of verbal
interference
Sophie Bridgers
UC Berkeley

Terry Regier
UC Berkeley
Abstract: People think about spatial frames of reference (FoRs) in accord with the spatial system of their native
language. It has been claimed that this correlation reflects a causal influence of language on thought. We tested this
claim. Earlier studies have shown that whereas English speakers favor an egocentric FoR, there is a pre-linguistic
predisposition favoring a geocentric FoR. We reasoned that if language plays a central on-line role in spatial cognition,
verbal interference should disrupt egocentric responding and reveal the underlying geocentric bias. We conducted a
standard spatial rotation task on English speakers, with and without verbal interference. Under verbal interference,
compared with no interference, we found less egocentric responding, as predicted, and an increase in error. However,
in contrast with prediction, the amount of geocentric responding did not differ across the two conditions. These
results suggest that language does not play an on-line role in overriding a geocentric bias.
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Spatial Representation of Environmental and Geographical Space in
Different Perspectives
Julia Frankenstein
Center for Cognitive Science Freiburg University

Christoph Hölscher
Center for Cognitive Science Freiburg University
Abstract: This experiment investigates the impact of scale and perspective on spatial representations. Seventy
summer school participants indicated the spatial relationship between the conference center and a nearby lake (map
A) as well as their hometown (map B). They marked the target both on partial maps in birds-eye perspective or
on a tilted plane (oblique perspective). After completing both maps, participants added an arrow pointing north
to their drawings. Most type B maps were oriented north-up, but orientation varied widely in type A maps. Our
findings suggest that most participants remembered a topographic map for depicting the large-scale space, no matter
in which perspective the map was drawn. For depicting the relationship of a close location (i.e., the lake), most
participants seem to rely on embodied strategies or a strategy based on route knowledge.
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Path Choice in Different Wayfinding Tasks
Simon Buechner
University of Freiburg, Germany

Christoph Hoelscher
University of Freiburg, Germany
Abstract: Path choice behavior in different wayfinding tasks was investigated. Participants experienced a small
virtual indoor environment in three different learning conditions (free exploration, uninformed search, path following)
followed by a search or a path planning task. To complete the task they had to pass a choice point at which they
were forced to choose one of two paths, both leading to the target location. Both paths had a different number of
visible further movement options. The least-decision load theory predicts that participants choose the path with
fewer options (because the risk of getting lost is smaller) while the maximization theory predicts that participants
choose the path with more options to maximize the number of potential successive steps. We hypothesize that the
choice is modulated by demands of the current task. The results will be discussed with respect to the attractor and
repellor function of choice options in different tasks.
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Everyday Navigation in Real and Virtual Environments
Informed by Semantic Knowledge
Christopher Kalff
Gerhard Strube (strube@cognition.uni-freiburg.de)1
Center for Cognitive Science, University of Freiburg
Friedrichstr. 50. D-79098 Freiburg, Germany

Abstract
The effect of semantic knowledge on performing an everyday
wayfinding task was investigated in real and virtual grocery
stores. Participants had to search for 15 food items exhibiting
varying degrees of congruency with background knowledge
with respect to their placement in a mid-sized supermarket.
Food categories and the congruency of categories with the
placement of pertinent food items was assessed pre-experimentally using a card-sorting task with customers and store
managers. Experiment 1 was conducted in a real supermarket
(tracing participants by means of RFID techniques) and
replicated in the same market as a virtual environment (Exp.
2), allowing insights into potential differences. Exp. 3 used a
VR variation where all the pictures on the shelves of the VR
supermarket were replaced with printed labels. Results
regarding semantic knowledge yielded stable and fairly high
effect sizes across experimental conditions, revealing that
semantic congruency with shopping goods’ placements made
the search for food items much more efficient. The results
show that even abstract background knowledge (semantic
categories) may be involved in human navigation.

Keywords: Navigation, wayfinding, semantic knowledge,
virtual reality, spatial cognition.

Presenting1 background knowledge as a decisive factor in
human everyday cognition, sounds like nothing new in
cognitive science. Not quite so in spatial cognition, specifically in wayfinding, and navigation in general. In contrast to
the largely empty mazes so popular in experimental studies
of human navigation, everyday navigation takes place in
urban environments that are crowded rather than devoid of
objects: streets are full of shops, offices, and restaurants,
rooms are rarely empty but have furniture, or goods of any
kind. An extreme case is the grocery store that typically has
thousands of items on sale, quite the opposite to an empty
room.
When shopping, customers must find their way around.
when shopping for everyday goods like groceries, or
hardware. The everyday foraging of humans has to be fast
and successful. Therefore, people should be oriented in a
supermarket (Underhill, 1999). Our study identifies what
makes this kind of navigation efficient.
Human navigation has been studied extensively in the
laboratory, and occasionally in the wild. In the seminal
1
Corresponding author, because of the untimely death of
Christopher Kalff, who was my doctoral student.

study of Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth (1982), navigation in a
real building was shown to make use of the building’s
geometry, as well as of episodic memory (i.e., having been
in this building before). Recently, following their lead, a
number of studies have addressed navigation in indoor and
urban environments (e.g., Hölscher, Büchner, Meilinger, &
Strube, 2009; an overview of different wayfinding tasks and
respective studies can be found in Wiener, Büchner, &
Hölscher, 2009). The findings of these studies underline that
the factors influencing human navigation enumerated by
Wang and Spelke (2000; 2002), namely, path integration,
view-dependent place recognition, and reorientation by
geometric properties, appear to be modified by strategic
behavior and background knowledge. In contrast to episodic
knowledge (i.e., familiarity with the environment), this
knowledge may be characterized as generalized experience
with similar (esp. human-made) environments, like the usual
placement of staircases, or hallways in public buildings. We
suppose that with regard to supermarkets, it is semantic
knowledge – knowing about the categories of food – that
guides customers in their daily hunt for what is needed to
feed the fridge and the oven, and ultimately, us and our
families.
We will first report how the experimental items were
selected on the basis of food-related semantic knowledge,
and follows with a real-world experiment in a supermarket
where we tested how helpful this knowledge was in a search
task. We then present a replication experiment in a virtual
supermarket setting, and follow with another replication that
exchanges the visual appearance of goods with verbal
labels, in order to test the possible influence of concrete
visual information against abstract semantic information.

Knowledge of Food Categories
A group of six grocery store managers and another group of
32 naïve customers (19 female, 13 male; mean age 36.7
years) were tested individually. All participants were
handed 98 small plastic cards naming typical grocery store
goods and were asked to sort them into arbitrarily sized
groups, then find suitable verbal labels for the categories
they had constructed, and pair-wise ratings for the similarity
between groups (Kalff & Strube, 2008).
The results were used to derive items for the search task
in Exp. 1 to 3. Five items each were selected for three item
groups, A to C:
Item group A: Items placed together (in the shelves of the
supermarket) with others that received high similarity
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ratings (knowledge-congruent items: yoghurt drinks,
canned corn, cake decoration granules, long grain rice,
gravy powder),
Item group B: misplaced items, placed together with other
items that received low similarity ratings with them
(knowledge-incongruent items: cereal bar, packaged marble cake, deli olive oil, vanilla yoghurt, pickled herring),
Item group C: items on which customers (as well as shop
managers) disagree with respect to their grouping and/or
similarities to other items (non-categorizable items: salt,
fresh yeast, tomato puree, baby food, UHT milk).

Experiment 1 (in the real supermarket)
Method
Participants. Thirty-eight participants (22 women and 16
men) aged 19 to 38 (M = 23.63, SD = 3.94) took part in the
experiment. They were mainly cognitive science students
from the University of Freiburg. They were recruited
through advertisements on the campus and via an e-mail
distributor. Participants were either awarded course credit or
received a monetary compensation. The instruction deliberately did not mention any terms regarding supermarkets or
(grocery) shopping, solely referring to a navigation task
inside a building.
Procedure. The complete experimental procedure lasted
approximately two hours. All participants were tested
individually. Participants were welcomed at a playground in
the vicinity of the supermarket. They were first handed a
letter briefing them on the course of events and explaining
the use of the equipment. Then they had to fill in a
questionnaire probing for preferences in spatial orientation
(the FRS-questionnaire, Münzer & Hölscher, accepted)2.
The (underground) supermarket was then entered from the
parking deck via the back entrance to prevent participants to
gain an overview of the environment. Subsequently the
main search task (see below) was initiated.
After completing the search for 15 items (trials), participants
were led outside again to complete the following post-tests.
Roughly half of the participants filled in a Euclidean
distance estimation matrix consisting of 8 items. The other
half was asked to execute 15 triple-comparisons (identifying
the smallest Euclidean distance of three items constituting
triangles). All participants subsequently had to produce a
semi-free sketch-map of the supermarket environment. This
was followed by a post-experimental evaluation of the
shopping frequency for the 15 items and the frequency of
visits to this particular store and stores of the same brand in
general. Participants were also asked to give written
responses regarding their strategies for finding the items.

Finally, participants were handed a questionnaire on general
shopping behavior and demographic data.
Experimental tasks. The experiment consisted of the main
search task and several pre- and post-tests.
The search task was conducted in a medium sized
(approximately 800m2/ 8611 ft2 of sales area) German
supermarket housing some 15.000 product. Figure 1 shows
the supermarket environment and the locations of the 15
items (see Table 1 for explanations).
The starting point (depicted with an asterisk) is at the first
set of shelves, not at the entrance. This was mandatory as
the experiment was run during normal store opening times
and we did not want to obstruct the customer flow. Data
collection was supported by technologically advanced
apparatus. For obtaining participants’ trajectories we relied
on Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) (Joho,
Plagemann, & Burgard, 2009). For this purpose 350 RFID
Tags were distributed throughout the store. The tags (small
antennae, in fact) were tracked through a custom-made
shopping cart carrying two RFID-antennae along with a
laser range scanner and a notebook computer. Participants
were instructed to stay always close to the shopping cart,
providing valid trajectory data. Additional behavioral
measures and related positions were recorded using the realtime logging software WayTracer developed by
Kuhnmünch and Strube (2006). WayTracer was installed on
a notebook with a pen-enabled screen that was carried by an
experimenter walking behind the participant.

Item token
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8
X9
X10
X11
X12
X13
X14
X15

Item name
Yoghurt drinks (A)
Cereal bars (B)
Tinned maize (A)
Salt (C)
Cake decoration granules (A)
Delicatessen olive oil (B)
UHT-milk (C)
Long grain rice (A)
Packaged marble cake (B)
Tomato puree (C)
Vanilla yoghurt (B)
Gravy powder (A)
Pickled herring (B)
Baby food (C)
Fresh yeast (C)

Table 1: Explanation of the abbreviations used in Figure 1 and
group memberships of the experimental items in parentheses (‘A’
being congruent, ‘B’ being incongruent and ‘C’ exhibiting possible
incongruence—or twofold equivocality).

2

This questionnaire is a German version of two well-established
measures used in spatial cognition research: the SBSOD [Santa
Barbara Sense of Direction Scale] developed by Hegarty et al.
(2002), and the QSR [Questionnaire on Spatial Representation]
(Pazzaglia, & DeBeni, 2006).

Items were searched for one-by-one and the detected item
always provided the starting point for the next trial. The
order of the items can be found in Table 1.
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Figure 1: The supermarket environment. The entrance is located at the bottom left. The produce section is marked by dark green coloring.
Dark gray is used for the produce section and for the shelves that house cooled products (mainly dairy goods).
Light gray is used for deep-frozen food and sales counters for meat, cheese, and fish. All other shelves remain uncolored.
The starting point for the experimental trials is marked by an asterisk.

An abort criterion was defined as follows: Participants were
encouraged to search until they found the product. If they
still hadn’t found it after having explored the entire
supermarket area (often overlooking the particular item
repeatedly), the experimenter stopped the trial. Then they
were led to the correct location for the next trial to begin.
After all 15 items were processed, participants were led
outside the building to complete the post-tests.
Materials: The 15 items shown in Table 1 were to be found,
starting with x1, finishing with x15 (in the fixed-order
condition; semi-randomized and completely randomized
conditions were also done to corroborate the results).

Results and Discussion
Main search task. The following results for the main search
task are those for the fixed-order condition..
After excluding 18 trials when items had not to be
searched for, but merely headed to, 541 valid search time
trials remained. Search times were adjusted with respect to
the route distance that had to be travelled to reach the items
in an optimal way (the shortest possible path), and the
(average) amount of weekly visits to our test store (the only
predictor using a backward multiple linear regression; r2 =

.137, p > .001). Outlier correction removed 18 data points
that exceeded three times the interquartile range, leaving
523 trials for the analysis. The ANOVA (with participants
as a random factor) shows a significant influence of
background knowledge congruency on search time: F(2,
78.165) = 69.847, p < .001, partial-η2 = .641. GamesHowell post-hoc comparisons reveal significant differences
between all three conditions: all p < .001 with group ‘A’
outperforming the groups ‘B’ and ‘C’ and group ‘C’ ranging
between the two others (see Figure 2). A planned Helmert
contrast between group ‘A’ and groups ‘B & C’ likewise
exhibits a significant difference for the adjusted search time
(p < .001).
Two other important dependent measures are the travelled
route distance for finding the items and the amount of stops
during the search. Route distance will be reported as the
percentage above optimal (PAO), i.e. the overshoot of the
optimal path length expressed in percentage of that
optimum:
∙ 100.
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is highly significant, p < .001, as are all Games-Howell
post-tests (all p < .001). They also correlate highly with
search time (r = .761 and .746) and among each other (r =
.869). Search times, PAO values, and number of stops in a
search trial all correlated higher with each other (PAO and
Search Time, r = .761; PAO and Number of Stops, r = .896;
Search Time and Number of Stops, r = .746; all p>.001).
These results clearly show the impact of semantic
background knowledge about food categories in a real
environment.

40
20
0
‐20
‐40
‐60
Figure 2: Search time corrected for optimal route distance
and weekly visits to the particular supermarket-environment
for the three groups (A, B & C, from left to right). Error
bars = ± 1 SE.
The travelled route distance was obtained by processing the
RFID data. The exact procedure of extracting spatial
information from RFID signal strength is explained in Joho,
Plagemann, and Burgard (2009). Conversion of the X,Ycoordinates into trajectories was achieved by applying a
MatLab-script. The complete trajectory data was split into
trials and output to the main data file. The outlier removal
consisted of removing all trials excelling three times the
interquartile range. This left us with 476 valid trials. These
were also subjected to a random-factor ANOVA resulting in
a main effect of congruency with background knowledge
categories: F(2, 80.4) = 66.603, partial-η2 = .624. The
Helmert contrast comparing group ‘A’ with ‘group B & C’

Experiment 2 (in the virtual supermarket)
The objective of Exp. 2 was to replicate our real-world
findings in a virtual reality version of the supermarket (see
Figure 3) in order to gain insight into the comparability of
the two settings, since results from real, as compared to
virtual environments, have sometimes been found to
disagree with those in real-world environments (e.g., Farell
et al., 2003; Richardson, Montello & Hegarty, 1999). The
third experiment for example (which will be reported after
this one) will strip the products of all non-semantic
information.

Method
Participants. 28 student participants (15 women and 13
men) aged 20 to 26 (M = 22.54, SD = 1.45) took part in the
experiment. None of them had knowledge of the initial realworld experiment.

Figure 3: Screenshot of the supermarket in virtual reality (a faithful replication of the real supermarket).

Apparatus. All virtual reality (VR) experiments were
conducted with a triple-screen setup. Each screen had a size
of 28 inches and a resolution of 1360x786 pixels resulting in
a total resolution of 4080x768 pixels with a color depth of
32bit and a refresh rate of 60Hz. For the navigation device
we used a wireless joypad, which had two joysticks, one
allowing to turn around and the other to go forward or
backward. We didn't allow additional movement options
like sidestepping or combinations thereof because this
caused motion sickness during the pretesting phase in some
cases. The maximum turning velocity used was 29 degrees
per second and the maximum movement velocity was 1.8
meters per second. After finding an item one had to press a
button on the joypad where (after the actual position was
checked and if the person was located correctly) the next

instruction was shown. For our virtual world model we used
a ground plan which was consistent with the trajectory data
of the real supermarket and contained information about the
position and sizes of every shelf. Virtual shelves were
modeled to scale an textured with images of food items that
were actual photos taken in the real supermarket.
Procedure. The procedure paralleled the real-world
experiment (Exp. 1) closely. The main search task was
preceded by a brief training course in a different virtual
environment.

Results and Discussion
Main search task. Data were treated in the same way as in
Exp. 1; 367 valid trials remained for analysis. Backward
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linear regression on the residualized search time yielded two
significant variables: shopping frequency of the experimental items (zero-order correlation r = -.25, p < .001), and
self-assessed knowledge of the placement heuristics used in
this supermarket chain (r = -.123, p < .05).
ANOVA with participants as a random-factor shows a
significant influence of background knowledge congruency
on search time: F(2, 61.769) = 27.884, p < .001, partial-η2 =
.474. Games-Howell post-hoc comparisons reveal
significant differences between all three conditions: all p <
.001 with group ‘A’ outperforming the groups ‘B’ and ‘C’
and group ‘C’ ranging between the two others (see Figure
X3). A planned Helmert contrast between group ‘A’ and
groups ‘B & C’ likewise exhibits a significant difference for
the adjusted search time (p < .001).
As shown in Fig. 4, our results in VR parallel those of
Exp. 1 almost exactly.

100
50
0
‐50
‐100
Figure 4: Search time corrected for optimal route distance,
z-standardized item purchase frequency and
knowledge of the store’s placement for the three groups
(A, B & C, from left to right). Error bars = ± 1 SE.

Figure 5: A screenshot of the labeled supermarket.

Experiment 3 (VR, Verbal Labels Only)
Our results so far have shown that navigation in an everyday
search task, either a real, or a virtual supermarket, was
significantly influenced by knowledge of food categories.
What remains to be clarified is the nature of this background
knowledge: Is it plain semantic, conceptual knowledge, or
does it need to be augmented by the looks of the items on
sale? What if the complete environment would be stripped
of coloring, type of packaging and other visual features that
might create uniqueness? The ‘labeled’ supermarket aims at
dissociating the influence of visual information and pure
semantic background knowledge by replacing every item by
a written label (see Fig. 5).

Method
With the exception of verbal labels instead of pictures on
the virtual shelves, Exp. 3 replicated Exp. 2.
Participants. 28 students (15 women and 13 men) aged 19
to 30 (M = 23.18, SD = 2.2) took part in the experiment. In
order to render the labels legible, not every single item
received a written counterpart, but the grain size of the

labels was well below that of the food categories used in our
initial assessment of background knowledge.

Results and Discussion
After data conditioning (as in the former experiments),
410 valid trials were analyzed using a random-factorANOVA. Results show a significant difference regarding
the three knowledge congruency groups: F(2, 54.367) =
11.398, p < .001, partial-η2 = .295. Games-Howell post-hoc
test prove significant differences between groups ‘A’
(congruence) and ‘B’ (incongruence) (p < .001), and groups
‘A’ and ‘C’ (twofold equivocality) (p < .01). The nature of
these differences can be seen in figure Y3. A planned
Helmert-contrast between group ‘A’ versus groups ‘B & C’
is also highly significant (p < .001).
Again, the ANOVA results for Exp. 3 parallel those for Exp.
1 and Exp. 2, demonstrating that even when the supermarket
environment has been ‘semanticized’, by stripping its items
from their visual appearance, semantic background knowledge still turns out to be helpful. Fig. 7 shows the results not
with the standardized search-time residuals, but with the
PAO values.
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Figure 6: Search time corrected for optimal route distance,
z-standardized item purchase frequency and
knowledge of the store’s placement for the three groups
(A, B & C, from left to right). Error bars = ± 1 SE.

Figure 7: Travelled route distance expressed in PAO
(percentage above optimal path length) for the three groups
(A, B & C, from left to right). Error bars = ± 1 SE. The
optimal, i.e., shortest path, corresponds to a value of 100.

General Discussion
The bottom line of our findings is that even abstract
(semantic) background knowledge can be a decisive factor
in human wayfinding. Other well-known factors (e.g., those
cited by Wang & Spelke) may be mediated by background
knowledge, and in certain environments, where this
knowledge is applicable, guide navigation. The main point
is that whenever the environment itself is structured
according to semantic (or whatever) principles, as is often
the case in urban, or other human-made environments,
pertinent background knowledge will be useful to find one’s
way around, especially in search tasks. Large grocery shops
like the ‘real’ supermarket where Exp. 1 was conducted,
organize the layout of their products according to food
categories (with some notable exceptions), so knowledge of
food categories turns out to be helpful. Largely the same
holds for conventional layouts of buildings, e.g. opera
houses, where general knowledge about their spatial layout
will be of help, or statistical knowledge about cooccurrences (e.g., in Germany, you will be well advised
when looking for a medical doctor, to spot the next
pharmacy, which is far easier to spot than a medical office).
We hope to have shown that for everyday navigation, at
least, ‘higher’ cognitive processes like the utilization of
semantic knowledge, may play an important part.
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Abstract
In the light of new information it is sometimes necessary to
change existing beliefs regarding the state of the world. During
such a belief revision reasoners have to decide which beliefs to
retain and which ones to retract in order to regain consistency
within their belief states.
Drawn from the conception that spatial belief revision is based
on the alteration of mental models, we discuss the influence of
cognitive effort and minimal change when constructing and revising mental models. We offer several possibilities how minimal change can be defined in this context and provide a computational model along with a cost function to describe the revision processes. Furthermore, we present empirical evidence
for the suitability of the model. Results indicate that there is a
significant influence of cognitive efficiency principles on spatial belief revision.
Keywords: Spatial reasoning; mental models; belief revision;
mental models; computational framework; cost function.

Introduction
Imagine two friends describe you the location of a new restaurant. The first one says: ”The post office is to the left of the
book store and the restaurant is to the right of the book store.”
The second friend interrupts: ”No, the restaurant is to the
left of the post office.” At which point the first one agrees:
”Yes, you are right, the restaurant is to the left of the post office.” In which order do you think the three buildings are to
be found? Most likely you had an initial belief about how the
buildings were arranged (post office-book store- restaurant)
which you then had to change in the light of the contradicting information. How reasoners change their beliefs when
given new information as well as the underlying processes is
topic of belief revision research. The investigation of spatial belief revision constitutes a new research topic (see also
Bucher, Krumnack, Nejasmic, & Knauff, 2011). In this paper we want to discuss the question, what is the most efficient
way to change a spatial belief?
assume that the major strategy employed in spatial reasoning is the successive construction of a ”simulation” or
”model” of the ”state of affairs”, which contains all the information given concerning the situation to be considered.
New information, such as a reasoning problem’s conclusion,
is generated or evaluated by inspecting and varying the possible models (Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991). There exist
numerous empirical findings that spatial reasoning in particular relies on the construction, inspection, and variation

of spatial mental models (Knauff, Rauh, & Schlieder, 1995;
Rauh, Schlieder, & Knauff, 1997; Knauff, Rauh, Schlieder,
& Strube, 1998). In the case of unambiguous descriptions of
a spatial situation, from which only a unique spatial arrangement can constructed (i.e. determinate descriptions), there
is evidence that verbatim information from the premises describing a determinate arrangement is not reliably retrievable
from memory (Mani & Johnson-Laird, 1982), which supports
the assumption that mental models rather than sentences are
stored in memory.
Based on these findings we propose the following three
steps for the process of spatial belief revision. First, given
a determinate description of a spatial arrangement, a mental
model of the spatial arrangement is constructed according to
the information provided. Second, given a statement that is
in conflict with the information encoded in the mental model,
this inconsistency has to be detected as a prerequisite for belief revision. We assume that inconsistency detection happens
by model inspection (e.g. Knauff et al., 1995; Johnson-Laird,
Legrenzi, & Girotto, 2004). Finally, the mental model is revised with the goal to create a model that is consistent with
the new information. In the light of the above considerations
we want to define belief revision as following:
Definition Belief Revision: Belief revision is a model
change where a proposition x, inconsistent with a given model
M, is integrated into M under the requirement that the revised
model be consistent and represents the information of x.
Using this definition we consider the role of cognitive effort and minimal change during spatial belief revision. To
that goal we discuss how minimal change can be defined in
this context. We provide a computational model along with
a cost function to describe the revision processes and present
empirical evidence for the influence of cognitive efficiency
principles on spatial belief revision and the suitability of the
model.

Construction, inspection and revision of spatial
mental models
Consider the following two statements, also called premises:
1. A is to the left of B
2. C is to the right of B
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From premises describing the spatial relations of objects
a (mental) model of the arrangement of objects can be constructed, in this case A– B – C. This is the only model that is
consistent with both premises. From the model we can derive
conclusions or beliefs about the relations not explicitly stated
in the premises, particularly about the relationship between A
and C, for example:”A is to the left of C”.
After having constructed the model, when presented with
the above conclusion a reasoner can confirm that it is valid.
However, when confronted with an invalid conclusion such
as ”C is to the left of A”, that is inconsistent with the model
but that is known to be true, the model has to be adapted to
conform to this conclusion. One has to revise the model so
that the conclusion is valid in the new model. The prerequisite
for this process is, of course, that the reasoner is aware of the
inconsistency between the statement and his mental model.
Given the model derived from the two above premises and
confronted with the statement ”C is to the left of A”, there are
two logically equivalent options to revise the model such that
the conclusion holds in the new model:
C–A–B

and

B–C–A

In both of these models one of the original premises holds
in addition to the new statement. This leads to the question
which option is to be preferred?

Informational Economy and Minimal Change
One principle that is widely regarded to guide belief revision
is the concept of informational economy: unnecessary loss
of information should be avoided. A belief revision should
preserve as much information as possible; changes should
be minimal (Harman, 1986; Gärdenfors, 1984). When we
change our beliefs, we want to retain as much as possible of
our old beliefs - we want to make a minimal change.
With regard to our definition of belief revision this principle can be expressed in that the revision of M with respect to x
should represent the minimal change of M needed to accommodate x consistently. But what does minimal change mean
in connection with beliefs based on spatial mental models?
This leads to the question how we can measure the extent of
a change in beliefs.
Harman (1986) suggested the following simple measure of
change: Take the sum of the number of (explicit) new beliefs
added plus the number of (explicit) old beliefs given up. How
can this idea be applied to our definition of spatial belief revision? There are several aspects under which the extent of
change in belief can be defined leading to different measures
of change.
1. Number of changed propositions regarding the objects in
the model (new propositions + given up propositions)

The first measure quantifies the change regarding informational aspects; there are no assumptions necessary how the
model is realized. In contrast the last measure gauges the
change under computational aspects which requires explicit
assumptions about the model. The second measure scales the
change with regard the model but does not need assumptions
on how the model is realized.
In our above example there are two alternatives how to
change the belief. How do they compare with regard to these
measures? Are both alternatives equally efficient? In both of
the alternatives one of the premises still holds (in addition to
the conclusion). Since the change is symmetrical for the two
alternatives, both alterations of the model conserve the same
amount of information. The number of changed propositions
is the same for both options, implying that there is no difference between the options with regard to the first measure.
For the second measure we have to consider the changes
necessary in the model. In both alternatives one object has to
be moved within the model, and in both alternatives the object has to be moved the same distance just in opposite directions. The change is symmetrical leading to the same amount
of change with regard to the second measure. So according
to the first two measures the two logical equivalent options
of revising the model are also equivalent with regard to informational economy. This takes us to the last aspect of how the
movement of an object is actually executed within the mental model. Are both options equivalent with regard to that
measure as well? Or differently phrased: Are both options
equally efficient?
To decide this we need to know how a spatial mental model
can be conceived and which steps are necessary to revise such
a mental model. This means we need a concept of what governs the construction and alteration of mental models.

A model for spatial reasoning
To look at processes on a computational level we need a
model for the mental spatial representation. In Krumnack,
Bucher, Nejasmic, and Knauff (2010) and Krumnack,
Bucher, Nejasmic, Nebel, and Knauff (in press) we introduced a model for one dimensional reasoning with a cost
measure for calculating the cost of altering the model. The
model reflects empirical evidence for directionality in spatial
representation which we found in the processes of constructing and reasoning with mental models. This directionality
can be formalized as follows:
We assume that models consist of a ”queue” of objects and
an interpretation what this queue represents. The queue describes in which order the objects are aligned but what this
order represents depends on the relation that is considered.
So while the order of a queue is implicit the interpretation of
the order is not. The queue is defined by the following three
assumptions:

2. Number of necessary changes in the model (for example
number of moved objects)

1qu There exists a starting point or first object.
2qu Each object is linked to the next object in the linear order. Only the last object is not linked to other objects.

3. Number of steps necessary to revise the model
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3qu While this structure has an implicit direction, the interpretation of this direction depends on the context.
The queue is constructed by forming links between objects.
The links signify which objects follow each other in that ordered arrangement. These links between the objects are one
directional which means that, when inspecting the queue, we
can move from one object to the next object in the queue but
not to the preceding object. To access the queue one needs to
access the first element of the queue, which is marked by a
start pointer. From there all other objects in the mental model
can be reached by following the links between objects. Due
to the fact that one has to know how the queue starts in order
to access it the starting point can also be considered a link,
connecting the start of the queue to the first object.
How do reasoners construct a queue? Several studies suggest that the left end of a linear spatial arrangement is the
preferred starting point resulting in a working direction from
left to right reflecting the cultural bias to work in the same
direction as reading and writing (Soto, London, & Handel,
1965; Chan & Bergen, 2005; Spalek & Hammad, 2005). We
therefore assume that reasoners generally construct a queue
with the implicit direction moving from the left to the right.
So the beginning of the queue would represent the left side of
a spatial arrangement and the end of the queue would represent the right side of a spatial arrangement.
Based on this the model from the above example can be
portrayed as a queue the following way with the starting point
marked by an asterisk:
∗

→A→B→C
In this case the implicit direction would be interpreted as
moving from the left to the right. This model can be easily
implemented as a computer model using the data structure
linked list.
While computer science provides standard complexity
measures for the cost of operations, this measure is not cognitively adequate. We established a cost measure based on
empirical data that leads to reasonable predictions of human
behavior (Krumnack et al., 2010, in press). As a cost measure
for the insertion of objects into the queue we use the number
of links that need to be formed when inserting the object.
For any insertion the cost measure implies that it is most
efficient to insert objects at the end of the queue. When inserting an object at the end of the queue only one new link
needs to be created, linking that new object to the queue. If
an object is inserted at the beginning of the queue, the new
object has to be linked to the former first object of the queue
and the start pointer has to be linked to the new object (see
Figure 1. If an object is inserted in the middle of the queue
two new links need to be formed, analogously to the insertion
at the beginning of the queue.
However, there are still some open questions regarding this
cost measure. The one that needs to be addressed for the revision of models is: Does this measure only hold for addition
to the queue or also for removal from the queue?

Figure 1: Insertion of C in the queue containing A and B,
solid arrows indicate existing links, dashed arrows indicate
newly created links. Left: insertion at the end of the queue.
Right: insertion at the beginning of the queue.
However, there are still some open questions regarding this
cost measure. The one that needs to be addressed for the revision of models is: Does this measure only hold for addition
to the queue or also for removal from the queue?

Revising the model
When revising a model an object has to be removed from the
queue before it can be inserted again. So far no research
has been done on the difficulty of removing an object from
a queue. However, using the cost measure we can make some
assumptions. If an object is removed at the end of the queue
no link needs to be created. The object is just detached from
the queue. If an object is removed from the beginning or the
middle of the queue, one link needs to be created, connecting
the object preceding the removed object with the one following the removed object in the queue. This would mean higher
cost for removing an object that is not at the end of the queue.
If an object is removed from the beginning of the queue, the
situation is the same as if inserting an object at the beginning
of the queue: the starting point needs to be redefined which
technically means a new link needs to be created (see Figure
2).

Figure 2: Left: Removal of C from a queue containing A,
B and C. Right: Removal of A from a queue containing A,
B, and C. Solid arrows indicate existing links, dashed arrows
indicate newly created links.
If we add up the links formed while removing and reinserting an object during the revision process of the model we
get the following cost for our two alternatives from the above
example:
1. Moving C to the front of the queue: no cost for removing
C and two links formed when inserting C at the beginning
of the queue.
2. Moving A to the end of the queue: one new link (the starting point) redefined when removing A and one link formed
when inserting A at the end of the queue.
In both alternatives two links need to be created which implies both alternatives produce the same cost. This leads to
the prediction that there should be no difference between a
revision to the right and a revision to the left. However, as
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pointed out above, we do not know whether the cost measure
of counting the number of formed links holds for the removal
of objects from the queue.
For the removal process it is also conceivable that the link
from the preceding object ”merges” with the link to the following object since the order of the object is preserved. This
might take less cognitive effort than creating a completely
new link, i.e. linking objects that previously had no connection to each other. In a similar way the starting point might
move somewhat ”automatically” to the second object when
the first object is removed, since this preserves the order of the
objects. The starting point and the link to the second object
could converge to become the new starting point. This would
imply that the first option described above is more costly as
two new links have to be formed during insertion while in the
second option one of the new links is created by merging of
two links during removal and only one completely new link
is formed during insertion.

Hypotheses
As stated above reasoners tend to construct a spatial arrangement from the left to the right and for this behavior we device
our hypotheses. Construction of the queue from the right to
the left would lead to opposite predictions due to the asymmetric properties of the queue.
For the construction process we predict that an insertion on
the left side of a spatial arrangement would create higher cost
and therefore a higher cognitive effort than an insertion on the
right side of a spatial arrangement. This should be noticeable
in the reaction times and the number of correctly constructed
models.
For the revision process we have two contradicting hypotheses:
1. The forming of links during the removal of an object from
the queue takes as much mental effort as the links that need
to be formed when reinserting the object into the queue.
As outlined above this implies that a revision by moving
an object from the right to the left should take the same
time and happen with the same frequency as a revision by
moving an object from the left to the right.
2. During the removal of an object from the beginning queue
the two surrounding links merge to form a new link and
this process takes less cognitive effort than forming a completely new link. This implies that a revision in the process
of which an object is moved from the left to the right can be
easier performed than a revision which requires an object
to be moved from the right to the left. This would imply
that a revision moving an object from the left to the right
would take less time and possibly happen more often than
a revision moving an object from the right to the left.
Please note that the prediction from the first hypothesis can
also be derived from the two cost measures discussed in the
section on minimal change which do not take processes of
believe revision into account.

We tested these hypotheses in an experiment. The focus
of the experiment was not which choice for revision is generally preferred but which revision is easier to perform under equal circumstances. Miller and Johnson-Laird (1976)
suggested asymmetric roles of the two arguments of a binary
spatial relation. We can define such a binary relation as collection of ordered pairs of objects r(X,Y), where X is called
the ”to-be-located object” and Y the ”reference object”. In
the sentence ”A is to the left of B” the object A is the ”tobe-located object” and B is the ”reference object”. In several
experiments on spatial belief revision we found that reasoners
generally relocate the ”to-be-located object” while the ”reference object” remains located at its initial position and different behavior normally led to longer decision times (Bucher,
Krumnack, Nejasmic & Knauff, submitted). Therefore we
will limit the data evaluation to trials in which reasoners acted
according to that rule to ensure that semantic processes of
sentence evaluation do not interfere with the processes we
want to observe.

Experimental evidence
Method
Participants 23 participants (5 male; age:
M =
22.30; SD = 2.18) all students (among them 6 students
of psychology) from the University of Giessen, gave written
informed consent to participation. Subjects were tested
individually and paid at a rate of 8 Euro per hour.
Materials, procedure, and design 64 items were randomly presented. The items followed a tripartite structure
as follows (similar to the above example). In the model construction part two premises (presented sequentially in a selfpaced manner) described a one-dimensional (linear) order of
three (small, equal-sized, disyllabic-termed) objects, belonging to one of two categories (fruits or tools). The relations
”left of” and ”right of” were used in the premises which described one determined arrangement. The last of the three
objects mentioned in the premises was added to the rightmost position in the arrangement in half of the items and
to the leftmost position in the other half. Subsequently to
premise presentation, participants were instructed to choose
the correct order from two alternative orders (correct order
and correct order mirrored) that were presented on the left
and right side of the computer screen, indicating their choice
by pressing a left or right response button with the left or
right hand, accordingly. Left and right locations for correct
and incorrect orders were counterbalanced across the experiment. The number of correct decisions and corresponding
decision times were recorded. In the inconsistency detectiona
conclusive fact (font color red to contrast the fact with the
premises presented in black) was presented that was either
consistent (in half of the items) or inconsistent (in the other
half of the items) with the conclusions that could be drawn
from the premises, hence with the linear order of objects. As
in the example above the relation stated in the conclusion was
between the leftmost and the rightmost objects of the arrange-
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ment that were not put in direct relation by a premise. Participants were instructed to decide whether the conclusive fact
was consistent or inconsistent with the order of objects, indicating their decision by pressing the respective response button (”yes” or ”no”) with the left or right hand, accordingly.
Successful inconsistency detection and corresponding detection times were recorded. In the belief revision part the participant’s decision was ”no” (i.e., decision that the fact was
inconsistent with the information yielded by the premises),
he or she was subsequently instructed to indicate how the initial order of the object would have to be revised in order to be
consistent with the inconsistent fact. Participants were asked
to mentally revise their belief about the order of objects and
to press a button in order to indicate the end of the revision
process. Immediately after, they indicated the revised order
from two orders presented on the left and right side of the
computer monitor by pressing the respective response button. Presentation locations of the two orders were counterbalanced across the experiment. The two orders presented
reflected the two re-arrangements possible in order to regain
consistency with the inconsistent fact, that is they reflected
the two alternatives discussed above. Revised orders chosen
and corresponding revision times as well as order selection
duration was recorded. Four practice trials (not analyzed)
preceded the experimental trials. All stimuli were generated
and presented using Superlab 4.0 (Cedrus Corporation, San
Pedro, CA, 1999) with an RB-530 response pad running on a
standard personal computer connected to a 19”-monitor.

Results and Discussion
Model construction: Reading times for the second premises
were significantly longer when the third object had to be inserted at the left side of the arrangement (M = 5.87s; SD =
1.01) compared to when the third object had to be inserted at the right side of the arrangement (M = 5.15s, SD =
1.48;t(22) = 2.982; p < .01). The correct order of objects
was chosen in 93.62% (SD = 7.02) of the cases within 2.10s
(SD = 0.65). Erroneous trials were excluded from analysis.
Inconsistency detection: Inconsistency detection was successful in 90.98% (SD = 8.45) of the trials and took 7.81s;
(SD = 2.27) on average. Erroneous trials were excluded from
further analysis.
Belief revision In 72.81% (SD = 11.64) of the trials the
revisions were performed by relocation of the ”to be located
object”. All other trials were excluded from further analysis
for the reasons outlined above and because there were not
enough cases in this condition for an analysis.
To evaluate whether revision times and frequency of preferred revisions (”relocating to be located object”) were affected by location of insertion of the third object from the
premises and/or fact relations and whether revision times for
relocating ”to be located objects” of inconsistent facts towards the left were comparable with relocating them to the
right, ANOVAs with the factors location last inserted object
(left end, right end) × fact relation (left, right) were calculated, respectively.

ANOVA of revision time revealed a significant main effect
fact relation [F(1, 21) = 8.83; p < .01; η2 = .30]. The main
effect location of last inserted object (p = .462) and the interaction (p = .665) were non-significant. Relocating ”to be
located objects” to the left (i.e. according to the fact relation
”left of”: 6.82s; SD = 4.10) took significantly longer than to
the right (i.e. according to the fact relation ”right of”: 5.15s;
SD = 3.08;t(22) = 2.70; p < .02).
ANOVA of percentages of conducted preferred revision revealed no significant effect, but a marginally significant main
effect fact relation [F(1, 22) = 4.03; p = .057; η2 = .16]. The
interaction of factor fact relation and location of last inserted
object was also marginally significant [F(1, 22) = 3.99; p =
.058; η2 = .15]. The main effect location of last inserted object (p = .418) was non-significant.
There was a tendency to perform revisions to the right
(M = 79.76%, SD = 25.45) more often than revisions to the
left (M = 66.24%, SD = 17.44;t(22) = 1.78; p < .09). A
revision to the right when the last inserted object was also
on the right (M = 74.82%, SD = 26.80) was conducted significantly more often than a revision to the left when the
last inserted object was on the right (M = 57.18%, SD =
16.70;t(22) = 2.75; p < .02) as well as when the last object
was inserted on the left (M = 59.58%, SD = 20.22;t(22) =
2.10; p < .05). A revision to the right when the last inserted
object was also on the right (M = 74.82%, SD = 26.80) was
conducted marginally significantly more often than a revision to the right when the last inserted object was on the left
(M = 66.56%, SD = 24.87;t(22) = 1.93; p = .067). All other
comparisons were non-significant (ps > .19). Figure 3 depicts the results of the revision phase.

Figure 3: Relative frequency and decision times for revision
processes.
Conforming to our prediction reading time for the second
premise was longer, when the third object had to be inserted
on the left than on the right. This can be seen as further support for our cost measure during construction process.
Independent of where the last object is inserted in the
queue revision by moving an object from the left to the right is
performed faster and more often than revision by moving an
object from the right to the left. This suggests that it takes less
cognitive effort to move an object from the left to the right
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of the queue than the other way around. As a consequence
we can assume in accordance with the second hypothesis that
the merging of links during the removal of objects from the
queue takes less effort than the creation of new links during
construction.

Discussion
We find evidence for an inherent directionality in the revision process that parallels the directionality of the construction process. Moving an object from the left to the right in the
mental model seems to require less mental effort than moving
an object from the right to the left. This indicates that there
is an influence of the properties of the mental model on the
revision process.
The fact that revisions by moving from the left to the right
were not only performed faster but also slightly more often
than those from the right to the left seems to indicate that human reasoners have indeed a preference for making revisions
that require a smaller amount of cognitive effort. This preference is certainly not as dominant as the impulse to move the
”to be located object”, but the reduction of cognitive effort
could be one of the factors that guide spatial belief revision.
In a setting where there is no strong semantic incentive on behavior this factor might be more influential. The fact that the
influence of cognitive effort is noticeable at all is particularly
remarkable as many reasoners report they were not aware that
there was more than one alternative for changing the model.
This might imply that it is hard for them to adhere to strategies that minimize cognitive effort at least as long as there are
also semantic considerations.
In addition the results clearly indicate that measures for
minimal change that only take into account formal aspects of
the change but not how the change is accomplished are not
adequate for human behavior. While there are no differences
between the described alternatives of model revision with regard to informational aspects there is a difference on the level
of mental model manipulation. And if the aim of a minimal
change is to minimize the cognitive effort, then the processing
cost of a revision needs to be considered.
This work also constitutes a further development of the
queue model and the connected cost measure. So far it
mainly covered construction of models and reasoning with
these models. With this study we are able to extend the cost
measure to revision processes within a constructed model.
The results suggest that forming links when removing an object from the queue takes less effort than creating a new link.
This could be explained through a merging effect of the two
links surrounding the object. An open question remains if this
is a general effect of removal of an object from the middle of
a queue or if this can only be observed when removing the
first object.
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Abstract
The vast majority of research on the spatial nature of numerical
representation has focused on the horizontal axis, highlighting
the left-to-right orientation of increasing values (i.e., the mental
number line). Recent evidence points to spatial organization
along the vertical (bottom-to-top) axis as well. We argue,
however, that these findings are better characterized as
generalized magnitude mappings between number and other
magnitude dimensions (e.g., near-far spatial extent), rather than
genuine vertical orientation. Here we replicate generalized
magnitude mappings for number (Exp. 1A) and show that they
take precedence over left-to-right orientation (Exp. 1B), likely
because of the direct mapping between dimensions. In contrast,
we find no evidence of spontaneous organization along the true
vertical axis (Exp. 2A), and left-to-right orientation trumped
bottom-to-top orientation when the two were inconsistent with
each other (Exp. 2B). Reliable bottom-to-top orientation was
evident only after priming of magnitude relations among
numbers (Exp. 3). Together, these findings demonstrate that
number is more strongly represented horizontally than
vertically. We suggest that experience with cultural tools may
drive this asymmetry, and we highlight other cognitive and
environmental factors that may influence the mental
organization of magnitude dimensions beyond number.
Keywords: number; spatial organization; SNARC effect;
mental magnitude line.

Introduction
Across a wide range of common cultural tools and artifacts,
numbers are spatially organized. Many of these external
symbolic representations depict numbers horizontally (e.g.,
rulers, measuring tapes), but some do so vertically (e.g.,
mercury thermometers, measuring cups). Despite this
variation in spatial forms, the vast majority of research on the
mental association between number and space has focused
almost exclusively on the horizontal axis. Many such studies
have suggested that numerical representations take the form
of a mental number line, running from left to right in
representational space (at least in Western cultures; for
reviews, see Fias & Fischer, 2005; Hubbard et al., 2005),
without examining other spatial axes on which number might
also be mentally organized.
Recent findings suggest, however, that the vertical axis
(specifically, bottom-to-top orientation) may also be recruited
in the mental organization of number. In a parity judgment
task, with response buttons arranged vertically on a tabletop,
Ito and Hatta (2004) found that as numerical magnitude
increased, “top” responses became faster relative to “bottom”
responses (see also Gevers et al., 2006; Müller & Schwarz,
2007). Using saccadic latency as a dependent measure,

Schwarz and Keus (2004) found that larger numbers elicited
faster upward (relative to downward) saccades, and Loetscher
et al. (2010) showed that vertical (not just horizontal) changes
in participants’ eye position were predictive of the magnitude
of numbers they subsequently generated.
While such findings have been regarded as evidence for
vertical orientation of number, they are also compatible with
the notion that number is but one component of a more
general system of magnitude representation (Walsh, 2003).
On this account, different dimensions of magnitude are
spontaneously aligned, producing generalized mappings of
more/less relations across dimensions (e.g., number, duration,
size). As such mappings have been observed even in
preverbal infants (Lourenco & Longo, 2010), they do not
appear to require the same degree of cultural support as
organization of number along spatial axes (e.g., left-to-right
orientation), and hence may be especially robust. In the case
of previous findings for vertical orientation, generalized
magnitude mappings can fully account for the observed
effects without invoking spatial axes, or a specific orientation,
at all. That is, numerical magnitude may have been mapped to
another magnitude dimension rather than to the vertical axis
per se. In studies using tabletop responses, number may have
been mapped to distance, given that response buttons were
not arranged along the true vertical bottom-top axis (i.e.,
sagittal plane). Instead, they differed in relative spatial extent
from the body (i.e., transverse plane; see Fig. 1); the “top”
and “bottom” responses in these studies may be better
characterized as “far” and “near” responses, respectively.
Thus, larger numerical values may have been associated with
greater distance, rather than upward locations in space.
Generalized magnitude mappings may also underlie the
effects observed with saccadic measures. In these studies,
number may be associated with effort, since upward and
downward saccades may be considered more and less
effortful, respectively. Vision research has shown that upward
saccades are slower than downward saccades, and the resting
position of the eyes is slightly lower than the actual vertical
midpoint (Collewijn, Erkelens, & Steinman, 1988). Overall
downward shifts in eye position have also been observed
during number bisection tasks (Loetscher, Bockisch, &
Brugger, 2008), suggesting that upward saccades may require
greater effort, particularly during number processing. Thus, in
studies using saccadic measures to examine vertical
orientation, larger numerical values may have been associated
with more effortful bodily actions (as has been shown for
grasping; e.g., Lindemann et al., 2007).
Given that the vertical axis has been confounded with other
magnitude dimensions in previous studies, whether number is
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represented vertically at all remains an open question. One
reason to suspect that vertical orientation (if any) might be
relatively weak is that vertical depictions of number on
common cultural tools are often at odds with each other. For
example, calculators display numbers in bottom-to-top
orientation (i.e., smaller numbers on the bottom, larger
numbers on the top), whereas telephone keypads display
numbers in top-to-bottom orientation. These opposing orders
may reflect a distinction between magnitude (i.e., more/less)
and non-magnitude (e.g., ordinal position) properties of
number. That is, the numbers on calculators are used in
computations of magnitude, while the numbers on telephone
keypads are merely ordinal. Importantly, calculators and
telephone keypads are consistent with respect to the horizontal
axis; on both, increasing values are displayed from left to
right. Indeed, in Western cultures, left-to-right orientation is
ubiquitous; there may be no common instantiation of number
in which values increase from right to left.
For these reasons, we hypothesized that number might be
more strongly represented horizontally than vertically. We
examined this idea by comparing the relative strength of
spatial organization along various axes, both separately (i.e.,
for horizontal or vertical alone) and when axes were at odds
with each other (i.e., using response locations congruent with
one axis and incongruent with another). First, to establish that
generalized magnitude mappings are not interchangeable with
the true vertical axis, we used tabletop keyboard responses to
compare mappings of number to the horizontal axis (i.e., leftto-right orientation) and to near-far distance (i.e., generalized
magnitude mapping), separately (Exp. 1A) and together (Exp.
1B). Second, we used responses on a vertically mounted
touchscreen to tap true vertical, comparing horizontal and
vertical orientation within (Exp. 2A) and across axes (Exp.
2B). Finally, we probed more directly the nature of vertical
orientation by priming various vertical depictions of number
and examining subsequent spatial organization along the
vertical axis (Exp. 3).

Experiment 1: Horizontal vs. Near-Far
Method
Participants. A total of 42 Emory University undergraduates
(22 in Exp. 1A; 20 in Exp. 1B) participated for course credit.
Materials. Stimuli were Arabic numerals (0-9), presented
centrally on a computer screen in black font on a white
background (Arial font, 6.5° × 5.5°).
Procedure. In Exp. 1A, participants completed Horizontal
and Near-Far tasks (order counterbalanced). In both tasks,
participants made parity (odd/even) judgments on each trial
by pressing one of two keys on the numerical keypad of a
computer keyboard (Horizontal: 4 and 6; Near-Far: 2 and 8;
see Fig. 1). Keys were covered with opaque stickers. Each
task consisted of two blocks of trials: one in which “even”
responses were assigned to the left/near key and “odd”
responses to the right/far key, and the other with the reverse
assignment (order counterbalanced). Each block consisted
of 10 practice trials and 90 test trials, with each number

Figure 1: Response keys in Exp. 1A (Horizontal task: blue;
Near-Far task: red) and Exp. 1B (Congruent task: purple;
Incongruent task: black). Colors in this figure are for
illustrative purposes.
presented 9 times (random order). Each trial began with a
fixation cross (presented centrally, 500 ms) and was
followed by a number that remained onscreen until a
response was made. Trials were separated by a blank screen
(500 ms). Instructions emphasized both speed and accuracy.
In Exp. 1B, each participant completed Congruent and
Incongruent tasks (order counterbalanced). In the Congruent
task, response keys were 1 (near-left) and 9 (far-right). Hence,
left-to-right orientation and the number-distance mapping
were congruent (e.g., faster responses to smaller numbers
with the near-left key and larger numbers with the far-right
key were consistent with both mappings). In the Incongruent
task, response keys were 3 (near-right) and 7 (far-left). Hence,
the two mappings were incongruent (e.g., faster responses to
smaller numbers with the near-right key and larger numbers
with the far-left key were consistent with the number-distance
mapping, but not left-to-right orientation). All other
procedural aspects were identical to Exp. 1A.

Results and Discussion
After excluding trials in which participants responded
incorrectly (Exp. 1A: 3.1% of trials; Exp. 1B: 4.6%) and in
which reaction times (RTs) were greater than 2.5 SD from
individual means (Exp. 1A: 2.7%; Exp. 1B: 2.9%), mean
RTs for each participant were computed for left, right, near,
and far responses (Exp. 1A) and for near-left, far-right, farleft, and near-right responses (Exp. 1B) separately for each
digit pair (0-1, 2-3, 4-5, 6-7, and 8-9). In Exp.1A, left
responses were subtracted from right responses (Horizontal
task) and near responses from far responses (Near-Far task)
for a measure of RT differences (dRT), with negative dRT
indicating faster right and faster far responses, respectively,
for the two tasks. In Exp. 1B, near-left responses were
subtracted from far-right responses (Congruent task) and
far-left responses from near-right responses (Incongruent
task); negative dRT indicated faster far-right and faster
near-right responses, respectively, for the two tasks.
dRT values were regressed on digit magnitude to produce
the unstandardized slope coefficient of the best-fitting linear
regression (Fias & Fischer, 2005). The slope data were
analyzed in separate 2 (task; within-subjects) × 2 (order of
tasks; between-subjects) ANOVAs for Exp. 1A and 1B. The
main effect of task was significant in Exp. 1B, F(1,18) =
12.56, p = .002, but not in Exp. 1A, F(1,20) = .22, p = .65.
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vertical axis, the results of Exp. 1 leave open the question of
whether number is in fact represented vertically, and, if so,
whether vertical orientation is as strong as horizontal
orientation. Exp. 2 was designed to address these questions.

Experiment 2: Horizontal vs. Vertical
Method
Participants. Fifty-two Emory University undergraduates (20
in Exp. 2A; 32 in Exp. 2B) participated for course credit.
Materials. Arabic numerals 0-9 were presented on a touch
screen (Keytec Magic Touch, 4096 × 4096 resolution, USBXD) attached to a 15-in. computer monitor.

Figure 2: Mean dRT for number pairs in (A) Exp. 1A (Left-Right
task: blue diamonds; Near-Far task: red squares) and (B) Exp. 1B
(Congruent task: purple diamonds; Incongruent task: gray squares).
In Exp. 1A, negative slopes were observed in both the
Horizontal and Near-Far tasks. As expected, both slopes
differed significantly from zero (see Fig. 2A), indicating
reliable left-to-right orientation and near-far mapping when
tested separately. In Exp. 1B, the Congruent task yielded a
significant negative slope (see Fig. 2B), consistent with both
left-to-right orientation and near-far mapping. However, the
Incongruent task yielded a significant positive slope,
consistent with near-far mapping, but not left-to-right
orientation (i.e., far responses became faster with increasing
distance, despite also being on the left). No other main
effects or interactions were significant (ps > .07).
The results of Exp. 1 replicate previous findings of left-toright orientation and the generalized magnitude mapping of
number to near-far distance. While Exp. 1A suggests that
horizontal orientation and generalized magnitude mappings
may both be recruited, Exp. 1B shows that when the two are
at odds, the near-far mapping trumps left-to-right
orientation. Why might this be? As suggested above,
generalized magnitude mappings may be stronger than
organization of number along spatial axes. Because near-far
distance reflects differences in spatial extent, analogous
differences in numerical magnitude can be readily mapped
to this dimension, producing a direct, “magnitude-onmagnitude” mapping (similar to congruity between number
and other spatial properties such as physical size; Henik &
Tzelgov, 1982). Because previous research has mistakenly
assumed that near-far distance is interchangeable with the

Procedure. In Exp. 2A participants completed Horizontal
and Vertical tasks (order counterbalanced). On each trial, a
number (Calibri font, 3.3° × 2.4°) was presented centrally
and surrounded by two boxes (each 11.8° × 11.0°),
separated by 20°. Participants made parity judgments by
pressing one of the two boxes. All other aspects of the
procedure were identical to Exp. 1A.
In Exp. 2B, each participant completed Congruent and
Incongruent tasks (order counterbalanced). In the Congruent
task, response boxes were located at the bottom-left and topright of the screen. Hence, horizontal (left-to-right) and
vertical (in this case, bottom-to-top) orientations were
congruent (e.g., faster bottom-left responses to smaller
numbers and faster top-right responses to larger numbers
were consistent with both orientations). In the Incongruent
task, response boxes were located at the top-left and bottomright of the screen. Hence, the two orientations were
incongruent (e.g., faster bottom-right responses to smaller
numbers and faster top-left responses to larger numbers
were consistent with bottom-to-top, but not left-to-right,
orientation). [Note: Although the labels for the two tasks in
Exp. 2B assume bottom-to-top orientation, top-to-bottom
orientation can also be assessed. From the perspective of
top-to-bottom orientation, the Congruent task is
incongruent; for example, faster bottom-left responses to
smaller numbers and faster top-right responses to larger
numbers were consistent with left-to-right, but not top-tobottom, orientation).] In both tasks, the response boxes were
separated by 130 mm (20° × 20°) diagonally. All other
procedural aspects were identical to Exp. 2A.

Results and Discussion
Using Exp. 1 criteria, data were trimmed (Exp. 2A: 8.3% of
trials excluded, with 5.2% incorrect; Exp. 2B: 7.1%
excluded, 4.1% incorrect). dRT was calculated for each
participant (Horizontal task: right minus left; Vertical task:
top minus bottom; Congruent task: top-right minus bottomleft; Incongruent task: bottom-right minus top-left) and
regressed on digit magnitude to produce slope coefficients.
As in Exp. 1, the slope data were analyzed in separate 2
(task) × 2 (order of tasks) ANOVAs for Exp. 2A and 2B. In
Exp. 2A, there was a significant main effect of task, F(1,18)
= 20.49, p = .0003. Slope differed significantly from zero in
the Horizontal task, but not in the Vertical task (see Fig. 3A),
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Why might number be only weakly represented along the
vertical axis, if at all? One possibility is that conflicting
depictions of number on cultural tools, perhaps reflecting
dissociable magnitude and non-magnitude properties, pull
vertical orientation in opposing directions, effectively
canceling each other out. If so, priming a particular vertical
depiction might induce its corresponding orientation (top-tobottom or bottom-to-top), suggesting that number can, at
least to some extent, be represented vertically. Although
most top-to-bottom depictions of number convey ordinal
position exclusively, some also convey magnitude (e.g., the
numerical markers denoting levels of depth in a swimming
pool). In Exp. 3, we primed different orientations with and
without magnitude, comparing subsequent vertical
orientation across the various priming conditions.

Experiment 3: Priming Vertical Orientations
Method

Figure 3: Mean dRT for number pairs in (A) Exp. 2A
(Horizontal task: blue diamonds; Vertical task: yellow squares),
and (B) Exp. 2B (first task completed only; Congruent task:
green diamonds; Incongruent task: gray squares).
indicating reliable horizontal (left-to-right) orientation but
no reliable vertical (bottom-to-top or top-to-bottom)
orientation when tested separately. Neither the main effect
of order, nor the interaction between task and order, was
statistically significant (ps > .5).
In Exp. 2B, there were significant main effects of task,
F(1,30) = 13.29, p = .001, and order, F(1,30) = 6.48, p =
.02, and a significant interaction between the two, F(1,30) =
4.67, p = .04. When completed first, the Congruent task
yielded a significant negative slope (see Fig. 3B), consistent
with both left-to-right and bottom-to-top orientations. The
Incongruent task also yielded a significant negative slope
when completed first, suggesting that left-to-right
orientation trumps bottom-to-top when the two are in
opposition. As there was no significant difference between
slopes in the two tasks, t(30) = .26, p = .80, the effect in the
Congruent task was likely driven primarily, if not
exclusively, by left-to-right orientation. [When each task
was completed second, slope in the Congruent task was
significantly negative, but slope in the Incongruent task was
non-significantly positive.]
The results of Exp. 2A replicate previous research and
Exp. 1A in showing reliable left-to-right orientation, but no
reliable vertical orientation. The results of Exp. 2B suggest
stronger horizontal than vertical orientation by showing that
when the two are in opposition, horizontal trumps vertical.

Participants. Seventy-four Emory University undergraduates
participated for course credit.
Materials and Procedure. Each participant completed the
Horizontal and Vertical tasks of Exp. 2A (order
counterbalanced), making parity judgments to numbers on a
touch screen. Participants were assigned to one of three
priming conditions (Shopping, N = 16; Building, N = 16;
Swimming, N = 42), differing only in how number was
described in the instructions. In the Shopping condition,
numbers were described as items on a shopping list (e.g., 1st
item on the list, 2nd item, etc.), priming top-to-bottom
(ordinal) orientation. In the Building condition, numbers were
described as floors in a building (e.g., 1st floor, 2nd floor, etc.),
priming bottom-to-top (magnitude; i.e., upward elevation)
orientation. In the Swimming condition, numbers were
described as levels of depth in a swimming pool (e.g., 1 ft.
from the surface of the water, 2 ft. from surface, etc.), priming
top-to-bottom (magnitude; i.e., downward elevation)
orientation. The instructions included no vertical terms or any
explicit description of the spatial layout of the numbers.
Unlike in the previous experiments, each task included
only numbers 1 through 8 (because 0 is not meaningful in
all conditions). The two blocks of each task consisted of 8
practice trials and 80 test trials each, with each number
presented 10 times (random order). All other aspects of the
procedure were identical to Exp. 2A.

Results and Discussion
Using Exp. 1 criteria, data were trimmed (8.5% of trials
excluded, with 4.7% incorrect). dRT was calculated for each
participant (right minus left in Horizontal task; top minus
bottom in Vertical task) and regressed on digit magnitude to
produce slope coefficients.
The slope data were analyzed in separate 2 (task) × 2
(order of tasks) ANOVAs for each condition. Fig. 4 displays
results in the Vertical task across conditions. In the
Shopping condition, there was a marginal main effect of
task, F(1,14) = 3.33, p = .09, and no significant main effect
of order or interaction (ps > .2). In the Horizontal task, slope
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differed significantly from zero (M = -9.54), t(15) = 2.02,
p = .03 (one-tailed), but in the Vertical task, there was no
hint of a difference, suggesting left-to-right orientation but
no reliable vertical orientation when top-to-bottom (ordinal)
orientation was primed. In the Building condition, there
were no significant effects of task or order (ps > .4). In both
Horizontal (M = -11.61), t(15) = 2.44, p = .03, and Vertical
tasks, slope differed significantly from zero, indicating both
left-to-right and bottom-to-top orientations when bottom-totop (magnitude) orientation was primed. In the Swimming
condition, there was a significant main effect of order,
F(1,40) = 6.28, p = .02, but no significant main effect of
task or interaction (ps > .1). When each task was completed
first, slope differed significantly from zero in the Vertical
task, but not in the Horizontal task (M = -4.52), t(20) = 1.03,
p = .32, indicating reliable bottom-to-top orientation but no
reliable horizontal orientation when top-to-bottom
(magnitude) orientation was primed. [When each task was
completed second, slope in the Vertical task was nonsignificantly positive, but slope in the Horizontal task was
significantly negative.]
Despite the non-significant horizontal slope in the
Swimming condition (when the Horizontal task was
completed first), pairwise comparisons of slope in the
Horizontal task across the three conditions yielded no
significant differences (ps > .2). In contrast, pairwise
comparisons of slope in the Vertical task showed that the
Shopping condition differed significantly from the Building
condition, t(30) = 2.47, p = .02, and marginally from the
Swimming condition, t(35) = 1.84, p = .07, but no
significant difference between Building and Swimming
conditions, t(35) = .13, p = .9.
The results of Exp. 3 suggest that number can be
represented vertically, but only when explicitly primed and
only when priming invokes numerical magnitude (Building
and Swimming conditions). Particularly remarkable is that
magnitude priming induced bottom-to-top orientation even
when a top-to-bottom instantiation of magnitude was
invoked (Swimming condition). No vertical orientation was
evident when priming suggested ordinality alone (Shopping
condition). These findings suggest that numerical magnitude
recruits bottom-to-top orientation, but that it is less robust
than left-to-right orientation (at least in Western cultures).

General Discussion
An implicit assumption in research on the spatial organization
of numerical magnitude has been that representations of
number primarily, if not exclusively, recruit the horizontal
axis. While recent evidence has pointed to spatial
organization along the vertical axis, such effects may instead
be examples of generalized magnitude mappings between
number and other magnitude dimensions, such as near-far
distance or effort. The present research demonstrates that
near-far distance should not be mistaken for the true vertical
axis (Exp. 1A and 1B), and that when the latter is examined
without the confound of effort, horizontal orientation is
stronger than vertical (Exp. 2A and 2B). Indeed, we observed

Figure 4: Mean dRT for number pairs on Vertical task in Exp.
3 across conditions (Swimming: first task completed only).
reliable vertical (bottom-to-top) orientation only after explicit
priming of numerical magnitude (Exp. 3). The results suggest
that horizontal orientation may be psychologically privileged,
as it is robustly evident without priming and sometimes even
after priming designed to induce vertical orientation. Our
findings indicate that the oft-invoked metaphor of the mental
number line, implying a single linear representation rather
than multiple potentially conflicting ones, is essentially apt,
with the caveat that different ways of mentally organizing
number are certainly possible despite not holding equal sway.
Indeed, although horizontal orientation may trump vertical,
the finding that vertical (bottom-to-top) orientation can be
primed suggests some propensity to represent number
vertically. Evidence that hemispatial neglect patients can
show selective impairments in horizontal, but not vertical,
number bisection (Cappelletti, Freeman, & Cipolotti, 2007)
suggests that horizontal and vertical representations of
number may be functionally independent. Interestingly,
orientation was manipulated in these patients via a priming
technique similar to that of Exp. 3, perhaps accounting for
some of the vertical effects.
The findings of Exp. 3 offer clues as to why vertical
orientation may be relatively weak. Priming magnitude
relations among numbers induced bottom-to-top orientation,
but priming only ordinal position, though not enough to fully
reverse this orientation, may have attenuated the bottom-totop effect by pulling it in the other direction (i.e., top-tobottom). As mentioned previously, these opposing effects
may reflect competition between different properties of
number (magnitude vs. non-magnitude) and the
corresponding orientations in which they are commonly
depicted on cultural tools and in the environment more
generally (e.g., elevator buttons vs. call numbers on library
shelves). Another possibility, suggested by the lack of a
significant effect when ordinality alone was primed, is that no
reliable top-to-bottom orientation exists, but that there may be
other top-to-bottom influences such as reading direction.
Although reading direction in Western cultures is
predominantly left-to-right, there is also a top-to-bottom
component (i.e., shifting to the next row of text). As
horizontal reading direction has been shown to influence
spatial organization of number (Shaki & Fischer, 2008), it is
possible that vertical reading direction may have a similar
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effect, serving to undermine bottom-to-top orientation of
numerical magnitude (while left-to-right reading direction in
turn bolsters left-to-right orientation). Yet another possibility
is that left-to-right depictions of number are simply more
prevalent than bottom-to-top depictions in everyday
experience. Such possibilities are not mutually exclusive,
however, and, indeed, may even work in combination to
render the horizontal axis more dominant.
Interestingly, despite the consistency with which numbers
are depicted from left to right in Western cultures, the
horizontal axis may in fact show greater flexibility than the
vertical. Bächtold, Baumüller, and Brugger (1998) found that
left-to-right orientation reversed in participants who were
primed with an image of a clock-face (i.e., smaller numbers
on the right, larger numbers on the left). In the present study,
priming a top-to-bottom depiction of numerical magnitude
(i.e., levels of depth in a swimming pool) induced bottom-totop orientation of comparable strength to that induced by
priming of bottom-to-top magnitude, suggesting striking
inflexibility. These differences in flexibility may arise from
the inherent perceptual asymmetry of the vertical axis, with
gravitational forces perhaps establishing the ground as a
natural zero point (Clark, 1973), and from exposure to
metaphors in language that reinforce mappings of greater
magnitude to higher space (e.g., prices “climb” and stocks
“fall”; Lakoff & Johnson, 1980).
Importantly, number is but one of countless dimensions of
magnitude, all of which may potentially be represented
spatially (i.e., a mental magnitude line; Holmes & Lourenco,
2011). Which axes and orientations are recruited is likely to
differ, however, across dimensions. On the one hand, our
findings might not be expected to extend to other magnitude
dimensions (e.g., spatial extent) for which the horizontal axis
is more agnostic than the vertical with respect to the direction
of increasing magnitude (e.g., trees and buildings extend
upward rather than downward, but snakes and trains can
extend leftward or rightward). On the other hand, there is
evidence that other dimensions (e.g., emotional expression;
Holmes & Lourenco, 2011) may co-opt left-to-right
orientation of number, showing a clear resemblance in their
spatial organization. Comparisons of the relative strength of
horizontal and vertical orientation across multiple dimensions
and points in development will be particularly informative for
unpacking the relative contributions of cultural tools,
perceptual factors, reading direction, and co-opting of
structure to the spatial organization of different forms of
magnitude.
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Automated Extraction of Weighted Semantic Maps From Texts to
Study Cultural Differences
M. Afzal Upal
Effects & Influence Research Group Socio-cognitive Systems Section Defence Research &
Development Canada-Toronto
Abstract: Semantic maps are a graphical knowledge representation scheme in which nodes represent concepts and
edges between them represent connections between concepts. Weighted semantic maps are semantic maps that have
weights assigned to edges to correspond to the strength of the connection between two concepts. The objective
of the work reported here was to investigate the feasibility of automatically extracting weighted semantic maps of
various concepts from writings of two different cultural groups to see if they can help in understanding cross-cultural
differences. We used a modified version of ICAN algorithm to create weighted semantic graphs of concepts such as
Jihad and God from Quran and Hamas postings on the web. We found interesting differences between the semantic
maps extracted from the two sources. The Quranic concept of Jihad was tied to concepts of ”striving”, ”cause” and
”attacked,” while the Hamas concept was most closely related to ”confront”, ”command” and ”require.”
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Abstract
The current study used the Space Fortress game (Donchin,
1989) to study the effects of training and instruction in
acquisition of complex skills. The game requires flexible
coordination of perceptual, cognitive and motor components
in a dynamically changing environment. We examined
whether effective instruction can be developed for such a task
in the same way that instruction is developed for academic
tasks. Instruction was developed for certain aspects of the
game based on a set of explicit procedural rules in an ACT-R
model that plays the game. Participants who were given these
instructions were significantly better at handling those aspects
of the game that the instructions targeted. The results indicate
that it is possible to perform a task analysis of a dynamic task,
develop explicit instructions from the analysis, and improve
target skills. The results further provide implications for
designing training and instructional systems for dynamic skill
acquisition.
Keywords: skill acquisition; Space Fortress game; ACT-R
cognitive architecture.

Introduction
There has been a considerable history of taking cognitive
models for the performance of various academic tasks and
building successful instructional programs based on them
(Anderson, Corbett, Koedinger, & Pelletier, 1995; Ritter,
Anderson, Koedinger, & Corbett, 2007). Much of this work
has used computer-based instructional systems where
instruction is potentially available after each step of the task.
The evidence is sparser for similar success in non-academic,
time-pressured tasks. One challenge in providing
instructions in such tasks is that processing instruction often
interferes performing the task. In a study by Fu and his
colleagues (Fu, Bothell, Douglass, Haimson, Sohn, &
Anderson, 2006), participants were provided with real-time
auditory instructions on an Anti-Air Warfare Coordinator
(AAWC – see also Zachary, Cannon-Bowers, Bilazarian,
Krecker, Lardieri, & Burns, 1999) task, based on a cognitive
model of the task. This resulted in better decisions but
slower performance and so no net improvement. It was
speculated that this was because of interference in
simultaneously processing instruction and performing the

task. In this research we investigated whether instruction,
based on a cognitive model, but given prior to the
performance of a task, would improve performance of the
task.
We chose to pursue this issue within the context of the
Space Fortress game, a computer-based video game. The
Space Fortress game (Donchin, 1989) was developed for the
learning strategy program initiated by DARPA to
investigate the effectiveness of various learning strategies in
complex tasks. The underlying assumption of the program
was that there are learning strategies that make practice on
complex tasks more efficient. Since then the game has been
used in a number of skill acquisition studies to compare the
effects of various training and instructional strategies on
improving
performance,
minimizing
performance
decrements under dual-task conditions or facilitating the
transfer of skills to a novel task (Fabiani, Buckley, Gratton,
Coles, & Donchin, 1989; Frederiksen & White, 1989;
Gopher, Weil, & Bareket, 1994; Ioerger, Sims, Volz,
Workman, & Shebilske, 2003; Mane, Adams, & Donchin,
1989; Newell, Carlton, Fisher, & Rutter, 1989; Whetzel,
Arthur, & Volz, 2008).
We have developed a cognitive model capable of
performing the game and closely matching human
performance (Bothell, 2010) in a modern version of the
Space Fortress game developed by Destefano (2010).
Perhaps because of a change from joystick navigation to
key-based navigation common in modern video games, it
turns out that the navigation strategy adopted by experts and
incorporated in our model (as well as a model by Destefano,
2010) is different than that the optimal strategy reported by
Frederiksen and White (1989). We will explore the
effectiveness of off-line instruction based on our cognitive
model of this navigation strategy.

The Space Fortress Game
The main goal of the Space Fortress game (Figure 1) is to
maximize the total scores by navigating a ship to destroy a
fortress multiple times and protecting the ownship from the
fortress and mines. The player navigates the ship in the
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frictionless space by rotating it in a clockwise (by holding
down ‘D’ keyboard key) or counter-clockwise (‘A’ key)
direction or applying thrust (‘W’ key) to accelerate the ship.
The player needs to fly the ship so that it can fly within an
area enclosed by two hexagons.

very fast or very slow. The SPEED scores are earned based
on how quickly and accurately one handles mines.

Cognitive Model and the Navigation Instruction

Figure 1: Schematic representation of Space Fortress game.
A fortress stationed in the smaller hexagon rotates like a
turret and tracks the ship wherever it moves and fires shells
at the ship if the ship stays within one of the fortress sectors
(the fixed-size areas each with 10 degree angle surrounding
the fortress) longer than 1000 ms. The player has to shoot
the fortress with an interval of at least 250 ms between shots
to increment the vulnerability of the fortress. Once the
vulnerability reaches 10, one can shoot a double shot (two
hits with an interval less than 250 ms) to destroy the
fortress. A mine appears at a random location in the screen 5
seconds after the destruction of the previous mine and starts
pursuing the ship. A mine is ‘foe’ if a letter associated with
the mine (which appears under the IFF label at the bottom of
the screen) matches with one of the three alphabet letters
shown to the player in the beginning of the game. The
player needs to press J key twice with a 250-400 ms interval
then shoot a missile to ‘destroy’ the foe mine. If the letter
does not match, the mine is a friend. The player needs to
shoot a missile to ‘energize’ the friend mine. If the player
fails to execute timely responses, the mine may collide with
the ship. The mine identification task embeds the working
memory task (Sternberg, 1966). The player also has to
monitor symbols regularly flashing underneath the fortress.
When the “$” symbol appears twice in a row, one can
collect bonus missiles (‘K’ key) or bonus points (‘L’ key).
The bonus collection task is similar to a 1-back task that
requires judging whether an item matches the item one back
in a sequentially presented list of items (McElree, 2001).
The total score consists of four subscores: PNTS,
CNTRL, VLCTY, and SPEED. The PNTS scores are earned
by destroying fortress, energizing friend mines, destroying
foe mines, and collecting point bonuses. They are lost when
the fortress or mine damages the ship. The CNTRL scores
are accumulated as the ship flies within the hexagon area.
Hitting the smaller hexagon or wrapping the space (fly the
ship off the edge of the screen) causes one to lose the
CNTRL scores. The VLCTY scores are accumulated from
flying at an intermediate speed, or steadily lost from moving

Bothell (2010) developed a cognitive model of the Space
Fortress game in ACT-R (Anderson, Bothell, Byrne,
Douglass, Lebiere, & Qin, 2004), a cognitive architecture
that simulates cognitive processes of a person working on a
task1. ACT-R is based on two types of knowledge:
procedural knowledge and declarative knowledge. In ACTR, procedural knowledge is represented as productions, and
declarative knowledge is represented as chunks. A
production is a condition-action pair and is applied when a
certain contingency (a pattern of chunks present) is met. In a
dynamic task, the initial set of instructions is converted to
chunks and a set of specific productions that operates upon
the chunks is generated, which represents how skills are
acquired in ACT-R.
The ACT-R model tries to keep the ship aimed at the
fortress and orbit in a clockwise direction at the reasonably
close distance (approximately 95 pixels from the fortress).
The model has a set of productions that respond to various
deviations from this ideal pattern to return the ship to the
ideal pattern. Because the ship is moving in a clockwise
direction most of the direction corrections are right turns.
The productions call for a right turn whenever the ship is
more than 5 degrees behind a perfect aim at the fortress and
a left turn should the ship ever be more than 15 degrees
ahead of a perfect aim. Maintaining a perfect aim allows the
fortress to be shot at all times and also enables a near perfect
circular orbiting pattern. To achieve this perfect circular
pattern the rules for thrust are designed to keep the direction
of the fortress at a tangent to the circular orbit. Whenever
the direction of the fortress is more than 90 degrees from the
radius to center a short thrust is issued. Figure 2 compares
the orbit achieved by a model with these rules with the orbit
achieved by an expert player.

Figure 2: Orbit achieved by model (left) and expert player
(right).

1	
  The	
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  and	
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Method
Participants
81 participants completed the four one-hour sessions.
Participants were aged between 18 and 40 and had normal
or corrected-to-normal vision.

Apparatus
Participants played the Space Fortress game using a
computer keyboard to make inputs while the Space Fortress
game was displayed on a monitor. The version of the Space
Fortress game used in the study was the Pygame Space
Fortress (Destefano, 2010) based on the Python
programming language.

Procedure
Each session consisted of 17 three-minute games. In the first
session, participants read a default instruction describing the
basic rules of the Space Fortress game before they started
the first game. In the beginning of each game, a screen with
three alphabet letters for mine identification was displayed.
At the end of each game, total score and subscores earned in
that game were displayed.

Design
Participants were randomly assigned to one of the four
conditions defined by crossing ‘instruction’ (whether they
received the navigation instruction) and ‘training’ (whether
they played training games in the first two sessions).

Instructional Intervention
After the fifth game in the first session, instruction
participants received a written ‘navigation instruction’ based
on the ACT-R model (in addition to the default instruction
all participants read before the first game started)2.

The instruction described the following set of rules. First,
the ship always has to make its tip point straight at the
fortress. This can be achieved by constantly rotating the ship
in a clockwise direction (by tapping the D key) to the
appropriate degrees and overcorrecting when necessary (by
tapping the A key). The second rule assumes that the first
rule is in effect and the ship is reasonably close to the
The navigation instruction is also available at http://actr.psy.cmu.edu/publications/pubinfo.php?id=974.

Training Intervention
Training games was designed for training participants in the
first two sessions so that all games involved the basic
components of navigation and dealing with the fortress but
gradually introduced additional tasks (mine handling and
bonus collection) and increased the speed of game objects
(mines and fortress). Both to allow contrast with a control
condition and to make sure participants did not lose track of
the final task they would have to perform we interspersed 20
‘baseline games’ (identical to the standard games) across the
4 sessions. Note that non-training participants played
standard games instead of training games.

Results

Figure 3: Illustration of the second rule

2

fortress. When the ship points straight at the fortress, two
vectors are formed (Figure 3). One of the vectors describes
the direction the ship is aimed which should be the fortress.
The second vector is the direction in which the ship is
drifting. When the angle formed between these two vectors
just exceeds 90 degrees, one has to apply thrust by tapping
the W key. Following the vector addition rules, thrust
applied at this moment keeps the ship’s trajectory tangent to
the circular orbit it is traveling. Constantly applying thrust at
the right moment keeps the ship stay in an orbit without
drifting away from the fortress.
In addition to the procedural rules above, the instruction
also provided a couple of additional pieces of information
based on the ACT-R model. First, the instruction
emphasized the importance of maintaining a close distance
between the ship and the fortress. Staying relatively close to
the fortress makes aiming at the fortress easier (Frederiksen
and White, 1989). Second, the instruction taught
participants to ‘tap’ the keys instead of holding them down
for an extended amount of time.

All participants performed the same 20 baseline games (1, 5,
9, 13, and 17th game in each session). Reflecting the wide
range of individual differences, the scores earned on the first
baseline game (entry scores) ranged from -4597 to 1930,
with mean -2182 and SD 1537.
We performed an analysis of covariance on the 19
baseline games after the first, using the first baseline game
as a covariate. This revealed a significant benefit of
instruction (t(76) = 1.73, p < 0.05, one-tailed) and no effect
of training (t(76) = .40). As training intervention failed to
have significant effects (including interactions with
instruction) in the more detailed analyses that follow, we
will just average over this variable from this point forward.
Figure 4 shows the difference between the instruction
group and no instruction group as a function of games. To
help appreciate the effect of ability on performance in this
task we have divided the population into two halves – those
who had the higher scores and those who had the lower
scores in the first baseline game. Although there might
appear to be an interaction with ability, there is not a
significant interaction between ability and instruction
(F(1,72) = 1.12) or a significant three-way interaction with
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these variables and games (F(18,1296) = 0.65).
The navigation instruction concerned optimal control of
the ship for purpose of shooting at the fortress. The total
score, which is not a very sensitive measure of what has
been learned, consists of four subscores which are more
focused in what they represent. Table 1 shows the effect of
instruction on the total score and subscores in 17 games in
session 4. It also shows the maximum possible on each
score. The actual maximum for PNTS cannot be exactly
placed because it depends on some random factors that vary
from game to game. What is apparent by comparing the
actual scores with the maximum scores is that the CNTRL
and VLCTY components of the total measure are near their
maximum already while the PNTS and SPEED scores are
not. The PNTS and SPEED score also show much greater
variation among participants.

the relevant parts of the task, we created more specified
subscores: Instruction-Relevant (IR) and Non-InstructionRelevant (NIR) scores by classifying the measures into two
categories. The purpose of creating these measures was to
determine if the instruction indeed influenced performance
in the measures that it was targeted to improve. Specifically,
due to the hierarchical relations between maintaining an
optimal orbiting pattern and destroying a fortress
(Frederikson & White, 1989), the instruction taps both the
CNTRL and the ‘fortress-handling’ part of the PNTS, which
belong to the IR components. The ‘non-fortress-handling’
part of the PNTS (earned by handling mines, collecting
point bonuses, and avoiding ship damage), the SPEED
(earned by handling mines), and the VLCTY (earned by
maintaining an intermediate ship speed) were classified as
the NIR components since they were not directly concerned
with the instruction.
The equations below were used for the calculation of the
IR and NIR. Note that the CNTRL and PNTS are based on
the default Space Fortress score calculation:
IR = CNTRL + fortress-handling-PNTS
fortress-handling-PNTS = 100*(The number of fortresses
destroyed) – 50*(The number of ship damage from fortress)
NIR = total – IR

Figure 4: The total scores in 20 baseline games.
Instruction has a significant effect on only the CNTRL
subscore. An effect on CNTRL would be expected because
control of ship is one of the components targeted by the
instruction. Instruction should also have a positive effect on
the destruction of the fortress. This is represented in the
PNTS measure but PNTS also reflects other components of
the task and so is not a pure measure of fortress-handling.
Table 1: ANCOVAs on score measures in session 4.

The results (also in Table 1) confirmed the positive
influence of the instruction on the IR scores but not on the
NIR scores.
Having shown that the instruction does have an effect on
the score measures, we then looked at various measures of
performance that contributed to the scores. The purpose of
this set of analyses was to investigate how the instruction
influenced participants’ behaviors in more fine-grained
measures and to identify which of them contributed to the
higher IR scores. See Table 2 for the result of analyses (a
and b) as well as the detailed description of the measures
(c). As in the previous analyses, we performed ANCOVAs
with training and instruction factors as independent
variables and total score in the first game in session 1 as a
covariate. For every variable we will look at there was a
strong relationship between it and the first game total score
in session 1, usually at the .001 level.
Table 2: ANCOVAs on performance measures in session 4.

Since the subscore measures do not provide enough
resolution to investigate the influence of the instruction on
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Table 2a presents analysis of three measures relevant to
control of the ship – how often it wrapped around the space,
how often it hit the inner hexagon, and how close it stayed
to the fortress. The first two are measures of lack of control
while the third is a measure of good control in that it is
easier to aim at the fortress the closer one is to it. The first
and third measures show significant benefits of instruction.
Table 2b presents five measures relevant to success at
destroying the fortress – number of fortresses destroyed,
number of shots that hit the fortress, number of shots taken
at the fortress, aiming accuracy, and aiming percentage. All
of these measures show a benefit of instruction and in four
cases their effects reach statistical significance at the .05
level and the other effect is at the .10 level (note these are
two-tailed tests). Instructed participants destroyed 23%
more fortresses. It is worth noting that the difference in
number of fortresses destroyed is worth 180 points –
approximately the difference between the two groups on the
PNTS in Table 1. However, because of the noise of other
factors that difference is not significant for PNTS in Table 1
but is significant here. Instruction participants also showed
higher aiming accuracy and spent larger proportion of time
keeping the ship aimed at the fortress. Recall that the
instruction encouraged participants to apply the second rule
when the two conditions are satisfied: 1) the ship always has
to make its tip point straight at the fortress and 2) the ship
should be reasonably close to the fortress. Table 2a
(distance) and b (aimed percentage) results suggest that
instructed participants successfully met those conditions.

General Discussion
The current study provided a set of explicit procedural rules
to improve ship navigation performance in the Space
Fortress game. The results suggest the positive effect of the
instruction in earning more scores as well as improving
performance in the measures associated with ship control
and fortress handling. The benefits of the instruction were

almost exclusively on the ship control and fortress handling.
These effects of instruction are striking in two ways. First
they are focused, seeming to target all aspects of the
performance that they addressed and having little effect on
anything else. This seems clear evidence that one can take a
cognitive model of successful performance, identify critical
features in its performance, and communicate these features
to learners – even for a skill that has such a strong
perceptual motor component. Second, it is striking that a
one-time instruction given after the fifth game in the first
session continued to have a positive effect in the fourth
session. One might expect the effect would have been
stronger had these instructions been repeated.
Given the difficulty of the task and relatively little timeon-task (compared to some other Space Fortress studies
with more than 20 hours of practice), it is possible that
participants with different abilities were in the different
stages of skill acquisition by the end of the practices.
Assuming the three stages of skill acquisition (Fitts &
Posner, 1967), some participants with initially low ability
might have exited the study somewhere between the
declarative and associative stages while some other
participants with initially high ability might have been in the
autonomous stage by the end. Despite this, the study
provided a promising result: instructing a set of explicit
procedural rules on how to perform a major task led to
improvement in the targeted task.
Finally, we should note that the instructional effect was
not that large. In Figure 4 we can see that it is dwarfed by
the ability differences in the experiment. We noted that
differences in entry performance were related to prior
experience with video games. On the other hand, Figure 4
also shows that these ability differences are dwarfed in turn
by the effect of 4 sessions of practice. Both the ability and
practice effects reflect the importance of the perceptualmotor components of this task. Participants with more
experience at game playing had such skills practiced and the
game provided targeted practice of those skills.
Transfer of learning is one of the major issues in skill
acquisition studies. Many studies (e.g., Ball, Berch,
Helmers, Jobe, Leveck, & Marsiske, 2002; Dustman,
Emmerson, Steinhaus, Shearer, & Dustman, 1992) show
specificity of training-induced learning – positive effects on
the trained task but minimal transfer to novel tasks. On the
other hand it has been shown that video game experience
leads to improvement in a number of basic cognitive tasks
(Boot, Kramer, Simons, Fabiani, & Gratton, 2008; Green,
Pouget, & Bavelier, 2010) and the experience can be
transferred to real-world tasks (Gopher, Weil, & Bareket,
1994). In light of these two classes of results it needs to be
studied how instructional interventions can be designed to
provide a generalizable benefit.
Based on the previous success of intelligent tutoring
systems in academic tasks, there have been some efforts to
bring some of the components of intelligent tutors to realtime, dynamic tasks. For example, individuals trained with
intelligent agents as team-training partners showed
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improved Space Fortress performance comparable to those
trained with human partners (Whetzel et al., 2008). Partner
agent protocol (Ioerger et al., 2003) based on cognitive task
analysis by Frederikson and White (1989) significantly
improved Space Fortress performance compared to
individual training. Especially participants who worked with
expert level agents showed the most benefit compared to
those with novice or intermediate level agents. The
explanation is that demonstrating optimal behavior
facilitates learning since the learners can model the correct
behaviors of their partners. Those results suggest that the
instructional intervention can be potentially integrated with
training protocols in order to instruct learners to model
optimal behaviors of the cognitive model.
The current instructional approach suggests one possible
way to instruct learners in dynamic task: provide procedural
instruction based on a task analysis of the targeted skills.
One can further investigate 1) how to improve the
instruction to have transferable benefit and 2) how to
optimally integrate the instruction into the task so that the
learners can effectively process the instruction.
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Abstract
In this paper, we review the main qualitative characteristics of everyday inference in human cognition and
present a computational account that is consistent with
them. This includes both a representational framework
and associated processes that produce abductive explanations in a flexible, incremental, and efficient manner.
We clarify our approach with examples and report some
initial empirical results. In closing, we examine related
work and suggest directions for future research.
Keywords: conceptual inference, abduction, plausible
inference, cognitive architecture

Background and Motivation
The ability to draw inferences from knowledge and observations is one of the distinguishing features of human
cognition. However, although people can, with some deliberation, carry out the forms of deductive reasoning
associated with traditional logic, their inference often
appears to operate quite differently, in a spontaneous
and almost effortless fashion. Such reasoning underlies
much of our ability to understand language, but it also
supports many other aspects of human behavior. We
will refer to this cognitive activity as everyday inference
to distinguish it from deliberate deductive reasoning.
In this paper, we present a novel computational account of such everyday inference. Following Cassimatis,
Bello, and Langley (2008), our goal is not to match the
details of behavior in specific experimental studies, but
rather to offer a high-level explanation of this ability in
humans that is consistent with all of its main qualitative characteristics. This seems appropriate given that,
to our knowledge, no existing computational models satisfy this basic criterion.
We intend to embed our computational account of inference in Icarus, a theory of the human cognitive architecture that we have described at length elsewhere (e.g.,
Langley, Choi, & Rogers, 2009). This framework includes modules for conceptual inference, skill execution,
problem solving, and skill acquisition. We will not review Icarus in detail here, but we should recount three
key assumptions relevant to the current work:
• humans always operate in some environment that
provides information about their situation;
• human cognition occurs over time, with each cycle
drawing on inference to guide skill execution and
problem solving; and
• the inference process combines environmental input
with conceptual knowledge to produce beliefs.

These assumptions place important constraints on the
architecture’s account of conceptual inference. For instance, most reasoning is driven by observations of the
world rather than by queries. Moreover, on each cycle
Icarus must update beliefs in ways that incorporate recent inputs. Both constraints differ from those usually
placed on computational treatments of reasoning.
Although we have developed Icarus agents that operate in a variety of simulated environments and have
shown their qualitative behavior is similar to humans’
in many ways, the architecture’s inference module has
always been its weakest link. Although data-driven and
automatic, its mechanisms for generating beliefs are implausible on a number of fronts. Two drawbacks are that
it supports only deductive reasoning and that it works in
an exhaustive manner. We intend the approach reported
in this paper to address these and other limitations.
In the next section, we review some qualitative characteristics of everyday inference that our account should reflect. After this, we describe the representational and organizational structures that our framework uses to support reasoning, and then present the mechanisms that
operate over them to produce beliefs. We clarify these
processes with illustrative examples and discuss scenarios on which we have tested them empirically. We conclude by discussing related research on plausible inference, noting limitations and directions for future work,
and summarizing our contributions.

Characteristics of Everyday Inference
We should begin by describing the inference-related phenomena that we desire to explain. Again, our concern is
not with details like reaction time or error rate on specific
tasks but with the broad characteristics that humans exhibit in their everyday inference. We view these as similar to what Newell and Simon (1976) refer to as ‘laws of
qualitative structure’, in that they provide a framework
within which to cast specific models. We will treat these
characteristics as constraints on mechanisms that could
support human-like abilities to understand incomplete,
ambiguous information from complex environments.
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• Everyday inference deals with understanding or interpreting experience. The primary aim is not to prove
that some statements follow from others, but rather
to make sense of observed facts and events. Like
deduction, this process combines general rules with
specific beliefs to infer other beliefs, but everyday in-

•

•

•

•

•

•

ference has an explanatory character that attempts
to connect observations into a coherent whole. This
suggests that everyday reasoning is abductive in nature, since the acknowledged purpose of abduction is
to construct explanations (Peirce, 1878).
Everyday inference relies on plausible reasoning, in
that it does not depend on taking deductively valid
steps which guarantee that the premises imply the
conclusion. Rather, it draws conclusions about the
situation consistent with its general knowledge but
not required by it. This feature lets humans make
inferences unavailable to purely deductive reasoners.
Everyday inference relies on flexible processing. Although people can utilize general rules of the sort
identified with deductive reasoning, they apply these
rules in a fluid manner, chaining forward or backward
as needed. In this way, they can handle unpredictable
inputs which may include some predicates that do
not appear in any rule consequents and others that
do not appear in any antecedents. This fluid access to
relevant knowledge lets humans reason in situations
that confound unidirectional approaches to inference.
Everyday reasoning regularly makes default assumptions. This feature interacts with flexible operation
by activating partially matched rules and enabling inference with incomplete information. The introduction of deductively unfounded but abductively useful beliefs has many applications, one being inference
about others’ mental states—their beliefs, goals, and
intentions. Such plausible assumptions support additional inferences that can explain future observations.
Everyday inference typically involves constructing a
single explanation. Although abduction is often cast
as search through a space of competing hypotheses, in most cases humans generate a single account
that covers most observations at hand. Even when
anomalies lead to belief revisions, people usually retain one explanatory structure, rather than framing
alternatives and selecting one after evaluating them.
Everyday reasoning operates in an on-line, incremental manner . Humans process new facts or observations as they arrive, typically incorporating them into
an existing account. Inference also has an anytime
character, in that the reasoner produces at least shallow explanations rapidly, but can generate richer ones
given additional time. Together, these suggest that
human reasoners incrementally refine and elaborate
explanations as they process new information.
Everyday inference relies on very efficient operations.
Processing time appears unaffected by size of the
knowledge base, suggesting a mechanism that relies
on local refinement in response to new results. These
features do not imply any guarantees of completeness. Many plausible inferences are never made, but
those that are occur in an almost effortless manner.

Taken together, these characteristics of everyday inference suggest a model that differs radically from the usual
computational accounts of reasoning, which take their
inspiration from logical deduction. Earlier models of abductive inference satisfy some constraints but not others, indicating the need for a new approach. In the next
two sections, we present a computational model of everyday reasoning that is consistent with all the constraints,
starting with its representational assumptions and then
discussing the mechanisms that operate over them.

Representations for Everyday Inference
As noted earlier, we intend our computational account of
everyday inference to replace the current inference module in the Icarus architecture. The existing module
has clear drawbacks, but it also makes some representational and organizational commitments that we wish
to retain. One such assumption is the clear distinction
between generic concepts and concrete beliefs. Another
is the hierarchical organization of conceptual knowledge.
A third supposition concerns the relational character of
concepts and beliefs, which often describe environmental
configurations among two or more entities.
The new inference framework retains all these commitments. As in Icarus, conceptual knowledge takes the
form of Horn clauses that specify a generalized consequent in terms of generalized antecedents. For instance,
Table 1 shows a number of such conceptual rules related
to diseases and research projects. These rules are definitional in the sense that an antecedent serves mainly
as shorthand to summarize situations described by the
antecedents. However, as we will see, the logic-like notation does not mean that the inference mechanism must
interpret the rules as deductive implications. It is a common misconception that logical formalisms can be used
in only an inflexible, deductive manner.
As the example illustrates, conceptual rules take a
relational form. The consequent involves a predicate
with associated arguments, whereas the antecedent is
a set of such structures. Terms like ?person and ?s1
are pattern-match variables that must bind to constants
during matching. The framework supports hierarchy by
letting predicates in the antecedent of some rules appear
in the consequents of others, much as in languages like
Prolog. Beliefs take the form of instantiated literals that
consist of a predicate and its constant arguments. The
framework assumes three types of belief: ones that come
from external perception or communication, like those
in Table 2; ones inferred from a rule’s consequent; and
default assumptions based on a rule’s antecedents.
A third, albeit inherently transient, type of mental
structure is the rule instance. These objects take the
same form as generic conceptual rules but have domain
or Skolem constants in place of variables. Thus, rather
than making general claims about the nature of the
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Table 1: Some conceptual rules that support everyday
inference about illness.
(has-flu ?person) ⇐
(has-symptom ?person ?s1) (fever ?s1)
(has-symptom ?person ?s2) (cough ?s2)
(has-food-poisoning ?person) ⇐
(has-symptom ?person ?s1) (fever ?s1)
(has-symptom ?person ?s2) (vomiting ?s2)
(has-lung-cancer ?person) ⇐
(has-symptom ?person ?s1) (cough ?s1)
(has-symptom ?person ?s2) (yellow-teeth ?s2)
(caught-flu ?person1 ?person2) ⇐
(at-meetings ?person1 ?project) (has-flu ?person1)
(at-meetings ?person2 ?project) (has-flu ?person2)
(project ?project) ⇐
(member-of ?person1 ?project)
(paid-from ?person1 ?project)
(at-meetings ?person1 ?project)

Table 2: Initial observations driving an example of everyday inference in the illness domain.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

world, they make specific claims about a particular situation. Such rule instances serve as hypothetical connections among candidate beliefs, some of which do not
yet appear in short-term memory. These structures are
created, evaluated, and often discarded during inference.
The final type of mental element is the justification,
which is a longer-lived variant of a rule instance. Similarly, these structures contain literals that are grounded
with domain and Skolem constants but, in this case, they
serve to connect the beliefs that appear in them. In effect, justifications act as the glue that binds beliefs to
each other, creating a supporting lattice of observations
and assumptions. Notably, our framework does not distinguish between justifications that are valid deductions
from observations and those that involve assumptions.
We can view the collection of beliefs, conceptual rules,
and justifications as a tentative explanation for a collection of facts. The resulting structure is a lattice of beliefs
attached to the window of the world by observations. We
will see shortly that, as the explanation expands to cover
more observations and increases its internal connectivity,
it becomes more cohesive and, hopefully, more coherent.

Mechanisms for Everyday Inference
Now that we have described the structures on which everyday inference is based, we can describe the mechanisms that operate over them. Recall that the purpose
of inference is not only to infer new beliefs from other
beliefs, but also to explain how they relate to each other.
Also remember that we are concerned with agents like
humans that exist over time, observing a few facts and
processing them before encountering additional ones.
Moreover, the inference process must support plausible,
flexible reasoning in partially observable settings.
Our computational framework, which we call AbRA,
posits that inference operates in cycles which alternate
between selecting a current belief on which to focus and
chaining off this belief through a rule instance. On each

(member-of Ann muri-project)
(member-of Bob muri-project)
(has-symptom Ann s1)
(fever s1)
(has-symptom Bob s2)
(cough s2)

cycle the inference mechanism has access to a set of beliefs, some originating from outside as observed facts and
others inferred on previous rounds. These literals constitute the contents of the agent’s working memory. We
hypothesize that the inference process does not match
rules against all these elements, as in production-system
frameworks like Soar (Laird et al., 1987), but that it selects one of them as the focus of cognitive attention.1 For
example, given the literals in Table 2, the system might
select (has-symptom Ann s1) as the current focus. For
now, we will assume this choice is arbitrary, but later we
will consider ways to guide the selection process.
Once AbRA has selected some literal L from working memory, it uses this element as an anchor to drive
rule instantiation and application. To this end, the system finds all rules that have one or more antecedent or
consequent that unify with L. For instance, the has-flu,
has-food-poisoning, and has-lung-cancer rules in Table 1
include the has-symptom predicate that unifies with the
focus. If a rule unifies with the focus literal in multiple
ways, then AbRA considers each possibility. For each
candidate rule R, it also finds existing literals that are
identical, after bindings substitutions, with R’s other antecedents or consequents. For example, one can extend
the match of the has-flu rule to include the literal (fever
s1), which is identical to the existing belief.
After the inference mechanism has found all rule instances that connect with the current focus of attention,
it selects one of these candidates. As before, we will assume for now that this choice is arbitrary. AbRA applies
the selected rule instance to carry out an inference step.
This involves generating new literals for antecedents or
consequents that do not exactly match existing beliefs
after the instantiation phase. When an antecedent or
consequent includes unbound variables, the system uses
Skolem constants for those terms; if the same unbound
variable appears in multiple rule elements, it uses the
same Skolem for each occurrence. In our example, AbRA
infers three new beliefs—(has-flu Ann), (has-symptom
Ann sk1), and (cough sk1)—only two of which include
Skolems. Note that some inferences correspond to antecedents, while others relate to consequents.
1

This idea bears some resemblance to ACT-R’s (Anderson
et al., 2004) reliance on buffers that hold single elements, but
we have been influenced more by Cassimatis et al.’s (2010)
Polyscheme, which controls inference in a similar manner.
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Having selected a justification from the available candidates, the inference system adds it to the growing explanation. This step involves storing the justification,
adding new beliefs, and creating links that connect these
memory elements. New inferences become explicit beliefs in short-term memory, whereas justifications appear
as separate structures used primarily by heuristics that
we discuss shortly. To this end, AbRA creates pointers
between each justification and beliefs that it supports.
After the system has generated one or more new beliefs
and their associated justifications, it continues the process. On the next cycle, it selects another literal as the
focus of attention, finds rules with antecedents or consequents that unify with the focus, selects a rule instance
to apply, and so on. This continues until the process can
generate no other beliefs or until time runs out. Because
AbRA assumes the agent operates in an external environment, literals that correspond to observations may
enter memory on any cycle, providing material to drive
inference. In principle, it can reach a quiescent state in
which no further inferences arise, but this will not occur
as long as novel content arrives from outside.
If the inference system operated entirely in the fashion just described, working memory would overflow with
Skolems, each representing some new object. For this
reason, another mechanism flushes literals once their
Skolems unify with domain constants. Returning to our
example, suppose AbRA has focused on (cough s2). Not
only would the rules for has-flu and has-lung-cancer apply, but so would the justification from the previous step,
which yielded (cough sk1). Suppose the system chooses
to unify the focus with this prior justification, producing the literals (has-symptom Ann s2) and (cough s2).
During this step, it recognizes that the new candidate
specializes an existing justification, which it then removes. Other justifications that supported the beliefs
(cough sk1) or (has-symptom Ann sk1) are then transferred to their more specific counterparts.
The mechanism we have just described incorporates
all the constraints outlined earlier. The set of generated
beliefs together with the justifications that link them
constitute an explanation that indicates the system’s understanding of the facts. The resulting inferences are not
deductively valid, but each reasoning step is nevertheless
plausible. The process uses rules flexibly, chaining off
either antecedents or consequents, and it introduces default assumptions as necessary. Moreover, the approach
creates and extends a single explanation in an incremental manner that, because it relies on local computations,
is efficient and scalable.

Heuristics for Everyday Inference
The mechanisms described in the previous section rely
on heuristics to guide the decisions that drive inference. Since there are often many potential inferences

of varying value, we need ways to identify promising
ones. Although there is a growing movement to characterize cognition as a statistical process, we hold that
there are other psychologically plausible heuristics that
inform reasoning. These come into play when selecting
a focus of attention and selecting a rule to chain off it.
Our current implementation uses two main heuristics to guide the focus of attention. First, since AbRA
works incrementally and assimilates new observations,
it prefers observations or inferred belief that are more
recent. Even though older beliefs can influence new inferences, they tend not to drive them. Second, we adapt
the idea of essential explanations (Fischer et al., 1991),
in that the system prefers beliefs that unify with fewer
rules in long-term memory. The intuition is that, given a
single candidate, rule selection is trivial and having fewer
options means there are fewer wrong choices. Moreover,
beliefs created by earlier inference steps provide a richer
context for evaluating and deciding among later ones.
Our abductive inference mechanism also incorporates
heuristics for selecting which rule instance to chain off
the focal belief. The main technique is inspired by Thagard’s (2007) theory of explanatory coherence. After
finding all rule instances that unify with the current
focus, AbRA scores these candidates in terms of the
average coherence of existing beliefs that match its antecedent and consequents. We define a belief’s coherence
as the number of existing justifications that include it,
plus a boost if it was observed rather than inferred.
To illustrate this measure, consider the domain we introduced in Tables 1 and 2. Suppose AbRA focuses on
(has-symptom Ann s1). The rules for (1) has-flu, (2)
has-food-poisoning, and (3) has-lung-cancer are all potential candidates. Each of these will create their own set
of assumptions, such as (has-flu Ann), (cough sk), and
(has-symptom Ann sk), where sk is a placeholder for a
Skolem constant. However, instances (1) and (2) will
also include (fever s1), which is also a fact. If we award
observations one point, then the instances (1) and (2)
will score 2/5 and (3) will score 1/5. Suppose the system
selects (1) as one of the best-scoring candidates. Then
during the next cycle, the beliefs (has-flu Ann), (hassymptom Ann sk), and (cough sk) will be worth one
point, whereas the other two beliefs will be worth two.
As beliefs become more connected, their scores increase,
which gives them more influence over time.
Experience suggests that locally calculated coherence
is insufficient to reliably produce plausible explanations. Often several candidate rule instances have similar
scores, especially during the initial stages of inference,
leading to ill-informed choices before various strands of
an explanation are connected. In response, we introduced another heuristic which favors rule instances that
are on a path that links the focus to other beliefs. This
lookahead procedure starts by finding all rules that could
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match the focus. If they contain literals that might in
turn unify with existing beliefs, then AbRA scores each
such rule as if that second unification had occurred. Otherwise, it branches out through rules that might unify
with other literals in that rule, recurring until connecting
with an existing belief. The rule instance that chained
off the focus then receives the coherence score of the leaf
of that path. Ties are resolved by extending the process
up to a maximum depth. This method has consistently
improved the plausibility of explanations.

Table 3: Precision, recall, and accuracy scores on Monroe plan recognition corpus. Accuracy scores for Markov
logic and Bayesian abductive logic are based on recall averaged over 1000 cases, with credit awarded for partial
matches (Raghavan & Mooney, 2010).

AbRA (precision)
AbRA (recall)
AbRA (accuracy)
Markov logic networks
Bayesian abductive logic

Empirical Results
We have tested our approach to inference on a variety
of domains. One of the least complex involves the rules
in Table 1, which specify a folk theory of disease. Given
the six facts from Table 2, AbRA reliably generates an
explanation that infers both Ann and Bob have the flu.
The reasoning involved is nontrivial, and earlier versions
would infer different sets of diseases, sometimes assigning
multiple diseases to the same person. Introduction of
the lookahead procedure coupled with the heuristic for
essential explanations stabilized the ability to generate
the most plausible solution.
Exploring AbRA’s behavior on more complex problems required a larger set of domain rules. For this purpose, we used Ng and Mooney’s (1992) knowledge base
about a storytelling domain, stated as 107 rules for interpreting events like “Bill gave the bus driver a token”
and “Bill went to a liquor store and pointed a gun at the
owner.” The number of observations per story varies,
but each involves around ten literals. Whereas early
versions of our system tended to confound events (e.g.,
inferring that Bill stopped at a restaurant before robbing
the liquor store), the version with the stronger heuristics
just described produce plausible, well supported beliefs
across several examples.
We have also obtained preliminary results on plan
recognition, where the system infers the plan that produced a sequence of observed actions when given a hierarchical plan library and those actions. For this evaluation, we selected 100 cases from the Monroe Plan Corpus
(Blaylock & Allen, 2005) and encoded the plan library
as 50 rules, roughly one for each method. We measured
AbRA’s ability both to reconstruct the entire original
plan and to recover the top-level literal (predicate and
arguments) that generated each sequence. To determine
how early it can infer a plan during execution, we gave
AbRA the first 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of the trace.
Table 3 reports precision and recall on full plan recovery for each percentage, along with accuracy on recovering the top-level plan. The table also presents results
from Raghavan and Mooney (2010) for Markov logic and
Bayesian abductive logic programs. These are not directly comparable, being based on a larger sample, but
they suggest the three approaches have similar abilities.

100%

75%

50%

25%

74%
85%
70%
79%
92%

74%
74%
53%
37%
57%

64%
50%
31%
17%
25%

64%
29%
11%
7%
9%

In summary, our computational model of inference reliably produces plausible inferences in a number of domains using mechanisms that are consistent with the
constraints outlined earlier in the paper. This suggests
the approach provides a reasonable qualitative account
for the main features of everyday reasoning in humans.

Related Research on Abduction
Throughout this paper, we have cast everyday inference in the mold of abductive reasoning (Josephson &
Josephson, 1996). This has been a relatively small
but important area of cognitive science for nearly four
decades. One of the earliest medical expert systems,
INTERNIST-I, relied on specialized abductive mechanisms (Miller et al., 1982). Later systems combined the
representational power of predicate logic with a weighted
form of abduction, where assumptions incur a cost, with
applications including language understanding (Hobbs
et al., 1993) and plan recognition (Appelt & Pollack,
1992). A number of more recent efforts have replaced
these weights with probabilities on rules and assumptions.2 For instance, Charniak and Goldman (1991) have
used Bayesian inference to carry out plan recognition,
whereas Kate and Mooney (2009) have adapted Markov
logic and developed their own approach, Bayesian abductive logic, for the same task.
Most of these systems address the first four constraints
identified earlier, in that they generate explanations
through plausible, flexible forms of reasoning that produce default assumptions when needed. However, they
all carry out extensive search through the space of explanations, and thus violate the single-explanation constraint. Moreover, they are invariably provided with all
observations at the outset, so they do not model the incremental character of human abductive inference. In
addition, because these methods carry out global evaluation of candidate explanations, their run times scale
poorly with the size of the knowledge base and thus lack
2
Inference over Bayesian networks involves a form of adbuction, but this framework does not support the relational
representations required for many reasoning tasks.
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the efficiency of human inference. In contrast, our approach satisfies all seven constraints mentioned earlier.
We should note that our focus on coherence rather
than on posterior probabilities has been influenced by
two earlier efforts. Thagard’s (2007) model is guided by
this metric, but it compiles candidate explanations into
an influence network before evaluating them, so it does
not satisfy the constraint of incremental processing. Ng
and Mooney’s (1992) ACCEL system, which also uses a
form of coherence, operates incrementally, but it maintains multiple explanations rather than one account and
evaluates them globally rather than locally, which raises
concerns about efficiency.

Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we reviewed the main qualitative characteristics of everyday human inference and proposed a
computational account of this process. Our framework
includes a set of representational assumptions about conceptual knowledge, beliefs, and justifications that relate
them. The account posits a control mechanism that alternates between selecting a belief on which to focus
cognitive attention and selecting a rule instance that
produces new beliefs. In addition, it includes heuristics
to guide selection of beliefs and rule instances in ways
that drive inference toward coherent explanations. The
framework supports a flexible form of plausible reasoning that generates default assumptions; the mechanism
incrementally extends a single explanation using local
evaluation criteria that support efficient processing. To
our knowledge, it is the first computational theory that
is consistent with all of these key qualitative features of
everyday inference in humans.
Nevertheless, our account remains incomplete in some
important ways. The mechanisms cannot detect inconsistencies between previous beliefs and new facts or inferences, and they cannot revise beliefs in ways that repair
such problems. Neither can they operate over temporal constraints that specify orderings on components of
events. Most important, they cannot represent or reason
about the beliefs, goals, and intentions of other agents,
which is required by many instances of natural language.
However, we believe the framework lends itself naturally
to extensions that handle these challenges, and we are
working actively to extend our mechanisms to address
them. The result will be a more complete account of
how everyday inference underlies human cognition.
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Abstract
Two experiments investigated the locus of the effects of semantic integration (the conceptual relatedness between utterance
constituents) on grammatical encoding during language production. In an ordering-error elicitation paradigm, participants
produced descriptions of picture stimuli that varied in degree
of integration. For both phrase and word ordering errors, integrated stimuli were more error-prone than unintegrated stimuli.
The phrase error results support integration effects on phrasesized units at the functional level. The word error results suggest integration effects on individual lexical items and provide
preliminary evidence for positional level integration effects.
Implications of the penetration of semantic integration effects
through the functional and positional levels are discussed.
Keywords: semantic integration; grammatical encoding; syntactic planning

The process by which lexical items are assigned to serial
positions in a spoken utterance can be understood as a translation process from messages to utterances (Garrett, 1975).
During this process, the conceptual representation of an intended message, which is nonlinguistic and unconstrained by
time, is translated into a linguistic representation that is constrained by time and by a serial order (Bock, 1987).
In Bock and Levelt’s (1994) model, language production
begins at the message level, at which point a nonlinguistic
representation of a speaker’s intended meaning is developed.
This conceptual information is delivered to the grammatical
encoding stage, which is divided into the functional and positional levels. First, at the functional level, lemmas, which
contain semantic and grammatical class information but no
phonological information, are selected and assigned to syntactic roles appropriate to convey the message. Functionallevel information is passed to the positional level, at which
point lexemes, which carry a lexical item’s phonological plan,
are assigned to sentence frame positions. Next, at the phonological encoding stage, the phonology of the utterance is realized and delivered to the articulation systems.
The division of labor in Bock and Levelt’s (1994) model
among conceptual, syntactic, and phonological processing allows for investigation of the mechanisms by which information at a higher level influences the level(s) below it. One such
inquiry concerns the effects of conceptual properties on syntactic planning, at the grammatical encoding levels. Conceptual properties such as prototypicality (Kelly, Bock, & Keil,
1986; Onishi, Murphy, & Bock, 2008), imageability (Bock &
Warren, 1985), and animacy (Bock, Loebell, & Morey, 1992)
have been demonstrated to influence assignment of lexical
items to syntactic roles or serial positions in utterances.
Semantic integration, defined by Solomon and Pearlmutter
(2004) as the degree of conceptual relatedness between utter-

ance constituents to be planned, is another conceptual property suggested to influence syntactic planning. In previous research, subject–verb agreement errors (Gillespie & Pearlmutter, 2011; Solomon & Pearlmutter, 2004) and ordering errors
(Pearlmutter & Solomon, 2007) were more likely for highly
integrated than for less integrated stimuli. Prosodic analyses have demonstrated shorter temporal separation between
highly integrated constituents than between less integrated
constituents (Gillespie, Pearlmutter, & Shattuck-Hufnagel,
2010). However, the level(s) of grammatical encoding at
which these effects arise has not yet been determined. The
experiments described below investigate two related inquiries
concerning the mechanism of semantic integration. The first
is whether integration affects the ordering of full phrases, individual lexical items, or both. The second is how far into the
sentence production system integration penetrates, which can
be assessed by examining phrase (functional level) and word
(potentially positional level) errors.

Semantic Integration and Ordering Errors
Semantic integration (Solomon & Pearlmutter, 2004) arises
from the relationship between lexical items, determined by
the elements of the phrases in which they occur. It differs
from a simple semantic relationship. For example, in the
phrase the ketchup or the mustard, the nouns ketchup and
mustard are semantically similar. However, the other elements of the phrase, in particular the conjunction or, provide
no further information about any relationship that may exist
between these two nouns. On the other hand, in the phrase
the bracelet made of silver, made of creates a relationship
between bracelet and silver, that of an object and its material.
Semantic integration has been suggested to affect syntax
through changes to the timing of planning of utterance constituents (Gillespie et al., 2010; Pearlmutter & Solomon,
2007; Solomon & Pearlmutter, 2004). Lexical items with a
higher degree of integration (e.g., the two nouns in the pizza
with the yummy toppings, which describes an integrationeliciting object–attribute relationship) are planned closer together in time than lexical items with a lower degree of integration (e.g., the two nouns in the pizza with the tasty beverages, which describes an accompaniment relationship).
Pearlmutter and Solomon (2007) hypothesized that simultaneity of planning of two constituents would result in ordering errors, such as the exchange error Although murder is
a form of suicide. . . (intended: Although suicide is a form
of murder. . . ; Garrett, 1975). They demonstrated integration
effects on ordering error rates in a series of experiments in
which participants verbally described grayscale line drawings
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Table 1: Correct description and exchange error examples for
Experiments 1 and 2.
Response Type
Correct Description
Phrase Exchange
Noun Exchange
Adjective Exchange

Response
the green spot on the blue apple
the blue apple on the green spot
the green apple on the blue spot
the blue spot on the green apple

Figure 1: Picture stimuli used in Experiments 1 and 2. See
explanation in the text.

depicting, for example, an apple with a spot on it. Expected
responses differed in degree of integration and description
preference. Across experiments, ordering errors were more
likely for the integrated cases than for the unintegrated cases.
Exchange errors like the apple on the spot (intended: the
spot on the apple) are exchanges of either the phrases the
spot and the apple or the words spot and apple. Both phrase
errors and word errors arise during grammatical encoding,
according to Bock and Levelt’s (1994) model, so the errors
elicited were clearly assignable to the grammatical encoding
stage. However, these errors were ambiguous between phrase
and word errors. Therefore, it was not possible to determine
which specific level of grammatical encoding was affected:
the functional level, at which phrase errors and word errors
involving lemmas arise; or the positional level, at which word
errors involving lexemes arise. The answer to this important
question would extend what is currently known about integration and conceptual-property effects on syntactic planning.
The goal of the current experiments was to determine how
far into grammatical encoding semantic integration penetrates, by determining if it affects the likelihood of phrase
and word ordering errors. Stimuli that could elicit differentiable word and phrase errors were necessary. To this end, we
modified Pearlmutter and Solomon’s (2007) stimuli by applying color. The words for the colors added adjectives to the
expected responses. Ordering errors involving full phrases,
nouns, or adjectives were therefore possible.
Table 1 shows examples of an expected correct response
for the blue apple/green spot picture, shown in the left panel
of Figure 1, and its associated phrase, noun, and adjective
exchange errors. The correct description, with the nouns in
the order spot then apple, and the adjectives modifying their
intended nouns, would be the green spot on the blue apple.
A phrase exchange would involve the full phrases the green
spot and the blue apple exchanging. A noun exchange would
involve only the nouns spot and apple swapping, while an
adjective exchange would involve only the adjectives green
and blue.
Per Bock and Levelt’s (1994) model, phrase errors could be
assessed to determine if they varied with level of integration,
as a test of whether integration affects the functional level.
Word errors under Bock and Levelt’s model can arise at the
functional level (lemma exchanges) or at the positional level
(lexeme exchanges). Integration effects on lemmas would

suggest that integration affects functional-level processing,
strengthening evidence from phrase error effects, if found.
Integration effects on lexemes would point to integration effects at the positional level. However, word errors elicited in
the current design would not be differentiable between lemma
or lexeme involvement. Integration effects on word errors, regardless of their lemma–lexeme classification, would suggest
the influence of integration on individual lexical items, independent of the other components of their phrases.

Experiment 1
Method
Participants One hundred undergraduates at Northeastern
University participated for credit in an introductory psychology course. Two participants were excluded, one for misunderstanding the instructions, and one for a technical malfunction that prevented completion of the experiment.
Materials and Design Forty-two stimulus pictures were
used, identical to Pearlmutter and Solomon’s (2007) picture
stimuli, but with color applied. Six of these pictures were
practice items, and 36 were experimental items. Each was
a line drawing of two common objects, or of an object with
an identified attribute. One color was applied per object or
attribute, for a total of two colors per picture. Eighteen of
the experimental pictures were integrated, and eighteen were
unintegrated, as determined by Pearlmutter and Solomon’s
prior norming. Figure 1 shows examples of an integrated (left
panel; a blue apple with a green spot on it) and an unintegrated (right panel; a red shelf above a green sink) picture.
Each picture was describable in at least two ways, determined by Pearlmutter and Solomon’s (2007) prior norming. The preferred and unpreferred descriptions determined
the preferred and unpreferred prepositions, or linking words,
used in describing each picture. The two nouns in each description could occur in two different orders determined by
the preferred or unpreferred linking word.
For the picture of the blue apple with the green spot, the
preferred linking word was on. This linking word determined
the correct order of nouns for this item: spot then apple. The
correct description was therefore the green spot on the blue
apple. Given the unpreferred linking word with, the correct
order of the nouns was apple then spot. The correct unpreferred description of the same picture was thus the blue apple
with the green spot.
For the picture of the red shelf above the green sink, the
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preferred linking word was above, which determined the correct noun order to be shelf then sink. The correct preferred
description was thus the red shelf above the green sink. The
unpreferred linking word was below, which determined the
correct noun order to be sink then shelf. The correct unpreferred description was thus the green sink under the red shelf.
In addition to its preposition-based descriptions, each item
could be described using the conjunction and as the linking
word. In this case, each noun could appear on either side of
the linking word and result in an utterance that made sense,
as in the green spot and the blue apple or the blue apple and
the green spot. Each picture could therefore appear in three
preference conditions: preferred, unpreferred, and flexible.
Participants completed a familiarization phase before the
test phase. Two training lists were generated from the
grayscale versions of the practice and experimental items.
Each item in the familiarization phase was composed of a
picture (e.g., an apple with a spot on it) and the two nouns
that named the important parts of each picture (e.g., apple
and spot). The two lists differed only in the left–right presentation order of the two nouns below the picture.
A given participant saw one of the two training lists, six
practice items, and one of the 18 test lists, the latter created
by crossing the three preference conditions with the six color
combinations for each picture.
Procedure The procedure was identical to that used by
Pearlmutter and Solomon (2007), with the exception of the
colored stimuli in the test phase and changes to the instructions to reflect the presence of the colored stimuli and the
need to use color adjectives in the responses.
The experiment had three parts: a two-part familiarization
phase and a test phase. During the first part of the familiarization phase, participants saw grayscale versions of each picture
one at a time with the noun labels below. During the second
part, they saw the grayscale pictures one at a time without the
labels, and were instructed to say the noun labels aloud. The
noun labels appeared below the picture 4000 ms later.
During the test phase, the six colored practice items appeared first, one at a time in a fixed order. The 36 colored
experimental items appeared after the practice items, one at a
time in random order.
Individual test trials began with a fixation cross centered on
the computer screen for 1000 ms. The fixation cross was then
replaced by a picture, centered where the fixation cross had
been. After 1000 ms, an asterisk appeared, centered below
the picture. Another 1000 ms after that, the asterisk was replaced by a linking word. Measurement of speech onset time
began when the linking word appeared. The participant then
produced a description. The picture and the word disappeared
simultaneously 3000 ms after the linking word appeared, and
the voice key was deactivated.
Apparatus Stimuli were presented using a PowerMacintosh G3 running PsyScope version 1.2.5 software (Cohen,
MacWhinney, Flatt, & Provost, 1993) with a PsyScope but-

ton box. Verbal responses were recorded for later transcription and coding with a Shure SM58 microphone, a Mackie
1202-VLZ Pro mixer/preamplifier, and an Alesis Masterlink
ML-9600 compact disc recorder.
Coding Responses were coded as corrects, ordering errors,
or unusable responses. Ordering errors were coded orthogonally to reflect grammatical category involved (nouns, adjectives, phrases, or ambiguous among grammatical categories)
and movement type (exchange, anticipation, perseveration,
shift, or ambiguous among movement types). Corrects and
ordering errors were coded for the presence of filled and unfilled pauses and additions.

Results
Both responses and production latencies were recorded. Only
the error results will be presented here, as they address the
main experimental question.
Seven participants were excluded because of a high number of individual unusable trials. Four were excluded for very
fast production latencies (less than 300 ms). One more was
excluded because of a lack of usable responses in the integrated preferred condition. Individual unusable trials from
the remaining subjects (14% of the total trials) were then excluded. Data from the remaining 86 participants were used in
the error analyses.
Out of the 2671 total usable responses, 2501 (94%) were
corrects. Of the 170 ordering errors, 137 (81%) were phrase
errors, 8 (5%) were word errors, and the remaining 25 (15%)
were ambiguous with regard to grammatical category. Of the
error responses, 166 (98%) were exchange errors, and four
(2%) were other movement types.
Because there were so few word errors and so few movement error types apart from exchanges, analyses were conducted on phrase exchange errors only. The main analyses
were conducted on percentages of error responses, calculated
as the number of phrase exchanges divided by the total of
phrase exchanges and corrects. Responses were from the preferred and unpreferred conditions only, as phrase exchanges
were not possible in the flexible cases, and were included regardless of dysfluencies. Figure 2 shows untransformed error
rates for phrase errors by integration and preference.
The analyses were conducted using weighted linear regression on empirical-logit transformed percentages (Barr, 2008),
one with subjects as the random factor (t1 ), and one with
items as the random factor (t2 ). Integration, preference, and
their interaction were the fixed effects. A sum coding scheme,
with unintegrated and preferred as base conditions, was used.
Table 2 shows the weighted linear regression estimates.
There was a main effect of integration: More errors occurred
in the integrated than in the unintegrated condition. There
was a main effect of preference: More errors occurred in the
unpreferred than in the preferred condition. The integration
× preference interaction was marginal by participants only.
Corresponding regressions were also conducted with dysfluent responses excluded. The main effects did not change,
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Figure 2: Experiment 1 grand mean phrase error rates by integration and preference condition. Error bars show ±1 SEM,
calculated from the analysis by participants.

Table 2: Experiment 1 weighted empirical logit linear
regression error rate results.
By Participants
β
SE
t1
.30 .05 5.81**
.21 .05 4.10**
.08 .05 1.56†

By Items
β
SE
t2
.55 .08 6.87**
.30 .07 4.37*
.09 .07 1.30

Effect
Sem: Int
Pref: Unp
Sem: Int ×
Pref: Unp
Note. Sem=Integration, Int=Integrated, Pref=Preference,
Unp=Unpreferred. **p < .001. *p < .05. †p < .10.

but the interaction was significant by participants. The interaction appeared to result from a very high error rate in the
integrated unpreferred condition, which caused a greater difference between the integrated and unintegrated cases in the
unpreferred than in the preferred condition.1

Discussion
The goal of Experiment 1 was to determine the level(s) of
grammatical encoding affected by semantic integration. Integration effects were seen in phrase exchange errors, with errors more likely in the integrated than in the unintegrated condition. As phrase exchanges arise at the functional level, these
results show that integration influences grammatical encoding at least this far into the sentence production system. Experiment 1 also replicated Pearlmutter and Solomon’s (2007)
findings with responses of a more complex syntactic structure
(by virtue of the added adjectives).
Experiment 1 did not generate a large enough number of
word ordering errors to analyze. Therefore, it was not possible to evaluate integration effects on word errors.
1 Corresponding ANOVAs were conducted on error counts
and on untransformed, arcsine-transformed, and empirical-logittransformed percentages. There were small differences from the regressions in significance levels, but the overall patterns of effects
were the same.

The small number of word errors may be a reflection of
the nature of ordering errors: Word errors may be more rare
than phrase errors in general. Alternatively, the small number of word errors may have been a result of the task, which
allowed participants to view the picture for a relatively long
time (2000 ms) before the linking word appeared. This long
opportunity to plan may have allowed for over-planning of
the full phrases as units, thereby driving down the number of
word errors. In Experiment 2, we explored this paradigmspecific explanation for the small number of word errors.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, we attempted to reduce over-planning of full
noun phrases by decreasing the viewing time for the colored
version of the picture, with the intention of eliciting an analyzable body of word errors.

Method
Participants 127 Northeastern University students participated in this experiment for credit in an introductory psychology course. One participant was excluded because he was not
a native English speaker, and two more participants were excluded due to technical malfunctions.
Materials and Design
tical to Experiment 1.

The materials and design were iden-

Procedure The procedure was identical to Experiment 1
except for the timing of the appearance of the colored picture
in the test phase. In the test phase, the grayscale version of the
picture appeared first and was replaced by the colored version
simultaneously with the appearance of the linking word. The
experimental instructions were modified to reflect this.
Coding Coding was the same as in Experiment 1.

Results
Twenty of the participants were excluded because of a high
number of unusable trials. Individual unusable trials from the
remaining subjects (9% of the total trials) were then excluded.
Data from the remaining 104 participants were used in the
error analyses.
Out of the 3421 total usable responses, 3205 (94%) were
corrects. Of the 216 ordering errors, 140 (65%) were phrase
errors, 50 (23%) were word errors, and 26 (12%) were ambiguous between phrase and word errors. Regarding movement type, 207 (96%) of the errors were exchanges, and nine
(4%) were other movement types.
Figure 3 shows untransformed error rates, separately for
phrase and word errors, as a function of integration and preference. Error rates for phrase errors were computed out of
the total of exchanges and corrects, as in Experiment 1. Error
rates for word errors were computed out of the total of ordering errors and corrects from all three preference conditions,
as word errors were possible in the flexible condition.
Phrase and word errors were analyzed separately using
weighted linear regressions as in Experiment 1, except that
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Table 4: Experiment 2 weighted empirical logit linear
regression error rate results for word errors.
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By Participants
By Items
Effect
β
SE
t1
β
SE
t2
Sem: Int
.04 .03 1.62*
.12 .10 1.15†
Pref: Prfd
-.02 .04 -.64
.02 .09
.20
Pref: Unp
.05 .04 1.36
-.03 .09 -.33
Sem: Int ×
.05 .04 1.30†
.15 .09 1.67
Pref: Prfd
Sem: Int ×
.00 .04
.05
.03 .09
.38
Pref: Unp
Note. Sem=Integration, Int=Integrated, Pref=Preference,
Prfd=Preferred, Unp=Unpreferred. *p < .05. †p < .10.
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Figure 3: Experiment 2 grand mean phrase error rates (left
panel) and word error rates (right panel) by integration and
preference condition. Error bars show ±1 SEM, calculated
from the analysis by participants.

Table 3: Experiment 2 weighted empirical logit linear
regression error rate results for phrase errors.

grand mean by participants; this was marginal by items. The
unpreferred condition was greater than the grand mean by
participants. The preferred condition was marginally greater
than the grand mean by items. Some components of the
interaction were significant, but differed between the byparticipants and by-items analysis. The integrated flexible
condition was marginally greater than the grand mean by
items only. By participants, the integrated preferred condition was significantly greater, and the integrated unpreferred
condition was marginally less, than the grand mean.

By Participants
By Items
Effect
β
SE
t1
β
SE
t2
Sem: Int
.21 .04 4.81**
.53 .09 6.23**
Pref: Unp
.26 .04 5.93**
.50 .08 6.42**
Sem: Int × -.07 .04 -1.61*
-.25 .08 -3.26*
Pref: Unp
Note. Sem=Integration, Int=Integrated, Pref=Preference,
Unp=Unpreferred. **p < .001. *p < .05.

Discussion

the flexible condition was the preference factor base for the
sum coding in the word error analysis.
Table 3 shows weighted linear regression estimates for
phrase errors. Errors were significantly more likely for the
integrated than for the unintegrated condition and for the unpreferred than for the preferred condition. The integration
× preference interaction was also significant: The difference
between the integrated and unintegrated cases was larger in
the preferred than in the unpreferred condition.
When dysfluent responses were excluded, the interaction
was nonsignificant by participants and marginal by items, but
the general patterns of results were the same.
Table 4 shows weighted linear regression estimates for
word errors. Errors were significantly more likely in the integrated than in the unintegrated condition. This effect was
marginal by items. Only the flexible condition was significantly different (greater) than the grand mean. There were
two marginal components of the interaction: the integrated
flexible condition was marginally greater than the grand mean
by participants and items; and the integrated preferred condition was marginally greater than the grand mean by participants only.
Excluding dysfluent responses, the integration effect was
nonsignificant. The flexible condition was greater than the

In Experiment 2, integration effects on phrase errors were
found, replicating Experiment 1’s findings and further supporting integration effects at the functional level. Experiment
2 expands on Experiment 1 by demonstrating integration effects on word error rates. The word-error effects were in the
same direction as the phrase-error effects: more errors in the
integrated than in the unintegrated condition.
These word errors may be lexeme misorderings (assignment of lexical items to incorrect slots in the sentence frame),
and so are potentially assignable to the positional level. The
integration effects for these errors therefore represent preliminary evidence that integration penetrates grammatical encoding past the functional level, to the positional level, and thus
that integration may influence both syntactic role assignment
and serial position assignment.
These word errors may also be lemma misorderings (assignment of single lexical items to incorrect syntactic roles).
If this is the case, then this experiment provides further
support for functional-level integration effects, but not for
positional-level effects. Establishing integration effects on
functional-level word errors would contribute to our knowledge about semantic integration in a different way. Phraseerror-only effects would have suggested that integration cannot affect an independent lexical item (e.g., a noun) without affecting the other components of the surrounding phrase
(e.g., the determiner and adjective). The fact that effects sur-
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faced for word errors suggests that integration can affect independent lexical items. Two nouns or adjectives in an utterance can overlap temporally—and exchange—without involving the other components of the phrase.

General Discussion
The experiments reported in this paper investigated semantic integration, with the goal of determining how far into the
sentence production system it can penetrate. Taken together,
Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that integration affects ordering of phrase-level constituents and individual lexical items.
These experiments present strong support for functionallevel integration effects, along with preliminary evidence for
positional-level integration effects.
Assumptions about the sentence production system determine to what extent a conceptual relationship like semantic
integration would be expected to affect the functional and positional levels. As information in Bock and Levelt’s (1994)
model flows top-down, and each level is solely affected by
the level above it, integration effects at the functional level
are a reasonable outcome, whereas effects at the positional
level are more surprising.
An alternative to consider is a more liberal view of information flow through the system. Vigliocco and Hartsuiker
(2002) reviewed research strongly supporting maximal information flow from one level to the next. In the maximal input case, it may be possible for conceptual information delivered to the functional level to be sent further to the positional level, rather than remaining encapsulated at the functional level. The positional level could then be affected by
integration, resulting in simultaneity of lexeme planning.
Yet another alternative is single-stage grammatical encoding, as posited by Ferreira and Humphreys (2001). During
single-stage grammatical encoding, lexical items would be
organized according to syntactic category information, specified for lexical and morphological information, and assigned
to serial positions. If grammatical encoding is a single stage,
conceptual information would need only flow one level down
to affect syntactic role assignment and serial order position.
This fits well with our results, and would eliminate the need
to differentiate between lemma and lexeme involvement.
The word errors found in these experiments are not firmly
attributable to the positional level, as it is not possible to
determine if they involved lemmas or lexemes. Further research is needed to confidently claim integration effects on
positional-level processing. Future experiments aim to determine semantic integration’s full scope with effects on ordering errors more definitely attributable to the positional level,
such as stranding errors or shifts; and to explore integration
effects on non-error production.
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Affordances of Simulation-based Science Assessments
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Abstract: What are the affordances of simulation-based assessments for eliciting science inquiry skills? To test the
affordances, WestEd’s SimScientists program created 3 versions (static, active and interactive) of computer-based
Ecosystems assessments. In the static version, students viewed still images on the screen. In the active version,
students viewed animations, but did not conduct active investigations. In the interactive version, students designed
and ran their own experiments. All versions assessed the same science inquiry skills (e.g., making observations,
designing experiments, evaluating predictions etc.). Eight middle-school students completed each assessment version
while thinking aloud. On items that required declarative knowledge, students performed similarly across versions.
However, on items requiring more sophisticated reasoning (e.g., experimental design), students performed better
when generating their own trials in the interactive version, than when recognizing correctly designed trials in the
active and static versions. The results suggest that simulation-based assessments provide more complete measures
of students’ science proficiency.
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Abstract
Speakers and listeners in a dialogue establish mutual understanding by coordinating their linguistic responses. When a
visual scene is present, scan patterns on that scene are also
coordinated. However, it is an open question which linguistic and scene factors affect coordination. In this paper, we investigate the coordination of scan patterns during the comprehension and generation of scene descriptions. We manipulate
the animacy of the subject and the number of visual referents
associated with it. By using Cross Recurrence Analysis, we
demonstrate that coordination emerges only during linguistic
processing, and that it is especially pronounced for inanimate
unambiguous subjects. When the subject is referentially ambiguous (more than one visual object associated with it), scan
pattern variability increases to the extent that the animacy effect is neutralized.
Keywords: Scan patterns, situated language processing, cognitive dynamics, coordination

Introduction
When language is comprehended or produced in a visual
context, information about fixated objects has to be integrated with the linguistic information that is concurrently
processed (e.g., Spivey-Knowlton et al. 2002); this integration requires visual attention and sentence processing to be
synchronized temporally (e.g., Zelinsky and Murphy 2000).
Language comprehension and language production, however,
differ in their temporal interaction with visual attention. In a
comprehension task, visual attention is guided by linguistic
information, and its main role is to anticipate which objects
the speech could refer to next (e.g., Altmann and Kamide
1999). In a production task, instead, visual attention plays an
active role in deciding which objects in the scene should be
mentioned in a sentence (e.g., Griffin and Bock 2000).
The relation between comprehension and production has
been investigated mainly in the context of dialogue. A prominent account of how comprehension and production relate to
each other is the interactive alignment model (Pickering and
Garrod, 2007); which assumes that successful dialogue leads
to aligned representations at every linguistic level, and that
this alignment is supported by priming, i.e., the reuse of linguistic material.
Importantly, this process of alignment in dialogue has been
observed to go beyond aligned linguistic representations; it
also includes the gaze coordination of dialogue partners.
Richardson et al. (2007) showed that the scan patterns of listeners and speakers engaged in a dialogue about six characters are coordinated. This coordination is subject to a characteristic temporal lag, with the same character being fixated
consistently later by listeners than by speakers. This confirms

that visual responses during comprehension are launched after the linguistic material is understood; whereas in production, visual responses are launched prior or during sentence
generation.
These results strongly suggest the existence of alignment
mechanisms that underlie the coordination of comprehension
and production processes. However, especially with respect
to the evidence for gaze coordination, it is unclear what the
role og visual and linguistic information is, and whether the
characteristic lag underlying gaze coordination depends on
such information.
In Richardson et al. (2007), in fact, the visual information available to the participants is not naturalistically situated
(i.e., six portait pictures of characters from TV serials), and
the linguistic information used by the speaker to guide the
listener, besides referring to a depicted character, does not actively interact with it. As a result of this, the gaze coordination
obtained in the dialogue is achieved through a shallow process of character identification: the speaker is talking about X
and the listener looks at X with a constant delay.
In this paper, we present a study in which we explicitly investigate how linguistic and visual information interact to produce coordinated scan patterns. We explore coordination at
different levels of granularity, from the macro-level of the
whole trial down to the level of individual objects. Moreover,
we test how coordination is influenced by the visual and linguistic referential information shared in comprehension and
production, focusing on the animacy of the subject of the sentence, shown to influence both linguistic and visual responses
(Coco and Keller, 2010), and the number of targets (visual
referents associated with the subject).
Our main hypothesis is that the characteristic lag underlying the scan pattern coordination between comprehension
and production emerges only when sentence processing is actively involved, and that it is directly influenced by the properties of the visual and linguistic information being processed.
In particular, scan patterns are expected to show less coordination on a single animate target, as the associated information spans a wider range of contextual possibilities. In contrast, the low linguistic relevance of an inanimate target, and
the referential ambiguity of multiple targets should force participants to depend more strongly on contextual scene information, thus triggering a higher degree of coordination.

Experiment
Our study aims to explore the role of referential factors in the
temporal dynamics of scan pattern coordination between language comprehension and production during the description
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of naturalistic scenes.
Processing descriptions requires visual and linguistic referential information to be overtly integrated. When a description is produced, active processes of scene exploration interact with the encoding of linguistic information; when such a
description is instead understood, its decoding is constrained
and modulated by the visual information available.
The main goal of the current study is to test whether
the temporal dynamics of scan pattern coordination between
comprehension and production of scene descriptions differs
from that observed in dialogue. Additionally, we test whether
referential factors pertaining to the linguistic and visual information processed modulate the associated pattern of coordinated gazes.

Method
We quantify coordination by using eye-tracking data collected in the two independent experiments (production and
comprehension), which involve the same visual and linguistic stimuli.
In an eye-tracking language production experiment (Coco
and Keller, 2010), we asked participants to describe a photorealistic scene after being prompted with a target word, which
was either animate or inanimate (e.g., man or hat), and corresponded to either one, two or three visual objects depicted
in the scene. The production data considerably varies in sentence and scan pattern complexity. Thus, in order to control this variability and have sentences with similar syntactic
structures and controlled semantic factors, we select a subset
of 24 sentences (together with the associated scan patterns),
produced by different participants, to be used in the follow-up
language comprehension experiment.
We followed three criteria to select this subset: (1) the sentence is transitive and mentions only two visual referents,
e.g., the WOMAN is playing the VIOLIN, making it possible
to test coordination on a precise number of individual objects
(kept constant across the set), (2) the subject of the sentence
is either animate or inanimate, which allows us to observe
how the conceptual property of animacy modulates coordination, and (3) the target object associated with the subject is
either unique (i.e., there is one corresponding visual object)
or referentially ambiguous (i.e., there are three corresponding visual objects), to assess the role of ambiguity resolution.
Figure 1 depicts a set of example stimuli. The 24 sentences
we selected represent a design with four conditions (six sentences per condition), crossing the factors Animacy (animate
or inanimate) and Number of Targets (one or three). These
sentences were played to a different set of participants in an
indepedent language comprehension experiment while they
viewed the associated scenes. For this purpose, the sentences
were recorded by a female native speaker of English.
Procedure Forty-eight (24 per task) native speakers of English, all students of the University of Edinburgh, were each
paid five pounds for taking part in the experiment. An EyeLink II head-mounted eye-tracker was used to monitor participants’ eye-movements with a sampling rate of 500 Hz.

Figure 1: Example of experimental conditions and materials (scenes
and sentences).

Images were presented on a 21” multiscan monitor at a resolution of 1024 x 768 pixels. Participants sat 60–70 cm from
the computer screen, which subtend a region of approximately 20 degrees of visual angle. Only the dominant eye
was tracked. In the description task, a target word appeared
for 750 ms at the center of the screen, after which the scene
followed. A lapel microphone was used to record the descriptions generated. In the comprehension task, participants had
a scene preview of 1500 ms before the sentence was played.
A nine points randomized calibration was carried out at the
beginning of each experiment, and repeated approximately
every 24 trials. Drift correction was performed before each
trial. Once every four trials, during the comprehension task, a
yes/no comprehension question about the content of the scene
or the sentence was asked. Participants had to respond by
pressing a button on a control pad. In the description task,
there was no time limit for the trial, and to pass to the next
trial, participants pressed a button on the response pad. In the
comprehension task, the trial ended 1500 ms after the end of
the sentence. Both experimental tasks were explained using
written instructions and took about 30 minutes to complete.

Analysis
The temporal dynamics governing the interaction between
visual attention and language processing are different for
comprehension and production. In comprehension, visual responses are linked to sentence processing only when the sentence is listened to; in production, instead, visual responses
interact with sentence processing both prior and during the
mention of a visual object.
A way to investigate temporal variability between two
time-series while exploring the underlying regularity is Cross
Recurrence Analysis (CRA, Marwan and Kurths 2002;
Richardson et al. 2007).
Nominal Cross Recurrence Analysis Conceptually, CRA
compares two time series by calculating the degree of their recurrence when delays are introduced with different levels of
phase space embedding. From an original time-series X(t),
delayed copies X(t + τ) are generated by introduction a lag
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however, we are interested in the agreement between the two
scan patterns on a specific object k. This information is obtained by computing the φk coefficient, which increases with
the frequency of matching looks on the same object (k − k)
and away from this object (¬k − ¬k) between the two scan
patterns. On the other hand, φk decreases with the frequency
of mismatching objects (k − ¬k, and vice versa); refer to Dale
et al. (2011), for more details.

Figure 2: The top of the figure shows a simplified example of how
lags are introduced in the time series and cross-recurrence calculated. The bottom part shows how a contingency table mapping the
information of object co-occurrences between two scan patterns is
created.

τ into the original time series. The different dimensions of
phase space embedding are obtained by considering multiple lags X(t + mτ). The lag is introduced to compare one
time series with the future or the past of itself, or to compare it to another time series. The phase space consists of the
different intervals over which the delays are assigned. Over
these time-delayed copies and across the different lags, recurrence, i.e., a measure of similarity, is calculated.
Suppose we have scan-pattern data from two participants,
each represented as a sequence of numbers (see Figure 2).
Participant 1 was producing a sentence and participant 2
was listening to it. If the two sequences are not shifted and
we measure their similarity by computing, for example, Euclidean distance, we obtain a distance of 9. If we shift the
time series of participant 2 by moving his sequence forward
by four time units, we observe increased similarity: the Euclidean distance is now 3. The interpretation is that more time
was needed by participant 2 to produce a sequence similar to
participant 1. Since our time series are scan patterns, i.e., sequences of fixated objects, we follow Dale et al. (2011) and
adopt a categorical version of CRA, where recurrence is obtained by means of contingency tables; refer to Figure 2 for
an example. At each lag τ, we construct a contingency table CT, which is a square matrix with the objects of a given
scene as its rows and columns. Each element of this matrix
represents the number of times the pair of objects (i, j) cooccurs between the two scan patterns x and y. More formally:
t=T −τ
CT i, j (τ) = ∑t=1
q(t), where T is the length of each scan
pattern and q(t) = 1 if x(t) = i and y(t + τ) = j, and q(t) = 0
otherwise.
From CT, we can compute two measures of recurrence:
matching recurrence RR and object-specific recurrence φk .
Matching recurrence is computed along the diagonal of CT
by adding the frequencies of looks to the same objects. Often,

Regions of Analysis In order to capture how the temporal
dynamics of coordination is influenced by the introduction of
linguistic information, we conduct our analysis at three levels: global, phase, and object.
In the global analysis, similar to Richardson et al. (2007),
we look at the whole trial. At this macro-level, we observe
how recurrence develops across different lags and measure
the impact of subject animacy and visual referential ambiguity on recurrence. If these two factors do not influence coordination, a similar amount of recurrence should result in all
conditions.
In the phase analysis, we compute recurrence separately
before and during sentence processing, and explore the distribution of optimal lags (i.e., the lags associated with maximal recurrence for each pair of scan patterns) associated with
the visual objects describing the subject and object of the
sentence. Before sentence processing starts, we do not expect any specific temporal correlation between comprehension and production, as visual attention is not yet guided by
linguistic information to the same target objects. However,
during production, in line with previous literature (Richardson et al., 2007), we expect recurrence to increase when the
scan patterns of production are delayed with respect to the
scan patterns of comprehension, i.e., when a positive lag is
introduced.
In the object analysis, we evaluate how recurrence (measured as φk ) changes for the visual objects associated with
the linguistic referents of the sentence (subject and object),
before and during sentence processing, across the different
conditions of Animacy and Number of Targets. Before production, we expect higher recurrence on the second object, as
it usually represents the receiver of an action (for an animate
subject), or an object spatially related to the subject (if the
subject is inanimate). We hypothesize that in preparation for
sentence processing, both in comprehension and in production, visual attention explores the different possible events
taking place in the scene that could be referred to linguistically. As animate actors are quickly spotted, visual attention
focuses more on the receiver of the action. Similarly, in the
case of an inanimate subject, attention must be directed to
other inanimate objects that could be spatially related to the
subject.
Inferential Analysis We use linear mixed effect models
(Baayen et al., 2008) to quantify the impact of Lags, Animacy, and Number of Targets on the amount of recurrence
observed. A linear mixed effect model is a multilevel extension of linear regression, where the regression coefficients of
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explanatory variables (fixed effects) on a dependent measure
are inferred with respect to random effects, usually related to
sampling variables, such as participants.
We use and report estimates of LME coefficients for the
global and object analysis, where the dependent measures are
recurrence and φk . Our predictors are Lag, Number of Targets (one, three), Animacy (animate, inanimate), and for the
object analysis, we also include Object (first, second), a categorical variable indicating the visual objects referred to in the
sentence.1 The random effects are Participants, both in comprehension and production, and Scenes.
Since our explanatory variables can be influenced by the
variability of scene configurations, we residualize our dependent measures prior to the LME analysis, against three variables (Clutter, Referents, and Area) related to each individual scene. Clutter quantifies the visual density of the scene
(Rosenholtz et al., 2007), Referents describe the total number
of visual objects in a scene, and Area is the number of pixels
occupied by the visual objects associated with the linguistic
referents of the sentence.
All fixed factors were centered to reduce collinearity. The
mixed models were built following a forward step-wise procedure. We start with an empty model, then we add the random effects. Once all random effects have been evaluated, we
proceed by adding the predictors. They are added one at time
and ordered by log-likelihood improvement of model fit; the
predictor that improves most model fit is added first. Every
time we add a new parameter to the model (fixed or random),
we compare its log-likelihood against the previous model. We
retain the additional predictor if log-likelihood fit improves
significantly (p < 0.05). The final model is therefore the one
that maximizes model fit with the minimal number of predictors.

Results and Discussion
We present three analyses: (1) in the global analysis, we explore how recurrence changes with lags for the whole trial in
the different conditions; (2) in the phase analysis, we investigate changes in recurrence by examining before and during
sentence processing. We search for the lag maximizing recurrence, and observe whether it differs for the two visual objects
of the sentence; (3) in the object analysis, we explore how the
experimental factors Animacy, Number of Targets, and Object interact with recurrence before and during sentence processing.
Global: Recurrence for the Whole Trial In Figure 3, we
show mean and confidence intervals of recurrence calculated
on scan patterns generated during the whole trial across different lags with maximum lag ±3500 ms. We observe differences in the magnitude and trend of recurrence across conditions.
In particular, sentences with inanimate subjects trigger a
higher scan pattern recurrence compared to sentences with
1 If

the sentence is the woman is playing the violin, then Object:
first is the recurrence on WOMAN -L (we disambiguate multiple visual referent by their position in the scene), whereas the Object: second is the recurrence on VIOLIN.

Figure 3: CRA: Mean and confidence intervals of scan pattern recurrence during the whole trial for the different lags (τ = ±50 ms from
−3500 ms to 3500 ms). Line density indicates the number of targets
(three: high density, one: low density), color indicates the animacy
of the subject (red: animate, blue: inanimate).

animate ones (βInanimate = 0.036; p = 0.07); and this effect
reaches significance when there is only one visual target
(βInanimate:Target−One = 0.3; p < 0.05)
Animate objects are linked to a larger set of event relations
within a given scene compared to inanimate objects, which
instead are often contextualized by their spatial relation with
another object. When interpreting the coordination of gazes
between comprehension and production, this implies that for
an inanimate single target, once sentence processing starts
and the subject is spelled out, it is much easier to guess which
object is going to be mentioned next. In contrast, the competition generated by the visual ambiguity in the Three Targets
condition tends to increase variability of scan patterns, making responses in the animate and inanimate condition more
similar. Nevertheless, three animate referents attract more visual attention than three inanimate referents, especially when
linguistic information is not yet introduced; which explains
the positive interaction between Animate subject and Three
Targets (βAnimate:Target−Three = 0.3; p < 0.05).
It is important to note that at the global level of analysis, we
fail to find an effect of lag (βLag = −0.00005; p > 0.1). This
differs from the findings of Richardson et al.’s (2007) study,
which is based on trials that consist of dialogues. In a dialogue, the speaker provides the listener with linguistic guidance throughout the whole trial; whereas in descriptions2 , the
linguistic guidance to listeners (expected to improve gaze coordination) is limited to when the description is actually mentioned. Thus, we expect that the characteristic lag observed by
Richardson et al. (2007) should emerge only during sentence
processing. To test this, we analyze what happens before and
during sentence processing separately.
Phase: Lag Distribution Before and During Processing
In Figure 4, we plot the frequency distribution of the lags
which give maximal recurrence, before and during sentence
2 Notice, our speakers and listeners do not interact, as they are
tested in two independent experiments.
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Figure 4: Frequency distribution of optimal lags: before (top panel)
and during (bottom panel) sentence processing. The optimal lag is
the one that gives maximal scan pattern recurrence on the visual
referents associated to the sentence (first, i.e., subject; second, i.e.,
object).

Figure 5: φk coefficient of visual objects associated with the sentence
(first, i.e., subject; second, i.e., object), during sentence processing.

processing, on the visual referents associated with the sentence.
Before sentence processing, the introduction of lags improves recurrence on both visual objects; nevertheless, this
increase in recurrence does not relate to any specific direction of temporal shifts. This implies that at lag zero, production and comprehension have highly dissimilar scan patterns,
but they tend to be more aligned when delays are introduced.
Probably, visual attention tends to converge on a similar set of
objects when a certain time has elapsed in both processes of
comprehension and production. When looking at the objects,
we find maximal recurrence more often in relation to the second visual object (the sentence object). We argue that visual
attention focuses more on the objects in the scene, which are
either receivers of actions, or are in a spatial relation to other
objects, as they carry important causal information to understand the event taking place in the scene.
During sentence processing, we observe a clear trend of
maximal recurrence for positive lags. In line with previous
literature (Richardson et al., 2007), a scan pattern generated
during description needs to be shifted forward with respect
to the associated comprehension scan pattern, as visual referents are usually fixated before description in production,
but identified in comprehension after the associated linguistic
referents have been listened to. It is important to notice how
during sentence processing, recurrence on the first visual object (the sentence subject) increases substantially already at
lag zero compared to before sentence processing. Naturally,
since the sentence starts with the subject, visual attention is
oriented immediately to the associated visual referent. Moreover, we find that increasing positive lags improve recurrence
on this visual referent. A similar increase is seen also for the
second object, but it holds for both positive and negative lags.
Furthermore, in general, it is clear that the relative gain in
recurrence by shifting is higher during sentence processing
than before, for both objects. This points to the important role
played by lags in aligning comprehension and production dur-

Object: Influence of Animacy and Number of Targets In
Figure 5, we show how the φk of the first and second object
changes across conditions, during sentence processing3 .
We observe a main effect of Lag, where the φk coefficient of both objects gains by a positive shift of production
with respect to comprehension (βLag = 0.0011; p < 0.05) This
confirms that during sentence processing itself, the coordination of scan patterns in comprehension and production occurs with a characteristic delay (Richardson et al., 2007).
Moreover, we find an interaction between Lag and Object,
such that the second object gains more by positive shifting
(βLag:Object−Second = −0.0008; p < 0.0001). Once the subject
of the sentence, i.e., the first object, is identified, visual attention focuses on the second object, which is the receiver of the
action, for animate subject, or on a spatially related object,
for inanimate subjects. It is also interesting to note that when
the subject of the sentence is associated with a single inanimate target, we observe substantial gains when shifting on the
corresponding object, i.e., the first object, in both temporal directions, with the highest peak found at positive lags. In order
to understand this result, it is important to remember that the
φk coefficient penalizes mismatches. So, φk is positive when
gazes are either both on the target object (e.g. violin,violin) or
both on completely different objects (e.g. woman-L, womanR); φk is instead negative when there is a mismatch, i.e. one
gaze on the target object, the other on a different object (e.g.
violin,woman-L).
An inanimate object has a low linguistic relevance, hence
there is a high chance that is unattended if visual attention is
not directed towards it by a cue. So, the first positive peak
observed at negative lags indicates that when the alignment
between comprehension and production widens, gazes tends
to be on completely different objects. However, at positive
lags, we observe a second and highest peak, which probably reflects gaze agreement on the inanimate target object.

ing the activation of sentence processing mechanisms.

3 We focus on the during sentence processing phase, as the LME
analysis in the before analysis failed to yield any significant results.
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In fact, once the inanimate object has been mentioned, visual attention needs to locate and retrieve information about
it. This process generates a delay in comprehension, which is
reflected by the larger gain in recurrence when the production
scan patterns are shifted forward.

General Discussion
The processes of language comprehension and production
share cognitive mechanisms which are intimately connected.
Research in dialogue has shown coordination between speakers and listeners both in their linguistic and visual responses
(Pickering and Garrod, 2007; Richardson et al., 2007). However, previous work fails to identify the factors involved in
the coordination of visual responses in production and comprehension, and the temporal dynamics underlying it.
In this paper, we investigated the temporal aspects of scan
pattern coordination during the generation and comprehension of scene descriptions. Descriptions, in contrast to dialogues, allow us to pin down more precisely the influence of
shared referential information during the overt interaction between visual and linguistic responses.
In order to quantify the temporal dynamics underlying gaze
coordination, we used Cross Recurrence Analysis: a technique used to unravel recurring patterns between time series
(Marwan and Kurths, 2002; Dale et al., 2011). In line with
Richardson et al. (2007), we found substantial recurrence between scan patterns in production and comprehension, but we
also observed important differences across phases of analysis
and across individual objects. These differences are modulated by both the animacy of subject and the number of targets. In particular, we find that delays in production increase
coordination with comprehension during sentence processing
(but not before), and also improve the agreement between
scan patterns on the visual object identifying the subject of
the sentence. We argue that prior to the availability of linguistic information, visual attention focuses on objects which
are either receivers of actions, or objects that are involved in
a spatial relation with the target; the subject is in focus only
if it is explicitly mentioned.
The number of targets corresponding to a certain object
interacts with their animacy in several interesting ways. A
single animate object in the scene generates more variability between the scan patterns, which manifests itself in the
recurrence remaining zero at all lags. This is perhaps due to
the larger amount of conceptual knowledge related to animate
objects, which offers participants a wider space of contextual
relations within the scene. An inanimate single object, on the
other hand, has a more limited contextual potential; therefore
coordination between scan patterns in production and comprehension becomes easier, and is attained for positive lags.
When multiple visual objects are associated with the same
subject referent, the influence of its animacy is neutralized,
due to the ambiguity introduced.
In future work, we are planning to address some shortcomings of the study presented here. In particular, we are planning a cooperative version of the description task, in which
speakers and listeners are simultaneously recorded and asked
to interact. The co-presence of speaker and listener allow us

to have a more controlled and counterbalanced design both
in terms of experimental conditions and data accuracy (e.g.,
equal numbers of speakers and listeners). Moreover, a cooperative task give us the possibility to explore how the interaction of different cognitive processes, e.g., motor actions and
visual responses, modulates the cross-modal coordination between comprehension and production.
Overall, we have shown that scan pattern coordination is a
key mechanism that enables the integration of comprehension
and production processes. Crucially, we demonstrated that
there are important visual and linguistic factors which need
to be accounted for in order to achieve a full understanding of
the cognitive dynamics underlying this integration.
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Representation and acquisition of symmetrical verbs
Ozge Gurcanli
JHU

Barbara Landau
JHU
Abstract: Languages use two distinct classes of verbs to encode the following distinct event types. Mutual events,
in which participants share equal, reciprocal roles, are encoded by symmetrical verbs (e.g. meet). Non-mutual
events, in which participants have distinct and non-reciprocal roles, are encoded by asymmetrical verbs (e.g. kick)
(Gleitman, Gleitman, Miller, Ostrin, 1996; Dimitriadis, 2008). These two classes of verbs participate in distinct
syntactic structures, which differentiate between them. For example, sentences ”Sam met Jane” and ”Sam kicked
Jane” entail mutual vs. non-mutual participation but a singular event, while sentences ”Sam and Jane met” and
”Sam and Jane kicked” differ in both the type of participation and the number of sub-events (1 for meet, 2 for kick).
Do children have knowledge of this complex interaction between semantics and syntax? In an act-out study, we find
that children as young as five have similar competence to adults
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Normative cognition: a uniquely human cognitive capacity
Jeppe Sinding Jensen
MINDlab, Aarhus University, Denmark
Abstract: Normative cognition – a uniquely human cognitive capacity
’Normative cognition’ is a ’mongrel’ concept covering human cognition of symbolically mediated normative information. Humans have social and cultural cognition of which normative cognition is a subset. Humans can produce,
distribute, acquire and implement social norms and values.
Normative cognition requires certain cognitive skills such as 1) learning, remembering and 2) having capabilities in
using symbols, concepts and norms as cognitive tools. Thus normative cognition 1) provides governance in cognizing
and 2) aids in predicting probable ranges of behavior in self and others
Minds create ecologies for other minds in normative conceptual systems: ’models for the world’ (in scripts /
programs / frames...) and ’models of the world’ (socio-cultural classification systems) provide: Shared world-views
and action patterns. Normative cultural and collective institutions are social cognition devices: tools for minds in
high-level predictive coding and pattern recognition provide complexity reduction in social systems.
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Generating 3D Spatial Descriptions from Stereo Vision Using SIFT
Keypoint Clouds
Marjorie Skubic
University of Missouri

Samuel N. Blisard
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Robert H. Luke III
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Erik E. Stone
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Derek T. Anderson
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James M. Keller
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Abstract: To facilitate more natural interaction with robots, we have been investigating an approach for generating
descriptions of objects in a scene, using point cloud models built with the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT).
The 3D models are constructed from 24 images taken from different viewing angles. For each recognized object, the
model is placed into an internal representation of the environment, at the recognized location. The object keypoints
are then projected onto horizontal and vertical planes. The convex hulls of the projected points are computed in
each plane and used as boundary representations for computing the Histograms of Forces (HoF). Features from the
HoF are then used in a system of fuzzy rules to generate descriptions using spatial referencing language, e.g., the
cup is on the table to the right of the lamp. Support is included for right, left, front, behind, on top, above, below,
inside, contains, and near.
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Individual and Collaborative Learning from Text and Pictures: A Task
Analysis
Krista DeLeeuw
Knowledge Media Research Center, Tuebingen, Germany

Katharina Scheiter
Knowledge Media Research Center, Tuebingen, Germany

Friedrich Hesse
Knowledge Media Research Center, Tuebingen, Germany
Abstract: This study focused on the cognitive processes involved in learning from text and pictures, when learning
both individually and collaboratively. We designed a task in which learners actively engage with text and pictures in
a lesson about mitosis, followed by a test of knowledge gained from the task. During the task, think-aloud protocols
were collected. Preliminary results show that learners actively engage in cognitive processes that are thought to be
essential to learning from text and pictures: selecting, organizing, and integrating (Mayer, 2001). The verbal protocol
allows for a more detailed task analysis of these processes, as well as a correlational analysis between engagement in
these steps and test performance, to be presented at the conference. Furthermore, while individuals and collaborating
learners scored similarly on the knowledge test, their metacognitive strategies differed drastically. These results are
important in understanding how students learn from popular interactive media involving text and pictures.
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Do information-theoretic measures of word-processing difficulty explain
psycholinguistic phenomena?
Stefan Frank
University College London
Abstract: It has been proposed that cognitive processing effort at each word in a sentence depends on the amount of
information conveyed by the word. Indeed, two formal measures of word information (surprisal and entropy reduction)
correlate with reading times on words in general texts. If word information also accounts for psycholinguistic
phenomena that have been taken as evidence for particular cognitive processes, these phenomena may need to be
reinterpreted.
A range of simple recurrent networks and phrase-structure grammars was used to estimate surprisal and entropyreduction scores for the parts-of-speech of sentence stimuli from five experiments, concerning relative clause processing, local ambiguity, digging-in effects, and grammaticality illusions. None of the information measures predicted any
critical experimental result, except for the SRN-based surprisals, which predicted the grammaticality illusion. This
shows that many psycholinguistic findings are indeed indicative of cognitive effects beyond ’mere’ information-based
processing difficulty.
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Shared pattern of face preferences in human infants and pet dogs
Jennifer M.D. Yoon
Stanford University

Friederike Range
University of Vienna

Ludwig Huber
University of Vienna

Gergely Csibra
Central European University

Zsofia Viranyi
University of Vienna
Abstract: Human eyes are unique. Unlike other primates whose pupils are masked by a dark sclera, the human
eye highlights a dark pupil against a white sclera. Newborn infants look longer at schematic stimuli with three
blobs arranged in a face-like configuration – but only if the blobs match the dark-on-light phenotype of the human
eye. If a visual preference for faces with human-like eyes is innately specified, it is a candidate for selection across
domestication. Over thousands of years of evolution, wolves became dogs who are adept at working and living with
us. We report visual preference data showing that adult pet dogs prefer to look at face-like stimuli with a human-like
eye phenotype, even though this phenotype is not prevalent in dogs – just as human infants do. Convergence in
this visual preference suggests sensitivity to human eyes is an important behavioral adaptation for social partnership
with humans.
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Learning categories from an intermittent teacher
John V McDonnell
New York University

Todd M Gureckis
New York University
Abstract: Category learners typically experience at least two types of learning episodes. Sometimes, stimuli are
observed without labels (unsupervised learning), while at other times, a teacher provides a category label or name
(supervised learning). Until recently, these two types of learning have been studied independent of one another,
despite the fact that many influential models of category learning treat them as equivalent. In a series of experiments,
we explored tasks in which both labeled and unlabeled exemplars were provided. We find that when unlabeled items
are intermixed with numerous labeled exemplars, participants appear to decouple labeled items from unlabeled items.
In contrast, when unlabeled items are intermixed with few labeled exemplars, participants integrate information
across the two types of learning episodes. These results suggest that people’s tendency to integrate information from
labeled and unlabeled learning episodes can be understood in terms of normative statistical inference.
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Universals and variation in spatial language and cognition: Evidence
from Chichewa
Alexandra Carstensen
University of California, Berkeley

Naveen Khetarpal
University of Chicago

Asifa Majid
Max-Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics

Terry Regier
University of California, Berkeley
Abstract: The relation of spatial language and spatial cognition is central to the debate over language and thought.
Recent findings move this debate beyond the standard opposition between universalist and relativist (Whorfian)
stances. Two such studies suggest that spatial language (Khetarpal et al., 2009) and the spatial cognition underlying
it (Khetarpal et al., 2010) both reflect universal tendencies of spatial cognition modulated by linguistic convention.
These studies gauged non-linguistic spatial cognition through English- and Dutch-speakers’ pile-sorting of spatial
scenes by similarity. Since English and Dutch are closely related, we tested the generality of these findings with
pile-sorting from speakers of Chichewa, a Bantu language of East Africa. We found that (1) the spatial systems of 9
unrelated languages near-optimally partition a similarity space derived from Chichewa sorting, and (2) this sorting
reflects the semantic system of Chichewa itself, suggesting that Chichewa speakers’ sorting combines universal and
language-specific aspects of spatial cognition.
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Cross Cultural Comparative Effects of an Early Science and
Measurement Learning Study on 4th grade children’s achievement
Nancy L. Stein
University of Chicago and NORC

Yuhtsuen Tzeng
National Chung Cheng University, Chia-Yi, Taiwan

Marc W. Hernandez
NORC, University of Chicago
Abstract: Two science-learning studies were carried out in the U. S. and Taiwan, to examine whether 4th grade
children could benefit from a causally coherent presentation of core concepts explaining molecules and the role that
heat energy plays in controlling state of matter. The first study varied the inclusion/exclusion of static versus
dynamic graphic presentations that accompanied learning modules. The second varied whether concepts of measure
were explicitly taught before science learning. Children in both countries performed exceeding well on concepts
thought to be difficult in learning about the speed and movement of molecules. Taiwanese children received far
more rigorous training on measurement concepts than U.S. students. If measurement concepts were not taught
explicitly, U.S. children lost ground rapidly. With explicit instruction, U.S, students improved but did not quite
equal Taiwanese students. The role of time on task and diversity of problem presentations are discussed.
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Factors Related to Passage Length: Implications for Second Language Listening
Comprehension
Amber N. Bloomfield (abloomfi@umd.edu)
University of Maryland, College Park
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Sarah C. Wayland
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Abstract
Despite its importance in the development of second language
(L2) proficiency, there is little research on listening
comprehension in a second language. Evidence for the role of
most factors that may impact second language listening is
sparse. One practical factor often mentioned in relation to the
difficulty of L2 listening passages is length, but there are
several problems with characterizing the amount of
information in a passage this way. We summarize available
research on the effects of passage length in L2 listening
comprehension and describe the relationship between passage
length and other important factors and highlight areas in need
of more research.
Keywords: listening comprehension; working memory;
second language instruction

Introduction
Listening in a second language (L2) is challenging for a
number of reasons. Listening involves real-time processing,
generally without the option of going back to earlier
sections of the passage the listener may have missed (Buck,
2001; Flowerdew, 1994). Further, while most reading
involves complete control of the rate at which text is
received, control over the speed of delivery for listeners
varies much more widely (Osada, 2004). In addition, in
comprehending spoken language, word boundaries must be
inferred from a variety of lexical and phonological cues
(e.g., Cutler, Dahan, & Van Donselaar, 1997).
These above factors are fundamental qualities of listening.
However, other factors in listening passages are more
variable (e.g., a fast speech rate, presence of infrequent
vocabulary, etc.) such that any given passage may contain
some or none of these qualities. Unfortunately, most second
language (L2) comprehension research has focused on
reading rather than listening because the process of reading

is more easily observed and manipulated (Osada, 2004).
Research findings from reading comprehension often fail to
map fully onto the processes involved in listening
comprehension (Schmidt-Rinehart, 1994) and many factors
relevant for listening comprehension have no analogue in
reading comprehension. For instance, speech may contain
irregular pauses, false starts, disfluencies such as um, and
intonation patterns that can affect comprehension (Shohamy
& Inbar, 1991). The pronunciation of words may also differ
greatly from the way they appear in print and may be
affected by the words with which they are presented:
assimilation results in ten being pronounced tem in the
phrase ten bikes (Crystal, 2003); reductions result in the
phrase I’m gonna go instead of I am going to go (Ito, 2001).
These reductions lessen the amount of lexical information
available and make listening particularly challenging for L2
learners (Ito, 2001).
There remains a great deal that is not known about what
makes listening materials difficult for L2 learners. The lack
of research is particularly problematic for language
instructors who select and create classroom listening
materials and language test developers who must predict the
difficulty of listening materials. Further, readily available or
intuitively appealing factors may not provide the best
characterization of passage difficulty. This paper focuses on
one of these factors in particular: passage length. Because
listening involves real-time processing, the amount of
information presented is often a factor of concern (Alderson,
et al., 2006; Bejar, Douglas, Jamieson, Nissan, & Turner,
2000; Carroll, 1977; Dunkel, 1991; Rost, 2006). Passage
length is described as one aspect of passage complexity
(Rost, 2006). However, there is evidence that passage length
may not be the best way to characterize amount of
information, both in that it is often confounded with other
factors, and because other factors provide a more precise
depiction of information amount. Below, we summarize the
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empirical evidence regarding passage length and related
factors and argue that amount of information, as a factor
predicting difficulty in L2 listening comprehension, should
be examined using different measures.

Characterizing amount of information
There are several reasons why an increased amount of
information in a passage may hurt L2 listening
comprehension. First, L2 learners often fixate on
information they have failed to comprehend, investing
additional effort in trying to understand what they missed
(Goh, 2000; O'Malley, Chamot, & Kupper, 1989). Because
listening occurs in real time, listeners may then miss
information that follows. In addition, even if listeners avoid
fixating, they may be unable to comprehend later
information because it relies on the understanding of earlier
information (Goh, 2000). The more information in a
passage, the more likely it is that the listener will miss some
of the information and the greater the amount of information
that relies on the understanding of earlier material. Length
of the passage is also cited by L2 listeners as increasing
their comprehension difficulty (Thompson & Rubin, 1996).
Despite these potential challenges, however, there is
motivation for increasing the length of the passages
presented to L2 learners: for example, shorter passages may
be too short to include important linguistic features, such as
discourse markers (Buck, 2001) and tasks using shorter
passages may fail to represent the type of real-world tasks
with which an L2 learner might be faced, such as listening
to an academic lecture (Carrell, Dunkel, & Mollaun, 2002).
Passage Length
Surprisingly, empirical work in L2 listening
comprehension suggests only a minor role for passage
length (measured as duration or word count). Several studies
have failed to find a significant relationship between length
and test item difficulty or other measures of comprehension
(Freedle & Kostin, 1996; Kostin, 2004; Moyer, 2006;
Nissan, DeVincenzi, & Tang, 1996). A few studies have
found a significant role for length, such that longer passages
were associated with more difficult comprehension items.
However, these studies did not examine the role of length
separately reading and listening (Rupp, Garcia, & Jamieson,
2001), confounded length with the number of
comprehension items (Henning, 1991), or found the effect
only for learners with a higher level of proficiency (Carrell,
et al., 2002). Overall, the evidence that passage length
affects L2 listening material difficulty is underwhelming.
There are several possible reasons for the mixed results in
the literature. The first is that many studies investigating its
role do not directly manipulate length in the listening
materials (Freedle & Kostin, 1996; Kostin, 2004; Moyer,
2006; Nissan, et al., 1996). Rather, these studies use existing
test materials which are coded for particular factors, with
these factors included in regression models predicting the
difficulty of test items. This leaves open the strong
possibility that passages that differed in length also differed

in other important ways that affected L2 listening
comprehension. Other studies involve confounds in the
design of the experiment that make it difficult to interpret
their findings: in Moyer (2006), all short passages were
formal news reports while all longer passages were informal
dialogues. The formality of the language in the news reports
may have made these passages more difficult for the L2
listeners (Shohamy & Inbar, 1991), counteracting any
benefits of their shorter length. In addition, many studies
examining passage length explore a very limited range of
lengths (e.g., the passages included in Kostin, 2004 were all
20 seconds or shorter in duration), possibly not varying
length enough to uncover an effect. These issues indicate a
need to explore passage length in future research with
experimentally manipulated materials in which a broad
range of lengths is presented with other factors (e.g.,
language formality) held constant.
Another reason for the mismatch between research
findings and intuition is that length, in and of itself, may not
the best factor for capturing the amount of information in a
passage. Length can be confounded with speech rate (if
measured in terms of duration) or redundancy (if measured
in terms of word count, or duration if speech rate is held
constant). It is important to consider these factors because
their effects on L2 listening comprehension run counter to
the predicted effect of length: a faster speech rate (which
results in a shorter length) should make listening more
difficult; more redundancy of information, which should
increase length, should decrease listening comprehension
difficulty. In addition, other measures of amount of
information may do a better job both of controlling for these
confounds and of pinpointing the portion of the passage that
is information. Below, we briefly summarize the empirical
support for factors related to passage length.
Redundancy
Redundancy can be defined as the extent to which words
or ideas are repeated within a passage. This repetition can be
exact (e.g., Bread is on sale today. Bread is on sale and
cabbage is, too.), or it may involve more complex, less
salient presentations, such as paraphrasing or elaborating on
previously-stated ideas (Chaudron, 1983). One study found
that more transparent repetition is more consistently
beneficial for L2 listening comprehension across
proficiency groups (Chaudron, 1983). Other studies have
found similar benefits of simple forms of redundancy for L2
listeners of different proficiency levels (Gainer, 1997) and
differing degrees of benefit of less transparent redundancy
for higher and lower proficiency listeners (i.e., elaborations
like The food of the Pennsylvania Dutch Country is very
hearty and delicious. Hearty and delicious food is
nourishing and tasty, Chiang & Dunkel, 1992, p. 354).
Redundancy is necessarily related to passage length as
defined by word count because increasing redundancy in a
passage will naturally increase the word count of the
passage and will also increase duration if speech rate is held
constant. Because increased redundancy is predicted to have
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an opposite effect on L2 listening comprehension than does
increased length, the two must be considered in conjunction
when estimating the difficulty of a given passage for an L2
listener. However, as mentioned above, less transparent
forms of redundancy (e.g., elaboration or paraphrase) may
not be as facilitative of L2 listening comprehension, so type
of redundancy should also be considered.
Speech rate
A second factor strongly related to passage length, as
measured by duration, is speech rate. Speech rate is a very
salient aspect of listening materials and its role in L2
listening comprehension is relatively well-studied with
largely consistent results. In general, faster speech rates hurt
L2 listeners (Griffiths, 1990; 1992; Rosenhouse, Haik, &
Kishon-Rabin, 2006) though a slowed speech rate does not
necessarily help (Derwing & Munro, 2001; Griffiths, 1990).
However, it is important to note that listeners may attribute
comprehension difficulties arising from other sources to a
fast speech rate: Moore, Adams, Dagenais, and Caffee
(2007) found that native listeners judged reverberated
speech to be faster than filtered or unfiltered speech despite
a constant speech rate; other studies have found that both
native (Anderson-Hsieh & Koehler, 1998) and L2 listeners
(Cheung [1994] and Dahl [1981] as cited by Tauroza, 2001,
p. 146) perceive heavily accented speech as faster than less
accented speech. These results suggest that professionals
selecting listening materials should take care to rely on
objective measures of speech rate rather than their
impressions of the speech rate in passages.
Passages of equal length in terms of duration may contain
very different amounts of information depending on the
speech rate of the speaker(s). Nor is this the only
consideration: long silent pauses will increase the duration
of a passage without necessarily increasing the content. In
determining the amount of information presented by a
passage, duration may be a poor measure without some
consideration of speech rate and some method of
determining how much of the passage is actually
information rather than pauses. Some measures of speech
rate do take into account pauses. For example, articulatory
rate excludes silent intervals over a given threshold (Robb,
Maclagan, & Chen, 2004). Other measures, such as
syllables per second, control for variation in word length
(e.g., Derwing & Munro, 2001; Kang, Rubin, & Pickering,
2010). Some combination of these measures may be more
desirable than any one alone.
Information density
The last factor to discuss relative to the underlying
features of passage length is not confounded with length,
but rather offers a more specific characterization of
information than word count or duration alone. Information
density describes the proportion of the passage that contains
content or information relative to the total duration or word
count of the passage. The largest amount of variation in this
measure comes from differences in how information is

defined. For instance, Nissan, DeVincenzi, and Tang (1996)
defined information as content words (nouns, verbs,
adjectives, and adverbs), similar to Gilmore’s (2004)
description of words with “independent meaning” (e.g.,
mother versus a). Propositions, defined as the smallest unit
of knowledge that can stand alone as a separate true-false
statement (Dunkel, Henning, & Chaudron, 1993), have also
be used in measures of information density (Rupp et al.,
2001).
Some measures of density also control directly for
redundancy, counting only those words or ideas that have
not previously been presented in the passage in the
calculation of density (e.g., type/token ratio, used by Rupp
et al., 2001). This alternative method of measuring density
may be desirable so long as the type of redundancy is taken
into account: redundant information is only redundant if it is
recognized as such by the listener, so the experimenter may
choose to exclude transparent forms of redundancy from the
calculation of information density but include less
transparent forms. Alternatively, separate measures of
density and redundancy might be included: Bejar, Douglas,
Jamieson, Nissan, & Turner (2000) suggest including both
the ratio of propositions to passage duration and the ratio of
unique propositions to total propositions.
There is considerable evidence that information density
impacts L1 reading comprehension (e.g., Kintsch & Keenan,
1973; Sonnleitner, 2008). However, information density has
not been widely examined in the L2 listening
comprehension literature. In addition, the variation in how
this factor is defined (in terms of content words,
propositions,
unique
propositions,
etc.)
makes
generalization across what studies do exist challenging.
Rupp et al. (2001) found propositional density in L2
listening and reading passages to be a significant predictor
of comprehension item difficulty but they did not
operationalize this factor continuously (i.e., they used highmedium-low categorization for describing density across
passages) and they did not examine the relationship
separately for listening and reading materials, so it is
possible that density was a predictor for difficulty in one
skill but not the other. Buck and Tatsuoka (1998) found that
the proportion of content words to all words surrounding the
information necessary for answering an item correctly
significantly predicted item difficulty for L2 listening
passages. This finding does not necessarily indicate that
proportion of content words to all words in an entire passage
will significantly affect comprehension, however.
While there is only a small amount of empirical evidence
indicating that information density impacts L2 listening
comprehension, information density is a theoretically
appealing measure of amount of information compared with
passage length because it describes the proportion of the
passage that contains actual content. Further, measures that
focus on propositions distinguish between a wordy passage
that contains few ideas and one that contains many ideas,
perhaps even expressed with fewer words. For instance, the
fluffy cat ate the meat contains two propositions, while the
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meat was eaten by the cat contains only one proposition
expressed with a higher total number of words. Further,
unlike measures of length, measures of information density
may account for redundancy, although care must be taken in
determining what information is redundant for a given
listener.
However, more research is needed to explore the effects
of density on L2 listening comprehension. Methods of
operationalizing information in informal aural passages
which may contain disfluencies, incomplete sentences, false
starts or other irregularities must be devised to make this
measure usable. The Computerized Propositional Idea
Density Rater (CPIDR, Brown, Snodgrass, Kemper,
Herman, & Covington, 2008), automatically calculates the
number of propositions in English text based on a set of
rules and has a speech mode for addressing transcripts of
spoken English. However, the additional rules implemented
in this mode were made with L1 listening in mind. For
example, the calculation of density excludes like and you
know in those contexts where they are likely to be lexical
fillers. These fillers may not be comprehended as such by
L2 listeners (Voss, 1984; Watanabe, Hirose, Den, &
Minematsu, 2008), and so perhaps should be included in the
calculation of density for these listeners. In addition, the
program is designed to analyze “minimally edited”
transcripts (Brown, et al., 2008, p. 542). Although precisely
what editing is necessary to prepare a transcript for the
program is not specified by Brown et al. (2008), if it
removes filled pauses like um and ah, it may actually
exclude information that is treated as lexical by some L2
listeners who are not familiar with the fillers used in the L2
(Watanabe, et al., 2008). In addition to standardizing the
definition of information in natural L2 speech, methods for
defining information segments in languages other than
English, particularly those with very different syntax or
morphology (e.g., Arabic) need to be described and tested. 1
Not only is extending research on the effects of information
density into other languages of practical use for language
instructors and test developers, but it provides an
opportunity for examining cross-language differences that
may exist for this factor.
A final area in need of further research is to the extent to
which each of the underlying factors involved in calculating
information density interact. Density can remain the same
while the absolute number of ideas increases, so long as a
constant rate of speech is maintained. Conversely, density
can change by altering speech rate, with the number of ideas
held constant. Investigating the relative contributions of the
components of information density will provide a clearer
picture of how this factor affects comprehension.

Amount of information and working memory
Beyond the increased chances for missing information
presented by a passage containing more information overall,
1

A program for calculating information density in French,
modeled after CPIDR, is under development (Covington, 2011).

there is reason to believe that greater amounts of
information may put a strain working memory. Although
most research examining the role of working memory
differences in L2 comprehension has focused on reading
rather than listening (e.g., Harrington & Sawyer, 1992),
there are strong theoretical reasons for believing that
working memory plays a critical role in listening (Engle,
2002). As in reading, listeners must both hold previous
information in working memory while processing incoming
information and integrating the incoming information with
existing knowledge from long-term memory (Payne &
Whitney, 2002). However, listening has the added
complication of requiring real-time processing without the
option of returning to earlier material, which may impose an
additional load on working memory. Further, listening for
L2 learners is unlikely to be fully automatic (Tyler, 2001)
which will create an even greater demand on working
memory (Baddeley, 2007).
Those studies that have investigated the relationship
between individual differences in working memory capacity
and L2 listening comprehension directly have failed to find
significant results (Carrell, et al., 2002; Henning, 1991).
However, one potential issue with these investigations is
that they used a measure of working memory designed to
measure storage capacity (i.e., digit span) rather than
combined storage and processing capacity. This distinction
is important because a meta-analysis over 77 studies found
that the relationship between storage-plus-processing
measures of working memory, such as reading span, and L1
comprehension was considerably stronger than the
relationship between storage-only measures and L1
comprehension (Daneman & Merikle, 1996).
While there are strong theoretical reasons to believe that
an increased amount of information will increase the strain
on working memory for L2 listeners, this is again a situation
where passage length in and of itself may not be the best
measure of information amount. This is particularly true
because of the factors confounded with length and their
likely relationship with working memory load. Redundancy
may be beneficial from a working memory load standpoint
for two reasons: first, re-presenting information will refresh
this information in the listener’s working memory; second,
new information that is fully interchangeable with
information already being stored in working memory will
not need to be stored separately and so should not increase
the storage load. However, the ease with which redundant
information will be recognized as such will depend on the
type of redundancy: more transparent forms, like the exact
repetition of words, will be more likely to ease or at least
not increase the strain on working memory than do less
transparent forms like paraphrase, which may not be seen as
redundant and so will both fail to refresh the earlier
information and will be stored separately.
Speech rate also affects the strain on working memory: a
faster rate provides less time for the L2 listener to process
the input, leading to a greater cognitive load (Rost, 2006).
Because a faster speech rate results in a passage shorter in
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duration, predictions for working memory load based on the
overall duration of a passage may not accurately represent
strain imposed on the listener. The manner in which speech
rate is calculated is of concern here, too, because pauses in a
listening passage are believed to provide more processing
time to the listener (Blau, 1990), which should decrease
working memory load. Measures of speech rate that control
for differences in pausing (e.g., articulatory rate, Robb,
Maclagan, & Chen, 2004) may be more predictive of the
load imposed on working memory than are other measures.

Coping with large amounts of information
As mentioned above, there are motivations for presenting
passages with more content to L2 learners so that they may
experience key aspects of the target language (Buck, 2001)
or be prepared for the tasks they will need to perform in the
L2 (Carrell, et al., 2002). There is also an ongoing push to
use authentic materials in teaching second-language
listening skills (Gilmore, 2007). Authentic materials, among
other things, introduce listeners to a more realistic speech
rate than created classroom materials often offer (Rings,
1986). It is important to note, however, that while many
factors such as speech rate suggest that authentic materials
will be more difficult for L2 listeners than created materials,
a study examining differences between authentic and
created dialogues found higher density and less redundancy
in created materials, implying that authentic materials may
actually be easier in certain circumstances (Gilmore, 2004).
There are options available to the language instructor to
ease their students’ comprehension of passages containing
larger amounts of information. First, the passages may be
presented multiple times, providing several opportunities for
the listeners to process the information therein (Field, 2008).
In a sense, playing a passage multiple times is a simple way
of increasing redundancy of information without altering the
actual passage (Cervantes & Gainer, 1992), which may be
desirable particularly when presenting authentic materials.
Playing a passage multiple times can also help overcome
unexpected difficulties in a testing environment, like noise
in the room (Buck, 2001). Research also shows that playing
a passage more than once for L2 listeners improves
comprehension (Berne, 1995; Cervantes & Gainer, 1992;
Gainer, 1997; Lund, 1990; Sakai, 2009), though it may be
more beneficial to higher-proficiency listeners (A. Chang &
Read, 2006; C. S. Chang, 1999). This latter finding makes
sense if the passage contains other complexity-increasing
factors like infrequent vocabulary: hearing an unfamiliar
word more than once will not necessarily lead to its being
understood, and higher-proficiency listeners will have more
extensive L2 vocabularies.
Another method of helping L2 listeners overcome the
demands of a large amount of information is to allow them
to take notes while listening. Unlike playing a passage
multiple times for the listeners, however, notetaking has a
less consistently positive impact on comprehension.
Notetaking is itself a cognitively demanding task (Piolat,
Olive, & Kellogg, 2005) that is even more difficult for L2

listeners (Barbier & Piolat, 2005). Although notetaking can
promote comprehension through providing an available
record of the passage that the listener may consult after the
passage is over, it may interfere with comprehension by
overloading working memory during listening. In line with
these conflicting predictions for the effect of notetaking on
L2 listening comprehension, some studies have found that
notetaking hurts comprehension (Hale & Courtney, 1994)
while others have found that it helps (Carrell, et al., 2002).
One potential determining factor for whether notetaking
helps or hinders comprehension is whether the listener can
make good choices about when to take notes and when to
focus on listening (Lin, 2006).

Conclusion
A lack of empirical research on the factors that impact L2
listening comprehension may lead to a reliance on intuitive
or easily measured qualities of passages like length. We
have described the issues with using passage length to
predict the difficulty of the passage for L2 learners,
including that the evidence for its role in comprehension
difficulty is not strong and that it is confounded with other
factors. We also suggest that information density provides a
more precise picture of amount of information, though this
measure and its components need to be further explored
with regard to L2 listening.
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Abstract
Empirical research has revealed that people try to avoid
ambiguity in the Ellsberg problem and make choices
inconsistent with the predictions of Expected Utility Theory.
We hypothesized that people might be forming implicit
assumptions to deal with the ambiguity resulting from the
incomplete information in the problem, and that some
assumptions might lead them to deviate from normative
predictions. We embedded the Ellsberg problem in various
scenarios that made one source of ambiguity (i.e., the implied
distribution of the unknown number of the colored balls)
explicit. Results of an experiment showed that more people
chose consistently (and hence rationally) when the scenario
encouraged them to think that the probability distribution of
the number of balls was normal. The results give insight into
the implicit assumptions that might lead to choices congruent
with normative models.
Keywords: Ellsberg paradox, decision making under
ambiguity, implicit assumptions, probability distributions.

Introduction
Since its inception the study of judgment and decision
making has been concerned with the discrepancy between
what we do and what we ought to do (Newell, Lagnado &
Shanks, 2007). A long line of studies show that people make
judgments and decisions that deviate from the principles of
normative models, such as probability theory (for
probability judgment) and Expected Utility Theory (EUT)
(for decision making). Some tasks have become classics in
the literature because they show such robust and systematic
violations
of
normative
principles.
The typical task used to demonstrate deviations from
normative models is as follows: Provide people with a
judgment or a decision problem which generally contains
quantitative or statistical information, ask them to judge the
likelihood of an event or make a choice between
alternatives, and compare the obtained responses with what
normative models dictate. If the response does not conform
to the principles of a given normative model, then that
response typically is labeled “fallacious”, “erroneous”, or
“paradoxical”. A general assumption behind this labeling is
that it is possible to adhere to the principles of normative
models given only the information provided in the problem
description. Though it often is possible for people to engage
in normative computations, the impoverished and/or abstract
nature of many classic problems might lead people to make
additional assumptions in order to develop a coherent
picture of a particular problem (Nickerson, 1996). These
additional assumptions could give rise to responses that are

incongruent with the principles of normative theories. Thus
it is not a failure of normative computations per se, but a
mismatch between the external description and the decision
maker‟s internal representation of the problem (Stanovich &
West, 2000; see also Krynski & Tenenbaum, 2007).
Nickerson (1996) emphasized how, in many of the classic
probability judgment tasks (e.g., Bertrand‟s Box, Monty
Hall), different implicit assumptions can lead to starkly
different conclusions. A compelling example is that of an
encounter with a man on the street who introduces you to
his young son. You know the man to be a father of two;
what is the probability that his other child is also a boy?
Answers of 1/3 and 1/2 can both be justified depending on
the implicit assumptions one draws (e.g., is the man equally
likely to take walks with children of either gender or does he
favor walks with a son?) (see also Bar-Hillel & Falk, 1982).
The essence of these discussions is that judgments defined
as erroneous or paradoxical could be explained in terms of a
mismatch between the information provided to the
participant and the implicit assumptions that they form
when they are presented with the problem. In this article we
shift focus from probability judgments to a classic decision
making problem – the Ellsberg Paradox. This is an infamous
decision problem because peoples‟ choices in the problem
systematically violate normative principles. In addition, the
problem is impoverished in a similar way to those discussed
in the judgment literature. Thus our basic hypothesis is that
the „paradoxical‟ behavior observed in the Ellsberg problem
might result from the tacit assumptions people form when
faced with incomplete information.

The Ellsberg Problem
In most of the decisions we make, we are faced with
different sorts of outcomes with varying degrees of
certainty. While we might be able to attach specific
probabilities to different outcomes in some cases (i.e., when
the outcome depends on a fair coin flip), we may encounter
some events where assessing a probability value is not
entirely possible (i.e., when predicting the outcome of the
next U.S. presidential election). Ellsberg coined the term
“ambiguity” for the latter case and claimed that most people
prefer to bet on gambles with known probabilities rather
than unknown (Ellsberg, 1961). His classic example is as
follows:
Suppose that there is an urn known to contain 30 red balls
and 60 black or yellow balls but the exact proportion of
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black and yellow balls is not known. One ball will be drawn
at random from the urn. You are offered to bet on two
gambles with two alternatives.
Gamble 1
A: If the ball drawn is red, you will win $100.
B: If the ball drawn is black, you will win $100.
Gamble 2
C: If the ball drawn is either red or yellow, you will win
$100.
D: If the ball drawn is either black or yellow, you will win
$100.
Ellsberg suggested that A&D will be the most frequent
choice pattern and B&C the least (Ellsberg, 1961). In other
words, people will bet on alternatives with known
probabilities (A&D) rather than ambiguous alternatives
(B&C). However, the A&D pattern is an obvious violation
of the sure-thing principle of EUT because it shows that
people prefer to bet on a red ball rather than on a black ball
in Gamble 1 whereas they also prefer to bet on a non-red
ball rather than a non-black ball in Gamble 2. Another way
to express this contradiction is that choosing A&D implies
that the decision makers behave as if the number of red balls
is higher than the number of black balls in Gamble 1, but the
number of red balls is less than the number of black balls in
Gamble 2.
The vast majority of empirical evidence has demonstrated
that people indeed have a strong preference for A over B
and for D over C (see Becker & Brownson, 1964; Slovic &
Tversky, 1974; MacCrimmon & Larsson, 1979; for the twocolor version see Raiffa, 1961; Yates & Zukowski, 1976;
Kahn & Sarin, 1988; Curley & Yates, 1989; Eisenberger &
Weber, 1995). In addition to the investigation of this
original version, this tendency against ambiguity in decision
making has been tested under different conditions (for an
extensive review, see Camerer & Weber, 1992). For
instance, it has been shown that unambiguous gambles are
strictly preferred to ambiguous gambles, even when the
expected value of the latter is higher (Keren & Gerritsen,
1999), and that people are willing to pay more for
unambiguous gambles (Becker & Brownson, 1964).

Ambiguity Aversion
Ellsberg proposed that it is not irrational to display the A&D
choice pattern, but rather that EUT fails to incorporate
ambiguity as distinct from risk into choice behavior
(Ellsberg, 1961). For decades, this hypothetical gambling
situation has been thought to be a paradox because it
contradicts one axiom of EUT while the “ambiguity
aversion” it manifests is intuitively plausible. On the
theoretical level, several attempts have been made to solve
this paradox by modifying some aspects of EUT (e.g.,
Choquet integral in Choquet theory, see Schmeidler, 1989).
On the empirical side, what accounts for ambiguity aversion
has remained an enduring question in the literature (see
Chow & Sarin, 2001; Fox & Tversky, 1995; Fox & Weber,
2002; Frisch & Baron, 1988; Goodie, 2003; Grieco &

Hogarth, 2004; Heath & Tversky, 1991; Hogarth &
Kunreuther, 1989; Yates & Zukowski, 1976).
Ambiguity has been defined as: “the uncertainty about
probabilities, created by missing information that is relevant
and could be known” (Fellner, 1961; Frisch & Baron, 1988).
The ambiguity seen in the Ellsberg problem has two
components: The first is the proportion of the black and
yellow balls, and the second is the procedure used in the
arrangement of black and yellow balls in a way that makes
us unable to know the probability distribution (and hence
the proportion). For example, if the procedure used to
determine the number of black and yellow balls was coin
flipping (e.g. Heads all yellow; Tails all black), the urn then
must contain either 60 black balls or 60 yellow balls. In
contrast, if the number of black balls was determined via a
random selection method (e.g., pulling numbered tokens out
of a bag), then the number could be anything from 0 to 60.
This second component has not been emphasized by
previous studies, however we think its role might be as
important as the first one in creating paradoxical choices.
This is because if the procedure used in the arrangement of
the black and yellow balls is known, then although the exact
proportions of each cannot be inferred, it is possible to
deduce the probability distribution of the number of balls,
and thereby, perhaps, reduce that component of ambiguity.
In the standard version of the Ellsberg problem because
participants do not know the procedure used to determine
the number of black and yellow balls, they are unable to
make an inference about the probability distribution (e.g.,
Bertrand paradox, see Bertrand, 1889; Nickerson, 2004, p.
186-204). According to the principle of insufficient reason,
when one does not know a probability distribution one has
to assume a uniform distribution (which implies that the
probability of winning is equally likely for each alternative
in Gambles 1 and 2). Such an assumption leads to
indifference (Baron, 2007).
However, people are not indifferent between the
alternatives in each gamble. As noted above, Ellsberg
(1961) argued that „ambiguity aversion‟ directs preferences
towards A&D. We suggest that this aversion, at least in part,
comes from the implicit assumptions that people form in the
presence of ambiguity, and/or the absence of the
information that is required to make a pair of choices that is
consistent with the principles of EUT. In particular people
might form an implicit assumption about the arrangement of
the black and yellow balls in the urn (i.e., how they were
selected and placed in the urn).
To investigate this idea, we kept constant one component
of ambiguity – the proportion of black and yellow balls and manipulated the second component – the procedure
used in their arrangement in the urn. We provided people
with „missing information‟ by embedding the classic
Ellsberg problem within 3 different scenarios where the
procedure used in arrangement of the black and yellow balls
was explicitly stated and each yielded different (implied)
probability distributions.
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Selection of the scenarios and implied probability
distributions
We focused on three possible probability distributions for
the black (and yellow) balls, and hence, on three different
scenarios where these probability distributions can be
deduced.
In the first experimental group, the “50-50” group, the
scenario was as follows: The experimenter tossed a fair
coin. If the coin toss came up heads, then all 60 balls are
black. If the coin toss came up tails, then all 60 balls are
yellow. This scenario implies that the number of black balls
could be either 0 or 60 with probability of .50.
In the second experimental group, the “equal probability”
group, the scenario read: The experimenter randomly picked
a number out of a bag which contained numbers from 1 to
60. Then she put that number of black balls into the urn. For
instance, if the number selected was 20, she put 20 black
balls into the urn; and then made the total number of balls
up to 90 by adding a further 40 yellow balls. Thus implying
that the number of black balls could be anything from 1 to
60 with an equal probability
In the third experimental group, the “normal distribution”
group the scenario was: The experimenter put 60 black and
60 yellow balls into a huge box and shuffled them for a
short while. After that she randomly picked 60 balls out of
the box and put those 60 balls into the urn described above.
This scenario suggests that the number of black balls could
be anything from 0 to 60 but middle values (close to 30) are
more probable than extreme values (close to 0 and 60).
Figure 1 shows the probability distributions implied in
each scenario. (These figures were not provided to
participants and neither were the “50-50”, “Equal
Probability” etc. labels used in the problem descriptions.)
One practical reason for using these particular probability
distributions was that they were convenient to be
transformed into coherent scenarios. Second, and more
importantly, they were the first possible distributions that
quickly came to our minds. We thought this may also be
true for other people. For instance, it could be quicker and
easier to imagine that the number of black balls is anything
between 1 and 60 with an equal probability, or likely to be
something around 30, rather than unlikely to be something
around 30 (i.e., a parabolic normal curve).
Although we could not find examples in the existing
literature of this kind of manipulation with the Ellsberg
problem, we made tentative predictions regarding the effect
that providing people with scenarios yielding different
(implied) probability distributions would have on choices.
We predicted that the “equal probability” scenario would
lead to a choice pattern similar to the one observed in the
original version of the Ellsberg problem because both imply
that the number of black balls could be anything from 0 to
60 with an equal probability - even though this is not
explicit in the original version. More importantly, we
expected the choice pattern obtained in the “normal
distribution” scenario to be different (and perhaps result in
more EUT-consistent choices) from those observed in the

other scenarios since it is more informative in the sense that
it implies a relatively small range for the possible number of
black balls (i.e. the number of black (yellow) balls is more
likely to be close to 30).
One could argue that the “50-50” scenario is as
informative as the “normal distribution” scenario since it
implies that number of black (yellow) balls is either 0 or 60,
so that it could have a similar „consistency-increasing‟
effect on the choice pattern as well.
The experiment examined these tentative predictions.

Method
Participants
One-hundred and forty first year psychology students (M
age = 19.5, 89 female) at UNSW participated in the
experiment as a part of their course requirement. They were
randomly assigned to the four groups (n = 35).

Design and Procedure
All participants received a paper-and-pen version of the
Ellsberg problem. All groups were given the three-color
version (as described in the introduction) where they were
first told: “Imagine an urn known to contain 30 red balls and
60 black or yellow balls (thus 90 coloured balls in total)”.
With the exception of the control group (the “Original
Ellsberg” group), this statement was followed by a scenario
in which the procedure used in the arrangement of the black
and yellow balls was explicitly explained (see above for
descriptions).
Each scenario was followed by the statement that the
exact proportion of black and yellow balls was still
unknown, and that one ball would be randomly drawn from
the urn. Participants were then asked to select one of the two
alternatives that they would prefer to bet on in each gamble.

Results
Table 1 displays the number of each choice pairings in the
two gambles for each group. Note that according to EUT,
consistent choice pairings are “A&C” and “B&D” whereas
inconsistent pairings are “A&D” and “B&C”. As can be
seen in the table participants in the “Original Ellsberg”
group demonstrated the standard pattern with A&D as the
dominant choice pairing. This pairing was also the dominant
one for participants in the “50-50” group and the “equal
probability” group. Indeed there was no significant
difference in the number of consistent choice pairings
between either of these two groups and the “Original
Ellsberg” group, χ²(1, N=70)= 0, p > .05.
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“Original Ellsberg”
Table 1: The number of participants according to their
choice pairings and to consistent/inconsistent choices across
four groups. (n= 35 in each group).

Choice
pairings
“50-50”

Groups
“50-50” “Equal” “Normal”

A&C*
7
7
A&D
21
18
B&C
1
4
B&D*
6
6
∑Consist.
13
13
∑Inconsist.
22
22
* Choice pairings consistent with EUT

1
0.5
0
0

“Original
Ellsberg”

60

“Equal probability”

“Normal distribution”

Figure 1: Implied probability distributions for the black
balls in each scenario. The x-axis corresponds to the number
of black balls and the y-axis to the probability values.
In stark contrast, the “normal distribution” group showed a
significantly higher number of consistent choice pairings
than the “Original Ellsberg” group, χ²(1, N=70)= 5.72, p <
.02.

Discussion
The “normal distribution” group demonstrated more
consistent choice preferences compared to both the
“Original Ellsberg” group and the other two experimental
groups. The increase in consistency appears to result
primarily from an increase in the selection of A&C and a
corresponding decrease in the selection of A&D. One way
to explain this increase could be a reduction in ambiguity
aversion which led people to choose C (ambiguous
alternative) in Gamble 2. So why does the “normal
distribution” scenario lead to a reduction in ambiguity
aversion and to the more „rational‟ choice pattern?

8
17
5
5
13
22

14
11
1
9
23
12

In the “normal distribution” scenario, participants were
told that the 60 black and yellow balls were placed in the
urn after the experimenter put 60 black and 60 yellow balls
in a box, shuffled them for a while, and randomly picked 60
balls out of the box. Although it is not explicitly stated, this
procedure implies that the probability distribution of the
number of black (yellow) balls is normal. Therefore, the
probability of the number of black (yellow) balls being
around 29, 30, 31 is higher than it being 1, 2, 3 or 58, 59,
60.
This information is crucial because it (might) suggest to
the participant that the distribution of balls in the urn is
highly likely to be something like 30 red, 30 black and 30
yellow balls. Armed with this additional information people
need no longer be ambiguity averse or indifferent and can
make choices consistent with EUT.
Why is the increased consistency manifested primarily in
more A&C and not more B&D choices? We conjecture that
A remains more attractive than B because it represents a
choice of 30 red (for sure) over “30-ish” black. Likewise C
is more attractive than D because C comprises 30 red (for
sure) or “30-ish” yellow, whereas D has two uncertain
options (“30-ish” black or “30-ish” yellow).
Thus the key mechanism appears to be a reduction in at
least one component of ambiguity (the method of
arrangement) that is provided by the more informative
“normal distribution scenario”. The normal distribution is
more informative, for instance, than the “equal probability”
scenario (cf. Larson, 1980) because in the latter scenario,
since the number of black balls can be anything from 1 to
60, it is almost impossible to make even a rough estimation
about the number of balls. Thus the scenario is still
„impoverished‟ and leads to a similar pattern of choices as
observed in the original version. Indeed, equal probability
distributions are considered to be one of the least
informative distributions in probability theory (Jaynes,
1968).
To test this notion of „informativeness‟ a follow-up
experiment could elicit estimates of the number of black
(yellow) balls from participants after they make a decision
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in each gamble. If the implied distributions are being
assumed then those participants given the “normal
distribution” should give estimates with a narrow range for
the number of black (yellow) balls (i.e., around 30).
This questioning might also shed light on why the 50-50
scenario, which is arguably as informative as the „normal
distribution‟, still resulted in a similar pattern of choice
preferences (A&D) as the original version. One possibility
is that the all-or-none nature of the 50-50 distribution makes
option C (relatively) less attractive because the decision
maker might reason that there is either 60 black (yellow)
balls or 0. If there are no yellow balls then C (red or yellow
wins) looks like a poor choice because there are only 30 red
balls. In contrast D (black or yellow wins) looks better
because there has to be 60 balls of one of those colors.
A further interesting feature of these data is that the
participants given the “normal distribution” scenario still
chose option A with almost the same frequency as those in
the Original Ellsberg group (compare the totals for the top
two rows in Table 1). This might suggest that participants in
the “normal distribution” group were still ambiguity averse
when presented with Gamble 1 since choosing A is the
indication of ambiguity aversion.
It is possible that participants chose the alternative A in
Gamble 1 because they were still ambiguity averse, but
when they came to make a decision in Gamble 2, they
realized that choosing D would lead to an inconsistent
preference after choosing A. Thus they chose the alternative
C, not because they were less ambiguity averse, but because
D seemed inconsistent after choosing A.
Our ability to test this idea is limited because all
participants completed the experiment with paper and pen
and were free to answer the gambles in any order. A follow
up in which presentation order was reversed, and order of
completion was controlled, might provide insight into this
alternative explanation.
If people are less ambiguity averse in Gamble 2 of the
“normal distribution” group, then there should not be any
change in terms of the number of A&C pairings chosen
even when the participants are presented with Gamble 2
first. In other words, they should have no problem with
choosing alternative C first although it is ambiguous. On the
other hand, if the participants are still ambiguity averse but
are trying to be consistent across gambles, then when given
the reversed order they should choose alternative D first
(because it is unambiguous), and then alternative B (because
choosing B is consistent with choosing D).
These results provide an important first step in our
understanding of the types of implicit assumption that might
underlie choice patterns in decisions under ambiguity. We
think these results are a useful bridge between the literature
on probability judgment (e.g., Nickerson, 1996) and risky
(ambiguous) choice and reinforce that in both domains
„erroneous‟ behaviour can be attributed to the impoverished
nature of the tasks under investigation (see also Krynski &
Tenenbaum, 2007 for a causal-model based approach to
disambiguation of probability problems).

These results suggest that (some) people are able to
adhere to the principles of normative theories not as a result
of providing them with the complete specification of a
problem, but with a particular type of information (a
scenario which encourages them to think that the black and
yellow balls are normally distributed). This implies that a
good match between our implicit assumptions and the
description of a decision problem makes it possible to
narrow the apparent gap between what we normally do and
what we ought to do.
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Abstract
This experiment examined the effects of sleep on learning,
while employing an experimental design that minimizes time of
day and fatigue effects. Using a modified two-phase contextual
cuing task, we show that sleep benefits consolidation and
offline learning minimally, and hindered subsequent conscious
awareness on an explicit memory test. These differential effects
of sleep on implicit learning and explicit memory can be taken
as evidence that these types of information are processed
differently and based on entirely distinct memory stores.
Keywords: Contextual cuing; offline learning; sleep

Introduction
Although there is a lack of consensus concerning the exact
function of sleep, recent empirical evidence substantiates
claims that a good night’s sleep is more than just a
biological necessity. Playing an important role in
homeostatic restoration, thermoregulation, tissue repair,
immune control, and memory processing (Walker, 2008),
sleep may just be Mother Nature’s version of a miracle drug.
A key issue of interest is whether sleep can also lead to
offline learning – that is, when sleep enhances learning such
that performance following a nights sleep is comparably
better than without a period of preceding sleep. Studies
using associative learning tasks have demonstrated that
indeed, sleep after learning shows offline consolidation of
knowledge acquired during training (Walker & Stickgold,
2004). Furthermore, it is speculated that consolidation
benefits are mediated by overnight neural reorganization of
memory resulting in more efficient storage of information,
affording improved next-day recall (Gais, Molle, Helms, &
Born, 2002). Sleep before learning also appears to be critical
for brain functioning. Specifically, one night of sleep
deprivation markedly impairs hippocampal function,
imposing a deficit in the ability to commit new experiences
to memory.
Despite the apparent benefits of sleep on both implicit and
explicit memory, recent evidence has suggested that many
of the demonstrations of offline learning in the above
studies are an artifact of the type of averaging methods used

to reveal sleep effects, or biased by time-of-day testing
(Keisler Ashe, & Willingham, 2007), and can often be
artificially enhanced as a result of the gradual build up of
amassed fatigue effects through repeated or concentrated
training periods (Rickard, Cai, Rieth, Jones, & Ard, 2008).
Rickard et al’s (2008) demonstration of these factors
involved training participants using a typical motor task in
which people typed out a sequence of 5 button presses (with
a reliably repeating sequence) across 12 training blocks and
2 test blocks. This research has serious implications,
particularly because the criticisms apply to techniques
commonly employed by many sleep studies (e.g., Gais et al,
2002; Robertson, Pasual-Leone, & Press, 2004; Wagner et
al, 2004; Walker & Stickgold, 2004).
One concern with Rickard et al’s (2008) study is that their
criticisms are based on evidence from a motor learning task,
in which fatigue effects are more likely to be generated, and
so may not generalize to visual search tasks, or tasks
involving explicit memory. Therefore the current study is
concerned with examining the issues raised by Richard et al
(2008), but using a task designed to examine both implicit
and explicit processing in learning: the spatial contextual
cueing paradigm (Chun & Jiang, 1998). Contextual cuing
refers to improved visual search performance with repeated
exposure to a configuration of stimuli. Participants are
shown displays containing a set of 12 letter stimuli and are
required to detect a target stimulus (a letter T) within the
subset of distracter stimuli (11 letter L’s). Crucially, the
location of the target in half of the displays appears
repeatedly with the same arrangement of the distracters
surrounding it. This learning is expressed through the
gradual development of search efficiency for these repeated
displays, indicating that repetitive exposure to these
distracter configurations results in the acquisition of a
mental representation that becomes relied upon to guide
search.
The benefits of employing the contextual cuing paradigm
in the study are that massed practice involves visual search
instead of motor processing and employs within-subjects
comparisons between learned and random trials, and so the
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generalization of fatigue effects as claimed by Rickard et al.
(2008) to other non-motor tasks can be examined.
Moreover, contextual cuing has not previously been used as
a task paradigm to examine offline learning in this manner
(but see, Mednick, Makovski, Cai, & Jiang, 2009), but
evokes the same insight into processes (implicit and explicit
memory, visual perceptual learning) that are common to
many tasks that have been used to study offline learning
effects (e.g. sequence learning tasks, Fisher et al., 2002;
word-pair memory tasks, Gais & Born, 2004; insight
problem solving task, Wagner et al., 2004).
Many researchers claim that contextual cuing relies
exclusively on implicit processing; therefore, participants
showing more efficient visual search during the detection
task should not show subsequent conscious access to this
information in a test of awareness (Chun & Jiang, 1998;
1999; 2003; Chun & Phelps, 1999; Manns & Squire, 2001;
Nabeta, Ono, & Kawahara, 2003; Pollman & Manginelli,
2009; Schankin & Schubo, 2009). However, this notion of a
distinct presence of awareness is consistent with our own
earlier findings (Smyth & Shanks, 2008), and other studies
have also provided evidence of awareness occurring in
contextual cuing (Brockmole & Henderson, 2006; Endo &
Takeda, 2005; Olson & Jiang, 2004; Olson, Jiang, & Moore,
2005; Ono, Jiang, & Kawahara, 2005; Preston & Gabrieli,
2008; Vaidya, Huger, Howard, & Howard, 2007). Greene,
Gross, Elsinger, and Rao (2007) confirmed that the
hippocampus was involved with contextual cuing, even
when recognition did not exceed chance (but see Preston &
Gabrieli, 2008). Greene et al. (2007) argued that activation
of the hippocampus during performance signals that the
processing involved with encoding the complex associative
relationships entailed in contextual cuing can only proceed
intentionally. Such a result also implies that a behavioral
dissociation between learning and awareness for a given
piece of information may not necessarily reflect its
possession of a unique implicit property, but instead may
indicate that this information is represented at a lower level
of quality or strength which makes it unable to support
performance on an explicit test (Shanks, 2005).
In this study contextual cuing will be assessed using the
original version of the detection task during a training
phase, then the magnitude of the learning effect will be
compared to contextual cuing ability 12 or 24 hours later. A
modified titrated version of the detection task will locate the
point at which participants are demonstrating learning at test
by tailoring the length of the detection task during the
testing phase for each participant according to the point at
which he exhibited the same level of contextual cuing as
occurred at the end of the training phase. After expressing
significant learning, participants progress onto the explicit
generation test. If unconsciously acquired contextual cuing
knowledge is exclusive to a distinct implicit memory store,
as proposed by the dual-systems theory, then we would
expect the onset of a learning effect in the testing phase not
to be accompanied by the ability to support conscious
retrieval as revealed in a generation task.

Method
Participants
Forty participants (22 women) were recruited from the
University of Surrey and University College London to take
part in the experiment. All participants were between the
ages of 19 and 34 years old (M = 23.97, SD = 4.16), and
naïve to the purpose of the experiment. All participants
received a baseline fee of £20 for attending both experiment
sessions, and an additional 10 pence for each correct
response during the generation task.
Participants were randomly assigned to one of four
experimental groups: a 10 AM training session followed by
a 10 PM testing session, 12 Hour No Sleep (n = 11); a 10
PM training session and a 10 AM testing session 12 hours
later, 12 Hour Sleep (n = 10); a 10 AM training session and
a10 AM testing session 24 hours later, 24 Hour AM (n =
10); or a 10 PM training session and a 10 PM testing session
24 hours later, 24 Hour PM (n = 9).

Design
The training session included a detection task which was a
2 x 2 x 30 (Time of Day x Repetition x Block) mixed
factorial design. Time of Day (Morning or Evening) was
manipulated between-subjects, and Repetition (Repeated
and Non-Repeated) and Block (1-30) were manipulated
within-subjects.
The testing session included a titrated-version of the
detection task and an explicit generation test. The number of
trials a participant received in the detection task was tailored
individually according to the onset of contextual cuing, but
all participants’ data included at least 1 block of detection
trials, and 30 blocks was the maximum they could complete.
Therefore, the titrated detection task was a 2 x 2 x 2 x
variable (Time of Day x Time Since Training x Repetition x
Block) mixed factorial design, with Time of Day (Morning
or Evening) and Time Since Training (12 hours or 24 hours)
manipulated between-subjects, and Repetition (Repeated
and Non-Repeated) and Block (varying from 1-29)
manipulated within-subjects. The generation test was a 2 x 2
x 2 x 4 (Time of Day x Time Since Training x Repetition x
Block) mixed factorial design.

Materials and Apparatus
The detection and generation tasks were modified versions
of the contextual cuing task described in Smyth and Shanks
(2008), and were conducted using Visual Basic software to
generate all stimuli and measure participant responses. On
each trial, the participant viewed a configuration of white 11
letter-L distracters and 1 rotated letter-T target against a grey
background, and was asked to identify the orientation of the
target letter (either left or right) in the display as quickly as
possible. A set of 12 Repeated configurations of letters was
presented in each block, while the remaining 12 trials in the
block contained new configurations that were shown only
once during the experiment (Non-Repeated configurations).
A unique set of 12 Repeated and 720 Non-Repeated
configurations was generated for each participant, and the
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order of presentation of Repeated and Non-Repeated
configurations was randomized in each block.
All letter stimuli appeared in 30 pt. Arial font at a visual
angle of 0.76° at a viewing distance of approximately 60
cm. The 21cm x 21cm screen was divided into an 8 x 8 grid
of possible locations, and subdivided into an invisible 4
quadrant matrix. The spatial locations of the target letter Ts
were evenly distributed across the four quadrants of the
screen within each block and configuration condition to
control for location probability effects. The locations of the
target letter T in the Non-Repeated configurations shown in
each block were always chosen from the same set of 12
counterbalanced spatial locations generated at the beginning
of the task. Each T was rotated 90° to the right or left, and
each L was shown at 0°, 90°, 180°, or 270°. The location of
all letters in each Repeated configuration were kept constant
with each presentation, with the exception of the varying
and unpredictable orientation of the letter T: the location,
but not the orientation, of the T was predictable from the
distracter configuration on Repeated trials.
The generation task was made up of 4 blocks of 24 trials
each. The format of a single block was identical to a block
in the detection task: 12 Repeated configurations and 12
Non-Repeated configurations shown in a random sequence
in each block. The Repeated configurations were carried
over from the detection task, while a new set of 48 NonRepeated configurations was created specifically for the
generation task. However, all of the configurations shown in
the generation task differed from the detection task stimuli
in that all T’s in the detection configurations were replaced
with L’s.

Procedure
The experiment began with instructions to participants about
the detection task. The instructions provided onscreen
examples of configuration stimuli and the 2 possible
orientations of the T, and asked participants to locate the
letter T within the configuration of Ls then respond by
indicating the direction it is pointing using the left and right
arrows on the keyboard. Participants were advised to
respond quickly and accurately, but they were not informed
that they should pay attention to any of the configurations
for patterns or repetitions. The main experiment began after
six practice trials to establish task familiarity. The
presentation of each configuration was preceded by an
orienting white dot (1 cm x 1 cm) for 1 sec in the centre of
the screen. Each configuration was displayed until a
response was made, then auditory feedback was provided to
the participant according to the accuracy of the response. A
high-pitched tone signified a correct answer, and a longer,
low-pitched tone signified an incorrect answer. Each
individual trial was separated by a further 700 ms inter-trialinterval. The blocks of detection trials were separated by a
break of at least 10 sec., after which participants could
either continue resting if necessary, or press the space bar to
progress to the next block. After the detection task, the
training session concluded and participants were asked to
return for a training session either 12 or 24 hours later.
The testing session included a detection task similar to
that used during training, except that the duration task was

contingent upon the participant’s performance. After each
block of trials, an independent samples t-test was used to
compare the difference (i.e., contextual cuing) between the
RTs of Repeated and Non-Repeated configurations at the
end of each block of trials to the difference between the RTs
of Repeated and Non-Repeated configurations in the last of
block of the detection task during the training session. If the
amount of contextual cuing during testing was statistically
larger than the amount of contextual cuing that occurred
during training this detection task ended, otherwise the
participant received another block of detection trials. When
participant showed little (< 5 msec) or no sign of contextual
cuing at the end of the training phase, the program
calibrated the length of the detection task using a pairedsamples t-test to compare the RTs of Repeated and NonRepeated configurations at the end of each block of trials. If
a participant’s detection performance in a given block was
statistically faster (p < .05) for Repeated configurations than
for Non-Repeated configurations, it was inferred that
contextual cuing had occurred. All participants received at
least 1 block, but no more than 29 blocks of detection trials.
An accuracy criterion of 20/24 correct responses was
imposed to ensure contextual cuing was not contaminated
by inaccurate search performance. After expressing
significant learning, the detection task ended, and
participants answered questions designed to assess their
awareness for the repeated configurations.
After completing the test detection task, participants
received instructions for the generation task; however, the
program terminated if a participant failed to show
contextual cuing during the titrated detection task after 30
blocks of trials. The instructions informed participants that a
repetition of certain configurations had occurred throughout
the detection task, and that the generation task would gauge
their knowledge of these repeated configurations. The task
requirements were presented as a slight variation of the
detection task, in that participants were told that they would
see a set of configurations similar to those seen previously,
but this time the T would be replaced with an L. The
instructions for the generation task prompted participants to
respond with the quadrant location of this substitute L using
the numeric keypad on the keyboard. It was emphasized
that responding as accurately as possible was a priority in
this phase of the experiment, and that it was more important
to concentrate on the correct answer, not the time taken to
respond.

Results
General Performance during Training Session
Two participants from the 24 hour AM and the 24 hour PM
conditions were excluded from all data analyses due to poor
response accuracy in the detection task of the training
session, i.e., their mean accuracy was more than 3 standard
deviations below the overall group mean of 98%. There
were no group differences in overall accuracy, F’s < 2.14,
p’s > .11, or in detection accuracy between Repeated and
Non-Repeated configuration responses in any group for the
detection task in the training or testing sessions, all t’s <
1.84, p’s > .10.
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The median RTs for correct responses for each set of
Repeated and Non-Repeated configurations were calculated
in each block of the detection task from the training session.
A repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted to analyze
whether a contextual cuing effect was present with Time of
Day (Morning or Evening) as a between-subjects variable,
and Repetition (Repeated versus Non-Repeated) and Block
(1-30) as within-subjects variables. A significant main effect
of Repetition, F(1, 29) = 9.73, p < .004, and a highly
significant Repetition x Block interaction, F(29, 1044) =
2.18, p < .001, demonstrated that reliable contextual cuing
was present, as characterized by faster detection of the
target in Repeated compared to Non-Repeated displays. A
main effect of Block also emerged from this analysis, F(29,
1044) = 35.65, p < .001, meaning that acclimation to the
task led to faster responding. Overall, there was no effect of
Time of Day, F’s < 1.32, p’s > .11, suggesting that whatever
stage training took place had no bearing on performance.
However, the contextual cuing effect (Non-Repeated RT –
Repeated RT) in the last block of the detection task was
numerically (though not statistically) larger in the Evening
group (M = 67 ms, SD = 119) in relation to the Morning
group (M = 31 ms, SD = 104), t(36) = 1.00, p > .30, which
gives some indication that performance may have been
confounded by time of day effects. Perhaps the design of
this study was not powerful enough (0.25) to detect this
difference in performance during the training phase (d = .
32)
These results are an illustration of the inconsistency of the
learning that takes place in a contextual cuing task (Smyth
& Shanks, 2008), and cause us to conclude that some signs
of contextual cuing, though neither substantial nor reliable,
were present in both the Evening and Morning participant
groups by the end of the training session.

affected performance, t(36) = 0.16, p > .8, and the time that
elapsed between training and test sessions also didn’t affect
performance, t(36) = 1.20, p > .2. However, participants
who did not sleep between training and testing sessions (12
Hour No Sleep participants) on average showed much less
contextual cuing during the testing session (M = 115 ms, SD
= 78 vs. M = 181 ms, SD = 116), but this effect was only
marginally significant, t(36) = 1.67, p = .10.
In summary, contextual cuing knowledge did persist
across training and testing sessions. While the length of time
interval between these sessions and the time of day of test
did not seem to affect later performance, there was some
evidence to suggest that sleeping between training and test
benefited overall performance during the testing session.

General Performance during Testing Session

Effects of Sleep (offline) on Implicit Learning

Given that the number of blocks differed between
participants, but all participants performed at least 1 block
of trials, we subject RTs from the last block of detection
trials in the testing session to a mixed-measures ANOVA
with Repetition a within-subjects variable, and Condition
(12 Hour No Sleep, 12 Hour Sleep, 24 Hour AM, or 24
Hour PM) as a between-subjects variable. There was a main
effect of Repetition, F(1, 34) = 94.55, p < .001, confirming
faster target detection for Repeated configurations by the
final block of testing. More importantly, this analysis also
suggests that in general the amount of contextual cuing that
occurred during the testing phase was high, since there was
neither a main effect of Condition, F < 1, nor Repetition x
Condition interaction, F < 2.05, p > .12.
Further planned comparisons of the amount of contextual
cuing (Non-Repeated –Repeated) in the last block of the
testing session by Time of Day, Sleep and Time Since
Training were also performed. If contextual cuing is
susceptible to time of day confounds, as implied by the
difference in detection performance of the Morning and
Evening groups in the last block of the training phase, then
we would expect this to carry over to the testing phase.
However, there was no indication that when people were
tested (the 24 Hour PM or 12 Hour No Sleep groups)

Figure 1: Mean contextual cuing scores (ms) in the final
block of the training and testing sessions.
Offline learning was quantified by taking the difference
between participants’ contextual cuing scores (Figure 1) in
the last block of trials between the training and the testing
sessions. If offline learning transpired, we would expect this
difference to be positive. Pairwise comparisons of
contextual cuing during training and testing sessions
confirmed that offline learning took place in all four
conditions, t’s > 2.28, p’s < .05. There appeared to be a
difference in the amount of offline learning shown, with the
most offline learning occurring in the 24 Hour AM
condition (M = 144 ms, SE = 57); the least in the 12 Hour
No Sleep condition (M = 66 ms, SE = 29); and a moderate
amount of improvement in the 24 Hour PM (M = 130 ms,
SE = 56) and 12 Hour Sleep conditions (M = 132 ms, SE =
50). However, there was no main effect of Condition in a
one-way ANOVA of these offline learning scores, F < 1, and
planned comparisons of offline learning by Time of Day,
Sleep and Time since Training also showed no sign of
learning differences, t’s < 1.26, p’s >.20.
Recall that the number of blocks in the detection task of
the testing session depended on how long it took
participants to meet their customized learning criterion. The
number of blocks participants received on average seemed
to vary between groups by the time that had elapsed
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between the training and testing sessions with shorter time
intervals leading to faster recovery of contextual cuing, (12
Hour, M = 5.70 blocks, SD = 8.34; 24 Hour, M = 9.72
blocks, SD = 11.37), but this difference was not reliable,
t(36) = 1.25, p > .20. There was no effect of Time of Day on
the length of the detection task in the testing session
(Morning, M = 8.65, SD = 10.30; Evening, M = 6.44, SD =
9.78), t(36) = 0.68. p > .50. However, it took longer on
average for the Sleep group to show contextual cuing (M =
8.9 blocks, SD = 10.7) in relation to the No Sleep group
average (M = 3.9 blocks, SD = 7.1), though, this difference
was not statistically significant, t(36) = 1.36, p > .17.

individual ANOVAs were used to look at the effects of Time
of Day and Time Since Training as between-subjects
variables, but the main effects of Repetition and Block and
all interactions with Time of Day and Time Since Training
were unreliable, F’s < 2.67, p’s > .11.
Table 1: Mean Generation Performance across Sleep and
Non-Sleep Conditions.

12 Hour No Sleep

Effects of Sleep on Explicit learning
Results from the generation test were analyzed using a
repeated-measures ANOVA with Repetition and Block (1-4)
as within-subjects variables and Condition as a betweensubjects variable. The main effect of Block and the Block x
Condition interaction were not significant, F‘s < 1.23, p > .
29, meaning that generation accuracy did not differ in any
single block. Despite a null main effect of Repetition and
Repetition x Block interaction, F’s < 2.13, p’s > .15, the
Repetition x Block x Condition interaction, F(9, 102) =
2.75, p < .006; and the Repetition x Condition interaction
was marginally significant, F(3, 34) = 2.33, p = .09. This
result suggests that generation accuracy was different across
blocks by participant group.
Pairwise comparisons of performance overall and blockby-block for Repeated and Non-Repeated displays were
performed by Condition to determine the source of the
aforementioned statistical interactions. Although overall
generation accuracy across the entire task was only
marginally better for Repeated vs. Non-Repeated displays in
the 12 Hour No Sleep condition, t(10) = 2.02, p = .07; it
bears mentioning that significant generation ability was also
present in this condition in both Blocks 2 and 3 of the task,
t’s > 2.78, p’s < .02, all other t’s < 1. The 24 Hour AM group
also showed marginal evidence of higher generation
accuracy for Repeated configurations overall in the task, t(8)
= 2.06, p = .07, and in Block 1 individually, t(8) = 3.04, p
< .02. However, higher accuracy for Repeated displays
overall or block-by-block did not result in the 24 Hour PM
and 12 Hour Sleep groups, t’s < 1.53, p’s > .17, and so we
can assume participants in the 24 Hour PM and 12 Hour
Sleep groups did not possess explicit awareness of their
contextual cuing knowledge.
An additional ANOVA of generation task data with Sleep
as a between-subject’s variable was used to examine
whether group differences in generation performance can be
accounted for by the presence or absence of sleep before the
testing session. This suspicion was confirmed by a
significant three-way Repetition x Block x Sleep interaction,
F(3, 108) = 7.79, p < .001; all other F’s < 2.57, p’s > .11.
Pairwise comparisons within each block showed that
response accuracy for Repeated trials only exceeded that of
Non-Repeated trials in Block 1 of the generation task in the
Sleep group, t(27) = 2.29, p < .03; all other t’s < 1.17, p > .
25, while the same analyses in the No Sleep group showed
that significantly higher generation for Repeated displays
occurred in Blocks 2 and 3, t’s > 2.88, p’s < .02. Separate

12 Hour Sleep
24 Hour Sleep AM
24 Hour Sleep PM

Repeated
Generation
Accuracy
M = 28.60%
SD =8.89%
M = 20.00%
SD = 10.81
M = 19.21%
SD = 12.45%
M = 18.75%
SD = 17.00%

Non-Repeated
Generation
Accuracy
M = 23.67%
SD =7.35%
M = 24.38%
SD = 10.58
M = 15.05%
SD = 9.25%
M = 14.84%
SD = 14.37%

A reasonable conclusion to draw from these analyses is
that the No Sleep group showed the most evidence of
explicit awareness of contextual cuing knowledge, while
this same conscious ability was not present to the same
degree (or at all) in the other participants.

Discussion
In sum, sleep does promote offline learning of contextual
cuing knowledge, despite the initial effects of time of day on
knowledge acquisition. However, the consolidation benefits
of sleep on offline learning in contextual cuing were at best
only marginally better than that which occurred after a
sleepless interval between training and testing sessions.
Explicit generation knowledge failed to show the benefits
afforded by the offline processing during sleep, and was
highly susceptible to temporal degradation intrinsic to this
two phase contextual cuing experiment. Given that it has
been established previously that a contextual cuing effect is
accompanied by an awareness effect when the design of the
generation task possesses adequate power and reliability and
immediately follows the detection task (Smyth & Shanks,
2008), we can assume that the smaller magnitude of the
awareness effect in the generation test shown in participants
in the Sleep condition was an indication that sleep does not
prevent degradation of the informational trace that supports
performance during the generation test.
The results of this experiment indicate that there may be a
point at which knowledge may be accessible only via
unconscious facilitation mechanisms after sleep, and
therefore not immediately available to conscious processing.
The different contributing influences on contextual cuing
and generation obtained also lend some credence to the
popular argument proposed by dual-systems perspective of
memory. However, it is still possible that when learning and
awareness are measured simultaneously, these abilities can
coincide (unconscious acquisition and conscious retrieval)
within the same task. Given the general problems with
measures of unconscious memories in the contextual cueing
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paradigm (Smyth & Shanks, 2008), further experimentation
with more participants and greater control over variables
pertaining to sleep is needed to cement claims that offline
learning differentially affects implicit and explicit memory
and learning processes.
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Abstract
Prospective memory is the ability to remember to perform
acts in the future. Prospective memory is essential in the
aviation domain because it supports a range of tasks including
remembering to complete critical radio communications. A
wide variety of literature reports that in the laboratory
younger adults outperform older adults on many prospective
memory tasks. In naturalistic settings however, older adults
perform as well as or better than younger adults. It is
suggested that lower working memory load from on-going
background tasks, context cues and the habitual nature of the
tasks are reasons for the improved performance by older
adults in naturalistic settings. We tested this notion using a
Cessna 172 aircraft simulator to examine radio
communication task completion rates of 45 pilots (16 older
and 29 younger participants). Individual measures of working
memory were also collected. In contrast to the trends reported
in the literature, we found that older pilots had significantly
lower communication task completion rates than younger
pilots in both the low and high working memory workload
conditions. A multiple regression model identified age and
working memory scores as the strongest individual predictors
of prospective memory task performance in the low workload
condition and working memory and recent pilot-in-command
hours as significant predictors of performance in the high
workload condition. Our results suggest that, even in a low
workload condition, a naturalistic aviation context did not
afford advantages to older pilots and that prospective memory
task performance appears associated with age and working
memory function.
Keywords: prospective memory; applied cognitive science;
working memory; aging; aviation.

Introduction
Prospective memory refers to the ability to remember to
perform mental or physical acts in the future. The present
research examined the prospective memory performance of
older pilots (aged 51 to 76) and younger pilots (ages 26 to
50) in a naturalistic aviation-related setting. Existing
literature on prospective memory and aging suggests that, in
naturalistic settings, older and younger adults tend to
perform similarly on measures of prospective memory
(Einstein & McDaniel, 1990; Kvavilashvili & Fisher, 2007).
In contrast, in laboratory settings, where prospective
memory performance is tested using novel tasks, younger

adults show better prospective memory performance than
older adults (Craik & Bialystok, 2006). It has been
suggested that in naturalistic settings older adults’
prospective memory performance might benefit from (a) the
time- and event-based cues afforded by the environment or
strategically created by the older adult, (b) a reduced
working memory load in the on-going or background tasks,
and/or (c) an increase in the importance older adults might
place on remembering in the naturalistic tasks (Dismukes,
2010; Einstein & McDaniel, 1990; Kvavilashvili & Fisher,
2007). In comparison with young adults, older adults are
believed to have reduced working memory capacity (Craik,
Anderson, Kerr, & Li, 1995; Salthouse, 1994; 1996). As
such, some authors have investigated the influence of
reduced working memory demands experienced by older
adults in everyday naturalistic environments and explored
how these reduced demands might improve performance in
prospective memory tasks. For example, Einstein and
McDaniel (1990) addressed the issue of this explanation for
age effects based on the ease of ongoing tasks by attempting
to equate the background working memory requirements
during laboratory tasks for older and younger participants.
The reduction in working memory resource allocation for
older adults did result in better performance in prospective
memory tasks for older adults (as compared to the younger
adults).
Previous research pertaining to age and prospective
memory can be classified according to the study variables of
setting (laboratory vs. naturalistic), task (habitual vs.
episodic), ongoing background working memory load (low
or high), task cue (cued or non-cued) and task cue context
(event-based vs. time-based). In a meta-analysis of
prospective memory and aging, Uttl (2008) reported that
younger adults tend to perform better on prospective
memory tasks in most conditions, with the exception that
older adults might demonstrate similar or better
performance, as compared to younger adults, in naturalistic
studies. It is important to note however, that when older
adults performed as well as or better than younger
participants the prospective memory tasks under
investigation occurred in contexts of low working memory
load, were habitual in nature and were associated with cues
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in the environment. The identification of features associated
with naturalistic settings has lead other researchers to
conclude that the similar prospective memory performance
found for younger and older adults in naturalistic settings
might not be as robust as originally thought (Craik &
Bialystok, 2006).
Prospective memory has also been examined with respect
to aviation-related tasks. Much of this work has come from
the NASA Ames Research Center, Flight Cognition
Laboratory (Dismukes, 2007; Dismukes & Berman, 2010;
Dodhia & Dismukes, 2005, 2009; Holbrook & Dismukes,
2009). Generally speaking, when pilots failed to complete
prospective memory tasks, in both habitual and episodic
tasks the errors were caused by interruptions, missed cues,
changes to routine procedures, and interleaving/timesharing
of concurrent tasks. These sources of prospective memory
failures were exacerbated by high working memory load
(Dismukes, 2010). Dodhia and Dismukes (2005) found that
prospective memory failures could be attributed to lack of or
inefficient encoding of the intent to remember, changing
goals and context at the end of the interruption and a
mismatch between the original task cues and the cues
available after the interruption.
The present research tested the hypothesis that older and
younger pilots would perform similarly in a prospective
memory task occurring in a naturalistic condition where the
cued, habitual prospective memory task took place within an
on-going context of a low working memory load.

Method
The present data are from a larger study of aging, cognitive
health and general aviation. In this study, pilots operate a
Cessna 172 simulator and carry out a variety of aviationrelated tasks while flying standard practice circuit patterns
(see Figure 1). One of the tasks required of all pilots is to
remember to complete six radio calls (verbal transmission of
pilot location) at specific times during each circuit flown.

Figure 1: Standard Practice Circuit (Pattern)
We examined the prospective memory performance of
pilots by comparing the radio communication task
completion rates of older and younger pilot groups under
both low and high working memory load conditions.
Individual measures of working memory were also collected
in order to determine if there was a relationship between
pilot prospective memory performance and working
memory ability.

Participants
Participants represented a wide range of pilot certification
levels and expertise: including student (n=10), private
(n=27) and military, commercial or airline transport pilots
(n=8). Pilots were recruited from local flying clubs with
posters and notices in club newsletters. Selection criteria for
this analysis included pilots (aged 26 or older) having a
minimum of a valid student’s certification. Pilots were
grouped by age as younger (aged 26 to 50, M=40 years,
n=29) and older (aged 51 to 76, M= 59 years, n=16). The
length of time pilots had been certified to fly was the only
pilot characteristic that differed significantly between older
and younger pilot groups, F(1,43)= 18.44, p<.001.
Table 1: Pilot Characteristics

Pilot Characteristics
(n=45, 4 Female)
Years Certified
Total Hours Flown
Pilot-in-command
Hours (Previous 12
months)

Younger Pilots
Mean Value
(Range)
9 (1-29)
817
(22-8000)
40 (0-308)

Older Pilots
Mean
Value
(Range)
23 (1-43)
789
(34-4460)
29 (0-150)

Procedure
Participants provided informed consent after a thorough
description of the study purpose and activities. Each
participant completed a flight experience questionnaire
regarding their overall flying experience/expertise and
experience with simulated aircraft. Participants then
completed a full cognitive health assessment battery (the
DCATTM). Only Subtest 6, an index of working memory is
discussed in this analysis. Participants were provided with a
visual and verbal presentation outlining the requirements for
flying a “perfect circuit” followed by a practice session
(four full circuits with experimenter feedback) to familiarize
themselves with the flight simulator and the controls. After
the practice session, participants flew six left hand circuits
at two uncontrolled airfields (one representing a low and the
other a high workload condition). Detailed instructions
regarding the radio communication tasks were provided in
both writing and verbal presentation. Participant feedback
indicated that the circuit flying procedures to be followed in
this study were either similar or very similar to their own
circuit procedures. Thus, despite being simulated flight, the
situation was considered familiar and many of the tasks
habitual for these pilots.
DCATTM Subtest 6: The Identification of Driving
Situations The DCATTM consists of a computerized touchscreen system comprised of six individually scored sub-tests
each designed to capture some element of cognitive function
implicit in the cognitive abilities required for safe driving.
Participants respond by touching the correct target on the
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screen. The DCATTM produces aged-normed z-scores for
each of the six subtests. The z-scores reflect both accuracy
and timing of the responses. All the subtests were completed
for each participant; however, because of Subtest 6’s
comprehensive use of working memory functions it is the
only subtest selected for this analysis. For further
information on the other five subtests and their utility in
predicting high risk older drivers see DriveABLE (1997).
DCATTM Subtest 6 requires participant to watch ten short
(approximately 5 to 15 seconds) narrated video clips of
actual driving footage and then answer a question relating to
some aspect of spatial judgment or driving safety related to
the just-seen video clip. Participants must quickly integrate
the auditory and visual stimuli in each of ten video clips and
hold the stimuli in working memory in order to answer each
trial correctly. After the presentation of each scenario
stimulus and a one second inter-stimulus interval, a
multiple-choice method of target selection is provided on
the next screen presentation. Four answer options are
provided via text and narration and include targets such as
“how should you respond?” or “what is the most dangerous
thing in this situation?” Participants select a response by
touching the desired target (either 1, 2, 3 or 4) on the screen.
Cessna 172 Simulator The aircraft simulator was a Cessna
172 aircraft cockpit and fuselage (see Figure 2) running
Microsoft FSX software. The simulator was equipped with
actual Cessna 172 controls and physical instruments. Large
screens provided 45 degrees of vertical field of view and
120 degrees of horizontal field of view. Pilots wore a
headset in order to hear communication from other
simulated aircraft at their aerodrome and beyond.

during circuit two; and four other aircraft during circuit
three. In both workload conditions pilots were informed
that they would be required to maintain situation awareness
of their aircraft and all other aircraft. In each condition the
simulated weather was clear and no critical events with
respect to instrumentation or aircraft controls were
introduced.
Prospective Memory Task: Radio Communication
Completion Rate Participants were provided with detailed
instructions regarding the number and the timing of the
radio calls they were to perform during each circuit they
completed. As per standard procedures, the pilots’ radio
calls were to convey information pertaining to their current
location. Each circuit required six radio calls to be
completed. One radio call was required during each of the
following six circuit events: initial rolling on runway (or
subsequent runway touch and go or runway overshoot
events), airborne, turning downwind, mid-downwind,
turning base, and turning final. Participants were not
penalized for extra calls, but only received a point for each
required call made during the prescribed circuit event. Six
calls per circuit X three circuits X two workload conditions
allowed for a total of 36 radio communication calls to be
recorded. Implicit cues used by the pilots to remember to
perform the radio communication tasks might be considered
as both time- and event-based as each radio communication
was to be completed at a specified location (e.g. turning
downwind), or point in time (immediately after take-off),
during each circuit. Explicit cues were not provided by the
experimental except during the practice session when the
experimenter would remind pilots if a radio call was
forgotten.

Results
Impact of Workload
Overall, pilots completed more radio communication tasks
in the low than in the high workload condition,
F(1, 42) = 23.12, p<.001, p2.= .35. Pilots demonstrated a
92% radio communication task completion rate in the low
workload condition and an 86 % radio communication task
completion rate in the high workload. As shown in Figure
3, the workload effect was found for both pilot age groups:
F(1, 28) = 13.05, p<.01, p2.= .32 (younger group) and
F(1, 15) = 9.41, p<.001, p2.= .39 (older group).

Figure 2: Cessna 172 Simulator
Working Memory Workload Manipulation Pilots flew in
two experimental protocols. In the first protocol, the low
workload condition, pilots flew at an aerodrome with simple
flat terrain and no other aircraft during circuit one; one other
aircraft during circuit two; and two other aircraft during
circuit three. In the second protocol, the high workload
condition, the pilots flew in unfamiliar mountainous terrain
with two other aircraft during circuit one; three other aircraft

Comparison of Younger and Older Pilot Prospective
Memory Task Performance
In both the low and high workload conditions there was a
main effect of Age, F(1,43) = 8.00, p < .01, p2 = .16 (low
workload) and F(1,43) = 5.45, p < .05, p2 = .11 (high
workload).
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Discussion

Figure 3: Mean Number of Radio Calls for the Younger and
Older Pilots across Workload Conditions
As shown in Figure 3, there was no interaction between
age and workload condition, (F < 1): older pilots completed
fewer radio calls than the younger pilots in both the low and
the high workload conditions.
Variance in Prospective Memory Performance
Multiple regression analyses provide an indication of pilot
characteristics, which might predict some of the variance in
prospective memory task scores.
Individual radio
communication completion rates were examined with
respect to the pilot characteristics of age, recent pilot-incommand hours and the working memory index (i.e.,
DCATTM Subtest 6 scores). Years certified to fly and total
hours flown were not included in the model due to their
high correlation with age and recent pilot-in-command
hours, respectively.
The low workload condition produced a model with age
and DCATTM Subtest 6 as the strongest predictors of
prospective memory performance (ANOVA, F(2, 42) =
5.05, p<.05. The R-square value indicated that age and
working memory index together account for 19.4% of the
variance in radio communication task completion rates in
the low workload condition. This pattern of results suggests
that age and working memory are relevant predictors of
prospective memory performance in our low workload
condition.
Multiple regression results for the high workload
condition produced a model with marginal significance
(ANOVA, F(2, 42) = 3.15, p = .053). The R-square value
indicated a 13.0% shared contribution of working memory
index and recent flight hours to high workload radio
communication task completion rates.

The present research examined the hypothesis that older
pilots would perform as well as younger pilots for
prospective memory tasks in naturalistic study conditions
where an implicitly cued, habitual prospective memory task
occurred across a low workload background. Despite our
efforts to create the aforementioned condition, we found that
younger pilots tended to outperform older pilots in both the
low and high workload conditions. The finding that older
pilots did not perform as well as younger pilots on a
naturalistic prospective memory task is contrary to findings
from other researchers such as Einstein & McDaniel (1990)
and Uttl (2008), who found that older participants typically
performed as well as or better than younger participants for
prospective memory in naturalistic settings.
Pilots were not explicitly cued to perform radio calls, but
relied upon implicit event and time-based cues. This
provided the participants with a realistic scenario of radio
call completion during a circuit as well as provided the
experimenters with a prospective memory task with cues
incorporated into the underlying or foundational task. This
was meant to overcome the issue with laboratory setting
research where the underlying task itself does not
necessarily provide clues as to when a task should take
place.
The habitual nature of the radio communication task can
also be examined. Because other prospective memory
studies in naturalistic environments have utilized habitual
tasks such as remembering to take medication, or brushing
your teeth, it could be argued that the prospective memory
task used in the present research might not have been as
habitual in nature as is typically seen in a habitual
prospective memory task. Indeed, while participants
indicated that, in reality, some aerodromes and situations
might require only four or five calls per circuit, without
exception, completing radio communication calls habitually
during circuit events was considered standard and even
required practice. Additionally, pilots in the present study
had flown an average of 40 hours (younger pilots) and 29
hours (older pilots) in the previous 12 months: thus assuring
that both groups had recently been engaged in similar radio
call tasks. While the amount of recent flight time varied
across participants, performing radio calls is ingrained
within circuit flight behaviour and once circuit activity
begins, pilots are all aware of and well versed in knowing
when to complete radio tasks during the circuit flight. To
minimize experience effects of low recent flight hours and
differences in radio call routines between subjects a
minimum of four practice circuits was provided with
feedback and reminders about when to perform the radio
calls.
Subject matter experts for this present research reported
that the low workload condition, with its simple terrain and
low levels of circuit traffic (maximum of two other aircraft),
constituted a reasonable facsimile of a low workload circuit.
The findings that the low workload condition produced an
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86% (older pilots) and 95% (younger pilots) task
completion rate appear to represent a reasonable
compromise between a workload that no longer offers face
validity (because the condition would be too simplistic and
no longer reflect a naturalistic circuit setting) and a
workload that was overly demanding, and beyond the
threshold of “low”.
Additionally, the near perfect
performance of some pilots in the low workload condition
demonstrated that the first scenario was indeed “low”.

even with habitual and implicitly cued tasks. Recall that
the results of the multiple regression analysis revealed that
only the working memory index predicted prospective
memory task performance in both workload conditions. The
present study demonstrates that for a broad range of pilot
age, experience and expertise, working memory might play
a leading role in supporting prospective memory
performance of radio communication tasks. While one
might be tempted to rely on the strength of “habit” to
undergird prospective memory performance in naturalistic
settings, working memory resources appear to overshadow
advantages afforded by habit or the total experience with a
task. In summary, despite the naturalistic setting, older
pilots may not have performed as well as younger pilots in
the low workload condition due to task reliance on working
memory and the implicit nature of the cues.

Main Effect of Age
The present research has implications for a wide range of
systems designed to promote prospective memory for older
adults. Specifically, it should not be assumed that because a
task in a naturalistic setting is performed against the
backdrop of a low workload that older adults will perform to
the same level as younger adults. Attention should be paid
to the features of the task context, including the cues
afforded by the environment or cues embedded within the
task itself. In this study, time- and event-based cues were
not sufficient enough reminders to promote the required
behaviour by the older participants suggesting that features
of the cues might play an important role in prospective
memory performance for older adults.
With respect to age effects in both workload conditions:
pilot age contributed significantly to the regression model
predicting radio call performance in the low workload
condition; however, age was not a significant contributor to
the regression model in the high workload condition, but
was replaced instead by recent pilot-in-command hours. It
should be noted, however, that older pilots had fewer recent
pilot-in-command hours than younger pilots, thus indirectly
associating age with performance in the high background
working memory load condition. Older pilots flew
approximately one hour less per month in the previous 12
months than younger pilots. This difference in recent flight
hours between age groups was not statistically significant;
however, it might be the case that in high working memory
load contexts the reduced flight time by older pilots
represented a functionally significant difference.

Future Research
Aviation studies pertaining to prospective memory have
revealed that, in the cockpit, pilots forget to complete both
habitual and episodic tasks because of interruptions, missed
cues, changes to routine and timesharing of concurrent tasks
(Dismukes, 2010). In light of the present findings it would
be beneficial to examine each of these sources of distraction
with respect to their working memory demands, in addition
to the possible effects of age and working memory
performance of pilots on habitual and episodic cockpit tasks.
It would also be useful to compare older and younger adult
performance on prospective memory tasks by further
examining the effect of recent flight hours for older pilots,
in particular, in high workload conditions. Additionally,
manipulating the cues afforded by the environment would
further explicate how elements within naturalistic settings
might promote prospective memory performance for older
adults. Finally, replication of the present findings in other
complex tasks, either within aviation or beyond, would add
to the theory pertaining to the effects of age and working
memory load on prospective memory in naturalistic settings.
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Abstract

Existing Models of PRS

Dynamically Structured Holographic Memory (DSHM) is
architecture for modeling memory. It was originally designed
to account for long-term memory alone. However, the current
model of Paper, Rock, Scissors (PRS) play (and Rock=2 PRS
play) provides evidence that DSHM can be used to model
tasks where the truth of facts change quickly and
dynamically.

In order to provide some base-level of expectation for what
might constitute good performance in models of PRS play,
some existing models are briefly reviewed.

Perceptron Models

Keywords: DSHM, memory, game playing, decision making.

Dynamically Structured Holographic Memory
Dynamically Structured Holographic Memory (DSHM) is
an architecture for modeling memory. It was designed to
account for how stable information is stored and retrieved
from long-term memory. DSHM does not presume that the
relationships between concepts are entirely static. Rather, it
explicitly accounts for how concepts can evolve to form
associations of different strengths, over time. DSHM has
been used successfully to model the fan effect (RutledgeTaylor & West, 2008; Rutledge-Taylor, Pyke, West and
Lang, 2010). It has also been used as the basis for a
recommender system (Rutledge-Taylor, Vellino & West,
2008). In both of these applications, DSHM commits a set
of static facts to memory.
DSHM was not designed as a store for information whose
relevance is short-lived and potentially contradictory to new
information.
This is because there are no native
mechanisms that cause old memories to decay, or otherwise
contribute less than recent memories in decision making.
This sort of information, whose relevance is time dependent,
is not uncommon in strategic decision making tasks, such as
those in that take place in competitive games described by
game theory (VonNeumann & Morgenstern, 1944). For
example, in the game Paper, Rock, Scissors (PRS),
successful players are able to detect and exploit repeating
patterns of sequences of moves in the play of opponents
(West & Lebiere, 2001). Additionally, they must adapt to
ignoring old biases in opponents play and discover new
biases.
The fact that DSHM was not designed to model these
sorts of dynamic memory tasks does not preclude the
possibility that it might be used to build successful models
of human performance in these sorts of games. This
possibility was examined by building DSHM models of
human performance in the game PRS and a modified
version of PRS. These models are presented herein.

It has been shown that simple perceptron-like neural
networks can be used to model human behaviour in standard
PRS games (West, 1998; West & Lebiere, 2001). The
networks take sets of past opponent moves as input, and
provide choices of next move as output. The networks are
constructed such that they each have an output layer of three
nodes, one corresponding to each of the three play options:
paper, rock, and scissors. Each has one or more groups of
input nodes. Each group includes three input nodes, one for
each play option. Each input node is connected to each
output node. The connections between nodes are assigned
integer values (or, weights), which start at 0.
If a network has only a single input group, it takes only its
opponent’s last move as input. To determine what option to
play, the connections between the node in the input group
corresponding to the opponent’s move and each of the
output nodes are compared. The output node attached to the
connection with the greatest value determines which move
the network selects (ties are decided randomly). If the
network’s decision results in a win, the relevant connection
is rewarded by increasing its value by one. If the result is a
loss, the connection is punished by reducing its value by
one. Ties are treated differently by two variations of this
basic network design (West & Lebiere, 2001). Networks
called ‘passive’ treat ties as neutral events and neither
reward or punish the connection values after a tie.
Networks called ‘aggressive’ punish connections leading to
ties by 1.
Networks with two or more input groups take a set of the
opponent’s last moves as input. Each additional input group
beyond the first corresponds to a move further back in the
opponent’s play history. For example, with two input
groups, one corresponds to the opponent’s last move as
input, while the other takes the opponent’s second to last
move as input. For these networks the output is determined
by summing the connections between one node from each
input group (corresponding to the move played on that past
occasion) and each output node. Rewards and punishments
are applied to all connections that contribute to the output
decision. In addition to being labelled as either passive or
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aggressive, these networks were also labelled as ‘lag 1’, ‘lag
2’ or ‘lag 3’ depending on whether they attended to
opponents’ last one, two, or three past moves.

Figure 1: Perceptron Networks
Both West (1998), and West and Lebiere (2001)
concluded that the aggressive lag 2 network provided the
best model of human PRS play. Both the humans and the
aggressive lag 2 networks were able to beat the passive lag 2
and aggressive lag 1 networks (West, 1998; West &
Lebiere, 2001), by statistically significant margins. On
average, humans lost to the aggressive lag 2 networks by a
small margin (West & Lebiere, 2001). However, the
authors suggest that this may be due to imperfect attention
and motivation on the parts of the human participants.
Perceptron Rock=2 The standard PRS game played by
humans and network models in West (1998) and West and
Lebiere (2001) were perfectly symmetrical. The three play
options were identical in that each beat one of the other two
moves and lost to the other; a rock versus scissors win was
no different from a scissors versus paper win. In RutledgeTaylor and West (2004), a modified version of PRS, where
rock versus scissors wins were worth two points, while the
other two outcomes were worth only one point each, was
investigated. Ten human participants played one game
against each of three network opponents. The network
opponents were: the aggressive lag 1, the aggressive lag 2,
and a ‘rock=2’ lag 1. The rock=2 network rewarded
network connections by two when it won with rock. Table
1 presents the mean points differences in the final scores of
games between the human participants and each of the
network models. All games consisted of 300 trials each.
Table 1: Humans versus networks

Network Model
Agg. Lag 1
Agg. Lag 2
Rock=2 lag 1

Mean Pts. Diff.
16.5
5.7
25.6

Two conclusions were drawn from this experiment: 1)
humans were able to take advantage of the fact that wins
using rock were worth two, while all three network

opponents were not; 2) the rock=2 network performed the
worst of all the network models due to the fact that
rewarding rock wins by two became a liability (and not the
anticipated advantage). This larger reward unbalanced the
reward system in such a way that the rock=2 network played
rock too frequently, and this was exploited by the human
players.
An additional observation was that in Rock=2 PRS the
frequencies with which a player played each of the possible
moves did not predict the game’s final scores. For example,
if two players each play paper, rock and scissors exactly 1/3
of the time each, they will tie, on average, if they are
playing randomly. However, it has been demonstrated that
human players (and the network models) do not play
randomly (West, 1998; Rutledge-Taylor & West, 2004).
Rather than playing randomly, superior players exploit
weaker opponents by predicting their opponents’ moves and
making winning moves. As a result, they are able to
achieve higher win rates than would be predicted by play
probabilities alone. This effect is particularly important in
the Rock=2 game, as being able to orchestrate rock versus
scissors plays and to be able to avoid the opposite play is
crucial to success in this game. Thus, a measure called the
strategy index was invented.
The strategy index is calculated according to formula 1,
below. Given two players, player 1’s strategy index is
player 1’s total points scored minus player 2’s total points,
divided by the number of games played. The predicted
points difference is calculated using game theory (i.e., each
player is assumed to have played randomly according to
probabilities determined by the actual ratios with which the
options were chosen). A positive strategy index indicates a
superior ability to correctly anticipate opponent’s plays and
achieve a higher than probabilistically predicted number of
points. The raw strategy index is relative to the number of
trials per game. So, it can be also represented as a
percentage according to formula 2.
(1) Strategy index = average actual points difference per
game – predicted points difference per game
(2) Strategy index percentage = Strategy index / number
of trials per game
For example, if two players play a game of 300 trials, and
each player plays paper 100 times, rock 100 times, and
scissors 100 times, game theory predicts that they will tie
(on average). However, it is possible for one player to win
all 300 trials by always matching the opponent’s move with
the move that beats it. In this case, the winning player
would score a perfect strategy index of 300 (or 100%). In
real games, a strategy index percentage of 3% or more is
considered very good.
In Rutledge-Taylor & West (2004) a network model of
human Rock=2 play was created by using a genetic
algorithm to find a reward matrix that resulted in human like
play. The criterion was to match as closely as possible the
human mean points difference and the mean strategy indices
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against the three opponents in table 1. The best reward
matrix was the following: rock wins = 3, paper wins = 2
scissors wins = 0; rock tie = -1, paper tie = -1, scissors tie =
0; and -3 for all losses. The performance of this model is
presented below.

ACT-R Models
ACT-R models of both standard PRS (Lebiere & West,
1999) and of Rock=2 PRS (Rutledge-Taylor & West, 2005)
have been created. Both employ an exemplar based
approach and manipulate noise to establish a best fit.
For both models a chunk type with four slots was used.
The isa slot was tagged with PRS to indicate that is was a
PRS relevant chunk. The three remaining chunks encoded a
sequence of three moves, by the model’s opponent: lag0, is
the opponents current, or predicted move; lag1 is its
previous move; and, lag2 is its second to last move. An
example is illustrated in figure 2.
Goal
isa PRS
lag2 Paper
lag1 Rock
lag0 nil

The result was that the third model provided the best
match to the human data. This makes intuitive sense in that
a human player is likely to incorporate a defensive
component to his or her game, which his to be wary of when
the opponent is likely to play Rock; however, he or she
might also incorporate an offensive component which is to
also focus on when the opponent might play scissors.
Winning with Paper, or losing to a Paper play, is a less
important event in the game.

DSHM PRS Models
Given the broad similarities between DSHM and the
declarative memory system of ACT-R (Rutledge-Taylor &
West, 2008), the DSHM models here were based on the
ACT-R models described above.
The DSHM models took sequences of opponent’s plays,
encoded as ordered complex items. The items consisted of
two, three, or four atomic items, for lag 1, lag 2 and lag 3
models respectively; the extra item is the predicted or
current play by the opponent.
The right-most item
represented the opponent’s last move, while items to the left
represented previous plays. For example, if the opponent’s
last few plays were:
…, rock, paper, paper, rock, scissors;

Figure 2: Example chunk
When the model’s opponent makes a move, a chunk
encoding its last three moves is put into the goal, and then
popped to make it a chunk in memory (either creating a new
chunk or reinforcing an existing chunk). To predict the
opponent’s move, the model attempts to retrieve a chunk
from memory that matches the opponent’s last two moves
(slots lag1 and lag2). The value of the lag0 slot is the move
the model predicts its opponent to make. It then plays the
move that beats it.
In Lebiere and West (1999), both humans and the lag 2
ACT-R model were pitted against lag 1 and lag 2 versions
of the ACT-R model. Consistent with the findings in West
(1998), both humans and the lag 2 ACT-R model were able
to beat the lag 1 opponent; however, exact scores were not
reported.
ACT-R Rock=2 Several ACT-R models of human Rock=2
PRS play were presented in Rutledge-Taylor and West
(2004). These models were similar to those appearing in
Lebiere and West (1999), however, they differed in that they
were designed to be sensitive to the unequal payoffs in the
Rock=2 game. This sensitivity was achieved by reinforcing
certain kinds of chunks more than others depending on what
the opponent’s last play was. This was done by harvesting
these chunks twice. Rutledge-Taylor & West (2005) tested
three variations on this strategy. One model paid extra
attention to cases when its opponent played rock; another
attended more closely to scissors; while the third attended
more closely to both rock and scissors (effectively paying
less attention to paper).

a lag 1 DSHM model would learn the following pattern
after scissors was played:
[rock:scissors];
thus, reinforcing the association between ‘scissors’ as a
play the follows ‘rock’. A lag 3 DSHM model would learn
the pattern:
[paper:paper:rock:scissors].
An interesting architectural point that should be made
here is that DSHM reinforces all of the combinations of
consecutive sets of sub-items in the input, when learning
ordered complex items. Thus, given the lag 3 input above,
the following sequences of items are reinforced after
scissors is played:
[paper:paper:rock:scissors],
[paper:rock:scissors],
[paper:paper:rock],
[rock:scissors],
[paper:rock], and
[paper:paper].
So, in a sense, DSHM models of two or more lags
incorporate some of the learning of shorter lagged models as
well. An additional consideration is that this results in a
potential liability for DSHM, as shorter sequences receive
repeated reinforcement for several consecutive trials. In this
example, this will have been the third time that
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[paper:paper] had been reinforced: the third time
immediately after the play of ‘scissors’; the second time,
when ‘rock’ was played; and the first time when the most
recent of the two ‘paper’ plays was made. It is also the
second time that [paper:paper:rock] will have been
reinforced (the first time being when ‘rock’ was played).
Thus, in this respect, DSHM models of PRS differ
somewhat from both the perceptron-like networks, and the
ACT-R models discussed above.

aggressive lag 2 networks difficult (e.g, it is less fun to play
and lose against a stronger opponent).

Rock=1 Simulations
A variety of DSHM PRS players were built.
The
manipulated parameters were: number of lags and the length
of the vectors used to represent items. It would not be
appropriate to embark on a complete discussion of the innerworkings of DSHM here (see Rutledge-Taylor, Pyke, West
& Lang, 2010; Rutledge-Taylor & West, 2008). For now, it
is sufficient to understand that vector length is correlated
with memory capacity. Additionally, lower vector lengths
contribute to noise-like effects due to an increased amount
of interference in the system.
Each combination of two sets of values for these
parameters was used to build a unique DSHM PRS player:
Lags: [1, 2, 3];
Vector lengths: [32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048].
Each DSHM model played against the aggressive lag 1,
aggressive lag 2, and passive lag 2 network models.
Evaluation To determine which DSHM performed most
like human players, data from West and Lebiere (2001) was
used as a comparison: human players average 9.99 (s.d.
19.61) more wins than the aggressive lag 1 networks, after
300 trials; lost to the aggressive lag 2 models by an average
margin of 8.89 (s.d. 19.74), after an imprecise number of
trials; and, beat the passive lag 2 by 11.14 wins after 287
trials.
Given that understanding human play against the
aggressive lag 2 networks is difficult due confounding
factors discussed in West and Lebiere (2001), and the fact
that an exact target win difference (after a fixed number of
trials) is not available, comparison to the data against this
opponent was simplified.
The DSHM models were rated according to the mean
squared difference between their average final scores
against the aggressive lag 1 and passive lag 2 networks, and
the average finals scores of humans against these models.
Additionally, DSHM models that won against the
aggressive lag 2 were disqualified as potential models of
human play. This is because all that is certain about human
performance against the aggressive lag 2 networks is that
humans lost to these networks, on average. Additionally,
West and Lebiere (2001) discuss factors that could make the
interpretation of human players’ performance against the

Results Of all the models tested, one produced results that
came very close to the human data. The Lag 3 DSHM
model with vector lengths of 1024 scored an average of
10.89 wins more than the aggressive lag 1 network, 13.24
more wins than the passive lag 2, and lost to the aggressive
lag 2 by an average of 6.22 wins per game.
The fact that the best DSHM model was a lag 3, not a lag
2 model, was surprising at first. Lebiere and West (1999),
and West and Lebiere (2001), found that lag 2 ACT-R and
lag 2 network models provided the best fit to the human
data. However, the fact that the DSHM lag 3 models
incorporated lag 2 and lag 1 memory behaviour makes this
result more consistent with previous findings. The DSHM
lag 3 model weighs lag 1 sequences the most, lag 2
sequences second, and lag 3 sequences the least. So, it
could be argued that, on average, the lag 3 DSHM models
are more like lag 2 ACT-R and network models, than the lag
3 ACT-R and network models.

Rock=1 Model Comparison
This paper reviews the three different types of models of
PRS play: ACT-R, DSHM, and perceptron-like networks.
In each case, the model of human play, played games
consisting of 300 trials against the aggressive lag 1 network,
and games of 287 trials against the passive lag 2 network.
For each model, the mean difference in the number of wins
scored by the model and the opponent network was
recorded. Humans scored, on average, 9.99 more wins than
the aggressive lag 1 networks, and 11.14 more wins than the
passive lag 2 network. The sum of the squares of the
differences between the model’s results and the human
results are presented as a basis for comparing the model’s fit
to the human data.
The best ACT-R model was taken from Rutledge-Taylor
and West (2005). It was exemplar based, and used the
following parameters: ANS=0.28, OL=NIL. The best
DSHM model was the lag 3, vector length 1024, model
discussed above.
The best network model was the
aggressive lag 2 network.
New network versus network simulations were run for
this comparison: 10000 games were run against each of the
two benchmark opponents. The mean difference in wins
between the aggressive lag 2 and aggressive lag 1 networks
was somewhat lower than was found in West and Lebiere
(2001). However, given the high standard deviation on the
win differences, both the results found here and those found
in West and Lebiere (2001) may be valid.
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Table 2: Models of Human Rock=1 PRS
Opponent
Human ACT-R
DSHM Network
Agg. lag 1 9.99
12.30
10.89
5.76
Pas. lag 2
11.14
8.15
13.24
10.44
Rating
14.27
5.22
18.37

Table 2 summarizes the best models of human Rock=1
PRS play. The DSHM produces the closest fit to the human
data, i.e., it scored the lowest mean squared error.
Additionally, the DSHM model lost to the aggressive lag 2
model by a mean win difference of 6.22 (not shown in this
table), which helps support this model as a good account of
human PRS play.

Taylor and West (2004). The evaluation method for all
types of models was the same as for the DSHM models
discussed above.
Figures 3 and 4 summarize the evaluations of the three
model types. The confidence values for the human data in
Figure 3 are estimated based on the 95% confidence
intervals of a regression analysis of the rate of point
difference achieved by the human players against each of
the three opponents.

Rock=2 Simulations
The mechanism for building a sensitivity to the unequal
payoffs of the Rock=2 game in the DSHM models was
essentially the same as for the ACT-R Rock=2 models.
Three versions of the Rock=2 DSHM models were created:
one that attended to opponents’ rock plays more; another
that attended to scissors more; and, one that gave preference
to both rock and scissors. This extra attention was achieved
by training the models twice on sequences of opponents’
moves ending in these plays.
For each of the three variations on the Rock=2 DSHM
player, the combinations of the three different lags and
seven vector lengths were tested.

40
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20

ACT-R
DSHM

10

Network
0
Agg. lag 1

Agg. lag 2 Rock=2 lag 1

-10

Evaluation Each of the DSHM players results were
compared to the human data from Rutledge-Taylor and
West (2004). A mean squared error approach was used. Six
data point were compared: the mean points differences
versus the three network models, and the strategy indices
versus these opponents. Because the strategy index values
were, on average smaller than the point differences, and
because they are crucially important to establishing strategic
play, these three data points were given twice the weight of
the points difference comparisons. Thus, each model’s
rating was the sum of the squares of the mean point
differences and twice the sum of the squares of the strategy
indices.

Figure 3: Points difference comparison for Rock=2 PRS.
Human values include estimated 95% confidence values.
30
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Results The results were somewhat predictable based on the
DSHM rock=2 and ACT-R Rock=2 results: The lag 3
DSHM model with vector lengths of 1024, and that paid
extra attention to both rock and scissors produced the best
fit to the human data. It matched five of the six data points
very well. However, this model failed to defeat the
aggressive lag 2 network model. There were other DSHM
models that beat the aggressive lag 2 network, but failed to
match the other five data points well (e.g., the margins of
victory were too great).

Agg. lag 1

Agg. lag 2 Rock=2 lag 1

-10

Figure 4: Strategy indices comparison for Rock=2 PRS

Rock=2 Model Comparison
Three different kinds of models of human Rock=2 PRS play
are discussed in this paper: ACT-R, DSHM and perceptronlike networks. The ACT-R results are taken from RutledgeTaylor and West (2005), the DSHM model is the one
discussed above. As with the Rock=1 comparison, new
network versus network data was collected. The network
model of human Rock=2 played each of the benchmark
opponents 10000 times. Each model played 300 trial games
against the three network opponents discussed in Rutledge-

All three models produced good fits to the human data.
However, the DSHM model is unique in that it failed to beat
the aggressive lag 2 network. However, it correctly scored a
negative strategy index versus this opponent. In contrast,
the ACT-R and network models beat the aggressive lag 2,
but did not score negative strategy indices, as did the human
players. Thus, there is an obvious objective in building a
superior model of human play. That is, to build a model
that beats the aggressive lag 2, but does so despite a
negative strategy index.

Conclusions
The simulations run and analyzed here demonstrate that
DSHM can, in fact, be used successfully to model at least
one memory task that relies on reconciling inconsistent
information and rapidly changing predictions based on past
events. Despite the fact that DSHM was designed to model
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only long-term memory, it may also useful as a model of
short-term memory. This also suggests that long-term and
short term memory in humans may rely on the same basic
mechanisms.
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Abstract
We question two of the basic foundations of the Extended
Mind hypothesis originally formulated by Clark and
Chalmers, i.e. that all cognition is organism centered and that
the important theoretical issues that the debate surrounding
the Extended Mind hypothesis can fruitfully be resolved by to
a large extent rely on invented examples of cognitive
activities as the empirical foundation. We suggest that one
way to proceed is to frame the hypothesis within the larger
theoretical framework of activity theory, and another is to
conduct extensive field studies of extended cognitive
processes. We illustrate our position with examples of how
these can be used to reformulate some of the aspects of the
Extended Mind hypothesis.
Keywords: Extended mind; Activity Theory; Cognitive
Ethnography.

Is the mind also in the world?
“Where does the mind stop and the rest of the world begin?”
That is the opening question in Clark & Chalmers (1998)
seminal article “The Extended Mind”. The central thesis that
they put forward is that human cognitive processing literally
extends into portions of our environment, thereby moving
the traditional boundaries of cognitive processing from
neural tissue to encompass non-neural components of the
human environment as well. They do not only argue for an
extension of cognitive processing into the environment, but
take the argument one step further by claiming that beliefs
can be constituted partly by features of the environment, and
that hence, it can be argued that in fact mind extends into
the world.
As an illustration, they describe two fictitious characters,
Inga and Otto, who are both interested in art and live in New
York City. In fact, they are in all interesting aspects similar
except for one thing. While Inga has a normal functioning
brain, Otto suffers from Alzheimer‟s disease. So when they
both (in different places and on different occasions,

presumably) hear about an interesting exhibition at the
Museum of Modern Art, and decides that they want to go
there to see it, they act a little bit differently. Inga recalls
that the museum is on 53rd street, and walks there to the
exhibition.
Otto, however, suffers like other Alzheimer patients from
problems of retrieving facts such as the address of a
museum, and is forced to rely on external aids. So we are
told that Otto carries a notebook around with him
everywhere he goes. When he learns new information he
makes a note of it in the notebook. And when he needs any
of this information, he looks it up in it. So Clark and
Chalmers claim that “his notebook plays the role usually
played by a biological memory”. So, in this case, when he
hears about the exhibition, we are told that “[he] consults
the notebook, which says that the museum is on 53 rd street,
so he walks to 53rd street and goes into the museum”.
The central thesis of the Clark and Chalmers paper has
since its publication sparked a discussion almost as intense
as the one that followed upon Searle‟s well known “Chinese
room” thought experiment (Searle, 1980), and in our
opinion this for a good reason. Just like Searle 30 years ago,
the Clark and Chalmers paper cuts right into a central
theoretical issue in cognitive science, and illustrates the
central thesis with a vivid concrete illustration which at the
same time is easy to grasp the basic features of, while at the
same time open up for a vast range of theoretical
interpretations and arguments for and against them.
It is, however, our impression, that while the discussion
on the extended mind (EM) hypothesis has helped clarify
the positions of those engaged in it, it is perhaps not all too
unfair to say that there has been limited theoretical progress
towards an accepted resolution of the issues brought out by
the original paper. It is our belief that this, at least to a large
part, can be accounted for by the fact that most of the
discussion has accepted two basic assumptions of the
original Clark and Chalmers‟ paper. First the definition, or
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lack thereof, of the central theoretical terms, second the
empirical foundation for the argument. The aim of the
present paper is to first substantiate this claim, and second to
sketch alternatives to both of these.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. First we
review the theoretical discussion on extended mind, and
conclude that that in order to defend Extended Mind
hypothesis, we need to further develop a definition of what
cognitive processes are and how to analyze cognitive
systems in a more fruitful manner. Furthermore, we offer an
alternative perspective on cognition, namely Activity
Theory (AT), and illustrate how that framework, in our
opinion, can be fruitfully used to put the various positions
put forth into a larger framework. Second, we question the
correctness, and hence usefulness, of the Inga and Otto
example, by comparing the fictitious data of Clark and
Chalmers with observations from a field study of the use of
environmental memory support in elderly people. In the
final section we summarize our arguments for why we
believe that to move the discussion on extended mind
forward, we need to put our arguments into a larger
theoretical cognitive framework, and also need to place our
theoretical discussion on a firmer empirical ground.

An outline of the Extended Mind debate
In the original article Clark and Chalmers wrote ”If, as we
confront some task, a part of the world functions as a
process which, were it done in the head, we would have no
hesitation in recognizing as part of the cognitive process,
then that part of the world is (so we claim) part of the
cognitive process.” (Clark & Chalmers, 1998, p. 3). This
was later referred to as the Parity Principle (PP), which has
been heavily debated by both proponents and critics of EM.
The PP is explicitly illustrated in Clark and Chalmers
(1998) original paper where one is encouraged to ponder
upon three different scenarios. In the first scenario, one is
told to imagine a problem solving situation where an
individual is sitting in front of a computer screen and doing
mental rotation on a figure represented on the screen to see
whether it fits into a hole also presented on the monitor. The
second scenario is almost identical, but with one crucial
element that differs. In this second scenario, the individual
can manually rotate the represented figure by pushing a
button thereby making it possible to visually see whether
the figure matches the hole, much as in Kirsh and Maglio‟s
(1994) experiment. The third scenario is somewhat more
controversial, where one is asked to imagine a distant future
where a human has implanted an artificial neural component
that allows the human to rotate a visual figure in an inner
screen as in the second scenario. In this scenario, the human
can choose to consult this high-tech feature or simply do
traditional mental rotation as in the first case.
Clark and Chalmers are confident that cognitive
processes are present in all three aforementioned cases, and
that they are functionally the same. The difference is simply
that they contain different couplings between agent and
artifact. If one accepts that scenario 1 and 3 are functionally

equivalent, then it is dogmatic to insist that scenario 2 is not
equivalent as well. Hence, the authors purport that all three
scenarios are manifestations of genuine cognition (Clark &
Chalmers, 1998).
Criticism of EM has arisen most prominently from, on the
one hand, Adams and Aizawa, who published a seminal
paper in 2001 (Adams and Aizawa, 2001); and on the other,
Robert Rupert, who published a similarly influential article
in 2004 (Rupert, 2004). Nevertheless, Adams, Aizawa and
Rupert actually all claim sympathy for the Parity Principle.
“To us, [the Parity Principle] means that the skull does not
constitute a theoretically significant boundary for cognitive
science. More specifically, it means that being inside the
brain cannot be the mark of the cognitive. This seems to us
true and obvious” (Adams and Aizawa, 2001, p. 46). In
addition, Rupert writes “I sympathize with the motivation
behind the Parity Principle. After all, why should it matter
where a process takes place? If that process instantiates
cognitive or mental properties when it is over here, why
should things change simply because it is now over there?”
(Rupert, 2009, p. 30).
An argument that was formed by Adams and Aizawa
(2001) that illuminated the fact that there might be a crucial
difference between a genuine extended cognitive process –
where some external artifact in the world is part of a
genuine cognitive process – and process that enables some
process. Consider pencil and paper. By using them while
conducting arithmetic one is partaking in a cognitive
process – the process of deduction. Now, imagine that the
current arithmetic is quite complex and you would not be
able to calculate the problem using only your head and that
you need to offload some information onto the paper.
Adams and Aizawa (2001) claim that the pen and paper
only enabled some cognitive process that otherwise would
be impossible. You still conduct the actual cognitive process
in your head, while simply offloading some information
onto the paper and hence simplifying the problem and
offloading your working memory
Rupert (2004) has coined the terms HEC (Hypothesis of
extended cognition) and HEMC (Hypothesis of embedded
cognition), which are two different takes on cognitive
systems and their composition and their role in cognitive
processing; HEC would roughly correspond to the
perspective adopted by Clark (2008) where cognitive
processes literally extends into the environment, whereas
the more conservative HEMC still insists that cognition is
organism bound. According to the HEMC the cognitive
processes depend on - rather than being constituted by external components and devices in which cognition takes
place without the external components being a literal part
the cognitive process. Rupert also believes, contra Clark
(2008) that HEMC has more empirical support and
explanatory value than HEC. Rupert argues that the debate
over extended cognition largely boils down to the question
of how to pin down when something is cognitive and how to
properly individuate cognitive systems (Rupert 2010).
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The controversy regarding cognitive systems and the
nature of their constituents and properties is questioned by
Wilson (2010) and he suggests that we should focus on
cognitive specifications of certain activities: “The shift is
one from a focus on “things”, such as representations, to a
concern with “activities”, such as the act of representing.
Such activities are often bodily, and are often worldinvolving in their nature. A version of the problem of
intentionality formulated so as to apply to them - “In virtue
of what is activity A the representation of C?” – seems
hardly pressing at all. Rather, what cries out for discussion
is the question of just what forms these activities take, and
just how they bring about the effects they do.” (Wilson,
2010, p.183) Wilson‟s statement deemphasizes the
pertinence of non-derived content and coupling-constitution
as discussed at great length by Adams & Aizawa (2008) and
rather emphasize that it is the activities and practices that
are of importance in cognitive science (Wilson, 2010).
It seems as though the heavy body of literature and
debates are predicated on discrepancies of conceptual
definition, and that discussions regarding cognition vis-à-vis
mind and vis-à-vis cognitive processes all fall back to
individual intuition and subjective conception of these
terms. We are not going to take a stand in these issues, but
we suggest an alternative approach to understand cognition.

Activity theory
It seems to us, that while the positions taken by the work
reviewed here, and also by other workers in the field, vary
on many dimensions, they with one or a few exceptions
share a common assumption, i.e. that cognition is primarily
biological and organism centered. The most clearly
articulated alternative to this is Hutchins, who claimed
already in Hutchins (1995) that cognition is a social and
cultural process.
One problem here is that it seems that different ideas or
conceptions of what is an is not cognitive in part can explain
the different positions taken, and another is that it is
primarily intuitive judgments that are used to decide what is
and is not cognitive, something which is also noted by
Rupert who writes, “After all, it‟s not up to our intuitive
judgments to decide what cognition is; the property of being
cognitive is a scientific construct, validated only by the
causal-explanatory work it does” (Rupert, 2010, p. 20).
We would like to suggest here, that by placing the
Extended Mind hypothesis in the wider theoretical
framework of Activity Theory, it becomes possible to
reconcile these two positions, and it also makes it possible
to go beyond intuitions in deciding what is cognitive.
Activity theory (AT) was developed primarily by
Leontjiev (1978) and is based on Vygotsky and his culturalhistorical psychology (e.g. Vygotsky 1978). It is beyond the
scope of the present paper to present a complete picture of
the theory, instead we will confine ourselves to some parts
which we believe are relevant for the Extended Mind debate
(for an excellent short introduction to Activity Theory, see
chapter three in Kaptelinin and Nardi (2006)).

One key idea in Activity Theory is that the human mind is
intrinsically related to the interaction between the human
being and the world. Moreover, the human mind is an
emergent product that is developed in order to make
successful interaction with the world. Culture, in this view,
is not something wholly external that is influencing the
human mind but, rather, is a generative force that is part of
the very production of mind.
Vygotsky makes an important distinction between
“higher” and “lower” or “natural” psychological functions.
The latter are defined by Kaptelinin and Nardi as “mental
abilities such as memory or perception with which every
animal is born” (ibid, p 41). This is in contrast with the
higher psychological functions, which “emerge as a result of
a restructuring of natural psychological functions in a
cultural environment” (ibid, p 41-42). The natural functions
are obviously organism centered, and fit well within the
basic perspective on cognition of Clark, Chalmers and most
of the participants in the Extended Mind debate. And at first
appearances, this perhaps looks so also for the higher
functions. But the position of Vygotsky and Activity Theory
is very different from this, and in many respects.
In this theory, the human mind is social in nature. This
both in that the individual (the subject) is social; we are
shaped by culture, by the languages we use etc., and also in
the sense that the world we live in is social. It does not
consist of only individual biological agents in a physical
world; we live also in a social and socially construed world.
A consequence of this is that in Activity Theory, the
individual is not the fundamental unit of analysis; that
instead is the activity, which is the purposeful interaction of
the subject with the world (Leontiev, 1978, cited in
Kaptelinin and Nardi, p. 31). Central to these activities are
mediators, i.e. tools that are used and that shape the activity.
These tools can be both physical, like a hammer, and
psychological, like an algebraic notation.
Thus, in essence, higher mental functions are mediated
mental processes. A key notion of AT and Vygotskian
psychology is the phenomenon of internalization.
Internalization is the process whereby an individual does not
need to rely on mediated, external artifacts, which was
hitherto necessary in order to carry out the current activity.
Previous external processes can now take place internally in
the head of the individual and the activity and process is
from here on out mediated by internal resources rather than
by external ditto. In this way, AT highlights how mental
processes are restructured as a result of the development in a
cultural environment.
The relation between mind and environment is
intrinsically related and the relation is symmetrical, which
means that the restructuring works both ways in the
interaction between mind and world. The internalization
does not necessarily involve physical tools that together
with the individual constitute a traditional cognitive system,
but might also involve social others and internalization
through participation in joint social activities such as
communication in general and learning in particular.
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Framing the Extended mind debate in a AT
Framework

provide a firmer empirical base than what has hitherto been
used. It is to this we turn in the next section.

This condensed and incomplete description of Activity
Theory is probably rather difficult to understand for readers
not previously familiar with it, while at the same time we
fear that readers that are familiar with it will shake their
heads in despair over our rough and simple exposition of an
elaborate theoretical framework. But our ambition is not to
present the theory in its entirety, but only to use it as an
illustration of the benefits that we suggest can be gained by
placing different positions regarding the Extended Mind
hypothesis in a unifying framework.
A first observation is that by distinguishing between a set
of basic or “normal” psychological functions and a set of
“higher” psychological functions, we can place different
examples used in the debate in different categories. We can
also within the same framework find some cognitive
functions that indeed are primarily biological and organism
centered, as was assumed in the original Clark and
Chalmers paper. But a problem encountered by Clark and
Chalmers when assuming that all cognition has these
characteristics, was how to avoid reaching the counter
intuitive conclusion that e.g. “my cognitive state is
somehow spread over the Internet” (Clark and Chalmers,
1998). Their solution was to develop a set of criteria for
stopping the mind from encapsulating the entire universe, a
solution which few have found convincing.
The solution suggested by the Activity Theory framework
is very different. Here higher cognitive or psychological
processes are from the beginning outside the isolated
individual. He or she is born into a world which has
developed and accumulated a wealth of cognitive mediators,
both physical and psychological. These are then during the
developmental process gradually appropriated and
internalized. So the answer to the question, “how are (the
higher) cognitive functions extended into the world” is that
they are not. On the contrary, they exist first and foremost in
the world, and are to a larger or lesser extent internalized
and perhaps one even could say organism centered.
We are of course by no means suggesting that Activity
Theory is a panacea which solves every issue touched upon
in the Extended Mind debate. We see many unsolved
problems here, as well as parts of the theory‟s formulation
that can be questioned. To take one example of the latter,
the characterization of the “natural” psychological functions
as those that we share with other animals as if these were
unaffected by the knowledge we have acquired, does not
seem to fit well with an abundance of data showing how
also basic perceptual processes can be influenced by such
knowledge. But we do believe in the fruitfulness of using a
wider theoretical framework to contextualize theoretical
positions taken in discussions such as the Extended Mind
debate.
Using a wider theoretical framework is one way we
suggest can be used to clear up some of the issues in the
Extended Mind debate. Another way, we suggest, is to

In the introduction we compared the Extended mind paper
of Clark and Chalmers with the Chinese Room paper of
Searle, claiming that both these papers, not the least by
using a vivid imagined example, have sparked a theoretical
discussion. But in our view, there is an important difference
between the ways the imagined example is used in the two
papers. Searle use his thought experiment to illustrate the
theoretical consequences, in his view absurd ones, of the
theoretical position he argues against. There is never any
claim that the depicted situation is a realistic one that could
ever occur. Clark and Chalmers, on the other hand, use an
imagined example as the empirical foundation of their
theoretical position. In some way one might even claim that
they base their theoretical analysis on fictitious data, as if
Otto‟s behavior is something that actually has, or at least
could, occur, and which is in need of an explanation.
We have no arguments against thought experiments in
general – on the contrary we believe that they are important
tools for science when they are used to illustrate the
consequences of a theoretical position. But then the
argument goes from a theoretical position to an imagined
and often unrealistic empirical illustration which not is
taken to actually exist in the real world, as in Searle‟s
(1980) Chinese Room or in Putnam‟s (1975) Twin Earth, to
mention two examples from Cognitive Science. But in the
case of the Clark and Chalmers paper, the argument goes in
the other direction; from an imagined empirical observation,
which the reader is supposed to be taken as something that
might actually exist, to a theoretical conclusion. We claim
that we need some evidence that the situation depicted
actually could occur. If not, we risk building our theories on
a too unstable empirical foundation.
What is important to observe here is that the only
difference between Otto and Inga is how they retrieve where
the Museum of Modern Art is located. (c.f. the quotation in
the introduction). In all other respects they behave and act in
identical manner. The reason that we consider this important
is that this is a central and necessary feature of the Clark and
Chalmers‟ argument; if this does not hold, then the so called
Parity Principle cannot be used. Remember that a central
part of the argument for the Parity Principle is an identity
between the two tasks; the only difference is that in one case
part of it is done in the external world instead of in the head.
And, so the argument goes, since these are identical in all
respects but this little one, we cannot escape the conclusion
that they must be functionally and cognitively equivalent.
But what if it never is the case that if afflicted by
Alzheimer‟s disease, the only difference is that memory
retrieval is performed differently? Can we still claim that
Inga and Otto are functionally and cognitively equivalent?
And if we can‟t, where is the ground for claiming that mind
is extended into the world?

Extended mind in the wild
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We believe that before proceeding further, we need to
learn more about how the external world is used as memory
support in people which are diagnosed with memory
problems, i.e. whose memory in the head has reduced
capacity.

A field study of external memory in elderly
To find out how external memory support is actually
used, we conducted a field study to explore how elderly act
in order to remember in their everyday life. The field work
was done by one of the authors (M.K.) in the home
healthcare service of a small Swedish town during the
summer 2010. The study lasted for five weeks, with
approximately 25 participating health care receivers.
Both participatory observations and interviews were
conducted. We will below present some illustrative
examples of external support for their memory from four of
the participants, aged from 72 to 91, all with mild memory
impairments. Two of these (A and B below) were diagnosed
with Alzheimer‟s disease or some other form of dementia,
whereas the rest only showed loss of cognitive functions
normal for an elderly population.
During one of the visits it is noticed that one elder woman
keeps the disposed plastic envelope for the medicine
1
(“ApoDos” ) even after its contents has been used. On
every envelope there is information about the patient and the
medicine: date, time it should be taken, what tablets it
contains, social security number and name of patient. The
woman has memory problems; therefore she receives help
with assuring that she takes the medicine three times daily.
On a kitchen table she keeps all the used plastic envelops in
a clip. She says that the envelope is a way of helping her to
assure herself of that the home healthcare been there,
because she will not remember.
Clark and Chalmers argue that the cognitive functions are
extended in the world through active externalism, i.e.
through for instance making a note in a notebook for later
use. In this case, however, how the plastic envelope
becomes a part of her memory system is through an active
internal process. So, instead of creating a material artefact
to enhance a deficient internal function, in this case an
already existing material artefact is put to a new and
creative use to enhance her memory.
B has a note on the inside of her door in order to remind
herself that she shouldn‟t open the door for strangers. The
note has been put there and signed by her daughter. If the
doorbell rings, and she stands by the door, reading the note,
it can be argued that this note is an “extension”, with the
same function as Otto‟s notebook. But the note works here
only because it is pinned to the door – it would probably
1 “ApoDos is the name of the multi-dose system which has been
used in Sweden for 30 years. It is used for delivering medicines to
persons requiring regular medication. ApoDos is a method for
ensuring quality-assured medication supply both today and in the
future.”
http://www.apoteket.se/privatpersoner/om/sidor/OmApoteketConte
nts_Internationellt_ApoDos_ApoDos.aspx (retrieved 2010-12-13)

have been useless if it had been somewhere in her notebook,
where she was supposed to look every time the doorbell
rings. We believe that Clark probably would argue that this
is not an example of extended mind, since B does not carry
the note with her all the times, which is a criterion Clark and
Chalmers use to delimit the degree to which mind can be
extended into the world. We would, however, suggest that
this example can be used to question the criterion that Clark
and Chalmers use, since to us this example is in many
respects a prime example of extending memory into the
world. And it even shares an important feature with memory
“in the head”, that remembering is facilitated by contextual
priming.
C uses a shopping list when going shopping. This person
has other medical problems in addition to her memory
problems, and it is important for her that she finds
paracetamol, and the importance of attaining this goal
makes her drop the other goals for a while. When she has
found out that paracetamol is to be found after the checkout, she gets calmer, but she wants her follower to remind
her, even though paracetamol is on the list. After the checkout she had indeed forgotten that she were to buy
paracetamol after the check out. This is an illustration of
something emphasized in Activity Theory and in general in
the sociocultural approach to cognition, i.e. that the
cognitive processes are not only include the physical
environment but also the social environment (Vygotsky,
1978, Sutton et al 2010). We suggest that this is an
interesting and important potential extension of the extended
cognition approach as formulated by Clark and Chalmers.
This example can also be contrasted with the Otto
example. Once Otto has from his notebook retrieved the
location of the Museum of Modern Art, he is able to
proceed there just like Inga with no further problems. For C,
on the other hand, it is not enough to have a note with the
required important information. Even if she has it in her
hand all the time, she forgets what she should use the
information on it for. With this example in mind, it is not
clear to us to which extent there are cases where two
processes are functionally and cognitively identical, with the
only difference being that a part of it in one case depends on
an external artifact.
F has an appointment at the podiatrist. She had a note
with the appointment, which she had posted on her fridge.
But she had turned the note around and written the date
again, though bigger this time. For some unknown reason,
the dates had gotten mixed up, and the wrong date had been
transferred to her calendar.
An external memory support is in this case as much a
question of how information finds its way into the external
memory support as it functions as a memory support. It is
not as simple as Clark & Chalmers‟ picture, where Otto
simply notes every new piece of information in his
notebook. Memory problems do not present an isolated
cognitive problem. The picture of Otto‟s way to execute the
action – to note new information in the book, read the
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information, and then walk to the museum – is a much too
simple description of something complex.

Discussion of the field study
The examples here are a small subset of observations just
from one study. To draw any far reaching conclusions
regarding how the Extended Mind hypothesis should be reformulated from this would obviously be premature. But it
is our belief that already these short examples illustrate an
important point, namely that by looking at real existing
cases of extending cognitive processes into the material
world, many details in the Extended Mind hypothesis can be
questioned, and other obviously are in need of reformulation.
Already in this small empirical study we on the one hand
found reasons to question the validity of the Inga and Otto
example, and on the other hand found examples of real
existing use of extended cognition which as far as we can
tell not have been addressed in the discussion following the
publication of the Clark and Chalmers paper.
We want to stress that we are not against the hypothesis
of extended cognition. We only want to claim that to build a
theoretical framework for extended cognition we need to
base it on a foundation of observations of real existing
situations.

Summing up
We have suggested that one problem with the important
theoretical debate initiated by Clark and Chalmers
introduction of the Extended Mind hypothesis, is that these
cognitive phenomena have been discussed in isolation, i.e.
without being framed within a wider theoretical framework
encompassing all kinds of cognition. We have also
suggested that the empirical base for the debate has not only
been narrow by being confined to only a few examples, but
has also been of questionable quality by relying too much
on construed examples.
For both of these, we have outlined potential solutions. In
the case of a theoretical framework we have suggested that
Activity Theory potentially can be used to clarify some of
the issues brought up in the debate. And as an alternative to
invented examples, we have suggested that field studies of
extended cognitive processes should be used instead. We
also tried to show with a few examples how such real cases
makes it necessary to reformulate some of the positions
taken. We want to stress that this does not imply
abandoning the Extended Mind hypothesis in its most
general form. But we are convinced that it will require
reformulations, both of the specific questions asked, and the
answers given to them.
In the beginning of the paper we argued that we need to
further develop the central theoretical terms used here. We
have presented one example of this; to use Activity
Theory‟s distinction between two kinds of cognition to
differentiate between different cases in need of different
kinds of theoretical explanations. Another theoretical or
conceptual issue that we believe is in need of further

development is the relation between „cognition‟ and „mind‟.
We have been careful in this paper to only talk about
extended cognition and not extended mind, except when
reviewing the work of others. It seems to us that for most, if
not all, working on issues of extended cognition has taken
for granted that if there are good reasons for seeing
cognition as something existing outside the skull of the
individual agent, then this is also good reasons for
concluding that mind extends into the world. We are not
convinced of this. There is of course another possible
solution, namely that cognitive processes are not seen only
as processes in the mind. Then the answer to the question
stated in the beginning of this paper “Is the mind also in the
world” would be, “no, but cognition is”.
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Abstract
Humans have an impressive ability to solve even computationally complex problems. Limited cognitive processing capabilities, however, impede an exhaustive search of the problem
space. Thus, planning problems of the same size may require a
different cognitive effort. Formal complexity aspects are inherent to a problem and set computational limits that a solver must
deal with. For a measure of cognitive complexity, operational
aspects of human cognition must be taken into account. We
present a structural complexity measure for predicting human
planning performance. This measure is based on the number
and connectedness of subgoals necessary to solve a problem.
This measure is evaluated on the PSPACE-complete puzzle
game Rush Hour and is able to capture empirically measured
difficulty for this game.
Keywords: Planning, Cognitive Complexity.

Introduction
Planned and rational behavior are daily aspect in everyday
life. Planning can be defined as, the anticipation of action
steps or “a procedure for achieving a particular goal or desired
outcome” (Morris & Ward, 2005, p. 1). In computer science,
one distinguishes between optimal and satisfiable planning.
The goal of optimal planning is to find a shortest possible solutions for a problem, whereas the goal of satisfiable planning
is to find a solution at all.
In AI and Cognitive Science finding a solution is often
represented as a search of the problem space (Russell &
Norvig, 2003). The problem space is defined by the operators and problem states. Due to limited cognitive processing resources, humans are not able to search the problem
space exhaustively, i.e., they do not apply any operator on
any state. Humans are, nonetheless, able to solve computationally complex problems by chunking information, in order
to reduce the problem representation, (Ellis & Siegler, 1994;
Kotovsky, Hayes, & Simon, 1985) and by applying heuristic
search strategies (Miller, Galanter, & Pribram, 1960).
Planning problems have various characteristics. Problems
can be non-transparent, have multiple goals, can be solvable, well-defined, dynamic, or decomposable. Another important issue is the domain of the problem. A first measure of the difficulty of a planning problem is the minimum
number of steps necessary to solve the problem. In AI the
different degrees of difficulty for problems are mostly classified according to the number of computing operations or
the amount of memory required to solve a problem. For an
overview of the complexity of planning tasks please refer to
Helmert (2008). These measures are asymptotically with respect to worst case boundaries for increasing problem sizes
(Papadimitriou, 1994). However, computational complexity
measures do not integrate local problem structures. This is

important for a more detailed measurement of problem difficulty, because problems with shorter solution length can be
more difficult to solve for humans.
If too many operations are necessary, most humans seem
to become overstrained, i.e., they make significantly more errors, need more time, and even start to guess. The difficulty
for humans in solving planning problems can differ with regards to solvability, optimality, and response times. This implies, that there must be further problem-inherent planning
differences which influence the performance of humans.
This aspect is important for explaining varying cognitive
effort as it occurs in human problem solving. A cognitive
complexity measure (a formal measure which is able to capture the human planning complexity) must not only integrate
formal aspects of complexity, but also particularities of the
human reasoning and planning process, e.g., the abundant use
of heuristics or preferred operations.
We will define our cognitive complexity measure and evaluate it on (spatial) permutation problems like Rush Hour1 .
This planning problem developed by Nob Yoshigahara is a
game with a visual-spatial presentation which is well-defined,
solvable, decomposable, not dynamic and has only one goal.
Given these settings, the number of operations can be controlled systematically and measured precisely. These planning problems have an initial state, an explicit goal state (e.g.
where a certain relation must hold), and a number of underlying operations. Compared to Tower of London, Rush
Hour has advantages, which guide the decision to use the latter: the problem size is easier to adjust, it has two dimensional features, the number of interacting objects is higher,
which increases the difficulties for human reasoning (branching, counterintuitive moves), and Rush Hour is PSPACEcomplete (Flake & Baum, 2002) and sufficiently complex
for our purposes. It is also possible to generate highly challenging problems. Thus, it is important to find parameters,
which describe more precisely difficulties humans encounter
in planning tasks as was possible in classical theoretical computer science
In the following we first analyze (formal) requirements of a
cognitive complexity measure to capture the average human
planning process and introduce a first notion of a structural
complexity measure. This is exemplified on the PSPACEcomplete puzzle game Rush Hour. This structural complexity
measure, although defined formally, is able to capture empirically measured difficulty for this game. Identified solution
strategies and examples conclude the paper.
1 A complete description of RushHour can be found at
http://www.thinkfun.com/instructions
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Rush Hour Game
Assume that your car is parked in a parking lot and your goal
is to reach the exit with your car. The problem is that the path
to the exit is blocked by other cars which must first be moved.
The game board consists of a 6 × 6 grid in which the cells
can be occupied by vehicles of different color and type (see
Fig. 1). The set of possible positions can be defined as

P = (x, y) ∈ N2 | 1 ≤ x, y ≤ 6 .
For a position p = (x, y) ∈ P, col(p) = x denotes the column
and row(p) = y denotes the row of p.
The set of vehicles on a Rush Hour board is defined as a
set of tuples of a start and end position
V = {(s, e) | s, e ∈ P, row(s) = row(e) or col(s) = col(e)}.
There are two types of vehicles which differ only in their
length, i.e., by the number of occupied positions. The occupied positions for a vehicle v = (s, e) is the set
pos(v) = {p ∈ P | row(s) ≤ row(v) ≤ row(e)
∧ col(s) ≤ col(v) ≤ col(e)}.
There are cars occupying two cells in length and there are
trucks occupying three cells in length. Vehicles can be arranged horizontally as well as vertically. The orientation of
a vehicle v = (s, e) is horizontal, if row(s) = row(e), otherwise it is vertical. The position of all vehicles determine the
occupied board positions.
The exit position is located at the right border of the third
row at position (6, 3). Thus, the rightmost horizontal car in
this row is automatically defined as the exit car. The main
goal of the task is to sequentially move the cars such that
the exit car can reach the exit, i.e., it can reach the coordinate (6, 3). The vehicles can only be moved longitudinally
in a forward or backward manner and they are not allowed to
leave the grid. Vehicles can only move in the range of free
cells. Vehicles may not be moved over or through occupied
positions by other cars.
The primary goal of this planning problem is to find a sequence of moves so that the goal condition is reached (satisfying solution). Finding one of the optimal solutions, i.e., a
solution with a minimum number of moves, is the secondary
goal. The secondary goal is to find one of the optimal solutions, i.e., a solution with a minimum number of moves.
To be able to move the red car1 in Fig. 1 to the exit,
other vehicles (2, 3, 4) that are blocking the route, have to
be moved. The complexity of this problem can depend on
different factors: (1) The number of vehicles on the grid, i.e.,
more cars can block each other, but this may also restrict the
number of possible moves. (2) The number of moves, i.e., it
is harder to find the minimal solution the more moves are necessary as at each step one can deviate from an optimal solution. (3) Counter-intuitive moves, i.e., moves that increase the
distance to the goal with regards to optimistic distance measures (e.g. Manhattan distance). (4) The number of branching points for alternative moves where only one specific move

2
1
3
4

Figure 1: Abstract version of Rush Hour. Cars and trucks are
reduced to blocks. The goal is to move the car marked by the
number “1” to the exit at the right border of the grid.

leads to the solution. (5) Move dependency, i.e if a previously
moved vehicle blocks the movement of other vehicles, which
also need to be moved.
Some of these parameters can be calculated offline, i.e
without knowing the complete solution (e.g. property 1).
Others depend on the actual moves/positions which we denote as online (e.g. property 5).

Cognitive Complexity
Psychologically, reasoning difficulty is measured on a set of
problems w.r.t. errors and the time participants need to solve
the task. Another often used measure is the relational complexity proposed by Halford et al., (2001; 1998). This complexity measure classifies the problem difficulty by the highest dimensional relation which must be processed simultaneously. Although this complexity measure takes the working
memory into account and recognizes the complexity of highly
inter-connected tasks – van Rooij et al. (2008) could show
that the hypothesis of relational complexity as a measure of
difficulty was not confirmed, at least in the case where computational complexity is taken as a measure of difficulty.
Each Rush Hour board can be classified with respect to
the branching factor as well as the depth of its optimal solution. While the depth of the solution (or the minimal plan
length) will certainly play an important role, the branching
factor might not fully reflect human reasoning difficulty, because humans do not always apply all possible operations simultaneously (Anderson, 2000).
Human reasoning is certainly very heuristic driven. In cognitive science a number of heuristics are recognized. The two
most well-known are means-end analysis (match the current
state to goal state to find the most important difference and
eliminate this difference by applying operators (Anderson,
2000, p. 232) and then hill climbing, i.e., choose the operator
that transforms the problem state into a state that resembles
the goal state more closely than the initial state (Anderson,
2000, p. 228). Further identified heuristics are backward
chaining, operator subgoaling, subgoal decomposition, and
backup avoidance.
All these characteristics point in the same direction: A cognitive complexity measure must be based on operators – with
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as all positions in between need to be free. Thus, all vehicles in between the current position and the goal position are
sub-problems. The set of cells that need to be freed to move
a vehicle to its goal position is defined by the blocking ray of
the vehicle (see Fig. 2).

2
1

1
2 3
4

4
5

Definition 1 The ray of a vehicle v = (s, e) ∈ V with reference
position p = (px , py ) ∈ P is the set of positions

3

Rvp = {(x, y) ∈ P |y = row(s), col(e) < x ≤ px ∨

Figure 2: Two example positions and the marked rays for
each car. In both pictures car2 is in the ray of car1. To move
the red car1 out each car in the ray has to be moved away.
Which is only possible if there is no car blocking in the ray.
The ray structure defines the subgoal identification process.

px ≤ x < col(s)}
if v is horizontal and
Rvp = {(x, y) ∈ P |x = col(s), row(e) < y ≤ py ∨
py ≤ x < row(s)}

the condition that certain operators must be cognitively adequate, i.e., that is the application of this operator must be
supported by empirical investigations.

if the blocked vehicle v is vertical.
Now we can define blocking cars as the set of cars which
occupy a position on a cars’ blocking ray as follows:

Structural Complexity
As the name implies, a structural complexity measure integrates structural problem characteristics for predicting a
problem-inherent difficulty that a planner has to deal with
when trying to optimally solve a problem.
We present a complexity measure based on the number and
inter-connectedness of task-specific sub-problems. This measure is based on the means-end-analysis heuristic in which a
planner successively breaks up a problem into smaller subproblems (Morris & Ward, 2005). Means-end-analysis seems
to be the major strategy applied in the human problem solving process and is the most widely used strategy for modeling
human problem solving (Newell & Simon, 1972; Anderson,
2000, 1993). In well-defined problems, sub-problems can be
identified by comparing the current state with a desired goalstate and by finding a transformation that reduces the difference between current state and goal state (Miller et al., 1960).
We assume that for spatial transformation problems like Rush
Hour, the euclidean distance between the current position of
a vehicle and its goal position is an appropriate measure for
the goal distance.
Based on this, sequential sub-problems can be represented
as a graph, with the sub-problems as nodes which are connected by directed edges to represent a sequential dependency. This graph can contain cycles because problem chains
might occur that reference back to an earlier sub-problem.
For example in Fig. 1 the exit car1 is blocked by car2, but
to solve this blocking, car2 has to move down. This move
is blocked by car3 which is blocked by car4. To move car4
such that it does not block car3 requires the exit car1 to move,
i.e., we have a cyclic reference back to the beginning.
In Rush Hour, sub-problems are defined based on the
blocking of desired goal positions. For example, the initial
goal requires the red car to be at position ((5, 3), (6, 3)). To
be able to reach this position, the goal position itself as well

Definition 2 The blocking cars for a car v ∈ V regarding a
reference position p ∈ P, are defined as the set
/
Bvp = {c ∈ V | pos(c) ∩ Rvp 6= 0}.
If the blocking vehicles for a car regarding its desired goal
position are known, the successive sub-problems can be derived directly. For each blocking vehicle, possible positions
that do not block the current goal position are new goal positions for the successive sub-problem. The generation of
new sub-problems then continues as long as there are successive sub-problems or as long as the new sub-problem does
not involve a vehicle that was already considered in the subproblem chain back to the initial problem.
The successive sub-problem generation can be used to convert a Rush Hour board into a directed graph G = (N, E) representing the degree of interlacing between the vehicles (see
Fig. 3). The node set N ⊆ V is the set of vehicles which are
necessary for the solution. The directed edges represent the
blocking relations. These are defined as:
E = {(v1 , v2 ) ∈ N 2 | v2 ∈ Bvp1 }
i.e., two nodes are connected, if the car v2 is in the set of
blocking cars of car v2 . The blocking cars for a car can only
be determined if a goal position p is known. These goal positions are determined successively beginning from the initial
goal.
The generation of the structural graph is a recursive process beginning with the exit car ve having the goal position
p
p = (6, 3). For each blocking car v ∈ Rve a new edge (ve , v) is
added to the graph. The definition of sub-problems could lead
to infinite loops if the problem contained cycles. Therefore,
if the new sub-problems contain already visited nodes we use
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a special edges marking this back reference. A node n, representing a newly generated sub-problem of a predecessor node
p, is called visited if G contains a path from n to p that is not
a direct connection, i.e., it is not a back reference edge. Then,
a new edge (p, n) is inserted and the search is stopped.
If the back reference connections are disregarded, the
graph is directed and acyclic, i.e., it is a tree with the exit car
as root node. Thus, we can assign each node a depth regarding the tree representation of the graph. As mentioned above,
the structural complexity measure represents the number and
inter-connectedness of the sub-problems that are necessary to
solve the problem.
The numerical value for the structural complexity is determined by the problem graph and its reduced tree representation. For a node v with successor nodes s1 , . . . , sn , n ∈ N, with
back references from “deeper” nodes b1 , . . . , bm , m ∈ N, the
complexity of v is defined as

car1 (10)

4

5
1

car2 (4)

2 3
6

car4 (3)

car5 (0)

car3 (1)

car6 (0)

Figure 3: Rush Hour board and its structure graph. The complexities of each node are given in the trailing parentheses.
The total complexity of the task results from the complexity
of the root node. The example given here has a total complexity of 10.

m

n

c(v) = ∑ [c(si ) + 1] + ∑ depth(bi ) .
i=1

i=1

|

{z

sub-problems

} |

{z

}

backreferences

Leaves are either not blocked, or are part of a cycle. The complexity of such nodes is counted as 0. A node’s complexity
thus results from the number and complexity of its successor
nodes.
Figure 3 shows a graph conversion for a sample Rush Hour
task. The complexity of each node is given in the node
caption. The exit car (car1) is blocked by car2 and car3.
They are, therefore, inserted into the graph as direct successor nodes of the root node. On the next level, car4 is blocked
by car5 which in turn is blocked by the exit car so that a back
reference edge goes from car5 to car1. On the final level,
car6 blokcs the movement of car2 and car3, but car6 itself is
not hindered from freeing either of these cars. Leaving car6
as the last node added to graph.
The resulting node complexities are computed in a bottomup manner. First, car6 and car5 are leaves in the tree representation of the graph and thus have a complexity of 0. The
complexities of the nodes car2, car3 and car4 are calculated
by adding one to the complexity of each successor node and
then adding the complexities together. For the root node car1,
the final task complexity results from the complexity of the
two successor nodes as well as from the depth of the backreference of car5. The successor node complexities add up to
7 and the depth of the back-reference is 3 and thus, the overall
task complexity is 10.

Cognitive Complexity and Empirical Difficulty
We conducted a behavioral experiment to test if participants
could find the optimal number of moving steps and if not,
why and what were they doing instead.
Participants, Material, and Task. Twenty participants (8
male, 12 female, mean = 24,8 years) processed 21 tasks from

the ”Junior edition” of the Rush Hour game. Tasks were selected with respect to following aspects: existing classification of the tasks (beginner, intermediate, and advanced), the
minimum number of needed to reach the solution, and number of additional moves for the exit car (one move at the end to
the right to the exit, two separate moves to the right, and one
counter intuitive move to the left and afterwards a separate
move to the right). The participants solved all tasks on the
computer. Behavioral parameters like solution length, moves
made, and moving time for each step were recorded.
Results. For some of the Rush Hour tasks we show exemplary statistical and structural complexity results. The accuracy of different difficult tasks (easy, moderate, high) are
shown in Table 1. For a better understanding of the human planning abilities it is especially important to explore
the tasks which were solved but not with the optimal solution
length.
Table 1: Accuracy for six selected tasks (easy 6, 13, moderate
9, 10, hard, 27, 29) in percent for 20 participants (NS = not
solved, SN = solved, but not optimal, SO = solved optimal).
Problem
NS
SN
SO

6
0%
5%
95%

13
0%
15%
85%

9
0%
80%
20%

10
0%
100%
0%

27
10%
80%
10%

29
20%
80%
0%

The increasing mean move difference from optimum as
well as the increasing standard deviation in relation to difficulty of the task is displayed in Table 2. Almost all statistical
parameters reflect the increasing difficulty of the tasks. Note,
these parameters can better explain the difficulty difference
for humans between moderate and hard tasks.
The over-all results in Table 3 indicate that the difficulty
classification by means of statistical parameters (mean, stan-
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car1
5

Table 2: The descriptive statistic shows the move difference
from the optimal number of moves for correct answered easy
(6, 13), moderate (9, 10), and hard (27, 29) tasks.
Task
6
13
9
10
27
29

n/all
20/20
20/20
20/20
20/20
18/20
16/20

Mean
0.10
0.30
4.45
6.05
11.00
10.56

SD
0.45
0.80
4.20
5.12
11.21
8.45

Med
0
0
3
4
8.5
10.5

Min
0
0
0
1
0
1

4
2
1
3
6
8
7

Max
2
3
13
17
37
32

car2

dard deviation) is possible. A more profound analysis of the
online parameters would go beyond the scope of this paper.

car3

car5

car6

car4

car3

car3

car7

car4

car8

car4

car5

car7

car4

car4

Table 3: Over-all results for all tasks can classify empirical
difficulty. Only the hard tasks have a substantial unsolved
rate and also a higher mean moving steps difference.
Difficulty
easy
moderate
hard

optimally
solved
≥ 85%
≤ 20%
≤ 10%

solved
100%
≥ 96%
≥ 62%

not
solved
0%
≤ 4%
≤ 38%

car7

Figure 4: Board setting and structural graph with back references for task 27 of the Junior edition was generated by a
computer program for analyzing Rush Hour tasks. The nodes
contain the car and the edges denotes the directed blocking relation between the two connected vehicles. This graph shows
a complex network of blocking relations and cyclic blocking
chains.

mean move
diff (SD)
< 1 (< 1)
4 − 6 (4 − 6)
> 10 (> 7)

Likewise, the offline parameters such as the structure complexity in Table 4 fit the calculated online difficulty. The
structural complexity calculation, especially with consideration of back-references is able to predict the empirically determined difficulty.

was built. Sum Movable Cars (SMC) denotes the cumulated
sum of movable vehicles of all optimal solutions. This means
that the possible movable vehicles for each step of each optimal solution was calculated and summarized and the mean
over all optimal solutions was built. All values were transformed with log2 and can be described as offline parameters.
The formulas below are used to calculate the results from the
empirical online parameters.

Table 4: Structural complexity with/without back-references
(distance to the reference node is weighted/not considered).
Task
6/13
9/10
27/29

with back-reference
3/5
22/16
48/30

w/o back-reference
3/5
18/13
24/18

Table 5: The table indicates correlations between different parameters: Minimal Solution Length (MSL): minimal number
of moves for solution; Structural Complexity (SC): complexity with cycles calculated from the starting point of a task;
Sum Structural Complexity (SSC): mean cumulated structural complexity of all optimal solutions; Sum Movable Cars
(SMC): number of movable cars. All values were transformed with log2 . ( ∗ α ≤ 0.05; ∗∗ α ≤ 0.01; ∗∗∗ α ≤ 0.001)

Critical offline parameters were calculated (see Table 5)
and correlated with online parameters which were obtained
from the actual moving track. To capture the empirical deviations from the formal structure complexity measure we require a measure to describe the goodness of the solution.
F1:
F2:
F3:

car3

MEAN(moven /optimal moves)
∑n (moven − optimal moves)
log2 (∑n (moven − optimal moves))

Minimal Solution Length (MSL) denotes the minimum (optimal) number of moves for the solution. Structural Complexity
(SC) denotes the complexity with back references which were
calculated from the starting point of a task. Sum of Structural Complexity (SSC) denotes the mean cumulated structural complexity of all optimal solutions. Thus, the structural
complexity for each step of each optimal solution was calculated and summarized and the mean over all optimal solutions

F1
F2
F3

MSL
r = .47
r = .77***
r = .66**

SC
r = .06
r = .44
r = .51*

SSC
r = .37
r = .64**
r = .66**

SMC
r = .41
r = .60**
r = .62**

General Discussion
We investigated formal and empirical properties for a cognitive complexity measure designed to be able to classify
planning problems w.r.t. factors of human reasoning difficulty. This investigation lead to the development of a struc-
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Abstract
The list length effect in recognition memory is the finding
that performance improves as the number of items studied decreases. Models have attempted to operationalize interference
in recognition memory as noise that accumulates over items
in the study list, other contexts in which studied items have
appeared, or a combination of both sources. Item noise models predict a list length effect. The list length effect has been
eliminated in long-term recognition tasks. We demonstrate that
the length effect may also be eliminated in short-term recognition (the Sternberg paradigm) if a filled delay is introduced.
List length and recency effects were eliminated following an
engaging 15 second distractor task. Articulatory suppression
invoked the same results at a 2 second delay.
Keywords: Recognition memory; Sternberg paradigm; list
length; recency; rehearsal; Bind Cue Decide Model of
Episodic Memory

Introduction
Global-matching models of recognition memory propose that
a test probe is compared to every item on the study list, and
familiarity is summed over all items. As such, each new item
introduces additional noise. Item-noise accounts predict a
list length effect in which recognition performance decreases
as a function of the number of items studied. Context-noise
models suggest that the list length effect in a long-term setting derives from confounding factors that are not inherent to
the studied items themselves. Null length effects have been
found by introducing a delay between study and test. The
delay encourages reinstatement of the study list context as a
unit rather than referencing the end-of-list context to assess
familiarity. The delay also equates the overall time before
test to eliminate the retention interval confound (Dennis &
Humphreys, 2001). Because shorter lists may be rehearsed
more completely during any delay, the delay must be filled
with a distractor task (Dennis Lee & Kinnell, 2008).
If set size is the driving source of interference, the latency
to respond to items in a short-term recognition task should
increase with list length. Saul Sternberg (1966) established a
paradigm for observing list length effects in short-term memory. Study lists were comprised of 1 to 6 digits presented for
1.2 seconds (s) each. There was a 2 s, unfilled delay between
study and test. At test, one number was presented and participants pulled a lever to indicate that the number had been
seen in the preceding list. Sternberg found that latency for
both distractors and targets increases linearly with set size,
and concluded that retrieval occurs via an exhaustive serial

scan. Exhaustive serial scanning, however, cannot account
for null list length effects (Townsend & Fifić, 2003).
Recency has been purported to induce list length effects in
a short-term paradigm (Monsell, 1978; McElree & Dosher,
1989). The recency hypothesis is concurrent with the Sternberg paradigm only when the delay between study and test
is relatively short. Monsell, for example, tested lengths 1
through 4 after a 0.1 s delay (1978). When the delay is greater
than 2 seconds, the effect of recency is diminished (Forrin &
Cunningham, 1973; Jensen & Lisman, 1998); yet, Sternberg
(1966) found list length effects after a 2 s delay. Moreover,
Sternberg (1969) identified primacy but not recency following 2.5 s of rehearsal. Participants exhibited a range of serial position results from flat functions to strong primacy effects. Sternberg hypothesized that individual differences may
reflect starting strategies in scanning. In particular, rehearsal
may induce a circular scan that begins with the last item rehearsed (Sternberg, 1969).
The original Sternberg paradigm included a serial recall
task following each study-test block (Sternberg, 1966). Duncan & Murdock (2000) found an interaction between intentionality and serial position for a mixed recognition-recall
paradigm with a 1 s study-test delay. Each study list was randomly assigned to either a recall or recognition test. When
participants were pre-cued, there was a clear recency effect
in the recognition task trials. However, when post-cued, the
recognition serial position function was flat. A questionnaire
confirmed that participants prepared for recall in the absence
of cue. The results suggest that the recall portion of the Sternberg paradigm may have confounded the recency results by
inducing task-specific encoding or rehearsal strategies.
The current research aims to disambiguate factors underlying list length findings in the Sternberg paradigm and to determine if, as in long-term paradigms, it is possible to eliminate
the length effect. Such a result would undermine item-noise
accounts and would suggest that short- and long-term memory are not subsumed by fundamentally different systems.

Experiment 1
The main objectives of Experiment 1 were to both replicate
and eliminate the list length effect in the Sternberg paradigm
(1966). The study-test delay was increased from 2 s to 15
s to encourage contextual reinstatement and reduce recency
effects. To counter the confounding effects of rehearsal, the
15 s delay was filled with a distractor task and serial recall
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was not tested. Studied stimuli were words rather than digits
to reduce proactive interference from guessing strategies for
a closed stimuli set.

the Python-Experiment Programming Library (PyEPL).
Words were presented to the center of the screen for 1.2
s each. At the end of study, there was a 2 s delay followed
by 0.5 s of fixation preceding the test item. Participants were
allotted 2.7 s to respond. When a response was registered, the
math portion began. Each of the 8 problems was presented at
fixed intervals of 1.875 seconds for a total filler period of 15
s. A 1 s delay and 0.5 s fixation interval signaled the start of
the next study block. In the delayed condition, the first of 8
math problems appeared on the screen immediately following
study. Then there was a 2 s delay followed by a 0.5 s fixation
period and lastly the test probe. Then followed 1 s delay and
0.5 s fixation interval before the next cycle.

Method
Participants Participants were 76 undergraduate students
enrolled in an introductory psychology course at The Ohio
State University. Participants selected this experiment to fulfill a partial-credit course requirement and all provided informed consent. The 2 s delay condition included 19 women
and 20 men averaging 19.63 years in age. The 15 s delay
condition included 20 women and 17 men with a mean age of
19.39 years.
Materials Stimuli were lists of length 1 through 6, composed of 5-, 6-, and 7-letter low-frequency (1-4 Google
counts per million) and high-frequency (100-200 counts)
words. Each of 6 stimuli groups was composed of 68 words.
An additional 26 words drawn from mid-frequency ranges
(42-62 counts) were presented during the practice portion of
the experiment. Distractor words were drawn from the same
stimuli pool as test words, but did not appear in any iterations of the experiment. Math questions were randomly generated addition/subtraction problems using a combination of
two digits. Half the problems were incorrect by one numeric
interval. An example of a math question would be: 9 - 7 = 3
(Q = Yes / P = No). The same stimuli were used betweensubjects across conditions.

Results
The list length results for Experiment 1 are presented in Figure 11 . Participants with d0 < 0.9 were eliminated. An
ANOVA revealed a non-significant interaction of length by
delay, F(5, 370) = 0.928, p = 0.462. A linear regression was
run on each condition. The regression assessed the average of
the median RTs across all positions for each length per participant. In the 2 s delayed condition, the slope was statistically
significantly greater than zero: t = 4.458, p < 0.001. The
trend in the 15 s delay condition was also statistically significant: t = 2.852, p < 0.01.
Length by RT

Design
The within-subjects factors of Experiment 1 were the length
of the study list and the serial position of the test item. The
between-subjects factor was the study-test delay. The dependent measure was response time (RT). There were 6 levels of
length and 2 levels of delay (2 s unfilled and 15 s filled).
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Procedure Each serial position of each list was probed an
equal number of times for a total of 21 position by length
combinations. Each iteration of Experiment 1 included 21
trials with target probes and also 21 distractor trials. The experiment was divided into two sessions, each containing twoiterations. In sum there were 4 observations of each length by
position combination per participant. Sessions ranged from
2-7 days apart. The same stimuli were used in both sessions,
but the order of individual stimuli, list lengths, and probe positions were randomized between days. Words were combined and shuffled within frequency-type for each iteration.
Participants were seated at individual desks separated by
partitions. Up to 8 participants were tested at once. Participants were instructed to remember a list of study words for a
test where they must indicate whether a word was studied in
the prior list or was completely novel (Q = Old / P = New).
The 15 s math task appeared in both conditions (either between or after each study-test cycle) to equate overall testing
time. Participants were informed of when the math test would
appear, and were instructed to respond both accurately and
quickly on all tasks. Response times were logged utilizing

RT

●
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7

Length

Figure 1: The averaged median latencies to correctly respond
“yes” in Experiment 1 as a function of list length
A linear regression analysis was conducted on the median
RTs across positions for each given length to examine the recency effects. The results are as follows for each position in
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1 Error

bars depict standard errors.

the 2 s delay condition: t(2) = 0.516, p = 0.608; t(3) = 0.132,
p = 0.896; t(4) = 1.327, p = 0.187; t(5) = 0.176, p = 0.86;
t(6) = -0.479, p = 0.633. The results for the 15 s delay condition are: t(2) = 2.251, p < 0.05; t(3) = 0.001, p = 1.00; t(4)
= 0.755, p = 0.451; t(5) = 1.612, p = 0.109; t(6) = 0.929, p
= 0.354. The overwhelming pattern indicates that recency is
not evident in either data set. Recency results for the 2 second unfilled delay and the 15 second delay with distractor are
presented in Figures 2 and 31 , respectively.
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Figure 3: The averaged median latencies to correctly respond
“yes” in Experiment 1 as a function of position for each list
length in the 15 s delay condition.
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Figure 2: The averaged median latencies to correctly respond
“yes” in Experiment 1 as a function of position for each list
length in the 2 s delay condition.

Discussion
The Sternberg findings were successfully replicated; however, instantiating a 15 s delay is not sufficient to induce a null
length effect. Interestingly, however, recency effects were not
found in the 2 s delay condition despite increases in latency
as a function of length. In this instance, recency alone does
not capture the short-term list length effect.

Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was designed to determine if the 15 s distractor task was sufficiently engaging to reduce rehearsal. The
distractor task was modified to be self-paced with feedback.

Method
Participants Participants were 36 undergraduate students
enrolled in an introductory psychology course at The Ohio
State University. Participants selected this experiment to fulfill a partial-credit course requirement and all provided informed consent. The 2 s delay condition included 11 women

and 7 men averaging 21.44 years in age. There were 6 women
and 12 men with a mean age of 20.11 years in the ∼15 s delay
condition.
Materials Materials were lists of lengths 2, 4, and 6 composed of 5-, 6-, and 7-letter low-frequency (1-4 Google
counts per million) and high-frequency (100-200 counts)
words. There were a total of 190 words (including 22, midfrequency practice words).
Procedure The stimuli were randomized and repeated at
one-week intervals. List lengths were reduced from 6 to 3
but observations per position were increased from 4 to 6 to
reduce error in the recency analyses. There were 12 position
by length list combinations. Each of the 12 types was tested
in pure high-frequency and pure low-frequency cycles such
that one iteration contained 24 target trials and 24 distractor
trials.
The experiment was completed in 3 (single iteration) sessions for a total of 6 observations per positive probe position.
The study-test lag was filled with math problems identical
in form to the previous experiment. However, the task was
self-paced and include feedback (Correct / Wrong). 16 math
questions were presented for up to 1.875 seconds each. The
total possible time was 30 seconds; but, on average, the delay
was approximately 15 seconds.

Results
The list length results for Experiment 2 are presented in
Figure 41 . Participants with d0 < 0.9 were eliminated.
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An ANOVA revealed a statistically significant interaction of
length by delay, F(2, 68) = 5.2076, p < .01. A linear regression analysis of length was run on the average of the median
RTs across all positions for each length per participant. In the
2 s delayed condition, the slope was statistically significantly
greater than zero: t = 3.272, p < 0.01. Critically, the slope
in the ∼15 s delay condition was not statistically significantly
different from zero: t = 0.63, p = 0.531.
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Figure 5: The averaged median latencies to correctly respond
“yes” in Experiment 2 as a function of position for each list
length in the 2 s delay condition.
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2 s delay consisting of articulatory suppression. Conclusions
will be more readily applicable to short-term memory.
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Method
Figure 4: The averaged median latencies to correctly respond
”yes” in Experiment 2 as a function of list length.
A linear regression analysis was conducted to examine the
recency effects. RTs were combined such that the medians for
positions 1-2, 3-4, and 5-6 were averaged for each participant.
The results for combined positions across each length in the 2
s delay condition are as follows: t(4) = 0.163, p = 0.871; t(6)
= 0.549, p = 0.586. The results for the ∼15 s delay condition
are: t(4) = 0.305, p = 0.762; t(6) = 0.248, p = 0.805. Serial
position graphs for the 2 s unfilled delay and the ∼15 s filled
delay are presented in Figures 5 and 61 .

Discussion
It appears that a null list length effect is possible in a Sternberg paradigm when the design includes both a longer studytest lag and a sufficiently engaging distractor task. As with
Experiment 1, recency effects do not appear to underly the
list length effects.

Experiment 3
A potential caveat of Experiment 2 was that increasing the
study-test delay actually shifted the paradigm from short-term
memory to a long-term task. The purpose of Experiment 3 is
to examine the extent to which null length effects hold at a

Participants Participants were 44 undergraduate students
enrolled in an introductory psychology course at The Ohio
State University. Participants selected this experiment to fulfill a partial-credit course requirement and all provided informed consent. The 2 s delay included 11 women and 11
men averaging 18.59 years in age. Participants in the 2 s delay with suppression were 10 women and 12 men with a mean
age of 19.27 years.
Materials Word stimuli were identical to those used in Experiment 2. The distractor task was modified such that a
single number between 10,000 and 90,000 appeared on the
screen for 2 s. The five digits were random integers presented
without commas.
Procedure The experiment was completed in one session
that contained 3 iterations. Each iteration consisted of 24 target trials and 24 distractor trials. There were 6 observations
of each probe position per participant. The study-test delay
was 2 s in both conditions. The delay in the manipulation
condition was filled with an articulatory suppression task to
prevent subvocal rehearsal.
In addition to the standard instruction (to remember a list of
study words and respond yes/no to a single test word), participants were informed that digits would appear and they should
quickly and accurately say the digits aloud as a number. Par-
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Figure 7: The averaged median latencies to correctly respond
“yes” in Experiment 3 as a function of list length.
is possible, the list length effects are maintained. However,
in either case recency does not appear to affect the list length
results.

ticipants in the suppression condition were tested individually. The experimenter noted any abnormal responses.

Results

Discussion

The list length results for Experiment 3 are presented in
Figure 71 . Participants with d0 < 0.9 were eliminated.
An ANOVA revealed a statistically significant interaction of
length by delay, F(2, 84) = 8.0441, p < 0.001. A linear regression assessed the average of the median RTs across combined positions (1-2, 3-4, and 5-6) for each length per participant. In the 2 s delayed condition, the slope was statistically
significantly greater than zero: t = 2.656, p < 0.001. In the 2
s articulatory suppression condition, the slope was not statistically significantly different from zero: t = 0.457, p = 0.649.
Recency trends were conducted on the average of median
RTs for combined positions for each given length. The results
are as follows for each position in the 2 s delay condition: t(4)
= -1.267, p = 0.212; t(6) = -0.726, p = 0.471. The results
for the suppression condition are: t(4) = -0.774, p = 0.443;
t(6) = -1.789, p = 0.0783. The articulatory suppression linear
trends approach significance statistically, which may indicate
that recency is a factor to consider. However, recency effects
would be surprising given the null list length effect. The recency results for the 2 s unfilled delay and the 2 s delay with
articulatory suppression are presented in Figures 8 and 91 .

Results demonstrate that a null list length effect is observed
at a 2 s delay in which rehearsal is prevented. When rehearsal

2

Length

Figure 6: The averaged median latencies to correctly respond
“yes” in Experiment 2 as a function of position for each list
length in the ∼15 s delay condition.

Discussion

1

Sternberg’s concept of forgetting as a function of set size informed exemplar-based recognition memory models. Here,
we elucidate features underlying forgetting in a short-term
memory task. Evidence for the null list length effect in both
short- and long-term memory underscores continuity between
the two classifications of memory. The results suggest that
study items themselves are not predictive of length and recency trends across recognition memory. In no case does the
list length effect appear to be a clear consequence of item interference. When there are list length effects, the causes are
likely due to various confounds: (1) recency in immediate
tests; (2) serial rehearsal in recall-oriented tasks; and (3) rehearsal when either a 2 s or 15 s delay does not include an
engaging distractor task.
The impact of short-term rehearsal on recency is a topic
that merits further exploration. It is possible that rehearsal
eliminates recency at short delays (Kahana & Loftus, 1999),
and that at longer delays recency is eliminated even when rehearsal is reduced. If the recency effects in the articulatory
suppression condition were statistically significant, it would
suggest that both study-test lag and relative temporal distinctiveness contribute to the short-term memory trace (Morin
Brown & Lewandowsky, 2010).
Alternatively, the nature of contextual representation could
shift over the course of study-test delay. Rehearsal may re-
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Figure 8: The averaged median latencies to correctly respond
“yes” in Experiment 3 as a function of position for each list
length in the unfilled 2 s delay.

Figure 9: The averaged median latencies to correctly respond
“yes” in Experiment 3 as a function of position for each list
length in the 2 s articulatory suppression delay.

duce the extent to which the studied context, as a unit, may
be reinstated. Similar to the concept of circular scanning
(Sternberg, 1969), rehearsal may perturb the positional markers of the study-list context in short delays. Over longer time
frames, the distinctiveness of serial position information may
be offset by accumulating contextual noise that arises during
the study-test lag. These results suggest that both delay and
rehearsal function in consort to predict serial position and list
length trends. It seems conclusive that there is continuity in
the relative contribution of item-interference across short and
long-term memory – specifically that item interference alone
is not explicative of forgetting in recognition memory.
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Abstract

choose the same action in order to receive the highest payoff from each strategy. If these equilibria or conventions
can also be pareto-ranked, coordination games illustrate the
dilemma that players can get ’stuck’ using one convention
even if a more beneficial alternative exists. This is what happens when players converge to a pareto-inferior Nash Equilibrium (such as (C1, C1) table 1) that yields lower payoffs
than another equilibrium in the game for at least one of the
players and does not improve any other player’s outcome.
Although it seems intuitive for each player to aim for the

Classical game theory struggles to explain how rational players should decide between a number of social conventions,
even if some yield higher individual payoffs than others. Thus,
on a population level a group or society may be stuck in using one convention when there exist alternative and potentially
more beneficial ones. Using an agent-based model the current
study examines how convention shifts from less to more beneficial conventions can come about. To investigate this, we
use the concept of team reasoning, a mode of reasoning in
which actors maximise the utility of a group rather than their
own. Unlike other social decision-making mechanisms, such
as forms of imitation, team reasoning enables the spread of
a more profitable convention through a population even if no
global knowledge about the population is available to agents.
Keywords: Conventions; Team Reasoning; Agent-Based Simulation; Equilibrium Selection; Social Learning.

Table 1: A Hi-Lo Coordination Game
P1/P2
C1
C2

Introduction
Social conventions enable people to act in situations that require coordination with others. That is, situations in which
all participants can profit if they follow the same course of
behaviour or the same set of rules. Examples of social conventions that regulate our daily interactions are traffic rules,
language, currencies, or property. More recently, the internet has created new kinds of interaction which crucially rely
on social conventions: Successful use of social networks, for
instance, primarily relies on other people using the same service, and only secondarily on the potential advantages one
service may have over others.
A central property of social conventions is that they are self
stabilising and self perpetuating (Lewis, 1969). Once a convention has been established and it yields a minimal benefit
for everyone, it will be difficult to abolish or alter. This article will examine a special case of this problem: Given that
a group of people, or a society has converged on using one
particular convention, how can it change this convention or
start adopting an overall more beneficial one?
To investigate this question we will study conventions as
outcomes of coordination games, which will be described in
the next section.

Conventions in Coordination Games
In classical game theory, conventions can be expressed as
equilibria in coordination games, such as the Stag Hunt game
or the Hi-Lo game (see table 1). These are games with several strict Nash Equilibria that require players to select corresponding strategies; in most cases this means players have to

C1
2, 2
0, 0

C2
0, 0
5, 5

pareto-dominant equilibrium when choosing their strategies
(Harsanyi & Selten, 1988), according to classical game theory players have no rational reason to prefer it over inferior
alternatives (Bacharach, 2006). This is because each player
only has a reason to play any equilibrium strategy if the other
player(s) do so as well, which, in turn, again depends on this
player’s strategy choice, etc., leading to an infinite regress of
the strategy selection process. Coordination games are therefore an instance of the more general Problem of Equilibrium
Selection within game theory. To investigate how it is possible for a group or society to overcome this problem and to
converge to playing payoff-dominant conventions is the aim
of this study.
Note, that the type of equilibrium selection problem in
coordination games differs fundamentally from that of another family of well-studied problems: games of cooperation.
An example of the latter is the famous Prisoner’s Dilemma
in which players can profit from cooperation, but can also
exploit each other’s willingness to cooperate. Cooperation
games are therefore particularly relevant for the study of behavioural norms and moral rules that may require being enforced by forms of punishment against defectors. Unlike
these games, coordination problems do not lead to a conflict
between the collective and self-interest of players. Instead,
they show how groups of rational players with similar interests can end up in a state that is undesirable for all.
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Solving the Problem of Equilibrium Selection
The equilibrium selection problem in coordination games
has triggered a range of responses, both from psychologists
and game theorists. Schelling (1960) for instance famously
showed how people often select equilibria according to how
salient their respective labels are. According to this approach
successful coordination relies on shared representations between players. Other authors proposed that behaviour in coordination games can be modelled using some form of multiplelevel reasoning in which players select their strategies based
on their assumptions about the belief-state of the other player
(e.g., Crawford, Gneezy, & Rottenstreich, 2008; Camerer,
Ho, & Chong, 2004). Such a theory runs into similar problem as classical game theory, however. Again, an agent’s assumptions about its co-player’s beliefs rely on what the latter
beliefs what the former beliefs, etc. Thus, without any strong
initial reason to believe that another player would play the
payoff-dominant option, this process leads to a similar type
of infinite regress that lies at the heart of the equilibrium selection problem.
Social Learning Whereas such theories approach the problem of equilibrium selection on an individualistic level, it
may be more useful to tackle the question of how convention
changes come about on a population level directly. Within
the literature on social learning, authors have more generally addressed the problem how norms and conventions can
change and stay adaptive given that they are transmitted between individuals. It has been suggested that humans can
weed out maladaptive traits or behaviours via selective imitation mechanisms that rely on the success of a certain trait
or norm (Laland, 2004; Boyd & Richerson, 2005). By imitating successful individuals in particular, a population can
pick up new and more beneficial behaviours, rather than keep
transmitting out-dated information by blind copying. Selective imitation mechanisms are thus a candidate for the driving
force of convention changes.
Team Reasoning Classical game theory, Schelling’s focal
point approach, as well as the social learning literature are
grounded in the assumption that players choose the strategies
that best promote their individual payoff. This individualistic assumption is transcended by the team reasoning approach
(e.g., Gold & Sugden, 2007; Sugden, 2000). Team reasoning
assumes that, in interactive situations, people often maximise
the payoff of a group or team, rather than their own. Once
several players have established their membership to the same
group, they can play their part of a joint strategy which maximises the payoff of all players combined. The theory presupposes that players enter this special mode of reasoning once
they have established their membership to a team. This can
happen via explicit agreement but also due to shared experiences or mutual observations (Sugden, 2003).
Team reasoning points to some important features of human interactions that can help solve the problem of equilibrium selection in coordination games. Given that they

manage to reach mutual confidence in some way, team reasoners can coordinate their actions through conventions that
maximise their collective payoff. Similarly, team reasoning
should also be able to motivate convention change. If, in a
society or group, there exists a payoff-dominant alternative to
a convention and a team of individuals are aware of it, they
are expected to behave in accordance with this new convention when interacting with each other the next time.
In this study we explore the prerequisites and dynamics of
convention change using an agent-based simulation, asking
(i) what the general dynamics are that underlie convention
shifts in a population, and (ii) how team reasoning and social
learning mechanisms compare in their ability to trigger them.

Study I: Dynamics of convention shifts with
simple reinforcement learning
The first study aims to demonstrate the dynamics of a simple
version of our model in which agents update their strategies
using a reinforcement learning rule. In the second study we
will then turn to a strategy comparison between social learning and team reasoning.

The Model
A population of 49 agents is placed in a 7 by 7 lattice that
is folded from North to South and East to West. This yields
a toroidal structure without any edges and guarantees that all
agents have the same number of neighbours on all sides. Each
agent can then interact with its eight direct neighbours (to the
N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, and NW). Agents repeatedly interact with one another in pairs, each time having to coordinate
their actions. Each agent can choose from two actions, corresponding to two conventions: Convention 1 and Convention
2 (henceforth: C1 and C2). Subsequently they receive their
payoff from this interaction according to the payoff matrix
shown in table 1. The payoff structure is that of a pure coordination game with two Nash Equilibria:(C1,C1), in which
both players receive a payoff of 2, and (C2,C2), where agents
both receive a payoff of 5; if coordination fails, both agents
get a payoff of 0. The equilibrium (C2,C2) pareto-dominates
(C1,C1) thus representing a case in which one convention, if
applied successfully, is more beneficial than the other.
The simple learning rule When agents interact they decide which strategy to play in the coordination game using
a strategy selection rule. Previous studies on conventions in
agent-based simulations have used some type of reinforcement learning to model strategy selection, that takes into account an agent’s history of strategies played and payoffs received (for example, Shoham and Tennenholtz (1997) and
Delgado (2002) using a highest cumulative reward rule for
strategy selection; Barr (2004) using a one-layer neural network). Similarly, in this first study it is assumed that agents
rely on a simple learning rule that chooses a strategy based
on the payoff it has generated for that agent in its remembered past. During each encounter both agents look back at
their last m interactions, where m corresponds to an agent’s
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Figure 1: Average payoff and use of C2 for different probabilities p of choosing against the learning rule

Figure 2: Average payoff and use of C2 for different levels of
initial C2 users

memory capacity. Then, they choose the strategy that has
yielded the highest average payoff over these interactions. If
both strategies generated the same average payoff in that time
period, agents randomly pick one of them. If one strategy has
never been played and therefore not remembered before, its
average payoff equals zero. At the beginning of the simulation all agents remember only having played strategy C1, and
always having received the associated payoff of the coordination equilibrium (C1, C1).
Given this model, one can now investigate the roles that
different key parameters play in shifting the population from
using convention C1 to using convention C2. To illustrate, it
shall be shown what impact different ways of introducing the
better convention have on the dynamics of the model. Unless stated otherwise, all results reported in the next section,
were obtained from simulating a population of 20 agents with
a memory capacity, m = 3 1 that were randomly matched for
2000 interaction rounds. The outcome measure of each simulation is the proportion of agents that, in their last interaction,
adhered to the better convention, C2, and the average payoff
all agents received in this interaction. Each simulation was
repeated for 1000 runs and the outcome measures reported
are averages over these runs.

p increases, the amount of times that a population flips from
most agents adhering to C1 to most agents adhering to C2
grows rapidly. Note that, because of the random parameter
p, no population ever converges to using purely one convention, but for lower levels of p both conventions are basins of
attraction. As p approaches 0.5, naturally, the behaviour of
the population approaches randomness as agents cannot rely
on their learning rule any more. Given the current parameters,
this shows that a certain degree of ’adventurousness’ can trigger population to shift from one convention to another, payoff
dominant one, without communication between the agents.
A second way of introducing a convention in a population,
and possibly a more realistic one regarding how new conventions get introduced in real societies, is by having a group of
agents enter this population that already adhere to the new
convention. Using the same parameter settings as before, but
with no random perturbation of strategy use, it is possible to
introduce a subpopulation of C2 users in the population. In
the beginning of each run, agents in this subpopulation remember only having played strategy C2 and receiving the associated higher payoff from the more beneficial convention.
Figure 2 shows the behaviour of the population dependent on
the size of this subpopulation.
As expected, the proportion of times a population shifts
strictly increases with the size of the subpopulation. Up to
a size of 22 initial C2 users, the new convention practically
never catches on in the population. Since agents from the
new group initially have negative experiences with C2 when
interacting with C1-playing agents from the population, they
often adapt rather quickly to playing C1 as well. It takes almost the same amount of C2 users compared to C1 user to
turn the behaviour of the whole population more than half
of the time. This shows just how difficult it is to break with
an established convention, even given a significant amount of
people that have successfully used a new and better convention already.

Results: Basic model with simple learning
One way of introducing the new convention in the population is by letting agents randomly deviate from their strategy
choices with a certain probability p. In the initial population
this will lead to agents occasionally ’trying out’ to act in accordance with the new convention.
Figure 1 shows the average use of strategy C2 in the population for different levels of p. If p is very low (between 0 and
0.06) C2 almost never spreads through the population. Once
1 This memory size could be shown to produce the greatest probability of convention shifts to happen in the current population, all
else being equal.
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Study II: Imitation and team reasoning

the-successful, as it does not rely only on the success of one
single neighbour, but on the overall performance of the strategies. As with the first imitation rule, if there is a tie between
the strategies’ average payoffs or if only one of the strategies
has been played in a neighbourhood, agents use their simple
learning rule to pick a strategy.

Using a basic reinforcement learning rule the model does not
seem to explain how it is possible for a new convention to
catch on in a group or society given less beneficial conditions,
for instance, when a large majority is not already adhering to
the new convention. However, in interactive situations people
usually do not exclusively use information about their own
experience to make a decision, but also consider cues in their
social environments, such as the actions and experiences of
others. As mentioned above, one important driving-force of
cultural evolution are social learning strategies that rely on
selective imitation or copying mechanisms (Boyd & Richerson, 2005; Laland, 2004). Moreover, in interactive situations
people may be using different modes of reasoning altogether.
Thus they might aim at maximising the payoff of a group or
team of people, rather than just their own utility.
This second study therefore aims at exploring convention
change under more realistic assumptions about the strategy
selection process. Three questions shall be investigated: (i)
how two well-studied social learning rules and (ii) a version
of a team reasoning rule manage to explain convention shifts
and (iii) how the performance of these different strategy selection rules compares in achieving this. It is of particular interest whether team reasoning can explain convention
shifts more successfully than the more widely studied social
learning rules. Since the concept sets out to explain how
humans derive solutions of coordination problems, it should
give some additional insight into the dynamics of convention
change.
In the next section, the three new strategy selection rules
will be explained. Subsequently, their performance in triggering convention shifts will be investigated in another round
of multi-agent simulations.

Team Reasoning The concept of team reasoning supersedes the assumption underlying the other two strategy selection rules discussed so far. These assumed that agents
rely on some sort of learning to help maximise their individual payoff. Team reasoning, on the other hand, assumes
that sometimes what people maximise is the payoff a group
or team of people. In order to count towards such a group or
team, there has to exist a mutual confidence between members that establishes common knowledge of group membership. Such confidence can be installed for instance by explicit
agreement, but also shared experience (Sugden, 2000, 2003).
Since the current model assumes no direct communication
between agents, group membership is established by shared
experience: Given two agents who can observe a successful
application of the better convention (i.e. observe two agents
using C2), and these two agents can also observe each other,
they establish their membership to a team. The next time they
interact with each other, they will play their parts in maximising this team’s payoff and thus adhere to C2. If there is no
common knowledge between them, they resort to the simple
learning rule.

Results: Comparing the strategy selection rules

Strategy Selection Rules
We tested three strategy selection rules:
Imitate-the-best-neighbour (Imitation 1) First, we draw
on a well-studied class of mechanisms of social learning
are those involving selective copying or imitation of the behaviour of others. One common variant of such imitation
learning is copying the behaviour of the most successful
member(s) of a group (e.g., Henrich & Gil-White, 2001;
Gigerenzer, 2010). In this study we therefore specified an imitation mechanism as follows: When choosing which strategy
to play (C1 or C2), an agent determines which of her neighbours received the highest payoff in their last interaction and
imitates that strategy. If all neighbours have been equally successful, or have been using the same strategy, the agent uses
the simple learning rule specified above.
Imitate-the-best-strategy (Imitation 2) A second imitation rule is to copy not the most successful neighbour, but
the strategy that has yielded the highest average payoff in
one’s neighbourhood (see, e.g., Alexander & Skyrms, 1999).
It could be said that this is a more careful version of imitate-

The three strategy selection rules as well as simple learning
were pitted against each other using the same model as in the
previous study. For the two imitation rules and team reasoning it was assumed that agents could observe the actions and
payoffs of their eight neighbouring agents and use this information to update their strategies.
Figure 3 shows the average use of the new convention in a
population for different sizes of initial C2 users, separately for
each strategy selection rule. Both imitation and team reasoning lead to a higher rate of convention shifts than the simple
reinforcement learning rule for most levels of subpopulation
size.
For the two imitation rules, this result confirms previous
research on social learning, showing that selective imitation
can increase the adaptiveness of behaviour. Copying successful strategies thus facilitates the spread of group beneficial
conventions, even given that another inferior convention initially prevails in a population. In this study the imitate-thebest-neighbour (Imitation 1) rule outperformed the imitatethe-best-strategy (Imitation 2) rule slightly for all levels of
subpopulation size. This is not surprising given that the former always leads to strategy switches when the latter does,
but not vice versa. This is because if one neighbour has applied C2 successfully in their last interaction, that neighbour
will be imitated for certain using Imitation 1. With Imitation
2, this one positive interaction might be cancelled out in the
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Figure 3: Average use of C2 for different sizes of a subpopulation adhering to C2, by strategy selection rule

average payoff of C2, if two or more other neighbours have
failed when using it in their last interactions.
Why is team reasoning so much more successful at triggering convention shifts than the two imitation rules? According
to team reasoning, once two agents in a population interact
with each other using C2, there will always be surrounding
agents observing them and thus establishing mutual confidence. This is why, a single successful interaction can initiate
the deterministic spread of the better convention. Whether
a population switches conventions, then only depends on the
likelihood of two agents of the initial subpopulation meeting
each other while they are still adhering to C2.
In contrast, the two imitation rules do not lead to such a deterministic spread of C2. Consider the first imitation rule: If
two interacting agents use C2, they will probably be imitated
by their surrounding neighbours. However, it is not guaranteed that these neighbours similarly meet agents that imitate
the initial successful pair as well, for instance because they
are not themselves neighbours of this pair. Hence, applying
C2 might fail repeatedly, eventually also causing the initial
C2 users to switch to using C1.
To illustrate this difference between the team reasoning
rule and the two imitation rules, the model was run again
starting with a non-random configuration of agents that belong to the initial subpopulation of C2 users. Two to six subpopulation members were placed in neighbouring cells in the
lattice of agents and were the first ones to interact in each run.
As a consequence, at the beginning of each simulation there
would always be two or more C2 users interacting with each
other. Figure 4a shows the proportion of convention shifts
resulting from these different starting configurations for the
three strategy selection rules. As expected, the team reasoning rule always leads to the conversion of the population to
the new convention under these parameter settings. This was
not the case for the two imitation learning rules, although both
performed better than previously when subpopulations of the
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Figure 4: Average use of C2 and conversion median speed for
clustered subpopulation size, by strategy selection rule
same sizes were not clustered, but randomly distributed in the
population.
This difference also manifests itself in the number of interactions that it takes a population to completely converge to
the better convention. Figure 4b depicts the median number
of interactions it took a population to converge to C2, again
given that a subpopulation of C2 users is clustered together in
the lattice of agents. The team reasoning rule in general converges faster than the two imitation rules and its conversion
speed decreases with the number of agents in the clustered
subpopulation. This decrease is not detectable for the two
imitation rules. This illustrates that team reasoning leads to
the steady spread of a convention through a population, while
imitation rules take a more complicated route that involves
much ’blind’ copying of strategies, leading to repeated failures and slower progress.

Discussion
Using various multi-agent simulations the current study investigated how conventions can change in a population. It
was shown that two imitation learning rules and one team reasoning rule for strategy selection could outperform a simple
reinforcement learning rule in triggering convention shifts.
Moreover, the team reasoning rule proved to be more successful than imitation, providing a possibility of establishing
common knowledge and playing joint strategies without central coordination.
The study of conventions is relevant for the question of
the adaptiveness of culture. As has been discussed above,
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whether culture is adaptive or not crucially depends on the
capacity of norms and conventions to transform and adapt to
changing environments (Rogers, 1988; Boyd & Richerson,
2001; Enquist, Eriksson, & Ghirlanda, 2007). The current
study has confirmed some of the key characteristics authors
have attributed to conventions. They are self-stabilising patterns of behaviour that are not easily overturned as long as
self-interested agents get some benefit from adhering to them.
This is a problem for the claim that culture is adaptive, since it
makes it very difficult for a new, more beneficial, convention
to replace a current one.
As has been shown here, adaptive filtering mechanisms,
such as forms of selective imitation, can aid convention shifts
under certain conditions. Such mechanisms have proven to be
successful in spreading behaviours whose payoff does not depend on other individuals but rather, for instance, on states in
the environment (Enquist & Ghirlanda, 2007; Laland, 2004).
However, since conventions rely on the coordination with
others, imitation often leads to failures in the early stages
when the old convention still prevails. This is the case even
if copying is selective, that is, when only successful strategies or individuals are imitated. Thus, our study suggests
that imitation may not be among the motors of convention
changes, since there is often no immediate advantage of imitating other people’s successful behaviour when playing coordination games.
What seems to be necessary for a new convention to replace another one without leading to excessive failures of coordination, is a form of common knowledge between interacting individuals that unites them as a team with common
preferences. As proponents of the team reasoning view on
strategy selection (Sugden, 2003) have pointed out, people
often maximise the utility of a team or group when interacting with others. This is one reason why, for example, they
find it easy to choose payoff-dominant equilibria in coordination games. Similarly, the current study has shown that
common knowledge helps to promote equilibrium shifts on a
population level. A sense of common interest between agents
and mutual confidence in group membership, can thus help to
change conventions adaptively, and replace current coordinative behaviours with more beneficial alternatives.
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Abstract: Behavior in conflict situations can be
influenced by the social information that individuals have
about their opponents. This paper tests whether an
existent Instance-based Learning (IBL) model, built using
the Instance-based Learning Theory (IBLT) to explain
behavior in a single-person binary-choice task (BCT), can
predict behavior in a two-player iterated prisoner’s
dilemma (IPD) game. The same IBL model is generalized
to two conditions in the IPD: Social, where individuals
have information about their opponents and their choices;
and Non-social, where individuals and opponents lack this
information. We expect the single-person IBL model to
predict behavior in the Non-social condition better than in
the Social condition. However, due to the structural
differences between BCT and IPD, we also expect only
moderately good model predictions in the Non-social
condition. Our results confirm these expectations. These
findings highlight the need for additional cognitive
mechanisms to account for social information in conflict
situations.
Keywords: conflict; cooperation; social information; 2x2
games; iterated prisoner’s dilemma; instance-based
learning theory; cognitive modeling; generalization.

Introduction
One objective of a participant in 2x2 games (between two
players, each of whom has two available choice options),
is to maximize personal economic benefit by cooperating
or competing with an opponent. A popular game called
the prisoner's dilemma (PD) (Axelrod, 1980; Rapoport &
Chammah, 1965) has been widely used to investigate
such conflict situations. In the PD, each of two
participants chooses simultaneously whether to cooperate
(C) or defect (D). If both cooperate, they obtain an equal
outcome that is larger than if both had chosen to defect.
(In Figure 1, each player’s outcomes are higher for C-C
than for D-D.)

Figure 1. The matrix of outcomes in the prisoner’s dilemma game.
“Your Action” and “Opponent’s Action” refer to the actions of the two

players. “D” and “C” are labels used for “defection” and “cooperation,”
respectively.

However, if one participant defects while the other
cooperates, the defector obtains an even larger outcome
while the cooperator suffers a loss (shown by the C-D and
D-C outcomes in Figure 1). In a one-trial PD, the standard
finding is a larger proportion of D choices than C choices
when aggregated over several participants (Rapoport &
Chammah, 1965). However, in the iterated PD (IPD),
where people are asked to repeatedly make C or D
decisions, the proportion of D choices are shown to
decrease over time (Rapoport & Chammah, 1965). Thus,
the PD represents a tradeoff between short-term
individual gain of defection and long-term individual gain
of sustained mutual cooperation (Baker & Rachlin, 2002).
Despite the general focus on maximizing personal
benefits in the PD, researchers have argued that the
economic perspective alone is oftentimes insufficient to
capture the social aspects of such games, including the
amount of information that is shared between participants
(Dawes, Van De Kragt, & Orbell, 1988; Gonzalez &
Martin, 2011; Schuster & Perelberg, 2004). For example,
if a participant does not know that he is actually playing
with another human opponent in the IPD, is not provided
with the matrix in Figure 1, and is asked to maximize his
benefits by repeatedly choosing between the C and D
buttons from experience (Non-social condition), then he
might strive to strictly maximize his own observed
outcomes. However, when the participant knows that he is
playing a human opponent and has descriptive
information about how his own and opponent’s choices
will affect one another’s outcomes (e.g., Figure 1) (Social
condition), he might be inclined to take the other’s
perspective. In the Social condition, he chooses to
cooperate or defect not only to maximize his own
outcomes, but also to uphold his preferences regarding
fairness and trust (Baker & Rachlin, 2002; Gonzalez &
Martin, 2011).
Furthermore, recent literature in decisions from
experience has shown that human behavior is primarily
driven by experience when people are presented with both
the descriptive and experiential information (like that in
the Social condition in the form of knowledge of human
opponents and outcomes in Figure 1 along with repeated
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choices to defect and cooperate) (Jessup, Bishara, &
Busemeyer, 2008; Lejarraga & Gonzalez, 2011). This
human behavior could be evaluated in the form of
alternations from a choice in the current trial (to defect or
cooperate) to the choice in the next trial. One expects that
early on in the task humans show exploration and thus
alternate much more between C and D choices; but with
repeated experience their alternations decay over trials
(due to exploitation of learned choices) (March, 1991). If
the IPD represents decisions from experience, then we
expect that human alternations in both Social and Nonsocial conditions to show the exploration-exploitation
tradeoff where in Social condition humans rely on
experience rather than the descriptive information just
like they would do in the Non-social condition.
Many laboratory studies have evaluated human behavior
in different social information conditions in the IPD
(Baker & Rachlin, 2002; Gallagher, Jack, Roepstorff, &
Frith, 2002; Martin, Gonzalez, Juvina, & Lebiere, in-prep;
McCabe, Houser, Ryan, Smith, & Trouard, 2001).
Moreover, there have been a number of mathematical and
cognitive attempts to model human behavior in the
presence of social information in the IPD (Bordini,
Bazzan, Vicari, & Campbell, 2000; Cho & Schunn, 2002;
Erev & Roth, 1998; Erev & Roth, 2001; Kim & Taber,
2004; Lebiere, Wallach, & West, 2000; Ritter & Wallach,
1998; West, Lebiere, & Bothell, 2006). Among the
mathematical attempts the two common approaches that
have been used include agent-based modeling and
reinforcement learning (Bordini, Bazzan, Vicari, &
Campbell, 2000; Erev & Roth, 1998; Erev & Roth, 2001).
Among the cognitive attempts there has been both a
single memory-based account in ACT-R architecture
(Lebiere, Wallach, & West, 2000) and several procedural
accounts in the ACT-R and SOAR architectures (Cho &
Schunn, 2002; Ritter & Wallach, 1998; Kim & Taber,
2004). The mathematical attempts have lacked cognitive
explanations of the human behavior like memory and
recall. Moreover, the cognitive-procedural attempts have
mainly relied on fixed strategies that often compete to
reproduce the effects of social information (Gonzalez &
Martin, 2011). The single cognitive memory-based
attempt assumes a single shared memory for two humans
and makes no distinction between recalling an outcome
from memory for the first time and experiencing it
repeatedly (Lebiere, Wallach, & West, 2000). Thus, this
modeling approach might be unrealistic in explaining the
effects of social information in both the Social and Nonsocial conditions.

models of experiential-learning, derived from IBLT have
shown robust generalization to novel conditions in a
single-person binary-choice task (BCT), and have also
performed well at predicting behavior in a complex multiperson BCT (e.g., a market entry game) (Gonzalez, Dutt,
& Lejarraga, 2011). In these BCTs, participants are told to
maximize their outcomes, lack information about how
their outcomes are generated, and can only gather this
information through experience. Thus, the BCTs are the
closest to the Non-social condition in the IPD where a
participant does not know that he is actually playing with
another human opponent and, like in a BCT, is instructed
to maximize his own outcomes from experience, without
knowing the outcome matrix ahead of time.
IBLT (Gonzalez et al., 2003) proposes that people make
decisions by storing and retrieving instances from
memory, where an instance serves as the basic unit of
experience. The use of instances in memory in IBLT
depends on a gradual transition from implicit exploration
to exploitation processes that account for the explorationexploitation tradeoff as more and more similar instances
accumulate in memory. The theory reflects a generic
decision making process that includes recognition,
judgment, choice, execution, and feedback steps that
affect decisions with accumulated instances in memory,
and according to the interaction of a decision maker with
a decision task.
In this paper, we test whether the same model based upon
IBLT (hereafter, IBL model) used in the BCTs, can
explain human behavior in two IPD conditions, Nonsocial and Social. Because the existent IBL model was
built for single-person tasks where participants lacked
social information, we hypothesize that the model when
generalized to the IPD conditions will be able to explain
human behavior in the Non-social condition better than in
the Social condition. The generalization process involves
using the model developed for the BCT, with identical
parameters (from Lejarraga et al., 2010) and generalizing
it in the two IPD conditions. This generalization process
is a standard procedure to test the robustness of cognitive
models (Busemeyer & Wang, 2002). The behavioral data
we use in the generalization of the IBL model to the IPD
is reported in a separate manuscript (Martin et al., inprep). First, we briefly describe the Social and Non-social
conditions of the IPD. Then, we describe how we
generalized an existent IBL model and compared its
performance to observed behavior in these two conditions.
Finally, we discuss results of comparison and describe
potential future directions in this research.

In this paper, we investigate how an existent memorybased model based upon the Instance-based Learning
theory (IBLT) to capture individual behavior, is able to
account for behavior in the Social and Non-social
conditions of the IPD. Most recently, memory-based
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Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma with and without
Social Information

In Martin et al. (in prep), the experimental procedures and
human data results are presented in detail. Here, we
summarize their methods and some of their findings. Onehundred and twenty participants were randomly paired
with one another and assigned to one of two betweensubjects conditions, Social and Non-social, to play the
IPD. The two conditions fall near opposite ends of the
Hierarchy of Social Information (HSI) framework
(Gonzalez & Martin, 2011) with least social information
available to a participant in the Non-social condition and
the most social information available to a participant in
the Social condition. Participants in both conditions in the
IPD played a total of 200 repeated trials (which were
unnumbered with no known endpoint to participants) and
made repeated “C” and “D” decisions (See Figure 1). In
the Non-social condition, participants did not know they
played another person, and thus, only knew the decisions
they took and their own outcomes (they were essentially
maximizing their own outcomes in this condition). In the
Social condition, participants were informed that they
played another person, were given the outcome matrix
similar to Figure 1 from the outset of the game, and they
saw the decisions and outcomes of the other player
throughout the interaction. Participants received a base
pay of $10 and could earn additional pay based upon
points earned in the IPD. In both conditions, participants
who were randomly paired to play the IPD were
anonymous and did not see or talk to each other. Two
standard dependent measures were used to compare the
IBL model results to human data: 1. Average proportion
of defections (D-rate) over trials (as a measure of overall
human behavior); and, 2. Average proportion of
alternations (from cooperate (C) to defect (D) and viceversa) (A-rate) over trials (an overall measure of human
learning or exploration-exploitation). These proportions
were computed over 30 pairs of human participants and
30 pairs of model participants in each condition over the
200 trials (i.e., averaged over all participants). The
behavioral results will be summarized below together
with the results from the IBL model.

The IBL model
We used an existent model based upon IBLT that was
built to explain human behavior in single-person BCT
(Lejarraga, Dutt & Gonzalez, 2010). An instance, i.e.,
smallest unit of experience, in the IBL model consists of
three parts: a situation in a task (a set of attributes that
define the decision situation), a decision in a task, and an
outcome resulting from making that decision in that
situation. Different parts of an instance are built through a
general decision process: creating a situation from
attributes in the task, a decision and expectation of an
outcome when making a judgment, and updating the
decision’s outcome in the feedback stage when the actual
outcome is known. In the IBL model, instances

accumulated in memory over time are retrieved from
memory and are used repeatedly according to their
availability in memory. This availability is measured by a
statistical mechanism called Activation, originally
implemented in the ACT-R architecture (Anderson and
Lebiere, 1998). In this paper, we extend the IBL model of
a single-person BCT to the two-player IPD by simply
allowing the same two single-person models with their
own memories as opponents to interact with each other in
the IPD (having an independent memories for each model
does away with the assumption of a single shared memory
by Lebiere, Wallach, & West, 2000). Next, we summarize
the single-player IBL model and explain the extensions to
the IPD.
In the IBL model, each instance consists of a label that
identifies an option in the IPD (i.e., to cooperate or defect)
and the outcome obtained (e.g., 10 points). Thus, the
structure of an instance is simply, (option, outcome) (e.g.,
defect, 10). There are four instance-types one for each of
the four possibilities in Figure 1. In each trial t of the IPD,
the option with the highest blended value is selected
(Equation 1 below). The blended value of an option
depends on outcomes observed in the option and the
probability of retrieval of instances from memory
corresponding to outcomes (Equation 2 below).
Furthermore, the probability of retrieval of instances from
memory is a function of their activation in memory,
governed by the recency and frequency of retrieval of
instances from memory (Equation 3 below).

The IBL model for Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma
In the IBL model the selected option in a trial is one with
the highest blended value, V (Lebiere, 1999) resulting
from all instances belonging to options. The blended
value of option j is defined as:
∑

, -

where
is the value of the observed outcome in the
outcome slot of an instance i corresponding to the option j
and is the probability of that instance's retrieval from
memory (for the IPD, the value of j is either to defect or
to cooperate and could be -10, -1, +1, +10 depending
upon the respective decision choices in Figure 1). The
blended value of an option is the sum of all observed
outcomes for the option in the corresponding instances
in memory, weighted by their probability of retrieval. In
any trial t, the probability of retrieval of instance i from
memory is a function of that instance's activation relative
to the activation of all other instances corresponding to
that option, given by
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⁄
∑
where is random noise defined as
√ , and  is
a free noise parameter. Noise in equation 3 captures the
imprecision of retrieving instances from memory.

The activation of each instance in memory depends upon
the Activation mechanism (Anderson & Lebiere, 1998). A
simplified version of the activation mechanism that relied
on recency and frequency of use of instances in memory
was sufficient to capture human choice behavior in
several BCTs (Lejarraga, Dutt, & Gonzalez, 2010) and
has been used in the IBL model reported in this paper. For
each trial t, Activation
of instance is:
(

∑
*

(

)

)

+

(

)

, -

where, d is a free decay parameter and is the time
period of a previous trial where the instance i was created
or its activation was reinforced due to an observed
outcome in the task corresponding to the instance’s
outcome in memory. Thus, the model only reinforces
instances when a corresponding outcome is observed in
the task and not when instances are retrieved from
memory (an assumption in the model by Lebiere, Wallach,
& West, 2000). The summation includes a number of
terms that coincides with the number of times that an
outcome has been observed in previous trials and that the
corresponding instance ’s activation has been reinforced
in memory. Therefore, the activation of an instance
corresponding to an observed outcome increases with the
frequency of observation of the outcome (i.e., by
increasing the number of terms in the summation) and
with the recency of those observations (i.e., by small
*
+ of outcomes that
differences in
correspond to that instance in memory). The decay
parameter affects the activation of the instance directly,
as it captures the rate of forgetting. The higher the value
of the d parameter, the faster is the decay of memory.
The
term is a random draw from a uniform
distribution bounded between 0 and 1, and the
(

) term represents Gaussian noise important

for capturing the variability of human behavior. The
higher the value, the more variability there will be in
the retrieval of information from memory. Lejarraga,
Dutt, and Gonzalez (2010), found the optimized value of
d=5.0 and = 1.5 in the IBL model of the BCT by
minimizing the dependent measure (maximization-rate)
between the model and human data. The high value of d
and parameters assumes a high rate of decay of memory

instances and considerable variability in model’s
performance over trials. As we use the same model in this
paper, we keep both d and
parameters at values
determined by Lejarraga, Dutt, and Gonzalez (2010).

First Trial
Given that in the first trial there are no past instances from
which to calculate blended values of the two options, the
model makes a selection between two pre-populated
instances in memory. Each pre-populated instance
corresponds to one of the two options, cooperating or
defecting, with a value of +30 pre-assigned to the
instance’s outcome slot. These pre-populated instances in
memory may represent the expectations that participants
bring to the laboratory (Lejarraga, Dutt, & Gonzalez,
2010). The choice of a +30 value is the same as that
assumed by Lejarraga, Dutt, and Gonzalez (2010). As the
+30 value is higher than any of the possible outcomes in
the task (Figure 1), it will trigger an initial exploration of
the two options. Since both pre-populated instances have
the same outcome, in practice the model makes a random
selection of the two options in the first trial. Because the
+30 values are never observed as outcomes in the IPD
according to its matrix (Figure 1), thus the activation of
these pre-populated instances decays quickly enough that
they cease to affect decisions in the model after the first
few trials in the IPD.

Implementation and execution of the IBL model
in the IPD
The same single-person model (described above) was
duplicated to form the two players in the IPD (called M1
and M2) and these acted as a pair of participants
interacting repeatedly for 200 trials in the IPD, just as
human participants did in two conditions, Social and Nonsocial (Martin et al., in prep). Both M1 and M2 used
identical mechanisms and the same parameter values.
The outcomes for each model in a given trial were
determined as a consequence of both their decisions, as
for human players (See Figure 1). The same IBL model
with M1 and M2 players was generalized to the Social
and Non-Social conditions separately to determine how
the model that represents individual behavior in the BCT
would perform in each of the conditions of the IPD. The
performance of the model was determined by computing
the mean squared distance (MSD) over 200 trials between
the D-rate and A-rate predictions from the model and that
from the human data in each condition. Because we
expect the model to generalize better in the Non-social
condition compared to the Social condition, the MSDs in
the Non-social condition should be smaller than those in
the Social condition. Also, according to IBLT, regardless
of the learning situation, the gradual transition from
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exploration to exploitation occurs according to the
consistency and similarity of the problem and outcomes in
the IPD (Gonzalez et al., 2003). Since the same payoff
values are maintained throughout the learning process and
in both conditions, we expect similar transitions from
exploration to exploitation as measured by the A-rate in
human data. Thus, the A-rates should gradually decrease
over time, and the MSDs for the A-rate should be similar
in both conditions.

Results
Table 1 summarizes the MSDs obtained by generalizing
the same IBL model from Lejarraga et al. (2010) to the
two conditions of the IPD, Social and Non-social. The
MSD for the D-rate was considerably higher in the Social
condition compared to that in the Non-social condition;
however, the MSDs for the A-rate were about the same in
the two conditions (fractionally better in the Social
condition compared to the Non-social condition). These
results seem to meet our expectation that the IBL model
originally created for a single-person BCT would perform
better in the Non-social condition compared to the Social
condition and that humans would gradually transition
from exploration to exploitation regardless of the
condition and due to the consistency of the problem and
outcomes as predicted by IBLT.
Table 1. The MSDs in the different conditions.
Condition
Non-Social
Social

MSD (D-rate)
0.0201
0.1415

MSD (A-rate)
0.0071
0.0049

Figure 2 presents the D-rate and A-rate in the model and
human data over 200 trials of IPD in the Non-social
condition (panel A) and the Social condition (panel B),
respectively. The model’s predictions for the D-rate seem
to overestimate the D-rate over time in both conditions.
Moreover, the overestimation of the model’s predictions
is exacerbated in the Social condition due to a drop in the
human D-rate over trials. Furthermore, although there is a
marked change in behavior of the D-rate in human data
between the two conditions, the exploration-exploitation
(reflected by the A-rate) is very similar in both conditions
as the IBL model predicts. Also, the model’s A-rate is
high initially and low in the later trials and this behavior
reflects the predicted gradual transition from exploration
to exploitation. The initial instances with +30 values of
utility drive the initial exploration and gradually moves to
the actual values of the payoffs obtained from the game.

Discussion
In this paper, we expected that an IBL model, developed
for a single-person BCT without any social information

and based upon decisions from past experience, would be
able to make more accurate predictions in conflict
situations where social information is absent compared to
where it is present. Furthermore, we expected that
regardless of the social condition, human explorationexploitation in both conditions would be similar. Based
upon results in this paper, our expectations were met. The
IBL model that accounts of individual behavior in binary
choice, performed reasonably well in the Non-social
condition compared to the Social condition according to
the D-rate in human data. This happens because the IBL
model is experience-based, uses retrieval from memory,
and it has been shown to do well in single-person BCT
similar to the IPD’s Non-social condition (Lejarraga, Dutt,
& Gonzalez, 2010). Moreover, because the model seems
to essentially rely on gained experience in the IPD, the
model moves gradually from exploration to exploitation
in the IPD (Gonzalez et al., 2003). However, it is valuable
to note that humans in the Non-social condition might be
primarily exploring the outcome distribution (like the
model); whereas, humans in the Social condition might be
primarily exploring the choice strategy of their opponent
(unlike the model). These differences between model and
humans explain reasons for fits in the two conditions.
Although the model performs reasonably well it also
seems to overestimate the human D-rate. We believe that
the overestimation of the D-rate in the non-social
condition can only be due to the difference in the
dynamics from the single-person BCT (Lejarraga, Dutt, &
Gonzalez, 2010) to the IPD. In the IPD, considering an
ambivalent 50-50 chance of defections and cooperation,
the expected value of the defection option (10*0.5-1*0.5
= 4.5) for a player is much higher than that for the
cooperation option (= -4.5). Because blended values of
the two options approach the expected value over many
trials, the model, that seems to be driven to maximize the
blended value in each trial, yields a high D-rate over trials.
In addition, in the BCT, the probability of occurrence of
outcomes remains fixed for all trials in both options,
whereas in the IPD, the probability changes dynamically
as a function of the other player’s actions. The fact that
the overestimation of the D-rate in the Social condition is
much larger and that the gap increases over time supports
these explanations.
In evaluating an existing IBL model in different social
information conditions, we have highlighted the challenge
that social information brings to computational model of
individual choice behavior. Our next step is to calibrate
the IBL model in the Non-social and Social conditions
and in conditions that are in between these two extremes
with same and different parameters for both model
participants to evaluate the highest potential of the model
to explain human behavior. Furthermore, we would like to
gain insight into exactly what the existing IBL model
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Abstract

flashing squares that shifted attention to the target location, Square
condition) shifted infants’ attention to one of the two identical
events on every trial. For the social cue, a face appeared, spoke to
the infant, and turned to one of the lower corners containing an
object. For the non-social cue, a red flashing square wrapped
around the target frame appeared and disappeared at a regular
interval (i.e., flashed continuously) without a central stimulus
throughout the familiarization trial. In the No Cue condition, the
two objects appeared without any attentional cues. During the test
trials, only the four blank frames were displayed on the screen
while one of the sounds played. Infants were shown four blocks of
stimuli. The main finding of W&K was that by 8 months of age,
different cues produced different learning effects: social cues
produced specific spatial learning of audio-visual events (i.e.,
infants looked where cued multimodal events had played during
test trials) by the second half of the experimental session (Blocks
3-4), while non-social cues produced only general spatial learning
(i.e., infants looked only at cued locations regardless of multimodal
information) throughout all four blocks. Without any cues, infants
did not display any learning (i.e., looked equally to all locations)
throughout all four blocks.

We introduce a connectionist model of cued multimodal
learning in infants. Its architecture is inspired by
computational studies coming both from the fields of infant
habituation and of visual attention. The model embodies in its
simplest form the notion that the attentional system involves
competitive networks (Lee et al., 1999). Using this model, we
reproduce infant behavioral results from Wu and Kirkham
(2010), which found different learning effects with social,
non-social, and no attentional cueing. We show that these
learning differences can be explained by the amount of
information let through from non-cued locations. We discuss
these results and future lines of research on this
computational work.
Keywords: Connectionism; multimodal learning; cognitive
development; attentional cueing.

Introduction
In a busy multimodal world, infants must parse useful
information from a swirl of perceptual events. One way to
accomplish this is relying on attention cues to guide them to
relevant learning events. Many attention cues can guide infants’
attention, but which ones help infants learn what to learn?
Recent work has shown that following social cues can shape
learning: Some studies have focused on word mapping (e.g., Gliga
& Csibra, 2009; Houston-Price, Plunkett, & Duffy, 2006; Pruden,
Hirsh-Pasek, Golinkoff, & Hennon, 2006; Yu, Smith, & Pereira,
2008) and learning phonological patterns (Goldstein & Schwade,
2008; Thiessen, Hill, & Saffran, 2005). For example, 15-montholds are able to follow a turning face to an object, and then map a
spoken word onto that object rather than a non-cued object
(Houston-Price, Plunkett, & Duffy, 2006).
Wu and Kirkham (2010) – hereafter W&K – measured gaze
behavior when infants were presented with dynamic audio-visual
events (i.e., cats moving to a bloop sound and dogs moving to a
boing sound) in white frames in the corners of a black background.
An object’s appearance in a spatial location consistently predicted
a location-specific sound. On every familiarization trial, infants
were shown identical audio-visual events in two diagonally
opposite corners of the screen (i.e., two valid binding locations).
To test the effects of attentional cueing on audio-visual learning,
either a social cue (i.e., a central turning face that used infantdirected speech, Social Cue condition) or non-social cue (i.e., red

The purpose of this article is to characterize the neural
mechanisms at work in infants when they are performing this task
(where the presence and type of cue produced different types of
learning), without losing the interaction between infants and their
environment throughout the task. In other words, the model’s
outputs (where it is going to “look”) should determine its next
inputs (what it will “see” next).
Previous computational work has dealt with isolated aspects of
the paradigm used in W&K. The HAB model (Sirois & Mareschal,
2004) can successfully account for robust non-linearities in infant
preferential looking data, using two interacting auto-associator
networks that learn under opposite principles. However, HAB
neither incorporates multimodal learning nor attentional cueing,
and its outputs do not determine its inputs. On the other hand,
Mozer and Sitton (1998) proposed a computational model of visual
attention that embodies the notion of an attentional “spotlight” and
accounts for several cueing effects. In order to prevent interference
when multiple objects are processed in a single hierarchical
network, the authors used a winner-take-all network (WTA) that
‘attended’ to one input region while filtering the others.
Importantly, the amount of information filtered in unattended
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regions was critical to determine attentional shifts. However,
explaining the differences between social and non-social cues in a
multimodal learning paradigm such as used in W&K was beyond
the scope of this model, since it was trained exclusively in the
visual modality.

representations and the representational changes elicited by
moving stimuli were not thought to be essential in the simulated
experiment. Rather, our computational model focuses on
understanding which information is being sent forward to
associative structures, and on testing the nature of the attentional
mechanisms involved.

In an attempt to bridge this gap between the two fields we
introduce a neuro-computational model that generates a proper
sequence of saccades to learn from cued multimodal events. The
main challenge in this endeavour was to connect different
computational models without producing an intractable model.

Model
	
  The model (illustrated in Figure 1) is essentially an adaptation
of Sirois and Mareschal's architecture for infant habituation (Sirois
& Mareschal, 2004), combined with Mozer and Sitton's model of
visual attention (Mozer & Sitton, 1998). However, the model
departs from the former in that it is capable of multimodal learning
among distractors, and from the latter in that the WTA network is
thought to model overt rather than covert attentional shifts. One
novel and critical feature of the model is that it is wired in a
feedback loop, whereby its last output determines its current
inputs. In this way, we can attempt to simulate the processes taking
place in the infant's brain as the sequence of visual and audio
events unfolds during training and test trials. Figure 1 illustrates
the W&K experiment and the proposed model, which we now
describe in detail.
Simulations begin with the presentation of one of two possible
multimodal pairs at the model's input level. In W&K, the target
events consisted of identical toy animals (cats or dogs) that moved
synchronously at diagonally opposite corners of the screen, while
accompanied by a repetitive sound. In the model, these inputs are
simplified as patterns of activations distributed over visual and
auditory units that remain clamped throughout the trial. There are
five sets of N visual input units, each corresponding to an Area of
Interest (AOI hereafter) in W&K’s eye-tracking study, and a single
set of N auditory units (N = 4 in the figure and the simulations).
The pattern of activation attributed to the cat toy is presented both
in the bottom left and top right visual banks, while another pattern
in the center corresponds to the face cue, which in the Social Cue
condition was presented with the target events during training. The
activation pattern corresponding to the sound is presented in the
auditory input bank.
Next, it is important to motivate these input assumptions. In
many computational studies of multimodal learning (Althaus &
Mareschal, in press; Mayor & Plunkett, 2010), input patterns are
derived from actual pixilated images and Mel-scale filtered voices,
whereas our inputs are simple arbitrary patterns in the spirit of the
HAB model (Sirois & Mareschal, 2004). In addition (and at odds
with the dynamical nature of the actual stimuli), our input patterns
are randomly generated only once at the beginning of the
simulation, and they remain clamped for every trial. These choices
were made considering that the actual similarity between

	
  
Figure 1:	
  A rchitecture of the model. Two auto-associator networks
are trained to store (left network, Hopfield Network [HN]) or
suppress (right network, Novelty Detector [ND]) the activation
pattern elicited by some attended part of a multimodal input event
(filtered input level). The states to which these networks converge
are fed into a winner-take-all network of location units (WTA
network, upper network). The winning unit determines the next
saccade of the model: which object will be attended to and which
one will be filtered.
Indeed, not all visual inputs are forwarded to the associative
networks: we assume that some attentional filtering is exerted by
the WTA network (dynamics explained in the next section). Every
time a saccade is made, this filtering lets information about the
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attended AOI pass through undisturbed, whereas in other AOIs
only a fraction of the activation is forwarded. This filtering
mechanism and the WTA network that produces it come from
Mozer and Sitton's model of visual attention (Mozer and Sitton,
1998), except for the default amount of filtering exerted on
unattended regions which was of 90% in Mozer and Sitton,
compared to 50% in our model. This difference reflects the fact
that attentional systems are subject to cortical maturation (Johnson,
1990), although its precise value was arbitrary and needs to be
investigated further. The filter only operates on visual inputs, and it
is initialized in a state that depends on the cue and target condition.
At the beginning of a trial, central patterns are less likely to be
filtered, following experimental data showing that babies are more
likely to look at the center (because of the attention getter that was
just presented centrally). Filtered and unfiltered inputs are then
forwarded to the auto-associator networks.
Auditory and visual patterns then arrive in the core of the model,
which consists of two auto-associator networks: the Hopfield
network (HN in Figure 1) and the novelty detector (ND in Figure
1). This dual system comes from the HAB model (Sirois and
Mareschal, 2004), and like HAB, this is the only part of our model
that learns by modifying connection weights during every cycle in
each trial of the training phases. HN and ND are fully connected
networks of 6N units each, with small connection weights initially
generated at random. Each network is presented with full auditory
and filtered visual patterns. However, the networks differ in the
associative learning rule they use: whereas HN uses Hebbian
learning to strengthen connections between active units, ND uses
anti-Hebbian learning to decrease these same connections. Over
the course of training, HN comes to memorize the patterns it was
exposed to by virtue of repeated auto-associations between
coactive parts, so much so that eventually presentation of a part
(for instance the audio part) is sufficient to retrieve the entire
trained pattern. Meanwhile ND progressively learns to suppress the
activation elicited by the patterns it is being trained with, so that
eventually trained patterns are perfectly suppressed and new
patterns produce large activities; they are, in this sense, detected.
Finally, HN and ND do not gate each other's inputs and outputs, as
they do in HAB, but rather the visual units in each network sends
their activation forward to the WTA network.
The WTA network (Figure 1, top network) is the structure of the
model that determines where it will "look" next. It is a standard
WTA network (as in Mozer and Sitton, 1998) of five units, one for
each AOI. WTA units increase their own activity by way of autoexcitation, and also receive activation from units of the same AOI
in HN and ND. Critically, WTA units are wired so as to compete
with one another via inhibitory connections. The net effect of this
entire set-up is that the unit that receives the most input will build
activation faster and win the competition, by which we mean that
its activity crosses a .95 threshold and triggers an ocular saccade to
the corresponding AOI. Triggering a saccade in the model means
changing the filter's values so as to change the flow of information
from input to auto-associator networks. Consistent with the

phenomenon of inhibition of return that can last for several
seconds (Klein, 2000), we suppress activation in the winning unit
until the next saccade is made, which favors foraging of the visual
scene.

Simulations
Procedure
The simulations procedure followed the paradigm used in
W&K. After checking that each sub-network (HN, ND and WTA)
was operational, 20 models were generated, similar to the average
number of infants in each of the three conditions. Models were
generated at random and thus differed in their input representations
and initial connection weights. Each model was trained over four
familiarization blocks, where one block contained six trials of
target events (three trials per event type). Target events were
randomized, but the same target could not be presented for more
than two trials in a row. A trial was limited to 10 cycles, during
any of which the connection weights in HN and ND were updated.
Testing took place at the end of each block, and consisted of two
trials, where the auditory pattern for each target event was
presented alone for 10 cycles. Mean proportional looking times
and standard errors were then calculated from output saccades to
the five AOIs.
We simulated 4 cueing conditions: No Cue (50% filter), Square
Cue (70% filter), Social Cue (90% filter), and Social Cue (70%
filter). In all conditions, the information from the attended location
was entirely sent forward. However, in the No Cue condition,
models were initialized with unattended filters set to 50%, meaning
that only 50% of activation from unattended locations could
propagate to the associative systems. By contrast, Social Cue and
Square Cue conditions had more stringent filters for unattended
locations (either 70% or 90% depending on the cue and the
hypothesis being tested), meaning that less information from these
locations was let through. The Social Cue (70%) condition acted as
a control for our hypothesis that social cueing increases attentional
filtering. If the improvement in learning observed for the Social
Cue 90% relative to the Square Cue condition was not due to the
increased filter but rather to the central presence of a visual
stimulus, then the same improvement should be expected when the
filter is lowered down to 70%, which was used for the Square Cue
condition. Apart from the manipulation of this single parameter for
the purposes of hypothesis testing, exactly the same set of
parameters was used for all models and for all conditions (an
exhaustive list of equations and simulation parameters is not
specified here for lack of space, but is available upon request to the
first author).

Results
We now report simulated mean percent looking time, as well as
standard errors for the model. For each test trial (10 cycles), we
calculated the proportion of cycles where the model attended to
each AOI, and averaged on all networks and all trials. We believe
this is sufficient for the purpose of showing that the model exhibits
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a pattern of results consistent with the differences observed in
W&K with or without cues, and between types of cues.

Cued versus non-cued learning
Over the four blocks in W&K’s No Cue condition, infants were
equally likely to look at all locations when presented with the
auditory cue. In particular, the authors failed to find any significant
advantage of lower locations (labeled “cued” in Figure 2, for
consistency with other conditions) over upper locations (labeled
“non-cued”) that could have accounted for a bias in the other
conditions. This finding is mirrored in our simulations, where cued
and non-cued locations are indistinguishable. However, the model
was slightly more likely to look at the center than at any other
locations.

Figure 2, middle, black bars were superior to white bars), while
disregarding the multimodal information (black bars are of equal
height). By contrast, “deep learning” was observed in the Social
Cue condition, but only in the last two blocks, where infants
looked significantly more at the correct cued location than at any
other peripheral location (in Figure 2, bottom, the correct black bar
is higher than the incorrect black bar and both white bars).

Table 1: Proportional looking times (Means and SE) for
Infants and Model in the simulated conditions.
Condition
No Cue (50%)
Cued, correct
Non cued, correct
Cued, incorrect
Non Cued, incorrect
Central
Square Cue (70%)
Cued, correct
Non cued, correct
Cued, incorrect
Non Cued, incorrect
Central
Social Cue (90%)
Blocks 1 & 2
Cued, correct
Non cued, correct
Cued, incorrect
Non Cued, incorrect
Central
Blocks 3 & 4
Cued, correct
Non cued, correct
Cued, incorrect
Non Cued, incorrect
Central
Social Cue (70%)
Blocks 1 & 2
Cued, correct
Non cued, correct
Cued, incorrect
Non Cued, incorrect
Central
Blocks 3 & 4
Cued, correct
Non cued, correct
Cued, incorrect
Non Cued, incorrect
Central

By contrast, when multimodal training events were cued in
W&K’s study, infants looked significantly more at cued locations
(in the Square condition) or cued correct locations (in the Social
condition, last two blocks) during test trials. The middle right and
bottom right graphs in Figure 2 show the same advantage in the
model for cued locations over non-cued locations.

	
  
Figure 2: Mean proportional looking times for the model (right)
and for infants (center), with the corresponding typical stimuli
used in each experiment during training (left screenshots, note that
no visual stimuli were provided during test) in No Cue, Square
Cue, and Social Cue conditions (resp. top, middle and bottom
panels). Figure adapted from Wu & Kirkham (2010).	
  

Infants
Mean (SE)

Model
Mean (SE)

0.21 (.03)
0.18 (.02)
0.17 (.02)
0.22 (.03)
0.23 (.03)

0.14(0.04)
0.22(0.05)
0.18(0.04)
0.18(0.04)
0.27(0.05)

0.23 (.03)
0.15 (.03)
0.26 (.03)
0.18 (.03)
0.19 (.03)

0.31 (.04)
0.11 (.02)
0.33 (.04)
0.11 (.03)
0.14 (.03)

0.15 (.03)
0.18 (.03)
0.25 (.03)
0.16 (.03)
0.25 (.03)

0.24 (.02)
0.14 (.02)
0.23 (.02)
0.06 (.02)
0.33 (.03)

0.26 (.04)
0.11 (.02)
0.17 (.03)
0.14 (.03)
0.32 (.04)

0.26 (.03)
0.10 (.02)
0.20 (.02)
0.13 (.02)
0.32 (.03)

-

0.19 (.04)
0.16 (.03)
0.17 (.04)
0.14 (.02)
0.33 (.04)

-

0.15 (.04)
0.14 (.03)
0.18 (.04)
0.15 (.03)
0.37 (.04)

Differences between cues
The main finding from W&K was that different cues produced
different types of learning. What we might call “shallow learning”
was observed in the Square Cue condition, where infants looked
preferentially at locations that had been cued during training (in

The “Social 90%” entry in Table 1 is divided in Blocks 1&2 and
Blocks 3&4, to be compared to the block analysis carried out in
W&K. We see that the model can reproduce the same late but deep
learning effect: it is more likely to look at the correct cued location
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Explaining social cues versus square cues

only in the last two blocks, thereby showing a learning curve. The
agreement between infants and the model on Blocks 3&4 is
illustrated in Figure 2, bottom panel. However, note that in the first
two blocks, the model exhibits the same pattern of results as in the
Square Cue condition (preferential looking to both cued locations,
in equal proportion), whereas infants tended to look at cued
incorrect locations.

We have tested the hypothesis that the superior learning
observed with social cues resulted from a kind of narrowing of the
infant’s receptive fields. While maintaining the original cueing
mechanism, this narrowing was modeled by more stringent filters
for every other location than the fixated and the cued locations
(that could possibly differ). Instead of the usual 50%, only 30%
activation would be forwarded in the Square Cue 70% condition,
against 10% in the Social Cue 90% condition.

This behavior can be contrasted with the looking times observed
in the “Social Cue 70%” condition, which was a control for our
hypothesis that social cueing increases attentional filtering (as
shown in Table 1, these simulations do not have a counterpart in
infant data). Table 1 shows that no preference for cued object
locations was apparent in the Social Cue 70% condition, and cued
locations were only marginally superior to non-cued locations.
This suggests that the improvement in learning observed for the
Social Cue 90% condition relative to the Square Cue 70%
condition was due to the increased filter, rather than the presence
of a central stimulus.

The net effect of this assumption is to minimize interference in
HN: the network is equally biased to attend to the cued locations in
the Square Cue and the Social Cue conditions (as in W&K) during
familiarization, but only in the latter can it associate precisely the
cued visual information to the auditory patterns during test. In the
former condition, the unfiltered activation that comes from the
non-cued location gets involved in the association, so that during
test trials, part of the activation pattern for the non-cued correct
location is retrieved, which disturbs the WTA network.

General Discussion

Role of different parts of the model in this account

Although a true understanding of this model can only be
achieved through a detailed enquiry into training saccades and the
mechanisms behind them, here we wish to provide the reader with
elements of explanation that might shed some light on our main
results.

Explaining the impact of cueing
Cueing in the model is achieved by letting through more
activation from the location that is being cued, than would
normally be allowed. That is, if the model is “looking”, say, at the
upper right location while the lower right location is cued, 70%
activation from the lower right is forwarded to the associative areas
rather than the usual 50% when there is no cue.
This simple mechanism means first, that in the auto-associator
networks, some learning will occur for cued locations even if the
model actually never “looks” at them, and second, that the model
in fact will be biased to look at these cued locations. This is
because the increase of activity drives the HN auto-associator into
a state that resembles more and more the cued location, so that the
corresponding unit in the WTA network would be fed more
activation and would tend to win the competition more often. As
training proceeds, these two effects reinforce each other and help
the model associate auditory patterns to cued objects, which
explains how it is able to account for experimental differences
between cued and non-cued conditions. However this mechanism
alone cannot explain why the model fails to distinguish between
cued correct and cued incorrect locations in the Square condition
and succeeds only in the last two blocks of the Social condition.
Instead, with only this mechanism, the model treats all cues
equally.

In this account, it would appear that the best part is played by
the HN network, while ND appears to have no explanatory power.
This is not so, but the role of the ND is obscured by the fact that in
this model ND is much more active in early phases of training.
When training begins, ND has not yet learned how to suppress
activation for training input patterns. Thus, through ND every
unfiltered piece of information can contribute to the competition in
the WTA. As training unfolds, however, ND learns to suppress
activation for known patterns, thereby ensuring that unfiltered
information cannot use this path anymore to drive the model’s
output. This difference between early and late training might be the
reason for the learning effect observed in the Social Cue 90%
condition, although this cannot explain why the same effect was
not found in the Square condition.

Size of auditory input
One unexpected clue to understanding the network that might be
of significance is the size of the auditory input pattern. The tuning
phase of the network revealed that large auditory formats were
detrimental to the model’s learning capacity, while the best
performance was obtained when it was equal to N (the size of one
set of visual units). The reason for this is as follows. Autoassociator networks are known to be very sensitive to the
correlation between the patterns to be stored, and this is especially
true of the kind of Hebbian learning rule used in HAB and in this
model. When the patterns of activity that are to be memorized are
too close from one another, as they are when the auditory units
vastly outnumber the set of active visual units, interference occurs,
and the network can converge to wild configuration states, often
called “spurious attractors” (Hopfield et al., 1983). Therefore,
limiting auditory inputs to the same format as a single visual
location makes multimodal patterns more different to one another
and makes for better learning. It would be interesting to investigate
how this prediction of the network could be tested in the lab.
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Conclusion
We have presented a neuro-computational model that builds on
two successful predecessors coming from different fields of
cognitive science. The model can account for new infant data
involving cued multimodal learning in the presence of distractors.
In particular, we have found a candidate mechanism that might
underlie largely observed differences between social and nonsocial cues in infancy. This mechanism holds that infants make use
of more stringent attentional filters when they are exposed to social
cues than to non-social cues.

Prospects
Future research should aim to better understand how the
network behaves, presumably by tracking down the evolution of
proportional looking times as training unfolds, and by lesioning
parts of the network one at a time to assess whether and how its
behavior is affected. In the long term, the model could also be
improved by strengthening its links to the brain. For instance,
Sirois and Mareschal related HN and ND to the cortex and the
hippocampus, respectively, and the model might be improved by
reinstating the interaction that was originally present between these
two systems in HAB. More generally, the cortex, hippocampus,
and superior colliculus all perform more than one function that
might well be relevant in this model, for instance coding for
auditory maps in the case of the colliculus (King et al,, 1996), or
input recoding (Levy et al., 2005), and interleaved learning
(McClelland et al., 1995) in the case of the hippocampus. A model
that could recode input patterns for better storage and present them
repeatedly to the infant during less active periods could offer new
perspectives into how infants succeed universally in learning what
to learn.
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Abstract
In this study we examined the effectiveness of a computerbased geometry learning tool with 4th grade students. In both
an experimental and control condition children constructed a
series of common four-sided figures to fit a set of visual
constraints.
Additionally, children in the experimental
condition were required to validate the presence of parallel
segments, congruent segments, or right angles embedded in
their figures with the assistance of a visual depiction of the
property’s spatial significance. Following training we
conducted six identification tasks in which participants
attempted to discriminate two valid members of a given
polygon class from four displayed polygons. In all six
instances, varying polygon, instruction, and feedback type,
children in the experimental condition were more likely to
correctly identify both class members than children in the
control condition.
Keywords: embodied cognition, mathematical development,
education, cognitive development

Introduction
Core mathematical abilities may emerge from either innate
processes or general human experiences (Lakoff & Nuñez,
2000). Yet, the development of mature concepts and skills
depends on one’s cultural experiences – such as schooling.
For example, while number sense may emerge from general
spatial processes (Dehaene, 1997), the development of
mature numerical representation is moderated by exposure
to formal and informal activities (Siegler & Ramani, 2008).
Furthermore, Siegler and Ramani (2008) successfully
demonstrated that persistent SES-based disadvantages could
be overcome by effective use of appropriate tools (i.e.,
linear board games).
Cognitive research in geometry may follow a similar
trajectory. The core systems approach – which has been
applied successfully in numeracy – has recently been
invoked to explain the cognitive basis of Euclidean
geometry. Specifically, Spelke, Lee, and Izard, (2010) claim
that geometric concepts are grounded in two core cognitive
systems, typically associated with spatial navigation and
object perception. The latter system is hypothesized to

support the concepts of lengths and angles, which are
critical to school-based geometric activities.
Yet, while lengths and angles are certainly perceivable
attributes of objects, other qualities, such as bilateral
symmetry (Quinlan & Humphreys, 1993), may be more
salient. In some cases these perceptually salient features
may interfere with formal classifications of geometric
objects. For example, Mach (1886/1959) demonstrated that
a square may be perceived as a diamond when its diagonal
is oriented vertically.
Similarly, in a study that applied nonmetric
multidimensional scaling to a set of four-sided figures – a
technique in which perceived dissimilarities between objects
are spatially represented for analysis – perceived attributes
confounding lengths and angles emerged, including
“dispersion” (irregularity), “elongation”, and “jaggedness”
(Behrman & Brown, 1968).
Likewise, Shepard and
Chipman (1970) found similar dimensions in participants’
categorizations of U.S. state shapes.
While a variety of factors affect natural object perception,
perhaps the more narrow set of educationally-relevant
geometric figures (e.g. square, equilateral triangle) better
afford conceptualization by normative (Euclidean) classbased properties (e.g. parallel lines). However, interview
data demonstrates that young children categorize polygons
based on informal perceptual attributes, such as “slanty”,
“pointy”, or “skinny” (Clements, Swaminathan, Hannibal,
& Sarama, 1999). As the Mach (1886/1959) squarediamond demonstration suggests, informal concepts play a
role in geometric representation into adulthood.
Yet, over two thousand years of geometry as a formal
discipline suggests that humans are not bound by superficial
percepts. Abstractly, geometric concepts may be conceived
in terms of strict hierarchy, facilitating deductive reasoning.
Such organization suggests an internal representation
similar to the discrete, hierarchical, propositional network of
Quillian (1966).
Yet, rather than viewing the development of geometry
concepts as a shift from perception to abstraction, one may
conceive of development in terms of perceptual
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reorganization and learning (Goldstone & Barsalou, 1998;
Goldstone, Landy, & Son, 2010). From this perspective,
experts do not rely upon perception any less than novices,
but are trained to perceive structurally-relevant attributes,
while overlooking irrelevant features. We suspect this is the
case in geometry as children shift from informal perceptual
features (e.g. “pointy” shapes) to more normative ones (e.g.
right angles).

shifting children’s perception/conception of polygons. As
such, children in the experimental condition should be more
likely than children in the control condition to correctly
identify non-prototypical members of a polygon class.

Method
Participants

Geometry learning
While the shift from informal (or core) concepts to
formal, Euclidean concepts is the goal of geometry
education, many current practices are ineffective or
misleading (Clements, 2004). Reliance on a limited range
of exemplar shapes and activities often leaves children
without the concepts or skills to perform more complex
tasks, such as geometric proof.
Digital technology, on the other hand, facilitates the
display of a wide range of figures in a variety of contexts,
thereby promoting development of more general concepts.
Further, technology may elicit specific behaviors through
systems of constraints, feedback, and goal structures,
thereby promoting development of precise concepts. Yet,
what specific mechanisms will direct learners’ behaviors
towards meaningful features of the shape concept?
Lakoff and Nuñez (2000), hypothesize that basic
mathematical concepts are supported by “grounding
metaphors” embodied in physical experience with the
natural world. We suggest that one such geometric
metaphor is “polygons as a surface face of physical
objects.” Lakoff and Nuñez further suppose that advanced
mathematical knowledge depends upon linking multiple
metaphors in a spatially-grounded context. A digital
learning system may play a role in either assisting in the
development of a primary conceptual representation or the
interfacing (i.e., “linking”) of multiple representations.
In the study that follows we examine the process of
interfacing multiple embodied representations in a polygon
construction task. Specifically, children in both a control
and experimental condition were tasked with construction of
specific polygons within some physical bounds. However,
in the experimental condition, children validated the
inclusion of target properties in their constructed figure (e.g.
parallel lines for a parallelogram) by manipulating a
software tool depicting the property as a hand gesture.
Additionally, the experimenters showed children how to use
their own hands to mimic the on-screen gesture, in line with
research demonstrating gesture’s (potential) causal role in
mathematical learning (Broaders, Wagner, Zachary, &
Goldin-Meadow, 2007). The visual depiction and physical
gesture each provide a means of embodying the
mathematical concept in the perceptual and/or motor
systems, respectively – in contrast to approaches that situate
mathematical concepts in symbolic or verbal systems.
In this initial study we compare our embodied, property
validation approach to a non-validation procedure to provide
causal evidence for our system’s role in successfully
2

Twenty-one fourth grade children were recruited from an
after-school program located in a low-SES, predominantly
Hispanic neighborhood of New York City. The children
were randomly assigned to either an experimental or control
condition. The experimental condition consisted of ten
children (M = 9.4 years, SD = .16, 40% female, 90%
Hispanic, 10% African American). The control condition
also consisted of ten children (M = 9.6 years, SD = .28, 50%
female, 100% Hispanic). Two children (one from each
condition) were native Spanish speakers, but could
communicate sufficiently in English and showed little
difficulty understanding the tasks. Additionally, one child,
assigned to the experimental condition, was not included in
the study due to prolonged absence.

Materials and Procedure
Study-related tasks were conducted in the context of a
weekly after-school robotics program directed by the
experimenters. Robotics activities were not essential to the
tasks of this study, although they did inform the visual
design of the game. Generally, robotics activities were
conducted after children completed study-related activities.
An approximately 1.5 hour block was divided into two 45
minute sessions. In each session all children from either the
control or experimental condition were “pulled-out” to a
separate classroom to perform either the learning or
assessment tasks. Because of the prolonged nature of the
after-school program we took the opportunity to test these
tools across three curricular units, focusing on three polygon
properties: parallel segments, congruent (adjacent)
segments, and right angles.
In each unit the children engaged in a series of self-paced
polygon construction activities (10 for parallel segments, 6
each for congruent adjacent segments and right angles).
Children performed the construction task on individual
computers, in parallel with all other (present) participants in
his or her condition. Immediately following completion of
all construction activities within a unit, the assessment task
(polygon identification) was administered, individually,
apart from the other children.
Polygon construction game
The central learning tool was intended to provide children
with multiple instances of polygons in a game-like context.
The general goal of the game was to navigate a virtual agent
(robot) through an obstacle course, collecting “goal”
objects, avoiding “danger” objects, and returning to the
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starting position (i.e., closing the polygon) via a series of
lines and angles. The placement of goals and dangers was
directed to promote the construction of specific polygons,
including trapezoids, parallelograms, kites, rhombi,
rectangles, and squares. In each case a dense set of
circumnavigable objects were placed in the screen’s center,
in the general shape of the intended polygon. Additional
goals and dangers were positioned away from this central
set to restrict paths from large deviations. The particular
game objects and cover story were varied throughout the
sessions to maintain high motivation.

Preview

Child ready

Plot
Figure
closed

Segment deleted

Adjust

Property
Validation

Properties are
within threshold

Unsuccessful

Control

Experimental

Test
Figure 1. Polygon construction game flow, with
cropped screenshots from a parallelogram task.
Yellow arrows demonstrate progress in the intended
direction. Red arrows demonstrate mistake-based
The game design is summarized in figure 1, above. In
either condition the children first previewed the obstacle
course on a grid. Children were verbally instructed to try

and “memorize” the shape that would “fit” the course. In a
left side panel, not shown in figure 1, the name of the
intended polygon and a list of properties were displayed
(e.g. 4 right angles).
At the child’s discretion, he or she clicked a continue
button, clearing the screen of all game objects. The child
then engaged in an iterative process of plotting line
segments and angles over a grid by manipulating the mouse
in corresponding straight lines and arcs, respectively.
Pressing the delete key removed the previously constructed
shape component. To assist in the construction of an
appropriate figure the initial placement and orientation of
the first segment were fixed and could not be deleted.
A closed polygon could then be adjusted by dragging and
dropping vertex points – displayed as small circles – within
the game screen. During this phase, pressing the delete key
removed the polygon’s final segment and resumed plotting.
The two phases of shape construction (plotting, adjusting)
were intended to afford multiple intuitive strategies.
Although a single mechanism may have sufficed (for
example, by providing an initial, random polygon to be
adjusted), our priority was to elicit the child’s intuitive
representation of shape, which could be embodied by either
the path-plotting or shape-transforming activity. As such,
there was some variability in strategy, as some children
engaged in precise plotting, while others relied more heavily
upon adjusting.
Once a figure was closed, the child could proceed to
either the testing phase (in the control condition) or the
property validation phase (in the experimental condition), in
which participants confirmed the presence of parallel
segments, congruent segments, and/or right angles
embedded in the polygon, according to the polygon’s class.
Specifically, the child either clicked pairs of sides to
validate parallelism or congruency, or clicked vertex points
to validate right internal angles. If the figure successfully
met all property criteria (within a small threshold: 3% grade
for parallel lines, 20 pixels for congruency, and 4◦ for right
angles, inclusive), the participant continued to the testing
phase. Else, the child returned to the adjusting phase.
Further, to facilitate comprehension, the spatial
significance of the property was visually depicted (see
figure 2). For parallelism two hands moved in parallel at
the same slope as one side and were matched for slope
against a second side. For congruency two hands marked
the distance of one side and were matched against the length
of a second side. For right angles two perpendicular hands
were matched against the angle at a vertex.
The display of hands, for each of these checks, was
included to provide the children with a justification that
could be applied outside of the game context.
Finally, in either condition the children tested their figure
design on the obstacle course. In this phase the virtual agent
was placed on the starting point, the participant adjusted its
initial heading, and clicked to set the agent in motion upon
the constructed path. A trace of the agent’s path, i.e., the
constructed figure, followed its motion. If the agent

3
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successfully returned to the starting position, while
collecting all goals and avoiding all dangers, the level was
completed and the child received a reward stamp on a
personalized document tracking his or her progress. If the
agent was unable to navigate the course successfully the
participants would return to the adjusting phase for revision.

Navigate hand to Automatically
first side
aligns

Navigate hand to
opposite side

Navigate hands Automatically
to first side
aligns

Rotate hands to
adjacent side

designed such that properties of a parent or grandparent
class were retained. Specifically parallelograms were
distorted into trapezoids, rhombi into kites and
parallelograms, and rectangles into trapezoids and
parallelograms (see figure 4 for the rhombus example).
Individual trials consisted of two sets of valid-invalid
pairs of polygons that applied the same invalidating
alteration. For example, in figure 3, the upper polygons are
valid trapezoids while the lower polygons have been altered
by changing the slope of the shortest side.

Navigate hands Automatically
to first side
aligns

Figure 3. Trapezoid trial in the polygon identification
task.

Figure 2. Visual depictions in property validation phase.
Displays validation of parallel sides, congruent sides,
and right angles (from top to bottom).
Polygon identification task
As stated above, the intended purpose of the polygon
construction game was to shift children’s perception away
from informal attributes of shapes to formal properties. To
assess this shift children performed the task of identifying
(i.e., clicking) two examples of a given polygon from four
displayed polygons (see figure 3). Following each learning
unit (parallel segments, congruent adjacent segments, right
angles) the child performed 60 trials in two blocks. The
blocks assessed the child’s ability to identify trapezoids,
parallelograms, rhombi, (mixed) isosceles triangles and
isosceles trapezoids, rectangles, and (mixed) right triangles
and right trapezoids.
To generate the stimuli for each task we began with the
image of three valid members of the shape’s class, in a
prototypical orientation. We then distorted these images in
one of two dimensions such that they remained visually
similar to the class members, yet class invalid. In the case
of isosceles and right trapezoids exemplars were distorted
along one dimension, creating half as many figures (but the
same total when combined). Finally, the pool of figures was
doubled by rotating each image a quarter-turn. In the case
of parallelograms, rhombi, and rectangles distortions were

The rational for this trial structure – as opposed to a
simpler choice between two figures – was to make the
dimensions of alteration between the figures explicit. For
example, in figure 3 the top-left trapezoid may be
considered prototypical. The top-right trapezoid is nonisosceles and rotated – and therefore non-prototypical. On
the other hand, the bottom-left figure is an irregular
distortion of the prototypical trapezoid, but visually similar.
Clearly, the difficult choice lies in these two options. But
making the more prototypical (and the non-prototypical,
invalid) figure available we encourage the participants to
think about the rules governing class inclusion.
A block of trials paired all possible combinations of two
valid polygons with their invalid partners. With six valid
polygons in each set (including the rotated figures), the
number of combinations is 15. Paired with two invalid
partners the number of trials is 30. In the case of the mixed
triangle/trapezoid trials, with a single invalid partner, two
sets of 15 trials were combined to produce a block of 30.
To explore this task’s robustness across different
conditions planned variations of feedback and instruction
were embedded across the six blocks. For the trapezoid,
parallelogram, rhombus, and rectangle blocks (i.e., those
figures that had been trained) instructions included a text
display of the relevant rule of inclusion (e.g., “A trapezoid
has one pair of parallel lines”). Additionally, in these cases,
two figures were displayed – one valid example and one

4
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invalid example – upon which the participants were asked to
click the target components of the valid figure (e.g., the
parallel sides of the trapezoid). In the case of the mixed
triangle/trapezoid blocks, only the text rule of inclusion was
provided (e.g., a triangle or trapezoid is “right” if it contains
at least one right angle). The lack of a visual example in
this case was intended to demonstrate how well the child
could transfer the visual interpretation of the previous block
to the current block.
Following each trial participants were provided feedback,
stating the number of correctly identified figures. This
feedback was intended to reinforce the rule of inclusion
rather than memory for specific figures. As an additional
indicator of effect robustness the assessment blocks
following
the
third
unit
(rectangles,
right
triangles/trapezoids) did not include feedback.

Rhombi

Rhombus-like kites

calculated to produce a single statistic (e.g., out of 60
correct polygons displayed the participant selected 40).
However, we suspect that this metric does not fully capture
performance. For example, a child might attend to the
correct dimension, but in the wrong direction, resulting in a
0-correct trial. Following this error, given feedback, he or
she may have corrected this directional error and followed
with a 2-correct trial. On the other hand, a child with two 1correct trials in a row is likely attending to the wrong feature
of the polygon. Although both children correctly selected
two figures in total, the nature of their performance is quite
different.
To avoid the assumption of normality in the trial
classification data (e.g., rhombus results are skewed to the
left due to a ceiling effect) a nonparametric, one-tailed
Mann-Whitney U test was applied to compare counts of 2correct and 1-correct trials between conditions.
As table 1 displays, each comparison between
experimental and control is significant at the α < .05 level.
This is true in both easier blocks in which the majority of
participants, in both conditions, correctly identified both
polygons in more than half of the trials (i.e., rhombus), and
difficult blocks in which the majority of participants, in both
conditions, misidentified at least one polygon in more than
half of the trials (i.e., right triangle/trapezoid).
Median trial counts (out of 30)
Exam

Block

Rhombus-like parallelograms

2-Correct

U

E: 18
Trapezoid

E: 6
82**

C: 14.5

Figure 4. Examples of rhombus stimuli in polygon
identification task. Top row shows valid rhombi.
Second row shows rhombi manipulated to form kites.
Third row shows rhombi manipulated to form
parallelograms. Another nine images (not shown) are
◦
50 rotations of these figures.

E: 6
C: 12

E: 22

E: 8
83.5**

C: 4

All children completed all 22 construction tasks. The
number of sessions significantly differed between
conditions (experimental: Mean 8.8; control: Mean 6.7,
t(18)=3.9, p < .001).
For the polygon identification task we classified each trial
according to the number of correctly selected polygons (0,
1, or 2). For each participant, within a single block, total 2correct, 1-correct, and 0-correct trials were then computed
(e.g., in a block of 30 trials a subject has 15 2-correct, 10 1correct, and 5 0-correct trials). Alternatively, the number of
correctly selected polygons across an entire block may be
5
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Rectangle

E: 6.5
89**

C: 14.5
3rd

* p < .05

88.5**
C: 15

E: 7
Right
Trap., Tri.

81**
C: 23.5

E: 22.5

Results

80.5**

80.5**
C: 17.5

Isosceles
Trap., Tri.

79.5*
C: 13

E: 24
Rhombus
2nd

79*
C: 17

E: 23.5
Parallelogram

E: 18
72.5*

C: 2.5

U

E: 12
74*

C: 12.5
1st

1-Correct

72.5*
C: 23

** p < .01

Table 1. Median distribution of trials with one and two
correctly chosen polygons and associated Mann-Whitney
U tests.

Discussion
Dehaene and Izard (2006) found that indigenous
Amazonians, without formal geometric knowledge,
successfully discriminate parallel and perpendicular
segments from sets of arbitrarily oriented segments.
Undoubtedly, U.S. children are capable of classifying based
on these attributes of shapes. In this study, only the children
in the experimental condition reliably did so.
Yet, these preliminary results are merely suggestive in
nature. By testing our embodied validation condition
against a non-validation condition we conclude that our
software was effective – but we cannot be sure why. One
explanation is that children in the experimental condition
developed a higher perceptual sensitivity to small deviations
from parallelism, perpendicularity, and congruity.
Additionally, the children in the experimental condition may
have developed a greater sense of how to apply these
property concepts to polygons. On the other hand children
in the control condition likely applied a weak representation
of the property or misunderstood how to apply the property
as a basis of polygon classification.
However, the use of a non-validation control raises
several
alternative,
information
processing-based,
explanations. Specifically, because the control group’s
shapes were unconstrained by polygon class-based
properties, constructed figures may have deviated markedly
from the intended polygon. In this case the children would
have been exposed to a sparser set of valid polygons than
the experimental condition, making the implicit encoding of
the relevant property more difficult. Anecdotally, while it
was rarely the case that children greatly deviated from the
intended polygon – which was generally prevented by the
placement of mandatory path goals and peripheral obstacles
– children often engaged in a form of “guess-and-check” in
which tests were followed by minor adjustments, retesting,
and so on. This strategy, at least in its most rapid form, was
prevented by the property validation procedure in the
experimental condition. Learning artifacts and strategies
will be analyzed in future work.
Secondly, because of the additional difficulty inherent in
the experimental condition, those children engaged in
approximately a third more game sessions. While we
expected some difference in training duration, given a fixed
number of activities, additional measures may be taken to
equate these groups more closely in both number of
activities and time-on-task.
Specifically, in ongoing work we address both of these
concerns by introducing a property validation phase in the
control group.
Rather than promoting the spatial
characteristics of the property, children in this control are
attended towards a numerical representations of the property
(e.g., ensuring that a right angle measures 90◦). This
additional step lengthens the duration of training and
ensures the construction of accurate polygons – likely more
accurate than those created in the experimental condition.
This refinement of the learning task will determine whether
the experimental group’s success was founded on greater
6

exposure to accurate polygons or due to the interactive,
embodied nature of the property validation task.
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Abstract
This study aims to examine the factors that influence the use
of labels when making similarity decisions. We predict that a
person‘s visual working memory (VWM) ability and implicit
beliefs can predict the frequency in which a subject will rely
on labels when making similarity decisions. To test this
hypothesis, participants completed a VWM task along with a
questionnaire to study how they relate to label use. We found
a negative trend between VWM ability and use of labels, but
a direct relationship between certain implicit beliefs and label
use. Implications of these results in relation to label use are
also discussed.
Keywords: Categorization; Reasoning; Decision Making;
Labeling; Visual Working Memory; Implicit Beliefs

Introduction
When introduced to novel items, people use cues in order to
assimilate those items into previously formed categories.
We categorize items in a variety of ways: such as living or
non-living, color and shape, or by how the item is used.
When categorizing, language plays a key role through
labeling because labels are one of the indicators people use
to make categorical decisions and generalizations. For
example, by knowing an object is called ―oven‖, we make
assumptions about the object (e.g. it is used for cooking or
crafts, it has a timer, etc.) Likewise, labeling people as
―Hispanic‖ or ―feminist‖ leads others to make
generalizations about them, sometimes faulty ones.
However, not everyone influenced by labels to the same
degree.
What influences some people to use labels to judge and
generalize more than others? Previous studies have focused
on label use itself, finding that participants tend to judge
dissimilar looking pictures as more similar when the two
pictures have the same label. Furthermore, labels have been
shown to have an influence on several types of decisions.
For example, children believe that the name of an animal
will not change even if its surface features change to make it
appear like another animal (Rips, 1989). The effect of labels
goes beyond the superficial as category labels have been one
factor that represents people‘s inner beliefs. Research shows
that category membership, especially when it is denoted by
verbal labels, influences the way people perceive attributes
of stimuli (Goldstone, 1994, 1995; Livingston, Andrews, &
Harnad, 1998; Yamauchi & Yu, 2008; Yamauchi, Kohn, &
Yu, 2007). The category membership also affects subjects‘

perceptions of similarity between images (Yu, Yamauchi, &
Schumacher, 2008; Yu & Yamauchi, 2008).
One source of labeling‘s power is that people believe
surface features are representative of deeper properties of an
item and that these properties are stable and innate (Medin
& Ortony, 1989; Gelman, Heyman & Legare, 2007). In this
regard, previous research has suggested that labels not only
represent categorical membership (Yamauchi & Yu, 2008)
but also evoke innate qualities of items, such differentiating
between animate or inanimate objects (Yu et al., 2008).
These research findings suggest that category labels are a
part of people‘s assumptions. However, individuals have
been shown to possess different belief systems which hold
varying assumptions. Although there has been extensive
research on how different types of labels influence
decisions, there has been little illumination on how these
individual differences and beliefs affect the tendency to rely
on labels when making categorical and similarity
judgments. Social cognition studies show that there are
individual differences regarding how a person views the
world in terms of the rigidity (fixed/rigid theory) or
malleability of traits (flexible/entity theory) (Dweck, Chiu,
& Hong, 1995).
How these systems influence an
individual‘s use of labels is unclear. We believe the extent
to which a person believes that features and properties are
unchanging and that those features are reflective of deep,
innate properties will likely affect a person‘s tendency to
view a label as a representation of the similarity between
items.
Although the effect of labels is very strong, the effect is
not absolute. Some people disregard labels and instead focus
on physical appearance when making judgments. One
influential factor may be an individual‘s visual working
memory (VWM) span. Studies have shown that individuals
differ in the ability to process visual information (Palmer,
1990; Luck & Vogel, 1997). This capacity for visual
information can be measured by a visual working memory
span task (Luck & Vogel, 1997). Research on working
memory suggests that there are different systems for verbal
and visual working memory and that the two interact
(Baddeley, 1992; Morey & Cowan, 2004). Furthermore,
identifying labels is interrupted by processing visual
information at the same time as shown in task such as the
Stroop Test (Stroop 1935). Thus, we suggest that having
larger visual working memory can result in less use of
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verbal information such as labels due to a greater focus and
capacity for visual information.
The goal of this study is to identify factors that affect the
extent of label use. In this study, we investigate two factors:
implicit beliefs and VWM capacity. With respect to implicit
beliefs, we predict that those who believe that traits cannot
be changed will use labels more because previous research
has shown that people believe labels reflect deeper
properties. We also predict that those with larger VWM
capacities will use labels less due to the greater focus on
physical properties of stimuli.
To test this idea, we measured participants‘ label use,
implicit beliefs, and VWM capacities. Label use was
measured in the similarity judgment task (Sloutsky &
Fisher, 2003; Yu et al., 2008; Yu, Yamauchi, Yang, Chen,
& Gutierrez-Osuna, 2010) in which participants were shown
three faces: a target picture displayed at the top of a triad
with two base pictures at the bottom (Figure 1). Participants
were instructed to select which of the base pictures was
more similar to the target. We measured label use in two
conditions: a no-label condition and a label condition. In
the no-label condition, triads of pictures were shown
without labels (Figure 1a). In the label condition, the base
picture that was more dissimilar looking (i.e., dissimilar
base picture) to the target was shown with the same label as
the target and the more similar base picture was shown with
a different label from the target (Figure 1b).
If people used labels in the similarity judgment task, the
frequency of selecting the dissimilar base picture as more
similar to the target would be higher in the label condition
than the no-label condition (i.e., label use). To determine
how implicit beliefs affect label use, participants were given
an implicit belief questionnaire based on Dweck, Chiu, and
Hong (1995) after the similarity judgment task. To measure
the relationship between VWM and label use, subjects were
tested for accuracy during a VWM task (Luck & Vogel,
1997).

Method
Participants
A total of 247 participants took part in the experiment. They
were randomly assigned to one of two conditions: diseaselabel (n = 130) or last-name label (n = 117).

Materials
In the similarity judgment task, participants viewed triads of
human face pictures (Figure 1). To create stimuli, four pairs
of photographed human face pictures were selected. Each
pair of original faces was merged in 18 degrees creating 72
morphed pictures (MorphMan 4.0, 2003). In each triad, one
of the base pictures was always more dissimilar to the target
than the other. The degree of dissimilarity varied from trial
to trial. The trials were divided into three levels of physical
difference― low-, medium-, and high-difference― based
on the degree of merging of the two original pictures. In the
low-difference condition, the target and the dissimilar base
picture were not very different (Figure 2a); in the mediumdifference condition, the target and the dissimilar base
picture were moderately different (Figure 2b); and in the
high-difference condition, the target and the dissimilar base
picture were highly different (Figure 2c). Two sets of base
pictures were randomly selected at each level of physical
difference and were combined with two original pictures in
each pair, yielding 12 triads for each pair (a total of 48 triads
= 4 face pairs × 12 triads) altogether.
The labels themselves were pseudowords (Figure 1b) and
were the same in both the disease and last name conditions.
The meaning for the labels was described only in the
instructions. Participants in the disease condition were told
the labels represented a disease carried by each person in the
triad, while those in the last name condition were told it
signified the last name of each person.
In the VWM task, participants viewed an image (Figure
3) followed by a second image and were asked to decide
whether two were identical or not. The images were created
closely following procedures defined in Luck and Vogel
(1997). Each one consisted of eight colored squares placed
randomly on a gray background. We created 40 original

Figure 1: Triad of faces used in similarity judgment task. Pictures were shown without labels (a), or with
labels (b)
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Design
The similarity judgment task had a 2 (Label Condition; nolabel vs. label conditions; within-subjects) × 2 (Label Type;
Disease vs. Last Name; between-subjects) × 3 (Physical
Difference; low-difference, medium-difference, highdifference; within-subjects) factorial design. The dependent
measure was the frequency in which participants selected
the dissimilar base pictures as more similar to the target than
the other base pictures as measured by a proportion.

Procedure
Participants carried out the similarity judgment task, VWM
task, and the implicit belief questionnaire. In the similarity
judgment task, participants completed 48 trials where they
were asked to select the base picture that they judged to be
more similar to the target than the other base picture. They
indicated their responses by pressing the left or right arrow
key on the keyboard. The order of presented stimuli was
random. The dissimilar base picture was presented on the
left or the right side an equal number of times.
In the VWM task, participants from both of the label
conditions (disease & last name condition) were asked to
judge whether two images were identical. They completed a
total of 80 trials: in half of the trials, the two images were
identical; in the other half, they were different. At the
beginning of each trial, a gray screen with a black fixation
point was displayed for 500 ms; the first image that
consisted of colored squares (Figure 3) was displayed for
100 ms. Following the first image, a gray screen was
displayed for 900 ms; then a second image was displayed
for 2,000 ms. Participants were asked to determine whether
the two images were identical during the time in which the
second image was displayed. Although the second image
was only displayed for 2,000 ms, participants were given an
unlimited amount of time to respond. The order of trials was
randomized. Decisions were made by selecting the ‗S‘ key
on the keyboard if the arrays believed to be the same, and
the ‗D‘ key if different.

Figure 2: The three levels of physical difference—
low (a), medium (b), and high (c) used in the
similarity judgment task. In this example, the
dissimilar picture is seen on the right.
images in which the color of each square was chosen
randomly from red, blue, green, yellow, violet, white, or
black. From these, we created 40 more images in which we
changed the color of one square in each to create a total of
80 images.
In the implicit beliefs questionnaire (Dweck, Chiu, &
Hong, 1995), participants received nine statements to
determine the degree to which a participant believes
intelligence, morals, and the characteristics in the world in
general are fixed traits or malleable.

Figure 3: Example of stimuli used in the VWM task.
After the VWM task, participants were presented with an
implicit belief questionnaire using Visual Basic software.
They read 9 statements one at a time and rated the sentences
in 6 point scale (1: strongly agree, 6: strongly disagree).
Participants rated how strongly they agreed or disagreed to
statements such as, ―Your intelligence is something about
you that you can‘t change very much,‖ and ―Though we can
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change some phenomena, it is unlikely that we can alter the
core dispositions of our world.‖ Participants who agreed
with these statements hold beliefs that traits are fixed, while
those who disagreed are determined to have beliefs that
traits are flexible. The statement order was randomized.

Results
Similarity Judgment Task The overall results are shown in
Table 1. We measured the frequency in which a subject
selected the dissimilar base face as being most similar to the
target face as a proportion.
Table 1: Frequency of choosing the dissimilar picture in the
similarity judgment task, measured as a proportion
Label type
Overall
Disease
Last Name

No label
0.19
0.19
0.19

Label
0.26
0.27
0.26

Label use was measured by subtracting the frequency of
choosing the dissimilar picture when a label was present
from the frequency of choosing the dissimilar picture when
a label was not present. When labels were attached to the
pictures, similarity judgment of human faces changed
considerably. Overall, significant label use (i.e., difference
in the proportion of participants selecting the dissimilar base
picture between the label and no-label conditions) was
found, t (246) = 6.48, SE = .01, p < .001. The labeling effect
was significant in all levels of physical differences: lowdifference, t(246) = 5.23, SE = .01, p <.001, mediumdifference, t(246) = 4.73, SE = .01, p <.001, high-difference,
t(246) = 4.64, SE = .01, p <.001.
Participants used the labels in their similarity judgments
regardless of what the label indicated. The difference in
label use was also indistinguishable between the disease
condition (M = .09, SD = .19) and the last name condition
(M = .06, SD = .17), F(1, 245) = 1.18, MSE = .10, p = .28,
2
 = .005. There was no interaction between the label
condition (disease vs. last name) and the physical
2
difference, F (2, 262) = .41, MSE = 0.04, p = .26,  = .007.
Visual Working Memory (VWM) Task A total of 133
participants took the VWM task along with the labeling
task. This difference is because the similarity judgment task
was administered for a period of time before the VWM task
and implicit belief questionnaires were administered to
determine whether or not labels were found to be effective
in the similarity judgment task before using it as a measure
of labeling effects. After this task was found to be effective,
the VWM task and implicit beliefs questionnaire was given
along with the similarity judgment task. Analysis on VWM
ability was done only on participants that took both the
similarity judgment and VWM tasks. VWM ability was

measured by two ways: 1) a subject‘s d-prime (d’) score
based on the average number of hits (correctly recognizing
the two arrays were identical) and false alarms (falsely
identifying the arrays as identical when they were actually
different) obtained (Macmillan & Creelman, 1991) and by
2) subtracting the number of hits from the number of false
alarms, hereafter denoted by hits minus false alarms. Higher
values for these measurements indicated better VWM ability
than low values. VWM ability was not different between the
disease condition compared to those in the last name
condition in d’, t(131) = .53, SE = 1.11, p = .60, and hits
minus false alarms, t(131) = 1.08, SE = .09, p = .28.
For further analysis, subjects were divided into three
groups: low- (n = 44), medium- (n = 45), and high- (n = 44)
VWM ability according to participants‘ d’ scores. This was
done to determine if there were any significant differences
between the different groups and label use, which there
were not between low and medium ability, t(87) = 1.34, SE
= 0.04, p = .18, low and high ability, t(86) = 1.43, SE =
0.03, p = .16, or medium and high ability, t(87) = 0.03, SE =
0.03, p = .98. Although there were not significant
differences between these ability groups, there was an
overall trend that participants with small visual working
memory span tended to use category labels more in the
similarity judgment task (Figure 4). VWM ability (d’ and
hits minus false alarms) and label use showed a
significantly negative correlation, d’ and label use: r(133) =
-.17, p =.05, hits minus false alarms and label use: r(133) =
-.17, p = .06.

Figure 4: Relationship between VWM ability and label
use showing both individual data and general trend
Implicit Belief Questionnaire We measured the extent to
which people believe that one‘s intelligence, one‘s sense of
morality, or how much our world can be changed
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(fixed/flexible implicit belief). Higher values for these
measurements indicated more flexible implicit belief than
low values. The values on intelligence, morality, and world
were highly correlated to each other (Figure 5): intelligence
and morality, r(164) = .25, p <.001, intelligence and world,
r(164) = .38, p <.001, and morality and world, r(164) = .33,
p <.001. Participants in the disease condition did not differ
from those in the last name condition in their implicit belief
about one‘s intelligence (t (162) = .13, SE = .18, p = .89),
one‘s morality (t (162) = -.27, SE = .17, p = .79), and our
world, t (162) = .95, SE = .14, p = .34.
Participants with flexible implicit beliefs tended to use
labels more than participants with fixed belief (Figure 5).
The more a participant thought one‘s intelligence can be
changed rather than being fixed, the tendency to use labels
increased r(164) = .17, p <.05. This was also true among
those who think our world can be changed r(164) = .23, p
<.005. There was no correlation between beliefs on one‘s
morality and label use, r(164) = .08, p = .30.
The positive relationship between label use and flexible
implicit beliefs was stronger when the label indicated

Figure 5: Relationship between implicit beliefs and label
use

diseases compared to when the labels indicated last names.
When labels indicated last names, label use increased as
participants believed that one‘s intelligence can be changed,
r(75) = .33, p <.005, that one‘s morality can be changed,
r(75) = .24, p <.05, and that our world can be changed,
r(75) = .30, p <.01. However, when labels indicated
diseases, label use was not related to people‘s beliefs about
intelligence and morality: label use and intelligence scores,
r(89) = .04, p = .70, label use and morality scores, r(89) = .03, p =.75, and label use and world scores r(89) = .18, p
=.10.

Discussion
The results suggest that individual differences and beliefs
are related to the tendency to rely on labels when making
similarity judgments. In the experiment, participants judged
dissimilar faces as being most similar to a target face when
those faces have same labels, and this tendency to use labels
in similarity judgment is related to VWM capacity and
implicit belief. People with low VWM spans tend to use
labels more often than those with high VWM spans. Among
participants who completed the last name condition in the
similarity judgment task, those who believe that intelligence
and phenomena in the world can be changed tend to use
labels more than those who held fixed beliefs. These results
show that individual differences can affect label use. When
making judgments, people are limited by their VWM ability
and influenced by their implicit beliefs.
We found that those with low VWM ability used labels
more. This trend may reflect the costs of competing visual
and verbal information. Research has found that there is a
tradeoff when people process both visual and verbal
working memory together (Morey & Cowan, 2004). We
believe that those with low VWM performance likely lack
the capacity to process visual information compared to those
with medium and high levels of VWM ability; therefore,
people with low VWM rely on labels when performing the
similarity judgment task. In contrast, those with high and
medium VWM abilities can process the visual complexities
of morphed human faces in making judgments and do not
rely on labels as often as those with low VWM spans.
However, results regarding implicit beliefs suggest that
people are not simply using labels due to a lack of cognitive
resources, such as low levels of ability to hold visual
information. We found that in some cases, people use labels
depending on their beliefs, suggesting that assumptions and
beliefs are a factor in determining the importance of labels
in similarity judgments. Overall, people who hold the belief
that traits are flexible tended to use labels more. This
finding is unexpected, especially because in previous
studies, it has been found that those who hold beliefs that
traits are flexible tend to disregard racial labels in making
judgments of similarity between faces, while those with
beliefs that traits are fixed are more influence by racial
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labels when making judgments (Eberhardt, Dasgupta, &
Banaszynski, 2003).
However, the finding that there was a strong relationship
between label use and implicit beliefs mainly applied to the
relationship with the last name condition of the similarity
judgment, not the disease condition. This result implies that
not only do the individual differences of the participants
affect label use, but the type of label itself can play a
significant role in how people will respond and react to it.
When it comes to making judgments based on a label said to
be a disease, participants holding implicit beliefs across the
spectrum use labels with nearly equal frequency. In previous
studies, disease labels were more commonly believed to be
a powerful indicator of shared category membership than
other labels, such as last names (Yu et al., 2008). Therefore,
the findings in the present study serve to provide evidence
that the disease label is so powerful that the label will be
―believed‖ and therefore used with equal frequency
regardless of one‘s beliefs. The frequency of label use with
last names, however, may be more susceptible to being
influenced by a person‘s beliefs. Last name labels are
typically used less in general, suggesting that participants do
not believe there is as much categorical information
provided from last name as other labels. This may be due to
the ease in which a person can change their last name
through legal means, marriage, etc. Therefore, those with
beliefs that traits are fixed may not believe that the last
name label provides useful categorical or similarity
information, and therefore use labels less than others.
The goal of this study was to expand on previous research
that have found labels to be important in categorical and
similarity judgments and identify some of the factors that
play a role in the tendency for people to use labels. In this
experiment, we found that although they are not perfect
predictors of label use, both VWM ability and implicit
beliefs do relate to the use of labels when making similarity
judgments, signifying that both limitations of cognitive
resources and implicit beliefs can explain why people use
labels as opposed to other cues when making similarity
judgments.
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Abstract
There is a prevalent claim in the judgment and decision
making (JDM) literature that attention to a piece of
information confers weight or importance upon that
information. The prevalence of that claim is not
commensurate with the empirical evidence – the quantity of
evidence is sparse, and, is constrained by significant
limitations in the methodological approach of previous
studies. The current work presents a novel method for
covertly manipulating attention to different components of a
decision scenario. Using this approach, the current work
provides empirical evidence from three multiattribute
scenarios in support of a consistent, positive causal
relationship between the attention allocated to a piece of
information and the influence accorded to it. In addition, the
current work demonstrates the viability of crowdsourcing
psychological research, including research that involves
significant perceptual components.
Keywords: attention; weight; importance; multiattribute
choice; working memory; crowdsourcing; Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk.

Introduction
When deciding between two or more options, one must
determine how much importance to place on the different
attributes that define each option. For example, when
choosing between two cars with different price and mileage,
one must know how much relative importance to give to
each of the two attributes. This everyday notion of
importance has been incorporated into models of choice
through the notion of decision weight. In the broadest sense,
decision weight represents the amount of influence that the
attribute value has in the evaluation of a particular option.
There is a prevalent trend in the literature that postulates
an intimate relationship between decision weight and
attention (e.g. Busemeyer & Johnson, 2008; Weber &
Kirsner, 1997). Frequently, attention is claimed to bestow
importance upon the variable under consideration. For
example, while discussing de-biasing effects, Kahneman &
Frederick (2002) claim that “the weight of neglected
variables can be increased by drawing attention to them.”
Similarly, Carmon & Ariely (2000) draw upon the same
premise to propose an attention-based explanation for
differences in willingness-to-pay and willingness-to-accept.
While attention to a piece of information is likely to be a
necessary condition for that information to influence

decision-making, there is inadequate empirical evidence to
support the claim that attention is a sufficient condition for
determining the influence attached to a piece of information.
Some authors have argued that the effect of attention may
depend on characteristics of the attended attribute, such as
evaluability (Bertini & Wathieu, 2008), relevance to
decision at hand (Bastardi & Shafir, 1998), or even the
motivational predispositions of decision maker (Sherman et
al., 2005).
Crucially, however, these studies suffer from substantial
methodological limitations. Most manipulate attention
through indirect techniques such as asking the decision
maker to adopt different roles (e.g. as cited in Kahneman &
Frederick, 2002), timing of information (Bastardi & Shafir,
1998), price splitting (Bertini & Wathieu, 2008), or fontsize (Weber & Kirsner, 1997). As such, these studies face
difficulties separating the effects of attention from other
effects (e.g. larger font may yield demand effects, since
large font is customarily associated with more importance).
The current empirical evidence does not support
conclusions regarding the causal relationship between
attentional allocation and weight. Given that attention is
deeply embedded in cognitive theories of decision-making
and psychologically-plausible conceptions of weight, the
relationship between attention and weight needs to be
carefully examined (Weber & Johnson, 2009).

Experimental Overview
The current study aims to examine whether attentional
allocation causally modifies the weight associated with an
attribute. To do so, we introduce a novel method for
covertly manipulating the attention of the decision-maker.
Using this method, we can systematically measure the effect
of attentional allocation on choice, and thus, we can infer
the effect of attentional allocation on attribute weight.

Covert Manipulation of Attention
To covertly manipulate the decision-maker’s attention, the
current design used a spatial working memory task.
Working memory (WM) and selective attention show
behavioral, functional, and neural overlap (Soto et al.,
2008). The contents of WM guide the allocation of attention
(Downing, 2000) under a broad set of scenarios, including
conditions where it is disruptive to the primary task; when
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there is a long interval between the WM prompt and the
search display; when the WM stimulus is encoded verbally;
and when the WM stimulus shares only a semantic
relationship to the probe display items (Soto et al., 2008).
Based upon such results, WM is conceptualized by some
researchers as attention-based rehearsal (for a review, see
Awh, Vogel, & Oh, 2006). Spatial WM, in particular, may
be maintained by means of covert shifts of spatial attention
to the memorized locations (Awh & Jonides, 2001;
Theeuwes, Belopolsky, & Olivers, 2009). In addition,
memorized locations can behave like attended locations and
show enhanced visual processing (Awh et al., 1998).
These findings suggest that a spatial working memory
task can be used to direct participant attention to a specified
location. Thus, it provides a method to systematically direct
attention to specific components of a decision problem.
Based on this premise, the present work employed a dualtask paradigm: (a) a spatial WM task, and (b) a
multiattribute-decision
problem.
First,
participants
memorized a location on screen. Then, they solved a multiattribute choice problem. Since the participants solve the
decision problem while keeping the location in WM, the
memorized location should receive additional attention
while they are engaged in the decision problem. If so, we
can systematically direct the participant’s attention to
specific components of a decision problem by selecting a tobe-memorized location that overlaps with the target
information.
1. Spatial WM load (Timing: 1 sec)

Stimuli and Procedures
The current work has a 3 (Question: Q1 – Q3) x 2
(Attention: Attribute 1 / 2) between-subjects design.
Stimuli Order Each participant was presented stimuli in the
following order: (1) Spatial WM load; (2) Decision
problem; (3) Spatial WM test; (4) Surprise recall test; (5)
Debriefing questions. See Figure 1.
All stimuli were presented in an 800 x 500 pixel frame.
The location to be memorized was indicated by a red
rectangle (35 x 92 px) that appears on a white background
for 1 second. After the red square, there was a 250ms onset
delay before the decision problem was presented on screen.
The decision problem was on screen for a minimum of 8
seconds before the participant could submit an answer and
progress to the next page. However, participants on average
spent about 50 seconds per question, thereby demonstrating
a healthy degree of engagement with the problem scenarios.
After submitting their answer, participants were asked to
click on screen to mark the memorized location. Clicking on
screen caused a red rectangle – identical to the original – to
be centered at the site of the click as a visual aid.
Participants could continue to modify their answer until
satisfied. They spent an average of 15 seconds doing so,
suggesting a healthy engagement with the memory task.
Attentional Manipulation The decision questions (Q1 –
Q3) were presented such that the attribute values for both
options appeared in columns. Participants were randomly
assigned to one of two attentional manipulation conditions:
either the memorized location overlapped with the value
column of Attribute 1 or it overlapped with the value
column of Attribute 2. See Figure 2.

2. Decision Problem (Timing: User Controlled)

3. Spatial WM Test (Timing: User Controlled)

Figure 2. The two transparent rectangles show the position
of the box in the Attribute 1 and 2 conditions.1
Dependent Variables For each participant and condition,
the primary variables of interest are the stated choice itself
and the performance on the spatial memory task.
Figure 1. The participants had to sustain the memorized
location in WM while making their choice.

1

The red box is never on screen at the same time as the
question. It appears in both locations here only to facilitate
visualization of the attentional manipulation.
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Performance on the memory task was measured as the total
number of pixels between the centers of the original
location and the remembered location.

Data Collection and Analysis
Data for the current studies were collected using a
crowdsourcing platform called Amazon’s Mechanical Turk
(AMT). AMT is an online service through which workers
and requesters can engage in micro-contracts, where the
worker completes a micro-task for the requester in
exchange for some predetermined wage.
AMT as an Experimental Platform AMT provides a
largely untapped and easy-to-reach subject pool. According
to a recent demographic survey, workers were primarily
from America (47%) and India (34%) (see, Paolacci,
Chandler, & Ipeirotis, 2010 for details). Paolacci et al.
found no significant differences in the pattern of choices for
classic judgment and decision making (JDM) problems (e.g.
Asian Disease Problem, or Linda Problem) between subjects
drawn from (a) AMT, (b) internet forums, and (c) a US
university. Horton, Rand, & Zeckhauser (2010) also
replicated classic findings using AMT, such as the framing
effect; pro-social preferences in prisoner’s dilemma games,
and priming effects on choice behavior. Both Paolacci et al.
(2010) and Horton et al. (2010) concluded that online labor
markets are more representative than traditional university
subject pools and have potential as experimental platforms.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to fully evaluate the
merits and drawbacks of utilizing AMT as an avenue for
research (see, Paolacci et al., 2010 and, especially, Horton et
al., 2010). The data presented in the above-mentioned
papers, as well as the growing interest in such tools, do,
however, bolster the methodology used here.

Data Validity
Due to the limited accountability afforded by AMT and the
low English proficiency of many participants, a significant
portion of the data was below acceptable standards, thereby
requiring a systematic data screening process. Based on
pilot data from 300+ participants, a series of precautions and
data verification measures were developed to allow a
measure of task engagement and to systematically mitigate
data validity concerns.
For the current study, a total of 227 participants were
recruited using AMT. Participants came from 32 countries,
with the majority from the US (45%) and India (38%). The
following section describes each of the catch mechanism,
and lists the number of participants excluded based on each
criterion. 2

Methodological Precautions
Unlike the AMT studies discussed earlier (Paolacci et al.,
2010; Horton et al., 2010), the current design involved
2
So as to avoid double counting, participants who violated two
or more exclusion criteria are only listed once.

perceptual components, which pose a particular challenge to
online experimentation. One difficulty comes from the
significant variation in user’s screen sizes and resolutions.
To minimize any unintended effects resulting from this
variability, the study was presented in an iframe3.
Additionally, the study was launched in a new window that
automatically covered the entire monitor at the onset. The
window and monitor size was measured at the beginning
and the end of the study. Participants were disqualified if
they changed the window size. The back-button on the
participant’s browser was disabled and tracking variables
were used to prevent participants from cheating on the recall
questions by re-visiting the previous screen or restarting the
study. Further, the mouse cursor was hidden during the
memory test so participants could not use it to mark the
memorized location.

Catch Mechanisms and Exclusion Criteria
In addition to the precautions described above, the current
design included several “catch mechanisms” to identify the
participants who were either “cheating” or not actively
engaged with the task. A total of 78 participants were
excluded; the distribution across criteria is detailed below.
Spatial Memory Task In the current design, successful
attentional manipulation depended upon the participants’
engagement with the spatial WM task. With this in mind,
the data set was restricted to those participants whose total
error was less than two standard deviations above mean (i.e.
error < Avg. + 2 SD). A total of 16 participants were
excluded based upon this criterion.
Question Time The time spent on each portion of the study
was recorded. On average, participants spent 50 seconds
reviewing the problem. Participants who spent less than 15
seconds were excluded; a total of 4 fell under this criterion.
Numerical Recall Participants were given a surprise recall
test asking them to list the four numbers that comprised the
two options of the decision problem. Participants were
excluded if they could not recall at least three of the four
numbers presented on screen. The participant response was
coded as acceptable if it was ± 5 from the actual value. The
use of a range was based on the idea that participants may
encode and recall the gist, rather than the specific value. A
total of 24 participants were excluded under this criterion.
Problem and Reason Recall As part of the surprise recall
test, participants were asked to restate the problem scenario
and give a reason for their choice. This was intended as a
basic comprehension test. Responses were entered as free
text. To avoid any inadvertent biases, both fields were
analyzed by a coder who was blind to the participant’s
3
By using an iframe, the presentation space does not vary with
the size of browser window or the screen resolution of the
computer. Thus, participants with larger monitors would have a
larger white background framing the presentation space.
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attentional manipulation condition. Participants were
excluded only if they showed little or no evidence of
problem comprehension or engagement. Eighteen
participants were excluded under this criterion.
Demand Effects Participants were asked three funneled
questions to determine if they were aware of the
experimental manipulation. The most general one asked if
participants saw “a connection between the two tasks” The
narrower question asked if they thought the memory task
had changed their choice. Finally, the most pointed question
asked if the specific location of the rectangle had any effect
on their answer to the problem. Almost all participants
remained entirely unaware of the true intentions of the
experimental manipulation. However, three did correctly
identify the purpose of the attentional manipulation; their
data were excluded to avoid concerns about demand effects.

the performance values (91; 76), and vice versa; χ2 (1, N =
57) = 3, p = 0.042 (one-tailed). See Table 1.
Table 1: Effect of Attentional Focus on Choice of Car
[N = 57]
Attention to
Performance Ratings

Safety
Car
11
(48%)

Performance
Car
12
(52%)

Attention to Safety
Ratings

24
(71%)

10
(29%)

Question 2: Production Engineer
The following scenario was replicated from Tversky,
Sattath, & Slovic (1988).
You are an executive of a company. You have to
select between two candidates for the position of a
Production Engineer. The candidates were scored
on their technical knowledge and human relations
on a scale from 40 (very weak) to 100 (superb).
Both attributes are important, but technical
knowledge is slightly more important than human
relations. On the basis of the following scores,
which candidate would you choose?

Self-Report As a final methodology check, participants
were asked if they had used any tricks or strategies to
complete the task. They were clearly informed that they
would not be penalized for revealing them. Thirteen
participants admitted to using their fingers to mark the
memorized location on screen; data for those 13 participants
were excluded from further analysis.

Results
Question 1: Choosing Among Cars
Participants were asked to choose between two cars rated on
their safety and performance. The attribute values for each
option were mirrored such that the safety rating for Car A
was equal to the performance rating for Car B (shifted by 3
to occlude the mirroring), and vice versa. Car A was
superior on performance and Car B was superior on Safety.
For notational convenience, we will hereon refer to them as
the Performance and Safety cars respectively.

Candidate A
Candidate B

Table 2: Selection of Engineer Candidate

Car A
Car B

[N = 34]
Attention to Human
Relations Scores
Attention to Technical
Knowledge Scores

Performance
91
76

Effect of Attentional Manipulation The attribute values
displayed at the memorized location had an increased
influence on final choice. Participants who had the
memorized location overlap with the column of safety
values (73; 88) were more likely to select the safety car than
participants who had the memorized location overlap with

Human
Relations
76
91

Candidate A was superior on Technical Knowledge, while
Candidate B was superior on Human Relations; for
notational convenience, we refer to them as the Technical
Candidate and Sociable Candidate respectively.

You wish to buy a new car. You have narrowed the
choice to the two cars listed below. Both cars cost
the same. Each car is rated on safety and
performance using an industry-wide rating scale
ranging 0 (worst) – 100 (best). Based on the
ratings, which car would you buy?
Safety
73
88

Technical
Knowledge
86
78

Technical
Candidate
8
(44%)

Sociable
Candidate
10
(56%)

11
(69%)

5
(31%)

Effect of Attentional Manipulation The direction of
effects was consistent with Q1, however, the result only
approached statistical significance, with χ2 (1, N = 34) =
2.03, p = 0.08 (one-tailed). The non-significant outcome
may be in part due to the small participant pool. 4

4
The data for the final 27 participants was lost due to errors
with the database servers.
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Question 3: Manager of Engineers
Based upon the recall and reason responses from Question
2, it was clear that many participants were treating the claim
“technical knowledge is slightly more important than human
relations” as justification for limiting the decision scope to
technical knowledge alone. This trend was noticed in
Question 1 as well, where many participants interpreted
performance narrowly as referring to speed, and thereby
based their decision disproportionately on car safety alone.
Question 3 attempted to curb this tendency by ensuring
that both attributes were of equal importance, and a tradeoff was required across attributes. The scenario from Q2
was modified into a choice between two managerial
candidates, thereby increasing the natural importance of
human relations candidate scores. In addition, the
participants were told that “both attributes are very
important.” Finally, the difference between the two
candidates’ scores was made more extreme to increase the
perceived difference between them.

in Q2 & Q3). Similarly, we defined Option A as the choice
that is superior on the Attribute 1 (i.e. safety car in Q1;
technical candidate in Q2 & Q3), and Option B as the
choice that is superior on Attribute 2 (i.e. performance car
in Q1; sociable candidate in Q2 & Q3). Using this scheme
to collapse the data across Q1 – Q3, we found a highly
significant effect of attention on choice in favor of the
attended attribute, χ2 (1, N = 149) = 9, p = 0.001 (onetailed). See figure 3.

You are an executive of a company. You have to
select between two candidates for the position of
Manager of your Engineering Division. The
candidates were scored on their technical
knowledge and human relations on a scale from 40
(very weak) to 100 (superb). Both attributes are
very important. On the basis of the following
scores, which candidate would you choose?

Candidate A
Candidate B

T. Knowledge
57
88

H. Relations
91
60

Effect of Attentional Manipulation There was a
statistically significant effect of attentional manipulation on
choice, χ2 (1, N = 58) = 3.87, p = 0.02. As shown in Table 3,
the effect of the attentional manipulation was similar to the
effect of increased importance on the attended attribute.

Figure 3: Main Effect of Attention on Choice Behavior

Discussion

Table 3: Selection of Manager of Engineering Division
[N = 58]
Attention to Human
Relations
Attention to Technical
Knowledge

Technical
Candidate
10
(42%)

Sociable
Candidate
14
(58%)

23
(67%)

11
(32%)

Attentional Effects across Questions
Given the consistency of results across Q1 – Q3, we
examined the main effect of attention on choice behavior.
To do so, we defined Attribute 1 as the primary attribute in
each question, (i.e. safety in Q1 and technical knowledge in
Q2, 3). We defined Attribute 2 as the secondary attribute in
each question, (i.e. performance in Q1 and human relations

For all decision scenarios presented here, we found a direct
and positive relationship between the location of the
memorized rectangle and the amount of influence accorded
to the information presented at that location on screen. In
Question 1, participants were asked to choose between two
cars rated on their safety and performance. When the
memorized location overlapped with the performance
ratings, 52% selected the car that was superior on
performance, whereas only 29% made the same choice
when the memorized location overlapped with the safety
ratings. Similarly, in Question 2 and Question 3, when
choosing between two job candidates rated on technical
knowledge and human relations, the majority of participants
(69% in Q2 and 67% in Q3) preferred the technical
candidate when the memorized location overlapped with the
technical knowledge scores, but not when it overlapped with
human relations scores (only 31% in Q2 and 32% in Q3). It
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is notable that the effects of attentional manipulation were
remarkably consistent across the three decision scenarios.
These findings clearly demonstrate that the memory task
was – presumably through attentional allocation – causing
the participants to give that information greater influence in
the decision process. For all three questions, the attentional
manipulation increased the selection of the option that was
superior in attended attribute. This pattern of results is most
parsimoniously interpreted as a change in the weight
associated with the different attributes.
While previous claims have been made in this regard (e.g.
Carmon & Ariely, 2000; Weber & Kirsner, 1997), no
previous study had directly manipulated attention with the
express purpose of empirically verifying this relationship.
Some previous work had manipulated attention by indirect
techniques such as task (e.g. pricing vs. choosing, Tversky
et al., 1988), adopted role (e.g. statistician vs. clinical
psychologist, as cited in Kahneman & Frederick, 2002),
pursuit of information (e.g., Bastardi & Shafir, 1998) et
cetera. However, these studies face difficulties separating
the effects of attention from other effects.
The experimental manipulation presented here minimized
such externalities. It induced significant and systematic
changes in choice preference without altering any aspects of
the decision problem, the task instructions, or the techniques
used to elicit the preference values. Moreover, the vast
majority of participants remained unaware of the influence
on their decision making process.

Conclusion
The current work presents a novel methodology to reliably
and covertly manipulate the attention of an observer and
direct that attention to specific components of a decision
scenario. This methodology was deployed in the present
work to empirically examine the relationship between
attention and decision weight in a multi-attribute context.
It should be noted that although, in the scenarios chosen
here, additional attention bestowed greater importance upon
the attended attribute, there may be situations where the
relationship does not hold (e.g. as claimed by Bastardi &
Shafir, 1998; Bertini & Wathieu, 2008; Sherman et al.,
2005). If so, the current design provides a systematic
method to examine such exceptions to the oft-assumed
direct, positive link between attention and importance.
Finally, the current work also reaffirms the unique
potential of crowdsourcing psychological research,
including studies that have various perceptual components.
Although the data validity concerns and exclusion rates may
be higher than expected at a physical lab, the current work
confirms that a carefully designed system of precautions and
catch mechanisms can be used to overcome these limitations
and take advantage of this new and underutilized resource.
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Abstract
This paper investigates the influence of probabilistic information in the second language on the processing of English dative alternation constructions in German learners of English.
We present two eye-tracking studies (visual world and reading)
with evidence that the probabilistic patterns of the target language influence L2 processing when the initial preference is violated, and indications that these patterns have a greater effect
on more experienced speakers. We also observed a constrasteffect of L1, such that comprehenders expected constructions
that occur more often in L2 than in L1, even if L2 lexical statistics suggested otherwise.
Keywords: Sentence processing, dative alternation, second
language acquisition, expectation-based language processing

Introduction
In many languages, semantically dative sentences can be realized with two different object orders that only slightly differ in meaning, one in which the recipient comes before the
theme and one where the reverse is true. In English, the former ordering is achieved by two bare noun phrases, as in
(1-a), and the latter by having the recipient as a prepositional
phrase, as in (1-b).
(1) a.
b.

double object dative (DO)
I gave [her]recipient [the book]theme .
prepositional dative (PO)
I gave [the book]theme to [her]recipient .

The dative alternation has received considerable attention
from first- and second language acquisition researchers during the 1980s, especially from the perspective of generative grammar. These studies focused primarily on investigating the following two questions by means of grammaticality judgments and sentence completion tasks: First, how well
do learners acquire hard constraints on the possibility of alternation, such as the fixed prepositional realization of most
verbs of Latin origin such as donate; second, what is the order
in which speakers acquire the possible realizations for verbs
that do alternate. Major results (e.g. in Mazurkewich, 1985;
Mazurkewich & White, 1984) were that verb-specific constraints are acquirable as hard constraints for first language
learners with rare errors, but are only learned as softer constraints — or sometimes not learned at all — for second language learners. With regard to acquisition order, the prepositional dative realization tends to be acquired earlier and easier
for second language learners.

Recent research on first language (L1) dative alternation
patterns, however, has switched the focus from presumably
’hard’ constraints on the possibility of alternation to the
softer, probabilistic determinants of actually observed variation. This was motivated by cross-linguistic similarities
in grammatical preferences (Bresnan, Dingare, & Manning,
2001) as well as the fact that in both naturally occurring language and experimental investigation ’hard’ constraints turn
out to be surprisingly violable (Bresnan & Nikitina, 2008;
Bresnan, 2007) while simultaneous consideration of multiple ’soft’ constraints led to considerable success in prediction of realizations, reading time, and fluency of production
(Bresnan, Cueni, Nikitina, & Baayen, 2007; Bresnan & Ford,
2010; Tily et al., 2009). With regard to acquisition, children
have been shown to mirror the probabilistic realization patterns of their environment (Marneffe, Grimm, Arnon, Kirby,
& Bresnan, to appear). Second language studies within this
probabilistic paradigm, however, are still rare; one exception
is the study by Frishkoff, Levin, Pavlik, Idemaru, and Jong
(2008), who used the results of (Bresnan et al., 2007) to investigate how both native and second language (L2) speakers learn to predict dative choice from examples, and found
that L2 learners improve quickly when presented with stimuli
containing a high degree of contrast between alternation preferences. Individual factors that were found to be reliable predictors for L1 speakers in corpus models have, however, also
been shown to influence L2 learning at various proficiency
levels. These include among others pronominality (Le Compagnon, 1984), givenness and persistence (Marefat, 2005),
and weight (Tanaka, 1968; Callies & Szczesniak, 2008).
The goal of this paper is to investigate how attuned L2
learners are to fine probabilistic details of their target language. One predictor that is, due to its inherently probabilistic nature, especially suited for this research question is verb
bias. More specifically, each dative verb has a specific idiosyncratic degree of preference in alternation choice; this
preference is in general not predictable from semantics or
morphology. A learner’s acquisition of verb bias should thus
be seen as direct instances of fundamentally experience-based
learning. The experiments reported here are based on English
L2 learners with German as L1. Like English, and unlike
most L1s of previous studies, German has a double object dative; in contrast, the use of the prepositional dative is limited
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Figure 1: Visual stimuli example (Tily et al., 2008)

to certain verbs.

Visual World Study
Tily et al. (2008) conducted a visual world eye-tracking experiment capable of tapping into very early and fine-grained
expectations built up during sentence comprehension. Participants were looking at visual stimuli with depictions of the
agent, recipient and theme of the sentence they were listening to simultaneously. Using verbs that either had a double
object or prepositional object bias they found that participants were sensitive to the statistic information conveyed by
the verbs. Anticipatory eye-movements (Altmann & Kamide,
1999) towards the depiction of the first argument arrived reliably earlier when it was compatible with the argument order
suggested by the verb bias (Tily et al., 2008). The expectation effect showed up even at the second argument, where animacy information already could have disambiguated the arguments’ thematic role as recipient (animate) or theme (inanimate). Since this paradigm and the experiment established
very early and subtle effects of statistical biases, they seem
very well suited for our purpose of investigating interference
effects in second language learners. We therefore reran Tily
et al. (2008)’s study in our lab in Freiburg with German L2
learners of English, varying in L2 proficiency.

Materials and Design
The materials contained seven pairs of verbs, which were
picked to allow sentences to be constructed with the same
nouns as recipient and theme. For each pair of verbs, four sets
of subject, theme and recipient nouns were chosen, yielding
28 sentence pairs. From each sentence pair four versions were
constructed along a 2×2 design (see sentences (2)) crossing
the factors verb bias (towards prepositional object construction vs. towards double object construction) and construction
(prepositional object, PO vs. double object, DO), yielding
112 sentences. Stimuli were rotated and distributed onto four
lists such that each list contained exactly one condition of
each item, and in any given list, each condition occurred the
same number of times. Forty-four filler items not containing datives were added. The order of items in each list was
randomized. To avoid subtle auditory cues, sentences were
cross-spliced so that the part up to and including the verb was
standardized across conditions.
(2) a.

b.

PO/DO bias, PO construction
The maid will offer/serve the wine to the prince.
PO/DO bias, DO construction
The maid will offer/serve the prince the wine.

Participants and Procedure
We tracked gaze positions from 38 participants on depictions
of the subject, recipient and theme of the stimulus sentences.
The picture of the subject always appeared at the top of the

screen, the recipient and theme appeared at the bottom, their
position (left or right) was cross-balanced over all trials. At
the beginning of each trial, the depictions were presented visually with corresponding words for two seconds (Figure 1).
After the appearance of a fixation cross, the visual stimulus
was presented without words, and the target sentence was presented auditorily. Gaze position was recorded with an EyeLink 1000 (SR Research) and participants were paid e 7.50
or received course credit for their participation. After the experiment, participants’ scores in a subset of the TOEFL test
(structure section) were collected.
Participants were assigned into two proficiency groups by
means of a median split (a score of 15 out of 20) on the test
scores.

Hypotheses
If German L2-learners have captured the subtle statistical biases of English, we would expect a pattern similar to that of
native English speakers. However, depending on their proficiency level, they might not yet have picked up all those
subtleties, and should then exhibit one of several behaviors:
1. Beginners might exhibit a general bias towards the word
order predominant in L1 (German). That would predict
a general expectation of Double-Object constructions, i.e.
the expectation of the recipient in first argument position,
and the expectation of the theme in second argument position.
2. More proficient learners might have captured some more
fine grained differences between English and German, e.g.
the fact that prepositional objects are far more common in
English that in German. In that sense, PO-constructions
might just in general sound more English (contrast effect).
3. Highly proficient learners might have captured even the
fine-grained statistical biases of the L2.

Results
Figures 2 & 3 show a clear general tendency to look at the recipient (black lines) first, irrespective of the construction. In
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Figure 2: Looks to argument-depictions in double object construction. (a) High-proficiency group (b) Low-proficiency group
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Figure 3: Looks to argument-depictions in prepositional object construction. (a) High-proficiency group (b) Low-proficiency
group
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sentences with PO datives (Figure 3) the recipient is looked at
the most during the whole sentence for DO bias verbs (solid
lines), while for PO verbs (dotted lines), there are early looks
at the theme (light blue lines), which is the actual first argument in the PO construction. This pattern can be observed for
both proficiency groups.

almost no difference between verb biases (solid vs. dotted
lines). For the high-proficiency group, there is a clear difference depending on verb preference, such that PO-aligned
verbs lead to more and earlier gazes toward the theme, as indicated in the difference between the solid and dotted blue
lines in Figure 2a.

For DO dative realizations, there is a clear difference between proficiency groups: In the low-proficiency group (Figure 2b), gazes follow the constituents of the sentence, with

Discussion
As a first result, participants consistently look at the recipient earlier and longer compared to the theme. This could be
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attributed to the fact that the recipient is animate, and thus visually more interesting: Tily et al. (2008) report a similar effect for English native speakers. Another explanation for this
pattern is that German learners of English might generally
expect dative sentences to follow the familiar recipient-theme
pattern from their native language.
In PO dative constructions, verb bias shows a similar effect across proficiency groups, indicating that learners acquire subtle probabilistic patterns in the target language rather
early. This contrasts with the DO datives, where no effect
of verb bias for less proficient speakers was found. How
could this be? Consider that, as noted earlier, participants
tend to look at the recipient first, probably for non-linguistic
reasons. In the PO condition (theme-first), this is incompatible with the actual linguistic realization, hence triggering an
early re-direction of attention. Apparently, learners can make
better use of stored statistical knowledge about language during this phase. DO datives behave differently, in that their
order matches the default order. Less experienced speakers
can just ignore verb bias, as they are already looking at the
correct image. Learners with more experience, on the other
hand, are led astray by their probabilistic expectations, leading to more gazes towards the argument matching the bias,
but not the observed realization. In general, the results are
consistent with the hypothesis that less proficient speakers
are more strongly affected by L1 generic construction-biases,
and even more so when the construction meets the expectation, although it is not possible to disentangle the influence of
structural bias and visual interestingness on the basis of this
experiment. More proficient speakers have captured more
lexically specific statistic biases of the L2 and exhibit these
across constructions.

Verb bias was captured by the best linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs). The BLUPs were calculated based on the large
regression model reported in Bresnan et al. (2007). Verbs
across the whole range of attested verb biases, i.e. from almost exclusively prepositional object to almost exclusively
double object, were used.
(3) a.

animate/collective/pronominal recipient, PO construction
The delivery man | will | offer | the materials | to the
worker/the factory/him | before the end of the week.

b.

animate/collective/pronominal recipient, DO construction
The delivery man | will | offer | the worker/the
factory/him | the materials | before the end of the
week.

Participants and Procedure
The results reported here stem from 29 participants, who received e 7.50 or took part for course credit. 36 target sentences together with 64 filler sentences were presented to the
participants, preceded by 4 training trials. Before each sentence, a fixation target appeared at the position of the first
letter of the sentence, then each sentence was presented in
whole. Each sentence was followed by a comprehension
question. After the experiment, participants completed the
same subset of the TOEFL test as in the first experiment.
Data was collected using an EyeLink 1000 (SR Research)
with chinrest, sampling the pupil position and the cornea reflection at a 1000 Hertz rate.

Results

Reading Study

For data analysis sentences were divided into 6 interest areas
as indicated by " | " in (3) (which were not present in the
actual stimuli). The first area comprised all words up to will,
the second area consisted only of will, followed by an area
which contains only the verb and then two areas consisting
of the first and second verb-argument. The sixth area covered
the rest of the sentence. Only results from the first and the
second argument areas will be reported.

It is still an open question whether verb bias influences L1
comprehenders’ reading of dative sentences. Moreover, the
effects in the visual world study could have been influenced
by the presentation of the visual stimuli before the spoken
target sentence, so that participants could start building expectations even before the sentence was uttered. Finally, by
using written stimuli we could avoid the confounding of animacy and structural bias that was present in the Visual World
experiment. We therefore conducted an eyetracking reading
study. In this study, we also used a more fine-grained representation of verb-biases, which were taken from the entire
spectrum and entered the model as a continuous variable.

Table 1: Mean reading times.

Design and Materials
We constructed 36 English sentences in a 2×3 design (see
the sentences in (3)), crossing the factors dative construction
(prepositional object, PO vs. double object, DO) and type of
recipient (singular animate, ani vs. collective, col vs. pronoun, pro). Stimuli were distributed across six lists according
to a latin square rotation scheme such that each participant
read each item in only one of the conditions.
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FPRT
RPD
TRT

POani
563
673
920

FPRT
RPD
TRT

POani
741
834
1213

First argument
POcol POpro DOani
551
543
618
664
755
846
1126 1126
1388
Second argument
POcol POpro DOani
729
388
587
815
453
766
1311 723
1224

DOcol
517
681
1258

DOpro
249
307
464

DOcol
619
916
1402

DOpro
519
629
978

Whole trials were discarded if First Pass Reading Times
for any of the postverbal dative arguments exceeded 2000 ms,
or if no reading time measures were available for either postverbal dative argument or the two preceding regions, which
were used to calculate spill-over covariates, leading to the removal of the data of three participants.
We fitted1 separate linear mixed effects models (Pinheiro
& Bates, 2000) for First Pass Reading Times (FPRT), Regression Path Durations (RPD) and Total Reading Times (TRT).
Our baseline model consisted of the log number of characters in the interest area, as well as the log regression path
durations of the 2 preceding areas as spill-over covariates to
control for possible influences of reading difficulties on prior
regions. Random effects for items and participants as well
as participant-specific random slopes for interest area length
were also included in the baseline model.
We then enriched this baseline model in a stepwise manner.
The experimental factors construction and recipient as well
as the verb bias BLUPs and the TOEFL scores of the participants were consecutively included as fixed effects. Furthermore, we tested all interactions between these factors. Effects
were only included in the model if they improved the overall
fit of the model (as determined by a likelihood-ratio test). We
will restrict our reporting of statistical values to TRTs, as the
effects here are the most consistently reliable; in FPRTs and
RPDs, the predictors usually either reach significance as well,
or trend in the same direction.
Construction had a reliable effect on the first argument
(|t| = 3.401, p > 0.001), and a marginally significant effect
on the second argument (|t| = 1.941, p < 0.0533): in the
prepositional object condition, the first argument (being the
theme, e.g., the materials) was read faster than the first argument in the double object condition (being the recipient, e.g.,
the worker/the factory/him), and the same is true for the second argument. Unsurprisingly, learners with higher TOEFL
scores read faster (first argument: |t| = 2.713, p < 0.001, second argument: |t| = 2.064, p < 0.05). There was also a reliable two-way interaction between verb bias and construction.
In the prepositional dative construction, verb bias did not reliably affect reading time (first argument: |t| = 1.629, p > .1,
second argument |t| = 0.463, p > .6). In the double object construction, however, participants read both the first
(|t| = 2.592, p < .001) and second (|t| = 2.267, p < .05) argument faster, the more the verb was biased toward the double object dative. Finally, we found an effect of recipient
type on the second argument. While there was no difference
between animate and collective recipients (|t| = 0.084, p >
.9), reading times in sentences with pronominal recipients
(|t| = 2.424, p < .05) were reliably faster. In other words:
in prepositional datives, pronominal recipients are read faster
than other recipients, and in double object datives, themes
1 All models were fitted using the statistical software package R
(R Development Core Team, 2011) version 2.12.1, using the lme4
package version 0.999375-33. The reported p values were determined via MCMC sampling, using the function mcmcsamp from the
package lme4.

are read faster after prepositional recipients than after other
recipients. The interaction that could distinguish between
these two cases did not reach significance (likelihood-ratio
test, p < .172); the trend suggests, however, that the effect
results primarily from double object themes being read faster
after pronominal recipients.

General Discussion
The results of the eyetracking-while-reading study share
some similarities with those of the visual world study: both
studies found that learners can make use of subtle statistical
properties of the target language. In the visual world study,
we found an effect of L2 proficiency on the gaze patterns
for the two groups in the DO construction (see Figure 2).
More precisely, proficient learners show eye movement patterns that are influenced by the verb bias; in contrast, such a
difference was not observed for the less proficient group. For
PO datives, both groups showed an effect of verb bias. We argued that this difference results from a general trend toward
looking at the recipient first, which matches the word order
in the double object dative. If the actual realization is not
compatible with this tendency, speakers need to change their
gaze pattern, and the speed of this change is faster if the verb
prefers the prepositional dative. In the DO case, the initial
looking-preference toward the recipient is supported by the
sentence, and an effect of verb bias would require speakers to
look away from the image that matches what they are hearing.
This does not happen for less proficient learners; as they gain
more second language experience, however, the relative importance of stored statistical information increases, so that it
is not only used for repairing gazes that do not fit the expectation, but can actually lead comprehenders astray from the
correct gaze pattern. We provided two possible causes for the
tendency to look at the recipient first: that recipients, which
are animate, are more visually interesting than the inanimate
themes, or that this tendency matches typical pattern of dative realizations in German, where the prepositional dative is
very restricted and the overall word order pattern is strongly
biased towards recipient-theme order.
In the reading study, we found a reliable effect of verb bias
on the total reading times of both the first and the second argument in double object datives, such that a better match between bias and actual realization leads to faster reading times.
While this does indicate that verb bias plays a role while reading, the details of this result seem to be the inverse of those
of the visual world study: instead of a consistent effect in
PO datives, we find an effect on DO datives only. This can,
however, be explained by a similar reasoning. Let us assume
that readers tend to expect the theme-first order. This expectation is correct in PO dative sentences, and verb bias does
not have an effect there. In DO datives, the expectation does
not match the realization, and verb bias has an effect on the
subsequent repair. This assumption is supported by the fact
that reading times in the PO condition were lower for both
post-verbal arguments, and it is consistent with the findings
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of previous research that the PO realization tends to be acquired earlier and more easily. Looking back at the interpretation of the visual world study, this suggests that L1 structural bias does not have an effect, and that the recipient-first
patterns observed there are rooted in the visual characteristics of the stimuli. On the other hand, these results would
also be consistent with the three-stage development process
suggested in the hypothesis section of the visual world experiment. The median test scores were rather high for both experiments (15 out of a possible 20); thus it may be that we are
primarily observing differences between learners who have
already built up hypotheses on the ’Englishness’ of the PO
dative. This is, however, not unusual for English as a Second
Language research on the dative alternation, which generally
tends to focus on advanced learners. Still, a broader spectrum
of learners would allow a more complete description of the interplay and development of probabilistic determinants in second language acquisition. Finally, differences in method and
modality of presentation make arguments across both tasks
somewhat difficult, and it would be preferable to fully tease
apart visual animacy and structural bias in the visual world
paradigm. Doing so would, however, require equal animacy
status of both roles in the stimuli, which is difficult to realize given the meaning of typical dative verbs and the need for
simple, clear visualization.

Conclusion
We presented two experiments providing evidence that L2
learners are capable of capturing subtle statistical lexical biases in the second language. These effects show up in both
spoken and written language processing, indicating a complicated interaction of statistical biases of lexical and sentential entities. Acquisition appears to progress from capturing
course grained contrasts to L1 (PO-bias) to more fine grained
construction statistics, including lexical biases.
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The Meta-structure of Knowledge and the Explanatory Gap
José M. Matı́as
University of Vigo
Abstract: Time and object are elements of the meta-structure of our knowledge, yet in conflict with the general
change in the world.
Time and object are shown to be products of our decomposition of change. Accordingly, there are no objects (and
subjects) in the world: the object is the concept and its meaning is its relative position in the structure of knowledge.
Thus, the referent is the concept and perception is the result of interpreting raw sensation within this conceptual
structure.
The material signifier of all our concepts is the sensation thus being the clay with which we shape our representations
of the world. However, it is impossible to represent the clay itself using clay as material signifier.
Therefore, the explanatory gap is nothing more than the un-closeable gap between signifier and signified. The gap
can only be closed when filled with sensation (thus becoming part of the physical world).
http://webs.uvigo.es/jmmatias/knowledge/knowledge.htm
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The Influence of Additivity Training on Cue Competition Effects in
Children’s Causal Learning
Victoria Simms
Queen’s University Belfast

Teresa McCormack
Queen’s University Belfast

Tom Beckers
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven
Abstract: The inferential reasoning account of causal learning holds that effortful reasoning processes underpin
causal judgments. Evidence for this account comes from demonstrations that performance on cue competition tasks
is affected by pretraining showing causal cues to be additive in their effects. If inferential reasoning underpins the
additivity effect, then we might expect this effect to emerge developmentally. The current study provided 172 children
(4-5-year-olds and 6-7- year-olds) with either additive or non-additive pre-training, involving a new child-friendly
version of the ’allergy’ paradigm previously used to investigate cue competition effects in adults. We observed an
effect of pre-training and age on causal judgments, with a significant effect of additivity training only in the older age
group. These results are consistent with an inferential reasoning account of additivity and cue competition effects,
and suggest that the ability to engage in the necessary inferential reasoning emerges developmentally.
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Your Tone Says It All: Affective Language Production, Perception and
Action
Jennifer Roche
The University of Memphis

Rick Dale
The University of Memphis

Amy Roche
The University of Memphis
Abstract: Language, prosody and social cues to affective speech are essential for successful interpretation of intent
(Attardo, Eisterhold, Hay & Pogi, 2005). Nygaard and Lunders (2002) have shown that affective prosody impacts the
resolution of lexical ambiguity during spoken language, yet social cues are understudied. The current studies evaluate
the impact of affective prosody and social factors (e.g., gender and perceived identity through dialect) associated
with the production, perception and action upon intent behind spoken language. The results from the production
study suggest that affect production may involve a substantial amount of talker variability. Though there was a
considerable amount of talker variability in the productions, listeners seem to easily and accurately categorize intent,
thus, relying heavily on talker related cues. Therefore, it would seem that talker variability, in the form of prosodic
variation and social cues influence a listener’s interpretation during the online processing intent.
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Crowdsourcing Creativity: Generating and Combining Ideas using
Crowds
Jin Bao
Stevens Institute of Technology

Yasuaki Sakamoto
Stevens Institute of Technology
Abstract: We introduce and test a crowdsourcing technique for creative problem solving. In total, 1853 workers
from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk produced 468 ideas for solving the 2010 oil spill problem in the Gulf of Mexico.
In our technique, one crowd generated initial ideas, another crowd evaluated the creativity of these ideas, and yet
another crowd combined pairs of ideas produced by the previous crowd. The selection of the two ideas to be combined
was random in one condition, and in the other condition, biased toward more creative ideas. A new crowd judged
the best 5 solutions by crowds to be as creative as the best 5 solutions by experts. This crowd also rated the crowds’
solutions combined through the biased selection as more creative than the initial solutions. Through the collective
process of generating, evaluating, and combining ideas, crowds can produce solutions that are as creative as experts’.
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Evidence for Alignment in a Computer-Mediated Text-Only
Environment
Monica A. Riordan (mschpers@memphis.edu)
Rick Dale (radale@memphis.edu)
Roger J. Kreuz (rkreuz@memphis.edu)
Andrew Olney (aolney@memphis.edu)
Department of Psychology, 202 Psychology Building, University of Memphis, Memphis, TN 38152 USA
Abstract
During interaction, people coordinate in both verbal (e.g.,
syntactically and semantically) and nonverbal (e.g., gestural and
prosodic) ways. This alignment has been suggested to be a result of
grounding or priming. In both cases, visual cues assist
understanding. This study explores how widely and how much
participants align in a text-only environment. Forty-two
participants debated a topic via Instant Messenger with a
confederate. Using length analyses, LIWC, and LSA, results show
punctuation and semantic alignment above chance between
interlocutors, and an increase in this alignment over time.
Affective alignment and alignment in parts of speech are weak,
and the nature of the debate nor nonverbal cues affected alignment.
These results extend previous theories of verbal alignment to textonly environments in which interlocutors lack visual cues during
interaction and propose theoretical implications for alignment.
However, lack of nonverbal alignment departs from face-to-face
findings, and theoretical implications for such results are
suggested.
Keywords: alignment; coordination; synchronization;
priming; computer-mediated communication

Introduction
During interaction, people synchronize (Marsh, Richardson,
& Schmidt, 2009) or align (Pickering & Garrod, 2004) in a
variety of ways. When two people communicate, their levels
of linguistic representation align by co-activating similar
words, sentence structures, and so on. For example, in
classic work by Bock (1986), participants were induced to
use the same syntactic structure (among two available)
when they were primed by its previous use by a confederate
(e.g., active/passive sentences; see also Branigan, Pickering,
& Cleland, 2000 and Haywood et al., 2005). This alignment
occurs at many verbal levels, including the phonological and
syntactic (e.g, Cleland & Pickering, 2003; Giles, Coupland,
& Coupland, 1991). In addition to this verbal alignment,
several researchers have found nonverbal alignment,
including postural alignment (e.g., Shockley, Santana, &
Fowler, 2003), alignment in the pitch and rate of speech
(Giles, Coupland, & Coupland, 1991) and other bodily
movements (e.g., Chartrand & Bargh, 1999).
This evidence for alignment has been gleaned from faceto-face human interlocutors. However, the lack of feedback
present in text-based communication environments may
impact the level of alignment. Clark and Brennan (1990)

show that alignment is reached through grounding, or the
establishment of mutual knowledge and beliefs, in which
interlocutors provide evidence of their understanding (e.g.,
attentiveness, eye contact) and seek this type of evidence
from their conversation partner. The reduction of this
feedback in a text-only environment suggests that the
process of alignment may be affected. In consideration of
this possibility, Brennan (1991) conducted a study in which
humans interacted with a computer program and found
significant levels of linguistic alignment. Branigan and
Pearson (2006) also found syntactic and lexical alignment in
an interaction between a computer and a human. The
utterances produced by the computer shaped the humans'
subsequent utterances. However, it is possible that such
alignment could be explained by the expectations the person
had regarding the computer's capabilities; the human may
have sought alignment as an accommodation to the
computer interface in order to establish effective
communication. This same alignment may not occur in a
text-based environment if these constraints are not expected.
The alignment of humans with computers suggests that
visual feedback is not necessary for alignment. To account
for this finding, a recent prominent theory of alignment
proposes that priming is a central mechanism underlying
alignment (see Ferreira & Bock, 2006, and Pickering &
Garrod, 2004 for review and debate). When two people
communicate, their levels of linguistic representation align
by co-activating similar words, sentence structures, and so
on. In this manner, the lack of visual feedback in text-only
environments does not affect alignment.
In order to test the persistence of verbal alignment
between interlocutors, we designed a task in which two
people communicate via text-based Instant Messenger. Not
only does this allow us to test for verbal alignment in a textonly environment, but also to look at alignment independent
of established methods of feedback (e.g., eye contact,
gesture, facial expression). The lack of visual contact
between interlocutors in a text-based interaction forces
people to establish a way to negotiate understanding and
feedback during conversation, the process of grounding that
may be responsible for important aspects of alignment
(Clark & Brennan, 1990). This process of grounding may be
linguistic or nonlinguistic.
Several researchers have argued that text-only
environments are rich with nonverbal cues of their own.
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Social information processing theory (Walther, 1992)
suggests that cues available in face-to-face communication
channels have comparable expressions in text-only
environments. Indeed, Walther and D'Addario (2001) found
that 98% of their sample recognized :) as a symbol of
happiness and :( as a symbol of sadness (emoticons for
anger, disgust, and fear ranged from 85% to 88%
consensus).
Harris and Paradice (2007) argue that these nonverbal
cues in CMC are primarily paralinguistic. Carey (1980)
identified five categories of paralinguistic cues in CMC:
vocal spelling, lexical surrogates, spatial arrays,
manipulation of grammatical markers, and minus features.
Vocal spelling and lexical surrogates use nonstandard
spelling that imitate vocal intonation or tone. Spatial arrays
are generally sequences of keyboard characters that
represent nonverbal behaviors, such as emoticons.
Manipulating markers may indicate pauses (…), express
attitude (!!!), or signal tone of voice (SHOUT). Minus
features refer to an absence of certain language standards
that are present in normal writing.
In the current experiment, we examine how people
communicate and align both verbally and nonverbally in a
text-only environment.

Method
Participants
Forty-two participants (11 males; mean age = 22.5 years,
SD = 7.5) completed the 30-minute session.

Procedure
This study was a joint project with two other researchers to
study turn-taking, argumentation, and alignment. To create
the necessary conditions to study all three elements, three
variables (topic, agreement, and nonverbal cues) were
counterbalanced to create eight between-subjects conditions.
A confederate was used to ensure counterbalancing of
agreement and nonverbal cues. Upon arrival, naive
participants met the confederate and then were assigned to
adjoining rooms with computers. The participant completed
a short questionnaire gathering demographic information.
Then participants read a short article about a topic
(supporting making Gardasil either a mandatory or
voluntary vaccination), and answered two questions to
ensure they read and understood the article. Participants
were then given instructions on how to use the chat program
and screen-recording software was activated. All
instructions given to participants were also given to
confederates to ensure participants remained naive to the
confederate's role.
The confederate was trained to manipulate two of the
variables: agreement and nonverbal cues. Depending on the
condition, the confederate either disagreed with the
participant's arguments or was undecided/neutral. The

confederate also either used nonverbal cues (capitalized
words, emoticons, and repeating punctuation such as !!! and
???) or did not use any nonverbal cues during the chat.
Several practice debates were conducted to ensure proper
execution of these manipulations, and, once the confederate
and participant entered their assigned rooms, reminders for
the condition were placed prominently on the confederate's
computer. The confederate remained unaware of any
possible analyses to be conducted on the data; she was only
told that analyses were to be conducted on the use of
nonverbal cues and the impact agreement may have on the
use of these cues.
Participants were instructed to debate the article they were
given, and to try to persuade the confederate to the point of
view of the article. Each chat lasted approximately 27
minutes, with a 2-minute warning given before the debate
was to end. Upon finishing the debate, participants were
given a short questionnaire asking whether they agreed with
the point of view of the topic they were assigned and
whether they had pre-existing knowledge about the topic.

Analyses
A transcript was generated for each debate. This transcript
was split into two files: one with the confederate's text and
one with the participant's text. In this manner, analyses of
the text could be carried out to compare the confederate and
participant on a variety of dimensions, and test the impact of
agreement on alignment.
Several dimensions of alignment were examined.
Previous research has found several levels of alignment,
ranging from posture to pronunciation; however, the
theories of grounding and priming remain largely referential
to visual and linguistic phenomena, respectively. The
current analyses sought to examine both these areas of
alignment, assessing nonverbal, punctuation, semantic, and
affective alignment, as well as alignment in the use of parts
of speech, in a text-only environment. Two computational
analyses were performed to assess such alignment.
LIWC. First, we employed the Linguistic Inquiry and
Word Count program (LIWC; Pennebaker et al., 2007),
which is a text analysis program that categorizes words from
a text file based on an internal dictionary. LIWC then
returns a percentage that reflects the number of words in a
category divided by the total number of words in the text,
thereby calculating the degree to which different categories
of words are used in a given text. The program contains a
total of 80 categories into which words may fit. These
categories include descriptive dimensions (e.g., total number
of words in text, average number of words per sentence),
linguistic dimensions (e.g., percentage of words in text that
are pronouns or verbs), dimensions of psychological
constructs (e.g., affect words, cognition words), dimensions
of personal concerns (e.g., leisure, work), paralinguistic
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dimensions (e.g., fillers, assent), and punctuation. The
internal dictionary has over 4,500 words and word stems.
LIWC has been shown to have validity as a measure of
emotional expression appearing in text (Kahn, Tobin,
Massey, & Anderson, 2007) and as a measure of detecting
attentional focus, thinking style, emotionality, social
relationships, and individual differences (Tausczik &
Pennebaker, 2010). LIWC has been used extensively in
several disciplines to examine text in online formats (e.g.,
Dino, Reysen, & Branscombe, 2009; Gill, French, Gergle,
& Oberlander, 2008).
LSA. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is a computational
analysis that allows comparisons of the semantic context of
texts on many dimensions. Using this method, words and
texts that share similar contexts have similar semantic
dimensions, and thus have a high semantic similarity. While
LSA can locate texts on innumerable dimensions, prior
research (Landauer & Dumais, 1997) has shown that more
than 300 dimensions does not alter a text's similarity scores.
The semantic space that makes up these dimensions in our
analysis consists of the TASA corpus of high school
textbooks as well as several Wikipedia Web pages that
allow us to include more topic-centric dimensions. To
identify these Wikipedia pages, Wikipedia Miner (Milne
and Witten, 2009) was used. The Wikipedia Miner "wikify"
program uses word frequency information combined with
information about word-related concepts to identify which
words within a text would be linked to Wikipedia pages. By
entering text from all transcripts, 80 topics were identified
by Wikipedia Miner as central to our topic: among these
were terms such as "sexually transmitted disease,"
"vaccination," "promiscuity," "birth control," and "clinical
trial." The text from the Wikipedia pages of these
Wikipedia-Miner-identified terms was added to the
semantic space that includes the TASA corpus.

Results
Manipulation Check
The confederate was responsible for manipulating two
variables: agreement and nonverbal cues. Each transcript
was checked to ensure the correct condition was carried out.
The confederate was always accurate as to the agreement
conditions. In the nonverbal cues conditions, the confederate
was accurate for 39 of the 42 conversations; In the three
remaining conversations, all of which were assigned to the
no cues condition, the confederate used no more than two
cues throughout the conversation.

Length Alignment
Each conversation consisted of, on average, 32 turns with 29
words per turn, for an average of 939 words per transcript
and approximately 0.85 turns per minute. A significant
correlation exists between the average number of words in a
participant's turn and the average number of words in a

confederate's turn (r = .48, p < .01). This result is
significant because the confederate was unaware that such
analyses would be conducted.
A significant correlation exists between the total number
of words written by the participant in a transcript and the
total number of words written by the confederate in a
transcript (r = .59, p < .01). This finding occurs at the turnby-turn level as well, such that the interlocutors tended to
write the same number of words in each turn they took (r =
.39, p < .001).
A significant correlation also exists between the number
of words in the participants' shortest turns and the number of
words in the confederates' shortest turn (r = .72, p < .01);
the same was true of their longest turns (r = .31, p < .05).

LIWC Analysis
Several categories were chosen from among those offered
by LIWC for the current analysis. First, to detect alignment
in parts of speech, categories for word types were chosen
(i.e., verbs, prepositions, articles, adverbs, auxiliary verbs,
conjunctions, pronouns). Second, to detect affective
alignment, affect word categories were chosen (i.e., negative
emotion words, anger words, anxiety words, sadness words,
positive emotion words). Third, to detect semantic
alignment, a category of words for sexual expression was
chosen due to the nature of the article being debated. Last,
punctuation alignment was measured with the categories of
question marks, exclamation points, periods, commas,
colons, semicolons, dashes, apostrophes, quotation marks,
parentheses, and overall punctuation.
Results show alignment in several categories. Significant
correlations between the confederates' turns and the
participants' turns were found in the categories of pronouns
(r = .57, p < .001) and conjunctions (r = .34, p < .05),
suggesting alignment in parts of speech. However, the lack
of alignment in any other word category suggests that
alignment in these two word types is an effect of the debatestyle conversation; for example, "but you," "and I."
A significant correlation was also found for negative
emotion words (r = .35, p < .05), suggesting a small but
significant alignment of affect. Semantic alignment was also
present for sexual expressions (r = .40, p < .01) and
punctuation alignment was found in overall punctuation (r =
.37, p < .01), though not in any particular form of
punctuation. This lack of alignment in any particular form
of punctuation suggests that the confederate's use of
punctuation as a nonverbal cue did not result in additional
punctuation use from the participant; however, overall
punctuation alignment still stands.

LSA Analysis
Transcripts for each participant's and partnered confederate's
text were entered into LSA to conduct four different
analyses: first, to determine the level of semantic alignment
between the two interlocutors within each turn (alignment
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Agreement
To determine if the debate style of the conversation was a
factor in the results, transcripts were coded for whether the
confederate disagreed with or was undecided/neutral
towards the participant's stance on the topic. This factor was
added to the linear mixed-effects model and results show an
additional .03 (16.7%) added to the semantic alignment
score for those who disagreed with each other than those
who were neutral, though this result proved nonsignificant.
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between each turn given by the confederate/participant and
each adjacent turn given by the participant/confederate);
second, to determine the level of alignment of the first
speaker with herself (alignment between each turn the first
speaker takes and each subsequent turn the first speaker
takes); third, to determine the level of alignment of the
second speaker with himself (alignment between each turn
the second speaker takes and each subsequent turn the
second speaker takes); and fourth, to determine the level of
alignment between the interlocutors with one's turn and the
other's nonadjacent future turn (alignment between each
turn the confederate/participant takes and each secondsubsequent turn the participant/confederate takes).
In order to compare these findings with a baseline for
alignment that might happen by chance, turns within each
transcript were randomly shuffled and analyzed in
comparison to the non-shuffled results above. A comparison
of the coefficients of a linear mixed-effects model
(participant = random, analysis type = fixed) shows a
significant decrease in alignment between the confederate
and the participant when turns are shuffled than when they
are not (.30 vs. .32; p < .01). This significant effect persists
for comparisons of the additional analyses (see Figure 1).
Though alignment of adjacent turns between the
confederate and the participant was significantly higher than
a baseline, the participant and the confederate tended to
align more with him/herself than with each other. The
second analysis (alignment of the first-speaker's adjacent
turns) yields a marginal increase over the first analysis
(partner alignment) in alignment score (.34 vs. .32; p < .06).
The third analysis shows a significant increase (.35 vs. .32;
p < .05) in alignment score compared to the first analysis
(partner alignment). The fourth analysis indicates nonadjacent turn alignment between the confederate and the
participant, and shows a significant decrease in alignment
(.27 vs. .32; p < .001); this result shows that alignment
between the participant's and the confederate's adjacent
turns is higher than alignment between the participant's and
the confederate's alignment on present and non-adjacent
future turns. As one interlocutor changes the topic, the other
follows. This flow also creates increasing alignment over
time as interlocutors continue communicating; a 1.3%
increase in semantic alignment occurs with each new turn
contributed to a chat (assessed by the addition of turn
number to the linear model; p < .001).

Figure 1: Percentage of alignment increase or decrease
compared to baseline scores using LSA.

Nonverbal Alignment
The confederate used nonverbal cues such as repeating
punctuation types, emoticons, and capitalized words when
interacting with half of the participants. On average, the
confederate used 14 cues (SD = 9) in each of these
conversations. However, whether or not the confederate
used nonverbal cues was not related to whether the
participant used nonverbal cues (t(40) = .27, p = .79). To
determine if the number of times the confederate used
nonverbal cues influenced the number of times the
participant used nonverbal cues in a conversation, a
correlation was carried out; results show a nonsignificant
relationship (r = .23, p = .15).

Discussion
The current study attempts to detect whether verbal and
nonverbal alignment between human interlocutors occurs in
a text-only environment. Analyses show that people align in
sentence punctuation and semantically at high levels, but
evidence for alignment at the affective level or in parts of
speech is weak. This alignment occurs more highly withinsubjects than between-subjects, and is subject to increases
over time spent communicating with the interlocutor. The
nature of agreement in the conversation does not appear to
factor into alignment. Further, the presence of nonverbal
cues by the confederate did not affect the level of alignment.
As reviewed in the introduction, previous research has
found alignment, synchrony, and entrainment between
interlocutors. Our goal was to look for diffuse alignment
ongoing during text-based interaction. We indeed found
considerable alignment, as predicted, but there were some
limitations. Nonverbal alignment did not occur, though we
anticipated that it might.
Two possible hypotheses may explain this disparity when
compared to the high rates of face-to-face nonverbal
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alignment found in research. First, the textual nonverbal
cues in the current study may be inadequate representations
of nonverbal cues present in face-to-face research. Indeed,
several researchers (e.g., Derks, Bos, & Grumbkow, 2008;
Thompson & Foulger, 1996; Walther & D'Addario, 2001)
suggest that cues such as those used in the current study are
more deliberate and planned than spontaneous nonverbal
cues in face-to-face conversation such as prosody and facial
expression, and as a result are less representative of a
present state of emotion than they are of the intention or
motivation of a writer. For example, an emoticon used after
a negative comment does not indicate one smiling while
saying something mean, but that the comment was not
intended in a malicious manner. In the same line, Kreuz
(1996) asserts that certain typographic devices, such as
capitalization, underlining, and bold face, play a role in
denoting irony in written communication, rather than in
contributing in a manner comparable to face-to-face
nonverbal cues.
Second, it is possible that nonverbal alignment is, in fact,
verbal in CMC. Several researchers (e.g., Tidwell &
Walther, 2002; Walther & Tidwell, 1995) suggest that
interlocutors in a text-only environment tend to ask more
questions and disclose more information when
communicating. The use of common terms and development
of shared shorthand may signal intimacy.
The high rate of alignment between interlocutors may
suggest that the confederate herself is aligning with the
participant rather than jointly aligning with each other,
much as was seen in the computer-human tasks reviewed in
the introduction. However, this is unlikely to be the case;
both the confederate and the participant aligned more with
their own text than they did with each other's text, and these
rates of self-alignment were comparable. Furthermore, the
confederate was unaware of plans to conduct analyses on
any variables other than nonverbal cues and agreement,
which were strictly controlled between conditions and thus
unavailable as methods for her to align with the participant.
As mentioned at the outset, researchers have identified
different processes that may underlie this alignment, such as
grounding and priming. The current results show
widespread alignment, but we cannot assess exactly whether
one or the other is responsible. Based on the current results,
however, we can guess how both processes might work in
these cases.
The process of grounding may, in text-based
communication, be verbal in nature. The establishment of
mutual knowledge and beliefs would require the explicit
encoding of familiarity or liking. This encoding, rather than
being visual as in face-to-face conversations (e.g., eye
contact, facial expression) may instead be verbal (e.g., "I
like that," or "Do you like this?"; as Tidwell & Walther,
2002, and Walther & Tidwell, 1995, found). Further
analyses on the amount of disclosure and questions that
elicit opinions and knowledge would be informative.
Second, the process of priming appears to be a valid

theory of alignment at both high and low levels–in the
current study, punctuation and semantic content. However,
there are limitations to priming. Interlocutors did not align
the low level of use of parts of speech or at the high level of
affect. Priming appears to be inadequate as a theory for
alignment.
While further research would be necessary to establish the
interplay of such factors, the suggestion that both grounding
and priming occur in tandem is a possible explanation for
our results. Priming is inadequate as an explanation because
of the necessity to form a common ground of beliefs and
knowledge, which is established primarily through question
asking and explicit statements of liking. This questionanswer format results in the use of different parts of speech
and words of affect, and thus alignment is not found in these
areas. However, alignment at the semantic level and in the
punctuation of sentences would be found as the process of
grounding is established. It may be the case that as people
communicate more over time, and grounding is further
established, priming plays a larger role.
Further studies should examine the role of questionasking and answering in the process of grounding as well as
the process of alignment over time between interlocutors in
text-based environments. The possible interplay of these
two processes may account for many findings of alignment
at several levels of analysis, including online social tags
(Fu, Kannampallil, Kang, & He, 2010), online video game
chat (e.g., Herring, Kutz, Paolillo, & Zelenkauskaite, 2009)
and online Twitter conversation (e.g., Honeycutt & Herring,
2009).
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How Spoken and Signed Language Structure Space Differently
Leonard Talmy
Department of Linguistics and Center for Cognitive Science University at Buffalo State University
of New York Buffalo, NY 14260
Abstract: Spatial concepts are structurally represented in spoken language by a 3-level system. At the componential level, there is a relatively closed universally available inventory of fundamental spatial elements. At the
compositional level, elements of the inventory combine in particular arrangements to form whole spatial schemas.
Each language has a relatively closed set of ”pre-packaged” schemas of this sort. And at the augmentive level, the
system includes a set of processes that can extend or deform pre-packaged schemas, enabling a language’s particular
set of schemas to be applied to a wider range of spatial structures. Signed language structurally represents space
with a different system seemingly more like visual parsing. It can mark finer spatial distinctions with its inventory
of more structural elements. It can represent many more of these distinctions in any particular expression. It represents these distinctions independently in the expression, not bundled together into pre-packaged schemas. And
its spatial representations are largely iconic with visible spatial characteristics. The findings suggest that instead of
some discrete whole-language module, spoken language and signed language are both based on some more limited
core linguistic system that then connects with different further subsystems for the full functioning of the two different
language modalities.
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individual differences; wayfinding

Motivation
This symposium will address how the breadth of
investigation within the cognitive sciences can be
brought to bear on applied everyday common
problems, such as difficulties with reading charts and
maps, and difficulties in using an in-car navigation
device. Research with a problem-based focus often
requires a systems approach that requires
assimilation of work from many different
disciplines. Such problems thus constitute ideal
domains for illustrating the benefits of such multidiscipline and multi-method approaches. Speakers
will focus on the use of spatial thinking in the
context of examining these applied problems. These
speakers span at least two disciplines, one a
traditional discipline represented within cognitive

Spatial Thinking in Medicine
Madeleine Keehner
This talk will consider spatial cognition in the
domain of medicine. Medicine involves many
problems that are demanding of spatial thinking and
spatial learning. These include learning about the
spatial structures, spatial relations, and dynamic
processes of human anatomy; understanding 2-D
medical images (MRI, CT, X-ray, etc) by mapping
these representations onto long term knowledge of 3D anatomical structures; and operating within
perceptually constrained and spatially demanding
environments such as minimally invasive surgery
and dentistry. These problems draw on a range of
cognitive processes, including moment-to-moment
fluid processes of mental representation and
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manipulation, long term learning of knowledge and
skills, and “embodied” processes of interacting with
external tools and media. What they all have in
common is a substantial reliance on spatial
cognition. I will present research on performance in
selected tasks and findings relating to individual
differences. Potential implications for training and
pre-selection of entrants will be discussed.

Spatial Cognition in the Real World: Is
Spatial Cognition Everywhere?
Dan Montello
Researchers in several disciplines, including
psychology, geography, neuroscience, linguistics,
and computer science, have delimited an area of
study known as “spatial cognition.” Although one
can find the roots of spatial cognition research in
late 19th and early 20th century work, the past
couple decades has seen greatly expanded interest
in this area (technological developments, notably
virtual reality and fMRI, are just part of the
reason). Yet, it is surprisingly difficult to define
explicitly what constitutes the domain of spatial
cognition. I discuss the ontology of what makes a
task spatial, what makes it cognitive, and what
makes it spatial cognitive. I present a taxonomy of
real-world tasks (as opposed to tasks on
psychometric tests, in real or virtual laboratories,
etc.) that seem substantially to involve spatial
cognition. I also discuss efforts to develop
explicit-report scales to assess individual and group
differences in abilities performing real-world
spatial-cognition tasks.

Visual Geoanalytics Methods to
Evaluate the Cognitive Adequacy and
Perceptual Salience of Visual Analytics
Displays
Sara Fabrikant
Visual (geo)analytics is based on the intuition that
interactive and dynamic depictions of complex and
multivariate databases amplify human capabilities
for (spatio-temporal) inference and decisionmaking, as they facilitate cognitive tasks such as
pattern recognition, association, and analytical
reasoning. But how do we know whether visual
(geo)analytics really works?
I present evaluation approaches to support the
systematical assessment of users’ visual interaction
and sense making strategies when using interactive
visuo-spatial displays of geographic information. I
review self-developed theory- and data-driven
evaluation methods to assess the cognitive

adequacy and perceptual salience of visual
geoanalytics interfaces. The proposed approaches
are applied to response data collected from humansubject experiments and include (eye movement)
sequence similarity analysis, computational verbalprotocol analysis, and spatial analyses using
geographical information systems (GIS). With
these interdisciplinary methodological
contributions we hope to provide a better
understanding of how people use and make sense
of highly interactive multivariate data displays to
for knowledge construction in a geographical
context.

Visualizing Sub-surface Geology:
Characterizing Visual Penetrative Ability
Using Embodied Cognition
Eric M. Riggs & Matthew Alles
Visual penetrative ability (VPA) is a skill required
to visualize the three-dimensional (3-D)
underground structure of layered rocks from twodimensional (2-D) surface clues. VPA is a basic
skill for any geologist, but is often difficult to
teach. We conducted think-aloud, discursive
interviews where introductory students solved
geologic block-diagram visualization tasks.
Analysis of student gestures made during problem
solving from the perspective of embodied
cognition yields insight into difficulties faced by
students. Students with high VPA rapidly
construct a three-dimensional mental model, and
readily produce gestures and physical expressions
illustrating their spatial understanding. Students
with poor VPA tend to view external information
as merely “gift wrapping” and do not perceive the
internal structure. They also do not typically
address spatial concepts through physical
expression. We construct a process model for VPA
that describes the origin of commonly observed
errors at crucial steps, and accommodation
strategies used by students struggling with this type
of spatial visualization.

The Design and Experience of
Architecture
Ruth Conroy Dalton
The practice of architectural design is an activity
usually undertaken by professionals after many years
of rigorous, specialist education and training.
Conversely the everyday experience of inhabiting,
moving around, understanding and remembering
buildings is common to all of us and such skills are
acquired gradually throughout our lifetimes, starting
at a young age. This presentation will endeavor to
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outline the different kinds of spatial thinking that
architects and building users employ. It will identify
the non-correspondences between these different
activities and suggest potential communication
problems that might arise as a result. One method of
bridging this divide is to formalize spatial systems
such as buildings by producing graphic

visualizations that allow both groups to externalize
their spatial thinking. Such externalized
visualizations may serve as a common arena for
discourse. It is suggested that the tools developed
and employed by space syntax researchers may serve
to fulfill this spatial communication role.
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Quantifying the diversity of neural activations in individual brain regions
Michael L. Anderson (michael.anderson@fandm.edu)
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Lancaster, PA 17604 USA

Luiz Pessoa (pessoa@umd.edu)
Department of Psychology, University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742 USA
Abstract
This paper offers the first comprehensive characterization of
the cognitive diversity of individual brain regions. The results
suggest that individual brain regions—even fairly small
regions—contribute to multiple tasks across different
cognitive-emotional domains, and moreover that there is little
difference in diversity between cortical and sub-cortical
circuits.
Keywords:
neuroscience,
philosophical issues.

selectivity,

modularity,

Introduction
A common view in the cognitive neurosciences is that brain
areas are highly selective and exhibit considerable
specialization, with each neural region responding to a
restricted class of inputs and contributing primarily to a
single cognitive domain, such as language or motor control.
However, over the past several years this principle has come
under increasing critical scrutiny. For instance, although
Broca’s area is associated with language processing, it turns
out to also be involved in many different action- and
imagery-related tasks, including movement preparation
(Thoenissen et al. 2002), action sequencing (Nishitani et al.
2005), action recognition (Decety et al. 1997; Hamzei et al.
2003; Nishitani et al. 2005), imagery of human motion
(Binkofski et al. 2000), and action imitation (Nishitani et al.
2005; for reviews, see Hagoort 2005; Tettamanti & Weniger
2006). Similarly, visual and motor areas—long presumed to
be among the most highly specialized in the brain—have
been shown to be active in various sorts of language
processing and other higher cognitive tasks (Damasio &
Tranel 1993; Damasio et al. 1996; Glenberg & Kaschak
2002; Hanakawa et al. 2002; Martin et al. 1995; 1996; 2000;
Pulvermüller 2005). In light of such results, researchers
have started to question the boundaries between cognitive
domains once thought separate and distinct, such as
perception and cognition (Barsalou 1999; 2008) and
cognition and emotion (Pessoa 2008; 2010).
Recent meta-analyses of imaging results have tended to
support this emerging challenge. For example, Russell
Poldrack (2006) estimated the selectivity of Broca’s area by
performing a Bayesian analysis of 3,222 imaging studies
from the BrainMap database (Laird et al. 2005). He
concludes that current evidence for the notion that Broca’s
area is a “language” region is fairly weak, in part because it
was more frequently activated by non-language tasks than
by language-related ones. Similarly, a statistical analysis of
1,469 experiments from the NICAM database (Anderson et
al. 2010) demonstrates that most regions of the brain—even

fairly small regions—appear to be activated by multiple
tasks across diverse task categories (Anderson 2010). The
meta-results reported in that study also suggest that the brain
achieves its variety of function by putting the same regions
together in different patterns of functional cooperation, a
finding that appears also to question the long-standing belief
in the brain’s anatomical modularity (Coltheart 2001).
Such results suggest several novel research directions for
the cognitive sciences. For instance, if regions of the brain
are indeed put to many different cognitive uses, this
suggests that cortical parcellation and function-to-structure
mapping should be approached via multiple or cross-domain
investigations (Penner-Wilger & Anderson 2008; 2011).
This would be a contrast to current practice, in which
cortical regions are assigned visual functions by vision
researchers, memory functions by memory researchers,
attention functions by attention researchers, and so on
(Cabeza & Nyberg 2000). In addition, as we come to realize
which brain regions, in what combinations, contribute to
what tasks, the vocabulary of cognition—the way we
categorize and label experiments and mental operations—is
likely to need significant revision (Poldrack 2010).
These are big projects that will occupy the attentions of
many researchers for years to come. But the first, necessary,
and crucial step is to begin to get some sense of the actual,
specific diversity of various structures in the brain. Which
regions are more, and which less specialized? Are there
differences in diversity between large cortical regions, or
between cortical and sub-cortical structures? The current
paper begins to answer these questions by performing a
meta-analysis of 1,138 neuroimaging experiments taken
from 11 different task domains.

Methods
Materials
The NICAM database (Anderson et al. 2010) currently
contains information from 2,603 fMRI studies reported in
824 journal articles. All the studies involve healthy adults
and use a within-subjects, subtraction-based, whole-brain
design. That is, for all the studies in the database, brain
activity during an experimental task was observed over the
whole brain (not just a region of interest), and then
compared to and subtracted from activity observed in the
same participant during a control task. The logic of
subtraction method is such that it should uncover only the
regions of activation that support the specific mental
function that best captures the difference between the
experimental and control task. The neural activations
supporting the mental operation that the two tasks have in
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common—the visual process allowing one to see the stimuli
in a language task, for example—should be subtracted out.
The database lists, among other things, the cognitive domain
investigated in each study, using the BrainMap ontology
(Fox & Lancaster 2002), and the locations in Talairach
(Talairach & Torneau, 1988) and MNI (Evans, Collins &
Milner, 1992) space of the 21,553 post-subtraction fMRI
activation peaks observed during those 2,603 studies.

(always 0.091 with 11 categories) and k equals the number
categories. Diversity is (1-DV), normalized such that the
values range from 0 (all activations in one category) to 1
(activations spread equally across all 11 categories).

Procedure

The diversity of a region can also be considered from a
Bayesian perspective (Poldrack 2006).
Given the
observation of activity in one of these regions, how
confident can we be (what is the posterior probability that)
the activation is the result of a task in a domain of interest?

The general methodology for this sort of study is simple and
straightforward. First, choose a spatial subdivision of the
brain, then choose a subset of experimental domains to
investigate, and finally assign activations to each of the
spatial regions according to whether the activation peak fell
within the boundaries of that region. Spatial binning of
activations offers some of the advantages of spatial
smoothing, as well as providing orientation to accepted
anatomical structures. See (Wager et al. 2009; Wager et al.
2007) for further discussion. At this point the diversity of
activity in each region can be calculated, as described
below.
The analysis was performed at two levels of spatial
granularity. First, the brain was divided into 78 standard
anatomical regions based on Freesurfer data (Fischl et al.
2004). These regions are listed in table 1. Then these
regions were further sub-divided to form 1,052 smaller
regions. The cortical regions were sub-divided by breaking
the brain into equally spaced spheres with a radius of 10mm
by region; while the sub-cortical structures were divided
according to known anatomical structures (e.g. basal ganglia
was divided into caudate, claustrum, lentiform nucleus,
etc.), again according to Freeesurfer data.
The study was restricted to the following eleven task
domains: three action domains—execution, inhibition, and
observation—two
perceptual
domains—vision
and
audition—and six “cognitive” domains—attention, emotion,
language (semantics), explicit memory, working memory,
and reasoning. The result of this winnowing process left
1,138 experiments collectively reporting 7,408 locations of
peak activation falling within the brain regions defined
above. The number of activations in each region was
normalized to account for differences in the number of
experiments per domain in the entire sample.
Activation peaks are only one of many kinds of data that
could be used in such a meta-analysis. They have the
distinct advantage that large amounts of such data are
readily available, and certainly activation peaks contain a
great deal of useful information. See (Fox, Parsons &
Lancaster 1998; Kober & Wager 2010; Wager et al. 2009;
Wager et al. 2007) for further discussion of this and
alternate methods.
For each region, the diversity of activations was
calculated using a measure of diversity variability, based on
standard deviation, commonly used by to measure
demographic diversity in populations and neighborhoods
(Chang 1999; Byrne & Flaherty 2004). Diversity was only
measured for regions activated by 5 or more experiments.
In this equation, Cati refers to proportion of activations in
each category; mean refers to the average proportion
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Here Az means an observation of activity in region z, and
Dx is the domain of interest. The posterior probability that
an observation of activity in region z indicates engagement
of a task in domain x depends on the probability of an
activation in z given a task in x, the prior probability that a
task in x is being engaged, the probability of an activation in
z when the brain is engaged in a task not in domain x, and
the general probability of engaging tasks not in x. For
current purposes, we assume no prior knowledge of the
likelihood of region z being activated by any domain, thus
the prior probability P(Dx) is set at 1/11 (0.091). The other
values are calculated in the standard way from the data. The
final number of interest is the Bayes factor, which is the
ratio of the posterior to the prior probability. Here we
calculate the Bayes factor assuming the domain of interest
for each region is the domain having the highest proportion
of activations in that region. In other words, we will be
calculating the degree of evidence for the best possible
scenario. By convention, a Bayes factor between 0 and 3
indicates weak evidence; between 3 and 10 moderate
evidence, and above 10 strong evidence (Jeffreys, 1961).
All values reported here were also calculated using an
alternate spatial subdivision of the brain formed by dividing
the brain into equally-spaced spheres of 10mm radius based
on a randomly seeded initial location. As these results did
not differ significantly from those reported here (indicating
the results are not an artifact of the subdivision), we report
only the results for the subdivision anchored to known
anatomical structures.

Results
The overall average diversity of the 78 large anatomical
regions was 0.70 (SD 0.12). The overall average diversity
of cortical regions was 0.71 (SD 0.11) and of subcortical
was 0.63 (SD 0.17). The average Bayes factor for the 78
large anatomical regions was 3.14 (SD 1.38). The average
Bayes factor for cortical regions was 3.08 (SD 1.23) and for
subcortical regions was 3.57 (SD 2.02). Individual values
are listed in table 1, and displayed in figure 1. Numbers in
parentheses indicate the number of experiments activating
the region.
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Table 1: Diversity of some standard anatomical structures in
the brain.
Diversity
Structure

Right

Left

Bayes Factor

precentral gyrus

Right

frontal pole

Left

Occipital Lobe
cuneus
lateral occipital
cortex
lingual gyrus
Temporal Lobe
bank of the
superior
temporal sulcus
inferior temporal
cortex
fusiform gyrus
middle temporal
cortex
superior
temporal cortex
temporal pole
transverse
temporal cortex

medial
orbitofrontal
cortex

pars opercularis
0.71
(19)
0.76
(135)
0.77
(87)

0.71
(47)
0.85
(161)
0.80
(122)

0.70
(32)

0.72
(74)

0.82
(52)
0.81
(174)
0.80
(80)
0.67
(164)
0.62
(13)
0.36
(23)

0.70
(278)
0.78
(219)
0.75
(84)
0.57
(159)
0.38
(7)
0.44
(26)

0.63
(18)
0.89
(192)
0.75
(27)
0.71
(42)
0.58
(58)
0.68
(110)
0.70
(222)
0.69
(130)

0.63
(6)
0.81
(243)
0.65
(73)
0.76
(63)
0.68
(44)
0.65
(200)
0.70
(344)
0.63
(113)

0.79
(132)
0.78
(164)
0.81
(76)

0.84
(144)
0.86
(208)
0.78
(69)

3.28

3.44

pars orbitalis

2.49

2.19

2.21

1.82

pars triangularis
superior frontal
cortex

2.61

2.91

2.02

3.74

1.65

2.36

2.03

2.54

4

4.64

2.98

6.57

6.46

5.8

2.82

3.33

1.62

2.61

2.33

3.69

3.16

2.12

4.24

3.3

4.09

4.36

3.83

3.82

4.05

4.44

2.75

1.63

2.68

1.78

2.39

2.15

Cingulate
caudal anterior
cingulate cortex
isthmus of the
cingulate cortex
posterior
cingulate cortex
precuneus
rostral anterior
cingulate cortex

postcentral gyrus
superior parietal
cortex
supramarginal
gyrus
Frontal Lobe
caudal middle
frontal cortex
rostral middle
frontal cortex
lateral
orbitofrontal
cortex

0.56
(23)

0.78
(270)
n/a (1)

0.76
(389)
n/a (0)

0.80
(65)
0.78
(14)
0.69
(49)
0.79
(353)

0.80
(133)
0.53
(19)
0.76
(82)
0.88
(400)

0.78
(50)
0.72
(46)
0.53
(41)
0.78
(135)
0.66
(34)

0.67
(48)
0.62
(43)
0.69
(47)
0.74
(146)
0.68
(28)

0.86
(134)
0.44
(6)
0.49
(8)
0.50
(12)
n/a
(2)
0.73
(66)

0.83
(120)
0.61
(14)
n/a
(3)
0.42
(25)
n/a
(2)
0.75
(72)

2.06

3.61

2.98

2.7

n/a

n/a
2.7

2.49

2.73

6.01

3.2

2.41

2.73

1.52

2.23

2.34

2.58

2.79

4.92

2.35

3.11

3.36

2.96

3.05

1.68

2.19

4.1

3.39

Subcortical
basal ganglia
hippocampus

Parietal Lobe
entorhinal cortex
inferior parietal
cortex
paracentral
lobule
parahippocampal
cortex
pericalcarine
cortex

0.71
(15)

hypothalamus
amygdala
midbrain
thalamus

4.1

n/a

4.99
n/a

6.64
n/a

2.52

2.42

To better evaluate these numbers, consider left inferior
temporal cortex, with a diversity of 0.70, equal to the overall
average. The proportion of activations in each of the task
domains is shown in table 2.
The overall average diversity of the 574 small cortical and
21 small subcortical regions activated by 5 or more
experiments was 0.52 (SD 0.13). Those 595 regions were
activated by an average of 10.67 experiments. The overall
average diversity of the cortical regions was 0.52 (SD 0.13)
and of the subcortical regions was 0.59 (SD 0.12). The
average Bayes factor for the 595 regions is 4.45 (SD 1.67).
The average Bayes factor for cortical regions is 4.43 (SD
1.68) and for subcortical regions is 3.68 (SD 1.11). With
595 regions, it is not possible to provide individual data
here. However, the full results will be posted at
http://www.agcognition.org/diversity.html
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Right lateral

Left lateral

Left medial

Right medial

Caudal

Frontal
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Ventral

Figure 1: Depiction of the diversity of activations for large anatomical regions. Grey indicates no
information. Image prepared by Josh Kinnison and Srikanth Padmala, Indiana University.
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Interestingly, only two of the 595 small regions had a
diversity of zero: a sub-region of right precentral gyrus
centered on Talairach coordinates [26, -22, 60] that was
active only in five action execution tasks; and a sub-region
of left postcentral gyrus centered on [-38, -31, 50] that was
active only in nine action execution tasks. The most diverse
small region, at 0.79, was a sub-region of left pars
triangularis, centered on [-41, 27, 8], that was active in 15
tasks across 8 of the cognitive domains (all except action
execution, action inhibition, and vision).
Table 2: Diversity of activations in left inferior temporal
cortex.
Domain
Action execution
Action imagination
Action inhibition
Attention
Language
Explicit memory
Working memory
Reasoning
Emotion
Vision
Audition

Proportion of activations
0.06
0.06
0.00
0.02
0.34
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.06
0.07
0.02

To get some better sense of typical small region diversity,
consider a sub-region of the right supramarginal gyrus,
centered at Talairach coordinates [44, -35, 39], that was
activated in nine experiments and had a diversity of 0.52.
Action imagination accounted for 42% of the activations;
27% were in action execution, 20% in reasoning and 11% in
working memory.
Although there do appear to be some interesting regional
asymmetries in diversity, there is no significant difference
between the average regional diversity of the left and right
hemispheres. There is a significant positive correlation
between diversity and the number of experiments activating
a region (r=0.50, p<.001 for large regions; r=0.46, p<.001
for small regions).

Discussion
Although there have been prior studies investigating the
selectivity of individual brain regions (Poldrack, 2006;
Tettamanti & Weniger, 2006; Gauthier et al., 2000) this is
the first study to offer a comprehensive survey of regional
selectivity in the brain. Overall, the results suggest that most
regions of the brain—even fairly small regions—typically
contribute to tasks across multiple cognitive-emotional
domains.
This reinforces the growing realization that reverse
inference—inferring what class of mental operation is being
engaged from observation of regional brain activity, e.g.
inferring an emotional process from observation of
amygdala activation—is an extremely uncertain practice
(Poldrack 2006). As we see from the Bayesian results, even
in the best case scenario where we assume no prior
knowledge, and consider only the strongest possible
evidence, such observations typically offer only fairly weak

to moderate support for such conclusions (Jeffreys, 1961).
Nevertheless, there does appear to be variability in
regional selectivity, and the full results will begin to allow
us to differentiate between regions for which reverse
inference might be appropriate, and those for which it is
clearly not. However, there is also considerable variation in
the amount of evidence for diversity in each region,
especially for the smaller regions. The positive correlation
between diversity and number of observed activations is not
surprising, as diverse areas will naturally be active more
often. What is not known is whether further observations
will tend to increase the measured diversity across the brain,
thus decreasing regional variability and hemispheric
asymmetries. Such matters deserve increased attention.
Although most regions of the brain do not appear to be
domain-selective, the current evidence is compatible with
the possibility that brain regions each perform a single,
specific mental operation that is used in performing many
different tasks (Anderson, 2010). Knowing the set of tasks
that activate each region will be an important source of
information for discovering whether such a possibility
obtains, and what the mental operations might be (PennerWilger & Anderson, 2011).
It is also possible that while individual regions are not
domain-selective, specific networks of regions are domainselective (Anderson et al. 2010; Sporns 2011). This
possibility, and the complementary possibility that it may be
possible to predict general mental states from observations
of network activation, will be one focus of future work.
However, these are, as they say, empirical questions. For
many researchers, the most natural interpretation of these
results will be that local neural circuits and distributed
networks can perform different operations under different
circumstances (Lloyd 2000; Hardcastle & Stewart 2002).
The cumulative results of years of functional neuroimaging
invite us to (cautiously) revisit some fundamental questions
about the functional organization of the brain.
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Abstract
Parallel Distributed Processing (PDP) models have always
been considered a particularly likely framework for
achieving neural-like simulations of cognitive function. To
date, however, minimal contact has been made between
PDP models and physiological data from the brain
performing cognitive tasks. We present an implemented
PDP model of Event-Related Potential (ERP) data on visual
word recognition. Simulations demonstrate that a novel
architecture with improved neural plausibility is critical for
successfully reproducing key findings in the ERP data.
Keywords: Parallel Distributed Processing (PDP), EventRelated Potentials (ERPs), visual word recognition

Introduction
From their initial development, PDP models have been
considered an especially promising framework for
building simulations which perform cognitive tasks with a
mechanism similar to that employed in the brain (e.g.,
McClelland, Rumelhart, & Hinton, 1986). This optimism
derives in large part from the fact that the basic
processing units in PDP models are neuron-like, in that
the models typically employ many interconnected units,
each performing relatively simple computations, and
represent information in a distributed fashion (c.f.,
Bowers, 2009; Plaut & McClelland, 2010).
The sense that PDP models should lend themselves well
to simulating data from cognitive neuroscience—that is,
brain data relating to cognitive function—is not only
historical. Indeed, especially in the domain of single
word reading, it is currently common for descriptions of
prominent models to suggest that improvements over
existing models could and should be made by increased
contact with data from cognitive neuroscience (e.g., Harm
& Seidenberg, 2004; Perry, Ziegler, & Zorzi, 2007).
Correspondingly, as theories of how reading works based
on neuroimaging data have become increasingly wellspecified, a consensus is emerging—especially in the
Event-Related Potential (ERP) literature—that
interpretation of brain data could benefit from the
guidance of formal computational models (e.g., Banquet
& Grossberg, 1987; Barber & Kutas, 2007; Van Berkum,
2008). For example, one currently viable theory of the

functional significance of the N400 ERP component (a centroposterior component peaking around 400 ms post stimulus
onset, and thought to reflect lexical-semantic access: see
Kutas & Federmeier, in press, for review) suggests that N400
activity represents the continuous activation of semantic
features associated with an orthographic input at either a
whole or partial item level (e.g., the activation of the semantic
features associated with both FORK and PORK in response to
presentation of the word FORK; Laszlo & Federmeier, 2011).
Under this so called obligatory semantics view, contact with
semantics is made automatically by every orthographic input,
and interaction between levels of representation is continuous
(explaining, for example, sentence context effects on illegal
nonwords; Laszlo & Federmeier, 2009).
Two features of this theory are particularly relevant for
implementation in a computational model. First, the proposal
that orthographic sub-parts of items can activate the semantic
features of orthographically similar items extends to
nonwords, such that pseudowords (e.g., GORK) and even
consonant strings (e.g., XFQ) are allowed to contact semantics
—explaining robust N400 effects observed for these items
(e.g., Laszlo & Federmeier, 2009).
This feature of the
obligatory semantics view implicates a word recognition
system that is not strongly lexicalized, and as such would
seem to be more appropriate for simulation in a distributed
PDP framework than in competing frameworks with explicit
lexical representations (cf., Perry, Ziegler, & Zorzi, 2007).
Though it would be possible for lexicalized models to account
for these data by simply allowing very un-wordlike nonwords
to activate their neighbors weakly, such a system is no longer
strongly lexicalized in that its internal response to each input
involves the activation of a number of units, with that
activation graded by similarity to the input-- a system that is
essentially distributed. Second, the continuous, interactive
nature of the obligatory semantics view stronly contrasts with
staged models of word recognition (e.g., Borowsky & Besner,
1993).
Thus, the obligatory semantics view posits a
mechanistic account of visual word recognition resonant with
the PDP approach, but the question remains: would an
implemented PDP model exhibit the patterns of effects in the
ERP data suggestive of a non-lexicalized, continuous system
(e.g., N400 effects for illegal consonant strings)?
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parameter of the model should be linked with the dependent
measure in the ERP data: amplitude of the N400 component.
Implementation-wise, because ERPs fundamentally reflect
synchronous excitatory and inhibitory post-synaptic potentials
in the cortex, it is especially important to handle excitation and
inhibition in the network in a manner true to the way they are
handled in the brain. We next discuss our approach to each of
these challenges, before summarizing the critical ERP data,
describing the ERP model, and presenting simulations.

A Linking Hypothesis: N400 to Model

Figure 1: Architecture of the ERP model. Lines with
empty circles indicate excitatory connections, lines with
filled circles indicate inhibitory connections. INH stands
for “inhibitory”. Note that no units have both excitatory
and inhibitory outgoing connections, and that inhibition
is always within, never between, levels of representation.
It seems clear, then, that converging evidence for the
obligatory semantics view could be provided by
simulations of a model instantiating its key theoretical
constructs.
In addition to the added support for a
particular view of N400 processing that could be provided
by a successful simulation, the effort to model the
continuous, internal dynamics of reading as reflected in
the psychophysiology could be beneficial for improving
reading models as well.
The types of measures with
which reading models are typically concerned—for
example, reaction time (RT) and accuracy—provide
important information about the reading system.
However, RT and accuracy are fundamentally end-state
measures, and therefore do not provide direct evidence
about the continuous, internal processing involved in
reading between when an item is presented and when a
response is made.
ERPs provide information about
exactly such processing, and thus have the potential to
provide important constraints on the internal functioning
of reading models.
There are both empirical and computational challenges
to producing a large-scale reading model that can simulate
the ERP data. In the empirical domain, although it would
be advantageous to simulate item-level effects, until very
recently no ERP data suitable for modeling were
available, as the low numbers of participants typically run
in ERP reading studies prohibited the formation of stable
item ERPs. However, the recent advent of a massive
corpus of single-item ERP data (Laszlo & Federmeier,
2011) collected specifically for the purpose of informing a
computational model has effectively addressed this issue.
In particular, one largely theoretical and one
implementational challenge are fundamental to an attempt
to build a model of the ERP reading data. At the
theoretical level, it is necessary to determine what

Past computational models of reading have been solely
concerned with simulating behavioral RT or accuracy data
(e.g., Harm & Seidenberg, 2004; Perry, Ziegler, & Zorzi,
2007; though see also Banquet & Grossberg, 1987 for joint
ERP and computational work in another domain). Thus,
parameters of past models selected for comparison with the
empirical data have been linked to RT or accuracy—for
example, number of processing cycles to settling in the case of
RT. However, RT or accuracy measures are not appropriate
for testing theories about the ERP data, as the critical measure
in the relevant ERP studies is N400 mean amplitude, often in
the absence of any explicit response to the eliciting stimulus.
The determination of what parameter of the model to link
with N400 mean amplitude was guided largely by a pervasive
pattern of effects in the single item ERP corpus suggesting that
N400 amplitudes are larger for items which might reasonably
be thought to elicit more overall activity in semantics. That is,
items with larger orthographic neighborhood sizes, higher
frequency of orthographic neighbors, more lexical associates,
and higher frequency lexical associates all elicited larger
N400s than did items with lower values on these measures
(Laszlo & Federmeier, 2011). In addition to being pervasive
in the single-item ERP corpus, this pattern of results is
generally consistent with past work in factorial ERP designs
(e.g., Holcomb, Grainger & O’Rourke, 2002; Laszlo &
Federmeier, 2007), all of which point to N400 mean amplitude
as a rough indicator of amount of semantic activation elicited
by a target item-- at least when items are presented in random
lists. Thus, we chose to link mean amount of semantic
activation across the entire time course of processing in our
network with N400 mean amplitude.

Excitation and Inhibition
ERPs reflect the synchronous firing of excitatory and
inhibitory post-synaptic potentials in open-field configurations
in the cortex. Thus, the neuroanatomy of excitation and
inhibition is highly relevant to the final morphology of ERPs
measured at the scalp.
We considered two critical
characteristics of excitation and inhibition in the cortex when
planning the architecture of the ERP model. First, neurons in
the cortex are either excitatory or inhibitory, but not both (e.g.,
Crick & Asanuma, 1986). Second, inhibitory connections are
relatively short-range, with connections between cortical areas
being largely excitatory (Crick & Asanuma, 1986). Neither of
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Figure 2: Left, item aggregated ERPs from the middle parietal electrode site representing the response to words,
pseudowords, acronyms, and illegal strings. The N400 window is boxed. Right, scatter plot depicting the relationship
between N400 mean amplitude and orthographic neighborhood size for all 300 single item ERPs. Lexical items (words and
acronyms) are in filled circles, nonlexical items (pseudowords and illegal strings) are in empty circles. In both panels,
negative is plotted up.
these characteristics have been implemented in past PDP
reading models, as the typical architecture of such models
allows for individual units to have both excitatory and
inhibitory outgoing connections, and for inhibitory
connections to exist between levels of representation (e.g.,
Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg, & Patterson, 1997; Harm
& Seidenberg, 2004). In the ERP model, we sought to
move towards a more neurally plausible architecture by
separating excitation and inhibition, and by only allowing
excitatory connections between levels of representation (a
strategy which has also been suggested for cognitive
models; see for example Grossberg, 1984).
As can be observed in Figure 1, which displays the
architecture of the ERP model, this was accomplished by
pairing each bank of excitatory-only units within a level
of representation with a bank of inhibitory-only units
within that same layer. Thus, no unit had both excitatory
and inhibitory projections: only one or the other. Only
the excitatory units were allowed projections between
layers of representation, meaning that the range of
inhibitory connections was limited to within a level of
representation. Each inhibitory layer included far fewer
units than its matching excitatory layer (there were only
6.6% as many inhibitory units as excitatory units, over
all), in accordance with the fact that the large majority of
neurons in the cortex are excitatory (e.g., White, 1989).
As we shall see, separating excitation and inhibition in
this fashion is critical for successfully simulating the ERP
data.

Method: ERPs

ERPs were acquired from 120 participants (58 female, age
range 18-24, mean age 19.1) who viewed an unconnected
stream of text consisting of words (e.g., HAT, MAP),
acronyms (e.g., VCR, AAA), pseudowords (e.g., TUL, KAK),
illegal strings (e.g., CKL, KKB), and names (e.g., SARA,
DAVE). Words, acronyms, pseudowords, and illegal strings
were used as the single-item study was a replication of a
previous study using these same item types (Laszlo &
Federmeier, 2007) and we wanted to be certain before
collecting 120 participants worth of data that our items and
task were already well studied.
Names were of no
experimental interest but served as the putative targets in the
experiment: Participants were required to press a button each
time a name appeared (this was the case in Laszlo &
Federmeier, 2007, as well). Single item ERPs were formed by
averaging, across participants but not items, at each electrode
time-locked to the onset of each word, pseudoword, acronym,
or illegal string. Three-hundred single item ERPs were thus
formed at each electrode, 75 in each of the 4 critical item
types. In addition, more traditional ERPs representing the
averaged within-subject response to, for example, all words,
were also computed. For a more detailed description of the
ERP methods, see Laszlo & Federmeier, 2011.

Results: ERPs
Automated large scale multiple regression analyses conducted
on N400 mean amplitudes for all 300 single item ERPs
revealed that when all items were included (i.e., not just
lexically represented items such as word and acronyms) by far
the largest predictor of N400 amplitude was orthographic
neighborhood size (Coltheart’s N, the number of words that
can be produced by changing 1 letter of a target item): N
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Figure 3: Left, mean semantic activation in the constrained network over time, for pseudowords, words, illegal strings, and
acronyms. Note that high N items (words, pseudowords) tend to elicit more activation than low N items (acronyms, illegal
strings), regardless of lexicality. Right, scatter plot depicting the relationship between mean semantic activation and
orthographic neighborhood size for all 441 individual items in the model’s testing set. Lexical items (words and acronyms)
are in filled circles, nonlexical items (pseudowords and illegal strings) are in empty circles.
explained 30.6 % of unique variance in N400 amplitude,
followed by summed frequency of orthographic
neighbors, which explained only 1.2 % of additional
variance. A 2 x 2 items analysis of variance (ANOVA)
with factors of N (high or low) and lexical type (lexical:
words and acronyms, nonlexical:
pseudowords and
illegal strings) revealed a main effect of N (F1,296 = 159.7,
p < .0001) but no effect of lexical type (F = .19), and no
interaction between the two (F = 1.1) Figure 2 displays
the N effect in the single item ERPs for both individual
items and categories of items—the N effect manifests
itself in the item aggregated ERPs as words and
pseudowords (i.e., high N items) eliciting larger N400s
than acronyms and illegal strings (i.e., low N items). In
these data, as in past studies with similar items (e.g.,
Laszlo & Federmeier, 2007; 2009), individual lexical
characteristics--such as N--are considerably stronger
predictors of N400 amplitude than categorical labels such
as lexical class (e.g., words v. acronyms).
The prominence of the N effect, combined with
previous results demonstrating that, unlike effects of other
lexical variables such as frequency or concreteness, N
effects on the N400 are not eliminated by either repetition
(Laszlo & Federmeier, 2007), or sentence context (Laszlo
& Federmeier, 2009), suggests that N effects in the ERPs,
in addition to being quite large, are also potentially of
fundamental importance. For these reasons, and because
of space considerations, we focus on N effects in the
simulations presented below.

Method: Simulations
The architecture of the ERP model is depicted in Figure 1.
A 15-unit visual input layer represents the visual features

of each of three letters in 5 non-overlapping slots. The visual
input layer feeds into an orthographic autoencoder, which was
trained to reproduce the visual input. The autoencoder feeds
through a 20-unit hidden layer to a 50-unit semantic layer,
where relatively sparse representations (i.e., either 3 or 7
units) were trained to be associated with each visual input.
Connections between level of representation are positive-only.
Each level of representation (input, autoencoder, hidden layer,
and semantics) has an associated inhibitory bank, connected as
depicted in Figure 1. The logistic function is used to compute
unit activations.
Training was accomplished by back-propagating crossentropy error through time. The network was trained on 77
items (62 words and 15 acronyms). On each training trial, the
visual input for one of the 77 items was clamped on, and
activation was allowed to propagate through the network for
12 time steps with no accumulation of error. Targets were
then presented for an additional 4 time steps. When training
was complete, the network was tested on 441 items: the 62
words and 15 acronyms it was trained on, in addition to 279
illegal strings and 85 pseudowords which the network was not
exposed to during training. The target for all illegal strings
and pseudowords was for all semantic units to remain off.

Results: Simulations
At the end of training, the network was tested for its accuracy
in producing the correct outputs in response to both the 77
inputs it was trained on (62 words, 15 acronyms), and the 364
additional nonwords that it was not exposed to in training (85
pseudowords, 279 illegal strings). An item was judged correct
if the Euclidean distance between its actual output vector and
its target vector was less than the distance between its actual
output and any other target. Under this criterion, the network
was 85% accurate (376 / 441 items correct). Errors largely
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consisted of units being too weakly active for words and
acronyms—this was a result of inhibition needing to be
very strong in order to correctly turn all units off for
pseudowords and illegal strings. Of critical importance
was comparing the internal dynamics of the model to the
ERP data.
Figure 3 displays the simulation data
corresponding to both the single item and item-aggregated
ERP data. Regression analysis revealed that, just as in the
ERPs, there was a strong relationship between N and
mean semantic activation in the model (r = .34, p < .
0001). Because there were not equal numbers of items in
each lexical type cell in the simulations, it was not
possible to perform ANOVA analyses corresponding to
those performed on the ERP data.
However, nonparamentric rank sum tests were able to confirm that, as it
appears in Figure 3, words elicited more semantic
activation than did acronyms or illegal strings (for
acronyms, p < .0001; for illegal strings, p < .0001), but
not more than did pseudowords (p = .82). Similarly,
pseudowords elicited more semantic activation than did
acronyms or illegal strings (for acronyms, p < .0001; for
illegal strings, p < .0001). Acronyms and illegal strings
also did not differ in the mean amount of semantic
activity elicited (p = .80). Thus, the same pattern of
effects was observed in the model as in the ERPs.
A second goal of the simulations was to determine
whether the separation of excitation and inhibition was
critical for producing the appropriate internal dynamics in
the model. Therefore, a second simulation was run which
was identical to the first but which did not place
constraints on the sign of any connections (thus allowing
units to have both excitatory and inhibitory connections
simultaneously, and allowing between level of
representation inhibition.) In what follows, we will refer
to this as the unconstrained network, while the original
network will be referred to as the constrained network.
Figure 4 displays the item-aggregated results of this
simulation.
After an identical amount of training, the
unconstrained network was approximately as accurate as
the constrained model, producing correct outputs for 83%
of items (367 / 441). However, despite the similar level of
overall performance, the internal dynamics of the
unconstrained network did not resemble the critical ERPs.
While there was still a relationship between N and mean
amount of semantic activation in this simulation (r = .26,
p < .0001), the pattern of this effect across lexical types
did not match the empirical findings. For example, while
words and pseudowords still elicited more activity than
did acronyms (for words, p < .0001; for pseudowords, p
< .0001), so did illegal strings (p = .035.), and it is clear
that differences among item types, where they exist at all
in this simulation, exist in relatively late tonic activation
levels, as opposed to in the early sweep of over-activation
observed in both the ERP data and the constrained

simulation. Thus, a network which satisfactorily reproduces
key dynamics of the ERP data when constrained to handle
excitation and inhibition in a neurally plausible fashion does
not do so when those constraints are removed.

Discussion
In our attempt to begin to bring computational formalism to a
theory of visual word recognition from the ERP literature, we
were able to successfully simulate critical findings from the
single item ERP corpus in a PDP model which instantiated
components of the obligatory semantics view of N400
processing. This success was at least in part due to the
attention paid in the simulation to the neuroanatomy of
excitation and inhibition, without which the successful model
was not able to correctly reproduce the dynamics observed in
the ERPs. The work consists of a proof of the concept that
ERP data can successfully be simulated within the PDP
framework, and provides a foundation for more
comprehensive modeling of psychophysiological processes.
Though an encouraging initial attempt, it is clear that many
refinements to the model are necessary avenues for future
work. Two seem especially important: on the physiological
side, extending the neural plausibility of the model, and on the
behavioral side, making use of extensive past cognitive
simulations to improve the model’s contact with behavioral
data.
While the architecture of the ERP model does represent an
improvement in neural plausibility over past models, there are
further improvements to be made. For example, as was
described in the methods, the ERP model employs backpropagation through time to effect error reduction during
training, despite the fact that back-propagation is considered
unlikely as a mechanism of neural learning (e.g., O’Reilly,
1996). In response to this issue, current work with the ERP
model focuses on successfully completing training with the

Figure 4:
Mean semantic activation over time in the
unconstrained network for pseudowords, words, illegal
strings, and acronyms.
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Contrastive Hebbian Learning algorithm (Ackley, Hinton,
& Sejnowski, 1985), which at least in some cases
provides similar solutions to back-propagation (e.g., Xie
& Seung, 2003), while avoiding many of backpropagation’s biologically implausible properties.
The future development of the ERP model will also be
guided by the strengths of past, related models of
cognitive phenomena.
The ERP model’s direct
predecessors, the so-called “triangle” models (e.g., Plaut,
McClelland, Seidenberg, & Patterson, 1996; Harm &
Seidenberg, 2004), have provided significant insight into
the representations and flow of information in use in
fundamental cognitive tasks such as lexical decision,
semantic categorization, and the word superiority effect.
Further development of the ERP model will make use of
those insights, as in ongoing work we will consider the
simultaneous simulation of ERP and behavioral data an
important success criterion.
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Abstract
Quantifiers like “all” and “every” are frequent in daily
language. However, when a sentence contains two quantifiers
or is “doubly-quantified” (e.g., “Every boy ate a cookie”)
the meaning can often be ambiguous since there are two
potential interpretations: collective (e.g., several boys sharing
a single cookie) and distributive (e.g., several boys each eating
their own cookie). Psycholinguistic studies have established
empirical evidence for conflict between interpretations
of a doubly-quantified sentence and have proposed that the
interpretation of these sentences is “underspecified”. However,
little is known about the the neural mechanisms that support
the interpretation of doubly-quantified sentences. In an fMRI
experiment we demonstrate that conflict between possible
interpretations of doubly-quantified sentences is supported by
brain regions situated in fronto-parietal cortex. We propose
that an “underspecified” account is insufficient to account for
our neuroanatomical results and instead argue that strategic
decision-making resources may support the interpretation of
doubly-quantified sentences.
Keywords: Quantifiers; Semantics; Language Processing;
Decision-Making; fMRI

Introduction
Quantifiers like “all” and “every” are extraordinarily frequent
in daily language. The meaning of these quantifiers is well
known. However, when these words are used in a doublyquantified sentence the meaning can often be ambiguous.
Consider for example, the following doubly-quantified
sentences containing the quantifier “all”:
(1) a. All the men built a stadium.
b. All the men ate a cookie.
The quantifier “all” prefers a collective interpretation such
as in 1(a) when there is a set of men and they worked
together to build a single stadium. However, in 1(b) a conflict
arises between the preferred collective interpretation and the
unlikely possibility that a set of men collectively eat a single
cookie.
The quantifier “every” also has a preferred interpretation,
but it is distributive. For example, 2(b) is consistent with the
preferred interpretation – a set of men and each man ate a
different cookie. However, in 2(a) a conflict arises due to
the preferred distributive interpretation and unlikely event of
several men each building a unique stadium.

(2) a. Every man built a stadium.
b. Every man ate a cookie.
Together, the examples in (1) and (2) illustrate that a
conflict arises when individuals read doubly-quantified
sentences with a preferred interpretation and this
interpretation is unlikely. Empirical evidence for quantifier
interpretation conflict has been well established within the
psycholinguistic literature (Kurtzman & MacDonald, 1993;
Filik et al., 2004; Paterson et al., 2008) . In a seminal
reading experiment Kurtzman and MacDonald (1993)
presented readers with doubly-quantified sentences like
“Every boy climbed a tree” followed by a continuation
sentence with either a collective interpretation (e.g., “The
tree was full of apples”) or a distributive interpretation
(e.g., “The trees were full of apples”) and asked readers
to make a plausibility judgement. Participants were more
likely to accept, and therefore preferred, the distributive
interpretation rather than the collective interpretation.
However, the preference for a distributive interpretation
was diminished when doubly-quantified sentences were in
a passive voice (e.g., The tree was climbed by every kid)
or in a more complex noun phrase (e.g., George has every
photograph of an admiral). This prompted Kurtzman and
MacDonald (1993) to tentatively endorse a parallel parsing
model that simultaneously incorporates several principles
for resolving quantifier ambiguity and when a principle is
not available readers randomly choose between a distributive
and collective interpretation. In an eye-tracking experiment,
Filik et al. (2004) demonstrated that reading times for
doubly-quantified sentences containing “every” were longer
for sentences with a less preferred collective continuation
compared to a more preferred distributive continuation. This
suggests there is a processing cost when readers encounter a
less preferred interpretation and is consistent with Kurtzman
and MacDonald (1993) parallel processing account (see also
Paterson et al. (2008)).
More recently, in an event related potential (ERP)
experiment Dwivedi et al. (2010) presented individuals with
doubly-quantified sentences and continuation sentences
similar to Kurtzman and MacDonald (1993) and these were
compared relative to matched unambiguous baselines (Every
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kid climbed [a different / the same] tree). This comparison
did not yield any significant effects such as the N400 or
P600 commonly observed in the presence of semantic
violations, but rather within the ambiguous sentences a slow
negativity shift was observed. Dwivedi et al. (2010) used
this evidence to argue that individuals do not immediately
resolve the meaning of ambiguous quantifiers and instead
have an underspecified meaning and therefore do not commit
to a particular interpretation. Moreover, Dwivedi et al.
(2010) characterize their slow negative shift as a Slow Wave
and interpret its pattern in the context of Ruchkin et al.
(1988) claim that a Slow Wave reflects conceptually difficult
processing.
Together, these psycholinguistic investigations establish
empirical evidence for conflict during the interpretation
of “every” in doubly-quantified sentences. However, it is
not clear from previous investigations whether individuals
commit to a particular interpretation or do not resolve the
meaning of an ambiguous quantifier. In this paper we use
BOLD fMRI to investigate the neural basis for interpreting
conflicting or underspecified doubly-quantified sentences.
According to the “underspecified” hypothesis outlined
above readers simply interpret quantifiers using their
preferred meaning (“all” is collective; “every” is distributive)
and if that meaning is in conflict readers choose an arbitrary
interpretation as suggested by Kurtzman and MacDonald
(1993) or do not choose an interpretation at all (Dwivedi et
al., 2010). If readers only rely on the preferred interpretation
of a quantifier, we predict that neural mechanisms that
support quantifier comprehension will be recruited. Several
previous investigations have demonstrated that inferior
parietal cortex supports quantifier comprehension. This is
because of the role that number knowledge appears to play
in the meaning of quantifiers, and number knowledge is
supported by inferior parietal cortex. In fMRI studies healthy
adults recruited inferior parietal cortex when comprehending
sentences like “At least 3 cars are red” (McMillan et al.,
2005; Troiani et al., 2009). Converging evidence for the role
of inferior parietal cortex in quantifier comprehension comes
from neurodegenerative disease patient investigations that
have demonstrated that patients with inferior parietal cortex
disease have difficulty evaluating a quantifier’s meaning
(McMillan et al., 2006; Troiani et al., 2009).
While there are no neuroimaging studies to our
knowledge on the resolution of quantifier ambiguity,
several neuroimaging investigations on semantic ambiguity
have suggested that additional mechanisms may be recruited
to support semantic ambiguity resolution. For example,
fMRI investigations focusing on homonym comprehension
have demonstrated that ventrolateral prefrontal cortex and
inferior frontal cortex are recruited to support cognitive
control demands associated with processing a subordinate
meaning (Whitney et al., 2009). Another fMRI study
suggested that both frontal and temporal cortex are recruited
to support both cognitive control and semantic demands

(Rodd et al., 2005). Together, these studies suggest that
mechanisms beyond those required to support semantic
resources may also be required to support the resolution of
ambiguous doubly-quantified sentences.
In the fMRI study reported in this paper we presented
readers with sentences like (1) and (2) and probed them to fill
quickly”)
in a completion sentence (e.g., “They devoured
with “it” or “them”. We manipulated the size of the final
noun object paired with the quantifier at the beginning of the
sentence in order to modulate conflict between the preferred
interpretation and the likelihood of the event − smaller
objects are associated with a distributive interpretation and
the quantifier “every”, while larger objects are associated
with a collective interpretation and the quantifier “all”.
We predict that if ambiguous quantifier interpretation is
underspecified we will observe recruitment of regions
commonly implicated in quantifier comprehension, including
inferior parietal cortex. If, however, individuals do resolve a
quantifier’s meaning we predict that individuals will recruit
neuroanatomic regions beyond those commonly associated
with quantifier processing.

Methods
Participants
18 healthy young adults [Mean Age=25.4 years (SD=4.9);
Mean Education= 17.0 years (SD=2.4)] from the University
of Pennsylvania community participated in the study for
monetary payment. All participants were native speakers of
English, right-handed, and in good health with no history
of neurological difficulty. Informed consent was obtained
from all participants according to a protocol approved by the
University of Pennsylvania Institutional Review Board.

Experimental Materials
A total of 104 experimental stimulus sentences were
generated that contained two quantifiers. Half of the
sentences included the quantifier “every X” and half included
“all of the X”. The second quantifier in all of the sentences
was the existential quantifier “a Y”. All of the experimental
sentences (e.g., “All of the men built a stadium”) followed the
same simple grammatical structure: a quantifier statement
including a noun phrase (e.g., “All of the boys”, “Every
man”), a verb phrase (e.g., “ate”), an existential quantifier
(e.g., “a”), and a final noun (e.g., cookie, stadium).
In half of the sentences the final noun was a small
object (e.g., a cookie) to yield either a more compatible
interpretation for “every” or a less compatible interpretation
for “all”. In the remaining half of the sentences the final noun
was a large object (e.g., a stadium) to yield a more compatible
interpretation for “all” and less compatible for “every”. The
size of the object was determined in a pretest questionnaire in
which we probed participants to rate each object’s size on a
1−7. Together, this yielded a 2x2 design with Quantifier (All,
Every) and Object Size (Small, Large) as within-participant
factors. Each experimental stimulus item was paired with a
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completion sentence containing a verb phrase followed by a
blank and an adverb (e.g., “All the boys ate a cookie” was
quickly”). Each sentence
paired with “They devoured
was designed so that a forced-choice completion with “it”
would reflect a collective interpretation (e.g., several boys
sharing a single cookie) and a choice of “them” would reflect
a distributive interpretation (e.g., several boys, each with
their own cookie).

Experimental Procedure
Stimuli were presented using an event-related design
comprised of three events.
The first event was the
presentation of the doubly-quantified sentence for 3000 ms,
the second event was a presentation of the completion
sentence for 3000 ms and the third event involved the explicit
decision between “it” or “them” for 5000 ms. Participants
were instructed to complete each sentence with “it” or
“them” in order to make the sentences as natural as possible.
Experimental stimuli were presented using E-Prime
software (Psychology Software Tools; Pittsburgh, PA)
and projected to a screen outside the bore of the magnet.
Participants made their responses using a fiber optic
responses pad by pressing the left button for “it” and right
button for “them”. The experimental session began with
a brief practice session outside of the scanner comprised
of instructions and 8 experimental trials (2 from each
condition). Participants were then given an opportunity to
ask questions and receive feedback on performance. The
session then include the acquisition of a high resolution
volumetric localizer image followed by 4 equal length BOLD
fMRI blocks lasting approximately 7 minutes per block. An
equal number of each experimental condition were presented
in randomized order within each experimental block. Within
each experimental block we added an additional 20% of
trials to generate “null” events (consisting of a blank screen)
in order to dissociate individal trials in the time-series.

Figure 1: Percent of behavioral responses for the preferred
collective interpretation of “all” and the preferred distributive
interpretation of “every”.
space using tissue probability maps (Ashburner & Friston,
1997). During spatial normalization functional data were
interpolated to isotropic 2 mm voxels. The data were
spatially smoothed using a 9 mm FWHM isotropic Gaussian
kernel.
For each stimulus category, hemodynamic response was
estimated by convolving the onset times of the explicit
decision event with a canonical hemodynamic response
function. Each event type (doubly-quantified sentence,
completion sentence, explicit decision) was entered into a
general linear model in order to calculate parameter estimates
for each variable for each subject, and linear contrasts for
comparisons of interest. These estimates were then entered
into second-level random effects analyses to allow us to
make inferences across participants. We focus on the explicit
decision event in our reported contrasts, though we observed
similar activation patterns in contrasts involving the passive
reading events. We report the MNI peaks of regions of
activation in our analyses which survive a FDR-corrected
height threshold of p<0.05.

MRI Acquisition & Analysis
Scans were acquired on a Siemens 3.0T Trio scanner.
Each session began with acquisition of a high-resolution
T1-weighted structural volume using an MPRAGE protocol
(TR = 1620 ms, TE = 3 ms, flip angle = 15◦ , 1 mm slice
thickness, 192 × 256 matrix, resolution = 1 mm3 ). A total of
584 BOLD fMRI images were acquired in 4 separate runs of
equal length. Each image was acquired with fat saturation,
3 mm isotropic voxels, flip angle of 15◦ , TR = 3 s, TEeff =
30 ms, and a 64 × 64 matrix.
Image preprocessing and statistical analyses were
performed using SPM5 (Wellcome Trust Centre for
Functional Neuroimaging, London, UK). We first modeled
each individual participants data. Low-frequency drifts were
removed with high-pass filtering with a cutoff period of 128
seconds and autocorrelations modeled using a first-order
autoregressive model. Images for each participant were
realigned to the first image in the series, coregistered with
the structural image, and then transformed to MNI152

Results
Behavioral Results
To establish behavioral evidence for conflict between
two competing interpretations we analyzed the percent of
preferred responses for each quantifier across small (e.g.,
“cookie”) and large (e.g., “stadium”) object sizes. We report
the percent of “it” responses for sentences containing “all”
since “all” prefers a collective interpretation and thus a
large object. We report the percent of “them” responses
for sentences containing “every” since “every” prefers a
distributive interpretation and thus a small object. Figure 1
illustrates that participants prefer a collective interpretation of
“all” when followed by a large object but have a conflicting
interpretation preference when it is followed by a small
object. Also, participants prefer a distributive interpretation
of “every” when it is followed by a small object and
have conflicting interpretations when it is followed by a
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Figure 3: fMRI activation for parametric analysis revealing
increased activation associated with increased conflict
between object size and preferred interpretation [p<0.05
(FDR-corrected)]

Figure 2: fMRI activation for items with conflicting
interpretations (“all” with small objects; “every” with large
objects) minus items with more preferred interpretations
(“all” with large objects; “every” with small objects).
[p<0.05 (FDR-corrected)]
large object. Paired samples t-tests confirmed an effect
of conflict for both quantifiers: participants prefer larger
objects more than smaller objects for “all” [t(17)=6.54;
p<0.001]; and prefer smaller objects over larger objects
for “every” [t(17)=3.99; p<0.001]. We did not observe
any significant differences between “all” and “every” (all
p>0.3). Therefore, we collapsed “all” and “every” for the
neuroimaging analyses. These behavioral results establish
empirical evidence for conflict when a doubly-quantified
sentence has a preferred interpretation and that interpretation
conflicts with the object size.

Neuroimaging Results
To investigate the neural basis for resolving quantifier scope
ambiguity we compared activation during the interpretation
of sentences with conflicting interpretations (“all” with small
objects; “every” with large objects) relative to sentences
consistent with the preferred interpretation (“all” with large
objects; “every” with small objects). By comparing activation
across closely-matched doubly-quantified sentences we
subtracted out, and therefore controlled for, activation
that may be associated with making an explicit decision
(e.g., motor responses for a button press) and reading (e.g.,
visual processing). This subtraction revealed recruitment of
several regions situated in frontal cortex including bilateral
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex [DLPFC; 42 26 14; -50 28
4], bilateral ventrolateral prefrontal [48 24 -6; -50 28 4],
left inferior frontal [-52 18 28], left dorsal inferior [-44 -4
44] and dorsomedial prefrontal [2 34 48] cortex, along with
bilateral occipital cortex [22 -92 2; -22 -92 12; see Figure 2
for lateral regions]. The recruitment of these frontal regions,
all of which are not language-specific, is not consistent with
the “underspecified” hypothesis that predicts up-regulation
of resources known to contribute to unambiguous quantifier
comprehension.
To further evaluate the contribution of these mechanisms
for resolving quantifier interpretation conflict we conducted
a parametric analysis. In this analysis we used object size
as a continuous measure of quantifier interpretation conflict.
Values for object size were collected in a survey in which
individuals were asked to rate how large each object was

on a 1−7 scale. For example, for the quantifier “every”
the preferred distributive interpretation becomes more
conflicting as the object size (cookie → tree → stadium)
increases. Conversely, for the quantifier “all” the collective
interpretation becomes more conflicting as the object size
decreases. To account for the polarity of “all” and “every”
each of the object sizes for “all” were converted to their
reciprocal so that a higher number represents a higher level of
conflict. We computed the parametric model by correlating
the BOLD signal with object size and observed activation of
several frontal regions including left DLPFC [-50 28 28; -32
24 16], right inferior frontal [44 22 28], bilateral ventrolateral
prefrontal [42 20 -4; -48 48 -8; -46 20 -4], bilateral dorsal
inferior frontal [34 2 48; -36 4 44] and right dorsomedial
prefrontal [2 34 52] cortex that are recruited to support
increasing conflict. We additionally observed recruitment of
right inferior parietal [46 -56 42], left ventral temporal [-38
-50 -22; -44 -74 -14] and bilateral occipital [20 -96 0; -18
-100 10; see Figure 3 for lateral regions] cortex.

General Discussion
Doubly-quantified sentences can often be ambiguous
between a collective and distributive interpretation. In
particular, a conflict arises when a quantifier’s preferred
interpretation is inconsistent with the likelihood of an event
happening. For example, a set of boys are unlikely to
share a single cookie because of the typically small size
of a cookie. We observed in this study that individuals
recruit a large-scale fronto-parietal network to support the
interpretation of ambiguous doubly-quantified sentences.
Moreover, the activation in this network scales in magnitude
with increasing conflict between possible interpretations.
This is incompatible with the account of the behavioral
literature suggesting that conflict results in an arbitrary
decision about quantifier interpretation. Moreover, extensive
frontal activation indicates that these findings are inconsistent
with the hypothesis that readers merely recruit brain regions
important for interpreting a quantifier. These findings instead
suggest that we engage a decision-making mechanism seen
in other studies of ambiguity, such as homonyms (Whitney et
al., 2009; Rodd et al., 2005).
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Critically, while it is important to evaluate our
hypothesized model in a more “naturalistic” setting, we
believe that the observed patterns of activation that support
the decision-making processes of resolving quantifier
ambiguity are distinct from narrow, task-related demands.
First, the cortical regions recruited in the current study are
neuroanatomically distinct from those reported for sentence
comprehension tasks with an explicit decision compared
to those that involve passive reading (Hasson et al., 2006).
Second, a task-related decision-making account can not
account for the selective recruitment of decision-making
mechanisms observed in the reported contrasts. Specifically,
all task-related resources such as working memory resources,
making a button press and orienting attention to a reading
task were held constant across all experimental conditions.

Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC)
We observed recruitment of DLPFC when individuals
processed sentences containing conflict between a preferred
meaning and the likelihood of an event. DLPFC is commonly
implicated as a strategic mechanism in both neuroimaging
(Smith et al., 2001) and patient (Mangels, 1997)
investigations. Specifically, neuroimaging investigations
have implicated DLPFC in a variety of domains requiring
probabilistic evaluation, including probabilistic category
learning (Fera et al., 2005), discriminating between
advantageous and disadvantageous choices (Christakou et
al., 2009), and evaluating a probabilistic distribution in a
decision-making task (Huettel et al., 2005). This is also
consistent with the observation of DLPFC activation during
the probabilistic calculation of a syntactic structure when
confronted with a temporary structural ambiguity (NovaisSantos et al., 2007). Critically, regardless of whether DLPFC
activation is a general strategic mechanism or a probabilityspecific estimator, activation of this region suggests that
resources beyond those implicated in unambiguous quantifier
processing support the comprehension of ambiguous
quantifiers. Future work may help identify the specific role
of DLPFC by more precisely localizing this region in order
to discriminate between different levels of cognitive and
strategic control (Koechlin et al., 2003).
While DLPFC has been implicated in previous studies of
unambiguous quantifier comprehension (McMillan et al.,
2005; Troiani et al., 2009), it has only been reported during
the comprehension of a different class of quantifiers than
those used in the current study. McMillan et al. (2005) only
observed DLPFC activation during the comprehension of
higher-order quantifiers (e.g, “more than half”) compared
to first-order quantifiers (e.g., “at least 3”). More recently,
Troiani et al. (2009) demonstrated that logical quantifiers
such as “all” used in the current study recruit rostralmedial prefrontal cortex. The fact that we did not observe
rostral-medial prefrontal cortex activation in the current
study is consistent with the claim that readers were not
merely recruiting regions important in the interpretation of
quantifier meaning, but were instead recruiting additional

neuroanatomic resources.

Inferior frontal cortex
When a doubly-quantified sentence yields conflict between
a preferred interpretation and the likelihood of an event
we observed activation of dorsal and ventrolateral portions
of inferior frontal cortex. Dorsal inferior frontal cortex is
often implicated as an updating mechanism for working
memory which involves substituting information held in
working memory when trying to resolve conflict (Wager
& Smith, 2003). Our observation of anterior cingulate
activation is also consistent with reports of this region
contributing to conflict resolution (Botvinick et al., 2001).
Ventrolateral prefrontal cortex also has commonly been
implicated in the resolution of competing responses (Badre
& Wagner, 2007). Specifically, Thompson-Schill et al.
(1997) have proposed that ventrolateral prefrontal cortex
does not simply maintain competing responses in working
memory, but rather it is involved in the strategic selection
of relevant semantic information to choose one alternative
over another. In our study ventrolateral prefrontal cortex
is up-regulated relative to increasing conflict between a
collective and distributive interpretation of ambiguous
quantifiers. Consistent with Thompson-Schill et al. (1997)
we argue that this mechanism contributes to strategically
selecting one quantifier interpretation over another.

Inferior parietal cortex
We observed that individuals up-regulated inferior parietal
cortex as a function of increasing quantifier meaning conflict.
The role of inferior parietal cortex’s contribution to resolving
quantifier meaning requires further investigation. On the
one hand our observation that the magnitude of inferior
parietal cortex scales with increased quantifier conflict can
be attributed to increased processing demands associated
with identifying an underspecified quantifier’s meaning. A
number of neuroimaging investigations have demonstrated
inferior parietal recruitment during the comprehension of
unambiguous quantifiers which has been hypothesized to
support number knowledge required for quantifier meaning
(McMillan et al., 2005; Troiani et al., 2009). Similarly,
patients who have cortical atrophy in inferior parietal
cortex due to neurodegenerative disease have difficulty with
quantifier comprehension (McMillan et al., 2006; Troiani
et al., 2009). On the other hand, inferior parietal cortex
recruitment may be associated with increased strategic
processing demands associated with deciding on the
interpretation of an ambiguous quantifier. Inferior parietal
cortex has been implicated in integrating different sources of
information to make a decision (Naghavi & Nyberg, 2005)
and has been reported to support strategic resources when
comprehending sentences that do not contain quantifiers but
have a preferred interpretation (Novais-Santos et al., 2007).
For example, Novais-Santos et al. (2007) observed inferior
parietal cortex activation when readers processed sentences
with a less compatible compared to more compatible and
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attributed this to a verbal working memory mechanism that
works together with DLPFC to support increased resources
during sentence processing.

Conclusion
Together, we propose DLPFC, dorsal and ventrolateral
portions of inferior frontal cortex and inferior parietal
cortex form a large-scale neural network to support the
interpretation of doubly-quantified sentences. All of these
components of our proposed network have previously been
implicated in strategic processing and their recruitment in
this study suggests that strategic mechanisms contribute
to the interpretation of ambiguous quantifiers.
This
observation is in contrast to an “underspecified” account
that hypothesizes that the up-regulation of resources which
support unambiguous quantifier comprehension are sufficient
to support the interpretation of quantified sentences with
more than one meaning.
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Abstract
Recent studies have begun to elucidate the neural correlates
of evidence accumulation in perceptual decision making. Few
of them have used a combined modeling-electrophysiological
approach to studying evidence accumulation. We introduce a
novel multivariate approach to EEG analysis with which we
can perform a comprehensive search for neural correlates of
dynamics predicted by the drift diffusion model. We show that
the dynamics of evidence accumulation are correlated with decreases in the 4–9 Hz theta band over the course of a trial. The
rate of decrease in this band correlates with individual differences in fitted drift diffusion model parameters.
Keywords: EEG; drift diffusion model; decision making

Introduction
Every day we make thousands of decisions, and modeling
work has attempted to describe the nature of these decision
processes. With the advent of cognitive neuroscience, there
has been a growing interest in its neural correlates. This paper introduces a novel approach to studying decision dynamics with human electrophysiology. By using model-predicted
decision dynamics as regressors, we perform a comprehensive search for oscillatory features of electroencephalography
(EEG) activity that could reflect evidence accumulation.
The presence of oscillations in EEG measurements indicates that neurons in a region have an increased level of
spiking relative to their baseline (Fries, Nikolić, & Singer,
2007). Through being synchronized, the oscillations become
strong enough in power to be visible on the scalp. This synchronization is thought to allow groups of neurons to communicate with each other (Fries, 2009; Womelsdorf et al.,
2007). The brain also appears to use oscillations in conjunction with spikes to encode information, for example phase
coding, where the phase of an oscillation at which a neuron
fires encodes the spatial location of an animal (Fries et al.,
2007; O’Keefe & Recce, 1993).
The most well-known oscillations are those in the 28–90
Hz gamma band, which have been studied extensively in the
context of attention tasks. A prominent finding is that attention increases the amplitude of occipital 28–90 Hz gamma
oscillations (e.g., Fries et al., 2007). Yet some studies have
shown that also oscillations of lower frequency are important
for attention. Busch and VanRullen (2010) found that stimuli
are better perceived at certain phases of the on-going 4–9 Hz
theta oscillation than at other phases. This has led to the idea

that sustained attention is not actually sustained, but rather
has an oscillating quality. Moreover, it suggests that 4–9 Hz
theta oscillations, which until recently have primarily been
associated with memory (Kahana, Seelig, & Madsen, 2001)
and spatial navigation (e.g., O’Keefe & Burgess, 1999), are
also relevant to perception.
On a more abstract level, it has been suggested that
theta oscillations are crucial for the coordination of multiple sources of activity at decision points (Womelsdorf, Vinck,
Leung, & Everling, 2010), and combining various pieces of
evidence (van Vugt, Sekuler, Wilson, & Kahana, in revision).
Theta oscillations have also been found to covary with decision certainty (Jacobs, Hwang, Curran, & Kahana, 2006)
and prediction errors in decision making (Cavanagh, Frank,
Klein, & Allen, 2010). This suggests that theta oscillations
could in fact have a more fundamental role in decision making, namely the accumulation of evidence.
Evidence accumulation plays a fundamental role in accumulator models of decision making like the Drift Diffusion
Model (DDM; Ratcliff, 1978). This model posits that to make
a decision, a person accumulates information until they reach
a threshold. Their response times (RTs) can be predicted by
adding a fixed non-decision time to the time it takes to reach
the threshold. The model has thresholds belonging to each
response alternative, and reaching the correct threshold leads
to a correct response. The speed with which one accumulates evidence on average is referred to as the ’drift rate’ of
the accumulation process. This model is capable of explaining complete RT distributions, not just average RTs like most
models of cognition.
In our study, we examine the hypothesis that theta oscillations, but not oscillations at other frequencies, reflect evidence accumulation as predicted by the DDM. We will also
test whether the dynamics of theta oscillations covary with
DDM parameters estimated from a participant’s behavioral
data. This will not only further our understanding of human
decision making, but may eventually allow us to distinguish
different implementations of the DDM that cannot be disentangled solely based on behavioral data (Ditterich, 2010).

Methods
Task: Participants performed a perceptual decision making task in which they judged the direction of motion (left
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or right) of a display of randomly moving dots of which a
percentage moved to the left or the right. These random
dot kinematograms were similar to those used in a series of
psychophysical and decision making experiments with monkeys as participants (e.g., Britten, Shadlen, Newsome, &
Movshon, 1992; Gold & Shadlen, 2001; Shadlen & Newsome, 2001). Stimuli consisted of an aperture of approximately 3 inch diameter viewed from approximately 100 cm
(approximately 4 degrees visual angle) in which white dots
(2 x 2 pixels) moved on a black background. A subset of dots
moved coherently either to the left or to the right on each trial,
whereas the remainder of dots were distractors that jumped
randomly from frame to frame. Motion coherence was defined as the percentage of coherently moving dots. Dot density was 17 dots/square degree, selected such that individual
dots could not easily be tracked.
We had a control task in which participants did not need to
integrate evidence (non-integration condition). In this condition, each trial started with random dot motion, followed by
an arrow indicating the direction to which a participant should
respond. The arrow onset time was calibrated (based on RTs
in previous blocks of the non-integration condition) such that
the dot-motion-viewing times in these trials mirrored the response time distribution of the dots trials.
The experiment presentation code was written in PsychToolbox (Brainard, 1997). Dots were presented with PsychToolbox extensions written by J. I. Gold (http://code.
google.com/p/dotsx/).
Participants: Twenty-three participants (12 female; 21
right-handed, mean age 25, range 18–38) participated in our
experiment in exchange for payment. The experiment was
approved by the Internal Review Board of Princeton University. Participants engaged in 3 separate hour-long training
sessions in which they became familiar with the task. At the
end of these training sessions, performance on a psychometric block was used to determine the coherences at which they
performed at approximately 70 and 90% correct. These coherence levels were used for the two EEG sessions.
Recording Methods: We recorded EEG data from 128
channels using Neuroscan EEG caps with a Sensorium EPA6 amplifier. Data were digitized at 1000 Hz and band-pass
filtered from 0.02–300 Hz; all impedances < 30 kΩ. Acquisition was controlled by Cogniscan. All data were referenced to the nose or chin-electrode and off-line rereferenced to an average reference after automatic bad channel removal (Friederici, Wang, Herrmann, Maess, & Oertel, 2000;
Hestvik, Maxfield, Schwartz, & Shafer, 2007).

General Linear Model for EEG
We developed a General Linear Model (GLM) method to correlate the predicted DDM dynamics with the EEG time series. For every trial, we modeled a ramp of activity starting
at stimulus onset and ending at the response. We contrasted
this ramp with a down-going ramp that began with a transient initial jump at stimulus onset. The sum of the up- and
downramps forms a “boxcar,” or step function. modeling the

alternative hypothesis of a generic “task-on” state. We created a set of parallel up-ramps, down-ramps and boxcars for
the arrow control task.
In addition to these, we created a set of nuisance regressors, modeling transient neural responses to stimulus onset
and button press, and eye activity. To determine the canonical stimulus-locked response, we computed for every participant individually the stimulus-related average in electrode
Cz and inserted this average waveform (from 0–300 ms poststimulus) in the regressor at any timepoint where a stimulus was presented. Similarly, we used the average responselocked waveform from -200–0 ms relative to the response in
CPz as the response regressor.1 The eyeblink regressor was
created from the activity of the eye channel.2
The regressors of interest consisted of ramps, which started
at stimulus onset for each trial, and ramped up to a value of 1
at the time of the response. To test our hypotheses regarding
ramping activity, we created separate ramp regressors for dots
(integration) and arrows (non-integration) trials. We compared the fits of these regressors to regressors reflecting the
alternative hypotheses of neural activity that is “on” during
the trial (“boxcar”) and neural activity that reflects a transient
initial response slowly decreasing over the trial duration.
A major problem in GLM analyses of EEG data is the poor
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). To increase the SNR we created
features (independent variables in the regression) that only
consisted of the trials themselves, padded with 300 ms before
the stimulus and after the response, pasted together into a single time series. We created features both from the raw EEG
time series, and from wavelet-convolved signals in the delta
(2–4 Hz), theta (4–9 Hz), alpha (9–14 Hz), beta (14–28 Hz),
low gamma (28–48 Hz) and high gamma (48–90 Hz) ranges.
After construction, we downsampled these features to 50 Hz,
and z-transformed them.
We ran the GLM in two steps. In the first step we modeled
all the nuisance regressors. The regressors of interest were
then modeled on the residuals of this first regression, which
ensured that the nuisance regressors could not influence the
fits for the regressors of interest. In addition to computing the
regression coefficients for each feature, we also computed the
variance explained by correlating the feature with the fitted
regressors (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2005).

Results
Before turning to the electrophysiological results, we discuss
our behavioral data. Participants were engaged in a random
dot motion discrimination paradigm, where the level of mo1 Response-related ERP peaks typically show their maximum
more posteriorly than stimulus-related ERP peaks. Cz and CPz are
two central electrodes that show peak responses to stimulus presentation and button presses, respectively.
2 We set this regressor to zero outside the eyeblink episodes detected with an amplitude threshold to ensure that no random fluctuations in the eye channel would distort our results. We focused
exclusively on eyeblinks and not on horizontal eye movements because we only had a single eye electrode placed underneath the left
eye.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Mean accuracy (a), reaction time (b) and coherences (c) across subjects.

Figure 3: Validation of the subset method: within-subject
correlation of weighted regressors with EEG data divided
by the across-subject CCs. A perfect validity of the subset
method would yield a fraction of one (within-subject correlations equal to across-subject CC).

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

Figure 4: CC as a function of frequency, with the DDMmodulated model in blue and additional correlation achieved
by the RT-modulated model in red, shown separately for the
ramp regressor of (a) dots and (b) arrows.
(c)
Figure 2: Topographical overviews of the most significant
electrodes for the (a) eye blink, (b) stimulus and (c) response regressors. Red and blue reflect positive and negative
weights, respectively, and the shading indicates the magnitude of the weights.
tion coherence was set such that they performed at roughly
70 and 90% correct (Figure (c)). These results are consistent
with a DDM parametrization in which thresholds are roughly
constant and the rate of evidence accumulation is high for the
high coherence condition, and low for the low coherence condition.
Before running the GLM on the ramp regressors, we verified our method by plotting the main loadings of the eye
blink, stimulus and response regressors. Figure 2 shows
that as expected, eyeblinks have a frontopolar topography,
whereas stimulus and response regressors (which were generated based on electrodes Cz and CPz, respectively) have
a more central distribution centered around their respective
generator electrode.
Having established that the GLM3 is a viable method to an3 Which

predicts the time series of a single electrode by a linear

alyze EEG data, we used canonical correlation (CC), a multivariate technique, to search for the hypothesized ramp dynamics in our data. The advantage of CC is that it allows
linear combinations of channels to predict linear combinations of regressors. Because it is more difficult to interpret
linear combinations of regressors, we initially restricted our
attention to single regressors. Nevertheless, preliminary data
indicate that ±40% larger CCs can be obtained by allowing
linear combinations of regressors.
To be able to do group analysis, we had to take a subset
of the data for every participant to further reduce computational load. We then performed a CC between the regressors
and the EEG time series for every channel, and at every frequency. We did a separate CC for every frequency band, because we sought to make inferences about which would show
most evidence of ramping activity.
One may wonder whether a CC based on a subset of each
subject’s data is valid. To address this concern, we compared
the correlation value of the canonical correlate of interest
with the predicted correlations within each subject (i.e., using the complete data for each subject). Figure 3 shows that
the within-subject correlations based on a subject’s complete
combination of regressors.
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data, weighted by the coefficients obtained from the CC, have
very similar correlations to the across-subject CC based on a
subset of a subject’s data [sign-test comparing median correlation to 1: p = 0.214 ].
Figure 4(a) shows for every frequency range (as well as
non-wavelet-transformed EEG) the CC of the upramp. This
correlation is largest in the 2–4 Hz delta and 4–9 Hz theta
bands. The CC in the theta band is specific to the dots condition, whereas the CC in the delta band occurs also for the
non-integration (arrows) condition (Figure 4(b)). This suggests that theta oscillations are a more likely candidate for
a neural correlate of evidence accumulation than delta oscillations. The downramp and boxcar regressors show a much
lower correlation [in the theta band the CCs are 0.11 for the
boxcar, 0.076 for downramp dots, and 0.15 for downramp arrows]. All CCs have highly significant p-values because of
the large number of datapoints [all ps < 0.001].
We then asked to what extent the DDM, free from trial-totrial variations in RT, could predict the same EEG data. To
do this, we compared the CCs for a regressor that was ramping up or down exactly in concordance with RT to that of
a regressor that was more stereotyped: it had a fixed length
(time-locked to the response) but was modulated by an individual’s DDM parameters.5 Because the DDM-modulated
regressor is not yoked to RT, it fails to capture the stochastic
noise in RT. Although as would be expected, the CCs are uniformly heigher for the RT-based regressor than for the DDMmodulated regressor, it is remarkable that the DDM explains
a large fraction from the variance that the RT-yoked regressor
can. In other words, the model is able to account for a large
portion of the neural variance in ramp-like behavior.
Table 1: Mean (sem) DDM parameters for best-fitting model,
separately for low and high coherence (integration condition),
and arrows (non-integration conditions). cond: condition.
T0: non-decision time. z: starting point. Model fits were
obtained from the DMA toolbox (VandeKerckhove & Tuerlinckx, 2008)
cond
low
high
arrows

drift

threshold

T0

z

0.060 (0.0041)

0.157 (0.008)

0.428 (0.012)

0.078 (0.0042)

0.162 (0.0132)

0.147 (0.009)

0.421 (0.020 )

0.078 (0.0042)

0.784 (0.069)

0.210 (0.036)

0.219 (0.009)

0.094 (0.027)

Figure 5 shows the time courses of the canonical correlate
in the theta band that has the heighest (negative) weight on the
dots upramp regressor. The time course of the ramp regressor
is much larger for the integration condition (green) than for
the arrow trials, the non-integration condition (magenta). The
discontinuities close to the stimulus and response are caused
by the subtraction of the nuisance regressors.
4 Of course one should keep in mind that it’s impossible to prove
the null hypothesis
5 Regressor height was modulated by the threshold parameter; its
slope by the drift parameter and the ramp onset was delayed by the
non-decision time.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: Stimulus-locked (a) and response-locked (b) time
courses of the canonical correlate in the 4–9 Hz theta band,
correlating with the dots upramp, and (c) its topography (blue
indicates a negative correlation between oscillatory power
and the regressor). The shade of the color indicates the magnitude of the correlation.
We next asked whether the dynamics of this ramp covaried with individual differences in DDM parameters. Table 1 shows the mean DDM fits across subjects. The mean
(sem) Maximum Likelihood fit value across subjects was
3466 (167) and the mean BIC (Bayesian Information Criterion) was 3508 (167). We found a significant correlation
[r(22) = 0.36, p = 0.019] between an individual’s drift rate
and the slope of the average theta-band time course for that
same person. There was no significant correlation between
the level the time course reached at the end of the response
interval and the threshold [r(22) = -0.11, n.s.].
If our putative neural ramp correlate indeed reflects the
drift rate, then it should be possible to divide trials into those
with a short and long RT based on the thus-defined neural
drift rate. Figure 6 shows that this can indeed be done for a
subset of the participants (four examples are given). Subsequent fits of the DDM on the subsets of trials for these participants verified that higher neural drift was associated with
a higher behavioral drift (Figure 7). The fact that this is not
possible for all participants might be related to (1) problems
with their EEG data quality or (2) non-optimal task performance where participants engage in different cognitive processes (distraction) in a large fraction of the trials. A further
investigation of this is left for later work.

Discussion
We have confirmed our hypothesis that 4–9 Hz theta oscillations exhibit dynamics consistent with evidence accumulation
in a perceptual decision making task more so than oscillations
at other frequencies. In addition, the magnitude of the difference between the slopes of these potential “neural accumulators” covaries with individual differences in the drift rates
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 7: Fits of the DDM drift rate parameter to trials that
were grouped based on the neural drift (slope 500–100 ms
pre-response).

Figure 6: Neural estimates of the drift rate (binned in tertiles),
based on the slope in the period of 500–100 ms before the
response, can be used to predict RT bins (slow, medium, fast).
Four examples of participants are shown, with the top row of
each panel reflecting low coherence and the bottom row high
coherence.
obtained from the behavioral data.
These results support previous findings of the involvement
of theta oscillations in decision making (e.g., Cavanagh et al.,
2010; Jacobs et al., 2006). Although the ramp regressor also
loads fairly strongly on activity in the delta range, this frequency also shows a significant correlation with activity in the
non-integration control task. This suggests that while theta
may be specific to evidence accumulation, delta may reflect a
more generic “on-task” process. The fairly large loading on
the alpha regressor may reflect bleeding-in of theta activity
because there are individual differences in the ranges of alpha
and theta oscillations (Klimesch, Schirnke, & Pfurtscheller,
1993). One may wonder what is particular about the theta
frequency that would make it suitable for a function in decision making. A modeling study by Smerieri, Rolls, and
Feng (2010) suggests a possible answer. They showed that
in simulated spiking neural networks of two populations of
mutually-inhibiting neurons, RTs decreased and drift rates increased with increasing theta power. This effect was specific
to the theta range because higher frequencies are too fast to
modulate the cell’s membrane potential, which acts as a lowpass filter.
What is quite surprising in our neural correlate of evidence accumulation is that instead of it increasing, oscillatory power actually decreases over the course of the decision
interval. It may be that decreases in oscillatory power actually reflect increases in functional brain activity. This is consistent with Lorist et al. (2009), who found that oscillatory
power increases with fatigue, implying it increases with productive task performance. It may also be the case that over
the course of evidence accumulation, one moves from a more

global mode of processing, in which information is combined
from a large number of neurons, to combining information
from a much smaller set of neurons (associated with less synchronization and lower oscillatory power). Both of these hypotheses could be tested with more localized neural recordings obtained from e.g., intracranial EEG. A third possibility
is that theta may reflect the amount of uncertainty rather than
the evidence accumulation process per se.
One may also wonder why the correlations between the
neural accumulators and EEG data, although significant, are
fairly low. In fact, the order of magnitude of correlations that
we obtained are not unlike those obtained in GLMs applied
to fMRI data. This is caused by the large amount of noise
in neural data. Future studies should investigate whether this
can be improved by applying e.g., independent component
analysis (Delorme, Makeig, & Sejnowski, 2001). Also regularization, which focuses on the informative features in the
data, could possibly help to increase the correlation between
model dynamics and EEG data.
Our findings have several implications for future research.
First, the correlates of the DDM that are observable in EEG
can be used to assess the effect of task manipulations (such
as speed-accuracy trade-off or reward rate) on accumulation
dynamics. Second, there are large individual differences in
task performance. EEG signatures of neural accumulators
may allow us to distinguish different types of participants
or strategies, given that individual differences in DDM parameters covaried with the slope of the neural accumulation
signal. The “neural accumulators” thereby soak up some portion of the noise in the model. These “neural accumulators”
may also capture individual trial noise, such as attentional
fluctuations, although that remains to be proven. Third, we
can use the same multivariate methods to clarify the topographical location of possible neural accumulators in fMRI
data. Finally, it is important to consider what implications
our results have for models of decision making. For example, the non-linearity of the accumulator time courses suggests that evidence accumulation may better be described by
a competitive evidence integration than by a linear ballistic
accumulator (Brown & Heathcote, 2008). Yet, it is difficult to distinguish between the remaining accumulator mod-
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els based solely on their dynamics in two-alternative forced
choice tasks (Ditterich, 2010).
In short, we have provided evidence for a neural correlate
of the dynamics of evidence accumulation in decision making measured in human EEG. Accumulation dynamics were
captured best by 4–9 Hz theta oscillations in a set of superior
parietal channels, and covaried with individual differences in
DDM parameters.
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anatomically distinct brain areas (Bergeron, 2008). As
such, workings are neither consciously available nor
describable with higher-level psychological vocabulary.
Therefore, in contrast to the current practice in cognitive
neuroscience, workings should be described using
domain-independent vocabulary. Here, we adopt a
vocabulary drawn from information processing theory,
although certainly other possibilities (e.g. dynamic
systems theory) may turn out to be more appropriate to
the task (Anderson, 2007a).
According to the Massive Redeployment Hypothesis
(MRH; Anderson, 2010, 2007a,b) multiple workings, in
concert, compose higher-level cognitive uses, and a
typical brain area will contribute to many cognitive uses,
across domains, but perform the same working across
uses (Anderson, 2010). MRH straddles the middle ground
between localization and holism in that, although parts of
the brain are specialized (i.e., they always perform the
same working), this specialization is at the lower-order
level of cognitive workings (e.g., computations or
transformations) rather than that of higher order cognitive
uses. Anderson (2007a, p. 339) uses the analogy of
“finding the right letter to go into a box on a
(multidimensional) crossword puzzle” to describe the task
of determining a shared cognitive working. Thus,
knowing the many cognitive uses that a brain area
supports will help to determine what that brain area does.
Both Anderson (2010, 2007a,b) and Bergeron (2008)
advocate for the determination of shared cognitive
workings within and across domains as a method to
advance our understanding of high-level cognition and to
achieve the interdisciplinary goals of cognitive science.
The methodology of looking across domain boundaries
to determine the working of a brain area is not common in
cognitive neuroscience; activations are generally
attributed to processes specific to the domain under
investigation (Cabeza & Nyberg, 2000). Cabeza and
Nyberg conclude, in a review of 275 imaging studies, “it
would be useful to systematically compare functional
neuroimaging data in different cognitive domains and to
develop general theories that account for the involvement
of brain regions in a variety of cognitive tasks” (Cabeza &
Nyberg, 2000, p. 31). One such working was proposed by
Hubbard et al. (2005): a computational transformation for
spatial updating implemented within the parietal sulcus.
This cognitive working is also thought to play a role in
another cognitive use: shifting attention along the mental
number line. It is hypothesized that the SNARC effect—

Abstract
This paper details and applies a novel method for assigning
function to local cortical structure. Imaging results from
multiple cognitive domains were used to investigate what a
shared neural substrate could be contributing to two
apparently different domains: finger and number
representation. We identified a region within the left
precentral gyrus contributing to both tasks; identified, across
several cognitive domains, other cognitive uses to which the
ROI may have been put; and looked across these cognitive
uses to ascertain the functional contribution of the ROI. The
result of this process is a proposed local working—an array of
pointers—that can be tested empirically and will allow for
further elaboration of the redeployment view of the relation
between finger and number representations. This work is
significant for understanding the relationship between finger
gnosis and math, and for introducing cross-domain modeling
as a new empirical method.
Keywords: number representation; finger representation;
neural substrate; exaptation; function-structure mapping;
localization; cross-domain modeling.

The Redeployment View
Finger gnosis or “finger sense” (indexed by the ability to
distinguish which fingers have been lightly touched
without visual feedback) is related to math ability (Fayol,
Barrouillet, & Marinthe, 1998; Noël, 2005; PennerWilger et al., 2007). In Penner-Wilger and Anderson
(2008) we elaborated a novel hypothesis regarding the
observed predictive relation between finger gnosis and
mathematical ability. In brief, we suggested that these
two cognitive capacities have overlapping neural
substrates, as the result of the re-use (“redeployment”) of
part of the finger gnosis circuit for the purpose of
representing number. On this redeployment view, the
neural circuitry shared between finger gnosis and number
representation forms one part of the functional complex
necessary for number representation. Along with the
neural circuit shared with finger gnosis, additional neural
circuits (with additional abstract functional capacities) are
expected to combine in support of the capacity for
number representation.
The crucial question that a shared neural circuit raises
is: What is the shared circuit doing for the different
functional complexes of which it is a part? What is the
working of this circuit that allows it to support tasks in
such apparently different cognitive domains?
In the framework we adopt here, workings represent
low-level operations that are performed by small,
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the finding that smaller numbers are responded to faster
with the left hand and larger numbers with the right
hand—arises as a result of this shared working.
Tettamanti and Weniger (2006) examined activation of
Broca’s area in a variety of cross-domain tasks with the
purpose of determining the shared working. Though
generally held to be a language area, responsible for
phonological processing and language production,
Broca’s area is also activated in non-linguistic domains
such as object manipulation, action perception, and music
(Tettamanti & Weniger, 2006). The authors examined the
existing imaging data, across domains, and concluded that
the cognitive working of Broca’s area “may be to process
hierarchical structures in a wide range of functional
domains” (p. 491). Such investigations illustrate how
looking across domain boundaries for shared workings
can help generate more specific proposals for those
workings, as well as potentially contribute to a better
understanding of the nature of high-level cognitive
domains and their relations.
In Penner-Wilger and Anderson (2008), one possible
shared working between finger and number representation
was suggested—a register. A register is a representational
form comprised of an ordered series of elements that can
be independently activated. Different patterns of
activation across the register reflect different
representational content. The suggestion of a register,
however, was based solely on the two domains of interest:
finger and number. In the current paper, imaging results
from multiple domains are used to more systematically
investigate the shared working. The steps in this process
were to (1) identify the brain area of interest; (2) identify,
across domains, other cognitive uses that the area of
interest supports; and (3) look across tasks and domains to
ascertain the shared working of the area of interest. The
final result of this process was a proposed shared working
that can be tested empirically (e.g., via interference
studies), and should generate a better, more accurate, and
more fruitful description of our representation of number
and its relation to other domains.

condition involved solving two-digit by two-digit
multiplication problems with a product less than 1000.
Stimuli were presented visually and participants
responded verbally.
The most relevant subtraction for the present purposes
is the conjunction of compute and retrieve conditions
minus the read condition, as number representations are
accessed for both single and multi-digit arithmetic. The
conjunction analysis isolates the common neural
activation for the two arithmetic tasks over and above
activation associated with the control (i.e., read)
condition. The area of interest is significantly activated in
all three comparisons. Thus, the ROI for investigation of
the shared working between finger and number
representation is taken to be within the left precentral
gyrus centered on coordinates (-42, 0, 38) ± 6 mm.

Identifying, Across Domains, Other Cognitive
Uses that the Region of Interest Supports
Identification, across domains, of other cognitive uses that
the ROI supports was accomplished using (1) existing
neuroscience results of shared brain areas in number and
finger representation from Step 1, and (2) the ActionGrounded Cognition Lab’s (www.agcognition.org)
database of post-subtraction activations for 2164 studies
from 692 journal articles (Anderson, Brumbaugh, &
Suben, 2010). All studies in the database were conducted
with healthy adult participants. Areas of activation
recorded in the database reflect greater neural activation
in the noted region for a given condition compared to a
baseline or other comparison as noted (i.e. postsubtraction activations as reported in the original papers).
The output of the database search included the
following information for experiments reporting postsubtraction activation with a center inside the ROI within
the left precentral gyrus: publication citation, domain (i.e.,
action, cognition, emotion, interoception, perception, etc.)
and sub-domain (e.g., attention, language, memory, etc.)
based on the BrainMap database classification system
(Laird, Lancaster, & Fox, 2005), imaging method,
Talairach coordinates and Brodmann area of each
recorded activation, relative placement within the
Brodmann area, and the subtraction used to generate the
results (Anderson, Brumbaugh, & Suben, 2010). Finding
that our region of interest was activated in tasks across
domain boundaries would provide further support for
MRH. Investigation of the output of the database search at
the levels of domain, sub-domain, and the relevant tasks
and subtractions used was necessary to guide and
constrain identification of a proposed shared working.

Identifying the Brain Region of Interest
The brain region of interest is taken from the PET study
of Zago et al. (2001), who reported activation in the left
precentral gyrus at the coordinates for finger
representation during adults’ performance of both singledigit and multi-digit multiplication. This same area within
the left precentral gyrus was also activated during singledigit multiplication (Dehaene et al., 1996), single-digit
addition (de Jong et al, 1996; Pesenti et al., 2000), number
comparison (Dehaene et al., 1996; Pinel, Piazza, LeBihan
& Dehaene, 2004), and symbolic and non-symbolic exact
and approximate addition with dots (Venkatraman, Ansari
& Chee, 2005). Thus, the selected ROI is activated across
a range of numerical formats and tasks.
Zago et al. had four conditions: rest, read, retrieve, and
compute. The read condition involved reading pairs of
Arabic digits, which were composed of zeros and ones.
The retrieve condition involved solving single-digit
multiplication problems from 2 x 2 to 5 x 6. The compute

Results. The results of the database search provided 65

studies and 80 subtractions showing post-subtraction
activation within the region of interest in the left
precentral gyrus. Of the subtractions, 11 were in the
domain of action, 60 in cognition, 2 in emotion, and 7 in
perception. Within the domain of action, four were in the
sub-domain of execution, five in inhibition, and one in
each of imagination and preparation. Within the domain
of cognition, 20 were in the sub-domain of attention
(including four in visual attention), 16 in language (one in
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orthography, two in phonology, nine in semantics, and
four in speech), 2 in mathematics, and 20 in memory
(seven in explicit memory and ten in working memory)
and one in each of time and theory of mind. Within the
domain of perception, two were in audition, one in
somesthesis, and four in vision. Thus, consistent with
Anderson’s (2010) MRH, the region of interest was
involved in varied cognitive uses across domains.

compared to cue switching, where two cues indicated the
same action (Brass & von Cramon, 2004) or to direct
mapping between cue and task (Dassonville et al., 2001).
Increased activation was found for the incongruent
compared to neutral condition in Stroop paradigms (Liu et
al., 2006; Norris et al., 2002). Increased activation was
also found for antisaccades compared to controlled
saccades or fixation—in the antisaccade task participants
are required to direct their gaze to a mirror-symmetrical
location in the opposite visual field of the target, requiring
response inhibition (Chikazoe et al., 2007; Connolly et al.,
2000) as well as for anti-pointing (Connolly et al., 2000).
Thus, task switching/response inhibition is one cognitive
use associated with our shared working of interest. Task
switching requires, among other things, representation of
the response sets (tasks) and some means of mapping cues
to response sets.
In six papers (10 subtractions), order tasks showed
activation in the ROI. Executing saccades to a sequence
of memorized locations, compared to rest (Heide et al.,
2001; Petit et al., 1996), correct hits in deciding whether
the first and last letter of a word were in alphabetical
order compared to misses (Henson et al., 2005), in an
order-memory task following presentation of five letters
compared to an item-memory task (Marshuetz et al.,
2000), and in spatial and non-spatial n-back tests, where
participants are asked to recall items presented n-items
previously, compared to indicating which object changed
luminance or recalling items presented 0-back (Owen et
al., 1998; Ragland et al., 2002). Thus, storage and recall
of order information is one cognitive use associated with
our shared working of interest. Order tasks require,
among other things, some means of representing
information in an ordered form.
In summary, the cognitive uses for our ROI include:
finger representation, number representation, category
representation,
task
representation,
and
order
representation. Note we are not claiming that this ROI is
the only region that performs these various tasks, for
instance that it plays some unique, unduplicated role in
task switching. Rather, these are the various conditions
under which we have observed increased activation in our
ROI. Given the brain area of interest here, and the
cognitive uses the area supports, our goal is to look across
uses to see if it is possible to identify a shared working—
some cognitive resource it provides that would account
for its contribution to all these various tasks.

Looking Across Cognitive Uses to Ascertain the
Shared Working of the Region of Interest
Given the variety of domains, sub-domains, tasks, and
subtractions that showed activation in our ROI within the
left precentral gyrus, the challenge was to glean the
underlying shared working. The output of such an
endeavor should be a low-level cognitive working,
described in domain-neutral vocabulary, which the
different cognitive uses could plausibly benefit from
incorporating.
The region of interest was activated in expected tasks
including number comparison (Gobel et al., 2004; Liu et
al., 2006) and mental representation of fingers (KuhtzBushbeck et al., 2003; Jancke et al., 2000; Numminen et
al., 2004), confirming that this area is involved in both
cognitive uses. In examining the variety of cognitive uses
that share common activation in the ROI, three additional
themes emerged: generation (e.g., generate items in a
given category), inhibition (e.g., incongruent Stroop
condition, anti-saccade, response inhibition), and order
(e.g., n-back task, performing memorized sequences of
saccades, judging alphabetical or sequential order).
Further examination of tasks within each theme was
undertaken as a means to both guide and constrain the
proposed shared working.
In nine papers (10 subtractions), generation tasks
showed activation in the ROI. Increased activation was
found when participants covertly generated words within
a given category, compared to rest (Frankenstein, Richter,
Mcintyre, & Remy, 2001; Tremblay & Gracco, 2006) or
compared to listing numbers (Pihlajamaki et al., 2000).
Increased activation was found for generation of related
verbs when participants were shown nouns, relative to
fixation or rest (Drobyshevsky, Baumann & Schneider,
2006; Hamzei et al., 2001) and also found when
participants produced verbs, compared to nouns, in the
context of short phrases or sentences (Shapiro, Moo, &
Caramazza, 2006). Increased activation was found for the
generation of neutral words relative to emotional words
(Cato et al., 2004). Thus, word generation is one cognitive
use associated with our shared working of interest. Word
generation requires, among other things, representation of
the category of items to be generated, mapping between
category and items, and some means of keeping track of
items already generated.
In thirteen papers (16 subtractions), inhibition tasks
showed activation in the ROI. Increased activation was
found in task switching conditions compared to task
repetition (Cools, Clark, & Robbins, 2004; Dove et al.,
2000). Increased activation was also found in task
switching, where the meaning of the cue switched,

Proposal for a Shared Working
Given the shared uses from the database search, the
specifications for a shared working are: that it allows for
ordered storage of discrete representations and for
mapping between representational forms. Does our initial
proposal of a register (Penner-Wilger & Anderson, 2008)
meet these updated requirements? A register does provide
ordered storage (the reason for our initial proposal). A
register, however, does not provide a means for mapping.
One possibility is that our ROI performs storage and
another shared region performs mapping, in which case a
register would be a plausible shared working. Another
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possibility is that our selected ROI did not pick out a
small, anatomically-distinct brain area and, therefore, is
large enough to encompass two or more workings, one of
which could again plausibly be a register. The third
possibility is that our ROI did successfully pick out a
small, anatomically-distinct brain area that performs one
working, but that this working is more complex than our
original proposal and performs both the storage and the
mapping. This final possibility is addressed for the
duration of the paper.
One computational unit that could implement both the
ordered storage and mapping requirements is an array of
pointers. An array is an ordered group, meeting the
requirements for ordered storage. A pointer is a data
structure that designates a memory location and can
indicate different data types. The added functionality in
this proposed working comes not from the array, as our
proposed register could easily have instead been
described as an array, but from what the array contains.
An array of pointers allows for storage and access of
ordered elements, which are able to point to—or index—
representations or locations in memory, allowing for
mapping between different representational forms. Thus,
an array of pointers would allow for the ordered storage
of different types of information and would facilitate the
mapping between representations.
In finger representation, an array of pointers could hold
distinct ordered representations for each finger. In number
representation, an array of pointers could hold
representations of discrete numbers (not limited to values
≤10), ordered by magnitude, across different
representational forms: non-symbolic and number words,
numerals, etc. This structure could support number
comparison, but also numerical estimation—as estimation
involves translating between alternative representations.
Imaging evidence shows the ROI is activated for both
tasks. In generation tasks, an array of pointers could store
category items and map from categories to items. In task
switching, the array could point to the different task
demands and map cues to response sets. In order tasks, as
in number and finger representation, the array could store
ordered information (e.g., alphabet, sequence of
movements, etc.). Thus, each cognitive use could benefit
from a shared working in the form of an array of pointers.
In summary, the results of the cross-domain
investigation lead to further specification of the proposed
shared working, from a register (Penner-Wilger &
Anderson, 2008) to an array of pointers. The function of
pointers is similar to one of the physical functions of the
fingers. It would thus not be implausible to suppose that
this basic function of the fingers was supported by a brain
mechanism wherein representational content is
determined by the object being indexed, rather than the
state of the indicator per se. An array of pointers—one
part of the functional complex supporting finger gnosis—
would be a candidate for redeployment in any laterdeveloping complex with functional elements able to take
advantage of a component with this abstract functional
structure. We suggest that the number representation
complex did just that.

We should pause here to admit that if one were
modeling the finger gnosis complex in isolation it is
unlikely that an array of pointers implementation for one
of its components would leap out as the obvious choice.
One of the important general implications of MRH is that
one should not model functional complexes in isolation,
but should consider what other complexes may also be
using the same neural substrates. The effect of this
change in methodology is often to suggest novel
decompositions (and candidate implementations) of
cognitive functions. And yet this general suggestion of a
pointer structure is not unprecedented or neurally
implausible. In fact, such a structure is consistent with
the semantic pointer architecture, a recent elaboration of
the Neural Engineering Framework (Eliasmith &
Anderson, 2003). According to this theory, some neural
networks implement semantic pointers, composable
neural representations with partial semantic content that
play an important role in integrating information for
higher-order cognition.
How can the same working, in this case an array of
pointers, be used to support diverse types of
representations across uses? For our proposed working,
the representational power is associated both with the
properties of the array, including (1) which ordered
elements in the array are bound (i.e. pointing to or
indexing something) and which are not (i.e., are free), and
(2) the representational flexibility inherent in the structure
of the array, as well as with the properties of the pointers,
including (3) what the pointers are indexing (i.e., bound
to). The full content of the representation depends on all
three properties. Across different uses, tasks, and
contexts, the same working can be used to represent
vastly different content by altering any one of these
properties of the array or pointers. This distinction is more
broadly captured by the distinction between the
representation itself and the representation consumer
(Millikan, 1984). Depending on how the representation
consumer is tuned, it might be sensitive to: whether there
are bound elements, how many bound elements there are,
the particular ordering of the bound elements (and there is
great flexibility here, depending on how the order is
exploited for content), the individual index content of the
pointers, the overall unordered content, the overall
ordered content.

Figure 1: Illustration of array of pointers structure
The same working, an array of pointers, could support
different forms of numerical representation (e.g., Arabic
digits, number words, etc.). Doing so would require
binding of the indexed content of the pointers to different
locations. Other properties of the array, however, could
remain constant. This rebinding would incur costs
associated with switching the indexed location as well as
reading the new value. As shown in Figure 1, this same
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working could also support diverse representations such
as fingers, items in a category, response sets, or an
ordered list of spatial locations. Switching between item
classes would again require binding of the indexed
content of the pointers to different locations, but would
also likely involve differences in the other properties of
the array such as the number of elements in the array and
number of bound elements. Precise modeling of the
various steps involved in different sorts of
task/representation switching will allow for specific
reaction-time predictions in each case (e.g. which kinds of
switching will take more, and which less time; and also
how the time needed will change with variations in the
number of items being tracked). We are exploring such
properties, having built and currently testing a model of
number representation using the novel candidate
implementation described here in artificial spiking
neurons based on the Neural Engineering Framework
(Eliasmith & Anderson, 2003).
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Conclusion
In conclusion, the relation between finger gnosis and
math ability may be the result of redeployment of a neural
substrate that supports both finger gnosis and the
representation of number, along with a variety of other
uses. Our current findings, based on the outlined crossdomain structure-function mapping methodology, suggest
that the shared resource may be implementing an array of
pointers. This shared working suggests a novel
decomposition (and candidate implementation) of number
representation. We hope that the methodology of
investigating overlapping functional complexes rather
than modeling in isolation will be a fruitful addition to the
field of cognitive science, serving as a provisional model
for a new, more integrative approach to functional
localization.
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Abstract
We present a nonparametric Bayesian model of the organization of visual short-term memory based on the Dirichlet process mixture model. Our model implements the idea that items
in visual short-term memory can be encoded at multiple levels of abstraction, where the appropriate levels of abstraction
and how much weight should be given to each level can be
automatically determined. A capacity limit is implemented
in this model by favoring small numbers of clusters of items.
We show that various biases and distortions reported in visual
short-term recall and recognition memory literatures can be
quite naturally and elegantly explained by the model.
Keywords: Visual short-term memory; chunking; Dirichlet
process mixture model; nonparametric Bayesian model.

Introduction
In a standard visual short-term memory (VSTM) experiment,
subjects view a display containing multiple items with simple
features (e.g. colored squares or oriented Gabor gratings) for
a brief period of time and, after a delay period, are asked
to report about one of those items. This procedure allows
researchers to address a number of important questions: What
is the exact content of their visual memory for the display at
the end of the delay period and how is this content organized
in VSTM? Are the items encoded independently in VSTM,
or do memories for different items influence one another? If
so, how?
There is substantial evidence suggesting that items in
VSTM are not encoded independently of one another (Brady
& Alvarez, 2010; Huang & Sekuler, 2010; Jiang, Olson, &
Chun, 2000). As a specific form of such dependence between
the representations of different items in VSTM, it has recently
been argued that VSTM is organized hierarchically with each
item being represented at two different scales, a fine scale
(i.e. individually) and a coarse scale through the ensemble
statistics of all items in the display (Brady & Alvarez, 2010;
Brady & Tenenbaum, 2010; although see our discussion of
Brady and Alvarez (in press) below). In this paper, we present
a generalization of this idea based on the Dirichlet process
mixture model (DPMM) (Neal, 2000). DPMM is a popular
nonparametric model that can describe a dataset in terms of
a probability distribution over its different possible partitions.
Through the use of multiple partitions, our model can represent an item in VSTM not just at two levels of abstraction as
proposed by Brady and Alvarez (2010) and Brady and Tenenbaum (2010), but at multiple levels of abstraction, including
intermediate levels of abstraction. For instance, in one partition, an item might form its own group (i.e., a fine-scale representation of the item). In another partition, this item might
be grouped with one other item that is highly similar to it (a
moderate-scale representation). And in a third partition, the
item might be grouped with all other items (a coarse-scale

representation). The advantage of DPMM is that it can automatically determine the appropriate partitions for the particular dataset at hand and the weights that should be alloted to
each partition in the posterior distribution.

Details of the Model
Consider a single trial of a hypothetical VSTM experiment in
which an observer needs to remember the feature values (e.g.
position of a square or orientation of a Gabor grating) of N
items in a display. We denote the actual feature value of item
i by θi . One of the items, called the target item, is then cued
and the observer is asked to report its feature value. The index
of the target item is denoted by t and its feature value by θt .
We model this single trial using a non-conjugate DPMM that
assumes the following generative process (Neal, 2000):
θi |µi , τi
µi , τi |G
G

∼ N (θi ; µi , τi )

(1)

∼ G

(2)

∼ DP(G0 , α)

(3)

G0 (µ, τ) = U (µ; a, b) · G (τ; ατ , βτ )

(4)

Here, µi and τi are the mean and precision of the Gaussian
component (or cluster) that item i is assigned to and they
are identical for different i if the corresponding items are assigned to the same component. N (θ; µ, τ) is a normal distribution with mean µ and precision τ, DP(G0 , α) is a Dirichlet
process with base distribution G0 and concentration parameter α. Roughly, α acts a capacity parameter in our model: for
small values of this parameter, the model favors a small number of clusters or groups of similar items (“chunks”), whereas
for large values, it tends to assign each item to its own cluster.
We place a G (αc , 1) prior on the concentration parameter α,
treating αc as a free parameter. U (µ; a, b) is a uniform distribution within the range (a, b) and G (τ; ατ , βτ ) is a gamma
distribution with parameters ατ and βτ . We set the range of
the uniform distribution to a large interval including minimum and maximum possible values for the relevant variable
in each experiment below. For the parameters of the gamma
distribution ατ , βτ , we put a G (1, 1) prior on βτ and treat ατ
as a free parameter. This reduces the total number of free parameters to just 2, namely αc for the concentration parameter,
and ατ for τ. We use the same parameter values ατ , αc for all
trials of an experiment. Inference is performed via a Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling algorithm with auxiliary variables (Algorithm 8 in Neal (2000)).
Figure 1 schematically illustrates, in a hypothetical onedimensional example, the idea of representing an item at multiple levels of abstraction with a DPMM. In this figure, feature values of three different items, θi , shown in a single
trial of a hypothetical VSTM experiment, are represented by
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memory literatures. Specifically, we focus here on results
from two short-term recall tasks (Brady & Alvarez, 2010;
Wilken & Ma, 2004) and from a short-term recognition task
(Viswanathan, Perl, Visscher, Kahana, & Sekuler, 2009).
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Figure 1: (Left) p(θ̃t |µt , τt ) at different iterations of
the MCMC algorithm; (Middle) posterior distribution
over the number of clusters; (Right) the proposed
memory representation of target t: p(θ̃t |{θi }i=1,...,N ) =
R
p(θ̃t |µt , τt )p(µt , τt |{θi }i=1,...,N )dµt dτt .
the dashed lines. At different iterations of the MCMC sampling algorithm, the target item (here the leftmost one) gets
assigned to different Gaussian components. For instance, at
one iteration, the target is assigned to a Gaussian component
of its own (represented by the red line in the leftmost graph
of the figure). In this case, the item is said to be encoded individually. At another iteration of the sampling algorithm, a
different partition is drawn from the posterior distribution; the
target is now grouped with the nearest item and the two items
together get assigned to a common Gaussian component (represented by the blue line). In this case, the two items are said
to be encoded together. At yet another iteration, the partition
sampled from the posterior distribution assigns all three items
into a single group and hence they are represented by a single Gaussian component (shown by the green line). This last
representation is similar to the coarse representation of items
by their ensemble statistics as in Brady and Alvarez (2010).
Formally, the three distributions shown in the leftmost plot
represent p(θ̃t |µt , τt ), with θ̃t representing an estimate of the
feature value of the target item, for three different samples
µt , τt from the posterior distribution over the Gaussian components that the target is assigned to, p(µt , τt |{θi }i=1,...,N ).
The middle plot in Figure 1 shows the posterior distribution over the number of groups or clusters. This plot shows
that for this particular example, most of the time, all items
get assigned to a single cluster as most of the posterior
weight is on this case and items are rarely individually encoded. Finally the rightmost plot shows the posterior predictive distribution for the target item: p(θ̃t |{θi }i=1,...,N ) =
R
p(θ̃t |µt , τt )p(µt , τt |{θi }i=1,...,N )dµt dτt , i.e. an infinite mixture of Gaussian components each weighted by its posterior
weight.1 This distribution is also computed via sampling. We
use this last posterior predictive distribution as the memory
representation of the target item t and refer to it as such.
Next, we show that our model can both qualitatively and
quantitatively explain certain biases and distortions previously reported in visual short-term recall and recognition
1 Note that this integral only involves the components µ , τ that
t t
the target is assigned to, and is thus different from the overall posterior predictive distribution, p(θ̃|{θi }i=1,...,N ).

Brady and Alvarez (2010): Brady and Alvarez (2010)
demonstrated that ensemble statistics of items in a display
influence memory for individual items. In their experiment,
subjects were presented with three red, three blue and three
green circles with different sizes for a brief duration and they
were asked to remember the sizes of red and blue circles only
and to ignore the green circles. After a delay interval, a black
circle appeared at the location of a red or a blue circle in
the original display. Subjects had to indicate the size of the
original (red or blue) circle that was at that location by using the mouse to resize the black circle. Brady and Alvarez
(2010) showed that the reported size of the target circle was
biased toward the average size of the circles having the same
color as the target. It is important to note that they used pairs
of identical configurations in their design such that the only
difference between trials in a matched pair was that the target circle and a randomly chosen circle of the opposite color
swapped their colors. They measured subjects’ bias by first
finding, for each matched pair of trials, the colors associated
with the smaller and larger average circle sizes. They, then,
measured the ratio between the mean reported size when the
target circle appeared in the same color as the larger average
size circles and the mean reported size when it appeared in
the same color as the smaller average size circles. The value
of this ratio indicated whether subjects had a bias toward the
average size of the circles appearing in the same color as the
target. A value of 1 would indicate that subjects did not have
any bias toward the average size, as they would be equally
likely to report smaller or larger sizes than the actual size of
the target; whereas a value significantly greater than 1 would
indicate that subjects were more likely to report larger sizes
when the target appeared in the same color as the larger circles and smaller sizes when it appeared in the same color as
the smaller circles, even though the actual size of the target
was the same between the trials of a matched pair.
Brady and Alvarez (2010) reported an average bias of 1.2
(SEM: 0.05, 6 subjects and 400 trials each), suggesting that
subjects had a bias toward the average size of the circles appearing in the same color as the target. We simulated 3000
trials of the Brady and Alvarez (2010) experiment to test if
our nonparametric Bayesian model would be able to account
for the experimentally observed bias. Sizes of the blue and
red circles in each trial were generated in accordance with
their procedure: first, the mean sizes of the blue and red circles for a single trial were randomly chosen from the interval
[0.625°, 3.125°]. The actual sizes of the three red and three
blue circles were then drawn from normal distributions with
corresponding means and standard deviations that were equal
to one-eighth of the corresponding means. After generating
stimuli for 1500 such trials, stimuli for the remaining 1500
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Figure 2: (Top row) feature values of the items (dashed lines,
feature value of the target is represented by the red dashed
line) and the memory representation of the target; (bottom
row) posterior distribution over the number of clusters.

trials were generated by simply swapping, for each trial, the
color of the target circle with that of a randomly chosen circle
of the opposite color. We assumed that subjects would group
the target with other circles of the same color and therefore
considered only those circles while running the model. The
free parameters of the model (αc and ατ ) were optimized via a
simple grid search method to fit the experimentally observed
bias as closely as possible. Once the proposed memory representation for the target, p(θ̃t |{θi }i=1,...,N ), is computed, there
are different ways to generate a response. One possibility is
to take the mean of this distribution as the model’s response.
Instead, we draw a single value from this distribution and
consider this random value, θ̃tm , to be the model’s response.
Although both of these response generation methods yielded
similar biases on average, the second method provided a better fit to standard deviations of subjects’ average absolute error reported in Brady and Alvarez (2010) (0.5°on average,
SEM: 0.06°). Due to the stochasticity of the responses, the
sampling procedure was repeated 10 times for each trial, each
time drawing different samples from the distribution representing the memory for the target item. Here we report the
mean biases of these 10 repetitions. The mean bias of the
fitted model was 1.2030 (SEM: 0.0033) and its mean absolute error was 0.4890°(SEM: 0.0018°), both very close to the
experimentally observed values (mean bias: 1.2, SEM: 0.05;
mean absolute error: 0.5, SEM: 0.06).
Figure 2 shows the model results for a typical matched pair
of trials. In this figure, the top row shows the feature values
of the items (dashed lines, feature value of the target is represented by the red dashed line) together with the memory
representation of the target, p(θ̃t |{θi }i=1,...,N ), for the two
matched trials. Note how the memory representation of the

target is shifted toward the mean feature value of the items in
both cases. The bottom row shows the posterior distribution
over the number of clusters for the two trials. These posterior
distributions (and those from other trials not shown here) are
dominated by 1-cluster partitions, suggesting that subjects’
performance can be explained as relying overwhelmingly on
a 1-cluster, global, or ensemble representation of the items.
Wilken and Ma (2004): Using a recall paradigm, Wilken
and Ma (2004) showed that subjects displayed systematic biases in their judgments in a short-term memory experiment
that used spatial frequency as the relevant feature. In their
Experiment 9, subjects are first briefly shown a number of Gabor stimuli with different spatial frequencies randomly drawn
from 16 spatial frequency values linearly spaced between 4
cycles/degree and 8 cycles/degree. Different set sizes used
in the experiment were N = 2, 4, 6, 8. After a delay interval,
one of the N Gabors is cued and the subjects’ task is to adjust
the spatial frequency of a probe Gabor stimulus using the arrow keys so that it matches the frequency of the cued Gabor.
Wilken and Ma (2004) showed that subjects tended to overestimate the spatial frequencies of low-frequency Gabors,
but tended to underestimate the spatial frequencies of highfrequency Gabors, i.e. subjects showed a bias toward the
mean spatial frequencies in their judgments. Wilken and Ma
(2004) also observed that the magnitude of this bias depended
on the set size with smaller set sizes leading to smaller biases
(see Figure 8 in Wilken and Ma (2004); also reproduced in
Figure 3 here).
We sought to determine whether our nonparametric
Bayesian model would be able to explain, both qualitatively
and quantitatively, these observed biases. We first generated a
dataset according to the procedure described above. For each
set size, 3000 trials were simulated. We then ran the DPMM
model on these data. In fitting the model to observed biases,
ατ was allowed to vary across different set sizes, but αc was
fixed across different set sizes; and both parameters were optimized to fit the experimentally observed biases as close as
possible.
Biases obtained from the best-fitting DPMM model are
shown in Figure 3 together with the experimentally observed
biases. The model was able to capture the two main patterns
in the observed biases: the linear relationship between the
bias and target frequency and the increase in the magnitude
of bias with set size, as well as providing a good quantitative
fit: root mean squared error, RMSE: 0.2437. Figure 3 also
shows the posterior distributions over the number of clusters
averaged over all trials for different set sizes. These posterior
distributions are dominated by partitions with small numbers
of clusters, suggesting that subjects’ performances can be explained as relying overwhelmingly on coarse representations
of the items.

Explaining the Inter-Item Similarity Effect
Kahana and Sekuler (2002) showed that inter-item similarity
between stimuli influences subjects’ performances in a standard old/new recognition task. In their Experiment 1, on each
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Figure 3: The first two plots show the observed biases and biases predicted by the DPMM for different set sizes (magenta
N = 8, blue N = 6, green N = 4, red N = 2); error bars represent ∓1 SEM across trials. The remaining four plots show
the posterior distributions over the number of clusters averaged over all trials for different set sizes.

trial, subjects were first successively shown sinusoidal gratings with different spatial frequencies. After a delay interval,
they were shown a test grating (or probe) which, on half of
the trials, had the same spatial frequency as one of the gratings presented on the corresponding trial (OLD) and on the
other half of the trials, had a different spatial frequency than
all the gratings presented on the corresponding trial (NEW).
The task was to decide if the spatial frequency of the test
grating was OLD or NEW. Kahana and Sekuler (2002) then
fit the human data collected from this experiment by a simple ‘noisy exemplar’ (NEMO) model that included separate
terms for the effects of the similarity between the test probe
and each of the study items and the inter-item similarity between the study items. They found that the inter-item similarity term had a significant effect on OLD/NEW decisions over
and above the effect of individual probe-item similarities. In
particular, when the probe-item similarities were fixed, larger
inter-item similarities increased the likelihood of a NEW response, making the subject more likely to judge the probe to
be a novel item. Note that a model that represented the study
items independently would not be able to show any inter-item
similarity effects, as the inter-item similarity depends on all
the study items simultaneously.
Kahana and colleagues replicated the main inter-item similarity effect in later works. Here, we specifically consider
an article by Viswanathan et al. (2009) and focus on one of
their experiments demonstrating that homogeneity or interitem similarity influences subjects’ responses. The design of
their experiment was, for our purposes, identical to the design of the experiments in Kahana and Sekuler (2002) described in the previous paragraph. There were two conditions

in the Viswanathan et al. (2009) study: a medium homogeneity condition and a high homogeneity condition. These two
conditions are schematically described in the left and middle plots in Figure 4. In this figure, the spatial frequencies
(in just noticeable difference or JND units) of study gratings
are represented by black dashed lines (at 1, 4 and 8 JND in
the medium homogeneity condition, and at 3, 4 and 8 JND
in the high homogeneity condition) and the spatial frequency
of the probe grating is represented by the green dashed line
(at 2 JND in both conditions). Note that the probe is a NEW
item (or a lure) in both conditions. Also note that the individual probe-study item similarities are identical in the two conditions so that the only difference between these conditions
is the inter-item similarity of the study items, with the high
homogeneity condition having a higher inter-item similarity
than the medium homogeneity condition. The inter-item similarity effect refers to the finding that subjects had a significantly higher probability of responding OLD (or YES) in the
medium homogeneity condition than in the high homogeneity
condition (mean P(Y ES) = 0.69 vs. mean P(Y ES) = 0.57).
We applied the DPMM model to the two conditions in
Viswanathan et al. (2009) and optimized the parameters to fit
the experimentally observed probabilities of YES responses.
Since this task is an old/new recognition task, we cannot use
the memory representation of the target p(θ̃t |{θi }i=1,...,N ) introduced previously, as unlike in other examples considered
in this paper which are all recall tasks, there is no single target
item in an old/new recognition task. Instead, we use the overall predictive distribution, p(θ̃|{θi }i=1,...,N ), for this recognition task, which intuitively quantifies the likelihood that θ̃ was
the value of any one of the study items; whereas the distribution p(θ̃t |{θi }i=1,...,N ) that is used elsewhere in this paper,
quantifies the likelihood that θ̃t was the value of the target
item t. In the computation of the predictive distribution for
the target item, only the components that the target is assigned
to (µt and τt ) are considered; whereas in the computation of
the overall predictive distribution, p(θ̃|{θi }i=1,...,N ), all components in the posterior distribution are taken into account,
regardless of whether the target is assigned to them or not.
The overall predictive distribution, p(θ̃|{θi }i=1,...,N ), can be
thought of as a nonparametric density estimator of the given
dataset and it can be easily computed by sampling (see section 4 of Görür and Rasmussen (2010) for details).
Since p(θ̃|{θi }i=1,...,N ) is a probability density,
we need to transform it into a probability of responding YES (or OLD). We do this by normalizing p(θ̃|{θi }i=1,...,N ) between 0.2 and 0.8: P(Y ES) =
0.6 ∗ (p(θ̃|{θi }i=1,...,N )/max(p(θ̃|{θi }i=1,...,N ))) + 0.2 so
that the maximum probability of responding YES is 0.8 and
the minimum probability of responding YES is 0.2. We
did not normalize probabilities between 0 and 1 because
in these experiments subjects tend to have a relatively high
probability of responding YES even for very dissimilar lures,
and a relatively low probability of responding YES even for
perfect matches or targets. The specific values of 0.2 and 0.8
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Figure 4: (Left) Overall predictive distributions in the
medium and high homogeneity conditions. Spatial frequencies of the study items are shown with black lines and the
probe frequency is represented by the green line. (Right)
Probability of responding YES in the two conditions.
were chosen based on a similar previous study by Kahana,
Zhou, Geller, and Sekuler (2007).
Results are shown in Figure 4. The DPMM was able to
reproduce the inter-item similarity effect: the probability of
responding YES was 0.70 for the medium homogeneity condition and 0.55 for the high homogeneity condition. Also
note that the model predicts that the lure probe (represented
by the green line) will elicit a higher percentage of YES responses than the rightmost study item in both conditions: for
the rightmost study item the model predicts P(Y ES) = 0.56
and P(Y ES) = 0.53 in the medium and high homogeneity conditions, respectively. This prediction is confirmed in
the Viswanathan et al. (2009) study, with observed mean
P(Y ES) = 0.57 and P(Y ES) = 0.52 for the rightmost study
item in the respective conditions. The model was not explicitly fit to these last two observed probabilities.
Intuitively, the reason that the DPMM can successfully account for the inter-item similarity effect is that the posterior
distribution was dominated by 1-cluster or 1-component partitions. Since the items in the high homogeneity condition
have a lower variance, this one component, in turn, had lower
variance in the high homogeneity condition. Even though the
probe has roughly the same Euclidean distance to the mean
in both conditions, it has a higher Mahalanobis (or effective)
distance to the mean in the high homogeneity condition, making the probe less similar to the study items in that condition.

Accounting for Multiple Levels of Abstraction
More recently, in an experiment similar to the recall experiment of Brady and Alvarez (2010) discussed above, Brady
and Alvarez (in press) showed that items can be represented
at multiple levels of abstractions in VSTM (including intermediate levels), not just at two fixed-resolution levels. Experiment 1 of Brady and Alvarez (in press) replicated the main
result of Brady and Alvarez (2010). They hypothesized that
the fact that color was a task relevant feature in this experiment (subjects had to remember only the red circles and the
blue circles and ignore the green circles) might have increased
the salience of this feature, thereby inducing subjects to use
a color-based encoding for the circles. This implies that in a
similar task where color is not task-relevant, the observed bi-

ases toward the mean size of the same colored circles will disappear. In their Experiment 2, Brady and Alvarez (in press)
tested this prediction by removing the green circles from the
display and presenting only the red circles and the blue circles
in each trial. Subjects were told to remember the sizes of all
circles in the display. Therefore, color was no longer a taskrelevant feature. Consistent with their hypothesis, Brady and
Alvarez (in press) found that subjects did not show any bias
toward the mean size of the same colored circles. However,
they observed a bias toward the mean size of all circles in the
display, suggesting that in different contexts, stimuli might be
represented at different levels of abstraction in VSTM.
To explain this distinctive pattern of biases when color was
a salient feature versus when it was not, Brady and Alvarez
(in press) used a two-level hierarchical model for Experiment 2 and a three-level hierarchical model for Experiment
1. In the two-level hierarchical model, the two levels were
the level of individual circles (individual encoding) and the
overall mean of the sizes of all circles in the display. Since
the color-based grouping of circles is not taken into account
in this two-level hierarchical model, in estimating the sizes of
individual circles only a bias toward the overall mean size is
predicted by the model, in accordance with the results of Experiment 2. On the other hand, in the three-level hierarchical
model, the three levels were the level of individual circles (individual encoding), the group level means of the sizes of red
and blue circles and the overall mean of the sizes of all circles
in the display. Since the color-based grouping of circles is explicitly incorporated into the model as a separate level, both
a bias toward group level means and a bias toward the overall mean are predicted by this three-level hierarchical model,
largely consistent with the results of Experiment 1 (it is not
clear if the results from their Experiment 1 support a bias toward the overall mean in addition to the observed bias toward
the mean size of the same-colored circles).
Although their three-level hierarchical model allows for
the representation of items at multiple levels of abstraction (including intermediate levels), there are two problems
with (Brady & Alvarez, in press)’s hierarchical modeling approach. First, using hierarchical models with different numbers of levels in order to account for the pattern of results
observed in different experiments is ad hoc. It is not clear
what determines the number of levels of hierarchy that should
be used for a given experiment and the appropriate ‘grain’ of
those levels. Second, related to the first problem, note that in
their three-level hierarchical model, in the group level representation of the circles, the number of groups (i.e. the number
of colors) and the assignment of each circle to a single group
had to be explicitly specified beforehand. Although it is rather
easy to do this in their experiment (as the number of colors
and the color of each circle are clear), it is not clear how to
define groups or how to assign each item to a group in more
ambiguous cases. It would be much better if the model could
determine these automatically.
The DPMM can deal with each of these problems and pro-
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Experiment 1

vides a much more parsimonious and elegant explanation of
Brady and Alvarez (in press)’s results. We first represent the
colored circles used in Brady and Alvarez (in press) as twodimensional points in the feature space of color and size (for
now using arbitrary numerical values for the blue and red colors). Following Brady and Alvarez (in press), we assume that
the manipulation in Experiment 2 (removing the green circles) reduces the salience or weight of the color dimension
and consequently the distances along the color dimension
shrink in Experiment 2, effectively making the stimuli onedimensional. This is illustrated in Figure 5 in the context of
a hypothetical example. A straightforward two-dimensional
extension of the DPMM presented in this paper, where one
uses bivariate normal component distributions instead of univariate ones and appropriate base distributions, produces exactly the observed results. In Experiment 1, since color is a
salient dimension, color-based partitions of the stimuli, where
the red circles are grouped into a single cluster and the blue
circles into another, are prominent, producing a bias toward
the mean size of the same-colored circles. In Experiment 2,
on the other hand, the stimuli effectively collapse into a single dimension (size) and color-based partitions of the stimuli
are no longer prominent or likely under the model. Indeed,
the most likely partition in this case is the partition where
all stimuli are grouped into a single cluster, producing a bias
toward the overall mean size of all the circles. Note that
the DPMM automatically determines the appropriate levels
of abstraction to represent the stimuli and the weights that
should be alloted to each of them without any supervision.

Experiment 2
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Figure 5: Two hypothetical trials from Experiment 1 (left column) and Experiment 2 (right column) of Brady and Alvarez
(in press). The top row shows the configurations of stimuli
in the color-size space and the most likely partitions (represented by the contours) under a two-dimensional DPMM. The
bottom row shows the posterior distributions over the number
of clusters for the corresponding trials.

General Discussion
We introduced a computational model of the organization of
VSTM based on the DPMM. The DPMM provides an elegant
implementation of the idea that items in VSTM can be represented at multiple levels of abstraction. For all the experiments considered here, our model suggested that subjects’
performances in these experiments could be explained as relying on relatively coarse representations of the items.
As illustrated in the previous section, our model can be easily extended to multi-dimensional features using multivariate
component distributions instead of univariate ones. Future
work might use combinations of feature dimensions considered in this paper, such as orientation or spatial frequency,
with other features such as spatial or temporal locations of
items.
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Abstract
The ability to follow the gaze of another human plays a critical role in cognitive development. Infants as young as 12
months old have been shown to follow the gaze of adults. Recent experimental results indicate that gaze following is not
merely an imitation of head movement. We propose that children learn a probabilistic model of the consequences of their
movements, and later use this learned model of self as a surrogate for another human. We introduce a Bayesian model where
gaze following occurs as a consequence of goal inference in a
learned probabilistic graphical model. Bayesian inference over
this learned model provides both an estimate of another’s fixation location and the appropriate action to follow their gaze.
The model can be regarded as a probabilistic instantiation of
Meltzoff’s “Like me” hypothesis. We present simulation results based on a nonparametric Gaussian process implementation of the model, and compare the model’s performance to
infant gaze following results.
Keywords: cognitive development; machine learning; artificial intelligence; goal inference; Bayesian modeling; gaze following.

Introduction
Gaze following plays an important role in cognitive development. Following the gaze of an adult, for example, allows a
child to jointly attend to an object, learn its name and other
properties, as well as learn useful actions to perform on the
object through imitation. It has been shown that children as
young as 12 months old can follow the gaze of an adult and
engage in joint attention (Brooks & Meltzoff, 2002).
Recent results have shown that gaze following is not
merely an imitation of head movement. For example, 14and 18-month olds do not follow the gaze of an adult who
is wearing a blindfold, although they follow gaze if the adult
wears the same band as a headband. This suggests that these
children do not follow gaze because they are aware of the
consequences of wearing a blindfold (i.e., occlusion) and
unlike 12-month olds, make the inference that the adult is
not looking at an object. This observation is closely related
to Meltzoff’s “Like me” hypothesis (Meltzoff, 2005) which
states that self-experience plays an important role in making
inferences about the internal states of others. In particular,
in the case of the blindfold experiment, self-experience with
own eye closure and occluders may influence gaze following
behavior. To test this hypothesis, Meltzoff and Brooks
provided one group of 12-month olds with self-experience
with an opaque blindfold while two other groups either had
no self-experience or had self-experience with a windowed
blindfold. On seeing an adult with a blindfold turn towards
an object, most of the children who had had self-experience
with blindfolds did not turn to the object while the other

two groups did (Meltzoff & Brooks, 2008). These results
suggest that (a) gaze following involves an inference of
the underlying intention or goal of the head movement,
and (b) self-experience plays a major role in learning the
consequences of intentions and related actions.
In this paper, we propose a new model for gaze following
and joint attention that can be viewed as a probabilistic instantiation of the “Like me” hypothesis. The model itself is general and can be applied to modeling other forms of goal-based
imitation, but we focus here on gaze following. In the following section, we derive our framework for gaze following
based on probabilistic graphical models. We describe how a
child could learn a probabilistic model of the consequences of
their own head movements, and later use this learned model
to interpret the actions of another person. Bayesian inference
over the learned graphical model provides both an estimate
of another’s fixation location and the appropriate action to
move one’s own gaze for joint attention. For the simulations,
a model based on Gaussian process regression was used to
learn the mapping between goals, actions, and their sensory
consequences. We present preliminary results comparing the
model to infant gaze following results and discuss the applicability of the proposed framework for understanding other
forms of goal-based imitation and sensorimotor planning.

A Bayesian Model for Gaze-Following
In the following section, we develop and explain our model
for gaze-following as goal inference. We begin with a simplified explanation of our graphical model, and then give an
overview of the computational components.

Hypothesis
Our hypothesis is the following: humans learn a goal-directed
mechanism for planning gaze movements. A goal location,
provided by either internal or external stimuli, combined with
the current state, determines an action. This action, again in
conjunction with the current state, determines the final state.
We represent this mechanism with the graphical model shown
in Figure 1(a) where G is the goal, A is the action, Xi is the
current state, and Xf is the final state. In the context of gaze
following, the goal is a desired fixation location, the action
is a vector of motor commands, and the state represents head
position and orientation.
With our proposed model, an artificial agent can both plan
future movements given desired fixation points and determine
fixation points given observed head poses. Both of these correspond to performing inference over the graphical model.
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both flexible and robust. First, they are nonparametric so
they do not limit the set of functions that h can be chosen
from. Second, they estimate a probability distribution over
functions instead of choosing a single most-likely candidate
function, allowing all plausible functions to be incorporated
into the estimation process and reducing model bias. For
these reasons, GPs are effective with small numbers of
training samples, increasing their biological plausibility.
We now show how we use these GPs for planning, goal
inference, and gaze-following.
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Figure 1: Graphical models for controlling gaze: (a) contains the
basic model which relates the different variables, (b) demonstrates
the influence of blindfold experience on the model, and (c) shows
the combined graphical models for following the gaze of a mentor.
Shaded variables demonstrate observed variables. The darker shading indicates that B is an observed discrete variable, while the rest
of the nodes are continuous.

Furthermore, through the “Like me” hypothesis, a human can
apply their model to another person in order to infer where
that person is looking and then translate that location back to
their own model in order to fixate on the same location, as is
necessary for gaze following (Figure 1(c)).

Computational Model
We begin by showing how an agent can learn the mapping between goals, states, and actions in order to plan how to fixate
on a specific goal location. The agent first learns a transition model, f , (e.g., through exploration or “body babbling”)
which translates an initial position, xi , and an action, a, to a
final head position, xf ,
xf = f (xi , a) + ν,

ν ∼ N (0, Σν ),

(1)

where N (µ, Σ) signifies the normal distribution with mean µ
and covariance matrix Σ. The learned transition model can
in turn be used to learn a policy function, π, which maps the
initial head position and a goal location g to an action
a = π(xi , g) + υ,

υ ∼ N (0, Συ ).

(2)

This function essentially determines the rotation required to
turn the head from its current position to face the goal.
We use two separate Gaussian processes (GPs)
(Rasmussen & Williams, 2006), GPπ and GPf , to learn
these nonlinear functions. GPs are commonly used in
machine learning to infer a latent function h(·) from noisy
observations yi = h(xi ) + ν, ν ∼ N (0, σν2 ) because they are

Goal-directed Planning GPs are trained via supervised
learning: given a training dataset with noisy labels, the GP
learns the functional mapping between the input data and the
labels (output). The training data itself could be obtained, for
instance, through a reinforcement-based paradigm that combines exploration of the goal-action-state space for training
the transition GP with selection of data from successful trials
for training the policy GP (see (Verma & Rao, 2006) for related ideas). After training, it is simple for the agent to fixate
on a goal location. We assume that the agent knows its current state xi and the goal g. Given these, the agent uses its
learned distribution over functions, GPπ , to compute a probability distribution over actions, p(a|xi , g) = N (a|µa , Σa ). This
distribution can then be passed through GPf to estimate the
probability of the resulting state, p(xf |xi , g) ≈ N (x f |µxf , Σxf ).1
Thus, our model provides us both with the final head position
and an estimate of the uncertainty in the prediction.
Goal Inference Through the use of our computational
model, it is also possible to infer the goal of a head movement
given observations of the starting and ending head poses, xi
and xf , respectively. To accomplish this, the agent must be
able to recover the inputs to each GP given the outputs. Fortunately, results from (Rasmussen & Ghahramani, 2003) allow
us to estimate a distribution over the inputs given the outputs.
As such, we can infer a distribution over actions given xi and
xf and then use this to estimate a distribution over goals.
Gaze Following Goal-directed gaze following is accomplished through our use of the “Like me” hypothesis. The
agent learns a model of itself and assumes that a mentor uses
this same model. The agent observes the starting and ending
states (head poses) of a mentor and then infers the goal location of the mentor, gm , by inferring what it would be looking
at if it were in the mentor’s position. After inferring the mentor’s goal, the agent transforms that goal into its own coordinate frame and then infers how to fixate on that goal. For this
paper, we assume the agent has acquired the ability to transform between coordinate frames through prior experience.

Blindfold Experiments
To demonstrate the robustness and plausibility of this model,
we recreate an experiment from (Meltzoff & Brooks, 2008)
and test our model on it. We incorporate a blindfold vari1 This is an approximation because, in general, a Gaussian passed
through a nonlinear function does not remain Gaussian.
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able, B ∈ {0, 1}, (Figure 1(b)) and allow the agent to learn
the effects of being blindfolded. Our model learns a new
Gaussian process (GPπb , to use in place of GPπ ) for when the
agent is blindfolded. When the blindfold is in place, actions
are random and goals are not causally linked to states (head
poses) or actions. The agent can learn this and then apply
this knowledge to a mentor agent to infer that the mentor’s
goal is random in relation to the observed head movement,
if it is blindfolded. However, if this alternate Gaussian process is not learned, the agent does not know anything about
the blindfold and follows the mentor’s head movement even
if the mentor is blindfolded.

Technical Details
We briefly introduce the notation and theory of Gaussian processes (GPs). More detail can be found in (Rasmussen &
Williams, 2006). Formally, a Gaussian process is a collection
of random variables, any finite number of which have a joint
Gaussian distribution. The random variables represent the
value of the function h(x) at location x. A GP is fully specified
by its mean function m(·) and covariance function k(·, ·).We
write the Gaussian process as h(x) ∼ GPh (mh (x), kh (x, x0 )),
to denote the fact that the GP learns a probability distribution over functions. GPs place a prior p(h) directly on the
space of functions. We use a prior mean function mh = 0 and
use the squared exponential (SE) kernel as our prior covari
ance function kh (x p , xq ) = α 2 exp − 12 (x p − xq )| Λ−1 (x p − xq ) ,
where x p , xq ∈ D , Λ = diag([`21 , ..., `2D ]) is a diagonal matrix
of squared characteristic length-scales, and α 2 is the variance
of the latent function h.2 Thus, the posterior predictive distribution of the function value h∗ = h(x∗ ), for an arbitrary test
input x∗ , is Gaussian with mean and variance

σh2 (x∗ )

h [h∗ ]

|

|

= k∗ (K + σε2 I)−1 y = k∗ β ,

(3)

|
k∗∗ − k∗ (K + σε2 I)−1 k∗ ,

(4)

= varh [h∗ ] =

µ∗ =
σ∗2

=

x∗ [ h [h(x∗ )|x∗ ]|µ, Σ] = x∗ [mh (x∗ )|µ, Σ]
2
2
2
x∗ [mh (x∗ ) |µ, Σ] + x∗ [σh (x∗ )|µ, Σ] − µ∗

(6)
(7)

Note that this is a Gaussian approximation to the true distribution of p(h(x∗ )|µ, Σ) ≈ N (µ∗ , σ∗2 ) where the first two
moments (mean and variance) are matched exactly. This
computation can be extended to the multivariate case where
h : D → E . The only difference is that the target dimensions co-vary and the corresponding predictive covariance
matrix is no longer diagonal (as it is when the input is deterministic in the multivariate case) (Deisenroth et al., 2009).

Inference in Graphical Models

Gaussian Processes

mh (x∗ ) =

& Rasmussen, 2003).

respectively, with k∗ = k(X, x∗ ), k∗∗ = k(x∗ , x∗ ), β = (K +
σε2 I)−1 y, K is the kernel matrix with Ki j = k(xi , x j ), X =
[x1 , ..., xn ] are the training inputs, and y = [y1 , ..., yn ] are the
training targets.
It is also possible to predict with GPs when the test input
x∗ ∼ N (µ, Σ) is uncertain. This corresponds to seeking
Z
p(h(x∗ )|µ, Σ) = p(h(x∗ )|x∗ )p(x∗ |µ, Σ)dx∗ .
(5)
For the SE kernel, we can compute the mean µ∗ and variance
σ∗2 of equation 5 in closed form, following (Deisenroth, Huber, & Hanebeck, 2009; Quiñonero-Candela, Girard, Larsen,
2 We determine the hyperparameters, θ , of each GP by maximizing the marginal likelihood p(y|X, θ ) with respect to the hyperparameters, which is equivalent to maximizing the posterior
distribution over the hyperparameters for a flat hyperprior p(θ ).
This optimization was done using the GPML software, available at
http://www.gaussianprocess.org.

In this paper, we use Bayesian networks, a type of probabilistic graphical model, to illustrate the relationships and conditional independencies between variables.
Forward Inference Using the above equations, we can
compute p(Xf |Xi = xi , G = g) for the graphical model shown
in Figure 1 as follows. Given a current state, xi , and
a goal, g, we first compute p(A|xi , g) = p(π(xi , g) + υ) as
p(A|xi , g) = N (a|mπ ([xi g]| ), kπ ([xi g]| )) from GPπ using (3)
and (4) where we use [xi g]| as x∗ and π as h. Alternatively,
when gaze following, we have a distribution over goals instead of a deterministic value. For this case, we compute
p(A|xi , g) ≈ N (a|µa , σa ) using equations (6) and (7). This
quantity can again be substituted into (6) and (7),3 where
[a xi ]| is now x∗ and f is h, in order to compute p(Xf |xi , g) =
p( f (xi , a) + ν|µa , Σa ) ≈ N (xf |µxf , Σxf ) from GPf .
Reverse Inference More complicated is the reverse inference where we infer the goal from observations of the current
and final state, p(G|Xi = xi , Xf = xf ). This computation is similar to the filtering and smoothing computations used in Gaussian dynamical systems (reviewed in (Deisenroth, 2010)). To
begin, we set Xi = xi and perform forward inference using
our prior p(G = g). We obtain p(A|xi ) = N (a|µa , Σa ) and
p(Xf |xi ) ≈ N (xf |µxf , Σxf ). Now, we approximate the joint
p(A, Xf |xi ) with a Gaussian.4
The remaining uncomputed values, the cross terms of the
|
|
joint covariance Σaxf = axf [axf ] − µa µxf , are computed as in
(Deisenroth et al., 2009; Deisenroth, 2010). Now that we
have the joint, we incorporate the measurement xf by applying standard Gaussian conditioning formulas to it to get
p p
p
p(A|xi , xf ) = N (a|µa , Σa ), where µa = µa + Σaxf (Σxf )−1 (xf −
|
p
µxf ), and Σa = Σa − Σaxf (Σxf )−1 Σaxf .
However, we want a distribution over goals, not over actions. Rather than attempting to find a closed-form solution to the joint p(G, Xf |xi ), we sample from p(A|xi , xf ) (we
approximate the expectation with a finite sum) and use the
3 Technically, we use the formulas for multivariate inputs and outputs which can be found in (Deisenroth, 2010).
4 This is a standard approximation used in Gaussian filters such
as the UKF (Julier & Uhlmann, 2004) and the GP-ADF (Deisenroth
et al., 2009).
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Results
Implementation Details
To test our model, we randomly sample goal positions and
then compute the action required to fixate on this goal. We
add Gaussian noise to this action, compute the resulting gaze
vector if this action were taken, and add Gaussian noise to this
gaze vector. This method is equivalent to training the model
with rejection sampling wherein the agent rejects all samples
that do not result in successful fixation on the goal position.
The Gaussian processes are trained on this randomly generated data and then tested on separate test data.
The default reference frame for both agent and mentor is
at the origin gazing along the x-axis. Each agent has their
own reference frame and we assume that we know the transformation from the mentor’s reference frame to the agent’s.
This transformation is not learned by our model; however,
we believe that this is a minor assumption, especially since
we already assume the agent can observe the mentor’s position and gaze angle for our model. The mentor and agent
are positioned as shown in Figure 2. Goal locations for the
training data were generated uniformly at random from the
area between the agent and the mentor (within the rectangle
formed by x = [100, 500], y = [−500, 500], where the agent is
at (0, 0) and the mentor is at (600, 0)).
We used Gaussian noise with standard deviation of 3 degrees for angles and a standard deviation of 10 cm for locations and distances. For reverse inference, the prior goal state
p(G) is a Gaussian centered halfway between the two agents
along the x-axis with very high variance. While this prior is
quite weak, a single observation of (xi , x f ) is insufficient to
overcome the prior in reverse inference. Instead, we use a
single observation of xi and five observations of x f to get an
accurate estimate of p(G|xi , x f ). More precisely, we run reverse inference with the observed values (xi , x(1)
f ) to compute

dimensionalities of the training inputs and the training targets,
respectively, and n is the size of the training set (Deisenroth
et al., 2009). As such, our model may not scale well to high
dimensions without additional approximations; however, it
currently runs in sub-minute times for the dimensionality we
are using. Additionally, the Gaussian approximations we are
making have little effect because the data is unimodal and
close to symmetric.
Figure 3 shows performance results for our model as it performs forward inference, reverse inference, and gaze following (combined reverse and forward inference). Other than a
few outliers, the estimated values of the model are accurate
and precise. The model is robust to noise and is able to provide strong gaze following results even though uncertainty is
compounded by the second level of inference.

Blindfold Self-Experience Task
In order to validate the cognitive plausibility of our model,
we recreate a cognitive science experiment from (Meltzoff &
Brooks, 2008), where infants’ self-experience with a blindfold affects whether or not they follow the gaze of blindfolded
adults. In their tests, one third of the 96 infants are given experience with a blindfold, another third are given experience
with a “windowed” blindfold, and the remainder gain no experience with either. The children then interact with an adult
experimenter for four trials where, in each trial, the experimenter stops playing with the infant, places the blindfold over
her own eyes, and then silently turns her head to align with
one of two targets (placed between the experimenter and the
infant but offset to the left and right). The trials are given a
score of +1 if the infant looks in the direction of the target,
−1 if the infant looks in the direction of the other target, and 0
if the infant looks elsewhere. The looking score is calculated
as the sum of correct looks, incorrect looks, and no-looks and
thus the possible looking score range is [−4, +4].
400
200
y position (cm)

samples as “measurements” when we compute p(G, A|xi , xf ).
These “measurements” act in the same way as the measured
xf , above, and allow us to condition on the sampled A = a and
then marginalize out A (over all of the samples) in order to
get our desired result.

p(G|xi , x(1)
f ), and then use this as the prior for a second run
of reverse inference to

compute p(G|xi , x(1:2)
). We repeat this
f
(1:5)
p(G|xi , x f ). We believe that this is

five times to compute
a reasonable number of observations for a human to make in
the short amount of time taken for gaze following.

Agent

Mentor

−200
−400
−600

Model Performance
Overall, we found that the model performs quite well. It
learns accurate transition and policy functions from small
amounts of noisy training data (n = 200 data points were used
in our accuracy tests) and the nonparametric nature of Gaussian processes ensures very little customization is required.
The computational complexity of evaluating our model for
gaze following is O(E 3 ) + O(DE 2 n2 ), where D and E are the

0

true fixation points
inferred fixation points

0

200
400
x position (cm)

600

Figure 2: Experimental setup of a gaze following task. Inferred
goal positions are shown (red) next to true goal positions (blue).
Black arrows represent the initial and final gaze vectors of the agent
and mentor for a single test data point.

Similarly, in our experiment we train 60 separate agents
with our model on randomly generated training data. One
third of these agents are given additional experience with a
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Figure 3: Histogram plots showing the probability of an error (in degrees) between the inferred and the true gaze vector. These probabilities
were estimated from 375 test points spread uniformly over the test region. Note how the accuracy gracefully decays as more complicated
inference is performed ((a) is the simplest, while (c) is the most complex).

blindfold wherein they train an additional GPπ for their model
so that they now have GPπ and GPπb , where GPπ is the original GP of the model and GPπb is the GP with blindfold experience. The other 40 agents are trained normally although
one group is the baseline group and the other is the windowed
group. However, in our formulation, the windowed blindfold
in the model amounts to presenting the same training data as
the no-blindfold case, so these two groups will be identical
except for noise. Each agent is presented with 4 trials where
it observes a mentor make a head turn to face either 45 degrees to the left or 45 degrees to the right (plus noise). Trials
are scored as +1 if the agent turns its head at least 30 degrees
in the direction of the correct target and −1 if it turns its head
at least 30 degrees in the direction of the wrong target.
The agents with no blindfold experience use the basic
model (which contains no blindfold knowledge) and thus assume that the mentor is fixating on an object to the left or to
the right. Those with blindfold experience observe that the
mentor is wearing a blindfold and use their learned GPπb for
the reverse inference (applying their model to the mentor).
For this group, the agent has (hopefully) learned that, when
blindfolded, there is no correlation between the mentor’s gaze
and the mentor’s goal position. The blindfold-experienced
agent then uses GPπ for the forward inference (because the
agent is not wearing a blindfold).

Looking Score

4
3
2
1
0

Baseline

Window

Opaque

(a) Computational Model

(b) Infant Data

Figure 4: Comparison of computational model to actual collected
infant data from (Meltzoff & Brooks, 2008).

In order to simulate infants with little experience with

blindfolds, we provided the agents in this experiment with
very little training data (n = 15). If we use more training data,
the agents perform almost perfectly in this task. Results are
shown in Figure 4 and match those of Meltzoff and Brooks
(Figure 4(a)). This is indicative that gaze following involves
understanding the underlying intention or goal and that selfexperience plays a major role in learning the consequences of
intentions and related actions.

Related Work
Our model is closely related to the goal-based imitation
model of Verma and Rao (Verma & Rao, 2006) and the inverse planning model of Baker et al. (Baker, Saxe, & Tenenbaum, 2009). Unlike these previous models, which assume
discrete state and action spaces, our model is based on a
nonparametric model that allows learning and inference in
continuous state and action spaces. Also related to our approach are models for planning based on probabilistic inference (Toussaint & Storkey, 2006; Verma & Rao, 2007;
Botvinick & An, 2009). Again, these models are restricted
to discrete state and action spaces or assume knowledge of
the dynamics of the world. Our model for gaze following
joins the growing number of Bayesian models for cognition
proposed in recent years and acknowledges the psychophysical and neurobiological evidence for Bayesian mechanisms
in perception and action (e.g., (Rao, Olshausen, & Lewicki,
2002; Oaksford & Chater, 2007)).
Within the realm of gaze following models, one class of
models posits that young infants watch an adult’s head movement in space and are drawn to the correct hemi-field where
they are attracted to a salient target object (Butterworth & Jarrett, 1991); over time, they learn to follow gaze to an object
(Moore, 1999). A second class of models supports the nativist
view that infants have a built-in module for interpreting eye
gaze in terms of visual experience in others (Baron-Cohen,
1995). A third class of models adopts the developmental view
that gaze following behavior emerges from self-experience
(Meltzoff & Brooks, 2007). Our model can be regarded as a
Bayesian example of this last class of models.
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Summary and Conclusion
This paper proposes a Bayesian framework for social interaction that postulates that (1) children learn a probabilistic
model of the sensory consequences of their own movements
through self-experience, and (2) they use this learned model
to interpret the actions of others. Specifically, we show how
gaze following can be modeled as goal inference within such
a framework: probabilistic inference over the unknown variables in a learned graphical model allows an agent to infer
another’s gaze direction as well as the action to direct gaze
to the same location. When given self-experience with blindfolds, the model learns the consequences of occlusion and
subsequently does not follow the gaze of a blindfolded agent,
replicating infant gaze following results.
The proposed framework raises several interesting questions: (1) Can the model be extended to other goal-based
imitation tasks, e.g., goal-directed reaching? (2) This paper
explored a nonparametric implementation based on Gaussian
processes but what are possible ways of neurally implementing the learned graphical model? (3) The paper assumes that
states in the environment are known (corresponding to the
case of MDPs or Markov decision processes) – how does the
model extend to the more realistic case where only observations of states are available (partially observable MDPs or
POMDPs) and where learning involves reward-based mechanisms? We plan to explore these issues in future work.
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Abstract
People can apparently make surprisingly sophisticated inductive inferences, despite the fact that there are constraints
on cognitive resources that would make performing exact
Bayesian inference computationally intractable. What algorithms could they be using to make this possible? We show that
a simple sequential algorithm, Win-Stay, Lose-Shift (WSLS),
can be used to approximate Bayesian inference, and is consistent with human behavior on a causal learning task. This algorithm provides a new way to understand people’s judgments
and a new efficient method for performing Bayesian inference.
Keywords: Bayesian inference; algorithmic level; causal
learning

Introduction
In the last five years a growing literature has demonstrated that people often act in ways consistent with optimal
Bayesian models (e.g., Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005; Goodman, Tenenbaum, Feldman, & Griffiths, 2008). These approaches have provided a precise framework for characterizing intuitive theories and have provided an account of how
a learner should update her beliefs as evidence is acquired
(Gopnik & Schulz, 2004; Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2009). The
theory-based Bayesian approach has met with much success
in describing the inferences made by adults (for a review see
Tenenbaum, Griffiths, & Kemp, 2006) and research in cognitive development suggests that children can make similar
inferences (Gopnik & Schulz, 2007; Gopnik et al., 2004;
Gweon, Schulz, & Tenenbaum, 2010; Kushnir & Gopnik,
2007; Schulz, Bonawitz, & Griffiths, 2007). Taken together,
this research strongly suggests that Bayesian statistics provides a productive starting point for understanding human inductive inference.
Theory-based Bayesian approaches have typically been
used to give a “computational level” (Marr, 1982) analysis
of the inferences people make when solving inductive problems, focusing on the form of the computational problem and
its ideal solution. However, it need not be the case that the
algorithms people are using to solve these problems actually
resemble exact Bayesian inference. Indeed, given the computational complexity of exact Bayesian inference (Russell &
Norvig, 2002) and the numerous findings that children and
adults alike have difficulty with explicit hypothesis testing
(e.g., Kuhn, 1989; Klahr, Fay, & Dunbar, 1993) and sometimes only slowly progress from one belief to the next (Carey,
1991; Wellman, 1990), it becomes interesting to ask how
learners might be behaving in a way that is consistent with
Bayesian inference.
Here we investigate the algorithms that learners might
be using in solving a particular kind of inductive problem

– causal learning. These algorithms need to approximate
Bayesian inference, but also need to be computationally
tractable. One strategy that has proven effective for approximating Bayesian inference in computer science and statistics is using sampling-based approximations, also known as
Monte Carlo methods. We introduce a new sequential sampling algorithm based on the Win-Stay, Lose-Shift (WSLS)
principle, in which a learner maintains a particular hypothesis until receiving evidence that is inconsistent with that hypothesis. We show that this WSLS algorithm approximates
Bayesian inference, and can do so quite efficiently.
Previous work in cognitive psychology has shown that people follow a WSLS strategy in concept learning tasks (Restle,
1962; Levine, 1975). We use this as the starting point for an
investigation of whether human behavior that approximates
Bayesian inference in causal learning might be explained in
terms of a WSLS strategy. We compare the WSLS algorithm to simply sampling from the posterior distribution as
an account of human behavior in a simple causal learning
task. Both algorithms predict that people should behave in
a way that is consistent with Bayesian inference, but WSLS
also predicts that there should be a characteristic pattern of
dependency between people’s successive responses.
The plan of the paper is as follows. First, we introduce
the causal learning task that will be the focus of our analysis,
and summarize how Bayesian inference can be applied in this
task. We then introduce the idea of sequential sampling algorithms, including our new WSLS algorithm. This is followed
by a mathematical analysis of the WSLS algorithm, showing that it approximates Bayesian inference. The remainder
of the paper focuses on an experiment in which we evaluate
how well the WSLS algorithm captures people’s judgments
in our causal learning task.

Bayesian inference and causal learning
While the algorithms that we present in this paper will apply
to any inductive problem with a discrete hypothesis space,
we will make our analysis concrete by focusing on a simple
causal learning problem. In this problem, there are three categories of objects: red, green, and blue blocks. Each of these
kinds of blocks activate a machine with different probability
when they are placed on the machine. The red blocks activate the machine on five out of six trials, the green blocks on
three out of six trials, and the blue blocks on just once out of
six trials. A new block is then presented, which has lost its
color, and needs to be classified as either a red, green, or blue
block, based on some observations of what happens when it
is placed on the machine over a series of trials. The question
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is what people will infer about the causal properties of this
block, and which class of blocks it belongs to.
Given this hypothesis space, we can consider how an ideal
learner should update his or her beliefs in light of the evidence
provided by its interaction with the machine. Assume that
the learner begins with a prior probability distribution over
hypotheses, P(h), where the probability assigned to each hypothesis reflects the degree of belief in each hypothesis being
true before seeing any data. Given some observed data d, reflecting whether the block activates the machine on a single
trial, the learner obtains a posterior distribution over hypotheses, P(h|d), via Bayes’ rule:
P(h|d) =

P(d|h)P(h)
∑h0 ∈H P(d|h0 )P(h0 )

(1)

where P(d|h) is the likelihood, indicating the probability of
observing d if h were true, and H is the hypothesis space.
Often, Bayesian inference is performed in a sequential setting, with a series of observations being made one after another, and the posterior distribution being updated after each
observation. This is the case with our causal learning problem, where we receive a sequence of observations of the block
interacting with the machine on successive trials, rather than
a single observation. Letting d1 , . . . , dn denote observations
after n trials, we are interested in the posterior distribution
P(h|d1 , . . . , dn ). This can be computed via Equation 1, substituting d1 , . . . , dn for d. However, it can be simpler to follow a
sequential updating rule, which allows us to compute the posterior after observing d1 , . . . , dn+1 from the posterior based on
d1 , . . . , dn . Formally, this is
P(h|d1 , . . . , dn+1 ) =

p(dn+1 |h)p(h|d1 , . . . , dn )
∑h0 p(dn+1 |h0 )p(h0 |d1 , . . . , dn )

(2)

where we assume that the observations di are conditionally
independent given h (i.e., that a block has an independent
chance of activating the machine on each trial, once its color
is known).

Sequential sampling algorithms
The Bayesian analysis presented in the previous section provides an abstract, “computational level” (Marr, 1982) characterization of causal induction, identifying the underlying
problem and how it might best be solved. We now turn to the
problem of how to approximate this optimal solution. Simply implementing Bayesian inference by listing all hypotheses and then updating them following Bayes’ rule quickly becomes intractable, as it requires considering each hypothesis
after every observation. We thus consider the possibility that
people may be approximating Bayesian inference by following a procedure that produces samples from the posterior distribution. This idea is consistent with the prevalence of Monte
Carlo methods for approximating Bayesian inference in computer science and statistics (e.g., Robert & Casella, 2004), as
well as with behavioral evidence that people select hypotheses in proportion to their posterior probability (Goodman et
al., 2008; Denison, Bonawitz, Gopnik, & Griffiths, 2010).

Independent sampling is the simplest kind of Monte Carlo
method, and is thus a parsimonious place to start in considering the algorithms learners might use. In particular, the
problem of sequentially updating a posterior distribution in
light of evidence can be solved approximately using sequential Monte Carlo methods such as particle filters (Doucet,
Freitas, & Gordon, 2001). A particle filter approximates the
probability distribution over hypotheses at each point in time
with a set of samples (or “particles”), and provides a scheme
for updating this set to reflect the information provided by
new evidence. The behavior of the algorithm depends on the
number of particles. With a very large number of particles,
each particle is similar to a sample from the posterior. With a
small number of particles, there can be strong sequential dependencies in the representation of the posterior distribution.
Recent work has explored particle filters as a way to explain
patterns of sequential dependency that arise in human inductive inference (Sanborn, Griffiths, & Navarro, 2006; Levy,
Reali, & Griffiths, 2009).
Particle filters have many degrees of freedom, with
many different schemes for updating particles being possible
(Doucet et al., 2001). They also require learners to maintain
multiple hypotheses at each point in time. Here, we investigate a simpler algorithm that assumes learners maintain a
single hypothesis, resampling from the posterior with a probability dependent on the degree to which the hypothesis is
contradicted by data. This is similar to using a particle filter with just a single particle, with a computationally expensive resampling step being more likely to be carried out as
that particle becomes inconsistent with the data. Because of
its tendency to maintain a hypothesis that makes a successful
prediction and change hypotheses when this is not the case,
we call this the Win-Stay, Lose-Shift (WSLS) algorithm.
The WSLS principle has a long history both in computer
science, where it appears as a heuristic algorithm in reinforcement learning and game theory (Robbins, 1952; Nowak
& Sigmund, 1993), and in psychology, where it has been
proposed as an account of human concept learning (Restle,
1962). The WSLS strategy has also been shown in children, especially between the ages of three- to five-years-old
(Levine, 1975). More recently, WSLS has been analyzed as
a simple model of learning that leads to interesting strategies
in game theory (Nowak & Sigmund, 1993). In the remainder of the paper, we show that this kind of strategy can yield
a simple method for approximating Bayesian inference, and
appears to be consistent with human behavior.

Analyzing the Win-Stay, Lose-Shift algorithm
A first step towards exploring the WSLS algorithm is to show
that it can be used to approximate Bayesian inference. In
this section, we define the WSLS algorithm we will be analyzing, and contrast it to simply sampling from the posterior
distribution (which we will term Random Sampling, or RS).
Random Sampling assumes that learners draw a new sample
from the posterior distribution every time they need to make
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a response, which requires evaluating all hypotheses or using
a sequential algorithm such as a particle filter with a large set
of particles. Taking independent samples from the posterior
distribution has two consequences. First, when we consider
the behavior of a group of people, the proportion of people
selecting each hypothesis will match the posterior probability. Second, successive responses from an individual will be
independent of one another. We will show that WSLS shares
the first of these properties with RS, but not the second, making it possible to separate these two algorithms empirically.
The simplest version of the WSLS algorithm assumes that
learners maintain their current hypothesis provided they see
data that are consistent with that hypothesis, and generate a
new hypothesis otherwise. This is the version explored by
Restle (1962). It is relatively straightforward to show that this
can approximate Bayesian inference in cases where the likelihood function p(di |h) is deterministic, giving a probability
of 1 or 0 to any observation di for every h, and observations
are independent conditioned on hypotheses. More precisely,
the marginal probability of selecting a hypothesis hn given
data d1 , . . . , dn is the posterior probability p(hn |d1 , . . . , dn ),
provided that hypotheses are generated from the posterior distribution whenever the learner chooses to shift hypotheses.
We now turn to a proof of the more general case, in nondeterministic settings. We will do this by considering the conditions required for an argument by induction to apply. First,
we assume that hn ∼ p(hn |d1 , . . . , dn ). We define the transition kernel of the WSLS algorithm, q(hn+1 |hn ), to be:

δ(hn )
with probability φ
hn+1 |hn ∼
p(hn+1 |d1 , . . . , dn+1 ) with probability 1 − φ
where δ(h) is the distribution putting all of its mass on h,
and φ is the probability of staying, which is a function of
d1 , . . . , dn+1 and hn . The distribution over hypotheses after
observing dn+1 is given by
q(hn+1 = h|d1 , . . . , dn+1 )
=

∑ q(hn+1 = h|hn )p(hn |d1 , ..., dn )
hn

=

∑

which is just p(hn+1 = h|d1 , . . . , dn+1 ). This is because


p(dn+1 |hn+1 = h)
E(φ) = E p(hn |d1 ,...,dn ) c
p(dn+1 |d1 , ..., dn )
p(d
|h)p(h|d
∑
n+1
1 , ..., dn )
=c h
=c
p(dn+1 |d1 , ..., dn )
This provides us a simple set of conditions under which
our criterion is satisfied, with q(hn+1 = h|d1 , ..., dn+1 ) =
p(hn+1 = h|d1 , ..., dn+1 ) for any c such that φ ∈ [0, 1].
There are two interesting special cases to consider. The
first arises when we take c = p(dn+1 |d1 , ..., dn+1 ). In this case,
φ = p(dn+1 |hn+1 = h). This results in a simple algorithm that
makes a choice to resample based on the likelihood associated
with the current observation, given the current h. That is,
with probability proportional to this likelihood, the learner
resamples from the full posterior.
The second special case is the most efficient algorithm of
this kind, in the sense that it minimizes the rate at which sampling from the posterior is required. This corresponds to takp(d
|h
=h)
p(dn+1 |d1 ,...,dn+1 )
, resulting in φ = maxn+1p(dn+1 |h) . For
ing c = max
n+1
h p(dn+1 |h)
h
some hypothesis spaces, it may be possible to compute φ in
advance for all possible data and hypotheses. After this single
costly computation is complete, the learner need only look up
the values.
This proof shows that the marginal distribution over hypotheses after observing dn will be the same for any n. However, there are still important differences in what Win-Stay,
Lose-Shift predicts for the dependency between guesses for
a particular individual as compared to Random Sampling.
Namely, there is no dependency between hn and hn+1 in RS,
but there is for WSLS: if the data are consistent with hn ,
then the learner will retain hn with probability proportional
to p(di |hn ) rather than randomly sampling hn+1 from the posterior distribution. We can use this difference to attempt to
diagnose the algorithm that people are using when they are
solving a causal learning problem.



δ(hn , j)φ + (1 − φ)p(hn+1 |d1 , ..., dn+1 ) p(hn |d1 , ..., dn )

Evaluating inference strategies in people

hn

=

p(hn+1 = h|d1 , ..., dn+1 )(1 − E(φ)) + φp(hn+1 = h|d1 , ..., dn )

where the expectation, E(φ), is with respect to
p(hn |d1 , ..., dn ).
We now examine the conditions on φ such that
q(hn+1 |d1 , . . . , dn+1 ) = p(hn+1 |d1 , . . . , dn1 ), corresponding to
the conditions required for the marginal distribution under
WSLS to match the posterior. If we take
φ=c

p(dn+1 |hn+1 = h)
p(hn+1 = h|d1 , ..., dn+1 )
=c
p(hn = h|d1 , ..., dn )
p(dn+1 |d1 , ..., dn )

where c is a constant which can depend on d1 , . . . , dn+1 but is
invariant over hypotheses, we obtain

We now turn to the question of whether people’s responses
are well captured by the algorithms described above. Namely,
we might expect that if participants behave in ways consistent
with the WSLS algorithm we should observe dependencies
between their responses; specifically, participants should retain hypotheses that are consistent with the evidence, and resample proportional to the likelihood, p(d|h). However, if
participants behave in ways consistent with Random Sampling, then responses will be resampled from the posterior
distribution regardless of previous guesses, such that there are
no dependencies between responses.

Methods

Participants and Design Participants were 65 undergraduates recruited from an introductory psychology course. The
p(hn+1 = h|d1 , ..., dn+1 )(1 − c) + cp(hn+1 = h|d1 , ..., dn+1 ).participants were split into 2 conditions (N = 28 in the “On-

q(hn+1 = h|d1 , . . . , dn+1 )
=
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First” condition; N = 32 in the “Off-First” condition; 5 participants were excluded for not completing the experiment).
Stimuli Stimuli consisted of 13 white cubic blocks (1cm3 ).
Twelve blocks had custom-fit sleeves made from construction
paper of different colors: 4 red, 4 green, and 4 blue. An activator bin large enough for 1 block sat on top of a [15” x
18.25” x 14”] box. Attached to this box was a helicopter toy
that lit up when activated. The activator button for the toy was
inside the box hidden from view. There was a set of On cards
that pictorially represented the toy in the on position, and a
set of Off cards that pictorially represented the toy in the off
position. Because participants were tested in large groups, a
computer slideshow that depicted the color of the blocks and
the cards was used to illustrate the evidence shown.
Procedure Participants in each condition were tested on
separate days in two large groups. Participants were instructed to record responses using paper and pen and not to
change answers provided for previous questions after viewing subsequent evidence. Participants were told that different
blocks possess different amounts of “blicketness,” a fictitious
property. Blocks that possess the most blicketness almost
always activate the machine, blocks with very little blicknetness almost never activate the machine, and blocks with
medium blicketness activate the machine half of the time. A
red block was chosen at random and placed in the activator
bin. The helicopter toy either turned on or remained in the
off position. The experimenter explained that a corresponding On or Off card was placed on the table to depict the event
and the computer slidehow slide showed the same evidence.
The card remained on the table and the computer slideshow
remained on the screen throughout the experiment. After 5
more repetitions using the same red block for a total of 6
demonstrations, participants were told that red blocks have
the most blicketness (they activated 5/6 times). The same
procedure was repeated for the blue and green blocks with
the blue blocks having very little blicketness (activating 1/6
times), and green blocks having medium blicketness (activating 3/6 times). All evidence remained visible on the computer
slideshow. To ensure that participants were paying attention,
they were asked to match each color to the proper degree of
blicketness (most, very little, medium) by writing down their
responses.
After the memory check, a novel white block that lost its
fitted-sleeve was presented and participants were asked to
write down an initial guess about what color fitted-sleeve the
white block should have (red, green, or blue). The white
block was then placed into the activator bin four times and
each time the participant saw whether or not the toy activated. After each demonstration, the appropriate On or Off
card was chosen and the slideshow was advanced to represent the state of the toy. Participants were asked to record
their best guess about what color they believed the block to
be after each demonstration, but before each guess was made

Figure 1: Bayesian posterior probability and human data for
each block, red (R), green (B), and blue (B) after observing
each new instance of evidence, using parameters estimated
from fitting the Bayesian model to the data.
the participants were told, ”It’s okay if you keep thinking it is
the same color and it is also okay if you change your mind.”
In the On-first condition the toy turned on for the first trial,
and did not activate on the three subsequent trials. In the Offfirst condition the toy did not activate on the first trial, but
turned on for the three subsequent trials.

Results
Comparison to Bayesian inference Responses were
uniquely and unambiguously categorized as “red”, “green”,
and “blue”. There was a slight bias to favor green blocks
(60%), with red (25%) and blue (15%) blocks being less favored.1 We determined the parameters for the prior distribution and likelihood in two ways. For the first way (“initial
responses”) priors were determined by the participants’ initial
block color predictions and the likelihood of block activation
was determined by the initial observations of block activations during the demonstration phase (5/6 red, 1/2 green, 1/6
blue). For the second way (“maximized”) we searched for the
set of priors and the likelihood activation weights that would
maximize the log-likelihood for the model.2 Using either set
of parameters, participant responses were well captured by
the posterior probability (initial responses: r(22) = .76, p <
.001; maximized: r(22) = .85, p < .0001, see Figure 1). The
primary difference between the model and data is that people seem to change their beliefs more strongly than the model
predicts. This may be a consequence of pedagogical reasoning, a point we return to in the Discussion.
1 Such a bias is consistent with people’s interest in nondeterminism; the green blocks were the most stochastic in that they
activated on exactly half the trials.
2 The maximized priors were .27 red, .48 green, .25 blue; these
priors correspond strongly to the priors represented by participants.
The maximized likelihood was .85 red, .5 green, .16 blue which also
corresponds strongly to the likelihood given by the initial activation
observations.
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Comparison to WSLS and RS To compare people’s responses to the WSLS and RS algorithms, we first calculated
the “switch” probabilities under each model in the two ways
previously described: using the parameters from the initial
responses and using the previously estimated maximized parameters. Calculating switch probabilities for RS is relatively
easy: because each sample is independently drawn from the
posterior, the switch probability is simply calculated from the
posterior probability of each hypothesis after observing each
piece of evidence. Switch probabilities for WSLS were calculated such that resampling is based only on the likelihood
associated with the current observation, given the current h.
That is, with probability equal to this likelihood, the learner
resamples from the full posterior. Responses were much better captured by the WSLS algorithm using the maximized parameters (r(15) = .81, p < .0001) and the parameters given
by participant initial responses (r(15) = .78, p < .001) as
compared to the RS algorithm (maximized: r(15) = .58, p =
.02; initial responses: r(15) = .39, p = ns). See Figure 2.
We also computed the log-likelihood scores for both models.
The WSLS model better fit the data than the RS model (initial responses: p(d|W SLS) = −221, p(d|RS) = −262; maximized: p(d|W SLS) = −215, p(d|RS) = −251). These results
suggest that the pattern of dependencies between people’s responses are better captured by the WSLS algorithm than by
an algorithm such as RS that produces independent samples.

Discussion
Our results show how tracking learning at the level of the individual can help us understand the specific algorithms that
learners might be using to approximate Bayesian inference.
First we introduced an algorithm, Win-Stay, Lose-Shift that
approximates Bayesian inference by maintaining a single hypothesis over time, and proved that the marginal distribution
over hypotheses after observing data will always be the same
for this algorithm as for sampling from the posterior (Random
Sampling). That is, both algorithms return a distribution over
responses consistent with the posterior distribution obtained
from Bayesian inference. We provided an analysis of WSLS
with two special cases. The first case resulted in a simple
algorithm that makes a choice to resample based on the likelihood associated with the current observation, given the current hypothesis. The second is the most efficient algorithm
of this kind in that it minimizes the rate at which sampling
from the posterior is required, and may thus be of interest for
approximating Bayesian inference in other settings.
Our analysis also made it clear that there are important differences in what WSLS and RS predict for the dependency
between guesses, making it possible to separate these algorithms empirically. We explored the algorithms that people use for solving inductive inference problems through
an experiment using a simple causal learning task. In this
experiment, people’s overall responses are consistent with
Bayesian inference, but people show dependencies between
responses characteristic of the WSLS algorithm, rather than

Figure 2: Correlations between the probability of switching
hypotheses in the models given the maximized parameters
and the human data, for (a) the Win-Stay Lose-Shift algorithm and (b) Random Sampling.
independently sampling responses each time from the posterior. These results extend previous work exploring WSLS
strategies, showing that at least one strategy of this kind
provides a viable way to approximate Bayesian inference,
demonstrating that causal induction contains problems from
this class, and providing evidence that WSLS is an appropriate algorithm for describing people’s inferences.
Connecting the computational and algorithmic levels is a
significant challenge for Bayesian models of cognition and
this is only a beginning step in understanding the psychological processes at work in causal inference. We believe
that there are several important directions for future research
in this area. First, it would be interesting to test the algorithm’s predictions across various psychological experiments
that have relied purely on a Bayesian inference approach;
this would allow for a better assessment of the WSLS algorithm’s efficiency. Second, both algorithms can be seen as extreme versions of particle filters: Random Sampling in cases
where there are a large set of particles drawn from the posterior and randomly drawing one member of the set at random
for each query; and, Win-Stay Lose-Shift, which is similar
to using a single particle that is resampled from the posterior
when the particle becomes inconsistent with the data. There
may be some value in exploring algorithms that lie between
these extremes, with a more moderate number of particles as
well as exploring algorithms that shift from one hypothesis
to the next by modifying the current hypothesis in a principled and structured manner. Considering intermediate models
would also allow future work to examine the degree to which
fewer or greater numbers of particles capture inference and
to what degree these constraints change with age and experience. Third, we constrained our space to a modest number
of hypotheses, but other work has begun to examine how hypothesis spaces may be learned and simultaneously searched;
this should be jointly developed with approaches taken here
that explore the space of plausible algorithms that capture
people’s causal inferences. Fourth, in this particular task,
the aggregate distribution of adult responses shifted more dramatically than the Bayesian model presented here predicted.
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It is likely, given the context of showing participants a predetermined computer slideshow, that adults were making a
pedagogical assumption (Shafto & Goodman, 2008) which
would better capture the data. Future work may investigate
this possibility.
Young children have particularly limited cognitive resources (e.g., German & Nichols, 2003; Gerstadt, Hong, &
Diamond, 1994; Siegler, 1975), but are nonetheless capable
of behaving in a way that is consistent with optimal Bayesian
models. Children must thus be especially adept at managing limited resources to approximate Bayesian inference. Arguably, many of the most interesting cases of belief revision
happen in the first few years of life (Wellman, 1990; Bullock, Gelman, & Baillargeon, 1982; Carey, 1985; Gopnik &
Meltzoff, 1997). Understanding more precisely how specific
algorithms shape children’s learning may provide a potential
solution to the problem of how limited cognitive resources
and Bayesian frameworks of children’s cognition can be reconciled. We are currently investigating these questions.
While there is still important work to be done, connecting the algorithmic level to the computational level is a first
step in understanding the algorithms that learners may be
using to approximate Bayesian inference. We have demonstrated that the WSLS algorithm, previously provided as a
model of human hypothesis testing, can be used to approximate Bayesian inference. This provides a way to perform sequential Bayesian inference while maintaining only a single
hypothesis at a time, and leads to an efficient approximation
scheme that might be useful in computer science and statistics. We have also shown that a WSLS algorithm seems to
capture people’s judgments in a simple causal learning task.
Our results add to the growing literature suggesting that even
responses by an individual that may appear non-optimal may
in fact represent an approximation to a rational process.
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Abstract
We present a computational framework for understanding Theory of Mind (ToM): the human capacity for reasoning about
agents’ mental states such as beliefs and desires. Our Bayesian
model of ToM (or BToM) expresses the predictive model of
belief- and desire-dependent action at the heart of ToM as
a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP),
and reconstructs an agent’s joint belief state and reward function using Bayesian inference, conditioned on observations of
the agent’s behavior in some environmental context. We test
BToM by showing participants sequences of agents moving in
simple spatial scenarios and asking for joint inferences about
the agents’ desires and beliefs about unobserved aspects of the
environment. BToM performs substantially better than two
simpler variants: one in which desires are inferred without reference to an agent’s beliefs, and another in which beliefs are
inferred without reference to the agent’s dynamic observations
in the environment.
Keywords: Theory of mind; Social cognition; Action understanding; Bayesian inference; Partially Observable Markov
Decision Processes

Introduction
Central to human social behavior is a theory of mind (ToM),
the capacity to explain and predict people’s observable actions in terms of unobservable mental states such as beliefs
and desires. Consider the case of Harold, who leaves his dorm
room one Sunday morning for the campus library. When he
reaches to open the library’s front door he will find that it is
locked – closed on Sunday. How can we explain his behavior? It seems plausible that he wants to get a book, that he
believes the book he wants is at the library, and that he also
believes (falsely, it turns out) that the library is open on Sunday.
Such mental state explanations for behavior go well beyond the observable data, leading to an inference problem
that is fundamentally ill-posed. Many different combinations
of beliefs and desires could explain the same behavior, with
inferences about the strengths of beliefs and desires trading
off against each other, and relative probabilities modulated
heavily by context. Perhaps Harold is almost positive that the
library will be closed, but he needs a certain book so badly
that he still is willing to go all the way across campus on the
off chance it will be open. This explanation seems more probable if Harold shows up to find the library locked on Saturday
at midnight, as opposed to noon on Tuesday. If he arrives
after hours already holding a book with a due date of tomorrow, it is plausible that he knows the library is closed and is
seeking not to get a new book, but merely to return a book
checked out previously to the night drop box.

Several authors have recently proposed models for how
people infer others’ goals or preferences as a kind of Bayesian
inverse planning or inverse decision theory (Baker, Saxe, &
Tenenbaum, 2009; Feldman & Tremoulet, 2008; Lucas, Griffiths, Xu, & Fawcett, 2009; Bergen, Evans, & Tenenbaum,
2010; Yoshida, Dolan, & Friston, 2008; Ullman et al., 2010).
These models adapt tools from control theory, econometrics
and game theory to formalize the principle of rational action at the heart of children and adults’ concept of intentional
agency (Gergely, Nádasdy, Csibra, & Biró, 1995; Dennett,
1987): all else being equal, agents are expected to choose actions that achieve their desires as effectively and efficiently
as possible, i.e., to maximize their expected utility. Goals
or preferences are then inferred based on which objective or
utility function the observed actions maximize most directly.
ToM transcends knowledge of intentional agents’ goals and
preferences by incorporating representational mental states
such as subjective beliefs about the world (Perner, 1991). In
particular, the ability to reason about false beliefs has been
used to distinguish ToM from non-representational theories
of intentional action (Wimmer & Perner, 1983; Onishi &
Baillargeon, 2005). Our goal in this paper is to model human ToM within a Bayesian framework. Inspired by models of inverse planning, we cast Bayesian ToM (BToM) as a
problem of inverse planning and inference, representing an
agent’s planning and inference about the world as a partially
observable Markov decision process (POMDP), and inverting this forward model using Bayesian inference. Critically,
this model includes representations of both the agent’s desires (as a utility function), and the agent’s own subjective
beliefs about the environment (as a probability distribution),
which may be uncertain and may differ from reality. We test
the predictions of this model quantitatively in an experiment
where people must simultaneously judge beliefs and desires
for agents moving in simple spatial environments under incomplete or imperfect knowledge.
Important precursors to our work are several computational
models (Goodman et al., 2006; Bello & Cassimatis, 2006;
Goodman, Baker, & Tenenbaum, 2009) and informal theoretical proposals by developmental psychologists (Wellman,
1990; Gopnik & Meltzoff, 1997; Gergely & Csibra, 2003).
Goodman et al. (2006) model how belief and desire inferences interact in the classic “false belief” task used to assess
ToM reasoning in children (Wimmer & Perner, 1983). This
model instantiates the schema shown in Fig. 1(a) as a causal
Bayesian network with several psychologically interpretable,
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(a)

but task-dependent parameters. Goodman et al. (2009) model
adult inferences of an agent’s knowledge of the causal structure of a simple device (“Bob’s box”) based on observing
the agent interacting with the device. To our knowledge, our
work here is the first attempt to explain people’s joint inferences about agents’ beliefs and desires by explicitly inverting
POMDPs – and the first model capable of reasoning about the
graded strengths and interactions between agents’ beliefs and
desires, along with the origins of agents’ beliefs via environmentally constrained perceptual observations.

(b)
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Figure 1: Causal structure of theory of mind. Grey shaded nodes
are assumed to be observed (for the observer; not necessarily for the
agent, as described in the main text). (a) Schematic model of theory
of mind. Traditional accounts of ToM (e.g. Dennett, 1987; Wellman,
1990; Gopnik & Meltzoff, 1997) have proposed informal versions of
this schema, characterizing the content and causal relations of ToM
in commonsense terms, e.g., “seeing is believing” for the principle of rational belief. (b) Observer’s grounding of the theory as a
dynamic Bayes net (DBN). The DBN encodes the observer’s joint
distribution over an agent’s beliefs B1:T and desires R over time,
given the agent’s physical state sequence x1:T in environment y.

This section describes Bayesian Theory of Mind (BToM): a
theory-based Bayesian framework (Tenenbaum, Griffiths, &
Kemp, 2006) that characterizes ToM in terms of Bayesian inference over a formal, probabilistic version of the schema in
Fig. 1(a). BToM represents an ideal observer using a theory of mind to understand the actions of an individual agent
within some environmental context. This ideal-observer analysis of ToM asks how closely human judgments approach the
ideal limit, but also what mental representations are necessary
to explain human judgments under hypothetically unbounded
computational resources. We will first describe BToM in general, but informal terms before progressing to the mathematical details involved in modeling our experimental domain.

Informal sketch
For concreteness, we use as a running example a simple spatial context (such as a college campus or urban landscape)
defined by buildings and perceptually distinct objects, with
agents’ actions corresponding to movement, although in general BToM can be defined over arbitrary state and action
spaces (for example, a card game where the state describes
players’ hands and actions include draw or fold). The observer’s representation of the world is composed of the environment state and the agent state (Fig. 1(a)). In a spatial
context, the state of the environment represents its physical
configuration, e.g., the location of buildings and objects, and
the state of the agent specifies its objective, external properties, such as its physical location in space.
The observer’s theory of the agent’s mind includes representations of the agent’s subjective desires and beliefs, and
the principles by which desires and beliefs are related to actions and the environment. Similar to previous models, the
content of the agent’s desire consists of objects or events in
the world. The agent’s degree of desire is represented in terms
of the subjective reward received for taking actions in certain
states, e.g., acting to attain a goal while in close proximity to
the goal object. The agent can also act to change its own state
or the environment state at a certain cost, e.g., navigating to
reach a goal may incur a small cost at each step.
The main novel component of the current model is the inclusion of a representation of beliefs. Like desires, beliefs are
defined by both their content and the strength or degree with
which they are held. The content of a belief is a representation corresponding to a possible world. For instance, if the

agent is unsure about the location of a particular object, its
belief contents are worlds in which the object is in different
locations. The agent’s degree of belief reflects the subjective
probability it assigns to each possible world.
The principles governing the relation between the world
and the agent’s beliefs, desires and actions can be naturally
expressed within partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDPs). POMDPs capture the causal relation between beliefs and the world via the principle of rational belief,
which formalizes how the agent’s belief is affected by observations in terms of Bayesian belief updating. Given an observation, the agent updates its degree of belief in a particular
world based on the likelihood of receiving that observation in
that world. In a spatial setting, observations depend on the
agent’s line-of-sight visual access to features of the environment. POMDPs represent how beliefs and desires cause actions via the principle of rational action, or rational planning.
Intuitively, rational POMDP planning provides a predictive
model of an agent optimizing the tradeoff between exploring
the environment to discover the greatest rewards, and exploiting known rewards to minimize costs incurred.
On observing an agent’s behavior within an environment,
the beliefs and desires that caused the agent to generate this
behavior are inferred using Bayesian inference. The observer
maintains a hypothesis space of joint beliefs and desires,
which represent the agent’s initial beliefs about the environment state and the agent’s static desires for different goals.
For each hypothesis, the observer evaluates the likelihood of
generating the observed behavior given the hypothesized belief and desire. The observer integrates this likelihood with
the prior over mental states to infer the agent’s joint belief
and desire.
As an example of how this works, consider Fig. 2. The
“college campus” environment is characterized by the campus size, the location and size of buildings, and the location of
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Figure 2: Example experimental stimulus. The small blue sprite represents the location of the agent, and the black trail with arrows superimposed records the agent’s movement history. The two yellow cells in opposite corners of the environment represent spots where trucks can
park, and each contains a different truck. The shaded grey area of each frame represents the area that is outside of the agent’s current view.

several different goal objects, here “food trucks”. The agent
is a hungry graduate student, leaving his office and walking around campus in search of satisfying lunch food. There
are three trucks that visit campus: Korean (K), Lebanese (L)
and Mexican (M), but only two parking spots where trucks
are allowed to park, highlighted with a yellow background
in Fig. 2. The student’s field of view is represented by the
unshaded region of the environment.
In Fig. 2, the student can initially only see where K (but not
L) is parked. Because the student can see K, they know that
the spot behind the building either holds L, M, or is empty.
By frame 10, the student has passed K, indicating that they
either want L or M (or both), and believe that their desired
truck is likely to be behind the building (or else they would
have gone straight to K under the principle of rational action).
After frame 10, the agent discovers that L is behind the building and turns back to K. Obviously, the agent prefers K to
L, but more subtly, it also seems likely that the agent wants
M more than either K or L, despite M being absent from the
scene! BToM captures this inference by resolving the desire
for L or M over K in favor of M after the agent rejects L.
In other words, BToM infers the best explanation for the observed behavior – the only consistent desire that could lead
the agent to act the way it did.

Formal modeling
In the food-truck domain, the agent occupies a discrete state
space X of points in a 2D grid. The environment state Y is
the set of possible assignments of the K, L and M trucks to
parking spots. Possible actions include North, South, East,
West, Stay, and Eat. Valid actions yield the intended transition with probability 1− and do nothing otherwise; invalid
actions (e.g., moving into walls) have no effect on the state.
The agent’s visual observations are represented by the isovist from the agent’s location: a polygonal region containing all points of the environment within a 360-degree field
of view (Davis & Benedikt, 1979; Morariu, Prasad, & Davis,
2007). Example isovists from different locations in one environment are shown in Fig. 2. The observation distribution

P (o|x, y) encodes which environments in Y are consistent
with the contents of the isovist from location x. We model
observation noise with the simple assumption that ambiguous observations can occur with probability ν, as if the agent
failed to notice something that should otherwise be visible.
The observer represents the agent’s belief as a probability distribution over Y; for y ∈ Y, b(y) denotes the agent’s
degree of belief that y is the true state of the environment.
Bayesian belief updating at time t is a deterministic function
of the prior belief bt−1 , the observation ot , and the world state
hxt , yi. The agent’s updated degree of belief in environment
y satisfies bt (y) ∝ P (ot |xt , y)bt−1 (y).
The agent’s reward function R(x, y, a) encodes the subjective utility the agent derives from taking action a from the
state hxt , yi. Each action is assumed to incur a cost of 1.
Rewards result from taking the “Eat” action while at a food
truck; the magnitude of the reward depends on the strength
of the agent’s desire to eat at that particular truck. Once the
student has eaten, all rewards and costs cease, implying that
rational agents should optimize the tradeoff between the number of actions taken and the reward obtained.
The agent’s POMDP is defined by the state space, the
action space, the world dynamics, the observation model,
and the reward function. We approximate the optimal value
function of the POMDP for each hypothesized reward function using a point-based value iteration algorithm over a uniform discretization of the belief space. The agent’s policy is
stochastic, given by the softmax of the lookahead state-action
value function QLA (Hauskrecht, 2000): P (a|b, x, y) ∝
exp(βQLA (b, x, y, a)). The β parameter establishes the degree of determinism with which the agent executes its policy,
capturing the intuition that agents tend to, but do not always
follow the optimal policy.
Our approach to joint belief and desire inference is closely
related the model of belief filtering in Zettlemoyer, Milch, and
Kaelbling (2009), restricted to the case of one agent reasoning
about the beliefs of another. Fig. 1(b) shows the observer’s
dynamic Bayes net (DBN) model of an agent’s desires, states,
observations, beliefs and actions over time. The observer’s
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belief and reward inferences are given by the joint posterior
marginal over the agent’s beliefs and rewards at time t, given
the state sequence up until T ≥ t: P (bt , r|x1:T , y). This computation is analogous to the forward-backward algorithm in
hidden Markov models, and provides the basis for model predictions of people’s joint belief and desire inferences in our
experiment.
To perform inference over the multidimensional, continuous space of beliefs and rewards, we uniformly discretize
the hypothesis spaces of beliefs and reward functions with
grid resolutions of 7. The range of reward values was calibrated to the spatial scale of our environments, taking values
−20, 0, . . . , 100 for each truck. Model predictions were based
on the student’s expected reward value for each truck (K, L,
M) and the expected degree-of-belief in each possible world
for each trial.

Alternative models
To test whether the full representational capacity of our model
is necessary to understand people’s mental state attributions,
we formulate two alternative models as special cases of our
joint inference model. Each alternative model “lesions” a
central component of the full model’s representation of beliefs, and tests whether it is possible to explain people’s inferences about agents’ desires in our experiment without appeal
to a full-fledged theory of mind.
Our first alternative model is called TrueBel. This model
assumes that the state is fully observable to the agent, i.e.,
that the agent knows the location of every truck, and plans
to go directly to the truck that will provide the maximal reward while incurring the least cost. We hypothesized that this
model would correlate moderately well with people’s desire
judgments, because of the statistical association between desired objects and actions.
Our second alternative model is called NoObs. In this
model, the agent has an initial belief about the state of the
environment, but there is no belief updating – the initially
sampled belief remains fixed throughout the trial. We hypothesized that this model might fit people’s belief and desire
inferences in situations where the agent appeared to move toward the same truck throughout the entire trial, but that for actions that required belief updating or exploration to explain,
for instance, when the agent began by exploring the world,
then changed direction based on its observation of the world
state, NoObs would fit poorly.

Experiment
Fig. 4 illustrates our experimental design. Truck labels were
randomized in each trial of the experiment, but we will describe the experiment and results using the canonical, unscrambled ordering Korean (K), Lebanese (L), Mexican (M).
The experiment followed a 3 × 5 × 2 × 3 × 2 design.
These factors can be divided into 30 (3 × 5 × 2) unique paths
and 6 (3 × 2) unique environmental contexts. There were
3 different starting points in the environment: “Left”, “Middle”, or “Right”; all shown in Fig. 4. These starting points

were crossed with 5 different trajectories: “Check-Left, go
to K”; “Check-Left, go to L/M”; “Check-Right, go to K”;
“Check-Right, go to L/M”; and “No-check, go straight to K”.
Four of these trajectories are shown in Fig. 4. Each path was
shown with 2 different judgment points, or frames at which
the animation paused and subjects gave ratings based on the
information shown so far. Judgment points were either at the
moment the student became able to see the parking spot that
was initially occluded (“Middle”; e.g., frame 10 in Fig. 2), or
at the end of the path once the student had eaten (“Ending”;
e.g., frame 15 in Fig. 2). All potential paths were crossed with
6 environmental contexts, generated by combining 3 different
building configurations: “O”, “C” and “backwards C”, (all
shown in Fig. 4) with 2 different goal configurations: “One
truck” or “Two trucks” present; both shown in Fig. 4.
After all possible trials from this design were generated,
all invalid trials (in which the student’s path intersected with
a building), and all “Ending” trials in which the path did not
finish at a truck were removed. This left 78 total trials. Of
these, 5 trials had a special status. These were trials in the
“O” environment with paths in which the student began at
the Right starting point, and then followed a Check-Left trajectory. These paths had no rational interpretation under the
BToM model, because the Check-Right trajectory was always
a more efficient choice, no matter what the student’s initial
belief or desire. These “irrational” trials are analyzed separately in the Results section.
Several factors were counterbalanced or randomized.
Stimulus trials were presented in pseudo-random order. Each
trial randomly scrambled the truck labels, and randomly reflected the display vertically and horizontally so that subjects
would remain engaged with the task and not lapse into a
repetitive strategy. Each trial randomly displayed the agent
in 1 of 10 colors, and sampled a random male or female name
without replacement. This ensured that subjects did not generalize information about one student’s beliefs or desires to
students in subsequent trials.
The experimental task involved rating the student’s degree
of belief in each possible world (Lebanese truck behind the
building (L); Mexican truck behind the building (M); or nothing behind the building (N)), and rating how much the student
liked each truck. All ratings were on a 7-point scale. Belief
ratings were made retrospectively, meaning that subjects were
asked to rate what the student thought was in the occluded
parking spot before they set off along their path, basing their
inference on the information from the rest of the student’s
path. The rating task counterbalanced the side of the monitor
on which the “likes” and “believes” questions were displayed.
Subjects first completed a familiarization stage that explained all details of our displays and the scenarios they depicted. To ensure that subjects understood what the students
could and couldn’t see, the familiarization explained the visualization of the student’s isovist, which was updated along
each step of the student’s path. The isovist was displayed
during the testing stage of the experiment as well (Fig. 2).
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Desire Inference (r=0.90)

Participants were 17 members of the MIT subject pool, 6
female, and 11 male. One male subject did not understand
the instructions and was excluded from the analysis.

Debriefing of subjects suggested that many were confused by
the “Middle” judgment point trials; this was also reflected
by greater variability in people’s judgments within these trials. Because of this, our analyses only include trials from the
“Ending” judgment point condition, which accounted for 54
out of the 78 total trials.
We begin by analyzing the overall fit between people’s
judgments and our three models, and then turn to a more detailed look at several representative scenarios. Two parameters β and ν were fit for the BToM model; only the determinism parameter β is relevant for the TrueBel and NoObs models. Parameter fits are not meant to be precise; we report the
best values found among several drawn from a coarse grid.
BToM predicts people’s judgments about agents’ desires
relatively well, and less well but still reasonably for judgments about agents’ initial beliefs (Fig. 3). In Fig. 3, data
from the “irrational” trials are plotted with magenta circles,
and account for most of the largest outliers. TrueBel and
NoObs fit significantly worse for desire judgments and provide no reasonable account of belief judgments. TrueBel’s
belief predictions are based on the actual state of the world
in each trial; the poor correlation with people’s judgments
demonstrates that people did not simply refer to the true world
state in their belief attributions. The NoObs model in principle can infer agents’ beliefs, but without a theory of how
beliefs are updated from observations it must posit highly
implausible initial beliefs that correlate poorly with subjects’
judgments over the whole set of experimental conditions.
Fig. 4 shows several revealing comparisons of human judgments and model predictions in specific cases. When the
agent follows a long path to an unseen goal (A1) it is suggestive of a strong initial belief that a more desirable truck is
present behind the wall. In contrast, going straight to a nearby
observed truck says only that this truck is likely to be desired
more than the others (A2). When the agent goes out of its
way to check an unseen parking spot, sees the second truck
there, and returns to the previously seen truck, it suggests a
strong desire for the one truck not present (compare B1 to
B2). Finally, the relative strengths of inferences about desires
and initial beliefs are modulated by how far the agent must
travel to observe the unseen parking spot (compare C1 to C2,
and C3 to C4). In each of these cases people reflect the same
qualitative trends predicted by the model.
The finding that people’s inferences about agents’ desires
are more robust than inferences about beliefs, and more consistent with the model’s predictions, is intriguingly consistent
with classic asymmetries between these two kinds of mental state attributions in the ToM literature. Intentional actions
are the joint consequence of an agent’s beliefs and desires,
but inferences from actions back to beliefs will frequently
be more difficult and indirect than inferences about desires.
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Figure 3: Scatter plots show overall correlations between BToM
model predictions and human judgments about desires and beliefs in
our experiment. Each dot corresponds to the mean judgment of subjects in one experimental condition. Magenta circles correspond to
trials which had no rational interpretation in terms of POMDP planning. The table shows correlations with human judgments for BToM
and two simpler variants, which do not represent beliefs (TrueBel)
or do not update beliefs based on observations (NoObs).

Actions often point with salient perceptual cues directly toward an agent’s goal or desired state. When a person wants
to take a drink, her hand moves clearly toward the glass on
the table. In contrast, no motion so directly indicates what
she believes to be inside the glass. Infants as young as five
months can infer agents’ goals from their actions (Gergely &
Csibra, 2003), while inferences about representational beliefs
seem to be present only in rudimentary forms by age one and
a half, and in more robust forms only by age 4 (Onishi &
Baillargeon, 2005).

Conclusion & Future Work
Our experiment showed that human ToM inferences come
surprisingly close to those of an ideal rational model, performing Bayesian inference over beliefs and desires simultaneously. By comparing with two alternative models we
showed that it was necessary to perform joint inference about
agents’ beliefs and desires, and to explicitly model the agent’s
observational process, as part of modeling people’s theory of
mind judgments. Crucially, it was also necessary to represent
initial uncertainty over both the agent’s beliefs and desires.
We have not attempted to distinguish here between agents’
general desires and their specific goals or intentions at particular moments of action. In previous work we showed
that inferences about which object is most likely to be an
agent’s instantaneous goal were well explained using a similar Bayesian inverse planning framework (Baker et al., 2009).
However, goals are not always about objects. In the present
experiments, it feels intuitive to describe agents as attempting
to maximize their overall expected utility by adopting a combination of object- and information-seeking goals (or goals
intended to update the agent’s beliefs). For instance, in Fig. 4,
B1 it looks as if the agent initially had a goal of finding out
which truck was parked on the other side of the wall, and then
after failing to find their preferred truck (M) there, set a goal
of returning to the previously observed second-favorite truck
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Figure 4: Eight representative scenarios from the experiment, showing the agent’s path, BToM model predictions for the agent’s desires (for
trucks K, L or M, on a scale of 1 to 7) and beliefs about the unseen parking spot (for trucks L, M or no truck (N), normalized to a probability
scale from 0 to 1), and mean human judgments for these same mental states. Error bars show standard error (n=16).

(K). Our model can produce and interpret such behavior, but it
does so without positing these explicit subgoals or the corresponding parse of the agent’s motion into subsequences, each
aimed to achieve a specific goal. Extending our model to
incorporate a useful intermediate representation of goal sequences is an important direction for future work. Even without these complexities, however, we find it encouraging to see
how well we can capture people’s joint attributions of beliefs
and desires as Bayesian inferences over a simple model of
rational agents’ planning and belief updating processes.
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Abstract
We suggest that in some instances the apparent logical
inconsistency of moral hypocrisy stems from different
evaluations of a weak argument, rather than dishonesty per se.
Extending Corner, Hahn, and Oaksford’s (2006) analysis of
slippery slope arguments, we propose that inferences of
hypocrisy depend on perceived similarity of actions to
previous standards. In Experiment 1, dissimilar actions were
rated as less hypocritical than their similar counterparts. If
observers are choosing between competing theories (i.e.,
hypocrisy or legitimate dissimilarity), evidence of self-serving
motives will positively support inferences of hypocrisy
independent of changes in similarity. In Experiment 2, we
manipulated potential self-serving interests that an action
would produce while keeping similarity between cases
identical. Actions that would result in a beneficial outcome
for the actor were seen as more hypocritical than their nonself-serving counterparts.
These results support the
possibility that Bayesian analyses of weak arguments have
implications for assessing moral reasoning.
Keywords: moral reasoning; hypocrisy; Bayesian inference;
argumentation

Introduction
“I respect the jury’s verdict. But I have concluded that
the prison sentence given to Mr. Libby is excessive.” With
these words former President George W. Bush commuted
the sentence of I. Lewis “Scooter” Libby, Jr., for obstruction
of justice and leaking the identity of CIA operative Valerie
Plame. Critics of the decision noted that Libby actually had
received the minimum sentence allowable for his offense
under the law, and that many of Libby’s supporters,
including the Bush administration, were actively pressing
for mandatory minimum sentencing laws at a national level
(Goodman, 2007). Accordingly, critics of the decision saw
it as a textbook case of moral hypocrisy: different rules were
being applied to Bush’s underling, Libby, than to everyone
else in the United States.
As the example illustrates, moral hypocrisy is typically
viewed as an ethical accusation: someone is applying
different moral standards to essentially identical cases,
dishonestly claiming that one action is acceptable whereas
otherwise equivalent actions are not (Valdesolo & DeSteno,
2007). In this framework, accusations of hypocrisy entail
an inherent logical inconsistency with moral implications, in

that the morally hypocritical action is of the same category
as previous standards, and therefore should not be treated
any differently according to some norm of justice. The
assumption (at least implicitly) is that the hypocrite is being
dishonest, or at least self-deceptive. The hypocrite must be
aware (or should be aware) of the logical inconsistency, and
is therefore committing a falsehood (Batson et al., 1997; for
a review of hypothesized bases for moral disagreements, see
Rai & Fiske, 2011).
Although people no doubt sometimes engage in such
genuine hypocrisy, there may be an alternative explanation
of apparent hypocrisy, one that leaves open the possibility
that the (perceived) hypocrite is both honest and rational.
This possibility arises as an extension of recent Bayesian
analyses of informal argumentation. Hahn and Oaksford
(2007) have argued that many seeming fallacies of informal
reasoning (e.g., arguments from ignorance, circular
arguments, and slippery slope arguments), are not in fact
illogical in all cases, but rather are more or less rationally
persuasive depending on the content of the argument. For
example, Corner, Hahn and Oaksford (2006) analyzed the
slippery slope argument, in which a proposed action A is
criticized because it may lead to an undesirable outcome B.
Corner et al. (2006) argued that such arguments hinge in
part on the conditional probability that undesirable outcome
B will in fact occur if action A is taken. The conditional
probability value,1 depends in part on the prior probability
that action A will expand a category boundary far enough to
include B in the future. In general, the greater the perceived
similarity of A and B, the greater the probability that
including A will expand the category boundaries to
incorporate B.
For example, the claim that legalizing marijuana use
might lead to the eventual legalization of heroin may seem
less persuasive than the claim that legalizing cocaine might
lead to the legalization of heroin, because heroin seems
more similar to cocaine than to marijuana. In general, to the
extent the slope in fact seems “slippery” (high similarity of

1
More precisely, the relevant quantity would presumably be a
function of the difference between the probability of B conditional
on A versus not-A (intuitively, a judgment of the probability that A
will causally lead to B).
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A to B), a slippery slope argument against taking action A
may be rationally persuasive.
The logical structure of an allegation of moral hypocrisy
is related to the structure of slippery slope arguments. A
critic of a slippery slope argument is likely to claim that
cases A and B do not (and will not) belong to the same
category. In contrast, one who alleges moral hypocrisy is
likely to claim that A and B in fact belong to the same
category, and hence should be viewed as the “same” from a
moral perspective. Thus when we perceive someone as a
hypocrite, it is not necessarily because there is an inherent
logical inconsistency in their argument, and their claim may
not be motivated by their selfish desire to do A while
blocking B. An alternative possibility is that we estimate the
similarity between A and B to be high, whereas the
(alleged) hypocrite’s premise is that they are actually
dissimilar, so that doing A does not morally require
acceding to B.
The close link between slippery slope arguments and
allegations of moral hypocrisy can be illustrated by
returning to the Scooter Libby commutation. We could turn
the critique of Bush’s action into a slippery slope argument
by claiming that commuting Libby’s sentence would
morally require us to commute everyone else convicted of
similar crimes because Libby’s crime was no less heinous
than theirs (i.e., the slope is so slippery as to be impossible
to resist). The stronger this slippery slope argument seems,
the weaker is Bush’s perceived defense against the
allegation of moral hypocrisy. However, perhaps Bush in
fact viewed Libby’s offense as dissimilar to the crimes of
others convicted of the same charges (because, for example,
Libby was a “patriot” motivated by “noble” motives, such
as increasing the security of the United States by advancing
the agenda of the Bush administration in overcoming
opposition to its plan to invade Iraq). Given such prior
beliefs, Bush could rationally decide that commuting Libby
(based on his exculpatory circumstances and exemplary
character) was rationally and morally consistent with not
commuting the sentences of others convicted of similar
crimes.
To take a different example, a critic might label a prochoice individual as hypocritical if that person thinks it
should be illegal for pregnant women to drink alcohol. From
this critic’s point of view, both issues may be seen as
involving a woman’s right to control her own body; hence if
a woman has the right to choose abortion, she should surely
have the right to drink alcohol. However, the allegation of
hypocrisy could be countered by arguing that the actions are
in fact quite dissimilar in relevant respects (e.g., demanding
that a woman maintain a pregnancy may have much greater
negative utility for her than demanding that she stop
drinking for the same period of time). As this example,
illustrates, making a distinction between the utilities of A
and B is an important way to show that A and B are
dissimilar in a morally relevant way.
That apparent moral hypocrisy may sometimes be the
result of disagreement over content does not imply that

there is no “genuine” moral hypocrisy stemming from
deception and differential treatment in the service of selfish
ends. For example, critics of Bush’s decision to commute
Libby’s sentence have noted that if Bush had given Libby a
full pardon, Libby would have had to relinquish his Fifth
Amendment rights, whereas commuting the sentence
maintained those rights (Goodman, 2007). Thus, although
Bush claimed that he chose commutation rather than a full
pardon in order to appropriately punish Libby, in fact it was
in Bush’s own best interests to commute Libby rather than
to either pardon him or allow him to go to jail, as either
alternative would have increased the probability of Libby
cooperating with prosecutors and revealing the possible
involvement of President Bush or Vice-President Cheney in
Libby’s crimes.
Such self-serving interests can be modeled in Bayesian
terms when assessing the probability of moral hypocrisy.
For the critical observer faced with Bush’s decision, the two
competing hypotheses are that Bush had different prior
beliefs that lead to his decision, or that Bush believed that
criminals should go to jail and that Libby was a criminal,
but hypocritically commuted his sentence. Viewed in a
Bayesian framework, evidence that Bush may have had selfserving reasons to commute Libby’s sentence would count
as positive evidence in support of the hypothesis that Bush
was a hypocrite, independent of any changes in the
similarity between Libby’s case and that of other convicts.
In the present paper we test our proposal that perceptions
of moral hypocrisy depend on underlying probabilities
related to content. In Experiment 1 we manipulated the
similarity between a precedent action A and a proposed
action B. We hypothesized that as A and B became more
similar, participants would be increasingly likely to view
treating them differently as morally hypocritical. In
Experiment 2 we manipulated the self-serving benefits to
the actor while keeping the similarity identical between
precedent action A and proposed action B.
We
hypothesized that as the potential for self-serving interests
increased, participants would be increasingly likely to view
treating the actions differently as morally hypocritical.

Experiment 1
Participants in both experiments were recruited via the
Internet, and completion of the questionnaires was
voluntary. Questionnaires were posted on the Craigslist
website under their “volunteers” section in Los Angeles,
New York, and Chicago. After giving consent to participate,
each participant was randomly assigned to a condition. The
IP addresses of participants’ computers were recorded to
ensure that participants did not participate in the study
multiple times.
Experiment 1 employed a within-subjects design in
which participants (n = 59) were presented with two
different vignettes, each representing a different
experimental condition, counterbalanced for order. Each
vignette was varied to experimentally manipulate the
similarity between a precedent action A and a proposed
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and utility similarity (M = 4.54) than when the actions were
more dissimilar (M = 3.27), F (1, 55) = 7.69, p < .01 (see
Figure 1). Ratings did not differ across the two vignettes, F
(1, 55) < 1. More importantly, there was no interaction
between vignette and experimental manipulation, F (1, 55)
= 1.85, p = .18, indicating that the basic effect was observed
for both vignettes (see Figure 1). There was also no effect
of presentation order, F (1, 55) = 1.43, p = .24.
7

For several years John Smith ran a successful investment company,
but during the recession he made some bad investments. Realizing
that all of his savings were going to disappear, John made a
desperate move to embezzle some of the money from his company.
He knew it was wrong, but gave in to temptation. John was
caught, and in his state his crime carried a mandatory sentence of 5
years in prison. John’s lawyer has asked the judge to reduce the
sentence to 2 years. Other convicted felons are in prison for
monetary crimes, such as theft and money laundering (violent
crimes, such as homicide and assault).
How morally hypocritical would it be for the judge to reduce
John’s sentence to two years when other convicts are sentenced to
more time?
In Norway, they have passed a law making it illegal to drink
alcohol while pregnant because of the side-effects that it may have
on the developing infant. When pregnant women drink alcohol,
the alcohol is passed directly to the infant, and can lead to severe
side-effects, including fetal-alcohol syndrome. Some people are
advocating that this class of laws be expanded to include caffeine
consumption during pregnancy. Caffeine consumption is passed
directly to the infant. It can lead to severe side-effects, including
type 2 diabetes. (Caffeine consumption is passed indirectly to the
infant. It can lead to some side-effects, including a slightly higher
likelihood of consuming caffeine in the future.)

low similarity

6
Mean rated hypocrisy

action B. Similarity varied along two dimensions: surface
similarity based on features and utility based on
consequences. A given participant read one vignette in
which the two actions were made to appear quite similar on
the surface and the utility of the outcome was relatively
more negative (from the participants’ perspective), and
another vignette in which the two actions were made to
appear less similar and the utility of the outcome less
negative. Participants were asked to rate how morally
hypocritical it would be to adopt the proposed action B on a
Likert scale ranging from 1 (not hypocritical at all) to 7
(completely hypocritical). The information in parentheses
refer to the low similarity condition:

high similarity

5
4
3
2
1
0
John's embezzlement

Outlawing caffeine

Figure 1: Mean ratings of moral hypocrisy as a function of
similarity between cases, for each of two vignettes
(Experiment 1). A rating of one corresponded to “not
hypocritical at all” while a rating of seven corresponded to
“completely hypocritical”. Error bars indicate one standard
error of the mean.

Experiment 2

How morally hypocritical is it for the law to permit caffeine
consumption while restricting alcohol consumption during
pregnancy?

According to our hypothesis, reducing John’s sentence to
2 years should be seen as less hypocritical when his crime is
markedly different from that of other criminals in a way that
reduces the negative utility of John’s crime to society
(monetary rather than violent). Similarly, it should be seen
as less hypocritical to allow pregnant mothers to consume
caffeine but not alcohol when the effects of caffeine are
different from those of alcohol (indirect rather than direct
causal pathway) and less harmful to the infant (less negative
utility).

Results
ANOVA analyses revealed that ratings of hypocrisy
were significantly higher when the precedent action A and
the proposed action B were highly similar based on surface

Whereas Experiment 1 demonstrated the effects of
varying similarity on accusations of hypocrisy, in
Experiment 2 we varied the likelihood of self-serving
motives while keeping similarity between cases constant.
Experiment 2 employed a between-subjects design in
which participants were presented with one vignette that
was varied to experimentally manipulate the benefit an actor
would likely receive from performing an action. Benefit
was manipulated via a financial incentive for performing the
action. Specifically, a given participant read a vignette in
which a governor can choose to reduce a man’s sentence.
Participants were either told that the man comes from a rich
family (n = 22) or a poor family (n = 24):
James has been convicted of vehicular homicide due to killing a
homeless person while driving drunk. There were extenuating
circumstances, as James had no prior record, visibility was
particularly poor due to inclement weather, and it was not a direct
collision. The victim was not crossing at a cross-walk and was in
poor health. However, because of mandatory sentencing laws in
the state, the judge had to sentence James to seven years in prison.
James has submitted a request to have his sentence reduced to
three years. However, the governor of the state has been a strong
proponent of minimum sentencing laws. James comes (does not
come) from a very rich family, and they would (not) likely become
large donors to the governor if he pardoned their son.
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How morally hypocritical would it be for the governor to reduce
the sentence James received for his crime?

According to our hypothesis, reducing James’ sentence
to 3 years should be seen as less hypocritical when his
family is poor, because observers would perceive that the
governor has no self-serving interest in taking the action

Results
Accusations of hypocrisy were significantly higher
among participants who were told James came from a rich
family (m = 5.64) than among participants who were told
James came from a poor family (m = 3.58), t (44) = 3.76, p
< .001 (see Figure 2). Thus, information about the potential
for selfish gain supported accusations of hypocrisy
independent of any changes to the similarity between
James’ crime and the crimes of others.
7

Mean rated hypocrisy

6

Rather than being based on illogical motivated cognition, at
least some apparent instances of moral hypocrisy may be
rooted in Bayesian notions of argument strength.
Differences in prior beliefs can lead to conflicting
interpretations of argument strength and consequent
accusations of hypocrisy and attempts at rebuttal. By linking
moral hypocrisy to Bayesian decision theory, we extend
recent work that has argued for more domain-general
accounts of moral cognition (Rai & Holyoak, 2010;
Waldmann & Dieterich, 2007; Waldmann, Nagel, &
Wiegmann, in press).
An interesting question is whether people are sensitive to
the roles of similarity and motives in inferences toward
hypocrisy. If so, one might predict that genuine hypocrites
will adjust their beliefs regarding the similarity between
cases and the potential gains they will receive from taking
the proposed action. Future studies should investigate how
estimates of underlying probabilities related to similarity
and gain change under conditions that are likely to lead to
hypocrisy, such as when making judgments of others
actions versus one’s own actions (Valdesolo & Desteno,
2008).
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Discussion
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Abstract
Previous research shows that people assign latent goals or
intentions to simple animated agents based on the motion behavior
of these agents. We propose that human observers can infer that an
animated agent has a partial state of belief about its environment
and that observers use this information – in combination with the
agent's observable behavior – to infer its goals. We conducted an
experiment that showed that observers used line-of-sight cues – an
agent's orientation relative to various objects in the environment,
and the presence or absence of visual obstructions – to determine
the content of an agent's state of belief about the location of
objects. Our results are consistent with the hypothesis that human
observers use line-of-sight cues to assign belief states to agents and
that these belief states can be used to interpret agent behavior. We
found that observer models that incorporated inferences about
agents’ beliefs outperformed an all-knowing observer model in
describing human responses. Additionally, we found that human
responses were most consistent with the behavior of a model that
incorporates information about both orientation and line-of-sight
obstructions.
Keywords: Theory of Mind; ToM; belief states; states of
belief; goal inference; social goal inference; inverse planning;
perceived animacy.

Introduction
Imagine that you are standing across the street from a bank
right before closing time. Suddenly, a car pulls up and four
bank robbers get out of the car and charge into the bank. A
minute later, another car pulls up and a man jumps out of
the car and runs towards the bank entrance. What is he
doing? Maybe he is trying to stop the robbery or help the
hostages; or maybe he is rushing to cash a paycheck before
the bank closes. As it stands, we are missing a key piece of
information that would help us understand the man’s
intentions – whether or not he knows that the robbers are in
the bank. We are often able to make inferences about the
intentions of others based on the context of the situation and
their behavior but, as our example shows, sometimes we
also need to know something about a person’s state of belief
about the world in order to interpret their actions with any
amount of certainty.

Theory of Mind
Much research on Theory of Mind (ToM) has focused on the
ability (or inability) of animals and human children to
represent others as having states of belief about the
environment that are different from their own. The general
assumption is that most human adults have this ability
(Premack & Woodroof, 1978; Doherty, 2008). ToM can

play an interesting role in our ability to engage in social
interaction. For instance, we have to keep track of the
information that individuals know or do not know and
combine this with contextual information in order to
understand the intentions of others. Others have argued that
ToM is much too complex to understand in terms of simply
having or lacking the ability to represent other's beliefs and
that evidence about the limitations in adult's ToM abilities
may provide insight about the cognitive process(es)
involved in ToM (Samson & Apperly, 2010). These
limitations in adults are only beginning to be explored and
may lead us to a better understanding of the process or
processes that underlie the phenomenon that has been
referred to broadly as ToM.

The perception of animacy
Studying ToM and social goal inference in realistic social
contexts is a difficult undertaking with many uncontrollable
variables. It is therefore useful to develop controlled
experiments that allow us to simulate social interactions that
are tractable. Heider and Simmel (1944) were the first to
demonstrate that humans perceived simple two-dimensional
shapes that were animated on a screen as having latent
motives, goals and intentions. The motion of these shapes
was designed by an animator – the shapes were not real
agents and did not have real latent intentions. Nevertheless,
human observers perceive these shapes as agents with
―minds.‖ This phenomenon is sometimes referred to as the
perception of animacy (for a technical description see
Feldman and Tremoulet, 2008)
Modern research that employed the perceived animacy
phenomenon showed that not only did human observers
perceive that the agents had goals; they also appeared to
perceive that the agents made inferences about the goals of
other agents (Baker, Goodman, & Tenenbaum, 2008; Baker,
Saxe, & Tenenbaum, 2009; Ullman et al., 2010). These
studies showed that not only can people perceive these
shapes as agents with minds, but they can also perceive
them as agents who can reason about the minds of other
agents.

Inverse planning
Baker, et al. (2008, 2009) showed that a Bayesian inverse
planning process provided inferences about the latent goals
of animated agents that were more similar to human
inferences than a simple cue-based model. In general, the
idea of an inverse planning process is that humans have
access to a generative process in which an agent's behaviors
can be generated rationally based on the state of the
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environment, their own goals, and their inferences about the
goals of other agents. Humans infer the goals of another
agent by inverting this generative process to infer an agent's
goals from its observed behaviors. It is important to note
that in the aforementioned experiments, the inverse planning
model assumed (and the human observers were instructed)
that the agents had complete knowledge of the environment
including the position of the other agent(s). This was
potentially important for the inferences that humans made
because they could assume that an agent had the same
knowledge about the other agent’s behavior as they had.
In our experiment, we eliminate this assumption so that
even though human observers have complete knowledge of
the environment, they have the opportunity to take into
consideration that the agents have incomplete knowledge of
the environment.

States of belief
As demonstrated in our bank robbery example, agents often
have incomplete or false beliefs about the state of the
environment and this can affect human judgments about the
goals of these agents. Our objective for the current study
was to build on the inverse planning and perceived animacy
literature to include situations in which humans would
assign relative or incomplete states of belief to animated
agents and combine this information with the agents’
observable behavior when inferring their goals. In order to
create the perception that agents had different states of
knowledge about the environment we instructed observers
to assume that agents did not know the location of other
agents or objects in the environment unless they ―saw‖
them. We predicted that the perception that agents did or did
not ―see‖ portions of the environment would be mediated by
the presence or absence of obstructions (such as walls and
doors) and by orientation cues that would allow observers to
perceive that the agent was ―looking‖ in a certain direction.
Taken together, we refer to these as line-of-sight cues.
The usefulness of orientation cues was inspired by
previous research that indicated that these cues influence the
way observers perceive the intentions of agents in perceived
animacy experiments (Gao, Newman, & Scholl, 2009). In
our case, we hypothesized that observers interpreted the
orientation of an agent as the direction in which it was
looking. In order for an agent to ―see‖ another agent or
object in the environment it must have oriented towards that
agent or object and there must not have been any
obstructions (closed doors) blocking the line of sight. We
predicted that if these two conditions were met then an
observer would represent the agent as knowing with
certainty the location of the other agent or object. If the two
conditions were not met – either the agent did not look
towards the other agent or object; or it did look but there
was an obstruction blocking the line of sight – then an
observer would represent the agent as not knowing with
certainty the location of the other agent or object.

The Challenge of modeling ToM
It is challenging to design ToM experiments that involve the
dynamic interaction of multiple agents and are rich enough
for observers to perceive the agents as having goals,
preferences and states of belief, yet remain tractable for the
application of computational modeling.
Previous inverse planning research used a Markov
Decision Process (MDP) to model continuous agent
behavior as a function of its goals and the state of the
environment (Baker, et al., 2008, 2009). One way to extend
this framework to account for agents having states of belief
is to use Partially Observable Markov Decision Process
(POMDP). Both MDPs and POMDPs are complex models
of sequentially dependent agent behavior. Because we were
more interested in the role of belief states than in action
planning, we chose to simplify the generative action process
in such a way that we could avoid modeling sequentially
dependent action information. Specifically, we decided to
reduce agent action sequences down to a single discrete
multi-choice decision. The hope was that we would better
be able to isolate the effects of the belief state inference
process on observers' judgments from the effects of the
inverse action planning process.
Another issue that arises when attempting to isolate the
effect of different variables in this type of framework is the
confounding of goals and priorities. Once an observer has
inferred that an agent has a certain belief state and observes
the agent's behavior in light of that belief, the observer can
attempt to use this information to infer the agent's goal.
When there are multiple objects in the environment
however, the agent may have multiple goals – some of
which may be more important than others. An observer may
not be able to infer a unique set of goals/priorities to explain
an agent's behavior. We address this issue with our Cops
and Robbers paradigm by assuming that most people assign
the same constant set of goals and priorities to specific agent
types. Instead of asking observers to infer an unknown
agent's multiple goals and the priority of these goals, we ask
observers to identify the type of agent they are observing –
cop or robber. We eliminate the confounding of goals and
priorities by assuming that cops always want to get the
robber (primary goal), and robbers want to stay away from
the cop (primary goal) and get the loot (secondary goal).

Experiment
We designed an experiment that used perceived animacy to
simulate social interactions in which observers would
potentially use line-of-sight cues to track an agent's state of
belief about the environment and combine this information
with the agent's motion behavior in order to infer the
identity of the agent. The idea was that, given the same
motion behavior, different line-of -sight cues would affect
observers' perception of agents' states of belief, which
would in turn affect their inferences about the agents'
identities.
Human participants performed a task in which they
observed the interactions of two animated agents and had to
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determine the identity of a particular agent based on its
behavior and the state of the environment. We told
participants that one agent was a cop and the other was a
robber but they did not know which agent was which on
each of the trials. We also told participants that the agents’
knowledge of the environment depended on what the agents
could or could not see.
We varied the relative motion and orientation of one of
the agents with respect to the other agent and the loot; and
we varied the positions of the second agent and the loot, as
well as whether there were visual obstructions (walls)
between the agents and/or between the agents and the loot.

Method
Participants Participants were 28 undergraduate students
from The University of California, Irvine that each received
partial course credit for their involvement in our experiment.
Stimuli The stimuli consisted of 128 brief animations in
which there was an active agent (blue triangle), a static
agent (green triangle) and a static object called the loot (a
red square). For each trial the static objects were in one of
32 possible configurations (figure 1-a) and the active agent
had one of four possible motion sequences (figure 1-b).
Participants were instructed that the interior (gray) doors in
the environment blocked the sight of the agents when they
were closed, but that they always opened when an agent
moved towards them.
Procedure Participants were provided with a background
story for the experiment in which they were told that there
were two agents – a cop and a robber. The cop was trying to
catch the robber and the robber was trying to get the loot
without being caught by the cop. It was not known which
agent was the cop and which was the robber. The
experimental task was to identify the moving agent as either
the cop or the robber for each animation. On each trial
participants watched the animation and were presented with
a choice about the moving (blue) agent’s identity. The
options were ―Cop‖, ―Robber‖ and ―Don’t Know.‖ The
order of the trials was randomized for each participant and
the order of the options was randomized for each participant
on each trial.

Figure 1. Stimuli: a) shows the four possible positions
for the loot (red square) and static agent (green
triangle) – which was oriented either towards (as
shown) or away from the center room; b) each row
demonstrates one of the four possible motion
sequences for the active agent (blue triangle) – the
three columns depict the active agent’s starting
position, orientation behavior, and motion behavior; c)
A complete example trial as seen by a human observer
at 3 different points in time. The blue agent moves
from the left-most room into the intersection, ―looks‖
down towards the green agent, and then moves away
from the green agent and towards the loot (which is
behind a closed door). Gray doors always opened as
agent approached them—they obstructed line-of-sight
but not motion.

Empirical Results
A comparison of several key trials (Fig. 2) demonstrates the
relative impact of motion, orientation, and visible
obstructions on human judgments and model predictions.
We will first outline the results of the human judgments
before moving on to the model predictions.
Figure 2-a demonstrates the effect of a wall between the
agents in a trial where the active agent moved towards the
other agent. Humans overwhelmingly gave cop responses
when there was no wall between the agents (fig. 2-a-2),
whereas the presence of a wall resulted in uncertainty in the
human responses (fig. 2-a-1).
Figure 2-b demonstrates the effect of walls and
orientation in a trial where the active agent moved away
from the other agent. Humans gave mostly robber responses

when the active agent had a clear line-of-sight to the other
agent and then moved away from it (fig. 2-b-3). When there
was no line-of-sight because of non-orientation (fig. 2-b-1)
or the presence of a wall between the agents (fig. 2-b-2)
human responses were more uncertain.

Computational Theory
Graphical models1 are a useful way to describe the
generative process by which human participants respond to
1
For an introduction to graphical model notation, see Koller,
Friedman, Getoor, and Taskar (2007).
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experimental stimuli. We develop four graphical models of
observer behavior and compare the predictions of these
models to the human response data.
We assume that observers use an inverse planning process
that reverses an action-planning model to infer the identity
of an agent from observations of its actions.
In order to model the agent’s goal driven behavior as a
single multi-choice decision, we separate each trial into two
distinct phases. The information gathering phase consists of
the agent moving into the center of the maze and its
orientation behavior. All of our models assume that this
sequence of behavior is not generated by the agent’s goaldirected action planning process, but rather by a random
information gathering process. This random process allows
an observer to infer the agent’s state of belief, but does not
provide any evidence about the agent’s identity. The
decision phase consists of the agent’s movement in one of
the three directions. Our models assume that this behavior
results from the agent’s goal-directed action planning
process and therefore provides evidence about the agent’s
identity. These assumptions allow us to model the agent’s
belief formation and action planning as two separate
processes.
Generative model (agent's perspective) In each trial, the
active agent makes a sequence of observations about the
location of objects in the environment. Figure 3-a is a
graphical model representing the agent’s theory about how
these observations are formed from the true locations of
objects in the environment, whether or not the agent
oriented towards each location and the location of doors
. From the agent's perspective, the true state
of the
objects is unobserved and the other variables are observed.
Step one: belief inference In the first step, the agent has a
prior belief that there is equal probability that each of the
objects is in each of the rooms. The agent then uses the
belief model (fig. 3-a) to update the probability that each
object is in each room based on its sequence of
observations, orientations, and its knowledge of the position
of walls. We refer to the posterior distribution of
as the
agent's belief state about the location of object . For
|
) is the agent’s belief that the
example, (
other agent (object
) is in location four. Applying
Bayes’ rule gives the posterior probability (from the agent's
perspective) that object
is in location
(Eq. 1). This
posterior distribution is proportional to the likelihood of the
observations , given that was the true location of object
, multiplied by the prior probability that object was in
location .
(
|
)
(1)
)
∏ ( |
) (
Step two: action planning The belief state that the agent
inferred in step one becomes an observed variable in the
action planning model (fig. 3-b). The model assumes that
the agent has a goal
with respect to each object and a

Figure 2. Example trials with human results (H) and
model comparisons (LS, PR, XV and AK). For each
example trial: The agent always enters the center room
from the left (indicated by arrow); first frame shows
direction agent oriented after reaching center
(information gathering phase); second frame shows
agent motion (decision phase).
priority
for that object of primary, secondary or
unimportant. There were two agent types (cop and robber)
and we assumed a constant configuration of goals and
priorities for each type. Based on its goals, priorities, and
belief state, the agent chooses an action as a sample from
a distribution that is proportional to the expected utility of
the actions (eq. 2).
(
)
(2)
(
|
)
∑ (
)
Inverse model (observer's perspective) Figure 3-c depicts
the inverse planning model from the perspective of the
observer.
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an agent to ―see‖ an object it must orient towards the object
and there must not be a closed door in front of the object.
Proximity (PR) model This observer does not require
orientation for the formation of belief states. It assumes that
an agent can ―see‖ an object if it is in an adjacent room and
not behind a closed door even if the agent does not orient
towards the object.
X-ray vision (XV) model This observer assumes that an
agent’s belief about the location of objects is a function of
its orientation only. For an agent to ―see‖ an object it must
orient towards the object – closed doors do not block its
line-of sight.
All-knowing (AK) model This model corresponds to an
observer that has no ToM. The observer represents the agent
as having the same belief state about the environment that it
has – in this case, complete and correct knowledge of the
environment. It implements only steps two and three of the
inverse model where the agent's belief state is equal to the
actual state of the environment.

Figure 3. a) Belief model, b) generative action model
(agent’s perspective), c) inverse-planning model
(observer’s perspective). Shaded nodes are observed
variables and unshaded nodes are unobserved
variables.
Step one: belief inference The observer knows the true
state of the environment and infers the agent's belief state
using a version of eq. 1 where
is replaced with
. We
use to represent the agent's belief state as inferred by the
observer. We do not provide the graphical model for this
step because it is identical to fig. 3-a with the exception that
is replaced with
.
Step two: type inference In the second step (fig. 3-c) the
variables that are known to the observer are the agent's
belief state
from step one and its action . The observer’s
inference about the agent’s type is represented by the
|
).
posterior joint distribution (
(

|

)

( |

) ( | ) ( )

(3)

Step three: response The observer chooses a response
(“cop”, “robber”, or “don’t know”) based on the posterior
probability of the agent’s type .
See the online appendix2 for a more detailed description
of the computational theory and modeling – including a
description of the agent's utility function and the observer
response model.

Model Comparison
Figure 4 shows the negative log-likelihood of model
predictions for each participant based on a cross validation
analysis. We used the responses from all but one participant
to optimize a single parameter ( ) that relates to the
response mechanism for each of the four observer models.
We then used this learned parameter value when predicting
the responses of the participant that was held out of the
training data. We did this for every participant. The line-ofsight model made the best predictions for every participant,
followed by the proximity model, x-ray model and finally
the all-knowing model.
Qualitative model comparison Figure 2 provides a
comparison of model behavior and human judgments in
several illustrative conditions. All of the models tended to
correspond to the human responses on trials in which the
active agent had a clear line-of-sight to the other agent (figs.
2-a-2 & 2-b-3). When there was not a clear line of sight
between the agent and the objects, the LS model, and to
some extent the PR model, tended to perform better than the

Modeling
We developed four observer models based on the inverse
planning framework—the first model provides a full
description of our hypothesis about the mechanism by
which human observers assign belief states to agents. Each
of the last three models is a version of the full model in
which we remove one of the constraints on belief inference.
Line-of-sight (LS) model This observer assumes that an
agent’s belief about the location of objects is a function of
its orientation and the presence or absence of visual
obstructions (doors) between the agent and the objects. For
2
https://webfiles.uci.edu/stauber/Tauber_Steyvers_CogSci2011_
Appendix.pdf

Figure 4. Negative log-likelihood of model predictions.
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AK and XV models.
Figure 2-a demonstrates the effect of a closed versus open
door between the agents when the target agent is
approaching the other agent. The LS and PR models, along
with the humans, tended to respond with more uncertainty
when there was a closed door (fig. 2-a-1) than the AK and
XV models did. When there was an open door (fig. 2-a-2),
the humans and all of the models gave predominantly cop
responses.
Figure 2-b shows the effects of orientation and doors on
human and model behavior when the target agent moves
away from the other agent. When there is an open door but
no orientation (fig. 2-b-1) the LS model and humans are
uncertain, and the other three models give primarily robber
responses. When the target agent orients towards the other
agent but there is a closed door between them, the humans,
LS and PR model responded with uncertainty. The AK and
XV models gave robber responses. When the target agent
oriented towards the other agent and there was an open door
between them, the humans and all of the models gave
primarily robber responses.

Discussion
We propose that observing an agent's actions in the
context of the true state of its environment does not always
provide enough information for an observer to infer its
goals. Often, an observer needs to know something about
the agent's state of belief in order to interpret its actions. We
designed an experiment where observers watched a series of
animations – in each of which it appeared that an agent
moved in a certain direction in order to achieve its goals.
Even though there were sets of multiple trials that had
equivalent environmental states and agent actions, observers
interpreted the agents' actions differently depending on what
they thought the agent knew about the environment at the
time that it made its decision.
Our results are consistent with the hypothesis that human
observers infer an agent's belief state by using information
about whether it has a clear line-of-sight to relevant aspects
of the environment; and that these inferred belief states
affect observers' interpretations of the agent's behavior.
We developed four graphical models that each make
predictions about the structure of the process that humans
use to infer the identity of agents in our experiment. We
found that observer models that incorporated inferences
about agents’ beliefs outperformed an all-knowing observer
model in describing human responses. Additionally, we
found that all human responses were most consistent with
the predictions of a line-of-sight model that required agents
to both orient and have an obstruction-free line of sight
towards a location in order to observe it. The
correspondence between model predictions and human data
was progressively worse when we 1) assumed agent's
observed adjacent locations without orienting towards them
(proximity model); 2) assumed visual obstructions did not
impede observations (x-ray vision model); 3) assumed

agents had complete knowledge of the environment (allknowing model).
Our assumptions about the independence of the
information gathering and decision phases simplified the
model process. However, it is reasonable to argue that in
more realistic situations the information gathering process
would depend on the agent’s goals and priorities. In this
case an agent’s information gathering behavior depends on
where it has already looked, what it saw, and what its goals
are.
Finally, there is a growing body of empirical evidence
suggesting that ToM abilities may involve a combination of
processes that are each used more or less effectively by
human children and adults in different situations (Samson &
Apperly, 2010). A new direction for future research is the
development of a computational description of the cognitive
process(es) involved in ToM that accounts for the wide
range of failures and successes on ToM tasks by children
and adults described in the empirical literature.
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Abstract

This paper is about higher-order theory of mind such as “I
think that you think that I think …”. Previous studies have
argued that using higher-order theory of mind in the context
of strategic games is difficult and cognitively demanding. In
contrast, we claim that performance depends on task
properties such as instruction, training, and procedure of
asking for social reasoning. In an experiment based on a twoplayer game, we manipulated these task properties and found
that higher-order theory of mind improved by providing stepby-step instruction and training. It also improved during the
experiment when participants were explicitly asked to predict
the opponent’s next move.
Keywords: Theory of Mind; Social Cognition; Higher-Order
Social Reasoning; Strategic Games.

Theory of Mind
Whenever the outcomes of our actions depend on the
decision of others, and vice versa, we need to reason about
one another. For example, if a researcher wants her paper to
be accepted, she not only needs to have interesting empirical
results, she also needs to get her story across. She needs to
reason about what an intended reader knows beforehand and
about what he will infer from reading her story. She may
even wonder whether a particular reviewer knows that she
knows that he was the one who wrote that glowing review.
The ability to reason about the knowledge, beliefs, desires
and intentions of others, in this case the reader, is often
referred to as Theory of Mind (Onishi & Baillargeon, 2005;
Wimmer & Perner, 1983; Premack & Woodruff, 1978).
So far, empirical findings have shown theory of mind to
be far from optimal, especially in more complex social
interactions (Flobbe, Verbrugge, Hendriks, & Krämer,
2008; Keysar, Lin, & Barr, 2003; Hedden & Zhang, 2002;
McKelvey & Palfrey, 1992; but see Goodie, Doshi, &
Young, 2010). The conclusion often drawn from these
findings is that theory of mind is difficult and cognitively
demanding (e.g., Verbrugge & Mol, 2008). In contrast, we
claim that performance depends on the task. For example,
participants seemed to have little difficulties applying theory
of mind in false-belief story tasks (Flobbe, et al., 2008).
We claim that suboptimal performance due to task
difficulties can be overcome by providing appropriate
instruction and training. Social reasoning involves interplay
of multiple serial and concurrent cognitive processes, and
learning to apply theory of mind in a particular task might
benefit from instruction and training that structure this
interplay of processes. Besides instruction and training, the
procedure of asking for social reasoning can also contribute

to providing a supporting structure, so-called scaffolding,
for the interplay of processes that underlie social reasoning.
In the current study, we show that providing supporting
structure that maps with the reasoning steps required by the
task facilitates social reasoning and improves performance.

Orders of Reasoning
Complex social interactions such as rescue operations and
negotiations are cognitively demanding because of the
depth, or order, of reasoning they require (Verbrugge,
2009). To illustrate orders of reasoning, imagine a social
interaction between Ann, Bob, and Carol, and that Bob’s
birthday is tomorrow. Furthermore, Ann knows: “Bob’s
birthday is tomorrow”. This is an example of zeroth-order or
non-social reasoning, because Ann is not yet reasoning
about someone else’s mental state. She merely recalls a fact.
If Bob thinks: “Ann knows my birthday is tomorrow”, he
is applying first-order reasoning, because he ascribes
knowledge to Ann. First-order reasoning covers a great deal
of social interactions. Another example of a first-order
attribution is Bob’s thought: “Ann intends to throw me a
surprise party, because she always throws surprise parties”.
In this example Bob ascribes an intention to Ann.
A social interaction between Ann, Bob, and Carol may
demand reasoning of one order deeper: Suppose that Ann
will not throw Bob a surprise party and expressed this to
Carol. Now, Carol knows that “Bob falsely believes that
Ann intends to throw him a surprise party”.
Carol applied second-order reasoning, which is a complex
skill that starts developing around the age of 6 to 9 years
and apparently remains challenging throughout the later
lifespan (Perner & Wimmer, 1985). Second-order reasoning
is the main focus of the current study.

Hedden and Zhang’s Experiments
So far, most studies showed suboptimal application of
second-order theory of mind in social interactions that
involved the perspective of a participant and one other
player (Flobbe, et al., 2009; Hedden & Zhang, 2002;
McKelvey & Palfrey, 1992). For example, McKelvey and
Palfrey (1992) presented participants with games in which
they had to reason about an opponent’s decisions.
Participants’ behavior in these games was not optimal. Also,
Hedden and Zhang (2002) presented participants with socalled matrix games in which they had to apply secondorder theory of mind. Performance started at approximately
25% and gradually increased to approximately 65%.
Figure 1 depicts examples of matrix games, which are
two-player sequential-move games. Each cell of a matrix
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Figure 1: Five example matrix games. Each cell in a game contains two payoffs. The first payoff is Player I’s, the second
Player II’s. Each game starts in cell A. For both players, the goal is that the game ends in a cell that contains their highest
possible payoff. In example game a, a rational Player I should decide to continue the game to cell B, as a rational player
II should decide to stop in cell B, because Player I should decide to continue from cell C to cell D. Example games b to e
were excluded because they did not require second-order reasoning, or a correct second-order prediction or decision was
equal to a first-order prediction or decision.
game contains a pair of rewards, so-called payoffs, that both
range from 1 to 4 (Figure 1). The left payoff of a pair is
Player I’s payoff and the right payoff of a pair is Player II’s.
Both players alternately decide whether to stop the game in
the current cell or continue it to the next. Each game starts
in cell A, where Player I decides. For each player, the goal
is that the game ends in a cell that contains their highest
possible payoff. This is common knowledge to both players.
From the rules of matrix games it follows that the outcomes
of one player depend on the decisions of the other player.
For example, the game in Figure 1a starts in cell A, and
Player I has to decide whether to stop the game in that cell
or continue it to cell B, where Player II decides. Player I’s
payoff in cell B, namely a 4, is higher than in cell A, namely
a 3, but what will Player II decide in cell B? Player II may
want to continue the game to cell C, as Player II’s payoff in
cell C, 3, is higher than in cell B, 2, but what will Player I
decide in cell C? Player I would continue the game to cell
D, as Player I’s payoff in cell D, 2, is higher than in cell C,
1. Thus, Player II should stop the game in cell B, as Player
II’s payoff in cell B, 2, is higher than in cell D, 1.
Consequently, Player I should decide to continue the game
from cell A to B, and receive a payoff value of 4 instead of
3.
Participants were always assigned to the role of Player I,
and the computer played the role of Player II, unbeknownst
to some of the participants. However, knowing that the
computer played the role of Player II did not affect
participants’ performance. Matrix games such as the one in
Figure 1 required second-order reasoning because a
participant had to reason about the computer’s decision in
cell B, and thus reason about what the computer thinks that
a participant’s decision should be in cell C.
Participants had difficulties playing matrix games
(Hedden and Zhang, 2002), which was reflected in
suboptimal performance. We argue that participants had
difficulties understanding the task, instead of difficulties
applying theory of mind. Hedden and Zhang explained the
rules of matrix games and provided training, however we
think that their training could be improved by providing
supporting structure in instruction and training. More

specifically, we expect to facilitate higher-order social
reasoning by closely mapping the structure of instruction
and training with the reasoning steps required by matrix
games.
We also think that Hedden and Zhang’s training may have
been misleading. During the training phase, they presented
participants with so-called trivial games that allowed for
both first- and second-order reasoning (e.g., Figure 1b). In
these games, Player II did not have to reason about Player
I’s last decision, because Player II’s payoffs in cells C and
D were both either lower or higher than Player II’s payoff in
cell B. Consequently, it would suffice for a participant
(Player I) to apply first-order reasoning about a
hypothesized zeroth-order opponent that does not consider
what Player I’s last decision should be. If a participant had
adopted first-order reasoning, she or he had to unlearn that
in similar-looking non-trivial second-order games during the
experiment, resulting in a gradual increase in performance.
Participants’ performance indeed improved over time
(Hedden & Zhang, 2002). The proportion of games in which
participants successfully applied second-order reasoning
started at approximately 25% and monotonically increased
to approximately 65%. We think that performance could
have started at a higher level if training consisted of games
that unambiguously required second-order reasoning.
Whereas Hedden and Zhang’s did not provide supporting
structure in their training, they did in their procedure of
asking for social reasoning: In each game, Hedden and
Zhang asked participants for two responses: (1) predict the
opponent’s decision in cell B, and after the prediction, (2)
decide what to do in cell A. This procedure provided
supporting structure by closely mapping the reasoning steps
required by matrix games with the responses asked for, as
predicting the opponent’s move precedes making a decision.

Supporting Structure
We hypothesized that performance in matrix games could
be improved by providing supporting structure in instruction
and training, besides supporting structure in the procedure
of asking for social reasoning.
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Incrementally explaining and training orders of reasoning
can provide supporting structure. By first presenting zerothand first-order games, participants not only learn that social
reasoning can involve multiple orders, they also learn the
rules of the matrix game: a participant first makes a
decision; if given a choice (in first-order games), the
opponent decides second; if given a choice in second-order
games, the third decision is the participant’s. Figure 2
depicts example zeroth- and first-order games.
Hedden and Zhang did provide supporting structure in
their procedure of asking for social reasoning by asking
participants to predict the opponent’s move before making a
decision. We explicitly tested whether such a procedure had
a positive effect on performance.

Figure 1b), similar to Hedden and Zhang’s training. Trivial
games allowed for both first- and second-order reasoning,
and therefore could not be diagnostic of second-order
reasoning. We think that these games biased participants to
apply the simpler less demanding first-order reasoning
strategy.

Method

(a)
(b)
Figure 2: A zeroth-order (a) and first-order (b) matrix game.
These example games unambiguously require zeroth- and
first-order reasoning.

Participants
Ninety-five first-year psychology students participated in
this study in exchange for course credit. Each participant
gave informed consent prior to admission into the study.

Materials
Game Forty-eight participants played matrix games as
described above, and forty-seven participants played gametheoretically equivalent games called Marble Drop. The
latter games adhered to exactly the same rules as the former,
but differed in appearance1. We have described the effects
of game representation elsewhere (Meijering, Van Maanen,
Van Rijn, & Verbrugge, 2010). As the focus of this study is
supporting structure in instruction, training, and procedure
of asking for social reasoning, we collapsed the data across
the two levels of game representation (i.e., matrix game and
Marble Drop). It is important to note that the main and
interaction effects reported here did not change with or
without the inclusion of the factor game representation.
Design We manipulated two factors: (1) structure in
instruction and training, and (2) structure in the procedure of
asking for social reasoning. We labeled these factors
training and asking. Both factors had two levels: we either
did or did not provide supporting structure for social
reasoning, which we explain below.
Training in which we provided supporting structure
consisted of stepwise instruction and training. We
successively presented 4 zeroth-, 8 first-, and 8 second-order
games (Figure 2). Furthermore, each zeroth-, first-, and
second-order game unambiguously required reasoning of
the corresponding order: simpler less demanding strategies
would not yield correct decisions. Training that lacked
supporting structure consisted of 24 trivial games (e.g.,
1

Matrix games and Marble Drop games are game-theoretically
equivalent because they have the same extensive form (Osborne &
Rubinstein, 1994), namely that of the Centipede game (Rosenthal,
1981). See http://www.ai.rug.nl/~leendert/Equivalence.pdf for an
informal proof.
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We want to stress that our manipulation of instruction and
training was not about more or less instruction and training,
but about instruction and training being more or less
appreciative of the reasoning required by the task at hand. In
fact, the training in which we provided supporting structure
consisted of 20 games, including just 8 second-order games,
whereas our training that lacked supporting structure
consisted of 24 games.
Asking for social reasoning was manipulated as follows.
During the experiment (i.e., two test blocks), we either did
or did not ask participants to predict the opponent’s move in
cell B before deciding what to do in cell A. By asking
participants to predict the opponent’s move, we provided
supporting structure for social reasoning in matrix games:
Predictions precede decisions. Supporting structure was
absent when participants were not explicitly asked to predict
the opponent’s move.
Payoff Combinations The trivial games described earlier
demonstrated that payoff combination determines which
order of reasoning is required. A lot of the total number of
combinations (i.e., 4! x 4! = 576) do not require secondorder reasoning, or yield the same response for second-order
reasoning and other strategies (e.g., first-order reasoning).
We had to exclude these.
Combinations of which Player I’s payoff in cell A was a 1
or a 4 were not included as stimuli, because zeroth-order
reasoning would suffice. It is obvious that Player I should
continue the game in the former case and stop in the latter.
The game in Figure 1c is an example of a game in which
Player I should decide to stop in cell A.
Of the remaining payoff combinations, we excluded the
trivial ones in which Player II’s payoffs in cells C and D
were both either lower or higher than Player II’s payoff in
cell B. Figure 1b depicts an example of such a game: Player
II does not need to reason about Player I’s decision, as
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Procedure
The experiment consisted of three blocks: one training block
and two test blocks. In the training block, we familiarized
participants with the rules of the game. Furthermore, we told
participants that they were playing against the computer, as
knowing whether the computer played the role of Player II
did not have an effect on performance in Hedden and
Zhang’s (2002) study.
Participants were assigned to instruction and training
having or lacking supporting structure. This was
counterbalanced between participants. Each game was
played until either the participant or the computer decided to
stop, or until the last decision was made. After each game in
the training block, participants were presented feedback that
indicated whether the decision was “correct” or “incorrect”.
In Test Block 1, participants were presented with secondorder games, and had to decide what to do in cell A. After
entering a decision, the game stopped immediately and
feedback was presented. Feedback indicated whether the
decision was “correct” or “incorrect”. Participants assigned
to the condition asking with supporting structure were first
explicitly asked to enter their prediction of the opponent’s
move in cell B, before making a decision in cell A.
Feedback was presented after entering a prediction. This

block consisted of 32 trials; each payoff combination was
presented twice. The items were presented randomly.
Test Block 2 was similar to Test Block 1 except that
participants assigned to the condition asking with
supporting structure were not explicitly asked to predict the
opponent’s move anymore. This block also consisted of 32
trials.

Results
Accuracy of Decisions

Test  Block  1

Asking  Social  Reasoning

with  structure
without  structure

with  structure
without  structure

Test  Block  2

Mean  Accurac  Decisions  
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Asking  Social  Reasoning

0.5

Mean  Accuracy  Decisions
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

To account for random effects of individuals and payoff
combinations, we performed linear mixed-effects (LMEs)
analyses (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008). Our analysis
of participants’ decisions consisted of a logistic LME model
that included the fixed factors training, asking, and block
and random effects of participants and payoff combinations.
The mean accuracy of the decisions is depicted in Figure 3.

0.5

Player II’s payoffs in cells C and D are both more preferable
than Player II’s payoff in cell B.
We also had to exclude payoff combinations that yield the
same decision for a zeroth- and first-order Player II, as these
would yield the same prediction (of Player II’s move) for a
first- and second-order Player I. Figure 1d depicts an
example of such a game: a Zeroth-order Player II would
continue the game because the Player II’s payoff in cell C is
higher than in cell B. A first-order Player II would also
continue the game to cell C because Player I should stop the
game in that cell. The prediction of Player II’s move would
be the same for a first- and second-order Player I.
Besides payoff combinations such as in the game in
Figure 1d, we excluded payoff combinations that yield the
same decision for a first- and a second-order Player I (e.g.,
Figure 1e). Hedden and Zhang did not exclude these payoff
combinations as long as the prediction of Player II’s move
would be opposite for a first- and second-order Player II.
However, due to our manipulation of the procedure of
asking for social reasoning, half of the participants were not
explicitly asked to predict what the opponent’s next possible
decision would be.
In line with Hedden and Zhang, we distinguished between
so-called 2- and 3-starting games with payoff combinations
of which Player I’s payoff in cell A was either a 2 or a 3,
respectively. For the final set of stimuli, we double-balanced
for both the number of stop and continue decisions of Player
I and the number of stop and continue decisions of Player II.
As this was not possible for the 2-starting games, we
excluded those. That left us with 16 unique payoff
combinations, all 3-starting games, to present during the
experiment.

Test  Block  1

Test  Block  2

(a)
(b)
Figure 3: Mean proportions of decision scores in Test Block
1 and 2, depicted separately for participants that were
explicitly asked to predict the opponent’s move (grey bars)
and those that were not (white bars), and separately for
participants that were assigned to training without
supporting structure (a) and participants assigned to training
with supporting structure (b). The error bars depict standard
errors.
Scaffolding (i.e., supporting structure) in training had a
positive effect. Participants that were assigned to training
without scaffolding performed significantly worse than
participants that were assigned to training with scaffolding:
β = -1.23, z = -3.34, p < .001. Mean accuracy was 80% (SE
= 1.9%) in the former group, 89.8% (SE = 1.3%) in the
latter.
Scaffolding in the procedure of asking for social
reasoning also had a positive effect. The probability of
making a correct decision was significantly higher if
participants that had already predicted the opponent’s move:
β = 1.28, z = 3.32, p < .001. Mean accuracy was 88.7% (SE
= 1.6%) for these participants. Mean accuracy was 81.1%
(SE = 1.7%) for participants that were not explicitly asked
to predict the opponent’s move.
The probability of making a correct decision significantly
increased over block: β = 1.03, z = 6.55, p < .0001. This
effect was mainly due to learning of participants that were
not explicitly asked to predict the opponent’s move, which
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was reflected in a significant interaction between the factors
asking and block: β = -.90, z = -5.14, p < .0001. Figure 3
shows that the difference in performance between
participants that were asked to predict the opponent’s move
and those that were not became smaller in Test block 2.
The effects of scaffolding in the procedure of asking for
social reasoning did not (significantly) differ between
participants assigned to training with scaffolding and those
assigned to training without scaffolding: β = .25, z = .49, p
= .63.

Accuracy of Predictions

Mean  Accuracy  Predictions
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Hedden and Zhang’s (2002) analyses mainly focused on
participants’ predictions. We analyzed accuracy of
decisions, because each participant had made decisions
whereas only half of the participants were explicitly asked
to predict the opponent’s move (i.e., in the condition asking
with scaffolding). To make informal comparisons with
Hedden and Zhang, we analyzed the predictions of
participants in the condition asking with scaffolding (in Test
Block 1) in more detail.
Figure 4 shows an increase in performance that is
qualitatively different from the gradual and linear increase
that Hedden and Zhang observed (from 25% to
approximately 70%).

Training
with  structure
without  structure

0

5

10

15 20
Trial

25

30

Figure 4: Mean accuracy of predictions in Test block 1,
plotted separately for participants assigned to training
without supporting structure (grey line) and training with
supporting structure (black line).
We fitted a logistic LME that consisted of training as a
fixed factor, the logarithm of trial as a covariate, and
random effects of participants and payoff combinations.
Supporting structure in training had a positive effect on
the accuracy of predictions. Participants assigned to training
without supporting structure performed significantly worse
than participants assigned to training with supporting
structure: β = -2.49, z = -3.36, p < .001.
The effect of trial was significant: β = .69, z = 2.90, p <
.01. The probability of correctly predicting the opponent’s
move increased with time. This effect was stronger for
participants that were assigned to training without
supporting structure instead of training with supporting
structure: β = .72, z = 2.43, p < .05. This finding supports
our hypothesis that training without supporting structure,
which consisted of trivial games, biased participants to
apply first-order reasoning. As first-order reasoning did not

yield correct decisions during the test blocks, participants
had to unlearn this strategy.

Discussion
We investigated effects of scaffolding (i.e., supporting
structure) in instruction, training, and procedure of asking
for social reasoning. We hypothesized that scaffolding
would facilitate social reasoning by structuring the interplay
of serial and concurrent cognitive processes that underlie
social reasoning. The results corroborated our hypotheses.
First of all, the participants successfully applied secondorder reasoning in a large proportion of the games,
especially if supporting structure was provided in both
training and procedure of asking for social reasoning. Mean
accuracy was 92% (SE = 1.7%) in those conditions. In
contrast, mean accuracy in Hedden and Zhang’s (2002)
matrix games started at approximately 25% and increased to
approximately 65%, which is not far above chance level.
Supporting structure in training had a positive effect on
social reasoning in matrix games. We assigned half of the
participants to training similar to Hedden and Zhang’s
training, which consisted solely of trivial (second-order)
games that allowed for both first- and second-order
reasoning. We assigned the other half to training in which
we provided supporting structure. Supporting structure
consisted of zeroth-, first-, and second-order games that
unambiguously required reasoning of corresponding orders.
We hypothesized that participants assigned to training that
lacked supporting structure preferred the simpler and less
demanding first-order reasoning strategy over second-order
reasoning and erroneously tried using that during the test
blocks. Our results corroborated this hypothesis. Over the
entire experiment, the probability of making a correct
decision was higher for participants assigned to training
with supporting structure instead of training that lacked
supporting structure.
Besides a positive effect on performance of supporting
structure in training, we found a positive effect of
supporting structure in the procedure of asking for social
reasoning. Supporting structure closely mapped the
reasoning steps required in matrix games with the responses
asked for. Participants that were asked to predict the
opponent’s move before making a decision had a higher
probability of making a correct decision than participants
that were not asked to make predictions. This finding
corroborated our hypothesis that performance improves by
providing supporting structure in the procedure of asking for
social reasoning.
Supporting structure in training and in the procedure of
asking for social reasoning both had positive effects on
social reasoning. However, there was no interaction. Given
the disadvantageous effect of missing supporting structure
during training, one might expect that participants in this
condition would benefit more from supporting structure in
the procedure of asking for second-order reasoning than
participants assigned to training with supporting structure.
The results did not corroborate this idea, as the interaction
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between training and asking was not significant: Whichever
training participants were assigned to, the probability of a
correct decision was greater for participants that were
provided with supporting structure in the procedure of
asking for social reasoning.
The probability of correctly deciding whether to stop or
continue a game increased over block. However, this was
mainly due to participants that were not explicitly asked to
predict the opponent’s move, as the difference with
participants that were asked to make a prediction became
smaller (Figure 3). In other words, participants that were
asked to predict the opponent’s move initially benefitted
from supporting structure that closely mapped the reasoning
steps required by matrix games with the responses asked
for, but eventually participants that were not asked to make
predictions were catching up.
Hedden and Zhang analyzed changes over time in secondorder reasoning and found profound learning effects. In line
with their analyses, we analyzed predictions as a function of
trial, in addition to the effect of supporting structure in
training and procedure of asking for social reasoning. The
analyses showed that the probability of correctly predicting
the opponent’s move increased over time, which implies a
positive relation between proficiency in applying higherorder theory of mind and experience with social reasoning
in matrix games. This effect was stronger for participants
assigned to training without supporting structure than for
participants assigned to training with supporting structure.
This finding corroborated our hypothesis that training
without supporting structure, which consisted solely of
trivial games, biased participants to apply first-order
reasoning. They had to unlearn that strategy during the test
blocks, resulting in a gradual increase in performance.
In sum, we found effects of supporting structure in
instruction, training and procedure of asking for social
reasoning. Participants that were assigned to training that
provided supporting structure performed better during the
experiment than participants assigned to training that lacked
supporting structure. Also, participants that were asked to
predict the opponent’s move were better at making a
decision than participants that were not asked to make
predictions. These effects were more pronounced in the first
of two test blocks.

General Conclusions
We found that applying higher-order theory of mind in
strategic games is not too difficult to learn as long as it is
introduced appropriately, that is, with stepwise instruction
and training. Moreover, we found that higher-order theory
of mind improves if participants are explicitly asked to
predict the opponent’s possible future behavior. Thus, task
structure can help participants predict what someone else
thinks that they think and maximize their outcome in
strategic games.
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Theory of Mind for you, and for me: behavioral and neural similarities and
differences in thinking about beliefs of the self and other.
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Abstract
Do we have privileged access to our own mental states, or do
we use the same mechanism for thinking about our own
minds as we do for thinking about the minds of others? This
study featured a task that either induced true and false beliefs
in participants or allowed participants to witness another
person’s true and false beliefs. Later we measured
participants’ ability to recall their own and others’ beliefs, and
the recruitment of brain regions for these processes. We found
that participants were worse at recalling their own versus
others’ beliefs, and that brain regions usually associated with
ToM tasks were recruited when participants thought about
their own beliefs.
Keywords: Theory of Mind; belief attribution; selfreflection; fMRI; RTPJ, LTPJ, DMPFC

Imagine you walk into a coffee shop, order a coffee, and
then a minute later pick up someone else’s hot chocolate
from the counter and start walking out the door. The hot
chocolate’s rightful owner, Mary, calls out after you, “Why
are you taking my hot chocolate?” Presumably you thought
you were holding your cup of coffee, and you could
generate this explanation, along with an apology, to mollify
Mary. But how do you do it? That is, how do figure out
what you were thinking, a few moments earlier, when you
picked that cup off the counter?
One possibility is that people have direct access to the
contents of their own minds, and the reasons for their own
actions. Through introspection, people can become directly
aware of the beliefs and desires that actually caused their
own actions, and retrieve these mental states when
explaining or justifying their actions.
An alternative possibility is that people use a ‘Theory of
Mind’ to infer the beliefs and desires that most likely caused
their own actions. Imagine the scenario were reversed:
you’ve just ordered a hot chocolate, and Mary, who ordered
a coffee, picks up your cup of hot chocolate and starts to
walk off. In this situation, most adults can infer Mary’s false
belief; this inference allows people to recognize Mary’s
mistake, and not blame her for hot chocolate theft. Young
children, by contrast, see only that Mary is taking their hot
chocolate, and say that Mary must be a mean person
(Fincham & Jaspers, 1979).
Do people reason about their own past beliefs by direct
introspection, or by applying a Theory of Mind, relying on
the same mechanism that supports reasoning about the
minds of others? These alternative hypotheses can be tested
behaviorally and neurally. Behaviorally, if people use direct
introspection to recall their beliefs, we might expect that
reasoning about one’s own beliefs would be more accurate

than reasoning about others’ beliefs. By contrast, if people
have to infer their own past beliefs, using the same Theory
of Mind, then they might make the same mistakes, whether
reasoning about their own or others’ beliefs (Saxe, 2005).
Indeed, people might be even worse at reasoning about their
own beliefs than about others’ beliefs. People usually act on
their own beliefs without representing them qua beliefs
(Malle, Knobe, O’Laughlin, Pearce, & Nelson, 2000). That
is, at the moment of taking the hot chocolate (which you
believe is your coffee) you are unlikely to explicitly
attribute to yourself a belief, i.e. “I believe this is my
coffee”. Belief attributions to the self occur only rarely,
when the beliefs one acts on turn out to be false, or the
actions have negative consequences. Thus, there may be an
asymmetry between ToM for ourselves and for others: we
often need to explain others’ actions using ToM, but not as
frequently to explain our own.
Developmental evidence favors the second alternative:
children learn to reason about their own past false beliefs at
the same time that they learn to reason about others’ current
false beliefs (Atance & O’Neill, 2004; see Wellman, Cross,
& Watson (2001) for a review). In these experiments,
children see a crayon box (and form the belief that the box
contains crayons), but the box is shown to contain candles.
In the third person version, children are asked: “when
another child comes into the room, and first sees the box,
what will she think is inside?” Five year olds understand
false beliefs, and say “crayons”; three year olds don’t, and
say “candles”. In the first person version, before the candles
are revealed, the children are induced to act on their false
belief (i.e., to get a piece of paper to draw on with the
crayons). After seeing the candles, children are then asked:
“why did you get the piece of paper?” Five-year-olds say,
“because I thought there were crayons in the box”. Threeyear-olds, however, do not appeal to their own prior beliefs
but refer to irrelevant facts that occurred after the action
(e.g., there were candles in the box) or confabulate other
reasons (e.g., the paper was the floor).
We can also test whether belief attribution to self relies on
Theory of Mind by identifying which brain regions are
recruited when people recall their recent beliefs in order to
explain their own actions. Many neuroimaging studies have
investigated the brain regions that people use when thinking
about someone else’s false beliefs (Saxe & Kanwisher,
2003; Perner, Aichorn, Kronblicher, Staffen, & Ladurner,
2006; Gallagher et al., 2000). Remarkably, these
neuroimaging studies have converged on a distinct network
of regions including the right and left temporo-parietal
junction (TPJ), the precuneus (PC), and regions in the
medial frontal cortex (MPFC). To our knowledge, however,
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Experiment
To assess the behavioral and neural differences in how
people think about their own versus others’ beliefs, we
designed a task that leads participants to either: (a) generate
a false or true belief about images or (b) encounter another
person’s false or true belief about the same images. Then,
40 – 50 minutes later, we asked participants to judge: (a)
whether they were right / wrong about the images or (b)
whether the other person was right / wrong about the
images. We measured participants’ recall accuracy for their
own and others’ past beliefs. In addition, participants
completed these tasks inside an fMRI scanner so that we
could also measure neural activity while people thought
about their own or others’ beliefs.

Methods
Participants Twenty-four healthy adults (18 – 25 years, 8
males) participated in the experiment. Twelve participated
in the “Self” version, and the other twelve participated in the
“Other” version of the experiment. All participants were
native speakers of English, right-handed, and had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision.
Stimuli Forty-eight hand-drawn color drawings were used.
Thirty-six of these pictures were presented both as a whole
picture (Whole Picture) and partially occluded to reveal
only a small part of the picture (Part Picture). The Part
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no fMRI study has directly compared reasoning about one’s
own beliefs to reasoning about another person’s beliefs.
Although some neuroimaging studies have compared
thinking about the self to thinking about others, these
studies asked participants to reflect on stable personality
traits (Jenkins, Macrae, & Mitchell, 2008) or current
affective states (Ochsner et al., 2004), or to read stories that
require ascriptions of beliefs to themselves in hypothetical
situations (Vogeley et al., 2001). A straightforward
comparison between ToM for the self and others should
require participants to act on beliefs, or watch others act on
the same true and false beliefs, based on the same evidence,
and then to reason about those beliefs in matched
circumstances.
Thus, the current study addressed the following questions.
First, do people have privileged access to their own past
beliefs, such that, behaviorally, they are more accurate in
recalling their own beliefs versus others’ beliefs? Second, is
the neural mechanism that has been shown to support ToM
for others also recruited for tasks that involve thinking about
one’s own thoughts? We devised a task that naturally
induced true and false beliefs in the participants.
Participants were then shown whether they were right or
wrong, and finally instructed explicitly to think back to their
prior true and false beliefs. A different set of subjects
participated in an analogous task, using the same stimuli and
instructions but targeted another person’s beliefs;
participants watched another person act on true and false
beliefs, and then later thought back to that person’s beliefs.
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Figure 1. Stimuli, timing, and tasks for Self and Other
versions of the experiment. The Part Picture shown here
deliberately misleads people to form a false belief.
Pictures of some drawings were deliberately designed such
that the participant would be misled about the object’s
identity (e.g., the visible part in the Part picture looks like a
fish, but it is actually a snake in the Whole picture, see
Figure 1). Some Part Pictures provided an accurate
representation of the object in the picture such that the
participant would form a true belief, while others provided
insufficient information about the object. The remaining 12
drawings were presented only as Whole Pictures, in the last
part of the experiment to serve as control “new” drawings.
All stimuli were presented in Matlab (R2010a) using
Psychtoolbox 3 (http://psychtoolbox.org).
Procedure – Self The experiment consisted of three
different tasks: the Word Task, the Reveal Task, and the
Think Task. In the Self version of the experiment,
participants completed the Word Task first, followed by the
Reveal Task and the Think Task. In the Word Task,
participants were instructed to look at the Part picture with
four words presented at the bottom of the screen, and to
choose the word they thought was most closely associated
with the hidden picture. Of the four words, one was always
the “correct” answer, which was associated with the fully
revealed picture (i.e., Whole Picture). For the pictures that
were deliberately misleading, one of the word choices was a
“lure” word, which was associated with the false belief the
participants would generate if they were misled by the Part
picture. Other words were fillers that were not associated
with either picture version (i.e., Part or Whole). Participants
were instructed to select a word if they could not figure out
the content of the picture. The Word Task was divided into
two runs (18 trials in each run, 36 trials total). Each trial was
6 seconds long, with 10 seconds fixation.
In the Reveal Task, participants saw the 36 Part pictures,
and were instructed to press a button to reveal the Whole
picture. Therefore, after each button press, they could see
what each drawing really depicted. This Reveal Task was
self-paced (no fMRI data were collected during this task.)
Then, participants completed tasks for a different study
for 40 – 50 minutes before the final task. One of the tasks
was a functional localizer designed to identify the ToM
network in each individual’s brain. People read stories that
required inferences about a character’s beliefs with stories
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that required inferences about a physical representation
(e.g., an outdated map or a photograph). Details of this
localizer task can be found on the SaxeLab website
(http://saxelab.mit.edu/superloc.php).
In the final Think Task, participants saw 12 new images
in addition to all 36 images they had seen in the previous
two tasks (e.g., Word, Reveal). In each image, an arrow
pointed to the main object in the image. The participants
were instructed to think back to what they thought about the
object during the Word task, and to choose one of the
following response options: (1) I was right (about the
identity of the object in the picture), (2) I was wrong, and
(3) This is new. The Think task was also divided into two
runs, with 24 trials in each run. Each trial was 6 seconds
long, during which the picture remained on the screen,
followed by 10 seconds fixation. Participants could respond
as long as the picture remained on the screen.
Procedure – Other In the Other version of the experiment,
the ordering of the tasks reflected a fundamental difference
between thinking about one’s own versus others’ beliefs:
sometimes we already know the true state of the world when
we observe others’ actions. Therefore, participants in the
Other version first completed the Reveal task. Each Part
picture was presented for 3 seconds, and then the Whole
picture was revealed. Participants were instructed to press a
button when the picture changed from Part to Whole1.
Then participants completed the Word task with different
instructions. Participants were told that a second participant
(who had not yet seen the Whole pictures) would perform
the Word task and choose one of the four words that he or
she thinks is the most closely associated with the hidden
Whole picture. Participants were told that this person’s
response would be projected to the participant’s screen (e.g.,
as a pink square around the chosen word). The participant’s
task was to press the same button that the other person had
pressed to ensure that participants encoded the other
person’s response. In fact, there was no ‘second participant’;
the other responses were generated by a computer. The
‘second participant’ chose the correct word on 12 trials
(with informative Part pictures), the lure word on 12 trials
(with misleading Part pictures), and one of the other words
on 12 trials (with uninformative Part pictures). The picture
remained on the screen for 6 seconds, and the pink square
(representing the second participant’s choice) came up 3
seconds after the onset of each picture.
Finally, after 40 – 50 minutes, participants completed the
Think task, again with different instructions. They were told
to think back to the second participant’s belief about the
drawing, and to choose one of the following response
options: (1) She/He was right (about the identity of the
1

Note that the Reveal Task for participants in the Self condition
was self-paced. To address the potential concern about participants
in the Self condition having less (or more) exposure to the whole
picture during the Reveal Task, we recruited a separate group of
participants just for the behavioral part of the Self version. The
behavioral results mirrored the pattern found in the Self group
reported here.

object in the picture), (2) She/He was wrong, and (3) This is
new. The timing and the number of the trials were the same
as the Self version of the task.
Behavioral data analysis Participants’ button responses
and RT during the Word Task and the Think Task were
collected and analyzed to determine the judgment accuracy
and speed in the Think Task. In the Self version,
participants constructed their own beliefs about the picture
during the Word Task. Therefore, judgment accuracy of
participants in the Self version during the Think Task was
determined relative to each participants’ own word choices
during the Word task. For example, if the participant chose
the word ‘swim’ in the Word Task (a lure answer for this
misleading drawing; see Figure 1) but chose “I was right”
during the Think Task, this judgment was considered
inaccurate, as the participant had previously formed a false
belief about the picture. In the Other version, participants
always saw the other person making an incorrect choice
when the drawings were deliberately misleading or
ambiguous, and always a correct choice if the Part Picture
provided enough information about the drawing; therefore,
participants’ accuracy during the Think Task was based on
these pre-determined word choices. Behavioral data for one
of the participants was lost due to experimental error, and
therefore excluded from further analysis.
fMRI data collection and analysis Participants were
scanned on a 3T Siemens scanner at the Athinoula A.
Martinos Imaging Center at the McGovern Institute for
Brain Research at MIT. T1-weighted structural images were
collected in 256 saggital slices (TR = 2.53s, TE = 3.39ms,
flip angle = 9.0°) with 1.0 mm isotropic voxels. Functional
data were acquired in 3.1 x 3.1 x 4 mm voxels in 64
interleaved near axial slices covering the whole brain, using
standard echoplanar imaging procedures (TR = 2 s, TE = 30
ms, flip angle = 90°). These sequences used prospective
acquisition correction (PACE), which adjusts the slice
acquisitions during scanning to correct for head movement
up to 8 degrees and 20 mm.
fMRI
data
were
analyzed
using
SPM8
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) and custom software
written in Matlab. Each participant’s data were off-line
motion corrected and then normalized onto a common brain
space (Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template).
Data were then smoothed using a Gaussian filter (full width
half maximum = 5mm). All functional images that exceed a
scan-to-scan motion threshold of 1.5mm and Z-score of 3 in
global intensity were regressed out using the Artifact
Detection Tool (ART). The mean number of images
excluded for each participant was 40.2 (SD = 51.2, 4.2% of
all images) for the Self group, and 25.5 (SD = 30.9, 2.6%)
for the Other group (p = ns). The experiment was modeled
using a boxcar regressor. An event was defined as
presentation of an image that participants responded with
“Right”, “Wrong”, or “New”. Data were high- pass filtered
during analysis (cutoff 128 seconds).
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Figure 2. Accuracy (left) and RT (right) in the Think Task.
(*: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.001)
Both individual ROI (Region of Interest) and whole-brain
analyses were conducted, separately for participants in the
Self (N=12) and Other (N=12) versions. In the whole-brain
analyses, the false-positive rate was controlled at α < 0.05
(corrected) by performing Monte Carlo permutation tests
using
the
SnPM
toolbox
for
SPM5
(http://www.sph.umich.edu/ni-stat/SnPM/) to empirically
determine the voxel-wise t and cluster size (k, contiguous
voxels) thresholds. Three functional ROIs, the TPJ
bilaterally and DMPFC, were defined for each participant
individually from the Belief versus Photo contrast of the
localizer task. The RTPJ was defined in all 24 participants,
LTPJ and DMPFC in 22 participants. ROIs were defined as
contiguous voxels active at a threshold of p < 0.001,
uncorrected, k > 10. For each ROI, we report the average
percent signal change (PSC) of the raw BOLD signal in
each condition2. For the purposes of statistical analyses, we
averaged PSC across the time points during which the
pictures were presented (4 – 10 seconds after the image
onset, to account for hemodynamic lag) to obtain a single
PSC value for each region in each participant.

Results
Behavioral Results
Preliminary analysis of the Word Task responses confirmed
that the drawings successfully induced false and true beliefs
in the Self participants: participants chose the correct and
incorrect word choices in 48.5% and 51.5% of the 36 trials,
respectively.
Our main goal was to see whether people are more
accurate, less accurate, or no different, in recalling their own
previous beliefs (e.g., true or false beliefs) as compared to
other people’s beliefs. We found that the average judgment
accuracy during the Think Task was lower for Self than
Other. When people reported prior true beliefs (e.g., “I was
right” or “She/He was right”), participants were less
accurate when recalling their own (66%) versus another’s
2
PSC was calculated by first extracting the average BOLD
magnitude of the ROI in each condition for each time point after
the onset of the stimulus, then subtracting the baseline (average
BOLD magnitude of the ROI during fixation) from these values,
and divided this with the baseline BOLD (PSC(condition,time) =
100* (Resp(condition,time) – baseline) / baseline). The result is a
timecourse showing the percent signal change relative to baseline
for each condition at each time point.

belief (79%, z = 2.35, p < .05, Mann-Whitney test, see
Figure 2). They were also less accurate in reporting their
own prior false beliefs (71%)(i.e., “I was wrong”) than
others’ false beliefs (i.e., “She/He was wrong”; 92%, z =
3.77, p < .001). However, there was no difference in
accuracy when people judged a picture as new (67% (Self)
vs. 72% (Other), z = 0.7, p = ns). Overall RT showed no
difference between Self and Other groups (2.48 (Self) vs.
2.62 (Others), t = 0.59, p = ns), but people in the Self group
were faster to judge that they were “Right” than people in
the Other group (2.08 (Self) vs. 2.62 (Other), t = 2.36, p <
0.05).
These results suggest that people are not in fact better at
recalling their own beliefs. On the contrary, they were worse
at recalling their own versus others’ beliefs. Importantly,
this difference was not due to participants in the Self group
consciously or unconsciously “lying” to inflate their
accuracy: participants in the Self group were no more likely
to inaccurately report “I was right” when they actually gave
an incorrect answer in the Word Task (31.7% of “I was
right” responses), than to inaccurately report “I was wrong”
when they actually chose the correct answer in the Word
Task (27.9% of “I was wrong” responses, t(10) = 1.41, p =
0.19). Instead, people seem to be genuinely worse at
accurately recalling the beliefs upon which they acted.
Participants in the Other group also did not differ in their
tendency to respond that the other person was right when
they in fact were wrong, and to report that the other was
wrong when they in fact were right (10.1% vs. 6.9%, t(12) =
1.1, p = ns).

fMRI Results
We asked whether regions in the ToM network, which
show robust and selective activation when people think
about other people’s thoughts and beliefs, are also recruited
when people think about their own past thoughts and
beliefs. We predicted that participants in both the Self and
Other groups would show heightened response in these
areas when they indicated “I (She/He) was right” (true
belief) or “I (She/He) was wrong” (false belief), than when
they indicated that “This picture is new”.
The whole brain analysis for the Right & Wrong vs. New
contrast confirmed that this was indeed the case in the Self
group: we found bilateral TPJ and MPFC activation (see
Figure 3). By contrast, we found a very different pattern in
the Other group: left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) /
rostrolateral prefrontal cortex (RLPFC), middle frontal
gyrus (MFG) bilaterally, left inferior parietal lobule (IPL),
superior and medial frontal gyrus, which are brain regions
commonly associated with non-spatial working memory
tasks (D'Esposito, Postle, & Rypma, 2000) or higher-order
mental operations such as relational reasoning (Christoff,
Ream, Geddes, & Gabrieli, 2003). To take a more detailed
look at the response profiles of these regions, we identified
bilateral TPJ and MPFC in individual participants from a
functional localizer scan (see Methods for details). The
average PSC values for each trial type (sorted by response,
“I(He/She) was right”, “I(He/She) was wrong”, “This is
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new”) from these ROIs were entered into a repeated
measures ANOVA with Group (Self, Other) as a betweensubjects factor and Response (Right, Wrong, New) as a
within-subjects factor (see Figure 3).
In the RTPJ, we found a significant interaction between
Group and Response (F(2,44) = 6.81, p <.005, partial η2 =
.24): planned comparisons revealed that there was a
significant difference between Right and New (t(11) = 2.72,
p < .05) and a marginally significant difference between
Wrong and New in the Self group (t(11) = 2.15, p = .055).
That is, the activity in the RTPJ was higher when people
reported that they were Right or Wrong than when they
judged pictures as New. However, there was a reverse trend
in the Other group: activity was higher for New than Right
responses (t(11) = -3.36, p < .01). All other differences
within the Other group were not significant.
A similar trend was found in the other two ROIs. In the
LTPJ and DMPFC, we found a main effect of Response
(LTPJ: (F(2,40) = 17.72, p < .001, partial η2 = .47),
DMPFC: (F(2,40) = 12.37, p < .001, partial η2 = .38)) and
an interaction between Group and Response (LTPJ: (F(2,40)
= 8.79, p = .001, partial η2 = .31) DMPFC: (F(2,40) =
12.19, p < .001, partial η2 = .38). Again, these were driven
by the difference in Right vs. New (LTPJ: t(9) = 4.50, p <
.001, DMPFC: t(9) = 3.98, p < .005) and Wrong vs. New
(LTPJ: t(9) = 5.12, p = .001, DMPFC: t(9) = 8.76, p < .001)
in the Self group. Both LTPJ and DMPFC showed higher
activity when people said they were Right or Wrong than
when they said the picture was New. In the Other group, we
found no difference between the three responses.
Finally, we compared activity during the New responses
between the Self and Other groups. Results showed that the
activity during the New response was significantly higher in
the Other group than in the Self group, in all three ROIs
(RTPJ: t(22) = -2.31, p < 0.05, LTPJ: t(20) = -3.20, p = .005
DMPFC: t(20) = -2.57, p < 0.05).

Overall, these results suggest that regions in the ToM
network – bilateral TPJ and DMPFC – are recruited when
people think about their own prior beliefs.

Discussion
The current study allowed us to directly compare the
cognitive and neural aspects of ToM for ourselves and ToM
for others. We experimentally induced the “Self”
participants to act on true and false beliefs and then later
asked them to recall those beliefs. The “Other” participants
saw another person acting based on his or her true or false
beliefs, and then recalled that person’s beliefs. We
compared the behavioral performance and neural activity
between the Self and Other participant groups.
First, we found that people are worse at remembering their
own past beliefs (whether they were true or false) than
remembering another person’s past beliefs, contrary to the
hypothesis that people have privileged access to their own
(past) mental states. Second, when people reflected upon
their past beliefs, compared to when they simply judged
whether they had seen the picture, we observed enhanced
activity in key regions for ToM, the RTPJ, LTPJ, and
DMPFC. These results suggest that when people think back
to their own (recent) beliefs as explanations for their own
actions, the same Theory of Mind mechanisms are recruited
as when people explain and predict others’ actions.
Does this finding suggest that people do not have any
privileged access to the contents of their own minds? The
strongest version of this hypothesis predicts that people
must always infer their own thoughts by observing their
own actions (Bem, 1972): when sitting quietly in a room
with someone else, people would know as little about their
own thoughts as about the other person’s! We do not
endorse this strong view. On the contrary, we suggest that
people use different mechanisms for experiencing their own
current perceptual and epistemic states, versus inferring and
attributing others’ current, and anyone’s past, mental states.
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As a consequence, there is an asymmetry in when people
think about their own beliefs versus others’ beliefs: ToM is
frequently used to understand other people’s past, current
and future actions, and also (but relatively rarely) used to
explain one’s own past actions.
Our data also provide evidence against the claim that
brain regions for ToM are recruited for resolving conflicts
between false representations and reality (Sommer et al.,
2007) or for low-level attentional processes invoked by false
belief reasoning (Mitchell, 2008). True and false belief
responses elicited equally high activity in the RTPJ, LTPJ,
and DMPFC. Typically, when people act on true beliefs,
they can explain their behavior based on reality alone;
however, the current task explicitly required participants to
think about their true and false beliefs alike. These results
suggest that ToM brain regions are recruited for thinking
about true and false beliefs – one’s own and other people’s.
One unexpected result was the lack of a neural difference
between Right/Wrong versus New responses in the Other
group: instead, the neural activity during New responses
was just as high as during the other two responses
(Right/Wrong). One possible account is that participants in
the Other group engaged in ToM for all conditions,
including when they were reporting that a New picture
hadn’t been seen by the other person. Consistent with this
account, we found a higher response in ToM brain areas for
people who responded that another person had not seen a
picture before, compared to people who responded that they
themselves had not seen a picture before. To recognize
something as new or familiar, we simply need to introspect
on our current experience. However, to report the current
feeling of familiarity in another person, we may need to
think about that person’s previous experience or belief. If
this were indeed the case, the fact that the participants did
not simply use their own experience to decide whether the
picture is new (since pictures that were new to the other
person were also new to the participants themselves) raise
an interesting question about the spontaneous and automatic
engagement of ToM in social, interpersonal contexts, versus
the conservative use of ToM for the self.
To our knowledge, the current study represents the first
attempt to directly compare belief attribution to the self
versus other. The results suggest important asymmetries in
how and when we think about our own beliefs, resulting in
lower accuracy for retrieving and representing one’s versus
others’ own beliefs. The neural results suggest that when
prompted to think about our own beliefs, we rely on the
same neural network for ToM as we do for representing the
beliefs of others.
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Capturing mental state reasoning with influence diagrams
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Abstract
People have a keen ability to reason about others’ mental
states, which is central for communication and cooperation.
A core question for cognitive science is what mental representations support this ability. We offer one proposal based on
the framework of influence diagrams, an extension of Bayes
nets that is suited for representing intentional goal-directed
agents. We evaluate this framework in two experiments that
require participants to make inferences about what another person knows or values. In both experiments, participants’ judgments were better predicted by our influence diagrams account
than by several alternative accounts.
Keywords: theory of mind; social cognition; influence diagrams; Bayes nets

People rarely articulate everything they are thinking. Thus,
one of the major inductive problems we face is how to infer
other people’s thoughts from their observable behavior. As a
concrete example, suppose your friend asks you to join him
in visiting the art museum today, a Monday, which is a day
on which you happen to know the museum is closed. You
might infer then that your friend does not know the museum
is closed on Mondays, or that he does not know that today is
Monday, or perhaps neither. You suggest going to the natural history museum instead, which is open but is both more
expensive and farther away than the art museum. Your friend
declines. Now you might infer that he did not want to spend
more money, or that he did not want to travel so far, or perhaps both; it’s also possible that your friend simply doesn’t
like the natural history museum.
People generally find these types of inferences about others
natural and exhibit relatively rich intuitive theories of mental
states and behavior (D’Andrade, 1987). Mental state reasoning, also called theory of mind, poses some standard questions for cognitive science: Namely, what mental representations support mental state reasoning and what computations
are carried out over these representations (Perner, 1991). We
propose that these representations are similar to influence diagrams (IDs), an extension of Bayes nets that includes a notion
of goal-directed action (Howard & Matheson, 2005).
The ID framework provides a graphical language for representing decision problems and an associated formal semantics that supports quantitative predictions. The framework retains all of the strengths of Bayes nets, including the ability
to make a distinction between the existence of relationships
among variables and the strength of those relationships, to
concisely specify a distribution over many variables, and to
predict the outcomes of interventions (Sloman, 2005). IDs,
however, build on Bayes nets by providing a formal way of
making predictions and inferences about intentional behavior.

Computer scientists have previously used IDs to model the
behavior of intentional agents, particularly in games (Gal &
Pfeffer, 2008; Koller & Milch, 2003), but this research has
focused primarily on relatively complex scenarios involving
multiple agents, rather than the simple scenarios that have
been the subject of most theory of mind research—like the
example at the beginning of this paper. And although there
are several existing computational models of mental state reasoning (Baker, Saxe, & Tenenbaum, 2009; Oztop, Wolpert, &
Kawato, 2005; Schultz, 1988; Wahl & Spada, 2000), the ID
framework has received little attention in the psychological
literature. We argue that IDs serve as a useful model of the
mental representations that support human reasoning.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we
describe the ID framework and discuss some of its strengths
for reasoning about other people’s mental states and behavior.
Then, we apply the framework to a specific task that involves
inferring what someone else knows or values and evaluate its
ability to predict human performance on the task.

Influence diagrams
We will introduce the ID framework using the following simple scenario. Alice is playing a game in which a two-color
die is rolled. Alice chooses a color and receives a reward if
her choice matches the color of the die. Thus, there are three
variables: the color of the rolled die, Alice’s chosen color,
and the value of the reward. Two variations of this scenario
can be represented by the IDs in Figure 1a and 1b, where the
three variables are denoted R, D, and U, respectively.
IDs differ from standard Bayes nets in that they allow for
the representation of three semantically distinct types of variables, each of which is shown in the example IDs. First are
chance variables, depicted by ovals, which represent probabilistic events like the outcome of the die roll R. Just as in
causal Bayes nets, incoming edges to chance nodes represent
causal dependencies between events; therefore, we will refer
to these edges as causal edges. Second are decision variables,
depicted by rectangles, which represent intentional decisions,
like Alice’s choice D. Incoming edges to decision nodes represent information available when making the decision; we
will refer to these edges as knowledge edges. For example,
the IDs in Figure 1a and 1b differ in the presence of a knowledge edge from R to D. The ID in 1a represents a situation
where Alice knows nothing about the roll before making her
choice and the ID in 1b represents a situation where Alice
gets to see the rolled color before making her choice. Lastly
are utility variables, depicted by diamonds, which represent
a decision maker’s utility, like Alice’s reward U. Incoming
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Figure 1: (a) An ID for a single decision with no information.
(b) An ID for a decision with complete information. (c) A
deterministic Bayes net representation of the ID in panel b.
When the utility function changes, the Bayes net incorrectly
predicts that Alice will continue to match the rolled color.
edges to utility nodes represent the information that is relevant to the decision maker’s state of satisfaction; we will refer
to these edges as value edges. In our example IDs, there are
value edges from D and R to U representing the fact that Alice’s reward depends on the values of both of these variables.
Just as a full Bayes net specification consists a set of conditional probability distributions (CPDs) as well as a graph
structure, an ID requires some additional components: a CPD
for each chance node, and a utility function that maps the
joint values of each utility node’s parents to a utility value. In
our example, Alice is rewarded only when her chosen color
matches the rolled color, as shown in the utility tables in Figures 1a and 1b, where r and b correspond to the two colors
red and blue.
Once a utility function is specified, the expected utility EU
associated with each possible action di can be computed by
summing over the unknown variables. For example, when
Alice cannot see the outcome c of the roll before making her
choice, as in Figure 1a, the expected utility associated with
choosing red is EU(r) = ∑c∈{r,b} u(r, c)P(c), where u(·, ·) is
the utility function shown in the table in the figure. However,
if Alice is able to see the outcome of the roll before making her choice, as in Figure 1b, there is no uncertainty in the
expected utility computation: EU(r) = u(r, c).
The final component of IDs is a decision function σ that
specifies the probability of selecting an action di for that decision node D. A simple choice of σ is a utility maximizing
function, which characterizes the behavior of a rational agent.
(
1, if di = arg maxd EU(d)
σ(di ) =
(1)
0, otherwise
If the die in our example has five red sides and one blue side
and Alice maximizes her utility, she will choose red if she
cannot see the outcome of the roll, as in Figure 1a. Under
some conditions, however, people’s behavior is more con-

EU(di )
∑ j EU(d j )

(2)

IDs and Bayes nets are closely related, and it is possible to
“compile” any ID into an equivalent Bayes net by converting
all nodes to chance nodes and choosing CPDs that are consistent with the ID’s decision function. For example, the ID
in Figure 1b can be compiled into the Bayes net shown to
the left of Figure 1c, where the CPD for D is constructed by
assuming that Alice acts to maximize her utility. The critical difference between the two representations is that the ID
makes the notion of utility maximization explicit, which offers two important advantages. First, the ID representation
supports explanations of intentional action (Malle, 1999). If
the rolled color is red, then the ID can be used to explain that
Alice chooses red in order to maximize her utility. The Bayes
net offers no such explanation, and can only indicate that Alice always chooses red when the rolled color is red. Second,
the ID representation automatically predicts how Alice’s actions will change if the utility function changes. Suppose the
game changes and Alice is now rewarded for choosing the
opposite of the rolled color. After updating the utility function accordingly, the ID representation predicts that Alice will
now choose a color different from the rolled color. Figure 1c
illustrates, however, that updating the utility node U in the
Bayes net leaves the CPD for the decision node unchanged.
As a result, the Bayes net incorrectly predicts that Alice will
continue to match the rolled color.

Modeling other people’s decisions
Although IDs were initially proposed as a way for decision
makers to compute optimal decisions under uncertainty, they
can also be used to represent other people’s decisions. From
this perspective, IDs can be used to understand two kinds of
mental state inferences: prediction and learning.
Prediction is possible when a person has full information
about another person’s decision problem, that is, a fully specified ID can be constructed for that person. Predictions can
then be made about the utilities that person will assign to
possible actions, or the action he or she will take (e.g., by
Equation 1). Additionally, because IDs can represent causal
relationships using chance nodes and causal edges, it is possible to make predictions about events, just as with standard
Bayes nets.
In cases where some details about the decision problem
are uncertain or unknown, it may be possible to learn these
details by observing the person make some decisions. These
situations involve two types of learning problems: structure
learning and parameter learning. In terms of IDs, these two
problems correspond to learning the graph structure and the
ID parameterization, respectively. For example, a person’s
utility and decision functions may be known but not what information is available when he or she makes a decision. This
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Figure 2: (a) The machine and the three shapes the player
may pick from in the shape game. (b) The three different
cards in the game. (c) IDs representing the decision problem for each card in Experiment 1. (d) IDs representing the
decision problem for each card in Experiment 2.
corresponds to learning what knowledge edges are present in
the ID. Similarly, one might learn what a person values (what
value edges are present) or what causal dependencies exist
(what causal edges are present). Parameter learning applies
when an ID graph structure is known, but the precise nature
of the relationships between variables is not. This can involve
learning the CPDs of chance nodes or the utility functions of
utility nodes.
Structure and parameter learning for chance nodes have
been previously explored in the context of causal Bayes nets
(Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005; Lagnado & Sloman, 2004;
Steyvers, Tenenbaum, Wagenmakers, & Blum, 2003). The
remainder of this paper will focus on the less-studied problem of structure learning applied to decision and utility nodes,
that is, learning what knowledge and value edges are present
in an ID.

Experiment 1
The goal of our first experiment was to examine whether the
ID framework can be used to capture how people reason about
what other people know. We addressed this question by devising a game called the shape game that allowed us to ask
participants about what other players knew during the game
based on records of their gameplay.

The shape game
The shape game consists of two components. The first component (Figure 2a) is a machine with three boxes that display

shapes. In each round of the game, the machine randomly
selects two different shapes from the set of three and displays
them in the left two boxes (Boxes 1 and 2). The player then
gets to select one of the three shapes to display in the third
box (Box 3). The second component (Figure 2b) is a card
with holes in it, the “player card”, that is placed over the machine at the beginning of the round. There are three different
cards: one card covers Boxes 1 and 2 of the machine, one
card covers just Box 1, and one card covers no boxes. Thus,
depending on the card, the player may be unable to see one
or both of the shapes picked by the machine before picking a
shape. The goal of the game is to pick a shape that is different
from the shapes picked by the machine. Players are awarded
10 points for each pair of mismatching shapes for a maximum
of 20 points per round.
In the inference task, a record of 10 rounds from another
player is provided, which shows the three shapes from each
round but not the card. It is assumed that the same card was
used in all 10 rounds. The goal is to infer the card used in the
game, based on the player’s record of gameplay.

Model
IDs representing the shape game for each card are shown in
Figure 2c. In these graphs, the contents of Boxes 1 and 2 are
represented by chance nodes, the player’s choice for the shape
in Box 3 is represented by a decision node, and the awarded
points are captured by a utility node. A player’s score always
depends on the contents of all three boxes, but some cards
hide the contents of the machine’s boxes before the player
makes a decision. Thus, the IDs differ only in the presence
of knowledge edges. In other words, inferring the card used
involves making an inference about what a player knows, or
what knowledge edges are present.
Fully specifying the IDs in Figure 2c requires a decision
function that defines a probability distribution over the three
options of each decision di ∈ {, 4, #}. Later we present
modeling results based on both the utility maximizing function (Equation 1) and utility matching function (Equation 2).
Finally, because rounds are independent, given an ID I j and a
record of n rounds d = (d1 , . . . , dn ), σ(d|I j ) = ∏i σ(di |I j ).
The inference task can now be framed as a model selection problem where the models are the IDs corresponding to
the three cards. We use Bayes’ rule to compute the probability of each ID given a set a observed decisions. For an ID
I j , P(I j |d) ∝ σ(d|I j )P(I j ). We assume a uniform prior distribution P(I j ), reflecting the fact that all cards are equally
probable.

Method
Participants Fifteen Carnegie Mellon undergraduates
completed the experiment for course credit.
Design and Materials There are three possible outcomes
for each round: all different shapes (outcome D), matching
shapes in Boxes 1 and 3 (outcome M1), or matching shapes in
Boxes 2 and 3 (outcome M2). It is not possible for the same
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Condition

Gameplay record
D, D, D, D,

D, D,

D,

D,

D, D

D, D, D, M1, D, M1, M1, M1, D, D
D, D, D, M1, D, M1, M1, M2, D, D
Table 1: Gameplay records used in the three conditions of
Experiments 1 and 2.
shape to be in all three boxes because the machine always
picks two different shapes. Participants saw three gameplay
records made up of these three outcomes, creating three conditions, shown in Table 1. These conditions were randomly
ordered and the specific shapes that appeared in each record
were randomly generated for each participant.
These sequences were designed to instill some uncertainty
in the earlier rounds about the card being used, but to strongly
favor one of the three cards by the final round. For example,
in the first sequence consisting entirely of D outcomes, it is
possible for a player who cannot see Box 1 or Box 2 to get
lucky and choose a mismatching shape every time, but this
outcome becomes less likely as the length of the sequence
increases. In the third sequence, there is increasingly strong
evidence that the player was using the card with two holes until the M2 round, when the one-hole card seems more likely.
The entire experiment was conducted using a graphical interface on a computer. The outcome of each round was shown
as a machine like the one in Figure 2a with all three boxes
filled with a shape.
Procedure Participants were first familiarized with the
shape game by playing six rounds with each of the three
cards. Once they indicated that they understood the game,
they began the inference task. The sequences of rounds were
displayed one at a time with all previous rounds remaining on
the screen. After viewing each round, participants were asked
to judge how likely it was that the player had been using each
of the three cards for the entire sequence of gameplay. They
made their judgments for each card on a scale from 1 (very
unlikely) to 7 (very likely). They were also asked to give a
brief explanation for their judgments.

Results
Model The first model we considered used a utility maximizing decision function (Equation 1). Given the simple nature of the game and participants’ own experience with it, we
predicted that they would expect other players to generally
play optimally. Predictions from this model are shown in the
second row of Figure 3a. In the first condition, the model
assigns increasing probability to the three-hole card as the
number of rounds (all D outcomes) increases. In the second
condition, the model rapidly changes its probabilities in favor of the two-hole card after the first M1 outcome. In the
third condition, the model raises the probability assigned to

the two-hole and three-hole cards after the first M1 outcome,
but decreases the probability assigned to the three-hole card
until the first M2 outcome is observed, at which point this
probability immediately rises to 1.
Human judgments Mean human judgments are shown in
the first row of Figure 3a. In order to convert participants’
judgments on the 1 to 7 scale to approximate probabilities,
the ratings in each round were first decremented by 1 to make
0 the lowest value. Then the ratings were normalized by dividing by their sum to obtain ratings that summed to 1.
In every round of the three conditions, the ordering of participants’ ratings is consistent with the model’s predictions.
Overall, the model captures many of the qualitative trends in
the human data, resulting in a high correlation between the
human data and the model’s predictions (r = 0.95). One deviation from the model can be found in the later rounds of
the one-hole card condition. Whereas the model predicts certainty in favor of the one-hole card, participants’ judgments
were less certain and decreased in the final two rounds. This
effect, however, appears to have been driven by a subset of
participants who took into account the possibility that the
solitary M2 round in this condition was a mistake, a possibility that was explicitly noted in several participants’ explanations.
Alternative models We compared the human judgments to
two alternative models designed to test the importance of
the two key components of our model: utility maximization and probabilistic inference. We tested the maximizing
assumption by implementing a utility matching model that
used a utility matching decision function (Equation 2). This
model’s predictions are shown in the third row of Figure 3a.
Clearly this model offers a poor account of human behavior
(r = 0.61), especially in the second and third conditions. This
suggests that, as predicted, in this simple task, participants
assumed that the player they were assessing behaved mostly
optimally.
Next, we tested the probabilistic assumption of the first
model by comparing it to a purely logical model. The utility maximizing model assigns increasing probability to the
three-hole card in the first condition because a long sequence
of D outcomes is highly improbable under any other circumstances. This outcome, however, is logically consistent with
any one of the three cards. Thus from a logical standpoint,
only the M1 and M2 rounds are definitively informative. Predictions based on this approach are shown in the fourth row of
Figure 3a. Contrary to the logical model’s predictions, however, participants did gradually adjust their ratings on rounds
that weren’t definitively informative (r = 0.45), consistent
with the utility maximizing model.
Finally, we examined whether these results could be accounted for by a standard Bayes net structure learning model.
Recall that any ID can be compiled into an equivalent Bayes
net. Compiling the IDs in Figure 2c into Bayes nets and performing model selection over these networks is one way to
implement our ID model. This approach, however, still relies
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Figure 3: Experiment results and model predictions for (a) Experiment 1 and (b) Experiment 2. In both experiments, the
utility maximizing ID model (labeled Max) was the best fitting model we considered. In all plots, the cyan line (× markers)
corresponds to the three-hole card, the blue line (+) corresponds to the two-hole card, and the red line (·) corresponds to the
one-hole card. The error bars in the human plots are standard errors. For the models, r is the correlation coefficient between
the model’s predictions and the human judgments.
critically on the assumption of utility maximization. We implemented a third alternative model to test whether a Bayes
net approach could account for our results without incorporating this assumption. We treated the graphs in Figure 2c
as four-node Bayes nets with a known CPD for the utility
node and implemented a standard Bayesian structure learning model with uniform Dirichlet priors on the CPDs for the
other nodes (Heckerman, Geiger, & Chickering, 1995). The
model’s predictions are shown in the last row of Figure 3a.

The model performs reasonably well overall (r = 0.86) but
is inferior to the utility maximizing ID model in two respects.
First, after only one round, the Bayes net model assigns equal
probability to all three cards, since a single round provides
no information about the existence of causal relationships between the boxes. The ID model, however, assumes that the
player is attempting to choose a shape for Box 3 that does not
match Box 1 or Box 2, and observing a single round where
this goal is achieved suggests that the player is able to see
both boxes. The second limitation of the Bayes net model
is that it fails to predict the dramatic change in participants’
ratings after the first M1 round.

Experiment 2
Experiment 1 showed that people’s inferences about what another player knew in the shape game were highly consistent
with a model selection account using IDs and a maximizing
utility function. The purpose of Experiment 2 was to apply
this same account to a task involving an inference about what
another person values.

Revised shape game
In order to address this question, we made a slight modification to the shape game. In the previous version, the cards
were placed over the machine at the beginning of the round.
In the current version, the cards—now called “judge cards”—
were not placed over the machine until the end of each round.
Thus, in the judge card version of the game, players are able
to see the shapes in all boxes when making their selections.
The judge card determines how the score for each round
is computed: Only the shapes not covered by the card are
counted. Thus, when the judge card covers Box 1, the maximum number of points is 10, when the player’s shape is different from the shape in Box 2. When the judge card covers
Boxes 1 and 2, there are no shapes to mismatch and 10 points
are awarded no matter what shape the player picks.
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Model

way to supplement Bayes nets with the knowledge that actions are chosen in order to achieve goals. We propose that
any successful account of mental state reasoning will need to
represent this knowledge in a transparent and explicit way.

IDs representing the decision problem for each card in the
judge card version of the shape game are shown in Figure 2d.
The player always gets to see the contents of Boxes 1 and 2,
but the awarded points may not depend on the contents of all
boxes. Thus, the IDs in Figure 2c differ only the presence of
value edges. In other words, inferring the card used involves
making an inference about what a player values, or what value
edges are present. The remaining details of the model were
identical to those in Experiment 1.
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Abstract
Recent empirical literature (Jeannerod & Pacherie, 2004;
Mizumoto & Ishikawa, 2005) purports to challenge the thesis
that certain forms of self-awareness are immune to errors of
misidentification with respect to the first-person (IEM). I
argue, first, that these studies do not present a challenge to the
IEM thesis, and furthermore that IEM is indicative of a
fundamental distinction between two ways of being selfaware—a distinction that has real consequences for empirical
studies of self-awareness. In the final section of the paper I
suggest that the non-attributive self-reference (NSR) thesis
better explains what is special about the distinction than IEM
does by itself.
Keywords: self-awareness; self-as-subject; non-attributive
self-reference; immunity to error through misidentification;
consciousness; proprioception; attribution errors

Introduction
Recent empirical research into the self-attribution of actions
(Jeannerod & Pacherie, 2004) and illusions of body
ownership (Mizumoto & Ishikawa, 2005) purports to
challenge the thesis that certain forms of self-awareness are
immune to error through misidentification with respect to
the first-person (hereafter, IEM). Briefly, IEM is the view
that for certain judgments, a person cannot make the
judgment, claim that the judgment is about her, and be
wrong. Exactly what falls under the label of “certain
judgments” is a point on which there is disagreement, and I
will argue that the only judgments that count as IEM are
judgments about the owner of experience—the one that is
having the experience. IEM does not apply to judgments
about others, a point that will become important when I
examine the empirical challenges to IEM.
IEM has been the basis for making a fundamental
distinction between two senses of self. First is the sense of
self as an object of experience (hereafter, SAO-awareness).
SAO is comprised of the particular components of
experience that I attribute to myself; in other words, the
object(s) of current experience that I take to be part of me.
Second is the sense of self as the subject of experience
(hereafter, SAS-awareness), that is, the sense that there is
something—namely, me—doing the experiencing, owning
or authoring (Shoemaker, 1968; Evans 1982). I examine the
empirical challenges to IEM, and argue that while the
research may challenge some claims about IEM with respect
to certain kinds of self-knowledge, we still have IEM with
respect to ownership of the experience.
Nevertheless, there is good reason to suggest that IEM
does not fully capture what is distinctive about SAS-

awareness. In particular, it does not capture the fact that
SAS-awareness does not divide experience—that when I am
aware of SAS, there is no alternative subject of experience
with whom I could confuse. In the final section of the paper,
I argue that the thesis of non-attributive self-reference, or
NSR (what Brook, 2001 calls non-ascriptive self-reference 1)
explains whatever immunity may exist and, because it also
explains the non-experience-dividing quality of SAS just
mentioned, tells a better story about what is special about
SAS-awareness than bare IEM does by itself.

Two Senses of Self: SAS and SAO
Self-as-object or SAO can be defined as the set of
features or properties—for example our bodily appearance
or mental states and the like—that I identify with myself.
When I think of SAO, I am thinking of a particular object in
the world, namely a human being named Ted, with a certain
height, weight, hair color, and so forth. Aspects of my
physical appearance, political opinions, taste preferences,
propensity to particular emotions, and other particular
characteristics are all features that might compose one's
sense of SAO at a given time.
Our sense of SAO is constantly changing; at any given
moment I may only be conscious of a small subset of selfrelated properties. I specify “at any given moment” because
I cannot possibly be conscious of the features that I
associate with myself all at once, given the limitations of
working memory. SAO-awareness changes over time as I
come to attribute different features to myself. The properties
that I attributed to myself as a child are not the same ones
that I attribute to myself now, so my SAO may be different
in almost every respect. Indeed, the features I attribute to
myself can change daily, or from one moment to the next. I
do not have a static conception of myself as an object that I
call upon whenever I think about myself. At one moment I
may have a rich concept of myself, as when caught in a
moment of deep introspection while standing in front of a
mirror; at other times, such as in the middle of a dream, I
may have only a hazy concept of myself consisting of one or
two significant features. These features need not accurately
reflect the real properties of my bodily or mental states—
they are simply the parts of my experiential field that I take
to be part of me, rather than someone or something else.
SAS-awareness, by contrast, is the sense I have of
myself as the subject of particular experiences, that is, the
1
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have chosen the term non-attributive instead of non-ascriptive,
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entity who has the experiences. I make a distinction between
SAS—the notion of a single entity common to all
experience—and SAS-awareness, which is the state of being
conscious of said notion. SAO-awareness is sufficient for
SAS-awareness, but SAS-awareness is insufficient for SAOawareness; it is possible for me to be SAS-aware yet fail to
attribute any objects of experience to me. The point is not
that SAS-awareness is a particular experience in addition to
SAO-awareness; it is rather that SAS-awareness makes
possible the identification of particular features as mine. To
have SAS-awareness is to appear to myself as myself, as
Brook (2001) explains. That is, to experience “x as subject”
is for x to appear to me as x rather than y. Consider a
particular conception that I have of myself at the time of
writing. It is not enough to be aware of a constellation of
specific features, because I must also recognize that those
features are my features, and not those of somebody else or
the external world.
To appreciate the significance of the SAS/SAO
distinction, it is helpful to consider a case in which no such
distinction exists. Consider a being—a mollusk, perhaps—
that is conscious of its own body, and capable of
distinguishing its body from external objects, yet fails to
conceive of that body as “me.” Such a being would be
capable of autopoiesis, taking a special interest in protecting
its body yet not conceiving of that body as belonging to a
common subject of experience (the “I” or first-person).
We need not speculate beyond our own species to
appreciate the significance of SAS-awareness, however. It is
possible for me to be conscious of a part of my body yet fail
to recognize that it is my body part. I may see a partial
reflection of myself in a mirror (where all I can see is an
arm), for example, and not realizing that I’m looking at a
mirror, think that I am seeing someone else’s arm.

IEM: Definition and Brief History
Immunity to error through misidentification with
respect to the first-person (IEM) is the claim that I cannot
make a judgment about myself, take the judgment to be
about me, and be wrong. IEM only applies in one direction,
meaning that it does not apply to judgments about others. I
can make a judgment about someone else, take the judgment
to be about me, and be wrong. This point is often lost in
discussions of IEM, and it must be kept in mind when I
consider the empirical challenges, below.
When I make a judgment involving SAS, it is IEM
because there is no identification component involved
(Shoemaker, 1968; Evans, 1982). That is, it is neither
necessary nor sufficient to identify certain properties in
order to identify SAS, so there is no logical possibility of an
error of misidentification. For example, when I say, “I feel
hungry,” I cannot be wrong about who is feeling hungry,
even if I am wrong about being hungry. If, on the other
hand, I look to my right, see a wrist with a watch on it, and
declare “I am wearing a watch,” I could be in error about
who is wearing the watch (e.g., if the view of the rest of my

arm is obscured and the wrist belongs to someone else). The
latter kind of error is relatively easy to produce under
experimental conditions, especially when participants need
to rely on indirect visual feedback about their own bodies
(Jeannerod & Pacherie, 2004). Even when a participant
knows that a body part is not her own, a feeling of
ownership over that part can be induced, as in the famous
“rubber hand illusion” pioneered by Botvinick and Cohen
(1998). In this illusion, the participant’s arm is hidden while
a rubber hand is placed on the table, oriented in the same
direction as her real hand but laterally displaced. When
strokes are applied synchronously to both real and rubber
hands, the participant reports feeling the touch in the
location of the rubber hand. The illusion breaks down when
strokes are applied asynchronously, demonstrating that the
effect is not simply a product of empathy.
The observation that there is something special about
“I” thoughts has been observed for several centuries, most
notably in the form of Descartes' “cogito” in his Meditations
(1641/1996), where he famously declares that he cannot be
in error about being a thinking thing, despite being able to
doubt all other contents of experience. It was not until the
early part of the last century, however, that the phenomenon
of IEM was identified as such. Wittgenstein (1934/1960)
was the first to explicitly note that certain predicates were
immune to misidentification errors:
There are two different cases in the use of the word “I” (or
“my”) which I might call “the use as object” and “the use as
subject”… One can point to the difference between these two
categories by saying: the cases of the first category involve the
recognition of a particular person, and there is in these cases the
possibility of an error, or as I should rather put it, the possibility
of an error has been provided for. …On the other hand, there is
no question of recognizing a person when I have a toothache. To
ask, ‘are you sure it is you who have pains?’ would be
nonsensical. (pp. 66-7)

As there is no identification of a particular object
(person) involved and thus no possibility of misidentifying
the object, Wittgenstein took the lack of a referent as
evidence against a physical self. I will not speculate on the
metaphysical implications of IEM in this paper; suffice it to
say that the absence of a referent (or representation, percept,
etc.) need not imply the absence of underlying
psychological processes (that I assume are physical).
IEM in its current form was first explicitly identified by
Shoemaker (1968). Following directly from Wittgenstein's
distinction between subject and object, Shoemaker observes
that identifying oneself as an object in the world cannot be
the foundation for the use of the first-person pronoun as
subject. He states that to identify himself as an object would
require either finding something true of the object that he
knows to be true of himself, or knowing that the object is
related to himself in a way that only he could be related to
the object. If neither condition holds, he would be led to an
infinite regress of identifying an object with some further
object, and that object with yet another object, and at no
point would he relate an object with himself. Furthermore,
the identification of some object with him would always
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carry with it the potential for an error of misidentification;
when he uses “I” as subject, there is no such possibility
(Shoemaker, 1968).
Now because this fundamental knowledge of self as the
subject of experience cannot be based upon identification of
objects, Shoemaker concludes that there is no principled
reason against other sorts of knowledge being identificationfree. He supposes that there might be an entire class of
psychological predicates that are identification-free. For
example, “sees a blue cylinder near the center of the field of
vision” would qualify as such a predicate, according to
Shoemaker, because we do not need to make a further
identification of what sees a blue cylinder in the center of
the field of vision.
Gareth Evans (1982) extends identification-free
knowledge to certain bodily predicates, specifically
proprioceptive knowledge—the sense of where our body
parts are located relative to one another. In other words,
proprioceptive knowledge of my body parts is enough to
guarantee that those parts are mine. On this view, when the
knowledge that my arm is extended over my head comes to
me via proprioception, it makes no sense to ask,
“Someone’s arm is over his head, but is it my arm that’s
over my head?” The claim that proprioceptive knowledge
counts as identification-free is directly challenged by
Mizumoto & Ishikawa (2005), and I consider this challenge
below.
Brook (2001) claims that if I ever have IEM in
identifying myself, it can only be when I am aware of
myself in virtue of having an experience, and not on any
other basis. On this interpretation, it is not enough for a
judgment to be identification-free to be IEM—the judgment
must occur with respect to what one is currently
experiencing. I defend this interpretation of IEM, claiming
that any predicate about an experience is IEM, whereas any
predicate about a non-phenomenal state of affairs will fail to
be IEM in principle—that is, as a matter of logical
necessity. I can be wrong about who is wearing a watch, just
in case it turns out that the watch is not fastened around this
body's wrist. If I said instead, “I think that I am wearing a
watch,” I am describing my experience of thinking “I am
wearing a watch”, and cannot be in error about who is
having that experience, although I could still be in error
about wearing the watch, that is, the content of my
experience. In sum, I cannot be wrong about who is having
this experience.
While there may be cases of de facto IEM with respect
to SAO, what is missing is the logical guarantee. Logically
speaking, however unlikely, we have no difficulty supposing
that someone could mistakenly attribute an identificationfree predicate to herself, when the predicate applies to
someone else. The fact that we never have access to the
mental states of others is a contingency of our particular
biology.
I defend Brook’s claim that IEM applies only at the
level of the structure of experience—specifically to SAS—

not the contents of experience. I maintain that neither
mental nor physical predicates are logically IEM, and that
logical IEM extends only to the experience itself. The
subject’s idea of “I” is not tied to any particular mode of
experience, perceptual or otherwise, but a kind of realization
generated by a separate cognitive faculty (SAS-awareness).

Empirical Challenges to IEM
It may seem difficult, if not impossible, to imagine
what conditions would need to hold for IEM to be false.
However, for IEM to be empirically testable, we need to be
able to specify what would need to be true for IEM to fail
with respect to SAS. IEM would fail just in case I could
have an experience, claim that it is my experience, but be
wrong about who is experiencing it. If I think that I am
having an experience of a blue mug on the table in front of
me, but in fact it is John having that experience, and I am
not actually having the experience, then SAS would not be
IEM. It does not seem to be possible to claim someone
else’s experience as one’s own, because the very nature of
having an experience makes it one’s own, even if the source
is someone else.
We can imagine a scenario where one is having a
shared experience—that is, my nervous system is hooked up
in such a way that a copy of John’s sensory inputs is sent to
my brain. John goes about his daily business, while I sit in a
lab somewhere. There is an intuitive appeal to supposing
that the experiences are actually John’s, because we identify
John with the physical body that is going about its daily
activities—standing in line at the coffee shop, walking to
work, writing papers, smelling roses, and so forth. There is a
sense in which these experiences are also mine, however,
because I am in fact experiencing them. There seems to be
something inherent to experience that guarantees that the
possessor recognize it as her own experience, to the extent
that she possesses a sense of self. In the complete absence of
the distinction between self and other, the question of who is
having what experience can’t even be formulated. I am not
suggesting, contrary to many conceptions of self-awareness,
that to be aware is necessarily to be self-aware. I am
suggesting that the possession of a sense of self guarantees
mental self-attribution of all experience.
I examine two empirically-supported claims against
IEM in this section, specifically that some judgments
involving reference to SAS violate IEM. Jeannerod and
Pacherie (2004) claim that the fact we can make errors
regarding the agency behind an observed action
demonstrates that we can make errors of misidentification
with respect to SAS; meanwhile, Mizumoto and Ishikawa
(2005) claim that under certain conditions, proprioception is
not IEM. While I do not accept Evans’ claim that
proprioception is logically IEM, I will show that Mizumoto
and Ishikawa’s experiment fails to challenge the claim that
proprioception is de facto IEM.
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Claim: Agency is not IEM
Jeannerod and Pacherie (2004) claim that we do not
have IEM with respect to agency (i.e., authorship of
actions). They identify agency as a subset of subjectivity
(i.e., SAS). If they are right, then we do not have IEM with
respect to SAS in certain cases. I argue that while their
results may show that our actions are not IEM, we still have
IEM with respect to SAS. My argument is based on a
rejection of the premise that agency is part of SAS.
Jeannerod and Pacherie's claim is based on the
following considerations:
1) We are aware of the intentions of ourselves and
others non-inferentially, that is, we perceive them
directly via the process of action simulation. The
same parts of the brain that are active when we
plan our own actions are active when we observe
someone else's actions.
2) We are aware of intentions as “naked” intentions,
that is, there is nothing inherent to awareness of an
intention to identify whose it is. An additional step
is needed to identify the owner of the intention.
3) The process by which we attribute an intention to
an owner is not entirely reliable, so it is possible to
misattribute in certain circumstances.
According to the authors, action simulation is the
primary mechanism by which we self-attribute. On the
action simulation theory, simulated and actual actions are
indistinguishable at the neural level save for the execution.
A person is better at simulating her own action than
simulating that of another, because she is far more familiar
with her own actions. However, by manipulating the
accuracy of simulation, one can cause a person to identify
herself as the source of someone else’s action.
The authors claim that the Alien Hand paradigm
(Nielsen, 1963; Fourneret & Jeannerod, 1998) demonstrates
how such errors of misidentification can be caused in
mentally healthy people, and that we have a tendency to
over-attribute actions to ourselves. In this experiment, the
participant places her arm through a hole in a box, and is
instructed to draw a line towards the top of a page. A small
window in the top of the box allows the participant to
observe her line-drawing. Unbeknownst to the participant,
the box is fitted with a mirror so that the participant actually
sees the hand of the experimenter (both the participant and
the experimenter wear a glove to mask obvious differences
between the hands).
When the participant is asked to draw the line, the
experimenter mimics the action. Midway through the task,
the experimenter makes the line diverge from straight
according to a set number of degrees up to 10°. Even though
the line starts to diverge, the participant still believes that
she is the one drawing the line, so long as the divergence is
not too great. Furthermore, she attempts to correct for the
path of the line, but does not realize that she is doing so.
When confronted with the discrepancy, participants would
commonly confabulate, claiming for instance that they must

have been tired or inattentive (Jeannerod & Pacherie, 2004).
As Jeannerod and Pacherie explain, when we make a
determination about who is performing an action, we rely on
visual information so long as the discrepancy is not too
large. So long as our intention is roughly congruent with the
perceived action, we attribute the action to ourselves. The
authors claim that the feeling of ownership is tightly bound
to the feeling of agency, such that when we make a mistake
with respect to the latter, we also make a mistake with
respect to ownership. In other words, we make an error of
misidentification with respect to SAS.
There are a number of problems with the authors’
conclusion. First, their argument depends on the highly
dubious suggestion that we are aware of intentions noninferentially. They conflate perception of action with
awareness of intention but are not justified in doing so based
on the evidence they provide. Second, being wrong about
the author of an action is not the same as being wrong about
the owner of an intention. Clearly, the participant is
confused about the former, and does not have IEM with
respect to actions (this should not be surprising), but
actions, as movements of objects of experience, are part of
SAO, not SAS. The participant is not confused about her
intention just because she mis-attributes the action; it just
happens that someone else’s action tracks that intention
accurately. The problem of mis- or over-attribution reduces
to a mere problem of causation, and does not introduce any
difficulties for IEM.
Finally, even if the participant was mis-attributing the
action of another to herself, this would not count as a
counter-example to IEM. Shoemaker never claimed that
IEM applied in the reverse direction—that a person could
not make a judgment about someone else, think that it was a
judgment about someone else, and yet think the judgment is
about her. IEM only applies to judgments with respect to the
self.

Claim: Proprioception is not IEM
Mizumoto and Ishikawa (2005) attack IEM from a
different angle, claiming that proprioception is not IEM
because it is tightly (perhaps inextricably) bound to visual
perception. They claim that misidentification errors with
respect to vision are thereby also errors with respect to
proprioception. I argue that, far from challenging the view
that proprioception is IEM, Mizumoto and Ishikawa’s
findings actually support that view, and bolster the central
distinction we make between SAS and SAO.
The authors base their claim on the results of a study on
the “body-swap” illusion, whereby the participant is made to
feel as if she has swapped bodies with another participant.
This experiment is supposed to show that a touch is taken to
be located where it is seen, not where it is in fact felt. The
authors argue that this experiment demonstrates that
judgments based on proprioception are not IEM.
The participant wears a head-mounted display that relays
visual information from stereo cameras, mounted on the
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head of another participant. The two participants sit in
chairs some distance apart. The view from the HMD shows
only the one participant sitting in a chair. One of two
manipulations is done to try to “trick” the participant into
reacting as if she were the other. In the first manipulation
the experimenter taps the shoulders of both participants at
the same time, and then asks the first participant to report on
how she felt. The second manipulation uses a non-verbal
measure. In this one, the experimenter pretends to hit the
participant and records whether or not she reacts (Mizumoto
& Ishikawa, 2005).
On the first manipulation, all participants reported
feeling as if they were the other participant. On the nonverbal measure, one of three participants reacted to the
threat of being hit, and Mizumoto and Ishikawa report that
the other two “almost” reacted.
Mizumoto and Ishikawa take these results to show that
misleading visual information can cause errors in judgments
based on proprioception. Because an identification
component (in this case, misleading visual stimuli) is
involved, and the judgment is based on proprioception, they
claim that proprioceptive judgments are therefore subject to
errors of misidentification. This claim hinges on the
assertion of the de facto inseparability of visual and
proprioceptive information. They suggest that single-mode
proprioception is impossible, because there is always an
“imagined” visual space associated with the proprioception.
So, although it is logically possible to be IEM with respect
to proprioceptive data alone, it is never actually possible
because the visual information is intimately linked with
proprioception (Mizumoto & Ishikawa, 2005).
There is a problem with the authors’ claims. Mizumoto
and Ishikawa interpret the IEM thesis correctly, but overextend what they are actually justified in claiming about
proprioception. Mizumoto and Ishikawa acknowledge that it
doesn't make sense to ask, “Someone is being tapped, but is
it really me who is being tapped?” (2005), but they persist in
claiming that proprioception is not immune because the
judgment based upon proprioception is in error.
It is clear that the participants are not mistaken about
who is being tapped, even if they are mistaken about who is
about to be hit. In the latter case, however, they are not
confusing someone else's proprioception for their own, or
wondering if the proprioception they are feeling is their
own, which is what it would mean to misidentify the
proprioception.
Judgments based on proprioception can be wrong, but
we can't be mistaken about the fact that those judgments are
ours. If proprioception were not immune, then we would be
able to have awareness of the proprioception of another and
attribute it to ourselves in the same way I attribute the visual
percept of a hand to myself. Even if vision and
proprioception are tightly linked, there is a component of
the judgment about which the participant cannot be in error,
namely, who is feeling the tap. Mizumoto and Ishikawa have
not presented any data that can challenge the claim of IEM

with respect to proprioception.
Also, while the authors claim that the results
demonstrate a tight link between vision and proprioception,
the experiment actually serves to demonstrate that
participants can distinguish the source of visual perception
(SAO) from proprioceptive feelings, which we know are
ours in virtue of having, and therefore part of reference to
SAS. Thus the findings of the authors actually support the
claim that proprioception is IEM, and the distinction
between SAS and SAO.

Non-attributive Self-reference (NSR)
IEM is often heralded as the key feature of reference to
SAS. While I agree that IEM is significant, I argue that the
thesis of non-attributive self-reference spells out why IEM is
significant, and provides some clues as to the psychological
mechanism of self-awareness.
The NSR thesis is as follows: when we refer to SAS
alone, we do not attribute any particular properties to
ourselves. All the experience that is required to refer to SAS
is given in the structure of experience itself, rather than the
content. It is neither necessary nor sufficient to be aware of
any particular object of experience in order to be aware of
SAS (Brook, 2001). We are of course frequently aware of
SAO when we are aware of SAS. The point is that reference
to SAS cannot be reduced to awareness of SAO.
We are not aware of ourselves in the same way that we
are aware of objects of experience. For instance, for me to
identify a car as a car, I need only be aware of some object
of experience, namely a certain collection of colors, edges,
sounds, and possibly smells and other sensory data that I
associate with “car-ness”. But it is not sufficient, or even
necessary, for me to identify certain properties to identify
myself – I need only be having an experience, any
experience whatsoever, to be aware of SAS. To use another
example, if I think or say “I am seeing the color red,” I need
not have in mind any particular properties of myself. All I
can say about myself is that I am seeing the color red, but
this does not provide me with any additional information
about myself.
To identify a given subject as my-self due to the
possession of some property, I would have to know that I
observe it (Shoemaker, 1968). Because this self-knowledge
is the grounding for my identification of self as myself, that
knowledge can't also be grounded on the identification of a
particular object, or else we would have an infinite regress
of self-predication.
If we grant that self-reference must at bottom be nonattributive (and I do not see how it could be otherwise) then
IEM logically follows. Being non-attributive, SAS cannot
be “experience-dividing.” (Brook, 2001; Bennett, 1974)
That is, the subject (SAS) has no features with which to
distinguish it from others. As Brook explains, “no
representation of mine is made different from any other
representation of mine by the fact that it makes me aware of
myself as its subject… What we cannot do is compare
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[SAS] to, contrast it with, one object rather than another.”
(2001) It is in virtue of the fact that I cannot contrast SAS
with any object that I have IEM with respect to SAS. In
other words, what it is for x to be “me” is just for x to be
placed in a certain relationship with the structure of
experience. This relationship holds both synchronically and
diachronically, since when we are aware of SAS, it is
always presented in the same manner.
Contrast the experience of a tree. I can identify one tree
from another by various features, such as the shape of the
leaves or the hardness of the bark, but there are no
analogous features by which I can distinguish one subject of
experience from another. I am only ever aware of one
subject (namely, me)–I am only aware of others as objects,
and if I were to become aware of another subject in the
same way that I am aware of myself, there would be nothing
to distinguish that subject from myself. IEM holds with
respect to SAS precisely because there are no features to
distinguish one subject from another, and thus no question
of identity.
IEM is often used to support the claim that we are
aware of ourselves in more than one way, as SAS and SAO.
NSR gives a more complete story, and subsumes IEM as a
particular consequence of NSR. My intention is not to claim
that we should ignore IEM, but that we should recognize
IEM as an indicator of NSR. We can understand the
distinction as that between interesting phenomenon and
underlying psychological mechanism.
A useful parallel is the relationship between an optical
illusion and the psychological mechanism driving the
illusion. As cognitive scientists, we are ultimately interested
in understanding why we see the illusion and not the illusion
itself. We may use the illusion as an interesting example to
draw attention to the psychological story we want to tell, but
we wish to keep separate, if only for terminological clarity,
the illusion from the psychological mechanism driving the
illusion. We do not ignore the illusion, but acknowledge that
the illusion is indicative of a particular mechanism, perhaps
going so far as to incorporate the illusion into an
experimental study. Likewise, I do not propose to discard
IEM, but to recognize it as indicator of NSR, and potential
tool for empirical study of NSR. By isolating instances
where IEM applies and where it fails to apply, we may be
able to identify the psychological and even neural correlates
of NSR.

Conclusion
IEM remains a viable idea despite attempts to challenge
it via empirical means. The observation that certain
judgments are IEM, however, has overshadowed the
observation that reference to SAS is non-attributive—that it
does not depend on awareness of particular objects of
experience. NSR better explains the significance of the
SAS/SAO distinction as it relates to the study of underlying
psychological mechanisms than IEM can do by itself.
I do not mean to suggest that IEM should be ignored, to

be replaced wholesale by talk of NSR. The observation of
IEM has value as a tool for demarcating the boundaries of
our SAS-awareness. We should be able to exploit IEM
under experimental settings to help us identify correlated
mechanisms, which would allow insight into the underlying
structure of experience.
If the distinction between IEM and NSR seems a trifle
at this stage, it is due solely to the fact that we still know so
little about the psychological mechanism(s) of selfawareness, in particular SAS-awareness. This paper
represents only a small piece of a much larger project to
unravel the psychology of SAS. The claim that reference to
SAS is non-attributive raises a host of perplexing questions,
such as how it is possible to refer to self without attributing
anything to it, and other questions that I don’t have the
space to address here.
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of model-based analysis of brain data. At the same time, the
particularly challenges faced in each domain will be
informative and raise discussion topics.

Symposium Overview
One central goal of cognitive science is to understand
how the brain supports cognition. Toward this end, a
great deal of effort is devoted toward computational
modeling and brain imaging. The former effort is well
represented at the Annual Conference, whereas the
latter effort is neglected. One common criticism of
brain imaging research from the cognitive science
community is that it is overly focused on the "where" of
cognition, as opposed to the "how" (i.e., process-level
questions linking brain and behavior). Model-based
analysis of fMRI data links models to the interpretation
of imaging data, allowing process-level questions to be
asked. The basic approach involves fitting models to
behavioral data and then using internal quantities from
the models as regressors in the imaging analysis. In
this symposium, a broad assortment of leading
researchers demonstrate the value of this approach in
several domains.

Testing a dynamic neural field model of visual
working memory with fMRI (Spencer, Buss &
Magnotta)

Keywords: Computational models, reinforcement learning,
categorization, working memory, social cognition, fMRI.

Speakers
We have assembled top speakers with extensive expertise
in computational modeling of behavioral and neural data:
Nathaniel Daw, Assistant Professor, New York
University. Dr. Daw’s research concerns reinforcement
learning and decision making from a computational
approach, and particularly the application of computational
models to the analysis of behavioral and neural data.
Bradley C. Love, Professor of Psychology, University of
Texas.
Dr. Love is expert in experimental and
computational explorations of learning and decision making.
John O'Doherty, Professor, Caltech. His main research
focus is on the neural mechanisms underpinning
reinforcement-learning and value-based decision making.
John P. Spencer (Panel Moderator), Professor,
University of Iowa. Dr. Spencer is an expert in the use of
dynamic neural fields to capture behavioral and neural data.

Speaker Abstracts
The abstracts provide broad coverage of topics, including
working memory, reinforcement learning, category learning,
and social inference. This diversity of problem domains
will make clear the commonalities and general applicability

Efficient visually-guided behavior depends on our ability to
form, retain, and compare visual representations that may be
separated in space and time. This ability relies on visual
working memory (VWM). Although research has begun to
shed light on the neuro-cognitive systems subserving this
form of memory, few theories have addressed these
processes in a neurally-grounded framework.
Here, we describe a layered neural architecture that
captures the cortical population dynamics that underlie
VWM, including the encoding, maintenance and
comparisons operations involved in change detection. We
then test this model using functional neuroimaging. Recent
work has shown that the BOLD response is strongly
correlated with local field potentials (LFPs). An analog of
LFPs can be estimated from dynamic neural field models.
This estimate can be convolved with an impulse response
function to yield time-dependent hemodynamic predictions.
Using this approach, we show that the DFN model
quantitatively captures fMRI data from recent studies
probing changes in the BOLD response in the intraparietal
sulcus (IPS) as set size increases in change detection, as
well as data showing stronger activation on change trials
versus same trials. We also test a novel prediction of the
model that BOLD responses should be greater on false
alarms versus misses. These data run counter to common
explanations of the origin of errors in change detection.

Computational models as neural hypotheses:
Reinforcement learning (Daw)
The predominant methods for analyzing neuroimaging data
center on assessing explicit statistical models of the neural
response. I consider how this approach can be extended to
test more psychological or functional level models of neural
computation. The function I focus on is learned trial-anderror decision making. Computational algorithms for this
function – known in computer science as reinforcement
learning -- can be viewed as explicit hypotheses about how
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subject behavior and associated neural responses (e.g.,
BOLD signals related to reward predictions or prediction
errors) may change, trial by trial, with feedback. These
hypotheses can be tested and refined using standard model
comparison and parameter estimation techniques. I first
discuss, methodologically, how to frame these tests in the
context of fMRI analysis, dealing with problems such as
model selection in the random effects setting and free
parameters that affect the data nonlinearly. Second, I present
recent results from our laboratory in which we use these
techniques to study the trial-by-trial time course of learning
in computationally challenging decision tasks. In particular,
we consider how and whether different types of information
-- about experienced and foregone rewards, their variance
and covariance, and sequential task structure -- differentially
impact choice behavior and BOLD signals in decisionrelated areas such as striatum.

Learning the exception to the rule: Model-based
fMRI reveals specialized representations for
surprising category members (Love, Davis, &
Preston)
Formal models have proven critical in understanding the
cognitive psychology of category learning. Here, we use
these cognitive models to advance the cognitive
neuroscience of category learning.
Category knowledge can be explicit, yet not conform to a
perfect rule. For example, a child may acquire the rule “If it
has wings, then it is a bird,” but then must account for
exceptions to this rule, such as bats. The current study
explored the neurobiological basis of rule-plus-exception
learning by using quantitative predictions from a category
learning model, SUSTAIN, to analyze behavioral and
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data.
SUSTAIN predicts that exceptions require formation of
specialized representations to distinguish exceptions from
rule-following items in memory. By incorporating
quantitative trial-by-trial predictions from SUSTAIN
directly into fMRI analyses, we observed medial temporal
lobe (MTL) activation consistent with two predicted
psychological processes that enable exception learning: item
recognition and error correction. SUSTAIN explains how
these processes vary in the MTL across learning trials as
category knowledge is acquired. Importantly, MTL
engagement during exception learning was not captured by
an alternate, exemplar-based model of category learning, or
by standard contrasts comparing exception and rulefollowing items. The current findings thus provide a wellspecified theory for the role of the MTL in category learning
where the MTL plays an important role in forming
specialized category representations appropriate for the
learning context.

Computational model-based fMRI of social
inference and learning (O’Doherty)
In model-based functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI), signals derived from a computational model for a

specific cognitive process are correlated against fMRI data
from subjects performing a relevant task to determine brain
regions showing a response profile consistent with that
model. In this talk I will illustrate the merits of this
approach in the light of recent studies in the domain of
social cognition.
A fundamental capacity underlying much of human social
processing is the ability to “mentalize” or infer the thoughts
or intentions of others. Human neuroimaging studies have
shown that specific brain structures are engaged during
mentalizing such as the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex and
posterior superior temporal sulcus. However, very little is
known about the putative computational processes being
implemented in these regions in order to underpin such a
capacity. Here I will demonstrate how the application of a
formal computational model capable of learning to make
predictions based on the mental states (or beliefs) of others
can when combined with neuroimaging data, reveal specific
computational roles for each component of the mentalizing
network. I will further review evidence for the existence of
computational signals in the brain capable of mediating
learning about the value of stimuli in the world through
observation of the experiences of others. Collectively these
studies illustrate how model-based fMRI can potentially
provide insights into how a particular cognitive process is
implemented in a specific brain area as opposed to merely
identifying where a particular process is located.
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more complete understanding of emergent patterns of
individual and aggregate search behavior in large-scale
information spaces.

Introduction
One important question in cognitive science is how humans
search for useful resources in the environment. Indeed,
understanding the search process is often a critical step for
studying how an agent learns, adapts, and behaves in an
uncertain environment. More generally, search is required
whenever an agent faces a problem and there are
uncertainties involved during the process of solving the
problem. Given its ubiquity, the search process is found to
be central in many cognitive activities, ranging from vision,
memory retrieval, problem solving, decision making, web
navigation, to social selection. However, research on search
has a tendency to fragment into multiple areas. The goal of
this symposium is to lead an integrative discussion of the
over-arching principles underlying the search process, and
highlight how search plays a central role in cognition. To
this end, participants in this symposium will present
research results that show how humans search in different
spaces such as information spaces (Wai-Tat Fu), decision
spaces (Thomas Hills), motivational spaces (Art Markman),
and social and non-social spaces (Peter Todd).

Overview of Presentations
Wai-Tat Fu
Exploratory Information Foraging
Information search has become an important part of human
activities as people acquire new information about the world
and adapt to the changes. The theory of information
foraging analogizes information search with animal
foraging, and assumes that the search process can be
characterized as an optimization process that maximizes the
intake of information while minimizing the costs of
switching between information patches. Computational
cognitive models based on the theory of information
foraging provide good prediction on how people search for
specific information on WWW. Recent research, however,
shows that information foraging behavior is often
exploratory, in which the information goal evolves as new
information is discovered and integrated into their internal
representations of the environment (Fu, Kannampallil, &
Kang, 2009). This dynamic updating of internal
representations and search policies is found to be highly
adaptive to the characteristics of the environment. Modeling
the exploratory information foraging behavior can provide a

Thomas Hills & Ralph Hertwig
Individual Differences and Executive processing in
Information Search
Recent work on individual differences in information
search reveals that people differ in how they mediate local
versus global search policies. In other words, people differ
in how long they search in a local region of the information
space before making a global transition to another local
region of the space. This may be a consequence of a general
executive search process that mediates search across
domains, including spatial search and problem solving
(Hills, Todd, & Goldstone, 2008), memory search (Hills &
Pachur, in review), and external information search among
gambles (Hills & Hertwig, 2010).
We investigated individual differences in local-versusglobal search when people were searching for information
prior to making a decision between several options. In
these studies, individuals were invited to explore several
options that each produced different payoff distributions.
Following a period of unconstrained information search
(participants can explore options as they please for as long
as they like), participants make a decision about which
option they will choose for real, and then receive its
associated payoff. Across multiple studies, we consistently
find that some individuals search one option
comprehensively before transitioning to a second option;
other individuals frequently transition back and forth
between options, using a piecewise search. These different
search policies correspond to different final decisions,
which are consistent with different cognitive models for
how these individuals process the information when
comparing the two samples. Moreover, these search and
decision differences correlate with working memory span
and are consistent with a broader model of a domain general
cognitive control of search, which applies for both external
and internal patterns of information search.

Arthur B. Markman, Bradley C. Love & A. Ross
Otto
Modeling the motivational and environmental factors
affecting exploration
Intelligent agents need to resolve the tradeoff between
trying new options (exploration) and relying on actions that
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have succeeded in the past (exploitation) in a variety of
settings. Our research has examined both motivational
factors and elements of the choice environment that
influence the way this tradeoff is resolved.
The research on motivation examines the concept of a
regulatory fit (Maddox & Markman, 2010). Much research
suggests that people can have an overall orientation to
approach positive states or to avoid negative states. A fit
occurs when this overall orientation matches the rewards or
punishments that are prominent in the environment. An
approach orientation fits with an environment that has
rewards (or gains) and an avoidance orientation fits with an
environment that has punishments (or losses). Regulatory
fit increases people’s tendency to explore across a variety of
choice and problem solving settings.
On the environment side, exploration is influenced by the
stability of the environment. In stable environments, past
experience is a good guide to future outcomes. In contrast,
in unstable environments, past experience is not a strong
indicator of future outcomes. Consistent with this intuition,
people’s behavior is more exploratory in unstable
environments than in stable ones.
A key limitation to advancing research on exploration in
repeated choices is that most extant modeling frameworks
are purely descriptive. These models illuminate patterns of
repeated choices (Daw, O'Doherty, Dayan, Seymour, &
Dolan, 2006; Sutton & Barton, 1998; Yi, Steyvers, & Lee,
2009). To expand on this work, we developed an ideal
observer and actor model that provides an ideal assessment
of the current state of the world to determine the optimal
course of action. This model provides important insights
into people’s performance in repeated choice tasks.

Peter M. Todd, Ke Sang, Robert Goldstone
Exploring (and exploiting) different spaces:
How people search for social and non-social resources
Organisms must adaptively trade off between exploring
and exploiting their environment to obtain the resources
they need. This applies to whatever space the organism is
searching: whether the two- or three-dimensional physical
environment, looking for patches of food; the social
environment, looking for mates; or the mental environment,
looking for information in memory. Different spaces and
resource types call for different search strategies. How well
do humans accomplish the explore/exploit tradeoff in
different settings, and what strategies do they use? Here we
contrast search behavior in two simplified versions of
adaptive spaces: a resource-accumulation setting, where
individuals make a series of decisions whether to explore to
find a new resource or exploit a previously-encountered
one; and a mate search setting, where individuals explore a
sequence of potential mates and must decide whether they
are interested in each (the “exploiting” decision), without
being able to return to any previously seen. In the first, we
boil search down to a minimal setting in which the
explore/exploit tradeoff must be made. Individuals aim to
accrue as many points as possible over a 20-turn search, at
each turn either exploring by flipping over a card from a
deck and receiving the number of points (1-99) shown on it,

or exploiting a previously-found card by pointing to it on
the table and taking (again) the number of points it
has. With this accumulation of resources during both
exploration and exploitation and the ability to return to
previously-found items, this search resembles a noncompetitive
foraging
task
with
non-depleting
resources. The optimal strategy in this case is to use a
decreasing threshold, switching from exploration to
exploitation whenever the best card seen so far exceeds the
current threshold level. In the second task, individuals
encounter a sequence of potential mates and must decide in
each case whether they are interested in this person, without
being able to go back and re-evaluate or change their mind
about anyone previously seen. For this competitive social
search, without knowledge of the range of values available,
where reward only comes from the choices made and not
during exploration, and there is no returning to previous
options, the optimal strategy is to set a threshold based on a
brief period of initial exploratory search and use that to
guide the further exploitation choices. We show how close
people come to the optimal strategy in each case, and how
their strategies differ between the settings, in both cases
finding simple strategies that work very well.
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How children learn to value numbers:
Information structure and the acquisition of numerical understanding
Michael Ramscar, Melody Dye, Hanna Muenke Popick & Fiona O’Donnell-McCarthy
Department of Psychology, Stanford University,
Jordan Hall, Stanford, CA 94305
Abstract
Although number words are common in everyday speech, for
most children, learning these words is an arduous, drawn out
process. Here we present a formal, computational analysis of
number learning that suggests that the unhelpful structure of
the linguistic input available to children may be a large
contributor to this delay, and that manipulating this structure
should greatly facilitate learning. A training-experiment with
three-year olds confirms these predictions, demonstrating that
significant, rapid gains in numerical understanding and
competence are possible given appropriately structured
training. At the same time, the experiment illustrates how
little benefit children derive from the usual training that
parents and educators provide. Given the efficacy of our
intervention, the ease with which it can be adopted by parents,
and the large body of research showing how strongly early
numerical ability predicts later educational outcomes, this
simple discovery could have potentially far-reaching import.
Keywords: Numerical Cognition, Learning Theory, Mathematical
Modeling, Language, Learning

Introduction
Given the importance of numeracy to modern society, and
the tortuous process of number learning experienced by
many children, improving our understanding of how
numbers are learned, and devising formal methods for
improving this process, may produce numerous benefits for
both individuals and societies. While number words are
highly frequent in languages like English, appearing
regularly in child-directed speech, children’s acquisition of
them is slow and labored (Wynn, 1992). Ask a three-year
old for “3 balls,” and they are likely to give you a handful
instead, having treated ‘3,’ rather indiscriminately, like
‘some’ (Wynn, 1990). This behavior does not stem from an
inability to recognize differences between set-sizes: even 6month-olds are able to discriminate between large set-sizes
if the ratio is at least 2:1 (Xu, 2003; Xu, Spelke & Goddard,
2005; Lipton & Spelke, 2004) and this discriminability ratio
becomes more fine-tuned over time (Wynn, 1998;
Feigenson, Dahaene & Spelke, 2004; Van de Walle, Carey
& Prevor, 2000) Children’s difficulties with number are
thus unlikely to be due to problems with detecting
differences in quantity (Mix, Huttenlocher & Levin, 2002).
Yet nor do they stem from an inability to grasp the
relationship between language and quantity: one- and twoyear-olds grasp that number words relate to quantities
(Bloom & Wynn, 1997) and are often quite adept at reciting
the count sequence (Fuson, 1988). The puzzle, then, is why
children – who clearly both recognize number words as
quantity designators and discriminate between set-sizes – go
through an extended phase where they fail to understand

how specific words match to specific quantities (Brannon &
Van de Walle, 2001).
An ordinary child learning about number certainly will
not suffer from any lack of exposure to count-relevant
auditory and visual stimuli: count words and plural-sets are
everywhere abundant. However, learning to discriminate
which words match with which sets is not an insignificant
problem: it involves 1) abstracting representations of
specific set-sizes from the variable objects that make up any
particular set, and then 2) mapping those representations on
to specific number words. Here, we show how tightly
coupled these processes are in learning (Gelman & Gallistel,
2004), and how they are effectively impeded by the way
information is structured in English, and many other
languages. We present a formal analysis and series of
simulations that illustrate the problem and suggest a means
of correcting it. In a training experiment, we then put this
analysis to the test, contrasting the performance gains of
children after typical number training – in which
information was presented as usual – with that of children
after restructured number training – in which the sequencing
of linguistic information was manipulated to make it more
conducive to learning and discrimination. The experiment
reveals that when information is structured appropriately, 3year olds rapidly improve their accuracy and consistency on
not only trained number sets (2,4,6) but also on untrained
sets (3,5,7). The improvement of the children following our
intervention is particularly remarkable given that other
recent training studies with older children have failed to find
improvement even for trained numbers (Huang, Spelke &
Snedecker, 2010) a finding replicated by the children in our
‘typically structured’ training condition.

Figure 1. An illustration of the challenge presented by number learning:
there are nine objects: one red ball, two hats, three balls and four bears;
there are more bears than balls or hats, less hats than balls, and more balls
and hats than bears. Somehow, a child must discern the cues that
discriminate between appropriate and inappropriate usage of each word.

Information Structure in Learning
One problem that a child learning number words must
overcome is that she will never encounter numerical sets
independently: she may encounter three apples, or three
bears, but she will never encounter a “set of three” on its
own (Wittgenstein, 1953). To further complicate matters, it
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is virtually impossible to ascertain the meaning of a given
number word from a single encounter (Fig. 1). For
example, for a child faced with two apples and three
oranges, the cues to the words “2” and “less” and “3” and
“more” will initially be identical.
This creates a
discrimination problem: over time, a child must learn to
discriminate which features appropriately match a given
word in a given context.
In both natural and computational models of learning,
this kind of discrimination is usually achieved by adjusting
the degree to which various features in the environment are
valued in predicting a relationship: highlighting those
features which are most informative, and downgrading those
which are not (Rosenblatt, 1959; Rescorla & Wagner, 1972;
Gallistel, 2003). This suggests that over the course of
number learning, the value of the features that successfully
predict number words should increase, while the value of
those that prompt erroneous expectations should
correspondingly decrease.
This process will produce
competition for value between features, enabling the most
reliable feature(s) to win out.
Given that in number learning, the best predictor of a
given number word is set-size, the ‘goal’ of number learning
is one of homing in on, and valuing, set-size over other
competing features. So long as a given set-size – say, three
– is the most reliable predictor of “3” in the environment,
this goal will naturally be met as a result of the process of
competitive reinforcement learning (Rosenblatt, 1959;
Rescorla & Wagner, 1972; Gallistel, 2003), which will
allow a child to discover and form a strong association
between set-size three and the word “3,” while
simultaneously weakening any spurious associations to “3”.
With the correct association in place (and with everreducing interference from competitors), a child will then be
able to accurately use and comprehend “three” (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Here, we illustrate how the number three is learned over time.
Learning is facilitated both by positive evidence (hearing the word “3” after
seeing sets of three) and negative evidence (not hearing “3” when it is
expected). Initially, several cues potentially predict “3,” including
uninformative features like round and red (Left Panel). However, these
uninformative features will later erroneously cause “3” to be expected
(Center). Because these unhelpful cues will result in prediction-error
when, e.g., “2” is heard instead, they will lose value as cues to “3,” both in
this instance, and in any other cases where they erroneously predict “3.”
Further, because discrimination learning is competitive, they will lose
associative value to more reliably informative cues. As set-size three
continues to accrue positive evidence (Right), it will steadily gain value
with respect to the initial set of cues. Provided that the relationship
between the labels and the set-sizes is reliable, set-size three will eventually
be learned as the meaning of “3” (see Ramscar et al., 2010).

However, given that this kind of learning is driven by
prediction, the temporal structure of information will play a
critical role in whether or not competitive learning actually
occurs. Indeed, the effects of competitive learning can be
isolated by comparing learning when complex (multifeature) stimuli predict a series of discrete classes, to the
inverse process (Ramscar et al., 2010). As Figure 2 shows,
learning to predict a discrete Label – such as “2” or “3” –
from a complex set of Features (FL-learning) allows for
competitive learning amongst features, causing value to
shift from features that produce more error to those that
produce less. However, when this arrangement is temporally
reversed, and the process becomes one of learning to predict
a complex set of Features from a discrete Label (LFlearning), competition between cues cannot occur, since the
label is the only cue present (value cannot transfer to other
cues when there are none). Although these two processes
appear similar, the differences in their temporal sequencing
result in their having markedly different information
structures, which produce very different patterns of learning
(Ramscar et al., 2010). Color, another aspect of vocabulary
that children master only after a noticeable delay (Darwin,
1877), offers an apt illustration of this.
Children’s pattern of delay in learning colors words bears
a striking resemblance to the pattern observed in number
learning. Although color words appear in children’s
vocabularies from a very young age, sighted children’s early
use of them is comparable to that of blind children: i.e., they
can produce them in familiar contexts (“yellow banana”),
but cannot pick out novel objects by color, or reliably apply
color words in unfamiliar contexts (Landau & Gleitman,
1985). Here again, children do not appear to grasp how
specific words match to specific hues. Colors and numbers
share several notable characteristics that may help explain
the common pattern. First, like numbers, colors are
properties of the environment, and cannot be encountered
independently. Second, as with set-sizes, many different
shades of color are present in any given context (Fig. 1).
This means that in order to learn to map colors to their
labels, a child must somehow discriminate the range of hues
that best predict a specific color label from an environment
in which color is ubiquitous (Ramscar et al., 2010).
Fortunately, the difficulty of this problem can be
significantly reduced if a child is encouraged to localize
mappings – e.g., by seeking to extract color matches from
known objects. This situation will allow the environment to
be sampled in way that is far more informative (Landau &
Gleitman, 1985). (Unfortunately, the structure of many
languages proves largely unhelpful to learners in this regard;
Ramscar et al., 2010).
To understand why, consider a child learning about the
relationship between the features of a ball and various color
labels, as depicted in Fig. 3. There are two possible ways
this process can be structured temporally: either the various
Features of the ball can predict the color Label (Feature-toLabel-learning) or the color Label can predict the ball’s
Features (Label-to-Feature learning; Ramscar et al., 2010).
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Critically, the results of learning from these information
structures differs markedly, which has important
consequences for other sequential processes, such as
language (Ramscar et al., 2010; Ramscar, Yarlett & Dye,
2009).

Figure 3. Learning can be dramatically affected by how information is
presented to a learner in time (Elman, 1990; Ramscar et al., 2010). In this
scenario, a child learns about the relationship between the features of a ball
and various color labels. There are two ways this process can be structured
temporally: either the child hears the color word used postnominally, which
promotes FL-learning (the Features of the ball predict the color Label), or
the child hears the color word used prenominally, which promotes LFlearning (the color Label predicts the ball’s Features; Ramscar et al., 2010).
Prior research on color learning indicates that only postnominal (FL) usage
facilitates accurate category learning, whereas prenominal (LF) usage does
not. Unfortunately, color words occur prenominally around 70% of the
time in English (e.g., “the red ball;”), which may help explain Englishspeaking children’s typically delayed pattern of acquisition (Rice, 1980).

Because children track events in their environment as
speech unfolds (Tanenhaus et al., 1995; Kamide et al., 2003;
Dahan & Tanenhaus, 2005; Fernald et al., 2006), the
sequencing in an English sentence employing a postnominal
construction (“Look! The ball is blue,”) will present the
feature information a child needs for color-label
discrimination prior to the label that needs to be learned
about. If the child has already learned “ball,” her attention
will be drawn to the ball before the word “blue” is heard.
This means that postnominal constructions will typically
result in FL-learning. However, this will not hold true for a
prenominal construction (“Look at the blue ball”), where the
label to be learned is heard prior to the known label. In this
case, LF-learning will result.
The outcome of these two processes differs dramatically.
In FL-learning, all of the features of the ball will be
highlighted as potential cues to “blue,” and with experience,
the unreliable features (such as shape, size and texture) will
lose value to the most reliable feature (color). Over time,
and learning trials, this will result in representations in
which features are valued relative to their informativity –
that is, how well they predict the relevant label, given both
positive and negative evidence. This will allow a child to
learn the meanings of each of the color labels perfectly. By
contrast, in LF-learning, there is no opportunity for
competitive learning amongst features, and as a
consequence, the child will develop a simple, probabilistic

representation of the relationship between the label and
object features, which captures co-occurrence information
rather than informativity. This representation will impair
category discrimination, since the overlapping, unreliable
features will never fully be ‘unlearned’ (for a review, see
Ramscar et al., 2010). Consistent with this, a prior study
found that training with postnominal constructions
significantly improved the accuracy and consistency of twoyear olds’ color word application, whereas a similar
schedule of prenominal training had no effect on
performance at all (Ramscar et al., 2010).
This raises the question of whether information structure
plays a similar role in the acquisition of number words.
Number words in English – and many other languages – are
far more likely to occur in a prenominal position (e.g.,
“those three chairs”), than in a postnominal position (e.g.,
“those chairs, all three of them”). If our analysis is correct,
hearing a number word postnominally should facilitate
competitive discrimination learning, as the child
discriminates what it is about, say, ‘those chairs,’ that
predicts the word ‘three.’ However, so long as number
words occur prenominally, the child will have no way of
isolating the semantic cues (set-sizes) that best match
number words.

Simulating Number Learning
To formally illustrate the problems involved in
learning number, we conducted three sets of simulations.
The first simulated the effects of prenominal and
postnominal presentation on number learning; the second
examined the effects that the peculiar information structure
of number sets has on number learning; and the third
integrated these factors, to examine predicted learning
outcomes.
The effects of learning were simulated using the RescorlaWagner model (1972), a widely used learning rule that has
been applied to numerous learning effects in animals and
humans, and for which there is strong neurobiological
evidence (Waelti, Dickinson & Schultz, 2001; Schultz,
2006; Niv & Schoenbaum, 2008). While it cannot account
for all the phenomena observed in associative learning, the
model provides an accessible formalization of the basic
principles of error-driven learning, and is sufficiently
detailed to allow a straightforward testing of the analysis we
present here.
Simulation 1 modeled the learning of the association of
sets of 2, 4 and 6 objects (with color, shape and size
dimensions) with the labels “2,” “4” & “6.”
Two
simulations were implemented, one in which the sets and
object features served as cues to the number labels (Featureto-Label, FL), and one in which the number labels served as
cues to the sets of objects and their features (Label-toFeature, LF). Figure 4 illustrates why learning where object
Features predict Labels (FL-learning) should result in far
better learning of number words than when Labels predict
Features (LF-learning).
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Figure 4. Simulations of number learning in which object Features predict Labels (FL-learning; left panel), and in which Labels predict Features (LFlearning; right panel). The models learned to associate sets of two, four and six objects to the labels “2,” “4” and “6.” In addition to number, each object set
had size, shape and color cues that competed as cues with set-size as predictors of number words. These graphs depict the value of mappings between the
object features, set-sizes and the label “6” learned in each simulation. As can be seen, FL-learning resulted in considerably greater discrimination of the
appropriate cue-label mapping (set-size six to “6”) than LF-learning, where competing activations continued to cause interference.

In Simulation 1, all set-sizes and numbers were
experienced with equal frequency. However, it is unlikely
that this is the case in real life. To get an estimate of the
distribution of different set-sizes children might actually be
expected to encounter and learn from, we examined the
spoken distribution of number words in two languages
(English and Spanish), taking frequency of mention as an
index of the relevance of various set-sizes in children’s
lives. Both languages revealed the same distributional
pattern, with the rank frequency of number words
decreasing by quantity, following an inverse power function
(Benford, 1938): “one” was the most frequent number word,
followed by “two,” “three,” and so on (Fig. 5). This means
the larger the set, the less frequently it is experienced.
At the same time, cue-competition should increase
steadily with set-size: while the cue to set-size one is present
in every set, the cues to “two” are only in every set greater
than one, the cues to “three” are only in every set greater
than two, and so on. Greater cue competition will demand a
greater error signal to successfully resolve itself. However,
since the extra competitors to larger sets will themselves be
ever larger and less-frequent, larger sets will generate less
and less of the error that makes discrimination learning
possible. This means that confusability – and error – are

unequally distributed in number sets, and leads to a
intriguing situation with regards learning: as set size
increases, the problem of discrimination gets successively
harder, requiring increasing amounts of information to
facilitate learning, just as the information available to the
learner is shrinking.
To examine how the distribution of error in different sets
might interact with the environmental relevance of different
set-sizes, Simulation 2 was trained on sets in proportion to
their spoken frequency. Specifically, the simulation
modeled how the features of sets of 1-7 objects were
associated with the labels 1 to 7. The simulation assumed
that learners can discriminate objects from one another, and
can contextually discriminate objects that are part of larger
sets from objects that are not part of a larger set (i.e., that a
learner can use context to discriminate a person standing
alone from the same person standing with someone else).
These elementary assumptions were reflected in the cue
structure available for learning.
As Figure 6 illustrates, while learning to discriminate
sets 1, 2 and then 3 and 4 was relatively straightforward,
discriminating sets 5 and 6 required markedly more training,
and discrimination of set size 7 remained poor, even after
hundreds of training trials.

Figures 5 (Left Panel). The proportional frequency with which the numbers 1-7 are used to describe nouns in spoken English and Spanish (r=.999)
(Davies, 2009; 2010). The distribution of number words by size and frequency follows an inverse power function: “one” is the most frequent number word,
followed by “two,” “three,” etc. In the simulations, frequency of mention (the frequency of number word – noun sequences in a corpus) was used to estimate
the relevance of different set-sizes in a learner’s environment.
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Figure 6 (Middle Panel). Learning to discriminate between set-sizes 1-7 after training on sets 1 - 20 according to their spoken frequency in English and
Spanish (Davies, 2009; 2010). Sets 1-4 are discriminated straightforwardly, 5 and 6 require markedly more training, and 7 is discriminated only very slowly.
Figure 7 (Right Panel) . An illustration of how learning set-size could be impacted by training. In this simulation, training reflected the usual distribution of
set sizes as suggested by English spoken frequency (Davies, 2009) for 110 trials, after which training either continued to reflect this distribution (the dashed
lines represent the average of 5 such simulations) or else simulated exposure to six groups of 2, 4 or 6 objects learned FL (solid lines). The model trained on
2, 4 and 6 showed a marked improvement in its discrimination of 5 (solid green) and 7 (solid orange) despite not being trained on those items (Ramscar et al.
2010). This change was a result of the increase in the amount of error generated by 4 and 6, which in turn acted to increase the discriminability of 5 and 7.

The pattern of learning this produces appears to conform
neither to the incremental nature of number sets, nor to
Weber’s law, which states that fixed levels of discrimination
should occur between proportional set-sizes (i.e., 1:2 and
5:10 should be equally discriminable). Given that the input
to this simulation comprised straightforward assumptions
about the representation of sets and the environment in
which they are learned, this result is striking. There has been
much debate in the number literature over whether the
differences in the way that smaller and larger sets are
processed is evidence for a specific, capacity-limited system
for representing small sets (Revkin et al., 2008), or whether
the representation of smaller and larger sets is continuous
(Cordes et al., 2001).This simulation reveals how, once the
environment and the representational requirements of sets
are taken into consideration, a continuous system for
learning, representing and discriminating set-sizes can give
rise to effective discontinuities in processing. This finding
suggests one way in which these opposing perspectives
might be formally reconciled, while leaving open the
question of whether these differences are purely the result of
learning (Cordes et al., 2001), or whether these constraints
may begin to account for why the discrimination of smaller
sets is hard-wired (Revkin et al., 2008).
Finally, Simulation 3 extended Simulation 1 by adding
representations of size and shape to the sets of objects, as
competing cues. Like Simulation 2, however, this
simulation examined the effect that FL-training would have
on a model previously trained on a more ‘natural’
distribution of sets: i.e., that observed in English and
Spanish. The simulation was trained for 110 trials on the
usual distribution with which numerical terms are related to
sets in spoken English and Spanish (i.e.,the frequency with
which number words are used to describe sets of nouns in
each language) and then for 18 trials on a repeated pattern of
sets of 2, 4 and 6 objects, to replicate the FL-training blocks
of the three-year olds in our experiment. Figure 7 shows
how six FL-training blocks of even sets (2,4,6) actually
improved discrimination of untrained, odd sets (5,7). (This
is a natural consequence of error-driven learning, see
Ramscar et al., 2010 for a review).
As part of Simulation 3, we also ran five further
simulations in which the last 18 trials were trained on the
usual distribution of numerical terms in spoken English, and
an average of the associative strengths learned between the
cues and labels in these trials was taken for the purposes of
comparing learning under “normal conditions” with the
training simulation (see broken lines, in Fig. 7).

Training Experiment
We have described how a child might learn number
words. The question is, do children learn in this way? Can
manipulating the typical information structure of words in
English – by teaching numbers in postnominal contexts –
improve children’s understanding of number?

Participants
Participants were 56 typically developing, monolingual
English learners from 30 to 40 months old (M = 35.7
months, 30 females, 26 males) recruited from the Stanford
area. Testing was conducted by an experimenter blind to the
hypotheses.

Procedure and design
To test our predictions, we asked 56 children, aged 30 to
40 months, to identify twelve sets of objects on the basis of
the numerosity. This established a baseline of competence
for the numbers 2 through 7. Half of the pre-test questions
were phrased pre-nominally (“Look! Can you show me four
hearts?”), and half postnominally (“Look! Hearts. Can you
show me four?”).
Children were then randomly assigned to two training
groups. In both conditions, children learned about the
numbers 2, 4 and 6, with six familiar objects, which differed
both in type and arrangement of presentation from those
used in testing. The sets and labels employed in training
were identical across conditions, with the critical distinction
that the order of presentation was reversed. In the Featureto-Label (FL) condition, a picture of the object set was
shown first, and then the label was provided after the picture
was shown (“What can you see? Balls. There are two”). By
contrast, in the Label-to-Feature (LF) condition, the
experimenter stated the number while the children looked at
a blank page (“What can you see? There are two balls”),
and immediately flipped to a picture depicting the object set
as it was named. Thus, in the FL condition, children saw
the object set and then heard the number label presented
postnominally, while in the LF condition, children heard the
number label presented prenominally, then saw the object
set.
Children in each condition were then given a post-test
identical to the pre-test.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 8. Performance in the identical pre-and post training-tests in the two groups of children (a) and average change in performance between the pre-and
post-tests in the two groups (b). Graph (c) shows performance in the trained (even) and untrained (odd) pre-and post training-tests in the FL-trained children
Because the untrained numbers were always tested together—separately from the trained numbers—the improvement on these items cannot be a result of
children’s improved performance on the trained items. (Error bars are SEM).

Results
Children’s performance in these tests overwhelmingly
supported our predictions about how the structure of
information in training would affect children’s ability to
appropriately match set-sizes to their corresponding
numerical labels. While there were no significant
differences between the groups on pre-test performance
(FL-trained M=47% correct; LF-trained (M=48% correct),
the FL-trained children showed a marked improvement in
the post-test (M=56%), whereas the LF-trained children
(M=46%) did not (Figure 8a).
A 2 (item type: trained or untrained) x 2 (test type: pre
versus post test) repeated measures ANOVA of children’s
performance (with training type—FL versus LF—as a
between subjects measure) revealed that while overall
performance had increased (there was a marginal effect of
test type, F(1,54)=3.399, p=0.07), there were significant
interactions between testing type and training-type
(F(1,54)=5.751, p<0.02) and training-type and item type
(F(1,54)=4.44, p<0.04), supporting the idea that FL-training
was responsible for this improvement.
Planned tests revealed both that the FL-children’s overall
improvement in performance was significant (paired
t(27)=3.757, p<0.001), and that this was true both on tests of
the trained even numbers (pre-test M= 55%; post-test
M=65%; t(27)=2.447, p<0.025) and the untrained odd
numbers (pre-test M= 39%; post-test M=47%; t(27)=2.555,
p<0.01); see Fig. 8c. LF-trained children’s performance
showed no change on either the trained (even) or untrained
(odd) number tests (all tests p>.3). Overall, the FL-trained
children performed 30% better on the post-test than the pretest, whereas the change in the LF trained children was just
4% (unpaired t(54)=2.242, p<0.05); see Fig. 8b.
The different effects of training were further underlined
by analyses of the consistency of the children’s responses:
First, the rate at which the LF-trained children provided
consistent responses to tests of the same set-label mapping
in the post-test (M=27%) was unchanged from the pre-test
(M=28%), whereas the FL-trained children’s post-test
consistency again improved considerably (pre-test

consistency M=30%, post-test M=38%), t(27)=1.948,
p<0.05) (see Fig 8c); Second, FL-trained children’s average
performance improved across all of the items (t(6)=2.824,
p<0.05), whereas the LF-trained children’s average
improved only for 3 and 6, and actually decreased slightly
for 2, 4, 5 and 7 (this effect was not significant, p>.4).

Discussion
These data reveal that children as young as 2 ½ have
begun to acquire an understanding of number words, and
that this can be given a boost when the information structure
in training supports competitive discrimination learning.
FL-trained children, who saw the sets of objects before
hearing labels presented postnominally, were significantly
better both in terms of the accuracy and consistency of their
reponses, both as compared to baseline measures, and in
terms of their performance gains over LF-trained children.
The performance of our FL-subjects was particularly
remarkable given that longitudinal studies of 2 and 3-yearolds have demonstrated that improvements of this
magnitude usually take place over months (Wynn, 1992),
and not, as in our experiment, over half an hour.
Consistently using postnominal phrasing in child-directed
speech, and introducing the object set (visually) before
labeling it, may dramatically shorten the time-course of
number word acquisition. Since a growing body of research
suggests that understanding counting is predicated on a
basic understanding of number (Wynn, 1990; Fuson, 1988;
Branon & Van de Walle, 2001) and that mastery of this kind
of numerical aptitude at a young age dictates later learning
outcomes (Booth & Sigler, 2008; Jordan et al., 2010;
Clements & Sarama, 2007) employing such an intervention
may have a long lasting impact on children’s mathematical
aptitude and advancement.
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Abstract
Computational models are increasingly used to explore possible mechanisms underlying infant capability in various tasks.
Often, such models do not work directly on perceptual data,
but on hand-computed features of images; such models are
open to the criticism that these high-level features may not be
what is actually computed in the neural computation. Here we
explore the feasibility of the Serre-Poggio (S-P) model which
emulates the early ventral stream of the primate visual cortex,
and constructs a probabilistic model of the tuned cells of the
V4-IT cortex. In experiment 1, we use this system to model
asymmetry in visual category learning in early infancy (e.g.
cats vs dogs), and show that surprisal for the novel category is
higher when habituated on CAT than on DOG. In experiment
2, we show that face habituation can be used to discriminate on
full bodies. Experiment 3 demonstrates that superordinate category discriminations are easier than for the basic level. These
experiments agree with earlier psychological data and partially
validate the S-P model for such tasks.

Introduction
Infant perceptual ability has been demonstrated for a wide
range of visual tasks, and computational models are increasingly used to analyze possible mechanisms underlying such
behaviour. However, using computational models in visual
development is limited owing to the high dimensionality of
visual data and the complexity of extracting meaningful structures from images. Thus, a review of computational simulation in development cites only two (out of thirty) papers for
perceptual categorization (Schlesinger & Parisi, 2001).
Yet, the infant’s strongest cue to abstracting from the world
is perception, since its motor functions are under-developed.
Between two and six months, infants demonstrate increasing
ability to discriminate a number of complex concepts, primarily based on perception. Computational studies investigating
infant visual perception can throw light on the the internal
mechanisms for such learning, and also throw light on debates such as degree of innateness, learnability, etc.
One of the areas that has attracted considerable attention in
visual learning by infants is that of asymmetry in infant visual categorization (e.g. DOG vs.CAT) (Mareschal, French,
& Quinn, 2000 ; Quinn, Eimas, & Rosenkrantz, 1993).
This intriguing phenomenon has attracted considerable attention, and has also been addressed by a connectionist model
(Mareschal et al., 2000). Here 3-6 month infants are shown
a series of images from a certain category, and their preferential looking (or looking time) is analyzed for objects of the

same or different categories. Based on the novelty preference paradigm, it is expected that infants would look longer
at objects from the novel category. The asymmetry result,
demonstrated by Quinn and co-workers nearly two decades
ago, is that infants who are habituated to cats demonstrate a
preference for dogs as novel stimuli, whereas the preference
is weaker when habituated on dogs and exhibited a cat. Such
an asymmetry is especially surprising because it is assumed
that such young infants may not have had much exposure to
the classes of cats and dogs per se, and that any priors they
form are learned only from this immediate experience.
Quinn and co-workers conjectured that the asymmetry may
have arisen due to greater variation among dogs, so that
some novel cats may also be accepted on the DOG schema,
whereas the CAT schema is tighter and rejects most of the
novel dogs (Quinn et al., 1993). This hypothesis was validated using a perceptron network by Mareschal, French and
Quinn (Mareschal et al., 2000), who found that certain features had lower spread among cats than among dogs. For the
simulation, they hand-computed ten traits from the images:
head length, head width, eye separation, ear separation, ear
length, nose length, nose width, leg length, vertical extent,
horizontal extent. These features were then given as input to
a three-layer perceptron, which was trained to discriminate on
cats and dogs over 250 epochs. The network error rates (used
internally in the backpropagation algorithm) were used as an
analog for looking time, and results were shown to correlate
with the original experiments on infants. Also, the gaussian
distribution of these features was computed and the features
for the DOG were found to have a wider variation than that for
the CAT. This analysis thus corroborated the the early suggestion that the asymmetry arose because the CAT class had less
variability than the class DOG.
However, such an approach is open to criticism since the
computation of high-level features requires that one is able
to decompose the image into ear, nose, eye etc. While there
is considerable evidence that the infant is sensitive to parts
of the face (Perrett & Benson, 1992), nonetheless the task
of mapping from a raw image to such parallel data on faces
from different species remains a formidable challenge. The
images, if we consider them to be the equivalent of 300 × 200
pixels, have about 60,000 dimensions. The manually executed task of obtaining ten features from the image space in-
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volves a mapping,say fman , from the original image I to these
ten features. Subsequently, the function learned by the neural
network, fL , operates a 10-dimensional feature space to obtain a binary classification into CAT, DOG. The overall process
is given as
fman

fL

I ∈ RD −−→ x f ∈ R10 −→ {CAT, DOG}
where D represents the dimensionality of the image, between 104 and 106 pixels, say. Clearly, learning (or knowing
innately) a function such as fman is not a trivial matter. Another crucial question is - which ten features to choose for
the intermediate representation? Determining such a set of
informative features from this heterogeneous dataset is itself
injecting a considerable amount of human knowledge into the
process.
A second problem with manually computing features is
that only certain classes of experiments can be duplicated. In
one of the experiments of the Quinn group, the infant is habituated on face images and testing is done on full bodies (Quinn
& Eimas, 1996). Clearly, mapping the full-body images to the
same ten feature vectors would defeat the very purpose of the
experiment, and assigning some other feature class to the test
images would make them incommensurate. Working directly
on image data provides a mechanism for handling these aspects, and we investigate this question in our experiment 2.

using a “max” function. This gradually increases scale, specificity, and translation invariance as we move up the hierarchy.
There are four layers, the first of which roughly corresponds
to simple cells in V1 that are tuned to orientation (layer S1).
The max for each orientation is computed over a pool of S1
cells, resulting in tolerance to position and scale within the visual field. This layer, C1 passes its output to the next tuning
layer, S2 which preferentially selects differing orientations
resulting in preferences for different shape primitives. It is
suggested that these may correspond to cells in V4 or in the
superficial layers of V2. A large number of S2 cells learn their
responses based on random patches from the input. The final
C2 layer used in this work maximizes across cells tuned on
the same shape model, thus increasing invariance over scale
and position. It is this final computed C2 output which is used
in various object recognition tasks. The 4-layer hierarchy is
described in Table1.
In our experiments, we use this S-P model to compute the
C2 feature vectors for different sets of habituation images.
TThese features are used to learn probability distributions for
the habituation category, which simulates the tuning of neurons in late V4 / early IT for the given visual category. The
final discrimination is done by applying these tuned C2 cells
to the test image I. The steps from S1 through C2 may be
thought of as a mapping fv s, which are then used in learning
the cat, dog discrimination as follows:

Computational model of early ventral stream
Improved understanding of function in the neuroanatomical
circuits serving visual perception has led to considerable advances in computational models of the visual stream. In particular, the ventral stream from the V1, V2 and V4 areas of
the visual cortex to the IT is part of the cortical computational
processes thought to be responsible for object recognition or
“what” questions. This pathway has attracted considerable
interest from computational simulation. Tomaso Poggio’s
group, working on modeling various aspects of the primate
visual system, has suggessted several models for this part of
the pathway. The model we adopt from (Serre, Kouh, et al.,
2005) seeks to replicate the gradual increase in complexity
of the preferred stimuli for neurons along the ventral stream,
culminating in tuned IT neurons which are believed to play a
key role in object recognition (Tanaka, 1996).
The Serre-Poggio model takes a gray-scale image as input and performs four intermediate computations that combine processes in the early computation in the primate visual
system. The first few hundred milliseconds in the retina and
LGN involves identifying simple local maxima (e.g. centeron) processes; these are combined to obtain orientation-tuned
responses. In the S-P model, these are simulated by orientation tuned simple cells (S1) which constitute the first layer,
corresponding to the early part of the V1. The model has alternating layers for tuning (simple, selective) and combining
(complex, invariant) computation. The S-cells are tuned for
specific orientations or shapes, and the C-cells combine the
responses of the neighbouring S-cells in the previous layer

fvs

fL

I ∈ RD −→ xC2 ∈ Rn −→ {CAT, DOG}
Here fvs is the feature mapping performed in the ventral
stream. Note that unlike in the previous situation where features corresponded to conscious, declarative elements, here
the features are subconscious and implicit. As in the earlier
situation, the learning component of the system now has to
learn a n dimensional discriminant function on this feature
space, based on which it can discriminate the classes dogs
and cats.
The dimension n is a function of the number of training
images that random patches are sampled from; for two sets
of 16 images in the training set, this results in 512 C2 units.
This vector is then used for identifying a distribution. Finally,
we observe that this computational model has been tuned to
reflect single cell readings obtained from various sites in the
visual stream of adult monkeys. Even if we assume sufficient
correspondence with human visual processes, the question of
relevance to the infant visual system remains. In this connection we note that there is significant evidence that infants exhibit orientation selectivity from an early stage (Wattam-Bell,
1991) and the first stage in the Serre-Poggio model recruits
orientation sensitive frequency filters. What is absent in the
infant are model-based priors that would be present in adults
based on experience with visual stimuli of cats and dogs.
However, this we do not assume, since our model is feedforward. On this basis, Serre has described the algorithm that
learns the vocabulary of tuned neurons as “developmentallike”. Indeed, our experiment can be taken as a test for the
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Level
Simple cells (S1)
Complex cells (C1)
Composite feature cells
(S2)
Complex
composite
feature cells (C2)

Functionalities
Gabor filters, 16 spatial frequencies(=scales), 4 orientations
Local max over a pool of S1 cells ; increase in tolerance to position and scale
Combination of V1 like complex units at different orientations
Local pooling over S2 units with same selectivity but slightly different positions and scales ;
Same selectivity as S2 units but increased tolerance to position and size of the preferred stimulus

Table 1: Summary of layers in S-P model (based on (Serre, Wolf, & Poggio, 2005))
Gabor Filter Parameter
Name
Receptive field(RF) size
Orientation
Effective Width
Aspect Ratio
Wavelength

Symbol
s
θ
σ
γ
λ

Parameter value

Modeling infant visual cognition

16 filters 7X7 to 37X37
(in steps of 2)
0◦ , 45◦ , 90◦ , 135◦
0.0036s2 + 0.35s + 0.18
0.3
σ/0.8

Visual categorization processes in infants have been studied by many experimenters including Quinn and co-workers
primarily based on preferential looking paradigm (Quinn &
Eimas, 1996 ; Quinn et al., 1993) though looking time or electrophysiological methods (ERPs) have also been used (Quinn,
Westerlund, & Nelson, 2006). Stimuli involved images of
animals and other object classes, which were often cut-out
(isolated) from the background and held up on sticks, or
sometimes obscured to reveal only the face (Quinn & Eimas,
1996). In many of these experiments, only one class was displayed (e.g. CAT, and the response was measured for a novel
category such as DOG or some inanimate object such as CAR.
In our experiments, we focused on the preferential looking
paradigms, which were modeled based on probability distributions computed on the input data set. Since there is no
reason to assume otherwise, we use a gaussian model for the
probabilities. The probability for novel (test) images are computed based on their C2 features x, of dimensionality n, computed from the images. It is assumed that these are sampled
from a distribtution x ∼ N (µ, ∑), estimated from the training
set:

Table 2: Parameters of the Gabor filter bank (Source: (Serre,
Wolf, & Poggio, 2005 ; Daptardar, 2009) )

validity of such a claim for this model.

Application to object recognition
In an object recognition task, the system is given a large
number of images of different objects, and these are labelled
with the relevant object categories. C2 features are computed for all the images in the training set, and these are
used to train a classifier - typically, a support vector machine (SVM) (Bishop, 2007), which performs the classification. Now, given a new image, its C2 vector is computed and
passed to the trained SVM which then assigns a class label to
it. The model has reported 44% percentage average accuracy
in discriminating more than a hundred object categories in the
CALTECH-101 dataset (Serre, Wolf, Bileschi, Riesenhuber,
& Poggio, 2007). However, the model has some drawbacks
on present (largely serial) computational architecture where
the computational load is very heavy due to the dense tuning
and max operation and blind feature selection.
The model replicates the shape primitives computed in the
early ventral stream (upto early IT). The model relies on
dense orientation data, and not on global shape - hence it
would not work for silhouette experiments, say. However,
many images can still be categorized, and we report the simulations for three such experiments.
Implementation of Serre Poggio model For this work,
the S-P algorithm was re-written in C++, since the available
code in MATLAB was extremely slow (Daptardar, 2009) (implementation available). OpenCV, OpenMP (libgomp), MPI
(OpenMPI) and LibSVM libraries were used for this project.
Table 2 describes the parameters used in the implementation
of Gabor filter. The implemented model was tested on categorization tasks and performed similarly to the original work
(Serre, Wolf, & Poggio, 2005).

Pr(Itest |I1 , I2 , .., Im ) =

1
(2π)n/2 |∑|1/2

exp(−d 2 )

(1)

p
where d =
(y − µ)T (∑)−1 (y − µ) and I1 , I2 ..., Im and
x1 , x2 ..., xm are training set images and corresponding C2 feature vectors; Itest , y are test stimuli and its C2 feature vector;
∑ is the covariance matrix of x. If the Pr(Itest ) is greater than
some threshold τ then the image is acceptable as a member of
the habituation class, else it is considered a novel class. We
report results for a threshold at which instances of the habituation class would have been accepted, and also test the effect
of other thresholds.
For estimating looking time, we assume that looking time
is proportional to surprisal, - an information-theroetic notion
and corresponding to the amount of information present in a
single observation (Bishop, 2007). Surprisal is often correlated to looking-time in cognitive models, e.g. in psycholinguistics (Levy, 2008).
Thus, an observation that is close to expectation generates low surprisal, and highly deviant (novel) data generates
higher surprisal. Surprisal for novel test stimuli Itest with C2
feature vector y is defined as
surprisal(Itest ) = −log {Pr(Itest |I1 , I2 , ...., Im )}
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(2)

Figure 1: Sample dataset: first 2 images from Quinn et al. (2001) and last two were from CAT-DOG database (2011)

The experiments
We conducted three experiments on the lines of three of the
experiments reported by Quinn and his group. In the first
experiment, the system was trained on 16 full-body images
from the categories CAT or DOG, and it computes a separate
gaussian model for each of these classes on the C2 features.
Next, it was shown a pair of individual images one of CAT
and one of DOG. Unlike with human infants, while exhibiting
images, the learning is switched off, so that each episode effectively replicates one experiment with an infant (albeit, the
same one). Modeling looking time based on surprisal, our
results are compared with experiments done on real infants
with full-body images of these animals from (Mareschal et
al., 2000). We also report the incremental error rates in assigning test images to the habituation (training) category or
novel category.
Experiment 2 replicates the face to whole body learning
referred to above (Quinn & Eimas, 1996). Here, we train on
16 face images from these two classes, and test on full-body
images of CAT and DOG.
Experiment 3 considers hierarchical categorization (Quinn,
2004 ; Behl-Chadha, 1996 ; Quinn et al., 2006). Here we
seek to demonstrate that distinctions between superordinate
categories (e.g. CAR vs CAT) is much more robust than basic
categories such as CAT vs DOG.

Stimuli
We chose CAT, DOG image exemplars similar to those used
by (Quinn & Eimas, 1996 ; Quinn et al., 1993)), except that
in the original experiments, the figure objects were cut out
from the background so as to avoid any distractors. This assumes segmentation capability that an infant may or may not
have. We did some early tests which showed the system doing almost as well on un-cropped images (without too much
background) as with cropped; so all results are reported on
un-cropped images.
Images of the animal standing sideways, on all fours, were
selected for the full-body experiment, while for face only
case, images with the animal facing the viewer were chosen.
The image sets are available online (CAT-DOG database,
2011).
The other issues are that a) a large number of image instances are needed for category learning, and b) selection of

exemplars must be such that any individual instance does not
affect the overall performance of the model. Figure 1 shows
the sample database used in earlier experiment and in our experiment.

Experiment 1: Asymmetry in category learning
70
Mean Novel Category Preference
Results (Percentage)

Hence, we have surprisal(Itest ) = d 2 + c, where c is a constant estimated from the Σ.

60

Novel CAT in DOG trained condition
Novel Dog in CAT trained condition

50
40
30
20
10
0
Mareschal et al., 2000

Serre Poggio Model

Figure 2: Comparison of mean percentage performance of
the asymmetry experiment done on infants (Mareschal et al.,
2000) with S-P model
In this experiment, a set of habituation images Itraining was
used to learn a distribution for a single category (in the C2
feature vector space). Now, given two test images I1 and
I2 , the image with higher surprisal will corresponds to lower
conditional probability Pr(Ii |Itraining ) and which means high
looking time. Different sets of 16 images from a single
category are randomly selected as Itraining for each trial of
familiarization phase, resulting in an estimated distribution
N (µ,∑). For testing, we choose all possible pairs of new test
images objects from a set of 8 CAT and 8 DOG images. After
training with the CAT category, situations where DOG images
are preferred are compared with the preference for the CAT
images. The result (average over 5 runs), compares well with
the original infant experiment (Mareschal et al., 2000) (Figure 2).
Further, we tested the discrimination between these categories based on different training sets with 16 images of both
categories, tested with a mix of cat and dog images. Unlike the conditional probability maximization method in the
earlier single-category approaches, we use an SVM now to
discriminate among the test images. When the model was
trained on 16 CAT images against 16 images from a mix of
animals, its average categorization accuracy on 8+8 test images was 65% for CAT and 55% of DOG images were found
to be novel (Figure 3). Conversely, when trained on DOG, the
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Figure 5: Experiments 2 and 3: a. Role of facial information in categorization of full body images of CAT and DOG;
b. Better categorization performance at superordinate (CAR
vs ANIMAL) than at basic level (CAT vs DOG).
lowest discriminating value to the highest. We report the True
Positive Rate (percentage of novel detections that are actually
novel) vs the False Positive Rate(percentage of the non-novel
detections that were actually novel) for different thresholds
(Fig. 4.a). Regions for very high and very low thresholds are
noisy, but in the middle part, curves closer to the top left corner have better discrimination. Thus, the data trained on CAT
is stronger for a range of feasible thresholds.

80
60
40
20
0
CAT

Percentage Categorization
Accuracy

test data categorization was 75% for dogs, and only 20% of
cats were found to be novel - i.e. 80% of the cats were accepted as dogs. To determine the stability of this result, we
tested the result by choosing different subsets for training vs
test images; the results of these tests, summarized in Fig. 4
show a consistently better performance in recognizing CATs.
This demonstrates that a) the model is able to discriminate the
novel full bodies after learning from few training exemplars,
and b) there is a high degree of asymmetry in performance, as
in the original experiment. This suggests that an SVM classifier in some respects may be behaving similar to mechanisms
in infants, though this is far from saying that infants are actually using such mechanisms.

DOG
Training Condition

Experiment 2: Face vs. Full-body
Figure 3: Categorization performance of S-P model for full
body images of CAT and DOG.

True Positive Rate

1

Quinn et al. (1993) ; Quinn et Eimas (1996) ; Quinn et al.
(2001) showed that shape or facial/head informations of cat
and dog are sufficient for 3-4 month old infants to form categorical representations that can discriminate based on full
body images, but also demonstrates similar asymmetry. Experiment 2 tests this, by training the model on face exemplars
and testing on novel face images. When habituated on CAT,
72.5% of novel category data (dogs) are preferred, whereas
for DOG, only 40% for novel images are preferred (Fig. 5.a).
In the next experiment, the training was on the face exemplars
but the test image exemplars was novel full body exemplars.
In this case the model was able to categorize 70% of the novel
dogs and 55% of the novel cats accurately. The high categorization accuracy in both experiments support the claim that
the head region provides signicant information for learning
individuated category representations for cats and dog. Further ramifications of this result, in a system without any prior
experiences for faces of any kind, are suggested in the conclusion.

Cat trained
Dog trained

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

False Positive Rate

Figure 4: (Left) True positive rate vs False positive rate,
across all discriminating thresholds. The top left corner (0,1)
implies perfect discrimination, and cat results are consistently
closer to it, hence better. (Right) A DOG image that has very
high acceptability in the CAT category.
The observed asymmetry in categorization performance for
the novel category implies that the model identifies DOG more
accurately after training on CAT, as compared to CAT after
training on DOG. We also observe that high variability in
the dog category is indicated by some individuals who tend
to have greater acceptability in the cat category (lower conditional probability) than most cats (Fig. 4.b). On the whole,
this similarity to infant categorization results suggests that the
model is able to capture the relevant attributes of infant visual
learning.
In order to consider the effect of the threshold, we compute the discrimination over all possible thresholds, from the

Experiment 3: Hierarchical categories
When categories are organized in hierarchies, behavioral and
electrophysiological studies reveal that superordinate categories are easier to learn (Quinn, 2004 ; Behl-Chadha, 1996 ;
Quinn et al., 2006). We tested this result on images at the superordinate level (CAR vs ANIMAL) and at basic level (CAT vs
DOG ). While the model was able to discriminate completely
at the upper level, at the basic level, only 50% of CAT and
80% of DOG images are identified. (Fig. 5.b). This also tallies
with the original results, thus suggesting that this computational mechanism may be behaving similarly to some aspects
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of infant category learning.

Conclusion
In this work we have shown that a computational model, originally constructed based on the feedforward behaviour of the
primate visual cortex, is able to replicate the infant visual response in several scenarios, working directly on image data as
opposed to hand-computed features. This procedure enables
a number of avenues for further testing of many other aspects
of infant (and adult) learning from image data. It also lends
further weight to the early suggestion that this asymmetry is
due to a greater variation in the dogs than in cats.
The primary question we sought to answer is if the S-P
computational model exhibits behaviour similar to infant visual cognition, given that it was initially modeled on adult
primates, albeit in a feedforward manner. The results of our
experiments appear to lend some support for this position,
qualified by the absence of maturational and other aspects.
Another aspect on which the results may have some slight
bearing is the debate on whether the capability for face recognition is innate. Though there is broad agreement that infants have some degree of face preference at birth, whether
this is genetically encoded or not appears to be a matter of
some debate (Johnson, 2001). The results of experiment 2
demonstrate the effectiveness of the face-only test in a system which has absolutely no priors for faces. This suggests
that faces may be recognized early as information rich visual
elements, and hence attended to early on. This would result in
face information being quickly assimilated into cortical structures. Thus, the experiment appears to indicate some degree
of learnability for face competence.
More than the immediate relevance to these experiments on
CAT - DOG asymmmetry, we feel that the technique presented
here - the first end-to-end computational model to simulate
the visual behaviour of infants - may have broader implications. The capability for, and mechanisms of object recognition have a fundamental role in behaviour, and constructing
better models for it have not only improved our understanding
of cognition but also empowered a rich line of investigation
in computational vision. Unlike earlier attempts at simulation
where the details of the visual processing had to be approximated, now the internal mechanisms as posited by this model
can be assessed for its relevance to a wide range of visual developmental phenomena. Thus although this computational
simulation holds considerable interest per se, the future value
of this work may lie in the possibility of increasingly realistic
simulation of developmental visual phenomena.
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Abstract

Wippich, 2003), and age-related implicit learning
differences have been found between seven-year-old
children and adults (Barry, 2007).
In most cases, where developmental differences in
implicit learning is found, adults out-perform children. It
perhaps is not surprising to see a developmental
progression in statistical learning, with more basic
abilities acquired first, followed by more involved
processing components (Saffran, 2003). On the other
hand, an alternative is that young children might actually
possess better or more efficient learning mechanisms than
adults. Some proposals take the somewhat paradoxical
stance that cognitive limitations and/or reduced input may
confer a computational advantage for learning (Conway,
Ellefson, & Christiansen, 2003; Elman, 1993; Newport,
1990), which may explain the presence of sensitive
periods in language development.
To explore these issues, the current study aims to
investigate the neural mechanisms of visual statistical
learning in both adults and children using the event
related potential (ERP) technique. Some previous studies
have used ERPs to investigate implicit learning in adults,
with particular components associated with the
acquisition of rule-based or statistical sequential patterns.
One type of response, the N2, is observed as a negativegoing deflection in voltage potential, appearing
approximately 200 ms after the presentation of a stimulus.
Another, the P300, is a positive deflection that appears
about 300 ms after stimulus onset (Eimer, Goschke,
Schlaghecken, & Stuermer, 1996; Ferdinand, Mecklinger,
& Kray, 2008). These ERP components often appear
together in learning studies (Schlaghecken, Stuermer, &
Eimer, 2000), and it has been suggested that both
components reflect stimulus-evaluation processes
(Rüsseler & Roesler, 2000). Ferdinand et al. (2008) argue
that the N2 indexes the detection of deviant stimuli, while
the P300 reflects the evaluation of incoming information
and the updating of contextual representations. It may
also be possible to interpret these two components in
terms of the degree to which automatic vs. controlled
processing are involved, with the earlier N2 reflecting
more automatic or implicit learning mechanisms.
For the present study, we developed a novel learning
paradigm – based on the classic oddball task – that is
conducive to the measurement of ERPs in both adults and
children. The task involved viewing a stream of visual
stimuli that contained covert statistical patterns governing
the probability of a target stimulus occurring. ERPs were

Implicit statistical learning refers to the acquisition of
statistical patterns occurring under incidental learning
conditions. Although statistical learning is central to the
development of many cognitive domains, such as language,
its developmental trajectory is largely unspecified.
Furthermore, few studies have attempted to examine the
underlying neural mechanisms supporting statistical
learning, in adults or in children. In this study, we used a
novel visual statistical learning paradigm that allowed us to
investigate the neurophysiological correlates of learning in
adults, older children (aged 9-12), and younger children
(aged 6-9). The results depict a nuanced picture of the
development of statistical learning, involving the use of
two distinct neurocognitive processing mechanisms
associated with the N2 and P300 components. In addition,
the results suggest that the children’s brains acquired the
statistical structure quicker than the adults, with learningrelated ERP components emerging after comparably less
exposure to the patterns.
Keywords: statistical learning, event-related potentials
(ERP), cognitive development

Introduction
Implicit learning refers to the automatic, unconscious, and
effortless acquisition of information that generally results
in knowledge that is difficult to express verbally
(Cleeremans, Destrebecqz, & Boyer, 1998; Eimer,
Goschke, Schlaghecken, & Sturmer, 1996). One type of
implicit learning is statistical learning, which refers to the
acquisition of statistical patterns in the environment
(Perruchet & Pacton, 2006). Implicit and statistical
learning are believed to be important contributors to
aspects of cognitive development, such as language
acquisition (Conway, Bauernschmidt, Huang, & Pisoni,
2009). However, few still have probed the neural
mechanisms mediating statistical learning in adults let
alone children, making it difficult to specify the
neurocognitive development of these learning processes.
Although Reber (1993) suggested that implicit learning
is developmentally invariant, other researchers have
provided evidence of developmental differences in
implicit learning. In an fMRI study, Thomas, Hunt
Vizueta, Sommer, Durston, Yang, and Worden (2004)
found behavioral and functional neuroimaging differences
in implicit learning between children 7 to 11 years of age
and adults (also, see McNealy, Mazziota, & Dapretto,
2010). Furthermore, a pattern of development in implicit
learning abilities has been detected between six-year-old
and ten-year old children (Mecklenbräuker, Hupbach, &
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compared across three groups of participants (adults,
older children, and younger children) for three different
types of stimuli that reflected differing transitional
probabilities (high-probability, low probability, and zero
probability). Finally, we investigated ERP responses early
in the task (first two blocks) versus later in the task (last
two blocks, out of five blocks total) to ascertain how
much exposure to the stimulus patterns is required before
ERP evidence of learning occurs.

Impedances were kept below 50 kilo-ohms, and the data
was digitized by NetStation acquisition software
(Electrical Geodesics, Inc.).

Method
Participants
Thirteen adults between 18 and 23 years of age (mean:
20.69; 9 female) participated. Also, two groups of
children were recruited: older children (n = 9, mean:
10.55; range 9-12 years; 4 female), and younger children
(n = 9, mean age = 7.44; range 6-9; 5 female). Adult
participants were recruited from the undergraduate
population of Saint Louis University or lived in the
surrounding area. Child participants were recruited from
the St. Louis metropolitan area. All participants were free
from cognitive, neurological, and psychological deficits.

Figure 1: Sequence of colored circles for each of the three
stimulus types (high-, low-, and zero-probability predictor
conditions).

Following data acquisition, the continuous raw EEG
recording was filtered through a 0.1 Hz high pass filter
and a 30 Hz low pass filter. ERP recordings were timelocked to the onset of each predictor circle – not the target
– using a 100 ms baseline, and continued for 900 ms after
onset (for a total segment length of 1000 ms). This
resulted in 50 individual trials for each of the three
predictor conditions (high-, low-, and zero-probability).
An artifact detection operation removed trials containing
activity associated with eye blinks and other movements.
Data from channels with poor signals were replaced with
data extrapolated from surrounding channels in a bad
channel replacement operation.
Based on previous ERP research, we expected that the
N2 and/or P300 components would be present if
participants had learned the statistical association between
the high-probability predictor and the target. As these two
components appear in the centro-parietal region of the
scalp, this is where we focused, using a montage of 6
sensors corresponding to the 10-20 Pz electrode.

Experimental Paradigm
The visual statistical learning task involved participants
viewing a serial stream of colored circles appearing in the
center of the computer screen, one at a time. Participants
were told to press a keypad whenever a target color (e.g.,
green) appeared on the screen. What participants were not
explicitly told was that the target color was predictable to
varying degrees depending on the color immediately
preceding it. Each trial began with the presentation of one
to five filler circles. After the filler circles, one of the
three predictor circles would appear, determined
randomly. Each predictor circle had its own unique color
(determined randomly for each participant). When the
high predictor color appeared, the target and filler circle
followed 90% and 10% of the time, respectively. When
the low predictor color appeared, it was followed by the
target and filler circle 20% and 80%, respectively. When
the zero predictor color appeared, it was never followed
by the target, and was always followed by a filler. The
possible trial sequences are illustrated in Figure 1.
Each circle was presented on the screen for 500 ms on a
black background, followed by a black screen for 500 ms.
For each of the three conditions of predictive probability,
there were 50 trials (for a total of 150 trials), which were
divided into five blocks of 30 trials each. Within each
block, the trials were presented randomly.

Results
Participants were told to press a button whenever the
target color stimulus was presented on screen, which was
predicted at different levels of probability by a predictor
color. Thus, if learning has occurred, behavioral responses
to the target should be facilitated when it is preceded by
the high predictor color.
Although the primary goal of this study was to
investigate the ERP correlates of learning, we also
analyzed behavioral indices of learning by measuring
reaction times (RTs) to the targets. A series of 2x2
repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted for each of
the three participant groups separately, with the factors of
block (first two blocks vs. last two blocks) and predictor
(high vs. low predictor conditions). Note that because the
target never is preceded by the zero predictor color, the

Recording Technique
EEG data reflecting brain activity associated with the
experiment was collected using a 128-channel highdensity sensor net (Electrical Geodesics, Eugene OR).
Standard sensor net application techniques were followed.
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zero predictor condition cannot be included. For the adult
participants, RTs to the target decreased from the
beginning to the end of the experiment, but only when it
was preceded by the high predictor color (F(2, 38) = 3.70,
p<.05). That is, by the end of the experiment, adult
participants had learned that the high predictor was a
reliable predictor of the target’s appearance, as
demonstrated by faster RTs to the target. However,
neither group of children showed changes in RT for the
high or low predictors, suggesting that they did not learn
the statistical contingencies. On the other hand, another
possible interpretation is that the children actually learned
the statistical contingencies early in the experiment, and
thus there was no change in RTs because of that.
A more complete picture should emerge by looking
directly at the neurophysiological data, which may be a
more sensitive measure of learning.

In order to verify the visual inspection, two 3x2 repeated
measures ANOVAs were conducted using the mean
amplitude waveforms as the dependent variable, and the
factors of blocks (first two blocks vs. last two blocks) and
predictor type (high, low and zero predictor conditions)
for each of two latency periods of interest. The first
period sought to examine potential differences related to
the N2 component in the time window of 180 to 240 ms.
The second time window was selected to examine the
P300 component, using the window of 300 to 600 ms.
The ANOVA and pairwise comparisons reported here and
throughout the remainder of the paper were calculated
using mean voltage deflections recorded at six electrodes
centered on the location of the Pz sensor in a standard 1020 montage. Reported p values are those reflecting the
Greenhouse-Geisser correction for nonsphericity of
variance.
In the time window 180 to 240ms post-stimulus, the 3x2
ANOVA found significant main effects for both predictor
(F(2, 293) = 10.69, p < .001) and block (F(1, 35) = 5.96,
p = .015), as well as for the interaction of predictor x
block (F(2, 412) = 22.76, p < .001). For the present
purposes, what is of most interest is whether an N200
manifested itself by the end of the experiment in the last
two blocks, when learning would be expected to have
occurred. Notably, pairwise comparisons indicated that
there were no significant differences between the three
predictors in the last two blocks (high versus low, t(209)
= -1.05, p = .30; high versus zero, t(209) = -1.67, p = .10;
and low versus zero, t(209) = 0.03, p = .98). This set of
analyses highlights the lack of an N2 component in the
adult participants for the last two blocks.
In the time window 300 to 600ms post-stimulus, a 3x2
ANOVA found significant main effects for both predictor
(F(2, 1864) = 323.80, p < .001) and block (F(1, 974) =
563.70, p < .001), as well as for the interaction of
predictor x block (F(2, 1768) = 340.61, p < .001).
Importantly, pairwise comparisons indicated significant
differences between the high versus low predictor
conditions in the last two blocks (t(974) = 24.53, p <
.001) and the high versus zero predictor conditions also in
the last two blocks (t(974) = 29.42, p < .001). However,
there was not a significant difference between the low
versus zero predictor conditions in the last two blocks
(t(974) = 1.17, p = .24). This set of analyses highlights the
P300 component which presents itself in the adult data
during the last two blocks.
In sum, the adult ERP data suggests that statistical
learning – learning that the high predictor color was a
reliable predictor of the target – was reflected by a P300like component associated with the high predictor
condition in the last two blocks. On the other hand, an N2
component was not observed.

ERP Effects for Adults
Figure 2 shows the grand averaged ERP waveforms for
the adult participants for each of the three predictor
conditions. Visual inspection suggests that in the last two
blocks, there is no N2 component. On the other hand,
there is a very prominent late positivity – similar in
appearance to a P300 component – that is associated with
the high predictor condition specifically.

Figure 2: ERP waveforms in the Pz region for the adult group.

ERP Effects for Older Children
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Figure 3 shows the grand averaged ERP waveforms for
the older children participants for each of the three
predictor conditions. Visual inspection suggests some
similarities as well as differences as compared to the
adults. Specifically, the last two blocks look very similar
to the adults in that there is not a prominent N2
component but there is a P300-like late positivity
associated with the high predictor condition. On the other
hand, in contrast to the adult data, there is evidence of a
P300 occurring even early in the experiment in the first
two blocks.

In the time window 300 to 600ms post-stimulus, the
3x2 ANOVA found a significant main effect for predictor
(F(2, 1161) = 185.71, p < .001), as well as for the
interaction of predictor x block (F(2, 1339) = 8.47, p <
.001). The main effect of block was not significant
(F(1,674) = 1.66, p = .20). Relevant significant
differences were found in the last two blocks between the
high versus the low predictor conditions (t(674) = 9.92, p
< .001) and the high versus the zero predictor conditions
(t(674) = 11.07, p < .001). In addition, the pairwise
comparison for the high predictor condition in the first
two blocks versus the high predictor condition in the last
two blocks was not significant (t(674) = -0.35, p = .72).
These analyses demonstrate not only the appearance of
the P300 component in this group by the end of the
experiment, but also that this component appeared to be
present even early on in the experiment, in the first two
blocks.
Thus, despite the behavioral data suggesting that
learning did not occur, the ERP data presents compelling
neurophysiological evidence that just like the adults, a
P300-like component was elicited by the end of the
experiment for the high predictor condition, suggesting
that learning did indeed occur. Strikingly, this group of
older children also showed evidence of the P300
component occurring earlier in the experiment than did
the adults.

ERP Effects for Younger Children
Figure 4 shows the grand averaged ERP waveforms for
the younger children participants for each of the three
predictor conditions. Visual inspection suggests some
similarities as well as differences as compared to the
adults and older children. Similar to both the adults and
older children, there is a P300-like component in the last
two blocks associated with the high predictor condition;
this P300 component does not appear robust in the first
two blocks. In contrast to the other two groups, there is
also a prominent N2 component that occurs both in the
beginning and ending blocks of the experiment.
To verify the visual inspection, two 3x2 repeated
measures ANOVAs were conducted for each of the two
latency periods as was done with the other two participant
groups. In the time window 180 to 240ms post-stimulus,
the ANOVA found significant main effects for both
predictor (F(2, 221) = 24.27, p < .001) and block (F(1,
134) = 24.34, p < .001), as well as for the interaction of
predictor x block (F(2, 213) = 14.91, p < .001). There
were significant differences in the last two blocks
between the high versus the low predictor (t(134) = -5.87,
p < .001) and the high versus the zero predictor (t(134) = 5.61, p < .001) suggesting the occurrence of an N2. In the
first two blocks, the high predictor also was significantly
different than both the low (t(134) = -2.83, p = .005)) and
zero predictors (t(134) = -6.98, p < .001)). This set of
analyses demonstrates the presence of an N2 component

Figure 3: ERP waveforms in the Pz region for the older child
group.

Two 3x2 repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted
for each of the two latency periods as done with the
adults. In the time window 180 to 240ms post-stimulus,
the ANOVA found significant main effects for both
predictor (F(2, 214) = 3.56, p = .04) and block (F(1, 134)
= 16.84, p < .001), as well as for the interaction of
predictor x block (F(2, 252) = 18.85, p < .001). Despite
the main effect of predictor and the interaction, the
expected N2 effect did not obtain in the last two blocks.
Neither pairwise comparison involving the high versus
low predictor were significant, in the first two blocks
(t(134) = -0.22, p = .83) or the last two blocks (t(134) =
0.01, p = .99). This set of analyses highlights the lack of
an N2 component in this group of participants.
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for the high predictor condition in both the first two and
the last two blocks.

neurophysiological findings create a more nuanced
picture. For the adult group, a statistically significant
positivity was seen in the Pz region in response to the
presentation of the high-probability predictor, in the time
window 300 to 600 ms post onset, similar to a P300. This
ERP was observed during the last two blocks of trials
presented, but not during the first two blocks, suggesting
that, during the course of the experiment, the participants
implicitly learned the statistical patterns that governed the
occurrence of the target. Importantly, this P300 effect for
the high predictor stimuli was elicited even though the
three predictor types were perfectly equated in terms of
their overall frequency of occurrence. The P300 is an
index of target detection and evaluation (Van Zuijen et
al., 2006), and also has been elicited in other types of
implicit sequence learning and statistical learning tasks
(Baldwin & Kutas, 1997; Carrión & Bly, 2007; Rüsseler
et al., 2003).
The group of older children (ages nine to 12) also
displayed a learning-related P300 component but
appeared to differ from the adult group in the rate at
which it emerged. While the adults did not display any
evidence of a P300 in the first two blocks of trials, the
older children showed it even at this early stage in the
experiment. This result suggests that children at this age
are able to learn visual statistical sequential patterns given
less exposure to stimuli (i.e., fewer trials) than adults.
The ERP responses of the group of younger children
(ages six to nine) to the high-probability predictor showed
both similarities and differences compared to those of the
adults and the older children. Like both the adults and
older children, the younger children displayed a learningrelated P300 in the last two blocks. Unlike the older
children, the younger children did not show evidence (in
the form of a P300) that they had acquired this knowledge
during the first two blocks of trials. On the other hand,
there appears to be an N2 response to the high-probability
predictor even in the first two blocks of trials. The
amplitude of this early negativity is greater in the last two
blocks, and clearly distinguishes the response to the highprobability predictor from the responses to the zeroprobability and low-probability predictors.
This pattern of ERP responses suggests a complex
developmental progression in visual statistical learning
abilities. Children between the ages of roughly six to nine
appear to rely on a distinct cognitive learning mechanism
associated with the N2 component. Because the N2 is a
relatively early component, its elicitation may signify a
more automatic and implicit learning mechanism, which
builds up knowledge efficiently and quickly. In turn, the
P300, a relatively late latency component, emerges only
following additional exposure to the statistical patterns,
and may signify more consciously-mediated or controlled
processing mechanisms. After sufficient exposure to the
stimulus patterns, these younger children display both the
N2 and P300 responses to the high-probability predictor,

Figure 4: ERP waveforms in the Pz region for the younger child
group.

In the time window 300 to 600ms post-stimulus, the
3x2 ANOVA found a significant main effect for the
predictor (F(2, 1113) = 71.03, p < .001) and block (F(1,
674) = 26.96, p < .001), as well as for the interaction of
predictor x block (F(2, 1246) = 88.17, p < .001). The high
predictor was significantly different than both the low and
zero predictors in the last two blocks, but was not
different from the low predictor in the first two blocks
(t(674) = -1.38, p = .17), suggesting that the P300-like
component did not emerge until the end of the
experiment.
In sum, like the adults, a P300-like component was
found that did not fully emerge until the last two blocks of
the experiment. On the other hand, unlike the adults and
older children, the younger children also displayed an N2
response for the high predictor stimuli that was present
even very early in the experiment.

Discussion
In contrast to previous findings suggesting developmental
invariance or a steady developmental progression of
implicit
statistical
learning
abilities,
these
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Conclusion
This study investigated the development of the
neurocognitive mechanisms underlying visual statistical
learning. Whereas adults and older children relied
exclusively on a learning mechanism associated with the
P300 component, younger children relied primarily on an
N2-related component, perhaps reflecting that their
learning is more automatic and intuitive in nature. Even
more striking is that both groups of children displayed
neurophysiological evidence for learning earlier – i.e.,
after fewer trials – than the adults. This last effect may
indicate that the child’s brain is ‘primed’ to learn, despite
showing poor behavioral learning effects, and even may
be related to sensitive periods in language acquisition.
Future research must further explore the distinction
between the two types of learning mechanisms observed
here, and how the development of these abilities relate to
language and other cognitive learning domains.
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Abstract
Adaptive learning techniques have typically scheduled
practice using learners' accuracy and item presentation
history. We describe an adaptive learning system (Adaptive
Response Time Based Sequencing—ARTS) that uses both
accuracy and response time (RT) as direct inputs into
sequencing. Response times are used to assess learning
strength and to determine mastery, making both fluency and
accuracy goals of learning. ARTS optimizes spacing by
expanding item recurrence intervals as an inverse function of
RT. In Experiment 1, we compared ARTS to Atkinson’s
(1972) Markov model system using geography learning and
found substantially greater learning efficiency for ARTS. In
Experiment 2, we deployed the system in a real learning
setting. Third graders attending an online school mastered
basic multiplication facts in about two hours using ARTS,
outperforming a control group using standard instruction.
These results suggest that response time-based adaptive
learning has remarkable potential to enhance learning in
many domains.
Keywords: learning; adaptive learning; learning technology;
education; instruction and teaching; memory.

Introduction
Principles of learning and memory applied to instruction
might be powerfully amplified in their effects if, through
adaptive learning, they can be customized to the needs of
individual learners and tasks. Since pioneering work by
Atkinson and colleagues (e.g., Atkinson, 1972), various
adaptive learning schemes have been proposed (e.g., Pavlik
& Anderson, 2008; Wozniak & Gorzalanczyk, 1994). Most
systems require prior research to estimate model parameters
for particular domains and learners. Sequencing is usually
calculated by combining parameters, response accuracy and
presentation history in a learning session.
We have developed a novel adaptive learning system
(Adaptive Response Time Based Sequencing -- ARTS) that
uses response times along with accuracy as primary inputs
to govern adaptive sequencing in interactive learning. There
are two primary reasons to incorporate response times in
adaptive learning. First, considerable research indicates the
importance of spacing in learning (for a recent review, see
Pashler, Rohrer, Cepeda & Carpenter, 2007). When multiple
items, categories, or procedures are to be learned,

intervening intervals and/or items between presentations of
a given item in a learning session can greatly improve the
efficiency and durability of learning. Some important
benefits of spacing relate to changing spacing as learning
progresses. Using response times on interactive trials offers
a more direct indicator of learning, making them a useful
input into adaptive scheduling. Second, fluency itself is
often a goal of learning. Using response times to set and
meet learning criteria may offer important benefits for long
term retention and fluent use of knowledge in complex
problem solving situations.

Spacing and Adaptive Learning
One powerful spacing effect is that expanding intervals of
retrieval practice produce better learning, relative to fixed
intervals (Landauer & Bjork, 1978; Cull et al., 1996). Very
recent research provides evidence for a substantial
advantage of expanding the retrieval interval when material
is highly susceptible to forgetting or when intervening
material is processed between testing events (Storm, Bjork
& Storm, 2010), conditions that apply to many formal
learning situations.
Most explanations of the value of expanded retrieval
intervals, and other spacing principles, involve an
underlying notion of learning strength. Learning strength
can be thought of as a hypothetical construct related to
probability of successful recall on a future test. When a new
item is presented, learning strength may be low, but it
typically increases with additional learning trials. The value
of any new test trial varies with an item's learning strength.
Specifically, evidence suggests that difficulty of successful
retrieval is a crucial factor (Landauer & Bjork, 1978;
Karpicke & Roediger, 2007; Pyc & Rawson, 2009). Pyc &
Rawson (2009) labeled this idea the "retrieval effort
hypothesis": More difficult, but successful, retrievals are
more beneficial. They studied the relation of number of
successful retrievals to later memory performance, while
manipulating the difficulty of those retrievals via number of
intervening trials. Greater numbers of intervening trials led
to better retention. These investigators also found evidence
that, as had been suggested in other work, larger gaps
produced longer average response latencies (Pyc & Rawson,
2009), a finding consistent both with the idea that a larger
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gap affects an item's learning strength and with the idea that
learning strength is reflected in response times. One can
summarize many of these findings by saying that the best
time for a new presentation of an item is after the longest
possible interval at which retrieval will still succeed. The
idea is to stretch, but not snap, the retention interval.
Research on spacing has typically used fixed schedules,
either equal intervals of item recurrence or a fixed schedule
of increasing intervals. Yet different learners are likely to
have different learning strengths for different items at
different times, as well as differing rates of change in
learning strength. Fixed schedules of recurrence cannot
accommodate such variations, but adaptive learning
schemes can. Previous adaptive approaches have relied on
accuracy and trial history to predict learning strength, either
in a Markov model estimating transition probabilities
between different states of retention (e.g., Atkinson, 1972)
or more elaborate models of learning (Pavlik & Anderson,
2008; Wozniak & Gorzelanczyk, 1994). Pavlik & Anderson
(2008) reported strong learning results, better than with
Atkinson's (1972) approach, using a detailed cognitive
model of acquisition, based partially on ACT-R (Anderson
& Lebiere, 1998), using prior studies to acquire learning
parameters for individual items and comparable learners.
Deploying such an approach in real world learning settings
requires considerable up-front investment. Also, despite the
value of efforts to model the learning process in exact detail,
there are limits to the accuracy of any known a priori
model.
Variability among items, learners, and their
interactions is substantial, requiring ongoing adjustments to
the model,1 and specific additions (such as a way to
incorporate spacing effects) are needed to incorporate
phenomena not originally predicted by ACT-R (Pavlik &
Anderson, 2005, 2008).
Basing adaptive schemes on both accuracy and response
times offers a more direct way to assess learning strength
for individual learners and items in an ongoing manner. In
our system, retention intervals expand as an inverse function
of response time (for accurate responses), such that faster
responses automatically produce longer recurrence intervals.
Consistent with many studies and models, the approach
assumes that learning strength is reflected in response times
(Benjamin & Bjork, 1996; Karpicke & Roediger, 2007; Pyc
& Rawson, 2009).
A Response Time Based Adaptive Sequencing System
Consider a set of n items (facts, patterns, concepts,
procedures) to be learned. How can we implement learning
principles summarized above to optimize learning of the set
for the individual learner? We do so by applying principles
of learning to all learning items simultaneously in a priority
score system, in which all items are assigned scores

indicating the relative importance of that item appearing on
the next learning trial. Priority scores for each item are
updated after every trial, as a function of learner accuracy
and RTs,2 trials elapsed, and in view of predetermined
mastery criteria. Learning strength is assessed continuously
and in some implementations, cumulatively, from
performance data. The most straightforward version of our
sequencing algorithm chooses the highest priority item for
presentation on each learning trial. Adjustable parameters
allow flexible and concurrent implementation of several
principles of learning and memory. One important principle
is that the retention interval automatically increases for an
item as its learning strength grows.
In this report, we focus on item sequencing, although the
system can also be applied to procedural learning and to
perceptual or category learning, in which each presentation
of a category involves a novel instance (Kellman, Massey &
Son, 2010).
The sequencing algorithm is flexible; it may utilize any
equations relating elapsed time or trials, accuracy, and RT to
the priority for presentation of an item on a given learning
trial. When any particular function of these variables is
used, parameters may be adjusted to suit particular learning
contexts and even individual learners. We describe here a
characteristic priority score equation that allows
implementation of several key principles of learning and has
proven highly effective in our prior research. The Priority
Score for item i (Pi ) is given by:
Pi = a(Ni - D) [b(1 - α i) Log (RTi/r)+ α iW]
where:
Ni =
D =
a, b, r =
αi =
=
W =
RTi =

Priority scores are dynamically updated after each trial.
In many applications, initial priority scores are given to all
items, and an item’s score does not change until after it is
first selected for presentation. This establishes a baseline
priority for feeding in new items that may be balanced
against changing priorities for items already introduced.
Parameters may be set to favor recurrence of new items,
items already seen, or combinations of the two.
Rapid Reappearance of Missed Items. The system
ensures rapid re-presentation of items answered incorrectly
by the assignment of a high priority weighting increment
2

1

Because procedures for specifying these adjustments and
determining numerous other parameters of the model for a new
learning domain are not available in published work, we did not
implement and test the Pavlik & Anderson (2008) system here.

number of trials since item i was presented
enforced delay constant (trials)
weighting constants
0, if learning item was last answered correctly
1, if learning item was last answered incorrectly
priority increment for an error
response time on most recent presentation of
item i

Adaptive learning systems that schedule learning events based on
accuracy and speed of response are covered by US Patent
#7052277. All rights reserved. For information, contact
info@insightlearningtech.com.
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(W). The binary variable αi is used to activate one or the
other part of the equation, depending on whether the last
trial response was correct or not. If correct, αi is set to 0,
and priority becomes a function of RT. If incorrect, αi is set
to 1, and priority increment W applies to the item. With
ordinary parameter settings, the error increment W will
exceed all initial priority score assignments, as well as the
highest priority that may result from a slow, correct answer.
However, reappearance of missed items is still subject to
enforced delay (see below).
With typical parameter
settings, a missed item will tend to have highest priority,
once it passes the enforced delay.
Interleaving / Enforced Delay. To prevent presentation of
an item while its answer remains in working memory
(Karpicke & Roediger, 2007; Taylor & Rohrer, 2010), the
system is normally configured to prevent the presentation of
the same item on consecutive trials. The parameter Ni and
constant D determine the enforced delay, because (Ni – D)
is a global multiplier in the equation. A value of 2 is typical
for D, and Ni represents number of trials since last
presentation of item i. Thus, the overall priority of item i
will be negative on the trial immediately following the error
(because (Ni –D) = -1). On the next trial, the priority will be
0 (because (Ni – D) = 0). For both negative and zero values,
the priority for re-presentation of item i will be lower than
all learning items having positive priority values. From then
on, the priority for a missed item will be high, as its priority
increment W grows proportionally to the number of elapsed
trials since last presentation.
Dynamic Spacing Based on RT. The system can use
various functions of RT but typically produces large priority
weightings for slow, accurate responses, although not as
large as for missed items. In the exemplar priority equation:
For an item answered correctly, αi = 0, and the part of the
equation involving RT is activated. RTs for inaccurately
answered items are not considered meaningful. For correctly
answered items, a log function of RT is used, as differences
between long RTs (e.g., 20 and 30 sec) are probably not as
significant as differences between short RTs (e.g., 2 and 12
sec). In this arrangement, longer spacing between
presentations of an item arises automatically as the learner
gives faster (accurate) responses.
Retirement Criteria. Adaptive learning focuses a learner’s
effort where it is needed most. We use the term retirement
to describe removal of an item or category from the learning
set, based on attainment of learning criteria. Pyc & Rawson
(2007) called this "dropout" and found evidence that greater
learning efficiency can be achieved with this feature,
especially in highly demanding learning situations. In Exp.
1 below, the learner had to answer an item correctly and
under a criterion response time on three consecutive (widely
spaced) presentations to retire that item. Requiring several
consecutive, fast responses to an item automatically ensures
stretching of retention intervals. Thus, a retired item will
have been answered quickly and accurately several times
across long delays before being retired.

Our approach concurrently incorporates a number of
learning principles supported by recent research. The ARTS
system is built around short interactive trials, an approach
supported by considerable evidence indicating that
interactive “testing” trials, in which the learner makes a
response, are highly effective in learning, moreso than
passive presentations or “study” trials (Carpenter, Pashler,
Wixted & Vul, 2008; Karpicke & Blunt, 2011). The use of
systematic mastery criteria, including speed, assures both
comprehensiveness and fluency in learning. As cognitive
load is an important limiting factor in learning (Chandler &
Sweller, 1991), it is important that items that are
foundations for later learning be mastered to a reasonable
degree of fluency. Finally, the rich stream of performance
data accumulated by the ARTS system enables continuous
assessment by instructors, and also provides several forms
of learner-directed feedback, which can support specific
increments in learning and sustain motivation.

Exp. 1 Comparing Adaptive Learning Systems
In Experiment 1, we compared ARTS to Atkinson’s (1972)
system, a classic in the literature on adaptive learning, and a
benchmark against which other systems have been
compared (e.g., Pavlik & Anderson, 2008). Atkinson's
system was based on a Markov model tracking strength of
learning items. Presentations were chosen as a function of
probabilities of transitioning between three hypothetical
learning states -- unlearned, temporarily learned or
permanently learned. The algorithm attempted to select
items that would have the highest probability of moving
from an unlearned or temporarily learned state into the
permanently learned state if tested and studied on the next
trial. Previous learning data were analyzed to determine the
model’s initial parameters, including learning and forgetting
rates and prior knowledge. Atkinson successfully used his
model to improve learning of German-English vocabulary
pairs (and used related systems in a variety of domains; for a
review, see Atkinson, 1976). Performance, as measured by
recall on a delayed post-test, was superior to random
presentation. In the present experiment, we compared the
ARTS system with a version of the Atkinson model using
material that consisted of names and locations of countries
on a map of Africa. To implement the Atkinson condition,
item parameters were estimated using data from a previous
experiment, in a manner similar to that in Atkinson (1972).
No prior information was required for implementation of the
ARTS system.

Method
50 undergraduates, participating for course credit, were
randomly assigned to two learning conditions. One group
received training using ARTS. The other group received
training using the Atkinson scheduling algorithm. Each
group of subjects took a pre-test in which they were asked to
identify 24 countries on a map of Africa. We used countries
whose location was relatively unfamiliar (e.g., Djibouti, but
not Egypt). On each trial, a country was highlighted on the
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map, and participants were asked to choose its name from a
list of 24 country names. Countries were presented
individually and no feedback was given.
The training task was identical to the pre-test, except that
participants received feedback on each trial and item
selection was governed by one of the two algorithms. In the
ARTS condition, participants were trained until they had
reached a learning criterion (responding correctly for each
item three times in a row under 10 sec per item). Individual
countries were removed from the learning set when
retirement criteria were reached. The Atkinson system has
no prescribed stopping point; we ended learning sessions
after 45 minutes or a 234 trial cut-off, whichever came first.
The end point was determined from pilot testing, where 234
trials was a number of trials in which more than half of
participants in the ARTS condition retired all items.
Immediately after training, participants were given a posttest that was identical to the pre-test, but with countries in
random order. One week later, participants returned to
complete an identical delayed post-test. The entire first
session took no longer than 1 hour. The experiment was run
twice. The two versions were identical except that they were
run on separate computers. In the first version, we
discovered that the computer was introducing a delay of a
few seconds between trials for the Atkinson condition. We
carried out a new version with this problem eliminated.
Patterns of results were indistinguishable in the two versions
of the experiment, so they have been combined for this
analysis.

Results
We express our primary results in terms of learning
efficiency—post-test gains in accuracy divided by the
number of learning trials invested. Adaptive response-time
based sequencing produced substantially greater efficiency
(53.4% greater) than the Atkinson system (Figure 1).
Statistical analyses showed that efficiency was reliably
higher for the ARTS condition (M=0.132) than for the
Atkinson algorithm condition (M=0.086), (t(48)= 4.33,
p<0.001). Post-test accuracy considered apart from learning
trials invested was also reliably higher in the ARTS
condition (M=0.827 vs. 0.732), (t(48)=2.39, p=0.021). A
different way to view the results is to consider efficiency
based on total time rather than trials invested (Pavlik &
Anderson, 2008). Time-based efficiency (items learned per
minute of training) is shown in Figure 2. In the immediate
post-test, time-based efficiency for ARTS was 79% greater
than in the Atkinson condition (M=0.964 for ARTS vs.
0.539 for Atkinson; t(30)=4.50, p<0.001). Values for timebased efficiency for the Atkinson condition were taken only
from the subset of participants who ran on computers that
were not affected by a calculation delay that added space
between trials.
We carried out a separate analysis of the 1-week delayed
post-test, as not every subject was tested at a delay.
Participants who completed the delayed posttest (41 of 50)
were included. For trial-based efficiencies, an ANOVA

with factors of condition and phase showed a reliable effect
of condition (F(1,37) = 17.6, p< 0.001), but no interaction
(F(1,37) = 0.811, p=0.371). Efficiency for ARTS was 48%
greater than the Atkinson algorithm on the delayed test, and
the two conditions differed reliably (M=0.092 vs. M=0.062
respectively; t(39)=2.09, p=0.043). For time-based
efficiencies, reliable differences were found between ARTS
and Atkinson algorithms across tests (F(1,37)=17.6,
p<0.001), with no interaction (F(1,37)=0.81, p=0.370; see
Figure 2). At delayed test, the ARTS algorithm showed an
89% advantage in time-based efficiency (0.662 vs. 0.35,
t(30) = 2.78, p=0.009). Response times improved from
pretest to posttest but the improvement did not vary by
condition.

Discussion
These results suggest that adaptive sequencing based on
response times and accuracy can produce substantial
enhancements in learning relative to other methods. The
ARTS system was 54% more efficient on immediate posttest based on trials and 76% more efficient based on time
than the Atkinson (1972) approach, and these differences
were equally evident on delayed post-test. The Atkinson
condition tested in this study has been shown in prior work
to offer substantial improvement over random schedules of
presentation (Atkinson, 1972), so we might infer that the
ARTS system would outperform random schedules
substantially, a prediction confirmed in other work
(Kellman, Zucker & Massey, 2007).
The systems tested here differed in their prior assumptions
and overall complexity. The Atkinson model, as with
model-based systems in general (e.g., Pavlik & Anderson,
2008) requires pre-programming of learning parameters

Figure 1: Efficiency for ARTS and Atkinson
scheduling algorithms at immediate and delayed posttest. Efficiency equals improvement in number of
post-test items answered correctly per trial of training.
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Figure 2: Time-based efficiency by test phase and
scheduling algorithm. Efficiency here indicates
items learned per unit time (minutes) as shown by
the immediate and delayed post-tests.
based on data obtained from a prior learning experiment.
With ARTS, no prior study is needed to apply the system to
new domains or learners. Use of response times in
interactive learning provides a more direct and up-to-date
indication of learning strength as input to a sequencing
algorithm.

Exp. 2 Applying ARTS to Elementary
Mathematics Learning
Studying adaptive learning in genuine learning settings is
crucial but has been less common than laboratory studies.
One kind of challenge in real-world learning contexts is the
need to do prior studies to estimate parameters in modelbased systems. Another kind of challenge may be issues of
diverse users, motivation, and learning materials. Students
engaged in school learning may be motivated differently
from paid adult subjects (as in Pavlik & Anderson, 2008),
and it would be valuable to extend beyond the foreign
language vocabulary used in most previous studies.
To explore these issues, we tested ARTS in a
collaborative project with an online learning company that
runs online charter schools in many states. We focused on
third graders’ learning of basic multiplication facts.
Although memorization of basic math facts is one of the
least appealing parts of learning in mathematics, it is a
crucial foundation for later work and success in math
(NCTM, 2006). Adaptive sequencing technology, we
believe, can provide a highly efficient way to ensure
comprehensive learning of math facts.

Method
We developed Best Basic Math™, an adaptive program for
elementary math, and we designed a study to focus on the
learning of basic multiplication facts up to 12 x 12.

Specifically, 3rd grade students (n=72) in an online school
in Pennsylvania logged in from home over a number of
sessions in one of two conditions. Both received a pretest
and posttest of 30 multiplication problems. Assessments and
the learning module were web-delivered. In the treatment
group (n=41), the module retained each participant's
progress and current place in the learning phase across
different days, and each participant's learning continued
until all problems had been retired, where retirement
entailed answering 4 out of the previous 5 presentations of
an item correctly in less than 6.5 sec. These criteria ensured
that several presentations would be widely spaced by the
time any item was retired. Response time and accuracy were
recorded and used in adaptive sequencing, as well as to
determine item retirement. Feedback was given on each trial
and also for 10-trial blocks. Overall progress toward
completion was indicated at the bottom of the screen using
mastery strips. For the control group (n=31), standard math
lessons including multiplication content were presented as
usual in the daily online sessions.

Results
For the ARTS condition, learning basic multiplication
through 12 x 12 took on average 123.5 minutes (median =
109.8 min) before learning criteria were reached. Given that
we were most interested in learners who had not already
mastered most of this content, a primary analysis involved
those students (n=28) who began with ≤ 80% accuracy on
the pretest (mean pretest accuracy = 49%; mean RT = 12.6
sec per problem). Posttest scores averaged 83% accuracy
and 8.3 sec per problem, gains of 69% for accuracy and
34% in fluency. Pretest to post-test gains were highly
reliable for accuracy, t(27) = 10.43, p < .001, and RT, t(27)
= 5.29, p < .001. Effect sizes (Cohen’s d) were 2.0
(accuracy) and 1.53 (RT). The online learning company's
researchers compared treatment students (n=41) with
control students (n=31) who had standard assigned lessons
for the same period. Groups were matched for prior
performance on standardized tests. Gains of accuracy and
speed for the ARTS group were highly reliable relative to
the control group, p < .01. Effect sizes for treatment vs.
control were .49 for accuracy and 1.29 for fluency. (These
latter analyses did not exclude learners who were at or near
ceiling on accuracy in the pretest.)

General Discussion
The studies reported here indicate that the ARTS system
makes several contributions to improving the state of the art
in technology-based adaptive learning systems. Specifically,
in comparison to another well-known adaptive system
(Atkinson, 1972), incorporating response time as a dynamic,
real-time input to learning algorithms designed to
implement established laws of learning and memory
significantly improves the efficiency of learning. Strong
learning gains were obtained in both a laboratory setting
with adult learners as well as an on-line school setting with
young elementary students.
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The continuous stream of performance data (accuracy and
speed) used in this adaptive system offers other important
benefits to learning. One is the comprehensiveness of
learning, based on tracking all items or categories to be
learned and leading each learner to mastery criteria. In
Experiment 2, about two hours of learning was sufficient to
give 3rd graders reasonably complete knowledge of
multiplication through 12 x 12. Although we did not study
it directly here, another benefit is the use of response times
in learning criteria as a means of producing fluency in
learning. Finally, the rich data used by the ARTS system
offers unusually rich opportunities for formative assessment
and diagnosis of learning hurdles for both individuals and
groups.
While the studies reported here have focused on
sequencing meaningful factual items in mathematics and
geography, the adaptive system can also be applied to other
types of content, such as perceptual, category, or procedural
learning. In other research, we have used adaptive
algorithms to enhance pattern learning and structure
extraction in high-level conceptual domains (e.g., Kellman,
Massey & Son, 2010). Further, the embodiment of the
adaptive system in learning technology that can be deployed
without conducting prior studies to set parameters supports
its potential for cost-effective application in a great variety
of domains and learning settings, such as professional
training in medicine, aviation, and chemistry; distance
learning; and learning in K-12 schools and universities.
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Abstract

such sentences are likely to describe events which have properties of physical causation: motion, contact, exertion of
force, and causation (Kako, 1998).

Young children learn about causal structure not only from observation, but also from the language they hear. Two novelverb studies show that preschoolers expect transitive sentences
like ‘Sarah broke the lamp’ to express relationships between
cause and effect. Previous work has conflated causation with
other semantic features, presenting children with coarse contrasts between scenes varying on multiple dimensions. The
current studies used minimal-pair scenes that varied on a single causally-relevant feature, the spatiotemporal contiguity between action and outcome. Preschoolers were more likely
to produce transitive descriptions (She wugged it) to describe
causal versions of events. They also reliably selected causal
versions when asked to find where she wugged [it]. Transitive
syntax thus provides children with a rich source of evidence
about the verbs they learn and the events they encounter in the
world.

Keywords: Language acquisition; Causality; Argument
structure

Introduction
Information about causal relationships is embedded in the
structure of the language that young children hear every day.
In addition to explicitly causal constructions like ‘The hammer made the lamp break’, children hear many transitive sentences like ‘Sarah broke the lamp.’ Although these sentences
are argued to express causation in adult grammars (in contrast to intransitive sentences like ‘The lamp broke’, Levin &
Rappaport-Hovav 2005), causal transitive sentences are syntactically identical to noncausal transitives like ‘Sarah sees
the lamp’ and ‘Sarah resembles her sister.’ Thus, transitive
syntax does not provide a deterministic cue to causal structure.
Despite this variation, there are several reasons to believe
that adults and children have a bias to interpret transitive sentences causally. First, across languages, verbs of direct external causation are consistently expressed with transitives,
whereas the encoding of noncausal verbs is more variable.
For instance, in Russian sentences like ‘The supervisor manages the department’ must be expressed in a non-transitive
sentence (‘The supervisor manages over the department’;
Levin & Rappaport-Hovav, 2005). Second, when adults are
asked to guess the meaning of ‘jabberwocky’ transitive sentences like ‘The glob blebbed the meemor,’ they report that

Critically, young children also show signs of this bias:
they make and accept transitive overregularizations (‘The rabbit disappeared’ → *‘The magician disappeared the rabbit’)
more readily with verbs that describe a (caused) change of
state or motion (Ambridge, Pine, Rowland & Young, 2008;
Pinker, 1989). Even children as young as 28 months prefer
to associate a new transitive sentence with an event involving
causation (e.g., break) rather than one that simply involves
contact (e.g., touch; Naigles, 1996). This suggests that there
may be early links between causal semantics and transitive
syntax.
In the present studies, we explore whether 3- and 4-yearold children’s expectations about novel transitive sentences
are specifically sensitive to causality. To do this, we control
other event features and vary only a single dimension that
is relevant to causal relationships, namely the presence or absence of a spatiotemporal gap between an agent’s action and a
physical outcome. In nonlinguistic tasks, we know that even
young infants are sensitive to spatiotemporal cues in distinguishing causal and noncausal events (Leslie & Keeble, 1987;
Muentener & Carey, 2010). These abilities allow children to
learn about the world and design effective interventions on
causal processes.
However, although children learn a great deal about the
world around them through the testimony of others (Harris
& Koenig, 2006), relatively little is known about how children map causal relationships into language. This is surprising, given that testimony about causal properties can make
a significant difference to children’s understanding of causal
events. Children shift from perceptually-based to causallybased categorization if causal language is used to describe
objects (Nazzi & Gopnik, 2000; Nazzi & Gopnik, 2001),
preschoolers explore perceptually identical objects with disparate causal properties more if the objects share a common
label (Schulz, Standing, & Bonawitz, 2008), and 2-year olds
who have learned that event A predicts event B only intervene on A to try to cause B if the events are described with
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causal language (Bonawitz, Ferranti, Saxe, Gopnik, Meltzoff,
Woodward, & Schulz, 2010.) Nonetheless, little is known
about the relationship between children’s perception of observed causal events and the specific linguistic structures used
to describe them. In particular, we do not yet know either whether children selectively produce transitive sentences
to describe scenes where agent and outcome subevents respect spatiotemporal contiguity. Conversely, we do not know
whether children selectively expect transitive verbs to refer to
causal events.
Children’s ability to produce novel verbs in new sentence
frames has often been considered the strongest form of evidence that they understand abstract syntactic representations
(Tomasello, 2000). However, few production studies have explored what it is that children know about the meanings of
these syntactic structures. Instead, they have focused on the
presence (or absence) of creative verb use at particular ages.
By and large, these studies have not explored the semantic
features that children expect with different sentence types,
simply providing event types that were sufficiently appropriate for the target generalization. Only two studies (Brooks
& Tomasello, 1999; Kline & Demuth, 2008) have looked
at how semantic content affects children’s syntactic generalization. However, these studies compared children’s production of novel sentences for events that differed in many ways
(e.g., a puppet dusting a toy boot versus poking it to make it
squeak), rather than systematically varying specific event features. These results thus point to semantic sensitivity in children’s representations, but cannot make strong claims about
the semantic content of these representations. This represents
a significant gap in the literature, because the specific generalizations that children make can provide unique insight into
how they license and restrict particular syntactic structures
based on the evidence they observe.
The preferential-looking methodology used in the Naigles
(1996) study has been a key paradigm used to reveal what
young children know about transitive syntax. In these studies, young children hear a novel verb in a particular construction (e.g., She wugged him) while looking at two contrasting
events. The children’s preference for one scene over another
is taken as evidence for (a) the presence of an abstract syntactic representation flexible enough to guide expectations about
a new verb and (b) a connection between the syntactic construction they hear and the type of scene that they choose.
However, these studies have pitted prototypically transitive
events (e.g., a girl making a boy bend at the waist) against
prototypically intransitive events (e.g., a boy and girl each
waving their own arms), giving children a coarse and multidimensional contrast between scenes. This line of work thus
cannot make strong claims about the semantic content of children’s expectations about transitive sentences, because causation has been systematically conflated with other semantic features such as whether the participants have differing
roles in the event. The experiments presented here take a
different approach, providing minimal-pair contrasts in or-

der to explore a specific semantic property, causation, which
may guide young children’s expectations about transitive sentences.
Experiment 1 looks at the production of transitive sentences. As Fisher (2002) and others have pointed out, children should not assume that all new verbs can appear in all
sentence frames, because in the adult grammar there are semantic restrictions on these constructions. The generalizations they do make can thus reveal the expectations that they
have about the semantics of particular constructions. Here we
ask whether children attend to causal structure (as indexed
by the spatiotemporal configuration of action and outcome
subevents) when making transitive generalizations. In this experiment, children saw one of two versions of several novel
events, which were described with an intransitive sentence
(e.g., The round thing is wugging.) In the causal versions of
the events, a puppet entered the scene and contacted an object
which immediately lit up or played a sound. The noncausal
‘gap’ events were identical except that the puppet stopped before reaching the object, there was a short pause, and then the
effect occurred (apparently spontaneously.) Children were
asked: What’s [the puppet] gonna do with that thing? If
children believe a transitive verb can be used to describe the
target scene, the prompt invites a transitive response:(She’s
gonna wug it!)
Experiment 2 examines the comprehension of transitive
structures, which is especially important for understanding
how children learn about events from others. Children were
shown two possible referents, a causal and noncausal version of events like those in Experiment 1. Each was initially
described with intransitive sentences. Children then heard
a transitive prompt (Find the movie where she wugged the
round thing or Find the movie where she didn’t wug the round
thing) and had to choose one of the two scenes. If preschoolers believe that transitive syntax is preferentially used to refer
to causal events, they should choose the appropriate picture
for each prompt.

Experiment 1
By comparing the use of transitive descriptions by children
who saw either the causal or noncausal version of a particular
event, we can learn whether they believe this difference to be
relevant for the syntactic privileges of a novel verb. Based
on previous studies, we expected 3- and 4-year-old children
would be able to use novel verbs creatively when prompted
to do so (e.g., What’s she gonna do with that thing?) This
prompt invites a transitive response (She’s gonna wug it) if
children understand the association between causal events
and transitive syntax, and believe that they are describing a
causal event.
Note that children have a number of other options for responding: they could simply repeat the verb exactly as they
had learned it (It’s gonna wug),they could use another noncausal description of the event (She’s gonna fly down and
touch it) or they could produce serial structure that leaves
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the causal relationship ambiguous (She’s gonna fly down and
then it’s gonna wug.) With discourse pressure, and other features of the event held constant, we predicted that children
would be more likely to generate transitive descriptions to describe spatiotemporally contiguous causal events than to describe closely matched ‘gap’ events. This pattern of results
would be consistent with patterns in adult language and with
children’s patterns of generalization with known verbs.

Methods
Participants Preschoolers were recruited from a local children’s museum (n=24, mean age: 3;11, range 3;0-4;10, 12
girls). The experimental procedure required children to make
multiple verbal responses during every trial, a task which was
challenging for shy children. Participants were replaced if
they failed to produce any sentences with novel verbs in response to test prompts (n=9). Seven additional children were
replaced due to failure to speak at all during the experiment,
and two for refusal to complete the test session. All children
received a sticker and award certificate for their participation
at the end of the session.

Results

Materials Four novel apparatuses were constructed to
show a variety of novel sound/light emission events. All
events were initiated by one of two agents, boy and girl puppets held by the experimenter. Causal and noncausal versions
(differing only in the spatiotemporal relationship between action and outcome subevents) were created for four different
novel events. This yielded a total of eight possible events.
The causal version of each event is described below. The noncausal meeking, wugging, and gorping events were identical
to the causal versions except for a roughly 10-15 cm gap and
1 second pause between the puppet’s final position and the
toy activating. In the noncausal version of the pilking event, a
wall on the ramp prevented the ball from reaching the target.
Meeking: Puppet reaches both hands out to touch blinking
fiber-optic wand.
Wugging: Puppet wiggles down to contact round globe,
which lights up and spins.
Gorping: Puppet hops over and lands on a toy which
squeaks.
Pilking: Puppet places ball on ramp, which rolls down to
hit a donut shape which ‘boings.’
Videos of all stimuli are available at http://web.mit.edu/
mekline/www/.
Procedure Children were introduced to ‘my friend Sarah’,
a puppet who liked to say silly words. Children were
prompted to repeat two novel words (zorb, gliffit) to prepare
them for the test session. They were then introduced to the
second puppet (Joey) in the same manner. Each participant
saw one version of each of the four events, with causal and
noncausal events alternating. Event version and order of presentation was counterbalanced across children. Children received the same linguistic and event exposure for each trial.
Children watched the action (enacted with Sarah as the agent)

three times, with the following description:
When this happens, that’s called wugging.
Let’s watch again, because the round thing is gonna wug.
Whoa, it’s wugging!
Now Sarah’s gonna have one more turn.
[Prompt 1]: Can you tell me what she’s gonna do with that
thing?
[Prompt 2]:What’s gonna happen?
If children didn’t respond to prompts 1-2, they were reminded of the name of the event and prompted again to describe the event:
[Prompt 3]: ‘When this happens it’s called wugging. So,
can you tell me what she’s gonna do with that thing?’
Finally, the second puppet was introduced and the entire
elicitation procedure (Now Joey’s gonna have a turn...) was
repeated.

The primary measure of interest was the rate at which children produced novel transitive sentences during causal versus noncausal event trials. We hypothesized that children
would be more likely to make transitive generalizations when
they heard a novel verb paired with a causal event than when
they saw the corresponding noncausal event. Sentences were
coded as transitive as long as they contained at least the verb
and a direct object (e.g., What’s Sarah gonna do with that
thing? Wug it.)
Children produced transitive sentences on significantly
more causal than noncausal trials (Wilcox signed rank test,
p = 0.0317; Mcausal = 1.2/2, Mnoncausal = 0.83/2). Moreover, children produced transitive sentences readily to describe the causal events, but often required all three prompts
in response to the noncausal events. Thus the difference between conditions is even more evident when transitive productions generated after the third and final prompt are excluded (Wilcox signed rank test, p = 0.0034; Mcausal =
0.83/2, Mnoncausal = 0.29/2).
The number of trials on which children produced any sentence (of at least two words) with the target verb was also significantly different between conditions (Wilcox signed rank
test, p = 0.039; Mcausal = 1.67/2, Mnoncausal = 1.38/2) Given
that the prompt (What’s she gonna do with that thing?) cued
the transitive, the fact that sentences were produced on fewer
noncausal trials may be due to the increased difficulty of generating an alternative response to the prompt if the child does
not believe a transitive sentence is possible in noncausal contexts.
Finally, there was a significant effect of age (3- vs. 4-yearolds, Fisher’s exact test, p = 0.041): 4 year olds produced
more transitive sentences than three year olds on both causal
(83% vs 50% producing at least one transitive sentence) and
noncausal trials (41% vs 8%).

Discussion
These results show that 3- and 4-year-old children are more
likely to generalize a novel verb from the intransitive (The
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round thing is wugging) to the transitive (She wugged the
round thing) when they are describing a causal event than
when they are describing a matched version of the same event
that changes the spatiotemporal contiguity and thus the causal
structure of the event. This indicates an adultlike restriction
on the types of scenes that can be described with transitive
sentences: a lamp can break in many ways, but it is only
proper to say that Sarah broke the lamp if she caused the effect.
In addition to influencing how children talk about different
events, biases about the meanings of syntactic structures can
guide language acquisition. If children believe that transitive
sentences express causal meaning, then just hearing a verb in
that context is significant: the syntactic information can influence how they interpret the meaning of that verb. Experiment
2 asks what expectations children have about events that are
referred to with transitive sentences.

Experiment 2
Toddlers as young as 20 months can show preferences about
what the verbs might mean based on the syntactic structure
of sentences they appear in (see Fisher, 2002, for a review.)
However, the relevant studies have provided children with
coarse contrasts between events differing on multiple dimensions (e.g., a girl making a boy bend at the waist vs. a boy and
girl each waving their own arms). Information about causal
relationships has thus been conflated with the many other differences between these scenes.
Experiment 2 presents a first attempt to investigate how
children’s scene preferences following a transitive sentence
are affected when only a single aspect of the event structure, spatiotemporal contiguity, is varied. As with Experiment 1, spatiotemporal contiguity between action and outcome subevents was taken as an index of causality. Previous
research has already established that children use spatiotemporal cues to distinguish causal and noncausal events beginning in infancy. What is at issue here is whether this distinction is relevant to how they interpret the meaning of transitive
constructions.
As in Experiment 1, the events in this study were minimal
pairs: scenes were identical to each other save for the spatiotemporal relationship between the agent’s action and the
physical outcome. If children expect transitive sentences to
refer to causal scenes in particular, then when they hear transitive sentences like ‘Sarah wugged the round thing’, they
should choose causal scenes over noncausal ‘gap’ variants.
However, if children have not yet converged on causality as
a preferred interpretation of the transitive (e.g., if they are
sensitive only to the coarser scene contrasts that have been
tested in previous studies), then children might choose between events randomly.
Finally, to control for the possibility that children might
select the causal events simply because they might be more
salient than the noncausal events, we also asked children to
identify scenes in which the puppet (didn’t wug the round

thing), with questions presented in random order.

Methods
Participants Preschoolers were recruited from a local children’s museum (n=24 mean age: 3;11, range 3;0-4;9, 12
girls). Participants were replaced if they were unable to reach
criteria on the pretest training (n=3.) Five additional children
were replaced due to refusal to participate or parental interference. All children received a sticker and award certificate
for their participation at the end of the session.
Materials Videotaped causal and noncausal versions of the
four events used in Experiment 1 were created. Slight alterations were made to the meek event because a few children
in Experiment 1 made comments suggesting they viewed the
noncausal event as causal; in the new version the puppet activated the toy by bending over and placing her head on the
box (noncausal: on the ground next to the box) rather than
reaching with both hands. Two new events were also created
(for a total of 6 base events), both involving a caused-motion
interaction:
Fooping: Puppet contacts balanced blue wedge, which tips
over and swings.
Zigging: Puppet slides over and makes white ‘accordion’
rectangle pop up.
Noncausal versions were identical but included a roughly
10-15 cm gap and 1 second pause between the puppet’s final
position and the activating toy. In all videos, the event was
played through three times, ending on a still shot showing
the result and the final position of the puppet. Videos varied
between 4.5 and 8 seconds in total length, with no more than a
1 second length difference between the causal and noncausal
version of the same event.
Video stimuli were presented on a 17-inch laptop, using
the Psychtoolbox extensions of Matlab (Brainard, 1997). An
additional apparatus was used during the introduction, consisting of an open-backed box with a toy helicopter on top
that could be covertly activated.
Procedure Each session consisted of an introduction/training, a pretest and the main test 1 . During the
introduction, children were (as in Experiment 1) introduced
to ‘my friend Sarah’, a puppet who liked to say silly words.
Children were prompted to repeat two novel words (zorb,
gliffit) to prepare them for the test session. After this the
experimenter showed them the helicopter apparatus, demonstrating that ‘Sometimes, Sarah puts her hand here [on top
of the box] and makes it go...But sometimes, it just happens
on its own, because there’s a battery inside.’ Children were
then prompted to activate the toy, and shown again that
1 Pilot

testing with 3- and 4-year-olds revealed that children had
difficulty picking out movies ‘where Sarah made it happen’ without training. This may be because of differences in their experience
for how events come about in real life versus television. In order
to ensure that children understood the videos used in this study, we
included a training/pretest using no novel verbs in which children
learned that sometimes Sarah touched and activated objects, and
sometimes they activated spontaneously.
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it could activate spontaneously. Then the experimenter
prepared children for the rest of the session by explaining
that in the movies they would see, ‘Sometimes, Sarah makes
something happen. Like this, when they’re touching. And
sometimes they don’t touch and it just happens on its own,
because there’s a battery inside.’ Note that children never
heard causal (or noncausal) events described with transitive
sentences such as ‘Sarah’s touching the box.’
In the pretest, children heard no novel verbs, but simply
had to identify both whether a puppet and an apparatus were
touching and whether Sarah made the event happen. This allowed us to determine if children understood the videos they
were seeing. Children saw both the noncausal and causal versions of one of the sound emission events (version and side
presentation counterbalanced.) During these videos, children
heard neutral language directing their attention to the video
(Look over here!...Whoa, look at that!) For each video, children were asked if ‘Sarah and that thing [are] touching?...So,
did Sarah make that happen or did it just happen on its own?’
After seeing both versions, children made two forcedchoice decisions, identifying where Sarah and the object were
touching, and where Sarah made the event happen. Positive and negative versions of these questions were counterbalanced. The pretest procedure was then repeated with the second sound-emission event. Children who could not provide
correct answers to 3 out of the 4 total forced-choice questions
in the pretest were not included in the analysis. Three children were replaced for this reason.
For the main test, children saw one trial for each of four
events (Wugging, Meeking, Fooping, and Zigging). In each
trial, children saw the causal version of the event on one side
of the screen, and the noncausal version on the other. The
trial order, as well as version and side presentation for each
trial, was randomized for each child.
With each version, children heard the same description, using the novel verb in intransitive sentences:
Look over here!
The tall thing is meeking, it’s meeking.
Whoa! Watch one more time, it’s gonna meek...Wow!
Children were reminded that ‘In one movie Sarah made it
happen, and in one movie she didn’t.’ They saw each event
a final time, and then the final freeze-frames for both movies
were presented. Children heard two test prompts (positiveCan you find the movie where she meeked the round thing?;
negative - Can you find the movie where she didn’t meek the
round thing?); with order randomized across trials. As a manipulation check children were finally asked to identify ‘the
movie where they’re touching.’

Results
The dependent measure of interest was how often children
chose the causal or noncausal version of each event in response to the prompt. We predicted that children would
choose the causal version of the event when asked to ‘find
where she wugged the round thing’ (a positive transitive
prompt.) Note that this kind of sentence should suggest a

causal referent only if children know that a transitive sentence is likely to refer to this kind of scene. Children saw
four trials; their performance was converted to a score between 0 and 4 reflecting the number of trials on which they
chose the causal scene. The distribution of these scores was
significantly above chance performance (Wilcox signed rank
test, p = 0.00014; 3.08/4 mean causal choices); no children
chose fewer than two causal scenes in response to a positive
prompt.
To show that these choices did not result simply from a
global preference for the causal movies, children’s responses
to negative prompts (Can you find the movie where she
didn’t wug the round thing?) were also analyzed. For these
prompts, children’s causal choice scores were significantly
below chance (Wilcox signed rank test, p = 0.00020, 0.88/4
mean causal choices); no children chose more than two causal
scenes in response to a negative prompt. There was no significant difference between the performances of 3 and 4 year
olds (Mann-Whitney U, Positive prompt: p = 0.11; Negative
prompt: p = 0.21).
A manipulation check confirmed that children were successfully identifying the scenes where the puppet and the object were touching; children identified the correct movie at
a rate significantly above chance (Wilcox signed rank test,
p = 0.0014; 3.04/4 mean correct choices.)

Discussion
3- and 4-year-olds identified the correct versions of matched
events in this study: ‘Sarah wugged the round thing’ led
to causal choices, while ‘Sarah didn’t wug the round thing’
led to noncausal choices, even though no transitive sentences
were previously modeled during the experiment. Note that
children could not simply attend to the words ‘Sarah’s not’ to
make this choice, because the puppet made the same motions
in both versions of each event. Children were just as successful with the positive prompt, indicating that they did not need
to rely on a simple lexical cue to correctly choose a scene.
Unlike previous studies of this kind, all properties of the
causal and noncausal videos (other than spatiotemporal contiguity) were matched: the participants, the action performed
by the agent, and the physical outcome were identical in both
versions. This work shows that children are sensitive to the
causal structure of events, and not only to coarser contrasts
between event types such as the number of active participants.

General Discussion
Across both a production and a comprehension task, 3- and
4-year-olds were found to be sensitive to causal structure in
deciding how to interpret and use novel verbs. In Experiment
1, they were more likely to produce a novel transitive sentence like Sarah wugged the round thing when they had seen
a causal scene versus a matched noncausal ‘gap’ event. In Experiment 2, they were more likely to choose the causal scene
when asked to ‘find the movie where Sarah wugged the round
thing’, and to choose the noncausal scene when asked to ‘find
where she didn’t wug the round thing.’ These results show
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that causal relationships, as indicated by spatiotemporal contiguity, are important for children’s expectations about transitive sentences. 3- and 4-year-olds understand that a scene
showing a causal relationship between action and outcome
subevents is more appropriately described with transitive syntax than a very similar one which does not show the same
causal relationship. This ability is critical both for constraining children’s creative language use and for guiding their understanding of the verbs they learn.
Extensive previous research has established that children
understand a great deal about causal relationships by the
time they are three years old. However, the present work is
novel in showing that beyond recognizing causal and noncausal scenes, children are able to map these different types
of events onto linguistic structures, producing and comprehending transitive syntax in a way that reflects a bias to associate them with causal scenes. From the perspective of children’s syntactic development, the present work moves away
from demonstrations that syntactic structure can influence
children’s choice between two scenes varying on multiple dimensions. Instead, these experiments target the semantic content of children’s representations: a single manipulation that
alters the causal structure of an event also alters preschoolers’
syntactic expectations about a verb describing that event.
In the present studies, causality was operationalized
by spatiotemporal contiguity between action and outcome
subevents. Future work will need to address whether children
also map transitive sentences to events with other causal cues,
such as the presence of an intentional agent or the conditional
dependence between the action and the outcome.
This work also provides a strong foundation for studying
how younger children learn to associate transitive structures
with particular types of events in the world. The forcedchoice comprehension study in particular parallels lookingtime studies run with children as young as 20 months old.
Thus this technique could be used to study how associations
between transitive sentences and causal events develop. In
addition, ongoing work will address whether young children
can use these expectations about transitive syntax to perform
syntactic bootstrapping (Gleitman, 1990), using the sentence
frame they hear to determine which of two distinct events
(with counterbalanced causal and noncausal versions) is the
more likely referent for a new verb.
Language is an important channel through which children
learn from others. Knowing when and how children expect
transitive syntax to describe causal events is critical for understanding both how they learn to use language in an adultlike way, and how they learn about causal relationships from
the people around them.
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Abstract
Previous research has shown that infants can acquire a “shape
bias” in word learning when presented with labels that are
perfectly correlated with object shape. However, little
research examines whether children can acquire a non-shape
word learning bias. Research on inducing this bias can help
inform the origins of the shape bias. In our experiment, 3
year-old children successfully acquired a new bias even with
relatively few objects and a short training session, illustrating
the relevance of the overhypothesis formation account in
explaining the acquisition of early inductive constraints.
Keywords: shape bias; overhypothesis; word learning;
inductive constraints

Introduction
How does a child, learning his/her first language, map
words to their referents? According to Quine (1960), a
young child learning his first language, is similar to a
traveler in a new place without any knowledge of the local
language. When a native speaker says “Gavagai!”, there is
an infinite number of referents for the word, such as whole
objects, parts of objects, or properties of objects. How does
the traveler, or the child, then map the word “gavagai” to the
correct referent?
Early word learning is thus an inductive problem, where
the young child attempts to make inferences about words
and their referents. Children appear to be remarkably
proficient at solving such problems of induction. They
circumvent the mapping problem, and quickly map the
words they hear to the correct object category (Bloom,
2000; Markman, 1989; Carey & Bartlett, 1978).
The apparent ease at which young children learn suggests
that their learning is supported by strong inductive
constraints (Markman, 1989). In the domain of word
learning, a possible inductive constraint is the shape bias
(Landau, Smith & Jones, 1988), the tendency for children to
extend new object names on the basis of shape similarity.
This shape bias has been demonstrated in various studies
(e.g. Landau et al., 1988; Soja, Carey & Spelke, 1991;
Samuelson, 2002) and has also been consistently linked
with an increased rate of noun acquisition in children (e.g.
Smith, Jones, Landau, Gershkoff-Stowe & Samuelson,
2002), suggesting that this particular bias may aid children
in mapping new words to their referents quickly.
How does the shape bias emerge? While one would be
hard-pressed to find a truly nativist account of the shape
bias, some might still argue that the shape bias is an innate

constraint that a child is born with, especially because it
emerges early in development. The nativist account posits
that children are biased to pay attention to shape of objects,
and to generalize labels according to shape. However, such
a nativist account neither addresses how the shape bias came
to be an innate constraint, nor the processes and
mechanisms behind the bias (Xu, Dewar & Perfors, 2009).
Furthermore, children do not approach word learning with
an expectation that extension of labels is solely guided by
shape similarity. For example, children consider the
taxonomic categories (Cimpian & Markman, 2005) and the
solidity (Soja et al., 1991) of objects. Hence, a nativist
account of the shape bias is one that is difficult to defend.
While a nativist account of the shape bias has been widely
rejected, other theories fall on a continuum between the
constraint being innate, and the constraint being learnt. The
“shape-as-cue” account, for example, (Bloom, 2000;
Markson, Diesendruck & Bloom, 2008) falls at the center of
such a continuum.
The proponents of the “shape-as-cue” account argue that
children organize objects by shape because shape serves as a
reliable cue to object kinds. In this account, a shape bias
emerges from two different understandings: first, children
understand that count nouns refer to object categories
(Dewar & Xu, 2007) and second, they perceive shape to be
a reliable and available cue to object category membership.
Consequently, on this account, the perceptual dimension
of shape is not special – when other cues such as texture or
function are more reliable cues for object category
membership, children use them in their extension of novel
names (Booth & Waxman, 2002; Ware & Booth, 2010), and
a shape bias will not emerge.
However, the shape-as-cue account leaves the origins of
the shape bias unaddressed. For example, how do children
come to believe that shape is a reliable cue of object
category membership? We investigate this question in the
current study, by asking whether children can acquire a
different bias when given the relevant input.
Another account, the Attentional Learning Account
(ALA) proposed by Smith and her colleagues (Smith et al.,
2002), addresses the origins of the shape bias more fully, by
positing that the bias is a learnt constraint. According to
ALA, the development of word learning biases is supported
by connectionist networks, which allow children to learn
from the many “correlations among linguistic devices,
object properties, and perceptual category organization”
(Colunga & Smith, 2005) in their learning environment.
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For example, solid rigid objects tend to be organized into
categories according to their shapes. Children notice such
regularities and begin to form associations between object
names and object shapes in individual categories. This
association forms the first-order generalization, which refers
to the structure of individual categories: “cups are cupshaped; balls are ball-shaped; etc.”. Then children make
associations across these learned categories, forming the
second-order generalization: “X‟s are X-shaped,” and that
categories are organized by the similarities in shape. These
learned associations later direct children to attend to shape
when learning new names (Smith et al., 2002).
In summary, the ALA argues that the shape bias is a
learnt constraint, and derives entirely from the evidence that
children encounter in their learning environment and the
associations that they make between names of object
categories and the properties of objects.
While ALA makes a strong case for how the shape bias
emerges from regularities in children‟s environment, there
are alternative explanations for the bias‟ origins. A recent
framework construes the shape bias as an overhypothesis,
describing its emergence via computational principles of
hierarchical Bayesian model (Goodman, 1955; Kemp,
Perfors & Tenenbaum, 2007; Xu et al., 2009). According to
Goodman (1955), overhypothesis refers to an over-arching
generalization that one makes across different categories. As
such, an overhypothesis is analogous to the second-order
generalization identified in the ALA by Smith et al. (2002).
The point of divergence between the ALA and the
overhypothesis formation account occurs in their respective
explanations for how children acquire the higher order
generalizations that aid their noun extensions. On the one
hand, the ALA appears to be a bottom-up associative
process, as suggested by the 4-step model describing the
ALA in Smith et al. (2002). In relation to higher order
generalizations, the authors argue that “the child makes a
higher-order generalization across learnt categories about
the common structure of named object categories,” implying
that the first order generalizations form the basis for higher
order generalizations. Thus, children first begin by
collecting evidence for lower levels of generalizations, and
then move into making higher order generalizations.
On the other hand, the overhypothesis formation account
describes learners as collecting statistical evidence and
making generalizations at multiple levels simultaneously. In
fact, it may be possible to make a second order
generalization before the first order generalization, or to be
more confident about the higher-order generalization (Kemp
et al., 2007; Xu et al., 2009).
Accordingly, ALA strikes one as a rather laborious
process that requires a lot of time for learning and large
amounts of data, while the overhypothesis formation
account suggests that learning can occur at rapid speeds
with relatively sparse data.
Therefore, the overhypothesis formation account provides
a new framework to explain how the shape bias may be
quickly acquired from inputs in the child‟s environment. For

example, when children encounter evidence that cups have
cup-shapes, their hypothesis that “cups are all cup-shaped”
has an increased probability of being true, while other
hypotheses, such as “cups are all red in color,” decrease in
probability correspondingly. At the same time, their
overhypothesis that “X‟s are all X-shaped” has an increased
probability of being true as well. Through the collection of
data describing labeling instances and adjusting their
hypotheses accordingly, children can acquire a shape bias
that manifests itself as a constraint, an expectation that
objects in the same category tend to have the same shape
(Kemp et al., 2007). More importantly, the overhypothesis
account also predicts that learners can rapidly learn to apply
these generalizations to new instances, extending brand-new
labels even when provided with only one or a few positive
exemplars. The overhypothesis formation account is thus a
powerful mechanism that can account for the acquisition of
this inductive constraint.
Despite their differences, both accounts have a common
premise – that the shape bias is learnt. Two lines of
empirical research can demonstrate that the shape bias is
indeed acquired from the statistical regularities in the
environment: one is to conduct training studies on the shape
bias itself; the other is to see if young children can be
trained to acquire a different bias given the relevant input.
In the first line of research, training studies are used to
induce a shape bias in children younger than the age at
which they show a reliable tendency to extend novel names
by shape. In Smith et al. (2002), experimenters labeled
objects that were organized perfectly according to shape,
once a week for 7 weeks to 17-month-old infants. Objects of
the same shape had the same label, and this training
facilitated the emergence of a shape bias. Clearly, the shape
bias is learnt from input in the environment, justifying the
Attentional Learning Account.
However, note that these results are also consistent with
the overhypothesis formation account. In fact, the
sparseness of the data presented, coupled with the speedy
success of the infants, suggests that the overhypothesis
formation account may be more in line with the results than
the ALA (Xu et al., 2009).
In the present study, we pursue the second line of
research, attempting to show that the shape bias is learnt by
inducing a non-shape word learning bias in children through
training. If the shape bias is indeed acquired from data in the
environment, presenting children with objects organized and
named according to similarities in a different dimension,
such as color or pattern, should cause them to pick up a
color or pattern bias respectively.
One study that had earlier explored this line of research is
Samuelson (2002), which provided 15 – 20 month-old
infants with intensive naming experience using solid
exemplars either organized by shape similarity (Shapebiased condition) or material similarity (Material-biased
condition). Infants in the Shape-biased condition extended
labels by shape reliably in the generalization task. However,
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infants in the Material-biased condition did not reliably
extend labels by material.
As the author speculates, the children did not acquire a
material bias potentially because of their previously learnt
noun labels, which prevented them from developing a
material bias. However, we contend that the non-emergence
of the material bias may have resulted from material being a
more subtle dimension than shape. Hence, the infants might
have been overwhelmed by the salience of the shape
dimension, and failed to notice that the exemplars were
labeled and organized by their material. Accordingly, using
a different dimension with a higher perceptual salience may
facilitate the emergence of a non-shape word learning bias.
Recent research has illustrated that infants have the
capacity to form overhypotheses over different dimensions,
such as shape and color. In Dewar & Xu (2010), an
experimenter sampled from 3 boxes and produced 4 objects
from each box that were identical in shape. 9 month-old
infants looked significantly longer when the objects taken
from a fourth box did not match in shape, indicating that
they had formed an overhypothesis from the familiarization
trials that “objects from the same box are uniform in shape”.
Furthermore, this learning was not limited to the shape
dimension; infants could form an overhypothesis about
color uniformity given the appropriate input.
These results suggest that the mechanism for
overhypothesis formation is present very early, and that
infants have the capacity to acquire a non-shape bias, at
least in non-linguistic tasks. Thus, we consider it likely that
children can rapidly develop a different bias when presented
with appropriate regularities in a word learning context.
We designed an experiment asking if children can acquire
a non-shape word learning bias when provided with the
appropriate regularities. The procedure was modeled after
Smith et al. (2002), except that the training phase was
limited to a single 10-minute session. Three year-old
children were provided with a naming experience consisting
of exemplars categorized according to either shape or
pattern. They were then asked to make first-order
generalizations, where they had to extend a label that they
had previously heard on to a novel object, and second-order
generalizations, where they had to extend a novel label to a
new object. Also, we chose to use pattern as the dimension
of interest, as it is another perceptual dimension that is
readily available. With such a short training session, a rapid
induction of a non-shape word learning bias would suggest
that overhypothesis formation can better account for the
developmental origins of the shape bias.

Method
Participants
Forty-eight English-speaking 3-year-olds (23 boys and 25
girls) with a mean age of 38.7 months (range = 29.9 to 46.9
months) were tested. All were recruited from Berkeley,
California, and its surrounding communities. An additional
9 children were tested but excluded due to failing to make a

correct choice during the practice trials (N = 3), side bias1
(N = 3), parental interference (N = 2) or refusal to point (N
= 1).

Materials and Procedure
The children were tested individually in the laboratory in
front of a laptop, with their parents seated behind them in
the testing room. Each child was randomly assigned to a
Shape condition, a Pattern condition, or a Control condition.
They were introduced to novel nonsense words under the
cover story of two stuffed animals (Doggy and Mr.
Crocodile) sharing their language with us, an animal for
each critical block. The cover story served to discourage the
children from possibly using the biases they may have
previously acquired. Novel objects with various shapes and
patterns were presented on the laptop. The words labeling
the novel objects were used in sentences with count nouns
syntax, such as “Look, this is a blick!”.
Shape and Pattern Conditions The procedure for the
experimental conditions (Shape or Pattern) consisted of a
practice phase and 2 critical blocks of trials. Each critical
block consisted of a training phase, followed by a test phase.
There was a 1 minute interval between the 2 critical blocks,
to re-engage the child in the task.
In the practice phase, each child received 2 practice trials.
In each practice trial, the child was presented with a target
item – a novel-looking object – that was labeled with a
novel name (e.g. blick, geel, toopa). Then, the child was
presented with 2 choice items: an identity match, which was
identical to the target item, and a distracter, which differed
from the target item in both shape and pattern.
In the training phase of each critical block, each child saw
16 novel objects, presented either in 2 categories with 8
members each (2-category set), or 4 categories with 4
members each (4-category set). In the shape condition, each
category had objects that were identical in shape but
differed in pattern, and in the pattern condition, each
category had objects that were identical in pattern but
differed in shape. (See Figure 1.) Objects in the same
category were labeled with the same nonsense word. Each
object category was presented 3 times, and was associated
with its label 5 times.
In the test phase, each child was given a first-order
generalization test, and a second-order generalization test. In
the first-order test, each child was presented with a familiar
target object, an object previously shown in the training
phase. This object was paired with its name, “Doggy said
this was a X.” At test, the child was shown 2 new objects: a
shape-match object, which was identical to the target in
shape but not pattern, and a pattern-match object, which
was identical to the target in pattern but not shape. (See
Figure 2.) The child was then requested to choose between
the two objects by being asked, “Can you point to another
X?”
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1

5 or more points to the same side out of 6 trials. See procedure.

pattern-extension (extending labels to novel objects
according to pattern).

Results

SHAPE
CONDITION

An alpha level of 0.05 was used in all statistical analyses.
Preliminary analyses of the percentage of pattern-extension
found no effects of gender, age-split (whether the children
were younger or older than the median age of the group) or
category structure (2- vs. 4-category set used in training
phase). Subsequent analyses were thus collapsed over these
variables.

PATTERN
CONDITION

Figure 1: One set of stimuli used in training phase.

Familiar Target

Shape-Match

Pattern-Match

FIRST-ORDER GENERALIZATION
Figure 3: Percentage of pattern-extension in pattern, shape
and control conditions. Error bars represent SE.

Novel Target

Shape-Match

Pattern-Match

SECOND-ORDER GENERALIZATION
Figure 2: One set of stimuli used for test trials.
In the second order test, each child was presented first
with a novel target object, an object that had never been
used in the training phase. This novel object was then paired
with a novel label, “Doggy told me this is a X.” At test, the
child was asked to extend the novel label by choosing
between 2 new objects: a shape-match object and a patternmatch object. (See Figure 2.)
Control Condition In the control condition, the training
phases were removed from the critical blocks, and the
children entered the test phase immediately after the
practice phase. The control condition provided a baseline
measure of the children‟s extension of novel words
according to shape or pattern.

Coding
In the test trials of the 3 conditions, choosing a patternmatch object was scored as 1 point, and the maximum score
for each child was 4 as there were 4 test trials in total. The
children‟s scores were then converted into percentage of

As Figure 3 indicates, the children‟s percentage of
pattern-extension varied according to the condition they
were assigned to. Using the children‟s percentage of
pattern-extension in the test trials, a 3x2 repeated measures
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed with
Condition (Shape vs. Pattern vs. Control) as a betweensubjects factor and Order of Generalization (1st order
generalization vs. 2nd order generalization) as a withinsubjects factor. The analysis revealed a significant main
effect of Condition, F (2, 45) = 6.91, p = .002; the children
are significantly more likely to make extensions by pattern
in the Pattern condition than in the Shape or Control
conditions. The analysis also revealed no main effect of
Order of Generalization, F (1, 45) < 1; children were equally
successful in the 1st-order generalization task and the 2ndorder generalization task. There was no significant
interaction between Condition and Order of Generalization,
F (2, 45) < 1.
Critically, we were interested in the effect of training in
both the Shape and Pattern conditions. Children in the
Shape condition extended labels to new instances by pattern
16% (SE = 6) of the time, Patten condition 59% (SE = 10)
of the time and Control condition 27% ( SE = 10) of the
time. Children in the Pattern condition were significantly
more likely to make extensions according to pattern, as
compared to the children in the Shape condition, t(30) =
3.58, p = .001 and the children in the Control condition,
t(30) = 2.42, p = .02. The children in the Shape and Control
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conditions did not differ in the percentage of patternextension, t(30) < 1. Note that the comparisons were not
made against .5, as children were not equally likely to
extend labels by shape and pattern without training. In fact,
at chance levels, children‟s percentage of pattern extension
is .27, as demonstrated in the Control condition.

Discussion
The present study examined whether 3 year-olds can acquire
a new bias in a word learning context. The results
demonstrate that the children can. After receiving rather
sparse evidence in a short training phase (about 10 minutes),
the children quickly made first-order and second-order
generalizations about how the objects were being labeled
and categorized. Using these generalizations, they extended
labels to novel objects by shape or pattern, depending on the
training condition that they were assigned to. Children in the
Pattern condition were significantly more likely to make
extensions of novel words according to pattern, as compared
to children in the Shape condition or the Control condition.
These results provide evidence that children are capable of
acquiring non-shape word learning biases from appropriate
regularities in the environment.
Furthermore, children performed similarly in the first and
second order generalization tasks after a short training
session, suggesting that they were collecting statistical
evidence at multiple levels simultaneously.
The effect of training in the Pattern condition appears to
be strong, as indicated in Figure 3. In the Control condition,
we measured children‟s percentage of pattern-extension at
baseline, without any exposure to training that consistently
organized and labeled objects by shape or pattern. The
children in the Control condition extended labels according
to pattern 27% of the time (i.e., by shape 73% of the time),
suggesting that our child participants had a pre-existing
shape bias, possibly acquired from the naming experiences
that they had in their learning environment. Yet, the
children in the Pattern condition were significantly more
likely to extend labels by pattern, demonstrating that the
pattern training had facilitated the emergence of a “pattern
bias” in a word learning context. Clearly, children do not
blindly attend to the shape of objects, and do not broadly
apply the same shape bias in extending labels for all objects.
Regrettably, our results do not rule out another plausible
explanation: instead of learning that the objects were labeled
according to pattern, the children in the Pattern condition
simply learnt that the objects were not labeled by shape.
Even if this alternative explanation was really the case, the
results still suggest that the Pattern training causes the
children‟s shape bias to be temporarily overridden, and also
interestingly induces a different sort of bias, albeit not the
one we expected. Future studies can rule out this alternative
explanation by using a third object in test trials.
The speedy induction of a non-shape word learning bias
with rather sparse evidence from the study‟s training phase
suggests the presence of a mechanism in children that
allows them to acquire word learning biases very rapidly

with few exemplars. The results support the overhypothesis
formation account, suggesting that children are rational
learners. By using the evidence that they observe, children
update their hypotheses at multiple levels simultaneously,
acquiring inductive constraints that in turn support their
learning. In our case, these constraints manifest as word
learning biases, aiding children in mapping labels accurately
to their referents.
Although the hierarchical Bayesian model that underlie
the overhypothesis formation account do not specify the
exact process of acquiring hypotheses, we can speculate that
comparison might be one way to account for how
hypotheses arise. When children compare objects, structural
alignment invites extraction of common structures, which
translates into the generation of new hypotheses (Christie &
Gentner, 2010). At present, Gentner and her colleagues have
focused on how comparison is applied to first-order
generalizations, limiting the application of analogical
learning models to the discussion of shape bias. The
contributions of these models will certainly be magnified
with future studies that examine the role of comparison on
higher order generalizations.
In principle, connectionist models that underline the
Attentional Learning Account (ALA) (Smith et al., 2002;
Smith & Samuelson, 2006; Colunga & Smith, 2005) can
also explain the results from the present study. Despite the
rapid speed of learning displayed by the children in the
Pattern condition, these results can be accounted by
connectionist models with the appropriate parameters.
However, we believe that this account is less likely, as
connectionist models tend to be slow and laborious,
requiring extensive amounts of evidence and long periods of
time for learning before making appropriate generalizations.
Future research into the points of divergence between
these connectionist models, which describe the ALA, and
the hierarchical Bayesian model, which describes the
overhypothesis formation account, will shed light on the
nature of inductive constraints that support children‟s early
learning.
One such point of divergence relates to the category
structure of stimuli presented during training sessions.
Connectionist models posit that first-order generalizations
are made before second-order generalizations, and thus
predicts that the strength of first-order generalizations
increases as number of exemplars per category increases.
Conversely, the hierarchical Bayesian model posits that the
levels of generalization are made simultaneously, thus the
strength of the learner‟s generalizations depends more
greatly on the number of categories presented (Kemp et al.,
2007).
Consequently, the hierarchical Bayesian model predicts
that the children‟s accuracy in the generalization tasks will
be higher if they were presented with the 4-category set of
stimuli than if they were presented with the 2-category set
of stimuli. However, no main effect was found for Category
Structure in the present study. A likely explanation for this
null result is that the difference between the 4-category and
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2-category set is too small to influence the children‟s
accuracy in the generalization task. Hence, future studies
can make this difference more extreme, e.g. 2 categories
with 8 members each, vs. 8 categories with 2 members each.
Our results provide strong support for the existence of an
inductive learning mechanism in children that requires little
data and training. Furthermore, this mechanism operates at
multiple levels of generalization and thus explains how
inductive biases can emerge rapidly early in development.
This mechanism is also most likely domain-general and
can be applied to both word learning and non-linguistic
tasks. Recent studies have demonstrated that children
display different biases for objects in different domains; for
example, they consider both shape and texture when
extending labels to novel animate objects (Booth, Waxman
& Huang, 2005). Overhypothesis formation can potentially
account for all these results, as it provides a framework in
which the child can use both conceptual and perceptual
knowledge as data to update their hypotheses about how
objects are labeled and categorized in their environment.
Finally, our results have implications for how other
cognitive biases appear early in development. As our results
indicate that children can quickly acquire a new word
learning bias, they counter intuitions that constraints
emerging early in development must be innate. Inductive
constraints can be acquired rapidly through a child‟s
interactions with his environment during his early years.
In summary, the present study attempts to address the
developmental origins of the shape bias. This study adds to
other training studies that have induced word learning biases
in children (Smith et al., 2002; Samuelson, 2002) and
extends these studies by documenting the acquisition of a
non-shape word learning bias. To our knowledge, the
present study is the first to use the pattern dimension to
induce a non-shape bias, and the results are encouraging.
These results strongly suggest that the shape bias is a learnt
constraint, acquired from children‟s observations of how
objects are consistently named and categorized in their
learning environment. In the process of collecting evidence
and making generalizations about an individual category,
children simultaneously make higher order generalizations,
facilitating the rapid emergence of an overhypothesis, which
manifests naturally in development as a shape bias.
However, this shape bias is not a static inductive constraint
– it can be overridden when other properties of objects are
more reliable cues to object category membership.
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Abstract
In typical development, word learning goes from slow and
laborious to fast and seemingly effortless. Typically
developing 2-year-olds are so skilled at learning noun
categories that they seem to intuit the whole range of things in
the category from hearing a single instance named – they are
biased learners. This is not the case for children below the
20th percentile on productive vocabulary (late talkers). This
paper looks at the vocabulary composition of age-matched
18-30-month-old late- and early-talking children. The results
of Experiment 1 show that late talkers’ vocabularies are more
variable than early talker’s vocabularies. Crucially,
Experiment 2 shows that neural networks trained on the
vocabularies of individual late talkers learn qualitatively
different biases than those trained on early talker
vocabularies. These simulations make testable predictions for
world learning biases of late- vs. early-talking children. The
implications for diagnosis and intervention are discussed.
Keywords: Late talkers; early talkers; computational models;
neural networks, vocabulary composition.

Introduction
There is extraordinary variability in the vocabularies of
very young children. A two-year-old in the lower 10th
percentile may produce around 10 words whereas a twoyear-old in the top 10th percentile will produce well over
300 (Fenson, Dale, Reznick, Thal, Bates, Hartung, Pethick,
& Reilly, 1993). In general, the course of word learning
proceeds from slow, effortful learning of nouns and of the
range of things that belong in a category, to very rapid
learning of object names. Indeed, typically developing 2year-olds are so skilled at learning new nouns that they
seem to intuit the whole range of things in a named category
from a single naming experience. This is not necessarily the
case for children below the 15th-20th percentile on
productive vocabulary, or late talkers. Why do some
children learn words quickly and early and others learn
words slowly, maybe even showing effects that persist into
adolescence? This paper looks at two possible contributing,
and interrelated, factors: noun vocabulary composition and
word learning biases.
The evidence suggests that children become skilled noun
learners, at least in part, because they know about the
different kinds of properties that are relevant for
categorizing different kinds of things. In the Novel Noun

Generalization task (NNG), typically-developing children
show word learning biases that are specific to different
kinds: they generalize names for solid objects by shape and
names for non-solid substances by material (e.g., Jones,
Smith & Landau, 1991; Soja, Carey, & Spelke, 1991).
The evidence also suggests that children learn how to
learn nouns – and specifically learn how different kinds of
properties are relevant for different kinds of things – as a
consequence of learning names for things. Each noun the
child learns appears to teach the child something general
about how to learn new nouns that name things of that same
kind, and critically, at the same time, this learned general
knowledge constrains and facilitates the types of nouns the
child will learn next. To the extent that this interrelation
holds true for children in different ends of the language
spectrum – late talkers and early talkers – one might be able
to leverage this process to predict outcome. The first step,
however, is to show that 1) late talkers and early talkers
know different sorts of nouns and 2) that these differences
in vocabulary structure lead to differences in word learning
biases. This paper presents a first look at these questions by
examining the noun vocabulary composition of 18-30month-old late- and early-talking children and showing that
neural networks trained on the vocabularies of individual
late talkers learn qualitatively different biases than those
trained on early talker vocabularies.

Vocabulary composition and word learning biases
The relationship between vocabulary composition and
word learning biases has been typically characterized in one
of two ways: abstract knowledge guides, facilitates and
indeed allows word learning (e.g., Soja et al, 1991; Gelman
& Bloom, 2000) or the words that have been learned give
rise to, create, and in fact constitute generalized knowledge
about word learning (e.g., Colunga & Smith, 2005,
Samuelson, 2008). We would like to bypass the debate on
whether word-learning biases are the egg to the vocabulary
chicken or the other way around and focus instead on the
interrelationship between these two factors.
In the domain of names for objects and substances, and in
typical development, vocabulary structure and abstract
knowledge in the form of kind-specific generalizations
appear to be tightly coupled. First, the tendency to attend to
shape in the specific context of naming artifacts emerges as
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children learn nouns, becoming particularly robust around
the time children have between 50 to 150 nouns in their
productive vocabulary (Gershkoff-Stowe & Smith, 2004).
Second, the order of development of these word learning
biases reflects the statistical structure of early noun
vocabularies, (Samuelson & Smith, 1999; Colunga & Smith,
2005). Third, changing 17-month-olds’ vocabulary
composition by intensively teaching them names for
artifacts yields an early bias to generalize names for artifacts
by shape and accelerates learning of object names outside
of the lab, causing a dramatic increase in vocabulary size for
children in the experimental training group but not for those
in the control groups (Smith, Jones, Landau, GershkoffStowe & Samuelson, 2002). Fourth, computational models
trained on the structure of the average 30-month-old
vocabulary, show word learning biases like those of young
children when processing new objects (Colunga & Smith,
2005), and further the structure of the training set affects
subsequent training, facilitating the learning of some sorts
of categories but hindering others (Colunga, in prep).
Altogether, these results suggest a developmental feedback
loop between learning object names, developing biases to
attend to the relevant properties for artifacts, and the
learning of more object names.

Late Talkers
Children below the 15th-20th percentile on normative
measures of productive vocabulary size, so-called late
talkers, are not a homogenous group in terms of their
developmental outcomes: some catch up (Rescorla, 2002), a
few will be diagnosed with Specific Language Impairment,
and for some the source of the delay may be environmental
(Rescorla, Roberts, & Dahlsgaard, 1997). However,
Rescorla and colleagues argue against considering late
talkers, preschoolers with specific language impairment, and
typically developing children as distinct groups, and argue
instead for conceptualizing them in terms of a “language
endowment spectrum.” Importantly, although there is
continuity in vocabulary measures at the group level, the
outcome for individual children cannot be accurately
predicted on the basis of vocabulary production or
comprehension (Thal, Bates, Goodman, & Jahn-Samillo,
1997; Desmarais, Meyer, Bairati & Rouleau, 2008).
The literature briefly reviewed above suggests that, in
typical development, the words a child knows and what the
child knows about learning words in general go hand in
hand, and that learning names for categories of things
organized by shape speeds up learning nouns. However, this
may not be the case for all children. Unlike typically
developing children, late talkers do not systematically
extend the name of a novel solid object to other objects that
match it in shape, and in fact, in one study, almost half of
the late talkers systematically extended the novel name of a
solid object to others matching in texture rather than shape
(Jones, 2003). The decoupling of vocabulary acquisition and
word-learning biases may mean that these children are not
just limited in their production of object names (the measure

that defines them as late talkers) but also deficient in the
processes that subserve the acquisition of new words and in
their knowledge about those categories. If this were the
case, a natural prediction would be that noun vocabularies
of late-talkers should have a different structure than noun
vocabularies of typically developing children. For the
purposes of this paper we will focus on contrasting the
vocabularies of children on the two opposite ends of the
spectrum, late talkers and early talkers.

Experiment 1
Method
Materials. The vocabulary measure used is the BatesMacArthur Communicative Developmental Inventory
toddler version (MCDI) both to select children and to
measure vocabulary composition. This is a parent checklist
that asks parents to indicate the words that their child
produces and although it is imperfect as a measurement
instrument (Fenson, et al, 1994) it appears to be reliable and
to be systematically related to children’s performances in a
variety laboratory measures of word learning, including
especially their word-learning biases in the Novel Noun
Generalization task (e.g., Landau, et al, 1988).
Participants. The vocabularies of 15 late talkers and of 15
early talkers were selected out of a pool of 148 parent-filled
MCDI forms for children between 18-30 months of age. The
criterion for inclusion was that there existed a vocabulary
form from a child matching in age to within 5 days in both
the late talker and the early talker groups. Late talkers fell
under the 25th percentile; early talkers were above the 75th
percentile according to the MDCI norms.
The ages for the two language groups ranged from 18.49
months to 28.26 months (M=23.14 and 23.15 for late and
early talkers respectively. Vocabulary sizes for the late
talker group ranged between 15 and 425 words (M=132.53);
for the early talker group vocabulary size was between 158
and 664 words (M=457).
Results
To get a sense of the variability in vocabulary
composition (as opposed to vocabulary size) in children at
different percentiles in vocabulary development, for each
individual child, we looked at the proportion of nouns they
knew for the categories of 1) solid things alike in shape
(e.g., spoon), 2) solid things alike in material (e.g., chalk),
3) solid things alike in both shape and material (e.g., penny),
4) non-solid things alike in shape (e.g., bubble), 5) non-solid
things alike in material (e.g., milk), 6) non-solid things alike
in both (e.g., jeans). Nouns in children’s vocabularies were
classified as falling in each of these categories according to
adult judgments made for each of the nouns in the MCDI
reported in Samuelson & Smith, 1999. Figure 1 shows the
proportion of words for solids and non-solids that are
organized by shape (x-axis) and material (y-axis), for each
of the 15 late talkers (triangles) and early talkers (crosses).
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Although there is some overlap between the two groups,
there is greater variability in the composition of the
vocabularies of the late-talker sample, for both solids and
non-solids. Subjecting children’s proportion of words to a
2(Language Group: early talkers, late talkers) x 2(Solidity:
solid, non-solid) x 3(Dimension: shape, material, both)
repeated measures ANOVA with age in months as a
covariate, yielded the expected main effects of solidity,
F(1,27)=50.7, p<.0001, and dimension, F(2,54)=8.416,
p=.001, indicating that there were more words for solids
than non-solids, and more words for shape-based categories
than any other type respectively. In addition, the expected
interaction between solidity and dimension was significant,
F(2,54)=12.37, p<.0001. There were more shape-based
words for solids, and less shape-based words for non-solids.
There was also a marginally significant 3-way interaction
between solidity, dimension and language group,
F(2,54)=3.18, p=.055. Descriptively, late talkers have
relatively more words for solid that are organized by shape
than early talkers, and relatively fewer words for solids
organized by material or both.

vocabularies and thus many more ways of “selecting” the
words they know out of the vocabulary checklist. Put
another way, as early talkers approximate mastery of the
whole checklist, their vocabularies will tend toward the
structure of the checklist. The crucial question, then, is
whether these differences in vocabulary composition are
differences that matter. Do the different nouns late- and
early-talkers know yield different word learning biases?

Discussion
As predicted, late talkers and early talkers show a difference
in the structure of their noun vocabularies. As a group, late
talkers show more variability in their vocabulary structures
than early talkers. This is perhaps not strange given that, on
average, the children in the late talker group have smaller
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Figure 2. Architecture of the networks used in Exp. 2

To answer this question, in Experiment 2 we trained
individual neural networks on the noun vocabulary structure
of each individual late-talking and early-talking child in
Experiment 1. If the differences in vocabulary structure can,
to some extent, explain the differences in language ability,
we would expect late talker vocabularies to yield different
word learning biases than early talker vocabularies. More
specifically, we would expect early talker vocabularies to
yield word learning biases that would facilitate the learning
of a vocabulary structured like the MCDI – highlighting
shape similarities for solids and material similarities for
non-solids. In contrast, we would expect networks trained
on late talkers’ vocabularies to generalize more variable
word learning biases, and perhaps even biases that would be
unhelpful in learning early vocabularies.

Experiment 2
Method
The computational models are a modified version of the
ones Colunga & Smith, 2005. The main difference is that
these networks were trained using the Leabra algorithm, an
algoritm that combines Hebbian and error driven learning
(O’Reilly, 1996), instead of Contrastive Hebbian Learning
as in the original simulations.
Architecture. The architecture is implemented as shown
in Figure 2. Words are represented discretely (as single
units) and are input on the Word Layer. Referents are
represented as distributed patterns over several dimensions
on the Perception Layer. For example, the shape and
material of an object (say the roundness of a particular ball
and its yellow rubbery material) are represented by an
activation pattern along the Perception layer. Solidity and
Non-solidity are represented discretely; one unit stands for
Solid and another for Non-Solid. Finally, there is a hidden
layer that is connected to all the other layers and to itself.
These networks have been shown to model performance in
an analog of the NNG Task when trained on vocabularies
structured as those of the average 30-month-old.
Training. The networks are trained with categories
presenting the same correlational structure as each
individual child’s noun vocabulary. On each training trial, a
word is paired with a referent. The patterns associated with
each word are determined by adult judgments of the early
noun corpus. For example, adults judged balls to be similar
in shape but different in material. To simulate this, we
randomly selected an input vector to represent ball shape.
Then on individual training trials, we paired that pattern
with the label ball and a randomly selected material pattern.
We do this for each noun in the training set. Each network
was trained in this way for its simulated vocabulary until
they reached asymptotic (and near perfect) performance.
This part of the simulation is intended to put into the
networks the lexical knowledge that the individual child
would bring to the laboratory NNG task.
Because we are interested in the consequences of different
vocabulary structures regardless of their size, all networks

were trained to learn 24 nouns, proportionally structured
like their corresponding child’s vocabulary. Thus, the only
difference between networks were the differences in
vocabulary composition found in Experiment 1.
Testing. The question is what sort of word learning bias
will the networks learn given different vocabulary
structures. We address this question in a virtual version of
the NNG task. On each test trial of the virtual NNG task,
we presented the network with three novel entities (one at a
time) on the perception layer – an exemplar, and two choice
items, one matching the exemplar in shape only and one
matching in material only. For each of these three inputs,
we recorded the resulting pattern of activation on the hidden
layer. This is a measure of how the network represents
these items. If the network emphasizes the shape of the
item then the similarities of the internal representations for
the exemplar and its shape matching choice should be
greater than the similarity of the internal representations for
the exemplar and the material matching choice. If, however,
the internal representations highlight the material of the
items, then the similarity of the internal representations for
the exemplar and the shape matching choice should be less
than the corresponding similarity of the exemplar and the
material matching choice. We used these similarities along
with Luce’s choice rule to calculate probability of choice
using these similarity measures in order to predict
performance in the novel noun generalization task.
In previous work these models have been used to
demonstrate the plausibility of the idea that the correlations
in the early noun lexicon are sufficient to create second
order generalizations – knowledge that any solid thing
should be named by shape, and any non-solid thing should
be named by material. The present simulations extend this
work to variable vocabularies of individual children in the
bottom and top ends of the language endowment spectrum.

Results
The networks’ predictions for each of the fifteen
vocabularies of early talkers and late talkers are shown in
Figures 3 and 4 respectively. In short, all networks in the
early talker group show a shape bias for solids, and 12/15
early talker networks show a material bias for non-solids as
well. In contrast, 12/15 late talker networks show a shape
bias for solids and only 3/15 show a material bias for nonsolids. Interestingly, 6/15 late-talker networks show a shape
bias for non-solids, a novel prediction that has not been
empirically tested so far. To further analyze the networks’
performance, networks were classified according to the
observed generalization patterns: correct if they showed a
shape bias for solids and a material bias for non-solids, halfright if they show the appropriate shape bias for solids but
no consistent bias for material, or wrong, if they showed an
incorrect overgeneralized shape biased to non-solids. A chisquare test showed these types of word learning biases were
distributed differently in late talker and early talker
networks, X2(2,15)=11.21, p=.003 (Yates’ p=0.017).
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Figure 3. Predicted proportion of shape choices for
each of the early talker networks
Note that our small sample did not allow for precision
matching by vocabulary, however, the highlighted portions
of the two graphs above indicate the area of overlap in
vocabulary range. The late talker children in the highlighted
area have vocabulary sizes between 155-425 (M=257.2) and
ages between 23-28 months (M=25.2); the early talker
children in the highlighted area have vocabulary sizes
between 158-451 (M=331.3) and ages between 18-22
months (M=19.9). As shown in the figures, the predicted
word learning generalizations for these vocabulary-matched
children are qualitatively different – the networks predict
that older late-talker children with similar vocabulary sizes
as their younger early-talker counterparts nevertheless show
less robust word learning generalizations in the NNG task.

whose vocabularies went into these simulations were
between 18 and 28 months of age. In general, children at
this age do not show a robust material bias for non-solids;
that does not happen until age 3 (but see Colunga & Smith,
2005 for an early material bias for non-solids presented in
simple shapes in children in this age group), yet a majority
of the early talker networks (and a couple of late talker
networks) show material biases for non-solids. This is a
novel prediction. What the networks suggest is that early
talkers will show an early material bias for non-solids. We
are currently running a longitudinal study examining
vocabulary composition via the MCDI and word learning
biases in the lab in children starting at 16 months, and by 19
months of age, every child in the early talking group (6
children) show a robust shape bias for solids and an equally
robust material bias for non-solids in a novel noun
generalization task. Although this is a small sample size,
and there is some question as to whether the effect will
remain stable, this preliminary data suggests that the
networks’ predictions may indeed be true.
The second result from the networks that appears to
contradict findings documented in the literature is that a
majority of late talkers show a shape bias for solids. This
goes against the findings reviewed in the introduction in
which late talkers did not show a shape bias for solids and
might have even have a texture bias instead. One possible
way to reconcile this contradiction is that the children in the
Jones, 2003 study were generally older than the children in
this study (25-41 months of age, M=33.25). It is possible
that the shape bias for solids predicted by these simulations
will disappear in the next 10 months or so. There is another
intriguing possibility, however, and one that points out a
limitation in the models. These models do not make a
distinction between naming and non-naming contexts. It is
possible that the shape preference for solids here is not a
true shape bias, but rather an overgeneralized heightened
attention to shape. The fact that 6/15 late talker vocabularies
yielded a shape bias for non-solids suggests that this may be
the case. Looking at the late-talking group of the ongoing
longitudinal study suggests that this may be the case, 5/8
toddlers at 19 months show an overgeneralized shape bias
for non-solids and for a non-naming control task. A study
with larger numbers of early takers and late talkers is
necessary to confirm these predictions.

General Discussion
Figure 4. Predicted proportion of shape choices for
solids and nonsolids for the late talker networks

Discussion.
The results of the simulations suggest that the differences
in noun vocabulary composition between late- and earlytalking children may result in differences in word learning
biases. It is important to note a couple of things that may
seem to contradict previous findings. First, the children

The work presented here makes several contributions.
First, the findings of these two studies show that late talkers
and early talkers know different sorts of nouns, a new
finding that may have important implications for early
identification of at-risk children. At the very least, the
finding that there are different vocabulary structures in these
two groups of children is a promising direction in looking
for ways to predict outcome from characteristics that are
easily measured at an early age.
Furthermore, the finding that these differences in
vocabulary composition lead to qualitatively different word
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learning biases in a computational model that has been
previously shown to capture various aspects of novel noun
learning, suggests a promising use for process-level
computational models. Efforts to tease apart the
contributions of different factors to outcomes in late talkers
have come up with some characteristics that put children at
higher risk, but the underlying mechanisms are not well
understood and the need to identify subgroups within latetalking toddlers remains. The work of Ziegler and
colleagues in the domain of dyslexia offers a good example
of the potential for using computational models – and
specifically models that operate at the mechanistic level – in
simulating individual differences and further understanding
subtypes in atypical development (Ziegler, Castel, PechGeorgel, George, Aario, & Perry, 2008). Thus, the models
presented here are a promising first step in leveraging
computational models to aid in the understanding of why
some late talkers catch up and others do not.
Finally, these models represent an important extension
over previous word-learning modeling efforts in that they go
beyond modeling the performance of the mythical average
child to making predictions about the performance of
individual children, and of children who are both at the top
and at the bottom of the vocabulary spectrum. In so doing,
the simulations presented here make novel and testable
predictions. They predict that early talkers and late talkers
will show different word learning biases in the novel noun
generalization task. More specifically, the simulations
predict that, between 18 and 30 months of age, early talkers
will show an early material bias and that late talkers will
show an overgeneralized shape bias.
The work presented here also has some clear limitations.
First, the fact that we do not have outcome data for the
children in these studies seriously constrains what we can
infer from these results and their potential use in early
identification of at risk children – will the late talking
children who show correct biases catch up? Or are the ones
showing the overgeneralized shape bias the ones on the right
track? Are these differences in vocabulary and in word
learning biases predictive of outcome? Second, all of these
networks are identical except for the vocabulary structure on
which they are trained. Although it is possible to see this as
a strong demonstration of the relationship between
vocabulary composition and word learning biases, allowing
for pre-existing individual differences in these models may
increase their power. Finally, there is more to language, and
even more to word learning, than learning nouns. Thus,
these models capture only a sliver of language learning and
may miss components crucial to achieving the ultimate goal
of increasing diagnostic power at the individual level.
In spite of these limitations, the models presented here
constitute an innovative approach to predicting and
characterizing typical and atypical vocabulary acquisition in
young children. The relationship between vocabulary
composition and word learning biases modeled here – the
words you know determine the way you learn new words,
which constrains and facilitates the words you will know

next, and so on – opens a new way of thinking about
computational models, to capture not only averages and not
only individuals, but individual trajectories. If we can build
computational models that can successfully capture this selfconstructing developmental loop, the implications for early
diagnosis, designing early interventions, and understanding
the mechanisms that underlie word learning in typical and
atypical development are far-reaching.
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Abstract
One challenging problem that children overcome in learning
new words is recognizing the hierarchical category of a label.
For instance, one object could be called a Dalmatian, a dog, or
an animal. Xu and Tenenbaum (2007) proposed a Bayesian
model to explain how 3.5 to 5-year-olds solve this ambiguity.
They emphasized children's appreciation for “suspicious
coincidences:” a label applied to three identical toys is
interpreted more narrowly than a label applied to one toy. Xu
and Tenenbaum did not investigate children’s prior category
knowledge, however. We replicated their “suspicious
coincidence” effect and measured this
knowledge.
Unexpectedly, children with more category knowledge
appreciated “suspicious coincidences” less. In a second
experiment, repeatedly emphasizing novel labels caused all
children to stop recognizing the “suspicious coincidence.”
These data are inconsistent with the Bayesian account and
suggest the phenomenon is influenced by subtler aspects of
prior knowledge and by task-specific details.
Keywords: Word Learning, Categorization, Bayesian Model

Introduction
A central issue in the study of word learning is how children
acquire names for hierarchically nested categories.
“Animal,” “mammal,” “dog,” “Black Labrador,” and
“Rover” can all apply to the same referent. This presents a
challenge to a young word learner, because when a child
hears a label applied to a novel object, the correct
interpretation is ambiguous in a hierarchically labeled
system: does a novel label “fep” combined with an animal
refer to the species, to the breed, or is it a proper name?
Additionally, some of the tools children usually use to
decipher novel word-object mappings become less helpful
in the case of hierarchically nested categories. Mutual
exclusivity (Markman, 1989) is counterproductive in cases
where two words both refer to the same object, but at
different hierarchical levels (e.g., “animal” and a novel word
for the same thing, like “Dachshund”). Any child relying on
mutual exclusivity would fail to learn more than one
hierarchical label for an object at a time. Golinkoff, et al.'s
(1992) N3C constraint would be counterproductive for the
same reasons: it rejects such overlapping labels by design.
To approach this problem, Xu and Tenenbaum (2007)
recently suggested a Bayesian approach children might use
to succeed at learning names for objects at multiple levels in
a hierarchy. Specifically, Xu and Tenenbaum suggest that
children recognize so-called “suspicious coincidences”

when a label is applied to multiple, distinct exemplars that
look very similar. For example, a child might hear the word
“fep” applied to a Black Labrador dog. After just one
labeling event, the word “fep” is ambiguous. Imagine that a
few minutes later, however, the child again hears “fep”
applied to a different Black Labrador. Now, the child can
use Bayesian inference to suppress some possible
interpretations: if “fep” refers to all animals, it would be a
“suspicious coincidence” for the first two random examples
that the child saw to both be examples of the same breed of
dog. For the same reason, the evidence would also be
suspicious if “fep” refers to only “dogs.” It would not be
suspicious at all, however, to see “fep” applied to two Black
Labradors in a row if “fep” meant only “Black Labrador.”
Xu and Tenenbaum suggest that children can recognize
when a label is applied to a “suspiciously” small subset of
the possible objects it could refer to, and use this to infer the
label carries a narrow meaning. If the child hears “fep”
applied to Black Labradors a third and fourth time, the
child's narrow interpretation becomes exponentially
stronger, and any other interpretation is de-emphasized (see
the “size principle,” introduced on page 252 of Xu &
Tenenbaum, 2007).
Xu and Tenenbaum (2007) experimentally tested
children's ability to infer narrow meanings in “suspicious
coincidence” situations. Participants (42-60 months of age)
who were shown one stuffed toy Dalmatian labeled “fep”
later generalized the label to a variety of toys at different
levels of hierarchy: other Dalmatians, different breeds of
dogs, and even a few other species of animals, like seals.
However, when participants were shown three separate
Dalmatians, all labeled “fep,” they almost never generalized
the label to anything but other Dalmatians. In this
experiment, separate toys were all presented simultaneously,
so there was no ambiguity about whether the toys were
unique or whether they were the same toy. Xu and
Tenenbaum explain this “suspicious coincidence” behavior
as a natural extension of a Bayesian model of word learning.
The suspicious coincidence is a conceptually important
phenomenon because it is not predicted by other models of
word learning. Nevertheless, relatively little is known about
how this phenomenon is related to the dramatic changes in
word learning that take place in early development. Thus,
the goal of the present study was to examine how this
phenomenon is related to children's emerging category
knowledge. Prior knowledge and the similarity structure
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children bring to the task play a central role in Bayesian
accounts, yet these aspects of knowledge are rarely
measured directly (Jones & Love, in press). It is possible
that the exact details of category knowledge play a critical
role in the suspicious coincidence. Individual children may
have highly variable and difficult to predict histories of
exposure that could influence their behavior under a
Bayesian perspective.
Thus, in Experiment 1, we measured children’s prior
category knowledge and its relation to their noun
generalization behavior in Xu and Tenenbaum’s task.
Experiment 1 was an exact replication of Xu and
Tenenbaum's (2007) Experiment 3, investigating the effects
of the “suspicious coincidence” on children's novel noun
generalization. Our only modification was that parents of
participants
completed
an
additional
vocabulary
questionnaire during the experiment. We compared the
strength of children's “suspicious coincidence” effect with
their prior knowledge of the categories used in the task. The
Bayesian account predicts that children who know more
about these categories should have shown a stronger
“suspicious coincidence.”

8 were placed in a test array as generalization targets. Figure
1 shows an example of each possible combination of
familiarization exemplars a child could be shown (only the
animal set possibilities are depicted). Figure 2 shows the
array of test objects that every child saw.
A vocabulary survey was developed to examine children’s
knowledge of the labels for the stimuli at each level in the
taxonomic hierarchy. The survey was filled out by parents
during the study and included an entry for each unique
stimulus item used in the experiment. Each entry of the
survey included a photograph of a toy, a line on which
parents were instructed to write down what the child would
spontaneously call the toy, and check boxes with different
category labels for that toy that children might recognize
(but not necessarily produce).

Experiment 1
Methods
Participants were 54 monolingual children from a
Midwestern town, between the ages of 42 and 60 months.
13 participants were excluded from analysis: 7 for choosing
distractor items, 1 for fussiness, 2 due to experimenter error,
and 3 for extreme, reversed generalization behavior from
adults. Therefore, 41 participants were included in analyses
(mean age = 4 years, 3 months; range from 3 years, 6
months to 5 years, 0 months). Parents of participants were
contacted via mail and a follow-up phone call. Parents
provided informed consent prior to the study. Each
participant received a small toy for participation.
The stimuli were chosen based on the set used by Xu and
Tenenbaum (2007). Most toys used were of the exact same
adult subordinate categories as those in Xu and
Tenenbaum's experiments, and all toys conformed to the
same basic level categories. The set of 45 toys was divided
into three superordinate categories (referred to as “sets”): 15
animals, 15 vehicles, and 15 vegetables. Each set was
further divided into basic level categories: 6 toys from
different basic level categories and 9 toys from the same
basic level category. Each basic level category of 9 toys was
further divided into subordinate level categories: 4 toys
from the same subordinate level category and 5 toys from
different subordinate level categories. Using the animal set
as an example, the category structure of the 15 animals was
as follows: 6 “superordinate matches” from unique basic
level categories (penguin, pig, cat, bear, seal, bee) and 9
“basic matches” from the same basic level category, 5 of
which were also “subordinate matches” (Husky, Sheepdog,
Pug, Terrier, and 5 examples of Black Labradors). Seven
toys from each set were reserved as possible exemplars, and

Figure 1: Possible familiarization conditions. Each child
participated in only one condition over three trials.

Aside from parents filling out the vocabulary survey
described above, the design of our first experiment was
exactly the same as that of Experiment 3 of Xu &
Tenenbaum (2007). It was divided into three trials, each
with a familiarization phase and a test (generalization)
phase. Every child was randomly assigned to either a “oneexemplar” condition or a “three-exemplar” condition.
The familiarization phase was performed first. In the oneexemplar condition, the experimenter pulled out one
subordinate match toy, placed it on the exemplar mat, and
labeled it three times in a row. In one trial of the threeexemplar condition, the experimenter pulled out one
subordinate match toy and two other identical toys, and each
of the three toys was labeled once (trials with three different
basic level toys and three different superordinate level toys
were also run, but are less direct as a test of the “suspicious
coincidence”). Novel labels were used in both conditions,
such as “fep.” Participants in both conditions heard the
same number of object-word pairings overall, either one
object three times or three objects once each.
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Figure 2: The toys in the test array, by category. These were placed on the floor in a random order.
Next, the test phase of the experiment began. The test
phase involved a series of Yes/No generalization questions
(e.g., “is this a fep?”) about a subset of the toys in the test
array. The stimuli presented in the test array are pictured in
Figure 2. Note, however, that the test objects were randomly
positioned for the experiment, rather than grouped as in the
figure. Of the 24 objects in the test array, ten were used as
the test set for a given trial. The test set included the two
available subordinate matches, the two basic matches, the
four superordinate matches, and any two distractors from
the other two sets.

Results
Replication As Experiment 1 was procedurally a
replication of Xu and Tenenbaum's third experiment, we
first examined whether the "suspicious coincidence" effect
was, in fact, replicated in ours. Figure 3 summarizes Xu and
Tenenbaum's results from the relevant experiment,
compared with our replication results. The data in all of our
graphs are based on the proportion of “Yes” responses to
different hierarchical levels of matching in the test phase.
The most direct test of Xu and Tenenbaum's “suspicious
coincidence” is the difference between the basic level
(middle) bars in the one-exemplar versus 3-exemplarsubordinate conditions. The "suspicious coincidence" is
seen as a drop in the proportion of basic match
generalizations (e.g., “Yes” responses to the Sheep dog and
Pug) from when one exemplar (Black Labrador) is shown to
when three of that same exemplar are shown. Our
replication of the effect was a success. Basic match
generalization decreased significantly when three
subordinate match exemplars were used, both in Xu and
Tenenbaum's study and in ours (From 25% to 13% in our
results, p < 0.05; and from 40% to 6% in Xu &
Tenenbaum's results in their 2007 study).

Results by vocabulary knowledge The main motivation
for Experiment 1 was to look more carefully at the effect of
prior category knowledge on word generalization,
specifically the “suspicious coincidence” phenomenon. We
will focus only on subordinate level vocabulary knowledge,
because labels at this level are most relevant for evaluating
the “suspicious coincidence” effect.
Vocabulary knowledge for the most specific category for
each toy was summed over the entire survey and recorded as
the child's “specific vocabulary score,” or SVS. The
maximum possible SVS was 30, but no child received this
(mean 16.83, median 16, range 12-23). A median split was
performed on the scores in order to divide children into
“low-SVS” and “high-SVS” groups (with additional
subjects recruited as necessary for statistical power,
included in the methods sections of this paper). We then
analyzed the “suspicious coincidence” for each group. A
dramatic difference was found: low-SVS children showed a
25% drop in basic match generalization from the oneexemplar to the three-exemplar condition (the “suspicious
coincidence” effect. p < 0.0001), while high-SVS children
showed a 2% rise in basic match generalization (the
opposite trend of the “suspicious coincidence”). This data is

Figure 3a: Xu & Tenenbaum's results
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presented in Figure 4. The results of our vocabulary survey
are not correlated with age (r < 0.1, p > 0.25).

existing knowledge and were less likely to default to
English labels they didn't have.

Figure 3b: Overall results of Experiment 1. we succeeded
in replicating Xu & Tenenbaum (2007).

Discussion
The goal of Experiment 1 was to examine the effect of
children's prior category knowledge on noun generalization
at multiple hierarchical levels, specifically the “suspicious
coincidence” effect. The vocabulary effect we discovered
was clear: “suspicious coincidence” behavior was highly
inversely correlated with children's vocabulary knowledge,
as measured by our parental survey. Since vocabulary was
not a manipulated variable, the direction of the relationship
is unclear. However, either causal direction is difficult to
explain from a Bayesian perspective. In the Bayesian
account, children with the most detailed knowledge about
subordinate-level categories like “Black Labradors” and
other breeds of dogs should be able to most easily determine
which sets of stimuli are statistically “suspicious” when
given the same novel label. After all, if a child only knows
about two breeds of dog, seeing three of one kind at once is
not very “suspicious.” Alternatively, if the “suspicious
coincidence” drives vocabulary learning, then those most
skilled at it should have acquired greater vocabulary
knowledge. Our findings in Experiment 1 run counter to
both of these possibilities, and thus suggest that children are
not learning words according to Bayesian principles.
Before accepting this conclusion, however, we ran an
additional experiment to rule out two alternate expanations
for our vocabulary effect. Firstly, children who knew more
of the correct English names for the subordinate categories
tested may have had trouble learning a second set of labels
for the exact same set of referents (even though mutual
exclusivity is unhelpful for partially overlapping labels, it is
useful for ruling out exactly overlapping labels). Secondly,
even if the novel label was learned and accepted, if these
children were temporarily distracted from the goal of the
task, then they could have forgotten the new label and
played the game based entirely on their English labels for
the toys. Low-SVS children, on the other hand, were less
likely to have their learning of novel labels blocked by

Figure 4: Results of Experiment 1 by prior vocabulary
knowledge. Low vocabulary participants are driving the
“suspicious coincidence” effect seen in the overall data.
Thus, in Experiment 2, we increased the number of times
we recited Mr. Frog's labels to children. This should have
helped overcome high-SVS children's strongly learned
English names for the objects. We also spread this repeated
reinforcement throughout the test phase of the task. This
distribution of reminders was designed to prevent children
from getting distracted. If high-SVS children in Experiment
1 were indeed distracted or not learning novel labels at all,
then they should have begun to show a stronger “suspicious
coincidence” in Experiment 2.
Importantly, our altered methodology should not affect
(or if anything, should magnify) the predictions of Xu and
Tenenbaum's formal Bayesian account of the “suspicious
coincidence.” The only evidence for a child that is relevant
to their model is new evidence. No parameters exist in their
(2007) equations that can model the effects of repeated
exposure to old information.
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Experiment 2
Methods
45 participants (again, aged 42-60 months) were recruited in
the same manner as in Experiment 1 (a different number of
participants was required due to not screening vocabulary
knowledge before children entered the laboratory). 5
participants were excluded from analysis, all for choosing
distractor items. The stimuli were also the same as in
Experiment 1.
The procedure was also identical to that of Experiment 1,
except for one modification: instead of a familiarization
phase and then a test phase, the familiarization phase was
expanded and intermixed with test questions. After each of
the first nine test questions, the labeling of exemplar(s) was
repeated. Remember that in Experiment 1, there was a
single round of labeling, followed by all test questions
without any familiarization reminders. In Experiment 2,
labeling was also repeated in between every single test
question. Instead of three object-label pairings per trial as in
Experiment 1, this new procedure resulted in thirty objectlabel pairings per trial, or 16.5 object-label pairings heard by
the child prior to each test question on average.

Results
Results for Experiment 2 are presented in Figure 5, in the
same format used previously. Experiment 2 was designed to
manipulate “suspicious coincidence” behavior in high-SVS
children. We expected that by reinforcing our novel
vocabulary words repeatedly, we would either cause no
change to “suspicious coincidence” behavior, or (as hoped)
we would help to keep high-SVS children focused and open
to the novel word generalization task and thus cause
stronger “suspicious coincidence” behavior. What we found
instead was that high-SVS children still show the reverse of
the “suspicious coincidence,” as in Experiment 1. Thus, no
benefit was gained by providing extra novel label exposure.
Surprisingly, however, low-SVS children now also fail to
show any “suspicious coincidence.” Rather than helping to
guide children toward more “rational” word interpretations,
our attempts to make the task more conducive to
“suspicious coincidence” behavior actually had the very
different effect of reducing this behavior.
Before going any further with theoretical conclusions, we
performed two analyses to confirm that our results were not
due to children becoming bored by the many extra labeling
events. First, we reviewed our video recordings to measure
the length of the familiarization + test phases for the two
experiments. In a sample of 30 participants' videos, the
length of Experiment 2 was not found to be significantly
different from the length of Experiment 1 in either condition
(p > 0.5 for each condition) Thus, the time spent playing the
game could not have been a source of boredom in
Experiment 2. Second, we compared children's
generalization behavior for objects in the first half of each
trial versus the last half of each trial, in Experiment 2 only.
If repetitive labeling events are a source of behavior-

changing boredom for children, then their responses in the
last half of each trial should be different than in the first
half, as boredom accumulates. We found no differences in
“Yes” responding between the two halves of each trial in
chi-square tests, either for all toys (p > 0.25) or for basiclevel toys only (p > 0.25). Together, these results suggest
that boredom does not appear to play a role in causing our
Experiment 2 results.

Figure 5: Results, Experiment 2. The suspicious coincidence
effect has been eliminated, both overall and in the low-SVS
group (not shown). High-SVS children continue to not show
a suspicious coincidence effect (also not shown).

Discussion
Experiment 2 was designed to provide high-SVS children
with an ideal environment for potentially demonstrating
“suspicious coincidence” behavior. It was possible that
high-SVS children were not learning or maintaining
representations of our novel labels strongly enough, due to
their more entrenched English labels for the same
categories. Making the novel stimuli more salient/readily
available, however, did not change the results of Experiment
1, as we expected from the above hypothesis. Instead, the
results of Experiment 2 deviated even further from the
predictions of Xu & Tenenbaum's Bayesian account. Not
only did high-SVS children still fail to demonstrate a
“suspicious coincidence”, but the “suspicious coincidence”
effect was eliminated and almost reversed (p = 0.21,
trending in the opposite direction). Even low-SVS children
alone failed to show the predicted effect. Overall, then,
children in Experiment 2 failed to show a rational
interpretation of our novel category labels.
One possible explanation of these results is that
when children repeatedly glance back and forth between
exemplars and the test array, there is less time to observe
and process the entire test array or (in the case of three
exemplars) the entire exemplar set. Instead, children in the
more attentionally demanding Experiment 2 may be
focusing more exclusively on only the current test item or
the current exemplar being held up in front of them,
compared to Experiment 1. This may cause all conditions to
resemble the single exemplar condition to participants,
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causing broader generalization. Easier structural alignment
of highly similar objects—like in Experiment 1, where
attention could linger long enough to draw comparisons
amongst exemplar—has been shown to highlight differences
(Gentner, 2001). In our case, this would lead to a stronger
“suspicious coincidence” effect, as observed. Explanations
like this remain to be tested, but one thing that is clear from
the current results is that that any theory behind these results
must take into account specific, task-related details, not high
level accounts of rational inference alone.

General Discussion
In Experiments 1 and 2, children generalized novel labels in
unexpected ways in response to two variables: increased
prior vocabulary knowledge and an increased number of
redundant labeling events. It is not clear how a Bayesian
account alone can explain either of these behaviors, since
children’s behavior clearly departs from the mathematically
optimal solution to this word learning task. Prior category
knowledge as a helpful source of information for word
learning is at the core of the Bayesian theory, and it is not
clear how one would even implement redundant labeling in
Xu and Tenenbaum's model. The closest approximation of
such an implementation would also predict that redundant
labeling should strengthen the “suspicious coincidence”
effect, yet if anything, it weakens the effect.
Non-Bayesian behavior has been found in the adult
version of Xu and Tenenbaum's task as well. In particular,
Spencer et al. (in press) reported that adults failed to show a
suspicious coincidence when items were presented
sequentially (rather than simultaneously). This was the case
even when six subordinate-level examples were presented.1
The experiments reported here and data from Spencer et
al. suggest that word learning is a sensitive and interactive
process that depends largely upon the specific environment
and circumstances under which it occurs. The “suspicious
coincidence” effect relies on details about prior vocabulary
knowledge, the manner in which experimenters ask their
generalization questions, and sequential versus simultaneous
exemplar presentation. Ongoing work also suggests that
children's perceptual similarity judgments change depending
on the statistical structure of sets of toys they observe.
When three Black Labradors are included in a set of toys to
sort based on similarity, children treat them differently in
relation to other toys than when only one Black Labrador is
included in the set (Jenkins & Samuelson, 2011). This
suggests that even for a given child, prior vocabulary, and
stimulus set type, category-relevant feature information is
likely task-dependent as well.
The Bayesian approach does not account for these
idiosyncrasies, because it explicitly lives at a computational
level and does not specify the processes by which task
factors and category knowledge cohere in the moment to
create word learning.
1

Note that this sequential presentation effect could also be
explained from a task-specific, structural alignment standpoint
(Gentner, 2001), similar to that discussed for Experiment 2.

Instead, our current (and Spencer et al.'s) findings
demand explanations of a mechanistic nature. Mechanistic
explanations link behavior to more general processes of
attention, memory, and perception, while allowing for the
influence of particular kinds of tasks and contexts. The
mechanistic perspective is powerful for understanding
processes that change non-linearly based on different
memories, changes to the task context, and so on. As shown
in Experiments 1 and 2 and in Spencer et al. (in press), the
“suspicious coincidence” effect is a variable phenomenon
that comes and goes in different situations based on a host
of factors. Thus, a mechanistic perspective is a natural
choice for making sense of this emerging body of data.
Accordingly, future research must include a mechanisticlevel model of children's word learning. This does not mean
that a rational account is not also useful. After all, Xu and
Tenenbaum’s model predicted the existence of the
“suspicious coincidence” effect and introduced this behavior
to the field. Nevertheless, future work will need to move
beyond the rational view to explain when, why, and how
children show this finicky behavioral pattern and how the
“suspicious coincidence” is linked to emerging category
knowledge and word learning in early development.
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Abstract
Scenes, like objects, are visual entities that can be
categorized into functional and semantic groups. One of the
core concepts of human categorization is the idea that
category membership is graded: some exemplars are more
typical than others. Here, we obtain human typicality
rankings for more than 120,000 images from 706 scene
categories through an online rating task on Amazon
Mechanical Turk. We use these rankings to identify the
most typical examples of each scene category. Using
computational models of scene classification based on
global image features, we find that images which are rated
as more typical examples of their category are more likely
to be classified correctly. This indicates that the most typical
scene examples contain the diagnostic visual features that
are relevant for their categorization. Objectless, holistic
representations of scenes might serve as a good basis for
understanding how semantic categories are defined in term
of perceptual representations.

prototypes are an average or central tendency of all category
members. People do not need to actually encounter the
prototypical example of a category in order to form a
concept of that category; instead, they extract the prototype
through experience with the variation that exists within the
category (Posner & Keele, 1968).
Environmental scenes, like objects, are visual entities that
can be organized in functional and semantic groups. Like
other conceptual categories, scenes contain more and less
typical exemplars. Tversky and Hemenway (1983)
identified some typical examples of indoor and outdoor
scene categories, but the total number of scene categories
used in their studies was very small. Here, we extend the
idea of scene typicality to a very large database containing
over 700 scene categories. The goal of the current study is
two-fold: first, to determine the prototypical exemplars that
best represent each visual scene category; and second, to
evaluate the performances of state-of-the-art global features
algorithms at classifying different types of exemplars.

Method

Keywords: scene perception; prototypes; categorization.

Introduction

Dataset

Most theories of categorization and concepts agree that
category membership is graded – some items are more
typical examples of their category than others. For example,
both sparrows and ostriches are birds, but a sparrow is
generally regarded as a much more typical bird than an
ostrich. The more typical examples of a category show
many advantages in cognitive tasks. For example, typical
examples are more readily named than atypical examples
when people are asked to list examples of a category (eg.,
furniture) and response times are faster for typical examples
when people are asked to verify category membership (eg.,
“a chair is a piece of furniture”) (Rosch, 1975).
According to Prototype Theory, concepts are represented
by their most typical examples (Rosch, 1971). These

Stimuli were taken from the SUN Database, a collection of
130,519 images organized into 899 categories (see Xiao,
Hays, Ehinger, Oliva & Torralba, 2010). This database was
constructed by first identifying all of the words in a
dictionary corresponding to types of places, scenes, or
environments (see Biederman, 1987, for a similar procedure
with objects). Our definition of a scene or place type was
any concrete common noun which could reasonably
complete the phrase, “I am in a place,” or “Let’s go to the
place.” We included terms which referred to specific
subtypes of scenes or sub-areas of scenes. However, we
excluded specific places (like MIT or New York), terms
which did not evoke a clear visual identity (like workplace
or territory), spaces which were too small for a human body
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to navigate within (such as a desktop), and scenes with
mature content. We included views of the interiors of
vehicles (airplane cabin), but not exterior views of vehicles.
We included specific types of buildings (skyscraper, house),
because, although these can be seen as objects, they are
known to activate scene-processing-related areas in the
human brain (Epstein & Kanwisher, 1998). This procedure
yielded an initial set of about 2400 scene words, and after
combining synonyms and separating scenes with different
visual identities (such as indoor and outdoor views), we
obtained a list of about 899 unique semantic categories of
scenes and places. For each of these categories, we collected
a large set of images online, resulting in a database of about
130,000 images.
Note that there are different ways to define and categorize
“scenes,” which would generate a slightly different or more
complete database than the one used here. For example, one
might decide that different views of the same place qualify
as different scenes, or one might choose to subdivide scenes
based on spatial layout or surface features (e.g., forests with
or without snow). However, this work represents the first
attempt at estimating typicality on a dataset that is extensive
enough to cover most of the plausible scene categories used
to refer to places and scenes in discourse.

Stimuli
For the typicality experiment, we used the 706 scene
categories from this database that contained at least 22
exemplars. Category size ranged from 22 images in the
smallest categories to 2360 in the largest. A total of 124,901
images were used in the experiment.
Participants
935 people participated in the experiment through
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, an online service where
workers are paid to complete short computational tasks
(HITs) for small amounts of money. All workers were
located in the United States and had a good performance
record with the service (at least 100 HITs completed with an
acceptance rate of 95% or better). Workers were paid $0.03
per trial.

Procedure
Participants were told that the goal of the experiment was to
select illustrations for a dictionary. Each trial consisted of
three parts.
First, participants were given the name of a scene
category from the database, a short definition of the scene
category, and four images. Workers were asked to select
which of the four images matched the name and definition
(one of the four images was drawn from the target category
and the other three were randomly selected from other
categories). The purpose of this task was to ensure that
participants read the category name and definition before
proceeding to the rating task.
Next, participants were shown 20 images in a 4 x 5 array.
These images were drawn randomly from the target

Figure 1: The display seen by participants in the typicality
rating task. In the experiment, images were shown in color.
category, and did not include the image which had served as
the target in the previous task. Images were shown at a size
of 100 x 100 pixels, but holding the mouse over any image
caused a larger 300 x 300 pixel version of that image to
appear. An example of this display is shown in Figure 1.
Workers were asked to select, by clicking with the mouse,
three images that best illustrated the scene category.
In the third part of the task, workers were shown the same
20 images (but with their array positions shuffled) and were
asked to select the three worst examples of the target scene
category.

Design
On each trial, the set of 20 images was drawn randomly
from the set of images in the target category. These random
draws were such that each image appeared at least 12 times,
and no more than 15 times over the course of the
experiment. This resulted in 77,331 experimental trials.
Each trial was completed by a single participant.
Participants could complete as many trials as they wished;
the mean number of trials completed per participant was
82.7 trials (median 7 trials).

Results
Participants’ performance was judged on two measures:
their performance on the 4AFC task, and whether they
selected different images as the best and worst examples on
a single trial. In general, participants performed well on the
4AFC task, with an average correct response rate of 97%
(s.d. 0.13%). Most of the incorrect responses occurred on
trials where one of the randomly-drawn foil images came
from a category similar to the target category (for example,
a cathedral might be the foil image for the category
“basilica”). Participants were also reliably able to select
different images as the best and worst examples of their
category: participants marked an image as both best and
worst on only 2% of trials (s. d. 0.10%); the likelihood of
reselecting an image by chance is 40%. However, there
were a few participants who reselected images at about
chance rates, which suggests that they were selecting images
at random with no regard for the task. We identified 19
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Figure 2: The five images rated most typical by participants, from the ten largest categories in
the database.
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participants who reselected the same images as both best
and worst on at least 25% of trials (2% of total participants).
Together these participants had submitted 872 trials (1.13%
of trials), which were dropped from further analysis.
A “typicality score” was obtained for each image in the
dataset. The typicality score was calculated as the number
of times the image had been selected as the best example of
its category, minus a fraction1 of the number of times it was
selected as the worst example, divided by the number of
times the image appeared throughout the experiment.
(Taking a fraction of the worst votes allows the number of
“best” votes to be used as a tie-breaker for images that
performed similarly.) A typicality score near 1 means an
image is extremely typical (it was selected as the best
example of its category nearly every time it appeared in the
experiment), and a typicality score near -1 means an image
is extremely atypical (it was nearly always selected as a
worst example).
Examples of the most typical images from various
categories are shown in Figure 2.

Comparison to chance
Even if participants selected “best” and “worst” examples at
random, some images in each category would emerge as
highly typical (or atypical) due to chance. It is important to
check that the most typical images in this experiment are
rated higher than would be expected if participants were
simply responding randomly.
To check this, we ran a set of 100 simulations in which
the images were rated randomly. Each image appeared in
the simulation the same number of times it appeared in the
actual experiment. On each appearance, the image had a
15% chance of being voted a “best” example, a 15% chance
of being voted a “worst” example, and a 70% chance of
receiving no vote. The simulation assumed that participants
never selected the same image as both “best” and “worst” in
a single trial, which was not actually true in the experiment.
This means that the simulation actually overestimates the
typicality scores that could be produced by random
responses.
As shown in Figure 3, the typicality scores obtained by
the most typical images in the experiment are much higher
than the maximum scores that would be expected if
participants were rating images randomly. More than half of
the categories (401 out of 706) have a most typical image
that is at least 3 standard deviations higher than the average
“most typical image” from the simulation. This indicates
that participants were selecting these images according to a
strategy (such as selecting images that best matched their
internal prototype for the scene category) and not just
selecting images at random.

1

This fraction was arbitrarily set to 0.9, but any value in the
range 0.500 to 0.999 gives essentially the same results: changing
this value changes the range of possible scores, but doesn’t
significantly change the rank order of scores within a category
(90% of images move by less than 5 percentile points).

Figure 3: A comparison of the typicality scores obtained by
the best image in each category in the expeirment to the
typicality scores obtained in a simulation where images
were rated randomly.
However, there are some categories where the most
typical image scores no higher than would be expected from
chance (46 categories have most typical image that is within
a standard deviation of the average best score from the
simulation). It’s not clear why participants gave chance-like
performance in these categories: although some of these
categories are very unusual (e.g., rectory, cloister), many of
them are familiar everyday categories like closet, desert
road, or factory. This may reflect the distribution of
exemplars we were able to obtain for these categories in the
initial image search: it’s possible that the images we
collected for these categories were fairly homogeneous,
with no particularly good or bad exemplars.

Typicality and models of scene classification
Do more typical exemplars of a scene category contain more
of the visual features relevant to scene classification? To
investigate this question, we classified scenes using the “all
global features” classifier described in Xiao, et al. (2010). In
computer vision, global features represent a class of
algorithms that encode the spatial layout of textures in the
image, without representing object information.
Global Features
As in Xiao et al. (2010), the all-feature kernel combines
several representations that have been shown to be reliable
for scene classification tasks. The GIST descriptor computes
the output energy of 24 filters (8 orientations at 4 different
scales) averaged on a 4x4 grid (Oliva & Torralba 2001). The
Dense SIFT features (Lazebnik, et al., 2006) builds a
coarse-to-fine spatial histogram pyramid of quantized
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orientation histograms of image magnitude and orientation
values on local patches. The HOG features (Dalal & Triggs,
2005; Felzenszwalb, et al., 2010) count occurrences of
gradient orientation and use overlapping local contrast for
normalization to improve invariance to changes in
illumination or shadowing. While SIFT is known to be very
good at finding repeated image content, the self-similarity
descriptor (SSIM) (Shechtman & Irani, 2007) relates images
using their internal layout of local self-similarities. Unlike
GIST, SIFT, and HOG, which are all gradient-based
approaches (measuring the density of the features), SSIM
may provide a distinct, complementary measure of scene
layout. Additionally, the “all-features” kernel includes
histograms for specific geometric classes as determined by
Hoiem et al. (2005), which represent aspects of a scene’s
spatial layout.
The “all global features” classifier is built from the large
set of classifiers based on these state-of-the-art features. It
covers a range of features which are likely to be important
in scene recognition, including color histograms,
representations of texture and scene regions (e.g., ground vs.
sky), and information about edges and line orientations.

Classification procedure
Classifiers were trained with one-versus-all support vector
machines as in Xiao et al (2010). In order to have enough
exemplars for training and testing, the following simulations
used the 397 categories that contain at least 100 exemplars.
From each category, 50 images were selected at random to
serve as the training set, and another 50 images were
randomly selected to serve as the test set. Since the training
and testing sets were chosen by random selection, they
contained a range of more and less typical exemplars.
Xiao et al. (2010) found that the average performance of
the “all global features” classifier on this 397-scene dataset

is 38% (chance performance is 0.25%). What are the
performances as a function of scene typicality? Figure 4
shows that classification of individual images varies with
their typicality score: the most typical images were
classified correctly about 50% of the time, and the least
typical images were classified correctly only 23% of the
time. Images were divided into four groups corresponding
to the four quartiles of the distribution of typicality scores
across the database. These groups contained 5020, 4287,
5655, and 4908 images (groups are listed in order from
fourth quartile -- lowest typicality – to first quartile). A oneway ANOVA comparing these quartile groups shows a
significant effect of image typicality quartile on
classification accuracy (F(3,19846) = 278, p < .001);
Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc tests show that the
differences between each quartile are significant.
Image typicality is also related to the confidence of the
SVM classifier. The confidence reflects how well the
classifier believes the image matches its assigned category –
scores near 1 indicate that the classifier is very confident
that the image belongs in the category and scores near -1
indicate that the classifier does not believe the image
belongs in the category. (Due to the difficulty of the oneversus-all classification task, confidence was low across all
classifications, and even correctly-classified images had
average confidence scores below zero.) Figure 5 shows the
SVM confidence as a function of image typicality for
correctly- and incorrectly-classified images. Confidence
increases with increasing typicality, but this pattern is
stronger in correctly-sorted images. A 4 x 2 ANOVA gives
significant main effects of image typicality (F(3,19842) =
79.8, p < .001) and correct vs. incorrect classification
(F(1,19842) = 6006, p < .001) and a significant interaction
between these factors (F(3,19842) = 43.5, p < .001).

Figure 4: Performance of the SVM classifier as a function of
image typicality. Images are sorted according to their
typicality score from least typical (4th quartile) to most
typical (1st quartile).

Figure 5: Confidence of the SVM classifier as a function of
image typicality. Images are sorted according to their
typicality score from least typical (4th quartile) to most
typical (1st quartile).
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Conclusion
Intelligent systems, artificial and biological, face the
problem of how to organize complex stimulus
representations. One framework for classifying scenes
involves identifying visually informative features within a
category. Previous attempts to characterize the categorical
representation of environmental scenes have capitalized on
uncovering a manageable set of dimensions, features, or
objects with which to represent environments (Oliva &
Torralba, 2001; Renninger & Malik, 2004; Fei-Fei &
Perona, 2005; Lazebnik et al., 2006; Vogel & Schiele, 2007;
Greene & Oliva, 2009; Ross & Oliva, 2010).
An alternate framework for classifying visual scenes
appeals to their conceptual nature. Scenes, like individual
objects, are associated with specific functions and
behaviors, and have a categorical structure (Tversky &
Hemenway, 1983). Here, we show that people have a
representation of a typical or “best” exemplar for a wide
range of scene categories. This elaborates on the scene
prototype work of Tversky and Hemenway, and extends
prototype research from the domains of objects, faces, and
abstract patterns to scenes.
Furthermore, we show that scenes which people rate as
more typical examples of their category are more likely to
be correctly classified by computer vision algorithms based
on global image features. Although we cannot claim that the
features used in these algorithms are the same features
which humans would use to perform the same classification
task, this nevertheless indicates that more typical examples
of a scene category contain more of the diagnostic visual
features that are relevant for scene categorization.
Finally, this study is the first to show that reliable
prototypes can be identified for a very large dataset of
environmental scene categories, by both human observers
and state of the art vision algorithms. One of the important
distinctions between objects and scenes is that the
categorical boundaries between scenes are less well defined
than the boundaries between objects. Natural scenes in
particular often lie on the boundary between two or more
categories, like forest/mountain or river/lake (Vogel &
Schiele, 2004), suggesting that typicality might be a
particularly important concept for future progress in the
field of human and computational scene understanding.
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One shot learning of simple visual concepts
Brenden M. Lake, Ruslan Salakhutdinov, Jason Gross, and Joshua B. Tenenbaum
Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Abstract
People can learn visual concepts from just one example, but
it remains a mystery how this is accomplished. Many authors
have proposed that transferred knowledge from more familiar
concepts is a route to one shot learning, but what is the form
of this abstract knowledge? One hypothesis is that the sharing of parts is core to one shot learning, and we evaluate this
idea in the domain of handwritten characters, using a massive
new dataset. These simple visual concepts have a rich internal part structure, yet they are particularly tractable for computational models. We introduce a generative model of how
characters are composed from strokes, where knowledge from
previous characters helps to infer the latent strokes in novel
characters. The stroke model outperforms a competing stateof-the-art character model on a challenging one shot learning
task, and it provides a good fit to human perceptual data.
Keywords: category learning; transfer learning; Bayesian
modeling; neural networks

Figure 1: Test yourself on one shot learning. From the example
boxed in red, can you find the others in the array? On the left is a
Segway and on the right is the first character of the Bengali alphabet.
Answer for the Bengali character: Row 2, Column 3; Row 4, Column 2.

A hallmark of human cognition is learning from just a few
examples. For instance, a person only needs to see one Segway to acquire the concept and be able to discriminate future
Segways from other vehicles like scooters and unicycles (Fig.
1 left). Similarly, children can acquire a new word from one
encounter (Carey & Bartlett, 1978). How is one shot learning
possible?
New concepts are almost never learned in a vacuum. Past
experience with other concepts in a domain can support the
rapid learning of novel concepts, by showing the learner what
matters for generalization. Many authors have suggested this
as a route to one shot learning: transfer of abstract knowledge
from old to new concepts, often called transfer learning, representation learning, or learning to learn. But what is the
nature of the learned abstract knowledge that lets humans acquire new object concepts so quickly?
The most straightforward proposals invoke attentional
learning (Smith, Jones, Landau, Gershkoff-Stowe, & Samuelson, 2002) or overhypotheses (Kemp, Perfors, & Tenenbaum,
2007; Dewar & Xu, in press), like the shape bias in word
learning. Prior experience with concepts that are clearly organized along one dimension (e.g., shape, as opposed to color or
material) draws a learner’s attention to that same dimension
(Smith et al., 2002) – or increases the prior probability of new
concepts concentrating on that same dimension (Kemp et al.,
2007). But this approach is limited since it requires that the
relevant dimensions of similarity be defined in advance.
For many real-world concepts, the relevant dimensions of
similarity may be constructed in the course of learning to
learn. For instance, when we first see a Segway, we may
parse it into a structure of familiar parts arranged in a novel
configuration: it has two wheels, connected by a platform,
supporting a motor and a central post at the top of which are
two handlebars. These parts and their relations comprise a

Figure 2: Examples from a new 1600 character database.

useful representational basis for many different vehicle and
artifact concepts – a representation that is likely learned in
the course of learning the concepts that they support. Several
papers from the recent machine learning and computer vision
literature argue for such an approach: joint learning of many
concepts and a high-level part vocabulary that underlies those
concepts (e.g., Torralba, Murphy, & Freeman, 2007; Fei-Fei,
Fergus, & Perona, 2006). Another recently popular machine
learning approach is based on deep learning (Salakhutdinov
& Hinton, 2009): unsupervised learning of hierarchies of distributed feature representations in neural-network-style probabilistic generative models. These models do not specify explicit parts and structural relations, but they can still construct
meaningful representations of what makes two objects deeply
similar that go substantially beyond low-level image features.
These approaches from machine learning may be compelling ways to understand how humans learn so quickly,
but there is little experimental evidence that directly supports
them. Models that construct parts or features from sensory
data (pixels) while learning object concepts have been tested
in elegant behavioral experiments with very simple stimuli
and a very small number of concepts (Austerweil & Griffiths,
2009; Schyns, Goldstone, & Thibaut, 1998). But there have
been few systematic comparisons of multiple state-of-the-art
computational approaches to representation learning with hu-
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man learners on a large scale, using a large number of interesting natural concepts. This is our goal here.

Original character
a)

We work in the domain of handwritten characters, an ideal
setting for studying one shot learning at the interface of human and machine learning. Handwritten characters contain a
rich internal part structure of pen strokes, providing good a
priori reason to explore a parts-based approach to representation learning. Supporting this notion, psychological studies
have shown that knowledge about how characters are produced from strokes influences basic perception, including
classification (Freyd, 1983) and apparent motion (Tse & Cavanagh, 2000). While characters contain complex internal
structure (Fig. 2), they are simple enough for us to hope that
tractable computational models can represent all the structure people see in them – unlike natural images. Handwritten
digit recognition (0 to 9) has received major attention in machine learning, with genuinely successful algorithms. Classifiers based on deep learning can obtain over 99 percent accuracy on the standard MNIST dataset (e.g., LeCun, Bottou,
Bengio, & Haffner, 1998; Salakhutdinov & Hinton, 2009).
Yet these state-of-the-art models are still probably far from
human-level competence; there is much room to improve on
them. The MNIST dataset provides thousands of training examples for each class. In stark contrast, humans only need
one example to learn a new character (Fig. 1 right).

20 People’s Drawings

Can this gap be closed by exploring different forms of prior
knowledge? Earlier work on one shot digit learning investigated transferable knowledge of image deformations, such as
scale and rotation (Miller, Matsakis, & Viola, 2000). These
factors are important, but we suggest there is much more to
the knowledge that supports one shot learning. People have
a rich understanding of how characters are formed from the
strokes of a pen, guided by the human motor system.
There are challenges with conducting a large scale study
of character learning. People already know the digits and
the Latin alphabet, so experiments must be conducted on new
characters. Also, people receive massive exposure to domestic and foreign characters over a lifetime, including extensive
first hand drawing experience. To simulate some of this experience for machines, we collected a massive new dataset of
over 1600 characters from around the world. By having participants draw characters online, it was possible to record both
the images, the strokes, and the time course of drawing (Fig.
3). Using the dataset, we can investigate the dual problems
of understanding human concept learning and building machines that learn as rapidly as people can. We propose a new
model of character learning based on inducing probabilistic
part-based representations, similar to the computer vision approaches of Torralba, Fei-Fei, Perona and colleagues. Given
an example image of a new character type, the model infers
a sequence of latent strokes that best explains the pixels in
the image, drawing on a large stroke vocabulary abstracted
from many previous characters. This stroke-based representation guides generalization to new examples of the concept.
We test the model against both human perceptual discrimi-

20 People’s Strokes

b)

c)
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Figure 3: Illustration of the drawing data. Each panel shows the orig0.6
inal character,
20 people’s image drawings, and 20 people’s strokes
color 0.4
coded for order.

nation0.2 data and human accuracy in a challenging one shot
classification
task, while comparing it with a leading alter0
0
0.5
2
native approach
from
machine1 learning, 1.5the Deep Boltzmann
Machine (DBM; Salakhutdinov & Hinton, 2009). The DBM
is an interesting comparison because it is also a generative
probabilistic model, it achieves state-of-the-art performance
on the permutation invariant version of the MNIST task, and
it has no special knowledge of strokes or even image geometry. We find that the stroke model outperforms the DBM by a
large margin on one shot learning accuracy, and both models
provide a good fit to human perceptual discrimination.

New dataset of 1600 characters
We collected a new dataset suitable for large scale concept
learning from few examples. The dataset can be viewed as the
“transpose” of MNIST; rather than having 10 character (digit)
classes with thousands of examples each like MNIST, the
new dataset has over 1600 characters with only 20 examples
each. These characters are from 50 alphabets from around
the world, including Bengali, Cyrillic, Avorentas, Sanskrit,
Tagalog, and even synthetic alphabets used for sci-fi novels. Prints of the original characters were downloaded from
www.omniglot.com and several original images are shown
in Fig. 3 (top left in each panel). Perception and modeling
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a)
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should not be tested on these original typed versions, since
they contain differences in style and line width across alpham
bets. Instead each alphabet was posted on Amazon Mechan... Sm
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acters were drawn by 20 different non-experts with computer
mice (Fig. 3, bottom left). In addition to capturing the image,
Z( j )
the interface captures the drawer’s parse into strokes, shown
(j)
Z( j )
τ
in Fig. 3 (right) where color denotes stroke order.
I( j )
Drawing methods are remarkably consistent across parI( j )
j=1,..., r j=1,..., r
character token
ticipants. For instance, Fig. 3a shows a Cyrillic characcharacter token
ter where all 20 people used one stroke. While not visicharacter
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ble from the static trace, each drawer started the trajectory
generalknowledge
knowledge
general
from the top right. Fig. 3b shows a Tagalog character where
b)
character
19 drawers started with top stroke (red), followed by a sectokens
ond dangling stroke (green). But there are also slight variations in stroke order and number. Videos of the drawing
process for these characters and others can be downloaded at
http://web.mit.edu/brenden/www/charactervideos.html.
general knowledge

Generative stroke model of characters
Thursday, April 28, 2011

character
type

Figure 4: Illustration of the generative process as described in text.
All variables inside the character type plate are implicitly indexed
by character type.

The consistent drawing pattern suggests a principled inference from static character to stroke representation (see Babcock & Freyd, 1988). Here we introduce a stroke model that
captures this basic principle. When shown just one new example of a character, the model tries to infer a set of latent
strokes and their configuration that explains the pixels in an
image. This high-level representation is then used to classify new images with unknown identity. Fig. 4 describes
the generative process. Character types (A, B, etc.) are generated from general knowledge which includes knowledge
of strokes. These types are abstract descriptions defined by
strokes: their number, identity, and general configuration.
Character tokens (images) are generated from the types by
perturbing stroke positions and inking the pixels.

of the strokes and through a global translation controlled
by τ (j) . As with W , the image specific positions Z (j) =
(j)
(j)
(j) (j)
(j) (j)
{Z1 , ..., Zm } = {zx1 , zy1 , ..., zxm , zym } specify discrete
x and y coordinates in the image. The distribution is
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P (Z (j) |W, τ (j) ) ∝

m
Y

exp(−

i=1

1
(j)
||(Zi − Wi − τ (j) ||22 ),
2σz2

which is like a spherical Gaussian but with support
on a discrete set.
The translation τ (j) is distributed
(j)
as P (τ ) ∝ exp(− 2σ1 2 ||τ (j) ||22 ) with support on
t

Generating a character type A character type is defined
by a set of strokes S, their positions W , and their mixing
strengths π. The number of strokes m is picked from a uniform distribution (1 to 10 for simplicity). The first stroke
identity is drawn from the uniform distribution P (S1 ) = 1/K
where K = 1000 is the size of the stroke set. Each stroke also
has a starting position for its trajectory, denoted Wi where
Wi = [wxi , wyi ] which has discrete x and y coordinates. The
first stroke’s position is uniform across the R2 discrete pixel
locations in the image (the image size is R × R). Subsequent strokes P (Si+1 |Si ) and positions P (Wi+1 |Wi ) are
drawn from a transition model, which is uniform and independent of the past. The transition models could be extended,
both for the strokes and positions, to include a more accurate sequential process. Finally, we draw the mixing weights
π ∼ Dirichlet(1, 1, ..., 1) which is a vector of length m.
Generating a character token A character type then generates a character token I (j) , which is a pixel image. While
W specifies a character type position template, the token
specific positions Z (j) can vary in both relative positions

{−R, ..., R} × {−R, ..., R}.
Given the positions, the
image can be generated by G1 hypothetical draws of pixels
to “ink” from a distribution over pixels. The ink model is
based on Revow, Williams, and Hinton (1996) although we
extend it to the multi-stroke case. The probability that none
of the draws landed in a pixel slot g (g is white) is
(j)

(j)

P (Ig = 0|S, Z (j) , π) = (1 − Q(Ig |S, Z (j) , π))G ,
and the probability of a pixel being inked is the comple(j)
(j)
ment P (Ig = 1|S, Z (j) , π) = 1−P (Ig = 0|S, Z (j) , π). Intuitively, the function Q distributes ink across the strokes with
Gaussian spray paint. This is captured by lining each stroke
with little Gaussian beads that generate ink. Q is defined by
a nested mixture:2 an inked pixel is a mixture of noise (parameter β) and another mixture over the m strokes, and each
stroke is yet another mixture (V ) of the Gaussian beads
1
We use the actual number of inked pixels for G. But as Revow et
al. point out, other values would increase the probability of the data
since hypothetical draws will overlap. But this inaccuracy will hurt
both correct and incorrect candidate models during classification.
2
Note that if Q can have values greater than 1, this is no longer a
valid distribution. But it can be shown that if σb > 0.4, then Q < 1.
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Orig

(j)

Q(Ig |S, Z (j) , π) =

β
R2

+ (1 − β)

m
X

(j)

closest library strokes, scored, and the best is picked for
initialization. We then approximate

(j)

πi V (Ig |Si , Zi )

i=1

V

(j)
(j)
(Ig |Si , Zi )

=

1
B

B
X

P (I (t) |S ∗ , W ∗ , π ∗ )
X
P (I (t) , Z (t) , τ (t) |S ∗ , W ∗ , π ∗ )
=

(j)
(j)
N (Ig |Xb + Zi , σb2 I),

b=1

where I is the identity matrix, N is a Gaussian, and Xb ∈ R2
are the bead coordinates for the stroke Si . Evaluating the ink
model is expensive, but each stroke’s V can be computed
(j)
offline, cached, and then translated by Zi as needed. We
used B = 28, σb = 1.5, β = 0.01, σz = 2, and σt = 10.
Learning a library of strokes General knowledge of
strokes was learned from the drawing data. The entire dataset
was split randomly into a 25 alphabet “background set” and a
25 alphabet “experiment set.” The stroke library was learned
from the background set, and the models and people were
tested on the experiment set. About 40,000 strokes were
aligned and clustered (using k-means) to form K = 1000 centroids that comprise the model’s library (Fig. 4). Stroke trajectories vary widely in length so they were reduced to a common dimensionality by fitting a cubic B-spline with 10 control points and clustering was done in this new space (Revow
et al., 1996; Branson, 2004).3 Strokes are direction specific,
meaning a left to right line and a right to left line are different.

≈

Z (t) ,τ (t)
(t)
(t)∗

P (I

,Z

, τ (t)∗ |S ∗ , W ∗ , π ∗ ), where

{Z (t)∗ , τ (t)∗ } = argmax P (Z (t) , τ (t) |I (t) , S ∗ , W ∗ , π ∗ ).
Z (t) ,τ (t)

Again, we use Metropolis-Hastings and take the most probable sample after 2000 proposals. Moves include proposing a
(t)
new Zi or jointly proposing changes in Z (t) and τ (t) .

20-way classification from one example

We tested three models on one shot learning: the stroke
model, the Deep Boltzmann Machine (DBM, Salakhutdinov
& Hinton, 2009), and Nearest Neighbor (NN) in pixel space.
Performance was evaluated on 20-way classification, where
each training class gets only one example. For a given run, 20
characters were picked at random from different alphabets in
the experiment set. The models have never seen any of these
alphabets or characters before. Accuracy was then tested on
novel images drawn from this set of 20 characters.
All models received 28 × 28 images (binary for the stroke
Inference for one shot learning For one shot learning, the
model and NN, grayscale for the DBM). The stroke model
model is given a single example image I (e) and a candidate
fits a latent stroke representation to each training image I (e) ,
(t)
(t)
(e)
image I . Exact computation of P (I |I ) is intractable
and a test image I (t) is classified by picking the largest
and even a maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate involves
P (I (t) |I (e) ) across the 20 possible training characters. The
(e)
(t)
fitting every pair of images I
and I , which is very exDBM was pretrained on the 25 background alphabets using
pensive. Instead, the computation is approximated as follows:
a combination of MCMC and variational approximation (see
Salakhutdinov & Hinton, 2009). The architecture was two
(t)
(e)
P (I |I )
X
X
hidden layers with 1000 units each. DBM classification is
=
P (I (t) |S, W, π)
P (S, W, π, Z (e) , τ (e) |I (e) ) performed by nearest neighbor in the hidden representation
S,W,π
τ (e) ,Z (e)
space, combining vectors from both hidden layers and using
≈ P (I (t) |S ∗ , W ∗ , π ∗ ), where
cosine similarity. NN classification uses Euclidean distance
but cosine performs similarly.
∗
∗
∗
(e)
(e)
(e)
{S , W , π } =
argmax
P (S, W, π, Z , τ |I ).
The stroke model achieves 54.9% correct, compared to
(e)
(e)
S,W,π,Z ,τ
39.6% for the DBM and 15.7% for nearest neighbor in pixels
To compute the maximization, we run Markov Chain Monte
(Fig. 5 left). This was averaged over many random runs (27)
Carlo (MCMC) and the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm,
of the training characters and four test examples per class.
taking the most probable sample after 50,000 proposals.
Figure 6 illustrates model fits to the training images in one
Intuitively, this picks the best strokes it can find to explain
run. The stroke model is reasonable but imperfect parser. To
just the training image. Proposals include a replacement of a
disentangle the imperfect parsing from the general approach,
stroke Si and position Wi with a similar stroke and position,
we replaced the inferred strokes at training time (like Fig.
moves to change π, moves to permute stroke indices, and
6) with the real strokes produced by the drawer of the imreversible jump moves to add or remove the last stroke while
age. Classification was then conducted after inferring the test
also perturbing all the other variables. There is just one
(e)
(e)
image parameters (Z (t) and τ (t) ) like in the standard stroke
image so far, so we fix Z = W and τ = 0. The sampler
model. The real strokes achieve 63.7% correct, which is
is initialized after exploring a set of bottom-up parses, using
likely an upper bound for the current stroke model implemena stochastic tracing algorithm inspired by Edelman, Flash,
tation. But there are many promising avenues for overcoming
and Ullman (1990). Each bottom-up parse is mapped to the
this bound, which are outlined in the discussion. How would
3
B-splines are a compact representation of a smooth curve, propeople perform? We found that people were 97.6% correct
viding a function B(s) that maps a dimension s (similar to time for
on a Same/Different task (baseline is 75%); see footnote for
strokes) to an x and y position. It smoothly interpolates between
details.4 Although this is a different task, it confirms there is
the 10 control points (which are x and y coordinates) such that the
curve starts near the first control point and ends near the last. The
least-squares fit can be computed in closed form (Branson, 2004).

4
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If people were run directly on 20-way classification, they could

40

20

20
0

40

Real Stroke DBM K-NN Chance
Strokes Model

0

40
20

Motor 0 DBM
Programs

K-NN Chance

Figure 5: Classification accuracy from one example (left, our results) and on the MNIST digits (right, published results not from
this work). DBM = Deep Boltzmann Machine; K-NN = K-Nearest
Neighbors; Motor programs model is from Hinton and Nair (2006).
Error bars are standard error.

a substantial gap between human and machine competence.
To create an interesting juxtaposition with one shot learnThursday, April 28, 2011
ing, some previously published results on MNIST, not from
this work, are displayed (Fig. 5 right). Even simple methods like K-nearest neighbors perform extremely well (95%
correct LeCun et al., 1998) due to the huge training set
(n ≈ 6, 000 per character). As a possible analog to the stroke
model, Hinton and Nair (2006) learned motor programs for
the MNIST digits where characters were represented by just
one, more flexible stroke (unless a second stroke was added
by hand). As evident from the figure, the one example setting
provides more room for both model comparison and progress.

Fit to human perceptual discrimination
The models were also compared to human perceptual judgments. A set of six alphabets and four characters each was
selected for high confusability within alphabets. Fig. 7
shows the original images, but participants saw the handwritten copies. Participants were asked to make 200 same vs.
different judgments, where the proportion of same trials was
1/4. The task was speeded and the first of two images was
flashed on the screen for just 50 milliseconds before it was
covered by a mask. The second image then appeared and remained visible until a response was made. There was an option for “I wasn’t looking at the computer screen” and these
responses were discarded. Sixty people were run on Mechanical Turk, and 13 subjects were removed for having a d-prime
less than 0.5.5 Of the remaining, accuracy was 80 percent.
Trials were pooled across participants to create a character
by character similarity matrix. Cells show the percentage of
responses that were “same,” and the matrix was made symmetrical by averaging with its transpose (Fig. 8). There is a
clear block structure showing confusion within alphabets, except Inuktitut that contains shapes already familiar to people
(e.g. triangle). The stroke model, DBM, and image distance
learn from the test examples. Instead, people made same vs. different judgements using the whole experiment set of characters.
“Same” trials were two images, side by side, of the same character
from two drawers, and “Different” trials were two different characters. Each of 20 participants saw 200 trials using a web interface on
Mechanical Turk, and the ratio of same to different trials was 1/4.
5
The number of false alarms was divided by 3 to correct for having 3 times as many different trials.
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Figure 6: Example run of 20-way classification, showing the training
images/classes (white background) and the stroke model’s fits (black
background). Accuracy rates are indicated on the 4 test examples
(not shown) per class.

were compared to the perceptual data. Perceptual discrimination was modeled using the same procedure for all models,
where each model saw many replications (76) of mock 24way classification, as in the previous section. For each test
image, the goodness of fit to each of the 24 training classes
was assigned a rank r from best (1) to worst (24). For each
pairing of stimuli, the similarity s = 1/r was added to the
corresponding cells, averaging across replications. Both the
stroke model (r=0.80) and the DBM (r=.77) show clear alphabet block structure and correlate well with the human judgments, while image distance does not fit well (r=0.30).

Discussion

This paper introduced a generative model of how characters
are composed from parts. Given a new character type, the
model attempts to infer latent strokes that explain the pixels
in the image. This approach performs well on one shot classification, beating Deep Boltzmann Machines (DBM) by a
wide margin. Both of these models provide good fits to human perceptual judgements on a small set of characters.
The stroke model is still far from human competence, although there are many avenues for extension and improvement. There is a clear need for both a richer basis of compositional elements and the ability to expand this basis to include
new strokes when needed. The strokes in the current model
are rigid, allowing for translations but no scaling, rotations,
or deformation within individual strokes (see Revow et al.,
1996). As suggested in the classification results, there is not
much room for improvement within the rigid stroke regime,
given the upper bound obtained by using the real but still rigid
strokes. Additionally, novel characters often contain novel
strokes, and a model could benefit from moving beyond a finite library with a non-parametric Bayesian approach. While
our general framework allows for these improvements, the
present choices were made for computational efficiency, and
it will be critical to overcome these limitations in future work.
While more flexible models introduce new problems for
inference, bottom-up parsers are a promising means for tackling these challenges. In preliminary simulations using an image tracer modified from Edelman et al. (1990), we found that
these methods can work well for classification, even without a
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Atemayar (A)
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25

23

Myanmar (M)
1
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31
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Inuktitut (I)
1

2
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11

Korean (K)
4

28
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29

Sylheti (S)
17

19

28

20

Tagalog (T)
2

6

5

10

Figure 7: Human perceptual discrimination was measured on pairs
of these characters, which are from 6 alphabets. The original printed
images are shown, but participants saw handwritten drawings. Character index within an alphabet is denoted.

acter is a sequence of strokes. Learning in these domains
could involve similar computational mechanisms. For spoken words, Feldman, Griffiths, and Morgan (2009) proposed
that concepts are learned in conjunction with their components parts, and this is also a guiding principle behind the
stroke model. Most speculatively, people learn rich visual
concepts like animals and faces from few examples, although
their forms are governed by very complicated generative processes. Could similar computational principles explain rapid
learning in even these domains?
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Abstract
We study the problem of category identification, which
involves making inferences about category membership
(e.g., a ‘cat’) given a set of features (e.g., has a tail, has
four legs). We note that this problem is closely related
to classification problems in machine learning, for which
standard methods exist, and new methods continue to be
developed. Using a large database of associations of features to animal stimuli, made by different people, we test
several standard benchmark methods, including nearest
neighbor, decision tree, and logistic regression methods.
We also apply a new classifier, developed for image processing, which we call Sparse Instance Representation.
We show that it is the best-performed, especially when
constrained in a novel psychologically interpretable way.
We conclude that our results argue for sparse exemplarbased representations of category structures.
Keywords: category identification, sparse representation,
machine learning, category learning, exemplar representation

Category Identification
Suppose your friend tells you they are thinking of a particular animal, asks you what type it is, and starts listing
its features: it has a tail, has four legs, lives inside, and
so on. You are now facing a category identification problem, which requires you to infer the category of a given
instance of that category (Kemp, Chang, & Lombardi,
2010). In other words, when your friend describes the
features, you are being asked to identify a cat.
Category identification is clearly closely related to two
other cognitive capabilities. One of these is identification, which is the problem of inferring which of a set
of instances is being presented, such as recognizing Jack
the cat among a group of individual cats. Identification
has been widely studied in various subfields of the cognitive sciences, including psychology (Nosofsky, 1986),
machine learning and statistics (Bunge & Fitzpatrick,
1993), and linguistics and philosophy (Michie, Spiegelhalter, & Taylor, 1994). The other related cognitive ability is categorization, which is problem of inferring the
category membership of presented stimuli, such as deciding whether something is a cat or a dog. This has also
been widely studied, especially in cognitive psychology
(e.g., Nosofsky, 1986; Kruschke, 1992; Love, Medin, &
Gureckis, 2004)

Meng Yu
Jack Xin
{myu3, jack.xin} @uci.edu
Department of Mathematics
University of California, Irvine

The difference between identification and category
identification is that the former is about instances, and
not their categorical structure. The difference between
category identification and categorization is much more
subtle. The key issue, as described by Kemp et al. (2010,
p. 230) relates to the sorts of features used to present the
stimulus. In categorization, features are presented at the
level of instances (e.g., Jack the cat has a tail). In category identification, features are presented at the level of
categories (e.g., has a tail). Intuitively, categorization is
about deciding whether a stimulus belongs to a family,
whereas category identification is about which family of
stimuli as a whole is being described.
It is clear that category identification is an important
capability, because it allows us to think about stimuli described by features in terms of their category membership. Nestled between identification and categorization,
category identification blends psychologically interesting aspects of both. It maintains the focus on differences
and individual instances inherent in identification, while
incorporating the focus on sameness and coherence of
conceptual structure inherent in categorization. In particular, category identification offers an interesting window
onto the structure of mental representations, since it involves the relationship between categories and features,
and so requires the representation of both what makes
stimuli different, and what makes them the same.
In this paper, we use existing data relating stimuli to
features that can be interpreted in terms of category identification. We explore a number of models of these data
based on classification approaches from machine learning. We consider a benchmark set of standard classifiers,
as well as a new method developed in the image processing literature, which we call Sparse Instance Representation, that makes interesting, and psychologically interpretable, representational assumptions. We show that
one variant of Sparse Instance Representation is the bestperformed model of the data, and, based on the results,
we draw some conclusions about the way people may
represent categories.

Data
Our data come from the Leuven Natural Concept
Database (DeDeyne et al., 2008). As summarized by
Storms, Navarro, and Lee (2010), this database involves
more than 400 stimulus words, distributed over 16 se-
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is mammal
can fly
is small
has small ears
has pointy ears
has large eyes
has round eyes
is hairy
is friendly
live alone

P1

P2

P3

P4

1
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
1

1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1

1
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0

0.18

Participant 1
Participant 2
Participant 3
Participant 4

0.16
0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0

Mammal

Bird

Fish

Insect

Reptile

Figure 1: Feature-judgment discrepancy for each participants, on each animal, grouped by animal family.

Table 1: Examples of feature applicability judgments.
mantic categories: two food categories (fruits and vegetables), two activity categories (professions and sports),
six animal categories (amphibians, birds, fish, insects,
mammals, and reptiles), and six artifact categories (musical instruments, tools, vehicles, clothing, kitchen utensils, and weapons). For every stimulus word, the
database contains data for a large number of variables,
including typicality ratings, goodness ratings, goodness
rank order, exemplar generation frequencies, exemplar
associative strength, category associative strength, estimated age of acquisition, word frequency, familiarity
ratings, imageability ratings, and pairwise similarity ratings.

Exemplar by Feature Data
In addition, the database incorporates a large feature generation study, in which 1003 student participants (about
half participating for course credit, and half paid the
equivalent of $10 per hour) wrote down around 10 features for 6–10 stimuli. Features were generated for each
of the stimulus words by at least 20 participants. After tallying generation frequencies, all features that were
generated at least four times were selected. These features were rated for their importance in defining the different categories to which the corresponding stimulus
words belonged.
Most importantly for our modeling, the stimuli and
features were combined in a feature verification task, in
which four participants (two students, two adults with
university degrees, paid the equivalent of $10 per hour,
and not including any of the authors of this paper) judged
whether or not each of the features belonged to each of
the stimuli. This resulted in two large exemplar by feature applicability matrices for each participant, one for
the animal domain, with 129 animal stimulus words and
765 animal features, and the other for the artifact domain, with 166 artifact stimulus words and 1295 artifact
features. The subset of the database we use involve the
four exemplar by feature matrices for the animal domain.
Originally, DeDeyne et al. (2008) categorized the animal
into six families (mammals, birds, fish, insects, reptiles,
amphibians), but also pointed out that people found it

difficult to distinguish reptiles and amphibians. We combined the amphibian family and the reptile family, so that
we had 30 animals from the mammal family, 30 for birds,
23 for fish, 26 for insects and 20 for amphibians and reptiles.

Interpretation as Category Identification Data
In this paper, we treat the exemplar by feature judgments
of each of the four participants as providing data relevant
to category identification. This is certainly not the only
way these data could be interpreted, but we think it is a
reasonable interpretation. The participant is being asked
to decide whether or not each of a large list of features
applies to a word describing a category. Thus, we can use
the set of features a participant assigned to a word—“can
fly”, “is small”, and so on—as the input to a category
identification problem, where the task is to identify the
category associated with that list of features.
A challenge for the four participants in doing this task
is that many of the category-level features in the Leuven set do not have clear answers. This intuition is made
more concrete by the example in Table 1, which shows
the feature judgments for the stimulus word “cat” made
by all four participants for some selected features. The
first two features—“can fly” and “is small”—are good
examples of the features where participants give unanimous assessments. Cats as a category cannot fly, and are
small.
But the remaining features in Table 1 focus on the features where there are reasonable differences in the assessments of the participants. Whether a cat “is short
haired”, “is friendly”, “lives alone”, and so on, is less
clear. The differences in individual assessments highlighted in Table 1 are evident throughout the data. Figure 1 shows, for each participant and each animal, the
proportion of features for which that participant was different from all others. It is clear that these differences
occur for all animals and all participants.

Machine Learning Classifiers
The psychological problem of category identification
bears a close formal relationship with supervised classification methods developed in machine learning. In gen-
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eral, supervised classifiers are algorithmic procedures for
assigning a new case into one of a set of pre-defined
classes, on the basis of observed attributes (Duda, Hart,
& Stork, 2000). Typically, the input to a classifier is a
vector of features, and the output is the indicator of the
assigned class, or the probability of assignment to each
class.
Thus, it is straightforward to map classifiers to the psychological task of category identification. The problem
is one of taking a set of features—has a tail, has four
legs, lives inside, and so on—and mapping them to a category like ‘cat’. This is exactly the psychological problem of category identification. It is also straightforward
to use the Leuven dataset to evaluate different classifiers
with a standard machine learning methodology. Specifically, we split the exemplar by feature matrices for the
four participants into training and test sets in a four-fold,
leave-one-out, cross-validation. This means, in each validation, we train the classifier using data from three participants, so that it can learn which features are associated with each animal, and then test on the data from the
participant left out, so that it has to classify a presented
set of features as one of the animals.
We believe this link of theory and methods could constitute one useful starting point for understanding how
people do category induction. It provides set of sophisticated methods for doing the task, and a natural way
of evaluating them as benchmarks. It is also possible
to identify psychological assumptions implicit in many
of these methods—such as the nature of the representational assumptions they make—to help guide psychological theorizing and model building.
We used versions of three standard machine learning
methods—nearest neighbor, decision trees, and multinomial regression—which we describe only briefly, since
they are well documented in the literature (e.g., Bishop,
2006).

Benchmark Methods
1-nearest-neighbor (1NN) 1-nearest-neighbor (1NN)
assigns the test sample to the same class as its closest
training sample in the feature space. We implemented
two versions of 1NN. In the first version, we combined
the three training matrices to be one with dimension of
764 features by 387 animal instances, with 3 instances
for each animal that come from different training matrices. In the second version, we found the nearest neighbor
of the test sample in each of the training matrices separately, and took the majority vote for classification. In
both versions, distance between two feature vectors are
calculated using the l1 norm.
Decision tree (DT) Decision tree methods classify the
test sample based on a learned tree-structure model.
Each interior node corresponds to one of the features,
branching to different paths based on the value of the current feature. Each leaf represents a decision class given
the values of the input features represented by the corresponding path. The algorithm works top-down by choos-

ing a feature at each step, trying to split the data into subsets that belong to the same class. Different criteria for
splitting are available, and we used information gain in
our implementation (Bishop, 2006).
Sparse multinomial logistic regression (SMLR)
Multinomial logistic regression is a multi-class generalization of standard binary logistic regression. It generates the logistic distribution of multiple classes using a
linear combination of per-class weights on each of the
dimensions of the input. We employed a multinomial
logistic regression method that enforces sparsity using
a l1 regularization (Krishnapuram, Figueiredo, Carin, &
Hartemink, 2005), and the implementation was done using the Princeton Multi-Voxel Pattern Analysis Toolbox
(MVPA)1 . The output is a set of probabilities of membership of 129 classes. The test sample is then assigned
to the class with the highest probability.

Sparse Instance Representation
In machine learning, sparse representation has proven
to be a powerful tool for representing high-dimensional
input with high fidelity (Bruckstein, Donoho, & Elad,
2009). Some methods, such as SMLR discussed above,
implement sparsity by selecting only a small subset of
features for classification. Other methods select a small
number of observations, rather than features. In Support Vector Machine (Vapnik, 1995), for example, only a
small subset of relevant training samples are selected to
characterize the decision boundary between classes.
A new and interesting machine learning method, developed in the image classification literature, uses the
second approach (Wright, Yang, Ganesh, Shankar Sastry,
& Ma, 2009). We call this new method Sparse Instance
Representation (SIR), because it represents test samples
in terms of a small number of the training samples themselves. Specifically, the test samples are represented as
a linear combination of just a few training samples from
the same class. This representation is naturally sparse,
involving only a small fraction of the overall input. Instead of using sparsity to identify a relevant model or relevant features that can later be used for classifying all test
samples, it uses the sparse representation of each individual test sample directly for classification. In this sense,
it can be considered a generalization of nearest neighbor
approaches. While SIR has been successful in the image
applications for which it was developed, we believe ours
is the first attempt to apply it to a cognitive problem.
Mathematical framework Mathematically, in a typical SIR formulation, a dictionary D is constructed as
D = [d1 , d2, ..., dn], where each di ∈ Rm is a feature vector of the ith instance. D is an over-complete dictionary if
the number of instances n is much larger than the dimension of the feature vector m. To reconstruct an instance
in terms of its feature vector y, SIR uses the equation
y = Dθ, where a regularization is enforced on θ, such that
only a small number of instances from the dictionary D
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1 Available

from http://www.pni.princeton.edu/mvpa

are selected to describe y. A test sample is assigned to the
class with the smallest residual in presenting y as a linear
combination using all instances from the corresponding
class.
For our data, the dictionary D is a m × n matrix with 01 entries, where m = 764 is the total number of features
and n = no × n p is the total number of instances from all
training matrices, where no = 129 is the number of instances for an individual training matrix, and n p = 3 is
the number of training matrices. Thus, each class (category) has n p instances, in the form of three feature vectors (columns) in D. A test sample is in the form of a
feature vector y of the size m × 1.
By re-aligning the dictionary matrix D, columns are
grouped by animal. Thus D can be rewritten as D =
[D1 , D2, ..., Dno ], where each Dk , k = 1, 2, ..., no, has dimension m × n p . For a given test sample with feature
vector y, SIR assumes that y can be expressed by a linear
combination of columns in subset Dk0 that is of the same
class as y.

Table 2: Cross-validation results.
Method
1NN V1
1NN V2
DT
SMLR
SIR
NonNeg SIR

(1)

i=1

where Dik0 is the ith column of Dk0 . Since the class membership of y is yet unknown, it is necessary to consider
global linear combination of all the columns in D, thus

∑ ∑ θik Dik .

k

1
θ∗ = arg min ky − Dθk22 + µ kθk1 , θ ≥ 0.
θ 2

k=1 i=1

θ∗ = arg min kθk1 , y = Dθ.
θ

where kθk1 denotes the l1 norm of θ. However, based
on the data, m > n for the dimension of matrix D. This
means the dictionary D is non-overcomplete, because the
equation y = Dθ is overdetermined, where the number
of equations is larger than the number of unknown variables. In this case, the equation usually does not hold.
Instead, we place it in the objective function by incorporating a trade-off parameter µ, where µ can be tuned
for speed of convergence, we fixed µ value in this study.
Thus the objective becomes,
1
θ∗ = arg min ky − Dθk22 + µ kθk1 .
θ 2

(3)

Decision criterion After obtaining the sparse solution
θ∗ , we calculate the residuals
rk (y) = ky − Dk θk k22 , k = 1, 2, ..., no,

(4)

Ave
.624
.657
.480
.599
.684
.740

(5)

Non-Negative Variant A novel and psychologically
interpretable variant of SIR places a non-negative constraint on the linear expression weights in θ. Therefore,
the l1 regularized unconstrained convex optimization in
Equation 3 becomes a non-negative penalized l1 regularized unconstrained convex optimization:

(2)

However, only those instances from the same class (e.g.
k0 ) of y are highly relevant, whereas the features of other
instances are much less relevant. In theory, only n p feature vectors of training samples that belong to k0 contribute to the expression of y, which means globally the
linear expression weights in θ are sparse.
The convex objective function is

Accuracy
Test 3 Test 4
.605
.612
.643
.674
.543
.426
.775
.411
.744
.605
.783
.659

Index(y) = arg min rk (y)

no n p

y = Dθ =

Test 2
.674
.682
.558
–
.729
.760

where θk has size n p × 1. Its elements are n p linear
weights of the n p instances of the kth animal, features
of one instance thus receive the same weight. Finally,
the test sample is identified by

np

y = ∑ θik0 Dik0 ,

Test 1
.605
.628
.388
.612
.659
.760

(6)

The natural psychological interpretation is that this constraint forces representations that include only instances
that provide evidence for a category identification decision.

Results
We used the Split Bregman method (Goldstein & Osher,
2009) to solve the optimization task, both without and
with non-negative restriction.2 We describe overall performance of the classifiers, then focus on the details of
the SIR classifier.

Accuracy
We measured the performance of each method using accuracy, which is simply the proportion of correctly classified animals. Table 2 details the accuracies for all of
the classifiers on each of the four cross-validations, as
well as average accuracy.3 It is clear that SIR outperformed the other benchmark methods, especially with
the inclusion of the non-negativity constraint. Nearest
neighbor classifiers were the next best performed, followed by sparse multinomial logistic regression, and decision trees.
We think the variation in accuracy across the crossvalidations may be interpretable in terms of individual
2 A technical note regarding details of implementation is
available at http://www.socsci.uci.edu/∼szhang/research.htm
3 Note that SMLR did not converge on Test 2.
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Figure 2: Weights on all instances in the training data learned for ‘tiger’, using (upper panel) no regularization, (middle
panel) sparse regularization, and (lower panel) non-negative sparse regularization, colored by participant.

differences in representation. Classification accuracy
was almost always lowest when the feature assignments
of participant 4 were used for testing. Referring back to
the individual differences in agreement in Figure 1, we
note that participant 4 shows more discrepancy in their
representations of animals.

Selected Instances
Figure 2 gives an example of the instance-based representations used by SIR, for the example ‘tiger’. Each
panel shows the weights for all of the animals for the
three training participants concatenated together. The top
panel shows the case when no regularization is used. The
middle panel shows the case when sparse regularization
is used. The bottom panel shows the case when the nonnegativity constraint is placed on sparse regularization.
To give some intuitions about the instances selected
by the regularization processes, the middle panel labels
a number of animals besides tiger that receive significant
positive or negative weights. For example, the third participant, to the right, uses both ‘fox’ and ‘cod’ as well as
‘tiger’ in their representation, with fox features contributing positive evidence and cod features negative evidence.
In the non-negative regularization, only fox continues to
contribute. The other participants use other animals to
represent tiger, again showing individual differences, but
use animals that are easily interpreted in terms of the evidence their features provide for identification.
Another analysis is presented in Figure 3, which
shows the weight distribution across all pairs of a test
category (vertical axis) and any potential category (hori-

zontal axis). For each test category and a potential category, we summed the estimated weights of all 3 instances
of the potential category, resulting in a weight-sum associated with the specific pair. For each pair, values across
tests are further summed to yield the value shown.
Clearly, the sparse weights are generally assigned to
instances from the correct category, illustrated by overall larger values along the diagonal, whereas instances
from wrong categories received much lower weights, illustrated by the shaded areas off the diagonal. Another
interesting pattern is shown by the five squares along the
diagonal, each containing all pairs within an animal family (mammal, bird, fish, insect and reptile). This illustrates the within-category similarity in weighting that reflects the natural conceptual structure.

Discussion
The critical representational assumption of SIR is that
sparsity in enforced in terms of instances. All features
from the same instance receive the same weight, but different instances receive different weights. The insight
is that, although features are naturally very high dimensional, instances belonging to the same class lie approximately in low-dimensional feature subspaces. If a collection of representative samples can be found, it is possible
to represent a typical sample with respect to the basis
they form.
The decision-making assumptions of SIR are simple,
and assume a linear combination of the basis instances in
doing category identification. One potentially important
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Figure 3: Overall weight distribution for SIR.

contribution we have made is to identify a non-negativity
constraint on the weights as leading to better SIR performance on category identification data. This focus on instances that are evidence for a category mirrors findings
in the similarity modeling literature that emphasize the
role of positively weighted common features in stimulus
representation (e.g., Navarro & Lee, 2004).
Thus, the superior performance of SIR in our evaluations support the idea that people represent stimuli in
terms of sparse sets of the relevant instances. This is
a natural extension of prominent and successful exemplar theories of concept representation (Nosofsky, 1986).
It assumes that specific stimuli are the basis of concept
representation, but implies that relatively few key stimuli are used. This is what is done—by various specific
mechanisms–by a number of existing models of category learning, including the original ALCOVE model
(Kruschke, 1992), SUSTAIN (Love et al., 2004), and
the Varying Abstraction Model (Vanpaemel & Storms,
2008). Useful next steps are to apply these sorts of psychological models to account for the category identification behavior, and to explore their formal relationship
to machine learning methods like SIR, and related casebased reasoning systems (e.g., Aamodt & Plaza, 1994).
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Abstract
Invariance principles underlie many key theories in modern
science. They provide the explanatory and predictive framework
necessary for the rigorous study of natural phenomena ranging
from the structure of crystals, to magnetism, to relativistic
mechanics. Vigo (2008, 2009) introduced a new general notion
and principle of invariance from which two parameter-free (ratio
and exponential) models were derived to account for human
conceptual behavior. Here we introduce a new parameterized
exponential “law” based on the same invariance principle. The
law accurately predicts the subjective degree of difficulty that
humans experience when learning different types of concepts. In
addition, it precisely fits the data from a large-scale experiment
which examined a total of 84 category structures across 10
category families (
,
; r=.98,
).
Moreover, it overcomes seven key challenges that had, hitherto,
been grave obstacles for theories of concept learning.
Keywords: Concepts; concept learning; categorization; law of
invariance; mathematical model; pattern perception; ideotype.

Introduction
One of the long standing goals of psychological science has
been to discover the laws that govern human conceptual
learning behavior and, in particular, to describe these with the
mathematical precision and rigor commonly found in the
physical sciences. The two main representational paradigms
of concepts -- concepts as exemplars and as prototypes -- and
their respective formal models, such as the generalized
context model (Nosofksy, 1984, 1986), ALCOVE (Kruschke,
1992), and the multiplicative prototype model (Estes, 1986)
have contributed significantly toward this goal (Nosofsky,
1991; Nosofsky et al., 1994; Kruschke, 2006). But these
models, mostly of the probabilistic variety, have not been
able to account for the learnability of large classes of Boolean
category structures (Feldman, 2006). One of the reasons is
that they do not fully capture key relational and contextual
information in sets of stimuli, and how this information plays
a role in determining how hard or easy it is to learn a concept
(Gibson, 1966; Garner, 1963, 1970a, 1970b, 1974). For
example, an abundance of laboratory experiments have
supported the premise that subjects extract rules from
perceived patterns in stimulus sets (i.e., sets of objects) from
which concepts are learned (Bourne, 1966; Estes, 1994;
Murphy, 2002). However, in spite of this understanding, the
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development of a mathematically precise and elegant
relational principle of concept learning that is able to reveal
the nature of pattern detection with respect to sets of stimuli,
and that is sufficiently general to accurately predict the
degree of learning difficulty of a wide range of category
structures, remains an open problem. Instead, alternative
accounts have emerged which place mediating constructs at
their core. One such account (Feldman, 2000) posits that
since humans report forming rules when performing
laboratory categorization tasks, one can then measure the
degree of concept learning difficulty associated with a
stimulus set by the length of the shortest logical rule that
defines it. This proposal, referred to as "minimization
complexity", does not answer two key questions about
concept learning as a rule-oriented process: 1) what is the
nature of the relational pattern perception process that must
precede (and that is necessary for) the formation of efficient
rules and heuristics in the first place, and 2) what are the
limits of our capacity to detect such relational patterns? We
believe that the answers to these two questions are the key to
explaining and predicting a wide variety of phenomena
associated with classification performance. In other words,
rule simplification procedures based on Boolean logic should,
but do not, give a deep rationale for why it is easier to form
rules about certain sets of stimuli but not about others. Such a
rationale is necessary to better understand why categorization
performance is often inconsistent with rule-based accounts of
concept learning (Vigo, 2006; Lafond, 2007). In this report,
we propose an invariance principle and law of invariance
(LOI) as the answer.
In what follows, we shall discuss how the data from a largescale human categorization experiment by the author and data
from several classic experiments on concept learning can be
directly accounted for by a simple mathematical law. The law
is based on the assumption that humans learn concepts by
applying a differential (analytic) operator to stimulus sets in
order to optimize their classification performance. The
operator generates an ideotype or higher level memory trace
of the essential or “atomic” structural patterns (referred to
henceforth as the “structural kernels” or SKS) perceived in
the stimulus set. Ideotypes are represented by points in a
high-level psychological space whose coordinates are the
values of their SKS. Varying sensitivity to these SKS (and to
the ideotypes in general) can accounts for individual

differences in classification performance. Although,
throughout this brief report, we shall offer hints about the
process or algorithmic level theory of concepts as ideotypes,
our main aim is to propose a goal-oriented high-level
mathematical description (what David Marr referred to as a
computational theory) of conceptual behavior. In Marr’s
computational theory of the human visual system, the
Laplacian differential operator plays a role that is similar to
the role played by our own differential operator (the
structural manifold operator) in facilitating the assumed
goals of the human conceptual system (likewise, one might
say that the ideotype of a stimulus set is a higher level
cognition counterpart of the primal sketch of a visual
stimulus). We shall focus on only two, but important, goals of
our conceptual system: the first is to generate and supply key
information about the “diagnosticity” and “redundancy” of
the recognized dimensions in the stimulus set to a ruleconstruction subsystem, and the second goal is to classify
exemplars from the stimulus set optimally. Note that Vigo
(2011) generalized the invariance law proposed in this report
in order to account for the learnability of ill-defined concepts.
This generalization is achieved under a process account of
SK detection featuring notions of high-level similarity
assessment and goal-directed attention. Unfortunately, its
details are beyond the scope of this brief report.
Notwithstanding, the aforementioned theoretical assumptions
offer an adequate conceptual sketch for interpreting and
predicting individual differences as encoded in the
parameters of the invariance law.

Figure 1 Instances of the 3[4] category types studied by Shepard et
al. (1961) where represents the color dimension, represents the
shape dimension, and represents the size dimension.

As we shall see, the LOI overcomes seven challenges that
have been stumbling blocks for theories of Boolean concept
learning: 1) it perfectly predicts the key 3[4] family (Figure
1) learning difficulty ordering as shown in Figure 2 below; 2)
it is able to accurately account for the learnability of
categories in both up and down parity; 3) it accurately
accounts for the learnability of a very large class of category
types and families (
,
; 4) it does so
without the need for free parameters (
, p<0.0001), 5)
through the use of well-motivated and cognitively meaningful
parameters, it can explain individual differences in
classification performance; 6) it introduces an original
mathematical and deterministic framework for the study of
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concept learning behavior; 7) it unifies in precise quantitative
terms key and ubiquitous constructs in universal science such
as symmetry, invariance, and complexity from the
perspective of concept research. No other formal model of
concept learning behavior has accomplished all of the above.

The Mathematical Law of Invariance
Most investigations pertaining to degree of concept learning
difficulty have focused on sets of stimuli that are defined by
Boolean algebraic rules (i.e., expressions consisting of
disjunctions, conjunctions, and negations of variables that
stand for binary dimensions). These algebraic representations
of a categorical stimulus (category of objects) or stimulus set
are referred to as concept functions. Concept functions are
useful in spelling out the logical structure of a stimulus set.
For example, suppose that stands for blue, stands for red,
stands for round, and
stands for square, then the two) (
) (where “ ”
variable concept function (
stands for “or”, “ ” stands for “and”, and “ ” stands for “not”) defines the category of “red and round or blue and
square” objects. Clearly, the choice of labels in the
expression is arbitrary. Hence, there are many Boolean
expressions that define the same category structure. For
example, making stand for red instead of blue yields the
structurally equivalent category of “blue and round or red and
square” objects, where the relationships between the
dimensional values remain the same. These structurally
equivalent categories form category types (or distinct
structures) and may be represented by a canonical concept
function in disjunctive normal form or DNF (informally, a
concept function in DNF is simply a function that is a
verbatim description of the entire category content just like
the function given above). A class of Boolean category types
whose category instances are defined by D dimensions and
contain p objects is called a D[p] family. For instance, the
Boolean category described above belongs to the 2[2] family
since it is comprised of two objects that are defined by two
dimensions (color and shape). Every category family has a
fixed number of category types. For example, the 3[4] family
has six category types (for a proof see Higonnet et al., 1958).
This latter family was studied empirically by Shepard et al.
(1961) who observed the following increasing learning
difficulty ordering: I < II < [III, IV, V] < VI (with types III,
IV, and V of approximately the same degree of difficulty).
The degree of learning difficulty of a category type is
typically operationalized by the percentage of errors made by
a subject while attempting to classify the objects from the
stimulus set that is an instance of the type. Figure 1 above
illustrates visual instances of the 3[4] family types in the form
of simple geometric shapes. This 3[4] family ordering has
been empirically replicated numerous times by several

researchers (Shepard et al., 1961; Kruschke, 1992; Nosofsky,
1994; Love & Medin, 1998) but has been difficult to predict
quantitatively.

general, T (C ) stands for the category C transformed along the
i

i-th dimension). Now, if we compare the original set to the
perturbed set, they have two objects in common with respect
to the dimension of shape. Thus, two out of three objects
remain the same. This ratio is a measure of the partial
homogeneity of the category with respect to the dimension of
shape and can be written more formally as
 i (C )  C  Ti (C ) / C

Figure 2 LOI standardized predictions for the 3[4] stimulus types
using data from the experiment by the author ( =1, p<.0001) using
a single scaling parameter k estimated for all six types.

In a more recent and broader study, Feldman (2000) observed
an approximate empirical difficulty ordering for 76 category
types from the 3[2], 3[3], 3[4], 4[2], 4[3], and 4[4] families
along with their “down parity” counterparts. A category is in
down parity whenever it has more objects than its
complementary category; otherwise, it’s in “up parity” (the
complement of a category is the set of objects that are also
definable by D dimensions but that are not in the category).
Although a difficulty ordering was observed for the
aforementioned 76 types, the classic 3[4] family ordering
discussed above was not observed by Feldman. In our study
(described briefly under the methods section), we extended
these same six families, by adding the 2[1], 2[2], 3[1], and
4[1] families (for a total of 84 category types in up and down
parity across 10 families). The 2[1] and 2[2] families were
tested because they were studied extensively in the 1960s
(Hunt et al., 1960; Welles, 1963; Haygood et al., 1965). In
our study, we measured the “subjective degree of learning
difficulty” of each category type by computing the average
percentage of classification errors made by subjects when
attempting to classify members of its instances. As expected,
we observed the classic 3[4] family difficulty ordering.
To understand how the LOI accounts for the learnability of
the above category structures, consider a simple example.
The stimulus set containing a triangle that is black and small
and a circle that is black and small and a circle that is white
and large which is described by the concept function
(note that, for readability, we have eliminated
the symbol “ ” representing “and”). Let's encode the features
of the objects in this category using the digits "1" and "0" so
that each object may be representable by a binary string. For
example, "111" stands for the first object when
x=1=triangular, y=1=small, and z=1=black. Thus, the entire
set can be represented by C  111, 011, 000 . If we perturbed
this stimulus set with respect to the shape dimension by
assigning the opposite shape value to each of the objects in
the set, we get the perturbed stimulus set T (C )  011, 111, 100
1

which indicates a transformation along the first dimension (in
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. Here, C stands for the number of

objects in the category and C  Ti (C ) for the number of
objects that they share (Vigo, 2009).

Figure 3 Structural manifold transformations across the dimensions
of shape, color, and size for a 3[3] family category instance.

The first pane of Figure 3 illustrates this transformative
process. Doing this for each of the dimensions, we can
generate the SKS of the stimulus set (represented by the
Boolean category C) with the  operator (where D is the
number of dimensions in C):
(1.1)  ( C )



 C  T (C ) /
1

C , C  T2 ( C )

/

C ,

, C  TD ( C )

/

C



Note that equation 1.1 does not define the transformation T

i

and hence, does not specify how to compute

C  Ti ( C )

(for

any i). In fact, thus far, I have only described the
transformation T in non-mathematical terms. In Vigo (2009)
i

this “extraction” of the SKS of a stimulus set is achieved with
a mathematically precise and generalizable definition of 
as a partial differential operator on concept functions which,
by its very nature, mathematically defines the role and nature
of T . This is expressed in equation 1.2 below where
i

( )

stands for the structural manifold of the concept function
and where a “hat” symbol over the partial differentiation
symbol indicates discrete differentiation (for an explanation
of the equivalence of equations 1.1 and 1.2 below, see Vigo
(2009) or the technical appendix of this note).
(1.2)

( ) (‖

̂ (

)
̂

‖ ‖

̂ (

)
̂

‖

‖

̂ (

)
̂

‖)

Please note that: 1) 1.2 above is not the gradient operator (see
technical appendix) and 2) applying the structural manifold
operator to a concept function is not equivalent to factoring
out variables from the concept function formulae in DNF that
define the category structures. To recognize this, note that the
variables of the sixth and last concept function in the table of

Figure 1 may be factored out in several ways: yet, the degree
of invariance of the concept function is zero. It is also
important to recognize that the components of the structural
manifold which reveal the patterns of invariance in the
stimulus set are partial measures of its homogeneity.
Accordingly, the perceived relative degrees of total
homogeneity across category types from different families
can then be measured by taking the Euclidean distance of
each structural manifold (equation 1.1) from the zero
structural manifold whose components are all zeros (i.e.,
0=(0,…,0)). Thus, the overall degree of invariance (or
homogeneity)
of the concept function F (and of any
stimulus set that it defines) is given by the equation below
(where ⏞ is the stimulus set defined by F):
(1.3)

( )

[∑

*‖

̂ (

‖+ ]

̂

[∑

|⏞

[

(⏞ )|
|⏞ |

] ]

Using our example from pane one in Figure 3, we showed
that the original stimulus set and the perturbed stimulus set
have two elements in common (out of the three transformed
elements) in respect to the shape dimension; thus, its degree
of partial invariance is expressed by the ratio
.
Conducting a similar analysis in respect to the dimensions of
color and size, its logical manifold computes to (

) and

its degree of categorical invariance is:
(1.4)

(

)

√( )

( )

( )

But how does invariance help us understand concept
learning? The proposed mathematical theory describes the
goal of our conceptual system as being that of the extraction
or detection of SKS in the stimulus set in ways that optimize
classification performance: in particular, in ways that
generate information regarding the redundancy and
diagnosticity of its dimensions for the purpose of constructing
efficient membership rules and for the purpose of assessing
degree of homogeneity and degree of learning difficulty. To
illustrate, consider the partial symmetry shown in the bottom
pane of Figure 3. This symmetry is revealed when the
structural manifold operator is applied to the stimulus set in
the top pane of Figure 3. Identifying these partial symmetries
allows our conceptual system to determine the diagnostic
value of each dimension in that the more symmetries that are
detected, the less the associated dimension is useful in
determining category membership. In other words, the
dimensions associated with high invariance do not help us
discriminate the perturbed objects from the original objects in
terms of category membership. Consequently, these particular
dimensions do not carry “diagnostic” information about their
associated category; however, they signal the presence of
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redundant information that is eventually eliminated. Again,
note that the ratio between the number of qualitative
symmetries and the number of objects in the stimulus with
respect to a particular dimension (i.e., the value of the SK) is
a measure of the partial homogeneity of the stimulus set. Due
to their great utility in forming efficient rules, the SKS that
our conceptual system should be most sensitive to are those
that have value 0. In-between valued SKS should play a
relatively lesser, but important role in determining “inbetween rules”. We assume that this implicit heuristic drives
the classification process. As a consequence, the LOI should
be able to predict that, because it has the most instrumental
importance in maximizing classification performance (from
the standpoint of the assumed goals of the conceptual
system), non-redundant information is emphasized by the
human conceptual system. Also, we assume that performance
gains will be disproportionately smaller as homogeneity
detection increases because most of the information needed to
classify efficiently is supplied by a relatively few SKS that
equal to zero. This is consistent with the trend of the data per
category family tested in our current experiment, which
indicates that the degree of subjective learning difficulty of a
category type (as measured by the proportion of errors in the
classification tasks) decays in a non-linear monotonic fashion
(likely exponential) as a function of its degree of invariance.
Using the above description of the invariance pattern
detection process, a simple mathematical law of conceptual
behavior emerges: namely, that the degree of subjective
learning difficulty of a stimulus set ⏞ defined by a concept
function F is directly proportional to its cardinality or size
and it is indirectly proportional to the exponent of the degree
of invariance of the concept function that defines it. This
relationship is expressed formally by the parameter-free
equation in 1.5 below.

(1.5)

(⏞ )

[∑

( )

[‖

̂ (

)

̂

‖] ]

Although the above equation, as seen in column 2 of Figure
4, accurately fits the data, the law may be further generalized
with the judicious use of cognitively motivated parameters as
shown in equation 1.6 below. While less parsimonious, the
parameterized version can account for individual differences
in concept learning performance and can further our
understanding of the role that invariance pattern information
plays in the concept learning process.
(1.6)
( ⏞)

[∑

[

[‖

̂ (

̂

)

‖]] ]

In equation 1.6 above, the scaling parameter
stands for the
degree of sensitivity to the SK associated with dimension i. In

Fitness and Robustness
The parameter-free variant of the LOI fits our data very
accurately, accounting for about 70% of the variance by
removing three outliers (
, p<0.0001; r=.84,
p<0.0001). The parameterized version, however, can account
for individual differences. The parameterized version, with
the use of optimal values for k and
(as computed by the
gradient descent method) accounts for 97% of the variance in
the data (
,
; rs=.98,
) when the
parameters are estimated on a per family basis and for 95% of
the variance using only k. Moreover, it accounts for about
99% of the variance when the parameters are estimated on a
per stimulus type basis, and for 87% of the variance when the
parameters are estimated across all types (dimensional-level
estimates). Figures 4 and 5 above summarize these results. In
contrast, with optimal values for all of its parameters, the
Generalized Context Model (Nosofsky, 1984) accounts for
about 27% of the variance using dimensional-level estimates,
and for much less without parameters. Other leading models
also tested do not perform nearly as well.
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Figure 4 Approximate s and correlations ( /r) for the LOI using
data from the author’s study (84V) and Feldman’s study (76F). The
first variant of the law has no parameters, the second uses only k, the
third uses k plus alphas. F, T, and D stand for family-level, typelevel, and dimensional-level estimates.

In this note, we have argued that, as in the physical sciences,
a mathematically precise and general invariance principle can
be useful in understanding the nature and limits of human
cognition. That such a simple principle can, in deterministic
terms, serve as the basis for a mathematical law that explains
and predicts key aspects of our concept learning behavior is
testimony to the parsimony and structural unity of all natural
phenomena, whether physical or mental in nature.

Standardized
Log Proportion
of Classification
Errors

the current study, this is a number in the closed real interval
[0, 1] so we assume that sensitivity to each SK is a nondistributed resource. The value of is a function of attention
and high-level similarity processes (see Vigo, 2011 for an
explanation). From the classification data from our
experiment we determined that, in general, the optimal values
for
are consistent with our hypothesis that humans are
most sensitive to SKS that identify the diagnostic dimensions
of the stimulus set: in other words, the SKS with value zero.
The scaling sensitivity parameter k (
) indicates the
overall degree of discriminability between the ideotypes and
the standard ideotype represented by 0 (i.e., zero invariance)
in the higher order psychological space. Stimulus sets in
down parity should result in higher k values due to their
corresponding greater variety of ideotypes. Parameter
estimates for stimuli in down parity confirm this.
Accordingly, k also indicates an increase in stimulus
exposure. Indeed, estimates of this parameter using our data
for the 3[4] family were higher than those of data from the
Feldman experiment (2000) where subjects were exposed to
the stimulus set for 25% less time. Finally, s is a parameter
that indicates the most appropriate measure of distance as
defined by the generalized Euclidean metric (i.e., the
Minkowski distance measure). In our investigation, the best
predictions are achieved when s=2. Optimal estimates of
these free parameters on the aggregate data using the gradient
descent method provide a baseline to assess any individual
differences encountered in the pattern perception stage of the
concept learning process.
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Standardized LOI Predictions (one parameter)

Figure 5 Classification performance predictions (for the 84 types
tested) made by the exponential law of invariance using only the
scaling parameter k (k was estimated on a per family basis).

Methods Sketch
Instances of category structures from the 10 tested category
families were displayed as sets of one to four flasks (i.e., flat
bottles) with two (color and shape), three (color, shape, and
size), or four dimensions (color, size, shape, and neck width).
Each target set of flasks and its complement (the set of flasks
not in the target set) were displayed on a computer screen
above and below a line (respectively) for a period of 20
seconds. After this training period, subjects were presented
once with each flask (one at a time and at random) from the
two sets combined. Subjects were given three seconds to
press either a button labeled “yes” or a button labeled “no”
indicating whether or not the displayed flask belonged in the
target category. After each block of classification trials, a
new category type from the tested families was generated and
displayed by the program at random. The following 10
families, along with their down parity counterparts, were
tested: 2[1], 2[2], 3[1], 3[2], 3[3], 3[4], 4[1], 4[2], 4[3], and
4[4] (a total of 84 types represented by no less than 4
instances each). For testing purposes, the families were
grouped as follows: (2[1], 2[2]), (3[1], 3[2]), (3[3], 3[4]),
(4[1], 4[2]), (4[3]). The 4[4] family was divided into 3
subgroups. Thirty subjects were used to test each group. This
grouping helped in limiting each experimental section to
about an hour, thereby reducing noisy data due to subject

fatigue and to the confusability introduced by stimulus sets of
mixed dimensions. The program recorded the percentage of
classification errors per block of trials.

defined as how much the function value changes relative to
how much the input value(s) change as seen below:
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Technical Appendix
Vigo (2008, 2009, 2011) introduced an original mathematical
framework for cognitive research referred to as logical (or
structural) manifold theory. The portion of the framework
discussed here involves discrete partial derivatives. Discrete
partial derivatives are completely analogous to continuous
partial derivatives in Calculus. Loosely speaking, in Calculus,
the partial derivative of an n variable function (
) is
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(

(
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)

On the other hand, the discrete partial derivative, defined by
* +) is
the equation below (where
with
totally analogous to the continuous partial derivative except
that there is no limit taken because the values of
can be
only 0 or 1.
̂ (

(

)

)

(

)

̂

The value of the derivative is
if the function assignment
changes when changes, and the value of the derivative is 0
if the function assignment does not change when changes.
Notice that the value of the derivative depends on the entire
vector (
) (abbreviated as ⃗ in this note) and not just
on . As an example, consider the concept function AND,
denoted as ( ⃗)
. Also, consider the particular point
⃗ ( ) At that point, the derivative of the concept
function AND with respect to is 0 because the value of the
concept function does not change when the stimulus changes
from ( ) to ( ). If instead we consider the point ( ),
the derivative of AND with respect to
is 1 because the
value of the concept function does change when the stimulus
changes from ( ) to ( ). Using the discrete partial
derivative we can define a logical manifold Λ  F  of a
Boolean function F as follows:
(1.7)
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̂
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Accordingly, the i-th component of the manifold of the
Boolean concept function F is defined as follows:
(1.8)

( )
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̂

‖
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⏞

̂ (⃗ )
|]
̂

In the above definition, ⃗ stands for an object defined by D
dimensional values (
). The general summation
symbol represents the sum of the partial derivatives evaluated
at each object ⃗ from the Boolean category ⏞ (the set bracket
over the F indicates that this is the category defined by the
concept function F). The partial derivative transforms each
object ⃗ in respect to its i-th dimension and evaluates to 0 if,
after the transformation, the object is still in ⏞ (it evaluates to
1 otherwise). Thus, to compute the proportion of objects that
remain in ⏞ after changing the value of their -th dimension,
we need to divide the sum of the partial derivatives evaluated
at each object ⃗ by
(the number of objects in ⏞) and
subtract the result from 1. The absolute value symbol is
placed around the partial derivative to avoid a value of
negative 1 (for a detailed explanation, see Vigo, 2009).
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Abstract
The objective of this investigation was to measure subtle
disturbances in information processing after mild traumatic brain
injury (TBI) for spatially presented stimuli as compared to a
sample of control participants. Participants completed a temporal
order judgment task requiring the correct identification of the order
of two asynchronously presented stimuli that were precued either
by a peripheral or central cue. Point of subjective simultaneity
(PSS) scores demonstrated a dissociation in spatial attentional
control. Specifically, deficits for the group with mild TBI were
observed for peripheral cues, while volitional attentional control
during the centrally cued task was spared, when compared with
controls. These data suggest that peripheral distraction strongly
captures attention, possibly making disengagement from that
location difficult, whereas directed and volitional control over
attention is largely spared, as indicated by indistinguishable PSS
scores when compared with healthy controls after central cues.
Key words: mild traumatic brain injury, spatial attention,
endogenous, exogenous, perception

Introduction
A blow to the head can result in a traumatic brain injury
(TBI) and lead to a disruption in normal brain functioning.
The provoking incident can result from a projectile or object
striking and piercing the skull and directly damaging brain
matter, or can occur without damage to the skull (i.e., closed
head injury). An estimated 1.7 million Americans suffer a
traumatic brain injury (TBI) each year (National Center for
Injury Prevention and Control). Of this, three quarters are
concussions or other forms of mild TBI. This creates a huge
financial burden for both the medical system and those who
have incurred a mild TBI, as quite frequently a myriad of
persistent cognitive deficits can be observed after mild TBI
(Schretlen & Shapiro, 2003).

Despite extensive research into mild TBI, little is known
of the exact disturbances of cognition. This is, in part, due to
the utilization of traditional assessments of human cognition
(e.g., WAIS-R). While commonly used and theoretically
sound, these types of cognitive assessment are generally
more global and incapable of measuring subtle deficits of
information processing (e.g., a modulation in exogenous or
endogenous attention on the order of milliseconds).
Hall and Chapman (2005) recently discussed a number of
cognitive deficits associated with mild TBI, and more
importantly, how these participants perform on a number of
paradigms designed to assess cognitive functioning.
Specifically, these authors mention deficits in information
processing speed, attention, and reaction time, as evidenced
by difficulty with the Stroop color naming task (Lee,
Lyketsos, & Rao, 2003; Stroop, 1935) and the 2 & 7
Processing Speed Test (see for example Cicerone & Azulay,
2002). While informative in their own right, neither of these
tests is able to provide a precise measurement of specific
mechanisms of attention or processing speed. For instance,
the Stroop task is a classically used task that demonstrates
the influence of an ignored stimulus, while the 2 & 7
Processing Speed Test purports to measure sustained
attention (i.e., the ability to selectively attend to relevant
stimuli and ignore irrelevant stimuli).
Cicerone and Azulay (2002) presented participants with
mild TBI with cognitive dysfunction with a variety of
traditionally used paradigms designed to measure cognitive
functioning. Specifically, patients were given the Digit Span
subtest from the Weschler Memory Scale (Wechsler, 1955),
the Trail Making Test Parts A and B (see Reitan & Wolfson,
1986), the Paced Auditory Serial Addition Test (PASAT;
see Diehr, Heaton, Miller, & Grant, 1998), the Continuous
Performance Test of Attention (CPTA; Cicerone, 1997), the
Stroop task, and the 2 & 7 selective attention test (Ruff &
Allen, 1996). Interestingly, only certain tests resulted in
significant differences when comparing mild TBI
participants with normal healthy controls. Specifically, the
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authors claim that tests involving measures of processing
speed (PASAT and CPTA) were most effective at
exemplifying differences between mild TBI participants and
controls.
While results such as those discussed above are indeed
informative, upon a closer review of the cited works, the
picture remains less clear as to exactly how other cognitive
functions are affected. In a meta-analysis of 39 TBI
investigations investigating 1716 patients, Schretlen and
Shapiro (2003) show that cognitive functioning is
interrupted to a greater degree after moderate-severe TBI
when compared with mild TBI. While this is hardly
surprising, this meta-analysis is important as it represents
grouped data across a number of experiments that have
assessed cognitive functioning after TBI. The overall
conclusion was that cognitive functioning is affected more
profoundly after moderate-severe TBI than mild TBI, while
also suggesting that information processing and memory are
interrupted after mild TBI.
Unfortunately, only a few of the studies reported in
Schretlen and Shapiro’s (2003) meta-analysis involved
rigorous and precise measures of information processing.
Moreover, the control groups among studies varied from
normal participants, to injured controls, to self-controls.
Further, the experimental measures differ greatly, therefore
complicating the overall conclusions. For example, Borgaro
et al. (2004) tested participants with the Barrow
Neurological Institute Screen for higher cerebral functions
(BNIS), which has more to do with patients’ ability to
correctly orient themselves rather than a precise
measurement of information processing. Regardless of the
potential difficulties in understanding the cognitive deficits
associated with mild TBI, the representative research all
supports the notion that cognitive functioning is adversely
affected. Here, we extend this research to specific measures
of information processing related to spatial and temporal
attention in order to determine how attention might be
adversely affected in the spatial domain.
In a further example, McMillan and Glucksman (1987)
investigated cognitive functions with a battery of
neuropsychological tests on 24 individuals with moderate
TBI. This battery included sections from the WAIS-R.
Memory was assessed using sections from the Weschler
Memory Scale (Wechsler, 1955) and a reconstruction of the
Rey-Osterreith Complex Figure test, while information
processing was assessed with the PASAT. Despite this
rather large battery of neuropsychological tests, mild TBI
participants only differed on one section of the PASAT and
on subjective reports of memory disturbances, again
highlighting the notion that information processing is
adversely effected, but that more precise measures are
needed.
The PASAT is often used as a measure of auditory
processing speed. However, it should be noted that this test
involves simple arithmetic calculations of sequentially
presented auditory numbers, and fails to directly measure
actual processing speed. Therefore, while this test (and other

widely accepted measures of cognition, i.e., the WAIS-R,)
are well validated and accepted in the literature, it is
possible that they measure only global disturbances of
constructs of cognition such as memory, intelligence, and
visuo-spatial processing. Subtle disturbances of specific
mechanisms of attention, such as reflexive or volitional
attention, manifested by a reduction in the ability accurately
judge the temporal order of cued targets would not be
captured by these types of neuropsychological tests.
Therefore, the present research addresses this precise
question. Specifically, what are, if any, the effects of mild
TBI on the ability to process targets that have been
peripherally or centrally cued. The results of McMillan and
Glucksman’s (1987) investigation further exemplify the
need for this research. Indeed, even though their participants
were moderately injured, they were still unable to observe
consistent deficits in memory and information processing
with a traditional battery of neuropsychological tests,
suggesting that these tests would not be an adequate
measure of information processing for mild TBI (Dikmen,
Machamer, & Temkin, 2001; Gentilini et al., 1985;
Goldstein, Levin, Goldman, Clark, & Altonen, 2001).
Given the limited capacity of the human attentional
system, a subset of incoming stimuli must be selected for
goal driven behavior to proceed. Generally speaking,
attention is oriented to a spatial position either exogenously
(i.e., involuntary, stimulus-driven) or endogenously (i.e.,
voluntary, goal-driven; see Theeuwes, 2010). We presented
participants with mild TBI and healthy normal controls with
a classic paradigm; the temporal order judgment task (TOJ),
and included either peripheral or central (i.e., exogenous or
endogenous) cues. Participants were required to determine
the presentation order of two successively presented targets.
Accuracy data from this task can be used to measure the
amount of time that two events can be separated from each
other for the observer to still perceive them as asynchronous
events, also referred to as the point of subjective
simultaneity (PSS). Importantly, the targets were either nonpredicatively cued by either a peripheral flashing box, or
central arrow. Therefore, the distracting cue leads to a shift
in spatial attention, requiring the non-cued side to be
presented before the cued side for the participant to perceive
them as being presented simultaneously (i.e., the PSS score;
see Spence, Shore, & Klein, 2001; West, Stevens, Pun, &
Pratt, 2008). If a disturbance of spatial attention is
manifested in participants with mild TBI, then it is likely
that the cue will not capture or direct attention as efficiently
as it would with uninjured control participants. This could
lead to smaller PSS scores when comparing patients with
controls. Conversely, it is possible that the group with mild
TBI might have trouble disengaging from the cue, thereby
leading to higher PSS scores.

Method
Participants
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A total of eight mild TBI participants (3 female, average age
35, SD=16, average years of education 17) were recruited
via class announcements and posters at the University of
Hawaii at Manoa. Participants self-presented as having had
a medical professional diagnose them with a mild TBI
within the past four months (average time since injury 80.1
days). They were either paid $5 for their time, or were given
course credit. An additional 10 control participants (5
female, average age 22, SD=5, average years of education
15.5) were recruited using the same mechanisms.

Participants began with an SOA of 267 ms that would
increase or decrease depending on whether the participant
made a correct or incorrect response. On trials where an
invalid cue was presented and a correct response was made,
the SOA would decrease by one screen refresh rate (16.7
ms). Accordingly, the SOA would increase a screen refresh
if an incorrect response was given. The experiment was
terminated when a total of fourteen correct/incorrect
reversals were recorded.
Exogenous condition

Materials
Prestimulus interval = 1000ms

+

The stimuli were presented on a 2.66 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo
Apple/Windows (dual boot) iMac with a 20” screen using
DMDX Version 3.2.6.6 software (Forster & Forster, 2003).
Observers sat approximately 60 cm from the computer
monitor. Participants made a key press response with the
“Z” and “/” keys on the computer keyboard to make
“horizontal target first” and “vertical target first” responses,
respectively. Each trial contained placeholders (2 mm x 2
mm) in the periphery of the screen with a thickness of 1
mm, separated by 10.5 cm. The horizontal stimulus had a
width of 1 cm and a height of 1 mm. The vertical stimulus
was identical, but rotated 90 degrees.

Exogenous cue = 45ms

+

Cue-target interval = 45ms

+
+

SOA

+

Until response

Endogenous condition
Prestimulus interval = 1000ms

+

Procedure

Endogenous cue = 45ms

The display for both the peripheral and central cue
conditions consisted of two boxes and a fixation cross that
remained on the screen throughout the trial. As can be seen
in Figure 1, a non-predictive cue for peripheral trials was
presented by thickening the placeholder box from 2 to 8
pixels immediately following a pre-cue interval of 1000 ms.
After 45 ms the box returned to its original size. Each
peripheral location (left and right box) was equally likely to
be cued. The first target stimulus (either a horizontal or
vertical line) was presented in one of the placeholder boxes,
after which the second stimulus was presented in the other
box at stimulus onset asynchronies (SOAs) contingent on
the previous trial’s response (see the description of the stepfunction design below for SOAs). Participants pressed the
“Z” key to indicate that the “horizontal target” appeared
first, or the “/” key if they thought the vertical line had
appeared first. Both stimuli had an equal chance of being
cued, of appearing in either the left or right boxes, and of
being presented first. The central cue condition was
identical with the exception that an arrow was displayed in
the middle of the display instead of a box brightening in the
periphery. The peripheral and central conditions were
presented separately and counterbalanced.
An adaptation of Stelmach and Herdman’s (1991) stepfunction procedure was used (see also West et al., 2008).

Cue-target interval = 45ms

+
+

SOA

+

Until response

Figure 1. Stimuli and procedure for the TOJ tasks. On each trial
participants were presented with two placeholder boxes on either
side of fixation. After 1000 ms one randomly chosen placeholder
(or a central arrow) was cued for 45 ms. Following a cue-target
interval of 45 ms, the onset of either stimuli occurred in one of the
placeholders. The onset time of the second stimulus was
determined by the step-function procedure.

Results
The PSS was calculated by averaging the SOA of the last
six turning points in the staircase design (for review of
methodology, see Dixon, 1991) in order to determine the
minimum amount of time that the uncued item needed to
appear before the cued item in order for both items to be
perceived as appearing on the screen simultaneously.
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Figure 3. Exogenous (x-axis) and endogenous (y-axis) PSS scores
in the TOJ task for each person with mild TBI and control
participant. The area defined by the dotted vertical lines represents
the 99% confidence interval for normal performance in the
exogenous task based on the control data, and the area defined by
the dotted horizontal lines similarly represents the 99% confidence
intervals for the endogenous task.
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A mixed-design ANOVA was conducted on the PSS
scores with task type (peripheral or central cues) as the
within subjects factor and participant type (mild TBI or
control) as the between subjects factor. There was a
significant main effect of task type F (1,16) = 16.1, p < .01
and participant type F (1,16) = 7.7, p < .01. The interaction
was also significant F (1,16) = 8.5, p < .01. Planned t-test
comparisons as well as Bonferroni corrected post hoc tests
demonstrated that the PSS score for peripheral cues was
larger than the PSS for central cues for both mild TBI (156
ms vs. 49 ms, t(7) = 3.24, p < .01) and healthy control
groups (65 ms vs. 48 ms, t(9) = 1.96, p < .05; see Figure 4).
Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, PSS values for
peripheral cues were significantly larger for the group with
mild TBI (156 ms) when compared with the controls (65
ms, t(2.83) = 7.2, p < .01) while there was no difference
between participants with mild TBI and the healthy controls
for central cues (49 and 48 ms respectively, p > .5; see
Figure 2).

Exogenous

Endogenous

Figure 2. Average PSS scores for the exogenous (peripheral cues)
and endogenous (central cues) conditions for both persons with
mild TBI and healthy controls.

As highlighted in Figure 3, in the exogenous (peripheral)
condition, all but one person with mild TBI fell outside of
the 99% confidence intervals, which are based on the
performance of the control participants. In this case,
confidence intervals varied from 52.5 ms to 78.4 ms. For the
central endogenous condition, confidence intervals based on
the PSS for the control data was 19.4 ms to 77.5 ms.
Opposite of the performance for peripheral cues, all but one
person with mild TBI scored within the confidence interval
of the controls.

These results suggest that the participants with mild TBI
have an interesting dissociation in performance when
compared with healthy controls. This is demonstrated by
equivalent performance for non-predictive central cues on
the one hand, and clear deficits for the peripheral cues on
the other. That is, the group with mild TBI had a greater
propensity for attentional capture by peripheral cues
indicated by much higher PSS (156 ms) when compared
with the control group (48 ms).
The dissociation in PSS scores is of key importance for
two reasons. First, it suggests that peripheral and central
cues are governed by separate mechanisms (i.e., automatic
vs. volitional). This notion is further supported by the
findings for the control group, as peripheral cues had a
larger effect on the PSS than central cues. These findings
are also of particular interest given the short cue-to-target
interval (45 ms) used for both the peripheral and central
conditions, as typical central cuing effects require a much
longer interval (see for example Jonides, 1981). For
instance, in Spence et al.’s (2001; see also Shore, Spence, &
Klein, 2001) seminal study, the peripheral condition had a
60 ms cue-to-target interval, while the central arrow
condition had an interval of 405 ms.
The second important point of discussion arising from
this dissociation is that it argues against the possibility that
the cue (central or peripheral) is simply found to be more
distracting or that the mild TBI participants have trouble
disengaging from the cue. This would be similar to a
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purported mechanism explaining hemispatial neglect
relating to these patients’ inability to disengage from
ipsilesionally presented stimuli (see Posner, Walker,
Friedrich, & Rafal, 1984; Posner, Walker, Friedrich, &
Rafal, 1987; but see also Pellegrino, Basso, & Frassinetti,
1997). Specifically, Posner et al. (1984; 1987) suggested
that patients with brain lesions leading to hemispatial
neglect take longer to respond to contralesional stimuli due
to attention being directed first, and captured by ipsilesional
stimuli. It is possible that in the peripheral cue condition
here, mild TBI participants’ attention was captured by the
cue and subsequently they had difficulty disengaging
attention. This could also be explained by a winner takes all
attentional account (see Desimone & Duncan, 1995) with
attentional resources being utilized in detecting and
processing the peripheral cue. However, this does not seem
to be the case for the central cue, as participants with mild
TBI had identical PSS scores, suggesting that the directional
information afforded by the cue was used equivalently by
both the group with mild TBI and the control participants.
The neurological underpinnings of mild TBI have only
recently been explored, but illuminate a potential reason for
a slowdown in information processing speed. As normal CT
imaging accompanies the cognitive deficits in mild TBI,
diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) appears to be better suited
for measuring the involved brain damage. In an exploratory
study by Bazarian et al. (2007) it was noted that diffuse
axonal injury (DAI) seems to play a critical role in the
deficits observed after mild TBI. Accordingly, the degree of
DAI could be related to the severity of cognitive deficits.
Indeed, Niogi et al (2008) recently looked at the amount of
white matter damage in a group of participants with mild
TBI and correlated this damage to motor response time.
Critically, more extensive DAI was correlated with a
slowing of response speed. This reduction in processing
speed could result in a number of cognitive deficits,
including but not limited to deficits in processing spatial
(both central and peripheral) cues (see for example
Crawford, Knight, & Alsop, 2007; De Monte et al., 2005).
A future consideration could correlate the severity of DAI in
individuals with mild TBI with the degree to which
attention is either captured or directed in this task.
As this pilot study was exploratory in nature, there are a
number of things that should be considered. For instance,
we allowed a relatively long post-injury period (4 months)
for inclusion in the study. It could be argued that any
cognitive deficits after mild TBI are transient and unlikely
to be observed after such a long time. However, a similar
time period was recently used by Levin et al. (2008), who
correlated white matter damage in children suffering mild
TBI (3 months post-injury) with cognitive functioning using
a Flanker task (Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974). A second
potential concern is that participants self-reported the mildTBI. Although a requirement that this diagnosis was first
confirmed by a medical doctor, medical records were not
accessed in this pilot study to confirm this diagnosis.
However, it should be noted that despite this limitation, it is

apparent that the group with mild TBI performed
significantly differently from the control group, confirming
the veracity of the participants’ claims. Lastly, the average
age of the control group was much younger than that of the
group with mild TBI. While future research will include the
appropriately age matched group, it is important to note
again that performance was equivalent for the endogenous
condition, therefore suggesting that the observed
dissociation is likely to be attributable to the disturbances in
information processing associated with the mild TBI, as
opposed to any group difference based on age.
These preliminary findings demonstrate a disruption in
attention after mild TBI. It is apparent that reflexive
attention appears adversely affected when using peripheral
cues, while no differences were seen between groups for
central cues. This dissociation would indicate that after mild
TBI the attentional system has difficultly disengaging
attention after being exogenously captured, while
nevertheless maintaining normal levels of volitional control
over endogenous orienting. Lastly, and perhaps most
importantly, the present findings demonstrate the need for
future research involving precise measurements of
information processing.
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Abstract
Holistic processing has long been considered as a property of
right hemisphere (RH) processing. Nevertheless, recent
studies showed reduced holistic processing and increased RH
lateralization in Chinese character recognition expertise,
suggesting that these two effects may separate. Through
computational modeling, in which we implement a theory of
hemispheric asymmetry in perception that posits a low
frequency bias in the RH and a high frequency bias in the left
hemisphere, we show that when the recognition task relies
purely on featural information, holistic processing increases
whereas RH lateralization decreases with increasing stimulus
similarity; there is a negative correlation between them. In
contrast, when the task relies purely on configural information,
although RH lateralization negatively correlates with stimulus
similarity, holistic processing does not correlate with stimulus
similarity; there is a positive correlation between them. This
suggests that holistic processing and RH lateralization do not
always go together, depending on the task requirements.
Keywords: holistic processing, hemispheric asymmetry,
computational modeling.

Introduction
Holistic processing and right hemisphere lateralization
In face recognition, a holistic processing effect has been
consistently reported; it refers to the phenomenon that we
view faces as a whole instead of various parts, and has been
argued to be related to our expertise in face processing (e.g.,
Bukach, Gauthier, & Tarr, 2006; although some argue that it
is specific to faces; e.g., McKone, Kanwisher, & Duchaine,
2007). Subsequent studies suggest a correlation between an
increase in holistic processing and expertise in subordinatelevel individualization as opposed to basic-level
categorization (e.g., Gauthier et al., 1998; Wong, Palmeri, &
Gauthier, 2009).
In addition to holistic processing, another well-known
effect in face recognition is the right hemisphere (RH)
lateralization effect. For example, behaviorally a left side
bias in face perception has been observed: a chimeric face
made from two left half faces from the viewer‟s perspective
is usually judged more similar to the original face than one
made from two right half faces (Gilbert & Bakan, 1973);
this effect has been argued to be an indication of the RH
involvement in face processing (e.g., Burt & Perrett, 1997).
fMRI studies show that an area inside the fusiform gyrus
(fusiform face area) responds selectively to faces (although
some argue that it is an area for expertise in subordinatelevel visual processing instead; Tarr & Gauthier, 2000) with
larger activation in the RH than the left hemisphere (LH)

(e.g. Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997). ERP data
show that faces elicit larger N170 than other types of
objects, especially in the RH (Rossion et al., 2003).
Neuropsychological data also suggest a link between RH
damage and deficits in face recognition (e.g. Meadows,
1974). In short, the RH lateralization in face processing has
been consistently reported.
The holistic face processing effect has been shown to be
linked to brain activation in face selective areas especially in
the RH (e.g., Schiltz et al., 2010; Harris & Aguirre, 2008). It
has also been shown that the increase in holistic processing
after artificial object recognition training is correlated with
right fusiform area activity (Gauthier & Tarr, 2002). These
results are consistent with the hemispheric asymmetry
literature that posits a holistic/analytic dichotomy between
RH and LH processing (e.g., Bradshaw & Nettleton, 1981),
and suggest a close relationship between holistic processing
and RH lateralization. Nevertheless, Hsiao and Cottrell
(2009) recently showed that Chinese character recognition
experts have reduced holistic processing and increased RH
lateralization in processing Chinese characters compared
with novices. This effect suggests that holistic processing
and RH lateralization may be separate processes that do not
always go together.
Faces and Chinese characters differ in both featural and
configural dimensions 1 . In the featural dimension, faces
consist of common components (i.e. the eyes, nose, and
mouth) and the components of different faces usually look
similar to each other; in contrast, Chinese character
recognition involves discriminating different combinations
of more than a thousand stroke patterns (Hsiao & Shillcock,
2006), which usually look dissimilar to each other. In the
configural dimension, second-order spatial relations (i.e.
distances) between face components have been shown to be
more important in face recognition than in the recognition of
other visual object classes (e.g., Farah et al., 1998), whereas
this configural information is not important in Chinese
character recognition, since changes in distance among
character components do not change the character identity
(e.g., Ge et al., 2006). In order to understand how difference
in task requirements in either the featural or the configural
dimension modulates holistic processing and RH
lateralization in recognition tasks, here we adopt a
computational modeling approach, since modeling allows
1
Note that in the literature of face recognition, the definition of
of configural processing often varied among studies. Here we refer
to the configural dimension as second-order spatial relations (e.g.,
Mondloch, Grand, & Maurer, 2002).
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good control over variables that may be hard to tease apart
in human subject studies. We introduce our model below.
Hemispheric processing model
Anatomically our visual field is split along the vertical
midline, with the two hemifields initially contralaterally
projected to the two hemispheres. In order to examine at
which processing stage this split information converges,
Hsiao, Shieh, and Cottrell (2008) conducted a modeling
study aiming to account for the left side bias effect in face
perception. They proposed 3 models with different timings
of convergence: early, intermediate, and late (Figure 1), and
showed that both the intermediate and late convergence
models were able to account for the effect, whereas the early
convergence model failed to show the effect.

(HSF) information, while the RH amplifies low spatial
frequency (LSF) information. This differential frequency
bias in the two hemispheres was implemented in the model
by using two sigmoid functions assigning different weights
to the Gabor responses in the two hemispheres (Figure 2).
Modeling holistic processing effects
In human studies, holistic processing is usually assessed
through the composite paradigm (e.g., Gauthier & Bukach,
2007). In this paradigm, two stimuli are presented briefly,
either sequentially or simultaneously. Participants attend to
either the top or bottom halves of the stimuli and judge
whether they are the same or different. In congruent trials,
the attended and irrelevant halves lead to the same response,
whereas in incongruent trials, they lead to different
responses. Holistic processing is indicated by the
interference from the irrelevant halves in matching the
attended halves; it can be assessed by the performance
difference between the congruent and the incongruent trials
(Figure 3).

Figure 1: Hemispheric models with different
timing of convergence (Hsiao et al., 2008).

Figure 3: The complete composite design with Chinese
characters as the stimuli. The example shows the condition
in which the bottom halves (components in grey) are the
attended halves (taken from Hsiao & Cottrell, 2009).

Figure 2: Hsiao et al.‟s model (2008).
Hsiao et al.‟s (2008) model incorporated several known
observations about visual anatomy and neural computation.
They used Gabor responses over the input images to
simulate neural responses of cells in the early visual area
(Lades et al., 1993), and Principal Component Analysis
(PCA), a biologically plausible linear compression
technique (Sanger, 1989), to simulate possible information
extraction processes beyond the early visual area. They then
used this PCA representation as the input to a two-layer
neural network (Figure 2). In addition, they implemented a
theory of hemispheric asymmetry in perception, Double
Filtering by Frequency theory (DFF, Ivry & Robertson,
1998) in the model. The theory posits that visual
information coming into the brain goes through two
frequency-filtering stages: The first stage involves
attentional selection of a task-relevant frequency range. At
the second stage, the LH amplifies high spatial frequency

The holistic face processing effect has been accounted for
by computational models. For example, Cottrell, Branson,
and Calder (2002) trained a computational model to perform
a face identification task and an expression judgment task,
and showed that the model was able to account for holistic
processing effects in both tasks. Richler, Mach, Gauthier,
and Palmeri (2007) also used a variant of Cottrell et al.‟s
(2002) model to account for the holistic processing effect in
face recognition. Similar to Hsiao et al.‟s (2008) early
convergence model (Figure 1), Richler et al.‟s model (2007)
applied Gabor filters to the input image, followed by PCA,
and then a two-layer neural network performing the
classification task, without a split architecture or frequency
biases. To assess holistic processing effects, after training
the hidden layer representation of each input face image was
used as its internal representation in the visual working
memory. Selective attention to the cued part in the
composite paradigm was simulated by attenuating the Gabor
response representation of the unattended half by a factor of
0.125. In each trial, the correlation between the
representations of each pair of faces was used as the
similarity measure; the difference in this measure between
same and different trials was used to calculate d, and the
difference in d between the congruent and incongruent
conditions was used as the measure of holistic processing.
Here we apply the method used by Richler et al. (2007; cf.
Cottrell et al., 2002) to assess holistic processing in our
model.
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Configural vs. featureal recognition tasks
To examine people‟s sensitivity to configural and featural
changes in face recognition, Mondloch et al. (2007) created
some carefully controlled datasets: in the configural set,
faces had the same features (i.e., the eyes, mouth, and nose)
and differed only in the distance between these features; in
contrast, in the featural dataset, faces had the same
distance/configuration among features but the features were
different. Here we create our datasets in a similar fashion, in
order to examine the relationship between holistic
processing and RH lateralization when the recognition tasks
depend on either configural or featural information. We use
artificial stimuli that consist of three features forming a
triangular configuration, and the features are taken from
letters in the English alphabet. In a configural recognition
task, all stimuli have the same three features („a‟), but their
configurations differ (Figure 4(a)). In contrast, in a featural
recognition task, all stimuli have the same configuration but
the features differ (Figure 4(b)). The model is trained to
recognize the stimuli in the dataset. In the configural tasks,
we examine the effect of stimulus similarity in the dataset
by manipulating the number of possible locations in which a
feature can appear. Similarly, in the featural tasks, we
examine the effect of stimulus similarity in the dataset by
manipulating the number of possible letters appearing in
each feature position. We aim to examine how different
recognition task requirements (configural vs. featural)
modulate holistic processing and hemispheric lateralization
effects and the relationship between the two effects.

Figure 4: (a) Images in the configural set; (b) Images in the
featural set; (c) Stimulus design; the three circles indicate
the area of possible positions for each letter. (d) Right and
left damaged images; (e) Top and bottom attenuated images.

Modeling Methods and Results
All images we used were 80x70 pixels having three English
letters as features forming a triangular configuration, with
one letter on the top and the other two on the bottom (Figure
4(c)). In the configural dataset, for each stimulus we fixed
the identity of the letters („a‟), and the position of each letter
was assigned randomly within a circular area of radius 8
pixels (Figure 4(c)). In contrast, in the featural dataset, for
each stimulus we fixed the letter positions and randomly
chose one letter for each position from a fixed set of letters
(i.e. the English alphabet).
To create datasets with different stimulus similarities, in
the configural datasets, we varied the numbers of possible
locations each letter „a‟ could appear within each circular

area. In total we created 9 configural datasets, with the
number of possible locations ranging from 4 to 12. In each
dataset, 26 stimuli were randomly selected from all possible
location combinations. Similarly, we varied the number of
possible letters that could appear in each letter position in
the featural datasets, ranged from 4 to 12, and in total 9
datasets created. In each dataset, 26 stimuli were randomly
selected from all possible feature combinations. In these
datasets, while keeping the total number of stimuli fixed,
increasing the number of possible locations/features made
the stimuli less and less similar to each other (see, e.g.,
Cheung & Hsiao, 2010).
In the simulations, each stimulus had 8 images, each of
which had a different font. We used 4 fonts for training and
the other 4 for testing (counterbalanced across simulation
runs), resulting in a total number of 104 images in each of
the training and testing sets. Thus, we were able to test the
model‟s generalization ability across different fonts.
In the modeling, an input image was first filtered with a
14x12 rigid grid of overlapping 2D Gabor Filters (Daugman,
1985). At each grid point, we applied Gabor filters of 8
orientations and 5 scales (the task-relevant frequency range,
depending on the image size. The maximum frequency
should not exceed 2 pixels per cycle; the 6 th scale, 26 = 64
cycles per image exceeds the maximum frequency of the
images, 70/2 = 35 cycles per image). Thus, each image was
transformed into a vector of size 6,720 (14x12 sample
points x 8 orientation x 5 scales). After obtaining the Gabor
response representations, two conditions were created: (1)
the baseline condition, in which equal weights were given to
different scales of the Gabor responses; (2) the biased
condition, in which we implemented the second stage of the
DFF theory by using a sigmoidal weighting function to bias
the responses on the left half image (RH) to LSFs, and those
on the right half image (LH) to HSFs (Figure 2). The left
and right perceptual representations were then compressed
by PCA separately into a 50-element representation each.
This representation was then used as the input to a two-layer
neural network (See Hsiao et al., 2008 for more details).
We trained the model to recognize the stimuli until the
performance on the training set reached an expert level
(100% accuracy). In the output layer of the neural network,
each output node corresponded to a stimulus identity (thus
there were 26 output nodes). We used gradient descent with
an adaptive learning rate as our training algorithm.
To examine hemispheric lateralization effects, after
training we tested the model with images that had a
damaged RH or LH PCA representation (Figure 2) by
setting the PCA representation to zeros (Figure 4(d)). Thus,
when mapping these damaged images to their identities,
only the information from one of the visual hemifields was
used. The left side (RH) bias was assessed by the accuracy
difference between recognizing a right-side-damaged
stimulus (carrying RH/LSF information) as the original
stimulus and recognizing a left-side-damaged stimulus
(carrying LH/HSF information) as the original one. We
defined RH lateralization (RH/LSF preference, Hsiao et al.,
2008) as the left side bias measured in the biased condition
minus that measured in the baseline condition.
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To examine holistic processing effects, after training we
attenuated the Gabor responses of either the top or bottom
half of the images in the test set by multiplying a factor of
0.125 to simulate directing the model‟s attention to the
bottom or top half of the images respectively (Richler et al.,
2007; Figure 4(e)). The complete composite design was
used; it has been shown to be more robust than the partial
composite paradigm (Gauthier & Bukach, 2007; Richler,
Cheung, & Gauthier, in press). We created 4 types of
stimulus pairs corresponding to the 4 conditions shown in
Figure 3. Twenty pairs of images in each condition were
randomly selected to form the materials (80 pairs in total).
We calculated the correlation of the hidden layer
representations in each pair as the similarity measure
between them. A threshold was set to be the midpoint
between the mean correlation of the “same” stimulus pairs
and that of the “different” stimulus pairs. We assumed that
the model responded “same” when the correlation of a pair
was higher than the threshold, and responded “different”
when the correlation was lower than the threshold. The
holistic processing effect was indicated by the
discrimination perfomance difference between the
congruent and incongruent trials measured by d‟.
Configural recognition tasks
The results showed that in all configural tasks, there was a
significant RH lateralization effect (Figure 5(a)).
Nevertheless, RH lateralization did not change significantly
with the number of possible locations each letter could
appear (r = 0.007, n.s.). Figure 5(b) showed the holistic
processing effect (i.e. the difference between the congruent
and incongruent trials) in the biased condition: holistic
processing decreased as the number of possible locations
increased (r = -0.209, p < 0.001). To further explore the
relationship among stimulus similarity, RH lateralization,
and holistic processing, we examined the correlations
among them. We considered the Gabor responses of each
stimulus as a point in a high-dimensional space; the
dissimilarity among stimuli in a dataset was calculated as
the average distance among these points in the space using
the Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Means
(UPGMA; see Legendre & Legendre, 1998). The results
showed a positive correlation between RH lateralization and
stimulus dissimilarity: the less similar the stimuli were, the
more RH lateralization the model exhibited (r = 0.437, p <
0.001; Figure 6(a)); in contrast, there was no correlation
between holistic processing and stimulus dissimilarity (r = 0.013, n.s.; Figure 6(b)). There was a weak positive
correlation between holistic processing and RH
lateralization (r = 0.048, p < 0.05; Figure 7(a)). This effect
suggested that when the recognition task mainly relies on
configural information, the more RH lateralization the
model had, the stronger the holistic processing effect the
model exhibited.
Featural recognition tasks
The results showed that in all featural tasks, there was a
significant RH lateralization (Figure 8(a)); this RH

lateralization increased as the number of possible letters in
each letter position increased (r = 0.597, p < 0.001). Figure
8(b) showed the holistic processing effect in the biased
condition: similar to the configural tasks, holistic processing
decreased as the number of possible letters increased.
Regarding the relationship among stimulus similarity, RH
lateralization, and holistic processing, similar to the
configural tasks, there was a positive correlation between
RH lateralization and stimulus dissimilarity (r = 0.600, p <
0.001; Figure 9(a)). In contrast to the configural tasks, there
was a negative correlation between holistic processing and
stimulus dissimilarity: the more similar the stimuli were, the
stronger the holistic processing was (r = -0.256, p < 0.001;
Figure 9(b)); in addition, there was a negative correlation
between holistic processing and RH lateralization: the
weaker the holistic processing was, the stronger the RH
lateralization was (r = -0.211, p < 0.001; Figure 7(b)).

Figure 5: Configural tasks: (a) RH lateralization, (b) Holistic
processing in the biased condition (comparisons with 0 and
pair comparisons, * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001).

Figure 6: Configural tasks: Relationship between (a)
stimulus dissimilarity and RH lateralization, and (b)
stimulus dissimilarity and holistic processing.

Figure 7: Relationship between RH lateralization and
holistic processing in the (a) configural (b) featural tasks.
Thus, our data suggest that holistic processing (measured
by the composite paradigm) and RH lateralization are
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separate processes that do not always go together. More
specifically, the properties of the internal representation
learned by the model can influence holistic processing and
RH lateralization differently, depending on the task
requirements.

Figure 8: Featural tasks: (a) RH lateralization; (b) Holistic
processing in the biased condition (comparisons with 0 and
pair comparisons, * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001).

Figure 9: Featural tasks: Relationship between (a) stimulus
dissimilarity and RH lateralization, and (b) stimulus
dissimilarity and holistic processing.

Conclusion & Discussion
Holistic processing has long been considered as a property
of RH processing (e.g., Bradshaw & Nettleton, 1981).
Consistent with this view, it has been found that holistic
face processing measured in the composite paradigm is
linked to RH processing (e.g., Schiltz et al., 2010). However,
recent research showed that Chinese character recognition
expertise involves reduced holistic processing and increased
RH lateralization (Hsiao & Cottrell, 2009), suggesting that
holistic processing and RH lateralization may be separate
processes that do not always go together.
Here we investigated the relationship between holistic
processing and RH lateralization in configural and featural
recognition tasks through computational modeling. Our
model implements a theory of hemispheric asymmetry in
perception, the DFF theory, which posits a LSF bias in the
RH and a HSF bias in the LH; this model (or a variant) has
been shown to be able to account for both RH lateralization
and holistic processing in face recognition (e.g., Hsiao et al.,
2008; Cottrell et al., 2002; Richler et al., 2007). Our data
showed that although in both the featural and configural
tasks, RH lateralization decreased with increasing stimulus
similarity, in the featural tasks, holistic processing increased
with increasing stimulus similarity, whereas no correlation
between holistic processing and stimulus similarity was
observed in the configural tasks. In addition, whereas RH

lateralization and holistic processing were positively
correlated in the configural tasks, in the featural tasks this
correlation was negative. This effect suggests that the
internal representation learned by the model in the
recognition tasks has properties that can influence holistic
processing and RH lateralization differently depending on
the task requirements, for example, whether the task
depends on featural or configural information.
This result has important implications for the research on
visual cognition. For example, visual word recognition
relies more on featural processing since configural
information is not important for distinguishing words (e.g.,
Ge et al., 2006); consistent with our modeling data, recent
studies showed that Chinese character recognition expertise
involves RH lateralization and reduced holistic processing
(Hsiao & Cottrell, 2009), whereas English word recognition
expertise involves LH lateralization (e.g., McCandliss,
Cohen, & Dehaene, 2003) and increased holistic processing
(Wong et al., submitted) – a negative correlation between
holistic processing and RH lateralization; this result is
consistent with our data that in the featural recognition tasks
there is a negative correlation between holistic processing
and RH lateralization. In contrast, configural information
has been shown to be more important for face recognition
than the recognition of other types of objects (e.g., Farah et
al., 1998), and thus holistic face processing has been found
to be linked to RH lateralization (e.g., Schiltz et al., 2010),
consistent with our data. Note however that both featural
and configural information may be important for face
recognition (e.g., Rotshtein et al., 2007); our modeling data
suggest that the relationship between RH lateralization and
holistic processing depends on the task requirements. Thus,
Future work will examine the relationship between the two
effects when both featural and configural information are
important for recognition.
Note that holistic processing in visual cognition research
has been measured in different ways; although the
composite paradigm is the most common method, it has also
been measured by, for example, the part-whole paradigm
(Tanaka & Farah, 1993). Whether the effects observed here
can also be observed in other paradigms requires further
examinations. On a similar note, our result is not completely
inconsistent with the holistic/analytic dichotomy proposal in
the hemispheric asymmetry literature, as the definition of
holistic processing can be broad to include concepts such as
global, synthetic, or gestalt processing (e.g., Bradshaw &
Nettleton, 1981). Nevertheless, our result suggests that a
better description of RH processing may be needed.
In summary, in contrast to the well-accepted proposal that
holistic processing is a property of RH processing, our
modeling data suggest that holistic processing (measured by
the composite paradigm) and RH lateralization are separate
processes that do not always go together, depending on the
task requirements.
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Abstract
Temporal feature binding in vision refers to the process by
which features of objects presented one after the other at the
same spatial location are correctly bound together. In this
paper, we describe a computational model of putative neural
mechanisms that would produce this behaviour. These simulations highlight the role of transient attentional enhancement in
mediating the temporal binding of features into working memory. This model builds upon previous approaches, and explains
a range of behavioural findings relating to the patterns of illusory conjunctions observed in experiments. Further, it provides a parsimonious account of a counter-intuitive pattern of
reaction time data.
Keywords: Binding Problem, Temporal Feature Binding,
Neural Modelling

Introduction
We generally see the world as containing coherent bound objects. We might perceive the coincidence of the colour red
and a rapidly moving form as a speeding red Ferrari. Such
feature binding is effectively pre-conscious, and as such, we
would not notice it as a task to be performed. However, the
brain has to conjoin features in the environment in order that
we can perceive bound objects. In other words, the brain has
to solve the “binding problem”. This refers to the cognitive
and neural mechanisms by which feature binding is accomplished (Treisman, 1996). In experiments that impede the focusing of attention on specific visual objects, participants can
be induced to produce errors in binding, generally referred to
as conjunction errors. Under such circumstances, they often
consciously perceive illusory conjunctions of visual features,
which are defined as ‘miscombination of features actually
presented in a single display’ (Treisman & Gelade, 1980).
Since the pioneering work by Treisman and Gelade, the various aspects of feature binding in space have been extensively
explored in numerous experiments.
Temporal Feature Binding Although largely unnoticed
by us, the brain also has an impressive capacity to correctly
bind features through time. For example, when we are driving along a busy road, it does a good job of tracking a large
number of moving objects. However, such dynamic visual
environments also cause us to make occasional errors. These
errors in temporal binding occur when a feature from one object is mistakenly bound to a temporally neighbouring object. The pattern of these errors is revealing of the means by
which the brain binds through time. Temporal binding errors

can be generated in experiments using rapidly presented sequential stimuli, but have received relatively little theoretical
attention. In response, this paper focuses on a theoretical exploration of temporal feature binding in vision. In particular,
we build upon previous research to propose the 2f-ST2 model
of temporal feature binding (see Figure 1a). This neural network model emphasises the role of transient attentional enhancement as a mediator between two stages of visual information processing, enabling the binding of stimulus features
into working memory (see Figure 1b).
Experiments involving feature binding in time usually employ the Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP) paradigm
(see Figure 1b for an example), where a stream of stimuli is
presented, with each rapidly replacing the previous one, at
the rate of approximately 10/sec. The task-defining feature,
present only in the target, is called the key feature. The feature
of the target that is to be identified and reported is termed the
response feature. For example, in Figure 1b, each RSVP trial
consists of a stream of coloured letters, and participants are
asked to detect the identity (the response feature) of the letter
presented in red (the key feature). In such situations, multiple stimuli may be simultaneously processed in the visual
system, leading to the possibility of the formation of illusory
conjunctions. In this context, the visual system has the task
of solving the binding problem in time: it must pick out the
features of targets amongst multiple, temporally overlapping
features of distractors. This process is referred to as temporal
feature binding.
The BBS Model The BBS model (Botella, Barriopedro, &
Suero, 2001) is currently the dominant account of temporal
feature binding in vision, and indeed, it provides an accurate
fit to available data. This model assumes that such binding
occurs either through an attentional focusing (AF) route or
through a sophisticated guessing (SG) route. These two binding routes are additional to the two parallel pathways posited
for processing key and response features. The AF route is
taken when attention has enough time to correctly pick out
the target’s key and response features. SG, on the other hand,
comes into play when there is temporal uncertainty about the
target’s response feature. Importantly, AF leads to a distinct
(always correct) outcome, requiring a binding route functionally different from that which produces conjunction errors. To
justify this dual-route approach, the authors point to reaction
time (RT) data from Botella (1992), which suggests that most
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correct reports are processed earlier than conjunction errors,
and hence are not ‘fortunate conjunctions’. They suggest that
most correct reports are produced by the fast and deterministic AF route. Conjunction errors, on the other hand, are
produced by the slow and probabilistic SG route. However,
the model leaves unexplained the mechanistic basis for the
choice of binding route. Specifically, the BBS model incorporates a probability of taking the AF or the SG route, which
is determined by the data being modelled; but it does not elaborate on how this probability might emerge from the nature of
the stimuli being processed. Our model (2f-ST2 ) avoids this
limitation, since it describes how qualitatively different behavioural outcomes (correct reports vs. conjunction errors)
might be realised by a single binding mechanism under the
influence of variation in stimulus latency and strength.
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The 2-feature simultaneous type serial token (2f-ST2 ) model
has been designed to simulate temporal feature binding in RSVP experiments. It draws upon a previous
model (Bowman & Wyble, 2007), and is, we argue, more
functionally complete than the BBS model (Botella et al.,
2001).
Broadly speaking, the architecture of the 2f-ST2 model
can be divided into two stages of processing (see Figure 1a).
A parallel Stage 1 is responsible for extracting information (called types (Bowman & Wyble, 2007)) from RSVP
items along multiple feature dimensions (e.g., item colour
and shape). These dimensions are processed separately and
concurrently, within two distinct, parallel pathways: the key
and response pathways. Stage 2 consists of the binding pool
and a set of tokens (Bowman & Wyble, 2007). The binding pool stores an association between a pair of type nodes
(one from each of the two pathways) and a working memory
token. Temporal coordination of these three nodes is orchestrated by a temporal attention mechanism, the blaster, which
is triggered by activation in the key pathway.
Key Pathway The constituent key features of items are extracted in the key pathway. At the key Type layer, task demand (depicted in Figure 1a as a dashed circle around the
target type node) enhances type representations of target key
features (the colour red in Figure 1b), and suppresses distractor key features. Hence, distractors are RSVP items that lack
the target-defining key feature.
Blaster The blaster is triggered by activation from key target type nodes, via the connection labelled (a) in Figure 1a.
Once activated, the blaster produces its characteristic ballistic response: it provides a non-specific, short-lived burst of
transient attentional enhancement (TAE) to late layers in both
key and response pathways. This is mediated by the connections marked (b) and (c) in Figure 1a. This boost provides the
maximally active key and response types enough activation
to initiate a combined binding process in the binding pool.
Response Pathway All response features, including that
of the target, are treated equally in the response pathway.
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Figure 1: The 2f-ST2 model

At the response Type layer, distractors presented in temporally proximal (i.e., -2, -1, +1 and +2) positions relative to
the target can be co-active with the target response type. In
order to generate a binding, the conflict between co-active
response type nodes is resolved by weak lateral inhibition.
Thus, only strongly active response types can initiate feature
binding. Depending on relative timing of blaster firing and
strengths of co-active response types, the target response type
or a temporally proximal distractor can win this competition.
This competitive interaction produces different possible binding outcomes, and thus the possibility of conjunction errors.
The Binding Pool The binding pool consists of two disjoint node subsets. The first subset maintains associations
between key types and tokens. It receives activation from key
type nodes via the connection labelled (d) in Figure 1a. Similarly, the second subset maintains associations between re-
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sponse types and tokens. Thus, a successful binding involves
two binding pool nodes, one in each subset. Activation from
the two pathways drives the corresponding nodes in the binding pool subsets above threshold. These nodes consequently
associate one token with two type nodes, one in the key pathway and the other in the response pathway.
Tokens The 2f-ST2 model uses tokens to store episodic,
temporally ordered representations of targets. During encoding, the currently active token inhibits all binding pool nodes
of other tokens via the connection labelled (g) in Figure 1a.
During binding, a token receives activation from a pair of
binding pool nodes, via the connection labelled (h) in Figure 1a. As previously discussed, these binding pool nodes
are in turn excited by a pair of (key-response) type nodes.
The successful completion of binding yields an association
between the active token, a key type and a response type,
through sustained activation in the binding pool.
Summary In a trial, the relative time taken to process key
and response features of items determines which response
feature benefits most from the blaster’s enhancement. Thus,
it determines the bindings produced. Across simulated trials
encompassing a variety of feature strengths, the model produces a range of binding outcomes, making up a response
distribution (see bottom of Figure 1b). In most trials with the
default model configuration (see below), the target response
feature is the maximally active node in its pathway at the time
of blaster firing. Hence, it wins the competition, and is successfully bound into a token, thereby producing a correct report. On some trials, response features of items before (-1
or -2 positions) or after (+1 or +2) the target are more active when the blaster fires, and get encoded instead. Such
errors occur because of variation in the strength of key and
response features, in addition to variation in processing delay
in the pathways (see below). Of course, the relative probability and temporal position of conjunction errors depends on
the model’s specific configuration.
Configuration For all simulations, model configuration
and parameters are kept unchanged (cf. Computational Methods section), except for the following three.
τD is a random, varying gaussian (mean = 0; s.d. = 15ms)
delay. It is repeatedly sampled, once per item in the stream.
For a particular RSVP item, τD is the same in the key and response pathways, but the bottom-up input strengths in these
pathways vary independently. Consequently, the parallel processing of these features in Stage 1 is not perfectly synchronous. τD introduces temporal noise, generating conjunction errors and broadening response distributions.
τK and τR add a fixed positive or negative delay to the processing of all features in the key and response pathway, respectively. They are fixed within a complete simulation run.
Either τK or τR is varied across a pair of runs, to model a key
or a response feature manipulation. In the ‘default’ configuration, both τK and τR are set to 0. To simulate an isolated
change in processing time within a pathway, τK or τR is adjusted.

Behavioural Predictions of the 2f-ST2 Model
Isolated behavioural manipulations of the key and response
pathways have been investigated by Botella et al. (2001).
These manipulations change the correct report rate, and shift
the loci of response distributions. Such shifts can be quantified using metrics like the Average Position of Intrusions
(API) (Botella et al., 2001).
Key Feature Manipulation According to the 2f-ST2
model, increasing key pathway processing delay will increase
the proportion of post-target errors. This is because such an
increase causes activation to reach the key Type layer later,
in turn delaying blaster firing to a time at which post-target
response items are most active. They consequently benefit
more from its enhancement and get bound.
Exp. 1A from (Botella et al., 2001) provides an isolated
manipulation of key feature processing time. Participants
viewed an RSVP sequence of coloured words, and were asked
to identify the colour of the only animal word (see Figure 2A).
The frequency of the word in language use was manipulated:
high-frequency (HF) words corresponded to key features that
could be processed quicker than low-frequency (LF) words.
Accordingly, a significant post-target shift and later API was
found for LF compared to HF words (see top panel in Figure 2C). In addition, correct reports reduced from the HF to
LF conditions.
Figure 2B illustrates how the 2f-ST2 model simulates this
data. The τK parameter is set to 0ms and 40ms for the HF and
LF conditions, respectively, reflecting increased key feature
processing delay in the latter. This manipulation delays average blaster firing latency for the LF condition, increasing the
probability that it enhances post-target response features. The
lower panel in Figure 2C shows the resulting post-target shift,
and is mirrored by the corresponding simulated API values of
-0.11 and 0.78 for the HF and LF conditions, respectively. In
addition, the model generates more correct reports in the HF
condition (62% vs. 55%). This post-target shift and reduction in correct reports replicate Exp. 1A from (Botella et al.,
2001).
The BBS model also predicts a post-target shift with an isolated increase in mean key feature processing time. However,
an important distinction between the two models relates to
correct reports. The BBS model predicts that correct reports
will always decrease along with an API increase. In contrast,
2f-ST2 does not mandate a reduction in correct reports alongside a post-target shift. Whether the number of correct reports
increases, decreases or remains unchanged along with a posttarget shift depends on the pair of conditions being compared.
Shortly, we present new behavioural data supporting 2f-ST2
in this respect.
Response Feature Manipulation An isolated increase in
response pathway processing delay means that, when the target key feature reaches the key type layer, pre-target response
features are more likely to be active at the response type layer.
Consequently, they benefit more often from the blaster’s enhancement, increasing their likelihood of binding to a token,
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Figure 3: Response feature manipulation in (Botella et al., 2001) simulated by the 2f-ST2 model.
producing a pre-ward shift in the response distribution.
Exp. 2 from (Botella et al., 2001) describes an isolated
response feature manipulation, where target words were presented in uppercase, in a stream of lowercase distractor words
(see Figure 3A). Response feature processing delay was manipulated using LF or HF words. Presumably, since LF words
produced an increase in response pathway processing delay,
a pre-target (HF to LF) shift was found (Figure 3C upper
panel). Accordingly, LF words had a more negative API.
However, there was no significant change in the number of
correct reports.
To simulate this data in 2f-ST2 , τR (the fixed response pathway processing delay) is set higher (10ms) for LF than for HF
words (0ms). Thus, LF item response features reach the Type
layer later, and pre-target distractors have highest activation
when the blaster fires (see Figure 3B), producing a more negative API for LF words. 2f-ST2 replicates this pattern (Fig-

ure 3C lower panel), simulating API values of -0.11 and -0.31
for the HF and LF conditions, respectively. In addition, correct reports are the same (62%) in the two conditions. Thus,
2f-ST2 replicates the findings in Exp. 2 from (Botella et al.,
2001).
Again, the 2f-ST2 and BBS models simulate response feature manipulations similarly. However, the BBS model predicts that correct reports are unchanged when the response
pathway is manipulated. This is because the relative proportion of trials processed by the AF or SG routes remains unchanged. In contrast, 2f-ST2 predicts that sufficiently large
response pathway manipulations will change correct report
rates.
Reaction Times for Response Positions We show that 2fST2 replicates existing RT data (Botella, 1992) using a single
binding mechanism, weakening the need for the BBS model’s
dual-route approach. Botella (1992) showed that correct re-
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Figure 5: Simulation of new behavioural data by 2f-ST2 .
depicts the resulting response distributions. The APIs for letter (0.18) and symbol (0.31) targets are significantly different
(F(1,13) = 9.7, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.01). Hence, this experiment manipulates key feature processing delay. In addition,
correct report rates vary across the conditions: 29% for letter
and 35% for symbols, with a marginally significant difference (F(1,13) = 3.24, MSE = 65.9, p = 0.09). This marginal
increase in correct reports accompanying the letter to symbol
post-target shift contradicts the BBS model, which mandates
a decrease in correct reports.
To simulate this with 2f-ST2 , we manipulate key pathway
delay, producing the early key (EK) and late key (LK) conditions, with τK values of -40ms and 0ms, respectively (see
Figure 5B). Going from the EK to the LK condition, API increases from -0.86 to -0.11, and correct reports increase from
54% to 62%. That is, the post-target shift is associated with
an increase in correct reports. Hence, the pattern of changes
between the EK and LK conditions are qualitatively equivalent to those observed in the human data, although the increase in correct reports did not quite reach significance.

Conclusions
The Temporal Feature Binding Experiment
We present new data that refutes a prediction from the BBS
model. We presented coloured letter or symbol targets within
RSVP streams of digit distractors (SOA 94ms). The key feature was target category (letter or symbol), and the response
feature was colour (cf. Experimental Methods). Figure 5A

2f-ST2

The
model provides a detailed neural explanation of
attentional enhancement in temporal feature binding. The
theoretical framework underlying this explanation (Bowman
& Wyble, 2007) already elucidates a broad profile of temporal cognitive phenomena, including the attentional blink,
repetition blindness, episodic perception, etc. This level of
description in 2f-ST2 extends beyond that afforded by the
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BBS model. The latter leaves unspecified neural realisation
of the AF and SG routes, and indeed, the mechanistic basis
for choosing between them. In comparison, 2f-ST2 ’s implementation forces us to elaborate on how cognitive processes
might be neurally realised. It explains how a single neural
construct can produce different behavioural outcomes. Importantly, the process of temporal feature binding in 2f-ST2
does not have any knowledge of the ‘correct’ response feature. Rather, correct responses and conjunction errors are all
generated by the same underlying architecture. Importantly,
this architecture explains counter-intuitive RT data (Botella,
1992), which motivated the dual-route approach of the BBS
model. In this respect, 2f-ST2 harks back to earlier, informal,
parallel models of selective attention (Keele & Neill, 1978),
which were seen as incompatible with the RT data. Thus, we
argue that 2f-ST2 is more parsimonious in mechanism, and
rejuvenates the adage that correct reports are indeed nothing
more than fortunate conjunctions.

Computational Methods
2f-ST2 extends the ST2 model (Bowman & Wyble, 2007), with the
minor parameter modifications described below.
Stage 1 ST2 ’s Stage 1 was replicated to generate 2f-ST2 ’s key and
response pathways. The following changes were made to 2f-ST2 ’s
key pathway, in comparison to ST2 ’s Stage 1. Firstly, to decrease
Type layer activation strengths, the Item to Type layer weights were
reduced from 0.015 to 0.013. In addition, the Type layer leak current
was increased from 0.07 to 0.0715. Secondly, to ensure that Type
layer on neurons were suppressed at the correct times, weights from
Type layer off neurons to on neurons were decreased from -0.12 to
-0.15. Finally, to activate the blaster more strongly from the target
type node, the Type layer to blaster Input weight was increased from
0.02003 to 0.02803.
Leak current and connection weight settings for the layers in
Stage 1 of the response pathway are presented in Tables 2 and 3
of Chennu (2009). Weak lateral inhibition was added between Type
layer on neurons (connection weight -0.05) in the response pathway.
In addition, Item and Type layers did not influence the blaster, but
were enhanced by it. Task demand was absent at the response pathway Type layer.
Stage 2 The Stage 2 binding pool was expanded to represent associations between response pathway types and tokens (one per combination of 4 tokens and 25 response types). To compensate for the
altered activation dynamics at the token level, Stage 2 weights were
adjusted as in Table 3 of Chennu (2009).
Dynamics Across simulation runs, target key feature strength was
varied across a range, while distractor strengths remained constant.
However, to simulate the generation of correct reports and conjunction errors with feasible simulation times, response feature strengths
of the target and proximal distractors (positions -1, -2, +1 and +2)
were varied. Other distractor response feature strengths were constant across all trials. For further details see Chennu (2009).
General Configuration A delay τD was added to the processing
of all features in both pathways. Within each run, τD was sampled
once per item in the stream, from a gaussian distribution (mean = 0;
s.d. = 15ms). Key/response pathway processing time manipulations
involved adding a constant delay (τK /τR ) to feature processing in the
relevant pathway. In the default configuration, τK and τR were set to
0 (cf. (Chennu, 2009)).
Key and Response Feature Manipulations To simulate the HF
condition in Exp. 1A from Botella et al. (2001), 2f-ST2 was run in
its default configuration (τK = 0ms; τR = 0ms). The LF condition
was simulated by introducing a fixed delay of 40ms (τK = 40ms;
τR = 0ms) in key feature processing. Similarly, the HF condition of
Exp. 2 in Botella et al. (2001) was simulated by running 2f-ST2 in
its default configuration, and the LF condition by introducing a fixed

delay of 10ms (τK = 0ms; τR = 10ms) in response feature processing.

Experimental Methods
Participants 14 students undertook the experiment. They were free
from neurological disorders and had normal or corrected-to-normal
vision. The study was approved by the local ethics committee.
Stimuli and Apparatus We presented dark grey alphanumeric
characters and symbols surrounded by coloured squares. The characters/symbols and coloured squares subtended maximal visual angles of 1.2◦ x 1.2◦ and 1.36◦ x 1.36◦ , respectively.
Procedure Participants viewed two blocks of 180 trials each,
which began with a task instruction indicating whether a letter or
a symbol would be the target. A trial began with a central, white
fixation cross, which after 500ms, turned into a white arrow indicating the side to monitor for targets. After 200ms, two 16-item streams
were presented at equal distances (2.7◦ visual angle) to left and right
of fixation, at a rate of 94ms per item with no inter-stimulus interval. Colours for the squares surrounding items were sampled from
red, green, blue, yellow and cyan. Distractors were digits randomly
sampled from 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. The target was presented on
one side of fixation, at a random position between 6 and 12 in the
stream. Targets were letters or symbols (depending on the block),
randomly chosen from D, E, G, K, L, T, U, V or #, %, £, ¥, , ×,
Þ, ÷. Colours for the target and proximal distractors (positions -1,
-2, +1, +2) were assigned using a random permutation of the above
five colours. Participants were told to direct their covert attention
towards the stream indicated by the arrow, search for the target item,
note both its identity, and the colour of the surrounding square. At
trial end, they were asked to select the identity of the target item
from a 6-option menu. The first 5 consisted of the target plus 4 other
items, randomly chosen from the block’s target set. The menu’s final
option was ‘None of the above’. A further response menu required
selection of the colour of the square surrounding the target, and again
contained 6 options. The first 5 were a random permutation of the 5
colours used in the experiment, and the last option was ‘None of the
above’.
Computational Modelling The early key (EK) condition from
the temporal feature binding experiment was simulated by introducing a key feature processing delay of -40ms (τK = -40ms; τR = 0ms).
The late key (LK) condition was simulated by running 2f-ST2 in its
default configuration (τK = 0ms; τR = 0ms).
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Abstract
Research has shown visual dominance effects by participants‟
inclination to focus on visual information when presented
with compounded visual and auditory stimuli. A recent study
has found auditory dominance through a passive oddball
detection task. As this task did not require an explicit
response, the first aim of this study was to require a response
from the participant. Using a single-response oddball task,
Experiment 1 found auditory dominance when examining
response times to auditory and visual oddballs, and
Experiment 2 confirmed the findings, even when visual
stimuli were presented 100 ms prior to auditory. Experiment
3 extended the task to measure error rates, requiring
participants to make separate responses for auditory, visual,
and bimodal stimuli. Auditory dominance was eliminated
with a reversal to visual dominance. The current study
provides evidence for the coexistence of multiple sensory
dominances. Mechanisms underlying sensory dominance and
factors that may modulate sensory dominance are discussed.
Keywords: Cross-modal processing; Sensory Dominance;
Attention.

Introduction
Our multisensory milieu necessitates the interaction of
information arriving at different sensory modalities to create
the world we perceive. In fact, research involving
multimodal presentations has highlighted brain specificity
of multisensory relationships. For instance, imaging studies
have shown that the combination of sensory stimuli arriving
at different senses (e.g., visual and auditory stimuli)
activates multisensory neurons in non-human mammals
(Meredith & Stein, 1986), non-human primates (Hikosaka et
al., 1988) and humans (Calvert et al., 2000). Behaviorally,
this has been correlated with performance facilitation for
multisensory presentations. For instance, Frassinetti and
Bolognini (2002) demonstrated that the presentation of
concurrent auditory stimuli reduces the threshold to detect
visual items in a difficult detection task. In addition,
Laurienti et al. (2004) found that presenting compound
audiovisual stimuli prior to target unimodal visual stimuli
reduced response latency to task targets. This decrease in

reaction time was not observed when the audiovisual stimuli
were replaced with an equivalent amount of unisensory
stimuli (i.e., either two visual or two auditory stimuli).
Facilitation is not the only consequence of multisensory
exposure, however. Using detection tasks, Colavita (1974)
documented competition between visual and auditory
modalities when visual and auditory stimuli were
simultaneously presented. Participants were asked to press a
button when exposed to a sound, a separate button when
exposed to a flash of light, and press both buttons for the
simultaneous presentation of both the sound and the light. In
trials with bimodal presentations, participants pressed the
unisensory visual response button in 98% of the
occurrences, despite faster reaction times being recorded for
unisensory auditory responses when presented in isolation
(i.e., they made visually biased errors, note recent
demonstrations have shown no difference between
unisensory response latencies). The robustness of this visual
dominance effect has been observed in a number of recent
investigations (see Spence, 2009 for a review).
The dominance of the visual modality is not limited to
detection tasks involving simple stimuli such as beeps and
flashes. Sinnett, Spence, and Soto-Faraco (2007) required
participants to respond to specific visual (i.e., the picture of
a stoplight), auditory (i.e., the sound of a cat), or bimodal
(i.e., the stoplight and cat simultaneously presented) stimuli
embedded within a rapid serial presentation of pictures and
sounds. In this case, errors to bimodal stimuli were
statistically in favor of visual responses (i.e., visual
dominance effect). Building upon this finding, Koppen,
Alsius and Spence (2008) instructed participants to press
one key for a visual stimulus (i.e., full color picture of an
animal), another key for an auditory stimulus (i.e., sound of
an animal) or both keys for bimodal presentations.
Employing a small set of visual and auditory stimuli
reproduced the visual dominance effect, however,
increasing the set to include more stimuli magnified the
effect leading to more visual only based responses (i.e.,
errors) when presented with bimodal stimuli.
Recent investigations have explored to what degree the
visual dominance effect can be modulated, in part to answer
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whether visual dominance is attentional in nature, or sensory
based. For example, Sinnett et al (2007) presented a higher
ratio of unimodal auditory events and did indeed observe a
reduction in visual dominance, but not a reversal (i.e.,
auditory dominance). Furthermore, these same authors also
showed that when manipulating available attentional
resources in either the auditory or visual modality, visual
dominance could be modulated. For instance, visual
dominance effects were larger when more visual attentional
resources were available, suggesting that the effect must be
partly based on an attentional mechanism. Koppen and
Spence (2007) also demonstrated that increasing the
frequency of bimodal trials to 60% recreates the visual
dominance effect, but increasing the frequency to 90% will
nullify any bias. The recent demonstrations of the visual
dominance effect show that it can be modulated, however it
should be noted that a complete reversal to auditory
dominance still largely eludes researchers.
Visual dominance effects persist even under conditions
that typically favor auditory dominance. The repetition
detection task has typically shown advantages for the
auditory modality (Welch & Warren, 1986; 1980; Welch,
Duttonhurt, & Warren, 1986). A recent investigation by
Ngo, Sinnett, Soto-Faraco, and Spence (2010) utilized such
a task (see Soto-Faraco & Spence, 2002) to examine visual
dominance in order to determine if using a task that favors
the auditory modality would lead to a reversal of the visual
dominance effect. A stream of images and sounds were
presented and participants were instructed to respond with
three different keys to whenever: an image repeated in
consecutive trials, a sound repeated, or both repeated.
Despite the task favoring the auditory modality, significant
visual dominance effects were still observed.
A distinct possibility explaining visual dominance effects
could be related to the response set that the participant is
required to use. For instance, in the original Colavita et al.
(1974) experiment, responses were recorded from two
different buttons, one for visual responses and one for
auditory responses, and both for bimodal responses. Recent
examples (see Koppen et al., 2007; Sinnett et al., 2007) have
required responses using three buttons. Interestingly, Sinnett
et al. (2008) demonstrated a response inhibition to bimodal
trials when participants were asked to respond with three
different keys. However, a facilitation effect for bimodal
trials was observed when participants only had to press one
button for the presence of any unimodal auditory, unimodal
visual, or bimodal target. Their results suggest that both
multisensory facilitation and inhibition can be observed
when responding to the same bimodal event, dependent on
how the response is given. Thus, it could be possible that
visual dominance may somehow be explained by some form
of response related artifact.
Directly addressing this question, Robinson, Ahmar, and
Sloutsky (2010) examined how quickly participants detected
changes in visual and auditory information, while using a
task that did not require participants to make an explicit
response. Participants in this study were presented with

frequent stimuli (i.e., standards) and infrequent stimuli (i.e.,
oddballs) occurring in either modality while Event Related
Potentials (ERP) were collected during passive observation.
The latency of the ERP component was assessed when
visual and auditory oddballs were presented unimodally and
when the same auditory and visual stimuli were paired
together (i.e., bimodal presentation). Compared to the
respective unimodal baselines, multimodal presentation
retarded the processing of visual information (as indicated
by increased latency of visual P300), and sped up the
processing of auditory information (as indicated by
decreased latency of auditory P300). Therefore, using a task
that does not require participants to make a response,
auditory dominance effects were observed with auditory
input delaying visual oddball detection. These findings
suggest that previous examples of visual dominance may
indeed be explained by a response bias.
Further evidence suggesting that visual dominance might
be explained by a response bias comes from infant studies
where auditory and visual processing is assessed by
examining infants‟ looking times to visual and auditory
compounds. For example, using familiarization and
habituation tasks, infants familiarized to a visual and
auditory compound stimulus often dishabituate when the
auditory component changes at test but fail to dishabituate
when the visual component changes at test (Lewkowicz,
1988a; 1988b; Robinson & Sloutsky, 2004; 2010a; Sloutsky
& Robinson, 2008). This finding is noteworthy for two
reasons. First, infants ably discriminate the same visual
stimuli when presented unimodally, which suggests that the
auditory stimulus interferes with processing of the visual
stimulus. Second, the presence of the visual stimulus during
habituation appears to have no cost on auditory processing.
Thus, when using tasks that do not require an explicit
response (e.g., passive ERP tasks, looking time tasks in
infants, etc), auditory dominance effects are sometimes
observed.
However, it is unlikely that a response bias can fully
account for auditory and visual dominance effects. For
example, using an immediate recognition task, Sloutsky and
Napolitano (2003) presented children and adults with a
visual and auditory target stimulus followed by a visual and
auditory test stimulus. If the target and test item are
identical, children are instructed to respond “same”. If the
picture changes, the sound changes, or both picture and
sound change, children are instructed to respond “different”.
Four-year-olds but not adults often fail to report that the
picture changed, while at the same time ably discriminating
the same visual stimuli when presented unimodally. These
findings have been replicated using a variety of procedures
examining children‟s responses to visual and auditory
stimuli (e.g., Napolitano & Sloutsky, 2004; Robinson &
Sloutsky, 2004), which suggests that other factors besides
response bias influence auditory and visual dominance
effects.
One potential explanation that may also account for some
of the reported differences is the manner in which auditory
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and visual dominance is measured. While more traditional
visual dominance paradigms have almost exclusively looked
at error rates to bimodal stimuli (e.g., Colavita, 1974;
Sinnett et al., 2007), auditory dominance effects are often
measured by directly comparing processing of a unimodal
stimulus with processing of the same stimulus when
presented multimodally. Auditory dominance occurs when
multimodal presentation has greater costs on visual
processing than on auditory processing (e.g., Robinson et
al., 2010; Robinson & Sloutsky, 2004; 2010a; Sloutsky &
Napolitano, 2003). Addressing whether sensory dominance
is mediated by this methodological difference is the primary
aim of the current study.
In summary, applications of various methodologies
measuring sensory dominance have arrived at different
conclusions. In addition to the response versus no response
issue, there are major differences in how dominance is
measured. That is, examples of visual dominance often look
at errors to bimodal trials, while examples of auditory
dominance often look at how responses to visual and
auditory stimuli are slowed down if presented in a bimodal
format. Therefore, the present study aims to reconcile those
differences and to examine and disentangle the underlying
mechanisms leading to auditory and visual dominance when
processing multimodal information. In Experiment 1, we
replicate the oddball task from Robinson et al. (2010) using
a behavioral measure rather than ERP recordings. Robinson
et al.‟s findings challenge the numerous findings of visual
dominance and a replication of their task using a
methodology similar to traditional sensory dominance tasks
will either validate or weaken the evidence for auditory
dominance. Our experiment deviates from their paradigm in
that we require a response from the participant.

auditory and visual standards were randomly chosen at the
onset of the experiment, and the same standards were used
across the unimodal and bimodal conditions. While the
auditory and visual stimuli differed in pitch and shape,
respectively, standards differed from oddballs in their rate of
frequency. In particular, the standard was presented 280
times in the unimodal conditions (approximately 78% of the
time), whereas the oddballs were only presented 80 times. In
the bimodal condition, the standard was presented 560 times
(approximately 78% of the time), whereas the oddballs were
presented 160 times (80 auditory oddballs and 80 visual
oddballs). A subset of the oddballs differed from the
standard on two dimensions (i.e., shape and hue for visual
oddballs and pitch and timbre for auditory oddballs). These
oddballs were not included in Experiment 2. Therefore, to
allow for comparisons to be made across Experiments 1 and
2, we excluded these oddballs when examining response
times and accuracies in the current experiment.

Experiment 1

Figure 1. Example of visual stimuli and overview of experiment. A
single asterisk represents a visual oddball while two asterisks
represent auditory oddballs.

Participants Thirty-three participants were recruited from
The Ohio State University in exchange for course credit.
Participants were naïve to the experiment and had normal or
corrected to normal hearing. Written informed consent was
obtained before participation in the experiment began.
Materials The auditory and visual stimuli consisted of five
novel monochromatic shapes created in Microsoft Word,
that were exported as jpeg images (not exceeding 400 x 400
pixels), and five sounds created in CoolEdit 2000 (see
Figure 1 for examples). The auditory stimuli were pure
tones ranging between 200 Hz and 1000 Hz, varying at 200
Hz intervals. The auditory stimuli were saved as 22 kHz
files and the volume ranged between 68 and 72 dB. A Dell
17‟‟ LCD displayed the images, with sounds presented via
two Polk PLKRC651 wall mount speakers on either side of
the screen and a Harmon Kardon AVR-154 receiver
amplified the sounds. Of the fives shapes and sounds, one of
each was randomly chosen at the beginning of the
experiment to serve as the standard while the remaining
would serve as oddball stimuli. For each subject, the

Procedure There were three testing blocks: unimodal
visual, unimodal auditory, and bimodal. In the bimodal
condition, auditory oddballs were constructed by pairing the
visual standard with an auditory oddball and visual oddballs
were constructed by pairing the auditory standard with a
visual oddball. The same oddballs were used in the
unimodal conditions, however, visual stimuli were
presented in silence (unimodal visual condition) or auditory
stimuli were not paired with pictures (unimodal auditory
condition). In order to reduce any possible response bias, the
procedure for each condition was identical, that is,
participants were required to detect oddballs as quickly as
possible by depressing any of the buttons on a response pad.
The presentation order (auditory, visual, and bimodal
blocks) was pseudo-randomized with half of the participants
starting with the bimodal task and finishing with unimodal
tasks (order randomized), while the other half of the
participants began with the unimodal tasks (order
randomized) and finishing with the bimodal task.
A short practice session began each block to ensure that
the participant understood the instructions. Feedback was

Method
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given when participants false alarmed to the standard or
missed an oddball. Each trial began with the presentation of
a stimulus (standard or oddball) for 200ms and the interstimulus-interval randomly varied from 1000 – 1400ms. A
blank white screen followed the presentation of the stimuli
before the next trial began in the unimodal visual and
bimodal tasks. For the unimodal auditory task, participants
focused on a piece of paper taped to the top of the LCD
monitor. The task in all three conditions was to respond to
the oddballs by pressing any of the buttons on a response
pad as quickly and as accurately as possible. Thus,
participants made the same response when the sound
changed, the shape changed, or when both the shape and
sound changed. The experiment took approximately 40
minutes to complete with the bimodal task requiring
approximately 20 minutes and 10 minutes each for both
unimodal tasks.

Results and Discussion
Oddball detection (proportion of hits to oddballs –
proportion of false alarms to standards) approached ceiling
across all oddball types in Experiments 1 and 2 (all
accuracies > 97%. Therefore, primary analyses focused on
response times to oddballs across the different oddball types
(mean response times are presented on the left side of
Figure 2). A Modality (Auditory vs. Visual) x Presentation
Mode (Unimodal vs. Bimodal) ANOVA revealed a main
effect of Presentation Mode, F (1, 32) = 5.03, p < .05, and a
Modality x Presentation Mode interaction, F (1, 32) = 9.53,
p < .005. Paired t tests revealed that visual oddball detection
was significantly slower when paired with sounds (412 ms)
than when presented unimodally (388 ms), t (32) = - 4.66, p
< .001, while no differences were found when auditory
oddballs were presented unimodally (391 ms) or bimodally
(386 ms), p > .47.
440

Unimodal

Mean Response Times (ms)

430

Bimodal

420
410
400
390
380
370
360

examining latency of oddball detection in a behavioral task.
In particular, while pairing the auditory standard with a
visual oddball slowed down visual oddball detection, the
presence of the visual standard had no effect on auditory
oddball detection. This suggests that modalities are
competing for attention, however, it is unclear when this
competition occurs in the course of processing. If the
competition occurs during encoding, with auditory input
engaging attention prior to visual input (cf., Robinson &
Sloutsky, 2010b), then it should be possible to attenuate or
reverse these effects by presenting visual input prior to
auditory input.

Experiment 2
The primary goal of Experiment 2 was to determine if
auditory dominance could be attenuated or reversed by
presenting visual input 100 ms prior to auditory input. If
competition occurs during encoding with auditory input
being faster to engage attention, then it may be possible to
reverse these effects by giving a visual stimulus a chance to
engage attention before presenting the auditory stimulus.
However, if auditory dominance effects occur late in the
course of processing (e.g., during the response/decision
phase), then manipulating the relative onset of the visual
stimulus may have little or no effect on participants‟
responses to auditory and visual oddballs.

Method
Participants, Materials, and Procedure Thirty-seven
participants were recruited from The Ohio State University.
Participant recruitment was identical to the Experiment 1.
With the following exception, the procedure was identical to
Experiment 1. In the current experiment, visual stimuli
appeared 100 ms prior to the auditory stimulus and were
presented for 300 ms (i.e., same offset as the 200 ms
auditory stimulus). As in Experiment 1, the standard was
presented 280 times in the unimodal conditions
(approximately 78% of the time), and oddballs were
presented 80 times. In the bimodal condition, the standard
was presented 560 times (approximately 78% of the time),
and oddballs were presented 160 times (80 auditory
oddballs and 80 visual oddballs). All oddballs in the current
experiment differed from the standard on one dimension
(i.e., either shape or pitch), thus, mean response times were
averaged across all auditory and visual oddballs.

350

Results and Discussion

340
Auditory

Visual

Experiment 1: Synchronous

Auditory

Visual

Experiment 2: Asynchronous

Experiment and Presentation Mode

Figure 2. Response times in Experiments 1 and 2.

The main results of Experiment 1 replicate auditory
dominance found in Robinson et al. (2010), when

Mean response time data are presented on the right side of
Figure 2. A repeated measures ANOVA was conducted on
the data with Modality (Auditory vs. Visual) and
Presentation Mode (Unimodal vs. Bimodal) as factors. The
analysis revealed a main effect of Presentation Mode, F (1,
36) = 5.02, p < .05, and a Modality x Presentation Mode
interaction, F (1, 36) = 33.46, p < .001. The interaction
arose due to response times to auditory oddballs being
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slightly faster when paired with the visual standard (379 ms)
than when presented unimodally (391 ms), t (36) = 1.90, p =
.066. At the same time, visual oddball detection was slower
in the bimodal condition (404 ms) than in the unimodal
condition (372 ms), t (36) = 7.10, p <.001. Thus, presenting
visual input prior to auditory input did not attenuate or
reverse the pattern of participants‟ response times, which
may suggest that auditory dominance occurs after bimodal
stimuli are encoded. However, future research will need to
further examine this issue by increasing the asynchrony of
bimodal presentation and by examining neurophysiological
responses to auditory and visual oddballs.

Experiment 3
Experiments 1 and 2 demonstrate that auditory input can
slow down visual processing. These findings are remarkable
given the many years of research supporting visual
dominance (see Spence, 2009, for a review). Could it be that
the effects in Experiments 1 and 2 stem from specific
properties of the auditory and visual stimuli? The goal of
Experiment 3 was to test the oddball stimuli in a traditional
Colavita visual dominance paradigm using multiple
response keys to detect unimodal or bimodal stimuli. We
predict that, despite the simplicity of the detection task, the
additional difficulty of using multiple response keys will
modulate the dominance effect towards vision, thus,
showing evidence of visual dominance using the same set of
stimuli.

Method
Participants An additional twenty participants were
recruited from The Ohio State University. Participant
recruitment was identical to previous experiments.
Materials To simulate a traditional Colavita experiment,
only two visual stimuli (e.g., V1 and V2) and two auditory
stimuli (e.g., A1 and A2) from the original set of sounds and
shapes were used. Unimodal presentations consisted of 80
visual trials (i.e., 40 V1 and 40 V2) and 80 auditory trials
(i.e., 40 A1 and 40 A2). There were 40 bimodal trials (i.e.,
20 A1V1 and 20 A2V2). Auditory and visual stimuli were
presented simultaneously for 200 ms, with a 1400 ms interstimulus interval.
Procedure Participants were instructed to press one of three
keys in the presence of any of the targets. One key was
designated for unimodal auditory targets, another key for
unimodal visual targets, and the final key for bimodal
targets (compound of auditory and visual targets). The keys
„1‟, „2‟ and „3‟ on the number pad of the keypad represented
the keys the participants used. The keys assigned to each
target were counterbalanced across participants.

Results and Discussion
The RT data for correct responses to bimodal and unimodal targets, as well as the error data from the bimodal
trials, were analyzed. Errors on bimodal targets could be one

of three types of mistakes: a unimodal visual response, a
unimodal auditory response, or a miss. Overall, misses were
infrequent (7.5% and 11% for unimodal visual and auditory
trials, respectively, and 23% for bimodal trials that were
either misses or responses error).
Critically, participants made significantly more visually
based errors (60%) to bimodal trials than auditory based
errors (31%), t (19) = 3.99, p = .001, suggesting that the
auditory dominance effects seen in Experiment 1
disappeared when using a more traditional task requiring
multiple response buttons. Lastly, mean response latency to
double oddballs (715 ms) was significantly longer than all
other conditions, ts > 3.97, ps < .001, indicating a
heightened degree of multisensory competition when
responding with multiple keys.

General Discussion
The sensory dominance literature has largely been
dominated by findings supporting visual dominance
(Colavita, 1974; Koppen et al., 2007; Sinnett et al., 2007;
Spence, 2009). Recently, Robinson et al. (2010) challenged
this long standing notion by demonstrating auditory
dominance in adults. While their task did not require
responses and utilized an oddball paradigm, Experiment 1 of
the current study demonstrated auditory dominance using a
similar paradigm, but requiring a behavioral response (i.e.,
one button for all responses). Furthermore, when presenting
visual stimuli in advance of auditory stimuli in Experiment
2, auditory dominance persisted suggesting that potential
auditory dominance effects may occur after the initial
encoding. Accordingly, the results of this paper strengthen
the position that auditory dominance can be observed in
adults, dovetailing with a number of demonstrations with
infants and young children (Lewkowicz, 1988a; 1988b;
Robinson & Sloutsky, 2004; 2010a; Sloutsky & Robinson,
2008). Yet, this oddball paradigm differs from the
traditional visual dominance effects in two key ways.
While the oddball paradigm does pit conflicting
information from separate modalities, only one response is
required. When doing precisely this in a Colavita visual
dominance task, Sinnett et al. (2008) found evidence for
multisensory facilitation. However, the oddball task
employed here led to consistent auditory dominance effects.
While further research is needed to address these differing
patterns of results, one could speculate at this point that the
oddball task creates competition between the oddball
stimulus (either visual or auditory) and the standard
stimulus that accompanies the oddball (auditory or visual,
respectively). This is different from the paradigm used by
Sinnett et al. that led to facilitation, in that both the auditory
and visual components of target bimodal stimuli were
unimodal targets, thereby leading to a redundant target
effect. In a separate investigation we have included
analogous double-oddball stimuli (i.e., both auditory and
visual stimuli were infrequent) that did result in a
facilitation in response latency when compared with
unimodal response latencies (Sinnett, Chandra, & Robinson,
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in preparation). It should be noted that when using only one
response it is impossible to gauge error performance on
bimodal trials (i.e., the number of unimodal based responses
to bimodal trials). Experiment 3 (current study) required
participants to make multiple responses (for unimodal
auditory, unimodal visual, or bimodal oddballs), with the
result being an abolishment of auditory dominance and a
shift to visual dominance, as demonstrated by a significant
bias to the visual modality in error rates on bimodal trials.
We would like to finish by proposing a theoretical
possibility that requires future research and comment on
measuring sensory dominance. First, given the contrary
findings it seems to be a distinct possibility that both
auditory and visual dominance can co-exist. In fact, this
might be likely, given the enhanced alerting capabilities of
the auditory modality. That is, perhaps the auditory sense is
dominant, but that top-down attentional control mitigates
this dominance depending on task difficulty. Therefore, as
task difficulty increases, auditory dominance morphs into
visual dominance. Note that reactions times to bimodal
stimuli across experiments increased by nearly 250 ms.
Thus, when designing sensory dominance experiments it is
crucial to manipulate task difficulty, and measure both
response latency and accuracy, as it seems possible to
design the experiment quite simply to substantiate either
theoretical possibility.
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Abstract

What is the relationship between action and emotion? People
tend to perform approach actions with their dominant hand
and avoidance actions with their nondominant hand. In righthanders, the left frontal lobe (which controls the dominant
hand) is specialized for approach-motivational states, and the
right frontal lobe (which controls the nondominant hand) for
avoidance-motivational states. Are brain areas that support
affective motivation functionally related to areas that support
approach- and avoidance-related motor actions? If so,
hemispheric specialization for motivation should covary with
hemispheric specialization for motor control. Here we tested
this prediction, using electroencephalography (EEG) to
compare resting alpha-band power in right- and left-handers.
Hemispheric asymmetries in alpha-power, which indexes
neural activation, were related to Behavioral Activation
System (BAS) scores, which index approach-motivational
tendencies. Results show that the pattern observed in righthanders reverses in left-handers, whose right hemisphere is
specialized for both approach motivation and for control of
dominant-hand actions. This anatomical covariation suggests
a functional link between affective motivation and motor
control, and also provides information crucial for developing
neural therapies for affective disorders.
Keywords: body-specificity hypothesis; EEG; emotion;
handedness; hemispheric specialization; motivation.

Introduction
Emotional states are intimately linked to actions, and to the
hands people use to perform them. In centuries past, sword
fighters wielded the sword in the dominant hand to approach
an enemy, and raised the shield with the nondominant hand
to avoid attack (Pye-Smith, 1871; in Hardyck &
Petrinovich, 1977). The tendency to approach with the
dominant hand and avoid with the nondominant hand is
evident in more ordinary motor actions, as well. When
picking a piece of fruit from a tree, for example, people
typically pull the fruit toward themselves (an approach
action) using their dominant hand and push away the branch
(an avoidance action) with the nondominant hand. When
startled, people reflexively raise their nondominant hand to
protect their face (Coren, 1992), leaving the dominant hand
free for more complex actions.
In right-handers, approach- and avoidance-related
motivational states are differently lateralized in the frontal
lobes of the brain. The left hemisphere subserves approach
emotions and the right hemisphere, avoidance emotions
(Berkman & Lieberman, 2010; Harmon-Jones, Gable, &

Peterson, 2010). This means that, for right-handers,
approach motivation is co-lateralized with the neural circuits
primarily responsible for control of the dominant hand, and
avoidance motivation with the circuits responsible for
control of the nondominant hand. This may be no mere
coincidence. Approach motivation may be co-lateralized
with dominant-hand motor control because the dominant
hand is used for approach actions. Likewise, avoidance
motivation may be co-lateralized with nondominant-hand
motor control because the nondominant hand is used for
avoidance actions (Casasanto, 2009). Here we investigated
this proposed functional connection between the neural
substrates of affective motivation and motor control.
If the laterality of affective motivation in right-handers
results from a functional relationship between motivational
states and manual motor control, then the hemispheric
correlates of motivation should reverse in left-handers, for
whom dominant- and nondominant-hand motor control is
reversed. Alternatively, if the neural organization of
motivation is functionally independent of manual motor
control, a different relationship between motivation and
handedness should be found. On one possibility,
hemispheric specialization for motivation could be similar
across most right- and left-handers, as is the case for
hemispheric specialization of language (Knecht et al. 2000).
Alternatively, although affective motivation appears clearly
lateralized in right-handers, it could be bilaterally
distributed in left-handers, as is the case for some aspects of
spatial cognition (Hellige et al., 1994; Kosslyn, et al., 1989).

Laterality of emotion, then and now
In addition to dozens of studies confirming the hemispheric
laterality of affective processing in right-handers (for review
see Harmon-Jones, Gable, & Peterson, 2010), a few studies
have investigated emotion processing in left-handers
(Everhart, Harrison, & Crews, 1996; McFarland &
Kennison, 1989; Natale, Gur & Gur, 1983; Reuter-Lorenz,
Givis, & Moscovitch, 1983). Although results of these
studies are consistent with the hemispheric reversal that we
predict, two subsequent discoveries call their interpretation
into question.
These studies have two characteristics in common: they
all used stimuli that varied in their emotional valence, and
they all relied on lateralized presentation of stimuli to the
right/left ear or the right/left visual hemifield (VHF). Over
the course of three decades, the fronto-temporal hemispheric
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asymmetry for emotion in right-handers was firmly
established, but it remained unclear to what extent the
observed pattern was driven by differences in the neural
locus of processing affective valence (emotional positivity
or negativity) or affective motivation (the tendency toward
approach or avoidance). However, based on newer research,
it appears that the hemispheric correlates of valence and
motivation can be dissociated, and that motivation can
account for the classic fronto-temporal emotional
asymmetry independent of valence (Berkman & Lieberman,
2010; Harmon-Jones, Gable, & Peterson, 2010). Therefore,
previous studies that appear to show different hemispheric
specialization for valence in left- and right-handers may not
be informative about the hemispheric correlates of
motivation.

The body-specificity of emotional valence
In light of subsequent studies, it appears that studies using
lateralized stimulus presentation to compare emotion
processing in left- and right-handers may not be informative
about the hemispheric correlates of valence, either.
According to the logic of these studies, presenting stimuli to
one ear (McFarland & Kennison, 1989) or one VHF
(Everhart, Harrison, & Crews, 1996; Natale, Gur & Gur,
1983; Reuter-Lorenz, Givis, & Moscovitch, 1983) caused
them to be processed initially by the contalateral
hemisphere, due to crossing of the auditory and visual
pathways. Therefore, responses that differed as a function of
the valence of the stimuli, the side of presentation, and the
handedness of the participant were interpreted as evidence
that valence is lateralized differently in right- and lefthanders.
Yet, newer research suggests an alternative interpretation
of these VHF and dichotic listening studies. The same
relationship of valence, side of space, and handedness found
in these studies can be observed even when hemispheric
processing is not manipulated (i.e., when stimuli are not
presented rapidly or unilaterally). In one study, when
participants were presented with pairs of stimuli side by side
on a page and asked to judge which of two products to buy,
which job applicant to hire, or which of two alien creatures
looks more trustworthy, right-handers tended to prefer the
product, person, or creature on the right, whereas lefthanders tended to prefer the one on the left (Casasanto,
2009). This was true even though stimuli were presented on
a piece of paper, under no time pressure, and were
presumably processed bi-hemispherically.
Children as young as 5 years old already make
evaluations according to handedness and spatial location,
judging animals shown on their dominant side to be nicer
and smarter than animals on their nondominant side
(Casasanto & Henetz, 2011). Beyond the laboratory, the
association of good with one’s dominant side and bad with
the nondominant side can be observed in left- and righthanders’ spontaneous speech and gestures (Casasanto &
Jasmin, 2010).

These results support the body-specificity hypothesis
(Casasanto, 2009), according to which people with different
kinds of bodies, who interact with their environment in
systematically different ways, should from correspondingly
different neurocognitive representations – even when
thinking about abstract things that they can never see or
touch. Right-handers, who interact with the environment
more fluently on the right side of space (and less fluently on
the left side), come to implicitly associate good with right
and bad with left, whereas the opposite is true for lefthanders (Casasanto, 2009; see also Ping, Dhillon, &
Beilock, 2009). This fluency-based explanation was
validated in a study testing people whose dominant hand
was handicapped, either long-term due to unilateral stroke,
or short-term due to motor training in the lab. After a period
of acting more fluently with the left hand than the right,
natural right-handers implicitly associated good with left,
like natural left-handers (Casasanto & Chrysikou, 2011).
A pair of experiments directly tested whether bodyspecific space-valence associations in memory could
explain classic VHF effects for emotional faces in right- and
left-handers, long interpreted as evidence for hemispheric
specialization. First, in a standard VHF task, participants
judged the emotional valence of faces flashed to the right or
left of a central fixation. Right-handers were more likely to
classify neutral faces as positive when they appeared on the
right, and as negative when they appeared on the left; lefthanders showed the opposite pattern, consistent with
previous studies (Everhart, Harrison, & Crews, 1996;
Natale, Gur & Gur, 1983; Reuter-Lorenz, Givis, &
Moscovitch, 1983). Degree of handedness, as measured by
the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (EHI), correlated
significantly with the strength of the body-specific effect.
In the second experiment, a new group of natural righthanders performed the same VHF task after being randomly
assigned to one of two training conditions (adapted from
Casasanto & Chrysikou, 2011). Half of the participants
performed a ‘motor fluency’ task (ostensibly unrelated to
the VHF task) with a bulky ski glove on their left hand,
which preserved their right-hand fluency. The other half
wore the glove on their right hand, which made them
transiently more fluent with their left hand. For natural
right-handers who had been functionally left-handed during
training, face judgments revealed implicit associations of
left with positive and right with negative – like natural lefthanders (Brookshire & Casasanto, 2011).
Given these results, the robust emotional VHF effects
observed over the past three decades can no longer be
interpreted as evidence for hemispheric specialization of
emotions. The side of space on which stimuli are presented
can bias emotional processing even when the stimuli are
processed bi-hemispherically. Induced asymmetries in
motor fluency can determine the direction of space-valence
associations and reverse emotional VHF effects,
independent of long-term hemispheric organization. As
such, previous studies leave open the question whether the
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hemispheric correlates of emotion processing differ between
right- and left-handers.

Does motivation lateralize with motor control?
The present study tested whether hemispheric correlates of
motivation covary with hemispheric correlates of manual
motor action. Given the relationship between handedness
and valence found in the behavioral tasks reviewed above, it
was necessary to avoid valenced stimuli and responses.
Furthermore, to avoid spurious laterality effects due to
language processing, visual processing, or motor action, we
did not ask participants to perform any task. Instead, we
measured participants’ resting brain activity and correlated
its asymmetry with an offline measurement known to reflect
trait approach motivation.
We used EEG to examine resting power asymmetries in
the alpha-band (8–12 Hz). Power in this bandwidth
inversely correlates with neural excitability (Romei et al.,
2007) and BOLD signal (Laufs et al., 2003; Goldman et al.,
2002), and is a common index of neural activity. Left-right
asymmetry ratios of alpha power at homologous frontal and
temporal sites reliably relate to long-term biases in approach
motivation as measured by the Behavioral Activation Scale
(BAS; Carver & White, 1994).
In right-handers, higher BAS scores, which indicate
stronger trait approach motivation, correlate with less left
hemisphere alpha power and therefore more left hemisphere
activity (Coan & Allen, 2003; Harmon-Jones & Allen,
1997; Sutton & Davidson, 1997; but see Hewig et al., 2006).
If the brain areas that support approach motivation are
functionally related to areas that control dominant hand
actions, then the relationship between BAS and alpha-power
asymmetry found in right-handers should reverse in lefthanders.

Methods
Participants
Native Dutch speakers (N=48, 13 males) participated in
exchange for payment. Participants had no history of
psychiatric disorders or brain injury. For consistency with
prior studies, we excluded 2 participants who were not
strongly handed (|EHI| ≤ 25), leaving 34 right-handers (7
male; mean EHI = 83.1±17.0) and 12 left-handers (5 male;
mean EHI = -80.5±13.8).

Procedure
After providing informed consent and being fitted with the
electrodes, participants were seated in a normally lit,
electrically shielded room. Six resting baseline blocks were
then collected in which participants were instructed to
remain as still as possible. Each participant performed three
blocks with their eyes closed and three with their eyes open,
looking to the center of a black computer screen during the
eyes-open blocks. The experimenter verbally instructed
participants whether to open or close their eyes on each
block. Blocks alternated between open and closed eyes, and

the order was randomized between participants. After
completing the resting blocks, participants completed Dutch
translations of the BIS/BAS scales (Carver & White, 1994),
the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (EHI) (Oldfield,
1971), and several questions unrelated to the present
experiment. There was no relationship between handedness
and BAS (r = -0.004, p > .9), and BAS scores were
indistinguishable between the handedness groups (Righthanders: 23.2 ± 4.2; Left-handers: 23.0 ± 5.7).

EEG Recording
EEG was recorded with a 64-channel active electrode
system and a BrainAmps DC amplifier (Brain Products,
München). The reference electrode was placed at the left
mastoid and the ground at the nasion. Additionally, an
electrode was placed at the right mastoid to compute an offline linked mastoids reference, and one beneath the left eye
to screen out blinks and eye movements. Signals were
sampled at 500 Hz with an online 1000 Hz low-pass filter
and a 10 s time constant (.016 Hz). Impedances between
electrodes were reduced to 10 kΩ. The continuous EEG
signals were segmented into epochs of 62 seconds,
including 1 s at the beginning and end of each block.

Data Analysis
We restricted our analysis to eyes-closed blocks, which
provide the most sensitive measure of the relationship
between asymmetric alpha-power and BAS scores
(Harmon-Jones & Allen, 1997). Because prior studies have
found that asymmetrical alpha power depends on BAS and
not on BIS (Coan & Allen, 2003; Harmon-Jones & Allen,
1997), we focus our analysis on BAS scores.
Analyses were performed with the FieldTrip package in
Matlab (http://www.ru.nl/fcdonders/fieldtrip/).
After
recording, all signals were mathematically re-referenced to
the mean of the left and right mastoids. All data was then
resampled to 300 Hz and band-pass filtered between 2 - 30
Hz. Eye movement artifacts were excluded blind to the
experimental condition with a semi-automated routine using
principal
component
analysis.
Time-frequency
representations were computed in time steps of 50 ms,
centered around 10 Hz with 2 Hz frequency smoothing and
500 ms time smoothing. Each alpha-power value, therefore,
comprised the weighted average of activity from 8-12 Hz
for an epoch from 250 ms before to 250 ms after the time
point, convolved with a Hanning window. All activity for
each 60-s block was then averaged for statistical analysis
and natural-log transformed to normalize the values.
Linear mixed-effects regressions on the ln-transformed
average alpha-power of each eyes-closed block were used
for statistical analysis. Models were fit using the lmer
function from the package lme4 (Bates, 2007) in the R
programming environment (http://www.R-project.org). Pvalues were computed with Wald χ2 tests comparing two
models differing by one parameter at a time. In all models,
subject was treated as a random-effect.
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Figure 1: Scalp topography of the statistical significance of
the BAS × Hemisphere interaction, plotted separately in
left-handers (left) and right-handers (right). P-values were
computed independently at each electrode pair, and log10(p)
was plotted with dark areas denoting higher statistical
significance. Because these values reflect comparisons
across the left and right hemispheres, only one hemisphere
was plotted for each handedness group. The electrodes used
in subsequent analyses are circled.

Results
To determine whether results of this experiment replicated
previous findings on the relationship between BAS and
resting asymmetry, we first analyzed data from righthanders, alone. Higher BAS scores correlated with greater
right-sided alpha-power at frontal, superior parietal, and
temporal sites (fig. 1, right). The topography of this BAS ×
Hemisphere interactions is posterior to that usually reported
in emotional/motivational lateralization (Coan & Allen,
2003; Gable & Harmon-Jones, 2007; Harmon-Jones &
Allen 1998; Sutton & Davidson, 1997). On the basis of prior
studies and the scalp topography in right-handers, one site
was chosen for comparison across handedness groups
(located approximately at T3-4). All further statistical
analyses were performed on alpha power recorded from this
electrode pair. This allowed unbiased selection of electrodes
of interest for testing the left-handers and the relationship of
hemisphere, BAS, and handedness.
The 3-way interaction of Hemisphere (Right, Left) × BAS
score (continuous) × Handedness (continuous using EHI)
was highly significant (χ2(1) = 14.50, p = .0001; fig. 2),
indicating that hemispheric specialization for approach
motivation varies as a function of handedness. In righthanders, the BAS × Hemisphere interaction was highly
significant (χ2(1) = 18.29, p = .00002; fig. 2, right). High
BAS scores predicted less alpha-power (and therefore more
activity) in the left hemisphere. In left-handers, the pattern
observed in right-handers was reversed: high BAS scores
predicted less alpha-power in the right hemisphere (χ2(1) =
6.08, p = .01 fig. 2, left; topography: fig. 1, left).

Figure 2: Mean alpha-band power in each hemisphere (LH
= left hemisphere; RH = right hemisphere) for left- and
right-handed participants with High and Low BAS scores.
Bar heights represent power averaged across mean-split
BAS score groups. Error bars indicate within-subject s.e.m.
(* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001)
There were no main effects of BAS (χ2(1) = 10-11, ns; cf.
Hewig et al., 2006) or EHI-scored handedness (χ2(1) =
.00005, ns). Although not relevant to the goals of this study,
we found a significant main effect of the strength of
handedness: higher absolute values of EHI scores were
related to lower alpha-power (χ2(1) = 4.40, p = .04). This
suggests that more strongly handed people have lower levels
of baseline alpha-power, i.e. higher overall resting activity.
We also found an unanticipated effect of handedness on
resting alpha asymmetry. Collapsing across variation in
BAS scores, Handedness interacted with Hemisphere to
predict alpha power (χ2(1) = 7.81, p = .005). In both rightand left-handers, the hemisphere contralateral to the
dominant hand displayed less alpha-band power (and
therefore greater activity) than the ipsilateral hemisphere.

Discussion
Hemispheric specialization for affective motivation reverses
with handedness. As evidence of this reversal, we show here
that Hemisphere, Handedness, and BAS score interact to
predict resting-state neural activity in the alpha frequency
band. In right-handers, approach motivational tendencies are
lateralized to the left hemisphere, but in left-handers they
are lateralized to the right hemisphere.
The emotional alpha-asymmetry in right-handers, which
we validate here, is so well established that it has led many
researchers to adopt the left-laterality of positive-approach
states and the right-laterality of negative-avoidance states as
facts about the brain (Kinsbourne, 1978; see also Coan &
Allen , 2003; Davidson, et al., 1990; Harmon-Jones, et al.,
2010), just as the left-laterality of language is an accepted
fact. The finding that the alpha-asymmetry for motivation
reverses with handedness calls for a substantial revision to
models of emotion in the brain.
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The pattern we find suggests that the hemispheric
laterality of emotion is principled — not arbitrary — and
may not pose an enduring mystery like the laterality of
language. Specifically, we show that hemispheric
specialization for motivation follows specialization for
control of motor actions with the dominant hand. We
predicted this relationship based on prior evidence that
people tend to use their dominant hand for approach actions
and their nondominant hand for avoidance actions, and
evidence that they associate “good” with their dominant side
and “bad” with their nondominant side. The anatomical
covariation we demonstrate here provides initial support for
a proposed functional relationship between the neural
substrates of motivation and motor control (Casasanto,
2009; see also Davidson, et al., 1990).

Functional relationships between motivation and
motor action
The data we report are correlational, so the causal
relationship between the laterality of motivation and the
laterality of manual motor control (i.e., of handedness)
remains unknown. Broadly speaking, there are three
possible relationships: 1. handedness could determine the
laterality of motivation; 2. the laterality of motivation could
determine handedness; 3. the laterality of both could be
dependent on a third factor.
On the first possibility, it is assumed that the laterality of
handedness is determined by some combination of genetic
and environmental factors. Subsequently, the habit of
performing approach actions with the dominant hand and
avoidance actions with the nondominant hand stabilizes the
locus of approach- and avoidance-motivational states.1 On
an evolutionary timescale, neural circuits that support
emotional motivation could be exapted from circuits that
support motor control. On a developmental timescale,
motivational states could be stored as highly abstracted,
covert approach- or avoidance motor plans, implemented in
cortical areas neighboring (or overlapping with) the circuits
that support overt action.
On the second possibility, it is assumed that the laterality
of motivation is determined by some combination of genetic
and environmental factors. Subsequently, having approach
states lateralized to one hemisphere causes the hand
controlled by ipsilateral motor circuits to be used for
approach actions. If approach actions are more frequent and
require more skill than avoidance actions (see note 1), this
would enhance the dexterity of the ‘approach’ hand, making
it dominant. Likewise, having avoidance states lateralized to
1

This account assumes that the established links between
approach-dominant and avoid-nondominant are motivated
independent of genetic handedness or neural proximity. Although
untested, this seems plausible: approach actions often require
dexterity (e.g., picking fruit, putting a key in a lock, touching a
loved one’s face). Avoidance actions such as fending off attack
may require less dexterity, and may also be more dangerous (i.e., it
would be adaptive to risk injuring or sacrificing the less-dexterous
hand when performing avoidance actions).

the other hemisphere causes the hand controlled by its
ipsilateral motor circuits to be used for avoidance actions. If
avoidance actions are less frequent and require less skill
than approach actions, this would decrease the dexterity of
the ‘avoidance’ hand, making it nondominant.
On the third possibility, there could be no direct causal
link between the evolution or development of neural circuits
for motivation and manual motor action. Both could arise
due to some third environmental or genetic factor, as yet
unspecified. In light of the present data, in combination with
behavioral data linking action, motivation, and valence, it
seems unlikely that there is no causal relationship between
the laterality of motivation and motor control, but this
possibility awaits experimental tests that include causal
interventions in which action, valence, and motivation are
manipulated independently. 2

How is motivation different from other lateralized
functions?
Lateralization of language, the most studied asymmetrical
cognitive function, only depends weakly on handedness.
Like most right-handers, the majority of left-handers (73%)
have language abilities lateralized to the left hemisphere
(Knecht et al., 2000). Language lateralization is
parametrically related to graded differences in handedness
(Pujol et al., 1999), but this mostly results from increased
bilaterality in left-handers: not from right-language
dominance, which is rare.
Lateralization of visuospatial cognition also varies with
handedness. Right-handers show a left-hemisphere
advantage for processing categorical spatial relations (e.g.,
under, above) and a right-hemisphere advantage for judging
analog distances (e.g., 2 cm; Kosslyn et al., 1989). In lefthanders, however, categorical and coordinate spatial
relationships are not clearly lateralized in either hemisphere
(Hellige et al., 1994).
The complete reversal of hemispheric specialization with
handedness that we observe here sets motivation apart from
most other lateralized cognitive functions. Approach
motivation is not lateralized like language or spatial
cognition; rather, it is lateralized like motor control of the
dominant hand.

Implications for neurotherapy
The relationship between motivation and motor control has
implications for neurotherapy. Several studies have
demonstrated the effectiveness of transcranial magnetic
stimulation (TMS) (e.g. Janicak et al., 2010) and
biofeedback using EEG (Allen, Harmon-Jones, & Cavender,
2001) to decrease symptoms of depression by shifting
neural activity toward the positive/approach-related left
2

Possibilities 1, 2, and 3 are not mutually exclusive. Independent
factors could give rise to some specification of both handedness
and motivation. Through dominant-approach and nondominantavoidance actions, then, the neural implementations of motivation
and manual motor action could be mutually reinforced.
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hemisphere. Effective neural therapies require an accurate
picture of the emotional asymmetries in patients’ brains.
Based on our findings, it appears that the therapies currently
in use could be detrimental to left-handers. The discovery
that the hemispheric correlates of emotion are body-specific
may be crucial for the development of safe, effective
emotional neurotherapy.
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Abstract

the difference between right- and left-handers’ judgments.
Rather, bodily differences determine the direction of
space-valence associations.
Interestingly, Casasanto (2009) found no evidence of a
cultural influence towards good-is-right superimposed on
the body-specific pattern. In fact, overall, the strength of
the association between preferred side and positive
evaluation was significantly stronger in left-handers than
in right-handers – a trend observed consistently over five
experiments. Similar results have been found in children.
In right- and left-handers as young as five years old, the
good-is-left mapping in lefties is already significantly
stronger than the good-is-right mapping in righties
(Casasanto & Henetz, 2011). The same trend was observed
in spontaneous gestures (Casasanto & Jasmin, 2010).
Based on these results in English and Dutch speakers, it
appears that cultural conventions associating good with
right play no role in establishing the conceptual mapping
between left-right space and ideas of good and bad.
Yet, the left-right conventions in English and Dutch
culture may not be as strong as in some other cultures. In
English and Dutch, ‘left’ is associated with clumsy, but not
necessarily with filthy or evil. Arab culture, however, has
stronger conventions in favor of the right and against the
left. In Arab culture there are taboos against the left that
apply to all kinds of everyday activities. For example,
Muslims should never use their left hand for eating or
drinking because it represents the bad, twisted, dark and
dirty. The left hand can only be used for personal hygiene
or other dirty activities (Mateo, 2010; Westermack, 1926).
If culture does play a role in establishing the conceptual
association between left-right space and emotional
evaluation, its effect should be more detectable in Arab
culture than in the cultures Casasanto and colleagues have
tested previously, which lack stringent taboos against the

Prior research has shown that right-handers tend to associate
the right side of space with positive ideas and the left side of
space with negative ideas, but left-handers associate right
with negative and left with positive. No effect of the
standard cultural association of right with good was found
superimposed on this pattern. Can cultural conventions
modulate this body-specific association? Here we compared
Spanish and Arab cultures, which differ in the pressure
against the left and in favour of the right. In spite of clear
indications that cultural pressure against the left is stronger
in Arab than Spanish culture, we observed no traces of an
increased tendency to associate right with good in Arab
righties. So far, there is no evidence for an effect of cultural
conventions on the strength of body-specific conceptual
associations.
Keywords: conceptual metaphor; body specificity; cultural
conventions; Arabic; handedness; emotional valence.

Introduction
Many languages and cultures associate the right side with
good things and the left side with bad things. This is
revealed in linguistic expressions like “my right-hand
man” and “he has two left feet,” or cultural conventions
like patterns of sitting at tables, house and church design,
burial practices and so on (McManus, 2002).
In spite of exposure to such wide and consistent cultural
and linguistic patterns, Casasanto (2009) demonstrated that
left-handers tend to associate left with positive ideas and
right with negative ideas, whereas right-handers show the
culturally-licensed mapping. Thus, each group associates
good more strongly with their dominant side, a bodyspecific effect on conceptual structure. Because there are
no cultural or linguistic conventions that link the left with
good things, neither cultural nor linguistic experience can
predict or explain the body-specificity in left-handers or
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left. Here we compared the mapping between left-right
space and emotional valence in Arabs, Spaniards, and
bicultural Arabs living in Spain.

1). They were told that the character (named Bob or
Mohamed, according to the participant's culture) was
planning a trip to the zoo and that he loves zebras and
thinks they are good but hates pandas and thinks they are
bad (or vice versa, as animal-to-valence assignment was
counterbalanced). Participants were instructed to place the
good animal in the box corresponding to good things, and
the bad animal in the box corresponding to bad things.
Responses were given orally and without visual support
from the diagram sheet, to prevent manual responses (e.g.,
pointing). After completing this task, the participants
answered five debriefing questions: the first two questions
were fillers (“Are you studying Spanish or French?” and
“If you had to choose, would you say that today it will be
rainy or sunny?”), followed by one relevant debriefing
question (“Why do you think you placed the good animal
in the box that you did?”). After one more filler question
(“If you had to choose between keeping animals in the zoo
or letting them stay free, what would you choose?”), there
was a final debriefing question (“Do you think that the side
of your dominant hand might have influenced your
decision to place the good animal in the box that you
chose?”). After the questions, the participants were asked
to report their handedness.

Experiment 1: Space-Valence Associations in
Spaniards and Bicultural Arabs
Our first step was to replicate Casasanto's (2009) findings
in Spanish right- and left-handers. This would extend prior
observations to a new culture and language which had not
been tested so far. Spain shares the main characteristics of
Western culture with previously tested American and
Dutch groups (Casasanto, 2009), but it also differs in
important ways because of its Catholic roots, versus
Protestant (religion has been shown to be instrumental in
affecting attentional styles, see Colzato, van den
Wildenberg & Hommel, 2008). In addition, the Spanish
language belongs to a different linguistic family, the
Romance languages (versus Germanic).
We also set out to extend prior results to bicultural
participants, by including a group of Arabs living in Spain.
Participants in this group were highly fluent bilinguals who
had lived in Spain for many years. They came mostly from
neighboring Morocco, but also from other Arab countries
such as Tunisia or Mauritania. This group carried out the
task in Spanish.

Method
Participants. There were a total of 53 participants, mean
age 25.6 years, age range: 20-53 years. The Spanish group
consisted of 29 students of the University of Granada: 9
left-handers (7 female) and 20 right-handers (6 female).
All of them were native Spaniards, had never lived in an
Arabic country for longer than an occasional stay and did
not know any Arabic language. The Arabic group
consisted of 1 left-hander (female) and 23 right-handers
(10 female). They were recruited by means of
advertisements placed both within and outside the
university. Linguistic and family information of three
participants was lost due to a computer problem. For the
remaining participants, their average number of years in
Spain was 5.7 (range 1-15). Sixteen of them were
originally from Morocco, one from Senegal, one from
Tunisia, one from Mauritania, and two were born in
Europe to Arab families. All of them but one were native
or highly fluent speakers of at least one Arabic language
(mostly Standard Arabic and Moroccan Darija). All of
them were also native or highly fluent in at least one
European language (mostly Spanish or French) and all of
them were fluent in Spanish. None of them had any
problem in understanding the instructions or
communicating with the experimenter in Spanish.

Figure 1: The diagram sheet presented to participants.
The diagram was removed from view before participants
responded, necessitating an oral rather than a manual
response.

Results and Discussion
The final debriefing question was used to filter out those
participants that suspected a relation between handedness
and their choice of location for the good and bad animals
(2 Spaniards and 3 Arabs, all of them right-handed). All
analyses were run on the remaining participants.
In the Spanish group, a majority of left-handers placed
the good animal in the box on the left of the character (7
out of 9, 77.7%), whereas a majority of right-handers
placed the good animal in the box on the right (12 out of
18, 66.6%; p = 0.04 by Fisher’s Exact Test1; see Figure 2).

Procedure. We used a Spanish version of Experiment 3
from Casasanto (2009). The participants were presented
with a sheet depicting a cartoon character seen from above
with a box on the left and another on the right (see Figure

1
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All reported Fisher's Exact Tests were two-tailed.

Thus, there were significant differences between right- and
left-handers in their space-valence associations: the
majority of participants placed the good animal in the box
on their dominant side.
As we found only one Arabic lefty, we only compared
the Spanish and Arabic right-handed groups. We did not
find differences between them (12 out of 18, 66.6% vs. 17
out of 20, 85%, p = 0.26 by Fisher’s Exact Test),
indicating that the right-is-good association was not
significantly stronger in Arabs than in Spaniards.
We note that in this sample, the majority of left-handers
were women whereas the majority of right-handers were
men. It is unlikely, however, that this chance association of
handedness with gender accounts for the body-specific
association of space with valence, given that this effect has
been shown in previous studies in which gender was
controlled (Casasanto & Henetz, 2011), and even in a
study involving only men (Casasanto & Jasmin, 2010).
Summing up, data from the present study replicate
Casasanto’s (2009) body specificity findings, and suggest
that cultural experience does not modulate the bodyspecific association between lateral space and emotional
evaluation. However, the strength of conceptual mappings
in the Spanish-acculturated Arab participants may have
changed as a result of their long immersion in Spanish
culture and language. Would Arabs who have never lived
in a Western culture show an effect of their cultural
taboos?

Experiment 2: Space-Valence Associations in
Moroccan Arabs
We went to Morocco to test an additional group of Arab
participants in the same task. All participants were
immersed in an Arab culture (in Morocco) and language
(Darija, the local dialect of Arabic). We also improved the
laterality measure, changing to a completely implicit 4point scale (see details below).

Method
Participants. Forty students (15 female; age range 19-30
years) from the University Abdelmalek Esaadi of Tetouan
(Morocco) were paid for their participation. All of them
were born in Morocco and had never resided in a Western
country (with two exceptions: one participant was born and
lived in Spain up to age 3, and another lived in Gibraltar
up to age 9). All of them were either native speakers of
Darija or highly fluent in this language. We failed to find
any left-handers.
Procedure. The procedure was the same as for the prior
groups, with the exception that materials were translated
into Darija. The self-report of handedness was removed.
Instead, we devised an implicit handedness test with four
items. A ball was placed on a table in front of the
participant, and s/he was asked to grab it and throw it to
the experimenter. Then, a blackboard with a chalk and an
eraser was placed on the table, and the participant was
asked to write his name down. S/he was then asked to
erase it. Finally, a cardboard tube was placed on the table
and s/he was asked to grab it and look through it. The hand
used to grab the ball, chalk, eraser and tube was recorded.
Using the right hand was coded as +1 and using the left
hand was coded as -1. Additionally, a subsample of 24
participants also responded to an oral version (in Darija) of
the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (EHI, Oldfield,
1971) after completing the implicit laterality test.
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Two participants were filtered out because they reported at
debriefing that handedness was related to their response.
The implicit laterality measure again revealed a total lack
of left-handers. Only 7 participants out of 38 used the left
hand in one item of the implicit measure. No participant
used the left hand for more than one item. The EHI
provided converging results in the subsample that
responded to both laterality measures.
Because of the lack of lefties, we again restricted
comparisons to the right-handed groups. Moroccan righties
did not show significant differences from either of the
prior two groups: 26 out of 38 (68.4%) of them preferred
to place the good animal on the right (p = 1.0, when
compared to Spaniards; p = 0.21, when compared to
Spanish-acculturated Arabs; both by Fisher’s Exact tests;
see Figure 3). Thus, even when Arabic participants were
tested immersed in their culture and language, and the
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Figure 2: Percentage of good-on-the-right responses in
the Spanish group as a function of handedness. Whereas
the majority of right-handers implicitly associated good
with right and bad with left, the majority of left-handers
implicitly associated good with left and bad with right.
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good” responses (difference = 29%, Wald χ2 = 5.46, df = 1,
p = 0.02; Figure 4).
The strength of explicit associations between right and
good varies across cultures. As expected, this association
was strongest in our sample of Arabs who were tested in
Morocco (in Darija), and weakest in our sample of
Spaniards tested in Spain (in Spanish).

whole procedure was run in the local Arabic language, we
failed to find any influence of culture on the association
between right and good.
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Fgure 3: Percentage of good-on-the-right responses in
the three right-handed groups. The strength of the implicit
association between space and valence did not differ
between groups.
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Analysis of debriefing data
One possibility is that, even though conventions in Arabic
culture and language favor the right and disfavor the left,
such conventions are “dead” metaphors and are no longer
processed implicitly as active metaphorical mappings by
people living in those cultures. So, we carried out a followup analysis of the debriefing data aimed to reveal whether
an explicit association between right and good is stronger
in our Arab participants than in the Spanish group. We
analyzed the debriefing question: “Why do you think you
placed the good animal in the box that you did?” The
participants were the right-handers from the three cultural
groups in Experiments 1 and 2 (N = 93). We coded the
answer as 1 if the participant made an explicit reference to
the culture-based association between right and good (e.g.,
“because good things must go on the right”, or “because
the right is good”); otherwise we coded the answer as 0.
We then compared the proportions between the three
groups.
Across all three groups, culture predicted the rate of
“right is good” responses, according to a binary logistic
regression (Wald χ2 = 5.77, df = 2, p= 0.056). The rate of
“right is good” responses increased monotonically from
the Spanish participants (9 out of 29, 31%), to the
bicultural Arab participants in Spain (10 out of 24, 41.6%),
to the Moroccan Arab participants (24 out of 40, 60%).
Compared to the mono-cultural Spaniards, the monocultural Arabs showed nearly twice the rate of “right is

Arabs in
Spain

Moroccan

Figure 4: Percentage of answers to the debriefing question
making explicit reference to the right-good association in
the three groups of righties. The strength of the explicit
association between space and valence differed
significantly across cultures.

General Discussion
Present results replicate the body-specific association
between good things and the dominant side of space found
by Casasanto (2009) in members of two new cultures
(Spanish and Arab), tested in two new languages (Spanish
and Darija). Consistent with earlier studies in Dutch and
American participants (Casasanto, 2009; Casasanto &
Jasmin, 2010; Casasanto & Henetz, 2011), we found no
effect of cultural pressures to favor the right superimposed
on the body-specific pattern of implicit associations.
Similar implicit associations between left-right space and
emotional valence were found across Spaniards tested in
Spain, bicultural Arabs tested in Spain, and Arabs tested in
Morocco.
Although we found hardly any left-handed Arabs,
comparisons between right-handers from the thee groups
showed no significant differences in the implicit
preference to associate good with the right side of space.
An analysis of the debriefing data indicated that the
Moroccan Arab group held stronger explicit beliefs about
the relation between right and good than the Spanish
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group. Immersion in Spanish culture appears to have
reduced conscious availability of this space-valence
mapping in the Spanish-acculturated Arab group to a level
non-significantly different from the Spanish group.
In summary, the present data confirm that explicit
associations of the right side with good things and the left
side with bad things are stronger in Arab culture than in
Spanish culture. However, this stronger cultural pressure
did not increase Arab participants’ implicit associations of
right with good and left with bad. Body-specific
perceptuo-motor fluency remains, so far, the sole
explanation for the conceptual association of horizontal
space and emotional evaluation: People associate positive
things with the side of space they can act upon more
fluently with their dominant hand.
Whereas the strength of explicit space-valence
associations varied across cultures, the strength of implicit
space-valence associations did not. Conventions in
language and culture that link right with good and left with
bad do not seem to have any effect on people’s implicit
space-valence mappings. A definitive test of this
conclusion, however, will need to wait for data being
collected from Arab left-handers. The difficulty of finding
this kind of participant provides another hint to the
strength of the taboos against the left hand in Arab culture.
An alternative strategy will be to temporarily change
perceptuo-motor fluency in Arab righties by means like
those used by Casasanto & Chrisykou (2011), who showed
that a few minutes of acting less fluently with the right
hand in the lab is enough to reverse right-handed Dutch
participants’ implicit associations of good with right and
bad with left. If culture does have an influence, Arab
righties may be more resistant than Spanish righties to the
effects of motor training.
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Abstract
In this paper I argue that the Minimalist syntactic model of
Chomsky (1995) may be a suitable vehicle for expressing an
‘embodied’ model of language, positing that language supervenes strongly on the sensorimotor system. The basic idea
is that the principles which define the ‘logical form’ (LF) of
concrete sentences, which Minimalists see as reflecting innate
knowledge of language, may in fact have their origin in constraints in sensorimotor processing.
Keywords: Minimalist syntax, embodied cognition

Introduction
One of the cornerstones of Chomsykan syntax is that infants are born with innate knowledge about language—and
that as a consequence, there are some syntactic principles
which apply universally to all human languages. In most presentations of this idea, the innate knowledge responsible for
syntactic universals is assumed to be for the most part specialised for language; see e.g. Chomsky (1995:167). However, the idea that syntax uses specialised neural circuitry is
now somewhat open to question; Much recent evidence suggests that brain areas involved in syntactic processing also
have other nonlinguistic functions, for instance in the control of actions (Novick et al., 2005) or in general sequencing
tasks (Dominey et al., 2006). In the light of such evidence,
many recent models of language have an ‘embodied’ flavour,
proposing that language is intimately connected to the sensorimotor system (see e.g. Feldman and Narayanan, 2004;
Arbib, 2005). These models are normally expressed using
one of the newer ‘usage-based’ syntactic frameworks offered
as an alternative to the Chomskyan paradigm.
My interest in the current paper is in what an ‘embodied’
theory of language must say about linguistic universals. It
is presumably uncontroversial that all humans have the same
sensorimotor system. If language supervenes on this system,
as embodied theorists believe, we expect to find similarities
between different languages. If language is deeply rooted in
sensorimotor cognition, we expect substantial similarities between the languages of the world. To express a strong claim
about the embodied nature of language, we need to adopt a
syntactic model which makes correspondingly strong claims
about linguistic universals.
This reasoning suggests that linguists who want to ground
language in the sensorimotor system have an interest in reexamining the Chomskyan model. The syntactic universals
posited in the Chomskyan account need not be reflections of a
modular ‘language acquisition device’. If language is closely
connected to the sensorimotor system, Chomskyan universals
might instead reflect properties of the sensorimotor system
which we all share. Of course, exploring this idea is an in-

herently interdisciplinary enterprise: we need to look at the
technical details of a Chomskyan account of universals, in
the light of a detailed model of sensorimotor processing.
In this paper I summarise the results of a large study investigating whether a sensorimotor interpretation of Chomskyan universals can be found. The study is reported more
fully in a forthcoming book (Knott, in press). The study focuses on sentences reporting one particular concrete epsiode,
in which a man grabs a cup. In the first part of the study, I
develop a detailed model of the sensorimotor processing involved in actually experiencing this episode, and in storing
it in working memory. In the second part of the study, I introduce a syntactic model of simple sentences reporting the
episode: the English sentence The man grabs the cup, and
its equivalents in other languages. I express this model using
the Minimalist syntactic framework of Chomsky (1995). In
Minimalism, each sentence is represented at two levels: PF
(phonetic form), which specifies how the language faculty
encodes its sound, and LF (logical form), which specifies
how the faculty encodes its meaning. Many syntactic universals are expressed at the level of LF: for instance, in the
version of Minimalism which I adopt, sentences describing
the cup-grabbing episode in different languages have a variety of different PF structures, but share the same LF structure.
In the third part of the study, I argue that the LF of ‘The man
grabs a cup’ (and equivalents in other languages) can in fact
be understood as a fairly direct description of the sensorimotor processing involved in experiencing the episode it reports.

Sensorimotor processes involved in
experiencing a reach-to-grasp episode
A cup-grabbing episode can be experienced in two ways: either from the perspective of the agent of the action or from
that of a third-party observer. Syntax is relatively insensitive
to this difference: The man grabs a cup can be understood
as reporting the event from either perspective. If syntax supervenes on sensorimotor mechanisms, we expect the sensorimotor processing involved in actually grabbing a cup to be
similar to that involved in perceiving someone else grabbing a
cup. Of course, there is already some evidence to this effect:
as is well known, the ‘mirror system hypothesis’ postulates
that the neural mechanisms responsible for action recognition overlap with those responsible for action execution (see
e.g. Rizzolatti, 2000). However, experiencing a cup-grabbing
episode involves much more than just evoking an action representation. The agent and patient of the action must also be
determined, and the roles they play in the action must be established. This calls on quite a wide range of sensorimotor
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and cognitive mechanisms, including decision processes, attentional processes and object classification processes as well
as action monitoring operations. In this section, I will outline
an account of how these mechanisms interact, which emphasises their sequential organisation. My proposal is that experiencing a reach-to-grasp episode involves a series of sensorimotor operations which must occur in fairly strict sequence.

own or someone else’s, once the agent of the action has been
established, the next operation is an action of attention to the
target, resulting in a sensory representation of this target.

The first operation is a deployment of attention to the
agent of the action. To motivate the idea that this operation
has to come first, recall that our sensorimotor model must
cover both action execution and action recognition. If one is
executing an action, ‘identifying the agent’ amounts to deciding to act. And if one is perceiving it, then given that the
mirror system must be configured differently for action execution and action recognition (see e.g. Oztop and Arbib,
2002), ‘identifying the agent’ has as a concomitant a decision not to act, but to observe instead. The operation which
puts the mirror system into ‘execution mode’ can be thought
of as an action of attention to the agent of the forthcoming
action, in the sense that it establishes a representation of the
agent’s own body (derived from proprioception) within the
system. I argue that the operation which puts the system into
‘recognition mode’ is also likely to be triggered by an action
of attention to the agent—in this case an external agent. There
must be something to observe, which is interesting enough to
warrant the establishment of recognition mode. If the external stimulus is a reach-to-grasp action, we know empirically
that observers’ attention is reliably drawn first to the agent
(as shown in a recent study by Webb et al., 2010). In this
case, information about the agent arrives visually rather than
proprioceptively. In sum, whether the action is one’s own or
someone else’s, the first operation involved in experiencing
it is ‘an action of attention to the agent’, and a consequent
sensory representation of the agent.
The second operation is an action of attention to the target of the reach-to-grasp action. If the action is one’s own,
it is clear one must select a target before executing a reach
action towards it; there is good evidence that agents saccade
to the target in the early stages of their reach movement (Johansson et al., 2001). If the action is that of an observed
agent, attention to the target involves inference of this agent’s
intentions. But again there is good evidence that observers
saccade to the inferred target well before the agent’s hand actually reaches it (Flanagan and Johansson, 2003), even when
the target is unpredictable (Webb et al., 2010). The reason
for this early attention to the intended target probably relates
to the way the mirror system is trained. In the standard account, an agent trains his mirror system by mapping visual
representations of his own hand reaching for targets onto the
motor programmes which actually control these reaches (Oztop and Arbib, 2002). Since the agent attends to the target
when performing his own reach actions, he must do the same
when watching those of others, so that the visual representations of observed actions are similar to those on which the
mirror system was trained. In sum, whether the action is one’s

The third operation is the monitoring and classification
of the motor action taking place. Whether the action is one’s
own or someone else’s, it is only after the target has been
attended to that the observer can activate a particular motor
programme representing the action. If the observer is the
agent, selecting a motor programme is a matter of deciding
what action to do: this can only be done after the object has
been attended to, because it is only at this point that its grasp
affordances are computed. If the observer is watching someone else, activating a motor programme is again a matter of
inference rather than choice. The observer must monitor the
trajectory of the agent’s hand towards the target, and the way
the hand is preshaped (Oztop and Arbib, 2002); crucially,
these movements must be defined relative to the target, so
they cannot be computed until the target has been attended
to. In either case, action monitoring involves the activation of
one particular motor programme.
The process of action monitoring has reafferent sensory
consequences, just like the processes of attention to the agent
and target. When we are monitoring an action, we are also
unavoidably watching the agent. But the sensory representation of the agent which is activated is different from that
evoked by a simple action of visual attention. When our attention is initially drawn to the agent, we represent the agent
as an object with a particular shape; this is what allows us
to classify the agent (as ‘a man’), and in some cases also to
recognise him as a specific person. When we monitor the
agent’s action, we represent the agent as an agent—in other
words, as a pattern of motion. In fact, our conception of ‘an
agent’ is a combination of static and dynamic representations:
agents have characteristic shapes, but also characteristic patterns of motion. In order to form cross-modal representations
of agents, it is important to attend to agents as objects while
their actions are being monitored, so that the shape of an object and its pattern of motion can be bound together. There is
good evidence that action recognition involves processing of
form as well as of motion; see e.g. Giese (2000) for a review.
Given that visual attention must be directed to the target of
the action before monitoring can begin (as argued above), it
appears that action monitoring involves switching some measure of attention away from the target, and back to the agent.
The final operation involved in experiencing a reach-tograsp action involves registering that the action is complete,
i.e. that the agent has successfully grasped the target. This
can also be thought of in attentional terms. When we grasp
an object, we bring about a change in the world (we now have
the object!), but we also bring about a change in the way we
sense the world: our sense of touch provides us with some
new information about the object we are holding. In fact,
grasping the cup is an action of reattention to the cup, in the
haptic modality. Again, this action of reattention can be useful for the formation of a crossmodal object representation—
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sensorimotor operations which generate the experience are a
promising basis for making the necessary compression.
I argue that the deictic routine used to experience a reachto-grasp episode is also used to store the episode in working
memory. Humans and other primates are good at holding sensorimotor sequences in working memory: in macaque, there
is good evidence that both attentional sequences (sequences
of eye movements) and motor sequences (sequences of hand
movements) are prepared in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex,
and quite a lot is known about the way these sequences are
represented (see e.g. Barone and Joseph, 1989; Averbeck et
al., 2002). One interesting finding is that within the neural assembly representing a prepared sequence, we can distinguish
components which correspond to each individual operation in
the sequence—and moreover, that these components are active in parallel in the prefrontal planning representation, even
though the operations they correspond to occur sequentially.
I will discuss the significance of this later in the paper.

this time of the target object. Agents must learn a function
which computes the grasp affordances of objects from their
visual shapes. When we are attending to an object we are
grasping, we can generate training data for this function.
In summary: synthesising evidence from a range of
sources, there is some indication that experiencing a cupgrabbing episode involves a fairly well-defined sequence of
sensorimotor operations. The sequence is summarised in Figure 1. In this figure, the process of experiencing a reach-toInitial
context
C1
C2
C3
C4

Deictic
operation
Attend to agent
Attend to target
Activate ‘grasp’

Reafferent
sensory state
Attending to agent
Attending to target
Reattending to agent
Reattending to target

New
context
C2
C3
C4

Figure 1: Deictic routine involved in experiencing a reach-tograsp action
grasp episode is characterised as a deictic routine, drawing
on Ballard et al.’s (1997) model of embodied cognition. The
central notion in Ballard’ et al.’s model is that of contexts:
for an observer, a context consists of a particular internal cognitive state, paired with a particular momentary deployment
of motor and attentional resources to features of his external
environment. Each context enables various different deictic
operations, which can be attentional actions, substantive motor actions, or changes of cognitive mode. Each deictic operation occurs in a particular initial context, and brings about a
new context, as well as a reafferent sensory state carrying
information about this new context. Ballard et al. propose
that sensorimotor cognition, and perhaps cognition generally,
is organised into sequences of operations of this kind. In my
account, the deictic routine involved in experiencing a reachto-grasp action has four operations, as shown in Figure 1. The
routine is recursively structured: each deictic operation brings
about the initial context of the next operation.
The sensoriomotor processing involved in experiencing a
reach-to-grasp episode is extremely complex, both in terms
of the individual mechanisms involved and their interactions.
However, as Figure 1 shows, the sequential dependencies between the various operations involved can be quite compactly
stated as a deictic routine, and in fact this routine holds much
of the essential information about the structure of the episode.
It tells us about the type of the action, and about the identity
of its participants. It also tells us about the roles these participants play in the action. The first participant to be attended
to is the agent: this is the participant whose actions the mirror
system is configured to encode, and which is represented as a
pattern of motion when the action is monitored. The second
participant to be attended to is the target: this is the participant whose affordances are computed, and which ends up
being established in the haptic modality. We know that expressing an observed episode as a sentence involves a huge
degree of compression, converting a rich multimodal signal
into a simple symbolic form. The sequential structure of the

A Minimalist model of The man grabs a cup
I turn now to the syntactic representation of a cup-grabbing
sentence. I will adopt a version of Minimalism (Chomsky
1995) as my syntactic framework. As already mentioned,
Minimalism is interesting in that it allows us to express the
hypothesis that sentences reporting the same episode in different languages have the same ‘underlying’ syntactic structure (termed ‘logical form’ or LF). But it is also interesting
in proposing that LF representations have a very simple recursive form. In Minimalism, LF structures are made up of
copies of a single template, called an X-bar schema, which
is illustrated in Figure 2(a). The notion of an X-bar schema
IP
agent
I

XP
specifier

AgrP
target

X’

head (X)

I’

complement

Agr

(a)

Agr’
VP
agent
V
grabs

V’
NP
target

(b)

Figure 2: (a) The XP schema. (b) LF of The man grabs a cup
is lexicalist in inspiration: the basic idea is that the syntactic structure of a sentence is formed from sub-components,
each of which is contributed by one of the lexical items in
the sentence. The idea in X-bar theory is that lexical items
all contribute the same type of structure no matter what class
they belong to: the X-bar schema is a representation of this
basic structure. In each case, the lexical item itself occupies
the head of the structure. The structure also contains two
other positions, the specifier and the complement, at which
the semantic arguments of the head can appear. These positions can be occupied recursively by other XPs realising these
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arguments, and in this way complex syntactic structures can
be defined.
The notion of X-bar schemas is in fact used in many linguistic formalisms, but in Minimalism, where these schemas
are used to represent underlying syntactic structures, they
have wider application than normal: it is not just lexical items
which contribute XPs, but also inflections on these items. Figure 2(b) shows the LF of the sentence The man grabs a cup.
This structure is made up of four instances of the XP schema
(each identified by a box). The two lower XPs are familiar:
VP is contributed by the verb, and the complement NP of
this verb is contributed by the noun denoting the target object. The two higher XPs, IP and AgrP, are associated with
inflections on the verb: the head of IP is associated with an
inflection agreeing with the subject, and that of AgrP is associated with an inflection agreeing with the object. In English,
there is sometimes an overt verb inflection agreeing with the
subject (for instance the inflection -s in grabs). There are no
object agreement inflections. However, there are such inflections in other languages: since LF is assumed to be invariant
over translations, the projections associated with these inflections appear in the LF of the English sentence, even though
they have no overt phonological content.
Although I have drawn the LF representation as a static
structure, Minimalists express many syntactic principles by
referring to the the process of creating, or generating LF
representations. This process is not intended to model the
actual process by which humans produce sentences: rather, it
is a formal device to allow the description of an infinite set
of sentences. In Minimalism, many syntactic principles are
expressed as constraints on the process of building LF structures. Some of these principles require that elements of an LF
structure move from one position to another while it is being
created. Movement operations serve two different purposes
within the theory. Firstly, they support an account of variation
between languages: the idea is that an element which moves
from one position to another in an LF structure can be appear
at in either position at surface (PF) structure, and different
languages can have different conventions about where it appears. Secondly, movement operations enable statements of
syntactic dependencies between positions in an LF structure.
For instance, in English there is a syntactic relationship between a verb and its subject: as just mentioned, the verb must
agree with its subject. Since the subject and verb can be quite
distant from one another in a syntactic structure, we must describe how this relationship is established; in Minimalism, the
account makes reference to movement operations.
There are various types of movement in Minimalism: I will
discuss two of these. The first is NP movement. In Minimalism, the subject and object originally appear inside the VP,
where the verb assigns their thematic roles (‘agent’ and ‘patient’ in our example). But they must move to higher positions to be assigned something else called ‘Case’: the subject
must move to the specifier of IP to be assigned ‘nominative’
Case by the head of IP (I), and the object must move to the

specifier of AgrP to be assigned ‘accusative’ Case (by Agr).
One motivation for NP movement is to create two positions
for both the subject and the object, to support an account of
languages with different word ordering conventions: subjects
appear ‘early’ some languages (e.g. English) and ‘late’ in others (e.g. Māori), and there is similar variation in object position. Another motivation has to do with syntactic agreement
phenomena. To discuss this, I must introduce the second type
of movement, verb raising. The verb of a sentence originally
appears at the head of VP, but is required to raise successively
to the heads of AgrP and IP to ‘check’ its inflections at these
positions. (In fact, it is the verb’s ‘agreement features’ which
are checked, rather than its overt inflections, so it must raise
even if it has no overt morphology.) The verb’s object agreement features are checked at Agr, the head which assigns case
to the object NP, and its subject features are checked at I, the
head which assigns case to the subject NP. Verb raising is
motivated partly because it creates some alternative possible
word orders, allowing the verb to appear ‘early’ (as in French
or Māori) or ‘late’ (as in English). But it also allows a simple
account of agreement: in IP and VP, the subject and object
come into exactly the same local configuration with the verb,
so the two types of agreement are explicitly modelled as instances of the same phenomenon.

A sensorimotor interpretation of LF
There are some formal similarities between the sensorimotor
and syntactic models sketched above. One similarity is that
both models propose a notion of ‘basic building blocks’. The
sensorimotor model draws on Ballard et al.’s account of deictic routines, which makes the strong claim that all sensorimotor processing consists of recursively structured sequences
of deictic operations. The Minimalist model makes a similarly strong claim: that all LF representations consist of recursively structured applications of the X-bar schema. Even
though our task is to relate the LF of a particular sentence to
a particular piece of sensorimotor processing, it is interesting to try and express this relationship as a manifestation of a
more general relationship, between the basic building blocks
of the two types of structure: i.e. between X-bar schemas and
deictic operations. Obviously, it would be very nice if this
general relationship existed. But there is also a good methodological reason for looking for a general relationship: any
proposal about a link between syntax and the sensorimotor
system should make testable predictions, which go beyond
the evidence on which it is based. Accordingly, I will begin
by proposing a general hypothesis: that for any sentence S
reporting a concrete episode E, each X-bar schema in the LF
of S describes exactly one of the deictic operations involved
in experiencing E.
The proposed correspondence between X-bar schemas and
deictic operations is shown in Figure 3(a). Recall that a deictic operation takes place in an initial context and brings about
a new context, creating a reafferent sensory state as a sideeffect. I propose that each component of the X-bar schema
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occupier of the complement position is an NP: at a first approximation it is reasonable that NPs denote object representations. There are other parts of the interpretation which need
to be considered more carefully. I will discuss two of these.
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Agr

(re)attending to the agent

Agr’

agent

’grab’ motor action

C3
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V
grabs

V’
C4

NP
target

(re)attending to the cup
(b)

Figure 3: (a) Sensorimotor interpretation of a single XP schema.
(b) Sensorimotor interpretation of the LF of The man grabbed a cup.

denotes one aspect of this process: XP denotes the initial context, X denotes the operation itself, the specifier denotes the
reafferent state and the complement denotes the new context.
Note that as a corollary of this definition, a right-branching
sequence of XPs describes a sequence of deictic operations,
with each operation bringing about the initial context of the
next operation. LF representations are largely right branching, so the definition is consistent with the idea that LF structures represent deictic routines.
I now return to the cup-grasping episode. As summarised
in Figure 1, experiencing this episode involves a sequence of
four deictic operations. The LF of The man grabs a cup is
a right-branching sequence of four XPs, so the sensorimotor
interpretation of XPs just proposed certainly makes the two
structures line up. The correspondences predicted by the interpretation of XPs are as follows: IP describes an action of
attention to the agent (and its sensory consequence), AgrP
describes an action of attention to the target (and its sensory
consequence), VP describes the action monitoring routine associated with the ‘grasp’ motor programme (and its sensory
consequence), and the NP complement of VP describes the
endpoint of the action, in which the agent is haptically attending to (i.e. holding) the target. The sensorimotor interpretation is shown in detail in Figure 3(b).
Some parts of this interpretation are intuitively plausible.
For instance, the idea that a V denotes an action monitoring routine seems a sensible way of characterising it in sensorimotor terms. And if V denotes a particular monitoring
routine, then it is plausible that the specifier of V is a position where the subject is assigned the ‘agent’ thematic role:
as suggested in the sensorimotor model, when we are monitoring an action, we evoke a dynamic representation of the
agent as a reafferent consequence. Finally, it is plausible that
the complement of V denotes the state in which the agent is
holding the target. For one thing, this is the state which the
action monitoring process brings about, as required by the
sensorimotor characterisation of complement position. But
in addition, the state of holding the target is a state in which
an object representation is evoked—a ‘haptic’ representation
of the target object. This accords well with the fact that the

One interesting feature of the interpretation is that IP and
AgrP denote attentional actions. IP and AgrP have some specific roles in the Minimalist model of LF: how does their
sensorimotor characterisation accord with the syntactic roles
they have to play? To begin with, note that it makes sense that
the specifiers of IP and AgrP should be NPs. If I and Agr denote actions of attention to objects, then we expect their specifiers to be the object representations which result—and as
just noted, NPs can reasonably be thought of as contributing
object representations. But more importantly, characterising
IP and AgrP as attentional actions allows us to say something
about the role these projections play in the wider sentence. In
the Minimalist model, IP and AgrP provide the positions to
which the subject and object NPs must raise ‘to get Case’. If
IP and AgrP are attentional actions, we can give a neat sensorimotor interpretation of this requirement. In the sensorimotor model, as already discussed, it is necessary to establish
the agent and patient attentionally before we can monitor an
action involving these individuals. Perhaps the requirement
that ‘NPs raise to get Case’ in fact derives from a much more
basic constraint on sensorimotor processing that has nothing
to do with language at all: that objects have to be attentionally established before they can participate in cognitive routines. This interpretation of Case assignment gives considerable substance to IP and AgrP—projections whose syntactic
motivation is often questioned by non-Chomskyan linguists.
I turn now to verb raising. In Minimalism, the inflected
verb appears initially at V, but then raises to Agr and I: it can
be pronounced either ‘early’ (at I) or ‘late’ (at V). If an LF
structure describes a sensorimotor sequence, then verb movement involves things being pronounced out of sequence: if
a verb is pronounced at I, then the motor action is being reported too early, before it actually occurs, while if it is pronounced at V, then the attentional actions denoted by its inflections are being reported too late, some time after they actually occurred. Is there any sensorimotor correlate of this
loss of sequential information? I suggest there is, but it requires a slight amendment of the interpretation of an X-bar
schema proposed above.
The revised interpretation draws on the idea mentioned
briefly above, that episodes are stored in working memory as prepared sequences of sensorimotor operations. The
amended definition assumes that an LF representation describes a sensorimotor sequence not as it is actually experienced, but as it is replayed from working memory. The idea
that semantic representations are simulated experiences already has quite wide currency in ‘embodied’ models of semantics; see e.g. Gallese and Goldman, 1998; Feldman and
Narayanan, 2004). In my model, which already envisages a
strong sequential structure to sensorimotor processing, ‘simulating an experience’ can be interpreted quite concretely: it
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involves rehearsing a particular sequence of sensorimotor operations stored in prefrontal cortex. Now recall that prefrontal
representations of prepared sequences represent all their component operations in parallel. In my amended sensorimotor
interpretation of an XP schema, each XP denotes a ‘replayed’
sensorimotor operation. The specifier still denotes the reafferent state resulting from this replayed operation, and the complement still denotes the new context it brings about (which is
now a ‘memory context’ rather than an actual one). But crucially, heads now report sensorimotor operations indirectly:
rather than reporting replayed sensorimotor operations themselves, heads report the planning representation in prefrontal
cortex which enables their replay. Since all of the operations
in a prepared seqence are active in parallel in the planning
representation, heads can report all the prepared operations
at once, and therefore the verb and its agreement inflections
can appear at any head position in the LF structure. To summarise: we can give an interesting sensorimotor interpretation
of NP movement, drawing on the structure of deictic routines,
and an interesting sensorimotor interpretation of verb raising
and agreement inflections, drawing on a model of how experiences are stored in and replayed from working memory.

Towards a model of language processing and
language learning
The interpretation of LF just proposed is a very radical one.
It largely dispenses with the Minimalist account of how LF
structures are ‘generated’, instead expressing constraints on
LF structures in terms of constraints on sensorimotor routines, and on the form of working memory representations.
However, this reinterpretation has some advantages: in particular, it opens the way for a model of sentence processing which makes reference to the Minimalist notion of LF.
As well as providing a detailed sensorimotor interpretation of
LF, my forthcoming book (Knott, in press) presents a neural
network model of sentence generation. In this model, producing a sentence simply involves rehearsing a sensorimotor sequence in working memory, in a special mode where sensorimotor signals can have overt linguistic side-effects. Since the
signals representing the agent, patient and action each occur
multiple times in a rehearsed sequence, infants have to learn
which signals should result in overtly spoken words in their
native language. The network model thus provides an implementation of ‘parameter-setting’ which should be recognisable by Minimalists, even though it is expressed as a processing model. At the same time, the network is also able to learn
rich representations of the surface structure of its exposure
language, of the kind which are emphasised in usage-based
models of grammar: it can learn a variety of idiomatic constructions, as well as general syntactic parameters.
In my book I conclude that a sensorimotor interpretation of
LF is not only promising as the basis for a strongly embodied account of language, but also as the basis for a model of
syntax combining insights from Chomskyan and usage-based
accounts of syntax, which are normally seen as alternatives

to one another. In this paper I have only sketched the arguments for this conclusion, but I hope that interested readers
will refer to the book to assess the arguments in more detail.
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Abstract
Referring expressions (such as the red chair facing right) often show evidence of preferences (Pechmann, 1989; Belke &
Meyer, 2002), with some attributes (e.g. colour) being more
frequent and more often included when they are not required,
leading to overspecified references. This observation underlies
many computational models of Referring Expression Generation, especially those influenced by Dale & Reiter’s (1995) Incremental Algorithm. However, more recent work has shown
that in interactive settings, priming can alter preferences. This
paper provides further experimental evidence for these phenomena, and proposes a new computational model that incorporates both attribute preferences and priming effects. We
show that the model provides an excellent match to human experimental data.
Keywords: Reference, production, Natural Language Generation, Computational Modeling

Figure 1: A referential domain

Introduction
In domains such as Figure 1, where a target referent needs
to be distinguished from its distractors in context, people often produce overspecified descriptions such as the red sofa
facing right, when a description containing fewer attributes
would suffice (Pechmann, 1989; Eikmeyer & Ahlsèn, 1996;
Belke & Meyer, 2002; Engelhardt, Bailey, & Ferreira, 2006).
This finding challenges the assumption that speakers observe
the Gricean Maxim of Quantity by not including any more information than is relevant for identification (cf. Olson, 1970,
for an early adoption of this view).
One important observation in this regard is that certain attributes (for example, an object’s colour), are more likely to
be redundantly included in an overspecified description than
others (such as size or orientation) (Pechmann, 1989; Belke
& Meyer, 2002). The preferred status of such attributes may
arise due to their perceptual salience, higher codability relative to other attributes (Belke & Meyer, 2002) and/or because they form an integral part of the conceptual representation of the object (Pechmann, 1989). On one interpretation
of these findings, preferred attributes are selected first when
a description is being formulated; since this is an incremental process, should later attributes be included which make
them redundant, the whole description would be overspecified (Pechmann, 1989; Levelt, 1989).
This has important implications for computational models of referring expressions generation (REG), which seek

to model the process of attribute selection for identifying
descriptions. Such models form an integral part of Natural Language Generation systems, which generate text or
speech from non-linguistic input. Current REG models perform attribute selection primarily on the basis of discriminatory value: does a target attribute help to exclude some
distractors in the domain? Some models (e.g. Dale, 1989;
Gardent, 2002) seek to satisfy a strict interpretation of the
Gricean maxim of quantity by selecting the smallest set of attributes that would uniquely identify the target referent(s). An
alternative, more influential model is Dale and Reiter’s (1995)
Incremental Algorithm, which is in part inspired by the psycholinguistic literature and models attribute selection as an
incremental search that prioritises more preferred attributes.
As we show below, such models can overspecify in some situations. Furthermore, they have been shown to match speaker
behaviour better than earlier models (Gatt, van der Sluis, &
van Deemter, 2007; Gatt & Belz, 2010).
Many of the psycholinguistic studies cited above were
undertaken in non-interactive settings, whereas recent psycholinguistic work on dialogue has highlighted the extent to
which speakers’s production choices are influenced by their
interlocutors’. One aspect of this process, discussed by Clark
et al. (Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986; Brennan. & Clark,
1996), is the ‘negotiation’ on the best way to refer to an object that characterises some interactive reference tasks. More
recently, Pickering and Garrod (2004) have proposed the Interactive Alignment model, whereby interlocutors ‘align’ at
various levels (for example, syntactic and semantic) as a result of a basic priming mechanism. There is substantial evidence that such priming occurs, particularly in interlocutors’
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syntactic choices (e.g. Cleland & Pickering, 2003; Branigan,
Pickering, McLean, & Cleland, 2007, among others). However, to our knowledge, there is less evidence for priming at a
conceptual level.
One question that is particularly relevant from the point of
view of the present paper is the extent to which alignment can
influence attribute selection in reference, and how it interacts
with preferences and overspecification. If priming occurs at
a conceptual level, does hearing a description by another interlocutor modulate a speaker’s attribute preferences? Recent
work has suggested that speakers can indeed be primed to use
non-preferred attributes (Goudbeek & Krahmer, 2010). One
observation that arose from this work is that priming caused
speakers to overspecify to a greater extent than would be predicted by a preference-based model. This raises the question
of whether speakers can be directly primed to overspecify.
From a computational point of view, an affirmative answer
to this question would lend further support to the view that
models such as the Incremental Algorithm, as well as related
models that select attributes based purely on the basis of their
discriminatory value (e.g. Dale, 1989), do not capture the full
range of influences on referential choices that occur in interactive settings.
The present paper explores these questions further from
both the experimental and the computational angles. After
an overview of the Incremental Algorithm for REG, we describe the experiment by Goudbeek and Krahmer (2010) in
more detail, and report on a new experiment using the same
paradigm, which shows increased evidence for overspecification when overspecified primes are used. We then describe
and evaluate a new computational model that seeks to incorporate both the classic findings on attribute preferences, and
the novel findings on priming of dispreferred attributes and
overspecification. We evaluate our model by comparing its
output directly to the human descriptions elicited during these
experiments.

both distractors immediately. Dale and Reiter also proposed
a function to add type in case it is omitted by the search. Thus,
this description could be realised as the red sofa facing right.
Overspecification in the IA occurs when, as a result of the
preference order, an attribute (colour, in our example) is selected which excludes a set of distractors that is a proper subset of the distractors excluded by an attribute selected later
(orientation). This behaviour is entirely deterministic, insofar as a preference order is pre-specified and cannot be overridden. On the other hand, the experimental work described
earlier suggests that preferences can indeed be overridden
through priming, which can also result in increased likelihood
of overspecification. From a computational perspective, then,
the question is how to incorporate preferences (for which robust evidence exists), while also introducing a sensitivity to
context that can modulate them. We view preferences as a
relatively stable phenomenon, related to an attribute’s being
inherently salient for a speaker. Modulation of such preferences as a result of priming might therefore occur as a result
of a competing process, one which prioritises attributes that
have been used earlier in an interaction, because it is cheaper
to re-use conceptual material than to search for it anew. As
we also show below, however, the priming/overspecification
effects do not occur across the board; rather, they are best
described as a (statistically significant) tendency. Thus, if a
computational model is intended to match speaker behaviour,
some degree of non-determinism will need to be introduced
in the balancing act between preference-based and primingbased attribute selection.

Two experiments
The experiment by Goudbeek and Krahmer (2010, hereafter
referred to as Experiment 1), which investigated the role of
priming in the choice of preferred or dispreferred attributes,
used the Interactive Reference Understanding and Production paradigm illustrated in Figure 2.

Computational REG
Dale and Reiter’s (1995) Incremental Algorithm (IA) has
emerged as one of the most influential computational REG
models. In searching for a distinguishing combination of attributes for a target referent, the IA uses a preference order
to model preferences. For example, the attributes in Figure 1
could be ordered by preference as TYPE > COLOUR > ORI ENTATION . To identify an intended referent r, the algorithm
traverses the preference order, checking at each stage whether
r’s value on a given attribute excludes some distractors. The
algorithm terminates when a referent has been fully distinguished, or when it runs out of attributes to choose from. For
the target referent in the figure, the IA would not choose type
(since all objects are sofas), but would choose colour (which
excludes the blue sofa) and then orientation (which excludes
the remaining sofa). This yields an overspecified description;
ordering orientation before colour would have resulted in a
minimal description, since orientation would have excluded

Figure 2: The Interactive Reference Understanding and Production paradigm
Participants were first asked to identify an object in a visual domain based on a pre-recorded description (marked as
Exp 1 in the top panel of Figure 2), which contained either a
preferred or a dispreferred attribute. This description, which
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(a) Furniture

As shown in Figure 3, participants showed strong evidence of alignment, with an increased tendency to use dispreferred attributes when they had been used in a prime description three turns earlier. A 2 (Domain) × 2 (Prime)
within-subjects repeated measures ANOVA showed main effects of Domain (F1,25 = 10.88; p = .01; η2 = .3) and Prime
(F1,25 = 6.43; p = 0.02; η2 = 0.2), as well as a significant interaction (F1,25 = 5.74; p = .02; η2 = .19). The interaction
is due to a greater tendency to use dispreferred attributes in
the furniture, compared to the people domain. The left panel
Table 1 also shows that people often overspecified by using
both preferred and dispreferred attributes. A t-test showed
that the rate of overspecification in both domains was significantly different from the base rate of 0% predicted by the IA
(furniture: t25 = 2.65, p = .01; people: t25 = 2.59, p = .02).

(b) People

Figure 3: Alignment in Experiment 1
Table 1: Overspecification in the experiments (%)
Furniture
People
Overall

Experiment 1
Pref. Prime Dispref. Prime
11.9
11.9
15.8
12.7
13.8
12.3

Experiment 2
51.8
57.0
54.4

functioned as the prime, was never overspecified. Following
two filler trials, during which participants first described and
then identified objects in a different type of domain (e.g. people in Figure 2), they were asked to describe a target in the
same domain as the prime. Crucially, the target could always
be described using either the preferred or the dispreferred attribute; moreover, it had the same attributes as the one described in the prime, but different values (e.g. the prime target
would have back for orientation, while the new target would
have front).
The experiment was conducted on 26 Dutch speakers, using materials from the TUNA corpus (Gatt et al., 2007), a corpus of descriptions of objects in two domains (people and furniture). A Dutch version of this corpus has also been created
(Koolen, Gatt, Goudbeek, & Krahmer, 2009), on the basis of
which it was possible to determine which attributes were preferred (colour in the furniture domain; wearing glasses in the
people domain) and which dispreferred (orientation in the furniture domain; having a tie in the people domain) by counting
their frequencies. Participants described objects in both domains, with 20 preferred and 20 dispreferred primes in each,
for a total of 80 trials.
The experiment sought to address two questions. The first
concerned alignment, that is, whether the use of a dispreferred attribute in the prime (e.g. orientation, as in facing
back) would increase the likelihood of a participant using the
same attribute (though not the same value) in the critical trial
(e.g. facing front). Note that a preference-based model such
as the IA would never select a dispreferred attribute in this
case, but would always return a description containing the
preferred one.
The second question concerned overspecification. In the
experimental domains, the IA would never produce an overspecified description, because the target referent can always
be identified using only a preferred attribute. Hence, we
asked whether people in this kind of situation overspecify to a
greater extent than an algorithm such as the IA would predict.

These findings raise the question of whether overspecification can itself be primed. The new experiment reported here sought to test this directly, using the same experimental paradigm, but exposing participants to overspecified primes that contained both preferred and dispreferred
attributes (marked as Exp 2 in Figure 2). The experiment was
conducted on 28 Dutch speaking students from Tilburg University, none of whom had participated in Experiment 1, using the same materials and procedure, with the exception that
the referring expressions used as primes were always overspecified. The right panel of Table 1 displays the proportion
of overspecified descriptions produced by participants. The
rate of overspecification rises dramatically in comparison to
the rate observed in Experiment 1, suggesting that participants can indeed be primed to use both preferred and dispreferred attributes, and hence to overspecify. For the analysis, we combined these data with those from Experiment
1, using a mixed effects ANOVA with amount of overspecification as the dependent variable, domain as within-subjects
variable and experiment (single prime or overspecified prime)
as between-subjects variable. There was a significant effect
of experiment (F(1,52) = 32.50, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.36), but no
effect of domain and no interaction.
Thus, overspecified primes in Experiment 2 gave rise to
more overspecified descriptions. This also strengthens one of
the conclusions of Experiment 1, namely, that priming can
result in increased use of dispreferred attributes (since overspecification in our experimental domains involve their use).
In summary, the experiments strongly support the view that
both default attribute preferences and overspecification can
be modulated by priming, thus challenging preference-based
models such as the Incremental Algorithm. In the next section, we describe a new computational model that balances
between attribute preferences and alignment effects, while
also introducing a degree of non-determinism in attribute selection. The latter is crucial, for despite the statistically significant tendencies observed in these experiments, it is also
clear that they do not constitute hard strategies. This stochastic behaviour is also a feature that distinguishes our model
from fully deterministic REG algorithms such as the IA.
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tribute is used and maintains its level. These are shown in
equations (1) and (2), where δ represents the time difference
in milliseconds between the current and the previous usage of
an attribute, and f (A) is the frequency of A in the discourse.
α and β are parameters determining the slopes of the functions; they are set to 2 in our simulations. The two functions
are linearly combined to give an attribute’s level of activation
act(A), as shown in equation (3), where v is a weight reflecting the relative importance of pa(A) and ta(A). This is set to
0.5 (i.e. equal weighting) in our experiments.

Figure 4: The parallel model

A computational model
We interpret the experimental findings as suggesting that
there are two interacting forces – preferences and alignment
– that influence attribute selection. Recall that in the experimental domains, a target referent could be distinguished using
either a preferred or a dispreferred attribute. A preferencebased model, such as the Incremental Algorithm (IA), would
simply select the preferred attribute on the domains used in
the experiments, but never the dispreferred one. Similarly, a
priming-based procedure alone would select the most highly
activated attribute, terminating immediately on finding that
the attribute sufficed to distinguish the referent. If this were
the case, we should observe 100% use of dispreferred attributes with dispreferred primes in Experiment 1, and around
50% across all trials in experiment 2. Both models would
never overspecify on the experimental trials described above.
The model we propose, depicted in Figure 4, combines
these processes in parallel, with both contributing to a working memory buffer. One way in which overspecification takes
place is when the two processes contribute concurrently, resulting in two or more attributes in working memory that are
both used in a description. The model’s core is the Formulator module (the terminology is inspired by the model of Levelt, 1989, 1999) which is composed of the buffer and the two
parallel processes. It makes use of a knowledge base (KB),
which represents the domain (entities and their attributes and
values), and a discourse model, which keeps a record of utterances spoken or heard so far.1
The preference-based procedure in the model is essentially
a re-implementation of Dale and Reiter’s (1995) Incremental Algorithm, with an attribute preference order determined
using corpus frequencies, as in the experiments. The primingbased procedure is a spreading activation model, which works
as follows. When a description is introduced into the discourse, the discourse model is updated, as a result of which
the level of activation of attributes changes. Activation is
estimated using an exponential decay function proposed by
Buschmeier, Bergmann, and Kopp (2009), which combines
temporary activation ta of an attribute A, which increases
abruptly when an attribute is used and gradually decays to
0; and permanent activation pa, which increases when an at1 A note on implementation: the model described here was implemented in Java, and exploits the multi-threading capacities of the
Java Virtual Machine to schedule and run parallel processes.

ta(A)

=

pa(A)

=

act(A)

=



δ(A) − 1
exp −
α


f (A) − 1
1 − exp −
β
v · ta + (1 − v) · pa

(1)
(2)
(3)

A change in the discourse model causes all attribute activations to be updated. The upshot is that an attribute which
has been used recently will increase abruptly in activation.
Note that ta(A) decreases with increasing δ(A), while pa(A)
increases with increasing f (A). In line with our experimental
findings, it is attributes that are activated, irrespective of their
values. Thus, using an attribute like orientation in the red
desk facing back will result in spreading activation to other
values of orientation (e.g. facing front). The priming-based
procedure then selects an attribute A for a new target referent if (a) act(A) exceeds a threshold (empirically set to 0.4
in our simulations); (b) A has the highest activation of all the
attributes of the referent.
As noted above, our experimental data suggests that a degree of non-determinism is at play in the interaction of the
two processes. We model this using a delay parameter. The
formulator schedules the two processes to run in parallel and
calls each process at fixed intervals. Every call to a process
results in its contributing an attribute to working memory, if
(a) the buffer is not full to capacity; and (b) there are some
attributes left to choose from. The interval at which each
procedure is called is determined by the delay parameter: in
our experiments, both procedures are assigned an equal delay
(50ms), but this parameter functions as a ceiling. The actual
delay is determined randomly at runtime as a value between
1 and the ceiling.
As the processes run in parallel, the formulator periodically checks the working memory buffer for new content, taking the attributes there and including them in the description,
and emptying the buffer to free up working memory.2 If the
description is found to be distinguishing, the processes are
terminated. For the purposes of our simulations, the working memory capacity was set to 2 (since this is the maximum
2 The checks made by the formulator are also randomly determined, based on the longest delay parameter of the two processes.
In the simulations reported here, since both processes have an equal
maximum delay of 50ms, this is randomly set at a value between 1
and 50.
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number of attributes that can be selected for an object in our
experimental domains).
This setup means that, on any given trial, one of the two
processes may receive an advantage (because its delay is randomly determined to be lower than that of the other). As
a result, it may contribute content to the working memory
buffer before the other process, and potentially result in a nonoverspecified description. On the other hand, there is also the
possibility that both processes contribute before the buffer is
checked and working memory is freed up once more. This is
the principal way in which overspecification occurs. Another
possibility is that a single process which happens to have a
very brief delay contributes more than one attribute to working memory in succession, before the other process has time
to contribute.
Table 2: Overspecification in the model simulations (%)
Furniture
People
Overall

Experiment 1
Pref. Prime Dispref. Prime
13.8
20.0
13.8
16.5
13.8
18.3

Experiment 2
49.1
45.7
44.4

Simulations
We evaluated the model against the experimental data from
both experiments, focusing on the rate of overspecification.
This is a particularly suitable metric for evaluation because it
allows us to distinguish the model from the predictions of one
based exclusively on preferences, or one based exclusively on
priming; as observed above, both of these would predict a 0%
rate in our experiments. However, it is important to emphasise that the model is intended as a more general characterisation of factors influencing attribute selection, with overspecification arising as a result of their interaction. Indeed, it
is because of the different balance between preferences and
priming in the two experiments that we expect different rates
of overspecification in the two sets of trials. In Experiment 1,
we expect our model to overspecify less. Since primes contain only a single attribute, only this one will exceed the activation threshold for the priming-based process. Of course,
overspecification can still occur if the preference-based process selects another attribute concurrently. In the case of
Experiment 2, both preferred and dispreferred attributes are
primed equally, so that both have a chance of being selected
by the priming-based procedure.
We performed a simulations for each of the two experiments, exposing the model to the same set of domains used
with participants. In each case, the model referred to the same
target referent, and the domain was set up to ensure that both
preferred and dispreferred attributes could be used (i.e. were
distinguishing). The model was primed by introducing a description into the discourse that contained either a preferred
or a dispreferred attribute (for simulations of Experiment 1)
or both (for simulations of Experiment 2). Since the model
was run over the same trials as each participant, we can di-

rectly compare its rate of overspecification to that of humans,
averaging over participants.
Table 2 displays proportions of overspecified descriptions
produced by the model on the trials for each simulation.
Note that overspecification occurs far less frequently for trials in Experiment 1 than Experiment 2. In Experiment 1,
it also occurs more with dispreferred than preferred primes.
This is primarily due to the priming-based process selecting the activated dispreferred attribute, while concurrently,
the preference-based process selects a preferred attribute. By
contrast, both attributes are primed in Experiment 2, making them equally likely to be selected at some point by the
priming-based procedure. If a dispreferred attribute is selected concurrently with the selection of a preferred attribute
by the preference-based process, the resulting description is
overspecified.
For the simulations of both experiments, the model
was statistically indistinguishable from humans, irrespective of domain (Experiment 1 simulation:
(t f urniture [25] = 1.07,t people [25] = .16.
Experiment 2
simulation: t f urniture [27] = .37,t people [27] = 1.7; all p’s > .1).
For both experiments, these results diverge considerably
from what a model based exclusively on preferences, such as
the IA, or one based exclusively on priming, would predict.

Discussion and conclusions
This paper presented experimental evidence for the existence
of multiple influences on attribute selection in reference, incorporating the findings in a model which matches human
output very closely. The model takes an existing algorithm,
the IA, as a starting point and views alignment as an interacting and competing force, modeled as a parallel, ‘fast and
frugal’ strategy which is cheaper than the IA’s preferencebased search. The model thus distinguishes between dynamic
effects arising in the course of an interaction, and more stable
effects such as attribute preferences, which are likely to be
related to properties of the human perceptual and conceptual
apparatus (Pechmann, 1989).
An alternative model is conceivable, involving a single, dynamic search process whereby exposure to an attribute in an
utterance directly alters the IA’s preference order, by promoting the attribute to a higher position and making it more likely
to be used later. However, this model would not only fail to
make the distinction between relatively stable and relatively
temporary factors, it would also fail to account for the different rates of overspecification observed in the experiments.
Since only one attribute was required to distinguish a referent
in the trials, this procedure would simply halt after selecting
the first attribute and never overspecify. While the IA models overspecification exclusively as a result of redundant, but
more preferred, attributes being selected before less preferred
ones, our model acknowledges a second possible cause, as an
effect of the ‘interference’ from a priming-based mechanism.
There are two questions raised by our work which are being
addressed by current research. First, the model incorporates a
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sizeable number of parameters. The delay parameter, which
determines how parallel processes are scheduled at runtime,
needs to be determined empirically, necessitating a detailed
investigation of the time course of attribute selection based on
preference and/or priming. Additionally, the use of a limitedcapacity working memory buffer would predict that occupying the buffer would directly affect attribute selection. We
are currently considering using dual-task paradigms, where
participants carry out a memory task while performing a reference task. This may alter the rate of overspecification, in
part because the dual task may cause participants to fall back
on a ‘cheap’ strategy, relying exclusively on priming.
A second question concerns the status of the priming phenomenon itself. We have argued that our experiments show
evidence of attribute-based (that is, conceptual or semantic)
priming, in part because in Experiment 1, participants not
only tended to re-use attributes they were primed with, but
also overspecified by including information that was not in
the prime. This suggests that participants were not merely reusing a syntactic template from the prime description. Nevertheless, the possibility remains that the priming mechanism
is partially surface/syntactic, or strategic (in the sense that
speakers were adopting a strategy for referring to furniture or
people based on what they had heard). We are currently attempting to address these issues directly, by replicating these
experiments using a bilingual priming paradigm, whereby the
linguistic realisation of primes in one language is completely
different from that of the descriptions uttered in a different
language.
In summary, while the model proposed here matches human output, it also opens up a variety of new avenues for
future research into referential strategies.
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Consider the following real-life decisions that we make:
deciding which route to take home to minimize time spent
traveling, choosing amongst a set of known restaurants or a
new restaurant when dining out, deciding between reading
a new book by a consistently good author versus an author
whose books vary widely in quality. All of these decisions
involve balancing the conflicting demands of exploiting previous knowledge in order maximize payoffs versus exploring less-known options in order to gain information about
the currently optimal course of action. Indeed, successfully
balancing these competing demands is a non-trivial problem
of interest to artificial intelligence and neural Reinforcement
Learning (RL) research communities alike (Cohen, McClure,
& Yu, 2007; Daw et al., 2006; Sutton & Barto, 1998). There
are adverse consequences for failing to properly balance these
demands in the above examples: solely making exploitative choices entails the possibility of ignorance about better
courses of action, while exploring too frequently incurs large
opportunity costs. The goal of the proposed symposium is
to bring together researchers from a variety of perspectives
who are working to better understand the psychological and
neurobiological mechanisms underlying exploratory choice.
In recent years, novel computational modeling approaches
have been developed and applied to understanding how humans incorporate the demands of information gathering into
their patterns of choice. These modeling techniques have
yielded insight not only in describing human choice behavior, but also in understanding the neurobiological and physiological correlates of exploratory decision-making in humans
(Daw et al., 2006; Jepma & Niewenhuis, in press). The researchers who have agreed to participate in this symposium
are all applying computational models to better understand
the psychological and neurobiological mechanisms underpinning peoples negotiation of the exploration-exploitation
tradeoff. The modeling approaches taken by these speakers
are indeed diverse, ranging from uncovering hidden variables
underlying decision-makers’ choices in order to unpack neu-

robiological and physiological measurements to describing
aging-related changes in exploratory choice behavior. The
proposed symposium will provide a forum for highlighting
recent advances in applications of computational modeling to
human exploratory choice.
The speakers who have agreed to participate in this
symposium–while each performing research that elucidates
psychological and neurobiological mechanisms underlying
exploratory decision-making—offer different perspectives on
the issue. The research described includes 1) aging work
examining lifespan changes in exploratory decision-making,
elucidating the underlying neurobiology of these types of
choices (Worthy & Maddox), 2) a Bayesian account of effect
of novelty–when humans are presented with new, potentially
rewarding options–on exploratory choice, and how these novelty signals are represented in the brain in order to compute
values and guide choices (Gershman & Niv), 3) how individuals incorporate uncertainty and information search costs when
planning courses of action in situations with sequential dependencies between choices and outcomes (Hotaling, Busemeyer, & Shiffrin), and 4) how internally calculated uncertainty about the environment directs exploratory choice and
manifests itself physiologically over the course of decisionmaking (Otto, Knox, & Love). In addition to proposing answers to a diverse set of important psychological and neuroscientific questions, the lines of research described by these
speakers rely upon laboratory tasks with monetary incentives
that, each in their own way, incorporate ecologically interesting choice and reward dynamics.
Belief-directed Exploration in Human Decision-Makers:
Behavioral and Physiological Evidence A Ross Otto, W.
Bradley Knox, & Bradley C. Love
Decision-making in uncertain environments poses a conflict between the goals of exploiting past knowledge in order to maximize rewards and exploring less-known options in
order to gather information. However, the descriptive modeling framework utilized in previous studies of exploratory
choice behavior characterizes exploration as the result of
choices, rather than a process reflecting beliefs and/or un-
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certainty about the environment. This work presents an
Ideal Actor model that prescribes an optimal incremental
belief-update procedure and payoffs-maximizing pattern of
choice in a novel decision-making task. By comparing human choice dynamics to those prescribed by the Ideal Observer/Actor, I evaluate the notion that people conduct exploration in a belief-directed fashion. Further, I reveal how hidden, internally calculated beliefs are indexed by pre-choice
autonomic arousal (measured using skin conductance) and
choice reaction times in the course of decision-making, providing evidence that people indeed negotiate the explorationexploitation choice tradeoff in a belief-directed fashion. This
model-based analysis provides a quantitative analysis of how
uncertainty relates to anticipatory autonomic arousal preceding choices will elucidate the role of autonomic arousal in
risky decision-making, a topic of much debate in the literature.

engaged in more exploration across both tasks, performing
worse in Experiment 1, but better in Experiment 2. Their
data were also fit best by lower exploitation parameter values relative to the data of younger adults. Two additional
experiments were conducted that required the learning of a
hidden, dynamic structure of the reward environment. It was
hypothesized that engaging in a more systematic form of exploration would aide in uncovering the underlying structure
of the environment. Older adults performed more optimally
than younger adults in both of these experiments. We conclude by discussing possible behavioral and neurobiological reasons for these age-based differences along the exploration/exploitation continuum.
Information Search in Multi-Stage Risky DecisionMaking Jared M. Hotaling, Jerome B. Busemeyer, &
Richard M. Shiffrin
Research into risky decision-making has traditionally presented individuals with choice alternatives that provide an
immediate reward or punishment based on the outcome
of a single random event. Decisions are typically made
in isolation, independent from any previous or subsequent
choices. This approach neglects the complexity of everyday
decision-making, which often involves multiple interdependent choices and several uncertain events. We present recent work that extends the traditional risky decision making
paradigm by incorporating some of the complexities of real
world choices. Participants completed a series of multistage
decision trials, represented as branching decision trees. At
decision nodes, participants chose which path to take through
the tree. At chance nodes, a random event determined the
path. Crucially, participants had the option to use some of the
points earned on previous trials to reduce their uncertainty by
purchasing information about chance nodes. We review data
showing how individuals incorporate factors like risk, information search cost, and degree of uncertainty when forming
plans for multistage decision scenarios. Our results show individual differences, with several distinct strategies emerging.
A comparison of multiple competing models is used to elucidate the cognitive processes at work.

Reinforcement Learning, Exploration, and Novelty
Bonuses in the Brain Sam Gershman & Yael Niv
The ”puzzle of novelty” refers to the contradictory observations that humans and animals are both neophobic (repulsed by novelty) and neophilic (attracted to novelty). In an
effort to shed computational light on this puzzle, we have analyzed neotic preferences in terms of Reinforcement Learning
(RL) models. We show mathematically that both neophilia
and neophobia can arise from Bayesian inductive generalization over reward predictions, depending on the reinforcement
history. In essence, the Bayesian RL model regularizes reward predictions for novel actions towards the predictions for
other actions taken in the same context. This model offers
a new perspective on so-called ”novelty bonuses”optimistic
reward predictions that encourage exploration. According to
the Bayesian RL model, the degree of bonus (or penalty) will
depend on experience with other actions in the same context.
We present behavioral and brain imaging evidence consistent
with this model, showing that neural valuation signals are better described by the Bayesian model than by a novelty bonus
model. These findings suggest that human exploratory tendencies are guided by inductive knowledge about the environment.
Effects of Normal Aging on the Resolution of the Exploration/Exploitation Dilemma in Decision-Making Darrell A. Worthy & W. Todd Maddox
We examined how normal aging affects predispositions
toward either exploratory or exploitative choice by having healthy younger and older adults perform two decisionmaking tasks where exploitation (Experiment 1) or exploration (Experiment 2) was the optimal strategy. In both experiments participants performed two variants of the task, one
week apart, where they had to either maximize points gained
or minimize points lost. A reinforcement learning model was
used to directly parameterize the degree to which subjects exploited the options with the largest expected rewards versus
explored options with lower expected rewards. Older adults
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From a cognitivist standpoint, one main interest of psychology is the study of representations of the human mind as
they mediate how people react to stimuli in their environment
(Palmer, 1978). This can explain why two people that encounter the same stimulus can behave in very different ways
(Chomsky, 1959). For example, an art historian viewing a
Jackson Pollock painting may exclaim “this is beautiful” due
to her representation of his work as a rejection of painting
with a brush; however, a lay person may say “this is ugly” due
to his representation of the painting as a cluttered mess of colors. Without knowledge of the representations of each person
in this example, it would be nearly impossible to explain their
behavior when interacting with the Jackson Pollock painting.
Over the last three decades, cognitive psychologists have
demonstrated that the representations people use can change
flexibly to capture changes in their environment (Hoffman &
Richards, 1985; Schyns, Goldstone, & Thilbaut, 1998; Goldstone, 2003). However, if the representations we use are determined by the stimuli in our environment, this threatens the
explanatory utility of representations as it could be superfluous to use representations to explain people’s reaction to stimuli if the representations are determined by the stimuli. Thus,
cognitive psychologists need to explicitly formulate how representations change with experience.
Although computational modelers, from connectionists to
Bayesians, disagree on many things, one thing they do agree
on is the importance of representations in their models (McClelland et al., 2010; Griffiths, Chater, Kemp, Perfors, &
Tenenbaum, 2010). Recently, there has been a growing interest in exploring computational models that adapt their representations with experience in ways that match this human
capacity. In this symposium, we explore computational models that adapt their representations with experience in ways
that are inspired by the human capability.
Recently, there have been several proposals for computational models whose representations flexibly adapt to the input data like people do; however, there has not been a thorough comparison of the different models. The goal of the
symposium is the compare and contrast the different methods, evaluate their ability to capture of human representation
learning, and make explicit what is meant in each model by
“representation change” as this can be a controversial claim
(Schyns et al., 1998). Currently, it is not clear whether or not
the different proposals mean the same thing by a “representation” and if they are competing proposals to explain the same
aspect of human cognition or different levels of explanation.
Thus, the symposium will emphasize understanding what is

meant by representation change and how well each model can
explain human representation change.
The symposium will focus on a wide variety of methods
for representation learning from some of the most popular
computational paradigms in computational cognitive science:
nonparametric Bayesian modeling (Austerweil & Griffiths;
Canini & Griffiths), connectionist modeling (Gureckis; Goldstone), and reinforcement learning (Jones). Importantly, each
presenter will focus on how their computational proposals explain human experimental data and discussing what exactly is
a representation in their framework and how they are inferred.
Thus, the symposium should be interesting to a broad audience of cognitive scientists (from computation modelers to
experimentalists to philosphers). We hope it inspires a growth
of new computational models and human experiments in this
underdeveloped, yet incredibly important, aspect of cognitive
science.
Introduction and Nonparametric Bayesian Models of Feature Learning
Austerweil and Griffiths Cognitive psychology is concerned
primarly with representations and how they mediate the response to stimuli. In this talk, we present a framework for
exploring the principles underlying human feature learning
using nonparametric Bayesian statistics. We show that our
framework can capture how people infer features using statistical information of the observed images, spatial information from the observed images, and categorization cues. Next,
we extend our initial framework to infer features that are invariant over a set of transformations and demonstrate that the
model infers new invariant features like people do. Although
most shapes and features can be transformed by translations
and rescalings, some shapes and features lose their identity
when rotated. We show how our model is easily extended to
capture how people infer the allowable set of transformations
of an object from their observations of the object. Finally, we
conclude with the implications of our framework for reference frames in shape perception and feature-based cognitive
models and compare it to other approaches for inferring representations.
Building flexible categorization models by grounding
them in perception
Goldstone One limitation of most existing models of categorization is that they do not start with a perceptually grounded
representation of the objects that they categorize. Instead,
they use dimensional or featural representations that discard
information about the spatial relations among an object’s
parts. This restricts the models’ ability to create psychologically plausible object representations that can be flexibly
adapted to meet categorization demands. I will describe a
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neural network model, C-PLUS, that creates part-based representations of objects that honor perceptual constraints such
as proximity and good continuation. Using a modified competitive learning algorithm for object segmentation, it decomposes a set of incrementally presented objects into parts that
can be composed together to regenerate the set of objects to
be categorized. These parts are learned at the same time that
weights from the parts to categories are learned, allowing
perceptual representations not only to guide categorization,
but categorization to guide perceptual representations as well.
The model is applied experimental results on the unitization
of object elements into complex wholes, learned differentiation of originally fused encodings into parts, and experiencedependent changes to selective attention abilities.
Constructing representations through reinforcement
learning by improving generalization
Jones One critical role of representations in cognition is that
they determine patterns of similarity, and hence generalization, among stimuli or situations. To the extent that two
stimuli have similar representations, past experience with
one will have a large influence on the learner’s response
to the other. Thus a reasonable goal is to develop representations that induce appropriate generalization, in that
stimuli with similar consequences or appropriate actions
will tend to have similar representations. This connection
suggests a mechanism for representation learning, based on
improving generalization in response to prediction error. We
present a formal framework instantiating this idea, in which
representation learning is driven by the temporal-difference
(TD) error from reinforcement learning. The model explains
patterns of human learning to shift attention among stimulus
features, according to how well different features capture
the structure of a task. We will also present evidence
supporting a counterintuitive prediction of the model in
which reduced training can lead to improved asymptotic
performance, resulting from order effects that emerge from
the model’s incremental learning mechanism. This finding
illustrates an important advantage of mechanistic modeling
over computational-level (e.g., Bayesian) approaches
A nonparametric hierarchical Bayesian framework for
modeling human categorization
Canini and Griffiths

Traditional models of human categorization typically fall
into one of two groups: prototype models, which use minimally complex category representations, and exemplar models, with maximal complexity. Previous work showed that
these can both be described in the framework of probability
density estimation. Within this framework, we can identify
a new class of psychological models using mixture distributions. Indeed, several researchers have begun to explore this
possibility. We present a unifying model for categorization
models based on the statistical tool of nonparametric hierarchical Bayesian modeling. The overarching model, called
the hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP), provides a flexible,
formal account of category learning for both individual cat-

egories and interrelated systems of categories. Its behavior
can replicate that of prototype models, exemplar models, and
more recent mixture models, as it adjusts the complexity of
its representations in response to the observed data. The HDP
can also be used to introduce dependencies in the learning
of multiple categories, allowing us to give a formal account
for previously unexplored aspects of human category learning
such as transfer learning and taxonomy induction.
Endnote: Breaking Sticks or Building Clusters? Representation Building, Learning, and the Brain
Gureckis Traditional models of human learning tend to focus
on parameter inference, in that learning involves adjusting the
internal parameters of an a-priori fixed architecture. However, a key feature of human learning is the discovery and
growth of new representations that help us to interpret and interact with the world. The work reviewed in this symposium
offers at least two distinct ways of thinking about this psychological process. Innovations in non-parametric Bayesian
statistics have ushered a new generation of probabilistic models that can flexibly adjust the complexity of their representation using stochastic process priors (e.g., the “stick breaking process”). Other theorists take a bottom-up approach to
representation building, focusing on the incremental learning
mechanisms that give rise to representational change (e.g.,
incremental clustering models). In my talk, I explore the tension between these two approaches using examples from the
categorization and sequential pattern learning literatures. I
place a particular emphasis on the psychological content of
each approach as well as consistency with the neural systems
thought to be involved in particular types of representation
building (e.g., episodic memory systems). Ultimately, I argue
that the gulf between these approaches need not be wide, if
both sets of theorists are clearer about the critical importance
of the inference mechanism used to drive predictions in their
models.
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Abstract
While the use of concrete, contextualized and personally
relevant examples can benefit learners in terms of
comprehension and motivation, these types of examples can
come with a cost. Examples may become too bound to their
particular context, and individuals may have a difficult time
recognizing when the underlying principles are relevant in
new situations. In the current study, we provide evidence that
contextualization may impair knowledge transfer even when
that context occurs outside of the training example itself.
Specifically, when students were taught about positive
feedback systems in the context of polar ice-albedo effects,
those individuals that had previously learned about the effects
of global warming on polar bear populations showed reliably
poorer transfer performance.

Introduction
In virtually all educational domains, the ultimate goal of
learning is not simply to acquire some static body of
specific facts. Rather, the objective is to gain more general
kinds of knowledge structures that can be applied in new
situations and under novel conditions. For example,
computer programmers may learn very general algorithms
that can be used in a variety of different tasks and
instantiated in very different programming languages;
students of literature or history learn about themes and
patterns that can occur across a wide variety of situations
that are superficially dissimilar; and those learning about
science may discover principles that are relevant not only
across different contexts, but even across disciplines. In
short, the goal of learning is primarily to acquire
generalizable knowledge that may be used productively.
Unfortunately, it is not immediately clear what the most
effective means of conveying this kind of knowledge might
be, and the data on this topic can seem counterintuitive or
contradictory. This is a critical area to understand, however.
Instructors have a great deal of latitude in their selection of
teaching examples and methods, and research suggests that
even subtle differences in these choices may have an
important impact on students’ learning. The current study
extends our understanding of this issue. Specifically, we
explore the ways in which the context surrounding a
particular training example may influence what students
learn, and their ability to apply this knowledge to new cases.
One straightforward approach of conveying generalizable
knowledge is to present information in a highly abstracted
way, removing any context-specific details and features.
For example, consider the concept of positive feedback

systems. Such systems are ubiquitous in science, and can be
instantiated in an almost limitless number of ways. In order
to maximize the set of situations where a learner’s
knowledge can be applied, this concept could be presented
in a way that is not specific to any particular context, such
as: “A system in which increases to a variable cause still
further increases to that variable.” Such a general definition
would make the concept applicable to a wide range of
domains, capturing positive feedback phenomena in
biology, physics, chemistry and even interpersonal
interactions.
However, it has long been argued that while such abstract
presentations might capture the relevant information
efficiently, they do so at the expense of comprehensibility
(e.g., Bruner, 1966), making this approach ultimately
counterproductive. Learners cannot apply information that
they do not understand. Consistent with this, research has
found that people tend to rely on more concrete examples
when possible. For example, in one study (LeFevre &
Dixon, 1986) researchers provided participants with explicit
verbal instructions on how to perform a task, while also
giving them a concrete example of the task being
performed. However, for some individuals, those sources of
information conflicted with each other, and actually
reflected different tasks and goals. Under those conditions,
participants were overwhelmingly more likely to act on the
basis of the concrete example rather than the more abstract
verbal instructions. Similarly, Ross (1987) found that even
when students were given the appropriate mathematical
formula to use in solving a story problem, their performance
was influenced by the concrete examples they had
previously seen (see also Anderson, Farrell, & Sauers,
1984).
One of the most striking examples of the merits of
contextualization is the Wason selection task, which leads to
uniformly poor performance (typically about 10% correct)
when presented in its abstract symbolic form, but is often
solved when instantiated in a familiar context (e.g.,
Johnson-Laird, Legrenzi, & Legrenzi, 1972; Wason &
Shapiro, 1971). As we will discuss, however, there are
issues with learning from contextualized training examples
as well.
First, it can be challenging to define exactly what
contextualization means. At one end of the spectrum, it
could simply refer to the concrete perceptual features that
are associated with a situation. For example, instructors
could teach a principle with an animated simulation, using
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more or less realistic perceptual features. Another way of
construing contextualization is in terms of the learner’s
existing knowledge structures. A case may be considered
contextualized to the extent that it draws on familiar
schemas, in which many of the relationships are already
known. Alternatively, contextualization could be a function
of personal relevance or perspective, with more engaging or
interactive tasks possibly leading to deeper kinds of
understanding. Of course, in most situations, these factors
are probably highly interrelated.
Perhaps surprisingly, for each of these ways of construing
contextualization, there is at least some empirical evidence
suggesting that greater contextualization can impair
people’s learning. For instance, when Goldstone and
Sakamoto (2003) examined students’ ability to learn and
transfer a scientific principle from a perceptually concrete
computer simulation, they found superior performance when
the simulations used relatively less detailed or less realistic
entities (e.g., portraying ants as dots, as opposed to more
realistic ant animations; also see Kaminski, Sloutsky &
Heckler, 2008). Likewise, while the activation of schemas
can sometimes support performance (as in some versions of
the Wason selection task), schemas may also be detrimental
if they suggest irrelevant or inappropriate relationships (e.g.,
Bassok, Wu & Olseth, 1995). And while personal
interaction and personal relevance has been argued to
support learning both cognitively (e.g., McCombs &
Whistler, 1997) and in terms of motivation (e.g., Lepper,
1988), research has also called these potential benefits into
question. For instance, Son and Goldstone (2009) found
that when participants were taught the principles underlying
signal detection theory through a concrete training example,
their performance was impaired when the task was made
more personally relevant, either by giving participants firsthand detection experience, or by framing the task in a firstperson perspective (e.g., “Imagine that you are a doctor…”
vs. “Imagine a doctor…”). Similarly, DeLoache (2000)
found that young children’s ability to use materials as
symbolic representations was impaired after they were given
the chance to directly manipulate and play with them.
Findings such as these raise some serious cognitive and
pedagogical questions. For example, teachers are frequently
told of the benefits of using concrete examples in their
classes, and of making instruction engaging and relevant to
the students (e.g., Rivet & Krajcik, 2008). The empirical
research, however, suggests that the picture may be more
complex than that advice would suggest. Injudicious use of
contextualization and personalization in the classroom could
actually hurt students’ performance under some
circumstances, particularly if performance is measured in
terms of transfer to new situations. Furthermore, the fairly
broad scope of the factors that could count as
contextualization opens the possibility that seemingly subtle
differences in the way that an example is described or
introduced could have important consequences for learning.
In the current research, we investigate the possible effects of
these subtle kinds of contextualization.

Experiment
In the previous research discussed thus far, context has been
manipulated by directly altering perceptual or conceptual
aspects of the training task itself. In the current study, we
examined the effects of manipulating context less directly.
While the task itself, and even the introductory description
of the task, were identical between conditions, the preceding
introduction to the general content domain differed.
Specifically, one condition described information that was
expected both to be associated with more background
knowledge and to be more personally relevant and engaging
to the students.

Participants
144 students from a public middle school participated in this
study, as part of their regular class time in a General Science
course. The group included both 7th- and 8th-grade students
(n = 70 and 74, respectively) from six class periods. A little
more than a third of the students (n = 49) were part of the
school’s Accelerated Learning Program (ALPs), which is
composed of students passing a science achievement test.
The students were roughly evenly divided between males (n
= 68) and females (n = 76).

Materials and Design
Our experiment was conducted during the course of regular
class periods in a public middle school. Students first
completed a pretest, in which they read several brief
scenarios and decided whether each was an example of a
positive feedback system. The instructions for this test
included a brief definition of positive feedback, along with
an example. Students then read a short introduction to the
topic of polar melting. The wording of this introduction
varied between participants in terms of its contextual
richness (High Context vs. Low Context), and this variation
was the only difference between the experimental
conditions. All students then interacted with a computer
simulation of the behavior of the polar ice caps. Next,
students responded to an open-ended item, asking them to
write a short paragraph describing positive feedback
systems in general. Finally, the pretest feedback scenarios
were administered again as a posttest.
Pretest and Posttest. The pretest and posttest materials
were designed to assess students’ understanding of positive
feedback systems. The materials included eight brief
scenarios (averaging 48 words apiece), each describing a
real-world phenomenon.
Half of these scenarios
represented positive feedback systems and half did not. For
example, one scenario was the following:
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Economic inflation involves a complex set of
factors. Here is an example scenario. Minimum
wage is increased; therefore the cost of producing
goods increases; this causes a rise in the price of
the goods; this in turn increases the cost of living,

leading to a call for an increase in the minimum
wage.
Participants were then asked whether or not the
relationship between the relevant factors represented a
positive feedback system. Responses were given by
selecting one of the following options from a five-point
rating scale: Definitely not, Probably not, Don’t know,
Probably yes, and Definitely yes.
Identical items were given at pre-test and post-test.
However, in order to minimize any explicit memorization
and reference to previous answers, students were not
informed about the post-test until later in the experimental
session.

knowledge of, and personal relationship to, this specific
content. The remainder of the students (n = 69) read an
introduction describing the negative impact of global
warming on polar bear populations (the High Context
condition). We expected students to have fairly rich
existing knowledge about polar bears, and to have a greater
sense of personal relevance and identification with the
plight of the bears. The full texts of these introductions, as
well as the photographs accompanying each, are given in
Box 1.
Next, all students read a more specific introduction to icealbedo feedback effects:

Computer simulation. All students interacted with a
computer simulation demonstrating the effects of ice-albedo
feedback (a kind of positive feedback system) on the Earth’s
polar ice caps. Prior to interacting with the simulation, each
participant read a one-paragraph introduction to the topic of
polar melting resulting from global warming (see Box 1).
For roughly half of the students (n = 75), this introductory
paragraph described recent patterns of polar melting in the
Hudson Bay area (the Low Context condition). While this
introduction is directly relevant to the topic of the
simulation, it was expected to provide little in the way of
subjective context because of students’ limited background

Polar bears are in danger. Climate research now shows
that because of global warming, Canada’s Hudson Bay
sea-ice forms later in the winter, and is breaking up
earlier in the spring than in the past. This shortage of sea
ice leaves the population of polar bears there with more
time waiting for ice to form, and less time on the ice.
The less time they have on the ice, the less food they
have. Currently the polar bears have been off the ice
since July 15 and must rely on fat reserves which
they lose quickly. The longer they wait the more at-risk
they are of not being strong enough to hunt when
they can. If polar bears cannot hunt, they will not
survive.

This is a simulation of the polar ice caps. Heat
from the sun warms the earth, and can melt the ice.
One interesting thing about the polar caps is that
because ice is white, it REFLECTS much of the
sunlight, so it isn't absorbed. Because of this, when
some ice melts, less sunlight is reflected, so the
earth gets warmer, which makes even MORE ice
melt. On the other hand, when some water freezes,
more sunlight is reflected, making the earth cooler,
which can make even more water freeze.
This kind of system is called “positive
feedback.” Any change in the system (like water
freezing) tends to cause even more of that change
(like more water freezing).

Hudson Bay’s sea-ice in Canada takes a long time to
form during the colder months. It usually starts forming
in October, and has full ice-cover by December. The
bay’s sea ice-extent and thickness is studied to determine
the effects of global warming. “Ice-extent” is a
measurement of the area of the ocean where there is at
least some ice. Scientists say Hudson Bay’s ice extent in
the winter is much less than it used to be. One reason for
the lack of ice in the bay is the warmer temperatures in
the past twenty years. Given its size, history, and impact
on global climate patterns, Hudson Bay’s sea ice
processes will continue to be very important to study as
we struggle to understand global warming.

Box 1: Pre-simulation context materials. The photo and text on the left were given to those in the high context
condition; those on the right were given to the low context group.
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Results
Our analyses found reliable differences between the context
conditions in terms of ability to recognize positive feedback
systems in new situations. Responses on the pretest and
posttest were coded according to their proximity to the
correct end of the rating scale. For instance, if a scenario
actually reflected positive feedback behavior, a response of
Definitely yes would be coded as a 5, a response of
Definitely not would be coded as a 1, and a response of
Don’t know would be coded as a 3. These codings would be
reversed for scenarios that did not reflect positive feedback
(e.g., a response of Definitely yes would be coded as a 1).
For each student, we calculated an improvement score,
which was simply the sum of the posttest scores minus the
sum of the pretest scores. 11 of the 144 students were
dropped from the analysis because of items left blank during
one of the two tests.
We found reliable differences between the improvement
scores of the low and high context conditions (t(132) = 2.42,
p = .017). Specifically, those in the low context condition
improved reliably at posttest (M = 1.58, t(68) = 3.30, p =
.002), while those in the high context condition showed a
non-significant decrease in posttest performance (M = -.36,
t(63) = 0.55, n.s.). Because of the poor performance by
those in the high context group, there was no reliable
improvement when collapsing across all participants (M =
.65, t(132) = 1.59, p = .114). The superiority of the low
context group also held in a separate analysis of the eight
test items (t(7) = 2.47, p = .043).
This poor transfer performance did not appear to be the
result of less effective learning of the training example
itself. Students’ responses to the open-ended definition item
were coded on a scale from 0 to 5, based on a rubric
assessing their understanding of positive feedback. These
scores did not differ between the two groups (M = 1.99 and

2.11 for the low and high context conditions, respectively
(t(132) = 0.48, p = .63).
The effects of context condition also did not appear to
vary as a function of student ability. While the accelerated
(ALPS) students outperformed those in regular classes at
both pretest (t(132) = 6.99, t < .001) and posttest (t(132) =
6.43, t < .001), there were no differences between the
groups in terms of overall improvement or differences in
improvement between context conditions. Similarly, there
were no differences in the effects of condition on 7th vs. 8th
graders.
We also found evidence for a small but reliable bias in
students’ posttest responses, such that items at posttest were
more likely to be classified as examples of positive
feedback. To assess this bias, we coded each response
based on its proximity to the end of the rating scale labeled
Definitely yes, regardless of what the correct response for
that item should be (e.g., responses of Definitely yes were
coded as 5, responses of Definitely not were coded as 1).
Bias for each student was simply calculated as the sum these
scores at posttest minus the sum at pretest. Across all
participants, this value was reliably greater than zero (M =
.30, t(132) = 3.47, p < .001). The level of this bias did not
differ between the low (M = .22) and high (M = .39) context
conditions (t(132) = 0.99, p = .32).

Discussion
Individuals in the current study were adversely affected by
rich contextualization, even when that contextualization
occurred outside of the training example itself. All of the
students in our experiment interacted with identical
computer simulations, and the descriptions of both icealbedo effects and positive feedback systems more generally
were the same across conditions.
However, those
individuals who had previously read a contextually rich
general introduction to the issue of polar melting (involving
polar bears) showed reliably poorer transfer performance.
Specifically, while students who had read a less personally
relevant and engaging introduction had reliable posttest
gains in their ability to classify new cases as examples of
positive feedback, those in the high context condition
showed no gains at all.
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29.00

Test performance

Students then interacted with the ice-albedo simulation
itself (This was implemented in NetLogo, a software
package for developing agent-based simulations; Wilensky,
1999). Students were guided through the simulation with
very specific instructions, which were designed to highlight
the feedback effects. Additionally, these instructions
explicitly reiterated at multiple points that these effects were
a demonstration of positive feedback behavior, and why.
Box 2 provides a thorough description of the simulation and
instructions.
After the simulation, students were asked to define
positive feedback systems in their own words: “We would
like you to tell us what a positive feedback system is. Just
do your best to describe it in your own words. Please don’t
just write about the simulation you just saw. Instead, try to
write about positive feedback systems in general.” Students
had a full page to provide their answers, but there were no
instructions regarding the required length for this response.
Finally, all students completed the scenario classification
task again as a posttest.

28.00
27.00
26.00

Pretest

25.00

Posttest

24.00
23.00
22.00
Low context High context

Figure 1: Pretest and posttest classification results.

indicate reflected energy. The actual location of these dots is irrelevant for the
operation of the simulation itself, but they provide a way for students to
directly perceive the relative balance of reflected and absorbed energy in
different locations. Specifically, 80% of the dots on frozen areas show
reflectance (blue dots), compared with 20% of the dots on the water. When
active, this grid flashes on and off in one second increments.
Students were guided through the simulation via specific instructions, given
through popup messages. Initially, students were familiarized with the
operation of the system, first without the reflection grid, and then with.
Messages appeared at brief intervals reminding them of the relevant principles
of the system, such as:

The computer simulation displays a top-down view of a polar ice cap,
surrounded by water. The primary observable dynamics of the system involve
the size and shape of the ice surface, which is constantly changing. These
changes are a function of the temperature at each location on the earth, and
this temperature is affected by four different factors: cooling, diffusion,
sunlight, and albedo. First, there is a slow but constant net cooling of the
earth, reflecting the dissipation of heat into space. Similarly, there is a
constant diffusion of heat between adjacent areas of the earth, which serves to
“average out” the temperature in a given region. The most relevant factors for
the students, however, are sunlight and albedo. The earth is receiving a steady
flow of energy in the form of sunlight, which can be absorbed and can
increase an area’s temperature. However, not all of this energy is absorbed:
much of the light is reflected back into space. Furthermore, the amount of
light that is reflected depends on a given area’s albedo or reflectance.
Critically, ice has a much higher albedo than land or water, because of its
white color. In our simulation, ice only absorbs one quarter of the energy that
is absorbed by the surrounding water (20% vs. 80%, respectively). Because
of this, greater ice coverage results in lower overall warming. It is this factor
that produces the system’s feedback behavior. A decrease in ice coverage
results in more heat being absorbed, leading to even more melting, and so on.
Conversely, an increase in ice coverage causes the reflection of more light,
reducing the temperature and potentially causing even more water to freeze.
The simulation uses a grid of colored points to indicate each region’s
overall light reflectance and absorption (the “reflection grid”). Red dots
(darker in the image above) indicate absorbed energy, while blue dots (lighter)
Box 2: Ice-albedo computer simulation
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Right now, the system of ice, water and heat is pretty balanced,
and doesn't change much. One interesting thing about the polar caps
is that because ice is white, it REFLECTS much of the sunlight, so
that light isn't absorbed. Next, we will show you how much light is
being reflected by the ice and by the water. Red dots show light and
heat that are being ABSORBED by the earth. Blue dots show light
and heat that are being REFLECTED away from the earth.
Next, students were instructed to interact with the system in various ways.
For example, students were asked to select the button labeled “Melt” and to
click and drag a few lines through the ice. As they did so, the ice under the
cursor changed to water (with a temperature of 36° F). After a sufficient
amount of the ice had been melted in this way, the simulation resumed. At
this point, the reduced albedo led to a positive feedback loop in which
additional ice melted at an accelerating rate, until eventually all of the ice had
melted. At this point, students were told:
Notice how this is a POSITIVE FEEDBACK system. Melting some
of the ice tends to make MORE ice melt. This is because less
sunlight is being reflected, so more heat is absorbed.
Next, students used the simulation’s controls to observe the complementary
feedback effect, with greater ice coverage causing additional freezing. Again,
they were explicitly reminded afterward the way in which this reflected
positive feedback behavior.
Finally, students were able to freely interact with simulation for up to three
minutes. Additionally, at this point we added sliders that allowed students to
directly control the reflectance of ice and water in the simulation.
The complete simulation may be viewed and completed at:
http://cognitrn.psych.indiana.edu/albedo/albedo_F10_grid2.html

What accounts for these differences? One possible
explanation is that students in the high context condition
were simply distracted by the salient and emotionally
engaging introductory content. If so, this distraction may
have impaired their ability to attend to the subsequent task,
and therefore inhibited their learning about the simulation
itself. However, our data suggest that this is not the case.
When participants were asked to describe positive feedback
systems in their own words after the simulation, those in the
high context condition did just as well (and numerically
slightly better) than those in the low context group.
Instead, we would argue that the rich context provided by
the general introduction served to tie students’ knowledge
more tightly to this particular content area. Rather than
being able to construe the concepts underlying positive
feedback behavior independently, those students perceived
the ideas entirely in terms of this specific physical system:
abstract ideas of variable values, causation and mutual
influence were explicitly bound to the more particular
notions of heat and reflectance. They were therefore less
able to integrate those concepts with the content of new
examples involving, for example, economics or biology.
Our findings are somewhat counterintuitive. It seems like
a common sense truism that engaging examples are superior
for instruction. However, previous research has confirmed
that there can be a considerable disconnect between which
factors learners (and instructors) believe best support
learning and those factors that actually do (e.g., Kornell &
Bjork, 2008). Just because students are more attentive to
engaging examples and enjoy them more does not in itself
indicate that they will lead to generalizable knowledge.
Of course, our study examined the use of supporting
context that was extraneous to the principle to be learned.
While the plight of polar bears is very much related to polar
melting, it plays no causal role in the underlying feedback
system itself (see Greeno, 2009). We would argue that such
extraneous content is very much a relevant issue for
classroom instruction, however. In the interest of making
materials accessible and holding students’ attention,
teachers are likely to couch examples in whatever salient
context may be available—for example, grounding a
discussion of probabilities in terms of LeBron James
shooting free throws.
More subtle cases of
contextualization—such as those in the current experiment,
which were not directly involved or mentioned in the
example itself—are likely to be even more common.
The current research adds to our understanding of the role
of context and specific content in learning from instructional
examples, and provides a striking example of just how
broadly the definition of “context” may extend.
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Abstract
Kotovsky and Gentner (1996) showed that presenting
progressively aligned examples helped children discover
relational similarities: Comparisons based on initially
concrete and highly similar, but progressively more abstract
exemplars helped the discovery of higher-order relational
similarities. We investigated whether progressive alignment
can aid learning of relational categories with either a
deterministic (in which one relation reliably predicts category
membership) or a probabilistic structure (in which each
relation predicts category membership with 75% reliability).
Progressive alignment helped participants learn relational
categories with the deterministic structure. However,
progressive alignment did not help participants learn the
probabilistic relational categories. The results show that
learning relational categories with a deterministic structure
can be improved by progressive alignment, consistent with
previous findings (e.g., Kotovsky & Gentner, 1996), but also
support previous findings suggesting that relational categories
are represented as a schemas, which are learned by a process
of intersection discovery that fails catastrophically with
probabilistic category structures (Jung & Hummel, 2009;
Kittur et al., 2004, 2006).
Key words: Relational category learning; relational
invariants; probabilistic category structure; deterministic
category structure; progressive alignment

One of the most generally accepted assumptions in the study
of concepts, categories and category learning is that we
represent categories in terms of their exemplars’ features
and that the process of category learning is a process of
learning which features are diagnostic of category
membership. Likewise, the process of assigning an
exemplar to a category is a process of comparing the
exemplars’ features to those of the category (represented
either in terms of a prototype or as a collection of known
exemplars). This account of category learning provides a
natural basis for understanding the family resemblance
structure of our concepts and categories: The idea, first
proposed by Wittgenstein (1956) and subsequently
supported by numerous experiments in cognitive
psychology (for a review see Murphy, 2002), that, like the
members of a family, the various members of a category
tend to have many features in common with one another, but
that there need not be any necessary or sufficient features
for category membership. Feature-based theories of

categorization also provide a natural account of the wellknown prototype effects in categorization (e.g., the fact that
an exemplar is judged to be a “good” member of a category
to the extent that it shares many features with the prototype
of the category; see Murphy, 2002).
Another widely held view is that this feature-based
account of concepts and categories, for all its successes as
an account of prototype effects, fails to provide a complete
account of the richness and power of our conceptual
structures. As pointed out by Gentner (1983), Barsalou
(1993), Murphy and Medin (1985) and others, our
knowledge of the interrelations among an object’s
“features” (e.g., that birds tend to fly and tend to nest in
trees, but that not all do, and that only those that fly also
nest in trees) and our ability to reason flexibly with our
concepts (e.g., inferring that a man who jumps fully-clothed
into a pool at a party is probably drunk; Murphy & Medin,
1985) seem to demand explanation in terms of more
sophisticated conceptual structures, such as schemas and
theories. The primary factor distinguishing schemas and
theories from lists of features is that the former, but not the
latter, represent relations explicitly: Whereas a feature list
can specify that a bird “can fly” or “lives in trees”, relational
representations are required to specify that the ability to fly
enables a bird to nest in trees. More generally, the
schema/theory based view of concepts fares better as an
account of the relations between our concepts and the larger
theoretical structures in which they are embedded: We
understand the relations, not just between the properties of
various objects (e.g., the fact that a bird flies is what allows
it to nest in trees), but between concepts and other concepts
(e.g., that an interaction is when the effect of one variable
depends on the value of another).
Moreover, some concepts and categories appear to be
largely if not entirely relational in nature. For example, the
category conduit is defined by a relation between the
conduit and the thing it carries; barrier is defined by the
relation between the barrier, the thing to which it blocks
access and the thing deprived of that access; and even the
category mother is defined by a relation between the mother
and her child. Relational categories may be more the rule
than the exception: As reported by Asmuth and Gentner
(2005), informal ratings of the 100 highest-frequency nouns
in the British National Corpus revealed that about half refer
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to relational concepts. The distinction between relational
and feature-based categories need not pose a problem for the
study of category learning and concept acquisition as long
as relational and featural categories are learned in similar
ways. But if they are learned in different ways, then little or
nothing we know about the acquisition of feature-based
categories necessarily need apply to the case of relational
concepts and categories.
For example, Kittur, Hummel and Holyoak (2004;
Kittur, Holyoak & Hummel, 2006) noticed that prototype
effects had always been reported in experiments using
categories defined by their exemplars’ features. (For
example, in an experiment using fictional “bugs” as stimuli,
categories might be distinguished by features such as the
shapes of a bug’s head, wings, body and tail.) Kittur and
colleagues wondered whether such effects would also be
observed in categories defined, not by the exemplars’
features, but by the relations among those features. To their
surprise, they found that, rather than demonstrating
prototype effects, people have great difficulty even learning
relational categories with a probabilistic (i.e., family
resemblance) structure in the first place.
They interpreted their findings in terms of people
attempting to learn relational categories using a process akin
to schema induction (e.g., Hummel & Holyoak, 2003).
Specifically, Kittur et al. (2004) reasoned that if a relational
category is represented as a schema, as has been proposed
by others (e.g., Barsalous, 1993; Gentner, 1983; Holland,
Holyoak, Nisbett, & Thagard, 1986; Keil, 1989; Murphy &
Medin, 1985; Ross & Spalding, 1994), and if schemas are
learned by a process of intersection discovery, in which a
schema is learned from examples by keeping what the
examples have in common and disregarding details on
which they differ (as proposed by Hummel and Holyoak,
2003; see also Doumas, Hummel, and Sandhofer, 2008),
then learning probabilistic relational categories ought to be
extremely difficult because the intersection of the examples
is the empty set (i.e., there is no single relation shared by all
category members). More recently, Jung and Hummel
(2009) replicated and extended the findings of Kittur et al.,
providing additional evidence that relational categories are
indeed learned by a process of schema induction, and that
this algorithm makes it very difficult for people to learn
relational categories with a probabilistic (i.e., family
resemblance) structure.
One potential alternative explanation for the findings of
Kittur et al. (2004, 2006) and Jung and Hummel (2009) is
that probabilistic relational categories are simply harder to
learn than other kinds of categories, not that they rely on a
qualitatively different learning algorithm than, say, featurebased category learning (e.g., schema induction in the
relational case vs. simple associative learning in the featurebased case): That is, perhaps relational categories are simply
harder to learn than feature-based categories, probabilistic
categories are harder to learn than deterministic categories
and these two sources of difficulty interact to push
probabilistic relational categories over some kind of internal

threshold, rendering them very hard for some to learn and
impossible for others.
Various aspects of the Kittur et al. and Jung and
Hummel findings are inconsistent with this interpretation.
For example, in the data of Kittur et al. (2004), deterministic
relational categories were not reliably more difficult to learn
than feature-based categories. Indeed, Tomlinson and Love
(2010) showed that, under some circumstances, relational
categories can be much easier to learn than featural ones. In
addition, Kittur et al. (2006) performed an ideal observer
analysis on their category learning tasks and showed that
human efficiency (i.e., human performance divided by ideal
performance) is markedly lower in the probabilistic
relational condition than in all three other conditions,
suggesting that the performance difference in this condition
is a function of human cognition, not the relational category
learning task itself. Finally, Jung and Hummel (2009) were
able to find a condition under which probabilistic relational
category learning is not especially difficult (i.e., the “who’s
winning” task), suggesting that there is likely something
“special” about the probabilistic relational category learning
task. Nonetheless, additional evidence that probabilistic
relational category learning is qualitatively different from
both deterministic relational category learning and
probabilistic feature-based category learning—especially
evidence from a qualitatively different learning paradigm—
would contribute both to our confidence that the difference
is real and to our understanding of the nature of that
difference.
If it turns out that probabilistic relational category
learning is quantitatively different (e.g., more difficult) but
qualitatively similar to deterministic relational category
learning (i.e., in the sense that the same learning algorithm
works for both), then interventions that aid deterministic
relational category learning ought also to aid probabilistic
relational category learning. By contrast if the learning
algorithm that leads to successful deterministic relational
category learning fails catastrophically in the case of
probabilistic relational categories (as predicted by the
schema induction-based account), then even interventions
that facilitate the acquisition of deterministic relational
concepts should be powerless to facilitate probabilistic
relational concept acquisition.
One intervention that has been shown to facilitate the
acquisition of deterministic relational concepts is
progressive alignment (Kotovsky & Gentner, 1996).
Progressive alignment is a training paradigm under which
easy examples of a relational concept are presented earlier
than harder examples of that concept, so that learning of the
easy examples can bootstrap the acquisition of the harder
ones. In the case of Kotovsky and Gentner, the learners
were children and the relational concepts to be acquired
were symmetry (e.g., little, big, little or light, dark, light)
and monotonic increase (e.g., little, big, bigger or light,
dark, darker). Kotovsky and Gentner trained children on
these concepts using a matching task in which a sample
stimulus was shown at the top of a display and two
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alternatives were shown at the bottom (see Figure 1). The
child’s task was to indicate which alternative matched the
sample. Some of the trials were “easy” in the sense that
featural information supported making the right relational
choice (e.g., matching little, big, little in the context of
squares onto little, big, little circles vs. little, big, bigger
circles) whereas others were more difficult, requiring
children to make a cross-dimensional match (e.g., matching
little, big, little squares onto light, dark, light circles vs.
light, dark, darker circles). When Kotovsky and Gentner
trained the children on this task with randomly-ordered
trials, the youngest children (4-year-olds) could not learn the
task. But when the trials were progressively aligned, so that
the easy trials came first and the more difficult crossdimensional trials came later, then the 4-year-olds were able
to master the task. Kotovsky and Gentner concluded that
this procedure facilitated the learning of relational concepts
by allowing the earlier trials to take advantage of featural
support of correct responding and later trials to take
advantage of generalization from the earlier trials.

Figure 1. Example of Kotovsky and Gentner (1996) stimuli
To the extent that probabilistic relational category
learning is simply harder than deterministic relational
category learning (rather than being fundamentally
incompatible with the learning algorithm that supports
relational concept acquisition), then progressive alignment
would be expected to facilitate both deterministic and
probabilistic relational category learning. But to the extent
that schema induction (or something akin to it) is invoked in
response to all relational learning tasks and succeeds with
deterministic concepts but fails catastrophically with
probabilistic ones, then progressive alignment would be
expected to facilitate deterministic relational concept
acquisition but fail to facilitate probabilistic relational
concept acquisition. It is this hypothesis that the current
experiment was designed to test.
An additional purpose of the current experiment is to
replicate the basic difficulty-of-probabilistic-relationalcategory learning effect with new stimulus materials. Kittur
et al. (2004, 2006) used stimuli composed of octagons and
squares, and Jung and Hummel (2009) used stimuli
composed of circles and squares. The current experiment
used fictional “bugs” as stimuli (Figure 2). The prototype of
species A had a head that was wider and darker than its

body, wings that were longer than its body and antennae
longer than its tails. The prototypical B had the opposite
relations: a head narrower and lighter than its body, wings
shorter than its body and antennae shorter than its tails. In
the probabilistic condition, any exemplar of A or B shared
three relations with its own prototype and one with the
prototype of the opposite category. In other words, the
formal probabilistic category structures used are isomorphic
with those used by Kittur et al. and Jung and Hummel. In
the deterministic condition, one relation (counterbalanced)
was rendered deterministically diagnostic of category
membership simply by removing all exemplars containing
the exception value of that relation.
The general procedure of the experiment involved first
training subjects on the two bug species using a match-tosample task like (but not identical to) that of Kotovsky and
Gentner (1996): Three bugs were presented in a triangular
pattern on the screen (either two from category A and one
from B or vice versa) and the subject’s task was to choose
(with a mouse click) the odd man out (i.e., the B among As
or the A among Bs). As elaborated below, the exemplars of
a category could be more or less similar to members of their
own or the opposite category as a function of how many
relations they shared. “Easy” trials were those in which the
same-category exemplars shared many relations with one
another and few with the opposite-category member; “hard”
trials had fewer shared relations within-category and/or
more shared relations between categories. In the
progressively aligned condition, easier trials were presented
first, followed by progressively more difficult trials. In the
not progressively aligned condition, trials were presented in
a random order. The deterministic vs. probabilistic variable
was crossed orthogonally with aligned vs. nonaligned,
resulting in a two-by-two between subjects design. To the
extent that deterministic relational category learning is
categorically similar to probabilistic relational category
learning, progressive alignment should be expected to
facilitate both; but to the extent that they are qualitatively
different, progressive alignment is expected to facilitate the
former but not the latter.

Figure 2. Example stimuli (prototype A and B, respectively)

Method
Participants. A total of 49 subjects, randomly assigned to
conditions, participated in the study for course credit.
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Materials. Stimuli were line drawings of fictional bugs. The
bugs vary in the size and darkness of their heads, the length,
width and darkness of their bodies, and the lengths of their
wings, antennae and tails. The prototype of category A is
defined as [1,1,1,1] and the prototype of B is defined as
[0,0,0,0], where [1,1,1,1] represents head wider than body,
head darker than body, wings longer than body, and
antennae longer than tails, and [0,0,0,0] represents head
narrower than body, head lighter than body, wings shorter
than body, and antennae shorter than tails. Exemplars of
each category were made by switching the value of one
relation in the prototype (e.g., category A exemplar [1,0,1,1]
would have head larger body, head lighter body, wings
longer body, and antennae longer tails). Metric values of
head and body size and darkness, and of tail, antennae and
wing lengths were chosen randomly to conform to the
necessary relative values, rendering specific feature values
(e.g., exact head width or darkness) undiagnostic of
category membership (e.g., two instances of exemplar
[1,1,1,0] would both have heads wider than their bodies, but
would differ in their exact head and body widths).

12 difficulty 3 and 21 difficulty 4). Those in the
deterministic condition received 42 study trials (12
difficulty 1, 12 difficulty 2, 6 difficulty 3 and 12 difficulty
4). The number of study trials differed between the
probabilistic and deterministic conditions because we made
the deterministic condition by removing one exemplar from
each category (counterbalanced across subjects), rendering
one relation deterministically-related to category
membership. Study trials in the progressively aligned
condition were presented in order of difficulty, with
difficulty 1 trials presented first and difficulty 4 last. Study
trials in the nonaligned condition were presented in a
completely random order.
Transfer phase—Following training, participants in the
probabilistic condition were given 33 transfer trials (12 of
difficulty 3 and 21 of difficulty 4) in a random order.
Participants in the deterministic condition were given 18
transfer trials (6 of difficulty 3 and 12 of difficulty 4) in a
random order. No feedback was given during the transfer
phase.

Results
Design. The experiment used a 2 (category structure:
probabilistic vs. deterministic) X 2 (presentation order:
aligned vs. nonaligned) between-subjects design.
Procedure. All trials used a triads choice task in which the
subject was presented with two members of one category
along with one member of the other and their task was to
indicate which bug belonged to the odd category (i.e., the A
among Bs or the B among As). Participants responded by
mouse-clicking on the odd bug out and responses were
followed by feedback showing the correct response. Triads
differed in their difficulty, defined in terms of the number of
shared relations between the same- and different-category
exemplars. The easiest trials involved three within-category
shared relations and either zero or one between-category
shared relations. For example, the two within-category
exemplars might be [1,1,1,1] and [1,1,1,0] (both members of
A) and the remaining (category B) exemplar would be
[0,0,0,0] (which shares one relation with the second member
of A and zero with the first). We denote these trials as
difficulty 1 (where difficulty = 4 – (shared-within-category
– shared-between-category)). Difficulty 2 trials presented
three within-category shared relations and one or two
between-category shared relations (e.g., [1, 1, 1, 1], [1, 1, 0,
1] and [0, 0, 0, 1]). Difficulty 3 trials presented two withincategory shared relations one between-category shared
relations (e.g., [1, 1, 0, 1], [0, 1, 1, 1], and [0, 0, 0, 0]). The
most difficult trials, difficulty 4, presented two withincategory shared relations and two between-category shared
relations (e.g., [1, 1, 0, 1], [1, 1, 1, 0], and [0, 0, 0, 1]). Note
that in this most difficult case, within- and between-category
exemplars are equally similar.
Study phase—Participants in the probabilistic condition
were given 73 study trials (16 difficulty 1, 24 difficulty 2,

Accuracy. Our primary interest was accuracy on the
transfer trials. A 2 (probabilistic vs. deterministic) X 2
(aligned vs. nonaligned) X 2 (study vs. transfer) betweensubjects ANOVA revealed main effects of both progressive
alignment and category structure (Figure 3). There was a
significant difference between aligned and nonaligned [F (1,
90) = 12.641, MSE = 0.205, p < 0.01] such that participants
in the aligned condition (M = 0.741, SD = 0.233) showed
more accurate transfer than participants in the nonaligned
condition (M = 0.616, SD = 0.238). There was also a main
effect of category structure [F (1, 90) = 110.363, MSE =
1.79, p < 0.001]. Participants in the deterministic condition
(M = 0.844, SD = 0.219) transferred more accurately than
those in the probabilistic condition (M = 0.5, SD = 0.081).
In addition, there was a reliable interaction between
progressive alignment and category structure [F (1, 90) =
8.571, MSE = 0.139, p < 0.01], indicating that progressive
alignment improved accuracy in the deterministic condition,
but not in the probabilistic condition. More interestingly,
there was a reliable interaction between category condition
and phase (i.e., study/transfer) [F (1, 90) = 6.451, MSE =
0.105, p < 0.05], indicating that for participants in the
deterministic/progressive condition performance on the
transfer trials (M = 0.937, SD = 0.102) was reliably more
accurate than mean performance on the study trials (M =
0.852, SD = 0.086), [t(13) = 2.570, std. err. mean = 0.033, p
<
0.05],
whereas,
for
participants
in
the
deterministic/random condition, performance on the transfer
trials (M = 0.736, SD = 0.271) was no better than mean
performance on the study trials (M = 0.718, SD = 0.129),
[t(11) = 0.264, std. err. mean = 0.069, p = 0.797].
Progressive alignment did not improve participants’
learning in the probabilistic condition. Rather, participants
in the probabilistic condition performed reliably less
accurately during transfer than during training in both the
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aligned [training: M = 0.581, SD = 0.066, transfer: M =
0.514, SD = 0.079)], [t(10) = -3.173, std. err. mean = 0.029,
p < 0.05] and nonaligned conditions [training: M = 0.578,
SD = 0.069, transfer: M = 0.485, SD = 0.085), [t(11) = 2.559, std. err. mean = 0.026, p < 0.05]. That is, as predicted
by the account that relational category structures are learned
by a process of intersection discovery, progressive
alignment was helpful for learning deterministic relational
structures but not for learning probabilistic relational
structures. That performance in the probabilistic condition
was above chance during study suggests that subjects were
learning something in this condition (e.g., it is possible to
perform at 75% accuracy by focusing on a single relation),
but the fact that this performance dropped back to chance
during transfer suggests in the least that this learning was
not very robust.
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The current experiment provided additional support for
this intersection discovery hypothesis. Our findings
demonstrated that progressive alignment—a training regime
that presents easy examples of a relational concept early in
training, followed only later by more difficult examples
(Kotovsky & Gentner, 1996)—facilitates learning of
relational categories with a deterministic structure (in which
one relation reliably predicts category membership) but
does not facilitate learning relational categories with a
family resemblance structure. This result suggests that the
failure of intersection discovery in the face of probabilistic
category structures is too catastrophic even to be
ameliorated with a learning regime known to aid relational
learning.
These findings contribute to the growing literature
suggesting that feature- and relation-based categories may
be learned in qualitatively different ways. Whereas featurebased categories can be learned in an associative manner
that simply tabulates the frequency with which features and
category labels co-occur—an algorithm that naturally
tolerates family resemblance category structures—relational
categories appear to demand learning in a qualitatively
different way (Hummel & Holyoak, 1997, 2003). Whatever
algorithm supports relational concept acquisition (whether
intersection discovery or something else) is more powerful
than association learning in the sense that (unlike
associative learning) it can operate on relational structures at
all (see Hummel, 2010, for a discussion of the differences
between associative and relational learning). But it is
weaker than associative learning in the sense that, unlike
associative learning, it is too "brittle" to tolerate family
resemblance structures.
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Abstract
After asking participants to propose analogies favoring a zerodeficit policy, Blanchette and Dunbar (2000) obtained a high
proportion of base analogs lacking superficial similarities with
the target, thus questioning the validity of a long experimental
tradition demonstrating their centrality on retrieval. Through
the use of culturally shared bases, we overcame two limitations
in their study that preclude interpreting their results as
evidence for superficially unconstrained retrieval: 1) a lack of
discrimination between retrieved and invented bases, and 2)
an assessment of the effect of superficial similarity based on
counting superficially similar vs. superficially dissimilar bases,
which disregards the number of available analogs of each kind.
Our participants had to propose analogies that could be used to
dissuade a person from pursuing certain objective. A movie
seen in natural contexts could serve such a purpose. Whereas
half of the participants had to retrieve it out of a superficially
similar target, the other half had to retrieve it out of a
superficially dissimilar target. In line with traditional findings,
retrieval of superficially dissimilar sources was scarce and much
lower than retrieval of sources maintaining such similarities.
Results call into doubt the hypothesis that in natural settings
analogical retrieval is less constrained by superficial similarity.
Keywords: analogy; retrieval; similarity

Introduction
Analogical reasoning plays a central role in activities as
diverse as problem solving, decision making, and
argumentation (Gentner, Holyoak, & Kokinov, 2001). The
essence of analogy lies in acknowledging that two situations–
more or less similar in appearance–can be considered
comparable at a more abstract level of description (Gentner,
1983; Holyoak, 1984). Mapping is the mechanism of
aligning elements (e.g., predicates and objects) that play
similar roles in the compared situations (Gentner, 1989;
Holyoak, 1984). Frequently, the established correspondences
allow the transfer of knowledge from a better known
situation (base analog: BA) to a less understood situation
(target analog: TA) via inference generation. This subprocess
entails the projection of source elements that are not initially

present in the target, but can be hypothetically postulated in
accordance with the correspondences provided by the
mapping process (Gentner, 1989; Holyoak, Novick, &
Melz, 1994).
Analogies vary in the extent to which the base elements
maintain intrinsic similarities with corresponding elements
in the target. Consider a situation in which a bussinessman,
who was dating a beautiful lady, introduced her at a
company’s party to show her off, with the consequence that
several of his employees spent hours trying to seduce her.
This situation could be considered, in certain level of
abstraction, analogous to another situation in which a
professor, who had a pretty daughter, appeared with her at
an university concert to brag about her, after which some of
his students spent months attempting to invite her out.
When two situations share an identical system of relations
(in this example, somebody exhibits a close woman to boast
about her beauty with the consequence that others tried to
win her heart), they are said to maintain structural
similarities (Gentner, 1989). As it occurs in this analogy, if
target elements (i.e., objects, object attributes and relations)
are intrinsically similar to their corresponding elements in
the base (e.g., girlfriend ↔ daughter, beautiful ↔ pretty,
introduce ↔ appear with), the compared situations are also
said to maintain superficial similarities (Gentner, 1989).
The following situation, although structurally similar to the
first one, does not maintain superficial similarities with it:
“Robbie, who got a new soccer ball, brought it for a match at
his club in order to share it, but some of his friends tried hard
to steal it from him”. Even though this situation shares with
the base story a system of relations (i.e., a person exposes
something desirable, with the result that others attempt to
possess it), its elements are less similar to the corresponding
base elements than in the previous case (e.g., girlfriend ↔
soccer ball, beautiful ↔ new, show off ↔ share).
The process of retrieving BAs from long term memory
(LTM) has received a great deal of attention within analogy
research, as it is considered one of the most critical
components of knowledge transfer (Gentner et al., 2009).
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A number of experimental studies have demonstrated that
the retrieval of BAs is highly dependent on the degree of
superficial similarities maintained with the TA (e.g.,
Catrambone, 2002; Clement, 1994; Gentner, Rattermann, &
Forbus, 1993; Holyoak & Koh, 1987: Keane, 1987; Ross,
1987; Spencer & Weisberg, 1987): Whereas retrieval of
superficially dissimilar BAs rarely reaches 20% of the trials,
superficially similar BAs are retrieved in more than 60% of
the cases. The procedure followed in these studies, as in
most memory research, consists of two distinct phases:
Whereas in the first phase participants are presented with a
series of BAs for study, during the second phase–on
occasions contextually separated from the first one–
participants receive the TAs framed in activities for which
retrieving the BAs could be potentially useful, and
experimenters assess to what extent the work with such TAs
elicits retrieval of the critical BAs. Blanchette and Dunbar
(2000) named this procedure the reception paradigm, as the
BAs that participants are expected to retrieve are previously
presented by the experimenters.
Using an alternative procedure, Blanchette and Dunbar
(2000) obtained results that were interpreted as challenging
the agreed upon centrality of superficial similarities on
retrieval. After apprising participants of the consequences of
large-scale public debts, the authors asked them to propose
analogies that could be used to gather support for a zerodeficit program–including massive cuts in social services–,
alleging that future cuts would otherwise be more dramatic.
Blanchette and Dunbar named this procedure the production
paradigm, on the grounds that participants had to retrieve
their own BAs during the analogical persuasion task. The fact
that in 80% of the analogies the BAs employed by
participants did not maintain high degrees of superficial
similarities with the TA led the authors to conclude that when
meaningful target tasks are used, the retrieval of naturally
encoded BAs is not constrained by superficial similarities.
Dunbar (2001) proposed that the inconsistency between the
reception and the production paradigms could be explained
in terms of the different types of encoding they promote. As
opposed to the shallow encoding induced by the tasks and
materials used in most experimental situations (i.e.,
reception paradigm), both the encoding of BAs in natural
settings and the task of generating persuasive analogies for a
meaningful TA aid the highlighting of their structural
features. As BAs and TAs are encoded in structural terms,
retrieval of BAs from memory does not require superficial
similarities. This way, Blanchette and Dunbar’s results
called into question both the ecological validity of more than
two decades of experimental research, and the adequacy of
the computational models developed to reproduce the
observed centrality of superficial similarities in retrieval
(e.g., MAC/FAC, Forbus, Gentner, & Law, 1994; ARCS,
Thagard, Holyoak, Nelson, & Gochfeld, 1990; LISA,
Hummel & Holyoak, 1997).
In our opinion, however, neither the interpretation that
Blanchette and Dunbar (2000) gave to their data nor the
conclusions they derived from their results are fully justified.

A first limitation–related to the interpretation the authors gave
to their data–resides in not implementing any means of
distinguishing instances of analogical retrieval from instances
of analogy fabrication (i.e., ad hoc invention of BAs). One
possible way of overcoming the fabrication problem could
consist, as in Gentner et al. (2009), of asking participants to
state the source of the reported BAs, and having judges
determine the authenticity of such episodes. However, as
opposed to the highly trackable BAs proposed by participants
in the Gentner et al. (2009) study (e.g., past-experience
negotiation episodes), the extreme diversity of the sources
elicited by the zero-deficit TA makes it difficult to decide
about their origin, pushing judges’ reliability to the limits of
acceptability (see Trench, Oberholzer, & Minervino, 2009).
A more stringent way of excluding invented BAs from the
data analysis, as implemented in the present study, would
consist in presenting targets that are analogous to culturally
shared BAs, and restricting the analysis to whether or not
these known BAs came to participants’ minds while
generating analogies for the presented targets. In this way, if
a participant offers a complete and faithful description of,
say, the twin towers episode, there would be no doubt that
such episode has been retrieved from LTM, given the fact
that it is highly unlikely that a person invents an episode
identical to the one we all know.
A second shortcoming of Blanchette and Dunbar’s (2000)
study–related in this case to the conclusions they derived
from their data–, concerns the fact that even if an effective
way of excluding invented BAs were implemented, the
observed prevalence of superficially dissimilar BAs among
participants’ proposals should not be readily taken as
evidence that naturalistic retrieval in not constrained by
superficial similarities. Such interpretation, just as in the
well known ratio bias, implies disregarding the amounts of
superficially similar and superficially dissimilar BAs
available in LTM, and therefore the proportions that the
retrieved BAs represent. A proper assessment of the role
played by superficial similarities during naturalistic retrieval
should be based upon calculating the likelihood of retrieving
superficially similar BAs from LTM, and comparing it
against the probability of retrieving superficially dissimilar
BAs. In turn, calculation of each of the above probabilities
requires considering not only the successful cases of retrieval,
but also those cases in which potential BAs failed to be
retrieved, so as to obtain the quotient between the number of
retrieved BAs and the number of all available BAs (i.e., p =
retrieved cases/available cases). As available BAs for the
zero-deficit are highly idiosyncratic, it seems difficult to
implement an effective way of detecting them in the context
of the production paradigm implemented by Blanchette and
Dunbar (see Trench et al., 2009). Just as in the case of the
retrieval/fabrication indeterminacy, a possible way of
adapting Blanchette and Dunbar’s (2000) procedure to
circumvent the problem of not knowing in which cases a
naturally encoded BA failed to be retrieved would consist of
selecting a small number of culturally shared episodes,
whose availability in participants’ LTM could be verified.
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Experiment
In order to investigate to what extent naturalistic analogical
retrieval is constrained by superficial similarities we carried
out an experimental adaptation of the production paradigm
that, while preserving the central features of the Blanchette
and Dunbar (2000) procedure (i.e., assessing the retrieval of
naturally encoded BAs during an argumentation task), affords
overcoming the indicated shortcomings.
To that purpose we extracted the central episodes of four
movies, in which the main character performed an action
that ended up yielding negative results. Out of each BA we
derived two structurally similar TAs in which the main
character was planning to carry out an action that could
engender negative consequences similar to those of the BA
(whereas one of the two TAs maintained superficial
similarities with the BA, the other did not). After reading
one of the two TAs, participants were asked to generate
analogies that could be used to dissuade the main character
from performing the intended action, on the grounds that
such action could end up bringing negative consequences.
As we restricted the data analysis to the retrieval of the
specific culturally shared BAs from which the TAs were
derived, we were able to avoid the problem of not
distinguishing between fabricated and retrieved BAs. At the
same time, the employment of this kind of BAs allowed us
to identify the cases in which a BA was available but not
retrieved, making it possible to calculate (and ultimately
compare) the likelihoods of retrieving superficially similar
and superficially dissimilar BAs as quotients between the
number of retrieved BAs and the number of available BAs.
The employment of an experimental design allowed us to
control for extraneous variables (e.g, that both TAs satisfy
the restrictions of one-to-one correspondences and parallel
connectivity to the same extent), something that is not
possible in a non experimental implementation of the
production paradigm, where natural comparable BAs which
differ in similarity may also differ in other respects (see
Trench et al., 2009).

Method
Participants and Design. A total of 372 students at
Universidad Nacional del Comahue, Argentina, volunteered
to take part in the experiment. The final sample consisted of
160 participants who demonstrated, through questionnaires
presented after the analogy generation task, that: 1) they
knew the critical BA, and 2) they were able to make the
analogy between such BA and the TA. The degree of
superficial similarity between each BA and its two
corresponding TAs (high or low) received between-subjects
manipulation. Out of the 40 participants that had seen the
selected movie (one of the four employed) whose retrieval
was being evaluated, half received a TA that maintained
superficial similarities with the BA, and the other half
received a TA that did not maintain such similarities with it.
The dependent variable was the number of participants that
retrieved the BA during the analogy generation phase.

Materials and Procedure. BAs consisted of the central
episodes from “Spiderman”, “Shrek”, “Jurassic Park”, and
“The Secret in Their Eyes”. For example, in Jurassic Park a
millonaire has cloned dinosaurs from the Jurassic Period out
of fossil DNA taken from a mosquito. Despite receiving
expert advice about the impossibility of exerting total control
over biological phenomena, the millionaire insists on opening
a park to exhibit the dinosaurs to the public. Finally, dinosaurs
break the security system of the park, and attack humans.
Superficially similar TAs were generated substituing base
objects and relations with similar ones. For instance, the
superficially similar TA of “Jurassic Park” stated that a
bussinessman had replicated pleistocene mammoths out of a
frozen embryo found in a glacier. The TA ended up stating
that the bussinessman persevered with his idea of
inaugurating a zoo to expose mammoths to visitors. The
participants’ task consisted of dissuading the main character
from pursuing the project, warning him that as animal
behaviours are not completely manageable, mammoths
could destroy the zoo cages, thus endangering people.
Superficially dissimilar TAs were derived substituing base
objects and relations with objects and relations less similar
than in the above example. Continuing with the Jurassic
Park set, the superficially dissimilar TA stated that an
astrophysicist was imitating Martian storms out of digital
images captured by a space probe. The TA ended up stating
that the astrophysicist was planning to let his colleagues
enter the experimental zone in order to study these storms.
Participants had to dissuade the main character from
pursuing his plan, explaining to him that, as extraterrestrial
climatic phenomena are not well known, they could exert
negative effects on his colleagues. In both conditions, the
instructions enforced participants to recall known stories or
situations that could be used as analogs to support the
predicted outcome. The complete texts corresponding to the
TAs derived from “The Secret in their Eyes” are shown in
Table 1. In order to gather an independent measure of the
effectiveness of our manipulation, we asked a separate
group of 40 participants to assign similarity scores to pairs
of concepts consisting of base concepts and their replacing
concepts in the two TAs (e.g., dinosaur-mammoth vs.
dinosaur-storm). Within each of the four sets of stories, the
mean similarity scores received by the superficially dissimilar
pairings were lower than those received by superficially
similar ones. Due to the lack of enough space, the obtained
data and their statistical analyses are not displayed.
Participants received a booklet with the materials and tasks.
The first two pages of such booklet consisted of instructions
on the use of analogy in persuasion, together with two
examples in which the BAs were real stories (one of them
superficially similar to its TA and the other one dissimilar),
and two examples in which the BAs were fictional stories
(again, one of them superficially similar to its TA and the
other one dissimilar). This way, we tried to avoid biasing
memory search neither in favour of fictional vs. real BAs,
nor in favour of superficially similar vs. superficially
dissimilar ones.
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Table 1: An example of a natural base analog and its derived target analogs.

BA: “The Secret in their Eyes”

Superficially similar TA

Superficially dissimilar TA

Some time ago a murderer killed
Ricardo’s wife.

Some time ago an assailant lamed
Sonia’s father.

Some time ago Romania defrauded the
Government of Bulgaria.

A US Marshal said to Ricardo that
the murderer would be in jail for life.

A State’s Attorney told Sonia that the
assailant would be in prison for 25
years.

A UN diplomat assured Bulgaria that
Romania would be kept under a trade
embargo for 10 years.

However, due to irregular
procedures, the murderer was set free
soon afterwards.

However, due to non-official
mechanisms, the assailant was released
soon afterwards.

However, due to complex negotiations
the embargo on Romania was lifted soon
afterwards.

Since then, Ricardo’s only obsession
was having the murderer serve the
original sentence.

Since then, Sonia’s sole preoccupation
is having the assailant fulfill the
prestablished penalty.

Since then, Bulgaria’s main interest is
having Romania undergo the stipulated
restriction.

For years, Ricardo has locked the
murderer himself.

Sonia is planning to shut the assailant
by herself.

Bulgaria is planning to boycott Romania
on its own.

This has led Ricardo to give up
important personal ambitions, such
as making a couple.

You are a close friend of Sonia’s, and
you are concerned about her situation.
You believe that pursuing her plan
would lead Sonia to withdraw her
individual aspirations such as building
a family. You should evoke analogous
situations or stories that you know, and
that could be used to convince Sonia
that executing such plan will entail
giving up her own goals.

You are a political consultant of Bulgaria,
and you are concerned about its situation.
You believe that pursuing its plan would
lead Bulgaria to delay its own political
programmes, such as undergoing
economic reform. You should evoke
analogous situations or stories that you
know, and that could be used to
convince Bulgaria that executing such a
plan will entail giving up its owns goals.

Note. The BA represents central episodes of the “Secret in their Eyes” that are relevant for establishing an analogy with the
TAs. The exact wording of the base is arbitrary, since the abstract representations stored in memory may not be specified at a
lexical level. Italized words in the base indicate objects (e.g., wife), object attributes (e.g., original) and relations (e.g., kill)
that were replaced with either very similar concepts (superficially similar TA) or with less similar concepts (superficially
dissimilar TA), also in italics.
After reading the instructional material for 7 min,
participants were allotted 15 min to read the TA and write
down as many analogies as they could generate to dissuade
the character of the TA from carrying out his plan, warning
him about a possible negative consequence of such plan (for
examples of specific instructions see Table 1). Once this time
had elapsed, participants had to answer a questionnaire aimed
at detecting whether or not they had retrieved the critical BA
despite not having included it among their final proposals.
To that end they were asked whether they had been reminded
of any movie during the analogy generation activity. In case
they had, they were asked to indicate which movie or
movies they were reminded of, and to state exactly which
parts of such movie or movies they remembered at that time.
Participants then answered a questionnaire to determine in
which cases the participant knew the specific facts about the
BA that were required to establish an analogy with the TA.
They were asked in the first place if they had seen the
critical movie (those answering “no” finished the
experiment right away). In case they had seen it, they went

on to the next page where they had to answer 10 multiple
choice questions about the BA, with four options each.
Finally, the last page of the booklet consisted of a final task
aimed at evaluating if participants were able to make the
analogy between the BA and the TA. The right column of a
2-column table listed the six central actions of the TA.
Participants had to fill in the fields of the left column with
the corresponding episodes of the BA. As the calculation of
the retrieval probabilities entails taking the quotient between
the number of successful retrieval attempts and the total
number of cases in which an adequate representation of the
BA was available for retrieval, the retrieval calculation was
limited to participants that got right 9 of the 10 questions of
the availability questionnaire. In a similar vein, as retrieval
trials should exclude the cases where a participant cannot
make the analogy even when asked to do so, the analysis was
limited to cases in which a participant got right at least 5 of
the 6 fields in the final analogy-making task. Participants
were run individually until completing 8 groups of 20
participants that, for the particular BA whose retrieval had
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been evaluated, demonstrated having an adequate
representation of such BA in memory and being able to
establish its analogical relation with the TA. In four of these
groups participants received TAs that were superficially
similar to the BA they were expected to retrieve, and in the
remaining four groups participants received TAs that were
superficially dissimilar from such BA.

Results and Discussion
A BA was scored as retrieved in the cases where the
participant: 1) employed the BA and their relevant facts
among the proposed analogies, or 2) reported having been
reminded of the critical movie and its analogy-relevant facts
despite not having included them among their proposals.
Two independent judges, who were instructed in the six
critical facts of each of the four movies, had to decide in
which cases participants included at least four of such facts
in either their initial arguments or in their answer to the
retrieval questionnaire. Judges reached 81% agreement,
solving the cases of disagreement by open discussion.
Results showed that whereas superficially similar BAs were
retrieved in 70% of the trials, superficially dissimilar BAs
were retrieved in only 15% of the cases, demonstrating a
strong effect of superficial similarities on naturalistic
retrieval of BAs, χ2 (1, 160) = 47.29, p < .001 (88% of the
retrieved BAs were used in the argumentation task). This
pattern of results holds for each of the four BAs employed
(see Figure 1). The plot of “The Secret in their Eyes” was
retrieved in 75% of the cases after a TA with which it
maintained superficial similarities, and in only 10% of the
cases after a TA without such similarities, χ2 (1, 40) =
14.73, p < .001. In turn, “Shrek” was retrieved in 75% of the
trials after a superficially similar TA, and in 15% of the
trials after a superficially dissimilar TA, χ2 (1, 40) = 12.22,
p < .001. “Spiderman” was retrieved in 60% of the cases
after a superficially similar TA, and in 20% of the cases after
a superficially dissimilar TA, χ2 (1, 40) = 5.10, p < .05.
Finally, “Jurassic Park” was retrieved in 70% of the trials
after a superficially similar TA, and in 15% of the trials after
a superficially dissimilar TA, χ2 (1, 40) = 10.23, p < .001.

Figure 1: Retrieval of naturally encoded base analog (BAs)
after a superficially similar or a superficially dissimilar
target analog (TA). BA1: “The Secret in their Eyes”, BA2:
“Shrek”, BA3: “Spiderman”, BA4: “Jurassic Park”.

A wealth of experimental studies using the reception
paradigm (e.g., Catrambone, 2002; Gentner et al., 1993) has
demonstrated that the superficial similarity between BAs and
TAs plays a central role in the retrieval of BAs. Contrary to
this long tradition, Blanchette and Dunbar (2000) presented
the results obtained with the production paradigm as evidence
that when participants generate their own analogies for
realistic TAs and tasks, retrieval is less constrained by
superficial similarity than was previously thought. These
results called into question the validity of more than two
decades of experimental research on analogical retrieval, as
well as the accuracy of several computational models that
were designed to simulate this pattern of behavioral results.
We have pointed out that a series of methodological
shortcomings of the production paradigm, as implemented
by Blanchette and Dunbar (2000), should preclude
interpreting the profusion of superficially dissimilar BAs
among participants’ proposals as evidence for retrieval
processes that are not constrained by superficial similarities.
In first place, their study did not distinguish between cases
of analogical retrieval and cases of analogy fabrication.
In the present experiment we overcame this limitation by
employing culturally shared BAs, requiring very detailed
descriptions of those BAs in order to score them as retrieved,
and restricting our analysis to these BAs. A second limitation
of Blanchette and Dunbar’s study for determining the
weight of superficial similarities on retrieval resides in the
fact that it only allows computing the instances of
superficially similar and superficially dissimilar BAs that
were retrieved. As we have pointed out, to calculate (and
ultimately compare) the probabilities of retrieving these two
kinds of BAs it is also necessary to know in which cases an
available BA failed to be retrieved from LTM. As with the
retrieval/fabrication indeterminacy, the solution we found to
circumvent this last limitation consisted of employing
culturally shared BAs, whose availability in LTM could be
checked for each participant after the analogy generation task.
Having remedied these insufficiencies detected in
Blanchette and Dunbar’s (2000) study, results showed that
superficial similarities exert a strong and possitive effect on
the retrieval of naturally encoded sources during persuasive
analogy generation, a pattern of results that is aligned with
those traditionally obtained in studies where artificial BAs
are provided to participants during the experimental session.
Since both the naturalistic encoding of our BAs and the
alleged meaningfulness of our persuasive analogy
generation task are precisely those aspects of the production
paradigm that, according to Dunbar (2001), underpin their
observed profusion of purely structural retrievals, our results
run counter to Blanchette and Dunbar’s (2000) claim that
prior failures to elicit purely structural retrieval are rooted in
the artificiality of most experimental tasks and materials.
It should be taken into account that the BAs used in our
experiment were the central aspects of movies that had had
great impact on the public. In spite of this, they were only
retrieved in 15% of the cases after superficially dissimilar TAs.
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Working with less structurally encoded BAs–perhaps more
representative of the BAs derived by laypeople out of
everyday life situations–would yield even lower retrieval
rates than those reported here. In the opposite direction,
working with natural BAs whose structural features have
been highlighted will most likely elicit higher retrieval rates
than in the present experiment (e.g., Chen, Mo, & Honomichl,
2004), a phenomenon for which there is also supporting
evidence coming from studies where BAs are provided by
the experimenters (e.g., Catrambone & Holyoak, 1989).
What seems ungranted is the supposition that naturally
encoded situations receive, in general, a structural processing
that gives them an edge over experimental materials, as
Dunbar (2001) suggests.
The fact that Blanchette and Dunbar (2000) have derived
somewhat contentious conclusions from their results, in our
opinion does not undermine their more general claim that
psychological studies of analogy can benefit from adopting a
more naturalistic approach. For instance, participants in their
study proposed almost 10 BAs during the analogy generation
task–most of them superficially dissimilar to the TA.
Whatever the reasons underlying this level of performance,
the number of superficially dissimilar analogies that people
can propose after certain TAs is undoubtedly higher than
would be predicted based on the results of traditional
experimental studies. Naturalistic studies can therefore bring
a more complete and realistic picture of analogical thinking
than the one offered by laboratory experiments, albeit
sometimes at the expense of losing the controls that
characterize the latter, and that are mandatory for extracting
certain kind of conclusions.
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Abstract
Previous metaphor studies have paid much attention to
nominal and predicative metaphors and little attention has
been given to adjective metaphors. Although some studies
have focused on adjective metaphors, they have only
examined how the acceptability of adjective metaphors can
be explained by the pairing of adjective modifier’s and
head noun’s modalities and little attention has been given
to meanings evoked by adjective metaphors. Sakamoto &
Utsumi (2009) showed that adjective metaphors, especially
those modified by color adjectives, tend to evoke negative
meanings. Thus, our study examines whether evoking
negative meanings is the unique feature of adjective
metaphors through the comparison with nominal and
predicative metaphors for the Japanese language. Our
psychological experiments revealed that meanings of
metaphors are basically affected by meanings of vehicles.
However, when a vehicle itself has the neutral meaning,
negative meanings are evoked more frequently for
adjective metaphors among the other types of metaphors.
Keywords: adjective metaphors; nominal metaphors;
predicative metaphors; Japanese language; negative
meanings.

Introduction
Metaphor studies in the domain of cognitive science have
paid much attention to nominal metaphors such as “My
job is a jail” (e.g., Bowdle & Gentner, 2005; Glucksberg,
2001) and predicative metaphors such as “He shot down
all of my arguments” (e.g., Lakoff & Johnson, 1980;
Martin, 1992). Previous metaphor studies, however, have
paid little attention to adjective metaphors such as “sweet
touch” and how they are comprehended. Some models
have been proposed to explain the mechanism of
metaphor comprehension in cognitive science. One theory
that can explain the mechanism of metaphor
comprehension would be the comparison theory proposed
by Bowdle & Gentner (2005). This theory argues that
metaphors are processed via a comparison process
consisting of an initial alignment process between the
source and the target concepts followed by a process of
projection of aligned features into the target concept. On
the other hand, Glucksberg and his colleagues
(Glucksberg, 2001; Glucksberg & Keysar, 1990) propose

categorization theory. This theory addresses mainly
nominal metaphors and argues that people understand
nominal metaphors by seeing the target concept as
belonging to the superordinate metaphorical category
exemplified by the source concept. These two theories
target nominal metaphors and predicative metaphors. As
for the mechanism of adjective metaphors, Utsumi &
Sakamoto (2007) propose a two-stage categorization
theory and argue that the comprehension process of
adjective metaphors could be explained as a two-stage
categorization process. The intuitive idea behind
two-stage categorization is that correspondences between
the properties literally expressed by the adjective and the
properties to be mapped onto the noun would be indirect,
mediated by an intermediate category, rather than direct
as predicted by the categorization theory.
Our study focuses on adjective metaphors and compares
their semantic features with those of nominal and
predicative metaphors.
Many studies focusing on adjective metaphors;
including Werning, Fleischhauer, & Beşeoğlu (2006),
have examined how the acceptability of adjective
metaphors can be explained by the pairing of adjective
modifier’s and head noun’s modalities. Ullmann (1951),
in a very early study on adjective metaphors, proposes a
certain hierarchy of lower and higher perceptual
modalities. He claims that qualities of lower senses
should preferentially occur in the source domain, while
qualities of higher senses should be preferred in target
domain. His thesis of directionality thus asserts that a
metaphor with a source domain lower in the hierarchy of
sense modalities than the target domain should tend to be
cognitively more accessible than a metaphor with the
reverse direction of domains. After Ullmann, Williams
(1976) makes a more differentiated claim of directionality,
in which a similar order of sense modalities is proposed.
Recently, Yu (2003) highlights cross-linguistic differences,
when he makes different directionality claims for
different languages (English as compared to Chinese).
Werning, Fleischhauer, & Beşeoğlu (2006) explore the
factors that enhance the cognitive accessibility of
adjective metaphors for the German language. Very few
studies, however, have attempted to explore meanings
evoked by adjective metaphors.
Sakamoto & Utsumi (2009) is one of the few studies
which have explored meanings evoked by adjective
metaphors. They compare the actual semantic changes
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observed through their psychological experiments with
the semantic changes predicted by Abstract Performance
Grammar (APG) model. APG proposed by Osgood
(1980) states the crucial rules to evoke semantic changes
through fine semantic interactions in the processing of
linguistic expressions.

Figure 1: Profile of semantic differential of metaphor
constituents: topic:○, vehicle:△, and metaphor topic:□.
As for the metaphorical expression in Figure 1, certain
properties of “EYE” as a topic are characterized by “a
lake” as a vehicle. As a result, certain meanings of
metaphorical expressions are evoked.
158 Japanese adjective metaphors were used for their
psychological experiment. Participants were asked to rate
the assigned expressions against 15 SD scales such as
“uncomfortable – comfortable”, “dark – light”, “ugly –
beautiful”, “dull – sharp”, and “coarse – delicate”. The
ratings were made on a 7-point scale ranging from -3
through 0 to +3. The value -3 was regarded as the
negative semantic pole and the value +3 as the positive
semantic pole. For example, “comfortable” is positive
semantic pole and “uncomfortable” is negative semantic
pole. All the mean values of vehicles and topics rated on
the 15 SD scales were classified into T=V, T<V, T>V.
Using t-test (two-tailed, the alpha level .05), the cases
which have no significant difference between the mean
value of T and V were regarded as T=V.
The other codes such as T<V and T>V fall to the cases
which have significant differences between the mean
values of T and V. The total number falling under each
classification is given as ‘sum’ in the far right column of
Table 1. In order to compare the actual semantic changes
resulting from their experiment with the semantic changes
predicted by APG model, Sakamoto & Utsumi (2009)
classified the actual semantic changes resulting from their
experiment as show in Table 1. Using t-test (two-tailed,
the alpha level .05), they regarded the cases which have
no significant difference between the mean values of T
and metaphors as ‘no change’ (0) and the cases which
have significant differences between them as changes
either to the negative pole (-) or to the positive pole (+).
Table 1 shows the comparison between the predicted
semantic changes and the actual semantic changes
observed through their experiment.
Table1:Comparison between predicative semantic
changes and actual semantic changes
actual change
Sum
semantic
predicted
intensity
change
0
+
T=V
0
331 17 261 609
T<V
+
366 230 76
672
T>V
119 9
961 1089
Sum
816 256 1298 2370
numbers = cases of SD scales
In order to see the tendency for adjective metaphors to
evoke positive or negative meanings, Sakamoto &
Utsumi (2009) classified all the cases showing different
changes from the APG prediction either into positive

meaning or negative meaning. The cases showing no
change as against the prediction of changing to - were
regarded as evoking a weakly positive meaning, and were
classified into the positive meaning category in the same
way as those which changed to + against the prediction of
changing to -. The cases showing no change against the
prediction of changing to + were regarded as evoking
weakly negative meaning, and were classified into the
negative meaning category in the same way as those
which changed to – against the prediction of changing to
+. As a result, 848 cases which showed changes different
from the APG prediction were classified into 145 positive
meanings and 703 negative meanings. A Chi-square test
showed that the cases showing negative meanings were
significantly more frequent than those showing positive
meanings, χ2 (1, N=848) = 367.175, p < .001. Based on
this result, Sakamoto & Utsumi (2009) suggest that
adjective metaphors tend to evoke negative meanings.
In addition, Sakamoto & Utsumi (2009) analyze the
tendency of evoking negative meanings among the types
of adjective metaphors. They classified the number of
cases either into positive meaning or negative meaning.
Table 2 shows comparison among the 5 types of adjective
metaphors.
Table 2: Comparison among the 5 types of adjective
metaphors
positive effect negative effect sum
Color
4
312
316
Touch
47
84
131
Sound
41
64
105
Taste
19
145
164
Smell
34
98
132
Sum
145
703
848
numbers = cases of SD scales
Chi-square tests with Bonferroni correction (the alpha
level .05) were conducted among five types of adjective
metaphors. The results showed that adjective metaphors
created from adjectives denoting ‘color’ evoked the most
negative meaning and they evoked significantly more
negative meanings than the other four types of adjective
metaphors.
Although their results are interesting, Sakamoto &
Utsumi (2009) did not analyze whether evoking negative
meanings is the unique feature of adjective metaphors.
Thus, in this paper we compare adjective metaphors with
nominal metaphors and predicative metaphors.

Pre-experiment
SD scales
Since we aim to examine whether evoking negative
meanings is the unique feature of adjective metaphors,
first we attempted to find appropriate scales to see
whether metaphorical expressions evoke negative
meanings. We conducted a pre-experiment using the
following 32 SD scales, which are frequently used for
psychological experiments.
SD scales:“dislike – like”, “uncomfortable – comfortable”,
“ugly – beautiful”, “dark – light”, “sad – glad”, “bad –
good”, inelegant – elegant”, “not interesting – interesting”,
“unclear – clear”, “not appropriate – appropriate”, “dull –
sharp”, “persistent – tidy”, “low – high”, coarse –
delicate”, “not bright – bright”, “unnecessary –
necessary”, “small – big”, “heavy – light”, “not salient –
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salient”, “moist – dry”, “shallow – deep”, “temporary –
eternal”, “big-little”, “square – circular”, “demonstrative
– cover”, “not mysterious – mysterious” “moveless –
moving”, “relieved - anxious”, “fearful - benign”, “low high”, “free - constrained”, and “new-old”.
10 Japanese males and females, aged 21 – 35,
participated for the pre-experiment. Participants were
asked to choose SD scales for which they can easily see
one of semantic pole as positive and the other semantic
pole as negative. As a result, we decided to use 7 SD
scales, chosen by nine or more participants.
Table3 : List of SD scales used for the experiment

Topics with neutral meanings
We selected topics and vehicles to make Japanese
metaphorical expressions. Topics were selected from
nouns which were categorized in the highly abstract
semantic level in a Japanese thesaurus (yamaguchi, 2003).
From those nouns, we selected nouns with high
familiarity (Amano & Kondo (1999)). In this study we
want to see how semantic interactions between topics and
vehicles of three types of metaphors function to shift the
meanings of nouns as topics to the positive pole or
negative pole. Thus, we selected nouns with neutral
meanings to be used as topics. We conducted another
pre-experiment to find nouns with neutral meanings.
Participants in the pre-experiment rated the meanings of
the following 54 nouns;
Table 4 : List of

Nouns used for the pre-experiment

In the pre-experiment, 15 Japanese males and females,
aged 20 – 24, were asked to rate 54 words against 7 SD
scales. The ratings were made on a 7-point scale ranging
from -3 through 0 to +3. We regarded the value -3 as the
negative semantic pole and the value +3 as the positive
semantic pole.
We conducted t-tests (two-tailed, the alpha level .05) and
regarded the words which have no significant difference
between the mean semantic values of the words and “0”
as topics with neutral meanings. As a result, the following
4 nouns were selected as topics to be used for our
experiment; smell (‘nioi’), moment (‘genzai’), footstep
(‘ashioto’), and pose (‘shisei’).

Vehicles
Vehicles of three types of metaphors were also selected
from the Japanese thesaurus (yamaguchi, 2003). We
selected adjectives, nouns and verbs which were easily

combined with topics selected above and made
metaphorical expressions. We selected the following
vehicles.
Adjectives: shallow (“asai”), light (“karui”), far (“tooi”),
deep (“hukai”), much (“ooi”), circular (“marui”), big
(“ookii”), small (“chiisai”), heavy (“omoi”), long
(“nagai”), short (“mijikai”), white (“shiroi”), red (“akai”),
black (“kuroi”), blue (“aoi”), large (“hiroi”), narrow
(“semai”), near (“chikai”), minor (“sukunai”).
Nouns: life(1) (“jinsei”), music (“ongaku”), world
(“sekai”), life(2) (“inochi”), adventure (“bouken”),
destiny (“unmei”), legend (“densetu”), dream (“yume”),
joke (“joudan”), literature (“bungaku”), philosophy
(“tetugaku”), rusticity (“soboku”), heart (“kokoro”),
image (“ime-ji”), intuition (“chokkan”).
Verbs: float (“ukabu”), flow (“nagareru”), drift
(“tadayou”), circle (“mawaru”), roll (“korogaru”), tower
(“sobieru”), quake (“hurueru”), swell (“takamaru”), flip
(“hikkurikaeru”), fly around (“tobimawaru”), break away
(“kakedasu”), shake (“yureru”), swirl (“uzumaku”), wave
(“namiutu”).

Experiment
Metaphorical expressions
We explore whether evoking negative meanings is the
unique feature of adjective metaphors through the
comparison with nominal metaphors and predicative
metaphors. Therefore, we conducted a psychological
experiment in which participants evaluate the meaning of
metaphors (e.g. nominal metaphors: smell of dream
(“yume no nioi”), predicative metaphors: rolling smell
(“korogaru nioi”), adjective metaphors: white smell
(“shiroi nioi”)). These metaphors were made by
combining topics and 3 types of vehicles, namely nouns,
verbs, and adjectives, which were selected through the
pre-experiment. Based on the results of the experiment
we analyze whether the semantic interaction between
vehicles and topics (the topics with neutral meanings
were selected through the pre-experiment) causes the
neutral meanings of topics to change to the negative
meaning or positive meaning. In the psychological
experiment, participants were asked to evaluate the
meaning of metaphorical expressions. In the experiment,
60 Japanese males and females, aged 20 – 28, were
classified into 2 groups. 90 metaphorical expressions
were assigned to each group. Participants were asked to
rate the assigned expressions against 9 SD scales (7 SD
scales given in Table 3 and additional scales ‘difficult –
easy’ and ‘unfamiliar - familiar’). The ratings were made
on a 7-point scale ranging from -3 through 0 to +3. We
regarded the value -3 as the negative semantic pole and
the value +3 as the positive semantic pole.

Vehicles
In our study, we focus on the metaphorical meanings
evoked by the semantic interaction between topics and
vehicles. The topics with neutral meanings were given by
the pre-experiment and meanings of the metaphorical
expressions were given by the experiment explained
above. We also need meanings of vehicles of their own
which were used to make metaphorical expressions above.
Thus we conducted another psychological experiment in
which participants were asked to rate meanings of
vehicles only. We used the 7 SD scales given in Table 3.
In the experiment, 30 Japanese males and females, aged
20 – 24, were asked to rate 49 words against the 7 SD
scales. The ratings were made on a 7-point scale ranging
from -3 through 0 to +3. We regarded the value -3 as the
negative semantic pole and the value +3 as the positive
semantic pole.
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Result
Classification of vehicles and metaphors
We regarded mean values in 7 SD scales (Table 3) as
meaning evaluation values of metaphorical expressions
and vehicles. First, we
made sure whether the
metaphors used in the experiments were not
incomprehensible and unusual as well as not too much
conventional. We confirmed all the metaphors were from
-2.0 to +2.0 in accessibility scale and conventionality
scale.
After this procedure, we classified metaphorical
expressions into the cases showing no semantic change,
those showing the change to the positive semantic pole,
or those showing the change to the negative semantic pole.
We conducted t-test (two-tailed, the alpha level .05) to see
semantic changes evoked by the semantic interaction
between topics and vehicles. Since only the topics with
neutral meanings were selected through the
pre-experiment, metaphorical expressions which have no
significant difference between their mean value and value
0 were regarded as metaphors showing no semantic
change (0). And metaphorical expressions which have
significant difference between their mean values and
value 0 were classified into either metaphors showing the
change to the positive semantic pole or those showing the
change to the negative semantic pole.
We also classified vehicles into those with neutral
meanings, those with positive meanings, or those with
negative meanings. Using t-tests (two-tailed, the alpha
level .05), vehicles which have no significant difference
between their mean value and value 0 were regarded as
vehicles with the neutral meaning (0). And vehicles which
have significant difference between their mean value and
value 0 were classified into either vehicles with the
positive meaning or those with the negative meaning.
We assume that meanings of metaphors result from the
semantic interaction between vehicles and topics. Since
meanings of the topics in our study are neutral, we
classify all the metaphorical expressions into those using
vehicles with neutral meanings, those using vehicles with
positive meanings or those using vehicles with negative
meanings.

= (1, N = 78) = 2.513, p > .05 (0 vs. -).
As for nominal metaphors, the proportion of the
metaphors showing the neutral meaning was the highest.
The result of Chi-square tests showed that the
metaphorical expressions (0) were significantly more than
the other expressions, χ² = (1, N = 19) = 15.211, p < .01
(0 vs. +); χ² = (1, N = 25) = 4.840, p < .05 (0 vs. -).
As for predicative metaphors, the proportion of the
metaphors showing the neutral meaning was the highest.
The result of Chi-square tests showed that the
metaphorical expressions (0) were significantly more than
the metaphorical expressions (+), χ² = (1, N = 19) = 0.154,
p < .01 (0 vs. +), and there was slightly significant
difference between the number of metaphorical
expressions (0) and that of (-), χ² = (1, N = 26) = 3.846, p
= .05 (0 vs. -).
As for adjective metaphors, on the other hand, the
proportion of the metaphors showing the negative
meaning was the highest. The result of Chi-square tests
showed that the metaphorical expressions (-) were
significantly more than the metaphorical expressions (+),
χ² = (1, N = 18) = 14.222, p < .01 (- vs. +). However,
there was no significant difference between the number of
expressions (0) and that of (-), χ² = (1, N = 27) = 1.815, p
> .05 (0 vs. -).
These results show that nominal metaphors and
predicative metaphors are basically affected by the
meaning of vehicles and tend to show neutral meanings,
while adjective metaphors show negative meanings.
The purpose of our study is to explore whether evoking
negative meanings is unique to adjective metaphors
through the comparison with nominal metaphors and
predicative metaphors. Thus we classified the metaphors
either into metaphors showing negative meanings or the
others and compared among the three types of metaphors,
as shown in Table 6.
Table 6: Number of expressions showing negative
meanings and the other meanings
+ or 0
sum
nominal metaphors
7
19
26
predicative metaphors
8
19
27
adjective metaphors
17
11
28
sum
32
49
81

Metaphors using vehicles with neutral meanings
Table 5 shows the number of metaphors which show the
positive, negative or neutral meanings when vehicles are
neutral.
Table 5: Number of metaphors showing positive, negative
and neutral meanings when vehicles are neutral
+
0
sum
nominal metaphors
1
7
18
26
predicative metaphors
1
8
18
27
adjective metaphors
1
17
10
28
Sum
3
32
46
81
As for the metaphors in which vehicles of their own have
neutral meanings, the proportion of the metaphors
showing the neutral meanings was the highest. As for the
total number, a chi-square test was conducted among the
expressions showing +, -, and neutral (0) meanings. As a
result, metaphorical expressions showing neutral
meanings (0) were observed significantly more frequently
than the metaphorical expressions showing positive
meanings (+), χ² = (1, N = 49) = 37.735, p < .01 (0 vs. +).
However, there was no significant difference between the
number of metaphorical expressions (0) and that of (-), χ²

Chi-square tests were conducted among the three types of
metaphors. The result showed that adjective metaphors
showed significantly more frequently negative meanings
than the other two types of metaphors, χ² = (1, N = 54) =
6.234, p < .05 for adjective metaphors vs. nominal
metaphors; χ² = (1, N = 55) = 5.357, p < .05 for adjective
metaphors vs. predicative metaphors.
The analyses of metaphors using vehicles with neutral
meanings showed that nominal metaphors and predicative
metaphors basically tend to show neutral meanings,
while adjective metaphors tend to show negative
meanings. The tendency that adjective metaphors show
negative meanings was clearly noticed by the Chi-square
tests among the three types of metaphors. Therefore, the
results of our analyses suggest that, unlike predicative and
nominal metaphors, adjective metaphors evoke negative
meanings when vehicles of their own have neutral
meanings.

Metaphors using vehicles with positive meanings
Table 7 shows the number of metaphors which show the
positive, negative and neutral meanings when vehicles are
positive.
As for the metaphors in which vehicles of their own
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have positive meanings, the proportion of the metaphors
showing positive meanings was the highest. As for the
total number, chi-square tests were conducted among the
expressions showing +, -, and neutral (0) meanings. As a
result, metaphorical expressions showing positive
meanings (+) were observed significantly more frequently
than the other metaphorical expressions, χ² = (1, N = 46)
= 28.174, p < .01 (+ vs. -); χ² = (1, N = 60) = 8.067, p
< .01 (+ vs. 0)
Table 7: Number of metaphors showing positive, negative
and neutral meanings when vehicles are positive
+
0
Sum
nominal metaphors
25
1
8
34
predicative metaphors
8
1
5
14
adjective metaphors
8
3
6
17
Sum
41
5
19
65
As for nominal metaphors, the proportion of the
metaphors showing the positive meaning was the highest.
The result of Chi-square tests showed that the positive
metaphorical expressions (+) were significantly more
than the other expressions, χ² = (1, N = 26) = 22.154, p
< .01 (+ vs. -); χ² = (1, N = 33) = 8.758, p < .01 (+ vs. 0).
As for predicative metaphors, the proportion of the
metaphors showing the positive meaning was the highest.
However, there were no significant difference among the
other types of metaphors, χ² = (1, N = 14) = 5.286, p
> .05.
As for adjective metaphors, the proportion of the
metaphors showing the positive meaning was the highest.
However, there was no significant difference among the
other metaphors, χ² = (1, N = 17) = 2.235, p > .05.
Furthermore, we classified all the metaphors either into
metaphors showing positive meanings or the others and
compared among the three types of metaphors, as shown
in Table 8.

showing negative meanings was the highest. As for the
total number, Chi-square test were conducted among the
expressions showing +, -, and neutral (0) meanings. As a
result, metaphorical expressions showing negative
meanings (-) were observed significantly more frequently
than the other metaphorical expressions, χ² = (1, N = 27)
= 23.148, p < .01 (- vs. +); χ² = (1, N = 33) = 10.939, p
< .01 (- vs. 0).
Table 9: Number of metaphors showing positive, negative
and neutral meanings when vehicles are negative
+
0
sum
nominal metaphors
0
0
0
0
predicative metaphors
1
14
4
19
adjective metaphors
0
12
3
15
sum
1
26
7
34
As for nominal metaphors, we couldn’t find metaphors
using vehicles which were rated negative by the
participants of the experiment.
As for predicative metaphors, the proportion of the
metaphors showing the negative meaning was the highest.
The result of Chi-square tests showed that the negative
metaphorical expressions (-) were significantly more than
the other expressions, χ² = (1, N = 15) = 11.267, p < .01 (vs. +); χ² = (1, N = 18) = 5.556, p < .05 (- vs. 0).
As for adjective metaphors, the proportion of the
metaphors showing the negative meaning was the highest.
The result of Chi-square tests showed that the negative
metaphorical expressions (-) were significantly more than
the other expressions, χ² = (1, N = 15) = 5.400, p < .05 (vs. 0).
We further classified all the metaphors either into
metaphors showing negative meanings or the others and
compared between predicative metaphors and adjective
metaphors, as shown in Table10.
Table 10: Number of expressions showing negative
meanings and the other meanings
+ or 0
sum
nominal metaphors
0
0
0
predicative metaphors
14
5
19
adjective metaphors
12
3
15
sum
26
8
34

Table 8: Number of expressions showing positive
meanings and the other meanings
+
- or 0
Sum
nominal metaphors
25
9
34
predicative metaphors
8
6
14
adjective metaphors
8
9
17
Sum
41
24
65
Although the proportion of nominal metaphors showing
positive meanings was the highest, Chi-square tests
showed that there was no significant difference among
nominal metaphors and the other metaphors, χ² = (1, N =
58) = 1.239, p > .05 for nominal metaphors vs.
predicative metaphors; χ² = (1, N = 51) = 3.477, p > .05
for nominal metaphors vs. adjective metaphors.
The results show that, as for vehicles with positive
meanings, the three types of metaphors tend to show
positive meanings. This result suggests that metaphors
using vehicles with positive meanings tend to be affected
by the meaning of vehicles. This tendency is consistent
with nominal and predicative metaphors using vehicles
with neutral meanings.

Metaphors using vehicles with negative meanings

Table 9 shows the number of metaphors which show the
positive, negative and neutral meanings when vehicles are
negative.
As for the metaphors in which vehicles of their own
have negative meanings, the proportion of the metaphors

The result of a Chi-square test showed that there was
no significant difference between predicative metaphors
and adjective metaphors, χ² = (1, N = 34) = .186, p > .05.
This result suggests that metaphors using vehicles with
negative meanings tend to be affected by the meaning of
vehicles. This tendency is the same with nominal and
predicative metaphors using vehicles with neutral
meanings and all the metaphors using vehicles with
positive meanings.

Discussion
In the study we analyzed whether evoking negative
meanings is the unique feature of adjective metaphors
through the comparison with nominal metaphors and
predicative metaphors. We revealed that meanings of
metaphors are basically affected by meanings of vehicles
and all types of metaphors using vehicles with positive
meanings tend to evoke positive meaning and all types of
metaphors using vehicles with negative meanings tend to
evoke negative meanings. However, as for the metaphors
in which vehicles of their own have neutral meaning,
adjective metaphors evoked negative meaning
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significantly more frequently than nominal metaphors and
predicative metaphors. Thus, our result was consistent
with Sakamoto & Utsumi (2009).
Furthermore, the result of our experiment indicates that
nominal metaphors tend to evoke meanings of vehicles of
their own more easily than the other metaphors. When
nominal metaphors evoke neutral meanings,, it may
difficult to judge whether
vehicles influence the
meanings of the nominal metaphors. However, when
vehicles have positive or negative meanings, nominal
metaphors tend to evoke respective meanings. Therefore,
we believe that nominal metaphor tend to be influenced
by the meanings of vehicles rather than topics.
We suggest that those differences among the three types
of metaphors come from different comprehension
processes of the three types of metaphors. Glucksberg and
his colleagues (Glucksberg, 2001; Glucksberg & Keysar,
1990) argue people comprehend nominal metaphors via a
categorization process. In the categorization process,
people understand nominal metaphors by seeing the target
concept as belonging to the superordinate metaphorical
category exemplified by the source concept. Supposing
that nominal metaphors are understood via a
categorization process, our result that nominal metaphors
tend to evoke meanings of vehicles of their own seems to
be reasonable, because in the categorization process
metaphorical meanings belong to the category
exemplified by meanings of vehicles. In other words, in
nominal metaphors using vehicles with neutral meaning,
metaphorical expressions evoke neutral meanings because
topics belong to category that was created by vehicles.
On the other hand, as for the mechanism of adjective
metaphors and predicative metaphors, Utsumi &
Sakamoto (2007) argue that the comprehension process of
adjective metaphors and predicative metaphors can be
explained as a two-stage categorization process. In the
case of “red voice” created from the neutral vehicle “red”,
for example, the adjective “red” first evokes an
intermediate category “red things” to which “blood”,
“fire”, “passion”, “apple” and “danger” typically belong.
Then exemplars relevant to the noun “voice” are selected
and they evoke a final abstract category of property like
“scary”, “screaming” and “dangerous”. In this way,
adjective metaphors and predicative metaphors are
understood by not be directly mapped onto the topics
from ad hoc category of vehicles but mediating to an
intermediate category. Therefore, supposing that adjective
metaphors and predicative metaphors are comprehended
in the two-stage categorization process, it seems to be
reasonable that, meanings of vehicles of those metaphors
do not directly affect meanings of metaphors and these
two metaphors, unlike nominal metaphors, have more
chances to evoke different meanings from meanings of
vehicles of their own.
However, the question why only adjective metaphors
tend to evoke negative meanings when meanings of
vehicles of their own have neutral meanings is left
unsolved. When meanings of adjective metaphors are
processed in the two-stage categorization process,
exemplars with negative meanings might be selected
among various exemplars belonging to the intermediate
category evoked by adjectives as vehicles.
Tsukurimichi, Sakamoto, Utsumi, & Nakamura (2010),
conducted a psychological experiment in which
participants were asked to choose words related to
meanings of adjective metaphors among those associated
from vehicles and topics. The result showed that words
selected as those related to meanings of metaphors tend to
have negative meanings. Therefore, their result suggests
that, even if there are negative and positive exemplars in
an intermediate category, exemplars with negative

meanings tend to be selected to process meanings of
adjective metaphors.
We still do not know why exemplars with negative
meanings are used to process meanings of adjective
metaphors. It is more mysterious that adjective metaphors
created from adjectives denoting ‘color’ evoke the most
negative meaning, which was shown by Sakamoto &
Utsumi (2009).

Conclusion
In this paper, we analyzed whether evoking negative
meanings is the unique feature of adjective metaphors
through the comparison with nominal metaphors and
predicative metaphors. We revealed that meanings of
metaphors were basically affected by meanings of vehicle.
However, as for the metaphors created from vehicles with
neutral meaning, adjective metaphors evoked negative
meaning significantly more frequently than nominal
metaphors and predicative metaphors. Our research raised
an interesting question why only adjective metaphors,
especially color metaphors, evoke negative meanings.
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Abstract
There are certain universal properties of language that are
taken to be definitional to the concept of language itself, such
as the arbitrary relationship between sounds and meanings of
words. Another possibility is that these “design features” of
language may instead be the expressed consequences of
general purpose learning constraints within the cognitive
system learning the language. To test this, generations of an
inverse model learning to map between sounds and meanings
of words was tested. In this model, learning to associate
phonology to semantics influences the model’s production of
phonology from semantics, and phonological productions of
one model were used as input to the next generation. Over
generations of the model’s learning, the language became
easier to acquire, and demonstrated increased arbitrariness of
mappings between phonology and semantics. The iterative
modelling demonstrated that design features of natural
language can spontaneously emerge in a general purpose
learning system.
Keywords: Evolution; language acquisition; computational
modeling; arbitrariness of the sign; phonology; semantics.

Introduction
Languages change extremely rapidly. Gray and Atkinson
(2003), for instance, estimated that all the living IndoEuropean dialects diverged approximately 7900 years ago.
In terms of cultural transmission from generation to
generation, this means that language has been passed on
only a few hundred times to produce such variation as that
found between English, Gaelic, Greek, Italian, Lithuanian,
and Hindi. There are of course multiple forces at work in
determining language change (Labov, 1994), however, the
fact that language has to be transmitted from one generation
to the next suggests that learnability of the language is a
critical selective pressure contributing to language evolution
(Christiansen & Chater, 2008).
So what are these language properties that contribute to
language learnability? One place to begin is the recent
discussion over patterning of language universals
(Christiansen, Collins, & Edelman, 2009; Scalise, Magni, &
Bisetto, 2009). Evans and Levinson (2009) demonstrated
that for each “language universal” proposed in the literature
there is at least one extant language that violates the
prevailing pattern. Instead, Evans and Levinson (2009)
contend that it is language diversity, rather than universality,
that is the critical feature of human communication to be
explained. Importantly, this diversity tends to indicate
statistical clusters of language properties, which are
consistent with general cognitive constraints that assist in
learning or transmission of language that then become
embedded in language structure. Cross-linguistic

consistencies (rather than absolutes) in language structure
occur, then, because similar processing and learning
limitations are present in all language users.
Yet, there are properties of languages that are universal,
though these are not discussed by Evans and Levinson
(2009) because they are considered definitional properties of
language. These fundamental language properties, or
“design features” in Hockett’s (1960) terms, were listed by
Greenberg
(1963)
as
discreteness,
productivity,
arbitrariness, and duality of patterning. Discreteness refers
to the composition of utterances in a language from smaller
elements (words/morphemes or phonemes) the combination
of which provides meaning. Relatedly, productivity refers to
the ability to use the smaller elements of the language in
multiple combinations – from a small, finite set of elements
(words/morphemes) an infinite set of utterances can be
generated. Arbitrariness refers to the absence of
systematicity between the sounds of words and their
meaning (de Saussure, 1916), and duality of patterning
refers to the composition of words from smaller
phonological units, where the utterance meaning is carried
by the combination of words and is unrelated to the
phonological composition of these words.
Though researchers such as Greenberg (1963) question
the possibility of a language without each of these
properties, an alternative view is instead that many of these
properties could have been otherwise in language
(Monaghan, Christiansen, & Fitneva, 2011). It is possible to
conceive of a language where sounds of words do carry
some aspect of the meaning. Instead, this paper takes as its
perspective that design features are universal properties of
language not because they are definitional but rather
because of the constraints of our cognitive systems that
mean that languages are structured to make acquisition and,
consequentially, transmission easier. The current study tests
a framework that demonstrates how such design features of
language may have become instantiated within language
structure as a consequence of general-purpose (i.e., not
language-specific) learning mechanisms.
Monaghan et al. (2011) showed that one of the design
features – arbitrariness of the sign – resulted in more
accurate language learning by participants acquiring an
artificial language, and by associative networks learning the
same sound-meaning mappings. Thus, arbitrariness
bestowed an advantage for learning.
However, this work stopped short of demonstrating how
such arbitrariness becomes incorporated within the
language as a consequence of learning constraints. In this
paper, I present a model of cultural transmission where
general purpose learning constraints that affect language
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acquisition are expressed within the same model when it
undertakes language production, which is then used to
entrain the next generation of models. An appropriate
architecture for achieving this effect of acquisition
influencing production is the inverse model (Jordan &
Rumelhart, 1992), which resembles the sleep-wake
algorithm implemented in the stochastic inverse Helmholtz
model (Hinton, Dayan, Frey, & Neal, 1995). Such models
have close parallels to the learning occurring in feedforward
and feedback connections in the cortex (Carpenter &
Grossberg, 1987; Mumford, 1994), and have been
effectively used to simulate development of features of
human communication, such as segmental phonology (Plaut
& Kello, 1999). These models have the advantage over
previous models of iterated learning in that they permit
more enriched representations to be learned and to influence
performance (Kirby, 2001).
The critical feature of the modeling is that associative
learning forms the basis of the model’s performance, and
that the model’s approach to learning words’ meanings from
sounds influences the model’s production of the words’
sounds from meanings. Language structures that are easier
to acquire due to general purpose learning mechanisms will
be learned more accurately by the model and will, over
generations of learner, become stably expressed within the
words themselves. The dashed lines in Figure 1 illustrate
how the learning of the spoken input to an output meaning
representation can feedback to generate a spoken version for
each verbal input. Hence, the model as learner can adapt its
version of the language to more closely match its own
internal constraints. This spoken output can then be used for
the next generation of learner, and across multiple
generations the language can be altered in such a way to
make it more reflective of the model’s learning properties
and hence more easily learnable for future generations. The
language can then be analysed for the key “design features”
of natural languages.
The first prediction is that the expression of the model’s
learning constraints will result in a set of phonological
representations that the model learns to map onto the
meaning representations more quickly and accurately – so
future generations will find the language easier to acquire.
The second prediction is that “design features” of natural
language will be exhibited in the representations, in
particular that mappings between phonology and semantics
will instantiate arbitrariness in the mapping1. However,
based on previous studies (e.g., Monaghan et al., 2011) it is
also predicted that the patterns will demonstrate
systematicity at the category level, in terms of phonologycategory mappings. The first simulation tests the emergent
structure of phonology-semantics mappings, when the
phonology is initially random, so fully arbitrary. The second

simulation tests the emergent structure when the initial state
of the language is systematic.

Figure 1: The model of iterated learning. Solid arrows
indicate the forward model, where the model is trained to
map phonology onto semantics for each word, with two
categories (red/blue) centred at a different region of this
multidimensional space. The dashed arrows indicate the
inverse model, where the model produces phonology from
semantics which forms the input to the next generation of
learner.

Emergent structure from random origins
Method

1
The existence of small pockets of sound-symbolism in natural
languages has little effect on the overall arbitrariness of the
relationship between sound and meaning (see Monaghan et al.,
2011, for discussion).

Architecture
The model’s architecture is shown in Figure 1. A set of 10
units each represented the phonology and the semantics for
the model, and a set of 10 hidden units interconnected these
representations. For the forward run of the model, to
simulate language comprehension, the verbal input was
connected to the hidden units which were in turn connected
to the semantic units. These connections are illustrated with
solid arrows. For the inverse run of the model, to simulate
language production, there were connections from the
semantics to the hidden, and from the hidden to the
phonology to represent spoken output. The inverse model
connections are illustrated in Figure 1 by dotted arrows.
Weights on connections were given initial uniform random
values in the range [-0.25,0.25].
Training and Testing
The model was trained on 20 patterns mapping between
phonology and semantics. The phonological representations
were initially constructed by randomly selecting values in
the range [0,1] in 0.1 intervals for each of the 10 units in the
pattern. The semantic representation remained stable
throughout learning and was constructed by generating 10
exemplars of two prototypes, one centred at a value of 0.75
for each of the 10 units in the pattern, and the other centred
at 0.25 for each of the 10 units. Exemplars were produced
by randomly varying the prototype values by a uniform
value in the range [-0.25,0.25]. There were therefore two
clusters of meaning representations in the patterns to be
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learned. In previous simulations, such semantic categories
have simulated two grammatical categories of words, e.g.,
nouns and verbs (Monaghan et al. (2011).
The model was trained to map the phonology onto the
semantics to simulate learning to comprehend language, and
then learn to map the semantics back onto the phonology
using the same hidden unit representations as occurred
during the phonology to semantics mapping. This entailed
that the model’s learning constraints for acquiring the
language were applied during the model’s attempts to
produce the language. The forward model operated as a
standard three-layer backpropagation network: A pattern
was selected randomly and presented at the input. The
model’s hidden unit representation for this pattern was
recorded, and then the mean square error at the semantic
representation (the difference between target and actual
semantic representations) was used to adjust the weights on
the forward connections using the backpropagation learning
algorithm with learning rate of 0.1.
Then, the inverse model was applied to this same pattern:
The target semantic representation was presented at the
semantic layer of the model, and the model was required to
reproduce the hidden unit representation for that pattern
produced during the run of the forward model. The error at
the hidden layer was propagated back to adjust weights
between semantic and hidden units. Then, the model was
required to reproduce the phonology for that pattern given
the hidden unit representation, and once again error
(between the initial input phonology and the model’s actual
phonological production) was propagated back to adjust
weights between hidden and phonology layers.
At the end of training, the inverse model was presented
with each of the semantic representations and produced a
version of the phonology for these patterns that was
influenced by its learning of the mapping. These new
phonological patterns were used as the language for training
the next iteration of the model. There were 10 iterations
altogether of the model.
We varied the number of presentations of the patterns to
determine an effective level of change in the language – not
too much, such that the language would alter radically from
one generation to the next, and not too little such that no
representational change would be observed. We found that
500,000 patterns resulted in an interpretable level of
representational change. With fewer presentations than this,
the model produced phonological representations via the
inverse model that were distant from the original
phonological representations, and also that were indistinct
from one another, and so extremely difficult to learn for
future generations of the model.
We ran 20 versions of the model, varying the initial
phonological and semantic representations, and varying the
initial randomized weights on the connections between
units. Each simulation run of the model was used as a
separate participant in the analyses.

a

b

Figure 2. (a) Correlation among phonological
representations for all patterns, for patterns within the same
category. and across different categories, at first and tenth
iteration of learning. (b) Correlation between phonology and
semantic representations at first and tenth iteration for all
patterns, patterns within the same category, and patterns in
different categories.
Table 1: Mean error (SD in parentheses) for
phonology→semantics, and semantics→phonology
mappings at first and tenth iteration of training.
Iteration
1
10

phon→sem
2.40 (1.42)
1.31 (.75)

sem→phon
116.29 (32.45)
.03 (.07)

Results and Discussion
The first prediction was that over iterations of the model, the
model would learn to map between phonology and meaning
(comprehension task), and meaning to phonology
(production task) with less error. We compared the mean
square error of the model’s actual productions versus the
target semantic representation across the meaning layer
when the phonology was inputted, and the mean square
error across the phonology layer when the meaning layer
was inputted, we compared the error after the first iteration
to that after the tenth iteration. The error value provides a
reflection of how accurately the model reproduces the
semantic and phonological representations of the words.
Table 1 shows the results.
For both comprehension and production tasks, there was a
reduction in error over iterations, t(19) = 3.11, and 15.01,
both p < 0.01, thus the generations of learning resulted in
easier comprehension and production of the patterns.
To determine the changes that actually occurred to the
phonology representations as a consequence of the iterated
learning, we measured the cosine distance between each pair
of phonological patterns and then computed the mean of
these distances for each simulation run. High mean cosine
values indicate that there is similarity among the patterns.
We took this measure at the first iteration and at the tenth
iteration. The results are shown in Figure 2a. From first to
tenth iteration, the correlation increased among the
phonological representations, t(19) = 18.09, p < 0.001. To
determine whether this increased correlation was due to
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words of the same (semantic) category becoming more
similar to one another, or whether words of distinct
categories were becoming more aligned, we distinguished
the cosine distances among phonological representations of
the same category, and those among representations of
different categories. The results are also shown in Figure 2a.
An ANOVA with same/different category and first/tenth
iteration on mean cosine distance for each simulation run
resulted in a significant main effect of same/different
category, F(1, 19) = 8.46, p < 0.01, indicating that same
category responses were more correlated than different
category. There was also a significant main effect of
iteration, F(1, 19) = 327.40, p < 0.001, reflecting the general
increase in correlations from first to tenth iteration. The
interaction was also significant, F(1, 19) = 27.72, p < 0.001,
showing that the correlation increased more sharply for
same category responses than different category responses,
though the magnitude of the difference was small. Thus, the
model introduced systematicity at the category level into the
phonological representations resulting in easier acquisition
of the patterns at the end of the set of iterations.
To determine the extent to which the mappings between
phonology and semantics introduced greater or less
arbitrariness in the mapping, we correlated the cosine
distances between each pair of phonology representations
and each pair of semantics representations. If patterns that
are close together in phonology are also close together in
semantics and patterns that are distant in phonology are
distant in semantics then the correlation will be high,
representing systematicity in the mapping. If patterns that
are distinct in phonology are similar in semantics then the
correlation will be low, indicating arbitrariness.
The results are shown in Figure 2b. For all patterns, there
was an increase in correlation between the phonology and
the semantic spaces from first to tenth iteration, t(19) =
4.65, p < 0.001. There is thus an increase in systematicity
across the iterations. To determine whether this change was
within each category, indicating that words of the same
category were becoming increasingly systematic with
respect to their meanings, or whether the change was due to
systematicity across categories, we measured the correlation
between distances just for words within the same category,
and compared this to distances for words occurring in
distinct categories.
The results are again shown in Figure 2b. An ANOVA
with same/different category, and first/tenth iteration was
performed. There was a marginally significant main effect
of same/different category, F(1, 19) = 3.81, p = 0.07. There
was a significant main effect of iteration, F(1, 19) = 58.25, p
< 0.001, as correlations increased from first to tenth
iteration. There was also a significant interaction, F(1, 19) =
4.77, p < 0.05, indicating that for the first iteration there was
little difference in the correlation between phonology and
semantics for patterns in the same versus different
categories, but that after ten iterations, the correlation was
substantially higher for patterns of different categories than
same categories.

It may be that the development of systematicity at the
category level and arbitrariness at the individual word level
is an intermediate stage in the model’s development to an
optimal representation for the language, where this final
optimal state is fully systematic. In order to rule out this
possibility, the next simulation tested language change when
the initial language was highly systematic.

Emergent structure from systematic origins
Method
Architecture
The architecture was identical to the first simulation.
Training and testing
The training and testing were identical to the first simulation
except that the initial phonological representations were
highly correlated with the semantic representations for each
pattern. Each phonological representation was generated by
taking the semantic representation for that pattern and
varying each dimension by a random value in the range [0.25,0.25].
a

b

Figure 3. (a) Correlation among phonological
representations for all patterns, for patterns within the same
category. and across different categories, at first and tenth
iteration of learning for systematic origin model. (b)
Correlation
between
phonology
and
semantic
representations at first and tenth iteration for all patterns,
patterns within the same category, and patterns in different
categories for systematic origin model.
Table 2: Mean error (SD in parentheses) for phonology>semantics, and semantics->phonology mappings at first
and tenth iteration of training for the second simulation.
Iteration
1
10

phon->sem
1.06 (0.52)
15.35 (7.02)

sem->phon
18.00 (4.92)
0.003 (0.009)

Results and Discussion
In terms of the model’s error, for the production task there
was a significant increase in error between first and tenth
iteration, t(19) = -9.10, p < 0.001, but a significant decrease
for the comprehension task, t(19) = 16.39, p < 0.001 (see
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Table 2). Thus, systematic mappings resulted in easier
acquisition, but greater difficulties in producing
discriminating output, and the model adapted the
representations to meet better the production task.
The correlations among the phonological representations
were compared between first and tenth iterations, and as
with the initial arbitrary mapping the correlations increased,
t(19) = 31.15, p < 0.01. For the same/different category
comparing first and tenth iteration in an ANOVA, there was
a significant main effect of same/different, F(1, 19) =
137.99, p < 0.001, with same category resulting in higher
correlations. There was a significant main effect of
first/tenth iteration, F(1, 19) = 962.90, p < 0.001, and a
significant interaction, F(1, 19) = 4.64, p < 0.05. The
difference between same/different category was greater at
the tenth iteration (see Figure 3a).
For the correlations between phonology and semantic
representations comparing first and tenth iteration, the
correlation decreased with time, t(19) = 6.52, p < 0.001. An
ANOVA with same/different category and first/tenth
iteration resulted in a significant main effect of
same/different, F(1, 19) = 52.15, p < 0.001, with same
category resulting in higher correlation than different
category. There was also a significant main effect of
iteration, F(1, 19) = 4.90, p < 0.05, and a significant
interaction, F(1, 19) = 17.84, p < 0.001, with a decrease in
correlation between first and tenth iteration for same
category but an increase in correlation for different category
correlations (see Figure 3b). As with the model beginning
with fully arbitrary mappings, arbitrariness increased to a
greater extent for words belonging to the same category.

General Discussion
The results indicate that the model adapted phonological
representations to become easier to map onto semantics. The
model’s general learning constraints shaped the phonology
of the language to make mapping to and from semantics
easier for future models to acquire. Investigating the actual
changes in the phonological representations from first to
tenth generation revealed that this ease of learning was
accomplished through two primary changes in the
representations that resembled the design features of natural
language.
First, the iterations of the language increased the
similarity among words of the same category in terms of
their phonological representation. This accords with
observations over the variety of phonological and prosodic
cues that reflect grammatical categories of words crosslinguistically (Farmer, Christiansen, & Monaghan; 2006;
Monaghan, Christiansen, & Chater, 2007). Indeed, for
English, there are now more than 20 distinct phonological
and prosodic properties that relate to grammatical category
distinctions (Monaghan & Christiansen, 2008).
The inverse model presented here showed that such
coherence with respect to category structure can emerge as a
consequence of pressures of learning. The inverse model
instantiated learning constraints into the representations

themselves, and these learning constraints were expressed
by reflecting the output category structure within the input
phonology. In artificial language learning studies, such
reflections of category structure within phonology has been
shown to result in improved learning of categories (Frigo &
McDonald, 1998; St Clair, Monaghan, & Ramscar, 2009),
and may indeed be vital for effective acquisition of
grammatical categories (Braine, 1987). The model points to
the way such phonological characteristics of words can
become imprinted within the language as a consequence of
general-purpose learning mechanisms exerting their
influence through generations of language learners.
Second, the results of the model in terms of the properties
of the mapping between phonology and semantics show in
addition that arbitrariness can sit alongside systematicity
indicated at the category level. For words of the same
semantic category there is greater distinction between
individual phonological patterns in terms of the precise
semantic representation that they map onto. For words of
different categories, there is greater expression of words or
similar sound relating to meanings that are similar. This can
be interpreted in terms of the coherence among the
phonological representations being tempered by the
additional requirement to distinguish particular semantic
representations. Thus, emerges systematicity at the category
level, but arbitrariness for mapping between individual
patterns.
In this respect, the iterative inverse modeling results
presented here relate to learning studies of static artificial
languages that map between phonological and semantic
representations of words. Monaghan et al. (2011) trained
associative learning models and human participants to map
between phonological and semantic representations for
words belonging to one of two categories. They varied the
properties of the patterns in terms of whether the mappings
were arbitrary or systematic between phonology and
semantics, and also the extent to which additional
phonological cues provided information about the general
category to which the word belonged. Learning was most
accurate for both the associative learning model and the
behavioural results when the mapping between phonology
and meaning was arbitrary, but with coherence at the
category level. The iterative modeling presented here
demonstrates that similar general purpose learning
mechanisms imposed by requirements to associate between
two sets of representations can result in an attuning of the
representations themselves to approximate this structure as a
consequence of constraints imposed in learning the language
being expressed in production.
The model was trained with a starting language that was
either fully arbitrary or largely systematic. These situations
can be seen to resemble two theories of the origins of
language, where words emerge either from articulatory
noise (Jespersen, 1922), or from iconic or sound-symbolic
forms (Ramachandran & Hubbard, 2001). In both cases, we
have shown that there is an increase in accuracy of
reproduction of the language across generations, and that
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this is coupled with generated systematicity at the category
level and greater arbitrariness in the form-meaning
mappings within those categories. Future work may also
permit investigation into whether the emergent
pronunciations are more likely to result from iconic or noisy
initial forms.
The starting point for this modeling approach was to
demonstrate how learning may, over generations of learners,
affect the structure of natural languages. In this respect, the
modeling demonstrates that “design features” of languages
may fall under the remit of the cognitive sciences in
explaining how and why such properties are observable
within language. Plaut and Kello (1999) demonstrated how
an inverse model can account for the development of
segmental phonology – a contributor to the design feature of
discreteness, and we have shown here how arbitrariness of
form-meaning mappings is an emergent property of
constraints on learning in a similar model. Though the
model learns only a small set of patterns, and consequently,
the results should be treated cautiously, the observations
tally closely with computational and behavioural studies on
learning effectiveness from different structures of a
language’s vocabulary. The model presented here provides
an iterative step to showing how such design features can
emerge spontaneously within a learning system. Natural
languages may possess “design features”, then, not as
necessary, definitional properties, but rather because having
such structure facilitates learning, and over generations this
process of learning becomes impressed within the structure
of language itself.
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Abstract
Word frequencies in natural language follow a Zipfian distribution. Artificial language experiments that are meant to
simulate language acquisition generally use uniform word frequency distributions, however. In the present study we examine whether a Zipfian frequency distribution influences adult
learners’ word segmentation performance. Using two experimental paradigms (a forced choice task and an orthographic
segmentation task), we show that human statistical learning
abilities are robust enough to identify words from exposures
with widely varying frequency distributions. Additionally, we
report a facilitatory effect of Zipfian distributions on word segmentation performance in the orthographic segmentation task,
both in segmenting trained material and in generalization to
novel material. Zipfian distributions increase the chances for
learners to apply their knowledge in processing a new speech
stream.
Keywords: Word segmentation; statistical learning; Zipfian
frequency distributions.

Introduction
Humans and other animals extract information from the environment and represent it so that they can later use these
representations for effective recognition and inference. One
striking example of this phenomenon is that adults, children,
and even members of other species can utilize statistical information to segment an unbroken speech stream into individual
words after a short, ambiguous exposure (Saffran, Aslin, &
Newport, 1996; Saffran, Newport, & Aslin, 1996; Aslin, Saffran, & Newport, 1998; Hauser, Newport, & Aslin, 2001).
In a now-classic segmentation paradigm, Saffran, Newport,
and Aslin (1996) played adults a continuous stream of synthesized speech composed of uniformly-concatenated trisyllabic
words. After exposure to this stream, participants were able
to distinguish the original words from “part-words”—chunks
that had occurred with lower frequency and lower statistical consistency. This work, combined with demonstrations
with infants, suggested that statistical segmentation could be
a viable method for early language learners to learn the word
forms of their native language.
While the results of these experiments are impressive, the
ways in which these findings can be applied to understand
natural language learning are still unclear. Recent research
has begun to close this gap. The outputs of this statistical
segmentation process are now known to be good targets for
word-meaning mapping (Graf Estes, Evans, Alibali, & Saffran, 2007), and experiments with natural language sample
suggest that the processes observed in artificial language experiments generalize to highly-controlled natural language
samples (Pelucchi, Hay, & Saffran, 2009). In addition, statistical segmentation has been shown robust to variation in
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Department of Psychology
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sentence and word lengths (Frank, Goldwater, Griffiths, &
Tenenbaum, 2010). Nevertheless, there are many links between statistical segmentation and natural language learning
that still have not been made.
One key difference between standard segmentation
paradigms and natural language is the distribution of frequencies. The empirical distribution of lexical items in natural
language follows a Zipfian distribution (Zipf, 1965), in which
relatively few words are used extensively (“the”) while most
words occur only rarely (“toaster”). In particular, the absolute
frequency of a word tends to be approximately inversely proportional to its rank frequency. While Zipfian distributions
are ubiquitous across natural language, their consequences
for learning are only beginning to be explored (Goldwater,
Griffiths, & Johnson, 2006). The current paper investigates
the consequences of Zipfian frequency distributions for statistical word segmentation.
Saffran, Newport, and Aslin (1996) hypothesized that the
mechanism underlying statistical word segmentation was the
computation of syllable-syllable transitions. In a uniform distribution, nearly every word follows every other word, so
these transition matrices are quite well-populated, but in a
Zipfian language, they are very sparse. Some combinations of
frequent words will have high transition probability between
them (especially if they co-occur together frequently). If syllables are used in multiple words, the within-word transition
probabilities for low-frequency words could be considerably
lower than the between-word transition probability for high
frequency words. This factor may have led to the low performance of transition-based models in computational comparisons (Yang, 2004; Brent, 1999). Thus, the first question we
ask in the current study is whether human statistical learning
abilities can succeed in segmenting Zipfian-distributed input.
Examining the problem from another side, however, a Zipfian distribution might actually provide more information for
segmentation. Bannard and Lieven (2009) suggest that repetitive use of restricted types of words and word combinations
in input are a strong predictor of the order of acquisition. In
addition, six-month-olds can already exploit highly familiar
words to segment and recognize adjoining unfamiliar words
from fluent speech (Bortfeld, Morgan, Golinkoff, & Rathbun,
2005). Thus, our second question is whether (and under what
conditions) Zipfian input could facilitate word segmentation.
To address these two questions, we compared segmentation performance in uniform and Zipfian contexts across
three different large-scale web-based segmentation experiments. Since Frank, Arnon, Tily, and Goldwater (2010) provided evidence that crowd-sourcing platforms reliably repli-
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Stimuli We constructed 8 language conditions by controlling patterns of frequency distribution (uniform vs. Zipfian)
and the numbers of word types contained in lexicon (6, 12,
24, 36 types). Within each language condition, we created
16 language variants with different phonetic material. This
diversity was necessary to ensure that results did not include
spurious phonological effects.
Words were created by randomly concatenating 2, 3, or
4 syllables (word lengths were evenly distributed across
each language). Stimuli were synthesized using MBROLA
(Dutoit, Pagel, Pierret, Bataille, & Van Der Vrecken, 1996) at
a constant pitch of 100Hz with 225ms vowels and 25ms cosnonants. Each syllable was used only once. Sentences were
generated by randomly concatenating words into strings of
four words. The total number of word tokens was 300 and
the number of sentences was 75 in all the languages. The
token frequencies of words in each language were either distributed uniformly according to the total type frequency (e.g.
50 tokens each for a language with 6 word types) or given
a Zipfian distribution such that frequency was inversely proportional to rank ( f ∝ 1/r). Frequency distributions for each
language are shown in Figure 1.
For the test phase, “part-words” were created by concatenating the first syllable of each word with the remaining syllable of another word. These part-words were used as distractors which appeared in the training input with lower frequency than the target words.

24  types

36  types

Figure 1: Word frequencies in uniform (top) and Zipfian conditions of Experiment 1.
cate lab-based experiments, we use this method to gather data
across a wide range of experimental conditions. Experiment
1 tests participants in a standard 2-alternative forced-choice
(2AFC) paradigm and manipulates the number of tokens in
the languages used. Experiments 2 and 3 use an orthographic
segmentation task and ask whether training on and testing on
Zipfian-distributed materials lead to an advantage in segmenting previously heard and novel words.
Our results show that Zipfian distributions neither help
nor harm segmentation performance in a traditional 2AFC
paradigm (Experiment 1). In the orthographic paradigm,
however, the Zipfian word frequency benefitted learners by
providing them with more chances to segment familiar words
(Experiment 2), which in turn helped to individuate neighboring words in the speech stream (Experiment 3). These data
suggest that Zipfian frequency distributions have a scaffolding effect on segmentation that manifests at the stage where
learners use acquired knowledge to segment new sentences.

Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, we use 2AFC test trials where participants
are asked to distinguish a word from a part-word to test
whether adult learners can learn words from input following
uniform and Zipfian distributions. One additional novel feature of this experiment is that we vary the number of word
types (distinct word forms) in the experiment from 6 all the
way to 36, far higher than previously tested (Frank, Goldwater, et al., 2010). Thus, a subsidiary question is whether
participants are able to identify words at above-chance levels
in these more challenging environments.

Methods
Participants We posted 259 separate HIT (Human Intelligence Taks: experimental tasks for participants to work on)
on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. We received 246 HITs from
distinct individuals (a mean of 30 for each token frequency
and distribution condition).

Procedure Before the training phase began, participants
were instructed to listen to a simple English word and type it
in to ensure the sound is properly played and perceived. Participants then moved to the training phase, where they were
instructed to listen to and learn a made-up language which
they would later be tested on. To ensure compliance with
the listening task for the duration of the training phase subjects needed to click a button marked next to proceed though
the training sentences. In the test phase of the 2AFC condition, participants heard 24 pairs of words consisting of a target word and a length matched “part-word.” After listening to
each word once, they clicked a button to indicate which one
sounded more familiar (or “word-like”) given the language
they had learned.

Results and Discussion
Figure 2 illustrates accuracy of responses in the 4 types of
languages in the each of the uniform and Zipfian distribution
conditions. There was not a strong numerical effect of distribution condition. Replicating previous results (Frank, Goldwater, et al., 2010), performance decreased as the number
of types increased, but participants performed slightly above
chance even in the most difficult 36 type condition.
Our analysis used mixed effects logistic regression
(Gelman & Hill, 2006) fit to the entire dataset. This model attempted to predict performance on individual trials; we used
model comparison to find the appropriate predictors. Our first
model included effects of distribution and number of types;
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Figure 2: Average proportion correct trials by number of word types in the uniform and Zipfian distribution conditions. Dots
represent individual participants and are stacked to avoid overplotting. Solid line represents means, dashed lines represent
standard errors, and the dotted line represents chance (50%).
we found no effect of distribution (β = −.226, p = .12) but
a highly significant effect of number of types (β = −.021,
p < .0001). Further exploration revealed that better model fit
was given by the logarithm of number of types as a predictor rather than raw number of types (χ2 = 9.49, p < .0001).
Thus, the log number of types was the only significant predictor of performance in this model.
In our second set of models, we introduced as additional
trial-level predictors the frequency of the target and distractors for each trial (calculated from the input corpus for each
language). In this model, we found that once these factors
were added, there was no gain in model fit from log number
of types (χ2 (1) = .11, p = .74). Instead, the only significant
effects were a positive coefficient on log tokens (the more
times a word is heard, the better performance gets: β = .35,
p < .0001), a negative coefficient on log distractor tokens (the
more times a distractor is heard in the corpus, the worse performance gets: β = −.51, p = .003) and a positive interaction of the two (bad distractors are worse if the target is low
frequency: β = .14, p = .003). The general relation here is
plotted in Figure 3, showing mean proportion of accuracy according to the input frequency of the target words. In this final
model, there was still no effect of distribution conditions (i.e.,
uniform vs. Zipf) (β = .05, p = .49).
To summarize: participants represented target words
equally well after being exposed to languages with radically
different frequency distributions and contingency statistics.
The only factors that mattered in 2AFC test trials were the log
frequency of targets and distractors, independent of what context they were heard in. In a Zipfian condition, some words
have significantly higher and lower frequency than those in

a uniform condition, which could create a skewed distribution of transition probabilities between lexical items. However, our results indicate that 2AFC accuracy for a word is
predicted based predominantly on the (uni-gram) word frequency in input, not on the distribution of the context.

Experiment 2
Experiment 2 tests our hypothesis about possible facilitative effect of a Zipfian word distribution on segmentation of
a speech stream via a different method. Because a 2AFC
asks only about a comparison between a particular targetdistractor pair, we hypothesized that effects of distribution
might be more obvious in a paradigm where words were presented in context during testing. To test this hypothesis, we
use an orthographic segmentation task developed by Frank,
Goldwater, et al. (2010). In this task, participants were trained
on either a Zipfian or a uniform distributions and later asked
to give explicit judgments as to where in a sentence they
would place word boundaries. Based on the finding in Experiment 1, we hypothesized that ease of identification of words
would be predicted by their input frequencies. This would
benefit those who are exposed to a Zipfian distribution during
test because a large portion of a sentence consists of words
that were highly frequent in the input.

Methods
Participants 281 separate HITs were posted on Mechanical Turk. We received 250 complete HITs from distinct individuals. Participants were paid $0.50 for participation. Because of the increased complexity of the manual segmentation task, we applied an incentive payment system to ensure
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Figure 3: Probability of a correct 2AFC answer plotted by
binned token frequency. Filled circles indicate uniform condition, while open circles indicate Zipfian condition. Dashed
line shows chance, while the dotted and alternating lines give
best fit lines for performance as a function of log token frequency.
participants’ attention to the task. They were told they would
receive an additional $1.00 if they scored in the top quartile.
We excluded 1 participant for F-scores of exactly 0.
Stimuli The process of generating stimuli was nearly identical to the 6 word condition in Experiment 1. Six words were
generated following either a uniform or Zipfian distribution.
Six hundred word tokens were presented in 150 sentences in
the training phase. For the test phase, 10 additional sentences
were created according to one of the two frequency distributions; the same lexicon was used to generate the training
corpus. To examine the effects of frequency distribution at
the different stages of segmentation, we applied a 2x2 factorial design. Subjects were divided into four groups according
to the frequency distributions at the training phase (uniform
vs. Zipfian training) and at the test phase (uniform vs. Zipfian test). In each case, sentences were generated by sampling
words from either a uniform frequency distribution or one that
was generated via the same classic Zipfian formulation given
above ( f ∝ 1/r).
Procedure The training section of this experiment was
identical to that of Experiment 1 (though twice as long; approximately 9 minutes). In the test phase, participants were
asked to click on the breaks between syllables to indicate
word boundaries. They were given one practice trial on an
English sentence presented in the same format and prevented
from continuing until they segment it correctly. At test, sentences were presented visually, with each syllable separated
by a toggleable button. All the syllables were spelled with
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Figure 4: Token F-scores (a measure of segmentation performance for individual words) plotted for each condition of
Experiment 2. Points represent individual participants, bars
show means, and dashed lines show a permutation baseline.
two letters representing a consonant and a vowel respectively
(e.g., ka, pi, ta). Each sentence was also played back at the
beginning of the trial.

Results and Discussion
To evaluate participants’ segmentation performance, we relied on precision and recall, and their harmonic mean, Fscore. These same measures are used in computational studies of segmentation and in previous work (Goldwater, Griffiths, & Johnson, 2009; Brent, 1999). We computed precision and recall for both boundaries and for word tokens.1 Token F-scores in each condition are plotted in Figure 4. As
in Frank, Arnon, et al. (2010), we calculated an empirical
baseline for each measure via permutation. We repeatedly
shuffled boundary placement responses for each sentence and
computed the same measures (precision, recall, and F-score).
The mean values of baseline token F-scores in each condition
are indicated as dashed lines in Figure 4.
Because participant mean F-scores were normally distributed but trial-level F-scores were not, and because we had
no trial-level predictors in this experiment, we used a simple linear model to predict participants’ mean token F-scores.
We found a reliable main effect of the test condition (β = .10,
p < .02) and no significant effect of the training condition
(β = .03, p = .4) or interaction (β = .0005, p = .9). The
boundary scores exhibited the same patterns and the same
pattern of statistical significance (see Table 1 for means):
1 In our example sentence (“indiangorrillaseatbananas”), we
compute these measures for a participant who gave the segmentation “indian|gorillas|eatbana|nas.” Computing word boundaries, the
participant would have 2 hits, 1 miss, and 1 false alarm, leading to
precision of .66 (hits / hits + false alarms), and recall of .66 (hits /
hits + misses), for an F-score of .66. On the other hand, for word
tokens, the participant would have 2 hits (“indian” and “gorillas”),
2 misses (“eat” and “bananas”) and 2 false alarms (“eatbana” and
“nas”), for prevision of .5, recall of .5, and F-score of .5.
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Boundary F
0.58
0.65
0.61
0.67

Experiment 3
Experiment 3 replicated Experiment 2, but for each test sentence, we added a single novel item. If identification of familiar words improves segmentation accuracy of adjoining
words, we would expect better identification of novel words
when participants were both trained and tested using Zipfian
materials.

Methods
Participants 158 separate HITs were posted on Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk. We received 121 complete HITs from distinct individuals. Participants were paid $0.50 for their participation and we again added bonus payments for participants
in the top quartile.
Stimuli Sentences for training phase were created identically to Experiment 2. At test, we generated 10 new words of
varying length (2, 3, and 4 syllables) based on syllables that
appeared in the training corpus. To ensure each syllable was
used only once in the lexicon despite the enlarged lexicon (6
training items + 10 novel test items), an additional vowel was
added to the phonemic inventory. We added one new word
in a sentence-internal position in each test sentence. With the
additional word, there were 5 test sentences of length 4 and 5
test sentences of length 5.
Procedures Procedures were identical to Experiment 2.
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main effect of the test (β = .07, p = .04) and no effect of
the training (β = .02, p = .4) and the interaction (β = −.009,
p = .85).
The critical finding in this experiment is that even when
participants were trained with Zipfian materials, where some
words were significantly rarer compared to the words in uniform distribution, people still performed better if they had
been tested on Zipfian-distributed items. What remains unclear is whether the high concentration of familiar items in
the Zipfian test condition helped the learners find less frequent items. Due to the small number of word types in Experiment 2, even the low frequency items were still heard 40
times. Thus, in Experiment 3 we test the hypothesis that Zipfian contexts support better segmentation of truly novel material.
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Table 1: Mean token F-scores and boundary F-scores for
overall segmentation performance in Experiment 2.
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Figure 5: Proportion correct for the identification of new
words in Experiment 3; plotting conventions are as in Figure
4.

Results and Discussion
Token and boundary F-scores for overall segmentation performance are shown in Table 2. We again fit linear models to the
token and boundary F-score data. In token F-score, we again
found the main effect of test condition (β = .13, p = .005),
and there was still no effect of the training (β = .08, p = .07)
or an interaction term between them, though there was a negative coefficient value, indicating some sub-additivity (β =
−.07, p = .29). The test effect (β = .089, p = .03) was still
significant in boundary F-score data and there was an effect
of the training (β = .10, p = .02), but no significant interaction, though the coefficient was again negative (β = −.047,
p = .42).
We next analysed generalization data: we coded each of
the ten generalization trials (one novel word per sentence) as
a binary variable: 1 if the word was segmented correctly, 0
otherwise. Participant means are plotted in Figure 5. We then
used a mixed logistic model to predict this variable on the
basis of training and test condition, including a random effect of participant. (We chose a mixed model here in order to
avoid the issue of computing a linear regression over a nonnormally distributed DV). As in the overall test (and Experiment 2), we found main effects of training (β = .61, p < .02)
and test (β = .57, p = .03), with a negative but non-significant
interaction term (β = −.52, p = .15).
To corroborate the effects of neighboring items, another
mixed logistic regression model was constructed where all the
words in the test sentences were coded as a binary variable: 1
if the word was segmented correctly, 0 otherwise. Log input
frequency of the preceding word was a significant predictor
of correct segmentation of the current word (β = .07, p <
.02), along with other factors like input frequency (β = .12,
p < .01) and length (β = −1.03, p < .01) of the target word.
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Table 2: Mean token F-scores and boundary F-scores for
overall segmentation performance in Experiment 3.
Input
Uniform
Zipf

Test
Uniform
Zipf
Uniform
Zipf

Token F
0.26
0.39
0.35
0.41

Boundary F
0.47
0.56
0.57
0.61

On the other hand, log input frequency of the following word
did not show such an effect (β = .04, p = .2). These results
suggest that participants generally moved from left to right to
segment a sentence into words incrementally.
To summarize: Experiment 3 replicates the findings from
Experiment 2 and highlights a benefit of segmentation within
a Zipfian language: if a learner hears a novel word, that word
is much more likely to be flanked by known words.

General Discussion
The results of three experiments indicate that a Zipfian distribution of word frequency supports statistical word segmentation by scaffolding learners’ active use of acquired knowledge. In Experiment 1, we found that learning performance
in a 2AFC task was neither helped nor hurt by a Zipfian frequency distribution. The only factor that predicted learning
was a word’s log frequency.
In contrast, in Experiments 2 and 3, when target words
were presented in a sentential context in our orthographic segmentation paradigm, we saw reliable effects of Zipfian testing
materials. Crucially, regardless of whether participants were
trained on a Zipfian or uniform distribution, they performed
better at test when they had received a repetitive exposure to a
few items in the test contexts. We also found that the reliable
identification of high frequency items effectively restricted
hypotheses about novel words at test (Experiment 3). In other
words, correctly setting boundaries around known words provide extra leverage in segmenting the entire sentence. In the
word/part-word comparison paradigms that have traditionally
been used to evaluate segmentation accuracy, this benefit was
absent.
Our results provide evidence that the frequency structure
of natural language input provides a natural scaffolding for
statistical word segmentation. We hope that future research
continues to investigate aspects of artificial languages in order
to explore the interaction of human cognition and the natural
language learning environment.
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Abstract
We propose a model of L2 phonological learning in which
the acquisition of novel phonological category inventories proceeds not by mapping L2 inputs onto existing category inventories available in L1 and other already known languages, but
rather through general categorization processes in which L1
and other language knowledge serves as an inductive bias. This
approach views linguistic knowledge as hierarchically organized such that the outcome of acquisition of a language—L1
or otherwise—includes not only knowledge of the specific language in question, but also beliefs about how any language is
likely to be structured. In this paper we test a set of predictions
regarding how two key types of information can come together
to drive L2 learning: distributional information within a single
phonetic dimension and generalization bias derived from existing knowledge of language. We tested these predictions by
training adult monolingual English speakers in a distributional
learning paradigm (Maye & Gerken, 2000; Maye, Werker, &
Gerken, 2002) on a novel contrast, segmental length, and testing them on categorization of short and long segments for
both trained and untrained items. Results show both learning
and generalization from one class of segments (sonorants) to
another class (obstruents), broadening the empirical range of
phonetic contrasts for which distributional learning has been
shown to be effective and providing evidence for our approach
to L2 learning as one of inductive inference and generalization
rather than of mapping.
Keywords: L2 phonological acquisition; distributional learning; speech perception; categorization; generalization.

Introduction
Language learning in adulthood has traditionally been regarded as an inherently difficult process due to first language
(L1) interference. One reason for this view is the common
assumption that second language (L2) begins as parasitic on
L1, and only gradually separates itself as an independent language in the course of learning (e.g., MacWhinney, 1987).
We propose a model in which L2 learning (and, more specifically, phonological acquisition) is instead viewed as a process of inductive inference, where learners make implicit
predictions about the possible underlying structures of the
novel language by combining two sources of information:
(1) the statistical properties of the L2 input, and (2) previous
language knowledge (including both experience and any innate biases), which serves as an inductive bias guiding learners in their inferences about novel phonological structures.
The proposed model assumes that the structure of language
knowledge is represented at multiple levels with one level for
knowledge of specific languages, and a higher level representing more abstract knowledge of the structure of languages in
general. This model fits within the general approach to learning as a process of rational hypothesis construction and testing, in which learners infer the underlying structure of their
input by generalizing beyond the specific surface properties

that they are exposed to (e.g., Tenenbaum & Griffiths, 2001;
Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007; Gerken, 2010). At the same time, the
proposed model is radically different from traditional views
on L2 phonological acquisition, where perception and learning of novel sounds have been assumed to rely on the process of mapping of L2 sounds onto L1 phonological categories (Best, 1995; Flege, 1995; Hancin-Bhatt, 1994; Kuhl &
Iverson, 1995). Under these views, L2 learners—instead of
making implicit rational predictions about the L2 phonological categories—try to establish conceptual links between L2
sounds and their most similar L1 counterparts, so as to process the unfamiliar sounds directly through their L1 phonological system. We propose, in contrast, that learners do not
directly filter the L2 speech input through their L1 phonological categories, but rather that they make the best possible
guesses about how individual novel sounds are grouped into
categories by relying on the same mechanisms that are used in
general categorization processes for many types of perceptual
stimuli.
In order to define the details of the proposed model we follow the general categorization literature in that any perceptual stimulus can be represented as a point in a multidimensional psychological space. People are able to categorize the
stimuli by abstracting information about stimulus dimensions
(e.g., color, shape, size, etc.) from single instances of the input
(Posner & Keele, 1968; Kruschke, 1992). Within Kruschke’s
model, learning categories occurs by computing and attaching weights (or attention strength) to each of the stimulus
dimensions. The attention strength reflects the relevance of
any given dimension for a particular categorization task. That
is, high strength will be associated with dimensions hypothesized as the most informative in distinguishing between categories. This way, people are able to perform categorization
tasks by selectively attending to dimensions that are relevant,
while at the same time ignoring other dimensions (Nosofsky,
1986). For instance, with stimuli varying along three dimensions such as color, shape, and size (Fig. 1a), people are good
at categorizing by just one dimension, for example color. In
this situation, the psychological space gets stretched along the
color dimension—due to high attention strength assigned to
this dimension (Kruschke, 1992)—and shrunk along the size
and shape dimensions (Fig. 1b). This strategy is effective in
categorization tasks because by attending selectively to the
relevant dimension, people maximize within-category similarity and between-category discriminability, thus avoiding
between-category confusion due to variation along irrelevant
dimensions.
We pursue a similar idea to account for phonological
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Figure 1: (a) Eight stimuli that vary along three binary-valued
dimensions: color (black/white), shape (circle/triangle), and
size (big/small). (b) Attending selectively to the color dimension. (Figure from Nosofsky, 1986, p. 4.)

categorization. Sound segments, as other perceptual stimuli, can be represented as points in a multidimensional perceptual space. Languages group segments into phonological categories, or phonemes, by partitioning this perceptual space along different phonetic dimensions (Maddieson,
1984). Therefore, a large part of the problem facing children
in L1 phonological learning is to differentiate between phonologically relevant (i.e., informative for assigning meaning)
and irrelevant phonetic dimensions. That is, children learn to
selectively attend to certain phonetic dimensions (e.g., formant frequencies), while disregarding—at least for purposes
of categorization—others (e.g., amplitude) (Kuhl, Williams,
Lacerda, Stevens, & Lindblom, 1992; Jusczyk, 1992).
Now, let us turn our attention to L2. Accurate phonological
learning in L2 requires repartitioning of the perceptual space
in accordance with which phonetic dimensions are informative to categorize L2 sounds (Strange & Shafer, 2008). On our
proposal this is difficult because learners’ L1 knowledge has
created strong inductive bias in inferences about what any L2
structure may be like, which leads them to selectively attend
to only those phonetic dimensions that are phonologically relevant in their L1. This might be implemented in Kruschke’s
model by readjusting weights, which would increase attention
to dimensions phonologically relevant in the L2 and suppress
attention to irrelevant dimensions.
If our proposal is correct and learners categorize L2 sounds
based on their inferences about which phonetic dimensions
are likely to be relevant in that language, then we expect listeners’ perception and categorization of novel speech sounds
to be guided by their experience with phonetic dimensions,
and not individual segments. That is, in contrast to previous approaches, we predict that novel distinctions within a
given phonetic dimension should be perceived more accurately by listeners who know a language in which that dimension is contrastive for some set of segments than by listeners
for whom that dimension is never contrastive, even when the
novel distinctions are used within segment classes for which
the dimension is never contrastive for either group of listeners. This means that listeners are predicted to generalize the

relevance of phonetic dimensions from known segments to
novel segments. Pajak
˛ (2010) confirmed this prediction for
the length dimension: for example, speakers of Cantonese,
who are familiar with vowel length contrasts, are better at
discriminating short from long consonants ([kasa]/[kassa])
than speakers of Mandarin, who are not familiar with any
length contrasts. We took this result to suggest that Cantonese
speakers generalized length across segment classes. This result is problematic for theories assuming L2-to-L1 segment
mappings, under which familiarity with vowel length contrasts should not have any effect on perception and learning
of consonant length contrasts: novel long consonants would
be assumed to map onto L1 short consonants for both Cantonese and Mandarin speakers, thus making their discrimination equally difficult for both groups.
In this paper we investigate another type of evidence for
the proposed model. One of the hallmark phenomena in the
human categorization literature is the ability to learn category
distinctions on the basis of purely distributional evidence—a
bimodal distribution on some perceptual dimension, for example, generally supports the inference of a category distinction more strongly than a unimodal distribution—as predicted
by rational accounts such as that underlying the Size Principle of Tenenbaum (1999) & Tenenbaum and Griffiths (2001).
Since L2 phonological learning in our approach is simply a
special case of the general problem of categorization, then
distributional evidence may be able to overcome L1-derived
bias against a category distinction in a phonetic dimension
which is never distinctive in L1 (although the amount of exposure needed might differ depending on the cue’s perceptual salience and on its L1 distribution). Crucially, generalization to a novel set of segments should straightforwardly
follow from learning the relevance of a dimension for just
one set of segments, exactly as in the previous study with
Cantonese speakers. The perceptual learning literature provides mixed evidence on whether limited laboratory training can be sufficient to induce generalization in adults. Previous research focused on novel voicing distinctions (e.g.,
prevoiced vs. voiceless unaspirated stops for native speakers of English), and only tested limited types of generalization: for stops from one place of articulation to another (e.g.,
from alveolar [d]-[t] to velar [g]-[k]). Early studies with explicit category training showed that this type of generalization
is possible (McClaskey, Pisoni, & Carrell, 1983; Tremblay,
Kraus, Carrell, & McGee, 1997). On the other hand, training adults on a novel voicing distinction in the distributional
learning paradigm (Maye & Gerken, 2000; Maye et al., 2002)
was inconclusive regarding the ability of participants to generalize to a different place of articulation: Maye and Gerken
(2001) reported no generalization, but Perfors and Dunbar
(2010) found some evidence of generalization by increasing
the duration of training and using natural stimuli.
In this study we tested the predictions of our model using the distributional learning paradigm, in which listeners
(here, monolingual English speakers) are exposed to a new
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language (L2) through listening to stimuli sampled from a
continuum of sounds that vary along some phonetic dimension (here, segmental length). The stimuli are sampled from
either a bimodal frequency distribution, suggesting that there
are two categories along the continuum (here, short and long
segments), or a unimodal distribution, suggesting only one
category (and, thus, no contrast between short and long segments). Crucially, all participants are exposed to the same inventory of stimuli, differing only in relative frequency of occurrence among stimuli within the inventory. Thus, any differences between bimodal and unimodal conditions in subsequent testing must be due to participants’ interpretation of the
novel sounds as influenced by training and not just to auditory
sensitization. Beyond its relevance for testing the distinctive
predictions made by our model (as compared with the mapping models described earlier), this work contributes to the
perceptual learning literature by investigating distributional
learning on a previously unstudied phonetic dimension—
segmental length—and generalization across segment classes
(sonorants and obstruents). Unlike the voicing dimension,
length cross-cuts a wide range of possible segments, and is
not in any form contrastive in the participants’ native language (English).1

Experiment
We trained monolingual English speakers on a novel phonological contrast, segmental length, using the distributional
learning paradigm, as applied by Maye and Gerken (2001)
in a study with adult participants. Subsequently, we tested
their categorization of short and long segments for trained
and untrained segment classes (sonorants and obstruents). We
predicted that participants would generalize the relevance of
length in sound categorization from a trained class to an untrained class.

Method
Participants 48 undergraduate students at UC San Diego
participated in the experiment for course credit. They were
all monolingual speakers of English, in most cases with some
limited high school and/or college exposure to Spanish or
French. Crucially, none of them had any exposure to any language that uses length contrastively. All participants reported
no history of speech or hearing problems.
Materials The materials consisted of nonce words recorded
in a soundproof booth by a phonetically-trained native
speaker of Polish. The critical length items included segments
from two classes: sonorants ([j], [l], [m], [n]), and obstruents ([s], [f], [T], [S]). They were recorded as words with long
1 Although English vowels do vary in length, and length is used
by native speakers as an auxiliary cue for voicing in word-final stops,
vowel length alone is never used to distinguish between two vowel
categories. This is reflected in how English native speakers process
length: by 18 months of age English-learning infants show differences in their sensitivity to the length cue compared to infants learning a language that has phonemic length contrasts, such as Dutch
or Japanese (Dietrich, Swingley, & Werker, 2007; Mugitani, Pons,
Fais, Werker, & Amano, 2008).

consonants: [ajja], [illa], [amma], [inna], [assa], [iffa], [aTTa],
[iSSa]. Subsequently, the consonant length in each word was
manipulated to create length continua, each with eight tokens.
There are several ways in which such continua could be created. One way would be to maintain natural between-segment
duration differences (e.g., sonorant consonants are generally
shorter than fricatives2 ), but manipulate relative durations so
that for each continuum the endpoints are always in the same
duration ratio (cross-linguistically, the long-to-short consonant ratio varies between 1.5 to 3; Ladefoged & Maddieson,
1996). Another way, which we adopted, is to use the same distribution on absolute durations for all segments (see the discussion section for more on the consequences of this choice).
In the continua we created, durations of all consonants ranged
from 100msec (short) to 205msec (long), and each adjacent
token differed by 15msec. The fillers resembled the critical
items, but different consonants were used: [iRa], [iPa], [aÃa],
[aÙa], [idza], [iţa], [aba], [apa], [ida], [ita], [aga], [aka], [ixa],
[iXa], [aKa], [aQa].
Procedure The experiment adhered as closely as possible
to the procedure used by Maye and Gerken (2001), and consisted of two main parts: training and testing.
Training: In training, participants listened to single words
presented over headphones that were of one of two STIMU LUS TYPES : critical or filler. Each participant was trained on
critical items from one TRAINED SEGMENT CLASS (either
sonorants or obstruents), and in one of two CONDITIONS:
(1) bimodal, imitating a language with phonemic contrasts
between short and long consonants, and (2) unimodal, imitating a language with no phonemic length contrasts (see
Fig. 2). All participants were trained on the same filler items:
the words [iRa], [iPa], [aÃa], [aÙa]. To maintain participants’
attention on the experimental items, they were instructed to
push a button after they heard each word. The response to
a given stimulus triggered the presentation of the following
stimulus with a delay of 1sec. Training consisted of a total of
384 words and lasted for about 10min. This included four repetitions of a training block, where each block had 64 critical
items (16 tokens from each length continuum) and 32 filler
items (8 different recordings of each item). Stimulus order
was randomized for each participant, and there was a selfterminated break after each block.
Testing: The testing was identical for all participants, and
consisted of an AX discrimination task. Participants listened
to pairs of words, and were asked to judge whether these
were two different words or two repetitions of the same word.
For critical pairs, these were endpoints of each continuum,
either ‘different’ (100msec–205msec, 205msec–100msec) or
‘same’ (100msec–100msec, 205msec–205msec). For filler
‘different’ pairs, these were two words that differed by one
2 The ranges of duration for English consonants that are equivalent to those used in the experiment are roughly the following (in
msec): [j] 39-100, [l] 42-85, [m] 50-89, [n] 38-83, [s] 61-126, [f]
88-138, [T] 46-90, [S] 88-138 (based on the phonetically annotated
portion of the Switchboard corpus, as described in ‘The Switchboard
Transcription Project’ report by Steven Greenberg, 1996.)
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We predicted that successful distributional training should
lead to a difference between the bimodal and the unimodal
conditions on critical length trials: bimodal training resulting in more ‘different’ responses (since the training should
suggest that short and long consonants are contrastive in this
language), while unimodal training leading to fewer ‘different’ responses (because the training provided no evidence
that short and long consonants belong to different categories).
Furthermore, we predicted that participants would generalize the relevance of length from trained to untrained words
(reflected in no difference in performance on trained and untrained items), and that this generalization would be bidirectional (i.e., from sonorants to obstruents, and vice versa).
Since performance was at ceiling on ‘same’ trials (>95%
correct for each TYPE, CONDITION, TRAINED SEGMENT
CLASS , and TESTED WORDS type), we only analyzed the
responses from ‘different’ trials, using mixed-effects logit
models with random slopes and intercepts for participant and
item.3

First, we examined the critical trials for the fixed effects of
(bimodal, unimodal), TESTED WORD (trained,
untrained), and TRAINED SEGMENT CLASS (sonorant, obstruent). There was a main effect of CONDITION (p < .05):
as predicted, participants in the bimodal condition responded
‘different’ more often than in the unimodal condition. However, there was also a significant interaction between CON DITION and TRAINED SEGMENT CLASS (p < .05): the difference between the bimodal and the unimodal conditions
was driven mainly by the participants trained on the sonorant class.4 That is, as can be seen in the left part of Fig. 3,
participants trained on sonorants responded ‘different’ more
often in the bimodal than in the unimodal condition. However,
as illustrated in the left part of Fig. 4, all participants trained
on obstruents performed similarly regardless of the condition,
even on the trained items. These results suggest that the distributional training was successful when it was done on sonorant
length continua, but not when the training continua involved
obstruents, in which case there was no difference between the
bimodal and the unimodal conditions on any tested words:
whether critical or filler, or trained and untrained.
Since the training was only successful for the sonoranttrained participants, we examined the critical trials for the effect of generalization for this group alone. We used a mixed

3 We also performed ANOVA analyses and found no major differences in results. Minor discrepancies are reported in footnotes.

4 Both of these effects were only marginal in ANOVAs with p =
.06 and p = .08, respectively.

Results
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model with fixed effects of CONDITION (bimodal, unimodal)
and TESTED WORD (trained, untrained). As expected by previous main effect, there was a significant main effect of CON DITION (p < .01) with participants in the bimodal condition
responding ‘different’ more often than in the unimodal condition. Furthermore, as predicted by the generalization hypothesis, there was no significant main effect of TESTED WORD,
meaning that participants in both bimodal and unimodal conditions performed similarly on trained and untrained items.
Separate pairwise comparisons revealed that the difference
between bimodal and unimodal conditions was significant for
both trained and untrained critical items (ps< .01). These results suggest that participants generalized length to the novel
segment class.
This effect was not due to a simple bias of bimodallytrained participants to respond ‘different’ on any trial, as reflected by a significant interaction between CONDITION and
STIMULUS TYPE (critical, filler) (p < .05), as well as the
same interaction for only untrained items (p < .05)5 : the difference between the bimodal and the unimodal conditions
was significantly larger for the critical than for the filler trials,
even when just the untrained items were considered.
The fact that testing was identical for all participants,
but the distributional training was only successful for the
sonorant-trained group, and not for the obstruent-trained one,
allows us to make a direct comparison between the two
groups. By treating the performance of the obstruent-trained
group as a baseline (38% ‘different’ responses), we can see
the net effect of bimodal vs. unimodal training by comparing
the performance of sonorant-trained participants to the baseline. This comparison reveals that successful bimodal training
increased ‘different’ responses by 13%, whereas successful
unimodal training decreased ‘different’ responses by 21%.

Discussion
This study yielded two key results. First, monolingual speakers of English can be trained through purely distributional
learning to recognize a phonological category distinction on
a phonetic dimension (segmental length) which is never contrastive in their native language. After only one ten-minute
training session of 256 critical items, participants exposed to
sonorants sampled from a bimodally distributed length continuum categorized words differing only in sonorant length
as being distinctive more often than did participants exposed
to sonorants of unimodally distributed length. Second—and
even more crucially to our model’s predictions—speakers
generalized the relevance of length for sound categorization
to a different set of consonants, obstruents. This generalization was quite aggressive, with the effect on obstruent categorization during testing just as strong as the effect on sonorant categorization. This result seems not to be reducible to
greater general sensitization to any phonetic distinctions for
the bimodally trained group, since the effect on performance
5 For these cases the models with the full random effects structure
failed to converge. Thus, we iteratively removed random effects with
the smallest variance until convergence was successful.

for fillers—even those to which participants received no exposure during training—was smaller (though this comparison
must be taken with caution since performance for fillers was
higher across the board than for critical trials). This result
contrasts with Maye and Gerken’s (2001) study of distributional learning of a novel voicing distinction, where no evidence of generalization was found.6 Since Maye and Gerken
only used one segment continuum for training, our results
suggest that training on a wider range of segments might yield
stronger generalization.
For participants trained on obstruents, in contrast, the
choice of bimodal versus unimodal distribution of segment
length had no discernible effect on word categorization. We
believe the most likely reason for this is related to the differences in duration between these two classes of consonants
in naturally spoken English: obstruents (or at least all fricatives that we used in the experiment) are generally longer
than sonorants. Since we created uniform length continua
for both segment classes, this meant that all the tokens from
the sonorant continua were longer than their usual duration
range in English, while for obstruents these ranges partially
overlapped. We believe that this might have been the reason why the obstruent-trained participants did not pick up
on the distributional information: they may have heard the
fricatives of around 200msec as unusually long, but still interpreted them as within reasonable English-like duration range,
which consequently was not sufficient for bimodally-trained
participants to infer contrastiveness of the length dimension.
If this is correct, then modifying the obstruent continua (by
including longer durations) should be more effective in guiding participants’ inferences. Preliminary data from a followup experiment (N=11) suggest that this is indeed the case:
when the obstruent continua range from 140msec to 280msec,
the results for obstruent-trained participants look similar to
those for sonorant-trained participants in the experiment reported in this paper. In the face of the learning failure observed in the present experiment for obstruent-trained participants, the generalization by sonorant-trained participants to
obstruents is all the more impressive: distributional evidence
as to whether length is contrastive for sonorants informs participants’ perception of obstruent length contrastiveness even
within a range of the continuum which would not itself drive
learning through exposure to obstruents themselves.
The results reported in this paper are problematic for traditional mapping approaches to L2 sound perception and
learning because these approaches have no straightforward
explanation of distributional learning, much less of generalization. If we assume that phonological categorization of
novel sounds proceeds through mapping of these sounds onto
the most similar L1 categories, then frequency of exposure
to sounds from a given phonetic continuum (as in distributional learning) should not have any effect on how the end6 Perfors and Dunbar (2010) did obtain both learning and generalization for a voicing distinction similar to Maye and Gerken’s, but
they used much more training and no fillers.
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points of that continuum are mapped. Our results show, however, a clear difference in responses between bimodally- and
unimodally-trained participants. Furthermore, under mapping
approaches there is no reason why exposure to novel stimuli
from one segment class should affect perception and categorization of stimuli from another class. Yet our results show
this exact kind of dependency.

Conclusion
In this paper we described a model of L2 phonological acquisition, in which learners are assumed to use their previous language knowledge, combined with statistical properties of the novel language, to make implicit predictions about
the underlying structure of the phonological system of that
language. We predicted that learners should be able to infer,
during a short period of exposure, that if a given phonetic dimension is contrastive for some set of segments, then it is
also possibly contrastive for a different set of segments in
that language. Consequently, listeners trained to attend to a
given dimension for some segments should also be able to
attend to this dimension for novel segments. We tested this
prediction of the model by training monolingual speakers of
English on a novel phonological contrast (segmental length),
and then testing them on categorization of the contrasted segments for both a trained segment class and an untrained class.
We showed that participants were able to infer a phonological contrast on this dimension even though the dimension is
never contrastive in their native language, and that they generalized length from one class to another (from sonorant to
obstruent consonants), suggesting that they were able to infer
that length cross-cuts a wide range of segments. These results
support our approach to understanding L2 learning as a process of inductive inference.
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Abstract
This study asked whether new linguistic patterns acquired
through recent perception experience can transfer to speech
production. Participants heard and spoke sequences of
syllables featuring novel phonotactic constraints (e.g. /f/ is
always a syllable onset, /s/ is always a syllable coda).
Participants’ speech errors reflected weaker learning of the
constraints present in the spoken sequences (e.g. /f/ must be
onset) when they heard sequences with the inverse constraints
(e.g. /f/ must be coda), suggesting that the constraints
experienced in perception interfered with learning in
production. The results did not depend on the presence of a
shared orthographic code in perception and production trials,
suggesting that direct transfer between heard speech and
produced speech is possible, perhaps through prediction via
inner speech. Further work is needed to determine the exact
mechanism supporting inter-modality transfer of phonological
generalizations.
Keywords: phonotactic learning; transfer of learning;
implicit learning; prediction; orthography.

Introduction
Humans have a remarkable ability to implicitly learn
sequential patterns in a variety of knowledge domains (e.g.
Alsin & Newport, 2008). This ability is especially important
in language, where it has been hypothesized that linguistic
structures are acquired, at least in part, through domaingeneral learning principles (e.g. Dell, Juliano, & Govindjee,
1993; Elman, 1990). Although much work on implicit
pattern detection in language has focused on word
identification, investigating learning of more rule-like
systems, such as phonotactics, is key to understanding
language acquisition. Phonotactics are the constraints on
possible sound sequences in a language; for example, the
sound combination /sr/ can appear as an onset (beginning of
a syllable) in Russian (“sravnivat”, to compare), but not in
English. These constraints affect both our language
perception (we expect to hear sequences of sounds that
follow the phonotactics of our language) and production
(our speech conforms to our language’s phonotactics).
Native speakers of a language acquire some phonotactic
knowledge in the first year of life. Moreover, infants can
rapidly learn new artificial phonotactic constraints in
laboratory settings simply by listening to syllables that

follow the constraints (Chambers, Onishi, & Fisher, 2003).
This ability is not unique to children; adults, too, learn new
phonotactic constraints. They can even acquire constraints
in opposition to native-language phonotactics (e.g. English
speakers learning than /ng/ can be an onset, Whalen & Dell,
2006), as when learning a foreign language.
Several studies with adult participants have demonstrated
phonotactic learning within the auditory speech-processing
system. Participants are exposed to syllables that exhibit
new phonotactic constraints, such as /p/ always occurring as
an onset, and never in syllable-final (coda) position. After
listening to these syllables, participants are more likely to
accept novel syllables as familiar if they obey, rather than
disobey, the constraint (Bernard & Fisher, 2010), and are
slower to shadow those that violate the constraint (Onishi,
Chambers, & Fisher, 2002). Adults can acquire new
phonotactic constraints in language production, as well as in
perception. After just 9 trials of producing sequences of
syllables that follow a novel constraint, participants’ speech
errors obey the novel constraint (Taylor & Houghton, 2005).
For example, the slips of participants producing syllables, in
which /f/ is always an onset and /s/ is always a coda, will
mirror that distribution: /f/’s will erroneously move to onset
positions, and /s/’s to coda positions (see also, Dell, Reed,
Adams, & Meyer, 2000; Warker & Dell, 2006). These
production studies thus stand as an experimental analogue to
the well known tendency for everyday speech errors to
follow the phonotactics of the language one is speaking (e.g.
Fromkin, 1971). For example, because English disallows
onset /ng/, slips never create such syllables, even though
they commonly create nonwords with /ng/ codas.
Phonotactic constraints are first encountered and acquired
through listening to language. Eventually, they are also
reflected in spoken language. How do they get there? The
above studies demonstrate that phonotactic learning can
occur within the perception and production systems.
Consistent with this, neuropsychological data strongly
suggest that separate phonological representations are
employed in speech perception and production (e.g. Martin,
2003). Are speakers obliged to learn the same constraints
separately through listening and speaking, or is it possible
for learning to transfer from perception to production? More
broadly, how efficient is phonotactic learning? What is its
scope and generalizability?
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In our experimental paradigm, participants alternate
between listening to and rapidly speaking sequences of
syllables that follow English phonotactics (e.g. “hes meg fen
keng”). Some consonants’ positions are “restricted”
(English /h/ can only be an onset, and /ng/ can only be a
coda), while others are “unrestricted” (e.g. /k/, /g/, /m/ and
/n/ can appear freely as onsets and codas). Crucially, two
consonants (/f/ and /s/), which are unrestricted in English,
are restricted in the experiment. For some participants, /f/
will always be an onset and /s/ will always be a coda, and
others will experience the reverse. When quickly producing
such sequences, participants tend to make speech errors (e.g.
“hes meg feng keng” instead of “hes meg fen keng”). Errors
involving /h/ and /ng/ will almost always be legal (obey the
language-wide constraints, e.g. /ng/ can only slip to coda
position). This is the well known phonotactic regularity
effect on speech errors. The key findings will concern the
experimentally restricted consonants. If errors involving /f/
and /s/ tend to be legal according to the experiment-specific
constraints, we can conclude that the constraints have been
acquired by the language production system.
We investigate transfer from perception to production by
manipulating the relationship between constraints
experienced in perception and production. In an Oppositeconstraint condition, the constraint in sequences that are
only heard (e.g. /s/-onset, /f/-coda) is the inverse of the
constraint present in sequences to be spoken (/f/-onset, /s/coda). If there is robust transfer between perception and
production, we should see no evidence of the /f/-onset, /s/coda constraint in participants’ speech errors, because the
constraints will cancel out one another. There is no longer
any restriction of /f/ to onset in production if, half the time,
it is heard as a coda, and if this perceptual experience is
integrated with production experience. If there is no
transfer, we should see strong evidence of the production
constraint in speech errors. Participants in a Same-constraint
condition (e.g. /f/-onset, /s/-coda in both perception and
production sequences) should produce errors that obey the
constraint, regardless of whether or not there is transfer.
Using this paradigm, Warker, Xu, Dell, and Fisher (2009)
found little evidence for transfer. Nothing was found in their
first two experiments and a third found weak transfer
(learning of the constraint present in spoken syllables
differed to a small extent between the Same- and Oppositeconstraint conditions). Assuming this latter result is
replicable, the various ways in which the third experiment
differed from the others leaves open several possible
mechanisms of transfer. Transfer could easily have been
mediated by orthography. On perception trials, participants
listened to sequences spoken by another participant while
checking them for errors against a written version, and the
production task used written presentation of the sequences
as well. Thus, the perceptual and production experiences
actually shared a visual representational format.
There is another, more intriguing explanation for the
partial transfer observed by Warker et al. (2009). A recent
computational model of sentence production learns to

“speak” simply from “listening,” rather than from direct
production experience (Chang, Dell, & Bock, 2006). The
model predicts upcoming words in the sentences that it
comprehends, and its learning consists of adjusting its
ability to predict (e.g. Elman, 1990). Prediction (the
generation of expected words and structures) is a process
akin to language production, but without articulatory
realization. Consequently, learning from comprehension
transfers seamlessly to production. The idea that active
prediction occurs during comprehension and that prediction
is carried out by the production system has become an
important component of modern psycholinguistic theory
(e.g. Federmeier, 2007; Pickering & Garrod, 2007).
While participants in Warker et al. (2009) were listening,
perhaps they were predicting upcoming syllables based on
the written text used to check sequences for errors. If the act
of prediction activates the production system, this would
allow the constraint present in heard sequences to interfere
with constraints learned during the speaking trials.
Heightened attention to the syllables, required by the error
monitoring task, may have facilitated transfer as well.
To investigate the robustness and origin of partial transfer
of phonotactic constraints, we explicitly investigated the
two hypothesized mechanisms for transfer: prediction and
orthography. On each perception trial, participants heard a
sequence (e.g. “hes meng fen kes”) twice. Their task was to
report whether the second presentation of the sequence
deviated from the first (e.g. “hes neng fen kes” has an error
on the second syllable). Our task forced the participants to
form an expectation or prediction of which syllables were
about to be heard. For half of the subjects, the first auditory
presentation was accompanied by a written version
presented on a computer screen (Orthography condition).
We predict that if transfer is mediated by orthography, only
participants in the Opposite-constraint, Orthography
condition should show transfer. If transfer is mediated by
prediction, all participants in the Opposite-constraint
condition should show transfer, regardless of whether they
received orthographic input.

Methods
Participants
Thirty-two University of Illinois students participated for
psychology course credit. Participants were native English
speakers with normal or corrected-to-normal vision and
hearing, and no known linguistic or psychiatric disorders.

Stimuli
A total 384 sequences of four syllables were generated by
randomly scrambling 8 consonants (/h/, /ng/, /f/, /s/, /m/, /n/,
/k/, /g/) and inserting the vowel /ε/ into the resulting syllabic
structures (e.g. heng fes men keg). All sequences obeyed
English phonotactics (/h/ was always an onset and /ng/
always a coda). Half of the sequences only featured /f/-
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onsets and /s/-codas (the “fes constraint”), while the other
half only featured /s/-onsets and /f/-codas (the “sef
constraint”). The 384 sequences were arranged into 4 lists,
two lists featuring the fes constraint, and two featuring the
sef constraint. Participants in the Opposite-constraint
condition were assigned to lists with different constraints in
perception and production (either perception-sef and
production-fes or the reverse), while participants in the
Same-constraint condition were assigned to perception and
production lists with the same constraint (both fes or sef).
Deviant versions of 49 sequences in each perception list
were created that contained “errors” for the participants to
detect during error monitoring. These errors were similar to
those made by participants in Warker et al. (2009), except
that no errors occurred on restricted consonants /f/ and /s/.
The deviant sequences were distributed randomly
throughout the experiment. All perception trial stimuli were
produced by a female native English speaker from Illinois.

Procedure
Participants viewed stimuli on a Dell computer screen and
received auditory input through a set of external speakers.
Participants’ voices were recorded by a lapel microphone
which fed into a Marantz digital recorder.
Participants alternated between perception and production
trials, completing 96 of each type. On a perception trial
(cued by a picture of an ear), the numbers 1 2 3 4 appeared
in a row on the screen. Subjects heard a sequence of
syllables, in which the first syllable was “1”, the second “2”,
etc.. Subjects in the Orthography condition saw a written
version of each syllable appear on the screen as it was
spoken. Next, a gray bar with exclamation marks was shown
for 750 ms to cue readiness for the monitoring task. On the
next screen, all subjects saw the numbers and listened to a
second version of the sequence, which contained errors on
0, 1 or 2 consonants. Subjects were instructed to type in the
numbers corresponding to any syllables that contained
errors, and to type 0 if there were no errors.
On a production trial (cued by a picture of lips), a
sequence of syllables appeared in smaller font at the bottom
of the screen. Participants were instructed to press a space
bar to start a metronome (2.53 beats per second), wait for 4
beats, and say the sequence twice, timing each syllable to a
beat. Producing all syllables was emphasized over accuracy.
Participants practiced perception and production trials
before the experiment. The entire procedure, including 2
breaks, took approximately half an hour.

Coding performance in error monitoring task
If a participant correctly detected the presence of any
error(s), this was counted as a “correct” response. False
alarms (reporting an error when there were none), misses
(reporting no errors when there was at least one), and
omission responses were coded as “incorrect”.

Coding speech errors made on production trials
Speech errors were coded offline. Errors in which one
consonant was replaced by another from the sequence were
classified as legal or illegal by the original location of the
error consonant in the target sequence. For example, given
the target “hes meg fen keng” and the errorful sequence
“hes mek feng g-…keng”, the /ng/ in “feng” would be
classified as a legal error (/ng/ kept its position as a coda),
while the /k/ in “mek” would be classified as an illegal error
(/k/ moved from onset position to coda position). Cutoff
errors such as “g-…keng” were included in the analysis;
omissions, intrusions of consonants not present in the
sequence, and unintelligible responses were excluded.

Statistical analysis
A hierarchical logistic regression model was fit to the
speech-error data, and focused on the extent to which each
error was legal (maintained its status as onset or coda) or
illegal (moved to a different position). As the hypotheses of
interest dealt only with differences between experimentally
restricted consonant (/f/, /s/) and unrestricted consonant (/k/,
/g/, /m/, /n/) errors, language-wide restricted consonant (/h/,
/ng/) errors were excluded from the regression analysis.
The log odds of an error being legal was predicted from
constraint (a contrast-coded variable, Same-constraint
condition vs. Opposite-constraint condition), orthography
(contrast-coded variable, Orthography condition vs. No
orthography condition), restrictedness (a dummy-coded
variable where 1=restricted consonant error and
0=unrestricted consonant error), and their interactions. A
random error term was also included to model betweensubject variability.
Two additional hierarchical logistic regression analyses
were run, one on the data from participants in the Sameconstraint condition only, and one on data from the
Opposite-constraint condition only. In each case, the log
odds of an error being legal was predicted from
restrictedness and a subject random error term.

Results
A total of 2203 consonant errors were made by the 32
participants, for an overall error rate of 4.4% per consonant.
Of these, 1577 met inclusion criteria for statistical analysis.
Participants in the Same-constraint condition showed
good evidence of learning: on average, only 1.0% of all
experimentally-restricted consonant errors were illegal (see
Figure 1), a rate nearly identical to that found for languagewide restricted consonant (/h/ and /ng/) errors (1.1%). Even
though these participants had never before encountered the
experimental constraints, their slips followed them as
strongly as they followed the constraints learned from a
lifetime of speaking English. By contrast, on average
31.9% of all unrestricted consonant errors were illegal (see
Figure 2), significantly more than for slips of the
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experimentally restricted consonants (coefficient = 3.404,
standard error = 0.725, p < .001). More unrestricted
consonant errors are legal than would be expected by chance
(illegality is below 50%) because even unrestricted
consonants tend to stick to their syllable positions in a
sequence (MacKay, 1970).
Errors from participants in the Opposite-constraint
condition showed a different profile (Figure 1). Most
importantly, there was evidence of transfer between
perception and production: restricted consonants were
illegal 13.5% of the time on average in the Oppositeconstraint condition, more than ten times the illegality rate
in the Same-constraint condition. By contrast, the illegality
rate of unrestricted consonants in the Opposite-constraint
condition (36.3% on average) was comparable to that in the
Same-constraint condition, an expected result given that
unrestricted consonants did not differ in their distribution
across conditions (Figure 2). The interaction between
constraint and restrictedness was significant (coefficient =
1.049, standard error = 0.384, p = .006).
We can be sure that participants learned the constraints
present in heard sequences, because these interfered with
(Opposite-constraint condition) and/or enhanced (Sameconstraint condition) the constraints learned in production,
as revealed by their speech errors. This interpretation is
bolstered by good error monitoring accuracy of participants
in the Opposite- (71.5%) and Same- (73.5%) constraint
conditions. This suggests that participants did indeed engage
in the task designed to make them predict during perception
trials: they remembered the first presentation and used it to
monitor the second presentation of the sequence.
The transfer between perception and production, however,
was only partial, like that found by Warker et al. (2009).
Participants in the Opposite-constraint condition still
showed evidence of the production constraint in their speech
errors: experimentally restricted consonant errors had a
higher legality rate than unrestricted consonant errors
(coefficient = 1.266, standard error = 0.235, p < .001).
The orthographic manipulation, unlike Same- vs.
Opposite-constraint, did not influence speech errors (see
Figures 1 and 2). Most importantly, the presence of
orthography did not modulate the transfer effect: the
interaction of orthography with constraint was not
significant for restricted consonants (coefficient = 0.073,
standard error = 0.384, p = .850). This was true even though
seeing orthography during the perception task slightly
increased error detection accuracy (76.1% in the
Orthography condition, compared to 69.0% in the No
orthography condition). There was also no significant main
effect of orthography on error legality for unrestricted
consonants (coefficient = -0.407, standard error = 0.087, p =
.589) or restricted consonants (coefficient = -0.107, standard
error = 0.384, p = .781). Although these null effects must be
interpreted with caution, they suggest that orthography is
not the mechanism leading to the transfer of phonotactic
constraints between perception and production.

Figure 1: percentages of restricted consonant errors that
are illegal across conditions, with standard error of the mean

Figure 2: percentages of unrestricted consonant errors that
are illegal across conditions, with standard error of the mean

General Discussion
Previous work has shown that transfer of newly acquired
phonotactic constraints between the perception and
production systems is difficult to achieve, but may be
possible under some circumstances (Warker et al., 2009).
Moreover, little is known about possible mechanisms for
transfer. We explored two such mechanisms: the presence of
orthographic mediating representations, and the prediction
(via the production system) of upcoming sound sequences
during perception. On alternating trials, participants either
listened to, or produced, sequences of syllables (“mek nes
feng heg”) containing either identical or opposing artificial
phonotactic constraints. Weakened sensitivity to the
production constraint in the speech errors of participants
who received opposite constraints indicates transfer between
perception and production. Participants receiving identical
constraints in perception and production should show good
learning of the production constraint in their slips. An
additional manipulation of the presence or absence of
orthographic input during perception allowed us to evaluate
its effect on transfer.
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Speech errors collected from participants clearly showed
partial transfer of constraints between perception and
production. The transfer effect is, thus, robust and, given
the third experiment of Warker et al. (2009), replicable.
Under the right conditions, learning of phonotactic
constraints in one modality leads to their expression in
another modality.
Our results go beyond previous findings by showing that
the difference between the Same- and Opposite-constraint
conditions is truly due to transfer between the speech
modalities. The presence of orthography during both
perception and production trials in Warker et al. (2009)
meant that learning and interference could have taken place
at a common, orthographic level. We found a partial transfer
effect independent of orthographic input during perception,
suggesting that learning from heard speech transfers to
produced speech.
The null effect of orthography condition also weakens
other hypotheses in which orthography mediates transfer.
Thus, enhanced processing of the syllables that could arise
from multimodal presentation does not seem to be necessary
for transfer. Similarly, activation of production phonology
from orthography is not a likely mechanism.
If orthography is not the key to transfer, then what is? In
order for constraints in perception to transfer to production,
production phonology must have been activated during the
perception task. Our results leave open several possible
mechanisms of this activation. We designed our perception
task to induce prediction of upcoming sequences:
participants were expecting the second sequence to be
identical or nearly identical to the first, and so they may
have mentally anticipated the syllables before the second
presentation (it is unlikely that they mouthed them, as all
participants were explicitly instructed not to do so). The task
used in Warker et al. (2009)’s successful transfer study may
also have encouraged prediction. The exact nature of the
prediction participants engaged in is unclear, although it is
possible that they were using inner speech (the “little voice
in your head”). Inner speech is much like overt speech,
except that lower (e.g. articulatory) levels of representation
are not activated (Oppenheim & Dell, 2008). In our
experiment, the individual sounds of an upcoming sequence
could be activated in production phonology by inner speech.
In this way, constraints present in the heard sequences
would also effectively be “produced”, and could interfere
with the constraint present in the spoken sequences, since
they are mapped onto the same level(s) of representation.
The transfer may be partial because production phonology is
only weakly activated by inner speech (as compared to overt
speech production; Oppenheim & Dell, 2008), and thus the
constraint present in perception sequences may not be
represented as robustly.
Inner speech is not so different from the sort of prediction
thought to take place in everyday language processing
(Federmeier, 2007). Although prediction at the phonological
level may not be ubiquitious in normal language
comprehension, it does occur if contextual constraints are

sufficiently strong (e.g. DeLong, Urbach, & Kutas, 2005). If
future work determines that prediction during input
processing leads to transfer, this would support the viability
of language comprehension theories that incorporate
prediction (Federmeier, 2007), and language acquisition
theories in which comprehension practice trains production
(Chang et al., 2006).
There are, however, other mechanisms that could explain
the transfer effect besides prediction via inner speech.
Participants had to remember the first presentation of a
sequence for the monitoring task, and so they may have
subvocally rehearsed the first presentation to check it
against the second presentation. Rehearsal could even have
been simultaneous with perception, rather than anticipatory.
In this case, production phonology would be activated via
deliberate rehearsal, rather than more implicit prediction.
Indirect activation of production phonology could also
have contributed to the transfer effect. The perception trials
in our study and in the successful transfer study of Warker
et al. (2009) required participants to monitor for errors, a
task involving active processing of the sequences. Perhaps
all that is needed for transfer is any kind of task that requires
attention. We note, however, that no transfer was found in
the experiment from Warker et al. (2009) in which the
perception task consisted of monitoring the perceived
syllables for a specific target syllable (always “heng”). So,
not just any attention-demanding task creates transfer. It is
possible, though, that monitoring for error specifically
increased attention to individual phonemes of the perceived
sequence, and that the resulting high activation of perceptual
phonology led to partial activation of production phonology.
Although our results cannot rule out these mechanisms,
follow-up studies addressing this issue are under way.
Our results can also speak to the degree of overlap
between phonological representations in perception and
production. If we know the degree of overlap, we can know
whether to expect transfer. For example, if you learn how to
hear the difference between /r/ and /l/, will you then know
how to produce the difference? If the representations are
completely shared between modalities, one would expect so.
Taking together our findings and those of Warker et al.
(2009), the fact that only two out of four experiments found
transfer, and that that transfer was incomplete, suggests that
representations mediating phonotactic learning are
modality-specific. If representations were shared across
modalities, participants would be able to learn modalityindependent phonotactic constraints from either perception
or production experience. However, it seems that only under
certain conditions can knowledge learned in one modality
transfer to another. For example, transfer of phonotactic
constraints may happen as a result of direct activation of
production phonology during perception (prediction), which
could take place in a system with completely separate
perception and production phonologies.
The partial transfer observed in the domain of
phonotactics stands in contrast to the full transfer observed
in the domain of syntax. Hearing a prime syntactic structure
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makes the listener as likely to produce that structure
compared to when the prime structure is spoken (Bock,
Dell, Chang, & Onishi, 2007). This result is taken to suggest
that syntactic-level representations are fully shared between
production and comprehension. Perhaps transfer at lower
levels of linguistic structure is not likely to be more than
partial because, as one approaches the periphery (audition
vs. articulation), input- and output-oriented representations
must necessarily diverge.
Addressing the issue of transfer is not only important for
investigating the structural overlap between comprehension
and production, but it also has implications for second
language acquisition. Although our experiment focuses on
learning of English phonotactic constraints, other work has
found implicit learning of non-English phonotactics by
native-English adults in laboratory settings (e.g. Whalen &
Dell, 2006). Is transfer from perception to production
possible for these sorts of constraints, as well? Learning a
second language in adulthood is notoriously difficult, and so
knowing which aspects must be acquired through direct
production experience, and which can be subtly trained
through comprehension, would be of great theoretical and
educational interest.
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Color, Number, Shape and Shading. Each attribute can have
one of three distinct values: Red, Green and Blue for the
Color attribute; Open, Solid and Textured for the Shading
attribute; One, Two and Three for the Number attribute;
Oval, Rectangle and Wiggle for the Shape attribute.
The gameplay for SET is relatively simple. At any
moment in the game, 12 cards are dealt open (Figure 1).
Players should find any combination of three cards, further
referred to as a set, satisfying the main rule stating that in
the three cards the values for a particular attribute should be
all the same or all different. The number of different
attributes in set cards is further referred as a level of the set.
As such, the set, in which only one attribute is different, is
level 1 set. Correspondingly, there can be levels of 2, 3 or 4.
Figure 1 shows examples of level 1 (different shape) and
level 4 sets (all attributes are different). In the regular game,
if a player finds a set, he or she picks up the three cards that
form a set, and replaces them with new cards from the deck.
After the deck runs out the player with most cards wins.

Abstract
In this paper we study the roles of top-down planning
and the bottom-up elements in problem-solving tasks.
We investigate how factors, such as conceptual
understanding, perceptual representation and previous
experience with the task, influence the action selection.
The cognitive and perceptual aspects of problemsolving task are studied within the environment of card
game SET. The discussion is provided on cognitive and
perceptual demands on the game, and the difference
between novice and expert players is analyzed with
respect to two types of processes. The hypotheses
proposed in this paper are tested on data obtained
through an eye tracking experiment. Based on findings
the ACT-R model of human player is implemented and
compared to human performance.
Keywords: cognitive architecture; visual attention; cognitive
control; games; ACT-R, problem solving.

Introduction
Human performance in complex tasks is often a
combination of internal planning and responding
appropriately to the environment. Nevertheless, cognitive
models of complex tasks typically focus on the mental
planning aspects, and fail to consider possible influence of
an external world on the control of behavior. The role of the
environment was first recognized in robotics (Brooks, 1991)
but was later extended to human cognition in the embodied
cognition approach (e.g., Clark, 1997; Kirsh & Maglio,
1994). The challenge is to understand how control is shared
between goal-driven planning and processes that are driven
by perceptual input. The approach we will take is to assume
two parallel processes: a bottom-up visual process that scans
the visual field on the basis of saliency and similarity, and a
top-down planning process that tries to achieve the goal, but
also biases the bottom-up process.
Finding an appropriate task to study the cognitive aspects
of human behavior in real-life situation is not easy.
However, games provide environments that often require
the same type of complex processes that are usually
involved in real-world situations. This has the advantage
that behavior of a player can be studied in a controlled
environment. These qualities make games on a computer an
ideal tool for studying complex cognitive processes. One
such game is the card game SET1.
The SET card deck consists of 81 cards. Each card differs
from other cards by a unique combination of four attributes:
1

Figure 1: An example array of 12 cards. The cards with the
solid highlight form level 4 set (all attributes are different),
and cards with dashed highlight form level 1 set (Shape is
different).
There are several advantages of choosing SET as a target
game of study. SET has very simple rules to follow and
relatively static game environment. Despite the simplicity,
SET requires complex cognitive processes including pattern
recognition, visuospatial processing and decision making. It
is our hypothesis that in SET both cognitive and perceptual
processes are equally important to play the game. As such,
SET provides an excellent opportunity to study the
dynamics of such processes in a relatively simple game

SET is a game by Set Enterprises (www.setgame.com)
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environment. Finally, the game is unpredictable requiring
dynamic and real-time decision making. There are 7*1013
possible combinations of 12 cards and 220 possible choices
of three cards out of the array of 12 cards. It makes the
detailed strategy planning impossible. With this regard SET
is quite similar to Tetris (Kirsh & Maglio, 1994). In Tetris a
player’s behavior is not determined by specific strategy, but
the player reacts to the next available block. Similarly, in
SET the players cannot really decide the strategy unless all
the cards are seen. The players have to come up with the
strategy on the fly after viewing the cards. Furthermore, the
need to find the sets of different levels forces the players to
change the strategy as the game progresses. Such dynamic
and unpredictable nature of the game makes SET an
interesting target of a study.

gradual transition from the declarative knowledge to
procedural knowledge resulting in a faster comparison of
the cards. The Taatgen et al. model was able to learn
through proceduralization and make a transition from the
novice player to the expert player.

Related Works on SET

Cognitive and Perceptual Processes

A study by Jacob and Hochstein (2008) argued that the
players prefer to look at perceptually similar cards, and, for
comparison step, they mainly rely on processes at the
perceptual level. According to the authors, bias to
perceptual similarity and bottom-up processes explains why
the players need less time to find lower level sets than
higher level sets. Taatgen et al. (2003) also reached the
conclusion that the perceptual elements play a greater role in
finding lower level sets. They suggested a strategy where a
player looks at an arbitrary first card then at a second card
that shares an attribute value. Next, the player predicts the
third card and determines whether that card is one of the
remaining ten cards. Taatgen et al. also hypothesized that
the choice of the first card might not be arbitrary in some
cases. They proposed that the players try to find the set
among the cards that have attribute value occurring in more
than half of 12 cards (if there are many red cards, it is
attractive to search for a set among those cards). Taatgen et
al. implemented this strategy in an ACT-R model. However,
the data they collected did not have enough detail to
determine whether subjects use such a strategy.
Jacob and Hochstein (2008) proposed a generalization of
Taatgen’s strategy based on notions of the most abundant
value (MAV) and the most abundant value group (MAVG).
The former refers to an attribute value that occurs most, and
the latter refers to the group of cards that have the MAV.
They found that the sets belonging to the MAVG are
preferred to the sets outside of the MAVG. In addition, the
time required to find the set in the MAVG decreased as the
size of the MAVG increased. MAVG was preferred to any
other value group independently of the attribute type. Jacob
and Hochstein suggested dimension reduction strategy
where players try to reduce the four dimensional search
space into three by choosing to look at the cards that have
one attribute value in common. As authors claimed, the
dimension reduction primarily occurs with MAV.
There is very little discussion on aspects that result in
difference between novice and expert players. Taatgen et al.
(2003) argued that the experts have optimized comparison
process of cards. Such optimization happens through the

Even though earlier studies suggest similarity plays an
important role in the game, we aim to provide more direct
evidence of such by studying the sequence of eye
movements people make.
Despite the importance of the similarity-based perceptual
processes, as it was shown by Jacob and Hochstein (2008),
it is still unclear how the higher level set are found. The
players cannot rely on the perceptual similarity and have to
deliberately search for the dissimilar cards. This is where we
should see evidence of how a top-down process can
influence the bottom-up visual scanning process.
Another objective is to study in greater detail the
differences between the novice and the expert players. We
will investigate what aspects at the cognitive and the
perceptual levels result in differences between two groups
of players. It might be the case that the novice players rely
more on perceptual processes for decision-making, while
the expert players rely more on conceptual aspects of the
game. For the novice players the choice of the cards to look
at might be driven by perceptual similarity, in contrast, the
expert player might be driven more by a top-down process,
such as a specific strategy.

Research Objectives
Taatgen et al. (2003) used questionnaires and reaction times
to gain understanding about player’s behavior, while Jacob
and Hochstein (2008) used combinatorial analysis of
reaction time. We hope to gain more insight in the
underlying cognitive and perceptual processes through an
eye tracking experiment. Other studies have shown that eye
movement protocols at least indirectly reflect cognitive
processes and amount of cognitive load (Rayner, 1995).

Improved ACT-R model
The ACT-R model created by Taatgen et al. (2003) was able
to closely approximate the human player’s reaction times. It
is, however, uncertain whether the model can also predict
eye-movement patterns, because it has a purely top-down
strategy. It also does not incorporate the recent finding by
Jacob and Hochstein demonstrating the importance of
bottom-up elements of the game. Our aim is to test whether
more complex model with greater emphasis on perceptual
elements of the game can explain the human data.

Experiment
Design and Procedure
In total, 14 subjects have participated in the experiment. The
age of the subjects ranged from 20 to 30 years. All subjects
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were either students or staff members of University of
Groningen. The subjects’ previous experience with SET
varied greatly: from few played games to several years of
experience. Hence, the reaction times were chosen as an
indicator of subject’s overall experience.
Every subject was asked to do 60 trials. The group of 60
trials was same for all subjects. Each trial consisted of 12
cards shown on a computer screen and arranged to an array
similar to one show in Figure 1. Each trial had exactly one
combination of three cards that formed the set.
All 60 trials were randomly generated with constraint that
all four levels of difficulty were equally represented in the
experiment. In 30 trials one of the set cards was highlighted
with the red border. The highlighted card belonged to the set
and served as a clue for the subject to find the other two
cards. The summary of the trials is shown in Table 1.
Table 1: The summary of the trials.

Trial
type

With highlighted card
No highlighted card
Total

Level
1
7
8
15

Trial level
Level
Level
2
3
8
8
7
7
15
15

Level
4
7
8
15

to find a level 3 set. The MAV is Oval value with the
MAVG size of eight cards. It should be noted that the Oval
is the only value which is the same among the cards that
make up the set. Figure 3.a shows subject’s fixation
sequence diagram for the trial. Within the diagram, the
subject’s fixation sequence is represented four times (four
separate lanes), each time from the perspective of one of
four attribute types. One unit on x-axis represents fixation
on one particular card, while the corresponding bars on four
lanes represent the attribute values of that card. The
consecutive fixations on the cards with the same attribute
value are shaded with solid color if the probability of such
fixation subsequence occurring by chance is equal to or
below 0.01. The probability is calculated as
where k is the length of the block, and nij is a
number of cards that have a value i for an attribute j.

Total
30
30
60

In each trial, the subject was asked to find the cards
forming the set and select them with the mouse. After
successful selection of all set cards or expiration of a time
limit of 180 s, the next trial was automatically shown to the
subject. In case of failure to find the set, the reaction time
for that trial was recorded as 180 s. The sequence of trials
was determined randomly for every subject.
The subjects’ eye movement data was collected using an
EyeLink 1000 eye. It is a desktop-mounted remote eye
tracker with monocular sampling rate of 500Hz and spatial
resolution of < 0.01○ RMS. The card images were shown on
monitor with screen size of 1024×768 pixels. The card
images had size of 124×184 pixels with 80 and 70 pixels of
horizontal and vertical distances in between. The average
viewing distance is 70 centimeters. The calibrations of the
eye tracker were performed at the start and during the
experiment, if necessary, with average accuracy of 0.8○
being considered as an acceptable measure.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: The graph (a) depicts the mean reaction times
averaged over all trials for each subject. The graph (b)
shows the mean RT in ordinary and highlighted trials
clustered by the levels and averaged over all subjects.

Results
Reaction Times Subjects differed significantly in terms of
RT, reflecting their different levels of expertise in SET as it
is shown in Figure 2.a. All subjects were categorized into
groups of expert, intermediate and beginner players based
on their mean reaction times (Figure 2.a).It can be seen from
Figure 2.b that having a highlighted card as a clue decreases
the RT by more than twice. This effect can be observed in
all three groups of subjects and in all levels. Secondly, it is
clear that RT is largely dependent on the level.
Grouping by Attribute Value To demonstrate how
subjects use the dimension reduction strategy we first look
at a particular example. In the example trial the subject had

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) the fixation sequence diagram for trial lvl3_15
and subject gprl007; (b) mean proportions of attribute types
used in dimension reduction strategy (overall for all subjects
and trials with no highlighted card).
The figure shows that the subject used the dimension
reduction strategy at least three times and each time with
respect to the different attribute value: Green, One and Oval
consecutively. It is a nice example of players using values
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other than the MAV for dimension reduction. The example
shown in Figure 3.a is not an isolated case. In fact, in 75%
of all the fixation sequences the dimension reduction
strategy is used. Figure 3.b shows how 75% distributes over
the four attribute types.
The fact that the first attribute used for the dimension
reduction is the Green color contradicts with Jacob and
Hochstein’s claim that the choice of the value depends only
on the group size and not on the attribute type. Studies
found that people prefer to operate on colors rather than on
shapes (Kim & Cave, 1995; Pomplun et al., 2001).
Likewise, Figure 3.b indicates that for the dimension
reduction the SET players prefer to use Color twice as much
as the other attributes.

highlighted card. This is in conformance with the Jacob and
Hochstein’s results. However, the graph shows that, over the
time, the subjects tend to look at the cards that are less
similar to highlighted card. There is a gradual transition
from the search among the cards that are similar to the
search among the cards that are dissimilar. In addition,
novice players are more biased to the search based on the
perceptual similarity than expert players.
Analysis with Linear Mixed-Effect Regression Model We
analyzed this effect and several other factors of interest with
a mixed-effect regression analysis (Baayen, Davidson &
Bates, 2008).
Table 2: The fixed effects’ coefficients, t and p values.

Search Subsequences Subjects use a dimension reduction
strategy to reduce the complexity of finding a set. However,
it is not yet clear how a similarity-based approach can
eventually find sets with many different attribute values. We
will therefore now analyze the trials in which one of the
cards in the solution was already highlighted. Inspection of
the data revealed that subjects look back to that card
approximately every five card fixations, presumably to
refresh their memory and to restart a new search
subsequence. Breaking down a trial in separate
subsequences allows us to analyze the similarity between
the highlighted card and the currently fixated card based on
which subsequence it is, and the position within that
subsequence.

(a)

Fixed Effects Coefficients
Intercept
0.329
Fixation
-0.100
Subsequence
-0.319
Experience
0.063
ColorCount
0.134
FillCount
0.096
NumberCount
0.113
ShapeCount
0.071

(b)

Figure 4: (a) The mean perceptual similarity of each fixation
in a subsequence to a highlighted card (b) The mean
perceptual similarity of cards in a particular subsequence to
a highlighted card.
Figure 4.b shows that with each subsequence (i.e., each
attempt to find a set with a highlighted card) the similarity
(measured in the number of equal attribute values) between
fixated cards and the highlighted card decreases. The same
tendency can be observed for the fixations within a
subsequence itself (Figure 4.a) although not so obvious.
In the beginning of a trial the subjects clearly prefer to
look at the cards that are perceptually similar to the

Standard Errors
0.139
0.029
0.035
0.022
0.021
0.015
0.019
0.018

t values p values
2.359
0.01
-3.441
0
-9.131
0
2.827
0
6.272
0
3.779
0
6.126
0
5.659
0

The dependent variable in the regression model is the
value of the perceptual similarity (the number of same
attribute values) of the next fixated card to the
corresponding highlighted card. Predictors that significantly
contributed to this similarity are shown in Table 2.
Subsequence is position of a subsequence in a fixation
sequence (values of x axis in Figure 4.b), and Fixation is the
position of a fixation within a subsequence (values of x axis
in Figure 4.a). Both predictors have negative coefficients.
This supports our postulate that there is a transition from
tendency to look at the cards that are perceptually similar to
the highlighted card to tendency to look at the cards that are
dissimilar. The fact that Fixation also has significant
negative coefficient indicates that transition occurs not only
within fixation sequence as whole, but also within
individual subsequences.
The variable Experience represents the subject’s level of
expertise in playing SET (1 for expert group; 2 for
intermediate group; 3 for novice group). The predictor’s
positive coefficient indicates that less experienced players
rely more on similarity-based strategy than more
experienced ones.
The variables ColorCount, FillCount, NumberCount and
ShapeCount indicate the number of cards in trial that have
same Color, Shade, Number and Shape values as the
highlighted card. The positive coefficients for those
variables indicate that a bigger group of cards, that are
perceptually similar to highlighted card, encourages more to
use perceptual similarity-based search than a smaller group
of cards. This is consistent with our analysis in the previous
section and claims by Jacob and Hochstein. The fact that
ColorCount has the highest coefficient value is also
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consistent with our theory that Color dominates the other
attribute types.

Discussion
Both the descriptive and mixed-effect regression analysis of
the fixation sequences indicate that the subjects’ basic
strategy of playing SET is similarity based. Subjects prefer
to look for a set among the cards that are similar to each
other. One specific instance of similarity-based strategy is a
dimension reduction strategy. The dimension reduction
strategy can be used more than once (Figure 3) within the
same trial and each time with different attribute value. The
player chooses one attribute value, the guiding attribute
value or GAV, and starts looking for a set among the cards
that share the GAV. If the player fails to find a set with the
current GAV, then another GAV is chosen, and the new
group of cards is defined as the next search space. This part
of the strategy is top-down, but the choice of the GAV is
heavily influenced by two bottom-up elements: (1) the size
of the group of cards that share the value and (2) its attribute
type. The importance of group size (Table 2) was also found
by Jacob and Hochstein. However, contrary to their
conclusion, we have found that the attribute type also plays
an important role (Figure 3.b & Table 2) in choosing the
value for the dimension reduction. Particularly, Color is
preferred to any other attribute type.
Another interesting finding is the gradual reduction in
reliance on similarity (Figure 4 & Table 2). This gradual
reduction explains the positive correlation between level of
the set and time required to find it. At the beginning of the
game the subjects prefer to use similarity based search, such
as dimension reduction. However, as the game progresses,
the players increasingly look at more dissimilar cards more
suitable for finding higher level sets.
Consistent with this, we found that the expert players are
less dependent on similarity than the novice players (Figure
4 & Table 2). This result implies that the expert players
exercise more top-down control than the novice players.
The strategy of reducing the search space with one value
can also be used to find higher level sets. Let’s assume that
player fails to find a set among cards that share the same
Color. In this case the player might choose, for example,
one red card and look for the second and third cards among
blue and green cards. Here the search space is again reduced
since all but one card with a red value are ignored. Players
may choose to use this only when dimension reduction
strategy fails to find a set. The alternation between the
dimension reduction and this strategy, with initial
preference on former, can explain the gradual transition
from similarity to dissimilarity.
Finding the dissimilar attributes requires an explicit
understanding of specific SET rules such as “Given
Rectangle and Wiggle the third value should be Oval”. Such
rule-based cognitive processes are costlier than similaritybased perceptual processes. Most likely this is the reason the
novice players prefer to rely on similarity-based perceptual
processes. However, the need to find higher level sets forces

players to use top-down cognitive processes. Eventually,
through training-induced learning the cost of cognitive
processes can be reduced (rules get rehearsed and better
understood). The expert players rely more on cognitive
processes and less on perceptual elements. As a result,
expert players are less biased to similarity-based search than
novice players.

An ACT-R Model of a SET Player
Model Design Decisions
We have implemented the model in the ACT-R cognitive
architecture (Anderson, 2007). In each trial, the model is
presented with 12 cards. One card is always highlighted
indicating that it belongs to a set. The model has to find the
other two cards forming a set. The trials from the
experiment were used to test the model. Although the model
can be generalized to play with trials without highlighted
cards, we only provide a broad outline of the more specific
model, given the space limitations, and the strategy it uses.
The model largely follows the strategies that we have
found in the data. At first, the model attends a highlighted
card. Next, it chooses a GAV and scans through the cards
satisfying the GAV criteria. While scanning, the model
chooses the second card from the ones that have already
been fixated with cards fixated earlier being preferred to
ones fixated latter on. When the second card is selected, the
search criterion for the third card is determined. The
specificity of the criterion depends on the experience of the
model. Given all three cards, the model verifies if the cards
make a set. If there is no set then the model goes back to
visual scanning. Model considers every card satisfying the
GAV criteria at least once as a possible member of set. If set
is still not found then model interrupts the scanning and
refixates on the highlighted card to choose another GAV.
The attribute value which is most salient at the time is
chosen as the GAV. The saliency of an attribute value
depends on its attribute type (fitted parameters for Color and
Number are more salient than for Shape and Shading), the
number of cards with that particular value (positive
correlation modeled with a logarithmic equation with fitted
coefficients) and whether it belongs to a highlighted card
(fitted parameter for ACT-R spreading activation). The
saliency of a value is temporarily suppressed after it has
been selected in order to make sure different values are tried
in future attempts.
The model consists of two parallel processes (threads; see
Salvucci & Taatgen, 2008) reflecting the top-down and
bottom-up nature of the task. The bottom-up thread is
responsible for visual processes such as deciding the visual
scanpath or shifting attention from one card to another. The
top-down thread is responsible for the higher-level
processes such as deciding the GAV and comparing cards.
Both threads can influence each other’s processes indirectly.
For example, the top-down thread chooses a GAV based on
what has already been tried earlier in the trial. However, the
choice is also influenced by the bottom-up features such as
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what cards are visible or which card is being fixated.
The model is implemented with novice and expert modes.
The experience of the model defines how the model
performs visual search and comparison (checking if three
cards form a set). In the novice model, once the top-down
thread chooses the GAV, the visual scanpath is defined by
the bottom-up thread only. As a consequence, the selection
of the third card is dominated by similarity, making it harder
for this model to find higher level sets. The expert model on
the other hand has rules in the top-down thread that
influence the selection of the third card, directing it to cards
with an attribute value that is different from the first two
when appropriate (e.g., a rule that biases it towards green
cards if the first two cards are blue and red). Although in
this case the rules are hard-coded into the expert model, it is
in principle possible for it to learn these rules in the same
way as the Taatgen et al. (2003) model did.

Results
In both novice and expert modes the model had to play
through 10 blocks. Each block consisted of 30 trials with
highlighted cards. The trials were taken from the experiment
with the human subjects. The model’s mean reaction times
are presented in Figure 5.a. In the figure, the model’s
reaction times (dashed lines) are compared to corresponding
mean reaction times of human subjects (solid lines). The
model closely reproduces the RT of both novice and expert
human players. The model also shows the tendency to have
increasing RT with increasing difficulty of a set. As a
whole, the model is very good at reproducing human RT.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) RT of the novice and expert models comparing
to the RT of the human players; (b) The mean of perceptual
similarity of subsequences to highlighted card.
To test whether the model exhibits the same pattern of
behavior as the human players, the similarity between the
highlighted card and cards within a certain subsequences is
shown in Figure 5.b (compare to Figure 4.b). It shows the
transitions from a similarity-based search to a dissimilaritybased search for both expert and novice models. The model
fixates first on a highlighted card and then decides the GAV.
The attribute values that belong to highlighted card have
more chance to be chosen as GAV than attribute values that
do not. However, over time the attribute values belonging to
highlighted card get inhibited due to high frequency of use,

and other values get a chance to become GAV. In this case,
the model starts searching for a set with dissimilar values of
the chosen attribute. This effect results in gradual decrease
in similarity observed in Figure 5.b.

Conclusion
In this paper we have studied the importance of perceptual
and cognitive processes in complex tasks requiring both
internal planning and reaction to perceptual stimulus from
environment. Our experiment and cognitive model show
that both types of processes are involved in decisionmaking, and there is a complex interaction between them. In
our model a major improvement in performance comes not
from the optimization of one or another process, but from
learning at the top-down level and finding an optimal
balance between bottom-up and top-down processes.
Indeed, it is very likely that the same processes are
happening in human subjects.
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Central Executive component of his Working Memory
model. Broadly speaking these accounts are consistent with
the aforementioned theories of goal processing. This
consensus is reflected in the use of goals as a theoretical
construct in other areas of Psychology.
Key commonalities in these accounts are that goal
representation is a) special, and b) amodal. It is special in
the sense that specialized mechanisms are required to handle
the role of goals in behaviour. These mechanisms store and
manipulate amodal goal representations and are assumed to
be primarily located in particular areas of the brain (the
Prefrontal Cortex and/or the Anterior Cingulate Cortex; e.g.
Anderson, 2007, maps ACT-r’s goal module to the latter).
In the current paper an account of simple algebra problem
solving is outlined in the form of a production system model
using the GLAM-PS (Glamorgan Problem Solver)
Cognitive Architecture. The account is novel because it a)
does not assume any special goal processing and b) only
makes use of modal representation.

Abstract
Theories of cognitive control suggest that goal representation
is both amodal and specialized. The GLAM-PS (Glamorgan
Problem Solver) Cognitive Architecture has no specialised
goal representation or goal handling. In addition, GLAM-PS,
a distributed production system theory, does not use amodal
representation (it is an embodied/grounded architecture). The
current paper demonstrates that it is, nevertheless, possible to
model ‘off-line’ and abstract problem solving within GLAMPS. A model of linear equation solving is presented. The
processes used by the model to solve equations are described
in detail, with a particular focus on the way control of thought
and action is achieved. Instead of goals, the model’s problem
solving is guided by the use of naturally occurring control
states derived from existing internal and external
representations. The conclusion that specialized goal
representation isn’t needed may also apply to architectures
using amodal as well as modal representation (e.g. J. R.
Anderson’s ACT-r, 2007).
Keywords: Embodied Cognition; Problem Solving; ACT-r;
Cognitive Architecture

Glamorgan Problem Solver (GLAM-PS)

Introduction
Newell and Simon’s (1972) work on problem solving
highlights the critical role of goals in complex behaviour.
Contemporary accounts of the role of goal representations in
behaviour view the goal as a special type of amodal
representation, in much the same way as Newell and Simon
did. For instance ACT-r 6.0 (Anderson, 2007) represents
goals as part of declarative memory, but stipulates that they
influence behaviour through the action of a goal buffer
(which in turn is part of an amodal cognitive module).
Memory for Goals (MFG, Altmann & Trafton, 2002)
adopts a similar approach, though MFG highlights the
importance of a goal’s activation level in explaining how
goals influence behaviour. A third notable account of goal
processing has recently emerged from the ACT-r
community, Salvucci and Taatgen’s (2008) Threaded
Cognition. This theory extends the ACT-r account of goal
processing by allowing two or more goals to control
cognition simultaneously, each goal pursued by
simultaneously active ‘threads’ of behaviour.
If the
resources required by the threads are separate then each
thread can continue as if being pursued by itself.
Whilst most specialised theories of goal processing have
emerged from work with production system architectures,
there is also a class of theories that deal with executive
function more generally. These theories include at least
some detail on how goals are processed and how they
influence behaviour, an example is Baddeley’s (1996)

Barsalou (2009) highlights the need for computationally
implemented, theoretical accounts of Grounded Cognition.
Glamorgan Problem Solver (GLAM-PS; Miles, 2011) is an
attempt to address this need within a production system
formalism. Architecturally, GLAM-PS is a collection of
interacting modal subsystems. Each of these subsystems
has its own working memory and long term/production
memory. All information is processed modally. GLAM-PS
assumes that central areas of the system (i.e. the brain) are
primarily concerned with re-representing information
between subsystems and modulating other modal processes
(e.g. learning) rather than performing any form of
transformational processing of amodal representations. The
basic GLAM-PS architecture is illustrated in Figure 1.
Each module is an independently functioning production
system with its own central bottleneck. Hence only one
production can be executed per system cycle in each
module. Whilst each module is representationally
independent its processing is influenced by information
about currently active representations in other modules.
This is achieved through the production matching process.
All productions are able to match up to two active
representational elements from each modules working
memory. So matching in any given module is influenced
not only by local working memory but also by information
about Modal Memory Elements (MMEs) active in the
working memory of other non-local modules.
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An important feature of GLAM-PS is the ability of the
architecture to represent an action or sequence of action
without necessarily executing it (Miles, 2009). This allows
for action representations to influence the processing in all
modules. For instance the consequences of a represented
Manual action can be simulated in the Visual Input and
Aural modules without that action having been executed.
Actions are only executed once an Action Execution
Threshold (of MME activation) is exceeded.
A further novel feature of GLAM-PS is the way the
timing of Inter-Module Communication (IMC) is handled.
In GLAM-PS once an MME is created or activated then it
can immediately be used to match productions in the
module it belongs to. However, this MME will not be
available to other modules until it has remained active for a
number of system cycles equal to a global parameter (set to
5 in the model presented in this paper). In essence, there is a
delay associated with providing information about what is
happening in one module to another module.
The
implications of this simple IMC restriction are manifold but
are not the focus of the current paper. However, the
principle impact of this feature is that processes that don’t
require new IMC (automatic behaviour/attention) occur
more rapidly than those that do (controlled behaviour).

modally. The simple maintenance in the Speech production
module of a word (e.g. ‘phone’) might be sufficient to guide
behaviour in future (e.g. prompting the actor to first find a
phone and then make a telephone call). An even more
explicit and structured verbal representation might be
maintained using words that imply the necessity of action –
‘I need to..’, ‘I must aim to..’, or even ‘my goal is to..’
.
Visual Input Module
Sensory
Analysis

Working
Memory

Production Memory
(LTM)

Tactile Input Module
Sensory
Analysis

Working
Memory

Production Memory
(LTM)

Auditory Input Module
Sensory
Analysis

Goal Representation in GLAM-PS
In GLAM-PS Modal Memory Elements (MMEs) acting as
goals are not explicitly tagged as goals. Indeed the system
of goal representation in GLAM-PS is implicit rather than
explicit. It is implicit because an MME acting as a goal is
not identifiable in itself as a goal in any way. Its role as a
goal emerges from the way it is used to guide behaviour.
This is done in a similar manner to how explicit goals guide
behaviour in ACT-r, i.e. by being a necessary element in the
matching of productions.
There is potential for any MME to act as a ‘goal’. This is
true whether the MME is a visual object, an auditory object,
a manual intention/action, a sub-vocal/vocal articulation, or
belongs to another module. Depending on the situation,
different MMEs might act to guide behaviour. An example
of this is seen in Miles (2009) where a particular manual
intention/action (moving a disk) structures behaviour in the
Tower of London problem. The structure that is imposed is
functionally equivalent to hierarchical subgoaling.
Often, in GLAM-PS, control over behaviour will rely on
coalitions of two or more MMEs, perhaps from different
modules. Hence multiple MMEs can potentially constitute a
collective control state in the same way that an individual
MME might act as a control state / guide behaviour. A final
point about the technical implementation of goal
representation in GLAM-PS is that multiple threads of
behaviour can coexist in a way similar to the Threaded
Cognition model of Salvucci and Taatgen (2008), with the
possibility of minimal or even no interaction between the
threads.
Finally, it is necessary to note that the language abilities
of GLAM-PS do provide a way of defining explicit goals
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Production Memory
(LTM)

Oculomotor Output Module
Production Memory
(LTM)

Working
Memory

Motor
Programming

Manual Output Module
Production Memory
(LTM)

Working
Memory

Motor
Programming

Speech Output Module
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(LTM)

Working
Memory

Motor
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Figure 1: The structure of GLAM-PS. Perceputal (left) and
Gestural (right) modules are shown. The flow of
information between Module Working Memory and Module
Production Memory is indicated with colour-coded arrows.

A New Domain for GLAM-PS: Linear Equations
Previously, the representation of goals has been explored in
GLAM-PS using a model of Tower of London problem
solving (Miles, 2009). This model used representations of
intended actions to guide behaviour. For instance, a
representation of a disk move in the Manual module of
GLAM-PS was used to ‘drive’ behaviour. Initially this
representation is underspecified and cannot be acted on, but
it is subsequently used as a control state in productions that
add details about the intended move (where the disk is to be
moved to, etc.). In this way the representation of the motor
action under consideration can be used for control.
In the current paper a different type of problem solving
domain is modeled, simple algebra. This was chosen
because i) it has become an important paradigm for accounts
of goal usage (e.g. Anderson, 2005) and ii) it is an example
of ‘off-line’ / abstract problem solving. Whilst a domain
like the TOL has intervening external states between the
initial state and goal, the type of problem solving modeled
here has no such states (i.e. an equation is presented and
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then the participant gives an answer). ‘Off-line’ problem
solving presents a significant challenge to grounded /
embodied approaches to cognition and it is important to
establish that a theory like GLAM-PS can provide a
sufficient account.
The problems modeled in this paper are linear equations
of the form: Ax + B = C. Where A, B and C are integers
and the value of x needs to be found.

GLAM-PS Algebra Problem Solving Model
The structure of the model (see Miles, 2011) can be
understood in terms of the productions that are local to each
of the six modules. Immediately the complexity of the
model is apparent, in total 109 productions are included. Of
these productions 37 are in the Visual Input module, 39 in
the Speech module, 13 in the Auditory input module, 3 in
the Manual module and 17 in the Occulomotor module.
Broadly speaking the sub-processes/steps involved in
solving a linear equation in the GLAM-PS model are the
same as those taken by Anderson’s (2005, p. 319) model of
2-step linear equation solving using the unwind strategy
(skilled performance). The difference between them is
found in the grain size of each model (the GLAM-PS
account is arguably finer grained) and the manner in which
control is achieved. In the ACT-r model the sub-processes
involved in solving the equation are dependent on goal
representations, which must be matched, making each
production specific to a sub-process. In the GLAM-PS
model the lack of explicitly defined goals necessitates the
use of naturally occurring representations as control states.
In the following sections the manner in which control is
achieved by the GLAM-PS model is described in detail. The
solution to the equation ‘3x + 5 = 11’ will be used as an
example. This description is broken into the three main subprocesses performed by the model. Step 1 and Step 2
correspond to the sub-processes described by Anderson
(2005, p. 319), with Step 0 covering the encoding of the
problem. Figure 2 shows an example of the contents of
Module Working Memory in the early stages of Step 1.

Step 0: Reading and Encoding the Equation
The necessarily fine grained nature of GLAM-PS requires
the detailed modeling of the initial encoding of a problem.
GLAM-PS first encodes the broad structure of the problem.
This is initiated by eye movement to the left side of the
equation, then eye movement to the right side of the
equation. At this point no information is being recoded to
the Speech module.
The encoding of the elements within the equation begins
following eye movement to the first element of the equation
(‘3x’). Eye movement to this element creates a Visual Input
(VisIn) MME encoding of the ‘3x’.
This includes
information about the perceptual category of the MME, the
identity of the characters in the different roles within this
MME, the vividness of the MME and the spatial
relationship between the MME and other objects (both
hierarchically and peer-to-peer). It takes 5 cycles (the set

value for IMC) before the encoding of this element will be
available to modules other than the VisIn module. During
this time the MMEs available for matching in the
Occulomotor (Occ) module are unchanged and the ‘3x’
remains fixated.
Only after 5 cycles does the VisIn representation of the
‘3x’ become available to the Occ module. This provides the
signal for the Occ module to move the focal point to the
next element (i.e. ‘+ 5’). At the same time the VisIn ‘3x’
MME becomes available to the Speech module. Speech
module productions then begin to recode the ‘3x’
phonologically. At this point, the next VisIn MME (the
‘+5’) encoded won’t become available to the Speech
module for another 5 cycles, so the Speech module can use
these cycles to further process the phonological encoding of
the ‘3x’ VisIn MME. This allows time for Speech module
productions to initiate a Speech Plan representation, as well
as encoding the ‘3x’ as the first element of the Speech Plan.
When the ‘+5’ VisIn MME does become available to the
Speech module, it is encoded as part of this ‘open’ Speech
Plan (hierarchical relationship) and as the item following the
‘3x’ in this Speech Plan (peer-to-peer relationship). The
remainder of the equation is read and encoded using a
similar pattern of interaction between the Occulomotor,
Visual Input and Speech modules.
Control is possible during Step 0 because of the serial
nature of the task. Each step is dependent on the previous
step. Only when the Occ module notes that an item has
been encoded by the VisIn module will eye movement to
the next item move control to that item. That is not to say
that each term is fully processed before the next begins, as
within-task threading of action is implicit within GLAM-PS.
In this case the processing of ‘3x’ by the Speech module
will occur at the same time as the Occ and VisIn modules
begin to process the next item (‘+5’) (this is consistent with
models of eye-movement in reading).
An important point is that all the productions that govern
the reading of the equation are applicable during the other
Steps (i.e. 1 and 2) involved in the solution. The
productions governing recoding to the Speech module of
VisIn are often fired during other Steps, sometimes as a
critical part of that sub-process, but at other times as an
incidental by-product. The same is true of the productions
governing eye movement during reading.

Step 1: Resolving the Addend
Control in GLAM-PS is achieved through the opportunistic
use of MMEs that reliably predict when a process should
occur (the MMEs are used as control states). Control over
the shift from encoding the equation (Step 0) to solving the
equation (Step 1) must be based on a representation that
reliably predicts the end of encoding. In the model this
representation is the Speech module encoding of the last
term in the equation. This is matched to Occ productions
that begin to solve the problem by searching for the location
of a variable term (if a VisIn representation of the variable
isn’t active) or fixating on the variable term (if it is active).
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A production in the Speech module keeps the controlling
last term MME active.
Once the renewed encoding of the variable (‘3x’) is
available to all modules then focus is shifted to the addend
on the same side of the equation as the variable (‘+5’).
Fixation is maintained on the addend. In the next stage of
the solution control is dependent on the presence of i) the
last element encoding in the Speech module, ii) the Occ
encoding of the fixation, iii) the VisIn encoding of the
variable and iv) the VisIn encoding of the addend. Together
these four conditions act as a highly specific control state
that identifies the presence of the necessary conditions for
the main sub-process in Step 1 to begin.
Once this control state is true, the VisIn representation of
the addend (‘+5’) is inhibited. The inhibited representation
then controls the next stage which is to project/simulate the
presence of the addend in the VisIn module (initially in the
same location as the inhibited representation of the addend
and without the sign, i.e. ‘5’). This type of simulated
perceptual representation is a characteristic of Grounded
Cognition models. Differences in ‘vividness’ allow GLAMPS to distinguish externally created perceptual objects from
simulated ones.

The next stage in solving the algebra problem is to apply
the inverse effect of the current addend to the other side of
the equation (to unwind it). In the model the critical thread
of control is now governed by the presence of the projected
addend (‘5’). Eye fixation is now moved to the last term of
the equation. Once fixation is on this location, and the
VisIn representation of both the projected addend (‘5’) and
the last term (‘11’) are active, then the projected element is
‘moved’ to a location to the right of the last term (i.e. its
projected location is altered). Other VisIn productions
adjust information about item order and add an operator to
the projected addend (the inverse of the one in the inhibited
representation, i.e. ‘-5’).
The model at this point retrieves the number fact
describing the addition of the projected addend (‘-5’) and
the right-side term (‘11’), in the case of the example ’11 – 5
= 6’. It is perhaps conceivable that this fact could be
encoded entirely within the VisIn module (especially if
experienced enough times), however the algebra GLAM-PS
model retrieves number facts using Speech representations
(quite literally GLAM-PS’s declarative memory). The
VisIn representations of the right-side term and the addend
are matched by a production that recodes the
sum/subtraction phonologically (‘eleven minus five’) to the
Speech module. Other productions structure this Speech
representation within a Speech Plan. The phonological code
and ‘open’ Speech Plan then acts as the condition for a
Speech module production that adds the answer to the end
this speech plan (‘equals six’).
Once the Speech modules ‘answer’ becomes available to
the Visual Input module (5 cycles) then a trio of VisIn
productions inhibit both the right-side term and the
projected addend (i.e. the components of the sum that has
just been retrieved) and in their place the answer is
projected/simulated visually (again, other VisIn productions
adjust order information).
At this point Ax + B = C has been reordered as Ax = D,
where D = C – B, in our example we now have 3x = 6.

Step 2: Resolving the Coefficient

Figure 2: A partial view of the most active elements in each
modules working memory early during step 1. (Modules
are, clockwise from top left: Visual Input, Auditory Input,
Tactile, Speech, Occulomotor and Manual). CYCLES
indicates how long a given ME has been active.

The transition to the final stage of the solution requires a
relatively complex control state. The model must establish
that a variable term is alone on the left side of the equation
and a numeric term alone on the other side of the equation.
This requires the variable term, the equals sign and the
numeric term to act as a combinatorial control state. Each is
represented separately and only two MMEs from each
module may match any given production instance. Hence,
in the model both VisIn and Speech representations of the
transformed state of the equation (‘3x = 6’) are required to
establish the necessary control state.
The VisIn
representation is already active. The Speech representation
is established by re-reading the current state of the equation
(using a combination of external representations and
projected representations). The re-read itself is initiated
only once a complex control state is true (the presence of a
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projected right-side numeric term on its own next to the
equals sign).
Once the re-read has taken place it is possible to establish
the control state for resolving the coefficient. The rest of the
process then proceeds in a relatively straight forward
manner. As was the case with the added, the term in
question (the variable term here) has its external
representation inhibited and then replaced by a
projected/simulated copy (‘3x’). The coefficient is then
separately projected below the right-side numeric term (‘3’).
Other visual input productions then remove the coefficient
element from the projected variable term (leaving the x on
its own) and update the relationship between the terms on
the right-side (describing the ‘6’ as being above the ‘3’).
The retrieval of the number fact (‘6 / 3 = 2’) is then
accomplished by recoding the visually represented division
sum into the Speech module (‘six divided by three’). The
retrieval of the answer to this division sum proceeds as per
the retrieval of the subtraction fact in Step 1. The answer is
added first phonologically then after 5 cycles for IMC it is
projected in place of the visually represented division sum
(which is inhibited). Hence the variable (‘x’) is now alone
on the left-side of the equation and our solution is alone on
the right-side (‘2’). The equation is solved.
The presence of the variable alone on the left-side of the
equation triggers the creation of a Manual response
representation.
This incomplete Manual response
representation is then after 5 cycles (IMC) used to move
fixation to the right-side term (if isn’t already active).
Finally Manual productions add the identity of the keys to
be pressed (’2 then <ENTER>’) and execute the action.

General Observations on Control in the Model
The paper describes the workings of a computational model
of simple algebra problem solving. The issue of interest
within these workings is the way in which control is
achieved without the use of explicit goal representations.
This is best understood by observing how the model
achieves control at each given point in the solution path (see
previous sections). However it is possible to make some
general observations about how control is achieved in this
model:
1) The control states used varied in complexity. In some
cases four or five MMEs were needed in coalition for an
adequate control state to be described.
2) The complexity of control states was greatest when
transitioning between sub-processes. It is notable that this is
the point when control moves from one explicit goal to
another in traditional models of problem solving.
3) When transitioning between sub-processes there is
often a delay whilst the necessary control state is assembled.
4) Within each sub-process control states tended to be
simpler, often being based on the presence of a single MME
and/or the evidence that the prior step in the sub-process
was completed (or nearly completed).
5) Control states were not just defined by the presence of
MMEs, but also by the absence of MMEs.

General Discussion
The current paper demonstrates how control over
complex problem solving can be achieved without the use of
explicit amodal goal representation. The problem solving
modeled was ‘offline’ and abstract, yet it was accounted for
by a production system model that had no specific goal
representation and was only able to use modal
representation (an example of grounded cognition; Barsalou,
2009). The model (of linear equation solving using an
unwind strategy) achieves control over action through the
influence of naturally occurring control states. These
control states are one or more representations (the latter cooccurring) that provide a reliable and stable signal that a
particular set of productions are appropriate.
The model is implemented in the GLAM-PS Cognitive
Architecture. GLAM-PS is an attempt to computationally
implement a ‘strong’ version of Grounded Cognition (c.f.
Barsalou, 2009). GLAM-PS does not allow any amodal
representation, nor has it any device for goal representation.
Hence, demonstrating sufficiency in complex problem
solving domains is an important challenge for GLAM-PS.
However it is important to note that the conclusions of the
current paper are not just applicable to theories suggesting
grounded representation.
The current model of algebra problem solving differs
from ACT-r models primarily in terms of how imaginable
working memory is represented. In ACT-r the ‘Imaginal’
buffer (also known as the ‘Problem State buffer’) is used to
hold the internal representations of the interim states of
problem solving. In the GLAM-PS model these states are
represented directly into the Visual Input module (i.e. they
are simulated, c.f. Barsalou, 2009). Whilst there is quite a
big theoretical difference between these two approaches,
there is a great deal of functional equivalence (i.e. the kind
of information ACT-r places in the imaginal buffer is very
similar to the information simulated in GLAM-PS’s Visual
Input buffer).
If the Grounded approach to knowledge representation
used by GLAM-PS is set aside, it is still possible to
conclude that internal and external representations can be
used (often in combination) to provide control states that
could guide behaviour. For instance, in the current model
the projected interim results of the solution serve as a
control state that indicates the solution to the problem is in
progress (indicating the transition from Step 0 to Step 1). In
an ACT-r model the contents of the imaginal buffer could
be used in much the same way (i.e. to control action).
Whilst the current paper suggests explicit goals might not
exist, it paradoxically does not necessarily imply that ACT-r
is incorrect in much of its account of how goals control
behaviour. Rather, GLAM-PS suggests that ACT-r (and
similar theories) have an abstracted view of cognitive
control. This view, with its explicit and amodal goals, is
useful and allows for tractability in the modeling of complex
behaviour. Whilst the GLAM-PS architecture is relatively
simple, it requires complex models that are time-consuming
to develop. GLAM-PS may potentially provide a finer
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grained account of behaviour, but a more abstract account
using explicit amodal goals may be easier to use and more
useful in many situations. Conversely, there will be times
when a finer grained account might be desirable (e.g. when
attempting neural mappings).
It is still necessary to establish the validity of the model.
Future Experimental studies will attempt to do this, as well
as playing a formative role in future iterations of the algebra
model. Arguably the model inherits at least some validity
from the algorithmically similar ACT-r algebra modeling
(e.g. Anderson, 2005).

What makes GLAM-PS ‘Grounded’?
Neural network or Bayesian formalisms have typically
been suggested as the most appropriate way of
computationally implementing grounded / embodied
cognition. In this regard GLAM-PS is important as it seeks
to establish that grounded cognition can be modeled
symbolically. Such an approach has many advantages (see
Anderson, 2007), but requires consideration of what
constitutes a grounded representation.
Any representation, whether amodal or modal can be
described as grounded if its origins can be traced to
perception and action. Hence, an amodal representation
abstracting information from multiple modalities could be
described as grounded if its perceptual-motor origins were
known. However, First Order Grounding (used exclusively
in GLAM-PS) distinguishes representations that are
modality specific from grounded representations that
integrate information from multiple modalities (Higher
Order Grounding).
The modeling work reported here has been guided by a
small set of principles that describe First Order Grounding.
The Principle of Within-Module Analysis specifies that all
representations in perceptual modules should only include
information derivable from perceptual inputs to that module.
Similarly, the Principle of Within-Module Capability
specifies that all representations in motor/gestural modules
should only include information describing the actions taken
by that module alone. Information about co-occurrence of
representations within a module may also be included (e.g.
perceptual categories). Whilst it is up to the modeler in the
first instance to ensure these principles are followed, the
explicit nature of symbolic modeling allows any deviation
from these principles to be identified by readers/reviewers.

Mapping GLAM-PS to the Brain
The neural mapping of GLAM-PS is tentative and
emerges from the theory (rather than the other way round, as
in 4CAPs, Just & Varma, 2007). A key assumption is that
the complexity of central / modality-independent areas of
the brain reflects the complexity of the inputs and outputs to
these areas rather than the complexity of the function being
computed (in said areas).
On this view, apparent
fractionation of function (as observed in FMRI studies) will
often reflect differences in the input and outputs to a
function rather than differences in the function itself.

The account of Prefrontal function is a potential strength
of GLAM-PS. Inter-Module Communication (IMC) is
mapped onto the Prefrontal Cortex (PFC). In GLAM-PS
IMC provides a signal biasing the action of modality
specific modules, this is consistent with the function of the
PFC described by Miller & Cohen (2001). Complex control
and LTM retrieval are reliant on IMC in GLAM-PS (the
productions required will typically match to one or more
non-local MMEs). Tellingly, many simpler productions are
also IMC dependent because they detect the absence of an
inhibitory non-local MME (hence becoming more likely to
match when not appropriate if IMC is disrupted). This
combination of function (complex control, memory
retrieval, inhibition of inappropriate responses) appears a
good match for what is known about the PFC.
The Anterior Cingulate Cortex’s (ACC) role in cognitive
control (Anderson, 2007) is not currently accounted for in
GLAM-PS. A potential mapping might focus on the
somatic inputs / outputs of the ACC, perhaps utilising the
concept of a ‘drive’. Indeed, the ACC may be the source of
the subjective feeling of intentionality that is currently
missing from the theory of cognitive control presented here.
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Abstract
Statistical learning research often assumes that learners
collect global statistics across the entire set of stimuli they are
exposed to. In naturalistic settings, this assumption of global
access to training data is problematic because it implies that
the cognitive system must keep track of an exponentially
growing number of relations while determining which of
those relations is significant. We investigated a more
plausible assumption, namely that learning proceeds
incrementally, using small windows of opportunity in which
the relevant relations are assumed to hold over temporally
contiguous objects or events. This local statistical learning
hypothesis was tested on the learning of novel word-to-world
mappings under conditions of uncertainty. Results suggest
that temporal contiguity and contrast are effective in
multimodal learning, and that the order of presentation of data
can therefore make a significant difference.
Keywords: statistical learning; cross-situational learning;
variation sets; language acquisition.

What principles guide learning from multiple
parallel streams of sensory information? How can
humans find structure in sustained exposure to
auditory and visual stimuli? Much of learning can
be characterized as finding patterns in space and
time under conditions of high uncertainty – from
deriving categories from experience (e.g.,
Tenenbaum & Griffiths, 2001), through learning
word meanings from their co-occurrence with
perceived events in the world (e.g., Frank,
Goodman, & Tenenbaum, 2009), to acquiring the
different levels of linguistic structure (e.g., Solan,
Horn, Ruppin, & Edelman, 2005).
Behavioral studies in statistical learning (e.g.,
Gómez & Gerken, 2000) indicate that infants,
children, and adults can extract regularities across
a set of exemplars distributed in time and/or
space. A core assumption of such studies is that
to extract such regularities, learners collect global

statistics across the entire set of stimuli they are
exposed to, often over multiple trials or training
sessions.
When applied to naturalistic learning, this
‘global’ assumption is problematic: it requires that
the cognitive system keep track of an
exponentially growing number of relations among
various pieces of data while identifying the
significant relations.
A more plausible
assumption, investigated here, is that learning
proceeds incrementally, using small windows of
opportunity in which the relevant relations are
those that hold over spatially and/or temporally
neighboring objects or events.
For example, in a study by Onnis, Waterfall, &
Edelman (2008), adult learners were asked to
individuate the novel words of an “alien”
language from unsegmented sentences such as
kedmalburafuloropesai. In the absence of acoustic
and prosodic cues (sentences were generated by
speech synthesis software), each sentence could in
principle be composed of a range of possible
words ranging from a single long word (as is not
uncommon in polysynthetic languages such as
West Greenlandic), to as many words as there
were syllables. Onnis et al. (2008) found that
learners were significantly better at the word
segmentation task when some consecutive
sentences in the training set overlapped in some of
their syllables (e.g., kedmalburafuloropesai
followed by rafuloro), compared to a control
condition in which the order of the same set of
sentences was scrambled so that no parts of
adjacent sentences matched. When aligned, the
partially matching sentences suggest candidate
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units (here, kedmalbu, rafuloro, pesai) without the
need for learners to entertain all possible
candidates over a long series of sentences. Local
partial repetitions across sentences thus facilitate
learning. Importantly, the study also found
evidence for a “trickle-down” learning effect: not
only did learners more reliably prefer word units
heard in pairs of partially matching sentences, but
also other valid units that never occurred in such
pairs (e.g., gianaber, kiciorudanamjeisulcaz).
While the Onnis et al. (2008) study provided
evidence for contingency and proximity as basic
principles of structure inference from auditory
cues, it did not investigate the alignment of
linguistic structures with perceptual data from
other modalities such as vision. Typically, there
are many potential word-to-world mappings, and
the learner must solve this correspondence
problem in the face of uncertainty (Quine, 1980).
Can local learning based on principles of
alignment
and
comparison
reduce
the
combinatorial explosion of hypotheses arising in
the process of matching words to their referents?
Although statistical regularities alone can drive
learning of word reference (e.g., Yu & Smith,
2007), the contribution of partial matches of
adjacent stimuli to such learning was unknown.
The experiments described below were
modelled after Yu & Smith’s (2007) crosssituational word learning paradigm in adults. In
each learning trial, participants saw multiple novel
pictures and simultaneously heard multiple novel
words, creating ambiguity regarding correct wordto-picture mappings. For instance, if four words
and four pictures were presented on a single trial,
there could be 4 x 4 = 16 possible word-referent
combinations. The participants’ task was to infer
word-picture mappings across these training trials.
At test, participants heard a single novel word and
had to select one picture out of four that went with
that word. Importantly, the subjects’ ability to
learn in this task indicates that they tracked the
relations between words and referents across
multiple trials, hence the term cross-situational
learning. Other studies have shown that children
can also make cross-situation comparisons when
learning novel word-world pairings (e.g., Akhtar
& Montague, 1999; Childers & Paik, 2009).

How exactly are the ambiguities in such
learning tasks resolved? According to Yu & Smith
(2007), cross-situational learning works as
follows. Consider a simple learning scenario that
consists of 4 trials as in Table 1, with each trial
ambiguously presenting two words (in lowercase) and two referents (in upper-case). In trial 1,
learners could mistakenly link the word a to the
referent B; later they could successfully rectify
their mistake and discover the correct a-A
mapping, if all the following conditions applied:
1) they registered that word a occurred in trial 4
without the incorrect referent B; 2) they
remembered the prior word-referent pairing; 3)
they registered both co-occurrences and non cooccurrences among all possible pairings; and 4)
they calculated the right statistics.
Trial
1
2
3
4

Words
ab
cd
ef
ga

Table 1
Potential referents in scene
BA
DC
EF
GA

Trial
1
2
3
4

Words
ab
ga
cd
ef

Table 2
Potential referents in scene
BA
GA
DC
EF

Clearly, the proposed mechanism is capable of
tracking multiple statistical relations both locally
(over adjacent trials) and globally (over the entire
learning experience). For the purposes of this
study, we refer to this mechanism as a global
statistical learner.
There are reasons to believe that this mechanism
may be unrealistic, especially when scaled up to
naturalistic learning situations. First, it would be
difficult for learners to keep track of all possible
pairings while noting which did and which did not
occur at any given time. Indeed, there is evidence
that learners often fail to track the non-occurrence
of two elements in artificial language experiments
(e.g., Smith, 1966). Second, the results of Onnis et
al. (2008) suggest that local alignment and
comparison aid the discovery of structural
relations in artificial language learning, but the
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global statistical learner makes no special use of
local cues.
The hypothesized distinction is
supported by Smith & Yu’s (2008) finding that
some word-picture correspondences were learned
better than others when the cross-situational
paradigm was adapted to infants, leaving open the
possibility that chance consecutive alignments in
the uncontrolled presentation order of the stimuli
were responsible for the differences.
We were able to confirm this hypothesis
empirically: a bootstrap analysis of the training
trials of Yu & Smith (2007) (see Experiment 1
below) showed that the mean percentage of
consecutive trials that had partial overlapping
word-reference pairs was 90.4% (SD=5.1%; the
bootstrap procedure generated 100 randomized
sequences of the given set of trials). We thus
surmise that partially overlapping consecutive
trials were likely to have been present in the
randomly generated learning sequences of Yu &
Smith (2007) and contributed to the
disambiguation of the word-scene mappings. Such
accidental local alignment may have played an
important role in enabling fast mapping in both
the adult and the infant studies of Yu & Smith.
To better understand the distinction between
local and global accounts of statistical learning,
let us compare the scenario described in Table 1
with a new learning scenario. In Table 2, the pair
a-A occurs in trial 2 immediately after trial 1. In
the Words column, there is a single word a that
stays constant across two successive trials;
likewise, in the Scenes column there is a single
constant referent A across two successive scenes.
Thus, by simultaneously keeping track of the two
constant elements in Words and Scenes (the
auditory and visual modality), the learner can
identify a unique word-mapping that remains
constant over any two successive trials, without
the need to hold in memory other potential
relations, as the global learning strategy would
require.
These considerations allow us to make the
following predictions. If, on the one hand, global
cross-trial statistics accumulated over all learning
trials is what drives cross-situational learning,
then learning in scenarios 1 and 2 above should be
equally successful (the global statistics are the

same—the only difference is the order of
presentation of the trials). If, on the other hand,
local alignment is partly responsible for learning,
the scenario depicted in Table 2 should lead to
significantly better learning than the scenario
depicted in Table 1. A stronger case could be
made that, in the absence of partially overlapping
trials in the learning phase, learning of wordreferent mappings would not differ from chance.
Experiment 1
Method
Participants. Seventeen students at the University of
Hawaii participated and were compensated $5 each.
Materials. Each trial in a set of 18 learning trials contained
four spoken words and four pictures of individual objects,
with no information about specific word-picture
correspondence. The task was to learn nine word-referent
pairs, each repeated eight times, over the 18 training trials.
This 4 (auditory) x 4 (visual) learning scenario yields a large
number of possible word-referent associations: 16 per trial.
Because the referent of a word cannot be unambiguously
determined during any single trial, disambiguation must rely
on information from multiple trials.
Procedure. We assigned participants to one of two
conditions: 1) a Contiguous condition, in which 80% of
trials had one word-referent pair in common between two
consecutive trials, and 2) a Scrambled condition, in which
only 5% of consecutive trials contained auditory or visual
overlap. At test, participants received nine test trials each
with a single word from among those heard during training
and had to choose the correct referent among four
possibilities. Importantly, because the two conditions
differed only in the order of trials, the global statistics of
word/picture co-occurrence were identical. This allowed us
to make differential predictions, as follows. On the global
statistical learning account, learners solve the
indeterminacy problem by keeping track of multiple wordreferent statistics across many individually ambiguous
words and scenes, possibly over the entire experiment (Yu
& Smith, 2007). Thus, learning should not differ across our
two conditions. Conversely, on the local statistical learning
account (see also Onnis, Waterfall, & Edelman, 2008),
learners benefit from the contiguous arrangement of
partially overlapping trials and should therefore learn better
in the Contiguous condition.

Results

Our results supported the local learning
hypothesis: a one-way ANOVA revealed a main
effect of Condition, F(1,15)=5.4, p<.05). Separate
t-tests showed that participants in the Contiguous
condition learned better than theoretical chance
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(2.25), M=3.67, SD=1.23, t(8)=2.86, p<.03.
Conversely, learners in the Scrambled condition
failed to learn above chance, M=2.5, SD= 0.75,
t(7)=.00, p=1.0. A nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis
rank sum test yielded a marginal difference
between the conditions (chi-squared = 2.81, df =
1, p < 0.09). A mixed model with Subject and
Item as random effects (R procedure lmer, with a
binomial link function) yielded a similar marginal
advantage for the Contiguous condition (z=1.703,
p < 0.09).
Contrary to an exclusively global account of
statistical learning, this pattern of results suggests
that learning proceeded on a more local trial-bytrial basis, exploiting temporally contiguous
relations.
Experiment 2
Experiment 1 suggests that in the absence of
local statistics in the form of partial selfrepetitions learners found it much harder to
discover the correct word-reference pairings.
However, the specifics of how presentation order
affected learning in the Contiguous condition
remained unknown. For instance, it is possible
that learning occurred in the last two trials,
driving this effect in its entirety (i.e., learners
could just be remembering the last few trials, and
if they happened to contain repetition, that is what
was learned). In Experiment 2, we thus divided
the word-referent items into two categories; for
one, the repetitions always happened in the first
half of training, and for the other – in the second
half. If learning is indeed driven by a ‘recency’
effect, items in the second half should be learned
better than those in the first half.
Method
Participants. We recruited 36 students at the University of
Hawaii who had not participated in Experiment 1. Each
received $5.
Materials. The same training and test materials as
Experiment 1 were used. The only difference was that four
of the word-referent pairings occurred across overlapping
trials in the first half of the training set (i.e., in the first 9
trials, Early Pairs), while another four occurred in the last 9
trials (Late Pairs). There was no Scrambled condition.

Procedure. The same procedure as Experiment 1 was used.

Results

A one-way ANOVA revealed a main effect,
F(1,17)=101.2, p<.0001), thus replicating the
positive effect of contiguous trials on learning
obtained in Experiment 1. Furthermore, there was
no effect of Order between Early and Late Pairs,
F(1,17)=0.596, p=.451. This was confirmed by
Kruskal-Wallis and mixed-effect tests. Separate ttests showed that both Early and Late Pairs were
learned better than chance (Early Pairs, M= 1.94,
SD=.93, t(17)=4.27, p<.001; Late Pairs, M= 2.22,
SD=1.35, t(17)=3.83, p<.01), although the mean
for Late Pairs was numerically higher. Thus
learning did not appear to be driven by a ‘recency’
effect: subjects learned equally well items
presented in either halves of training.
Experiment 3
How dependent are the effects found in
Experiments 1 and 2 on the degree of uncertainty
in the training data? In Experiment 3, we raised
the level of cross-situational uncertainty by
increasing the number of word-referent pairs to be
learned from 9 to 18, while keeping the same
within-trial ambiguity as in the previous
experiments (4 x 4 =16 possible mappings in each
individual trial), and reducing the number of
repetitions of the individual word-referent pairs
with respect to Experiments 1 and 2. Learners
were assigned either to a Contiguous condition or
a Scrambled condition, as in Experiment 1.
Two sets of predictions were made. For a global
statistical learner that collects statistics over the
entire set, the 18 word condition should lead to
better learning than in the 9 word conditions of
Experiment 1 and 2. Yu and Smith (2007) argued
that learning more word-referent pairs should be
easier for the global statistical learner because
there would be fewer spurious pairings and thus,
those pairings that do occur would be more
systematic. The prediction for a local statistical
learner is that – although the number of words and
referents to be tracked increases – it should still be
easier to learn 18 word-referent pairs in the
Contiguous condition, where partial self-
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repetitions can more immediately winnow out the
correct pairs.
Method
Participants. We recruited 31 students at the University of
Hawaii who had not participated in Experiment 1 or 2. Each
received $5.
Materials. We constructed a set of 18 word-referent pairs to
be learned over 26 learning trials. As in Experiments 1 and
2, a trial contained four spoken words and four pictures of
individual objects, with no information about specific wordpicture correspondence.
Procedure. The same procedure as Experiments 1 and 2
was used. Because there were 18 pairs to be learned, the
Test phase comprised 18 test trials.

Results

A one-way ANOVA revealed no effect of
Condition, F(1,29)=1.134, p=.29), suggesting that
learning occurred both in the Scrambled and
Contiguous conditions. This was confirmed by
separate t-tests: participants in the Contiguous
condition learned better than chance (M= 9.25,
SD=3.57, t(15)=5.325, p<.001, chance level=4.5).
Learners in Scrambled also learned above chance
(M=8, SD= 2.9, t(15)=4.669, p<.001), although
the mean in Contiguous was numerically higher
than in Scrambled. Notice that the means in
Experiment 3 are considerably higher than those
in Experiments 1 and 2, replicating Yu and
Smith’s (2007) finding that a larger lexicon is
actually more manageable to learn than a small
one in cross-situational learning.
Taken together, these data suggest that a global
statistical learning account cannot be entirely
ruled out, consistent with the view that with more
pairs to be learned, the number of spurious
relations diminishes, thus helping global learners
to reduce cross-situational uncertainty. However,
we wanted to explore the data more thoroughly to
investigate the patterns of learning, both by
subjects and by items. We thus computed the
grand mean M and standard deviation S of
learning performance over all subjects, and treated
data from each subject whose personal mean m
was too far below the grand mean as an outlier.
With the bound for outlier detection set to 1.5 S
below the grand mean M (m < M – 1.5 S), the
difference between Scrambled and Contiguous
was not significant. However, when the lower

bound was set to 1.0 S below the grand mean M
(m < M – 1.0 S), data from the 25 (out of 31)
participants
whose
learning
performance
exceeded the threshold revealed a significant
effect of Condition. The Kruskal-Wallis test
yielded a significant difference between
conditions (chi-squared = 5.94, df = 1, p < 0.01).
A mixed-effects model (same procedure as in
Exp.1) also showed a significant effect of
Condition (z = 2.30, p < 0.02).
This pattern of findings can be interpreted as
follows: the presence of partially overlapping
trials helped good learners, but not poor ones.
Indeed, it may be that what makes a good learner
is, in part, the ability to use local information
immediately available in the input (more on this
in the Discussion section).
Finally, we asked whether the effects of partial
self-repetitions in the Contiguous condition are
confined to the specific items that enjoy the
special distributional environment, or whether the
training regimen has more general effects. During
training, half of the word-referent pairs were
presented in contiguous partial-self repetitions (IN
pairs), while the other half were not (OUT pairs;
as an example drawn from Table 2, the pair A-a
would be an IN pair, while C-c would be an OUT
pairs across the learning phase). A one-way
ANOVA with Item Status as factor (IN vs. OUT)
revealed no effect of Item Status, F(1,15)=1.552,
p=.23). Both pair types were learned above
chance (IN Pairs, M= 4.25, SD=1.98, t(15)=4.54,
p<.001; OUT Pairs, M= 5, SD=2.31, t(15)=5.2,
p<.001, chance level=2).
Discussion
Under natural circumstances the joint
presentation of a word and a scene offers many
possible word-object pairings (Quine, 1960). To
explore the potential benefits of temporally local
learning in such a situation, we replicated a study
by Yu and Smith (2007), and investigated whether
local learning yields global benefits that extend
beyond the relations encountered locally, thus
helping the learner manage the computational
complexity of structural inference.
Yu and Smith (2007) and Smith and Yu (2008)
proposed that both adults and children solve the
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problem of word-to-world mapping by keeping
track of multiple word-referent statistics across
many individually ambiguous words and scenes.
On this account, a learner could mistakenly link a
word to a referent, but correct the mistake by,
first, registering on a subsequent trial that the
word had occurred without the earlier, wrong
referent; second, by remembering the prior wordreferent pairing; and, third, by registering both cooccurrences and non co-occurrences. Our null
result in the Scrambled condition suggests that
such global statistical accounting may be beyond
learners’ capabilities. In comparison, the learners’
success in the Contiguous condition suggests two
possible cues that may have helped the subjects:
first, the reappearance of a word and its referent
and second, the fact that on the very next trial,
everything changed except that particular wordreferent mapping.
Yu and Smith (2007) reported learning that was
significantly better than chance. How can we
account for their finding? The order of
presentation of learning trials in their experiment
was random (the experiment otherwise contained
the same type and number of stimuli as ours). We
generated 100 separate randomizations of those
trials and found that the number of partially
overlapping contiguous trials was very high
(M=90.4%, SD=5.1%). Thus, the learning regime
of Yu and Smith is more similar to our
Contiguous than to our Scrambled condition.
Taken together, our results suggest that
encountering a consistent pairing of words and
referents in a temporally contiguous manner
facilitates learning, compared to a randomly
scrambled presentation of the very same stimuli
pairs. Moreover, the advantage of contiguous
presentation seems to be lost on poor learners.
Whether this difference is due to working memory
limitations, inattention, or some other factors
would need to be investigated in the future.
Contiguity and contrast were first invoked by
Aristotle (De mem. et rem.) as fundamental laws
of association. Following the early insights of
Hume, researchers have come to appreciate the
crucial role of statistical inference in ensuring the
reliability of experiential learning. In this paper,
we considered the task of establishing word-

referent association using statistical patterns of
experience. A recently proposed theoretical
framework,
ACCESS
(Align
Candidates,
Compare, Evaluate Statistical/Social Significance)
aims to explain the learning of structure in space
and time in terms of general principles of
cognitive computation (Goldstein et al., 2010). In
agreement with those principles, our results
suggest the effectiveness of temporal contiguity
and contrast in multimodal learning under
conditions of uncertainty, and the importance of
order of presentation of learning materials – a
finding that has intriguing implications for various
practical learning situations.
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Abstract
It is commonly stated that reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms require more samples to learn than humans. In this
work, we investigate this claim using two standard problems
from the RL literature. We compare the performance of human
subjects to RL techniques. We find that context—the meaningfulness of the observations—plays a significant role in the rate
of human RL. Moreover, without contextual information, humans often fare much worse than classic algorithms. Comparing the detailed responses of humans and RL algorithms, we
also find that humans appear to employ rather different strategies from standard algorithms, even in cases where they had
indistinguishable performance to them.
Keywords: sequential decision-making; reinforcement learning; computational models; machine learning

The ability of humans to make sequential decisions under
uncertainty has been widely studied in psychology and neuroscience. The field of reinforcement learning (RL) studies
the theoretical formulation and algorithmic implementation
of artificial agents that make sequential decisions to maximize their expected reward (Sutton & Barto, 1998). While RL
algorithms often provide theoretical guarantees on the quality of the agent’s long-term behaviour, the common lore in
the RL community (Singh, 2009; Peters, Bagnell, & Schaal,
2006; Morimoto & Doya, 2005) is these approaches are
painfully slow, requiring thousands of trials to learn to act
in, what seem to humans, relatively simple domains.
While RL has been applied as a theoretical tool for understanding human decision making behaviour (Samejima &
Doya, 2007; Daw, O’Doherty, Dayan, Seymour, & Dolan,
2006; Kakade & Dayan, 2002; Daw, Courville, & Tourtezky,
2006; Yoshida & Ishii, 2003; Acuña & Schrater, 2008; Dayan
& Daw, 2008), the supposed “slowness” of RL methods has
not been experimentally tested against human learning performance. Are these RL algorithms actually slower to learn
than humans? To what extent is this lore biased by the fact
that humans bring structural knowledge from previous experiences to new problems? For example, when entering a new
building, a human will probably assume that he cannot walk
through its walls, whereas RL problems would typically have
to relearn this fact for each new location. Humans also tend to
assume near-deterministic worlds, whereas RL algorithms are
often initialized as believing all possible outcomes are equally
likely.
In this paper, we focus on the approaches humans take on
problems where aspects of the environment cannot be fullyobserved (formally partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDPs)). POMDPs offer a more realistic scenario

for decision making under uncertainty than the simpler (fullyobservable) Markov decision processes, since they assume
that the state of the world is known, but inferred from noisy
observations. In this setting, we show that, surprisingly, when
put in an identical setup on standard decision making problems, RL methods often learn faster and achieve better solutions than humans. Even more surprisingly, while human performance does improve when subjects are given contextual
information about the problem, their average performance often still does not match RL methods. Our work has interesting implications for our understanding of both human and
machine decision making. Without contextual information,
humans may require more experience than RL algorithms to
perform well even on simple problems. However, making use
of context is one of the important open problems for machine
learning.

Experiment
We tested two hypotheses: first, that human subjects would
perform significantly better if given contextual observations,
and second, that human subjects would outperform RL algorithms. Performance was evaluated as the sum of rewards obtained during the last tenth of a learning trial. We also examined which RL algorithms’ behaviour most closely matched
human behaviour.

Task Descriptions
The tasks consisted of two common problems in the RL literature, both formulated as POMDPs. Playing the role of
the agent, the human subject—who had no initial knowledge
about the structure of the problem—selected actions to take.
The problem returned an observation, displayed on a computer screen, which depended on the underlying state of the
environment, and an immediate reward. The subject’s goal
was to maximize their cumulative rewards.
Each task could be presented to the subject in two different versions. In the with-context version C+, the domain’s
observations had meaning in the context of the task. In the
context-free version C−, observations had no meaning; the
C− version of the problem was meant to simulate what a RL
algorithm might “see,” as a computer system cannot attribute
meaning or significance to particular observations.
In the first problem, the tigerworld task (Kaelbling,
Littman, & Cassandra, 1995), players were confronted with
two doors (see figure ?? for an illustration). Behind one door
was a tiger (reward = −100); behind the other was a prize
(reward = +10). At every iteration, players had three options:
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they could open one of the two doors, or they could “listen”
for more information. Each listen attempt had an 85% chance
of being accurate and an associated reward of −1. In the C+
version, the observations were images of a tiger on the left
or the right of the image. In the without-context version, the
image of a tiger on the right was replaced with an image of
an apple, and the image of a tiger on the left was replaced by
an image of a banana. The text on the actions (“listen,” “open
left,” “open right”) was also replaced by numbers (“1,” “2,”
“3”). Opening either door reset the tiger and the prize to random positions.1 Understanding that listening provided useful
but noisy information was the key learning challenge in the
tigerworld task.

+10
−100

(a) Illustration of the (b) Sample C+ Ob- (c) Sample C− ObGridworld Problem servation
servation
Figure 2: The gridworld task rewarded players for reaching the topright corner of a 4x3 grid. The right images show the observation
for the bottom-right corner.

Methods
value
=?

value
=?

(a) Illustration of the (b) Sample C+ Ob- (c) Sample C−
Tigerworld Problem servation
Observation
Figure 1: The tigerworld problem consisted of two doors. One door
had a tiger behind it, the other a prize. Players could open a door
or “listen” for the tiger’s location. The right two images show a
possible result of the “listen” action in the C+ and C− versions,
respectively.

The second problem, the gridworld task, players had to
navigate from a random starting place on a 4x3 grid (Russell
& Norvig, 2010) to reach the prize in the top-right corner (see figure 2 for the map). Reaching either the prize
(reward = 10) or the penalty (reward = -100) square reset
the player to an arbitrary position on the board. Unlike in
the tigerworld task, the observations in the gridworld task
were deterministic—players always saw the walls immediately around them. However, actions had stochastic effects:
80% of the time the action would execute as expected; 20%
of the time the player would find themselves moved in a perpendicular direction. Reaching the prize square while navigating around the penalty square was the key learning challenge in the gridworld task. In the contextual version of the
problem, the subjects saw gridcells with walls and arrows as
observations (figure 2(b)) for normal cells and a happy or sad
emoticon for the two reward cells. Action buttons were labeled with the compass directions; subjects reported no trouble making the association between the compass directions on
the action buttons and the arrows indicating free directions to
move in the observations. In the C− version, each unique observation was mapped to a specific fruit. The action buttons
were also numbered instead of labeled with compass directions. Rewards in both tasks were deterministic functions of
the underlying hidden state.
1 Opening

a door in the original version of tigerworld results in
a random observation. In pilot trials, subjects found this version
very hard to learn; therefore, we augmented tigerworld with a third
“reset” observation that always followed an open-door action.

Procedure To test the first hypothesis, each subject played
every task-version pair (tigerworld, with and without context; gridworld, with and without context). Subjects were informed they were learning four different tasks. Each subject
played 500 iterations in tigerworld and 750 iterations in the
gridworld. The simpler tigerworld problem was always presented before gridworld. The length of the experiment and
the decision to present the simpler problem first were decided
from an initial pilot test.
The ordering of the two versions was counterbalanced between the subjects: half the subjects received the C+ tasks
first; half received the C− tasks first. Subjects playing the C+
versions first had slightly better overall performance than subjects playing the C− version first (t(31) = 2.32, p < 0.05). To
check if subjects were using learned effects of actions from
one task version to the next, the labels associated with the actions in the C− tasks were either ordered identically as the
C+ versions or permuted. For example, if the C+ version
had buttons ‘left,’ ‘right,’ ‘listen,’ then the numbers ‘0,’ ‘1,’
‘2’ could either map to ‘left,’ ‘right,’ ‘listen’ (same order) or
‘right,’ ‘listen,’ ‘left’ (permuted order). Subjects were split
evenly between these two versions; we found that changing
the action mapping had no significant effect on performance
(t(31) = 0.88, p > 0.10).
After signing a consent form, subjects were shown the interfaces and given a chance to familiarise themselves with it.
They were also told the following information:
• Each task was unique and unrelated to the other tasks.
• Actions could have stochastic effects, but there were no
adversarial effects.
• Past (especially recent) observations could be important.
• They could take notes or use a calculator if they wished.
• There was no time limit.
• The trials would be long enough that they should feel free
to spend time exploring.
After all trials were complete, subjects were interviewed on
how they approached the problem. They were encouraged
to explain any sketches or computations they had made. Finally, subjects were asked if they had realised that the tasks
were paired (3 of 16 subjects did). Each version took subjects
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15-20 minutes to complete; the entire set of tasks took most
subjects 60-90 minutes. Subjects were allowed to take breaks
between tasks.
To test our second hypothesis, we collected a fresh group of
subjects. Each subject played one version (with/without context) of tigerworld for 3000 iterations and one version of gridworld for 2000 iterations. The trial lengths were chosen based
on pilots showing that human subjects varied greatly in their
of learning rates and “inspiration” moments. Half the subjects
played the C+ tigerworld scenario and the C− gridworld scenario; the other half played the C− tigerworld scenario and
the C+ gridworld. Subjects were given the same instructions
as in the first experiment. These longer trials lasted 90-150
minutes; subjects were encouraged to take breaks whenever
they wished to avoid fatigue.

tual observations, but only one inferred the map when fruit
images were substituted for the wall images.
Performance on Gridworld
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Aparatus The subjects participated in the study by using a
mouse to click buttons displayed on a computer screen. The
display had three elements. A large central pane showed the
current observation (updated after each action). Above the
observation pane was a panel that showed subjects their immediate reward after each action (cumulative rewards were
not shown). Finally, a set of action-selection buttons were
located below the observation window.
Subjects could not access prior histories of actions, observations, or rewards; however, they were provided pen and paper. Subjects could also use of a calculator (none did).
Participants To test the first hypothesis, that context had
a significant effect in human learning, 16 subjects (13 male,
3 female) were recruited from the University of Cambridge
Engineering Department. To test the second hypothesis,
eight additional subjects were recruited from the University
of Cambridge Engineering Department. Finally, three additional subjects (2 male, 1 female) participated in a pre-trial
pilot. Participants were compensated for their participation; a
prize was also offered for the highest score.

Results
Effect of Context
We had hypothesized that subjects would perform better in
C+ versions of each problem. Performance was evaluated
based on the sum of all immediate rewards received during
a trial. Subjects performed significantly better with context
than without, paired t(31) = 2.99, p < 0.005, with a mean
benefit of 1, 243 points in the final cumulative reward.
The total reward gained over time is shown in Fig. 3. The
trials are broken into blocks of 50 iterations, and the shaded
regions show the standard error of the mean. The upward
trends in all curves indicates learning occurred during the
course of the task. In the tigerworld problem, the C− case
started with a low initial reward, but by the end, the human
subjects were performing as well with context as without (although still suboptimally). In contrast, the human subjects on
the C− version of gridworld never matched the C+ performance: many subjects inferred the grid when given contex-
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Figure 3: Reward in each phase of the trial. Blocks consisted of 50
iterations for both problems. Shaded regions show the standard error
of the mean.

Comparison to Reinforcement Learning Algorithms
We next compared human performance to three approaches
from RL: RMAX (Brafman & Tennenholtz, 2002), utree (McCallum, 1995), and iPOMDP (Doshi-Velez, 2009).
The first, RMAX, builds a model of the world’s dynamics,
choosing optimistic rewards for parts of the world it has not
seen, and then uses the model to make decisions. RMAX
is designed for fully-observable problems, that is, problems
with no hidden information. To apply RMAX to our domains,
we use a history of recent observations as a proxy for the state,
a technique often used for tackling partially-observable problems (Breslow, 1996; Lin & Mitchell, 1992).
Specifying how much past history to consider adds an additional parameter to RMAX; the u-tree algorithm tries to dynamically learn the window size: it uses a series of statistical
tests to increase the number of past observations considered
if it enables the agent to improve its overall rewards. Like
RMAX, u-tree builds a model using each of these (now variable length) past histories as states and solves the model to
select actions. Finally, iPOMDP also builds a model of the
world first, but it does not assume that the world is fullyobservable; indeed, it assumes that the number of hidden
states could be potentially unbounded. While iPOMDP correctly models the true partially-observable nature of the problems, it must search over a much larger class of models.
We had hypothesized that subjects would perform better
than the RL algorithms when given context and worse when
not given context. We tested both performance on the last
tenth of the data as well as compared the performance of
the subjects and the algorithms for each block of 50 interactions during the trial. On the tigerworld problem, the algorithms outperform the subjects without context both in the
last tenth of the trial, t(1602) = −4.82, p < 0.005 and in each
block of the learning process, t(59) = −12.79, p < 0.005.
More surprisingly, the algorithms also outperformed subjects when they had context both in the last tenth of the
trial, t(3003) = −5.76, p < 0.005 and throughout the learning
process, t(59) = −10.92, p < 0.005. These results directly
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Figure 4: Reward for each trial block of 50 iterations. Shaded regions show the standard error of the mean. For RMAX, the window
size was 2.

Recall that RMAX uses the most recent window of observations as a proxy for the hidden state. We tested the algorithms with windows ranging from only the most recent observation to the last four observations. The results for RMAX

are shown in Fig. 5. In the tigerworld problem, the small
window sizes yield similar (suboptimal) performance levels
as the human subjects, but much more quickly. The longer
window sizes result in slower learning, but they eventually
out-perform the human subjects regardless of whether the
subjects had context. RMAX’s learning rate is even more
striking in the gridworld problem (right panel of Fig. 5).
The longer window sizes, with a large number of parameters (O(S2 ), where S is the number of states), are very slow
to learn, but building a model reduces the need for long windows: the small-window learners quickly surpass human performance. In post-experiment interviews, most human subjects also showed maps that they had built as they played.
What then distinguished RMAX? We hypothesize the crucial
difference was RMAX’s optimistic approach to filling in unknown parts of the model, which lead it to explore all aspects
of the problem. In contrast, humans in post-experiment interviews claimed they behaved much more cautiously after
discovering a −100 penalty.
Tiger: RMAX Comparison

Gridworld: RMAX Comparison
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contradict conventional wisdom that while an RL algorithm
might eventually produce a superior solution than a human,
they generally learn more slowly.
The left pane of Fig. 4 compares the performance of the
three RL algorithms to human subjects without context on
the tigerworld problem. As before, the shaded regions show
the standard error of the mean, and averages are computed for
blocks of 50 iterations; the expected optimal performance—
computed by applying value iteration to each domain—for
an agent that knew the domain is given by the dashed line
(note that the expected optimal performance is the average
performance an optimal agent would gain over many runs;
individual runs can exceed this value). What is striking is
how quickly RMAX and iPOMDP algorithms achieve nearoptimal performance; u-tree, testing variable window lengths,
learns slower but also ultimately bests the human subjects.
Recall that the key challenge in the tigerworld problem was
learning that the observations of where the tiger was located
were noisy: repeated measurements were needed to ascertain the tiger’s location to a reasonable degree of accuracy.
The gridworld problem tested a different challenge: building
a map of a domain where actions sometimes “slipped” or had
unexpected results. As seen in the right pane of Fig. 4, the
difference in performance in the gridworld problem is much
less clear. We found no significant difference between the RL
algorithms and the human subjects: still, it is interesting to
note that even when given the context of the walls and corridors, the human subjects did not outperform the algorithms,
which did not have access to this information. The difference
in the RMAX algorithm’s performance through the learning
process (again measured as the performance in each block
of 50 interactions) was significantly greater than the human
subjects’ performance, t(39) = −3.81, p < 0.005. Finally, it
is interesting to note that the iPOMDP algorithm performs the
most poorly in this domain. The extra complexity of having to
explicitly consider the partial observability in these relatively
simple domains results in a much slower learner.
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Figure 5: Comparison with RMAX over several window sizes. The
dip in the human performance curve in gridworld was due to a single
subject’s performance.

The previous analysis found that the RL algorithms often outperform average human performance, both with and
without context. When compared to the best human subject
(as measured by cumulative performance on the last tenth of
the trial), we find that the best subject outperformed the algorithms on gridworld when given context: the best subject
scored 33 times more points in the last tenth of the trial than
RMAX, the best algorithm. However, the best human did not
outperform the best algorithm in tigerworld—RMAX scored
6 times as many points as the best human. The plots of the
best human subject’s performance are shown alongside the
best algorithms in Fig. 6. Interestingly, the best human subject appears to learn a (suboptimal) solution the tigerworld
problem slightly faster than the algorithms, but the gridworld
problem takes longer to learn (though the performance is
near-optimal in the end).

Algorithms Matching Human Behaviour
Finally, we examined which RL methods most closely modelled human behaviour. To evaluate how well these RL procedures predicted human subjects’ behaviour, we played each
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Tiger: Human, RL Comparison

Gridworld: Human, RL Comparison
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solutions instead of seeking better solutions. In contrast, the
RL algorithms were more persistent; in general they not only
learned as quickly or quicker than human subjects, but they
also refined their solutions more than human subjects. Thus,
we find that contrary to conventional wisdom about these simple algorithms—that they learn slowly—these algorithms often learn significantly faster than human subjects.
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Figure 6: Performance of best human subject (with context). In both
domains, the subject learns a near-optimal solution.

subject’s history of actions and observations forward to the
RL agent. At each iteration, the RL algorithm updated its internal state given the current history of the human subject’s
actions. Based on this history, the algorithm decided which
action it would select next. Similarity between the algorithm’s and the human subject’s behaviour was assessed along
two criteria: (1) whether the agent’s selected action matched
the subject’s selected action,2 and (2) the algorithm’s regret
given the human subject’s action choice. Formally, regret is
the value the agent thought the human subject lost by his or
her choice of action (as computed from the algorithm’s internal value function). Lower regrets imply a greater similarity
between the algorithms’ and the human subjects’ choices.
The results in Fig. 7 show that none of the algorithms
matched human behaviour very often, regardless of whether
the subjects had context. The algorithms matched the subjects slightly better in the tigerworld domain than the gridworld; the low-match rates—almost always below 50%—
suggest that the humans and the algorithms were employing
rather different strategies, even when they had indistinguishable performance (as in gridworld). As expected, the RMAX
learner had the highest regrets; its optimistic initialization
made it believe that humans often under-explored problems.
The u-tree algorithm had the lowest regrets, in part because it
tended to be less certain about the correct action at any time.
Finally, we note that the stochasticity of the problems (seen
in the individual problem traces in Fig. 6) resulted in high
reward variances and that different under-exploring policies
could also result in large reward variations (seen in the high
standard errors in Fig. 4. The analysis in this section shows
that there are differences in how humans and RL agents explore given these high variances.

Discussion
A significant advantage that RL algorithms have over humans
is that they do not get bored, fatigued, or disheartened. In a
long series of experiments in which subjects may accrue large
costs before ultimately learning a good strategy, these factors
often caused humans to settle for sub-optimal or reasonable
2 The results evaluating action-selection similarity based on a
softmax action-selection criterion were nearly identical to actionmatching and are omitted for brevity.

The quantitative performance curves matched postexperiment interviews in which the subject (like many others) produced an accurate map of the gridworld—despite the
transition uncertainty and location ambiguity—but found it
very difficult to reason about the observation uncertainty in
tigerworld. The algorithms treated both of these forms of
uncertainty equivalently; thus they learned in proportion to
the overall level of uncertainty. We can conclude that either
humans require more experience to learn than supposed, RL
algorithms are faster learners, or both.
Our work is consistent with studies showing humans have
difficulty planning under uncertainty, though none directly
compare human and algorithm performance in multi-state
partially-observable domains. For example, handling location ambiguity was found to be the primary bottleneck for humans trying to perform spatial navigation tasks (Stankiewicz,
McCabe, & Legge, 2004). Gureckis and Love (2009) found
slightly noisy rewards encouraged exploration, but humans
are generally poor at handling randomness, even in fullyobservable settings. Finally, Acuña and Schrater (2008)
hypothesised that humans may learn slowly on bandit-type
problems because they consider a wider set of underlying
structures, even when they are told that the problem has a
particular form. They showed that human learning rates on
a 1-state partially-observable problem are slower than an approach that leverages the structure of the problem (also given
to the human subjects) but similar to an approach that makes
fewer structural assumptions. Their results are similar to
the differences we observed between the RMAX algorithm—
which learned quickly due to its simple model assumptions—
and the iPOMDP or u-tree—which learned more slowly.
The findings in this work are based on two standard problems in RL, with relatively small state spaces. We conjecture
that without context, the advantage of RL methods over humans will persist for larger state spaces. For example, given
no context, a larger gridworld is even more baffling for the
human subject who was already—on average—confused by
a 4 × 3 grid. However, in larger more structured state spaces,
the human subject’s ability to generalise and make use of context would probably give them significant advantages. For
example, human subjects may infer that “stacking” actions
put one object on top of another, while a simple agent may
have to learn the result of a “stack” for each pair of objects.
Similarly, humans may use patterns of grammar to analyse
dialogues, whereas an agent might have to learn each part
of a conversation separately. It remains an interesting open
question as to how the learning rates of human subjects and
RL agents compare on these more structured and hierarchi-
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Figure 7: Proportion of same actions and perceived regret of the yoked learners. A higher proportion of same actions indicates a greater
similarity between the human’s and agent’s decisions; likewise lower regrets indicate that the agent valued actions similarly to the human
subjects. Means are shown with 95% confidence intervals.

cal learning domains. The importance of context in human
learning also suggests that for work trying to build more dataefficient artificial agents (Fei-Fei, Fergus, & Perona, 2006),
learning and leveraging contextual information may be key
factor to achieving better learning performance. An exciting
avenue for future work would be to better understand how
humans leverage context when learning a task, rather than focusing simply on their rates of learning.
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Abstract

time cost of mental operations can be presumed to be
decreasing appears to suggest a preference for embodied
actions that runs contrary to what has been found in other
circumstances. In those studies we (Gray & Fu, 2004; Gray,
Sims, Fu, & Schoelles, 2006) and others (Bourne,
Raymond, & Healy, 2010; Morgan, Patrick, Waldron, King,
& Patrick, 2009; Morgan, Waldron, King, & Patrick, 2007;
Waldron, Patrick, Duggan, Banbury, & Howes, 2008;
Waldron, Patrick, Morgan, & King, 2007) have found a
more neutral cost-accounting which has led us to maintain
that systems for cognitive control make, “no functional
distinction between knowledge in-the-head versus in-theworld or the means of acquiring that information (such as
eye movement, mouse movement and click, or retrieval
from memory)” (Gray & Veksler, 2005).

Based on data collected during play of the fast-paced video
game of Tetris, it has long been claimed that complementary
(or epistemic) actions increase with expertise (Kirsh, 1995;
Kirsh & Maglio, 1994; Maglio & Kirsh, 1996).
Complementary actions use the environment to provide
information that would otherwise require mental processing.
They stand in contrast to pragmatic actions, which operate to
bring the current state closer to the goal state. Although
complementary actions undoubtedly exist, we question the
conclusion that they increase with expertise. First, classifying
actions made in a fast-paced video game can be very difficult.
Second, the range of expertise considered in prior studies has
been very small. We sample a wide range of Tetris expertise
and define complementary actions across multiple criterion of
varying strictness. Contrary to prior work, our data suggest
that complementary actions decrease with expertise,
regardless of the criterion used.

Complementary Actions and Expertise

Keywords: epistemic action, complementary action,
pragmatic action, expertise, games, Tetris, soft constraints
hypothesis, embodied cognition

Substituting Actions in-the-world for Processes
in-the-head
Complementary actions (originally called epistemic actions
in Kirsh & Maglio, 1994; renamed in Kirsh, 1995) are
external acts that provide information about a task
environment faster than could be achieved by internal
mental processes. Such actions stand in contrast to
pragmatic actions, which are external actions that bring the
current state closer to the goal state. The classic example of
a complementary action in Tetris is physically versus
mentally rotating a piece to determine which orientation
produces the best fit to the board below. Hence,
complementary actions substitute actions in-the-world for
processes in-the-head.
Complementary actions are a powerful argument for
embodied cognition (Clark, 2008), contrasting greatly with
the notion that people perform all computation in the head.
Although complementary actions undoubtedly exist, we
question the claim that they increase in prevalence with
expertise (Kirsh & Maglio, 1994). As mental processing
times generally transition from slower controlled to faster
automatic processing with experience (Schneider & Shiffrin,
1977; Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977) we would have expected
the incidence of complementary actions to decrease with
experience as internal processes became more competitive
with external actions.
The suggestion that complementary actions increase
under circumstances (i.e., increases in practice) in which the

Obviously the claim that complementary actions increase
with expertise requires strong criterion for identifying
complementary actions when they occur and also requires
sampling across a wide range of expertise.
As we have no access to an individual’s intentions,
observations of behavior may yield ambiguous data. We
must instead algorithmically define and computationally
extract behaviors from log files made during performance so
that our classification of behavior is free from observer bias.
In this paper we will discuss five criteria that we selected for
classifying complementary actions in the video game Tetris,
and the implications of each. Data for all classifying
algorithms are presented.
To determine whether complementary actions increase
with expertise we need to ensure that we sample across a
wide range of player expertise. We find the level of
expertise of the players in Kirsh and Maglio’s reports to be
extremely limited. In contrast, we present data from 59
players whose Tetris performance spans the range from
what would be expected of beginners (but not novices) to
extreme expertise. To preview our conclusions, except by
our most lenient criteria, we find nearly no evidence of
complementary actions. Our two most lenient criteria
suggest that complementary actions increase with skill early
on but then decrease as skill rises to expert levels. All of our
criteria suggest that complementary actions do not play a
role in expertise. Intriguingly, our most lenient criteria
suggest that complementary actions have a role in acquiring
expertise.

Why Tetris?
Tetris is a responsive and fast-paced game that requires high
concentration. These features make it an excellent
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environment to study time-stressed decision-making. As
people generally enjoy playing it, Tetris experts are easy to
find.
Kirsh and Maglio describe two complementary uses for
the two main actions in Tetris: translating the shape
(moving it towards the left or right) and rotating it. In
regards to translation, in order to save the mental effort of
perceptually verifying that the current piece (called a
Tetrazoid, which we will henceforth refer to as a zoid) is
lined up with the target area within the accumulation at the
bottom of the display, the player may translate the shape all
the way to the wall nearest the target area and then count
keypresses to determine, for example, that the zoid is above
the 3rd rather than the 2nd column from the left.
Rotating the shape is a more complex scenario. Kirsh and
Maglio describe the following five uses:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Unearthing new information very early in the episode1
Saving mental rotation effort
Facilitating retrieval of zoids from memory
Making it easier to identify a zoid’s type
Simplifying the process of matching zoid and contour

formulate a pragmatic plan, up to 600 milliseconds of
planning and action time would be lost (depending on the
current level of play). A good pragmatic action plan, then,
would include the discovery of the zoid type as quickly as
possible as a step toward efficiently placing the piece in its
final position. Thus, although this type of action provides
information gains for the player, it cannot be replaced by a
mental process and is primarily pragmatic in function.
In the version of Tetris we use there is no phase in which
early rotations can occur as the pieces initially appear along
the topmost edge of the screen in their entirety. Because
these “early rotations” do not fit the definition of
complementary actions, omission of this phase allows us to
more easily extract those actions that should be classified as
complementary as well as stay in line with the rules of the
game of Tetris in its original form.

Complementary actions are difficult to classify

The first item in this list, the action of early rotation, refers
to the moment the zoid first appears on the screen. In the
version of Tetris used by Kirsh and Maglio, only the
bottommost segment of the piece is initially visible, the rest
of the zoid remaining hidden above the field of view. At this
stage the piece is likely to be ambiguous, as only one or two
of the four segments of the zoid are visible. When players
rotate the piece at this stage, Kirsh and Maglio (1994) argue
that it is a complementary action (p. 527), as it serves the
epistemic function of uncovering more information about
the piece and is not directly involved in placing the piece in
its final position. However, this action does not fall in line
with the definition of complementary actions put forth
earlier in the same paper (p. 514):

It is not the case that every single action taken in a Tetris
episode is either pragmatic or complementary; there are
many situations in which a player will input a command into
the game that neither moves the zoid closer to where it
eventually ends up, nor makes cognition easier by
substituting physical effort for mental effort. Certainly even
expert players make errors, but even errors do not account
for all the possible actions a player may take.

[W]e use the term epistemic [or complementary] action to
designate a physical action whose primary function is to
improve cognition by:
1. Reducing the memory involved in mental
computation, that is, space complexity;
2. Reducing the number of steps involved in mental
computation, that is, time complexity;
3. Reducing the probability of error of mental
computation, that is, unreliability.

The act of early rotation of a zoid uncovers information
that was previously unavailable to the player. Prior to
performing this action, it would have been impossible for
the player to properly plan where the current zoid should
finally be placed. So, while the act of early rotation would
be considered exploration of the environment (Kirsh, 1996)
in the context of the game, this information is prerequisite to
the overall pragmatic action plan of the episode. It does not
merely reduce space complexity, time complexity, or
unreliability of mental computation; it enables mental
computation at this early stage. If a player were to wait for
the zoid to be completely displayed before beginning to
1

Where an episode is defined as the time from the appearance to
the placement of a zoid.

Figure 1: Goal switching
What is the most sensible way to classify the actions
taken in Figure 1? The light gray pieces represent the
progression of one piece’s position from the top of the
display through time, during the course of one episode.
Here, a T-shaped zoid appears at the top of the display, is
translated right three spaces, then is translated all the way to
the left side of the screen while being rotated three times.
The first three actions of this placement routine cannot be
pragmatic, for they move the zoid away from its final
position on the board. Surely, however, these actions also
cannot be complementary, for there is no extra knowledge
gained from the routine – moving the shape all the way to
the right does not make moving the shape all the way to the
left any easier, and does not help in determining where the
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best place to position the piece would be. Since the three
actions in question are consecutive, it is unlikely, although
possible, that the actions are due to error.
What is more likely is that the player simply decided to
place the zoid in a different location. Instead of performing
a full analysis of the state of the gameworld when the zoid
appears, perhaps the player chose the first solution that
passes an individual threshold of fitness.
One metric for assessing the fitness of a zoid is to count
the number of edges that will fit flush with the other zoids in
the accumulation when placed (Kirsh & Maglio, 1994). In
the case of this example, the player translates the shape into
a sensible position, matching five contours on the shape to
the accumulation, but then sees a better option – by
translating the zoid all the way to the left and rotating it
three times, the end result is that only four contours are
matched, but two lines are cleared2, which results in
lowering the accumulation of pieces by two rows and a
score increase of 100 points.
This type of scenario is common in Tetris; players will
often see a better position for their zoid after they have
made a decision about where to place it and have already
begun to carry out a motor plan to rotate and translate it into
the proper position. They must then decide whether the
benefit of placing the piece in the newly discovered location
is worth the cost of all the extra actions necessary to get the
piece into the superior position.

Figure 2: Complementary action or goal switching?
Unfortunately, the line that distinguishes genuine
complementary actions from goal-switches is very fuzzy
and difficult to measure. In Figure 2, the accumulation is the
same as it is in Figure 1, but in this example the piece is
rotated first and translated all the way to the right wall of the
gameworld, then translated three spaces to the left. Did the
player do this as a complementary action intended to save
the perceptual effort of verifying whether the rotated piece
was lined up with the appropriate place in the accumulation,
2

or did the player first decide to place the piece in the
rightmost position and then change the plan upon realizing
that there was a better place for the piece to go? This kind of
situation, also very common in Tetris, is difficult to classify.

Classifying Complementary Actions
Complementary actions in Tetris may take the form of either
rotations or translations. A complementary translation may
be one in which the player utilizes the wall to verify the
vertical position of a piece. A complementary rotation may
be one in which the player rotates the piece freely in order
to directly compare its contours to the accumulation below.
Neither of these actions contributes to the pragmatic plan of
getting the piece from its start position to its destination, but
both do potentially aid the player by lightening their
cognitive load or increasing their accuracy.
Given that there is some debate as to where to draw the
line between complementary actions and goal-switching or
errors, we have devised criteria for determining if
translation and rotation actions are complementary. The
three criteria of translation actions differ in their strictness.
In contrast, the two criteriq for rotations classify different
categories of rotation actions.
Translation Criteria: We call a translation action
complementary if:
• Lenient translation criterion: Both a left translation
and a right translation occur during any single
episode.
• Medium translation criterion: A zoid has been
translated all the way to one wall and then changes
direction.
• Strict translation criterion: A zoid is translated all the
way to one wall and subsequently moved no more
than 3 spaces away from that wall.
The lenient criterion operates under the assumption that
a pragmatic action plan would never include more than one
direction of translation. This criterion will include a large
number of small slips and indecisiveness of the player along
with some number of genuine complementary actions.
The medium criterion assumes that the player is in fact
using the wall for counting purposes, as they have not
placed the piece along that wall. This criterion avoids the
inclusion of simple slips and indecisiveness by the player,
but will still include strategy changes such as those in
Figure 1.
The strict criterion carries the same assumptions as the
medium criterion, but also attempts to exclude strategy
changes on the premise that translating to the wall on the
side of the field opposite of the zoid’s final destination is
unlikely to be epistemically useful, and more likely to be a
mid-episode change of strategy.
Rotation Criteria: Rotations are complementary if the zoid
has been in any unique orientation more than once during an
episode. There are two categories of rotation:

Points are gained in Tetris by eliminating lines. A line is eliminated when
all 10 of its spaces are filled by zoids. Eliminating multiple lines at one
time results in bonus points with the largest bonus being given for a Tetris,
which is the elimination of 4 lines at once.
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- Category 1 – Both-Rotations: During any episode, the
zoid rotates both clockwise and counter-clockwise

- Category 2 – Over-Rotation: During any episode, a zoid
rotates in one direction more than 3 times (for a J, L, or
T zoid), more than 1 time (for a Z, S, or I zoid), or at all
(a square zoid).
The both-rotations criterion assumes that a player using
both rotation directions in a single episode cannot be
adhering to a purely pragmatic plan, as the piece has
surpassed and subsequently backtracked to its final
orientation. The over-rotation criterion is based on the idea
that there is no pragmatic use in continuing to rotate a zoid
past the number of unique orientations of that zoid type, as
the orientation needed for its final placement would have
certainly been surpassed. It seems likely that both rotational
criterion will include errors, indecisiveness, strategychanges, as well as instances of complementary actions.
Any rotation of the square zoid is futile, given that it
only has one unique orientation. Such a rotation action
would appear to be neither pragmatic nor complementary in
nature, and almost certainly an error. However, given the
definition of complementary actions used here and the
relative infrequency of any instances of square rotations, we
have included them in the analysis.

The Study
We held two Tetris Tournaments for cash prizes in two
successive years at a local convention for fans of science

fiction, fantasy literature, Japanese anime, and video games.
The rules of the tournament were as follows: Anyone who
wished to enter would first compete through a qualifying
round. Every entrant played two games of Tetris, keeping
the higher of the two scores earned (approximately 60% of
participants scored higher in their second game). When the
qualifiers closed, the top eight competitors then had to
compete in a single-round elimination match (#1 vs. #8, #2
vs. #7, etc.). Each match featured the two competitors
playing side by side, the higher scorer winning the match
and proceeding to the next round. After the tournament, as a
condition of entry, the top 3 winners came to our laboratory
to play as many games of Tetris as they could in one hour
while an eye-tracking system recorded their eye movements
for use in further research.
The version of Tetris that we used is a custom port,
written in Flash, that emulates the graphics, sound, controls,
and scoring system of the 1989 Nintendo Entertainment
System™ version of the game, with the added feature of
logging the state of the gameworld every frame. This allows
for detailed analysis and perfect playback of each game
recorded. In total, we have collected data for 173 complete
games from 59 different players.

Player Expertise and Counting Complementary
Actions
As all 59 players played the two games of the qualifying

Figure 3: Use of Complementary Actions Decreases with Expertise. Each of the 59 players is classified into a halflogarithm score bin based on the highest game played during the tournament qualification round of two games.
For each player each criterion in each of the two sets of criterion (translations and rotations) is calculated based on
episodes collected across all games played. Error bars show +/- 1 standard deviation.
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round under the same conditions, we used their top score
from that round as a measure of expertise. These 59 top
scores ranged from a low of 867 to a high of 236,305. As
the distribution of scores seemed approximately logarithmic
we created five ½ log bins ranging (all logs to base ten)
from < 3½ (under 3162 points), 3½-4 (up to 10,000 pts), 44½ (up to 31,622 pts), 4½-5 (up to 100,000 pt), and 5-5½
(up to 316,228 pts). As show by the abscissa labels in
Figure 3, the distribution of players to these bins was
uneven with the greatest concentration of players in the
middle three bins.
The criteria used for Tetris expertise in the Kirsh and
Maglio papers is seldom mentioned. In Maglio and Kirsh
(1996) they report data from two players who played for 20
hours each. Although our inference is indirect, we conclude
from this source that even after 20 hours of practice, Maglio
and Kirsh’s players were at the approximate skill level of
our first and second bin of players and well below the skill
level of our other bins of players. Our best player’s best
game was over 1 million points and for 25 (out of 173) of
the games we collected the score was over 100,000 points.
For each of our players, we calculated the probability
that one of their episodes would contain a complementary
action according to each criterion in our two sets of criteria.
In counting the rate of complementary actions, we included
episodes from all games played by each player. As the best
8 players each year were involved in the single-round
elimination matches, and the best three players from each
year played an hour’s worth of Tetris in our laboratory, this
means that we have the most data, and therefore the most
stable estimate of complementary actions, from our most
expert players.

Results
Our results are shown in Figure 3. The plot represents
episode data obtained from 173 games of Tetris – 118 of
which were captured during the two qualification games for
the tournaments and 55 during the playoffs or at the
subsequent laboratory sessions for the top three tournament
players (six players across two years of tournaments).
Players were assigned to bins based on the best score out
of two games played in their qualifying round. These halflog bins and the scores that they encompass are represented
along the abscissa. The total number of players in each bin
is shown in parentheses next to each bin’s label. The
ordinate shows the probability that a complementary action
occurred in any given episode according to the five criteria
we considered: lenient, medium, and strict translation
criteria (the solid bars in Figure 3); and over-rotations and
both-rotations criteria (the striped bars in Figure 3).
The most lenient translation criterion, being whenever a
player made both a left and right translation, is satisfied the
most frequently. Unfortunately, this criterion also captures
much suboptimal behavior on the part of the player,
including slips, indecisiveness, or changing of strategy midepisode. Note the inverted-U shape to the occurrences of
these actions. Initially, as player skill (total score) increases,

these complementary actions rise in frequency, but quickly
show marked drop-off as intermediate skill levels are
approached. Even according to this very lenient
interpretation of what constitutes a complementary action,
their frequency is minimal in our most highly skilled
players.
The medium and strict translation criteria, met when a
piece is translated to one wall and back, are satisfied
altogether much less frequently. The actions captured by
these criteria are less likely to include slips, indecisiveness,
or strategy change than does the lenient criteria. According
to these more realistic classification criteria, no player
scoring over 100,000 points used complementary translation
actions in more than 2% of all episodes.
Over-rotation actions are classified as any rotation beyond
what was necessary to place the piece in its final location.
The inverted-U shape seen in the lenient complementary
translation scores holds here as well, with over-rotation
actions first increasing, and then becoming less and less
frequent with increased overall score. Both-rotations actions
were exceedingly rare, but also show this pattern.
One player scored 1,023,941 points in a single game
(scoring 108,508 points in his qualifying round), a highly
uncommon event. On this game, the player exhibited the
lowest number of lenient criterion translational
complementary actions (probability 0.08) of any other
player, with no instances of medium or strict translational
actions. He scored 1 over-rotation and 5 both-rotations out
of 1,281 episodes (probabilities of 0.0008 and 0.0039
respectively).
These criteria for classifying when a complementary
action may have occurred do not indicate that such an
action, in fact, has occurred. What they do provide is a
narrowing down of episodes to only those in which a
complementary action was possible. Our strict translation
and both-rotation criteria would seem to damage the claim
that complementary actions increase with expertise.
The lenient translation criteria and the over-rotation
category show the same inverted-U function. Although both
of these seem likely to include motor slips, indecisiveness,
or changes in strategy, they might suggest that
complementary actions might be a stage that players pass
through on their road to expertise. However, regardless of
how we look at our data they do not suggest that
complementary actions are an integral part of expertise..

Conclusions
In Tetris, scores accumulate with game play: the better the
player, the longer the game, the higher the score. Our best
players played the most games and played each game
longer. These factors assure that the rate of complementary
actions extracted from the data of our best players is also the
most reliable. As even by our most lenient criteria we find
that the use of complementary actions all but disappears as
expertise increases, we believe that our claim that expert
Tetris players engage in very few complementary actions is
rock solid.
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In contrast to our data are the various studies by Kirsh and
Maglio in which people with very little or no prior
experience in Tetris were recruited. In some of these studies
the players were given up to 20 hours of practice.
Although it is impossible to estimate precisely from the
published reports, we believe that after 20 hours of practice
Kirsh and Maglio’s players would score comparably with
our second bin (up to 10,000 points per game). This
expropriation would make their data compatible to ours and
would seem to support conclusions drawn from our lenient
transposition criterion and our over-rotation category that
complementary actions exhibit an inverted-U shaped
function that starts low, peaks at moderate levels of skill
development, and rapidly declines as expertise is
approached. This function would be consistent with work by
Neth (2004), which shows that as expertise increases
complementary actions provide diminishing returns.
The inverted-U also would be compatible with
expectations from the soft constraints hypothesis (Gray &
Fu, 2004; Gray, et al., 2006), which leads us to expect a type
of embodied cognition that is neutral to the source of
information (actions in-the-world or processes in-the-head),
choosing among alternative sources on a cognitive costaccounting basis.
Unfortunately for the complementary action hypothesis,
the number of goal-switches might also show an inverted-U
function. Beginners are often focused on the mechanics of
game play, not the strategies. As the mechanics are
mastered, each episode of play becomes more goal-directed
but better goals may be discovered during an episode and, if
so, goal-switches should increase. Our future reports will
attempt to use eye data to distinguish goal-switch induced
actions from true complementary actions and slips.
These questions of interpretation may yield to criteria that
distinguish complementary actions from slips and changes
in player intentions. With better criteria in hand, we can
then ask questions such as (a) what an inverted-U function
tells us about the role of complementary action in learning
to play and maximizing performance and (b) do
complementary actions interfere with the acquisition of
expertise or do they help make one an expert more quickly
than if they were not used?
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Abstract
Causal modeling generally involves the construction and use
of diagrammatic representations of the causal assumptions,
expressed as directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). Do such graphs
have cognitive benefits, for example by facilitating user
inferences involving the underlying causal models? In two
empirical studies, participants were given a set of causal
assumptions, then attempted to identify all the causal
pathways linking two variables in the model implied by these
causal assumptions. Participants who were provided with a
path diagram expressing the assumptions were more
successful at identifying indirect pathways than those given
the assumptions in the form of lists. Furthermore, the spatial
orientation of the causal flow in the graphical model (left to
right or right to left) had effects on the speed and accuracy
with which participants made these inferences.
Keywords: causal models; causal reasoning; causal
inference; path models; directed graphs; networks; indirect
effects

Introduction
Why are diagrams so much used, and so useful, in
learning and reasoning about abstract relationships?
Diagrams and language are two ways of externalizing
thought to reduce memory load and facilitate inferences
(Scaife & Rogers, 1996). Diagrams have the advantage that
they can use elements in space and spatial relations to
express the elements and relations of thought. Then people's
well-developed skills at making spatial judgments and
inferences can be applied to abstract judgments and
inferences (e.g., Larkin & Simon, 1987; Tversky, 2001).
Written language overcomes the fleeting nature of speech,
but the form of written language generally bears no direct
correspondence to the forms of thought. On the contrary,
written language requires people to construct and hold
mental models of the forms of thought as well as to use the
mental models for reasoning and inference, a double burden
that taxes limited working memory capacity. For many
reasoning tasks, then, constructing a diagram should both

alleviate limited memory and facilitate inference-making.
Abstraction (Schwartz, 1995) and transfer (Novick &
Hmelo, 1994) are two types of inferences, ordinarily
difficult for people, that may be facilitated by diagrams. It
should be noted, however, that diagrams are not always
useful for inference and problem-solving; one reason is that
learning to construct and use appropriate diagrammatic
representations can be difficult (e.g., Ainsworth, 2006;
Corter, Nickerson, Tversky, Zahner & Rho, 2008; Zahner &
Corter, 2010).
Diagrams are especially appropriate to represent ideas
that are inherently or metaphorically spatial, as they readily
map elements and relations from some conceptually spatial
world to elements and relations on the page. Maps of all
kinds, architectural plans, diagrams of the body are
examples. Conveying dynamic or invisible properties like
change in time, forces, and causes often require the addition
of diagrammatic devices like dots, lines, and arrows
(Tversky, Zacks, Lee & Heiser, 2000).
Causal modeling is one area where diagrams are
conventionally used to represent abstract relationships
among entities. Causal modeling involves the use of
directed acyclic graphs (DAG) to diagram probabilistic
causal relationships. These path diagrams represent
variables as nodes and causal relations as directed arrows
between pairs of nodes, thus abstracting (and perceptually
grounding) the critical information needed for reasoning.
Why do path diagrams play such an integral role in causal
modeling? First, some software interfaces for structural
equation modeling (SEM) and many systems implementing
Bayesian networks (BN) require that the causal model be
constructed as a directed graph in a visual programming
interface; the resulting diagram is then used to guide the
computations for estimation and inference (Greenland, Pearl
& Robins, 1999; Lauritzen & Spiegelhalter, 1988; Pearl,
1988). Other researchers have investigated how the structure
of the causal network might be inferred from data (e.g.,
Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005; Pearl, 2000; Steyvers,
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Tenenbaum, Wagenmakers, & Blum, 2003). But even in
traditional approaches to path analysis (e.g., Wright, 1921;
Alwin & Hauser, 1975; Bollen, 1989) where the causal
network is not directly involved in computation,
construction of the path diagram is thought to be an
essential step. Causal reasoning in social science domains
often involves complex systems of direct and indirect
relationships; these concepts may be more easily
remembered and understood if these relationships are
expressed with diagrams.
However, surprisingly little research has been conducted
on what specific cognitive effects and benefits are provided
by using path diagrams. McCrudden, Schraw, Lehman, &
Poliquin (2007) found that memory for and comprehension
of causal relationships from a science text were enhanced by
providing a diagram with the text. They also concluded that
the benefits of diagrams were greater for more difficult-tolearn causal sequences. Easterday, Aleven, Scheines and
Carver (2008) studied the difficulties students have in
constructing and interpreting causal diagrams. They found
that providing students with a diagram for an inference
problem about policy options led to best performance on the
immediate task, but asking students to construct the
appropriate diagram led to better transfer performance.
One possible reason that path diagrams help users to
reason about complex causal interrelationships is that in a
path model, indirect influences of variable X on variable Y
may involve long causal chains through intervening
mediator variables. To use a simple example from
educational research, achievement motivation (X) may
affect grade-point average (Y) mainly because motivation
affects time put into studying (W), which in turn affects Y.
Use of the diagrammatic representation makes it easier to
find such indirect causal paths involving mediator variables
and to correctly interpret how they interact to influence the
dependent variable.
Several specific visual aspects of path diagrams may
facilitate, or interfere with, the desired inferences. One
benefit of the diagram stems from the fact that indirect
effects in the causal model (an abstract concept) are
represented by paths in the diagram, a perceptually basic
aspect of the network. Paths in the network are lines; they
have the gestalt property of connectedness, meaning that
they are perceptually salient and easily understood in
relation to our natural abilities to navigate along paths on
the two-dimensional surface of the earth. One complication
is that both the basic causal assumptions of the model and
paths corresponding to indirect effects have directionality.
This directionality is indicated in the DAG by arcs or
arrows. Arrows are a commonly used device in diagrams,
one that is naturally suited for many purposes (Horn, 1998;
Kurata & Egenhofer, 2005; Tversky, Zacks, Lee & Heiser,
2000). Arrows are lines, so they connect; but they are
asymmetric, indicating an asymmetric relationship such as
causation. Students spontaneously interpret arrows in
mechanical diagrams as causes, and spontaneously draw
arrows in their own visual explanations (Heiser & Tversky,

2006). Here, an arrow indicates an abstraction, that the
variable at the tail has a causal influence on the variable at
the point.
But previous related research in our lab (Corter et al.,
2008; Nickerson, Corter, Tversky, Zahner & Rho, 2008)
suggests that several factors might impede efficient use and
correct interpretation of path diagrams. These factors are
related to the constraints of representation: direct graphs
need to be embedded in a two-dimensional page. This fact
can of course lead to issues of effective design and use (e.g.,
how to avoid crossing arcs). More importantly, our
previous studies have shown that even though the formal
properties of the problem are represented solely by the
graph topology, users cannot help being influenced by
Euclidean properties of the embedding, such as the distances
among nodes (proximity). Humans also show preferences
for certain directions in the plane (i.e., left-right and updown asymmetries), preferences that affect the construction
of and processing of external visual representations (Taylor
& Tversky, 1992; Tversky, Kugelmass & Winter, 1991;
Tversky, 2001).
This brief review suggests a need to replicate and extend
the few studies that have investigated cognitive issues
surrounding the use and interpretation of path diagrams.
The first study described below investigates if use of a path
diagram improves users’ ability to find causal paths
representing indirect causal influences of one variable on
another, compared to using text representations of the causal
assumptions defining the causal model. We also seek
evidence (in the second study) that superficial aspects of the
spatial embedding of the path diagram into the plane, in
particular left-right directionality, might affect the
interpretation and use of the diagram.

Study 1
Do path diagrams improve reasoning about the implications
of causal models, specifically the ability to specify all the
ways, direct and indirect, in which one variable can causally
affect another? Study 1 was designed to provide some initial
answers to this question.

Method
In Study 1, we compared how well participants did at
identifying all the potential indirect paths between two
variables when a path diagram was provided, versus when
only a listing of all the assumed direct causal effects was
provided.
Participants. Participants were recruited from a
crowdsourcing website, Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MT).
A total of 172 respondents completed the task. Their mean
age was 32.5 (s = 11.9), and they were 54% male. Seventyseven percent of them were native English speakers, and
93% had at least some college education.
Procedure. Participants were randomly assigned to one of
three conditions. Two of these conditions presented a set of
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causal assumptions in the form of text (in two different
formats) and the third presented the same set of assumptions
as a path diagram (a directed acyclic graph or DAG).
We first presented participants with instructions that
included a worked example, in a format consistent with their
assigned condition:
In causal modeling of a social science problem,
researchers try to specify all the ways in which
variables influence each other. For example, a
researcher might assume that variable X affects Y, X
affects Z, and Y affects Z. In that case, X has a
causal influence on Z in two ways. First, there is a
direct effect of X on Z (by assumption). Also, X
affects Z indirectly, because X is assumed to affect Y
and Y is assumed to affect Z. Thus X has both direct
and indirect effects on Z.
This description was followed by one of three displays
that depicted the causal assumptions of the preceding
problem (X affects Y, X affects Z, Y affects Z) as either linear
text, text written vertically (as a table), or a path diagram,
depending on the condition to which the participant had
been assigned. Finally, participants were instructed that the
goal was to list all the ways in which variable X could have
a causal effect on variable Z (for this example: X affects Z,
and X affects Y which affects Z). Put in slightly more formal
terms, the task was to list all causal pathways (i.e., any
direct and all indirect effects) between X and Z.
After reading these instructions and the worked example,
participants were then presented with a similar (but more
complex) problem to solve. The given information was a
set of nine assumptions about pairwise causal relationships
among five variables, presented either as horizontal text,
vertical text, or as a path diagram in the respective condition
(see Figure 1). Participants were asked to “Please write all
the ways that variable H could influence variable R.”
H affects C, H affects R, H affects S, S affects C, S
affects R, S affects M, C affects M, C affects R, M affects R
H affects C
H affects R
H affects S
S affects C
S affects R
S affects M
C affects M
C affects R
M affects R
Figure 1: Presentation of a set of causal assumptions in one
of three formats: as horizontal text, as vertical text, or as a
diagram.

for the diagram condition versus the two text conditions was
significant in a log-linear analysis (z=2.916, p=.004),), as
was the difference between vertical and horizontal text (z =
2.165, p=.030). As Table 1 shows, incorrect paths were only
rarely given; most incorrect answers were due to omitting
paths.
Table 1: Study 1 performance (mean accuracy and total
work time), by condition.
Condition
Horizontal
text
Vertical
text
Diagram

N

%corr.

correct
paths

incorrect
paths

Time
(sec)

53

43

5.9

.06

509.9

59

24

5.3

.08

517.7

60

50

6.0

.05

380.9

Table 1 also shows that time required to do the task, as
measured by the web-based task administration software,
differed among the three conditions, with participants in the
diagram condition completing the task marginally faster
than participants in the text conditions, F(1,169) = 3.430, p=
.066.
Not surprisingly, the probability that a participant omitted
an indirect effect in their answer tended to increase with the
length of the corresponding causal path. The percentage
correct for the path of length 2 (the direct effect, HR) was
98%; for paths of length 3 the figure was 92%; for paths of
length 4 it was 78%, and for HSCMR, the only path of
length 5, it was 54%. The average benefit of using a
diagram over the text conditions increased with path length:
the advantage in accuracy for paths of length 2, 3, 4 and 5
was 2%, 5%, 5%, and 17% respectively.
In response to an explicit post-task question, 27% of
participants in the text conditions reported constructing their
own diagrams “offline”, on scratch paper, in the process of
answering the paths question, while only 2% reported doing
so in the diagram condition. Thus, the observed advantage
of the diagram condition over the text conditions is probably
underestimated. In the horizontal text condition, 23%
reported making a list or table summarizing the assumed
causal relationships, versus only 14% in the vertical text
condition and 13% in the diagram condition. Consequently,
the advantage observed here for horizontal text over vertical
text may also be affected by user-generated external
representations.

Discussion

Results
As shown in Table 1, the number of correct responses was
highest for the diagram condition (50%), followed by
horizontal text (43%), then vertical text (24%). As
hypothesized, the difference between the proportions correct

As expected, participants in the diagram condition indeed
showed higher accuracy in identifying all direct and indirect
causal pathways between the two target variables. An
unanticipated finding was the large (and significant)
advantage of horizontal text over vertical text. However,
note that the text presented to participants in this study had a
high degree of organization: causal links (pairs) were
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presented in an order consistent with the implied causal
chains, so that the causal chains do have a kind of indirect
visual representation in the horizontal text condition. If the
lists of causal assumptions had not been organized in this
particular chain-consistent order, the causal chains would
likely have been less salient, and the advantage of diagram
over text would likely have been even higher.

diagram (52%), though this difference was not significant, z
= 1.014, p = .312. However, the total work times reported
in Table 2 reveal that participants worked much more
slowly with the right-to-left version. Accuracy did not differ
between the two text conditions, z = 0.297, p=.764.
C affects S, C affects R, C affects H, R affects M,
R affects A, H affects A, H affects S, A affects M, A
affects S, M affects S.

Study 2
Study 2 was an attempt to replicate the main findings of
Study 1 and assess the generalizability of the diagram
advantage by using a new set of causal assumptions
corresponding to a new diagram structure. Also, the effect
of manipulating one superficial aspect of the diagram was
investigated, in this case whether the causal flow in the
diagram was generally from left to right (the conventional
orientation observed in many English texts and journal
articles on causal modeling), or from right to left. Our
previous work (Corter et al., 2008; Nickerson et al., 2008)
has shown cognitive effects of supposedly superficial
aspects of how network diagrams are embedded on the
page, including preferences for top-down and left-right
processing of diagrams (see also Taylor & Tversky, 1992;
Tversky et al., 1991).

Method
The methods of Study 2 were essentially the same as for
Study 1, except for use of a new causal structure, and the
addition of a variant diagram with right-to-left causal flow.
Participants. Participants were recruited from a crowdsourcing website. After eliminating participants who had
participated in Study 1, and those who failed to follow
instructions for the Study 2 task, we were left with N=212
participants. Their mean age was 31.1 (s = 11.1), and they
were 54% male. Seventy-six percent of them were native
English speakers, and 89% had at least some college
education.
Procedure. Task instructions for Study 2 used the same
worked example as did the instructions for Study 1. The
only substantive change to the procedure (besides use of a
different causal structure) involved adding a second diagram
condition, in which causal flow in the diagram proceeded
from the right side of the diagram to the left, rather than left
to right, as is usual practice. Thus, the tested conditions
were: horizontal text, vertical text, diagram l-r, and diagram
r-l (see Figure 2). Participants were asked to “Please write
all the ways that variable C could influence variable S.”

Results
The proportion of correct answers again differed among
conditions (Table 2), with the two diagram conditions
showing higher performance than the two text conditions.
This advantage was confirmed in a log-linear analysis, z =
2.290, p = .022. Surprisingly, the right-to-left diagram
resulted in higher accuracy (62%) than the left-to-right

Figure 2: Presentation of a set of causal assumptions (Study
2) as horizontal text, as a diagram with left-to-right causal
flow, and with right-to-left causal flow (vertical text
condition not shown).
Table 2: Study 2 performance (mean accuracy and total
study work time), by condition.

Condition
Horiz. text
Vertical text
Diagram l-r
Diagram r-l

N
46
45
69
52

%
correct
39
42
52
62

# corr.
Paths
5.78
6.02
6.33
6.21

Time
(sec)
526.0
617.0
355.9
620.8

As in Study 1, the probability that participants omitted an
indirect effect in their answers increased with the length of
the causal path. The overall percentage correct for the direct
effect, (path SC) was 98%; for path (CHS) it was 96%; for
paths of length 4 it was 88%, and for length 5 paths, it was
74%. The advantage due to using a diagram tended to
increase with path length, though the advantage for paths of
length 4 (9%) exceeded that for paths of length 5 (4%).
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In Study 2 31% of participants in the text conditions
reported constructing their own diagrams offline in the
process of answering the paths question, while only 6%
reported doing so in the diagram conditions. This is further
evidence, albeit indirect, that diagrams are useful to
participants trying to answer the inference question, and
suggests that the higher accuracy observed here for the
diagram conditions compared to the text conditions may be
an underestimate of the true effect of using diagrams. Also,
in the text conditions 14% of participants reported making
their own list or table of the assumed causal relationships,
versus 10% in the diagram conditions.

Discussion
Again, the results show that participants did a better job of
identifying all the indirect causal paths from one variable to
another when they were provided with a diagram
representing
the
underlying
causal
assumptions.
Furthermore, many participants who were not provided with
a diagram reported constructing one on their own,
presumably to aid themselves in the task. Participants were
slowed in their work when the causal diagram presented the
causal flow from right-to-left, an unusual orientation;
however, this manipulation seemed to actually improve
accuracy. This effect, should it prove replicable, might be
due to the unfamiliar orientation triggering more careful
processing (e.g., Bjork, 1994; Alter, Epley, Oppenheimer &
Eyre, 2007).

General Discussion
This research adds to the body of evidence that diagrams are
useful external aids to reasoning. In both studies reported
here, providing participants with a path diagram improved
their accuracy in finding all direct and indirect effects of one
variable on another, a task that is equivalent to specifying all
the causal paths between those variables.
It is worth re-emphasizing that the advantages in
inference accuracy found here for diagrams are likely to be
underestimates of the true benefits, for several reasons.
First, many participants in the text conditions reported
constructing their own diagram “offline” in answering the
inference question, even though they were not asked to do
so. Also, note that the text versions of the problems were
highly organized in a way that should promote the finding
of causal paths. Because the models examined here were
recursive, and the given direct causal relationships between
pairs of variables were presented in a lexicographic order
based on (cause, effect), each causal path corresponding to
an indirect effect (i.e., the component paths in the correct
answer) could be constructed with a single “pass” through
the list of causal relationships. Because this degree of
organization in the text versions of the problems is both
optimal and artificial (or at least a special case), organizing
the lists in any other way could be expected to lower
performance for the text conditions, increasing the measured
benefit of diagrams.

Another noteworthy finding, from Study 2, is that use of
the path diagram seemed to be affected by a superficial
aspect of how the causal diagram was embedded into the
plane – specifically, by whether the causal flow was
depicted as generally from left-to-right or right-to-left. In
previous work involving how people reason using network
diagrams (Corter et al., 2008; Nickerson et al., 2008), we
have found that people use and interpret such supposedly
superficial aspects of how the formal diagram is embedded
on the two-dimensional page (c.f. Landy & Goldstone,
2007). The typical left-to-right reading of diagrams often
displayed by native speakers of Western languages (Taylor
& Tversky, 1992; Tversky, Kugelmass & Winter, 1991) is a
predilection that diagram designers may take into account.
Thus, these findings add to the growing evidence that
diagram designers and users are affected by and take
advantage of the affordances of the page.
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Abstract
The goal of this study was to identify whether individual
differences among students might influence the effectiveness
of visualizations; in particular, concurrently presented
alternative visualizations of chemical molecules. Thirty
beginning organic chemistry students of varying prior
knowledge completed: (1) a battery of tests measuring
reasoning ability, spatial ability, and need for cognition and
(2) an eye-tracking session, in which they viewed both balland-stick and potential plot representations, and answered
interpretation and application questions. Eye movement
patterns indicated that students tended to initially rely on the
already familiar ball-and-stick representations, especially for
more difficult application questions. As the task unfolded,
though, students' choice of which representation to refer to
was moderated by prior expertise and general reasoning
ability.
Keywords: Education, Multimedia, Eye Tracking, Prior
Knowledge, Expert vs. Novice Comprehension

Introduction
The goal of this study was to identify whether individual
differences among students might influence their reliance on
scientific visualizations. Previous work has focused on the
notion that visualizations are a useful and generally
effective means of enhancing comprehension of scientific
concepts, principles, and hypotheses (van Gog & Scheiter,

2010). However, the utility of such visualizations might be
mediated by individual differences in cognitive abilities,
functions, and propensities. To test this possibility, we
specifically focused on two types of chemistry
visualizations that are popularly used in both science
textbooks and classrooms; ball-and-stick representations of
molecules, and potential plot representations of molecules.
(We looked at these representations for alcohols, carboxylic
acids, and hydroxycarboxylic acids.) Our examination of
students’ reliance on and comprehension of chemistry
concepts with these representations employed eye tracking,
response accuracy and explanation data. This multi-method
approach afforded the means for identifying which
representations the students used, or didn’t use, to reason
about molecules.
Electrostatic potential (ESP) plots are color-coded surface
maps that visually encode charge distribution in molecules.
ESP maps can be informative since many chemical
interactions are governed by the principle that positive and
negative charges attract each other. These visualizations are
widely used for computer-aided drug design and materials
development, so student familiarity with ESP plots carries
benefits beyond immediate learning and testing issues. The
more familiar ball-and-stick models have been used in
chemistry classrooms for decades, and visual depictions of
those models are similarly popular. These models depict the
atoms and bonds of a molecule, but do not provide a
visualization of the distribution of electrons, like in the ESP
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plots. Neither ESP maps nor Ball-and-Stick graphics are
necessarily a superior visualization. Rather, their utility
depends on task demands. Ball-and-Stick plots may be most
useful for reasoning about molecular structure, while ESP
maps are most useful for reasoning about relative atomic
charges. Here, we were interested in whether students would
be willing or able to use unfamiliar ESP maps for questions
specifically designed to be answered based on relative
charges.
Although we were interested in determining whether
students differentially rely on these different
representations, ESP plots on their own present interesting
fodder for investigation. Chemical educators have advocated
the use of ESP maps in both general and organic chemistry
(Shusterman & Shusterman, 1997), and to our knowledge,
only a few studies have shown potential benefits of such
plots for STEM understanding (e.g., Sander & Badger,
2001), and those studies have often confounded plot
presentation with additional classroom activities. It remains
unclear whether and how these novel plots are utilized by
students, or whether different students differentially rely on
and benefit from these visualizations.
The effective use of visualizations is not guaranteed nor is
it a trivial activity (e.g., Ainsworth, 2006), so it is important
to know whether students have the representational
competence necessary to utilize both readily familiar and
new visualizations. Thus, the purpose of this experiment
was to examine whether students actually use different
representations to answer exam-type chemistry questions. In
addition, because visualization use and effectiveness is
potentially moderated by individual differences (e.g.
Canham & Hegarty, 2010; Kalyuga, Ayres, Chandler &
Sweller, 2003) we were also interested in whether prior
knowledge, reasoning or spatial abilities was associated
with effective or ineffective use and learning from the
visualizations.

Method
Participants
Participants were recruited from a large organic chemistry
course (N = 225). While these students had access to ESP
maps in textbooks, no formal instruction on the use of these
maps had occurred in class prior to the experiment. High
and low prior knowledge participants were recruited from
this sample based on their scores on a pre-test. A total of 30
students, (18 high prior knowledge; 12 low prior
knowledge) volunteered and completed all aspects of the
experiment and were compensated $20 for their time. The
30 participants consisted of 19 female and 11 male students;
the age ranged between 19-21 years (M = 19.47, SD = .68).
Most (N = 27) identified themselves as neither a chemistry
major or minor.

Materials and Apparatus
Pre-test. A 19 question general chemistry knowledge quiz,
created for this project, asked students to answer questions
regarding relevant chemistry concepts, including the
definition of electronegativity, the identification of atoms in
a ball-and-stick representation, and the interpretation of ESP
plots. This pre-test served as the basis for recruiting high
knowledge (top 1/3 of scores) and low knowledge (bottom
1/3 of scores) participants.
Eye Tracker. For some parts of the experiment, a Tobii
T60 eye tracker was used to track eye movements while
participants completed the problem set (see below).
Instructional Materials. Participants were introduced to
ESP maps with a 391 word multimedia text, presented using
Tobii Studio software. The text explained key concepts such
as the attraction of opposite charges and the role of
electronegativity differences in facilitating this process. This
concept was made more concrete by the use of two
examples: the ionic bond between Na+ and Cl- based on
their widely different electronegativity, and the less extreme
case of the bonds in H20. Two ESP maps were presented to
show positive (blue), negative (red) and neutral (green)
charges.
Problem Set. The main task of this experiment asked
participants to use the ball-and-stick and/or ESP map
representations of molecules to answer questions about
molecules. Examples of the questions and representations
are provided in Figure 1; all problems consisted of a
question displayed at the top of the screen along with
simultaneous presentation of both an ESP map and Balland-Stick representation of a molecule. There were a total of
six different molecules depicting alcohols, carboxylic acids,
and hydroxycarboxylic acids, half of which presented the
ESP map on the left side of the screen and half which
presented the ESP map on the right side of the screen. Each
participant answered the four questions shown for each of
the six molecules, for a total of 24 items, with the order of
presentation of the items randomized. Three answer choices
(one correct) numbered 1-3, were presented on both
representations. All questions were designed to be best
answered using ESP maps, since the maps provide a visual
cue as to the location of relative charges in a molecule,
information that was relevant to all questions. Two of the
questions for each molecule, as shown in the top two panels
of Figure 1, required participants to identify an atom which
met certain basic criteria (i.e. greatest positive charge,
highest electron density); we refer to these as Identification
questions. The two other questions for each molecule, as
exemplified in the bottom two panels of Figure 1, required
participants to determine where a positive or negative
charge would be attracted in the molecule. This necessitated
not only identifying the basic characteristics of the atoms,
but also the application of this information in the context of
a chemical interaction; we refer to these as Application
questions.
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Eye Tracking Metrics
To examine eye movement patterns of participants during
their completion of the problem sets, we concentrated
mainly on the pattern of fixations, which occur when the
eye stops for a period of time in a relatively stable spatial
location. We were mainly interested in fixations to the areas
containing either the ESP map or the Ball-and-Stick
representation for each item. These Areas of Interest (AOIs)
were similar in size (~20% of the area of the screen was
taken up by each AOI) and the size of the AOIs was held
constant across all trials. We calculated measures related to
the number and length of fixations within an AOI, the
number and length of visits to each AOI, and the total
amount of time spent within an AOI for a given trial.

Procedure
Figure 1: Example problems. The top two panels represent
Interpretation questions, while the bottom two panels
represent Application questions.
Baseline Presentations of Molecules. Prior to completion
of the problem sets, participants freely viewed the two
representations of all six molecules for five seconds each.
This baseline presentation served to make the participants
generally aware of the molecules they would be working
with and the format of the representations. It also served as
a check for whether participants’ attention would be
generally drawn toward one representation over the other
(e.g. participants could simply be more intrigued by the
colorful ESP plots). Such a baseline recording was
necessary to attribute eye-movement patterns to the attempts
at answering the questions, not simply to interest in one
representation over the other.
Individual Differences Measures. Participants completed a
battery of tasks presented via computer to assess their
reasoning abilities, spatial abilities, and need for cognition.
The reasoning abilities task was an electronic version of the
Test of Logical Thinking (TOLT; Tobin & Capie, 1981), a
10-question test containing a variety of reasoning problems,
which is generally positively correlated with successful
chemistry performance (Bunce & Hutchinson, 1993).
Spatial abilities were assessed using measures intended to
tap a variety of spatial components. All tests were
conducted using computers, some of which were adapted
from paper versions. Two tests were used to measure the
speed of mental rotation including the Card Rotation Test
(CRT; Ekstrom, French, Harman, & Derman, 1976) and the
Mental Rotation Test (MRT; Vandenberg & Kuse, 1978).
Complex visualization abilities were measured with the
Purdue Visualization of Rotations Test (ROT; Bodner &
Guay, 1997) and Guay’s Visualization of Viewpoints
(GVVT; Guay & McDaniels, 1976). Gestalt identification
ability was assessed using the Hidden Patterns Test (HPT;
Ekstrom et al., 1976). Participants also completed the Need
for Cognition scale (NFC; Cacioppo, Petty, & Kao, 1984).

The assessment of prior knowledge and the TOLT measure
were both completed prior to participation in the experiment
as part of the organic chemistry course. All other activities
took place in two counterbalanced laboratory sessions with
each participant’s second session occurring a week after the
first. Informed consent was provided at the beginning of the
first session, and payment was provided upon completion of
the second session.
Eye tracking session. Each participant’s eye tracking
session presented the instructional materials on ESP maps
and the problem set. A monitor containing the eye tracking
mechanism presented all tasks. After calibration,
participants read through the instructional materials at their
own pace. Next, participants examined the six molecules in
the baseline presentation. Each molecule was presented for
5 seconds and the six molecules were presented in the same
order for all participants. Next, participants answered the 24
items in the problem set, in random order. After providing
an answer to each question both by keypress and verbally
(recorded by an experimenter and by a microphone)
participants rated their confidence and provided an oral
explanation of why they chose their answer.
Individual differences session. This session was completed
in small groups in a private computer lab. Participants
completed the NFC followed by all spatial abilities tasks in
random order.

Results
Accuracy
Response accuracy was aggregated across molecules
(alcohol, carboxylic acid, etc.), to obtain a mean for each
type of question (Interpretation, Application) across twelve
items. This within-subject variable of question type was
crossed with the between-subject variable of prior
knowledge. We predicted: 1) Application questions would
be more difficult than Interpretation questions; 2)
Participants with low prior knowledge would make more
errors than participants with high prior knowledge; 3) The
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effect of prior knowledge would be strongest for the more
difficult Application questions.
Figure 2 displays the means which were subject to a 2 X 2
mixed factors ANOVA. As expected, Application questions
were more difficult than Interpretation questions (F(1, 28) =
10.71, p = .003, ηp2= .28), and overall participants with low
prior knowledge performed worse than participants with
high prior knowledge, F(1, 28) = 12.11, p = .002, ηp2= .30.
These main effects were moderated by the predicted
interaction (F(1, 28) = 4.06, p = .05, ηp2= .13); the
difference between prior knowledge groups was larger for
Application (.13, t(28) = 2.09, p = .05, d = 1.11) than for
Interpretation questions (.09, t(28) = 3.25, p = .003, d = .69).

Figure 2: Mean response accuracy for prior knowledge
groups based on type of question. Error bars represent 1
SEM.
Participants categorized as high prior knowledge
demonstrated better performance on the problem set in
general, and the Application questions were more
challenging, especially for participants with low prior
knowledge.

Cognitive Abilities and Accuracy
We correlated NFC and the cognitive abilities measures
with response accuracy for Interpretation and Application
questions. Possibly because of near-ceiling accuracy, no
individual difference measure correlated significantly with
performance on Interpretation questions (N = 30, all r’s <
.14). For Application questions, participants with higher
scores on the gestalt spatial Hidden Patterns Test, were
generally more accurate (r = .37, p = .05), and a trend
suggested participants with higher reasoning abilities, as
measured by the TOLT, were more accurate as well (r = .31,
p = .10). Interestingly, the HPT and TOLT were highly
interrelated (r = .62, < .001) indicating that these measures
may have been tapping similar constructs. There were no
significant relationships between Application accuracy and
any other spatial measures (r’s < .18) or NFC (r = -.04).

Eye Movements and Use of Representations
In the following analyses, we present data based on the total
fixation time in the AOIs associated with Ball-and-Stick and
ESP plots. While we also calculated a variety of other
metrics, the pattern of results was similar for all metrics, so
the total fixation duration metric will be used for simplicity.
Baseline visualizations. These screens without question
prompts serve to determine whether high or low knowledge
participants were drawn to a certain type of representation
naturally. Participants spent roughly equivalent amounts of
time focusing on Ball-and-Stick (M = 2.37 s, SD = .35) and
ESP representations, M = 2.30 s, SD = .39, F(1, 28) = .60.
This was not moderated by prior knowledge (F = .23),
indicating that neither high nor low knowledge participants’
visual attention was drawn to one visualization type over the
other without question prompts.
Problem set. Since questions regarding electrostatic
potential or the attraction of positive or negative ions could
be easily answered using the color-coded ESP maps, we
expected that more attention to these plots would be related
to success on the tasks. Similarly, since the Ball-and-Stick
representations are likely to be more familiar, we expected
that participants who struggle to understand the relatively
new ESP plots would rely more heavily on the Ball-andStick representations. Thus, we predicted that participants
with low prior knowledge, and participants who did not
accurately answer the questions, would fixate longer on the
Ball-and-Stick representation than the ESP representation.
This pattern of results may be especially prominent for the
more difficult Application questions as compared to the
Interpretation questions, as the Interpretation questions
could be answered without a sophisticated understanding of
the ESP maps.
These predictions were tested with a 2 (Visualization;
Ball-and-Stick, ESP) X 2 (Question Type; Interpretation,
Application) X 2 (Prior Knowledge; Low, High) mixed
factors ANOVA with prior knowledge a between-subjects
variable and Visualization and Question Type withinsubjects variables. Figure 3 displays the mean results.
Overall, participants with high prior knowledge spent less
time inspecting the problems than participants with low
prior knowledge as suggested by a marginal main effect of
Prior Knowledge, F(1, 28) = 3.09, p = .09, ηp2= .10. The
main effects of Question Type (F(1, 28) = 9.43, p = .01,
ηp2= .25) and Visualization (F(1, 28) = 5.23, p = .03, ηp2=
.01) were significant. However, each of these main effects
was qualified by significant 2-way interactions (all p’s <
.01). Most importantly, the 3-way interaction between Prior
Knowledge, Visualization, and Question Type was
significant, F(1, 28) = 5.99, p = .02, ηp2= .18. As seen in the
left panel of Figure 3, participants with low prior knowledge
spent much more time on Ball-and-Stick Representations
than ESP plots for the difficult Application questions (t(11)
= 3.53, p = .01, d = 1.02), but did not exhibit the same overreliance on the Ball-and-Stick representations for
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Interpretation questions, t < 1. In contrast, as seen in the
right panel of Figure 3, participants with high prior
knowledge did not differentially rely on either
representation for the difficult Application questions, t(17) <
1. Interestingly, high knowledge participants actually spent
significantly more time inspecting the ESP plots than Balland-Stick representations for the Interpretation questions,
t(17) = 2.58, p = .02, d = .42. In sum, more challenging
application problems led students with low prior knowledge
to rely on the more familiar Ball-and-Stick representations.
In contrast, less difficult problems that could easily be
answered by looking at the surface features of the ESP plots
led high-knowledge participants to rely more on those plots
than the Ball-and-Stick representations.

Ball-and-Stick use for application (r = -.01) or interpretation
(r = .02) questions.
Since TOLT and prior knowledge were related to reliance
on the representations, we checked whether high and low
prior knowledge groups differed on TOLT scores. The high
knowledge group had significantly higher scores on the
TOLT t(28) = 2.12, p = .04, d = .75). Thus, part of the
difference between high and low prior knowledge groups
may be related to the cognitive abilities which underlie
TOLT scores.
Use of representations over practice. Aggregating across
question trials obscures the role that practice with the plots
might have on use of the representations over the course of
the experiment. Since the ESP plots were novel for these
participants, students might only come to rely on those
plots, rather than the more familiar Ball-and-Stick, after
experience with them. We examined whether any
developing familiarity might emerge differentially for
participants with high and low prior knowledge.
We again used the relative use of representations measure
described above as the DV in an ANOVA with Question
Type (Interpretation, Application), Practice Trial (1-6), and
Prior Knowledge (Low, High) as independent variables. As
can be seen in the two panels of Figure 4, Practice appeared
to be moderated by Question Type, F(5, 140) = 2.37, p =
.04. Because of this, we analyzed the data for Interpretation
and Application questions separately.

Figure 3: Mean total fixation duration on Ball-and-Stick vs.
ESP maps based on Prior Knowledge and Question Type.
Error bars represent 1 SEM.

Use of representations and cognitive abilities. To explore
whether spatial abilities, reasoning abilities, or NFC
influenced fixation time on Ball-and-Stick or ESP
representations, we created a single continuous measure
reflecting relative use of the two representations. We
divided the total fixation duration on the Ball-and-Stick AOI
by the sum of the total fixation duration on Ball-and-Stick
and ESP AOIs (effectively controlling for time-on-task).
High scores on this measure indicate more time looking at
Ball-and-Stick than ESP representations.
Reasoning ability (as measured by the TOLT) correlated
negatively with relative Ball-and-Stick use on Application
questions (r(30)= -.48, p = .01), and showed a similar
though not significant pattern for Interpretation questions (r
= .30, p = .11.). That is, participants with higher TOLT
scores tended to spend less time viewing the familiar Balland-Stick plots, and more time viewing the ESP plots, while
answering the questions. All measures of spatial ability
demonstrated small negative correlations with Ball-andStick use, but none reached significance (all p’s > .24),
though the effect of HPT was marginal (r(30) = -.35, p =
.06). NFC also had no significant relationship with relative

Figure 4: Mean relative use of Ball-and-Stick representation
over practice trials based on question type and prior
knowledge.
For Interpretation questions, there was no main effect of
Practice (F(5, 140) = .74) and no main effect of Prior
Knowledge (F(1, 28) = .52). With respect to the interaction
between Practice and Prior Knowledge, there was a
significant quadratic trend (F(1, 28) = 4.47, p = .04).
Participants with low prior knowledge did not change their
relative use of Ball-and-Stick representations with practice
(F(1, 11) = .91), while participants with high prior
knowledge showed a significant quadratic trend (i.e. a
reduction and then leveling off of Ball-and-Stick use; F(1,
18) = 4.71, p = .05).
For Application questions, there was a significant effect
of Practice (F(5, 140) = 4.39, p = .001) and a significant
effect of Prior Knowledge, F(1, 28) = 4.69, p = .04. But, as
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can be seen in the right panel of Figure 4, the effect of
Practice differed for high and low prior knowledge
participants as confirmed by a linear interaction, F(1, 28) =
9.12, p = .01. Participants with low prior knowledge
demonstrated no linear effect of Practice on Ball-and-Stick
use (i.e. they continued to view Ball-and-Stick
representations more than ESPs throughout the experiment,
F(1, 11) = .01); in contrast, participants with high prior
knowledge demonstrated a linear decline in relative Balland-Stick use with Practice, F(1, 17) = 23.35, p < .001. In
sum, participants with high prior knowledge initially relied
on the familiar Ball-and-Stick representation, just as
participants with low prior knowledge did. However
participants with high prior knowledge learned to utilize the
ESP over the course of the experiment. Participants with
low prior knowledge, however, continued to rely on the
Ball-and-Stick representations more than ESP plots for
these Application questions.

Discussion
Chemistry educators advocating the use of ESP maps as
instructional tools have suggested that the models are easy
to understand, allowing students to efficiently appraise
relevant information about electron density (Shusterman &
Shusterman, 1997). In some ways, our data support this
contention. After only a short introduction, nearly all
students could correctly identify positive charges and
relative degrees of electron density. However, participants
did not immediately utilize the ESP plots when asked about
chemical interactions, relying instead on the more familiar
ball-and-stick representations. Interestingly, while
participants with higher prior knowledge (and reasoning
abilities) began to effectively apply the ESP maps on
application problems with practice, low prior knowledge
participants (who also had lower reasoning abilities)
maintained their use of ball-and-stick representations, and
continued to answer incorrectly. A preliminary analysis of
verbal explanations suggests that incorrect answers were
often associated with unnecessarily complicated (and often
faulty) reasoning about the atoms in the molecules, when
the correct answer could be more simply inferred based on
the information in the ESP maps. This suggests the
importance of developing competence with these
visualizations in reducing cognitive burdens and errors.
As with many experiences, individuals in the current
experiment relied on what they are already familiar with.
With practice, individuals with knowledge of chemistry and
reasoning skills moved beyond those familiarities to employ
less familiar visualizations. Clearly the effectiveness of
visualizations, both in drawing attention and influencing
learning, depends upon a host of individual differences;
visualizations are not necessarily the panacea they have
been made out to be, but they can help under particular
circumstances. These results demonstrate that the processes
and products of multimedia experiences emerge from the
interactions of prior knowledge, cognitive abilities, and task

demands, and that understandings of these interactions is
imperative for the design of effective learning interventions.
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Abstract

Parkinson’s disease (PD) and basal ganglia dysfunction impair
movement timing, which leads to gait instability and falls.
Parkinsonian gait consists of random, disconnected stride times—
rather than the 1/f structure observed in healthy gait—and this low
fractal scaling of stride times is a strong predictor of falling.
Walking with fixed-tempo Rhythmic Auditory Stimulation (RAS)
improves many aspects of gait timing; however it requires attention
and lowers fractal scaling away from healthy 1/f structure. In this
experiment, PD patients and healthy participants walked with a) no
auditory stimulation; b) fixed-tempo RAS; and c) an interactive
rhythmic auditory stimulation system that used foot sensors and
nonlinear oscillators to track and interact with the human’s timing.
Patients effortlessly synchronized with the interactive system, their
gait felt more stable, and their fractal scaling returned to levels of
healthy participants. With the fixed-tempo RAS, patients and
healthy participants rarely synchronized, and when they did their
fractal scaling declined away from healthy 1/f levels. After
removing the interactive rhythmic stimulation, the PD patients’
boost in fractal scaling persisted, indicating that the interaction
stabilized the internal rhythm generating system and reintegrated
timing networks. Interactive rhythmic auditory stimulation offers a
flexible, portable, low-cost, non-invasive rehabilitation system that
can improve the mobility, safety, and quality of life of Parkinson’s
Disease patients.
Keywords: Timing;
Parkinson’s
Disease;
Cognitive
Technology; Nonlinear oscillators; 1/f; Scaling Laws.

Introduction
Human timing systems involve a distributed and
interactive network that rely heavily on the basal ganglia
(Buhusi & Meck, 2005). Impairments of the basal ganglia,
such as in Parkinson’s disease (PD) and Huntington’s
disease, lead to problems of movement timing and rhythm
(Grahn & Brett, 2009; Graybiel, Aosaki, Flaherty, &
Kimura, 1994; Schwartze, Keller, Patel, & Kotz, 2010).
Among the most debilitating symptoms of PD are gait
timing disturbances, for they can lead to falls, reduced
independence, and the associated problems of isolation,
cognitive decline, and increased mortality (Hausdorff,
2009). These gait disturbances are manifest in numerous
ways including a slow shuffling gait, accelerating walking,
or highly variable stride timing (Jankovic & Tolosa, 2006).
PD is treated with dopaminergic medication, deep brain
stimulation, and behavioral techniques. Deficient internal
rhythms can be compensated for with external Rhythmic

Auditory Stimulation (RAS), as auditory rhythms are
thought to entrain motor rhythms via the relatively close
neural connections between auditory and motor areas (Thaut
& Abiru, 2010; Thaut, et al., 1996). Extensive clinical
studies have shown that fixed-tempo Rhythmic Auditory
Stimulation improves many aspects of gait timing (for
reviews see (Rubinstein, Giladi, & Hausdorff, 2002; Thaut
& Abiru, 2010). Fixed-tempo RAS can increase gait tempo
and stride length (McIntosh, Brown, Rice, & Thaut, 1997)
and decrease the magnitude of stride-time variability (Arias
& Cudeiro, 2008; Hausdorff, et al., 2007). Improvements in
timing continue in the short-term after the auditory cues are
removed, suggesting that the external rhythms can stabilize
internal rhythm generating networks (Hausdorff, et al.,
2007; McIntosh, et al., 1997).
Another important method for diagnosing gait
impairment examines the fractal scaling of stride times, and
how walking dynamics unfold over time (Hausdorff, 2009).
In healthy adults the small timing fluctuations from strideto-stride are not random (white noise); instead, a stride time
is related to adjacent stride-times and to stride-times
hundreds of strides later. The distribution of stride-times in
a healthy walk has a 1/f-like structure (Hausdorff, 2009;
Hausdorff, et al., 1996) similar to the fractal-like long-range
correlations observed in many complex systems in nature
(Gilden, Thornton, & Mallon, 1995; Newman, 2005). In 1/f
relations, the fluctuations are self-similar across multiple
time scales (scale-invariance), and log power is roughly
proportional to log frequency. While many sources of 1/f
have been proposed, a prominent idea is that 1/f structure
emerges from the complex interactions between components
in a self-organized system (Bak, Tang, & Wiesenfeld, 1997;
Chen, Ding, & Kelso, 2001; Schmidt, Beek, Treffner, &
Turvey, 1991; Torre & Wagenmakers, 2009).
In Parkinson’s disease, the fractal scaling of stride times
is considerably weaker; each stride time is relatively random
and unrelated to other strides (Bartsch, et al., 2007;
Hausdorff, 2009; Hausdorff, et al., 2000). Decreased fractal
scaling is associated with pathology in gait and in
cardiovascular activity (Goldberger, et al., 2002). The
increased randomness and lack of ‘memory’ suggests
defective activity among interacting subcomponents (e.g.
basal ganglia). Elderly adults with low fractal scaling (i.e.,
high stride-to-stride randomness) are more likely to fall than
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those with a high fractal-scaling, and this index is a better
predictor of falling than other indices (Herman, Giladi,
Gurevich, & Hausdorff, 2005).
Fixed-tempo RAS has proven very promising in gait
rehabilitation, but has a few limitations. First, when
synchronized with fixed-tempo RAS, the fractal scaling
decreases away from healthy 1/f structure (Hausdorff, et al.,
1996), as stride-time variability becomes organized around a
single frequency rather than retaining fluctuations
(Delignieres & Torre, 2009). Fixing on a single tempo can
decrease adaptability by overtraining one tempo during
rehabilitation. Additionally, fixed-tempo RAS requires that
the human synchronizes to the external rhythms, but the
ability to synchronize with auditory stimuli is impaired in
patients with Parkinson’s (O'Boyle, Freeman, & Cody,
1996) and basal ganglia lesions (Schwartze, et al., 2010).
One possible method to increase gait stability and flexibility
and concurrently circumvent Parkinson’s patients’ impaired
synchronization capabilities is to offload some of the
synchronization task to an interactive external timing
system.
Here, we compare the effects of walking with fixedtempo RAS and interactive rhythmic auditory stimulation
generated by a computer system that can track and interact
with a person’s gait. The interactive “WalkMate” system
developed by Miyake and colleagues generates rhythmic
pacing sequences using nonlinear limit-cycle oscillators
(Miyake, 2009; Miyake, Miyagawa, & Tamura, 2004;
Miyake & Shimizu, 1994; Miyake & Tanaka, 1997). The
system’s intrinsic oscillators transmit auditory pacing
signals and receive information about human step times
from pressure sensors in the human’s shoes (Fig. 1). The
system calculates the relative phase difference, and in real
time adjusts its frequency and phase to complement the
human’s step timing. This in turn affects the human’s gait,
thus creating reciprocal interaction (Miyake, 2009).

Figure 1: Depiction of interactive rhythmic auditory stimulation
system.

In the experiment, Parkinson’s patients and healthy
participants walked around a long corridor with three
rhythmic cueing conditions: interactive rhythmic cueing
with
frequency
and
relative
phase
adjustment
(“WalkMate”); non-interactive fixed-tempo Rhythmic
Auditory Stimulation set to the individual’s spontaneous

walking tempo (“RAS”); and a silent control condition
(“Silent Control”). For the PD patients, each of these
experimental conditions was followed by a lap without
auditory stimulation to look for carry-over or memory
effects. Data were analyzed using Detrended Fluctuation
Analysis (DFA) (Goldberger, et al., 2002; Peng, Havlin,
Stanley, & Goldberger, 1995); and the primary dependent
measure of interest was the DFA fractal-scaling exponent as
this is an indicative measure of healthy gait (Hausdorff,
2009) and a strong predictor of falling (Herman, et al.,
2005).

Methods
Participants Twenty patients (12 women, 8 men) with
idiopathic Parkinson’s Disease participated in the
experiment (mean age = 69.2 years; SD = 7.7). Patients’
disease severity was Hoehn and Yahr Stage 2-3, and mean
duration of disease was 3.6 years. All were tested while
“on” dopaminergic medication. Eighteen healthy controls
(16 men) also participated (mean age = 24.7 years; SD =
2.7). Informed consent was provided and participants were
paid for participating. Experimental procedures were
approved by the Kanto Central Hospital Ethics Committee.
Procedure and Equipment Participants were instructed to
walk at a natural and comfortable pace around a long
corridor. Rhythmic auditory stimuli (short sine tones at 523
and 700 Hz) were played over circumaural headphones.
Three types of auditory stimulation were presented in
separate, counter-balanced blocks: interactive rhythmic
cueing with period and phase adjustment (“Walkmate”);
fixed-tempo rhythmic auditory stimulation (“RAS”); and
unassisted silent control condition (“Silent control”). For the
PD patients, each block consisted of three separate laps:
first, a pretest lap without auditory stimulation to establish
baseline performance; second, a test lap with one of the
three auditory stimulation conditions to establish the
immediate efficacy of stimulation; and third, a post-test lap
without auditory stimulation to examine potential carry-over
effects. Laps within a block were separated by 5-minute
breaks, and blocks were separated by 30-minute breaks. No
baseline differences, nor order effects, were observed
among the pretest laps. After each lap, patients reported
their perceived movement stability and perceived speed on a
7 point Likert-scale. The healthy control experiment omitted
the baseline and carry-over laps, and thus consisted of the
three rhythmic cueing conditions counter-balanced in order.
On average, each lap lasted 180 seconds and contained 320
footsteps.
Gait timing information was collected via pressure
sensors attached to participants’ shoes, was relayed to a
laptop via radio frequency every 10 ms, and was processed
in real time for the requisite auditory stimulation. In trials
with auditory stimulation, the rhythmic auditory
presentation started after 25 seconds of walking. The
participant’s walking tempo from this initial stage
determined the stimulus start-tempo (based on the mean of 5
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step-periods after excluding extreme values). In the fixedtempo RAS condition, the stimulus tempo remained
constant throughout the trial. In the interactive WalkMate
condition, the stimulus tempo changed in response to the
participant’s gait timing. The computer algorithms
controlling the stimulus tempo were run in Matlab on a
Panasonic CF-W5 laptop.
The computer’s timing system used nonlinear oscillators
and was organized hierarchically in two modules. Module 1
mutually entrained the frequencies of the computer’s
auditory outputs and the participant’s strides. Module 2
adjusted the relative phase difference between the computer
and the participant to a target phase difference.
Module 1 utilized phase oscillators in its control law, as
shown in equation (1). Here, !m represents the computer
system’s phase of its cycle, and "m designates its natural
frequency. When !m in equation (1) attained an integer
multiple of 2#, the system transmitted a tone to the
participant. The input variable of this equation, !h, presents
the phase of the participant’s gait cycle, estimated from the
discontinuous timing of the participant’s heel strike. Km (>
0) designates the coupling constant.
!!m = " m + K m sin(! h # ! m )
(1)

each box of length n, a least-squares line is fit to the data,
which represents the trend in that box. The fluctuation F(n)
for each box is then calculated as the root-mean-square
deviation between the integrated time-series and its local
trend. This calculation is repeated for all time scales (box
sizes). Typically, the fluctuation, F(n), will increase with
larger box sizes. A linear relationship on a log-log plot
indicates self-similar scaling, in that fluctuations in the
smaller boxes are related to the fluctuations in the larger
boxes in a power-law relation. The slope of the line log F(n)
over log n is the scaling exponent !, and gives a measure of
the “roughness” of the original gait time-series (see Fig 2).
Using DFA, a scaling exponent ! " 0.5 corresponds to
rough and unpredictable white noise; ! " 1.0 corresponds to
1/f-like noise and long-range correlations (Goldberger, et
al., 2002). The first 30 seconds and last 10 strides of each
trial were not analyzed.

Module 2 was responsible for adjusting the relative phase
difference to a target value. The relative phase between the
human’s step time and the computer system’s auditory
output from Module 1 is $!m = !h - !m. The control law for
Module 2 could then be presented as in equation (2), in
which $!m, $!d, and µ denote the Module 1 phase
difference, the target phase difference, and the control gain,
respectively.
"! m = $ µ sin(#! d $ #! m )

(2)

The above equations can be applied for both the right and
left legs, with a phase shift of #. In this study, empirically
derived values of 0.5, 0.32, and 0.2 rad were used for Km, µ,
$!d respectively.
Data Analysis Temporal processes often show long-range
correlations and fractal scaling. Long-range dependence,
“long memory,” power laws, and 1/f-like noise have been
observed in time series from many domains (for a review
see Kello, et al., 2010).
One can inspect the degree of scale-invariance by plotting
the fluctuations at different temporal resolutions. We
quantified the long-range correlations using detrended
fluctuation analysis (DFA) (Goldberger et al. 2002; Peng et
al., 1995; Hausdorff, 2009). This technique offers certain
advantages over other methods (e.g., spectral or Hurst
analyses) when dealing with non-stationary time series, for
it “avoids spurious detection of apparent long-range
correlations that are an artifact of non-stationarity” (Peng et
al. 1995). We briefly describe the DFA algorithm following
Peng et al. (1995) and Goldberger et al. (2002). First the
human’s gait-period time series is integrated, and then this
integrated time series is split into equal boxes of size, n. In

Figure 2: Examples of two trials. On the left, the stride times of
one leg are plotted against trial time. On the right, the DFA
technique plots the average fluctuation per box size. The mean and
SD of stride-times are similar, but during the Silent condition (2a),
the PD patient’s strides are unpredictable akin to white noise,
whereas during interactive rhythmic stimulation (2b), the stride
fluctuations have a 1/f-like structure.

Results
Results indicate that during unassisted walking (Silent
Control), the stride time DFA fractal-scaling exponent for
Parkinson’s patients (M = .90) is significantly lower than for
healthy participants (M = 1.05), t(36)=3.38, p = .002 (Fig.
3). This reduced fractal scaling in PD away from healthy 1/f
structure is indicative of impaired gait (e.g., (Bartsch, et al.,
2007).
Rhythmic stimulation affected PD patients’ fractal
scaling, F(2,38) = 4.44, p = .019. The interactive WalkMate
auditory stimulation lead to significantly higher fractal
scaling compared to unassisted Silent Control and fixed-
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Figure 3. DFA fractal-scaling exponents (± SEM). *p < .05; n.s. =
non-significant.

tempo RAS conditions (ps < .05); no difference was
observed between Silent and fixed-tempo RAS (p > .6). The
observed between Silent and fixed-tempo RAS (p > .6). The
mean and standard deviation of stride times did not differ
among the three conditions, nor did they correlate with
fractal scaling; thus dynamic analyses can capture important
signals in gait not revealed with more conventional analyses
(Hausdorff, 2009). Importantly, fractal scaling for PD
patients with WalkMate (M = 0.99) did not differ from
healthy participants’ normal walking (M = 1.05), t(36)=1.2,
p > .2. This suggests that for Parkinson’s patients,
interacting with the WalkMate system can reinstate healthy
gait dynamics.
For the healthy participants, rhythmic stimulation also
affected fractal scaling, but differently than for PD patients,
F(2,34)=4.39, p = .02. Unlike the PD patients, fractal
scaling did not differ between WalkMate and silent baseline
(p > .1), but fixed-tempo RAS drove fractal scaling lower
than baseline (p = .018). WalkMate boosted fractal scaling
only for PD patients. A reduction in fractal scaling with
fixed-tempo RAS has been previously observed, as the
variance becomes organized around the stimulus tempo
(Delignieres & Torre, 2009; Hausdorff, et al., 1996).
Closer inspection of the step-to-tone phase differences
showed that stable synchronization was uncommon for
fixed-tempo RAS. Five of 18 healthy participants and only 2
of 20 PD patients had a unimodal distribution of step-totone phase differences (Rayleigh test of uniformity p-values
<.01). Other studies show that PD patients can synchronize
their steps to fixed-tempo RAS when instructed to
synchronize (Rubinstein, et al., 2002; Thaut & Abiru, 2010);
but our data indicate that if they are not explicitly instructed
to synchronize, they often won’t. Regardless, across groups
the fractal scaling was lower when synchronized with fixedtempo RAS (M = .79; n = 7) than when un-synchronized (M
= .90, n= 31), t(36) = 1.95, p =.059.
With WalkMate, all PD patients and healthy participants
exhibited stable synchronization between their footsteps and
the auditory stimuli (Rayleigh test p-values < .01 for all
trials). Even without explicit instruction, the PD patients and
the WalkMate system effortlessly coupled in mutual

interaction; and this manipulation of interaction increased
fractal scaling. In addition to more stable step-to-tone
coupling and higher fractal scaling with WalkMate
compared to fixed-tempo RAS, patients also preferred
WalkMate and reported that their body movements
fluctuated less with WalkMate than with fixed-tempo RAS,
t(19)= 2.67 p = .015.
Finally, potential carry-over effects from the rhythmic
stimulation were examined. After each of trial, the PD
patients rested for 5 minutes then walked another lap
without sound. The carry-over fractal scaling differed
between conditions, F(2,38)=4.48, p = .018. Trials without
sound post-WalkMate retained higher fractal scaling
(M=.96), compared to post-fixed-tempo RAS (M=.90) or
post-Silent (M = .90) (ps < .05). This ‘memory’ effect
indicates that the rhythmic stabilization induced by the
interactive system carries-over into the short term.

Discussion
Without auditory stimulation, the PD patients’ stridetimes had lower fractal scaling (higher randomness) than
healthy participants, and this low fractal scaling of stride
times has been associated with impaired gait and basal
ganglia dysfunction (Hausdorff, et al., 2000). In the fixedtempo RAS condition, the fractal scaling decreased when
steps and tones were synchronized, as previously observed
(Hausdorff, et al., 1996), since the stride times become
organized around the metronome rather than flexibly
fluctuating. We did not explicitly instruct synchrony;
somewhat surprisingly, the patients rarely synchronized
with the fixed-tempo RAS, and hence their fractal scaling
remained at the impaired level. Synchronization is not
automatic. Fixed-tempo RAS effectively improves many
gait impairments, but the attentional and/or volitional
requirements diminish its applicability in rehabilitation.
Additionally, a walking support device with a fixed tempo
(or requiring manual adjustment) is impractical in a
dynamic real-world environment.
Patients and healthy participants effortlessly coupled
with the interactive WalkMate system. The computer
system took over some of the synchronization task by
correcting a portion of the relative phase difference and
adjusting its frequency to complement the human’s timing.
The system’s intrinsic oscillators were set to adapt yet
persist, and hence served as a ‘memory,’ in that the output
timing is partially based on previous beat period, which
decreases temporal randomness and increases predictability.
This stabilized the reciprocal interaction and allowed the
system to support, rather than dictate, human gait timing.
Previous work showed that healthy participants’ fingertapping was more synchronized with a slightly adaptive
metronome (Repp & Keller, 2008; cf. Kelso, de Guzman,
Reverley, & Tognoli, 2009); such adaptivity might
importantly
compensate
for
patients’
impaired
synchronization abilities.
When the internal and external rhythms integrate and
interact, the patients’ fractal-scaling index returned to levels
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of the healthy participants. This reinstatement of 1/f
structure is consistent with proposals that fractal scaling
emerges from self-organized interactions among multiple
components. In gait, many subcomponents interact in
feedforward and feedback loops, including the neuralmuscular periphery, the intraspinal nervous system, and
central networks for motor control and timing that contain
the basal ganglia (Scafetta, Marchi, & West, 2009).
Disruptions of the basal ganglia, such as in Parkinson’s and
Huntington’s diseases, lead to gait impairments; fractal
scaling decreases and walking consists of more random
disconnected strides (Hausdorff, et al., 2000). We argue that
the WalkMate system essentially acts as an “external basal
ganglia,” in that it supplants some of the impaired
functionality of generating rhythmic oscillations, integrating
sensorimotor information, and relaying timing signals for
the motor system.
The carry-over effect of higher fractal scaling after
synchronizing with rhythmic stimulation (cf. McIntosh, et
al., 1997), suggests that rhythmic auditory stimulation is not
simply an external pace-maker driving motor systems, but
that it influences the neural time-keeping circuitry
(Hausdorff, et al., 2007). The basal ganglia-SMA circuit
supports synchronizing internal oscillations with external
events (Grahn & Rowe, 2009; Kotz, Schwartze, & SchmidtKassow, 2009), and these oscillations continue after
removing the external stimulation. Internal rhythmicity can
be reestablished in basal ganglia impairments (Kotz, et al.,
2009), and a similar reestablishment of the basal ganglia
oscillations likely occurs in the short-term after interactive
rhythmic stimulation.
The 1/f structure is not merely an epiphenomenal byproduct of healthy gait or reintegrated timing circuits, but it
could serve to increase flexibility, predictability, and
stability. The fractal scaling in healthy gait (as well as in
healthy heart beat time-series) might benefit the system by
avoiding “mode locking” to a single local tempo, thereby
increasing flexibility and responsiveness to environmental
demands (Goldberger, et al., 2002; Hausdorff, 2009).
Additionally, the strong association between low fractal
scaling and falling (Herman, et al., 2005) might relate to
decreased predictability: Highly random stride times
undermine the temporal predictability of an upcoming stride
time, which in turn would hinder corrective movement,
balance, and stability. In a 1/f time series, the upcoming
stride-time is more predictable than in a random series,
because a) short-range correlations have a more
circumscribed set of temporal possibilities, and b) due to
scale-invariance, the long-range correlations can be used to
predict the short-range ones and vice-versa (similarly,
fractal structure in music improves predictability of tempo
changes, Rankin, Large, & Fink, 2009). This increased
predictability might explain the patients’ higher perceived
movement stability.
The interactive rhythmic auditory system seamlessly
integrates with the human; oscillation frequencies mutually
entrain, fractal-scaling increases back to healthy 1/f levels,

and patients’ perceived stability improves. This humanmachine interaction provides a good example of coupling
internal and external systems (Miyake, et al., 2004; Miyake
& Shimizu, 1994) and is a promising rehabilitation tool.
Previous work showed that the interactive system can
stabilize gait in hemiparetic stroke patients (Muto,
Herzberger, Hermsdoerfer, Pöppel, & Miyake, 2007) and in
Parkinson’s patients with strongly accelerating gait
(Miyake, 2009). Future work should investigate
effectiveness in patients “off” or with reduced dopaminergic
medication. Additionally the carry-over effect of improved
rhythmicity post-WalkMate suggests potential in a longterm rehabilitation program. Interactive rhythmic auditory
stimulation system offers a flexible, portable, low-cost, noninvasive therapeutic intervention that can improve the
mobility and quality of life of Parkinson’s Disease patients.
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likely to be fixated in a natural search task based on the
expected location of the target.
The goal of the present study was to investigate the
contribution of low-level visual saliency and high-level
features to the ability of texts to attract attention in realworld scene viewing. To test if texts are more attractive than
other scene objects, an eye-tracking database of scene
viewing by Judd, Ehinger, Durand, and Torralba (2009) was
re-analyzed in Experiment 1.

Abstract
Intuitively, it seems plausible that in real-world scenes,
attention is disproportionately attracted by texts. The present
study tested this hypothesis and examined some of the
underlying factors. Texts in real-world scenes were compared
with paired control regions of similar size, eccentricity, and
low-level visual saliency. The greater fixation probability and
shorter minimum fixation distance of texts showed their
higher attractiveness. These results might be caused by the
prominent locations or special visual features of text. In
another experiment, texts were removed from the scenes, and
the results indicated that the locations that used to contain
texts did draw more attention than controls. Finally, texts
were placed in unexpected positions in front of homogeneous
and inhomogeneous backgrounds. These unconstrained texts
were found more attractive than controls, with background
noise reducing this difference, which indicates that the
attraction by specific visual features of text was superior to
typical saliency.
Keywords: real-world scenes; scene syntax; text; eye
movements; visual attention; LabelMe.

Experiment 1: Reanalysis of Previous Data
Method

Introduction
When inspecting real-world scenes, human observers
continually shift their gaze to retrieve information.
Important pieces of information could be, for instance,
depictions of objects (e.g., cars, monitors, or printers) or
texts, which could be shown on depictions of signs, banners,
license plates, and other objects. Observers’ attention has
been found to be biased toward visually salient locations,
e.g., high-contrast areas, during scene viewing or search (Itti
& Koch, 2001). Torralba, Oliva, Castelhano, and Henderson
(2006) suggested that scene context, i.e., the combination of
objects that have been associated over time and are capable
of priming each other to facilitate object and scene
categorization, predicts the image regions likely to be
fixated. Võ and Henderson (2009) claimed that scene
syntax, i.e., the position of objects within the specific
structure of scene elements, influences eye movement
behavior during real-world scene viewing.
It is still an open question whether texts in real-world
scenes attract more attention than comparable regions and
why this would be the case. It is possible that low-level
visual saliency attracts attention, i.e., that texts are more
attractive because they typically carry higher saliency – as
computed along the lines of Itti and Koch (2001) - or
luminance contrast. Moreover, it is also possible that the
positions of texts are more predictable in the scene context
to contain important information, for example, texts on
street signs. Such an effect would be in line with the model
by Torralba et al. (2006), which predicts the image regions

Participants. Judd and colleagues (2009) collected eye
tracking data of 15 viewers. These viewers were males and
females between the ages of 18 and 35. Two of the viewers
were researchers on their project and the others were naive
viewers.
Apparatus. All viewers sat at a distance of
approximately two feet from a 19-inch computer screen of
resolution 12801024 in a dark room and used a chin rest to
stabilize their head. An eye tracker with the sampling rate of
240 Hz recorded their eye movements on a separate
computer.
Procedure. All participants freely viewed each image for
3 seconds, separated by 1 second of viewing a gray screen.
To ensure high-quality tracking results, camera calibration
was checked every 50 images. All images were divided into
two sessions of 500 randomly ordered images. Each session
was done on average at one week apart. After every 100
images being presented, participants were asked to indicate
which images they had seen before to motivate them to pay
attention to the images
Stimuli. There were 1003 images in the database by Judd
et al. (2009), and these images included both outdoor and
indoor scenes. Some of these images were selected from the
LabelMe database (see below).
Analysis. To identify and localize text in real-world
scene stimuli, we used the freely available LabelMe image
dataset (Russell, Torralba, Murphy & Freeman, 2008)
containing a large number of scene images that were
manually segmented into annotated objects. The locations of
objects are provided as coordinates of polygon corners and
are labeled by English words or phrases. Out of the 1003
images we selected 57 images containing 240 text-related
labels and 93 images containing non-text objects. The textrelated labels included terms such as ‘text’, ‘banner’, or
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‘license plate’. For the non-text objects, we excluded objects
with text-related labels or background labels, e.g., ‘floor’,
‘ceiling’, ‘wall’, ‘sky’, ‘crosswalk’, ‘ground’, ‘road’, ‘sea’,
‘sidewalk’, ‘building’, or ‘tree’. The label 'face' was also
excluded since faces have been shown to be particularly
attractive (see Judd et al., 2009, for a review). There were
1620 non-text objects in the final selection. The resolution
of these images was adjusted to 1024768 pixels, and the
coordinates of all objects were updated accordingly.
The raw eye movement data was smoothed using a
computer program developed by Judd et al. (2009) that
calculates the running average over the last 8 data points
(i.e., over a 33.3 ms window). A velocity threshold of 6
degrees per second was used for saccade detection.
Fixations shorter than 50 ms were discarded (see Judd et al.,
2009).
It is known that eccentricity (the distance between the
center of an object to the center of the screen) and size
(number of pixels) of an object might influence eye
movement measures. Observers show a tendency to fixate
near the center of the screen when viewing scenes on
computer monitors (Tatler, 2007). Larger objects tend to be
fixated more frequently since the landing probability
increases with larger area. Low-level visual features such as
saliency and luminance contrast were computed. Saliency
was calculated by the freely available computer software
“Saliency Map Algorithm” using the standard Itti, Koch,
and Niebur (1998) saliency map based on color, intensity,
orientation, and contrast. The average saliency value of
pixels inside an object boundary was used to represent
object saliency. Luminance contrast was defined as the
gray-level standard deviation of pixels enclosed in an
object. On average, text objects occupied 1.43% of the area
in a 1024×768 pixel display.
To derive compatible control objects, non-text objects
were binned by eccentricity (smaller than 200, between 200
and 300, and greater than 300) and size (smaller than 1650,
between 1650 and 5600, and greater than 5600). These
ranges of eccentricity and size were selected to roughly
include the same number of objects in each interval. Each
text object was paired with one non-text object within the
same size and eccentricity interval and matched in terms of
saliency and luminance contrast as closely as possible. A
text object and its non-text match were typically selected
from different images.
Additionally, for each text object a control region in the
same scene was set up that matched its counterpart exactly
in its shape and size and had similar eccentricity (Ecc.),
saliency (Sal.), and luminance contrast (LumC.) (see Figure
1). The control regions could enclose non-text objects or
backgrounds but did not intersect with any text objects. The
characteristics of text objects, non-text objects, and control
regions (Con. Region) are summarized in Table 1.

Figure 1. Texts (yellow polygons) and their paired control
regions (green polygons) in one of the scene stimuli.
Table 1: Average characteristics of text objects, non-text
objects, and control regions.

Experiment 1
Text
Non-Text
Con. Region
Experiment 2
Erased Text
Non-Text
Con. Region
Experiment 3
UncText H B
UncText INH B
UncText H
UncText INH
Non-Text H
Non-Text INH
Con. Region H
Con. Region INH

Size

Ecc.

Sal.

LumC.

2631
2828
2631

283
292
283

0.41
0.41
0.37

40
40
46

2631
2676
2631

283
293
283

0.43
0.41
0.37

21
24
36

2351
2723
2351
2723
2670
2746
2351
2723

288
281
288
281
301
284
287
281

0.20
0.39
0.24
0.40
0.27
0.41
0.28
0.41

10
55
34
57
34
57
40
55

In order to measure the attraction of visual attention, two
object-based eye movement measures were taken: fixation
probability (the probability of a fixation to land inside a text
or non-text object or a control region during a trial) and
minimum fixation distance (the shortest Euclidean distance
from the center of the object to any fixation during a trial).
If an object had higher fixation probability or shorter
minimum fixation distance, the object was considered more
attractive. If there was no fixation landing inside an object
boundary, its fixation probability was 0 regardless of how
close a fixation approached the object. Minimum fixation
distance was measured to overcome this drawback and
provide convergent evidence for any attractiveness results.
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Experiment 2: Erased Text

Results and Discussion
Fixation probability and minimum fixation distance of texts,
non-texts and control regions are shown in Figure 2. The
fixation probability of texts was significantly higher than the
one of non-text objects and control regions, both Fs(1; 14) >
76.85, ps < 0.001. Minimum fixation distance of texts was
shorter than the one of non-text objects and control regions,
both Fs(1; 14) > 46.53, ps < 0.001. Both results were
consistent and suggested that texts were more attractive than
both non-text objects and control regions. In addition, nontext objects had higher fixation probability and shorter
minimum fixation distance than control regions, both Fs(1;
14) > 45.15, ps < 0.001. The results might be caused by
control regions not having an obvious boundary like texts
and non-text objects.

Figure 2. Fixation probability and minimum fixation
distance of texts, non-texts, and control regions. In this chart
and all following ones, error bars are based on 95%
confidence intervals.
The observed effect might be caused by low-level visual
saliency as computed by the Saliency Map Model (Itti &
Koch, 1998), high-level features (expected locations), or
maybe unique visual features of texts. Texts, like faces,
might have their unique visual features that are unrelated to
typical low-level visual saliency so that human observers
develop "text detectors" during everyday scene viewing.
The selected controls ruled out the first hypothesis of lowlevel visual saliency. We will test how expected locations
affect eye movements in Experiment 2, and the influence of
unique visual features of texts on attention will be examined
in Experiment 3.

To test whether the locations of text placement contribute to
the attractiveness of texts, in Experiment 2 we “erased” the
text parts from text objects and examined whether the
observers’ attention was still biased toward these objects.
The text removal sometimes causes strong oddness, e.g., for
a stop sign, but sometimes does not, such as for a billboard.
This oddness is due to viewers expecting text in that
location, which might possibly attract more attention.

Method
Participants. Fifteen participants performed this
experiment. All were students at the University of
Massachusetts Boston, aged between 19 to 40 years old, and
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Each participant
received 10 dollars for participation in a half-hour session.
Apparatus. Eye movements were recorded using an SR
Research EyeLink-II system with a sampling frequency of
500 Hz. After calibration, the average error of visual angle
in this system is 0.5˚. Stimuli were presented on a 19-inch
Dell P992 monitor with a refresh rate of 85 Hz and a screen
resolution of 1024×768 pixels. Participants’ responses were
entered using a game-pad.
Procedure. After participants read the instructions, a
standard 9-point grid calibration (and validation) was
completed. Following two practice trials, participants
viewed 130 stimuli in random order. They were instructed
to freely inspect the scene. At the start of each trial, a drift
calibration screen appeared, and participants were instructed
to look at the calibration dot that appeared in the center of
the screen. After subjects had passed the drift correction, the
stimuli were presented. Following a ten-second presentation
of each scene, the stimulus disappeared and the calibration
dot appeared again. In some cases, calibration and
validation were performed once again to increase eyetracking accuracy.
Stimuli. The same 57 images and 240 text regions used
in Experiment 1 were employed in Experiment 2. However,
in Experiment 2, the “text parts” in text objects were
removed manually by replacing them with the background
color of the texts as shown in Figure 3. This removal led to
a reduction in average luminance contrast from 40 to 21 (see
Table 1). Nonetheless, the average saliency was not affected
by this text removal, due to the computation of saliency
being based on center-surround differences in color,
intensity, and orientation. Note that luminance contrast was
computed exclusively within an object, but saliency was
calculated according to the whole image, and the neighbor
regions of an object were taken into account. Therefore, a
stop sign might still be salient without the text “stop”
because of the color difference between the sign and its
surroundings but its luminance contrast is reduced since
there is no contrast inside the sign.
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unique visual features of text by adding visual noise, and we
expected to find less attraction of attention by texts in front
of such inhomogeneous background.

Figure 3. Erased texts and their paired control regions in a
scene.
Analysis. The raw eye movement data were parsed using
the standard EyeLink algorithm. Eye fixation data were
analyzed separately for the first 3 seconds and for the entire
10-second viewing duration. Since this study did not
involve any post-presentation questions, the first 3 seconds
of viewing should be comparable with the total 3 seconds of
viewing in Experiment 1. As described in Experiment 1,
non-text objects and control regions were chosen based on
similar size, eccentricity, saliency, and luminance contrast
(see Table 1). Since saliency and luminance contrast were
positively correlated, r = 0.34, luminance contrast of control
regions (36) was higher than that of removed-text regions
(21).

Figure 4. Fixation probability of texts in Experiment 1,
erased texts in Experiment 2, and non-texts and control
regions in both experiments.

Results and Discussion
As shown in Figure 4, for 3-second viewing in Experiment
2, fixation probability for erased texts dropped compared to
text objects in Experiment 1, F(1; 28) = 35.82, p < 0.001,
for between-subject ANOVA. Minimum fixation distance
for erased texts was significantly longer in Experiment 2
than for texts in Experiment 1, F(1; 28) = 10.53, p < 0.01
(see Figure 5). These results might be caused by the
reduction of saliency and luminance contrast that
accompanied the erasure of text.
During 3- and 10-second viewing, erased texts had
slightly higher fixation probability than non-text objects, but
this difference was not statistically significant, all Fs < 1, ps
> 0.33. However, minimum fixation distance for missing
texts was shorter than for non-text objects during 3-second
viewing, F(1; 14) = 25.57, p < 0.001, and 10-second
viewing, F(1; 14) = 14.43, p < 0.01, showing that the typical
locations of text still matter even when they do not contain
any text. This result indicates that part of the attractiveness
of texts derives from their prominent, expected locations in
typical real-world images. To test how the unique visual
features of texts attract attention without the effects of
expected locations, Experiment 3 dissociated texts from
their typical locations and placed them in front of
homogeneous or inhomogeneous background. The purpose
of using inhomogeneous backgrounds was to reduce the

Figure 5. Minimum fixation distance of texts in Experiment
1, erased texts in Experiment 2, and non-texts and control
regions in both experiments.
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Experiment 3: Unconstrained Text
Experiment 3 “moved” the text parts to unexpected
locations and placed them on high or low luminance
contrast backgrounds. This design eliminated the influence
of expected locations and tested how the unique visual
features of text affected eye movements.

Method
Participants. An additional 15 students from the
University of Massachusetts at Boston participated in this
experiment. None of them had participated in Experiment 2.
Apparatus. Eye movements were recorded using an SR
Research EyeLink Remote system. Other settings were the
same as in Experiment 2.
Procedure. The procedure was identical to Experiment 2.
Stimuli. To extract the “text part” of a text object, the
difference in each of the RGB color components of every
pixel in each text object between Experiments 1 and 2 were
calculated. These patterns of color differences were
recreated in other, randomly chosen scenes and placed in
positions where the original size and eccentricity were
maintained (see Figure 6). These unconstrained texts were
prevented from overlapping with regions currently or
previously occupied by texts. There were a total of 240
unconstrained text objects. Half of them were placed on
homogeneous background, i.e., regions with the lowest
luminance contrast of all possible locations before placing
the text parts, while the others were placed on
inhomogeneous background, i.e., those areas with the
highest luminance contrast. To prevent an unconstrained
text from being placed on a computationally inhomogeneous
but visually homogeneous background, e.g., half black and
half white, the luminance contrast of a candidate region was
calculated using 1010 pixels windows covering the
candidate region.
As discussed above, inhomogeneous backgrounds might
cause visual noise that interferes with the unique visual
features of texts and thereby reduces the attraction of the
viewers’ attention by such features. Table 1 shows the
characteristics of the unconstrained text in front of
homogeneous background before (UncText H B) and after
(UncText H) the text parts were placed as well as the
unconstrained texts in front of inhomogeneous background
before (UncText INH B) and after (UncText INH) the text
parts were placed.
Analysis. The analyses were identical to Experiment 2.
Both 3- and 10-second viewing durations were analyzed for
unconstrained texts in front of homogeneous and
inhomogeneous backgrounds. Each unconstrained text was
paired with a non-text object and a control region using the
same methods applied in Experiments 1 and 2. Table 1 lists
the characteristics of paired non-text objects and control
regions.

Figure 6. Unconstrained texts (yellow polygons) in front of
homogeneous (right) and inhomogeneous backgrounds (left)
and their paired control regions (green polygons) in one of
the scene stimuli.

Results and Discussion
As shown in Figure 7, the fixation probability of
unconstrained texts in front of homogeneous background
was higher than for non-texts and control regions during 3second viewing, both Fs(1; 14) > 34.98, ps < 0.001. The
unconstrained texts in front of homogeneous background
(mean fixation probability: 0.18) were as attractive as texts
in Experiment 1 (mean fixation probability: 0.18) located in
expected positions, F = 0.01, p > 0.9. For unconstrained
texts in front of inhomogeneous background, the fixation
probability was still significantly higher than for non-texts
and control regions, both Fs(1; 14) > 14.76, ps < 0.01, but
the difference was not as large as for unconstrained texts in
front of homogeneous background. Although saliency (0.40)
and luminance contrast (57) of inhomogeneous background
were higher than the ones of homogeneous background
(0.24 and 34, respectively), this result suggests that
inhomogeneous background caused noise that interfered
with identifying the distinctive visual features of texts. For
10-second viewing, the fixation probability for
unconstrained texts in front of both homogeneous and
inhomogeneous background as well as for their control
regions increased. These results were identical to 3-second
viewing.
For minimum fixation distance, the trends were similar to
fixation probability; unconstrained texts in front of
homogeneous and inhomogeneous background received
shorter distances and can therefore be considered more
attractive (see Figure 8). Minimum fixation distance of
unconstrained texts in front of homogeneous background
was significantly higher than that of their associated nontext objects and control regions, both Fs(1; 14) > 7.66, ps <
0.05. However, the corresponding comparisons for
inhomogeneous background failed to reach significance. For
10-second viewing, minimum fixation distances of all
categories were reduced and the results were similar to what
was found during 3-second viewing.
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Figure 7. Fixation probability of unconstrained texts in front
of homogeneous (H) and inhomogeneous (INH) background,
and the corresponding non-text objects and control regions.

Torralba et al. (2006). Second, and most importantly, it
demonstrates that this factor does not only apply to search
tasks but that expected locations play a role even in a free
viewing task. By presenting the unique visual features of
text in unexpected locations and in both fully visible and
degraded variants, the results of Experiment 3 indicated that
the specific visual features of texts were superior to typical
saliency, and their influence on attention was reduced by the
noise caused by inhomogeneous background. We conclude
that both low- and high-level features contribute to the
ability of texts to attract a disproportionate amount of visual
attention in real-world scenes. However, the results obtained
in Experiment 3 might also be caused by the replacement of
texts inducing semantic or syntactic violation. To further
investigate the special visual features of texts, the next step
in this line of research could be an experiment that places
non-text objects in unexpected locations. In addition, it is
important to investigate the contribution of informativeness
to the ability of texts to attract attention. Such experiments
could present, for instance, non-English texts, such as
Chinese characters, to native English speakers as subjects.
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Abstract
Visual search efficiency is increased when the search target’s
identity is revealed incrementally via language while the
display is in view. One view posits that search efficiency is
increased because language enhances perceptual processing.
We examined an alternative view that increased efficiency is
due to delaying the onset of target-seeking eye movements,
allowing a preview of the search array. Two eye-tracking
experiments tested these alternatives. Observed patterns of
eye movements indicated that increased efficiency with
concurrent language was not likely due to linguistic
enhancement of perceptual processes.
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Introduction
In visual search for a target defined by one feature
(feature search) reaction times are independent of the
number of distractors. In contrast, when the target is defined
by two features (conjunction search), reaction times increase
with the number of distractors. This effect is mitigated when
different kinds of information are made available before
search begins. For example, knowledge of what color subset
the target will appear in (e.g., Egeth, Virzi, & Garbart, 1984,
Friedman-Hill & Wolfe, 1995), a preview of non-target
locations (e.g., Watson & Humphreys, 1997, 2002), and a
preview of locations that potentially do contain the target
(e.g., Hannus et al., 2006; Olds, Cowan, & Jolicœur, 2000a,
2000b; Rutishauser & Koch, 2007) all reduce the effect of
an increasing number of distractors (set size). When search
time is independent of set size, the search process is said to
be efficient.
Spivey, Tyler, Eberhard, & Tanenhaus (2001) provided
evidence that visual search efficiency can be mediated
linguistically. Participants were presented a classic
conjunction search task in which they had to indicate the
presence or absence of a target defined by both color and
orientation. When the target’s identity was revealed
incrementally through speech (e.g., ‘red horizontal’) while
the search display was in view, search was as efficient as in
feature search (as indexed by near zero response time by set
size functions). This benefit to search is termed linguistic
assistance.
To account for this increase in efficiency, it was proposed
that, due to the incremental nature of language, the
perception of the auditory stimulus (e.g., the word ‘red’)
together with perception of features of the visual stimulus
(the color red) enhanced the salience of the subset of items
matched to this feature in the cognitive representation of the

search display (i.e., the salience map; see Reali et al., 2006
for an elaboration of this point). Spivey et al.’s
interpretation of this interaction between language and
perceptual processing was that participants executed two
nested feature searches instead of a single conjunction
search.
The concept of nested feature search is not well specified
in the visual search literature. To our knowledge the concept
was introduced by Spivey et al. (2001) to explain their
results. Based on their description, two nested feature
searches can be thought of as a sequence of pop-out
searches. First, the (spatially noncontiguous) subset of items
matching the color named in the linguistic cue is isolated
attentionally due to the increased salience of these items.
Then, the oddly oriented target pops-out from within this
set. For example, as soon as participants hear the word ‘red’
(or enough of it to distinguish it from the word from
’green’), the salience of the red subset of items in the
display is boosted relative to the salience of the green items.
This effectively reduces the number of items to be searched
by half and makes the presence of an item of differing
orientation easily detectable in the set of red items. The
critical idea here is that hearing a word that describes the
target’s features automatically biases the perceptual system
towards items that match that feature by means of
enhancement in the salience map.
Gibson, Eberhard, and Bryant (2005),
however,
demonstrated that the benefit of linguistic assistance
reported by Spivey et al. (2001) is limited to slow speech
rate (3.0 syllables/second) or to smaller set sizes with faster
speech rate (4.8 syllables/second). Slower speech would
provide participants with more viewing time of the search
display before hearing the identity of the target. That is,
more viewing of the search display provides additional
information about potential target locations independently
of the information conveyed by the speech cue.
Evidence of linguistic assistance suggests that top-down
processing can bias perceptual processes towards certain
environmental features to enhance bottom-up information.
Therefore, evidence that these effects are due to other
(bottom-up) information acquired before search begins,
would place important constraints on what influence topdown processing can have on bottom-up processes.
The present study tests these accounts by examining eye
movement data while participants performed conjunction
visual searches. If the benefit of linguistic assistance
reported by Spivey et al. (2001) is the result of nested
feature searches it should be reflected in eye movements.
The pattern of reaction time data and eye movement data
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should be more similar to patterns observed during feature
rather than conjunction search. In single feature searches
both RT slopes and fixation slopes are shallower with fewer
fixations overall than in conjunction searches (Williams et
al., 1997; Zelinsky & Sheinberg, 1997). Consider how the
data would differ between a single and a nested pair of
feature searches. By definition, a feature search is one in
which search is highly efficient. That is, RTs and fixations
are less dependent on set size than in a conjunction search.
A second feature search would add a constant to the RT and
fixation count. The slope would still be very shallow but the
y-intercept would increase by the amount of time it takes to
resolve the second feature (cf. Watson & Humphreys, 1997;
Watson & Inglis, 2007). This is exactly what Spivey et al.
(2001) report for their RT by set size functions, but they
attributed the increase in y-intercept to the delay in hearing
the word describing the second feature (i.e., orientation:
vertical or horizontal).
Thus, if greater efficiency with linguistic assistance is a
result of nested feature searches the RT and fixation by set
size slopes should be shallower than in a condition in which
the target is revealed before each trial. On the other hand, if
the increased search efficiency is due to previewing of the
display there should be a delay of target-seeking saccades
with linguistic assistance as participants sample the search
display before the search target identity is fully revealed. If
this is the case, then search efficiency as indexed by
measures of fixations will more similar that of conjunction
search than feature search.
In order to test these hypotheses, we replicated Spivey et
al.’s (2001) Experiment 1. We established three criteria for
evaluating participants’ eye movements to determine
whether they were performing two nested feature searches.
The first criterion, used by Spivey et al. and Reali et al.
(2006), is shallower RT by set size function. This measure is
widely accepted as an indicator of feature search. The
second criterion is the fixation by set size slope, which
should be smaller in two nested feature searches than in a
serial conjunction search. The third criterion is the average
distance from the location of the last fixation to the target
location which should be larger in nested feature search than
in conjunction search.
As mentioned above, the notion of nested feature searches
is not well specified. A close approximation to Spivey et
al.’s (2001) description can be found in visual searches in
which part of the visual display is previewed prior to the
onset of the entire display. Watson and Inglis (2007) found
that “nested” feature searches (their Preview condition) had
the same RT by set size slope as the single feature search
(their Half Element Baseline condition) but larger intercepts
which reflects a delay in target-seeking eye movements as a
result of showing one subset of items followed by the other.
This is consistent with the findings using linguistic
assistance in which the onset of target-seeking eye
movements was delayed due to incrementally revealing the
search target identity and not the distractor sets in the search
display.

Regarding fixations, Watson and Inglis (2007) reported
that a “nested” feature search was identical to the single
feature search in both slope and mean number of fixations
and both measures were less than the slope and intercept of
the conjunction search.
The third criterion is based on the logic that if on target
present trials the search target is detected via pop-out then
the distance of the location of the last fixation to the location
of the target should on average be larger in (nested) feature
searches than in conjunction. For example, in Boot, Becic,
and Kramer (2009) participants performed an efficient
search (titled among vertical lines) and an inefficient search
(T among Ls). To evaluate the effect of search task on last
fixation to target location distance, we reanalyzed their data
using a 2 Search Task (efficient, inefficient) between by 3
Set Size (4, 8, 12) within mixed-design ANOVA. The
distance of the last fixation location to the target location for
the efficient search (M = 226.58 pixels) was much greater
than that in the inefficient search (M = 68.93 pixels),
F(1,78) = 18.71, p < .001. The average distance of the last
fixation to the target decreased for larger set sizes, F(2,156)
= 3.75, p = .026. The interaction was not significant, F < 1.

Experiment 1
In order to create eye-movement profiles an experiment
was conducted to replicate findings reported in Spivey et
al.’s (2001) Experiment 1, in which the target identity was
revealed to participants either before the start of each trial
(Advanced) or while the search display was in plain view
(Concurrent) via an audio file that contained the query “Is
there a [color] [orientation]?” Eye-movements were
recorded in both conditions.
If increased efficiency in the Concurrent condition is a
result of two nested feature searches then search slopes and
means calculated for response latencies and number of
fixations should be shallower than in the Advanced
condition. Furthermore, overall distance to the target of the
last fixation on a trial should be larger in the Concurrent
condition than in the Advanced condition.
Methods
Participants Twenty students at Florida State University
participated for partial course credit. All participants
reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Stimuli Four sound files were created by splicing
recordings of each of the spoken color and orientation
adjectives into the end of one sound file that contained the
opening query “Is there a…” using a digital audio editor
(Audacity). The duration of the query was 998 ms and the
average duration of each final sound file was 2357 ms for an
average of 3.18 syllables per second.
The search displays contained red and green rectangles
randomly distributed across an invisible 8x8 matrix on a
black background that occupied approximately 21° of visual
angle both vertically and horizontally at a viewing distance
of 60 cm. The rectangles subtended 2.1° of visual angle in
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Figure 1. Efficiency of visual search in the Concurrent and Advanced conditions of Experiment 1 for each set size by
response latencies (A), mean number of fixations per trial (B), and mean distance to target location from location of the last
fixation per trial (C). Error bars represent ± 1 standard error of the mean pooled across set size.
length and 1° of visual angle in width. Adjacent rectangles
were separated by an average of 2.6°. Each display included
red-vertical and green-horizontal or red-horizontal and
green-vertical distractor rectangles plus one target rectangle
with a unique combination of color and orientation relative
to the other objects in the display. Set sizes were 5, 10, 15,
and 20. Displays were created by randomly placing the
rectangles in the 8x8 matrix for a total of 320 trials with 40
target present and 40 target absent displays in each set size.
Participants saw the same 320 displays in random order.
Apparatus Eye movements were recorded with an Eyelink
CL (SR Research) eye tracker sampling from the right eye
at 1000 Hz and a spatial resolution of 0.1°. An eye
movement was considered to be a saccade if its acceleration
reached 8,000°/sec2 or its velocity reached 30°/sec. The
display presentation was controlled by a Pentium PC
attached to a CRT monitor placed 60 cm away from a chin
rest. The display resolution was 1024 by 768 pixels. A 9point calibration and validation procedure was used.
Procedure Participants responded with right- and lefttrigger button presses on a game controller to indicate target
presence or absence, respectively. Each trial began with a
drift correction which was immediately followed by a
fixation cross for 250 ms. In the Concurrent condition the
fixation cross remained on the display for another 1000 ms
while the preamble, “Is there a…”, was presented auditorily.
The onset of the search display and the spoken color
adjective were synchronized such that the distractors were
in full view while the identity of the target was
incrementally revealed. In the Advanced condition the
search target was visually presented for 1000 ms after which
it was immediately replaced by the search display. In both
conditions the search display remained on the screen until a
response was made. On each trial feedback was visually
displayed for 1000 ms that indicated if the given response
was correct or incorrect. Participants were asked to respond
as quickly as they could without sacrificing accuracy.

Results
On each trial latency and accuracy of the response was
recorded as well as the location and number of fixations.
Any fixation that fell within a 40 pixel radius from the
center of one of the 60 by 30 pixel rectangle stimuli was
considered to be an object fixation. Trials with saccade
latencies greater than 80 ms, RTs greater than 3000 ms and
with incorrect responses were excluded from analysis.
The data for each measure are presented in Figure 1. Note
that these data replicate the pattern of increased search
efficiency in the Concurrent condition reported by Spivey et
al. (2001) for the RT analysis. The critical Set Size by
Target Presentation interaction was significant, F(3,54)=
6.74, p=.001. For target present trials the slope in the
Concurrent condition (12.73) was significantly shallower
than the Advanced condition (21.72), F(1,18)=12.78,
p=.002, but only marginally significant for target absent
trials (27.7 v. 38.4), F(1,18)=3.14, p=.093. As expected,
mean response latencies in the Concurrent condition (1735
ms) were longer than those in the Advanced condition (1237
ms), F(1,18)=20.15, p<.001.
For analysis of Number of Fixations neither the critical
Set Size by Target Presentation interaction on cell means
nor the Target Presentation main effect of the slopes were
significant, Fs<1.2. There were however, overall more
fixations per trial in the Concurrent condition (4.44) than in
the Advanced condition (3.04), F(1,18)=13.54, p=.003.
The only significant effect in the Distance analysis was
the main effect of Set Size, F(3,54)=16.76, p<.001, which
suggests that in both conditions searched more objects as
Set Size increased. All other Fs<1.2.
More errors were made in target present than target absent
trials, F(1,18)=31.90, p<.001, and as the Set Size increased,
F(3,54)=5.98, p=.001, but were equal between Target
Presentation conditions, F<1.2, although the Set Size by
Target
Presentation
was
marginally
significant,
F(3,54)=2.40, p=.078. Finally, there was greater increase in
errors as Set Size increased for target present trials than for
target absent trials, F(3,54)=3.39, p=.024.
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Discussion
The Concurrent condition only passed one of three criteria
that one would expect to find if it was a result of two nested
feature searches. Greater efficiency in the Concurrent
condition, as indexed by RT by Set Size slopes, must be a
result of something other than nested feature searches.
Gibson et al. (2005) reported that language assistance
yielded shallower slopes for larger distractor sets when the
speech rate was slow but not when it was fast. This finding
suggests that slowing participants’ search may be the source
of greater efficiency as indexed by shallower RT slopes.
To evaluate eye movements for the onset of targetseeking saccades, two additional analyses were conducted
by comparing eye movements on the first five fixations per
trial in the Concurrent condition to the Advanced condition
on target present trials. In the first analysis, fixations to
objects of either color (Objects) was the dependent measure
and in the second analysis the proportion of fixations to
objects of the same color as the target (Matching Objects)
was the dependent measure. The data are presented in Table
1. For both sets of data a 5 within (Fixation Number) by 2
between (Target Presentation) mixed ANOVA was
conducted. As can be seen in the table, the proportion of
fixations to Objects across all five fixations was the same in
both the Concurrent and Advanced conditions. This
conclusion is consistent with a non-significant main effect
of Target Presentation and a non-significant interaction of
Fixation Number by Target Presentation (both Fs<1). There
was a significant main effect of Fixation, F(4,72)=51.28,
p<.001, which was driven by the fact that the first fixation
was less likely to be directed towards an individual object.
The importance of these analyses is that in terms of
looking at objects of any color the Concurrent and
Advanced conditions cannot be considered different. In
contrast, the analysis of Matching Objects indicates that
participants in the Advanced condition made target-seeking
saccades earlier in a trial. In this analysis the critical twoway interaction was significant, F(4,72)=3.09, p=.02. As
can be seen in the Table, on the first fixation participants in
both conditions looked at Matching Objects at a rate close to
chance (0.5). However, during the second, third, and fourth
fixations participants in the Advanced condition looked at
significantly more Matching Objects than in the Concurrent
condition. Participants in the Concurrent condition did not
begin looking at Matching Objects at a rate above chance
until the third fixation. Also, they did not fixate Matching
Objects at the same rate as participants in the Advanced
condition again until the fifth fixation. Because participants
in the Concurrent condition did not know what they were
searching for until between 300 and 600 ms into a trial, they
were getting a preview of the display for about 500 to 600
ms, about two saccades, before starting their search.
These observations suggest that greater efficiency in the
Concurrent condition may be a result of having more
information about the display and not the content of the
language, per se. Thus, if participants could be delayed in
initiating target-seeking saccades, by means other than the

incremental feature of language, while also having a period
of preview of the search display the RT and Fixation search
slopes should be similar to those in the Concurrent
condition.
Table 1: Proportion of eye movements to Objects and
Matching Objects
Fixation Number
Condition
1
2
3
4
5
Concurrent .06
.36
.35
.36
.39
Advanced
.03
.35
.35
.37
.34
Difference
.03
.01
.00
.01
.05
Match
Concurrent .59
.52
.71† .82† .85†
Advanced
.67
.84† .88† .91† .80†
.27*
.09*
.05
Difference
.08
.32*
Note. ‘Objects’ refers to fixations to any distractor. ‘Match’
refers only to distractors that are the same color as the
target.
†
Significantly different than chance (0.50), all ps <.003.
*
Significant difference between conditions, all ps<.02.
Objects

Experiment 2
The purpose of Experiment 2 was to create conditions that
yielded search slopes and means that met all of the three
criteria of two nested feature searches described previously.
To do so, participants were prohibited from making any
saccades at the beginning of each trial for 350 or 750 ms
with the search display in plain view. If more efficient
search in the Concurrent condition is a result of slowing
responding then delaying participants’ ability to initiate
saccades at the beginning of each trial should estimate the
RT slopes of the Concurrent condition. However, it is
anticipated that with a sufficient delay the first one or two
non-target-seeking saccades found in the Concurrent
condition will not occur in the present experiment which
would reduce the overall number of fixations and the
fixation slopes. Also because of the preview, it is anticipated
that the location of the last fixation relative to the search
target will be greater than in the Concurrent condition. Thus,
the current experiment is not intended to fully replicate the
Concurrent condition. Rather it is intended to be a
demonstration of what the eye movement profile of search
with a delay in target-seeking saccades would be like.
Differences on criteria two and three between Experiment 2
and the Concurrent condition of Experiment 1 are expected
to be, at least partially, accounted for by the lack of nontarget-seeking saccades at the beginning of each trial in
Experiment 2.
Methods
Participants Sixteen students at Florida State University
participated for partial course credit. All participants
reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Materials and Apparatus The same visual stimuli and eye
tracking equipment were used as in Experiment 1.
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Figure 2. Efficiency of visual search in the Short and Long Delay conditions of Experiment 2 for each set size by response
latencies (A), mean number of fixations per trial (B), and mean distance to target location from location of the last fixation
per trial (C). Error bars represent ± 1 standard error of the mean pooled across set size.
Procedure After viewing the search target for 1000 ms,
participants saw a fixation cross in the center of the display
for 300 ms. At this point the search display was presented
while the fixation cross remained on the screen for either
350 ms (Short Delay condition) or 750 ms (Long Delay
condition) at which time the fixation cross disappeared
while the rest of the search display remained. Participants
were required to maintain their gaze at this central fixation
until it disappeared which was their cue to begin their
search. Trials on which eye movements traversed an
invisible boundary with a diameter of 100 pixels around the
fixation cross were forfeited.
Results
Trials with incorrect responses or RTs greater than 3000 ms
were discarded. RTs were measured from the end of the
delay period to the response. The data are displayed in
Figure 2. For RTs, the critical Set Size by Delay condition
interaction was significant, F(3,45)=2.86, p=.047. For target
present trials the search slope was shallower in the Long
Delay (11.6) than in the Short Delay (20.34),
F(1,15)=15.65, p=.001, but not for target absent trials,
F<1.4, p>.25. Overall responses were slower with a Short
Delay (866 ms) than with a Long Delay (653 ms),
F(1,15)=141.44, p<.001.
For the analysis of the Number of Fixations, the Set Size
by Delay condition interaction was significant,
F(3,45)=3.58, p=.021. Search slopes were shallower in the
Long Delay than in the Short Delay condition in both target
absent (.13 vs. .16), F(1,15)=5.76, p=.03, and the target
present condition (.04 vs. .06), F(1,15)=12.29, p=.003.
There were more fixations in the Short Delay (2.08) than in
the Long Delay condition (1.83), F(1,15)=29.82, p<.001.
For the Distance analysis, the Set Size by Delay
interaction was significant, F(3,45)=10.96, p<.001, with
longer distance between the target location and that of the
fixation at response in the Long Delay (237 pixels) than in
the Short Delay (216 pixels), F(1,15)=33.62, p<.001. As in
Experiment 1, the main effect of Set Size was significant,

F(3,45)=36.80 p<.001, which suggests that in both
conditions searched more objects as Set Size increased
Regarding errors, the Target by Set Size interaction was
significant, F(3,45)=5.26, p<.003, indicating more errors as
set size increased in the target present condition than in the
target absent condition. There were overall more errors in
the Long Delay condition, F(1,15)=5.66, p=.031, when
targets were present, F(1,15)=7.84, p=.013, and as set size
increased, F(1,15)=4.86, p=.005.

Discussion
The purpose of Experiment 2 was to evaluate search
performance with a substantial free viewing period but
without saccades. This was achieved by delaying the onset
of target-seeking saccades relative to the onset of the search
display. Search was more efficient with a longer delay.
Delaying search by 750 ms resulted in an eye movement
profile that satisfies all of the three criteria established for
two nested feature searches.

General Discussion
The two experiments reported in this study provide
evidence of limitations on higher-order cognitive processes,
such as language processing, to directly constrain perceptual
processes such as visual search. The first experiment
replicated the finding reported by Spivey et al. (2001) that
incrementally revealing the search target auditorily (as
speech) concurrently with the visual search display reduces
the slope of the RT by Set Size function in a conjunction
visual search. A lack of evidence for nested feature searches
in the eye-tracking data, however, suggests that this
apparent increase in efficiency may be due to increased
information about the display before the full identity of the
search target was known. It appears that the first two
saccades on a trial function to sample the search display in
preparation for target-seeking saccades once the full identity
of the search target is known. As a result of this delay
responses in the Concurrent condition were slowed relative
to the Advanced condition when the set size was small
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rather than speeded when the set size was large.
Importantly, the second experiment further clarifies the
benefits of (covertly) sampling the search display prior to
the initiation of eye movements for the purposes of search.
In conjunction visual search, top-down processes may only
begin to influence the search process once the search display
has been sufficiently sampled, in this case by covert shifts of
attention.
The purpose of the delay manipulation of Experiment 2
was to demonstrate conditions under which eye movements
during visual search would exhibit characteristics of search
after previewing of the display. In fact, when the full search
display lies within the useful field of view the data suggest
that initially sampling covertly is more efficient than
making eye movements for the same purpose. Indeed,
previous research has shown that search in the typical
conjunctive display can be at least as efficiently
accomplished without eye movements (Klein & Farrell,
1989; Zelinsky & Sheinberg, 1997). The novel contribution
of the current study is evidence that delaying eye
movements during a substantial free viewing time results in
more efficient subsequent oculomotor behavior, as indexed
by measures of RT by set size functions, number of
fixations, and the distance of the location of the last fixation
per trial from the location of the target object.
The results of these experiments suggest that top-down
knowledge acquired through the concurrent linguistic
presentation of the search target does not interact with the
initial acquisition of stimulus features of the search display.
It is possible that visual search requires an initial cognitive
representation of the search display before search can take
place. The gap effect reported by Watson and Humphreys
(1997) suggests that this process takes about 400 ms. Given
the substantial increase of search efficiency with the 750 ms
delay relative to the 350 ms delay, the data of Experiment 2
are consistent with this hypothesis. Specifically, top-down
processing may be limited to interacting with perceptual
processes until after enough bottom-up information has been
gathered.
In conclusion, increased efficiency in the Concurrent
(language) condition is likely not the result of two nested
feature searches. Rather it is a result of delaying the onset of
target-seeking saccades relative to the onset of the search
display. The first few saccades in the Concurrent condition
are limited to sampling the search display in preparation for
target-seeking saccades once the target is known. Thus,
more research is needed to clarify the role of linguistic
processing-based enhancement of perceptual processes.
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Abstract
Previous research has shown that listeners follow speaker gaze
to mentioned objects in a shared visual environment to ground
referring expressions, both for human and robot speakers.
What is less clear is whether listeners exploit speaker gaze
to infer referential intentions (Staudte & Crocker, 2010), or
whether the benefits of gaze can be more simply explained by
(reflexive) gaze following (Friesen & Kingstone, 1998). To
investigate this issue, we conducted two eye-tracking studies
which directly contrast speech-aligned speaker gaze of a virtual agent with a non-gaze visual cue (arrow). Our findings
show that speaker gaze is beneficial to listeners only when the
order of gaze cues matched the order of mentioned objects in
the utterance. Similarly timed arrow cues, however, benefit
listeners regardless of the order in which they occur. These
findings are consistent with the view that gaze is interpreted as
reflecting the speaker’s referential intentions, while other visual cues regarding mentioned objects can be exploited more
flexibly and strategically.
Keywords: gaze; comprehension; visual attention shift; arrows; referring expressions

Introduction
In face-to-face communication, the speaker’s gaze to objects
in a shared scene provides the listener with a visual cue to
the speaker’s focus of (visual) attention (Emery, 2000; Flom,
Lee, & Muir, 2007). This potentially offers the listener valuable information to ground and disambiguate referring expressions, to hypothesize about the speaker’s communicative
intentions and goals and, thus, to facilitate comprehension
(Hanna & Brennan, 2007). It is an open question, however,
whether this functionality of speaker gaze results simply from
its established ability to drive listeners’ visual attention, as do
other cues as well, or whether gaze uniquely expresses (referential) intentions.
More precisely, there are two levels on which a visual attention shift in response to a speaker’s gaze may affect utterance processing (Staudte & Crocker, 2010). On a perceptual
level, gaze-following may be considered as (reflexive) visuospatial orienting which increases the visual saliency of the
particular target object and/or location in focus (Driver et al.,
1999; Friesen & Kingstone, 1998; Langton & Bruce, 1999).
On a cognitive level, gaze may additionally be understood
as a cue to the speaker’s referential intentions which elicits
expectations about which referent would be mentioned next
(Hanna & Brennan, 2007). Previously, these two levels have
been identified as the Visual and the Intentional Account, respectively (Staudte & Crocker, 2010). Crucially, the issue
whether gaze is processed on both levels – that is, whether

the Intentional Account but not the Visual Account alone – offers a satisfying explanation of gaze effects on utterance comprehension, is still under debate. However, recent evidence
seems to converge in support of such an assumption (Becchio, Bertone, & Castiello, 2008; Meltzoff, Brooks, Shon, &
Rao, 2010; Staudte & Crocker, 2010).
Staudte and Crocker (2010), for instance, synchronized
gaze movements of a robot (as one instance of an artificial
agent) with its speech in a human-like manner. This was
shown to be similarly useful for grounding and resolving spoken references as human gaze (Hanna & Brennan, 2007). Further, Staudte and Crocker (2010) have shown that the order
of respective gaze and speech cues is important for efficient
comprehension whereas the temporal alignment of those cues
is not. That is, when referential gaze cues and the corresponding referring expressions occurred in a coherent linear order,
utterance comprehension was facilitated. When this order
was reversed, however, gaze did not only not help but instead
even slowed comprehension. In contrast, whether the respective gaze cues occurred one second or five seconds prior to
the corresponding referring expression onsets, did not affect
the facilitative or disruptive influence of gaze order on comprehension time.
Previous studies have typically manipulated only the validity or credibility of such gaze cues and neglected a direct
assessment of the question whether effects on utterance processing are due to shifts in visual attention per se, or whether
speaker gaze specifically (as opposed to other exogenous or
even endogenous visual cues, Posner, 1980) elicited those attention shifts. To further explore the hypothesis that gaze
is indeed interpreted with respect to referential intentions,
we adopt an improved experimental design from (Staudte &
Crocker, 2010) with a virtual character replacing the robot.
We then contrast the influence of gaze and arrows by replacing the gaze cue with an arrow cue, directly comparing the
effects of two, possibly different types of visual cues. Specifically, we report supporting evidence from two studies that,
firstly, replicate the results on the relevance of gaze cue order for comprehension (Experiment 1) and, secondly, show
that other, purely visual cues such as arrows (Experiment 2),
induce similar attention shifts as gaze but crucially lack an effect of (inconsistent) order. This supports the hypothesis that
gaze does, but arrows do not, elicit inferences about referential intentions.
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Exogenous and endogenous cueing
Before describing the experiments, we shall briefly summarize previous findings on different types of (visual) cueing.
It has previously been suggested that gaze-following is a
behavior that is applied so reliably that it may be considered automatic. Specifically, studies have shown that people reflexively follow stylized gaze cues and other directiongiving cues such as arrows to a target location (e.g. Ristic,
Friesen, & Kingstone, 2002). One important issue within this
paradigm has been the question whether such gaze cues and
arrows, for instance, elicit the same type of attention shift or
whether gaze is in some way special (Bayliss & Tipper, 2005;
Tipples, 2008). Beyond the reflexive attention shifts mentioned above (also called exogenous cueing), people have further been shown to voluntarily orient towards symbolic cues
when there is reason to consider these as useful (also called
endogenous cueing; Posner, 1980). Importantly, both cueing
effects have been observed for gaze as well as arrows. That
is, when gaze or arrow cues are learned to be counterpredictive (cueing one direction but reliably predicting the target in
the opposite direction) they also trigger voluntary attention
shifts (see Friesen, Ristic, & Kingstone, 2004; Tipples, 2008;
Hanna & Brennan, 2007, for arrows and gaze respectively).
Thus, the reported evidence seems to suggest that reflexive and voluntary orienting applies to both gaze and arrows.
However, a large body of research has shown that gaze often
not only drives visual attention but that it further reveals complex mental states and even intentions (Baron-Cohen, Campbell, Karmiloff-Smith, Grant, & Walker, 1995; Meltzoff et
al., 2010). It seems that a whole life time of experiences
with gaze has taught people what gaze can reveal about somebody’s beliefs, intentions, or emotions, and how useful it may
be in various situations (Tomasello & Carpenter, 2007). Thus,
the motive to follow gaze may well be qualitatively different
from the motive to follow an arrow, for instance, such that arrows may in fact not have identical effects with gaze. The crucial question is what precisely is different when performing
an attention shift to follow an arrow, compared to following
someone’s gaze, and whether this difference is measurable.
We hypothesize that while initially a listener may reflexively follow both, gaze and arrows, there are different endogenous motivations for using these cues: In the case of gaze,
we hypothesize that the previous experience of its meaningfulness, in particular with respect to intended referents (e.g.
Griffin, 2001; Meyer, Sleiderink, & Levelt, 1998), elicits inferences of referential intentions. Thus, a certain order of
gaze cues is predicted to elicit expectations for that same order of according speech cues. In contrast, we hypothesize
that other visual cues such as arrows, which also direct attention (reflexively and voluntarily), carry no such bias or requirement for a congruent order of cues as they do not lead to
inferences of referential intentions. Instead, voluntary orienting towards those cues would occur only if the experimental
design and task assigned a temporary benefit to them.

Congruent:
Reverse:
Neutral:

<s>
<p>

”The star is taller than the <p> pyramid.”
”The star is taller than the <s> pyramid.”
”The star is taller than the
pyramid.”

Figure 1: Sample scene from Experiment 1, with the utterance and congruent/reverse/neutral gaze cues (at pyramid
(<p>) or at star (<s>)).

Experiment 1
In this study, we investigated whether listeners infer referential intentions from agent gaze such that the agent’s gaze
cues need to be sequentially aligned with corresponding referential speech cues (in the way human gaze is synchronized
with produced referring expressions, i.e., preceding the onset of the referring noun by approximately 800ms) in order
to be beneficial. Alternatively, agent gaze may be used as a
purely visual cue which (reflexively) directs listeners’ attention to an object. In the latter case, a ”misaligned” sequence
of cues may still be beneficial since agent gaze draws attention to mentioned objects in the scene.
We manipulated sequential alignment of gaze and head
movement with speech cues to assess the influence of this
alignment on comprehension. Specifically, we indirectly
measured effects on comprehension by recording response
times for utterance validation. The factor ”Cue Order” had
three levels: The sequence of two referential gaze cues and
two referential nouns was either congruent, reverse to each
other, or neutral, i.e., straight ahead (Figure 1). Importantly,
agent gaze was always directed to mentioned objects only.

Method
Participants Twenty-four native speakers of German,
mainly students enrolled at Saarland University, took part in
this study (16 females). All participants reported normal or
corrected-to-normal vision.
Materials We created 1920x1080 resolution video-clips
showing the virtual character Amber (Heloir & Kipp, 2009)
located behind a table. In each video, there were seven objects on the table, differing in shape and color. Amber performed a sequence of head and eye movements consecutively
towards two objects in this scene which she also mentioned
in a simultaneous utterance, e.g., ”The star is taller than the
pyramid”. The utterance was a synthesized German sentence
using the Mary TTS system (Schroeder & Trouvain, 2001).
We manipulated the factor ”Cue Order” (congru-
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ent/reverse/neutral) so that each item appeared in three conditions. Due to technical reasons, the temporal delay between
the onsets of gaze and corresponding speech cues was on average 420 milliseconds for the first noun (”star”) and 1030ms
for the second noun (”pyramid”). A sample stimulus in all
three conditions is depicted by Figure 1. In total, six lists
of stimuli were created, accounting for three conditions and
their counter-balanced versions. In addition to 24 items, 36
fillers were included such that a total of 60 trials was shown.
Fillers frequently contained false utterances to motivate the
validation task. The order of item trials was randomized for
each participant individually.
Procedure An EyeLink II head-mounted eye-tracker monitored participants’ eye movements on a 24-inch monitor. Before the experiment, participants received written instructions
about the experiment procedure and task: They were asked to
attend to the presented videos and judge whether or not Amber’s statements were valid with respect to the scene. In order
to provide a cover story for this task, participants were further
told that the results were used as feedback in a machine learning procedure to improve the agent’s performance. The entire
experiment lasted approximately 25 minutes.
Analysis Videos were segmented into Interest Areas (IAs).
That is, in each video there were labeled regions containing the objects referred to by the first noun (star) and the
second noun (pyramid) as well as Amber’s head. Further,
we recorded participant fixations on these regions and report inspection probabilities for the following time windows:
GAZE1 stretched from the onset of the initial gaze cue to the
onset of the first noun (”star”) with a duration of 430ms; N1
contained the first noun and had a mean duration of 386ms;
GAZE2 stretched from the onset of the second gaze cue to
the onset of the second noun (”pyramid”) and was 1,030ms
long; N2 contained the second noun and was 385ms long on
average. The elapsed time between the second noun onset
and the moment of the button press was considered as the response time (RT). Trials were removed when participants had
pressed the wrong button (13.4%, Cue Order did not affect
accuracy). We further excluded trials as outliers when the
response time was ±2.5 ∗ SE above or below a participant’s
mean (1.89 %). Inferential statistics were carried out using
mixed-effect models from the lme4 package in R (Baayen,
Davidson, & Bates, 2008).

Results
Response Time The mean response times in this experiment are depicted by Figure 2 (error bars show the standard
error). For inferential statistics, we log-transformed the response times to obtain normally distributed data. An ANOVA
was run on the model fitting the transformed data, as specified in Table 1, and revealed a main effect of Cue Order on
response times (F = 53.42, d f = 2). Table 1 shows the model
details and the pairwise comparison between the neutral and
the congruent condition, and between the neutral and the re-

Figure 2: Avg. response times in all three conditions (Exp1).

verse condition. In both cases, the t-values as well as p-Values
calculated through Monte-Carlo-sampling reveal a significant
difference between the levels. Participants were significantly
faster in the congruent condition (expressed by the negative
coefficient in comparison to the neutral condition) and significantly slower in the reverse condition.
Table 1: Model fitted to response time data. The last column
shows p-Values calculated through Monte-Carlo-sampling.
Predictor
(Intercept, neutral)
Order-congruent
Order-reverse

Coeff.

SE

t-value

pMCMC

7.40
-0.29
0.10

0.067
0.039
0.042

109.69
-7.49
2.51

<.001
<.001
<.05

Model : log(RT ) ∼ CueOrder + (1|sub ject) + (1|item)

Eye movements The time curves in Figure 3 plot listeners’
fixations towards the star, the pyramid and Amber’s head as
Amber looks towards the these objects while also uttering her
description. In the top graph (congruent), Amber’s first gaze
movement towards the star is marked by the first, and slightly
darker, shaded area prior to the mentioning of the noun ”star”.
The second gaze movement is marked by the second, shaded
area prior to mentioning the ”pyramid”. This pattern is reversed in the reverse condition: The first shaded area marks
Amber’s gaze towards the pyramid before she then mentions
the ”star”. She subsequently looks towards the star (second
shaded area) and finally mentions the ”pyramid”.
The plots clearly show that listeners followed Amber’s gaze
towards the corresponding objects. Already before the onset of the ”star” (GAZE1), participant inspections on the star
were significantly more likely in the congruent condition than
in the reverse (p < 0.001) or neutral condition (p < 0.001).
Similarly, the pyramid was inspected more frequently in the
reverse condition compared to congruent (p < 0.001) or neutral agent gaze (p < 0.001). In the neutral condition, in contrast, inspections on the star and pyramid were equally likely
during GAZE1 (probability of 0.03 for both objects) and rose
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Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, we exchanged Amber’s gaze cue by an arrow appearing above the corresponding object (see Figure 4).
This manipulation sought to reveal whether the facilitating
and disruptive effects of gaze found in Experiment 1 were
caused by the elicited visual attention shifts per se, or whether
they were caused because listeners inferred the agent’s intention to mention that object from the gaze cue. Given that
both gaze and arrow cues (reflexively) direct visual attention
in a similar temporal manner, the former hypothesis predicts
identical effects on comprehension for arrow and gaze cues
whereas the latter hypothesis predicts an adaptation to the
utility of the arrow cue (as in the case of counterpredictive
cues, for instance). That is, instead of a persistent disruption
effect in the reverse condition, it would be expected that a
learned association between the arrows/cued objects and the
utterance would lead to a beneficial effect of the arrows, regardless of order.
Figure 3: The time curves depict fixations to Amber’s head
and to the star and the pyramid as Amber’s utterance ”The
star is taller then the pyramid” unfolds. The plot is aligned to
onset of ”pyramid”, as this marks the most important point of
information integration during the multimodal utterance.
more for the star after noun onset (0.13, versus 0.08 for the
pyramid). Similar gaze- and speech-following patterns were
observed for the time windows GAZE2 and N2.

Discussion
By manipulating Cue Order in the sentence, we created a mismatch between visual and spoken references. This enabled us
to observe which reference participants follow initially and
how they recover from such a mismatch. The response time
data suggest that people found the congruent condition easiest to process and the corresponding eye-movements suggests
that this was the case because listeners followed Amber’s gaze
and used it to anticipate the intended next referent. In the reverse condition, participants were slowest which suggests that
Amber’s reversely ordered gaze cues disrupted the comprehension process. The eye-movement data supports the interpretation that listeners infer a referential intention from gaze
as there are no signs of recovery from the reversed pattern.
That is, even though speaker gaze was obviously relevant (the
agent always looked at the two mentioned objects, never at
an irrelevant one), we observed looks towards the pyramid
mainly during GAZE1 and N1 and hardly before its mentioning, in GAZE2. Even though the reverse condition provides
information about both referents of the sentence earlier than
the other two conditions (first agent gaze towards pyramid,
then mentioning of the ”star”), participants were unable to
make use of this information and predict the mentioning of
the pyramid – but instead were persistently disrupted by the
mismatch of Amber’s referential gaze and speech cues.

Figure 4: Sample scene from Experiment 2 showing an arrow.

Method
Participants & Procedure Another twenty-four native
speakers of German took part in this study (15 females).
Again, all reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The
presence of the arrows was explained to be a cue for Amber,
to tell her which objects she should talk about, and that sometimes she would not adhere to this. Crucially, we replicated
this experiment using an alternative instruction in which participants were told that Amber displayed the arrows to indicate her current interest. This ensured that effects of cue type
could not only be attributed to differences in whose intentions
the arrows reflected (the experimenter’s versus Amber’s) and
whether they were (im)perfectly valid. Task and Procedure
were otherwise identical to Experiment 1.
Materials & Analysis The number and constitution of
stimuli was identical to Experiment 1 except for the actual
cue. That is, the gaze movement of Amber was replaced by
an arrow above the respective object for the same onset and
duration that Amber’s gaze would have otherwise identified
the object. Consequently, IAs and time windows used in this
experiment were identical to Experiment 1 but were extended
with the two IAs containing the arrows. Again, trials with
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Figure 5: Avg. response times in all three conditions, now
in direct comparison between the cue types gaze (Exp1) and
arrow (Exp2).
false responses (8.9%) and outliers (another 2.39%) were removed.

Figure 6: The time curves depict fixations to Amber’s head,
to the star and the pyramid, and to the regions containing the
arrows, as Amber’s utterance ”The star is taller then the pyramid” unfolds.

Results
Since the results of this experiment did not qualitatively
change with changing the instructions, we report only analyses from the first version in which arrows were introduced
as external experimenter cue.
Response Time The mean response times in this experiment are displayed by Figure 5 in direct comparison to the
means from Experiment 1. An ANOVA again revealed a main
effect of Cue Order on response times (F = 53.42, d f = 2).
The pairwise comparisons are shown in Table 2 and revealed
a significant difference between the neutral condition and
both the congruent and the reverse condition. This time, however, participants were faster both in the congruent as well as
the reverse condition (negative coefficients) compared to the
neutral condition.
Table 2: Model fitted to response time data. The last column
shows p-Values calculated through Monte-Carlo-sampling.
Predictor
(Intercept, neutral)
Order-congruent
Order-reverse

Coeff.

SE

t-value

pMCMC

1614.24
-602.11
-326.56

81.39
55.38
57.00

19.82
-10.87
-5.73

<.001
<.001
<.001

Model : log(RT ) ∼ CueOrder + (1|sub ject) + (1|item)

A combined analysis treating both experiments as a
between-subject manipulation of Cue Type (gaze versus arrow), further revealed a main effect of Cue Type (χ2 (1) =
9.85, p < .01) – that is, participants were generally faster in
the arrow experiment – as well as an interaction between Cue
Type and Cue Order (χ2 (2) = 32.49, p < .001).

Eye movements The time curves plotted in Figure 6 again
show listener fixations on the star, pyramid and Amber’s head
but additionally show fixations on the areas in which the arrows occurred. Crucially, participants hardly looked at the arrow regions and fixation and inspection patterns were indeed
surprisingly similar to the ones in Experiment 1. Fixation
proportions were generally higher (the scale maximum of the
plot is now at 0.8 instead of previously 0.6) showing that participants paid more attention to the objects, in general. Surprisingly, in each trial participants started by fixating Amber’s
head, just like in Experiment 1, even though it never moved.
More importantly, there is a difference between the fixation
patterns in the reverse conditions of both cue types: While in
the case of gaze, listeners rarely looked back at the pyramid
before its mention (inspection probability in GAZE2: 0.16),
this is not the case for arrows (probability = 0.40). We further conducted a correlation analysis of the actual time of the
first fixation back to the pyramid in a time window starting
1,000ms before ”pyramid” onset. A 0.498 Pearson correlation (p < 0.001) was revealed between the time of the first
fixation to the pyramid and the response time: The earlier the
first fixation happened, the more likely was a short response
time. Crucially, the mean first fixation to the pyramid occurred significantly earlier, frequently even before ”pyramid”
onset, in the arrow study (92ms after noun onset) than in the
gaze study (after 662ms, p < 0.001).
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Discussion
The large inspection probability on the pyramid before its
mention (in the reverse arrow condition) suggests that listeners were able to remember and use the earlier arrow cue to the
pyramid (even though the agent subsequently mentioned the
star) and to predict that this object would be mentioned next.
We suggest that for the same reason listeners were faster in
the reverse arrow condition than in the neutral condition – in
contrast to the reverse gaze condition which disrupted listeners. Significantly less such anticipatory eye-movements to the
pyramid in GAZE2 were present in Experiment 1. This suggests that participants detected the task-relevant utility of the
arrows and used it even in the reverse condition for predicting the second referent and minimizing response time. Gaze,
in contrast, seems to carry a strong bias towards inferring the
next intended referent such that participants were unable to
use the task-specific utility of the reverse gaze cues. Thus,
they did not predict the second referent in the reverse condition, resulting in longer response times. Further evidence for
this adaptiveness to cue utility in the case of arrows, but not
gaze, is provided by a block analysis: In Experiment 1, there
was a main effect of Block (χ2 (1) = 4.26, p < .05), showing
that participants became faster in general, but crucially there
was no interaction of Block and Cue Order. In Experiment 2,
however, there was a main effect (χ2 (1) = 11.00, p < .001) as
well as an interaction (χ2 (2) = 11.64, p < .01) carried mainly
by the speed up in the reverse condition: From a mean of
1,477.35ms to 1,123.28ms. This suggests that participants
improved in exploiting the predictive power of arrows, but
not gaze, over time.

Conclusion
The presented findings support the position that listeners use
speaker gaze to infer referential intentions and predict the
spoken references to occur in similar linear order. Further,
the evidence from Experiment 1 suggests that this inference
is drawn almost automatically so that listeners cannot easily
adapt to the counterpredictive utility of the agent’s (reverse)
gaze cues. While Hanna and Brennan (2007) observed that
their participants did adapt to and use the spatial counterprectiveness of speaker gaze, this was found in a blocked design,
giving participants sufficient training to adapt to this situation. Our results, in contrast, suggest that listeners originally
shift their attention in response to both gaze and arrow cues
in a similar manner while only adapting to the task-specific
(and temporally counterpredictive) utility of arrows, applying this spontaneously created association to predict referents
independent of their order of mention. These results provide
evidence for a bias of using gaze to infer referential intentions
and a lack thereof in using arrows. It remains an open question, however, whether the endogenous motivation for using
gaze in this way is based on previously formed probabilistic models of co-occurrence (referential gaze often preceding
the mentioning of an object) or on a qualitative model of the
function of gaze and the speaker’s intentional states.

The research reported of in this paper was supported by the
”Multimodal Computing and Interaction” Cluster of Excellence at Saarland University.
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Abstract
Shifting attention to category relevant features has been
demonstrated in adults to be a successful strategy for
categorizing novel objects. The current experiment was aimed
at exploring whether infants would use a similar strategy for
category learning when objects were presented with and
without labels. Using an eye tracker, 6- to 8-month-old
infants were familiarized and tested with a novel visual
category where only half of the features were relevant for
category membership. There was some evidence that infants
learned the target category only when objects were not
labeled. Furthermore, infants who learned the target category
did not appear to optimize their attention to the category
relevant features. In addition, contrary to some theoretical
accounts, there was no evidence that labels facilitated
categorization by highlighting category relevant features.
Keywords: Categorization; Attention; Language; Infants

Introduction
Categorization, the ability to treat discriminable items as
similar, is a critical skill for making sense of the visual
world. One strategy for successful categorization of new
information is to optimize attention to features that may
predict category membership and away from features that
may not predict category membership. Selectively attending
to category relevant information while ignoring category
irrelevant information has been demonstrated by human
adults and non-human animals (e.g., Dixon, Ruppel, Pratt,
& De Rosa, 2009; Mackintosh, 1965). Adults tested in a
categorization task with an eye tracker demonstrated
attention optimization when they attended selectively to the
relevant features of a category during learning trials
(Hoffman & Rehder, 2010). It is less clear, however,
whether infants have the ability to optimize their attention in
a similar way as adults. Some research suggests that infants
would be less likely to engage in selective attention due to
an immature prefrontal cortex, which is responsible for
executive functions such as selective attention (e.g., Posner
& Petersen, 1990). Sloutsky (2010) further argues that
because the prefrontal cortex matures later in the course of
development, infants (who are known to categorize visual

input) ought to learn categories through means other than
selectivity. Therefore, the assumption that infants, like
adults, should optimize their attention to relevant features
over the course of learning may not be plausible based
solely on the prematurity of the prefrontal cortex. However,
there is research suggesting that linguistic labels may help
infants shift attention to relevant features during
categorization by focusing infants’ attention on perceptual
features that are shared by members of a category. If labels
can direct attention to commonalities among category
members, then infants should optimize their attention to
relevant features over time. Previous research demonstrates
that infants ranging from 3 to 12 months are often better at
learning visual categories when objects are associated with
labels than when the same visual stimuli are associated with
nonlinguistic sounds (Balaban & Waxman, 1997; Fulkerson
& Waxman, 2007; Robinson & Sloutsky, 2007; Ferry,
Hespos, & Waxman, 2010). However, labels have also been
shown to attenuate infants’ learning of visual categories
when performance was compared to learning of unlabeled
objects presented in silence (Robinson & Sloutsky, 2007).
What underlying mechanisms can account for the
facilitative effects of labels on infants’ categorization? It has
been argued that labels facilitate categorization by
highlighting the commonalities among labeled entities
(Fulkerson & Waxman, 2007; Waxman, 2003) and that
labeling objects directs attention to perceptual properties
that will aid successful categorization (Waxman, 2004). In
contrast, some researchers argue that infants have difficulty
processing multimodal information, with labels often
attenuating visual processing early in development
(Robinson & Sloutsky, 2007; Sloutsky & Robinson, 2008).
Therefore by this account, labels should have no facilitative
effect above a silent condition and may even overshadow
infants’ visual processing.
One limitation of previous research is that the
mechanisms underlying the effects of labels on
categorization are often inferred by examining infants’
novelty preference at test, rather than directly testing how
labels affect attention in the course of category learning.
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The few preliminary studies that have recently used an eye
tracker to examine how labels affect infants’ attention
during category learning have yielded mixed results.
Althaus and Mareschal (2010) demonstrated that infants
attended to the commonalities between category exemplars
more when objects were labeled than when presented in
silence. However, this research examined infants’ looking to
category relevant features only in the first second of each
familiarization trial (i.e., prior to hearing the label). In a
different study, Best, Robinson, and Sloutsky (2010) found
that common labels did not direct infants’ attention to
common features more than a silent control condition.
Rather, they found attentional differences only when objects
were paired with varying labels such that unique labels
directed infants’ attention to unique features more than
infants in a silent control condition. Finally, Robinson and
Sloutsky (2010) found that compared to a silent control
condition, labels often attenuated learning of visual
categories: When images were labeled, infants exhibited
attenuated looking to category relevant features and
attenuated preference for a novel category in a subsequent
testing phase.
The primary goals of the current study were to examine
how labels influenced visual attention over the course of
category learning and to examine whether infants, like
adults, optimize attention to category relevant features over
time. If labels facilitate category learning, then infants
should be more likely to learn the category in the label
condition. If labels initially interfere with learning, then
infants should be more likely to learn the category in the
silent condition. Furthermore, if labels direct attention to
commonalities, then infants should optimize attention to the
relevant features over time. To investigate the effect of
labels on infants’ attention to category relevant features
during a category learning task, half of the infants were
familiarized to category members with labels and half were
familiarized to category members presented in silence.
Critically, half of the visual features on each category
member were shared among the category members (i.e.,
category relevant information); whereas, the other half of
the features were not predictive of category membership
(i.e., category irrelevant information).

contained consistent colored shapes across category
members (i.e., category relevant features), while two
locations contained colored shapes that were unique to each
category exemplar (i.e., category irrelevant features).
Objects were presented in pairs subtending an approximate
horizontal and vertical visual angle of 3.8°.
A female experimenter, using infant directed speech,
recorded the audio stimuli for the label condition. The
speech component was recorded using Cool Edit 2000 at
44.10 kHz, 16 Bit, in stereo. The speech was presented at
approximately 68-72 dB.

Figure 1. Example stimulus pairs from category 1 (top
panel) and category 2 (bottom panel). Note. Category
relevant features included the trapezoid in the top right
corner and the crescent in the bottom left corner for
category 1 and the arrow in the top left corner and the
teardrop in the bottom right corner for category 2.

Method
Participants
Forty infants (20 boys, 20 girls) ranging in age from 6 to 8
months (M = 6.85 months, SD = 0.95 months) were tested,
with 20 infants in the label condition and 20 infants in the
silent condition. Infants were recruited from local birth
records. All infants were healthy, and no parents reported
any infant to have vision or hearing problems.

Stimuli
Visual stimuli included two categories of objects, each with
10 exemplars. A category member consisted of a large X
with four colorful shapes affixed to each end point (see
object pairs in Figure 1). For each exemplar, two locations

Apparatus
A non-invasive Tobii T60 eye tracker measured eye gaze by
computing the pupil-corneal reflection at a sampling rate of
60 Hz (i.e., 60 gaze data points collected per second for
each eye). The eye-tracking device, which is integrated into
the base of a high-resolution 17-inch computer monitor, was
located on a table inside a darkened testing booth, enclosed
by curtains. A trained experimenter monitored the
experiment on a 19-inch Dell OptiPlex 755 computer
located outside of the testing booth. A Sony Network
camera was located inside the testing booth to the side of the
eye tracker displaying a live feed view of the participant that
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remaining duration consisted of silence. Infants’ looking
time data were recorded using E-prime software version 2.0.

an experimenter monitored on a 9-inch black and white
Sony SSM-930/930 CE television. Two Dell computer
speakers were positioned behind a curtain and out of view
on either side of the eye tracker.

Results
Unfiltered gaze data were used to calculate looking
time proportions. A point of gaze was recorded if a
participant spent at least 16.67ms looking to any of the predetermined areas of interests (AOIs). The AOIs were
defined as a square surrounding the location of the four
main parts of each object. Using looking time measures, test
data were analyzed first to establish whether infants learned
the categories. Training data were then analyzed to identify
infants’ attention to relevant versus irrelevant features
during the course of learning and if there were differential
attention patterns between infants in the silent and label
conditions.

Design
The experiment had a between-subjects design with
participants randomly assigned to one of two experimental
conditions (i.e., label or silent). Visual input was identical
for both conditions and was presented in a random
sequence. The presence of auditory input differed between
conditions and when included, it varied randomly.

Procedure
Infants sat on a caregiver’s lap and were positioned in front
of the eye tracker within an approximate viewing distance of
60cm. Prior to the experiment, infants completed a 5-point
calibration sequence lasting less than one minute. The
calibration points consisted of a dynamic kitten image
appearing on the screen with a corresponding “bounce”
sound.
Training and test trials were presented in blocks. All
participants completed four blocks, with each block having
six training trials and one test trial, for a total of 28 trials.
Infants were familiarized to one category and tested with a
contrasting category. Objects were always presented in
pairs. However, during training trials, the object pairs
consisted of members of the same category; whereas, during
test trials, object pairs included a novel category member
and a novel non-category member.
For infants in the label condition, the following six
speech phrases were randomly paired with visual images on
each trial:
Look at the feps!
Wow, these are feps!
Hey, these are feps!
Do you see the feps?
Can you see the feps?
Look at these!
To minimize differences between training and test trials,
infants in the label condition heard “Look at these” on all
test trials in addition to hearing “Look at these” once in each
training block. This programming detail made the learning
and test trials identical apart from the change in visual
stimuli. Only infants in the label condition heard auditory
input during the trials. Infants in the silent condition never
heard speech during the experiment. To maintain
engagement, a dynamic bouncing ball was centrally
presented as an attention-grabbing fixation between every
trial for both conditions.
On each trial, visual images lasted for a total duration
of 5000ms for both conditions. In the label condition, the
audio occurred with the onset of the image and lasted
between 890ms and 1700ms, depending on the phrase. The

Test Data
To examine how labels influenced infants’ learning of the
categories, a traditional measure of categorization was used.
Infants’ novelty preference (i.e., looking time to the novel
category in relation to looking time to the novel and familiar
categories combined) was calculated for each trial, and then
averaged across all four test trials. Infants’ mean novelty
preferences in the silent condition (M = .53, SE = .03) and in
the label condition (M = .52, SE = .03) did not differ from
chance (.50).
To further examine dynamics of infants’ novelty
preferences within test trials, a novelty preference score was
calculated every 500ms, and then averaged across the four
test trials at each point in time for the total duration of
5000ms. Infants in the silent condition showed a reliable
novelty preference for the first 2000ms after stimulus onset,
t’s > 1.85, p’s < .05; whereas, looking to the novel category
was never reliably greater than looking to the familiar
category for infants in the label condition (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Mean novelty preference scores within test trials.
Note. The * indicates a reliable difference from .50, p < .05.
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Furthermore, by looking at individual infants’ novelty
preferences, it was apparent that the group means were not
different from chance because for those infants who
discriminated the categories at test, some showed a
familiarity preference rather than a novelty preference. To
tease this apart, we conservatively classified infants as
learners if they demonstrated above chance preferences for
the novel category (i.e., ≥ 60%) or if they demonstrated
above chance preference for the familiar category (i.e., ≥
60%). In the silent condition, 65% of the infants were
classified as learners; whereas, only 45% of infants in the
label condition were classified as learners. Although a larger
proportion of infants in the silent condition were classified
as learners than in the label condition, this group difference
was not statistically significant.

Training Data
To determine how labels influenced infants’ visual attention
during learning, the proportion of time infants looked at the
category relevant features within each training trial (i.e.,
every 500ms) in relation to the total looking time to
category relevant and category irrelevant features combined
was calculated. As can be seen in Figure 3, the proportion of
looking to category relevant features never exceeded .50 for
infants in either the silent or label condition, providing no
evidence that labels directed infants’ attention to category
relevant features compared to the silent condition.

Figure 3. Proportion of looking to category relevant features
within training trials.
Infants did not optimize attention to relevant features.
Instead, they were less likely to look to category relevant
features than to category irrelevant features. Additionally,
infants’ mean looking to category relevant features
collapsed across all fixations was significantly less than .50
in the label condition (M = .40, SE = .02) and in the silent
condition (M = .39, SE = .03), t’s > 3.73, p’s < .01, and at no
within trial time point did the infants’ mean proportion of

looking to relevant features in the label condition exceed
infants’ mean proportion of looking to relevant features in
the silent condition.

Discussion
The current study examined how labels affect categorization
by assessing categorization in a traditional preferential
looking paradigm during test trials and examining infants’
attention to category relevant features in the course of
learning during training trials. Several important findings
were revealed by the current results. First, there was little
evidence that labels have facilitative effects on category
learning. Infants in the label condition did not learn the
target category. In contrast, infants in the silent condition
demonstrated some evidence of category learning with
greater initial looking at each test trial to the novel noncategory object early in the trials. Second, the current
experiment also found no effect of labels directing attention
to commonalities during learning. Even in the silent
condition where the majority of infants learned the target
category, there was no evidence of attention optimization to
category relevant features. Infants, unlike adults, did not
shift their attention to category relevant features as a
strategy for learning to categorize novel objects in the given
task. Therefore the current results suggest that attention to
relevant features may not be a good index of infants’
category learning.
The current study is not without limitations.
Traditional novelty preference scores did not differ from
chance preferences for infants in either the silent or label
condition, suggesting the target category was difficult to
learn. Although this null result could be explained by some
infants demonstrating a reliable familiarity preference and
some infants demonstrating a reliable novelty preference,
the lack of a robust group novelty preference at test may
have been due to the nature of the stimuli. Whereas spatially
separated features provided cleaner eye-tracking analysis of
infants’ looking to individual features, it may have been
more difficult for infants to perceive objects as a whole than
if the features had been less spatially separable. If infants
did not encode whole objects during training trials, it should
be somewhat more difficult to discriminate categories
during test trials. It would be beneficial to replicate the
current study with different classes of stimuli to clarify this
design-related issue.
Although these findings do not support previous
evidence of facilitative effects of labels on infants’
categorization (Balaban & Waxman, 1997; Fulkerson &
Waxman, 2007), they do support previous evidence of
attenuated visual processing due to auditory input (e.g.,
Robinson & Sloutsky, 2007). Studies have shown that
labels interfere with visual processing in pre-linguistic
infants (Robinson & Sloutsky, 2007; Sloutsky & Robinson,
2008). Yet researchers have suggested that a possible
mechanism for labels to facilitate learning is by inviting
infants to focus on commonalities among category objects.
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However, the current study found no evidence of infants
increasing their attention to features that were common
between objects in a given object category. Furthermore,
whereas selective attention is an efficient means for adults
to categorize objects, in the current experiment, those
infants who learned the categories did so without optimizing
their attention to the relevant features. Infants in the silent
condition demonstrated a reliable preference for the novel
category within the first two seconds of test trials, yet
attention patterns during learning indicate that they spent
more time looking to category irrelevant features than to
category relevant features. Given that by definition, the
category- relevant features remained constant throughout, it
is highly likely that infants habituated to the unvarying
features and quickly shifted attention to the irrelevant
features that were more novel across training trials. This
provides further evidence that despite having an immature
prefrontal cortex, infants can learn categories through means
other than selectivity, as Sloutsky (2010) has argued. One
possibility is that infants in the current task learned the
pattern of correlations among features. Research has found
that infants can abstract correlated features among objects
when provided with a sufficient number of exemplars (e.g.,
Younger & Cohen, 1986). Given these different learning
mechanisms, it is important for future research on category
learning to consider that signature patterns of attention
during learning may differ developmentally.
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Abstract
The significant role of explanation in learning and
generalization is ubiquitous and well documented:
explanation promotes student learning in educational settings,
drives conceptual development in young children, is accorded
a central role in theories of conceptual representation, and has
a long history in artificial intelligence. Despite this, relatively
little is known about the precise mechanisms that underlie
explanation’s effects, and there is a paucity of discourse
between the disciplines of cognitive science that study
explanation. This interdisciplinary symposium brings together
key researchers from education, development, cognitive
psychology and computer science to synthesize the progress
from these disciplines, forging connections between ongoing
research programs to identify promising future directions.
Keywords: explanation, self-explanation, understanding,
learning, transfer, generalization, explanation-based learning

Investigating the processes that foster learning and
generalization is one of the core questions in cognitive
science: how does a child, adult, or computer acquire
knowledge and understanding that is readily generalized to
novel situations, rather than lying inert? Explanation has
been repeatedly shown to play a key role across a range of
core cognitive science disciplines, including education,
cognitive development, cognitive psychology, and artificial
intelligence.
In real-world educational contexts, researchers have
documented a self-explanation effect: whether studying
math, physics or biology, learners who generate
explanations for what they are learning (spontaneously or in
response to prompts) are more likely to acquire accurate
concepts and transfer their knowledge to novel problems
and situations (Chi et al, 1994). Developmentally,
generating explanations for the behavior or reasoning of
others has been shown to foster conceptual change in young
children’s understanding of theory of mind and number
conservation (Wellman & Liu, 2006; Siegler, 2002).
Research in cognitive psychology also invokes
explanation as a powerful force in conceptual representation
and revision, even when explanations are not explicitly
solicited. In particular, theories of conceptual representation
accord a central role to explanation in understanding how
concepts and causal relationships between concepts are
represented, especially in knowledge-rich domains (e.g.
Murphy & Medin, 1985; Lombrozo, 2009). Understanding

how explaining promotes learning can thus shed light on
concept acquisition and causal learning, and in particular the
role of prior knowledge in these processes.
Finally, work on explanation-based learning in artificial
intelligence and machine learning has isolated different
aspects of explanation and formally characterized how these
can support generalization (DeJong & Mooney, 1986;
Mitchell et al, 1986). However, the developments in these
formalisms have not been fully exploited to interpret current
educational and psychological work on explanation and
learning, nor been directed at understanding current findings
and issues in these fields (for a rare exception, see Ahn,
Brewer & Mooney, 1992).
Despite extensive documentation of the powerful effects
of explanation in education and development and the
relevance of explanation and learning to current research,
little is known about why and how explaining exerts its
effects (Lombrozo, 2006). This symposium provides a
timely forum for addressing this gap in current theories by
bringing together researchers to synthesize empirical
findings in education and development, theories and models
from artificial intelligence, and investigation using the
experimental methodology of cognitive psychology.
Michelene Chi synthesizes research in education to give
insight into the nature of self-explanation by contrasting it
with other learning activities. Cristine Legare provides a
developmental perspective on how explanations selectively
guide children’s exploration and learning, particularly of
causal mechanisms. Joseph Williams and Tania Lombrozo
provide a novel account of explanation’s role in
generalization in terms of pattern discovery, drawing on
philosophical theories and methodology in cognitive
psychology. Gerald DeJong presents current machine
learning research on how explanations can integrate
statistical and logical inference.

The constructive nature of self-explanation
Michelene Chi conducted the pioneering work on
explanation in education with seminal papers on the selfexplanation effect. Her talk reviews and synthesizes
research in education to shed light on why self-explanation
is beneficial, through a comparison to other active,
constructive, and interactive learning activities (Chi, 2009).
The constructive nature of explanation is proposed as an

* Denotes organizers.
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important factor and provides insight into when explanation
will be most effective in educational settings.

The goal of this symposium is to shed light on the
powerful impact of explanation on learning and
generalization by bringing together leading researchers from
education, cognitive development, cognitive psychology and
machine learning and AI. Four talks and an extended
discussion period by the full panel of presenters (moderated
by the discussant Tania Lombrozo) will synthesize recent
advances in the empirical discoveries and theoretical models
in each discipline, promote cross-fertilization of pertinent
ideas, and identify promising directions for future research.

In search of a mechanism: The unique and
selective benefits of explanation for learning
Cristine Legare reviews evidence that children
preferentially explain events that have the potential to teach
them something new: inconsistency with prior knowledge
triggers children's explanatory reasoning by motivating a
search for underlying causal mechanisms (Legare, Gelman,
& Wellman, 2010) and explaining inconsistent outcomes
guides exploratory, hypothesis-testing behavior (Legare, in
press). She presents recent developmental research
comparing explanation to other cognitive processes such as
exploration and observation (Legare & Lombrozo, under
review) to provide additional evidence that identifying
causal mechanisms is a crucial function of explanation
and provides support for the proposal that explanation has
unique and selective benefits for learning.

References

A subsumptive constraints account of
explanation’s role in generalization
Understanding what explanations are – their structure and
content – can shed light on why explaining supports
generalization. Williams & Lombrozo (2010) draw on
theories from philosophy of science to propose a
subsumptive constraints account, according to which
explaining exerts the selective constraint of driving learners
to find patterns or regularities that underlie or generate
(subsume) what they are explaining. Experiments on
category learning demonstrate the first self-explanation
effect using rigorously controlled artificial materials from
cognitive psychology and provide direct evidence that
explaining “Why?” drives the discovery of abstract
regularities, which then provide the basis for generalization
to novel contexts. The double-edged nature of this constraint
is demonstrated in an explanation impairment effect: if
people seek explanations when only misleading regularities
are present, explaining impairs their learning. This provides
evidence against a primarily motivational or attentional
account of explanation’s effects.

A novel perspective on explanation-based
learning
Gerald DeJong has been an early architect of and major
contributor to machine learning and artificial intelligence
research on explanation-based learning, from its earliest
stages to the present. His talk and current work (DeJong,
2006) explore how explanations may serve as a mechanism
for integrating the strengths of statistical inference – robust
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and symbolic and logical reasoning – the representational
and inferential richness obtained from structured
representations supplied by prior or expert knowledge.
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Abstract
Research shows that people handle the complexity of
environments by cognitively simplifying them using spatial
schemas and heuristics. Such simplification strategies can be
seen in route planning situations, such as the Travelling
Salesperson Problem (TSP) and tour planning. The present
study extends this work by examining a situation where
memory demands must be considered during route planning -planning a running route through an unfamiliar area. Results
of routes planned on maps in grid-like and non-grid-like
environments suggest that the planned routes reflect aspects
of cognitive simplification to meet memory demands. This
was evident in both global and local features of the routes.
Globally, route trajectories tended towards simple shapes in
accord with the affordances of the environment. Locally,
changes of direction were preferably chosen at landmarks.
More demanding (non-grid) environments led to an increase
in simplification strategy use, such as relying on major roads,
and avoiding complex decision points.
Keywords: route planning, memory, spatial cognition.

Introduction
A Cognitive Science Conference attendee decides to hit the
streets of Boston for an early morning run. Being unfamiliar
with Boston, she checks an on-line map to plan a route. She
knows she wants the route to begin and end at her hotel and
be approximately 3 miles long. She also knows that while
she could carry a concierge-provided map, she prefers to
remember the route so as not to interrupt the flow of her run.
Will her planned route through this unfamiliar environment
reflect the cognitive demands of remembering it? The
present experiment explores this question. Using running
routes as a route-planning task provides an excellent
naturalistic context for exploring how anticipated memory
demands may influence the route planning process.
People commonly plan routes through unfamiliar cities
with the aid of a map and then embark on their route
without the map, sometimes successfully and other times
not. Maps reflect the information rich nature of the
environments in which we consistently engage. The
information-richness, however, means we cannot remember
everything about them. Instead, we extract what information
we need (or think we need), sometimes schematizing it for

later use (Freksa, 1999; Tenbrink & Winter, 2009; Tversky,
2001). The question in the current research is whether and in
what ways people account for memory demands when
planning routes. Furthermore, we address the extent to
which route planning strategies are influenced by the
structure of the environment.
One route-planning situation examined extensively is the
Traveling Salesperson Problem (TSP). The TSP is an
optimization problem wherein one devises an itinerary to
visit a given number of cities, visiting each one once, while
minimizing travel costs, and ending at the starting point.
While hypothetical, the TSP is not unlike planning the best
route to complete a set of errands. From a computational
viewpoint the TSP is complex. Indeed, an efficient
computational algorithm for the TSP has not been identified
(Applegate et al., 2007). Yet, humans solve it relatively
efficiently (e.g., MacGregor & Ormerod, 1996; Tenbrink &
Wiener, 2009), most likely by employing some type of
cognitive simplification or heuristic (Tversky & Kahneman,
1974) that focuses on the global spatial properties of the
problem (Ormerod & Chronicle, 1999). Little work has
applied findings based on the TSP to everyday navigation
(Wiener & Tenbrink, 2009), apart from some studies on
urban activity planning (e.g., Gärling et al., 1986).
Planning running routes to remember in unfamiliar cities
differs from the TSP in interesting ways. First, the success
of completing a running route in an unfamiliar area may
depend on knowing the details. This is particularly true in
areas without predictable structure (as in some areas in
Boston). Predictable structure (e.g. roads forming a grid,
symmetric city organization, etc.) affords more tolerance for
divergence from the planned route. Second, running routes
often have no particular sub-goals and instead focus on
global goals of distance or time. In contrast to the TSP,
route efficiency is not the primary emphasis. Planning a
holiday or sightseeing tour bears similarity to running route
planning in this way. Tenbrink and Seifert (2011) examined
tour planning by having participants plan a 14-day island
tour for a friend. They found that people approached this
planning task by systematically simplifying its complexity
(Freksa, 1999) in similar ways as in the TSP. For example,
paths were coherent and circular rather than random
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(indicating planners' attention to trajectory shape), and the
spatial organization was further managed by focusing on
clusters of goal locations or sub-regions (e.g., eastern and
western parts of an island). Both of these techniques are
known from earlier research on human TSP solving
(Ormerod & Chronicle, 1999; Graham et al., 2000). Thus,
people deal with complexities of route planning using basic
cognitive simplification strategies that are flexibly adaptable
across tasks. Third, running routes differ because they are
ideally committed to memory, whereas the TSP and tour
plans are not (but see Wiener, Ehbauer, & Mallot, 2009).
Memory demands should further promote use of heuristics
and simplification strategies. However, to our knowledge,
no previous work has explored how known memory
demands influence the route planning process in a task
involving no sub-goals.
Route selection, as opposed to planning, research suggests
possible simplification strategies. More decision points
increase memory load, thus people should select routes that
decrease decision points. Any decision point, such as an
intersection, requires a decision about reorientation.
Bailenson, Shum, and Uttal (2000) support this contention,
showing that people tend to choose routes that are initially
long and straight (see also Hochmair & Karlsson, 2005).
Similarly, Christenfeld (1995) showed that people choose
the last possible turn to a destination, even holding distance
constant. Deviating from the destination increases
orientation demands, thus people should select routes that
show either minimal or systematic deviations. Bailenson,
Shum, and Uttal (1998) support this prediction showing a
preference for routes that do not deviate globally from a
destination (Hochmair & Karlsson, 2005).
Another likely strategy is to rely on perceptually available
patterns in the street network when looking at the map.
When thinking about and navigating in space, humans rely
heavily on whatever structure the environment provides
(Golledge, 1999; Tversky, 2003). Davies & Pederson (2001)
demonstrate the effects of urban grid patterns on orientation,
memory, and features of sketch maps drawn by participants.
Clear gridlike structures in the environment, then, can be
expected to affect route planning particularly in the case of
memory demands.
Route planners are also likely to use the salience of
landmarks in their routes (Klippel & Winter, 2005; Sorrows
& Hirtle, 1999). Landmarks serve an organizing role in
memory for environments (Gollege, 1999), not unlike that
of spatial categories (Maddox, Rapp, Brion, & Taylor, 2008;
McNamara, Hardy, & Hirtle, 1989).
In the present study, participants planned a 2 to 3 mile
running route using one of two maps, knowing they would
have to remember the route. The maps depicted areas that
intuitively should differ in memorability, due to the extent
to which spatial schemas could be applied to them (Moar &
Bower, 1983). One map represented a region with streets
arranged roughly in a grid while the other showed a region
without the structure provided by a grid. We expected
evidence of memory-based planning to be evident in two

ways. First, the routes should, in general, exhibit
characteristics of simplification in relation to baseline
characteristics of the environment. For one example, routes
would use landmarks at decision points at a rate exceeding
the general availability of landmarks in the environment.
Second, a grid pattern should support simple trajectory
shapes, such as squares or rectangles, which are not
available with a non-grid pattern. In contrast, the routes in
the non-grid environment should show increased evidence
of simplification heuristics due to the environment’s
increased complexity. In this case, the increased complexity
comes about because a regularized pattern that a grid
imposes is unavailable.

Experiment
Methods
Participants. Thirty-four participants, who had responded
to advertisements seeking joggers and runners, completed
the study. Prior to coming to the experiment, each
participant completed a running experience questionnaire
asking about gender, running frequency (times per week),
and average distance per run. Using this information, we
assigned participants to one of the two route map areas, thus
equating participants planning in these areas for gender,
running frequency, and running distance. Data from one
participant (assigned to Map 1) was eliminated from
analyses due to computer recording error. In this study,
participants were asked to plan a running route as if they
would run it, but they were not actually asked to run.
Materials. We used a commercially available web-site
(www.mapmyrun.com). We selected three map areas such
that participants would not be highly familiar with the area,
but it was within driving proximity of Tufts University.
One area served as a training map. The two experimental
areas differed such that one had streets forming primarily a
regular grid pattern and the other was perceptually ungridlike, i.e., showed a less clearly structured pattern. Although
differing in adherence to a grid structure, the two areas did
not differ substantively in complexity. We determined
complexity by coding environment characteristics of two
overlapping circular regions (0.75 mile diameter and 1.5
mile diameter) centered on the designated starting point for
route planning. The diameters of the regions represented the
most likely area used for route planning of a 2 to 3 mile run
if participants planned a loop course (0.75 mile) and if they
planned an out-and-back course (1.5 mile).
Characteristics coded included road segments (road
between intersections), distinguishing between major and
minor roads, intersections, distinguishing number of
branches and prototypicality, and landmarks. Landmarks
consisted of park boundaries, main road intersections, and
atypical road properties (e.g., traffic circles; cf. Lynch,
1960). See Table 1 for characteristics of these environments,
and Figures 1 (grid) and 2 (nongrid) for screenshots with
example routes.
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Table 1: Baseline map area characteristics
Map
(diameter)
Grid
(0.75)
Non-grid
(0.75)
Grid
(1.5)
Non-grid
(1.5)

Minor
Road
Segments
83%

Prototypical
DP
82%

2 to 4way
DP
98%

Landmarks

81%

77%

99%

40

93%

81%

98%

214

88%

75%

99%

219

48

Figure 1: Grid environment with example route. The
green dot (south) marks the designated start- and endpoint.

Figure 2: Non-grid environment with example route. The
green dot (north) marks the designated start- and endpoint.
Procedures. Participants first planned a route on
www.mapmyrun.com in the practice area to familiarize
themselves with technical aspects of marking a route on the
map. They started at the designated starting point, marked
with a green circle. The experimenter pointed out how to
undo parts of the route if the participant changed their mind
and how to complete the route at the end. After completing
the practice route, the participant saw a different browser

window with the assigned mapping area and starting point
visible. The experimenter informed participants that they
should plan a 2 to 3 mile running route that they would be
able to later recall. Participants then planned their route by
marking it on the map with the web-site tools. After the
participant had completed their route, the experimenter
saved the route via a screen capture.

Results
Data Coding and Analyses. Coding of the planned routes
involved two approaches, a local and a global approach.
For the local approach, initial coding involved the first
author marking segments on each planned route. A segment
started at a decision point (e.g., beginning of route,
intersection) and included the path until the next decision
point. A decision point was defined by whether the segment
changed direction (as defined by Klippel et al., 2004) and
whether an alternative direction existed. In some cases
direction change at a decision point involved a change in
street name. If the street name did not change, a new
decision point was defined only in the case of a minor road,
and only if a sharp corner existed at an intersection. Major
and minor roads differed on the map by color. The second
author reviewed all coding and disagreements were resolved
through discussion. Number of segments served as one of
the dependent measures of route complexity.
A trained research assistant coded each segment of the
planned routes for characteristics of the decision point and
of the path. Characteristics of the decision point included
number of direction options, prototypicality, direction of
turn (sharp, prototypical, or veer, cf. Klippel et al., 2004),
and available landmarks (e.g., parks, complex intersections,
major roads encountered along the way; cf. Lynch, 1960).
Characteristics of the paths included street name, major or
minor road, whether path was retraced during the route or a
decision point was crossed for the second time, and the
number and type of intersections (potential other decision
points) along the path. One final variable coded how path
name interacted with direction choices at a decision point,
i.e., whether one could have gone more than one direction
on the same road at the decision point.
The global approach involved visual inspection of the
routes and coding of features related to shape and extent of
the routes.
Analyses consisted of two types of t-tests, those
comparing route characteristics to the baseline occurrence of
these characteristics in the environment (see Table 1) and
those comparing characteristics of the planned routes as a
function of the different map areas (grid vs. non-grid).
General Characteristics of Planned Routes. The
planned routes had on average 9.82 segments. Planned
routes had more of a loop than an out-and-back pattern. This
fact was confirmed initially by visual inspection of the
routes. Of the 33 maps analyzed, only one (grid
environment) followed an out-and-back path. Two others
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(one from each environment) followed an out-and-back with
a loop at the turn around, sometimes called a lollipop course
by runners. The looped structure was confirmed statistically
by examining the proportion of route segments not
overlapping with any other part of the route (95%), (t(32) =
27.7, p <.001). Not a single route involved a crossing of the
trajectory, which would mean using an intersection twice
without retracing any associated segment of the route. In
other words, no routes resembled the shape of an 8, or the
like.
Analysis of turn direction also confirmed the tendency to
plan routes that made a loop. Routes involved turns in a
single direction more often than would be predicted by
chance (M = 73%; t(32) = 11.49, p < .001). The proportion
of turns of a particular direction (e.g., right turns) did not
differ statistically from chance (p > .05), but showed a slight
preference for left turns (58%).
Other segment-based features of the routes showed that as
a whole, the planned routes utilized major and minor roads
in proportions similar to those in the environments, as
indicated by the baseline environment coding (p > .95).
Further, planned routes made heavy use of landmarks (63%
of time) at decision points. This landmark use exceeds the
baseline proportion (30%) of landmarks to decision points
(t(32) = 10.706, p <.001).
Characteristics Differing by Environment. The planned
routes did not differ between map areas in terms of the total
number of segments (p > .80), with an average of 9.75
segments for the grid area and 9.88 segments for the nongrid area. Similarly, use of landmarks at decision points did
not differ as a function of map area (p > .65).
Analyses focusing on characteristics of the decision
points themselves showed differences as a function of map
area. The number of direction choices at a decision point
differed by map area (t(31) = 3.047, p < .01), with routes in
the grid environment (M = 3.56 choices) having somewhat
more complex directional choices than those in the non-grid
environment (M = 3.34 choices). The greater complexity of
directional choice at decision points could also be seen in
use of decision points where one could turn in more than
one direction on the same road (t(31) = 3.46, p < .005. Use
of these types of decision points occurred more in the grid
environment (70% of decision points) than in the non-grid
environment (49% of decision points). Participants also
differed in the types of turns they would use as a function of
environment. Although the two environments did not differ
overall in the proportion of prototypical (close to 90-degree)
intersections (see Table 1), participants included more turns
classified as "veer" in the non-grid environment (41%)
compared to the grid environment (17%) and to baseline
occurrence in the environment (t(31) = -4.392, p < .001).
Use of turns classified as "sharp" also occurred more in the
non-grid (12%) than in the grid environment (2%), t(31) = 4.694, p < .001, but less than predicted by occurrence within
the environment.

Characteristics of path segments also differed as a
function of map area. Although overall the routes used
major and minor roads proportionally similar to their
presence in the environments, within this proportional range
the use of major roads differed by map area. Routes in the
grid environment (12% of segments) utilized major roads to
a lesser extent than those in the non-grid environment (27%
of segments). Routes in grid environments stayed on the
same path longer (passing an average of 4.04 possible
decision points) than those in non-grid environments
(passing an average of 2.76 possible decision points; t(31) =
2.395, p < .05).

Discussion
When planning a running route in an unfamiliar city, one
generally has in mind some desirable properties of that run.
Regardless of any other properties, a key one is being able
to return to the start, whether it be to one’s car or hotel. To
do so effectively requires remembering the planned route.
Although the role of memory in this context is clear, does
one incorporate this role in planning the running route? The
present study explored whether and in what ways people
account for memory demands when planning running
routes. We manipulated memory demands through
characteristics of the environments, using one grid-like
environment and one non-grid environment. While cultural
experiences and expectations about urban areas guide use of
environment grids (Davies & Pederson, 2001), regardless of
this experience a grid does provide a predictable structure
that then allows some cognitive off-loading.
The overall structure of the planned routes provides some
evidence of simplification. Considering the full range of
route structures, the range would seem to be the least
complex out-and-back option to an intermediately complex
loop course to the most complex random or unstructured
course. The vast majority of participants (30 of 33) planned
a loop course. While evident through visual inspection, this
overall structure was confirmed by the absence of trajectory
crossings, the low proportion of segment overlap, and the
high proportion of turns in a single direction occurring
within a route. Thus, generally route trajectories
corresponded to shapes also known to be preferred in human
solutions to the Traveling Salesperson Problem (Ormerod &
Chronicle, 1999) and tour planning involving a set of goals
(Tenbrink & Seifert, 2011). In the TSP, avoiding line
crossings is clearly a useful strategy in order to find the
shortest route (Van Rooij et al., 2003). Apparently,
however, this goal is not the only driving force for such a
strategy, since this same type of route efficiency is not a
primary emphasis in running route planning. The complete
avoidance of line crossings found in our study may thus
seem surprising, also in light of the fact that the holiday tour
plans reported by Tenbrink and Seifert (2011) did involve a
number of path crossings. However, a simple general
trajectory certainly supports the memory demands involved
in our study but not in tour planning and as such may reflect
efficiency in this context.
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Only a few participants (a total of three) adopted
strategies to wholesale minimize memory demands. Only
one participant took an out-and-back course. An out-andback course minimizes the different road names traversed
and allows a strategy for remembering directions at decision
points, namely “reverse the direction used on the way out.”
This participant also noted specifically planning an out-andback course to minimize memory load. Two other
participants planned lollipop routes, characterized by outand-back courses with a loop at the turn around. The small
number of these “memory saving” strategies suggests that
while memory may be important in route planning, other
factors also play a role. Some of these reasons, although not
explored in the current study, might be more aesthetically,
emotionally, or motivationally based.
While memory or cognitive demands may not account for
all aspects of running route planning, we argue that our
results, without having given participants explicit
instructions about memory, point to cognitive influences in
route planning. Running route planners appeared to support
their memory by relying on landmarks to a much greater
extent than would be expected in the environment.
Participants used decision points with landmarks at rates
more than doubling the baseline occurrence. This finding
reflects the vast earlier literature highlighting the importance
of landmarks in spatial representations (Sorrows & Hirtle,
199) and wayfinding (e.g., Lynch, 1960; Evans et al., 1984).
Our finding also extends more typical definitions of
landmarks. Unlike typical definitions of landmarks,
including buildings, statues, parks, etc., the landmark
information available to participants included those evident
on a typical map. While maps do note parks and some
buildings, the more common map landmarks emerge from
the street network’s structural elements. This is consistent
with Claramunt and Winter’s (2007) finding that people do
engage the street network’s structural elements as
landmarks. Our finding also extends work showing
landmark salience in memory for environments, as seen in
maps and descriptions (Klippel & Winter, 2005; Taylor &
Tversky, 1992), to route planning situations. To our
knowledge there is no evidence so far for the role of
landmarks in a scenario involving a general trajectory
resembling that of a TSP task. Our results thus provide first
evidence for a compatibility of an orientation to landmarks
with a loop-based route plan.
Evidence of simplification can also be seen when
comparing route characteristics between the grid and nongrid environments. As predicted, routes in the non-grid
environment showed greater evidence of simplification
strategies. Routes through the non-grid environment used
major roads to a greater extent, and used less complex
decision points. Additionally, routes through non-grid
environments reduced the need to remember the direction of
turns. These routes tended to use decision points where a
road name corresponded to a single possible travel direction.
However, routes in grid environments stayed on the same
path longer, similar to known simplification heuristics in

path selection tasks (Bailenson et al., 2000; Christenfeld,
1995).
One suggestion to explain the difference in evidence of
simplification strategies as a function of environment
structure (grid versus non-grid) lies in the affordances of the
environment. Participants clearly planned routes that
followed a loop, starting and ending at the same point but
having little to no overlap, and no crossings. The shape of
the loop, however, appeared to differ. In the non-grid
environment, the planned routes made much more use of
turns that changed direction (veer). This might reflect an
(often rather unsuccessful) attempt to form a circular path,
similar to the aesthetically pleasing TSP solutions found by
Vickers et al. (2001). Such an attempt would make little
sense in a grid pattern environment, which suggests itself
much more to a square or rectangular pattern. Aiming to
achieve a square-like structure would lead to the observed
effect of passing more decision points: the traveller would
tend to continue straight ahead until the next corner of the
square, rather than veer to one side to achieve a curved
trajectory.
While the behavioral data in this study alone do not
capture all aspects of participants' actual underlying aims,
our results are consistent with the assumption that
participants chose trajectories that utilized the environment's
spatial characteristics as optimally as possible for their
running route. Simple geometric figures such as circles and
squares may provide substantial cognitive support in this
regard. Additionally, the strength of the current study’s
findings lie in its direct applicability to real-world behavior.
Our paradigm closely matches an activity in which people
commonly engage, planning the route they themselves
might run in an unfamiliar city. The observed parallels of
our findings to those of TSP and other related studies
suggest shared cognitive processes of route planning across
situation contexts. Simplification appears to be decisive in
each case, adapted to the task with its specific requirements
as well as to the features of the environment involved.
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Abstract
The present study examined whether spatial information of a
novel environment was integrated within a reference frame
during initial learning, or only later when required for pointing
to other targets. Twenty-two participants repeatedly walked
through a multi-corridor virtual environment, presented via a
head-mounted display. At several stages within the learning
process they were teleported to locations along the route and
asked to self-localize and point to other locations. Pointing was
faster during later tests as well as for closer targets, both of
which might require less integration. Participants tested only
after extended exposure (late pointers) took longer than
participants who had received testing interspersed throughout
the same amount of exposure (early pointers). Pointing latency
did not differ between groups when comparing performance on
their first pointing test, despite vastly different exposure. These
results are inconsistent with the assumption that participants
already integrated spatial information within a single reference
frame during learning and simply accessed this information
during testing. Rather, spatial integration is a time consuming
process which is not necessarily undertaken if not required.
Keywords: Reference frame; environmental space; spatial
integration; survey task; pointing; virtual environment

Introduction
When exploring a novel environmental space such as a city
or building, navigators encounter various views of this
space. Each location within the environment is experienced
from an egocentric perspective, but for so called survey
tasks such as shortcutting, pointing or straight-line distance
estimations, these locations must be spatially integrated into
a common reference frame (egocentric or allocentric).
Spatial integration can be defined here as “the process of
combining different spatial representations that have been

formed by multiple experiences within a single frame of
reference or co-ordinate system” (Meilinger, Berthoz &
Wiener, in press). For example, with regard to pointing,
navigators must know where their target is relative to their
current position, i.e., they must represent the target within
the same reference frame as their body. The question asked
here is ‘when does this integration happen?’.
Many theories concerned with spatial memory assume
that when navigating a space, all spatial information is
integrated within a single global reference frame, at least
eventually, and can then be used for survey tasks (Byrne,
Becker & Burgess, 2007; McNamara, Sluzenski & Rump,
2008; O’Keefe, 1991; Poucet, 1993). Some of these
positions assume or imply that integration occurs during
encoding or consolidation, regardless of whether navigators
will use this knowledge for survey tasks or not. Spatial
integration is thus independent from accessing this
information. Alternatively, multiple representations
acquired during navigation might also be kept separate in
memory and only integrated when necessary, for example,
when conducting a survey task (Meilinger, 2008). These
two positions yield different predictions about the time it
takes to perform a survey task, such as pointing as a
function of (1) the amount of experience with an
environment, (2) the amount of prior testing and (3) the
distance towards a target.
On average, spatial knowledge increases with the amount
of learning (Evans, Marrero & Butler, 1981; Gärling,
Lindberg & Mantyla, 1983; Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth,
1982; but see Ishikawa & Montello, 2006). Repeated testing
of navigators’ survey knowledge generally yields an
increase in accuracy over learning. If spatial information is
integrated during encoding, the acquired knowledge could
simply be accessed during survey tasks, independently of
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whether participants’ survey knowledge was first tested
early or late within the learning process. This would be due
to the acquisition of survey knowledge being independent
from its access. As such, navigators first tested after
extended navigation should perform comparatively as well
as navigators tested throughout the navigation process.
Contrary to accuracy, which increases throughout learning,
the access process for this knowledge should not change
markedly across learning. In other words, participants’ time
conducting a survey task should remain more or less
constant throughout the learning process, independent of
early or late testing, or indeed the accuracy. There may be
an increase at the beginning, if familiarizing with the task
has an effect.
Alternatively, when memorising an environment, these
multiple pieces of spatial information may remain separate
until their integration becomes necessary, such as during a
survey task (Meilinger, 2008). This predicts a difference in
access of spatial information, which should be reflected in
pointing latency during a survey task. This assumption is
supported by evidence to suggest increased latency when
integrating two reference frames with differing preferred
reference directions (Greenauer & Waller, 2010). If multiple
pieces of spatial information do remain disparate until
required, the time needed for integration should not differ as
a function of environmental experience, but with the amount
of prior integration. No matter when the initial survey task
is conducted- early or late during learning an environment –
comparable time should be needed. After the initial survey
task, later tasks should profit from this prior integration and
performance time should decrease. Crucially, this approach
does not predict accuracy as a function of completing a
survey task. Increased experience of an environment allows
increased accuracy of spatial information for each individual
section and their pair-wise spatial relations amongst one
another. In other words, both approaches predict increased
accuracy with extended environmental experience,
independently of when their survey knowledge is tested.
However, predictions deviate when it comes to the process
of accessing and compiling this information.
It should be noted that the current study restricted the
length of time spent learning the environment. Integration
costs during retrieval are only known to occur when
controlling for learning time (Hanley & Levine, 1983,
Yamamoto & Shelton, 2008); however, if given unrestricted
learning time, this effect may not hold. This is especially
true in an experimental environment, where often
participants are motivated to perform as well as possible.
Another issue is the amount of information to be integrated.
When walking larger distances it is often the case that more
spatial information must be integrated. More information to
be integrated should result in larger errors (Thorndyke &
Hayes-Roth, 1982). When integrating spatial information
during testing, more spatial information to be integrated
should also result in longer integration times and thus time
to conduct a survey task. However, if integration happens
during learning, no increase in pointing latency with

distance is expected. The spatial information would be
integrated beforehand and would only have to be accessed.
In summary, if we integrate spatial information during
learning, participants’ pointing latencies should be more or
less constant throughout the familiarization with an
environment, whereas accuracy should increase with
familiarity. Navigators with the same amount of learning
experience should show comparative survey performance
both for accuracy and latency. Pointing to targets further
away should yield larger errors, but should take a
comparable amount of time. However, if integration occurs
while conducting a survey task, latency should be
comparable for the first time a survey task was conducted.
This should be independent of the learning experience in an
environment and should decrease afterwards, as less spatial
information would have to be integrated. Accuracy should
increase with the amount of experience and should, at the
same level of experience, not differ substantially between
navigators with or without prior testing. Both pointing
latency and error should increase with the distance to the
target. None of the earlier mentioned studies measured
latencies of survey tasks and were thus not able to
distinguish between these two positions. The present study
intends to close this gap, giving an opportunity to
investigate when and why this integration occurs.

Method
In order to test the assumptions introduced in the
introduction we conducted a learning experiment within an
immersive virtual environment (VE), consisting of a set of
corridors presented via a head-mounted display (HMD). In
the learning trials, participants experienced the routeshaped VE by following a virtual ball through the
‘corridors’. In the test phase, participants were required to
complete a pointing task. Learning trials and a test phase
repeatedly followed one another in order to measure the
acquisition process. We also compared two groups of
navigators. The early pointing group started the test phase
after four learning trials and continued testing after every
four throughout the experiment. Participants from the late
pointing group completed 16 learning trials before the first
pointing task and were tested again after the twentieth trial.
Participants walked both directions but a single
walkthrough, forwards or backwards, constituted a learning
trial in its own right.

Participants
Twenty two participants (9 females and 13 males) aged
between 23 and 65 (M = 32.2 years, SD = 11 years)
participated in this experiment. 12 participants took part in
the early pointing condition (5 males and 7 females) and 10
participants took part in the late pointing condition (7 males
and 3 females). They were recruited via a subject database
and were paid for their participation. All participants signed
an informed consent approved by an ethical committee
before participating in the experiment.
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high-speed motion capture cameras at 120 Hz (Vicon® MX
13). This data was used to update the visualization of the
VE. The visual surrounding at a location was rendered in
real time (60Hz) using a NVIDIA Quadro FX 3700 graphics
card with 1024 MB RAM in a standard laptop. Participants
viewed the scene in stereo using an nVisor SX headmounted display that provided a field of view of 44x35
degrees at a resolution of 1280x1024 pixels for each eye
with 100% overlap. The setup thus also provided important
visual depth cues such as stereo images and motion parallax.
Figure 1: View from inside (left) and bird’s eye view of
environment. Target and test locations for the pointing task
were identical and located at the center of a turn as well as
at the start and the end of the route (nine locations
altogether)

Procedure

Material
The Virtual Environment. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of
the environment as seen during walking, as well as a bird’s
eye view of the route. The route consisted of a start and endpoint, as well as seven turning locations along the route.
During the first two learning trials, all nine of these ‘target
locations’ were named by the experimenter as the
participant arrived at the location. These target locations
were named after salient landmarks at the locations. The
locations were named as follows: Filing Cabinet, Bay
Window, Mirror, Vase, Potted Plant, Bookcase, Painting,
Grandfather Clock, Fishbowl. The corridor design and
environmental landmarks were distinct at each location,
with sufficient information to identify and distinguish each
location from one another. For methodological issues
related to learning a virtual environment by walking through
it, please refer to Meilinger and Bülthoff (2010).

Figure 2: A participant walking though the environment
during the learning phase (left) and the test phase (right).
The Setup. Participants walked within a 12x12 meter space,
of which the VE covered a 10x10 meter area. This allowed
them to explore the space, without the possibility of walking
into any obstacles and provided realistic proprioceptive and
vestibular feedback, as well as efference copies while
walking in VEs (see Figure 2). To obtain participants’
location in the space, their head position was tracked by 16

There were 20 total walkthroughs of the environment,
totaling ten walkthroughs for each direction. Participants’
exploration time was constrained by a moving ball which
they were instructed to follow through the environment. The
virtual ball moved at an average speed of 1m per second,
stopping only to hover for 3 seconds over white circles on
the ground at each turning location and at both ends of the
environment.
During the pointing task in the test phase, participants
were teleported to target locations on the route. They were
then asked to successively point to all other target locations.
During these trials, participants could look and rotate
around, but not walk. This was enforced by placing
participants in a circular handrail with 0.48 meter diameter
to prevent them from leaving their location. After looking
around and as soon as they subjectively knew their location,
they were asked to press a button on their gamepad (Figure
2 right side). The time required to “self-localise” was
recorded for each participant. Participants were then
instructed on the display to point to a named location, as if
the walls were transparent. They were provided with a black
midline through the display and informed to move their
head until the line corresponded to the estimated target
location. The name of the target location was displayed on
the screen for each pointing. When participants believed
they were facing the target, they pressed a button and then
pointed to the next target location. At each testing location
all eight target locations were presented in a random order.
No feedback on accuracy was given. After they had pointed
to all targets from one location, participants were teleported
to a new position. This was repeated – in random order until participants had pointed to all target locations from all
nine locations along the route. This resulted in 72 pointings
every time the pointing task was completed.
The final section of the test phase consisted of a sequence
task. The sequence task involved participants being
transported to each location again, but instead of pointing,
they were required to detail the turning sequence from that
location to each end location. This was achieved by pressing
the ‘left’ and ‘right’ keys on the gamepad corresponding to
the turning sequence from their location to one of the end
locations. This was collected for both directions from every
location except the end locations themselves, and the
penultimate locations before an end location. For these
locations, only one sequence direction was recorded, as one
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For the analysis we used pointing time and computed the
absolute pointing error (i.e., the deviation between correct
and estimated pointing direction irrespective of the direction
of the error). Values deviating more than three standard
deviations from a participant’s mean were not analyzed.
Accuracy and latency were analyzed with a linear mixed
model analysis (e.g. Snijder & Bosker, 1999) with the fixed
factors learning trial (4, 8, 12, 16 & 20), distance to the
target expressed as the number of corridors (1-8) and
learning group (early vs. late pointing) where appropriate
within a full factorial design (i.e. modeling all possible
interactions). Compared to an ANOVA this analysis is less
restrictive with regard to distribution assumptions and
allows for varying effect sizes within different participants.
Commonly accepted effect sizes for linear mixed models are
not yet available. We thus report partial eta square ηp2
derived from data aggregated per participant and the
respective condition.

.

Results
The first analysis was concerned with an overall
improvement over learning trials and with the distance to
the target. In order to map the whole learning process only
data from the early pointing group was analyzed within a
linear mixed model analysis with the fixed factors of
learning trial and target distance. As predicted by both
positions regarding spatial integration during learning vs.
testing, we found an effect in pointing accuracy for learning
trials (F(4, 4140) = 18.66, p < .01, ηp2 = .55) and for
pointing distance (F(7, 4137) = 178.58, p < .01, ηp2 = .69;
interaction: F(28, 4137) = 1.38, p = .09, ηp2 = .13)
suggesting higher accuracy for shorter distances to the target
and for more learning experience (Figure 3 top). Spatial
integrating during testing, but not spatial integration during
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35
Absolute error (deg)

Analysis

learning predicted the same effects for pointing latency.
Indeed there was a general effect of distance to the target
(F(7, 4137) = 87.51, p < .01, ηp2 = .54) and learning trial
(F(4, 4141) = 45.77, p < .01, ηp2 = .60) suggesting quicker
responses after more learning trials and for closer targets. A
significant interaction indicated that for larger pointing
distances the order of successive learning trials sometimes
reversed probably due to a higher variability (F(28, 4137) =
1.84, p = .01, ηp2 = .10). The effect of distance on both
pointing error and latency was also found in the further
analyses, but will no longer be referred to.
In order to examine the effect of prior testing we compared
performance for ‘early’ and ‘late’ pointing participants
between trials 16 and 20 (fixed factors learning trial, target
distance, and group). There was a significant interaction
between learning trial and group on the pointing time (F(1,
3057) = 9.92, p < .01, ηp2 = .24; main effect learning trial:
F(1, 3057) = 9.92, p < .01, ηp2 = .26; main effect group: F(1,
134) = 3.35, p = .07, ηp2 = .10). In order to investigate this
interaction, the differences between early and late groups
were calculated at trials 16 and 20 respectively. As
predicted by spatial integration during testing, participants
in the early pointing group who could rely on prior
integration pointed more rapidly at trail 16 than the late
pointing participants who pointed for the first time (F(1,
120) = 6.33, p = .01, ηp2 = .14). This difference
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end location is always visible for each penultimate location.
Data from this task is not further reported here.
Participant trials were split into two conditions, which
dictated when they experienced the pointing task. Twelve
participants in the early pointing group were given the
complete test phase (pointing task followed by sequence
task) every four trials. Ten participants in the late pointing
condition performed only the sequence section of the test
phase after learning trials 4, 8 and 12. They eventually
experienced the full test phase after 16 and then 20 trials.
Half of participants in the early pointing group were
informed prior to the learning phase that there would be a
pointing task. The other half was not informed. This
variation did not yield any performance differences and is
not further reported here. Participants from the late pointing
group were not informed that they would have to complete a
pointing trial. Additional post hoc tasks and questionnaires
are not reported here. The whole experiment lasted
approximately 3.5 hours in the early pointing and 2.5 hours
in the late pointing group. Participants were assigned
randomly to conditions.
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Figure. 3: Mean absolute pointing error (top) and latency
(bottom) across learning trials for early and late pointers.
Error bars indicate +-1 standard error. Asterisks * indicate
significant differences in pair-wise comparisons between
successive learning trials and other planned comparisons.

vanished with more extended pointing experience after
learning trial 20 (F(1, 21) = 2.93, p = .10, ηp2 = .09). Phrased
differently, late pointers’ pointing time decreased between
their first and their second pointing test (F(1, 1342) = 8.65,
p < .01, ηp2 = .44), but not so for early pointers who showed
no significant decrease between their fourth and fifth
pointing test (F(1, 1706) = .189, p = .66, ηp2 < .01). Please
note that both groups had exactly the same amount of
navigational experience with the environment.
Integration during learning as well as integration during
testing both predicted that pointing accuracy was predicted
by learning trial, but not so by early or late testing. Indeed
we found no significant effect of group on pointing error
(main effect group: F(1, 134) = 3.35, p = .07, ηp2 = .10; main
effect learning trial: F(1, 3057) = 6.30, p = .01, ηp2 = .27;
interaction: F(1, 3053) = 0.57, p = .45, ηp2 =.02).
We also compared performance within the first pointing
test which ‘early’ pointers conducted at trial 4 and ‘late’
pointers at trial 16 (fixed factors group and target distance).
Neither perspective predicts a difference between latency in
these cases. If access stays constant over learning, there
should be no change in latency from first pointing to fourth
pointing task. On the other hand, if we predict that both of
these pointing tasks are the first instances at which
integration occurs, no difference in latency would be
expected either. Consistent with both positions, no such
difference was observed (F(1, 21) = 0.638, p = .43, ηp2 =
.01). Similarly, both predicted a significant difference in
error, which was found (F(1, 23) = 15.4, p < .00, ηp2 = .31).

Discussion
The core issue addressed within this work was when
navigators integrate the different pieces of spatial
information acquired while exploring an environment. Our
results suggest that in the current setup participants
integrated when required to do so, i.e., when conducting a
survey task (Meilinger, 2008) rather than integrating during
encoding or evaluation, as assumed or suggested by some
theories of spatial memory (Byrne, et al., 2007; O’Keefe,
1991; McNamara, et al., 2008; Poucet, 1993; Trullier,
Wiener, Berthoz & Meyer, 1997). Several effects support
this conclusion.
Pointing became quicker with repeated survey testing. To
the knowledge of the authors, this effect has not been
described before. This is consistent with the assumption that
participants increasingly relied on information integrated
during prior testing, thus shortening the average integration
process. This would not be expected if participants were
simply accessing already integrated spatial information.
Mere improvement in task handling independent of the
spatial content of the task is rather unlikely as, first, the
pointing task is simple (turning ones head into the target
direction and pressing a button) and second, improvement
continued throughout the experiment – mere task
improvement should have saturated much earlier.
Participants tested for the first time after 16 runs took
longer than those with the same learning experience, who

experienced prior testing. Participants tested earlier could
rely on already integrated information and thus their latency
was shorter than those tested for the first time. This
difference diminished when tested after 20 training runs, as
the late pointing group improved more strongly than the
early pointing group between trial 16 and 20. Both groups
took approximately the same time when tested first,
although their experience with the environment differed
considerably (4 vs. 16 runs). This suggests that the amount
of experience with an environment is not responsible for
differences in pointing latencies, rather the amount of
integration achieved before (i.e., the number of pointing
trials). This again is consistent with integrating during
testing rather than integration during learning.
We also found a distance effect indicating that larger
distances to the pointing target (i.e., number of corridors)
resulted in longer pointing times and larger errors. Such a
distance effect was described before for accuracy, but to the
knowledge of the authors not for latency (Thorndyke &
Hayes-Roth, 1982). It is consistent with the assumption that
more pieces of spatial information to be integrated take
longer and also result in larger errors. Increased pointing
time with larger distance is not predicted if the spatial
information was accessed from an integrated representation
stored in memory. However, higher error rate for larger
distances is consistent with both positions about the time
point of integration.
Similar to pointing time, error decreased with experience.
This effect has been described before and suggests that
people indeed acquire more precise knowledge about their
environment with increased experience (Evans, et al., 1981;
Gärling, et al., 1983; Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1982). The
specific new methodological contribution of the current
study was first, looking at time differences for all the
mentioned effects and second, comparing early and late
testing thus disentangling learning and testing.
Use of a virtual environment also allowed for high control
and accuracy in measurement, while providing an
immersive experience within which to conduct a survey
task, with realistic proprioceptive and vestibular feedback,
as well as efference copies.
Altogether, the present results suggest that the integration
of spatial information is an effortful process which requires
time and which does not necessarily happen during learning
an environment, but can also be conducted when accessing
spatial information later. It is consistent with the evidence
that suggests latency in such tasks works as a function of
aligning reference axes of multiple reference frames into a
common reference frame (Greenauer & Waller, 2010). The
alternative of building up an integrated representation of an
environment during learning would not have predicted
substantial time differences in accessing this information
neither for the amount of learning, nor for larger distances to
the target, or as a function of prior testing.
One assumption for integrating during learning is that
integrated survey information only has to be accessed. An
alternative position assumes a navigator mentally walks
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though an integrated environmental representation before
conducting a survey task (Byrne et al., 2007). Mentally
walking would explain the distance effect in time, as
mentally walking longer distances to the target should also
result in longer estimation times. However, mentally
walking cannot explain latency reduction as a function of
testing rather than experience with an environment.
Navigators’ performances usually differ largely between
individuals (Ishikawa & Montello, 2006). This is also true
for the present study. Consequently, it is possible that some
participants already integrated during encoding, however,
for the vast majority this was not the case.
Our effects were obtained within a setting with clearly
restricted learning time. The integration of location
information within the immediate surrounding is known to
result in integration costs during retrieval, only if integration
was restricted to retrieval by controlling for learning time
(Hanley & Levine, 1983; Yamamoto & Shelton, 2008).
Pointing performance might thus look different during selfpaced learning where participants have the time to integrate
(see Kelly & McNamara, 2010). However, we think that this
is an option rather than a necessity. Some navigators may
adopt strategies of already thinking about distant locations
during learning (i.e., integrate spatial information) while
others may not do so. Within the present setting, most
navigators integrated during pointing, otherwise our effects
would not have been observed.
The present results suggest that the integration of spatial
information required for survey tasks is a time consuming
process. When learning an environment, integration does
not necessarily occur during learning, but navigators can
memorize multiple pieces of information and integrate when
required to do so.
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Abstract
Navigation strategy is an important component of spatial
navigation. In the present study, we developed an assessment of
human navigation strategy using a virtual analog of an
assessment of animal navigation strategy. We examined the
relationship between age, sex, and navigation strategy
preference on subsequent performance of the virtual Morris
Water Task (vMWT). On our novel assessment of navigation
strategy, individuals were highly consistent in preferring either
an allocentric or egocentric strategy. There were also substantial
group differences in strategy preference with older adults
overwhelmingly preferring an egocentric strategy, while
younger adults were evenly divided between strategies. There
were no significant sex differences in navigation strategy. On
subsequent vMWT testing, allocentric strategy preference was
associated with more accurate probe trial performance and
enhanced cognitive mapping. These results suggest that human
navigation strategy can be assessed reliably and that these
strategy preferences feed forward to influence performance on
independent navigation tasks.
Keywords: Navigation; strategy; humans; aging; older
adults; cognitive mapping

Introduction
Age and sex differences are commonly found in both human
and animal models of navigation performance (Barnes et al.
1980; Driscoll et al. 2005; Ingram 1988; McLay et al. 1999;
Moffat et al. 2001; Newman and Kaszniak 2000; Wilkniss
et al. 1997).
The hippocampus (HC) is part of a wide network of
structures involved in spatial navigation, and has been
consistently demonstrated to play a role in
allocentric/world-centered spatial processing. Conversely,
egocentric/self-centered processing is thought to involve

primarily parietal cortex and caudate nucleus (Bohbot et al
2007; Maguire et al. 1998). Functional neuroimaging
studies have demonstrated that older adult humans show
less HC involvement during spatial navigation than do
younger adults (Meulenbroek et al. 2004; Moffat et al.
2006; Antonova et al. 2009).
In younger adults, it is
thought that HC differences between males and females
might underlie the widely reported finding of better male
performance on spatial tasks (Astur et al., 1998).
Some researchers have theorized that reduced HC
involvement in navigation in older adults might reflect
changes in navigation strategy as older adults adopt extrahippocampal strategies. (Moffat et al. 2007; Moffat et al.
2006; Iaria et al. 2009). Some preliminary evidence
supports this perspective. Driscoll et al. (2005) found that
self-reported allocentric strategy use declined with age.
Barnes and Colleagues (1980) investigated age
differences in navigation strategy using a rat model in a
modified T-maze. Rats were placed in one arm of the Tmaze, and one of the remaining two arms was baited. The
researchers included three types of cues in the environment
that the rats could have used to learn the position of the
goal: allocentric, based on objects in the environment,
egocentric, based on the path taken by the rat, and cue,
which took the form of a textured mat. Rats were trained to
a criterion level of performance that demonstrated they had
learned to reach the goal. Barnes then performed probe trials
in which one of the cues was rotated 180 degrees. If the rat
changed its path to “follow” the rotated cue, they were
considered to be using that strategy.
Multiple probes were completed, and Barnes and
colleagues were able to calculate probabilities for strategy
preference for each group. Older rats were more likely than

Figure 1: Experimental sequence of Y-maze
tasks including sample training paths
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middle-aged rats to prefer an egocentric strategy, while the
reverse was true for allocentric strategy. Cue strategy was
almost never used by the animals.
Some studies have attempted to use similar methods in
human models (Iaria et al. 2003; Bohbot et al., 2007;
Schmitzer-Torbert, 2007), and some have found group
differences in navigation strategy.
Schmitzer-Torbert
(2007) found some evidence for sex differences in
navigation strategy with males preferring an egocentric
strategy and females preferring no strategy Furthermore,
they are in the opposite direction of another study on sex
differences in navigation strategy (Levy et el., 2005).
Bohbot and colleagues (2007) have conducted a number of
studies on the relevance of navigation strategy to functional
activation patterns and the volume of various brain
structures, finding a relationship between both volume and
activity in the hippocampus and allocentric strategy, as well
as a relationship between both volume and activity in the
caudate nucleus and an egocentric strategy.
One classic test of human and animal navigation is the
Morris Water Task (MWT; Morris et al. 1982). The MWT
and its human analogue the virtual Morris Water Task
(vMWT) require participants to find a hidden platform in a
circular arena. The platform is always in the same location,
but participant start position varies from trial to trial. It is
best solved by using an allocentric strategy as there are
multiple stable cues scattered throughout the environment.
This is by far the most widely used test for navigation
ability, and its status as a test of allocentric navigation
suggests that individuals who prefer an allocentric strategy
in a task such as Barnes‟ T-maze may perform better in the
MWT.
The present study developed a navigation strategy
assessment for humans, used that strategy assessment to
demonstrate group differences in navigation strategy, and
showed that this preference was related to navigation
performance on another task.

Methods
Participants
45 older adults (60-85) and 54 younger adults (18-35) were
recruited from the Metropolitan Detroit community and the
Wayne State Psychology subject pool. Participants were
required to be free of physiological, neurological, or
psychological disorders.

Virtual Environments
All virtual environments (VE) were created using Unreal
Tournament 2003 modified for use in navigation
experiments (Epic Games, Rockville, MD). All
environments were run on a PC and presented on a 19"
monitor approximately 20" away from the face in a dark
room. Participants interacted with the virtual environment
using a commercially available joystick (Thrustmaster Top

Gun Fox 2 Pro, Guillemot Corporation, La Gacilly Cedex,
France).
All participants received joystick/VE familiarization
training before the test. Additionally, a speed test was
administered in which all participants were required to meet
a threshold proficiency at moving through a twisting virtual
hallway. Participants repeated the task until they completed
it at threshold levels (<120 s).

Virtual Y-Maze Strategy Assessment (vYSA)
Following Barnes et al. (1980), we developed a strategy
assessment that could be used to determine navigation
strategy preferences in humans. Five Y-maze environments
were developed that could be completed equally well
through the use of either an allocentric or egocentric
strategy. Each maze had both a stable route, providing
egocentric cues, and stable extra-maze objects throughout
the environment, which provided allocentric cues.
Participants were told only how to know when they had
completed the task correctly (hearing a major guitar chord)
and that their task was to complete the task correctly as
many times as possible. Participants who asked for
additional instruction were not provided any additional
information. This was done to prevent experimenters from
using keywords such as „place‟ or „route‟ that might bias
participants towards one strategy or another. During the
training trials participants started at a given location and
moved to a goal area. When participants entered the correct
goal area, the pleasing tone sounded, whereas, a noxious
buzzer sounded when participants entered the incorrect goal
position. Training continued until participants reached a
criterion level of 5 consecutive successful learning trials.
See figure 1 for a diagram of this procedure.
For the probe trial, participants were placed at a third
position that was neither the starting location nor the goal
location for preceding training trials (figure 2). Participants
were allowed to move to whichever goal position they
preferred, at which point neither tone sounded.
The vYSA probe trial was designed to determine
allocentric or egocentric strategy preference. Participants
who, during the probe, followed the same route they learned
in training, regardless of absolute location (e.g. turn right),
were classified as using an egocentric strategy. Participants
who moved to the same absolute location as trained in the
learning trials, even though it required taking a different
route were classified as using an allocentric strategy for that
trial.
Participants during prior pilot testing verbally
indicated that they had noticed the change that occurred
during the probe trial no matter what strategy they preferred,
indicating that a participant who chose an egocentric
strategy did so knowing that the environment had changed,
though we did not directly assess this in the present study.
This process was completed 5 times. In order to be
considered as preferring one strategy, participants were
required to demonstrate the same strategy preference in at
least 4 out of 5 blocks. Participants who did not prefer one
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Figure 2: Routes taken by participants corresponding to
egocentric and allocentric strategy, respectively.
strategy over another in 4 out of 5 blocks (N = 13) were
excluded from analysis.

Virtual Morris Water Task (vMWT)
The vMWT replicated the classic Morris Water Task
(Morris et al., 1982) in a virtual environment.
Participants completed 10 learning trials followed by one
probe trial. For all trials, participants navigated through a
circular pool contained in a large, non-symmetrical virtual
room. Four objects were situated close to the edge of the
pool, and two objects or features were situated more distally
in the environment. For learning trials, participants were
placed in the environment randomly at one of six potential
starting positions inside the pool area. Participants were
instructed that their goal was to find a hidden platform.
When located, the platform lifted participants out of the
water, accompanied by a pleasing tone. If the participant
did not find the platform after 90s, a discordant buzzer tone
sounded, the participants were frozen in place, and
participants were allowed to look around the environment,
followed by the beginning of the next trial. The dependent
variable on the learning trials was the latency to reach the
platform on each trial.

In the probe trial, the platform was removed and
participants began at one of the six starting locations and
were instructed to locate the platform. Unlike training
trials, the platform did not rise out of the water when
occupied. When this occurs, participants typically assume
they have made an error and attempt to cross the platform
again, often multiple times. After 90 s the probe trial ended.
Dependent variable on the probe trial was the number of
platform intersections (number of times the participant
crossed over the location that previously contained the
platform).
Following the probe trial, participants were given three
versions of an overhead map of the virtual environment and
asked to mark with an „X‟ where they believed the center of
the platform to be located. The maps included a complete
overhead map, a map in which only objects (and not room
geometry) were shown, and a map in which only room
geometry (and not objects) was shown. Platform placement
error was operationalized as absolute distance from the
correct center of the platform (in mm). Both platform
crossings and error in placement of the platform on a map of
the environment are specifically measures that have been
used in the past to infer the degree to which participants
were using an allocentric strategy, which is why they were
chosen as the dependent variables of interest for this study.

Results
Age Differences in Strategy Preference
To investigate age differences in strategy preference, a X2
test of independence was performed on age and strategy
selection (Figure 3). Strategy preference varied by age
group (X2 = 12.43, p < .001) with older adults preferring an
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Figure 3: Strategy Preference by age group on the vYSA.
Older adults overwhelmingly preferred an egocentric
strategy whereas younger adults showed no marked
preferences for egocentric or allocentric strategy.

Figure 4: Strategy Preference by sex on the vYSA. There
were no differences in strategy preference between males
and females
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egocentric strategy in 82% of cases. Younger adults were
evenly divided between ego and allocentric preference.
Using Cramer‟s V we determined that this age difference
was of a very large effect size (Cramer‟s V= .38).

Sex Differences in Strategy Preference
A X2 test of independence was performed on sex and
strategy preference (Figure 4). Strategy did not differ as a
function of sex (X2 = .003, p = .96). A very small effect size
suggests that this negative finding was not due to
insufficient statistical power.

Cognitive Mapping

Effects of Age and Strategy Preference on vMWT
learning trials
The relationship between age, sex, and strategy preference
on vMWT performance was investigated using a 2 (young
v. old) by 2 (male v. female) by 2 (egocentric v. allocentric)
Analysis of Variance. There was a main effect of age,
F(1,85) = 6.04, p = .02; older adult latency to complete the
vMWT (M = 35.68, SD = 15.67) was greater than that of
younger adults who preferred an allocentric strategy on the
vYSA completed the vMWT learning trials faster, on
average, than all other groups. There was also a main effect
for age, with older adults taking more time to complete the
task than younger adults (M = 26.67, SD = 14.69). There
was no significant effect of sex, F(1,85) = .66, p = .42, or
strategy preference, F(1,85) = .60, p = .44.
An Age and strategy preference interaction was detected
for vMWT performance F(1,85) = 4.78, p = .03 (Figure 5).
Allocentric preferring young adults (M = 21.26, SD =
10.81) displayed lower completion latencies than egocentric
preferring young adults (M = 32.10, SD = 16.67),
allocentric preferring older adults (M = 38.26, SD = 16.19)
and egocentric preferring older adults (M = 33.10, SD =
15.73)

Probe Trial—Platform Crossings

Figure 5: vMWT Mean Learning Trial Latency as a
Function of Age and Strategy Preference.

An investigation of the relationship between age, sex, and
strategy preference on probe performance on the vMWT
was completed using a 2 (young v. old) by 2 (male v.
female) by 2 (egocentric v. allocentric) ANOVA with
platform crossings during probe trial as the dependent
variable There was a main effect of strategy preference,
F(1,85) = 5.42, p = .02. Participants who preferred an
allocentric strategy (M = 4.50, SD = 2.51) crossed the
platform more times than participants who preferred an
egocentric strategy (M = 3.13, SD = 2.03). There was no
main effect for age, F(1,85) = 1.03, p = .31, or sex, F(1,85)
= 2.27, p = .14.

An investigation of the relationship between age, sex and
strategy preference on a measure of cognitive mapping was
completed using a 2 (young v. old) by 2 (male v. female) by
2 (strategy preference) repeated measures ANOVA with
Map type as the repeated measure and placement error as
the dependent variable. There was a main effect of Map
Type, F(2, 76) = 21.01, p < .001. A LSD post-hoc test was
conducted to determine the characteristics of this difference.
Placement error on the Geometry Only Map (M = 17.31,
SD = 9.31) was significantly greater than either the Objects
Only Map (M = 10.43, SD = 8.26) or the Objects and
Geometry Map (M = 10.85, SD = 9.13). There was no
difference between objects only and objects and geometry
maps.
There was also a main effect of Strategy Preference on
Placement Error, F(1, 76) = 12.78, p = .001 (Figure 6).
Participants who preferred an allocentric strategy (M = 9.80,
SD = 5.21) were more accurate at placing the platform than
participants who preferred an egocentric strategy (M =
14.68, SD = 6.30). There was no effect for age group,
F(1,76) = .18, p = .67, or sex, F(1,76) = 1.19, p = .28.

Discussion
The present study found age—but not sex--group

Figure 6: Platform placement error on the vMWT
cognitive mapping task. Participants who preferred an
allocentric strategy on the vYSA were more accurate in their
platform placement error.
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differences in navigation strategy using a virtual strategy
assessment. Age differences were pronounced: only 18%
older adults preferred an allocentric strategy during the
vYSA, while younger adults were much more evenly
distributed. This was conceptually similar to the results of
the Barnes task, in which older rats were more likely than
young to prefer an egocentric strategy.
Consistent with prior research, (Newman and Kaszniak
2000; Moffat and Resnick 2002; Driscoll et al. 2005), older
adult average latency during learning trials of the vMWT
was greater than in younger adults.
An important component of this study was the
demonstration of a relationship between strategy preference
on the vYSA and subsequent performance on the vMWT.
We found that allocentric preference on the vYSA was
associated with better performance on the vMWT probe trial
and cognitive mapping. Allocentric vYSA preference was
associated with improved vMWT learning trial performance
in the young but not the older participants. Cumulatively,
these results suggest that the vYSA is measuring an
important preference for a spatial navigation strategy that
may affect performance on subsequent independent
navigation tasks.
The lack of relationship between navigation strategy and
performance among older adults in the vMWT learning
trials may be due to a number of factors. One possibility is
that there were not enough older adults that preferred an
allocentric strategy to detect a relationship between older
adult strategy preference and navigation performance.
Another might be related to the nature of the vMWT. The
vMWT can be solved most quickly using an allocentric
strategy, but older adults may no longer be capable of using
an allocentric strategy effectively. This would explain the
strong preference among older adults for the presumably
less complex egocentric strategy. If this explanation is
correct, even if an older adult preferred an allocentric
strategy in the very easy vYSA, this preference may not
have helped them in the much more difficult vMWT.
No relationship was found between sex and navigation
strategy, which is inconsistent with other studies on the
topic (Levy et al. 2005; Schmitzer-Torbert 2007). The
vYSA is intentionally a very easy task for participants to
complete. It is possible that there may be a ceiling effect
among young adults that obscures a possible relationship
between sex and strategy that would be found in a more
difficult maze such as Schmitzer-Torbert‟s.
Another
possibility is that preference for one strategy over another in
young adults might not reflect functional limitations, as
might be the case with older adults. Further research is
needed to determine what, if any, impact sex might have on
navigation strategy and how this might be mediated at the
neuroanatomical level. Environmental characteristics and
task demands may also be important factors that warrant
further investigation.

One weakness of the present study was the lack of an
egocentric task to accompany the allocentric-focused
vMWT. An example of such a task would be branching
maze task, in which there is only one correct path through a
maze with multiple intersections. It is conceivable that
participants who prefer an egocentric strategy may show
benefits on a subsequent egocentric task such as this.
Another weakness of this study is that because
participants self-selected their strategy, cell sizes were not
equal. In particular, only four older adults preferred an
allocentric strategy, and three of those were male. Future
studies can address this by testing greater numbers of older
adults and selecting an equal number of each age, strategy,
and sex combination.
In summary, the present study demonstrated age but not
sex differences in strategy preference. As well, the present
study demonstrated that strategy preference is related to
subsequent performance on other navigation tasks,
suggesting that our vYSA strategy assessment may be
measuring relatively stable and generalized strategy
dispositions.
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over half of the studies; a female advantage was found in
approximately 18 percent of the studies which involved
map learning and memory, but women as a group never
outperformed men in real or simulated environments. The
effect size (Cohen’s d) of the sex difference varies from
small to large. For example, a moderate effect size
favoring males was reported for a map-based route
learning task (Galea & Kimura, 1993), while a large
effect size was found for an orienteering drill
(Malinowski & Gillespie, 2001). Effect sizes favoring
men during performance of computerized maze
navigation are moderate to large (e.g., Grön, Wunderlich,
Spitzer, Tomczak, & Riepe, 2000; Moffat, Hampson, &
Hatzipantelis, 1998). A sex difference favoring men in
virtual Morris Water Task (vMWT) performance has also
been reported (Astur, Ortiz, & Sutherland, 1998; Driscoll,
Hamilton, Yeo, Brooks, & Sutherland, 2005; Nowak &
Moffat, 2010; Sandstrom, Kaufman, & Huettel, 1998)
with several effect sizes as large as or larger than one
standard deviation (e.g., Astur et al., 1998; Nowak &
Moffat, 2010).
Sex differences at the behavioral level imply that sex
differences at the neural level may be one source of
explanation for this group difference; therefore, it is
logical to hypothesize that men and women may be
recruiting different brain regions to solve navigation
tasks. To our knowledge, only two papers have addressed
sex differences in blood oxygen level dependent response
(BOLD; i.e., brain activation) during the performance of
VE tasks in samples of healthy young participants.
In the first fMRI study of this nature, men and women
were tested while they navigated as quickly as possible
through a number of unfamiliar computerized mazes
(Grön et al. 2000). Behaviorally, men found their way to
the goal location of the mazes significantly faster than
women, and the effect size of this sex difference was
large. During maze navigation, activation in the right
prefrontal cortex and right inferior and superior parietal
lobes was greater for women than men. Activation during
navigation was greater for men than women in the regions
of the left hippocampus, right parahippocampal gyrus,
and left posterior cingulate/retrosplenial cortex. The
authors interpreted the sex difference in brain activation
as a product of the differential use of egocentric and
allocentric strategies. However, due to the large,
statistically uncontrolled sex difference in navigation
performance, this study cannot rule out the possibility that
men and women matched in navigation accuracy and
speed may show a more similar pattern of brain activation
during maze performance.
Ohnishi et al. (2006) categorized participants by sex and
navigation ability, which provided the opportunity to test
the main effects and interactions of each of these
variables on brain activation during passive maze
navigation.
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Abstract
A male advantage is often reported for measures of
visuospatial performance, including measures of spatial
navigation; however, few papers have addressed sex
differences in brain activity during performance of these
navigation tasks. We used functional MRI to compare the
brain activation between young adult men and women
during performance in a virtual environment (VE). Men
and women did not differ in performance, but sex
differences
were
apparent
in
the
functional
neuroanatomical correlates of navigation. In particular
there was increased activation of the posterior cingulate
retrosplenial cortex in men, and, in women with perfect
recall performance, increased activation of the
parahippocampal gyrus. These two areas are keys to
successful navigation. Our results demonstrate that even
when men and woman are well-matched on navigation
performance, they appear to use different brain
mechanisms to achieve the same behavioral end point.
Keywords: virtual navigation; sex differences; functional
MRI

Spatial navigation is one domain of human cognition
where a male advantage has been reported. In a review of
sex differences in navigational performance Coluccia and
Louse (2004) reported that a male advantage was found in
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Participants passively viewed movement through nine
mazes from a first-person perspective, and then were
presented with two mazes from a bird’s-eye perspective
and were directed to determine which maze represented
the environment they had passively viewed. Navigation
ability (good or poor) was based on participants’ Sense of
Direction Questionnaire scores (SDQ-S; Takeuchi, 1992),
an inventory composed of two scales relating to
awareness of orientation and memory for spatial behavior.
There was no main effect of sex, or interaction between
sex and ability, on brain activation during maze
navigation; however, the main effect of ability was
significant. Participants with good navigation ability as
determined by SDQ-S scores had greater activation in the
parahippocampal gyri and precuneus, whereas poor
navigators had greater activation in the right inferior
parietal lobe. There was a positive correlation between
accuracy in choosing the correct bird’s-eye view maze
during the passive navigation task and activation in the
left hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus; whereas a
negative correlation was found between accuracy and
right superior parietal lobe activation. Interpretation of
this group difference was similar to that made by Grön in
that better navigation ability was attributed to the use of
an allocentric strategy whereas poor ability was related to
an egocentric strategy.
Although the methods used to study the neural
substrates of navigation differed between Grön et al.
(2000) and Ohnishi et al. (2006), it is worth comparing
the two. The brain areas involved in the maze
performance of men (Grön et al.) coincide well with areas
of activation found in the good navigators (Ohnishi et al.);
likewise, results from the women correspond well with
those of the bad navigators. The left hippocampus and
parahippocampal gyri were associated with the best
navigation performance, whereas activity in the right
inferior and superior parietal lobes was correlated with
relatively poor performance.
Clearly there is a gap in our knowledge between sex
differences at the behavioral level and those at the
functional neuroanatomical level. Conclusions from the
behavioral literature are consistent; there is often a
moderate to large male advantage on real world and
virtual navigation tasks. The primary aim of this
neuroimaging study was to investigate sex differences in
brain activation during a virtual navigation task, and to
correlate brain activity with performance. Collectively,
the results from Grön et al. (2000) and Ohnishi et al.
(2006) led us to hypothesize that the hippocampus and
parahippocampal gyri would be associated with relatively
good navigation performance, whereas the right parietal
cortex would underlie poorer performance. Given the
volume of research demonstrating sex differences in
navigation-related behavior, we also hypothesized that
men would complete our maze task with greater accuracy

than women, and that group differences in brain
activation would be apparent.

Method
Participants
Thirty healthy men and women (n = 15 men), age 21-39
years, who fit the MRI safety criteria, were recruited from
newspaper advertisements. Men and women did not differ
in age, t(28) = .87. It is unknown whether the groups
differed in level of education or occupation.
Procedures
Prior to completing the VE tasks in the scanner,
participants received extensive training outside of the
scanner to familiarize them with the specific procedures
and goals of the VE.
Navigation Tasks We used functional MRI to compare
the brain activation between young men and women
during performance in a VE. The virtual maze used in this
task was a combination of interconnected hallways and
small rooms, where there were six common objects
placed throughout. This assessment had two parts:
encoding and recall. The encoding phase of the navigation
task required participants to actively explore the virtual
maze and learn the location of six objects, as well as the
spatial layout of the environment. Participants were
instructed to learn the location of all of the objects, the
interconnections of the hallways, and the general layout
of the maze such that they could create an accurate
overhead map of the environment. The recall phase
required participants to remember the locations of the six
objects encountered during the encoding phase and to
move from object to object quickly and accurately using
the shortest possible route. Presumably, the task as a
whole required both object and object location memory
along with a broader viewer-independent cognitive map
of the environment which enabled participants to make
decisions about the shortest routes possible between six
objects. For each of the encoding and recall condition a
control task was used that required participants to follow
a winding hallway without having to learn the location of
objects, locate objects, or make any navigation decisions;
however, the control task required focused attention, the
same joystick movements, visual stimulation, optic flow
and other motion sensations as the navigation task.
A block design was employed and consisted of two
phases: encode versus control, and recall versus control.
The first phase involved a total of 10 blocks, which
alternated between encode and control every 60 sec. The
second phase was also composed of 10 blocks, alternating
between the recall and control tasks every 60 sec.;
therefore, the total duration of the functional task was 20
minutes.
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fMRI Data Acquisition & Analysis Images were
acquired on a 1.5 Tesla Phillips Gyroscan NT Intera
parallel to the plane containing the anterior and posterior
commissures. Following high resolution anatomical
images, functional images were obtained using echoplanar imaging (TR = 3000 ms; TE = 30 ms; field of
view= 64×64; voxel size= 3.75mm×3.75mm×5.5 mm).
The first eight preliminary volumes of a session were
discarded to achieve equilibrium. Statistical analysis was
performed using SPM2 (Wellcome Department of
Cognitive Neurology, London, UK) implemented in
Matlab 5. All images were motion corrected by realigning
to the first image of each subject. All images were
spatially normalized to the standard template provided in
SPM2 which is based on the reference brain provided by
the Montreal Neurological Institute. Volumes were
smoothed using an 8mm full width half maximum height
Gaussian filter.
For primary analysis, each imaging run was analyzed
using a box car function convolved with the
hemodynamic response function. Contrast images
producing t-statistics for each voxel were calculated for
each subject based on the primary analysis. Voxels were
thresholded at p < 0.01. These contrast images were then
incorporated into second level group comparisons using a
random effects model. Men and women were examined
separately using one-sample t-tests comparing the
navigation and control conditions. For comparisons
between men and women during maze encoding, twosample t-tests were used; and for group comparisons
during maze recall, analysis of covariance was performed
with sex as a grouping variable and speed during maze
recall used as a covariate in the model. For all random
effects analyses, height threshold was set at p < 0.01.
Figures 1-3 represent group composite images created for
the groups of men and women separately.

BOLD Response in Men and Women During
Navigation Encoding
One sample t –tests were used to determine areas of brain
activation specific to maze learning by subtracting
activation during the control trials from activation during
the exploration trials. For the sample as a whole,
activation was found in the following regions during maze
exploration: bilateral precuneus, middle frontal gyri, and
claustrum; left medial frontal gyrus, and left superior
frontal gyrus.
Two sample t –tests were used to analyze sex
differences in brain activation during maze learning.
Activation during the encoding trials was greater in men
than women in the following regions: bilateral middle
frontal and cingulate gyri; right cuneus, putamen, superior
parietal lobe, angular and medial frontal gyri; left
posterior cingulate, insula, and lingual gyrus. Women,
compared to men, had greater activation in the right
amygdala and inferior parietal lobe, and left paracentral
lobule. The top panel in Figure 1 highlights some of the
regions that were more active in the group of men than
group of women during encoding (i.e., Men > Women),
and the bottom panel of Figure 1 displays some of the
regions that were more active in women than men (i.e.,
Women > Men).
Results: Men > Women: left posterior cingulate,
right cuneus, left middle frontal gyrus

Results: Women > Men: right inferior parietal
lobe and amygdala

Results
Navigation Performance
To investigate sex differences on behavioral outcome
variables, we performed independent sample t-tests. Men
traveled at a faster speed than women during the recall
trials, t(28) = 1.99, p = .057, and this group difference
was due to men moving at a faster speed during the first,
t(28) = 2.70, p = .01, and final, t(28) = 2.25, p = .03, recall
trials. Due to men travelling at a significantly faster speed
on two of the five recall trials, speed was used as a
covariate in the analyses of the recall task fMRI data.
Also, the uncontrolled sex difference in speed was one of
the drawbacks in the study by Grön et al. (2000), and we
aimed to avoid this problem. Men and women did not
differ in percent accuracy during recall, t(28) = .36, p =
.73, and were well-matched on the other navigational
variables.

Figure 1: Sex Differences During Encoding
BOLD Response in Men and Women During
Navigation Recall
A one sample t –test was used to determine areas of brain
activation specific to maze recall by subtracting activation
during the control trials from activation during the recall
trials. For the sample as a whole, activation was found in
the following regions during the maze recall task: bilateral
precuneus and thalamus; right posterior cingulate,
claustrum, cerebellum, and superior frontal gyrus; left
insula, and precentral, inferior occipital, medial, and
middle frontal gyri.
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Analysis of covariance controlling for speed of
movement during the recall task was used to analyze sex
differences in brain activation during maze recall. By
using speed as a covariate, we were able to control for any
group differences in brain activation that may have been
attributable to men moving faster than women, especially
on the first and final trials of the recall task. Activation
during the recall trials was greater in men than women in
the following regions: bilateral parahippocampal gyri;
right cingulate, cuneus, thalamus, and lingual, middle
frontal, and superior temporal gyri; and left precuneus
.Women, compared to men, had greater activation in the
left superior and medial frontal gyri. Figure 2 highlights
some of the sex differences in brain activation during the
recall task.

Results: Men > Women: Bilateral cuneus; Left
posterior cingulate

Results: Women > Men: Left parahippocampal
gyrus

Results: Men > Women: Bilateral
parahippocampal gyrus; Right posterior cingulate
Figure 3: Sex Differences During Recall in Men and
Women Matched on Recall Accuracy
Relationships Between Navigation Performance and
BOLD Response During Encoding
Regression analysis was used to assess the relationship
between brain activation during the exploration phase and
accuracy scores during the recall phase for men, women,
and the sample as a whole. The region most strongly
correlated with good recall performance in the whole
sample was the right middle frontal gyrus. For men, a
positive association was found between performance and
activation in the left posterior cingulate, precuneus, and
superior frontal gyrus. The right middle frontal gyrus,
cingulate and insula cortex, and left superior frontal gyrus
were positively correlated with recall performance in
women.

Results: Women > Men: Left frontal cortex

Figure 2: Sex Differences During Recall
BOLD Response in Men and Women with Perfect
Accuracy Scores During Maze Recall
Because of controversy associated with interpreting group
differences in brain activation data when groups may
differ in behavioral performance, we employed strict
matching criteria to investigate sex differences in brain
activation completely independent of performance
differences. We selected only those men and women who
performed perfectly on the recall portion of the study (i.e.
they made no mistakes when directed to move to any
specific object). There were 18 subjects (9 women) who
met this criterion.
Activation was greater in men than women in the
following regions: bilateral precuneus, cuneus, and
precentral gyrus; right thalamus, red nucleus, lingual and
superior temporal gyri; left posterior cingulate and middle
frontal gyrus (Figure 3, top panel). Women, compared to
men, had greater activation in the right anterior cingulate,
precuneus, and inferior frontal gyrus; left inferior parietal
lobe, middle frontal and parahippocampal gyri (Figure 3,
bottom panel).

Relationships between Navigation Performance and
BOLD Response During Recall
Regression analysis was used to assess the relationship
between brain activation during the recall phase and
accuracy on the recall task. Greater accuracy in the whole
sample was most strongly correlated with left paracentral
lobule activation. For men, the most robust positive
association was found between performance and
activation of the left posterior cingulate cortex. The right
middle frontal and cingulate gyri were positively
correlated with recall performance in women.

Conclusion
The primary contributions of this paper are the
demonstration of sex differences in brain activation
during navigation encoding and recall. Most importantly,
we demonstrated that men and women showed different
patterns of brain activation even when the groups each
performed at 100 percent accuracy.
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The fact that women and men both performed well on this
task is an exception to the male advantage reported in
many studies of navigation-related tasks, and this is likely
due to the difficulty level of the task. Participants
performed the recall task with an average of 80%
accuracy.
Several group differences in brain activation emerged
from our analyses, but it is beyond to scope of this paper
to discuss the possible functional significance of each
area. Two regions of interest which have been discussed
consistently in the literature regarding navigation are the
posterior cingulate/retrosplenial cortex and the
parahippocampal
gyrus.
The
posterior
cingulate/retrosplenial cortex has been recognized for its
role in visuospatial orientation (e.g., Vogt, Finch, &
Olson, 1992), and neuropsychological studies suggest it is
a necessary component of successful navigation because
it allows us to orient ourselves in space and integrate
egocentric and allocentric frames of reference (for review,
see Epstein, 2008; Maguire, 2001). The posterior
cingulate/retrosplenial cortex has been associated with
mental navigation from one landmark to another (Ghaem
et al., 1997), expertise in the encoding of a virtual town
(Wolbers & Büchel, 2005), reporting the location of a
familiar place (Epstein, Parker,&Feiler, 2007), and in
several other neuroimaging studies of navigation-related
tasks (e.g., for review, see Maguire, 2001; for metaanalysis, see Spreng, Mar, & Kim, 2008) including one
very similar in design to the current study (Aguirre et al.,
1996).
The parahippocampal area is another key component of
successful navigation as it allows us to identify and
remember landmarks, scenes (e.g., Epstein, 2008), and
spatial
layouts,
even
those
scenes
without
objects/landmarks (Epstein, 2008; Epstein &Kanwisher,
1998). Involvement of the parahippocampal gyrus has
been associated with viewing of landmarks within a
virtual town (Ekstrom et al., 2003);and learning and
recall phases of a VE task similar to ours (Aguirre et al.,
1996).
Of particular interest is the pattern of posterior
cingulate/retrosplenial cortex and parahippocampal
activation. In a recent review, Epstein (2008) discussed
these two regions as having “distinct but complementary
roles” in spatial navigation. The parahippocampal region
subserves our ability to identify and remember landmarks
and scenes, whereas the posterior cingulate/retrosplenial
cortex subserves spatial orientation. In men, increased
BOLD response was seen in the posterior
cingulate/retrosplenial cortex for all statistical analyses
conducted, and parahippocampal gyrus activation was
found during recall. Although we did not measure or
manipulate strategy in this study, the ubiquitous activation
of the posterior cingulate region supports previous
observations and interpretations that men conceptualize
the environment through an allocentric, or viewer-

independent framework. Additionally, bilateral activation
of the parahippocampal gyrus suggests that men were
utilizing combined “scene” and “spatial” representations
of the environment to solve the recall task. The pattern of
results was less consistent for women. The frontal lobe
activation in women during recall performance suggests
that the task may have been approached in terms of object
location and working memory. Greater BOLD response in
the left parahippocampal gyrus than men during recall in
the subsample of participants with perfect accuracy scores
is consistent with data and interpretations that suggest
women rely more heavily on memory for landmarks and
scenes when navigating through the environment. We
can infer from our data that more than one effective
means of conceptualizing the spatial environment exists,
and that these different strategies may lead to similar
behavioral performance.
Behavioral studies suggest that men prefer allocentric
strategies and are more adept at using them than women,
and that women prefer egocentric strategies (e.g.,
Coluccia & Louse, 2004; Galea & Kimura, 1993;
Malinowski & Gillespie, 2001), but to our knowledge an
fMRI study in which men and women were matched on
strategy and accuracy has not been done; therefore, we
can speculate that strategy partially accounts for the
difference in brain activation. Future neuroimaging
studies that experimentally manipulate strategy and match
men and women on behavioral outcomes within each
strategy will provide a more definitive discussion about
the effects of sex and strategy on the functional
neuroanatomical correlates of navigation. While studies
of this nature will be valuable, it is also important to think
of these frameworks of spatial orientation as
complementary (Eptstein, 2008) in that it behooves us in
our large-scale environments to fluidly translate between
first-person/egocentric and world-centered/allocentric
perspectives.
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Abstract
Having a plausible life-event explanation for a person’s
disordered symptoms leads clinicians to judge those
symptoms to be less abnormal than if their cause was
unknown (Ahn et al., 2003). Yet the American Psychiatric
Association’s official Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders formally states that only bereavementrelated life events should exclude a client from a diagnosis of
depression, and this bereavement exclusion criterion is slated
to be eliminated altogether from the next edition (under
development) of the manual. We asked whether clinicians
make diagnoses in the context of life-event explanations in
direct opposition to these formal prescriptive definitions. We
asked clinical psychologists to give diagnostic and other
clinical judgments for realistic case study vignettes including
a bereavement event, negative non-bereavement event, neutral
event, or no event. Both bereavement and non-bereavement
life events normalized clinicians’ perceptions of depression,
indicating a clear departure from both the current and
proposed DSM.
Keywords: explanation; categorization; diagnosis; reasoning;
judgment; expertise

Introduction
Do clinicians interpret symptoms within the explanatory
context of life events even when their official diagnostic
system explicitly specifies that they should not? Past
research has shown that students and clinical psychologists
systematically take causal life-event context into account
when judging the psychological abnormality and need-fortreatment of artificial, hypothetical case vignettes (e.g., Ahn
et al., 2003; Kim & LoSavio, 2009; Meehl, 1973). For
example, people were shown the hypothetical case of a
person who has insomnia, trouble remembering the names
of objects, and episodes of extreme anxiety. Those study
participants who did not receive an explanation for why
these symptoms had occurred rated them as quite abnormal.
In contrast, those who were given a relatively plausible
explanation for what precipitated those symptoms (e.g.,
workload stress caused the frequent insomnia, etc.) rated
them as significantly more normal and less in need of
psychological treatment. Life event causes normalized
symptoms more than biological causes (Ahn et al., 2003),
and externally-controlled life events reduced perceptions of
the need for treatment more than internally-controlled life
events (Kim & LoSavio, 2009). However, in past work, case
vignettes were synthesized from multiple unrelated
disorders, and thus did not bear a clear resemblance to any
one real disorder. An important question therefore remains

regarding the degree to which explanatory context would
affect diagnostic and clinical reasoning for “real” disorders.
Formal
category
definitions
for
psychological
abnormality have already been established in the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (henceforth
DSM-IV-TR; 4th Edition, American Psychiatric Association,
2000), and are widely known and used by licensed clinical
practitioners.1 In particular, the strength of the influence of
explanations on clinical judgments is unknown for cases
wherein taking explanatory life-event context into account
would run directly contrary to DSM specifications.
To give an illustrative example, suppose that a person has
been showing depressive symptoms following a personally
catastrophic financial loss. Would expert clinicians judge
that person to be any less disordered than someone showing
the same symptoms following no particularly noteworthy
event? The diagnostic criteria for depression in the current
DSM-IV-TR and the February 2010 in-progress proposal for
the upcoming 5th edition of the manual (DSM-5; APA, 2010;
http://www.dsm5.org) do not distinguish between these two
cases; the formal recommendation of the American
Psychiatric Association is to treat both cases identically in
diagnosis, ignoring contextual differences. This deliberate
removal of explanatory context is characteristic of the
diagnostic criteria for the vast majority of disorders listed in
the manual (Horwitz & Wakefield, 2007).
On the flip side, consider the introduction sections of the
very same DSM-IV-TR and proposed DSM-5 (Stein et al.,
2010), in which the intended guiding philosophy of the
manuals is described. The introduction sections of both
versions explicitly state that significant life events should be
taken into consideration when identifying a set of behaviors
that correspond to a mental disorder, recognizing that
psychological distress reflects relatively normal mental
health under stressful circumstances (Horwitz, 2007). This
apparent internal ambivalence (between intended guiding
philosophy and actual diagnostic criteria) in the DSM-IV-TR
and the proposed DSM-5 is illustrative of a longstanding
ongoing debate regarding the proper role of explanatory life
events in assessment. In clinical science, the debate has
1

The disorders and diagnostic criteria contained in the DSM
system are determined by a “task force” comprised of a large set of
widely acknowledged experts in the field. The manual serves as
the core basis for communication among researchers and clinicians
in a number of countries, and is considered the authoritative basis
for psychiatric diagnoses by health insurance companies in the
U.S., the country from which our participant sample was drawn.
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focused on developing a normative model of diagnosis, with
the goal of identifying the optimal and correct way of
making judgments about psychopathology (Maj, 2008). It is
also critical, however, to understand what clinicians’
intuitions are in making such judgments. Nosologies of
disordered behaviors, such as the DSM-IV-TR and the
proposed DSM-5, have perhaps the most obvious direct
impact on how diagnoses are made. However, it is
clinicians’ own intuitions that will ultimately affect how
they choose to use those nosologies.
In the current study, we pitted the influence of
explanatory causal events against specific, formal diagnostic
recommendations in the DSM-IV-TR and the proposed
DSM-5. As a case in point, we focused on intuitions about
the so-called bereavement exclusion criterion (Wakefield,
Schmitz, First, & Horwitz, 2007; Zisook, Shear, & Kendler,
2007) in the diagnosis of depression. In the DSM-IV-TR,
people whose symptoms result from bereavement are
excluded from a depression diagnosis. According to
Wakefield (2011), this exclusion reflects a longstanding
clinical consensus, traceable through centuries of Western
medicine, that bereavement-induced depression indicates
“normal grief” and not psychopathology. However, recent
epidemiological evidence has suggested that the course of
depression does not differ depending on how it was caused
(Kendler, Myers, & Zisook, 2008; Wakefield et al., 2007).
On the basis of such data, the DSM-5 task force recently
announced plans to completely remove the bereavement
exclusion criterion from the definition of depression, such
that the presence or absence of any life events (bereavement
or otherwise) should not affect the diagnostic decision.
In other words, the DSM-IV-TR states that only a
bereavement life event should explain away depression
symptoms, the proposed DSM-5 states that no life events
should explain away depression symptoms, and previous
work in cognitive science (e.g., Ahn et al., 2003; Kim &
LoSavio, 2009) has indicated that clinicians considering
artificial disorders believe that any plausible negative life
event should explain away disorder symptoms. The critical
question is what clinicians actually believe when
considering realistic cases of real-life disorders that pit
formal DSM specifications against life event explanations.

Alternate Hypotheses
To examine this issue, we presented expert clinical
psychologists with realistic case studies of depression
including either a bereavement life event, a strongly
negative, non-bereavement life event, neutral information
that does not help to explain the symptoms, or no life event.
One hypothesis is that the influence of explanatory events
is strong enough to override the formal recommendations of
the DSM-IV-TR and proposed DSM-5. If so, then clinicians
assessing cases with explanatory life events (regardless of
whether they specifically involve bereavement or not) will
perceive cases as less in need of a depression diagnosis than
clinicians seeing the same cases without the life events or
with non-explanatory filler events.

An alternative hypothesis is that expert clinicians’
knowledge of formal diagnostic recommendations and years
of training to diagnose using the DSM system would result
in an override of the influence of explanatory events. If this
is the case, then either of the following may occur. If
clinicians adhere to the familiar, prescribed DSM-IV-TR
recommendations, then they will only perceive cases as less
in need of a depression diagnosis in the case of bereavement
life events, but not in the case of non-bereavement negative
life events. Alternatively, if they intuitively agree with the
most recent DSM-5 proposal, then there will be no effect of
explanation for bereavement life events or negative, nonbereavement life events, compared to control events.

Ecological Validity
Because a key goal of our study was to determine how
explanation influences judgments in a real-life domain, we
took several steps to increase the ecological validity of our
study, while still attempting to maximally retain the
experimental control characterizing previous work. First, we
recruited currently practicing, licensed, expert clinical
psychologists to participate, as they would be highly
familiar with both the DSM system and the task of mental
disorder diagnosis and clinical assessment.
Second, our approach was to use realistic case-based tasks
rather than more artificial or abstract reasoning tasks. As is
exemplified by the DSM itself, a broad rule for diagnosis in
general may not always be followed when a specific
disorder is at hand and a set of diagnostic and exclusionary
criteria is specified. By focusing on the bereavement
exclusion, we could measure the influence of explanations
when in opposition to formal DSM category definitions.
Finally, to our knowledge, the normalizing influence of
explanation on an actual diagnostic judgment has never
previously been tested. Therefore, we asked clinicians to
answer a straightforward diagnosis question for each case.
We also asked them to make three additional judgments
regarding the symptoms’ abnormality, cultural acceptability,
and statistical commonality. This last set of questions
allowed us to cast a broader net for corroborating evidence.
In particular, the abnormality judgment enabled us to more
directly assess clinicians’ own intuitions about the
psychological abnormality of behaviors, as opposed to their
knowledge of psychological abnormality as defined by the
DSM-IV-TR.

Method
Participants
Seventy-three clinicians participated in response to a mailed
postcard. Postcards were initially mailed to 350 clinical
psychologists randomly selected from various national and
state psychology board databases. Of these, 35 postcards
were returned to us by the postal service because the
clinician had moved, yielding a voluntary response rate of
23.2%. We pre-verified that each invited clinician had
completed a Ph.D. in clinical psychology, was currently
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practicing, and held a current license in good standing.
Participants received a $25 gift card to a major online
retailer. One participant did not complete a number of the
key dependent measures and was excluded from analysis.
The 72 remaining participants had a mean of 24.3 years of
experience (SE=1.4) and spent a mean of 21.9 hours seeing
patients per week (SE=1.2). Thirty-seven identified their
primary theoretical orientation as cognitive, behavioral, or
cognitive-behavioral, 13 psychoanalytic or psychodynamic,
16 eclectic, and 6 “other.” Clinicians estimated the mean
age of their patients to be 33.9 years old (SE=1.8), with
83.8% of patients having an Axis I diagnosis (SE=3.1%)
and 25.8% (SE=3.1%) having an Axis II diagnosis. One
clinician’s responses to the questions regarding percentages
of Axis I and Axis II diagnoses were non-numerical and
thereby not included in the above means. Thirty-three
participants were male and 38 were female (1 declined to
report gender). Six identified their ethnicity as Hispanic or
Latino/a (5 declined to report ethnicity). Sixty-two selfidentified as White, 3 as Asian, 2 as African American, 1 as
Native American, 1 as both Native American and White and
2 as both White and Asian (1 declined to report race).

paragraph describing these behaviors was approximately
matched for length across the four vignettes.

Procedure
Participating clinicians completed the task online via
Qualtrics (www.qualtrics.com), an internet-based survey
software package. Each clinician saw all four vignettes. All
four event types were also seen by all participants, one event
type per vignette.
Event type was rotated across vignettes and between
participants, such that each of the four vignettes was
presented equally frequently with each of the four event
types overall. Furthermore, each event type and vignette
was presented equally frequently in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th
positions (regarding presentation order) across participants.
Table 1: Sample Vignette (“Andrew”)
Component
Background

Materials
Four case study vignettes, two male and two female, were
created in a style similar to cases of depression in the DSMIV-TR Casebook (Spitzer, Gibbon, Skodol, Williams, &
First, 2001). Each vignette consisted of two full paragraphs.
The first paragraph described some background
information about a person, including an additional event.
For each vignette, we created three different events that
could be interchangeably placed in this paragraph. Two
were explanatory, causal events and one was a control
event. In the first type of causal event (Cause-Bereavement,
henceforth), the person was described as experiencing the
death of a close family member or friend. The second type
of causal event (Cause-Non-bereavement, henceforth)
involved divorce, job loss, or serious injury or illness
sustained by the character or a loved one. The control event
(Control-Filler, henceforth) consisted of relatively neutral
additional information that matched the causal events in
length, but did not explain the person’s behaviors. We also
created a second control, in which no event of any kind was
added (Control-No event, henceforth). Table 1 depicts a
complete set of materials for one vignette.
In each vignette, the second paragraph described the
person’s current behaviors, which were always held
constant. Each person was described as experiencing four
symptoms of depression as listed in the DSM-IV-TR and
DSM-5; one of those symptoms was always depressed
mood, widely considered the hallmark of depression and one
of the required symptoms for diagnosis. The time course of
the symptoms as stated in the paragraph always exceeded
DSM-IV-TR and DSM-5 requirements for diagnosis (2
weeks), while remaining within the allowable time frame for
applying a bereavement exclusion (2 months). The
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Event Type

Current
Behaviors

Text
Andrew has been married to Karen for 5
years, and they have a son together named
Eric. Although they did occasionally get
into arguments during their first few years
together, Andrew and Karen generally got
along well and were a happily married
couple.
Cause-Bereavement
One day, while at work Andrew
received a call from the hospital,
informing him that his wife had gone
into cardiac arrest. The doctors tried
their best, but she passed away in the
emergency room.
Cause-Non-bereavement
One day, they got into a verbal
argument, during which Andrew was
stunned to discover that Karen had
been having an affair. A few days later,
Karen filed for divorce.
Control-Filler
There is a small community center
located down the street from their
house. Andrew and Karen often take
turns bringing Eric there to participate
in a variety of activities.
Control-No event
(No additional text)
For the past several weeks, Andrew has
been feeling really down. He has lost
interest in his weekly golf matches and
makes excuses to avoid attending any
social activities. These days, Andrew
listlessly picks at his food. As a result, he
has lost quite a bit of weight. His coworkers report that he constantly fidgets
with his hands, picking his fingernails,
seemingly unable to hold still.

For each vignette, four separate ratings were obtained from
each participant: (1) a diagnosis judgment (“should
[Andrew] be diagnosed with depression?” on a scale of 1-9,
where 1=definitely no and 9=definitely yes); (2) an
abnormality judgment (“how normal or abnormal are
[Andrew]’s current behaviors?” on a scale of 1-9, where
1=very normal and 9=very abnormal); (3) a cultural
acceptability judgment (“how acceptable or unacceptable
are [Andrew]’s current behaviors in U.S culture?” on a scale
of 1-9, where 1=completely acceptable and 9=completely
unacceptable); and (4) a statistical commonality judgment
(“how common or rare are [Andrew]’s current behaviors in
the U.S population?” on a scale of 1-9, where 1=very
common and 9=very rare).
The study was presented in three separate sections. In the
first section, the vignettes were presented sequentially. Half
of the participants made the diagnosis judgment first below
each vignette; the rest made the abnormality judgment first.
In the second section, the vignettes were re-presented with
the other question (abnormality or diagnosis) not presented
in the first section for that participant. In the third section,
the vignettes were re-presented and participants were asked
to make both the cultural acceptability judgment and
statistical commonality judgment below each vignette (order
counterbalanced between participants). People could edit
their responses, but once they advanced to the next vignette,
they could not go back; this was clearly stated up front in
the instructions. Finally, each clinician was asked about his
or her clinical background and experience (see above).

Results
Analyses were conducted at the ∝=.05 level except as
otherwise specified. There were no effects or interactions
involving vignette or question order, so these are not
discussed further.

bereavement condition relative to no event, but overall,
nearly 4 times as many clinicians gave lower diagnosis
ratings in the Non-bereavement condition than in the No
event control (N=46). The comparison between the two
Cause conditions approached significance (t[71] = 2.68; p =
.009; η2 = .09) at the Bonferroni-corrected alpha level,
either because of practice and familiarity with the DSM-IVTR or because clinicians truly find bereavement to be the
most compelling explanation for depression (or both).
However, the fact remains that both Cause conditions
elicited lower diagnosis ratings relative to both Control
conditions. Clinicians did not reliably differentiate between
the two Control conditions (t[71] = 2.32; p = .023; η2 = .07).

Figure 1. Diagnosis judgments. Higher bars indicate
stronger affirmation of depression diagnoses. Abbreviations:
Cause-BV (bereavement), Cause-NB (non-bereavement),
Control-FL (neutral filler), Control-NE (no event).

Abnormality Judgments

Diagnosis Judgments
A
(Condition:
Cause-Bereavement,
Cause-Nonbereavement, Control-Filler, and Control-No event)
repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of
Condition (F[3,213] = 24.61; MSE = 3.91; p < .001; η2 =
.26; Fig. 1). A set of six Bonferroni-corrected paired-sample
t-tests (∝=.008) was conducted to test whether the presence
of life events influenced diagnosis judgments, and to
determine whether clinicians distinguished between the two
Cause conditions (Bereavement versus Non-bereavement)
or between the two Control conditions (Filler or No event).
In all four pairwise comparisons between Cause conditions
and Control conditions, clinicians reliably advocated a
diagnosis of depression more strongly in the Control
conditions than in the Cause conditions (all t[71] > 3.72; all
p < .001; all η2 > .16), demonstrating that explanations
robustly influenced diagnosis judgments. Only 14 of the 72
clinicians were uninfluenced by the Non-bereavement life
event (relative to no event) in making their judgments, in
accord with DSM-IV-TR specifications. A small minority of
clinicians (N=12) gave higher diagnosis ratings in the Non-

Identical analyses were conducted for the abnormality
judgments. A repeated-measures ANOVA also uncovered a
main effect of Condition (F[3,213] = 121.52; MSE = 1.88; p
< .001; η2 = .63; Fig. 2). Across the same four pairwise
comparisons, clinicians judged behaviors to be less
abnormal in the Cause than Control conditions (all t[71] >
10.37; all p < .001; all η2 > .60). Clinicians did reliably
differentiate between the two Cause conditions (t[71] =
3.02; p = .004; η2 = .11); bereavement events made
depression symptoms seem less abnormal than did nonbereavement events. Clinicians did not differentiate between
the two Control conditions (t[71] = 0.46; p = .646; η2 < .01).

Cultural Acceptability Judgments
For cultural acceptability judgments, there was a main effect
of Condition (F[3,213] = 30.13; MSE = 2.23; p < .001; η2 =
.30; Fig. 3). Clinicians judged behaviors to be less
acceptable in U.S. culture in the Control than Cause
conditions (all t[71] > 4.87; all p < .001; all η2 > .25). As in
the Abnormality judgments, they differentiated between the
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Figure 2. Abnormality judgments. Higher bars indicate
judgments of greater abnormality.

Figure 4. Statistical commonality judgments. Higher bars
indicate judgments of greater statistical rarity of behaviors.

two Cause conditions, such that bereavement events
rendered depression symptoms more culturally acceptable
than did non-bereavement events (t[71] = 2.95; p = .004; η2
= .11). Clinicians did not distinguish between the two
Control conditions (p = 1.000).

Figure 3. Cultural acceptability judgments. Higher bars
denote judgments of greater unacceptability in U.S. culture.

Statistical Commonality Judgments
Finally, there was a main effect of Condition (F[3,213] =
17.25; MSE = 1.78; p < .001; η2 = .20) for statistical
commonality judgments (Fig. 4). Clinicians judged
behaviors to be more statistically rare in the Control than
Cause conditions for all four paired comparisons (all t[71] >
3.96; all p < .001; all η2 > .18). They did not reliably
differentiate between the two Cause conditions (t[71] =
1.36; p = .178; η2 = .03) or the two Control conditions (t[71]
= .07; p = 0.945; η2 < .01).

Discussion
Currently practicing, experienced clinical psychologists
were strongly influenced by explanations in making
diagnostic, abnormality, cultural acceptability, and
statistical likelihood judgments. Specifically, having a
plausible, negative life-event explanation for depressed
behaviors led clinicians to downgrade the appropriateness of
a disorder diagnosis and to perceive the behaviors as less
abnormal, more culturally acceptable, and more common.
These effects occurred across two different types of causal
life events (bereavement and non-bereavement) and two
different control events (neutral and no information).
Perhaps of greatest practical importance is our finding
that non-bereavement events and bereavement events both
reduced clinicians’ endorsement of a depression diagnosis,
overriding both DSM-IV-TR and DSM-5 specifications. The
DSM system does not directly specify criteria for judging
cultural acceptability or statistical commonality per se; its
official recommendations explicitly pertain to diagnosis
(which, in turn, is simply a formalized definition of
abnormality). Yet explanations influenced clinicians’
straightforward diagnosis judgments, for which the contrast
with the DSM is clear. We take this finding to indicate that
the influence of explanation on categorization (diagnosis)
and other clinical judgments is strongly cognitively
compelling even in real-world categories when conflicting
influences are present. Thus, our data suggest that prior
results showing the influence of life-event explanations on
clinicians’ abnormality judgments are not likely to be the
product of demand characteristics of artificially manipulated
experiments. In our study, real-world requirements failed to
override the powerful contextual influence of explanation.

Implications for Clinical Science
As we previously mentioned, it has now been relatively well
established by clinical epidemiological work that the
symptomatology of depression does not differ when caused
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by bereavement versus non-bereavement life events
(Kendler et al., 2008; Wakefield et al., 2007). However,
there remains marked disagreement as to how such findings
should affect specifications for depression in the DSM-5.
One view is that the bereavement exclusion criterion for
depression should be expanded into a broader exclusion
criterion for strongly negative life events. Those subscribing
to this view argue that even the most extreme behaviors
may, in many cases, turn out to be culturally accepted,
normal and reasonable responses to tragic or traumatic
events (Horwitz & Wakefield, 2007; Lifton, 1988;
Wakefield et al., 2007), and that these behaviors cannot be
appropriately assessed in a vacuum. Proponents of this view
have argued that if a tragic life event precipitates a person’s
experience of depressive symptoms, then this experience is
quite normal in our society, and therefore should not be
labeled as disordered. This viewpoint appears to be
overwhelmingly shared by the clinicians in our study.
The major alternative view in the clinical literature is that
if the effects of bereavement and other negative life events
cannot be distinguished from one another, then the validity
of an exclusion criterion is no longer supported, and
therefore should be removed from the DSM (Kendler et al.,
2008). Again, interestingly, this viewpoint is reflected in the
proposed DSM-5 as of February 2010. The status of the
bereavement exclusion criterion in the definition of
depression has interesting implications for clinical
epidemiology. Removing it from the nosology, as the DSM5 work group has proposed, would significantly expand the
range and number of cases officially considered to be
clinical depression, whereas retaining it or even expanding it
to include other significant life events, as some theorists
have proposed (Horwitz, 2007; Wakefield et al., 2007),
would drastically reduce the range and number of cases,
potentially resulting in undertreatment (Maj, 2008).
As we have suggested, however, the intuitions of
clinicians themselves, to the degree that they affect their
actual diagnoses, may also play an important role in shifting
the apparent prevalence of depression, regardless of its
ultimate DSM-5 definition. Recently, Whooley (2010)
reported the practical consequences of what he called a
sociological ambivalence held by practicing clinicians
toward the DSM-IV-TR. His research demonstrated that
even clinicians who wish to adhere to the DSM-IV-TR in
principle nonetheless routinely implement informal
“workarounds” to allow them to apply their own clinical
judgment (e.g., essentially ignoring many of DSM-IV-TR’s
297 diagnostic categories, fudging DSM-IV-TR category
codes, and negotiating the diagnosis with the client),
effectively undermining the influence of the DSM-IV-TR in
practice. Given our results, we predict even greater future
circumvention of the DSM-5 in the diagnosis of depression.
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Abstract
The present study investigated whether laypersons are aware
of their own knowledge limitations when having to decide
about the acceptability of scientific knowledge claims.
Specifically, we tested whether laypeople are more prone to
discount their actual dependence on experts after having read
simplified science depictions. Lay recipients read scientific
arguments varying in comprehensibility and argument type
and thus in apparent easiness. We assessed participants’
inclination to rely on their own information evaluation rather
than to seek out expert advice when deciding about claim
acceptability. As expected, results showed lay recipients to be
more confident in their own information evaluation and less
inclined to turn to an expert for decision support after reading
easy compared to difficult depictions.
Keywords: knowledge evaluation; expertise; argument
comprehensibility; causal explanations; evidence

Introduction
Whether making up their mind about undergoing specific
medical treatment or judging if certain behaviors are
detrimental to the environment, laypeople frequently face
situations where they need to decide about the acceptability
of scientific knowledge claims. The ease of accessing
information on the Web has eliminated problems with
regards to the availability of science-related knowledge that
might act as a basis for an informed judgment. However, a
major challenge lies in the evaluation of this information,
i.e. its acceptability, usefulness and sufficiency for solving a
problem at hand (Bromme, Kienhues & Porsch, 2010).
The evaluation of scientific claims is particularly difficult
due to the complexity and tentativeness of science
knowledge, and it is therefore likely to be beyond
laypersons’ epistemic capabilities (Keil, 2008). Advances in
science and technology have led to an enormous growth of
knowledge. To manage this complexity, science knowledge

is organized into different disciplines represented by
specialized experts. Thus, throughout our whole lifetime we
remain laypersons who depend on advice of pertinent
experts regarding most topics. This uneven distribution of
knowledge in modern societies will be conceived in the
following as a ‘division of cognitive labor’ (Keil et al.,
2008). However, for the division of cognitive labor to
function successfully, laypeople must be aware of the
incompleteness and limitations of their own knowledge. In
other words, laypeople have to recognize that in certain
situations they are unable to make an informed decision
about the veracity of encountered information and instead
need to defer to an expert for advice.
The present study addresses the question of whether
laypeople are aware of the insufficiency of their own
knowledge and thus the necessity to rely on the division of
cognitive labor when having to come to an informed
decision about scientific knowledge claims. Specifically, it
was examined whether laypeople’s awareness of their own
limitations is decreased whenever scientific information is
presented in a way that makes the subject matter appear
fairly easy and uncomplicated.
Laypeople often encounter scientific information
especially prepared for their consumption, i.e. presented in a
simplified way to make the contents superficially
comprehensible for non-experts (Zimmerman et al., 2001).
However, if laypeople encounter such ‘easy’ texts, their
understanding may mislead them to judge the subject matter
as equally easy, and their mental representations of the
described phenomena formed by reading the information as
more complete and accurate than they actually are (cf.
Goldman & Bisanz, 2002). Such an impression may
manifest itself in the conviction that their knowledge and
skill does not differ meaningfully from that of an expert.
Consequentially, scientific messages that are easy to
understand might create the impression that laypeople are
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able to evaluate the viability of the provided information by
themselves and that deferring to an expert is an unnecessary
waste of time and energy.
The assumption that the ease of text understanding
influences readers’ confidence in their own evaluation is in
line with research on fluency. Fluency is defined as the
subjective experience of ease or difficulty when completing
a mental task, and it has been shown that fluency
experiences can serve as a basis for judgment of various
information- or task-features (Schwarz, 2004). For instance,
experienced fluency is generally connected with positive
judgments of truth and confidence in one’s own
performance (e.g. Reber & Schwarz, 1999; Alter,
Oppenheimer, Epley & Eyre, 2007). What we currently term
‘text easiness’ can actually be conceived as a type of
processing fluency. However, the influence of experienced
fluency on laypeople’s assessment of their own epistemic
capabilities in comparison to that of an expert has to our
knowledge not been investigated by previous fluency
research.

Perceived Easiness of Scientific Contents
Assuming that perceived easiness of information leads
laypeople to neglect their dependence on the division of
cognitive labor raises the question as to what characteristics
make scientific contents appear easy. We presume perceived
easiness to be influenced by at least two message attributes:
information comprehensibility and type of argument in
which information is presented to support a claim.
To date, the influence of comprehensibility and argument
type on laypeople’s readiness to evaluate science
information themselves rather than to rely on an expert
advisor has not been investigated directly. However, we
base our assumption of the impact of both factors on
previous theoretical considerations as well as empirical
findings which show comprehensibility and argument type
to affect the persuasiveness of arguments. Strong agreement
to a claim or a positive evaluation of provided arguments
should only occur if recipients feel that they are sufficiently
informed and qualified to form an opinion about the subject
matter. In contrast, if recipients do not feel competent to
assess the quality of provided information, they should be
more hesitant in their judgments and refrain from indicating
strong agreement or evaluations. Thus, previously obtained
effects of comprehensibility and argument type on
persuasiveness might at least partly result from an influence
of both factors on recipients’ readiness to make an own
decision about a claim or an argument.
Information Comprehensibility According to Chaiken and
Eagly (1976), recipients are more apt to accept claims
supported by comprehensible arguments for two reasons:
First, if the argument is not well understood recipients
receive lesser amounts of information in support of the
claim. Second, failing to understand might create feelings of
frustration among recipients, which then translate to the
claim intended to be supported. The resulting negative affect

makes it then less likely for recipients to accept the claim as
valid. This assumption has been confirmed by previous
research, which has shown comprehensible arguments to
cause stronger claim agreement among recipients compared
to arguments difficult or impossible to comprehend. This
research was mainly focused on arguments supporting a
moral claim and on arguments advertising the usefulness of
consumer products (Bradley & Meeds, 2004; Chaiken &
Eagly, 1976), but comparable findings have also been
yielded for scientific claims (Eagly, 1974). However, it
remains unclear whether the observed persuasive effect of
comprehensibility also extends to laypeople’s confidence in
their own information evaluations and thus on their reliance
on the division of cognitive labor.
Argument Type Previous research has differentiated
between two types of arguments that can support a causal
claim: ‘Explanations’ (also called ‘causal arguments’)
describe the mechanism underlying a claimed causal
connection (e.g. ‘Cholesterol increases the risk of stroke
because it blocks the blood vessels’). In contrast, ‘evidence’
(also termed ‘noncausal arguments’) supports the claim by
referring to statistical data (e.g. ‘Cholesterol increases the
risk of stroke because 74% of people suffering a stroke have
above-average cholesterol levels’) (Brem & Rips, 2000;
Sandoval & Cam, in press).
In spite of the prominent role evidence plays in empirical
science, previous literature suggests that laypeople prefer
causal arguments as epistemic justifications, possibly
because their evaluation is perceived as easier. According to
Keil (2010), individuals have a sophisticated sense for
causal relations and structure and seek out explanations.
These activities form the essence of individuals’ folk
science. Thus, laypeople may consider causal arguments as
more traceable and easier to evaluate than noncausal
arguments, since causal arguments more closely reflect the
kinds of epistemic justifications they consider in everyday
life. Consequentially, laypeople might be more prone to rely
on their own evaluations of causal arguments, whereas they
are more likely to appreciate the necessity of reverting to
experts if confronted with noncausal evidence. Laypeople
should then be more easily persuaded by causal than by
noncausal arguments. Findings by Slusher and Anderson
(1996) indeed confirm causal arguments to cause stronger
claim agreement than noncausal arguments. However, other
research comparing both argument types yielded different
results, indicating that evidence is perceived as better
argument support than explanations (Brem & Rips, 2000;
Sandoval & Cam, in press).
Hence, although theoretical considerations suggest a
persuasive advantage of causal over noncausal arguments
from a layperson’s point of view, previous research does not
consistently provide support for the assumption of causal
arguments being perceived as more traceable by laypeople
and more manageable to evaluate by themselves. A possible
explanation for the inconsistency of findings is that
argument type and comprehensibility might have been
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confounded in at least some studies. In cases where
noncausal arguments had been more comprehensible than
their causal counterparts, the perceived easiness of
comprehensible arguments might have outweighed the
easiness ascribed to causal arguments. In order to further
investigate whether laypeople are indeed more strongly
persuaded by causal arguments, it is necessary to assess the
influence of argument type independently from the
influence of argument comprehensibility. Moreover, and
similar to the state of affairs regarding comprehensibility, it
remains unclear whether argument type has an effect on
recipients’ confidence in their decision about information
acceptability. Thus, further research is needed to assess
whether and how argument type influences laypeople’s
readiness to rely on their own judgment rather than on the
division of cognitive labor.

The Present Research
The present study was aimed to investigate how the way
scientific information is presented influences laypeople’s
inclination to rely on their own evaluations of scientific
claims rather than to defer to an expert. We assumed that if
scientific information is presented in a way that makes it
difficult for laypeople to process, they are more likely to
realize that as non-experts they are in fact unable to
confidently decide whether the information poses a sound
argument to support a give claim.
In order to investigate this assumption, laypeople were
confronted with argumentative texts which provided support
for a causal claim and which were intended to vary in
perceived easiness. Perceived easiness was manipulated in
two ways. Firstly, the texts were either written to appear
comprehensible or clearly incomprehensible. Secondly, the
texts either supported the stated claim with an explanation
of the underlying causal mechanism (thus with information
tailored to laypersons’ familiar way of reasoning in folk
science) or with empirical evidence (thus with information
that should be less compatible with laypersons’ familiar way
of thinking).
We expected lay recipients to evaluate comprehensible
arguments as stronger (i.e. more supportive of the claim)
than incomprehensible arguments (H1) and causal
arguments as stronger than noncausal arguments (H2). We
furthermore assumed that laypeople agree more strongly to
a claim after reading comprehensible than incomprehensible
arguments (H3) and after reading causal arguments
compared to noncausal arguments (H4). With regards to
laypeople’s confidence in their own agreement decision, we
assumed that comprehensible arguments cause higher trust
in their own decision about the claim (H5) and conversely a
weaker desire to consult an expert for further decision
support than incomprehensible arguments (H6). Finally,
causal arguments should lead lay recipients to trust more
strongly in their own decision (H7) and to be less inclined to
consult an expert than noncausal arguments (H8).

Method
The study was conducted with a 2x2 repeated measures
design, the independent variables being argument
comprehensibility (comprehensible vs. incomprehensible)
and argument type (causal vs. noncausal). Each participant
was assigned to all experimental conditions in a randomized
order that varied between individuals. In each condition,
participants were asked to read an argument about a medical
topic. Thus, every recipient read four arguments in total: one
comprehensible causal, one comprehensible noncausal, one
incomprehensible causal and one incomprehensible
noncausal argument.
Eighty-eight undergraduates (52 female, mean age =
25.66 years, SD = 5.13) of different subjects at a German
university took part in the study and received 8 Euro for
their participation. To ensure participants’ lay status,
students of medicine, biology or related subjects and
students of empirical sciences, who can be assumed to be
particularly familiar with noncausal arguments, were
excluded from participation.

Materials
Expository texts about four medical issues were generated
(mean length = 80.5 words, SD = 16.46). The texts
contained concepts and relations that were derived from
real-world concepts but were imaginary to ensure that
readers were low in topic knowledge and had no strong
prior opinion about the issues. Each text consisted of an
argument that supported an issue-related causal claim (e.g.
‘A side-effect of Rethoxat is that it brings about asthma
attacks’). The claim was always stated at the beginning of
the argument, followed by information serving as claim
support. For each text, four variations were created,
analogous to the experimental conditions: In the causal
argument conditions, the claim was supported by an
explanation of the underlying mechanism and in the
noncausal argument conditions by statistical data.
Comprehensibility of both argument types was manipulated
by use of technical terms, repetition of important
information and inclusion/omission of unnecessary,
distracting detail. For instance, the sentence ‘After the intake
of Rethoxat, the agent is absorbed from the stomach into the
blood stream.’ from the comprehensible causal variation
was transformed to ‘After sublingual application of
Rethoxat, the verum is resorbed via the Tunica mucosa
gastrica into the sanguis’ in the incomprehensible causal
variation. However, comprehensibility manipulations were
only applied to the argument support, while the claim was
stated in the same wording across conditions.
Before reading each argument, participants were
confronted with a scenario in which a fictitious friend was
described as having a medical problem. The fictitious friend
was unsure whether a certain problem-related claim was
true or false and asked the participant about their opinion.
The arguments were presented as stemming from an online
source and were described as being authored by a medical
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expert in order to keep the social role ascribed to the source
constant between conditions.

Dependent Measures
Manipulation Check To assess whether comprehensibility
had been manipulated as intended, participants evaluated
each argument for perceived comprehensibility on a 1 to 7
scale (1: very incomprehensible, 7: very comprehensible).
Since comprehensibility might be interpreted differently by
different readers (Wiley, Griffin & Thiede, 2005),
participants were provided with a short definition of what
the experimenters meant by comprehensibility to ensure that
each participant judged the arguments by comparable
standards. This definition described information as
comprehensible when the contents are perceived as clear
and when readers feel able to discriminate essential from
less important parts and to evaluate information consistency.
Argument Strength Participants were furthermore asked to
rate the strength of each argument on a 1 to 7 scale (1: the
argument provides no support for the claim, 7: the argument
provides strong support for the claim).
Claim Agreement To assess whether argument reception
led to changes in participants’ claim acceptance, agreement
to each claim was assessed prior and subsequent to reading
the claim-supporting argument. Participants were asked to
indicate their agreement on a scale from 1 (I don’t agree at
all) to 7 (I totally agree).
Confidence in the Claim Agreement Decision
Participants’ readiness to decide about the claim was
indicated by two measures, each of which was collected
before and after participants read the argument.
(A) Trust in one’s own judgment of the claim correctness:
Before and after reading each argument, participants
indicated on a 1 to 7 scale how strongly they agreed to the
statement ‘I am confident in my own decision about whether
it is true that [claim statement inserted]’ (1: don’t agree, 7:
strongly agree).
(B) Desire to consult an expert for decision support:
Similarly, before and after argument reception, participants
were asked about their agreement to the statement ‘Before I
decide about whether it is true that [claim statement
inserted], I would like to seek further advice from an expert’
on a 1 to 7 scale (1: don’t agree, 7: strongly agree).

aforementioned variables. This was repeated four times, so
that each participant read one argument of each
experimental condition. After the described pre-and postmeasured were collected for all arguments, readers were
presented again with each argument and were asked to
evaluate its strength and comprehensibility. Participants
then completed a demographic questionnaire and were
finally debriefed about the fictitious nature of the presented
arguments.

Results
Table 1 shows the means and standard deviations of the
dependent measures for the different experimental
conditions. Medium to strong inter-correlations of the
dependent variables claim agreement, trust in own decision
and desire for expert advice show that all three measures are
significantly related but nevertheless present separate
constructs (Table 2).

Manipulation Check
A repeated measures ANOVA on comprehensibility ratings
with
the
within-subject-factors
comprehensibility
(comprehensible vs. incomprehensible) and argument type
(causal vs. noncausal) showed that as intended, arguments
designed as comprehensible were considered more
comprehensible than arguments designed to be
incomprehensible, F(1,87) = 744.05, p < .001, part. η2 = .90.
Since neither the main effect of argument type nor the
argument type*comprehensibility interaction was significant
(both F(1,87) < 1.90, ns), the manipulation check confirmed
comprehensibility to vary orthogonally to argument type.

Perceived Argument Strength
To test H1 (comprehensible arguments are perceived as
stronger than incomprehensible arguments) and H2 (causal
arguments are perceived as stronger than noncausal
arguments) we conducted a repeated measures ANOVA on
argument strength measures with comprehensibility and
argument type as within-subject-factors. As expected, lay
recipients judged comprehensible arguments as stronger
than incomprehensible arguments, F(1,87) = 11.41, p <
.001, part. η2 = .56. Furthermore, according to our
hypothesis, causal arguments were rated as stronger than
noncausal arguments, F(1,87) = 13.07, p = .001, part. η2 =
.13.

Procedure

Claim Agreement

Participants worked individually on a booklet which
contained the arguments and scales for collecting the
dependent measures. The booklet first presented participants
with a scenario in which the fictitious friend’s problem was
described. Pre-measures of participants’ claim agreement,
trust in their own judgment and desire to consult an expert
were collected. Participants then read the argument and
provided their answers to the post-measures of the

H3 (comprehensible arguments cause stronger claim
agreement than incomprehensible arguments) and H4
(causal arguments cause stronger claim agreement than
noncausal arguments) were tested by subjecting differencescores of pre-and post-measures of participants’ claim
agreement to a repeated measures ANOVA. Results showed
that in line with H3, participants’ agreement with the claim
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Table 1: Means and standard deviations (in brackets) for the dependent measures as a function of comprehensibility and type
of argument.
Argument condition
Compr. causal
Incompr. causal
Compr. noncausal
Incompr. noncausal

Comprehensibility

Argument
strength

6.07
(1.10)
2.14
(1.36)
6.14
(1.14)
1.92
(1.24)

5.85
(1.28)
3.93
(1.59)
5.16
(1.56)
3.50
(1.67)

Claim
agreement
pre
post
3.99
5.14
(1.08)
(1.22)
3.94
4.93
(1.01)
(1.16)
3.94
5.02
(0.99)
(1.15)
4.08
4.78
(0.91)
(1.26)

increased more strongly after reading comprehensible
compared to incomprehensible arguments, F(1,87) = 7.48, p
= .008, part. η2 = .08. In contrast to our expectations (H4),
the extent of agreement change did not differ between
argument types, F(1,87) = 2.624, ns.

Confidence in the Claim Agreement Decision
We had hypothesized laypeople to rely more readily on their
own decision about a claim after reading comprehensible
compared to incomprehensible arguments, indicated by a
higher trust in their own decision (H5) and a weaker desire
to consult an expert (H6). Conversely, causal arguments
should lead to higher levels of trust in one’s own decision
(H7) and to a weaker desire to consult an expert (H8)
compared to noncausal arguments. To test our hypotheses,
we conducted repeated measures ANOVAs on differencescores of pre-and post-ratings of trust in own decision and
desire to consult an expert.
(A) Trust in Own Agreement Decision Participants
showed a stronger increase in trust in their own decision
after they had read comprehensible compared to
incomprehensible arguments, F(1,87) = 13.271, p < .001,
part. η2 = .132, providing support for H5. Contrary to H7,
changes in trust did not differ between causal and noncausal
arguments, F(1,87) = 1.23, ns.
(B) Desire to Consult an Expert Results indicated that
laypeople‘s desire to seek out expert advice decreased
significantly stronger after reading comprehensible
arguments than after reading incomprehensible arguments,
(F(1,87) = 15.00, p < .001, part. η2 = .15), lending support

Trust in own
decision
pre
post
1.24
4.22
(0.87)
(1.87)
1.18
3.63
(0.70)
(2.03)
1.18
4.03
(0.56)
(1.85)
1.17
3.34
(0.55)
(1.93)

Desire for expert
advice
pre
post
6.65
5.72
(0.68)
(1.63)
6.55
6.16
(0.96)
(1.29)
6.77
6.00
(0.58)
(1.36)
6.55
6.25
(0.91)
(1.25)

to H6. H8 was not confirmed, since changes in desire for
expert advice did not differ between argument types, F(1,
87) = 1.08, ns.

Discussion
By confronting recipients with texts of varying easiness, the
present study investigated whether laypeople are aware of
the limitations of their own epistemic capabilities when
having to decide about scientific knowledge claims. We had
expected that laypeople would rely less on the division of
cognitive labor and thus agree more confidently and
strongly with information they consider easy than with
information that makes the subject matter appear difficult.
Results show that comprehensibility of scientific texts
clearly influences laypeople’s agreement to scientific
arguments and their reliance on the division of cognitive
labor. Participants perceived comprehensible arguments
as stronger and were more inclined to agree to the argument
claim when they received comprehensible compared to
incomprehensible information. Moreover, as we had
expected, laypeople were more confident in their agreement
decision after reading comprehensible arguments. They
showed higher levels of trust in their own decision about the
claim and perceived themselves less in need of additional
expert advice than after reading incomprehensible
arguments.
Findings with regards to argument type only partly confirm
our expectations: We found that recipients evaluated causal
arguments as stronger than noncausal arguments. This is in
line with previous research indicating that laypersons do not
evaluate arguments in the same way as experts, who regard

Table 2: Intercorrelation (Pearson’s r) of the pre/post difference-scores of claim agreement, trust in own decision and desire
for expert advice. All correlations are significant at a .05 level.
Argument condition
Compr. causal
Incompr. causal
Compr. noncausal
Incompr. noncausal

Claim agreement &
Trust in own decision
.496

.429
.511
.355

Claim agreement &
Desire for expert advice
-.225
-.250
-.454
-.241
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Trust in own decision &
Desire for expert advice
-.460
-.449
-.389
-.373

empirical evidence as the preferable form of claim support
and consider explanations unsubstantiated by data as
generally weak (Kuhn, 1991; Slusher & Anderson, 1996).
Furthermore, by holding comprehensibility constant
between both argument types, our results show that
laypeople’s epistemic preference for causal over noncausal
arguments is not due to a confounding with
comprehensibility.
However, the influence of argument type on argument
evaluation did not transmit to recipients’ claim agreement or
to their confidence in their claim agreement decision. We
assume that stronger and more consistent effects of
argument type might be found among a population outside
of the academic context, who should be even less familiar
with noncausal arguments than our present participants.
While we were careful to exclude students from empirical
sciences from our sample, their general academic
background might have provided our participants at least
with some experience in noncausal argumentation,
exceeding that of the ‘average layperson’.
The present results also indicate that laypeople are
generally aware of the necessity to rely on the division of
cognitive labor. Even when receiving easy texts,
participants’ ratings of their desire to ask an expert did not
average below 5 on a scale from 1 to 7 (with 7 indicating a
strong desire). However, the decreasing influence of
information easiness on the perceived need for expert advice
suggests that a too strong simplification of scientific
contents might mislead lay recipients to underestimate their
dependence on experts.
To summarize, our results confirm the assumption that
laypeople are more inclined to rely on their own evaluations
of scientific contents when they perceive the topic at hand
as easy, than when they perceive the issue as beyond their
own understanding. Moreover, it seems that whereas
comprehensibility has a strong influence on lay recipients’
impression of content easiness, the impact of argument type
is comparatively small.
The present findings suggest that caution should be taken
whenever scientific contents are communicated to
laypeople. Popularized science reports, i.e. science
depictions especially intended for public consumption, are
usually characterized by simplification in order to facilitate
the target audience’s content understanding (Goldman &
Bisanz, 2002; Zimmerman et al., 2001). However, our
findings indicate that such simplifications comprise the risk
of making scientific knowledge appear less complex and
easier to evaluate than it actually is. Therefore, popularized
science reports should not only inform laypeople about
scientific contents itself but in addition make recipients
aware of the fact that the content information presented is
generally not sufficient to allow confident evaluations of
related knowledge claims.
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Abstract
Choice preferences can shift depending on whether outcome
and probability information about the options are provided in
a description or learned from the experience of sampling. We
explored whether this description-experience “gap” could be
explained as a difference in probabilistic mindset, that is, the
explicit consideration of probability information in the former
but not the latter. We replicated the gap but found little
evidence to support our main hypothesis. Nevertheless, the
data inspired a number of interesting proposals regarding
experimental design, preference for probability information,
sampling strategies, optimal presentation format, and the
probability judgment probe.
Keywords: decisions from experience; decisions from
description; description-experience; probability; risky choice.

Introduction
Individuals, businesses, and governments are continually
challenged by the prospect of making decisions in the face
of uncertainty. For example, Google’s acquisition of the
mobile start-up company Android in 2005 was considered a
risky move because, at the time, the smartphone industry
was dominated by the battle between the iPhone and
BlackBerry and few could see room for a new challenger.
However, just five years on, Android is now the leading
smartphone operating system in the U.S. by market share
(Whitney, 2010) and has been deemed by Google as their
best acquisition ever.
It is interesting to consider what mindset the Google
leadership team adopted when they decided to acquire
Android. The choice may have been predominately
“description-based”, that is, rooted in hard numbers of
estimated financial outcomes and their likelihoods. In
contrast, the choice may have been predominately
“experience-based”, that is, rooted in instinct sharpened by
the practice of having acquired dozens of other companies.
The question is more than academic in light of a growing
body of evidence showing that choice differences occur
between identical decisions depending on whether choicerelevant information is acquired from a description or
garnered from experience (Rakow & Newell, 2010).

Description- vs. Experience-based Choice
Hertwig, Barron, Weber and Erev (2004) contrasted
these two risky choice formats by presenting decisionmakers with the same problem in either the description or
the experience format. Those in the description group were
explicitly told the potential outcomes and their probabilities.

For example, Problem 1 was a choice between a “100%
chance of 3” and an “80% chance of 4, else 0”. In contrast,
those in the experience group were not explicitly told
anything but were instead allowed to repeatedly sample
outcomes, with replacement, from a distribution that
matched the description given to those in the other group.
Choice preferences were clearly influenced by
presentation format. For example, in Problem 1, just 36% of
participants selected the risky option when the decision was
made from description yet 88% preferred this option when
the decision was made from experience. Such large
differences have now been observed across many different
problems examined in numerous studies (for a review, see
Hertwig & Erev, 2009). The common finding is choice
behavior consistent with overweighting of rare events when
gambles are explicitly described but objective or
underweighting of the rare events when gambles are learned
from sequential feedback (Camilleri & Newell, 2011a).
Some researchers have argued that the gap is largely the
result of external and internal sampling biases present in the
experience format (e.g., Camilleri & Newell, 2011b).
External sampling biases occur when an observed sample of
outcomes does not accurately reflect the true outcome
distribution, which is common when participants take small
samples (Hertwig & Pleskac, 2010). Internal sampling
biases occur when a mental sub-sample of outcomes does
not accurately reflect the observed outcome distribution,
which is common when participants rely more heavily on
recent observations (Hertwig et al., 2004).
In addition to these causes, there remains a strong belief
that the gap is caused by yet additional factors (e.g., Hau,
Pleskac, Kiefer, & Hertwig, 2008; Hertwig & Erev, 2009;
Ungemach, Chater, & Stewart, 2009). The factor
investigated in the present study we term “probabilistic
mindset” and refers to the explicit consideration of outcome
distributions or probabilities during choice. Specifically, we
examined the possibility that the gap might partly be the
result of a probabilistic mindset in the description format
but a non-probabilistic mindset in the experience format.

Probability vs. Frequency Information
Most studies of description-based choices confer
likelihood information through probabilities. An alternative
that leaves explicit outcomes and their likelihoods is
frequency information (e.g., “32 out of 40 occasions get 4”),
which has been shown to produce behavior that is different
than when probability information is presented (e.g., Slovic,
Monahan & MacGregor, 2000). Cosmides & Tooby (1996)
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argue that evolution has shaped the mind to operate with
frequency information and go on to demonstrate that this
information format improves decision-making across a
number of tasks, including Bayesian reasoning.
In the context of the risky choice, evidence for a
frequency effect has been mixed. On the one hand, Gottlieb
Weiss, and Chapman (2007) presented their participants
with different risky problems in percentage and frequency
formats and found that choices in the latter were closer to
the choices made by participants who saw outcomes
sequentially (i.e., experience-based). On the other hand,
Rakow, Demes, and Newell (2008) found no differences
between percentage and frequency formats.
Thus, our first research question was whether probability
and frequency formats produce preference differences in the
context of risky choice.

Probabilistic vs. Non-probabilistic Mindset
Traditional accounts of description-based choice have
placed the consideration of probability information – in our
terms, a probabilistic mindset – at the fore. For example, in
prospect theory, the “value” of an option is determined by
summing the product of the possible outcomes by their
probabilities, with each being adjusted by different nonlinear weighting functions (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979).
Accounts of experience-based choice are more diverse.
One school of thought suggests that prospect theory, with its
emphasis on explicit probability representation, can also
successfully account for experience-based choices (Hau et
al., 2008; Fox & Hadar, 2006). Indeed, participants can
provide fairly accurate probability estimates for the
outcomes they have observed (e.g., Ungemach et al., 2009).
However, probability estimates do not accurately predict
choice, suggesting that participants might be able to provide
precise estimates when explicitly probed, but refrain from
using such information when making the decision itself
(Camilleri & Newell, 2009). This hypothesis is consistent
with recent other findings including the coexistence of
overestimation and underweighting of rare events in
situations outside of the lab. For example, immediately
following a suicide bombing people believe the risk
decreases but at the same time exhibit more cautious
behavior (Barron & Yechiam, 2009).
An alternative perspective is that experience-based
choices do not naturally produce a probabilistic mindset
and, thus, are inexplicable by models that require explicit
probability representation. Many decisions appear to be
made without probabilistic representation, particularly when
probabilistic cues are not made salient (Huber, Wider, &
Huber, 1997; Rottenstreinch & Kivetz, 2006). Indeed, there
are several successful models of choice that do not depend
on the explicit representation of probability information
(e.g., the natural mean heuristic; Hertwig & Pleskac, 2010).
Thus, our second research question was whether the
description-experience choice “gap” can be at least partially
explained as a difference in probabilistic representation.

The Experiment
We designed a between-subjects experiment that crossed
information format with induced probabilistic mindset to
produce four different groups (see Table 1).
Table 1: The experimental groups produced by crossing
choice format with induced probabilistic representation.
Mindset
Probabilistic
Format

Description
Experience

D-Probability
E-Appraise

Nonprobabilistic
D-Frequency
E-Sample

To investigate our first question, we examined the choices
made by participants who received likelihood information in
either probability or frequency format. A difference in
preferences between the D-Probability and D-Frequency
groups would provide evidence consistent with a frequency
effect. Specifically, we expected those in the D-Frequency
group to more often select the objectively better option, that
is, the option with the higher expected value (EV; calculated
as the sum of each outcome multiplied by its probability).
To investigate our second question, we additionally
examined the choices made by participants who received
likelihood information through the experience of sequential
sampling, either with (E-Appraise group) or without (ESample group) the added obligation to occasionally appraise
outcome probabilities (see Method). A difference between
the average of the two Probabilistic groups and the average
of the two Non-probabilistic groups would provide evidence
consistent with the description-experience gap being at least
partially caused by a difference in probabilistic mindset.

Method
Participants
The participants were 100 undergraduate UNSW students
(63 females) with a median age of 19 years. Participation
was in exchange for course credit plus payment contingent
upon the outcome of one randomly selected choice.

Design
The experiment used a 2 (information format: description
vs. experience) x 2 (probabilistic mindset: probabilistic vs.
non-probabilistic; Table 1) between-subjects design. The
dependent variable was the choice in each problem.
Participants in the two description groups were given all
information regarding outcomes and their probabilities.
Those in the D-Probability group were presented with the
percentage chance of each outcome (e.g., “80% chance of
4”) whereas those in the D-Frequency group were presented
with the outcome occurrence frequency in forty samples
(e.g., “32 out of 40 occasions get 4”).
Participants in the two experience groups had to discover
the possible outcomes and their likelihoods by sampling
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exactly forty times. Participants were given the outcome and
probability of the safe option and thus had only to sample
from the risky option (cf. Hau, Pleskac, & Hertwig, 2010).
The sequence of outcomes was randomly ordered but
perfectly matched the description given to participants in the
description groups. Those in the E-Appraise group were
asked after every ten samples to judge the probability of a
zero outcome occurring on the next trial (all risky options
involved a zero outcome; see below). The intent here was to
induce a probabilistic representation of the outcome
likelihoods. Those in the Sampling group were not required
to provide probability estimates, nor were probabilities ever
explicitly mentioned. Following all forty samples
participants in both the experience groups made a choice
regarding which option was preferred.

Materials
Choice Problems: The four choice problems used were
taken, with slight modification, from the set created by Hau
et al. (2010). Each problem consisted of two options with
similar expected values, with at most two outcomes per
option. All problems were in the gain domain. The problems
were specifically chosen to be able to discriminate between
five different choice strategies: risk aversion, risk seeking,
adherence to expected value (EV), underweighting of rare
events, and overweighting of rare events (see Table 2).

Procedure
As the opening scenario makes clear, real-world risky
choices are always embedded within a context, which can
often provide various grounds, beyond outcomes and their
likelihoods, from which to base choice. Thus, each of the
four problems was presented within the context of a
scenario. Participants’ were instructed that their overall task
was to maximize the amount of points won from their
decisions. Each scenario followed the same format:
introduce context, decision problem, measure of success,
safe option, and risky option. An example of one scenario
inspired by the opening illustration was the following:
You are the CEO of a successful multinational
computer corporation. One of the most important
decisions you make each year is whether or not to
acquire and integrate a smaller company into your
corporation. Your measure of success is year-end
profit. On the one hand, you know that if you do not
acquire any other smaller companies, then you will
make moderate profits. On the other hand, if you
risk acquiring another company then you could
make large profits.

The options in the scenario were then presented (e.g., do
or do not acquire a small company) along with information
about the possible outcomes and likelihoods as expected
from hypothetical previous occasions (e.g., “100% of the
time an acquisition was not made, profit was 14”). The
problems and scenarios were completely counter-balanced.
Participants were not given feedback during the experiment.
At the conclusion of each problem, participants typed a
response detailing what their choice strategy was.

Results
Description- vs. Experience-based Choice
The percentage of risky choices is shown in the rightmost
column of Table 2. Since preferences are contingent on
whether the rare event is desirable or not, averaging across
problems tends to obscure interesting comparisons. Thus,
we remapped choices onto a single directional scale by recategorizing choices in terms of whether the “predicted”
option was preferred. The predicted option is the alternative
appearing favorable if rare events are overweighted. In
practice, this required inverting the percentages reported in
the rightmost columns of Table 2 for Problems 1 and 2.
The proportion of participants selecting the predicted
option, averaged across problems, is shown in Figure 1. The
predicted option was selected significantly more often by
those in the two description groups (red bars) than those in
the two experience groups (blue bars; 54% vs. 36%; χ 2(1) =
12.4, p < .001). Interestingly, this difference was primarily
driven by the large difference between the D-Probability
and E-Sample groups (χ2(1) = 10.6, p = .001), as opposed to
the small difference between the D-Frequency and EAppraise groups (χ2(1) = 2.9, p = .09). Nevertheless, our data
clearly replicated a description-experience choice gap.

Probability vs. Frequency Information
Our first research question examined the possibility of a
frequency effect in the context of risky choice. Consistent
with our hypothesis, those in the D-Frequency group more
often selected the option with the higher EV, however, this
difference was not reliable (58% vs. 49%; χ2(1) = 1.6, p = .2).
Moreover, as evident in Figure 2, there was little difference
in preference for the predicted option between the DProbability group (filled red bar) and the D-Frequency
group (lined red bar; 57% vs. 50%; χ2(1) = .9, p = .3). Our
power to detect a difference here with an odds-ratio of 2 was
77.5% (calculated with G*Power3; Erdfelder, Faul, &
Buchner, 1996). Thus, our data did not show a clear
frequency effect in the context of risky choice.

Table 2: Choice option, expected choice pattern under certain strategies, and percentage selecting the risky option.
Problem
Number

Choice Options

Expected Choice Pattern Under Strategy

Risk
Risk
Adhere
Underweight
Overweight
aversion
seeking
to EV
rare events
rare events
1
3(1.0)
4(.8)
Safe
Risky
Risky
Risky
Safe
2
14(1.0)
15(.9)
Safe
Risky
Safe
Risky
Safe
3
5(1.0)
24(.2)
Safe
Risky
Safe
Safe
Risky
4
3(1.0)
32(.1)
Safe
Risky
Risky
Safe
Risky
* Group abbreviations: P = D-Probability, F = D-Frequency, A2796
= E-Appraise, S = E-Sampling.
Safe

Risky

% selecting the
risky option*
P

F

A

S

36
32
52
44

44
36
28
52

60
56
20
48

64
72
32
40

bars) were most common in the two the experience groups.
Contrary to expectations, choices consistent with
overweighting of rare events (right diagonal bars) were not
at all common in the two description groups. Interestingly, a
strategy that consistently selected the option with the higher
expected value (black bars) was relatively more common in
the D-Frequency (16%) and E-Appraise (20%) groups.
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Figure 1: Proportion in each group selecting the option
consistent with overweighting of rare events (i.e., the
“predicted” option). Red bars represent description and blue
bars represent experience. Filled bars represent probabilistic
and lined bars represent non-probabilistic.
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Probabilistic vs. Non-probabilistic Representation

Inconsistent

Adhere to expected value

Our second research question examined the possibility
that different probabilistic mindsets may contribute to the
gap. As is apparent from Figure 1, there was little difference
between the two probabilistic groups (filled bars) and two
non-probabilistic groups (lined bars) when averaging across
problems (48% vs. 42%, respectively; χ2(1) = 1.2, p = .3).
Our power to detect a difference here with an odds-ratio of 2
was 96.0% (Erdfelder et al., 1996).
We sorted participants’ choice strategy explanations
according to whether they included any of the following
terms: chance, odds, percent, %, probability, expected value,
likely, and likelihood. Responses that included these words
were categorized as adopting a “probabilistic” mindset. In
support of our manipulation, more responses were
categorized as adopting a probabilistic mindset in the
probabilistic groups than in the non-probabalistic groups
(55% vs. 31%, respectively; χ2(1) = 24.5, p < .001).
Specifically, in each group the proportions of responses
categorized as adopting a probabilistic mindset were: DProbability = 60%, E-Frequency = 35%, D-Appraise = 50%,
and E-Sample = 26%. Reanalyzing the data using this
classification to assign participant to levels of the
independent variable did not change the results (44% vs.
45%, respectively; χ2(1) = .01, p = .9). Thus, our data did not
provide any evidence for a probabilistic mindset effect.

Risk seeking

Risk aversion

Overweight rare events

Underweight rare event

Choice Strategies
We compared the choices made by each participant to the
expected patterns under the strategies listed in Table 2. As
shown in Figure 2, the vast majority of participants (58%)
made choices that were inconsistent with any of the
strategies. This was most true in the D-Probability group
(80%) and least true in the E-Appraise group (36%).
Inspection of Figure 2 suggests a number of interesting,
though highly provisional points. As expected, choices
consistent with underweighting of rare events (left diagonal

Figure 2: Proportion of participants whose four choices
matched a specific choice strategy listed in Table 2.

Memory Order Effects
Following Hertwig et al. (2004), we compared
participants’ choices with those predicted based on both the
first and second half of observed outcomes. For those in the
E-Appraise group there was no difference in number of
choices correctly predicted when based on the first or the
second half of observations (53% vs. 48%; χ2(1) = .5, p = .5).
In contrast, for those in the E-Sample group there was a
weak primacy effect in that more choices were correctly
predicted when based on the first rather than the second half
of observations (52% vs. 40%; χ2(1) = 2.9, p = .09).

Probability Judgments
The estimated probabilities of the zero outcome, made
only by participants in the two probabilistic mindset groups,
are plotted against the objective probabilities in Figure 3.
For those in the E-Appraise group only the final estimate
was used. In general, there was a tendency in both groups to
overestimate rare events and underestimate common events.
However, estimation error was significantly larger in the DProbability group than in the E-Appraise group (27.1% vs.
19.1%, respectively; F(1,1,98) = 12.7, p = .054), suggesting
that participants in the experience condition were better
calibrated and less susceptible to this judgment error.
A logistical regression with choice made (i.e., predicted
option or not) as the dependent variable and presentation
format, objective probability, and estimated probability as
the independent variables found an effect only for
presentation format (B = .79, Wald(1) = 7.4, p = .007). Thus,
estimated probability was not a good predictor of choice.
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Figure 3: Estimated probability plotted against objective
probability for the zero outcomes. The size of the circle
indicates the number of identical data points. The solid lines
depict the least-square linear regression lines.

Discussion
Consideration of our two research questions in light of the
current dataset provide little evidence that the descriptionexperience gap is driven by a probabilistic mindset in the
former paradigm but not the latter. Nevertheless, we did
make a number of interesting observations that provide
valuable input to future work.
With respect to our first research question, we found no
difference in preference for the predicted option between
those provided with likelihood information in probability
format and those in frequency format. However, there was a
tendency for participants presented with frequencies to more
often adopt a maximization strategy. This finding is
consistent with the argument that frequency information is
more compatible with the intuitive, evolutionary-based
cognitive “algorithms” that have developed, which can
produce better decision-making (Cosmides & Tooby, 1996).
The absence of a clear frequency effect in the current
dataset is consistent with the observations made by Rakow
et al. (2008) but inconsistent with those made by Gottleib et
al. (2007). One potential reason for such inconsistency may
be the different designs used: the two studies finding no
effect used a between-subjects design whereas the one study
finding an effect used a within-subjects design. As

Kahneman (2003, pg. 477) notes, the latter “design provides
an obvious cue that the experimenter considers every
manipulated variable relevant”. It is therefore recommended
that future studies studying the frequency effect adopt a
between-subjects design.
With respect to our second research question, we were
able to find a clear description-experience gap even without
the influence of external sampling biases (since experienced
samples perfectly matched the described distribution). The
persistence of the gap implies that it is caused by a number
of different contributing factors (Hertwig & Erev, 2009).
Our dataset suggests that adoption of a probabilistic
mindset – explicit consideration of outcome probabilities –
is not one of these contributing factors. Participants in the
description and experience conditions were not greatly
influenced by inducing either a probabilistic or nonprobabilistic mindset. This null effect is unlikely to be due
to an ineffective manipulation, which appeared to be
moderately successful when gauged by the content of free
responses. However, we were surprised by how infrequently
probabilistic terms were mentioned in free response strategy
descriptions, especially for those cued with probability
estimates. This tendency supports the argument that people
are not naturally interested in probability information
(Huber et al., 1997). Future studies should continue to
investigate the factors that cause people to prefer probability
information (e.g., problem simplicity; Lejarraga, 2010).
There was a greater tendency for those in the E-Appraise
group to adopt a maximization strategy (Figure 2). Indeed,
the description-experience gap was not reliable when
contrasting the E-Appraise group with the D-Frequency
group. This observation is consistent with the argument that
different information formats each come with a unique set
of advantages and disadvantages such that the most
effective mode of risk communication may be through
multiple formats (Slovic et al., 2000). This strategy may
induce “dialectical bootstrapping”, that is, reasoning
through the exchange of opposing ideas (Herzog & Hertwig,
2009). Future studies could examine whether prompting
participants to consider the same information in multiple
formats leads to greater maximization.
We detected a primacy effect in the E-Sampling group,
indicating that earlier observations had a greater influence
on choices than later observations. Since any subset of
outcomes tends to under-represent rare events, this internal
sampling bias reveals at least one cause of the descriptionexperience gap in our data (Camilleri & Newell, 2011b).
Note also that no memory effect was detected in the EAppraise group where the gap was not reliable.
Primacy is a curious result in that it is opposite to the
more common recency effect (e.g., Hertwig et al., 2004).
Our hypothesis is that many participants adopt a two-stage
sampling strategy whereby earlier samples are used to
assess the potential outcomes and later samples are used to
assess their likelihoods. Since we told participants what the
safe outcome was, it is possible that they moved on to the
second stage very quickly and subsequently became bored
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by the end of the task. Presumably, those in the E-Appraise
group were resistant because they were required to
periodically make judgments and therefore remained alert
throughout. To test this hypothesis, future studies could
experiment with telling participants the number or value of
possible outcomes (e.g., Hadar & Fox, 2009).
Some have argued that judgment error may also be
implicated as a cause of the gap (e.g., Fox & Hadar, 2006).
Consistent with this argument, we found that judgments
tended to overestimate rare events and this overestimation
was greater for those in the description condition.
Worryingly, however, judgments were also incredibly
inaccurate, particularly in the D-Probability group where
participants had only to remember the recently presented
probability. Moreover, and in line with Camilleri & Newell
(2009), estimates themselves were unable to predict
subsequent choices. These findings challenge the relevance
of judgment biases to the choice gap discussion and
question the very enterprise of explicitly probing decision
makers for outcome probability estimates. Future studies
pursuing this issue could experiment with less explicit
probes (e.g., Gottlieb, et al. 2007).
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Abstract
How well do people search an environment for non-depleting
resources of different quality, where it is necessary to switch
between exploring for new resources and exploiting those
already found? Employing a simple card selection task to
study exploitation and exploration, we find that the total
resources accrued, the number of switches between exploring
and exploiting, and the number of trials until stable
exploitation becomes more similar to those of the optimal
strategy as experience increases across searches. Subjects
learned to adjust their effective (implicit) thresholds for
exploitation toward the optimal threshold over 30 searches.
Those implicit thresholds decrease over turns within each
search, just as the optimal threshold does, but subjects’
explicitly stated exploitation threshold increases over turns.
Nonetheless, both the explicit and learned implicit thresholds
produced performance close to optimal.
Keywords: exploration; exploitation; explore/exploit tradeoff;
optimal search; threshold strategy.

Introduction
Search is a ubiquitous requirement of everyday life.
Scientists need to search for information to help their
research; web users use search engines like Google to get
whatever they are interested in from the internet; companies
search for the best candidates for their job openings;
consumers searching in supermarkets with hundreds of
brands of candies have to decide if they have found one that
is good enough or if they should explore to find something
even tastier.
In many real life situations, to search (or explore) or to
stop searching (and exploit the fruits of the search) is a key
issue for making better decisions. Organisms have to make
tradeoffs between exploration and exploitation so as to
improve their success in the environment. Consider a
honeybee searching for nectar in flowers. Suppose the
honeybee has visited a particular plant and found most of
the nectar in its flowers. The bee must decide whether it is
worth spending more time to find still more nectar on this
plant, exploiting it further, or whether it would be better off
leaving this plant and exploring to look for another. Staying
too long on the flowers of this plant is wasteful, and the bee
should move to another plant with higher initial rate of
nectar supply; however, leaving that initial flower plant too
early is also suboptimal because travelling between resource
patches will cost time and energy, and there is uncertainty
about the resource levels of flowers that have not yet been
visited. To maximize intake of nectar, the bee needs a
decision rule that balances exploration of new resource sites
with exploitation of known resource sites (Charnov, 1976).

The same tradeoff between exploiting what you already
have and exploring further to find something preferable
applies to humans. For instance, should you take the parking
space you have just found or keep driving closer to your
destination hoping to find a better one? Should you stick
with your current job, or partner, or brand of coffee, or
explore further to see if there are better options to be found?
Many researchers have focused on aspects of exploration
versus exploitation. Optimal decision mechanisms and
heuristic rules of thumb have been proposed to model when
animals leave patches to find new ones (Charnov, 1976;
Bell, 1991; Livoreil & Giraldeau, 1997; Wajnberg,
Fauvegue, & Pons, 2000). Mathematicians have studied
optimal stopping problems where the task is to decide when
to stop the exploration phase of search and exploit a
particular chosen option; Ferguson (1989) reviews work on
one well-known form of this task, the so-called Secretary
Problem. Todd and Miller (1999) applied this kind of
framework to the problem of searching for a mate, studying
the simple heuristics that could work well to stop
exploratory search once an appropriate partner was
encountered, and Beckage, Todd, Penke, and Asendorpf
(2009) found evidence of use of such rules by people
searching for mates at speed-dating events. Lee (2006)
developed Hierarchical Bayesian models to account for
human decision making on an optimal stopping problem.
Different resource types and environmental structures call
for different search strategies. Thus, how well humans
perform in experiments involving the exploration/
exploitation tradeoff depends on the task details, which
influence not only optimal search strategies, but also the
actual strategies employed by subjects. In this paper we
focus on search behavior in a resource-accumulation setting,
in which individuals make a series of decisions as to
whether to explore to find a new resource or exploit a
previously-encountered one, accumulating value from both
newly-found and previously-discovered, currently-exploited
resources as they search.

Search Task
In the experiment, individuals had to accrue as many points
from cards as possible over a 20-turn game. At each turn, a
subject could either explore by flipping over a card with
unknown points from a card deck, or exploit a card already
uncovered by selecting it from a computer screen. With this
accumulation of resources (e.g. points) during both
exploration and exploitation and the ability to return to
previously-found items, this search task resembles a noncompetitive foraging task with non-depleting resources.
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Optimal Strategy
To judge how well subjects perform, it is useful to
understand the optimal strategy for the given task settings in
our experiment. The optimal strategy is to use a decreasing
threshold, switching from exploration to exploitation
whenever the best card seen so far exceeds the current
threshold level. According to the optimal strategy, the
decreasing threshold curve only depends on the range of
card values (highest and lowest) and the total number of
turns in one search game.
Let H denote the highest possible value for a card, L
denote the lowest possible value, N denote the total number
of turns in one game, n denote the current turn within the
game, and dn denote the optimal threshold value for the nth
turn.
Also let:
A = (N−n)∙(H2+H),
B = (H+L)∙(H−L+1),
C = (N−n)∙(2H+1) + 2(H−L+1),

then dn =
What would the threshold curve look like? In our
experiment, H=99, L=1, and N=20. The threshold curve for
these values is plotted in Figure 1.

100
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60

Card Value

Note that these task settings differ from the classic
Secretary Problem and the widely studied patch-foraging
problem. Compared to the Secretary Problem, individuals in
our experiment have knowledge of the outcome distribution
(card values are uniformly distributed from 1 to 99). They
can switch from exploitation back to exploration (even
though this is never done by the optimal strategy), whereas
the Secretary Problem involves searching (exploring) until a
single option is chosen (exploited). Individuals are also able
to go back and exploit previous items, and they receive
points in both exploration and exploitation phases, whereas
the Secretary Problem payoff is determined solely by the
final choice made. In a typical patch-foraging problem,
foragers usually do not know the distribution of resources in
patches, exploring between patches has costs, and exploiting
a patch makes its value go down over time (depleting
resources), so that foragers usually do go back and exploit
previously-found patches even though they could.
Many possible rules could describe subjects’ behavior in
our search task. These include intertia-based rules (subjects
have a tendency to repeat the previous action, be it
exploration or exploitation), impatience-based rules (after
some number of turns doing one action, individuals lose
patience and switch to the alternative action), and threshold
rules (switch from explore to exploit when a value above a
particular threshold is found). We focus here on threshold
rules, in part because that is the form of the optimal strategy.
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Figure 1: Optimal threshold curve. Over turns, the
optimal threshold for exploiting the highest drawn card falls
from about 80 on turn 1 to 50 on turn 20.

Experiment
191 subjects were recruited for the experiment from the
Indiana University psychology student subject pool. They
were told that their goal was to accumulate as many points
as possible in each search game, by flipping over cards
whenever they wanted or taking the points from cards
already exposed on the screen. Subjects were also informed
that the point values for cards ranged from 1 to 99, with
equal probability (i.e., card values were uniformly
distributed between 1 and 99), selected with replacement.
In the experiment, a turn refers to one time of either
exploration or exploitation, and every trial contains 20 turns.
The interface for the experiment is shown in Figure 2. Every
card had its value displayed on it. In the first of the 20 turns,
the subject must explore, flipping over the top card on the
deck. After seeing its value and having that added to their
accumulating points, subjects could do either of two actions
on the second turn (and all subsequent turns): select a new
card from the deck (exploring), or select one of the cards
that he/she had already turned over (exploiting). The screen
displayed the number of turns taken, the total points
obtained thus far for this trial, and the highest card value
seen so far in the trial (by showing that card’s point value in
red on the card, while all other cards were shown in green).
For example, in Figure 2, four cards have been taken from
the card deck, with the first three values in green while the
highest card value, 91, is in a larger red font. The screen
shows that the number of turns taken thus far is 15, there are
5 turns left, and the total points so far for this trial is 1245.
The number of points received by the subject on each turn in
this trial is also listed beside the deck. On this 16th turn, the
subject should decide whether he/she wants to exploit the
highest value 91 again, as they have done for the previous
12 turns, or explore the deck hoping for a higher card value.
After each of the 30 independent trials, subjects were told
the points they received and the points that the optimal
strategy would have earned. After finishing all 30 trials,
subjects reported their explicit threshold—the minimum
value of the maximum card seen so far that would lead them
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to exploit that value rather than explore by flipping over a
new card from the deck, for turns 2, 5, 9, 13, 17, and 20.

distributions of these starting-final-exploitation turns for
both the actual data and the optimal strategy. Compared to
the optimal strategy, the distribution of the actual data has a
long fat tail, which means that some subjects explored even
until the very end and did not exploit a high value when
they found it (which is likely—if someone explores for 10
turns, the probability that he/she will see a value larger than
80 is about 90%).
1200

Starting Turns for Optimal Strategy
1200

1000

1000

800

800

Figure 2: The interface of the experiment. The face-down
card in the lower-left corner represents the deck of unknown
cards, while the four cards in the upper portion of the screen
represent turned-over cards.

Results

Switch and Exploitation
The optimal strategy dictates that there would be at most
one switch from exploration to exploitation per 20 turn
trial—whenever the highest card seen so far exceeds the
current threshold level. Subjects, by contrast, might switch
back from exploitation to exploration for many reasons,
including intrinsic randomness, boredom, or changing
strategies over time. And then as the end of the trial
approaches, they may well switch to exploitation again to
take advantage of previously found high values. The data
indicates that subjects switch between exploration and
exploitation a mean of 1.83 times per trial.
In general, after some point subjects switch to
exploitation and only exploit for the rest of the turns until
the end of the trial. The turn where this continuing
exploitation begins depends on the search strategy used. For
example, a strategy with a constant threshold of 90 would
lead to a later mean switch point than the optimal strategy
does, because cards exceeding this high threshold are less
common than cards exceeding the decreasing optimal
threshold. The mean of the starting turn for this continuing
exploitation is 7.35 across all subjects. We also simulated
data for the same number (191*30 = 5730) of trials
following the optimal strategy, and found the mean starting
turn for continuing exploitation to be 5.14. Accordingly,
people continue exploring for longer than optimal, but only
by about two turns. Figure 3 shows the frequency
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Across all of the turns taken by all subjects (191∙30∙20 =
114600 turns), there was 73.3% exploitation and 26.7%
exploration. For the optimal strategy, there is more
exploitation: 81%. Subjects’ mean total points per 20-turn
trial was 1528 (SD 266); for optimal, it was 1601.
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Figure 3: Frequency distributions of starting turns for
final exploitation phase, for subjects (left) and optimal
strategy (right).

Explicit and Implicit Thresholds
At the end of the experiment, we asked subjects to declare
the minimum card value that they would have been satisfied
with, and hence stop exploring and instead exploit this card
for the rest of the turns. We asked them to disclose this
value for turns 2, 5, 9, 13, 17, and 20. These values can be
treated as indicating subjects’ explicit thresholds; they are
plotted in Figure 4, linearly interpolated. Generally speaking,
this is an increasing curve, which moves in the opposite
direction of the optimal threshold over turns.
At the individual level, we categorized subjects into four
different types according to the trends of their explicit
thresholds. If the reported thresholds at those 6 turns
remained the same, subjects were classified as ‘Constant’; if
the values increased at least once and never decreased,
subjects were classified as ‘Increasing’; if the values
decreased at least once and never increased, subjects were
classified as ‘Decreasing’; otherwise, they were labeled as
‘Mixed’. Among 188 subjects (3 were excluded due to
incomplete questionnaires), 71 subjects were Increasing, 47
were Decreasing, 19 were Constant, and 51 were Mixed.
Not only is the general trend of the mean explicit threshold
increasing over turns, but there are also far more subjects
classified as individually ‘Increasing’ than ‘Decreasing’.
As mentioned above, we focus on the threshold rule that
subjects may use. In addition to subjects’ explicit thresholds,
we also analyzed the implicit thresholds that underlie their
actual actions in the experiment. To estimate subjects’
implicit thresholds, one way is to treat the implicit
thresholds at different turns as parameters of cognitive
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Figure 4: Explicit, implicit, and optimal thresholds.
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Figure 5: Frequency Distributions of Performance (Points
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We used MLE to estimate parameter values of the two
models for each individual. To select the model describing
the data better, the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
was used to compare models. Because most of the
parameter estimations are negatively skewed, here we chose
the median, rather than mean, of the index BICm of each
model (Busemeyer & Stout, 2002). The model with smaller
BICm is preferred. The results show that 2*BICModelA = 335.6,
and 2*BICModelB = 316.8. Hence Model B is selected to
estimate the 6 threshold parameters and the parameter s.
Because the parameter distributions are skewed, the
median is used to represent their central tendency. The
median of s is 0.13. Medians of implicit threshold
parameters are shown Figure 4. The implicit threshold curve
is decreasing over turns.

The explicit, implicit, and optimal thresholds show
considerable differences, with the first increasing over turns,
while the implicit and optimal decrease. Moreover, in
Figure 4, most parts of the implicit threshold are below the
optimal. How do these differences in threshold values play
out in terms of actual search performance? Does the
explicitly stated threshold work better than the implicit
threshold derived from subjects’ actual choices, and how do
both compare with the optimal strategy?
To answer these questions, first we linearly interpolated
the explicit and implicit thresholds between the 6 known
data points (turns 2, 5, 9, 13, 17, and 20) to obtain threshold
values for all 19 turns (2-20), as shown in Figure 4. Then we
performed 100,000 simulation runs for each of the three
thresholds. The frequency distributions of performance
(points per trial) for each are shown in Figure 5. All three
distributions are negatively skewed. The frequency
distribution of the implicit threshold is slightly more similar
to that of the optimal strategy than is the explicit distribution,
but all three are very similar. The mean and median of
performance following the optimal strategy are 1601 and
1635; for the implicit threshold, 1595 and 1621; and for the
explicit threshold, 1592 and 1603. The mean of subjects’
actual performance on each trial, 1528, is a little farther
away from the optimal performance, perhaps because of
noise in subjects’ choices or their use of different rules.

Frequency

Pr(explore) is the probability of exploration on the current
turn, Max is the highest card value seen (on the table) before
the current turn, and Ti has a range from 1 to 99.
Model B is nested with Model A, but has another free
parameter, the sensitivity parameter s. It is a positive value
that reflects how strongly the subject follows this threshold
rule—if s is large, then subjects usually make a choice that
is consistent with the threshold Ti, and if s is small, there can
be a lot of randomness in the subject’s choices. The model
at each step for Ti is:

Threshold Performances

Frequency

models and use the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)
method to estimate them. Here we propose two models,
both of which have a stepwise threshold. The reason for
using stepwise rather than continuous threshold models is
that we want the estimates of the implicit thresholds to
match up with the 6 separate explicitly reported thresholds.
Model A has 6 parameters, each representing a part of a
stepwise threshold. Let Ti (1≤i≤6) be the 6 parameters; then
T1-T6 respectively represent the thresholds that apply across
turns 1-2, 3-5, 6-9, 10-13, 14-17 and 18-20. For each of
these ranges of turns and corresponding Ti the model is:

Learning Effects
Although subjects do not know or follow exactly the
optimal strategy, their implicit and explicit thresholds
perform quite well—considering the noise in the actual data,
these thresholds achieve impressively close to optimal
results. How does this happen? Are subjects consistent in
their performance across the 30 trials, or do they learn and
improve based on the feedback provided after each trial?
To find out, we divided subjects’ data into three parts
according to trials. Data from the first trial to the 10th trial
form the first part (F); the middle 10 trials are the second
part (M); and the last 10 trials are the third part (L). Across
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the three parts, we analyzed number of switches per trial,
the turn number on which continuing exploitation
commenced, and actual performance; these measures are
shown in Table 1. Clearly, all three measures improved
from the first to the last 10 trials, all coming closer to the
optimal strategy. The frequency distributions of the starting
turn of continuing exploitation of the three parts are shown
in Figure 6 along with the optimal threshold’s distribution.
Again over trials, the distribution becomes more similar to
the optimal one. Thus overall, learning occurs in terms of
avoiding repeated switching between exploring and
exploiting, and sticking to exploiting high-valued cards
earlier, yielding increasing performance as well.
Table 1: Learning effects across trials from F to L.

F
M
L
Optimal

Number
of
switches
2.57
1.54
1.39
1

Starting
turn of final
exploitation
8.77
6.9
6.39
5.08
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Performance

combined all subjects’ data of each subset together, and
treated them as if they came from only one subject. s in
Model B is a parameter of individuals’ sensitivity. Given
that all subjects’ trials are combined together in each subset,
the s in each section should be the same. In other words, it is
no longer necessary to include this parameter s. Therefore
instead of using Model B, Model A was selected to estimate
the implicit threshold for each section.
The three implicit thresholds for the different trials are
plotted in Figure 7, together with the optimal threshold.
Basically, after turn 6, the implicit threshold value at each
turn becomes smaller as the experiment continues (going
from F to M to L). Overall, experience with the task leads
subjects to more robustly use turn number as a factor in
determining their thresholds.
For the first few turns, no matter which strategy someone
uses, it is very important to set threshold values high enough
to achieve a good performance. Consider the optimal
strategy: the mean of the optimal threshold from turn 1 to
turn 5 is around 80. If you explore consecutively for 5 times,
the probability that you get at least one value higher than 80
among these 5 turns is about 70%. Most of time, this would
let you achieve a good total score. But if you used a lower
threshold value in the beginning, this would harm the final
score substantially. Subjects also appear to learn this over
multiple trials from F to M and L, increasing their implicit
thresholds before turn 5.
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Figure 6: Distributions of turn number on which
continuing exploitation commenced, changing over trials.
Continued exploitation commences earlier as more trials are
completed, and come close to the optimal distribution.

Figure 7: Implicit threshold curves found for the first,
middle, and last trials across subjects (F, M, L), and the
optimal threshold.

Finally, Model A was applied to each of the three parts of
the data to estimate the implicit threshold across subjects for
each of the ranges of trials. Because each subject only has
10 trials in each subset of the data, fewer data points can
contribute to the modeling process, and if we tried to model
implicit thresholds for subjects individually in these data
subsets, there would be many subjects that both Model A
and Model B would not fit well. To solve this problem, we

One interesting result is that after turn 5, implicit
threshold curves diverge from the optimal one, and more
strongly with more learning. Also surprisingly, the implicit
thresholds go below 50 in M and L by the final turns (and it
should never be appropriate to set a threshold for exploiting
that is less than the mean value obtained from exploring,
here 50). We think two possible reasons can account for
these patterns. First, this could the result of noisy data
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toward the end of each search trial. Given that subjects
switch from exploring to exploiting at some point as turns
go up, most of the data points at the end of turns involve
exploiting a previously-found high value, rather than
exploring the deck, so there is little data about when
subjects would be willing to explore late in each trial. To
maximize the log likelihood, Model B prefers to lower the
corresponding threshold values as much as possible for
those final turns, which would cause the implicit thresholds
to become quite low (if also unreliable). The second reason
is that subjects may really learn rules that direct them to
decrease the implicit threshold for the last several turns.
These explanations will be tested in further experiments.

exploit, and how that plays out across different search
settings, including information search on the Web, as well
as priming effects between settings. Finally, different
populations may make the explore/exploit tradeoff in
different ways, with some clinical populations emphasizing
one aspect of search over the other (Hills, 2006); fMRI
could also be useful in exploring these differences, as well
as giving insights into the neural mechanisms used in search
and whether they vary across different domains. By
stripping search down to a setting where exploration and
exploitation are most prominent, these comparisons may
help us elucidate the underlying strategies more effectively.
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Conclusions
The current paper addresses the issue of how people search
an environment consisting of non-depleting resources by
choosing between exploration and exploitation. The results
indicate that subjects perform close to optimally, and get
better over time with learning based on feedback. Subjects’
mean total points per trial, number of switches between
exploring and exploiting, and number of turns before
starting continued exploitation become more similar to those
of the optimal strategy as they go through more trials of
searching. Subjects also appeared to adjust their implicit
thresholds toward the optimal solution. The adjustment
leads to a final implicit threshold that achieved a cumulative
score quite close to the optimal one—even though that final
implicit threshold has a simple linear shape, quite different
from the accelerating falloff seen in the optimal threshold.
It could be that the learning process is more adept at
constructing a simple linear rule of this form than what
optimal performance calls for; however, in this setting at
least, performance hardly suffers as a consequence.
However, subjects themselves did not correctly report
their use of a threshold that decreased over turns in each
search trial: When asked to explicitly specify their
thresholds, they stated ones that changed in the opposite
direction of the implicit and optimal thresholds. This may
have been due to subjects with little introspective insight
just proposing that their threshold should increase as the
trials increase, without thinking much more about the
problem. In short, subjects do not explicitly know what is
optimal nor what they are actually doing, as is often found
in decision making tasks (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977), but they
still get closer to optimal through a learning process.
There are several future directions that we are exploring.
In the current project, the resources are non-depleting, and
subjects have the ability to repeatedly shift between
exploration and exploitation. But we can also use this setup
to simulate depleting resources as in patch-based foraging
and single choice searches with no recall as in the Secretary
Problem, and investigate subjects’ ability to learn
appropriate strategies in those settings. We can also look
for individual differences in tendency to explore versus
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Abstract
The current study investigates how young children allocate
their attention in learning environments. Prior research has
shown that elementary school students spend between 25%
and 50% of instructional time off-task. However, the
available research has not clearly identified the common
sources of distraction, nor specified the relationship between
the distraction source and learning outcomes. In this study
we examined how visual features of the environment which
are not relevant for on-going instruction (e.g.,
manipulatives, posters, artwork, maps, etc.) affect young
children’s ability to maintain focused attention to the
content of a lesson. We addressed this question by
experimentally manipulating our laboratory classroom
environment (e.g., introducing or removing educational
materials irrelevant to the current lesson). The effects of the
manipulation on children’s off-task behavior and learning
were measured. Results suggested that children in the Low
Visual Distraction condition spent less time off-task and
obtained higher learning scores than children in the High
Visual Distraction condition.
Keywords: Off-Task Behavior.
Classroom Environment.

Learning.

Attention.

Introduction
Off-task behavior is a serious challenge that educational
practitioners face on a daily basis. Indeed prior research has
shown that elementary students spend between 25% and
50% of instructional time off-task (Karweit & Slavin, 1981).
Off-task behavior is believed to be problematic as it
potentially limits students’ learning opportunities by
reducing instructional time (Carroll 1963; Bloom, 1976).
Although previous literature has documented that off-task
behavior is common in educational settings, it remains
unclear what children are doing while off-task as behavior is
often coded as a binary variable (i.e., on-task vs. off-task).
Thus, one of the goals of the present study was to identify
common sources of distraction in kindergarten classroom
environments and to evaluate consequences of off-task
behavior for learning.
There is reason to believe that the ability to maintain
focused attention during on-going instruction is more

difficult for younger children than older children. In
particular, research indicates that children’s susceptibility to
distracters decreases with age while focused attention
improves (Ruff & Rothbart, 1996; Ruff & Capozzoli, 2003).
Furthermore, children’s ability to utilize selective attention
strategies continues to develop throughout middlechildhood (DeMarie-Dreblow & Miler, 1988). Thus, with
age children are increasingly able to efficiently and flexibly
allocate their attentional resources.
Of particular interest for the present study was the role of
the classroom visual environment in attention allocation and
learning. There are two key reasons to examine this factor.
First, the relationship between current practices in the
design of classroom visual environments and student age is
somewhat paradoxical. As stated above, it is welldocumented that distractibility decreases markedly with age
(Ruff & Rothbart, 1996). However, younger learners (e.g.,
kindergarten and elementary school students) are often
presented with learning environments containing greater
amounts of potential sources of visual distraction (e.g., art
work, posters, alphabet charts, etc.; see Figure 1 for an
example) than the learning environments of older students.
Thus, it is an empirical question as to whether educational
materials that are not directly relevant to the ongoing
instruction present a distraction for young learners. And if
so, does off-task behavior related to the classroom visual
environment affect learning outcomes?
The second key reason to focus on the classroom visual
environment is its malleability. If the classroom visual
environment is found to influence allocation of attention and
learning outcomes, then it may be possible to design
classrooms that are optimally suited to promote focused
attention and learning.
Off-Task Behavior
Prior research examining the frequency with which students
engage in off-task behavior have estimated that children
spend between 25% and 50% of their time off-task in
regular education classrooms (Karweit & Slavin, 1981).
Despite the significant amount of time spent off-task, there
is limited research identifying which sources of distraction
pose a heavy burden on young learners’ ability to maintain
focused attention during instruction.
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(A)

(B)

Figure 1. Examples of visual classroom environments. Panel A
depicts a kindergarten classroom in Yucaipa, California found
through the Google search engine; Panel B depicts a first grade
classroom found in “Classroom management in photographs” by
Chang (2004).

One of the few studies investigating different types of
off-task behavior was conducted by Rusnock and Brandler
(1979). Rusnock and Brandler observed the frequency with
which high and low ability fourth graders engaged in
different types of off-task behavior across different learning
activities. The authors found no significant group
differences between low and high ability students in the
total amount of time spent off-task: in both groups children
spent approximately 25% of their time off-task. However,
there were significant group differences based on the
specific off-task behavior the students engaged in and the
particular learning activity in which the off-task behavior
was more likely to occur. For example, low ability students
were more likely to be off-task during recitation, and they
were more likely to engage in off-task discussions and other
distractions such as doodling than their high ability peers. In
contrast, high ability students were more likely to engage in
off-task behavior during creative activities. In this study
measures of student learning were not obtained. Therefore,
it is unclear whether off-task behavior negatively impacted
children’s learning.
Off-Task Behavior and Learning
The notion that learning is related to the amount of time one
spends on a particular task is an axiom of conventional
wisdom (Lloyd & Loper, 1986). This view was formalized
by Carroll’s Time-On-Task hypothesis (1963). According to
this hypothesis, longer engagement with learning materials
is one factor that promotes learning (among several other

factors, such as student’s aptitude, perseverance, and quality
of instruction). Accordingly, off-task behavior is
hypothesized to reduce learning outcomes by decreasing the
amount of time on-task.
Carroll’s Time-On-Task hypothesis has stimulated a
great deal of research trying to establish a relationship
between instructional time and learning (See Cobb, 1972;
Lahaderne, 1968; McKinney, Mason, Perkerson, & Clifford,
1975; Samuels & Turnure, 1974). However, many of these
studies have yielded mixed results.
One study to demonstrate a relationship between off-task
behavior and learning was conducted by Karweit and Slavin
(1981). In this study the researchers measured time-on-task
to see if it was a significant predictor of elementary school
children’s achievement scores on the Comprehensive Test
of Basic Skills (CTBS). Karweit and Slavin found mixed
results as a function of age. Time-on-task was found to be a
significant predictor of CTBS scores for second and third
graders; however, total instructional time was not a
significant predictor of CTBS scores. In contrast, for fourth
and fifth graders neither total instructional time nor time-ontask was found to be a significant predictor of CTBS scores.
Karweit and Slavin also looked at potential differences due
to ability level and found that time-on-task was a significant
predictor for low ability students but not for high achieving
students; this was particularly true for fourth and fifth
graders.
In a subsequent study (Lee, Kelly, & Nyre, 1999),
students (kindergarten through twelfth grade) were observed
for 10 minutes while completing independent seatwork. The
duration of time-on-task was calculated as well as work
completion rates and quality. Lee et al. found that 80% of
students’ time was spent on-task. Not surprisingly, students
who completed the assignment tended to spend more timeon-task than their peers who did not complete the
assignment.
Overall, prior research has established a persistent,
albeit sometimes moderate, relationship between time-ontask and learning outcomes, with correlations ranging
between 0.13 and 0.71 (for reviews see Caldwell, Huitt, &
Graeber, 1982; Frederick & Walberg, 1980; Goodman,
1990). However, as Karweit (1984) noted, it is possible that
some other factors covaried with time-on-task but were not
measured, thus making it difficult to establish a causal
relationship between time-on-task and learning.
Classroom Arrangement and Off-Task Behavior
The preponderance of research examining the interaction
between the physical environment and time-on-task has
focused on classroom seating arrangements. For instance,
Krantz and Risley (1972; see also Ahrentzen & Evans,
1984) found that kindergarteners’ ability to maintain
focused attention during a read-aloud was impacted by the
classroom seating arrangement. Kindergartners who sat in
seating arrangements that were more dispersed were found
to be more attentive during read-alouds than when the same
kindergartners crowded around their teacher. These findings
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are taken to suggest that the physical arrangement and
classroom setting can have a considerable impact on
children’s on-task behavior; however, the authors did not
measure whether the increased amount of time-on-task
translated into increased learning gains.
Current understanding of the relationship between
classroom design, off-task behavior, and learning remains
limited. The present study was designed to investigate
whether the classroom visual environment has an effect on
attention allocation and learning outcomes in kindergarten
children.

learning scores on assessments (also described below). The
lessons were video taped for coding.

Method
Participants
The participants in this study included the kindergarten class
at a local lab school. The sample size was 19 children and
consisted of 12 females and 7 males (M=5.66 years;
SD=0.28). The children were assigned to one of two groups
(Group1: n=9, Group2: n=10). Stratified random assignment
was used to ensure groups were equivalent on age, gender,
and the number of students who were English Language
Learners (ELL) (Group 1: M=5.68 years, SD= 0.28, 6
females and 3 males, 2 ELL children; Group 2: M=5.65
years, SD=0.29, 6 females and 4 males, 2 ELL children).
Design
This study utilized a within-subject design. The visual
environment was the within-subject factor (e.g. presence or
absence of educational materials irrelevant to the on-going
lesson). There were two conditions: High Visual Distraction
and Low Visual Distraction. In the High visual distraction
(HVD) condition the physical environment of the laboratory
classroom was furnished with potential sources of
distraction commonly found in kindergarten and elementary
school classrooms (e.g. posters, bulletin boards, maps,
artwork, manipulatives, etc.; see Figure 2). All of the
materials used to decorate the lab classroom were purchased
from educational supply stores. In the Low Visual
Distraction (LVD) condition all visual materials not relevant
to the on-going instruction were removed.
Procedure
Both groups began the study by participating in three
familiarization sessions. The familiarization sessions served
to acquaint the children with the teacher, the mock
classroom, and the procedure. There was a moderate amount
of potential sources of distraction present in the mock
classroom during the familiarization sessions. After the
familiarization session, the children began their respective
treatment schedule. The presentation order was alternated
(e.g. HVD–LVD–HVD–LVD) to mitigate temporal
confounds. The groups were randomly assigned to a
presentation order (i.e., HVD first or LVD first). The
within-subject design was employed to control for potential
differences in lesson interest and assessment difficulty. The
dependent variables were the frequency and duration of
different types of off-task behavior (described below) and

Figure 2. Laboratory classroom in the High Visual Distraction
condition.

Seating Arrangement During all lessons, children sat in a
semi-circle facing the teacher. The children’s seating
arrangement was randomly assigned. Animal carpet squares
were utilized as placeholders and helped the children
identify their seat assignment each week.
Lessons The children participated in four mini lessons over
the course of a 5 week period (Approximately 1 lesson per
week). Each lesson lasted between 5 and 7 minutes and
consisted of a short read-aloud which introduced children to
the lesson content. To control for novelty, all of the topics
were approved by the kindergarten teacher to ensure that the
lesson topics had not been covered during the school year.
Although children may have had some exposure to these
topics at home or elsewhere, the children had not received
formal instruction on any of these topics during the current
school year. The lesson topics included: plants and seeds,
stone tools, matter (solids, liquids, and gases), and weather.
All lessons were conducted by the first author of this paper.
Assessments An assessment was administered at the end of
each lesson to measure learning. The assessments consisted
of a short paper-and-pencil task that included recognition
and comprehension questions. For the first two lessons, the
children answered 10 questions (8 recognition questions and
2 comprehension questions). For the last two lessons, the
children answered 12 questions (6 recognition questions and
6 comprehension questions). The children did not have prior
experience with workbooks. Consequently, the first two
lessons determined the number of test questions the children
would be able to complete. Subsequently, the number of
questions was increased from 10 to 12 for the last two
lessons.
For all questions, recognition and comprehension, the
participants were asked to select the correct answer from
four pictorial response options. For the recognition
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questions, the children were asked to circle the picture they
saw in the book that the teacher had read during the lesson.
The comprehension questions were intended to be more
difficult than the recognition questions as the correct
response option was represented by a novel picture that the
children had not encountered during the lesson or the
children had to select the correct response from four familiar
pictures (see Figure 3 for an example).

Figure 3. Sample materials from the lesson “Matter”: Panels A-B
present sample content and panel C presents a sample assessment
question. All text was presented verbally by the experimenter.

Operational Definitions For the purposes of this research,
focused attention was conceptualized as a “state in which
attention is directed more or less exclusively to one target or
task” (Ruff & Rothbart, 1996, p.110). Focused attention was
operationalzied as engagement with the teacher or the
learning materials (i.e., the book), and engagement was
determined by direction of children’s gaze. Eye gaze is
commonly used as a measure of visual attention (for
reviews see Henderson & Ferreira, 2004; Just & Carpenter,
1976) and there is evidence that visual attention and
saccadic eye movements rely on the same neural
mechanisms (Corbetta, Akbudak, Conturo, Snyder,
Ollinger, Drury, Linenweber, Petersen, Raichle, Van Essen,
& Shulman, 1998). Furthermore, eye gaze is sometimes
used as a measure of auditory attention (e.g., Spelke, 1976;
Reisberg, 1978; Saffran, Newport, & Aslin, 1996; Thiessen,
2007). As we argue below, we also believe that direction of
eye gaze is a reasonable measure of focused attention in
contexts that involve attending to visually presented
instructional materials.
It could be argued that one can successfully listen to the
teacher while looking elsewhere. However, if visual
materials are used during instruction (e.g., a demo, a movie,
or a book) then attending to instruction auditorily but not
visually would by definition constitute divided attention. In
many cases, divided attention leads to decrements in
performance not observed under the conditions of focused
attention (e.g., Craik, Govoni, Naveh-Benjamin, &
Anderson, 1996; Healey & Miyake, 2009; Navon & Miller,
1987). Therefore, in the context of instruction that involves
visual materials, direction of eye gaze seems to be a
reasonable (albeit imperfect) measure of focused attention
and on-task behavior.

Coding All coders were trained by the first author of this
paper. The training consisted of extensive practice coding
vignettes, video tapes, and live observations. An event
sampling strategy was utilized during observations in the
experiment proper: Coders were first taught to classify the
child’s behavior as on- or off-task based on direction of eye
gaze (e.g. is the child looking at the teacher and/or the
relevant instructional materials?). If the child was classified
as being off-task, the source of distraction was identified
using a coding scheme developed in pilot research. The
possible sources of distraction were categorized as (1) Selfdistraction, (2) Peer distraction, (3) Environmental
distraction, or (4) Other. Self-distraction was defined as
engagement with something on the child’s own body such
as an article of clothing (e.g. shoe, zipper, button, etc.) or an
appendage. Peer distraction was defined as engagement with
another child, including touching, talking, or looking at a
peer. Environmental distractions included any incident in
which the child was looking at anything in the physical
environment such as charts, maps, carpet squares, etc.
Category “Other” was included for observations that did not
clearly align with the three aforementioned categories.
In cases where the child was engaged in several
simultaneous off-task behaviors, the indicated category was
determined by the direction of eye gaze. For example, if the
child was talking to a peer while playing with their button
the child was classified as “off-task – peer distraction” since
the child was looking at their peer.
For each instance of off-task behavior, the coders
marked the timing of its onset and cessation. This procedure
allowed for determining not only the frequency with which
a particular type of off-task behavior occurred, but also the
amount of instructional time lost due to each type of off-task
behavior. Cohen’s (1960) Kappa was calculated for a subset
of the lessons between the first author and a hypothesisblind coder to estimate inter-rater reliability. Kappa was an
acceptable 0.74, a level of reliability in line with past
classroom research coding off-task behavior, and
approaching the 0.75 threshold to which Fleiss (1981) refers
to as “excellent”.

Results
All results and analyses presented below are based on the
coding of the hypothesis-blind coder.
Duration of Time off-Task by Distraction Subtype
Pairwise t-tests were conducted to determine if the duration
of time allocated to each distraction subtype differed as a
function of condition. Children spent significantly more
time attending to the environment in the HVD condition
than in the LVD condition. On average children in the LVD
condition spent only 5% of the instructional time engaged in
environmental distractions, which was significantly lower
than in the HVD condition (21%), t(17) =4.84, p < 0.0001.
In contrast, children in the LVD condition spent
significantly more time attending to all other sources of
distraction, all ts(17) > 2.14 , ps < 0.05 (see Figure 4).
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(M=0.64, SD=0.27 and M=0.52, SD=0.29 respectively);
however, this difference also did not reach significance,
paired-sample t(17)=1.37, p=0.19.

Figure 4. Type of off-task activities by experimental condition.
Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.

It may appear from the pattern of results in Figure 4 that
while classroom visual environment may affect attention
allocation in instructional settings, there is merely a tradeoff between the types of off-task behavior that different
environments promote: classrooms filled with materials
irrelevant to the content of the lesson may be more likely to
promote attention to these materials, whereas more
streamlined classrooms may be more likely to promote offtask peer interaction. However, the type of off-task behavior
children are engaged in may have different consequences
for the amount of instructional time lost due to off-task
behavior.
Total Time off-Task
The total proportion of time spent off-task was measured,
and the group means were compared in each condition. The
overall proportion of instructional time spent off-task was
significantly greater in the HVD condition (M=0.34,
SD=0.09) compared to the LVD condition (M=0.28,
SD=0.10), paired-sample t(17)=2.49, p=0.02 (See Figure 5).
Learning Outcomes
Pair-wise comparisons were also conducted to examine
group differences on the learning measures. The analyses
showed that there was a significant difference on children’s
total score as a function of condition. Children in the LVD
condition obtained higher learning scores (M=0.79,
SD=0.11) than children in the HVD condition (M=.70,
SD=0.17), and this difference was statistically significant
(t(17)=2.72, p= 0.01); see Figure 5 above.
Follow-up analyses were conducted to examine
children’s performance on the recognition and
comprehension subscales. Children in the LVD condition
had higher recognition scores (M=0.85, SD=0.14) than
children in the HVD condition (M=0.77, SD=0.21);
however, this difference did not reach statistical
significance, paired-sample t(17)=1.60, p=0.13. Similar
results were found for the comprehension sub score.
Children in the LVD condition achieved higher
comprehension scores than children in the HVD condition

Figure 5. Total proportion of instructional time spent off-task and
accuracy on the assessment questions by experimental condition.
Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.

Discussion
Overall, the present study yielded several novel and
important findings. First, the patterns of attention allocation
in kindergarten children changed as a function of the
classroom visual environment. In the HVD condition
children spent more time attending to the environment, and
in the LVD condition children spent more time attending to
self, peer, and other distracters. Second, these changes in the
patterns of attention allocation led to significant changes in
the proportion of instructional time spent off-task.
Specifically, children spent significantly more instructional
time off-task in the HVD condition than in the LVD
condition. Third, a relationship between the visual
classroom environment and learning was also found.
Overall accuracy on the learning assessments was higher in
the LVD condition than in the HVD condition.
A number of previous studies have established a
relationship between time-on-task and learning outcomes;
however, this study is the first (to our knowledge) to
experimentally induce lower or higher levels of off-task
behavior and observe corresponding changes in learning
outcomes. At the same time, many important questions
remain to be answered. Further research is needed to
examine whether time-off-task mediates learning outcomes,
whether children habituate to static visual environments, and
whether the classroom visual environment in naturalistic
settings pose a challenge to children’s attention allocation and
learning (although this is far from a comprehensive list of
unanswered questions). Nevertheless, the present study
suggests that the classroom visual environment may in
principle play a role in how children allocate their attention
during instruction.
The results from this study provide a foundation to
explore more fully the practical implications of this line of
work as our results point toward the possibility that some of
children’s attention can be redirected to the teacher by
mitigating environmental distractions. The development of
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attention regulation in educational settings is an area of
research which warrants further inquiry. This research may
lead to design of learning environments that reduce
attentional burden and promote allocation of attentional
resources toward learning.
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Abstract
We present evidence from three quasi-experimental studies on
productive failure. In Experiment 1, students experienced either
direct instruction (DI) or productive failure (PF), wherein they
were first asked to generate a quantitative index for variance before
receiving direct instruction on the concept. Experiment 2 examined
if it was necessary for students to generate solutions or can these
solutions be simply given to the students to study and evaluate.
Experiment 3 examined if it was necessary for students to generate
solutions before receiving the critical features of the targeted
concept, or would simply telling the critical features without any
such generation work just as well. In Experiment 1, PF students
performed on par with DI students on procedural fluency, and
significantly outperformed them on data analysis and conceptual
insight items. In Experiment 2, only the effects on conceptual
insight and near transfer were significant. In Experiment 3, only
the effect on conceptual insight remained significant. Overall,
these results challenge the claim that that direct instruction alone is
the most effective approach for teaching novel concepts to
learners.

Introduction
Proponents of direct instruction bring to bear substantive
empirical evidence against un-guided or minimally-guided
instruction to claim that there is little efficacy in having
learners solve problems that target novel concepts, and that
learners should receive direct instruction on the concepts
before any problem solving (Kirschner, Sweller, & Clark,
2006). Kirschner et al. (2006) argued that “Controlled
experiments almost uniformly indicate that when dealing
with novel information, learners should be explicitly shown
what to do and how to do it” (p. 79). Based on cognitive
load theory, commonly-cited problems with un-guided or
minimally-guided instruction include increased working
memory load that interferes with schema formation
(Tuovinen & Sweller, 1999; Sweller, 1988), encoding of
errors and misconceptions (Brown & Campione, 1994), lack
of adequate practice and elaboration (Klahr & Nigam,
2004), as well as affective problems of frustration and demotivation (Hardiman et al., 1986).
Klahr & Nigam’s (2004) often-cited study compared the
relative effectiveness of discovery learning and direct
instruction approaches on learning the control of variable
strategy (CVS) in scientific experimentation. On the
acquisition of basic CVS skill as well as ability to transfer
the skill to evaluate the design of science experiments, their
findings suggested that students in the direct instruction
condition who were explicitly taught how to design unconfounded experiments outperformed their counterparts in
the discovery learning condition who were simply left alone
to design experiments without any instructional structure or
feedback from the instructor. Further experiments by Klahr
and colleagues (e.g., Strand-Cary & Klahr, 2008), and
others as well have largely bolstered the ineffectiveness of

discovery learning compared with direct instruction (for
reviews, see Kirschner et al., 2006).
However, we question whether there is little efficacy in
having learners solve problems that target concepts they
have not learnt yet. To determine if there such an efficacy, a
stricter comparison for direct instruction would be to
compare it with an approach where students first generate
representations and methods on their own followed by direct
instruction. As it can be expected, the generation process
will invariably lead to failure, that is, students are rarely
able to solve the problems and discover the canonical
solutions by themselves. Yet, this very process can be
productive for learning provided direct instruction on the
targeted concepts is subsequently provided (Schwartz &
Martin, 2004). As a case in point, we present evidence from
our research program on productive failure (Kapur, 2008).

Designing for Productive Failure
Productive failure focuses on engaging students in processes
that serve two critical cognitive functions, which in turn,
prepare students for subsequent direct instruction: a)
activating and differentiating prior knowledge in relation to
the targeted concepts, and b) affording attention to critical
features of the targeted concepts. PF comprises two
phases—a generation and exploration phase followed by a
direct instruction phase. In the generation and exploration
phase, the focus is on affording students the opportunity to
leverage their formal as well as intuitive prior knowledge
and resources to generate a diversity of solutions for a
complex problem; a problem that targets concepts that they
have not yet learnt. Research suggests that students do have
rich constructive resources (diSessa & Sherin, 2000) to
generate a variety of solutions for novel problems. At the
same time, research also suggests that one cannot expect
students, who are novices to the target content, to somehow
generate or discover the canonical representations and
domain-specific methods for solving the problem (Kirschner
et al., 2006).
However, the expectation for the generation and
exploration phase is not for students to be able to solve the
problem successfully. Instead, it is to generate and explore
the affordances and constraints of a diversity of solutions for
solving the problem. Our hypothesis is that this process both
activates and differentiates prior knowledge (as evidenced in
the diversity of student-generated solutions). Furthermore, a
comparison and contrast between the various solutions
affords opportunities to attend to critical features of the
targeted concept. Consequently, the generation and
exploration phase provides the necessary foundation for
developing deeper understanding of the canonical concept
during direct instruction (Kapur, 2009, 2010a/b; Schwartz &
Martin, 2004).
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Purpose
The purpose of this paper is to report three quasiexperimental studies that help unpack the efficacy of the
productive failure (PF) effect. In Experiment 1, we compare
PF with direct instruction (DI) to show that PF engenders
better prior knowledge differentiation (as evidenced in
student-generated solutions), and affords opportunities for
students to attend to critical features of the targeted concept.
Experiment 2 tests whether prior knowledge differentiation
can be engendered by simply giving student-generated
solutions to the students to study and evaluate. Finally,
Experiment 3 examines the extent to which attention to and
understanding of critical features is contingent upon having
students go through the generation and exploration phase, or
could these critical features simply be told to students as
part of direct instruction.

Experiment 1: PF vs. DI
Participants
Participants were 74, ninth-grade mathematics students (1415 year olds) from two intact classes in an all-boys public
school in Singapore. In all three experiments reported in this
paper, students were almost all of Chinese ethnicity.

Research Design
A quasi-experimental, pre-post design was used with one
class (n = 39) assigned to the ‘Productive Failure’ (PF)
condition, and the other class (n = 35) to the ‘Direct
Instruction’ (DI) condition. Both classes were taught by the
same teacher.
Pretest First, all students took a five-item paper and
pencil pretest ( α = .75) on the concept of variance.
Intervention Next, all classes participated in four, 55minute periods of instruction on the concept as appropriate
to their assigned condition.
In the DI condition, the teacher first explained the concept
of variance, and its canonical formulation as the square of
n

2

the standard deviation ( SD 2 = ( x − x )
∑ i

n ) using a data

1

analysis problem. Next, the teacher modeled the application
of the concept by working through several data analysis
problems, highlighting common errors and misconceptions,
and drawing attention to critical features of the concept in
the process. The data analysis problems required students to
compare the variability in 2-3 given data sets, for example,
comparing the variability in rainfall in two different months
of a year, or comparing the consistency of performance of
three soccer players, and so on. To ensure students were
engaged and motivated throughout, they were told that they
will be asked to solve isomorphic problems after the teacher
had worked through the examples with the class. Thereafter,
students worked face-to-face in triads on more data analysis
problems so that they could benefit from the processes of
explanation and elaboration afforded by collaboration. The
teacher then discussed the solutions with the class. After
each period, students were given isomorphic data analysis

problems for homework, which the teacher marked and
returned to the students, usually by the following period.
The PF condition differed from the DI condition in one
important aspect. Instead of receiving direct instruction
upfront, students spent two periods working face-to-face in
triads to solve one of the data analysis problems on their
own. The data analysis problem presented a distribution of
goals scored each year by three soccer players over a
twenty-year period. Students were asked to design a
quantitative index to determine the most consistent player.
During this generation phase, no instructional support or
scaffolds were provided. Following this, two periods were
spent on direct instruction where the teacher first
consolidated by comparing and contrasting studentgenerated solutions with each other, and then explained the
canonical solution just like in the DI condition. Note that
because students in the PF condition spent the first two
periods generating an index for variance, they solved fewer
data analysis problems overall than their counterparts in the
DI condition. To make this contrast even sharper, PF
students did not receive any homework.
After the second and fourth periods, students from all
classes took a five-item, five-point (1=low to 5=high) Likert
scale engagement survey ( α = .79).
Posttest All students took a five-item, paper and pencil
posttest ( α = .74) comprising:
i. one item on procedural fluency (calculating SD for a
given dataset),
ii. two items on data analysis (comparing means and SDs of
two samples; these items were isomorphic with the data
analysis problems covered during instruction), and
iii. two items on conceptual insight (required students to
evaluate sub-optimal solutions; one item dealing with
sensitivity to ordering of data points, and another with
outliers)
Maximum score for each of the three types of items was
10; two raters independently scored the items using a rubric
with an inter-rater reliability of .92.

Results
Process PF groups generated on average 7 solutions (M =
6.98, SD = 2.48) to the problem. Four categories emerged:
a. Central tendencies (e.g., using mean, median, mode);
b. Qualitative methods (e.g., organizing data using dot
diagrams, frequency polygons, line graphs to examine
clustering and fluctuations patterns);
c. Frequency methods (e.g., counting the frequency with
which a player scored above, below, and at the mean to
argue that the greater the frequency at the mean relative
to away from the mean, the better the consistency); and
d. Deviation methods (e.g., range; calculating the sum of
year-on-year deviations to argue that the greater the
sum, the lower the consistency; calculating absolute
deviations to avoid deviations of opposite signs
cancelling each other; calculating the average instead of
the sum of the deviations).
Elsewhere, we have described these student-generated
solutions in greater detail (Kapur, 2010b). Note that none of
the groups were able to generate the canonical formulation
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of SD. In contrast, analysis of DI students’ classroom work
revealed that students relied only on the canonical
formulation to solve data analysis problems. This was not
surprising given that had been taught the canonical
formulation of SD, which is also easy to compute and apply.
All students were accurately able to apply the concept of SD
to solve the very problem that the PF students tried to
generate a solution to. Finally, on the mean of the two selfreported engagement ratings, there was no difference
between the PF condition, M = 3.84, SD = .51, and the DI
condition, M = 3.82, SD = .43.
These process findings serve as a manipulation check
demonstrating that students in the PF condition experienced
“failure,” at least in the conventional sense of not being able
to generate the canonical solutions. In contrast, DI students
were not only just as engaged as PF students but also
demonstrated successful application of the canonical
formulation to solve data analysis problems, including the
one that the PF students solved during the generation phase.
The high engagement ratings and performance results also
suggest that the DI condition was not simply a case of poor
instruction.
Outcome On the pretest, no student demonstrated
canonical knowledge of SD, and there was no significant
difference between the conditions, F(1, 72) = 2.56, p = .114.
Posttest performance on the three types of items formed
the three dependent variables. Controlling for the effect of
prior knowledge as measured by the pretest, F(4, 134) =
1.89, p = .112, a MANCOVA revealed a significant
multivariate effect of condition, F(4, 134) = 16.802, p <
.001, partial η2 = .33. Interaction between prior knowledge
and experimental condition was not significant.
Table 1: Experiment 1 posttest performance by item type
PF
DI
p / η2
Experiment 1
M (SD)
M (SD)
ProceduralFluency 8.70 (2.07) 8.69 (2.19) ns
Data Analysis
7.39 (1.94) 5.97 (2.48) .013*/.09
Conceptual Insight 6.12 (2.38) 3.01 (1.93) .001*/.31
PF students significantly outperformed their DI
counterparts on data analysis and conceptual insight
problems without compromising on procedural fluency.

Discussion
As hypothesized, the PF design invoked learning processes
that not only activated but also differentiated students’ prior
knowledge (as evidenced by the diversity of studentgenerated solutions). Whereas PF students worked with the
solutions that they generated and the canonical solutions
(that they received during direct instruction), DI students
worked with only the canonical ones. Hence, DI students
worked with a smaller diversity of solutions, and
consequently, their prior knowledge was arguably not as
differentiated as their PF counterparts. This was a
significant difference between the conditions by design.
Proponents of DI have repeatedly questioned the utility of
getting students to solve novel problems on their own.
Instead, they argue that students should be given the

canonical solutions (either through worked examples or
direct instruction) before getting them to apply these to
solve problems on their own (Sweller, 2010).
Experiment 1’s findings suggest that there is in fact a
utility in having students solve novel problems first. What
prior knowledge differentiation affords in part is a
comparison and contrast between the various solutions—
among the student-generated solutions as well as between
the student-generated and canonical solutions. Specifically,
these contrasts afford opportunities to attend to the
following critical features of the targeted concept that are
necessary to develop a deep understanding of the concept:
1. What is the difference between the mean and the
distribution around the mean?
2. What is the difference between a qualitative description
of the data (e.g., dot diagram, line graphs) and a
quantitative description (e.g., range, SD)?
3. What is the difference between the frequency of a point
and its position relative to a fixed reference point?
4. Why must we take deviations from a fixed point?
5. Why is the mean usually the fixed point; why can’t it be
the maximum or the minimum point, or even the
median or the mode?
6. Why must we take deviations from the mean for all the
points; why not just choose the maximum and the
minimum point, or simply the range?
7. Why must deviations from the mean be made positive?
8. Why must we divide the sum of the squared deviations
by n; why not simply work with their or sum?
9. Why must we take the square root of the average of the
squared deviations?
10. How do outliers affect SD?
However, Experiment 1 raises two further questions:
1. If exposure to both student-generated and canonical
solutions is what is essential, then instead of getting
students to generate solutions, why not simply let
students study the student-generated solutions first
(e.g., in the form of well-designed worked examples)
and then give them the canonical solutions through
direct instruction? Simply put, is it really necessary for
students to generate the solutions or can these be given
to them? Experiment 2 addresses this question.
2. If what is essential is that students attend to the ten
critical features, then why not simply tell students these
critical features? Why bother having them generate, and
compare and contrast the solutions? Simply put, do
students really need to generate before receiving the
critical features, or would telling the critical features
without any generation work just as well? Experiment 3
addresses this question.

Experiment 2: PF vs. Evaluation
The purpose of Experiment 2 was to examine the difference
between: a) having students generate solutions to solve a
novel problem, and b) having them study and evaluate
student-generated solutions (also see Roll, 2009).
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Participants
Participants were 54, ninth-grade mathematics students (1415 year olds) from two intact classes in an all-boys public
school in Singapore.

Research Design
One class (n = 31) was assigned to the PF condition, and the
other class (n = 23) to the ‘Evaluation’ (EV) condition. Both
classes were taught by the same teacher. The PF condition
was exactly the same as in Experiment 1. The EV condition
differed from the PF condition in one important aspect: The
generation phase was replaced with an evaluation phase; the
subsequent direct instruction phase was the same as in the
PF condition.
Whereas PF students had to collaboratively generate
solutions to solve the complex problem during the first two
periods, EV students took the same two periods to
collaboratively study and evaluate the peer-generated
solutions (available from Experiment 1). To ensure that
students were motivated to understand the given solutions,
students were asked to evaluate and rank order the solutions
so that they would indirectly be forced to compare and
contrast the solutions. Each solution was presented on an A4
sheet of paper with the prompt: “Evaluate whether this
solution is a good measure of consistency. Explain and give
reasons to support your evaluation.”
The number of solutions given was pegged to the average
number of solutions produced by the PF groups, that is,
seven. The most frequently-generated solutions by the PF
students were chosen for EV condition, and none of the
chosen solutions contained misconceptions. The seven
solutions included one on central tendencies, two on
qualitative methods (dot diagram and line graph), two on
frequency methods (frequency of the mean and frequency of
the mean relative to away from the mean), and two on
deviation methods (sum of year-on-year deviation with
signs, and average year-on-year deviations without signs).
Because student-generated solutions sometimes lack
conceptual clarity in their presentation that may make it
difficult for other students to understand and evaluate them,
they were converted into well-designed worked examples.
EV students received these solutions in the form of worked
examples one-by-one (counterbalanced for order), and were
given approximately 10-12 minutes for each. The remaining
time (approximately 30 minutes) was spent on rank ordering
the solutions. Finally, to ensure that EV groups understood
the student-generated solutions, the teacher and a research
assistant conducted an in-situ check for understanding with
the EV groups by asking them to explain their
understanding of the solutions. Where students needed help
in understanding the solutions, it was readily provided
because we did not want students’ lack of understanding to
adversely affect the fidelity of the EV condition.

Results
Process PF groups produced on average just under 7
solutions (M = 6.78, SD = 2.03) to the problem. As
expected, these solutions fell into the four broad categories
identified earlier. As in Experiment 1, the mean self-

reported engagement ratings were, on average, high, and
there was no difference between the PF condition, M = 4.07,
SD = .61, and the EV condition, M = 4.12, SD = .53.
Outcome On the pretest, no student demonstrated
canonical knowledge of SD, and there was no significant
difference between the conditions, F(1, 63) = 1.16, p = .285.
On the posttest ( α = .78), an item on near transfer was
added to increase the discriminatory power of the posttest.
The near transfer item required students to add data points
to a given dataset without changing its mean and SD. Two
raters independently scored the items using the same rubric
as in Experiment 1 with an inter-rater reliability of .95.
Performance on the four types of items formed the four
dependent variables. Controlling for the effect of prior
knowledge as measured by the pretest, F(4, 48) = 1.04, p =
.398, a MANCOVA revealed a significant multivariate
effect of condition, F(4, 48) = 3.34, p = .017, partial η2 =
.22. Interaction between prior knowledge and experimental
condition was not significant.
Table 2: Experiment 2 posttest performance by item type
PF
EV
p / η2
Experiment 2
M (SD)
M (SD)
Procedural Fluency 9.60 (0.98) 9.43 (1.73) ns
Data Analysis
9.83 (0.90) 9.34 (2.28) ns
Conceptual Insight 4.77 (1.02) 3.44 (1.67) .001*/.19
Near Transfer
7.50 (3.35) 5.08 (4.73) .039*/.08
PF students significantly outperformed their EV
counterparts on conceptual insight and near transfer
problems without compromising on procedural fluency and
data analysis. Consistent with Roll (2009), exposing
students to and having them evaluate student-generated
solutions does not seem to be as efficacious as having them
generate those solutions before direct instruction.

Experiment 3: PF vs. Strong-DI
The purpose of Experiment 3 was to compare PF condition
with a strong DI condition, in which the teacher explicitly
explains the 10 critical features.

Participants
Participants were 57, ninth-grade mathematics students (1415 year olds) from two intact classes in an all-boys public
school in Singapore.

Research Design
One class (n = 31) was assigned to the PF condition, and the
other class (n = 26) to the ‘Strong-DI’ condition. Both
classes were taught by the same teacher. The PF condition
was exactly the same as in Experiment 1. The Strong-DI
condition was the same as in Experiment 1 except that the
teacher drew attention to the ten critical features during
instruction. While explaining each step of formulating and
calculating SD, the teacher explained the appropriate critical
features relevant for that step. For example, when
explaining the concept of “deviation of a point from the
mean”, the teacher discussed why deviations need to be
from a fixed point, why the fixed point should be the mean,
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and why deviations must be positive. During subsequent
problem solving and feedback, the teacher repeatedly
reinforced these critical features throughout the lessons.

Results
Process PF groups produced on average just over 7
solutions (M = 7.24, SD = 2.56). These solutions fell into
the four broad categories identified earlier. DI students
relied only on the canonical formulation to solve data
analysis problems, and all were accurately able to apply the
concept to solve the very problem that the PF students tried
to generate solutions to. As in Experiments 1 and 2, the
engagement ratings were on average high, and there was no
difference between the PF condition, M = 4.15, SD = .44,
and the Strong-DI condition, M = 4.22, SD = .32.
Outcome On the pretest, no student demonstrated
canonical knowledge of SD, and there was no significant
difference between the conditions, F(1, 55) = .25, p = .618.
The posttest ( α = .79) was the same as in Experiment 2.
Two raters independently scored the items using the same
rubric as in Experiment 2 with an inter-rater reliability of
.98. Controlling for the effect of prior knowledge as
measured by the pretest, F(4, 51) = .25, p = .907, a
MANCOVA revealed a significant multivariate effect of
condition, F(4, 51) = 2.65, p =.044, partial η2 = .17.
Interaction between prior knowledge and experimental
condition was not significant.
Table 3: Experiment 3 posttest performance by item type
PF
Strong-DI
p / η2
Experiment 3
M (SD)
M (SD)
Procedural Fluency 9.50 (1.01) 9.69 (1.00) ns
Data Analysis
9.84 (0.90) 9.81 (0.98) ns
Conceptual Insight 4.44 (1.24) 3.55 (1.13) .007*/.13
Near Transfer
7.89 (2.52) 7.06 (2.73) ns
PF students significantly outperformed their Strong-DI
counterparts on conceptual insight without compromising
on procedural fluency. Effect on data analysis, which was
significant in Experiment 1, was no longer significant in
Experiment 3. Effect on near transfer, which was significant
in Experiment 2, was no longer significant in Experiment 3.
It can be concluded that direct instruction on the critical
features appears to be helpful indeed. However, PF students
still maintained an edge in terms of conceptual insight.
Perhaps one could argue that exposure to sub-optimal
solutions in the PF condition can alone explain their better
performance on conceptual insight items on the posttest.
While this explanation cannot be fully ruled out, Experiment
2 helps mitigate this concern because students in the
Evaluation condition were also exposed to the sub-optimal
solutions but they still did not perform as well as PF
students on conceptual insight.

General Discussion
We reported on three quasi-experimental studies that helped
unpack the productive failure (PF) effect. Experiment 1
showed that compared to DI, PF a) engendered better prior
knowledge differentiation, and b) afforded opportunities to

attend to critical features of the concept of variance, which
in turn helped PF students better understand the concept
when presented by the teacher during direct instruction
subsequently (Schwartz & Martin, 2004). Consequently, PF
students performed on par with DI students on procedural
fluency, but significantly outperformed them on data
analysis and conceptual insight. Although the limitations
inherent in quasi-experimental studies with intact
classrooms cannot be completely mitigated, note that both
the conditions were taught by the same teacher for the same
amount of time, exposed students to the same materials
(except that DI students were exposed to more data analysis
problems), and afforded students the opportunity to benefit
from collaborative problem solving.
Experiment 2 further examined prior knowledge
differentiation by testing whether it was necessary for
students to generate solutions themselves (to engender prior
knowledge differentiation), or can these solutions be simply
given to the students to study and evaluate. Findings
suggested that PF students performed significantly better on
conceptual insight and near transfer without compromising
on procedural fluency and data analysis.
Because Experiment 1 showed that students do not
necessarily attend to or notice deep critical features on their
own during direct instruction, Experiment 3 examined
whether these features could simply be told to students as
part of direct instruction, or if it was more effective for
students to generate solutions before receiving these critical
features. Findings suggested that although direct instruction
on the critical features was effective, having students
generate solutions first was still better for developing deep
conceptual insight.
In sum, therefore, all three experiments suggested that
there is indeed an efficacy in having learners generate and
explore representations and methods for solving problems
on their own even if they do not formally know the
underlying concepts needed to solve the problems, and even
if such un-supported problem solving leads to failure
initially. By failure, we mean that students were unable to
generate the canonical solutions by themselves. Of course,
one could argue that PF students were not really failing
because they were engaged in processes that were germane
for learning (Schmidt & Bjork, 1992). However, when we
situate the PF design in the argument made by the
proponents of DI, the generation process is invariably seen
as failure because the proponents of DI question the utility
students generating solutions to novel problems. They argue
that students should be given the canonical solutions (either
through worked examples or direct instruction) before
getting them to apply these to solve problems on their own
(Sweller, 2010).
Implications of the above findings pose an interesting
dilemma for the limits of working memory (WM) capacity
as argued by cognitive load theorists: How is it that students
who had not learnt the concept of variance were able to
generate multiple representations and solutions to a novel,
complex problem targeting that concept in the first place?
After all, a complex problem should in and of itself impose
a heavy cognitive load on a limited WM capacity, let alone
one that targets a novel concept.
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To resolve this dilemma, one only need realize that the
limits of WM only apply to new or yet-to-be learned
information not in the long-term memory (LTM) (Sweller,
2010). However, when dealing with previously stored
information in the LTM, these limits tend to be mitigated.
Indeed, as Kirschner et al. (2006) argued, “Any instructional
theory that ignores the limits of working memory when
dealing with novel information or ignores the disappearance
of those limits when dealing with familiar information is
unlikely to be effective” (p. 77).
If the constraints of WM are contingent upon the novelty
of information, and novelty is a function of how what a
learner already knows (stored in the LTM) is brought to
bear on the new concept being learnt, then it follows that
activating relevant prior knowledge in the LTM can help
mitigate the constraints of WM. This precisely what PF is
designed to do: by designing to activate prior knowledge,
PF works to mitigate the WM constraints. This may explain
why PF students were able to generate a several solutions to
the novel problem. Furthermore, it can be argued that once a
particular solution is generated, it forms a resource in the
LTM for further generation, that is, generated solutions
stored in the LTM can potentially interact with the WM to
aid more generation. Finally, these generated structures also
become a powerful resource in the LTM that can interact
with WM and reduce the cognitive load during subsequent
direct instruction, thereby resulting in better learning of
conceptual features during direct instruction. Both DI and
Strong-DI students did not have these LTM resources that
they could leverage to learn better from direct instruction.
Thus conceived, one can see why the process of evaluating
student-generated solutions can impose a higher WM load
than actually generating those very solutions, and
consequently interfere with learning.
In sum, if what a learner already knows about a concept is
a critical determinant of either limiting or expanding the
WM capacity, then does not a commitment to cognitive load
theory entail a commitment to understanding whether and to
what extent the targeted concept is novel to the learner?
However, in our reading, this is rarely taken up by the
proponents of DI. Their conception of prior knowledge
remains limited to canonical domain-specific knowledge,
which in turn, constrains one to work within the limiting
aspects of the working memory (e.g., Sweller & Cooper,
1985; Paas, 1992). However, if we allow for the possibility
that learners may have some prior knowledge and resources
about a concept they have yet to learn, could we not design
tasks and activity structures to elicit this knowledge, and by
activating and working with these priors in the long-term
memory, leverage the expandable aspects of working
memory capacity? At the very least, this is a theoretical
possibility that the cognitive load theory allows for, and one
that should be explored.
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Abstract
We find that transfer of learning from a perceptually concrete
simulation to an isomorphic but superficially dissimilar textbased problem is sensitive to the congruence between the
force dynamics common to both systems and the kinesthetic
schema induced via action in the first, perceptually concrete,
simulation. Counterintuitively, incompatibility between the
force dynamics and the kinesthetic schema has a beneficial
effect on transfer, relative to compatibility as well as an
unrelated control. We suggest that this incompatibility
between action and system dynamics may make the system’s
relational structure more salient, leading to a more flexible
conceptualization that ultimately benefits transfer. In addition,
we suggest that too much “action concreteness” in hands-on
learning may actually limit transfer, by fostering an
understanding that is tied to that action and therefore less
available for transfer in situations where that action is no
longer relevant.
Keywords: Transfer; Action; Education; Embodiment;
Analogy.

Introduction
Proliferating evidence from embodied cognitive science
indicates that people regularly transfer understanding from
visceral, body-based, experience to more “abstract”
domains, such as from physical movement to
conceptualization of time (Boroditsky & Ramscar, 2002)
and from zygomaticus (smiling) muscle contraction to
assessment of humor (Strack, Martin, & Stepper, 1988). A
different kind of transfer of understanding – as traditionally
conceptualized – is of crucial importance in education.
Much of our educational system is based on the hope that
prior learning can be transferred to novel situations.
Unfortunately, research has shown that people often have
great difficulties in transferring knowledge to new contexts
(Gick & Holyoak, 1980). Much of the literature on transfer
has focused on transfer of abstract problem-solving skills,
such as applying a previously-learned mathematical
equation to a novel type of problem. However, recent work
has demonstrated an implicit form of transfer from a
simulated concrete physical system to a superficially
dissimilar textual problem with an analogous goal (Day &
Goldstone, in press). In this work, the perceptual and spatial
concreteness of the simulation, along with its dynamic
nature, are thought to facilitate the development of a mental
model that can then be deployed for interpreting and solving

the less intuitive transfer task. This transfer was
demonstrated for simulations controlled with a neutral
action (a mouse click) or with no action (passive
observation), suggesting that the transfer occurs at the level
of the force dynamics that both systems have in common.
However, the above finding of implicit, spontaneous
transfer from physical experience raises an interesting
question. Would some form of “action concreteness” in the
training simulation – parallel to the perceptual and spatial
concreteness found to be beneficial – enhance this transfer
still further? Adding action that is compatible with the force
dynamics of the system might foster a more powerful
representation of the force dynamics, by inducing a
“kinesthetic schema” that echoes the conceptual force
dynamics of the system. Such an enhanced, visceral
understanding may then be more readily accessed and
transferred. There is a growing literature on “action
compatibility” effects in domains ranging from sentence
comprehension (Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002) to insight
problem solving (Thomas & Lleras, 2009; Catrambone et al,
2006), documenting facilitation when there is congruence
between an action and a more abstract but related process.
The idea that action compatibility is beneficial is also
prominent in education, where researchers often assume that
for difficult concepts, increased physical support leads to
better learning and transfer.
However, work on contextualization suggests an
alternative perspective -- too much concreteness can have a
detrimental effect on transfer, causing what is learned to be
“bound” to the learning context and less able to applied in
novel situations (Goldstone & Son, 2009). On this view,
action compatibility may actually harm transfer. The
purpose of the current studies is therefore to determine
whether action compatibility acts as a scaffold for learning
and transfer, or as an obstacle to generalization.

Experiments
To investigate the effect of action compatibility on transfer,
we operationalized action compatibility as the congruence
between the conceptual force schema of the system being
learned and the kinesthetic schema induced by the actions
used to control the simulation of the system. We used the
training and transfer task from Day and Goldstone (in
press), with which positive transfer was demonstrated when
the goals – and therefore both solution procedures and
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conceptual force schemas – of the training and transfer tasks
were the same.
In the current studies, we manipulate the compatibility of
the kinesthetic schema with the conceptual force schema
during the training simulation, while holding constant the
compatibility between the conceptual force schemas in the
training and transfer tasks. If the facilitative effects of action
compatibility include supporting learning and transfer,
performance on the transfer task in the Compatible
condition should be superior to the Incompatible condition.
Alternatively, if action compatibility acts to tie the learned
knowledge to specific actions that are relevant for the
training but not transfer scenario – thus interfering with
generalization -- then the Compatible condition should
perform worse on the transfer task.

leftward hand movement for activating the fan is exactly
opposite the direction of the ball and fan. This results in the
kinesthetic experience of “opposing forces.” In both
conditions, the conceptual force schema for the system is
the same -- the fan boosts the ball. In the Compatible
condition, the conceptual and kinesthetic force schemas are
congruent -- the hand boosts the ball and the fan boosts the
ball. But in the Incompatible condition, the conceptual and
kinesthetic force schemas are incongruent -- the hand
opposes the ball while the fan boosts the ball.

Experiment 1
Participants 48 Indiana University undergraduates
participated in this study for partial course credit. 3
participants were excluded from analysis for failure to
follow the instructions.
Materials and Design The materials in this study were
based on the materials used in Day and Goldstone (in press).
The training simulation in that original study depicted a
horizontally oscillating ball suspended between elastic
bands, and a rightward-pointing fan that could supply a
constant horizontal force. The simulation included neither
gravity nor friction, so the system yielded perpetual
oscillatory motion of the ball when the fan was not being
used. Participants clicked on the fan to get the ball to a
particular position, such as “maximizing” the ball’s position
by getting it to the far endpoint. Consistently applying the
fan only when the ball is moving to the right resulted in
gradually increasing the amplitude of the ball’s oscillation
(because the rightward fan force augments, or boosts, the
rightward acceleration of the ball). Consistently applying
the fan only when the ball is moving to the left resulted in
gradually decreasing amplitude of the ball’s oscillation
(because the rightward fan force cancels out, or opposes, the
leftward acceleration of the ball). Therefore applying the fan
all the time resulted in no net change in the ball’s amplitude.
In the current studies, we added a “slider” controller for
the fan that is activated using a pronounced hand movement
to the right or to the left, depending on condition.
Successfully “maximizing” the ball requires applying the
fan only when the ball moves rightward, which gradually
increases the amplitude of the ball’s oscillation until it hits
the far endpoint. Therefore in the condition with the
rightward slider (“Compatible condition”; Fig. 1a), the
rightward movement required to activate the fan is coupled
to the rightward movement of the ball. This coupling
between the ball and hand provides the kinesthetic
experience of “moving in sync.” With the added visual
information of the ball moving further and further
rightward, participants report that their experience is of
“boosting forces.” Conversely, in the condition with the
leftward slider (“Incompatible condition,” Fig. 1b), the

Figure 1a & 1b: Compatible (top) and Incompatible
(bottom) conditions.
Video of these simulations is available at
http://cognitrn.psych.indiana.edu/complexsims/slider/max/
During the training phase, participants were guided
through the ball simulation for six timed blocks. In Block 1,
participants were asked to simply watch the system, with no
interaction. With no interaction, there was no activation of
the fan, so the ball simply oscillated regularly until the
block ended. In Block 2, participants were asked to activate
the fan and observe the differences between the ball’s
motion with and without the fan. Condition-specific
instructions on how to activate the fan by controlling the
slider with either rightward or leftward motion were
provided (and repeated for every subsequent block). During
Blocks 3-6, participants were instructed to observe the effect
of using the fan in a specific way: “Try activating the fan
ONLY WHEN THE BALL IS MOVING RIGHTWARD
(away from the fan), and NOT when the ball is moving to
the left.” These instructions correspond to the correct
solution procedure for getting the ball to reach the far
endpoint (“maximizing” the ball). A participant who
perfectly followed the instructions would therefore observe
the “maximizing” of the ball’s position four times. During
all six blocks, the participants’ task was to follow the
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instructions and observe the outcome; they were not asked
to achieve any goal for ball’s position. Although the far
endpoint was highlighted with an orange triangle,
participants were given no instructions pertaining to
“maximizing” the ball or moving it to an endpoint. After
completing Block 6, participants were instructed to ask the
experimenter to start the second, ostensibly unrelated,
experiment.
This second task was a strictly textual population
dynamics problem identical to the transfer task used by Day
and Goldstone (Fig. 2). Participants were presented with
instructions describing a city that can comfortably hold
500,000 people; with less people, the city is more appealing
due to low congestion; with more people, the city is less
appealing due to crowding. All participants were given the
task of getting the population to reach 1,000,000.
Participants controlled the task by choosing whether to add
media advertising, which increased the “appeal” of the city
for one time step. This task proceeded in discrete time steps;
at each time step, participants decided whether to click the
“add media” button or the “no media” button. The value of
the population, the appeal, and the change in appeal at each
time step were displayed in a scrolling format, so that
participants could also see the values for the previous five
time steps. Participants could re-read the instructions at any
time, and the goal (“get the population above a million”)
remained on-screen for the entire task. Participants were
required to solve the task 3 times before completing the
experiment.

Figure 2: Population task.
Though seemingly unrelated in both subject matter and
appearance, the two tasks are governed by the same
dynamics: “population” is analogous to ball position,
“appeal” to ball velocity, and “media advertising” to the fan.
The behavior of both systems was thus governed by the
same equations, with the population’s value (or ball’s
position) oscillating around a numerical (or spatial)

“midpoint.” Just like turning on the fan in the ball
simulation when the ball was moving rightward, adding
media advertisement during the rise of the population
increased the amplitude of the population’s oscillation;
adding media advertising during the fall of the population
dampened the population’s oscillation; and adding media
advertising all the time caused no net change in the
population’s oscillation. Therefore, procedures for
“maximizing” were also the same for the both systems, with
participants intervening by adding media advertising (or fan
force) to boost the population (or ball’s position) only when
it is already heading in the direction of the maximum.
The dependent variable in this study is the number of time
steps needed to solve the population task on each of the
three trials. We predicted that the different kinesthetic force
schemas in the ball simulation would differentially affect
transfer to the population task. If action compatibility
facilitates transfer, the population task performance of the
Compatible condition will be superior to that of the
Incompatible condition. If action compatibility instead acts
to bind what is learned to the specific actions, then
population task performance of the Compatible condition
will be worse than the Incompatible condition.
Results and discussion Most participants completed both
simulations within the one-hour time limit. However, three
participants from the Incompatible condition who failed to
complete the population task within the time allotted were
excluded from subsequent analysis.
There was no difference between the Incompatible and
Compatible conditions in the average time steps required to
complete the population task: 245.95 vs. 314.06 time steps
(t(327)=1.14, p=0.26). However, a 3 × 2 (trial number ×
condition) mixed ANOVA revealed not only a significant
main effect of trial (F(2, 74)=5.30, p=0.0070) representing
improvement over time, but a significant interaction
between trial and condition (F(2,74)=4.156, p=0.019). The
interaction reflects an increasing advantage of the
Incompatible condition over the Compatible condition as
population trials increased from one to three (Fig. 3).
Multiple comparisons were conducted using Bonferroniadjusted alpha levels of 0.0167 (0.5/3) per test. Results
indicated that there was no reliable difference between the
Incompatible and Compatible conditions on time to
complete Trial 1 (456 vs. 330 time steps; t(37)=1.055,
p=0.30, n.s.) or on Trial 2 (167 vs. 288 time steps; t(37)=
-1.87, p=0.070, n.s.). However, the Incompatible condition
significantly outperformed the Compatible condition on
Trial 3: (117 vs. 324 time steps (t(37)=-2.53, p=0.0157).
Paired t-tests (Bonferroni-adjusted to alpha levels of
0.025) revealed that the time steps to complete the
population task significantly decreased between the first and
last trials of the population task in the Incompatible
condition (a decrease of 339 time steps, t(20)=3.40,
p=0.002), but not in the Compatible condition, which
decreased by only 6 time steps. Because the Compatible
condition’s performance in the first trial was far from
optimal – 330 time steps, while the shortest possible
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solution time is 39 time steps – the lack of improvement in
that condition is striking.

Finally, in the ball task, the Incompatible condition had a
significantly lower proportion of trials where the
“maximize” event was observed (0.51 vs. 0.75, t(37)=-2.20,
p=0.034), indicating that the Incompatible condition had
more difficulty in learning to move the slider according to
the instructions. Apparently, the unintuitive actions required
in the Incompatible condition slowed learning of the
original ball scenario, but facilitated its transfer to the
population task.

Experiment 2

Figure 3: Population task performance. Participants who
experienced the Incompatible training condition show more
learning during an analogous population task than those in
an action-compatible training condition. On this and all
other graphs, error bars represent standard error of the mean.
Analysis of participants’ strategy use in the population
task provides converging evidence of a benefit for the
Incompatible action training. We measured how often
participants used the correct solution strategies, which
meant adding media when the population is lower than
500,000 and increasing, and ceasing to add media
immediately before (or, as soon as) the population was
higher than 500,000 and decreasing. A 3 × 2 (trial number ×
condition) mixed ANOVA measuring total correct strategy
usage revealed a significant main effect of trial
(F(2,74)=8.94, p=0.00033) as well as a significant main
effect of condition (F(1,37)=4.83, p=0.034) that reflected
higher correct strategy use in the Incompatible condition
(29% vs. 18%). Additionally, correct strategy use
significantly increased between the first and last trials for
the Incompatible condition (mean difference of 24%;
t(20)=3.24, p=0.0041), but not for the Compatible condition
(mean difference of 7.5%; t(17)=1.49, p=0.15, n.s.). A
different strategy – adding media at every time step – was
favored by both conditions initially, perhaps because it
encapsulates the common-sense strategy of “if you want a
large population, advertise your city as much as possible.” A
3 × 2 (trial number × condition) mixed ANOVA revealed a
significant main effect of condition (F(1,37)=5.13,
p=0.0295) in usage of this intuitive, but incorrect, strategy,
reflecting lower usage in the Incompatible condition (33%
vs. 46%).

Experiment 1 provides evidence that action compatibility in
one task affects performance on an analogous transfer task.
The relative transfer advantage of the Incompatible
condition occurred in the absence of a problem-solving goal
in the training task, showing that action compatibility
matters even for non-goal-directed learning. However, the
action-centered instructions in Experiment 1 may have led
to a focus on the action itself, rather than the consequences
of the actions. The positive transfer Day and Goldstone
reported was primarily based on goal-directed learning of
the ball task. Goal-directed learning is more likely to foster
a functional perspective on the ball simulation, with a focus
on the causal structure and the consequences of actions,
rather than the actions themselves. If the action
compatibility effect was a result of focus on the action at the
expense of the system, then population task performance in
the Compatible and Incompatible conditions should not
differ after goal-directed learning of the ball simulation.
However, if action compatibility genuinely affects
conceptualization of the ball simulation, then differences
should remain.
Additionally, Experiment 1 provides evidence of relative
transfer differences between compatible and incompatible
actions, but not that there is an absolute transfer advantage
for either condition when compared to an unrelated training
task. To address this, Experiment 2 also adds a control
condition.
Participants 88 Indiana University undergraduates
participated for partial course credit. 3 participants were
excluded from analysis due to technical problems.
Materials and Design This experiment was nearly identical
to Experiment 1, with the following important differences.
A control condition was added, to assess whether the
relative transfer advantage of the incompatible kinesthetic
force schema was a genuine transfer benefit, relative to
experience with an unrelated simulation. Participants in the
control condition first performed a task involving repeatedly
guiding a spacecraft to its home planet while being attracted
to other fixed objects. We ensured that the spacecraft task
required approximately the same time as the ball simulation.
In the ball simulation, we added a goal: “maximizing” the
ball. Participants received the same instructions on the
operation of the slider as in Experiment 1, but the remaining
procedural instructions were replaced with “Your goal in
this task is: Make the ball reach the post opposite the fan, on
the right side of the screen.” To mitigate the effects of any
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initial difficulty in learning to control the Incompatible
condition’s slider, we also doubled the number of trials in
which participants controlled the ball simulation. Therefore
participants were required to solve the ball simulation 10
times before they were allowed to proceed to the population
task. All participants, including the control condition, solved
the same population task from Experiment 1.
Results and Discussion
As in Experiment 1, most
participants completed both simulations within the one-hour
time limit. However, 5 participants who failed to complete
the population task within the allotted time were excluded
from subsequent analysis.
The Incompatible and Control conditions had
significantly different average solution time steps in the
population task, demonstrating a benefit for the
Incompatible condition over the unrelated control (136.55
vs. 238.032; t(51)=2.34, p=0.023). A 3 × 3 (trial number ×
condition) mixed ANOVA revealed a reliable main effect of
trial number (F(2,154)=8.79, p<0.001), with an effect of
condition that approaches significance (F(2,77)=2.69,
p=0.075) (Fig. 4). The population task performance exhibits
the same trend as seen in Experiment 1, of an advantage of
the Incompatible condition relative to the Compatible
condition that emerges only after the first trial, although
here the differences between those two conditions did not
reach statistical significance.

Figure 4: Population task performance following a
version of the ball simulation or a control task, both with
goals. The Incompatible condition results in better
population performance than the control.
Comparison of population task strategy usage between the
Incompatible and Compatible conditions echoes the strategy
differences found in Experiment 1. A 3 × 2 (trial number ×
condition) mixed ANOVA for usage of one correct strategy
-- adding media when the population is lower than 500,000

and increasing, and ceasing to add media immediately
before the population was higher than 500,000 and
decreasing (only this strategy is reported here because use of
the other correct strategy did not differ) -- revealed a
reliable main effect of condition (F(1,47)=4.51, p=0.039),
demonstrating higher usage in the Incompatible condition
(9% vs. 5%).

General Discussion
These two studies provide evidence of action compatibility
differentially influencing transfer from a simulated physical
system to an analogous but dissimilar task. The relatively
better performance and strategy use in the Incompatible
condition, compared to the Compatible or control
conditions, support the notion that compatible actions are
closely tied to what is learned such that when the functional
force schema reappears in a transfer situation with different
actions, there is a failure to transfer. In other words, action
compatibility can act as an obstacle to generalization.
Additionally, the superior transfer performance of the
Incompatible condition relative to an unrelated control
training task establishes that the incompatibility of the
kinesthetic force schema and conceptual force schema offers
genuine benefits for solving a transfer task with an
analogous force schema.
Interestingly, despite worse performance on the
population task, participants in the Compatible condition
demonstrated better learning on the ball simulation in
Experiment 1, as measured by their higher rate of
successfully controlling the slider according to the
instructions. This discrepancy between what participants
find easy to do and what actually helps them is suggestive
of the literature on “desirable difficulties.” The conditions
that facilitate immediate learning do not necessarily promote
long-term learning (Bjork, 1994). On this view, the relative
difficulty of controlling the Incompatible version of the ball
simulation may have prompted deeper cognitive processing
of the task and of the system as a whole.
While we believe that “desirable difficulties” contributes
to the benefit of the Incompatible condition, it also leaves
one aspect of this benefit unpredicted. If participants in the
Incompatible condition simply acquired deeper, more
transfer-relevant knowledge during the training task, then
we might have expected initial differences between the
conditions during the first transfer trials. And we might
expect those initial differences to get smaller as time
progresses, because the participants in the other conditions
have had time to figure out a solution. Instead, we find the
opposite pattern. All participants perform similarly initially,
with differences appearing after the first trial.
The pattern of performance across trials can be interpreted
under the framework of “preparation for future learning”
(Bransford & Schwartz, 1999). On this view, the
Incompatible ball simulation better prepares participants to
learn to do the population task. Our prediction was in terms
of a transfer disadvantage due to the unhelpful tying of
learning to intuitive actions for the Compatible condition,
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but it is also instructive to ask what aspects of the
Incompatible condition may be beneficial in itself.
One answer, we believe, is suggested by “conservative
induction” (Medin & Ross, 1989). On this view,
generalization emerges as a side effect of the use of specific
examples, and the resulting generalized representation
retains details of those specific examples. In the Compatible
training condition, fan direction and hand motion were
coupled together, controlling the ball that also moved in that
same direction. It is conceivable, then, that the
representation acquired in that condition was something like
“things moving in sync.” Generalization to the population
task may have then had the character of “acting in sync”
with the oscillating population, or “apply media all the
time.” In fact, this is precisely the “intuitive” and incorrect
strategy the Compatible condition tended to use persistently
throughout the population task. On the other hand, in the
Incompatible training condition, the coupling between
action and system dynamics is broken. The hand moves left
while the fan is blowing right, which has the effect of
moving the ball to the right. This decoupled version of the
simulation was more difficult to learn to control. However,
it may also have resulted in the acquisition of a
representation that was more flexible, a representation that
differentiated between the effect of the action for
controlling the fan and the effect of the action of the fan.
And by “teasing apart” – rather than “blurring together” -the motoric and system-level actions, this more
diagnostically structured representation contained the
elements truly useful for connecting with, and solving, the
population task.
Achieving transfer is difficult, but transfer is crucial to
our educational system. These studies contribute to our
understanding of a promising new form of transfer from
concrete simulations, and demonstrate that while action
compatibility can stand in the way of an educator’s goals,
action incompatibility may sometimes help, by effectively
isolating the relational structure from specific actions.
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Abstract
Invention activities are structured tasks in which students
create mathematical methods that attempt to capture deep
properties of data (e.g., variability), prior to receiving
instruction on canonical methods (e.g., mean deviation).
While experiments have demonstrated the learning benefits of
invention activities, the mechanisms of transfer remain
unknown. We address this question by evaluating the role of
design in invention activities, identifying what knowledge is
acquired during invention activities, and how it is applied in
transfer tasks. A classroom experiment with 92 students
compared the full invention process to one in which students
evaluate predesigned methods. Results show that students in
the full invention condition acquired more adaptive
knowledge, yet not necessarily better procedural knowledge
or invention skills. We suggest a mechanism that explains
what knowledge invention attempts produce, how that
knowledge is productively modified in subsequent instruction,
and how it improves performance on some measures of
transfer but not others.
Keywords: Invention activities, transfer, intelligent tutoring
systems, modular knowledge, generation.

Introduction
Invention activities ask students to design and
evaluate mathematical methods that capture deep
properties of given examples. For instance, the
task in Figure 1 asks students to invent a general
method for calculating variability. Invention
activities are designed to augment and precede
traditional teacher-led instruction (Roll, Aleven,
& Koedinger, 2009; Schwartz & Martin, 2004).
Following the invention attempt, whether
successful or not, students receive instruction on
canonical methods for the same problem
(“show”), and apply these methods to different
problems (“practice”). For example, after
inventing measures of variability, students receive
show-and-practice instruction on Mean Deviation

(MD), that is, the mean absolute difference from
the mean. One key aspect of invention activities is
the use of contrasting cases (Chase, Shemwell, &
Schwartz, 2010). Contrasting cases are carefully
designed examples that emphasize target features
by changing just those and no other features. For
example, the contrasting cases shown in Figure 1
(middle) emphasize distribution while fixing
sample size, range, average, etc.
The Invention Lab facilitates invention activities
in three steps (Roll, Aleven, & Koedinger, 2010).
Students are first asked to rank the contrasting
cases according to the target property (e.g, the
variability of the left graph is lower than that of
the right graph, see Figure 1). Students then
design a mathematical method and calculate the
target property for the given data (e.g., design
“range / N” and apply it to both data sets). Last,
students evaluate their method by comparing its
inferred ranking to the initial qualitative ranking.
Once the invented method ranks the contrasting
cases successfully, students are given new data to
work with. Students often make progress during
the invention process, yet they rarely invent a
valid general method (Schwartz & Martin, 2004).
Classroom evaluations found that the
combination of invention activities and show-andpractice instruction improves performance on
transfer measures, compared with show-andpractice alone, controlling for overall time on task
(Schwartz & Martin 2004; Roll et al., 2009;
Kapur, 2008). However, while the positive effect
of invention activities is well documented, not
enough is known about how this effect is
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achieved. In this paper we investigate the
cognitive processes and knowledge outcomes that
are associated with invention activities, and the
manner in which invention activities foster
performance on measures of transfer.
Invention vs. Evaluation

Our first goal is to evaluate the role of a key
process within the invention activity – the design
of methods. Hypothesis 1(a) suggests that the
design of methods is a key process in achieving
the results of invention activities, akin to the
generation effect (Richland et al., 2005).
However, the worked example effect suggests that
novice learners may benefit from analyzing given
solutions more than from engaging in problem
solving (Sweller, 2006). In addition, evaluating
given methods may take less time than designing
and evaluating methods. Therefore, Hypothesis
1(b) suggests that evaluation of given (imperfect)
methods, using contrasting cases, is more
beneficial than designing methods.
Knowledge Outcomes and Mechanisms of Transfer

Our second goal is to identify the knowledge that
is acquired during invention activities and enables

transfer. This is especially interesting given that
students usually fail to generate successful
methods. Hypothesis 2(a) suggests that students
acquire domain-specific knowledge that prepares
them to better encode the subsequent instruction
(Schwartz & Bransford, 1998; Schwartz, Sears, &
Chang, 2007). Hypothesis 2(b), on the other hand,
suggests that students acquire domainindependent habits or skills that help them
approach transfer items. For example, Taylor et
al. (2010) found that invention activities help
students come up with more ideas during openended transfer problems (yet the quality of each
idea was not affected by the invention process).
Last, we propose a mechanism that explains
how knowledge that is acquired during invention
activities interacts with show-and-practice
instruction to improve ability to transfer.
Method
Design

We address these questions by comparing two
versions of invention activities. Students in the
Design and Evaluate condition were instructed to
design methods and evaluate them, while students

Figure 1: The Invention Lab. Students invent methods for calculating variability by qualitatively ranking the contrasting
cases, inventing a mathematical procedure, and comparing their initial ranking with their invented procedure. The cover story
compares the consistency of two trampolines. The contrasting cases target students’ demonstrated knowledge gaps.
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in the Evaluate Only condition were asked
evaluate predesigned methods. These predesigned
methods were taken from a previous study in the
same school with the same age group of students
(Roll, et al., 2009). Each of the chosen methods
failed to incorporate one or more critical features
of the target domain, variability. For example, one
method that was given to students was “range /
N”. This method fails to use all data points in each
of the contrasting cases, and thus fails to generate
a correct ranking for the cases shown in Figure 1.
Students were instructed to test each method
against multiple sets of data. As soon as a method
was found not to work, students were asked to
move to the next method.1
Participants.

Ninety-two 7th grade students from a public
middle school participated in the study. 33
students were randomly assigned to the Design
and Evaluate condition and 59 students were
assigned to the Evaluate Only condition. Students
were enrolled in two levels of math classes
(regular and advanced), split evenly between
conditions.

the invention process. The second invention
activity followed a similar structure and duration,
and was divided across two days. Following the
summary discussion of the second activity,
students received about 7 minutes of instruction
on MD. Students then worked individually with a
designated intelligent tutoring system for MD. All
students finished all practice problems within 25
minutes. The study concluded with a post-test.
Materials

Students in both conditions used the Invention
Lab (Roll et al., 2010), an intelligent tutoring
system created using the Cognitive Tutor
Authoring Tools (Aleven et al, 2009). The first
invention activity asked students to evaluate
which of two trampolines is more consistent,
given data from multiple bounces for each
trampoline (see Figure 1). The first set of
contrasting cases emphasized the range of the data

Procedure

The study spanned four class periods over two
days. The first day began with a pre-test, followed
by an Invention Lab tutorial. Students then moved
on to the first invention activity, which was
limited to 25 minutes. Instruction for the
invention activity differed based on condition.
Design and Evaluate students were asked to
design and evaluate methods, while Evaluate Only
students were asked to implement and evaluate
methods from a given booklet. Students invented
in pairs and chose their partners. With few
exceptions, the pairs did not change throughout
the study. The invention activity concluded with a
short whole-class discussion in which students
(from both conditions) shared the successes and
limitations of their methods. The discussion was
used to motivate students to try their best during
1
Half of the Evaluate Only students were also prompted to
explain why each method failed or succeeded. We collapse these
groups because it was evident that students ignored these prompts
and we found no other associated differences in learning.
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Procedural fluency:
What is the MD of 2, 4, 7, and 3? (1)
Conceptual knowledge:
The average temperature in Montreal and Vancouver is
similar, but the MD is much higher in Montreal. What
does it mean?
a. Montreal is always warmer.
b. Vancouver is always warmer.
(c). The temperatures in Montreal are more extreme.
d. The temperatures in Vancouver are more extreme.
Debugging items:
Marlene invented the following method:
Step 1: Find the average.
Step 2: Find the distances from the average.
Step 3: Add up all the distances.
What do you think about this method?
a. It works.
(b). It does not work because there is different number
of numbers in each set.
c. It does not work because the method does not use
all the numbers.
PFL items:
Sonly is testing a new distance detector. The device is
not accurate and small errors are permitted. Sonly
measured the same distance several times and received
3, 5, 6, and 10 feet. What is the MD of the new device,
if errors of 1 foot or less should be ignored? (1.75)
Figure 2: MD assessment items. Correct answers appear
in parentheses. All items but procedural fluency items
were given in the context of story problems.

(1,3,5,7,9 vs. 3,4,5,6,7). Subsequent contrasting
cases were created by the Invention Lab in real
time based on the weaknesses of students'
methods. The second invention activity asked
students to evaluate the consistency of machines
that pack candies into bags in a candy factory.
Instruction on how to apply MD was delivered
by the first author and included graphical and
mathematical explanations of the structure of the
formula and a few examples. In subsequent
practice students applied MD to 20 different data
sets and interpreted results.

main effect for condition on performance on
conceptual items; Design and Evaluate = .52,
Evaluate Only = .49, F(4,87) = 18, p < .0005.
There was also a main effect for condition on
debugging items; Design and Evaluate: .44,
Evaluate Only: .34. F(4,87) = 42, p = .002. Both
effects remain significant after applying
Bonferroni correction. There was no effect for
condition on PFL items with or without resource
(p = .2 and .3 respectively).
Table 1: Performance on post-test by type of item, M(SD)

Measures and Analysis

The pre- and post-tests included assessments of
procedural and conceptual knowledge. The posttest also included two types of transfer items that
required students to construct or analyze modified
versions of the taught procedure: Preparation for
Future Learning (PFL) items asked students to
apply a modified version of the taught procedure
(Bransford & Schwartz, 2001). For example, after
learning to calculate variability by averaging the
errors (MD), students were asked to apply MD
while ignoring certain types of errors (e.g.,
include only large errors, see Figure 2).
Debugging items asked students whether a
modified version of the taught procedure still
achieves its goal, and if it fails, to identify the
source of failure (Roll, 2009).
The effect of condition on students’ learning
was evaluated using ANCOVAs with condition,
class level, and their interaction as factors, and
pre-test score as a covariate. Five separate
ANCOVAs were calculated, one for each type of
items. Bonferroni correction was applied to
account for multiple comparisons.
Results
There was a large, yet insignificant, difference
between conditions at pre-test: Design and
Evaluate: 15%; Evaluate Only: 27%; F(2,88)=10,
p = .19. On identical items in the pre- and posttests, students improved from 23% to 58% across
conditions and class levels; t(90) = 7.0, p < .0005.
Table 1 summarizes the results of the posttest.
There was no effect for condition on procedural
fluency items (p = .21). There was a significant

Procedural Fluency
Conceptual understanding
Debugging
W/o resource
PFL
With resource
** - p < .01; *** - p < .001

Design and
Evaluate
.64 (.44)
.52 (.25)***
.44 (.30)**
.09 (.20)
.46 (.45)

Evaluate
Only
.62 (.45)
.49 (.24)
.34 (.34)
.06 (.16)
.40 (.45)

Discussion
Overall, students who designed their methods
outperformed students who received predesigned
methods on measures of debugging ability and
conceptual understanding. There was no effect of
condition on procedural fluency or PFL items.
Invention vs. Evaluation

The results presented above show the importance
of students designing their own methods, and thus
support Hypothesis 1(a). This effect is especially
interesting given that all students failed to design
valid methods.
There are several possible explanations for the
benefits of design. First, students who design their
methods have greater agency. Second, students
may learn better from failures of methods they
designed since they understand the intended
function of each component in their methods.
Third, students who work with pre-designed
methods might have an overly specific goal – to
test given methods using given data. Students who
design methods may have a more scientific goal
to understand the features of the domain and
create a method that captures them. More studies
are required to evaluate these explanations.
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Knowledge Outcomes and Mechanisms of Transfer

Performance on conceptual items shows that
students who design their methods acquire better
domain knowledge, in support of Hypothesis 2(a).
Their improved performance on debugging items
might suggest that students who design also
acquired better domain-independent debugging
skills, as suggested by Hypothesis 2(b). However,
students in both conditions practiced the relevant
debugging skills during invention. In fact,
Evaluate Only students had more time to practice
debugging on tasks isomorphic to the assessment
items. Therefore, a more likely interpretation is
that the improved conceptual understanding, and
not improved debugging skills, helped students
who designed their methods perform better on
debugging items.
Accumulated evidence from this and previous
studies shows that invention activities do not help
students apply the canonical methods (in
procedural items), yet they help students modify
the learned methods (in PFL items) and diagnose
variants of these methods (in debugging items;
Roll, 2009; Roll, et al., 2009; Schwartz & Martin,
2004). A main question to ask, therefore, is how
the experience of failing to invent prepares
students to modify and adapt their acquired
knowledge following instruction.
As described above, students in invention
activities invent using contrasting cases. The
contrasting cases are designed to direct students’
attention to deep features of the domain, often one
feature at a time. In order for their methods to
work, students need to find mathematical ways to
represent the target features in their methods. For
example, the contrasting cases shown in Figure 1
help students realize that their methods should use
all available data, since relying only on extreme
points may give the wrong answer. Thus, one
explanation for the benefits of failed invention
attempts is that the invention process is essentially
a process in which students acquire requirements
for a valid method (see Figure 3.a). Within the
domain of variability, by using contrasting cases,
students may realize that a valid method should
measure distances, use all given data, account for
sample size, and use positive values. Students
may find mathematical operations that satisfy

some, but not all, of these requirements. For
example, few methods included division by N. In
fact, most requirements are left unsatisfied.
The invention process helps students identify
concrete, and possibly explicit, requirements, and
examples of successful and unsuccessful ways to
achieve them. Later, during show-and-practice,
students can complete the puzzle by noticing how
the canonical method satisfies these requirements.
Comprehension of instruction involves a mapping
process in which students can identify how each
component of the canonical method fills a certain
function. In the case of MD, division by N
accounts for sample size; the minus operator

Figure 3: A possible explanation for learning and transfer
from invention activities. While inventing, students can
identify requirements from valid solutions (a). During showand-practice students realize how the taught formalism
addresses these requirements (b). Such functional encoding
helps students adapt their knowledge (c, d)
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calculates distances; the sum function uses all the
points; and absolute value makes sure that
distances do not cancel each other out. The
outcome is knowledge that is more elaborated and
is composed of critical functional components,
each of which are backed up by the relevant
rationale and supporting experiences.
Students in the Evaluate Only condition have
some of these experiences, but these are not
customized to their own preconceptions. More
importantly, these students focus on evaluating
methods, and not on identifying requirements.
The
modular
encoding
of
functional
components (i.e., relating each component in the
method to its specific function) allows students to
adapt their knowledge to the task. For example, in
debugging items, students can map the debugged
procedures onto the set of requirements they have
come to understand and identify which
requirement is not met.
Summary
We present a study that compares invention
activities that include design and evaluation of
methods to evaluation of predesigned methods,
prior to receiving instruction. Our results show
that the design of methods enhances the effect of
invention activities. The results also show that
students who design their methods acquire better
domain knowledge, and not necessarily better
invention skills. Further analysis suggests that the
invention process helps students set requirements
from the general method. Students later identify
functional components that satisfy these
requirements within the canonical method,
resulting in more differentiated and modular
knowledge. The acquired knowledge can be
applied flexibly by reusing and recombining the
functional components.
The study makes contributions by identifying
the cognitive benefits of invention activities and
by explaining how these benefits interact with the
taught material to improve the ability to transfer
the target knowledge. Students who invent gain
the knowledge of key requirements of formalisms,
of reasons for these requirements, and of
mathematical tools that satisfy (and fail to satisfy)
these requirements.
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Abstract
We present a model in which visual search behavior is
assumed to result from a combination of controlled, serial
search and automatic attraction of attention to target stimuli.
The model provides a quantitative framework for how these
different processes are combined, and despite a large number
of constraints, it is highly successful in accounting for human
search behavior at the level of full response time distributions
and choice probabilities.
Keywords: visual search; computational modeling; automatic
and attention processes; response times.

Visual search tasks usually require an observer to determine
whether or not a pre-defined target object is present within a
display of objects (the display size, D, is the number of
objects in the display, and displays either contain all foils, or
instead one target with the rest foils). Performance in such
tasks is usually measured by response time, because
accuracy tends to be quite high. The results have been used
to understand the processes of visual search, the factors that
determine attention allocation, and the use of automatic and
parallel vs. controlled and serial processes of comparison.
The last of these is the focus of this research.
Various factors contribute to whether search is automatic
or controlled. Low-level perceptual differences between
targets and foils, for instance a green target amidst red foils,
facilitate automatic search behavior, produce response times
that do not vary (much) with display size, and are often
termed to ‘popout’ in line with subjective impressions
(Triesman & Gelade, 1980). Even when targets do not
‘popout’ perceptually, consistent training (in which targets
remain targets, and foils remain foils) in most cases
gradually causes the targets to attract attention
automatically, measured by the fact that the dependence on
display size drops (Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977). However,
the amount of such learning is dependent on the relation of
the target shapes to foil shapes: For example, when a
conjunction of features is needed to define targets, search
generally appears more controlled (slower search rates) and
automatic attraction of attention to targets is slower to
develop.
When the plot of mean response time, RT, to D has a
slope near zero, search is considered parallel and automatic;
when it has a large slope (usually roughly linear) search is
often assumed to be serial (one item in the display at a
time), or controlled. If the slope of target absent responses is
about twice that for target present responses search is

usually assumed to terminate once a target is found in the
serial set of comparisons.
Townsend and colleagues have argued convincingly,
however, that analyses based on mean response times in
standard visual search are relatively uninformative
regarding the processes underlying search (e.g. Townsend &
Nozawa, 1995). For example the function relating mean RT
to D is insufficient for distinguishing serial from parallel
search without strong additional assumptions. As we shall
see, much more can be learned about visual search through
analysis of full response time distributions.
Complementing research identifying conditions in which
search might be either automatic or serial (Thornton &
Gilden, 2007), is research developing a unified model which
can account for all search behavior (e.g., Wolfe’s guided
search model, 2007). Our aim, in what follows, is to build
upon these efforts and develop and implement a framework
for how automatic and controlled search processes combine
to produce the various types of observed visual search
behavior. The model is fit to results partially reported in
Cousineau and Shiffrin (2004), in which three participants
received up to 80 sessions of training. It is similar to
Wolfe’s Guided Search theory in a number of respects,
including a serial search process that is guided to target
items by an automatic parallel process.

Model
When a display appears a set of consecutive serial
comparisons without replacement is initiated. The order of
comparisons is chosen by the observer, and is random with
respect to the actual target position. The order of
comparisons can be interrupted, however, when search is
guided by a separate parallel process that forces the next
comparison to a target position. Search terminates when a
comparison to a target occurs with a positive (i.e. target
present) response, or with a negative response (i.e. target
absent) when all display positions are compared
unsuccessfully. As we will discuss later, however, a
separate decision is sometimes made to terminate before all
comparisons are finished (i.e. early termination of search).

The Serial Comparison Process
Each comparison involves a decision as to whether an
item in the display is either a target or a foil. We model this
decision using a relatively simple evidence accumulation
model, based on the Linear Ballistic Accumulator (LBA)
model (Brown & Heathcote, 2008). Figure 1 contains a
graphical depiction of the comparison process. We assume
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that evidence is accumulated for “target” or “foil” responses
in separate, independent, accumulators. When a target is
being compared evidence tends to accumulate quickly in the
target accumulator and slowly in the foil accumulator.
When a foil is being compared, the tendency reverses. Each
accumulator has a threshold and the output of the
comparison and its time is determined by the accumulator
that reaches its threshold first (each comparison is therefore
a race). It should be noted that this LBA model of a
comparison closely mimics predictions of common
alternative models for a comparison, such as the diffusion
model of Ratcliff (1978). We use the LBA for reasons of
computational convenience.
According to the LBA, evidence accumulates ballistically
in each accumulator (i.e., without noise) at a linear rate until
either threshold is reached. However, the rate at which each
accumulator proceeds is chosen from a normal distribution,
independently for the two accumulators. The winner of the
race, and the time of the comparison, is therefore
determined by the rate choices for that comparison (which
depend on whether the comparison is of a target or foil) and
the thresholds for each accumulator.
For simplicity we use only two Gaussians to determine
the rates, each with a to-be-estimated variance, s. The target
accumulator when a target is being compared, and the foil
accumulator when a foil is being compared (i.e. the
accumulators that would produce a correct response) have
rates chosen from separate Gaussians with to-be-estimated
means, vT and vF, respectively; the two remaining
accumulators (those that would produce an incorrect
response) have rates chosen from a Gaussian with fixed
means, 1 – vT and 1 – vF, for target and foil comparisons
respectively. We assume that the threshold for the target and
foil accumulators can be different, and thus estimate two
threshold parameters, bT and bF.

Figure 1 An LBA comparison process when a target is being
compared (so the mean drift rate is higher for the target
accumulator). The target accumulator and its threshold are given
by the dashed lines, and the foil accumulator and its threshold are
given by the solid lines. The drift rates shown are samples from

normal distributions with the indicated means and common
variance s. These sampled rates will cause the target accumulator
to reach threshold first, so a correct result of the comparison will
occur.

This gives a total of five parameters for the LBA
comparison process. Looking ahead, let us note that in our
application to the empirical data reported in Cousineau and
Shiffrin (2004) all five are chosen to provide a best fit to the
response time distributions and accuracy when display size
is one, for each of the three participants. We are assuming,
therefore, that comparisons are equivalent, and driven by the
same parameters, regardless of the number of items in the
display size.
If the target accumulator wins the race then the search
ends and a positive response is initiated. If the foil
accumulator wins the race, then if all display items have
been compared a negative response if initiated. If there are
more display items to be compared, then there are three
possibilities: 1) Another comparison is initiated; the item to
be compared is chosen by the participant, and is a random
choice from the items that have not yet been compared. 2)
Another comparison is initiated; the item to be compared is
determined by an automatic parallel process, whose details
will be given shortly. 3) The search is terminated early with
a negative response, according to a process whose details
will be given shortly. Note that even the selection of the first
item to be compared can be driven by the parallel guiding
process.
The total response time is a sum of the time occupied by
the above serial comparison process, plus a taken for nondecision elements of making a response, such as the time
taken to encode the stimuli and execute the motor response.
The non decision time assumptions are given below.

The Parallel Guidance Process
There is considerable evidence in the literature to suggest
that a purely serial model will often fail to account for
visual search performance. For example, the model fails to
predict that the time to find the target does not depend on
display size when there is perceptual pop-out (e.g.,
Treisman & Gelade, 1980). Even when perceptual popout
does not occur, a purely serial process can fail. This is the
case for the data reported in Cousineau and Shiffrin (2004),
where the purely serial model failed in several respects;
most notably, participants responded much more quickly
than would be expected from a purely serial self-terminating
search. We note that positive responses exhibited multimodal response time distributions, with the modes roughly
corresponding to the serial position in which the target
happened to be compared. However, the positions of the
modes showed that the participants were comparing the
target earlier in the serial search than would have been the
case had each comparison been chosen randomly.
Furthermore, these fast responses were clearly not guesses
because their accuracy was essentially perfect.
To explain these faster than expected and accurate target
present responses the model includes an automatic parallel
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process that guides search to the target position in a display,
and is learned as training proceeds. In line with the research
and model of Shiffrin and Schneider (1977), and given the
fact that the Cousineau and Shiffrin (2004) study used
consistent mapping in which targets remained targets and
foils remained foils throughout training, we assume that
targets come to attract attention automatically, and that this
process operates in parallel across the entire display.
There are several plausible ways to operationalize a
parallel process. For example, it could be allowed to race
with the serial comparison process, with a target decision
made when either process discovers a target. We decided
instead to let the parallel process guide the next comparison
of the serial process. The parallel process is initially weak
and gradually strengthens over training. We thus think of it
as unreliable from trial to trial, so that its tentative location
of a target needs to be checked by a direct comparison. For
simplicity this parallel guiding process is implemented as a
single accumulator, which gathers evidence in parallel from
the entire display concerning the presence and location of a
target. If a target is present then the rate of evidence
collected (which is again assumed to be linear and without
noise) is selected from a normal distribution with mean vPAR
and standard deviation sPAR. The accumulator is assumed to
collect evidence for some time tPAR before the first item is
selected for comparison. If evidence is already at threshold
bPAR at this time, then the first comparison is guided,
otherwise search continues as per usual and an item is
selected at random (according to the observer’s plan). When
evidence in the parallel process does reach threshold, then
the current serial comparison is allowed to finish, but if that
comparison does not lead to a response, then the next
comparison is guided to the position identified (correctly)
by the parallel process.
The rate of accumulation in the parallel process should of
course increase as training proceeds and automatic attention
attraction to targets is learned. Also, although the Cousineau
and Shiffrin (2004) study did not vary the target and foil
stimulus properties, we note that the rate of accumulation
parameter in the parallel guiding process should in principle
vary with factors such as the perceptual similarity between
targets and lures. Indeed, we find this is true when we fit
response time distribution data reported by Wolfe, Horiwitz
& Palmer (2010), in which the perceptual features of stimuli
were manipulated. Unfortunately, we are unable to present
these results here, but they will be available in a larger
manuscript currently in preparation for submission.

Processes that Produce Rapid Negative Responses
We found that the model as described thus far could
predict very well the distributions and accuracy levels for
positive responses. However this model failed badly when
applied to the negative response distributions (we note that
the negative response times have proved a problem for other
investigators, e.g., Thornton & Gilden, 2007; Wolfe, 2007).
The main problem is its prediction of too large a proportion
of very slow negative responses because these only occur

when all comparisons fail. We believe it reasonable that the
search process can be terminated with a negative response
before all comparisons are completed. To take an extreme
example, suppose there is a very large display (as in ‘Find
Waldo’). If say, 967 comparisons out of 1000 have been
completed without finding a target, it would be reasonable
to stop searching and respond negatively, because such a
response would likely be correct. This reasoning is
especially enhanced if a parallel guiding process is
operating: the fact that this process has not yet reached
threshold provides additional evidence that a target is not
present. Cutting search short is also likely for participants
who are motivated to finish the experimental session as
rapidly as possible. With these factors in mind, we explored
two possibilities for the way in which participants may
terminate their search early – collapsing thresholds and
early terminations.
Collapsing Thresholds
The first possibility is based on Thorton and Gilden’s
(2007) implementation of early terminations in a purely
serial search model; that observers do search exhaustively
through all items in the display (until a target is located) but
that the threshold for responding negatively decreases as the
number of items compared increases. In other words, we
allow bF to get smaller as comparisons continue: The
response threshold for the target absent accumulator for the
jth item compared, where j>1, was bF – (ΔbMAX – ΔbITEM (D –
j)). Such an assumption has two effects: 1) It reduces the
average amount of time required to respond negatively
especially by decreasing the longest response times. 2) It
decreases the variability in the predicted response time
distributions, again because the longest response times tend
to be eliminated.
Early Terminations
The second possibility is an early termination decision not
tied to a particular evidence collection process, but instead
to the display size and the number of comparisons or time
taken searching without success. We implemented this idea
by assuming a probability of terminating search with a
negative decision that increases with the proportion of
display items thus far compared unsuccessfully. This
assumption will decrease the average response times, of
course, but unlike collapsing thresholds, will increase the
variance (because terminations that do not depend directly
on the evidence being collected adds additional variability).
In line with the thought that participants will become
increasingly likely to terminate with the increasing passage
of time and unsuccessful comparisons, we set the
probability of terminating early to be a logistic
transformation of the proportion of the display items
compared unsuccessfully thus far: pNO = (1-e(p-µ)/σ)-1, where
µ and σ are the location and scale parameters of the
transform, and p is the proportion of the display thus far
compared. This sigmoid function gets especially large as the
search nears completion, thus making the probability of
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terminating early very large as the proportion of items
searched increases. Note that we chose to set σ to be fixed
across participants, allowing only µ to vary between
participants.

Non-Decision Times and Switch Times
Fits of the model as described thus far revealed two small
but systematic mispredictions that we fix by adding
assumptions about non-decision time variation and switch
times between comparisons.
First, the data show that the very fastest responses (the
leading edge of the distributions) slowed as a function of
display size. We therefore assumed that non-decision time
varies from trial-to-trial according to a uniform distribution
with mean TER and range sT.., but allowed TER to increase
linearly with display size, with a parameter ΔTER.
Second, the modes of the observed response time
distributions were farther apart than predicted by the model
as described thus far. We therefore assumed that there is an
extra time required to switch from one comparison to the
next, tSWITCH.

presented, after which time the features arrived (i.e., spokes
were added to the empty circles) and remained until a
response was made. Display size, D, was either one, two or
four, with each display size occurring equally often within a
block of trials. Stimuli were presented in the four corners of
an imaginary square so that the entire display viewed at
50cm was within 2° vertically and 3° horizontally. For
display sizes less than four, positions in the square were
chosen randomly. One of the four target items was present
on 50% of the trials in a block, with the order of target
present and target absent trials chosen randomly, and with
the target location being chosen randomly. Feedback on the
speed and the accuracy of the response was given after each
trial. Each block consisted of 108 trials, and each session
had 6 blocks.
Table 1 Parameter estimates for each participant. Dashes (-)

indicate parameters not used. a Indicates parameters whose units
are seconds. b Indicates parameters whose units are per second.
Other parameters have arbitrary units.

v Tb
v Fb
sb
bT
bF
TERa
ΔTERa
s Ta
vPARb

Fits to the Cousineau and Shiffrin (2004) Data
Cousineau and Shiffrin (2004) reported the results of a set
of standard visual search conditions that were part of a
much larger study. We have fit the model to many other
conditions but will show here only fits of the model to
response time distributions from each of the three
participants for the standard conditions in training sessions
34 to 44. We show the detailed predictions for sessions 34
to 44 because inspection showed that learning had slowed
enough to allow collapsing of the data across sessions to
take place without undue distortions.

tSWITCHa
µ
ΔbMAX
ΔbITEM

Methods
More details can be found in Cousineau and Shiffrin
(2004). There were four target and four foil stimuli, all
composed of a circle with short line segments (spokes)
pointing outwards at eight different positions around the
circle. Items maintained their role as targets and lures
throughout the entire study. Target items were defined by a
conjunction of features (i.e., the spokes on the circles), such
that at least one foil item shared at least one feature with all
target items. Targets were defined by a conjunction of
features so as to inhibit perceptual pop-out. The extended
and consistent training should have produced what Shiffrin
and Schneider (1977) termed automatic categorization by
which the set of four targets comes to act as a single
category that can be compared in one step (analogous to
searching for a letter among numbers without checking each
possible letter). Thus in applying the model we assume that
there is a single target rather than four.
Each trial began with a fixation star presented in the
center of the display for 1000ms. The participants were then
shown, for 500ms, a set of featureless stimuli (i.e., circles
without spokes) where the stimuli for that trial were to be

A
1
0.95
0.25
0.21
0.17
0.2
0.02
0.05
0.045
0.075
0.0325

Participant
B
0.9
0.92
0.26
0.1
0.135
0.25
0.025
0.1
4
0.57
-

C
0.85
0.82
0.23
0.11
0.12
0.205
0.03
0.075
7
0.025
0.46
-

Results and Model Fits
Figure 2 contains histograms of response time
distributions for correct and incorrect responses (black and
grey, respectively) for display sizes one, two and four (top,
middle and bottom rows, respectively), for target present
and target absent trials (left and right columns, respectively)
for each of the three participants (A-C). The model
predictions are given by the triangles
Probably most striking in the observed data are the
distinct modes observed for target present trials when
display size was greater than one, modes arguing strongly
that search does include a serial comparison process. The
procedure of identifying stimulus locations before each trial
is atypical, but has the advantage of allowing the participant
to plan an order of successive serial comparisons, thereby
reducing some of the ‘noise’ that is found in typical search
tasks. We believe that this method is what allowed us to see
multiple modes in the target present response time
distributions.
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Participants B and C do not show modes as clearly as
does A, and these participants appear to have been reliably
guided to the correct location more often and sooner than
was the case for A.
Fitting the Model
There are at most eleven freely estimated parameters per
participant used to fit sessions 34-44, seven of which are
associated with the comparisons to one display item in the
serial process (a few other other parameters were fixed
rather than estimated, as described below). The seven
comparison parameters, vT, vL, s, bT, bL, TER, and sT, were
estimated from the data for display size of one (i.e., the top
row of Figures 2A-2C). Fitting this way aligns with the
assumption that the serial comparison process is identical
for all items, regardless of the progress of the ongoing
search. It also provides a great deal of constraint on the
predictions of the model.
With these parameter values fixed, we next estimated the
values of the residual time and switch time parameters,
tSWITCH and ΔTER. Finally we estimated parameters for the
parallel guidance process. To minimize the number of free
parameters required for this parallel process, we freely
estimate only one parameter, vPAR, used for all display sizes,
while the other parameters were fixed at values of bPAR = .1,
tPAR = .12 seconds and sPAR = 1.5 per second, for all three
participants.
Finally, we fit three different versions of the model to
each participant – a version with only collapsing thresholds,
a version with only our early termination process, and a
version that included both of these processes. We found that
the early termination process alone worked reasonably well
for participants B and C, and that the collapsing thresholds
process was required for participant A, and show predictions
for these models.
The fits of the model are shown by the connected
triangles in Figure 2. Model predictions were generated by
simulating 20,000 trials per display size per target presence
condition (i.e., present or absent). The parameters of the
model were estimated by hand, in the order previously
outlined, and were chosen to produce visual agreement
between histograms of model predictions and observed data.
Table 1 contains the parameter values that produced the
predictions in the figures.
The parameter values show what is evident from
inspection of the data: Participants B and C had much
stronger parallel guidance processes than participant A. The
rate of accumulation in the parallel guidance process was
large for participant C, 7u/s, smaller for B, 4u/s, and very
small for A (in fact we set it to 0 for A).
The choice to use just one early termination process for B
and C leads to what is probably the only serious
misprediction, the multi-modality predicted for their target
absent responses. We found that adding a collapsing
thresholds assumption in addition to early termination fixed
this problem, but decided to show predictions of the simpler
model.

Figure 2 Response time distributions for correct responses in each
of the display size conditions (rows) and target present or absent
conditions (columns) in the simultaneous presentation (i.e.,
control) conditions for each of the three participants A-C.
Observed data are represented by histograms and model
predictions by joined triangles. The proportion of correct
responses, both observed and predicted are shown by
and ,
respectively.

Discussion
The model has at its heart a parallel process that guides
the order of serial comparisons. However, to fit the exact
shape of each participant’s full response time distributions
requires auxiliary assumptions that do add complexity to the
model. The extra complexity is in our view justified because
this is essentially the first time that a model has been fit to
complete distributions of visual search data, and because the
assumptions are plausible and applied in reasonable ways
across participants and display size conditions. Another and
perhaps even stronger justification lies outside of the present
article, because this model has been applied successfully to
many more conditions with response time distributions
collected by Cousineau and Shiffrin (2004) and to many
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additional conditions with response time distributions
reported in Wolfe et al. (2010). A much longer article is
being prepared reporting those applications.
Aside from the general success of this model combining
parallel and serial processes in the form of a guided search,
the model provides noteworthy insights into individual
differences in the way the participants carry out visual
search: Even though they carried out identical tasks, they
varied enormously in the extent to which they allowed the
parallel process to guide serial comparisons. Participants B
and C enjoyed strong parallel guidance, suggesting that they
had developed a form of perceptual attraction to the target
stimuli, and allowed that attraction to guide comparisons.
Participant A, on the other hand, appeared not to use such
guidance, either because targets did not come to attract
attention or because such learning was overwritten and
ignored.
In a recent study of stereotype threat on learning in visual
search Rydell et al. (in press) showed that women under
stereotype threat did not show improvement over training in
rates of search, although such improvement was seen for
control groups of women. The authors hypothesized that the
women under threat may have tried very hard to search
without error and in a chosen order of comparison. Since
guidance would have interfered with the chosen order, the
learning of automatic attention attraction may have been
inhibited. That learning had not occurred (as opposed to
being ignored) was demonstrated in an incidental transfer
task in which trained targets produced interference for the
control women but none for the women under threat. It is
possible that participant A inhibited learning for related
reasons. The idea that participant A may have been ‘trying
too hard’ is consistent with another finding suggested by the
modeling, that A chose not to terminate search early. That
is, instead of an arbitrary early termination late in search, A
instead moved thresholds closer to the start point, so that the
search did end with some specified resolution. Participants
B and C terminated their search with a target absent
response on almost every trial in which they had not found a
target after two items had been scanned. One could argue
that this behavior was appropriate for these participants
because when the target was present they were reliably
guided to the target before having to scan more than two
items.
It is probably obvious both that the model development
reported here was constrained and guided by the data and
that a number of alternative assumptions are plausible and
need to be tested. Such testing could and should be carried
out on the present data sets, on the additional data sets to
which the model has been applied but not reported in this
paper, and on response time distributions collected in new
studies designed to test particular assumptions. Nonetheless,
the application to the fitting of full response time
distributions is an excellent starting point, and has provided
new insights into the nature of visual search and its
component processes.
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Abstract
We have considered a simple word game called the wordmorph. After making our participants play a stipulated number of word-morph games, we have analysed the experimental
data. We have given a detailed analysis of the learning involved in solving this word game. We propose that people are
inclined to learn landmarks when they are asked to navigate
from a source to a destination. We note that these landmarks
are nodes that have high closeness-centrality ranking.

Introduction
Human navigation has been a topic in spatial cognition
for quite some years now (Aginsky, Harris, Rensink, &
Beusmans, 1997; Hart & Moore, 1973; McDonald &
Pellegerino, 1993; Moore & Golledge, 1976). To understand how humans explore a complex environment,
Moeser (Moeser, 1988) conducted an experiment and observed how nurses learned to traverse in a hospital building which had a very complex structure. Aginsky et. al.,
(Aginsky m. fl., 1997) proposed two strategies that humans
adopt in learning to navigate, they infer from their experiments that humans follow either a visually dominated or a
spatially dominated strategy to solve a route-learning problem. Basakya et al., (Baskaya, Wilson, & zcan, 2004) explore
spatial orientation and wayfinding behavior of newcomers in
an unfamiliar environment. Passini (Passini, 1984) has proposed that in wayfinding problem, one learns whatever is necessary and sufficient to achieve a goal.
In recent years, another type of complex environment has
attracted scientific research, namely complex networks. It
has been known for a long time that most real-world networks belong to the type of so-called small worlds (Watts
& Strogatz, 1998), i.e., that they have a small average distance and that it is thus easy to reach each node within only
a few steps. This has first been demonstrated by a classic
experiment by Milgram (Milgram, 1967) in which he asked
the participants to send a letter via acquaintances to some
person unknown to them. Most of the letters reached their

target within only a few steps. This basic finding was also
reproduced by Watts et al., (Sheridan Dodds, Muhamad, &
Watts, 2003) using emails. Since the experimental results
were quite clear, only decades later Kleinberg finally asked
the question of how people are essentially able to find the
short paths in a small-world without any further information
(Kleinberg, 2000b, 2000a). Since there are potentially many
paths of short length, this is indeed not totally obvious. In his
model Kleinberg assumes that each target is associated with
a location, given by geometric coordinates. In this setting
he proves that only a restricted type of small-worlds enables
people to navigate within them efficiently. In a follow-up paper, Simsek and Jensen (Simsek & Jensen, 2008) show that a
similarly efficient navigation can also be achieved in a model
based on degree and homophily. To our knowledge, none of
these models have been tested with real humans.
The word-morph game presents a well defined navigation problem in a complex network: given two words
w1 , w2 of the same length, one is asked to find a sequence
of words from w1 to w2 such that each successor differs
in only one letter from the predecessor. Fig. 1 shows
some examples of feasible solutions for the word pairs
(BOY, PER), (CAR, SHY ), (AXE, NUT ), and (T RY, POT ).
Note that these are just one of the many possible solutions.
In this work, we combine the word-morph game problem
with a network analytic approach to understand how humans
navigate in these complex networks. In the given setting, a
navigator is neither equipped with geometric information as
in Kleinberg’s model, nor is there a notion of homophily between words that is meaningful for solving the puzzle. Thus,
the navigation strategy cannot be described by any of the
models sketched before. The simple setting allows to directly
identify the strategy by which people learn to navigate in a
complex network. We can show that they quickly identify
so-called landmark words which they use most frequently in
their navigation. We can also show that these landmark words
have a central position in the complex network, leading to a
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BOY − PER

CAR − SHY

AXE − NUT

T RY − POT

BOY
|
BAY
BAT
CAT
CAR
PAR
|
PER

CAR
|
CAT
PAT
PET
SET
SEE
SHE
|
SHY

AXE
|
APE
ACE
ACT
ANT
AND
AID
BID
BIT
BUT
|
NUT

TRY
|
T OY
T ON
T IN
SIN
SIT
PIT
|
POT

that any two consecutive words differ in exactly one letter.
E.g., for the pair (CAR, SHY ), the following sequence is a
solution:
(CAR,CAT, PAT, PET, SET, SEE, SHE, SHY ).
The rules of the word-morph game defines a natural relation
'R on all words in Lk , i.e., regarding the rules, any two words
v, w in Lk are related if they differ by exactly one letter. Thus,
(Lk , 'R ) defines a graph on the words in Lk , which we call the
word-morph network G(Lk ) on Lk . In the following, Lk will
be the set of all three-letter words in English, as defined by
the Oxford dictionary (Catherine & Angus, 2005), and G(L3 )
is the respective graph. G(L3 ) is shown in Fig. 2(a), a part of
the full network is shown in Fig. 2(b).

Figure 1: Exemplary word-morph games.

direct correlation between the network’s structure and human
navigation in it. Once these landmark words have been detected by a navigator, the time she needs to navigate from one
point to any other point decreases significantly. The approach
of our paper can be easily generalized to observe more specific questions about how humans navigate in complex networks as we will discuss in the summary. The paper is organized as follows: Sect. gives the necessary definition, before
the experimental setting is explained in detail in Sect. . The
results of the experiments are discussed in Sect. , followed
by a discussion of related work in Sect. . We finish with a
conclusion in Sect. , which discusses possible generalizations
of our network analytic approach to the human wayfinding
problem.

(a)

Definitions
A graph G = (V, E) is composed of a set of nodes V and a set
of edges E ⊆ V ×V , with |V | = n and |E| = m. A way between
two nodes u and v is any sequence of edges (e1 , e2 , . . . , ek )
with e1 = (u, x1 ), e2 = (x1 , x2 ), . . . , ek = (xk−1 , v). A path is a
way with no repeating nodes. The length of a way is defined
as the number of edges in it. A shortest path between two
nodes u and v is a path with length l, such that, every other
path between u and v is of length greater than or equal to
l. Two nodes are said to be connected if there exists a path
between them. The distance d(v1 , v2 ) between any two nodes
is defined as the length of a shortest path between them, or
set to ∞ if there exists no path between them. Any maximal
set of pairwise connected nodes is called a component of the
graph. Let Σ be a set of letters, and Σ∗ be the set of all possible
concatenations. Let L ⊆ Σ∗ be some language and Lk denote
the set of all words with the same number of letters k. For a
given L and k, one instance of a word-morph game consists of
two words (start, end) ∈ Lk × Lk . A solution of this game is
any sequence of words start = w1 , w2 , w3 , . . . , wk = end such

(b)

Figure 2: (a) The word-morph network G(L3 ) composed of
all three-letter words in English. (b) A part of G(L3 ) together
with the ranking of the nodes, as defined by the closeness
centrality.
A centrality index is a real-valued function C : V → R on
the nodes (Brandes & Erlebach, 2005). The intuition is that
the higher the value of this function, the more central this
node is for the network. There are various indices; in this
article we use the so-called closeness centrality (Sabidussi,
1966) CC (v), which is defined as the reciprocal of sum of the
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distances of v to all other nodes w:
CC (v) = 1/

by sorting the words accordingly. For each of the 65 game
instances, we stored the word pairs that was given to the participant and her solution. Time was recorded for 10 participants. Participants entered their solutions via an interactive
computer program. They were not allowed to use any writing
aids.

∑ d(v, w)

w∈V

For any given graph, a centrality index can be used to define a
ranking on the nodes, by sorting the nodes non-decreasingly
by their centrality value. Fig. 2(b) shows the ranking of 15
nodes in a subgraph of G(L3 ).
To understand the exploration and navigation of humans
in a complex network, we conducted a series of word-morph
games with 20 different participants. The experimental setting will be described in the following.

Results
We will first discuss the properties of G(L3 ) together with the
graphs G(Pi ). We will finally describe the results concerning
the actual game solving process.

General properties of G(L3 )

The Experiment
The experimental setting: The experiment was conducted
on 23 participants (16 men and 7 women ). 3 participants
(all men) gave up before playing the first ten games. The 20
participants whose data is presented in our analysis are all
those who completed exactly 65 games. The average time
that participants took to play all the games was 233 minutes.
Participants played the game without taking any break in between. All 20 participants were graduate students of the age
group 20−25 of the Indian Institute of Science. None of them
knew the game before hand. From the list of all 967 threeletter words contained in the Oxford dictionary (Catherine &
Angus, 2005), each participant Pi first selected the words she
knew. This set is denoted by V (Pi ) ⊆ L3 , and the respective
graph is denoted by G(Pi ). After that, the game was explained
to the participant and we asked her what her initial strategy
will be to solve the game (Question I). After the first 15 games
we asked whether any kind of difficulties arose while playing
the game (Question II). After playing another 50 games, the
participant was then asked whether their initial game solving
strategy was useful (Question III).
Creating the word-morph instances: Every participant’s
graph G(Pi ) had a biggest component, which was almost the
same as the graph except for 5 to 10 words. Exact statistics
are provided in the results section (Sect. ). Smaller components were either isolated nodes, or isolated edges. Only
the biggest component was retained and the rest were deleted
from G(Pi ) - for every i. We shall henceforth mean, by G(Pi ),
the biggest component of the graph.
All 65 word pairs were chosen to be distinct. For the
first 15 games, word pairs (wi , w j ) were choosen such that
each of the word pair’s d(wi , w j ) was 5. The distance between words was increased by 2 units every 10 games thereof.
This was easily possible, as the diameter which is defined as
max{d(u, v) : u, v ∈ V } of the graphs G(Pi ) on an average was
12.3.

Table 1: Properties of G(L3 ) and G(Pi )
Property
Nodes in graph
Nodes in Biggest component
Number of components
Diameter
Average path length
Average degree

G(L3 )
967
967
1
9
3.54
16

Max
626
619
12
14
4.29
11.8

Min
306
297
5
10
3.69
7.6

Avg
446.8
438.3
7.1
12.3
3.97
9.6

In Table 1, the second column contains the properties of
G(L3 ), while the third fourth and fifth columns respectively
contains information on maximum, minimum and average
values of the G(Pi ), for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 20.
The first observation is already astonishing: while the first
10 games took our participants 10 to 18 minutes per game,
after around 15 games, they became reasonably faster. Their
solving time dropped to 2 minutes per game. It furthermore
dropped to a mere 12 a minute after 28 games. Fig shows the
time taken vs the game number. Time taken is averaged over
10 participants.
Participants found it very difficult to solve the first few
games. It can be easily seen from Fig. 3 that the time spent
to solve the instances were significantly higher on the first 10
games as compared to that of the successive games.

Analysis of the answers to the three questions
• Answer to QI: 100% of the participants answered that the
strategy which they thought will work, was to first find a
word which matches one letter of the final word, then starting from that one to find a word which matches the final
word in two letters.
• Answer to QII: After 15 games, 95% of the participants
said that they were finding it extremely difficult to solve
the game.

Information logging and post-processing of the data:
For each participant Pi her selected vocabulary V (Pi ) was
saved and G(Pi ) computed. For this graph, the closeness centrality was computed for all nodes and their rank determined

• Answer to QIII: 100% of the participants felt that the strategy which they answered in QI did not work and that they
found a new strategy: “Navigating through certain words
made the game very easy to solve.”
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20

YAK(183)-YAM(158)-DAM(99)-DAY(48)-DRY(167)TRY(178)-THY(171)THE(156)-SHE(166)-SEE(114)-BEE(90)-BYE(157)EYE(180)-EVE(195)AVE(204)-AWE(210)
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Figure 3: Average time taken per game in seconds vs number
of games played.
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The answers show that the subjective impression after 15
games is that the game is still difficult to solve. It is very interesting to note that 100% of all participants chose the same
initial strategy and that all of them changed to a different one
finally. They also state that they used a subset of words as via
media to navigate through the network. In the following we
will show how to determine these words for each participant
by an analysis of the solutions. A deeper analysis regarding
the relationship of this set to the structure of the word-morph
network will then reveal that this set is an absolutely nonrandom selection.
To illustrate, let us consider a few games played by one of
our participants, Ms. Hilda. In 46 out of the total 65 games
that Ms. Hilda played, she used at least one of the words
HIT ,OAT , and AID to navigate from any given word to any
other word. Below are some of the word-morph games that
Ms. Hilda played. Note the usage of the landmark word AID:

2

4

6

8

10
12
14
WORD NUMBER

16

18

20

22

24

Figure 4: A rank plot for the game (CAP − AW E) where the
rank is computed with respect to the word-morph network of
the according participant.
Fig. 4, shows the rank of the i-th word in the solution vs
i, i.e., its trajectory through the word-rank space. Such a plot
will be called a rank plot in the following. Note that such
a path can contain local minima, i.e., words whose closeness
centrality rank is lower than that of both neighboring words in
the solution. We call such a word a minimum word in the solution. The path shown in Fig. 5(a) contains only one minimum
word (AID), while the solution shown in Fig. 5(b) contains
three minima words (MAT , BEY and CRY ).
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WOE
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(a) One Minima word
350
tan

We noticed that participants used certain landmark words
repeatedly to navigate on the network. To understand how
these words are used to navigate in the network, we will now
introduce two definitions concerning the trajectory of a single
solution. Let S(Pi , x) = {w1 , w2 , . . . , wk } be the solution of
participant Pi for the x-th game as defined by the word pair
(w1 , wk ). To each word, we assign its closeness centrality
rank in G(Pi ). Consider, e.g., the word pair (CAP − AW E)
and its solution by one of the participants in which each word
is assigned its rank:
CAP(59)-SAP(23)-SAY(33)-WAY(73)-WAR(125)OAR(116)-OAK(163)-
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(b) Three minima words

Figure 5: Minima of a path
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Figure 6: Plot of average centerstrategicness vs the number
of games played

Center-strategicness of the path: The number of minima
words in a solution is called the center-strategicness of the
path. Thus, the center-strategicness of the path in Fig. 5(a)
is 1, whereas the center-strategicness of the path in Fig. 5(b)
is 3. We call a solution center-strategic if it has exactly one
minimum word. The solution depicted in Fig. 5(a) is centerstrategic whereas the solution depicted in Fig. 5(b) is not
center-strategic.
The absolutely surprising result is that after 22 games
out of 65, each and every single participant only uses
center-strategic paths.

Main Inference: Fig. 6 gives us a very important inference, we have plotted mean of the center-strategicness of
the paths which the participants took Vs game number. The
curve hits 1 at 22nd game and remains 1 henceforth. Put in
simple terms, after playing a few games, participants used
only center-strategic paths.
The sudden decrease in average solving time is tightly
coupled to the identification of a set of landmark words. This
set of words is then used in a center-strategic way to
navigate efficiently through the network.
Note that this strategy is indeed very efficient: instead
of learning the whole network which would potentially allow to find the shortest path for any two given words,
participants learned only a few important landmark words
and they first navigated to these landmark words and then
reached the final word. Interestingly, the paths chosen in
that way were considerably longer than the shortest paths.
Path length deviation of a participant Pi is denoted as ∆(Pi )
and is defined as the average of the ratios of actual path
length is to shortest path length of all 65 games. The
set {∆(G(P1 )), ∆(G(P2 )), . . . , ∆(G(P20 ))} has minimum 1.22,
maximum 1.37 and an average of 1.254. Which signifies that
the paths taken by the participants were far from being the
shortest path.
To understand whether the peculiar structure of the wordmorph network in general or the word-morph networks of the
single participants in specific caused this effect, we computed

Figure 7: Percentage of center-strategic solutions of each participant (subject) Pi of all 65 solutions (red bars) in comparison with the expected percentage of center-strategic paths in
a random walk scenario in G(Pi ).
the average fraction of center-strategic paths in the following
way: Given a word pair (w1 , w2 ), we compute random paths
of length less than or equal to 20, using the random walk procedure in which every path is explored with the same probability. For example, out of 18, 197 random paths between
AXE and NUN only 3, 128 paths turned out to be centerstrategic. The fraction of center-strategic paths between AXE
to NUN is thus 17%.
For each participant Pi we computed this fraction for each
of the 65 word pairs in her respective graph G(Pi ), and averaged over the fraction. Furthermore, for all 65 solutions we
computed the fraction of center-strategic solutions for each
Pi . Fig. 7 shows for each participant the fraction of centerstrategic solutions and the average fraction of center-strategic
paths of all possible solutions. It can be clearly seen that the
human navigator chooses center-strategic paths with a significantly higher probability than the virtual random walk procedure. This result rules out the fact that the structure of the
network itself dictates the usage of center-strategic paths.

Related work
Of special interest to us is the work by Moeser (Moeser,
1988), in which he reports on results of a study conducted
in a five-storey hospital which had a very complicated structure. It was noted that the student nurses did not learn new
ways to navigate better even after two years of their stay in
the hospital. The reason for this is well explained by the work
by Passini, which says that humans learn only what is necessary and sufficient to achieve a goal (Passini, 1984). We believe that these necessary and sufficient things which people
learn in order to navigate in a complex network like the wordmorph network, are the nodes with a high centrality-ranking.
Allen (Allen, 1997) has proposed certain important issues
in production and comprehension of route directions by attempts to way-find a destination. He suggests that technological innovations aimed at providing verbal information to
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assist wayfinding activity be incorporated within a framework
focused on the ecology of wayfinding behaviour. Maguire et
al., (Maguire, Burgess, & O’Keefe, 1999) discuss how Complexity and content of the environment affects navigation success apart from the sex and age of the participant. Golledge
(Golledge, 1995) has analysed the kind of paths that people
select in virtual vs real environment. Guidice et al., (Giudice,
Bakdash, & Legge, 2007) propose that the similarity in learning and wayfinding behaviour observed between verbal and
visual conditions indicate that the spatial representation built
up from verbal learning is functionally similar to that developed from visual learning.

Environmental Psychology, 17, 317-331.
Allen, G. L. (1997). From knowledge to words to wayfinding: Issues in the production and comprehension of route
directions. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Springer
Verlag, Category: Wayfinding and Map Interpretation, Volume 1329/1997, 363-372.
Baskaya, A., Wilson, C., & zcan, Y. Z. (2004). Wayfinding
in an unfamiliar environment. Environment and Behavior,
36, 839-867.
Brandes, U., & Erlebach, T. (2005). Network analysis. I
(s. 16-61). Springer-Verlag.
Catherine, S., & Angus, S. (2005). Oxford dictionary of
english. Oxford University Press.
Giudice, N. A., Bakdash, J. Z., & Legge, G. E. (2007).
Wayfinding with words: spatial learning and navigation using dynamically updated verbal descriptions. Psychological Research, Springer Verlag, 71, 347358.
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Conclusion
As far as we know, this study is the first study that aims at understanding the navigation of humans in virtual complex networks. With a simple approach and the help of network analysis we gathered convincing evidence how humans explore
such a network in a way that is sufficient (but not necessarily
optimal) for navigation in it. We showed that the efficiency
with which the network is explored increases drastically after
the identification of a set of landmark words. Furthermore,
these words belong to a network analytically determinable
set of the most central nodes in the according word-morph
network. Our work has thus direct implications for the design of complex connection or transport networks used by
humans. By using the representation as a network, we can
predict which parts of the connections will be used most and
thus need special attention in the design phase to, e.g., make
sure that streets are broad enough or that a lift’s or tram’s capacity is sufficient.
In general, our simple approach of asking participants to
find a set of paths in a given network allows for very controllable experiments. Due to the simple experimental setting,
the paths chosen by a participant give direct evidence of her
mental map of the network. We envision different variants
of the basic way-finding problem in which nodes or edges
are associated with additional information. One idea is to
test Kleinberg’s navigation hypothesis for humans by asking
them to navigate through an artificial network where nodes
are associated with geometric coordinates. Another experiment could explore how participants react to a blockage, i.e.,
a (temporal) removal of those landmark nodes they identified
beforehand. Furthermore, a longer series of games would also
be interesting: we suspect that after a while participants will
finally explore the whole network by searching for short cuts.
This could eventually turn into a personality test, based on the
intuition that outgoing, innovative people are more likely to
step out of the known paths sooner than others. In summary,
we hope that the basic approach underlying this study opens
a new field in the analysis of human wayfinding in complex
networks.
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Abstract
We use the Exemplar-Based Random-Walk model (EBRW)
to extend the Varying Abstraction Model (VAM). Unlike the
VAM which is designed to account for categorization
proportions, this Varying Abstraction-Based Random-Walk
(VABRW) model is able to predict categorization response
times. The extension is especially useful in situations where
response accuracies are not very informative for
distinguishing between models. Application of the VABRW
to data previously gathered by Nosofsky and Palmeri (1997)
provides additional evidence for the view that people use
partial abstraction in category representations.
Keywords: response times; categorization; abstraction;
cognitive models

Introduction
Because of its crucial role in almost every aspect of
cognitive processing, categorization has been studied
extensively in the past 35 years. Many different models
have been proposed to account for the categorization results
and tested using empirical data collected in category
learning tasks. The vast majority of these experiments and
models have focused on categorization decisions and on
typicality ratings, neglecting the corresponding processing
times. This is surprising, as response times are arguably the
most prominent dependent variable in the whole discipline
of cognitive psychology. Response times have been argued
to provide a window into understanding the nature of
cognitive representations and decision processes (Nosofsky
& Palmeri, 1997).
The few existing attempts of modeling categorization
response times all start from the exemplar view on category
representation (Smith & Medin, 1981). In this view, a
category is assumed to be represented by memory traces of
all the exemplars that were previously encountered as a
member of the category. For example, Lamberts (2000) has
extended Nosofsky’s (1986) Generalized Context Model
(GCM) to the Extended Generalized Context Model for
response times and Nosofsky and Palmeri’s (1997)
Exemplar Based Random Walk Model (EBRW) combines
elements of the GCM with Logan’s (1988) instance based
model of automaticity. Both approaches showed the

usefulness of extending models that only account for
categorization decisions to models that also predict response
times.
The exemplar view on category representation is not the
only view that has gained support. The most notable
alternative to the exemplar view in accounting for
categorization decisions is the prototype view, which holds
that a category is represented by a summary of its members.
Though the exemplar model seems to outperform the
prototype model in general (e.g., Nosofsky, 1992;
Vanpaemel & Storms, 2010), in some conditions the
prototype representation seems to be supported (Minda &
Smith, 2001; Smith & Minda, 1998). Moreover, models
have been proposed that leave room for partial abstraction in
category representation (Anderson, 1991; Griffiths, Canini,
Sanborn, & Navarro 2007; Love, Medin & Gureckis, 2004;
Rosseel, 2002; Vanpaemel & Storms, 2008). These models
provided a broader window on representational abstraction
suggesting that also levels of abstraction that are
intermediate between exemplar and prototype models are
viable representations that deserve consideration.
Despite more than three decades of research on
categorization, the question about the nature of category
representation still awaits conclusive evidence. Moreover,
the field seems to be converging to the view that human
conceptual structure is sufficiently flexible to adopt highly
abstract representations as well as exemplar representations,
shifting the focus from establishing the single representation
that always underlies categorization decisions, to identifying
the conditions in which one representation is more likely to
be used than another. In this paper, we contribute to this
debate by presenting a general framework to account for
decision times. More specifically, we generalize the EBRW
model to encompass a broad set of representations each
assuming different levels of abstraction, as implemented in
the Varying Abstraction Model (VAM; Vanpaemel &
Storms, 2008). In what follows, we first describe the way
the VAM and EBRW model are combined into the Varying
Abstraction-Based Random-Walk model (VABRW). Next
we apply the VABRW to data collected by Nosofsky and
Palmeri (1997).
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used this latter version of the VAM to obtain the appropriate
category representations.

VABRW
The VABRW is most easily described in two steps: the
different representations it assumes, and the processes and
mechanisms that, when added to these representations, give
rise to the categorization behavior of interest.

VAM Representations
Following the GCM, the VAM starts with the assumption
that the members of a category can be represented as points
in a multidimensional psychological space. Category
representations are constructed by dividing these points in
clusters and averaging the coordinates of the points within
these clusters. The resulting coordinates define the set of
subprototypes that make up the category representation.
For example, if cluster  contains  stimuli, the
coordinate value  for subprototype j on dimension k can
then be calculated as follows:

 =



∑∈



,

where  is the coordinate value of stimulus i on dimension
k.
In general, there is no restriction on how the members of
a category should be divided in clusters. Thus, the VAM
encompasses all the representations that can be constructed
from a category, including the exemplar representation as
the least abstract and the prototype representation as the
most abstract representation. If, for example, a category
consists of four members, 15 different category
representations can be created (see Figure 1).
The fact that the VAM considers all the representations
that can be constructed from a category raises a problem
when a category contains a large number of exemplars. In
this case, the number of possible category representations
within the VAM becomes quite large and this will severely
complicate model fitting. A more constrained version of the
VAM therefore favors representations that are based on the
clustering of similar stimuli (Vanpaemel, 2011) while an
even more constrained version considers only one
representation at each level of abstraction (Verbeemen,
Vanpaemel, Pattyn, Storms & Verguts, 2007). This latter
version of VAM uses a K-means clustering procedure
(Hastie, Tibshirani, & Friedman, 2001) in order to reduce
the number of possible representations per category. The Kmeans clustering procedure selects the most plausible
clustering of category members based on the similarity
between the category members, assigning similar members
to the same cluster and keeping dissimilar members
separate. The K-means clustering procedure would for
example select category representations A (exemplar
representation) ,E (out of the six representations with three
subprototypes), N (out of the seven representations with two
subprototypes) and O (prototype representation) from the
representations shown in Figure 1. Within this study we

Predicting Classification Response Time
In order to derive response time predictions from the
intermediate category representations of the VAM, we
combined the VAM representations with the processing
assumptions of the EBRW model. The EBRW model
assumes a random walk process in which the categorizer
gathers evidence that a particular stimulus belongs to a
particular target category. More specifically, the EBRW
model assumes that when a to be categorized stimulus is
presented, the exemplars of the target categories race to be
retrieved, with rates proportional to the similarity of the
exemplar to the stimulus. The exemplar that is the first to be
retrieved provides evidence in favor of the category to
which it belongs. When enough evidence is gathered and a
category criterion is reached, the appropriate response is
executed.

Figure 1: The 15 possible representations for a category
with four members. The subprototypes are represented by
the black circles and are connected by lines to the original
category members (the white circles). Panel A shows the
exemplar representation (no members are merged); Panel O
shows the prototype representations (all members are
merged together into a single subprototype); Panels B-G
show intermediate representations with three subprototypes;
and Panels H-N show intermediate representations with two
subprototypes.
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Although the EBRW model starts from the assumption
that a category is represented by an exemplar representation,
its mechanisms can be combined with other representational
assumptions (see, for example, Nosofsky & Stanton, 2005
for a prototype variant of the EBRW model). To combine
the EBRW processes with the representations of the VAM it
suffices to assume that upon the presentation of a target
stimulus, the subprototypes that constitute the category will
enter the race with rates related to the similarity of the
stimulus to the subprototype and that the subprototype that
is the first to be retrieved provides evidence in favor of the
category to which it belongs.
The expected duration of the random walk when stimulus
i is presented and thus the predicted response time for
stimulus i is given by:
| = |   ,

in which | represents the expected number of steps
and  | the expected time needed to take each
individual step. The expected time to take each individual
step is computed by:
  = ! + #



$ %#& 

,

in which ! is a constant parameter that can be interpreted as
the time needed to find the category to which the retrieved
exemplar belongs. ' ( and ' ) are the similarity of stimulus
i to category A and category B, respectively, and are
calculated by summing the similarities between the stimulus
and the subprototypes that constitute category A and
category B:
' ( = * + ,  ,
, -#$

in which '( denotes the set of subprototypes representing A.
The similarities between the stimulus and the subprototypes
can be computed by first determining the distances between
the stimulus and the subprototypes that make up the
category in the multidimensional psychological space. The
distance between stimulus i and subprototype j is calculated
by:
3

. ,  = /* 0 
4



2


2

−   5 ,

where  and  are the coordinate values of stimulus i
and subprototype j on dimension k and 0 < 0 < 1 is an
attentional weight associated with dimension k. These
distances are then converted to obtain a measure of the
similarity from each stimulus to every subprototype
+ ,  = 9 :;< ,,  ,
where c is the sensitivity parameter.

The expected number of steps in the random walk is
calculated by:
| =
if ? ≠ > and

=
@ + = 1 − > ⁄? )
A
C,
−
> − ? > − ? 1 − > ⁄? (%)
| = @= ,

otherwise, where A and B are integers that represent the
criteria or the amount of evidence needed to execute an A or
B response, and ? can be computed by:
and > by:

? = ' ( ⁄ ' ( + ' ) ,
> = 1−? .

The free parameters in the EBRW model are the sensitivity
parameter c, the attentional weight 0 , the criteria A and B
that represent the amount of evidence needed before a
response is executed and the time constant !. Furthermore
two scaling parameters (slope k, intercept ) are added to
rescale the model predictions into realistic response times.
As VABRW shares its processing assumptions with EBRW,
it has identical parameters. The only difference is that while
EBRW assumes only a single representation (the exemplar
representation), VABRW considers a range of
representations (including the exemplar and prototype
representation). These representations could be indexed by a
parameter, that unlike more traditional parameters is
discrete. The goal of applying VABRW to data, as we will
do in the next section, is to estimate the value of this
discrete parameter, thereby informing us about the level of
abstraction people rely upon.

Application of VABRW
Experimental Procedure In an effort to test the EBRW
model, Nosofsky and Palmeri (1997) administered an
experiment (their Experiment 1) in which three participants
were asked to perform a speeded classification task. The
stimuli in the task were 12 Munsell colors. Nosofsky and
Palmeri constructed two categories by dividing the stimuli
in two categories of six members each: category A,
represented by circles in Figure 2 and category B
represented by squares in the same figure.
The speeded classification task was administered in five
sessions of 30 blocks, each for a total of 150 blocks. Within
a block, each color was presented only once, in a
randomized order. Participants were asked to respond as
quickly and accurately as possible. Corrective feedback was
provided after each trial. After the speeded classification
task, participants completed a similarity scaling task in
which they were asked to rate the similarity of each pair of
colors on a 10-point scale. These similarity ratings were
then used to construct a multidimensional space for each
participant.
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Nosofsky and Palmeri assumed that on each block an
additional token of the exemplar was stored in memory.
This assumption was implemented by multiplying the
similarity of the stimulus to the category with the number of
blocks. We instantiated the same multiplication, formalizing
the assumption that with each block the participants got
more confident about the category representation they used.
The only aspect in which our fitting procedure differed from
Nosofsky and Palmeri’s was that we restricted A to values
between 1 and 10, to make the model fitting more feasible.

Figure 2: The category structure used in Experiment 1 of
Nosofsky and Palmeri (1997). Category A is represented by
circles, category B by squares.
Data Nosofsky and Palmeri (1997) computed for each of
the three participants, response times for individual stimuli
averaged across blocks 31 to 150, yielding 12 data points,
and response times for groups of 5 blocks averaged across
individual stimuli, yielding 30 data points. Additionally, the
accuracies for the individual stimuli were computed, but
since these were close to ceiling they were not included in
their model analyses. The response times for the individual
stimuli showed a very regular pattern: stimuli lying far from
the category boundary were responded to faster than stimuli
lying close to the category boundary. The response times for
each group of 5 blocks showed, as expected, a decrease in
response times with practice. Nosofsky and Palmeri
showed that the individual participant data could be well
accounted for by the EBRW model.
We believed these data to be appropriate to apply the
VABRW model. As mentioned above, the main focus of
this application is investigating which category
representations is most supported by the data. Furthermore
fitting the model to the individual participant data allowed
us to check whether there were individual differences in the
participants category representations.
Fitting Procedure The most constrained version of the
VABRW contained 36 different representations, resulting
from the combination of 6 representations for each category
which were identified using K-means clustering. All 36
models were fit separately following the same procedure as
Nosofsky and Palmeri (1997). Each model was fitted to the
data by searching for a single set of parameters to
simultaneously predict both the mean response time for each
stimulus and the speed-up curves (i.e. the mean response
time as a function of grouped block), using the total sum of
squared errors (SSE) as a goodness of fit criterion. Like
Nosofsky and Palmeri, we further assumed that the amount
of evidence that needed to be gathered in order to execute a
categorization response was the same for the two target
categories (A=B). In order to predict the speed-up curves,

Results Consistent with earlier findings, the exemplar
representation captured the data better than the prototype
representation. The optimal representations for Participants
1 ,2 and 3 are presented in Panels A, B and C of Figure 3.
As in Figure 1, the subprototypes that make up the category
representations are presented in black while the category
members that have been clustered together to obtain these
subprototypes are presented in white. When we consider the
best fitting representation, the three participants differ in the
type of representation that best accounted for their data.
Participant 3 seemed to rely on an exemplar representation,
a finding that fits well with the impressive fits that the
EBRW model provided to the data. Participants 1 and 2 in
contrast relied on less detailed representations. For
Participant 1 the best fitting model consists
of 5
subprototypes in Category A and 4 subprototypes in
Category B and thus comes quite close to the fully detailed
exemplar representation. Participant 2, in contrast, relied on
a much more abstract representation consisting of 2
category A subprototypes and 2 category B subprototypes.
Table 1 shows the correlations between the observed and
predicted values, as well as the best fitting parameter values
for each participant. The relatively high correlations
between the observed and predicted values indicate that the
models did a fairly good job in accounting for the response
time data.
Table 1: Best-fitting parameters and correlations.

c
A
α
F
k
µ

1
2.6831
10
0.1794
0.2871
224.4538
293.7754

Participants
2
0.6663
9
0.1964
0.3127
45.0123
342.0962

3
1.7910
4
0.0558
0.7469
661.5330
447.1176

correlations
individual
speed-up

0.9339
0.9281

0.9936
0.6297

0.9570
0.9334

Note. c= sensitivity parameter, A= the criterion parameter, α= time
constant, wx= weight for dimension x, k = slope and µ = intercept.
Correlations on the row “individual” are the correlations with the
individual mean response times and correlations on the row
“speed-up” are the correlations with the speed-up curves.
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Discussion
Generally, different computational models of category
learning are compared on their ability to account for the
choice proportion in a category learning task. Though useful
to discriminate among competing models, choice
proportions provide only a limited window on
categorization behavior. Also other variables like typicality
and classification response times are informative about the
underlying category representations and processes. Several
researchers attempted to extend categorization models to be
able to predict classification response times in category
learning tasks. (Ashby, Boynton & Lee, 1994; Lamberts,
2000; Nosofsky & Palmeri, 1997; Nosofsky & Stanton,
2005).
In this paper we extended the VAM, designed to predict
choice proportions, to enable it to account for response
times by combining the set of category representations
provided by the VAM with the process assumption of the
EBRW model. Based on response time data from Nosofsky
and Palmeri (1997), we showed that the best-fitting
representations of two of the three participants relied on
some amount of partial abstraction. This finding adds to the
growing body of evidence that categorization should not
always be exemplar based, but can rely on intermediate
representations as well (e.g., Griffiths et. al. 2007,
Vanpaemel & Storms, 2008).
Although response times are not the primary variable of
interest in categorization research, we believe that they can
provide additional information about the nature of category
representations and should be used more often in the
evaluation of computational models of category learning.
One problem, for example, with evaluating models using
choice proportions is that it becomes difficult to study
participants that have received extensive training. In long
learning tasks, like the one used by Nosofsky and Palmeri
(1997), participants will often reach expertise and have, by
the end of training, classification proportions that are close
to ceiling for the training examples. A clear advantage of
working with response times is that, even after extensive
training, they show variation that is likely to be linked to the
categorization processes and representations. Therefore,
response times can offer insights in the category
representation of the expert engaging in the task.
Being able to investigate abstraction after extensive
learning is of particular theoretical importance, since one
key factor that is thought to influence abstraction seems to
be the time point in learning (Smith and Minda, 1998).
Further, when models of category learning are applied
outside a lab context to semantic concepts, such as fruits or
vehicles, relying on choice proportions is very difficult,
since most people are experts for these categories. Models
such as VABRW escape this conundrum, because they can
account for response times. In this capacity, VABRW has
the promise to provide fruitful insights in the representation
of semantic concepts.

Figure 3: The best category representations for the three
participants.
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Abstract
A model of similarity is presented which is based on
Quantum Probability (QP) theory. The model is applied to the
case of violations of symmetry in similarity judgments, as
demonstrated by Tversky (1977). The QP similarity model
can predict such violations, on the basis of the same
underlying intuitions as Tversky (1977). Moreover, we
discuss how the model can be extended to account for
violations of the triangle inequality and also the empirical
findings in relation to Tversky’s diagnosticity principle.
Keywords: Similarity; symmetry; quantum probability;
representation.

Similarity and Violations of Symmetry
Similarity is a key theoretical construct in many areas of
cognitive psychology (principally categorization, as nearly
all formal accounts of categorization involve similarity, but
also memory, decision making, and attention). One of the
most intriguing empirical findings in relation to similarity is
Tversky’s (1977) demonstration of violations of symmetry
in similarity judgments. Tversky asked participants to
indicate which of two phrases ‘they preferred to use’,
country a is similar to country b, or country b is similar to
country a. For example, 66 out of 69 participants judged the
similarity between Korea and China (denoted as Similarity
(Korea, China) or just sim(Korea, China)) as higher than
that of China and Korea (denoted as Similarity (China,
Korea); note that Tversky employed several other pairs of
countries and stimuli from other domains). This has been a
hugely influential finding in the development of similarity
research (his 1977 paper has been cited more than 2,200
times) and, as we shall shortly see, presents a challenge for
the dominant approaches to similarity.
One of the main ways in which similarity has been
understood is as a function of distance in a coordinate space.
Such an approach is embodied in most formal models of
categorization, such as exemplar and prototype theory. It is
also the basis for Shepard’s (1987) celebrated derivation of
a similarity law in psychological spaces. Unfortunately, if
psychological similarity is a function of distance in some
coordinate, representation space, then it must be symmetric,
since distance is symmetric. Nosofsky (1991) suggested the
use of a ‘directionality’ parameter, pAB, so that the distance
between A and B would be written as  ∙ ݀ . This
parameter might take different values, depending on
whether we consider the distance from A to B or B to A.

This approach can account for an asymmetry in similarity,
though is not satisfactory in the absence of an independent
way to predict the value of the directionality parameter.
Tversky’s (1977) own proposal is also dependent on the
appropriate setting of parameters. Tversky suggested
that ݕݐ݅ݎ݈ܽ݅݉݅ݏሺܣ, ܤሻ = ߠ݂ሺܤ ∩ ܣሻ − ݂ܽሺ ܣ− ܤሻ −
ߚ݂ሺ ܤ− ܣሻ, where ߠ, ܽ, ߚ are parameters,  ܤ ∩ ܣdenotes the
common features between A and B, A-B the features of A
which B does have and B-A the features of B which A does
not have. Let’s say that ߠ = 1, ܽ = 1, and ߚ = 0. Then,
ݕݐ݅ݎ݈ܽ݅݉݅ݏሺܥℎ݅݊ܽ, ܽ݁ݎܭሻ = ݂ሺܤ ∩ ܣሻ − ݂ሺ ܣ− ܤሻ,
which is low, since China has many features which Korea
does not have. By contrast, ݕݐ݅ݎ݈ܽ݅݉݅ݏሺܽ݁ݎܭ, ܥℎ݅݊ܽሻ
would be high, since Korea has very few features which
China does not have. So, such a setting of parameters in
Tversky’s similarity model predicts an asymmetry in
similarity judgments in the observed direction. However,
setting ߠ = 1, ܽ = 0, and ߚ = 0, would predict no
asymmetry. Thus, the ability of Tversky’s similarity model
to account for his key empirical finding is dependent on
particular parameter choices in his similarity model.
Specifying a formal approach to similarity which can
predict asymmetries in similarity judgments in a parameterfree way, has been the focus of intense effort (Ashby &
Perrin, 1988; Bowdle & Gentner, 1997; Hahn et al., 2009;
Krumhansl, 1978). We build on this effort and describe a
formal similarity model which can predict violations of
symmetry in similarity judgments, without parameters. The
model is based on quantum probability theory (QP). QP
theory is a framework for assigning probabilities to
observables, much like classic probability theory (Isham,
1989). It has been favored by physicists for over 100 years
over classic probability theory, because of certain
fundamental properties of QP theory, such as its order and
context dependence. It is exactly these properties that we
believe make QP theory a suitable framework for
understanding many psychological processes as well (see
also Aerts & Gabora, 2005; Atmanspacher, Filk, & Romer,
2004; Busemeyer, Wang, & Townsend, 2006; Busemeyer et
al., in press; Bruza, 2010; Khrennikov, 2004; Pothos &
Busemeyer, 2009; Trueblood & Busemeyer, in press).

QP Theory and Similarity
Perhaps contrary to intuition, the basics of QP theory are
extremely straightforward. The current knowledge state, ߰,
is a unit length vector in a multidimensional space, which
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corresponds to, broadly speaking, whatever a person is
thinking at a particular time (we will also refer to this as the
initial state vector). If we employ Dirac notation, then |߰ ۄis
a column vector and  |߰ۃis the adjoint (conjugate transpose)
of this vector (we will often drop the bracket for
convenience and refer to |߰ ۄas just ߰). Then, |߰|߰ۃۄ
indicates an outer product and is the projector onto the onedimensional subspace defined by |߰ۄ. A projection operator
is a linear operator, typically expressed as a matrix, which
identifies the part of a vector which is restricted/ contained
in a particular subspace. Also,  ۧ߰|߰ۦindicates a standard
dot product. In this model, different elements of our
knowledge (such as ‘Korea’ or ‘China’) correspond to
different subspaces. This is a key departure from traditional
geometric models of representation and similarity, in which
different elements are individual points. An important
construct in QP theory is that of a projector (or projection
operator), which is a linear operator taking a vector and
projecting it onto a particular subspace. For example,
suppose that ܲ is the projector to the Korea subspace.
Then, ܲ ∙ ߰ corresponds to the part of the vector ߰
which is contained in the Korea subspace and |ܲ ∙ ߰|ଶ
(the squared magnitude of the projection of vector ߰ onto
the Korea subspace) corresponds to the probability that ߰ is
about Korea (this is one of the fundamental axioms of QP
theory and a key result differentiating QP theory from linear
algebra).This probability reflects the extent to which the
vector and the subspace are consistent with each other and
so is a measure of similarity (cf. Tenenbaum & Griffiths,
2001).
Evaluating a conjunction of probabilities in QP theory is
not as straightforward as in classic probability theory,
because it is typically the case that in QP theory two
observables cannot be evaluated concurrently (such
observables are called incompatible ones). Thus, following
Busemeyer et al. (in press), we suggest that |ܲ ∙ ܲ ∙
߰|ଶ is the joint probability that vector ߰ is consistent with
the Korea subspace and that the projection of ߰ to the Korea
subspace is consistent with the China subspace. In fact,
|ܲ ∙ ܲ ∙ ߰|ଶ = |ܲ ∙ ߰ |ଶ|ܲ ∙ ߰|ଶ,

∙ట
where ߰ = ೖೝೌ .
|ೖೝೌ ∙ట|

The above concerns basic assumptions of QP theory, not
specific to psychology. The link with psychological process
is made if we assume that the conjunction of probabilities
corresponds to similarity, so that, for example, |ܲ ∙
ܲ ∙ ߰|ଶ, would correspond to the similarity between
Korea (the projection which is evaluated first) and China.
Note that this proposal can, in fact, be seen as a
generalization of Sloman’s (1993) proposal that the
similarity between two categories, A and B, can be
ிሺሻ∙ிሺሻ
computed as ݉݅ݏሺܣ, ܤሻ = |ிሺሻ|
, where F(A) and F(B)
|ிሺሻ|

are the vectors representing the categories, the numerator is
a dot product, and |ܨሺܣሻ| = ۧܣ|ܣۦଵ/ଶ . If one employs
normalized vectors and in the special case where the
considered subspaces are unidimensional, Sloman’s
similarity measure and ours are identical. However, if we

only use unidimensional subspaces then the similarity
measure is symmetric, and so multidimensional subspaces
(e.g., planes or hyper-planes) are necessary. This is one key
advance made by using quantum theory. It is impressive that
Sloman, using mostly intuitive arguments, was basically led
to measures very similar to those in QP theory.
In examining how to compute |ܲ ∙ ܲ ∙ ߰|ଶ, we
make the assumption that when asked to evaluate the
similarity between two entities, A and B, the initial vector is
set so that |ܲ ∙ ߰|ଶ = |ܲ ∙ ߰|ଶ . The intuition for this
assumption is that prior to assessing the similarity between
A and B, the initial vector is set in a way that is biased
neither towards A nor B. The implication of this assumption
is that the assessment of the similarity between two
elements A and B depends only on the geometric relation
between the two, corresponding subspaces, and not on
whatever it is that the person may be thinking prior to the
similarity assessment. Note that in this case it is possible to
derive closed-form expressions for ߰ so as to satisfy
|ܲ ∙ ߰|ଶ = |ܲ ∙ ߰|ଶ, whereby the A and B subspaces have
arbitrary dimensionality, but it would be too much of a
diversion to do this here. Finally, the fact that |ܲ ∙
ܲ ∙ ߰|ଶ depends only on the geometric relation between
the two subspaces reveals that this is indeed a reasonable
way to define similarity in QP theory.
The most important implication of the definition
ܵ݅݉ሺܽ݁ݎܭ, ܥℎ݅݊ܽሻ = |ܲ ∙ ܲ ∙ ߰|ଶ is that the
outcome of the similarity process is order dependent, so that
ܵ݅݉ሺܽ݁ݎܭ, ܥℎ݅݊ܽሻ
may
be
different
from
ܵ݅݉ሺܥℎ݅݊ܽ, ܽ݁ݎܭሻ (as long as ܲ ∙ ܲ ≠ ܲ ∙
ܲ , which will be generally the case, unless the two
subspaces can be expressed with the same basis vectors, or
the basis vectors of one subspace form a proper subset of the
basis vectors of the other). Thus, the QP formalization of
similarity judgments allows for the possibility that similarity
judgments will not be symmetrical, as required to account
for Tversky’s (1977) corresponding empirical finding.
Specifically, the QP model would be consistent with
empirical results if it predicts that ܵ݅݉ሺ݇ܽ݁ݎ, ܿℎ݅݊ܽሻ >
ܵ݅݉ሺܿℎ݅݊ܽ, ݇ܽ݁ݎሻ or, equivalently, |ܲ ∙ ܲ ∙
߰|ଶ > |ܲ ∙ ܲ ∙ ߰|ଶ. But, recall, that we have
postulated that |ܲ ∙ ߰|ଶ = |ܲ ∙ ߰|ଶ , i.e., the initial
state vector is not biased towards Korea or China, so that,
without loss of generality, the condition which satisfies
empirical observation is |ܲ ∙ ߰ |ଶ > |ܲ ∙
߰ |ଶ , where ߰ , ߰ are normalized vectors in
the corresponding subspaces.
The next challenge we face is to show how a violation of
symmetry can be predicted in a lawful way, from the
specification of Tversky’s similarity task. Our starting point
is the same as Tversky’s, namely we assume that his
participants had a more extensive knowledge of China than
Korea. The way to formalize this in the QP similarity model
is by assuming that the subspace corresponding to China has
a higher dimensionality than the one corresponding to Korea
(a subtlety arises in relation to the meaning of the
dimensions in the subspace and the relation of different
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dimensions to each other, however, it is not necessary to
provide a full consideration of these issues for the
development of the model). Of course, there is an infinite
number of ways in which the dimensionality of one
subspace can be greater than the dimensionality of another.
In this work, we consider two particular examples of one
subspace having a greater dimensionality than another.
More importantly, we also discuss why the model is
generally expected to be consistent with violations of
symmetry in similarity judgments, under circumstances
consistent with those in Tversky’s (1977) demonstration.

Application of the QP similarity model
In our first example, the dimensionality of the Korea
subspace is just one and the dimensionality of the China
subspace is two. In order to compute ܲ and ܲ we
need to identify the basis vectors for each subspace (that is,
the vectors which span all other vectors in the subspace).
Note that all the vectors we consider are normalized. We
assumed that both the Korea and the China subspace would
be subspaces of the same three-dimensional space (this
three-dimensional space is, in turn, assumed to be a
subspace of our overall knowledge space). Given this, the
basis for the Korea subspace was just a random threedimensional vector. Two basis vectors are required to span
the China subspace, since this is a two-dimensional
subspace. The first basis vector for China was another
random three-dimensional vector, call it China1. Then, we
created another random vector, call it Random. Computing
ሺ ܫ− |ܥℎ݅݊ܽ1ܥۃۄℎ݅݊ܽ1|ሻ ∙ ܴܽ݊݀( ݉where I is the threedimensional identify matrix) and normalizing gives us a
vector which is orthogonal to China1 (in general, the
projector to the orthogonal complement of a subspace W is
given by ܹܲ⊥ =  ܫ− ܹܲ ). It was verified that the two basis
vectors for the China subspace in each iteration of the model
were orthogonal to each other (very occasionally, this is was
not the case due to rounding error).
Overall, each iteration of the computation involved the
specification of projectors for a random one-dimensional
subspace (corresponding to Korea) and a random twodimensional one (corresponding to China). The initial state
vector was computed so that |ܲ ∙ ߰|ଶ = |ܲ ∙ ߰|ଶ .
Then, in each iteration we compared |ܲ ∙ ܲ ∙ ߰|ଶ
and |ܲ ∙ ܲ ∙ ߰|ଶ. It turned out that in 100,000
iterations of this scheme it was always the case that
|ܲ ∙ ܲ ∙ ߰|ଶ was always greater than |ܲ ∙
ܲ ∙ ߰|ଶ, meaning that ݉݅ݏሺܽ݁ݎܭ, ܥℎ݅݊ܽሻ was always
predicted to be larger than similarity ݉݅ݏሺܥℎ݅݊ܽ, ܽ݁ݎܭሻ,
as required for a demonstration of Tversky’s (1977)
empirical observation regarding violations of symmetry in
similarity judgments.
In an alternative demonstration, we employed an overall
five-dimensional subspace, with China corresponding to a
four dimensional subspace and Korea to a random place. If

1
0
ۍ0ې
ۍ1ې
ۑ ێ
ۑ ێ
we let ݔଵ = ێ0ۑ, ݔଶ = ێ0ۑ, etc., then the projector to the
ێ0ۑ
ێ0ۑ
ۏ0ے
ۏ0ے
China
subspace
was
defined
to
be
ܲ = |ݔଵ ݔۃۄଵ |+|ݔଶݔۃۄଶ | + |ݔଷ ݔۃۄଷ |+|ݔସ ݔۃۄସ |.
The
projector to the Korea two-dimensional subspace was
computed as before. In this larger dimensionality case, it is a
little more involved to compute an initial state vector which
is neutral, but, as noted above, it is still possible to do so
analytically. In 100,000 iterations of this scheme it was,
again, the case that the ݉݅ݏሺܽ݁ݎܭ, ܥℎ݅݊ܽሻ was always
predicted to be larger than similarity ݉݅ݏሺܥℎ݅݊ܽ, ܽ݁ݎܭሻ.
Note that empirical results for such a task may deviate from
the 100% prediction because, e.g., it would not be the case
that for all participants the knowledge of China would be
greater than the knowledge of Korea. Also, we assume that
the requirement of making a similarity judgment sets the
initial state vector to be neutral between the two subspaces,
but in practice this would not be entirely true.
As a final check of the model, we examined a situation in
which both China and Korea corresponded to onedimensional subspaces (the corresponding basis vectors
were computed as random vectors in a three-dimensional
subspace), to find ݉݅ݏሺܿℎ݅݊ܽ, ݇ܽ݁ݎሻ< ݉݅ݏሺ݇ܽ݁ݎ, ܿℎ݅݊ܽሻ
in 35.8% of all times in 100,000 repetitions of the scheme,
with 28.2% of all cases being to exact equalities. Thus, in a
case where there is no reason to expect a violation of
symmetry, the model correctly predicts symmetrical
similarity judgments.
We can explore in more abstract terms why the QP
similarity model works. Consider a vector |݇ ۄand a
projector ܲ = | |ݔۃۄݔ+ | |ݕۃۄݕand suppose that we are
interested in examining how much of |݇ ۄis reflected in the
subspace corresponding to P. In other words, we need to
compute the projection ܲ|݇ ۄ݇| ݔۃۄݔ| = ۄ+ |( ۄ݇|ݕۃۄݕrecall
that ۄ݇| ݔۃ,  ۄ݇|ݕۃindicate the dot products between vector
|݇ ۄand each of the basis vectors of the P subspace; these
basis vectors are | ۄݔand |)ۄݕ. Clearly the amplitude of the
projection depends on the absolute magnitude of both ۄ݇| ݔۃ
and ۄ݇|ݕۃ. By contrast, the projection to the onedimensional subspace defined by | ۄݔwould be | ۄ݇| ݔۃۄݔand
its amplitude would depend on just the absolute magnitude
of ۄ݇|ݔۃ. In other words, the larger the subspace, the more
likely it is that the resulting projection will be large; at the
extreme, if the subspace considered is the entire knowledge
space, then in projecting a vector to this subspace we obtain
the original vector. It is exactly in this way that the QP
similarity model can account for violations of symmetry in
similarity judgments, that is, in situation where the entities
compared correspond to subspaces of different
dimensionality. This prediction closely resonates with
Tversky’s (1977) intuition of when violations of symmetry
in similarity judgments are expected, which is when we
have more knowledge about one of the compared entities,
relative to the other. But, the QP similarity model could
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reach the right prediction without manipulating any
parameters. This contrasts with Tversky’s (1977) proposal,
which requires a specific parameter setting, before it can
predict violations of symmetry in the right direction.

Extensions
Tversky’s (1977) paper has had a profound influence in the
development of similarity research, because it presented a
series of (seemingly) puzzling empirical phenomena, which
set boundary conditions for any aspiring model of
similarity. In this work we have considered violations of
symmetry. Other key empirical demonstrations in Tversky’s
paper concern the violation of minimality, the violation of
triangle inequality, and his so-called diagnosticity principle.
We consider each of these findings in turn and discuss how
the QP model could be extended to account for them.
Minimality, the triangle inequality, and symmetry are
together known as the metric axioms, that is, a set of
properties which any distance measure in a metric space
must obey. According to minimality, the distance between a
point and itself is zero and, therefore, the similarity between
an entity and itself should be maximal. Tversky (1977)
showed that, in some cases, naïve observers would not
assign the maximum similarity rating for an identical pair of
stimuli, thus violating minimality. However, from a
theoretical point of view, the violation of minimality is
perhaps less interesting. This is because minimality could be
violated by, e.g., noise in the system (so that the same
stimulus presented twice would lead to slightly different
representations). Therefore, violations of minimality do not
lead to strong constraints on a similarity model.
According to the triangle inequality, the distance between
two points A and B will always be shorter than the distance
between A and C plus the distance between C and B. In
other words, the triangle inequality is a statement that the
shortest distance between two points is a straight line. In
terms of similarities, the triangle inequality states that the
Dissimilarity (A,B) would always be less than Dissimilarity
(A,C) plus the Dissimilarity (C,B) or the Similarity (A, B)
would always be greater than the Similarity (A, C) plus the
Similarity (C, B). Tversky (1977) reported an example
where the triangle inequality is violated. Consider A=Russia
and B=Jamaica, so that Similarity (A, B) is very low.
Consider also C=Cuba. But, Similarity (A, C) = Similarity
(Russia, Cuba) is high (because of political affiliation) and
Similarity (C, B) = Similarity (Cuba, Jamaica) is also high
(in this case because of geographical proximity). Thus,
Tversky’s example suggests a violation of the triangle
inequality. Such a finding goes against any measure of
similarity according to which similarity is a linear
transformation of distances. But, if one employs a nonlinear function of distance as a similarity measure, then
violations of the triangle inequality can occur. For example,
consider similarity as an exponentially decaying function of
distance in a metric space, as is commonly assumed in
models of categorization (Nosofsky, 1984; Shepard, 1987).
Such a model of similarity can violate the triangle

inequality. For example, consider Distance (A,B)=5 units,
Distance (A,C)=4 units, and Distance (C,B)=4 units; these
distances clearly obey the triangle inequality. For the
similarities to still obey the triangle inequality we would
need that Similarity(A,B)>Similarity(A,C)+Similarity(C,B).
However, it follows immediately that ݁ ିହ < ݁ ିସ + ݁ ିସ ⟺
0.0067 < 0.018 + 0.018, thus violating the triangle
inequality. Thus, a violation of the triangle inequality does
not present a challenge for standard approaches to
similarity, even those based on a coordinate representation.
However, it is still important to confirm that the QP
similarity model is consistent with violations of the triangle
inequality. In this paper we provide an outline for how this
comes about.
Tversky (1977) explained the violation of the triangle
inequality in terms of different similarity judgments
eliciting a different context of comparison, so to say, for the
compared quantities. For example, when comparing Russia
and Cuba, the context of the comparison is one of political
alignment. The basis for predicting violations of the triangle
inequality with the QP similarity model is analogous.
Imagine a geometrical space where different countries and
their properties are represented. In one region of the space,
we would have the property ‘communism’ and both Russia
and Cuba would be placed in that region. In another region
of that space, the property ‘in the Caribbean’ would be
present, as well as Cuba and Jamaica. In fact, Cuba, would
have to be in-between the regions corresponding to
‘communism’ and ‘in the Caribbean’. Figure 1 shows a twodimensional example for how to specify vectors consistent
with these intuitions (all three countries are assumed to
correspond to one-dimensional subspaces, there is no basis
either in Tversky’s original work or in terms of general
intuition for assuming otherwise). In such a case, specifying
directly a neutral initial state vector introduces considerable
unnecessary complexity to the model. Thus, we simply
assumed that, for example, ݉݅ݏሺܴܽ݅ݏݏݑ, ܾܽݑܥሻ =
|ܲ௨ ܲோ௨௦௦ ߰|ଶ = |ܲ௨ ߰ோ௨௦௦ |ଶ , whereby ߰ோ௨௦௦ =
|ܴ ۄܽ݅ݏݏݑand likewise for the other similarity terms. Based
on the representation in Figure 1, one readily obtains that
|ܲ௨ ߰ோ௨௦௦ |ଶ+|ܲ ߰௨ |ଶ >|ܲ ߰ோ௨௦௦ |ଶ,
with |ܲ௨ ߰ோ௨௦௦ |ଶ = 0.79, |ܲ ߰௨ |ଶ = 0.79, and
|ܲ ߰ோ௨௦௦ |ଶ = 0.33. In other words, this computation
reveals that the similarity between Jamaica and Russia is
less than the sum of the similarities for Cuba, Russia and
Jamaica, Cuba, as required for demonstrating a violation of
the triangle inequality in similarity judgment. This provides
an existence proof that the QP similarity model can
accommodate violations of the triangle inequality, when
there is an intuition that this can happen empirically.
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projection from one subspace to another depends on the
angle between the two subspaces. Specifically, we suggest
that such a scheme is appropriate for predicting the outcome
of forced-choice similarity tasks, whereby all the entities
involved are fairly similar to each other—this is the
structure of Tversky’s (1977) experiments in relation to the
diagnosticity principle. Our preliminary computations
indicate the QP similarity model, if extended in this way, is
consistent with the diagnosticity principle.

Conclusions
Figure 1: A representation of the countries in Tversky’s
(1977) demonstration regarding the triangle inequality.
Perhaps the most significant finding in Tversky’s
(1977) paper concerns his so-called demonstration of the
diagnosticity principle. Tversky asked participants to pick a
country most similar to Austria amongst a set of countries
including Sweden, Hungary, and Poland. In such a case,
participants tended to prefer Sweden. In another condition,
participants were asked to decide which country was most
similar to Austria amongst the set of countries Sweden,
Norway, and Hungary. In such a case, participants favored
Hungary. This is an intriguing phenomenon: how is it
possible that the presence of irrelevant (unselected) options
affects the similarity between the target item and the
preferred item (cf. Roe, Busemeyer, & Townsend, 2001)?
Tversky (1977) suggested that the range of available options
establish a context for the similarity judgment and this
context, in turn, determines the features along which the
similarity judgment takes place (see also Goldstone, Medin,
& Halberstadt, 1997). For example, in the case when
Austria is compared to Sweden, Hungary, and Poland,
‘Eastern Europe’ emerges as a diagnostic feature, which
then makes Austria and Sweden very similar. Tversky’s
finding is significant for the study of similarity because it
shows that pairwise similarity judgments cannot be modeled
in isolation, rather the context of the similarity judgment can
have a profound influence on the outcome of the judgment.
The QP similarity model can be extended to cover the
empirical findings in relation to the diagnosticity principle,
though in this paper we only provide an outline of how this
can be done. In brief, a key aspect of the QP similarity
model is that in a series of projection operations the
penultimate projection effectively establishes a context for
the final projection. In the case of assessing the similarity
between an isolated pair of items, A and B, we measured
similarity as ܵ݅݉ሺܣ, ܤሻ = |ܲ ∙ ܲ ∙ ߰|ଶ . An alternative
interpretation of this computation is that it reflects how
much of B can be understood in the context of A (Sloman,
1993). Such a scheme could be extended so that where the
similarity between A and B is assessed in the context of
other elements, these other elements correspond to
projection operations prior to those for A and B. That such a
scheme introduces context dependence is evident in that the

We have presented the QP similarity model and some
promising analyses in support. One key conclusion is that if
we associate different entities with subspaces in a
multidimensional space, instead of individual points, then a
suitably defined similarity measure becomes naturally (in a
parameter-free way) asymmetric. Also, we have seen how a
notion of similarity as projection between subspaces makes
similarity judgments context dependent. This is most
evident in considering diagnosticity. More generally, our
work shows that similarity judgments can be understood in
a formal geometric framework, a conclusion contrasting
with both Tversky’s (1977) arguments and more heuristic
approaches to understanding similarity.
Is the QP similarity approach falsifiable? No general
framework is directly falsifiable, as particular models can
always be augmented with post hoc parameters to
accommodate data. The strength of the QP approach lies in
the reasonableness of the assumptions which guide the
specification of the model and corresponding testable
qualitative properties (such as order dependence). No doubt,
much additional work will be required before the QP
similarity model can be established as a model of human
similarity judgments. We are optimistic for a number of
reasons.
First, the idea of using dot products and projections in
modeling similarity judgments has already been a research
focus by psychologists (e.g., Sloman, 1993). The advantage
of the QP similarity model is that it draws from QP theory, a
theory for assigning probabilities to observables which has
been at the forefront of scientific discovery for over 100
years and has been key to some of the most impressive
achievements of human science (for example, the transistor,
and so the microchip, and the laser). Note that the distance
between two vectors, X, Y, is a function of their dot product.
The distance between two vectors X, Y (both unit length, in
a real space) is given by |ܺ − ܻ|2 = |ܺ|2 + |ܻ|2 −
2 = ܻۧ|ܺۦ2 − 2ܻۧ|ܺۦ. Thus, if X and Y are onedimensional subspaces, a computation like |ܲ ߰ |ଶ depends
on the distance between the corresponding points in the
knowledge space, so that our proposal can be seen as a
generalization of older approaches equating dissimilarity
with distance. A key difference between such older
approaches and the present proposal for similarity is that the
latter is not constrained to equate concepts (or exemplars)
with single points in psychological space. Rather, concepts
can be subspaces of any dimensionality and, as we have
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seen, this allows the prediction of important results (such as
the violation of symmetry in similarity judgments).
Second, probabilistic approaches to cognition appear to
work. Cognitive models based on QP theory are closely
related to models based on Bayesian, classical, probability
theory. In the last couple of years, the scientific community
has welcomed the emergence of several sophisticated
cognitive models based on classical probability theory (e.g.,
Tenenbaum, Griffiths, & Kemp, 2006). The success of these
models attests to the promise of formal probabilistic
approaches to cognition in general. Indeed, the predictions
from QP theory and classical probability theory often
converge. However, there is a difference between the two
theories: probability assessment in QP theory is orderdependent, so that, for example, sometimes ܲሺܤ⋀ܣሻ ≠
ܲሺܣ⋀ܤሻ. By contrast, in classic probability theory it has to
be that ܲሺܤ⋀ܣሻ = ܲሺܣ⋀ܤሻ. Some kinds of cognitive
processing (such as similarity judgments) display strong
order effects. Classical probability theory could be
augmented to produce order-dependent predictions if, for
example, one postulates that ܲሺܱ|ܤ⋀ܣଵሻ ≠ ܲሺܱ|ܣ⋀ܤଶ ሻ,
where, basically, ܱଵ and ܱଶ are two different orders.
However, we contend that where order effects do exist in
cognitive processes, then QP theory provides a more natural
framework for modeling.
Third, the QP theory is a linear theory. In QP models, it is
often possible to derive closed-form expressions for major
components. Moreover, the key elements of QP theory (in
this paper we have seen projection; also, rotation, which has
a more natural application in decision making problems and
can capture dynamical aspects of such problems; e.g.,
Pothos & Busemeyer, 2009) can be expressed in basic and
intuitive terms. This, we hope, endows QP theory with a
transparency and explanatory penetrability which ultimately
make corresponding models easier to apply and test.
Overall, it is true that QP theory sometimes looks
counterintuitive (and, indeed, physicists applying QP theory
for the measurement of physical observables are still
puzzled by certain aspects of QP theory models or
predictions). Nonetheless, QP theory has been widely
adopted in physics because it does provide a very powerful
coverage of physical phenomena. Likewise, we hope to
have demonstrated in this paper that the QP similarity
model (and QP theory more generally) has many promising
elements in relation to the description of relevant
psychological processes.
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Abstract
We investigated how subjects sample information in order to
improve performance in a visuomotor estimation task.
Subjects were rewarded for touching a hidden circular target
based on visual cues to the target’s location. The cues were
'dots' drawn from a Gaussian distribution centered on the
middle of the target. Subjects could sample as many cues as
they wished, but the potential reward for hitting the target
decreased by a fixed amount for each additional cue
requested. The subjects' objective was to balance the benefits
of increased information against the costs incurred in
acquiring it. We compared human performance to ideal and
found that subjects sampled more cues than dictated by the
optimal stopping rule that tries to maximize expected gain.
We contrast our results with recent reports in the literature
that subjects typically under-sample.
Keywords: decision making, information sampling, optimal
stopping, adaptive cue-combination, value of information.

Introduction
A critical challenge facing human decision makers is
balancing the potential advantage gained by gathering (i.e.,
sampling) information against the time, energy, or money
spent collecting it. For example, Stigler (1961) analyzed the
economic costs of prolonging a search for a better price on a
commodity. Since a relatively cheap price is easily obtained
after a brief search, the cost of exhaustive search will often
not offset the increased savings of finding the cheapest
price. Instead, consumers should search only so long as the
expected savings from finding a cheaper price are enough to
offset the costs in continuing to search. Similar ideas are
reflected in the mathematical literature on optimal stopping
and optimal search (Wald, 1945a,b; Arrow et al., 1949;
Stone, 1989), and feature prominently in the study of animal
foraging (Stephens & Krebs, 1986). Less is known,
however, about how effective humans are in trading off the
costs and benefits of additional information, or how their
performance varies across decision environments.
Optimal information sampling behavior was a topic of
interest in psychology in the 1960s (Green et al., 1964;
Edwards, 1965; Tversky & Edwards, 1966; Wendt, 1969;
Rapoport & Tversky, 1970), and this question has returned
to prominence recently (Hertwig et al., 2004; Hau et al.,
2008; Gureckis & Markant, 2009; Vul et al., 2009; Hertwig
& Pleskac, 2010). The critical issue in all this past research
has been a comparison of human sampling behavior to that
of an optimal decision maker. A common finding in the
more recent studies is that participants often collect less

information than needed in order to maximize expected gain
(i.e., they “under-sample”).
However, a key limitation of recent work in this area
(e.g., Hertwig et al., 2004) is that the cost of additional
information was not precisely specified and, as a
consequence, it was difficult to determine the optimal
decision strategy for the task at hand.
The goal of the present study was to examine
information-sampling behavior in a simple visuomotor task
where the cost of additional information was made explicit,
and the optimal decision strategy was amenable to
mathematical analysis. The subject had to estimate the
location of an invisible target on a monitor, and touch it to
earn rewards. Participants sampled cues that provided
information about the location of the hidden target. Each
cue was sampled from a bivariate Gaussian distribution
centered on the target and, the more cues subjects had, the
better their localization (Tassinari et al., 2006). However,
each additional cue reduced the potential reward for hitting
the target by a fixed amount. Participants had to balance the
benefits of additional information (more cues) against the
costs required to collect it. In the analysis below, we analyze
our task and show how to compute the optimal number of
samples to request in order to maximize expected gain. We
then compare ideal performance to the performance of
human subjects.
Our experiment departs from previous work on
information sampling in three key ways. First, unlike a
number of recent analyses (e.g., Hertwig et al., 2004; Hau et
al., 2008), we made the costs of collecting information
explicit. Second, our novel decision making task involved
accumulating evidence to guide a single, continuous,
reaching movement (as opposed to, for example, making a
one-off decision between multiple, discrete choice options).
Finally, in our task, all the sampled cues were
simultaneously present on the screen, limiting the secondary
task demands placed on participants (e.g., keeping recent
samples in memory). Prior work with similar tasks has
shown that subjects are close to optimal in their ability to
integrate such cues to guide action (Battaglia & Schrater,
2007).
In contrast to the recent findings and emphasis on undersampling in the decision making literature (e.g., Hertwig &
Pleskac, 2010; Vul et al., 2009), we find that people
systematically over-sample information. In our analysis, we
rule out a number of possible explanations for why this
might be the case. Ultimately, our results appear consistent
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with a type of risk-aversion wherein participants are biased
against uncertain outcomes (Tversky & Kahneman, 1981).

Prior work on adaptive information sampling
In a classic study, Tversky & Edwards (1966) had people
perform a simple probability learning task requiring them to
guess which of two lights would light up on each of 1000
trials. Correct guesses were rewarded and incorrect guesses
punished, but the observer did not receive immediate
feedback. To learn about the event probabilities, participants
were given the option to, at any point, forgo guessing on a
trial and observe the outcome instead. Optimal performance
in the task entails observing a certain number of trials at the
start of the experiment to learn the relative probabilities of
each event, and then selecting on the rest of the trials the
more frequent of the two events (Wald, 1947). However,
participants in this study greatly oversampled (preferring on
average around 300 observation trials compared to the
optimal strategy of sampling around 30 trials). One likely
explanation is that the participants mistakenly thought that
the underlying reward probabilities were non-stationary
(changing across time), and would therefore return
intermittently to observe more outcomes to track changes in
the relative probabilities.
In contrast to Tversky & Edwards (1966), recent work on
adaptive information sampling has focused on tasks were
participants are forced to first sample information from
various alternatives, only to utilize that information in a
later decision phase (cf. Hertwig et al., 2004; Weber, Shafir,
Blais, 2004; Hau et al., 2008; Gureckis & Markant, 2009).
The key dependent measure of interest in such studies is
how much information people collect before stopping and
making a decision. A striking finding in this literature is
how little information people collect before making a
decision. For example, in Hau et al. (2008) subjects were
presented with two decks of cards and given as much time
as they wanted to sample freely the payout distribution of
each deck before making a final decision as to which deck
to choose from to be rewarded. Interestingly, subjects
sampled a median of around 11 cards across the two decks
before making their final decision. This very low level of
search was often insufficient to accurately assess the
expected gain of the choices (see also Rapoport & Tversky,
1970). A similar preference for less rather than more
information is observed in naturalistic choice scenarios as
well (Todd, 2007). For example, in high stakes choices such
as marriage, it has long befuddled social economists that
individuals report dating relatively few people prior to
marriage (Miller & Todd, 1998).
The frequent reports of under-sampling has led to a
number of recent papers arguing that collecting small
samples may actually be advantageous in certain decision
environments. For example, Hertwig & Pleskac (2010)
present an analysis showing how the limited samples
participants take in certain tasks may actually help to
amplify small differences between payoff functions and may
enable relatively effective choice behavior in particular

environments (meeting the criterion of “satisficing” laid out
by Simon, 1956). However, one limitation of these analyses
is that, due to the complexity of the empirical tasks, it is
mathematically challenging to define the optimal rule for
terminating information-sampling. In addition, access to
information is often free (in terms of money) but entails
unspecified costs associated with time or effort. In the
present study we attempt to quantify and control both of
these variables to help us better define the normative
standard against which to judge human performance.

Overview and model of the present experiment
In the current experiment, subjects performed a task similar
to those used by Battaglia & Schrater (2007) and Tassinari
et al. (2006). The goal on each trial was to touch a hidden
circular target on a touch-screen, akin to throwing a dart at a
dartboard. The target's location changed from trial to trial
and was cued by dots drawn from a Gaussian distribution
that was centered on the middle of the target. To increase
the probability of hitting the target, subjects were given the
option to sample dots one at a time at a set cost-per-dot.
With increased dots sampled, subjects had a greater chance
of hitting the target, because the variance of the sampling
distribution decreases with increased sample size. Indeed,
previous work with such tasks has shown that subjects
correctly interpret the arrival of more dots as reducing
uncertainty about the target's location (Battaglia & Schrater,
2007; Tassinari et al., 2006). But in the present task, the
expected benefit of more information comes at the cost of
reducing the points awarded for hitting the target. Do
subjects know when to stop sampling and plan an action?

How much information is enough? Specifying
optimal sampling behavior
In order to analyze behavior in the task, we begin by
defining the behavior of an optimal subject who samples
information with the goal of maximizing expected gain. The
variance of the underlying Gaussian distribution from which
the cues were sampled, denoted ! S2 , remained constant
throughout the experiment. To maximize expected gain,
optimal subjects must minimize their estimation variance by
using the mean (center of gravity) of the sample as the
estimate of the target's location. The variance of the sample
mean, denoted ! 2S n , depends critically on sample size,
denoted n . Furthermore, the optimal subject must take into
account other sources of variability such as one's ability to
precisely specify a location using the experimental
apparatus. We refer to the aggregate of all the other sources
of variability as "adjustment" variability and denote it ! 2A .
These two sources of variance give rise to the subject's total
experimental estimation variance:
! 2 (n ) = ! S2 n + ! A2 .

(1)

The amount of adjustment variability ( ! ) is a latent
parameter to our model that we could estimate empirically.
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Figure 2: Schematic display of the "high risk, high cost" condition.
Left panel: Subject has sampled 6 cues (i.e., dots) and thus the
potential reward for hitting the hidden grey target has been reduced
from 60 points to 24 points. Right panel: The purple response dot
shows the subject's response (made after touching the display and
making fine adjustments) and the revealed target. Since the purple
dot is within the target, the trial would be coded as a hit. The
reward for this trial was 24 points. Had the subject's final setting
been outside the target, the center of the target would show 0 (no
reward).

Figure 1: The expected gain function EG(n) is the product of the
probability of hitting the target with n samples, and the gain earned
for hitting the target (which takes into account the costs of the
samples). Probability is plotted on the left vertical scale, gain and
expected gain on the right.

In defining our optimal decision maker, we assume that
adjustment variability was zero for simplicity.
Given ! 2 (n ) , we can compute the probability of hitting
the circular target as a function of sample size as follows:
p !" hit | n #$ =

!

'' % (0, & ( n)) dx dy ,

(2)

T

where the region of integration T is the invisible circular
!
target, and ! 0, " ( n ) denotes the probability density

(

)

function of a bivariate Gaussian distribution centered on
!
0 = ( 0,0 ) with covariance
" ! 2 (n )
0 #
$ (n ) = %
&.
2
! (n )(&
'% 0

Experiment

(3)

Given p [hit | n] , we can compute the expected gain as a
function of sample size as follows:

(

)

EG ( n) = p !" hit | n #$ R % nC ,

(4)

where R is the initial point value of the target, and C is the
fixed cost to the target value that is incurred for each cue
that is sampled. (Note that in the current experiment
subjects were never penalized for missing the target, and so
both R and nC must be mediated by p [hit | n] . Subjects
were allowed to sample additional cues only so long as
R ! nC > 0 . All the figures will be cut off where EG (n )
starts to dip below zero.)
Figure 1 shows an example of the expected gain function
EG (n ) elicited in Equation 4, using the actual p [hit | n] of
the current experiment (assuming ! 2A = 0 ), and the potential
gain

( R ! nC )

used in one condition of the current

experiment (the "low stakes, low cost" condition).

Note that the experimental design gives rise to a singlepeaked expected gain function (cf. Hertwig & Pleskac,
2010, Fig. 3). The ideal subject would continue sampling on
each trial until EG (n ) peaks and then attempt to hit the
target using the mean of the sample as their estimate. This
strategy, irrespective of the adjustment variability ! 2A , will
always lead to the maximum expected gain. In the following
experiment, we computed the EG (n ) curve and its
maximum for two different decision environments and
compared this normative standard to the number of samples
taken by participants in the task.

The cover story for the estimation task was a simple game
where the goal was to collect points by hitting an invisible
dartboard (using one’s finger instead of darts). To gain
information as to the location of the dartboard, subjects
could only observe the end-points of darts thrown by
another shooter who could see the target and who would be
aiming for the center of the target. The subject could use the
outcomes of the other shooter’s attempts as a guide to the
location of the target.
Each subject alternated between blocks of two different
conditions: "low stakes, low cost" and "high stakes, high
cost". In the first condition, the initial reward for hitting the
target was 40 points, and decreased by 2 points per cue. In
the second condition the initial reward for hitting the target
was 60 points, and decreased by 6 points per cue.
For illustration, in Figure 2 (left panel), the subject has
sampled six cues on a high stakes trial and must decide
whether to sample a seventh cue or attempt to hit the target
based on the sample of size n = 6 . In the right panel, the
subject has successfully hit the target (the purple dot was
visible to the participant and represented the response). The
reward for that trial is: 60 points - (6 cues x 6 points) = 24
points. If the subject had missed the target then there would
have been no reward or penalty for that trial.
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Subjects were obligated to sample at least one cue per
trial, and they were allowed to continue sampling one cue at
a time so long as the value of the potential reward ( R ! nC )
would not be reduced to zero. Thus, they were limited to
sampling 9 cues in the high stakes condition and 19 cues in
the low stakes condition.
These two conditions and the properties of the stimuli
were carefully chosen so that the expected gain of the ideal
subject (with ! 2A = 0 , and who stops sampling optimally)
would be approximately the same for the two conditions
(18.55 points per trial). The main difference between
conditions was in their expected gain functions. The high
stakes condition (red) had very steep curvature at its
maximum and peaked at 4.05 cues, while the low stakes
condition (green) had shallower curvature at its maximum
and peaked at 6.77 cues (see Figure 3).
Subjects Eight subjects at New York University
participated in the experiment. None were aware of the
purpose of the experiment and each was paid $10 per hour
for their participation, plus a potential monetary bonus.
Apparatus Stimuli were displayed on a vertically mounted
338 mm by 270 mm touch-screen LCD in a dimly lit room.
The monitor was set at a resolution of 1280 pixels by 1024
pixels (1 pixel = 0.26387 mm) with a 60-Hz refresh rate.
Subjects were asked to seat themselves at a comfortable
distance and adjust the height of the chair so that they could
perform the experimental task with ease. The experiment
was programmed and run using MATLAB and the
Psychtoolbox libraries (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997).
Stimuli The hidden target was a grey circle with radius =
12.67 mm. The cues were small white dots with radius =
1.056 mm. The cues were drawn from a Gaussian
distribution (SD = 21.11 mm) that was centered on the
target1.
At the far ends of the screen there were two vertical
reward bars that decreased in height with each additional
cue sampled. Additionally, there was a number at the top of
each bar indicating how many points would be awarded for
hitting the target. To help subjects remember which
condition they were in, green and red bars indicated the
“low stakes, low cost” and “high stakes, high cost”
condition, respectively.
Design Each subject ran in a practice session followed by
the experimental session. The practice session consisted of
30 trials for each condition in alternating blocks of 10 trials,
1

These properties entail that approximately 16.5% of the cues
landed directly on the target. So if an extreme risk taker would
choose to sample only one cue on each trial and use that as the
estimate of the location of the target, then they would hit the target
and get the maximum reward only 16.5% of the time—a strategy
that in the current experiment is far from optimal.

for a total of six practice blocks and 60 practice trials. The
actual experiment consisted of 100 trials for each condition
in alternating blocks of 25 trials, for a total of 8
experimental blocks and 200 experimental trials. The
ordering of the conditions was randomly assigned and
counterbalanced between subjects. However, the ordering
was kept constant between the practice session and the
experimental session. Hence, a subject assigned to start with
the high stakes condition would start both the practice and
the experimental sessions with a high stakes block. Since
the task was self-paced, subjects' participation time
(including practice) ranged from 41 min to 74 min with an
average of 62 min.
Monetary bonus Points earned in the task were converted
into bonus money at a rate of five cents per point. This
means that the maximum potential reward for hitting the
target was 38 x $0.05 = $1.90 per low stakes trial, and 54 x
$0.05 = $2.70 per high stakes trial. In order to maintain
motivation throughout the task, subjects were informed that
they would receive a monetary bonus on 5% of the trials, by
randomly choosing five trials from each condition at the end
of the experiment. The total expected monetary bonus of the
most optimal ideal subject was $9.28.
Procedure Subjects were asked to use their dominant hand
throughout the experiment. The experimenter stayed in the
room during the practice blocks to explain the display and
encourage subjects to use the practice trials to explore and
observe the outcome of different decision strategies.
At the start of each block, subjects were shown an
instruction screen providing explicit information as to the
initial point value of the target (40 points or 60 points) and
the cost per sample (2 points or 6 points). In addition, each
condition ("low stakes, low cost" or "high stakes, high
cost") was associated with a particular color scheme for the
display elements (green or red). Lastly, subjects were
required to confirm the appropriate cost per sample by
pressing "2" or "6" before the block would begin.
At the start of each trial, the screen was completely black
except for the colored reward bars and numbers at the far
ends of the screen indicating the current reward for hitting
the target. To sample a cue, subjects pressed the space bar
causing a white dot to appear on the screen. Concurrent with
the appearance of the cue, the reward bars and numbers
would decrease to indicate the lower reward available for
hitting the target. If subjects wanted more samples, they
simply hit the space bar repeatedly until they were ready to
reach for the hidden target.
To hit the invisible target, subjects simply touched the
screen with their finger causing a small purple response dot
to appear. Subjects were allowed to adjust their response by
moving the purple dot with their finger or by pressing the
arrow keys. Once satisfied with their response, subjects
pressed the space bar to receive feedback. During the
feedback phase of each trial, the hidden target would appear
in grey along with all the white cues sampled on that trial.
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Figure 3: Results: Points per trial earned by subjects is plotted
versus the number of samples taken (error bars mark the standard
deviation of the number of samples taken by each subject) for the
“low stakes, low cost” (green) and “high stakes, high cost” (red)
conditions. The expected gain curve for each condition is plotted in
the corresponding color, with corresponding dashed lines marking
the number of samples needed to maximize expected gain. For this
figure, we plot the corresponding expected gain curves for
! 2A = 0 (see Figure 4 and Discussion).

If the small purple response dot was within the target, the
trial was counted as a hit and the number of points awarded
for that trial would appear at the center of the target. If,
however, the small purple response dot was not within the
target, then the trial was coded as a miss and a 0 appeared at
the center of the target. A second space bar press began the
next trial.
Finally, at the end of both the practice session and the
experimental session, subjects were given feedback as to
how they performed on each of 10 randomly selected trials
and how much bonus money they received as a result. This
feedback at the end of the practice session (which was not
actually paid out) served to give subjects a rough sense of
the range of actual bonuses possible.

Figure 4: The expected gain function EG(n) changes with
2
increased adjustment variability ! A . Notice that as adjustment
variability increases, one would need to sample fewer and fewer
cues to have the maximum expected gain (indicated by the black
solid and dashed lines for different degrees of adjustment
variability).

Statistical tests back up the intuition shown in Figure 3
that almost all subjects were risk-averse and sampled more
cues than dictated by the optimal stopping rule that tries to
maximize expected gain. The exceptions were one subject
who was risk-seeking and under-sampled in the low stakes
condition (M=5.38, SD=1.36), t(99)=-11.9, p <.001, and one
other subject who was not significantly different from the
optimal stopping rule in the low stakes condition (M=7.03,
SD=1.55), t(99)=0.19, p > .05.

Discussion
Our discussion takes the form of a set of questions and
explores possible alternative explanations of our results.
Question 1: In our model, we assumed that adjustment
variability ! 2A was 0. Could the observed oversampling be
due to subjects' adjustment variability?

Results
On average, subjects collected 14.06 points per trial
(SD=2.19), which is 76% of the maximum possible
expected gain of 18.55 points per trial.
Figure 3 shows each subject's mean and standard
deviation of the number of cues sampled for each of the two
conditions. For illustration, we place individual data points
at heights that correspond to their average gain per trial. For
the same sampling behavior, some subjects where better
able to successfully hit the target and collect more points.
This is primarily due to each individual's adjustment
variability ! 2A . (However, see Discussion for an explanation
of why this does not affect our results.)
All subjects correctly sampled more cues in the low
stakes condition (M=8.04, SD=1.5) than the high stakes
condition (M=5.87, SD=0.72), t(7)=4.54, p <.003. The solid
curves show the respective low stakes and high stakes
expected gain functions for the perfect, ideal subject whose
adjustment variability ! 2A = 0 . The expected gain for this
ideal sampler is maximized when sampling 6.77 cues in the
low stakes condition and 4.05 cues in the high stakes
condition.

Figure 4 shows how the expected gain function EG (n ) of
an ideal sampler changes as the adjustment variability
increases. Notice first that as ! 2A increases, one must sample
fewer and fewer cues in order to have the maximum
expected gain. Thus, accounting for increased adjustment
variance would lead to a decrease in the number of samples
taken and could not account for the pattern of oversampling
that we found. Different individual settings of ! 2A might
explain why some subject's data fall right beneath the curves
in Figure 3 (due to low ! 2A ), while others fall lower (due to
high ! 2A ). Note that none of the subjects' data in Figure 3 is
higher than the expected gain curves for ! 2A = 0 .
Question 2: Could sub-optimal decision-making reflect an
inability of participants to discern small differences around
the peak of the utility function (i.e., the “flat maxima
phenomena”)?
Failure to distinguish regions around the peak should look
like an unsystematic tendency to both over- and under-
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sample. Only one subject under-sampled, and only in one
condition. The systematic tendency to over-sample in our
experiment indicates that subjects were sensitive to the
expected gain differences that accompanied changes in the
number of cues sampled.
Question 3: Why might people oversample?
We conjecture that over-sampling is the result of a form
of risk-aversion (Tversky & Kahneman, 1981). Risk-averse
subjects are willing to pay money to reduce the variability
of their rewards. They accept a smaller expected gain per
trial, but the variation in gain from trial to trial is reduced as
well. In our task, risk-aversion implies that subjects will
systematically collect more information than is optimal for
maximizing expected gain. The additional information
offers them a higher probability of hitting the target, but at
the cost of a reduced expected reward for doing so.
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Abstract
The present work examines persistence in situations where delays are open-ended. From a normative standpoint, appropriate
behavior in such situations depends on the statistical distribution of possible delay lengths. Depending on this distribution
it may be appropriate either to persist indefinitely or to give
up after a short period of time. In a behavioral experiment,
human participants experienced reward timing statistics that
implied it was productive to adopt either a high or low level of
persistence. Human decision makers were highly responsive
to these statistical cues. In a condition where timing statistics implied patience was productive, participants performed
exceptionally well, and had little difficulty in waiting for delayed outcomes. In contrast, participants showed substantially
lower willingness to wait when temporal statistics implied patience was an inappropriate strategy. The results demonstrate
that seemingly impatient behavior can arise as an adaptive response to the perceived statistics of the environment.
Keywords: decision making; intertemporal choice; delay
of gratification; dynamic inconsistency

Introduction
Persistence in pursuing delayed rewards is widely regarded
as an important self-control skill (Ainslie, 1975; Mischel,
Shoda, & Rodriguez, 1989). Likewise, the inability to tolerate delay of gratification has been viewed as a source of
maladaptive inconsistencies in choice.
Theoretical analyses of intertemporal choice have focused
primarily on situations where decision makers know in advance how long a delay is scheduled to last (e.g., Ainslie,
1975). However, real-life decision makers routinely find
themselves waiting through uncertain, open-ended delay intervals. When decision makers do not know how soon a reward will arrive, they face a nontrivial task of deciding how
long to continue waiting.
Open-ended delays occur when commuters wait for buses,
when job-seekers wait for offers, and when sit-and-wait
predators wait for prey. In each of these cases, a decision
maker must continuously choose whether to keep waiting
or move on to new opportunities. Several of the most famous and compelling empirical examinations of delay-ofgratification behavior have involved delays that were openended from the decision maker’s point of view (Mischel &
Ebbesen, 1970; Mischel, Ebbesen, & Zeiss, 1972; Mischel et
al., 1989).
Little is known about how decision makers cope with timing uncertainty during intertemporal choice. From a normative standpoint, as we show in detail below, the appropriate

behavior depends on the statistical distribution of possible delay durations. The shape of this distribution determines how
a decision maker’s expectation should change as time passes.
For some distributions the anticipated delay grows steadily
shorter over time, presumably increasing the reward’s present
subjective value. For others, however, time-passage can actually increase the expected remaining delay time. In this case
a delayed outcome loses value over time. Giving up on the
delayed outcome would be inappropriate in the former case,
but is potentially justified in the latter.
Here we present a behavioral experiment in which decision
makers had the opportunity to wait for rewards in environments that differed in terms of their timing statistics. Results
suggest that individuals successfully learned about these timing statistics through experience, and responded by making
appropriate adjustments in their willingness to tolerate delay.
Impulsivity and inability to tolerate delay often have a
detrimental influence on human decision making. Nevertheless, a potentially productive route to understanding these aspects of behavior is to examine situations in which they are
adaptive. It may turn out that mechanisms that support appropriate responding in some situations are also responsible for
maladaptive delay-of-gratification failure in others. As a general point, it is important to recognize that a decision maker’s
computational-level objective is to calibrate behavioral persistence, not merely to maximize persistence in all cases.
The present work relies on the assumption that an individual’s temporal expectations take the form of a probability distribution, not merely a point estimate. We therefore begin by
reviewing evidence that supports this contention.

Experience-based learning of time-interval
distributions
Considerable evidence suggests that decision-making organisms can encode and use information about full distributions
of time intervals.
A first category of evidence involves instrumental behavior under interval schedules of reinforcement. Fluctuations in
response frequency are highly sensitive to the specific reward
schedule in effect. If rewards are made available at fixed temporal intervals, response rates show a “fixed-interval scallop”
(Gibbon, 1977), rising and falling as if to reflect subjective
reward probability. Catania and Reynolds (1968) observed
that pigeons’ response rates tracked reward hazard rates that
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Time-interval distributions

were increasing, constant, or decreasing as a function of time.
More recent work confirms that when animals experience bimodal interval schedules, response rates show a corresponding non-monotonic pattern (Bateson & Kacelnik, 1995).
Other evidence comes from “variable foreperiod”
paradigms (Nickerson, 1965). Here, a preparatory cue
precedes an imperative stimulus by a random “foreperiod”
interval. The hazard rate for the imperative stimulus rises
within the foreperiod. Reaction times are faster if the
stimulus appears later, suggesting preparation is based on
veridical instantaneous expectancy.
Distribution knowledge can influence the perceived duration of individual time intervals (Jazayeri & Shadlen, 2010).
Distribution knowledge can also support explicit inferences.
Griffiths and Tenenbaum (2006) asked survey respondents
to estimate total durations for familiar types of events given
given that the duration had already exceeded some minimum
(for example, predicting the total length of a movie that has
played for 110 min already). Participants’ responses were
largely consistent with valid inference based on objectively
accurate prior distributions.

Cumul. probability
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1

0.5

Return ($)
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0
0

We developed a behavioral task in which participants acquired experience with a statistical distribution of time intervals and decided how long they were willing to wait for delayed rewards. Participants’ objective was to maximize their
total monetary reward in a fixed 10-min period. In essence
they faced a rate-based optimization task, similar to a foraging problem. Participants could wait for one reward at a time,
with each reward being delivered at the end of a random delay. At any time (and as often as they wished), participants
could give up waiting, receive a much smaller immediate reward, and begin a new trial.
Two participant groups each experienced a different distribution of delay intervals. The two distributions were selected
so that they implied qualitatively different optimal strategies.
Delays in one condition were drawn from a uniform distribution spanning (0,12) sec (UD group). Delays in the second
condition were drawn from a truncated heavy-tailed distribution with quartile upper boundaries at 0.8, 3.6, 15.9, and 90
sec (HTD group). Figure 1A shows the two distributions.
Timing statistics in the UD group were such that waiting was productive. The hazard rate for reward increased
as a function of time already waited. Subjective reward expectancy should increase over time, and the expected remaining delay should correspondingly decrease. As a result, the
rate-maximizing strategy was always to continue waiting. Intuitively, it would be unwise to quit after waiting 8 sec, because at that point a reward in next 4 sec is guaranteed (a
better prospect than starting a new trial).
For the HTD group, conversely, waiting was counterproductive. This distribution was characterized by a falling hazard rate, meaning that reward became less likely in successive temporal intervals, and the passage of time increased the
expected length of the remaining delay. A rate-maximizing
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Figure 1: Panel A shows the distribution of delay intervals
in each condition. Delays in the UD group were drawn
from a uniform distribution (a = 0, b = 12). Delays in the
HTD group were drawn from a generalized Pareto distribution (k = 8, σ = 3.4, θ = 0) truncated at a maximum value
of 90 sec. Panel B shows the total monetary return expected
under a range of waiting policies (see text for details).

strategy would at some point call for giving up and moving on
to a new trial. The heavy-tailed distribution can be intuitively
understood as involving a mixture of short and long delays.
As more time passes it becomes more likely that the current
trial falls in the long tail of the distribution and is best abandoned. (See Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2006 for further discussion of prediction updating as a function of elapsed time.)
These two distributions were selected because they broadly
represent two categories of situations that real-world decision
makers are likely to encounter. The UD condition reflects a
simple form of uncertainty: the delay’s precise length is unknown, but the decision maker expects it will lie within a delimited range of values. A Gaussian probability distribution
over delay lengths would have the same essential properties
as the uniform distribution: estimates of the time remaining
would decrease monotonically (though not linearly) as time
passed. This form of uncertainty could arise not just from
variability in external events, but also from internal noise associated with time-interval estimation (Gibbon, 1977).
The HTD condition, in contrast, was designed to represent
situations where delays are open-ended. There is growing
evidence that time intervals associated with many human activities are well characterized by a heavy-tailed form (e.g., a
power-function distribution). Such distributions characterize
activities such as email reply latencies, where most delays are
short but some are very long (Barabási, 2005). Heavy-tailed
distributions tend to arise when fast and slow processes are in-
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termixed. From a decision maker’s point of view, such mixing
implies that a given event’s past duration is a direct predictor
of its duration in the future (for an application of the same
principle to the longevity of memory traces, see Anderson,
2001). In addition, when specific predictive information is
unavailable, a heavy-tailed distribution may be a reasonable
uninformative prior (Gott, 1993). As such, this type of distribution might characterize individuals’ expectations in uncertain situations such as waiting on hold (Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2006) or waiting for unreliable buses (Rachlin, 2000).
In principle, an exponential distribution occupies a middle ground between these two categories, implying a constant
probability of reward arrival per unit time. Waiting would
be neither productive nor counterproductive. However, uncertainty about the value of the exponential rate parameter
would produce, in effect, a mixture of exponentials, which
would take on a heavy-tailed form (Sozou, 1998).
It would clearly be beneficial for decision makers to be capable of distinguishing situations where waiting is productive
from those where it is not. We predicted that decision makers would adaptively calibrate their level of behavioral persistence on the basis of the timing statistics they experienced.

nonetheless possible that participants will be capable of responding adaptively to the timing statistics they experience
over the course of the task. If this is the case, individuals in
the UD condition may come to show greater persistence than
those in the HTD condition.
A result of this kind would indicate that decision makers
are capable of calibrating persistence in an adaptive manner
through temporal learning. This finding would open the way
for an examination of the specific information-processing
steps that enable time-interval experience to impact subsequent behavioral persistence.

Empirical investigation
Participants in a behavioral experiment were given opportunities to wait for delayed outcomes under temporal uncertainty.
We tested whether the form of uncertainty—specifically, the
statistical distribution of delay lengths—would impact participants’ willingness to wait.

Methods

Normative analysis
We will define a decision maker’s waiting policy as the time
at which he or she would quit a trial if the reward had not yet
arrived. Figure 1B shows the total earnings expected under
a range of policies in each condition (if each policy were applied consistently over the course of the entire experiment).
These curves are based on the following parameters: a 10minute session, a 15¢ reward, a 1¢ gain upon quitting, a 2
sec inter-trial interval (ITI), and the delay-length distributions
shown in Figure 1A.
Expected total earnings were calculated in the following
way. Suppose a given policy calls for quitting at time t. Let pt
be the proportion of trials that will be rewarded because they
have a delay shorter than t (i.e., the cumulative probability at
t). Let τt be the mean duration of these rewarded trials. The
expected return for a single trial, in dollars, is Rt = 0.15(pt )+
0.01(1 − pt ). One trial’s expected cost, in seconds, is Ct =
τt (pt ) + t(1 − pt ) + 2, including the 2-sec ITI. The expected
return over the 600-sec experiment is 600 × Rt /Ct . This is the
quantity that participants should seek to maximize.
At one extreme, quitting immediately on every trial would
yield 1¢ every 2 sec, or $3.00 total. At the opposite extreme,
a perfectly patient participant in the UD condition could obtain a 15¢ reward every 8 sec on average, for $11.25 total.
The maximum possible rate of return in the HTD condition
is comparable, but is achieved under a very different waiting
policy. Here, a return of $11.25 or greater could be obtained
with waiting policies between 1.4 sec and 3.4 sec. Persistence
beyond this point would be counterproductive.
Of course, individual decision makers enter the task with
no advance knowledge. Lacking direct access to the distributional information in Figure 1A, they are not equipped to
undertake a complete optimality analysis at the outset. It is

Participants The experiment was run in a New Jersey
shopping mall. There were n = 40 participants, 23 female,
ranging in age from 18–64 (mean = 32). Years of education
ranged from 11–20 (mean = 15). Each participant was randomly assigned to one of two conditions (n = 20 each).

Take 1¢

Wait for 15¢

Time left: 09:51
Amount won: $0.15

Figure 2: Behavioral task interface.
Materials and procedure Participants were tested individually at a laptop computer. The waiting task was programmed using the Psychophysics Toolbox extensions for
Matlab (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997); the interface is shown
in Figure 2. The task proceeded as follows. A yellow light
appeared near the top of the screen. Instructions stated that
the light would remain illuminated for a random length of
time, eventually going out and delivering a 15¢ reward. Below the light were two boxes representing possible responses.
The right-hand box was labeled, “Wait for 15¢.” Participants
could wait for the reward by leaving the cursor in this box.
The left-hand box was labeled, “Take 1¢.” By moving the
cursor to this box, participants could extinguish the light, receive 1¢ immediately, and move on to a new trial. If participants did not wish to wait at all, they could simply leave the
cursor in the left-hand box across multiple trials.
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Survival analysis

Each monetary outcome (either 15¢ or 1¢) involved a 2sec ITI before a new trial began. The bottom of the screen
displayed the participant’s total earnings so far, as well as the
amount of time left in the 10-min session.
A delay duration was selected on each trial according to the
relevant distribution (see Figure 1A). The reward was delivered at the end of this delay if the participant did not choose
to end the trial earlier.
We wished to ensure that even short spans of experience
would reflect the statistics of the underlying distribution. To
accomplish this, delays were not drawn fully randomly. Instead, successive samples were balanced over the four quartiles of the distribution (i.e., a sample was drawn from all
quartiles in random order before a quartile was repeated).
While this approach has the disadvantage of introducing subtle sequential structure, it has the important advantage of
reducing within-condition variability in the timing statistics
participants experienced.

0.4

Monetary earnings Total monetary earnings serve as a
rough gauge of task success. The maximum possible return was approximately $11.25 for each group. The median
amounts actually earned were $10.69 in the UD group and
$7.29 in the HTD group (see Figure 3). These values differed
significantly (rank-sum p < 0.001). Performance was strikingly successful in the UD group, with 12 of 20 participants
obtaining an amount within $1 of the theoretical optimum.

Monetary outcomes
10
5

UD
HTD
Group

Figure 3: Total monetary earnings in each group. Each point
represents a participant. The dashed line shows the approximate earnings expected under the best waiting policy (see
Fig. 1B for details).
Survival analysis Each group’s willingness to wait was
summarized by plotting a conditional survival curve (see Figure 4A). For each time t, the survival curve considers only
trials that were experimentally scheduled to last longer than t.
It plots the proportion of these trials that were still in progress
at t (i.e., that went on either to be rewarded or to be quit at a
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We hypothesized that both groups would shift toward a waiting policy that was productive given the timing statistics in
place. Willingness to wait should increase in the UD group
and decrease in the HTD group.
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Figure 4: Survival analysis results. Panel A shows the mean
conditional survival curve in each group (with standard error).
These curves represent participants’ proportional willingness
to wait a given length delay. Panel B summarizes the survival
curves by showing each participant’s area under the curve
(AUC). Panel C shows the mean local AUC in each group
(shaded region shows standard error) for a sliding Gaussianweighted epoch across the testing session.
later time). The survival curve is more informative than a plot
of raw frequencies because it is not directly influenced by the
experimentally imposed pattern of delay lengths. Instead, it
depicts participants’ willingness to wait various durations.
It is important to note that individual trials reveal different
amounts of information about participants’ waiting policies.
Quit trials are maximally informative, as they provide a point
estimate for the longest time a participant is willing to wait. In
contrast, rewarded trials only signify a willingness to wait at
least the length of the trial.1 Rewards that follow short delays
are relatively uninformative, whereas a reward after a long
delay conveys considerable information about an individual’s
willingness to wait.2
In general, the survival curves in Figure 4A suggest that
for any given delay from 1 to 11 sec, UD participants showed
greater willingness to wait than HTD participants. The area
under the curve (AUC) is a useful summary statistic. The
AUC values in Figure 4B were obtained by summing the 11
points in each participant’s survival curve. The AUC represents an individual’s average willingness to wait during the
1 In the terminology of survival analysis, these observations are
“right-censored,” analogous to a patient in a clinical trial who was
still alive at the end of data collection.
2 A participant in the task faces an inverted version of the same
problem. For an individual trying to estimate the typical duration
of delays, a rewarded trial is the most informative because it reveals
the delay’s exact length. In contrast, quit trial reveals only a lower
bound on the delay’s duration.
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11-sec interval evaluated. An individual who always waited
at least 11 sec would have an AUC of 11, whereas someone
who was willing to wait 4 sec but not 5 sec would have an
AUC of 4.
A comparison of the AUC values in Figure 4B supports
the study’s central prediction. Individuals in the UD group
(median AUC= 9.73) showed greater willingness to wait than
individuals in the HTD group (median AUC = 3.34; ranksum p = 0.002).
The results in Figure 4A–B aggregate across the entire 10min experiment. However, participants initially knew nothing
about the relevant timing statistics, so performance is unlikely
to have been stable over time. Rather, we would expect group
differences to emerge progressively with experience.
To assess change over time, AUC values were calculated in
a sliding window over the 10-minute testing period. For each
plotted point, an AUC value was computed based on trials
weighted according to a Gaussian function of their distance
from that point (µ = 0, σ = 60 sec). The window was centered at points ranging from 0.5 min to 9.5 min. The resulting
timecourses, shown in Figure 4C, depict the gradual development of differences in the two groups’ behavior. The results
also suggest differences began to appear as early as the first
minute or so of testing.
Choice reversals A phenomenon of particular interest to
decision-making researchers is the reversal of intertemporal
choices. That is, instances where decision makers do not
merely forego a delayed reward outright, but reverse their
own initial decision to pursue the same reward.
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In some situations, choice reversals are viewed as reflecting
non-rational dynamic inconsistency, potentially arising from
a failure of self control (Ainslie, 1975; Mischel & Ebbesen,
1970). In contrast, the present task (in the HTD condition)
required such behavior for optimal performance: the bestperforming strategy is initially to wait for the delayed outcome but to quit if it fails to arrive after about 2 sec. Reversals
in this context do not signify dynamic inconsistency (i.e., they
do not signal a violation of stationarity) because time passage
is a source of new, predictive information about the timing of
the awaited reward.
We ran a secondary analysis focusing specifically on dynamic reversals. This analysis excluded trials where participants opted for the small, immediate reward immediately (an
unproductive strategy in either condition). Focusing only on
trials where the participant waited at least 1 sec, this analysis
evaluated willingness to continue waiting beyond that point.
Figure 5A shows survival curves restricted to these trials.
Because trials quit in the first 1 sec are excluded, the first
point in each survival curve is fixed at 1 while the other points
remain free to vary. The curves reveal that even after participants had begun to wait, they gave up waiting earlier in the
HTD condition than in the UD condition. Figure 5B shows
AUC values summarizing these curves for individual participants. The minimum possible AUC is 1. All but 3 individuals in the UD condition showed high willingness to continue
waiting; that is, dynamic reversals were virtually absent. Reversals occurred far more frequently in the HTD condition.
The median AUC in the UD group (10.74) significantly exceeded that in the HTD group (7.38; rank-sum p < 0.001).
Consistent with findings shown previously, this effect developed progressively over time (see Figure 5C).
This analysis shows that group differences do not depend
on HTD-group participants becoming categorically unwilling
to pursue the delayed outcome, but instead reveal the gradual
development of a less patient waiting policy.
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Figure 5: Survival analysis restricted to trials in which participants waited at least 1 sec. The first point in the survival
curve is therefore fixed at 1. This analysis reflects participants willingness to continue waiting for a delayed outcome
after having begun to wait. Panels A–C correspond to the
panels in Fig. 5.

We have shown evidence that decision makers adaptively
modulate their willingness to wait for delayed outcomes in
response to the timing statistics of their environment. The adjustments occurred after a short period of relevant experience.
Two aspects of the results deserve special emphasis.
The first is that participants in the UD condition were remarkably successful at waiting patiently for delayed rewards.
Tasks that require patience or delay tolerance are often assumed to present a challenge to human decision makers. In
contrast to this assumption, the present results suggest such
demands posed little difficulty when the value of persistence
was supported by direct experience with timing statistics.
The second key point is that participants in the HTD group
tended to develop significantly less patient waiting policies,
which constituted an adaptive response the timing statistics
in effect. The observed behavior was isomorphic to behavior
usually interpreted as reflecting self-control failure: partici-
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pants chose to begin waiting for a delayed outcome, but reversed their choice before the outcome was obtained. We created a situation where such reversals, far from being anomalous, were optimal by objective criteria. Without introducing
any direct element of temptation, we have shown impatiencelike behavior arising as a result of valid statistical learning.
Our results agree well with the idea that intertemporal
decision-making mechanisms tend to be effective at maximizing reward rate over time (Kacelnik, 2003). There is a
natural connection between the present work and topics in the
optimal foraging literature such as patch-departure decisions
(Brunner, Kacelnik, & Gibbon, 1996).
Several factors might contribute to participants’ overall superior performance in the UD condition, which called for
high persistence, compared to the HTD condition. The
reward-maximizing strategy in the HTD condition is arguably
more complex: decision makers can err by quitting either too
soon or too late (whereas in the UD condition the only error
is to quit too soon). Individuals in the HTD condition might
therefore require more experience to reach equivalent performance. A related idea is that the relevant properties of the
uniform distribution might be easier to learn; followup work
should introduce additional measures of temporal beliefs to
track how beliefs evolve with experience in each condition. A
further possibility is that individuals may hold an initial bias
toward patient strategies in the context of this task. Several individuals remained highly patient even in the HTD condition
(see Figure 4B). Such a bias could stem from high valuation
of individual delayed rewards, from a motive to seek information, from prior beliefs about the time-interval distribution, or
perhaps from a motive to appear outwardly consistent.
The present work has addressed the topic of dynamically
inconsistent decision behavior by examining circumstances
under which such behavior would be appropriate. An account
of dynamic inconsistency based on statistical learning and inference (even in cases where errors may occur) is a potential
alternative to accounts positing competition among multiple
internal systems or objective functions. To the extent that the
failure to tolerate delay involves an aversive affective experience such as frustration (Mischel et al., 1972), the present results highlight that affective processing may promote adaptive
responses in some contexts (cf. Bechara, Damasio, Tranel, &
Damasio, 1997) and should not be seen solely as an impediment to advantageous decision making.
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Abstract
The present paper tests the widely accepted hypothesis that
on-line judgment implies functional independence between
memory for, and judgment of, verbal stimuli (e.g., Anderson,
1989; Hastie & Park, 1986). In the present study, participants
recalled lists of words, after having assessed each for its
pleasantness. Presentation position of a negative item within
the lists was manipulated. Also, items memorability was
manipulated after their presentation – by inserting a filled
delay between presentation and the judgment task; in this
way, on-line judgment formation was spared. The memory
manipulation reduced recall rates for negative items presented
in the last position – and their negative influence on
pleasantness ratings accordingly. These results contradict the
predictions of pure on-line approaches to judgment formation
(e.g., Betsch, Plessner, Schwieren, & Gütig, 2001) and
suggest that even in on-line judgment tasks, memory plays a
role.
Keywords: on-line judgment, memory,
retrospective evaluations, delay effects.

accessibility,

Introduction
In everyday life, it is a regular experience to evaluate events
once they have unfolded. Retrospective evaluations
(hereafter RE) can be defined as the summary assessments
of the quality of the event, provided in hindsight; RE are
coherent evaluations which involve the integration of
information from hedonic states into a unitary judgment.
Such evaluations can be provided about episodes which may
have varied in quality and intensity over time (Fredrickson,
2000) and about target stimuli which have been presented in
a sequential manner (e.g., Anderson & Hubert, 1963; Bruine
de Bruin, 2005).
A very important question concerns the nature of the
memory processes involved in RE: Do people retrieve
episodic information about experiences in order to evaluate

them in hindsight?
In the literature, there are two
contrasting approaches to this question that are more widely
documented. On one hand, some theoretical accounts (e.g.
the two-memory hypothesis; Anderson, 1989; Anderson &
Hubert, 1963; the value-account; Betsch et al., 2001)
propose functional autonomy between memory and
judgment processes. According to these accounts,
impressions of episodes are formed “on-line” (i.e., while
they are being experienced) and RE are based on the
product of this on-line judgment. Retrieving episodic
information from the event itself is viewed as a cognitively
costly operation –which is called upon if, and only if, the
on-line judgment is prevented (for example, by not
forewarning participants about the subsequent judgment
task; Hastie & Park, 1986). These approaches propose that
people do not rely in any significant manner on episodic
information about an event when they evaluate it in
hindsight.
On the other hand, several theoretical views suggest that –
to some degree or another– retrieved information influences
judgment often leading to biases in RE (e.g., Dougherty,
Gettys, & Ogden, 1999; Tversky & Kahneman, 1973; see
also Schwarz, 1998). For these approaches, the moments
within an episode that are most available in memory (i.e.
“accessible”; Schwarz, 1998) disproportionately affect RE.
In support of the role of retrieval in summary assessments,
many studies have found significant correlations between
memory and judgment measures, suggesting that memory
and judgment may be functionally related (e.g., Aldrovandi,
Poirier, Heussen, & Ayton 2009; Reyes, Thompson &
Bower, 1980; Schwarz, 1998; Tversky & Kahneman, 1973).
However, experimental evidence that highlights
correlations between memory and judgment does not
preclude the possibility that such correlations are
attributable to other factors (e.g., vividness; Shedler &
Manis, 1986). It remains possible then that retrospective
judgment is not causally related to retrieval processes. For
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instance, Anderson (1989) suggested that impression
memory (i.e., on-line judgment) and verbal memory (i.e.,
episodic memory) may be “distinct functionally” (p. 209)
but the output from the two systems may correlate since
they operate on the same attended stimuli. To re-iterate, the
suggestions is that even if 'memory for' and 'judgment of'
verbal stimuli are significantly related this does not
necessarily imply that people base their retrospective
judgments on the episodic information they retrieve from
memory.
The aim of the present investigation was to implement a
stricter test of the hypothesis that people access information
about a specific event in order to evaluate it. Stronger
evidence in support of the role of memory in RE would be
produced if manipulating the memorability of certain
moments within the to-be-assessed episodes influences
retrospective judgment. If RE do not depend on the
information retrieved from memory, then manipulating the
accessibility of some segments within the events should not
affect judgment in hindsight. On the other hand, if retrieval
and judgment processes are functionally dependent, then the
easier it is to access specific information, the larger its
impact on RE.
Some studies have attempted to predict judgment as a
consequence of experimental memory manipulations (e.g.,
Gabrielcick & Fazio, 1984; Hanita, Gavanski, & Fazio,
1997; Lewandowsky & Smith, 1983). Lewandowsky and
Smith (1983) increased the memorability of non-famous
instances within a set through repetition, which in turn
increased the corresponding frequency estimates
participants provided. The authors concluded that the
successful memory manipulation affected the participants’
judgment responses (see also Gabrielcick & Fazio, 1984).
One of the common features of most of these studies is that
the experimental manipulation was implemented prior or
during the presentation of the—to-be-judged and to-berecalled—stimuli; it seems thus reasonable to argue that
such manipulation may have affected on-line judgment
formation as well—most likely in the same way as it
influenced memory. Hence, manipulating memorability of
the information after its presentation may provide more
convincing evidence that people access the episode trace of
the stimuli in order to assess them—instead of retrieving
whatever evaluation was performed on-line, while attending
to the stimuli.
Furthermore, participants in the above cited studies (e.g.,
Lewandowsky & Smith, 1983) were asked to complete an
evaluation task that involved frequency estimation of
specific instances within a search set—a typical example of
frequency judgment (e.g., Tversky & Kahneman, 1973). In
the literature, there is less evidence that bears upon the role
of memory in hedonic or quality judgments, which in all
likelihood do not rely on the same cognitive processes as
frequency estimation (see Hogarth and Einhorn, 1992 for a
discussion of this issue).
Aldrovandi et al. (2009) showed that inserting a negative
item within a list of neutral words significantly reduced the

judged pleasantness of the list – relative to lists that did not
contain a negative item. More specifically, both primacy
and recency effects were observed for RE, as lists with a
negative item presented either in the first or last positions
were rated more unpleasantly than those lists where the
negative item was presented in the middle positions. In the
present paper, we called upon the same type of stimuli and
judgment task—but influenced memorability of the negative
items through an additional manipulation. For some lists, a
filled delay was inserted after the items presentation; the
effects of filled delay manipulations are well established in
the literature, and when implemented in such simple
fashion, they lead to a decrease in recency effects (e.g.,
Bjork & Whitten, 1974).
The rationale was that if a negative item’s accessibility in
memory is lowered –as it is presented at the end of a list and
a filled delay follows items presentation– then its impact on
the summary assessment of the list as a whole should be
smaller than if the negative item’s accessibility is not
manipulated (no delay or immediate condition). As items’
accessibility in memory was manipulated after stimuli
encoding –and more importantly after the on-line judgment
evaluation was formed– no delay effects should be observed
for judgment if RE are solely based on on-line processing.

Study
In this study, the role of memory in RE was investigated.
First, memorability of the information was manipulated
after the items presentation; hence, it seems reasonable to
argue that on-line judgment formation was relatively
unaffected by the experimental manipulation. If RE are
purely formed on-line—at least when people are aware of
the subsequent judgment task, like in the present case—then
there should be no significant effect of a post-hoc
manipulation: After all, the on-line judgment is formed
while the stimuli are attended to – and this on-line
impression is what RE are based upon. On the other hand, if
memory biases judgments –at least in part–, then it is
expected that whatever effect is going to be seen for the
memory results it is going to be reflected in the judgment
pattern.
Second, we examined the associations between memory
and judgment. RE were elicited first and memory for the
content of the word-list obtained second (details of how this
was done follow below). Hence, it was possible to contrast
the mean pleasantness rating obtained when the negative
item was recalled with the mean rating for the trials when it
was not recalled. Presumably, if a distinctive item is
available for later recall, it is more likely to have been
available at the time of judgment. Conversely, if the
negative item is not available for recall, the probability that
it was available at the time of judgment is reduced. Hence,
we would expect that on average, the pleasantness rating
will be lower in the cases where the negative item was
available for the memory component of the task. The effect
of a negative item’s availability was further analysed by
examining ease of recall. As a measure of relative memory
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accessibility, we used output position in the memory task.
Since participants were asked to perform free recall (hence
no output constraints were implemented), we made the
simplifying assumption that items recalled first are on
average more readily accessible in memory. It was assumed
that negative items recalled early on were more easily
accessible and would have had more impact on RE than
negative items that are recalled later on. Hence, our
hypothesis was that the earlier a negative item was recalled,
the stronger its impact on retrospective evaluations.

Method
Participants A total of 79 participants (49 males) took
part in the internet-based experiment, advertised through
ipoints®. Participants’ age ranged from 28 to 65 years (M =
46.9, SD = 10.2) and they were granted ipoints® in
exchange for their participation.

Design and Materials A pool of 132 words was selected
from the Affective Norms of English Words database
(ANEW; Bradley & Lang, 1999). Sixteen negative items
were selected along with 116 neutral ones. The selection
was based on the valence and arousal scores of each item on
the database scales. Negative items were selected to be low
in valence (less than 3, on a scale of 1-9) and high in arousal
(over 5.9, on the same scale). Neutral items scored in the
middle range for valence (5.3 to 6.2) and low on the arousal
scale (less than 4.6).
From the resulting word pool, 22 six-word lists were
created, as follows. Six lists included a negative item in the
first position followed by 5 neutral words—hereafter
identified as “Start” lists. Four “Middle” lists had a negative
item in the middle positions (2 lists in 3rd position and 2 lists
in 4th position.)1 Six “End” lists comprised five neutral items
and a negative word in last position. Finally, six control lists
contained only neutral words.
Within-list matching between the negative (if any) and the
neutral items ensured that negative and neutral words were
equated on familiarity ratings (Coltheart, 1981; M = 531.9
and M = 530.8, respectively), number of phonemes (M = 4.7
and M = 4.4, respectively), and the Kucera-Francis
frequency index (Kucera & Francis, 1967; M = 28.2 and M
= 34.8, respectively). Furthermore, lists were pair-matched
on the above dimensions; rotation across participants
allowed each list to be presented approximately the same
number of times as each of the different list types and in
each different delay condition.

Procedure A series of introductory screens gathered
demographic data and allowed participants to familiarise
themselves with the computer-controlled procedure and to
accept the conditions described in the consent form.
Participants were told that the aim of the study was to gather

normative data about the pleasantness of 6-word lists. They
were instructed to attend to the lists and to provide an
overall pleasantness rating for each one after its
presentation. The ratings were on a 0-100 scale (0 = very
unpleasant, 100 = very pleasant), and participants were
encouraged to make use of the whole range in their
responses.
Each word was presented for one second with an interstimulus interval of 0.75 seconds. A series of asterisks
appeared on the screen for 1 second to signal the end of the
list presentation. After the asterisks had disappeared from
the screen, in half of the trials participants were prompted to
immediately provide their rating (immediate condition).
Participants were required to use the mouse to click on a
slide bar (with extremes of 0 and 100) on the position they
felt was closest to their impression of the list. In order to
limit the extent of anchoring effects (e.g., Chapman &
Johnson, 2002) a sliding marker would appear on the bar
(with its equivalent numerical value underneath) only after
participants clicked for the first time on the slide bar.
Participants then had the opportunity to adjust this initial
rating by sliding the marker, and were to confirm their final
one by clicking on a “Continue” button. In the remaining
half of the trials, participants had to engage in a distractor
task that lasted 10 seconds (delay condition). During this
task, a letter was presented on the screen, and participants
had to type the following letters, skipping one letter between
each entry; for example, if the letter ‘A’ was presented,
participants had to type in the letters ‘C’, ‘E’, ‘G’, and so
forth. After the distractor task, participants provided the
judgment task. Delay condition was manipulated within-ss,
and the alternation between delay and immediate trials was
randomised for each participant.
After rating a given list’s overall pleasantness,
participants were required to perform a recall task, during
which they had to recall the two items that came to mind
most readily –and any further item they may remembered in
the following screen. This modified version of a free recall
task was used to reduce the cognitive demands of the
memory task. Previous research has shown that typical
recall tasks, which require participants to perform an
exhaustive search in memory, can hinder the underlying
associations between memory and judgment (e.g., Kitayama
& Burnstein, 1989). This finding is in line with many others
which suggest that people seem to base their evaluations on
partial information – on the elements they can retrieve and
that are most easily accessible in memory (e.g., Schwarz,
1998; Tversky & Kahneman, 1973). In addition, participants
were asked not to overlook the rating task in order to
proceed more quickly to the recall task. Four practice trials
were provided. List presentation order was randomised
independently for each participant and no time limit was set
for either the rating or the recall tasks.

Results
1

Analyses revealed no major differences in either memory or
judgment measures between lists with a negative item in 3rd or 4th
position.

Information about the IP address and the time participants
took to complete the whole experiment was collected. One
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participant was excluded from the analysis because of
excessive task duration, as it took her 112 minutes to
complete the whole experiment (while the average duration
was 24 minutes.) Six more participants were excluded
because of their poor performance on the distractor task,
which ranged from 0% to 4% correct trials. This resulted in
the total sample size being 72 (i.e. overall, 8.9% of
participants were excluded.) Alpha was set to .05 for all
analyses.

Memory Figure 1 represents the mean recall proportion for
the negative items as a function of item position and delay
condition. The recall pattern for the negative items was
different between the two delay condition—and in the line
with the predictions2. Both primacy and recency effects can
be observed in the immediate condition; however, recency
effects disappeared when a filled delay was inserted
between items presentation and the recall task.
1
0.9
0.8

Judgment In order to reduce the influence of potential
anchoring effects (e.g., Chapman & Johnson, 2002) and of
inter-individual differences in the use of the 0-100 scale,
judgment scores were transformed as follows: For each
participant, the average pleasantness rating for the Control
lists was subtracted from the pleasantness ratings for each
Start, Middle and End list. The new corrected judgment
scores (J’) therefore represented how much more unpleasant
each Start, Middle and End list was in comparison to the
average Control list for each participant. J’ scores were then
averaged for each participant, according to the negative item
presentation position and whether the negative item
presented in the list was recalled or not.
The judgment pattern mirrors the memory results. There
seems to be little or no difference for pleasantness ratings
for Start and Middle lists; however, End lists were rated as
more unpleasant in the immediate condition compared to the
delay condition.

0.6

0

start

Immediate
0.5

middle

end

-2
Delay

Mean corrected judgment (J')

Mean prop recall

0.7

interaction was significant, F(2, 142) = 3.5, p = .033, ηp2 =
.05. Post-hoc analyses with Bonferroni adjustment revealed
no recall differences between immediate and delay
conditions for negative items presented at the beginning or
in the middle of the list (ps > .79). For recency positions
there was a recall advantage for the immediate condition,
t(71) = 4.3, p < .001, d = .51.

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Pos1

Pos3-4

Pos6

Position

-4
-6
-8
Immediate
-10
Delay
-12
-14
-16

Figure 1: Mean proportion recall for negative items as a
function of word position and delay condition. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals.
st

rd

-18
-20

th

The data were analysed using a 3 (position: 1 , 3 /4 , and
6th) × 2 (delay: immediate vs. delay) repeated measure
ANOVA. Main effects of position (F(2, 127.6) = 28.8, p <
.001, ηp2 = .29)3 and delay (F(1, 71) = 10.1, p = .002, ηp2 =
.12) were noted. Most importantly, the position by delay
2

Preliminary analyses revealed that, overall, recall for negative
items (M = .58, SD = .16) was higher than for neutral words (M =
.48, SD = .15; t(71) = 6.4, p < .001, d = .76).
3
When degrees of freedom are not integers, they were adjusted
according to the Greenhouse-Geisser correction due to violations
of the Sphericity assumption.

List type

Figure 2: Mean pleasantness ratings as a function of list type
and delay condition. Error bars represent 95% confidence
intervals.
A 3 × 2 repeated measures ANOVA was run, with list
type (Start, Middle and End) and delay (immediate vs.
delay) as the factors. The significant main effects of list type
(F(2, 127.1) = 3.3, p = .047, ηp2 = .04) and delay (F(1, 71) =
7.7, p = .007, ηp2 = .09) were qualified by the significant
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interaction between the two variables (F(2, 142) = 7.4, p <
.001, ηp2 = .10). Post-hoc analyses with Bonferroni
adjustment confirmed that there was no reliable difference
in terms of pleasantness ratings between immediate and
delay conditions for Start and Middle lists (both ps > .19);
on the other hand, End lists were rated as significantly more
pleasant in the delay condition, t(71) = 4.1, p < .001, d =
.49.

Memory-Judgment relationships4 We explored the
associations between memory and judgment in two ways.
First, we compared the corrected average pleasantness
rating for lists where the negative item was recalled versus
lists where the negative item was not recalled (cf.
availability as “content of recall”; Schwarz, 1998)—
separately for the immediate and delay conditions. Table 1
indicates that when the negative item was recalled in the
memory task, pleasantness ratings were lower (M = -11.7,
SD = 9.6) than when the negative item was not recalled (M
= -5.9, SD = 7.0). This pattern seems true for both
immediate and delay conditions.
A 2 (memory: negative item recalled vs. not recalled) × 2
(delay: immediate vs. delay) within-subjects ANOVA
confirmed these observations. The main effect of memory
was significant (F(1, 71) = 40.6, p < .001, ηp2 = .37),
confirming that overall ratings were more unpleasant for
those lists where the negative word was recalled. Neither the
main effect of delay (F(1, 71) = 2.5, p = .113) nor the
interaction between memory and delay (F < 1) were
significant – the latter confirming that the memory and
judgment measures were associated regardless of the delay
condition.
Table 1: Mean corrected pleasantness ratings (J’) as a
function of list type and negative item being recalled or not

ratings (J’) were examined according to the position in
which the negative item was recalled by the participants –
regardless of its presentation position. The underlying
rationale was that items that are more accessible in memory
are likely to be recalled earlier—if the negative item is more
accessible and recalled early we would expect its impact on
retrospective evaluations to be higher than when it is
recalled later in the protocol or not at all (cf. availability as
“ease of access”; Schwarz, 1998)
Table 2: Mean corrected pleasantness ratings (J’) as a
function of negative item recall output position
Negative item recall output position
Not
Positions Positions
recalled
1&2
3 to 6
Pleasantness
ratings (J’)

-7.1
(10.2)

-4.7
(7.2)

Yes

M
SD

-12.2
(10.3)

-11.2
(10.9)

Second, retrospective evaluations were analysed depending
on the negative item recall position5,6. The pleasantness

4

-13.3
(10.7)

-8.3
(11.1)

Discussion

Was the negative
item recalled?
M
SD

-6.6
(6.9)

Table 2 above suggests that pleasantness ratings varied
depending on the negative item output position – and that
they were lowest when the participants recalled the negative
item as either the first or second response (M = -13.3, SD =
10.7).
The analysis revealed a significant main effect of recall
position on pleasantness ratings (F(2, 142) = 18.5, p < .001,
ηp2 = .21). Post-hoc analyses with Bonferroni adjustment
confirmed that judgments provided when the negative item
was recalled among the first two responses were lower than
when it was recalled among the last four responses (t(71) =
6.4, p < .001, d = .77) – or not recalled at all (t(71) = 3.9, p
< .001, d = .46). For the latter two scenarios, the difference
was not significant, t(71) = 1.5, p = .383.

Delay condition
Immediate
Delay

No

M
SD

For all these analyses, non parametric tests were run as well—as
parametric assumptions were not always met. As all the results
were the same, we will report the parametric analyses.
5
This analysis yielded a total of 3.2% missing values, which were
missing completely at random as the MCR Little’s test was not
significant, χ2 (2) = 1.5, p > .47. Missing values were replaced
using different methods, including mean substitution by subject,
grand mean, and Expectation-Maximization algorithm (Schafer &
Olsen, 1998). As all the analyses returned the same results, we will

The results of the present experiment suggest that, even
when aware of the upcoming judgment task, people rely on
the memory trace in order to provide RE (see also
Dougherty et al., 1999; Schwarz, 1998).
As expected, inserting a filled delay hindered recency
effects for the items’ recall. More importantly though,
negative items presented at the end of the series exerted a
large impact on RE for the immediate condition—while
recency effects for RE were largely hampered in the delay
condition.
The results of the correlational analyses support the
prediction that, even in on-line judgment tasks, memory
drives RE. Pleasantness ratings were lower for the lists
where the negative item was recalled—compared to those
where it was not recalled. This finding supports the idea that
be reporting the data obtained via Expectation-Maximization
algorithm.
6
In this case, the analyses could not be broken down by delay
condition because of the large number of missing values.
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when negative information was easily available in memory
at the time of judgment, it exerted a higher impact on
judgment. The assumption was that when a negative item
was not recalled in the memory task, it was also less likely
to be available at the time of RE; on average, this would
lead to a less negative assessment of the list. These results
suggest that, when prompted to provide a pleasantness
rating, participants relied at least to some extent on episodic
information stored in memory. If participants had solely
relied on on-line judgment formation, there would be no
reason to expect the observed judgment pattern for the delay
condition; after all, the on-line judgment stores the formed
impression which will be the base for the RE. Furthermore,
accessibility in memory of a negative item seemed to
moderate retrospective judgment, since lower ratings were
associated with the negative item being recalled early in the
response sequence. The on-line view would not lead to the
expectation that the accessibility of the distinctive-negative
item would have an impact on RE.
In conclusion, the results of the present experiment
provide evidence supporting the hypothesis that memory
plays a significant role in biasing summary assessments.
Retrospective judgment was successfully predicted on the
basis of the memory pattern observed.
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Abstract
Building on research that examines the nature of similarity processes,
we suggest that (i) assessments of the similarity between objects shifts
systematically depending on the basis used to evaluate similarity,
which is influenced by contextual factors; (ii) judgments and choices
can be affected by the perceived similarity relations between items in
a set; and (iii) such shifts in similarity can therefore play a key role in
inferences impacting valuation and choice. In three studies, we show
that changes in temporal framing (near future vs. distant future)
impact evaluation and choice due to shifts in the basis of perceived
similarity, leading to effects that would otherwise be unanticipated. In
particular, we find that manipulating temporal context impacts
evaluation and choice via its influence on which attributes form the
basis of perceived similarity between choice alternatives, in addition
to any direct influence it might have on preferences.

Introduction
Similarity is implicated in nearly every fundamental
cognitive process (e.g., perception—Wertheimer 1923,
recall—Hintzman 1984; categorization—Medin and
Schaffer 1978; inductive inference—Hummel and Holyoak
1997; analogy—Gentner and Markman 1997). Therefore,
any factor that influences perceived similarity is likely to
have a profound impact on cognition more generally and on
decision making specifically. Despite the parallels between
similarity and choice processes, as well as the role of
similarity in structuring informational inputs to decisions
(Medin, Goldstone and Markman 1995; Markman and
Loewenstein 2010), similarity has played a far less central
role in research on evaluation and choice than other factors,
such as subjective utility and decision weights. In early
work, similarity was often treated as simply another fixed
attribute, determined by concrete features of the objects
under consideration. Thus, for example, work on the
substitutability of objects often implicitly assumes that the
comparative similarity in features determines choice
cannibalization (i.e., the degree to which two alternatives
swap out for each other in a market; Rumelhart and Greeno
1971; Huber and Puto 1983). Similarly, research has
suggested that the degree to which consideration of one item
influences predictions and estimates about a second item
depends on the degree of comparative similarity, defined
over the features of the items (Gilovich 1981; Read 1983;
Loken, Ross and Hinkle 1986).
In recent years, decision researchers have explored the
impact of a wide range of contextual factors external to the
decision (as opposed to the context defined by the choice
options themselves). One particularly influential stream of

research has been work on how different forms of
psychological distance (including temporal context) affect
construal level and shift relative preference for concrete vs.
abstract benefits (see Trope, Liberman and Wakslak 2007
for a detailed review). According to construal level theory,
contextual factors that induce a sense of psychological
distance (including but not limited to time) prompt a higher
level of abstraction in subsequent judgments. Therefore,
when people are thinking about concepts at great
psychological distance (e.g., in a distant future context),
they tend to think of them in abstract, holistic, and gist-like
terms. In contrast, when thinking of concepts at greater
psychological proximity (e.g., in a near future context),
people think in more concrete, more detailed terms.
There is some initial evidence that construal level can
affect how people think about similarity. Day and Bartels
(2008) asked participants to judge the similarity of pairs of
events, such as visiting the dentist and joining a health club
(which are both health-promotion behaviors) or visiting the
dentist and getting a tattoo (which share the concrete
features of a reclining chair, needles and pain). They found
that pairs of events sharing abstract commonalities (e.g.,
dentist and health club) were judged more similar with
greater temporal distance while the opposite trend held for
pairs sharing low-level concrete features (e.g., dentist and
tattoo). These similarity findings suggest an unstudied
impact of construal level on representation, distinct from the
widely studied impact of construal on how abstract and
concrete benefits are valued.
We propose that people thinking about distant future
choices are likely to engender more abstract representations
of the choice alternatives and thus put more emphasis on
attributes with abstract or intangible benefits when judging
similarity and that people thinking about near future choices
are more likely to engender more detailed, concrete
representations and thus put more emphasis on attributes
with concrete tangible benefits in evaluating similarity.
These shifts in the similarity relations between choice
alternatives, in turn, can affect the inferences underlying
valuation and choice.

Study 1: Shifts in the Basis of Similarity Due
to Temporal Context Affect Willingness to Pay
In this study, we demonstrate a parallel between how an
“ideal” option (with high values on all the relevant
attributes) influences both similarity and preference
evaluations (Medin, Goldstone and Markman 1995; Kaplan
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Table 1: Stimuli Used In Study 1
Durability
Ride Feel
Bike J
4.4
3.7
Bike K
8.5
9.3
Bike L
6.7
9.3
Bike M
8.5
6.8

Retail Price
$350
$1,300
?
?

Method.
One hundred twelve participants filled out a brief
questionnaire in exchange for a nominal cash payment. This
study employed a two-condition (temporal context: near vs.
distant future), between-subjects design. Participants were
asked to imagine buying a bicycle either in a week (near
future condition) or in a year (distant future condition).
Then, they rated the similarity (on a nine point scale) of an
ideal object in the category (Bike K, with the highest ratings
on both durability and ride feel) and each of three other
objects. The exact attribute rating values were provided to
the participants and retail prices were provided for the two
non-target items (see Table 1). Providing the actual values
helps to control for possible effects of temporal context on

different inferences or interpretations that might occur with
more natural feature descriptions. Participants then
indicated their willingness to pay for the ideal object and
both target objects.
The objects were described such that Bike J was
dominated by all three competing objects. Bike L matched
the ideal object (Bike K) on the desirability attribute (ride
feel) but was inferior on the pragmatic, feasibility
dimension (durability). Conversely, Bike M matched the
ideal object on the feasibility dimension but was inferior on
the desirability dimension. The test of our hypothesis was
whether Bike L (the more desirable, less practical option)
and Bike M (the less desirable, more practical option) would
be perceived as relatively more or less similar to the
relatively expensive ideal object, and whether these
similarity relations would then affect people’s willingness to
pay for Bikes L and M.

Results and Discussion.
6

700
Bike M

Willingness to Pay

Rated Similarity to Ideal

and Medin 1997). Furthermore, we show that temporal
context can affect the perception of similarity between
products within a category, with consequences for how an
ideal option influences judgments about other choice
options. In particular, when a product is seen as more
similar to a high-priced ideal product, we predict that people
will have a higher willingness-to-pay for the product,
compared to when it seems less similar to the ideal.
We will contrast features that relate to practical concerns
(e.g., the durability of the object) and those features that
relate directly to the enjoyment of consuming the object.
This distinction is closely linked to an early distinction
drawn in the literature on construal level theory between
“feasibility” and “desirability” (Liberman and Trope 1998).
In those terms, desirability concerns to the value of an
experience (e.g., “that’s a fun car to drive), whereas
feasibility concerns the ease or difficulty of achieving the
experience (e.g., “but it’s always in the repair shop”).
Previous studies have shown that people give more weight
to feasibility-related concerns for near future choices and
more weight to desirability-related concerns for distant
future choices.
In this study, we manipulate similarity via changes in
temporal context and show that this change in the
underlying similarity relations produces changes in people’s
valuation of choice alternatives. If thinking about the near
future makes pragmatic feasibility considerations more
prominent as a basis of similarity, the products that perform
similarly on dimensions relating to the practical use of the
product should be perceived as relatively more similar in the
near future than in the distant future. In contrast, if thinking
about products in the distant future leads to a focus on
desirability, then products which are similarly enjoyable
should be perceived as relatively more similar in the distant
future than in the near future.
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Figure 1: Effect of time on similarity, willingness to pay
Pretest. As part of a larger separate study, 82 participants
were presented with two attributes for each of a set of
product categories and were asked to rate “to what extent
does this attribute determine the product’s desirability”
versus “to what extent does this attribute determine the
product’s feasibility” on a one (desirability) to six
(feasibility) scale. On the basis of this pretest, we selected
bicycles described in terms of durability and ride feel for the
main study. In particular, participants distinguished
durability (M = 4.77) from ride feel ratings (M = 2.77,
paired-t (81) = 8.34, p < .001) along the feasibility and
desirability dimensions. Durability was rated significantly
above the midpoint of the scale (and thus, seen as
determining the product’s feasibility; t = 8.31, p < .001) and
ride feel was rated significantly below the midpoint of the
scale (seen as determining desirability; t = -4.34, p < .001).
Similarity ratings. In the study itself, as can be seen in the
left panel of Figure 1, in the near future the high feasibility,
low desirability bike is seen as more similar to the ideal than
the low desirability, high feasibility bike. In the distant
future, the pattern reverses. A 2 (condition: near vs. distant
future) x 2 (object: Bike L vs. Bike M) ANOVA finds two
main effects and the predicted interaction. Overall, people
thought Bike M was more similar to the ideal (M = 5.42)
than was Bike L (M = 5.02, F (1, 110) = 5.79, p < .05), and
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they perceived greater similarity overall in the distant future
than in the near future (F (1,110) = 4.69, p < .05). Most
importantly, the perceived relative similarity of the two
target objects to the ideal shifted over time, as revealed by
the significant interaction term (F (1,110) = 14.84, p < .001)
Willingness to pay. As predicted, temporal context shifts
the relative willingness to pay for the two target objects. As
can be seen in the right panel of Figure 3, in the near future,
people are willing to pay more for the high feasibility, low
desirability bike than the low desirability, high feasibility
bike. In the distant future, however, the pattern reverses. A 2
(condition: near vs. distant future) x 2 (object: Bike L vs.
Bike M) ANOVA finds the only the predicted interaction (F
(1, 110) = 6.36, p < .0) and no main effects for object or
temporal context (both ps > .1).
We next ran a mediation analysis using each participant’s
difference in rated similarity (SimML= rated similarity of
Bike M to the ideal - rated similarity of Bike L to the ideal)
and each participant’s difference in buying prices for the
focal objects (WTPML = willingness to pay for Bike M willingness to pay for Bike L). Using a Sobel test, we find
that the effect of the manipulation is significantly reduced
when controlling for difference in similarity (z = 2.18, p
=.02), suggesting that it is the shift in similarity that
mediates the impact of the timing manipulation on
willingness to pay.
Study 1 demonstrates that temporal context systematically
changes the willingness to pay for bikes defined by
feasibility vs. desirability benefits. Moreover, our findings
suggest that temporal context operates by changing the
underlying perceived similarity within the option set,
between the target objects and the ideal object. This
supports our proposition that temporal context can affect
valuation indirectly via representational change, rather than
by directly affecting the perceived value of attributes.

values of an inferior option while holding all other options
constant. Participants were asked to imagine buying a
bicycle in the intermediate future (in six weeks). Then, they
were shown the durability and ride feel ratings for four
bikes, with an ideal bike K and an inferior bike J. In the
extended durability condition, item J was inferior due to a
very low rating on durability. In the extended ride-feel
condition, item J was inferior due to a very low rating on
ride feel. The stimuli each participant saw consisted of
Bikes K, L and M from Study 1 (Table 1), as well as one of
the two new versions of Bike J (Table 2), depending on the
condition.
Table 2: Stimuli Used For Bike J in Study 2
Ride
Durability
Feel
Extend durability:
1.2
9.3
Extend feasibility:
8.5
1.2
Bike K, L, M as in Table 1

Retail
Price
$350
$350

Participants rated the similarity on a nine point scale
between the ideal product in the category (Bike K) and each
of three other products. Then, they indicated their
willingness to pay for the ideal product and both target
products. We assume that Bike J’s low score will extend the
range on one dimension (either durability or ride feel,
depending on the condition) and will therefore make the
target bike that scores high on that dimension seem more
similar to the ideal (cf. Parducci 1965). Thus, we predicted
that Bike L (the more desirable, less practical option) would
seem more similar to the ideal and be higher valued in the
extended ride-feel condition and that Bike M (the less
desirable, more practical option) would seem more similar
to the ideal product and would have higher valuation in the
extended durability condition.

Results and Discussion.

Study 2: Shifts in Similarity Due to Attribute
Range Affect Willingness to Pay
A limitation of Study 1 is that we cannot fully distinguish
our proposed order of causality (construal affects similarity,
which influences willingness to pay) from other possible
relationships. To provide further support, in this study, we
manipulate the attributes of a clearly inferior option to
demonstrate that changes in the comparisons prompted by
the consideration set impact how similar to the ideal a target
product seems to be, which, in turn, drives valuations of the
target product. In this study, we demonstrate this effect
using a range manipulation which manipulates similarity
directly, but does not involve temporal construal.

Method.
One hundred thirteen participants completed this study.
We employed a two-condition between-subjects design,
manipulating the perceived range of either the durability
ratings or the ride-feel ratings by changing the attribute

Similarity ratings. The high feasibility, low desirability
Bike M is seen as directionally more similar to the ideal
Bike K in the extended ride-feel condition (when Bike J has
low ride-feel) than in the extended durability condition
(when Bike J has low durability; M = 5.2 vs. M = 6.0).
Conversely, the high desirability, low feasibility Bike L is
seen as directionally more similar to the ideal Bike K in the
extended durability condition than in the extended ride-feel
condition (M = 6.6 vs. M = 6.3). A 2 (condition: extended
ride-feel vs. durability) x 2 (product: Bike L vs. Bike M)
mixed ANOVA finds a significant interaction (F(1,111) =
8.1, p < .01), as well as a significant main effect of the
product (F(1,111) = 36.3, p < .01). There was no main effect
of manipulating the attribute values of the inferior option
Bike J (e.g., extending ride-feel vs. durability, F < 1). Thus,
we conclude that the manipulation was successful in shifting
the perceived similarity of the two products to the ideal
product.
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Willingness to pay. Correspondingly, the manipulation of
the inferior option shifts the relative willingness to pay for
the two target products. A 2 (condition: extended ride-feel
vs. durability) x 2 (product: Bike L vs. Bike M) ANOVA
finds the predicted interaction (F(1, 111) = 6.1, p < .05) as
well as a main effect of the product (F(1, 111) = 23.4, p <
.01), but no main effect of the manipulation (F < 1.5, p >
.1). In particular, consumers had a higher valuation for the
desirable Bike L than for the feasible Bike M, but the
difference was fairly small in the extended ride-feel
condition and was much larger in the extended durability
condition (where Bike L was seen as more similar to the
ideal). We have argued that this occurs because
manipulating the range shifts the perceived similarity to the
more expensive ideal product, impacting the degree to
which the price of the ideal bike is incorporated into the
judgment of willingness to pay.
To further support this interpretation, we ran a mediation
analysis using each participant’s difference in rated
similarity (SimML= rated similarity of Bike M to the ideal
- rated similarity of Bike L to the ideal) and each
participant’s difference in buying prices for the focal
products (WTPML = willingness to pay for Bike M willingness to pay for Bike L). First, we confirm that the
range manipulation (extending durability vs. ride-feel)
impacts the difference in similarity (β = .68, t = 2.9, p < .01)
in a simple regression. Second, we confirm that the range
manipulation likewise impacts the difference in willingness
to pay (β = 66.3, t = 2.5, p < .05) in a simple regression.
Lastly, in a multiple regression predicting difference in
willingness to pay, we find a significant effect of difference
in similarity (β = 34.5, t = 3.4, p < .01) and a non-significant
effect of the attribute range manipulation (β = 42.9, t = 1.6,
p = .11). Using a Sobel test, we find that the effect of the
manipulation is significantly reduced when controlling for
difference in similarity (z = 2.2, p <.05), suggesting that it is
the shift in similarity that mediates the impact of the timing
manipulation on willingness to pay.

Study 3: Shifts in the Basis of Similarity and
Differential Substitution
In the prior study, we demonstrated that shifts in similarity
due to temporal context yield changes in how the price of an
ideal impacts valuation. Next, we investigate how temporal
construal interacts with similarity-based context effects in a
choice set. In Study 3, we distinguish between the direct
effect of temporal context on preferences in two item
choices (where we replicate prior effects) and how temporal
context impacts three-item choices via shifts in similarity
among the options, yielding patterns of choice different
from what is predicted as a direct effect of temporal context.
Participants were asked to choose the internship they
would prefer from a set of possible internships, which
varied along the dimensions of how enjoyable the everyday
experiences were and how consistent or inconsistent the
internship was with the participants’ higher-order goals. Our
design makes use of the distinction between commonalities

in concrete experiences vs. commonalities in how behaviors
relate to higher-order abstractions (goals). Internships with
commonalities in features relating to everyday experiences
are expected to be perceived as more similar in the near
future than in the distant future (Day and Bartels 2008).
While such shifts in similarity are not likely to impact
choices between two items, the addition of a third option to
the choice set induces a more complex assessment that can
hinge on the similarity relations between items in a set (see,
e.g, Dhar and Glazer 1996). We focus primarily on
substitution effects (i.e., similarity effects, per Tversky
1972, Huber and Puto 1983), in which one choice option
can differentially cannibalize choice of the more similarseeming of two other options. The “desirable” internship
(A) was designed to be relatively unattractive with respect
to daily activities (feasibility) but attractive in terms of the
intern’s higher-order goals (desirability). A second
“feasible” internship (B) was designed to be relatively
attractive with respect to daily activities but be relatively
unattractive in terms of the participant’s higher-order goals.
Some participants were also offered a third internship (C),
designed to have intermediate levels for both dimensions.
We expect that, in the binary choice conditions, temporal
distance will have a direct effect on preferences, such that
thinking about internships in the distant future will increase
the relative share of the most desirable internship (Liberman
& Trope, 1998). We predict that relative choice will reverse
with the addition of a third (intermediate) option, due to a
higher tendency to cannibalize the most desirable internship.

Method.
One
hundred
thirteen
native-English
speaking
undergraduate participants who self-identified as politically
moderate or liberal completed a short survey in a campuswide research lab for monetary compensation. This study
employed a 2 (temporal context: near vs. distant future) x 2
(choice set: 2 vs. 3 options), between-subjects design.
Participants were either asked to choose between serving
one of two (A or B, below) or between one of three
internships. After making their choice, they were asked to
rate all pair-wise similarities among the options they had
read about. The descriptions were as follows:
A:“Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, Administrative
Intern—Interns provide clerical assistance (copying, filing and
maintaining office supplies) and receptionist support to Associates
working on the Carnegie Endowment’s projects such as nonproliferation, democracy building, trade, China-related issues,
South Asian issues and Russian/Eurasian studies.”
B: “Exxon, Advertising and Social Events Intern—Exxon is the
world's largest publicly traded international oil and gas company.
Interns provide day to day direction to ad agency counterparts on
project basis, attend filming of commercials and organize social
events.”
C:“Target Corporation, Marketing Intern—Target is the fifth
largest retailer in the U.S. Interns will assist in the development of
marketing programs, analyze current consumer trends, business
results and competitor activities and help develop presentations to
the object management teams.”
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In the 2-choice conditions, we expect to replicate the
findings of Liberman and Trope (1998), such that temporal
distance induces a preference for the desirable (A) over the
feasible (B) internship. Half of our participants read about
these two internships while half considered all three.
Participants imagined having to make a choice about which
one to serve starting either next week or next year. We will
compare how temporal context affects the similarity
relations among the internships and relative choice shares of
internships A and B in the two vs. three-choice conditions.
Table 3: Results of Study 3
Carnegie
(A)

Exxon
(B)

Target
(C)

43

57

--

Three options Week
Relative share:

61
81

14
19

25

Two options

60

40

--

34
61

22
39

44

Share of Choice (%):
Two options

Week

Year

Three options Year
Relative share:

Results and Discussion.
Two-choice conditions. We predicted that because people
would focus more on higher-order aspects than on everyday
experiences in the distant future, people would prefer
internship A over internship B in this condition. For the near
future condition, we predicted that people would focus more
on concrete experiences than on the broad implications, and
thus would prefer the enjoyable job (B) over the goalcongruent job (A). We observed a non-significant effect in
the predicted direction. Participants favored internship A
(over internship B) when it started in a year, but not when it
started in a week (60% vs. 43%, p = .17, one-tailed exact
test). This is in the same direction as the original Lieberman
and Trope finding, but not significant due to the small
sample size.
Three-choice conditions: similarity. Next, we analyze the
similarity relations between the intermediate option (C) and
each of the focal options. A pretest indicated that internship
C was rated higher for “concrete experiences” than for
“broad implications”, similar to internship B. However,
internship C’s ratings for “broad implications” were similar
in value to internship A. Thus, we predict that in the distant
future, people would base their similarity judgments more
on the higher-order aspects of the job and therefore see C as
intermediate between A and B. However, in the near future,
when concrete experiences are highlighted, people would
see C as more similar to B than to A. A 2 (near vs. distant
future) x 2 mixed within-between ANOVA (similarity of C
to A vs. B) finds the predicted interaction (F = 5.0, p < .05)
as well as a main effect of comparison internship (F = 94.7,
p < .001) but no main effect of temporal context (F < 1). In
the near future, the intermediate internship C is seen as

more similar to internship B than it is to internship A (M =
3.5 vs. M = 1.9). In the distant future, however, the
difference in internship C’s similarity to internship B vs.
similarity to internship A is significantly reduced (M = 3.2
vs. 2.1), based on a 2 x 2 mixed within-between ANOVA (F
= 5.0, p < .05).
Three-choice conditions: choice shares. Among those who
chose either A or B in the distant future condition, the
relative choice share for B over A was 61% (vs. 60% in the
two-choice condition). In the near future, however, when
people focus more on the concrete experiences as the basis
for similarity, internship C is viewed as substantially more
similar to the internship B than it is to internship A. The
choice share results indicate that this shift in perceived
similarity creates a substitution effect whereby C
cannibalizes the share of B more than the share of A.
Among those who chose either A or B in the distant future
condition, the relative choice share for B (over A) was only
19% (down from 57% in the two-choice condition; p < .01,
Fisher exact test). A logistic regression confirms that the
degree of cannibalization differs in the near future vs.
distant future conditions. We found a significant interaction
(time x choice set,  = -1.7, Wald = 3.3, p < .05 onetailed) as well as main effects of choice set and time (SET =
2.4, Wald = 3.2, p < .10 and TIME = 3.4, Wald = 5.3, p <
.05).
Note that people’s preferences in the three option
conditions cannot be explained by construal level
differentially affecting decision weights for lower-order and
higher-order attributes, which would instead predict
polarization—that people would instead choose the option
which dominates the other two on the dimension highlighted
by the temporal context. Rather, our results are explained by
the shift in the basis of similarity judgments—in the near
future, the intermediate option does not affect the choice
share of the original options, but in the distant future this
option is seen as highly similar to one and thus differentially
cannibalizes its share.

Discussion
In this paper, we have argued that the malleability of
perceived similarity plays an important, and under-studied,
role in people’s valuations and choices. Changes in
temporal context, in particular, affect the basis of perceived
similarity, shifting from a focus on concrete, feasibility
attributes to more abstract, desirability attributes, which
then has downstream effects on decision making processes.
The similarity of an item to a salient ideal version has
been discussed as a potential key factor in judgments
(Barsalou 1985, Kahneman and Miller 1986) and choices
(Medin, Goldstone and Markman 1995). In Study 1, we
presented direct evidence for exactly such a role,
demonstrating that the perceived similarity to a category
ideal impacts willingness to pay, holding constant the
objective features of the objects. Furthermore, the perceived
similarity to the ideal is malleable, shifting systematically
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with the temporal context. This finding is further supported
by Study 2, in which we directly manipulate similarity.
While we explicitly present an ideal object in the option set
in our studies, in general, the consideration of such ideals
may be spontaneously prompted by recalled objects or by
ideals implied by the combination of the best attribute
values present in the choice set, yielding similar effects on
valuation.
Our findings support the view that similarity to options
within the choice set is implicated in some context effects
(Dhar and Glazer 1996). In particular, while cannibalization
(or, equivalently, similarity) effects have been found to be
relatively weak when providing quantified attribute
information (Huber and Puto 1983), we provide evidence
for this effect in a choice set with naturalistic descriptions
(e.g., where attribute levels are inferred from the
description, rather than explicitly provided). Furthermore,
we provide evidences that this effect on choice depends, in
part, on factors in the external context (e.g., temporal
framing), which change the perceived similarity among the
choice options.
These findings also have implications for research on
psychological distance. It is important to note that the
effects we demonstrated are not necessarily limited to the
impact of temporal context. Our hypotheses arise from the
general effects of psychological distance on similarity and,
via shifts in similarity, on decision making. We would
predict that other dimensions of psychological distance,
such as physical or social distance, probability, or
hypotheticality, are likely to produce similar effects. In fact,
these studies suggest that the psychological-distance-based
effects of such factors on decision making might be thought
of as either a direct effect of construal level (e.g., as
changing the weights given to features involved in
desirability and feasibility) or as an indirect effect, via shifts
in similarity among either the explicit choice options
themselves or between choice options and spontaneously
generated comparison items.
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Abstract
We shed new light on the long-debated question about the nature of mental images, that is, the underlying structures and
processes, with a new theory of mental imagery. This theory
is formalized as a computational cognitive model and provides
an integrated account of the three prevalent theories of mental
imagery, i.e., the descriptive, the quasi-pictorial, and the enactive theory. It does so by offering a consistent explanation for
a set of empirical results, which are not plausibly provided by
any of the theories individually. We give a brief review of the
three theories and summarize their core commitments from a
computational modeling perspective. We present a set of empirical results, the different explanations offered by the three
theories, and deficiencies of their explanations. The proposed
theory and model are introduced and the model’s explanatory
power is evaluated using the previously identified set of phenomena.
Keywords: Mental Imagery; Cognitive Modeling; Imagery
Debate; Mental Representations

Introduction
It is a widely accepted assumption, that we cannot prove the
nature of the mental structures underlying mental imagery
based on behavioral data (Anderson, 1978). Nevertheless,
the large and growing stock of empirical data forces refinement or extension of existing theories to plausibly explain
as many results as possible. Recent findings include results
from eye tracking studies and brain imaging methods, for example. The three major accounts of explaining mental imagery, namely the descriptive theory (e.g., Pylyshyn, 2002),
the quasi-pictorial theory (e.g., Kosslyn, 1994), and the enactive theory (e.g., Thomas, 1999), gain their theoretical relevance by explaining certain experimental results which the
other theories cannot with the same degree of plausibility. In
this paper, we will focus on a set of such distinguishing experiments. We will show how our new theory, that is implemented as a computational cognitive model, explains, in
particular, these empirical results and offers an integrated account of the three different approaches.
We will first identify the core commitments of the existing
theories and the relevant experimental studies. We will then
describe our theory, its main assumptions, and present the resulting computational model. Afterwards, we will be able to
evaluate the new theory against the previously selected experimental results.

Theories of Mental Imagery
We focus on the identification of the core commitments of
each theory and do not aim at offering a comprehensive
overview, as each of the following theories has several proponents, who themselves shape and interpret the respective
theory in different ways. Particularly, we emphasize the implications of these commitments for a potential computational
implementation.

An example from Kosslyn (1980) illustrates the basic idea of
this theory as follows: the answer whether a fox has pointy or
round-shaped ears is solved by retrieving the necessary (encoded) visual information from long-term memory and generating a “picture-like” representation of a fox in an internal
representation structure, called the visual buffer. This mental
image is then inspected to make the information conscious,
i.e., the answer is read off the depictive representation. This
means, a spatio-analogical mental representation is holding
depictive visual information during imagery.
We identify three core commitments of the quasi-pictorial
theory: 1) the existence and usage of a visual buffer (i.e., a
spatio-analogical representation structure), 2) the generation
of a percept-like activation in this buffer, and 3) the active inspection of this “percept” to extract information by processes
partly shared with visual perception. Many different issues
have been raised regarding the idea of quasi-pictures being
mentally inspected by processes shared with visual perception (e.g., Slezak, 1995; Pylyshyn, 2002; Thomas, 1999). A
general problem of the theory, that becomes unavoidable in a
computational implementation, is the lack of formalization of
the apparent ambiguous nature of mental images: Empirical
data indicates that mental images are much like actual images in some respects (e.g., linear scanning time, see Denis &
Kosslyn, 1999), but different in other respects (e.g., difficulty
of reinterpretation, see Slezak, 1995).

Descriptive Theory
The descriptive or propositional theory is most prominently
defended by Pylyshyn (e.g., Pylyshyn, 2002) as the null hypothesis contrasting the quasi-pictorial theory. The main
point of the theory is the rejection of a spatio-analogical,
i.e., “depictive”, representation and the claim that the format
of the representations underlying mental imagery are purely
propositional. Thus, proponents of this theory interpret empirical data that potentially contradicts a picture-like representation as arguments for the descriptive theory. The descriptive theory was extended with the concept of tacit knowledge (Pylyshyn, 1981) to explain (at that time) new chronometric data, e.g., in mental rotation or mental scanning tasks,
which arguably pose strong support to the idea of an analogical “percept”. It is hypothesized that humans use their tacit
knowledge of what it would be like to see something in actual
visual perception during certain mental imagery tasks to produce the linear reaction time patterns during mental scanning,
for example.
We conclude the core commitment of the descriptive theory to be the involvement of only non-analogical, propositional representation structures in mental imagery. From a
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computational perspective, a propositional representation can
in principle represent all necessary visual and spatial information and allow performance of common imagery tasks. Furthermore, specific linear reaction times can of course also be
modeled this way. The major problem is the lack of formalization about how, why, and when tacit knowledge is used to
emulate analogical reaction times. In general, the descriptive
theory suffers not only from the vagueness of the concept of
tacit knowledge but also from the fact, that tacit knowledge
seems like an ad-hoc extension of a theory to explain new
data, which would not be expected nor predicted by the original theory (see, e.g., Kosslyn, Thompson, & Ganis, 2002).

Enactive Theory
The enactive or perceptual activity theory of imagery is based
on the idea that visual perception does not employ an internal
representation but that the experience of vision is created by
the active process of exploring the world, for example, proposed by O’Regan and Noe (2001) as a sensorimotor account
of vision. Unfortunately, there is not much literature on this
theory compared to the previous two theories and we mostly
rely on the overview of Thomas (1999) and the computational
model of Blain (2007). Enactive theory assumes that we have
sets of inspection processes, commonly called schemata, that
are associated with seeing or imagining concepts. For example, we go through the execution of a sequence of schemata
that identify the concept “cat” whenever we look at and recognize a cat. The reenactment of these perceptual processes
during the absence of a cat is what the theory claims to cause
the experience of mentally imagining a cat. These inspection processes partly occur covertly, i.e., internally, and partly
overtly, i.e., observable as eye movements.
Thomas (1999) emphasizes that there is no mental representation of the mental image in enactive theory, which contrasts the other two discussed theories. From a computational
perspective, we have to clarify that the need for some kind
of internal representation for mental imagery cannot be eliminated. However, the proposed kind of representation clearly
differs compared to the other theories. Blain (2007) uses sets
of inspection processes in his computational model, which
give rise to the mental image of a given concept if the respective sequence of certain inspection steps is executed. A computational model does, however, require some kind of memory of the state of the system, i.e., the inspection steps executed so far. Irrespective of whether this is implemented as
the state of a dynamical system or in a symbolic way, it does
constitute an internal representation, which is linked to the
experience of mentally “seeing” the respective object.
Summarizing, we interpret enactive theory to offer us another take on how visual shape information could be stored
in long-term memory and processed during imagery: instead
of storing and interpreting either a proposition describing a
shape or a quasi-picture of a shape, one can store, retrieve and
execute the inspection processes corresponding to the respective shape. Due to the fact that the few publications on enactive theory are rather vague regarding how exactly the theory

accounts for common imagery phenomena and the model of
Blain (2007) also does not focus on reproducing these phenomena, it is hard to judge the theory’s explanatory power.

Selected Phenomena and Explanations
In the scope of this paper, we cannot pay attention to all relevant empirical results. We picked a limited, yet representative, set of experimental studies. We regard the following
phenomena as particularly relevant for the evaluation of our
integrative theory, as the contemporary theories differ significantly in their respective explanation (or lack thereof).

Mental scanning
We picked mental scanning as a representative operation for
tasks that produce linearly increasing reaction times, e.g.,
mental zooming. Given a mental image, the time it takes
to mentally scan from one entity in this image to another
increases linearly with their distance. Quasi-pictorial theory straight-forwardly explains mental scanning given that
an image-like “percept” is generated in the visual buffer and
inspected locally. Kosslyn (1994) assumes an attention window which is successively shifted across the visual buffer.
Descriptive theory explains these reaction times using tacit
knowledge, i.e., subjects emulate what it would be like to
scan from one point to another during visual perception and
thus take longer the further the distance. Enactive theory
claims that the executed inspection processes naturally take
longer if their purpose (in vision) is to scan further distances.
More specifically, this follows from the assumed connection
between these inspection processes and the motor processes
responsible for movement of the head/eyes.

Mental reinterpretation
Mental reinterpretation is an important phenomenon as it reveals particularly strongly how mental images differ from
physical images. It proved to be very hard to reinterpret ambiguous pictures mentally, i.e., by using the mental image of
them, while the same images are very easy to reinterpret when
shown as an actual image (e.g., Chambers & Reisberg, 1985).
Apparently, mental reinterpretation is often possible for very
simple shapes, which mostly do not inherit any meaning, i.e.,
a first interpretation (Finke, Pinker, & Farah, 1989; Slezak,
1995). The quasi-pictorial explanation is that parts of a mental image in the visual buffer quickly start to fade so that a
reinterpretation of more complex pictures fails due to the inability to hold the complete image. Given that stimuli used in
mental scanning and mental rotation experiments are of similar complexity, this argument is not satisfactory, especially
since the theory lacks concrete information about the threshold up to which reinterpretation is possible. These results can
be interpreted as supportive of descriptive theory mainly by
the fact that they seem to contradict the quasi-pictorial account. To our knowledge descriptive theory includes no further explanatory elaborations on this issue though. Thomas
(1999) describes the enactive take on reinterpretation as follows: “If we are only exposed to an unfamiliar figure long
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enough for us to successfully undertake one of the possible
ways of looking at and so interpreting it, only that one way
will be stored, and our subsequent imagery will involve recapitulating only that one way, giving us access only to the
one interpretation”. The successful reinterpretation of simple
images, like those of Finke et al. (1989), is only briefly explained by familiarity with the used stimuli, e.g., letters, in
different contexts, which then allow different interpretations.

Eye movements
It has been shown that eye movements occur during mental imagery tasks (e.g., Johansson, Holsanova, & Holmqvist,
2006). Furthermore, these eye movements reflect the currently processed spatial relations of the mental image, i.e.,
if we make an internal attention shift between entity A and
entity B, which is on the far left of A, we are likely to make a
saccade towards the left of our visual field. Quasi-pictorial
theory has no problems incorporating eye movements in
principle due to the assumed common structures of mental
imagery and vision. Mast and Kosslyn (2002) mention that
it is possible that eye movements are stored along with the
image information. The concrete role between the observed
eye movements and the mental image or the shifts of the attention window are not elaborated though. Pylyshyn (2002)
as the main advocate of the descriptive theory promoted the
idea of spatial indexing, which hypothesizes that certain features in our visual field, e.g., a chair or a stain on a wall, are
used as indices for parts of a mental image. This could potentially explain eye movements during imagery as well as
phenomena like mental scanning. It has been shown, however, that eye movements do occur during imagery tasks in
complete darkness (Johansson et al., 2006). Enactive theory
seems to be able to explain eye movements quite naturally
following from its assumption that the execution of schemata
employs sensory instruments like the eyes and is thus linked
to the respective motor areas (Thomas, 1999). Unfortunately,
the literature does not go into detail about this relationship for
imagery conditions.

Attention-Based Quantification Theory: An
Integrative Model of Imagery
In the following, we introduce our integrative theory of mental imagery, called attention-based quantification theory, and
its corresponding computational model. The theory explains
the experience of mental imagery in terms of attentional processes that quantify spatial and visual information. We assume two distinct working memory structures: the Qualitative Spatial Representation (QSR), which represents concepts, parts, and their spatial relations on a qualitative level,
and the Visuo-Spatial Attention Window (VSAW), which
corresponds to an internal attention focus. Three main properties reflect our theory’s integrative character and allow it
to cover a wider range of phenomena within a consistent explanatory framework compared to the contemporary theories
on their own. The first property is that every non-trivial men-

tal image is based on qualitative information in the QSR. It
follows that a mental image corresponds to one possible instantiation of that information and is further at least partially
limited by the semantics and concepts it is linked to. The second property is the lack of a quasi-pictorial percept, which
allows processing of inconsistent mental images and circumvents common flaws of assuming quasi-pictures. The third
property are the spatio-analogical attention shifts executed by
the VSAW explaining known analogical properties of mental
imagery.
As we have seen in the previous two sections, a major problem all three contemporary theories have in common is the
lack of formalization regarding their exact mechanisms and
structures. As a result, it is possible to extend them with adhoc hypotheses in the light of new empirical data, rather than
questioning the core commitments. Given that our theory is,
in contrast, implemented in a running computational model,
its structures and processes are formalized. Furthermore, a
computational cognitive model can be an instrumental source
to drive further empirical research as it allows to pin-point
open questions and offer concrete assumptions and predictions. The model introduced in this section is not a complete
model of mental imagery. It is questionable to which extent
such a comprehensive model could be implemented today, as
this would most likely require, for example, human vision to
be “solved”. The model is for these reasons limited in its
focus and, for example, only deals with shape information
and does not make definite statements about other “visual”
information types1 . Nevertheless, the core commitments of
the proposed theory are all implemented in the computational
model.
Note that we distinguish two types (and formats) of information in long-term memory (LTM): spatial information,
i.e., configurations of complex objects/scenes based on purely
qualitative relations structured as a graph, and visual information, i.e., shapes. Shape information is retrieved as a set of
vectors of relative length connecting and defining visual features, e.g., a right angle. That is, shapes are represented by
how we would look at them. These two information types are
accessed independently by the QSR and the VSAW, respectively. In this respect, our theory can be seen as a specific
implementation of the dual-coding theory (Paivio, 1971).

Representation Structures
Qualitative Spatial Representation The Qualitative Spatial Representation (QSR) holds active content retrieved from
LTM and is implemented as a hierarchical graph structure.
It contains the minimal necessary information to generate a
mental image. This comprises a qualitative configuration of
the imagined scene or complex object, e.g., spatial relations,
part-of relations, and relative sizes. The QSR is extended
on demand when more details are required, e.g., the concept
house might initially consist of only roof and wall, but can be
1 Color, depth and similar other “visual” features could, however,
be included quite easily by, for example, propositionally linking
them to the retrieved shape information.
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elaborated by retrieving, for instance, subparts of roof, such
as chimney, from LTM. The information retrieved with the
concept chimney would, for example, contain a spatial relation and size relative to its super concept roof. Other properties, e.g., orientation, are by default inherited from the super
concept. The QSR is used to guide the Visuo-Spatial Attention Window (VSAW) during processing of mental images.
Furthermore, it temporarily stores information provided by
the VSAW such as concrete coordinates, distances, or new
spatial relations between imagined entities. This information
can be used for solving a task, feeding it back to the VSAW
later, or storing it into LTM.
Visuo-Spatial Attention Window The Visuo-Spatial Attention Window (VSAW) operates as an internal focus of attention and is controlled by the QSR. The VSAW can be best
imagined as a circular window. Its implementation comprises
a pair of cartesian coordinates and a resolution. The higher
the current resolution is, the smaller the radius of the window
becomes. High resolution is required to process shape information spanning over a small extent, e.g., detailed textures.
High and low resolution can be compared to local and global
attention in visual perception, respectively (Shulman & Wilson, 1987). When executing an attention shift the VSAW’s
coordinates are changed successively as if it was moving in
an imagined visual field. We argue that these attention shifts
at least partly use processes and structures of visual perception, in particular, motor processes responsible for saccades.
The VSAW serves two main functions during imagery:
1) making qualitative spatial relations or shape information
concrete by determining the location, i.e., coordinates, of entities or features of a shape, 2) inferring spatial relations or
shape information. We further distinguish the application of
these functions on what we term scene level and shape level.
Figure 1 shows an example of these two levels.
On the scene level, i.e., the imagination of a scene or complex object, the qualitative relations are made concrete by
linking the concepts and their parts to coordinates. This is
done by changing the VSAW’s coordinates to these respective locations. Consider, for example, the QSR contains that
the concept house is “to the close right of” tree. The concrete
coordinates of the center of house relative to those of tree
are calculated by taking into account default2 translations of
“close” and “right” into a vector. The VSAW’s coordinates
are changed accordingly and the location of house as well
as the resulting distance are returned and thereby made conscious. The inference of spatial relations can be described as
an inversion of the above process. Given the previously calculated locations of two entities, a shift of the VSAW returns
the corresponding spatial relation between them.
On the shape level, i.e., the imagination of a specific shape,
attention shifts are executed based on shape information from
LTM in contrast to the qualitative spatial relations given by
the QSR. Shapes are represented by a set of vectors that in2 These

default values might vary individually and by task.

dicate the relative positions between the features of a shape.
Concrete metrics, such as the height of a building compared
to that of a tree, are made conscious by attention shifts along
the given vectors. That is, shapes are “imagined” by making their properties (e.g., height, width, features) available
through the execution of attention shifts that define the respective shape. The resulting information is then temporarily
stored in the QSR.
We distinguish between covert and overt attention shifts.
We predict only the latter to correspond to eye movements
during imagery. Covert attention shifts are executed if the
to-be-reached coordinates are within the current extent of the
VSAW, i.e., the VSAW does not have to move. It follows
that a high resolution of the VSAW, as needed for processing detailed shapes, leads to more eye movements during an
imagery task as the extent of the VSAW is smaller.

Figure 1: Simplified examples for the scene level (left) and shape

level (right) function of the VSAW. On the left a qualitative spatial
relation is translated into a concrete distance and coordinates by a
shift of the VSAW. On the right the VSAW is provided with a set
of vectors representing the shape of tree. Together with information
from the QSR, e.g., qualitative size, the shape is made conscious
by executing the appropriate attention shifts. Metric information
(e.g., width) and visual features (e.g., edges) with their respective
coordinates are returned.

Explanatory Power of the Model
Mental Scanning and Cognitive Penetration
Extending the classical mental scanning paradigm presented
above, we additionally consider an example of cognitive penetration. A task is referred to as cognitively penetrable if a
subject’s knowledge can affect their behavior in this task. In
general, cognitive penetrability of imagery tasks poses an argument against the idea of quasi-pictures. If, for example, reaction times in mental scanning are penetrable this way, then
this suggests that the initial linear reaction times could not
have resulted from the structural properties of the mental image and the visual buffer. Richman, Mitchell, and Reznick
(1979) show how the scanning time of subjects is affected by
additional information about distances between places within
an image, despite the fact that the distance information is inconsistent with the image itself, as displayed in Figure 2. Neither quasi-pictorial nor enactive theory can straight-forwardly
cope with this type of phenomena.
Our model is able to not only reproduce the traditional
mental scanning reaction time pattern in Table 1 with a strong
correlation of r = 0.94 but also the difference in reaction
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Figure 2: Left: classic island; right: example of an island similar to
those used in (Richman et al., 1979)

Table 1: Mental scanning: classic island. The model’s reaction

stimuli, when represented in our model, is that the rabbitduck
consists of a set of distinct shapes which are linked together
by the spatial and semantic configuration given in the QSR.
The heart-shaped image, in contrast, would be represented as
a single shape. More specifically, it is not a part of a higher
concept like a multi-part object and therefore not bound by semantics. But, in contrast, the shape that is linked with ears of
rabbit in the QSR cannot be beak of duck (which is a nonexistent concept in the QSR at that moment) due to this exact
semantic binding. The reinterpretation of the heart-like shape
is realized by a sequence of attention shifts that identify some
features and their relative position to each other with a new
shape.

times (RT) are affected by noise and averaged over 10 trials. Correlation: r = 0.94

Scan path
house → tree
house → well
house → lake
lake → tree
lake → well
tree → well

RT Model
29.61
31.85
12.14
27.67
42.34
35.49

Actual Relative Distance
4.47
4.47
2
4
5.67
4

Figure 3: Left: rabbitduck as used in (Chambers & Reisberg,

1985); right: reinterpretation stimulus from (Slezak, 1995): The
right part of the heart-like shape is to be inspected to discover the
“2”. The left stimulus is very hard to reinterpret mentally, whereas
the one on the right proved to be mentally reinterpretable by most
subjects.

times described in (Richman et al., 1979) in Table 2. But
most importantly, the model offers us some understanding
as to how cognitive penetration in such imagery tasks might
come about. In the presented case, the sign posts are represented as qualitative distance information between the corresponding entities along with the given relation between these
same entities and the surrounding island in the QSR. That is,
the QSR contains possibly conflicting information and can
also generate inconsistent mental images. If the whole island
is imagined, each entity is “placed” according to the part-of
relations, e.g., tree is “in the top left” of island. But if an attention shift between house and tree is triggered, the stored
direct relation between these entities is used and the qualitative distance relation, in the case of tree “far” (this distance
is derived from the “80” sign), is translated into other coordinates.

When Mental Reinterpretation is Possible
The above mentioned distinction between shape level and
scene level processing leads to a concrete explanation for the
difference between reinterpretable mental images and nonreinterpretable ones. Figure 3 shows one example for each
of the two classes. The crucial difference between these two
Table 2: Mental scanning: (Richman et al., 1979). Reaction times
(RT) of the model are averages over ten trials.

Condition
20 route
80 route

RT Experiment [s]
3.118
3.496

RT Model
25.36
35.03

Eye Movements and Levels of Processing
There are experiments showing the occurrence of eye movements along the processed spatial relations in mental imagery.
Our model reproduces these eye movements by overt attention shifts of the VSAW, therefore we want to extend this
topic by also asking when meaningful eye movement do not
occur. Looking through the literature, most reported studies
using eye tracking during imagery tasks contain stimuli of relatively great detail, e.g., a fully fledged-out scene (Johansson
et al., 2006) or rich descriptions like “Imagine that you are
standing across the street from a 40 story apartment building.
At the bottom there is a doorman in blue.” in (Spivey & Geng,
2001).
We will, however, go beyond the established connection
of such detailed imagery and eye movements and look for
where to draw the line between imagery tasks which do elicit
and those which do not elicit meaningful eye movements.
Sima, Lindner, Schultheis, and Barkowsky (2010) report two
experiments using three-term series problems of the following form: “A is west of B; B is north of C; infer the relation
between A and C”. When subjects were only told to solve
the problems, eye movements along the given directions were
not significant. The second experiment consisted of the very
same task, but with the instruction to imagine the entities as
red squares like cities on a map with the respective letter next
to it. This resulted in a significant amount of eye movements
along the given directions. The answer as to why such a minor change in instructions can trigger eye movements can be
found in the properties of the VSAW. The more details, i.e.,
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shape information, are processed, the more likely are overt attention shifts. The reason is the smaller extent of the VSAW
in its high-resolution mode. The smaller the covered area of
the imaginary visual field, the more likely the VSAW has to
move to cover new coordinates. For the experiment reported
first, no shape information might be processed at all, i.e., entities are merely linked to single coordinates, which allows for
a low resolution of the VSAW with a therefore larger extent.
The task can in principle be solved without any functional eye
movements.
Additionally, it is worth noting that some tasks might also
be processed entirely on the level of the QSR. That is, we can
distinguish three levels of processing in the model: 1) processing only on the level of the QSR, 2) processing with quantified spatial relations (retrieved from the VSAW) between
parts of a scene but without shape information (scene level),
3) processing with quantified shape information (shape level)
either alone or within the context a scene.

Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown how the attention-based quantification theory formalized as a computational cognitive
model is able to successfully offer a consistent and plausible explanation for a set of relevant phenomena in mental imagery, which cannot be satisfyingly explained by any
of the contemporary theories on their own. The representation structures and resulting different processing levels of our
model give new insight on how the mental structures underlying mental imagery can be understood and modeled. Furthermore, the different processing levels offer an interesting
new take on the differences and similarities of what is often
referred to as, for example, spatial mental models vs. mental
imagery or visual/object imagery vs. spatial imagery. Lastly,
our model exemplifies a concrete and satisfactory compromise between the problems of assuming quasi-pictures and
the questionable assumption of purely propositional reasoning.
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Abstract
Do mental simulations of perceptual information look more
like high-resolution photographs or sketchy line drawings? In
the domain of language comprehension, considerable
evidence suggests that words and sentences trigger
simulations, but it is unclear to what extent they resemble
perceptual reality. We explored the possibility that different
types of language may be associated with simulations at
different levels of realism. In Experiment 1, participants
judged whether an object depicted in a photograph or a line
drawing had been mentioned in a preceding sentence. Object
recognition was faster for photographs after sentences
containing adjectives than sentences containing spatial terms,
and this difference was greater than for line drawings. In
Experiment 2, recognition performance for color drawings
was intermediate to that of photographs and line drawings,
pointing to a continuum of realism from schematic to
photorealistic. The results suggest that perceptual simulation
is not monolithic in nature, and that language, by eliciting
simulations capturing different levels of realism, may induce
different ways of conceptualizing the world.
Keywords:
realism;
mental
comprehension; word meaning.

simulation;

language

Introduction
A growing body of evidence suggests that the process of
language
comprehension
spontaneously
triggers
representations much like those derived through direct
perceptual experience. A number of studies have
demonstrated that processing words or sentences activates
perceptual information such as shape, orientation, and
motion (see Zwaan & Madden, 2005, for a review),
suggesting that language comprehenders spontaneously
construct perceptual simulations to represent the meaning of
linguistic expressions (Barsalou, 1999; Zwaan, 2004).
Although such simulations are assumed to bear an analog
relationship to the objects and events they represent, little is
known about the precise nature of their perceptual
properties. In particular, it is unclear whether simulations
capture the full richness of perceptual reality, as opposed to
a coarser or more schematic level of detail. In this research,
we investigate the possibility that simulations can vary in
realism, ranging from virtually photorealistic to highly
schematic, depending on the type of language processed. To
the extent that realistic and schematic perceptual forms
afford different mental operations, a simulation’s level of
realism may provide important clues as to how meaning is
represented from linguistic input and how such
representations are further used in thinking and reasoning.

Although research on simulation in language
comprehension has not directly examined realism, a
schematic level of representation has typically been
assumed. It has been suggested that because simulations
reflect partial reactivations of previously experienced
perceptual states (Barsalou, 1999) and depend on limited
attentional resources (Zwaan, Stanfield, & Yaxley, 2002),
they must be relatively schematic in nature. This assumption
converges with the cognitive linguistic theories of Talmy
(1983) and Langacker (1987), which hold that semantic
knowledge draws on image schemas that capture only select
components of experience (e.g., paths, spatial relations) and
omit irrelevant information. In line with this view, studies
examining the psychological reality of image schemas have
tended to use highly impoverished materials, consistent with
the possibility that the underlying representations lack fine
detail. Richardson et al. (2004), for example, used simple
geometric shapes and arrows to investigate spatial aspects of
verb representations. Similarly, work on perceptual
simulation by Zwaan and colleagues (e.g., Stanfield &
Zwaan, 2001; Zwaan et al., 2002) has focused largely on
properties (e.g., shape, orientation) that can be readily
depicted in line drawings (but see Yaxley & Zwaan, 2007,
for findings using more realistic materials).
The assumption that limited attention renders simulations
schematic suggests that a simulation’s level of realism may
depend on how deeply the meaning of a linguistic
expression is processed. On this view, processing language
deeply results in relatively rich simulations. Recent work by
Holmes and Wolff (2010) raises an interesting alternative
possibility. Rather than being tied to depth of processing,
the simulation of realism may depend on the type of
language processed, with certain types of language
promoting more realistic simulations than others. This
possibility was supported by a series of experiments on the
perception of implied motion in realistic and schematic
scenes. Holmes and Wolff found that when an object’s
support was suddenly removed (e.g., a pedestal beneath a
potted plant disappeared), people appeared to simulate the
effect of gravity, showing insensitivity to downward
changes in the object’s position. Downward motion was
much more likely to be simulated, however, when people
viewed scenes that resembled line drawings than when they
viewed scenes that resembled photographs. Holmes and
Wolff also observed that linguistic processing of the scenes
influenced subsequent simulation. After writing a verbal
description of the scenes, participants also simulated motion
in response to the photorealistic scenes. Further, the
magnitude of the simulation effect was positively correlated
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with the proportion of terms referring to spatial relations
(e.g., prepositions) in participants’ descriptions, and
negatively correlated, albeit not significantly, with the
proportion of adjectives. Thus, relational language seemed
to encourage participants to conceptualize photorealistic
scenes schematically (i.e., as if they were line drawings),
while richer perceptual language promoted more realistic
construals. As all participants spent the same amount of
time writing their descriptions, it is unlikely that the more
realistic construals were the result of deeper linguistic
processing. These findings are consistent with a proposal by
Landau and Jackendoff (1993), who hypothesized that the
meanings of prepositions, which encode coarse spatial
information (e.g., points, planes, axes), are represented more
schematically than the meanings of object nouns and,
presumably, terms that encode even finer-grained detail
(e.g., color, texture) such as adjectives.
In the present research, we provide a more direct test of
the potential influence of language on conceptualization
than was provided in Holmes and Wolff (2010). We do so
by manipulating the type of language processed and
assessing the level of realism that is simulated. We
accomplished this by adapting the sentence-picture
matching paradigm developed by Zwaan and colleagues
(e.g., Zwaan et al., 2002). In this paradigm, participants are
presented with a sentence (e.g., The ranger saw the eagle in
the sky) describing an object in a manner that implies a
given perceptual property (e.g., shape), followed by a
picture of the object that either matches (e.g., an eagle with
outstretched wings) or mismatches (e.g., an eagle with
folded wings) the implied property. Participants are asked to
make speeded recognition judgments as to whether the
object in the picture was mentioned in the preceding
sentence. If judgments are faster to matching than to
mismatching pictures, it can be concluded that language
comprehenders simulate the implied property.
Here we investigate whether language comprehenders
simulate realism, and whether realism varies with type of
language. In Experiment 1, we presented participants with
sentences that described objects using adjectives (e.g., The
watermelon is crunchy and sweet) or spatial terms (e.g., The
watermelon is in the basket), and then asked them to make
recognition judgments to photographs or line drawings. We
predicted that people would be relatively faster to respond to
objects shown in photographs after sentences containing
adjectives than after sentences containing spatial terms. This
was expected because adjectives should trigger more realistic
simulations than spatial terms. Further, we expected that there
would be a smaller relative difference in performance across
the two types of sentences when people responded to objects
shown in line drawings. This was expected because spatial
terms should trigger less realistic simulations than adjectives.
Indeed, we might have gone so far as to predict that responses
to objects in line drawings would be faster after sentences
containing spatial terms than after sentences containing
adjectives, but such a finding would not necessarily be
expected, given that there are many perceptual forms that are

even less realistic than line drawings (see General
Discussion). As will be shown, responses are faster overall
after sentences containing adjectives than sentences
containing spatial terms. Thus, a relatively smaller adjective
advantage for line drawings than for photographs would be
sufficient to indicate that spatial terms trigger less realistic
simulations than adjectives.

Experiment 1
The stimuli in Experiment 1 were pairs of sentences and
pictures. The sentences described objects and included
either adjectives or spatial terms, and the pictures were
either photographs or line drawings. Importantly, the
perceptual properties described by the two types of
sentences could be captured by both types of pictures (e.g.,
no color terms were used, since line drawings have no
color). Consider, for example, the sentence The watermelon
is crunchy and sweet. A watermelon depicted in a line
drawing could be just as crunchy and sweet as one depicted
in a photograph; nothing about the terms crunchy and sweet
explicitly points to properties that a schematically rendered
watermelon could not conceivably possess. Similarly, the
spatial relations encoded by spatial terms in sentences such
as The watermelon is in the basket were just as likely to be
present in photographs as in line drawings. Hence, it is
unlikely for any differences observed across sentence types
to be due to cueing of specific perceptual properties by
individual words. Of interest was relative recognition
performance for objects in photographs and line drawings
following the two types of sentences. If simulated realism
does not depend on type of language, object recognition
performance should not depend on whether objects are
mentioned in sentences containing adjectives or spatial
terms. If, however, different types of language induce
different levels of simulated realism, participants should be
faster to respond to photographs after sentences containing
adjectives than sentences containing spatial terms, and this
difference should be greater than for line drawings.

Method
Participants. Sixty-five Emory University undergraduates
participated for course credit. The data of three participants were
discarded because of long mean response latencies (> 700 ms).
Materials. Eighty picture pairs were used, with each pair
consisting of one black-and-white line drawing of an object
from the Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980) set of normed
pictures and one full-color photograph of the same object
obtained from the Web, selected to closely match its

Figure 1: Example photograph (left) and line drawing (right)
from Exp. 1-2 and color drawing (center) from Exp. 2.
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counterpart (see Figure 1). The 80 pairs comprised 10
superordinate categories (birds, clothing, fruit, furniture,
kitchen utensils, mammals, musical instruments, tools,
vegetables, vehicles), with 8 pairs from each category. The
two pictures in each pair were the same size, and all fell
within a square of approximately 10 cm on the screen. An
additional 8 pictures (4 photographs, 4 line drawings) were
used on practice trials.
One hundred sixty sentence pairs were generated to
accompany the pictures: 80 pairs in which both sentences
mentioned the object in the subsequent picture (“yes”
response) and 80 pairs in which both sentences mentioned
an object other than the one in the subsequent picture (“no”
response). Of the two sentences in each pair, one described
an object using adjectives and the other described the same
object using spatial terms. To ensure that participants
processed the entire sentence, the object noun occupied
either the subject position (e.g., The swan was beautiful and
serene) or the object position (e.g., The man saw the
beautiful, serene swan) in the sentence. An additional 8
pictures (4 photographs, 4 line drawings), paired with an
additional 8 sentences (4 with adjectives, 4 with spatial
terms), were used on practice trials.
Design. Each participant was presented with trials from one
of eight lists, each including either the photograph or line
drawing version of all 80 objects. Within each list, the
factors of response type (yes or no), sentence type (adjective
vs. spatial), picture realism (photograph vs. line drawing),
noun position (subject vs. object), and superordinate
category were counterbalanced. Each list consisted of 80
sentence-picture pairs (40 “yes” responses, 40 “no”
responses), with 20 trials each of the following
combinations: adjective/photograph, adjective/line drawing,
spatial/photograph, spatial/line drawing. Practice trials were
identical across lists.
Procedure. Participants were instructed to read each
sentence, and then to decide whether the object in the
subsequently presented picture had been mentioned in the
sentence. Each trial began with a sentence, center-justified
on the screen. Participants pressed the space bar when they

Figure 2: Response times to photographs and line drawings
across sentence types in Experiment 1. Error bars are 95%
within-subjects confidence intervals.

felt they had understood the sentence. Then a fixation point
appeared for 250 ms, followed by a picture. Participants
recorded their response by pressing one of two computer
keys (“P” key for “yes” responses, “Q” key for “no”
responses). The picture remained on the screen until a
response was recorded or until 1500 ms elapsed. The next
trial began 1000 ms later.
There were 8 practice trials after which participants
received feedback on their accuracy and response speed, and
80 test trials in which no feedback was given. Instructions
emphasized both speed and accuracy.

Results and Discussion
The findings supported the prediction that sentences with
adjectives would produce more realistic simulations than
sentences with spatial terms. As shown in Figure 2,
responses to photographs were faster after sentences
containing adjectives than sentences containing spatial
terms, whereas responses to line drawings did not differ
across the two types of sentences.
These findings were supported by analyses of object
recognition performance across conditions. Preliminary
analyses indicated that response type (yes vs. no), noun
position (subject vs. object), and list did not interact
significantly with these factors (all ps > .05), so they were
not included in subsequent analyses. We conducted 2
(sentence type: adjective vs. spatial) × 2 (picture realism:
photograph vs. line drawing) repeated-measures analyses of
variance (ANOVAs) on the accuracy and reaction time (RT)
data by participants (F1) and by items (F2). In the accuracy
analyses, there were no significant main effects of sentence
type or realism, and no interaction (all ps > .06). Mean
accuracy was 96.3% overall (SD = 2.3%) and above 95% in
all conditions.
In the RT analyses, trials in which participants responded
incorrectly (3.7%) or in which RTs were greater than 2.5 SD
from individual means (3.3%) were excluded. There was a
significant main effect of sentence type, with faster
responses to sentences containing adjectives than sentences
containing spatial terms, F1(1,61) = 6.99, p = .01; F2(1,79) =
6.63, p = .01. While there was no main effect of realism (ps
> .9), the interaction between sentence type and realism was
significant, F1(1,61) = 11.54, p = .001; F2(1,79) = 6.19, p =
.01. In the case of photographs, sentences containing
adjectives resulted in significantly faster response times than
sentences containing spatial terms, t1(61) = 4.39, p < .0001;
t2(79) = 3.37, p = .001; response times to line drawings did
not differ across the two sentence types (ps > .4).
These results suggest that participants simulated realism,
and that the level of realism depended on the type of
sentence processed. A comparison of sentence reading times
suggests that more realistic simulation was not due to deeper
linguistic processing. Although sentences containing
adjectives produced faster responses to photographs than
sentences containing spatial terms, these sentences were
also read faster (1423 vs. 1466 ms), t(61) = 2.45, p = .02.
Thus, more realistic simulations occurred for sentences that
were processed, if anything, less deeply. We suspect,
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however, that depth of processing was comparable across
the two sentence types because the sentences containing
adjectives were slightly shorter on average (6.5 vs. 7.1
words), and hence could be read faster.
The findings of Experiment 1 suggest that the simulations
associated with adjectives are more like photographs than
line drawings. The simulations associated with spatial
terms, though less realistic than those for adjectives, showed
no clear association with one type of picture over the other.
However, as there was a larger advantage for adjectives
over spatial terms in the case of photographs than in the case
of line drawings, the level of simulated realism triggered by
spatial terms can be characterized as relatively less realistic
than that triggered by adjectives.

Design and Procedure. Each participant was presented
with trials from one of 12 lists, each including one of the
three versions (photograph, color drawing, or line drawing)
of the 80 objects. As in Experiment 1, all within-subjects
factors (response type, sentence type, picture realism, noun
position, and superordinate category) were fully
counterbalanced within each list. All other aspects of the
design and procedure were identical to Experiment 1.

Results and Discussion

Experiment 2
Besides photographs and line drawings, there are countless
other perceptual forms that may fall at different points on a
continuum from schematic to photorealistic. Images that
contain information about an object’s surface details (e.g.,
color, texture), without necessarily being faithful to how the
object would be perceived by the visual system, serve as an
interesting test case. On the one hand, such images are like
photographs in representing fine-grained details of objects
that might be omitted from more schematic renderings. On
the other hand, the presence of color and texture alone do
not ensure that an image will look realistic. Experiment 2
further examined the nature of simulated realism by
comparing recognition performance for objects shown in
color drawings (including some texture information) to that
for objects shown in photographs and in line drawings. If
simulated realism is simply a matter of representing surface
details, participants should be faster to respond to objects
shown in color drawings after sentences with adjectives than
sentences with spatial terms, and the magnitude of this
effect should be comparable to that for photographs (and
larger than that for line drawings). If, however, simulated
realism is capable of capturing the rich detail of perceptual
reality, the difference in performance for color drawings
across the two types of sentences should fall somewhere
between that for photographs and line drawings, reflecting a
relatively intermediate level of realism.

As shown in Figure 3, the results for photographs and line
drawings replicated Experiment 1. Responses to photographs
were faster after sentences containing adjectives than
sentences containing spatial terms, and the advantage for
sentences containing adjectives was somewhat larger for
photographs than for line drawings. We also found that color
drawings, like photographs, showed faster responses
following sentences containing adjectives than sentences
containing spatial terms, but this difference across sentence
types did not differ significantly from that for photographs or
for line drawings. Hence, color drawings might be
characterized as representing an intermediate level of realism,
between highly realistic photographs and more schematic line
drawings.
These findings were supported by 2 (sentence type:
adjective vs. spatial) × 3 (picture realism: photograph vs.
color drawing vs. line drawing) repeated-measures ANOVAs
on the RT and accuracy data by participants and by items. In
the accuracy analyses, there were no significant main effects
of sentence type or realism, and no interaction (all ps > .4).
Mean accuracy was 97.4% overall (SD = 2.3%) and above
96% in all conditions. In the RT analyses, trials in which
participants responded incorrectly (2.6%) or in which RTs
were greater than 2.5 SD from individual means (2.9%) were
excluded. While there was a significant main effect of
sentence type, with faster responses to sentences containing
adjectives than sentences containing spatial terms, F1(1,51) =
9.11, p = .004; F2(1,79) = 9.35, p = .003, neither the main
effect of realism nor the interaction between sentence type
and realism was significant (ps > .2).

Method
Participants. Sixty-three Emory University undergraduates
participated for course credit. The data of 11 participants were
discarded because of high error rates (> 20%; N = 1) or long
mean response latencies (> 700 ms; N = 10).
Materials. The same sentences and pictures as in Experiment
1 were used. An additional 80 drawings of the same objects
(Rossion & Pourtois, 2004) were added to the set of pictures.
These drawings were augmented versions of Snodgrass and
Vanderwart’s (1980) original stimuli, with color information
and some texture detail added. While the new stimuli were
designed to appear more realistic than their line drawing
counterparts (Rossion & Pourtois, 2004), they are noticeably
less lifelike than photographs (see Figure 1).
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Figure 3: Response times to photographs, color drawings,
and line drawings across sentence types in Experiment 2.
Error bars are 95% within-subjects confidence intervals.

Figure 3 suggests that the lack of significant interaction
may have been due to the intermediate pattern of
performance for color drawings relative to photographs and
line drawings. Indeed, when trials with color drawings were
not included, the interaction became marginally significant
in the analysis by participants, F1(1,51) = 2.85, p = .098; F2
< 2. Sentences containing adjectives resulted in significantly
faster response times than sentences containing spatial terms
in the case of photographs, t1(51) = 2.87, p = .006; t2(79) =
2.31, p = .02, but not line drawings (ps > .4), replicating
Experiment 1. Color drawings appeared to pattern after
photographs, showing significantly faster responses
following sentences containing adjectives than sentences
containing spatial terms, t1(51) = 2.14, p = .04; t2(79) =
2.11, p = .04. However, pairwise comparisons of difference
scores across sentence types (mean spatial RT – mean
adjective RT) for the three types of pictures revealed that
while the advantage for sentences containing adjectives
(relative to sentences containing spatial terms) was
marginally significant for photographs compared to line
drawings, t(51) = 1.69, p = .098, color drawings did not
differ significantly from either of the other two picture types
[color drawings vs. photographs: t(51) = .53, p > .5; color
drawings vs. line drawings: t(51) = 1.07, p > .2]. As in
Experiment 1, sentence reading times were faster for
sentences containing adjectives than sentences containing
spatial terms (1282 vs. 1324 ms), t(51) = 3.07, p = .003,
inconsistent with a depth of processing explanation.
The results of Experiment 2 provide further evidence that
simulations vary in realism according to type of language,
with adjectives inducing relatively more realistic
simulations than spatial terms. Indeed, the difference
between the two sentence types was largest for photographs
and smallest for line drawings. Color drawings fell
somewhere in the middle; while more strongly associated
with adjectives than spatial terms, they nonetheless
appeared to reflect an intermediate level of realism.
Simulated realism may thus be more continuous than
categorical; simulations can be more or less realistic, with
the most realistic of simulations resembling the level of
detail captured in a photograph, not merely that in a color
drawing. Moreover, different types of language may be
represented at different points on this continuum of realism.

General Discussion
Previous research on perceptual simulation during language
comprehension has considered simulation in essentially
monolithic terms. That is, many studies have served as
existence proofs that simulation occurs from linguistic input
(see Zwaan & Madden, 2005), without examining the
conditions under which the perceptual properties of
simulations may vary. While effective in challenging the
idea that language comprehension relies exclusively on
amodal propositions (Barsalou, 1999; Zwaan et al., 2002),
this approach may underestimate the range of
representational diversity that simulations may be capable of
capturing. Our findings suggest that one aspect of such

diversity is the extent to which simulations reflect
perceptual reality. Across two experiments, language
referring to relatively more fine-grained information about
objects resulted in more realistic simulations (i.e., akin to
photographs rather than line drawings) than language
referring to coarser spatial properties. Moreover, these
results could not be explained simply in terms of how
deeply participants processed the linguistic stimuli.
As discussed previously, our findings are unlikely to be
due to cueing of perceptual properties by individual words,
such as crunchy and sweet. Instead, we suggest that these
adjectives induced a more realistic simulation precisely
because they are adjectives; processing such terms may lead
to the expectation of greater realism more generally, beyond
the meanings of the words themselves. This idea is
supported by the observation that the results were not
contingent on whether the depicted object had in fact been
mentioned in the preceding sentence. As this factor did not
interact with sentence type or realism, it can be concluded
that faster responses to photographs following sentences
containing adjectives occurred not only when participants
confirmed objects that had been mentioned (e.g., a
watermelon after The watermelon is crunchy and sweet), but
also when they disconfirmed objects that had not been
mentioned (e.g., a flute after the same sentence). Thus,
realism might be characterized as a mode of simulation
induced by language more generally (Wolff & Holmes,
2011), rather than a property restricted to the representation
of objects explicitly described.
Although we focused on adjectives and spatial terms,
other types of language may be associated with different
levels of realism as well. Landau and Jackendoff’s (1993)
account of the potential neural underpinnings of word
meaning contrasts prepositions with object nouns, linking
the latter to processing in the ventral stream of the visual
system. More recent neural evidence suggests, however, that
the dorsal stream also shows sensitivity to properties of
objects, namely shape (Chandrasekaran et al., 2006). As
processing in the dorsal stream has been characterized as
schematic relative to that in the ventral stream (Farivar,
2009), nouns may be more likely to pattern after
prepositions than adjectives. Thus, it may be useful to
examine the level of realism associated with bare nouns
(e.g., watermelon), given no other descriptive information,
perhaps as a means of specifying the nature of object
representations devoid of situational context. Even more
schematic than the simulations associated with nouns might
be those for verbs, given that verb meanings have often been
characterized in terms of semantic components (e.g.,
CAUSE, CONTACT, PATH) that are highly abstract and
relational and for which a common perceptual instantiation
is difficult to specify (Talmy, 1988; Wolff & Song, 2003).
Photographs and line drawings clearly differ in realism,
but they do not necessarily represent the endpoints of the
realism continuum. However, photographs might be
relatively close to the realistic endpoint, given that they
capture most, if not all, of the perceptual properties
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processed by the visual system. Still, images that amplify
3-D depth cues or contain extreme variation in texture and
lighting might suggest how far the boundaries of simulated
realism can be pushed. Conversely, images that reduce
objects to simple geometric forms, such as those used in
research on image schemas (e.g., Richardson et al., 2004),
are considerably more schematic than line drawings. Note
that our results showed an advantage for adjectives over
spatial terms for more realistic images (photographs and
color drawings), but no corresponding advantage for spatial
terms over adjectives for more schematic images (line
drawings). If even more schematic images (e.g., geons;
Biederman, 1987) were used, such a schematic advantage
might be realized, so long as the objects could still be
reliably identified. Manipulating perceptual properties in
this manner suggests a potentially powerful diagnostic for
the content of mental simulations.
In previous work (Holmes & Wolff, 2010), we found that
the realism of visual scenes influenced the mental
operations used to process them. In particular, more
schematic scenes were found to produce greater effects of
implied motion, suggesting that stimuli lacking in realism
may be especially likely to promote dynamic processing.
Together with additional evidence that such processing was
correlated with the use of certain types of language, the
current findings point to a role for language in modulating
the realism perceived in everyday stimuli. If different types
of language shunt processing in the direction of greater or
lesser realism, the referents of such language may be
perceived as more or less realistic than they actually are.
Further, non-linguistic mental operations associated with the
level of simulated realism (e.g., implied motion, in the case
of more schematic simulations), may become more likely to
be recruited. In this way, language may induce cognitive
processes that continue to be engaged even after language is
no longer in use (Wolff & Holmes, 2011). Just as artists
capture different levels of realism in their works (e.g., the
rich color and heightened intensity of Baroque painting vs.
the abstract geometry of Cubism), so too may language give
rise to different images in the mind, perhaps offering
different affordances for thinking and reasoning. In tapping
multiple layers of perceptual experience, language may
enable the visual world to be represented in grainy black
and white, full technicolor, and everything in between.
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Abstract
Change blindness is a person‟s inability to notice changes in a
visual scene that seem obvious when pointed out. Recent
experiments using eye tracking techniques have suggested
that even though participants do not detect a change they
fixate on the changing area more. Two studies test whether
this finding is present across different change blindness
paradigms and whether it is detectable after fixation. In the
first study we compare behavior in flicker and gradual change
paradigms. Results reveal that across paradigms participants
do spend more time on the changing area yet do not detect the
change. In the second study we test whether we can capture
the traces of change blindness in mouse movement. Findings
indicate that accuracy has more of an impact on mouse
movement than presence of change.
Keywords: change blindness, mouse movement, eye
tracking, decision making.

Introduction
Change blindness occurs when a seemingly obvious
occurrence within one's range of vision escapes attention.
Many studies have investigated the notion of change
blindness. These studies have shown that people fail to see
changes in videos, photographs, and even in real life
situations about 50% of the time, although these changes are
obvious after they have been pointed out (Hollingworth,
2003; Levin, Simons, Angelone, & Chabris, 2002; Rensink,
O'Regan, & Clark, 1997; Simons & Chabris, 1999; Simons
& Levin, 1997). Evidence for change blindness has been
found in both lab and in real life settings and can be induced
in various ways (see Rensink, 2002 for an overview). Two
of the more common ways to induce change blindness are
flicker and gradual changes (Rensink et al., 1997; Simons,
Franconeri, & Reimer, 2000). The flicker technique induces
change blindness by rapidly presenting two images of the
same scene each followed by a blank slide to act as a
disruptor (Rensink et al., 1997). The gradual change
technique induces change blindness by changing part of the
visual scene gradually over a ~12 second viewing time
(Simons et al., 2000).
David, Laloyaux, Devue, and Cleeremans (2006)
compared flicker and gradual change techniques and found
that participants were better able to detect changes in flicker
videos than in gradual videos, suggesting these two

techniques are different and might tap into different
perceptual and cognitive processes.
Hollingworth, Williams, and Henderson (2001) suggested
that change attracts attention. Using a flicker paradigm they
found that participants fixated for longer duration on the
changing aspect of a scene when they detected the change.
More interestingly, they also found participants fixated
more on the changing scene even when they did not detect
the change.
Hollingworth et al. (2001) reported an important finding,
because they suggest that change blindness might say more
about cognitive processes than visual perceptual processes.
Thus far, Hollingworth et al.‟s finding is limited to flicker
techniques and might therefore be an artifact of the
technique rather than a conclusion for change blindness in
general. However, Hollingworth et al.‟s finding has not been
investigated for the possibility that cognitive processes
might explain the change blindness effect. In this paper, we
showcase two studies intending to test whether partial
detection of changes may take place even when detection
may not occur. The first experiment shows that two
commonly used change blindness techniques have similar
effects, suggesting that it is not low-level perceptual features
that are driving this sub-threshold processing. The second
experiment tests whether this processing makes its way to
post-viewing decisions, which would shed further light on
how detailed these representations are. We first begin with a
background summary of action dynamics measures to
justify its use in this design.

Action Dynamics and Cognition
Cognition is not a rigid set of processes, but can be thought
of as a continuous, dynamic system that is ever changing
from moment to moment. Research in the area of action
dynamics has shown that cognitive processes can be tracked
at a continuous rate by looking at continuous motor actions
such as arm movements (Dale, Roche, Snyder, & McCall,
2008). Rather than using static response measures, the
action dynamics approach taps into the evolution of a
cognitive process, as it approaches one or another option
present in a task environment. Dale, Kehoe, and Spivey
(2007) found that arm trajectories differ when competing
categories are presented with images of animals. Asking
participants to choose the correct category for whale when
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presented with mammal and fish causes a competition in
cognition, which is then represented in a differing pattern of
physical movement than when non-competing categories are
present (mammal and bird). Contrasting information in
decision-making may literally pull us into differing
directions. McKinstry, Dale, and Spivey (2008) found that
when participants are deciding on the truth values of
statements there is a distinct index in arm movement
reaction to the decision-making process. Participants show a
greater curvature in movement when deciding on statements
with a low truth value and less curvature on higher truth
value statements. When decision-making takes more effort
due to higher levels of ambiguity (e.g. low truth value
statements) physical movements mirror the dissonance
being experienced within the mind. The same is true for
when there is little cognitive dissonance (i.e. less curvature
in movements regarding high truth value statements).
Spivey, Grosjean, & Knoblich (2005) found that arm
movement trajectories do not move directly to an intended
item, but will curve towards a competitor option before
selecting the correct item. Dale, Roche, Snyder, & McCall
(2008) used an action dynamics approach to map out
learning as it took place. By mapping the arm movements of
participants, paired-associate learning expressed particular
patterns and changes to those patterns as the learning
progressed and deepened. Just as learning and lexical
decision-making can be mapped out using this action
dynamics approach, decision-making in other cognitive
aspects can also be analyzed using this process. In change
blindness, participants are asked if they perceive a change in
the visual stimuli presented. However, previous studies of
change blindness have not looked directly at the decisionmaking process that is taking place during this particular
question.
The current study employs eye tracking in both flicker
and gradual change paradigms to investigate Hollingworth
and Henderson‟s (2002) findings at a perceptual level. In
addition, we also investigate at a cognitive level by utilizing
the motor movements involved in the decision-making
process of change blindness. Using the action dynamics
approach, the continuous process of decision-making can be
tracked as they take place in real time. Indices present in
subtle arm curvature may also reveal that participants have
detected a subtle change just beneath the level of conscious
perception.

participants did not notice a change, they would fixate on
the changing area longer than participants in a non-changing
baseline condition.

Experiment 1

The experiment was set up with a 2 (change or no-change) x
2 (flicker or gradual change) within subject factorial design.
Participants saw 36 videos (12 change, 12 no-change, 12
filler), each ~10 seconds in length.
Participants were asked one question after each video they
saw and their responses were recorded via yes/no response
buttons on the keyboard. The question was (“did you notice
a change in the video?”) provided a basic measure of
whether participants noticed a change.

In order to expand on Hollingworth and Henderson‟s (2002)
findings we performed an eye-tracking experiment where
participants‟ eye gaze was monitored while they watched
flicker and gradual change inducing videos. Following the
viewing of each video, they were asked whether they saw a
change and what the change was. We hypothesized that
participants who noticed the change in flicker and gradual
change videos would fixate on the changing areas more than
participants who did not notice the change. More
importantly, however, we hypothesized that even if

Participants
Thirty undergraduate students (17 female, 13 male)
participated for Psychology course credit. All participants
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Stimuli
Materials included flicker and gradual video materials from
Simons‟ (2003) Surprising Studies of Visual Awareness
DVD, existing public domain images made available on the
Internet by R. Rensink, and Robinson (2003). In order to
increase the number of items, additional videos were created
using a similar format and procedure as the Rensink et al.
(1997) and Simons et al. (2000) videos.
In the study, 24 change videos were used each ~10
seconds long. The content of the various videos included
scenes of ordinary things such as farms, office desks,
beaches, and street scenes. One video, for instance, showed
a scene with a wheat field in the foreground and a barn with
a silo and trees in the background. In this video, the
changing component consisted of the disappearance of a
section of the wheat field.
The change videos were manipulated to obtain no-change
control videos. To ensure that participants never saw the
same video twice, the number of change videos displayed
was lowered. These no-change control videos combined
with filler videos, which never included a change, were
included with the stimuli videos to obtain a 1:2 ratio of
change/no-change stimuli so that participants were unlikely
to strategically pick up on change patterns.

Apparatus
An SMI Hi-Speed eye tracker was used and had a 240 Hz
sampling rate with a viewing angle of (horizontal/vertical) ±
30° / 30° (up), 45° (down). Participants‟ heads were
stabilized by an adjustable ergonomic chin rest and forehead
rest while they viewed the stimuli. All participants made
responses using the keyboard. All stimuli were presented on
an 800 x 600-pixel computer screen, and a 9-point
calibration procedure was used for calibrating participants.

Design
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participants were looking at the changing AOI even though
they did not detect a change.

Procedure
Participants were initially shown two examples of change
videos: one flicker and one gradual change and were told
that their task was to determine if there was a change in the
video and to report their conclusion by pressing the
appropriate response button. After the first eye gaze
calibration, the experiment started. Participants viewed the
videos and responded to the two questions. Calibration was
monitored and corrected when needed throughout the
experiment.

Response Data
Response accuracy for the question regarding whether or
not there was a change showed that participants performed
at about chance (50%). More specifically, participants
detected a change in the flicker stimuli (M = .48) more often
than in the gradual change stimuli (M = .21) F(1, 22) = 15.9,
p < .001, d = .57. This difference between paradigms was
similar to what David et al. (2006) found in their study
using a somewhat different procedure.

Results
Data for the filler videos were excluded from all analysis.
Only fixation duration information was used for eye
tracking analyses. For the fixation data outliers were
identified as 2.5 standard deviations above the mean by
subject by condition and were also removed from the
analysis. This affected 3.4% percent of the data.
The areas of interests (AOIs) were identified as the
changing area in the change videos, and the corresponding
identical (but not changing) area in the no-change videos.
Because not all of the videos were played for the same
length of time and not all of the AOIs were the same size,
data was normalized for time on task and space in pixels.
This allowed for the comparison of both flicker and gradual
change techniques. Total fixation time was divided by the
total duration time of the video played, and this normalized
fixation time was divided by the pixel area. The same
algorithm was used to normalize regressions for time on
task and space in pixels:
Normalized fixation =

For all analyses reported here we used a mixed effects
model for analysis of the data. In mixed effect models both
participants and items are treated as random effects.
We checked for an order effect by initially putting
participants into two groups. A mixed-effects model
analysis was conducted on the total fixation time between
the two groups. No differences between the groups were
found. Therefore the data of the two groups were collapsed
into one.
One concern in answering the question whether
participants looked at an AOI without detecting the change
was that participants used a strategy, for instance by looking
at one specific area for the duration of the video and
detecting changes. Even though we discouraged strategies
by using a large proportion of filler videos, we verified that
participants did not have a bias towards detecting a change
by looking at proportions of signal detection „hit‟ and „false
alarm‟ rates. The calculated d’ = 1.575 and C = .692
showed that participants were sensitive to changes in the
videos, and a bias towards saying there was not a change.
This allowed for an ideal data set to examine whether

Eye gaze
Previous eye tracking studies have shown that a changing
area attracts more attention in general (Hollingworth &
Henderson, 2002; Hollingworth et al., 2001) even when not
detected. To test the aforementioned hypotheses we
analyzed only the fixation times for those cases where a)
participants reported no change and the video indeed did not
display a change, and b) participants reported no change but
the video did display a change, and ignored those cases of
no-change videos where participants did (incorrectly) notice
a change. We found that under the flicker condition, fixation
times were longer on changing areas than non-changing
areas, (Changing M = 7,000ms vs. Not Changing M =
5,073ms) F(1, 369.1) = 7.1, p < .01. However, for the
gradual change condition there was not a significant
difference when there was no detection between changing
area and no-changing area, (Changing M = 3,897ms vs. Not
Changing M = 3,624ms) F(1, 214.6) = .1, p = .74. This
suggests that flicker conditions attract attention more readily
than videos in the gradual condition. This is most likely due
to gradual change videos presenting only one instance of a
change per video to a participant.
A main effect was also found for change and no-change,
showing that fixations on the area of interest in the change
condition were significantly longer (M = 3,702ms, SD =
3,323ms) than those in the no-change condition (M =
2,837ms, SD = 2,685ms), F(1, 837.3) = 3.8, p = .05, d = .29.
This finding is similar to what Hollingworth et al. (2001)
found for flicker videos, confirming that a change in the
video does attract attention even if people are not aware of
the change. This finding could however be attributed to the
flicker paradigm. Such an interpretation was not warranted
by our data though, because no interaction was found
between flicker and gradual change on the one hand and
change and no change on the other F(1, 821.5) = 1.7, p =
.19.

Discussion
Many change blindness studies have investigated the
various conditions under which participants detect the
changes in scenes, either in flicker or gradual change
paradigms. Fewer studies have used eye tracking techniques
to investigate what people fixate on during the change
blindness task. One study in particular (Hollingworth et al.,
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2001) has found that people can fixate on a changing object
and not detect the change, but only in the flicker paradigm.
The current study has gone a step further by considering
whether this finding is unique to the perceptual
characteristics of the flicker paradigm by including gradual
change. The results suggest that gradual changes are more
difficult to detect, but overall the results are identical. Even
when participants do not detect a change, they do fixate on
the changing area significantly more than a no-change
baseline. This suggests that change blindness is not simply a
visual perception phenomenon. If it were then we might
expect to see more substantial differences in eye behavior.
However, this could mean that change blindness is partially
a cognitive phenomenon. Even if participants have
physically seen the change, they are not cognitively aware
that they have seen the change. The follow up study looks at
whether the cognitive phenomenon aspects can be captured
using an action dynamic approach.

Experiment 2
We wondered whether the decision-making process
regarding change detection could still carry information
about fixation in the cognitive system. If so, it may show up
in action dynamics measures described in the introduction.
We then conducted a similar experiment, but prompted
participants to respond to a change using the computer
mouse. For the second experiment we were interested in
capturing the decision making process in change detection.
To do this we looked at distance and deviation of mouse
movements when responding. Based on findings from
experiment one, we would predict that videos with no
change should have less variability in curvature than videos
with change because they should attract less attention. In
addition, if participants spent more time looking at the target
they should have less variability in their curvature, because
there are more opportunities to make representational
comparisons. Gradual videos were not used in this
experiment based on the findings mentioned in the first
experiment.

Participants
Twenty-six undergraduate students (20 female, 6 male)
participated for Psychology course credit. All participants
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Stimuli
The same flicker videos from Experiment 1 were used in
Experiment 2 with some additional videos added to fill in
the gap left by removing the gradual videos and to increase
item count. A total of 28 flicker videos with a change were
used.

Apparatus
The same eye tracker, calibration settings, and computer
screen presentation from Experiment 1 were used in
Experiment 2.

Design
The experiment was set up with a 2 (change or no-change)
within subject factorial design. Participants saw 56 videos,
each ~10 seconds in length.
Immediately after the video, participants clicked on a
button at the bottom center of the screen. This caused the
question “did you notice a change in the video?” to appear
at the bottom of the screen, and the available responses
yes/no to appear at the top right and left, respectively.
Mouse-movement trajectories of response were recorded
(Spivey et al., 2005).

Procedure
Participants were initially shown an example change video,
and were told that their task was to determine if there was a
change in the video and to report their conclusion by
clicking the corresponding response. After the first eye gaze
calibration, the experiment started. Calibration was
monitored and corrected when needed throughout the
experiment.

Results
The distances and deviation of the mouse trajectories were
calculated using MATLAB. The distance is defined as the
length the mouse travelled in pixels from the starting x, y
coordinates to the ending coordinates. Maximum deviation
is the maximum distance from the trajectory to an assumed
straight line. We first wanted to compare signal detection
with Experiment 1. The biggest difference in Experiment 2
is that the proportion of False Alarms is much higher. The
calculated d’ = 0.823 and C = .305 showed that participants
were less sensitive to changes in the videos, and less bias
towards saying there was not a change. This could be due to
the videos that were added were more difficult or some bias
in responses.

Eye Gaze
We first carried out a series of exploratory analyses to see if
eye-movement patterns predict mouse-cursor trajectories.
Specifically, we hypothesized that longer overall fixation
times on change area would result in shorter distances and
less deviation in arm trajectories. A linear mixed effects
regression was run with distance as the outcome variable,
fixation duration as the predictor variable and subject as a
random factor. Surprisingly, fixation had a non-significant
effect on distance, F(1, 488) = 0.002, p = 0.96. We then ran
the same analysis with deviation as the outcome variable.
Again, fixation had a non-significant effect on deviation,
F(1, 488) = 0.01, p = 0.98. Digging deeper we then ran a
mixed effects regression including only trials that contained
a change. Distance was the outcome variable, fixation
duration as the predictor variable, and subject as a random
factor. No significant effect was found, F(1, 120) = 2.20, p
= 0.14. The same model was run with only trials in which
no change occurred and a non-significant effect was found,
F(1, 366) = 0.51, p = 0.47. We repeated these models,
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substituting deviation with distance and similar nonsignificant effects were found for change F(1, 366) = 0.28, p
= 0.59, and for no change trials F(1, 120) = 0.81, p = 0.37.
Taking all of these results into account would suggest that
mouse movement is not influenced by fixation duration. We
did not find a connection between eye gaze and mouse
movements for change blindness.

Mouse Movement
Change / no change: In our primary set of analyses, we
tested if there were any general effects from the presence or
absence of a change on both mouse measurements. A
mixed-effects regression was run with distance as the
outcome variable, the presence of a change as the predictor
variable and subject as a random factor. We found that the
presence or absence of a change had no significant effect on
the distance of the subjects‟ mouse movements, F(1, 1,850)
= 0.89, p = 0.35. The same analysis was then run with
deviation as the outcome variable with similar nonsignificant results, F(1, 1,850) = 0.68, p = 0.41. This is in
contrast to the eye tracking results from the first experiment.
In short, presence/absence of change by itself does not seem
to induce differences in mouse trajectories.
Accurate / inaccurate: Furthermore we wanted to examine
whether traces of participants‟ general decision making
processes might be captured in the mouse movement.
Participant accuracy was calculated for responding correctly
and incorrectly on all videos. Accuracy was then used as a
predictor variable for deviation/distance. The results
indicate that accuracy was not a significant predictor of
either distance, F(1, 1,850) = 1.57, p = 0.46, or deviation,
F(1, 1,850) = 0.53, p =0.21. This finding suggests that
whether participants were correct or incorrect in their
responses did not by itself influence their mouse movement.
This might be because participants had already come to a
decision of whether a change occurred before moving the
mouse.
Just change trials: We then checked to see if there was
anything going on in the trials where a change occurred
similar to analysis in the first experiment. We ran a mixed
effects regression which only included trials in which a
change occurred using distance as the outcome variable,
accuracy as the predictor variable and subject as a random
factor. We found that distance increased significantly when
participants answered correctly, F(1, 934) = 7.75, p = 0.006.
Another regression was run with only trials that contained
no change and results showed a decrease in distance when
answering correctly, F(1, 914) = 16.02, p < 0.001. Similar
results were found when deviation was substituted as the
outcome variable with the presence of a change resulting in
shorter deviations, F(1, 934) = 7.05, p < 0.001, and no
change resulting in larger deviations, F(1, 914) = 21.37, p =
0.008. These results are the opposite of what we predicted
earlier. To determine why this might be, we looked at
interactions between video and response.

Figure 1: Interaction between participants‟ Accuracy and
the presence of a change for Mean Distance.

Figure 2: Interaction between participants‟ Accuracy and the
presence of a change for Mean Deviation.
Interaction between change and accuracy: To test a
possible interaction with accuracy and presence of change,
both terms were centered and a mixed effects regression was
run with distance as the outcome variable. Results showed a
significant interaction between change and accuracy, F(1,
1,848) = 25.14, p < 0.0001 (See Figure 1). Deviation was
then used as the outcome variable and a significant
interaction was again found, F(1, 1,848) = 27.34, p < 0.001
(See Figure 2). Both results were plotted to see the graphical
interaction between accuracy and change presence (See
Figure 1 and Figure 2). In both plots, participants exhibited
less confidence in their mouse movement when correctly
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answering there was a change, as if they were still debating
if they noticed a change. Whereas when they correctly
respond there was no-change they are more confident in
their mouse movement, as if they have already decided there
was no change before being asked.

General Discussion
In the first experiment we compared different types of
change blindness videos to determine whether perceptual
processes could clarify where change blindness occurs. We
noted similar behavior in both types of videos suggesting
that change blindness cannot be completely explained by
perceptual processes. In the second experiment we used an
action dynamic approach in order to capture the cognitive
processes involved in deciding whether a change occurred
or not. We found that confidence in decision making was
only impacted when both the presence of a change and
accuracy of response were taken into account.
These findings taken together imply that the cognitive
processes involved in change blindness detection are most
likely occurring before or as responses are given, but after
the perceptual process of scene searching. This would
suggest that there are two stages to change blindness. The
first stage is during low level visual processing, such as at
the fixation level. Obviously it is necessary for the change
area to be fixated on. The second stage is during higher
levels while processing the visual scene. At this stage, even
though the change has been fixated on, it still needs further
processing to be detected. In the current study, mouse
movement served as an indirect way of measuring this
higher level processing that is hypothesized to lead to
detection. However, the measures employed in the current
study are not fine grained enough to determine specifically
when detection takes place.
We recommend that future research focus on the
integration of perceptual and cognitive processes, such as
metacognition (Smilek, Eastwood, Reynolds, & Kingstone,
2008) in order to better understand why what people see and
what they detect is not always what they get.
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Abstract

was. This serves as a powerful demonstration of the ability
of information outside the image to drive perceptual
reorganization.

Two-tones (”Mooney”-esque transformations of grayscale
photographs) can be difficult to recognize. However, after
viewing the photographs from which two-tones were created,
adults experience rapid “perceptual reorganization,” and the
two-tones become immediately recognizable. In contrast to
the effortless post-cue recognition seen in adults, preschoolaged children are generally unable to recognize two-tone
images even when the photograph is simultaneously
available. While simple instructional and perceptual
interventions were ineffective, a cognitive intervention in
which children were convinced that the photo and two-tone
images were transformations of the same physical object
improved children’s recognition. We found a similar deficit in
recognition in adults from a hunter-gatherer tribe (Pirahã)
with a sparse visual symbolic culture and limited exposure to
modern
visual
media.
Photo-triggered
perceptual
reorganization of two-tone images may therefore be a product
of prolonged enculturation, reflecting visual-referential
expertise. As we gain skill in representing visual
correspondences, one of the surprising consequences may be
the ability to literally see things we couldn’t see before.

Figure 1. Dalmatian in the snow from Gregory, 2001.

Keywords: vision; perception; recognition; development;
culture; top-down effects; perceptual reorganization;
expertise; referential and symbolic understanding.

Introduction
Object and scene recognition are typically rapid and
automatic (Potter & Levy, 1969). When viewing
impoverished images however, recognition may be difficult.
One class of such images is two-tones. Two-tones are
created by adjusting and thresholding photographs to render
them in two values (pure black and pure white). Some of
these images, similar to the famous “Dalmatian in the snow”
(Gregory, 2001), can be difficult to interpret because the
foreground objects are not easily segmented from the
background scenes. When briefly viewed for the first time, a
two-tone image may be perceived as a disorganized
smattering of black and white patches. With the right cue,
such as the photo from which the two-tone was derived,
viewers find the image suddenly and vividly transformed
into a coherent percept (Gregory, 2001). Moreover,
following reorganization, it is difficult if not impossible to
see the image as the meaningless array of patches it once

Kovacs and Eisenberg (2004) showed 4-5 year old
children two-tone images and their corresponding photos.
None of the eight children were able to verbally identify the
two-tone images, even with simultaneous presentation of the
corresponding photo. This phenomenon is striking in that
children appear to not just be slower or less accurate; rather,
when viewing the two-tone images and photos side-by-side,
they fail to see what adults see automatically.
In our previous work, we replicated and extended the
Kovacs & Eisenbergy (2004) finding in children. For our
experiments we quantified performance with a measure of
“drawing accuracy”: observers were asked to mark several
corresponding features in the two-tone image and the
matching photograph (Yoon, Winawer, Witthoft, &
Markman, 2007). They received a maximum score of 1 if
they were able to correctly mark corresponding parts in the
two-tone and photo images, and a minimum score of 0 if no
parts corresponded. Adults drawing accuracy was nearly
perfect (Figure 4, Control 2), while children’s drawing
accuracy was very low (Figure 4, Verbal report). The low
marking scores were not due to an inability to understand
the task or to relatively poor drawing skills. The same
children had nearly perfect performance marking
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corresponding parts in easily recognizable but non-identical
image pairs (Figure 4, Control 1).
Children’s striking difficulty in marking corresponding
parts of two-tone and photo images was observed in two
subsequent experimental conditions. In the first condition,
the experimenter explicitly informed the children on every
trial that the two-tone and photo images were the same
(“Actually, this is a picture of the same thing as this. So
there is a [name of object] in this picture and in this
picture”). This manipulation did not improve performance
(Figure 4, Instruction). Second, we changed the order in
which showed the stimuli: we first presented the photo and
only presented the two-tone afterwards with explicit
instruction about the relationship between the photo and
two-tone. This manipulation tested the possibility that poor
performance was due to “perceptual interference”, that is,
that an initial incorrect interpretation of the two-tone
blocked reorganization. However, this manipulation also
failed to improve children’s performance (Figure 4,
Interference reduction).

likelihood
of
children
experiencing
perceptual
reorganization can improve if the burden of dual
representation is reduced. The second experiment shows
that an adult population with minimal expertise in visual
symbols
has
difficulty
experiencing
perceptual
reorganization of two-tone images.

Experiment 1
The first experiment was inspired by a “shrinking machine”
experiment conducted by Deloache and colleagues (1997).
We showed children pairs of identical photos. One of these
photos was sent through a “special machine” that led
children to believe the photo transformed into a two-tone.
Participants Eleven preschool children (3y,9m – 5y0m,
average 4y6m) from Bing Nursery School participated in
the study. Four additional children were excluded for
inability to finish the experiment or experimenter error.
Stimuli Two-tone images were created by thresholding
blurred gray-scale photographs of a kitten, dolphins (the
example image used in the Kovacs & Eisenberg, 2004), a
cheetah, a dog, a polar bear, a tiger, and an athlete (Figure
3). Each trial included a two-tone image paired with the
gray-scale photograph from which it was derived. Two
additional practice image pairs were created using simpler
image transformations. A photograph of a deer was paired
with a blurred version and a house was paired with a higher
contrast version. Each image was printed onto a 12 x 12 cm
card.

Figure 2 An example in which the child indicated a match
but could not draw corresponding parts. In red, a 4-year-old
has drawn the nose (arrow 1) and claws (arrow 2) of the
bear in the photo, and what she claims are the same parts in
the two-tone image of the bear.
One hypothesis to explain the lack of perceptual
reorganization in young children is that their early visual
system is not yet mature, perhaps due to a lack of fully
developed long-range connections. Another hypothesis for
children’s deficient perceptual reorganization is that using
the photograph as a cue for reorganization requires an
appreciation of the dual nature of the photograph as both a
concrete object in and of itself, and a representation of
something else—the two-tone image. This skill is a form of
visual-referential expertise entrained by a visual symbolic
culture typical in the US. For example, we “read” visual
symbols such as representational art, maps and models, and
writing, by appreciating their relationship to the visual
objects they refer to. Difficulty in such visual-referential
expertise or “dual representation” (DeLoache, Miller, &
Rosengren, 2007) may prevent children from capitalizing on
the photo as an important cue. Here, we report two
experimental results that are consistent with the referential
expertise hypothesis. The first experiment shows that the

Figure 3:Full stimulus set used in Experiment 1 including
seven two-tone and photo pairs, and two practice pairs (deer
and blurred version, house and contrast increased version).
Procedure The experimenter sat across from the child at a
small table and explained: “In this game, I’m going to show
you some pictures. You just tell me what you think is in this
picture. Sometimes, the pictures will be very clear and
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sometimes they will look all fuzzy and blurry.” Following
the perceptual interference reduction manipulation (Yoon et
al, 2007), we did not start trials with uncued two-tone
identification. We instead began with photo identification
before proceeding to cued two-tone identification and
finished by asking the child to draw corresponding parts of
the two-tone and photo images.
Experiments began with photo cue identification. The
experimenter placed a photo card before the child and
asked, “What do you think this pictures is?” She then placed
an identical photo next to it and asked “What about this
picture? What do you see?” The experimenter sent one of
the two identical photos through a “special machine” that
“makes pictures look a little different, even though they are
really still the same.” The machine was a modified HP
Business Inkjet 2300 printer that would feed the photo card
through a hidden slot behind the printer and would output a
two-tone card from a hidden tray within the printer. Special
care with timing and presentation gave the impression that
the 12x12cm card that came out of the machine was the very
same card that went into the machine
Photo cue identification was followed by cued two-tone
identification. In this stage, the experimenter placed the
two-tone card that emerged from the machine next to its
corresponding photo. She explained, “Look what the
machine did to the picture! Even though it looks different
it’s still a pictures of the same [name of object].” Finally,
children were invited to draw corresponding parts of the
two-tone and photo image.
Drawing measure The experimenter picked two or three
features of the named image and asked, “Can you draw for
me where the [feature] is in this picture?”, pointing to the
photo. Then the experimenter asked, “Can you draw for me
where the same [feature] is in this picture?”, pointing to the
two-tone image. The experimenter gave positive feedback
no matter what the child drew, “Wow, that looks great!
Thank you.”
For each trial, drawings on the paired two-tone and photo
images were then given a single score of 0, 0.5 or 1.
Drawings earned a score of 1 if all parts drawn on the twotone image corresponded correctly to the parts drawn on the
photo. Drawings earned a score of 0.5 if at least one part
(e.g., nose) drawn on the two-tone image corresponded
exactly with the part drawn on the two-tone image, but some
remaining drawn parts did not correspond. Drawings
received a score of 0 if no parts drawn on the two-tone
image corresponded to parts drawn on the photo. Drawings
were scored by the first author (JMDY).
Results and discussion The average drawing scores on all
test trials was 0.66 (SD = 0.14) (Figure 4, bar outlined in
green). This score was lower than the average drawing score
on practice trials (0.97, SD = 0.08; t(10) = 5.28, p < .001,
paired two-tailed t-test). However, this score was also
significantly higher than the average drawing score on all
test trials in a similar design that did not reduce dual

representation demands (Figure 4, Interference reduction
study, 0.33, SD = 0.19; t(19) = 5.24; p < 0.001, unpaired
two-tailed t-test). Even though children in the interference
reduction experiment were explicitly instructed about the
correspondence between two-tone and photo image pairs
and asked to identify the two-tone only after first seeing the
photo, their drawing scores did not improve (Yoon et al,
2007). In contrast, removing the need to represent the
correspondence between two distinct visual objects by
convincing children the photo physically transformed into
the two-tone was sufficient to improve their perception of
the two-tones.

Figure 4: Performance in drawing corresponding parts on
image pairs. Children are significantly worse at drawing
corresponding parts of two-tone and photo image pairs
compared to adults and compared to children drawing on
two identical photographs. Neither instruction about the
identity between the two-tone and photo images nor
reducing perceptual interference helped to improve drawing
scores significantly. The cognitive intervention described in
Study 1 (outlined in green), however, doubled performance.

Pirahã Adults and Controls
Although an experimental manipulation improved children's
performance in Experiment 1, it may still be the case that
physiological maturation is sufficient to guarantee perfect
performance in adults. Physiological maturation of the
visual system, regardless of cultural environment, could
explain differences in perception between children and
adults. However, children may also become more strongly
enculturated into the practices of perceptual inference and
interpretation accepted in their particular community over
time, similarly predicting differences in how children and
adults perceive the world. But is the rapid perceptual
reorganization reported by US adults a necessary
consequence of having a mature visual system or is it the
result of knowledge and experience acquired in a specific
cultural context?
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If US children’s difficulty with photo-triggered two-tone
reorganization is due to their lack of visual-referential
expertise, and such expertise is provided by a culture that
trains individuals how to “read” visual symbols such as
representational art, maps and models, and writing – then
we should find a similar pattern of performance in adults
whose culture does not require such expertise. We therefore
showed two-tone images and their photo pairs to adult
members of the Pirahã, a hunter-gatherer tribe with a sparse
visual symbolic culture and limited exposure to modern
visual media. Like young children in a modern industrial
culture, Pirahã adults have little experience or knowledge of
the visual transformation that links a photo and two-tone
image. However, they possess both physiologically mature
visual systems and a lifetime of experience with complex
visual tasks such as hunting and fishing.

Experiment 2A
The procedure and stimuli were modified from those
reported in Yoon et al, 2007, to be appropriate for the Pirahã
participants.
Participants Adult members of the Pirahã tribe (n = 9,
mean estimated age = 30y). The visual acuity of the Pirahã
population was tested some years earlier as part of a basic
screen for medical services; the population was on the
whole normal, with no cataracts and a small incidence of
nearsightedness.

Figure 5. Stimuli used in Experiments 2A, 2B, 2C.
Stimuli Ten two-tone images were created by blurring and
thresholding grayscale photographs of animals and
individuals found in the Pirahã participants’ everyday
environment: tribe members, monkeys, a toucan, ocelot,
tapir, and sloths. The amount of blur and the black/white
threshold point were set independently for each photograph
to meet the subjective criteria that the two-tone was hard to
recognize without first seeing the photograph from which it
was derived ("uncued") but easy to see after seeing the
photograph ("cued"). Two other image pairs were tested
which did not include two-tones and for which the
correspondence was easier to see (blurred jaguar, grayscaled
houseboat). These served as warm-up items and to ensure
subjects understood the task. Images were printed onto
12x12cm cards (see Figure 5).
Procedure The experimenter sat with the participant at a
small table. Each trial consisted of three stages. In stage 1,
subjects were shown a two-tone image and asked to indicate
their recognition by pointing to the location of the eye or
Pirahã person in the picture. Responses were marked by
placing a sticker at the indicated locations. Trials in which
the target was not initially identified were considered
“candidate reorganization trials.” These trials were of
particular interest as they provided a test of whether an
initially unrecognized two-tone image could be successfully
reinterpreted after seeing the corresponding photo. These
trials proceeded to stages 2 and 3. In stage 2, subjects were
shown the corresponding photograph alone and asked to
point to the location of the eye or Pirahã person. In stage 3,
the two-tone image and photograph were shown side-byside and the subject was again asked to point to the location
of the eyes or person in the two-tone image.
Results and discussion Pirahã participants successfully
indicated the target locations (either eye or person) on the
non-two-tone practice images without the corresponding
photo cue (93%), showing subjects understood the task
(Figure 6, blue bars). Uncued two-tone recognition in Pirahã
subjects was infrequent (22% of trials). They identified the
targets in the corresponding, untransformed photos 87% of
the time (Figure 3, left bars). All Pirahã subjects correctly
indicated the target on at least 7 of the 10 photos. Data from
trials where the Pirahã did not correctly recognize the photo
were excluded from subsequent analysis.
Performance was assessed on candidate reorganization
trials by calculating the percentage of two-tones recognized
after viewing the photo cue out of all two-tones not initially
recognized. Pirahã subjects succeeded on candidate
reorganization trials only 30% of the time. Two Pirahã
subjects never demonstrated perceptual reorganization, and
the highest rate of reorganization for any Pirahã individual
was 60%.
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Experiment 2B
We tested US adults under identical experimental conditions
as a control.
Participants Stanford University students, faculty, and staff
(n = 8, mean age = 26y).
Stimuli See Experiment 1.
Procedure See Experiment 1.
Results and discussion U.S. control subjects on the same
task successfully indicated the target locations (either eye or
person) on the non-two-tone practice images without the
corresponding photo cue (controls 100%) showing subjects
understood the task (Figure 3, middle bars). Controls
located the targets successfully in uncued two-tone images
on 73% of trials, more frequently than the Pirahã subjects.
Controls identified the targets in the corresponding,
untransformed photos 100%. Controls consistently showed
photo-triggered perceptual reorganization, always (100%)
correctly indicating the eye or Pirahã person on previously
unrecognized two-tones.
Experiment 2C
Misaligned presentation was used to control for the
possibility that the U.S. subjects succeeded on the task not
by recognizing the two-tone images, but merely by locating
the point on the two-tone in the same location relative to the
image frame as the corresponding point in the photograph.
Participants Stanford students (n = 10, mean age = 19y).
Stimuli Images used in Experiments 1 and 2 were cropped
by 10% on two adjacent sides (e.g,. top and left) chosen at
random, with the constraint that the corresponding two-tone
and photo were not cropped on the same two sides. Thus the
eye or head was in a different location relative to the image
frame in the photo and in the two-tone.
Procedure See Experiment 1.
Results and discussion Control subjects in the misaligned
condition, like the controls in the main experiment and in
contrast to the Pirahã subjects, showed near perfect
performance on candidate reorganization trials (94%), as
would be expected if control subjects experienced
reorganization, and did not depend solely on a spatial
alignment strategy to localize features.

General Discussion
These data suggest at a minimum, that a mature visual
system is insufficient to guarantee photo-triggered
perceptual reorganization. It is possible that a similarly low
rate of photo-triggered reorganization of two-tone images in
young US children and Piraha adult are the result of

unrelated causes. But the existence of reduced
reorganization in an adult population opens up the
possibility that developmental failures in perceptual
reorganization in young US children may also be explained
by a mechanism distinct from visual system maturation.
Thus, one possibility is that the results reported here,
together with the previous studies on young children
(Deloache et al, 1997; Kovacs & Eisenberg, 2004; Yoon et
al., 2007), suggest that the very act of bringing our
knowledge and experience to bear on perception in the way
required for photo-triggered reinterpretation of a two-tone
image may be the result of training and experience that is
culture-specific – a kind of perceptual literacy.

Figure 6: Data summary from Experiments 2A, 2B, 2C.
Culture-specific experience with visual symbols may
provide the training required for observers to navigate the
dual nature of the two-tone and photo as objects in and of
themselves, as well as representations of one another that
are mutually informative. Eliminating the need to achieve
such dual representation aids inexperienced members of a
culture (young US children) in using symbolically
corresponding visual representations, such as a scale model,
before they acquire expertise in 'reading' visual symbols
such as writing and maps (Deloache et al, 1997). Of course,
dual representation per se is not impossible for children
even much younger than those we tested, depending on the
nature of the correspondence. By age two, children infer that
a pictorial image corresponds to a real world threedimensional object even if they have not yet seen such an
object. By age three, children are readily able to use a scale
model as a “map” to a larger scale room. Therefore,
whatever cognitive operation is involved in “pure” dual
representation is likely available to children as young as
two. Some additional difficulty must explain why it takes an
additional year to master dual representation problems
involving scale models and a further two or three years
when two-tone and photo pairs are involved.
Children’s two-tone recognition is somewhat, though not
completely, improved when they are given a strong
conviction that the two-tone is a physical transformation of
a photo image. One idea is that they must understand that
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the photo and two-tone should be mapped onto each other in
a particular way that preserves spatial relationships even if
many local details are mismatched – much as the way a
subway diagram preserves the relative relationships between
stations while distorting some details about specific
distances, and not in the way a Picasso painting can
represent a human figure. This may represent a
correspondence problem more difficult in degree or kind
than that of scale models, where overall spatial layouts are
perceptually unambiguous. The two-tone image is
ambiguous because the strong edges within the image itself
can be grouped in many ways, many of which do not
resolve into a meaningful, coherent percept. Unlike
unambiguous line drawings and scale models, phototriggered two-tone reorganization requires a representational
override. A conviction that the two highly dissimilar visual
objects are transformations of one another is one way to
trigger this perceptual override. This practice of perceptual
revision, a habit of reinterpreting images when receiving
information extrinsic to the image, is part of what may be
entrained in a visual symbolic culture and may explain why,
by adulthood, a transformation cover story is no longer
necessary.
Further research should identify what cognitive skills are
entrained by visual symbolic cultures, and how such
enculturation may influence other practices of perceptual
inference and interpretation necessary for photo-triggered
perceptual reorganization.

Kovacs, I. & Eisenberg, M. (2004). Human Development of
Binocular Rivalry, in Binocular Rivalry, D. Alais and R.
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Cooperation and Human Cognition
Michael Tomasello
Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology Department of Developmental and
Comparative Psychology GERMANY
Abstract: Great apes cognitively represent and reason (make inferences) about the world. Humans, in addition,
represent the world propositionally and conceptually (perspectivally), and they reason about it recursively and reflectively. The Shared Intentionality Hypothesis posits that these uniquely human forms of cognitive representation and
reasoning emerged evolutionarily as cognitive adaptations for dealing with a distinctive form of social life, specifically,
one in which individuals had to coordinate their intentional states with others in cooperative, and ultimately cultural, activities. Within these cooperative activities, early humans created shared realities (joint attention, common
ground), which then enabled them to direct the attention and imagination of one another in relevant ways in acts of
cooperative, and ultimately conventional, communication. Learning to cooperate and communicate within a cultural
group during ontogeny creates uniquely human propositional-conceptual-reflective cognition.
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Mapping alignable or nonalignable differences between domains affects
idea quality during analogical problem solving
Cynthia Sifonis
Oakland University
Abstract: Research reported by Sifonis (2008) has demonstrated that the type of comparison made during analogical
problem solving affects the quality of the ideas generated. Ideas generated by mapping the differences between
domains are rated as less practical than ideas generated by mapping similarities between domains. However, ideas
generated by mapping the differences between domains are more creative than ideas generated by mapping the
similarities. The current study examines whether these effects of comparison could be due to mapping alignable or
nonalignable differences between domains. The data used in the Sifonis (2008) study were examined to determine
whether participants used alignable or nonalignable differences between domains to generate ideas for the source
domain. Analyses indicated that ideas generated using alignable differences are more practical than ideas generated
using nonalignable differences. Ideas generated using nonalignable differences are more creative than ideas using
alignable differences. Practical applications of these findings will be discussed.
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On the Emergence of Analogical Inference
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Jeremy J. Glick (jjglick@stanford.edu)
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Department of Psychology, 450 Serra Mall, Bldg. 420
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Abstract
What processes and mechanisms underlie analogical
reasoning? In recent years, several computational models of
analogy have been implemented to explore this question.
One feature of many of these models is the assumption that
humans possess dedicated analogy-specific cognitive
machinery – for instance, a mapping or binding engine. In
this paper, we question whether it is necessary to assume the
existence of such machinery. We find that at least for some
types of analogy, it is not. Instead, some forms of analogical
processing emerge naturally and spontaneously from
relatively simple, low-level learning mechanisms. We argue
that this perspective is consistent with empirical findings
from the developmental literature and with recent advances
in cognitive neuroscience.
Keywords: Analogy; metaphor; relational reasoning;
development; connectionism; computational model.

Introduction
In the past three decades, there has been a growing
appreciation for the possibility that analogy lies at the core
of human cognition (Gentner, 1983; Hofstadter, 2001;
Holyoak, Gentner, & Kokinov, 2001; Penn, Holyoak, &
Povinelli, 2008). On this view, it is our ability to
understand, produce, and reason with analogies that allows
us to create the wonderfully rich and sophisticated
intellectual and cultural worlds we inhabit.
In an attempt to illuminate the cognitive mechanisms that
underlie
analogical
processing,
several
detailed
computational models have been developed that capture
key components of the analogical reasoning process (see
French, 2002 for a review). Among the most influential of
these models are the Structure Mapping Engine (SME:
Falkenhainer, Forbus, & Gentner, 1989), and Learning and
Inference with Schemas and Analogies (LISA: Hummel &
Holyoak, 1997). These models vary drastically in many
ways; however, they share a fundamental commitment to
explicitly structured symbolic or hybrid representations
(e.g. of objects and relations), together with the existence of
a dedicated analogical mapping or binding mechanism that
operates over these representations. Indeed, proponents of
these approaches argue that analogical inference is beyond
the reach of models that lack these properties, including
fully distributed connectionist models (e.g. Gentner &
Markman, 1993; Holyoak & Hummel, 2000).
While the structured approach has successfully captured
adult behavior in numerous analogical reasoning tasks (e.g.

Markman & Gentner, 1997; Hummel & Holyoak, 1997), it
is unclear how this analogy-specific machinery comes to
exist in the brain over the course of development. Even
developmentally-oriented models such as DORA (Doumas,
Hummel, & Sandhofer, 2008), which attempts to learn the
structure used by LISA, assume a great deal of analogyspecific cognitive machinery without specifying how this
machinery comes to exist in the first place.
Here, we address this issue by proposing that some forms
of analogical processing may emerge gradually over the
course of development through the operation of low-level
domain general learning mechanisms (Flusberg, Thibodeau,
Sternberg, & Glick, 2010; Leech, Mareschal, & Cooper,
2008). In support of this view we describe a set of
simulations carried out using the Rumelhart network
(Rumelhart, 1990), a neurally inspired model that has
succeeded in capturing many results from the literature on
semantic development in children (e.g. Rogers &
McClelland, 2004) and whose variants have been used to
understand the deterioration of conceptual knowledge in
semantic dementia (e.g. Dilkina, McClelland, & Plaut,
2008).

Simulations
Our learning task is inspired by Hinton’s (1986) family tree
model, one of the first attempts to address relational
learning in a connectionist network. The task of the model
is to learn “statements” that are true about the various
members of a family, including identity information,
perceptual features, and relations between family members.
Input to the model consists of activating a Subject unit,
corresponding to a particular family member, and a
Relation unit. The Relation units correspond to the
different kinds of relationships that can hold between
subjects and objects (e.g. “is_named”, “parent_of”). The
network is wired up in a strictly feed-forward fashion, as
shown in Figure 1, such that the input propagates forward
through the internal layers, resulting in a set of predictions
over the Object layer.
Over the course of training, the network’s weights
change (via backpropagation of the cross-entropy error on
the output units) in order to better predict which Object
outputs correspond to each combination of Subject and
Relation inputs. As the model also contains intervening
layers of units between the input and output layers, it is
forced to re-represent the inputs as a distributed pattern of
activation over these internal layers.
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The underlying model parameters were identical in all of
the simulations that we present. In all cases, the learning
rate was .005 and the network was trained for 10,000
epochs. Results were averaged over 10 runs of each
network in order to provide statistical tests. The hidden
layers were identical in each case: 6 Subject Representation
units and 16 Integration units. In all presented simulations,
error on the training patterns was very low by the end of
training (average cross-entropy error < .35).

Figure 2: An illustration of the Stripe and Solid families,
which served as the source and target domain.

Figure 1: The network architecture.

The Basic Model
In the first simulation, the network learns about the Stripes
and the Solids – two families with isomorphic relational
structure (detailed in Table 1 and pictured in Figure 2) –
with a single fact omitted about the Solid family. While the
network knows that the daughter of the Solids owns their
dog, it receives no information about who walks their dog.
This network does a good job of learning the facts on which
it is trained, but the question of interest is whether it can
extend its knowledge to answer a question on which it
received no training: who walks the Solids’ dog?

Table 1: A subset of the information that the
network learns about each family member.

We can contrast two major predictions. Naively, one
might think that the network runs on raw association. As
the Solids’ dog is most similar to the Stripes’ dog, the
network would therefore conclude that the Stripes’
daughter walks the Solids’ dog! Alternatively, we might
expect that the network will encode the relational structure
between the two families, and so will correctly conclude
that the person in the appropriate position within the Solid
family -- namely, the daughter -- will be the one who walks
their dog. In fact, the latter is the case: the network decides
that within the Solid family, the daughter walks the dog. A
paired t-test contrasting the activation levels of the Stripes’
daughter with the Solids’ daughter was highly significant,
t[9] = 7.75, p < .001 (see Figure 3).
To ensure that the network used the relational similarity
between the two families in making this inference, we ran a
second simulation, in which the model was trained only on
the Solid family, with no information about the Stripe
family. In this network, the model does not conclude that
the daughter walks the dog. Instead, the network decides
that the dog walks itself! A paired t-test contrasting the
activation levels of the Solids’ dog with the Solids’
daughter was highly significant, t[9] = 5.61, p < .001 (see
Figure 3).
Simulations 1 and 2 do not, however, distinguish another
set of predictions. It is possible that the network has
learned to align the two families, either with respect to their
relational structure or shared perceptual features, but only
in an exact way. On this account, the model may have
placed both mothers, both daughters, and both dogs in
correspondence.
On the other hand, perhaps the network has learned the
details of the family relations within each family as well as
across families. In this case, it could learn a regularity like
“whoever owns the dog, walks the dog,” which is driven
neither by perfect, global structural alignment nor by
associations between surface features. This kind of
relational binding is closely related to those tasks that
previous researchers have argued can only be done using a
distinct mapping mechanism operating over explicit
symbols (e.g. Gentner & Markman, 1993; Holyoak &
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Figure 3: Activation levels for the target units in the first three simulations.
Hummel, 2000). Therefore, it would be a surprising and
exciting finding if this network were able to succeed in
such an abstract relational mapping task.
In order to distinguish between these hypotheses, we ran
a third simulation, very similar to the first, except that in
the Stripe family, the son, not the daughter, both owns and
walks the dog. In this case, the network can only succeed
in inferring that the Solids’ daughter walks the dog if it
learns the details of the relational structure, and in
particular the regularity between owning a dog and walking
it. This is precisely what occurs. Separate tests contrasting
the activation level of the Solids’ daughter with the
activation level of the Stripes’ son, t[9] = 2.58, p < .05, the
Solids’ son, t[9] = 2.95, p < .05, and the dog, t[18] = 3.35, p
< .01, are all significant (see Figure 3).
This demonstrates that raw co-occurrence, or other
simple associative processes which are often believed to
underlie the performance of error-driven learning models
(e.g., Hummel, 2010 in reply to Ramscar, Yarlett, Dye,
Denny, & Thorpe, 2010), is not the key to learning in this
model. It is, however, interesting to notice that the Stripes’
son is the model’s choice early in training, suggesting that
the network first tends to make judgments predominately
based on surface similarity, but over time shifts towards
judgments based on relational similarity. This “relational
shift” has been widely observed in the literature on the
development of analogical reasoning abilities (e.g.
Goswami, 1992). Intriguingly, this pattern is observed
throughout the various simulations presented in this paper.

Extending The Model
We have shown a basic set of simulations that succeed in
performing analogical inference from a family that is fully
described to one that is less fully described. In the
simulations below, we will extend the basic model in
several directions, addressing possible objections to our
claim that it is in fact succeeding at analogical inference.
Each of these models will extend the third simulation, in

which the son of one family owns and walks the dog, and
the task of the model is to infer that the daughter of the
other family, who owns the dog, also walks it.
Inexact Match – Can the model align non-isomorphic
structures? We can investigate the extent to which the
network relies on perfectly overlaying the two families by
making the family structures only approximately match. In
the fourth simulation, the Stripes have three children, two
sons and a daughter, and one of the sons again owns (and
walks) their dog. The Solid family still has two children,
one son and one daughter, and their daughter owns the dog.
Despite these changes, the model continues to make the
inference that she probably walks the dog as well. A paired
t-test contrasting the activation levels of the Solids’
daughter with the Stripes’ son was highly significant, t[9] =
4.28, p < .01. This demonstrates that the network can learn
to draw inferences over structures, like many of those in
previous work (such as Falkenhainer et al., 1989), which
are only partially alignable.
Distributed Inputs – Does the model rely on
implementing symbols? We have claimed that the success
of this network depends on its development of distributed,
subsymbolic representations, with which it can integrate the
perceptual and the relational information about the family
members within a high-dimensional representational space.
Others might argue instead that the network is simply
implementing symbols, and succeeds by performing some
syntax-like transformation on those symbols. Such an
argument may point to the localist input units representing
the family members. We argue that the localist inputs are a
useful simplification, but that focusing on them is a
distraction, as the network can never directly exploit these
localist units. Instead, it is required to re-represent each
item as a pattern of activation over a hidden layer, as
described above.
To make this point more clearly, we ran a fifth
simulation that used distributed input representations for
the family members. Following a model by Rogers and
McClelland (2004), these were simply chosen to be each
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family member’s corresponding perceptual features. This
should not assist the network in acquiring the relational
structure; if anything, it should bias the network towards
the surface-level perceptual features for generalization.
Nevertheless, the network still infers that the owner of the
dog walks it, transferring from the Stripes’ son to the
Solids’ daughter. A paired t-test contrasting the activation
levels of the Solids’ daughter with the Stripes’ son was
highly significant, t[9] = 6.05, p < .001.
Non-overlapping Outputs – Does the model require
perceptual overlap? On the other hand, one might argue
that the architecture is biased in the opposite direction: the
more direct overlap between the two families at the feature
level (that is, at the Output layer), the less work the model
needs to do to align their structures. What if only the
relational similarity is available, as might be the case when
constructing analogical mappings across very different
domains of knowledge? This kind of analogy may be
critical for explaining how analogy can subserve cognition
and reasoning more generally.
To test this, we constructed a sixth simulation that had
completely non-overlapping output units. The network
essentially had two copies of each output property, so that
each family’s target representations were totally distinct.
To succeed in generalizing the relation between the two
families, the network would need to align the structures
even in the absence of any surface-level similarity between
the two families. And this is precisely what it did. Again,
when the network is told that, in the Stripe family, the son
owns and walks the dog, it concludes that for the Solids, the
owner of the dog -- the daughter -- must also walk it. A
paired t-test contrasting the activation levels of the Solids’
daughter with the Stripes’ son was significant, t[9] = 3.58,
p < .01.
Scaling up – Can the model make inferences when
given more than two families? Finally, it remains to be
shown that the ability of the model to make analogies does
not depend on it living in a world with only two different
structures. Is it able to extend its learning to multiple
families?
In this final simulation, the network learned about four
rather than two distinct families (adding the Dash family
and the Dot family). In this training set, a different person
walks the dog in each family. Additionally, two of the
families have slightly different structures: one has only a
son, another has two sons and a daughter. Despite this
added complexity, the network infers that in the target
family, the daughter must also walk the dog. A withinsubjects ANOVA using a planned contrast comparing the
activation values of the Solids’ daughter with the Stripes’
son, the Dashes’ mother, and the Dots’ father (each a dog
walker in their respective family) was significant, F[1,36] =
42.40, p < 0.01. Paired t-tests contrasting the activation
levels of the Solids’ daughter with the dog walkers in each
of the other families including the Solids’ son (t [9]=7.39, p
< .001), the Dashes’ mother (t[9]=7.37, p < .01), and the
Dots’ father (t[9]=7.31, p < .001) were also significant.

Discussion
To summarize the results of the above simulations, we have
demonstrated that analogical reasoning can emerge from a
general, neurally inspired connectionist model of semantic
learning and reasoning. Critically, this analogical inference:
(1) is driven by generalization from a source domain to a
target domain; (2) relies on abstract relational structure, not
surface-level similarities or direct featural associations or
co-occurrences; (3) parallels important features of the
development of analogy in children; (4) can operate over
structures which only approximately match, or which are
only partially alignable; (5) exploits structural similarity
even in the absence of explicit overlap, allowing the
possibility of cross-domain analogical inference in guiding
learning; and (6) scales up to more complex training sets.
How is it that a connectionist model can succeed at this
kind of analogical inference task? As we have
demonstrated in several variations of the model, it is not
due to any direct co-occurrence of feature, nor is it due to
any kind of surface-level similarity between the items.
Instead, we argue that part of the answer involves the
progressive differentiation of its representations over the
course of development. Initially, all the weights are set to
very small random values, so the network essentially treats
every family member, and every relation, as being the
same. Over the course of training, the model learns to “pull
apart” those representations that must be differentiated in
order to produce the right answers. However, it only does
so in response to erroneous predictions. This biases the
network to reuse as much representational structure as it
can get away with.
In this particular network, the families share a great deal
of structure. As a result, the network’s representations of
the families become aligned over the course of training –
since this allows the network to learn more efficiently (i.e.,
to reduce error more quickly). The side effect of this
representational overlap is that when the network learns a
fact about one family (e.g. one dog’s owner walks it), the
representations of the members of the other family (e.g.
between that dog and its owner) get to come along for the
ride. This is not to say that the model is stuck with its first
guess about the structure of the world. As we indicated in
the description of Simulation 3, and as is visible in other
simulations, the model undergoes a developmental shift
from predominantly perceptual to predominantly relational
inference, when the environment warrants such a shift.
We can observe the process of progressive differentiation
in this network by looking at a clustering diagram of
activation patterns along the Subject Representation layer at
different points in time for simulation 3 (see Figure 4).
Early in training, the network groups items essentially at
random, since the weights were initialized to very small
values. Later in training, the network’s representations
capture both the surface similarities and the relational
similarities between items. Progressive differentiation in
semantic networks has been explored more extensively in
previous work (Flusberg et al., 2010; Rogers &
McClelland, 2004).
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Figure 4: The hierarchical clusters above illustrate the
similarity structure of the learned Subject representations in
Simulation 3. Early in training (the upper panel), the
network does not group individuals by family or relation.
Later in training, at 1,300 epochs (the lower panel), the
network has aligned the families according to their
relational similarity.
It is also important to clarify what aspects of the
environment we believe are encoded in our training
patterns. Many of these patterns, such as those representing
the visual features of the family members, might be thought
of as arising from perception. However, others, particularly
those representing familial relations such as “mother_of”
and “owner_of”, are much more likely to be encoded
linguistically than visually. That is, part of our story is that
learners hear language describing the people and things
around them at the same time as they experience them
directly, and these different sources of information are
integrated whenever (as we think is almost always the case)
there is some coherent covariation of information between
the several sources (Rogers & McClelland, 2004). This is
consistent with a great deal of empirical work
demonstrating that relational language facilitates analogical
inference and drives the relational shift in analogical

development (Gentner, Simms, & Flusberg, 2009;
Loewenstein & Gentner, 2005). Therefore, this approach
views relational labels as another set of environmental
regularities, serving the function of augmenting the
statistical structure of the environment in ways that
facilitate learning analogical representations (rather than as
explicitly symbolic representations in the brain).
In one sense, then, our model supports the view that
analogy is a special component of cognition, because it
allows us to draw inferences about things we haven’t
directly experienced. In another sense, however, analogy is
not special, in that we do not posit a separate set of
cognitive machinery in order to accomplish analogical
inference. Instead, these inferences emerge as a byproduct
of learning to predict outcomes in an environment that
contains relevant relational structure.
Previous work has highlighted the difficulties of pursuing
subsymbolic accounts of analogy (e.g. Gentner &
Markman, 1993; Holyoak & Hummel, 2000). In part
because of the lack of progress in this direction, some
researchers have gone so far as to claim that analogical
reasoning requires at least some explicitly symbolic
representations, or even that a subsymbolic account is
impossible in principle. Our model is, of course, not the
first to counter these claims (see, e.g., Leech et al. 2008).
On the other hand, it may be the first to demonstrate that a
model equipped with subsymbolic representations can
make novel analogical inferences. Leech and colleagues
(2008) pointed to a possible reframing similar to our own
(and to the principle of coherent covariation described in
Rogers & McClelland, 2004), suggesting that, “analogical
inferences might best be understood as novel
generalizations governed by the distributional information
about which input features and relations co-vary across the
base and target domains” (p. 403).
This is not to say that this kind of semantic network can
account for all of human cognition. Far from it! We do not
believe that these models can even explain all of human
analogy. Many of the analogy tasks used in previous work,
which models like SME and LISA can capture so well, rely
on cognitive processes which we do not even attempt to
model (e.g. Markman & Gentner, 1997; Morrison et al.,
2004). In particular, we would agree that some of these
tasks may rely on strong working memory and cognitive
control processes, one-shot learning and episodic memory,
and much richer linguistic abilities than we implement in
this model. In our model, we treat relational language as a
simple environmental cue, encoding a certain kind of
statistical structure that is then used to shape semantic
representations. While this is one important role of
language in analogical reasoning, it is not the only one; the
ability to verbally re-describe a situation to oneself, for
example, is an important tool in many higher-level
reasoning tasks (Williams & Lombrozo, 2010).
Therefore, we would like to suggest that one major
unsolved problem is the integration of the kind of slowlearning semantic cognition model described in this paper
with the online, structurally explicit models already in
place. The extensive and valuable work on models such as
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SME and LISA over the past twenty years, no less than the
connectionist models we have implemented, must be used
to guide future research into analogical processing across
development, in behavior, and in the brain.
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Abstract
Instructional analogies are commonly used in science and
mathematics text, yet students may have difficulty
understanding analogies in the absence of adequate
instructional support. In spatially rich domains like
geoscience, visual depictions of both the base and target
concepts of text analogies (i.e. visual analogies) may provide
crucial support for students. To test whether visual analogies
would be beneficial for learning, 72 fourth- and fifth-grade
students were provided a short analogy-enhanced
instructional text on plate tectonics that included either
pictures of both the base and target concepts (Visual Analogy
condition) or the pictures of the target concept only (Target
Picture condition). Results indicated that children in the
Visual Analogy condition outperformed children in the Target
Picture condition on both near and far transfer measures.
These results are consistent with recent research suggesting
that factors that promote comparison – such as side-by-side
presentation of examples – facilitate learning from text.
Keywords: Analogy. Instruction. Science
Cognitive Development. Geoscience Education.

Education.

Introduction
Analogies pervade thought, thus, they are often used as
scaffolds for student learning. Many studies have
documented the effectiveness of analogies in math and
science learning (Braasch & Goldman, 2010; Clement,
1993; Glynn & Takahashi, 1998; Iding, 1997; McDaniel &
Donnely, 1996; Thompson & Opfer, 2010; Vosniadou &
Schommer, 1988) and a review on the topic concluded that
12 of 15 studies showed positive effects for analogies in
science education (Dagher, 1995). However, while there is
general consensus that analogies support learning,
substantially fewer studies have addressed how to optimize
learning from analogies. Without adequate instructional
support – such as guidance during the mapping process
(Richland, Holyoak, & Stigler, 2004) or indications of
“where the analogy breaks down” (Glynn, 1991) – students
may fail to benefit from analogical comparisons (Richland,

Zur, & Holyoak, 2007). The present study addresses what
design characteristics lead to optimal learning outcomes
from analogies. In particular, we assess how visual
representations may be used to enhance analogical learning
in elementary science education.
Analogical comparison involves aligning two or more
representations on the basis of their common relational
structure (Gentner, 1983, 2010). When one of the analogs is
better understood than the other – as is often the case in
analogies used for instruction – information from the
familiar case (by convention, termed the base) can be
projected to the unfamiliar case (by convention, termed the
target). These analogical inferences provide a powerful way
to acquire new knowledge from prior experience.
Research on analogy has revealed that factors that
promote analogical comparison also facilitate relational
learning (Brown, Kane, & Long, 1989; Christie & Gentner,
2010; Gentner & Namy 1999; Gick & Holyoak, 1983;
Kotovsky & Gentner, 1986). For example, Camtrambone &
Holyoak (1989) found that when college undergrads were
prompted to compare two semantically dissimilar problems
that shared a common solution, students were more likely to
transfer the solution to a distant analog than students who
received the same base examples without prompts to
compare them. Recent research has demonstrated that
comparison is effective for promoting learning in topics as
diverse as mathematics (Rittle-Johnson & Star, 2009),
biology (Gadgil, Chi, & Nokes, submitted), architecture
(Gentner, Levine, Dhillon, & Poltermann, 2009), and
business negotiation (Gentner, Loewenstein, & Thompson,
2001), and that even relatively mild manipulations that
promote comparison – such as side-by-side presentation of
examples – can facilitate relational learning (Christie &
Gentner, 2010; Gentner, Loewenstein, & Hung, 2007;
Loewenstein & Gentner, 2002; Oakes & Ribar, 2005).
Although comparison in general has been found to
promote learning across a diverse range of topics, the
quality of the comparison can be an important factor in
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influencing students’ transfer performance (Gentner et al.,
2003). Analogies are most effective when the learner
engages in a deep processing of the relational
commonalities between base and target concepts (Kurtz,
Miao, & Gentner, 2001).
In the case of analogy-enhanced science text, learners
may require additional cognitive supports to abstract
relevant structural relationships. Research on multimedia
learning has suggested the graphical representations in
combination with text can aid students’ understanding of
relationally complex material (Mayer, 1993; Mayer &
Anderson, 1992). However, we suggest that providing a
visual representation of both the base and target – a visual
analogy -- could facilitate comparison and support
analogical learning. Visual analogies may provide more
support to processing a text-based analogy compared to
viewing an image of the target domain alone. For one, the
visual analogy could clarify the properties of the base
domain that are relevant to the analogy, potentially
highlighting the common relational structure. In addition, by
providing an externally available representation of the
analogy, the learner can devote fewer cognitive resources to
maintaining information about the analogs in memory and
more resources to understanding the analogical mapping
(Richland, et al., 2007; Sweller, 1994). This may be
especially important for analogies involving relatively
complex examples. Furthermore, presenting side-by-side
images of the base and target may increase the probability
that students will engage in comparison.
Despite the potential utility of visual analogies, no studies
to our knowledge have systematically assessed whether
visual analogies do in fact enhance learning. Our first
question was whether science educators commonly use
visual analogies. In order to assess the prevalence of visual
analogies in real-world educational materials, we conducted
an informal analysis of six K – 12 and college textbooks in
the fields of geoscience and biology. This analysis revealed
that visual analogies were quite rare. For instance, of all
analogies found in the text, only 32% were represented
graphically1.
Furthermore,
when
analogies
were
accompanied by a graphic, they were most likely to be
representations of the target domain (78%). Of all analogies
accompanied by a graphic, only a very small proportion of
analogies consisted of visual representations of both the
base and the target concepts together (19%). Thus, testing
the effectiveness of visual analogies could have important
implications for improving the use of analogies in science
texts.
To assess whether visual analogies enhance learning, in
the present study we contrasted the learning outcomes for
students who received text-based analogies accompanied by
visual analogies (the Visual Analogy condition) with
students who received the same text-based analogies
accompanied by a picture of the target concept only (Target
1

In prior work, Curtis & Reigeluth (1984) found that 16% of
text analogies were represented graphically in science textbooks,
and Newton (2002) found a rate of 22%.

Picture condition). If visual analogies support learning,
children in the visual analogy condition should evidence
better retention and transfer of material than children in the
target picture condition.
We conducted this research within the context of teaching
children about plate tectonics, which appears in many state
science standards for 5th and 6th grade students. Plate
tectonics are a fundamental mechanism involved in
formation of volcanoes and mountains, however, despite its
importance, students typically exhibit a variety of
misconceptions about the domain (Gobert & Clement, 1998;
Gobert, 2004; May, Hammer, & Roy, 2006). Geoscience is
also a relatively relationally complex domain, making it a
good candidate for analogical instruction (Jee et al., 2010).
Given that students’ understanding of geoscience 1) is often
limited to their everyday experiences, 2) involves relatively
relationally complex visuospatial concepts, and 3) is an
important component of elementary science education, plate
tectonics proved to be a ripe area in which to address
whether visual analogies could promote student learning.

Method
Participants
Forty-two 4th grade students (M = 9.97 years, SD = 0.41
years, 19 girls, 23 boys) and thirty-five 5th grade students (M
= 10.74 years, SD = 0.48 years, 14 girls, 21 boys) from a
middle to upper class private elementary school in the
Pittsburgh area participated. Five students were excluded
from analysis because they did not participate in both the
pre-test and post-test phases.

Design
The experiment followed a 2 (condition: Visual Analogy
vs Target Picture) x 2 (grade: 4th vs 5th) x 3 (test phase: pretest, post-test, and extended post-test) mixed design, with
test phase as a within-subjects factor.

Materials and Procedure
The study consisted of four phases: 1) the pre-test phase,
2) the instruction phase, 3) the post-test phase, and 4) the
extended post-test phase. These phases occurred one day
apart from each other, with the exception of phases 2 and 3
that occurred on the same day. In each phase, students sat at
desks in their regular science classroom and were told that
they would be answering questions about how the Earth’s
surface changes over time.
During the pre-test phase on day 1, students answered
open-ended questions that asked them to 1) indicate the
layers of the Earth, 2) describe how volcanoes form, and 3)
describe how mountains form. For all questions, students
were encouraged to use both drawings and written
explanations to describe each process. Students were given
as much time as they needed in order to complete the pretest.
On day 2, students received instruction about plate
tectonics and the mechanisms of volcano and mountain
formation. Students were randomly assigned to be either in
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the Visual Analogy condition (VA) or the Target Picture
condition (TP). Students in the VA condition received
analogy-enhanced text accompanied with pictures of the
both the base and target of each analogy, while students in
the TP condition received the same analogy-enhanced text
accompanied by pictures of each target concept (see Figure
1 for an example of visual analogy graphics; in the TP
condition, the same target images were presented without
the bases). Instruction for both groups consisted of five
analogies pertaining to 1) the earth’s layers, 2) tectonic
plates, 3) convection currents, 4) volcano formation, and 5)
mountain formation. Students read through the instruction
for 10 minutes, and were encouraged to reread it if they
finished early. After the instruction portion, the post-test
was administered which was identical in materials and
procedure to the pre-test.

in written form on the left side of the page, and the relevant
elements of Earth (the core, the crust, etc.) were placed to
the right in a jumbled order. The students’ job was to draw
arrows between the analogous parts of the earth and the
peach (e.g. the core and the pit) and detail how they were
related (e.g. both are solid and/or at the center) (see Figure 2
for an example of a mapping question as it appeared on the
test).
Boiling Pot of
Water
Surface of the
Water

A)

Connecting
Arrows

The Earth

In what way are these two parts
similar?

Crust

Water in Pot

Tectonic Plates

Rising and
Falling Water

Mantle

Stove

Convection
Currents

Wood Blocks

Core

!

Figure 2. Example mapping assessment: the students’
task was to draw arrows between parts of the base domain
and the target domain and to specify how each part was
similar.
B)

Figure 1. Example of visual analogy graphics for instructions
that compare A) Earth’s convection currents and plate
movement to a boiling pot of water and B) Earth’s layers to the
layers of a Peach.

On the third and final day, students answered questions on
the extended post-test, which consisted of three open-ended
questions and three mapping questions. The open-ended
questions required short answer responses consisting of one
recall question (i.e. “what causes tectonic plate
movements?”) and two generative questions, which required
students to use the information they had acquired during the
instruction in novel ways (i.e. “what would happen if the
Earth’s core stopped generating heat?” and “what would
happen if Earth’s plates stopped moving?”). The mapping
questions asked students to connect corresponding elements
for three of the five analogies and to provide a short written
explanation of how each pair of elements was related. For
example, in the analogy, “the earth is like a peach”,
elements of the peach (e.g., the pit, the skin, etc.) appeared

Scoring
To score the pre- and post-tests, an ideal answer was
generated for each question and then broken down into
separate “knowledge components” (knowledge components
are equivalent to concepts, principles, facts, or skills, etc.).
For example, for the question about how mountains form,
the ideal answer consisted of indicating that plates move
towards each other, that they collide and produce an upward
force, that convection currents move the plates, and that
each plate is of equal density. Students were assigned a 1 or
a 0 for each knowledge component depending on whether it
was correctly stated in their response. This same scoring
system was used for the three open-ended response
questions on the extended post-test. For example, for the
question “what would happen if the earth’s core stopped
producing heat?” students were given a point if they
correctly indicated that no new mountains or volcanoes
would form, and for whether they indicated that convection
currents/plate movements would cease. For the mapping
questions, students received a point for correctly drawing an
arrow from one concept to the corresponding concept, and a
point for correctly indicating how these two concepts were
similar. All other responses were assigned a 0.

Results
We first conducted a 2 (condition) x 2 (grade) x 2 (test
phase) mixed ANOVA on students’ pre- and post-test data.
This analysis revealed a main effect of condition F(1, 68) =
6.47, p < .05, η2 = .087 (MVA = .30, MTP = .24), a main
effect of grade F(1, 68) = 4.59, p < .05, η2 = .063 (Mfourth =
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.24, Mfifth = .29), a main effect of test phase F(1, 68) = 264,
p < .05 (Mpre = .11, Mpost = .42), η2 = .795, and a significant
interaction between grade and test phase F(1, 68) = 11.96, p
< .05, η2 = .15. Because some research has suggested that
analogies might be particularly effective for helping lower
ability students (Bean, Singer, & Cowen, 1985; Duit, 1991;
Iding, 1997), we conducted separate analyses for 4th and 5th
graders. Within the 5th graders, a 2 (condition) x 2 (test
phase) mixed ANOVA revealed only a main effect of test
phase F(1, 32) = 151, p < .05, η2 = .826, but the effect of
condition and the interaction were not significant.
However, in the 4th grade students, this same analysis
revealed a main effect of test phase F(1, 36) = 106, p < .05,
η2 = .748, a main effect of condition F(1, 36) = 5.39, p <
.05, η2 = .13 and a significant interaction F(1, 36) = 5.05, p
< .05, η2 = .123. Post-hoc tests revealed that, for fourth
graders, the effect of condition was significant at the posttests (p < .05), but not at the pre-tests (see Figure 3).

.005, η2 = .13 (Mfourth = .59, Mfifth = .74) and condition F(1,
64) = 7.87, p < .01, η2 = .11 (MVA = .73, MTP = .60),
however, the interaction was not significant (see Figure 4).

A)
Figure 4. Results of the extended post-tests by grade and
condition.

B)

Finally, in order to better understand children’s ability to
compare aspects of both the base and target concepts,
students’ scores on the mapping assessments of the
extended post-test were analyzed in a 2 (condition) x 2
(grade) between subjects ANOVA.
This revealed a
significant main effect grade F(1, 64) = 8.22, p < .01, η2 =
.11 (Mfourth = .71, Mfifth = .86) and condition F(1, 64) = 8.39,
p = .005, η2 = .13 (MVA = .86, MTP = .71), but the interaction
was not significant. We had hypothesized that visual
analogies might be more effective for understanding
relationally complex concepts. Therefore, we predicted that
VA students might outperform TP students on mapping
topics such as convection currents (i.e. a more relationally
complex concept) as to mapping a topic such as the Earth’s
layers (i.e. a more relationally simplistic concept).
However, independent t-tests of students’ performance on
the mapping assessment showed that students in the VA
condition outperformed students in the TP condition on all
analogical mapping assessments (all p’s < .05).

Discussion

Figure 3. Results of pre- and post-tests by condition in A)
5th graders and B) 4th graders.
Sixty-eight of the 72 students participated in the extended
post-test phase. A 2 (condition) x 2 (grade) between
subjects ANOVA on the extended post-test scores revealed
significant main effects of both grade F(1, 64) = 9.76, p <

The aim of the present experiment was to explore whether it
is possible for visual analogies to enhance learning more so
than pictures of the target concept alone. Across a number
of assessment measures, we found that visual analogies
were effective for promoting understanding of early
geoscience concepts. Specifically, 4th graders retained more
information about volcano and mountain formation when
they were tested immediately after instruction: this might be
considered relatively near transfer, because both materials
and time from learning were close to the instruction.
However, on a relatively farther transfer test (i.e. the
extended post-test) – where students had to apply their
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knowledge in novel ways – both 4th and 5th grade students
who learned from the visual analogy materials outperformed
students who received materials with visualizations of only
the target picture.
The present study is the first to report an advantage for
visual analogies in enhancing students’ comprehension of
science text. However, it is currently an open question as to
why visual analogies led to greater learning. On the one
hand, these results are consistent with the notion that factors
such as side-by-side presentation of base and target graphics
prompts students to engage in analogical comparison. This
process would allow students to structurally align the base
and target concepts and abstract their relevant relational
commonalities. However, the present results could also
stem from the fact that the VA condition got to see two
pictures, where the TP condition only saw one. Research on
multimedia learning has revealed that comprehension of text
involving complex relationships is often enhanced by the
simultaneous presentation of graphics (e.g. Mayer, 1993).
Additionally, students in the VA condition may have simply
gotten better at processing the images during the course of
the instruction as a result of seeing twice as many images.
Our future work hopes to tease apart these possibilities by
replicating the above results and also adding a third
condition where students will see base and target images
that are difficult to align. Prior research has indicated that
comparisons that are highly alignable – representations that
share many structural relationships – lead to better learning
than comparisons that have low alignability (Gentner,
Loewenstein, & Hung, 2007; Gentner et al., 2009). If visual
analogies do help students to engage in analogical
comparison, we would expect that a high alignability VA
condition would outperform a low alignability VA condition
on our transfer assessments.
It is interesting to note that, at least on our near transfer
assessments, visual analogies helped fourth grade students’
comprehension of the text, but they were not more effective
than target pictures in helping fifth grade students. It is
unlikely that fifth grade students had more prior knowledge
of the topic, since both groups scored equally low on the
pre-tests. Instead, we surmise that a more general ability,
such as reading level, may explain why older students
benefited equally from visual analogies and target pictures.
However, because we did not have access to students’
reading scores or any other measure of general intelligence,
this hypothesis remains to be examined in future research.
Both 4th and 5th graders showed higher performance on
the extended post-tests when they learned from VA
instructions. In particular, our data suggest that the VA
group was better able to map relationships from the base
and target concepts on our mapping assessments. This
finding is consistent with our view that visual analogies
might be facilitating students’ analogical comparison
process. Moreover, we introduce a novel way of assessing
learning from analogies: that is, using analogy as an
assessment tool rather than just as an instructional tool.
The former practice is relatively rare in the literature.

Finally, we caution that it is unlikely that any visual
analogy – without careful attention to its design – will help
students learn from text. In the present study, we took
meticulous care to ensure that relevant relationships
between base and target concepts were represented in such a
way that their relational attributes were supported by their
presentation (e.g. relevant relationships were physically
aligned on the page). To these ends, we went through
multiple iterations with a designer in order to come up with
visual analogy graphics. Without great care in designing
visual analogies and attention to relational commonalities,
graphics may fail to support students learning from science
text.
In sum, while the present study is preliminary in nature, it
supports the conclusion that carefully designed visual
analogies can be effective in helping students learn from
science text. Given that visual analogies are used sparsely
in real-world contexts, this finding offers promising
suggestions for the design of educational materials and adds
to a growing body of literature that addresses how analogies
can be presented such that they optimize learning in
education. Future work will address mechanistic
explanations underlying these effects.
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Abstract
Recently there has been a surge of interest in using structural
priming to examine sentence production. We present an
analogical model of sentence production that exhibits
structural priming effects. It uses analogical generalization to
acquire abstract language patterns from experience. To
construct utterances, it uses analogical retrieval to find
semantically similar utterances and generalizations, and
constructs a new sentence by analogy to them. Using the
stimulus generator of Chang et al (2006), we show that this
model can exhibit structural priming effects similar to those
observed in humans, but with orders of magnitude less prior
experience than required by a previous simulation.
Keywords: structural priming; sentence production; syntax
acquisition; analogy.

Introduction
What mechanisms underlie sentence production? In
particular, how do speakers choose among the multiple
grammatical forms that are capable of expressing something
they intend to convey? Recently, there has been a surge of
interest in structural priming as a way to examine sentence
production processes in adults and children (Bock, 1986;
Bock & Griffin, 2000; Chang, Dell, & Bock, 2006; Kaschak
& Borreggine, 2008; Savage et al., 2003). In structural
priming, the structure of one sentence is repeated in the
structure of a second sentence (Bock, 1986). Structural
priming occurs without any intention to create syntactic
parallelism. It does not require semantic or thematic overlap
between the utterances, although the effects can be stronger
when lexical items are repeated, and sentences are
semantically similar (Branigan, Pickering, & Cleland, 2000;
Goldwater et al., 2011; Hare & Goldberg, 1999; Pickering
& Garrod, 2004; Snider, 2009).
To illustrate, consider a scene of a man giving cake to his
son. It could be described either by a double object dative
construction (DO), as in 1, or by a prepositional dative
construction (PP), as in 2.
1. The man gave his son some cake.
2. The man gave some cake to his son.
If an experimenter describes this scene with the DO (the
prime utterance), and then shows a picture of a girl telling
her friend a story, structural priming would be shown by the

increased likelihood that the participant's description of the
scene (the target utterance) would use a DO as in 3 (rather
than a PP as in 4).
3. The girl told her friend a story
4. The girl told a story to her friend.
Structural priming is seen as evidence of abstract syntax
because it can operate across semantically different
utterances and across intervening sentences (Bock, 1986;
Chang, Bock, & Goldberg, 2003; Thothathiri & Snedeker,
2008). Thus the development of structural priming in
children has been used to mark the development of syntactic
abstraction (e.g., Savage et al., 2003). Indeed, Chang et al.
(2006) have suggested that the mechanisms underlying
structural priming are the same mechanisms involved in
learning grammar. Pickering and Garrod (2004) additionally
suggest that structural priming is one mechanism by which
conversational fluency between interlocutors is achieved.
Two highly influential models, by Chang et al. (2006) and
by Pickering & Garrod (2004), each account for many of the
phenomena of structural priming. However, research by
Goldwater et al. (2011) shows that some phenomena of
structural priming can best be captured by using the
mechanism underlying analogical reasoning—structuremapping (Gentner, 1983; Gentner & Markman, 1997).
We propose that structural priming can be modeled as a
species of analogy. This proposal might seem surprising,
given that analogy is often considered to be a conscious
phenomenon while priming is clearly implicit. However,
recent results show that structure-mapping from a prior
analog can occur without attention or awareness (Day &
Gentner, 2007). We describe an initial computational model,
based on analogical processes of matching, generalization,
and retrieval. To provide a solid basis for comparison, we
use the experimental design and stimulus generator
developed by Chang et al (2006).
We begin by
summarizing the psychological experiments and the Chang
et al (2006) model. We then describe our analogy-based
simulation, including its structure and operation. The
results of three simulation experiments are presented.
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The Chang et al. dual-path model
In a typical structural priming experiment (e.g., Bock &
Griffin, 2000) participants alternate between prime trials, on
which they hear and then repeat a sentence, and target trials,
on which they are given a depicted scene to describe in any
way they choose. For example, in Bock and Griffin’s
(2000) Experiment 1 there were 48 such sequences. Any
prime sentence would be in one of two syntactic alternates,
e.g., the DO or PP dative, and the dependent measure is the
frequency of matching the structure of the prime in the
target scene description vs. using the alternate structure.
Chang et al. (2006) present a connectionist model of
sentence production, the dual-path model, which simulates
several structural priming phenomena.
Their model
includes one system for representing the message, i.e., the
meaning of the sentence, and a second system for producing
sentence structure from the message. Before simulating
structural priming, the model was trained with 60,000
message-sentence pairs, each consisting of a meaning and a
word sequence for that meaning. Using error-based learning,
the model learned to produce grammatical word sequences
when given a message. The model was then tested using
conditions that mirrored structural priming experiments. In
the prime trials, the model received both a message and a
sentence structure. In the target trials, only the message was
given to the model. On every prime sentence, the weights
between nodes in the sequencing system were updated
based on prediction error, just as in training.
The stimulus-producing grammar consisted of a set of
message-sentence templates corresponding to the kinds of
constructions used in the experiments (see Table 1 for
examples). Random satisfactory fillers were chosen from a
small fixed lexicon of concepts and bound to empty abstract
thematic role slots in the message portion of the template, as
well as to the event-semantic categories indicating the tense
(e.g. present, past) and aspect (e.g. progressive) of the event
represented. Their model uses a XYZ thematic role
representation scheme, wherein the roles roughly
correspond to agent, theme/patient, and recipient/location,
respectively. The corresponding word strings for the
concepts in the message were then bound to corresponding
slots in the sentence template. Finally, a small set of
transformations (e.g. morphemes for tense) were applied to
produce grammatical sentences for the given sentence type.
Every structural priming test set took 100 prime–target
message pairs. Each target message was presented twice,
preceded each time by a prime with the same message but
with a different syntactic alternate. There were two versions
of each target message with a built-in bias towards one of
the alternates, creating 4 trials per prime-target message
pair, yielding 400 total prime-target trial sequences.
Chang et al. (2006)’s model was able to capture several
key phenomena. They simulated priming both the dative
alternation and the passive/active alternation. These
constructions remained primed across multiple filler items
between prime and target, as in people (Bock & Griffin,
2000). (see Table 1 for examples). The dual-path model

was used to simulate other phenomena that we eventually
plan to simulate as well, but these are our current focus.
The success of the dual-path model in simulating
structural priming phenomena is very impressive. It has set
a standard against which future models of structural priming
will be measured. We use this model as a basis for
calibrating our analogy based model, showing that we can
capture some of the same phenomena with many fewer
training examples.

Analogical learning and priming of
constructions
Our model uses analogical processing in both the training
phase and the priming phase. Training is modeled as
analogical generalization (using SAGE, described below).
During testing, when a target message is presented,
analogical retrieval (via MAC/FAC) is used to efficiently
retrieve a small number of utterances (or generalizations)
from memory that overlap in content with the target. Then
analogical mapping (SME) is used to map their sentence
structure onto the role bindings in the target message.
We now review the components of our model. The major
components—SME, MAC/FAC, and SAGE—were
developed prior to this study, and have been shown to be
useful in modeling other analogy-driven phenomena. We
begin with SME, which underlies the others. Then we
discuss analogical generalization via SAGE, which here
models prior language learning. Finally, we turn to retrieval,
which (along with mapping) is used to model priming.
Mapping: The Structure-Mapping Engine (SME)
(Falkenhainer, Forbus, & Gentner, 1989) is a computational
model of Gentner’s (1983) structure-mapping theory of
analogy.
Its inputs are base and target structured
representations. Its output is one or more mappings that
describe how the two descriptions can be aligned (where
alignment requires finding a like relational structure in
which the relations match identically).1 Each mapping
consists of a set of correspondences linking elements from
the base and target, a score based on the degree of overlap
between them, and candidate inferences that represent
hypotheses about what elements in one description could be
projected to the other, based on the correspondences for that
mapping. SME is used as a component in the other two
analogical processes, and is also used here to generate word
sequences to describe new utterances.
Retrieval: MAC/FAC (Forbus, Gentner, & Law, 1995)
models similarity-based retrieval over structured
representations. Its inputs are a probe case and a case
library. The first stage of MAC/FAC rapidly retrieves up to
three candidate matches using a crude parallel vector match,
where the vectors are automatically constructed from the
structured representations. The second stage uses SME in
parallel to compare the probe to the structured
representations for the candidates produced by the first
1
Under some circumstances, nonidentical relations are rerepresented to find identical subcomponents.
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stage, returning the best mapping (or up to three, if very
close) as the reminding for that probe.
Generalization: SAGE (Kuehne et al., 2000) models
analogical generalization. It begins by storing the first input
example (here, a message-sentence pair). When the next
example arrives, SAGE compares it to the first one, using
SME. If there is sufficient overlap (that is, if SME’s score is
above a pre-set threshold) the common structure is stored as
a generalization. SAGE uses MAC/FAC to retrieve
generalizations and/or examples similar to new inputs. New
examples are assimilated into existing generalizations if
sufficiently similar, and the generalization is updated based
on their common structure. Otherwise, if the new example
is very similar to a retrieved example, a new generalization
is formed from their common structure. Finally, if the new
example is not sufficiently similar to anything retrieved, it is
stored separately, and may serve as a seed for another
generalization later.
In essence, this process of progressive alignment leads to
the gradual wearing away of the non-overlapping aspects of
the examples. SAGE’s generalizations are structured
representations. They may also include some specific
features, though generally many fewer than in the input
representations. No variables are introduced. Further, the
assimilation process produces probabilities attached to each
statement in the description, indicating its frequency within
the generalization. For each concept to be learned, the set of
generalizations and exemplars learned so far constitutes its
generalization context.

utterance expressing a transfer of cake from father to son in
the double-object dative (DO) form “The man is giving his
son some cake”, should lead to an increased likelihood for
the system to produce the utterance “the girl is telling her
friend a story”, rather than “the girl is telling a story to her
friend”. Absent a priming example of this kind, the system
should still be able to produce an utterance that conveys the
target meaning by retrieving a generalization or exemplar
from its LTM with a similar meaning.
To populate the model, a set of sentences paired with their
meaning was generated using an input environment
grammar and simple lexicon based on those used in Chang
et al. (2006). We used the same grammar and lexicon as
their generator, and compared the results of our generator to
theirs to ensure that the sets of meaning-sentence pairs we
produced were essentially the same. Some of these
meaning-sentence pairs were set aside as stimuli to use in
the priming experiments, with a distinct set used to train the
model, as described below. Next we describe how these
pairs were encoded by our simulation, and the training
process it underwent.
Table 1: Sentence types included in the input environment
grammar
Sentence type
Animate intransitive
Animate with intransitive
Inanimate intransitive

An Analogical Model of Structural Priming

Locative transitive

In our model, target utterances are produced by retrieving
utterances (or generalizations) from memory whose
meaning is similar to that of the given target meaning and
mapping their sentence structure onto the target.
The system’s memory has a short-term as well as a longterm component, in order to simulate the greater availability
of more recently encountered utterances. A buffer of
messages, each linked to its sentence representation, is
stored in the system’s Short Term Memory (STM); these
serve as priming utterances, as well as “filler” or distractor
utterances. Given the message of a target utterance as input,
the system uses analogical retrieval with the STM as the
case library to find similar messages. Failing to find a
semantically similar utterance in STM, the system uses
MAC/FAC with the system’s LTM as the case library. The
LTM consists of the SAGE generalization context, that is,
the generalizations and ungeneralized exemplars produced
during the training phase (described below). SME is then
used to infer a sequence of words that situates the actors and
objects of the target utterance’s meaning in their
corresponding roles.
Returning to the prior example, the intended behavior of
the model is as follows: The system is given a
representation of an event in which a girl is telling her friend
a story. In the structural priming condition, the STM
contains meaning-sentence pairs. The presence of a prior

Theme-experiencer
Cause-motion
Transfer dative
Benefactive dative
Benefactive transitive
State-change

Locative alternation

Example Sentence
“a man jump –ed”
“the girl walk –s with a dog”
“the ball bounce –s”
“a father is go –ing around a
car”
“a uncle scare –s a cat”
“the grandfather carry –ed a
cup to the store”
“a woman give –s a girl a
apple”
“a man bake –ed a cake for
the mother”
“the boy push –ed a chair for
the man”
“a cat plug –s a sink with a
ball”
“the father spray –ed paint
on the wall”
“a uncle loaded –ed a plate
with pie”

Structure, Structural Priming & Sentence
Production
Analogical processing assumes that people use structured,
relational representations.
Our input encodings,
automatically produced from message-sentence pairs, reflect
a reasonable approximation to what people would encode in
similar situations. A complete example of the messagesentence pair representation used by our model can be seen
in Figure 1. Sentence structure is represented by a series of
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word slot entities (e.g. w1), each corresponding to a word in
the
sequence
(e.g.
(isa
w1
(WordFn
“grandmother”))). Sequentiality in the sequence is
represented by a set of relationships between word slots.
Semantic structure is represented by entities representing
abstract thematic role fillers (e.g. x0), whose
interrelationships are described via binary relations (e.g.
(roleX a0 x0)). The referential structure ties the
thematic roles to their corresponding word slot in the
sentence
structure,
e.g.
(sameObject
x0
(WordReferentFn w1)). The use of words in the
(isa
x0
(WordFn
semantic
structure
(e.g.
“grandmother”))) follows the Chang et al model, which
used words rather than internal concepts as fillers in their
meaning representation. Consequently, we did the same, in
order to keep the simulations as comparable as possible.

retrieved, SME’s alignment of that message-sentence pair
with the input message produces candidate inferences
representing hypotheses about the structure of the target
sentence. These candidate inferences are used to produce
sentence structure for the target, by projecting word
information and order relationships from the retrieved
utterance (or generalization) to the description of the target
message.

Priming Experiments
We next evaluate the model’s ability to produce sentences
from messages without primes (Experiment 1) and with two
kinds of priming alternations (Experiments 2 and 3). All
three studies used the LTM generated by SAGE as
described above.

Experiment 1

Figure 1: Interrelations between semantic and sentence
structure through the referential structure layer.

Seeding LTM via analogical generalization
Prior to the priming tests, a training procedure was run to
seed the system’s Long Term Memory (corresponding to
Cheng et al.’s Training phase). Our training utilized
analogical generalization via SAGE. Five examples of each
of the 24 variants of the 11 construction types in the input
environment grammar were produced: 120 messagesentence pairs in total. These stimuli were incrementally
generalized by SAGE, using a similarity threshold of 0.9.
This resulted in 45 separate generalizations of messagesentence pairs and 15 concrete, ungeneralized messagesentence exemplars. SAGE required just one pass through
the 120 examples, which is two orders of magnitude less
exposures than the dual-path model required.

Sentence production
Given a new semantic message mi, a prime pi, and a set of
filler message-sentence pairs the prime and fillers are stored
in STM. Then, the system uses MAC/FAC to find the most
similar semantic message to mi from among the messages
present in STM, and if that fails, MAC/FAC is used on the
LTM. In either case, once a sufficiently similar message is

In Experiment 1, we tested the model’s production in two
LTM-only conditions: a dative production condition and a
transitive production condition. This examines the model’s
ability to select a proper grammatical form for messages in
the absence of specific prime sentences in STM. In each
condition, the model was given a sequence of 50 examples
of messages corresponding to the given construction type
and required to produce a sentence for each. As noted
above, this means that the model will use MAC/FAC to
retrieve generalizations and exemplars from the LTM
contents produced via SAGE to do the generation.
We applied a twofold evaluation to the output of our
model, similar to that used by Chang et al. (2006). Each
sentence produced by the model is evaluated in terms of its
grammaticality and its message accuracy. Grammaticality
measures the degree to which the output sentence matches
the prototype defined in the input environment grammar.
Message accuracy measures the degree to which the
semantic message retrieved from memory maps to the target
message given as input. The results are summarized in
Figure 3. For both kinds of constructions the model’s
message accuracy and grammaticality is quite high. Even
with an extremely limited training set, our analogy-based
model produces sentences conforming to the input grammar.

Experiment 2
Next we tested the model’s performance when presented
with a dative prime from one of two alternates: the
prepositional form and the dative form. We also wished to
test whether the model would capture the finding that
structural priming can persist across intervening sentences
(Bock & Griffin, 2000). Therefore we varied whether there
were intervening intransitive filler sentences in STM. This
led to a 2X2 design: Alternative constructions (prepositional
dative vs. double-object dative) crossed with Filler
conditions (no fillers vs. intransitive fillers). In each
condition the model was given a sequence of 100 primetarget pairs with dative messages. The prime messagesentence stimulus was stored in STM and the system was
required to produce an appropriate sentence for the target
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message. In the no-filler condition, no additional messagesentence pairs were entered into STM. In the intransitive
filler condition, 10 intransitive stimuli were entered into
STM in addition to the prime stimulus. For both kinds of
constructions, and with fillers and no fillers in STM, the
model matched the sentence structure of the prime in every
trial. That is, the model was able to find a proper match in
STM on every trial and to map its structure to the target
without using the LTM store of sentences.

Figure 3: Sentence production performance of model in
LTM-only retrieval condition

Experiment 3
Next we tested the model’s performance when presented
with transitive primes that were either active or passive. The
experiment used the same basic 2x2 design and procedure as
in Experiment 2, and the same number of prime-target
message pairs. As usual, the system first attempted to
retrieve a structural match from its STM before retrieving
from its LTM.
For both active and passive priming conditions without
fillers, the model matched the target structure to the prime
for 100 out of 100 trials using the STM store. When there
were fillers, the model was able to do so for 98 of the
passive trials, and 99 of the active trials. That is, LTM was
used as a basis for target sentence structure a total of 3 times
across 400 trials. The model produced grammatically
appropriate sentences with both STM and LTM retrievals.

Discussion
These experiments show that our analogy-based model is
(1) capable of forming generalizations over meaningsentence pairs; (2) able to use its learned memory of
generalizations and exemplars to produce sentences
conforming to the input grammar when given a meaning
(Experiment 1); (3) able to match the structure of prime
sentences for either the dative alternation (Experiment 2) or
the active/passive transitive alternation (Experiment 3). As
per human data, the presence of intransitive fillers had
minimal effect on the effects of a prime. The model can
simulate structural priming when there is no lexical overlap

between prime and target utterances across structurally
dissimilar fillers, matching human findings.
These findings provide evidence for the viability of
analogical mechanisms in learning constructions and in
applying them to form utterances. That analogical processes
readily accommodate both learning and priming phenomena
is in accord with the idea that the two phenomena are
intimately related, as suggested by Chang et al (2006). We
now discuss these two aspects in more detail, including both
implications and limitations of the current model. We begin
with structural priming and then turn to grammar learning.
Structural priming
While the strong priming effects our model shows is
encouraging support for analogical mapping as a mechanism
of structural priming, in some sense the model’s
performance is too good. Across Experiments 2 and 3, over
90% of the targets conform to the structure of the prime.
Priming effects are typically much smaller in humans; in
general, roughly 60% of targets conform to the prime. We
believe there are two reasons for this. The first is that we
only consider structural priming, and not other types of
constraints, such as distributional and semantic preferences
connected with individual words and phrases, pragmatic
constraints, and discourse constraints that enter into
construction selection in natural language use (e.g., Bresnan
et al., 2007). Chang et al. (2006) dealt with this issue by
building in a bias into every message towards a particular
construction; these bias effects can act as a competing (or
facilitating) force on priming. We are exploring ways to
capture these effects. The other reason may be the overly
strong reliance on an STM buffer in the current model.
Recall that analogical retrieval is used on LTM only when
retrieval on STM fails. This happened only three times
across Experiments 2 and 3. We suspect that reducing the
bias towards STM retrieval, or even eliminating the STMLTM distinction entirely, might more closely match human
data. Such a model would take into account both recency
(thereby favoring STM) and strength of generalization
(favoring LTM).
Learning grammatical patterns
An intriguing result is the effectiveness of analogical
generalization, as modeled by SAGE, in learning
grammatical patterns. SAGE was given only one pass
through 120 example message-sentence pairs, yet it
produced a set of generalizations (along with some isolated
examples) that was sufficient to support the construction of
grammatically and semantically accurate sentences over
90% of the time. In contrast, the dual-path model required
8,000 examples, each trained an average of 7.5 times-around 60,000 trials.
Why is our analogical model of construction
generalization so effective? In an important sense, we
believe this finding is real: Structural alignment and
abstraction is a highly effective way of extracting common
relational structure. For example, Kuehne et al. (2000) used
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SEQL (a predecessor of SAGE) to simulate the Marcus et
al. (1999) studies, in which 7-month old infants abstracted a
grammar-like rule from exemplars. The model required only
the amount of exposure given to the infants—16 strings
repeated 3 times each, a total of 48 strings.
However, the obvious challenge to our results is that
children do not master grammar in 120 utterances, nor even
after many thousands. We suggest that a major source of the
disparity lies in the nature of the input. We can characterize
learning environments on a continuum from high-alignable
to low-alignable. In a high-alignable environment, the
learner encounters juxtaposed alignable pairs, as in the
Marcus et al. studies. Lab studies show dramatic learning
under these conditions (Gentner, 2010). On the other hand,
children’s language learning takes place in a low-alignable
environment; they only occasionally receive perfectly
alignable juxtapositions (Cameron-Faulkner et al., 2003)
A unified approach to language
Despite the differences in specific mechanisms between
our models, we share an important commitment with Chang
et al.: namely, that the mechanisms of structural priming can
also be applied to grammar learning in children. Goldwater
et al. (2011) found a developmental sequence towards less
reliance on high semantic similarity in structural priming—
an effect specifically predicted by a structure-mapping
account of grammar learning. There is also evidence that
analogical processes enter into learning word meanings,
particularly for relational terms such as verbs (Childers,
2008). If further studies bear out the hypothesis that
analogical processes are involved in grammar learning, this
will implicate analogy as a major force in language learning.
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Serial order learning and performance by chimpanzees and gorillas on
a computerized task
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Abstract: Multiple primate species have demonstrated a propensity for serial order learning that qualitatively
differs from many tested non-primates. The interaction between physiology, sociality and cognition evinces the need to
examine this ability throughout the primate order and across different stages of performance. Zoo-living gorillas (n=3)
and chimpanzees (n=3) learned to order progressively-built lists of 3,4, and 5 symbols on a touchscreen computer.
While performance increased on longer lists for both species (F=20.1, p<0.001), overall gorillas performed more
accurately (F=149.1, p<0.001) and exhibited longer response latencies (F=89.2, p<0.001) compared to chimpanzees.
Task errors most frequently comprised selection of the symbol associated with the next ordinal position (F=124.3,
p<0.001). Results support an ape-typical learning process, while performance differences may indicate the influence
of species-traits impacting attention, arousal, and impulsivity.
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Abstract

Phylogenetic Approaches

The application of phylogenetic techniques to the
documentation of cultural history can present a distorted
picture due to horizontal transmission and blending.
Moreover, the units of cultural transmission must be
communicable concepts, rather than conveniently measurable
attributes, and relatedness between elements of culture often
resides at the conceptual level, something not captured by
phylogenetic methods, which focus on measurable attributes.
(For example, mortars and pestles are as related as two
artifacts could be, despite little similarity at the attribute
level.) This paper introduces a new, cognitively inspired
framework for chronicling material cultural history, building
on Lipo’s (2005) network-based computational approach. We
show that by incorporating not just superficial attributes of
artifact samples (e.g. fluting) but also conceptual knowledge
(e.g. information about function), a different pattern of
cultural ancestry emerges.
Keywords: archaeology; artifacts; cladistics; cultural
evolution; material culture; network model; phylogeny

Introduction
The efforts of biologists, phylogeneticists, and others,
have culminated in an impressively detailed understanding
of how the living things of today evolved. We can trace the
ancestral origins of our eyes and fingers, and even certain
behavioral traits such as mating preferences. However, we
lack comprehensive knowledge of patterns of relatedness of
elements of culture, even restricting ourselves just to
material artifacts.
The paper discusses difficulties that have arisen
attempting to chronicle material cultural history using
phylogenetic and network based approaches. We then
describe our new conceptual network approach. The insight
that guides this approach is: since artifacts are the product of
minds that encode representations of them not just at the
attribute level but also at an abstract, conceptual level, to
reconstruct material cultural evolution it is necessary to
incorporate how artifacts are conceived, and how these
conceptions interact in a human mind. We introduce a
computer program that is able to construct such networks
from both attribute data and conceptual information.

Since artifacts undergo ‘descent with modification’, the
theory of natural selection appears to offer a means for
explaining cultural history. Accordingly, phylogenetic
methods such as cladistics are routinely borrowed from
biology and applied in an archaeological context (O’Brien
& Lyman 2003; O’Brien, Darwent & Lyman, 2001). In
cladistic representations of archaeological data, the
measured attributes of a ‘taxon’ of artifact are listed as a
number string. The position in the string is loosely
analogous to the concept of gene, and the number at that
position is loosely analogous to the concept of allele. Thus
if a taxon is represented by 132 then the first attribute is in
state one, the second is in state three, and the third is in state
two. For example, consider the representation of early
projectile points from the Southeastern United States shown
in Figure 1 (O’Brien et al., 2001). The data consist of metric
and morphological measurements with respect to eight
attributes, each of which can take from two to six possible
states. Thus for example if fluting is absent in a particular
artifact it has a 1 in position VII, and if fluting is present it
has a 2. Seventeen ‘taxa’ are identified, and the pattern is
such that one common ancestor (identified as KDR) gave
rise to sequential branchings that culminated in 16 different
taxa. This technique provides an intuitively meaningful
(although potentially misleading) means of capturing
structural change. The ‘root taxon’ at the far left is the most
primitive, and early branch points represent changes that
provided the structural constraints that shaped more recent
changes. For example, much as evolution of the backbone
paved the way for limbs, evolution of containers paved the
way for spouts and handles.
Phylogenetic approaches have also been applied to culture
in more complex ways. For example, relationships amongst
different elements of culture have been analyzed by
comparing their phylogenetic trees (Holden & Mace, 2003).
The procedure involves running a series of forward models,
one in which the phenomena are assumed to evolve
completely independently, another in which one kind of
correlation is assumed (e.g. matriliny with cattle), another in
which a different correlation is assumed (e.g. patriliny with
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cattle). These are compared to the language phylogeny,
which is assumed to be the most accurate available cultural
history tree, to determine which gives the best match. This
method can indeed unearth relationships amongst different
elements of culture. It was found, for example, that the
spread of pastoralism in Sub-Saharan Africa is associated
with a shift from matriliny to patriliny. However the method
is ineffective if there is rampant blending of cultural
elements, and it does not generate information about why or
how elements of culture are related.

Figure 1. Phylogenetic representation of PaleoIndian period
projectile points from the Southeastern United States with
17 taxa defined by 18 attributes. From O’Brien et al., 2001.

Shortcomings of Phylogenetic Approaches
Despite the intuitiveness and scientific rigor of
phylogenetic/cladistic approaches, and some apparent
successes applying them to culture, concerns have been
raised about distortions generated by these cultural
applications (Gabora, 2006; Lipo, 2005; Tëmkin &
Eldredge, 2007; Terrell, Hunt, & Gosden, 1997). We now
examine these concerns.
Similarity Need Not Reflect Homology. Phylogenetic
methods assume that similarity reflects homology, i.e. that
two species are similar because they are related.
Specifically, it assumes that, either (1) one is descended
from the other, in which case shared traits were transmitted
vertically, or (2) they are descended from a common
ancestor, which is depicted as a branch point. For example,
common ancestry can occur through fission, in which a

population splits in two, which become increasingly
differentiated.
However, similarity need not reflect homology. Artifacts
may arise independently yet be similar because they are
alternative solutions within similar design constraints.
Convergent evolution occurs in a biological context too.
However, because organisms must solve many problems
(reproduction, locomotion, digestion, etc.) the probability
that a species is mis-categorized on the basis of how it
solves any one problem is low. Artifacts, on the other hand,
are generally constructed with a single use in mind. (Though
artifacts developed for use in one context may be used to
solve other problems, e.g., a screwdriver may be used to
open a can of paint). Therefore, the probability of miscategorization arising through the assumption that similarity
reflects homology is problematic for artifacts.
Blending. Cultural relatedness frequently arises through
not just vertical transmission but horizontal (inter-lineage)
transmission, which can result in the blending of knowledge
from different sources. Since inter-lineage transfer of
information is relatively rare in animals, phylogenetic
methods are ill-equipped to deal with it. Extensive
horizontal transmission gives a bushy, reticulated
appearance to a phylogenetic tree, which is misleading
because it implies not just chronology but ancestry.
Blending is problematic for cladistic methods because it
forces one to parse the data according to predefined
attributes or characters. So one is a priori discouraged from
incorporating data that does not fit into this parsing. In
biology, such parsing arises naturally stemming from how
traits are genetically encoded. The chosen attributes are
characteristic of that species, and the rarity of inter-species
mating ensures that they don’t change drastically. However,
in culture, nothing is a priori prohibited from ‘mating with’
anything else. Those who apply phylogenetics to culture
respond that such problems rarely arise in the study of
prehistory. On the basis of a set of studies of virtually
indistinguishable artifacts, Collard et al. (2006) insinuate
that cultural blending is not widely present. This, however,
reflects their highly limited choice of artifacts; a brief
examination of the contents of any modern house would
lead one to a different conclusion. Moreover, even if one is
more interested in prehistoric culture than contemporary
culture, one seeks not a bag of tricks for assessing
relatedness each of which is applicable to certain data sets,
but an explanatory framework that fits them all.
Lack of Objective Measure of Relatedness. A more
fundamental problem with phylogenetic approaches to
culture is that they assume it is possible to accurately
measure the relatedness of artifacts. Whether or not two
organisms share a common ancestor is clear-cut; they either
are or are not descendents of a particular individual. One
can objectively measure what percentage of the genomes of
two species overlap, and make conclusions about their
degree of genetic relatedness. But in a cultural context,
whether or not two artifacts “share a common ancestor” can
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be arbitrary, and moreover, what is measured is not
necessarily what was culturally transmitted.
Predefined Attributes. The data of Figure 1 are typical
of those to which a phylogenetic approach is amenable
because the taxa are very similar to one another. That is,
each taxon has one version or another of the considered
attributes; there are no major modifications in this lineage.
A problem pointed out by Alex Bentley (pers. com.) is that
the units considered are those that are most amenable to
analysis rather than those that were most likely to have been
transmitted from teacher to apprentice. Thus the method
documents readily measurable change, not the actual
cultural ancestry of the artifact.

like them) had not come into existence, stoplights would not
have come into existence. However, the network approach
does not provide a way to document this. Their lack of lowlevel similarity means that this relationship cannot be
reconstructed using this method.

Lipo’s Network (LN) Approach
Network-based methods appear to avert the above
problems by simply ordering data according to similarity
without necessarily implying common ancestry (Lipo,
2005). Analysis of the same data yields quite a different
pattern of evolutionary change. Following O’Brien, samples
that are rated the same with respect to all considered
attributes are categories together as a particular taxon.
Attributes are encoded as a number string. Each position in
the string refers to a particular attribute, and the number at a
position refers to the state of that attribute for the taxon.
This is shown in Figure 2.
Taxa are simply arranged according to the number of
attributes by which they differ. The majority of taxa have
two lines coming from them, one to a taxon that preceded it,
and one to a taxon that followed it; the network does not
specify which is which. Those that have more (e.g.
31222122) reflect the existence of multiple other taxa with
the same number of differences.
Several aspect of the procedure are noteworthy. First, the
network-based approach does not make a priori
assumptions about the sources of diversity. It is
uncommitted with respect to whether differences reflect
branching due to fission or blending due to transmission.
Second, the method is also uncommitted with respect to
chronology. Additional data indicate the directionality of the
evolutionary pathway, as shown in Figure 3.

Limitations of the LN Approach
We believe that in order to avoid the limitations of
phylogenetic methods a move in the direction of network
representations is inevitable. However, this initial
implementation has limitations.
Considers Only Superficial Attributes. This approach is
suitable for artifacts that are highly similar at the superficial
attribute level. However, it cannot to handle artifacts whose
similarity resides at the conceptual level. For example, it
seems reasonable to hypothesize that the stoplight has (at
least) two cultural ancestors—the streetlight and the car--the
first contributing the necessary expertise (mastery over the
technological design space of external lighting), and the
second contributing the necessary motive (control traffic).
The second is as crucial as the first; if cars (or something

Figure 2. Graph produced by linking taxa to their most
similar neighbors. Bold lines represent differences of only
one attribute. Thin solid lines show differences of two
attributes. Dotted lines show differences of three attributes.
The multiple lines connecting taxon 31222122 to other taxa
indicate ambiguity due to equivalent number of differences
between multiple taxa. From Lipo, 2005.
Assumes Single-Attribute Change. The LN architecture
assumes that the evolutionary path cannot be resolved when
there are multiple attribute differences between neighboring
taxa. This is not the case when conceptual structure is taken
into account; multiple differences (or even complete lack of
similarity) at the attribute level may reflect single changes at
the concept level. Moreover, once the conceptual level is
introduced, it is no longer necessary to restrict oneself to
independent attributes. Indeed, dependencies amongst
attributes may indicate the presence of conceptual structure
that may hold the clue to the artifact’s evolutionary story.
Constraints on Attributes. Third, the length of the
number string and the attributes considered are determined a
priori according to certain rules: attributes must be
independent, and there must no significant difference in the
fitness of alternative states, i.e. only neutral variation is
considered. The rationale behind these rules is that they rule
out similarity due to convergence (e.g. structural
constraints). There is also an implied preference for data
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with taxa that differ from one another by only one attribute
because in such cases the pattern of ancestry can be resolved
without ambiguity. When there are differences of multiple
attributes between a taxon and its nearest neighbor, the
evolutionary path cannot be resolved (e.g. the transition
from 111 to 122 could occur by way of either 112 or 121).
The underlying assumption is that innovation involves one
superficial attribute at a time, so a lack of single-attribute
change between neighboring classes is assumed to indicate
an incomplete data set. However, this assumption is not
always met. For example, Tëmkin & Eldredge’s (2007)
cornet data exhibits “well-documented temporally spaced
sequences of “missing links” that likely indicate an actual
pattern of ancestry and descent” (p. 150).

Figure 3. Graphical analysis of projectile point data with
temporal information (from Anderson et al., 1996) indicated
by degree of shading of circles. (From Lipo, 2005).
The network method has the limitation that to chronicle
the evolution of a lineage that is increasing in complexity,
one would either have to go backwards and add
placeholders for traits that did not previously exist, or clump
together a great variety of taxa as indistinguishable
instances of the terminus. To document the history of
human material culture, our framework must accommodate,
for example, that this lineage, or one like it, eventually gave
rise to the gun. The gun has few of the attributes considered
thus far in analyses of this lineage such as ‘fluting’ or ‘arcshaped base’. Its similarity, indeed our sense that it belongs
in this lineage, is conceptual; it reflects the way it is
conceived of and used by humans.

In sum, the network method is a sensible, rigorous way of
organizing archaeological data. However, due to its assumed
independence of attributes, consideration of only superficial
attributes, and fixed-length attribute strings, the resulting
framework for cultural evolution is fragmentary, limited in
application to what many would find the least interesting, or
at any rate the least innovative, periods of cultural change.

The Conceptual Network (CN) Approach
The project described here builds on Lipo’s networkbased method but adds conceptual structure. As is
conventional, concepts are indicated with capitals. Thus an
instance of a projectile point is written as ‘projectile point’
but the concept of one is written as PROJECTILE POINT.
The more superficial level of conceptual structure consists
of what Rosch (1976) refers to as basic level concepts such
as PROJECTILE POINT and KNIFE. Basic level concepts
mirror the attributes of objects in the external world. This
basic level is the level at which items are first perceived,
and it is the level at which we generally refer to and interact
with them. In some cases it may be more natural to work at
a finer level of discrimination and thus consider a more
subordinate conceptual level, e.g. BEVELED KNIFE
instead of KNIFE. The important thing is that this
superficial level be rich in attributes. The less superficial,
more abstract level of conceptual structure consists of
superordinate concepts such as WEAPON. Superordinate
concepts often refer to multiple basic level categories (e.g.
PROJECTILE POINT and KNIFE are both instances of
WEAPON), and they are more general than the level at
which we refer to and interact with items (e.g. different
kinds of weapon are interacted with in different ways).
Basic level concepts and superordinate concepts can take us
a long way toward a representation of how objects in the
world and their interrelations are conceptualized.
To organize material culture in a way that allows for
projectile points to evolve into guns, we incorporate a
minimal amount of conceptual structure. The structure of
the concept PROJECTILE POINT may include not just
that it has certain attributes but also that it is an instance of
the concept WEAPON. Sometimes the structure of concepts
derives from their history (how they were conceived in the
past), and sometimes from other sources (e.g. horizontal
transmission or copying error). The cognitive approach uses
networks to represent, not just taxa of artifacts, but
relationships amongst them as they are conceived of in the
mind of a particular population of individuals at a particular
time and place.
The program was developed using the object-oriented
Java platform with extension packages for working with
networks (JUNG) and Excel files (SX). The tool collects
meta-data for a set of known samples by asking the user
questions about their presumed function and use. The
questions are generated using a conceptual network that
determines which questions are relevant for the sample. This
leads to the creation of two networks: an attribute-level only
one, and one that incorporates meta-data. Other software
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functions allow the user to export and import data sets for
later use, storing meta-data and networks.

question, ‘Was the sample a projectile point’, and ‘Was the
sample thrown’. Other examples of questions asked include,
‘Was the sample used for cutting’.

Data Samples
Data can be entered into the program either manually,
filling out fields for each sample, or as a batch excel files
that contain all samples to be evaluated. Both import
methods require a series of entry fields to be filled out in
order for the program to query the user in the next stage.
These entries are as follows:
Sample name: Unique name that identifies the sample
Example: “Graham3”
Sample attributes: Features encoded as a numeric string.
Example: “2262233212221”
Generic Type: Group to which this sample belongs
Example: “Graham Cave”
Period: Estimated period of the sample’s original use
Example: “7,000 – 5,500 B.C.”
Location: Describes where the sample has been found
Example: “Cooper Site”
Image: Picture of sample
Example: Figure 4.

Database
Answers given by human experts are stored as meta-data
in the program. Since for large datasets, an expert may not
be able to handle the full set in one session, sets of samples
may be imported from and exported to text format files.

Generation of Lineages
The program analyses the superficial attributes and
abstract (e.g. functional) aspects of samples, and uses this
information to generate networks that arrange the artifacts
according to how similar they are. Thus the network shows
how the artifacts are likely to have evolved chronologically.
Relative distance between two samples x and y in the
original network is determined by the following algorithm:
N(x,y) = H(f(x), f(y))
Where
N is the distance without abstract concepts
H is the Hamming distance between two encodings
f(x) is the attribute encoding of x
For the CN, the algorithm is expanded with a function
over the meta-data:
M(x,y) = N(x,y) + D(a(x),a(y))
Where D is a binary function that indicates whether two
attributes are similar (0) or different, and (1) a(x) is a
conceptual level attribute of x.

Figure 4. Image of Graham3 sample.

Results

Conceptual Networks
The samples are described by a set of superficial
attributes related to their relative sizes and shapes, the
material from which they were constructed, and so forth.
Since the intended function of an artifact does not follow
unambiguously from these attributes, a human expert
capable of deducing function from shape, and who may also
have knowledge concerning their location and period,
provides additional information to aid the computer program
in determining how the samples are related. Following
Dunnell (1978), we define function in terms of the
relationship between an object and its environment,
including both natural and artificial aspects. Variability in
the physical aspects of objects sometimes reflects function.
For example, broad, thick objects have lower performance
values than narrow ones for piercing, and objects that
interact with air at any velocity are shaped by aerodynamics.
Since the number of possible functions that an artifact could
have is potentially infinite, the program asks only those
questions that are relevant for a particular sample based on
assessment of attributes. Since thus far much of the data has
consisted of projectile points, all samples trigger the

Although the approach has not yet been thoroughly
tested, in every test of ten or more samples so far there is at
least one difference in the chronological ordering of
between the CN approach and the original network
approach. For comparative purposes, we began with the
same data that was analyzed using the previously described
approaches. An example of actual output of the program is
given in Figure 5. Since using the entire data set generates
output that is crowded and difficult to parse, the figure just
shows a subset of the data. The output shows both the
original network approach and the CN approach. In the LN
approach, shown to the left, for any sample x, it is possible
that more than one of the other samples is equally similar to
x, i.e. minimizes the Hamming distance (the N function)
with respect to x. Therefore, using attributes only, there is a
large probability of generating the incorrect lineage. If you
look to the samples featured on the upper right, it guessed
that the terminal sample ‘Calfcreek’ is most closely related
to the topmost sample, ‘Graham4’. Indeed based on the
superficial attributes only this was a reasonable guess.
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In the CN approach, however, using conceptual
information (the M function) we can distinguish the correct
ordering on the basis of higher-level information. We see
that the LN approach guessed incorrectly, and that
‘Calfcreek’ is actually more closely related to ‘Graham2’,
the one below it, than to ‘Graham4’, the one guessed using
the LN.

Figure 5. Two examples of network output given the
same input data. Circles represent particular samples.
Numbered lines give estimates of relatedness (lower
numbers more closely related). The output on the left makes
use of superficial attributes only. The output on the right
additionally makes use of conceptual meta-data.

Discussion
To reconstruct the history of the objects we build and use
requires us to consider conceptual relationship, indeed to
reconstruct the history of conceptual change in the minds
that created them. The conceptual network approach
introduced here avoids inherent in phylogenetic approaches.
It builds on an earlier network-based model, by adding the
capacity to make use of not just superficial attributes of
artifacts but also abstract, knowledge referred to as metalevel data. Though for this initial analysis for comparative
purposes we stuck with data that had been previously
analyzed using other approaches, the current approach can
readily be applied to chronicling of patterns of
interrelatedness amongst artifacts of different kinds (e.g. one
tool might fall into disuse when a superior tool comes into
existence, or the tool for procuring a certain food might be
expected to appear at the same time and location as the tool
for processing it). The approach is in its infancy; we
continue to improve the program through application of
research from cognitive science on concept combination and
the formation of hierarchical conceptual structure (e.g.
Coley, Hayes, Lawson, & Moloney, 2004; Kemp &
Tenenbaum, 2008). Though preliminary, we believe that the
approach holds promise in the quest to understand the
ancestry of the multitude of artifacts we have created.
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Shifting attention to a thought: electroencephalographic dynamics
during a modified word generation task.
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Abstract: What happens if you are asked to come up with a word that includes the letters R, B and F in it? Does
the answer pop up spontaneously? Or do you somehow actively orient yourself towards your thoughts, searching for a
possible match? In other words: does voluntarily thinking about something involve first an attentional shift? Here we
approach this question using electroencephalographic recordings in a modified word-generation task. Modulation of
early visual event-related potentials to an attentional probe presented before subjects find the target word, indicates
that thinking voluntarily about something requires a certain amount of withdrawal of attention from the immediate
external context. Fronto-parietal activity during the initial phase of the task suggests that a supra-modal attentional
network is involved when one voluntarily orients to a relevant aspect of experience, regardless of whether this is
external, in the environment, or internal, in one’s mental space.
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Bridging Visual and Executive Attention
Jesse Edelstein
Cognitive and Information Sciences, University of California, Merced

Evan Heit
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Abstract: Attention is divided by scholars such as Parasuraman (2000) into loosely related kinds of attention, such as
visual attention and executive attention. The distinction between exogeneity and endogeneity is well-known in visual
attention work, such as Prinzmetal’s (2009) finding that exogenous and endogenous cues had opposite interactions
with search task difficulty. In a new experiment, we examined this effect by introducing multiple levels of stimulusonset asynchrony to cues. Our work has implications for other forms of attention: another experiment investigates the
effect of exogenous/endogenous cues on a decision-making task requiring executive attention. Prinzmetal proposed
voluntary and involuntary mechanisms at work in visual attention; we propose that these mechanisms should be
extended to higher-level attentional processes as well. While the standard taxonomy is ambiguous about connections
between attentional processes, we may be able to understand attention in general with a unified approach drawing
upon commonalities between different sorts of attention.
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Abstract
When two targets (T1 & T2) are presented in rapid
succession, observers often fail to report T2 if they attend
to T1. The bottleneck theory proposes that this attentional
blink (AB) is due to T1 occupying a slow processing stage
when T2 is presented. Accordingly, if increasing T1
difficulty increases T1 processing time, this should cause a
greater AB. The attention capture hypothesis suggests that
T1 captures attention, which cannot be reallocated to T2 in
time. Accordingly, if increasing T1 difficulty decreases T1
saliency, this should cause a smaller AB. In two
experiments we find support for an attention capture
hypothesis. In Experiment 1 we find that AB magnitude
increases with T1 contrast – but only when T1 is unmasked.
In Experiment 2 we add Gaussian noise to targets and vary
T1 contrast but keep T1‘s SNR constant. Again we find that
AB magnitude increases with T1 contrast.
Keywords: Attentional Blink; Attention Capture; Dual
Target Interference; Temporal Attention; Exogenous
Attention; Spatial Attention; Human Vision.

Introduction
The attentional blink (AB) paradigm is widely used to
study temporal attention and refers to the finding that
observers often fail to report the second of two targets (T1
& T2) presented in rapid succession. Raymond, Shapiro
and Arnell (1992) reported that accuracy of T2 report is a
u-shaped function of the lag between T1 and T2 onset.
They systematically varied the time between a white letter
target (T1) and a black probe (T2, an ‘X’) embedded in a
rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) stream of black
letter distractors. When T2 was presented within 500 ms
of T1 observers rarely detected the probe. The AB has
predominantly been examined in the RSVP paradigm
where stimuli are presented central at fixation. However,
Duncan and colleagues (Duncan, Ward & Shapiro, 1994;
Ward, Duncan & Shapiro, 1996) used the two-target
paradigm where two masked targets are presented
consecutively in different locations. They observed a
phenomenon similar to the AB, which they referred to as
the attentional dwell time. Later Ward, Duncan and
Shapiro (1997) argued that the dwell time effect may be
the consequence of the location switch and not
comparable to the AB. To examine this they introduced
the skeletal paradigm where two consecutive masked
targets are presented in the same location. The authors

found a dwell time similar to what they observed with the
two-target paradigm, and suggested that all three
paradigms (RSVP, two-target, skeletal) tap a common
attentional limitation - an assumption that is adopted in
this study.
One theory offered to explain the AB is the bottleneck
theory (Chun & Potter, 1995; Jolicoeur, 1998). This
theory assumes two processing stages and suggests that
the AB occurs due to slow second stage processing
causing a perceptual bottleneck. The first processing stage
is rapid, analyzing target features such as color and form.
However, the first stage representation is volatile and
susceptible to both decay and interference from other
objects. In the second stage objects are consolidated and
transferred to more durable memories necessary for
conscious report. This stage is slow and capacity limited.
According to the bottleneck theory the AB occurs when
T2 requires second stage processing while T1 occupies
the second stage.
The bottleneck theory predicts that making T1
identification more difficult prolongs second stage
processing and consequently increases the AB (Chun &
Potter, 1995). This prediction has led to several studies
examining how T1 difficulty influences the AB. Target
difficulty can be approached in either a data limited or
resource limited fashion (Norman & Bobrow, 1975). Data
limited methods vary T1 difficulty by varying stimulus
attributes whereas resource limited methods do it by
varying the task or introducing distractors to occupy
attentional resources. Here we limit analysis to studies
using a data limited approach. McLaughlin, Shore and
Klein (2001) varied T1 exposure duration in three
conditions mixed within blocks in the skeletal paradigm
and observed no effect on the AB between conditions.
They suggested that data limited manipulations does not
affect the AB unless observers can prepare for a given
difficult level in advance and allocate resources
appropriately. Shore, McLaughlin and Klein (2001) later
replicated this study only this time they varied T1
exposure between blocks and found that increasing T1
exposure decreased AB magnitude, which is in
accordance to the bottleneck theory. A study by
Christmann and Leuthold (2004) reported similar results.
They varied T1 contrast in three conditions between
blocks in an RSVP stream and found that increasing T1
contrast decreases AB magnitude. That the effect of T1
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difficulty should depend so strongly on whether it is
varied within or between blocks may seem surprising, but
Shore et al. (2001) suggested that observers voluntarily
allocate more resources to T1 when they expect it to be
difficult to see, which is the case in a block of trials when
T1 is difficult to see. This leads to fewer resources being
allocated to T2 and hence to a larger AB. When T1
difficulty varies between trials, observers have no
expectation of whether the next T1 will be difficult or not
and hence do not change their allocation of attentional
resources between the targets, which is why there is no
effect of T1 difficulty on the AB. Contrary to the
predictions of the bottleneck theory, Chua (2005) found
that AB magnitude increased with T1 contrast in three T1
contrast conditions in a RSVP paradigm. Chua (2005)
concluded that a high contrast T1 captures attention, and
that this T1 attention capture prevents reallocation of
resources to T2 in time for its appearance.

Test of Attention Capture Hypothesis
In summary it appears that there are two competing
effects influencing the AB when varying T1 difficulty in a
data limited fashion. Making T1 easier to perceive either
by T1 exposure duration (Shore et al., 2001) or T1
contrast (Christmann & Leuthold, 2004) may decrease AB
magnitude. This may be due to a bottleneck effect or to
reallocation of attentional resources by means of strategy
as the effect depends strongly on T1 difficulty being
varied between blocks. However, making T1 easier to
perceive by increasing T1 contrast, may increase AB
magnitude by virtue of T1 attention capture (Chua, 2005).
Here we test the attention capture hypothesis in a new
set of experiments using the two-target paradigm (see
Figure 1). We vary T1 contrast and use adaptive staircase
procedures to control for T1 difficulty in individual
adjustments sessions. This allows us to systematically
examine how T1 difficulty affects the AB. In Experiment
1 we vary T1 difficulty by T1 contrast in two conditions,
such that T1 accuracy in an easy condition is
approximately 20% higher than in a hard condition.
According to the bottleneck theory a smaller AB should
be observed in the easy T1 condition, whereas the
attention capture hypothesis carries the opposite
prediction. Experiment 1 is subdivided into Experiment
1A and 1B, which differs by the presence or absence of
T1’s mask respectively. T1’s mask is omitted in
Experiment 1B because we are uncertain of how it affects
the AB under these conditions. In Experiment 2 we use
additive Gaussian noise to targets and aim to keep T1
difficulty constant between two conditions but vary T1
contrast. If T1 saliency is varied by this T1 contrast
manipulation, we may tease apart the effect of T1 capture
from the effect of T1 difficulty. According to the
bottleneck theory, no difference in AB effect should be
observed between T1 conditions since difficulty is kept
constant. The attention capture hypothesis however
suggests that if T1 contrast increases T1 saliency this
should cause an increase in AB magnitude.

Experiment 1
We varied T1 difficulty by T1 contrast in two conditions
such that T1 accuracy was 20% higher in an easy
condition than in a hard condition. T1’s mask was present
in Experiment 1A and absent in Experiment 1B.

Methods
Observers
We tested 19 naïve observers, 8 females and 11 males
between 18 and 28 years of age with a median age of 22
all with normal or corrected to normal vision. Observers
were students at the Technical University of Denmark
participating for an hourly fee, except for 2 who
participated out of collegial interest.
Design
We varied three factors in this experiment, T1 mask
[Present, Absent], SOA [100, 200, 300, 400, 600], and T1
difficulty [Easy, Hard]. T1’s mask varied between
Experiment 1A (Present) and 1B (Absent). SOA and T1
difficulty conditions were mixed within blocks in a full
factorial design. The sequential order of conducting
Experiment 1A and 1B was counterbalanced across
observers. Each letter in the target set appeared as T1 and
T2 with identical frequency. We used an adaptive
staircase procedure (accelerated stochastic approximation;
Treutwein, 1995) and adjusted proportions correct for
each observer to 0.5 in the T1 Hard condition, 0.8 in the
T1 Easy condition, and 0.5 in the T2 condition i.e. to the
same level as the T1 Hard condition. Experiment 1 was
structured in two (Experiment 1A) or three (Experiment
1B) individual-adjustment sessions of approximately 40
trials, one training session of 20 trials and four
experimental blocks each of 120 trials. For each
experiment (1A and 1B) the four experimental blocks
yields 480 trials and thus 48 repetitions in each SOA x T1
difficulty condition.

Figure 1: Two-target paradigm. T1 and T2 onsets are
separated by a varying stimuli onset asynchrony (SOA).
Targets appear in different boxes and have different
identities. Masks are presented after an inter-stimulus
interval (ISI) of 100 ms. The task for the observer is to
report the identity of both targets.
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Stimuli
Target stimuli were 20 capital letters from the English
alphabet chosen to emphasize a homogenous yet still
varied target set. For this reason [C, I, Q, U, W, Y] were
excluded either because they diverge substantially (e.g. L
vs. W) or resemble other letters (e.g. O vs. Q). Stimuli
were presented as dark on a 25.6 cd/m2 grey background
with 8.2 cd/m2 fixation cross and boxes. Table 1 shows
target luminance and contrast statistics obtained in the
individual adjustment sessions. Thus standard deviations
are the standard error of mean across observers. Pattern
masks were moderate-density black dots with luminance
levels of 0.0 cd/m2. On each frame a dot pattern was
randomly generated and displayed. This creates a masking
effect perceived as if targets dissolved.
Table 1: Luminance, contrast and SNR levels for
Experiment 1 and 2. Weber’s contrast measures are used.
Negative contrasts imply towards dark visa versa. Large
differences in luminance and contrast levels between
Experiment 1 and 2 are due to that Gaussian noise was
added to targets in Experiment 2 thus making luminance
and contrast levels incomparable between Experiment 1
and Experiment 2.
Luminance
Mean Std
Experiment 1A
Easy 2.11
2.70
T1
Hard 10.29 4.01
T2
10.29 4.01
Experiment 1B
Easy 3.19
3.64
T1
Hard 11.29 4.27
T2
8.87
5.18
Experiment 2
Low 54.20 0.54
T1
High 45.94 1.61
T2
51.99 0.94

Contrast
Mean Std
-0.96
-0.82
-0.82

0.05
0.07
0.07

-0.95
-0.81
-0.85

0.06
0.07
0.09

-0.07
-0.21
-0.11

0.01
0.03
0.02

SNR
Mean

Std

0.71
0.71
1.20

0.09
0.09
0.16

Apparatus
A computer running the PsychoPy psychophysics
software (Peirce, 2007) controlled stimulus presentation
on a 15-inch View Sonic CRT monitor with a vertical
refresh rate of 100 Hz. Observers conducted the
experiment with a distance of approximately 75 cm from
the monitor, yielding a stimulus angle of 1.37 degrees for
targets and 1.76 degrees for masks.
Procedure
The AB was examined in the two-target paradigm with
four boxes arranged on an imaginary rectangle and a
fixation cross in the centre (see Figure 1). Two targets
were presented such that they had different identities and
appeared in different locations. In Experiment 1A both
targets were masked whereas in Experiment 1B T1’s
mask was omitted. Observers initiated a trial by pressing
space after which a blank interval of 100 ms followed. T1

was then presented for 10 ms. After 100 ms T1 was
followed by a pattern mask of 250 ms duration in
Experiment 1A. In Experiment 1B a blank interval took
the place of the pattern mask. T2 was presented for 10 ms
after a variable SOA interval from T1 onset. An ISI of
100 ms then followed before T2’s mask was presented for
250 ms. Observers were required to input the identity of
T1 and T2 on the keyboard in an unspeeded, forced
choice fashion with no regard to the presentation order of
targets. The experiments were conducted in a dimly lit
room. Prior to a session, observers adapted to the dim
lighting for 5 minutes. Experiment 1A and 1B were
conducted on different days, with approximately two
weeks in between.

Results
Experiment 1A
One observer showed no difference in T1 accuracy
between T1 conditions and was for this reason excluded
from the experiment. Thus 18 observers were used in the
analysis. The average of proportions corrects for T1
across SOA was 0.83 (std 0.02) for the T1 Easy condition
and 0.64 (std 0.03) for the T1 Hard condition, showing
that T1 difficulty was significantly varied [F (1,17) =
48.14, p < 0.001]. T2 results are plotted in Figure 2. An
AB is evident from a significant main effect of SOA [F
(4,68) = 13.61, p < 0.001]. However there is neither a
main effect of T1 difficulty [F (1,17) = 0.73, p = 0.41] nor
a T1 difficulty x SOA interaction effect [F (4,68) = 1.24, p
= 0.30] indicating that T1 difficulty has little effect on the
AB.

Figure 2: T2 Results in Experiment 1A (T1 masked).
T2 accuracy conditioned by correct T1 report (T2|T1) is
plotted for the T1 Hard and the T1 Easy condition. Error
bars signify standard error of the mean across observers.
Experiment 1B
The average of proportions corrects for T1 across SOA
was 0.84 (standard error 0.02) for the T1 Easy condition
and 0.62 (standard error 0.02) for the T1 Hard condition
showing that T1 difficulty was significantly varied [F
(1,17) = 72.78, p < 0.001]. T2 results are plotted in Figure
3. An AB is evident from a main effect of SOA [F (4,68)
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= 18.70, p < 0.001]. There is no main effect of T1
difficulty [F (1,17) = 0.60, p = 0.45] however a T1
difficulty x SOA interaction effect was found [F (4,68) =
8.03, p < 0.001]. This justified simple effect analyses
revealing a simple main effect of T1 difficulty at SOA
200 ms [F (1,17) = 25.89, p < 0.001] after Bonferroni
correction.
Summary
When T1 was masked (Experiment 1A) we found no
effect of T1 difficulty on the AB. However, when T1 was
unmasked (Experiment 1B) AB magnitude increased with
T1 contrast at SOA 200 ms.

exceptions: We tested 22 naïve observers, 8 females and
14 males between 20 and 35 years of age with a median
age of 24 all with normal or corrected to normal vision.
Observers were students at the Technical University of
Denmark participating as part of the introductory
cognitive psychology course at the department. We varied
two factors: Six SOA conditions [100, 200, 300, 450, 600,
900] and two T1 contrast conditions [High, Low]. In the
adjustment sessions proportion correct for T1 was set to
0.6 in both the T1 High and the T1 Low condition. T2 was
set to 0.8. Gaussian noise was added to targets. The noise
was sampled from a contrast distribution with its mean
corresponding to the display background luminance,
which was 58.33 cd/m2. The noise standard deviation was
0.3 in the T1 High condition and 0.1 in the T1 Low
condition. T1 difficulty was equated with T1’s SNR. SNR
was calculated as the stimuli contrast divided by the
standard deviation of the noise. As in Experiment 1, T1
contrast was adjusted individually for observers for both
T1 conditions prior to the experiment. The corresponding
SNRs obtained from the T1 Low and T1 High adjustment
sessions varied slightly across conditions. Since we were
interested in presenting both T1 conditions with identical
SNRs, we used the mean SNR from these T1 adjustment
sessions to recalculate T1 contrast for both T1 conditions.
Figure 4 shows sample stimuli for the two T1 conditions
with identical SNR and different T1 contrast levels.
Targets plus noise were displayed at a visual angle of 1.76
degrees. Fixation cross and boxes was presented at 46.66
cd/m2. Luminance, contrast and SNR statistics are shown
in Table 1.

Figure 3: T2 Results in Experiment 1B (T1 unmasked).
T2 accuracy conditioned by correct T1 report (T2|T1) is
plotted for the T1 Hard and the T1 Easy condition. Error
bars signify standard error of the mean across observers.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 1 we varied T1 difficulty with T1 contrast
and found that an easy T1 increased AB magnitude when
T1 was unmasked. Increasing T1 contrast is likely to
increase T1 attention capture, which may explain the
increase in AB magnitude. In Experiment 2, we follow
this assumption and aim to tease apart the T1 capture
effect from the effect of T1 difficulty. In two T1
conditions we add Gaussian noise with different standard
deviation between conditions and manipulate T1 contrast
such that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is equal across
conditions. Targets with noise, where the noise have a
large standard deviation, requires a high contrast to
achieve a given accuracy level relative to targets with
noise sampled with a small standard deviation. Thus using
this type of manipulation we can increase T1 contrast
independently of T1 difficulty. Since we found no AB
effect of T1 difficulty in Experiment 1 when a pattern
mask followed T1 we let T1 be unmasked in Experiment
2.

Methods
The experimental configurations in Experiment 2, was
similar to those in Experiment 1 with the following

Figure 4: Sample stimuli from Experiment 2 showing
the T1 Low (left) and T1 High (Right) contrast conditions.
The stimuli have the same SNR, but different contrasts.
Rendering in print may affect the SNR. Left. SNR: 0.7,
standard deviation for noise: 0.3, target contrast: -0.21,
target contrast energy 1544. Right. SNR: 0.7, standard
deviation for noise: 0.1, target contrast: -0.07, target
contrast energy: 173.

Results
Three observers were excluded from the study because
they showed a difference in T1 accuracy between T1
conditions of more than 18% averaged across SOA. Thus
19 observers were used in the analysis. The average of
proportions corrects for T1 across SOA was 0.76
(standard error 0.04) for the T1 Low condition and 0.80
(standard error 0.03) for the T1 High condition. Despite
the increase in T1 accuracy was marginal, it was
consistent across observers thus leading to a T1 main
effect of difficulty [F (1,18) = 9.22, p = 0.007]. This
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indicates that T1’s SNR may not optimally determine T1
difficulty under these conditions.
T2 results are plotted in Figure 5. An AB was evident
from a main effect of SOA [F (5,90) = 2.56, p = 0.03]. T1
contrast x SOA produced no interaction effect [F (5,90) =
0.49, p = 0.79], however a main effect of T1 contrast [F
(1,18) = 5.54, p = 0.03] was observed.

kept T1’s SNR constant between conditions. Again we
found an effect on AB magnitude that increased with T1
contrast. The purpose with this paradigm was to keep T1
difficulty constant by keeping T1’s SNR constant. In this,
we did not succeed as the high contrast T1 was marginally
easier to perceive as measured by the proportion of
correct T1 identifications. Hence one might suggest that
bottleneck effects could have influenced this result.
However, as in Experiment 1, our results were opposite of
what the bottleneck theory would then predict. We found
a stronger AB when T1 contrast was high, which
happened to also be the condition where it was marginally
easier as seen in a higher proportion correct. Thus, our
findings unanimously support a strong effect of T1
saliency on the AB.
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Abstract

behavioral peculiarities. Medin & Edelson’s (1988) original
work placed considerable weight on base-rate knowledge,
such as sensitivity to the frequency of presented cues. Over
the course of experimentation on the issue, other influences
have been shown to be of particular importance. One
underlying factor that has been previously ignored—a factor
that is integrated not only in base-rate information, but
throughout all types of learning—is the order in which
information is presented.

The two experiments in this paper provide evidence for order
effects obtained from adult and child populations. Experiment
1 compares different versions of base-rate and canonical
highlighting tasks investigating the differences between visual
processing of cues and inference based knowledge.
Comparisons based on adults’ individual performance are also
addressed. Experiment 2 implements designs from
Experiment 1 to investigate the nature of order effects on
children ages 4-5-years-old.
Keywords: order effect; temporal factors; learning
asymmetry; inverse base-rate; highlighting; selective
attention; cue competition

Temporal Factors

Asymmetrical Learning
There are an infinite number of complexities involved when
trying to provide explanations and descriptions of human
learning ability; however, this adversity does not prevent
experimenters from trying to search for answers. This
ambitious problem has been confronted from many different
perspectives, but one approach among many that provides a
small glimpse into how humans acquire knowledge over
time is to investigate behavioral anomalies that seem to
contradict statistical expectation. Specifically, observing
abnormal response patterns during decision making tasks
may supply some answers that explain the processes
involved in category formation.
The types of asymmetrical response patterns—responses
that deviate from expectation—have been observed in a
specific phenomenon known as the inverse base-rate effect
(Medin & Edelson, 1988), or alternatively referred to as the
highlighting effect due to the prominent role of rapid
attentional shifts (Kruschke, 2003). These response biases
seen in tasks involving the inverse base-rate effect are
considerably robust across many different iterations of the
experimental structure. Alterations in the proportion of
objects pairs presented during training have shown
consistent results in decision making patterns, in addition to
dual-task implementations or time restrictions placed on
outcome choice (Lamberts & Kent, 2007; Medin & Bettger,
1991; Shanks, 1992). Given the degree of stability across
the different iterations, the validity of observed response
biases is not under scrutiny; the existence of such response
asymmetry is widely accepted. However, much contention
is derived from the explanations provided to account for the

Order effects manipulating categorical representations can
be accounted for by different models of explanation. These
models propose different cognitive influences and may be
divided based on their emphasis on either top-down or
bottom-up processes. The proposed mechanisms based on
higher-level inferences can take the form of explicit
strategies implemented during a cost-benefit analysis
(Medin et al, 1988), or rule-based processing, in which less
familiar categories are actively eliminated as possible
candidates during ambiguous forced-choice tasks (Juslin,
Wennerholm, & Winman, 2001). An alternative viewpoint
is that the patterns emerging over time that influence
decision making are the result of shifts in attention away
from erroneous cues inherent in the training structure,
resulting in unequally weighted representations across
different cue combinations (Kruschke, 1996).
Common to both paradigms is the reliance on certain sets
of cues to be learned before later cue combinations;
however, frequency theories place little importance on this
factor. We believe that the order in which cues are presented
is critical. In addition to the proposed mechanisms suspected
of leading to variability in object representations, the nature
of observing a subset of elements before others determines
the fate of future learning for upcoming elements, which
may contain some overlap in composition between time
slices. The gradation of current knowledge sets the path for
the identity and make-up of future knowledge. Taking the
opposite perspective on temporality, prior experience and
perceptual history accumulates in the form of stored
memories. Not only does current knowledge matter in the
way it affects future knowledge, one must also consider the
current state of knowledge derived from one’s entire history
of learning. Invoking the necessary tools from the cognitive
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toolbox that may be generally suitable for the task at hand,
this in turn influences the kind of information processing
during that given moment. Disparity in the contents of the
individual’s toolbox induces different methods for solving
some yet unspecified problem.

Order Effects and Children
What is considered relevant during a given moment depends
on the timescale of observation. Specific tasks such as the
highlighting paradigm can be thought of as a continuous
learning trajectory over the course of training, each trial
shaping the features of categorical representations along its
path. A certain degree of categorical stability is maintained
well into testing in order to display the types of response
biases witnessed during the later assessment of cue
preference. This notion poses two questions regarding
development. Firstly, are children capable of reaching the
same state of categorical stability, the type of stability seen
in past adult literature which arises from unequally weighted
representations and accounts for the behavioral outcomes?
Secondly, how does the influence of order differ between
young children and adults; i.e., what is the magnitude of
temporal influence given two very different cognitive
histories? The latter concern may address some of the
necessary cognitive constraints required for this type of
asymmetrical learning by assessing the likelihood of
bottom-up and top-down mechanisms playing independent
or interactive roles, as well as estimating the balance of bidirectionality between the two levels of processing.
Concerning the abilities of young children and detecting
similar patterns of processing as adults, both constructs
(either rule-based inferences or attentional shifting) can
potentially lead to the same behavioral outcomes, yet only
the rule-based approach posits that children are incapable of
showing the same patterns in decision making due to their
underdeveloped high-level reasoning skills (Winman,
Wennerholm, Juslin, 2005). Winman et al (2005) found that
only one third of the tested children aged 8-9-years-old
showed a clear inverse base-rate effect, suggesting that the
children within this age range are at the initial stages of
acquiring the necessary cognitive abilities required for
deductive reasoning. If the focus is shifted away from
frequency evaluation of cues toward effects of temporal
order, it is likely that the difficulties inherent in an
inference-heavy task structure may not be a suitable
measurement of order effects on conjunctive cue
categorization for young children. It is suspected that
different domains of processing may be required to possibly
witness equivalent biases—the type of biases exhibited from
adult judgments given a deductive reasoning task.
In this paper we propose an alternative approach that may
be better suited for testing young children, with an emphasis
on visual processing of predictive cues. This is achieved
through the implementation of child-friendly imagery that
serves as the basis for creating asymmetrical associations
over time. Beforehand, using adults as controls we will
make preliminary comparisons between learning paradigms

that place an emphasis on visual processing of cues versus
typical designs investigating learning asymmetries.
Specifically, we will compare a child oriented version of the
highlighting task with and without base-rate information to
a version focusing on the use of logic to draw conclusions
about ambiguous cues. But first we introduce the
implications of the highlighting effect as a domain-general
learning mechanism as well as its potential application
toward different types of tasks involving associative
learning.

Developmental Perspective
The attention-shifting model is of particular interest from a
developmental perspective. In opposition to the exclusive
use of explicit top-down processes, this model is based on
the deployment of basic cognitive mechanisms such as
attention and memory. Its simplistic explanations can
encompass many types of learning, including language
acquisition, pattern recognition, and heuristics. Entertaining
cognitive processes heavily based on an attentional
framework—such that across time spans, asymmetrical
representations are driven by cue competition—provides
plenty of groundwork for potential application. This
theoretical foundation is especially useful when
investigating temporal learning theories at various
developmental time slices. When trying to understand the
nature of early learning, it is important to consider how
temporal factors may interact with existing cognitive
abilities at any given stage of development. Advantages for
establishing the highlighting effect as an attentional
byproduct is that across the entire lifespan, this model can
provide explanations pertaining to the complex dynamics
inherent in temporal learning theories. Its central focus is on
attentional influence and the process of how attention is
reallocated over the course of training, resulting in the
formation of specific categories. In addition, it can be
postulated that low-level mechanisms such as attentional
control are sufficient in being able to account for the type of
outcomes driven by order effects, given that young children
are adequately capable of exploiting such mechanisms for
this type of learning. By preschool age, children’s
attentional flexibility becomes evident in that they are
capable of taking control over such mechanisms during this
point of transition (Rueda, Posner, & Rothbart, 2005).
However, relatively little is known about the interactive
processes involved between temporal factors and attention
in children, especially with regards to how the order of
perceived information assists in constructing certain types
of biases, and at the same time considering the underlying
capacity for attentional flexibility at a given period in
cognitive development.

Interactions between Cued Attention and Order
The structure of the highlighting paradigm allows for sets of
items consisting of a conjunctive cue and its outcome to be
learned symmetrically during initial stages of training. For
example, conjunctive cue I.PE (I is one part of a pair of cues
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Experiment 1
The purpose of Experiment 1 is to evaluate the similarities
between different variations of the highlighting paradigm.
Adults participated in three tasks in which they were
required to learn specific sets of conjunctive cues before
others. The differences between each task are dependent on
the use of base-rate information versus equal training of
early and late cue sets, described in previous work as a
canonical design (Kruschke, 2009). A direct comparison of
performance on visual training of object pairs versus
symptom training was made using a within-subjects design.
It is expected that learning of the training sets will be
analogous across the different types of tasks (visual object
cues versus symptom diagnosis), and that ambiguous testing
cues will elicit similar trends in performance across task
type and structure (base-rate and canonical designs).

Method

Cues

Participants Fifteen adults participated in the visual task
with objects as cues and with weighted base-rate
information. Eleven different adults participated in both the
visual task with equal base rate information and the
symptom training task with equal base rates. Task order for
this second sample was counterbalanced across conditions.
All adults received partial class credit for their participation.
Visual object cues

Symptom cues

I

I

PE

PE

+

“ear +
aches”

↓

↓

Outcomes

and PE is the other) predicts the following event or concept
represented as outcome E. Symbolic objects I and PE are
paired cues that initially have equal associative weight in
their predictability of outcome E. Order effects come into
play with the later introduction of a new conjunctive cue
I.PL predicting a distinct outcome L. Note that one specific
element—cue I—was repeated across both sets, leading to
the classification of such as an imperfect predictor of either
outcome. Its repetitive nature has little informative value
given its equal probability as a predictive cue; therefore cues
PE and PL inherit the roles of certainty in predicting their
respective outcomes. Given the timeline of early set I.PE →
E and late set I.PL → L, attention is redirected away from
potentially erroneous cues and reallocated toward more
useful pieces of information. Due to its place in time, the
association between cue I and outcome L is attenuated
provided that attentional resources are actively being
focused
toward
meaningful
input,
consequently
strengthening or highlighting the link between PL and L
considering it is no longer prudent to treat I and PL equally.
Order effects are one influence among many that can
govern the structure of categories. Factors such as memory
capacity may influence the quantity of stored
representations. Other factors might depend on feature
characteristics of an individual stimulus, which might alter
overall saliency of an object. But it is the interaction
between selective attention and temporal components, in
addition to these other factors, that give rise to unique
patterns of associations over time. This complexity is
beyond the scope of explanation provided by recency
effects, in which the most current inputs are more accessible
due to the nature of memory storage and retrieval. If this
were in fact the case, a recency account would posit that
independently observed cues I and PL—disregarding degree
of predictability—will lead to responses of outcome L due
to their later occurrence. However, when probing for a
response to classify the imperfect cue, the attenuation of cue
I during later learning leaves the individual with having to
rely on previous knowledge about the nature of cue I, in
which it was formerly categorized as belonging to outcome
E.
It is this type of dynamic temporal interaction that may
give rise to the accumulation of knowledge responsible for
activating higher-level generalizations. A general learning
mechanism responsible for building complex knowledge
can serve as a bootstrap for explaining how complexity in
behavior and cognition, whether manifesting itself as
language, heuristics, or deductive reasoning, can be derived
from a subset of highly influential underlying properties.
Through the experiments conducted in this paper, observing
similar learning patterns in young children can bridge the
gap between adult cognitive literature and developmental
literature, and account for what types of decisions children
are capable of making given limitations in concrete topdown processing.

“back
pain”

“Terrigitis”
E

E

Figure 1: Examples of cues and outcomes for both the
child and adult versions of the task.
Stimulus and Materials The visual implementation of the
highlighting task consisted of a series of two-dimensional
images presented on a touch screen monitor, which recorded
the participant’s responses. A total of 3 predictive cues were
taken from a sample of 9 custom images to serve as items I,
PE, and PL, while 2 cues from a sample of 6 served as
outcomes E and L. The total number of available images
allowed for the creation of different groups of stimuli
consisting of cues I.PE → E and I.PL → L. From this, a
total of 3 sessions were randomly compiled, exhausting all
available images at the end of the last session. Predictive
cues took the form of familiar objects, while outcomes were
represented as known animals. Figure 1 illustrates the
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quality of images used throughout the experiment. Each trial
presented two conjunctive cues, which synchronously
moved across the screen toward the animal, after which the
objects disappeared. This animation lasted for a total of 2.5
seconds; probes during the testing phase were presented for
the same amount of time; no time constraints were placed
on outcome selection.
For the symptom cues experiment, text-based cues instead
of images were programmed to be displayed from a touch
screen monitor in a quiet room; all responses were collected
via touch input. The terms for symptoms serving as
predictive cues and names of diseases serving as outcomes
were taken from Medin & Edelson (1988). Conjunctive cues
were assigned from the array [I.PE, I.PL, IO.PEO, IO.PLO]
and were centered toward the top of the screen one above
the other while all possible outcomes [E, L, EO, LO] were
presented equally spaced and in random order at the bottom
of the screen. Time constraints were not implemented in this
experiment.
Procedure After initial instructions, all tasks began by
administering a training phase in which the participants
learned or viewed early sets of cues before moving onto
later cue sets. The testing phase consisted of probes of cue
combinations that required a subsequent response to
complete the trial and move to the next probe. Cues that
were viewed in training as well as novel cue combinations
were tested in order to observe outcome preferences.
For the visual object cue task with an unequally weighted
training structure, a base-rate of 3:1 was assigned to the
common and rare sets, resulting in participants viewing
early common cue sets for a total of 15 times, while the late
rare sets were watched for a total of 5 times. To account for
order effects, the first 5 trials were always I.PE → E sets.
Introduction of I.PL → L was present at the start of the sixth
trial. The remaining training trials were randomized until a
total of 20 trials was viewed, keeping in line with the base
rate constraints. Only one set was assigned per phase (early
versus late); participants were not required to learn multiple
early sets and late sets simultaneously. Table 1 shows the
cue combinations that were presented during testing for this
particular design. Participants repeated the training and
testing procedure for an additional two sessions with the
remaining collection of images.
The canonical visual object cue task was identical to the
previous task except for the removal of base-rate
information. Overall, early sets were viewed at the
frequency as late sets with a shift from early to late over the
course of training. The total number of trials remained the
same. Testing objects are presented in Table 1.
The symptom cue task’s training structure was taken from
previous literature implementing a canonical design, in
which early sets of cues are learned before later sets, but at
equal frequencies (for details over structure and number of
training and testing trials see Kruschke, 2009). Late cue sets
are gradually introduced over the course of training
resulting in a difference of exposure by the time of testing,

while still maintaining total equality in presentation of early
and late sets. Two different cue set configurations were
learned simultaneously and classified as early training sets,
while another two sets were learned at a further time point
in training and categorized as late sets. For example, trials
of set I.PE → E in addition to trials of IO.PEO → EO were
presented randomly during initial training; the ‘O’ subscript
represents the ‘other’ cue of that type. Exposure to sets I.PL
→ L and IO.PLO → LO was gradually increased over time.
Participants were instructed to learn which pairs of
symptoms predicted the appropriate disease, and that they
were allowed to choose from all four possible outcomes
(even though only 2 of the 4 diseases were relevant in the
beginning), with the correct pairs of symptoms and diseases
remaining constant throughout training. New symptoms
were to be learned in the same manner. Feedback was given
during training if they chose the wrong outcome based on
the given predictive cues. During testing, they were
instructed to choose which disease they thought best
represented the set of symptoms presented on the screen.
The types of testing probes were taken from Kruschke
(2009) and tested, but due to the sake of comparison
between the different types of tasks, only a subset is
presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Response types and percentages collected from
adults and children for each testing cue and each
version of the highlighting task.
Child

Adult
Visual

base-rate

Cues

E

L

Visual

Symptom

canonical
E

L

Visual

canonical

E

L

EO

canonical
LO

E

L

I.PE

96.7 3.3

91.7 8.3

89.7 2.3 3.4 4.6

83.9 16.1

I.PL

3.3 96.7

9.8 90.2

12 85.5 1.2 1.2

11.1 88.9

I

74.4 25.6

PE.PL
PE
PL
I.PE.PL

65.9 34.1

70.5 15.9 6.8 6.8

48.6 51.4

40

60

40.2 59.8

44.2 41.9 4.7 9.3

33.3 66.7

-

-

91.7 8.3

93.2 2.3 4.5

1.7 98.3
-

-

0

0

70

30

9.1 90.9

2.3 88.6

9.1

22.2 77.8

48.5 51.5

45.2 40.5 9.5 4.8

42.1 57.9

Results
Performance across the different task variations was similar
given the type of testing cues. A percentage comparison
based on individual outcome choices can be viewed in
Table 1 across all of the different formats. The left-most
column shows the type of testing cue, while the rest of the
columns show the proportion of responses for each possible
outcome option. In assessing individual performance
between the visual and symptom cue tasks, Table 2 shows
the correlation value that a given participant made related
response patterns during both versions of the canonical
design. Analogous probes are presented in bold. Testing
cues that evoked significantly consistent response behaviors
from both versions were I.PL, PL, PE and PE.PL. Other
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pairs showed high correlations but were not significant
based on Pearson’s correlation coefficient (p < .05). A chisquare test was conducted on critical testing probes which
demonstrate response biases and a measure of order effects
differentially influencing outcome preferences.
The results for the visual base-rate task show a strong
effect for the ambiguous pair PE.PL and imperfect cue I, in
that PE.PL → L and I → E were preferred associations, x2
(1, N = 180) = 7.2, p < .01, and x2 (1, N = 180) = 42.29, p <
.01, respectively.
The results for the visual canonical design show similar
patterns in choice preference in that PE.PL → L and I → E,
with x2 (1, N = 132) = 5.12, p = .023, and x2 (1, N = 132) =
13.36, p < .01, respectively.
For the symptom cue version, a significant effect was
only observed in the case of I → E, with x2 (1, N = 38) =
15.15, p < .01. Given the test case PE.PL, this did not elicit
a significant effect with participants choosing outcome E
slightly more often than outcome L (N = 19:18), with x2 (1,
N = 37) = .027, p < .869.
Table 2: Correlation matrix comparing canonical
versions of the symptom cue and visual cue tasks.
Correlations are based on expected accuracy of
outcome choices given previous literature. Significant
correlations are marked with an asterisk.

Symptom cues

Visual cues
PE

PE.PL

I

PE

*0.83

-0.03

-0.15

0.01

I.PE I.PE.PL I.PL
-0.47

0.07

0.13

PL

PE.PL

0.31

*0.69

0.15

-0.42

0.20

-0.03

0.44

I

0.30

-0.14

0.83

0.33

-0.57

-0.22

-0.20

I.PE

*0.85

0.12

0.11

0.84

-0.24

0.11

-0.02

I.PE.PL 0.19

0.57

0.29

-0.24

0.85

-0.35

0.13

I.PL

0.59

0.08

-0.25

-0.31

0.32

*0.74

-0.03

PL

*0.84

-0.23

-0.21

0.09

*-0.61

0.19

*0.88

Method
Participants 10 children ages 4- to 5-years-old participated
in this version of the task (mean age = 56.3 months) and
were included in the final analysis. The criterion for
inclusion was that the children had to obtain at least 80%
accuracy on the training cues. This led to the removal of 6
children who failed to learn during training. Table 1 and the
Results section reflect the results obtained based on these
criteria.
Stimulus, Materials, and Procedure The stimulus and
materials used for this study were identical to the visual
canonical task conducted in Experiment 1. The procedure
was also identical except that the participants were
instructed on how and when to respond to the training and
testing phases of the experiment using the touch screen
monitor.

Results
Outcome proportions are presented along with the adult data
in Table 1. A chi-square analysis was conducted to assess
response frequencies between testing cues and outcomes.
Training cues I.PE and I.PL were adequately learned, with
x2 (1, N = 31) = 14.23, p < .01, and x2 (1, N = 36) = 21.78, p
< .01, respectively.
Perfect predictors PE and PL were also successful in
individually representing their respective outcomes without
the inclusion of the imperfect cue, with x2 (1, N = 40) = 6.4,
p = .011, and x2 (1, N = 36) = 11.11, p < .01. The test
statistic obtained for PL → L was higher than any other
testing probe other than the training cues. There was a
significant effect for the ambiguous cue PE.PL, with x2 (1, N
= 36) = 4, p = .046.
Testing cues I, and I.PE.PL did not show significant
differences in outcome preference, with x2 (1, N = 35) =
.029, p = .866, and x2 (1, N = 38) = .947, p = .330,
respectively.

General Discussion

Experiment 2
Experiment 1 showed that the visual cue version of the
highlighting task with an equal base-rate design was
successful in demonstrating order effects without relying on
a highly conceptual task format. The use of stimuli
generating visual object associations is sufficient in
accounting for the presentation of predictive cues and
outcomes. The question is whether or not children are
capable of categorizing sets of visual cues and updating
their categorical information over the course of training.
This implies that children must perceptually separate
conjunctive cues when necessary and implicitly consider the
relevancy of individual items to target them as possibly
being erroneous. Children are expected to implement such
expectations through the process of selective attention in
order to accommodate such inconsistencies in cue
predictability.

The main argument from this paper is that order effects play
a much larger role than previously given credit for in that
they directly influence how information is categorized,
which results in decision making behavior inconsistent with
statistical expectancy. Experiment 1 demonstrated two
points. One, whether given base-rate information or
providing equal occurrences of training cues, the visual
object version of the conjunctive cue task structure elicits
similar effects. Visual learning seems to be just as effective
in creating response biases, if not more so. Two, the
comparisons made between the symptom cue and visual cue
canonical designs showed similar trends. However, adults
did not show a significant effect for the ambiguous cue for
symptom version of the design. This may be due in part to
the number of observations required for obtaining
significant results using the chi-square distribution. Further
analytical approaches must be considered in subsequent data
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collection. Experiment 1 provides justification for studying
order effects using primarily visually based stimuli.
Experiment 2 showed that order effects do matter when
certain sets of cues are presented before others; early and
late learning created certain response biases in children
during testing. When comparing performance in the visual
task to adults, response frequencies were similar across both
groups except for the I → E | L testing probe. Children were
not able to significantly choose the early outcome when
given the imperfect cue, in which they preferred both
outcomes equally. It may be possible that children are
sensitive to both types of temporal factors presented in this
paper, in that recency effects of later cues as well as shifting
attention away from erroneous predictors may dynamically
play a role in decision making during this developmental
stage. Failure to completely shift attention away from
erroneous cues might lead to the imperfect cue garnering
more attention than it should during later learning. Research
addressing these factors individually should be taken into
consideration. Experiment 2 also established the fact that
children are highly capable of distinguishing and separating
individual conjunctive cues as well as combining cue
information across different stages of learning. This can be
witnessed in the outcome preferences for the probes PE, PL,
and PE.PL. Children are able to simultaneously process cue
combinations as well as assess the predictability of these
cues in absence of their conjunctive counterpart in order to
make decisions about their respective categories. Further
research must be conducted to understand the nature
between the two equally probable cue sets, especially in
regards to how they differentially influence object
preferences.
In conclusion, the canonical visual implementation of the
highlighting task distances itself from the use of higherlevel knowledge required to show asymmetrical response
patterns. Rules based on frequency of occurrence cannot be
established given that training sets are equally presented,
and that children and adults are not actively engaging in
explicit processing of frequency and rule-based information
over the course of training. They are merely observing sets
of objects in a passive manner, with attentional mechanisms
implicitly accounting for the differences in object
categorization. If base rate information is critical for
observing the typical asymmetrical patterns seen in previous
literature, we would expect the canonical designs to deviate
from such expectations. However, given that such patterns
are observed in both designs, this is more consistent with an
attentional shifting account. Testing certain cue
combinations and witnessing asymmetrical behavioral
outputs represents the type of associations created through
visual processing of objects, without the initial goal of
future application of those items. Participants ultimately
relied on previous knowledge to make judgments based on
visual categories, while the order in which this information
was presented directly influenced their outcome preferences
given ambiguous and individual cue combinations. Order
effects do have an impact on multiple levels of processing

across different age ranges, in which the building of
knowledge over time can be explained by basic properties
inherent within all individuals.
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The Effects of Peripheral and Central Distraction on the Spatial
Attention of Video Game Players
Coty Gonzales
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Abstract: Previous research indicates that when judging the temporal order of peripherally cued stimuli, video
game players’ (VGPs) attention is captured by the peripheral cue to a larger extent than non-video game players
(NVGPs). However, it could also be argued that VGPs should be less distracted by peripheral cues as they have been
shown to process and respond to visual information more quickly and accurately than NVGPs, therefore requiring less
time between two stimuli to accurately judge the order of occurrence. The present research expands on this by using
peripheral and central cues in a temporal order judgment task. Contrary to previous findings, VGPs had smaller
PSS scores in both peripheral and central conditions when compared with NVGPs. These findings demonstrate
that action VGPs are less sensitive to the effects of distracting information and are not as susceptible to attentional
capture as previously suggested.
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Abstract

Unfolding Cycles

Causal graphical models (CGMs) have become popular in numerous domains of psychological research for representing
people’s causal knowledge. Unfortunately, however, the CGMs
typically used in cognitive models prohibit representations of
causal cycles. Building on work in machine learning, we propose an extension of CGMs that allows cycles and apply that
representation to one real-world reasoning task, namely, classification. Our model’s predictions were assessed in experiments
that tested both probabilistic and deterministic causal relations.
The results were qualitatively consistent with the predictions of
our model and inconsistent with those of an alternative model.

We naturally reason about causally related events that occur
in cycles. In economics, we expect that an increase in corporate hiring may increase consumers’ income and thus their
demand for products, leading to a further increase in hiring.
In meteorology, we expect that melting tundra due to global
warming may release the greenhouse gas methane, leading
to yet further warming. In psychology, we expect that clinicians will affect (hopefully help) their clients but also recognize the clients often affect the clinicians.
Many psychologists investigate causal reasoning using a
formalism known as Bayesian networks or causal graphical
models (hereafter, CGMs). CGMs are one hypothesis for
how people reason with causal knowledge. There are claims
that causal learning amounts to acquiring the structure
and/or parameters of a CGM (Cheng, 1997; Gopnik et al.,
2004; Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005; 2009; Lu et al., 2008;
Sobel et al., 2004; Waldmann et al., 1995). And, many
models of causal reasoning assume that people honor the
inferential rules that accompany CGMs (Holyoak et al.,
2010; Lee & Holyoak, 2008; Rehder & Burnett, 2005;
Rehder, 2003; 2009; Rehder & Kim, 2010; Shafto et al.,
2008; Sloman & Lagnado, 2005; Waldmann & Hagmeyer,
2005). Unfortunately, because standard CGMs prohibit the
presence of causal cycles, these models are unable to represent any of the cyclic events mentioned above.
In this article, we take the initial steps to extend CGMs
using an ‘unfolding’ trick from machine learning (Spirtes,
1993). We discuss the implications of this approach to one
class of reasoning problem, namely classification. There is a
rich literature on how causal knowledge among the features
of a category changes how people classify. We first review
evidence for causal cycles among category features and one
proposal for how they affect classification. We then report
two experiments that test that account. Finally, we present
our own model for extending CGMs to represent cycles in
people’s mental representations of categories.

One technique used to elicit people’s beliefs about the causal structure of categories is the theory drawing task. Subjects are presented with category features and asked to draw
directed edges indicating how those features are causally
related. These drawings show that causal cycles are common. For example, Kim and Ahn (2002) found that 65% of
subjects’ representations of mental disorders such as depression included cycles. Sloman et al. found numerous cycles
in subjects’ theories of everyday biological kinds and artifacts.
In a first attempt to account for how cycles affect categorization, Kim et al. (2009) made two assumptions. The
first was that causal knowledge affects classification in a
manner specified by the dependency model (Sloman et al.,
1998). On this account, features vary in their conceptual
centrality, such that more central features provide more evidence for category membership. A feature’s centrality is a
function of its number of (direct and indirect) dependents
(i.e., effects). Quantitatively, feature i's centrality ci can be
computed from the iterative equation,
ci,t+1 = ∑dijcj,t
(1)
where ci,t is i's weight at iteration t and dij is the strength of
the causal link between i and its dependent j. For example, if
a category has three features X, Y, and Z, and X causes Y
which causes Z, then when cZ,1 is initialized to 1 and each
causal link has a strength of 2, after two iterations the centralities for X, Y, and Z are 4, 2, and 1. That is, feature X is
more important to category membership than Y which is
more important than Z. Qualitatively, the dependency model
predicts this because X has two dependents (Y and Z), Y
has one (Z), and Z has none.
Kim et al.’s second assumption was that people reason
with a simplified representation of cycles. Two reasons were
provided for this assumption. First, because variables rarely
cause each other constantly and simultaneously, it is likely
that people assume that they influence each other in discrete
time steps. Second, because it is implausible that people
represent time steps extending into infinity, only a limited
number of steps are likely to be considered. For example,
consider the category in Fig. 1A in which feature C causes
feature E and features X and Y are related in a causal cycle.
Fig. 1B shows the cycle “unfolded” by one time step. The
assumption is that in generation 1, X and Y mutually influenced one another, resulting in their states in generation 2
(X2 and Y2). Kim et al. proposed that feature importance
would correspond to the predictions of the dependency
model applied to the unfolded representation in Fig. 1B,
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Figure 1. (A) Causal structure tested in Kim et al.
(2009). (B) That representation unfolded one time step.
where the centralities of X and Y corresponded to their first
generation instantiations (X1 and Y1). For the unfolded representation, features X1, Y1, and C are equally central because they each have one dependent (X2, Y2, and E, respectively) and more central than E, which has zero.1
To test this prediction, Kim et al. instructed subjects on
artificial categories. For example, subjects learned about a
mental disorder called hadronuria with four symptoms (e.g.,
easily fatigued, lack of empathy, depersonalization, etc.)
that caused each other as in Fig. 1A (e.g., being easily fatigued tends to cause a lack of empathy). Subjects were then
presented with test items described as having all category
features except one and asked to rate the likelihood that it
was a category member. The categories and the exact wording of the classification test were varied over five experiments. The results, shown in Fig. 2, confirmed the predictions. The test item missing only feature E was rated higher
than the one missing C, suggesting that E was less important
to category membership than C. (The phenomenon in which
“more causal” features are more important to category
membership is referred to as the causal status effect, Ahn et
al., 2000). And, the ratings of the test item missing C did not
differ from those missing only feature X or only Y. In another experiment, Kim et al. compared two-feature causal
cycles with more complicated acyclic structures and found
evidence they interpreted as consistent with their model.

Questions About the Model
The empirical results of Kim et al. (2009) are important
insofar as they provide an initial assessment of how causal
cycles affect classification. Moreover, their model is the
first to address the difficult problem of how people represent and reason with causal cycles. Virtually all attempts to
address cycles involve “unfolding” them in some manner
(e.g., Spirtes, 1993), and our own model below will also
1

Note that dependency model’s original formulation makes it
technically inapplicable to certain causal networks, including the
one in Fig. 2B. However, Kim et al. proposed new variants of the
dependency model (e.g., alpha centralities) that address these issues Nevertheless, these variants inherent the same qualitative
properties (and problems) as their predecessor (see below).

Figure 2. Classification results from Experiments
2-6 of Kim et al. (2009).
incorporate this insight. Nevertheless, as it stands, the Kim
et al. model faces a number of difficulties.
The first derives from the assumption of the dependency
model that causal knowledge only affects the importance of
individual features. In contrast, previous research has shown
it has a larger effect on the combinations of features that are
acceptable to category membership. For example, Rehder
(2003; Rehder & Kim, 2006; 2010) have demonstrated coherence effects in which good category members are those
that exhibit the pattern of interfeature correlations one expects to be generated by causal relations.
Coherence effects are likely to have contributed to the
Kim et al. results in Fig. 2. For example, a test item missing
only feature X was likely given a low classification rating
not just because of the importance of feature X but also because its absence violates two causal relations: X is absent
despite the presence of Y and vice versa. Moreover, because
they differ in how many causal links they violate, differences in the ratings of the four test items may reflect not
only the importance of the features themselves but differences in the items’ coherence.
A second difficulty concerns how feature importance varies with the strengths of the causal links. According to the
dependency model, a feature’s centrality increases not only
with its number of dependents but also with the strength of
the links with those dependents (the ds in Eq. 1). For example, as the causal link between feature C and E in Fig. 1
grows stronger, so too should the causal status effect (the
centrality of C relative to E). However, research has shown
that the causal status effect grows smaller as the strength of
the causal links grows larger (Rehder & Kim, 2010).
These predictions are now tested in two new experimental
tests of causal cycles. Following Kim et al., subjects were
instructed on a novel category with interfeature causal relations as in Fig. 1A. But unlike Kim et al. we assess whether
coherence effects obtain with causal cycles by testing participants not only on test items missing a single feature but
also those missing two features (one missing both X and Y
and one missing both C and E) as well as the category
“prototype” (all four features present). In addition, across
two experiments we manipulate the strength of the causal
links. In Expt. 1, we instruct subjects that the causal relations are probabilistic by telling them that a cause produces
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its effect 75% of the time. In Expt. 2, the causal relations are
described as deterministic (100%) instead. We assess how
the relative importance of individual features (e.g., C vs. E
vs. the cycle features) varies with causal link strength.

Experiments 1 and 2
Method
Materials. Three novel categories each with four features
were tested: Myastars (a type of star), Romanian Rogos (a
type of automobile), and Lake Victoria Shrimp. Each typical
feature was described as occurring in most category members whereas the opposite, non-typical value was described
as occurring in some category members. For example, participants were told "Most Myastars have high density
whereas some have low density."
Participants learned three causal links arranged as in Fig.
1. Each link specified the cause and effect (e.g., "Ionized
helium causes the star to be very hot.") and some detail regarding the causal mechanism (e.g., "Ionized helium participates in nuclear reactions that release more energy than
the nuclear reactions of normal hydrogen-based stars, and
the star is hotter as a result."). In addition, a sentence described the strength of the causal link (e.g., "Whenever a
Myastar has high density, it will cause that star to have a
large number of planets with probability X%." where X was
75 and 100 in Expts. 1 and 2, respectively). Features 1-4 of
each category were assigned to the causal roles shown in
Fig. 1 in four different ways (XYCE, XYEC, CEXY, and
ECXY), so that each feature appeared in each role an equal
number of times across subjects.
Procedure. Participants first studied several screens of
information about the category. Initial screens presented the
category's cover story and which features occurred in
"most" versus "some" category members. Features were
presented in one order for half the subjects and in the reverse order for the other half. The fourth screen presented
the three causal links, including the mechanism and causal
strength information. The fifth screen was a diagram similar
to the one in Fig. 1. Subjects were required to pass a multiple-choice test to ensure they learned this information.
Participants then rated the category membership of seven
test items. On each trial, the four dimension values were
listed in one of the two counterbalanced orders. Responses
were entered by positioning a slider on a scale with end labeled “Sure that it isn’t” (a category member) and the other
end “Sure that it is.” The position of the slider was encoded
as a number in the range 0-100. Each test item was presented twice in separate blocks and the order of the trials
within a block was randomized for each participant.
Participants. There were three between-subject factors:
the four assignments of features to roles X, Y, C, and E, the
two feature presentation orders, and which of the three categories was learned. Subjects were randomly assigned to
these 4 x 2 x 3 = 24 between-participant cells subject to the
constraint that an equal number appeared in each cell. 96
New York University undergraduates, split evenly between
Expts. 1 and 2, received course credit for participating.

Results
Initial analyses revealed no effects of which category subjects learned, the assignment of features to causal roles, or
feature presentation order in either experiment, and so the
classification results are presented in Fig. 3A (Expt. 1) and
Fig. 3B (Expt. 2) collapsed over these factors.
Expt. 1 results: Probabilistic links. As expected, the
prototype item received a high rating (95.3) indicating that it
was viewed as a very likely category member. In addition,
the ratings of the four test items with one missing feature
(light gray bars in Fig. 3) were similar to those of Kim et al.
(2009) shown in Fig. 2: The item missing only the effect
feature E (the “wo/E” item) was rated higher than the one
missing only the cause C (“wo/C”), which in turn was rated
about the same as those missing one of the cycle features.
As expected, the two test items missing two features (either missing both X and Y, or both C and E) were rated
lower (69.4) than the prototype. Importantly, however, they
were rated higher than the items missing one feature (33.9).
This result reflects an effect of coherence: Although they
have only two typical features, these items are consistent
with the causal relations (i.e., causally-related features are
either both present or both absent). In contrast, items with
only one missing feature violate the causal relations and
they receive a lower rating as a result.
A one-way ANOVA revealed an effect of test item, F(6,
282) = 67.71, MSE = 448.5, p < .0001. The item missing E
was rated significantly higher than the one missing C (36.9
vs. 31.7), t(47) = 3.64, p < .001, which in turn did not differ
from the cycle features, t(47) = 1.28, p > .20. Items missing
one feature were rated lower than those missing two, t(47) =
6.07, p < .0001, which in turn was rated lower than the prototype, t(47) = 7.32, p < .0001.
Expt. 2: Deterministic links. Fig. 3B shows that in Expt.
2 the prototype again received the highest rating. However,
the use of deterministic causal relations in Expt. 2 resulted
in a different pattern of ratings among the test items missing
a single feature. Whereas in Expt. 1 the item missing C was
rated lower than the one missing E (a causal status effect)
and the same as those missing X or Y, in Expt. 2 it was
rated higher than both the wo/E item (i.e., a negative causal
status effect) and those missing a cycle feature. The latter
result contradicts the Kim et al. model’s central claim that
the cause feature C and the cycles features X and Y should
be equally important to category membership (because both
have one dependent; see Fig. 2B).
As in Expt. 1, the two items that were missing two features but maintained coherence were rated much higher than
the four items missing just one feature (66.6 vs. 21.1).
An ANOVA revealed an effect of test item, F(6, 282) =
97.80, MSE = 491.4, p < .0001. The item missing feature C
was rated higher than the one missing E, t(47) = 3.92, p <
.001, which in turn did not differ from X and Y, t < 1. In
addition, features missing one feature were rated lower than
those missing two, t(47) = 8.41, p < .0001, which in turn
were rated lower than the prototype, t(47) = 7.76, p < .0001.
Fitting the Kim et al. cycles model. We also quantitatively fit the variant of the Kim et al. model that computes
alpha centrality (see Footnote 1) to the classification ratings
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from Expts. 1 and 2. Specifically, the ratings were predicted
according to the formula,

%
(+
rating(t i ) = "0 + &'$ j c# ,k t i, j ;d 75 , d100 , # f j *)

( (

!

) )

trates how the Kim et al. model is unable to reproduce the
key qualitative results from these experiments.

A Generative Model of Causal Cycles

(1)

where ti is a test item, d75 and d100 are the causal link
strengths in Expts. 1 and 2, respectively, and α represents a
feature’s starting centrality. cα,k returns feature j’s alpha centrality in category k (i.e., the dependency network in Fig.
1B) and fj codes whether j is present (1) or absent (0) in ti.
Finally, the purpose of β0 and γ is to map the model’s predictions onto the rating scale: γ scales those predictions according to an arbitrary power function; β0 then translates the
result. The parameters were unconstrained except that d100 ≥
d75 representing the stronger causal links in Expt. 2 vs. 1.
The model was simultaneously fit to the 14 classification
ratings from Expts. 1 and 2 by identifying values for parameters d75, d100, α, β0, and γ that minimized squared error.
The best fitting parameters were d75 = d100 = 0, β0 = 36.8, γ =
2.88 (when the ds = 0, parameter α has no effect on the predictions). The predicted ratings are presented in Fig. 3 superimposed on the data.
Fig. 3 illustrates the two difficulties with the Kim et al.
model we identified earlier. First, because the model predicts that an object’s degree of category membership is the
sum of its features weighted by their centrality, it is constrained to predict a lower rating for the items missing two
features (wo/X&Y and wo/C&E) than those missing one
(e.g., wo/X). That is, the model is unable to account for the
coherence effect found in both Expts. 1 and 2.
Second, the model is unable to predict the positive status
effect found in Expt. 1 and the negative one found in Expt.
2. This is so because the model predicts that that effect
should be larger for stronger causal links. Because this pattern is opposite than the one observed, the best model fit
compromises by yielding a causal status effect (the difference between the wo/C and wo/E item) of zero in both experiments (produced by values of 0 for the causal strength
parameters d75 and d100). Finally, the model is unable to account for the higher rating given to the wo/C item relative
the items missing a cycle feature. In summary, Fig. 3 illus-

We now present our own model of causal cycles based on
the generative model proposed by Rehder and colleagues
(Rehder, 2003; Rehder & Kim, 2006) and Directed Cyclic
Graphs (DCG) proposed by Spirtes (1993). The generative
model assumes that interfeature causal relations are represented as probabilistic causal mechanisms and that classifiers consider whether an object is likely to have been produced or generated by those mechanisms. Objects likely to
have been generated are considered to be good category
members and those unlikely to be generated are poor ones.
One advantage of the generative model is that it provides
an account of coherence effects: A population of category
members should exhibit the expected pattern of correlations
between causally related features. Thus a likely category
member is one that maintains those correlations.
In addition, Rehder & Kim (2010) showed that the generative model predicts the observed sensitivity of the causal
status effect to causal strength. Specifically, if a causal link
is deterministic, then an effect should be at least as prevalent
among category members as its cause (and more prevalent
when the effect has additional causes), and thus the cause
can be less important to category membership decisions
than the effect. In contrast, if a causal link is probabilistic,
the effect can be less prevalent than the cause, in which case
it should have less weight on classification decisions.
We now present an extension to the generative model that
addresses causal cycles. Importantly, this proposal builds on
the basic insight provided by Kim et al. (2009) regarding the
“unfolding” of causal cycles one time step. However, our
account will enjoy the advantages of the generative model,
specifically a DCG, including an account of coherence effects and correct predictions regarding the strengths of
causal links.
The generative model assumes that a category’s causal
knowledge is represented as a type of parameterized CGM.
For example, a CGM associated with the category in Fig.

Figure 3. Classification ratings from (A) Experiment 1 (probabilistic causal links) and (B) Experiment 2 (deterministic
causal links). Fits of the Kim et al. model are superimposed on the data. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 4. (A) An improper CGM of the category in Figure 1A. (B) That CGM unfolded one time step.

!
!

1A is presented in Fig. 4A. The causal mechanism between
!
feature C and E is assumed to operate (i.e., to bring about E)
with probability mCE when C is present and any other potential background causes of E collectively operate with prob!
ability bE. C and E’s background causes are assumed to
form a "fuzzy-or" network that together produce E in mem!
bers of category k conditioned on C with probability,
(2)
pk ( E = 1 | C = 1) = mCE + bE " mCE bE
When C is absent it has no effect on E.
(3)
pk ( E = 1 | C = 0) = bE
The probability of the root cause C is a free parameter cC.
As mentioned however, graphs with cycles are not proper
CGMs because the standard inferential procedures that accompany CGMs are undefined. Accordingly, we work !
instead with the unfolded representation in Fig. 4B. In this
representation, the state of variable X2 is a fuzzy-or function
of X1 and Y1,
pk ( X2 = 1 | X1 = 1,Y1 = 1) = m X X + mYX " m X X mYX (4)
1

2

1

2

pk ( X2 = 1| X1 = 0,Y1 = 1) = mYX
pk ( X2 = 1 | X1 = 1,Y1 = 0) = m X1 X 2
pk ( X2 = 1 | X1 = 0,Y1 = 0) = 0

(5)

m X1 X 2 = mY1Y2 = 1

(8)

(6)

(7)
An analogous four equations specify how Y2 is a fuzzy-or
function of X1 and Y1.
To represent that a variable present in generation 1 is
guaranteed to be present in generation 2, we assume,
Finally, we assume no information is available concerning
the presence of root causes X1 and Y1, that is, cX = cY = .5.
That is, we apply the principle of indifference, or in Bayesian terms, a non-informative prior.
According to the generative model, the probability that an
object t is a member of category k, pk(t), is given by joint
probability over its observed features X2, Y2, C, and E. For
the model in Fig. 4B,
(9)
pk (t ) = pk ( X2 ) pk (Y2 ) pk ( E | C ) pk (C )
where pk(X2) and pk(Y2) are computed by summing over the
possible states of the unobserved variables X1 and Y1,

pk ( X 2 ) = "

"
"

X1 =0,1

Y1 =0,1

pk ( X2 | X1Y1 ) pk ( X1 ) pk (Y1 )

pk (Y2 ) = "X =0,1

Y1 =0,1

pk (Y2 | X1Y1 ) pk ( X1 ) pk (Y1 )

1

where pk(X1 = 1) = cX and pk(Y1 = 1) = cY.
Fitting the generative model. We now fit this model to
the results of Expts. 1 and 2 in a manner analogous to the
Kim et al. cycles model. Specifically, the observed ratings
are predicted according to the formula,

rating(t i ) /100 = "0 + pk (t i ;cC ,bE )

#

(10)
The causal strength parameters mXY, mXY, and mCE were set to
.75 for Expt. 1 and 1.0 for Expt. 2. The model was fit to the
results of Expts. 1 and 2 by identifying values for parameters cC, bE, β0, and γ that minimized squared error. cC was
constrained to the range [.50, 1]; bE was constrained to [0,
1]. The best fitting parameters were cC = .70, bE = .07, β0 =
.18, and γ = .45. The predicted ratings are presented in Fig.
5 superimposed on the empirical ratings.
As is apparent from the figure, the generative model suc-

!

Figure 5. Classification ratings from (A) Experiment 1 (probabilistic causal links) and (B) Experiment 2 (deterministic causal links). Fits of the generative model are superimposed on the data. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
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ceeds in reproducing the two key phenomena from this
study. First, it exhibits coherence effects: The items missing
two features have a higher classification probability than
those missing one. This is the case because, even though the
item missing both X and Y, and the one missing both C and
E, have fewer features, they are coherent in light the category’s causal relations.
Second, the model reproduces the sign of the causal status
effect in the two experiments. Because the causal links are
probabilistic in Expt. 1, the effect is less probable then the
cause (see Eq. 2), and so an item missing the effect is more
probable then one missing the cause. Because the links are
deterministic in Expt. 2 (and E has some alternative causes,
represented by bE = .07), the effect is more probable than the
cause, and so an item missing the effect is less probable then
one missing the cause.
Because it accounts for the effects of both coherence and
causal status, the correlation between the model’s predicted
ratings and the observed ones was .97. Because it accounts
for neither of these effects, the corresponding correlation for
the Kim et al. model was .58. The better fit of the generative
models was accomplished with fewer free parameters (4) as
compared to the dependency model (5).
Nonetheless, Fig. 5A reveals a few discrepancies between
the predicted and observed ratings. Whereas the fit to Expt.
2 is extremely good (R > .99), for Expt. 1 the model overpredicts the wo/E test items (i.e., it predicts that the causal
status effect should be larger than it is) and underpredicts
the prototype. Further analysis suggests that this may have
been due to subjects treating the strength of the causal links
in Expt. 1 as > .75. For example, a value of .90 for the m
parameters in Expt. 1 yields a better fit (R > .99). Determining whether the discrepancies in Fig. 5A reflect a fundamental difficulty for the model or subjects’ difficulty in representing probabilities veridically awaits further research.

General Discussion
We have presented a new model of how people represent
causal cycles and applied that model to classification data.
Recall that CGMs are used extensively throughout cognition
research but are unable to represent cycles among variables.
We have built on the insight provided by Kim et al. (2009)
that, in people’s minds, cycles may be broken by unfolding
them. Our model, however, is a type of generative model
that has been shown to exhibit a number of other favorable
qualities, such as accounting for coherence and causal status
effects. By applying the generative model to an “unfolded”
representation of cycles, we preserve these advantages.
This work is at an early stage. At this point our claim is
only that our model captures the qualitative trends in human
classification judgments when causal cycles are present.
Additional work will need to test our model’s predictions
with other causal structures, including cyclic and non-cyclic
structures with more than just two features.
A perhaps more fundamental issue concerns the number
of time steps a causal cycle is unfolded. Both Kim et al. and
we assume one time step, but one might question whether
people’s representation of cycles is so simplified. An alternative would be to assume that cycles are unfolded through

a large number of time steps but that causal strengths get
weaker with each subsequent step, allowing the model to
converge to a steady state. Tests of these and other possibilities await additional theoretical and empirical work.
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Abstract

Monte Carlo methods in particular: importance sampling and
particle filtering. Importance sampling draws samples from
a known proposal distribution and weights these samples to
correct for the difference from the desired target distribution. Particle filters are a sequential Monte Carlo method that
uses importance sampling recursively. When approximating
Bayesian inference, the posterior distribution is represented
using a set of discrete samples, known as particles, that are
updated over time as more data are observed. These methods can be shown to be formally related to existing psychological process models such as exemplar models (Shi et al.,
2008), and can be used to explain behavioral data inconsistent
with standard Bayesian models in categorization (Sanborn et
al., 2006), sentence parsing (Levy et al., 2009), and classical
conditioning experiments (Daw & Courville, 2008). However, there has not previously been a systematic investigation
of how the parameters of these Monte Carlo methods affect
the predictions they make.

The order in which people observe data has an effect on their
subsequent judgments and inferences. While Bayesian models of cognition have had some success in predicting human
inferences, most of these models do not produce order effects,
being unaffected by the order in which data are observed. Recent work has explored approximations to Bayesian inference
that make the underlying computations tractable, and also produce order effects in a way that seems consistent with human
behavior. One of the most popular approximations of this kind
is a sequential Monte Carlo method known as a particle filter. However, there has not been a systematic investigation of
how the parameters of a particle filter influence its predictions,
or what kinds of order effects (such as primacy or recency effects) these models can produce. In this paper, we use a simple
causal learning task as the basis for an investigation of these
issues. Both primacy and recency effects are seen in this task,
and we demonstrate that both kinds of effects can result from
different settings of the parameters of a particle filter.
Keywords: particle filters; order effects; causal learning; rational process models

Introduction
How do people make such rapid inferences from the constrained available data in the world and with limited cognitive resources? Previous research has provided a great deal
of evidence that human inductive inference can be successfully analyzed as Bayesian inference, using rational models of
cognition (Anderson, 1990; Oaksford & Chater, 1998; Griffiths, Chater, Kemp, Perfors, & Tenenbaum, 2010). Rational models answer questions at Marr’s (1982) computational
level of analysis, producing solutions to why humans behave
as they do, whereas traditional models from cognitive psychology tend to analyze cognition on Marr’s level of algorithm and representation, focusing instead on how cognitive
processes support these behaviors. Although Bayesian models have become quite popular in recent years, it remains unclear what psychological mechanisms could be responsible
for carrying out these computations. Of particular concern
is that the amount of computation required in these models
becomes intractable in real-world scenarios with many variables, yet people make rather accurate inferences effortlessly
in their everyday lives. Are people implicitly approximating
these probabilistic computations?
Monte Carlo methods have become a primary candidate
for connecting the computational and algorithmic levels of
analysis (Sanborn, Griffiths, & Navarro, 2006; Levy, Reali,
& Griffiths, 2009; Shi, Feldman, & Griffiths, 2008). The basic principle underlying Monte Carlo methods is to approximate a probability distribution using only a finite set of samples from that distribution. Recent work has focused on two

In this paper we explore how the parameters of particle
filters affect the predictions that they make about order effects, using a simple causal learning task to provide a context
for this exploration. It is a common finding that the order
in which people receive information has an effect on their
subsequent judgments and inferences (Dennis & Ahn, 2001;
Collins & Shanks, 2002). This poses a problem for rational
models based on Bayesian inference as the process of updating hypotheses in these models is typically invariant to the order in which the data are presented. Previous work has shown
that particle filters can produce order effects similar to those
seen in human learners (e.g., Sanborn et al., 2006). However,
this work has focused on primacy effects, in which initial observations have an overly strong influence on people’s conclusions. In other settings, people produce recency effects,
being more influenced by more recent observations. Causal
learning tasks can result in both primacy and recency effects,
with surprisingly subtle differences in the task leading to one
or the other (Dennis & Ahn, 2001; Collins & Shanks, 2002).
Causal learning thus provides an ideal domain in which to
examine how the parameters of particle filters influence their
predictions, and what kinds of order effects these models can
produce.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In the next section
we discuss previous empirical and theoretical work on human
causal learning, showing different kinds of observed order effects and providing the Bayesian framework we will be working in. We then formally introduce particle filters, followed
by our investigation of how varying certain particle filter pa-
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rameters controls order effects. After this, we use our newfound understanding of the parameters to model different order effects in previous experiments. Finally, we discuss the
implications of our work and future directions for research.

C

B
S0

Order Effects in Causal Learning

S1

E

We focus our investigation of order effects in causal learning
on a pair of studies based on sequences of covarying events.
Dennis and Ahn (2001) presented participants with a series
of trials indicating whether or not a plant was ingested and
whether or not this resulted in an allergic reaction. The sequence of trials was split into two equal blocks of covarying
events; one primarily indicating a generative causal relationship between plant and reaction, and the other primarily indicating a preventative relationship. The overall contingency
of the combined blocks was 0. The blocks were presented
one after the other, with the initial block chosen randomly,
and after observing all trials participants were asked to make
a strength judgement (-100 to 100) on the causal relationship
they thought existed between plant and reaction. After answering, the blocks were presented again in reverse order and
the subjects were asked to make another judgement. If the
generative relationship block was presented first, followed by
the preventative block, participants responded with a preference for a generative relationship (M=17.67, SD=25.66).
However, if the preventative block was presented first, participants responded that only a weak preventive causal relationship existed (M=-5.50, SD=22.27). These results indicate a
primacy effect in favor of generative causal relationships.
The primacy effect found by Dennis and Ahn (2001) was
contradictory to previous models of associative strength that
showed recency effects, and a subsequent follow-up study
was conducted that examined the role of judgment frequency
in producing different kinds of order effects (Collins &
Shanks, 2002). In this study, the authors used exactly the
same trial sequence as Dennis and Ahn (2001), but asked the
participants for a causal strength judgment after every 10 trials rather than just one final strength judgement. Making frequent judgments resulted in recency effects, with participants
producing more generative estimates when they saw the generative data most recently (M=58.4, SD=34.2), and more preventative estimates when they saw the preventative data most
recently (M=-23.3, SD=39.3).

Figure 1: Directed graph involving three binary variables
– (B)ackground, (C)ause, and
(E)ffect – relevant to causal induction, and two edge weights – s0
and s1 – indicating how strongly
B and C influence E, respectively.

Using this graphical model we are interested in the conditional probability P(E|B,C) and want to evaluate how well
the strength weights predict the observed data. Motivated
by the models used in Griffiths and Tenenbaum (2005) and
Cheng (1997), we define the conditional probability using
the noisy-OR and noisy-AND-NOT functions for generative
and preventative causes respectively. Assuming a background
cause is always present (ie. B = 1), we will get a sequence of
events in the form “Cause was (C = 1) or was not (C = 0)
present and an effect did (E = 1) or did not (E = 0) occur”.
This gives us four possible conditions to evaluate. Depending
on the sign of s1 – the strength of C causing/preventing E, we
compute either the noisy-OR (s1 ≥ 0, a generative cause) or
the noisy-AND-NOT (s1 < 0, a preventative cause). Table 1
presents the resulting probabilities.
Table 1: The noisy-OR (s1 is positive) and noisy-AND-NOT
(s1 is negative) functions
C
1
1
0
0

Causal Learning as Bayesian Inference
We can formulate this causal learning problem as a problem
of Bayesian inference through the use of a causal graphical
model framework similar to that used in Griffiths and Tenenbaum (2005). In this framework, we assume a single directed
graph structure defined over three binary variables: an effect
E, a potential cause C, and a background cause B which captures all other causes of E that are not C. Additionally, there
are strengths, s0 and s1 , that indicate how strongly B and C
influence the presence, or lack thereof, of E. This graphical
model is shown in Figure 1.

E
1
0
1
0

s1 is positive
s0 + s1 − s0 s1
1 − (s0 + s1 − s0 s1 )
s0
1 − s0

s1 is negative
s0 (1 + s1 )
1 − [s0 (1 + s1 )]
s0
1 − s0

To complete the definition of this Bayesian model, we
need to specify the prior distribution that is assumed on the
strengths s0 and s1 . Our starting assumption is that these
weights are each drawn from a uniform prior over their entire range, with s0 ∼ Uniform(0, 1) and s1 ∼ Uniform(−1, 1),
where negative values of s1 imply a preventative cause, as detailed above. This basic model assumes that s0 and s1 remain
constant over time. A slightly more complex model would
allow the strength of causes to drift, taking on a value that is
close to the value on the previous trial but with some stochastic variation. We can do this by assuming that s0 and s1 have
a prior on each trial that is based on their value on the previous trial. We assume that s0 follows a Beta distribution,
Beta(λs + 1, λ(1 − s) + 1) where s is the value on the previous trial and λ controls the rate of drift, with large values
indicating a slow drift. We assume that s1 preserves its sign
(and is thus fixed as generative or preventative), but its absolute value is drawn from a Beta distribution in the same way.
For the first trial, s0 and s1 are assumed to follow the uniform
prior distributions given above.
With our Bayesian model of causal learning defined, we
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now turn to the problem of inference. In the next two sections
we introduce the general schema for a particle filter and then
indicate how it can be applied to the specific model of causal
learning we have outlined in this section.

weights, and the weights are reset,
(i)

Parameters of Particle Filters

P(z0:t |y1:t ) ∝ P(y1:t |z0:t )P(z0:t ).
We can obtain a recursive formula for this as:
P(z0:t+1 |y1:t+1 ) ∝ P(z0:t |y1:t )P(yt+1 |zt+1 )P(zt+1 |zt ).
Assuming we have a set of samples from P(z0:t |y1:t ), importance sampling can be used to approximate this posterior distribution by sampling from P(zt+1 |zt ) for each
value of zt in our sample, weighting each value of zt+1 by
P(yt+1 |zt+1 ), and then resampling from this weighted distribution. The result will be a set of samples that approximate
P(z0:t+1 |y1:t+1 ). The recursive nature of this approximation,
where we can obtain samples from P(z0:t |y1:t ) given samples
from P(z0:t−1 |y1:t−1 ), leads to a natural algorithm. This algorithm, in which a set of samples is constantly updated to reflect the information provided by each observation, is known
as a particle filter. The samples are referred to as particles.

Particle Filter Template
We will examine variants of a particle filter based on the bootstrap filter presented in Doucet et al. (2001). There are three
steps to this filter:
Initialization (t = 0): A set of N particles and associated
importance weights are initialized,
(i)

w0 = 1/N

for i = (1, . . . , N).
Importance Sampling: After each observation, a new set of
particles is proposed based on the previous set of particles
and the importance weights are computed,
(i)

z̃t ∼ P(zt |zt−1 )

(i)

(i)

(i)

wt = 1/N

for i = (1, . . . , N), where where δ(z̃) is a distribution that puts
all its mass on z̃.
At the final time T we have an approximation to the posterior P(z0:T |y1:T ), corresponding to the discrete distribution
obtained by assigning each particle its normalized weight.

A particle filter is a sequential Monte Carlo method that can
be used to approximate a sequence of posterior distributions,
as is necessary when performing Bayesian inference repeatedly in response to a sequence of observations (Doucet, Freitas, & Gordan, 2001). When using a particle filter, it is
typically assumed we have a sequence of unobserved latent
variables z1 , . . . , zt , where z0:t is modeled as a Markov process with prior distribution P(z0 ) and transition probability
P(zt |zt−1 ). We then have a sequence of observed variables
y1 , . . . , yt , and are attempting to estimate the posterior distribution P(z0:t |y1:t ). The posterior is given by Bayes’ rule, for
any time t, as:

(i)

( j)

j

Particle Filters

z0 ∼ P(z0 )

( j)

zt ∼ ∑ wt δ(z̃t )

(i)

wt = wt−1 P(yt |z̃t )

for i = (1, . . . , N).
Selection: A new set of particles is sampled with replacement from a distribution based on the normalized importance

We can introduce variation into this algorithm by exploring
different methods of particle selection. Resampling with replacement after every observation quickly reduces the diversity in the set of particles, as a few highly weighted particles can take over the population. Thus, a common addition
to the bootstrap filter is to vary how often resampling takes
place, using some measure of the amount of variability seen
in the weights of the particles. Resampling with replacement
can also result in identical copies of particles. Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) is often used in conjunction with resampling as a rejuvenation step to restore diversity into the
set of particles (Chopin, 2002).
These choices about how to implement a particle filter have
implications for the way that it behaves, but the consequences
of manipulating these parameters on sensitivity to trial order
have not been systematically explored. In the following section, we set up a particle filter for our Bayesian model of
causal learning, and use it to investigate how different resampling methods affect our predictions. This investigation
seems particularly interesting given the potential psychological interpretation of each of these parameters: resampling and
rejuvenation require greater computation than simply continuing to update the weights on particles, and might thus be
used strategically as a form of more deliberative reasoning
that is triggered by some aspect of the state of the learner, or
the task they are performing.

Particle Filter Parameters and Order Effects
With our Bayesian model of causal learning defined and an
algorithm for a general purpose particle filter proposed, we
now turn to exploring the effects of varying the parameters of
the particle filter. We first modify the template given above to
fit our problem:
Initialization (t = 0): A set of N particles, where each par(i)
ticle z0 holds a pair of strength estimates (s0 , s1 ), and associated importance weights is initialized. s0 and s1 are drawn
from the prior defined above, and the weights are set to be
(i)
uniform, w0 = 1/N.
Importance Sampling: After each observation, a new set of
particles is proposed from the Beta distribution defined above,
and the importance weights are computed using Table 1.
Selection: This step is where the four models we analyze
diverge. In Model 1, we never resample, simply letting the
importance weights determine the strength estimates. In the
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other models, we resample particles based on a multinomial
distribution defined on the importance weights. In Model 2,
we resample at each trial t. In Models 3 and 4, we resample only if the variance of the weights is too large as defined
by the Effective Sample Size (ESS). The ESS is ≈k wt k−2 ,
and we set a threshold at 0.10N, ten percent of the number of particles. Model 4 has an extra step after resampling
where we perform rejuvenation on the particles. We perform 10 iterations of Metropolis-Hastings with new values
for (s0 , s1 ) drawn from a from a Normal distribution centered
old
on (sold
0 , s1 ) with a standard deviation of 0.10 and accept the
new
proposed (snew
0 , s1 ) pairs following the Metropolis-Hastings
acceptance rule.

Results on the Causal Learning Task
We applied all four models to a simulated version of the
causal learning task of Dennis and Ahn (2001), using the
same contingencies they listed for Experiment 3. For each
of the four different resampling methods, we averaged performance over 500 runs, varied the number of particles from
1 to 1000, and set λ = 10, 000. We presented the generativepreventative sequence first, and then re-initialized the particle
filters and ran the preventative-generative sequence. The results are depicted in Figure 2.
Model 1 - Never Resample: In Figure 2 (a), we see that this
model predicts a strength of 0 because the importance weights
will average out over the trials. At first the particles with positive strengths will have higher weights but will drop when
the negative trials begin. The opposite effect occurs for particles with negative strengths. At the end of the simulation the
average of the weights goes to 0 since the overall contingency
between C and E in the combined sequence is 0.
Model 2 - Always Resample: As shown in Figure 2 (b),
this model exhibits a strong primacy effect, with strength estimates ending up at values consistent with the first block
presented (positive for generative, negative for preventative)
across a wide range of numbers of particles. This happens because particles with opposite strength to the current trial are
replaced very early in the sequence. This destroys diversity in
the particle set and only particles with strengths in common
with the first few trials of the particular sequence remain.
Model 3 - ESS Resample: Figure 2 (c) shows that when
we resample the particle set only once the variance in particle weights becomes high, we see primacy effects for smaller
numbers of particles and then a convergence to 0 with larger
numbers of particles. Since the ESS threshold is based on
a percentage of the number of particles, smaller numbers of
particles are more likely to lead to frequent resampling because it is less likely they will contain a good set of candidate
strength values. Larger populations take a longer time to meet
the ESS threshold, producing behavior that is more similar to
Model 1. We get a better understanding of this model’s behavior by focusing on the predictions of 50 particles at each
trial. Figure 3 (a) shows that after resampling, the diversity of
the particle set narrows. This results in a primacy bias, albeit
a smaller effect than Model 2 due to infrequent resampling.

Model 4 - ESS Resample with Rejuvenation: The results
in Figure 2 (d) show that this model rises and falls in its sensitivity to order as a function of the number of particles, as
in Model 3. However, the Metropolis-Hastings rejuvenation
step produces a wider range of particle strengths after resampling. This is illustrated in Figure 3 (b) where we focus on
this model’s behavior at each trial for a set of 50 particles.
After resampling and rejuvenation, the diversity of particles
is much broader than simply resampling; resulting in the predictions following the most recent trials.

Modeling Order Effects in Causal Learning
Now that we have established the effects of different parameters of the particle filter, we can consider what settings
are required to reproduce the empirical data from the causal
learning experiments discussed earlier in the paper. We show
that both primacy and recency effects can be produced using
the sequence of 80 trials presented in both Dennis and Ahn
(2001) and Collins and Shanks (2002), if the particle filter
parameters are selected to reflect the difference in the procedures used in these two experiments.

Dennis and Ahn (2001): Primacy Effect
Using the ESS resampling model (Model 3) with a stronger
prior for positive s1 strengths, we can observe that the performance of the particle filter with a small number of particles predicts similar primacy effects to those found in Dennis
and Ahn (2001). Our use of a stronger prior was motivated
by Schustack and Sternberg (1981), where it was found that
people weight generative evidence higher than inhibitory evidence. Figure 4 (a) presents these results, where it is apparent
that the generative-block first performance shows more of a
primacy effect than than preventative-block first.

Collins and Shanks (2002): Recency Effects
We observed recency effects with our ESS resampling with
rejuvenation model (Model 4), however, to maintain consistency in our modeling efforts we use the modified ESS
resampling model defined above with the addition that every 10 trials we resample with rejuvenation. This resampling scheme is motivated by the procedure in the Collins and
Shanks (2002) experiment, where participants were asked to
estimate the strength of the relationship every 10 trials. Making such a judgment could trigger the kind of deliberative reasoning that resampling and rejuvenation reflect. Figure 4 (b)
shows that the performance of this model more accurately
predicts the recency effects with a small number of particles.
We observe too that the recency effect occurs much sooner
under this resampling scheme than in our original simulation
with Model 4.

General Discussion and Conclusions
While Bayesian models have become quite popular as rational explanations of human inductive inference, a number of
significant criticisms remain unresolved. In particular, it is
not clear how these computational level analyses connect to
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: The performance of different resampling methods in our particle filter. The strength estimate produced for the
generative-preventative (blue) and preventative-generative (red) versions of the contingencies is plotted against the number of
particles used for each of four models: (a) never resample, (b) always resample, (c) resample only when the effective sample
size (ESS) falls below a threshold, and (d) resample based on the ESS, and rejuvenate the particles (see text for details). The
mean across 500 runs is shown with a heavy line, and the shaded fill indicates the standard deviation.
the algorithmic level of analysis that characterizes existing
psychological process models. Using Monte Carlo methods
to approximate Bayesian inference while also linking to models of psychological processes creates a new approach to the
question of human inductive inference, resulting in what have
been termed rational process models (Shi et al., 2008).
We have demonstrated how different resampling methods
in a particle filter can produce different order effects in a
causal learning task, potentially expanding the scope of the
effects that can be explained using these models. Using a
model with a bias for generative relationships and a sampling scheme that resamples only after the variance in particle
weights becomes too high resulted in primacy effects similar
to the results in Dennis and Ahn (2001) for small numbers of
particles. Adding a rejuvenation step to this model after every
10 trials to match the experimental procedures of Collins and
Shanks (2002) gives way to the observed recency effects in
the literature.

These particle filter approximations to a Bayesian model
of causal learning provide a more consistent explanation of
the observed order effects in behavioral data. Our analysis is
the first attempt at modeling order effects in causal learning
using particle filters. We aim to explore other causal learning and contingency learning data with particle filter approximations in the future. This will include work to model not
just how people estimate causal strength, but how they infer
causal structure. We are currently conducting laboratory experiments to further explore how particle filter performance
degrades with fewer particles in comparison to human performance degrading with higher cognitive load.
Acknowledgments. This work was supported by grant number FA9550-10-1-0232 from the Air Force Office of Scientific Research.
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Abstract
Motivation-biased design concerns how positive attitudes of
designers can inhibit critical evaluation of their designs.
Good intentions, admiration for certain design elements, or
even concern to make a good impression on others can inhibit
designers from being sufficiently critical of their designs.
The result may be designs that are not as good as they would
be otherwise. This article presents examples of motivationbiased design, explores cognitive mechanisms that might
explain it, and considers how knowledge of the phenomenon
might be useful in improving design practice.
Keywords: design; motivation-biased design, bounded
rationality; good intentions; just a tool; social cognition;
moral capital; positive attitudes; errors.

Best laid plans
The City of Los Angeles experiences chronic water
shortages, making water conservation increasingly pressing.
In the summer of 2009, the City instituted measures
designed to conserve water usage by citizens. Included in
the measures were items such as lawn-watering restrictions:
Citizens in a given area were allowed to water their lawns,
for example, only on Mondays or Thursdays. The measure
proved to be highly successful: City officials claimed that
water usage by citizens in 2009 was the lowest in 31 years
(Zahniser and Garrison, 2009).
Curiously, the summer of 2009 also saw a record number
of water main leaks and bursts. A “blue ribbon” panel of
scientists was convened in order to investigate the plague of
breakages. The panel concluded that the water conservation
measures themselves were partly to blame. On days when
lawn-watering was allowed, water pressure dropped
considerably as Angelenos took the opportunity to water the
grass. On days when lawn-watering was not allowed, water
pressure rose considerably. In the opinion of the expert
panel, the unaccustomed swings in water pressure were too
much for many of the City’s aging pipes. They accelerated
the effects of corrosion and metal fatigue, resulting in the
record number of breakages (Zahniser and Garrison, 2009).

Good intentions
How did the City engineers and counselors not anticipate
this serious problem with their design for water
conservation? The implications of the measure for pressure
in the pipes, and the subsequent effect on the pipes
themselves, seem straightforward enough. Also, these
effects are clearly quite relevant for the effectiveness of the
plan. Yet, the problem was not anticipated by its designers.

Undoubtedly, the full explanation is a complicated one.
Other cities, such as Long Beach, had instituted similar
plans, without suffering similar consequences. In addition,
however, the attitudes of the planners themselves may well
have been a contributing factor. In fact, Councilman Paul
Koretz summarized this issue succinctly (Zahniser and
Garrison, 2010):
‘“It was such a well-intentioned program," he said. "But I
think intuitively, once somebody raised the idea, it made
perfect sense; you have brittle pipes and you have
dramatically increasing and decreasing water pressure.”’
Koretz identifies the good intentions as a contributory
factor. Briefly put, the fact that the engineers and council
members had a good feeling about the goal of the design
helped to make them less critical in evaluating it. Water
conservation is a good thing, and is a pressing priority for a
huge city with low water supplies. Unfortunately, if Koretz
is correct, this feeling itself helped to prevent the council
members and the City engineers from identifying problems
that were, certainly in retrospect, reasonably evident.

Motivation-biased design
The potential for good intentions to suppress critical
appraisal of designs is an instance of what I will call
motivation-biased design. Motivation-biased design occurs
when a designer’s motivations tend to inhibit rational
assessment of the design at issue. In the case of the Los
Angeles water-conservation plan, the positive attitude that
the designers held towards the goal of the plan, namely
water conservation, inhibited their assessment of its relevant
consequences.
The purpose of this article is to provide a broad
characterization of motivation-biased design and to sketch
out an explanation for it. This sketch will then set the scene
for further investigation.
Naturally, all design is motivated. That is, the act of
designing usually includes a set of goals that the designer
attempts to satisfy. Those goals constitute the designer’s
motivation. However, motivations can also arise in other
ways. The example above suggests that some of the effects
of motivations arise not because of their status as goals per
se but because of an attitude of the designer towards those
goals. A positive attitude towards a goal helps to motivate
the designer to achieve it but may also inhibit the designer
from evaluating promising candidates as carefully as
possible.
Social scientists have long recognized a similar
phenomenon involving the effects of motivations on
inference. Kunda (1987) explored the nature of motivated
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inference, that is, biasing effects that a person’s goals can
have on the conclusions that they draw. Basically, people
are motivated to believe in things that they want to believe
in, or that it is in their interest to believe in. People who
score highly in an intelligence test, for example, are more
likely to believe in the aptness of the test than are people
who score less highly. This bias occurs not because people
merely believe what they want to believe but because their
goals bias how they gather and evaluate the relevant
evidence. They may pay more attention to evidence that
supports their views, or they may seek out evidence via a
method that is biased towards producing confirmatory
evidence. The result is that people’s motivations can
undermine the rationality of their beliefs.
Motivation-biased design points to a similar phenomenon.
In both cases, the attitudes of designers involved skew their
evaluation of some cognitive construct. In motivated
inference, the construct is a belief. In motivation-biased
design, the construct is a design.

Bounded rationality
One important characteristic of motivation-biased design is
that it has the potential to lead to sub-optimal design results.
In other words, motivation-biased design can be considered
irrational. To see how, the concept can be compared with
Simon’s (1981) general treatment of rational design and
design under bounded rationality.
As Simon characterized it, the general form of a design
problem consists of a set of means, laws, and ends. The
means comprise the available design components, the laws
comprise the unalterable constraints on how the means may
operate, and the ends comprise the set of goals the design is
to achieve. The problem faced by the designer is to
configure the means, none of which solves the problem on
its own, so that the configuration does solve the problem.
This characterization applies to any kind of design problem,
from the design of an item of material technology, to the
design of a medical treatment, a foreign policy, etc.
On this view, a design is rational insofar as it satisfies the
goals and laws in an optimal way. Simon recognized that
this model of design did not apply to many real-world
instances of design. This issue arises because the model
assumes an idealized designer with (1) a perfect knowledge
of the design situation, (2) an indefinitely large
computational capacity to foresee all the consequences of
each design alternative, and (3) an objectively true
representation of the world in which the design is to operate.
To acknowledge these limitations, Simon described the
concept of bounded rationality. A design is boundedly
rational insofar as it satisfies the goals and laws in an
optimal way, within the limitations of the designer. These
limitations include (1) an imperfect knowledge of the design
situation, (2) a limited computational capacity to foresee all
the consequences of each design alternative, and (3)
subjective representations of the design and the world in
which the design is to operate.
In short, Simon
acknowledged that any real-world designer would labor

under certain cognitive limitations but that designs could
still be considered rational once these limitations were taken
into account.

Design with attitude
Much of the response to Simon’s characterization of
rationality and design has focused on methods that people
may employ to deal with their limitations as cognitive
agents. For example, Gigerenzer & Todd (1999) discuss
heuristic methods that people adopt to optimize their plans
and inferences.
Until recently, research in this area tended to overlook the
importance of attitudes as opposed to methods. Perhaps this
oversight is a result of the traditional view of attitudes as
inherently irrational. However, attitudes constitute an
important part of human problem-solving cognition
(Thagard 2006) and, perhaps, the problem-solving apparatus
of any limited cognitive agent. Thus, attitudes should be
expected to play an important role in design thinking,
whether to the betterment or to the detriment of the result.
Before sketching a model of motivation-biased design, I
will provide further examples that illustrate additional
aspects of the phenomenon.

Just a tool
The water-conservation example illustrates how the attitude
of a designer towards their design goals can influence the
outcome of the design process. However, designers may
have attitudes towards other components of the design
situation that can generate similar results. They may, for
example, have influential attitudes towards the means
available.
Corrigan (2008) discusses the plans of the Irish
government to introduce e-voting in that country’s national
elections. There are many reasons to support such a plan.
Other nations have used e-voting technology with some
degree of success. Networked computers are very good at
acquiring and manipulating all kinds of data, so adding
votes from a distributed network of polls seems like a
straightforward application of this technology.
In addition to these sound reasons, there is the simple sex
appeal of computerized voting. It is futuristic. Thus,
anyone who wants to see progress in the pursuit of
democracy should consider instituting e-voting as an
integral part of that progress. Corrigan (2008, p. 147) notes
that the Irish Prime Minister of the time, Bertie Ahern,
seemed to love the idea of e-voting in Ireland:
‘“We are not going to go back to pushing pieces of
paper around the place” and [he] accused critics of
wanting “to keep old ways, old things, the old nonsensical
past”.’
Ahern continued to hold this attitude in the face of
obvious problems with the scheme.
By 2004, the
government had spent €60 million but still felt unable to go
ahead with it. In 2006, the Commission on Electronic
Voting presented a report saying it could not recommend the
system. The system was deemed less reliable, less secure,
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and more confusing than the existing paper-and-pencil
system. Even so, Ahern and his government pressed ahead,
stating that Ireland would be a laughing stock if it did not
get rid of its old-fashioned system with “our stupid old
pencils” (Seaver, 2009). The scheme was finally abandoned
in 2009.
The persistence of the government in the face of obvious
and serious problems has many sources. One of those
sources appears to be motivation-biased design. In this
case, the Irish Prime Minister had a highly positive attitude
towards electronic voting machines. They were attractive
and futuristic, in contrast to the paper-and-pencil system that
Ireland inherited from the 19th-Century. Because of this
attitude, Ahern seemed to be convinced that the machines
must be a part of any electoral reform. It took many years
and millions of dollars in fruitless outlay before the
difficulties of this position were properly acknowledged.
Corrigan notes that this sort of problem is not unusual,
especially with respect to computerization. Many designers
view computers very positively, and thus seek to incorporate
them into their designs, whether it would otherwise seem
appropriate or not. Corrigan does not have a negative view
of computers but argues, instead, that they should be treated
as “just a tool.” In other words, designers should not let
their admiring attitude towards computers influence them to
incorporate computers into their designs where that would
not otherwise be rational.

Social attitudes
Construction of the main (or “high”) Aswan Dam in Egypt
commenced in 1960 and took ten years to complete. There
were many reasons for its construction at this time. The
most obvious reason was to control the flooding of the Nile.
The “low” Aswan dam, built in 1902 by the British, had
nearly been overtopped by a flood in 1946. A larger dam,
located downstream, would achieve a greater degree of
control over the flow of the Nile through Egypt. A second
reason was to cement an incipient relationship between
Egypt and the USSR. The United Sates and the USSR were
competing for influence in the Middle East in that era,
providing Egyptian leadership with an opportunity to elicit
assistance with the project. The USSR provided a large loan
on favorable terms. The third reason was that a major
construction project would demonstrate the vitality of the
newly independent nation of Egypt, which had overthrown
the pro-British king Farouk I in 1952. The Chinese
government under Mao had constructed the Banqiao
Reservoir Dam on the Ru river in 1951, with Soviet
assistance. Likewise, the construction of a major dam on
the Nile would signify that the Egyptian republic was a fully
modern nation (McCully, 2001).
It is the third reason that is relevant here. In effect, the
Egyptians decided to construct the dam, in part, because of
the attitudes of other nations towards huge public projects of
the type. The Egyptian policy makers reckoned that other
nations saw such projects as a symbol of vitality and
modernity. Wanting to associate that attitude abroad with

respect to the Egyptian republic further motivated planners
in their desire to build the dam.
The case is similar in many respects to the Irish
government’s plan to adopt e-voting discussed above.
However, an additional element comes to the fore in this
case. The Egyptian planners were influenced not merely by
their own attitudes towards the dam but also by the attitudes
of others towards dams. Put another way, one of the
purposes of the dam was to impress citizens of Egypt and
politicians abroad. The fact that those people saw dams as
more than “just a tool” fostered an admiring attitude in the
planners of the dam themselves.
As with the case of e-voting in Ireland, the result was an
uncritical approach to the design of the dam itself. Wahhid
Moufaddal, a remote-sensing scientist at the National
Institute of Oceanography & Fisheries in Alexandria, notes
that the attitude of planners towards the dam compromised
their sense of caution regarding it (Bohannon, 2010):
‘“There was no discussion” about the merits of such a
potent source of pride for the newly independent nation,
says Moufaddal. “It was a giant experiment,” yet, he
notes, there was no plan for collecting environmental
data.
In fact, the Dam has had a number of significant
detrimental effects that, because of the lack of oversight,
were not detected until fairly recently. These include (1)
subsidence of the Nile Delta due to lack of incoming
sediment from Nile floods, (2) diversion of the entire river
flow before reaching the Mediterranean, leaving no flow to
wash pesticides and other toxic chemicals away from the
Delta, and (3) salt water leaching into the Delta’s water
table from the Mediterranean, threatening the supply of
fresh water in the Delta.
The decision to build the Dam and, moreover, not to
monitor the consequences, displays the symptoms of
motivation-biased design. In this case, the influence of the
attitudes of others towards dams, as the planners understood
them, inhibited the planners from evaluating their design
critically enough.
The result is that the Egyptian
government is facing the prospect of another massive public
works project in order to mitigate the problems generated by
the Dam.

The design situation
The examples above suggest that designing can indeed be
significantly affected by the attitudes of the designer(s).
Moreover, these examples suggest that the role and
influence of attitudes can be systematically accounted for.
Motivation-biased design may occur in a design situation
containing the following elements:
1. A set of means and ends;
2. A design to meet the ends using the means;
3. A set of designers’ attitudes towards (1); and
4. A set of designer’s attitudes and beliefs about the
attitudes of others towards (1).
The interactions among these elements in a design
situation is captured in Figure 1Error! Reference source
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Design
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Designer
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Observer

not found.. In the figure, the solid arrows represent
Figure 1: Attitudes in motivation-biased
design.
attitudes that the participants have towards other elements of
the design situation. The dashed arrow represents the
uncritical attitude that the designer has towards the design as
a result of the other attitudes and elements in play. It is this
uncritical attitude that can make motivation-biased design
problematic.

the social situation at hand. When the member discusses the
matter with friends, who are also probably members of the
party, they will also engage in a one-sided process of
evidence collection that further supports the conclusion.
A similar process may occur in cases of motivation-biased
design. In these cases, designers have a positive attitude
towards some means or end involved. This attitude may
influence how evidence for the appropriateness of the item
is characterized. Instead of asking themselves, as it were,
“What makes this design better than the alternatives?” they
ask themselves, “What makes this design a good one?” This
way of framing the project of design evaluation biases the
evaluation process by leaving relevant but negative evidence
out of consideration. As a result, an uncritical evaluation is
reached.
This explanation does seem to capture important aspects
of motivation-biased design. In the water-conservation
plan, for example, the laudability of the goal of water
conservation did seem to direct attention towards how the
plan could meet the goal and also away from examination of
the plan’s effects on the water system itself. So, it seems
plausible to say that the characterization of relevant
evidence was biased in this case.
It also comports well with the social causes that can apply
to motivation-biased design. The Aswan Dam example
illustrates that designers may be led to consult others who
are themselves biased in the matter at hand. The result is,
again, a one-sided characterization of what counts as
relevant evidence for design evaluation.

Positive illusions

Explaining motivation-biased design
Given the existence of motivation-biased design, we come
to the matter of how it occurs. There are at least four
perspectives to help explain the phenomenon, based on (1)
explanations of motivated inference, (2) positive illusions,
(3) explanations of conflicts of interest, and (4) explanations
based on the concept of moral capital. Each explanation is
considered in this section.

Motivated inference
Motivated inference concerns the undue influence that
people’s goals can have on the conclusions that people draw
(Kunda 1987). For example, a member of one political
party might uncritically accept the conclusion that a
politician of another party is a liar, even where this
conclusion is not justified by the full body of evidence. The
personal goal in this case is the party-member’s opposition
to the politician. Having this goal influences the way that
people identify the evidence that is relevant: Instead of
asking themselves, as it were, “What evidence makes the
liar hypothesis better than other hypotheses?” they ask
themselves, “What evidence justifies the liar hypothesis?”
Some evidence can doubtless be found to support the liar
hypothesis, so the party member weighs the evidence and
reaches a biased conclusion.
This bias in the
characterization of relevant evidence can be amplified by

However, there is an issue in play in these examples that
is not present in mechanisms posited to explain motivated
inference. As Corrigan points out, designers sometimes
have an exaggerated sense of the command they have over
the situation in which the design is to operate. In other
words, designers may believe that they are in a better
position to determine the outcome of their decisions than
they truly are in.
If so, then the problem of positive illusions may be at
work in motivation-biased design. In particular, Langer
(1982) notes that people may labor under the illusion of
control, that is, the exaggerated impression that they control
the outcome of some operation, especially if the operation
requires a degree of skill. Designing a dam or an e-voting
system requires a degree of skill, so it is plausible to think
that illusions of control may come into play.
An illusion of control could contribute to motivationbiased design in the following manner: Instead of asking
himself, as it were, “What things could go wrong with this
design?” the designer asks himself, “What things can I
prevent from going wrong?”
The two questions
characterize the relevant data in different ways. Any kinds
of problems might be relevant to the first question.
However, only those problems that the designer is familiar
with and used to controlling are relevant to the second
question. The second question focuses designers’ attention
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on design elements that they are familiar with, and problems
that they are used to dealing with. Confusing the second
question with the first one could result in an uncritical
evaluation of a design.

Affective afflictions
Thagard (2007) provides a discussion of conflict of interest
that is relevant here. He discusses the case of a city official
who, after a few rounds of wining and dining by a private
company, endorsed a contract on ruinous terms between the
company and the city. The official seemed to display no
awareness that the good treatment he received from the
company might have compromised his ability to evaluate
their proposals. Thagard seeks to address the question,
“How could someone in that situation be so blind?”
Thagard frames the issue in terms of affective afflictions,
that is, the systematic distortion of decisions by emotional
attachments. These distortions result from facts about
human neuroanatomy that are outside the scope of this
article. However, he raises two points that are relevant here.
First, he points out that conflicts of interest involve not
only the past situation but anticipations of the future (2007,
p. 373). Because of their mutual past, the city official may
have made his uncritical decision because he anticipated
further, pleasant occasions with company executives. Also,
he may have feared to disappoint his new friends there by
examining their proposed contract too thoroughly.
Second, Thagard explains why people tend to be unaware
that this sort of thing is going on with their cognitive
processes. In rough terms, the emotional calculations going
on in these situations occur not in brain areas associated
with conscious thinking, e.g., the prefrontal cortex, but in
areas associated with unconscious, affective thinking, e.g.,
the nucleus accumbens (2007, p. 374). Although people
may be aware of their positive or negative feelings about a
given thing, they may well not be aware of the role that
those feelings play in determining the relevant of data for
their cogitations.
Both points are important for explaining motivationbiased design. When designers evaluate their designs, they
are thinking about the future. They may imagine the praise
that others will bestow on them for a particular design or
design element. They may also imagine the scorn or
disappointment others will feel for their omission of some
element or goal. This issue seems to be particularly relevant
for the Aswan Dam example, in which designers were
motivated, in part, to display their competence before their
peers abroad, and to show off the modernity of their nation
before Egyptians and foreigners. The dam was not merely a
material object but a performance before an audience whose
response the designers were concerned to manipulate as
much as the waters of the Nile.

Moral capital
Another important aspect of motivation-biased design
concerns the attitude of the designer towards herself. In the
water-conservation example, for instance, it seems plausible

that having good intentions about water conservation also
implies having a positive attitude towards oneself. That is,
having good intentions implies that one is a good person.
This sort of positive self-image may also contribute to the
inhibition of critical reflection evident in motivation-biased
design.
This aspect of motivation-biased design may be captured
by the concept of moral capital. Mazar and Zhong (2010)
describe moral capital as a person’s sense of their own
moral credentials. A person who feels that they have acted
in a morally upright manner will feel that they have
acquired strong moral credentials. Oddly, this feeling can
license a drop in performance of moral behavior.
Mazar and Zhong found that people who bought “green”
or environmentally friendly products were more likely than
others who bought similar, non-green products to
subsequently lie or steal. It is as if, having acquired a
quantity of moral capital through patently good actions,
these people then spent the capital on themselves through
morally dubious actions. The behavior is reminiscent of the
medieval practice of indulgences, an indulgence being a
pardon from a sin or a duty to the Church granted in
exchange for a cash payment. The Church reckoned that it
had a store of excess merit from which it could make up the
shortfall created by the indulgence. Mazar and Zhong
observed that people who had behaved in a moral manner
conspicuous to themselves then acted as through they had
acquired excess moral capital that they could then spend on
themselves through indulging in a dubious act.
A designer with a positive attitude, conspicuous to
themselves, towards some design element they have
incorporated into a design could fall prey to the same effect.
Engineers examining a water-conservation measure, for
example, might feel that this good deed gave them a fund of
moral capital that they could then redeem by saving
themselves some of the trouble of examining the scheme
very thoroughly.
One advantage of this perspective is that it takes into
account the temporal unfolding of design evaluation. That
is, designers may begin the design process possessed of a
positive attitude towards some design element. As the
design comes together and the admired element is included,
the designer acquires moral capital. In later phases of
design, where evaluation becomes more important than
configuration, the moral capital is available to be expended
and licenses a more cursory effort.
The previous
perspectives examined, such as motivated inference, tend to
overlook the temporal element of design reasoning, which
this perspective helps to capture.

Design fixation
The phenomenon of motivation-biased design may help to
explain other aspects of design cognition. For example,
Jannson and Smith (1991) demonstrated design fixation, that
is, the tendency of designers to over-commit to design
elements or principles that they had recently been reminded
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of, even where the result is inappropriate or sub-optimal.
One reason why designers might display fixation is that they
have a positive attitude towards the element or principle in
question. Ahern could be said to have fixated on the use of
computers in Ireland’s new electoral system, for example,
because he thought so highly of them and how they would
reflect well on the technological progressiveness of the Irish
government.

Conclusions and future work
Motivation-biased design describes how the attitudes of
designers towards elements of the design situation affect
their evaluation of the design in question. In particular, the
examples discussed above suggest that positive attitudes
towards the means, ends, or observers of a candidate design
can inhibit the designer from viewing the design with a
sufficiently critical eye. The result is the adoption of
designs that, at least in retrospect, are clearly sub-optimal.
The reasons for the occurrence of motivation-biased
design are complex. To a first approximation, they seem to
concern how designers’ attitudes affect:
1.
How they characterize data relevant to evaluation
of the design;
2.
Which consequences of the design’s operation are
within their control;
3.
Their perception of the impressions of others and
its consequences for their evaluation of the design;
and
4.
Their self-impression and its consequences for their
evaluation of the design.
Further research is needed to better characterize the
phenomenon and its cognitive mechanisms. This research
would consist of investigation of this phenomenon in actual
practice, laboratory studies under controlled conditions, and
computational simulations.
Further questions concern relationships between
motivation-biased design and other cognitive phenomena.
For example, how is it related to lapses of judgment
occurring in the presence of conflicts of interest? Also,
what are the effects of negative attitudes on design
evaluation? It seems plausible to think that negative
attitudes could make designers more critical in evaluation,
even hypercritical.
Finally, it is appropriate to wonder how the problems
brought on by motivation-biased design can be mitigated.
One possibility would be to make a study of design errors
that occur as a result of motivation-biased design. The
Canadian NGO Engineers Without Borders has recently
issued an “error report”, containing mistakes that members
have made in their projects in Africa (Bunting 2011):
“While working in a project in Zambia, Mark
Hemsworth thought his task to support local enterprise
was straightforward – a carpentry business needed a
planing machine. He supplied the machine but it was
badly damaged when fitted. Like plenty of unused
machinery lying around rural Zambia, parts and repairs
were hugely difficult to arrange.”

It might help if such reports were a more regular part of
design practice and the errors studied and available for
others to learn from.
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Abstract: Twenty-nine children identified with developmental coordination disorder (DCD) at the age of 5-6 years
old and 77 typically developing (TD) children were followed at the age of 7-to-8-years old to measure their reading and
writing performances with The Chinese Reading Achievement Test (CRAT) and the Basic Reading and Writing Test
Battery (BRWTB). The results showed no significant differences between groups on CRAT. However, the children
with DCD scored significantly lower on the writing subtests of the BRWTB (copying a word and copying a short
paragraph from a textbook) than TD children (13.0 ± 5.2 vs. 15.3 ± 5.3; 46.2 ± 22.6 vs. 50.1 ± 20.1). Children
with DCD in Taiwan did not have poorer reading ability than TD children. However, they showed poorer writing
ability. This finding likely reflects the unique characteristics of the Chinese writing system, and suggests that some
of children’s developmental problems may be culturally and linguistically bound.
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Using Web Corpus Statistics to Infer Conceptual Structure
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Abstract: The basic level is the level of conceptual structure at which categories are maximally informative. In
this research, we investigated whether the privileged status of the basic level might be captured by the statistical
properties of the Web. Using Google’s Web search programming interface, we found that frequency ratios for terms
across three levels of abstraction (superordinate, basic, and subordinate) significantly predicted human participants’
spontaneous labeling of images obtained via Mechanical Turk. Specifically, the Web statistics paralleled participants’
preference for superordinate labels for natural kinds (e.g., trees, fish) and basic-level labels for other categories.
Further, analyses of genre-specific text from the Corpus of Contemporary American English revealed that children’s
texts were significantly more predictive than academic texts. Our findings suggest that distributional statistics
from subsets of the Web can be used to infer properties of conceptual structure, potentially offering a powerful,
high-resolution, yet low-cost tool for empirically testing theoretical predictions.
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Effects of Category Learning: An Event-Related Potential Study
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Abstract: Not a great deal is known about the electrophysiology of category learning. In our study, one group of
participants learned novel categories of tropical fish, an exposure group viewed the same stimuli without learning
any categories, and a control group did not see the stimuli. All three groups then viewed a sequence of quadruples of
fish while their EEG was recorded. In half the quadruples (”different”), the first three fish were from one category
and the fourth was from the other, while in the other half (”same”), all four fish were from the same category. All
three groups also rated the similarity of many pairs of stimuli. Learners rated same-category fish as more similar
than the other groups (a ”compression” effect) and initial analyses of the EEG data suggest that the effect of same
vs. different quadruples on the ERP pattern in the P300 time window varied according to group.
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Abstract
Four experiments provided evidence for a class of ‘dual
character concepts.’ Such concepts are characterized in terms
of both (a) concrete features and (b) abstract values. Three
experiments found that when an object fulfills only one of
these two criteria, it is judged to be a category member in one
sense but not in another. A fourth experiment showed that
dual character concepts also support a distinct form of
normative judgment.
Keywords: Concepts; natural kinds; normativity.

Imagine a physics professor who spends her days writing
out equations but who clings dogmatically to a certain
theoretical perspective against all empirical evidence. Does
this person genuinely count as a scientist?
In a case like this, one might feel that both answers are in
some sense correct. It might therefore seem right to say:
(1) There is a sense in which she is clearly a scientist,
but ultimately, if you think about what it really
means to be a scientist, you would have to say that
she is not a scientist at all.
Now suppose we come upon a person who has never been
trained in formal experimental methods but who approaches
everything in life by systematically revising her beliefs in
light of empirical evidence. In a case of this latter type, it
might seem appropriate to make the converse sort of
statement:
(2) There is a sense in which she is clearly not a
scientist, but ultimately, if you think about what it
really means to be a scientist, you would have to
say that she truly is a scientist.
To the extent that people do in fact show these patterns of
intuition, we might conclude that they actually have two
different characterizations of what it means to be a scientist
– one in terms of concrete activities (conducting
experiments, formulating theories, etc.), the other in terms
of more abstract values (an impartial quest for empirical
truth).
The implicit assumption in most work on conceptual
representation seems to have been that concepts characterize
members of a category in a single way – whether via the
representation of a definition, a prototype, salient
exemplars, or a theory (for a review, see Murphy, 2002).
Could current approaches to conceptual representation

accommodate concepts that provide two ways of
characterizing their members? Or must they be modified to
handle such concepts? Before these broader issues can be
addressed, we need a better understanding of the concepts in
question. The experiments in this paper are aimed at
providing this information.

Dual character concepts
The experiments seek to demonstrate that there is a whole
class of concepts which are represented via both (a) a set of
concrete features and (b) a set of abstract values that the
concrete features are seen as realizing. These two
representations are intrinsically related, but they are
nonetheless distinct, and they can sometimes yield opposing
verdicts about whether a particular object counts as a
category member or not.
We will argue that this pattern of intuitions can be found
across a broad array of different concepts: SCIENTIST, ART,
CRIMINAL, TEACHER, ROCK MUSIC, MOTHER, LOVE, and
many others. These concepts, we suggest, differ
fundamentally from the types of concepts that have been
studied in the existing literature (e.g., from natural kind
concepts). We will refer to them as dual character concepts.
Not all concepts, however, are dual character concepts.
Take the concept BUS DRIVER. It would be odd to say
something like (3) of a person who does not have any of the
features normally associated with bus drivers.
(3) There is a sense in which she is clearly not a bus
driver, but ultimately, if you think about what a bus
driver really is, you would have to say that she
truly is a bus driver.
This latter concept does not appear to provide an abstract
way of characterizing a category. Similarly for a wide range
of
other
concepts:
BUS
DRIVER,
PHARMACIST,
ACQUAINTANCE, RUSTLING NOISE, SECOND COUSIN, and so
on. These concepts, we suggest, do not have a dual
character. We will use them in our studies as control
concepts.

The role of normative considerations
Dual character concepts provide two distinct ways of
characterizing category members: one based on concrete
features, the other based on what we have been calling
‘abstract values.’ The latter way of characterizing category
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members implicates a normative dimension in the
representation of dual character concepts. What is the nature
of these normative representations?
It seems that they are importantly different from the
normative representations that have been investigated within
the literature on concepts. A number of studies have shown
that normative judgments can impact judgments of
typicality (Barsalou, 1985; Lynch, Coley & Medin, 2000).
When people are thinking about typical instances of goal
defined categories such as diet food, they tend to look for a
food that is in some way ideal for dieting (Barsalou, 1985).
Furthermore, experts’ judgments of the typicality of natural
kind categories such as trees are influenced by judgments
about how desirable or ideal a tree is (Lynch, Coley &
Medin, 2000; Burnett, Medin, Ross & Blok, 2005).
Dual character concepts require an additional normative
dimension. This point comes out especially clearly when we
consider cases in which two dimensions of normativity are
found in a single concept. The concept scientist, for
example, is associated with various concrete activities, and
we can imagine a person who shows excellence in all of
them (a talent for theory, experimental design, statistical
analysis, etc.). We might praise such a person by saying:
(4) She is a good scientist.
This normative evaluation might play a certain role in
intuitions about typicality, as predicted by existing theories.
But there is also another, quite different dimension of
normativity. Specifically, it might be thought that certain
people embody, in their whole way of life, the broader
values associated with the scientific enterprise. We could
then praise a person who embodies these values by saying:
(5) She is a true scientist.
These two dimensions of normativity can sometimes come
apart. For example, a person who does not have the relevant
concrete skills but who nonetheless embodies throughout
her life the abstract values that characterize science might
not be a good scientist, but we could nonetheless praise her
by saying ‘She is a true scientist.’
Furthermore, these different dimensions of normativity
appear to arise for different concepts. We can apply the
notion of goodness across an enormous variety of concepts
(‘a good scientist,’ ‘a good coffee,’ ‘a good day’). By
contrast, the second dimension of normativity seems to arise
only for concepts in a more restricted class. A person might
embody the values that characterize science and therefore be
regarded as a ‘true scientist,’ or a painting might embody
the values that characterize art and therefore be regarded as
a ‘true work of art,’ but there are other cases in which this
mode of thinking seems not to get a grip. A person might be
highly skilled at driving buses and therefore be known as a
good bus driver, but it seems hard to imagine how we could
take a person to embody the broader values that characterize
bus driving and therefore say of her: ‘She is a true bus
driver.’

In short, it appears our conceptual systems support at least
two types of normative judgments and that dual character
concepts support both types of normative judgments.

Hypotheses and overview of experiments
Our claim is that there is a distinctive class of concepts – the
dual character concepts – which show two important
characteristics:
Hypothesis 1. Dual character concepts represent a
system of abstract values which characterize members of
the category. Thus, given any dual character concept c, it
should be possible to make judgments about whether a
given object realizes those values and can therefore be
described by a sentence of the form ‘That is a true c.’
Hypothesis 2. Dual character concepts represent two
distinct ways of characterizing members of a category:
one in terms of relatively concrete features, the other in
terms of the abstract values that these features realize.
These two ways of characterizing members of the
category allow people to make two independent
assessments of category membership.
To conduct these experiments, we need a set of concepts
hypothesized to have a dual character and a contrasting set
of concepts that can be used as controls. For dual character
concepts, we used SCIENTIST, ROCK MUSIC, LOVE, ARTIST,
FRIEND, CRIMINAL, TEACHER, MOTHER, SOLDIER and POEM.
For control concepts, we used BARTENDER, RUSTLING
NOISE, IRRITATION, OPTICIAN, ACQUAINTANCE, CASHIER,
PHARMACIST, SECOND COUSIN, CARJACKER and TABLE OF
CONTENTS.
As a stimulus check, we conducted a brief study to verify
that values play a role in characterizing the concepts we
picked out as dual character concepts but not the control
concepts. Twenty-five participants recruited through
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk were asked about all twenty of
the concepts in random order. For each of the concepts,
participants were told to imagine someone saying: ‘He is a
scientist [bartender, optician, etc.].’ They were then told to
imagine another person responding:
I completely disagree. That person is not really an
artist [bartender, optician, etc.] at all. In fact, if you
think that he is really an artist [bartender, optician,
etc.], I would have to say that you have some
fundamentally wrong values.
The question for each item was whether this reference to
values made sense. Participants marked their answers on a
scale from 1 (‘doesn’t make sense’) to 7 (‘makes sense’). As
predicted, the reference to values was judged to make more
sense for the dual character concepts (M = 3.8) than for the
control concepts (M = 2.2), (t1(24) = 6.87, p < .001; t2(18) =
5.50, p < .001). In fact, the distribution of means for the
items was non-overlapping with the exception of one item.
This suggests that the stimulus set correctly distinguished
concepts that are characterized via abstract values and those
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that do not. We used this set of items for generating the
stimuli for all 4 experiments.

and, in particular, that they support a distinctive abstract
form of normative judgment.

Experiment 1

Experiment 2

Experiment 1 tests the hypothesis that dual character
concepts support judgments not only about whether
something is a ‘good’ category member but also whether it
is a ‘true’ category member whereas control concepts only
support the former type of normative judgment.

Experiment 2 investigated the hypothesis that since dual
character concepts provide two distinct ways of
characterizing members of a category, they would allow two
independent assessments of category membership. In this
experiment, participants received a series of vignettes in
which a category member (x) was described as possessing
the concrete properties characteristic of a category (C), but
lacking certain abstract normative properties. For example,
the vignette for the dual character concept ARTIST described
a person who creates paintings for a living but who has no
real interest in creating work of deep aesthetic value and is
simply trying to make money. Similarly, the vignette for the
control concept PHARMACIST described a person who fills
prescriptions for a living but who has no real interest in
helping people and is simply trying to make money. After
reading the vignettes, participants were asked to judge the
truth of two statements. The first was what we will call the
member statement: ‘There is a sense in which this person is
clearly a scientist [bartender].’ The second was the nonmember statement: ‘Ultimately when you think about what
it really means to be a scientist [bartender], you would have
to say that this person is not truly a scientist [bartender].’
For dual character concepts, it was predicted that
participants would agree with both statements. By contrast,
for control concepts, it was predicted that participants would
not see the concept as having any separate abstract sense
and hence that they would agree only with the first
statement.

Method
For each of the dual character and control concepts, we
generated a statement of the form That is a good x and That
is a true x. The statements were presented with a 7-point
scale whose ends were labeled sounds weird and sounds
natural.
Twenty-nine English speakers participated via the Internet
using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (AMT). Each participant
received all 40 statements in a random order and rated how
natural they sounded.

Results
The mean ratings are shown in Figure 1. Results were
analyzed using 2x2 ANOVAs with concept type (dual
character/control) and statement type (good/true) as factors.
We report both participant (F1) and item analyses (F2).
The key prediction of an interaction between category
type and statement type was confirmed (F1(1, 28)= 68.51, p
<.001; F2 (1. 18) = 4.70. p <.05). As predicted, the
interaction was due to significantly higher ratings for good
statements as compared to true statements for the control
categories (F1 (1. 28) = 60.12. p <001; F2 (1, 9) = 8.85, p
<.02), but no difference between the two statement types for
the dual character categories (F1 <1; F2<1).
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Figure 1. Mean ratings by condition for Expt. 1.
(Error bars show SE mean.)

Method
Thirty native English speakers participated in the
experiment via the Internet using AMT. Vignettes were
constructed for each concept used in Experiment 1 in the
manner described above.
Each participant received all 20 vignettes in a random
order and judged the truth of the ‘member’ and ‘nonmember’ statements for each vignette on a 7 point scale.

Results
The mean ratings are shown in Figure 2. 2x2 ANOVAs
with category type (dual character, control) and membership
statement type (member, non-member) were performed.

Discussion

7

As predicted, participants were willing to apply the word
‘good’ to both dual character concepts and control concepts
(‘good scientist,’ ‘good cashier’), but their use of the word
‘true’ was more restricted. They were willing to apply this
word to dual character concepts (‘true scientist’) but not to
control concepts (‘true cashier’). This result provides some
initial evidence for the hypothesis that dual character
concepts differ in important respects from other concepts
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Figure 2. Mean ratings by condition for Expt. 2.
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(Error bars show SE mean.)
The key prediction of an interaction between category type
and statement type was confirmed (F1(1, 29)= 136.24, p
<.001; F2 (1. 18) = 59.60. p <.001). As predicted, the
interaction was due to significantly higher ratings for
member statements as compared to non-member statements
for the control categories (F1 (1. 29) = 138.63. p <001; F2 (1,
9) = 71.63, p <.001), but no difference between the two
statement types for the dual character categories (F1 (1,29)=
2.61, p>.12; F2(1,9)= 2.67, p>.14).

Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 provide clear evidence that dual
character concepts provide two bases for categorizing items
as belonging in the category. Participants were willing to
grant membership on the basis of concrete properties, but
were also in agreement that those items that lacked the
abstract normative characteristics of the category were not
ultimately true members of the category. This contrasted
with the control concepts where participants judged the
object to be clearly a category member and did not see any
more abstract sense in which one could say that, ultimately,
it was not truly a category member at all. Thus dual
character concepts allow participants to judge category
membership either on the basis of the concrete properties or
the abstract normative values that categorize the category.
With the control categories, what you see is what you get.

Experiment 3
The fact that something other than readily observable
concrete properties are relevant to category membership for
dual character concepts is reminiscent of research on the
representation of natural kind concepts (e.g. Keil, 1989;
Gelman & Wellman, 1991). For natural kind concepts, the
“something other” is understood to be hidden causes or
essences. Could the judgments observed in the previous
experiment be the same phenomena that have been observed
for natural kind concepts? We do not think so. One
important difference is that whereas dual character concepts
provide two legitimate ways of characterizing and
categorizing category members, natural kind concepts are
usually understood to have only one legitimate way of
determining category membership, with the easily
observable superficial properties providing at best a quick
and dirty heuristic for determining category membership.
Experiment 3 investigates whether dual character
concepts and natural kind concepts differ in this manner by
running an experiment like Experiment 2 with the addition
of vignettes of natural kind categories. The natural kind
vignettes were adapted from Keil (1989) and described
concrete superficial characteristics of a given category, but
lacking crucial underlying causal factors of that category.
A complex pattern of judgments across the three types of
concepts was predicted. For control concepts, participants
should focus on the concrete observable properties and
ignore the more abstract values. Conversely, for the natural

kind properties, they should focus on the hidden essence and
ignore the concrete observable properties. For dual character
concepts, participants should say that it can count as a
category member in one sense while simultaneously not
counting as a category member in another.

Method
Thirty native English speakers participated in the
experiment via the Internet using AMT. In addition to the
vignettes from Experiment 2, we included 10 vignettes of
natural kind categories that were adapted from Keil (1989).
These vignettes described things with the concrete
superficial characteristics of a given category, but lacking
the crucial underlying causal factors of that category. The
crucial underlying causal factors described were those of a
different category.

Results
The mean ratings given in each condition are shown in
Figure 3. The key prediction of an interaction between
category type and statement type for dual character and
natural kind concepts was confirmed (F1(1, 29)= 74.23, p
<.001; F2 (1, 18) = 35.39. p <.001). As predicted, the
interaction was due to significantly higher ratings for nonmember statements as compared to member statements for
the natural kind categories (F1 (1, 29) = 127.79. p <001; F2
(1, 9) = 114.29, p <.001), but no difference between the two
statement types for the dual character categories (F1 (1, 29)=
1.28, p >.27; F2 < 1).
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Figure 3. Mean ratings by condition for Expt. 3.
(Error bars show SE mean.)
The interaction between category type and statement type
for natural kind and control concepts was also significant
(F1(1, 29)= 206.22, p <.001; F2 (1, 18) = 153.78. p <.001).
As predicted, the interaction was due to significantly higher
ratings for non-member statements as compared to member
statements for the natural kind categories (F1 (1, 29) =
127.79. p <001; F2 (1, 9) = 114.29, p <.001), but the
opposite for the control concepts (F1 (1, 29)= 117.25,
p<.001; F2 (1, 9) = 55.70, p <.001).

Discussion
Experiment 3 provides clear evidence that dual character
concepts are represented differently than natural kind
concepts. There is, however, a methodological issue one
may raise concerning Experiments 2 & 3. Perhaps the
differences between concept types was due to the vignettes
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not being properly matched? We
methodological concern in Experiment 4.

addressed

this

Experiment 4
In Experiment 4, we did away with the vignettes and simply
asked participants to judge the extent to which statements of
the following sort sounded weird/sounded ok to them:
(6) There's a sense in which she is clearly a
scientist/bartender, but ultimately, if you think about
what it really means to be a scientist/bartender, you'd
have to say that there is a sense in which she is not a
scientist/bartender at all.
We predicted that such statements would sound fine for dual
character concepts, but not for the control single character
concepts.
If dual character concepts provide two ways of
characterizing and thus categorizing items, it should also be
possible to deny membership on the basis of concrete
characteristics, but allow membership on the basis of the
item embodying the abstract normative characteristics that
characterize the category. Thus, we predict that participants
should find statements of the following sort to sound fine
for dual character concepts, but not the control concepts.
(7) 'There's a sense in which she is clearly not a
scientist/bartender, but ultimately, if you think about
what it really means to be a scientist/bartender, you'd
have to say that there is a sense in which she is a true
scientist/bartender after all.

(Error bars show SE mean.)

Discussion
The results of this experiment suggest that the effects seen
in Experiments 2 and 3 were not artifacts due to potentially
unmatched vignettes. On the contrary, even when one omits
the vignettes, participants still think that certain sentences
sound right with dual character concepts but not with
control concepts.
Furthermore the fact that both types of statements were
rated highly for dual characteristic concepts shows that the
concrete and abstract criteria can come apart in either
direction. Just as it is possible to fulfill the concrete criteria
without fulfilling the abstract ones, it is possible to fulfill
the abstract criteria without fulfilling the concrete ones.

General Discussion
Four experiments found that dual character concepts
differed from the control concepts across a number of
different measures.
First, participants were willing to apply the adjective
‘true’ with dual character concepts (‘true scientist’) but not
with control concepts (‘true cashier’).
Perhaps more tellingly, when participants were given
vignettes about objects that had all the concrete features that
would be stereotypically associated with a category but
nonetheless lacked the abstract values that characterize the
category, they were willing to use sentences of the form:
(8) There is a sense in which she is clearly a scientist,
but ultimately, if you think about what it really means
to be a scientist, you would have to say that she is not a
scientist at all.

Method
The concepts used in Experiments 1 & 2 were used to
construct statements of the form of (X) and (Y). We refer to
these as concrete-only and abstract-only statements.
Thirty native English speakers participated in the
experiment via the Internet using AMT. Participants were
instructed to rate the extent to which the sentences sounded
ok/sounded bad. Each participant received all 40 items in a
different random order.

Results
The mean ratings by condition are shown in Figure 4. As
predicted, there was a main effect of concept type with
higher ratings for dual character concepts (F1(1, 29)= 91.34,
p <.001; F2 (1, 18)=105.83, p <.001). There was no effect
of statement (F1& F2 < 1), or interaction (F1& F2 < 1).

However, participants were not willing to use sentences of
this form with either control concepts or natural kind
concepts. Indeed, even in the absence of any vignette, they
indicated that sentences like this make sense with dual
character concepts but not with control concepts.
Finally, in cases of dual character concepts, people were
able to make sense of the converse sentence:
(9) There is a sense in which she is clearly not a
scientist, but ultimately, if you think about what it
really means to be a scientist, you would have to say
that she truly is a scientist.
However, participants indicated that such sentences could
not be applied in cases of control concepts.
All in all, then, the experimental evidence indicates that
dual character concepts do indeed differ from other concepts
in systematic ways. We will be focusing here on two claims
about the nature of this difference: (a) that each dual
character concept provides two distinct criteria for category
membership; (b) that one of these criteria involves certain
kinds of abstract values.

Figure 4. Mean ratings by condition for Expt. 4.
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Distinct criteria
One striking aspect of dual character concepts is that people
are willing to say that a single object can fall under such a
concept in one sense while not falling under the concept in
another. How is this duality to be understood?
One way to get a handle on this phenomenon is to
compare it with cases in which people have only a single
system of criteria but these criteria allow different degrees
of category membership. Take the concept HOT CHOCOLATE.
It might happen that some objects fulfill the criteria for this
concept to a high degree, others do not fulfill them at all,
and some stand right at the border, such that a person could
say: ‘Loosely speaking, this is hot chocolate, but strictly
speaking, it is not hot chocolate.’ Yet one should not
therefore conclude that people have two distinct systems of
criteria for hot chocolate. Rather, it seems they have a single
system of criteria, and although certain objects fulfill those
criteria perfectly, others only fulfill them to a certain degree.
The results of the present studies, however, suggest that
something more is going on in the case of dual character
concepts. To say that an individual is a ‘true scientist’ is not
simply to say that this individual exhibits the characteristic
features of scientists to an unusually high degree. After all,
as we found in Experiment 4, people are willing to say that
there might be a certain sense in which an individual counts
as a true scientist even if there is a sense in which this
individual does not count as a scientist at all.
So what we see arising in these cases appears to be
something more fundamental. It seems that people actually
are adopting two distinct systems of criteria, such that a
single object can fulfill either one of the criteria while
failing to fulfill the other.

Abstract values
A second striking aspect of dual character concepts is the
role played by abstract values. People appear to understand
the concept SCIENTIST in terms of an impartial quest for
empirical knowledge, ROCK MUSIC in terms of raw
emotional intensity, and so on. When an object fails to
embody these abstract values, participants conclude that
even if it has the concrete features associated with a given
category, there is still a sense in which it does not count as a
genuine category member.
The phenomenon at work here seems to show a certain
structural similarity to the one we find in natural kind
concepts. Faced with a natural kind concept like SKUNK,
people might observe numerous different superficial
features (stripedness, smelliness, etc.), but they also
conclude that these superficial features are united by all
having the same underlying causes. These underlying causes
are then seen as the true criteria for category membership.
Likewise, in the case of a dual character concept like
scientist, people might observe numerous different concrete
activities (conducting experiments, analyzing data, etc.), but
they conclude that all of these concrete activities are ways
of realizing the same abstract values. In an analogous

fashion, these abstract values are treated as criteria for
category membership.
Yet, despite these structural similarities, there are also
important respects in which dual character concepts differ
from natural kind concepts. Natural kinds are characterized
in terms of underlying causes (e.g., DNA), whereas dual
character concepts are characterized in terms of abstract
values (e.g., raw emotional intensity). The hidden essence of
a natural kind concept is often entirely unknown, whereas
the abstract values of a dual character concept are typically
known. And, as Experiment 3 shows, participants judge that
membership in a natural kind is independent of concrete
superficial features, whereas participants think that there is a
sense in which concrete features can be sufficient for
membership in a dual character category.
To capture the distinctive properties of dual character
concepts, it may be necessary to extend the theories
developed for natural kind concepts in a number of
directions. Above all, it may be necessary to generalize
these theories so that they apply not only to causal relations
but also to normative relations. Such a generalization may at
first seem surprising, but a surge of recent research has
indicated that normative considerations can impact people’s
cognition in a wide array of domains, including everything
from causal judgment to theory-of-mind (for a review, see
Knobe 2010). In combination with other recent findings
(Prasada & Dillingham 2006; 2009), the present results
suggest that this pervasive impact of normativity extends to
conceptual representation as well.
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For the price of a song:
How pitch category learning comes at a cost to absolute frequency representations
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450 Serra Mall, Stanford, CA 94305.
Abstract
Appreciating music is cognitively demanding: listeners
must learn to divide a continuous space of sound into
culturally defined, discrete categories, and maintain a
high degree of accuracy in their representations of those
sounds. Here, we present a formal analysis of pitch
category learning that reveals the trade-offs associated
with learning the relative pitch categories that make
music possible. Consistent with this, an empirical study
reveals how under normal circumstances, people’s ability
to represent absolute frequency information is lost as a
consequence of the learning processes that facilitate
relative pitch acquisition, a finding which may help
explain the rarity of absolute pitch among the general
population.
Understanding
the
contradictory
computational demands of conceptual and perceptual
learning can inform the design of musical training and
may offer insight into the development of phonological
categories in language.
Keywords: Musical Cognition, Relative Pitch, Absolute
Pitch, Concepts, Categories, Learning Theory

Introduction
Most hearing people have the ability to learn musical
pitch categories and the relationships between them.
With training, listeners of every age can learn to
distinguish types of musical intervals from one another
and to identify and reproduce melodies from different
starting notes, a skill known as “relative pitch” (RP).
Far rarer, and virtually unknown outside the musical
community, is “perfect” or “absolute pitch” (AP): the
ability to accurately label a given note by its
fundamental frequency (Takeuchi & Hulse, 1993). The
acquisition of AP is overwhelmingly associated with
musical training early in life (Chin, 2003), which has
led to the suggestion that learning to label notes
according to their absolute frequencies may be subject
to a biological critical period (Trainor, 2005; Deutsch et
al., 2006). Here, we examine whether the loss of many
listeners’ ability to represent absolute frequency
information may be a consequence of learning to
discriminate relative pitch categories, as an inherent
part of the processes that make RP acquisition possible.
Musical sounds are initially encoded in the cochlea as
tonotopic representations of frequency, then passed
through the auditory pathway to cortex (Merzenich &
Reid, 1974; Wessinger et al., 1997). Although initial
sound representations are based on frequency, few
listeners conceptualize music this way. Rather, most
listeners make use of relative pitch (RP) systems:
identifying, remembering, and producing music relative

to the differences, or intervals, in culturally defined
systems of pitch.
The number of listeners able to recognize or produce
tones in terms of their absolute frequencies (AF) varies
by culture and task. While nearly half of music
conservatory students in China can name pitches in
terms of AF, the estimated rate in North American
conservatory students is just 15%, and less than 0.01%
for the general population (Deutsch et al., 2006).
However, when tasks do not include a naming
component—e.g., identifying whether familiar musical
excerpts are in the correct key, or singing or humming
familiar songs from memory—evidence of sensitivity to
AF more widespread (Terhardt & Seewann, 1983;
Halpern, 1989; Levitin, 1994; Schellenberg & Trehub,
2003). Further, speakers of tonal languages, such as
Vietnamese, display a high degree of pitch consistency
in their speech production across test sessions (Deutsch
et al., 2004) and North Americans without musical
training are even sensitive to the AF of the telephone
dial tone (Smith & Schmuckler, 2008).
Interestingly, just as infants are initially able to detect
and respond to the full spectrum of sounds employed in
the world’s languages before later losing this ability
(Werker & Tees, 1984; Kuhl et al., 2006) as they
acquire the sound categories of their native tongues, it
appears that infants initially favor musical
representations based on absolute rather than relative
pitch, and that processing tends to switch over to
relative as they develop (Saffran & Griepentrog, 2001).
Thus, despite the popular belief that AF sensitivity in
music is a special ability, mysteriously acquired by a
few, it would appear that the potential for absolute pitch
possession is widespread. The mystery, then, is not why
so few people have it, but rather, why so many lose it
(Deutsch, 2002; Miyazaki, 2004; Levitin & Rogers,
2005).
We propose that one answer lies in the nature of pitch
categories, and the way they are learned. In music,
melodies are usually produced and described in relation
to conventionalized systems of abstract musical
categories, such that melody can be appreciated
independently of any particular instrument, singer or
key. Chroma—musical pitch categories—do not exist in
nature; rather, they are culturally determined ways of
dividing up a continuous sound space. Here, we
suggest that the computational demands of learning to
recognize discrete structure in continuous perceptual
space stands in direct opposition to the preservation of
AF information.
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Figure 1: Labels are perceptually discrete relative to the sets of frequencies that make up complex tones (a & b, top panels).
When tones and labels are temporally distinct (i.e., learned in sequence), two situations are possible: either the Features of a tone
can predict a Label (FL) or a Label can predict the Features of a tone (LF). When a tone predicts a label (FL), the tone’s various
frequencies compete as predictive cues to that label, leading to competitive discrimination learning (d). However, when a label
predicts a tone (LF), no competition can occur, since labels are discrete cues and cannot compete with themselves (c). In LFlearning, the absence of competition produces a simple probabilistic representation of the signal being learned about (e). In FLlearning, by contrast, less reliable features in the signal lose value to those that are more reliable, resulting in representations in
which some features are “overvalued” relative to their rate of occurrence, while others may be ignored (f). FL-learning highlights
predictive features in the signal, improving pitch category discrimination while distorting absolute frequency information.

This bears elaboration. In Western music, the audible
frequency continuum is divided into twelve discrete
notes, spaced logarithmically. These notes repeat
cyclically over the entire span of musical space. Thus
exemplars of each chroma are spread across a wide
frequency range (e.g., if A occurs at 220hz, it also
occurs at 440hz, 880hz, etc.). Further, although there is
an AF “concert pitch” convention for chromas—such
that A above middle C is tuned to 440hz—in practice,
orchestras tune to A over a fairly wide frequency range,
from A415 in early music to A446 in some
contemporary orchestras (folk and rock musicians may
be even more idiosyncratic in their tuning).
Importantly, regardless of the AF tuning, it is the
logarithmic relationship between chroma that holds
musically: i.e., if A is tuned to 440hz, D is 294hz. To

further complicate matters, musical pitch is normally
conveyed in complex tones comprising both the
fundamental frequency by which the pitch is identified
(e.g., A440), and a range of other frequencies, which
may also occur in other pitches (Hartmann, 1996).
Categorizing pitch requires that the contributions of
the various frequencies within a complex tone be
weighted, such that its chromatic identity can be
established and related to other tones (Takeuchi &
Hulse, 1993). In both natural and computational
learning, discriminating the more and less informative
components of a complex, continuous signal for the
purposes of learning a discrete category is usually
achieved by adjusting the degree to which individual
parts of that signal contribute to categorization
(Ramscar et al., 2010). A common method for
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achieving this is competitive reinforcement learning:
increasing the value of parts of the signal that lead to
successful predictions, and decreasing the value of parts
that result in error, so that the various parts of the signal
compete for learned value (Rescorla-Wagner, 1972).
The effects of this kind of competitive learning can
be isolated by comparing learning from a complex
stimulus to a series of discrete classes with the inverse
process (Ramscar et al., 2010). As Fig.1 shows, while
learning from a complex set of Features to simple
Labels (FL-learning) allows for competitive learning
amongst features (causing value to shift from features
that produce more error to those that produce less),
learning from discrete Labels to Features (LF-learning)
does not allow for competition (value cannot transfer to
other cues when there are none).
Computational and empirical studies have shown that
these different information structures cause different
representations of the relationship between features and
labels to be learned (Ramscar et al., 2010). Critically,
FL-learning results in better discrimination between
categories because it distorts within-category
representations (Nosofsky, 1991; Smith, 1989;
Goldstone & Steyvers, 2001), whereas LF-learning
produces poorer discrimination, but produces more
veridical within-category learning (Ramscar et al.,
2010) This difference offers an explanation for why
people generally lose sensitivity to absolute frequency
in music: AF deficits may be an inevitable part of the
process of learning relative pitch (Fig.2).
LF

FL

Figure 2: Simulations of the learning of identical sets of
labeled categories in overlapping artificial “waveforms”
structured LF (labels cue waves) or FL (waves cue labels)
(Ramscar et al., 2010). The categories are labeled a-g, and the
probability of a wave component occurring in each category is
represented in the right panel (the LF-learned model). As can
be seen, the representation of each component in the FLlearned model differs markedly from its rate of occurrence,
with some components being completely unlearned relative to
the labels.1

Experiment
To examine this idea, we manipulated information
structure while training undergraduates with no prior
musical training to identify pitches played on a piano.

Participants
Twenty-eight Stanford undergraduates participated for
course credit. Fourteen participants were randomly
assigned to the Feature-to-Label training condition
(Sound-first), and fourteen to the Label-to-Feature
training condition (Label-first).

Training
Training consisted of a simple computer program
designed to “teach” participants the names of various
tones. Participants learned about the notes in a C major
scale: C, D, E, F, G, A and B (Fig. A1). Notes were
semi-randomly distributed throughout the training
period, so that no note was ever played twice in a row
(even if the note was being played in another octave).
The notes participants heard were all played on an
electronic piano, and were spread over three contiguous
octaves (starting at middle C, C2, and ending at C5).
Because pitch-naming accuracy differs between whitekey notes and black-key notes (1), only whole tones
were trained. For testing purposes, each note was heard
in only two of the possible three octaves. Each note
was played ten times in both of the two octaves it
occurred in. In total, training consisted of 140 trials.
Participants were divided between two training
conditions: Feature-to-Label (Sound-first) and Label-toFeature (Label-first). In the Feature-to-Label condition,
a note was played and then its label appeared on screen
(e.g., a C was sounded and then the letter C briefly
1

In the Rescorla-Wagner (1972) model the change in associative
strength between a stimulus i and a response j on trial n is defined
as:
ΔVijn =α i β j (λj – Vtotal)
The model thus specifies how the associative strength (V)
between a conditioned stimulus (CSi) and an unconditioned
stimulus (USj) changes as a result of discrete training trials, where
n indexes the current trial. 0 ≤ αi ≤ 1 denotes the saliency of CSi,
0 ≤ βj ≤ 1 denotes the learning rate of USj, λj denotes the
maximum amount of associative strength that USj can support,
and Vtotal is the sum of the associative strengths between all CSs
present on the current trial and USj. Learning is governed by the
value of (λj - VTOTAL) where λj is the value of the predicted event
and Vtotal is the predictive value of a set of cues. In this
simulation, all λ = 100%, αi=1 and βj=0.2.
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appeared). In the Label-to-Feature group, the sequence
was simply reversed: a label would appear on screen
and then its corresponding note would be played. Each
training trial lasted two seconds (Table A1). Both the
Feature-to-Label and the Label-to-Feature groups were
shown the exact same sequence of notes and labels.
The only difference between conditions was whether
the label was shown first or whether the note was
played first.

Testing
Each participant was then given four tests: two tests to
assess relative pitch representations and two tests to
assess absolute frequency representations. Each test
was comprised of 28 trials, for a total of 112 test trials.
All participants completed exactly the same tests, and
were given exactly the same test instructions.
Participants’ perceptual grasp of relative pitch was
tested by an octave transposition task, in which they
discriminated the chroma they had been trained on from
tones not heard in training. Test trials contained 7 notes
that were exactly the same as those heard in training, 7
notes that were octave transpositions that had not been
heard in training (but were in familiar octaves, i.e., C2C5), and 14 lures that were half tones away from notes
that had been heard within a particular octave (e.g., A4#
was played rather than the A4 heard in training).
Participants’ conceptualization of relative pitch was
examined
in
a
between-category
note-name
identification task: participants listened to a note being
played while a label was simultaneously presented on
screen, and were asked to discriminate the pairings they
had seen/heard in training from novel pairings. 14 of
the notes were correctly paired with their labels, 7 of
the notes were critical cross-category lures (which were
one note off from their label, e.g., E with F), and 7 of
the notes were distractors (which were two notes off
from their label, e.g., E with G). Although the notelabel pairings were not always correct, participants
were only tested on notes they had already heard in
training (e.g., they did not hear C5 if it had not been
played in training).
Participants’ perceptual discrimination of absolute
frequencies was tested in a note adjustment task.
Participants listened as a note was played, and were
asked to discriminate the notes they had heard in
training from notes that they had not been heard in
training. In this test, 14 of the notes were those that had
been heard in training and 14 of the notes were
“adjustments” of correct notes heard in training (the
new notes were all slightly sharp, see below).
Participants’
conceptual
representations
of
absolute frequencies were tested by means of a withincategory note-name discrimination task: as in the
between-category task, participants heard a note played
while a label was being presented simultaneously on
screen, and were asked to discriminate pairings they

had seen/heard in training from new pairings.
However, in this test, the critical lures were slightly
“adjusted” versions of the original note paired with the
original labels (e.g., a sharp B with the label B).
Participants had to discriminate 7 of these withincategory adjusted notes from 7 original notes that were
correctly paired with their labels (e.g., a perfect B with
the label B). To make this a particularly rigorous
examination of our participants’ representations of
absolute frequencies, there were an additional 14
distractors in this test: 7 of which were “adjusted” notes
paired with the the note they had been moved towards
(e.g., a slightly sharp B with the label C), and 7 of
which were “adjusted” notes paired with the note they
had been moved away from (e.g., a slightly sharp B
with the label A). This meant that 75% of the test items
were in tune with one another, while being out of tune
with the training items. All the notes played were either
notes played in training, or adjustments of notes played
in training, and all the labels had been seen in training
(i.e. no octave transpositions were tested).

Results
For analysis purposes, correct and false-positive
response rates were used to estimate recognition
sensitivity (d’; (MacMillian & Creelman, 1991) Fig.3).
A 2 (training condition) x 2 (absolute / relative
frequency test) analysis of these rates revealed a main
effect of task (participants performed better on absolute
frequency tests; F(1,26)=5.068, p<0.05) and an
interaction between training and testing (F(1,26)=9.593,
p<0.0005): FL-trained participants performed better on
relative frequency tests (t(26)=1.859, p<0.05), whereas
LF-trained participants performed better on absolute
frequency tests (t(26)=2.212, p<0.05).
Analysis of the perceptual tests revealed a straightforward interaction between performance and training
(F(1,26)=18.272, p<0.0001; see Fig.4), whereas, this
interaction was not significant in the conceptual tests
(F(1,26)=1.961, p>1.7). Instead, there was a main effect
of training (F(1,26)=6.701, p<0.05), confirming that in
the conceptual tests, FL-training raised participants’
relative performance to above chance levels
(t(13)=2.546, p<0.05; LF-trained, (t13)=1.231, p>0.2)
at the expense of degraded absolute performance in the
absolute conceptual test, where FL-trained participants
performed below chance (t13)=-2.546, p<0.05; LFtrained t(13)=0.072, p>0.9; Fig.4). While LF-trained
participants were unable to discriminate the correct
notes, their performance is still notable: this test was
strongly biased against absolute responding (75% of the
items tested were sharp lures or distractors that were in
tune with each other, but out of tune with the correct
notes), and this relative bias caused the FL-trained
participants to misidentify the sharpened notes far more
often than they identified the correct notes (t(13)=2.59,
p<0.05).
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Figure 3: Average rates of correct and false-positive responses in the tests (right panel) were used to calculate d’ estimates of
recognition sensitivity (left panel): LF-trained participants performed better on the absolute frequency tasks, whereas FL-trained
participants performed better on the relative pitch tasks (error bars are SEM).

Figure 4: The cause and consequence of a trade off: LF and FL-trained participants on the two perceptual discrimination tasks
(left panel), and the conceptual tasks (right panel). In the perceptual test, LF-trained participants better distinguished concert pitch
notes from sharp lures, whereas FL-trained participants better discriminated correct notes—and octave transpositions of correct
notes—from lures. The change to the underlying representations that underlie this trade off can be seen in the results of the
conceptual test, where the improvement in between-category discrimination performance brought about by FL-training came at a
cost to within-category discrimination (error bars are SEM).

Discussion
As has often been noted, the mystery about absolute
pitch (AP) is not why so few have it: it’s why most
don’t. These results provide an explanation: there is a
price to pay for learning relative pitch categories—the
loss of absolute frequency sensitivity (Miyazaki, 2004;
Levitin & Rogers, 2005). Learning pitch categories
caused our FL-trained participants to ignore—and lose
much of their ability to discriminate—the absolute
frequencies of the notes that they heard.
That our participants learned the perceptual
categories far better than the conceptual categories can
also help explain why AP is usually acquired early in
life. Our results suggest that learning the conceptual
categories may depend on first learning the right
perceptual discriminations. Given that learning to
perceptually discriminate pitch categories impairs
people’s ability to represent absolute frequency, it
follows that when perceptual and conceptual learning
are decoupled—as happens commonly when people are

exposed to music without first learning the names of
notes—subsequent learning will be based on
representations that contain less absolute frequency
information.
At the same time, exposure to the sounds of musical
instruments prior to (or simultaneous with) learning
about music itself may result in the development of
representations of those sounds alongside the learning
of musical categories. This idea is consistent with the
overwhelming tendency for AP to be associated with
early musical training, with the finding that many AP
possessors are limited to AP on the instrument they
were trained on as children (Miyazaki, 2004), and with
a range of findings on AP naming, revealing that while
AP listeners are accurate at identifying pitch (subject to
influences of timbre and pitch range), they have
difficulty perceiving pitch relations in different pitch
contexts and in recognizing transposed melodies, as
compared to listeners without AP (Miyazaki, 2004). In
the same way that learning leads to a loss of absolute
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frequency representations to listeners without AP, our
analysis suggests that preserving absolute frequency in
musical representations ought to impair relative
discrimination and processing. This highlights a simple
principle: there can be ‘no representation without
taxation’ in the development of musical pitch
representations (see also, Miyazaki, 2004).
While our results certainly do not rule out a
maturational or genetic component in AP ability
(Zatorre, 2003; Theusch, Basu & Gitschier, 2009), they
underline the importance of understanding the
conflicting
demands
of
discrimination
and
representational fidelity in learning, and the
implications this has for our understanding of
representation. Here, we have shown how principles of
information and learning can be used to illuminate
some of the puzzles of pitch perception. The systematic
application of these principles to other problems in
cognition may shed light on a much deeper mystery:
what it is that our human capacity to “represent our
environment” actually involves.
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Abstract
Order effects in category learning have been previously
demonstrated. Specifically, alternation between exemplars of
two categories has been shown to improve category learning
and discrimination, compared to presenting exemplars of each
category in separate blocks. However, the mechanisms underlying order effects are still not completely known. Remaining
issues pertain to the relevance of within and between category
similarities, and the role of comparing sequentially presented
objects. We present two experiments: in Experiment 1 withinand between-category similarity are manipulated simultaneously with presentation schedule. In Experiment 2, alternation
between categories is compared to two blocked conditions:
one in which very similar stimuli are presented successively,
and another in which they are dissimilar. Our results show a
clear overall advantage of low similarity in categorization
performance, but no effect of presentation schedule. Also, alternation between categories is shown to result in better performance than the blocked condition with more dissimilar
stimuli. Keywords: category learning; order effects; spacing;
perceptual learning.

Introduction
The ability to discriminate between two similar stimuli has
been shown to be influenced by the way stimuli are presented. Take, for example, two categories A and B. Exemplars
from these two categories can be presented interleaved, i.e.,
A B A B A B. Another way to present the same exemplars
is to show all exemplars of category A before starting
presentation of the exemplars from category B, i.e., A A A
B B B. This exemplar ordering manipulation can have a
great impact on the ability to discriminate between A and B.
Indeed, results show that performance improves considerably with interleaved exposure to the stimuli (e.g., Dwyer,
Hodder, & Honey, 2004; Lavis & Mitchell, 2006).
This effect has been replicated several times, using different tasks, stimuli, and sensory modalities both in humans
and other species. Improved discrimination for interleaving
presentations also seems to be highly transferable to new
situations that make use of the same kind of knowledge
(Mitchell, Kadib, Nash, Lavis, & Hall, 2008) and to result in
better deductive extraction of the relevant categories, such
as painter identities (Kornell & Bjork, 2008). In light of this
evidence, alternation of exemplars has been described as
highly beneficial for discrimination learning, and can be
potentially implemented in several informal and formal
learning contexts (Rohrer & Pashler, 2010; Taylor &
Rohrer, 2010).

However, a full description of how the interleaving advantage occurs has not yet been provided. Some authors
have argued for the long-known mnemonic powers of
spaced rather than massed practice (Kornell, 2009; Kornell
& Bjork, 2008; Vlach, Sandhofer, & Kornell, 2008) and
have made a connection between interleaving and spacing.
When different presentations of A are interleaved with B
presentations, then the A presentations will be more spaced.
However, evidence inconsistent with this proposal has been
presented. Mitchell, Nash, and Hall (2008), for example,
presented three highly similar stimuli, A, B and C, to participants. In one condition A and B were interleaved and C
was presented spaced. In the spaced condition, two instances of C were separated by an interval during which no information was presented. The duration of this interval was
equivalent to the presentation of another stimulus. This manipulation still resulted in better discrimination for stimuli
presented interleaved (for a similar demonstration using
paitings see Kang & Pashler, in press). In a follow-up experiment, the authors added a new stimulus, D. This stimulus
was very different from A, B and C. Interleaving A and B
resulted in better performance than interleaving C and D.
Mitchell and collaborators (Mitchell, Kadib, et al., 2008;
Mitchell, Nash, et al., 2008) suggested that the advantage of
interleaving might still result from different memory encodings promoted by each presentation schedule. Their proposal is that when highly similar stimuli are alternated, then
the features that they share will be presented several times
in a row, and thus attention shifts towards the differences,
enriching the memory trace for the differences between the
two categories. When stimuli are blocked, however, all of
the features of each category, both those unique to each category and those that are shared across categories, are presented several times in a row, resulting in a relative decrease
in attention to unique features and a poorer memory trace
for the purposes of discrimination.
Also central to Mitchell and collaborators’ proposal
(Mitchell, Kadib, et al., 2008; Mitchell, Nash, et al., 2008) is
the process of comparison that results from shifting attention to discriminating features. The importance of comparison in the sequence of object presentations was also proposed by Eleanor Gibson (1969) in her influential theory of
perceptual learning. Gibson proposed that the opportunity to
compare the stimuli was crucial in facilitating a process of
differentiation that would result in better discrimination.
Unfortunately, the mechanism through which this differen-
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Experiment 1
Method
Participants Seventy-one Indiana University undergraduate
students participated in this experiment in partial fulfillment
of a class requirement. Participants were randomly distributed on an on-arrival basis to one of two similarity conditions: high similarity vs. low similarity. All participants
completed all the phases of this experiment and 9 were excluded for not reaching 50% correct responses during category learning.
Face 3

Face 4

Dimension 2
A

Face 2

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

1
2
3

Dimension 1

tiation process might occur was never fully articulated.
Nonetheless, recent work supports Gibson’s proposal by
demonstrating that simultaneous presentation of two highly
similar stimuli results in better discrimination than interleaving them (Mundy, Honey, & Dwyer, 2007, 2009).
Thus, the advantage of interleaving seems to stem in part
from the similarity between successively presented stimuli
and an observer’s ability to compare them. Furthermore, we
propose that, if comparison is important for the advantage of
interleaving, blocking stimuli from the same category
might, under certain situations, also provide an opportunity
for key comparisons – resulting in equally good performance.
For this purpose, two experiments were conducted. In
both experiments, morphed pictures of human faces were
used (see Figure 1). Similarity between these is easily manipulated because stimuli closer in the matrix are more similar than those farther apart. In Experiment 1 we manipulate
both the between- and within-category similarity among the
stimuli and presented them in either a blocked condition or
an interleaved condition. We predict that performance will
be improved for interleaved presentation in the high similarity condition. According to Mitchell et al. (Mitchell, Kadib,
et al., 2008; Mitchell, Nash, et al., 2008), interleaving accentuates between-category differences, resulting in an improved ability to distinguish the categories. There are two
ways in which the similarity between objects could affect
categorization difficulty. First, as objects within a category
become more similar, categorization is expected to become
easier because it is easier to see what the category members
have in common. Second, as objects from different categories become more similar, categorization is expected to become more difficult because it is harder to distinguish the
categories. If interleaving accentuates features that discriminate between categories, then this would be expected to particularly benefit situations in which all objects are similar to
one another because of the difficulty in identifying discriminating features.
In Experiment 2 we approach the importance of comparisons by contrasting performance in the interleaved condition
with two blocked conditions. In both conditions, stimuli
from the same category are presented in separate blocks but
in one condition only highly similar stimuli are presented
successively and in the other only more dissimilar stimuli
are presented successively. We propose that these three
conditions offer opportunities for three different kinds of
comparisons: while interleaving allows for comparisons
between the two categories, blocking allows for comparisons within the category. Moreover, within-category comparisons might be more informative when the successively
presented stimuli are highly similar (R. Goldstone, 1996).
This situation will allow the creation of a good representation of the common features of that category and performance similar to interleaving the two categories.

4
5
6
7
8

Face 1

9
10
Category A

Category B

Figure 1: Example of a set of stimuli used in Experiments 1
and 2; two other matrices were created using the same
method. These stimuli varied along 2 arbitrary dimensions
creating a 10 x 10 matrix of morphed faces. Stimuli shaded
in dark grey were only presented in the low similarity condition of Experiment 1 and stimuli shaded in black were only
presented in the high similarity condition of Experiment 1
and in Experiment 2. Notice that high and low similarity
conditions shared 4 stimuli that, although shaded in black,
were also presented in the low similarity condition (C3, C8,
H3 and H8). The line between columns E and F represents
one of the possible category boundaries used during the
experiments (the other possibility was a line between rows 5
and 6).
Stimuli The stimuli were morphs of bald male faces selected from Kayser (1997) using the blending technique outlined in Steyvers (1999). The faces varied along two arbitrary dimensions (see Figure 1). Each dimension was
achieved by creating negative contingencies between two
faces. For example, along Dimension 1, the more of face 1
is present in each morphed face, the less there is of face 2.
These two contingencies are independent, i.e., the proportion of face 1 relative to face 2 is independent of the propor-
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learned. The generalization task was composed of 100 trials,
corresponding to the presentation of all the faces in that 10 x
10 matrix. On each generalization trial a face was presented
for 500 ms after which participants had to indicate the Club
to which the face belonged. There was a 1000 ms inter-trial
interval, after which a new face was presented. There was
no response feedback in this task.

Results

0.70

0.75

0.80

Blocked Low Similarity
Interleaved Low Similarity
Interleaved High Similarity
Blocked High Similarity

0.65

Mean Proportion of Correct Responses

0.85

0.90

The graph in Figure 2 depicts the main results from Experiment 1 regarding category learning across the 4 learning
blocks and generalization accuracy, for each combination of
presentation schedule (interleaved and blocked) and similarity (high similarity and low
similarity).
Results
for Experiment 1

0.60

tion of face 3 relative to face 4, resulting in a set of blended
faces that differed only in the proportion of each of the 4
original faces. Using 8 different original faces, two different
10 x 10 matrices were created. Not all faces from each 10 x
10 grid were presented to participants. Indeed, for each
group only 16 faces (8 from each category) were presented
to participants. Which faces from the 10 x 10 grid were presented depended upon the experimental group. Participants
in the High Similarity condition saw faces that were closer
together in the matrix (black squares in Figure 1). Conversely, participants in the Low Similarity condition saw only
faces that were farther apart in the matrix (grey squares in
Figure 1). Notice that this similarity manipulation was both
within and between categories, thus there are two clusters of
4 faces in each category for each similarity condition. This
manipulation will be relevant for the modifications introduced in Experiment 2.
Procedure This experiment had 2 phases. Each phase was
composed of two tasks: a category learning task and a generalization task regarding the categorization learned. Each
phase differed only in the face matrix used and in the way
stimuli were presented during category learning.
Category Learning Each category learning task was composed by 4 blocks with 64 training trials each. On each trial,
a face was presented in the center of the computer screen for
500 ms. After the face was removed, the participant was
tasked with classifying it into one of the two possible
‘Clubs’, by pressing the corresponding key (each key was
attributed to one Club: Q vs. P and A v.s L) in the computer
keyboard. After the participant’s response the face was presented again for 2000 ms together with the presentation of
feedback relative to the accuracy of participants’ response
and the category of the face. Afterward, there was a 1000
ms inter-trial interval and then a new trial would start.
The two category learning tasks differed in the order of
presentation of category exemplars. In the interleaved condition, the exemplars alternated 75% of the time between
one category and the other. In the blocked condition, alternation between categories occurred only 25% of the time.
Thus, while in the interleaved condition the probability of a
trial with a face from one category being followed by a trial
with a face from that same category was low, in the blocked
condition this probability was high. We used this probabilistic approach rather than creating purely interleaved or
blocked conditions in order to diminish the possibility that
participants noticed the pattern of alternation in responses,
which would affect categorization accuracy. Furthermore, if
a purely blocked condition was used there would be no way
to guarantee subjects’ attention to the task, as there would
be no uncertainty in response and all faces would belong to
the same ‘Club’. This approach has been used before, in
similar tasks with successful results (R. Goldstone, 1996).
Which condition was presented first in the experiment was
counterbalanced across participants, as was the allocation of
one of the 10 x 10 matrices to each condition.
Generalization Each category learning task was followed
by a generalization task regarding the two categories just

Block 1

Block 2

Block 3

Block 4

Generalization

Figure 2: Mean proportion of correct responses in Experiment 1. Performance improves across learning blocks and is
overall better for the High Similarity condition with no effect of presentation schedule or interaction. There is no effect of either similarity or schedule of presentation in the
generalization task. Error bars indicate standard errors.
A 2 x 2 x 4 mixed ANOVA with similarity condition
(high vs. low similarity) as a between-subjects factor and
presentation schedule (interleaved vs. blocked) and learning
block (1 vs. 2 vs. 3 vs. 4) as within-subject factors revealed
a significant improvement in accuracy during category
learning, regardless of presentation schedule or similarity
condition, F (3,180) = 45.33, p < .0001, MSE = 0.02. Likewise, a significant main effect of similarity revealed that
participants’ accuracy is higher for the low similarity condition when compared to the high similarity condition, F (1,
60) = 13.02, p = .0006, MSE = 0.15. However, participants’
accuracy is comparable between interleaved and blocked
presentation schedules, with no main effect of presentation
schedule found, F (1,60) = 0.22, p = .64, MSE = 0.26.
Likewise, there is no interaction between similarity condition and presentation schedule, F (1,60) = 0.01, p = .91,
MSE = 0.26, similarity condition and learning block, F (3,
180) = 0.99, p = .40, MSE = 0.02 or presentation schedule
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and learning block, F (3,180) = 0.21, p = .89, MSE = 0.02.
Additionally, the interaction between the 3 variables was
also not significant, F (3, 180) = 1.01, p = .39, MSE = 0.02.
Regarding the generalization task, a 2 x 2 mixed ANOVA
was performed with similarity condition as a betweensubjects factor and presentation schedule as a withinsubjects factor, considering only trials with novel stimuli.
This analysis revealed that participants perform equally well
regardless of presentation schedule or similarity condition.
There is no main effect of similarity, F (1, 60) = 2.44, p =
.12, MSE = 0.04, or schedule of presentation, F (1, 60) = 0.
Likewise, no interaction between these two variables was
found, F (1,60) = 0.2, p = 0.67, MSE = 0.05. However, a 2 x
2 x 5 mixed ANOVA with similarity condition as betweensubject factor and presentation schedule and distance of the
stimuli to the category border (i.e., the position in the grid
relative to the category limit: 1 vs. 2 vs. 3 vs. 4 vs. 5) as
within-subjects factors, revealed an improvement in performance with the increase in distance, F (4, 276) = 126.20, p
< .0001, MSE = 0.02, as well as an interaction between distance and similarity condition, in which the advantage of the
low similarity condition over high similarity increases with
the increase in distance to category boundary, F (4, 176) =
3.43, p = .01, MSE = .02. All the other effects were nonsignificant.
In sum, these results show that decreasing the similarity
between exemplars of the two categories increases participants’ performance, even if within-category similarity also
decreases. While an advantage for categorization might be
expected from decreasing between-category similarity because it makes discrimination easier, the decreased withincategory similarity could have equally detrimental results by
making categories very heterogeneous. Thus, one might
expect the advantage of decreasing between-category similarity to be nullified by the increase in within-category similarity. However, our results show that the beneficial influence of decreasing between-category similarity outweighs
the detrimental influence of decreasing within-category similarity. One might also have expected that interleaving exemplars of both categories in the high similarity condition
would be particularly beneficial by accentuating the differences between the two categories and thus reducing the difficulty in discriminating very similar categories. Yet, the
results of Experiment 1 do not show any improvement in
performance when exemplars of both categories are interleaved, which is surprising given the wealth of evidence for
the advantage of interleaving.
One of the possible reasons for this null result might be
the opportunity for comparisons that can take place during
blocked presentation. Although interleaving allows more
opportunity for inter-category comparisons, there has been
some evidence for the importance of within-category comparisons (R. Goldstone, 1996). Looking specifically at the
interleaving-blocking phenomenon, one might argue that not
all blocked presentation schedules are equivalent. Consider,
for example, a situation in which (a) the comparison is possible between two stimuli that, although in the same catego-

ry have many differences in contrast to (b) the comparison
is only possible between two stimuli that are in the same
category and are very similar. The two within-category
comparisons offer the opportunity to extract different kinds
of information. While the first might highlight irrelevant
information about within-category dissimilarities, the latter
might emphasize relevant within-category similarities. It is
possible that one of these comparison processes approaches
the advantageous effect of interleaving stimuli from two
similar categories. Given that we did not control for these
two possible comparisons opportunities during blocked
presentation in Experiment 1, Experiment 2 will approach
this question in more detail.

Experiment 2
Method
Participants Seventy-six undergraduate students from Indiana University participated in this experiment in partial fulfillment of a class requirement. All participants completed
all the phases of this experiment and 17 were excluded for
not reaching 50% correct responses during category learning.
Stimuli In this experiment we used the same two 10 x 10
matrices used in the first experiment and also a third one,
constructed in the same way as the other two, using 4 new
faces from Kayser (1997). As in Experiment 1, not all 100
faces from each matrix were presented during category
learning. Only faces that were closer to each other and to the
category boundary were presented (i.e., those corresponding
to the high similarity condition from Experiment 1).
Procedure This experiment had 3 phases. Each phase was
composed of a Categorization task followed by a generalization task based on the categorization done before. Each
phase differed only in the way stimuli were presented in the
Categorization Task as well as which matrix of faces was
used.
Category Learning Each category learning task was composed of 3 blocks of 64 trials each (8 exemplars of each
category repeated 4 times). There were 3 different category
learning conditions: interleaved, blocked-close and blockedfar. Each of these consisted in the categorization of the faces
in one of 3 pairs of ‘Clubs’ (P vs. Q, A vs. L, and Z vs. M).
The interleaved condition consisted in high alternation rate
of the categories within each block (75% category change
from trial to trial). Blocked-close and blocked-far both consisted in low alternation conditions (25% category alternation). They differed, however, in the proximity of the stimuli presented in sequence. In the blocked-close condition each
stimulus from one category would only be followed by a
stimulus of the same category if that stimulus was from the
same within-category cluster (see Figure 1 for an illustration). In the blocked-far condition each stimulus would only
be followed by a stimulus from another within-category
cluster. This resulted in a manipulation of the withincategory similarity between the stimuli being shown successively in the blocked conditions. The order of these condi-
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tions was randomized across participants as well as which
10 x 10 matrix was used in each one of them. Every other
detail not stated here was the same as in Experiment 1.
Generalization Each category learning task was immediately followed by a generalization task in which participants
classified each presented face in one of the two groups previously learned, without feedback. This generalization task
was similar to the one in Experiment 1 except for the number of stimuli presented. In this Experiment, generalization
consisted of 84 trials corresponding to the faces from the 10
x 10 matrix that had not been presented during category
learning.

Results

Interleaved
Blocked - Far Comparisons
Blocked - Close Comparisons

0.70
0.65
0.60

General Discussion

0.50

0.55

Mean Proportion of Correct Responses

0.75

0.80

The graph in Figure 3 depicts the main results from Experiment 2 regarding category learning and generalization tasks
for each one of the learning conditions: interleaved,
blocked-close and blocked-far.
Results from Experiment 2

(1,57) = 8.74, p = .005, MSE = 0.7, but not significantly
higher than for the Blocked-Close condition, F (1,57) =
2.91, p = .09, MSE = 0.8. Finally, no interaction between
categorization improvement and presentation condition was
found, F (2, 114) = 0.20, p = .83, MSE = .02.
For the results of the generalization task, a within-subjects
ANOVA with presentation schedule as the only factor was
performed. This analysis revealed that participants are
equally good at categorizing new stimuli into one of the
categories they had just learned, regardless of how the categories had been presented before, with no main effect of
presentation schedule, F (2,114) = 0.85, p = .43, MSE =
0.05. However, analyzing performance as a function of the
stimuli distance to the border revealed a significant improvement in performance with greater distances, regardless
of presentation schedule, F (4, 228) = 58.72, p < .0001,
MSE = 0.04, but no main effect of presentation schedule, F
(2, 114) = 0.54, p = .58, MSE = 0.23, or interaction between
the two variables, F (8, 456) = 0.90, p = .51, MSE = 0.03.
These results demonstrate that interleaving the presentation of exemplars from two categories results in better categorization performance than blocked presentation, but only
if just dissimilar exemplars from the same category are presented in successive trials. This result contributes to the notion that successive comparisons play an important role in
the interleaved advantage and category learning as a whole.

Block 1

Block 2

Block 3

Generalization

Figure 3: Mean proportion of correct responses for Experiment 2. Participants’ performance improves across learning
and is overall better in the interleaved condition than in the
blocked-far condition. There is no difference between the
interleaved and blocked-close conditions. During generalization there are no differences between any of these conditions. Error bars indicate standard errors.
A 3 x 3 within-subjects ANOVA with both learning block
(1 vs. 2 vs. 3) and presentation schedule (interleaved vs.
blocked-close vs. blocked-far) as within-subjects factors
was performed. This analysis revealed a main effect of
learning block, F (1,57) = 83.54, p < .0001, MSE = 0.02. As
it can be seen in Figure 3, there is an overall improvement in
categorization accuracy throughout category learning.
Moreover, there is also a main effect of presentation schedule during category learning, F (2,114) = 4.25, p = .02, MSE
= 0.11. A set of planned comparisons further shows that
response accuracy is significantly higher for the Interleaved
condition as compared with the Blocked-Far condition, F

In Experiment 1, although there was no effect of presentation schedule, a strong effect of similarity in categorization
accuracy was found. More precisely, the advantage of decreasing between-category similarity in the low similarity
condition outweighs the disadvantage of the accompanying
decrease in within-category similarity, resulting in better
performance relative to the high similarity condition, in
which both within- and between-category similarities were
high. These results are, however, contrary to previous results showing that a high similarity condition results in better categorization accuracy than a low similarity condition
(R. L. Goldstone, Lippa, & Shiffrin, 2001). This opposing
pattern of results might be related to the greater overall
similarity between the stimuli in our experiments when
compared with Goldstone et al. (2001), in which the low
similarity condition involved the presentation of four completely different faces. In a matrix like the ones we used
here, between-category similarity seems to have a greater
impact on categorization accuracy than within-category similarity. This greater overall similarity is also expected to
result in more interrelated concepts, each category being
defined in opposition to the other (R. Goldstone, 1996). This
proposal is also consistent with the results of Experiment 2
showing that interleaving resulted in better performance
than blocked-far, but not blocked-close. Moreover, it is also
consistent with the results from the generalization task in
both experiments, showing that regardless of similarity condition, participants are better in classifying faces more distant from the category border. This result suggests the crea-
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tion of a caricature representation of each category, i.e., a
representation that is not the central tendency of that category but departs from it in the opposite direction from the central tendency of the concept simultaneously learned, characteristic of interrelated concepts (R. Goldstone, 1996).
One of the possible reasons for the similar results between
interleaved and blocked-close conditions in Experiment 2
might be related to the kind of comparisons they allow. As
stated in the Introduction, current theories of order effects in
perceptual learning propose that interleaving stimuli from
different categories allows the participants to more directly
identify differences between the two categories. However,
we argued that blocked presentation might also offer an
opportunity to establish informative comparisons. When
two very similar stimuli from the same category are presented in a sequence, their similarities will be highlighted (R.
Goldstone, 1996), resulting in performance that approaches
that seen after interleaved study of the categories. Unfortunately, the results presented here do not allow for a direct
comparison between the two blocked conditions in Experiment 2. Nonetheless, a case could be made that the two are
less favorable for category learning than interleaving – thus
the proximate lower values of accuracy. This disadvantage
can, in turn, be eased by presenting only very similar stimuli
successively in the blocked condition.
In sum, the characteristics inherent to the categorization
tasks presented here make between-category similarity the
better overall predictor of good categorization performance,
contrary to some previous evidence using similar stimuli.
However, performance in the high similarity condition can
be improved by alternating exemplars from each category or
by sequentially presenting very similar stimuli from the
same category. These results point to the creation of interrelated concepts and the representation of each category in
opposition to one another. The work presented here also
shows that whether interleaving or blocking is more beneficial is probably the result of an interaction between the
characteristics of the stimuli and the comparisons that the
observer is able to establish. Interleaving two similar stimuli
seems to result in good performance, presumably because it
allows for a better contrast between the distinguishing features of each stimulus. Similarly, blocking very similar
stimuli approaches that performance by allowing for a better
identification of the features of that category.
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Abstract
Even speakers of American English who think they grew up
in the Midwest do not agree on its boundaries. So what
determines the meaning of 'Midwest' to a given speaker? We
argue that the meaning of a geographical term like ‘Midwest’
is based in part on one's experience with locations that one
knows to be part of the region. This exemplar-based
knowledge causes the perceived location of the Midwest to
shift depending on where in the Midwest a respondent has
lived and to remain fixed in space over time despite changes
in features of exemplar locations. Nonetheless, regression
analyses suggest that exemplar knowledge, when available,
coexists with more abstract definitional knowledge. We
believe that empirical studies of meanings of geographical
terms can shed light on the nature of human semantic
categories and the role of specific exemplars in semantic
representation.
Keywords: Semantics, cognitive maps, exemplar models,
vernacular regions, perceptual geography.

Introduction
Every American English speaker has heard of the Midwest.
It is visited by politicians, discussed by pundits and weather
forecasters, and even appears commonly in cognitive
science articles on “students at a Midwestern university”.
Yet, the location of the region is surprisingly elusive. The
question we ask is what determines the location of the
Midwest for a particular speaker. Why does the meaning of
'Midwest' vary across speakers and what factors account for
this variation?
The classical approach to lexical semantics, dating back
to Aristotle, has maintained that word meanings can be
defined using necessary and sufficient conditions.
According to this view, semantic categories have distinct
boundaries. This, at the time dominant, view of semantics
was explicitly challenged in the seventies by several
linguists and psychologists, including Labov (1973),
McCloskey & Glucksberg (1978), and Rosch (1973), who
showed that category boundaries of natural concepts can be
fuzzy. For instance, Labov (1973) found that there is no
agreed-upon ratio of width to height at which cups become
mugs. McCloskey & Glucksberg (1978) demonstrated that
uncertainty about category boundaries can also hold within
speakers. These studies have been extremely influential in
initiating a shift from feature-based descriptions of semantic

categories to exemplar, prototype, and connectionist models
(see Murphy 2002, Taylor 1995 for reviews).
In recent work, it has become apparent that categories
vary in the fuzziness of their boundaries depending, in
particular, on whether the category consists of artifacts or
organisms (Diesendruck & Gelman 1999, Estes 2003). We
believe that the range of lexical meanings under discussion
in the psychological and linguistic literatures has been
unduly restricted. Differences between categories of
organisms and categories of artifacts are interesting but
difficult to explain because organisms differ from artifacts
in a myriad ways.
An interesting additional class of concepts to consider is
the class of locations/regions, such as “the Midwest”, or
“the neighborhood”. Categories of locations vary greatly in
how they are acquired and defined, with some having clear
boundaries (e.g., the United States), and others having very
fuzzy ones (e.g., the Midwest). Thus, boundary fuzziness is
not a property of domains (pace Diesendruck & Gelman
1999 and Estes 2003) but rather a property of individual
concepts, likely due to how these concepts are acquired and
how much hinges on getting the boundary right. If a
category is acquired completely implicitly through the
accumulation of exemplars, its boundaries are likely to be
fuzzy, whereas a category that is learned by memorizing a
definition can have clear boundaries (as long as the defining
attributes of the category are easily identifiable, cf.
Armstrong et al. 1983). Furthermore, multiple sources of
knowledge can combine, resulting in a concept that is
neither completely exemplar-based nor completely featurebased. We argue that the meaning of “Midwest” for a given
listener can be influenced by his/her experience with
specific exemplar Midwestern locations, the literal
interpretation of the word, and the official definition of the
region. Geographical terms offer distinctive advantages in
exploring the relationship between experience and concept
formation because people are aware of the locations they
have lived in and can easily describe them (unlike the
specific artifacts or organisms they have seen).
While never discussed in linguistics or psychology, the
perceived locations of geographical regions have been
studied by cultural geographers, starting with Brownell
(1960). Jordan (1978: 293) defines perceptual or vernacular
regions as “those perceived to exist by their inhabitants and
other members of the population at large… Such regions are
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composites of the mental maps of the population.” Brownell
(1960) and Shortridge (1985, conducted in 1980) studied the
perceived location of the Midwest by asking postmasters in
and around the traditional Midwest (Brownell) and college
students across the United States (Shortridge) to mark the
Midwest on a map, the method we also rely on.

Methods
Each student in our introductory linguistics classes was
asked to distribute blank maps of the 48 contiguous states
with state boundaries to three of his/her acquaintances. They
were asked to only distribute the materials to native English
speakers who grew up in the US. The respondents were
asked: “Write an M in any state that is at least partly in the
Midwest; then circle any of these M’s that are in a state
which is completely in the Midwest.” The students were
instructed to give the same instructions to all respondents
and to avoid being drawn into a discussion of where the
Midwest is (supposed to be). After a respondent has marked
up their map (and possibly list of states), the students
collected from them states s/he has lived in for more than a
year and the state(s) s/he grew up in.
Complete datasets were collected from 470 acquaintances
of students at Indiana University and 458 acquaintances of
students at the University of Oregon. We were concerned
that the observed variation may to some extent be due to the
respondents being unable to locate states on a map.
Therefore 294 Oregon respondents were presented with both
a map and an alphabetic list of states (formatted in two
columns). Some (N=163) respondents filled out the map
first, while others (N=131) filled out the list first. Each
student was instructed to use each order of presentation with
at least one respondent. The data were analyzed using R (R
Core Development Team, 2008). The maps are generated
using the ‘maps’ package in R.

Where Should the Midwest Be?
The Official Midwest
Officially, the Midwest has clear boundaries, which are
defined by the Census Bureau as shown in Figure 1
(http://www.census.gov/geo/www/us_regdiv.pdf).

Figure 1: The official definition of Midwest according to the
US Census Bureau.

The Self-Identified Midwest
Reed (1976) introduced the idea of locating perceptual
regions by searching telephone directories of various cities
for businesses named after the region (e.g., Midwest Auto
Body), which was applied to the Midwest by Zelinsky

(1980). The crucial assumption is that there is no reason to
name a business, e.g., Midwest Plumbing, if one does not
believe it to be located in the Midwest.1 This provides a way
to find a kind of “ground-truth definition” of the Midwest
by locating the places whose inhabitants believe themselves
to live in the Midwest, and to determine whether or not this
belief is shared by our respondents.
For most states, we took the largest city. For Oklahoma,
we took Tulsa rather than Oklahoma City because a suburb
of Oklahoma City is called “Midwest City” so using it
would have inflates Midwesternness of Oklahoma, which is,
in any case, higher than official definitions suggest. In the
case of New York and Pennsylvania, we took the western
cities of Buffalo and Pittsburgh rather than New York City
and Philadelphia because Pittsburgh and Buffalo are
suggested by some to be in the Midwest. Nonetheless, New
York and Pennsylvania clearly did not fall into the Midwest
category. For Texas, we took Dallas, which is closer to the
official Midwest than Houston or Austin.
Since larger cities are expected to have more businesses,
and some states have larger cities, we needed some way to
normalize the counts. We tried three ways: 1) searching for
“businesses loc: <city name>” on Google maps
(http://maps.google.com), 2) retrieving city population
estimates from Wikipedia (http://wikipedia.org), and 3)
retrieving the number of businesses containing the name of
the city in their name from yellowbook.com. The three ways
of normalizing produced similar results (with rank
correlations between .92 and .94). The main difference
concerns northern plains states that do not have big cities:
Montana, Wyoming and the Dakotas. These states receive
high Midwesternness scores with normalization by
population or number of businesses on Google maps but
relatively low scores with normalization by number of
businesses containing the city name.
We were able to find a natural cut-off (one that
corresponds to a clear break in the distribution) on
proportion of business names featuring the word Midwest
that corresponds quite closely to the official definition of the
region, with a few exceptions (Figure 2). One exception is
Oklahoma, which is not officially part of the Midwest but
appears to belong to the Midwest as much as do Ohio,
Kansas or Michigan based on the business directory (also
Brownell 1960). The other exception is Kentucky: the major
city of Kentucky, Louisville, is just across the river from
officially Midwestern Indiana, and clearly seems to consider
itself as much a part of the Midwest as does Detroit, which
is officially in the Midwest. Taking the converse
perspective, Midwestern identity appears to be much less
prominent in Michigan and Ohio than in more western
states of the official Midwest (in agreement with Zelinsky
1980). These data already suggest that the boundaries of the
Midwest are fuzzier than they appear on the Census map. As
Midwesterners settle the neighboring regions, they bring the
1

We are assuming that the prestige of all things Midwestern is
not high enough for those outside of the Midwest to pursue an aura
of Midwesternness in naming their businesses.
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Midwest with them, expanding the region whose inhabitants
think of themselves as being in the Midwest.

Figure 2: Left: Proportion of businesses with Midwest in the
name relative to the number of business names containing
the local city name (YellowBooks nromalization). These are
the scores we used in regressions. Right: The smallest set of
states with the highest proportion of Midwest names that
includes all officially Midwestern states.

Midwest for Hoosiers
Figure 3 shows the data for our Indiana respondents
(Hoosiers). More than 90% of the respondents agree that
Indiana and Illinois are at least partially in the Midwest.
Agreement rates are much lower for the other states,
indicating a high degree of variation: the Midwesternness
rate is 70% for Ohio, Missouri and Iowa, 60% for Michigan
and Wisconsin, and 50% for Kentucky, which officially
does not belong to the Midwest (though, according to our
business directory data as well as Brownell 1960, its
inhabitants that live near the Indiana border appear to
disagree). The other officially Midwestern states have even
lower Midwesternness scores. Thus the meaning of Midwest
for Hoosiers does not correspond to the official definition of
Midwest and appears to center on Indiana, which the
respondents know to be in the Midwest.

Residential History Effect
Figure 4 compares the meanings of Midwest for those who
have grown up in Indiana (N=284), Illinois (N=51), and
Ohio (N=13). Comparing those who grew up in Illinois to
those who grew up in Indiana, we can note that the states
that border Illinois but not Indiana (Iowa, Missouri and
Minnesota) are darker/more Midwestern for respondents
who grew up in Illinois while Ohio and Kentucky, which
border Indiana but not Illinois, are considered more
Midwestern by those who grew up in Indiana. Ohioans, who
come from the very east of the Midwest, have a rather
different notion of the Midwest in that the most prototypical
Midwestern states for them are Indiana and Ohio rather than
Illinois, unlike for those who grew up in Illinois or Indiana.
Western Midwest states, like Iowa and Missouri are
assigned to the Midwest by Ohioans much less often than by
Hoosiers and especially Illinoisans.

IN:

IL:

OH:
Figure 4: The Midwest for Hoosiers who have grown up in
Indiana (IN), Illinois (IL), and Ohio (OH).

Figure 3: The Midwest for Hoosiers. Top: taking ‘partially
in the Midwest’ = 0.5, ‘completely in the Midwest’ = 1, ‘not
in the Midwest’ = 0. Bottom: Red = “completely in the
Midwest”; Blue = “only partially in the Midwest”; Black =
“not in the Midwest”.

We can test the effect of residential history on the
meaning of Midwest by comparing perceived differences in
Midwesternness between states that are around the
respondents’ residences. Thus, we ask: if residential history
had the expected effect, which states would be more likely
to be assigned to the Midwest by, for instance, Ohioans
compared to Illinoisans and which ones would be more
likely to be assigned to the Midwest by Illinoisans? For
Ohioans we took this to be Ohio and the states that are
adjacent to Ohio but not Illinois while for Illinoisans it
would be Illinois and states that are adjacent to Illinois but
not Ohio. Then we can compare Ohioans to Illinoisans on
the differences in perceived Midwesternness scores between
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states expected to be more Midwestern for Illinoisans and
states expected to be more Midwestern for Ohioans:
(MWness{IL;MO;IA;MN}-MWness{OH;MI;WV;PN})IL
(MWness{IL;MO;IA;MN}-MWness{OH;MI;WV;PN})OH. For Ohio vs.
Illinois, we obtain t(17)=6.22, p=.000008; for Indiana vs.
Illinois, we obtain t(86)=5.44, p=.0000005; for Ohio vs.
Indiana, t(13)=3.52, p=.004. This provides strong evidence
for the hypothesis that one’s notion of the Midwest depends
on where in the Midwest one has lived.

travels on the edge of the Midwest. The map predicted by
our model is shown in Figure 5. As seen in Figure 5,
residential history is especially helpful in predicting the high
Midwesternness of Kentucky and Indiana and the relatively
low scores for states in the west of Midwest.

Modeling Midwesternness
We modeled Midwesternness of a state as judged by
Hoosiers using a linear combination of 1) whether the state
is officially in the Midwest, 2) the proportion of businesses
that have Midwest in the name; 3) overlap with the middle
third of the West (Mississippi to the West Coast) of the US
in the East-West direction; 4) overlap with the middle third
of the West in the North-South direction; 5) for officially
Midwestern states, the number of respondents who have
lived in the state; and 6) for states that are either officially
Midwestern or neighboring a Midwestern state, the number
of respondents who have lived in adjacent officially
Midwestern states. The regression accounts for 94% of the
variance in scores among states. Predictors having to do
with the official and “ground truth” notions of the Midwest
(1, 2) are highly significant: t(1,41)=5.15, p<.00001 and
t(1,41)=3.7, p=.0006 respectively. Overlap with the middle
of the West is relatively unimportant: East-West centrality
has no significant effect (t(1,41)=-1.21). North-South
centrality tends towards significance but is at most a minor
effect (t(1,41)=1.96, p=.056).
The residential history variables (5, 6) are very important,
improving the predictiveness of the model (F(2,41)=46.31,
p=.00000000004) from 79% of the variance accounted for
to 94% (t(1,41)=4.64 and 8.34 respectively, both p<.0001).
These results confirm the strong influence of residential
history on whether or not a state is assigned to the Midwest:
officially Midwestern states tend to be assigned to the
Midwest if the respondent has lived in that state; officially
non-Midwestern states may be assigned to the Midwest if
the respondent has lived in a neighboring Midwestern state.
Importantly, replacing the number of respondents that have
lived in neighboring Midwestern states with an indicator of
whether or not the state neighbors officially Midwestern
states does not work as well (the resulting model accounts
for 80% of the variance, barely more than the 79%
accounted for by the model that does not include the “is the
state neighbor to Midwestern states” variable).
Again, the location of the Midwest for Midwesterners is
based on where in the Midwest they have lived. It is also
encouraging that our objective measure of state
Midwesternness contributes to explaining the subjects’
judgments: their judgments appear to be based not simply
on the official definition of the Midwest but are also in
agreement with the “ground truth”, which the respondents
may discover in their interactions with people from various
locations at the edges of the official Midwest and in their

Figure 5: The Midwest for Hoosiers as predicted by
residential history of the respondents alone (top), the other
predictors alone (middle) and the full regression model
(bottom).

Midwest for Oregonians
What then would one’s notion of the Midwest be like if one
has not lived in the Midwest? Figure 6 shows what the
Midwest means for Oregonians. Oregon, being on the West
Coast, is not considered to be part of the Midwest by
Oregonians (Portland, the main city of Oregon, has no
businesses with Midwest in the name). Figure 6 shows data
both for subjects who were presented with a blank map (like
the Hoosiers) and those presented with a list of states (in
alphabetical order). The maps are markedly different from
the ones obtained for Hoosiers: the entire Midwest is shifted
west, with the most Midwestern state being Iowa, rather
than Illinois or Indiana. The much flatter distribution of
darkness across states indicates lower certainty about which
states are vs. are not part of the Midwest. Both uncertainty
and the westward shift are especially high for respondents
who have not lived in the Midwest. The results do not
appear to result from the respondents being unable to locate
states on the map because respondents presented with a list
show qualitatively very similar behavior. The maps are
almost identical to the one reported by Shortridge (1985) for
New Yorkers. Thus the westward shift appears to be
characteristic of non-Midwesterners, rather than WestCoasters.
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minority are in agreement with where the Midwest is
“supposed to be”.

A

C

B

D
PC1 < -1

-1 < PC1 < 1.8

Figure 6: The Midwest for Oregon respondents who have
not lived in the Midwest (A-B) and Oregon respondents
who have lived in the Midwest (C-D). Data from map
marking (A, C) and list marking (B, D).
The location of the Midwest for an Oregonian who has lived
in the Midwest also depends on where in the Midwest s/he
has lived. The fit of the linear regression model is improved
from an R2 of 88% to 96% by inclusion of the residential
history variables (F(2,41)=20.07, p=.0000008). However,
the alternative model that excludes residential history but
includes whether or not a state borders officially
Midwestern states accounts for 94% of the variance in the
Oregonian data, suggesting that the role of residential
history for the Oregonians is, though significant
(F(1,41)=18.4, p=.0001), relatively minor, compared to the
role of residential history for Midwesterners (accounting for
2% vs. 14% of the variance).
The official location of the Midwest is influential for
Oregonians (t(1,41)=4.78, p=.00002 for all Oregonians,
t(1,41)=6.71, p=.000006 for those who have lived in the
Midwest), like for Hoosiers. However, unlike in the Indiana
data, there is a tendency to locate the Midwest in the middle
of the West, especially for Oregonians who have not lived
in the Midwest (overlap with middle third of the region East
to West, t(1,41)=5.37, p=.000003 for all Oregonians;
t(1,41)=2.53, p=.015 for those who have lived in the
Midwest; North to South, t(1,41)=4.06, p=.0002 for all
Oregonians, t(1,41)=4.56, p=.00005 for those who have
lived in the Midwest). Finally, Oregonians who have not
lived in the Midwest do not display sensitivity to the
“ground truth” definition of the Midwest (t(1,41)=2.08,
p=.04 for Oregonians who have lived in the Midwest,
t(1,41)=1, p=.32, n.s. for all Oregonians). Thus, only those
who have lived in the Midwest are sensitive to whether
residents of places at the edges of the official Midwest
consider themselves a part of it.
Unlike for Hoosiers, there are distinct groups of
Oregonians with different Midwests. Individual differences
among them are well described by a single principal
component, which shows distinct clustering (Figure 7).
Respondents low on the principal component seem to
interpret the Midwest as the middle of the West, the vast
majority of Oregonians treat all states that are not on a coast
or in the Old South as being Midwestern, while a small

PC1 > 1.8

Figure 7: Top: Oregonians fall into distinct groups of
respondents. Some locate the Midwest in the middle of the
west, some off the coast, and some where it is officially.

The Changing Midwest
While not drawing attention to the cognitive implications of
the findings, Shortridge (1985) addressed the location of the
Midwest using similar methods (by asking college students
to circle the Midwest on a map of the US showing state
names and boundaries). Like us, Shortridge (1985) observed
that the location of the Midwest varies for respondents from
different locations. In particular, “Respondents from…
Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota,
South Dakota, and Wisconsin saw themselves at the core of
the Middle West…” (Shortridge 1985: 50).2 This is
consistent with our finding that the Midwest for a
Midwesterner tends to be centered on one’s home state.
However, in 1980, “residents of… Indiana, Michigan, and
Ohio… included their states within the Middle West region
but… accorded equal or greater Middle West status to states
farther west. Indiana and Michigan residents indicated that
the regional core lay several hundred miles beyond their
western borders; Ohio people displaced the core about 500
miles” (Shortridge 1985: 51). This is no longer the case
(Figure 4).
Shortridge (1985: 49) attributes the relatively low
Midwesternness of Indiana, Ohio, and Michigan to a
mismatch between prototypical features of Midwestern
locations, rural life and farming, and the relatively high
population density and industrialization of the eastern
2
Cf. also a quote from a Missouri postmaster reported by
Brownell (1960: 84): "We resent people from Ohio and Indiana
referring to themselves as 'Midwesterners' as actually they are
'Mideasterners'..."
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Midwest: “eastern sections became heavily urbanized and
industrialized. Rather than changing a valued regional
image to fit this reality… people have shifted the regional
core westward.”3
In the past thirty years, the Midwestern identity of home
locations has been reasserted for residents of eastern
Midwest. This suggests that the features of a prototypical
Midwestern location are not as important as the labels
attached to the locations one is familiar with. This is
expected on an exemplar account of the term’s semantics,
where it is experience with the features of specific
Midwestern locations that gives rise to one’s idea of the
Midwest. As features of familiar locations known to be part
of the Midwest change, the prototypical Midwest changes.
The seeds of change are in fact already observable in
Shortridge’s data: residents of eastern Midwest reported
industry to be characteristic of the Midwest while residents
of the Great Plains reported the Midwest to be
predominantly rural, with outsiders being in between the
two groups of Midwesterners (Shortridge 1985: 53).

Conclusion
Geographical terms, like Midwest, provide a valuable
window on the nature of lexical semantic representations,
and should be taken into account by theories of
semantics/conceptualization. In particular, they allow the
investigator to easily examine the influence of experience
with specific exemplars of a category (locations) on the
mental representation of the category (region) itself.
The present data suggest that exemplars play a powerful
role in semantic representations when they are available. At
least for geographical terms (and perhaps, terms that don’t
have overtly negative connotations), the exemplar category
assignments can remain stable across generations while the
features of those exemplars change. Stability of exemplarcategory mappings coupled with the possibility of change in
exemplar features results in changes in prototypical features
of the category. In the case of the Midwest, different
speakers of English experience very different exemplars of
Midwestern locations, resulting in very different notions of
where typical Midwestern locations are and what
Midwestern locations are like. Speakers are like blind men
exploring an elephant: those who are close to the trunk may
think an elephant is like a snake while those close to a leg
may think it’s like a tree.
As important as exemplars are, they are not all there is to
the semantic representation of a regional term. Regression
analyses indicate that Midwest is not completely exemplarbased for any of the speaker populations we studied.
Finally, those from outside of the region, lacking experience
with exemplars of the Midwest have to rely on interpreting
the word literally or on identifying Midwestern locations by
matching their perceived features to those thought to be
characteristic of the Midwest. This highlights that
3
Note that Shortridge (1985) actually had no evidence for a
“shift” since his data were entirely synchronic.

characteristics of semantic representations can vary
drastically even within a domain depending on how the
concept is acquired. In fact, the meaning of the very same
word can be exemplar-based to different degrees for
different speakers of the same language.
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Abstract
Prior research suggests young children understand that
labels serve as category markers and that they can utilize
this information to perform category-based induction with
both identical and semantically-similar labels (Gelman &
Markman, 1986). Recent research suggests that children’s
ability to perform category-based induction is limited to a
small subset of semantically-similar labels which co-occur
in child-directed speech (Fisher, 2010; Fisher, Matlen, &
Godwin, in press). However, most of the co-occurring labels
used in prior research are not only semantically-similar but
they also refer to baby-parent relationships (e.g., puppydog). Thus, children may be able to perform induction with
these particular label-pairs, because they contain kinship
information rather than because they co-occur. The present
study aims to disentangle whether young children’s
induction performance is driven by kinship information or
co-occurrence probability. Results indicate that 4-year-olds’
(but not 5-year-olds, 7-year-olds, or adults) induction
performance was influenced by co-occurrence probability;
kinship information was found to be insufficient to promote
young children’s induction performance.
Keywords:
Categories.

Labels.

Induction.

Cognitive

Development.

Introduction
It has been suggested that even young children understand
that labels denote object categories, and that children rely on
this information to make inductive inferences (Welder &
Graham, 2001, Gelman 1988; Gelman & Coley, 1990;
Gelman & Markman, 1986; Jaswal, 2004). The strongest
evidence in support of this argument comes from a study
demonstrating that preschool-age children make inferences
based on semantically-similar labels (to be referred to as
synonyms henceforth for brevity) (Gelman & Markman,
1986). In this experiment children were first presented with
a triad of objects and provided with respective labels. For
example, children could be presented with a rabbit (Target
item), a squirrel (Test item), and another rabbit (Test item)
that looked dissimilar from the target. Children were told

about the properties of the test items (e.g., that the rabbit ate
grass and the squirrel ate bugs). Then children were asked to
generalize one of these properties to the target item.
Importantly, similarity in category membership was
conveyed either by identical labels (e.g., rabbit-rabbit) or
synonymous labels (e.g., bunny-rabbit). The results
indicated that the rate of category-based inferences was
above chance in both conditions (i.e., 67% with identical
labels and 63% with synonymous labels).
However, more recent findings suggest children’s
ability to make inferences using synonyms is limited to a
small set of words that not only share meaning but also cooccur in child-directed speech according to the CHILDES
database (MacWhinney, 2000). In particular, Fisher, Matlen,
and Godwin (in press) found that most 4-year-old children
perform category-based inferences with synonyms that are
likely to co-occur in child-directed speech (e.g., bunnyrabbit, puppy-dog); however, these same children are
unlikely to make category-based inferences with synonyms
that do not co-occur (e.g. alligator-crocodile, rock-stone).
Importantly, children in this study exhibited near-ceiling
accuracy in a task similar to the Peabody Picture
Vocabulary Test (Dunn & Dunn, 1997) with both cooccurring and non-co-occurring synonyms (99% correct in
both conditions).
One explanation for this finding is that children’s
inferences are based on co-occurrence probability rather
than semantic similarity (Fisher, 2010; Fisher, Matlen, &
Godwin, in press). Co-occurrence plays an important role in
the formation of lexical associations (Brown & Berko,
1960; McKoon & Ratcliff, 1992) which may facilitate
inductive generalization via priming. For example, when
children are asked whether a “bunny” shares a property with
a “rabbit” or a “squirrel”, children’s responses may be
influenced by lexical priming (i.e., “bunny” priming
“rabbit” but not “squirrel”) rather than category-based
reasoning.
In the English language we have only been able to
identify a few semantically-similar labels that are not only
familiar to preschool age children but also co-occur in childdirected speech. Incidentally, these words can be construed
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as referring to baby-parent relationships (e.g., puppy-dog,
kitty-cat, bunny-rabbit1). Therefore, it is possible that
children’s induction with these labels is driven by kinship
information rather than label co-occurrence. In other words,
it is possible that children engage in category-based
induction when they are presented with semantically-similar
labels, but do so only when these labels refer to kinship
relationships.
There is evidence suggesting that children may be
sensitive to kinship information and that children can utilize
this information during the course of inductive
generalization. For example, Opfer and Bulloch (2007) gave
kindergarten and first grade children a label induction task.
Participants were provided with kind information for two
target items that consisted of perceptually-dissimilar parentoffspring pairs (e.g., “This is a dax. It was born to these two
daxes here. This is a fep it was born to these two feps here”;
p. 208). Children were then shown a test item that consisted
of a novel parent-offspring pair; importantly, the perceptual
similarity between the offspring and its parents was
manipulated so that perceptual similarity was in conflict
with kinship information. Children were asked to infer the
name of the offspring (the offspring looked like a fep but its
parents were daxes). This paradigm allowed Opfer and
Bulloch to test whether children could capitalize on kinship
information
in
order
to
make
category-based
generalizations. Opfer and Bulloch found that children were
indeed sensitive to kind information conveyed through
parent-offspring relationships and that children used this
information to make category-based generalizations.
Importantly, the same stimuli led to the opposite pattern of
results when kinship information was removed (i.e.,
children generalized according to perceptual similarity when
inheritance information was not available). These findings
suggest that kinship information can aid inductive
generalization.
The present study was designed to examine whether
children’s performance in prior research (Fisher, 2010;
Fisher et al., in press) was driven by the co-occurrence
probability of semantically-similar labels or kinship
information conveyed by these labels. Towards this goal, we
presented participants with an induction task with
semantically-similar labels pointing to kinship relations.
Some of these labels were likely to co-occur in childdirected speech (e.g., puppy-dog) whereas other labels were
unlikely to co-occur (e.g., chick-hen). Importantly, cooccurrence probability of labels was manipulated within
participants, such that any observed differences can be
1

Although kitty and bunny are not exclusive labels for baby animals,
these labels are often used in the common vernacular to refer to the young
of these species. For instance, the Meriam-Webster dictionary defines
bunny as a “rabbit; especially young rabbit” and kitty as a “cat; especially
kitten”. Furthermore, common usage of these words seems consistent with
the dictionary definitions: a Google picture search using the term “bunny”
yielded 74 images of animals of which 62% depicted young rabbits and the
search term “kitty” yielded 79 images of animals of which 49% depicted
kittens. Therefore, it is reasonable that children may interpret these words
as referring to the young of the species.

attributed to the stimuli rather than to individual differences
between participants.

Method
Participants
Participants were 20 four-year-old children (M = 4.48 years,
SD = 0.25 years, 8 females, 12 males), 20 five-year-old
children (M = 5.28 years, SD = 0.21 years, 13 females, 7
males), and 24 seven-year-olds (M = 7.06, SD = 0.38, 11
females, 13 males) recruited from local schools, and 20
undergraduate students from a local university who received
partial course credit for participation.
Design
The experiment had a 2 (Co-occurrence probability: non-cooccurring vs. co-occurring labels) by 4 (Age: 4-year-olds vs.
5-year-olds vs. 7-year-olds vs. Adults) mixed design. Cooccurrence probability was a within subject factor: All
participants performed induction with both co-occurring and
non-co-occurring labels.
Materials
Verbal stimuli consisted of 8 label triads. Each triad
consisted of a target, a category choice, and an unrelated
lure. The properties that participants were asked to
generalize during the induction task consisted of twosyllable blank predicates. The list of linguistic stimuli is
provided in Table 1.
Table 1: List of Linguistic Stimuli
Category
Target
Lure
Property
Choice
Bunny
Rabbit
Squirrel
Creighan
Kitty
Cat
Fox
Manchin
Puppy
Dog
Bear
Erwin
Caterpillar
Butterfly
Ladybug
Higa
Lion
Cub
Pig
Matlen
Lamb
Sheep
Cow
Koski
Chick
Hen
Mouse
Troxel
Tadpole
Frog
Fish
Omat

Visual stimuli consisted of sets of three identical doors:
Children were told that the objects were hiding behind the
doors. This procedure was used to encourage reliance on
category information conveyed by labels, as this was the
only source of information available to children (see Figure
1). This procedure has been successfully used in prior
research and this work has also demonstrated that children
have little difficulty with the memory demands of the task
(see Fisher, et al., in press). An additional set of 8 pictures
was utilized for the match task which assessed children’s
knowledge of biological inheritance for the label-pairs used
in this study. A detailed description of these tasks is
provided in the procedure section.
Label Selection
Label selection was based on a separate calibration study
(N=16) in which 4- and 5-year-old children (M = 5.20 years,
SD = 0.50, 8 females, 8 males) participated in a picture
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identification task similar to the Peabody Picture
Vocabulary Test (Dunn & Dunn, 1997). The picture
identification task served to assess children’s familiarity
with the labels. Children were asked to select the animal
labeled by the experimenter from four pictorial response
options. Only word-pairs for which children exhibited high
levels of accuracy were selected for the experiment (M =
0.94, SD = 0.07, range = 0.75 – 1.00 for the selected labels).
The final list of stimuli consisted of three co-occurring
semantically-similar word-pairs referring to kin relations
(bunny-rabbit, puppy-dog, kitty-cat) and five non-cooccurring word-pairs referring to kin relations (caterpillarbutterfly, chick-hen, tadpole-frog, lamb-sheep, lion-cub).
Co-occurrence probability was calculated using CHILDES,
a corpus of child speech and child-directed speech
(MacWhinney, 2000). Five databases in the corpus were
analyzed: the Bates, Brown, Gleason, HSLLD, and Wells
databases. Raw co-occurrence frequencies were normalized
using the Jaccard index (Van Eck & Waltman, 2009): the
number of raw co-occurrences was divided by the sum of
each word occurring individually minus the number of times
the two words co-occurred (for details see Fisher, 2010).
Based on the analysis of the CHILDES corpus, the mean cooccurrence probability of labels in the co-occurring
condition was 0.04 and in the non-co-occurring condition
0.00, independent-samples t (6) = 3.16, p = 0.02.

was hiding behind the remaining two doors (e.g., “There is
a bear hiding behind this door. There is a dog hiding behind
this door”). The presentation order of the category choicefirst or lure-first was randomized across trials.
Subsequently, the experimenter asked the participant to
infer which object (category choice or lure) shared the same
property with the target object (e.g. “This puppy has erwin
inside, do you think that the dog behind this door or the
bear behind this door has erwin inside?”). A schematic
description of the induction task is presented in Figure 1.

Procedure
All children were tested individually in a quiet room
adjacent to their classroom. All adult participants were
tested in a laboratory on campus. Visual stimuli were
presented on a computer and instructions and labels were
given verbally by hypothesis-blind experimenters.
Induction Task
Participants were told they would play a game in which
objects were hiding behind doors. The experimenter told the
participants what was hiding behind each door and then
asked them a question. Participants were presented with an
induction task which consisted of 8 triads. Each triad was
comprised of a target, a category choice, and an unrelated
lure; the target was the baby-animal2, the category choice
was the parent-animal, and the lure was an unrelated animal
(e.g., puppy-dog-bear). Children were told the target had a
novel-property and were asked to generalize the property to
one of the test items (the category choice or the lure).
Stimuli sets were presented in one of two random orders.
Presentation order was counterbalanced across participants.
On every trial, the target object was always hidden
behind the topmost door. The location of the response
options were randomized across trials (e.g., to the right or
left of the target). On every trial, the experimenter pointed
to the topmost door first and told the participant what was
hiding behind the door (e.g., “There is a puppy hiding
behind this door”). Then, the experimenter disclosed what

Figure 1: Schematic depiction of the induction task. All instructions were
given verbally by the experimenter.

Match Task
Although, the picture identification task ensured that
children were familiar with the labels used in the study, the
picture identification task did not explicitly assess whether
children were knowledgeable of the baby-parent
relationships. Consequently, a match task was administered
immediately after the experiment proper to ensure that
participants had the pre-requisite knowledge of biological
inheritance to be able to perform category-based induction.
In the match task, participants were told that the baby
animal was hiding behind a rock. The baby animal was
never depicted to prevent children from selecting a response
based on perceptual similarity rather than kinship. For each
baby-animal, participants were asked to select the
corresponding “mother” from two pictorial response options
(i.e., the category and lure choice from the induction task).
Figure 2 presents a schematic description of the match task.

2

Except lion-cub, in which lion was the target and cub was the category
choice.
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based responses was significantly higher in the co-occurring
condition (82%) than in the non-co-occurring condition
(57.0%), paired-samples t (19) = 3.85, p < 0.001.

Figure 2: Schematic depiction of the match task.

Results
Induction Accuracy
Proportions of category-based responses were analyzed in a
2-way mixed ANOVA, with Age as the between-subject
factor and Co-occurrence condition as a within-subject
factor. This analysis revealed a significant effect of Age,
F(3, 80) = 5.28, p = 0.002, ηp2 = 0.16; a significant effect of
Co-occurrence condition, F(1, 80) = 13.95, p < 0.0001,
ηp2= 0.15; and a significant interaction between Age and
Co-occurrence condition, F(3,80) = 3.97, p = 0.011, ηp2 =
0.13. The significant interaction was further explored
through planned comparisons.
Proportions of category-based responses were
compared to chance level (0.5) using single-sample t-tests.
For 5-year-olds, 7-year-olds, and adults induction
performance was above chance regardless of co-occurrence
probability: 5-year-olds averaged 80% and 70% of categorybased responses in the co-occurring and non-co-occurring
conditions respectively, all ts > 3.50, all ps < 0.001, 7-yearolds averaged 87% and 81% of category-based responses in
the co-occurring and non-co-occurring conditions
respectively, all ts > 7.25, all ps < 0.0001, whereas adults
averaged 92% and 93% of category-based responses in the
co-occurring and non-co-occurring conditions respectively,
all ts > 8.75, all ps < 0.0001. In contrast, 4-year-olds’
induction performance in the non-co-occurring condition
(57.0%) was not significantly different from chance, singlesample t (19) = 1.32, p = 0.10. At the same time, the rate of
category-based responses in 4-year-old-children in the cooccurring condition (82%) was above chance, single-sample
t (19) = 5.59, p< 0.0001). These findings are displayed in
Figure 3.
Induction performance as a function of condition (nonco-occurring labels vs. co-occurring labels) was analyzed
using paired-sample t-tests. For adults there was no
significant difference in the proportion of category-based
responses in the co-occurring and non-co-occurring
conditions (92% and 93%, respectively), paired-samples
t (19) = 0.53, p = 0.60. Although 7-year-olds and 5-yearolds exhibited a higher mean induction score for cooccurring labels than for non-co-occurring labels (7-yearolds: 87% and 81% respectively; 5-year-olds: 80% and
70%, respectively), this difference was not statistically
significant, all paired-samples ts > 1.36, all ps < 0.19. In
contrast, among 4-year-old children the rate of category-

Figure 3: Proportion of category-based responses by age group and cooccurrence condition. Line indicates chance performance. Error-bars
represent standard error of the mean.

Match Task Accuracy
Mean match task scores are displayed in Figure 4. All agegroups obtained mean scores that were significantly above
chance (0.5) in both co-occurrence conditions, all singlesample ts > 4.75, all ps < 0.0001. Adults obtained
statistically equivalent scores on the match task in the cooccurring condition and the non-co-occurring condition
(100% and 96%, respectively), paired-sample t (19) = 1.28,
p = 0.21. Similar to adults, 7- and 5-year-old children were
equally accurate in both co-occurrence conditions (7-yearolds: 99% and 97%; 5-year-olds: 90% and 87%, for the cooccurring and non-co-occurring conditions respectively), all
paired sample ts > 0.47, all ps > 0.40. However, 4-year-old
children exhibited higher accuracy on the match task in the
co-occurring condition (95%) than in the non-co-occurring
condition (74%), t (19) = 4.25, p < 0.0001.

Figure 4: Match task mean scores by age group and co-occurrence
condition. Line indicates chance performance. Error-bars represent
standard error of the mean.

Could the difference in induction performance among 4year-old children with co-occurring and non-co-occurring
labels be explained by the difference in their ability to
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identify kinship relations? We conducted several analyses to
explore this possibility.
First, we re-analyzed the induction data. For every
participant we removed the induction trials for label-pairs
that children missed on the match task. For instance, if a
child did not correctly identify that “frog” was “tadpole’s”
mother, the induction data for this trial were removed from
this child’s induction score. In other words, a child’s
induction score was not penalized if the child did not know
the kinship relation for a particular pair of labels. This
procedure resulted in mean induction scores that were very
close to those displayed in Figure 3: After correcting for
knowledge of kinship relations, the rate of category-based
induction was 81% in the co-occurring condition and
55.83% in the non-co-occurring condition. Results of all
statistical analyses of induction performance remained
unchanged after correcting for children’s knowledge of
kinship relations.
Second, in the non-co-occurring condition we identified
three label-pairs which elicited performance on the match
task similar to that in the co-occurring condition in 4-yearold children. Specifically, 4-year-old children were highly
accurate in identifying kinship relations with the following
non-co-occurring labels: chick-hen, lamb-sheep, and
caterpillar-butterfly (we will refer to this subset as “top 3”
henceforth). Average rate of correct responses on the match
task with these label-pairs was 90%, comparable to that in
the co-occurring condition (95%), paired-sample t (19) =
1.37, p = 0.19. For this subset of labels, differences on the
induction task can not be attributed to children’s superior
knowledge of kinship relations with co-occurring labels.
Yet, the difference in induction performance remained
significant when we compared 4-year-olds responses with
co-occurring labels (82%) to their responses on the “top 3”
non-co-occurring labels (56.67%), paired-samples t(19) =
3.30, p = 0.004.
Finally, there was no significant correlation between
4-year-olds’ responses on the match task and their responses
on the induction task in the non-co-occurring condition
(r= 0.36, p= 0.12) as well as in the co-occurring condition
(r = -0.09, p= 0.70).
Individual Response Patterns
To investigate individual patterns of responses, participants
were classified as either category-based or non-categorybased responders. To mitigate concerns about possible
kinship knowledge effects for non-co-occurring labels, we
limited this analysis to the “top 3” non-co-occurring
condition trials – the trials on which 4-year-olds exhibited
high accuracy in the match task. Thus, analysis of the
individual patterns of responses involved three trials in each
co-occurrence condition.
A category-based responder was defined as a
participant who provided category-based responses on all
three trials within each co-occurrence condition. Results of
this analysis (displayed in Figure 5) mirrored group data.
For adults, the majority of participants were classified as
category-based responders regardless of the co-occurrence

condition: 85% (17 of 20) of adult participants were
classified as category-based responders in the co-occurring
condition and 90% (18 of 20) in the non-co-occurring
condition. The association between condition and responder
type was not significant, Fisher’s exact p = 1.0. Similarly,
for 7-year-old children, 71% (17 of 24) of participants were
classified as category-based responders in the co-occurring
condition and 54% (13 of 24) in the non-co-occurring
condition. The association between condition and responder
type was not significant, Fisher’s exact p = 0.37. Among 5year-old children, 65% (13 of 20) of participants were
classified as category-based responders in the co-occurring
condition and 45% (9 of 20) in the non-co-occurring
condition. The association between condition and responder
type was not significant, Fisher’s exact p = 0.34. In contrast
to older participants, responses of 4-year-old children varied
as a function of condition. The majority of 4-year-old
children were classified as category-based responders in the
co-occurring condition (60%, or 12 of 20), but only a small
percentage of 4-year-olds were classified as category-based
responders in the non-co-occurring condition (20%, or 4 of
20). The association between condition and responder type
was significant, Fisher’s exact p = 0.02.

Figure 5: Number of participants classified as category-based responders
and non-category-based responders by age and co-occurrence condition
(Note: NC = non-co-occurring condition; Co = co-occurring condition).

When more liberal criterion in defining a categorybased responder were utilized (i.e., a participant providing a
category-based response on 2 out of 3 trials in each cooccurrence condition), the results remained largely
unchanged: 90% (18 of 20) of adult participants were
classified as category-based responders in the co-occurring
condition and 100% (20 of 20) in the non-co-occurring
condition, Fisher’s exact p = 0.49; 92% (22 of 24) of 7-yearolds were category-based responders in the co-occurring
condition and 88% (21 of 24) in the non-co-occurring
condition, Fisher’s exact p = 1.00; 80% (16 of 20) of 5-yearolds were category-based responders in the co-occurring
condition and 65% (13 of 20) in the non-co-occurring
condition, Fisher’s exact p= 0.48; 85% (17 of 20) of 4-yearold participants were category-based responders in the cooccurring condition and 55% (11 of 20) in the non-cooccurring condition, Fisher’s exact p= 0.08.
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Discussion
The present study was designed to test whether young
children base their inductive generalizations on kinship
information or co-occurrence probability. Five-year-olds, 7year-olds, and adults reliably based their inferences on
kinship information with both non-co-occurring and cooccurring labels; in contrast, 4-year-olds’ induction
performance was influenced by co-occurrence probability of
the label-pairs. Specifically, 4-year-olds performed
significantly above chance in the co-occurring condition –
when they could rely on both co-occurrence and kinship
information – however, performance dropped to chance
levels in the non-co-occurring condition when the only
source of information for induction was kinship relations.
These results suggest that 4-year-olds’ induction
performance found in earlier research (e.g. Fisher, 2010;
Fisher et al., in press) was unlikely to stem from children’s
reliance on kinship knowledge.
A second contribution of this research is that it
replicates and extends previous findings by Fisher et al. (in
press). In that study – as in the present one – 4-year-old
children were found to make category-based inductive
inferences at above chance levels when synonymous labels
were co-occurring but performed at chance when labels
were non-co-occurring. Similar to the present study, the
Fisher et al. study manipulated co-occurrence probability
within participants. However, Fisher et al. blocked the
presentation of co-occurring and non-co-occurring trials. In
the present study co-occurring and non-co-occurring trials
were intermixed, which is arguably the most stringent test of
the co-occurrence hypothesis.
Therefore, the present
findings help to establish the robustness of this effect.
It is possible that some other factors associated with cooccurrence, such as label familiarity or frequency of
occurrence, may account for children’s adept performance
with these labels. Fisher et al. (in press) examined these
possibilities and did not find any evidence of correlations
between these factors and children’s inductive inferences.
In sum, the present study suggests that children’s
induction performance with co-occurring labels is unlikely
to stem from children’s knowledge of kinship relationships.
Overall, children’s knowledge of kinship relationships for
items used in this study was good, but largely unrelated to
their induction performance. Even when individual patterns
of responses were analyzed using the most well known
kinship label-pairs, preschoolers were more likely to be
category-based responders with co-occurring labels. We
interpret this as evidence that co-occurrence probability may
play an important role in young children’s induction
performance. One possible pathway by which co-occurrence
probability may facilitate young children’s induction
performance is lexical priming. Co-occurrence may result in
strong
lexical
associations
between
word-pairs.
Consequently, children may select the semantically-similar
response option not because children are engaging in
category-based reasoning but because lexical priming
results in spreading activation from the target to the

synonymous word pair (e.g., bunny priming rabbit rather
than squirrel). In conclusion, this study provides additional
evidence that co-occurrence probability may influence
young children’s induction performance and demonstrates
that the development of category-based induction follows a
more protracted course than previously believed.
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Implicit and Explicit Sources of Knowledge Effects in Categorization
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Abstract: In the present study, we used feature lists in a categorization task and required participants to report
their subjective confidence to examine the dissociation between explicit and implicit knowledge. Whereas our findings
replicated the effect of prior knowledge on learning, our results challenge the role of explicit and implicit knowledge
suggested by previous research using a similar paradigm. We argue that measures that consider all confidence
responses, referred to as calibration indices, are required to understand the contributions of implicit and explicit
knowledge in any task.
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Modeling forward and backward serial recall using a spatial registry
assumption
Nader Noori
USC

Laurent Itti
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Abstract: Inspired by recent observations of involvement of brain regions with visuospatial characteristics in mental
tasks featuring memory manipulation, we offer a model based on a spatial registry of working memory items to explain
the error patterns in both forward and backward recall. We hypothesize this spatial registry is made possible by
recruiting visuospatial resources. This spatial registry facilitates selective processing of memory items determined by
the algorithmic features of the mental task. We assume that retrieving working memory items from spatial registry
locations is subject to errors which are determined by biological characteristics of a population encoding of spatial
registry locations. In this model, spatial-temporal factors of the population encoding of space, captures the nature
of visuospatial short-term memory. Our simulation results match both the positional and the displacement error
distributions for forward and reverse recall tasks in addition to fill-in errors in forward recall.
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Shared Representations of Belief and Their Effects on Action Selection: A
Preliminary Computational Cognitive Model
Paul F. Bello (paul.bello@navy.mil)
Office of Naval Research, 875 N. Randolph St.
Arlington, VA 22203 USA

Abstract
New evidence from cognitive development suggests that
action selection is contingent not only on one’s own mental
states (e.g. beliefs, etc.), but may also be affected by one’s
representation of the beliefs of others (Kovacs et al. 2010).
Herein, I propose a preliminary computational model
accounting for the general pattern of results in the recent
study by Kovacs et al. that is broadly simulation-theoretic in
nature, and briefly discuss its implications for computational
cognitive architecture.
Keywords: Mindreading; Cognitive Architecture; Simulation
Theory; Cognitive Development

Introduction
One of the key features of any complete computational
theory of human cognitive architecture is a process-level
explanation of how it represents and reasons about the
contents of others’ minds. This key question is driving a
host of research projects in social neuroscience,
developmental psychology, linguistics, philosophy of
psychology and more recently in computational modeling of
cognition. Many of the results to date in this area are due to
a series of studies undertaken by cognitive developmental
psychologists aimed at uncovering when in the
developmental process children are able to reason about the
false beliefs of others. Historically, these experiments have
relied on tasks having verbal components that (in some
cases) require the subject to understand what the word
“think” or “believe” means. The results of this work
indicate that children younger than roughly four years of age
do not possess an adult “theory of mind” – or more clearly,
a mature capacity to understand the beliefs of others.
Recently, a number of researchers have been using socalled non-verbal false belief tasks to perform the same sorts
of experiments (Onishi & Baillargeon 2005). Strikingly,
non-verbal false belief tasks seem to be passable by children
as young as fifteen months, calling into question the original
findings regarding a developmental transition at four years
of age.
In a recent study published in Science magazine, Agnes
Kovacs and colleagues suggest that along with adults,
infants as young as seven months old have some
appreciation of the beliefs of others (Kovacs et al. 2010).
The results of their study seem to suggest that subjects
automatically compute representations of others’ beliefs and
maintain them over time, even in the absence of the other.
Further, these maintained representations of others’ beliefs
seem to affect reaction-times for the adult subjects on a

simple button-pushing task and affect habituation times for
infants in a similar way. All taken together, the paper
concludes that maintaining representations of others’ beliefs
and having them be available to our practical reasoning
system (e.g. planning, action-selection etc.) afford us faster
socio-cognitive computations, and thus the ability to be
more effective teammates or competitors. More specifically,
the study also suggests that the representational format of
our beliefs about the beliefs of others is the same as that of
our own beliefs, and thus should be available to our actionselection systems. In this paper, I first explore Kovacs’
results, and then try to account for them in the context of an
extant cognitive-architectural account of belief ascription
(Bello et al. 2007). Finally, I conclude with some
speculative remarks regarding the counterintuitive nature of
Kovacs conclusions, and what they might say about human
performance on other kinds of cognitive tasks.

The Kovacs Experiments
The aim of the study by Kovacs and colleagues is to explore
the possibility that our beliefs about the beliefs of other
agents are represented in the same format as we represent
beliefs about our environment. If this is the case, as the
authors argue, our beliefs about the beliefs of others should
affect our action-selection mechanisms, just as our beliefs
about our environment clearly do. To test this hypothesis,
Kovacs et al. designed a simple visual object detection task,
and gave it to both adults (experiments 1-3) and sevenmonth old infants (experiments 4-7). The task involves the
human participant P watching a scenario unfold along with
another agent A. Each scenario consists of four stages. In
the first stage, A enters the scene, and both A and P see a
ball roll behind an occluder. In stage two, both A and P see
the ball either stay behind the occluder, or roll out of view.
In stage three, A leaves the scene and the ball either (i) stays
behind the occluder, (ii) stays out of view, (iii) rolls from
behind the occluder somewhere out of view, or (iv) rolls
from out of view back to its place behind the occluder. In
the fourth stage of the scenario, A returns to the scene and
the occluder is removed. The adult participant’s task is to
press the space bar on a keyboard as soon as they detect the
ball. Crucially, completion of this task has nothing
whatever to do with the beliefs of A.
The four conditions in stage three correspond to four
configurations of P’s beliefs about A’s beliefs. In the first
condition, the ball moves and stays behind the occluder,
even while A is gone from the scene, resulting in both P and
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A having a true belief about the location of the ball. I adopt
the Kovacs et al. notation, and refer to this situation as
P+A+. In the second condition, the ball initially rolls
behind the occluder, then rolls out of the scene with A still
present. A leaves, and then returns, with the ball remaining
out of view for both A and P, meaning that both A and P
have true beliefs about the ball’s location. I refer to this
situation as P-A-. In the third condition, the ball initially
rolls behind the occluder, A leaves the scene, and then the
ball rolls from behind the occluder out of view, leaving A
with a false belief about the ball’s current location. I refer
to this situation as P-A+. Finally, the fourth condition
involves the ball initially moving behind the occluder,
rolling out of the scene in A’s presence, A then leaving the
scene, and while A is gone, the ball returns to its’ initial
position behind the occluder, resulting in a false belief on
A’s part with regard to the ball’s current location. This
situation is labeled P+A-. The + symbol generally
designates a belief that the ball is behind the occluder, and
the – symbol generally designates a belief that the ball is
somewhere out of the scene, so P+A+ or P-A- designates
both agents having true beliefs about the ball’s location
behind the occluder or out of view (respectively), whereas
mismatches such as P-A+ or P+A- indicate a false belief on
the part of A.
Kovacs et al. hypothesized that reaction times
involved with detecting the ball would be lower in situations
where the ball was behind the occluder in a well-defined
location, rather than when it had rolled out of the scene to
parts unknown. Seven experimental conditions were run.
For the sake of brevity, we will only concern ourselves with
conditions one, two and three from a computational
modeling perspective. The results of the first three
experiments are as follows:
1.

2.

3.

No significant differences were detected in
reaction times when the participant had either (i)
a belief that the object was behind the occluder,
or (ii) a belief that A believed the object to be
behind the occluder.
In stage four, rather than the agent returning, a
pile of boxes returns to the scene. As in
experiment one, no significant differences were
detected.
In experiment three, the pile of boxes replaces A
through all four stages. Reaction times were
faster when the participant believed the ball to be
behind the occluder, and slower in the other two
conditions.

Experiments four through seven involved replicating the
results of the three experiments above using seven month
old infants, and a looking-time paradigm common to
developmental studies. While these are interesting in their
own right, they add little in terms of computational
requirements over and above what would be needed to

account for the results of experiments one, two and three.
What the results of these experiments seem to show is that:
•

•

•

The presence of an agent A (rather than boxes)
induces participant P to automatically construct
representations of the beliefs of the agent. This
follows directly from the contrast between results
from experiments one and three.
Insofar as there seem to be no significant
differences in reaction time when (i) P believes the
ball to be behind the occluder and (ii) P believes
that A believes the ball to be behind the occluder
(even in false belief conditions where the ball has
rolled away); the results suggest that both P’s
beliefs and A’s beliefs are stored in the same
representational format and are equally accessible
to P’s action-selection systems for use in the
detection task. This follows from the results of
experiment one.
P’s beliefs about A are maintained over time, even
in A’s absence, and have an effect on P’s reaction
time in the detection task. This follows from the
manipulation in experiment two whereby a pile of
boxes replaces A in stage four of the scenario, yet
the reaction time results remain similar to those in
experiment one.

I now turn to the task of providing a computational
account of these general patterns of data, following prior
work in constructing a cognitive-architectural account of
belief ascription (Bello et al. 2007). As a disclaimer on
what follows, I am not aiming to provide a quantitative
data fit to Kovacs’ results. To my knowledge, no
computational model of belief ascription and tracking
exists having millisecond-scale fidelity. I only seek to
replicate the general functionality demonstrated by
participants, and the effects of manipulations such as the
replacement of A with a pile of boxes in experiment two
and the total absence of A in experiment three.

Cognitive Architecture
The model of belief ascription used herein is developed
within the Polyscheme computational cognitive architecture
(Cassimatis 2002). Polyscheme was originally developed to
give a competence-level account of infant physical
reasoning, and has since been extended to applications in
both natural language understanding and aspects of social
cognition involving mental-state attribution
While some cognitive architectures including ACT-R,
Leabra and 4CAPS make structural commitments about
their components as being grounded in the literature on
cognitive psychology and neuroscience; Polyscheme’s
structure is primarily inspired by the literature on “core
knowledge” in child development along with the literature
on embodied cognition. Polyscheme’s basic set of services
include components for reasoning about time, space,
identity, categories, part-whole relations, causal relations,
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and hypothetical/counterfactual situations. These domaingeneral cognitive capabilities are Polyscheme’s so-called
cognitive substrate, and it is the coordination of these
capabilities through Polyscheme’s cognitive focus of
attention that realizes complex cognition and resultant
behavior. Polyscheme is designed such that each of the
aforementioned components can be implemented using
special-purpose data structures and algorithms.
For
example, temporal reasoning is implemented using
constraint graphs, category hierarchies are implemented
using the usual tree-like structures found in ontologies, and
causal relations are captured using a probabilistic-relational
formalism. The domain-general cognitive components are
linked to one another through a relational interlingua that
allows them to communicate with Polyscheme’s cognitive
focus of attention, which polls the components for their
opinions on what is currently in focus, combines those
opinions, and broadcasts the result back out to each
component. Inference in Polyscheme takes the form of
abduction which finds the most likely set of outputs given a
set of inputs and sets of component-specific knowledge
about the world. This process is discussed in greater detail
elsewhere (Cassimatis et al. 2010).

Formal Preliminaries
Atoms in Polyscheme are the basic units of
knowledge representation. Atoms are relational structures
of the form Rel([arg1, .. argi], t, w), with Rel being the name
of the relation, argx being relata, t being a temporal interval
over which the relation holds (e.g. has a truth value), and w
being the world in which the relation holds. In the
presented models w will always have the default value R,
though this won’t be important for the purpose of our
discussion. More importantly, atoms will have different
values for t that determine when the atoms hold true/false,
etc. Some atoms will have the value E substituted in for t,
signifying that the relation holds over all temporal intervals
and doesn’t change through the course of computation.
Other atoms will have specific timepoints such as t1, t2, etc.
as a temporal interval. These atoms are called fluents, and
their truth-values can change from timepoint to timepoint.
As an example, the atom Color(sky, blue, E, R) represents
the unchanging fact that the sky is blue, while
Weather(outside, rainy, t3, R) states that at time t3, the
weather outside is rainy. Many (but not all) of the atoms
comprising the models I will present have an argument
corresponding to the perspective in which the atom holds
true. An example might be Location(ball, unknown,
selfworld, t4, R). The third argument of the relation, called
“selfworld” represents that from the model’s perspective,
the Location of the ball at time t4 is unknown. This
argument isn’t necessarily restricted to representing the
model’s perspective on the world; it can also represent the
model’s perspective of another agent’s perspective on the
world. For instance, Location(ball, garage, otherworld, t4,
R) states that Polyscheme believes that from the perspective
of another agent, the location of the ball is in the garage at

time t4. We rely on this notational convention throughout
the set of presented models to represent what Polyscheme
believes the world to be like and what Polyscheme believes
about the beliefs of other agent.

Belief Ascription
One of the central features of the Kovacs’ tasks is
that subjects seem to be automatically ascribing beliefs to
other agents and maintaining them over a period of time,
even in the agents’ absence from the subjects’ immediate
view. In prior work, my collaborators and I have developed
a broadly simulation-theoretic account of belief ascription
within Polyscheme (Bello et al. 2007). In short, simulationtheoretic ascription of beliefs involves the ascriber
constructing an internal simulation of the mental states of a
target agent, and then using their own practical reasoning
system within the context of the simulation to make
predictions about what the target agent might do or think.
The methods by which these simulations get populated vary
across different simulation-theoretic accounts, and is, as of
the present, an open research question. Our particular
account of belief ascription relies on Polyscheme’s ability to
reason about categories, identity, constraints (both causal
and non-causal), and counterfactual worlds. The models
presented in this paper are constructed to explicitly
represent counterfactual inferences in rule-based form in
order to simplify presentation. The process of belief
ascription begins when Polyscheme sees another agent. At
this point, it creates a counterfactual world corresponding to
the perspective of that agent, and also infers an identity
relationship between itself and the agent that holds in its’
own perspective.
These atoms generally look like:
IsA(other, Agent, E, R), IsCounterfactual(otherworld,
selfworld, E, R) and SameAs(self, other, E, R).
Polyscheme’s representation of other agents’ perspectives is
counterfactual due to the fact that other agents may have
beliefs about the world that differ from its’ own. The rest of
the ascription process is constituted by figuring out what to
populate the other agent’s perspective with, given what
Polyscheme knows about the agent. The population process
is called inheritance (figure 1), and corresponds to rules that
govern how to populate Polyscheme’s counterfactual
simulation of the other agent’s perspective.
Once
populated, atoms in the counterfactual simulation
corresponding to Polyscheme’s beliefs about the target
agent’s beliefs are reasoned about using all of Polyscheme’s
components, similar to the way Polyscheme reasons about
the atoms comprising its’ own perspective. Notice that
inheritance rules such as those shown in figure 1 serve as
filters through which self assumes the perspective of other.
By themselves, these rules aren’t pass-through filters that
merely duplicate self’s beliefs and assign them to the other
agent. In figure 1, the inheritance rules detect when there
are mismatches between events in the world as they are
perceived by self and other. When such mismatches arise
(as they do in Kovacs’ false-belief conditions), the
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inheritance rules serve to suppress the inheritance of self’s
beliefs about events as they unfolded into “otherworld.”
Instead, “otherworld” gets populated with beliefs that
capture the state of the world as “other” has perceived it to
be. To borrow from the philosophical literature, inheritance
rules are what implements the so-called opacity of mental
states. Opacity is understood for our purposes to mean
privacy and accounts for the basic intuition that different
agents can have different beliefs about the same
propositional content; in this case whether or not certain
events in the world concerning ball motion have occurred.
On this definition, being able to entertain the false belief of
another agent requires the ability to maintain two opaque
contexts (e.g. selfworld and otherworld).

Model: Experiment 1
The task knowledge required for Kovacs’
experiments is minimal, and is represented in figure 1.
Briefly, there are a set of rules that govern events and their
effects, a set of rules corresponding to action-selection, and
a final set of rules defining the inheritance process. The
rules governing events consist of a rule stating that if an
object is at a particular location at some time t, then it likely
will remain there; a rule stating that if an object rolls from
behind an occluder out of view, then the object’s new
location is unknown and no longer behind the occluder; and
finally that if an object rolls into view and behind an
occluder, then its’ new location is behind the occluder and is
no longer unknown. Since both the agent and participant

Figure 1: Inheritance of mutually perceived events from selfworld to otherworld
Crucial to the results presented here, Polyscheme’s actionselection mechanisms are simply rules, and therefore apply
in both the selfworld and agentworld perspectives, allowing
beliefs in agentworld to possibly have an effect on actionselection (figure 1). The motivation for this particular
feature will be made clear in the general discussion.
Differences in reaction time between when either self or
other believe the ball to be behind the occluder versus when
they believe the ball to be elsewhere are produced by having
self posit the existence of a new unlabeled location when the
ball is presumed to be elsewhere. The newly posited
location invites Polyscheme to spend extra cycles trying to
evaluate whether or not the ball might be at this unlabeled
location rather than behind the occluder.

both know the object to initially be behind the occluder, I
have simplified and not represented both of them seeing the
object initially roll behind the occluder, as it contributes
nothing to the task. We developed four sets of inputs
corresponding to the four scenarios in Kovacs’ experiments.
In the P+A+, the input to the model consists of:
Sees(self, agent, selfworld, t1, R)
IsA(agent, Agent, E, R)
Location(ball, behindOcc, selfworld, t1, R)
Location(ball, behindOcc, otherworld, t1, R)
-Sees(self, BallRollsAway, selfworld, t1, R)
-Sees(other, BallRollsAway, selfworld, t1, R)
-Occurs(BallRollsAway, selfworld, t1, R)
-Sees(self, BallRollsBehindOccluder, selfworld, t3, R)
-Sees(other, BallRollsBehindOccluder, selfworld, t3, R)
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-Occurs(BallRollsBehindOccluder, selfworld, t3, R)

between the model results and a rough estimate of the
reaction times reported in Kovacs’ experiment 1 data is r =
.939, p = .031.
As reported in Kovacs et al, the P-A- condition
corresponding to both agents having no idea where the ball
is consumes both the largest number of computational
cycles in the model and generates the longest reaction time.
In this condition, the model doesn’t press the space bar until
time t5, after the occluder is completely lowered. The
P+A+, P-A+, and P+A- conditions produce both cycle times

Goal(self, detectBall, selfworld, t4, R)
-Satisfied(detectBall, selfworld, t4, R)
HalfLowered(occluder, selfworld, t4, R)
FullyLowered(occluder, selfworld, t5, R)
In this case, the ball remains behind the occluder for the
duration. Neither self nor other see the ball roll away. The
atoms Goal(self, detectBall, selfworld, t4, R) and -

Figure 3: Model dynamics for P-A+ condition in Experiment 1
Satisfied(detectBall, selfworld, t4, R) state that at time t4,
self has the goal of detecting the ball, and the goal is
unsatisfied. The atoms describing the state of the occluder
are self-explanatory and are meant to capture the fact that if
Polyscheme knows at t4 where the ball is, it can press the
space bar to detect the ball before the occluder is fully
lowered. In the case where it doesn’t know where the ball
is, it waits for the occluder to be fully lowered before
pressing the space bar. Similar configurations of inputs
specify the P-A-, P-A+ and P+A- conditions. Given the P/A
notation, Polyscheme takes the place of P, and the other
agent whose beliefs are being reasoned about is A. The
inheritance rules shown in figure 1 populate agentworld
with event occurrences and non-occurrences conditioned on
whether the event is mutually observed by P and A, or
whether the event is solely observed by P.

Experiment 1 Results
The results of the model runs across all four
scenarios are captured in figure 3. As hoped for, the
qualitative pattern of Kovacs’ results are accounted for in
terms of the number of computational cycles Polyscheme
uses to make inferences in each condition. As a disclaimer,
I assume no isomorphism between Polyscheme’s
computational cycles, and the reaction-time measure used in
the Kovacs experiments, however, the computed correlation

and reaction times that aren’t significantly different from
one another, since at least one of the agents believes (either

Figure 2: Model execution times vs. reported human
Reaction Times for Experiment 1
truly or falsely) that the ball is behind the occluder at time
t4, resulting in the space bar being pushed at time t4, before
the occluder is completely lowered. In the P+A- condition,
Polyscheme’s action-selection rules have access to A’s
beliefs at time t4, and can use them to press the space bar, if
warranted. The model execution trace for an example
condition (P-A+) is given in figure 2, with blue lines
representing when the corresponding fluent on the y-axis is
true during model execution.

Experiments 2 and 3 Results
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Similar models were run in service of replicating
results from Kovacs’ experiments 2 and 3. Since the
inheritance process is begun as soon as Polyscheme
encounters another agent, and that it continually populates
its’ counterfactual simulation “otherworld” even in the
absence of the agent, the results of Kovacs’ experiment 2
are almost identical to the results of experiment 1. The only
difference is that Polyscheme perceives an inert pile of
boxes in the room at time t4 in place of the agent, but this
has no effect on the ongoing counterfactual simulation.
Cycle times for this condition are: P+A+ = 305, P-A- = 330,
P-A+ = 300 and P+A- = 310. Correlation with rough
estimates of Kovacs’ experiment 2 data is reported as r =
.689, p = .156. In experiment 3, the pile of boxes is present
for the entire duration, and Polyscheme never encounters
another agent.
As expected, it doesn’t construct a
counterfactual simulation corresponding to another agent’s
perspective, and cycle times are predictably lower. In
addition, the model data captures the general trend of longer
reaction time when P doesn’t know where the ball is in
comparison to the conditions in which P knows the ball to
be behind the occluder. Cycle times for this condition are:
P+A+ = 343, P-A- = 419, P-A+ = 343 and P+A- = 419.
Correlation with rough estimates of Kovacs’ experiment 2
data is reported as r = .968, p = .016.

General Discussion
I have shown how a computational cognitive
architecture equipped with no special representations for the
beliefs of other agents can account for the data presented in
(Kovacs et al. 2010) through the use of a general purpose set
of inheritance mechanisms. While the inheritance process
can be used to facilitate reasoning about the mental states of
others, it is also the key component that enables reasoning
about hypotheticals, future states of affairs, and
counterfactuals. In the case of mental state attribution,
inheritance is used in coordination with assertions about
identity (e.g. self=other), categorization of others as agents,
and general rules that govern action-selection to make
predictions about what other agents might think and do.
Rules that govern action selection take the following general
form:
Precondition1(?x1, ?y1, ?world, ?t, R) ^
Precondition2(?x2, ?y2, ?world, ?t, R) ^ .. ^
Precondition_N(?xN, ?yN, ?world, ?t, R) 
Do(?actionname, ?t, R)
The italicized relation names correspond to appropriate
atoms that represent Polyscheme’s beliefs (e.g. Loc(ball,
behindOcc, t1, R)) and/or desires (e.g. Goal(self, detectBall,
selfworld, t4, R)), and the action that might follow from
those (e.g. Do(pressKey, t4, R)). Notice that the ?world
argument is a free variable, and can be bound by any
available object that is a world. This allows Polyscheme’s
action-selection mechanism access to the beliefs of other
agents, insofar as entertaining them helps to promote actionselection. The unsettling implication from Kovacs et al.

suggests that the false beliefs of others might affect our
action-selection. On the face of it, this is certainly not an
adaptive feature, at least in some sorts of social interaction.
But if we consider for a moment that when we perform a
speech act corresponding to an assertion, the presumed
effects of asserting include our interlocutor believing what
we’ve asserted, and us having the belief that our interlocutor
believes the assertion. The selection of future speech acts
presumes the success of the transaction I just described. One
way this might happen is through allowing our actionselection system access to these presumed beliefs of others.
Since we usually don’t make (intentionally) false assertions,
such a mechanism seems like it would be very useful for
pragmatic communication, at least when we aren’t being
intentionally deceptive.
The interesting and surprising results of the
modeling work I’ve presented is that general purpose
cognitive mechanisms which we assume present in infancy
are sufficient to capture the general pattern of data
uncovered by Kovacs and colleagues. Inferences about
time, places, differences, identity, animate vs. inanimates,
and hypothetical states of affairs are widely believed to be
available to infants. When sequenced appropriately, this
modeling effort shows them to be capable of enabling
computations about the mental states of other agents.
Further, and in general agreement with Kovacs, models such
as the one developed in this paper ought to make us think
twice about postulating innate cognitive modules to infants
that are specialized for mental-state reasoning.
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Abstract

I CARUS makes distinctions in two separate dimensions.
The first exists between concepts and skills. Concepts give
I CARUS a language to describe its surroundings by enabling
the system to infer beliefs about the current state of the world.
Skills, on the other hand, are procedures that I CARUS believes
to achieve certain concept instances. The second distinction
lies between long-term knowledge and short-term structures.
Long-term concepts and skills are general descriptions of situations and procedures, and I CARUS instantiates them for a
particular situation at hand. Instantiated concepts and skills
are short-term structures, in that they are constantly created
and destroyed as the situation changes. These two distinctions result in four separate memories in I CARUS.

Human learning involves multiple sources of information.
Their ability to adapt to changes in the environment depends
on having such multiple learning modes. In this paper, we extend an existing cognitive architecture to have three distinct
learning modes, in an effort to test the hypothesis that multiple
learning capabilities bring synergistic effect in the overall performance. We show experimental results in a simplified route
generation domain.
Keywords: cognitive architecture, learning, multiple
modes of learning, learning from success, learning from
failures, learning declarative knowledge, skill acquisition

Introduction
People acquire knowledge from various sources. They learn
from their own success and failures, by observing situations
around them, and by imitating others’ behavior. Their ability to adapt to changing situations depends on such multiple
modes of learning (Ohlsson, 2011). There have been many
previous work on each of such learning modes, but we are
particularly interested in their interactions and the synergy
among them.
Since cognitive architectures (Newell, 1990) provide general framework for modeling cognition, they are suitable
for our research on multiple learning modes and their interactions. In this work, we use one such architecture,
I CARUS, that supports both learning from success (Langley
& Choi, 2006) and learning from failures (Choi & Ohlsson,
2010; Ohlsson, 1996). We extended the architecture with a
third mode of learning declarative knowledge in an effort to
broaden the scope of our research, although we do not yet
perform a lesion study in the current work with this learning
mode turned off.
In the following sections, we first review some basic assumptions of I CARUS starting with its representation and
memories and continuing to the inference and execution
mechanisms. We then describe the three learning mechanisms in some detail and show experimental results that show
synergy in a route generation domain. We also discuss related
and future work before we conclude.

Representation and Memories
As with other cognitive architectures (Laird et al., 1986;
Anderson, 1993), I CARUS makes commitments to a specific
way to represent knowledge, infer beliefs, perform execution and learn new knowledge. In this section, we review
I CARUS’s representation of knowledge and the corresponding memories.

In its long-term conceptual memory, the architecture encodes concept definitions that are similar to Horn clauses
(Horn, 1951). As shown in Table 1, concepts include a head
and a body that includes perceptual matching conditions or
references to other concepts. The first concept with the head,
(at ?location), matches against an object of type, self,
and its attribute, location, in its :percepts field. The
second concept, (connected ?from ?to), matches against
an additional object of type, location, and tests if its
accessible attribute is not null and the two locations, ?from
and ?to, are different. These two concepts do not have any
reference to other concepts in their definitions, so they are
primitive concepts. On the other hand, the third concept,
(not-dead-end ?location), matches against a location
object and refers to two subconcepts in addition to a test.
This makes the last concept a non-primitive one. This way,
I CARUS builds a hierarchy of concepts that provides multiple
levels of abstraction.
Another long-term memory stores I CARUS’s skills that resemble S TRIPS operators (Fikes & Nilsson, 1971). The head
of each skill is the predicate it is known to achieve, making
all skills indexed by their respective goals. Each skill has
a body that includes perceptual matching conditions, some
preconditions, and either direct actions to the world or a subgoal decomposition. Skills with no references to subgoals
are primitive, while the ones with subgoals are non-primitive.
Table 2 shows some sample I CARUS skills. The first skill
that achieves (at ?location) has two preconditions, (at
?from) and (connected ?from ?location), in its :start
field and an action in its :actions field. Without any reference to subgoals, this skill is primitive. The second skill,
however, is a non-primitive one that provides a subgoal decomposition to achieve (at B). Namely, this skill instructs
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I CARUS to consider two ordered subgoals, (at W6) and (at
B), to achieve the eventual goal.

in the world. The system attempts to match its concept definitions to the perceptual information and, when there is a
match, it instantiates the head of the definitions to compute
its current beliefs.

Table 1: Some sample I CARUS concepts for a route generation domain. Question marks denote variables.
Perceptual Buﬀer
Long‐term
Conceptual Memory

((at ?location)
:percepts ((self ?self location ?location)))
((connected ?from ?to)
:percepts ((self ?self location ?from)
(location ?to accessible ?access))
:tests
((not (equal ?from ?to))
(not (null ?access))))
((not-dead-end ?location)
:percepts ((location ?location))
:relations ((connected ?location ?to1)
(connected ?location ?to2))
:tests
((not (equal ?to1 ?to2))))

Categoriza>on
and Inference

Belief Memory

Skill Retrieval

Long‐term
Skill Memory

Problem Solving
and Skill Learning

Percep>on

Environment

Goal Memory
Motor Buﬀer

Skill Execu>on

Figure 1: I CARUS’s memories and the processed that work
over them on each cycle.

Table 2: Some sample I CARUS skills for a route generation
domain. Question marks denote variables. The second skill
is a part of a specific route that is learned.
((at ?location)
:start
((at ?from)
(connected ?from ?location))
:actions ((*move-to ?location)))

Once the architecture computes all its beliefs, it starts the
skill retrieval and execution process. I CARUS’s goals guide
this process, and the system retrieves relevant long-term skills
based on the current beliefs. When it finds an executable path
through its skill hierarchy, from its goal at the top to actions
at the bottom, I CARUS executes the actions specified at the
leaf node of the path. This execution, in turn, changes the
environment, and the system starts another cycle by inferring
beliefs from new data received from the environment.

Learning Mechanisms

((at B)
:subgoals ((at W6) (at B)))

In addition, I CARUS has two short-term memories to store
instantiated concepts and skills. While a short-term conceptual memory holds the current beliefs of the system, its shortterm skill memory stores the selected skill instances indexed
by their corresponding goals or subgoals. When I CARUS
works on complex problems, information on goals and subgoals tends to dominate the short-term skill memory since it
also serves as the goal stack for the system. Next, we explain the processes that generate contents of these short-term
memories from their long-term counterparts.

Inference and Execution
I CARUS operates in cycles. On each cycle, it performs a series of processes as shown in Fig 1. The system first instantiates its long-term concepts based on the data from its sensors. The bottom-up inference of concepts creates beliefs in
the form of instantiated conceptual predicates. The inference
process starts with the perceptual information about objects

The original I CARUS includes a single learning mechanism
that acquires new skills from successful problem solving
traces (Langley & Choi, 2006). It uses a version of meansends problem solver to decompose its goals into subgoals and
generate a solution trace. The system then uses it to compose
a new skill for each subgoal. Our recent work added a second
mechanism for learning from failures using a new constraint
language (Choi & Ohlsson, 2010). Given constraints that are
expressed as relevance–satisfaction condition pairs, the system revises its skills that cause violations of such constraints
by adding new preconditions to them.
Although our previous observations showed that the two
learning mechanisms yield some synergistic effects, we were
concerned that the overall system assumes fully observable
domains and this causes I CARUS’s problem solver to be
overly powerful. In response, we moved toward a partially
observable domain and introduced a third learning mechanism to I CARUS that can handle this change. In this section,
we review the two existing learning mechanisms briefly and
explain the details of the new extension to I CARUS for learning declarative knowledge.
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Learning from Problem Solving

corresponding skills. See Ohlsson (2011) for a more detailed
description of this learning mechanism.

When I CARUS hits an impasse with no executable skills for
the current goal, it invokes its means-ends problem solver to
find a solution. As shown in Figure 2, the system has two
options, either using a skill definition to propose an unsatisfied precondition as the next subgoal (skill chaining), or using
a concept definition to decompose the current goal into subgoals (concept chaining). By default, I CARUS gives priority
to the former and proceeds to the latter only when there is no
skill chains available.

Precondi*on

Skill
deﬁni*on

Table 3: Added preconditions computed differently based on
the type of the constraint violation. Cr , Cs , Oa , and Od denote relevance conditions, satisfaction conditions, add list,
and delete list, respectively.

Subgoal

Subgoal

level n+1 in goal stack

Concept
deﬁni*on

1

2

A
B

¬(Cr − Oa )
¬Cr

(Cr − Oa ) ∪ (Cs − Oa )
Cr ∪ ¬(Cs ∩ Od )

Learning Declarative Knowledge

Goal

skill chain

Subgoal

Type \ Revision

Goal

concept chain

level n in goal stack

Figure 2: Two types of problem solving chains in I CARUS.
For a skill chain, the system uses a skill definition to push the
unsatisfied precondition as subgoal, while in a concept chain
it uses a concept definition to decompose a goal into subgoals.
The architecture applies problem solving chains recursively until it finds a subgoal for which it can execute immediately. When such a subgoal is found, I CARUS proceeds
with the execution to achieve it. Once the system satisfies the
subgoal in the world, it learns a new skill from this experience
by generalizing the situation and the procedures used.

Learning from Constraint Violations
I CARUS has the notion of constraints, expressed as pairs of
relevance and satisfaction condition adopted from Ohlsson
(1996). On every cycle, the system checks if the relevance
conditions of each constraint is true in its belief state, and
if so, it also checks the satisfaction conditions. When a constraint is violated, namely, when it is relevant but not satisfied,
I CARUS invokes its constraint-based specialization mechanism to revise skills that caused the violation.
There are two different cases of violations. One is when a
constraint has been irrelevant but it becomes relevant and not
satisfied, and the other is when a constraint has been relevant
and satisfied but it becomes unsatisfied. The system treats
the two cases differently, using two distinct rules as shown
in Table 3 to compute additional preconditions it adds to the

The newest learning mechanism in I CARUS outputs a different kind of knowledge. Instead of creating or revising
skills, it remembers and maintains declarative knowledge in
the form of I CARUS beliefs. The original architecture performs bottom-up inference of its beliefs from scratch on every
cycle, but the extended system carries over some of previous
beliefs while it still infers new ones based on the updated perceptual information on a cycle.
This process happens in a straightforward fashion. I CARUS
first performs the bottom-up inference with updates from the
environment. It then compares this belief state to the previous
one and finds conflicting beliefs in the previous state that get
removed. The rest of previous beliefs get added to the current belief state. What is crucial in this process is the mechanism for removing conflicting beliefs from the previous state.
I CARUS uses negations in the definitions of concepts to find
the beliefs that are, in some sense, opposed to new beliefs in
the current state. However, this is not enough to find all conflicts, and it causes a catastrophic expansion of beliefs when
it operates alone.
Therefore, the latest extension also includes a new field
:delete in concept definitions that stores what is similar to
a delete list. Since not all conflicting relations are explicitly
expressed in the form of negated subconcepts, developers can
manually add such relations in concept definitions. This is
particularly useful to ensure uniqueness of some concept instances like an agent’s current location. For example, in the
definition for (at ?location) that shows the current location of the I CARUS agent in a route generation domain (see
the first concept in Table 1), we can guarantee that only one
instance of this concept exists in the belief state on a given cycle by including (at ?other) in the delete list for this concept. This process is shown in Figure 3.

Experiments
To prove the synergistic effect of having multiple learning
mechanisms, we performed experiments in the route generation domain we have developed for our previous work (Choi
& Ohlsson, 2010) with some modifications to make it partially observable. Instead of seeing all connections at all
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percepts on cycle n

percepts on cycle n+1

(self me loca0on A)
…

(self me loca0on W1)
…

bo@om‐up match

bo@om‐up match

beliefs on cycle n

beliefs on cycle n+1

(at A)
(connected A W1)
(connected A W3)
…

(at W1)
(connected W1 W2)
(connected W1 W4)

to random exploration. This gets the agent to a waypoint,
W1. From this location, the agent can see a direct connection
to its target, which it takes by executing its skill for moving
between neighboring locations (the first skill in Table 2).
Once the agent reaches the target, it is transported back to
its origin for repeated trials. During the first trial, the system
has remembered all the connectivity information it saw using declarative learning. Therefore, on the second trial, the
problem solver can generate the route, A - W1 - B, from the
beginning. It then takes the route by executing its skill twice
for the two segments and achieves its goal. From this success,
the agent learns the route as specific skills like the second one
in Table 2.
Before continuing subsequent trials, we designate the waypoint W1 as dangerous. This causes a violation of the constraint I CARUS is given, namely:

…
Process delete lists
and remove conﬂicts

(connected A W1)
(connected A W3)

Figure 3: After inferring the current beliefs from the perceptual information on cycle n+1, I CARUS combines this result
with previous beliefs that are both not in conflict with the current ones and not removed while processing the delete lists.
In this example, only static beliefs for connectivity are maintained in the belief state for cycle n+1.
times, the agent can only see the connections from its current
location to the neighboring ones. In this section, we describe
our experimental setup and the results from our experiments
in this domain.

Experimental Setup
In our route generation domain, the agent starts at a location
on one side, and it has the goal to get to a target location on
the other side. Using the connectivity information between
various neighboring locations, an agent should traverse from
its origin to the target. Although there are multiple possible
routes in the environment, some of the routes might become
unavailable for travel due to various reasons such as criminal
activity or damage to a bridge. When this happens, the agent
can encounter situations where it is unable to use routes it has
learned before, requiring it to adapt to the new situation.
The domain is modified from its original form to give partial knowledge of the environment to I CARUS agents, restricting the available connectivity information to the visible ones
from the agent’s current location. We give only the basic concept and skill sets to the system at the beginning, along with a
constraint. This means that the system knows how to operate
in the world, but not at the level of expertise that enables it to
satisfy the constraint at all times.
A typical run in this domain goes as follows. We give the
system a goal to get to a target location, B, starting from the
initial location, A. The two locations are connected by two
alternate routes using waypoints W1 and W2, respectively.
From the location A, the agent sees connections to the neighboring locations, W1 and W2. Without a complete connectivity information from the current location to the target, both
execution and problem solving fails, and the system falls back

(at ?location) → (not (dangerous ?location))
which simply says that it should not be at a location that
is dangerous. During the next trial, the system attempts to
use the known route, A - W1 - B, but it realizes that taking
this route would cause a constraint violation. In response,
I CARUS revises its skill to include an additional precondition,
which ensures that the location the skill takes it to is not dangerous. Then again, there is no executable skill from A, and
the system finds an alternate route A - W2 - B through problem solving and learns a specific skill for this route. Starting
from the next trial, the agent can simply execute its specific
route skills to get to the target without any problem solving.

Experimental Results
We ran similar experiments at two different levels of complexity, with 100 simulated subjects for each. There are nine
waypoints and four different routes between the origin and
the target at the first level, while there are 12 waypoints and
eight possible routes at the second level. There were four conditions, in which 1) we turn on all learning modes, 2) turn off
learning from constraint violations, 3) turn off learning from
problem solving, or 4) turn off both of these learning modes.
Since turning off the declarative learning causes the system
to fall back to exploration all the time, we did not include any
conditions that involve turning off this learning mode.
Figure 4 summarizes main findings. The measure of computational effort is the total number of cycles per trial. The
first four trials show the initial learning of a route to target.
After the fourth trial, the learned route was declared out of
bounds by marking some waypoints on that route to have
become dangerous. The fifth trial is thus the one in which
I CARUS discovers this change and faces the problem of adapting to it. The subsequent trials trace the discovery and learning of a novel route. The figure shows four curves for each
complexity level, corresponding to the four learning conditions outlined above.
The curve at the top of these graphs shows the result for the
fourth condition where only the declarative learning is active.
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straint violations than with either mechanism by itself. As
shown in Figure 5, the synergy is substantial: the number of
cycles is 17, compared to 19 for learning from constraint violations at complexity level 1 and the difference increases to
20 versus 26 at complexity level 2. These represents savings
of 10% and 22%, respectively. When compared to learning
from problem solving, the savings are even higher at 17%
and 32%.
35
30

Learning Eﬀort

25
20
Both learning on
15

Learning from PS on
Learning from CV on

10
5
0
1

Figure 4: Number of cycles taken to reach the target location
in situations with three different levels of complexity. Four
conditions are shown in different shapes and colors consistently throughout the three graphs.
As one would expect, there is no change in effort across the
four initial learning trials. Once the environment is changed,
the system should perform search to find a path around the
dangerous waypoints, so computational effort is higher on the
fifth trial, and then stays high because the system does not
acquire new skills from its experience.
The next curve marked with triangular shapes is for the
third condition, in which learning from constraint violations
is active along with the declarative learning. Since the system
does not learn any specific routes under this condition, there is
no noticeable difference from the above condition on the first
four trials. However, after the environment is changed, the
system revises its skill for moving to a neighboring location
based on the expected constraint violation of being at a dangerous location. For this reason, it performs noticeably better
than the above condition where only the declarative learning
is turned on.
In the other two conditions where learning from problem
solving is active, the system rapidly learns an initial route
in the first four trials. There is no measurable difference between the two learning conditions with respect to the system’s
ability to learn an initial path, and the number of cycles required to traverse the landscape decreases about 50% from
the first trial to the fourth. After the peaks at their fifth trials, the two conditions once again meet at roughly the same
number of cycles in their steady states.
One crucial finding is that, on the fifth trial, the system
adapts quicker to the changed environment when it runs with
both learning from problem solving and learning from con-

2
Complexity Level

Figure 5: Learning efforts measured by the number of cycles
at the fifth trial. The different between the two conditions
shows the synergistic advantage of adding another learning
mode as complexity increases.
Both the performance differences at the final steady state
and the learning effort measured at the fifth trials suggest synergistic effects of having multiple learning mechanisms in a
single system. We found that the performance of the system
when the mutiple mechanisms are active is distinctly better
than the performance with any one of the mechanisms.

Related and Future Work
This paper covers an ongoing research effort toward humanlevel variety of learning capabilities. In the current state, the
system includes three different modes of learning, each of
which has a vast amount of related work in the literature.
First of all, learning from problem solving is closely related
to previous research on macro-operators (Mooney, 1989;
Shavlik, 1989) among work on explanation-based learning.
The I CARUS approach shares the basic principle of composing knowledge elements into larger structures. However, it
support disjunctions and recursions in the skill hierarchy, in
addition to the simple fixed sequences learned in systems with
macro-operators.
The mechanism for learning from constraint violations also
has important similarities to previous work in explanationbased learning literature (Ellman, 1989; Wusteman, 1992).
These methods assume a significant amount of domain theories presumed to be perfect. To augment this limitation, researchers worked on the similar problems of blame assignment and theory revision, although the exact formulations
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were different from ours. Unlike most of these work, our approach includes explicit descriptions of constraints, which the
system uses to detect failures and revise existing procedural
knowledge accordingly.
In contrast to the two learning methods above, the topic of
learning declarative knowledge is significantly less studied.
Researchers agree on the fundamental differences between
declarative and procedural knowledge (Anderson, 1976), and
the both types of learning are popular research topics among
neuroscientists in relation to particular brain regions (e.g.,
Weis et al., 2004; Quintero-Gallego et al., 2006). However,
research for simulating declarative learning through computational means is not common. Chi and Ohlsson classified
various types of changes to declarative knowledge as learning proceeds, but the work does not attempt to model them
computationally. We extended I CARUS to support declarative learning, but the research is in a preliminary stage and
requires further investigation.
Although our current work successfully shows the synergistic effects of multiple learning mechanisms in I CARUS,
this research is still at an early stage. We plan to extend the
architecture with yet another learning mechanism, possibly
learning by analogy, to further verify our hypothesis of synergy among learning mechanisms. As this paper suggests,
it is not our focus to implement a powerful single learning
mechanism. Rather, we aim to build a collection of distinct
learning capabilities that are written in a straightforward manner. Learning by analogy will not be an exception, and we
plan to start with a simple mechanism that maps objects to
similar objects or predicates to to related ones. We find research on representation mapping by Könik et al. (2009) as a
good inspiration in this direction.

Conclusions
The human ability to adapt to changing situations depends on
a variety of learning mechanisms. Therefore, an intelligent
agent cannot be limited to a single learning mode to simulate
human behavior properly. We extended I CARUS to support
three different modes of learning to model this behavior. Our
initial results in a route generation domain show synergistic
effects of having multiple learning mechanisms, especially
evident at higher levels of complexity in the environment. We
plan to continue exploring additional types of learning capabilities in this framework.
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Bilingualism influences perceptual inhibition more than
stimulus-response inhibition
Henrike K. Blumenfeld
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Viorica Marian
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Abstract: Bilinguals outperform monolinguals at suppressing task-irrelevant information, with advantages likely
deriving from cognitive mechanisms employed during bilingual processing. In this study, monolinguals’ and bilinguals’
inhibition performance was compared on two nonlinguistic inhibition tasks: a Stroop-like task (with perceptual
conflict among stimulus features) and a Simon-like task (with stimulus-response conflict, given an arbitrary response
rule). Bilinguals in their early twenties had an accuracy advantage over monolinguals on the Stroop task but not the
Simon task. Bilinguals showed smaller Stroop than Simon effects in their performance accuracy, while monolinguals
performed similarly on the two tasks. Findings suggest that bilingual experience may target Stroop-type inhibition
more than Simon-type inhibition, likely due to the perceptual conflict component of Stroop tasks that is also present
in bilingual processing. Findings have implications for identifying loci of influence of bilingual experience on the
cognitive system, and suggest that Stroop-type cognitive mechanisms may be especially sensitive to bilingualism.
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Space and time in the child’s mind: Further evidence for a
cross-dimensional asymmetry
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Cognition and Behaviour, Radboud University, Nijmegen, The Netherlands New School For Social
Research, New York, USA
Abstract: Space and time appear to be related asymmetrically in the child’s mind: temporal representations
depend on spatial representations more than vice versa, as predicted by space-time metaphors in language. In a
study supporting this conclusion, spatial information interfered with children’s temporal judgments more than vice
versa (Casasanto, Fotakopoulou, & Boroditsky, 2010, Cognitive Science). In this earlier study, however, spatial
information was available to participants for more time than temporal information was (as is often the case when
people observe natural events), suggesting a skeptical explanation for the observed effect.
Here we conducted a stronger test of the hypothesized space-time asymmetry, controlling spatial and temporal
aspects of the stimuli even more stringently than they are generally ’controlled’ in the natural world. Results
replicated Casasanto and colleagues’, validating their finding of a robust representational asymmetry between space
and time, and extending it to children (4-10 y.o.) who speak Dutch and Brazilian Portuguese.
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Abstract
Evidence from the probability learning literature indicates that
when presented with simple situations that require making
predictions, adults tend to probability match whereas children
are likely to show maximization (Stevenson & Weir, 1959;
Weir, 1964). The reason for this developmental difference is
not fully understood, but one possibility investigated here is
that children have fewer resources available to differentiate
among the probabilities of the competing alternatives. To
investigate this hypothesis at its origin, we used an
anticipatory eye movement paradigm to gather twoalternative choice responses from 10-month-old infants. In
two experiments we presented infants with either an entirely
predictable (100-0%) or a probabilistic (70-30%) series of
visual events. Infants showed evidence of probability
matching rather than maximizing. These results are discussed
in the context of alternative explanations for maximizing and
the utility of eye-tracking as a window on infants’ probability
learning.
Keywords: Probability learning; probability matching; eyetracking; infants

Introduction
As we explore our world, we sample from our environment
in order to make predictions about future events and to
assess the likelihood of receiving rewards. For example,
evidence from the statistical learning literature indicates that
adults, infants, and animals can extract information about
the distributional properties of visual and auditory stimuli in
the absence of a task (Fiser & Aslin, 2001, 2002; Kirkham
et al., 2002; Saffran et al., 1996a,b; Toro & Trabalón, 2005).
Evidence from the causal learning literature indicates that
young children are sensitive to event contingencies (Gopnik
et al., 2004).
This ability to track and store information about
probabilities allows learners to adjust their behavior to
maximize their predictions and their receipt of rewards,
even when there is not a perfect correlation between events
and their outcomes. When faced with the task of predicting
future events in an uncertain environment a learner has two
strategies. One is to make predictions that directly match the
exposure probabilities observed in the environment, a
pattern known as probability matching. The other is to

always choose the more common outcome, a pattern known
as maximization.
In the context of reward prediction, an ideal learner
should choose the action that maximizes the overall rate of
reward. However, evidence from the probability learning
literature indicates that adults tend to probability match
rather than maximize, at least in simple situations (Gardner,
1957; Weir, 1964, 1972). In the classic probability learning
experiment, Gardner (1957) presented participants with two
light bulbs and asked them on each trial to predict which
light would illuminate. After participants made a choice,
one of the bulbs would turn on. One bulb turned on 70% of
the time and the other bulb 30% of the time. If the
participants were probability matching (i.e., picking the
70% light on 70% of the trials and the 30% light on 30% of
the trials), then their overall accuracy would average 58%
correct. If, on the other hand, learners chose the 70% light
on every trial, their overall accuracy would be 70% correct.
In this situation, maximizing on the more probable
alternative is the better strategy because it leads to higher
overall accuracy. Yet under most circumstances, adults
typically probability match.
Whether adults show probability matching or maximizing
on a given task can be influenced by a number of factors,
including the contingency of the feedback (Weir, 1972) and
the number of response alternatives. For example, when the
number of alternatives increases, participants are more
likely to show maximizing behavior in both visual tasks
(Gardner, 1957; Weir 1964) and auditory language learning
experiments (Hudson Kam & Newport, 2009).
The age of participants is also related to performance in
these tasks, with the youngest children often exhibiting the
highest rates of maximizing behavior (Austin & Newport,
unpublished manuscript; Hudson Kam & Newport, 2009;
Stevenson & Weir, 1959; Weir, 1964). When given access
to the same input, why might children act differently than
adults? It seems unlikely that they are better strategizers
than adults. Rather this behavior could be based on their
greater cognitive limitations, either in their representations
of the world or their use of those representations.
When a learner comes into an environment where there
are two possible outcomes, such as the two light bulb task, it
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is plausible that expectations will be equally divided
between the two events. With each new piece of data (i.e.,
which light bulb actually turns on during that trial),
expectations will be updated. After sufficient exposure to
the environmental events, a skilled learner should have
formed expectations that match the frequency of the
observed events (i.e., probability matching). One possible
explanation for why children are more likely to maximize
than adults is that their representation of events in the
environment may be less nuanced. Rather than having a
representation that matches the frequencies found in their
input, they might have a representation that is more
weighted towards the most commonly experienced outcome
because they do not accurately perceive or store the lower
probabilities. If the young learner is biased to focus
attention on the more salient (i.e., common) event
probability, then this could lead to the maximizing behavior
observed in many tasks.
A second possibility for these behavioral age differences
is that adults and children may have the same
representations for events, but they may have differences in
how they select a response based on these representations.
Perhaps children require more evidence than adults before
they are able to enact a relatively uncommon option.
Although the child may have a representation of the less
common event occurring 30% of the time, this relatively
low rate of occurrence may not be enough to cause them to
consider that choice as a viable alternative, or it may not be
enough to support the selection of the weaker response
tendency. When adults are engaged in a probability learning
experiment, there is a clear goal (to pick the correct light)
and an overt choice response is required. The benefit of
testing infants is that we can explore their natural tendencies
to sample from their environment without an explicit task.
Observing this behavior may provide insight into the
underlying causes for probability matching or maximizing.
A number of studies of infants’ abilities to track
probabilities and statistics have relied on looking time
measures. For example, Xu and Garcia (2008) explored
whether 8-month-old infants could use probabilistic
information to make generalizations about likely events.
After viewing a box containing many more red balls than
white balls, the infant saw the experimenter pull 5 balls
from the box. Infants showed a significantly longer looking
time when the 5 balls at test consisted of four white and
only one red ball (an unlikely outcome given the contents of
the box) than when there were four red and one white ball (a
likely outcome). This result indicated that infants are
sensitive to the probabilities in their environment and that
they can use this information to make predictions about
future events.
This type of looking time measure can be used to indicate
what events are surprising to an infant, and thus indicate
their expectations. Duration of looking, however, is only
able to reveal the infant’s behavior (and allow inferences
about expectations) after an event has occurred. In order to
reveal whether infants probability-match or maximize, a

paradigm is required that measures choice responses. Here
we provide data from just such a two-choice paradigm using
an anticipatory eye movement paradigm (McMurray &
Aslin, 2004). A target object disappeared behind an
occluder and reappeared at each of two locations with some
probability (e.g., 70% left and 30% right). The dependent
measure was the proportion of trials in which infants
exhibited anticipatory eye-movements to each of these
locations before the target reappeared from behind the
occluder. Our results show that 10-month-old infants
probability-match rather than maximize, and that they also
modulate their expectations based on the ratio of event
probabilities.

Experiment 1: Baseline
The purpose of this experiment was two-fold. First, it was
designed to test the feasibility of using an anticipatory eye
movement paradigm to track infant eye gaze during a
predictive object occlusion task. Second, it provides a
baseline measure of anticipatory responses when the
outcome is entirely predictable, and thus can be compared to
a probabilistic set of outcomes.

Methods
Participants. 12 parents from the Rochester community
volunteered their infants. The parents were recruited
through mailings, posted flyers, and web ads. The infants
ranged in age from 10.1 to 11.1 months (M = 10.6 months)
and had no reported hearing or vision deficits. An additional
8 infants were tested but excluded due to fussiness (7) and
eye-tracker calibration difficulties (1). Participants received
either $10 or a toy as compensation.
Materials. An image of a blue occluder in the shape of an
inverted T was presented on a light grey background. The
target object was a yellow smiley-face.
Apparatus. Eye-tracking was performed using a tablemounted Tobii 1750 eye-tracker with a 17-inch monitor.
The stimuli were presented using the SMART-T program
(Shukla, Wen, White & Aslin, in press) through Matlab
running on a Mac Mini with an Inter Core 2 Duo processor.
Procedure. Each infant was seated on a parents’ lap with
the child’s eyes approximately 23 inches from the Tobii
monitor. Infants viewed a minimum of 20 trials using the
McMurray and Aslin (2004) occlusion-based anticipatory
eye movement paradigm. This design creates a twoalternative forced-choice (2AFC) procedure in which infants
can learn to anticipate the reappearance of a target object
after occlusion.
Each trial began with the appearance and looming (to
150% of its original size) of the target object (the smileyface) below the occluder while a sound played (“Ooo”).
During each trial the object moved upward at a rate of 150
pixels per second (3.9 deg/sec) behind the occluder, paused
for one second, and then continued to move so as to
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reappear in the open space at the top right or top left of the
occluder (Figure 1). While following this path, a tonal
melody was played as a background sound. Full occlusion
of the target occurred for 2400 ms. Once fully visible from
behind the occluder, the object loomed again and another
sound was played (“Wow”).

Figure 1: Target object with path on a right side trial,
inverted T occluder and coding areas

Proportion of looks to more common side

On the first trial the occluder was semi-transparent,
allowing the infant to see the movement of the target behind
the occluder. Over the next 4 trials the occluder became less
transparent until it was opaque and fully hid the target’s
movement on the 6th trial.
In this baseline condition all trials ended with the target
reappearing on the same side. Half the infants had 100%
reappearance on the left (100L) and half had 100%
reappearance on the right (100R).
If infants are predicting the trajectory and reappearance of
the target, and not just reacting to its reappearance, then the
majority of their fixations during the period of target
occlusion should be on the side of the screen where they
expect the target to reappear.

Results
The first 10 trials of the experiment were treated as the
“training” phase and were not included in the analyses. In
order to observe the predictions of the infant, fixation
location was observed during the period of target occlusion.
To ensure that the infant was actively watching the display,
only trials in which the infant fixated on the target during its
initial loom (before it began to move to become occluded)
were analyzed. In addition, only those infants who attended
to a minimum of 10 trials (after the training period) were
included in the final analyses. Infants completed an average
of 32 trials (range: 27-47).
Two areas of interest (AOI) were defined for identifying
anticipatory eye movements: the right and left sides of the
occluder (see Figure 1). Looks outside these AOIs (labeled
as “other” in Figure 1) were not considered to be indicative
of a left/right side choice for predicting the reappearance of
the target. Infants in the 100L and 100R conditions did not
differ on their proportions of looking time to the more
common side (p>0.5) and so the two groups were collapsed
for all analyses.
The proportion of looks to each side was calculated at
each time point during the occlusion period for each infant.
Figure 2 shows the resulting mean time-course plot for
infants in the baseline condition. These results suggest that
infants were able to predict the reappearance of the target,
spending the majority of the time while the object was
occluded looking at the correct AOI.
Two metrics of correct anticipations were calculated for
each infant. The first computed the total looking time to
each AOI while the target was occluded and expressed the
looking time to the correct AOI as a proportion. Infants in
this baseline condition spent 75% of their looking time to
the dominant AOI (100R or 100L). This performance was
significantly greater than 50% (p<0.001).
The second metric calculated, for each infant on each
trial, to which AOI they spent the majority of their looking
time, regardless of the magnitude of the difference between
the two AOIs. By this binary-choice metric, infants in the

2400 ms Target Occlusion

Time ms
baseline condition chose the more common side on an
Figure 2: Proportion of looks to the more common side during the period when the target object was occluded
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Comparison of Experiments

average of 76.2% of the trials. This performance was also
significantly greater than chance (p<0.001).
Even though neither the proportion of looking time nor
the binary-choice metrics indicated that infants solely
attended to the 100% AOI, both measures were significantly
above chance, thereby establishing a baseline for
comparison with probabilistic designs.

Experiment 2: Probabilistic Exposure
Experiment 1 illustrated that infants can predict the
reappearance of a target object when there is only evidence
that the target reappears in one of two AOIs. The goal of
Experiment 2 is to explore, in a probabilistic design with
evidence of some target reappearance in each of the AOIs,
whether infants will maximize (show the same looking
behavior as in Experiment 1), or whether they will alter their
looking behavior in response to the increase in uncertainty
about where the target will reappear.

The critical comparison is between looking time to the
more common side in the baseline (Experiment 1) and
probabilistic (Experiment 2) conditions, which indicates
whether infants show maximization in the 70-30 condition
of Experiment 2. As stated above, infants in the baseline
condition spent 75% of their anticipatory time looking to the
more common (100%) AOI, whereas infants in the
probabilistic (70%-30%) condition anticipated the more
common AOI 56% of the time. This was a significant
difference (p<0.05). Using the binary-choice metric, infants
in the baseline condition chose the more common side on
76.2% of trials, whereas infants in the probabilistic
condition chose that side on 58.6% of trials. This difference
was marginally significant (p=0.07). These results suggest
that infants in the baseline condition did deploy significantly
more of their attention to the more common AOI than did
infants in the probabilistic condition.

Methods

Discussion

Participants. 15 parents volunteered their infants and were
compensated in the same manner as Experiment 1. The
infants ranged in age from 10.0 to 10.6 months (M=10.3).
An additional 9 infants were tested but excluded due to
experimenter error (1), fussiness (7), and eye-tracker
calibration difficulties (1).
Materials and Apparatus. Same as in Experiment 1.
Procedure. The Procedure was identical to Experiment 1
except that across trials the target reappeared on the more
common side only 70% of the time and on the other side
30% of the time. The infants were split between the left side
more common (70L30R) and right side more common
(30L70R) conditions.

Results
Infants completed an average of 32.6 trials (range: 22-52).
As in Experiment 1, the proportion of looks to the right and
left sides was calculated at each time point during the period
of target occlusion. Infants in the 70L30R and 30L70R
conditions did not differ in their proportions of looking time
to the more common side (p>0.1), and so the two groups
were collapsed for all analyses. Overall, infants spent 56%
of their looking time on the more common (70%) side. This
was not significantly greater than chance (p=0.6).
The binary choice metric was also calculated for each
infant on each trial. This method revealed that infants in the
probabilistic condition chose the more common side on an
average of 58.6% of trials. This metric was also not
significantly greater than chance (p=0.19).
Infants in this 70-30 probabilistic design did not spend
significantly more than half of their looking time to the
more common AOI, even though numerically there was a
slight bias in the correct direction.

Studies of probabilistic knowledge in infants have, prior to
the present report, relied on post-event looking times (i.e.,
Xu & Garcia, 2008). Although highly informative, these
measures do not provide information about expectations
before the event occurs. The results of the present eyetracking studies indicate that infants are able to track the
motion of a target object during an occlusion task and that
this is a viable paradigm for examining probabilistic
expectations.
The critical comparison between performance on the
baseline and probabilistic conditions indicates that infants
are spending significantly less time on the more common
side in the probabilistic condition. This indicates that infants
are not maximizing, but are instead responding to the
probabilities of their input. Given the behavior of young
children on two-choice response tasks (Stevenson & Weir,
1959), it is somewhat surprising that 10-month-olds do not
show maximization behavior. It is not clear, however,
whether the baseline condition serves as an accurate
indicator of how infants interpret deterministic events.
Because performance in the 100-0% condition only reached
75%, the lower rate of 56% in the 70-30% condition, which
did not differ from 50%, may have under-estimated
performance in this probabilistic condition. Nevertheless, it
is clear that infants did not show the same 75% rate of
responding in the 70-30% condition, and therefore did not
show maximizing.
In order to address this issue in the future, the results of
Experiment 2 should be compared to a wider range of
probability contrasts. For example, the 70-30 condition
(Experiment 2) may be too close to 50-50 for infants to
detect the probability difference. Thus, a 80-20 condition
might reveal performance that is closer to maximizing. In
addition, allowing an overt choice response such as reaching
for the moving object, would permit comparisons between
eye movements and other types of responses.
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We know from visual tasks and miniature language
learning studies that the number of alternatives available
significantly alters performance (Gardner, 1957; Weir,
1964; Hudson Kam & Newport, 2009). By increasing the
number of choice locations available in our tasks, we can,
for example, compare performance on a 70-30 condition
with a 70-15-15 condition. Differences in anticipation rates
for the 70% choice across these 2-choice and 3-choice
conditions might increase our understanding of how infants
treat probabilistic information.
One of the benefits of the anticipatory eye movement
paradigm used in the present experiments is that it can be
used across a wide range of ages. Our results indicate that
10-month-old infants do not show the type of maximization
that can be found in preschoolers. By using a modified
version of this task with a wider age range we may be able
to determine how eye gaze behavior changes across age
groups, especially at ages when we observe maximizing on
overt choice tasks (e.g., the light bulb paradigm).
Finally, although we have access to time-course data from
the anticipatory eye movements, we are not able from this
information alone to determine what representations the
infants and children might have during the task. In
particular, how might their looking time on a trial-by-trial
basis relate to their beliefs about the distribution of events?
Developing a computational model that used this eye-gaze
data to map ongoing beliefs to behavior would greatly
increase our understanding of this relationship.
Together the results of our first two experiments indicate
that (1) we can use an anticipatory eye movement paradigm
to collect information about expectations of probabilistic
events, and (2) infants do not show evidence of
maximization in a simple two-choice probabilistic task. In
ongoing work we are using this paradigm to explore further
questions about probabilistic expectations and response
choice.
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Abstract
Over the preschool years, children develop an understanding
of the relationship between their senses and the kinds of
knowledge those senses acquire. This development may be
supported by sensory experiences or may be linked to theoryof-mind development. 64 preschoolers were asked to identify
which of 2 confederates knew the identity of a toy animal
when each had differential perceptual access to the animal. In
the “seeing” condition, one confederate looked at the animal
and one did not, and in the “hearing” condition, one
confederate listened to the animal’s sound and one did not. 4year-olds outperformed 3-year-olds in both conditions, and all
children performed equally well on both vision and hearing
trials suggesting that children come to understand the seeingknowing and hearing-knowing connections simultaneously.
Findings provide initial evidence that theory-of-mind rather
than experiential learning is most closely related to
developing an understanding of the link between sensory
perception and knowledge.
Keywords: cognitive development; experiential learning;
sensory perception; theory-of-mind

Introduction
Children learn by gathering information about the world
through their senses. Research on children’s understanding of
sensory modalities primarily focuses on the relationship
between seeing and knowing, with limited attention paid to
how children come to understand the four other senses as
sources of knowledge (O’Neill & Chong, 2001; O’Neill &
Gopnik, 1991; Melis, Call & Tomasello, 2010). The
objective of the current study is to investigate the
development of the link between hearing and knowing
alongside the development of seeing and knowing.
Although infants show an early sensitivity to others’ eye
gaze, and toddlers even modify their behavior when their
caregiver does not share the same visual access, it is not until
their preschool years that children develop a deeper
understanding of the link between perceptual information and
knowledge acquisition (Butler, Caron, & Brooks, 2000;
Doherty, 2006; P. Dunham, F. Dunham, & O’Keefe, 2000;
O’Neill, 1996). Through following eye gaze, eighteenmonth-olds demonstrate an understanding that people’s eyes
allow them to interact with objects in the world. However,
this behavior is not evidence that they grasp that looking
informs mental states. Doherty (2006) has suggested that 18month-olds are aware of the spatial relationship between

object and viewer but do not demonstrate an understanding
of the psychological nature of the relationship. In fact, their
understanding of eye gaze is equivalent to that of
chimpanzees, who follow eye gaze but do not modify
behavior based on what an experimenter is able to see or
where the experimenter’s gaze is directed (Doherty, 2006).
Infants like chimpanzees, then, understand that eye gaze is
linked to objects but fail to grasp the mentalistic nature of
this relationship.
Beginning at 12 months of age, children modify their
behavior based on the sensory access of another person. They
gesture more about the location of an object when a parent
did not see it fall of a table than when the parent did
(Liszkowski, Carpenter, & Tomasello, 2008). Similarly, by
the age of 2 years, children gesture more and use more
specific language in communicating with their mothers when
their mothers cannot see a hiding event than when they can
(P. Dunham, F. Dunham, & O’Keefe, 2000; O’Neill, 1996).
However, O’Neill (1996) has claimed that these young
children are not knowledgeable about the visual experience
of their mothers, but rather have a more basic understanding
that their mothers have disengaged from the task, thus
children’s increased gestures and language serve to update
their mothers on what they missed during their
disengagement. This argument is consistent with the
evidence that children cannot take the most basic visual
perspectives of others until beyond the age of 2 years
(Flavell, 2004).
Before the age of 3, children appear to believe that the
mind contains an exact copy of information from the world
that was deposited into the brain rather than taken in through
senses and processed cognitively (Chandler & Boyes, 1982;
Flavell, 1988). In contrast, older preschool children perform
well on seeing-knowing tasks in which they have to
determine that a confederate with visual access to an object
also knows the identity of the object (O’Neill, Astington &
Flavell, 1992; Pillow, 1989; Pratt & Bryant, 1990). Rather
than believing that people have an exact copy of the world in
their minds, these older preschoolers demonstrate an
understanding that one’s unique set of sensory experiences
determines one’s knowledge state. Younger preschoolers, on
the other hand, do not necessarily grasp the causal
relationship between seeing and knowing, as they do not
perform consistently on these tasks. In a different paradigm
in which either the child or a peer peeked inside a box, 3year-olds were unable to determine whether the peer knew
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the contents of a box, even though they were consistently
able to report whether they themselves knew the contents
(Wimmer, Hogrefe, & Perner, 1988). Furthermore, older
preschoolers who understand the relationship between seeing
and knowing overgeneralize this understanding, concluding
that a confederate who can only see part of an object knows
the full identity of the object (Chandler & Boyes, 1982;
Taylor, 1988). Thus the preschooler’s knowledge of the
connection between seeing and knowing is incomplete and
depends on the nature of the task.
While children seem to develop an understanding of seeing
and knowing over the course of the preschool years, we,
cannot generalize their understanding of this relationship to
that of their other senses. In a task focused on hearing and
knowing, 4- and 5-year-olds, but not 3-year-olds, understood
that being deprived of auditory input limits one’s
understanding of a videoclip (Mossler, Marvin, & Greenberg,
1976). In a different task, three-year-olds also could not
understand that only a confederate who felt an object knew
the texture of an object (O’Neill et al., 1992). These two
findings suggest that understanding the link between
perception and knowledge does not necessarily develop at the
same rate for all the senses. However, tasks that target senses
aside from vision have not followed a seeing-knowing
paradigm and may be more complex than the seeing-knowing
task, in that memory and language demands tend to be
greater and modality specific properties (e.g., texture) of
objects rather than object identities are investigated. Thus
firm conclusions based on previous research cannot be drawn
regarding the development of understanding that sensory
perception across modalities leads to knowledge.
Crucially, both older and younger preschoolers understand
the function of each of their five senses (Johnson &
Kendrick, 1984; O’Neill & Gopnik, 1991). Yet
understanding the causal relationship to knowledge formation
remains elusive for 3-year-olds. Understanding this
relationship may be closely related to either children’s
developing theory-of-mind or their increasing experience
using their senses to gain information about the world.
Theory-of-mind refers to an understanding of others’
mental states and is one area of cognitive development that
changes dramatically between the ages of 3 and 5 years
(Wellman, Cross, & Watson, 2001). An important part of
theory-of-mind is false-belief understanding, which involves
the understanding that other people can hold false beliefs
about the world. Passing a false-belief task is considered a
hallmark of theory-of-mind understanding, and is often the
only measure used to assess whether a child has a theory-ofmind (Wellman & Liu, 2004). However, in order to
understand how a belief can become false, children must first
understand how one forms a belief. Seeing-knowing tasks tap
this understanding, as children must make the connection
between visual access to an object and knowledge about the
object. In order for children to pass a seeing-knowing task,
they must understand that the knowledge states of other
people differ depending on what sensory information they
possess.

Wellman and Liu (2004) have argued that theory-of-mind
consists of a gradual progression of knowledge of mental
states rather than a stark shift leading to an understanding of
all types of theory-of-mind tasks. They created a scale of
theory-of-mind tasks and demonstrated that children
generally succeeded on these tasks in a set developmental
sequence, such that no subsequent task was passed before the
previous tasks in the sequence were mastered. One task in
their scale, the “knowledge access” task, resembles the
seeing-knowing task and in that it requires children to
determine whether a doll knows the contents of a drawer
before the doll looked inside the drawer. Importantly, the
knowledge access task was mastered immediately before
false-belief tasks and following success on an understanding
of contrastive desires and beliefs (Wellman & Liu, 2004).
Wellman and Liu’s scale situates seeing and knowing tasks
squarely in the domain of theory-of-mind reasoning.
However, because their knowledge access task targeted only
the sense of vision, we cannot rightly conclude that
knowledge access via all senses precedes false-belief
understanding.
Although an understanding of sensory access and
knowledge may depend on earlier developments in theory of
mind, an alternative possibility is that children come to
understand the link between perception and knowledge
through their interactions with objects in the world
independent of a broader understanding of mental states. This
explanation is consistent with Piaget’s belief in the
importance of experiential learning (Piaget, 1952).
Weinberger and Bushnell (1994) reported that 4-year-olds
were able to use vision to solve perceptual tasks and explain
how they used vision to solve problems, but struggled to do
the same for their other senses; they concluded children’s
earlier success with vision relative to their other senses stems
from the fact that visual information is the most salient and
consistent sensory information we receive. Specifically, they
argued that when children interact with an object by feeling,
hearing, tasting, or smelling it, they are almost always seeing
the object simultaneously. Indeed preschoolers seem to have
a weaker grasp on the connection between feeling or hearing
and knowledge relative to their understanding of seeing and
knowledge (Mossler et al., 1976; O’Neil et al., 1992).
The current study investigates children’s understanding of
hearing and seeing as sources of knowledge in order to
extend the literature on sensory perception and to test
whether an understanding of mental states or a greater degree
of sensory experience best explains the pattern of children’s
development in this domain. We tested children on analogous
tasks that targeted an understanding of hearing and seeing. If
children master the connection between seeing and knowing
before hearing and knowing, then we can infer that sensory
experience plays a greater role than theory–of-mind in this
development. However, if children perform equally well on
the seeing and hearing trials, then the theory-of-mind
explanation may be more accurate.
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Methods

right. Throughout all trials, children were not informed of
the identity of the hidden animal in order to avoid a
situation in which children could simply select the reliable
confederate (e.g., Jaswal & Neeley, 2006).
In the three hearing trials, one confederate wore a pair of
headphones and one covered her ears. After listening to the
animal through the headphones, the confederate slid the
headphones off her ears and left them around her neck to
serve as a reminder to the child of who had worn the
headphones. Otherwise the hearing trials followed the same
format as seeing trials. Condition, knowledgeable
confederate, and which confederate was asked the questions
first were counterbalanced across four random orders.

Participants
Sixty-four preschoolers (M = 4.0 years, range: 3.08-5.17
years, 34 females) from preschools in the Northeast region
of the United States participated in this study. The sample
consisted of thirty-three 3-year-olds (M = 3.47 years, range:
3.08-4.0 years) and thirty-one 4-year-olds (M = 4.57 years,
range: 4.08-5.17 years).

Materials
Materials for this task included a blue wooden box with two
large hinged doors on the top, and a small, hinged door at
the back, 8 stuffed toy animals that make their respective
sounds when squeezed, a set of pictures of the toy animals, a
set of headphones, and a blindfold.

Scoring
Separate scores for the seeing and hearing conditions were
computed. Within each condition we derived two scores,
one for the responses to the knowledge state of each
confederate, and one for the responses to identifying which
confederate held up the correct picture of the animal hidden
inside the box. The first score reflects a combination of the
child’s responses to the questions “Does she (confederate A)
know” and “Does she (confederate B) know.” A child who
correctly answered that the confederate who had sensory
access to the object also knew the identity of the object and
that the confederate who did not have access to the object
did not know the identity of the object earned 1 point for
this two-part question, for a maximum score of 3 for the
seeing condition and 3 for the hearing condition. For the
second score, a child earned one point for correctly
identifying the confederate who held up the correct object
for a maximum score of 3 for each condition.

Procedure
Familiarization Session Children completed a training
session to become familiar with the materials, the
confederates, and the actions of seeing and hearing. The
experimenter introduced the child to the two confederates
and showed the child the box, a toy cat, and a toy dog. The
experimenter presented the animals to the confederates, who
each told the child that they could see each animal and hear
each make its respective noise when squeezed. After seeing
and hearing each animal, each confederate identified the
animal, e.g. “It’s a cat. I see it” or, “It’s a dog. I hear it.”
The experimenter then hid one animal in the box, and one
confederate wore a blindfold while the other looked inside
the box. While looking in the box the confederate said, “I
see the dog/cat”. The experimenter then hid the other animal
in the box, and one confederate covered her ears while the
other confederate wore headphones and said, “I hear the
dog/cat.”

Results

Seeing And Hearing Conditions Our task was derived
from tasks used by Pratt and Bryant (1990) and O’Neill et
al. (1992). In the three seeing trials, one confederate wore a
blindfold and one did not. Two more toy animals, such as a
stuffed pig and horse, were shown to the child, and then one
was placed in the box without the confederates or the child
seeing. One confederate peered inside the box while the
other sat wearing a blindfold. After the confederate looked
in the box, the second confederate slid the blindfold off of
her eyes, but left it on her head to serve as a reminder to the
child of who had been blindfolded. Then the child was
asked whether each confederate knew what was inside the
box (e.g., “Remember there is a pig or a horse in the box.
Does confederate A know? Does confederate B know?”).
After the child responded, the experimenter asked the
confederates what was inside the box, and each confederate
held up a picture of one of the two animals. The confederate
who saw the toy animal held up the correct picture while the
confederate who did not see the animal held up the incorrect
one. The child was asked to choose which confederate was

Hearing four-year-olds (mean rank of 45.48) outperformed
three-year-olds (mean rank of 20.30) on hearing and seeing
trials when scores across the seeing and hearing conditions
were collapsed for the “Does she know?” question (Mann
Whitney U= 109, z = -5.62, p < .0001, r = .70). Four-yearolds (mean rank of 40.08) also outperformed three-year-olds
(mean rank of 25.38) when scores were collapsed across
seeing and hearing conditions for the “Who is right?”
question (Mann Whitney U = 276.50, z = -3.25, p = .001, r
= .41). When scores on hearing and seeing trials were
analyzed separately, a similar pattern emerged. Four-yearolds (mean rank of 44.06) had superior performance to
three-year-olds (mean rank of 21.64) on seeing trials for the
“Does she know?” question (Mann Whitney U = 153, z = 5.13, p <.0001, r = .64). Four-year-olds (mean rank of
39.39) also had superior performance to three-year-olds
(mean rank of 26.03) on seeing trials for the “Who is right?”
question (Mann Whitney U = 298, z = -3.05, p =.002, r =
.38). The difference between 4-year-olds’ (mean rank of
44.5) and 3-year-olds’ (mean rank of 21.23) performance on
the hearing trials was significant for the “Does she know?”
question (Mann Whitney U = 139.5, z = -5.43 p <.0001, r =
.68). The difference between 4-year olds’ (mean rank of
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Table 1: Number of children who earned maximum score of
3 on seeing and hearing trials.

Does she know?
3-year-olds
4-year-olds
Who is right?
3-year-olds
4-year-olds

Seeing

Hearing

3
19

5
20

5
17

6
19

37.5) and 3-year-olds’ (mean rank of 27.89) performance
was also significant following the “Who is right?” question
(Mann Whitney U = 359.5, z = -2.15, p = .03, r = .27).
Only 6 out of 33 three-year-olds showed mastery in the
hearing condition with a score of 3 following the “Who is
right?” question whereas 17 out of 31 four-year-olds
showed mastery (See Table 1). Similarly, only 5 out of 33
three-year-olds showed mastery in the seeing condition
following the “Who is right?” question whereas 17 out of 31
four-year-olds showed mastery. Thus, overall, the
comparison of 4-year-olds’ performance to 3-year-old’s
performance indicates that 4-year-olds have a strong grasp
of the connection between both hearing and knowing as well
as seeing and knowing while 3-year-olds lack this
understanding.
Additionally, there was no difference between
performance on the hearing and seeing trials within
participants, as children either performed well in both
conditions or poorly in both conditions in both age groups.
Specifically, Wilcoxon signed rank tests indicated that there
was no difference between the seeing and hearing scores for
3-year-olds (z = -.09, p = .93) or 4-year-olds (z = -.73, p =
.47) following the “Who is right?” question. Similarly,
Wilcoxon signed rank tests indicated that there was no
difference between the seeing and hearing scores for 3-yearolds (z = -.07, p = .94) or 4-year-olds (z = -1.14, p = .25)
following the “Does she know” question. Crucially, mastery
in one condition corresponded with mastery in the other. For
the “Does she know?” question, no children answered all
questions correctly in the seeing, but not the hearing
condition. Only 2 children answered all questions in the
hearing condition correctly but all questions in the seeing
condition incorrectly. Similarly, for the “Who is right?”
question, only 2 children answered all questions in the
seeing, but not hearing condition correctly. Only 2 children
answered all questions in the hearing condition correctly
and all questions in the seeing condition incorrectly. These
results indicate that across age groups, children have the
same understanding of the connection between hearing and
knowing as they do of seeing and knowing.

Discussion
The strong performance of 4-year-olds on all trials and
relatively poorer performance of 3-year-olds indicates that
children develop an understanding of both the seeingknowing relationship and the hearing-knowing relationship

between the ages of 3 and 4 years. This finding differs from
some previous studies reporting that 3-year-olds perform
well on seeing-knowing tasks (O’Neill et al., 1992; Pillow,
1989; Pratt & Bryant, 1990).
Some methodological differences may account for our
discrepant finding. First, the mean age of the 3-year-old
group in Pratt and Bryant’s (1990) study is higher than ours
(4.2 years vs. 3.5 years). Thus, younger but not older 3-yearolds may struggle to understand the relationship between
seeing and knowing.
Second, our study used adult confederates while other
studies used puppets or other children (O’Neill et al., 1992;
Pillow, 1989; Pratt & Bryant, 1990). It could be the case
that 3-year-olds overestimate the reliability of adult
informants (e.g., Jaswal, Croft, Setia, & Cole, 2010).
Indeed, the majority of 3-year-olds who failed the seeing
and hearing trials incorrectly reported that both confederates
knew the identity of the animal in the box. Our results, then,
could indicate that young 3-year-olds may struggle to
determine the knowledge states of trustworthy adults and
not that they struggle to understand the relationship between
seeing and knowing. This alternative explanation, however,
does not likely account for the difference we observed
between 3-year-olds and 4-year-olds: we never had a case
where a child reported that both confederates were right.
A third reason for the difference between our findings and
other studies is that in at least one other study children were
involved in the hiding process and had sensory access to the
hidden toy, which may have made the task easier for them
to pass (O’Neill, et al., 1992). Finally some hidden objects
used in previous studies had the same identity but were
different colors, and the experimenter reminded the of the
color difference, emphasizing that vision was the necessary
sense to determine the correct answer (Pillow, 1989).
Regardless, in our more difficult task, a clear developmental
trajectory can be observed: young 3-year- olds struggle to
understand the relationship between perception and
knowledge, whereas 4-year-olds do not.
We observed no difference in performance between the
seeing and hearing conditions, indicating that children come
to understand these two senses as sources of knowledge at
the same time. Researchers in this field have argued that
vision is the most salient sense and thus should be the
easiest for children to understand and explain (O’Neill et al.,
1992; Weinberger & Bushnell, 1994). However, previous
tasks that have targeted multiple senses have been more
complex than the paradigm used in this study, with greater
memory and language demands and with a focus on
modality-specific properties of objects rather than a focus
on object identities. Additionally, no study has created an
analogous seeing-knowing task for the sense of hearing. The
results of this study then, provide initial evidence that an
early understanding of the link between seeing and
knowledge formation and hearing and knowledge formation
develop simultaneously, and that the arguably more salient
experience with seeing, relative to hearing, does not lead to
children’s accelerated understanding of vision as a source of
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knowledge.
In order to determine how others use their senses to gain
information about the world, children must be able to
understand that different people can know different
information based on their experiences. Four-year-olds, who
typically pass an array of theory-of-mind tasks, performed
well on both seeing and hearing trials. However three-yearolds, who typically do not pass such tasks, performed poorly
on both seeing and hearing trials. The results of the present
study are compatible with Wellman and Liu’s (2004)
suggested scale of theory-of-mind tasks. Passing a falsebelief task, the classic theory-of-mind measure, requires
children to initially determine how others gain knowledge
based on their sensory access. While Wellman and Liu
(2004) have investigated only children’s understanding that
vision leads to knowledge, the present study suggests that
understanding how multiple senses lead to knowledge may
be a precursor to understanding how false beliefs are
formed, and as such, researchers should consider the ability
to recognize that sensory perception leads to knowledge as
an early form of theory-of-mind.
Although this study provides valuable preliminary support
for the relative importance of understanding mental states
over general experience with the senses in making the link
between perception and knowledge, a more direct approach
to test these alternatives is to test children who lack access
to one of their senses. Without complete access to auditory
information, deaf children may come to understand the
capabilities of the auditory sense differently. They may
make inaccurate assumptions regarding the capabilities of
audition. The literature has established that deaf children of
hearing parents are delayed in theory-of-mind
understanding, but research has almost exclusively focused
on false-belief tasks. While 5-year-old deaf children of deaf
parents succeed on false-belief tasks, 7-year-old deaf
children of hearing parents do not perform well on such
tasks (Courtin & Melot, 1998; de Villiers & Pyers, 2001;
Peterson & Siegal, 1995; Schick, P. de Villiers, J. de
Villiers, & R. Hoffmeister, 2007; c.f. Wellman, Fang, &
Peterson, 2011).
The performance of deaf children with hearing parents on
the hearing and knowing task would serve as an indicator of
whether sensory experience is necessary for understanding
the connection between perception and knowledge or
whether theory-of-mind is more closely related to this
understanding. That is, if sensory experience plays a greater
role we should see a dramatic dissociation between
performance in the seeing and hearing conditions.
Alternatively if an understanding of mental states plays a
greater role, then this population of deaf children should be
impaired on seeing and hearing trials.
Recent research has documented that deaf children are
delayed in understanding that seeing leads to knowing
(Wellman et al., 2011) and that they master the seeingknowing connection before they master false-belief tasks.
However, the language demands of the “knowledge access”
task targeting seeing were great, and the deaf children may

not have understood the task. Further, these children were
required to infer the knowledge state of a doll before the
doll interacted with an object. Inference is more difficult for
children than recognizing the senses as sources of
knowledge after witnessing another person’s sensory
interaction (O’Neill & Gopnik, 1991; Robinson, Haigh, &
Pendle, 2008). Additionally children in the Wellman et al.
(2011) study knew the object’s identity before predicting the
knowledge state of the doll. People often make more errors
in determining the knowledge states of others when they
themselves are knowledgeable about a given event (Birch &
Bloom, 2007). For these reasons, the results of the
Wellman et al. (2011) study may overestimate the delay in
deaf children. Furthermore, without testing deaf children’s
understanding of hearing as a source of knowledge,
conclusions cannot be firmly made regarding whether
understanding the perception-knowledge connection is
indeed one step to a mature theory-of-mind.
The consistent performance across modalities in
combination with the age difference in performance points
to the close relationship between theory-of-mind and the
understanding of the connection between sensory perception
and knowledge. Although young children learn much about
the world through their own experiences, understanding that
interacting with an object leads to knowledge about that
object may require a grasp of mental states of the self and of
others that 3-year-olds do not yet possess. Certainly these
two explanations—theory of mind and sensory
experience—are not mutually exclusive and likely work
together in development, but our study supports the
argument that sensory experience is insufficient on its own
to be the driving force behind children’s development of an
understanding that sensory experiences inform knowledge
states.
While our study highlights the importance of mastering
the basic mental-state process of knowledge formation,
preschool curriculum often focuses solely on the sensory
experience of young children with stimulating materials that
allow children to use all their senses. The current study
suggests that what is equally important is to talk to children
about what one learns from using the eyes, nose, ears, and
hands. These sorts of conversations about mental states,
especially when geared toward sensory perception, may
help children to develop an understanding of the causal
connection between perception and knowledge, which has
implications for their own cognitive development.
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Abstract
Researchers have proposed that learning names of individual
words and categories leads an individual child to develop a
general word learning bias. However, evidence to date comes
from studies of group means rather than individuals. The
current study tests the prediction that the statistics of an
individual child’s vocabulary are closely related to that
child’s development of word learning biases. We demonstrate
that individual differences in vocabulary structure predict
individual differences in novel noun generalization.
Keywords: vocabulary development, categorization

The literature on early word learning suggests children
overcome the difficulties involved in word learning via the
use of biases or constraints such as, for example, the
tendency to generalize novel names of solid objects by
similarity in shape rather than material or color (shape bias)
(Landau, Smith, & Jones, 1988). Work on the shape bias
suggests that attending to shape is beneficial in that the
majority of nouns children learn early in development are
names for concrete artifact categories organized by shape
similarity (Samuelson & Smith, 1999). The shape bias is
fundamentally developmental; experimental evidence
demonstrates that children begin attending to shape in noun
generalization tasks after they have learned some nouns and
attention to shape increases with development (Samuelson
& Smith, 1999; Gershkoff-Stowe & Smith, 2004).
Smith and colleagues have proposed a four-step process
to explain the development of the shape bias from prior
learning of individual nominal categories (Smith, Jones,
Landau, Gershkoff-Stowe & Samuelson, 2002). According
to this proposal, as children learn names for individual
instances (step 1) and individual categories (step 2) this
regular association of solid things and categories organized
by similarity in shape helps them to learn to attend to shape
when learning new words for solid objects (step 3). Further,
once they have learned to attend to shape, they will learn
new words more quickly (step 4).
Support for this proposal comes from longitudinal
studies showing that teaching children names of multiple
categories organized by similarity in shape helps them
develop a precocious shape bias and acquire vocabulary
more quickly than those not given such training
(Samuelson, 2002; Smith et al., 2002). Furthermore, crosslinguistic studies show that the biases depend on the
language (and therefore the specific regularities) being
learned (Smith, Colunga, & Yoshida, 2003) and studies of
atypical learners (such as children with autism and latetalkers) show that they do not develop the same attentional

biases in word-learning as typically-developing children
(Tek, Jaffery, Fein, & Naigles, 2009; Jones & Smith, 2005).
Recent training studies have examined the influence of
variability both in the exemplars children see when learning
categories (Perry, Samuelson, Schiffer, & Malloy, 2010),
and in the statistics within the noun vocabulary children
learn (Samuelson & Schiffer, 2011), on the development of
the shape bias. Perry et al. (2010) used mixed logistic
regression to show how individual children’s performance at
each step in the four-step process influences what they learn
and the bias that develops. Samuelson & Schiffer (2011)
found that children taught a vocabulary dominated by count
nouns that named solid objects in categories well organized
by similarity in shape learned biases differently from
children taught a vocabulary containing equal numbers of
count and mass nouns, names for solid and nonsolid things,
and names for categories organized by shape or material.
These studies demonstrate that the biases that develop
are clearly influenced by the statistics of children’s prior
vocabulary learning, both in terms of 1) between-category
organization and overlap between category organization,
solidity, and syntax and 2) the specifics of the withincategory variability children see. They also support the idea
that what the child knows determines how they will be
influenced by the regularities available to learn next.
However, no work to date has examined in detail the
relation between individual children’s vocabulary structures
and the biases they develop. This is the focus of the current
paper. Specifically, we examine whether the statistics of
individual children’s vocabularies predict their individual
likelihood to demonstrate a shape bias.
Noun generalization data are not typically analyzed at the
level of individual children, because capturing detailed
individual data can be difficult. One exception is a
longitudinal study conducted by Gershkoff-Stowe and
Smith (2004). They examined the vocabularies of individual
children to find the point at which children first
demonstrated a systematic bias to attend to shape in a novel
noun generalization task. Gershkoff-Stowe and Smith found
that as a group, children who knew more than 50 nouns
showed a shape bias. Importantly, however, there was
neither a “critical mass” of count nouns, or names for
categories organized by similarity in shape nor a specific
age or amount of time in the study that determined whether
individual children demonstrated a shape bias in their task.
In part this could be because only 1 novel noun
generalization trial was collected from each child at each
visit. Data from children this young are notoriously variable,
thus it is possible that the patterns of individual children’s
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shape-biased performance with respect to their vocabulary
structures were not statistically reliable, even if the group
mean was. Clearly, multiple novel noun generalization trials
are necessary to examine individual performance.
Another issue is what part of vocabulary to examine.
Gershkoff-Stowe and Smith looked at the number of object
names in productive vocabulary in relation to generalization
biases. However, one could potentially examine
classifications other than object names, and for that matter,
break object names into other more fine-grained
classifications as well. For example, some objects are solid
things in categories organized by similarity in shape (e.g.
ball) and some are nonsolid things in categories organized
by material (e.g. pudding). Samuelson and Smith (using
adult judgments of the nominal categories listed on the
MCDI) examined the structure of the early noun vocabulary
in terms of these other classifications. Adults were asked to
judge whether each of the 312 nouns referred to a category
of solid objects or nonsolid substances, a category organized
by similarity in shape or material, and whether each noun
was a count or mass noun. As can be seen in Figure 1, they
found that there were more nouns referring to solid objects
than nonsolid substances, more categories organized by
similarity in shape than similarity in material, and more
count nouns than mass nouns. Furthermore, there was more
overlap between solidity, category organization, and syntax
for the set of words that would support a shape bias—the
“shape side” (solid+shape+count)—than between the set of
words that would support a bias to attend to material
substance when generalizing a name for a nonsolid—the
“material side” (nonsolid+material+mass).
Using these judgments of the MCDI noun structure,
Samuelson and Smith then examined both how the number
of nouns of each type, and the number of nouns within a
joint classification was related to the mean proportion shape
responding in a novel noun generalization task. Looking at a
wide range of children in terms of both age (17-33 months)
and noun vocabulary size (0-309 words), they showed that

Figure 1: Overlap between solidity, syntax, and category
organization based on Samuelson and Smith 1999 analysis.
children at all vocabulary levels had more names for solid
objects, categories organized by similarity in shape, and
count nouns than names for nonsolid things, categories
organized by similarity in material, and mass nouns.
However, only children with more than 151 nouns in their
productive vocabularies demonstrated a shape bias. Thus,
just because a child knows more words that fall into the
classifications on the “shape side” does not mean that she

will demonstrate a shape bias—otherwise children in all the
vocabulary groups would have demonstrated this bias.
Thus, to understand the relation between vocabulary
structure and bias development we need to look at more
than just the number of nouns of different types that
children know. In particular, Samuelson & Smith’s data
suggest that what may matter most for shape bias
acquisition is the relative proportions of these kinds of
words to other word types. In fact, despite the dominance of
the shape side early in vocabulary development, there are
also, of course, many other kinds of words that very young
children learn. In terms of nouns, these other words include
those that might support a bias to attend to material when a
novel nonsolid substance is named, such as pudding and
milk. In addition, children also learn nouns that are
exceptions to the ontological divide. These words, such as
pretzel (solid, + material) or bubble (nonsolid + shape),
might be said to “go against the system” in that they would
not support a link between solid objects and attention to
shape or nonsolid substances and attention to material. In
fact, given that all children will have many solid+shape
+count words in their vocabularies, it might be more
informative to look at differences across children in their
knowledge of nouns that that “go against the system.”
The nature of the MCDI also makes examination of
these types of words critical. Samuelson & Smith chose to
examine the MCDI in their study because it a reliable and
valid measure with extensive normative testing (Fenson et
al., 1994). However, Samuelson and Smith’s analysis tells
us that this measure is itself biased towards count nouns that
name solid things in categories well organized by similarity
in shape. Accordingly, any child’s vocabulary measured
with this tool will almost certainly have more of these kinds
of nouns than others (as seen in Samuelson & Smith, 1999).
Thus, with this measure we will only be able to detect
relations between vocabulary structure and noun
generalization performance if we look at the parts of the
vocabulary that not all children share. One might argue that
a measure other than the MCDI might be preferable.
However, we choose to continue with this measure because
1) the MCDI is still the standard measure of vocabulary
development for children the age-range we are interested in,
2) switching measures would necessitate obtaining new
judgments of solidity, category structure and syntax, and 3)
it enables comparison to prior work. In addition, because no
examination of the statistical structure of the English
language has been done, restricting the vocabulary of
interest to the MCDI means we can examine our findings in
the context of the known proportions of words on that
measure. That is, we can look at the number of names for
solid things in categories organized by similarity in material
with respect to the known proportion of those kinds of
words in the possible vocabulary we are examining. So
while the MCDI might not be perfectly representative of all
kids’ knowledge of all categories, it is useful in that it is the
“average” vocabulary of an “average” child at a given age.
The goals of the present study, therefore, are to better
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understand the development of word learning biases such as
the shape bias by 1) exploring the structure of individual
children’s productive vocabularies with respect to individual
and joint noun classifications, especially those words that go
against the typical structure, and 2) using vocabulary
structure to predict performance in novel noun
generalization. We predict that the statistics of a child’s
vocabulary should be correlated with his or her performance
in our task. Specifically, we expect to find differences in the
words that individual children know, especially in those
joint classifications that go against the typical structure (e.g.
solids in material categories), that are linked to their
likelihood of demonstrating a shape bias.

Method
Participants Seventy-five 15- to 23-month-old monolingual
English speakers (M=1 year 7 months, 14 days) participated.
There were 40 boys and 35 girls in the final group.
Stimuli Eighteen familiar objects and 30 novel objects were
used. Familiar objects formed six sets of two identical
objects and one completely different object (e.g. two
identical blue cups and one yellow rabbit) used for a warmup task. Novel objects were used in the novel noun
generalization test. These formed six sets of five objects
each. Each consisting of an exemplar object, two objects of
the same shape as the exemplar but different in color and
material (shape matches), and two objects made from the
same material as the exemplar but different in color and
shape (material matches). Six nonce words were used as
names and were randomly assigned to each stimulus set and
counterbalanced across participants.
Procedure Participants came to the laboratory for three
experimental sessions spaced no more than eight days apart
(M: 3 days, range: 1-8 days) (see Table 1). At each session
the child completed four novel noun generalization (NNG)
test trials for two of the novel sets so that after three
sessions they had completed four trials for all six sets.
Parents completed the MacArthur Communicative
Developmental Inventory (MCDI): Words and Sentences
(Fenson et al., 1994) at the first visit and reviewed it at each
subsequent visit to add any new words the children began to
produce over the course of the three visits to the laboratory.
On each trial the child explored the exemplar object, one
shape match test object and one material match test object
for about 10s. The experimenter then placed the two test
objects on the tray, held up the exemplar saying, for
example, “This is my kiv. Can you get your kiv?” and
pushed the tray forward. Each of the two shape-match
objects in a stimulus set were presented with each of the two
material-match objects once for a total of four trials per
stimulus set. After a child completed all four trials for a
given stimulus set the experimenter moved on to the next
set. The order of experimental trials within each stimulus
set, as well as the order of the stimulus set was
counterbalanced across children and across visits.
Coding & Analysis Sessions were videotaped and coded
offline. 25% of sessions were recoded for reliability; inter-

coder agreement was 100%. All results are reported as
proportion shape choice. We analyze NNG performance in
two ways: 1) using t-tests against chance to examine overall
performance and 2) using mixed logistic regression to
examine the effects of vocabulary on performance.
We use mixed logistic regression because recent
arguments suggest that ANOVA’s on categorical outcome
variables, such as those in a forced-choice NNG task, are
inappropriate (see Jaeger, 2008). All analyses were
conducted using the R language package. This approach has
recently been used to demonstrate the links between the four
steps of Smith et al.’s four-step process (Perry et al., 2010).
Furthermore, these models are advantageous for our
individual differences approach because we can include
random subject and item effects in our models and thereby
account for variance contributed by individual differences in
children’s vocabulary structure as well as differences caused
by the particular stimuli. We removed collinearity from our
models by sum-coding the data and scaling continuous
variables. To determine appropriate random effects
structure, we began with a completely specified random
effects structure including random slopes for all variables
included in a given model. Then, using model comparison,
we systematically removed uninformative random effects to
find an appropriate model (c.f. http://hlplab.wordpress.com
/2009/05/14/random-effect-structure/). All final models
included random intercepts for subject, items, and session.

Results and Discussion
We first examine the results of our NNG test. Specifically,
we ask if participants show a significant tendency to select
the shape match. Overall, children demonstrated a bias to
choose the shape-match stimulus at test at greater than
chance levels (.50), M=.57, t(446)=5.81, p<.0001. This
suggests that, overall, children are biased to attend to shape
when generalizing the names of novel objects. In addition,
shape choices were significantly higher than chance for each
of the three sessions, Session 1: M=.59, t(75)=3.75, p<.001,
Session 2: M=.58, t(75)=3.76, p<.001; Session 3: M=.55,
t(74), p<.05. Thus, all children were attending to shape most
when generalizing novel names for these solid objects
We next examine the relationship between vocabulary
and NNG performance. We first overview participants’
vocabulary structure in terms of single and joint
classifications of solidity, syntax, and category organization.
We then examine how knowing the names of words in each
of these classifications influences the likelihood of
demonstrating a shape bias. To begin our overview of
vocabulary structure and to facilitate comparison to earlier
work, we broke children into vocabulary subgroups based
on the number of nouns in their productive vocabulary. We
used the same groups as previously used by Samuelson &
Smith (1999). These subgroups are as follows: 0-50 nouns,
51-150 nouns, 151-250 nouns, 251+ nouns. We examined
NNG performance, the means and ranges of the total noun
vocabulary, as well as the individual and joint
classifications of the vocabulary for each subgroup. We also
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measured the proportion of words in each noun
classification out of the total number of nouns on the MCDI.
Overall, relative proportions of each of the single
classifications are similar to that of the structure of the
MCDI and that found by Samuelson and Smith (1999). For
example, the proportion of count nouns/mass nouns for each
subgroup (from lowest to highest) are .79/.10, .75/.11,
.75/.10, and .75/.10 respectively, compared to .74/.10 of
MCDI nouns. The proportions of joint classifications are
also similar to the structure of the MCDI. For example, the
proportion of nouns naming nonsolid substances in
categories organized by material for each subgroup are .04,
.02, .02, and .02, compared to .02 of MCDI nouns.
Our overview of the vocabulary structure goes above and
beyond the work of Samuelson and Smith (1999), however,
in that we analyzed words that fall into joint classifications
that go against the system, examining nouns that do not
support the link between solidity, shape and count syntax or
the link between nonsolidity, material and mass syntax.
There are four such joint classifications of nouns on the
MCDI. These include: names of solid objects that take mass
syntax, such as “meat” (.006 of nouns); names of categories
organized by similarity in shape that take mass syntax, such
as “popcorn” (.003 of nouns); names of categories organized
by similarity in material that take count syntax, such as
“towel” (.006 of nouns); and names of solid objects in
categories organized by similarity in material, such as
“chalk” (.08 of nouns). There are clearly a considerable
number of words that go against the development of a shape
bias. In fact, there are actually twice as many names of solid
objects in categories organized by similarity in material than
there are mass nouns naming nonsolid substances, names of
nonsolid substances in categories organized by material, and
names of nonsolid substances in categories organized by
material that take the mass syntax combined (.04 of nouns).
The solid/material classification is also noteworthy for the
relatively large standard deviations of each group. For
example, the lowest vocabulary group has an average of .8
words in this classification with a range of 0-6, but the
standard deviation is 1.3 words. There is more within-group
variability in this classification than there is in the number
of mass nouns or names for nonsolids those children know
(M: 1, range: 0-4, SD: .6). Both this variability and the
relatively large number of words that fall into this
classification support further examination of the relationship
between differences in individual children’s’ vocabulary
structure and their novel noun generalization performance.
To examine the relationship between vocabulary and
generalization, we first look at the NNG performance of
each of the vocabulary subgroups. We scored responses
such that a shape response received a 1 and material
response received a 0. Thus the higher the score (out of the
24 possible trials), the more biased a participant was to
attend to shape. All four groups were significantly likely to
choose shape matches, 0-50: M=.55, t(40)=3.68, p<.001; 51150: M=.59, t(19)=4.11, p<.001; 151-250; M=.57, t(8)=2.80,
p<.05; 251; M=.71, t(4)=2.82, p<.05. However, it is also

apparent that not all individual children are choosing the
shape match on every trial. In fact, only in the highest
vocabulary group do all children have a score above 12
(corresponding to above-chance performance). On the other
hand, children in the lower three vocabulary subgroups have
a wider range of scores. This suggests that for the lower
three vocabulary subgroups, despite overall high attention to
shape, there are many children who are either performing at
chance or demonstrating a material bias. In fact, a mixed
logistic regression model accounting for random subject
item, and session factors, shows that the three lowestvocabulary groups are significantly less likely than the
highest to generalize by shape, z=2.55, p<.05. We still need
to know, however, if differences in the amount of shape
responding relate to specific differences in vocabulary.
In order to examine differences in vocabulary, we must
consider the possibility that such differences might not
present themselves equally in each of our vocabulary
subgroups. Because the MCDI has a fixed structure,
knowing the majority of words on it will mean having a
vocabulary that most closely conforms to that structure.
Thus, those children with the largest vocabularies will have
much less room to vary from the MCDI or from each other.
Children with smaller vocabularies, however have more
room to vary. As can be seen in Figure 2, the four
vocabulary groups were not equally variable in NNG
performance. This figure shows the proportion shape
responding by vocabulary level for each child. Note that the
lowest vocabulary group actually has some children that
show a material bias, whereas all children in the highest
vocabulary group show a shape bias. By including subgroup
in our regression models, then, we can account for such
variability and are actually able to better examine individual
differences.

Figure 2: Noun vocabulary size and proportion shape
choices for each individual participant.
Using mixed logistic regression, we examine the effects
of the interaction between subgroup and each area of the
vocabulary—shape side, material side and against the
system—on shape choice in novel noun generalization. We
do this by regressing out the number of total nouns a child
knows from the number of nouns he or she knows within a
given area, such that this predictor is the number of nouns a
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only one child in the smallest vocabulary group who knew a
word from each of these other classifications. Clearly, most
of the work of the against the system predictor is being done
by the number of names of solid objects in material
categories children know. In fact, a model of just the
interaction between vocabulary group and the number of
nouns a child knows that name solid objects in categories
organized by similarity in material was able to account for
children’s novel noun generalization. The more of these
words children know, the more likely they are to
demonstrate a material bias, z= -2.21, p<.05. Furthermore,
there was an interaction such that children with smaller
vocabularies who knew more of these words were more
likely to demonstrate a material bias, z= -2.48, p<.05. This
result is pictured in Figure 3. The negative slope of the red
line is the clearest illustration of the finding that number of
names of solid objects in material categories children know
above and beyond what we would expect given their
vocabulary group predicts their likelihood of demonstrating
a shape bias, but the negative slope is also clear for the 51150 and 151-250 vocabulary groups as well.

-4

child knows in a classification area above and beyond what
would be predicted based on their group. Thus, the shape
side predictor includes the number of count nouns that name
solid objects, count nouns that name categories organized by
similarity in shape , and the names of solid objects in
categorize organized by shape. The material side predictor
includes the number of mass nouns that name nonsolid
substances, mass nouns that name categories organized by
similarity in material similarity, and the names of nonsolid
substances in categories organized by similarity in material.
The against the system predictor includes the number of
count nouns that name categories organized by material,
mass nouns that name solid objects, mass nouns that name
categories organized by shape, and the names of solid
objects in categories organized by material similarity.
We found that the number of words a child knows on
the shape side was a significant predictor of novel noun
generalization performance such that knowing more of these
words leads to a bias to attend to shape, z=2.19, p<.05.
There is also a significant interaction such that children with
smaller vocabularies who know more of these words are
more likely to attend to shape, z=2.56 p<.05. The model also
shows that the number of words a child knows that go
against the system is a significant negative predictor of
novel noun generalization such that knowing more of these
words leads to a bias to attend to material, z= -2.22, p<.05.
There is also a significant interaction such that children with
smaller vocabularies who know more these words are more
likely to attend to material, z= -2.56, p<.05. There was no
effect of the number of words a child knows on the material
side, however, z= -.62, ns.
We next conducted model comparison to examine
which of these predictors was necessary to account for
children’s performance in novel noun generalization. We
found that a model without either the shape side predictor or
the against the system predictor were significantly worse
than a model that contained all three predictors, X2(1)
=11.28, p<.05, and X2(1)=13.78, p<.01, but a model without
the material predictor was not statistically different, X=.64,
ns. Further model comparison revealed that a model
containing only the shape side predictor was significantly
worse than a model with all three predictors, X2(1)=16.78,
p<.05. A model containing only the against the system
predictor, however, was no different than the model with all
three predictors, X2(1)=11.85, ns. Thus, the number of
words children know that go against the system can account
for their novel noun generalization performance.
To understand what this result means we next consider
the composition of classifications of nouns that go against
the system. There are 31 nouns in classifications that go
against the system. However, 25 of these name solid objects
in categories organized by material, while the other 6 are
spread across four other classifications: 2 count nouns that
name material categories, 2 mass nouns that name solid
objects, 1 mass noun that names a category organized by
shape and material, and 1 count noun that names a category
organized by shape and material. Furthermore, there was
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Figure 3: Relationship between number of names of solid
objects in material categories a child knows above and
beyond what we would expect given their vocabulary group
and likelihood of choosing shape match.
Overall, our results suggest that the structure of a
child’s vocabulary can predict the direction of attentional
bias she will demonstrate in an NNG task with solid objects.
A vocabulary dominated by the overlap between solid
objects and shape organization will support attention to
shape when the child is asked to generalize the names of
novel solid objects. However, as can be seen in Figure 3, if
the structure of a child’s vocabulary is dominated by the
overlap between solid objects and material organization,
then this will support attention to material. Thus, the
individual biases children demonstrate are tightly linked to
the specifics of their individual vocabularies.

General Discussion
Importantly, this is the first in depth look at individual
children’s vocabulary and its effect on word learning biases.
This study is also the first to examine how words that
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“against the system” affect the biases that emerge. In doing
so, we were able to demonstrate that knowing more words
that name solid objects in categories organized by material
leads to a bias to attend to material when generalizing the
names of novel solid objects. Interestingly, attending to
material in naming solids is actually not inappropriate when
we consider that as adults we have to be able to flexibly
shift to attend to any number of dimensions depending on
context. For example, we are clearly able to have multiple
construals for solids (e.g. considering a table either as a
table (shape construal) or as made of wood (material
construal)) (Prasada, Ferenz, & Haskell, 2002). In fact, the
four-step process predicts that there is nothing special about
the shape side of the vocabulary per se, but rather its
dominance and the overlap between these classifications are
what lead to the emergence of the shape bias. The reason,
then, that a bias to attend to shape seems to become the
default early on is because of this default structure in the
English noun environment. This makes our study one of the
strongest tests of the four-step process, because we are able
to demonstrate that when children have noun environment
(e.g. their individual vocabulary) with a different structure
than the typical one, they show different, and related biases.
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Abstract
A large body of research shows that adults will form
illusory correlations in the course of category learning.
Surprisingly little research has examined illusory
correlations among children. Two experiments examined
the formation of the illusory correlation in 3- and 5-yearolds. Experiment 1 provides evidence that these young
children will not form illusory correlations in a novel
categorization task. Results from experiment 2 indicate
that eliciting an attentional shift caused younger children
to form an illusory correlation. These results are the first
to show that the tendency to form illusory correlations
occurs early in development. Furthermore, these results
have important implications regarding the mechanisms
responsible for illusory correlations.
Keywords: cognitive development; illusory correlation;
statistical learning

Introduction
People tend to form categories that adhere to
regularities in the environment (Anderson, 1991; Pothos
& Bailey, 2009). However, there are occasions in which
people form categories that violate regularities in the
environment. For instance, the so-called illusory
correlation (IC) occurs when infrequent properties are
associated with uncommon categories, despite the
absence of such a relationship (Chapman, 1967). The
present study explores the developmental origins of this
apparent categorization bias.
Hamilton and Gifford (1976) provided a classic
demonstration of the illusory correlation. Participants
read descriptions about individuals from either a
common (e.g., a novel category with 26 members) or
rare category (e.g., a novel category with 13 members).
One of two properties was attributed to each individual,
such that one property was more frequent than the
other, yet both property types were distributed among
individuals in both categories at the same proportion
(e.g., 18:8 and 9:4). After learning about all 39
individuals participants were asked to attribute either
the infrequent or frequent property to each individual.
Participants attributed the infrequent behaviors to the
rare group at higher rates (48%) than the common
group (22%). Thus, participants formed an illusory
correlation – they falsely perceived a relationship

between the rare property and the rare category even
though no such relationship was presented in the
evidence.
Illusory correlations are interesting because they
violate normative models of categorization (Fiedler,
2000). That is, rather than utilizing the correlational
structure of the data, people appear to rely on other, less
optimal strategies in the course of categorization.
Indeed, the phenomenon is related to other forms of
base-rate neglect that have been demonstrated in the
categorization literature (Kruschke, 1996; Medin &
Edelson, 1988).
Several mechanisms have been proposed to describe
why people form illusory correlations. One view is that
illusory correlations are the product of memory
processes such as having a stronger memory trace for
the common elements in the task (Rothbart, 1981; see
also Hintzman, 1986), or heightened memory for the
distinct features of the evidence such as rare properties
and categories (Hamilton & Gifford, 1976; Mullen &
Johnson, 1990). It has also been argued that an illusory
correlation is the result of attentional learning
mechanisms (Sherman, Kruschke, Sherman, Percy,
Petrocelli, & Conrey, 2009). For example, Kruschke
(1996; 2003) argued that people fail to attend to base
rates in the course of multiple-item categorization due
to an attentional shift in the learning phase. From this
perspective, a learner first focuses on learning about the
common group and common property. After building a
representation of the common category, a shift in
attention to the rare category elicits the expectation that
a different property will be associated with this
different category.
One way to better understand the mechanisms
underlying this phenomenon is to explore the origins of
illusory correlations. Surprisingly few studies have
examined illusory correlations in children and all of
these studies have involved children older than 5 years
of age. Primi and Agnoli (2002) tested 6- to 22-yearolds using social and nonsocial stimuli. In their study,
participants learned about individuals from a common
category (N = 14) and individuals from a rare category
(N = 7) each of which was paired with infrequent and
frequent properties at the same ratio (e.g., 5:2). After
the learning phase 6-year-olds’ attributions of the
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infrequent properties were higher to the rare category
(51%) than were attribution of infrequent properties to
the common category (36%). Similarly, Johnston and
Jacobs (2003) provided evidence that by 7 years of age
children will form illusory correlations. No studies have
examined the formation in children younger than 6
years of age.
The prevailing view is that children younger than 6
years of age will not form illusory correlations because
they lack the capacity necessary to organize the
available evidence (Johnston & Jacobs, 2003; Primi &
Agnoli, 2002). That is, younger children may not be
able to encode the exemplars in the evidence as
representing different categories, or they may not be
able to recognize that the properties are more or less
frequent. From this perspective, the complex set of data
represented in most illusory correlation tasks should
lead to random responding in young children. The
attention-shift account has not been explored in
developmental studies, which is surprising given the
abundance of literature showing that young children
rely on attentional learning mechanisms to learn about
novel stimuli in their environment (Hanania & Smith,
2009). If attentional learning mechanisms are
responsible for the formation of illusory correlations,
young children should form illusory correlations,
provided cues in the available evidence draw their
attention to the different categories and properties. The
present experiments tested this hypothesis.
This paper describes two experiments with 3- and 5year-olds in which we explored the possibility that
certain cues in the evidence will elicit the formation of
illusory correlations in young children. We examined
these age groups based on documented age differences
in executive function between 3 and 5 years (Hanania &
Smith, 2009; Zelazo, 2006). For instance, when
subjected to a rule switch in a sorting game (e.g.,
sorting based on shape rather than color), 5-year-olds,
but not 3-year-olds, are able to change their sorting
behavior based on the new rule (Zelazo, 2006). Thus, 5year-olds are able to flexibly switch their attention from
one task to another while younger children do not
exhibit the same flexibility. We expect that this inability
of younger children to perseverate attention will dispose
them to be unable to form illusory correlations.
The present experiments involved a modified version
of the standard illusory correlation paradigm in which
children learned about the properties of categories and
then were asked to make property attributions based on
the distributions of properties in the evidence. However,
each of the experiments involved additional cues that
were included to support the formation of illusory
correlations. In Experiment 1 we included a
differentiation phase prior to training in which children
were provided cues to highlight that the task involved
learning about two different kinds of animals. We

expected that this subtle cue would support category
differentiation and thus might be sufficient to cause
children to form illusory correlations. However, the
results from Experiment 1 indicated this was not the
case. Thus, Experiment 2 introduced more overt cues
intended to elicit the formation of illusory correlations.
In this case we presented the categories in such a way to
support an attention-shift from one category to the other
during training: In the training all of the individuals
from the common category were presented first,
followed by the presentation of the individuals from the
rare category. We expected that this method of
presentation would cause an attention-shift and
therefore lead to the formation of illusory correlations.
For both of the experiments we anticipated that we
might observe age differences such that older children,
but not younger children, would be more likely to form
illusory correlations.

Experiment 1
Participants learned about the properties of two
different categories (e.g., dogs and bugs). The items
were designed such that one category and one property
were common and that the other category and property
were rare. Moreover, both properties were distributed
the same across both categories. The experiment
included a differentiation phase that highlighted the two
categories prior to training. We anticipated that this
differentiation phase might help children recognize that
the evidence included two categories and that doing so
might support the formation of an illusory correlation.
An alternative hypothesis is that highlighting the
different categories may make it easier for children to
identify the specific features associated with each of the
categories. That is, telling children about the categories
might cause them to pay less attention to category
information in the training phase and instead focus on
learning about the information for which they have no
prior information (e.g., properties). It is possible that
greater attention to the properties will support learning
about the distributional features of the properties. Thus,
in the attribution phase children may attribute the
frequent and infrequent properties at the same rate
across the two category types. Of course, it is also
possible that children will be unable to encode all of
this information and will simply respond at chance
levels.

Method
Participants. Seventeen 3-year-olds (10 males and 7
females) and eighteen 5-year-olds (9 males and 9
females) participated in this study and were recruited
from local preschools. Participants were from diverse
economic and racial backgrounds and were
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representative of the city, and surrounding areas, of
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Design and Materials. The stimuli included two
categories (dogs and bugs) represented by toy figurines
(each approximately 1 inch in height or length).
Participants were shown 8 figurines of one animal
(common category) and 4 figurines of a different
animal (rare category). The two properties were two
different food (fruit) items that were represented by
small toys located to the left or right of the child.
Properties were manipulated within each category so
that one property was more frequent than the other. A
property ratio of 3:1 was equally distributed across both
the common and rare categories. For example, for the
common animal, 6 out of the 8 figurines had one
property (e.g., ate the fruit on the left side of the child)
and 2 out of the 8 figures had the other property (e.g.,
ate the fruit on the right side of the child), while 3 out
of 4 figurines from the rare group also had the frequent
property, and 1 out of 4 rare figurines had the
infrequent property. The animals and properties were
counterbalanced so that an approximately equal number
of participants learned about each animal as rare or
common and each property type as infrequent or
frequent. Counterbalancing the location of the
properties allowed us to track the possibility that
children had a prior expectation about the fruit
preference of dogs or bugs. The patterns of responses
indicated children had no such preference.
There were three parts to the study: a differentiation
phase, training phase, and attribution phase. The
differentiation phase took place before the training
phase and was designed to support differentiation
between the two categories. The figurines of one
category were spread out in front of the participant
while the experimenter repeatedly (3 times) labeled the
items (e.g., “Look, these are all dogs. Each of these
animals is a dog. See all of these dogs?”). All of the
items of the category were then removed and then the
process was repeated for all of the items from the other
category, after the experimenter described they were
going to show a “different set of animals”.
In the training phase each of the 12 items was
presented individually. The experimenter randomly
presented one of the figurines to the participant and
said, “This is a <label>. Watch this <label> eat. Yum.
Yum. Yum.” While saying “yum yum yum,” the
experimenter showed the figurine eating the fruit. This
figurine was then placed in a pile and the experimenter
presented the next figurine. The experimenter repeated
this process for the remaining 11 figures. The
experimenter then collected all the figurines.
The property attribution task was conducted
immediately after the training session and involved the
12 figurines from the training set. The experimenter

randomly selected a figurine and showed it to the
participant. The experimenter asked the participant to
predict whether the animal eats the fruit from the left or
right by saying “Here is a <label>. Show me where this
<label> goes yum yum yum.” The experimenter
repeated this process for all 12 figurines.
Procedure. Children were individually interviewed in a
quiet location at their school. The experiment was
presented as a “game” to elicit more enthusiasm over
the course of the experiment. Also, children received a
sticker after the completion of the experiment. The
procedure lasted approximately 10 minutes.

Results
Responses were averaged to yield mean attributions of
frequent and infrequent properties for common and rare
categories. Because the main analysis revealed no age
differences, Figure 1 shows attributions collapsed
across both age groups. The main analyses involved an
Age (5-year-olds, 3-year-olds) x Category (common,
rare) x Property (frequent, infrequent) ANOVA with
the last two factors within-subjects. Note that the
presence of an illusory correlation should lead to an
interaction between property and category. However,
the analysis yielded only a significant Property effect,
F(1, 33) = 14.71, p = .001; η2 = .31, due to a higher rate
of attributions for the common category and the rare
category for frequent properties (M = 0.61, SD = 0.25;
M = 0.65, SD = 0.29, respectively) than infrequent
properties (M = 0.39, SD = 0.25, M = 0.35, SD = 0.29,
respectively). No significant Age differences were
found, and the Property x Category interaction failed to
reach significance, F(1, 33) = 0.33, p = .571.

Figure 1: Mean property attributions of frequent and
infrequent properties for common and rare categories.
Error bars indicate one standard error from the mean.

Discussion
Results from Experiment 1 indicate that 3- and 5-yearolds did not form an illusory correlation under these
conditions. Instead, both groups of children generalized
the frequent property more consistently than the
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infrequent properties to both categories. One important
conclusion from these results is that the absence of an
illusory correlation in preschoolers is not due to an
inability to encode the relevant information in the task.
In fact, young children preformed quite well in the task,
in the sense that their responses indicate that they
accurately learned the correlational structure of the
data. Thus, what remains unclear is why they did not
form an illusory correlation from this evidence. One
possibility is that the available cues in the evidence
were not sufficient to draw children’s attention to the
different categories in the evidence. This possibility
suggests that stronger cues designed to elicit attention
to the two-category structure of the evidence should
cause children to form illusory correlations. Experiment
2 was designed to test this prediction.

Experiment 2
A second experiment was conducted in which we
provided overt cues to elicit an attention-shift during
the training phase. All facets of the experiment were the
same as in Experiment 1, with one exception. In this
case participants first learned about the properties of all
of the individuals from the common category and then
learned about the properties of all of the individuals
from rare category. We expected that presenting
information in this way would cause an attention-shift
from the common category to the rare category and that
this shift in attention would lead to the formation of an
illusory correlation. Critically, we expect that children
will associate the frequent property to the common
property, and as a consequence of the attention shift,
they will expect the other (infrequent) property is
associated with the rare category. If, on the other hand,
these young children are simply unable to form illusory
correlations – perhaps because they are disposed to
attend to the correlational structure of the evidence –
then the results should replicate those found in
Experiment 1.

the rare group were presented. In all other ways the
design of Experiment 2 was identical to the design in
Experiment 1.

Results
Responses were calculated using the same method as
Experiment 1. An Age (5-year-olds, 3-year-olds) x
Category (common, rare) x Property (frequent,
infrequent) mixed ANOVA revealed an effect of
Property, F(1, 20) = 4.18, p = .05, η2 = .17, due to
higher attributions of the frequent properties (M = .57,
SD = .12) than infrequent properties (M = .43, SD =
.12). Critically, there was a Category x Property
interaction, F(1, 20) = 12.25, p = .002, η2 = .38, but no
three-way interaction. Simple effects analyses revealed
there was a higher rate of attributions of infrequent
properties to the rare category (M = .55, SD = .25) than
to the common category (M = .31, SD = .18), and a
higher rate of attributions of frequent properties to the
common category (M = .69, SD = .18), than the rare
category (M = .45, SD = .25. Because there were no
interactions with age, Figure 2 presents mean property
attributions for all children combined.

Figure 2: Mean property attribution of frequent and
infrequent properties for common and rare categories.
Error bars indicate one standard error from the mean.

Method
Participants. Thirteen 3-year-olds (8 males and 5
females) and nine 5-year-olds (4 males and 5 females)
that did not participate in Experiment 1 participated in
Experiment 2 and were recruited from local preschools.
Recruitment procedures were the same as in
Experiment 1.
Design, materials, and procedure. The design was
similar to the design used in Experiment 1; there was a
differentiation phase, a training phase, and a projection
phase. However, there was a blocked training such that
all of the figurines of the common category were
presented together first and then all the figurines from

Discussion
These results indicate that presenting training items in a
way that elicits an attention-shift between the two
categories presented in the evidence caused young
children to form an illusory correlation. The training
effect had consistent effects for both age groups: 3- and
5-year-olds formed illusory correlations under these
conditions. Thus, these are the first data to demonstrate
the formation of illusory correlations in children 5 years
of age and younger. These results indicate that children
are not bound to categorize novel stimuli on the basis of
the available correlational data – as in Experiment 1 –
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but rather may be compelled to categorize based on
perceived relationships between properties and
categories.

General Discussion
Two experiments examined the formation of illusory
correlations in 3- and 5-year-olds. Experiment 1
provided evidence that these young children did not
form illusory correlations, but rather generalized
properties on the basis of the correlational data
available in the evidence. However, the provision of
overt cues that elicited an attention-shift from one
category to the other category did lead to the formation
of illusory correlations for both groups of preschoolers
(Experiment 2). Overall, these are the first data to, 1)
provide evidence that children younger than 6 years of
age form illusory correlations, and 2) explore the
conditions that are responsible for the formation of
illusory correlations early in development.
Our interpretation of the findings is that they
underscore the role of attentional learning in the process
of categorization. Attentional learning has been
explored in other research on cognitive development.
For example, attention to cues in the environment is
integral to early word learning (e.g., Smith, 1995) and
rule-learning (e.g., Zelazo, 2006). Some research has
examined the role of attention in categorization (Fisher,
2007 reviews this work), yet such research has focused
on the role of attention in deriving accurate, or
normative categorization decisions. One novel
contribution of the present work is the demonstration
that attentional learning mechanisms can lead to
systematic and patterned biases in categorization in
young children.
It is also possible that memory processes played a
role in children’s responses. The blocked presentation
of the categories in Experiment 2 may have supported a
stronger memory trace for the common elements of the
evidence, or made the distinctive (i.e., rare) properties
more salient. In general, we concede that other
processes likely contribute to the formation and
maintenance of illusory correlations. However, the
results from Experiment 2 suggest cues that elicit a shift
in attention from one category to another are necessary
to elicit illusory correlations. It remains an important
question for future research just which cognitive
processes contribute to the formation of illusory
correlations in children.
In regards to future questions, memory processes may
be implicated in the formation of illusory correlations
only under certain conditions. For example, people may
be inclined to form illusory correlations when the
sample of evidence is so large they are unable to recall
the specific category-property associations. Thus, it is
possible the absence of illusory correlations in

Experiment 1 was due, in part, to the small sample of
evidence: Children may have been able to recall which
properties were more frequent/infrequent and which
categories were more common/rare. Given a larger
training set (e.g., 24 exemplars), participants may be
more susceptible to form illusory correlations because
they are unable to recall specific features of the
evidence. We are currently conducting a set of studies
to test this possibility.
Another important question concerns the ecological
validity of the illusory correlation. For example, in the
normal course of the day an individual does not have
access to all category members and the properties
associated with these members. How strong (or real) is
the disposition to form illusory correlations: Is evidence
about only one member from a rare group performing
an infrequent property sufficient to form an illusory
correlation? Risen, Gilovich, and Dunning (2007)
investigated this effect, the one-shot illusory
correlation, in adults and found evidence to support this
type of illusory correlation. We are currently examining
the extent to which young children are inclined to form
one-shot illusory correlations: Are children disposed to
associate rare events when given minimal evidence?
A second question concerns racial categories in
relation to stereotyping. Previous studies have
investigated this effect with social stimuli (e.g., people
performing good or bad behaviors). Findings suggest
that illusory correlations do form with this type of
stimuli (e.g., Hamilton & Gifford, 1976). While our
study is the first to show that children as young as 5
years of age will form illusory correlations, we found
this pattern for animal categories. Though we would
expect to find the same pattern for social categories –
such as race and gender – it is possible the present
results are limited to the particular domain used in the
present study. This possibility has broad implications
concerning whether domain-general or domain-specific
mechanisms are responsible for the formation of
illusory correlations.
Given the erroneous and invasive nature of the
illusory correlation, it is important to understand ways
of eliminating such a potentially harmful type of
reasoning. For example, a study conducted by Case,
Fantino, and Goodie (1999) looked at the effects of
base rate training or probability learning in the absence
of cues in adults. Results indicate that the training
significantly reduced base rate neglect. If this type of
training can reduce base rate neglect in a particular task,
it would be interesting to see what other types of
training can reduce base rate neglect and in what other
domains this training would be successful. More
importantly, would this type of training be successful in
children?
Even though questions remain concerning the
mechanisms responsible for the illusory correlation
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formation, the results from these two experiments
support the conclusion that this phenomenon takes
place earlier in development than has been previously
indicated. Thus, one important conclusion from this
study is that the type of irrational decision-making
found in young children serves as a starting point for
the irrational decision-making found in adults.
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Abstract
This paper details a simple and general account, and model,
of the U-shaped curve phenomena apparent in many
developmental psychology experiments. The model replicates
both the general form of the U-shape performance in ongoing
development and accounts for additional observations in the
psychology literature such as the effect of noise in Switch
task experiments. This leads to predictions both in psychology
and neuroscience, and establishes an alternative hypothesis,
which is simpler, more detailed, more predictive, and more
general than those already established in the literature. This
approach is also suitable for embodied robotic modeling of
development.
Keywords: Cognitive modeling; neural networks; epigenetic
robotics; language acquisition; development; U-shaped curve,
Self-Organizing Maps; Active Hebbian learning.

Ongoing Development in Humans and Robots
This paper presents a novel neuro-computational approach
to modeling cognitive development, in particular for the
investigation of the phenomenon of U-shaped performance
curves in development. The model is based on refinements
of the associative learning mechanism recently proposed as
part of the Epigenetic Robotics Architecture (ERA) (Morse,
DeGreeff, Belpeame, & Cangelosi, 2010): a neural
cognitive architecture for general, scalable and embodied
learning and modeling of psychological function. This
architecture is particularly suited to model the role of
embodiment and agent-environment interaction in
development.
Modeling even a part of the process of development itself
is an inherently general proposition, as humans we all go
through significant physical and mental development from
conception into adulthood and old age. Some of this
development can be attributed to physical growth or other
factors principally under genetic control. This is the case,
for example, of the development of the musculoskeletal
system for walking, or the mental and physical effects of
puberty. Other developmental transitions are more
obviously influenced by our physical and social
environments, such as learning to read, or which languages
you speak. But no single developmental phenomenon results
wholly from nature or nurture alone (Karmiloff-Smith,
2000; Oyama, 2000a, 2000b). We are not static agents
untouched by our past and we are more than the unfolding

of our genetic program. The environment always plays a
role, as we shall see in the experiments herein. Recognizing
this, and in contrast to a growing body of modeling work in
which adaptation does not occur during the lifetime of an
agent (e.g. artificial evolution), is the field of Epigenetic or
Developmental Robotics (Metta & Berthouze, 2006, p.
129). While there are clear technological outcomes from
endowing robots with the capacity to learn and develop,
herein we focus our modeling efforts to aid and refine our
understanding of human development. As the general model
of U-shape learning proposed here is based on the
Epigenetic Robotics Architecture (already used in
development robotics experiments, Morse, Belpaeme,
Cangelosi, & Smith, 2010; Morse, DeGreeff, et al., 2010),
the extension of this study to new robotics experiments is
facilitated.
So what is (ongoing) development in humans? From
Experimental Psychology we know that much of
development is not simply the linear acquisition of new
skills / abilities / knowledge. Instead, the outward effects of
development often happen in non-linear stage-like
transitions, and rarely is it the case that some new behavior
or ability is simply added to an otherwise unchanged pile. A
commonly found phenomenon in developmental
psychology is known as the U-shaped curve; here
previously stable abilities become temporarily absent or
disrupted for a period of time (sometimes months) before
returning in a changed but stable form as new competencies
emerge. This U-shaped pattern of behavior reoccurs again
and again throughout the child development literature and is
not specific to the involvement of any particular modality or
physicality. This is, of course, not the only pattern of
development to be found but its frequent occurrence
combined with independence from any particular mode of
expression or sensory modality would seem to indicate a
common feature of the learning systems involved. As such,
competing accounts of this U-shaped pattern of behavior
can potentially have far-reaching impact on the cognitive
sciences.
U-shaped curve phenomena appear to be independent
from any particular task or modality as the following
prominent examples demonstrate: For example, Bosch and
Sebastián-Gallés argue that initially, bilingual infants track
statistical regularities across the two languages, leading to
their temporary inability to discriminate acoustically similar
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phonetic categories (Bosch & Sebastián-Gallés, 2003a,
2003b, 2005; Sebastián-Gallés & Bosch, 2009). Here the Ushaped development curve occurs in auditory word
discrimination, while in another example it is apparent in
imitation (visual and motor modalities). Babies initially
imitate tongue protrusion (Meltzoff & Moore, 1977).
However over the following months this imitation declines
until at 6-months-old no tongue protrusion imitations are
observed (Abravanel & Sigafoos, 1984; Fontaine, 1984;
Heimann, Nelson, & Schaller, 1989). Then, by the end of
the first year the imitation of tongue protrusion is back
(Piaget & Cook, 1952). To include a modeling example,
Plunkett and Juola (1999) model a U-shape curve in the
production noun and verb errors, where initial production is
error free, but is followed by a period of intermittent overregularization of irregular nouns and verbs.

U-Shaped Patterns in the Development of
Children’s Phonetic Discrimination Responses
While there are many more examples we now focus more
closely on one particular set of experiments in this case
involving children’s responses to paired visual and auditory
input, and an apparent U-shaped profile of performance in
the Switch task occurring around 12 months of age. Since
the seminal study by Eimas et al. (1971) showing phonetic
discrimination and categorical perception for consonant
sounds in 1- and 4-month-old infants, it has been firmly
established that infants until 6 months of age are equipped
with excellent phonetic discrimination abilities, not only for
speech sounds that are found in their native language but
also for non-native speech sounds. By the end of the first
year, these abilities undergo a “perceptual reorganisation”,
leading to the maintenance, or increase in native contrast
discrimination, and a decrease, or maintenance in non-native
contrast discrimination (Kuhl et al., 2006; Werker & Tees,
1984).
During the nineties, psycholinguists started investigating
word formation and representation using various paradigms.
Typically, infants produce their first words by the end of the
first year, but are thought to have stored in memory a
substantial amount of word forms before that age (at 8
months probably several dozens, according to Swingley
2009). This doesn’t mean that they understand them, that is,
the child might not have linked them all to a meaning, but
she will have segmented them from continuous speech and
retained them in long term memory (see also Jusczyk &
Hohne, 1997).
The Switch Task
Stager and Werker (1997) first introduced the Switch
procedure as a method for investigating the process of word
learning in 8- and 14-month-old toddlers. The procedure is
as follows: The child is presented repeatedly with a novel
object A, which is labelled with a new word, for example a
“neem”. This is done until a habituation criterion is reached,
that is, when looking times have decreased to a certain
extent taken to indicate familiarity with the object A –
“neem” paring. Then the child is presented with a new

object B, paired with another label “lif”, again until the
habituation criterion is reached. Then two test trials are
introduced; the “same trial” test in which object A is
presented with its original label “neem”, and the “switch
trial” in which the same object A is now paired with the
other label “lif”. The rationale is that if the children have
encoded the pairing between each object and its label, and if
they can recognise and discriminate the auditory and visual
stimuli, then they should be surprised by (and look longer
towards) a switch trial in which an object is paired with a
“wrong” label, as compared to a same trial. Here 14-montholds did look longer toward switch trials. Following this, a
simpler version of the switch procedure was introduced with
only one object paired with one sound, and then the sound is
changed. This second version was tested with both 8- and
14-month old children and both age groups were found to
look longer toward objects in switch trials. Unexpectedly,
the authors did not find any significant surprise reaction in
14-month-olds when using two labels distant by only one
phonetic feature (“lif” Vs “rif”), suggesting that when they
are engaged in a word learning task, their phonetic
discrimination abilities “suffer”. This was surprising for
several reasons; firstly, as mentioned above, decades of
research had shown infants’ excellent phonetic capacities in
simple auditory tasks, secondly the 8-month-old children
could do it in the simplified version, and thirdly Stager and
Werker themselves demonstrated this same phonetic
discrimination in 14-month-old children in the absence of a
visual pairing.
Further experiments using the Switch procedure have
exposed several variables affecting performance. Rost and
McMurray (2009) have shown that the use of multiple
exemplars of the same stimulus (“puk” vs “buk” recorded
by 18 different speakers, each producing 3 tokens) increases
the surprise response in 14-month-olds, a result we model
herein. Werker et al. (2002) report a positive correlation
between performance in the switch task and vocabulary size
(comprehension and production) in 14-month-olds. This
correlation tends to vanish with age; at 17 months, there is
still a trend, at 20 months not at all.
To summarise, children at 6- and 8-months-old react to all
the switch trials (in the simplified version) with surprise
(increased looking), while 14-month-old children only react
with surprise if the labels are distant. By 20-months-old, and
earlier if vocabulary size is large, surprise is reinstated for
all switch trials.

Accounting for the Phenomenon
Werker et al (2002) suggest that a temporary problem with
cognitive resource allocations in tasks like the Switch task
could be responsible for the phenomena just discussed. That
is, what children have to do in order to succeed in that task
takes so much resource in working memory/mental space
that “something has to give”, which happens to be phonetic
processing. However, it is not clear why this would happen
in the 14-month-old children and not in the 8- and 20month-olds. Such resource allocation accounts would seem
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to be a relic of the computer-mind metaphor in which
limited ‘brain-resources’ are dynamically assigned to
different tasks. Biologically speaking brain processes
operate in parallel. Perhaps a more sympathetic
interpretation is that interference effects could be
responsible should the same brain areas be involved in
conflicting tasks. Indeed this is close to the account that we
will give but to give credence to such an account far more
details are necessary.
Another alternative hypothesis is that children represent
newly learnt words holistically e.g. (Charles-Luce & Luce,
1990), that is, as an underspecified phonetic representation.
In other words, instead of having stored a phonemic string
for “dog” like /d/-/O/-/g/, they have stored a global acoustic
representation. This holistic stage would signal a
discontinuity in the process of language development, given
that in early childhood infants display excellent phonetic
processing abilities. And although it is reasonable to
suppose that children may in fact develop both phonetic and
holistic recognition simultaneously, to account for the
Switch task data the former would have to be lost or
suppressed during the holistic stage, which would extend
from 12 months to 18 months. Furthermore it is not clear
why a holistic classification would necessarily be less
sensitive to phonetic changes than phonetic classifications.
Nevertheless if holistic recognition were less sensitive then
the requirement for increasingly fine-grained recognition
due to an increasing vocabulary would force another
reorganization –back to phonetics again-, though again one
may well ask why. Despite our reservations, even if this
account is correct then it has little to say about similar Ushaped curves in development elsewhere.
What we propose as an alternative account is both simpler
than either of these hypotheses and sufficiently detailed to
provide an implemented computational model as task and
modality independent as U-shaped curve phenomena are
developmental psychology. The simple idea is that first the
infant gains recognition abilities in an isolated way relying
on local information only. Simultaneously associations are
formed between classifications in different areas and they
provide more information (via priming). So far, this is fairly
uncontroversial. However this additional information can be
used to further refine / reorganize pattern recognition
abilities. During this reorganization, independent
recognition performance should remain high but multi- or
inter-modal tasks will suffer, as priming becomes
temporarily misaligned causing interference. Using the
previous example of visual object - sound association, we
hypothesise that the recognition of the visual object leads to
an expectation of the word “lif” via priming. However, if
what is heard contrasts with what is primed then this is not a
familiar pairing and the child elicits surprise. So to state our
hypothesis more formally: If priming is influential in the
organization of local recognition, then there will necessarily
be a lag during which priming is temporarily mis-aligned
and performance suffers producing a U-shaped curve in
performance. As an example consider the following:

1) A, and B frequently co-occur and so are associated
2) the priming from A to B changes B into B’ (the thing
that previously responded to B now responds to B’)
3) A and B’ are in a different relationship to A and B or
do not co-occur
4) BUT A still primes B’ and so we have interference or
mis-priming
5) Eventually the association becomes weak and A no
longer primes B’, the interference goes away
Eventually this reorganization will conclude and the
system will stabilise with new competencies and high
performance once again in both independent and crossmodality / cross-sub-modality tasks. Furthermore the
simultaneous priming of multiple recognisers in one map
will draw them together while differential priming of close
features will push them apart both enhancing meaningful
experienced feature discrimination and potentially reducing
discrimination of non-experienced features.

Details of the model
We begin by suggesting that the sensory input areas of the
brain perform some kind of pattern recognition, adapting to
classify the input they receive. Cognitive development can
be seen as the learning of associations between emerging
discrimination capacities through interaction with the world
(Morse, Belpaeme, et al., 2010). In the previous example
this would consist on transformation of acoustic input in one
area, and visual input in another. Herein we will use SelfOrganizing-Maps (SOM) (Kohonen, 1998) to provide a
simple and biologically relevant classifier and simple
Hebbian learning to form associations between
classifications in different maps. We anticipate that our
results should be independent from the classifier used
(though timescales may vary). While standard SOM’s
provide pattern recognition, they do not allow for active
Hebbian links to participate in the map learning process,
thus instead we use the active learning equations proposed
by Althus (2010) as follows:
Equation 1: Initial direct activation of SOM units

Where DirAj is the resulting activity of each node in the
map following a forward pass of the SOM, vi is an input,
and wij is the weight between that input and the current
node. The winning node is the node with the smallest value
for DirAi
Equation 2: Initial indirect activation of SOM units
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Where IndAj is the resulting activity of each node in the map
due to indirect activation via Hebbian association, xi is the
pre-gaussian activity of unit i, in the other map and wij is the
Hebbian weight between it and unit j in this map.

category representation (Althaus, 2010). While Althus
(2010) used dynamically varying parameters forα, λ, and ζ,
we find our results are consistent and immune to variation in
parameter settings within the ranges attempted (stated in the
equations above) with the exception of λ which must remain
low, i.e. the direct influence on the map’s activity should
remain larger than the indirect (primed) influence.

Method

Equation 3: Gaussian direct or indirect activation of SOM
units

Where yi is the final activation of the ith node in the map, ß is
the distance from node i to the winning unit (either direct or
indirect), and n is the total number of nodes in the map.
Note: units not within the neighborhood size are set to zero
output activation, the neighborhood size and learning rate
are logarithmically decreased.
Equation 4: Joint activation of SOM units

Where JoinTj is the final resulting activity of each node in
the map due to the combination of direct and indirect
activation, and λ is the activation mixture co-efficient (0.1).
Equation 5: SOM weight changes

Where wij is the weight between input j and unit i, αis the
learning rate (0.1 – 0.0), and ζ is the inhibition rate (0.001 0.07).
Equation 6 Positive Hebbian learning (weight changes
between maps)

Where wij is the weight between node j and node i, αis the
hebbian learning rate (0.01), DirAi is the initial direct
activity of node i, in one map and DirAj is the initial direct
activity of node j, in the other map.
Using these equations, where direct and indirect
activation coincide things proceed as normal, however
where they don’t coincide the indirect input is given
precedence and the direct input falling outside the influence
of the indirect input is pushed away. This reduces the
number of outliers responding to a given category and has
been argued as a move from topographic representation to

In this model, two SOMs, each of 100 units and each
receiving three inputs were randomly initialised in the range
0-1. The two SOMs might be considered examples of
visual (e.g. color/shape) and auditory (phonetic) recognition
processes (as in the language learning model in Morse,
Belpaeme, et al., 2010), though the current modelling
experiment represents a general, task-independent model of
developmental learning. 10 input categories were defined by
uniformly distributing points (in the range 0-1) within the
3D input space so as to ensure no distribution bias. In
experiment 1 no noise was used, however in the experiment
2, each example of each category included random noise
around the category locus according to a noise window
parameter (0.1), and both maps received different exemplars
of the same category simultaneously. The network is given
input examples of each of the 10 categories in turn (in
random order) whilst learning. Learning is then temporarily
disabled and the network is tested with a fixed category
example to one map and a number of fixed inputs to the
other map, corresponding to: a No-Switch trial (input is
generated from the same category), a Switch trial using
input generated from a neighbouring category, and a Switch
trial using input equidistant between the two categories.
This testing phase is analogous to the switch trials in which
‘wrong’ words differed from the correct paired word by
differing amounts (“lif”-“neem” Vs “lif”-“rif”). Following
this testing learning is re-enabled and the network is shown
the 10 category examples again. This whole cycle is then
repeated 1500 times and the results of testing at each cycle
recorded to produce data for one individual. In each
experiment this method was repeated for 20 randomly
initialised networks to produce data for 20 individuals.
Connection weights between the two maps where all
initialised at 0.

Results
In every test instance, the input produces a winning unit in
each SOM. This unit then primes (via learned Hebbian
connections) a unit in the other map, which in turn primes
one in the first map and so on. With few exceptions (and
usually within 2 or 3 cycles) the priming from each ‘winner’
falls into an attractor (e.g. units that mutually prime each
other). If the priming from each winner falls into the same
basin of attraction then there is no interference between the
maps. The expectations of activity in each map, as primed
from the other map, are met and a familiarity judgment is
made. If however the priming from each winner falls into
different basins of attraction then there is interference
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(competition between the primed and direct signals), this
means that expectations have not been met, thus a novel
pairing judgment is made. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the
mean scores of each 50 consecutive trials for the three
conditions. In both population averaged (Figure 1) and
individual (Figure 2) graphs we can see that following early
learning No-Switch trials resulted in consistently low
(familiar) judgments, and the Switch condition with high
category difference resulted in consistently high (novel)
judgments.

also a very predictable effect of peaks (F(1, 19) = 6.50, p =
.02), due to the fact that we selected a maximum (.81)
followed by a minimum (.59). Most importantly, there was a
significant interaction between conditions and peaks (F(1,
19) = 4.46, p = .048) due to the decrease in the Switch
condition being larger than in the No-Switch condition.

Figure 3: Showing the mean category judgment for each 50
consecutive trials across 20 individuals for 4 different
conditions; For networks trained with noise; Switch trial
with a large difference, Switch trial with a small difference,
and No-Switch trial, and for networks trained without noise;
Switch trial with a small difference (0.6).

Figure 1: Showing the mean category judgment for each 50
consecutive trials across 20 individuals for 3 different
conditions; Switch trial with a large difference (1), Switch
trial with a small difference (0.5), and No-Switch trial

In experiment 2 the same procedure was followed but with
the addition of noise during training. Again similar results
were found however the mid category decision line was
pushed up indicating an increased level of surprise. The min
of the dip was significantly higher (F(1,19) = 4.99, p =
0.038), and the dip of the U-shape was extended (see Figure
3). This has a similar effect to increasing the distance
between the categories in the noise-free experiment (the
dashed line shown in Figure 3 for comparison), though the
dip remains higher.

Discussion and Conclusion
Figure 2: Showing the mean category judgment for each 50
consecutive trials for a single individual and for 3 different
conditions; Switch trial with a large difference, Switch trial
with a small difference, and No-Switch trial
Inspection of the data plotted on Figure 1 suggests a Ushaped curve for performance in the Switch conditions, with
a clear minimum at time step 9 preceded by a maximum at
time step 4. In order to evaluate the significance of this
behavior, an ANOVA was conducted on individual
averaged responses with condition (same items or different
items) and peaks (value at time step 4 = max , followed by
value at time step 9 = min) as within-participant factors. A
main effect of condition was found (F(1, 19) = 14.8, p =
.001), due to performance in the No-Switch condition being
above that of the Switch conditions (.85 vs. .55). There was

The results presented here represent a novel modelling
approach to developmental U-shaped curves, not only
replicating a significant and general U-shaped pattern but
also capturing additional details such as the increase in
levels of surprise using noisy training data, akin to the use
of different speakers in Rost and McMurray’s (2009)
experiments.
Ongoing work has already begun in which the model
receives speech and vision input from a real humanoid robot
(the iCub robot (Metta, Sandini, Vernon, Natale, & Nori,
2008)), with which we plan to more closely replicate the
experiments of Stager and Werker (1997) discussed in the
introduction. Nevertheless we have here provided evidence
for our simple, task and modality independent, but detailed,
account of the U-shape phenomena. This simple but
effective model and simulation data allow us to make
several predictions. Firstly as the drop in performance is due
to interference, caused by a lag between the re-organization
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of classifications and the updating of associative links, this
should work both ways. That is to say, for example, the
familiar Vs novel priming of phonetic classifications by
visual stimuli should be accompanied by a similar familiar
Vs novel priming of visual stimuli from auditory input.
Arguably priming between different regions need not be
uniform in strength and vision is more developed than
auditory capabilities at this time, however there should still
be a measurable effect, that is to say any U-shaped pattern
of performance should be accompanied by another Ushaped pattern of performance in a related area. Further
more while noise in training increases levels of surprise, it
also appears to extend the duration of the U-shape (see
Figure 3) though further analysis would be required to
establish this.
We can also make neuroscience predictions from the
model as the topology of the SOM’s is related to the
organisation of topographic maps in sensory regions of the
brain and potentially throughout much of the cortex (see
Morse, Belpaeme, et al., 2010; Morse, DeGreeff, et al.,
2010). Naturally there is change in these topologies in early
learning but there should be further notable changes in the
organization of these topologies immediately proceeding
and during the dipped phase of a U-shaped curve in
development. We are not currently aware of such data from
neuroscience but the prediction is certainly verifiable.
Once embodied on the iCub humanoid robot we hope to
use this model to capture a greater range of U-shaped
phenomena and demonstrate an ability to counter noise by
varying the similarity of stimuli used. Future work will also
begin to explore possible reasons for the ordering of various
developmental transitions. Those interested should note that
the software developed to generate this data is freely
available (Peniak, Morse, Larcombe, Ramirez-Contla, &
Cangelosi, 2011).
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Abstract
To address the mechanism underlying the development of
episodic memory, the current study used a modified list learning
paradigm for children (i.e. ABCD, ABAC, ABABr) and compared
the performance of 4 year-olds, 7 year-olds, and adults. The results
show that only the ABABr condition, which involves a 3-way
binding structure, differed across age. Additionally, a proposed
computational model (multinomial process tree model)
decomposed the binding strengths involved in the given tasks and
made it possible to compare the changes in these binding strengths.
The model shows that though all groups have similar item binding
strength, the overall context (list) binding and 3-way binding
strengths develops throughout development. Aside to the general
context binding strength, however, 7 year olds showed a lower
context binding strength than 4 year olds. The results are discussed
by the interaction between context strength and attentional
mechanism.
Keywords: episodic memory, memory development,
computational modeling, binding, three-way binding,
context

Introduction
Episodic memory refers to the stored information about
events and their spatial-temporal relations (Tulving, 1972).
This specific kind of memory about what happened when
and where is crucial to human being since it is ubiquitous in
our everyday life. Suppose that you visited your friend’s
house and parked your car somewhere. To remember the
parking spot, you should at least store one of the two
bindings: either between the car and the parking spot or
between the context (visiting a friend’s house) and the
parking spot. A more complicated scenario is when you
park your car two days in a row at two different spots. To
accurately remember where you parked today, you would
have to distinguish this memory from other memories such
as yesterday’s parking event. At the very minimum, the

number of bindings necessary to remember doubles
compared to the previous example. An even more
complicated situation arises if you own two cars that could
be parked in two different locations. Now you need to
remember which car was driven today and where it was
parked. This time, to distinguish between today’s memory
and yesterday’s memory, one needs to form and store a
three-way binding (i.e., [Time]-[Parking spot]-[Car]).
Beyond the complexity and variety of episodic memory,
however, it is also well known that the ability to properly
form episodic memory is not perfect at birth. Laboratory
researches show that children experience more difficulty
with episodic memory tasks compared to semantic tasks,
(Drummey & Newcombe, 2002; Ghetti & Lee, 2010; Kail,
1990). Studies on children’s memory in forensic context
(Pipe & Salmon, 2009) and children’s autobiographical
memory (Bauer, 2007) show that episodic memory is
vulnerable during childhood.
One of the possible explanations for the development of
episodic memory could be the ability to properly use
binding structures (c.f. Doumas, Hummel, & Sandhofer,
2008; Halford, Wilson, & Phillips, 1998). As described
above, different episodic events require different binding
structures and as the events get more complex a more
complex binding structure is required. The current study
attempts to explain the development of episodic memory by
using a list learning paradigm modified for children along
with a computational model (multinomial process tree
model, MPT) that could decompose the underlying binding
structures of episodic memory.
In the list learning paradigm, one studies two lists of word
pairs, where each list is followed by a retention interval. At
test, after the studying the lists, questions about the first and
second list are asked. One of the advantages of the list
learning paradigm is that they could be easily manipulated
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into various conditions which represent various episodic
events. For example, the episodic events that were
mentioned in the car parking examples could all be
transformed into a list learning paradigm. The first example
where one had to remember a single parking event could be
transformed into a condition called ABCD. The first two
letters ‘AB’ refer to the item pairs in the first list and ‘CD’
refers to the item pairs in the second list. As the letters in
‘AB’ and ‘CD’ do not overlap, the items in the first and
second list of the ABCD condition do not overlap (see
Figure 1). Therefore when asked to recall the event given a
cue like “Where did you park your car when you visited
your friend?” one only needs a binding between the car and
the parking space or the context (visiting the friend) and the
parking space. This kind of binding is called a two-way
binding since the binding involves two items.
The episode of distinguishing two parking events (i.e.,
parking the car in different locations on different days)
could be transformed into an ABAC condition (Barnes &
Underwood, 1959; Postman, 1962). In the ABAC condition,
as denoted by the letters, only the first items are overlapped
in the two lists (see Figure 1). Therefore, to recall the event
correctly when asked “Where did you park your car today?”
one not only needs the binding between the car and the
parking space but also the binding between the parking
space and today. Thus, to succeed in the ABAC condition
one needs at least 2 two-way bindings.
The last example of two cars and two parking locations
can be transformed in a list learning paradigm called the
ABABr condition (Porter & Duncan, 1953; Postman, 1964).
In the ABABr condition items in the first and second list are
the identical but their pairings differ. To perfectly recall the
events in this condition it is known that at least a three-way
binding between the car, the location and the context is
required (Humphreys, Bain, & Pike, 1989).
The three conditions sufficiently represent various
episodic events while providing the minimum requirements
to properly recall a certain event. Also the complexity of the
minimally required binding increases from the ABCD
condition to the ABABr condition. Additionally, using a
multinomial process tree (MPT) model based on the
responses in each condition, it is possible to decompose the
strength of different bindings (Batchelder & Riefer, 1999;
Riefer & Batchelder, 1988). Moreover, the model could
show how theses binding strength change during
development.
Therefore, the current paper will first address the
modified list learning paradigm and the experiment results
from different ages. Second, a MPT model will be proposed
that could decompose the binding strength in different ages
and discuss the developmental factors of episodic memory.

Figure 1: An illustration of the presented stimuli and each
experiment conditions.

Experiment
Method
Participants Three age groups participated in the
experiment. There were forty five 4 year old children (23
girls, M = 4.70 years, SD = 0.24 years, 16 for the ABCD
condition, 14 for the ABAC condition and 15 for the
ABABr condition), forty six 7 year old children (22 girls, M
= 7.30 years, SD = 0.27 years, 15 for the ABCD condition,
17 for the ABAC condition and 14 for the ABABr
condition), and fifty nine adults (23 females, M = 20.07
years, SD = 2.88 years) participated in the experiment.
There were 20 for the ABCD condition, 18 for the ABAC
condition and 21 for the ABABr condition). There were an
additional nine 4 year olds who were excluded from the
analysis where six lost interest in the experiment and three
did not learn the study items after 10 presentations. Children
participants were recruited from upper middle class suburbs
of Columbus, Ohio and the adults were undergraduate
students at The Ohio State University participating for
course credit.
Stimuli There were three conditions in the experiment that
resembled the traditional list learning paradigm. For the
study stimuli, each condition had two lists and each list had
six pairs of visual object which were shown one at a time.
Along with each item pair a child friendly cartoon character
for each list was constantly presented next to the pairs
serving as a list context (see Figure 2). The difference
between each condition was the structure of the list. In the
ABCD condition there were different items in each list
making 24 unique items in total. In the ABAC condition the
two lists had the same cues (1st item) where the targets (2nd
item) differed. In the ABABr condition the items for each
list were the same but the pairing was different between the
two lists. The test stimuli were identical to the study stimuli
except that the target was not shown (see Figure 3, Test).
Half of the test stimuli were from 1st list and the other half
was from the 2nd list. All stimuli were pseudo randomized
and were presented using Microsoft Power Point.
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instructions were as follows: “Do you remember what
Sponge Bob had under his airplane? (1) Yes! You are right.
Very good! (2) Oh! It was a strawberry. So, Sponge Bob
(pointing) hid the strawberry (pointing) under the airplane
(pointing).” After studying the first list, a 3-4 minute
retention interval followed where children played simple
video games. The studying procedure for the second list was
same as the first list. The test had six cued recall test, three
from each of the lists without feedback. The participants had
to accurately recall what was under the cue. The responses
were recorded on a response sheet.

Figure 2: An illustration of the presented stimuli for each
study trial. - Examples show two lists each with its own
character on the left side with two items presented on the
right.
Procedure The experiment consists of two study phases
where participants studied six pairs of items respectively. A
3 to 4 minute retention interval followed each study phase,
which involved participants to play a simple and engaging
video game. Sequentially there were 6 cued recall tests. The
procedures were same for all groups except that the two
children group participated in their schools while adults
participated in the laboratory.
A practice phase preceded the experiment to explain the
procedure to the participants. The procedure was identical to
the experiment except that the items were reduced to one
pair a list and did not have a retention interval. After the
practice phase, each participant was randomly assigned to
one of the experiment conditions.
After participants understood the procedure through the
practice phase, they were told that they are going to visit a
cartoon character’s house. They were first introduced to the
character and then to the objects in the character’s house.
(see Figure 3, first slide of each list) They were also told
that the character likes to hide things under these objects
and that they are going to find out what the hidden objects
are. Then the object pairs were presented by first showing
an item (cue at test) with the character, which was constant
throughout the each list. Thereafter, the cue item moved to
unveil the target item (see Figure 3). The instructions were
as follows: “Let’s see what is under Sponge Bob’s airplane.
(The airplane moves upward and unveils the strawberry)
What is it? Yes it is a strawberry. So Sponge Bob (pointing
at Sponge Bob) has a strawberry (pointing at the strawberry)
under his airplane (pointing at the airplane). Now let’s see
what Sponge Bob has under his turtle. ….” When all three
objects appeared on the screen, the experimenter rephrased
each items and the character while pointing at them one at a
time. This procedure helped the children to look and attend
to each of the objects and the characters.
After presenting all six pairs in a list, a cued recall test was
done for all pairs in a random order to ensure that the
participants learned all pairs. The participants saw a
character and a cue item and the correct answer was shown
as a feedback after their response. The procedure repeated
asking the whole list pairs until the participants perfectly
answered all six pairs. The number of repetitions was
analyzed as the amount of learning to criterion. Related

Figure 3: An illustration of the study lists and test.

Results
Accuracy at test was analyzed using a 3 X 3 (Age X
Condition) between-subjects ANOVA. Results showed a
main effect for Age, F (2, 141) = 4.65, p < 0.05, and a main
effect for Condition, F (2, 141) = 19.13, p < .001, and a
marginal interaction, F (4, 141) = 2.07, p = .089 (see Figure
4). Conducting a Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test for Age, the
adult group differed from the 4 year-old group, p < .05, and
marginally from the 7 year-old group, p = .085. However,
the two children groups did not differ. For Condition, the
ABCD condition differed from the ABABr condition, p
< .001, and the ABAC condition, p < .001, but there was no
significant difference between the ABABr condition and the
ABAC condition.
A one-way ANOVA for each condition only showed
significant difference for the ABABr condition, F (2, 47) =
2.07, p < .005. From a Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test, adults
significantly differed from 4 year olds, p < .001, marginally
differed from 7 year olds, p = .056, whereas the 4 and 7
year olds did not have significant difference.
The amount of learning to criterion was also analyzed. For
each participant the amount of repetition needed to learn the
2nd list was subtracted from that of the 1st list. The
subtracted value implies the amount of interference from the
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Figure 4: Mean correct response for the Experiment. Error
bars refer to +/- one standard error.

Difference in learning to criterion
(2nd list ‐ 1st list)

1st list when learning the 2nd list (see Firgure 5). Using a 3 X
3 (Age X Condition) between-subjects ANOVA showed a
main effect for Age, F (2, 136) = 4.23, p < .05, a marginal
main effect for Condition, F (2, 136) = 2.91, p = .058, but
no Age X Condition interaction. A one-way ANOVA for
each of the conditions only showed significant difference
for the ABABr condition, F (2, 45) = 4.20, p < .05.
Moreover, a Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test only showed a
significant difference between adults and 4 year olds, p
< .05.
From the accuracy data, only the ABABr condition, which
requires a 3-way binding, showed a developmental change.
On the other hand, performance on the ABCD or the ABAC
conditions did not show an age difference. The results
suggest that the only developmental change is the ability to
form a 3-way binding. However, the results from the
learning to criterion data does not fully support that the only
developmental change is in the 3-way-binding abilities.
Although the amount of interference in the ABABr
condition reflects the developmental change in the test
accuracy, it does not account the test accuracy data in the
ABCD or ABAC condition. If the performance at test in the
ABCD or ABAC condition is resulting from the same
mechanism among difference age groups, the amount of
interference should be the same or at least should show a
developmental trend as in the ABABr condition. In the
ABCD condition, 7 year olds have a positive interference
whereas other age groups are having a negative interference.
Also in the ABAC condition, 7 year olds are having more
interference than adults, whereas 4 year olds are having
lesser interference than adults. Therefore, merely comparing
the correct recalls would not truly reveal the underlying
mechanism of episodic memory development.

1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
‐0.5
‐1.0
4y

7y Adult
ABCD

4y

7y Adult
ABAC

4y

7y Adult
ABABr

Figure 5: Amount of interference by calculating the
difference of learning to criterion between the two lists (2nd
list minus 1st list). Values indicate the average divided by
the standard deviation.

Computational Model
It could be inferred from the results of the experiments
that the development of accurately using the three-way
binding increases during development. However, the results
merely show the difference of the overall accuracy
performance and could not show what kind of binding is
related and how it is changing during development. The
proposed multinomial process tree (MPT) model not only
uses the correct responses but also incorporates the
classified errors to estimate the binding strengths. The
estimated binding strength makes it possible to compare the
binding strength within an age group as well as among age
groups.

Model description
A multinomial process tree model (MPT) is a simple
probability model that is used to discompose the underlying
cognitive process (Batchelder & Riefer, 1999). The model
categories all responses based on the assumed underlying
mechanism involved. Thereafter, the parameters of the
underlying mechanisms are estimated by the frequency of
each response category.
The current MPT model assumes 4 probability parameters
for the underlying process – experiment (E), list (L), item (I),
and 3-way binding (B). For example, in the ABAC
condition when a cued recall test with “list1” and “A” is
given the correct response would be “B” (see Figure 6). To
make a correct response like this, one should remember that
the correct response was in the experiment context (E), and
also that it was presented in list1 (L), and that it was
presented with item “A” (I). If one did not respond anything
or something outside of the experiment, it would mean that
they do not have the appropriate information about the
experiment (1-E). If one responded as “N”, it could be
inferred that they remember the experiment context (E), the
cued item “A” (I), but confused about which list it was in
(1-L) since “N” is also paired with “A” except that it was
presented in list2. All respond categories could be inferred
in this manner and the parameters could be estimated.
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intrusion where the participants confuse which list the item
came from. The pattern is not predictable from the accuracy
results. However, taking account the high interference in the
7 year old data, it is possible that 7 year olds are worse than
4 year olds in distinguishing lists.
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
4y

7y Adult

E
(experiment)

4y

7y Adult

I (item)

4y

7y Adult

L (list)

4y

7y Adult

B
(3waybinding)

Figure 7: The estimated parameters of the MPT model.
Error bars refer to 95% confidence interval.

General Discussions

Figure 6: An illustration of the proposed MPT model. (a)
Examples of different conditions. (b) Related processes for
each respond category in each condition. The blue letters
denote the possible responds when the cue “list1” and “A”
is given at test. The g parameter is a guessing parameter
fixed to 0.2.

Estimated model parameter
The estimated binding parameters are shown in Figure 7.
The E (experiment) parameter and the B (3-way binding)
parameter showed an increasing pattern with development.
The trend is consistent with the accuracy results where the
overall misses are reduced and accuracy in the ABABr
condition increased. The I (item) parameter did not show a
significant difference among age groups which is also
consistent with the accuracy results in the ABCD condition
that involves an item binding ability. However, the L (list)
parameter showed a ‘U shape’ pattern where the 7 year olds
had the lowest value. A low L parameter is mainly from list

The current research used a modified list learning paradigm
for children and a multinomial process tree model (MPT)
that could decompose the binding structures that are
involved in episodic memory. Experimental results show
that the use of complex binding structures such as using a 3way binding increases throughout development. The MPT
model also shows similar results where the B (3-way
binding) parameter increased with age. Moreover, it was
both shown from the experimental results and the MPT
model that item binding did not differ among the age group.
Both results support the current literature where the item
binding is a simple two way binding and could be compared
to the relatively early development of semantic memory.
The development of the 3-way binding could be related to
the fact that more complex binding structure develop
throughout development (Doumas et al., 2008; Halford et al.,
1998).
However, the L (list) parameter, which is affected by
confusing which item came from which list, of the 7 year
olds shows interesting patterns. Unlike other parameters, the
L parameter does not show a developmental trend nor is
constant due to the 7 year old data. Additionally the
interference data in 7 year olds is higher in the ABCD and
ABAC condition. Two mechanisms could be involved in
this U-shape pattern of the L parameter. One would be the
amount (or strength) of list context that one could use.
Taking account the formation of context that was proposed
by Howard and Kahana (2002), context is formed by a
drifting context. Therefore, whenever an item and its study
context are encountered, the previous item and context
becomes a part of context while attenuating its strength, and
by this process the context is evolving where recent context
(including items) have a stronger strength and older ones
have a weaker strength. If we apply this to the current data
in the ABAC condition, when one learns the 2nd list the
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currently formed context, which includes cues in the 1st list,
would have many overlapping elements with the 2nd list,
especially the cues of the 2nd list. Moreover, because of the
overlap, confusability would increase and the items in the 1st
list could override the items in the 2nd list (Sederberg,
Gershman, Polyn, & Norman, 2011). If the formed (or
evolved) context is developmentally more salient and less
attenuated for 7 year olds than 4 year olds, 7 year olds
would have a stronger context that could be used, and would
have more items overriding from the 1st list.
However, the increase in the amount of context strength
does not fully explain the adult data. If context strength is
increasing and therefore making the list information
confusing, adults should have the lowest L parameter, which
is not true in the data. The second mechanism could explain
the anomaly of the adult data which is the attentional
mechanism. It is well known that due to the immature
prefrontal cortex, young children often have difficulty
performing tasks that depend on these brain areas (Zelazo,
Carlson, & Kesek, 2008). Therefore, though the amount of
context strength does increase throughout development,
adults would have a stronger attentional mechanism that
could inhibit irrelevant information. Studies with prefrontal
lobe damaged patients would support this idea where a
similar list learning paradigm (e.g. ABAC, ABABr) was
conducted (Shimamura, Jurica, Mangels, Gershberg, &
Knight, 1995). The results show that patients had more
interference learning the 2nd list than the control group when
there were more overlapping items between the study lists.
It was argued that the interference results from the inability
to inhibit irrelevant information when forming memory.
In sum, it was found that the ability to use a 3-way
binding increases across age while suggesting that the
simple item binding abilities would have been developed
before the age of 4. The developmental mechanism for
context (list) use was discussed by two mechanisms –
context strength from a perspective that context evolves and
attentional mechanisms. Future research could be suggested
to compare these two mechanisms directly by manipulate
the saliency of the context, which would change the amount
of context strength.
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Attractor Neural Networks as Models of Categorization Task and
Word Reading
Shin-ichi Asakawa
Tokyo Womans Christian University
Abstract: The attractor neural networks, originally developed by Hinton & Shallice (1991), can be applicable to
variety of neuropsychological data. It can account for delays of reaction times of the brain damaged patients. When
the network suffers damages, the iteration numbers between the output and the cleanup layers would increase. In
addition, it can also account for performances of the categorization tasks of category specific disorders, and for
reading performances of dyslectic patients. We applied the attractor network to the data of Tyler et.al.(2000) for
categorization task, and the data of Plaut & Schallice(1993) for word reading. In spite of variety of data, the attractor
network showed good performances. When the network was damaged partially, the increases of the iteration numbers
could be interpreted as the delays of reaction times. The triangle model for word reading was attempted to mimic
human data by this attractor neural network model.
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Incremental Information Mediates Visual Search
Eric Chiu
University of California, Merced

Michael Spivey
University of California, Merced
Abstract: Recent studies show that visual search often involves a combination of both parallel and serial search
strategies. Consequently, computational models and theoretical accounts of visual search processing have evolved
from traditional parallel or serial descriptions to a continuum from ”efficient” to ”inefficient.” In our first experiment,
we demonstrate with various control conditions that search efficiency does not increase with simultaneous delivery
of target features in a conjunction search task. In the second experiment, we explore effects of incremental nonlinguistic information delivery and discover improvement of search efficiency. We find a facilitatory effect when visual
non-linguistic delivery of target features is concurrent with the visual display onset, but not when the target features
are delivered prior to display onset. The results support an interactive account of visual perception that explains
linguistic and non-linguistic mediation of visual search as chiefly due to the incrementality of target feature delivery
once search has begun.
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User Profiling in Assistive Interface for Aged People Cognitive
Assessment, Stimulation and Training
Olga Vybornova
Institute for Systems Analysis, Russian Academy of Sciences (ISA RAS)
Abstract: Development of an interface aimed at elderly people assistance in their everyday activities and support of
their independent life and social contacts, as well as at cognitive assessment, stimulation, training and rehabilitation,
needs a detailed user profile. The user profile in the form of an ontology makes the knowledge base for individual
communication, providing all the information about the users collected in advance and updatable in the course of
interaction, making the interface personalized, attractive and usable for each particular person. In the presented
work the ontology manages the application metadata describing the user’s socio-demographic data, living conditions,
psycho-social well-being, social contacts, state of physical health and cognitive abilities qualitative assessment, degree
of personal autonomy, functional state (performance on ADL and IADL), storing results of tests, providing the multifactor evaluation to reveal potential risks, to select necessary personalized aid, to correct the treatment strategy, to
support or develop cognitive abilities.
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Speaking about software requirements using physical artifacts: A study
from a situated cognition perspective
Nik Nailah Binti Abdullah
Advanced Analysis and Modeling Cluster, Mimos Berhad, Technology Park Malaysia, 5700 Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia

Robert G.M Hausmann
Carnegie Learning Inc, Frick Building, 437 Grant Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15219, USA
Abstract: In this paper, we report our ethnographically-informed study of a software development team using
Agile software development methods in an industry. An Agile team relies on the use of simple artifacts, such as the
story cards and the wall to communicate software requirements with one another. However little is known how the
simple artifacts support this communication practice. Hence, we wanted to study how the physical artifacts are used
among team members to communicate their software requirements. We used situated cognition to provide us with
an analytic view of speaking (i.e., story recollection). We found that in every one of the recollection processes, the
team members were occupied with reconstructing specific details from the events in developing the story card. The
team members were engaged together in this reconstruction to make their situated context coherent.
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Expressing intention through redundant action in a remote control
task: A natural behavior approach
Joseph Chisholm
University of British Columbia

Evan Risko
Arizona State University

Alan Kingstone
University of British Columbia
Abstract: Individuals often act out intended actions in situations where they are unnecessary or have no impact on
the execution of that intention. We refer to these behaviors as redundant actions. Despite the apparently superfluous
nature of redundant actions, they are frequently produced in certain situations and have the potential to provide
insight into the embodied nature of intentions. One clear example of this behavior comes from video game playing
whereby individuals have a tendency to lean in the direction they wish an object or character they are in control of
to go. By having participants play a racing video game, we were able to create a controlled environment to observe
these behaviors. By manipulating aspects of player immersion, control input, and temporal demand, we investigate
what factors lead individuals to express intentions via redundant actions.
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The algorithmization of counterfactuals
Judea Pearl
Computer Science Department Cognitive Systems Lab 4532 Boelter Hall University of California
Los Angles, CA 90024-1596
Abstract: One of the most striking phenomenon in the study of conditionals is the ease and uniformity with which
people generate, evaluate and interpret counterfactual utterance. To witness, the majority of people would accept
the statement: “If Oswald didn’t kill Kennedy, someone else did,” but few, if any, would accept its subjunctive
version: “If Oswald hadn’t killed Kennedy, someone else would have.”
I will present a computational model that explains how humans reach such consensus or, more concretely, what
mental representation permits such consensus to emerge from the little knowledge we have about Oswald, Kennedy
and 1960’s Texas, and what algorithms would need to be postulated to account for the swiftness, comfort and
confidence with which such judgments are issued.
The model presented is compatible with the ”possible world” account of Lewis (1973), yet it enjoys the advantages
of representational economy, algorithmic simplicity and conceptual clarity.
Armed with these advantages, I will then present a panoramic view of several applications where counterfactual reasoning has benefited problem areas in the empirical sciences, including policy evaluation, causal-pathways
mapping, credit and blame analysis, and personal decision making.
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Motor Simulation and Verbal Association in Idiom-Idiom Verification: Effects of
Imageability
Galina Gradinarova (ggradinarova@nbu.bg)
Department of Cognitive Science and Psychology, New Bulgarian University
21 Montevideo Str., 1618 Sofia, Bulgaria

Armina Janyan (ajanyan@cogs.nbu.bg)
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Abstract
Two experiments were conducted to test the hypothesis that
motor simulation contributes to the processing of idioms. A
semantic interference paradigm was applied. Critically,
imageability of idioms was manipulated. Results of the
experiments suggested that processing of highly imageable
idioms involved motor simulation in both meaning and
familiarity verification tasks. However, low-imageable idioms
showed indifference in semantic verification task and a verbal
associative facilitation in a familiarity verification task.
Keywords: motor simulation; embodiment;
understanding; imageability; idioms; RT.

language

Introduction
According to the embodiment paradigm higher-level
cognitive processing is based in people’s interaction with
the environment and is grounded in lower-level sensorymotor processes. From this perspective, language is of great
interest since it has traditionally been viewed as a highly
symbolic and abstract system. The embodiment paradigm
predicts that language should also be grounded in sensorymotor experience and therefore interactions with the lowerlevel perceptual and motor systems should occur. A variety
of experiments have been devoted to looking into this
hypothesis. For example, Glenberg and Kaschak (2002)
demonstrated the so called “action-sentence compatibility
effect”. Sentences were presented describing movement to
or away from the body and the participants had to respond
by actually performing a movement to or away from the
body. People were faster if the direction of movement
implied by the sentence matched the direction of their actual
movement, as opposed to when the two directions did not
match. Thus, sentence comprehension and motor processes
were found to interact. Moreover, this effect was also
present when the sentences described transfer of abstract
entities (e.g. You told Liz the story) which means that the
effect is not restrained to highly literal language describing
strictly physical experience, but is also observed at different
levels of abstraction. Richardson, Spivey, Barsalou and
McRae (2003) also showed that both concrete (e.g. push,
lift) and abstract (e.g. respect, own) verbs tend to invoke a
particular horizontal or vertical image schema, and that this
image schema interacted with people’s performance on both
an unrelated object categorization task and a related picture
recognition task. Scorolli and Borghi (2007) presented

participants with phrases that contained verbs referring to
actions with different effectors (HAND, FOOT, MOUTH)
and they were asked to make a sensibility judgment by
either speaking into a microphone or pressing a pedal. A
facilitation effect was observed when the effector involved
in the motor response and the one implied by the phrase
matched. Thus, the modulation of the motor system appears
to be effector-specific. In a study by Bergen, Narayan and
Feldman (2003) participants were presented with pictures
representing actions performed by the hand, leg, or mouth.
After that they saw a verb and were asked to indicate
whether the verb described the picture they had just seen.
On the critical trials the verbs did not match the actions on
the pictures, but they either referred to actions preformed by
the same effector or to actions performed by a different
effector. If linguistic input triggers activation in a specific
motor circuit then it can be expected that a person will need
more time to respond if overlapping motor circuits are
activated (i.e. responsible for actions with the same effector)
rather than non-overlapping ones (responsible for actions
with different effectors). Indeed, Bergen et al. (2003)
demonstrated a semantic interference effect - participants in
their study were slower when both the picture and the verb
referred to actions with the same effector rather than to
actions with different effectors. Brain imaging also provides
evidence for effector-specific motor activation during
comprehension of verbs (e.g. Pulvermüller, Haerle &
Hummel, 2001) and idioms (Boulenger, Hauk and
Pulvermüller, 2009). The results above are at odds with the
traditional view on language as highly abstract and
operating on amodal symbolic structures.
An alternative to the traditional approach on symbolic
systems was proposed by Barsalou (Barsalou, 1999;
Barsalou, Solomon, &Wu, 1999). According to the theory
of perceptual symbol systems (PSS) schematic
representations are derived from actual sensory-motor
activations, these representations are stored in memory and
function as symbols for certain referents. That is, knowledge
representation is not abstract and amodal, but grounded and
multimodal (based in different modalities). Perceptual
systems are organized in frames called simulators that allow
entities, states and events to be simulated in the absence of
perceptual input. Simulation is defined as “reenactment of
perceptual, motor and introspective states acquired during
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experience with the world, body, and mind” (Barsalou,
2008, p.618). Barsalou and colleagues emphasized that
simulation does not have to be a conscious process and
happens automatically. Barsalou, Solomon and Wu (1999)
compared people’s performance on a feature listing and
feature verification task when half of the participants in each
study were given an explicit imagery instruction and the
other half were not (neutral instruction). The results
supported the hypothesis that both instructions were
equivalent (that is, there was no difference in performance)
in triggering simulation. However, Solomon and Barsalou
(2004), point out that in the imagery condition simulations
seem to be richer in detail. It seemed that two mechanisms
were at work when people had to verify whether a certain
property was related to a particular category, one being deep
conceptual processing and the other one activation of lexical
associations. Words referring to properties of a particular
category are usually also highly associated on a lexical level
with the word standing for the category (e.g. a TREE has
leaves, but these words are also highly associated on the
lexical level). If in the experiment the properties that were
not associated with the category were also not lexically
associated (e.g. TREE and bricks), then people would adopt
a word-association strategy and simulation effects seemed
to be overridden. If on the other hand, the non-related
properties were lexically related (for example CRAB is
associated with fin but fin is not a property of CRAB), this
strategy was blocked and simulation effects were found.
This data is also in keeping with Paivio’s (1991) Dual
Coding Theory which states that there are two systems, a
verbal and a sensorimotor one, responsible for performing
manipulations on information, and that these systems are
richly interconnected. Different linguistic stimuli can be
coded not only as logogens in the verbal system, but also to
a different extent as imagens in the non-verbal system.
Thus, imagery can be automatically activated and closely
connected with simulation, as shown in other studies, as for
example that of Zwaan and Madden (2005). Participants
were presented with sentences such as The ranger saw the
eagle in the sky followed by a picture-naming task. People
responded faster if the visual properties of the picture
corresponded to the ones implied by the sentence, which
suggests that visual imagery must have been automatically
employed and is closely linked with the process of
simulation.
In research on idiom processing, Janyan and Andonova
(2000) received a facilitation effect of an explicit imagery
instruction on the comprehension of unfamiliar transparent
idioms (semantically transparent idioms are those meaning
of which can be guessed from the meaning of the individual
words forming the phrases). These results emphasize the
importance of two factors in the processing of idioms:
imagery on the one hand, and transparency on the other. The
effect of transparency, especially in unfamiliar idioms,
demonstrates an important point, namely that individual
words in an idiomatic phrase do contribute to the overall
processing and comprehension of the idiom which

contradicts the traditional view, in which idioms have been
viewed as separate lexical units that function as a whole,
rather than having a compositional nature. According to the
Idiom Decomposition Hypothesis by Gibbs and Nayak
(1989), individual words actively contribute to the
processing of the whole idiom. If this is so, it could be
expected that if a simulation process occurs during idiom
processing, then it would be at least partly due to the
simulation triggered by the individual words. Furthermore,
if an idiomatic expression contains verbs referring to actions
with a particular effector, this would cause effector-specific
motor simulation despite the fact that the overall figurative
meaning of the idiom might have nothing to do with actual
movement.
The present study steps on the above assumption, while at
the same time it is expected that imagery unconsciously
evoked by the idiomatic phrase as a whole would also play a
most important role due to its connection to simulation
processes. In our previous series of experiments
(Gradinarova & Janyan, submitted) the possible effects were
studied of idioms’ imageability (i.e. the ease with which an
idiom evokes a mental image) and transparency (i.e. the
extent to which the idiomatic meaning can be guessed from
the individual meaning of the constituent words). Some
evidence was found for effector-specific motor simulation in
highly imageable idioms, while transparency did not seem
to be as important for triggering a simulation process.
However, in the experiments mentioned participants were
given a task requiring fairly superficial processing on the
lexical level. They were presented with idiomatic
expressions followed by a single verb and had to indicate
whether the verb contained in the idiom and the one
presented afterwards were the same word or not. The critical
trials required a NO response – to the verbs referring to
either an action performed with the same effector or a
different effector as the action referred to by the verb in the
idiom (a procedure adopted and modified from Bergen et
al., 2003). In the following two experiments, a different task
was implemented requiring a deeper level of conceptual
processing. Also, only idiomatic expressions were used as
stimuli, creating a focus on processes characteristic purely
of comprehension of idiomatic language. In the first
experiment, pairs of idioms were presented and participants
had to indicate whether the two idioms in each pair had
approximately the same meaning. In the second experiment,
a more superficial task was implemented, requiring subjects
to indicate whether they are familiar with (have ever heard)
the idioms presented. In both experiments, imageability of
the target idioms was varied, while familiarity (the extent to
which a person has had experience with a particular
expression) and transparency were kept comparatively high
and controlled. We expected to find a semantic interference
effect/evidence of motor simulation in highly imageable
idiom processing and not in low-imageable one.
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Experiment 1: Meaning Verification
Method
Participants 26 native Bulgarian speakers participated in
the experiment. 21 were female and 5 were male (mean
age=20.5 and SD=11.38).
Stimuli and Design A 2 (Effector Matching: Same Effector
vs. Different Effector) x 2 (Imageability: High vs. Low)
factorial design was implemented. All target idioms
contained verbs that referred to movement with a particular
effector: HAND (e.g. hvashtam mu kraya, literally catch its
end, meaning manage to understand, where the verb
hvashtam/catch refers to an action performed with the
hand); FOOT (e.g. klatya si krakata, literally dangle one’s
legs, meaning not do anything) or MOUTH (e.g., glatvam si
gramatikata, literally swallow your grammar, meaning not
be able to say anything). 16 high-imageability idioms were
paired with 16 high- imageable idioms with same effector or
with 16 high-imageability idioms with a different effector.
Similarly, 16 low-imageability idioms were paired with 16
low-imageability idioms with same effector or 16 lowimageability idioms with different effector. All 32 idioms
that appeared in the first position in a pair contained a verb
referring to a HAND motion. In the Same Effector condition
the second member of the pair also contained a HAND
motion verb, while in the Different Effector condition the
second idiom contained a verb referring to an action with
the FOOT or MOUTH effector. Table 1 shows examples of
idiom pairs in the different conditions.

The idioms in the target pairs were controlled for their
familiarity, transparency and length (measured in numbers
of words and number of characters including spaces). Table
2 shows idiom characteristics collapsed over effector
matching conditions, and Table 3 shows idiom
characteristics separately for each Effector Matching
condition for the second idiom in a presentation row. Low
and high imageable items were significantly different in
their imageability ratings (p<0.001). T-test showed no
significant differences between conditions in idioms’
characteristics: familiarity, transparency, number of
characters, and number of words in the phrases (all ps>0.1).
Table 2: Means and standard deviations (in parenthesis)
for characteristics of target idiom pairs.

Imag.
Famil.
Transp.
N.char.
N.word

Idiom1

Idiom 2
Same
Effector
Idiom 2
Different
Effector
Idiom1

Idiom 2
Same
Effector
Idiom 2
Different
Effector

Low Imageability
idiom 1
idiom 2
3.6 (0.4) 3. 6 (0.3)
6.1 (0.5)
6.0 (0.7)
4.9 (0.7)
4.9(0.8)
18.4 (4.6) 18.3 (4.8)
3.1 (1.1)
3.1 (1.0)

Table 3: Means and standard deviations (in parenthesis)
for characteristics of second idiom in a presentation row.

Table 1: Examples of target idiom pairs
High Imageability
hvashtam bika za rogata
(literally: catch the bull by the horns;
meaning: act with confidence and
determination)
nosya nyakogo na ratse
(literally: carry someone on your hands;
meaning: to surround somebody with a lot of
care and attention)
uhilvam se do ushi
(literally: grin to the ears; meaning: grin
very broadly)
Low Imageability
hvashtam se za dumite
(literally: hold on to the words; meaning:
pay too much attention to something said
incidentally or without a specific intention)
nalivam um v glavata
(literally: pour brains into the head;
meaning: teach or advise someone)
otritvam kasmeta si
(literally: kick one’s luck aside; meaning: not
to take advantage of a good situation)

High Imageability
idiom 1
idiom 2
5.7 (0.5)
5.4 (0.27)
6.1 (0.3)
6.2 (0.40)
5.0 (0.6)
5.0 (0.61)
17.4(4.0) 18.0 (3.7)
3.1 (0.9)
3.0 (1.0)

Imag.
Famil.
Transp.
N.char.
N.word

High Imageability
Same
Different
effector
effector
5.4 (0.3)
5.4 (0.3)
6.2 (0.5)
6.2 (0.3)
5.1 (0.5)
5.0 (0.7)
19.0 (3.3) 16.9 (3.9)
3.3 (1.2)
2.8 (0.8)

Low Imageability
Same
Different
effector
effector
3.6 (0.3)
3.6 (0.3)
6.1 (0.7)
6.0 (0.7)
4.9 (0.8)
5.0 (0.8)
17.6 (5.9) 18.9 (3.4)
2.9 (1.1)
3.2 (0.9)

Note. Imageability, familiarity, and transparency represent a
7-point subjective rating (7 – the most imageable, familiar,
and transparent) based on a number of pretests conducted
with native Bulgarian speakers; N. char. and N. word refer
to idiom length measured in number of characters and
number of words, respectively.
In addition to 32 target idioms (requiring a NO response),
18 pairs of filler idioms containing verbs with different
effectors requiring a NO response, and 50 synonymous pairs
of idiomatic expressions (requiring a YES response) were
constructed.
Procedure A phrase verification task was used. Participants
saw two idioms presented on a screen one after the other
and had to press a YES button if the phrases had
(approximately) the same meaning, or press a NO button if
the meaning of the idioms was different. Examples of
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idiom (1517 ms) than for one with low imageability (1589
ms; cf. Table 4). This effect is in accordance with studies
showing advantage of concrete words over abstract ones in a
variety of linguistic and memory tasks (e.g.,
Schwanenflugel, Harnishfeger & Stowe, 1988; Hamilton &
Rajaram, 2001; Allen & Hulme, 2006). Dual Coding Theory
(Paivio, 1991) posits that imageable concrete entities have
both verbal and non-verbal representations which ‘ensure’
their advantage over abstract entities that have a
representation in the verbal modality only.
1700
1650
1600

RT, ms

idioms requiring a YES and a NO responses were given in
the instruction text.
Effector matching condition was counterbalanced across
idioms. For that two lists were devised so that each initial
idiom in a pair appeared in one Effector Matching condition
in the first list and in the other Effector Matching condition
in the second list. Each participant saw every target idiom
only once. At the beginning of the experiment, participants
were randomly assigned to one of the two lists, presented
with a written and oral instruction, and were then run
through a short practice session. After that the experiment
started and participants were presented with the respective
list in a unique for each participant pseudorandomized order
so that the same condition did not appear on more than 3
consecutive trials. Every trial started with a fixation cross
(“+”) for 1000 ms followed by an idiom that stayed on the
screen for 1500 ms, and then a blank screen for 500 ms.
After that a second idiom was presented and stayed on the
screen for 4000 ms or until the participant’s response. The
intertrial interval was 1500 ms.
E-prime software (Schneider, Eschman, & Zuccolotto,
2002) was used to present the stimuli and record the RTs.
Participants had to press a YES or NO button on a serial
response box with a 1 ms time resolution. The experiment
was run in a sound-proof booth and took about 12 minutes.
Participants took a short break in the middle of the
experiment.

Table 4: Mean response times (in ms) and standard
deviations (in parenthesis) for the experimental conditions,
item (i) and subject (s) means, Experiment 1.

Different Effector, i
Same Effector, i
Different Effector, s
Same Effector, s

Low Image

High Image

1597 (150)
1578 (239)
1597 (215)
1580 (282)

1442 (164)
1575 (124)
1443 (256)
1590 (257)

Predictably, repeated measures ANOVA revealed a main
effect of imageability in subject means though not in item
means (Fs(1, 25)=5.51, p<.05, ηp2=.18; Fi(1, 30)=2.81, p>.1,
ηp2=.09). The significant main effect suggested that response
times were faster for processing of a high-imageability

1500

***

1450
1400
1350

high
low
Imageability

Effector:
different
same

Figure 1: Imageability by Effector Matching, subject
means (vertical bars denote standard error).
*** - p<0.001.

Results and Discussion
Prior to the analysis, erroneous responses (5.4%) and
response times lying more than ±2 standard deviations from
the RT mean per condition were excluded (3.5%).
A 2 (Imageability: Low vs. High) x 2 (Effector Matching:
Same vs. Different) repeated measures ANOVA was
performed for item means, with effector type as a withingroup variable and imageability a between-group variable,
and for subject means, with effector type and imageability
as within-group variables. Table 4 shows mean response
times and standard deviations per condition for each mean
type.

1550

ANOVA obtained main effect of effector matching again
in subject analysis but not in item analysis (Fs(1, 25)=4.41,
p<.05, ηp2=.15; Fi(1, 30)=2.04, p>.1, ηp2=.06). Overall,
idioms with different effector were processed faster (1520
ms) than idioms with the same effector (1585 ms). Finally, a
significant interaction was found in subject means (Fs(1,
25)=10.37, p<.01, ηp2=.30) and a marginal one in item
means (Fi(1, 30)=3.61, p<.07, ηp2=.11). The interaction is
presented in Figure 1. It is seen that semantic interference
effect is present in processing of high-imageability idioms
(p<0.001) and absent in the processing of low-imageability
ones.

Experiment 2: Familiarity Verification
The experiment sought to test if the semantic interference
effect would be strong enough and ‘survive’ a task that does
not require explicit semantic processing and meaning
activation of idioms and their constituents. A familiarity
decision task was used in such a way that target phrases
required a NO response, too, as it was in the Experiment 1.

Method
Participants 24 native Bulgarian speakers participated in
the experiment. 18 were female and 6 were male (mean
age=24.7 and SD=3.46).
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Stimuli and Design The same target stimuli and design
were used as in Experiment 1. Because of the difference in
the task, other 50 pairs of idioms were used as YES fillers.
In these pairs either the first or the second idiom (or rarely
both) were unfamiliar idioms translated into Bulgarian from
other languages. 30 pairs of stimuli were taken from a
previous study on processing of unfamiliar/unknown idioms
(Janyan & Andonova, 2000). The rest were taken from
another (unpublished) study on memorizing unfamiliar
idioms.

‘superficial’ processing probably triggered activation of
verbal/lexical associations in low-imageability idioms
though still on the level of concrete individual constituents
of the idioms (verbs).
1600
1550
1500
1450

RT, ms

Procedure A familiarity verification task was used.
Participants had to judge whether at least one of the idioms
they saw in a pair was unfamiliar by pressing the YES
button if there was an unfamiliar idiom and the NO button if
there was not. Everything else was the same as in
Experiment 1.

1350

**
**

1300
1250
1200

Results and Discussion
Errors (5.6%) and response times lying more than ±2
standard deviations from the RT mean per condition were
excluded (4.7%) from the analyses. A 2 (Imageability: Low
vs. High) x 2 (Effector Matching: Same vs. Different)
repeated measures ANOVA was performed for item and
subject means with the same within- and between-group
variables as in Experiment 1. Table 5 presents mean
response times and standard deviations per condition for
subject and item means.
Table 5: Mean response times (in ms) and standard
deviations (in parenthesis) for the experimental conditions,
item (i) and subject (s) means, Experiment 2.

Different Effector, i
Same Effector, i
Different Effector, s
Same Effector, s

1400

Low Image

High Image

1455 (216)
1337 (171)
1452 (366)
1349 (276)

1277 (115)
1370 (108)
1293 (311)
1394 (328)

Repeated measures ANOVA replicated a main effect of
imageability in subject means but not in item means (Fs(1,
23)=4.72, p<.05, ηp2=.17; Fi(1, 30)=2.82, p>.1, ηp2=.09). The
significant main effect showed that response times on the
second phrase were faster for a high-imageability idiom
(1344 ms) than for a low-imageability idiom (1401 ms; cf.
Table 5). ANOVA obtained no main effect of effector
matching (Fs(1, 23)=0.001, p>.9, ηp2=.00; Fi(1, 30)=0.11,
p>.7, ηp2=.004) and a significant interaction in subject and
item means (Fs(1, 23)=18.44, p<.001, ηp2=.44; Fi(1,
30)=8.62, p<.01, ηp2=.22). The interaction is presented in
Figure 2. The interaction showed a surviving semantic
interference effect in processing of high-imageability idioms
(p<0.01). However, processing of low-imageability idioms
elicited an opposite pattern: idioms with same effectors
facilitated processing in comparison to idioms with different
effectors (p<0.01). Thus, here a task requiring a more

high
low
Imageability

Effector:
different
same

Figure 2: Imageability by Effector Matching, subject
means (vertical bars denote standard error).
** - p<0.01.

Conclusion
Most previous studies have been trying to find support for
links between language/semantic processing and sensorymotor experience by investigating processing of single
words/pictures or literal sentences. Very little is done on
seeking grounded links in figurative language processing.
The present studies aimed at testing whether motor
activation is involved in the processing of idioms that
contain a verb denoting an action. Based on previous
research that suggested imagery as an important part of
mental simulation (e.g. Zwaan & Madden, 2005) we
reasoned that presentation of highly imageable transparent
idioms would evoke a mental image that would trigger the
motor simulation. However, idioms with low imageability
would not evoke a mental image, hence, would not trigger
mental simulation. To test these assumptions, we used a
semantic interference paradigm (Bergen et al., 2003) pairing
each idiom (that contained a verb denoting an action
performed by the hand) with two other idioms. The paired
idioms contained a verb denoting an action that is performed
with either the same (hand) or a different effector (foot,
mouth). The expected indicator of motor simulation during
imageable idiom processing would be the semantic
interference effect. In the case of a shared effector the
activation of corresponding parts of the motor cortex
responsible for the actions would overlap and the
interference effect would appear. The interference effect
should not appear in the case of non-shared/different
effectors – the motor circuits would be activated without
any overlap (Bergen, 2006). This is exactly what was found
for high-imageability idioms in the first experiment which
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used a task that required an explicit semantic processing and
idiomatic meaning activation of both idioms. Lowimageability idioms remained indifferent to the effector
manipulation in meaning verification task. However, while a
superficial familiarity task did not change the overall pattern
of semantic interference for high-imageability idioms, it did
change the pattern of low-imageability idioms dramatically.
The results showed a directly opposite pattern to the
semantic interference one - facilitation in response times in
the case of shared effectors. Following the Dual Coding
Theory (Paivio, 1991), we argue that low-imageability
idioms may have mostly/predominantly one representation
modality, a verbal* one. A superficial idiom familiarity task
has, probably, triggered verbal/lexical associations within a
logogen system of verbs. Hence, verbs that shared an
effector (e.g., touch and knock) were associatively activated
and facilitated overall idiom processing.
In conclusion, the study provided unambiguous evidence
that transparent high-imageability idiom processing
involves motor simulation during semantic and familiarity
tasks. This result is strengthened by the effector-indifference
of low-imageability idioms during a semantic task and by
the associative facilitation during a familiarity task. Overall,
the study showed the differentiation effect of imageability in
motor simulation in idiom processing.
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Abstract
Compared to the gambler’s fallacy in which one makes
predictions negatively dependent on the past information, in
the hot hand belief, one makes predictions positively
dependent on the past information. Both phenomena have
been attributed to people’s misperception of randomness. The
present study examines an alternative explanation that the
positive dependency in the hot hand belief may be due to
people’s effort to reduce uncertainty by estimating the
unknown probability (common probability estimation), a
result known as the Laplace’s rule of succession. We report
an experiment to demonstrate that the dependency on the
history can be reversed from negative to positive by
manipulating the participants’ assumptions about the
unknown probability.
Keywords: hot hand belief; gambler’s fallacy; common
probability estimation; probability matching.

Introduction
When faced with a series of events, people often attempt to
predict what is to occur next based on the history of the
previous outcomes, even when the underlying process
governing those events is independent and stationary (or,
statistically indistinguishable, for example, the same fair or
biased coin is tossed repeatedly). As the independence and
stationarity assumptions are usually characteristics of a
random process, such tendency has often been labeled as
misperception of randomness (for a recent review see,
Oskarsson, Van Boven, McClelland, & Hastie, 2009).
Among those documented, the gambler’s fallacy has the
longest history, even older than the history of experimental
psychology (see, Ayton & Fischer, 2004). When a fair coin
is tossed repeatedly, a person with the gambler’s fallacy will
predict a tail after a streak of heads. On the other hand, the
same kind of past information can sometimes invoke an
opposite prediction. A person with the hot hand belief will
predict that a basketball player who has just scored several
shots in a row is more likely to score again. In the actual
shooting sequences, however, little statistical evidence has
been found to reject the independence and stationarity
hypotheses (Gilovich, Vallone, & Tversky, 1985; Tversky
& Gilovich, 1989). (For a comprehensive review on the hot
hand studies, see Bar-Eli, Avugos, & Raab, 2006.)
The contrast between the gambler’s fallacy and the hot
hand belief has received much attention (Ayton & Fischer,
2004; Burns & Corpus, 2004; Caruso, Waytz, & Epley,
2010; Croson & Sundali, 2005; Rabin, 2002; Sundali &
Croson, 2006). Most notably, the same representativeness
heuristic has been used to account for both the gambler’s

fallacy and the hot hand belief (Gilovich, et al., 1985;
Tversky & Kahneman, 1971). By this account, people’s
perception of random events are governed by a “law of
small numbers” such that a local sample should resemble
the underlying population and chance is perceived as “a
self-correcting process in which a deviation in one direction
induces a deviation in the opposite direction to restore the
equilibrium” (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974, p. 1125). Thus,
in the gambler’s fallacy, a tail is “due” to reverse a streak of
heads. In the hot hand belief, a streak of successes would
make the observer to reject the randomness of the process
and believe that a “hot hand” will make another shot (see
also Tversky & Gilovich, 1989).
Nevertheless, the representativeness account has been
criticized for its incompleteness. Ayton and Fischer (2004)
suggest that the gambler’s fallacy arises from the experience
of negative recency in sequences of natural events such as
sampling without replacement and the hot hand belief arises
from the experience of positive recency in serial fluctuations
in human performance such as in sports. Burns and Corpus
(2004) show that subjects assume negative recency for
scenarios they rated as “random” and positive recency for
forecasting scenarios they rated as “nonrandom.” Moreover,
it has been proposed that the hot hand belief may arise as an
inference to the properties of other processes based on the
outcomes of a random process. For example, people may
infer the ability of a mutual fund manager from the
fluctuations of the portfolio performance (Rabin, 2002), or,
infer a person’s luck from the outcomes of a roulette game
(Croson & Sundali, 2005; Sundali & Croson, 2006). More
recently, Caruso, et al. (2010) report that when people
perceive an intentional mind in the underlying process, they
are more likely to show the hot hand belief than the
gambler’s fallacy.
Whereas the perception of randomness has often been
implicated in explaining the gambler’s fallacy and the hot
hand belief, the notion of randomness is highly debated
even among mathematicians and philosophers. It has been
suggested that the concept has to be broken down into more
fundamental properties in order to be of any practical use
(e.g., Blinder & Oppenheimer, 2008; Lopes & Oden, 1987).
In particular, the gambler’s fallacy and the hot hand belief
have been considered as misperceptions of randomness
since they violate either one or both of the independence
and the stationarity assumptions (see, Bar-Eli, et al., 2006;
Gilovich, et al., 1985). In the present paper, we examine an
alternative factor that may contribute to the contrast
between the gambler’s fallacy and the hot hand belief,
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without the need to reject either the independence or the
stationarity assumption. We argue that in these two
seemingly opposite dispositions, a crucial distinction lies in
the assumption about the “common parameter” of the
underlying process. That is, people manifest the gambler’s
fallacy when they perceive the underlying process with a
fixed probability of success, for example, the probability of
heads is ½ for a fair coin. It has been documented that
people tend to match the proportion of a certain outcome in
their predictions to the expected value instead of optimizing
their predictions by always predicting the outcome with the
highest probability, and this tendency of “probability
matching” has been used to account for the gambler’s
fallacy (e.g, Gaissmaier & Schooler, 2008; Koehler &
James, 2009; Morrison & Ordeshook, 1975; Shanks,
Tunney, & McCarthy, 2002; Wolford, Newman, Miller, &
Wig, 2004). In the extreme situation where the previous
outcomes consist of only one type of outcomes, e.g., a
streak of heads when tossing a coin, people would predict a
tail so that the proportion of tails in the predicted sequence
will match more closely to the expected value—a
manifestation of the previously mentioned “law of small
numbers.”
On the other hand, in a basketball game (as well as in
many real world scenarios), it is often the case that the
probability of success is initially unknown. Then, the history
of the previous outcomes can provide some information
about the parameter. As a consequence, the prediction of the
next success, which depends on an estimate of the
parameter, will show positive dependency on the number of
previous successes. Most notably, such prediction does not
require rejecting either the independence or the stationarity
assumption of the underlying process. It can still be
assumed that the probability of success remains stationary
except that it is initially unknown.
The positive dependency in such prediction is a result
known as the Laplace’s rule of succession (Laplace, 1814)1.
Suppose that r independent trials, each of which is a
success with the same probability p , are performed. When
the probability p is a free parameter chosen uniformly on (0,
1), given a total of k successes in the first r trials, the
probability that the  r  1 st trial will be a success can be

Thus, the prediction of a success on the  r  1 st trial is
positively dependent on the number of successes in the first
r trials (k). Note that the calculation above assumes a
uniform prior for p on (0, 1). In special cases where p can
only take a limited number of values (e.g., randomly chosen
from two values 0.50 and 0.75), by Bayes’ Theorem, the
positive dependency in the predictions still holds. Based on
this result, it is possible that the positive dependency in the
predictions by the hot hand belief is a consequence from
people’s effort of reducing the uncertainty by estimating the
unknown probability of successes from the past information.
In the following, we test this hypothesis empirically.
Specifically, we predict that when people are provided with
a fixed probability of success for the underlying process,
they tend to manifest the gambler’s fallacy or the behavior
of probability matching so that their predictions would be
negatively dependent on the past information. In contrast,
when the probability of success is not explicitly provided,
people would have to guess it in order to make a prediction.
As a consequence, their predictions would tend be positively
dependent on the past information.

Figure 1. Three clocks in the experiment. The “50%50%” clock is divided by blue and red colors equally
along the 45 degree angle. The “25%-75%” clock has
the top 25% in blue and the bottom 75% in red. The
“Unknown” clock is all white. In each trial, a needle
was spun seven times to generate a sequence of seven
dots in corresponding colors, then, participants were
instructed to predict the outcome of the eighth spin.

Method

computed by:

P  r  1 st trial is a success | k successes in first r

 r  k 1
r k
  r  1    p 1  p  dp
0
k 


1

Participants
(1)

k 1

Eleven college students and graduate students in the
Houston medical center area were paid to participate in the
experiment.

r2

Procedure

1

Interestingly, Laplace (1796/1951) also provided the first
documented account of the gambler’s fallacy (see, Ayton &
Fischer, 2004). Zabell (1989) provides a philosophical discussion
on the rule of succession. Here we only describe the relevant result
according to Ross (2007, pp. 147-149).

The experiment was programmed in E-Prime and conducted
on a computer with a 20 inch LCD monitor. Participants
were instructed that they were about to observe one of 3
different clocks (see Figure 1). The circumference of a
“50%-50%” clock was divided by blue and red in equal
proportions; a “25%-75%” clock was 25% in blue and 75%
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in red; and an “Unknown” clock was divided by blue and
red with an unknown ratio and was covered in white. Within
each clock, a spinning needle will generate a sequence of
blue and red dots and the color of each dot is determined by
whether the needle stopped at the blue or red portion of the
clock after each spin. Participants’ task was to predict the
color of the 8th spin after observing the outcomes of 7 spins
for a given clock.
Three conditions were compared in 3 blocks of trials and
each block used a different clock (within-subjects). The
order of 3 blocks was randomized across participants. Each
block consisted of 128 trials, and the binary sequence of 7
dots displayed in each trial was predetermined by randomly
sampling once without replacement from all possible 128
combinations. Thus, all 3 blocks used the same 128 binary
sequences so that participants would experience the same
probability distribution under each condition. Once a binary
sequence was sampled for a trial, the stopping position of
the spinning needle after each spin was determined but
randomly varied within the arc of the corresponding color.
For example, in the “50%-50%” condition, if the program
sampled a “red” outcome, the needle would randomly stop
at one of the six positions of the red arc (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7
o’clock). The stopping position in the “Unknown” condition
always pointed to the 12 o’clock position.
At the beginning of each trial, a clock was presented in
the center of the computer screen and the needle initially
pointed up (12 o’clock position). Then, the needle was spun
seven times and there was an approximately 1 second pause
after each spin. After each spin, either a blue or a red dot
was shown beneath the clock depending on whether the
needle ended pointing to the blue or red portion of the clock.
After seven spins, seven dots would line up beneath the
clock and a question mark was shown at the eighth position.
Participants used mouse buttons to predict the eighth spin
(left button for blue and right button for red). At the end of
each trial, an instruction screen was displayed to prompt
participants to “proceed to the next clock” by clicking a
mouse button.

Table 1. Participants’ predictions on the 8th spin based
on the number of blue outcomes in the sequence of
previous 7 spins. For example, in the “Unknown”
condition, when there were 3 blue outcomes (fewer
blue than red), participants predicted blue in 122 trials
and red in 263 trials (385 trials in total); when there
were 4 blue outcomes (more blue than red), participants
predicted blue in 200 trials and red in 185 trials.

Figure 2: Logistic regression of the probability of
predicting blue on the percentage of blue outcomes in
the history. Regression coefficients are listed in the
parentheses in the legend.

Results
We first examined how participants’ predictions were
influenced by the percentage information in the history.
Table 1 shows the total number of predictions on blue and
red outcomes depending on the number of the blue
outcomes in the previous 7 spins (aggregated across all
participants). It appears that participants’ predictions
followed different trends under different conditions. For
example, when there were 4 blue outcomes in the previous 7
spins, participants predicted blue in 6 trials and red in 379
trials under the “25%-75%” condition, and predicted blue in
92 trials and red in 293 trials under the “50%-50%”
condition. Both conditions showed biases towards the red
outcomes (more biased in the 25%-75% condition). In
contrast, when the underlying color ratio was unknown, the
bias was reversed: participants predicted blue in 200 trials
and red in 185 trials.

To confirm our observation in Table 1, we conducted a
logistic regression to find the line of best fit for the trend
under each condition, namely, to examine how the
probability of predicting blue was determined by the
percentage of blue outcomes in the history. The regression
results are shown in Figure 2. All three regression
coefficients were statistically significant (p < .001). Most
notably, the negative trends in the 50%-50% and 25%-75%
conditions were reversed to positive in the Unknown
condition. This result confirmed our hypothesis that the
unknown common probability would have an effect on
participants’ predictions: they were negatively dependent on
the past information when the blue-to-red ratio was
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provided, but positively dependent on the past information
when participants had to guess the underlying probability.
However, Table 1 and Figure 2 also show that
participants’ tendency of choosing blue in the Unknown
condition was not as strong as indicated by the rule of
succession (Equation 1). For example, when all previous 7
spins were blue, Equation 1 would predict the probability of
blue at the eighth spin as 8/9 ≈ 88.9%, whereas only 5 out of
11 predictions (45.5%) were made on blue. Besides the
small sample size, one possible explanation would be that
Equation 1 is based on a uniform distribution of the blue-tored ratio from 0 to 1, and participants might have not
considered all possible values of the ratio in the Unknown
condition since they have only encountered two other types
of clocks with a 50%-50% and a 25%-75% ratio. Another
possibility was that besides the percentage information,
there were other patterns (such as streaks) influencing the
predictions. To test the effect of streak information on
predictions, we conducted a second round of logistic
regressions of the probability of predicting blue on the
length of the last run (“LLR”). The values of LLR were
counted as the number of blue or red outcomes in the last
run of the sequence (positive values for blue and negative
values for red). For example, LLR = 3 in the sequence (B,
R, R, R, B, B, B), and LLR = – 2 in the sequence (B, B, R,
B, B, R, R). (This example also shows that the same
percentage of blue outcomes in the history can have
different values of LLR).

significant in the “unknown” condition (p ≈ .07). In all three
conditions, participants’ predictions were negatively
dependent on the length of the last run. That is, participants
showed a tendency to avoid long streaks at the end of the
sequence in all three conditions. Compared with the
predictions based on the percentage (Figure 2), such
tendency was not surprising in the 50%-50% and 25%-75%
conditions, but seemed to contradict the positive
dependency in the Unknown condition. We can speculate on
three possibilities to this tendency and they are not
necessarily exclusive of each other. First, compared to the
percentage, LLR only contained partial information of the
past. Second, it was a manifestation of the probability
matching behavior to reverse the last run. Since the
sequences were drawn without replacement from all
possible combinations, probability matching was actually a
valid strategy for predictions. Third, participants have only
experienced three kinds of clocks through the entire
experiment. It was possible that in the Unknown condition,
participants were guessing the underlying ratio as either
50%-50% or 25%-75%, and in some of the trials they were
matching their predictions to the corresponding ratios.
Table 2. Three different strategies compared with
participants’ actual predictions. For example, under the
50%-50% condition, 76.8% of the predictions were
consistent with the “Match to 50%-50%” strategy, and
23.2% of the predictions were consistent with the “Hot
Hand” strategy.

Condition
50%-50%
25%-75%
Unknown

Figure 3. Logistic regression of the probability of
predicting blue on the length of the last run (LLR).
Positive values represent the lengths of the blue streaks
and negative values represent the lengths of the red
streaks. Regression coefficients are listed in the
parentheses in the legend.
Figure 3 shows that the regression coefficients were
significantly different from zero only in the “50%-50%” and
“25%-75%” conditions (both p < .001) but was not

Match
50%-50%
76.8%
54.2%
41.1%

Strategy
Match
25%-75%
57.6%
91.8%
59.2%

Hot Hand
23.2%
45.8%
58.9%

To test the hypothesis of probability matching, we
considered three possible strategies that might have been
utilized by participants, two strategies of probability
matching (“match to 50%-50%” and “match to 25%-75%”)
and one strategy by the hot hand belief (“hot hand”). The
strategies of “match to 50%-50%” and “match to 25%-75%”
would predict the color to make the final sequence more
closely matched to the corresponding color ratio, 50%-50%
or, 25%-75%, respectively. The strategy of “hot hand”
would predict the color that appeared most frequently in the
previous 7 spins. Note that “match to 50%-50%” and “hot
hand” are completely opposite of each other, and both
partially overlap with “match to 25%-75%.” We then
compared these three strategies with participants’ actual
predictions. Table 2 shows the percentages in which each
strategy was consistent with the actual predictions in each
condition. It appears that the “match to 50%-50%” strategy
was the most dominant in the 50%-50% condition (with a
76.8% consistency), and the “match to 25%-75%” strategy
was the most dominant in the 25%-75% condition (91.8%
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consistency). However, in the Unknown condition, all three
strategies were about equally dominant but the “match to
50%-50%” strategy had the lowest accuracy level in
describing the actual predictions (41.1%).
We made two particular observations in Table 2. First,
there was a strategy shift across three conditions.
Probability matching was a dominant strategy when the
color ratio of the clock was given at either 50%-50% or
25%-75%, but its dominance was greatly reduced when the
color ratio was unknown. By contrast, predictions by the
“hot hand” strategy were at minimum when the color ratio
was given but became substantial when the color ratio was
unknown. The strategy shift observed in Table 2 was
consistent with dependence reversal shown in Figure 2.
Second, both probability matching (50%-50% and 25%75%) and “hot hand” strategies were present in the
Unknown condition. This observation appears to be
consistent with our speculation that in the Unknown
condition participants were mainly guessing between the
50%-50% and 25%-75% clocks. Moreover, it also indicated
that probability matching was a strong tendency that could
be reduced but hard to eliminate (e.g., Koehler & James,
2009).

Discussion
Compared with previous studies on the hot hand belief, the
present study did not directly examine participants’
perception of the underlying process regarding its
randomness (i.e., the independence and stationarity
assumptions), the intentionality of the process, or, whether it
is about human performance or a natural process (e.g.,
Ayton & Fischer, 2004; Burns & Corpus, 2004; Caruso, et
al., 2010; Croson & Sundali, 2005; Sundali & Croson,
2006). Instead, we presented participants with the same
clock-and-needle mechanism, under the same underlying
probability distributions, across all conditions. The only
factor we manipulated was the perceived common
probability: either explicitly provided (50%-50% and 25%75% conditions) or not (Unknown condition). That is,
participants did not have to reject either the independence or
the stationarity assumption of randomness in order to make
predictions. Yet, compared to the 50%-50% and 25%-75%
conditions, the overall dependency of the predictions on the
past percentage information (entire history) in the Unknown
condition was reversed from negative to positive.
It is possible that participants would actually reject
randomness in some of the trials. However, rejecting
randomness may not be responsible for the difference we
found across conditions, especially the positive dependency
in the Unknown condition. As we mentioned before,
perception of randomness may not be a concept as a whole
that influences people’s behavior (e.g., Blinder &
Oppenheimer, 2008; Lopes & Oden, 1987). Regarding the
independence and stationarity assumptions, all three
conditions in our experiment were presented in the same
way except the color ratio, and in each trial, participants
were always presented with the same clock. Furthermore,

rejections of randomness, if they did have any effect, would
be more pronounced in presence of a given color ratio
where the discrepancy between the given ratio and the
displayed binary outcomes would be more obvious. For
example, when the color ratio was 50%-50% but the
displayed 7 outcomes were all blue, participants might have
suspected something was wrong then would tend to
conclude that the underlying process was not what has been
presented (namely, to reject the hypothesis of randomness).
On the other hand, such suspicion would be less likely to
arise in the Unknown condition as there was no clear
contrast between the displayed outcomes and an unknown
probability.
The findings that participants’ prediction was positively
dependent on the percentage (entire history) but negatively
dependent on the length of the last run (partial history)
indicates that there were at least two mental processes
involved. On one hand, when the underlying probability was
initially unknown, participants used the past information to
estimate the probability. As a consequence, their predictions
were positively dependent on the past percentage
information (Figure 2). On the other hand, the negative
dependency on the length of the last run (Figure 3) indicated
that probability matching was a strong tendency that could
be reduced but hard to eliminate (e.g., Koehler & James,
2009). Nevertheless, the tendency of probability matching
was greatly reduced when the underlying probability
initially was unknown and had to be estimated (Table 2).
This result was consistent with the findings in some of the
studies that associate probability matching with pattern
search (e.g., streaks in our experiment). For example,
Wolford, et al. (2004) report that distracting people with a
secondary verbal working memory task prevents the pattern
search and results in less probability matching behavior
(also see, Gaissmaier & Schooler, 2008; Wolford, Miller, &
Gazzaniga, 2000). Koehler and James (2009) suggest that
probability matching is an intuition that can be overridden
by deliberate consideration of alternative choice strategies.
It should be noted that the focus of the present study is to
demonstrate the common probability estimation as a factor
that may contribute to the opposite predictions by the
gambler’s fallacy and the hot hand belief. We found the
reversal of the dependency when the independent variable
was the percentage of one outcome in the entire history but
not the length of the most recent streaks. Although a
prediction positively dependent on the percentage
information is more likely to prolong the most recent streak,
our experiment did not exactly capture the “streakiness” in
the hot hand belief. It is reasonable to conclude that
common probability estimation alone may not be able to
account for the hot hand belief, and it must be combined
with other factors, such as the humanness or intentionality
of the process (e.g., Ayton & Fischer, 2004; Caruso, et al.,
2010). In addition, a limitation in our experiment is that
participants have experienced only three types of clocks and
the Unknown condition might have been affected by the
other two conditions. A between-subject design, or, adding
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more levels to the provided color ratio, might be able to
make participants estimate the unknown parameter in a
wider range thus the positive dependency might be more
pronounced. Moreover, the positive dependency observed in
our experiment was based on the percentage information (or
proportion), and there are usually more than one ways to
construct a pattern in a binary sequence, such as alternation
or symmetry (e.g., Rapoport & Budescu, 1997) or sequential
dependency (e.g., West & Lebiere, 2001). One possibility to
extend our experiment would be to vary the length of the
presented binary sequences so that the effects of other
patterns could be dissociated from the effect of percentage
information. Another possible extension would be that the
sequences serving as the history are actually generated
based on various probability distributions instead of being
drawn from a pre-determined sample pool without
replacement. In this way, participants’ actual experience
would be more consistent with the provided color ratio or
their estimation. We will leave these possibilities to future
studies.
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Abstract

Developing understanding of the manner in which context
acts is essential for developing effective artificial systems,
and for understanding the manner in which important semantic and visual processes operate.
The manner in which context is formed, and how contextual processes between semantic elements are activated is not
well understood (Bar, 2004). An important aspect for studying this topic is to implement artificial learning processes that
capture the behaviour being studied, allowing examination of
the process in detail and in an objective manner, to capture
properties essential to creating the observed behaviour. Artificial learning and applied models contribute to the development of artificial systems for practical purposes, to take advantage of aspects of human visual and semantic processes,
which are able to handle large amounts of knowledge in a fast
and effective manner.

Context plays an important role in the recognition of objects,
allowing the general content of a scene to influence identification of individual parts. An autonomous learning system is
presented that examines processes involved in the formation
of context between multiple co-occurring objects, under the
task of identifying abstract objects in a scene. Learning is performed using a form of Learning Classifier System, that builds
representations of features autonomously under reinforcement.
The feature identification system is used in combination with
an associative network, used for finding co-occurrence relationships for establishing context. Experiments show the influence of the associative network to resolve ambiguous observations through the use of context. This approach involves the
interaction of a reinforcement system, analogous to dopaminergic processes, with an associative system, based on associative Hebbian learning processes, and demonstrates the ability
of a recurrent associative network for establishing context relationships.
Keywords: context; hebbian learning; reinforcement; object
recognition

Artificial implementations

Introduction: recognition of scenes
Recognition of objects in a scene requires the interaction of a
number of processes, such as identification of primitive features from sensory input, a general idea of the “gist” of the
scene and context of the observation, and influence from the
recognition of previously known objects in the observed environment (Oliva & Torralba, 2007).
A review by Bar (2004) highlights a number of influential factors in the role of context in interpreting an observed
object, including the role of co-occurring objects and scenes,
abstract properties of an object, as well as facilitation from visual interpretation of a scene at different spatial frequencies.
Bar (2007) proposes that multiple possible interpretations of
an object are activated, that a contextual frame is identified
separately, before the combination of information allows the
scene and objects to be recognised. Oliva and Torralba (2007)
have studied the properties of co-occurrence between common types of objects in a scene, and the manner in which the
presence of an object influences the likely presence of other
objects, and the relative areas they may occur. There are many
factors involved, including semantic interpretation and visual
and spatial information, as well as other statistical properties
of observation. This may allow informed guesses about the
presence and location of objects in a scene, as well as biasing perceptual interpretation of individual objects (Oliva &
Torralba, 2007).
A study by Auckland, Cave, and Donnelly (2007) examined the role of the presence of non-target objects in a scene
on recognition of a target object. This showed improved identification of the target through a form of priming effect, , even
when other objects are not involved in the task.

A range of approaches have been used to study recognition of
objects in scenes. The most successful methods use a series
of processing steps including edge detection filters, transformations and classifiers, such as (Mutch & Lowe, 2008). This
approach is biologically inspired and makes use of statistical
properties of the training data sets, however does not address
identification of multiple objects or contextual influences between them.
A number of approaches have addressed the identification
of multiple objects in a scene and composition of objects from
a hierarchical arrangement of parts (Zhu, Lin, Huang, Chen,
& Yuille, 2008; Parikh, Zitnick, & Chen, 2009; Kokkinos &
Yuille, 2009). These address factors such as the unsupervised
formation of hierarchical clusters, and the use of interaction
between bottom-up and top-down processing, to aid identification.
Recent deep learning (Bengio, 2009) methods provide a
means of identifying intermediate features in a neural network configuration, which have been used in object recognition (Ranzato, Huang, Boureau, & LeCun, 2007), competitive
with state of the art image classifiers. This approach highlights unsupervised identification of intermediate structures,
however does not allow interaction of context from a number
of objects in a scene comparable with contextual processes in
human cognition.
Hoiem, Efros, and Hebert (2008) address the interaction
between relative positions and sizes of objects in a scene,
and (Oliva & Torralba, 2006) address recognition of the “gist”
of a scene based on global features, for use in aiding identification of a scene.
These address a number of factors involved in the role of
context in object recognition, however processes underlying
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the development of features and development of contextual
properties of learned features, such as contextual interactions
between learned objects, requires further study.

Ambiguous objects
An important topic in visual processing is the resolution of
ambiguous low-level observations, which require the interaction of high-level interpretations of the scene in order to be resolved effectively. Yuille and Kersten (2006) discuss the use
of Bayesian inference to resolve ambiguous lower features,
by using potential high-level objects identified to verify low
level features in a top-down manner.
Implementation of an artificial learning system that captures the development of contextual information from observations, and is able to use such context to bias the interpretation of features, offers insight into practical considerations of
such processes.

Learning Classifier Systems
Learning Classifier Systems (LCS) (Bull & Kovacs, 2005) are
machine learning systems related to Reinforcement Learning
(RL) (Sutton & Barto, 1998), which learn to recognise features of the task autonomously, guided by external reinforcement. The key difference between LCS systems and RL is
that the representations used for learning incorporate a degree of generalisation, such that rules, or classifiers, developed by the system may be applicable for a wider range of
states (Drugowitsch, 2008). The reinforcement process used
by reinforcement systems is related to dopaminergic processes in the brain, and provides a robust and flexible method
of learning (Samson, Frank, & Fellous, 2010).
The representations used in LCS tend to capture abstract
concepts and symbols, related to perceptual observations, and
as such provides a higher level of abstraction than artificial
neural networks, which model physical properties of individual neurons. This allows a broader perspective of the processes being studied, and address properties that may require
a larger scale than that which can be captured in a model
based on representation of individual neurons. LCS acts autonomously, and is able to extract features relevant to the task
simply based on reinforcement received.

General design of Learning Classifier Systems
Learning Classifier Systems are composed of a population of
rules or classifiers, where each can be compared with the currently observed environment, and propose an action that the
system can perform, or an interpretation of the observation.
The system is presented with an observation from the environment, and each of the rules is tested to see which match
and are relevant at the current time. From the set of matching
rules an action or classification is chosen, according to the
relative weight of each rule.
When external reinforcement is received by the system, the
rules which have recently acted receive a reward, which influences the measure of expected reward for using the rule, and

also the likelihood that the rule will be maintained in the population.
New rules are regularly created, either as copies of observations, or as modifications of existing rules. Most LCS systems follow a genetic paradigm and use a genetic algorithm
to create new rules, based on combinations of pairs of other
rules. The population is maintained at a fixed or maximum
size, so when new rules are added, the weakest rules are removed from the population.
There are a number of different implementations of LCS
systems, which handle the rule selection process, reinforcement and population selection processes in different ways.
XCS (Wilson, 1995) is currently the most established method,
and maintains rules according to the accuracy of predicting
future rewards received by a rule.

Activation-Reinforcement based Classifier System
ARCS (Knittel, 2010) is a form of Learning Classifier System designed to maintain links with cognitive processes. Two
properties are maintained for each rule, a measure of accessibility, based on the degree of reinforcement of the rule, and
quality, representing the expected reward when a rule is used.
The accessibility property is based on an analogy with memory traces, which are strengthened through use (A. D. Baddeley, 1997), and decline either with time or as a result of
competition with newer traces (A. Baddeley, Eysenck, & Anderson, 2009). The method of reinforcement is comparable
to that used in ACT (Anderson, 1996). This approach has
shown to be effective at balancing generalised and specialised
rules (Knittel, Bossomaier, & Snyder, 2007), and provides
closer comparison with cognitive processes than other LCS
systems.
Effects of context can be incorporated by maintaining associative relationships between objects observed, allowing the
context of observations to influence the weight of rules used
in the system.

Associative relationships
There are a number of factors influencing context, however
one common factor is based on the associative relationships
between objects, resulting from co-occurrence relationships.
This provides a priming effect, where the activation of an
object or concept promotes the activation of associated elements (Auckland et al., 2007).
A number of models are available that study the formation and activation of associative relationships. Anderson’s
ACT(*/R) models are based on abstract concepts, where
properties of interaction between concepts is identified from
behavioural studies (Anderson, 1996; Anderson et al., 2004).
In this model a network is created with links between associated concepts, and when a concept is activated, the activation
is passed along weighted links, following a “leaky capacitor”
model.
Another model that is used to capture associations is Hebbian learning, which is based on physiological properties of
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the strengthening or weakening of synaptic connections between neurons (Haykin, 1998). Connections between a pair
of neurons are strengthened if they fire in a correlated manner,
and weakened otherwise.
Hebbian learning has been recognised as resulting in
weights based on the conditional probability of firing between
neurons (O’Reilly, 2001), such as with the CPCA learning
rule (O’Reilly & Munakata, 2000):
∆wi j (t + 1) = ηy j (t)(xi (t) − wi j (t))

(1)

Conditional probability and Bayesian statistics play an
important role in studies of the recognition of objects in
context (Torralba, 2003), as well as in general models of
the composition of conceptual objects from related features (Tenenbaum, Griffiths, & Kemp, 2006).

Formation of context
Existing learning models have addressed the role of context
in a number of ways. Hoiem et al. (2008) use the relative positions of objects in a 3D interpretation of the scene to bias
recognition of objects, for example objects in appropriate position and scale relative to other objects in the scene. Other
methods include training recognition of pre-defined contextual categories, which are then used to bias interpretation of
individual objects (Torralba, 2003; Torralba, Murphy, Freeman, & Rubin, 2003). Rabinovich, Vedaldi, Galleguillos,
Wiewiora, and Belongie (2007) use a method where an image
is segmented, and each segment is biased to select a segment
label that is consistent with other labels in the scene, trained
using labelled image datasets.
Context can be loosely defined as a set of consistently cooccurring features or objects. As such, recognition of associations between these features will form a kind of clique,
where consistent features of a context will be more strongly
interconnected with each other than with other features. This
property can be captured in a recurrent network of associations, where the activation of a number of features will
strengthen other features in the same context. Assessment
of the likelihood of co-occurrence of objects is typically addressed using Bayesian statistics, and an associative network
should reflect this property.
There are limitations with the use of a strictly Bayesian approach. For example to evaluate the likelihood of the presence of object ’x’ based on the presence of other objects,
measurement of the conditional dependency of pairs such
as P(x|a) and P(x|b) is not sufficient to accurately resolve
P(x|abc), rather the joint distribution must be recorded independently. As the number of objects involved grows, the
quantity of statistical measurements required becomes intractable, and approximate methods are needed, which allow
assumptions of the environment to simplify the task.
A recurrent network based on co-occurrence pairs provides
a means of approximation, and allows an assessment of the
activation of element ’x’ based on the activations of a number
of other elements in the network. Spreading activation net-

works act in this manner, however connections with Bayesian
statistics are not clear.
Hebbian learning allows the formation of a network related
to Bayesian statistics. The use of a Hebbian network provides a heuristic for evaluating the presence of ’x’ based on
a range of other activations. It would be informative to examine further the similarities and differences between activations provided by such a network and known errors of human
judgement, such as those described by (Kahneman, Slovic, &
Tversky, 1982).

Design of associative network
Hebbian learning modeled on physiological behaviour can be
detailed, such as the BCM learning rule (Cooper, 2004), however a number of simplified rules exist, such as the CPCA
rule, given in Equation 1.
This rule has been shown to converge on the conditional
probability of activation of the pre-synaptic neuron, given
activation of the post-synaptic neuron P(x|y), as no modification takes place to the weight when firing is uncorrelated
and the post-synaptic neuron is inactive. When constructing an associative network to reflect conditional probability,
it is desirable to capture the reverse property, P(y|x). Hebbian
learning theory indicates that the emphasis on post-synaptic
activation in the CPCA rule is not an essential property of
Hebbian learning. When describing the BCM theory, Cooper
(2004) states that “plasticity will occur only in synapses that
are stimulated presynaptically”. This suggests that an alternative form emphasising the role of the presynaptic neuron
on synaptic weight changes is appropriate:
∆wi j (t + 1) = ηxi (t)(y j (t) − wi j (t))

(2)

As a corollary to the conditional dependency measure
reached through training of the CPCA rule (O’Reilly & Munakata, 2000), this training rule converges on the conditional
probability P(y j |xi ).
Nodes in the network represent objects in the environment.
Training of the network is performed by setting the nodes active representing objects present, and using the above rule to
train connections. Weights are adjusted such that the sum of
weights output from each node sums to one.
Evaluation of contextual bias results from activating observed elements, and running a number of activation steps
until the network stabilises. Activation is based on a linear
neuron model, using an additional inhibitory connection to
promote stability. Incorporating external activations, this produces an update rule as follows:
y j = a j + ∑ xi wi j − εy j

(3)

i

Training an associative clique
To demonstrate the behaviour of the associative network for
identifying context, training is performed on a network of 15
elements using a generative model of co-occurrence between
the elements, based on a model of co-location. Each of the
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elements is specified to occur in each of 3 locations with a
given prior probability, and instances are created by selecting
a location and evaluating which elements occur according to
the specified probabilities.
With training, the weights of the network are shown to converge on the conditional probability values between elements,
roughly indicated by the weight of lines shown in Figure 1.
The presence of associative cliques can be seen between elements A-E and F-J.

Figure 1: Arrangement of associative network after training.
Behaviour of the network is tested by simulating activation
of an ambiguous observation, represented as partial activation
of two elements that are possible interpretations, along with a
number of co-occurring elements. This is done by applying a
value of 0.6 to elements E and H, members of the two dominant cliques. Results of activation for an ambiguous pair with
zero, one, two and three co-occurring elements are shown in
Figure 2. Without contextual activations the ambiguous interpretations are not distinguished. With one or more parallel activations the elements of the co-occurrence clique are clearly
identified, providing a preference for one of the ambiguous
interpretations.

Implementation
Object identification
The task used for evaluation is an abstract form of object
recognition using a generative model, where objects are represented as collections of features arranged in a two dimensional space. This allows statistical properties of the environment presented to be controlled.
Objects are constructed as a random arrangement of feature
symbols in a grid. Co-occurrence relationships are created
by defining a number of locations, as described previously.
Scenes are produced by selecting a location, determining the
objects present according to occurrence statistics, and rendering the chosen objects onto a fixed size grid representing the
scene. Objects may be obscured by other objects rendered
over top.
The task used to perform training, is to identify the object
at a specified location. Object boundaries are not given.
To evaluate the use of context effects, ambiguous objects
are created, and the task is to identify which object the ambiguous element represents, based on the co-occurring objects in the scene. To construct an ambiguous representation,
first an object is created and assigned to a specific location

Figure 2: Stable activation level of associative network. All
include partial activation of elements E and H. 1. no other
activation, 2. single active (B) 3. two active (B,C) 4. three
active, members of the other grouping (F,I,J).

and context. A second object is then created as a copy of
the first, with a random collection of symbols altered, such
that 20% of the representation is varied. The second object
is attached to a different location, such that it co-occurs with
a different set of objects. A third ambiguous object is constructed by changing each of the modified symbols in the second object to a third symbol, such that the ambiguous object
is equally dissimilar to the first and second.
When the ambiguous object is presented as a replacement
to the first or second object, it is necessary for the system to
identify each of the other objects in the scene independently,
and to use the presence of the objects identified to bias interpretation of the ambiguous target object.

Context effects with ARCS
Context effects can be incorporated with the ARCS classifier
system, by training the associative network in parallel with
the existing reinforcement process.
Rules are constructed as a two dimensional grid of symbols. Each rule is associated with a label indicating the object
classification for the rule. When a state is presented, each
rule is compared against the state, and a match value established by comparing the rule with each corresponding region
of the state. To evaluate the match value for each rule for the
assigned target position, the best match value covering the
target position is used.
To select the rule to act, the product of the match value
with the expected reward of the rule is used. Without using
an associative bias, the rule to act is selected according to a
Boltzmann distribution:
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Pn =

eβqn mn
∑Jj=1 eβq j m j

(4)

where Pn is the probability of choosing rule n, J represents
the set of matching rules, qn is the expected reward and mn
the match level for rule n.
To introduce contextual bias, a fixed size associative network is used according to the number of object classes
present. Training of the network is conducted after each classification step. When training with class labels provided, the
activation level of each class present is set to 1, and those
not present set to 0. A single step of the learning process
described in Equation 2 is conducted.
Once the initial activation values for each class are established, the activation process proceeds according to the update rule given in 3. The resulting activation levels for each
class are normalised, providing a relative value for each class.
This is used to modify the selection value for each rule as follows:
Pn =

eβqn mn bx
J
∑ j=1 eβq j m j by

(5)

where bx is the associative bias for object x, where the
given rule is linked with object x.
It would be possible to capture context using a rule-based
system, for example using a rule specifying that if object A
is present at the same time as object B, a particular classification would be preferred; such an implementation would allow
suitable classification, however involves a design that implies
the solution, and is based on a discrete definition of context,
requiring each combination of contextual features to be defined at the rule level. In contrast, the associative method
allows contextual effects between a range of elements to be
captured in the network, using a soft definition of context arising from activation properties of the network.

Figure 3: Result of the use of associative bias. 1. bias in
match condition towards rule consistent with context, 2. performance improvement for rule set consistent with object representation, 3. performance improvement for rule set with
assymetric preference to one interpretation
Results of the degree of bias and improved classification
rates on ambiguous elements are shown in Figure 3. The degree of bias variation provided to classifications consistent
with the associative context is +0.5, for example a bias value
of 0.7 vs 0.2, providing significant discrimination. The result of classification of ambiguous elements without the use
of associative bias is at chance level, at 0.47%, for a rule
set consistent with the features present in the environment.
With introduction of associative bias, allowing context to influence identification, identification accuracy was increased
to 0.94%, an improvement of 0.47. With a rule set that has
developed in a manner that is preferential to one interpretation of an ambiguous element, the improvement is 0.25.
These figures show clear discrimination between interpretations of ambiguous elements, as a result of bias introduced
through association, with lesser improvement when assymmetric preference is given to one interpretation.

Results
Training is first conducted with object labels available for
each position, before evaluation is performed on observations
without labels. A number of training stages are used to simplify the learning process. First training is conducted on individual objects, where a single object is presented for each
step. After 200,000 training steps, classification is performed
with 100% accuracy on individually presented objects. The
second training stage involves classification with multiple objects present, and introduces training of the associative network.
Observations are presented using a 30 x 30 grid of features,
each object is constructed using on average 34 symbols, including white space. 4 locations are used to generate the environment, with 25 objects, as well as 2 ambiguous representations.
Evaluation is performed by presentation of multiple objects
in a scene, including ambiguous objects, which require the
use of context for identification.

Discussion and Conclusions
This system provides an autonomous method for studying
processes involved in formation of concepts relevant to a
task, guided by reinforcement from behaviour, in tandem with
the recognition of context through co-occurrence relationships captured in an associative network. The development
of features autonomously according to reinforcement, acting
alongside formation of contextual associative links, provides
a novel means of studying formation of context, and the manner in which it can be used to influence a task.
The interaction of the two types of systems allows the
use of a simplified associative implementation, acting in tandem with the reinforcement based learning process, to allow
context identified between multiple elements to influence the
recognition of objects being observed.
The reinforcement based system provides a useful platform
for examining practical considerations of such processes in an
objective, autonomous manner. Representation of context is
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captured in attractor basins produced from associative links
in a recurrent network. The advantages provided for the interpretation of objects, and the ability to identify context in
an autonomous manner, highlight the applicability of a recurrent associative network for addressing how context can be
formed and utilised.
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Abstract
Previous tests of the phonological competition model (Dell,
1986) have mostly investigated the effects of phonological
overlap (e.g. pick-pin) in isolated word production (e.g.
primed picture naming). This is problematic since recent
findings suggest that the effect of phonological overlap
depends on the syntactic category of the phonologically
related words, and few previous studies investigate
phonological planning in the context of grammatical strings.
We introduce a novel paradigm to examine two predictions of
the so called parallel-then-sequential competition model
(O‟Seaghdha and Marin, 2000) against data from the
distribution of disfluencies in sentence production. We also
extend previous work by comparing different forms of
phonological overlap (identity vs. similarity) in both word
onsets and rhymes.
Keywords: phonological encoding; sentence production

Introduction
In order to speak, it is necessary to retrieve the segments
that comprise each word (i.e. the phonemes) and organize
them in the intended sequential order. This process, which is
commonly referred to as phonological encoding, has been
shown to be sensitive to interference from recently
processed phonological material. A long line of research has
employed these interference effects to infer the architecture
of the system underlying phonological encoding. One of the
most promising models that has emerged from this research
is the phonological competition model and its offspring,
which have been successfully applied to the distribution of
speech errors, lexical production latencies, speech rate
variations, and the tip-of-the-tongue phenomenon (Dell,
1986; Peterson, Dell & O‟Seaghdha, 1989; Sevald and Dell,
1994; O‟Seaghdha and Marin, 2000).
The original phonological competition model assumed
that all segments are activated in parallel (Peterson, Dell &
O‟Seaghdha, 1989). The model contains a network
comprised of nodes for both words and phonemes with topdown and bottom-up feedback connections between the
nodes. During planning of a spoken word, activation spreads
downward from the word node to the phonemes comprising
the word. Activation also travels upwards through feedback
connections from phonemes to the word nodes, leading to
activation of word nodes phonologically related to the
target. It is not until all the segments of a word have been
assigned to their appropriate position in the syllable frame
that the speaker starts articulating the word.
Evidence from later work suggests a sequential
component is required. This evidence comes from studies on
the effect of phonological overlap between adjacent words

(Sevald & Dell, 1994; O‟Seaghdha & Marin, 2000).
Participants were asked to produce sequences of monosyllabic consonant-vowel-consonant words as many times
as possible within an 8 second period, where the adjacent
words contained identical onsets (e.g. PICK-PIN) or
identical rhymes (e.g. PICK-TICK). While onset overlap
strongly inhibited (slowed down) production, rhyme overlap
led to less inhibition (O‟Seaghdha and Marin, 2000) or even
facilitation (Sevald & Dell, 1994). To account for these
findings, O‟Seaghdha and Marin (2000:59) propose the
parallel-then-sequential competition model, according to
which “all segments are first activated, providing feedback
to form-related words, and then selected in sequence.” This
would account for inhibition found in end-related
conditions: parallel activation of the phonemes of a word
retrieved for articulation spreads upwards through feedback
connections to words that share these phonemes in the same
position. If one of these words has recently been produced,
its relatively high lingering activation combined with the
feedback activation slows down selection of the target word.
This effect is larger for overlapping onsets than rhymes
because more time passes before the rhymes are required
(that is the sequential component of the model).
Another prediction of the phonological competition
model is that effects of phonological competition are
dependent on the frequency of the target. High-frequency
words are thought to encounter greater competition due to
the rapid activation of their segments, which in turn is
assumed to cause more competition between discrepant
syllables from adjacent words. This prediction has received
support from a variety of paradigms, including naming and
word pair production (O‟Seaghdha & Marin, 2000).
However, previous tests of the phonological competition
model have almost completely been limited to isolated word
production. The interaction between frequency and
phonological overlap, which is crucial for the parallel-thensequential model, has so far only been tested in isolated
word production. This is problematic since recent evidence
suggests that the effect of phonological overlap depends on
both the syntactic category of the phonologically related
words and the order, which was not controlled in the works
cited above. For example, Janssen and Caramazza (2009)
find inhibition due to onset overlap only for noun-noun
sequences, and facilitatory effects in adjective-noun, nounverb, and adjective-adjective-noun sequences. They
hypothesize that grammatically common sequences (nounverb, adjective-noun, etc.) show different effects than
sequences that are rare (e.g. noun-noun). This result would
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call into question the interpretation of previous evidence in
support of the parallel-then-sequential competition model.
We present two production experiments that seek to test
the predictions of the parallel-then-sequential competition
model against data from phonological encoding in complete
sentences. Experiment 1 investigates the effect of onset
overlap; Experiment 2 rhyme overlap. In both experiments
we test the prediction that more frequent target words
should be more severely inhibited than less frequent target
words. The paradigm we introduce was designed to allow us
to investigate phonological encoding in the context of
sentence production.

Experiment 1: Onset Overlap
Participants were asked to produce simple transitive
sentences. We manipulated the phonological overlap
between the verb (lost, below) and the object noun. The
object either (1a) had the same initial consonant and vowel
as the verb (lost-lock), (1b) had the same vowel, but the
initial consonant differed in exactly one phonological
feature (lost-rock), or (1c) had the same vowel and the
initial consonant did differ in at least two phonological
features (lost-sock).
(1)

(a) The maid lost the lock
(b) The maid lost the rock
(c) The maid lost the sock

[identical onset]
[similar onset]
[unrelated control]

Our design hence differs in several potentially relevant
aspects from previous work. First, previous work has
generally compared phonological overlap between words of
the same syntactic category (some recent exceptions are
Abrams & Rodriguez, 2005; Damian & Dumay, 2007;
Janssen & Caramazza, 2009). Second, previous work has
almost exclusively focused on the comparison between
onset identity and phonologically unrelated words. Little is
known about the role of high phonological similarity in the
absence of identity (but see Roelofs, 1999) –despite strong
typological evidence that there is a bias against adjacent
similar, but not necessarily against adjacent identical units
(for summary, see Graff, 2010). Here, we compare identical
to similar to unrelated words. Third, to address the
possibility that phonological context plays a role in how
phonological relatedness between proximate words affects
production, we keep the preceding word and the rhyme of
the target word identical across the conditions of an item
(_ock).

Method
Participants Thirty University of Rochester undergraduates
participated in the experiment for $10 compensation each.
All reported to be native speakers of English.
Materials The experiment consisted of 36 items and 54
fillers. Items were simple transitive sentences in the three
conditions illustrated in example (1) above. Participants saw
one of three Latin-square-designed lists, so that each

participant saw each item exactly once and equally many
instances of each condition.
Item triplets were created using the MRC
Psycholinguistic database (Coltheart, 1981). We first
extracted all mono-syllabic noun triplets that differed in
only in their phonological onset. For each triplet we
searched for a transitive verb, so that (a) the verb‟s first
syllable overlapped with one of the nouns in terms of its
initial consonant and nucleus, but not in terms of its final
consonant (identity condition) and (b) the verb‟s onset
differed from the onset of one of the other nouns in only one
phonological feature (similarity condition), and (c) the last
noun‟s onset differed from the verb‟s onset in at least two
phonological features. The resulting verb-noun-triplets were
filtered to remove combinations with very infrequent nouns
or verbs. Of the remaining materials, we chose those 36
combinations that we deemed best suited in terms of the
intuitive plausibility of the verb object combination (e.g. …
lost the lock/rock/sock. in (1) above).
We then constructed simple transitive sentences based on
these verb-noun-triplets. The constraints of the design
forced us to reuse five noun triplets with 11 different verbs
(e.g. “The traveler bashed her sack/pack/ back” and “The
guest padded his sack/back/pack”). However, stimuli were
distributed in such a way that participants never actually
saw the same noun twice in the experiment.
Log-transformed frequency information for each verb and
object was obtained from the 400 million word
Contemporary Corpus of American English (Davies, 2008).
Additionally, we gathered information about several
variables known to affect lexical production for all item
triplets to avoid potential confounds. The following control
properties of both the verb and object noun were considered:
the log-transformed frequency of the first syllable across all
words of English both in first position only and in any
position (obtained from the CELEX lexical database,
Baayen, Piepenbrock & Gulikers, 1995), the neighborhood
density1, and frequency-weighted neighborhood density
(Vaden, Hickok & Halpin, 2009). Controls were balanced
across conditions. We also conducted mixed effect
regression analyses (not reported here due to limited space)
that confirmed that none of the results reported below were
caused by main effects of the control variables.
Additionally, we gathered plausibility norms for each
sentence over Amazon‟s online service Mechanical Turk.
For the target stimuli, subjects were always third person
lexical nouns. Half of the verbs occurred in the present tense
and half in the past tense (e.g. lost in (1) above). Twentyseven (75%) of the verbs were monosyllabic, and the other 9
verbs were disyllabic. Object nouns were always
monosyllabic. The coda (e.g. /k/ in (1) above) was held
identical across the three conditions.
Since previous work suggests that phonological
relatedness affects production most strongly (or, possibly,
only) when accompanied by orthographical overlap
(Damian & Bowers, 2003), we tried to accompany
1
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See http://128.252.27.56/Neighborhood/NeighborHome.asp.

phonological overlap by orthographic overlap as much as
possible within the limits defined by the need to create a
sufficiently large set of plausible stimuli. The orthography
of verb-object onset consonant in the identity condition („l‟
in (1) above) was always matched. The orthography of the
vowel was matched between verb-object pairs in 28 of the
36 items (if it was matched for an item it was matched for
all conditions of that item). The orthography of the coda was
matched in all but two items, for which some conditions
contained a silent “b” (as in limb and lamb).
Procedure Participants were instructed that they would
have to solve math problems while remembering sentences.
There were two minimally different variants of the task.
Half of the participants saw variant A, the other half saw
variant B. Since the results did not differ between the two
versions of the task (there were no interactions between the
version of the experiment and the results reported below),
we pool the data from the two versions.
In variant A, trials consisted of three phases. In the
formation phase, participants saw the subject noun phrase
(e.g. the maid), the verb (e.g. lost), and the object noun
phrase (e.g.) the lock arrange in a triangle, randomly
positioned from trial to trial. Participants formed a sentence
from these parts and spoke it aloud. There was no time
pressure. In the distraction phase, participants read two math
problems aloud and typed the answer in a box on the screen.
In the recall phase, one word from the original sentence was
presented, prompting recall of the entire sentence as
accurately as could be remembered. For target trials the
prompt was always the subject of the sentence.
The procedure of variant B was identical to that described
above except for two aspects introduced to increase the
overall rate of disfluencies. First, we introduced time
pressure during both formation and recall, with a green
progress bar indicating remaining time. Based on piloting,
the deadlines were set at 5500 milliseconds and 1750
milliseconds, respectively. To further increase the task's
complexity, a temporal adverbial (e.g. yesterday) was added
to the formation phase (the four words were now positioned
in a diamond). In line with our expectations, version B
resulted in more overall disfluencies.
The experiment began with a short practice session (12
trials) after which participants were instructed to ask the
experimenter any questions they had about the procedure.
Practice trials only contained phonologically unrelated
stimuli. The practice session was followed by the
experimental session (90 trials).
Scoring Productions from both the formulation and the
recall phase of all item trials were transcribed and annotated
by an undergraduate RA. Annotation reliability was
ascertained by comparing annotation of 100 sentences
against those of the first author. Since the disfluency rate on
recall trials was very low (5%), we report only the analysis
of formation trials. The presence of disfluencies was
recorded for four separate regions: (1) before the subject, (2)
after the subject and before the verb, (3) after the verb and

before the head noun of the direct object, and (4) in the
remainder of the sentence. This is illustrated in example (2)
by squared brackets, where there is one disfluency in the
subject region (a restart), no disfluency in the verb region,
two disfluencies (one filled pause, one word lengthening) in
the object region, and no disfluency in the remainder of the
sentence.
(2)
Subject
Verb
Object
Remainder
Example [The, the maid] [lost] [the, uh, lo-ock] [yesterday]
Disfluency
yes
no
yes
no
The data from two participants had to be excluded
because they had to abort the experiment or did not follow
the instructions. Incomplete trials were excluded from the
analysis. All data from one item had to be excluded from the
analysis because of a copy and paste error in the
experimental lists. This left 994 formation trials with an
average disfluency rate across all regions of 16%.

Analysis
To analyze the distribution of disfluencies by conditions, we
conducted separate mixed logit regression analyses (Jaeger,
2008) for each sentence region for both the formation and
the recall trials. In all cases, a random intercept for
participants was the only justified random effect. We first fit
a model with the (a) the random effect, (b) a covariate for
plausibility, (c) the three-way design factor, (d) verb and
object frequency and (e) the interaction between (c) and (d).
The plausibility control was included to avoid potential
confounds since its effect reached significance in some
analyses. We then assessed the significance of variables by
comparing the full model against a model without that
variable. Directions of effects were assessed by means of
planned comparisons (e.g. we always used Helmert coding
for the design factor, comparing the Identical < Similar <
Unrelated condition).

Results
In the subject region, there were no significant effects. In
the verb region, two main effects and an interaction were
observed. Unsurprisingly, participants were less likely to
produce a disfluency the higher the logarithm transformed
verb frequency (β=-.14, z=-2.1, p<.04), and the higher the
sentence‟s plausibility rating (β=-.23, z=-2.2, p<.03). There
was no main effect of phonological overlap between the
verb and object. There was, however, an interaction between
phonological overlap and verb frequency (χ2(3)=11.1,
p<.02). Planned comparison revealed that, with increasing
verb frequency, both similar and identical verb-object onsets
led to increased probability of a disfluency compared to the
control condition (β=.36, z=2.5, p<.02). The effect of verb
frequency did not differ between the two overlap conditions
(p>.9).
In the object region, a main effect of phonological overlap
was observed (χ2(3)=6.4, p<.05). This effect was driven by
the identical verb-object onsets, which were associated with
a higher rate of disfluencies (β=.66, z=2.4, p<.02) compared
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to both similar verb-object onsets and the control condition
(the latter two conditions did not differ, p>.4). Additionally,
there was a significant interaction of phonological overlap
with object frequency (χ2(3)=10.8, p<.01). This interaction
went in the opposite direction of the effect observed over
the verb region: the effect of identical onsets decreased with
increasing object frequency (β=-.38, z=-2.6, p<.01). A
marginal interaction of verb frequency with similar onsets in
the same direction was also observed (β=-.29, z=-1.8,
p<.07).

effects similar to complete feature overlap (i.e. phoneme
identity).

Discussion

(3)

In comparing the effects of Experiment 1 to previous work,
it is important to keep in mind that the paradigm employed
here likely has considerably less power to detect effects than
studies that examine adjacent word produced in isolation
(rather than using a comprehended prime).
The inhibitory results found in the verb region between
related onsets are in line with previous work (O‟Seaghdha &
Marin, 2000; Sevald & Dell, 1994) and provide further
support for the phonological competition model. These
studies (Sevald & Dell, 1994; O‟Seaghdha & Marin 2000)
had participants repeat phonologically related words in fast
succession as many times as possible. Since our task did not
involve so much phonological repetition, it is unsurprising
that the hypothesized effect of phonological relatedness may
not reach significance in all cases.
However, the interaction between phonological
relatedness and object frequency for the object region
exhibited the opposite of the predicted pattern. We consider
two interpretations of this effect. First, it is possible that the
phonological inhibition model needs to be revised. Several
other studies have found that the effects of phonological
overlap depend on whether the two phonologically related
words are of the same syntactic category (Abrams &
Rodriguez, 2005; Damian & Dumay, 2007; Janssen &
Caramazza, 2009). Most of this work has employed
paradigms in which one of the two related words (the so
called prime) is only comprehended. This differs from the
procedure employed here, where both words (the verb and
the object) are produced.
It is also possible that the different interactions of
frequency and phonological relatedness are due to properties
of the procedure used here. We return to this point below.
With regard to the relation between similarity and
identity, the results are relatively weak but consistent. With
regard to the interaction with verb frequency (in the verb
region), similar and identical onsets group together
compared to the control condition. With regard to the
interaction with object frequency (in the object region), a
similar pattern was observed, although the effect here was
stronger for identical than for similar onsets. The same
ordering is found for the main effect of phonological
overlap at the object. Taken together, these results suggests
that at least at some stage, subphonemic overlap affects
lexical production and that partial feature overlap can create

Experiment 2: Rhyme Overlap
Experiment 2 follows the design of Experiment 1, but
investigates the effects of phonological overlap between
rhymes. An example item is shown as (3) below. As spelled
out in the introduction, the parallel-then-sequential
competition model predicts less inhibition for related
rhymes than for related onsets.
(a) The owners scrub the pub [identical rhyme]
(b) The owners scrub the pup [similar rhyme]
(c) The owners scrub the pus [unrelated control]

Method
Participants Thirty undergraduate students from the same
population as in Experiment 1 participated for $10
compensation each. All reported to be native speakers of
English.
Materials Following Experiment 1, there were 36 items and
54 fillers. Item triplets were created to mirror those from
Experiment 1, differing only in the location of overlap (the
rhyme instead of the onset). The frequency of the verb and
object, as well as all the controls variables mentioned in the
description of Experiment 1 were elicited for Experiment 2.
For target stimuli, subjects were again always third person
lexical nouns. Thirty-one of 36 verbs occurred in the
present tense, due to less likelihood of participants altering
the coda of either the verb or object for sentences with
present tense verbs. Half of verbs were monosyllabic and
half disyllabic. Object nouns were always monosyllabic.
The onsets of the nouns within each triplet were held
consistent. The orthography of verb-object coda consonant
was always matched. The orthography of the vowel was
matched between verb-object pairs in 26 of the 36 items.
The orthography of the onset within triplets was matched in
all items.
Procedure The procedure was identical to that of
Experiment 1, having two minimally different variants A
and B, with the same differences as in Experiment 1. Again
the data from each variant were pooled, as the results of
interest do not differ between the two versions.
Scoring Scoring was identical to Experiment 1, with one
difference: trials in which participants introduced additional
material in the coda of the verb or object (e.g. scrubbed for
scrub, pubs for pub) were excluded from the analysis. Data
from four items had to be excluded from the analysis since
less than 40% of the participants managed to construct the
intended sentence. This left 656 formation with an average
disfluency rate across all regions of 21%.
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Results
In the subject region, two main effects and an interaction
were observed. Parallel to Experiment 1, participants were
less likely to produce a disfluency the higher the sentence‟s
plausibility rating (β=-.25, z=-1.9, p<.06). There also was a
marginal main effect of phonological overlap (χ2(3)=4.6,
p=.09), so that both identical and similar rhymes were more
likely to lead to a disfluency compared to the control
condition (β=.57, z=2.2, p<.03). The two phonological
overlap conditions did not differ from each other (p>.9).
Additionally, there was a marginal interaction between
phonological overlap and verb frequency (χ2(3)=4.9, p=.09)
for identical compared to similar rhymes and the control
condition, participants were more likely to produce a
disfluency the higher the verb frequency (β=.36, z=2.2,
p<.03). The effect of verb frequency did not interact with
the difference between similar rhymes and the control
condition (p>.9).
In the verb region, there were no effects. In the object
region, there was no main effect of phonological overlap or
object frequency, but the two-way interaction between
phonological overlap and object frequency approached
significance (χ2(3)=5.1, p<.08): for identical compared to
unrelated rhymes, participants were again more likely to
produce a disfluency the higher the object frequency (β=.40,
z=2.2, p<.03). The effect of object frequency did not differ
between identical and similar onsets (p>.8).

with regard to the interaction with frequency. This suggests
competition may also take place at the subphonemic level.
Two findings were not predicted by the parallel-thensequential competition model. First, we do not find that
onsets lead to more inhibition than rhymes: The coefficients
of the phonological overlap effects are comparable across
the two experiments. Additionally, disfluency rates were
higher overall in Experiment 2. Second, Experiment 1
returned one significant interaction of phonological
relatedness and frequency in the unexpected direction: for
the object region, the inhibitory effect of onset overlap
decreased with increasing frequency of the object
These unexpected effects could be due to a drawback of
our paradigm to be addressed in future work: the lack of
control over the time course of comprehension and
subsequent production of the sentence. Figure 1 illustrates
the two endpoints of the spectrum that describes the
potential overlap of cascading comprehension and
production processes in our paradigm. The hypothetical
speaker in the left panel, initiates talking as soon as a likely
candidate for the subject phrase (maid) has been
comprehended. As a consequence, parts of the to-beproduced sentence are still being comprehended while
articulation is already initiated. The hypothetical speaker in
the right panel, initiates production planning only after all
parts of the stimulus have been comprehended, thereby
avoiding overlap between comprehension and production.

Discussion
The results in the subject region of Experiment 2 are similar
to the findings in the verb region in Experiment 1;
conditions with both identical and similar rhymes increase
the likelihood of producing a disfluency. Also in line with
Experiment 1, the probability of producing a disfluency
between identical rhymes increased with verb frequency.
We can only speculate that the reason that these effects
showed up in the subject region in Experiment 2, but verb
region in Experiment 1, is due to the relatively low power
our paradigm has compared to previous work (see above).
In the object region, disfluencies were more likely in the
identical rhyme condition with increasing object frequency,
which contrasts the result from Experiment 1.

General Discussion
The results obtained in Experiments 1 and 2 are mixed,
although overall they tend to support the phonological
competition theory. First, only inhibitory main effects of
phonological overlap were observed. Second, the interaction
of phonological overlap with frequency went in the
direction predicted by the parallel-then-sequential
competition model (O‟Seaghdha and Marin, 2000) for three
out of the four significant interactions.
With regard to the comparison of similar vs. identical
onsets and rhymes, we found that identity is generally worse
than similarity. Identical onset and rhymes lead to inhibition
compared to similar ones. Words with similar onsets or
rhymes mostly grouped with the control condition, except

Figure 1: Illustration of different hypothetical time courses
of stimulus comprehension and production in our paradigm
These different time courses are likely to lead to different
results: phonological overlap has been shown to differ
depending on whether verbal apprehension (in particular, of
written input) co-occurs with production of the target word
(O‟Seaghdha & Marin, 2000 vs. Taylor & Burke, 2002),
sometimes turning inhibitory into facilitatory effects. Since
we did not control the strategies employed by participants, it
is possible that the resulting mix of strategies weakened
effects or even caused the unexpected interaction between
phonological overlap and frequency in Experiment 1.
We must also factor in that the different syntactic
categories of the two words could have produced some of
the facilitatory effects. When the phonologically related
prime and target are of different syntactic categories this
facilitates TOT state resolution compared to the presentation
of same-category primes, which has no effect (Abrams &
Rodriguez, 2005; Burke, MacKay, Worthley & Wade,
1991). In another study examining these effects,
phonological onset overlap yielded different effects based
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on word order; inhibitory effects are found in noun-noun
utterances, while facilitatory effects are found in adjectivenoun utterances (Janssen & Caramazza, 2009). Janssen and
Caramazza link this difference to differences in the relative
time course of grammatical and phonological encoding for
grammatically
typical
(e.g.
adjective-noun)
and
grammatically atypical (e.g. noun-noun) utterances. In our
experiments, all utterances only contained grammatically
typical orders. Yet, it is possible that the overlapping
phonological encoding of the verb and object took place
during different time points of their respective grammatical
encoding, explain the results of Experiment 1. Without
further stipulations, it would, however, not account for the
observed inhibition for both the verb and the object when
their rhymes overlapped (Experiment 2). In short, our data
suggest a three-way interaction of phonological encoding,
grammatical encoding, and they type of phonological
overlap (onset vs. rhyme). We conclude that the account
introduced by Janssen and Caramazza (2009) requires
further modification.
Despite the drawbacks discussed above, we consider the
paradigm introduced here a promising first step toward
examining phonological competition effects during sentence
production. While the lexical content to be produced by
participants in our experiments was still largely scripted,
participants had to create the syntactic structure themselves
from the parts presented to them. Recall also that the
adverbial in our stimuli (e.g. yesterday) could be produced
in several positions of the sentence, highlighting the fact
that grammatical encoding of the sentences was not fully
scripted, unlike the majority of over 200 previous
experiments we recently surveyed (but see Bock, 1987;
Jaeger, Furth, & Hilliard, 2011).
In ongoing work, we are exploring ways to increase the
statistical power of the approach by analyzing word duration
and speech rate data from the different sentence regions.
Word durations of the determiner before the object noun, for
example, should be lengthened when lexical production of
the noun is inhibited.
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To Go or to Stay: Age Differences in Cognitive Foraging
Jessie Chin
University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign

Wai-Tat Fu
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Abstract: Cognitive foraging used the metaphor of animal foraging over patches of food to study how people
allocate time to multiple resources for obtaining information. We used the word search puzzle paradigm to examine
age differences in cognitive foraging behavior, especially when younger and older adults switch between patches (i.e.,
word puzzles). Results showed that older adults were able to adjust their departure time and switch frequencies
depending on patch densities and switch time costs, and found as many words as younger adults in the puzzles
despite their age-related change in processing capacities. Although older adults needed more time to find a new
word in the puzzle, they adaptively persisted longer and switched fewer times between puzzles than younger adults
to improve their performance. The connections between age differences in information uptake rates and the time to
switch to different patches were also discussed.
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Using a Model-Based fMRI Analysis Method to Locate the Neural
Correlates of a Multitasking Bottleneck
Jelmer Borst
University of Groningen

Niels Taatgen
University of Groningen

Hedderik Van Rijn
University of Groningen
Abstract: It has been shown that people can only maintain one problem state (a temporary mental representation,
comparable to the focus of attention in working memory), at a time. When more than one problem state is required,
for example in multitasking, performance decreases considerably. To locate the neural correlates of this ’problem
state bottleneck’ we applied a model-based fMRI analysis method. First, a computational cognitive model was fit
to the behavioral data. We then regressed the activity of the model’s cognitive resources against the fMRI data
to identify regions that match the model’s activity. The brain region responsible for the temporary representation
of problem states, the inferior parietal lobule, and the brain region responsible for long-term storage of problem
states, the inferior frontal gyrus were thus identified. We show that the model-based analysis method outperforms
the classical cognitive subtraction method.
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this model was built on the basis of a stochastic optimization method, and it assumes that less-accurate simpler strategies (i.e., rule) are more likely to be realized in earlier stages
of learning, while more complex strategies that bear higher
classification accuracy (i.e., exemplar-like representation) are
more likely to be maintained and applied in latter stages of
learning.

Abstract
Recent studies in category learning have shown that there are
shifts in category representation. In the present study, we develop three models categorization that consisted of different
learning objectives to examine cognitive mechanism underlying the representational shifts. The results of simulation indicated that the representational shift observed in Johansen &
Palmeri (2002) can be explained by selective attention, selective exemplar memorization, or mere random chance. Although these models could not be differentiated based on classification generalization patterns, a detail examination of acquired model coefficients were conducted in order to design
future studies.

Computational Models
Overview

Introduction
Recent studies in category learning and usage have shown
that there are shifts in category representation. For example, Johansen and Palmeri (2002) showed that participants’
category generalization patterns in early learning stages were
more consistent with rule-like representations, but as learning progressed they exhibited generalization pattern that were
more consistent with an exemplar-based representation. Johansen and Palmeri (2002) hypothesized that the selective attention process was the key cognitive mechanism that produced the representational shifts. They developed and successfully tested a model that initially paid attention to a single
feature dimension and then gradually distributed its attention
to achieve accurate classification. In contrast, Bourne and his
colleague (Bourne, Healy, Kole & Graham, 2006; Bourne,
Healy, Parker & Richard, 1999) suggested that representational shifts can occur both rule-to-exemplar and exemplarto-rule fashion, depending on cognitive demands of tasks being performed. In particular, Bourne et al. (1999, 2006)
claimed that memorabilities of strategies plays an important
role in representational or strategy shifts.
In the present study, we developed three models of categorization that differed in their learning objectives. The first
model was built on the basis of Johansen and Palmeri’s (2002)
idea that selective attention causes representational shifts. In
particular, the model tries to acquire accurate categorization
strategies while paying attention to a small number of dimensions. The second model was built on the basis of Bourne
et al. (1999,2006) claim that the strategy memorability is
the key process in representational shifts. This model tries
to acquire accurate strategies while memorizing and using a
smaller number of exemplars. The last model was somewhat
different from previous two models in that it assumes that
representational shifts occur by random chance. Given that

In the present paper, we used ALCOVE (Kruschke, 1992) as
the model of categorization, and CLEAR framework (Matsuka, Sakamoto, Chouchourelou & Nickerson, 2008) as the
model of learning. CLEAR framework is a straightforward
application of stochastic optimization method, namely Evolutional Strategy to human learning models. We refer CLEARaugmented ALCOVE to as CaALCOVE. Three variants of
CaAlCOVE were tested in the present study, namely standard
CaALCOVE, attention-penalizing CaALCOVE, and (exemplar) memorization-penalizing CaALCOVE. The difference
among those models is their learning objectives and we test
how the learning objectives affect acquisition of different
types of internal representations.

Categorization Algorithm - ALCOVE
In ALCOVE (Kruschke, 1992), categorization decision is
based on the activations of stored exemplars. As shown in
Eq. 1, each exemplar’s activation in ALCOVE, scaled by
specificity, β (which determines generalization gradient), is
based on the inverse distance between an input, x, and a
stored exemplar, ψj , in multi-dimensional representational
space where each dimension (i) is scaled by non-negative selective attention weights, ai . The exemplar activations are
then fed forward to the k-th output node (e.g., output for category k), Ok , weighted by wkj , which determines the strength
of association between exemplar j and output node k:
[
(
)]
J
I
∑
∑
(n)
(n)
(n)
Ok (x) =
wkj exp −β ·
ai |ψji − xi |
(1)
j=1

i=1

where superscript n indicates n-th categorization strategy being utilized. Given that CaALCOVE’s learning algorithm
are based on stochastic optimization, dimensional attention
weights takes the following form to obtain reasonable stability:
(
(
))−1
(n)
(n)
ai = 1 + exp −Di
(2)
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where Di is a pseudo-attention weight. In CaALCOVE, Ds
(not as) are updated in learning.
The probability of categorizing input instance x to category C is based on the activation of output node C relative to
the activations of all output nodes:
(
)
(ν)
exp φ · Oc (x)
(
).
P (C|x) = ∑
(3)
(ν)
k exp φ · Ok (x)

egy with the highest predicted utility (e.g., accuracy, score,
etc.) to make one response at a time (e.g., categorize an input instance). The functions for estimating the utility for each
strategy is described in a later section.

where φ controls decisiveness of the classification response,
and the superscript ν indicates the strategy adopted to make a
categorization response.
Although CaALCOVE would always have multiple strategies in mind, it opts for and applies a single strategy with
the highest predicted utility, indicated by the superscript ν,
to make one response at a time (e.g., categorizing an input
instance).
In the traditional ALCOVE model, a single strategy consisting of attention (i.e., ai ) and association weights (i.e.,
wkj ) is updated by a gradient descent method to minimize the
classification error. CaALCOVE optimizes multiple strategies on the basis of their utility using an evolutionary computing method. We now describe the algorithms for optimizing
the utilities of strategies.

Hypotheses Combinations In CaALCOVE, randomly selected pairs of strategies exchange information to create a new
strategy. For the sake of simplicity, we use the following notation {w(n) , D(n) } ∈ θ (n) . CaALCOVE utilizes discrete recombination of coefficients and intermediary recombination
of the coefficient for self-adaptation. Thus,
{
(c)
θl

=

(p1)

θl
(p2)
θl

if UNI ≤ 0.5
otherwise

where UNI is a random number drawn from the Uniform dis(c)
(p1)
tribution. For self-adapting strategy, σi = 0.5 · (σi
+
(p2)
σi ). This combination process continues until the number
of children strategies produced reaches the memory capacity
of CaALCOVE.
Hypotheses Modifications After the recombination process, CaALCOVE randomly modifies its strategies, using a
self-adapting strategy. Thus,
(n)

(n)

σθl (t + 1) = σθl (t) · exp(N (0, γ))

Learning Algorithms - CLEAR
Overview of Learning Algorithm In CLEAR framework
(see Matsuka, et al., 2008 for detailed discussion about its effectiveness and descriptive validity), Evolution Strategy (ES)
method was used as learning processes. As in a typical
ES application, we assumed three key processes in learning: crossover, mutation, and (survivor) selection. In the
crossover process, randomly selected categorization strategies are combined to form a new strategy. In human cognition, the crossover process can be interpreted as conceptual combination in which new strategies are created based on
merging ideas from existing useful strategies. In the mutation
process, each model coefficient is randomly altered, which
can be interpreted as strategy modification by randomly adjusting local attributes. In the selection process, a certain
number of strategies are deterministically selected on the basis of their ”usefulness.” in relation to the situational characteristics. Those selected strategies will be kept in CaALCOVE’s memory trace, while non-selected strategies become
obsolete or are forgotten.
Unlike previous modeling approaches to category learning
research, which modify a single strategy (i.e., a single set of
coefficients), CaALCOVE maintains, modifies, and combines
a set of strategies. The idea of having a population of strategies (as opposed to having an individual strategy) is important
because it allows not only the selection and concept combination in learning, but also the creation of diverse strategies,
making learning more robust. Thus, unlike previous models, CaALCOVE assumes that humans have the potential to
maintain a range of strategies and are able to apply a strategy
most suitable for a particular set of situational characteristics.
In CaALCOVE framework, one individual could simultaneously have multiple representation schemes.
Although CaALCOVE always has multiple strategies in
its knowledge space, it opts for and applies a single strat-

(4)

(n)

(n)

(n)

θl (t + 1) = θl (t) + N (0, σθl (t + 1))

(5)
(6)

where t indicates time, l indicates coefficients, γ defines
search width (via σ’s), and N (0, σ) is a random number
drawn from the Normal distribution with the corresponding
parameters.
Selection of Surviving Hypotheses After creating new sets
of strategies, CaALCOVE selects a limited number of strategies to be maintained in its memory. In CaALCOVE, the
survivor selection is done deterministically, selecting best 10
strategies on the basis of estimated utility of strategies or
knowledge. The function defining utility of knowledge is described in the next section.

Knowledge Utility Estimation
The utility of each strategy or a set of coefficients determines the survivor selection process in CaALCOVE, which
occurs twice. During categorization, it selects a single strategy with the highest predicted utility to make a categorization response (referred to as concept utility for response or
UR hereafter). During learning, it selects best fit strategies to
update its knowledge (utility for learning or UL hereafter). In
both selection processes, the strategy utility is subjectively
and contextually defined, and a general function is given
as: U (θ n ) = Υ (E(θ n ), Q1 (θ n ), ..., QL (θ n )) where Υ is a
function that takes concept inaccuracy (i.e., E) and L contextual factors (i.e., Q) and returns an estimated strategy utility
value (Note that learning is framed as a minimization problem).
In CaALCOVE, the predicted (in)accuracy of a strategy
during categorization is estimated based on a retrospective
verification function, which assumes that humans estimate
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the accuracies of the strategies by applying the current strategies to previously encountered instances retrieved from a
memory trace . Thus,

E(θ (n) ) =

K
G ∑
∑

(
)[
(
)]2
(g)
(g)
(n)
Ξ dk , x(g) dk − Ok
x(g)

g=1 k=1

(7)
where superscript g indicates a particular input-output pair,
G is the number of unique training pairs, and the exemplar
retention function Ξ returns the retrieval strength g-th inputoutput pair. The last term is the sum of squared error with d
being the desired output.
By assuming category structures being deterministic, the
following exemplar retention function, based on Anderson
and Schooler’s learning-forgetting function (1991), is used in
the present simulation study. Thus,
∑

Attention-penalizing CaALCOVE (CAL-AP, hereafter) assumes that strong selective attention causes the representational shift. CAL-AP allocates most of its attention to
a smaller number dimensions in earlier stages of learning,
but it gradually allocates its attention to other dimensions
to achieve more accurate categorization. That is, it penalizes distributed attention in earlier stages, but the penalization
weakens as learning progresses. The underlying idea of CALAP is basically the same as the model proposed by Johansen
& Parmeli (2002).
The knowledge utility function for CAL-AP is given as follows;:
(

)

(

)

U θ (n) = E θ (n) + λa

∑

(
(

i

(n)

)2

ai

(n)

ai
+

)2

I (
∑
l=1

(τ

(i)

+ 1)

−δ

∀i|x(i) =x(g)

Ξ(d(g) , x(g) ) = ∑

Attention-penalizing CaALCOVE

∑

(τ (i) + 1)−δ

(8)

g ∀i|x(i) =x(g)

Memory decay parameter, δ, controls the speed of memory
decay, and τ indicates how many instances were presented
since x(g) appeared, with the current training being represented with “0.” Thus, τ = 1 indicates x(g) appeared one
instance before the current trial. The denominator in the exemplar retaining function normalizes retention strengths, and
thus it controls the relative effect of training exemplar, x(g) ,
in evaluating the accuracy of knowledge or strategies. E(θ)
is strongly influenced by more recently encountered training
exemplars in early training trials, but it evenly accounts for
various exemplars in later training trials, simultaneously accounting for the Power Law of Forgetting and the Power Law
of Learning (Anderson & Schooler, 1991; Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981).

Simulation

The learning objective function for the standard CaALCOVE
was given as Eq 7. This model assumes that the representational shifts during category learning occur by mere random
chance. That is, it assumes that simpler categorization strategies (i.e., rule-like representation) are more likely to be hypothesized and thus heavily utilized in earlier stages of learning. But as learning progresses, more complex and accurate
strategies based on exemplar-like representation will be realized and tested, simply because creations of a larger number of hypotheses allow sufficient exploration of the solution
space.

)2

(9)
This function encourages CAL-AP to pay attention to a
smaller number of feature dimensions, or it penalizes CALAP when it selectively pays attentions to many dimensions.
Note that the knowledge utility is estimated based on selective
attention weight a, but not pseudo-selective attention weight
D. λa is a scalar that balances the trade-off between categorization accuracy and the attention penalization. The value
for λa decreases as learning progresses, like the annealing
function used in Johansen & Palmeri (2002).

Memorization-penalizing CaALCOVE
Memorization-penalizing CaALCOVE (CAL-MP, hereafter)
assumes that selective memorization and usage of particular
exemplars causes the representational shift. That is, it assumes that a smaller numbers of exemplars are memorized
and utilized in earlier stages of learning, causing CaALCOVE
to exhibit categorization pattern that is consistent with a rulelike representation. As in CAL-AP, this model also weakens
its penalization weight as learning progresses.
The knowledge utility function for CAL-AP is given as follows;

Three variants of CaAlCOVE were tested in the present study,
namely standard CaALCOVE, attention-penalizing CaALCOVE, and (exemplar) memorization-penalizing CaALCOVE. The difference among those models is their learning
objectives (i.e., knowledge utility functions).

Standard CaALCOVE

(n)

al

(

)

(

)

U θ (n) = E θ (n) + λw

∑
kj

(
(

(n)

wkj

)2

(n)

)2

wkj
+

I (
∑

l=1

(n)

)2

wkj

(10)
This function encourages CAL-MP to form a smaller set of
active links (i.e., a link whose relative value is higher in
its magnitude than other links) from exemplars and category
nodes, or it penalizes CAL-MP when it associates categories
with many exemplars (in terms of the relative values). In
other words, Eq 10 promotes CAL-MP to maintain a smaller
number of useful exemplars. Thus, when the memorization
penalization weight (λw ) is high, CAL-MP is more likely to
acquire a rule-link representation. In contrast, if its penalization weight is small (e.g. knowledge accuracy outweighs
selective memorization of exemplars) then it would acquire
an exemplar-like representation. As in CAL-AP, the value for
λw decreases as learning progresses.
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Figure 1: Results of Simulation. Generalizations profiles for Observed data (upper left), standard CaALCOVE (upper right),
attention-penalizing CaALCOVE (lower left), and memorization-penalizing CaALCOVE (lower right). R1 Gen. indicates
generalization pattern that is consistent with the categorization rule based on Dimension 1, and R3 Gen based on Dimension 3.
Ex. Gen indicates generalization pattern that is consistent with exemplar usage.

Method
The basic simulation procedures followed those of the original study (Johansen & Palmeri, 2002). Table 1 shows
schematic representation of stimulus set, which was adapted
from Medin & Schaffer (1978). The models were run in a
simulated training procedure with 32 trial blocks, where each
block consisted of a random presentation of the nine unique
training exemplars (see Table 1) exactly once, in order to
learn the correct classification responses for the stimulus set.
After, 2nd, 4th, 8th, 16th, 24th, and the last training blocks,
the transfer tests were conducted using testing exemplars (i.e.,
T1 - T7). As in the original study, the responses to only T1,
T2, T4, T5, and T6 were considered in the present simulation. The model parameters were arbitrary selected: For all
three models β = 1.5, φ1 = 1. For standard CaALCOVE,
δ=1, γ=1, while those for other models were 0.5 and 0.5, respectively. Within each model, knowledge utility for learning
(UL) and knowledge utility for response (UR) were assumed
to be identical. There were a total of 100 simulated subjects
for each model.

Results
Figure 1 shows observed and predicted generalization profiles. R1 Generalization (R1 Gen. in figure). indicates a
generalization pattern that is consistent with the categorization rule based on Dimension 1 (i.e. responding AABBB
to transfer stimuli T1, T2, T4, T5, and T6, see Johansen &
1

The value of φ does not affect model predictions

Palmeri for detailed discussion about generalization patterns),
and R3 Generalization is based on Dimension 3 (i.e. responding BBABA to the above mentioned stimuli). Exemplar Generalization (Ex. Gen.) indicates a generalization pattern that
is consistent with exemplar usage (i.e., responding ABBBA
to the stimuli). Note that as in the original simulation study,
we calculated the proportion of R1 Generalization, for example, as the proportion of exact R1 Generalizations (AABBB)
and those that differed by one response.
In general, all three models were successful in replicating the observed phenomena. All three models tended to exhibit the rule-based generalization patterns in earlier stages of
learning and gradually shifted to the exemplar-based generalization pattern. The attention-penalizing CaALOVE (CALAP) seemed more successful than other models in showing
increased exemplar usage. However, at the same time CALAP seemed least successful in not showing steady usages of
the rules (i.e., usage of the rules did not declined in the observed data). It is rather intriguing that different learning objectives resulted in similar generalization patterns. The results of the present simulation suggest that representational
shifts observed in Johansen & Palmeri (2002) may be explained by selective attention (i.e. CAL-AP), selective memorization of exemplars (CAL-MP), or mere random chance
(CaALCOVE).

Discussion
Since the predicted generalization patterns alone could not
differentiate the three models, we examined how each of the
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Table 1: Schematic representation of stimulus set used in simulations
Training
Transfer
Cat D1 D2 D3 D4 ID D1 D2 D3 D4
A
1
1
1
0
T1
1
0
0
1
A
1
0
1
0
T2
1
1
1
1
A
1
0
1
1
T3
0
1
0
1
T4
0
0
1
1
A
1
1
0
1
A
0
1
1
1
T5
1
0
0
0
B
1
1
0
0
T6
0
0
1
0
B
0
1
1
0
T7
0
1
0
0
B
0
0
0
1
B
0
0
0
0

three models exhibited such generalization patterns by analyzing acquired selective attention and exemplar-to-category
association weights.
Figure 2 shows acquired selective attention weights after
2nd (left column), 16th (middle column), and the last training
block (right column). The top row shows acquires attention
weights for standard CaALCOVE, the middle row for CALAP, and the bottom row for CAL-MP. Although the three
models exhibited similar generalization patterns, the patterns
of selective attention distributions differed somewhat greatly.
In early stages of learning, CAL-AP tended to allocate extreme attention weights to a smaller number of dimensions
as its learning objective function suggested. CAL-MP, on the
other hand, tended to evenly allocate its selective attention
weights, while CaALCOVE exhibited intermediate behaviors. These tendencies generally hold throughout the learning
processes.
A similar trend was obtained for association weights.
CAL-MP tended to have a smaller number of active links
between exemplars and categories, while CAL-AP tended to
have a somewhat larger number of active links. CaALCOVE
showed an intermediate pattern.
These analyses only confirm that the three models exhibited similar generalization patterns with different internal representation schema. We cannot infer which model(s) more
accurately accounts for the representational shift, because
there is no empirical data. However, these analyses are helpful in designing future empirical studies. For example, data
on selective attention allocation pattern (e.g. Matsuka &
Corter, 2008) would allow us to evaluate the three models
examined in the present study, which in turn provides rich information for understanding cognitive mechanism underlying
representational shifts.

random chance. Although three models exhibited very similar classification generalization patterns, their acquired internal representations (via different learning objective functions)
were rather different. Since there is no empirical data to evaluate the models, we could not infer their descriptive validity.
However, the results of simulation can be helpful in designing
future empirical studies.
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Conclusions
Recent studies in category learning and usage have shown
that there are representational shifts during category learning
(Johansen & Palmeri, 2002, Bourne et al., 1999, 2006). In the
present study, we develop three models categorization that
consisted of three different learning objectives. The results
of simulation study indicated that the representational shift
observed in Johansen & Palmeri (2002) can be explained by
selective attention, selective exemplar memorization, or mere
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Figure 2: Learned relative selective attention weights for standard CaALCOVE (top row), attention-penalizing CaALCOVE
(middle row), and memorization-penalizing CaALCOVE (bottom row). Left column shows learned attention weights at after
2nd training block, middle for 16th block, and right column for the last block.
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findings on local/global processing, and then we turn to
describing a method of measuring this coordination.

Abstract
How does the mind coordinate local and global features of a
display to allow for adaptive functioning? To answer this
question, we presented adults with a speeded categorization
task in which they had to decide whether two stimuli match in
a local element, in their global pattern, or in neither the local
nor the global feature. The trial series of reaction times were
then subjected to fractal analyses to capture the coordination
that gives rise to performance. The assumption is that longrange correlations reveal themselves in pink-noise exponents,
ones that are higher than white-noises exponents. To
investigate the stability of fractal exponent, we manipulated
both the local elements (to be either familiar or novel), and
the order of trials (to be either random or blocked). Results
show a significant deviation from white-noise, but only in
familiar-elements condition in which trials were presented
randomly. Implications for local/global research are
discussed.
Keywords: visual processing; categorization;
analysis, detrended fluctuation analysis; pink noise.

Local & Global Processing

spectral

Introduction
How does the mind make senses of an ever changing array
of light? This question has a long history, often addressed
under the framework of local and global processing (e.g.,
Kimchi, 1990; Kimchi, Hadad, Behrmann, & Palmer, 2005;
Köhler, 1969; Quinn, Burke & Rush, 1993). Indeed, a scene
could be loosely divided into local elements and global
patterns. And adaptive functioning needs both: the ability to
integrate local elements into higher-order Gestalts, and the
ability to segregate higher-order Gestalts into their
component parts. In fact, processes of integration most
likely must be coordinated fluidly with processes of
segregation. The current paper is concerned with the
question of this coordination. We first give a brief review of

Traditionally, the emphasis has been on determining how
attention to local aspects competes with the perception of
global aspects, whether the stimuli pertain to faces, arbitrary
items, or entire scenes. Navon’s (1977) well-known task is a
good illustration of this emphasis. Stimuli involved small
letters arranged spatially in such a way that they form a
larger letter. The element letters either matched the Gestalt
letter or not. And the task was to name a letter (either the
element letter or the Gestalt letter) as fast as possible. The
general finding suggests an asymmetry in competition:
Perception of Gestalt features appears to interfere more with
the perception of elemental features than vice versa.
Consistent with the laws of perception outlined by Gestalt
psychology, the organization of whole entities apparently
takes priority over the separation into isolated elements.
While subsequent research has supported the general
finding of unidirectional competition between global and
local processes (Dukette & Stiles, 1996; 2001), the issue
might be more complex. Kimchi and her colleagues, for
example, showed that the priority of global processes
depends on the specific details of the stimuli used. When
items consist of few elements (e.g., four triangles spatially
arranged to form a square), the global preference disappears
(e.g., Kimchi, 1990; Kimchi et al, 2005). It is only when
items consist of many elements (e.g., twelve triangles
spatially arranged to form a square) that global patterns take
precedence. This pattern of findings was demonstrated in
adults as well as children as young as 5 years of age; and it
was replicated in speeded classification tasks, matching
tasks, or visual searching task (Burack, Enns, Iarocci, &
Randolph, 2000; Enns & Girgus, 1985). Together, these
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findings provide a first indication that local and global
processing are coordinated with the specifics of the task
context.
Further indication for a coordinated interaction between
local and global processes comes from findings with young
infants (Quinn et al, 1993). In a habituation task, infants
were first familiarized with geometrical shapes that
consisted of elements that formed higher-order Gestalts.
While participants dishabituated to changes in the higherorder Gestalt, they were surprisingly sensitive to relatively
minimal changes in local elements. In fact, perceiving
elements was enhanced in the context of an organized whole
(see Experiment 4 of Quinn et al, 1993). These findings
suggest an intricate interdependence among attention to
local and global features, one in which the perception of
higher-order Gestalts highlights local elements that – in turn
– make up the higher-order Gestalt.
Despite isolated findings on the interplay between local
and global processing, the methods commonly employed in
this domain do not lend themselves to explicitly measuring
coordination. This is because the choice of stimuli is likely
to bias the perceptual system to focus either on local
elements (e.g., when the elements highly salient) or on
global patterns (e.g., when small elements form highly
salient patterns). Such methods are ideal to measure possible
interferences of hierarchical scales, but they might miss the
adaptive coordination that takes place when scales of
hierarchical organizations interact. We therefore turn to a
different method, one that can gauge a possible coordination
among the many nested levels of order.

Orden, 2009; Kloos & Van Orden, 2010). They provide a
potentially useful way of gauging the coordination among
different time scales. The necessary ingredient is a task that
produces a sufficiently long trial series. Figure 1 shows such
a trial series, one that has over 8000 data points (top right).
To determine the fractal exponent, the trial series is then
decomposed into sinusoidal components of different
wavelength. Slow changes in the data series are captured by
low-frequency high-amplitude sine waves (top left of Fig.
1), and fast changes are captured by high-frequency lowamplitude waves (bottom left of Fig. 1). A power spectrum
is then constructed, with relative amplitude on the vertical
axis, and frequency of change on the horizontal axis (on loglog scales). The amplitude represents the relative size of
change, also referred to as power. The slope of the
regression line in the spectral plot defines the scaling
relation between amplitude and frequency. The estimated
exponent () reflects the degree of long-range correlations
across the different time scales.

Coordination across Scales
Changes in the mind-body system happen at different rates
or scales. The metabolic activity in a motor cell, for
example, is a process changing on very fast timescales; and
the overt movement of eyes is an example of a process
changing on a slower time scale. For adaptive and flexible
performance to be possible, no single timescale can
dominate coordination. Instead the system has to maintain a
balance between competing and cooperating changes in a
flexible coupling across the body. Similarly, the focus of
attention is likely to change on multiple time scales: For
example, paying attention to local elements of a display
necessarily needs to change on a fast timescale (to track
small changes in shape, texture, or color), while paying
attention to more global patterns of a display needs to
change on slower timescales. Are these different timescales
coordinated?
Coordination of smaller and larger timescales can be
studied by looking at long-term correlational patterns across
many trials, a mathematical constructs named fractals (e.g.,
Van Orden, Holden & Turvey, 2003; for a different view
Hausdorff & Peng, 1996; Peng, Havlin, Stanley, &
Goldberger, 1995). Fractals represent self-similar structures
with functional and topographical features that are
reproduced in miniature on finer and finer scales (e.g.,
Brown & Liebovitch, 2010; Gilden, 2001; Kello, & Van

Figure 1: Illustration of the creation of a spectral plot
(bottom right) for a time series (top right) that shows pinknoise type long-range correlations.
A multitude of tasks have been subjected to fractal
analyses (e.g., Gilden, 2001; Kello & Van Orden, 2009;
McIlhagga, 2008; Van Orden, Holden & Turvey, 2005),
including motor tasks (e.g., walking, standing, tapping,
tracing, or sensori-motor synchronization), perceptual tasks
(e.g., Necker-cube task; visual search), or cognitive tasks
(e.g., word recognition, speeded categorization, speech
production time estimation; mental rotation). However,
there has been little research on the coordination of attention
to local and global aspects of stimuli.
At the same time, fractal exponents are susceptible to task
manipulations. For example, by introducing changes in the
inter-stimulus-interval in simple reaction tasks, the slope
decreased in magnitude, reflective of added randomness in
the mind-body system (Holden, Choi, Amazeen, & Van
Orden, 2010). In other words, fractal exponents – while
illustrative of the system’s coordination might need to be
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interpreted in the context of a specific task. We therefore
introduced a set of task manipulations to explore changes in
the fractal scaling exponent.

Materials

Overview of Current Study
Using insights from fractal analyses, the goal of the
current study was to measure the long-range correlation in a
task that pits local and global features against each other.
Stimuli were created that varied in both local elements and
global structure. However, unlike traditional local/global
stimuli, we used few-elements displays, analogous to a
subset of stimuli used in Kimchi et al (2005). This was done
to avoid large salience discrepancies between local elements
and global patters, and thus to mimic the ecological task of
navigating complex natural scenes that vary on multiple
hierarchical scales.
The task was to decide as quickly as possible whether two
stimuli matched in a local element, in the global pattern or
in none of the two. Trials differed in whether there was a
local match, a global match, or neither. Furthermore, we
varied the nature of elements to be either familiar or novel
to gauge possible changes in the fractal exponent. Familiar
elements were letters, and novel elements were tetragons
with various details in their lines. The global pattern was the
same in both cases and pertained to the overall shape
formed by the elements. We predicted a higher fractal
organization in the case of familiar elements, based on
findings that expertise increased the likelihood of longrange correlations (e.g., Wijnants, Bosman, Hasselman,
Cox, & Van Orden, 2009). Finally, we varied the order of
trials to be either random or blocked to investigate changes
in fractal parameters as a function of an external
interference. Previous research had shown that fractal values
had been very close pink noise if items were self-paced
without any interference or noise (Holden, Choi, Amazeen,
& Van Orden, 2010). The resulting four conditions
(Random Letter, Random Tetragon; Blocked Letter; and
Blocked Tetragon) were varied between participants.

Stimuli were strings of three elements. Elements were either
letters or tetragons, arranged horizontally. Figure 2 shows
some examples of those strings. Letters were 12 lower-case
consonants printed on a red background. Four letters (c, s, x,
z) had the contour of a square, another four letters (p, q, g,
y) had the contour of a low-reaching rectangle, and another
four letters (b, h, f, l) had the contour of a high-reaching
rectangle. Similarly, four of the tetragons were squares,
another four tetragons were low-reaching rectangles, and
another four tetragons were high-reaching rectangles. Each
of the resulting 12 tetragons was unique on the basis of their
sides (thickness, patterns, etc.).
Strings were combined into pairs, such that the two
strings matched in an element (element-match trial) or in
their overall shape across the three elements of a string
(shape-match trial). Filler items were pairs of strings that
matched neither in an element nor in the overall shape (nomatch trials).
A

B

C

D

E

F

Figure 2: Examples of trials depicting pairs of strings.
Elements in a string were letters (Panels A-C)
or tetragons (Panels D-F). And strings matched in
a single element (Panels A and D), in their
global shape (Panels B and E), or be a filler item
with no-match (Panels C and F).

Method
Participants
Seventy undergraduate students served as participants to
fulfill a course requirement. They ranged in age from 18 to
47 years (M = 21.4, SD = 6.1), and participated in one of the
four conditions (Ns = 26, 25, 8, and 11 in Random-Letter,
Blocked-Letter, Random-Tetragon, and Blocked-Tetragon
condition respectively1). An additional group of 14
participants was tested and dropped from the final sample
because of technical errors (3), or because their overall
accuracy was below 75%, suggesting that they did not
perform according to task instructions (11).

1
Due to the unequal N between letter conditions and tetragon
conditions, comparisons on this factor are interpreted with caution.

Implementing an iterative process, we created 400 unique
shape-match trials, 400 unique element-match trials, and
200 no-match trials. Care was taken to ensure that an
element appeared equally often in the left and right string of
a pair.

Procedure
Participants were tested individually, using Superlab®
software (Version 2.0) on a Dell Computer (Intel Core Duo
processor of 2.40 GHz; 1.58 GHz; 2.96 GB RAM memory).
The instruction was to decide as quickly and as accurately
as possible whether two strings matched in overall shape, in
a single element (either letter or tetragon, depending on
condition), or in neither. The experiment started
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immediately after instruction phase and a training phase. For
each slide, reaction time and response was recorded.
In the two random-order conditions (one for letters and
one for tetragons), the three types of trials (element-match
shape-match, or no-match) were presented randomly, with
the following constraints: The first 400 trials had 160
element-match trials, 160 shape-match trials and 80 nomatch trials. The next set of 400 trials had the same
distribution of trial types. And the last 200 trials had 80
element-match trials, 80 shape-match trials, and 40 nomatch trials. Participants were allowed to take a break after
the first 400 trials, and then again after the next 400 trials.
For the two blocked-order conditions, the order of trials
was pre-determined according to a sequential pattern, while
keeping the same frequency distribution of trials before and
after the two breaks. In particular, there were three
sequences of trials that were repeated in a set way. The first
sequence consisted of one no-match trial, two shape-match
trials, and two element-match trials. In short, this sequence
can be abbreviated as N-S-S-E-E. The second sequence had
the form N-N-S-S-S-S-E-E-E-E, and the third sequence had
the form N-N-N-S-S-S-S-S-S-E-E-E-E-E-E. Each sequence
was repeated five or six times (depending on block), after
with the next sequence started. After the third sequence, the
first one started again, and so on.

spectrum. Once estimated the slope for each participant, the
obtained value is multiplied by [-1], in order to transform it
into a positive alpha exponent.

Results
Accuracy and Reaction Times Analyses
Table 1 shows mean accuracy and mean reaction time for
each trial type, separated by order of trials (random vs.
blocked) and element type (familiar letter vs. novel
tetragon). Two mixed-design 2 x 2 x 3 ANOVAs were
conducted, one for accuracy and one for reaction time, with
order and element type as between-group factors, and trial
type as within-group factor. Even thought there was very
high overall accuracy, there was a significant tripleinteraction effect, F (1, 66) = 6.62, p = .01, p2 = .09. Posthoc analyses show that mean accuracy was lowest for
element-match trials, compared to shape-match and nomatch trials (ps < .001). Order of trials affected accuracy
only in the tetragon conditions, where accuracy was
significantly lower in the random vs. the blocked order (p <
.01).
Table 1: Mean proportion of correct answers (in %) and
reaction time (in ms) for each experimental condition, with
standard errors in parenthesis.

Data Preparation and Analyses
For each participant, we eliminated reaction times greater
than 10 seconds and smaller than 300 milliseconds. We then
submitted the time series to a process of eliminating linear
trends (Holden, 2005; Holden, Choi, Amazeen, & Van
Orden, 2010). Between 2% and 9% of the trials were
eliminated with this procedure per participant. In all cases
the prepared data were analyzed by Detrended Fluctuation
Analysis and Spectral Analysis.
Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA) provides an index
of self-similarity of time series with itself over time and
information equivalent to the correlation dimension. This
index is called Hurst’s exponent [H], and it is estimated by
dividing the logarithm of the range of amplitudes
normalized by the logarithm of the intervals. H = 0.50
indicates randomness of the signal of white noise; whereas
H > 0.50 are indicative of long-range correlations of pink
noise (Eke, Hermán, Kocsis & Kozak, 2002; Peng et al.,
1995).
Spectral Analysis (SA) provides a description of the
correlational structure of fluctuations in a time series of
response. The result is a set of coefficients that characterize
the relative amplitudes of all the wave forms, ordered from
lowest to highest frequency, named the power spectrum of
the signal. Using this power spectrum it is possible to
determine the value of the slope of the regression line.
Response time series yield negatively accelerated slopes
indicative of pink noise, or slopes that are statistically
equivalent to zero, which suggests white noise (Holden,
2005). Following custom procedures, the spectral-analysis
exponent was estimated for the data across 25% of the

Order of Trials
Random
Blocked
Familiar Element (Letter)
Trial Type
Element Match

92% (0.9)
2318 ms (87)

91% (1.4)
1850 ms (72)

Shape Match

96% (0.7)
2473 ms(195)

96%
1316 ms (104)

No Match

96% (0.5)
3886 ms (185)

95% (0.6)
2932 ms (124)

Novel Element (Tetragon)
Element Match
84% (5.2)
2646 ms (100)

90% (1.2)
2210 ms (165)

Shape Match
No Match

95% (0.7)
2615 ms (185)

95% (1.3)
1809 ms (236)

96% (1.3)

96% (2.5)
3603 ms (226)

3906 ms (214)

For reaction time, we found a significant order x trial type
interaction, F (1, 66) = 11.62, p = .001, p2 = .15. Post-hoc
analyses indicated the participants were faster in the blocked
order than the random order (p < .001). And they took
longer on no-match trials than on shape-match or elementmatch trials (ps < .001). Reaction times were similar
between shape-match and element-match trials, but more so
when the trials were administered randomly. When they
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were administered in blocked form, performance on shapematch trials was faster than on element-match trials (p <
.01).

Fractal Analyses
Figure 3 shows the mean Hurst’s coefficients estimated by
DFA, separated by trial order and type of elements.
Mean of Hurst s Exponent [DFA]

0.60
Familiar Stimuli (Letters)
Novel Stimuli (Tetragons)

0.55

0.50

Discussion

0.45

0.40
Random

Blocked
Presentation Type

Figure 3: Mean Hurst’s Coefficient for each condition,
obtained through a Detrended Fluctuation Analysis. Error
bars display standard errors, and the vertical line illustrates
the exponent for ideal white noise.
A 2 by 2 between-subject ANOVA revealed a marginally
significant main effect of order, which a higher average
exponent in the random order than the blocked order, F (1,
66) = 3.41, p = 0.069. Using a series of t-tests, we compared
the H values of each experimental condition with the
reference value of H = .50 (white noise). The only condition
that had an exponent significantly different from white noise
was the random-letter condition, t (25) = 6.41; p < .001;
whereas the others conditions were not different from white
noise, ts < 2; ps > .09.
0.20
Mean Alpha Exponent 25%
Spectrum [SA]

Figure 4 shows alpha values from a spectral analysis that
was estimated with a 25% spectrum. A 2 by 2 ANOVA
revealed a main effect of order, F (1, 66) = 12.69, p = .001,
p2 = .16, with random-presentation conditions yielding a
higher alpha coefficients than the blocked-presentation
conditions. There was no effect of trial type, nor a
significant interaction, p > .58. As was done with DFA, we
compared the mean exponent of each condition against the
reference value of white noise [α = 0]. Only the randomletter condition had an exponent that was significantly
higher than white noise, t (25) = 5.03; p < .001; whereas the
others conditions were not different, ts < 1.953; ps > .102.
In concordance with previous analysis, the random-letter
condition is the only one that had an alpha exponent
different from a random pattern.

Familiar Stimuli (Letters)

0.15

Novel Stimuli (Tetragons)

0.10
0.05
0.00
-0.05

-0.10
-0.15
-0.20
Random

Blocked
Presentation Type

Figure 4: Mean scaling exponent alpha, estimated with a
spectral analysis (SA) at 25% of the spectrum, separated by
experimental condition. Error bars display standard errors.

Our research was aimed at obtaining a measure of
coordination between what were traditionally considered
two separate processes: the process of segregating
information into local details, and the process of integrating
information into larger patterns of Gestalt. Our general
assumption was that attention fluctuates on various scales,
the fastest scale being attention to the most local elements,
and a slower scale being attention to larger patterns. These
scales need to be coordinated for adaptive functioning to
take place, such that the perceiver can quickly adjust to
miniscule changes as needed (cf., Kloos & Van Orden,
2010). Using methods of fractal analysis, we tested this
hypothesis in a task in which participants has to determine
whether two stimuli matched in local element, global
Gestalt, or neither of the two.
Findings confirm our hypothesis in the case in which
when elements were sufficiently familiar to the perceivers
and trials were presented with as little outside interference
as possible. More specifically, we applied two time-series
analyses, the detrended fluctuation analysis and the spectral
analysis, to a time series of reaction times that resulted from
the speeded-categorization task. Results of the two analyses
converge in that the fractal exponent significantly departed
from random white noise when the task involved familiar
elements (letters) and trials were presented in random order.
In this case, the fractal exponent pointed in the direction of
pink noise, which reflects a kind of coordination that is
neither too regular nor too random. It is the exponent that
indicates long-range correlations across the various scales of
change and as such it demonstrates an ideal coordination
(Van Orden, Holden & Turvey, 2005).
When local elements of our experimental display were
novel to the perceiver (i.e., unfamiliar shapes that differed in
the details of their lines), level of coordination dropped. The
2
When the spectral analysis was conducted across 100% of the
spectrum, the blocked-order condition had far higher exponents
than the random-order condition. However, upon inspecting the
power spectrum more closely, its distribution was not typical of a
pink-noise distribution. The 25% spectrum therefore yields a more
reliable measure of long-range correlations.
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novelty of the elements most likely decreased their salience,
and therefore increasing the salience of the higher-order
Gestalts. This discrepancy in salience might have interfered
with an attempt to coordinate the local and global processes.
Similarly, when the trials were presented in a blocked order
– thus providing some outside support for task performance,
levels of coordination dropped. In each case, the obtained
fractal exponent approached that of random white noise.
These findings suggest that the local-global coordination is
intertwined with the details of the task, showing ideal longrange correlation only when local and global patterns have
similar salience, which outside interference is kept minimal.
Taken together, we were able to provide evidence of longrange correlations in a speeded categorization task in which
local and global processes were pitted against each other. To
our knowledge, this is the first of such attempts, with an
important implication. Rather than treating local and global
processes as separable and interfering forces, our results
show an inherent coordination among these levels of
attention – a coordination that is affected by task
constraints. When experimental stimuli are such that one
scale is much more salient than the others, this adaptive
coordination would remain hidden from the eye of the
researcher.
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Abstract: The adoption of new technology depends on various factors, such as the type of technology, the context
or culture in which the technology is introduced, and the individual decisions by people within that culture. This
work presents an approach that uses an agent-based model to encompass the detailed behavior of individuals and
their immediate network of relationships, as well as an influence-based system dynamics model to show how societylevel influences function interactively and with respect to individual agents. The exploration of technology adoption
grounds the model in a realistic environment and allows the incorporation of theoretical models from multiple relevant
domains. The integrated model demonstrates how representing behavior at multiple scales is a natural approach
that allows for a greater understanding of how influences across different scales interact and affect the adoption of a
new technology.
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Abstract
We present a study on how people use size modifiers when
referring to visible objects. We find strong evidence that the
selection of modifiers like tall, thin, and big is brought about
by several interacting factors, including how a target object’s
physical dimensions differ from another object of the same
type, and the relationship between the target object’s individual dimensions. Findings from this study are used to inform
the design of a referring expression generation algorithm capable of referring to objects naturally, providing a further link
between visual cues and corresponding linguistic forms.
Keywords: size adjectives; size modifiers; visual features; referring expression generation

Introduction
Over the past two decades, detailed psycholinguistic models of utterance planning have emerged (Ferreira & Swets,
2002; Griffin & Bock, 2000; Levelt, 1989; Levelt, Roelofs,
& Meyer, 1999). These models seek to explain the relationship between thought and language, connecting internal mental processes to the timing and structure of produced expressions. A significant amount of recent work has focused on
the relationship between the visual world and the references
used to identify items therein (Bock, Irwin, Davidson, & Levelt, 2003; Henderson & Ferreira, 2004), but this research has
been underutilized in computational approaches to modeling
a language generation process (Dale & Reiter, 1995; Krahmer, van Erk, & Verleg, 2003).
It has been well established that dimensional modifiers,
such as those denoting size, play a central role in reference
to objects in a visual scene, particularly when objects of
the same type are in the scene (Brown-Schmidt & Tanenhaus, 2006; Sedivy, 2003). This property of reference is
not only important for work in referring expression generation (REG) that uses size modifiers (Kelleher, Costello, &
Genabith, 2005; van Deemter, 2004; Viethen & Dale, 2008),
but it offers a clear link between language generation and
machine vision techniques that provide detailed information
about an object’s physical dimensions (Friedland, Jantz, &
Rojas, 2005; Zheng, Yuille, & Tu, 2010). Systematically manipulating the visual feature of size to develop an account of
how size is used in reference furthers the goal of developing
a grounded semantic core for natural language (Gorniak &
Roy, 2004), tying visual perception to linguistic reference.
In this study, we seek to better understand the relationship
between an object’s dimensions and the words used to identify it. We evaluate three hypotheses that explore this relationship. Our results suggest that the selection of size modifiers is
governed by several interacting and competing factors, with
preferences for overall size modifiers (“big”, “small”) versus

individual-axis size modifiers (“tall”, “thin”) emerging in different contexts. Additionally, we are able to confirm earlier
findings on modifier preferences grounded in physical object
properties (Hermann & Deutsch, 1976), and further build on
these results. This research will inform a natural language
generation (NLG) system that refers to real-world items naturally, and provides a fundamental connection linking natural
language generation to a vision-based input.

Background and Motivation
Methods for reasoning about the basic properties common to
all visual scenes have isolated the properties of color, location, size, and type as the building blocks for visual reference (Roy & Pentland, 2002; Skočaj et al., 2007). Detailed
accounts of several of these factors have been developed, including how to produce natural expressions with appropriate
use of color modifiers (Mojsilović, 2005) and spatial descriptions (Gorniak & Roy, 2004; Kelleher et al., 2005).
However, our knowledge of how people use size modification to refer to an object is extremely limited. There has
been considerable research on the behavior of size modifiers for other purposes, such as the semantics of dimensional
modifiers (Bierwisch & Lang, 1989; Eilers, Oller, & Ellington, 1974; Tucker, 1998; Morzycki, 2009), the acquisition
of the meaning of such modifiers (Bartlett, 1976), when dimensional modifiers are used (Brown-Schmidt & Tanenhaus,
2006; Sedivy, Tanenhaus, Chambers, & Carlson, 1999), and
how language reflects dimensional properties such as height
and width (Landau & Jackendoff, 1993; Landau, 2001). We
also know roughly how to choose between different forms of
a size adjective (“larger”, “largest”) (van Deemter, 2004).
A primary open question this research leaves is whether
people distinguish objects by focusing on one single dimension or by combining dimensions, and how these are realized
as surface forms. Given information about an object’s height
and width, it is unclear how it will be referred to.
Most REG algorithms presuppose that referents are individuated using “absolute” properties, whose applicability to
a referent does not depend on the context in which the referent appears. Size is no exception. Dale and Reiter (1995), for
example, let their algorithms start from a Knowledge Base in
which some objects are listed explicitly as large, while others
are listed as small. Van Deemter (2000, 2004) modifies this
procedure by storing actual sizes (e.g., in centimeters) in the
Knowledge Base, making the decision of whether something
is larger or smaller context dependent. However, neither of
these approaches pays attention to the choice between words
like “big” and “tall”; presumably, this choice is made by a
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later module that translates properties into words.
But these words may mean something very different and
reflect different properties of a referent. For example, consider an object A that is taller and wider than an object B. It
is true that A is taller than B; it is true that A is wider than B;
it is also true that A is bigger than B. All three words may be
appropriate to refer to A, and we do not know whether there
is a preference for one over the other. Landau and Jackendoff (1993) point out that a modifier like “big” selects different
dimensions depending on the nature of the object, and tends
to be used in cases where an object is large in either two or
all three of its dimensions, while modifiers like “thick” and
“thin” may be applied when an object extends in a single dimension.
Some information about what to expect in a computational model of size modification is provided by Hermann and
Deutsch (1976), who find that subjects are more likely to use
words like “fat” rather than “short” when a candle is much
fatter but only a little shorter than a comparator. In another
vein of computational work, Roy (2002) finds that words like
“small” and “large” cluster together, but that “tall” is placed
in a separate cluster. A second clustering approach based on
visual properties finds that “thin” is associated most strongly
with surface area, and only weakly with height-to-width ratio.
These findings suggest that the dimensional properties of
a referent may be reasoned about to produce different kinds
of expressions. An REG algorithm that generates natural reference to visible objects should be equipped to handle this
variation, and building such an algorithm can aid in modeling
how people use size modification.
We therefore set out to examine how the words proposed to
refer to specific axes, like “tall” and “thick”, are used differently than words proposed to refer to overall size, like “large”
and “small”. The first type we will call individual-axis size
modifiers and the second overall size modifiers.1 Our hypotheses are designed to formalize aspects of size reference
that have been implied by earlier work (e.g., Landau and Jackendoff (1993)), but have not yet been systematically tested.
This provides a basis from which to design an REG algorithm
that refers to an object’s size.

Experiments
We examine what happens when a referent object is different
in size from a comparator object (1) along a single axis; (2)
along two axes, in the same direction (both axes larger or both
smaller); and (3) along two axes, in opposite directions (one
axis larger, one smaller). Our hypotheses are listed below.
H1 When a single dimension differs between a referent object
and another object of the same type, an individual-axis size
modifier will be produced more often than an overall size
modifier.

overall size modifier will be produced more often than an
individual-axis size modifier.
H3 When two dimensions differ in opposite directions between a referent object and another object of the same type,
an individual-axis size modifier will be produced more often than an overall size modifier.
It is relatively straightforward to write a deterministic algorithm capturing what we predict the majority of people will
do when there is a difference in at least one dimension between two similar objects, and we sketch such an algorithm
in Figure 1. Note that some aspects are still left unspecified,
and the algorithm does not address how large a difference
must be in order to be salient – clearly, some differences between referent and comparator may be too small to elicit a
corresponding modifier. This is an area for future work.
Lines 2–3 and 9–10 represent H2 , returning an overall size
modifier depending on the differences between dimensions.
Lines 2, 4–7; and 9, 11–14 roughly represent H3 , and call
to a second function motivated by Hermann and Deutsch
(1976), LARGEST- DIMENSION - DIFF, which returns the dimension with the greater difference. Lines 2, 8; 9, 15; and
16–18 represent H1 . The final size modifier structure is sent
to the GENERATE function, requesting an overall size modifier (<over>), or an individual-axis size modifier picking out
a specific axis (<ind, width> or <ind, height>), along with
whether the modifier should capture a larger (+) or smaller (-)
difference. Thus, for example, (<over>, +) could be realized
as “large” or “big”, while (<ind, height>, -) could be realized
as “short”.
r = referent object, d = object of the same type (comparator)
rh , rw = referent height, referent width
dh , dw = comparator height, comparator width
01. GenSizeMod(r, d):
02. if rh > dh :
03.
if rw > dw : generate(<over>, +)
04.
elif rw < dw :
05.
if largest-dimension-diff(rh , rw , dh , dw ) == width:
06.
generate(<ind, width>, -)
07.
else: generate(<ind, height>, +)
08.
else: generate(<ind, height>, +)
09. elif rh < dh :
10.
if rw < dw : generate(<over>, -)
11.
elif rw > dw :
12.
if largest-dimension-diff(rh , rw , dh , dw ) == width:
13.
generate(<ind, width>, +)
14.
else: generate(<ind, height>, -)
15.
else: generate(<ind, height>, -)
16. else:
17.
if rw > dw : generate(<ind, width>, +)
18.
elif rw < dw : generate(<ind, width>, -)

Figure 1: Initial algorithm for generating size modifiers.

H2 When two dimensions differ in the same direction between
a referent object and another object of the same type, an
1 Note that individual-axis size modifiers may occasionally pick
out more than one axis, e.g., as in the word “thick”.

However, we expect that this is not the whole story, and
return to this issue in the last section.
We consider size differences in two different gradations:
A small negative difference (-, 10/11th size) or a small positive difference (+, 11/10th size) between the axis of the referent and the corresponding axis of the comparator; and a large
negative difference (- -, 4/5th size) or large positive difference
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E XPERIMENT 2: D IFFERENCES OF DEGREE , MATCHING
ACROSS DIMENSIONS . Responses were elicited for objects

Figure 2: Example stimuli: sponges (++/- -), books (-/0),
boards (- -/- -), and brownies (++/0).
(++, 5/4th size) between the two axes. These are operationalizations of what it means for height and width to be different,
and serve as a starting point to sample the space of height and
width contrasts. Values for these measurements are provided
in Table 1.
The stimuli in this study were photographs of real-world
objects, physically cut and shaped into different sizes. This
follows work in developing computational models that bridge
the symbolic realm of language with the physical realm of
real-world referents (Herzog & Wazinski, 1994; Roy & Reiter, 2005; Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard, & Sedivy, 1995).

Method
Participants 95 subjects collected using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (Amazon, 2008) were paid for their participation. 87 of these participants labeled themselves as “Native”
or “Fluent”. From this set, we randomly chose a subset of
60 total participants, spread evenly as groups of 20 in each of
our three experiments.
Materials Several different objects were used to elicit size
modifiers. These objects were sponges, boards, books, and
brownies. All objects were rectilinear solids, varied along
their height and width dimensions. The objects were intermixed with fillers, discussed in further detail below.
Each object appeared to the right of a comparator object of
the same type (see Figure 2). The target object could appear
in 24 different sizes, created by combinations of 5 gradations
relative to the comparator object on both the object’s horizontal and vertical axes: smaller (- -); a little smaller, (-); no
difference (0); a little larger, (+); and larger, (++). The 25th
possible size, no difference from the comparator on both the
horizontal and vertical axes, was not included. The difference between the height and width of the target object itself
was different across the different objects. All target objects
had the same relative ratio of difference from the comparator
on each axis.
Design We conducted three experiments, addressing each
of our hypotheses. The design for each was dimension (2:
height, width) x degree of difference (2: small, large) x direction of difference (2: bigger, smaller).
E XPERIMENT 1: D IFFERENCES OF DEGREE , SINGLE
DIMENSION .
Responses were elicited for objects with
height/width combinations of ++/0, 0/++, +/0, 0/+, -/0, 0/-,
- -/0 and 0/- - (8 conditions). Each target item differed from
its comparator item in one dimension.

with height/width combinations of ++/++, ++/+, +/++, +/+, -/- -, - -/-, -/- - and -/- (8 conditions). Each target item differed
from its comparator item in two dimensions and in the same
direction for each; the target item was either bigger overall or
smaller overall than the comparator.
E XPERIMENT 3: D IFFERENCES OF DEGREE , DIFFERENT
POLARITIES ACROSS DIMENSIONS . Responses were elicited
for objects with height/width combinations of ++/- -, - -/++,
++/-, -/++, +/- -, - -/+, +/- and -/+ (8 conditions). Each target
item differed from its comparator item in two dimensions and
in the opposite direction for each; the target item had one axis
bigger and one axis smaller than the comparator.
For each experiment, we followed a Latin square design
where all participants saw each of the four object types, with
two examples per condition. This yielded 16 experimental
stimuli per participant. Each experiment had two subgroups,
where one half (10 participants) saw 2 stimuli per condition,
and the other half (10 participants) saw the other 2 stimuli per
condition.
Stimuli in each experiment were intermixed with the 24
filler pictures, consisting of spatulas, Legos, and shoes. Spatulas appeared in groups of three and Legos and shoes appeared as sets of two. Most objects in filler conditions could
be distinguished using part-whole phrases, e.g., “the one with
the red Lego” or “the shoe with the laces untied”. In total,
each subject provided responses for 40 object pictures. Each
picture was 400 pixels wide x 300 pixels high, and could be
enlarged to 700 x 525 by clicking on it. Pictures were presented in random order, and experimental groups were assigned randomly.
Procedure Instructions informed participants that they had
been chosen as “the thrower”, tossing objects down a tube
to a person below, and their goal was to clearly identify the
object on the right so that the person below could pick it up.
Responses were manually corrected for spelling and normalized for punctuation and capitalization. For each expression, we annotate the modifiers as being an individual-axis
size modifier (ind.), overall size modifier (over.), or other.
Each single-dimensional modifier was annotated by three
postgraduates as being a height modifier or a width modifier.
We use the annotations from the annotator who had the highest agreement with the other two, with a Cohen’s kappa of
0.90 (95% CI, 0.87–0.94) and 0.71 (0.66–0.76). Table 2 lists
the vocabulary and modifier types based on this data. Most
base modifiers have corresponding comparative (ending in
-er) and superlative (ending in -est) forms.

Results
Results are based on the 320 responses for each experiment.
Each response to the test stimuli is counted as either including
or not including an individual-axis size modifier (0 or 1) and
including or not including an overall size modifier (0 or 1).
Note that the two are not exclusive. For each participant, we
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Table 1: Measurements for objects along each axis (in cm).
object
brownies
sponges
books
boards

++
11.25
6.25
25.00
19.05

+
9.90
5.50
22.00
16.76

height
0
9.00
5.00
20.00
15.24

8.18
4.54
18.18
13.84

Table 2: Size vocabulary.
ind.

height:
width:

over.

high long narrow short skinny slender
squat tall thick thin
fat lengthy long narrow skinny slim
thick thin wide
big large small

Table 3: Example responses.
condition
h++w++
h+w- h- -w++

object
books
sponges
boards

h0w+
h- -w- -

brownies
boards

expression
taller fatter book
taller sponge
the shorter and slightly wider
board with a diagonal top side
longer brownie
smaller board

sum the total number of responses with each type of modifier.
This provides two sets for a two-tailed paired t-test in each of
our analyses.
Examples of normalized responses are given in Table 3.
Table 4 provides the proportions of responses that included an
individual-axis size modifier, an overall size modifier, both,
or neither for each experiment.
H1 : When a single dimension differs between a referent
object and another object of the same type, an individualaxis size modifier will be produced more often than an
overall size modifier.
We do not find a strong trend to include individual-axis
size modifiers, with such modifiers occurring in an average of
8.4 responses per participant, compared to 6.1 responses on
average containing an overall size modifier. The difference is
not significant (t = 1.382, d f = 19, p = 0.183).2
H2 : When two dimensions differ in the same direction
between a referent object and another object of the same
Table 4: Proportion of responses including either 1+
individual-axis size modifiers, 1+ overall size modifiers, both,
or neither.
Experiment
1
2
3

ind.
50.0%
29.1%
70.6%

over.
35.6%
65.9%
8.8%

both
2.5%
4.7%
6.3%

neither
11.9%
0.3%
14.4%

2 Preliminary analysis on a larger dataset suggests that this trend
may become significant, and we leave this for future work.

-7.20
4.00
16.00
12.19

++
11.25
12.50
6.25
25.4

+
9.90
11.00
5.50
22.35

width
0
9.00
10.00
5.00
20.32

8.18
9.09
4.55
18.47

-7.20
8.00
4.00
16.26

type, an overall size modifier will be produced more often
than an individual-axis size modifier.
We find a strong trend to include overall size modifiers,
with such modifiers occurring in an average of 11.3 responses
per participant. Individual-axis size modifiers occur in an average of 5.4 responses. The difference in this distribution is
significant (t = −4.914, d f = 19, p < .001).
H3 : When two dimensions differ in opposite directions
between a referent object and another object of the same
type, an individual-axis size modifier will be produced
more often than an overall size modifier.
We find that when two dimensions differ in opposite directions, individual-axis size modifiers are chosen in an average
of 12.3 responses per participant, while overall size modifiers
are chosen in an average of 2.4 responses. The difference in
this distribution is significant (t = 8.866, d f = 19, p < .001).
Based on these results, we can confirm Hypotheses 2 and
3. Overall size modifiers tend to be used when both axes
are different from a comparator in the same direction, and
individual-axis size modifiers tend to be used when both axes
are different from a comparator in opposite directions. Results are significant at α = .01. We cannot reject a null hypothesis in favor of Hypothesis 1; we do not see a significant difference in the distribution of size modifier types when
a single axis is different between a target and a comparator.
Further factors that may be affecting participant responses are
discussed in the next section.
We have illustrated some basic principles of how people
use size in reference. However, these experiments also provide much richer information on how people use size. One
immediate question these findings leave is whether it is common to include two individual-axis modifiers, each referring
to a separate axis, when the objects have differences of degree, different polarities across dimensions (Experiment 3).
We find that this occurs in a minority of responses (mean =
4.8), while it is significantly more common (mean = 11.2) to
include just one individual-axis size modifier, an overall size
modifier, or neither (t = −4.292, d f = 19, p < .001).
We can also confirm the findings in Hermann and Deutsch
(1976). Based on responses to Experiment 2 and Experiment
3, in conditions where there is a large difference and a small
difference (++/+, +/++, ++/-, -/++, - -/-, -/- -, - -/+, +/- -), if
an individual-axis size modifier is chosen, that modifier will
refer to the larger difference more often than the smaller difference (mean for large difference = 3.4; small difference =
2.6, t = 3.629, d f = 38, p < .001).
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A.

B.
of how the dimensional properties of objects may be reasoned
about in a computational model, taking into account a target
object’s position with respect to a comparator when selecting
a size modifier type.
An obvious area for further analysis concerns the determinism of the size algorithm. The majority of our data comports
with the algorithm sketched in Figure 1, however, this data is
probabilistic; the algorithm is not. Assigning probabilities to
each of the conditional statements may help to better capture
how people use size modification.

Figure 3: Count of overall size modifiers for different
height/width ratios in Experiment 1 (A) and Experiment 2
(B), with linear regression. Ratios shown are for the largest
axis divided by the smaller axis.

Implications and Future Research
This study suggests that the selection of size modifier when
referring to real-world objects in the presence of another object is influenced by at least two factors:

Further Analysis
This data supports the idea that the selection of size modifier
is in a large part determined by dimensional differences between an object and another object of the same type, with a
difference along two axes in different directions corresponding to size modifiers like “tall” and “thin”, and a difference
along two axes in the same direction corresponding to size
modifiers like “small” and “big”.
These experiments have also shed some light on some of
the other factors that may affect the selection of size modifier.
One trend that emerges in the data is the relationship between
the selection of individual-axis or overall size modifier and
the ratio between the height and width of the target object itself. Although we did not design the study to test this aspect,
our data indicate that the closer the object is to a square shape,
e.g., the smaller the difference between height and width, the
more likely participants are to use an overall size modifier
like big or small. Figure 3 illustrates this trend, where the xaxis is the ratio between the larger axis (height or width) and
the smaller axis (height or width) for each stimulus, and the
y-axis is the number of responses to the stimulus that include
an overall size modifier. In the data from Experiment 2, this
trend is quite strong, r2 = 0.95 (p < .001). Across conditions
with only height or width differing from the comparator object (Experiment 1) – the conditions where we did not find a
tendency to use overall size modifiers – there is also a trend,
r2 = 0.57 (p < .001). Further testing is necessary to examine
this effect.
This suggests that the selection of individual versus overall
size modifier may be influenced by the difference in height
and width from the comparator object as well as the difference between height and width of the target object itself.
Individual-axis size modifiers may be used when only one
axis of the target is different from the comparator, however, as
the axes of the target itself converge in size, there is a marked
increase in preference for overall size modifiers.
We also find a preference to use height modifiers over
width modifiers, across the three experiments (mean for
height = 6.3, width = 4.7; t = 4.409, d f = 59, p < .001). This
may reflect that the objects are presented side by side, their
heights directly comparable. This brings to light another facet

1. Whether one or both axes differ from a comparator.
2. Which axis is the most different from a comparator.
And may be influenced by two further factors:
1. The location of the target object relative to the comparator.
2. How similar in size the two axes of the target object are.
In future work, we hope to explore our post-hoc findings
and refine the algorithm, developing mechanisms for reasoning about the relative size difference between dimensions of
the referent object, and including information about where
the referent object is placed relative to a comparator. Extending this task to elicit responses from more participants may
be used to assign weights to each of the conditions currently
in place, and provide the size algorithm with a probability
distribution over different possible surface forms. A better
understanding of when a difference is small enough not to
be salient would help connect this algorithm more closely to
a visual input, placing constraints on when the conditional
statements outlined above apply.
This research reasons about the interplay between two dimensions, height and width. Scaling up to three dimensions
would help further develop a model of how size modifiers are
used in the real world. It may be the case that the patterns of
individual-axis and overall size modifiers change when there
is a third visible dimension available. We also hope to address situations where there are several similar objects, and
situations where the target referent is a set of objects. Further
work may also examine how this research extends to other
kinds of object shapes; this study has focused on rectilinear solids, but whether modifiers pick out the axes for height,
width, and depth in less rectangular objects, or objects with
irregular shapes, remains an open question.
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Cause of the difference in the cognitive process between intervention
and observation on causal induction -A study of the effect of
ego-involvementYoshiko Arai
none
Abstract: Pearl (2000) insisted on the importance of intervention in correlated events for causal induction. In
addition, Sloman and Lagnado (2005) demonstrated that people infer differently, depending on whether they observed
the events or intervened in them. I suppose that this result can be explained by the difference in the degree of egoinvolvement. The purpose of this study is to examine the effect of ego-involvement on causal judgment and the
manner in which ego-involvement affects causal induction. In Experiment 1, the causal relationship was judged
marginally more strongly when ego-involvement was present. Further, in Experiment 2, this effect was shown in a
situation where causality is quite unclear or a situation where there is a fairly certain causal relationship between
cause and effect. I conclude that ego-involvement affects causal induction in a situation where there is trouble because
of causality.
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Children posit hidden causes to explain causal variability
David W. Buchanan (david buchanan@brown.edu) and David M. Sobel (dave sobel@brown.edu)
Department of Cognitive, Linguistic, and Psychological Sciences
Box 1821, Brown University, Providence, RI, 02912
Abstract
Most models of causal reasoning estimate the strength of a
causal relation using a function of the proportion of successes
and failures: the number of trials on which the cause produced
the effect, divided by the total number of trials. Alternatively,
people may represent failures as due to a hidden inhibitor that
has a specific location and extent in time. We model these possibilities, and empirically test a case on which the two models make opposite predictions. We find that children as young
as four years old generate responses inconsistent with proportional models, but consistent with an inhibitor-based model.
Incorporating a recency component does not help proportional
models fit the data.
Keywords: causal reasoning, cognitive development, models
of causal reasoning, hidden Markov models.

Introduction
Causal relations do not always hold. For instance, turning
your key starts your car, but most of us have had an experience with a car that did not start when we turned the key in
the ignition. Some of us own reliable cars, where this happens infrequently, whereas others of us own cars where this
happens often. How do people represent such differences in
variability?
One approach is to see variable causal relations as essentially probabilistic: causal relations sometimes randomly fail.
In this case, it is natural to estimate the strength of the relation using some function of the proportion of successes to
total trials. For instance, if your car started 6 days out of 10 in
the past, you might estimate that the probability of it starting
the next day, was 0.6. Most models from the causal reasoning
literature either directly use, or converge to, such a proportion or a function of such a proportion. These include most
associative (e.g., Rescorla & Wagner, 1972), causal power
(e.g., Cheng, 1997) and neural network (e.g., McClelland &
Thompson, 2007) models of causal reasoning. Not all of
these models are deeply committed to using simple proportions, but most currently do. We will refer to such models as
proportional models.
There is an alternative to the proportional approach: it
could be that variability is the result not of intrinsic randomness, but rather the result of changing hidden inhibitors that
tend to persist in time. For instance, it is possible that cold
weather prevented the engine from turning over, or your battery needed to be replaced, or some other unknown problem
existed. Under such an inhibitor-based model, judging the
probability of success involves judging whether the causes
responsible for past failures, might be active on the next trial.
For instance, if your car usually starts six days out of ten, then
you can reason that whatever hidden causes are responsible
for the four failures out of ten, are 40 percent likely to occur

tomorrow. As this example illustrates, there are many cases in
which proportional and inhibitor-based approaches make the
same predictions. Given that inhibitor-based approaches introduce new complexity, it is understandable that researchers
have focused on proportional models.
There are, however, some cases in which the two classes
of models make different predictions. One of these cases occurs when we must reason about a novel intervention. For instance, imagine you own a new car that has never had a problem starting. On Monday, your friend, an amateur mechanic,
opens the hood and makes some “improvements.” On Tuesday, your car fails to start. Without further repairs, it seems
unlikely your car would start on Wednesday. On the other
hand, imagine if the car was old junker, that normally only
started half the time – it had failed on Thursday and Saturday,
but started on Friday and Sunday. As above, your mechanic
friend fiddles under the hood on Monday, and on Tuesday it
fails to start. In this case, it seems less likely that the car
will fail again on Wednesday. The fact that the car sometimes
failed before, then recovered, makes you more confident that
it will recover again.
Some experimental data suggests that children represent
hidden inhibitors, when shown a novel, variable causal relation. Schulz and Sommerville (2006) showed 4.5 year-old
children a machine that lit up and played music when a button was pressed. They also showed children a ring that when
placed on the machine, appeared to prevent the machine from
working. In the probabilistic condition, children then saw a
period in which the machine activated on only a few trials, in
the following pattern: [0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0] 1 In the deterministic
condition, children saw eight successes: [1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1]. At
test, children in both conditions were presented with a choice:
they could disable the machine using the ring (which they
had seen work as a disabler before), or they could disable the
machine using a candidate cause (a small flashlight) that had
been hidden during the rest of the procedure. Children were
significantly more likely to choose the flashlight in the probabilistic than in the deterministic condition. This result suggests that the probabilistic activation implied, to the children,
the existence of a hidden inhibitor. A proportional model cannot explain this effect, since the calculation of causal strength
in both conditions should be qualitatively the same.
Schulz and Sommerville (2006)’s data provide support for
a model that explicitly incorporates hidden inhibitors. To our
knowledge, no experiment exists that directly compares the
predictions of inhibitor-based, and proportional approaches.
1 This notation means: one failure, one success, then four failures, followed by one success, followed by one failure. This notation
will be used throughout the paper.
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We sought to create such a scenario. Specifically, inhibitorbased models predict that in some cases (such as the car example above) adding failures to a string of instances, should
make it judged more likely that a success will occur subsequently. This is because the consistency of successes can allow us to infer the likely consistency of failures. Proportional
models, as we will see below, cannot match these predictions.
We will begin by describing the methods and results of the
experiment, before describing the models and model predictions. We will then discuss the implications of these results
for models of causal reasoning.

Methods
Participants
Participants included 32 three-year-olds (M = 41.50 months,
Range: 36-47 months,12 girls), and 32 four-year olds (M =
53.3 months, Range: 48-59 months, 18 girls). Four additional
children (all three-year-olds, two in each condition) were
tested, but excluded because they failed controls (described
below). Half the included children in each age group were
randomly assigned to the deterministic condition, while the
other half were assigned to the probabilistic condition. About
half of the children were tested in a laboratory at Brown University, while the remaining children were tested in a quiet
room at the Providence Children’s Museum.

Materials
Materials included a set of six commercially available closet
lights. Each resembled a large button that illuminated when
pressed. (See Figure 1.) One of the lights, which we will
call the “effect light”, measured 14 cm in diameter. It was
modified such that it could be activated surreptitiously using
a remote. Inside of the battery compartment, we installed a
dummy switch that was not connected to the wiring of the
light. A second light (the “decoy light”) had the same appearance, but never activated when pressed. Four more lights (the
“cause lights”) were smaller, each measuring 10 cm in diameter, and were each painted a different color. These lights were
modified such that they always illuminated when the button
was actively depressed, and stopped illuminating when the
button was released. The lights were mounted together on a
piece of cardboard, apparently connected with black wires, as
shown in Figure 1.
This setup allowed the experimenter to create the illusion,
using the remote, that the cause lights actually caused the effect light to illuminate. The experimenter, a trained magician,
practiced this effect until a convincing causal impression was
achieved. In addition, a set of colored pipe cleaners that could
be wrapped around the effect light, allowed the experimenter
to change the apparent identity of the effect light, without
needing to create multiple remote-controlled lights. No children noticed either of these deceptions during the experiment.

Procedure
Training Phase The experimenter first brought out the effect light, and demonstrated that pressing on the effect light

Figure 1: The lights used in the present experiment, as they
were shown to children in the test phase.

caused it to activate. The children were allowed to press
the light as well, which illuminated when they pressed it.
(This was achieved using the remote.) The experimenter then
held his hand over the light, and asked: “I’m going to press
on this light again. Will it light up?” If children answered
correctly, saying “yes,” the experimenter moved to the next
part of the experiment. If they answered incorrectly, gave a
nonverbal response, or did not answer, children were given
corrective feedback, and the experimenter pressed the light
again, and asked the question again. If children needed more
than three instances of corrective feedback, their data were
excluded from the experiment for failing the controls. The
experimenter repeated the training phase with the decoy light,
which did not illuminate. In this case, the correct answer was
“no.” Note that at this stage, all children who passed controls
had correctly answered “yes” to one question, and “no” to another. Thus, children using the strategy of answering “yes” to
every question, were excluded.
Test Phase: Deterministic Condition The experimenter
brought out three apparently new lights, and arranged them
as in Figure 1. He said: “Sometimes, when you push on the
little lights, they make the big light go. Let’s see what they
do.” The experimenter first pressed three times on the light to
the child’s right, which apparently caused the effect light to
illuminate each time. He then pressed three times on the left
light, with the same result. Finally, he pressed on the right
light three more times, again causing the effect light to illuminate each time. The experimenter then picked up the effect
light, and said “I’m just going to do something to the light.”
He held the light vertically, such that the underside was hidden to the child, opened the back cover, and flipped a switch
inside of the battery compartment with an audible click. (The
switch had no real electronic effect or purpose.) He then replaced the light on the cardboard, and pressed on the right
light. The right light illuminated, but the effect light did not.
The experimenter then asked, pointing to the right light: “I’m
going to push on this one again. What do you think: If I push
on this one again, will it make the big light go?” He then
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(F(1, 60) = 5.71, p = 0.020), no main effect of age group
(F(1, 60) = 2.83, p = 0.098), and a significant interaction between age group and condition (F(1, 60) = 4.148, p = 0.046).
Because of the interaction, we investigated simple effects of
condition within each age group. There was a significant effect of condition for 4-year-olds, (t(30) = 3.30, p = 0.002),
but not for 3-year-olds (t(30) = 0.239, p = 0.81). This difference occurred because 4-year-olds were more likely to say
“yes” in the probabilistic, than in the deterministic condition.
Subsequent analyses verified these patterns by looking at
individual questions. Children were asked four questions:
about the light they had seen fail after the intervention on the
first trial (“demo-1”), the light whose efficacy they had not
seen after the intervention (“other-1”) and the corresponding
lights on the second trial (“demo-2” and “other-2”). Within
each age group, we subjected the pattern of yes/no responding
on each question between conditions, to a two-sided Fisher’s
exact test. Three-year-olds showed no significantly different pattern of responding, on any of the four test questions
(all p-values greater than 0.05). Four-year-olds, however,
showed significantly more “yes” answers in the probabilistic
than the deterministic condition, on three out of the four questions: demo-1 (p = 0.02), demo-2 (p = 0.015), and other-2
(p = 0.011). They did not show a significant difference on
other-1 (p = 1.00). This may be because some children felt
the need to balance their initial “no” response, with a “yes”
response. Importantly, this did not seem to happen on the
second trial (when presumably it became obvious that most
answers were “no”). Most importantly, note that 4-year-old
children showed a significant difference on the first question
asked.
Chance analyses were in accord with these results. Chance
was defined as a 50 percent probability of saying “yes”. Binomial tests on the pattern of responding on each question,
within each age group and condition, did not reveal any questions on which 3-year-olds responded significantly differently
from chance. The same was true of 4-year-olds in the probabilistic condition. In the deterministic condition 4-year-olds
were significantly more likely to answer “no” than chance
would predict, on demo-1 (p = 0.001), demo-2 (p = 0.001),
and other-2 (p = 0.021), but not on other-1 (p = 0.21).
Overall, 4-year-olds showed a clear tendency to respond
“yes” more often in the probabilistic condition, than in the
deterministic condition. Three-year-olds did not show this
tendency – they were not significantly different from chance
in either condition.

Figure 2: Experimental results. Four-year-olds were more
likely to say “yes” in the probabilistic than in the deterministic condition.
repeated the question, referring to the left light. Children’s
answers were recorded. The experimenter then repeated the
whole test phase with an apparently new set of three lights,
starting with the light on the child’s left. This yielded a total
of four yes/no questions from each child. The color of the
lights were randomly counterbalanced, as was the starting location of the light referred to here for simplicity as the “right”
light. That is, about half the children saw the experimenter
start with the light on their left, and about half the children
saw the experimenter start with the light on their right.
Test Phase: Probabilistic Condition Children in the probabilistic condition were given the same procedure, except that
the effect light sometimes failed to illuminate when the cause
lights were pressed, even before the experimenter flipped the
switch. (The cause lights always illuminated when pressed.)
We can see the deterministic condition as a series of nine successes, followed by an intervention, followed by a failure, followed by a trial on which a prediction was requested. We will
represent this as: [1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 — 0 ?]. The probabilistic
condition always followed the pattern [1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 —0
?]. That is, the right light succeeded, failed, then succeeded,
the left light succeeded, then succeeded, then failed, and finally the right light failed, then succeeded, then succeeded.
This sequence was constructed to appear random, containing
an appropriate number of alternations, but it also terminated
with two successes before the intervention. Note also that
the total proportion of successes was the same for each light
(2/3).

Experimental Results

Model Description and Results

We began by assigning each child a score, which was the
total number of times that the child answered “yes” to the
test questions (range: 0 to 4). Means are shown in Figure
2. Preliminary analyses revealed no effects of gender, or
counterbalanced factors such as the side of the first demonstrated light. We subjected the data to a two-way (age ×
condition) ANOVA. This revealed a main effect of condition,

In this section, we will describe the predictions made by the
two classes of models. The prediction we will extract from
each class of models is on which condition, if any, children
should be most likely to say “yes” to the test question. To
preview, each class of model will make internally unanimous
predictions, but the predictions will be different between proportional and inhibitor-based models.
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Figure 3: Model predictions. Only the hidden inhibitor model
is consistent with the 4-year-old data.

Some assumptions will be common to both models. The
first assumption is that the probability of the effect in the absence of the cause is zero. This is natural given that children
never see the effect light illuminate in the absence of pressing
the cause lights. Second, both models will assume for simplicity that children should answer “yes” to the test question
if the probability of the effect occurring is greater than some
threshold. Preschoolers like to say “yes,” (Heather Fritzley
& Lee, 2003), so it is plausible that this threshold is lower
than 50 per cent. We will assume that higher probabilities
generally correspond to more frequent “yes” responses. Because other factors (such as guessing) may go into children’s
responses, we will not treat chance-like responding as inconsistent with any model. For instance, adding noise to any
model can produce chance-like responding.
We begin with the class of proportional models, by first
considering the simplest possible proportional model: the
probability of success is the proportion of successes so far. In
the deterministic condition, children see nine successes, and
one failure, meaning that the probability of success on the
11th trial is 0.9. In the probabilistic condition, children see
six successes, and four failures, meaning that the probability
of success is 0.6. The proportion is lower in the probabilistic condition. Therefore, a basic proportional model is committed to the prediction that children should be more likely
to say “yes” in the deterministic than probabilistic condition.
Predictions are shown in Figure 3.
These predictions are the opposite of the experimental results from 4-year-olds. Can we find a proportional model that
fits the 4-year-old data? One approach would be to throw out
all data from before the intervention, and learn only from the
one post-intervention trial. This could be reasonable if children believe that the intervention changed the system. Because the post-intervention trial was identical between conditions, this commits the new proportional model to the prediction that the number of “yes” responses between conditions should be the same. While it is possible that 3-year-olds
are reasoning in accord with this model, they could also be

guessing. The 4-year-old data were inconsistent with these
predictions.
Another approach might be to give recent trials more
weight than trials earlier in the sequence. This could be reasonable both psychologically (fading memory) and rationally
(recent trials are more relevant). We can use a function to
assign a different weight to each trial, presumably with more
weight assigned to recent trials.2 The predicted proportion
is the total weight of the successful trials, divided by the total weight of all the trials. There were some trials on which
there was a failure in the probabilistic condition, but not in
the deterministic condition. Therefore, in order to fit the data,
the recency function would have to discount these failures
through the weight function. It would also have to assign a
high weight to at least one trial in which there was a success
in the probabilistic condition, but a failure in the deterministic condition. However, no such trial exists: every failure
in the deterministic condition is also a failure in the probabilistic condition. Put another way, the experimental effect
shows that adding failures to a sequence, while holding successes constant, can increase probability judgments. Proportional models cannot capture this effect, because adding failures should decrease judgments, if they have any effect.
We propose an inhibitor-based model that makes different
predictions. It takes a generative approach, describing a set of
rules for randomly creating a sequence of successes and failures. The probability of a set of sequences given a condition,
is equal to the number of times we expect to generate that set
of sequences, divided by the number of times we expect to
generate all the sequences that meet the condition.
The inhibitor-based model accounts for variability in the
causal relation, by positing the existence of a hidden inhibitor
whose state changes over time. We begin by considering only
one inhibitor for simplicity; we will consider multiple inhibitors below. The inhibitor can be either ON or OFF; when
it is ON the causal relation does not hold. The basic model
has two parameters: 0 < a < 1, which describes the overall proportion of time that the inhibitor is active and v > 0,
which describes the volatility of the system: how likely the
inhibitor is to change state. The model starts setting the inhibitor to ON on the first trial with probability a. At each
time step, change the inhibitor from ON to OFF with probability (1 − a)(1 − e−v ), or from OFF to ON with probability
a(1 − e−v ). This model can generate a sequence of successes
and failures of arbitrary length: successes occur if and only if
the inhibitor is OFF.
Some properties of the model are worth noting. First, note
that in the long run, the steady state of the Markov chain defined by the two transition probabilities, is [ a, (1 − a) ]. This
achieves the desired property that the inhibitor is ON a proportion of time defined by a. Second, note that for any finite
value of v, there exists a statistical dependence between the
value of the inhibitor at each time step: it is more likely to be
2 Note that the argument in this paragraph applies to all possible
weight functions, not just ones that decrease monotonically.
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on at time t + 1 if it is on at time t. As v approaches infinity, the correlation between time steps approaches zero. Note
that v is not allowed to equal zero because the inhibitor would
never change state. However, as v is reduced toward zero, the
dependence between time steps becomes stronger. The model
is derived from considering a continuous underlying Poisson
process in which change events arrive at rate v. At each event,
we re-sample the value of the inhibitor from a. Because of
this underlying process, we can discretize time differently by
using different values of v. For instance, to model time steps
that are twice as long, we can double v.
To generate model predictions, we ran a sampler that followed the algorithm described above, with a set to 0.5, and v
randomly sampled each time from an exponential distribution
with mean 1. At each step, the sampler generated a sequence
of 11 successes and failures. We kept only those samples in
which the first ten trials exactly matched the pattern of activation for the given condition. The estimated probability
judgment is the proportion of these samples in which success
occurred on the 11th trial. For instance, in the probabilistic
condition, the predicted probability judgment is the number
of times [1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1] occurred, divided by the number of times that [1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1] and [1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
1 0 0] occurred combined. The sampler ran until it generated
at least 10000 samples that matched the pattern of activation.
Results are shown in Figure 3. Note that the model predicts
a higher probability judgment in the probabilistic condition
than in the deterministic condition. Unlike the proportional
model, the inhibitor-based model is consistent with the pattern of data observed in 4-year-olds.
We can interpret these results as follows: cases such as the
probabilistic condition, in which a highly variable sequence
is generated, tend to have high volatility. This means that a
failure is moderately likely given a failure. However, cases
like the deterministic condition, where a highly consistent sequence is generated, tend to have low volatility: a failure is
highly likely given a failure, since a success was highly likely
given a success. In other words, children should infer the consistency of failures from the consistency of successes. This
should be true even in cases (such at the deterministic condition) when they have never seen a sequence of failures.
The model just presented is only the simplest version of the
hidden inhibitor model. We replicated the qualitative predictions of this model in several more sophisticated versions of
the hidden inhibitor model. One included a model in which
a was re-sampled from a uniform distribution at each sample. In another case the sampler generated multiple inhibitors
(a number of inhibitors chosen randomly from Poisson(1) at
each sample) and success occurred only if every inhibitor was
off on a given trial. We also constructed a model that explicitly incorporated the intervention: one of the inhibitors
was randomly changed between the 9th and 10th trial (corresponding to the time we made the intervention in the experiment). In each case, the prediction held: children should
be more likely to say “yes” in the probabilistic than in the

deterministic condition.
Readers familiar with the literature on randomness perception (e.g. Oskarsson, Van Boven, McClelland, & Hastie,
2009) will notice parallels between the hidden inhibitor
model presented here, and models of randomness perception.
There is clearly overlap between the two fields: participants
in randomness perception experiments often perceive random
sequences as causal. While hidden Markov models are used
in randomness perception, we do not intend this inhibitorbased model as a model of random sequence generation. The
inhibitor-based model is intended specifically as a model of
causal, not all random, events.
Overall, both classes of models are robustly and unanimously committed to a difference between the two conditions, but in opposite directions. The class of proportional
models is committed to judgments that are at least as high
(and in most cases, higher) in the deterministic than in the
probabilistic condition. Conversely, the class of hidden inhibitor models is committed to judgments that are higher in
the probabilistic condition.

Discussion
Experimental results showed that 4-year-olds were more
likely to predict a failure given a consistent series of successes
followed by a failure, than in an otherwise identical condition in which some of the successes were replaced by failures.
Three-year-olds were not significantly different from chance
in either condition. Data from 3-year-olds were inconclusive,
because they could be consistent with weak and/or noisy versions of either model. Data from 4-year olds contradict the
predictions of proportional models, but are consistent with
hidden inhibitor models.
One possible objection to these conclusions is that we have
considered multiple causes of the same effect. That is, the
left and right lights are treated as the same cause for modeling purposes. To be sure that this did not bias our results and
predictions, we repeated the analysis using just the data from
the right light. We considered only the six trials on which
the right light was the cause, and ignored the three trials on
which the left light was used. Model predictions were qualitatively the same. Note that the experimental results are the
same as well – 4-year-old’s overall pattern of responding was
consistent with their responses to the first test question, which
referred to the right light.
An alternative explanation for these data uses a simpler
model than the one presented here: Children expect causal
relations to always hold, unless a human being intervenes on
an inhibitor. Children may have guessed in the probabilistic condition, because they were baffled when the relation
failed without apparent intervention. While this explanation
is simpler, and explains the data, we believe that it is at odds
with other considerations about children’s causal reasoning.
For instance, children are exposed to toys that fail sometimes
without human intervention: batteries run out, weather conditions affect television reception, etc. For this reason, we
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endorse a more sophisticated model that involves volatility,
like the one presented here.
The developmental difference was unexpected, but interesting. Why do 3-year-olds respond differently from 4year-olds? Because 3-year-olds did not show significantly
more “yes” responses than chance would predict, we cannot use a yes-bias to explain the data. Furthermore, threeyear-olds were able to readily overcome any yes-bias when
this paradigm was used in other experiments. For instance,
Buchanan and Sobel (2010) observed a significant number of
“no” answers from 3-year-olds using the same set of three
lights, in the same arrangement, in a different experiment.
One possibility is that differences in memory and processing capacity are responsible for the developmental difference.
For instance, 3-year-olds may have lost track of the pattern
of successes and failures, and simply guessed. Further work
could test this explanation, by presenting children with a visual representation of the pattern of successes and failures, or
by using a shorter sequence. At present, there is insufficient
data to rule out this explanation.
Finally, it could be that 4-year-olds are more likely to represent hidden inhibitors than 3-year-olds. This is broadly
consistent with a number of studies that suggest developmental differences exist between 3- and 4-year-olds in their
understanding of causal mechanisms (Buchanan & Sobel, in
press; Bullock, Gelman, & Baillargeon, 1982) and the relation of causal properties to hidden internal properties (Sobel,
Yoachim, Gopnik, Meltzoff, & Blumenthal, 2007). As far as
we know, the present experiment is the first to show a developmental difference in positing the presence of hidden inhibitors. Further experiments are needed before we can speculate about the exact cause and nature of the developmental
difference.
Even outside of developmental considerations, these data
and model present a challenge for theories of how human beings represent causal relations. Partly because of their simplicity, proportional approaches to causal strength have persisted through several generations of models. They are used
in most associative, causal power, and some Bayesian models
of causal representation. The present data suggest that even
young children may use a more complex representation of
causality, at least in some cases. If these results can be replicated and extended, then they may form the basis of improved
models. Elsewhere (Buchanan, Tenenbaum, & Sobel, 2010)
we present one way of incorporating hidden inhibitors into a
Bayesian framework. We expect that inhibitor-based models
could be incorporated into multiple modeling paradigms.
If inhibitor-based models are necessary when modeling
causal relations, this may have theoretical implications for
causal reasoning in general. For instance, people may be motivated to represent inhibitors because of an implicit determinism (Schulz & Sommerville, 2006): causal relations are
never intrinsically random, so variability must be the result
of hidden causes. Furthermore, if people represent hidden inhibitors, they may represent causal mechanisms – the events

that happen between cause and effect – in more detail than
some theories currently acknowledge (for a discussion, see
Ahn, Kalish, Medin, & Gelman, 1995). Further work will
explore theoretical connections to these questions.
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Abstract
Recently, Unconscious Thought Theory (UTT, Dijksterhuis &
Nordgren, 2006) claimed that unconscious processing of information yields better decisions. Related studies showed that
deliberate reasoning resulted in worse choices than unconscious reasoning. Causal reasoning is often considered to be a
form of deliberate, rule-based reasoning (Sloman, 1996) and
causal decision making is assumed to involve inferring the
potential consequences of different actions from mental causal models (Sloman & Hagmayer, 2006). Therefore, better
choices would be expected after deliberation. Two experiments investigated causal decision making using the UTT paradigm. It turned out that more effective actions were chosen,
when participants were asked to deliberate rather than to turn
their attention to another task or to decide immediately. These
results add to other findings indicating that the superiority of
unconscious thought may be limited to specific decision making situations.
Keywords: Causal reasoning; unconscious thought theory,
decision making

Introduction
When receiving a diagnosis of cancer a difficult period with
many important decisions lies ahead for many patients. One
important decision is which of the available treatment options should be pursued. Each option (e.g., chemotherapy,
radiation therapy, endocrine therapy) has many pros and
cons and entails substantial consequences for the patient‟s
wellbeing and survival. Until very recently the recommendation would have been to resort to deliberate decision making given such a complex problem. Now there is increasing
evidence suggesting that it may be better not to consciously
work on a problem, but to distract oneself for some time and
then make a choice without any further thought. For example, in a study conducted by Dijksterhuis, Bos, Nordgren,
and van Baaren (2006), participants were more likely to
choose the best out of four cars (i.e., the car having the
highest number of positive attributes) after a period of distraction than after a period of deliberate thought. These findings led to the development of Unconscious Thought
Theory (UTT, Dijksterhuis & Nordgren, 2006).
Unconscious Thought in Decision Making
Unconscious thought theory assumes that unconscious
processes, which continue to work on a problem while the
conscious attention is directed somewhere else, are better
suited to adequately weight and integrate the given information than conscious deliberation. According to UTT there
are several more specific reasons for the inferior decision
performance after a period of conscious deliberation. First,

the capacity of conscious working memory is restricted in
terms of limited storage and sequential processing. Unconscious processing is assumed to have no such restrictions (cf.
Evans, 2008). Second, while conscious thought is guided by
expectancies, rules and schemas, which lead to increased
stereotyping and biased representations of the information
given, unconscious thought “slowly integrates information
to form an objective summary judgment” (Dijksterhuis &
Nordgren, 2006, p. 98). A third advantage of unconscious
thought is its ability to automatically weight different
attributes according to their relative importance. Conscious
thinking is assumed to disturb this process because it “leads
people to put disproportionate weight on attributes that are
accessible, plausible, and easy to verbalize” (ibid., p. 100).
Decisions based on unconscious thought are also assumed
to be better than decisions made immediately after receiving
all relevant information. During information acquisition a
mental representation of the object at hand is formed. While
this representation is the only basis for decisions made immediately, the representation is actively changed during
unconscious thought resulting in an improved performance
(see Dijksterhuis, 2004; Strick, Dijksterhuis, & van Baaren,
2010 for more details).
Predictions of UTT have been supported by numerous
studies on a variety of choice topics (e.g. Dijksterhuis et al.,
2006; Lerouge, 2009). However, there are also some contradictory findings (e.g., Newell, Wong, Cheung, & Rakov,
2009). One interesting finding by Payne, Samper, Bettman,
and Luce (2008) was that deliberate thought turned out to be
as successful as unconscious thought when decision makers
could determine the time for deliberation themselves. These
findings indicate that unconscious thought may not be generally better than deliberation.
Causal Reasoning in Decision Making
Many important decisions concern interventions into causal
systems, for example, medical treatments to improve health
or political interventions to stimulate economic growth.
Sloman and Hagmayer (2006) have argued that people tend
to construct mental causal models when a decision is made
with respect to a causal system. First, a causal model of the
choice situation is constructed that represents the causal
mechanisms relating options (i.e., available courses of action), outcomes, and payoffs. Second, possible interventions
are implemented in the model and consequences are predicted by mental simulation. Finally, the option resulting in
the best overall outcome is chosen. The crucial advantage of
causal reasoning in decision making is that it allows envi-
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sioning the consequences of actions never taken or observed
before (cf. Hagmayer et al., 2010).
In a number of studies Hagmayer and Sloman (2009)
demonstrated that peoples’ decisions are contingent on their
causal beliefs when making simple one-shot decisions in
hypothetical scenarios. The studies also showed that people
spontaneously activate causal beliefs before making a
choice. Similar findings are reported by research on naturalistic decision making (Klein, 1998). When experts are not
familiar with a particular problem, they tend to simulate
potential courses of action to figure out whether they would
allow to achieve the desired outcome.
Causal reasoning is a form of rule-based reasoning and is
therefore usually considered to be a form of analytic, deliberate, System 2 reasoning (Sloman, 1996). If this assumption
is correct, then causal decision making relies on deliberate
thought. Therefore decisions should be best when based on
deliberations.

Goals and Hypotheses
Studies on unconscious thought in decision making tend to
focus on consumer choice tasks, in which participants have
to choose between options characterized by various
attributes. It is manipulated whether participants have to
make their decision immediately after receiving all relevant
information (immediate choice condition), after working on
an attention grabbing task for a specified amount of time
(unconscious thought condition), or after deliberating for the
same amount of time (conscious thought condition). By contrast, studies on causal decision making usually ask participants to choose between actions having a differential impact
on a causal system. There are no restrictions with respect to
the processing of the given information and decision making. Although this lack of restrictions could be assumed to
facilitate deliberate thinking, the studies provide no empirical evidence for this hunch. On the other hand, studies on
unconscious thought have not investigated decision making
with respect to causal systems. Thus they provide no evidence on causal decision making.
The main goal of the present set of experiments is to close
this gap in knowledge by investigating unconscious thought
in causal decision making. Therefore we combined the unconscious thought paradigm with a task asking participants
to rate the causal consequences of different options (Experiment 1) or to choose between interventions (Experiment
2). Based on causal model theories of reasoning and decision making (Sloman, 1996, 2005, Sloman & Hagmayer,
2006) we hypothesized that time for conscious deliberation
would improve the decisions made. Thus we expected more
choices of the most effective intervention or the option having the best causal consequences after deliberation than after
unconscious thought or when the decision had to be made
immediately. Note that we do not predict that participants
would be unable to make an appropriate decision if they had
no extra time for deliberation. While acquiring the information to make a decision, persons may already engage in
some form of reasoning.

Experiment 1
The goal of this first experiment was to investigate how
different processing conditions affect decision making when
the structure of a causal system needs to be considered to
find the best option. The processing conditions were adapted
from Dijksterhuis et al. (2004) and Payne et al. (2008) and
required a decision either (i) immediately, (ii) after unconscious thought while being distracted, (iii) after conscious
deliberations for a fixed time interval, or (iv) after selfpaced conscious deliberations.
Method
Participants and Design 104 Göttingen university undergraduates participated for course credit or were paid €7.
They were randomly assigned to one of the four processing
conditions (Immediate, unconscious thought, conscious
thought, and conscious thought self-paced).
Materials and Procedure Experiment 1 consisted of three
phases: A familiarization phase, an instruction phase, and a
test phase. During the first phase participants were familiarized with their respective processing condition to ensure
that they could focus entirely on the task during the test
phase. First, all participants had to practice to rate objects
within 3 seconds by clicking on one of the buttons forming a
11-point rating scale. The time constraint was introduced in
order to prevent conscious deliberation during ratings.
Feedback on speed was provided.
Participants in the immediate choice condition then proceeded directly to the instruction phase. Participants in the
unconscious thought condition were confronted with the
distractor-task. They saw a set of four objects and had to
work for 30 seconds on a 2-back task that required yes/no
judgments about whether a digit presented on the computer
screen was identical to the digit presented two trials ago.
Immediately after the distractor-task the objects had to be
rated within 3 seconds. Previous research has shown that the
2-back task effectively blocks working memory and prevents conscious deliberation (cf. Dijksterhuis, 2004). Participants in the conscious thought and conscious thought selfpaced conditions saw the same objects but were asked to
deliberate for 30 seconds or as long as they wanted, respectively, before they had to rate each object.
During the instruction phase of the experiment, information about the causal system was presented. Participants
were told to imagine being a manager of a shoe-company
who had to decide which of four shoe-prototypes would go
into production. They were asked to base their decision only
on the number of stores in which each shoe would be sold in
the end. Two retail chains were introduced as relevant for
making this decision (see Figure 1). One chain of stores
formed a 4-variable common cause structure, in which one
superior store caused its three subordinates to sell the same
shoes. The other structure was a 4-variable causal chain
structure, in which each superior store determined the shoes
sold by its direct subordinate. Participants were explicitly
told that a store would sell a specific shoe if it had ordered
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the shoe itself or its superior store had ordered it. Only the
shoe participants picked would be produced, orders of the
other three shoes would be obsolete. To ensure that participants understood their task and the causal structures, they
had to complete a 7-question multiple-choice test error free.
Participants who did not answer all questions correctly had
to re-read the instructions. Participants failing the test six
times were excluded from later analyses.

entation (immediate condition), after a 4 minute period of
solving a 2-back task (unconscious thought condition), after
a 4 minute period of deliberate thinking (conscious thought
condition), or whenever the participant felt that he/she had
sufficiently thought about the decision (conscious thought
self-paced condition). In neither condition the stimuli were
visible during the period of (un-)conscious thinking. The
order of the shoes to be rated was randomized. If a participant took longer than 3 seconds to complete the rating, a
pop-up window reminded him/her to be faster the next time.
The experiment ended with a short debriefing.

Shoe 1

Figure 1: Causal system used in Experiment 1. The common cause sub-structure is shown on the left, the causal
chain sub-structure on the right. See text for details.
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Implied Sales

In the test phase participants were told that they would see
which stores had ordered the four prototypes and that they
would have to rate each shoe with respect to its sales prospects considering the later dissemination of the shoes within
the retail chains. Information about whether a store ordered
a specific prototype was presented at the center of the screen
for 2.5 seconds. In total 32 pieces of information were presented in trial by trial fashion (4 prototypes x 8 stores). Orders for each prototype were presented in blocks. The sequence of the shoes as well as the sequence of stores within
a block was randomized. During the entire test phase participants could not refer back to the instruction or the causal
structures.
Figure 2 shows which stores pre-ordered the shoes independently from each other. The four prototypes were ordered by different numbers of stores and had different prospects of being sold at more stores due to their causal relations. Figure 2 shows the implications of the causal structure
for the final number of stores. It turns out that Prototype 1,
which was ordered by only four stores initially, would be
sold by all eight stores, while Prototype 3, which was ordered by six stores, would remain at this level. Prototypes 2
and 4, which were ordered by four and two stores, would be
finally sold by four stores, making them the worst choices.
Thus, if participants were sensitive to causal structure, they
should rate Prototype 1 the best and Prototypes 2 and 4 the
worst.
After observing the orders placed by all stores, participants had to rate all four prototypes on an 11-point scale
ranging from „no store will sell the shoe‟ to „all stores will
sell the shoe. Depending on the experimental condition the
rating task was administered directly after the stimulus pres-
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Figure 2: Options to be rated in Exp.1. S1-S8 = Stores,
y=order, n = no order
Results and Discussion
Eighty-eight out of 104 participants passed the knowledge
test. One participant was excluded, because his/her ratings
differed more than 3 standard deviations from the overall
mean. Thus data of 87 participants were considered. All
judgments that were made within 5 seconds after the rating
scale appeared were included in the analysis. The ratings on
the 11-point scale were re-coded to a scale from 0 to 100.
To examine whether participants differentiated between
the sales prospects of the different shoes we contrasted the
ratings for the best alternative (shoe1) from the mean ratings
for the two least preferable alternatives (shoes 2&4) on an
individual level (cf. Dijksterhuis, 2004). The mean ratings in
the four processing conditions were: Immediate MS1=77.2
(SE=4.63), MS24=71.4 (SE=4.02), UCT MS1=78.8
(SE=3.62), MS24=72.9 (SE=3.40), CT MS1=77.1 (SE=4.12),
MS24=66.8 (SE=5.71), CTSP MS1=82.8 (SE=4.70),
MS24=66.7 (SE=4.30). Statistical analyses revealed that
these ratings differed significantly only in the conscious
thought self-paced condition, t(17) = 2.75, p =.014. Marginally significant effects resulted in the conscious thought
condition, t(13)= 2.00, p =.07, and the unconscious thought
condition, t(16) = 1.84, p =.08; no differences were found in
the immediate condition, t(17)=1.52, p =.15 (all tests within
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subjects and one-tailed).
In order to test more specifically whether participants were
sensitive to the implications of causal structure, we compared ratings for shoe 1 and shoe 3. Shoe 1 is only better if
the implications of the causal structure are taken into account, otherwise shoe 3 would be better (cf. Fig. 2). Mean
rating of shoe 3 were: Immediate MS3=71.5 (SE=4.72), UCT
MS3=65.3 (SE=5.36), CT MS3=65.5 (SE=5.91), CTSP
MS3=68.2 (SE=5.51). Thus shoe 1 got higher ratings in all
conditions. However, differences again turned out to be significant only in the self-paced condition: Immediate
t(15)<1.18, p=.25, UCT t(11)=1.90, p=.083, CT t(13)=2.13,
p=.053, CTSP t(15)=2.26, p=.038 (all tests within subjects
and one-tailed).
Taken together, these findings indicate that only participants in the conscious thought self-paced condition were
able to take causal structure into account and to differentiate
between the normatively best and worst alternatives. Nevertheless, the findings only partially supported our hypotheses.
While we expected participants to clearly differentiate between options also in the conscious thought condition, we
expected to find a smaller difference in the unconscious
thought condition.

Experiment 2
The purpose of Experiment 2 was to further examine the
role of conscious vs. unconscious thought when making
decisions with respect to a causal system. While participants
in Experiment 1 only had to rate different options, for which
the causal system had different implications, they now had
to choose between different interventions into the system. In
addition, we increased the complexity by using a single
causal structure with eight variables connected by eight
causal relations.
Method
Participants and Design 87 Göttingen university undergraduates participated for course credit or were paid €7. Participants were again randomly assigned to one of three
processing conditions (immediate, unconscious thought,
conscious thought).

Figure 3: Schematic representation of the causal system
used in Exp.2. V1 –V8 = shamanistic techniques or abilities:
V1: Knowledge of Gods‟ rules; V2: Usage of psychedelic

plants; V3: Skill in using Gods‟ language; V4: type of
dance; V5: duration of hunger meditation; V6: smoking
technique; V7: singing; V8: breathing technique); R1-R8:
causal relations (R1: profound (shallow) knowledge leads to
adequate (excessive) usage; R2: profound (shallow) knowledge leads to high (low) skill; R3: adequate (excessive)
usage leads to long (short) duration; R4: inhaling (whiffing)
leads to adequate (excessive) usage; R5: high (low) skill
leads to rhythmic (arrhythmic) singing; R6: rhythmic (arrhythmic) singing leads to trance (sun) dance; R7: recapulation (hyperventilation) leads to inhaling (whiffing); R8: recapulation (hyperventilation) leads to rhythmic (arrhythmic)
singing); Int A, Int B: possible interventions
Materials and Procedure The procedure was very similar
to Experiment 1. Participants were first familiarized with the
procedure in the test phase. Then they were instructed about
the causal system. Figure 3 depicts the causal system used in
Experiment 2. Its eight variables were introduced as techniques and abilities of a shaman‟s apprentice. The respective
technique could either be successful or less successful (see
caption of Figure 3 for details). Participants were told that
the probability of an apprentice to use a less successful
technique/ability was 80%. Some of the techniques/abilities
were introduced as causally linked. The usage of a successful technique caused other techniques to become more successful. For example, recapulative breathing (V8), the successful breathing technique, led to inhaling (V7), the more
successful smoking technique. Each technique, its successful and less successful version, and the causal relations were
explained in detail. The assignment of the abilities/techniques to the model was counterbalanced by mirroring the model depicted in Figure 3.
Participants were told that it was their task to decide which
of two trainings should be assigned to an apprentice in order
to improve his skills and techniques. One training (Intervention A) made ability V1 successful, while the other training
(Intervention B) did the same with technique V8. Participants‟ knowledge about the causal system was tested by a
10-item questionnaire. They were required to re-read the
instruction if they made any errors. Participants who failed
the test six times were excluded from later analyses.
The following test phase consisted of 8 trials in randomized order. On each trial the eight techniques/abilities of a
single apprentice were presented separately for 1.5 seconds
each in random order. Figure 4 shows the techniques/abilities of the apprentices serving as the eight test
cases. Note that in all cases both fundamental techniques/abilities (V1 and V8) were not successful, which
entails that both trainings would have some effect. Four of
the cases favored no specific intervention and served as a
baseline for analysis. The remaining cases had clear-cut best
interventions that could be figured out by considering the
structure and state of the causal system. For example, in
Case 2 Intervention A would only change V1 for the better
as V1‟s causally dependent techniques were already successful. Intervention B, by contrast, would not only improve
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Figure 4: Cases to be judged in Exp. 2. Gray fillings indicate successful techniques/abilities, white fillings less successful techniques/abilities. The more effective intervention
(A/B) is marked when applicable.
After the presentation of each test case, participants had to
judge whether Intervention A or B was preferable. As in
Experiment 1, participants could not refer back to the instruction or the causal model when making their judgment.
The judgment was made on an 11-point rating scale with the
two possible interventions as endpoints (the endpoints of the
scale were counterbalanced across participants). In the immediate condition participants were asked to indicate their
preference directly after observing each apprentice. In the
unconscious thought condition they worked on a two-back
task for 2 minutes and in the conscious thought condition
they deliberated about the best option for the same amount
of time before making a decision. Participants had 3 seconds
to indicate their answer. They were reminded to be faster
next time if they took longer. No feedback was provided.
The experiment ended with a short debriefing.
Results and Discussion
Eighty-one out of eighty-seven participants passed the
knowledge test. One participant was excluded, because
he/she did not provide any answers to the cases having differential implications for choice within the given time window. Thus data of 80 participants were considered. Participants‟ ratings on the 11 point scale were coded on a scale
from 0 (Intervention A) to 100 (Intervention B). All judgments that were made within 5 seconds after the rating scale
appeared were included in the analysis. To facilitate further
analyses, participants‟ ratings of cases that favored Intervention A, Intervention B, or no specific intervention were aggregated on an individual level. Figure 5 depicts the mean
ratings for the three types of cases in the three experimental

conditions. As can be seen from Figure 5, different ratings
resulted across conditions. Participants tended to favor the
specific intervention for the respective cases, and tended to
be indifferent for the rest. However, the differences between
cases seemed to be most pronounced in the conscious
thought condition.
For the statistical analyses we compared the mean ratings
for the cases affording a specific intervention with the mean
rating of the cases, for which both interventions would be
equally effective (indifferent cases). We conducted twosided t-tests with a Bonferrioni-corrected significance level
of α = .025. In the immediate condition there was a significant difference between cases favoring Intervention A and
the indifferent cases (t(30) = 3.18, p < .01) whereas the difference between cases favoring Intervention B and the indifferent cases was not significant (t(30) = 1.75, p =.08). In the
unconscious thought condition, the comparisons did not
reveal any significant differences: Intervention A vs. Indifferent t(25) = 1.07, p =.29 and Intervention B vs. Indifferent
t(25) = 2.16, p =.04. By contrast, both comparisons turned
out significant in the conscious thought condition: Intervention A vs. Indifferent t(22) = 2.83, p < .01 and Intervention
B vs. Indifferent t(22) = 6.05, p < .01. This pattern of results
indicates that deliberation improves decision making with
respect to interventions in a causal system.

Mean Ratings

V8 but also V6, V7, and V4, which would be causally affected by V8 becoming successful.

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Int A best
Int B best
no Int best

Immediate unconscious conscious
thought
thought

Figure 5: Mean ratings for cases entailing that Intervention
A would be best (Int A best), cases for which Intervention B
would be best (Int B best) and cases for which both interventions would be equally effective (no Int best) in the three
processing conditions. Error bars indicate standard errors.
However, one may argue that the above tests are too strict.
In fact, the differences between ratings of cases that asked
for Intervention A and those that afforded Intervention B
were significant in all three conditions: Immediate t(30) =
2.76, p < .01; unconscious thought t(25) = 2.84, p < .01;
conscious thought t(22) = 5.14, p < .01. To further analyze
whether conscious deliberation did lead to superior results,
we tested whether the differences between the cases favoring specific interventions differed across conditions. The
differences of the differences did not approach significance
when the immediate and the unconscious thought condition
were compared (t(55) = 0.52, p =.6). But, the difference in
the conscious thought condition was significantly larger
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than the differences in the immediate thought condition
(t(52) = 2.03, p < .05) and the unconscious thought condition (t(47) = 2.82, p < .01). These results clearly indicate
that participants in the conscious thought condition were
more sensitive for the causal effects of the interventions
than in the other conditions.
Taken together, the results obtained in Experiment 2 provide further evidence for the claim that conscious deliberation enhances performance if a consideration of causal
structure is required to make appropriate decisions. Thus the
findings support our hypothesis. Interestingly, the results in
the other conditions indicate some sensitivity for causal
structure, whose origin may be due to some form of causal
reasoning during information acquisition.

General Discussion
The goal of the current set of experiments was to investigate
how unconscious thought and conscious deliberation affect
decision making with respect to a causal system. Both experiments used an experimental procedure introduced by
Dijksterhuis (2004) that forces participants to make their
decision either immediately after receiving the relevant information, after a period of distraction from the task, or after
a period of deliberate thinking about the task. Going beyond
previous studies, we asked participants to evaluate options
having different causal effects (Experiment 1) or to choose
between interventions having differential consequences
(Experiment 2). The results of both experiments demonstrated that a period of conscious deliberation led to better
decisions than unconscious thought.
These findings are at odds with Unconscious Thought
Theory (UTT, Dijksterhuis & Nordgren, 2006), which assumes that the unconscious processing of decision relevant
information leads to better decisions. However, UTT has
only been applied to decisions requiring the weighting and
integration of multiple pieces of information. Decisions
which pertain to a causal system require more. They require
considering the causal consequences resulting from the
choice made (cf. Sloman & Hagmayer, 2006). To make
these inferences, causal reasoning seems to be necessary,
which takes into account the structure and state of the underlying causal system. Causal reasoning has been assigned
to System 2, the deliberate, rule based system of reasoning
(Sloman, 1996, Evans 2008). Therefore our results are in
line with causal model theories of decision making, which
assume that causal reasoning is involved when decisions are
made with respect to a causal system. Decision makers seem
to need some time to build up a causal model representation
and to figure out the causal consequences resulting from the
given options. This is probably why extra time for deliberation improves these kinds of decisions.
Although our findings were at odds with UTT, we believe
that they do not contradict this theory. They rather point out
UTT‟s limits. Several studies in different domains showed
that unconscious thought may lead to better decisions than
conscious thought (cf. Dijksterhuis et al., 2006; see Newell
et al., 2009, for contradictory findings). Unconscious

thought seems to have an advantage if a large amount of
information has to be integrated, holistic judgments are required, or recurring patterns have to be detected (Dijksterhuis & Nordgren, 2006). Decision making with respect to a
causal system, however, seems to be beyond the scope of
UTT.
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demonstrations (e.g., Steyvers et al., 2003). Our research,
which was initially motivated by Bayesian theories of structure induction, led us to the question what heuristics people
may use to induce causal models. We present and empirically test a simple heuristic that mimics these more complex
theories (Experiment 1). In two further experiments we will
explore interindividual differences, which led us to propose
a further heuristic.

Abstract
Our main goal in the present set of studies was to re-visit the
question whether people are capable of inducing causal models from covariation data alone without further cues, such as
temporal order. In the literature there has been a debate between bottom-up and top-down learning theories in causal
learning. Whereas top-down theorists claim that in structure
induction, covariation information plays none or only a secondary role, bottom-up theories, such as causal Bayes net
theory, assert that people are capable of inducing structure
from conditional dependence and independence information
alone. Our three experiments suggest that both positions are
wrong. In simple three-variable domains people are indeed
often capable of reliably picking the right model. However,
this can be achieved by simple heuristics that do not require
complex statistics.

Causal Bayes Nets as Psychological Theories of
Structure Induction

Keywords: causal induction; causal Bayes nets; heuristics

Introduction
How are the causal regularities in the world learned? One
popular answer can be traced back to the philosopher Hume
(1748/1974), who famously argued that temporal order
(causes precede their effects) along with covariation information are the basis of the inference about the existence of a
causal relation. Hume’s analysis creates a puzzle, though,
when we consider more complex causal models (see also
Waldmann & Hagmayer, in press). Our everyday
knowledge is not neatly organized in single cause-effect
relations but is interrelated in complex models with multiple
causes of common effects (common effect model), common
causes of multiple effects (common cause model), or causal
chains. Just looking at pairwise covariations will often not
help us to recover the underlying causal model even when
the temporal order cue is available. Lagnado et al. (2007)
have therefore proposed the view that people use multiple
cues, such as temporal order, interventions, or prior
knowledge, to form hypothetical models (see also Waldmann, 1996). Covariation information may be used to validate these hypotheses but it plays a subordinate role entering
the induction process after the other cues have been applied
in a top-down fashion. Fernbach and Sloman (2009) have
even argued that people “do not rely on covariation when
learning the structure of causal relations” (p. 678).
Our main goal in the present research is to re-visit the
question whether people are really incapable of inducing
causal models from covariation alone in situations in which
no other cues are available. To anticipate the results we have
found an amazing ability to select the right causal model
based on covariation data alone, which surpasses previous

One of the most popular theories of causal model representations is causal Bayes net theory (see Gopnik et al., 2004).
This theory was originally developed as a normative theory
of how experts make causal inferences, plan actions, or
learn about causal models. Among other features, it provides mechanisms for the induction of causal structures
from covariation information alone (Spirtes, Glymour, &
Scheines, 1993; Pearl, 2000).
Unlike top-down theories, Gopnik et al. (2004) have
claimed that people should be capable of inducing causal
structure from conditional dependence and independence
information alone in a bottom-up fashion. The Markov
assumption along with additional assumptions (e.g., faithfulness assumption) is central for this capacity. Gopnik et al.
(2004) discuss two Bayesian induction strategies. According
to constraint-based learning people should analyze triples of
events (such as in Fig. 1) within causal models and select
between causal models on the basis of conditional dependence and independence information. For example, common
cause models with three events imply that the three events
are correlated but that the two effects are independent conditional on the states of the cause. In contrast, in a common
effect model two events (the causes) should be independent
but become dependent conditional on the third event (the
effect). These differential probabilistic relations allow for
inducing which of these two models is more probable.
Sometimes the analysis of triples will yield several (Markov) equivalent alternatives (see Fig. 1). Additional cues
(e.g., temporal order) may help to further restrict the set of
possibilities.
An alternative to this bottom-up approach are Bayesian
algorithms, which calculate the likelihood of the data given
alternative models and combine this information with assumptions about the prior probability of the different models
to arrive at an inductive guess about which model probably
underlies the observed correlations. Both learning strategies
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(Goldvarg & Johnson-Laird, 2001; Griffiths & Tenenbaum 2009; Lu et al.,
2008; Schulz & Sommerville, 2006).
One way to reconcile a sufficiency bias
with probabilistic data is to assume that
the generating model contains deterministic causal relations, which may occasionally be broken due to random disturbances, such as the presence of a
hidden preventer or the absence of a
necessary enabler. However, these cases
should be rare. Thus, relations in which
the cause is present and the effect is
absent can be interpreted as largely inconsistent with the determinism assumption, and should therefore count as evidence against the existence of a causal
Figure 1: All causal structures of three variables containing one or two causal
relation. For example, if a case with one
links (based on Steyvers et al., 2003, p. 458). Markov-equivalence classes, i.e.,
present and two absent events is presentstructures that are indistinguishable with respect to covariational data, are indicated, a hypothetical common cause model
ed by the red dashed lines.
in which the present event is assumed to
use conditional and unconditional probability information in
be the cause would entail two broken links, which should
the data to assess the likelihood of the competing model.
weaken this particular causal model hypothesis. Applying
In sum, whereas Gopnik and colleagues argue that people
the broken link heuristic is simple: (1) Learners observe
are capable of recovering causal models from covariation
individual learning patterns with three events that can be
alone using conditional dependence and independence inpresent or absent, (2) based on the hypothetical assumption
formation, other researchers (Fernbach & Sloman, 2009;
of each of the alternative causal models under consideration,
Lagnado et al., 2007) doubt that people have such sophistithe number of broken links (i.e., cause-present, effect-absent
cated statistical competencies.
pairs) is counted across all learning patterns, (3) at the end
of learning, the causal model is chosen for which the sum of
Empirical Evidence
the number of broken links proved minimal. This way models are chosen that are maximally consistent with the deterSteyvers et al. (2003) introduced the alien mind-reading
minism bias. Unlike Bayesian models, the heuristic only
paradigm to test whether people are capable of inducing the
looks at pairwise relations between events, and does not
causal structure underlying three events based on inforneed to consider complex conditional dependency information about conditional dependence and independence.
mation.
They presented subjects with three mind readers who, based
Although the broken link heuristic typically approximates
on mind reading, had particular thoughts or not. Overall
the
normative inference of specific causal Bayes net strateSteyvers et al. observed above-chance but poor performance
gies,
it is possible to design patterns in which the predicwhen only covariation information was available. Although
tions of these models and of the heuristic diverge. In ExperSteyvers et al. (2003) claimed to have studied purely botiment 1 we designed such patterns to provide a more speciftom-up learning, in all experiments participants were proic test of the heuristic. Of course, it is not possible to test a
vided with graphs showing alternative models (e.g., comheuristic against all possible future Bayesian models of
mon cause, common effect model) between which subjects
structure induction. Our test is therefore restricted to a comhad to choose. Thus, subjects could use these graphs as
parison between the broken link heuristic and the model that
potential top-down hypotheses. Moreover, although learnhas
thus far been proposed in the literature as underlying
ers’ performance is partly consistent with the proposed
structure
induction (Steyvers et al., 2003; see also General
Bayesian learning models, Steyvers et al. (2003) acknowlDiscussion).
edged that people might have used simple heuristics that
approximate rational inference. We will propose a simple
Experiment 1
heuristic that poses far fewer demands on statistical processing capacity.
To test our heuristic we presented subjects with sets of 12
patterns each containing three binary variables being present
Broken link heuristic
or absent (here: aliens thinking of “POR” or nothing; see
Fig. 2). The sets were randomly generated so that in each
The general idea motivating the proposed heuristic is that
case the heuristic predicts exactly the opposite causal strucpeople enter the task with the bias that causal relations are
ture as a Bayesian structure selection procedure with unindeterministic and causes sufficient for their effects, despite
formative priors (which is similar to a maximum likelihood
the fact that the observable input is typically probabilistic
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selection and in our case corresponds to the solution of
standard constraint-based methods).
To avoid the problem of Markov equivalent structures,
which are indistinguishable with respect to the presented
covariation data, we constrained the set of possible causal
structures to common cause and common effect networks
(see Fig. 1, first two columns, i.e. six structures). Thus, each
pattern set entailed a unique prediction by the Bayesian
algorithm as well as by our heuristic.

Method
Participants 60 students from the University of Göttingen
participated in exchange for course credit or were paid seven Euros.

each set were presented in random order one by one. The
aliens and their thoughts appeared simultaneously (i.e., no
temporal cue was provided). After observing a set, subjects
were requested to choose the causal structure that presumably generated that set.
To generate the pattern sets, we randomly drew five million sets of size 12 from a multinomial distribution with
equal probabilities and preserved all unique sets for which
the broken link heuristic uniquely predicted a common
cause structure (CC pattern sets) or a common effect structure (CE pattern sets) while the Bayesian structure selection
procedure predicted the opposite structure (i.e., reversed
causal links). From this pool, for each subject 24 CC pattern
sets and 24 CE sets were randomly selected (yielding 48
pattern sets in total per subject), and then presented in random order.

Results and Discussion

Figure 2: An example of a pattern set presented in Experiment 1. For each of these sets subjects were requested to
choose the causal structure that presumably generated the
data.

Procedure and Material In the instruction phase we presented subjects with an instruction about three aliens: Gonz,
Brxxx, and Zoohng, who either thought of nothing or of
“POR” (indicated by a bubble containing nothing or
“POR”). It was stated that either one or two of the aliens
were capable of reading the “POR”-thoughts of the other
aliens and that participants will have to identify these mind
readers on the basis of information about thought configurations. Since the thoughts of such a reader of thoughts therefore depend upon the thoughts of the non-mind reader(s),
the mind readers constitute effects and the other aliens represent causes within the causal model (see also Mayrhofer et
al., 2010). Participants were requested to choose one out of
six configurations of mind readers that corresponded to the
six target structures. We used this task to identify causal
models to simplify the task. Pilot research had shown that
subjects are often confused when asked about causes and
effects in the mind reading alien task, which may have contributed to the low performance in Steyvers et al. (2003).
In the test phase, participants were presented with 48 sets
of 12 patterns each showing aliens thinking of “POR” or
nothing (see Fig. 2 for an example). The patterns within

The responses were aggregated within subjects for the CC
pattern sets and the CE patterns sets separately (left vs. right
hand side in Fig. 3). For analyzing purposes, all data sets
and the participants’ corresponding responses were rotated
so that the structures’ common elements were in the upright
position.
Overall, the data demonstrate impressively high performance given that only covariation information was available. With respect to the CE pattern sets subjects substantially preferred to select the structures predicted by the heuristic
compared to the structures predicted by the Bayesian structure selection procedure (42.7% vs. 12.8%, t[59]=9.26, p <
.001; see Fig. 3a, right hand side). For the CC pattern sets,
the results are less clear. Subjects generally showed a preference for the structures with the correct common element,
but there seems to be no systematic preference for the structures predicted by the heuristic vs. those predicted by the
Bayesian structure selection procedure (24.9% vs. 23.1%,
t[59]=0.42, p=.34; see Fig. 3a, left hand side).
A more detailed analysis of the data on the subject level
revealed that there are at least two groups of subjects using
different strategies in solving the task. Based on each subject’s average response to the CC pattern sets with respect to
the structure predicted by the broken link heuristic, we divided participants into two groups (Group 1: average response above chance level; Group 2: average response below chance level). The groupwise aggregated data are
shown in Figs. 4b and 4c.
Group 1 (37 subjects) responded as predicted by the broken link heuristic: 36.2% (CC pattern sets, left panel) and
45.8% (CE pattern sets, right panel) of the selections were
made consistent with the heuristic and only 15.8% (CC sets)
and 16.0% (CE sets) consistent with the Bayesian procedure.
Group 2 (23 subjects) responded very differently: Whereas this group seemed to have adopted the heuristic for the
CE pattern sets (right panel (37.6% vs. 7.5%), for the CC
pattern sets (left panel) the structures seemed to be chosen
according to the Bayesian procedure (6.7% vs. 34.9%).
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In sum, Group 1 behaved largely consistent with the broken link heuristic, whereas Group 2 deviated from this heuristic. One possible interpretation of these differences is that
the two groups interpret their preference for deterministic
structures differently. Determinism may be associated with
a bias for sufficiency, which leads to the maximization of
causal strength. The broken link heuristic used by Group 1

CC sets
p=.34

CC sets

is consistent with such a sufficiency bias. However, the
preference for deterministic structures may also be associated with a bias for necessity. This bias leads to a preference
for effects with low base rates because effects are expected
to be accompanied by observable causes. A third possibility
is the strong and sparse (SS) prior by Lu et al. (2008) which
qualitatively entails that people should expect that either the
observable cause or the unobserved background cause are nec(a) Overall data
essary and sufficient for the effect,
CE sets
respectively.
p<.001
BL-H
Bayes

BL-H
Bayes

(b) Group 1 (37 subjects)
CE sets
BL-H
Bayes

CC sets

BL-H
Bayes

(c) Group 2 (23 subjects)
CE sets
BL-H
Bayes

BL-H
Bayes

Experiment 2
To test the idea that different prior
assumptions about sufficiency or
necessity in the causal system
underlie different strategies in
solving the induction task, we
used networks with two variables,
A and B, only. It is well known
that the question whether A causes B or B causes A is not decidable with covariation data alone.
Both graphs are Markov equivalent (see also Fig. 1). For each
parameterization for graph 1 (A
→ B) there exists a parameterization for graph 2 (A ← B) yielding
the exact same likelihood. A potential preference for graph 1 or
graph 2 is therefore necessarily
due to prior assumptions about the
causal system’s parameterization.
The goal of Experiment 2 was to
test whether we can identify different classes of people that differ
in their prior assumptions in this
simple task (sufficiency, necessity, or SS prior).

Method

Participants 50 students from the
University of Göttingen participated in exchange for course credit, or were paid 8 € per hour.
Procedure and Material We
used the same cover story and
instructions as in Experiment 1.
The only difference was that there
were only two aliens. Subjects
were instructed that only one of
the two aliens was able to read the
“POR”-thoughts of the other alien
Figure 3. Each panel shows how often on average each target structure was chosen giv- and that they had to find out
en the CC pattern sets (left panels) or the CE pattern sets (right panels). Uxx/Lxx/Rxx which one had this capacity.
In the test phase, participants
indicate the position of the common element (upper, left, right), and xCC/xCE whether
were
presented with 16 sets of 12
a common cause or a common effect structure was selected.
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patterns (see Table 1) with each of the two aliens thinking of
“POR” or nothing. After observing each set, subjects were
asked to decide whether Alien A or B could read the mind
of the other alien.
Using the same method as in Experiment 1, we chose sets
of patterns that yielded distinctive predictions for the three
assumed priors. Table 1 shows the frequencies of the eight
pattern sets (each was presented twice) along with the predictions of the three priors.
Table 1: Used pattern sets in Experiment 2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

00
7
6
1
1
7
6
1
1

Data
01
10
4
0
5
0
5
0
4
0
0
4
0
5
0
5
0
4

11
1
1
6
7
1
1
6
7

P1
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B

Prior
P2
B
B
B
B
A
A
A
A

P3
A
A
B
B
B
B
A
A

differences in prior assumptions are the relevant causal
factor, in Experiment 3 we experimentally manipulated
subjects’ biases.

Experiment 3
To test whether different prior assumptions play a role in
strategy selection, we used the materials of Experiment 2.
Through instructions we manipulated whether learners expect high causal strength (i.e., sufficiency prior) or low base
rate of effect (i.e., necessity prior). Based on the results of
the previous experiment we did not test the sparse and
strong prior again.

Method
Participants 40 students from the University of Göttingen
participated in exchange for course credit, or were paid 8 €
per hour.

Notes. The four “data” columns (left side) show how often each pattern
was shown within each of eight pattern sets (e.g. “01”means that A=0 and
B=1). The “prior” columns show the predictions of the three different
priors. The letters indicate which variable should be chosen as cause according to the respective prior (P1: high causal strength, P2: low bases rate
of effects, P3: strong and sparse. Each set was shown twice.

Procedure, Materials, and Design The procedure, instruction and pattern sets were identical to those used in Experiment 2, except for the manipulation of the priors. In one
condition, subjects were told that mind readers mostly succeed in reading the mind of the other alien (= high causal
strength), whereas in the other condition we instructed participants that mind readers only rarely think of “POR” on
their own (= low base rate of effects). The priors were manipulated between subjects (2 × 20).

Results and Discussion

Results and Discussion

For analyzing purposes, we coded participants’ selections of
cause A and B with respect to the different prior profiles (1:
as predicted, 0: not as predicted) and assigned each subject
to the profile cluster that minimized the mean squared distance. Additionally, we included a “random guesser” cluster.
Using this procedure, 28 out of 50 subjects (56%) were
assigned to the sufficiency (i.e., high causal strength) cluster, 7 subjects (14%) to the necessity (i.e., low base rate)
cluster, 2 subjects (4%) to the strong and sparse prior cluster, and 10 subjects (20%) to the “random guesser” cluster.
Three subjects (6%) could not be assigned by the procedure.
Within the sufficiency cluster, 91.7% of participants’ selections were consistent with the sufficiency bias. The corresponding numbers were 92.0% for the necessity cluster, and
77.1% for the strong and sparse prior cluster.
We assume that the broken link heuristic may underlie inferences of subjects with a sufficiency bias. But what about
the necessity oriented subjects? A corresponding heuristic
for the necessity bias might be to preferentially select structures that minimize the occurrence of unexplained effects.
Future research will have to further test this hypothesis.
In sum, the results show that different prior assumptions
may play a role in causal structure induction. In Experiments 1 and 2 we have shown that different groups of learners either are biased in the direction of a sufficiency or a
necessity bias. However, the evidence for interindividual
differences is only correlational. To strengthen our case that

We recoded subjects’ answers so that the selection of the
variable predicted by a sufficiency prior was coded as 1 and
the selection of the other variable, which is predicted by a
necessity prior, as 0. For each subject, an average score was
calculated. The results are shown in Fig. 4; higher ratings
indicate the use of a sufficiency prior.
1
0,9
0,8
0,7
0,6
0,5
0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1
0
high causal strength

low base rate

Figure 4: Results of Experiment 3 for the high-causalstrength vs. low-base-rate-of-effect conditions.
In the high causal strength condition, 95.0% of the selections corresponded to the sufficiency prior (i.e., broken link
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heuristic), in the low base rate condition only 53.4% of the
selections were predicted by this prior (hence 46.6% of the
cases were consistent with a necessity prior). Thus, the
manipulation of prior information made a substantial difference, t(38)=3.98, p<.001. Although our manipulation
proved successful, there was a general tendency toward the
sufficiency bias.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to examine the steps involved
in the sequential application of crowds to produce creative
solutions for social problems. 127 university students
generated, criticized, modified, and evaluated text solutions
for reducing misinformation on the Internet. One crowd
generated solutions based on two ideas randomly paired from
previous crowds’ ideas. The other crowd came up with
solutions based on one idea and a criticism for this idea
generated by previous crowds. Whereas solutions based on
two ideas were on average rated more creative than those
based on an idea and criticisms, the five most creative
solutions that addressed criticisms were rated significantly
more creative than the five most creative ideas that combined
two ideas. We conclude that a critical crowd can be useful if
the goal is to collect a small number of highly creative ideas
using the sequential application of crowds.
Keywords: Creativity; wisdom
intelligence; critical thinking

of

crowds;

collective

Introduction
Advances in communications technologies have changed
the way people collaborate. In many websites, crowds work
in isolation for the most part, and their ideas are aggregated
later. For example, users may rate news stories posted on a
website, and the website may show the aggregate rating for
each story. There are many web services for collaborative
tagging and filtering, online auctions, and prediction
markets, which allow users from afar to collaborate
efficiently without knowing the others.
The current work examines how crowds can be used to
collect creative ideas. In particular, we examine the steps
involved in the sequential application of crowds to design
solutions for social problems. We think the use of crowds
has a great potential for solving many difficult problems.
Although online crowds work for free or for nominal fees,
collective solutions of crowds can be as useful as those of a
few experts (Surowiecki, 2004). Aggregation cancels out
individual errors and highlights “correct” solutions (cf.
Estes & Maddox, 2005; Galton, 1907), leading to the
wisdom of crowds. Moreover, the idea of crowds generating

goods and services has been regarded as a viable alternative
to firms and markets (Benkler, 2006; Howe, 2006).
In our past work (Nickerson & Sakamoto, 2010), we have
examined one way of using crowds to design creative ideas.
The basic procedure was to ask the first crowd to generate a
set of ideas, akin to divergent thinking, in which diverse
ideas are generated. The second crowd combined two ideas
from the first crowd, akin to convergent thinking, in which
ideas are filtered and integrated. Then the third crowd
combined two ideas from the second crowd, in the hopes of
further improving the creativity of the ideas.
Letting crowds combine ideas is a reasonable approach
for improving the creativity of the variants. Cognitive
scientists have proposed that creativity depends on
conceptual combination, in which separate ideas or concepts
are merged (e.g., Ward, 2004). According to Rothenberg
(1979), creative accomplishments, such as original arts and
scientific discoveries are the results of synthesizing two
opposing ideas. Thagard and Stewart (2011) propose that
novel combinations of mental representations underlie many
kinds of creativity.
In crowd creativity, the results from the past work are
mixed. For some tasks, such as designing children’s chairs
in drawings, letting crowds combine previous designs
resulted in more creative designs (Yu & Nickerson, 2011).
For other tasks, such as generating solutions for oil-spill
problems in texts, there was little if any improvement in
creativity of ideas generated by later crowds (Bao &
Sakamoto, in preparation). Perhaps combining two text
ideas for solving social problems is difficult, especially
when the two ideas are non-alignable and there is no easy
way to integrate elements from different ideas (cf. Markman
et al., 2009). Such situations are common with text ideas for
solving social problems such as dealing with oil spills, but
less common with designs of chairs.
An alternative to combining ideas is to let the crowds
address criticisms of ideas. A critical crowd can find a
problem of an idea, and the next crowd can address the
problem. Defining a problem, which is an important
component of critical thinking (Ennis, 1987), interacts with
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generating ideas in creative problem-solving (Treffinger, et.
al., 1994). In this way, critical thinking is related to
creativity (Brookfield, 1987; Moon, 2008). By addressing
criticisms, the crowd will refine and elaborate on an idea,
which will improve the quality of the idea (Runco &
Pritzker, 1999). Thus, we hypothesize that including a
crowd, which concentrates on finding problems into crowds
will contribute to generating creative ideas.
Like the past work, the first crowd generates a set of
ideas. Instead of combining two ideas from the first crowd,
the second crowd generates criticisms for given ideas. The
third crowd generates a new set of ideas based on an idea
from the first crowd and its criticism from the second
crowd. By addressing the criticism of the idea, the third
crowd will refine and elaborate on the given idea. Here we
compare this sequence involving a critical crowd, which we
call the idea-criticism condition, with the sequence from the
past work involving only combination crowds, which we
call the idea-idea condition.
One theoretical contribution of our work is that we apply
work in critical thinking and conceptual combination to
crowd. In practical terms, by better understanding the
processes of crowd creativity, we can help design socialcomputational systems that are tailored to the goals of the
systems. In terms of societal impacts, if the use of crowds in
generating creative solutions works, we may be able to find
creative solutions for many challenging social problems.

Method
Participants
In total, 127 Japanese undergraduate and graduate students
(60 men, 67 women) at Kyoto University participated in
four crowds, with the mean age of 22 (SD = 3). Each
participant was in only one crowd. Each participant received
a bookstore gift card in the amount of 500 Japanese yen
(about $6) after completing the task.

Apparatus and Materials
Data were collected using Excel spreadsheets on a 15-inch
monitor in a laboratory. The following social problem was
used: “There is diverse information on the Internet,
including wrong information, deceptive information, and
information that is not based on fact. What can we do to
avoid or reduce the negative influences of misinformation
on Internet users?”

Design and Procedure
Table 1 summarizes the design of the current study. There
were four crowds. Crowd 1 generated 30 ideas. In the ideaidea condition, Crowd 2 generated another set of 30 ideas,
and Crowd 3 generated 90 ideas based on 30 pairs of an idea
by Crowd 1 and an idea by Crowd 2. In the idea-criticism
condition, Crowd 2 generated 30 criticisms, one criticism
for each of 30 ideas, and Crowd 3 generated 90 ideas based
on 30 pairs of an idea by Crowd 1 and a criticism by Crowd

2. Crowd 4 evaluated 180 ideas by Crowd 3 on novelty and
practicality, which are two important components of
creativity (Runco & Pritzker, 1999), and are often used in
measuring creativity (cf. Dean, 2006; Finke et al., 1992). In
crowd 2 and crowd 3, participants were randomly assigned
to either the idea-idea or idea-criticism condition.
Table 1: The design of the current study
Crowd
1
(n=10)

2
(n=10, 10)

3
(n=30, 31)

4
(n=36)

Idea-idea

Idea-criticism

Generated 30 ideas
Generated 30 ideas

Generated 30 criticisms
of 30 corresponding
ideas by Crowd 1

Generated 90 ideas
based on 30 pairs
of an idea by
Crowd 1 and an
idea by Crowd 2

Generated 90 ideas
based on 30 pairs of an
idea by Crowd 1 and
its criticism by Crowd
2

Evaluated 180 ideas by Crowd 3
on novelty and practicality

Crowd 1 Each participant was asked to generate three ideas.
For each idea, the participant filled in the three blanks: “One
way to avoid or reduce the negative influences of
misinformation on Internet users is to [blank]. An example
is to [blank]. The advantage of this is that [blank].”
Participants typed their answers into an Excel spreadsheet.
In total, Crowd 1 generated 30 ideas.
Crowd 2 In the idea-idea condition, each of 10 participants
was asked to generate three ideas in the same fashion as
those in Crowd 1, resulting in 30 new ideas.
In the idea-criticism condition, each of the other 10
participant was shown three ideas generated by Crowd 1,
one at a time, and asked to point out a problem of each idea
by filling in the blank: “The problem of this idea is that
[blank]. Therefore, it is difficult to avoid or reduce the
negative influences of misinformation on Internet users.”
This resulted in 30 problems associated with 30 ideas by
Crowd 1, one problem for each idea. Participants were also
asked to explain the reasons behind their responses.
Crowd 3 In the idea-idea condition, each idea by Crowd 1
was paired with a randomly selected idea from Crowd 2 of
the idea-idea condition. Each of 30 participants was asked to
generate a new idea based on one of the 30 pairs. This
procedure was repeated three times for each participant.
In the idea-criticism condition, each idea by Crowd 1 and
its criticism by Crowd 2 of the idea-criticism condition were
presented together. Each of 31 participants was asked to
generate a new idea based on one of the 30 pairs. This
procedure was repeated three times for each participant.
The two conditions shared the 30 ideas by Crowd 1. In
both conditions, participants typed their answers on the
Excel spreadsheet. In total, removing unfinished responses
in time, 90 ideas were generated in each condition.
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In Crowds 1–3, each participant was asked to generate
three ideas or criticisms in 30 minutes. Excepting ideacriticism condition in Crowd 2, participants were
encouraged to generate creative ideas. The instructions
stated that the more novel and practical an idea was, the
more creative it would be considered.
Crowd 4 The 180 ideas by Crowd 3 were randomly
numbered from 1 to 180. Each participant was given a 30 ×
30 matrix on an Excel spreadsheet. The vertical axis was
labeled novelty, and the horizontal axis was labeled
practicality. Both axes ranged from 1 (low) to 30 (high).
In the center of the matrix (novelty = 15, practicality =
15), the identification number of the following idea, which
was randomly selected from the 180 ideas, was shown as a
reference: “[#138] Educate students so that they develop an
awareness that wrong information, deceptive information,
and information that does not based on fact exist on the
Internet, the ability to check the truth of such information,
and the skill to judge and criticize whether the information
is useful for solving the problem at hand.” Participants
evaluated the other 179 ideas, putting each idea’s number in
the matrix to indicate how novel and practical they thought
the idea was. Only one number was allowed in each cell.
They were asked to evaluate all ideas within 40 minutes.
Our main interest was comparing the novelty and
practicality values of 90 ideas from the idea-idea condition
with 90 ideas from the idea-criticism condition.

Results
Of 36 participants in Crowd 4, one participant who did not
complete the evaluation task within the time limit was
excluded from the analyses.

Relationship Between Novelty and Practicality
We first examined the relationship between novelty and
practicality. Novelty was negatively correlated with
practicality, r = -0.47, p < .001: The more novel an idea
was, the less practical it became.
Participants were more willing to provide extreme values
on the practicality dimension than on the novelty
dimensions. Table 2 shows the maximum and minimum
values participants used for novelty and practicality in each
condition, and Table 3 shows the average based on each
idea’s standard deviation value. A parent type (idea-idea vs.
idea-criticism) by creativity (novelty vs. practicality)
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted, with each
idea’s difference between maximum and minimum values
(range) as a dependent variable. The range of novelty was
significantly smaller than that of practicality, F (1, 34) =
11.22, p < .005. The main effect of parent type and the
parent type by creativity interaction were not significant, F
< 1 for both. Further, a Ryan’ multiple comparison analysis
showed that the standard deviation was higher for
practicality than for novelty in both conditions. In the
Discussion section, we speculate why practicality results in
more extreme values than novelty.

Based on these results, we decided not to integrate
novelty and practicality scores into a single creativity
measure. Instead, we analyzed novelty and practicality
separately.
Table 2: Means, standard deviations, maxima, and minima
for novelty and practicality in the two conditions.
Idea-idea (n=35)
Idea-criticism (n=35)
Practicality
Practicality
Novelty
Novelty
Mean
15.38
14.87
14.94
14.07
(SD)
(2.35)
(2.57)
(2.27)
(2.42)
Max
20.71
21.54
23.46
22.40
Min
9.00
5.14
8.03
1.77
Note. Ranged from 1 (low) to 30 (high)
Table 3: Means of standard deviations for novelty and
practicality in the two conditions.

Novelty
Practicality

Idea-idea
(n=90)
6.49
7.23

Idea-criticism
(n=90)
6.71
7.23

Idea-Idea vs. Idea-Criticism
Our main interest was whether the idea-idea or ideacriticism condition resulted in more creative ideas.
All Ideas First, we compared all 90 ideas from the ideaidea condition with all 90 ideas from the idea-criticism
condition. Surprisingly to us, the idea-idea condition
generated more novel and practical ideas than the ideacriticism condition, F (1, 34) = 30.48, p < .001 (see left four
bars in Figure 1). The main effect of creativity and the
parent type by creativity interaction did not reach
significance, F (1, 34) = 1.31, p = 0.26, and F (1, 34) = 2.32,
p = 0.14, respectively.
Top 5 Ideas Based on the average novelty and
practicality scores of 35 participants, we selected top five
ideas out of 90 ideas in the idea-idea condition with respect
to each creativity dimension. We selected top five ideas of
the idea-criticism condition in the same manner. Then, we
calculated each participant’s average score for the top five
ideas, resulting in 35 mean values for each category
dimension in each condition.
Interestingly to us, the idea-criticism condition generated
more novel and practical ideas than the idea-idea condition
when we compared the top 5 ideas, F (1, 34) = 4.22, p < .05
(see right four bars in Figure 1). This pattern of results is the
opposite of that for all ideas. The main effect of creativity
and the parent type by creativity interaction was not
significant, F < 1 for both.
We further analyzed the top 5 ideas from each condition
and found that the most novel idea of all 180 ideas was
generated under the idea-criticism condition. This is the
summary of the most novel idea: “[#175] Build an Internet
police into every computer during the manufacturing
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process. The Internet police has knowledge of experts in
every field and is aware of current information in common
use around the world.” Its novelty score was 23.46 (the
practicality score was 6.83). Further, the three most novel
ideas from the idea-criticism condition were also the three
most novel of all 180 ideas.
The pattern was similar for the analysis of practicality.
The most practical idea of all 180 ideas came from the ideacriticism condition. This is the summary of the most
practical idea: “[#007] Set up a comment column on a
website where visitors can leave their comments and
opinions. Visitors can grade opinions posted on the website
according to five scales. They describe the reason for the
grading, post suggestions for improving the site, and so on.”
Its practicality score was 22.40 (the novelty score was
11.06).

Figure 1: The analysis of all ideas revealed that Crowd 4
rated the ideas from the idea-idea condition more novel and
practical than the ideas from the idea-critical condition. This
pattern was reversed in the analysis of top 5 ideas. Each bar
shows the mean of 35 participants. Error bars represent
standard errors.
Top 10 and 20 Ideas Top 10 and 20 ideas were selected
in the same fashion as the top 5 ideas. There was no
significant difference between the idea-idea condition and
the idea-criticism condition, F (1, 34) = 2.13, p = 0.15, for
top 10 and F < 1 for top 20. All the other effects were not
significant, F < 1 for all.
Of 10 most novel ideas out of all 180 ideas, five ideas
were generated under the idea-criticism condition. Of 10
most practical ideas out of all 180 ideas, seven ideas came
from the idea-criticism condition. Coupled together, our
results show that the idea-criticism condition generated a
small number of highest quality ideas.

Discussion
The present study investigated two ways of generating
creative ideas for problem solving using crowds; asking a
crowd to generate a new idea based on two ideas or on a
pair of an idea and a corresponding problem by the previous

crowds. The former idea-idea approach is essentially
conceptual combination in crowds. The latter idea-criticism
method can be seen as critical thinking in crowds. We
compared the idea-idea method with idea-criticism method
by asking crowds to generate ideas sequentially.

Comparing Idea-Idea with Idea-Criticism
We found an overall tendency that the idea-idea method
generates both more novel and more practical ideas than the
idea-criticism method. One advantage of the idea-idea
method is that two ideas can provide much more diverse
information. What Crowd 2 in the idea-idea condition did
was to generate new ideas independently of ideas by Crowd
1. On the other hand, Crowd 2 in the idea-criticism
condition pointed out a problem for each idea generated by
Crowd 1, and did not have to generate new idea nor an
alternative idea to overcome the problem. In other words,
whereas 20 participants generated initial ideas in the ideaidea condition, only 10 participants generated the initial
ideas in the idea-criticism condition: The idea-idea
condition had twice as many initial ideas as the other
condition. In this way, the idea-idea method focuses the
crowds to integrate a more diverse set of ideas.
When we examined the five most novel ideas, we found
the opposite pattern of results: The idea-criticism method
generated more novel ideas than the idea-idea method. This
was also the case for the five most practical ideas. It is
interesting to note that although the idea-idea condition had
twice as many initial ideas as the idea-criticism condition,
the three most novel ideas out of all 180 ideas came from
the idea-criticism condition.
It makes sense that the idea-criticism method results in
highly practical ideas because one crowd was designed to
address the problems associated with the initial ideas. Here
is an example of a participant addressing a criticism:
A participant from Crowd 1 said: “Judge whether
the information acquired on the Internet is
accurate or not by using something other than the
Internet, such as books, papers, or interviews.”
A participant from Crowd 2 pointed out: “The
problem of this idea is that the advantage of the
Internet that we can acquire information easily is
lost.”
An idea generated in Crowd 3 based on these two
inputs was: “Open highly reliable text media,
papers, and the like on the Internet.”
In this example, the participant from Crowd 2 evaluated the
initial idea generated by a participant in Crowd 1, and the
participant from Crowd 3 refined the initial idea by
addressing the identified problem. This overcoming process
makes Crowd 3’ ideas more realistic and practical.
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Interestingly, this overcoming process can also be
effective on novelty. Here is the process by which the most
novel idea was generated:
The initial idea was: “Develop something like an
Internet police by outsourcing companies.”
Its criticism was: “The problem of this idea is that
adequate knowledge is needed to judge whether
information is wrong or not. Who can judge if
information is right or wrong? What criteria are
used? In addition, there are a large number of
websites on the Internet. It seems difficult to
examine every content of the websites one by one.”
The final variant was: “Build an Internet police
into every computer during the manufacturing
process. The Internet police has knowledge of
experts in every field and is aware of current
information in common use around the world.”
In this example, although the final variant owes its novelty
to the initial idea of an Internet police, its novelty is
improved by addressing the criticism, which resulted in the
removal of the idea of entrusting companies, and the
addition of the new idea to put AI-like systems into
computers during the manufacturing process. In this way,
the idea-criticism method can result in highly novel and
practical ideas.
However, we did not find any difference between the
idea-idea and idea-criticism conditions in the top 10 and top
20 ideas. Thus, the idea-criticism method can generate high
quality ideas, but only a small number of them.

Novelty and Practicality
Although novelty and practicality scales are often used to
measure creativity (Dean et al., 2006), how people use these
scales are not studied well. In the current work, a more
novel idea tended to be less practical. In fact, the most novel
idea in the idea-idea condition was ranked the second worst
in practicality. Thus, there is a trade-off between novelty
and practicality.
An interesting finding with respect to novelty and
practicality was that the novelty scores resulted in lower
variance than the practicality scores. Participants avoided
the use of maximum and minimum values when evaluating
novelty, compared to when evaluating practicality. This is,
we think, related to each participant’s confidence in
judgment on novelty and practicality. Judging whether an
idea is 100% novel is more difficult than judging whether an
idea is 100% practical. A 100% practical idea can mean an
idea that can definitely be put into practice without
problems. Imagining a 100% novel idea is hard because
novelty is a boundless concept. Even when we think an idea
is very novel, there is still a possibility of a more novel idea.
Thus, it is difficult for evaluators to give an idea a very high
or very low point in novelty.

Conceptual Combination
In the idea-idea method in the current work, two ideas were
randomly paired, and the crowd was asked to generate a
new idea based on the two ideas. Work on conceptual
combination in creativity suggests that trying to combine
dissimilar or even opposing ideas can lead to more creative
ideas (Estes & Ward, 2002; Kunda et al., 1990). Applying
this finding to crowds, we should test a crowd that evaluates
the similarity of ideas, so that the next crowd can combine
pairs of ideas that are dissimilar.
Past work on conceptual combination also suggests that
how one instructs participants is important (Mumford et al.,
1997). When two ideas to be combined involve related
concepts, focusing on shared attributes can result in creative
solutions. In contrast, when two ideas are dissimilar,
focusing on abstract representations can result in creative
solutions. This idea of priming abstract representations may
be effective for combining two text ideas that lack any
similarity on surface.

Critical Thinking
In the idea-criticism method in the current work, the process
consists of two crowds generating new ideas and a crowd
defining problems. Considering problems is an important
characteristic of critical thinker (Zechmeister & Johnson,
1992), thus, this process is regarded as a division of labor
process that includes crowds concentrating on creative
thinking and a crowd on critical thinking. Avoiding trying to
think both creatively and critical at the same time seems to
make the whole process more effective One way for it is
switching perspectives in an individual using a tool such as
Green Hat and Black Hat in Six Thinking Hat (Bono,
1985). The other way is each crowd takes responsibility for
one aspect of thinking like the current work. An advantage
of the latter way is a load of thinking on each participant is
light because it not necessary to switch thinking or to think
from several perspectives.

Crowd Creativity and Brainstorming
The use of novelty and practicality in creativity evaluation
implies that creativity results from generation of diverse
ideas and subsequent pruning of these ideas. Also, cognitive
theories of creativity focus on generation of many candidate
ideas and exploration and modification of these ideas (Finke
et al., 1992; Ward et al., 1997). Generation and exploration
are similar to divergent thinking and convergent thinking
often seen in brainstorming (Osborn, 1957).
In a brainstorming session, the facilitator collects many
different ideas from a group before people in the group have
the chance to evaluate these ideas. Then, the ideas are
evaluated, filtered, and integrated by the group. One
difference between brainstorming and the sequential
application of crowds in our study is that whereas our
crowds are not co-present, the participants in a
brainstorming session are. The presence of others can hinder
creativity by preventing self-conscious individuals to
contribute ideas, and vocal members can sway the opinion
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of the group (Mullen et al., 1991). Moreover, we can recruit
more people from diverse background in crowds than in a
brainstorming environment. Consequently, we can collect
numerous ideas in a short time using crowds. We think
these advantages make the use of crowds to solve problems
highly attractive and promising.

Limitation and Future Research
One limitation of the current work was that a crowd, not
experts, judged the creativity of the ideas. The crowd may
not have appropriate knowledge for evaluating the potential
solutions. This leads to another direction for future research:
The effects of quality of a crowd. Perhaps the effects vary as
a function of the topic of the problem to solve and/or the
purpose of collecting creative ideas.
A natural next step is to integrate the idea-idea and ideacriticism methods: One crowd generates ideas, the next
crowd combines two ideas, the next crowd addresses the
problems, the next crowd generates ideas from pairs of an
idea and a problem, and these steps can continue until the
ideas are refined that identifying problems become difficult.
The ordering of the crowds might become important.

Conclusions
Generating creative ideas through the sequential application
of crowds seems promising. Based on our results from
comparing two ways of generating creative solutions with
crowds, we make three conclusions: 1) combining two ideas
is suitable for generating many ideas that are moderately
novel or practical; 2) addressing a criticism of an idea is
suitable for generating a small number of ideas that are
notably novel or practical; 3) thus, if the purpose of using
crowds is to collect a few remarkable ideas, pairing an idea
with its criticism is more effective than pairing two ideas.
Finally, our work integrates work in critical thinking,
creativity, and crowd. Believing that integrating separate
ideas is a key to many kinds of creativity, we hope that the
present work will soon result in scientific discovery and
technological innovation.
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Abstract

Background
Research on language comprehension has long
drawn a distinction between meaning and
structure. Most theoretical work pertaining to this
separation has been at the level of the single
sentence (Chomsky, 1965). However, this general
divide is also relevant our understanding of how
we make sense of text and discourse, beyond the
single sentence.
Much work on text and discourse has
emphasized the local relationships which draw
together related concepts into common semantic
fields (Halliday & Hasan, 1985; van Dijk, 1977)
or through the establishment of coherence
relationships
across
individual
sentences
(Halliday & Hasan, 1976; Zwaan & Radvansky,
1998). Theories of narrative with a more global
scope have also been articulated in “story
grammars” (e.g. Mandler & Johnson, 1977;
Rumelhart, 1975; Thorndyke, 1977), which base
individual narrative categories around characters’
goals. These categories were organized within a
formalistic generative grammar which imposed a
global structure for understanding how characters
navigated through events.
Similar to verbal discourse, most theories
describing sequential image structure have also
focused on linear semantic relationships between
individual images (McCloud, 1993). Recently
though, Cohn (2003, In prep) has proposed a
theoretical model for the structure of graphic
narratives. Like story grammars’ treatment of

Just as syntax differentiates coherent sentences from
scrambled word strings, sequential images must also use a
cognitive system to distinguish coherent narratives from
random strings of images. We conducted experiments
analogous to two classic psycholinguistic studies to examine
structure and semantics in sequential images. We compared
Normal comic strips with both structure and meaning to
sequences with Semantics Only, Structure Only, or randomly
Scrambled panels. Experiment 1 used a target-monitoring
paradigm, and found that RTs were slowest to target panels in
Scrambled sequences, intermediate in Structural Only and
Semantic Only sequences, and fastest in Normal sequences.
Experiment 2 measured ERPs to the same strips. The largest
N400 appeared in Scrambled and Structural Only sequences,
intermediate in Semantic Only sequences and smallest in
Normal sequences. Together, these findings suggest that
sequential image comprehension is guided by an interaction
between a structure and meaning, broadly analogous to syntax
and semantics in language.
Keywords: Narrative; Comics; Visual Language; Discourse;
ERPs; N400

Introduction
Drawings have been conveying narratives through
sequences of images for millennia, whether
painted on cave walls, carved into reliefs, hung on
medieval tapestries, or, in their modern context,
appearing in comic books (McCloud, 1993).
Compared to research on the structure and
comprehension of verbal narrative, however, few
studies have examined the driving forces behind
understanding this visual language: what are the
representations and mechanisms engaged during
sequential image comprehension? And how is the
meaning integrated with structure across a
sequence of images?
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sentences, this model describes panels as playing
narrative roles in relation to a global sequence of
images (although there are several important
differences to story grammars and indeed, the
model could potentially extend to describe the
structure of verbal discourse, as an alternative
approach).
Figure 1 illustrates the narrative structure for a
6-panel Peanuts comic strip. This sequence shows
a baseball game in which Lucy hits the ball so that
Charlie Brown can run home and score while
escaping getting tagged out by Schroeder. It
begins with a clause of two panels in which the
Initial shows the start of Lucy’s actions (tossing a
ball) that she then hits in the Peak. The second
clause progresses from the set-up of Schroeder
waiting for the ball — nothing happens here
except for the expectation that something may
eventually occur (Establisher). The second panel
Initiates that event, but the penultimate Peak panel
then climaxes as the event of catching the ball is
interrupted with Charlie sliding into the base.
Finally, the last panel features the resolution of
this interaction (Release). This first clause (Lucy
hitting the ball) facilitates the second (Charlie
scoring) and thus becomes an Initial at a higher
level of processing, motivated the Peak inside it.
Set up by the Initial of the first clause, the second
clause itself is a Peak, again motivated by its
Peak. Thus, the narrative structure operates on
both the panel level and the level of whole
constituencies.

comprehension of sequential images? Can
narrative structure be detected independently of
semantic associations?
We conducted two experiments to examine the
effects of narrative structure in processing
sequential images.
Experiment 1: Target Monitoring
In a classic study of sentence comprehension,
Marslen-Wilson and Tyler (1975) asked
participants to monitor for target words (e.g.
“ideas”) in normal prose (e.g. “The boy’s ideas
formed silently”), syntactic-but-not-semantic
prose (“Colorless green ideas sleep furiously”),
and randomly scrambled sentences (“Picnic strike
ideas quiet launched”). They showed that reaction
times to target words increased across these three
sentence types. These data suggested that
syntactic structure offered a processing advantage
beyond lexico-semantics.
Experiment 1 used an analogous “panelmonitoring” paradigm that measured reaction
times as readers monitored for target panels in
each of four types of comic panel sequences that
independently manipulated narrative structure and
semantic association.
Methods
Participants

54 experienced comic readers (30 male, 24
female), recruited from the Tufts University
undergraduate population, with a mean age of
20.4 (SD=1.68), were paid for participation.
Based on their answers to a pre-experiment
questionnaire asking about their comic reading
and drawing experience as an adult and a child, a
measure of participants’ comic reading fluency
was calculated.
Stimuli

Figure 1: Narrative Structure in a Comic Strip.

While several experiments have looked at the
processing of verbal discourse, fundamental
questions remain about the online comprehension
of sequential images: Is it possible to detect
narrative structure during online image-by-image

Four types of novel 6-frame long comic strips
were created (160 sets) using individual panels
culled from several volumes of Charles Schulz’s
Peanuts (see Figure 2): 1) Normal sequences with
both narrative structure and semantic relationships
between panels, 2) Semantic Only sequences with
semantically related panels but no narrative
structure (such as panels sharing semantic
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in the Structural Only sequences were also shorter
than in the Scrambled sequences. There was,
however, no significant difference in RTs to
targets in the Structural Only and Semantic Only
sequences.
685	

Reaction times (ms)	


associations, like baseball, snow, flying kites,
etc.), 3) Structural Only sequences featuring a
narrative structure but no semantic relationships
between panels (maintaining the same narrative
categories as in the normal sequences), 4)
Scrambled sequences of randomly-ordered panels.
Structure in the strips were formalized using
Cohn’s (2007, In prep) model of visual narrative.
The target panels appeared from the second to
sixth panel positions, with equal numbers of
targets at each position.
1) Normal
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Figure 3: Reaction Times for Sequence Types.

3) Structural Only

Discussion

4) Scrambled

As predicted, RTs on target panels in the Normal
sequences were fastest while those in Scrambled
sequences were the slowest. RTs to target panels
in both Semantic Only and Structural Only
sequences fell directly in between the RTs in the
Normal and Scrambled sequence types and did
not significantly differ from one another. These
results suggest that both semantics and structure
offer advantages to sequential image processing.

Figure 2: Example Stimuli.
Procedure

At a computer screen, participants monitored
target panels as each sequence was presented one
frame at a time (1500msec presentation, 300ms
ISI).
Results

An overall 4 (Sequence Type) x 5 (Position)
repeated-measures ANOVA showed a main effect
of Sequence Type, F(3, 153)=7.29, p<.001, a
main effect of Position, F(4, 204)=36.76, p<.001,
and a significant interaction between Sequence
Type and Position, F(12, 612)=2.19, p<.05.
RTs to monitor target panels were slowest in
Scrambled sequences, intermediate in both
Structural Only and Semantic Only sequences,
and fastest in Normal sequences, as depicted in
Figure 3. RTs to panels in the Normal strips were
shorter to panels in all other sequence types. RTs
to targets in the Semantic Only sequences were
shorter than in the Scrambled sequences, and RTs

Experiment 2: Event-Related Potentials
One of the most studied ERP components in both
the verbal and visual domains is the “N400,”
which has been associated with semantic
processing (Kutas & Hillyard, 1980; McPherson
& Holcomb, 1999). In an ERP study using similar
stimuli to the Marslen-Wilson and Tyler study,
Van Petten and Kutas (1991) found that the
amplitude of the N400 was larger to targets in
scrambled and syntactic-only sentences than in
normal sentences. These findings suggested that,
in the absence of semantics, syntactic structure
did not facilitate semantic processing, as reflected
by the N400. Additionally, the amplitude of the
N400 was found to decrease across ordinal
position in normal sentences.
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Syntactic operations in ERPs have been tied to
both the “P600” (Osterhout & Holcomb, 1992)
and the “left-anterior negativity” (LAN) (Neville,
Nicol, Barss, Forster, & Garrett, 1991). However,
the P600 only appears in the presence of some
semantic information, while the LAN has been
observed to violations in the structure of sentences
without semantics but still have syntax (e.g.
Münte, Matzke, & Johannes, 1997).
The first study to examine the comprehension of
sequential images came from West and Holcomb
(2002) who asked participants to distinguish
congruous from incongruous final panels in image
sequences. The authors observed a larger
anteriorly-distributed N400 to sequences with
incongruous
(versus
congruous)
endings,
indicating that semantic processing of the final
image was facilitated when its preceding visual
narrative was semantically consistent.
Analogous to the study by Van Petten and
Kutas, Experiment 2 examined the ERPs to the
same set of stimuli from Experiment 1.
Methods
Participants

24 Tufts University undergraduates (12 female, 12
male, mean age = 19.4) participated in the study
for compensation. All participants completed the
comic fluency questionnaire (described under
Experiment 1).

sequences, intermediate in Semantic Only
sequences and smallest in Normal sequences.
Consistent with previous studies of image
processing (West & Holcomb, 2002), this N400
effect had an anterior scalp distribution.

Figure 4: ERPs to different Sequence Types.

While large contrasts appeared for other
comparisons between waveforms, the differences
between the N400 for Structural Only and
Scrambled sequences was small and appeared
only at left anterior sites in the medial and lateral
columns (F3, FC5, FC1, C3), as depicted in
Figure 5.

Stimuli

The same stimuli were used in Experiment 2 as in
Experiment 1.
Procedure

Participants viewed each sequence one panel at a
time on a computer screen while ERPs were
measured to all panels. After each sequence,
participants judged whether or not the sequence
made sense.
Results

Repeated-measures ANOVAs revealed significant
main effects of Sequence Type (all F>48.5, all
p<.05) and/or interactions between AP
distribution and Sequence Type at all columns (all
F>10.25, all p<.05). The N400 was largest to
panels in both Scrambled and Structural Only

Figure 5: Amplitudes across the scalp for the difference
between Structural Only and Scrambled sequence types.
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Panels at each sequence position were averaged
at the six select electrode sites that showed the
largest N400 amplitudes (F3, Fz, F4, FC1, FC2,
Cz). A 4 (Sequence Type) x 6 (Position) ANOVA
found significant main effects for Sequence Type
(all F>42.0, all p<.001), and a significant
interaction between Sequence Type and Position
was found for all components (all F>3.1, all
p<.001).
As depicted in Figure 6, significant linear trends
appeared across ordinal position in the Normal
sequences, reflecting a decrease in the amplitude
of the N400 across panel position. No significant
effects of Position were seen for the Semantics
Only sequences, but panels in both Structural
Only and Scrambled sequence types evoked small
but significant increases in amplitude with
increasing ordinal position.

Figure 6: N400 Amplitude for Sequence Types across
Sequence Position.

Additionally, significant correlations were
observed between participants’ scores of Comic
Reading Fluency and the magnitude of the
differences for the N400 between Structural Only
and Scrambled sequences. Greater fluency was
associated with a larger difference between these
waveforms for this contrast. No other contrasts
yielded significant correlations with fluency.
Discussion

The amplitude of the N400 was smallest to panels
in the Normal sequences, larger in the Semantics

Only sequences, and largest in sequences without
any semantic association (the Scrambled and
Structural Only sequences). These results suggest
that the processing advantage offered by structure,
in the absence of semantics, had little impact on
reducing the N400 — a waveform sensitive to
semantic processing.
No P600 effect appeared to panels in any of the
sequence types, consistent with the ERPs reported
for sentences in Van Petten and Kutas’ (1991).
The P600 has primarily appeared to structural
anomalies that accompany semantic violations
(Münte, et al., 1997). In this experiment, structure
was not violated; sequences either were
structurally well-formed (albeit possibly without
semantics) or fully lacking structure altogether.
Thus, given these manipulations, no P600 effect
would be expected to these stimuli.
The left-lateralized scalp distribution to the
difference in ERPs between Structural Only and
Scrambled sequences appeared somewhat distinct
from that which has been associated with the
N400 in image processing studies. One possibility
is that it reflects a partially distinct ERP
component such as a left-anterior negativity
(LAN), which appears in the same time window
but is associated with syntactic processing. One
avenue of future research is to determine whether
experiments can evoke a LAN more distinctly, as
well as elicitation of a P600…
Finally, a decrease in amplitude of the N400
appeared across ordinal position only for Normal
sequences. This indicates that the build-up of
context created through a combination of
narrative structure and semantic theme facilitated
the semantic processing of each successive panel.
General Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 suggest that the
semantic relationships across individual panels
and overall narrative structure across panels each
offer advantages to sequential image processing.
Experiment 2 further suggests that a combination
of narrative structure and semantic relationships
facilitate semantic processing of upcoming
images, as reflected by the N400. However,
structure, in the absence of semantics, had little
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impact on the N400, suggesting that it acts
independently of semantic association.
Taken together, these findings suggest that
sequential image comprehension uses a global
narrative structure that extends beyond semantic
associations between individual frames. We
suggest that the comprehension of graphic
narrative is guided by an interaction between
structure and meaning, analagous to that between
syntax and semantics in language.
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Abstract
As referents are more accessible in discourse, they can be
referred to with more attenuated expressions, such as
pronouns. Accessibility is known to be affected by the
referent’s saliency in the linguistic context, but much less is
known about the effect of saliency in the visual context. In
this paper, we investigate whether a referent’s visual saliency
affects the choice of referring expression in a discourse
context. The results of a story completion experiment show
that visually salient referents induce more attenuated
expressions, but only when they are linguistically non-salient.
Linguistically salient referents receive more reduced
references when they are visually non-salient. We argue that
visual saliency affects accessibility when the impact of
linguistic factors is moderated. In addition, when the story
does not match people’s expectations, processing difficulties
might result in the use of less costly expressions.
Keywords: saliency; accessibility; visual context; referring
expressions; language production.

Introduction
In discourse, the same entity can be referred to with
different types of expressions, ranging from elaborate
descriptions involving full noun phrases and modifiers (e.g.
the blonde girl with the big earrings) to short, lowinformative elements such as pronouns (e.g. she). It has
been argued that the referring expression a speaker chooses
reflects the cognitive status of the referent (Ariel, 1990;
Gundel, Hedberg, & Zacharski, 1993). That is, it is believed
that speakers make assumptions about the degree of
activation of the referent in the memory of their addressees.
The more accessible an entity is to the addressee, the less
information a referring expression needs to contain to be
correctly understood. In addition, production processes are
constrained by speaker-internal factors, such as cognitive
load, that may affect referent accessibility in the speaker’s
memory (e.g. Arnold & Griffin, 2007).
An important source of a referent’s accessibility is its
saliency. The role of saliency in the choice of referring
expressions within a discourse has mainly been investigated
in relation to the preceding linguistic context. For example,
subjects and topics (i.e. what a sentence is about) are
considered to be salient entities in a discourse (e.g. Arnold,
1998; Givón, 1983; Gordon, Grosz, & Gilliom, 1993;
Grosz, Joshi, & Weinstein, 1995). Hence, a referent that is
the subject or the topic of a preceding utterance is more
accessible than other possible referents. Therefore, it is
more likely to be referred to with an attenuated expression,

such as a pronoun, while a less accessible referent needs a
more elaborate description, such as a full noun phrase. Other
factors that affect a referent’s saliency in the linguistic
context include recency, givenness, thematic roles and
syntactic position (e.g. Clark & Sengul, 1979; Gundel et al.,
1993; Stevenson, Crawley, & Kleinman, 1994).
It is much less clear whether saliency in the visual context
also plays a role in the accessibility of referents in a
discourse. In everyday life, the things we talk about are
often not only available to us through previous linguistic
mention, but in many cases they are also physically present.
In this paper, we investigate whether the accessibility of a
referent is influenced by its salience in the visual context.
Language production studies that have taken into account
the visual context suggest that speakers use non-linguistic
information in planning their utterances. For instance, the
syntactic structure of visual scene descriptions is affected by
where people look in the scene (e.g. Gleitman et al., 2007).
Visual information is also used to choose a referring
expression. For example, people use disambiguating
expressions to refer to visually ambiguous referents (e.g.
Brown-Schmidt & Tanenhaus, 2006; Ferreira, Slevc, &
Rogers, 2005), and more reduced expressions when
referents are visually in focus (Beun & Cremers, 1998).
When a referent is also accessible from the linguistic
context, it might be the case that effects of visual
information are overruled by linguistic information. In a
story completion experiment, Arnold and Griffin (2007)
found that participants used fewer pronouns to refer to the
target character when a competitor referent was mentioned
in the linguistic context. Whether the competitor was also
visually present in the target scene did not make a
difference, suggesting that the linguistic presence of the
competitor affected accessibility, but not its visual presence.
In contrast, Fukumura, Van Gompel and Pickering (2010)
found in a similar experiment that visual context did
influence the choice of referring expression: Participants
used fewer pronouns to refer to the target referent when a
competitor was visually present than when it was not
visually present. However, the effect of the visual context
was larger when the competitor was also linguistically
present than when it was not mentioned at all. This suggests
that accessibility is affected most by linguistic context, but
that the influence of visual context becomes more apparent
when the linguistic context is less compelling.
Fukumura et al. (2010) argued that the visual presence of
the competitor in their experiment reduced the salience of
the referent, which led to a decrease in accessibility.
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However, it is not clear whether this is really an effect of
salience, or merely an interference effect due to the fact that
multiple possible referents have to be kept in memory.
Therefore, we argue that, instead of varying the number of
competing entities, the perceptual prominence of the
referent itself should be taken into account. A number of
properties have been identified as important cues to
perceptual salience, such as size, centrality, color,
foregrounding, orientation, intensity and visual complexity
(e.g. Coco & Keller, 2009; Kelleher, Costello, & Van
Genabith, 2005; Mazza, Turatto, & Umiltà, 2005; Parkhurst,
Law, & Niebur, 2002). Since the role of these properties in
determining the accessibility of a referent in discourse is
still unclear, it remains an open question in what way visual
salience affects the choice of a referring expression in
interaction with linguistic context.
In this paper, we present a story completion experiment in
which we investigate the effect of a referent’s visual
salience on the use of pronouns versus full noun phrases in
Dutch narrative discourse. Since Dutch has a distinction
between full and reduced pronouns, we also examine the use
of reduced pronouns versus full pronouns (cf. Kaiser &
Trueswell, 2004). If visually salient characters are more
accessible, they are expected to be referred to with more
reduced expressions than visually non-salient entities. Thus,
we predict more pronouns than full NPs and more reduced
pronouns than full pronouns in references to visually salient
referents. In addition, if linguistic information is more
important in determining accessibility than visual
information, as suggested by previous studies, an effect of
visual saliency should at least be expected in contexts where
linguistic saliency is moderated.

Methods
Participants
Sixty-four students (54 female; mean age 21) from Tilburg
University participated for course credit. They were all
native speakers of Dutch and had normal or corrected to
normal vision.

Materials
Sixteen short stories served as the stimulus items. Each item
consisted of two pictures, two context sentences and the
onset of a third sentence, which had to be completed by the
participants. The first two context sentences accompanied
the first picture of a pair, while the onset of the third
sentence was aligned with the onset of the second picture.
The pictures showed a male and a female character in a
certain situation. One character was the target referent,
which always performed an action in the second picture.
Therefore, it was expected to be mentioned in subject
position in the participant’s completion. We manipulated the
visual and the linguistic salience of the target referent,
resulting in four different picture pairs for each stimulus
item. These are exemplified in Figure 1.

The target referent was either mentioned as the subject of
the second context sentence, which directly preceded the
sentence that had to be completed by the participants
(condition A & B in Figure 1), or as the subject of the first
context sentence (condition C & D in Figure 1). In the
former case, the target referent was considered linguistically
salient. In the latter case, it was considered linguistically
non-salient. This is in line with the common assumption in
theories of reference that the subject or topic of the
preceding utterance is the most prominent entity at the start
of the current utterance (e.g. Grosz et al., 1995). When the
target referent was the subject of the first context sentence,
the other character was the subject of the second sentence,
and vice versa. This subject shift was included to ensure that
neither character became so linguistically salient that any
effects of visual salience would be overruled.
For each item, the linguistic context was the same in all
versions of the picture pairs. The first context sentence
always started with the phrase Er was eens ‘Once upon a
time there was’, followed by an indefinite subject, which
referred to the female character (either een vrouw ‘a
woman’ or een meisje ‘a girl’) in half of the cases and to the
male character in the other half (either een man ‘a man’ or
een jongen ‘a boy’). The subject was modified by a relative
clause describing the situation (e.g. die een gesprek voerde
‘who had a conversation’), always followed by a
prepositional phrase introducing the other character (e.g.
met een jongen ‘with a boy’). Subsequently, this character
became the subject of the second sentence, which described
a physical or emotional state (e.g. De jongen raakte enorm
verveeld ‘The boy got really bored’). The adjective used
here always denoted a temporary, event-like property, such
as verveeld ‘bored’, which would make it less likely that the
second picture would be described as a habitual or generic
event. To further emphasize the episodic nature of the
stories, the finite verb in the second sentence was always a
dynamic verb, such as worden ‘to become’. The onset of the
third sentence always consisted of the word Daarom ‘That’s
why’. Because Dutch is a verb second language, this means
that participants had to start their utterance with a finite
verb, directly followed by the subject, which was the
constituent of interest. All sentences were recorded by a
female native speaker of Dutch. A pretest of the sentences
revealed that three items contained a bias for continuing the
context sentences with either one or the other character.
After the sentences were adapted, the bias disappeared.
In the pictures, the target referent either appeared in a
central position in the foreground (condition A & C in
Figure 1), or in a more peripheral position in the background
(condition B & D in Figure 1). In the former case, the target
referent was considered visually salient, while in the latter
case it was considered visually non-salient. Since the other
character was in the background when the target referent
was in the foreground and vice versa, visual salience was
always relative to the other character. In most cases, the
foregrounded character also partly occluded the
backgrounded character. Some additional steps were taken
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to emphasize the difference in visual salience. Firstly, the
character in the foreground was made more prominent by
putting a spotlight and the camera’s focus on this person.
Secondly, the positions of the two characters were kept
constant across items, such that the distance between them
was always the same. In addition, the action in the second
picture always involved at least standing up from a chair,
causing the target referent to be upright at all times. To
minimize distraction from the two characters caused by
other objects, the only furniture used were two chairs and an
optional table, and photographing was done against a white
screen. Four couples posed for all pictures. To avoid any
effects of the left-to-right orientation of the characters in the
pictures, a mirror version was created for each picture pair
(not shown in Figure 1).
In the first picture of each story, both characters were in a
neutral position (e.g. sitting next to each other). In the

second picture, either the male or the female character
performed a simple action, which was one of two kinds:
Either getting an object related to the state of the character
described in the second sentence (e.g. getting a pillow when
tired), or walking away. Care was taken that the action
depicted in the second picture was compatible with the
context sentences in the different versions of an item, i.e.
both when the man and when the woman was the agent. For
example, the action of getting a beer in reaction to the man
being thirsty can be performed by both characters, since one
can do this for oneself or for someone else.
An additional 20 items serving as fillers and 4 practice
items were constructed. These were similar to the
experimental items, except that 5 items included only one
character and another 9 items included two characters of the
same gender. In addition, the characters sometimes had
roles like ‘a teacher’ or ‘a saleswoman’. The filler and

Figure 1: A stimulus item in four different conditions: (A) target referent (i.e. the person performing
the action in the second picture) is both linguistically and visually salient; (B) target referent is
linguistically but not visually salient; (C) target referent is visually but not linguistically salient; (D)
target referent is neither linguistically nor visually salient. The corresponding context sentences are
translations of the Dutch originals.
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practice items came in only one version. All items were
distributed over eight lists using a Latin square design, such
that each list contained one version of a given stimulus item.
On each list, items were quasi-randomized, with the filler
items having a fixed position and no two experimental items
occurring in consecutive slots.

Procedure
Participants sat in a low noise cabin behind a computer
screen. In front of the computer screen was a microphone to
record the participants’ responses. The experiment was
assembled and run with the E-Prime 2.0 software program.
Participants were instructed to complete each story initiated
by the context sentences in such a way that it would fit in
with the situation shown in the second picture. They were
told that they had to build a sentence that connected to the
word Daarom ‘That’s why’. They were not allowed to
repeat this word, because this would cause a break in the
continuation of the story. Participants were further
instructed to use their first intuitions about how to complete
the story and not to ponder too long. Before the experiment
started, participants went through four practice items and
had the opportunity to ask any remaining questions.
In the experiment, first the trial number appeared on the
screen for 1500 ms, accompanied by a 500 ms beep. Next, a
fixation cross was shown for 600 ms, after which the first
picture appeared. Immediately with the first picture, the first
two context sentences were presented over the computer
speakers. The second picture was presented 700 ms after
termination of the second sentence, together with the word
Daarom ‘That’s why’. Recording started at the same time.
An 8 s pause followed, in which the second picture
remained on the screen and the participant could complete
the story. When the 8 s had elapsed, recording stopped and
the next trial was started automatically. It took about 15
minutes to complete the experiment.

Data coding
After discarding the filler and practice items, the remaining
(16 x 64 =) 1024 responses were scored for the type of
referring expression used to refer to the target referent. The
following codings were employed: NPs preceded by a
definite article (de man ‘the man’) were coded as ‘NP’; third
person singular pronouns (hij, ie/die ‘he’, zij, ze ‘she’) were
coded as ‘pronoun’. In addition, reduced pronouns were also
separately coded. However, since in contrast to the feminine
reduced pronoun (ze ‘she’), the masculine reduced pronoun
(ie/die ‘he’) is a clitic with a restricted distribution, analyses
were only performed on the feminine forms.
Only responses in which reference was made to the agent
character in the second picture as a subject directly
following Daarom and a finite verb were analyzed. We
excluded 43 responses in which participants referred to the
non-agent character, 2 cases in which reference was made to
both characters at the same time, 5 cases in which the word
Daarom ‘That’s why’ was repeated, 3 cases in which the
referring expression was not clear, and 2 cases in which

there was no response. In all, 55 responses (5.4%) were
excluded, equally spread over the conditions.

Design and statistical analyses
Crossing the two independent variables resulted in a 2
(target referent is + or – linguistically salient) x 2 (target
referent is + or – visually salient) within-subjects and
within-items design. The proportion of pronoun responses
out of all responses and the proportion of reduced feminine
pronoun responses out of all feminine pronoun responses
were the dependent variables. We conducted two logit
mixed model analyses (Jaeger, 2008): One over the
proportion of pronoun responses, and one over the
proportion of reduced feminine pronoun responses. In both
cases, linguistic and visual salience of the target referent
were included as fixed factors, and participants and items as
random factors. One stimulus item was omitted from the
analyses, because the overall proportion of pronouns in this
item exceeded 2.5 standard deviations from the mean.

Results

Figure 2: Percentage of pronoun references out of all
references by linguistic and visual salience of the target
referent (letters correspond to conditions in Fig. 1).
The results for the proportion of pronoun responses out of
all responses are presented in Figure 2. We found a
significant main effect of linguistic salience on pronoun use
(β = 4.24, SE = 0.28, z = 15.27, p < .001): more pronouns
were used when the target referent was linguistically salient.
There was no main effect of visual salience on pronoun use
(z < |1|). However, there was a significant interaction
between linguistic and visual salience (β = -1.43, SE = 0.43,
z = -3.36, p < .001), indicating that the effect of visual
salience was different for linguistically salient referents than
for linguistically non-salient referents. Planned comparisons
showed that the effect of visual salience was significant both
in the linguistically salient (β = -0.90, SE = 0.33, z = -2.71, p
< .001) and in the linguistically non-salient (β = 0.58, SE =
0.27, z = 2.16, p = .03) condition. This means that when the
target referent was linguistically salient, a lower visual
salience led to more pronouns, while pronoun use increased
with a higher visual salience when the target referent was
linguistically non-salient. The inclusion of the random
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effects for participant and item ensures that the model
controls for between-participants and between-items
variance (s2 = 4.57 and s2 = 0.11, respectively).
Next, we investigated the proportion of reduced pronouns
in a subset of the data including only the cases in which a
feminine pronoun (ze, zij ‘she’) was used. The results are
shown in Figure 3. We found a significant main effect of
linguistic salience on the use of full versus reduced
pronouns (β = 2.72, SE = 0.64, z = 4.26, p < .001): More
reduced pronouns were used when the target referent was
linguistically salient. There was a marginally significant
effect of visual salience (β = -1.10, SE = 0.56, z = -1.95, p =
.05), suggesting a tendency for more reduced pronouns
when the target referent was visually non-salient. There was
no significant interaction between linguistic and visual
salience (z < |1|). The between-participants and betweenitems variances were s2 = 6.76 and s2 = 0.60, respectively.

Figure 3: Percentage of reduced feminine pronoun
references out of all feminine pronoun references by
linguistic and visual salience of the target referent
(letters correspond to conditions in Fig. 1).

Discussion
Our story completion experiment supports findings from
other studies (e.g. Arnold, 1998; Gordon et al., 1993;
Stevenson et al., 1994) that a referent’s salience in the
preceding linguistic context has an impact on the choice of
referring expression: The likelihood of using a pronoun is
higher when the referent is the subject of the directly
preceding sentence than when it is not. In addition, the use
of reduced pronouns as opposed to full pronouns also
increases with a higher linguistic salience. While this
contrasts with the finding by Kaiser and Trueswell (2004)
that the full pronoun zij (‘she’) and the reduced pronoun ze
are equally likely to refer to the subject of the preceding
sentence, it is not incompatible with their suggestion that the
use of full pronouns in Dutch is driven by contrast. It is
possible that in the linguistically non-salient conditions,
participants contrasted the target referent with the subject of
the directly preceding sentence, which might explain the
higher frequency of zij in these conditions.
More importantly, our results suggest that a referent’s
visual salience influences pronoun use. For linguistically

non-salient referents, pronoun references increased with a
higher visual salience. This is compatible with an
accessibility-based account of reference. Entities occupying
the foreground of a visual scene are more prominent in
perception than entities in the background (Mazza et al.,
2005). Therefore, visually salient referents have a
representation in memory that is more activated and thus
better accessible than that of less visually salient referents.
As a result, expressions referring to visually salient entities
tend to be more reduced. The fact that this effect was only
found in the linguistically non-salient condition suggests
that linguistic salience is still a more important factor in
determining a referent’s accessibility. This is in accordance
with previous findings on the interaction between linguistic
and visual information in reference production (Arnold &
Griffin, 2007; Fukumura et al., 2010). When salience in the
linguistic context is not decisive, visual properties of the
referent may come into play in the choice of referring
expression. In our experiment, the fact that a linguistically
non-salient referent was still the subject of the first context
sentence probably caused such a tempering effect on
linguistic salience, as we intended. This might explain why
a higher visual salience only led to more pronouns when the
referent was linguistically non-salient.
For linguistically salient referents, however, pronoun
references increased with a lower visual salience. In
addition, the number of reduced pronouns tended to increase
with visually non-salient referents. These findings are not
predicted by an accessibility account. It might be the case
that some other process is responsible for this effect. We
tentatively propose that a clash between participants’
expectancies as to which character the story is about and the
actual story continuation may have caused processing
difficulties, resulting in an increase of low-cost referring
expressions. Recall that in the condition where the target
referent was linguistically salient and visually non-salient
(condition B in Figure 1), the other character was presented
as the subject of the first context sentence (‘Once upon a
time there was…’). In addition, this character was already
visually foregrounded in the first picture. This could have
led participants to perceive this character as the protagonist.
They could have seen the second context sentence as an
aside, expecting the main story line to return to the
protagonist. Indeed, protagonists have been found to remain
accessible in a narrative, even after a topic shift (Anderson,
Sanford, & Garrod, 1983). Analyzing the responses that
were excluded because participants referred to the nonagent, however, did not reveal an effect of protagonisthood
or visual salience on referent choice. Still, uncertainty in
discourse understanding may occur when prominent
characters are not involved in prominent events (Morrow,
1985). Thus, when the story continues with a visually nonsalient character that was not the protagonist, more
processing might be needed to integrate the unexpected
event in the context and to formulate an utterance to
describe that event. Consequently, speakers may turn to
more economical expressions, such as pronouns, in case of
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processing difficulties (Almor, 1999; Ariel, 1990). Such an
analysis might also explain our finding that reduced
pronouns tend to be more frequent for visually non-salient
referents, even in the linguistically non-salient conditions.
Here, entities are apparently accessible enough in both
linguistic contexts to be referred to with a pronoun. When
they are involved in a visually non-salient event, their
linguistic accessibility does not match the construction of
the visual scene. This mismatch may lead to a larger effort
in integrating the two modalities, resulting in more reduced
forms.
A new study should address these issues by constructing
the linguistic context in such a way that no expectations are
raised about the upcoming event. For example, the
characters could be introduced in a coordinated NP (‘a boy
and a girl had a conversation’). In addition, to investigate
whether visual salience only increases accessibility when
linguistic salience is indecisive, a condition should be
included in which both characters are kept equally
prominent in the story, such that the linguistic context does
not impose a clear preference for a pronoun or a full NP.
In sum, the present study provides evidence that visually
salient referents induce more pronoun references than
visually non-salient referents, but only when they are not
linguistically salient. This suggests that visual properties of
referents affect accessibility, but can be overruled by
linguistic properties. Future research should shed more light
on the exact interplay between linguistic and visual
information in the production of referring expressions.
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Abstract
People have shown sensitivity to variance in studies in which
variance has been provided separately from other statistical
information, but not in other studies in which variance must
be derived from raw data. However, such studies typically
test people’s sensitivity to variance via probability judgments:
participants are asked to make judgments based on how
confident they are that sample means are representative of a
population. In this study, we instead investigate whether
people are able to use variability when making likelihood
judgments: participants determined from which of two
possible populations a sample was more likely to have been
drawn. Choices were influenced by variance, even when
controlling for sample size, base rate, and the absolute
difference between sample means and population µs.
Keywords: statistical inference; judgment; decision making;
probability; normative behavior; variance; categorization

In this day and age, statistical information is widely
available to any person with an internet connection.
However, although people do have some statistical
intuitions (e.g. Obrecht, Chapman, & Gelman, 2006), they
do not make use of statistical factors - such as mean, sample
size and variance - in a precisely normative fashion
(Kahneman & Tversky, 1972). It remains in question how
people’s statistical intuitions affect their judgments. In this
paper, we offer evidence that people are not only sensitive
to the effect of variance on probability, but also that they
can use variance information to judge the likelihood that a
sample came from a particular population rather than
another.
Both Obrecht, Chapman, and Gelman (2007) and
Masnick and Morris (2008) examined whether people can
use within group variability in statistical datasets when
making judgments. In Obrecht et al.’s study, participants
considered rating data given to pairs of hypothetical
products. Participants saw not only the raw rating data but
also were told the means and standard deviations of the data
sets. Based on this information, participants judged their
confidence that the product with the higher mean rating was
really better than the product with the lower mean rating.
Within group variability was manipulated across
comparison pairs. Normatively, one should be more
confident in a difference when within group variability is
low, compared to when it is high. Indeed, they found that
when the within group variability of the product ratings was
low, participants were slightly, but significantly, more

confident in a difference between groups, compared to when
the variability was high. Masnick and Morris’ study was
similar in design to Obrecht et al.’s (2007). Child and adult
participants compared pairs of datasets (e.g. a set of six
throwing distances from two different players) so as to
judge whether they differed from each other. However, in
that study, means and standard deviations were not
explicitly given. Masnick and Morris’ participants failed to
use within group variance in a normative fashion. In fact,
their adult participants were sometimes actually more
confident when within group variability was high.
Other studies have examined use of variability when such
information comes from prior knowledge, rather than from
sample data. Nisbett, Krantz, Jepson, and Kunda (1983)
gave adult participants information about small samples that
all shared some characteristic (i.e. three samples of an
element are all conductive; three members of a tribe are all
obese). Participants were willing to attribute the property
found in the samples (e.g. conductivity, obesity) to a higher
percentage of the general population from which the
samples were drawn for cases referring to properties which
have prototypically low variability (such as conductivity),
rather than properties which are typically quite variable
(such as people’s weight). Jacobs and Narloch (2001) found
that children also have the ability to use their prior
knowledge of category variability to make inferences.
Further, Obrecht, Chapmen, & Suárez, (2010) showed that
people can combine statistical data with their prior
knowledge about category variability to make reasonable
inferences.
In many of the studies discussed, participants were asked
to use statistical data to rate their confidence in an answer
already given (Masnick and Morris, 2008; Obrecht, et al.
2007; Obrecht, et al. 2010) or to make inferences about the
general population from sample data (Nisbett et al., 1983;
Jacobs & Narloch, 2001; Obrecht, under review). Such
contexts supply a great deal of information to the
participants. For instance, participants are told which
populations the samples came from. Additionally, Masnick
and Morris (2008), Obrecht, et al. (2007), and Obrecht, et al.
(2010) all informed participants that samples came from
different populations. Further, which population is more
likely to be “better” (better player, better product, etc.) was
often already implied by the difference between the sample
means and by the phrasing of the questions participants
were asked.
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It might also be noted that in the work described above,
participants only appeared sensitive to variability when such
information was provided separately from the raw data,
whether given explicitly in the tasks (Obrecht et al., 2007,
Obrecht et al. 2010) or implied via prior category
knowledge (Jacobs & Narloch, 2001; Nisbett et al., 1983,
Obrecht et al. 2010). When Masnick and Morris (2008) did
not provide variance information explicitly, but rather left it
to be derived from raw data, their participants did not
respond at all normatively to within group variability.
Similarly, Kahneman and Tversky (1972) found that people
failed to reason normatively about variance in dichotomous
data (e.g. male vs. female), for which variability is not an
independent parameter, but rather is a function of sample
size and the percentage of the group sharing a particular
feature. Participants in their study typically claimed that
large and small hospitals would have about the same
number of days in a year in which more than 60% of the
children born were male. Normatively, a small hospital will
have more days when more than 60% of children are born
male, given a dichotomous population (male vs. female)
with a µ of 50% (about half of children born are male).
However, using variance information in Kahneman and
Tversky’s task was not a simple proposition: One must
combine the information that the µ of male births is 50%
and that the number of births was higher at the larger than
the smaller hospital and also note that means of smaller
samples typically depart farther from population µs than
means of larger samples before one can use variance to
determine the relative likelihood of a sample with a
particular mean coming from either population. It is likely
that this complexity contributed to people’s non-normative
behavior (e.g. Evans & Dusior, 1977).
Here, we further explored the question of whether people
can make use of variance when determining which of two
populations they believe a sample was more likely to have
been drawn from. Like Kahneman and Tversky (1972), we
tested whether people’s choices took variance - as implied
by sample size and the percentage of a group sharing a
dichotomous feature - into account. However, unlike
Kahneman and Tversky, we held sample size constant and
instead manipulated variability via population µs and
sample means. Also, we asked participants to consider the
likelihood of a particular sample having come from one
population or another, rather than to reason about a range of
possible samples.

σ2 = np(1 – p)
Participants were given information about two different
populations of trees (i.e. 2% of Aoco trees have white
flowers, 18% of Boco trees have white flowers) and a
sample (i.e. 10% of trees in a grove of 100 trees have white
flowers). They were asked to indicate which population the
sample was more likely to have come from, and how sure
they were of their choice.

Participants
The participants in this study were 266 undergraduate
students at the University of Notre Dame participating for
course credit. Of these, 40 were excluded for failure to
complete the task. An additional 5 were excluded from the
analysis for failure to complete the task within a reasonable
time period (taking either less than five minutes or more
than two hours).

Design
This study used a within subjects design. Every participant
was asked 48 pairs of questions. Every set of questions
involved comparing a sample mean to a pair of population
µs. In each pair of population µs, one was more central
(closer to 50%) and one was more extreme (farther from
50%). Sample means always fell between the population µs.
We manipulated:
a) Centrality: Whether the population µs were Central
or Extreme When comparing conditions where the
absolute difference between the population µs is the same,
the relative likelihood of samples coming from the
population with the more central µ as opposed to the more
extreme µ was greater when the population µs and sample
means were from a more Extreme range (e.g. 18% vs.
2%) rather than from a more Central range (e.g. 48% vs.
32%). This is because populations from the Central range
have inherently higher variance (σ2 = np(1 – p)). This
manipulation allowed us to vary the relative likelihood of
a sample being produced by either population
independently of the difference between the sample
means and the population µs.

Method
The purpose of this study was to see whether people can use
variance information when determining whether a sample
was more likely drawn from one population or another. As
has been done for a number of prior studies (Kahneman &
Tversky, 1972; Nisbett et al., 1983; Obrecht, under review),
we chose to use a dichotomous feature as the basis of
comparison. This allowed the variance of a sample to be
determined solely from sample size and the proportion of
the sample exhibiting that dichotomous feature:

b) Spread: Whether the spacing between population µs
was Narrow or Wide Population µs either differed from
each other by 16 percentage points in the Narrow
condition (e.g. 2% vs. 18%) or 29 percentage points in the
Wide condition (e.g. 2% vs. 31%).
c)Parity: Whether the population µs were Low or High
Populations with µs equally distant from 50% (e.g. 25%
& 75%, 10% & 90%) are also equally variable. Thus
when constructing questions sets, the values of population
µs and sample means were reflected under (Low) and
over (High) 50%. For example, if one question referred to
populations µs of 2% and 18%, with a sample mean of
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Table 1: Population µs and sample means used in constructing stimuli, with their absolute and relative probabilities
P of sample
P of sample
Sample %s
%s given
%s given
Ratio of Ps of sample
(Location)
Central µ
Extreme µ
%s (PCentral/PExtreme)
8% (Extreme)
2.4 x 10-3
7.4 x 10-4
3.3
10% (Mid)
1.1 x 10-2
2.9 x 10-5
3.8 x 102
12% (Central)
3.2 x 10-2
7.3 x 10-7
4.4 x 104
-4
-10
Extreme/Wide/Low
31%
2%
16% (Extreme)
2.8 x 10
1.6 x 10
1.8 x 106
-3
-14
(21.39)
(1.96)
20% (Mid)
4.6 x 10
1.1 x 10
4.1 x 1011
-2
-19
24% (Central)
2.8 x 10
2.9 x 10
9.7 x 1016
-2
-2
Central/Narrow/Low
48%
32%
38% (Extreme)
1.1 x 10
3.7 x 10
2.9 x 10-1
-2
-2
(24.96)
(21.76)
40% (Mid)
2.2 x 10
2.0 x 10
1.1
42% (Central)
3.9 x 10-2
9.0 x 10-3
4.4
Central/Wide/Low
51%
22%
36% (Extreme)
8.7 x 10-4
5.2 x 10-4
1.7
(24.99)
(17.16)
40% (Mid)
7.1 x 10-3
2.3 x 10-5
3.1 x 102
44% (Central)
3.0 x 10-2
5.2 x 10-7
5.2 x 104
-3
-4
Extreme/Narrow/High 82%
98%
92% (Extreme)
2.4 x 10
7.4 x 10
3.3
(14.76)
(1.96)
90% (Mid)
1.1 x 10-2
2.9 x 10-5
3.8 x 102
88% (Central)
3.2 x 10-2
7.3 x 10-7
4.4 x 104
Extreme/Wide/High
69%
98%
84% (Extreme)
2.8 x 10-4
1.6 x 10-10
1.8 x 106
-3
-14
(21.39)
(1.96)
80% (Mid)
4.6 x 10
1.1 x 10
4.1 x 1011
-2
-19
76% (Central)
2.8 x 10
2.9 x 10
9.7 x 1016
-2
-2
Central/Narrow/High
52%
68%
62% (Extreme)
1.1 x 10
3.7 x 10
2.9 x 10-1
-2
-2
(24.96)
(21.76)
60% (Mid)
2.2 x 10
2.0 x 10
1.1
58% (Central)
3.9 x 10-2
9.0 x 10-3
4.4
Central/Wide/High
49%
78%
64% (Extreme)
8.7 x 10-4
5.2 x 10-4
1.7
(24.99)
(17.16)
60% (Mid)
7.1 x 10-3
2.3 x 10-5
3.1 x 102
56% (Central)
3.0 x 10-2
5.2 x 10-7
5.2 x 104
*Standard deviation of the sampling distribution from a dichotomous population with the given µ where N = 100.
Note: P refers to probability of drawing a sample (N=100) with a given % from a population with a given µ: P(sample % | µ).
Population Centrality,
Spread, and Parity
Extreme/Narrow/Low

Central µ
(SD)*
18%
(14.76)

Extreme µ
(SD)*
2%
(1.96)

10% (a low population parity question), another question
referred to population µs of 98% and 82% with a sample
mean of 90%. This allowed us to balance whether the µ of
the population that the sample was more likely to have
been drawn from was greater or less than the mean of the
sample (see Table 1.) High Parity conditions might be
thought of as negative parity versions of Low Parity
conditions: “98% of Doco mango trees have white
flowers” is logically equivalent to “2% of Doco mango
trees do not have white flowers.”

equal frequency. Additionally, the relative and absolute
likelihoods of µs in the Wide & Central conditions were
matched as closely as possible using µs described by whole
number percentages to the relative and absolute likelihoods
of µs in the Narrow & Extreme conditions (see Table 1).
This allowed us to manipulate both variance and the
absolute difference between population µs while controlling
the relative and absolute probability of a sample being
produced by either population.

Control: Sample % locations Three different sample
percentages were presented with each of the eight pairs of
µs: one closer to the extreme µ (Extreme), one closer to the
central µ (Central), and one half way between the other two
sample means (Mid). (See Table 1.)

This study was conducted online. Participants signed up via
a university system, and followed a link to a web page that
included the following text:
“In this study you will be given information about
different types of trees. For example, Ukon cherry trees
tend to have yellow blossoms. In contrast, Kanzan
cherry trees tend to have pink blossoms. Suppose you
see a grove where someone planted either all Ukon or
all Kanzan trees. If you did not know which kind of tree
was planted, you could use the color of the blossoms in
the grove to make an inference. For example, if the
blossoms were mostly yellow, you might guess that
Ukon, rather than Kanzan, trees were planted.
In this study you will be asked to make inferences

Additional controls For half of the trials the population
with the more central µ was described first, while for the
other half the population with the more extreme µ was
described first. This yielded 6 questions sets per pair of µs
(see Table 1). The question sets were presented in random
order. Sample size and base rate were also controlled.
Participants were always told that there were 100 trees in
the grove and that groves of either population occurred with

Procedure
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about which of two types of trees seems more likely to
have been planted in a grove based on the percent of
blossoms that are a certain color.”
After viewing this text, participants followed a link to a
survey made up of 48 pairs of questions, presented in
random order, constructed using the sets of population µs
and sample percentages described in Table 1. Each pair of
questions was preceded by an information block, like the
one below:
“Mango trees can have either white or yellow flowers.
2% of Aoco mango trees have white flowers.
18% of Boco mango trees have white flowers.
There are equal numbers of Aoco and Boco groves.
You see a grove of 100 mango trees. This grove
consists of either all Aoco trees or all Boco trees. You
see that 8% of the trees have white flowers.”
Participants were then asked to indicate which kind of
grove this was more likely to be. For example, “Is this more
likely to be an Aoco mango grove or Boco mango grove?”
They are also asked to rate on a scale of 1-7 how sure they
were of their answer, where 1 means “no idea” and 7
indicated one was “completely sure.”
After completing these 48 sets of questions, participants
completed a 10 question multiple choice numeracy
evaluation similar to that used by Obrecht et al. (2007) that
required conversions between percentages, proportions and
frequencies. They were also asked their math and verbal
SAT scores, as well as what math and/or statistics classes
they had taken or were currently taking.

Analysis and Results
For dichotomous features, the variance of a population (σ2 =
np(1 – p)) becomes smaller as the proportion of the
population exhibiting that feature becomes increasingly
distant from 50%. There is 0 variance in populations where
the percent of the population exhibiting a feature is 0% or
100% and maximal variance in populations where that
percentage is 50%. As a result, it is more likely that, for
example, a population for which 82% of trees have white
flowers would produce a sample of 100 trees where 90%
have white flowers, than that a population for which 98% of
trees have white flowers would do so. Similarly, it is more
likely that a population for which 18% of trees have white
flowers would produce a sample of 100 trees where 10%
have white flowers, than that a population for which 2% of
trees have white flowers would do so. Thus, in our analysis,
we coded participants’ responses by whether or not they
indicated that the grove was more likely to have come from
the population with the more central population µ (close to
50%), as this allowed us to most directly compare
participants’ behavior across Low and High Parity
conditions.
As can be seen in Table 1, samples were more likely to
have come from populations with more central µs when µs
were Extreme rather than Central, due to differences in
variance. However, samples were more likely to have come
from populations with more central µs when µ Spread was

Wide rather than Narrow, due to the differences in means as
well as the variance. Further, Parity has no effect on
likelihood. Thus, effects of Centrality can be attributed to
the normative influence of variance, effects of Spread can
be attributed to the normative influence of both variance and
mean difference, and effects of Parity are not normative.
We ran a 2 x 2 x 2 repeated measures ANOVA where the
factors were a) Centrality, b) Spread, and c) Parity.
Participants were asked 6 forced choice questions (3 sample
% locations x 2 presentation orders) regarding each of the 8
pairs of population µs. Thus, they were given scores
corresponding to the proportion of these 6 questions for
which they responded that the sample was more likely to
have been drawn from the population with the more central
µ for each of these 8 population conditions.
Variance influenced likelihood judgments
We found that individuals were more likely to choose the
population with the more central µ in the Extreme than the
Central conditions (F(1,205) = 48.4, p < .0005, η2p = .18),
indicating that indeed, variance influenced participants’
likelihood judgments. Results are displayed in Figure 1. A
non-parametric test further supports this conclusion. Each
participant was asked 24 pairs of questions that only
differed in centrality (Spread, Parity, sample % location, and
presentation order being otherwise matched). Of the 221
participants that answered all the forced choice questions,
137 gave more central answers when µs were extreme,
while 42 gave more central answers when µs were central,
and 42 showed no difference. This is significant by a
binomial test (p<.0005).
Non-normative influence of Parity
The more central µ was chosen more often in the Low than
the High Parity conditions (F(1,205) = 159.106, p < .0005, η2p
= .42) Participants were also more strongly affected by
Centrality when Parity was Low (F(1,220) = 13.777, p <
.0005, η2p = .06).
Mean difference influenced likelihood judgments more
strongly than variance
The more central µ was chosen more often in the Wide than
the Narrow Spread conditions (F(1,220) = 259.3, p < .0005, η2p
= .54), an effect that can be attributed to a sensitivity to
mean difference as well as variance. Results are displayed in
Figure 1. The initial analysis was followed up with a test to
see whether relative influence of a) variance and b) absolute
differences between population µs and sample means on
people’s choices was normative. We ran a 2 (Narrow &
Extreme vs. Wide & Central) x 2 (Parity) repeated measures
ANOVA that compared data compiled from cases where the
population µs were both Central and Wide to data compiled
from cases where the population µs were both Extreme and
Narrow. As previously mentioned, absolute and relative
probabilities were closely matched in these conditions.
Thus, normatively, no effect of the Narrow & Extreme vs.
Wide & Central condition should be expected. However,
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though in Narrow conditions sample percentages were, on
average, equidistant from the more central and the more
extreme population µs, in Wide conditions sample
percentages were, on average, closer to the more central
population µ. Thus, if the participants were being more
strongly influenced by these mean differences than by
variance, they would tend to give more central answers in
the Wide & Central than the Narrow & Extreme conditions.
Indeed, this effect was observed (F(1,220) = 79.8, p < .0005 η2p
= .27). The effect of Parity also remained significant (F(1,220)
= 132.9, p < .0005, η2p = .38). Further, the effect of Narrow
& Extreme vs. Wide & Central populations was stronger in
the High Parity conditions (F(1,220) = 10.0, p < .005, η2p =
.04). These findings are in line with previous research
(Obrecht et al., 2007; Obrecht, under review) indicating that
differences in means have a stronger influence on people’s
decisions than differences in variance.
Individual differences
There is literature (e.g. Nisbett et al. 1983, Obrecht et al.,
2007) suggesting that individual differences in statistical
training and numerical knowledge influence how people
make use of statistical information. Thus, we performed a
subsequent 2 x 2 x 2 repeated measures ANCOVA
including as a covariate whether or not participants had a
perfect score on the numeracy evaluation (40% had a perfect
score). Participants who had perfect scores on the numeracy
scale were more likely to respond that a sample was drawn
from the population with the more central µ; that is, these
participants gave more normative responses compared to
those who scored lower on the numeracy measure (F(1,219) =
4.4, p < .05, η2p = .02). Further, such participants were more
strongly influenced by numerical factors that affected
likelihood (interaction between Numeracy and Spread:
F(1,219) = 8.3, p < .005, η2p = .04; interaction between
Numeracy and Centrality: F(1,219) = 3.4, p < .07, η2p = .015,
marginally significant), and less strongly influenced by
factors that did not affect likelihood (interaction between
Numeracy and Parity: F(1,219) = 7.6, p < .01, η2p = .03). It
should be noted that effects of Centrality, Parity, and
Spread, as well as the interaction between Centrality and
Parity remained significant when having a perfect score on
the numeracy evaluation was included as a covariate (all ps
< .0005). Results are displayed in Figure 1.
These findings may be taken as evidence that, as
suggested by Obrecht et al. (2007), more numerate
individuals are more strongly influenced by numerical
factors that affect probability than less numerate individuals.
Individuals who scored perfectly on the numeracy
evaluation had slightly higher mean SAT scores compared
to those who made errors (727 (SD = 45) vs. 689 (SD = 70);
t = 4.25, p < .005; 31 participants did not report SAT
scores.) One point of note however is that a second
ANCOVA found no effect of having taken a statistics
course when this factor, rather than numeracy, was included
as a covariate (F(1,215) = .01, p > .9). It appears that statistical
training did not boost performance on this task.

Figure 1: Mean proportion of central responses from
participants with perfect and imperfect numeracy scores for
questions referring to the eight different population pairs
(see Table 1). Error bars represent standard error.

Discussion
These results indicate that participants’ decisions were
influenced by both normatively relevant and irrelevant
numerical factors. As would be normatively correct,
participants tended to indicate that the samples came from
the population with the more central µ more often when the
spacing between the populations was wide, rather then
narrow, and when the populations were from a more
extreme, rather than more central range. This offers
evidence that a) people have some sensitivity to the
likelihood of a sample being drawn from a given population
and b) people can use variance when making such
determinations. Although variance shifts people’s behavior
in the normative direction, one cannot call their behavior
precisely normative. An ideal observer would have selected
the central population in all of the extreme population range
trials and 80% of the central population range trials. This
was not the case (see Figure 1).
Further, even though Parity manipulation, normatively,
should not have affected participants’ judgments,
participants were less likely to choose the population with
the more central µ when the population µs were in the High
Parity condition. There are different possible interpretations
for this effect. First, people have more difficulty performing
categorical reasoning about information with negative parity
(e.g. not red) than with positive parity (e.g. red) (see
Feldman, 2000). Second, while the absolute differences
between the sample means and population µs were matched
across conditions with values from the High and Low
Parities, the relative differences were not: 2 is 16 away from
18, and 82 is 16 away from 98, but 2/18 is not equal to
82/98. People’s ability to discriminate between numerical
magnitudes is based on the relative, not the absolute,
difference between them (Gallistel & Gelman, 2005). It is
possible that performance was less normative for High vs.
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Low Parity trials because the smaller relative differences
between values used in High Parity trials made it more
difficult for participants to discriminate between them and,
subsequently, the probabilities they conveyed.
Regardless of whether their use of variance information is
precisely normative, these data show that people have some
sensitivity to the probability that a sample with a particular
mean might be drawn from a given population. This has
implications for the interpretation of results from prior
studies on normative use of statistical information. In a
natural context, an observer is not in a position to assume
that the samples they have information about are necessarily
representative of the general population. Further, difference
between means, standard deviations, and sample sizes can
themselves convey information about the likelihood that
sets were sampled from the same general population. Thus it
is possible that some departures from “normative behavior”
can be attributed, at least in part, to a sensitivity to the
likelihood of the samples being randomly representative of
the same general population.
Consider, for example, the results of Obrecht, Chapman,
and Gelman (2009). In this study participants were asked to
make judgments about whether a particular kind of radio
would break. They were told that a study found that 30 out
of 1000 radios tested (3%) broke within a year. Some
participants were also given sets of reports from individuals
who owned that kind of radio of whom 2 out of 4, 3 out of
4, 8 out of 16, or 12 out of 16 reported that the product
broke. This study, like others before it (see Kahneman &
Tversky, 1972), found that people did not use sample size in
a normative fashion: participants gave more credence to the
individual reports than they should have, given the much
larger sample size of the radio study. In other words,
participants did not weigh means by sample size, as the
authors considered to be normatively correct. However,
while it is typically considered normative to weight set
means by sample size, this assumes that these data represent
a random sampling of the population. Consider if, for
example, the 1000 tested radios were made at a factory in
Manhattan, but individuals’ reports were from owners of
radios made in Nebraska. Lacking further information about
the proportion of Manhattan and Nebraskan made radios in
the general population, it may be reasonable to simply
average these sample means without regard to sample size.
The savvy statistician may determine that the randomness of
the sampling was in question just from looking at the
numbers: With a population µ of 3%, there would be less
than a 1% chance of even 2 out of 4 sampled radios
breaking, and less than a .0000001% chance that 12 out of
16 would break. It would be quite legitimate for participants
to conclude that the radios tested in the study were different
then those that the customers were buying.
Individuals may similarly be able to use statistical
information to determine how likely it is that samples are
drawn randomly from the same population (in which case
weighting means by sample size is normative) or instead
discretely sampled unknown subpopulations (in which case

it is reasonable to average sample means without regard to
sample size). A prerequisite to this ability is that people be
sensitive to the likelihood that a sample is representative of
a particular population. Our results indicate that people are
indeed sensitive to such likelihoods. This interpretation is
supported by the results from Obrecht (under review).
Obrecht found that participants are more likely to weight
means by their sample sizes when the sample sizes are
smaller, rather than larger: The probability of a population
producing samples with divergent means is lower when the
sample sizes are larger, thus averaging means without
weighting by sample size would be more normative in the
higher than the lower sample size conditions. We are
currently conducting a series of studies to further determine
if people’s judgments about statistical information are
influenced by likelihood in such a fashion.
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Experts’ Judgments of Likelihood: Fast but not Frugal?
Adrian Banks
University of Surrey

Stefan Gershater
Defence Maritime Logistics School
Abstract: A novel explanation of judgments by experts about the likely outcome of events is presented. It is
proposed that these judgments are derived from a combination of the likelihood of every known risk factor that could
affect the outcome of the uncertain event, each weighted by the chance recalling that risk. To test this proposal, an
ACT-R model was developed in a study of Royal Navy officers. Each officer read six scenarios describing operational
situations and assessed the likelihood of success in each situation. Then they noted all the possible risks that might
affect that operation and the likelihood of these risks occurring. The model combined the likelihood of the different
risks to predict the overall judgments of likelihood of success. When overconfidence was incorporated into the model,
there was a good fit between the model and the experimental data, supporting this model as a possible mechanism
for expert judgments.
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Characteristics of divergent mathematical thinking in eighth grade
students
Donna Kotsopoulos
Wilfrid Laurier University

Joanne Lee
Wilfrid Laurier University

Annalise Clarkson
Wilfrid Laurier University
Abstract: This research examined the characteristics of eighth grade students who exhibited divergent mathematical
thinking during problem solving. Divergent mathematical thinking is defined as creative, efficient, and accurate
engagement in the cognitive processes of reasoning, problem-solving, communicating, representing, and proof. Using
modified talk-aloud protocols, real-time naturalistic analysis of a group of eighth-grade students’ mathematical
problem solving were conducted. In total, 344 video-taped episodes were analyzed from six students who completed
”mathcam video diaries” of their problem-solving during homework completion. Results suggest that students who
exhibited divergent mathematical thinking tended to engage error analysis and mathematical analogy more often
than those that did not. Furthermore, those students tended to benefit from productive failure from ill-defined
mathematical problems more so than students who did not exhibit divergent mathematical thinking. Implications
for student learning, classroom instruction, homework, and for further research will be discussed.
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Introducing Chinese Characters to Beginners Through the Use of
Embodied Animations
MingTsan Lu
Teachers College Columbia University

John Black
Teachers College Columbia University
Abstract: Chinese has become one of the most popular foreign languages in K-12 classrooms and colleges in the
US. However, it is considered hard-to-learn due to its difficult characters. We created the computer-based Chinese
character learning (CCL) program using the embodied animations (EA), which are the animations that contain
bodily movements or gestures in videos. The empirical study investigated whether EA facilitates CCL for beginning
learners by comparing three learning conditions: traditional learning (TL), etymological animation learning (AL),
and embodied animation learning (EAL).
The study adopted an experimental between-subject design. The learning materials were 18 characters. Thirty-six
adult participants who did not speak any Chinese were randomly assigned to one of the three conditions. The results
show that the EAL group yielded better CCL outcome than the AL group, and both groups outperformed the TL
group. The findings suggest that learners best learn characters through the use of embodied animations.
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The different effects of thinking aloud and writing on graph comprehension
Nadia Ali (n.ali@hud.ac.uk)
David Peebles (d.peebles@hud.ac.uk)
Department of Behavioural and Social Sciences,
University of Huddersfield,
Queensgate, Huddersfield, HD13DH, UK
Abstract
We report an experiment which seeks to determine how novice
users’ conceptual understanding of graphs differs depending
on the nature of the interaction with them. Undergraduate psychology students were asked to interpret three-variable “interaction” data in either bar or line graph form and were required
to either think aloud while doing so or to produce written interpretations. Analysis of the verbal protocols and written interpretations showed that producing a written interpretation revealed significantly higher levels of comprehension than interpreting them while thinking aloud. Specifically, a significant
proportion of line graph users in the verbal protocol condition
was either unable to interpret the graphs, or misinterpreted information presented in them. The occurrence of these errors
was substantially lower for the bar graph users in the verbal
protocol condition. In contrast, analysis of the written condition revealed no significant difference in the level of comprehension between the two graph types. Possible explanations
for these findings are discussed.
Keywords: Graph comprehension, diagrammatic reasoning,
verbal protocols, writing to learn.

Introduction
Various tasks have been used to assess the different aspects
of graph comprehension and use. Zacks and Tversky (1999)
for example presented participants with bar or line graphs
together with the instruction “Please describe in a sentence
the relationship shown in this graph” (or a simpler variant)
and required written responses, or in one experiment to draw
graphs from written descriptions of data (e.g., “Height for 12year-olds is greater than for 10-year-olds”). Shah and Carpenter (1995) asked participants to produce verbal descriptions of the graphs they saw, and to then either compare them
to other graphs, reproduce them, or provide possible explanations for the data depicted. In a subsequent experiment
Carpenter and Shah (1998) asked people to answer specific
questions about relationships depicted (e.g., “What happens
to vocabulary score as age increases?”) while their eye movements were recorded. Other researchers have recorded participants’ verbal protocols while they carry out various graph
related tasks (e.g., Ratwani, Trafton, & Boehm-Davis, 2008)
Ericsson and Simon (1993) proposed the verbal protocol method as a means of tracing cognitive processes. One
type of verbal protocol involves “thinking aloud”, a processtracing method in which subjects report their thoughts continuously whilst attempting to complete a task. This method
can yield important information about the steps of problem
solving that would be difficult, if not impossible, to observe
using other measures, (e.g., the contents of working memory) which can suggest hypotheses concerning the strategies

employed (A. Newell & Simon, 1972; Larkin, McDermott,
Simon, & Simon, 1980; Koedinger & Anderson, 1990).
Since the original proposal, the think aloud method has
been widely adopted, resulting in a large body of research
into the processes underlying decision making, problem solving, text comprehension, diagrammatic reasoning, writing,
and various other tasks (Crutcher, 1994).
An alternative approach to assessing conceptual understanding of material is to provide subjects with specific questions or goals and require them to produce written responses.
Because the data are limited to the final written output, process tracing is not possible with this method alone. Written
responses can yield rich information however which may be
used to infer strategy choice in some cases (e.g., where different strategies result in different written responses).
Some researchers have attempted to employ writing as a
process tracing method by requiring people to write down
everything that comes to mind (Pugalee, 2004) while others have used both methods simultaneously (e.g., Flower &
Hayes, 1981)
There is a large body of literature investigating whether
writing improves conceptual understanding of material in a
number of disciplines (e.g., Britton, 1978; Young & Sullivan,
1984; G. E. Newell, 1984; Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1987;
Flower & Hayes, 1980). This research comes under the umbrella of “writing to learn” and advocates assert that writing
can help engender critical thinking and the formation of new
relationships between ideas, leading to knowledge construction (Klein, 1999).
Several processes involved in writing have been identified
as possible causes for these observed improvements in conceptual understanding. For example, the self-paced nature of
writing allows for reflection (Emig, 1977; Ong, 1982) while
the permanence of the text allows material to be reviewed
(Emig, 1977; Young & Sullivan, 1984). The process of reviewing allows the writer to judge what is written against
what is intended to be communicated and to evaluate (and
improve) the logical coherence of sets of sentences within the
text (Galbraith, 1992).
Furthermore, the context in which writing is produced can
result in improved conceptual understanding of material. For
example, the absence of an immediate audience requires writers to be explicit in their interpretation and presentation of
material (Olson, 1977).
In contrast, according to Ericsson and Simon (1993), the
think aloud method allows access to participants’ short-term
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Figure 1: Example bar and line graphs used in the experiment.

memory stream, and verbalisations uncover cognitive processes involved in task completion. According to their theory
of protocol generation, the act of thinking aloud concurrently
during a task should neither impair nor enhance performance
as participants are simply verbalising their thought processes.
When attempting to compare and evaluate performance
with different graphical formats, it is essential to have a set of
behavioural criteria or categories with which to do so. From
the considerable number of studies conducted into graph
comprehension a consensus has emerged on the broad threelevel taxonomy of skills required for the task. In a review
of five studies, Friel, Curcio, and Bright (2001) characterised
the three levels as elementary, intermediate, and advanced
(or more descriptively as “read the data”, “read between the
data” and “read beyond the data” respectively).
In previous studies (Peebles & Ali, 2009; Ali & Peebles,
submitted) we have demonstrated that undergraduate college
students’ ability to understand statistical data can vary significantly depending on the form of the graphical display. Specifically, we have shown that for a considerable number of students, conceptual understanding of three variable line graphs
of the type shown in Figure 1 does not meet the lowest level
of graph comprehension ability identified in the literature.
Peebles and Ali (2009) conducted an experiment in which
people were asked to interpret informationally equivalent bar
or line graphs representing two-way factorial design data as
fully as possible while thinking aloud. Analysis of the verbal protocols revealed significant differences in how people
interpreted the two graph formats. It was found that 39% of
line graph users were either unable to interpret the graphs, or
misinterpreted information presented in them. No bar graph
users performed at this level. This finding led us to propose
a fourth, lower category of comprehension ability which we
termed “pre-elementary” and subsequently to propose and
test a novel line graph design which we found successfully
reduces the error level to that of the bar graphs (Ali & Peebles, submitted).
Developing a adequate model of diagrammatic reasoning
requires taking into account three interacting factors: the nature of the graphical representation, the characteristics of the

user and the nature of the task. Our previous work explored
the role of graphical features in comprehension performance.
The aim of this study is to determine how, given the same
open-ended task (try to understand what the graph is portraying), the nature of the interaction can also significantly affect
performance. Specifically, we seek to determine whether the
reduction in performance found in novice line graph users
may be partially accounted for by the additional cognitive
demands imposed by producing a think aloud protocol and
whether this may be mitigated by engaging in a different way.

Experiment
Method
Participants Sixty-five undergraduate psychology students
(54 female, 11 male) from the University of Huddersfield
were paid £5 (approximately $8) in grocery store vouchers to take part in the experiment. The age of participants
ranged from 18.5 to 39.5 years with a mean of 21.5 years
(SD = 3.82). All participants were in their first year of a
three-year psychology degree.
Design The experiment was an independent groups design
with two between-subject variables: type of diagram used
(bar or line graph) and methodology employed (think aloud
or written responses). Sixty-five participants were randomly
allocated to each condition. There were 14 participants in the
verbal protocol bar condition, 16 in the written bar condition,
15 in the verbal protocol line condition and 20 in the written
line condition.
Materials The stimuli used were six bar and six line threevariable interaction graphs depicting a wide range of (fictional) content. The graphs were generated using the PASW
Statistics software package (produced by SPSS Inc.). Examples are shown in Figure 1.
The bar and line graphs were constructed from the same
six data sets (the variables of which are shown in Table 1).
The numerical values for the variables were selected in order to provide the range of effects, interactions and other relationships between three variables commonly encountered
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Table 1: Variables of the six graphs used in the experiment
Graph
Number
1

Dependent
Variable
Chick weight

2

Maize yield

3

Plant CO2 uptake

4

Cutting tool wear

5

Fixtural strength

6

Dopamine activity

Scale Range
(Increment)
0–50
(5)
0–10
(1)
0–100
(10)
0–10
(1)
0–1000
(100)
0–500
(50)

Independent Variable 1
(Levels)
Diet
(Artificial, Natural)
Plant Density
(Low, High)
Plant type
(Quebec, Mississippi)
Rock Type
(Limestone, Granite)
Cement type
(Monochem, Bischem)
Rat breed
(Lewis, Fischer)

in these designs (typically depicted in line graphs as parallel, crossed and converging lines, one horizontal line and one
sloped line, two lines sloping at different angles, etc.). Stimuli were printed in colour (with the levels of legend variable
in blue and green) on white A4-sized paper
Procedure Participants were instructed that they would see
six graphs and that their task was to try to understand each
graph as fully as possible whilst writing their response down
or thinking aloud. They were instructed to write or talk aloud
about the relationships each graph was showing, until they
felt they had provided as much detail as they could.
The instructions drew attention to the fact that the graphs
may depict more than one relationship, and that participants
should imagine they are in an exam in which more detailed
interpretations produced higher scores. In order to produce
as close a similarity as possible to the think aloud condition,
participants in the written condition were also encouraged to
write down their thoughts as they went along.
In the written condition the six stimuli were compiled as
a booklet with graph pages interleaved with blank paper for
writing. Participants completed these under the supervision
of the experimenter. In the verbal condition the graphs were
handed over to participants one at a time for them to interpret
while their verbal protocols were recorded using a portable
digital audio recorder. Stimuli were presented in random order and all participants were informed that there was no time
limit to the task.

Results
The verbal condition participants’ protocols were transcribed
and the content of the transcriptions and the statements from
the written condition participants were analysed. Only statements in which a sufficient number of concepts could be identified were included for analysis. For example, the statement
“Chick weight is higher for the GCE hormone supplement
than for the MPE supplement” was included whereas “Chick
weight is higher when. . . um. . . I’m not sure” was not.

Independent Variable 2
(Levels)
Hormone Supplement
(MPE, GCE)
Nitrogen level
(Low, High)
Treatment
(Chilled, Non-chilled)
Diamond type
(Bead, Wire)
Curing method
(Photocuring, Autocuring)
Brain region
(SNC, VTA)

Data analysis was conducted according to the procedure
and criteria employed in our previous studies (Peebles & Ali,
2009; Ali & Peebles, submitted). For each trial, the participant’s statements were analysed against the state of affairs
represented by the graph. If a participant made a series of incorrect statements that were not subsequently corrected, then
the trial was classified as an ‘incorrect interpretation’. If the
participant’s statements were all true of the graph or if an incorrect interpretation was followed by a correct one however,
then the trial was classified as an ‘correct interpretation’. In
this way, each participant’s trials were coded as either being
correctly or incorrectly interpreted.
The statements for each trial were initially scored as being either a correct or incorrect interpretation by the first author and a sample (approximately 25% from each graph type)
was independently scored by the second author. The level of
agreement between the two coders was approximately 96%
(κ = 0.91). When disagreements were found the raters came
to a consensus as to the correct code.
This measure was then used as the basis for subsequent categorisation into elementary and pre-elementary groups. For
the purpose of our analysis, we classified participants as preelementary for their graph type if they interpreted 50% or
more trials incorrectly (i.e., at least three of the graphs were
classified as incorrect interpretations). This criterion was considered appropriate because it indicates that the user is unable
to produce an accurate description of the data (even such basic information as point values) after at least two previous
encounters with the same graph type—suggesting a lack of
understanding of the basic representational features of the format (rather than just the content of the graph) and resulting in
comprehension performance that does not meet elementary
level criteria (Friel et al., 2001).
Figure 2 displays the proportion of bar and line users in the
verbal protocol condition in each of the three performance
categories. In this condition the difference between bar and
line graph users emerged as predicted; 60% of participants
were classified as pre-elementary in the line graph condition
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Figure 2: Percentage of bar and line graph users in the three
performance categories, verbal protocol condition.
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Figure 3: Percentage of bar and line graph users in the three
performance categories, written condition.

Discussion

compared to 7% in the bar graph condition. A chi-squared
test revealed that this difference was statistically significant
(χ2 = .819, d f = 1, p < .01), replicating the result of the
original Peebles and Ali (2009) and Ali and Peebles (submitted) experiments.
As Figure 3 shows however, this large difference in preelementary performance is not found in the written condition,
with the number of participants classified as pre-elementary
being roughly equal between the line and bar graph formats
(15% and 19% respectively). A Fischer’s Exact test revealed
that this difference was not significant (χ2 = .09, d f = 1, p =
1.0).
To eliminate the possibility that these results may arise as
an artifact of our classification system we also analysed the
number of correct trials for each condition. This revealed
that for the think aloud condition the mean ranks for the line
graphs (11.0) was significantly lower than for the bar graph
condition (19.29) U = 45, z = 2.69, p < .01. In the written
condition, the mean ranks for the line and bar graphs were
much closer (bar = 19.41, line = 18.69) and so there was
no significant difference in number of correct trials between
them (U = 161.5, z = .212, p = .84). There was also no difference in the number of correct trials between the bar graph
users in the written (mean ranks = 16.16) and verbal (mean
ranks = 14.75) conditions, U = 141.5, z = .461, p = .667.
A significant interaction was found between graph format
and methodology (shown in Figure 4). Thinking aloud significantly reduced the comprehension of line graphs—but not
bar graphs—compared to producing written interpretations
U = 69.0, z = 2.91, p < .01.

Elementary
Performance category

The results of our experiment reveal a remarkable interaction of methodology employed to assess graph comprehension and graph format. Consistent with the results of our
previous experiments (Peebles & Ali, 2009; Ali & Peebles,
submitted), a significant proportion of line graph users was
classified as pre-elementary compared to bar graph viewers
in the think aloud condition.
We have explained this effect using Gestalt principles of
perceptual organisation (Ali & Peebles, submitted). In the
line graph diagram, data points are connected by a line, resulting in two lines at the centre of the display. Pre-elementary
line graph users were unable to integrate the information, primarily because they ignored the x variable entirely. This pattern of errors indicates that the salience of the lines is such
that it draws users’ attention to them and then—through a process of colour matching—to the legend variable, which they
then try to interpret. Because they are focusing on the lines
however, they are less able to identify the points at the ends
of the lines and interpret them as discrete values associated
with levels of the x variable.
In the bar graph however, each level of the legend variable
is depicted by a bar projecting from the x axis. This allows
participants to match bar colour to the appropriate variable
level in the legend but, crucially, because the bars are located
directly above the value labels on the x axis, also more easily
identify the associated x variable levels. The results of this
experiment reveal that this balances out attention to the two
IVs and promotes a richer understanding of the relationship
between them.
However, this effect does not emerge in the written re-
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sponse condition. Despite the imbalance of Gestalt features
associating the pattern to referents, the majority of graph
readers demonstrate conceptual understanding of both graph
formats at an elementary (and in a few cases intermediate)
level. Our results therefore reveal that the reduction in line
graph comprehension can be mitigated by changing the type
of interaction the user is required to engage in. Being required
to write down your understanding of the graph eliminates the
overwhelming salience of the lines in the line graphs which
produces the pre-elementary performance when also thinking
aloud (Friel et al., 2001; Peebles & Ali, 2009).
There are a number of potential competing explanations
for why this difference in conceptual understanding in the
line graph condition emerges between the two methodologies. Firstly, a number of researchers have noted the potential
problems with employing the verbal protocol method to investigate underlying cognitive processes. There is an ongoing
debate concerning whether thinking aloud is reactive (i.e., alters other cognitive processes). Reactivity can result in either
an improvement or a deterioration in task performance. The
question of whether producing a verbal protocol is reactive is
a complex one however and the current conclusion appears to
be that the demands of verbalisation can interact with task demands to affect output in at least some cases (Russo, Johnson,
& Stephens, 1989; Schooler, Ohlsson, & Brooks, 1993).
In terms of the detriment in performance, researchers have
argued that the additional demands for processing resources
(which occurs when individuals are required to verbalise
whilst performing a task) can explain this form of reactivity.
In order to deal with these additional demands, participants
can draw upon any unused resources which are not being em-

ployed by the task. When the demands of the task exceed
processing resources however, reactivity effects can occur,
resulting in a detriment in performance due to the resources
being divided between completing the task and verbalising
throughout (Russo et al., 1989; Wilson & Schooler, 1991).
Alternatively, verbal protocols could be providing an accurate reflection of underlying cognitive processes, and cognitive processes involved in writing could be facilitating task
performance. The writing to learn literature argues that various factors unique to written assessments can result in improved conceptual understanding of material under scrutiny.
For example, absence of an audience requires writers to be
explicit in their interpretation of material and permanence of
text allows them to review their ideas (Applebee, 1984; Klein,
1999).
Although the findings appear to be inconsistent
(Ackerman, 1993), Tynjälä (1999) explains these conflicting findings as resulting from differing tasks demands.
If the task simply involves learning factual knowledge, then
a passive method such as reading text will not be affected
by writing (Penrose, 1992). If higher-order thinking is
required however, writing can result in learning gains. For
example Tynjälä (1999) argues that, generally, writing is an
effective learning tool when attempting to advance students’
understanding and critical thinking skills, but not superior to
any other method when students are required to simply “tell
what they know”.
In a similar vein, the second factor that can explain the
conflicting results is how much information manipulation is
required by the task. The larger the demands of manipulation
of information are, the stronger the learning effects should be
(e.g., Applebee, 1984; Greene & Ackerman, 1995; Langer,
1986; Tynjälä, 1999).
The current experiment does not allow us to differentiate
between these competing explanations, and further empirical work is required to isolate and test the alternative hypotheses. What these initial results do suggest however is
that researchers should take great care when deciding which
methodology to employ to assess conceptual understanding.
Researchers make use of both methods to assess graph
comprehension (e.g., Shah & Carpenter, 1995; Carpenter &
Shah, 1998; Shah & Freedman, 2009), often interchangeably.
This study demonstrates that even for what may superficially
seem to be the same task, the precise details of the interaction
can significantly affect performance.
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to 220ms time window. I bring these details together in a
moment-by-moment millisecond drama of a whale watcher
smelling, hearing, and seeing 'a blow'. I elaborate this
scenario in the argument that Noe's (2004) theory of 'virtual
presence' is in need of proxy percepts, and I conclude by
differentiating my framework from Grush's (2004, 2007)
emulation account of sensory expectation. I argue that proxy
percepts offer an understanding of eye saccades more
parsimonious than Grush's (2004) emulation account.

Abstract
A framework is developed for the total human response to all
potentially meaningful sensory stimulation within the window
of 40 to 220ms post-onset. The framework is intended explain
the temporal invariance of the N400 ERP component (Kutas
& Federmeier 2011), which is not a deadline for the 'binding'
of a preliminary semantic representation (Federmeier &
Laszlo 2009), but for anticipating needed system-wide change
in preparation for conscious control in action. The pre-N400,
40 to 220ms window includes Hebbian-like affective
responses (Barrett & Bar 2009), recapitulation of sensory
information, selection of LSF object and scene analogs
(Fenske et al. 2006), guidance from scripts, and 'proxy
percepts'. Proxy percepts are offered as an alternative to
simulation. I illustrate the framework with a moment-bymoment scenario of a whale watcher smelling, hearing, and
seeing 'a blow'. In conclusion, I argue that Noe's (2004)
theory of virtual presence has use for proxy percepts and that
proxy percepts offer an understanding of eye saccades more
parsimonious than Grush's (2004) emulation account.

N400

Keywords: N400; LSF; simulation; perception; language;
action; emulation; conscious control; proxy percept.

Introduction
The human brain is perhaps most astounding in its ability to
conjure reliably stable yet powerfully flexible meaning from
an influx of impoverished, indeterminate, and noise-laden
stimuli. Over the last thirty years, the study of the N400
ERP component has provided decisive insights into just this
ability, measuring in real time the brain's response to all
potentially meaningful stimuli (for most recent review, see
Kutas & Federmeier 2011).
A recent advance in N400 theory takes account of the
temporal invariance of the N400. Federmeier and Laszlo
(2009) hypothesize that the N400 indexes a deadline for the
'binding' of a preliminary semantic representation. The
current framework resists this hypothesis and begins with a
somewhat different functional characterization: the N400
rather indexes a deadlined anticipation of needed systemwide change for conscious control in action. To explain
this, the framework focuses on the total human response to
all potentially meaningful sensory stimulation within the
window prior to N400: 40 to 220ms post-onset. This
window is exceptionally dynamic and includes Hebbian-like
somatic and affective responses (Barrett & Bar 2009),
recapitulation of low-level sensory information, selection of
LSF object and scene analogs (Fenske et al. 2006), guidance
from existing scripts, and most critically, what I call 'proxy
percepts'. Proxy percepts are a refinement of, or perhaps an
alternative to, 'simulation' during perception, thought, and
language comprehension.
In what follows, I briefly introduce N400 research and
then develop key features of the proposed framework. This
is followed by a development of the details related to the 40

Some years after the discovery of stimulus modulated
voltage potentials at the surface of the scalp, a number of
reliable ERP 'components' where demonstrated, and by the
early 1980s, Marta Kutas had discovered an ERP
component in the 200 to 600ms window reliably modulated
by the expectancy of linguistic stimuli. This component was
titled 'N400' since it peaked negatively, close to 400ms poststimulus onset. However, grammatical violations, and even
physical manipulations, such as 'I shaved off my mustache
and beard/BEARD', had no effect. The N400 was therefore
associated with the semantic processing of linguistic stimuli.
Curiously, though, not all sentential framing of semantic
stimuli produced N400 effects, as in the case of negation;
whereas, semantic category and lexical priming did
modulate the component. More critically, researchers were
not long in discovering similar N400 effects elicited by nonlinguistic stimuli, such as objects, line drawings, and
pictures. Yet, some structured domains, such as music, had
no effect. The picture that emerged, and a picture that has
received only growing confirmation over the last two
decades, was an ERP N400 component that reliably indexed
the brain's universal response to all potentially meaningful
stimuli (Kutas and Federmeier 2011).
Critically, the N400 is a continuous and instantaneous
electrophysiological measure of neocortical activity. Given
the low temporal resolution and indirect nature of
behavioral measures and imaging techniques such as fMRI,
the N400 is a relatively powerful tool that has offered
unexpected guidance to long standing debates. For example,
N400 data have provided powerful evidence against all
strict modular theories of language comprehension.
A somewhat course-grained account of N400 effects has
proven sufficient to motivate continued inquiry into the
N400's functional characteristics. The 'normal' amplitude of
the N400 for a target word presented in isolation is reliably
reduced by a facilitating context. This facilitation is
universally explained as an index of the decrease in
difficulty, or inversely, the ease, of language processing.
Theorists have offered finer-grained accounts based on this
common assumption. On one view, decrease in N400
amplitude indexes the ease of semantic access, facilitated by
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efficiencies of Long Term Memory structure (Federmeier
and Kutas 1999). On another view, decrease in amplitude
indexes the greater ease of post-lexical integration (Hagoort
et al. 2009). A third approach seeks to harmonize these two
accounts (Lau et al. 2008).

General Framework
The present framework begins with the N400's remarkable
trait of temporal invariance. Investigating what controls the
N400's stable timing is one of the eight directions for future
research recommended by Kutas and Federmeier (2011)
and, as already noted, only recently Federmeier and Laszlo
(2009) functionally characterized this invariance as the
deadline for 'binding' an "initial semantic representation."
However, theorists attempting to ground meaning in
experience are likely to be wary of an appeal to
'representation' just here, at least to the extent that meaning
just is specific activation of sensori-motor mechanisms
underlying perception and action (Zwaan 2009; Zwaan and
Kaschak 2008; Dils & Boroditsky 2010; Barsalou 2009;
Bergen et al. 2010; Gallese 2009). More critically, the
meaning of a stimulus must be activation operationally
indexed to that stimulus; but as soon as reference is made to
a representation or a final-state meaning, grip on this
stimulus index is loosened. From the standpoint of ERP
experimental procedures, traditional reference to semantic
representation may be vacuous.
The present framework approaches meaning in terms the
configuration of neural activity that is bound together in
response to some stimulus T, at some time t; but without
recourse to cognitive representations, it is important to add
the following: the meaning of T is defined in terms of the
onset of T, at t0. The emerging meaning of T can be
characterized only in terms of a change in the configuration
of neural activity between the time of an arbitrary probe at t1
and stimulus onset, t0 (t1 - t0).
But what then do we do with the primitive notion of the
meaning of T? Critical to the present framework is the
hypothesis that N400 is an index of the result of early
predictive processes from t0 to 220ms post-onset. What is
predicted is the change in system-wide activity amounting
to meaning, which just is the change needed for conscious
control in action, as indexed to onset of T (Unconscious
control deriving meaning only analogically from the domain
of conscious control). The 'semantic system' in view will
include any organism specific change that the organism
finds salient to action with respect to the onset of T. This
might include bodily changes from the hairs of the head to
the tips of the toe nails—and it might not. I am bound to
argue, albeit outside the scope of this short paper, that this
framework accounts for all extant N400 data; it was
originally developed for no other purpose.
T would not be a cognitive input if presented in pure
isolation, translating to noise if registered as anything
beyond the sensory interface or else is ignored altogether.
But pure isolation is not empirically probable and may even
be physically impossible. The real onset of interest is T and
a relevant context (C). The onset of T instantiates an

immediate, dynamic, bidirectional interaction between C
and T, or, C↔T. The system has a ~220ms deadline to
assign a stable and limited set of 'salience' parameters based
on C↔T. The notation for these assignments is F{P,U,N},
where F is a three dimensional return that operates as the
vehicle of prediction. P labels the extent to which C↔T was
predicted; U, something like the unexpectedness or valence
of C↔T; and N, the level of suppression of P and U.
Presumably, the return of F values is a LH dominant process
(Federmeier 2007), determined as they are by a limited set
of system expectations. The interaction between all three
assignments (P,U,N) and C provide a rich informational
source for determining, by the ~220ms deadline, the
Resultant Force (Rf), which is the predicted enacted change
in system-wide activity necessary for the optimal response
to C↔T, as indexed to onset of T. So far then: [ (C↔T) →
F{P,U,N} ] → Rf. The return of F is only a partial solution
to the paradox of a system processing T before T is
registered as unexpected or not (Bar 2007).
The N400 peak at ~375ms represents either the binding of
information for the future launch of system-wide change, or
else a binding of the resulting system-wide change itself.
Given the relatively long time window from 220ms to
500ms, as well as the possibly related phenomena of
attentional blink from 200ms to 500ms, I will tentatively
assume that the 375ms peak indexes the greatest
concentration of changes in resultant system-wide activation
as the system prepares itself directly for conscious control in
action.
Settling this question empirically should be
relatively straight-forward as researchers combine N400
topography (Barber et al. 2010) with MEG (Lau et al.
2008), MEPs (Jeannerod 2001), and task interference data
(Bergen et al. 2010).

Some Framework Details
The present framework can be elaborated in terms of a
refinement of, or alternative to, 'simulation' theory. The
following is a brief outline of the literature on simulation:
Simulation predictively facilitates low-level perception, or
else runs a high-level modular process returning discrete
outputs for propositional attributions (Goldman 2006).
Simulation can be either skeletal or vivid (Barsalou 2009).
Simulation is by definition consciously accessible (Moulton
& Kosslyn 2009) or prototypically covert (Gallese 2009).
Simulation can be a dynamic-like re-enactment of
experience (Zwaan & Kaschak 2008), producing the
experience of 'being there' (Barsalou 2009), but is typically
only a partial ordering of event structure (Barsalou 2009),
mimicking the sequence structure of a situation for
epistemic purposes (Moulton & Kosslyn 2009). Generally,
the extent to which any form of imagery or simulation is
static, versus dynamic, is left ambiguous.
Some simulation theorists acknowledge the imprecision in
many of these accounts, calling for better specifications of
how simulation relates to meaning—linguistic meaning in
particular (Zwaan 2009, Barsalou 2009). Enter 'proxy
percepts'.
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Proxy Percepts The 'proxy percept' hypothesis is rooted in
the idea that imagery is constituted by sensorimotor
mechanisms underlying perception and action only because
imagery was originally developed for perception and action.
In higher-level cognition, such as daydreaming, language
comprehension, and counterfactual planning, an image
operates as a 'stand in' or proxy object of actual experience
in the absence of direct sensory stimulation, but only
because this is the precise role the image already played in
actual situations of perception and action.
In the case of language comprehension, there are two
moves: 1) A word can be meaningful in virtue of its
elicitation of an image. The image in turn can operate as a
proxy percept, eliciting the kind of system-wide changes in
preparation for action as if that percept was environmentally
elicited. 2) Language can effortlessly and effectively elicit
proxy percepts only because the system had already learned
how to do just this irrespective of language, while hunting,
gathering, socializing, fighting, building, and fleeing. Our
perceptual-motor system always relies on such proxy
percepts: the tiger that hid behind the tree, the middle
section of the snake now occluded by the rock, the 'actual'
size of the person seen at a distance, the anticipation of what
the tree section will look like once my current downward
stroke of the ax is finalized, or the mere stable unity of a
moving object fluttering about through the bushes and trees,
not yet perceived unoccluded long enough to qualify as a
poisonous insect or leaf blowing in the wind.
Any predictive pre-sensitization can qualify as a proxy
percept. For example, at the millisecond scale, with clear
analog to human psychophysiology, the monkey's retinal
receptive fields are remapped in anticipation of a coming
eye saccade (Grush 2004), based on extant parafoveal
information and a copy of an eye saccade command.
Imagery Motor and visual imagery can be pulled apart
(Flusberg & Boroditsky 2010), but the format of both visual
and motor imagery may mirror the static format of
perception. In addition to traditional examples of motion
illusion and 'representational moment', it is notable that
static images implying motion produce similar MAEs as
imagined motion (Dils and Boroditsky 2010). Further,
perception of motion often requires additional information
from the vestibular system (Palmer 1999) and activity in
MT+, a known correlate to motion processing, was recently
shown to respond to both literal and fictive motion language
(Saygin et al 2010), even though fictive motion references
'images' that do not move. It is therefore possible that the
sensori-motor system perceives, remembers, and
behaviorally enacts motion in static formats, conjoined only
ecologically (Noe 2004) with actual motion in the
environment. This hypothesis is independently motivated by
considerations of processing efficiency and so should at
least mitigate the natural inclination to impute dynamic
features to sensorimotor simulation or emulation. If a static
visual image has the "drawing sense of whither it is to lead"
(James 1890/1950), how much more so for motor imagery
when the system is poised for action.

Recognition The ability of a proxy percept to facilitate the
return of F does not entail the system's capacity to judge
that T is caused by 'an O' or to recognize T as 'an O'. This is
consistent with ERP data that decouples N400 effects from
recognition (Kutas & Federmeier 2011).
Affect System change elicited before the 220ms deadline
has indirect semantic effects.
Non-semantic, direct
Hebbian-like links may elicit preliminary change based on
C↔T—in some cases just T—generating important updates
to C, in turn facilitating the response to T. This process
seems well captured by Barrett and Bar's (2009) work on
affect, in which immediate affective responses facilitate
object recognition. These pre-semantic responses differ
from later activation set in motion by Rf in that they do not
directly induce the binding of sensori-motor poise
supportive of conscious control. This distinction is
evidenced by a preliminary feed-forward sweep of stimulus
information to the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) 80 to 130ms
post-onset (well within the deadline of Rf prediction),
followed by a second wave of OFC activity between 200
and 450ms (Barrett & Bar 2009) remarkably similar to the
window after Rf, spanning N400 onset to N400 peak.
According to Barrett and Bar, face perception ERP results
produced a similar finding.
RH Recapitulation Low-level information of T may be
retained for later use. According to Federmeier (2007), this
is responsible for lateralization of N400 effects. Consistent
with earlier P2 component effects, LH appears sensitive to
the semantic similarity between T and low-level predictions
for T, whereas RH appears sensitive only to the semantic
similarity between contextual information and T.
Federmeier therefore views LH as predictive, with greater
reliance on 'top-down' processes, increasing efficiency and
decreasing noise. Alternatively, RH is integrative, with
greater reliance on 'bottom-up' processes, giving the system
flexibility to use stimuli that is plausible but less
predictable. However, according to the present framework,
predictions for T contribute to C generally, and the semantic
'fit' between less-predicted features of C and C↔T plays a
predictive role. On the present framework, this simplifies to
parallel processes leading to the production of Rf.
The N400-indexed processes that follow, however, are
relatively encapsulated. The system may even need to 'blink'
from roughly 200ms to 500ms post-onset to 'run with' Rf
and induce necessary system-wide change. Before the Rf
deadline however, predictive mechanisms responsible for
producing Rf might make continual use of RH recapitulated
low-level information obtained at onset of T.
Associations vs. Scripts Bar's theory of object recognition
(2009; Fenske et al. 2006) is based on low spatial frequency
visual input (LSF) given preliminary sweep to OFC. This
information functions as an a LSF 'object', capable of
generating multiple analog candidates drawn from memory.
However, LSF is also speedily propagated through a parallel
'where' stream, creating a scene analog that provides
predictions for the object's global surrounding. The dynamic
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integration of these two processes facilitates selection of the
appropriate object analog and situates the object within a
global scene as HSF information quite literally fills in the
details of what the object is predicted 'to be'.
Critically, context does not penetrate the initial LSF
process of selecting object analogs, as evidenced by one
study demonstrating equal priming effects for multiple
objects as early as 130ms post-onset. But a similar process
is not proposed for initial scene selection. How, then, is the
appropriate scene analog generated which then helps select
the right object analog? According to Bar's account of
associations, even objects in isolation have the capacity to
generate 'context frames', calling up possible scenarios and
other kinds of objects. 'Clusters of associations' must be
linked together through specific scenarios, such as a dinner
plan scenario when planning for dinner (Bar et al. 2007).
Elsewhere, Bar refers to such linking as the function of
scripts. Simulations for complex situations (2009) form
scripts. Guidance in thought and action are provided by
approximated, rudimentary scripts (Bar 2007).
Yet, how scripts relate to association is left ambiguous.
Examples given of 'context frames' are limited to objects
spatially arranged in static scenes. The present framework
understands scripts as providing a unique type of event
structure. Scripts are abstract and temporal, capable of
ordering most real-world scenarios and thereby supplying
an independent source of predictions and subjective
expectation. Scripts can therefore facilitate or determine the
fast selection of LSF scenes that then guide the selection of
one of the activated analog objects. Since true isolated
onset of T is impossible, some sort of script structure should
be active as part of C. C↔T therefore comes with inherent
temporal event structure. Rf may primarily target the
change of a global script while leaving in tact most preexisting sensorimotor activation, as in the case of a 'frameshift' (Coulson 2001) elicited by the punch-line of a joke.

foveal input once the saccade and coordinated head and
body movements are complete. We will call all this C1.
At t = -100ms, we make our first probe, generating the
baseline for whatever N400 component we might find.
Then, at t = -50ms, an auditory signal is registered (T3), a
prototypical slap against the water, generating C2. However,
our probe was placed in view of visual stimuli, and so N400
will be indexed to the onset of T4 at t0 (t = 0ms) when the
fovea now takes in preliminary information from the
environmental location that originally elicited the saccade.
Our first artificial stimulus onset is defined as C2↔T4 (See
Figure 1). By t = 80ms, T4 has triggered a direct affective
response, eliciting activation in RH that recapitulates T3 at t
= 110ms, now referenced as TR. The conjoining of T4 and
TR in C3↔T4/TR elicits a preliminary, highly covert proxy
percept at t = 160ms. This proxy percept—a rudimentary
image rather than identification, classification, or
recognition—is that of 'a blow'.
However, the preliminary LSF sweep of information
garnished from T4 to OFC, already having occurred at t =
120ms, has primed two analog objects: 1) a typical sperm
whale, and 2) Moby Dick. The already extant global event
structure, the script, selects a chaotic scene with a vengeful
whale (the watchman had a nightmare about Moby Dick the
night before). Thus, the script had determined the LSF
scene, which in turn had selected, at 150ms, the Moby Dick
analog LSF object. Accordingly, the proxy percept elicited
at t = 160ms was not just a covert image of a typical sperm
whale, but of the White terror, Moby Dick. The HSF
information begins filling in the details of the proxy percept
of Moby Dick, to result inevitably in 'vivid' imagery, but the
initial covert proxy percept was the cause of the final F
values returned by 220ms. The time window of an
attentional blink began at t = 210ms and at 230ms Rf was
launched.

The Whale Watch

baseline probe

All these pre-N400 elements are brought together in the
following example. Please imagine yourself standing masthead on a whale ship, 'a hundred feet above the silent decks,
striding along the deep'. You are a professional watchman,
well-trained and disciplined. Your eyes, loyal to the
purposes of your captain, are awake in their sockets,
roaming the now mildly turbid, fog-laden ocean.
At t = -400ms (note the negative sign), the odor particular
to a sperm whale (T1) is registered and triggers the
beginning of an affective response at t = -300ms. The
system has not yet recognized a sperm whale odor, but
Hebbian-like links elicit greater activation in sensori-motor
poise, pre-sensitizing the auditory and visual system to hear
and see 'a blow'. This-way-and-that, the body, head, eyes,
the balance on the ropes, poise themselves for where the
source of an actual odor may be. Because of this odorelicited increase in perceptual poise, a parafoveal visual
input at t = -200ms (T2) reaches threshold for an eyesaccade command at t = -150ms. A copy of this command
pre-sensitizes the retinal visual field in preparation for the

T2
-200

T3
-100
C1
saccade
command

T4
0
C2

Affect (T4)
OFC Sweep
LSF Scene
proxy percept
F
TR
Rf
100

C2<-->T4

C3

200

N400 Peak

300

400

Attentional Blink
C3<-->T4/TR

Figure1
The system-wide change indexed to onset of T4 peaked at
380ms. The phenomenal aspect of what would have been
Moby Dick imagery was in fact a successful Moby Dick
perception. The proxy percept became an actual percept as
the predicted HSF information arrived. Consciousness has
so far been epiphenomenal, but by t = 480ms, the system is
now semantically poised for conscious control. The cry of
'There she blows!' is just below behavioral threshold by t =
550ms, conjoined with heightened "sympathetic outflow" in
"preparation for action" (Jeannerod 2001). But the
watchman has a 'decision' to make and by t = 700ms the cry
is suppressed. The meaning of T4 after all—the binding of
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increase in heart and respiration rate, and the ‘feel’ of the
motor poise predicted optimal for the original covert proxy
percept of that merciless beast—is something the watchman
deems wise to keep to himself, lest he and his captain die
that very day.
The only invariant features of this hypothetical scenario
are the onset of the stimulus of interest (T4), Rf, N400, the
preliminary OFC sweep, the return of F values somewhere
between 50 and 220ms and, presumably, the attentional
blink. Critical is the dynamic use of all input, including
recapitulated input, for the development of Cn in Cn↔T4
that results in the Rf prediction indexed to T4.
As for language: we can view linguistic stimuli as
environmental stimuli. What else could it be? The field of
N400 research has roundly refuted a semantic distinction
between objects and language, in any case. Proxy percepts
are efficiently multiplied during language comprehension,
just as they might be on a chaotic foggy evening while
hunting the White Whale. I
provisionally
understand
grammatical structure as the result of 'equilibrium', in which
N400 amplitudes are statistically diminished with increased
processing of perceptual linguistic information. This
equilibrium may be well captured by Callahan et al.'s (2008)
report that null anaphors decreased overall reading time, yet
increased N400 amplitude for the following word.

Noe, Grush, & Sensory Expectation
I will conclude by focusing on where Noe (2004) and Grush
(2004, 2007) tell somewhat different stories; this is designed
help define the unique role that proxy percepts played in the
whale watching illustration above. This will in turn move
the general framework to a more empirically motivated
account of ‘simulation’—or a substitution for it.
Noe On Noe's view, the awareness of anything outside the
effects of sensory stimulation is 'virtual presence'; this
includes everything: from the thoughts of places thousands
of miles away to the volumetric 'feel' of the occluded
backside of a perceived tomato. Virtual presence just is our
'skill' in anticipating, a 'taking ourselves to have access to',
the sensory stimulation that would be conjoined with our
bodily movements if these movements were to bring us into
direct sensory contact with the occluded surface; this
presumption of access constitutes a virtual kind of
phenomenology. But proxy percepts are not fully 'virtual' in
this way and therefore have no place in Noe's account. But I
think Noe could make use of these 'light-weight'
representations, at least to help mitigate the dilemma lurking
in the distinction between the phenomenology of sensory
stimulation and the phenomenology of virtual presence. The
mechanisms underlying each are, it seems, mutually
exclusive. Having access indeed to sensory stimulation is a
distinct kind of process different in kind to 'taking oneself to
have access' to sensory stimulation.
I offer my framework as more parsimonious, in which
there is no definitive distinction between the development of
a covert proxy percept of O and the arrival of an actual
perception of O. The whale watcher's system did not 'know'

at t = 160ms that the covert proxy percept formed by the
conjoining of T4 and TR in C3↔T4/TR would in fact become
the preliminary presensitization or prediction of an actual
non-occluded percept. Until the sensory stimulation arrives,
if it does arrive, 'top-down' mechanisms are available as if a
whale was directly seen. Consider for example the increased
activity in MT+—a known correlate to motion processing—
when a subject either sees a whale in motion, or observes
static images of a whale implying motion, or imagines a
whale in motion (Saygin et al. 2010), or simply hears a long
story about a moving whale (Dils & Boroditsky 2010).
Proxy percepts also explain our 'closeness' to distal
objects. The farther away the object, the less my own
movements make any difference to retinal stimulation,
saccades, and parallax information (Palmer 1999). We
loose grasp of distant objects in terms of Noe's sensorimotor
contingences, and yet the human imagination is still able to
bring those objects 'to hand.' Through imagery, the distal
tree branch can enjoy a movement-dependent relation only
as I blend (Coulson 2001; Fauconnier & Turner 2002) my
current perception of the non-occluded tree branch with its
proxy version in a motor domain (e.g. what it would be like
to climb up the tree).
Grush I wrap things up with Grush's emulation theory. The
theory states that sensory information is processed 'into'
perceptual information through a continuous, corrective
interaction between 1) the estimates produced by internal
emulators that emulate some external process, and 2)
observations of that process (2007):
p''(t) = p'(t) + k r(t)
p'(t) = V p''(t − 1) + c(t)

(1)
(2)

In (1), p''(t) is the a posteriori estimate of the current state
of the external process p(t), arrived at by the combination of
the emulator's a priori estimate, p'(t), and the process that
happened as observed, r(t). k represents how the system
interprets the sensory residual (2004), which is derived
from the difference between the a priori signal estimate
generated from p'(t) and the actual observed signal r(t). The
sensory residual could be a result of unaccounted external
influences on p(t), as when the system has poor knowledge
of how the process of p(t) evolves through time, or it could
be the result of sensor noise, as when the sensor is
functioning poorly. In (2), the derivation of p'(t) is shown, a
function of the known influence of the brain on the external
process, c(t), and the prior a posteriori estimate, p''(t - 1),
evolved dynamically according to the system's knowledge
of how p(t) should go, represented by V.
My framework forces a nuanced approach to observations,
r(t), and a priori estimates, p'(t). On Grush's emulation
model, r(t) represents, as far as I can so far tell, a modular
process, perhaps similar in autonomy and context
impenetrability as the LSF priming of multiple analog
objects (see above). k is formulated through a separate
process of filtering, and r(t) is then 'combined with' the a
priori estimate, p'(t). r(t) therefore looks a lot like my
framework's T. But T is found within a Cn↔T dynamic,
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and according to the F values produced from this dynamic
and the resulting Rf by the ~220ms deadline, N400
amplitude linearly decreases to zero as context is 'built up'.
This implies a general information heuristic in which system
expectations highly predictive of precisely T do not merely
reduce a sensory residual; they allow T to disappear
altogether. I suggest that this is the perceptual norm.
Further, because of the parallel, bi-directional dynamic, the
filtering of noise is inherent within Cn↔T.
This heuristic floats up to the higher-level role of proxy
percepts. Again, the remapping of the retinal receptive fields
based on an early copy of an eye saccade command can be
considered a low-level proxy percept, which is similarly
presented by Grush (2004, 2007) as a case of modal
emulation. But rather than viewing this presensitization as
an independent a priori estimate (and the resulting foveal
input a modular process of observation), I take it as the
becoming of a successful event of perception, just as a
selected LSF object analog is the becoming of the parallel
arrival of HSF perceptual information.
The process of emulation observation and measurement
could, perhaps, be characterized in terms of a Cn↔T-like
dynamic: [ p'(t)↔r(t) → k ] → Rf → p''(t) patterned after [
Cn↔T → F{P,U,N} ] → Rf → Cn+1. But then p'(t) no
longer stands alone as a model of p(t), but is rather whatever
preliminary presensitization is required to determine the
salience of r(t), which just is p'(t)↔r(t). p'(t) would then be
an intrinsic part of the saccade event. Ultimately, this is an
empirical question, and I am designing a template for ERP
experiments that may help confirm or disconfirm the
framework motivating the theory of proxy percepts.
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interocular suppression
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Abstract: The involvement of emotion in lexical processing has gained substantial attention, with many studies
showing differential processing of words with negative emotional content. It is unknown, however, whether these
interactions are restricted to conscious perception, or extend to preconscious processing as well. Here we examine
the role of emotional content on preconscious face and word processing, taking advantage of interocular suppression
to render a stimulus invisible for a short duration, and using an orthogonal spatial task (location discrimination) to
identify the time at which a stimulus emerges from visual suppression. Crucially, consistent patterns were observed
for emotional content across modality: negative stimuli (angry faces and negative words) took longer to emerge
than positively valenced stimuli (happy faces and positive words). We discuss how differences in task demands can
produce apparently incompatible patterns of results, and show how these different results can be reconciled within
attentional accounts of negativity bias.
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Abstract
Recognizing where action units begin and end is an earlydeveloping skill that supports inferences about goals
motivating others' action. One notable feature of goal-directed
action is that segments are organized hierarchically. That is,
action is interpreted as structured with respect to the goals and
sub-goals of an actor, which can be recognized as
corresponding to coarser- and finer-grained action units
respectively. We report on the success of adapting a
nonverbal paradigm to index hierarchical action segmentation
in a developmental population. Results indicated that 3- and
4-year-old children, similar to adults in past studies,
responded to segment boundaries with surges in attention that
varied according to event granularity (e.g., fine- vs. coarsegrained). This effect was seen most strongly in children
displaying superior memory for the events.
Keywords: action
development

segmentation;

event

processing;

Introduction
As social beings, we are routinely called upon to draw
inferences regarding other people's goals and intentions
based on observeable action. One initial step that aids in
drawing such inferences is recognizing where action units
begin and end within a stream of physically continuous
motion; in other words, we can perceive a relatively
continuous action stream as discrete segments, which we
can map onto the internal and unobserveable goals of actors.
For instance, while observing a person during meal
preparation, we might segment and identify individual units
of action such as cutting a vegetable, opening a microwave,
or washing a dish. Studies of action perception indicate that
people are quite consistent in how they segment observed
action; people mark boundaries at roughly the same points
within the motion stream, with units typically corresponding
to what they perceive as initiation or completion of goals
(Baldwin & Baird, 1999; Newtson, Engquist, & Bois, 1977;
Zacks, Tversky, & Iyer, 2001). Action segmentation
typically is subjectively experienced as effortless, generally
proceeding automatically as part of our ongoing perception
of human action (Hard, 2006; Zacks & Swallow, 2007).
People thus appear to be quite expert at segmenting
continuous action into units. The apparent ease with which
segmentation takes place is notable given the richness and
complexity of the action stimulus itself. Human action is
highly variable, evanescent, and lacks systematic pauses that

reliably indicate where action units begin and end. Further,
the underlying goal structure that motivates action is
similarly rich and complicated, typically characterized by a
structure corresponding to multiple and hierarchicallyorganized goals (e.g., Schank & Abelson, 1977; Zacks,
Tversky, & Iyer, 2001).
Studies of action segmentation using both behavioral and
neural measures have revealed that human observers
perceive action in line with these hierarchical structures. For
instance, people are capable of segmenting an action stream
on multiple levels, ranging from coarse to fine (e.g., noting
event boundaries of coarse-grained actions like “chop
vegetable” at the onset and offset of the entire chopping
event, or of finer-grained subunits at the onset and offset of
each vertical movement of the knife). As in tasks assessing
segmentation in general, tasks assessing hierarchical
segmentation have also observed a high degree of
consistency among people's judgments of where coarse and
fine boundaries exist (e.g., Hard, 2006; Zacks et al., 2001a).
Fine-grained judgments also align with coarse-grained
judgments at rates higher than that expected by chance
(Zacks, Tverky, & Iyer, 2001) and also typically are judged
to occur at moments just preceding coarse-grained
judgments, reflecting the presence of nested, or subordinate,
units within the larger segmental structure (Hard & Tversky,
2011). Finally, fMRI studies suggest that activation levels in
frontal and posterior areas vary depending on whether fine
or coarse unit boundaries are observed, suggesting that
hierarchical representation of action is psychologically real
on a neural level (e.g., Zacks et al., 2001b).
The majority of behavioral research on action
segmentation has relied on participants' explicit judgments
of event boundaries, including the work outlined above. A
necessary component of this work involves instructing the
participants to note segments (e.g., with a key press), and it
further requires clarification regarding the definition of
"fine" and "coarse" (or equivalent terms) when investigating
hierarchical processing. Although this work has produced
compelling results supporting the presence of an automatic
and hierarchical segmentation mechanism, the heavily
verbal and explicit nature of the tasks is not well-suited to
work with developmental populations, the population of
interest in the current study.
Investigations into the development of segmentation are
important for several reasons. First, it seems self-evident
that sophisticated top-down mechanisms are at play when
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we make inferences about the goals of others. Familiarity
with others' actions and a realization that unseen goal states
motivate action allow us to understand and make predictions
about the actions of others. Infants and children, however,
likely do not have such rich understanding of mental states,
inviting the important question of how segmentation works
in the absence of, as well as during the acquisition of, such
knowledge. Does hierarchical action segmentation develop
only after the aquisition of adult-like explicit understanding
of action and goals, or might it exist as an early-developing
perceptual processing style independent of explicit goalstate knowledge?

A Developmentally-Appropriate Methodology for
Investigating Hierarchical Segmentation
Nonverbal looking time methodologies commonly used in
infancy research have provided some promising means of
investigating the developmental trajectory of segmentation.
For example, Baldwin and colleagues used a familiarization
method to examine ten-month-old infants' action processing.
Infants who had first been familiarized to a simple action
stream (consisting of a woman dropping a towel and
bending down to pick it up) responded with increased
looking time when pauses were inserted within action units
(e.g., in the middle of bending down) as opposed to when
pauses fell at action boundaries (e.g., at the moment the
towel was grasped) (Baldwin et al., 2001). In another study
by Saylor and colleagues, infants as young as nine months
displayed a preference for dynamic human action that was
accompanied by tones that matched action boundaries as
opposed to action for which tones did not coincide with
boundaries (Saylor et al., 2007).
Hespos and colleagues have also shown that even younger
infants can detect action units presented within a sequence
of continuous action. After habituating to a ball moving in
two separate actions (e.g., Action 1 = ball placed in box,
Action 2 = ball moved over bridge), 6- and 8-month old
infants watched test sequences that either featured the two
familiar actions within a stream of action (e.g.,
in/behind/over)
or
an
entirely
novel
sequence
(on/behind/under). Infants at both ages preferred to watch
the novel sequence, suggesting that they recognized the
units of action they had previously seen in isolation. In a
second experiment, the authors also found that when infants
first watched a stream of action in which the target action
occurred, they similarly discriminated the target action in
comparison to a novel action when these actions were
presented in isolation during test (Hespos, Saylor, &
Grossman, 2009).
The foregoing developmental studies all focused on
preverbal infants, making use of standard familiarization,
looking preference, or habituation/dishabituation methods.
These looking time studies were directed at determining
which of two events were preferred or yielded different
attentional responses (i.e., a unit-completing pause vs. unitinterrupting pause, boundary-consistent tones vs. boundaryinconsistent tones, and familiar action vs. unfamiliar action).

Although useful for addressing these comparisons, there are
two disadvantages to standard looking time methods when
the aim is to investigate hierarchical processing, the topic
under consideration in the current study. First, typical
investigations of action hierarchy compare perceptual
responses among at least three levels of the action stream,
e.g., within-unit, fine boundary, and coarse boundary. A
methodology sensitive to a nested structure is therefore
preferred, and the binary nature of standard looking time
methods consequently is not well suited to this type of
analysis. Second, the methodology is not amenable to
investigations in older developmental populations, as the
above looking time methods are rarely used beyond infancy.
Fortunately, recent work by Hard and colleagues (e.g.,
Hard, 2006; Hard & Recchia, 2006; Hard & Tversky, 2011)
introduces a new method of examining the cognitive
processes underlying segmentation that is both nonverbal
and sensitive to processing of hierarchical structure, making
it ideal for adaptation for the age used in the current study,
namely preschool-aged children. (It is also likely adaptable
downward to infancy, a topic we return to in the
Discussion.) As this methodology forms the basis for the
current investigation, a detailed description of its use and
theoretical implications is in order.
Hard and colleagues were inspired by established
paradigms used to examine hierarchical processing of text.
In one such illustrative text processing study, participants
saw one word at a time from a passage of text and advanced
themselves word by word at their own pace by pressing a
button. The length of time between button presses was
recorded in this “moving window” method, with the
expectation that increased cognitive load associated with
processing demands would lead to longer delays between
button presses. In particular, researchers found delays
associated with the process of integrating past elements
(words and/or phrases) into larger units. More specifically,
participants typically spent longer periods of time on words
located at the ends of unit boundaries. Further, this so-called
“wrap up” effect was modulated by the level of the unit;
reading times were longer for words located at the ends of
clauses and even longer for sentence-final words
(Haberlandt & Graesser, 1989).
To adapt this technique to study hierarchical action
processing, Hard and colleague presented participants with a
sequence of still-frame images sampled from regular time
intervals from a movie of scripted dynamic human action
(e.g., one still-frame image sampled every second).
Participants advanced through these images with a button
press, and the time between presses was recorded.
Following this “slideshow”, participants saw the live action
footage from which the still images had been sampled and
marked with a button press the locations of action
boundaries
(hereafter,
‘breakpoints’).
Participants
completed this explicit segmentation task a total of three
times, providing separate judgments on fine, intermediate,
and coarse levels.
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Results from the slideshow task established that
participants spent a longer time looking at images close in
time to moments they judged to be breakpoints, in
comparison to images taken from within action units.
Further, similar to the results obtained in text processing,
this effect was modulated by the level of the breakpoint,
with slides close in time to moments judged as coarsegrained breakpoints receiving the most looking time and
those near fine-grained breakpoints receiving the least.
These results, collectively dubbed the dwell time effect,
provided evidence that hierarchical segmentation occurs as
part of real-time perception, without depending on processes
associated with explicit segmentation judgments. (That is,
the modulation based on the hierarchical status of an event
unit occurred during participants' watching of the slideshow;
since participants did not make explicit segmentation
judgments until later, one can conclude that there are
cognitive signatures of hierarchical processing that can be
detected independent of what results from an explicit
intention to segment.)
Hard and colleagues explained their results by suggesting
that breakpoints are cognitively privileged, demanding
additional attention and processing in order for observers to
consolidate and integrate action units into a hierarchical
action representation. Interestingly, these authors
additionally found that participants' later explicit memory
for the action sequences predicted higher degrees of
modulated dwell times; the more events participants recalled
from the sequences (tested after both the slideshow and
explicit segmentation phases), the more their dwell times
reflected the hierarchical modulation effect. Thus, it appears
that the degree to which action is successfully encoded and
retrieved relates to the way it is processed during
observation.
The results obtained by Hard and colleagues, as well as a
later replication by Meyer and colleagues (Meyer et al.,
2010) are also consistent with Event Segmentation Theory,
an account of action segmentation developed by Zacks and
colleagues (e.g., Kurby & Zacks, 2007; Zacks et al., 2007).
According to this theory, segmentation is a consequence of
prediction generation, a spontaneous, online process that
integrates incoming sensory information with prior
knowledge and learning. Event segments correspond to
periods in which prediction error rate is low; the observed
action is consistent with the system's predictions. For
example, within the event of chopping a vegetable, the
system generates accurate predictions of further chopping
based the person’s movements as well as prior knowledge
about vegetable preparation. Segment boundaries, in
contrast, arise when prediction error rate is high; to extend
the example above, such boundary moments are likely to
occur at the completion of a segment (e.g., finishing
chopping) and before the onset of another segment (e.g.,
opening the microwave door), because these moments are
associated with reduced ability to predict the content of the
second event. In order to update the system at moments of
reduced predictability, observers are believed to

automatically increase attention to the perceptual attributes
of the action stream. The idea that transient surges in
attention are required at boundaries is consistent with Hard
and colleagues' findings; further, dwell time findings also
suggest that the surges are affected by the granularity of the
events being witnessed, with coarser-grained unit
boundaries requiring the most attention (and likely related to
the highest degree of prediction error), and finer-grained
unit boundaries eliciting less (and likely related to relatively
lower prediction error).

Overview of the Current Study
Hard and colleagues' work thus demonstrated that
breakpoints are processed differently than within-unit
moments, with the detection of boundaries resulting in a
transient increase in cognitive processing load that varies
depending on the granularity of the segment. Better memory
for events was also related to the dwell time effect. In the
current study, we adapted this method for use with
preschool-aged children with only two major changes. First,
rather than match dwell times on the slideshow portion to
participants' own explicit judgments regarding breakpoints,
we a priori noted the location of breakpoints within a
stream of action and grouped children's dwell times
according to these experimenter-determined judgments.
This change was necessary because of the concern described
above that young children could not manage an explicit
segmentation task that demanded they recognize the
difference between coarse- and fine-level units. Second, we
also included a measure of participants' memory, but instead
of asking children to recount as many events as they could
remember (the method used to assess memory in the adult
work), we used a forced choice memory task to assess
children's memory. Again, this change was instituted to
make the procedure easier and manageable by a younger
population.
Three less significant changes were also instituted in our
adaptation of the methodology. Namely, first, we had a brief
training period during which we taught children to click a
mouse in order to advance through the slideshow. Second,
we used child-friendly action depicting someone assembling
toys rather than the more complicated action sequences
chosen for studies with adults (e.g., assembling furniture,
cleaning a room, etc.). Finally, we scripted a somewhat
simpler action sequence designed to feature three levels of
action (within-unit, fine, and coarse), rather than the four
levels used in past studies of dwell time (i.e., within-unit,
fine, intermediate, and coarse).
We predicted that children, like adults, would show an
increase in dwell time for breakpoints in comparison to nonbreakpoints, and further that this would be modulated by the
level of the breakpoint, with coarse-level breakpoints
receiving the most dwell time and fine-level breakpoints
receiving relatively less dwell time. We also predicted that
children's memory for events would relate to this effect,
with modulation seen more strongly in children with better
memory.
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Method
Stimuli
Images for the main slideshow viewing task were created
by extracting one image every second from an 88-second
movie clip depicting an individual interacting with three
toys, one toy at a time. The individual first briefly smiled
and waved while looking into the camera, then assembled a
stack of plastic rings, next nested a series of cups, next
placed two stuffed animals into a box, and finally briefly
waved again. Images from this sequence were classified as
depicting greeting or ending phases (waving portions),
within-unit action, fine-unit breakpoints, or coarse-unit
breakpoints. Examples of a within-unit, fine-unit, and
coarse-unit breakpoint image are depicted in Figure 1.
("Waving" images were not of theoretical interest and were
only used to engage children.)
We also selected images for a first training phase
consisting of ten child-friendly pictures (e.g., Elmo, a kitten,
a puppy, etc.) and images for a second training phase
consisting of approximately 30 images regularly sampled
(one every second) from a brief movie of a woman potting a
plant.

a Macintosh G4 computer with a 19.5" x 12" monitor, and
children sat approximately three feet away. Children sat
alone or on a parent's lap; if they were on the parent's lap,
the parent was asked to wear a visor and avoid looking at
the monitor.
Children started with the first training phase. The
experimenter "clicked through" the first three images to
demonstrate and then instructed the child to click. The
experimenter then prompted the child to click through the
second training phase. Finally, children clicked through the
main slideshow. During this last session, children's dwell
times for each slide were coded by a trained coder out of
sight from the child using Psychtoolbox (Brainard, 1997).
The memory task consisted of eight forced-choice
recognition and recall items. Three questions asked children
to select which of two toys the experimenter had played
with, three questions asked children to select which of two
actions the experimenter had performed, and the last two
questions probed children's memory for temporal order of
events.

Results

Participants and Procedure

Calculating Dwell Time Scores

Participants were 14 3-year-olds (M = 41.5 months, SD =
3.96; 9 male) and 12 4-year-olds (M = 53.08, SD = 3.70; 5
male). The experiment consisted of two brief training
phases, followed by the main slideshow task and the
memory test. Images in the slideshow were presented on

Outlying looking times (>2 standard deviations above the
group mean) were removed. Data were then subjected to
same treatment used in Hard & Tversky (2011) and Meyer
et al. (2010), namely 1) log-transforming data to remove
positive skew, 2) calculating residuals off power functions
fitted individually to participants' looking times, and 3)
creating dwell time scores by dividing mean looking times
per slide type by the standard deviation of times within
those types. Here, we grouped slides into three groups
according to whether they appeared as a) coarse-unit or
immediately before or after the slide designated as coarseunit, b) fine-unit or immediately before or after the slide
designated as fine-unit, or c) within-unit. (Hereafter these
classifications are referred to simply as coarse-grained, finegrained, or within-unit slides. This classification was used
first because there were not enough coarse-grained slides to
yield stable mean measures of looking times, and second
because we expected children's looking behavior to be less
organized than that of adults, with less coordination between
perception and the motor response of clicking the mouse.)
The first step of log-transforming data is standard in looking
time analyses; the second step of calculating residuals was
used because of viewers' tendency to look for a long time at
the initial few images and then to increase in advancement
rate after this initial phase; and finally, the third step was
used to correct for the fact that means for breakpoints were
obtained from fewer data points than means for within-unit
slides (using means divided by standard deviations
essentially provides a measure of effect size). Importantly,
the second step, namely entering residuals into the
calculation of the dwell time score, creates the possibility of
negative data points (i.e., observed data lying under the

Within-unit slide depicting
actor in the middle of
placing medium ring

Fine-unit slide depicting
actor completing placement
of medium ring

Coarse-unit slide depicting
completed ring assembly;
actor next moves to cups
Figure 1: Within-unit, fine-grained, and coarse-grained slides from the
main slideshow
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Discussion

predicted power function yielding negative values);
however, it should be noted that lower dwell time scores
nevertheless still indicate lower looking, and higher dwell
time scores indicate more looking.

Dwell Time Score Analysis
A 2 (age: 3-year-old vs. 4-year-old) x 3 (level: within-unit,
fine-unit, coarse-unit) mixed between-within ANOVA was
run on dwell time scores, with age as the between-subjects
variable and level as the within-subjects variable. Level was
marginally significant, F(1.52, 36.35) = 3.02, p = .07, and,
as predicted, characterized by a significant linear trend, F(1,
24) = 4.91, p = .04 (Mwithin= -.04, SEM = .04; Mfine = .07,
SEM = .03; Mcoarse=.17, SEM = .09). Age group was not
significant, F(1,24) =.61, p > .05; nor was the age group x
level interaction, F(1.52, 36.35) = 1.72, p > .05.
(Greenhouse-Geisser adjusted df reported when appropriate
due to violations in sphericity.)
To explore the possibility that memory was related to the
dwell time modulation, we also ran two separate analyses
examining dwell time scores in individuals whose memory
scores were above the median score of 7.5 (n = 13) vs.
below (n = 13). Here, a one-way ANOVA examining dwell
time scores across the three different levels yielded
significant effects only in the high-memory group, F(2, 24)
= 3.56, p = .04, with the predicted significant linear trend,
F(1, 12) = 5.4, p = .04 (Mwithin = -.05, SEM = .06; Mfine = .04,
SEM = .04; Mcoarse = .3, SEM = .09). The same one-way
ANOVA was not significant for the low-memory group,
F(2,24)=.49, p > .05 (nor were linear or quadratic trends)
(Figure 2).

Dwell Time Score
(Low Memory
Subset)

0.45
0.35
0.25
0.15
0.05
-0.05
-0.15

Dwell Time Score
(High Memory Subset)

0.45
0.35
0.25
0.15
0.05
-0.05
-0.15

within

fine

coarse

Figure 2: Dwell time scores to within-unit, fine-grained, and
coarse-grained image classes in individuals with low memory
scores (above) and high memory scores (below). Only high
memory individuals showed the predicted linear trend, p < .05.

In summary, 3- and 4-year-old participants showed a linear
trend in their dwell times whereby dwell times were longest
for coarse-grained images and shortest for within-unit
images, paralleling findings from studies of adults by Hard
and colleagues (Hard & Tversky, 2011). Further, hierarchyrelated dwell time modulation in our participants was only
strongly observed among individuals who had scored high
on the memory task, a finding that is reminiscent of Hard
and colleagues' discovery that adults' memory recall related
to strength of dwell time modulation obtained in their study.
Our findings thus suggest three important points: First,
dwell time modulation is a robust and valid phenomenon
even within a developmental population; second, use of the
dwell time paradigm is capable of providing another
window into the cognitive processes underlying
segmentation even within child participants; and third,
children's memory for events appears to be related to the
dwell time phenomenon.
The fact that children's memory appeared to matter for
dwell time warrants more in-depth investigation. It is likely
that our memory test was too easy for most of our
participants; indeed, children scoring above the median
score of 7.5 were in fact children who received perfect
scores on the measure. Developing a test that yields more
variation in scores is one important pursuit for the future.
Further, our results are not at all demonstrative of the causal
role of hierarchical segmentation in memory for action. A
number of associated abilities could have contributed to
children's performance on the memory task, including
transient mood or attentional states, executive function, or
engagement with the task; further, these same factors may
also have contributed to children's behavior on the
slideshow task as well.. In any event, the fact that memory
does at the very least relate to the dwell time effects that we
observed invites further investigation into the phenomenon.
Our findings also open up a number of broader questions
suitable for future investigation. One question that arises is
the degree to which dwell time is dependent on processes
related to explicit understanding of goal states. Although we
chose 3- and 4-year-olds as a population that may not have
entirely adult-like mental state and goal understanding, it is
likely that they possessed at least some understanding of the
actions witnessed in our movie (i.e., stacking plastic rings,
nesting cups, and putting things into boxes). In particular,
investigating issues of top-down knowledge acquisition and
its role in contributing to dwell time effects is interesting in
light of Event Segmentation Theory, which holds that
prediction is the central process involved in perceiving
action segments. To what degree is explicit prediction
related to this process? Would the same results obtain if we
showed children movies of less familiar actions in which it
would be harder to predict each next step of the actor?
Would theory of mind or other standardized tests of mental
state understanding relate to the dwell time effect?
Our findings also offer an exciting direction for future
investigations within infants. As described above, use of
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standard looking time paradigms has revealed clear
evidence for infants as young as nine months being able to
segment an action stream, a notable finding in light of
infants’ relatively impoverished understanding of goals and
intentions (e.g., Baldwin et al., 2001; Saylor et al., 2007).
Although these studies represent a compelling
demonstration of infants’ action processing skill, the
adaptation of dwell time methodology to infants has the
potential to further expand our understanding of the
developmental trajectory underlying the segmentation
process, particularly with respect to hiearchical processing.
We are currently developing a methodology in which
infants' motor movements (namely, patting a touchscreen)
result in advancement of slides.
As they stand now, however, our results are still cool for
the following couple of reasons.
Concluding paragraph.
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Abstract
Dividing observed human behavior into individual, meaningful actions is a critical task for both human learners and
computer vision systems. An important question is how much
action structure and segmentation information is available in
the observed surface level motion and image changes, without
any knowledge of human pose or behavior. Here we present a
novel approach to jointly segmenting and recognizing videos
of human action sequences, using a hierarchical topic model.
Video sequences are represented as bags of video words,
automatically discovered from local space-time interest
points. Our model jointly infers both action identification
and action segmentation. Our results are a good fit with
human segmentation judgments as well as providing relatively
accurate action recognition and localization within the videos.

Introduction
When observing a continuous stream of human behavior,
an ongoing problem for both human learners and computer
vision algorithms is recognizing and segmenting out individual, meaningful actions from within the longer motion
sequence. This ability to pick out individual actions or
events is thought to play an important role in human social
cognition (Baldwin & Baird, 2001), allowing us to recognize
other’s behavior, and helping us link people’s actions with
their internal mental states, and with the outcomes of those
actions (Buchsbaum, Griffiths, Gopnik, & Baldwin, 2009;
Zacks, Speer, Swallow, & Maley, 2010). It is also a critical
first step in developing computational approaches that can
recognize and understand human action from naturalistic
videos. Prior research has shown that adults are able to
segment videos of common everyday activities into coherent
actions, consistent with the goals and intentions underlying
the actor’s behavior e.g. (Newtson, Engquist, & Bois, 1977;
Zacks, Tversky, & Iyer, 2001), and that even young infants
are sensitive to the boundaries between intentional action
segments (Baldwin, Baird, Saylor, & Clark, 2001; Saylor,
Baldwin, Baird, & LaBounty, 2007). People’s boundary
judgments are also sensitive to the hierarchical structure
of goals and sub-goals underlying human action – they are
able to consistently segment actions at multiple levels of
granularity (Zacks, Tversky, & Iyer, 2001; Zacks, Braver, et
al., 2001; Hard, Tversky, & Lang, 2006).
While a full understanding of human action requires
knowledge about goals and intentions, infants are able to
parse dynamic human action well before they are thought
to have a fully developed theory of mind. This suggests
that there may also be low-level cues to intentional action
structure available in human motion, an idea supported by a
variety of recent work (Zacks, 2004; Hard et al., 2006; Zacks,
Kumar, Abrams, & Mehta, 2009; Meyer, DeCamp, Hard, &
Baldwin, 2010; Hard, Recchia, & Tversky, under review). In
particular, movement features within simple animated scenes

(Zacks, 2004), as well as movement and position of tracked
body parts within videos of everyday action (Zacks et al.,
2009; Meyer et al., 2010), have been shown to correlate with
human segmentation judgments. However, this previous
work still assumed some a priori knowledge of human body
pose, and of the types of motion features relevant to boundary
detection. In this paper, we present a computational model
that makes very few representational assumptions about what
is observed, in order to explore the amount of action structure
that can be inferred from just low-level changes in pixel values, without knowledge of human body structure, higher level
goals and intentions, or even foreground/background distinctions. To the extent that the model corresponds to human
segmentation judgments, and correctly recognizes actions,
we know that there are cues in surface level image changes
that can be used to both segment and identify human behavior.
In addition, the problem of determining which subsequences of behavior go together can be seen as an important
instance of the more general problem of variable (or feature)
discovery and segmentation, a problem that the psychological, machine learning and computer vision literatures
have addressed in other domains. Recent work in action
segmentation has drawn particularly on both psychological
and computational approaches to the problem of segmenting
words from continuous speech. There is now a large body
of evidence suggesting that both infants and adults can use
statistical patterns in spoken language to help segment speech
into words (for a partial review, see Gómez & Gerken, 2000).
More recently, it was demonstrated that a similar sensitivity
to statistical regularities in action sequences could play an
important role in action segmentation e.g. (Baldwin, Andersson, Saffran, & Meyer, 2008; Buchsbaum et al., 2009).
Similarly, Buchsbaum et al. (2009) were able to successfully
adapt a Bayesian model of statistical word segmentation
(Goldwater, Griffiths, & Johnson, 2009) to the action domain.
However, like previous computational models of word
segmentation, the Buchsbaum et al. (2009) model assumes
that the lowest level of segmentation is already known (or
pre-labeled). That is, that there is some sort of motion
primitive (equivalent to a syllable or phoneme in speech),
that can already be recognized as a coherent unit. Since psychological studies demonstrating human action segmentation
have suggested that statistical patterns or features in human
motion may correlate with segment boundaries at even the
lowest level, we would like to see whether action boundaries
can be automatically detected directly from video, without
pre-existing knowledge of low-level motion units.
Finally, in the computer vision literature, most action
recognition work has focused on pre-segmented videos of
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Figure 1: Our video segmentation and recognition pipeline
individual actions, rather than on continuous human action.
We would like to better model and understand human action
segmentation abilities, by trying to discover whether there are
in fact statistical patterns or features in visible human motion
that correlate with the action boundaries people identify.
Additionally, we would like to develop a computer vision
model capable of segmenting (and perhaps recognizing)
actions, in videos that contain multiple actions, and more
varied actions than in standard computer vision data sets.

Modeling Video Segmentation
We would like to see if statistical patterns in low-level video
features correspond to the segmentation structure of human
actions, and whether this structure can be discovered directly
from video, in an unsupervised fashion. Topic modeling –
an approach to classifying language by subject matter – is
an appealing starting point for action segmentation because
it has already proven successful in modeling simultaneous
topic identification and segmentation in transcribed conversations (Purver, Kording, Griffiths, & Tenenbaum, 2006), and
because of established parallels between action segmentation
and language segmentation (Baldwin et al., 2008; Buchsbaum et al., 2009; Speer, Reynolds, Swallow, & Zacks, 2009).
Recently, Niebles, Wang, and Fei-Fei (2008) demonstrated
good action recognition results on several video data sets,
by using a combination of local video features and a topic
model. In this approach, topic modeling is applied to videos
of human action, by constructing a set of “visual words”,
corresponding to clusters of video features, and re-describing
each video as a document composed of these words. An
action (or topic) is then a distribution over visual words, and
a video (or document) is a distribution over actions (topics).
While the Niebles et al. (2008) results demonstrate the feasibility of applying a topic model to videos of human action,
their model was primarily tested on stylized, pre-segmented,
individual actions, and the results were not compared to
human judgments. Here, we would like to create a model
that segments and recognizes video sequences containing
multiple actions, performed in more naturalistic settings, and
that is consistent with human action segmentation (for an
overview of our approach see Figure 1).

Feature Detection and Visual Word Representation
Computer vision approaches using local image and video
features have proven surprisingly effective in a variety of
scene, object and action recognition tasks (for a recent
review see Tuytelaars & Mikolajczyk, 2008). Broadly, these
approaches work by searching images or videos for local
patches of interest (e.g., blobs, corners, periodic motion),

and then creating summary descriptions of the image regions
surrounding these interest points, which can then be used as
features. They are an appealing choice for this application
because they are unsupervised, and work directly with
local patches of pixel values, so they do not require person
detection or knowledge of pose.
Interest Point Detection In this work, we use the space-time
interest point detector introduced by Dollár, Rabaud, Cottrell,
and Belongie (2005) and used by Niebles et al. (2008). This
feature detector consists of a pair of linearly separable
gabor filters which are applied temporally, and convolved
with a Gaussian smoothing kernel over the video’s spatial
dimensions. Space-time interest points correspond to the
local maxima of this response function. Dollár et al. (2005)
found that this detector responds most strongly to periodic
motion, but tends to respond well to any complex motion.
The detector has two parameters: a spatial scale s, and a
temporal scale t, controlling the size of the pixel volume
contributing to each interest point detection. As in Niebles et
al. (2008), we run our detector at a single scale, and rely on
the visual word vocabulary (described below) to capture any
scale variations within a given video.
Feature Descriptor After detecting the video feature
locations, we extract a spatial-temporal cube of pixels
around each feature center. To obtain a descriptor for each
cube, we calculate the brightness gradient and concatenate
it to form a vector. This descriptor is then projected to a
lower dimensional space using PCA (for a full techinical
description of the feature detector and descriptor see Dollár
et al., 2005; Niebles et al., 2008). The intuition behind using
this type of feature descriptor over the raw pixel intensities,
is that it creates relative invariance to slight disparities in
appearance (e.g., small changes in motion or lighting).
Visual Words Finally, as in Niebles et al. (2008), we cluster
the feature descriptors into v, the vocabulary size, categories,
to create the visual word vocabulary. Each detected feature
is assigned a cluster label as its “word” type. Cluster
assignments are made using the k-means algorithm, and the
best (minimum overall distance) set of cluster assignments
from 10 runs of the algorithm is used.
Qualitatively, the resulting feature clusters appear intuitively meaningful, often corresponding to motion in a
particular direction, or of a specific body part. This results
in a set of “utterances” for each processed video, where each
utterance is a frame of the input video, each word in the
utterance is a video feature occurring at that frame, and each
vocabulary item is a cluster of video features with similar
descriptors. Example videos of the detector response function, detected features, and vocabulary clusters are available
at http://cocosci.berkeley.edu/videosegdemos.php

Topic Segmentation Model
Our generative model is the hierarchical Bayesian topic
segmentation model presented in Purver et al. (2006). In
this model, a meeting is composed of multiple conversations
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Figure 2: Variable dependencies in the SLDA model
(documents), where each conversation is a series of utterances all generated from the same distribution over topics. As
standard, topics are equated with discrete distributions over
the set of vocabulary words. The intuition is that a single conversation may contain a number of different topics, but that
these topics form a particular coherent group, different from
the topics the other conversations range over. Given an unsegmented transcription of a meeting, the model infers the times
at which the distribution over topics has shifted, and therefore
where the segment boundaries between conversations are.
For our purposes, we can think of a complete video of a
series of actions as a meeting, with individual actions being
conversations. Similarly, topics are distributions over video
words (as in Niebles et al., 2008). Just as certain topics tend
to appear together during a conversation and shift between
conversations, perhaps certain video topics tend to appear
together in actions, and shift between actions.1
Figure 2 depicts the entire generative model, which we will
call Segmented Latent Dirichlet Allocation (SLDA). The parameter π ∼ Beta(γ1 , γ2 ) is the probability that each frame u
will begin a new action, in which case cu = 1. Otherwise,
cu = 0, and the frame is a continuation of the previous action.
All the frames of an action share the same topic distribution,
so that θ(u) = θ(u−1) if frames u and u − 1 are part of the same
action (that is, if cu = 0), and θ(u) ∼ Dirichlet(α) if frame u
begins a new action (if cu = 1). Within a frame u, the ith visual word, wu,i , is generated by the topic zu,i , which is drawn
from the topic distribution θ(u) specific to frame u. Each topic
j has an associated multinomial distribution φ( j) over visual
words, generated from a Dirichlet(β) distribution. So the visual word wu,i is drawn from the distribution φ(zu,i ) . The hierarchical topic model has four parameters: α, β, γ1 , and γ2 .
Given an unsegmented video of multiple actions, we can
invert the generative model to infer both video topics and
segmentation boundaries by sampling from their posterior
1 This is somewhat different from the approach used by Niebles
et al. (2008), where an action is a topic and a complete video is a
document. Here, a video contains multiple documents, with an action being a single document, and topics are at the sub-action level.

#!!",-"#

distribution, conditioned on the observed frames of (unsegmented and unlabeled) video. We can use Gibbs sampling
to generate our samples from the posterior distribution, as
described in Purver et al. (2006). Each sample is a complete
assignment of the cu and zu,i variables for every frame u
in a video, specifying a set of inferred boundaries between
video segments of single actions, along with the inferred
distribution of topics within each frame of each action.
Implications for Action Segmentation The SLDA topic
segmentation model infers boundary locations based on
changes in the distribution over topics between frames of
video. Therefore, it is sensitive to the patterns of video
features that appear together within versus across individual
actions, and within actions versus at boundary points.
However, the bag-of-visual-words approach means that
the model is not aware of spatial or temporal relationships
between visual features within an action or a frame. To the
extent that individual actions are characterized by particular
statistical distributions over combinations of visual features,
the model will be successful at discovering action structure.
However, if some aspects of action segmentation require
knowledge of spatial relations (e.g., between body parts) or
of temporal relations (e.g., ordering of sub-goals), and are
not also characterized by changes in local features, they will
not be captured by this model. The model is therefore a
starting point for exploring the amount of representational
structure required both to begin parsing human action, and to
eventually parse it with adult human accuracy.

Segmentation and Recognition Model Results
We tested our model on three video data sets of everyday
human action, described below, and compared the model’s
segmentation predictions to human judgments (and to ground
truth boundary locations, when applicable). For the two data
sets with repeating, identifiable actions, we also measured
action recognition, by comparing the model’s per frame topic
assignments to the true action labels for those frames.
All videos were converted to 256 grayscale and 160x120
pixels in preprocessing, to speed feature detection. For each
data set, we tested a small range of parameter values for the
spatial and temporal scale of feature extraction, and for the
size of the visual word vocabulary, s ∈ {1, 2, 3}, t ∈ {2, 3, 4},
v ∈ {25, 50, 100, 250, 500, 1000}, based on values used in
previous work (Dollár et al., 2005; Niebles et al., 2008). We
also varied the number of topics T used by the SLDA model,
to match the number of action types present in the videos.
In all cases, SLDA model parameters of α = 0.1, β = 0.1,
γ1 = 1 and γ2 = 5 were used, corresponding to a bias towards
having few words per topic, few topics per document, and
a prior expectation of a segment boundary approximately
every six frames.
For all results, we ran the Gibbs sampler for 24,000 iterations, with a burn-in period of 2000 iterations. Simulated
annealing was used during the first 1000 iterations. Perframe segmentation probabilities were estimated by averag-
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0.82
0.86
0.87
SVM-SMM 0.78
0.91
0.86
Table 1: Comparison of SLDA action recognition performance, with the supervised model from Shi et al.(2008)
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Segmentation Results Model segmentation probabilities
were calculated over a 5 frame window, in order to align them
with the human data, resulting in human and model boundary
judgments at a resolution of 0.17s. Pseudo-Gaussian smoothing with a 0.5s kernel size was applied to the model output, to obtain a more continuous distribution over boundary
probabilities. There was a significant correlation between the
model’s predictions and human boundary judgments, Pearson’s correlation coefficient, r = 0.57 across all videos, p <
0.001. Model predictions and human boundary judgments for
the concatenated WBD videos are shown in Figure 3.

700

Figure 3: Human boundary judgments and model predictions
for the WBD videos
ing 2000 samples, evenly spaced after the burn-in period.
Per-frame topic assignments were estimated by first assigning
each frame within a single sample to the majority topic over
its component words, and then counting the number of times
each frame was assigned to each topic, over the 2000 samples.

Segmenting and Identifying Repeated Actions

Action Recognition Results Although our model does not
require that topics have a one-to-one correspondence with
actions, we expect few topics per document using our prior,
and so the extent to which topic assignments are consistent
within actions is a reasonable proxy for action recognition.
To measure per-frame recognition accuracy, we first
assigned each video frame to the most common topic across
samples. We then computed the most common topic for each
action type, and the proportion of frames of each action type
assigned to this topic (we used hard boundaries located at the
local maxima of human segmentation judgments for these
calculations). Results are shown in Table 1. Recognition
accuracy was high, and comparable to that achieved by Shi
et al. (2008) using a supervised approach.

Recently, Shi, Wang, Cheng, and Smola (2008) presented a
supervised, discriminative approach to jointly recognizing
and segmenting human actions from video. They created
the Walk Bend Draw (WBD) data set, consisting of videos
of three subjects, each performing three continuous actions:
slow walk, bend body and draw on board. Each subject
performed the action sequence 6 times, for a total of 18
videos, averaging 8 seconds each. This data set of short,
simple, repeated actions provides a good baseline to test
our model. Since human segmentation judgments were not
available for this data set, we conducted an experiment to
gather ground truth segmentations from human participants.
Participants Participants were 50 English speakers on
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk.
Stimuli and Procedure For this experiment, we used the
WBD data set from Shi et al. (2008), described above.
Participants first viewed each movie in its entirety. They
were then presented with an interface for stepping through
every 5th frame of the video, and were instructed to to step
through the movie and mark the frame where the person first
begins bending down, and the frame where they first begin
drawing on the board (previous work has found boundary
judgments gathered by paging through still frames to be
reliable, e.g. Meyer et al., 2010; Hard et al., under review).
Participants provided boundary judgments for all 18 videos,
and video order was randomized across participants. The
experiment was run via a custom Flash program.
Experiment Results Data from 7 participants who did not
rate all the movies, or who placed the boundaries in incorrect
order were discarded. Qualitatively, boundary choices were
consistent across participants, and with our own judgments
of boundary locations.
Model Settings We ran our model on the concatenation of
all 18 WBD videos, using feature extraction and vocabulary
parameters s = 2, t = 3, v = 250, and number of SLDA
topics, T = 3.

Hierarchical Statistically Grouped Actions
The second test of our model used the video corpus from
Experiment 1 of Buchsbaum et al. (2009). This video corpus
was designed to replicate the structure of artificial language
learning experiments. Since previous work (Baldwin et al.,
2008; Buchsbaum et al., 2009) has established that adults
are able to recognize artificial actions – triplets of smaller
motion elements, grouped only by their statistical regularities
– this corpus is an interesting test case for whether our model
will also pick up on this hierarchical grouping of motions.
In this corpus, 12 individual video clips of object-directed
motions (referred to as small motion elements or SMEs in
previous work) were used to create four actions composed
of three SMEs each. A 25 minute corpus was created by
randomly choosing actions to add to the sequence, resulting
in 90 appearances of each action and 30 appearances of each
transition between pairs of actions. After viewing the corpus,
participants were asked to rate individual actions, as well
as part-action and non-action comparison stimuli, on how
meaningful and coherent they felt each combination of three
SMEs was. As is standard in this genre of experiments, a
part-action was a combination of three SMEs that appears
across a transition (e.g., the last two SMEs from the first
action and the first SME from the second action), and a
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Figure 4: True boundary locations and model predictions for
the first 500 frames of the Buchsbaum et al. (2009) corpus

Model Settings We down-sampled the exposure corpus from
30 to 5 fps, and ran our model on the complete 25 minute
video, using feature extraction and vocabulary parameters
s = 2, t = 2, v = 500, and number of topics, T = 4.
Segmentation Results Since the corpus was artificially
assembled, the true locations of transitions between actions
are known. For this analysis, we consider the 2 frames
on either side of a boundary as the ground-truth frames.
Pseudo-Gaussian smoothing with a 0.8s kernel size was
applied to the model output, to obtain a more continuous
distribution over boundary probabilities.
There was a significant correlation between the model’s
boundary probabilities and human boundary judgments,
Pearson’s correlation coefficient, r = 0.49, p < 0.001. The
first 500 frames of model predictions and ground-truth
boundaries are shown in Figure 4.
Action Recognition Results Per-frame recognition accuracy
for actions was computed as for the WBD data set. Recognition accuracy for non-actions and part-actions was computed
in a similar manner, by looking at the most common topic
assignments for the component motions (without requiring
these motions to appear sequentially). Results are shown in
Table 2. Overall, the model’s per-frame topic assignments
were very similar to human coherence judgements from
Experiment 1 of Buchsbaum et al. (2009).

Segmenting Naturalistic Action
The previous two data sets consist of a set of repeated actions,
performed in a relatively uncluttered environment. To look at
whether our model can use low-level features to find structure
in more realistic action, at multiple hierarchical levels, we
Table 2: Comparison of SLDA action recognition, with
human coherence ratings from Buchsbaum et al. (2009)
Actions
0.67
0.63

Part-Actions
0.54
0.53

200

300

400
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Figure 5: Human “fine” boundary data and model predictions. First 500 frames of Zacks, Braver, et al.(2001) video

non-action was a combination of three SMEs that never
appear together in the exposure corpus. Buchsbaum et al.
(2009) found that participants rated actions as more coherent
than part-actions and non-actions, suggesting they perceive
them as distinct, meaningful action segments.

SLDA
People

100

Frame

Frame

Non-Actions
0.43
0.46

tested it on a video of everyday activity, from Zacks, Braver,
et al. (2001). The video is 336 seconds long, and shows a
person making a large bed. Sixteen participants provided online segmentation data for this video, at two levels of action
granularity (“coarse” and “fine” boundaries respectively).
Model Settings We down-sampled the exposure corpus from
30 to 5 fps, and ran our model on the complete 336s video.
Since human boundaries were given in milliseconds, each
human boundary was re-assigned to the closest following
frame, resulting in human and model boundary judgments at
a resolution of 0.20s. Previous work on this type of naturalistic video binned segmentation judgments at a 1s resolution
(e.g., Zacks, Braver, et al., 2001; Zacks et al., 2009), so
Pseudo-Gaussian smoothing with a 1s kernel size was applied
to both human boundaries and model predictions. Since participants provided online boundary judgments, there might
be a response time delay between the true boundaries, and
human judgments. To account for this possibility, we looked
at correlations between the model and human segmentation,
with the model shifted between 0 and 5 frames (0 to 1s).
Fine Segmentation Results There was a significant correlation between the model’s boundary probabilities and
human fine grain boundary judgments, Pearson’s correlation
coefficient, r = 0.31, p < 0.001, using feature extraction and
vocabulary parameters s = 2, t = 3 v = 250, shift = 0, and
number of topics, T = 10. The first 500 frames of model predictions and human “fine” boundaries are shown in Figure 5.
Coarse Segmentation Results There was a significant
correlation between the model’s boundary probabilities and
human coarse grain boundary judgments, Pearson’s correlation coefficient, r = 0.35, p < 0.001, using feature extraction
and vocabulary parameters s = 3, t = 2 v = 250, shift = 3,
and number of topics, T = 3. The first 500 frames of model
predictions and human “coarse” boundaries are shown in
Figure 6. The greater lag between the model and participant
responses seen here is consistent with previous work suggesting that coarse grain boundaries may take longer to process
than fine grain boundaries (e.g Meyer et al., 2010; Hard et
al., under review). The smaller number of topics is consistent
with there being fewer, larger “coarse” versus “fine” actions.
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where additional knowledge may be required to fully parse
observed actions. We would like to explore the extent to
which adding representational (e.g., human pose), contextual
(e.g., object knowledge) and social (e.g., intentions and
goals) information improve results in future work.
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Figure 6: Human “coarse” boundary data and model predictions. First 500 frames of Zacks,Braver, et al.(2001) video

Discussion
Across three sets of videos, our model’s action segmentation
predictions were significantly correlated with human boundary judgments and ground-truth boundary locations. The
model was able to discover relevant local visual features,
and statistical patterns over those features, for all videos,
even though they contained a variety of actors, were filmed
from different angles, and encompassed actions performed at
multiple time-scales and hierarchical levels. Despite having
no a priori knowledge of person location or human pose,
the correlations between our model’s boundary predictions
and human judgments were comparable to those found in
previous work looking at pre-selected movement features of
tracked people and body parts (Zacks et al., 2009; Meyer et
al., 2010). In the case of the Buchsbaum et al. (2009) data set,
our model was able to make reasonable boundary predictions,
even though the “actions” were artificially assembled, and
were defined only by co-occurence probabilities of the lower
level motion units. Similarly, our model made meaningful
boundary predictions for the Zacks, Braver, et al. (2001)
“bed” video, for multiple hierarchical levels of segmentation.
In addition, our model was able to successfully identify
repeated actions within the videos, assigning consistent topic
labels to occurrences of the same action. On the WBD
data set, the performance of our unsupervised approach was
comparable to that of earlier work using labeled training
examples (Shi et al., 2008), and on the Buchsbaum et al.
(2009) corpus, our model’s performance was qualitatively
very similar to human judgments of action coherence.
This model does not make explicit distinctions between
people and objects, or foreground and background. It also
does not look for pre-defined motion features, such as speed
or acceleration. Therefore, to the extent that our approach
was successful, it indicates that a portion of human action
structure is discoverable simply by attending to locally salient
visual cues within a broader visual scene. This suggests that
attending to such cues is a potential mechanism by which
learners (whether infants or computer vision algorithms)
might bootstrap their way into action parsing.
Finally, our model did not fully capture human boundary judgments, and it performed more poorly on the less
repetitive, more naturalistic action sequence. Differences
between our model and human performance indicate areas
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Abstract
We present the results of two behavioral experiments on
the conceptualization of geographic events (here, the
movements of hurricanes). The focus is on juxtaposing
two types of presentation: static versus animated
trajectories. We designed 72 animated and 72 static icons
of the same hurricane movements and asked participants
to group them. Within each condition we distinguished
paths of hurricanes using topological equivalence
classes. Topology allows for differentiating ending
relations that are potentially relevant for event
conceptualization (Regier, 2007). Results show that
motion matters. Participants constructed static icon
groups more distinctly and focused more on ending
relations. The presentation mode additionally influenced
linguistic descriptions. These findings contribute to
understanding and formalizing geographic event
conceptualization.
Keywords: Category construction; geographic event
conceptualization; topological relations; movement
patterns.

Introduction
Event cognition is addressed in several research fields
and as such, this article caters to an interdisciplinary
community. Cognitive scientists address questions of
event segmentation (Zacks, et al., 2001), the role of
causal relationships (Wolff, 2008), or how events are
related to language (Talmy, 1988); spatial scientists are
interested in formally characterizing movement patterns
(Gottfried,
2008),
analyzing
spatio-temporal
information (Yuan & Hornsby, 2008), and more
recently, using formal characterization to ground the
semantics of movement patterns by formally capturing
those aspects of movement patterns which are
meaningful to a cognitive agent (Kurata & Egenhofer,
2009). Topology, as one aspect of the spatial
characterization of events, has long been a topic of
interest to both spatial science and cognitive science
communities. This article uses a topological framework
to provide a formalized understanding of geographic
event conceptualization, and discusses topology from a
multidisciplinary perspective.
The importance of topology is based on two main
aspects. First, topological characterizations are
qualitative and offer an abstract-level characterization
of spatial information, which is potentially relevant to
higher-level cognition, as knowledge is created through

abstraction. Second, topology offers a formal basis for
identifying invariants in spatial information. These
invariants might be the very basis of event cognition.
One critical aspect in event cognition is coherence,
which allows for the determination of meaningful
units/segments of events (Tversky, et al., 2008).
Identifying topologically equivalent events (or parts
thereof) may therefore contribute to rendering the
notion of coherence more precise.
In this article we focus on geographic events and
more specifically on the paths of hurricane movements.
From a formal, topological perspective, path
characteristics can be captured using either of the two
most prominent topological frameworks in spatial
information science, the region connection calculus,
RCC (Randell, et al., 1992), or Egenhofer’s intersection
models (Egenhofer & Franzosa, 1991). An assumption
we need to make is that both entities (figure or moving
entity, and ground or reference entity) are spatially
extended (see Figure 1). The central question that we
address here is whether the mode of presentation
(dynamic
or
static)
results
in
different
conceptualizations of this geographic event.
This question has been addressed in multidisciplinary
search efforts; for example, Tversky and collaborators
(2002) questioned whether animation facilitates
learning and information processing; Gentner and
Boroditsky (2001) found that learning verbs poses more
difficulties than learning names of objects; and, closely
related to our research here, Maguire and collaborators
(in press) found that geometric path characteristics are
used differently to segment events depending on the
presentation mode (static or dynamic).
To operationalize this research question from a
topological perspective, we employ a modification of
the endpoint hypothesis (Regier, 1996; Regier &
Zheng, 2007). The essence of this hypothesis states that
a focus (by a cognitive agent) is placed on ending
relations in processing spatio-temporal information.
Within the framework of topological characterization,
ending relations of events can be formally characterized
by different topological relations (as identified by the
RCC or intersection models).
Here we focus exclusively on topological relations
and the mode of presentation while excluding other
aspects such as shape or speed changes. Our goal is to
use a multi-methodological, formally grounded
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approach to demonstrate how the mode of presentation
affects event conceptualization.

Participants
40 undergraduate students, 20 per condition (mean
age=21.65, 9 females in the dynamic condition and
mean age=19.80, 11 females in the static condition). All
participants received a cash reimbursement of $10.

Methods
Materials
We followed a design from our previous experiments
(Klippel & Li, 2009). This design is inspired by the
endpoint hypothesis (Regier, 1996; Regier & Zheng,
2007) and we distinguished movement patterns on the
basis of the topological relations at the end of the
movement. The basis for this distinction is a conceptual
neighborhood graph, CNG (Freksa, 1992), that is
derived from eight topologically distinguished spatial
relations as part of either Egenhofer’s intersection
models (Egenhofer & Franzosa, 1991) or the region
connection calculus, RCC (Randell, et al., 1992). This
conceptual neighborhood graph is shown in Figure 1.
We created eight icons (both static and dynamic) for
each of the following nine topological equivalence
classes derived from paths through the conceptual
neighborhood graph:
 DC1 – the hurricane does not make a landfall (CNG
path: DC);
 EC1 – the hurricane kind of bumps into the peninsula
(CNG path: DC-EC);
 PO1 – the hurricane just reaches land such that half
of the hurricane is on land and the other half is over
water (CNG path: DC-EC-PO);
 TPP1 – the hurricane makes landfall but is still
‘connected’ to the water (CNG path: DC-EC-POTPP);
 NTPP – the hurricane makes landfall and is
completely over land (CNG path: DC-EC-PO-TPPNTPP);
 TPP2 – same as TPP1 but the hurricane nearly made
it out to the water again (CNG path: DC-EC-POTPP-NTPP-TPP);
 PO2 – same as PO1 but on the other side of the
peninsula (CNG path: DC-EC-PO-TPP-NTPP-TPPPO);
 EC2 – same as EC1 but on the other side of the
Peninsula (CNG path: DC-EC-PO-TPP-NTPP-TPPPO-EC);
 DC2 – same as DC1 but has crossed the peninsula
completely (CNG path: DC-EC-PO-TPP-NTPP-TPPPO-EC-DC).
Within each icon the starting and ending locations of
the hurricanes were randomized without violating
topological information. In total, two sets of 72 icons
each were created showing either an animation of a
hurricane or a static image in which a hurricane symbol
demarcated the ending relation and a line represented
the trajectory (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Conceptual neighborhood graph (left) and
examples of icons representing the same topological
relations (DC2) in the two conditions (right).

Procedure
Both experiments were carried out as group
experiments in a computer lab. The lab was equipped
with 16 Dell desktops (Model: Optiplex 755, CPU: Duo
E8200, 2.66GHz) with 24” widescreen LCD monitors.
We used view blocks to make sure that participants
could only see their own screens. Each participant
performed two tasks: a category construction task and a
linguistic labeling task.

Figure 2. Top: initial interface, bottom: ongoing (mock)
experiment.
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We used our custom-made grouping software
CatScan that allows for the presentation of both static
and dynamic stimuli (see Figure 2). All 72 hurricane
icons in each condition were initially displayed on the
left side of the screen. Participants were required to
create groups on the right side of the screen. After
creating at least one empty group they were able to drag
icons from the left side into a group on the right side.
They were explicitly advised that there was no right or
wrong answer regarding either the number of groups or
which icons belong to which group. They also had the
opportunity to move icons between groups, move icons
back to the left side, or delete whole groups. The main
grouping experiment was preceded by a warm up task
(sorting animals) to acquaint participants with the
software. Participants performed a linguistic labeling
task upon finishing the main grouping experiment.
They were presented with the groups they created and
provided two linguistic descriptions: a short name of no
more than five words, and a longer description detailing
their rationale for placing icons into a particular group.

these three methods shows that their results are
comparable. Here we represent the clustering analysis
using Ward’s method; the results of using complete
linkage and average linkage are posted on our website
(http://www.cognitivegiscience.psu.edu/cogsci2011).
DC1 DC2

EC1 EC2

PO1 PO2 NTPP TPP1 TPP2

TPP2
TPP1
NTPP
PO2
PO1

Hurricane
dynamic

EC2
EC1
DC2
DC1
DC1 DC2

Results

TPP2

The category construction of participants is recorded
in individual similarity matrices. In these similarity
matrices a value of ‘0’ indicates that two icons of a pair
of icons are not placed into the same group.
Correspondingly, a value of ‘1’ indicates two icons are
placed into the same group. The total number of cells in
each similarity matrix is 5184 (2556 cells after
removing redundancy). We created an overall similarity
matrix (OSM) by summing over individual matrices of
all 20 participants in each condition. Similarity in the
OSM is represented by a number ranging from 0 to 20,
where 0 indicates the least similarity between two icons
and 20 indicates the highest similarity between two
icons. Figure 3 shows a visualization of the raw
similarities using a tool we implemented called Matrix
Visualizer (Klippel, et al., accepted). We started our
analysis by examining the patterns in Matrix Visualizer.
Darker regions in each matrix indicate that
corresponding icons (intersection of row and column)
were considered similar by more participants. For
example, cells at the intersection of EC2 and DC2 in
the dynamic condition are darker than that in the static
condition. This indicates that there are more
participants in the dynamic condition who grouped
icons of EC2 and DC2 together.
Next, we used cluster analysis to analyze the
similarities with the goal to reveal natural groupings.
We used Ward’s method, average linkage, and
complete linkage (Romesburg, 2004). Clatworthy and
collaborators (2005) suggested comparing different
cluster analysis methods in order to cross validate the
interpretation of clustering results. The comparison of

TPP1

EC1 EC2

PO1 PO2 NTPP TPP1 TPP2

NTPP
PO2
PO1
EC2

Hurricane
static

EC1
DC2
DC1

Figure 3. Similarity matrices for dynamic and static
presentation. The darker the color, the more similar two
icons (at the intersection of rows and columns) are.
We found that the category constructions are
different between static and dynamic presentation (see
Figure 4). In the static condition, overall, we found that
participants created more distinct groups with the
topologically distinguished paths, i.e., the topological
ending relations are clearly separable. A good example
is the ending relations EC2 and DC2, which are barely
distinguishable (in fact mixed) in the dynamic group,
but separated in the static group. Likewise, we find a
change in the similarities between individual
topological equivalence classes and how and when they
are grouped together. Most strikingly, in the dynamic
condition, EC1 and PO1 are grouped together before
DC1 is added. In contrast, in the static condition, the
two non-overlapping ending relations DC1 and EC1 are
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grouped together, while PO1 is considered closer to the
proper part relations (TPP1 and NTPP).
Following the cluster analysis of grouping patterns,
we looked into the actual numbers of participants who
placed icons of the same topological equivalence class
into the same group. Using the tool KlipArt
(Clatworthy, et al., 2005), we counted the number of
participants who placed a) all icons of the same
topological equivalence class (Figure 5) and b) icons
that are conceptual neighbors into the same group
(Figure 6).
A paired samples t-test shows a statistically
significant difference between static and dynamic
presentation. Icons in the static condition are grouped
together more often than are the corresponding icons in
the dynamic condition (dynamic: M = 10.22, SD = 2.22;
static: M = 12.89, SD=2.37; t(8) = -6.532, p<0.001).
This indicates that the mode of presentation influences
the conceptualization of events.

condition. In contrast, proper part relations are more
similar in the dynamic condition. At the end of the
movement patterns (EC2&DC2), differences become
smaller. Please note that this analysis is rigorous in the
sense that only participants who place all icons
belonging to a topological equivalence class are
counted, while cluster analysis takes into account
individual icon similarities.

Figure 5. Number of participants who grouped all icons
of the same topological ending relation.

Figure 4. Results of cluster analysis.
We were also interested in seeing how conceptual
neighbors were grouped. We paired topological
equivalence classes that are conceptual neighbors, and
counted the number of participants who grouped them
together. The paired equivalence classes are:
DC1&EC1, EC1&PO1, PO1&TPP1, TPP1&NTTP,
NTTP&TPP2, TPP2&PO2, PO2&EC2, and EC2&DC2
(Figure 6).
Overall, we did not find significant differences
between the two conditions. However, the results offer
additional insights into the interpretation of the results
of the cluster analysis and Matrix Viewer. For example,
DC1&EC1 are conceptually closer (they have a higher
number) in the static condition than in the dynamic
condition. Likewise, the pair PO1&TPP1 is considered
more similar in the static condition than in the dynamic

Figure 6. Number of participants who grouped all icons
in the same conceptual neighbor pairs
Finally, we investigated the linguistic descriptions
that participants provided through the software
AntConc (Anthony, 2006). We looked at the top ten
most frequently used words in the short names. Within
these words, we eliminated the figure (hurricane) and
ground (peninsula) to see how participants used words
to describe the relations between them. The remaining
word frequencies show some interesting differences in
how categories (groups) were labeled and linguistically
characterized within each condition. The three most
frequently used words are shown in Table 1. We found
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that while participants in the static condition focused on
elements present in the scene as such, for example, the
coast or the visualized trajectory (path), participants in
the dynamic condition focused on the actual movement
and used verbs more frequently.
Table 1. Word frequency in short names.
“coast”
“path”
“stops”
Dynamic
2
0
8
Static
25
21
0
We then investigated the long descriptions, which
showed similar patterns. We used the same tool to rank
the frequency of words used. Participants in both
conditions used similar numbers of words related to
directions (e.g. left, right, north, south, west, east: 51
times in the dynamic condition and 62 times in static
condition). Participants in the static condition, however,
used the word “path” (43 times) and “coast” (28 times)
more often compared to participants in the dynamic
condition (5 and 14 times, respectively). Moreover,
participants in the dynamic condition used verbs (e.g.
stop, end land, touch, or cross) 70 times while
participants in the static condition used a verb “located”
(14 times) only to describe hurricanes.

Discussion
The results of these two experiments extend current
research on the conceptualization of events in a number
of ways. We carried out a comparison of statically and
dynamically presented paths of hurricanes. Path
characteristics were systematically varied based on
formal theories that have developed in spatial
information science (and artificial intelligence). This
combination allows us to render the influence of the
presentation mode more precise.
Through a multi-methodological approach, we found
primarily that topologically defined ending relations of
geographic movement patterns are important, but that
they are salient to different degrees. Not every
topological relation is cognitively salient (adequate
from a modeling perspective) to the same degree.
Additionally, we found that the static presentation of
paths (of events) adds a focus on ending relations and
strengthens topology as a criterion for distinguishing
and conceptualizing movement patterns.
These results contribute to the literature in the
domain of qualitative spatial and temporal reasoning
which relates formal and cognitive conceptualizations
of space. For example, research by Knauff et al. (1997)
showed that there is basically no difference between
topological equivalence classes when the entities in a
scene are a) static and b) simple geometric figures.
However, if there is both a dynamic and a semantic
context, such as in the experiments by Lu et al. (2009),
topological equivalence classes are combined into

larger (super-ordinate) categories. They found that
relations that do not overlap (DC and EC) are
distinguished from those that do overlap1.
Based on these findings, we suggest that a) a
semantic context changes the conceptualization of
spatial relations (both static and dynamic), and b) static
presentations of movement patterns place an additional
focus on the ending relation of a movement pattern.
Looking at the conceptualization of movement
patterns (static or dynamic) through linguistic analysis,
we can further corroborate that there are differences in
processing the same spatial and semantic information
depending on the presentation mode. While dynamic
presentations elicit linguistic descriptions that provide
accounts of actions, static presentations place a focus
on entities involved in a scene.

Conclusions
Research on the conceptualization of events has
become a focus in both the cognitive and the spatial
sciences. Now that computational developments allow
the use of dynamic events as stimuli, it becomes
possible to relate approaches in both areas. We consider
this combination mutually beneficial because spatial
information science offers formalisms that render
notions of spatial information precise, and (behavioral)
cognitive science allows for evaluating spatial
formalism. Hence, we can address questions on the
conceptualization of events and spatial configurations
more precisely as a basis for behavioral evaluations.
For example, the notion that topology is central to
human thought is omnipresent in the cognitive sciences.
Researchers such as Piaget and Inhelder (1948; 1967),
Klix (1971), Shaw (1974), and Johnson and Lakoff
(1980), to name just a few, intimately and explicitly
refer to topology as central to their theories. What this
means, however, can scientifically be answered only by
rendering the notion of topology precise, on the basis of
formal theories. We find that formal topology makes
more and richer distinctions than assumed in several
cognitive theories. Behavioral evaluations therefore
become necessary.
We also showed that the development of new tools
for data analysis and the integration of multiple
methods allows for an in-depth analysis of behavioral
data. We briefly discussed our approach that comprises
tools for data collection (CatScan) and data analysis
(MatrixViewer, KlipArt) with other tools such as
Clustan and AntConc.
Future research directions, suggested by both our
results and the literature discussed, should address the
influence of semantic contexts on conceptualizing
otherwise identical spatial events, the evaluation of
1

Allen’s (1991) temporal calculus used by Lu and
colleagues is isomorphic to the RCC used in this paper.
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other formalisms that could capture movement patterns
of single agents (Kurata & Egenhofer, 2009), and the
integration of further path characteristics (Maguire, et
al., in press).
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Abstract

ciety (Hamilton, 1964; Trivers, 1971; Axelrod & Hamilton, 1981; Fehr & Fischbacher, 2003).

Ethnocentrism, commonly thought to rely on complex
social cognition, can arise through biological evolution
in populations with minimal cognitive abilities. In fact,
ethnocentrism is considered to be one of the simplest
mechanisms for establishing cooperation in the competitive environment of natural selection. Here we study
a recent agent-based model. Through our simulations
and analysis, we establish that the mechanism responsible for the emergence of cooperation is children residing
close to their parents. Our results suggest that group
tags maintain cooperation, but do not create it. We
formalize this observation as the dual direct hypothesis:
ethnocentric agents dominate humanitarian agents by
exploiting the unconditional cooperation of humanitarians of different tags to maintain the number of ethnocentric agents after world saturation. We affirm previous observations on the importance of world saturation,
finding its drastic effect on dynamics in both spatial tagbased and tag-less models.

Game theory can address the relation between evolution and cooperation (Maynard Smith, 1974). One
approach is to allow randomly paired agents to play
the prisoners dilemma (PD) game, a paradigmatic example of the problems in achieving mutual cooperation (Trivers, 1971; Axelrod & Hamilton, 1981). Here
a cooperator pays some cost c to provide a larger benefit
b to another agent, whereas a defector pays no cost and
provides no benefit. If the agents are chosen randomly
from a well-mixed population and interactions modify
individuals’ reproductive potential, then defectors will
evolve to dominate the population. To establish largescale cooperation, this random-interactions model must
be modified.

Keywords: cooperation; evolution; agent-based modeling; ethnocentrism; viscosity; minimal cognition.

Introduction
Cooperation is essential for complex biological systems, including human society, but its evolution is puzzling because of the competitiveness of natural selection. The green-beard effect, or ethnocentrism in humans, is thought to be one of the simplest mechanisms
for enabling cooperation (Hamilton, 1964). Here, we
study a recent tag-based model of evolution of cooperation (Hammond & Axelrod, 2006a, 2006b). With the aid
of simulations, we show that the factor responsible for
inter-agent cooperation is not the visible group tags of
agents, but rather children residing close to their parents.
Our results suggest that tags can maintain cooperation,
but do not actually create cooperation.
Altruistic cooperation, benefiting another at a cost to
oneself, is essential to establishing more sophisticated
levels of organization in biological systems. However,
evolution — the main driving force for biological change
— is based on competition between individuals. Consequently, one would expect natural selection to promote
selfishness and design creatures for their own success
at the expense of competitors. Yet the world abounds
with cooperation: from single cells coming together in
multi-cellular organisms to social insects and human so-

The addition of identifiable tags to agents is one of
the simplest ways to promote cooperation. Tag-based
models rely on the so-called green-beard effect: the
idea that agents can use an arbitrary tag to guide cooperation without any further information about other
agents’ strategies (Hamilton, 1964; Riolo, Cohen, & Axelrod, 2001; Traulsen & Schuster, 2003; Jansen & van
Baalen, 2006; Hammond & Axelrod, 2006a, 2006b; Antal, Ohtsuki, Wakeley, Taylor, & Nowak, 2009). The effect has been observed in human placenta (Haig, 1996),
ants (Keller & Ross, 1998), and microbes (Lenski &
Velicer, 2000; Queller, Ponte, Bozzaro, & Strassmann,
2003; West, Griffin, Gardner, & Diggle, 2006). More
abstractly, the beards can be any perceivable quality
that distinguishes individuals: chemical signals, physical
shapes, or cultural distinctions such as language, religion
or ethnic characteristics.
In such multi-tag environments, humans exhibit a
pervasive syndrome of discriminatory behaviors, including ethnocentrism (Hewstone, Rubin, & Willis, 2002;
Brown, 2004) — the human social equivalent of the
green-beard effect — which has been implicated in phenomena ranging from consumer choice (Klein & Ettenson, 1999) and voting (Kinder, 1998), to democratic instability (Rabushka & Shepsle, 1972) and war (van der
Dennen, 1995). Thus tags are interesting for studying
both human cognition and social behavior and the be-
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havior of simple cognitive agents.
By considering an abstract biologically motivated
model, we take a biogenic approach to cognition (Lyon,
2006). During an interaction the agent observes its partner’s tag and then makes a decision to cooperate or defect. To accomplish this, the agent must be capable of active categorical perception, a standard problem of study
in minimal cognition (Beer, 2003). Note that the agent
does not receive any direct information on its partner’s
strategy, and instead relies on potential correlations of a
partner from the same group having the same strategy.
This prototypic decision making is in the scope of minimal cognition (van Duijn, Keijzer, & Franken, 2006).
Our approach of studying the explicit dynamics and visualizing trends over evolutionary cycles places our work
within dynamic modeling of cognition (Beer, 2000). We
believe it is important to look at simple agents in such
a full view, incorporating their evolutionary history and
social setting.
We adopt this full view to answer a number of questions relevant to the evolution of cooperation, ethnocentrism, and cognition. Most generally, we clarify the minimal modifications of the inviscid model needed to foster
cooperation. In particular, we examine the role ethnocentrism plays in creating and sustaining cooperation.
Our technical contribution is to clarify the mechanism
that allows cooperation to emerge and sustain itself in a
simple spatial model. We show that the minimal cognition we demand of our agents can help maintain cooperation, but not create it.

The Model
Hammond and Axelrod (2006a, 2006b) extended beyond
random interactions and proposed an agent-based simulation (hereafter, the standard model) for studying the
green-beard effect. Instead of randomly choosing interaction pairs, agents populate a toroidal lattice and interact with their four adjacent neighbors. Each individual
is simple, only perceiving whether it shares a common
tag with neighbors, allowing for two interaction strategies, an in-group (IGS) and an out-group (OGS) strategy. The outcome of PD interactions is added to the
agent’s potential to reproduce (PTR): the agent’s chance
of cloning itself into one of the four neighboring cells if
one is empty. Each evolutionary cycle, an agent has a
constant probability of dying and vacating its location
until habitation by a new agent. To start the world,
introduce the randomness necessary for evolution, and
avoid the population dying out, a randomly generated
individual (with random tag, IGS, and OGS) is placed
in a randomly selected empty cell at the start of each
cycle.

Previous Results
Hammond and Axelrod (2006b) showed that, after a
transient period, ethnocentric agents dominate the pop-

ulation. Shultz, Hartshorn, and Hammond (2008) examined the transient period to uncover evidence for
early competition between ethnocentric and humanitarian strategies. More recently, Shultz, Hartshorn, and
Kaznatcheev (2009) focused on explaining the mechanism behind ethnocentric dominance over humanitarians. In particular, they introduced the direct and freerider-suppression hypotheses and showed evidence for
the former. The direct hypothesis states that ethnocentric clusters of agents directly suppress contacted clusters of humanitarian agents. The contrasting free-ridersuppression hypothesis is that ethnocentrics are more
effective than humanitarians at suppressing free riders: selfish and traitorous agents. Kaznatcheev (2010a)
showed that ethnocentrism is not robust to increases
in the cost of cognition and studied the proportion of
cooperative interactions to show that ethnocentrics can
maintain higher levels of cooperation than humanitarians. Most recently, Kaznatcheev (2010b) demonstrated
that ethnocentric behavior is robust across a variety of
games, even when out-group hostility is classically irrational. However, questions remain about how and why
such ethnocentric cooperation emerges.

Restricted models
In a set of restricted simulations, we identify which aspects of the standard model are critical for ethnocentric dominance, what roles they play, and suggest an
intuition for understanding why ethnocentric cooperation emerges. We extend previous work by explicitly
examining the dynamics of each model over time. We
show that cooperation is created by population viscosity, and tags help to maintain cooperation. We also reinforce the importance of world saturation that Shultz
et al. (2009) first observed: world saturation produces a
drastic change in the dynamics of cooperation in spatial
models.
We removed key characteristics of the standard model
— arbitrary tags and local child-placement — in order
to assess their effects on cooperation. Without tags,
agents cannot distinguish between in-group and outgroup agents. Without local child-placement, a randomized procedure was used: a parent cloned an identical
copy of itself into a randomly selected cell. If no empty
cell was found in four tries, no child was created, analogous to having no empty neighbors in the standard
model. Removing one or both of these features (tags
or local child-placement) provided three restricted simulations with which to study the evolution of cooperation.

Simulation Results
For all four cases: standard, no child-proximity, no tags,
and neither tags nor child-proximity, we studied 6 parameter variations. In all simulations, we kept the world
size (50 by 50), default PTR (0.12), death rate (0.10),
and number of tags (4 — for the cases that had tags)
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constant. Small variations in these parameters preserve
the qualitative nature of the results.
The important parameter of the simulation is the underlying interaction between agents. Large variations
in the game were considered earlier by Kaznatcheev
(2010b), but we consider only the prisoner’s dilemma and
the natural variable is the ratio between b — the benefit
of receiving, and c — the cost of giving. We kept the
cost of giving constant at c = 0.01 and varied the benefit of receiving through 6 settings for each case study:
0.0015, 0.0020, 0.025, 0.030, 0.035, and 0.040. Thus,
we looked at 6 different b/c ratios with 4 different types
of simulations (standard model, no child-proximity, no
tags, and neither tags nor child-proximity). For each of
the 24 case-parameter combinations, we conducted 30
simulations for 1000 cycles each and considered mean
results. We present results for 3 of the six b/c ratios in
Figure 1. The remaining 3 cases are qualitatively similar
and omitted for brevity.
Cooperation emerged in only one of the restricted
models, but did not persist there as well as in the standard model. Figure 1 shows the proportion of cooperative behavior for each condition at each evolutionary
cycle for 3 different values of b/c; each line’s thickness
quantifies the standard error from averaging across 30
simulations.
The red (without tags) and yellow (with tags) lines
show the two models without random child-placement,
neither of which led to cooperation. On the other hand,
both of the models with local child-placement caused
cooperation to emerge; the green (without tags) and blue
(with tags, standard model) lines show these results. It
is clear that the standard model and the no-tag model
show similar levels of cooperation in the early stages,
and peak at approximately the same maximum level of
cooperation. However, the standard model is able to
maintain the achieved level of cooperation, while in the
no tag model cooperation decays.
As the environment becomes more benign (higher b/c)
the decay in the no tag model is less pronounced until
for b/c = 4 there is no decay. Figure 1 shows that local
child-placement drives the early emergence of cooperation, whether tags are present or not, while the addition
of tags maintains this cooperation in more competitive
environments, allowing it to dominate in the long term.

Discussion and Future Directions
Examining the simplified conditions shows how cooperation emerges in the standard model. Cooperation
emerged without tags if children were placed near their
parents, but not when tags were present without local
child-placement. These results suggest that child proximity is the driving force behind the emergence of cooperation and that tags help maintain cooperators by
providing a way to resist invading defectors. To under-

Figure 1: Proportion of cooperative interactions averaged over 30 simulations vs. cycle for the standard model
and three simplified conditions with 3 different b/c ratios.
Line thickness indicates 1 SE around the mean. The data
start at cycle 25 for the standard model (blue), cycle 50
for no tags (green) and cycle 100 for no child proximity
(yellow) and no tags or child proximity (red). Data before the start cycle were omitted for clarity because their
SEs were too high to be meaningful.
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stand why child proximity is the key factor, we examine
the differences between placing children locally and randomly.
When children are placed randomly, we can use standard tools of evolutionary game theory (Hofbauer & Sigmund, 2003) to analyze the dynamics. For PD interactions, the population converges toward total defection.
To bolster cooperation, it is important to increase the
probability of self-interaction: interaction with agents
of the same strain (genetically identical) as oneself. If
agents interacted only with same strain partners, then
a simple group selection argument shows that cooperators (humanitarians or ethnocentrics in the tag models)
would dominate: cooperative self-interaction would increase their fitness past the base PTR, while defectors
would remain at base PTR. On the other hand, in the inviscid model, the probability of interacting with a strain
is the proportion of that strain in the population. Thus,
a defector has the same probability as a cooperator of interacting with a cooperator. Since defectors benefit more
from the interaction, the defectors will have a higher fitness.
Without a mechanism to increase the probability of
self-interaction, cooperation cannot emerge in the PD.
This mechanism can be a preset bias toward similar
agents (Riolo et al., 2001; Traulsen & Claussen, 2004),
a much higher level of mutation for tags than for strategies (Antal et al., 2009), or in the case of Hammond and
Axelrod (2006a, 2006b): spatial viscosity.
Because spatial structure affects humanitarian and
ethnocentric agents in the same way, this analysis also
casts doubt on earlier expectations that a simple variation of the Hammond and Axelrod model could favour
humanitarian cooperation (Shultz et al., 2008, 2009).
This agrees with evidence that natural selection favours
strategies that are increasingly accurate in targeting altruism to only the same strain (Clune, Goldsby, Ofria,
& Pennock, 2011). To curb ethnocentrism more drastic
variations, like cost of cognition (Kaznatcheev, 2010a),
have to be introduced. Future research can look at
specific cognitive mechanisms and constraints that are
needed to favour humanitarian cooperation.
Ohtsuki and Nowak (2006) showed that the increase in
self-interaction can be analyzed mathematically in simple structures such as regular random graphs. Unfortunately, their methods are not applicable to highly structured graphs such as the toroidal grid in our study, nor
to models with free space and world saturation. For our
model, careful study of simulation results is the best approach to understanding the dynamics. An important
future question is to understand if there are simple analytic approximations to our model.
Visualizing trends over cycles, as in Figure 1, allows us to see that local child-placement (without tags)
does about as well as the standard simulation (both lo-

cal child-placement and tags) up to around 300 cycles.
Shultz et al. (2009) have previously found that world
population saturates at about 300 cycles, on average,
and that is where ethnocentrics start to pull ahead of
humanitarians (who cooperate with everyone). As the
world fills up and clusters of cooperators collide with
egoists, the presence of group tags become critically important. The partial information about their parents
allows ethnocentric agents to avoid exploitation by egoists, and lets them maintain their levels, unlike the cooperators in no-tag simulations, or humanitarians in tag
simulations. Tags provide cooperators with information
with which to avoid potential exploiters.
In particular, without tags, there are two strains to
consider, cooperators and defectors; an agent has no way
of telling them apart, and consequently is at the mercy
of the distribution of agents. Adding, for example, four
tags increases the strains to 16 — four strategies for each
tag. If agents distinguish tags, they know that 12 of
those 16 strains are not their own (different tag) and can
be defected against, producing ethnocentric agents that
cooperate with their in-group but not with out-groups.
Our results suggest a new role for group tags, not as
a mechanism to fuel cooperation, but as a method for
sustaining it after world saturation.
Unfortunately, there are two distinct features of world
saturation: (i) the total world population stabilizes and
remains relatively constant, and (ii) clusters of cooperators and egoists start to collide. The first feature is
the definition and method of detecting world saturation
used by Shultz et al. (2009), but the second feature is
the important feature for explaining the decline of cooperation after world saturation. Under the parameter
ranges we study, both features occur together. However,
in worlds with low default PTR and high death rate, the
total population at world saturation is very low. In such
cases, we cannot reasonably say that clusters of agents
collide. A tempting future direction is to consider models or parameter settings where the two features of world
saturation can be studied separately and their individual contributions to the emergence of cooperation better
understood.
Analyzing trends over cycles allows us to notice qualitative similarity in the decline of humanitarians in tag
simulations found in previous studies (Shultz et al., 2008,
2009) and the decline in cooperation in no tag cases.
This observation suggests a refinement of the direct hypothesis. Proposed as a method of ethnocentric dominance over humanitarians, there was strong early support for the direct hypothesis that stated that ethnocentric agents suppressed humanitarians directly. However, it is clear in the no-tag simulations that there are
no ethnocentric agents to suppress cooperators (who are
functionally equivalent to humanitarians) and yet cooperation declines in the population. This suggests that a
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decline in cooperation is the default behavior after world
saturation.
We should think of ethnocentric agents not as suppressing humanitarians but instead exploiting their unconditional cooperation in order to bolster ethnocentric
fitness. We call this the dual direct hypothesis because
it is an alternative view of the original direct hypothesis.
While the original direct hypothesis stressed that humanitarians were exceptionally disadvantaged by their
interaction with ethnocentrics, here we stress the dual
notion that instead ethnocentrics were exceptionally advantaged by their interaction with humanitarians. Our
hypothesis is that ethnocentric agents dominate humanitarian agents by exploiting the unconditional cooperation of humanitarians to maintain the number of ethnocentric agents after world saturation. Humanitarian
numbers decrease not because of suppression by ethnocentrics, but because of a lack of mechanism for maintaining fitness in the highly competitive post-saturation
environment.
Although the difference from the direct hypothesis is
subtle it is an important conceptual clarification. Previous results that built support for the direct hypothesis
carry over nicely to the dual direct hypothesis. However, the dual direct hypothesis is also consistent with
the findings of this study, while the original is harder to
justify. With the dual direct hypothesis, we can clearly
say that ethnocentrism maintains but does not create
cooperation among simple agents.
This interpretation is strengthened by the decline in
the importance of tags as the environment becomes less
competitive. In the prisoner’s dilemma the competitiveness of the environment is captured by ratio between b —
the benefit of receiving, and c — the cost of giving. As
b/c increases, the risk of being a cooperator decreases.
If b/c = k then as long as at least one out of every k
agents you cooperate with is of the same strain as you,
you have produced a net benefit for your strain. Thus,
low b/c corresponds to a more competitive environment
where agents have to take higher risks.
The results in Figure 1 show that as the environment
becomes less competitive (compare the plots for b/c = 2
and 4), tags become less important. In a highly competitive environment (b/c = 2) the proportion of cooperation
differs by over 40% between the tag and no tag conditions while for b/c = 4 the two conditions produce almost the same levels of cooperation (less than 10% difference). The cooperation maintaining mechanism of tags
is only important in competitive environments of low b/c
ratio. A more thorough future direction is to quantify
our observation by building on the ideas of Kaznatcheev
(2010a) and studying the maximum cost of cognition
ethnocentric agents are willing to sustain for various levels of environmental competitiveness.
The cognition employed by our simulated agents is

fairly minimal, but not beyond the pale of what contemporary cognitive science regards as cognition (Beer,
2000, 2003; Lyon, 2006; van Duijn et al., 2006). Although humanitarian (cooperate with all) and selfish
(cooperate with none) strategies are indeed simple, the
conditional strategies of ethnocentrics and traitors (reverse of ethnocentrism) are more complicated and come
with an extra cognitive cost that has evolutionary consequences (Kaznatcheev, 2010a). Indeed, just to condition, we have to assume that agents are capable of
categorical perception; a task that already merits a rich
analysis (Beer, 2003). A natural future direction is to
replace our primitive agents by Beer’s model agents and
coevolve their neural structure and strategy.
Framing ethnocentrism as the green-beard effect in biology also opens up the potential for empirical studies on
simple animals that have been proposed as model organisms for both minimal cognition and evolution, such as
E.coli (van Duijn et al., 2006) and fruit flies (Greenspan
& van Swinderen, 2004). In fact, the documentation
of the green-beard effect in microbes (Lenski & Velicer,
2000; Queller et al., 2003; West et al., 2006) and the
proposal of microbes as the simplest cognitive agents (di
Primio, Muller, & Lengeler, 2000; van Duijn et al., 2006)
could provide fertile ground for studying the coevolution
of strategic behavior and cognition. We believe that it
is important for cognitive science to occasionally stretch
beyond its dominant anthropogenic focus on individual
humans and consider the full range of cognition, whether
supported by brains or metabolic processes, in its full social and evolutionary dimensions. When expanded completely, it seems important to strive for abstract explanations like those offered by our current results.
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The ghosts of number forms: bending mental number lines in
non-synaesthetes?
Shogo Makioka
Professor
Abstract: Some people automatically and involuntarily ”see” mental images of numbers in spatial arrays when they
think of numbers. This phenomenon, called number forms, shares three key characteristics with the other types of
synaesthesiae, within-individual consistency, between-individual variety, and mixture of regularity and randomness.
An experiment was conducted to investigate whether mental number lines of non-synaesthetes share the properties
above.
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Defining salience for landmark selection
Laura Carlson
University of Notre Dame

Jared Miller
University of Notre Dame
Abstract: Learning a novel environment involves representing objects encountered and their locations. Landmarks
can be salient based on both their spatial features, for example, if they are located at an intersection, and their
perceptual features, for example, if they are uniquely colored. The current experiment investigated the influence of
spatial and perceptual features on landmark selection. Subjects watched a movie of a simulated path through a virtual
environment. Four landmarks were located at the corners of each intersection, with one of the landmarks uniquely
colored. After viewing the video, subjects provided both written descriptions and maps of the path. Landmarks
included in these descriptions were coded for both location and perceptual salience. Participants included more
landmarks located at far corners of an intersection and at intersections with a turn. Uniquely colored landmarks
were not included more often than chance. These data suggest that spatial features predominately define the selection
of landmarks.
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Testing the ”activation reflects encoding transparency” principle in
writing systems using repetition blindness
Catherine Caldwell-Harris
Boston University

Hui-wen Cheng
Boston University

Tingyan Li
Boston University

Alison Morris
Iowa State University
Abstract: Chinese script encodes phonology less transparently than alphabetic writing systems, but provides more
clues to meaning. We propose that amount of activation depends on encoding transparency, a plausible theoretical
statement which has received mixed support using standard priming tasks. The repetition blindness (RB) paradigm
was employed to infer activation during reading of Chinese vs. English by native speakers. RB is the failure of
conscious perception for repeated or similar items. Chinese and English stimuli were matched for frequency and
target words’ similarity. Sequences such as played moon braid team were rapidly displayed at 115 ms per word.
For English readers, phonological RB was robust, but semantic RB was absent. For Chinese readers, semantic RB
was reliable, but phonological RB was weak. Amount of phonological RB increased in Chinese (but not English) for
naming stimuli (compared to handwriting), indicating that phonological RB increases when readers need to activate
phonology.
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Cascading activation from phoneme to articulatory levels: Evidence
from the picture-word interference task
Ariel Goldberg
Tufts University
Abstract: Theories of spoken production differ in the way that activation may spread from one level of processing
to the next. Discrete theories posit that only the selected item sends activation to the next level while cascading
theories posit that activation may spread from all activated (even unselected) items.
This study investigated whether information may cascade from phoneme to articulatory levels using the pictureword interference task. Subjects were presented with target and distractor words with vowels differing in either
height, backness or both. Phonetic analyses indicate that target vowels were pulled toward the distractor vowel,
but only along the front-back dimension. For example, back vowels are articulated farther forward in the mouth in
the context of a front distractor than when presented in isolation. This provides support for cascading theories and
provides evidence that articulations may consist of blends of multiple phonemes.
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Sound Symbolic Naming for Moving Objects
Patrick D. Thompson
University of Warwick

Zachary Estes
University of Warwick
Abstract: Sound symbolism is the non-arbitrary use of speech sounds to convey meaning. For example, we tend
to mark large objects with back vowels, e.g., /u/ in ”huge,” and small objects with front vowels, e.g., /i/ in ”tiny.”
Previous research into sound symbolic naming has suggested that an object’s motion is considered when naming the
object. We report results from two experiments in which participants are asked to name objects moving in various
speeds and patterns and one experiment in which participants are asked to name the motions themselves. Sound
symbolic naming for motion was only found when naming movements, and not in the naming of the object in motion.
This suggests that although an object in motion and the motion itself are highly related concepts, sound symbolic
naming tends to be based on stable properties, e.g., size and shape when naming objects and speed and fluidity when
naming motions.
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Analogy and Explanation in Learning Causal System Categories
Micah Goldwater
Northwestern University

Dedre Gentner
Northwestern University
Abstract: Causal system categories- e.g., positive feedback systems, are defined by common causal structure and
extend across disparate domains- e.g., population growth and polar ice-cap melting are both governed by positive
feedback. However, recognizing common causal systems across domains is challenging. Prior research suggests
these categories are not obvious to novices; when participants sorted descriptions of natural phenomena that varied
in causal system and content domain, science experts sorted via causal system, while novices primarily sorted by
domain (Rottman, Gentner, & Goldwater in prep). In the current study, novices received training with a small set of
real-world phenomena before carrying out the sorting task. We varied whether they read full causal explanations of
the phenomena and whether they analogically compared pairs of descriptions from the same causal system. Either
reading full explanations or analogically comparing descriptions alone helped little. However, combining analogy and
explanation largely facilitated causal sorting, approximating expert levels.
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What Ockham’s Razor Cuts: Quantifying simplicity in explanation
choice
Michael Pacer
University of California, Berkeley

Tania Lombrozo
University of California, Berkeley
Abstract: Observations from everyday life, the history of science, and well-controlled laboratory experiments suggest
that when it comes to choosing between competing causal explanations, simplicity is an important factor. Less
examined is the metric or metrics by which simplicity is quantified. Generally, it is assumed that simplicity can
be described by counting the number of elements in an explanation, e.g. the number of causes, and this approach
has been taken by fields as diverse as philosophy, psychology, and statistics. One alternative is that in the case of
causal reasoning, one might consider the simpler explanation to be the one that includes the fewest unexplained
causes, i.e. the fewest root nodes in the language of Bayesian causal-nets. We present two experiments supporting
the hypothesis that this metric for simplicity is sometimes used in choosing between explanations, and can outweigh
the total number of causes invoked in an explanation.
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Spatial Registry Model : Towards a Grounded Account for Executive Attention
Nader Noori† (nnoori@usc.edu), Laurent Itti†,‡ (itti@usc.edu)
†Computer Science Department, University of Southern California
Los Angeles, CA 90089 USA
‡Department of Psychology, University of Southern California
Los Angeles, CA 90089 USA
Abstract
Mental tasks that feature algorithmic processing with symbolic
items are shown to rely on brain regions known for visualspatial functions. Yet, exactly how these functions may help
execution of amodal tasks remains an open question. Here
we propose a hypothesis for manipulation of items in working memory, which relies on registering items in a spatiallyorganized short-term memory store. Switching executive attention to items that need processing may then be embodied
through shifting spatial attention towards those registry locations. We studied gaze shifts of human subjects during memory tasks as a proxy for shifts in spatial attention. Analysis
of gaze shifts during sorting random sequences of five decimal digits indicates that sorting in memory elicits gaze shifts
that correlate with sorting procedure. Our proposal establishes a functional relationship between general-purpose production mechanisms that support algorithmic memory tasks
with amodal items, and modal systems for perception and action.
Keywords: Cognitive Architecture; Algorithmic Information Processing; Visuospatial Attention; Executive Attention;
Working Memory; Spatial Registry Model.

Introduction
Cognition by means of amodal symbolic concepts in an algorithmic manner is a unique trait of the human species. Identifying the relationship between this newly emerged symbolic
machinery and evolutionarily older systems for perception
and action is a fundamental question about the nature of human cognition that has motivated numerous studies during
recent decades. The focus of a host of these studies has been
grounding representation of symbolic concepts in perception
and action (Barsalou, 2008; Dehaene & Cohen, 2007; Wood,
Willmes, Nuerk, & Fischer, 2008).
However, this mode of human cognition is equally dependent on a general purpose machinery that can support robust
execution of algorithms. Such a machinery should provide
basic functions such as temporary maintenance of relevant
items and applying selective processing to the maintained
items. For example think of an instance of a mental subtraction problem (let’s say 412 - 78) which normally needs to be
done in a controlled and algorithmic way rather than an automatic way or direct recall from the long term memory. In
this case a feasible algorithm for the mental operation should
fulfill the constraints of this machinery such as capacity limitations in working memory. Given the limited capacity of the
working memory, one might argue that an efficient algorithm
for mental subtraction might be different from formal algorithms for subtracting Arabic decimal numbers (which usually do not take the notion of working memory into account).

These operations usually require maintenance of several symbols each one subject to a specific process in each stage.
Recent behavioral studies conducted with concurrent tasks
paradigm have identified that memory tasks involved with
symbolic concepts that feature memory manipulation, interfere with visual processing to a larger extent as compared to
passive maintaining of similar items (Akyürek, Hommel, &
Jolicœur, 2007; Fougnie & Marois, 2007; Han & Kim, 2004;
Peterson, Beck, & Wong, 2008; Spinks, Zhang, Fox, Gao, &
Tan, 2004). These findings suggest that visual perception and
parts of this machinery in charge of memory manipulation
draw on common resources crucial for both processes.
Meanwhile among all regions that are actively involved in
executive memory tasks, recently the role of a parietal region with strong visual-spatial characteristics has been highlighted. More specifically in a patient study, (Koenigs, Barbey, Postle, & Grafman, 2009) showed that damage to the superior parietal lobule (SPL) is reliably associated with deficits
on tests involving the manipulation and rearrangement of information in working memory. This brain region is known
for its contributions to a variety of visuospatial functions such
as saccadic eye movements(Quintana & Fuster, 1993), visuospatial attention (Kanwisher & Wojciulik, 2000; Griffin &
Nobre, 2003), visuospatial short-term memory (D’Esposito
et al., 1998) and visuomotor functions (Ferraina, BattagliaMayer, Genovesio, Archambault, & Caminiti, 2009).
Significance of Koenigs et al. ’s findings is partly related to
showing that dependency of the symbolic machinery to perceptual system is not limited to representation and is also related to the processes that support execution of dynamic or
active memory tasks.
Tasks featuring memory manipulation are also known to
be attention-demanding and thus some researchers have suggested that involvement of SPL in these tasks is related to
focusing executive attention (Osaka, Komori, Morishita, &
Osaka, 2007). Yet existing theoretical frameworks have not
elucidated how visual-spatial characteristics of this region are
exploited for either memory manipulation or focusing attention. To provide a theoretical account for involvement of visuospatial systems in memory manipulation we propose the
Spatial Registry Model (SPM).

Spatial Registry Model
Our proposal assumes a functional role for brain regions with
visual-spatial encoding features in registering memory items
in a spatially-organized short-term memory. We assume that
an item in working memory may register with a correspond-
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ing visuospatial short-term memory. This registry may occur
when selective access to memory items is required.
We assume that binding of items to spatial locations is not
random and is guided by biological/behavioral preferences
that fulfill the task requirements. For example a linear layout with a particular direction for a registry provides the advantage of encoding the sequential order of items in a natural
way and might be critical for tasks that need explicit information about the sequential order of items. In this case a linear
spatial registry with an arbitrary orientation might satisfy this
requirement, however, the choice of orientation and direction
for a particular subject might be determined by other biological preferences set by dominant trends in the environment or
previous experiences.
These spatial registries may then be used as a handle to activated items in working memory for further processing such
as memory retrieval or selective deletion of memory items. In
fact Griffin and Nobre (Griffin & Nobre, 2003) have shown
that orienting spatial attention towards locations represented
in working memory is possible and results to similar behavioral advantages of orienting spatial attention to perceptual
space.
For instance, imagine double counting as a mental task in
which two signals are be counted separately. In this case
two numbers are actively maintained in working memory and
upon receiving each of signals, its associated number should
be incremented by one. Our framework suggests that registering these two numbers with spatial locations in turn might
help proper handling of incrementing operation. So if number
n1 associated to signal s1 is registered with location l1 , upon
receiving s1 spatial attention will be shifted to l1 to retrieve
n1 for incrementing. Associating counters to spatial locations
in this case facilitates retrieving corresponding counters.
Our hypothesis implies that those tasks that require selective processing on several concurrently maintained items in
working memory, impose an extra load on systems for spatial encoding. This condition applies to a variety of tasks referred to as executive memory tasks or active memory tasks
which have been shown to engage SPL (as a region with spatial encoding characteristics) (D’Esposito et al., 1998). More
specifically Osaka et al. (2007) in a study of group differences showed that performance in an instance of these tasks
is correlated with activation of SPL, so that low performance
subjects show little activation at this site.
Given the close relationship between visuospatial attention and eye movements (Hoffman & Subramaniam, 1995;
Kowler, Anderson, Dosher, & Blaser, 1995), to test this
framework we studied eye movement behavior of human subjects during an abstract mental task, as a proxy for deciphering shifts in spatial attention during mental algorithmic processing. It has been previously shown that tasks such as
mental multiplications increase the rate of eye movements
(Lorensjr & Darrow, 1962). We hypothesize that additional
eye movements during mental multiplication is related to
shifting spatial attention, driven by corresponding shifts of

executive attention to different items kept in working memory during the operation. Thus, we expect that at least some
aspects of eye movements during memory tasks should be
memory-bound, and hence should be systematically bound to
algorithmic features of the background process.
We tried a simple task with algorithmic features that can
easily be manipulated to study how such manipulation may
impact eye movement patterns. Our task was sorting five digits into ascending order in memory. Stimuli were initially
presented visually, however we instructed and monitored subjects to perform the task from memory and in front of a blank
screen (Figure 1).
To capture a dense spatial gist of eye movement data,
which can also capture possible shifts in spatial attention we
formed normalized distributions of gaze shifts. We processed
eye movements made during the course of task execution
and when no visual stimulus was present on the presentation
screen.
Our first experiment demonstrates that unlike passive
maintaining of items, initial binding of memory items to spatial locations significantly modulates eye movement activities during the sorting task even though the stimulus is not
visually present. To manipulate spatial binding of items we
primed two different orientations by initial visual presentation of items along two different orientations (horizontal and
vertical). The idea is that priming an orientation might guide
spatial binding of items into space along the primed direction.
We then tested whether eye movements respond to this spatial priming during active processing (task 1) versus passive
maintaining (task 2). Dependency of each task on spatial access to memory items through shift in spatial attention may
then result to modulation of eye movements along the primed
direction.

Figure 1: Schematic view of the experimental paradigm.
Our second experiment is designed to show that modulated
eye movements during the sorting task are indeed correlated
with the sorting procedure. To do so, we categorized the stimuli for the sorting task into subsets that presumably require
similar processing sequences in a generic order-sensitive sorting algorithm. Significant differences between gaze shift patterns for different categories of sequences then would show
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Participants

that shifts in spatial attention are correlated with the process
of sorting. We compared the eye movements for two categories of stimuli with that of their reverse stimulus type (mirrored sequences). The idea is that reversing the order of items
of mental stimulus will lead to symmetric binding of items to
spatial locations. Thus, a process controlled by shifting spatial attention to registry locations of items would be expected
to induce symmetric shifts in spatial attention and, accordingly symmetric memory-bound gaze shifts.

Six female and three male university undergraduate students with normal or corrected to normal vision, participated
for course credit. Participants’ ages ranged from 18 to 24
(M=22.3 years, SD=1.8). Eight subjects reported to be right
handed and one subject reported to be left handed.

Stimulus

Experiment1
Aparatus
Stimuli were displayed on a 46-inch LCD monitor (Sony
Bravia XBR-III, 1,016 × 571.5 mm), 97.8 cm in front of
participants (corresponding field of view is 54.7◦ × 32.65◦ ).
A fixed chin rest was used to position the eyes in front of
the screen and the height of the seat was adjusted. Eye position was tracked by an ISCAN RK-464 (ISCAN) in pupil-CR
mode (240 Hz) to right eye.

Procedure
All items were presented completely for 1400 ms on the
screen, 3◦ wide on a gray background in black font size 24pts.
Stimulus presentation was followed by a visual mask consisting of random digits scattered all across the screen for 100
ms to flush the iconic memory traces of the stimulus. A delay
period of 3500 ms was imposed after the visual mask. The
delay period was ended with an audio signal.
During the blocks of sorting task the signal was either a cue
for sorting (two thirds of trials) or for unsorted recall (one
third of trials). Because subjects did not know in advance
whether they would have to answer with the sorted or unsorted digit sequences, we reasoned that they would be forced
to wait until the end of the delay period – after the stimulus
had been long removed from the screen – before they started
any sorting.
Subjects were informed about monitoring their performance on the recall task and were notified that in case of
a performance below 90%, their result would be discarded.
All subject could meet the 90% performance level for the recall task. Responses were collected manually and through a
two-button computer mouse operated by the right hand. For
reporting the items a virtual keypad was presented on the
screen. Items were selected from a 3 × 4 graphical table with
ten cells designated to ten decimal digits, one cell designated
to backspacing and one cell to white space.
Subjects were instructed to repeat the sorted string once
and before clicking for reporting the sorted string. During
sorting trials eye movements were recorded after the audio
cue for starting the sorting process and mouse click for reporting the sorted string. During the sorting task, total trial duration was unlimited and subjects would click a mouse button
once they finished the sorting task. During the passive maintaining, the duration of trials were randomly chosen from a
normal distribution of duration times for sorting.

We tried two different visual presentation methods (horizontal and vertical) to establish different spatial associations between locations and memory items. Stimulus for each trial
was a random string of five non-repeating decimal digits.
The experiment was administered in four blocks for different combinations of tasks and presentation methods. Subjects
performed the sorting task in first two blocks. Each block
contained 15 recorded sessions.

Results
We analyzed the normalized distribution of gaze-shift directions (GSD) to measure eye movement responses to presentation method during each of tasks. The value of the normalized
distribution of gaze shift direction (GSD) along a specific direction conceptually represents the probability of making a
gaze shift in that direction, so the difference between normalized GSDs along a certain direction represents the difference
between probabilities of gaze shift under two compared conditions.

Figure 2: Difference between probability distribution of gaze shifts
orientation. Difference of probability values is shown radially,
dashed bold circle marks zero. The graph on the left panel is related to the sorting task, the one on the right panel is related to the
passive maintaining task.

If memory items are accessed through shifts in spatial attention, we expected to see significant impact of initial priming onto eye movements during active processing. In contrast,
since passive maintaining is believed to rely only on articulatory rehearsing in the phonological loop(Baddeley, 1992), we
expected to see little or no impact during passive maintaining.
Inspecting the data validates our hypothesis (Figure 2). Indeed during the sorting task, GSD for the horizontal presentation method on average is biased along the horizontal direction compared to the normalized GSD for the vertical presentation method (Figure 2.a). This bias can be measured by
disparity between GSDs along the horizontal direction (gaze
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shifts within ±45◦ from horizontal) or along the vertical direction (gaze shifts within ±45◦ from vertical). When the
task is sorting, the difference in GSD along the horizontal
direction, for horizontal relative to vertical presentation, on
average is +4.41% ± 1.51% (mean± SE) which is significantly above the chance (ttest, n = 9, p < 0.0192). However,
when the task is passive maintaining (Figures 2.b) the difference in GSD along the horizontal direction on average is
1.3% ± 1.76% (mean ±SE), n.s. (ttest, n = 9, p ≥ 0.9288).
This result shows that unlike passive maintaining of abstract items, during active processing, gaze shifts notably respond to the orientation along which the memory items are
spatially associated. However, the significance of this result is related to demonstrating that the shifts in spatial attention (measured by gaze shifts) are indeed independent
of the representation of memory items proposed by some
researchers(Wood et al., 2008; Dehaene & Cohen, 2007).

4 in their order of items in the sequence. We administered this
experiment in four blocks each block including 20 sorting trials. 5 exemplars of each of stimulus types used for sorting
trials plus 10 trials of recall challenge. We used the same
hardware setup and same procedure as the sorting blocks of
the previous experiment however items were presented only
along the horizontal orientation.

Experiment 2
In this experiment we tested whether string of digits that require different steps for sorting induce significantly different
gaze shift patterns. Our metric for difference in the sorting procedures maps onto the cost of sorting using a generic
order-sensitive algorithm.

Participants
Seven female and three male university undergraduate students with normal or corrected to normal vision, participated
for course credit. Participants’ ages ranged from 18 to 23
(M=21.9 years, SD=1.6). Eight subjects reported to be right
handed and two subjects reported to be left handed.

Stimulus
We hypothesized that sequences of items that can be sorted
with the same set of permutations call for similar algorithmic processes. We did not make any explicit assumption
about the underlying algorithm for sorting a string of ordinals. However we assumed that the algorithm is not sensitive
to actual values of the items; instead, only the relative order
of the items determines the sequence of processing steps. For
example 2013 and 7249 require the same processing steps
for sorting (shifting the first item to a position after the third
item). In fact all common efficient algorithms for sorting,
process these two sequences (and every two sequences with
similar condition) similarly (Cormen, Leiserson, Rivest, &
Stein, 2009).
Thus for our experiment we chose four categories of 5
digits (categories 1,2,3 and 4), identified by these canonical
strings (respectively): 34012, 21043, 41230 and 03214. Exemplars for each category were generated by using different
digit values while preserving relative ordering – for instance,
78156 belongs to category 1.
We randomly generated strings of five digits belonging to
these four categories as the stimuli for the sorting task and
presented them horizontally on the screen. Note that categories 1 and 3 are respectively symmetric to categories 2 and

Figure 3: Sequences of items which are symmetric induce symmetric gaze shifts during the sorting task. Each graph shows the
difference between averages of normalized amplitude distributions
of gazes for two symmetric sets of stimuli. On the top panel, the result for stimuli of type 1 – stimuli of type 2 (canonically represented
by 34012 and 21043) is shown. The bottom panel shows the result
for stimuli of type 3– stimuli of type 4 (canonically represented by
41230 and 03214).

Results
To investigate the possible symmetry in gaze shifts we used
distributions of gaze-shift amplitudes towards right and left.
All gaze shifts with direction towards the right within ±45◦
around the horizontal direction were counted as rightward
gaze shifts, and similarly for leftward gaze shifts.
To quantify symmetry of gaze shift distributions we subtracted the normalized distributions of gaze shifts associated
with symmetric stimulus types. Doing so, the effect of the
background noise in gaze shifts was notably reduced. Meanwhile, in the case of a symmetric relationship between dis-
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tributions, we would expect a non-zero antisymmetric relationship between the right side and the left side difference
distributions.
However note that since we project the gaze locations on
the stimulus presentation screen, in the case that gazes reside
on a plane different from projection screen the right side and
the left side of the difference distributions might appear in
different scales. A linear adjustment of scale for the left side
is applied to compensate for projection of the gaze locations
onto the presentation screen. The result of this adjustment is
that the expected values for gaze shift amplitude for the left
side and the right side of the graph match. For the pair of
stimuli of type 1 and stimuli of type 2, the left side is scaled
by 0.8 for the pair of stimuli of type 3 and stimuli of type 4,
the left side is scaled by 0.67.
Figures 3.a and 3.b show the average of the right side
versus the left side of the difference distributions respectively associated with pairs 1-2 and 3-4. In each figure, the
scale of amplitudes on the left side is linearly adjusted by
a constant factor so that the expected amplitudes on the left
side and the right side match (see Figure 3). The result
for both pairs of stimuli is significantly different from statistical estimation of zero sampled out of random permutations of gaze shifts data (for pair 1-2, unpaired ttest, N1 =
10, N2 = 1000, p < 0.0001 and for pair 3-4 unpaired ttest,
N1 = 10, N2 = 1000, p < 0.0001 ). To measure antisymmetric relationship, we used linear correlation between data
points of the right side with data points on the left side. For
the pair 1-2 this correlation is -0.69 and for the pair 3-4 the
correlation is -0.78. Both these (anti-)correlations are significant (for pair 1-2 t(−0.69) = −3.302, d f = 12, p < 0.0032,
for pair 3-4 , t(−0.78) = −4.318, d f = 12, p < 0.0005). This
result shows that initial symmetry in the order of items in the
sorting stimuli results in later symmetric gaze shifts (and presumably shifts in spatial attention) during the sorting process.
This finding lends empirical support to this idea that working
memory items are bound to spatial locations and spatial binding of memory items is systematically used for the algorithmic processing of abstract items.

Discussion
From an evolutionary standpoint, it has been argued that the
capability of working with abstract concepts might have been
made possible by co-opting modal systems for perception
and action (Barsalou, 1999, 2008; Dehaene & Cohen, 2007;
Knops, Thirion, Hubbard, Michel, & Dehaene, 2009; Hubbard, Piazza, Pinel, & Dehaene, 2005). We are extending
this argument to production systems that support controlled
algorithmic information processing by assuming that systems
with visual-spatial characteristics provide a registry mechanisms which is used for directing executive process to the
item of interest in working memory.
The role of visuospatial short-term memory as a peripheral
storage unit has been argued in working memory literature
(Baddeley, 1992; Repovs & Baddeley, 2006). Standard mod-

els of working memory consider a domain specific role for
such storage systems and give their control to a domain independent functional unit namely central executive (CE). Hence
it is implicitly assumed the role of visuospatial short-term
memory is limited to tasks that feature visual-spatial characteristics (Repovs & Baddeley, 2006).
Our proposal adds a domain independent and executive
role to systems with primary role of visuospatial encoding.
This assumption is consistent with other studies that have
emphasized on the role of systems with primary visuospatial
functions in the deployment of executive attention (Osaka et
al., 2007).
Our proposed model fills this gap by suggesting that SPL
may embody the spatial registry, thus establishing a link between shifts of executive and spatial attention. This assumption is also consistent with Koenigs et al’s finding that showed
the same site that has been previously known for storing visuospatial short-term information is also critical in all memory
tasks that feature memory manipulation. Moreover, Nobre
et al. (Nobre et al., 2004) have shown that this particular region is involved in orienting spatial attention towards both internally represented locations and external physical locations.
Furthermore, our assumption might help explain the notable impact of executive memory tasks on visual processing
(Han & Kim, 2004; Peterson et al., 2008; Fougnie & Marois,
2007). In fact the need for memory manipulation is the common feature of all executive memory tasks that have been
shown to have notable impact on visual processing. Although
this may not always have been noted by the experimenters,
our proposal pinpoints the visuospatial system as the common resource needed for both visual processing and mental
executive tasks.
In contrast to our process-related hypothesis, a number of
other researchers have proposed a representation-related hypothesis for the role of visuospatial systems in mnemonic
tasks(Wood et al., 2008; Dehaene & Cohen, 2007). For example, in a recent
fMRI study, Knops et al. (2009) showed that activation
patterns in SPL during mental addition and subtraction are
similar to those elicited by saccadic eye movements towards
right and left. They argue that, from an evolutionarily standpoint, numbers are very recent in our history and thus it is not
likely that we have specific regions dedicated to representing
numbers in our brain; hence, they hypothesized that involvement of SPL is related to related to role of spatial resources
in representation of numbers.
However this assumption about the role of visuospatial systems in representing numerals falls prey to its limitation in
scope of concerned items, and cannot be generalized to abundant evidence of their involvement in a wide range of memory tasks with other types of (non-numeric) items, such as the
the word-span tests of Osaka et al. Yet, since mental mathematical operations (including mental arithmetic) require manipulation of memory items, a process-related hypothesis can
address Knops et al.’s observations.
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Hence our hypothesis provides a more parsimonious account for the role of visuospatial systems of the brain in executive memory tasks. While we do not rule out the possibility for a role of the brain’s spatial encoding resources
in representation of numeral concepts, we propose that cortical changes parallel with mastering manual skills and tool
making were key evolutionary changes that paved the way
to mnemonic algorithmic controlled information processing
(which is also crucial for mathematical processing). These
changes include dramatic development in prefrontal and parietal association cortices, including SPL: According to Paillard (Paillard, 2000), development of SPL is concerned with
attentional anchoring of gaze by coding the direction of the
optic axis relative to the head, which is crucial for manipulating physical objects. We propose that this change characterizes the involvement of visuospatial systems in abstract mental tasks, and the same functionality of shifting attention towards items of interest (Ballard, Hayhoe, Pook, & Rao, 1997)
is being simulated for manipulating memory items.
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Svensson, 2010; Oechssler, Roider, & Schmitz, 2009;
Stanovich & West, 2008) as, if this is the case, decision
makers can be selected for their resistance to this bias.

Abstract
Anchoring is a well-known effect leading to bias in estimation
in various decision-making contexts. A question, however, is
whether individuals with greater numerical and academic
ability would be less prone to this effect than others because
of greater ability to discern the value being estimated. In light
of growing interest in the role of individual differences in bias
susceptibility, anchoring was examined in a simulated pokerlike card game, using people with varying levels of academic
achievement and psychometric reasoning scores. The results
showed that anchoring susceptibility was unrelated to
education levels, but negatively associated with numerical
reasoning and cognitive reflection scores. This result,
however, was mediated by task expertise because participants
with higher cognitive abilities were those more likely to
display improvements in anchoring performance over the
course of the experiment.

Individual Differences

Keywords: anchoring, individual differences, numerical
ability, experience.

Introduction
Anchoring (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974) describes a robust
effect in which the estimates people make are affected by
other numbers that they have recently seen. Specifically,
people tend to anchor on such numbers and fail to adjust
sufficiently away from them when making estimates. This
has been shown to affect expert as well as naïve estimators
(Northcraft & Neale, 1987); and can be influenced by both
relevant and irrelevant anchor values (Thorsteinson, Breier,
Atwell, Hamilton, & Privette, 2008) and by obviously
wrong anchors (Quattrone, et al., 1984).
Although of theoretical interest in its own right, anchoring
also has practical consequences in applied settings. For
example, in oil and gas exploration, ‘analogue’ data (i.e.
data from a location judged to be analogous to the current
location in some way) is regularly used as a starting point
for discussions regarding the probability of making a
discovery and on assessments of its likely size, value and
cost to develop; therefore, anchoring can have a significant
impact on decisions (Bratvold, Begg, & Campbell, 2002).
As such, considerable time and effort is dedicated to making
people aware of anchoring in decision making courses
offered at university and in industry settings.
The efficacy of this in reducing susceptibility, however, is
doubtful. Research into anchoring has shown the effect to be
highly resistant to awareness-based debiasing (Chapman &
Johnson, 2002; Welsh, Begg, & Bratvold, 2006). As a result
there is increasing interest in whether people’s susceptibility
to anchoring might be related to individual differences in
cognitive abilities (Bergman, Ellingsen, Johanneson, &

Plausibly, people with greater expertise in a particular area
of decision-making should be less prone to biases such as
anchoring. However, there is clear evidence to suggest that
experts as well as novices are affected by anchors
(Northcraft & Neale, 1987).
In their study, Northcraft and Neale divided participants
into two groups (expert and non-expert) based upon whether
or not they were employed in real-estate. Participants were
then asked to value houses after being shown a ‘listing
price’ that acted as the anchor. All participants’ estimates
were affected by the anchoring values. The researchers also
demonstrated that less reasonable anchors had less impact
on the responses provided by their non-experts than more
reasonable anchors. Somewhat surprisingly, though, they
did not examine whether this effect was also observed in
experts. In particular, they did not consider the possibility
that ‘less reasonable’ anchors may have had an even lesser
impact on the responses of experts.
Another limitation of Northcraft and Neale’s (1987) study
was that the division of their sample into expert and nonexpert was done entirely on the basis of whether or not a
participant was employed in real estate and this, potentially,
failed to capture more refined differences that could have
been considered. For example, it might have been possible
to have used years of experience as a (poor) proxy for
expertise (for a discussion of the problems in defining
expertise, see Malhotra, Lee, & Khurana, 2005).
Alternately, one could follow on from recent work by
Frederick (2005), itself building on a tradition of work by
Stanovich and West (see, e.g. 1998, 2008), that has shown
cognitive abilities to be predictive of susceptibility to a
range of decision making biases.
Stanovich and West (2008), in fact, concluded that
anchoring was one bias not lessened by higher cognitive
abilities, a result replicated by Oechssler et al (2009);
however, a more recent experiment (Bergman, et al., 2010)
found that people scoring higher on Frederick’s (2005)
CRT measure (a measure of ‘cognitive reflection; i.e., how
likely a person is to engage rational rather than intuitive
reasoning) and on a general cognitive ability test were less
susceptible to anchors. These inconsistent findings,
combined with the earlier insights of Northcraft and Neale
(1987), suggest a need for further consideration of the
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association between expertise, cognitive ability and
anchoring effects.
One possibility is that cognitive ability, in and of itself,
plays no role in reducing susceptibility to anchoring but
instead acts only as a mediating factor in the development of
expertise. If this is the case, then this would predict that the
relationship between anchoring and cognitive ability be
visible only sometimes (where expertise has been
developed).

Research Goals
The first aim of this project was to examine whether
increased expertise (loosely defined here as greater
experience with a specific task) is associated with decreased
susceptibility to bias resulting from anchoring. Second, we
intended to establish whether cognitive ability was related to
anchoring susceptibility, or expertise, or both. Finally, we
were interested to see whether educational level predicted
bias susceptibility – as university courses seem the most
likely place for a person to have previously encountered the
concept of anchoring.
Recognizing the difficulties in defining expertise within
any given field, we also wanted to create a task on which we
could measure participant’s actual expertise so that this
could be compared with self-rated expertise. For this reason,
we chose a card-game with similar rules to poker (see
below). This task enabled us to run a large number of trials
and calculate the exact probabilities that the participants
would be estimating. It also made it possible to observe
people’s actual expertise (as reflected in their task
performance) and whether this was related to how much
prior experience they had with games of this nature.

Method
Participants
Participants were 102 university students and members of
the general public, recruited via posters and research
participation email lists from around the University of
Adelaide. The sample had a mean age of 22.5 (SD = 4.89)
and consisted of 34 males and 68 females. All participants
received $50 for their completion of a three-hour battery of
tasks including those described in this paper.

Materials and Procedure
Participants completed an online questionnaire, which
included gathering demographic details, prior to coming in
to the laboratory for testing.

Additionally, participants were asked to rate their
familiarity with poker and other card games (again a 7 point
scale ranging from 1, no familiarity, to 7, very familiar).
Cognitive Reflection Task (CRT). As described by
Frederick (2005), the CRT is designed to measure a
person’s level of “cognitive reflection”; that is, how likely
they are to engage rational and reflective System II
reasoning rather than relying on the fast and intuitive
System I reasoning that leads to bias (Stanovich & West,
2000). Participants answer three questions and are scored
either right or wrong. CRT score is simply the number of
questions that a person gets right – from 0 to 3.
In addition to predicting susceptibility to a number of
biases, this measure shows a strong relationship with
educational level in Frederick’s (2005) data.
Numerical Abilities Test (NAT). A short version of the
Numerical Abilities scale from the Differential Aptitude
Test (Bennett, Seashore, & Wesman, 1989) was prepared,
asking 12 rather than 48 questions and restricting time to 9
minutes rather than 36. A participant’s score was simply the
number of questions they answered correctly.
This task was computerized as a Matlab GUI and
conducted in the laboratory immediately prior to the
anchoring task described below.
Anchoring Task. The anchoring task was designed as a
card game based on poker but utilizing a deck of 16 cards
consisting of the cards 1 through 4 in four suits (blue, red
green and yellow). Three cards comprised each hand.
The value of hands was determined from their probability
of occurrence and described in poker terminology – thus a
“straight flush” (a run of adjacent numbers in a single suit)
was the best hand, followed by “3-of-a-kind”, a “flush”, a
“straight” and then a “pair of [4s, 3s, 2s or 1s]”.
A computer program was written in Matlab to conduct the
card game. To ensure comparability between participants,
the computer used the same sequence of hands for all
participants. Given hands of 3 drawn from a deck of 16,
there were 560 possible hands that a player could receive
and, with 4 suits, this enabled us to select one quarter of
these hands as a representative sample – that is, including
exactly the proportion of straight flushes, flushes, and so on
that one would expect from 140 hands.
The rules of the game were explained to participants in
advance as follows:
1.

Demographics. In addition to age and sex, a number of
further measures were gathered as part of the survey of the
sample. These included the level of education on a 7-point
scale indicating various levels of academic achievement. As
a result of the small sizes of several of these categories,
responses were recoded on a 3 point scale: 1, have not
attended university (n = 22); 2, current university student (n
= 58); and 3, university graduate (n = 22).
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2.

3.

The rarer the card combination, the greater the
likelihood of its winning. The computer will tell you
what type of hand you have.
You must place a bet at every stage – of either 10c or
30c. Bet small when you expect to lose and high
when you expect to win.
If you and the house (computer) have exactly the
same type of hand, the house wins.

The computer, at each of 140 trials, showed the player
their hand (from the representative sample described above),
described it using the terminology given above, and asked
them to answer two questions. The first was whether they
believed that their chance of winning was greater or less
than a given number – the anchor. (Anchors were a
randomly generated sequence of values ranging from 5 to
95%; however, to ensure comparability across participants,
the same sequence of anchors was used for each.)
After selecting the greater than or less than option, the
participant was asked to make their estimate of how likely
they thought they were to win the current hand given the
cards that they had, and to place a bet of either 10c or 30c.
Once the participant’s bet had been placed, the
computer’s hand was revealed and the winner was declared.
Participants started the game with a $10 ‘stake’ and the
computer updated this after each hand according to the bets
they had made and whether they had won or lost. These
winnings did not affect the amount that participants were
paid but, rather, were included as another means of tracking
the participants’ performance.

Results
Measures
As described above, most of the measures were selfexplanatory and were based on, either, response scales or
from the raw total scores from cognitive tests. The
anchoring task measures, however, are described below.
Anchoring. Each participant completed 140 trials of the
anchoring task and a person’s susceptibility to anchors was
measured by calculating the rank order partial correlation
between the anchors and their estimates (controlling for the
true value) across all trials. This was done for the
experiment as a whole but also for each of the four quarters
of the task in order to examine learning across the task.
Higher values on this measure indicate greater
susceptibility to the anchoring effect – that is, greater
agreement between their estimates of the likelihood of their
winning a hand and the anchor values they were shown
prior to making those estimates.
Accuracy. The accuracy measure was calculated as the rank
order partial correlation between the participant’s estimates
and the true values while controlling for the effect of the
anchor. As for the anchoring measure, this was done across
all trials and by quarter.
Higher values on this measure indicate greater accuracy that is, agreement between a person’s estimates and the true
likelihood of their winning a hand. This measure serves as a
check on people’s performance and thus expertise.
Winnings. Rather than using the raw amount that a
participant won over the course of the task as the measure,
we compared their winnings with the optimal winnings.
That is, we determined what an optimal decision maker,
able to calculate the probability of winning each hand

accurately, would bet at each point and calculated their
winnings. For the sample as a whole and for each quarter of
the trials, we calculated a participant’s winnings as the
percentage of the optimal winnings.

Anchoring Task Statistics
Table 1 summarizes the descriptive statistics for our sample
across all 140 trials of the anchoring task.
Table 1. Mean and 95% CI for each measure from the
anchoring task, calculated across 140 trials. The second
column shows the scale of the measure.
Scale
Mean
CI95
Anchoring
0 to 1*
0.24
[0.20 0.27]
Accuracy
0 to 1*
0.86
[0.83 0.90]
Winnings
0 to 100%
80.1
[75.2 85.0]
* Note – while the anchoring and accuracy measures can,
technically, take negative values, these were not predicted to
occur and observation of the sample confirmed this with no
accuracy scores and only 7 of the 102 anchoring scores
being below zero - and none of these being lower than -0.09.
As indicated in Table 1, there is evidence of the anchoring
effect in the data. Participant estimates correlated with the
anchors at an average of 0.24 and examination of the
confidence interval around this indicates that this effect was
reliably non-zero. Notwithstanding, the results suggest that
people were quite good at estimating the actual probability,
with the correlations between their estimates and the true
value averaging above 0.8 and their winnings being around
80% of what an optimal player would earn.
Anchoring
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0.4

0.95
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2
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4
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Figure 1. Mean scores on the three anchoring task measures
with 98.7% CIs, divided by task quarter (i.e, 35 trials).
Figure 1 summarizes the three anchoring task measures
across the four quarters of the task. The anchoring measure,
in particular, shows a clear improvement quarter-by-quarter.
Given that there is only a one-in-24 chance of seeing the
pattern of results observed here – constant reduction across
four stages - the data therefore provides strong evidence for
a general trend of improvement. The evidence for
improvements in accuracy and winnings, by comparison, is
less clear. In particular, while the accuracy measure seems
to show a trend toward improvement across the task, the
corresponding confidence intervals largely overlap
indicating that not too much should be drawn from this. The
winnings data, by comparison, seem only to show a distinct
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difference between the first and second halves of the task.
Analyses compared performance between the first and
last quarters, looking at the mean differences on each of the
three measures and finding evidence for improvement in all
three cases as none of the confidence intervals around these
mean differences contain zero: MDanch = -0.10 CI95 = [-.14 .06]; MDac c= .04, CI95 = [.01 .06]; and MDwin = 19.7, CI95 =
10.5 28.9].
We also calculated the size of the changes in the three
measures using the non-parametric common language effect
size measure A (Ruscio, 2008), which indicates the
probability of a randomly chosen datum from one condition
being better than a randomly chosen datum from the
alternate condition. This indicated a large effect of learning
on anchoring, a medium to large effect on accuracy and a
small to medium effect on winnings, A = 0.71, 0.67 and
0.61, respectively, when comparing 1st and 4th quarters.
That is, there is a clear trend of improvement on
performance on the anchoring task as the task progresses
through its 140 trials; specifically, as expertise (measured in
terms of accuracy and winnings) increases, susceptibility to
anchoring decreases.

Predicting Anchoring
To test for relationships between our independent measures
and those from the anchoring task described above, we
conducted a series of rank order correlations. These are
given in Table 2.

noted above, winnings correlates positively with CRT, NAT
and poker experience.
Focusing on the individual difference variables, it is
evident that they show logically coherent relationships. CRT
and NAT scores were most strongly related to one another
and all of their correlations with the anchoring measures,
while weak, were in the expected direction.

Anchoring and Expertise
The above results show that our independent measures do,
weakly, predict performance on the anchoring task.
However, given that learning is occurring during the task,
we need to establish how this increasing ‘expertise’ and our
measures relate. Importantly, we need to ascertain whether
differential ability on these measures predicts changes in
susceptibility to anchoring as the task progresses.
As an initial test of the relationship between expertise (on
the anchoring task) and our other measures, we calculated
rank order correlations between the anchoring measure and
each of these for just the first quarter of trials – when
expertise was lowest. This confirmed that, across the first 35
trials of the task, the correlations between anchoring and all
three of NAT, CRT and poker experience were zero, ρ = .02, .00 and .04, respectively.
To further examine this question, the sample was divided
into people who improved their performance on the
anchoring measure (n = 69) and those who did not (n = 33)
and these groups were compared (Figure 2).
NAT

Table 2. Rank order correlations between cognitive tasks,
experience measures and performance on the anchoring
task.
1
2
3
4
5
6
1. Anchoring <.01 .10
.13
.20
.98
2. Accuracy
<.01 .55
.04
.09
-.41
3. Winnings
-.17
.03
.03
.04
.49
4. NAT
-.15
.06
<.01 .01
.22
5. CRT
-.13
.24
.20
.22
.44
6. Poker Exp. .00
.17
.12
.20
.25
Note: the bottom left triangle shows the correlation
strengths while the top right shows the corresponding pvalues (two-tailed). N = 102 in all cases. Bold correlations
are significant at the .05 level. Italic correlations are
significant at .05 if considered as directional hypotheses.
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8
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4.5

2

4
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No Imp.

Imp.

2.5

No Imp.

Imp.

0

No Imp.

Imp.

Improvement Group

Figure 2. Mean NAT score, Poker Experience and CRT
score, with 95% CIs, by improvement group (i.e, whether
participants reduced their susceptibility to anchoring).

When one considers Table 2, it can be seen that the
majority of effects (14 of 15) are in the directions one would
expect. Anchoring is negatively related to people’s accuracy
and winnings and also to both of the cognitive measures.
Interestingly, however, poker experience has no noticeable
effect on susceptibility to anchors in this task. Accuracy,
similarly, shows the expected relationships, being the best
predictor of people’s winnings and positively related to the
CRT measure, people’s self-rated poker experience and
even, weakly, to the NAT. Similarly, the correlations
between winnings and all the other measures were in the
expected direction. That is, in addition to the correlations

Inspection of the confidence intervals in Figure 2 suggests
that all of these measures show some difference between the
participants who did and did not improve their performance
(that is, reduced their susceptibility to anchoring).
Specifically, the people who became less susceptible to
anchoring were those who scored higher on the NAT and
CRT and rated their own poker experience more highly.
These effects are small to medium for the cognitive
measures A = 0.59 and 0.63 for the NAT and CRT,
respectively, and medium for poker experience, A = 0.64.
We also examined the number of participants from each
education group who improved or did not improve their
anchoring score across the course of the task. Table 3 shows
the observed and expected sizes of each group for the six
combinations of education level and improvement.
Table 3 shows marked deviations from statistical
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expectations. Specifically, group 1 (non-university
educated) have fewer improvers than would be expected
while group 3 (university graduates) almost all showed
improvement on the anchoring measure. A χ2-test confirmed
that the probability of seeing such divergence in the absence
of an effect was very low, p = .014. The effect, comparing
educational levels of the group showing improvement and
those not, was of medium strength, A = 0.66.
Table 3. Observed and expected sub-group sizes, comparing
education level and improvement on anchoring measure.
Education Group
Improve
1
2
3
No
12 / 7.1
18 / 18.8
3 / 7.1
Yes
10 / 14.9
40 / 39.2
18 / 14.9
Overall, these results suggest that the relationships
observed above between anchoring and the individual
differences are largely mediated by expertise. That is,
people who score better on the cognitive measures, while no
less susceptible at the beginning of the task, become
increasingly less susceptible to anchoring as the task
progresses, with the result that, overall, a relationship is
seen between cognitive ability and anchoring, Similarly,
while prior experience with poker offered no immediate
advantage, it did predict improvement on this, related, task.

Education and Anchoring
A potential confound in tasks such as these is participants’
level of education. As noted above, this is known to be
strongly related to Frederick’s (2005) CRT measure and is
likely to relate to numerical ability as well. A university
education also seems the most likely way that a person
might have become aware of the anchoring effect and, thus,
potentially, be less susceptible. Therefore, participants’
scores on the anchoring measures, cognitive measures and
poker expertise were examined in relation to their
educational attainment (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Means for anchoring task and independent
measures with 98.3% confidence intervals, by education
group.

Despite our predictions of a possible association between
anchoring performance and education, the results in the top
row of Figure 3 show little difference in scores between the
different groups excepting that university students and
graduates are more variable in their performance. Similarly,
there is no apparent difference between any of the groups in
relation to their level of poker experience.
As was expected, however, there were clear differences
between the education groups on the cognitive measures.
Both of the university groups scored higher than the nonuniversity group on the NAT, whereas scores on the CRT
seemingly increase across each educational level. The sizes
of these effects were calculated, indicating that the
difference between CRT scores in the different groups
varied from weak to medium/strong, A = 0.64, 0.57 and 0.70
when comparing groups 1 and 2, 2 and 3, and 1 and 3,
respectively. By comparison, the difference between
education groups on the NAT varied from very small to
very strong, A = 0.77, 0.52 and 0.78, comparing groups 1
and 2, 2 and 3, and 1 and 3, respectively.

Discussion
Taken as a whole, the results were generally consistent
with our predictions. Participants showed clear anchoring
effects on our task but the degree of bias decreased as
people played more and more hands of the card game and,
presumably, learnt the underlying probabilities of winning
with the different types of hand. The average correlations
between participants’ estimates and the anchors they had
seen reduced from 0.28 in the first quarter of the trials to
0.12 in the last.
Of equal interest is the fact that both of the cognitive
measures we considered, the NAT and CRT, predicted
susceptibility to the anchoring effect. The overall effect of
this was weak, however, with correlations of -0.15 and 0.12, and we note that these measures do not predict
anchoring susceptibility at the beginning of the task. Rather,
people who scored higher on numerical ability and cognitive
reflection were more likely to show reduced susceptibility to
anchoring as the task progressed. Similarly, self-rated poker
experience had no, overall, relationship with anchoring but
did predict improvement on the anchoring measure as the
task progressed (see Figure 3).
Finally, participant’s level of education was also related
to anchoring susceptibility. In particular, it predicted
whether their susceptibility to anchoring would decrease as
they continued in the task – an unsurprising finding given
the strong relationships observed between NAT, CRT and
education level.
In general terms, then, it seems that the experiment
provides evidence for the value of considering individual
differences when looking at biases such as anchoring. It also
confirms previous findings (Frederick, 2005; Stanovich &
West, 1998, 2008) linking bias susceptibility to cognitive
ability.
An important caveat, however, is that the larger
differences observed here are those linked to experience and
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expertise. That is, differences in cognitive ability are, in this
study at least, more useful for predicting the rate of increase
in expertise rather than direct susceptibility to biases.
Consequently, it is the increase in expertise that accounts for
the larger differences in susceptibility to biases. For this
reason, we are left in the position of having to define
expertise within a field of interest before being able to state
definitively that ‘experts’ will be less affected by anchors.
A second concern is whether what we have called
‘expertise’ herein is representative of expertise in real
domains. Clearly we have a practice effect but expertise
generally refers to more durable, transferable abilities.
Given the difficulties in defining expertise, however, we
feel justified in calling this a necessary first step and
certainly regard it as an improvement over previous studies
where expertise is self-rated or simply assumed from
vocation.

Future Research
This experiment was, primarily, concerned with establishing
that anchoring susceptibility varies with expertise. As such,
and given our choice of a poker-based game, we have
concentrated on the small number of cognitive tasks we
thought most relevant to such a task – given previous
findings. The nature of anchoring, however, where a value
acts to bias recall of knowledge about another value being
estimated, suggests that a consideration of other cognitive
abilities would be valuable. In particular, aspects of memory
would seem to be involved and a consideration of individual
differences in memory would, therefore, be informative.
More work is also required to establish the relationships
between the various types of cognitive bias commonly
discussed. While there have been several attempts at
creating a taxonomy of biases, these have largely relied on
assumptions regarding the underlying heuristic processes
(see, e.g., Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). A large-scale factor
analysis of bias questions and a range of cognitive measures
would enable the relationships between various biases to be
placed on a firmer footing.

Conclusions
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that susceptibility to
anchoring is related to the cognitive abilities we have
examined and other measures such as educational level and
self-rated expertise on related tasks. More importantly,
however, it seems that these abilities mediate peoples’
development of expertise and it is this expertise within a
specific estimation context that actually reduces
susceptibility to anchoring.
Therefore, if one is confident that the person making an
estimate is an expert, then one can also expect that their
estimates will be less affected by anchoring values than lessexpert individuals. The use of simple cognitive measures
such as the NAT and CRT, however, while somewhat
predictive of differences in expertise, will not be sufficient
to enable this conclusion to be reached. Instead, a measure
of expertise on the task in question will be required.
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Abstract
It has been suggested that classifiers in Mandarin Chinese
serve a semantic function of categorizing the nouns in terms
of their perceptual and functional features. We investigated
the classifiers’ organizational utility in a recall task by
contrasting it with that of taxonomic categories. Mandarin
participants studied and recalled immediately two lists of
nouns, one associated with four taxonomic categories and the
other with four classifiers. The nouns were presented
randomly in bare forms or in four columns headed by
category names or classifiers. Comparable subjective
clustering effects were found in the recall of taxonomically
categorized nouns whether they were presented randomly or
in columns. The recall of classifier categorized nouns showed
no clustering when presented randomly, but some (though
smaller) clustering when presented in columns. The findings
suggest that classifiers do not serve the same function as
taxonomic categories and that their semantic function may be
limited.
Keywords: classifier; categorization; semantic memory;
subjective clustering

Introduction
Categorization is basic to language use and cognition. We
encounter an infinite number of entities everyday, and the
terms we adopt to talk about them are merely reference to
their “kinds,” such as tree, cup, love, etc. As the referring to
concepts is closely related to the linguistic labels of them,
the relation between language and thought has long
intrigued researchers in many fields. Along this line, a very
relevant issue pertains to the language-particularities of
nominal classification. Every language devises ways to
mark classes of nouns, and the carve-up of nominal
concepts varies drastically across languages. On the
assumption that the grammar of a language may reflect its
speakers’ mind, the possibility that different nominal
classifications are signs of varying worldviews has been
vigorously pursued by linguists and psychologists (cf. Lucy,
1992; Nisbett, 2003). The use of classifiers, for example, is
one way of signaling the class of a referred noun. Given that
each entity has multiple semantic facets, classifiers provide
unique ways to view objects in terms of a limited number of
semantic parameters: material, animacy, shape, consistency,
size, function, and orientation (Croft, 1994; Aikhenvald,
2004; Allan, 1977). Mandarin Chinese features a numeral
classifier system. In numeral or deictic constructions, a noun

is preceded by a classifier that specifies some salient
perceived features of the referred entity, such as yi ke shu
(one KE tree ‘a tree’) and zhe mei yingbi (this MEI coin
‘this coin’). Classifiers are believed to contribute to the
semantics of a noun phrase (Tai, 1994). For example, ke is
associated with plants, and mei, with small round and solid
objects. Members in some classifier categories may be
highly heterogeneous, but can mostly be accounted for by
motivated extensions (Lakoff, 1987).
Whether the Chinese classifier system has to do with the
organization of object concepts in the speakers’ mind has
attracted some attention recently. Kuo and Sera (2009), for
example, found that Chinese speakers classified objects
preferably by shape, which is the predominant semantics of
Chinese classifiers. Zhang and Schmitt (1998) also showed
that Chinese speakers, compared with English users, tend to
group objects according to their associated classifiers. On
the other hand, Saalbach and Imai (2007) argued that object
concepts generally followed a universal principle of
organization, and the role of classifiers was minor if any. It
appears that the nature of the classifier effect may be
complicated and further scrutiny is necessary.

Semantic Memory and Concept Organization
The question of what people know of “object concepts”
pertains to our belief of knowledge organization. The
structure by which a concept is stored for general purposes
is known as “semantic memory,” and it often reveals itself
in cognitive tasks relevant to learning and understanding
(Bransford, 1979). Recalling of a list, for example, pushes
us to call for our knowledge structure. When participants are
given a list of entities to memorize, the order and number of
entities being recalled are found to reflect subjective
clustering of concepts into smaller meaningful sequences
(Bousfield, 1953; Tulving, 1962).
Of various relations among objects, taxonomy is attested
as a prominent principle of concept organization. There
could also be other schemes of object organization, for
example, thematic relations (Lin & Murphy, 2001; Nisbett,
2003; Saalbach & Imai, 2007). In Chinese, the presence of a
classifier in front of a noun invites us to ask the question of
whether classifiers could be another scheme of object
organization. In fact, the question has been raised and tested
before. Using 16 nouns associated with four different
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classifiers, Zhang and Schmitt (1998) presented the nouns in
bare form and in a random order for Chinese and English
participants to memorize and recall. They observed higher
clustering of the nouns in the recall of the Chinese
participants than in the recall of the English participants.
Gao and Malt (2009) examined the role of classifier in recall
with greater details and depth. Classifiers were first
distinguished according to their relationship with the nouns.
Three groups were identified based on Chinese speakers’
ratings: well-defined, prototypical, and arbitrary. They
selected nouns that paired with the three groups of
classifiers and placed them in sentence frames. In one
version of the sentences, classifiers were present whereas in
another version (although equally grammatical), classifiers
were absent. The sentences were shown in blocks defined
by classifier groups and in a random order within a block to
the Chinese and English participants for later recall of the
nouns. The interesting findings of their study pertain to the
recall and clustering of the nouns associated with welldefined classifiers. For these nouns, clustering was greater
when classifiers were present than when classifiers were
absent, but this classifier effect was apparent only in the
recall of the Chinese participants. For the prototypical and
arbitrary classifiers, noun recall also displayed a clustering
trend, but the extent of clustering was comparable across
languages and whether classifiers were present. In terms of
the well-defined classifiers, Gao and Malt’s (2009) results
were consistent with those of Zhang and Schmitt (1998).
However, Gao and Malt did not show whether a significant
clustering beyond chance was present when classifiers were
not explicitly used in sentences and when the classifiers
were the prototypical and the arbitrary types. Furthermore,
neither study contrasted classifiers with other well-known
memory organizational schemes such as the taxonomic
categories. Saalbach and Imai (2007) contrasted classifier
with thematic and taxonomic relations in a categorization
task, a similarity judgment task, and an inductive reasoning
task. The authors observed a classifier effect in the
similarity judgment task and the inductive reasoning task,
and the effect was greater for the Chinese speakers than for
the German speakers. However, the classifier effect was
much smaller than the thematic and the taxonomic effects,
both of which were comparable across languages. Zhang
and Schmitt (1998) as well as Gao and Malt (2009) have
demonstrated the differential effectiveness of classifiers (at
least the well-defined type) as a memory organizational
scheme for classifier and non-classifier languages. But, their
work did not inform us of the relative effectiveness of
classifiers as compared with the more universal
organizational scheme such as the taxonomic categories.
Saalbach and Imai’s work (2007) shed much light on the
contrasting roles of classifiers and taxonomic categories as
an organizational scheme in speakers’ semantic memory.
But, the contrasting roles were not demonstrated in memory
recall. The purpose of the present study was two folds. First,
we wanted to determine whether Chinese speakers would
spontaneously, as opposed to being explicitly primed to,

detect the classifier relation among a set of nouns and to use
the relation to help them organize the nouns in their memory.
Second, we sought to determine the relative effectiveness of
classifiers and taxonomic categories in aiding memory
recall for Chinese speakers. Nouns that were associated with
four well-defined classifiers and nouns that fell in four
taxonomic categories were selected for study and recall.
Experiment 1 presented the nouns in random order without
the classifiers or the taxonomic categories. Experiment 2
presented the nouns in groups labeled by the classifiers or
the taxonomic categories.

Experiment 1
Two lists of nouns were presented to speakers for recall, one
with nouns organized by classifier relations (C-Nouns), and
the other with nouns organized by taxonomic relations (TNouns). By observing how participants recalled the items of
each list, we aimed to see whether these two schemes of
categorization are equally activated in the participants’
semantic memory for effective concept retrieval.

Method
Stimuli C-Nouns consisted of 20 nouns associated with 4
different classifier categories and T-Nouns comprised 20
nouns from 4 different taxonomic categories (Table 1). All
nouns were two-character words, and within each list, the
nouns shared no apparent orthographic similarity. To make
sure the two lists of nouns are equally memorable,
frequencies of occurrence were matched according to the
data of Google Query. Importantly, the C-nouns did not
share taxonomic relations, and the T-nouns did not share the
same classifier. Because a Chinese noun was likely to go
with more than one classifier, we relied on Chinese Sketch
Engine to make sure the C-nouns selected had a high
tendency to pair with a specific classifier.1
Table 1: C-Nouns and T-Nouns used in Experiment 1.
C-Nouns
tiao2
ba3
kuai4
mei2
du2she2
shou3qiang1
bu4liao4
jie4zhi3
‘serpent’
‘pistol’
‘cloth’
‘ring’
yao1dai4
shu1zi0
bing3gan1
you2piao4
‘belt’
‘comb’
‘cookie’
‘stamp’
he2liu2
fu3tou2
mu4ban3
hui1zhang1
‘river’
‘axe’
‘board’
‘badge’
mian2bei4
ji2ta1
fei2zao4
zha4dan4
‘quilt’
‘guitar’
‘soap’
‘bomb’
hong2zhuan1
ying4bi4
tie3gui4
yu3san3
‘brick’
‘coin’
‘rail’
‘umbrella’
1
Chinese Sketch Engine is devised by the Chinese WordNet
Research Group, Academia Sinica, Taiwan. The sketch engine is
provided by Lexical Computing Ltd., and our search was based on
the database Gigaword, which is provided by Linguistic Data
Consortium. Please visit http://wordsketch.ling.sinica.edu.tw to
learn more information.
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T-Nouns
BODY

CITY

jian1bang3
‘shoulder’
buo2zi0
‘neck’
xi1gai4
‘knee’
jiao3huai2
‘ankle’
shou3zhou3
‘elbow’

ba1li2
‘Paris’
man4gu3
‘Bangkok’
hua2sha1
‘Warsaw’
kai1luo2
‘Cairo’
ya3dian3
‘Athena’

MUSICAL
VEGETABLE
INSTRUMENT

da4gu3
cing1jiao1
‘drum’
‘green pepper’
chang2di2
buo1cai4
‘flute’
‘spinach’
la3ba1
huang2gua1
‘trumpet’
‘cucumber’
gang1cin2
suan4tou2
‘piano’
‘garlic’
xiang3ban3
luo2buo0
‘clappers’
‘carrot’

Participants Twenty undergraduate students from National
Cheng Kung University, Taiwan, participated in this
experiment. They were native speakers of Mandarin
Chinese, aging from 18 to 24 years old (mean age: 20.9 yrs).
There were 13 females and 7 males.
Procedure The participants were told to memorize two lists
of nouns. For each list, twenty bare nouns were presented on
a computer screen in a random order at a rate of two
seconds per word. At the end of presentation, the
participants wrote down on a sheet of paper as many words
as could be recalled in a period of three minutes. There were
grids on the sheet that guided the participants to write down
the nouns one in a separate line from the top to the bottom.
The same list was tested five times. Half of the participants
were given the C-Noun list before the T-Noun list, and the
other half received the T-Noun list first.
Measures Following Frender and Doubilet (1974), we
adopted the ratio of repetition (RR) as an indicator of
subjective clustering. RR was defined as the “fraction
representing the number of repetitions of items divided by
the total item listed” (Bousfield, 1953), given by the
equation in (1). Frender and Doubilet (1974) further
suggested that the clustering tendency can be efficiently
ascertained by comparing RR with its expected value in the
protocol. The expected ratio of repetition (ERR), or the rate
of clustering happening simply by chance, can be
determined by a simple formula, as defined in (2).
(1) RR: ratio of repetition
RR =

r
n −1

(2) ERR (Expected ratio of repetition)
c

E RR =

∑ e (e
i =1

i

i

− 1)

N ( N − 1)

where,
r = the number of category repetitions in a subject’s recall
n = the number of items recalled
c = the number of categories in the protocol
e = the number of exemplars in a category

N= the total number of items in a protocol
For any two directly adjacent nouns on the recalled list,
their sharing of the same categorical relation was counted
one time of category repetition (r).

Results and Discussion
Participants tended to recall more T-Nouns (17.43 out of
20 items) than C-Nouns (15.04 out of 20 items): F(1, 19) =
41.08, p < .0001. They also tended to recall more nouns in
later trials than in earlier ones: F(4, 76) = 148, p < .0001.
This practice effect was similar for C-Nouns and T-Nouns,
i.e., the interaction effect was not significant, p > .08.
Figure 1 shows the mean RR of participants’ recall of Cnouns and T-nouns in five successive trials. T-nouns
consistently yielded a higher RR than the expected ratio of
repetition. For recall of C-nouns, RR became slightly higher
only in later trials. For our design of 4 categories X 5
members, the optimal RR is [4*(5-1)]/(20-1)=0.84. That
means the RR of T-Nouns almost reached its highest point
in later trials. In other words, participants almost always
recalled T-Nouns in an organized pattern after the third trial.
For both C-Nouns and T-Nouns, the growth of RR slowed
down after the third trial.

Figure 1: RR plot of C-Nouns and T-Nouns over 5
successive trials in Experiment 1.
The RR of T-Nouns (0.71) was higher than that of CNouns (0.21): F(1, 19) = 450.6, p < .0001. There was a
significant practice effect. RR increased over trials: F(4, 76)
= 14.2, p < .0001. A significant interaction was also
observed, indicating greater practice effect for T-Nouns than
for C-Nouns: F(4, 76) = 6.7, p < 001. Additional t-tests
indicated that RRs were significantly greater than the
chance for all trials of T-Nouns, p’s < .001, whereas the
RRs were not significantly greater than the chance for CNouns, p’s > .2.
The results of this experiment showed that when nouns
were presented in bare forms, Chinese speakers could
spontaneously pick up the taxonomic relations among the
nouns and used the cues to organize the nouns for effective
memory recall. In contrast, the same participants failed to
detect the classifier relations among the nouns, even when
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they had studied the nouns multiple times, and their recall of
the nouns showed no sign of clustering whatsoever. The
results suggest that classifiers may not be inherently
conceptual and do not seem to play an active role in Chinese
speakers’ semantic memory.

effect is apparent in the recall of T-nouns. Importantly,
given explicit linguistic cues, recall of the C-Nouns also
shows significant clustering. For both C-Nouns and TNouns, RR was higher than the chance, but the RR of TNouns was higher than that of C-Nouns in all three trials.

Experiment 2
Experiment 2 employed the same stimuli as Experiment 1,
but differed in the way items were presented to the
participants. Items of the same category were presented in
the same column, and a linguistic label of their shared
category was placed right above the column. For C-Nouns,
the labels were the shared classifiers among category
members, and for T-Nouns, the labels were taxonomic
nodes that properly expressed the commonalities among
category members. By labeling the nature of each category,
we aimed to examine whether taxonomic and classifier
categories would be equally activated for object
organization when made explicit to the participants.
Figure 2: RR plot of C-Nouns and T-Nouns over 3
successive trials in Experiment 2.

Method
Stimuli The same two lists of nouns from Experiment 1
were prepared in two booklet versions. In Version I, twenty
nouns were printed on the same page, arranged into four
columns corresponding to four categories. Shown above
each column was a linguistic label of the category that
properly represented the nature of the category. Three pages
of C-Nouns were followed by another three pages of TNouns. Version II differed from Version I only in the order
of the C-Noun pages and the T-Noun pages.
Participants Fifty-six undergraduate students taking the
“Psychology of Language” course at National Cheng Kung
University participated for an extra credit.
Procedure Participants were tested in the classroom in
group. They were given 40 seconds to memorize twenty
nouns on a page. After turning the page as instructed by the
experimenter, they wrote down on a separate sheet as many
words as they could recall in three minutes, in the same way
as required in Experiment 1. The participants repeated the
same list three times before switching to the other list.
Roughly half of the participants received Version I of the
booklet (n=27), and the other half received Version II
(n=29).

Results and Discussion
T-Nouns (17.76 out of 20 items) were recalled better than
C-Nouns (15.54 out of 20 items), F(1, 55) = 98, p < .0001.
Nouns were recalled better in later trials, indicating a
practice effect: F(2, 110) = 445.9, p < .0001. Practice effect
was greater for recall of C-Nouns than for T-Nouns, F(2,
110) = 30.8, p < .0001.
Figure 2 shows the RR in the recall of C-Nouns and TNouns over three successive trials. A significant clustering

The RR of T-Nouns (0.76) was higher than that of CNouns (0.66): F(1, 55) = 30.7, p < .0001. There was a
significant practice effect indicating that RR increased over
trials: F(2, 110) = 33.9, p < .0001. Practice effect was
similar for T-Nouns and C-Nouns: F(2, 110) = 2.4, p > .09.
T-tests showed that the clustering effect was greater than the
chance for both T-Nouns and C-Nouns, p’s < .0001.
Comparisons of the results of the two experiments (using
the first three trials of Experiment 1) indicate that explicit
linguistic labels of categories helped the amount of recall
only slightly for both T-Nouns (from 16.02 to 17.76) and CNouns (from 13.23 to 15.54)). The labels also exerted
minimal influence on the subjective clustering of the TNouns (from .67 to .76). In contrast, explicit classifier labels
increased subjective clustering of the C-Nouns substantially
(from .21 to .66).

General Discussion
The present study examined whether the organization of
Chinese speakers’ object concepts reflected the classifier
system of the language as opposed to the taxonomic system.
We found that when items were presented as bare nouns,
participants detected taxonomic relations among the items,
and accordingly clustered the items for effective recall. But
for items sharing the same classifier, participants did not
find the relation among them. Our findings were at odds
with those of Zhang and Schmitt (1999). Following
Pellegrino and Hubert (1982), they assessed the tendency of
subjective clustering by “adjusted ratio of clustering” (ARC)
which is a standardized score ranging from -1 to 1, with 0
indicating chance of accidental repetition. In Zhang and
Schmitt’s study, the ARC value of the Chinese speakers
reached 0.68, which indicates a positive classifier effect.
Computing the ARC with our data from Experiment 1, we
obtained a value of 0.085, very close to zero, indicating little
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classifier effect. By contrast, for recalling of taxonomicallyrelated items, the ARC reached 0.637.
Our results from both experiments indicate an effect of
classifier presence, which is in line with those of Gao and
Malt (2009) with respect to their well-defined classifiers.
The data from the first trials of our experiments reveal an
increase of clustering from chance (.21) in Experiment 1
to .57 in Experiment 2. The increase was from .56 to .81 in
Gao and Malt’s data when classifiers were absent as
opposed to present. Because Gao and Malt did not include a
chance estimate, it is unclear whether the classifier-absent
condition produced significant clustering. Our data showed
no clustering beyond chance when classifiers were absent.
More importantly, by including the taxonomic relations, we
were able to show that whereas the taxonomic relations are
an effective organizational scheme in semantic memory and
is activated automatically, the classifier relations are not as
effective and certainly do not emerge spontaneously without
explicit mention.
Our results invite two possible explanations. Firstly, it is
very likely for the classifier effect to be of a different nature
from taxonomic relations. Although members in a classifier
category usually share semantic similarities, the shared
features are not always as salient as taxonomic relations. In
fact, classifier categories reflect a variety of classifying
rationales: shape, material, rigidity, etc. which makes them
more arbitrary than taxonomic relations that operate only on
in-built characteristics of objects. In one classifier category,
it is common to involve more than one defining feature, for
example, TOU for huge and animate beings. In addition to
that, presentation of classifiers together with the stimuli may
have invoked participants’ linguistic knowledge rather than
conceptual information. In previous studies, Wang, Guo,
Bui, and Shu (2006) found a classifier effect only in naming
of “Classifier + Noun” phrases, but not in naming of bare
nouns. Similar result was also found in Alario, Yu, Geng,
and Bi (2009) which suggested that items with similar
shapes only produced an interference effect in naming of
objects in nominal phrases containing a classifier. Following
the notion of “thinking for speaking” (Slobin 1996), the
effect of classifier could be a dynamic one. It may be
activated when linguistic knowledge is demanded, such as
when reading nouns along with a specific classifier.
The significant difference between C-Nouns and T-Nouns
also invites another explanation, namely, “categorization” as
a graded notion. Discussion of “categorization” often
centered around categories that are constant and a priori,
such as BIRD, TREE and ANIMAL. In the past century,
psychologists began to take an interest in categories that are
created spontaneously for immediate problem-solving, such
as “things you take from your house when it is on fire” or
“possible costumes to wear to a Halloween party” (Barsalou,
1983; Little & Lewandowsky, 2006). Given the term “ad
hoc categories” (following Lawrence Barsalou), these
spontaneously-activated categories had graded internal
structure centralizing typical member(s), just like constant
categories. Nevertheless, they were less effective for

retrieving and clustering in recall experiments (Barsalou,
1983). Our findings seemed to be in resonance with
Barsalou’s, which called for rethinking of the nature of
classifier categories as ad hoc rather than constant.
This claim certainly demands a thorough consideration
regarding how ad hoc categories differ from constant ones.
Philosophers such as Vervaeke and Green (1997) have
argued the necessity to distinguish between “physical
relation” and “superphysical relation”. The former is
typically known as the “kind-of” relation. It is also called
“general-purpose taxonomy” that is autonomous,
disregarding linguistic or social considerations. On the
contrary, superphysical relations represent the so-called
“special-purpose taxonomy” that is constructed for a
specific demand, and is in this sense interactive with the
immediate context. According to Barsalou (1983), common
categories make superior mnemonic devices to ad hoc ones
probably because their “concept-to-instance” associations
are better established in memory, and we can activate them
even without context. Unlike physical relations,
superphysical relations have a short life span, and reflect a
wide variety of relations from metaphor, metonymy, to
propositional or perceptual similarities (Lakoff, 1987).
Chinese classifier system as ad hoc categories was
manifested in our two experiments: Classifier relations were
employed by our participants only when the contexts (labels
of categories) were given, but for taxonomic relations,
participants could detect them even without an explicit cue.
The distinction between these two submodels of
categorization is not always clear. Wierzbicka (1984), for
example, regarded FRUIT as a superphysical relation
whereas it was usually deemed a common category in
psychological experiments (cf. Freedman and Loftus, 1971).
Also, combining of common and ad hoc relations of a
category is possible. For example, classifier KE introduces
plants, and another classifier ZUO houses huge entities or
buildings. They are organized with conceptual similarities
and sometimes confront with taxonomic relations. For some
classifying categories, the shared commonalities are easy to
detect. That might account for the classifier effects found in
some studies, such as Zhang and Schmitt (1999). In addition,
frequency of category entrenchment plays a role. Barsalou
(1983) suggests that an ad hoc category can shift to a wellestablished one when it is processed frequently. Constant
use of classifiers to count or index objects is likely to
entrench the classifier relations, and Chinese speakers are
privileged to have an additional scheme of classification
which is activated when the duty calls.

Conclusion
In cognitive linguistics, categorization is considered of
crucial importance to language use (Croft & Cruse, 2004;
Taylor, 2002; Ungerer & Schmidt, 1997). Nevertheless,
Labov (1973, p. 342) was probably right in pointing out that
it is “such fundamental and obvious part of linguistic
activity that the properties of categories are normally
assumed rather than studied.” In the past few decades,
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psychological experiments have enabled us to look at the
nature of linguistic categorization in a less retrospective way.
Although previous psychological studies did not always
resonate in their answers, we believe we are collecting
pieces of a puzzle to get a grand picture.
Relative to Zhang and Schmitt (1999) and Gao and Malt
(2009), by two experiments, we found that classifier effect
was observed in participants’ recall of nouns in specific
contexts. Nevertheless, we also made further comparison of
classifier effect with taxonomy categories, demonstrating
that the relatively weaker conceptual-organizing function of
classifier knowledge found in Saalbach and Imai (2007) was
also detected in noun-recall task. The results calls for a view
to regard classifiers as ad hoc categories activated mostly
when speakers need to think for speaking. Questions
regarding the types of classifier categories and the degree of
their entrenchment are yet to be determined in our future
investigations.
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Abstract
The relationship between working memory and deliberative
processing was examined in a human contingency learning
experiment that employed the combined positive and negative
patterning procedure of Shanks and Darby (1998).
Participants with a large working memory capacity showed
generalization consistent with the application of an opposites
rule (i.e., a compound and its elements signal opposite
outcomes), whilst individuals with a small working memory
capacity showed generalization consistent with surface
similarity. Working memory capacity was assessed via the
Operation Span task (Turner & Engle, 1989). Implications for
associative, inferential, and dual-process accounts of human
learning are discussed.
Keywords: rules; associative learning;
working memory; deliberative processing.

generalization;

Introduction
The distinction between deliberative and non-deliberative
processing, under a variety of different names, is
fundamental to the study of cognition. For example,
theorists seek to distinguish between propositional and
associative learning (Mitchell, De Houwer & Lovibond,
2009), between analytic and nonanalytic categorization
(Brooks, 1978), between automatic and intentional retrieval
from memory (Jacoby, 1991), and between intuitive and
deliberate reasoning (Kahneman, 2003).
Deliberative
processing is generally considered to be characteristic of
thought processes that go beyond surface similarity to
extract casual (De Houwer & Beckers, 2003) or abstract
(Shanks & Darby, 1998) structure, thought processes that go
beyond simple familiarity to episodic recollection (Jacoby,
1991), thought processes that are able to detect and correct
irrational non-deliberative inferences (Kahneman, 2003).
Deliberative thought processes are also often considered to
be those that involve a degree of recurrence – in the sense
that one goes through a series of intermediate stages to
arrive at the final response (Milton & Wills, 2004). Another,
related, way of capturing this idea of recurrence is to say
that deliberative thought approximates the operation of a
physical symbol system (Newell, 1980) – the ideas are
related because certain recurrent, neural-like, structures

have been shown to be able to implement a Universal
Turing Machine (Siegelmann & Sontag, 1995).
In the current study we investigated the relationship
between the availability of working memory resources and
the extent to which people engage in deliberative processing
when acquiring new information. People with comparatively
large working memories learn some tasks more quickly (e.g.
learning to trace electrical signals through logic gates;
Kyllonen & Stephens, 1990), and other tasks more slowly
(e.g. acquisition of a hard-to-verbalize category structure;
De Caro, Thomas & Beilock, 2008; but see Tharp &
Pickering, 2009), than people with comparatively small
working memories. In the current study, we were interested
primarily in the relationship between availability of working
memory resources and the nature of what was learned.
One related study is that by De Houwer and Beckers
(2003). In their forward cue competition experiment,
participants first observed (in a computer game scenario)
that firing a particular weapon (A) was followed by the
destruction of a tank. Later on, weapon A was fired
simultaneously with a new weapon, B. This compound
firing also led to the destruction of the tank. They were then
asked about the causal status of weapon B with respect to
the destruction of the tank. On one, non-deliberative,
account weapon B and the destruction of the tank have been
repeatedly paired and thus one might say weapon B causes
destruction of the tank by the mere fact of contiguity.
However on another, deliberative, account one might argue
that the causal status of B is uncertain because A causes
destruction of the tank on its own, and B has never been
used on its own. De Houwer and Beckers found that the
imposition of a concurrent working memory load led to
higher ratings for the extent to which B was considered to
cause the tank’s destruction, compared to a situation where
the same contingencies were observed in the absence of a
concurrent load. Their conclusion was that the imposition of
a concurrent load interfered with the deliberative (deductive
reasoning) processes required to work out that the causal
status of B was uncertain, despite the fact it had been
repeatedly paired with the destruction of the tank.
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Figure 1: A. The training and test trial types in the Shanks and Darby (1998, Experiment 2) allergy prediction task; letters
indicate foods eaten by a hypothetical patient Mr. X, + = patient develops an allergic reaction; - = patient does not develop
an allergy reaction; ? = no feedback given. B. Critical test trials of Shanks and Darby (1998, Experiment 2) – probability
of participants predicting an allergic reaction in Mr. X to novel meals, as a function of accuracy in the training phase.
In another related study, Waldron and Ashby (2001)
demonstrated that concurrent working memory load
retarded the acquisition of category structures definable in
terms of a simple (single-attribute) rule, whilst the
acquisition of category structures for which the rule was
complex and non-intuitive was not significantly affected by
concurrent load. Waldron and Ashby concluded that
concurrent load interfered with the deliberative (rule-based)
categorization process that would normally dominate in the
simple-rule case, but that concurrent load left unaffected the
non-deliberative processes underlying the acquisition of the
more complex category structure.
One of the inherent difficulties in attempting to
demonstrate a relationship between the availability of
working memory resources and the extent to which learning
proceeds deliberatively is to find a type of learning behavior
that is unambiguously outside the scope of non-deliberative
theories of cognition. For example, Nosofsky and Kruschke
(2002) have argued that the results of Waldron and Ashby
(2001) can be accounted for by a non-recurrent, nondeliberative, exemplar model (ALCOVE; Kruschke, 1992).
The basis of Nosofsky and Kruschke’s argument is that
concurrent load may be hypothesized to disrupt learned
selective attention. This disruption will affect learning tasks
in which selective attention is helpful (such as categories
defined by a single attribute). Forward cue competition is
also, at least in part, the result of learned selective attention
(Kruschke, Kappeman & Hetrick, 2005; Wills, Lavric, Croft
& Hodgson, 2007), so the idea that concurrent load disrupts
selective attention might also, in principle, account for the
forward cue competition results of De Houwer and Beckers
(discussed above).
In the current studies, we examined the role of working
memory in the learning and generalization task introduced
by Shanks and Darby (1998). The task is unusual in that the
performance of a subset of participants in this task is widely
considered to be strong evidence for the role of deliberative
processing in learning. This view is held both by those who
argue for a central role of non-deliberative (associative)

processes in human learning (e.g. Cobos, Almaraz &
Garcia-Madruga, 2003), and for those who argue against
this position (e.g. Mitchell et al., 2009). Verguts and Fias
(2009) have argued that the behavior of this subset of
participants can be accounted for by a recurrent
connectionist model – this argument is consistent with the
position, outlined above, that recurrence is a characteristic
feature of deliberative processing and that recurrent network
architectures can implement general-purpose computational
systems.
The design and key result of Shanks and Darby (1998) is
shown in Figure 1. Participants were asked to take the role
of an allergist, attempting to predict which foods will cause
an allergic reaction in a hypothetical patient, Mr. X. In
Figure 1, letters stand for foods, “+” indicates the presence
of an allergic reaction, and “-“ indicates the absence of an
allergic reaction. The training phase contained two complete
positive patterning problems (e.g. A+, B+, AB-) and two
complete negative patterning problems (e.g. C-, D-, CD+).
Training also contained four incomplete patterning
problems (e.g. participants see I+ and J+ but not IJ). The
critical results concern participants’ generalization to novel
items, such as IJ, in the absence of feedback. For example,
say you have observed that Mr. X develops an allergic
reaction when he eats ice cream (I) and when he eats jelly
(J). Do you predict the presence or absence of an allergic
reaction when eating ice cream and jelly together?
A non-deliberative, surface similarity, process is likely to
predict allergic reaction to IJ, as IJ is similar to both I and J,
both of which produced an allergic reaction. A deliberative
process, however, might detect that an opposites rule
succinctly captures the information available during training
– single foods produce the opposite reaction to their
compounds. On this basis, IJ is predicted to not result in an
allergic reaction, because this is the opposite outcome to
that for I occurring on its own (and for J occurring on its
own). As shown in Figure 1, Shanks and Darby found that
participants who achieved a high level of accuracy during
training showed generalization consistent with the
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application of an opposites rule, while participants who
performed less well in training showed generalization
consistent with surface similarity. Our hypothesis is that this
transition in generalization reflects a transition from nondeliberative to deliberative processing during the course of
training. We further hypothesize that, if opposites-rule and
surface-feature generalization are indeed the products of
deliberative and non-deliberative processing respectively,
then the availability of working memory resources should
determine whether opposites-rule or surface-feature
generalization is seen (under the assumption that
deliberative processing makes greater demands on working
memory than non-deliberative processing).
Existing evidence could be employed, in a fairly indirect
manner, to argue either for, or against, our hypothesis. On
the one hand, Winman, Wennerholm, Juslin and Shanks
(2005) demonstrated that opposites-rule generalization was
related to performance on Raven’s Progressive Matrices
(RPM). RPM are considered to be a measure of general
intelligence (g) and g appears to be related to working
memory capacity (Conway, Kane & Engle, 2003). Hence
one might argue that those with high working memory
capacity should be more likely to show opposites-rule
generalization than those with low working memory
capacity. On the other hand, De Houwer and Vandorpe
(2009) demonstrated performance consistent with oppositesrule generalization in the Implicit Association Test (IAT;
Greenwald, McGhee & Schwartz, 1998). Although a matter
of some debate (Fazio & Olson, 2003), the IAT (as its name
suggests) is often considered to index non-deliberative
processing. Also, opposites-rule generalization is related to
participants demonstrating an inverse base-rate effect
(Winman et al., 2005), yet demonstration of an inverse baserate effect has been reported to be unaffected by a
concurrent load (Lamberts & Kent, 2007).
In the current article, we examined the relationship
between working memory and deliberative processing in
two ways. We measured individuals’ working memory
using an Operation Span task (OSPAN; Turner & Engle,
1989) and tested the hypothesis that those with relatively
large working memory capacity would show generalization
more consistent with the application of an opposites rule,
whilst individuals with a relatively small working memory
capacity would show generalization more consistent with
surface similarity.

Experiment
Method
Participants and apparatus. Forty-two adults from the
Exeter and Guernsey regions of the United Kingdom took
part on a voluntary basis. They were tested individually in a
quiet testing room using a PC laptop (17” screen) running

the E-prime software package (Version 1.1, Psychology
Software Tools, Pittsburgh, USA).
Design and stimuli (learning task). The design of the
learning task is shown in Figure 1A. For half the
participants the foods A-P were, respectively, coconut,
cheese, apple, orange, carrots, cabbage, chips, nuts, eggs,
banana, beetroot, rice, milk, and garlic. For the remaining
participants, the foods assigned to A and B were swapped
with those assigned to C and D, and similarly for E/F and
G/H, for I/J and K/L, and for M/N and O/P.
Procedure. Participants were asked to assume the role of an
allergist, predicting whether a hypothetical patient, Mr. X,
would or would not develop an allergic reaction after eating
a meal containing certain foods. On each trial, food names
were presented on the screen, and participants pressed a key
to indicate whether or not Mr. X would suffer an allergic
reaction. No time limit was set for these responses. During
the training phase, each trial was followed by a feedback
message of 1500ms duration (e.g. “Correct! Mr. X
developed an allergic reaction”). No feedback was given
during the test phase. The training phase comprised eight
blocks; each block contained two of each of the 18 training
trial types shown in Figure 1A, presented in a random order.
The test phase comprised two of each of the 24 test trial
types shown in Figure 1A, again presented in a random
order. The transition between blocks and phases was not
signaled to participants, although they were forewarned that
feedback would not be available towards the end of the
experiment.
After a short break (1-2 minutes), the participants
proceeded to the operation span (OSPAN) task. In this task,
participants were presented with a total of 60 trials split into
15 groups of trials. There were 3 groups each of 2, 3, 4, 5
and 6 trials and participants were presented with the groups
of trials in a pseudo-random order. Each trial consisted of a
simple mathematical equation (e.g. 2 x 3 + 1 = 7) presented
simultaneously with a word (e.g. BED). The participant’s
task was to indicate whether the answer to the equation was
correct or incorrect. They were also required to remember
each word. Each equation/word combination was response
terminated with a timeout of 5 seconds. At the end of each
group of trials, participants were asked to recall, in order,
the words presented within that group. For example, in a
block size of 3, participants would be presented with three
equation/word pairs. After the presentation of the third pair,
participants would be asked to recall the first word in the
group followed by the second word and finally, the third
word. Participants were not allowed to backtrack and
change a previously given answer. There was no limit
placed on time for recall, and no feedback was given. A
participant’s score on the OSPAN task was calculated as the
sum of correctly recalled words for trial groups that were
perfectly recalled (e.g. Conway & Engle, 1994; Turner &
Engle, 1989).
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The operation span task proper was preceded by three
practice spans (all of length two) to familiarize participants
with the task. These practice spans were not analyzed.

Results
Our hypothesis was that those with a high working memory
capacity (as measured by the OPSAN task) would show
generalization consistent with an opposites rule, whilst
participants with a low working memory capacity would
show generalization consistent with surface similarity. High
and low working memory capacity was operationalized as
the upper and lower quartiles of the sample on the OSPAN
score (Conway & Engle, 1994).
Figure 2 (left panel) illustrates the generalization to novel
compounds MN and IJ, as a function of high vs. low
OSPAN. An ANOVA with one between-subjects factor
(high vs. low span), and one within-subjects factor
(stimulus; MN vs. IJ), revealed a significant interaction
between these factors, F(1,20) = 15.87, p = 0.001. The main
effects of span and stimulus were not significant, F(1,20) <
2.55, p > 0.10. Under an opposites rule, the appropriate
response to MN is that an allergic reaction is expected, and
the appropriate response to IJ is that an allergic reaction is
not expected. Under the application of surface similarity, the
predictions are reversed. The generalization to novel
compounds MN and IJ shown by high working memory
capacity participants is therefore more consistent with the
application of an opposites rule, whilst the generalization
shown by low working memory capacity participants is
more consistent with the application of surface similarity.
Figure 2 (right panel) illustrates a similar result for novel
test stimuli K/L and O/P although, as in Shanks and Darby
(1998), the interaction is marginally significant, F(1,20) =
3.91, p = 0.06. The main effects are non-significant, F(1,20)
< 1.
Performance on familiar test items (i.e. those also seen
during training) was consistent with the feedback received
during training, for both groups. High OSPAN participants
predicted an allergic reaction on 92% of occasions for
stimuli that had been associated with allergy in training, and
predicted an allergic reaction on 13% of occasions for
stimuli that had not been associated with allergy in training.
For low OSPAN participants, the figures were 71% and
39%. An ANOVA with one within-subjects factor (stimulus
type: allergy vs. no allergy) and one between-subjects factor
(high vs. low working memory) revealed a main effect of
stimulus type, F(1, 20) = 67.3, p < 0.0005, and a significant
interaction, F(1, 20) = 11.9, p = 0.003. There was no main
effect of group, F(1,20) < 1. The significant interaction
reflects more accurate performance on familiar items by the
high working memory capacity participants.

Discussion
We found that participants with a comparatively large
working memory capacity generalized to novel stimuli in a
learning task (Shanks & Darby, 1998) in a way consistent
with the application of an abstract rule, whilst participants
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Figure 2: mean probability of participants predicting an
allergic reaction in response to novel stimuli IJ, MN, O/P
(the mean of responses to O and P), and K/L, shown as a
function of participants’ working memory capacity
(upper vs. lower quartile).
with a comparatively small working memory capacity
generalized to novel stimuli in a way consistent with surface
similarity. Those participants with a large working memory
capacity also learned more quickly than those with a small
working memory capacity. Both positive (Kyllonen &
Stephens, 1990), and negative (DeCaro et al., 2008)
relationships between working memory capacity and rate of
learning have been reported in other tasks.
The learning task employed in these studies was
introduced by Shanks and Darby (1998). The task is unusual
in that there is a broad consensus, from a range of
theoretical perspectives, that the abstract-rule generalization
seen in this task is outside the scope of non-deliberative
thought processes (e.g. those processes captured by simple
associative, and non-recurrent connectionist, models; Cobos
et al., 2003; De Houwer & Beckers, 2003; Mitchell et al.,
2009; Verguts & Fias, 2009). The consensus concerning the
Shanks and Darby task stands in contrast to the contentious
nature of some other forms of putatively deliberative
behavior that have been reported in adults (e.g. DeCaro et
al., 2008 vs. Tharp & Pickering, 2009).
The explanation we tentatively offer for our results is that
participants initially approach the training phase through a
process of exemplar storage and retrieval. This is a
relatively non-deliberative process (which is not to say it is
necessarily entirely automatic). Later in training, some
participants notice there is a non-intuitive rule that
substantially reduces the number of things one has to
remember. At limit, all one needs to remember is the rule
that compounds predict the opposite to their elements, and
that the compounds CD, EF, and KL make Mr. X sick.
Everything else can be derived – for example, A on its own
will make Mr.X sick, because A is not in any of the three
compounds that make him sick (CD, EF, KL), and
compounds predict the opposite to their elements.
This process of rule extraction is assumed to be relatively
deliberative and effortful, requiring as it does the generation
of verbal hypotheses and then testing them against
subsequently presented training items. If the process of rule
extraction is assumed to be relatively deliberative and
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effortful, then it is not unreasonable to assume it might be
more likely to occur in those with a relatively large working
memory. Generalization to novel test items will depend on
the nature of the representations developed during training.
For those with a small working memory capacity, the
representations are exemplars, and generalization would
therefore be expected to be on the basis of surface
similarity. Those with a large working memory, however,
extract the opposites rule, and generalization might
therefore be expected to be on the basis of that opposites
rule.
The idea that rule extraction in the Shanks-Darby task is
deliberative, effortful, and requiring of working memory
resources, is also supported by related work in our
laboratory. Across two experiments, Wills, Graham, Koh,
McLaren and Rolland (2011) demonstrated that the
imposition of a concurrent working memory load during the
training phase of the Shanks-Darby task resulted in
similarity-based generalization during the test phase. In the
absence of concurrent working memory load during
training,
participants
produced
opposites-rule
generalization. Opposites-rule generalization in the absence
of load was to be expected in these experiments as
participants were trained to a high criterion
(89%
accuracy); those not meeting the criterion were excluded
from analysis. Interestingly, Wills et al. (2011) found that
the presence of concurrent working memory load during the
test phase had no effect. Hence, it appears to be the
extraction of a rule in this task that requires substantial
working memory resources, rather than the application of an
extracted rule. It may be that substantial working memory
resources are required to generate and/or evaluate a rule that
summarizes (and hence simplifies) the information
presented during training.
The explanation we offer for our results falls amongst the
broad class of explanations that assume cognition in adult
humans is the product of at least two systems – one system
that is deliberative, and perhaps approximates the function
of a physical symbol system (Newell, 1980), and another
system that is non-deliberative, and which might be
approximated by a simple associative system. Explanations
of this general class include those forwarded by Ashby et al.
(1998), Brooks (1978), and Sloman (1996).
In addition to dual-process accounts of human cognition,
another class of theory is that all learning is the product of a
deliberative system (e.g. inferential accounts; Mitchell et al.,
2009). In relation to the results of the current experiments,
inferential accounts would presumably assume that not only
opposites-rule performance, but also surface similarity
performance, was the product of an inferential process in
this task. In order to predict any effect of working memory
capacity, such an account must assume that opposites-rule
performance is more effortful than surface similarity
performance – perhaps because participants arrive with a
pre-experimental hypothesis that similar meals lead to
similar outcomes, whilst the non-intuitive opposites-rule
hypothesis is only arrived at through a relatively effortful

process of hypothesis-testing during training. Having a
relatively limited working memory capacity presumably
interferes with this process, leaving the participant with just
memory for the examples (which is employed for familiar
test items) and a pre-experimental surface similarity
hypothesis (which is employed for novel test items).
In summary, an inferential explanation seems to need to
assume both the presence of a relatively non-deliberative
exemplar storage and retrieval process, and that certain
types of inferential process are also relatively nondeliberative (e.g. inferences on the basis of a preexperimental hypothesis about novel test items). In other
words, an inferential explanation seems to need to assume
the presence of not only relatively non-effortful forms of
learning and retrieval, but also the presence of relatively
non-effortful forms of inference. When expressed in those
terms, an inferential account seems to largely converge with
the dual-process we offer above.
In summary, we have reported an experiment that
suggests the availability of working memory resources is an
important determinant of how we generalize from what we
have learned. In our studies, information learned and tested
in the presence of substantial working memory resources
seems to lead to generalization more consistent with the
application of an abstract rule, whilst information learned
and tested in the presence of more limited working memory
capacity seems to lead to generalization more consistent
with surface similarity.
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Abstract

and Fanselow, 1999). These so-called Pavlovian responses
involve either the avoidance or the approach of salient biological stimuli (unconditioned stimuli, US) and cues associated to them (conditioned stimuli, CS). Since the rapid activation of these behavioral patterns has increased the fitness of the organism during evolution, Pavlovian mechanisms
are inherited. The importance of PAV in affecting behavior
has been shown in animal experimental paradigms in which
the activation of Pavlovian responses dramatically impaired
goal-directed performance. For instance, Hershberger (1986)
showed that chickens do not learn to run away from a source
of food that they can see through a “looking glass” in order to
get access to it. A similar paradoxical effect was observed in
an experimental procedure called negative automaintenance
(Williams and Williams, 1969). Food was given to pigeons
when they abstained to peck a CS; nonetheless, these animals
were unable to learn this instrumental contingency and continued to peck it.

Recent neuroscientific models of human behavior distinguish
between different cognitive controllers: two instrumental systems (goal-directed and habitual) that maximize utility through
learned actions, and a so-called Pavlovian system, which implements innate reactive responses. Although the interaction
between instrumental and Pavlovian controllers has been suggested as a key process underlying emotional phenomena and
surprising forms of misbehavior, few is known about it, especially in the sensorimotor aversive domain. With a combined experimental and computational approach, we study the
interactions between instrumental (goal-directed) and Pavlovian processes in the aversive domain. First, we present a
human experiment in which goal-directed and Pavlovian systems compete in order to control responses. The results indicate that Pavlovian processes can significantly interfere with
goal-directed behavior. Second, we compare four alternative
Bayesian models for their accuracy in modeling human performance. The results indicate a better fit for an architecture in
which the Pavlovian controller can use both model-based and
model-free features.
Keywords: Goal-directed system, Pavlovian system, Bayesian
model, implicit classical conditioning.

Introduction
Recent models of human and non-human cognitive control
assume that behavior depends on the joint activity of multiple
cognitive systems (Dayan and Seymour, 2008): a so-called
“multicontroller” framework. The existence of interacting behavioral controllers is supported by numerous data in the animal literature (Adams and Dickinson, 1981). For instance,
in experimental paradigms such as devaluation and contingency degradation, Dickinson (1985) showed that instrumental behavior of rats usually depends on associations between
actions and outcomes, and on associations between outcomes
and their current assigned values. However, in some circumstances, namely when action is simple and overtrained, rats
follow simpler stimulus-response associations. The former
pattern of behavior was thought as being controlled by a goaldirected system (GDC), the latter by a habitual system (HAB).
Although they adopt different mechanisms, both these instrumental controllers aim at maximizing utility.
Moreover, a third type of controller has been proposed: a
Pavlovian system (PAV) (Dayan and Seymour, 2008). Animal studies have demonstrated the existence of complex behavioral patterns that are rigid and inbuilt in nature, as they
are not learned through the ontogenetic development (Fendt

In this article, we address two open issues within this literature, both relative to the nature of PAV. The first one concerns
the interactions between PAV and instrumental controllers, in
particular GDC, that has been considered a key process underlying many emotional phenomena (Seymour and Dolan,
2008) and a source of maladaptive behavior such as impulsivity, dread and framing effects (Dayan and Seymour, 2008).
While Daw et al. (2005) proposed that GDC and HAB compete on the basis of their uncertainty, less is known about the
GDC-PAV and HAB-PAV interactions.
In relation to the second controversial issue, it is unclear
which are the computational mechanisms adopted by PAV.
From a computational perspective, GDC and HAB have been
associated to model-free and model-based methods of reinforcement learning, respectively (Daw et al., 2005). Modelfree models learn and use cached values of future states
or action-value associations, without explicitly representing
action-outcome and outcome-value relationships of the environment, as model-based models do. Because PAV interacts
more with HAB than GDC (Holland, 2004), it might have a
model-free architecture similar to HAB (Dayan et al., 2006).
Alternatively, PAV could exploit the predictions done by both
GDC and HAB (Dayan and Seymour, 2008).
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tion). Although some findings suggest that CS can trigger directly CR (without the US expectancy), however this hypothesis is controversial (Lovibond and Shanks, 2002). To this
aim, we designed a final experimental block of trials (block 3)
in which US (the electric shock) was never delivered and participants were informed that they would have never received
it in that block.

Figure 1: The experimental paradigm. In blocks 1 and 2, the
shock is associated to one of two colors (CS), yellow or red.
In block 3, the shock is never delivered.

GDC vs. PAV: an experimental study
The aim of this study is investigating the interactions between
GDC and PAV in humans. In keeping with the aforementioned literature, we hypothesized that GDC and PAV could
be (partially) distinct processes, which can compete by triggering two distinct motor commands: the former instrumental
to goal achievement, and the latter triggered by the detection
of a CS. When the two motor commands are in conflict, GDC
and PAV may compete to control behavior, and hence instrumental performance may be impaired.
We tested this hypothesis by comparing the performance of
human subjects in a sensorimotor task consisting in pressing a
button at the right time: when a ball moving from one side of
a screen to the opposite one is in the target (see fig. 1). In the
experimental condition, a CS (a color, either yellow or red)
anticipating the delivery of an US (an electric shock to the
pressing finger) was presented, while in the other condition
a neutral stimulus (NS, the other color) was presented. Subjects were informed that they would have received the electric
shock if they were unable to press the button at the right time,
but only in the presence of CS, not NS. We hypothesized that,
since in the first (but not the second) condition GDC and PAV
compete for generating conflicting motor responses (”push”
for winning the game vs. ”raise the finger” as an innate avoidance response, respectively), performance should be worse in
the first condition. Note that this would have the paradoxical
consequence that a Pavlovian response actually determines
more electric shock, making our study similar in spirit to the
aforementioned “negative automanteinance”.
To study the interaction of HAB vs. PAV (rather than GDC
vs. PAV) in the same framework, we designed a second experimental block of trials (block 2) identical to the first one,
with the hypothesis that after a sufficient number of trials the
response becomes habitual.
Finally, we were interested in studying if, after a CS-US
association has been repeated for many trials, CS activates
the conditioned response (CR) even in the absence of an explicit expectancy of US (manipulated trough verbal instruc-

Methods Eight participants (5 females, 3 males; average
age: 27) were tested in one session. During the session, each
participant was sitting in front of a computer screen. The task
consisted of 3 blocks, 80 trials for each block (fig. 1). At every trial, a colored circle appeared in the center of the screen.
The circle was red for half of the trials and yellow for the
other half. After two seconds, a ball of the same color of the
circle appeared on one side of the screen and moved towards
the opposite side, passing through the circle. The speed of the
ball varied randomly trial by trial in all three blocks. The participants had to press a button when the ball was in the circle.
Participants were divided into two groups. Participants from
group A received an electric shock when they made a mistake
(they either pressed too slowly or too fast) in the presence of
the red circle (CS), and never in the presence of the yellow circle (NS). Conversely, participants from group B received the
electric shock when making a mistake in the presence of the
yellow circle (CS), and never in the presence of the red circle
(NS). The intensity of the shock was established by each participant before the experiment following the same procedure
as in (Ohman and Soares, 1998). In block 3, participants of
both groups never received an electric shock. At the beginning of block 3, participants were informed of the absence of
shock delivery.
Results A repeated-measure ANOVA was conducted (factors: Block, 3 levels: 1, 2, 3. Stimulus, 2 levels: CS and NS).
The dependent variable was task performance (percentage of
winnings). The main effect of block was not significant, F
(2,14) = 3,011, p = 0,089 (p > 0, 05), η2p = 0,3011. On the
contrary, the presence of CS significantly impaired performance, F (1,7) = 25,94, p = 0,001 (p < 0, 05), η2p = 0,787.
Interaction between Block and Stimulus is not significant, F
(2,14) = 0,139, p = 0.890 (p > 0, 05), η2p = 0,019. This result indicates that the main effect of CS is stable in the three
blocks. Fig. 2 plots performance in Block x Stimulus conditions.
Discussion We reasoned that, during the task, the subjects’
goal was to win the game and/or to avoid the shock (both give
rise to the same pressing action). Therefore, if behavior was
controlled only by GDC, performance should have been the
same in both CS and NS conditions in the case goal was winning the game (and perhaps even better in CS condition in the
case the subject’s goal was that of avoiding the shock). Both
hypotheses are contrary to our findings. Indeed, we found that
the presence of a CS significantly impaired performance. In
keeping with the multicontroller perspective, we interpreted
this result as follows: in the presence of CS, a Pavlovian con-
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Figure 3: Illustration of state and action transitions
Figure 2: Results: interaction Block x Stimulus.

troller triggered a specific CR of finger withdrawal (as the
US associated to the CS corresponded to a shock delivered to
the finger), which interfered with the more adaptive pressing
response selected by the GDC1 .
A second result is that we did not find habituation in the
three blocks (probably for weak statistical power). This does
not allow us to study interactions between HAB and PAV. To
this aim, it is necessary to test more subjects.
Finally, we found that the effect of CR activation on performance was present in all of the three blocks. This result raises
interesting issues on the computational nature of PAV, that we
discuss in the following section through a computational theoretical proposal. Our model is based on the reported data
and on two further assumptions that, although being controversial, have received some empirical support. First, we assume that verbal instructions about CS-US contingency modify model-based causal representations in the brain, and that
those representations can be flexibly updated by subsequent
verbal instructions (Lovibond and Shanks, 2002). Therefore,
when the CS-US association is verbally induced (first and
second blocks, but not the third one), PAV might involve a
model-based component. Second, we assume that learning
the CS-CR association requires a slow trial-and-error procedure (as for HAB) (Konorski, 1967), hence in the first block
that association should be absent or weaker. Since our data
suggest that the effect of PAV on performance is stable along
the three blocks, it might have a double nature, both modelfree and model-based.

Figure 4: Model 1. Three time steps are reported. Bold lines
represent the GDC; dotted lines represent the environment.

DBNs add to this an explicit representation of temporal dynamics; indeed, in the figures, three temporal time steps are
shown (e.g., the three S in the figures are relative to time t,
t + 1 and t + 2). While most Bayesian models in cognitive
science incorporate only cognitive components, our models
integrate environmental dynamics (dotted lines) and dynamics of multiple cognitive controllers, in our case GDC and
PAV (bold lines and thin lines, respectively), with their associated cognitive variables. Variables used in the models are
shown in tab. 1 and explained in the main text.
Table 1: Variables used in the models, see figs. 4, 5, 6, and 7
var
E
B
S
O
A
US
CS
CR

Computational model of GDC vs. PAV
To further investigate the issue of a model-based, model-free
of hybrid nature of PAV, we designed four alternative computational models of the interaction between GDC and PAV,
and compared them in a simulated scenario equivalent to the
human study described so far.
We implemented the four models (shown in figs. 4, 5, 6,
and 7) using the Dynamical Bayesian Network (DBN) formalism. Bayesian networks represent relevant variables as
nodes, and probabilistic relations between variables as edges.
1 As discussed in the conclusions, we are conducting a control
experiment to rule out the possibility that impaired performance was
due to unspecific effects such as shivering or anxiety.

where
world
world
GDC
GDC
GDC
PAV
PAV
PAV

explanation
environmental state
agent behavior
state as cognitively represented
observations
selected action
unconditioned stimulus
conditioned stimulus
conditioned response

values
1-18
press, no press
1-18
1-18
press, no press
yes, no
yes, no
press, no press

Model 1, shown in fig. 4, includes only GDC and its interaction with the environment (ENV). States S represent the
position and speed of the ball in the screen. This variable can
assume 18 values, resulting from the combination of 9 spatial positions and 2 speeds (”still” and ”moving”); see fig. 3.
Actions A represent the goal-oriented action and can assume
two values: ”press” and ”no press”. For instance, pressing in
S1 leads to S10; nor pressing leads in S2, and so on. (Note
that, once the button has been pressed, the ball remains in the
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Figure 7: Model 4. Bold lines represent the GDC; dotted lines
represent the environment; thin lines represent the PAV.

Figure 5: Model 2. Bold lines represent the GDC; dotted lines
represent the environment; thin lines represent the PAV.

Figure 6: Model 3. Bold lines represent the GDC; dotted lines
represent the environment; thin lines represent the PAV.

same position for all of the following time steps and the trial
ends.) In Model 1 (and all the other models) the probability
of pressing is maximal when S = S5 and it is inversely proportional to the distance from this value. Behaviors B represent
the effective behavior executed by the efferent motor system
and they can assume the same values as A: ”press” or ”no
press”. Noteworthy, in this model B depends only on A. Environments E represent the real state of the world and depend
both on the previous E and on B. Observations O represent
the perceptive processes and depend both on E and S. Both E
and O can assume the same 18 values as S.
Model 2, shown in fig. 5, represents the interaction between GDC and a model-based PAV (plus the environment).
PAV is model-based in that CR is triggered only if the presence of CS recalls the explicit expectancy of the US. This
version adds three variables to the previous model. The first
variable is the Conditioned Stimulus CS and detects the presence or absence of CS. The second variable is the Unconditioned Stimulus US and detects the presence or the absence
of US. It depends on CS. Specifically, the conditional probability of US depends on the explicit belief that CS and US
are associated. Finally, the Conditioned Response CR represent the activation of CR and can assume the same values as
A (”press” or ”no press”). CR is activated every time US is
expected. Crucially, in this model, as well as in the following
ones, B depends jointly on A and CR.
Model 3, shown in fig. 6, implements a model-free PAV.
This model is similar to the second one, except that CS and

US are not connected. They are both directly connected to
CR. Noteworthy, in this case, US cannot be anticipated by CS,
in that they are not linked. At the beginning of the task, CR
dependence on CS is null and it is strengthened every time the
US and the CS are presented together. In other words, after a
sort of trial-and-error learning of the US-CS association, the
CS can trigger the the CR even if presented alone.
Model 4, shown in fig. 7, implements both model-based
and model-free PAV. This was obtained by linking both CS
and US, and CS and CR. The first link is active when there is
an explicit belief of the association between the US and the
CS; the second link is active after that the US and the CS have
been repeatedly paired.
Note that all models, transitions S → A, A → B, and CR →
B are probabilistic. Rather, for the sake of simplicity, we designed the less relevant transitions S → A, B → E, A → S,
and S → S as deterministic (however, equivalent results are
obtained by making them probabilistic).

Simulations and results
We tested the four models in a simulated scenario equivalent
to the human experiment described so far. Testing consists
in computing the marginal probability of the node E at time
step t = 10. A trial is “won” if E = S14 (this corresponds to
executing the action ”press” in state S5); otherwise it is “lost”.
In other words, we recorded the probability distribution of the
final position of the ball.
We set the value of variables as follows (see also tab. 2). In
conditions in which CS was present, in models implementing
PAV (models 2, 3, and 4), the value of the node CS was set
to ”yes”. In blocks 1 and 2, in models where US depends
on CS if they are linked (models 2 and 4), the conditional
probability of the node US was set so as when CS = ”yes”,
then US = ”yes”. At the same time, in models where CS is
directly associated to CR (models 3 and 4), the conditional
probability of the node CR was set so as when CS = ”yes”,
however CR = ”no press”. Conversely, in blocks 2 and 3, in
models where US depends on CS if they are linked (models 2
and 4), the conditional probability of the node US was set so
as when CS = ”yes”, however US = ”no”. In models where CS
is directly associated to CR (models 3 and 4), the conditional
probability of the node CR was set so as when CS = ”yes”,
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Table 2: Value of variables and conditioned distributions in the four models (for each block and trial)
block
1
1
2
2
3
3

trial
CS
NS
CS
NS
CS
NS

M1
-

M2
CS=yes → US=yes
CS=no → US=no
CS=yes → US=yes
CS=no → US=no
CS=yes → US=no
CS=no → US=no

M3
CS=yes → CR=no press
CS=no → CR=no press
CS=yes → CR= press
CS=no → CR=no press
CS=yes → CR= press
CS=no → CR=no press

Figure 8: Performance of the four Bayesian models.

CR = ”press”.
Results of the simulation are shown in fig. 8. Plots of the
Block x Stimulus interaction show that only model 4 compares
well with human data (fig. 2) in all three conditions. Model 1
cannot account the finding that the performance is affected by
the presence of CS. Model 2 cannot account for data relative
to block 3, since the belief that US follows the CS was not
present, and model 3 cannot account for data relative to block
1, since CS still was not able to directly trigger CR.

General Discussion
Goal-directed (GDC) and Pavlovian (PAV) controllers may
interact at many levels. For instance, animal studies have
investigated the likely influence of PAV over the values assigned to outcomes. This phenomenon emerges in paradigms
such as Pavlovian instrumental tranfer, conditioned reinforcement and conditioned suppression, in which the presentation of a CS during an instrumental task may influence the
values assigned to outcomes, which, in turn, may influence
frequency and vigor of instrumental actions (Holland, 2004).
(Note that, in these paradigms, the influence of PAV over the
goal-oriented action is indirect.)
Although it has been suggested that interaction between
GDC and PAV could be at the origin of important phenomena
like emotional reactions and paradoxical misbehavior (Dayan
and Seymour, 2008), so far it has not been studied in humans,
nor it has been studied in animals in the aversive sensorimotor case (but see a report that squirrel monkeys, punished
for biting on a restraining leash, tend to increase their biting

M4
CS=yes → US=yes
CS=no → US=no
CS=yes → US=no, CR=press
CS=yes → US=no, CR=no press
CS=yes → CR= press
CS=no → CR=no press

Morse et al., 1967). This study investigates the direct influence of PAV over goal-oriented actions in humans. Specifically, we were interested in the sensorimotor conflict between
GDC and PAV in the aversive domain, namely when US corresponds to a punishment. We found that, in a task where a
conditioned response and an instrumental command impose
opposite constraints to action selection, PAV can exert an influence over GDC, even if this paradoxically determines delivery of more punishment rather than its avoidance. In our
discussion and computational model, we described interaction between GDC and PAV at the motor level, or in other
words as the competition of CR and A for determining the
behavioral response.
This claim is in agreement with a previous model of interaction between PAV and instrumental processes, proposed
by Dayan et al. (2006). In line with many proposals framed
in the reinforcement learning paradigm, this model considers
PAV as a model-free process similar to HAB. In this perspective, PAV would learn to anticipate the cached values of future
states through a trial-and-error procedure, and not the future
states themselves, as typical of model-based systems. However, contrary to HAB, PAV would not associate a learned
instrumental action to those anticipations, but rather an unlearned CR. Although this point of view is common in animal research, nonetheless it has been questioned by human
studies, which suggest that CS may trigger CR only if US is
explicitly expected (suggesting a model-based component of
PAV) (Lovibond and Shanks, 2002). Relative to this debate,
our experimental and computational study suggests that PAV
may involve both model-free and model-based processes; indeed, PAV seemed to impair performance both in block 1,
when subjects expected US, and in block 3, when subjects
had learned a CS-CR association. However, our results are
also in line with an alternative interpretation, according to
which PAV is exclusively a model-free process that, conversely to HAB, establishes CS-CR associations very quickly.
Thus, just few trials cold be sufficient for CS to trigger CR
directly (without model-based CS-US associations). Further
investigations are necessary to disentangle these two alternative hypotheses, for example by varying the amount of trials
in which the shock is delivered before the extinction phase.
A final issue concerns the interaction between GDC and
PAV on the one hand, and between HAB and PAV on the
other hand. In relation to this, Dayan et al. (2006) hypothesized that, as GDC is based on a tree-search (for the prediction of future prospects), it can anticipate the consequences of
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Pavlovian responses, which can therefore be easier to eliminate. Conversely, PAV and HAB should more plausibly compete, because they are at the same level of processing. Consequently, PAV might interact mostly with HAB, rather than
with GDC.
In our experiment, to distinguish GDC vs. PAV from HAB
vs. PAV interactions, we designed two blocks. We hypothesized that, in block 1 the absence of previous experience leads
to recruitment of GDC, while in block 2 the task can be routinizing, possibly leading to recruitment of HAB. Since we
did not find the main effect of block (plausibly due to weak
statistical power), we were not allowed to study the HAB vs.
PAV interaction and thus we delimit our discussion to the
GDC vs. PAV one. Our results indicate that GDC, at least
in this circumstance, cannot “compensate” for the effects of
PAV, although it is possible that with more trials a more accurate predictive model of the PAV influence could allow so.
In sum, the present study suggests that, at least in aversive
domains, model-free and possibly also model-based Pavlovian processes interfere with GDC directly at the motor level.
Further investigations are necessary to clarify crucial aspects
of this phenomenon, such as in what conditions GDC prevail
on PAV, and whether the interaction is due to specific motor
responses (e.g., raising the finger), as we hypothesized, or to
more broad motor processes, such as shivering, or even to
processes that lie outside motor performance, such as anxiety
and attention (Mobbs et al., 2007). Furthermore, although
our results point to a double nature of PAV (both model-free
and model-based mechanisms seem to be involved, at least
during the interaction with GDC), however they cannot rule
out the possibility that PAV is a “fast-learning” model-free
system. Moreover, the neural bases of such interactions are
largely unknown. Our ongoing work regards the investigation
of hypothesis that the competition between the goal-oriented
action and CR, and the surprise of GDC (generated by the
unexpected motor activation due to the Pavlovian influence),
may be related, respectively, to the cingulate cortex, involved
in conflict monitoring (Botvinick et al., 2001), and the parietal cortex, involved in the sense of agency (Blakemore and
Frith, 2003). Additional important issues for future research
are studying the mechanisms through which cognitive agents
predict increasingly distal consequences of actions (Pezzulo,
2011; Pezzulo and Castelfranchi, 2007), learn to inhibit prepotent responses and exert cognitive control over extended
periods of time (Pezzulo and Castelfranchi, 2009) .
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decision-makers slow down and process information
analytically to reduce errors (Alter, Oppenheimer, Epley, &
Eyre, 2007). Findings from the previous studies are
somewhat limited because they focused on either incubation
or metacognition and each study used a different task
making it difficult to directly compare incubation and
metacognition strategies. The current study addresses these
limitations by assessing the performance outcomes of both
metacognition and incubation strategies on the same task
using the microworld approach.

Abstract
Recent research suggests that incubation is superior to
metacognition in tasks involving many decision alternatives
(Dijksterhuis et al., 2006). One explanation for these findings
is the limited information processing capacity of working
memory. The current study further investigates this topic by
using more complex tasks as many errors in Dynamic
Decision-Making (DDM) are thought to be related to limited
processing. Our results indicate that metacognitive prompting
results in better performance in DDM over incubation via a
better strategy selection. Results are explained referring to
methodological reasons and to literature on metacognition. In
addition to the theoretical relevance, findings may be relevant
for training programs using DDM simulations.
Keywords: Dynamic Decision Making, Conscious
Processing,
Incubation,
Unconscious
Processing,
Metacognition

Microworlds

Introduction
Humans have the remarkable ability to find new strategies
to solve problems. Have you ever been working on a
problem and noticed a better way to do it? Have you started
to work on a problem, went to lunch, and thought of a better
strategy while you were eating? The first example, where
you consciously monitored your performance, we will refer
to as metacognition, or awareness of one’s own performance
and regulation of cognitive processes (Flavell, 1981). The
second example, where you arrived at a solution
unconsciously, or without attention directed at performance
(Dijksterhuis, Bos, Nordgren, & van Baaren, 2006), we will
refer to as incubation as improvements that occur after one
task is set aside and an unrelated task is started have been
referred to as the ‘incubation effect’ (Vul & Pashler, 2007;
Sio & Ormerod, 2007).
Previous research has indicated that incubation improves
the quality of choices as people attempt to select the best
apartment, roommate, or automobile (Dijksterhuis, 2004;
Dijksterhuis, et al., 2006) and helps decision makers to
overcome misleading information (Vul & Pashler, 2007). In
contrast, other researchers have found that metacognition,
rather than incubation, improves the retention of lecture
information (Berthold, Nückles, & Renkl, 2007), and helps

The microworld approach is a compromise between a field
study and the control of the laboratory and has been used to
study individual differences in complex problem solving
strategies in situations that are expensive, difficult, or
unethical to reproduce (e.g., Güss, Tuason, & Gerhard,
2010). Microworlds are usually computer simulations that
require the same cognitive resources as the real-world
situation they model (Brehmer & Dörner, 1993). There are
four basic requirements for a Dynamic Decision-Making
(DDM) microworld: It must be dynamic, complex, contain a
hidden variable, and have dynamic complexity (Gonzalez,
2005). To preview, the present study used a simulated firefighting task that met these requirements as fires continue to
burn in the absence of user input and change due to shifting
wind direction (dynamic), there were multiple pieces of
equipment and several decision alternatives (complexity),
participants did not know where fires would start (hidden
variable), and letting a small fire burn would have future
consequences as it grew (dynamic complexity).
Successful DDM required participants to use their
cognitive, perceptual, and motor skills. In addition to these
basic skills, they also needed to form a representation of
how they believe the system operated so they could decide
the appropriate level of response at the right time while
maintaining a higher-order goal (Dörner, Nixon, & Rosen,
1990; Gonzalez, 2005). In sum, goals are established and
updated as needed, information is collected and a mental
model of the system is also established and updated as
needed, from goals and collected data future system states
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are predicted, a plan of action is chosen and executed from
the predictions, the effects of the action taken are monitored,
and self-reflection is needed to determine the goodness of
the action taken (Dörner & Schaub, 1994; Osman, 2010).
DDM is very demanding and we are only focusing on the
cognitive skills while ignoring the perceptual skills and
motor outputs. Furthermore, the environment, or system
behavior in our study, is changing with the uncertainty of
where the next fire may start. The inherent difficulty of
DDM tasks, and often what is encountered in the real world,
is the interaction between the changing environment and the
additive effects of prior decisions and acquired knowledge.

Major Sources of Error in DDM
Previous work has identified many sources of error that are
of interest. First, is the low capacity of conscious processing
which relates to people often restricting future planning and
data collection about the current state of the environment as
they try to preserve cognitive resources. This makes the
understanding of a complex system difficult as important
developments may escape attention. Second, people tend to
put too much weight on the current problem or system state
such that the important short and long-term effects (i.e.,
dynamic complexity) are not considered. Third, is
forgetting, which makes strategy change difficult because
even if an optimal strategy was found it may not be adopted
if it is not recalled adequately. Finally, is the tendency to
guard one’s competence, which becomes problematic when
control is lost and swift action is taken without regard to the
consequences (Dörner, Nixon, & Rosen, 1990; Gonzalez,
2005). Because humans often need to solve complex and
dynamic problems, consideration of two possible ways to
enhance performance in these tasks by escaping these limits
follows.

Unconscious Thought Theory and Incubation
Effects
The Unconscious Thought Theory (UTT) was posited by
Dijksterhuis and Nordgren (2006) as theoretical framework
applicable to decision making. The Unconscious Thought
principle states that thought consists of two modes:
conscious and unconscious with attention or inattention to a
task as the distinguishing feature. The Weighing principle
infers that metacognition, as a limited capacity and rulebased mode, would be ineffective for weighing important
task attributes. The authors did not suggest that incubation is
always superior as some tasks, like solving a math problem,
need precise and rule-based thinking. However, the main
prediction of UTT is that increasingly complex decisions
need less metacognition and more incubation (Dijksterhuis,
et al., 2006). Because complex decisions often do not have a
single solution they may require more capability than online
processes, which may be limited by bottlenecks like
working memory or attention (Pashler, 1992), can provide.
Unconscious processing is hypothesized to have an
unlimited processing capacity as it is not limited by
bottlenecks, making it more capable of handling and

integrating large amounts of information. The logical
prediction from UTT is that continuing active work on a
complex problem is detrimental to finding a solution as
continued effort would not help, but an incubation period
would help one find a solution that would simply be
unavailable during limited conscious processing. Previous
research supported this prediction as off-line processes
(Strick, Dijksterhuis, & van Baaren, 2010) and weighting of
attributes during a period of incubation (Dijksterhuis, Bos,
van der Leji, & van Baaren, 2009) resulted in improvement
during static decision-making tasks like the choice of a car
or apartment. It would be an important finding if the core
prediction of UTT held in dynamic decision-making.
A second line of research indicated that a filled
incubation period, meaning that participants were
interrupted and worked on an unrelated task as opposed to
simply resting, improved performance. One inference made
from incubation effect studies is that it helps people
overcome fixations as they forget irrelevant details that
hinder problem-solving. We also used a filled incubation
period because a major source of error in DDM is focusing
too much on the current state of the system while ignoring
side and long-term effects which limits learning how the
system operates.

Metacognition
Flavell (1981) observed that problem solvers often
monitored and evaluated their knowledge and strategies and
could update both in real time. Osman's (2010) Monitoring
and Control (MC) framework suggests that real-time
updating is not simply an observed phenomenon, but a
critical and important component for complex DDM. The
principles of MC posit that people effectively control
dynamic systems by task monitoring (understanding through
continued hypothesis testing), self-monitoring (tracking
decisions), and control behaviors (tracking actions). MC
predicts that effortful monitoring is beneficial as the
transaction between effort and feedback reduces uncertainty
about the task. Reducing uncertainty, via continued and
effortful interaction, is the key to improvement in DDM. In
other words, reducing uncertainty means that once the basic
skills needed to make dynamic decisions are in place, and
possibly automated, limited cognitive resources can be
allocated toward improving performance instead of system
control. Osman notes that when uncertainty is reduced
people tend to rely less on biases, are better at noticing and
correcting maladaptive strategies, and improve their
knowledge regarding actions and outcomes addressing some
of the major errors in DDM. The tenets of the MC
framework predict improved performance through
continued effort and these beneficial processes would likely
stop during time away from active work.
The inclusion of the metacognitive prompting questions
in this study addressed a limitation of the studies by
Dijksterhuis (2004; Dijksterhuis, et al., 2006) as he had
participants look at a blank computer screen for 4 minutes
with the instruction to think carefully about their decision. It
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is not clear that participants did consciously think about the
items presented previously. More recent work (Payne,
Samper, Bettman, & Luce, 2008) suggests that 4 minutes of
deliberation was unnaturally long as they found that when
deliberation was self-paced and participants decided when
they felt ready to continue, conscious processing out
performed unconscious. In order to create the best possible
paradigm for the benefits of conscious thought to emerge,
we used a filled and self-paced metacognition period and
this type of prompting has been previously shown to be
effective (Berthold et al., 2007).

4

3
2

1

The Present Study
In this study, we investigated the impact of metacognition
and incubation on the performance of a DDM task. The
general question is how does metacognitive processing,
operationalized as managing or monitoring the current
strategy activated by prompting (Berthold et al., 2007),
affect performance in comparison to incubation,
operationalized as performing an unrelated task designed to
allow processing outside of awareness (Dijksterhuis, 2004)?
Proponents of UTT argue that it overcomes the limits of
online cognitive processing and weighs important decision
attributes more accurately which, as mentioned above, often
influence errors in DDM and is why we seek to replicate
and extend UTT into DDM. UTT predicts improved
performance via bypassing the limits of working memory
and attention allowing more information to be integrated
and important attributes to be identified, while
metacognition and the MC framework (Osman, 2010)
predicts improved performance through continued effort in
the presence of limited cognitive resources. If the proposed
benefits of UTT extend into DDM it would offer an
alternative to intense, and possibly maladaptive, cognitive
effort.
We tested the following hypothesis: Because both
incubation and metacognition have been positively
implicated in decision-making we predict that both groups
will show superior performance over a control group and
consider the difference between metacognition and
incubation as exploratory.

Methods
Participants and Design
Participants were 69 (49 females and 19 males, one
participant did not report a sex) undergraduate students who
participated for course credit. The mean participant age was
21.12 years (SD = 3.94) ranging from 18 to 42.
This experiment was a between subjects design with
Processing Condition (metacognition, incubation, and
control) as the randomly assigned three level independent
variable. The dependent variable was percent saved area of
forest.

4
Figure 1. Screenshot of FIRE showing only one truck and
helicopter. The grey menu shows how commands are given by
selecting specific units. The blue circle around the truck indicates
the area it can seek fires in automatically. The red circles indicate
the locations and order that the fires started.

Materials and Procedure
In the FIRE microworld a participant acted as a fire chief
charged with protecting an area of forest that contained two
small villages. The participant protected the forest for ten
minutes using six semiautonomous firefighting units: four
trucks and two helicopters. There are three basic commands:
Patrol, extinguish, and seek. When the patrol command is
activated the fire-fighting units will move at random in a
circular area. When the extinguish command is activated the
fire-fighting units will spray water to extinguish a fire. If the
extinguish command is not activated a unit will not spray
water even if it is near a burning area. Dörner and Pfeifer
(1993) noted that this may seem foolish, but a unit may need
to pass a small fire en route to a larger one. When the seek
command is activated a unit will search for fires
independently within a circular area, but even with the seek
command active a far away fire will not be detected so
participants still need to move the unit and if the extinguish
command is not active the unit will not spray water when it
finds a fire. Each unit can have 0, 1, 2 or all 3 commands
active in any combination and the given commands stay
active until they are changed. Right mouse-clicking on an
individual unit brought up a menu to change and display the
active commands on that unit alone, or by using the
keyboard shortcuts (e.g., ‘E’ for extinguish) participants
could give a command to all the units at once. The
movement of the units was accomplished by clicking and
holding the left mouse button on an individual unit, which
allowed participants to ‘drag’ an individual unit to a
destination. Clicking and holding the left mouse button over
any area on the screen and pressing ‘M’ on the keyboard
directed all the units to the location under the cursor (see
Figure 1).
The computerized incubation task consisted of a series of
34 anagrams (e.g. ouseh becomes house) presented to the
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participants one at a time for a maximum of 40 seconds
each. Participants could attempt unlimited solutions within
the time limit, but the correct solution or time expiring
advanced to the next anagram. The incubation task lasted
for six minutes and no participant completed all 34
anagrams. Anagrams, as verbal tasks, are not related to the
temporal-spatial demands for FIRE and have been
effectively used to activate unconscious thought in prior
research (Dijksterhuis, 2004; Dijksterhuis, et al., 2006).
The computerized metacognition task consisted of three
open-ended prompting questions adapted from Berthold
(2007) and colleagues (Which aspects of the game do I
understand well? Which aspects of the game do I not
understand well? When I go back to the game, what will I
do differently to increase my performance?). The first two
prompts were designed to activate positive and negative
knowledge about the task to encourage understanding of the
task while the third question required hypothesis generation
about the relationships between actions and outcomes.
Participants were limited to six minutes, two minutes per
question, to complete the questionnaire. Although the
questions had time limits, it was still self-paced as
participants could proceed to the next question when ready.
In practice, most participants were proficient typists and did
not use all six minutes as Payne and colleagues’ (2008)
suggested that in order to produce the best results, conscious
processing interventions should be self-paced.
After giving informed consent, participants were seated at
a computer in a lab setting and were provided with
earphones and paper instructions for FIRE that they kept for
the duration of the experiment. Participants assigned to the
experimental conditions were interrupted at the 5-minute
mark during FIRE and those in the metacognition condition
completed the prompting questionnaire while those in the
incubation condition completed the anagram task.
Participants in the control condition were not interrupted. At
the end of FIRE all participants completed a computerized
demographic survey and were then de-briefed.

Results
To assure a comparable baseline the data were analyzed
with a one-way ANOVA comparing performance between
the processing conditions at 300 seconds (the interruption
time). The difference between the groups on percent forest
saved was not significant F(2, 66) = 1.33, p = .271.
To test our primary hypothesis the data were analyzed
with a one-way ANOVA comparing final percent forest
saved between the three Processing Conditions. The
difference between the groups was significant F(2, 66) =
4.03, p = .022, η2 = .111. Follow up tests revealed that the
metacognition group (M = 78.95, SD = 19.71) significantly
F(1, 66) = 7.94, p = .006, η2 = .11 outperformed the control
group (M =60.83, SD = 23.03) and marginally F(1, 66) =
3.05, p = .085, η2 = .04 outperformed the incubation group
1
MSE=474.82 for the overall omnibus and the one degree of
freedom F-tests.

(M = 67.61, SD = 22.34). The difference between the
control and incubation group was not significant F(1, 66) =
1.14, p = .29, η2 = .01.
We narrowed our large dataset for further analysis by
conducting a series of one-way ANOVA’s at each 30
second interval (data were saved every 30 seconds) after the
break at 300 seconds. The first reliable group by percent
forest saved difference F(2, 66) = 3.30, p = .043, MSE =
125.49, η2 = .09 was at 420 seconds. The group differences
mirrored the final performance with metacognition reliably
(p = .013) outperforming the control group and the
difference between the metacognition and incubation
approached significance (p = .118) while the difference
between control and incubation was unreliable (p = .339).
Further support identifying 420 seconds as a critical time
was indicated by the pre-programmed pattern of fires as two
started simultaneously in the lower right and upper left of
the forest at 390 seconds (fire number 4, see Figure 1). In
order to explain why one group did better than another,
subsequent analysis focused around this critical interval.
Did one group keep more units closer to the fires? We
defined a unit as near a fire if it was within a radius of 32
pixels of any burning section. Participants could have
between zero and six units near a fire. At the 300 second
baseline the difference between the groups was not
significant F(2,66) = 1.52, p =.226. We used Tukey’s HSD
for Type I error control for the pair-wise comparisons at the
only two time points the overall omnibus was significant. At
390 seconds the control group (M = 4.75, SD = 1.73) had
significantly (p = .048) more units near active fires than the
metacognition group (M = 3.32, SD = 2.34), but not more
than the incubation group (M = 4.35, SD = 1.95). There
were no other reliable group differences at 390 seconds. At
420 seconds the control group (M = 4.83, SD = 1.63) had
significantly (p = .024) more units near active fires than the
metacognition group (M = 3.36, SD = 2.13), but not more
than the incubation group (M = 4.22, SD = 1.78). There
were no other reliable differences at 420 seconds. These
results indicate that the control and incubation groups
appropriately kept units near the burning areas as both
groups had more fires burning than the metacognitive group
(see Figure 2).
Why did the metacognitive group perform better with
fewer units near the fires? We investigated the command
selections for each unit. As with the units near a fire,
participants could have between zero and six units with any
command active. At the 300 second baseline the difference
between the groups was not significant on number of units
with extinguish, patrol, or seek commands active (all F’s <
1). Furthermore, no reliable differences were found at any
time period for the patrol or seek commands as they were
used infrequently. The extinguish command is the last
source of variance. We again used Tukey’s HSD for Type I
error control for all pair-wise comparisons at the only two
time points the overall omnibus was significant. At 330
seconds the metacognition group (M = 4.82, SD = 1.18) had
significantly (p = .029) more units with the extinguish
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command active than the control group (M = 3.58, SD =
1.93), but not more than the incubation (M = 4.57, SD =
1.56) group. There were no other reliable group differences
at 330 seconds. At 360 seconds the metacognition group (M
= 4.64, SD = 1.47) had marginally significantly (p = .066)
more units with the extinguish command active than the
control group (M = 3.54, SD = 1.64), but not more than the
incubation (M = 4.52, SD = 1.76) group. There were no
other reliable differences at 360 seconds. These results
indicate that the metacognition group gave extinguish
commands to the units right after the break explaining the
sudden improvement in performance indicated on the lower
panel of figure 2 at 360 seconds and kept them active
allowing them to fight the fires with fewer units near the
fires. In the same interval the incubation and control groups
de-activated units in the presence of active fires until around
390 seconds when the two critical fires started. It appears
that the metacognition group could have handled more fires
with their reserve units while the other groups were still
learning how to use the commands.
Inspecting the upper panel of figure 2 it is clear that the
difference for number of units with the extinguish command
active between metacogntion, control, and incubation is
small at one to one and half units. To estimate what each
additional unit with the extinguish command active
contributed to performance at each time interval we
regressed percent forest saved on number of units number of
units extinguishing 30 seconds prior with our groups
dummy coded (control group as the reference). Number of
units with the extinguish command active at 330 seconds
significantly (β = 1.20, t = 2.50, p = .015, partial r =.30)
predicted percent forest saved at 360 seconds with each
additional unit saving an additional 1.2 % of the forest.
Units with the extinguish command active at 360 seconds
also significantly predicted performance at 390 seconds (β =
1.50, t = 2.34, p = .022, partial r =.28) with each unit with
the extinguish command active saving an average of 1.5 %
of the forest in 30 seconds. The number of units with the
extinguish command active remained a marginally
significant or significant predictor over and above group at
every interval after 330 seconds. The additive effect of one
additional unit saving 1.5% additional every 30 seconds for
300 seconds, or ten intervals, adds up to 15% almost
matching the 18% difference between the control and
metacogntion group at the end of FIRE.

Discussion
Our results indicate how metacognition improved DDM
in our task. The use of the extinguish command reliably
predicted performance while controlling for group
differences with each additional unit extinguishing saving
significantly more forest area with the passage of time.

Figure 2. Comparing the group differences over time, starting at
the break at 300 seconds. The upper panel indicates the number of
units with the extinguish command active. The lower panel shows
percent forest saved by group and the repeated measures quadratic
component collapsed across groups was significant F(1,68) =
110.57, p < .001, MSE=9.49.

This occurred because the fires were programmed to spread
exponentially (see figure 2) to mimic their natural behavior
and is an important element of DDM highlighting the
interaction between user decisions and the influence of the
changing environment as a small fire that was neglected
turned into a larger one.
The group results at each time period indicate that the
important difference was learning that the units would not
extinguish until activated and the results illustrate how the
effects of earlier decisions enabled the metacognition group
to stay ahead of the fires. Our data suggest that all the
groups learned this, but the metacognition group learned
faster than incubation and control and this advantage kept
the fires from spreading out of control. The control group
had more units near the burning areas even though they
would not extinguish. Osman's (2010) MC framework
predicts this behavior when a person doubts their ability to
control or predict future events. The inability to connect
actions to outcomes, maladaptive strategies, and important
details escaping attention occur under conditions of high
uncertainty. FIRE may have been more difficult than
anticipated and may explain why the advanced commands
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were rarely used. Ten minutes may not have been enough
time for participants to learn the relationships between the
commands even though participants were provided with
detailed written instructions.
Our results showed little support for incubation effects.
Our study is novel because we directly compared incubation
and metacognitive prompting using a dynamic task. It may
be that the benefits of UTT only occur for static, not
dynamic decisions when the environment itself and not the
individual in a hurry, is creating time pressure. Also, in our
task learning was an important factor and UTT may not help
learning as Dijksterhuis and Nordgren (2006) noted,
"decisions are of course likely to be best when they are
based on information that is encoded thoroughly and
consciously" (p.106). Our participants may have needed
more time or trials with FIRE to show incubation effects.
Our results fit well into the existing literature on
metacognition as our participants showed improvement
when they followed one of the many paths suggested by
Flavell (1981) such that when metacognitive knowledge, or
thinking about your own knowledge, is activated it can lead
to a metacognitive experience that adds to, deletes, or
revises that knowledge and this is likely to occur in
situations where conscious thought is required. Selfreflection and learning are critical in DDM (Osman, 2010).
Our study was limited as we cannot determine how our
participants learned to activate the extinguish command or
how they determined it was not active. Our participants had
three options to discover how to activate the command.
They could have looked at the instruction sheet, recalled the
information from memory, or happened to come across the
solution by trial-and-error during FIRE. All three of these
alternatives are intriguing for education and training if
prompting helps learners refer to text, search their memory,
or continue exploring. This could be a form of electronic
scaffolding similar to how a skilled teacher prompts a
student to learn and continue working on a problem.
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Abstract
Grammatical aspect is a pervasive linguistic device that,
according to linguistic analyses, allows speakers to encode
different ways of construing events. For instance, the
progressive (I am writing a book) is thought to reflect
increased focus on the internal details of an event, as
contrasted with the perfect (I have written a book). However,
there is to date no experimental evidence that speakers in fact
think about the same events differently when they describe
them using progressive versus perfect aspect. We used cospeech gesture as a means to investigate what speakers' event
representations are like when they produce perfect versus
progressive utterances. We found that progressive event
descriptions were accompanied by longer-lasting and more
complex gestures than perfect event descriptions, but only
when participants described events originally presented in the
progressive. This evidence suggests that people are actually
construing events differently when they use different
grammatical aspects.
Keywords: Gesture, aspect, language production, mental
simulation.

Introduction
Most of the world’s languages mark the structure of
events, using a linguistic device known as grammatical
aspect. A variety of possible aspectual distinctions are
attested, but among the more common ones is to mark
whether an event is to be understood as ongoing or
completed. For instance, the English progressive aspect, as
in I was writing a book indicates that the event is to be
conceived of as ongoing, while the perfect, seen in I had
written a book, marks the event as completed. (Aspect is
distinct from tense, which marks when an event occurred
relative to the time an utterance is produced.) Linguists who
have looked closely at grammatical aspect have argued that
using the progressive, as contrasted with the perfect,
increases focus on the internal structure of the event, or
increases the granularity or detail with which people think
of events (e.g., Comrie, 1976; Dowty, 1977; Langacker,
1991).
This intuition jibes well with native speaker intuition, but
to date there has been no experimental work on the question.

When speakers use different aspectual forms, are they
actually thinking about events differently? This is the basic
question we address in the research below.
While there hasn't been work on how speakers represent
events while producing different grammatical aspects, there
has been a bit of recent work on language comprehension.
Several studies (Madden & Zwaan, 2003; Bergen &
Wheeler, 2010) have found evidence that aspect modulates
how comprehenders represent described events, in ways
quite compatible with the predictions that the linguistics
literature on aspect makes. For instance, Bergen & Wheeler
(2010) compared the extent to which comprehenders
represent the details of motor actions when presented with
progressive sentences (John is opening the drawer) and
perfect sentences (John has opened the drawer). They found
an increased action-sentence compatibility effect (Glenberg
& Kaschak, 2002) with progressive sentences; progressive
sentences led to faster performance of subsequent
compatible actions, but perfect sentences did not show such
an effect. The authors interpreted this as evidence that the
progressive encourages comprehenders to mentally simulate
the nucleus of an event (in this case, a motor action) with
greater detail than the perfect does.
The idea that aspect modulates mental simulation in
comprehension is based on the more basic hypothesis that
understanding language involves generating perceptual and
motor representations of what is being talked about.
Substantial theoretical and empirical work now supports this
view (Barsalou, 2008, 2009; Bergen & Chang, 2005;
Bergen, Lindsay, Matlock, & Narayanan, 2007; Bergen &
Wheeler, 2010; Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002; Hostetter &
Alibali, 2008, 2010; Kaschak & Glenberg, 2000; Kaschak et
al., 2005; Matlock, 2004; Zwaan, 1999; Zwaan, Stanfield, &
Yaxley, 2002). As a result, we adopt its terminology for the
purposes of our exposition here. However, it is not essential
to the study we describe below; when we talk about mental
simulation of events, we could just as well be talking about
mental representations of events that are not modality
specific, as long as the representational format affords the
possibility of different construals of events.
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As mentioned above, while there is now some evidence
that reading or hearing progressive sentences encourages a
language user to simulate the internal details of an event,
there has been no work to date on aspect and the mental
operations of people producing language. It is possible that
language production is like language comprehension in that
speakers are more likely to produce progressive aspect when
they are mentally simulating the event they are describing in
greater detail; simulation-based theories usually assume that
similar principles operate during comprehension and
production (e.g., Barsalou, 2009, Bergen & Chang, 2005).
How can we assess whether people are thinking
differently about events when they produce sentences using
progressive versus perfect aspect? One valuable source of
data is the gestures that speakers spontaneously produce
along with speech. Such co-speech gestures are very closely
linked, both in meaning and time, to the speech they
accompany (McNeill, 1992, 2005). As a consequence, they
provide a window—one distinct from the speech stream
itself—onto the mental representations that underlie
language. Co-speech gestures have long been thought to
reflect imagistic aspects of thinking (e.g., Kita & Özyürek,
2003), but recent work has begun to link research on gesture
to simulation-based theories of language. Hostetter and
Alibali (2008, 2010) have suggested that gestures might
reflect simulations carried out during language production.
That is, perceptual and motor representations that
automatically become active during language production
might be the source of these gestures.
If gestures reflect underlying processes of simulation,
then it stands to reason that gesture may shed light on
whether aspectual choices reflect simulation differences
during language production. In particular, gestures that
accompany progressive-marked speech might reflect greater
intensity or detail of focus on events that the speaker is
thinking about. This greater attention could result in
gestures that last longer and are more likely to encode
information about the internal structure of events. Some
corroboration for this possibility comes from work by
Duncan (2002), who found that when the progressive
appeared in narrative speech, co-occurring gestures were
longer and more complex.
Gestural complexity can come in several forms, but a
frequent characteristic is some kind of iteration or repetition.
For example, if a narrator is describing someone walking,
her co-occurring gesture might encode only the trajectory of
motion (a straight line), or the gesture might also encode the
internal structure of the event, by (for example) having the
fingers wiggle while the hand moves in a straight line. The
second gesture would be considered more complex, as it
encodes an additional semantic feature (in this case, manner
of motion: see Duncan, 2002; and see Kita & Özyürek, 2003
for more on manner of motion). In short, increased
complexity, in the form of repeated or iterated gestures, can
indicate a focus on the internal structure of an event.
The current study uses gesture in language production to
assess the extent to which produced aspects reflect different

construals of the described event. In doing so, it makes two
main contributions. First, while there has been some work
on how aspect affects event construal in comprehenders, this
is the first work to address the reverse relation, in speakers.
Second, we replicate and extend Duncan’s (2002) gesture
results by asking whether the same patterns can be observed
for a carefully controlled set of events, where the same
events are presented with different aspects.

Study
If speakers use progressive aspect when they are focusing
on the internal structure of events, gestures that accompany
utterances marked with the progressive may reflect that fact.
Specifically, they make take longer to produce and they may
be more likely to encode semantic aspects of the eventinternal structure.
To assess this possibility, we presented participants with a
series of texts in which half of the events appeared in the
past progressive, and half in the past perfect. We then asked
participants to re-describe these texts to a listener, a task that
tends to elicit gesture. This design allows us to look at two
things. First, we can assess the relationship between the
aspect of presentation (that is, the grammatical aspect in
which an event appeared in the stimulus) and a participant’s
verbal and gestural behavior. Second, we can assess the
relationship between the aspect of production (that is, the
grammatical aspect a participant chooses to use when
describing an event) and a participant’s gestural behavior.
If, as other work suggests, mental simulation occurs
during language comprehension, then reading sentences that
vary in aspect should create varying representations during
encoding. Those representations then form the content used
in utterances subsequently formulated during language
production. So presentation aspect might affect gestures
produced during event retelling. Moreover, if production
involves simulation as well, and if the aspect produced
reflects differences in event construal, then production
aspect might be affected by presentation aspect, and even
when it does not, progressive aspect in production might
correlate with more complex and longer lasting gestures.

Method
Participants read a series of short texts, then described them
to a partner.
Materials We created a set of fifteen written stories. Each
consisted of seven sentences, the first of which was a scenesetting sentence that always appeared in the simple past.
The remaining sentences each described an event likely to
evoke gesture (a motion event). These events appeared in
either the past progressive (e.g., was floating) or the past
perfect (e.g., had floated). Aspect in each story alternated
with each sentence: if the first sentence was past
progressive, the next would be past perfect. We created two
versions of each story (A and B), with aspect reversed for
each target event. That is, in the A version, the first target
event appeared in the past progressive, while in the B
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version that same event appeared in the past perfect. We
chose to alternate aspect within each story rather than across
stories because stories containing only past perfect seemed
awkward (they described a series of things that event
participants had done). We used past progressive and past
perfect (unlike the present progressive and present perfect
found in Bergen & Wheeler (2010), for instance) because
the past tense made the narratives seem more like typical
stories. Two versions of each story were created so that we
would have data for each event in both aspects. A sample
text is found below. Target event verbs are in bold.
There was a trail through the woods. A woman was
hiking/had hiked down a little hill on the winding
path. Afterwards, she had walked/was walking up
to a little stream. A big stick was floating/had
floated down the stream in front of a pair of ducks.
The ducks had paddled/were paddling around it.
Then they were bobbing/had bobbed around a
bend in the stream out of sight. The woman had
leapt/was leaping along some rocks to the other
side of the stream.
Each story contained the same number of human, nonhuman-animate, and inanimate entities. Stories were normed
to ensure that each was comprehensible and that there were
no differences in comprehensibility across A and B
versions. Twenty participants rated the A version of the
stories on a scale from 1 (very hard to understand) to 5 (very
easy to understand), and a separate group of twenty
participants rated the B versions on the same scale. We
selected the ten stories with the highest mean ratings for use
in the study (Version A mean rating = 4.08, SD .16, Version
B mean rating = 4.03, SD .13). There was no significant
difference in the mean ratings across the A and B versions
of these ten stories: t(20) = .86; p (two-tailed) = .40.
Thirty-five Case Western Reserve University students (17
women) participated in the study for payment. All were
native speakers of English. Following informed consent,
participants were seated at a computer and read a story
sentence by sentence, pressing a computer key to advance to
the next sentence. After the final sentence, the participant
was prompted to move over to the recording area and to
describe the story to his or her partner. The partner came to
the study with the participant and served as a listener.
Participants were told to describe the story in as much detail
as possible, and that the partner would take a
comprehension quiz at the end of the study. Participants
randomly received either the A or B version of each story.
Three participants were dropped from the study because
they never gestured, for a total of 32 participants (17 who
received version A, 15 who received version B).
Coding One coder transcribed all utterances that matched
one of the target events from the stimuli, using audio alone.
The grammatical aspect of these utterances was then coded
as either progressive or non-progressive (typically simple

past). One coder carried out this analysis for the entire
dataset, and a second coded 42% of the dataset. For
categorical data in this study, agreement was calculated
using Cohen’s kappa. Landis and Koch (1977) suggest that
a kappa value kappa above .61 indicates substantial interrater agreement. For utterance aspect, kappa was .86. Any
gesture that accompanied an utterance describing a target
event was then coded according to the following categories
(after McNeill, 1992, 2005): concrete iconic (the shape or
motion of the hands maps onto some aspect of the scene
being described), metaphoric iconic (the shape or motion of
the hands maps onto an abstract property, such as discourse
content), deictic (a pointing gesture), beat (a rhythmic
gesture with no obvious semantic content), or self-adaptor
(a self touching gesture, such as scratching the nose). Given
our research questions, only concrete iconic gestures (66%
of the total gestures produced in this dataset) were analyzed
further. These gestures were coded for the presence of
iteration. As noted above, iteration is a repeated action of
the hands and is frequently associated with manner of
motion. One coder carried out gesture type and iteration
coding for the entire dataset. A second coder coded 46% of
the dataset. Agreement was good: κ = .70 for gesture type
and κ = .76 for iteration. Finally, gesture stroke duration
was coded for concrete iconic gestures. Gestures are
typically made up of multiple phases (McNeill, 1992): a
preparation phase, a stroke phase (defined as the effortful,
meaningful portion of the gesture: McNeill, 1992), and a
retraction phase. In addition to these phases, gestures often
involve holds, and these holds can extend a gesture’s overall
duration. However, holds can arise because of a need to
keep gesture and speech temporally synchronous, and
therefore are not necessarily semantically meaningful. For
these reasons, gesture stroke duration was used for this
study (as it was for Duncan, 2002) rather than overall
gesture duration. Using software that displays frames per
second, gesture stroke onset and offset can be identified
within a 30th of a second, with good reliability. Gesture
stroke duration was coded using Final Cut Pro: stroke onset
and offset were recorded and then converted to a total
duration value in milliseconds. One coder carried out this
analysis for the full dataset. A second coder coded 25% of
the dataset. The correlation between the two coders was .86,
indicating very good agreement.
In summary, the final dataset contained all utterances that
matched a stimulus target event, coded for verbal aspect.
When an utterance was accompanied by a concrete iconic
gesture, that gesture was coded for the presence of iteration,
and the duration of that gesture’s stroke phase was
calculated.

Results
Results are presented below in terms of presentation aspect
(the aspect that stimulus sentences appeared in) and
production aspect (the aspect of participants’ utterances).
Before turning to gesture, we analyzed the relationship
between these factors. First, we asked whether presentation
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aspect affected production aspect in general, regardless of
whether a gesture was produced. To account for variation
across participants, we examined the proportion of matches
(utterances that agreed in presentation and production
aspect) for each participant. Table 1 shows these proportions
(SDs in parentheses).
Table 1: Mean proportion of matches by presentation and
production aspect (all utterances).

Presentation
Perfect
Progressive

Production
Perfect
0.53 (.15)
0.39 (.08)

Progressive
0.47 (.15)
0.61 (.06)

Participants did not always perfectly reproduce what they
read, which is not surprising given the design: participants
read sentences alternating between perfect and progressive.
A Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test1 showed participants were
not significantly more likely to produce perfect when
presentation aspect was perfect: Z =.97, p (two-tailed) = .32.
However, when presentation aspect was progressive,
participants were significantly more likely to produce
progressive: Z =3.41, p (two-tailed) = .0006. We next
examined the proportion of matches for each participant
when concrete iconic gestures were produced. These means
were
identical
to
those
in
Table
1.
Again, a Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test showed participants
were not significantly more likely to produce perfect when
presentation aspect was perfect: Z =1.16, p (two-tailed) =
.25. However, when presentation aspect was progressive,
participants were significantly more likely to produce
progressive: Z =3.32, p (two-tailed) = .0009. This greater
tendency to produce progressive after reading progressive
may reflect the fact that progressive is more common in
speech.
Finally, we examined the relationship between
presentation aspect and frequency of concrete iconic gesture
production, to determine whether stimulus aspect had any
impact on participants’ tendency to produce such gestures.
We compared the mean proportion of target event
descriptions accompanied by gesture as a function of
stimulus aspect: a Wilcoxon Signed Ranks showed no
significant difference between these proportions (Z =.35, p
(two-tailed) = .73).
Our second set of analyses focused on the relationship
between presentation aspect, production aspect, and gesture
stroke duration. Figure 1 shows the mean gesture stroke
duration for utterances according to presentation and
production aspect.

Figure 1. Mean gesture stroke duration (in msec)
according to presentation and production aspect. Error bars
show standard error.
Overall, gesture stroke duration was longer when the
aspect of production was progressive: t(31) =2.04; p (twotailed) = .049. To explore this result further, we first looked
at the cases where presentation aspect was perfect, and
compared mean gesture duration when production aspect
was progressive and non-progressive. This test showed no
significant difference between these means (t(31) =.87; p
(two-tailed) = .38). When an event was originally presented
using the perfect, people’s gestures were not significantly
longer when they themselves were recounting that event
using progressive aspect than when they used perfect aspect.
Second, we turned to gesture duration when presentation
aspect was progressive, again comparing progressive and
non-progressive production aspect. This test showed a
marginally significant difference between these means
(t(31) =2.00; p (two-tailed) = .054). When an event had
been originally described using progressive aspect, people
made longer-lasting gestures when they themselves were
recounting that event using progressive aspect than when
they used perfect aspect. We also compared gesture stroke
duration across production categories. There was no
significant difference in duration as a function of
presentation aspect: t(31) =1.14; p (two-tailed) = .26 for
progressive utterances, and t(31) =.29; p (two-tailed) = .77
for non-progressive utterances.
We then turned to our second dependent measure, gesture
iteration. Figure 2 shows the mean proportion of utterances
accompanied by an iterated gesture, by presentation and
production aspect. Overall, participants produced a larger
proportion of gestures with iteration when aspect of
production was progressive: Z = 2.32, p (two-tailed) = .02.

1
Presentation aspect is an independent variable but production
aspect is a dependent variable, thus a two-factor ANOVA is not
appropriate for these analyses (assumptions of independence are
violated). For this reason, we report results of Wilcoxon Signed
Ranks tests for non-parametric data (frequencies), and paired ttests for durations.
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progressive utterances were particularly long, but rather that
non-progressive utterances were particularly short. This is
borne out by the near-significant difference in mean
utterance duration when non-progressive utterances are
compared across presentation categories: t(31) =1.92; p
(two-tailed) = .06. Importantly, this result is different from
the result seen in gesture. For gesture, duration was roughly
the same except when events presented in the progressive
were described in the progressive, in which case gestures
were longer. For speech, duration was roughly the same
except when events presented in the progressive were
described with non-progressive aspect, in which case event
descriptions were shorter.
Figure 2. Mean proportion of gestures with iteration
according to presentation and production aspect. Error bars
show standard error.
To explore this result further, we first looked at the case
where presentation aspect was perfect, and compared mean
proportion of gestures with iteration in the two production
aspects. This test showed no significant difference in the
mean number of iterated gestures produced with progressive
or non-progressive utterances (Z = 1.196, p (two-tailed) =
.23). When an event had been originally described in the
perfect, people were no more likely to use iterated gestures
when they themselves were recounting that event using
progressive aspect than when they used perfect aspect.
Second, we looked at the mean proportion of gestures
with iteration when presentation aspect was progressive.
This test showed a significant difference between the mean
rate of iterated gesture for perfect and progressive utterances
(Z = 2.35, p (two-tailed) = .018). When an event had been
originally presented in the progressive, people were more
likely to use iterated gestures when they themselves were
recounting that event using progressive aspect than when
they used perfect aspect. We also compared iteration across
production categories. There was no significant difference
in mean proportion of gestures with iteration as a function
of presentation aspect: Z = 1.3; p (two-tailed) = .19 for
progressive utterances, and Z =.66; p (two-tailed) = .51 for
non-progressive utterances.
Finally, we explored the possibility that progressive
utterances were accompanied by longer and more iterated
gestures because they were simply longer, allowing more
time for gesture to be produced. Figure 3 shows mean
utterance duration according to presentation and production
aspect. When presentation aspect was perfect, we found no
significant difference in mean utterance duration as a
function of production aspect: t(31) =1.22; p (two-tailed) =
.23. That is, progressive utterances were not longer in this
case, which argues against an account where progressive
utterances simply allow for longer gestures. However, when
presentation aspect was progressive, non-progressive
utterances were significantly shorter: t(31)=4.97; p (twotailed) < .001. It does not seem to be the case that

Figure 3. Mean utterance duration (in msec) according to
presentation and production aspect. Error bars show
standard error.

Discussion
When people described events using progressive aspect,
they produced gestures that were both longer on average and
more likely to be iterated, but this occurred only when
events had been originally presented with progressive
aspect. The interpretation of these results requires some
care, as the patterns observed don’t appear to arise from
either aspect of presentation or aspect of production alone.
To begin with, we have reason to believe that participants
did not encode the aspect of presentation very well when
events were presented in the perfect. The weakness of this
tendency may have been the product of the design, which
presented sentences alternating between perfect and
progressive. That is, because participants were frequently
being asked to comprehend sentences in both aspects, there
may have been carry-over effects from one sentence to the
next (perhaps in the form of priming) that muddied the
results. Had we elected to use a between-participants design,
we may have seen stronger effects of presentation alone, for
perfect as well as progressive. In addition, the design
involved a relatively naturalistic task: telling a story to a
friend. The emphasis was thus on being a good
communicator, not on perfectly reproducing the stimuli.
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The effects of presentation and production aspect on
utterance duration were also complex. In general, using the
progressive aspect did not appear to make event descriptions
longer, but there is no obvious theoretical reason why
having an event presented in the progressive and choosing
to describe it with non-progressive aspect would make event
descriptions shorter. Finer-grained analyses of speech might
clarify this result.
What might we conclude based on these results? To the
extent that this task reflects naturalistic behavior, the results
suggest that people don’t merely produce longer and more
iterated gestures when they're using the progressive; they
only do so when they originally learned about the event
they're describing using the same aspect. One interpretation
of this effect is that congruency between presented and
produced aspect is key, perhaps because people encode
events with more detail when they're presented with
progressive, which allows them the option of recalling them
with more vivid detail later on if they choose.
Critically, the results reported here add to those reported
in Duncan (2002), showing that the gesture differences
between perfect and progressive utterances are not merely
the product of different events with different intrinsic
properties tending to be described with the perfect or the
progressive. We presented participants with the same events
in two different aspects. Depending on aspect of
presentation and aspect of production, we saw different
gestural behaviors.
These results also raise some interesting possibilities for
the issue of how simulation during comprehension might
interact with simulation during production. If mental
simulation occurs during language comprehension,
representations formed then should serve as the input for
utterances formulated during the process of language
production. If simulation also occurs during production, this
second process might be congruent with the first, or might
conflict with and override it. Our naturalistic narrative task
suggests that we are indeed looking at a complex and
dynamic process.
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Abstract
According to John Rawls, there exists a perfect procedural
justice for which there is no conflict between process and
outcome. One such procedure is the Divide and Choose.
Recently, the mathematical theory of fair-division extended
this idea by developing procedures that offer fairer outcomes
and a better guarantee of justice. Here, we tested the extent to
which the distributive and procedural properties of these
perfect and improved division procedures were perceived as
more satisfactory and fairer than imperfect division
procedures. Thirty-nine pairs of participants divided six $10
gift certificates between them using seven division
procedures. They rated their satisfaction and their perceived
fairness before and after they executed each division
procedure. Contrarily to our hypothesis, the results show that
perfect procedural justice does not really translate into the
perception of a fairer and more satisfactory outcome and
process. The most sophisticated division procedures failed to
select fair and satisfactory solutions.
Keywords: Fair-division theory, fair-division procedures,
satisfaction, perceived fairness, procedural and distributive
justice, John Rawls.

Introduction
Social psychological studies on justice distinguish
between the perception of the outcome and the perception of
the process that leads to the outcome (Lind & Tyler, 1988).
The former concerns issues of distributive justice such as
the criteria under which an outcome is considered fair or
unfair (e.g., equitability or envy-freeness), whereas the latter
relates to issues of procedural justice such as voicing—to
express oneself in the process of justice. Perception of
distributive and procedural justice does not always coincide:
for instance, a procedure seen as fair can lead to undeserved
outcomes (e.g., an innocent individual found guilty by a
court of justice) and conversely, an outcome perceived as
fair can result from an unjust procedure (e.g., a monarch
applying a just sentence).

According to Rawls (1971), there exists a perfect
procedural justice for which there is no conflict between
process and outcome. This idea is based on an age-old fairdivision procedure termed Divide and Choose. A first player
divides a ‘cake’ (or any divisible object) in what she
considers to be two equal pieces, and a second player
chooses the piece she sees as the largest. This procedure
exemplifies perfect procedural justice because it has an
independent criterion for what constitutes a fair outcome
and a process that guarantees that such an outcome will be
reached. More specifically, the solution derived from Divide
and Choose is envy-free since both players will have no
incentive to exchange their share with the other player’s
share. Also, its process always leads to such solution given
that the players comply with the rules and adhere to specific
mathematical assumptions. Nonetheless, Divide and Choose
has weaknesses. First, it only applies to conflicts that
involve two parties and a divisible good (e.g., money).
Second, it is vulnerable to strategic manipulation (Crawford
& Heller, 1979). Third, it does not guarantee that the divider
will "cut the cake" in the most efficient way. A division is
efficient if no other division can make one participant better
off without hurting another.
The mathematical theory of fair-division extended Rawls’
idea of a perfect procedural justice mainly by focusing on
solutions that are fair and efficient, and by strengthening the
guarantee of fairness with game-theoretic tools. In the
context of game theory, a procedure’s fair and efficient
solution is said to be guaranteed when the strategy it
prescribes (e.g., “cut the cake in what you consider two
equal pieces”) is optimal for rational and self-regarding
players.
Following these improvements, mathematicians have
recently designed dozens of fair-division procedures
presenting sophisticated mechanisms (for a review, see
Barbanel, 2004; Brams, 2008; Brams & Taylor, 1996a;
Moulin, 2003; Robertson & Webb, 1998; Young, 1994).
One of such algorithms, called the Adjusted Winner (Brams
& Taylor, 1996a), has recently been patented in the United
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States by New York University (U.S. Patent 5983205). This
procedure guarantees an envy-free, equitable and efficient
solution (a brief description of the procedure is provided at
viscog.psy.umontreal.ca/~nicolas/FDAs.pdf). It has been
shown to be useful to resolve bipartite conflicts involving
indivisible goods such as divorces (Brams & Taylor, 1996b)
and international disputes (Denoon & Brams, 1997;
Massoud, 2000).
Despite their immense potential for conflict resolution,
very few empirical studies have put fair-division procedures
to the test (Daniel & Parco, 2005; Dupuis-Roy & Gosselin,
2009, submitted; Pratt & Zeckhauser, 1990; Schneider &
Krämer, 2004). Therefore, many key issues regarding the
distributive and procedural determinants of justice involved
in the implementation of fair-division procedures with
humans have yet to be investigated. The following
experiment examines how Rawls’ theoretical notion of
procedural perfection translates into the perception of a fair
and satisfactory process and outcome.
Table 1. List of the main properties of seven fair-division procedures.

Name

Criteria
of fairness

Guarantee
of fairness

Strict Alternation

None

None

Balanced
Alternation

None

None

Divide and
Choose

Envy-freeness

Weak

Adjusted Knaster

Envy-freeness
Equitability
Efficiency

Strong

Adjusted Winner

Envy-freeness
Equitability
Efficiency

Strong

Compensation
Procedure

Envy-freeness
Efficiency

Strong

Price Procedure

Envy-freeness
Efficiency

Strong

Hypotheses
Based on Rawls’ theoretical conception of procedural
justice, we expect fair-division procedures to produce more
satisfactory outcomes and elicit more confidence in the
process of justice than imperfect procedures, that is,
procedures which do not implement any criterion of fairness
or do not offer any guarantee of reaching such a criterion
(Hypothesis 1). To test this hypothesis, a selection of fairdivision procedures will be compared with two imperfect
procedures: the Strict Alternation and the Balanced

Alternation. In the Strict Alternation, one participant from a
pair of participants, say P1, is randomly chosen to select a
first object; then the other participant, say P2, selects
another object; previous steps are repeated until all objects
are chosen. The Balanced Alternation is simply an improved
version of the Strict Alternation where the selection cycle is
balanced: when there are four objects, the selection cycle
becomes P1-P2-P2-P1 rather than P1-P2-P1-P2. These
procedures do not meet any criterion of fairness per se and
are thus not considered mathematically fair (Brams &
Taylor, 1996). Nonetheless, the Strict Alternation is still
used nowadays by juridical institutions to divide
inheritances or family patrimonies.
Considering the recent improvements brought by fairdivision theory, one can also expect more sophisticated fairdivision procedures such as the Adjusted Winner to perform
better than more simple and intuitive ones such as the
Divide and Choose (Hypothesis 2). This hypothesis will be
tested by contrasting the perception toward distributive and
procedural properties of four sophisticated fair-division
procedures (the Adjusted Knaster by Raith, 2000; the
Adjusted Winner by Brams & Taylor, 1996a; the
Compensation Procedure by Haake, Raith & Su, 2000; the
Price Procedure by Pratt, 2007) with a simple one (the
Divide and Choose). Note that all these division procedures
are
described
at
viscog.psy.umontreal.ca/~nicolas/FDAs.pdf.
As shown in Table 1, the four most sophisticated fairdivision procedures that were selected for this experiment
all guarantee at least an envy-free and efficient outcome
(column 2). The Adjusted Knaster and the Adjusted Winner
also guarantee equitability. A solution is equitable when all
players put the same value on their own share. The
guarantee of fairness of these procedures is considered
strong because the strategies they prescribe also lead to an
optimal outcome for rational and self-regarding participants
(column 3). Since the Divide and Choose is vulnerable to
strategic manipulation (Crawford & Heller, 1979), its
guarantee of fairness is considered weak.

Experimental Design
To disentangle the distributive and procedural properties
of a fair-division procedure, the subject’s perception of a
division solution will be measured before and after she
applies a given procedure. In this context, a change of
perception can be readily attributed to the procedural
properties since the distributive properties remain constant.
The perception of the procedural and distributive properties
will be assessed by a direct subjective measure of perceived
fairness and satisfaction. If the former specifically elicits
judgments based on interpersonal comparisons and social
values, the latter could integrate everything that influences
one’s well-being—including fairness.
The seven division procedures will be tested in the
context of the division of six $10 gift certificates between
two participants. First, the participants will rate their
satisfaction and perceived fairness regarding the 64 possible
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discrete division solutions; then, they will learn and execute
each division procedure in a random order; and finally, they
will rate their satisfaction and perceived fairness regarding
the division solution provided by each procedure.

Methods
Participants
Thirty-nine dyads of students from the Université de
Montréal (mostly from the Departments of Psychology and
Mathematics) completed a three-hour lab experiment.
Twenty dyads were friends (20 men and 20 women) who
had known each other for at least three years (M=8.37
years; SD=4.73 years) and the remaining dyads were
strangers (20 men and 18 women) that were randomly
paired. All participants were naïve to the purpose of the
experiment.

Indivisible Goods
Before the experiment, the participants were shown a list
of 70 vendors (e.g., Esso, Canadian Tire, Starbucks) and had
to select at least 15 vendors from which they would have
liked to receive a $10 gift certificate. After the participants
were paired in dyad, six vendors that were in both
participants’ selections were selected. Color pictures of
these vendors were taken from the Internet and resized to
span approximately the same surface of the computer
monitor.

Apparatus
The experiment was conducted on six computers (PC and
Macintosh) that were linked to a server through a local area
network. Experimental programs displaying the instructions
(or questions) and recording the answers were written for
the Matlab environment.

Experimental Procedure
On their arrival in the lab, all dyads were brought into a
large computer room and were seated opposite to each
other. Those in the “stranger” group were told that they
would be randomly paired with a stranger who was
conducting the experiment in another experimental room.
After being instructed to remain silent, they were told that
the goal of the experiment was to divide six $10 gift
certificates between them and their partner with the help of
seven division procedures that they would have to learn and
apply. They were advised to pay close attention to the
instructions even if the local computer would perform all
mathematical computations required by the procedure. They
were asked to engage in this experiment as if they were part
of a problematic family succession in which they had to
split the six gift certificates. Finally, they were told that the
division solutions they would obtain from the division
procedures would determine which gift certificates they
would receive as a compensation for their participation.

The experiment lasted approximately three hours and
involved three steps. (1) Participants first answered some
questions regarding their socioeconomic status, their level
of education and their level of friendship with their partner.
Then, they were shown images of the six disputed
certificates and were asked to express their preferences for
every item by distributing a total of 100 points over them
(the more points attributed to an item, the greater the
preference). (2) Next, the participants rated their satisfaction
and their perceived fairness toward the 64 possible discrete
ways of dividing six items between two persons. For each
rating, a division solution was displayed on the monitor
screen until a response was given: the top row contained the
items given to the participant and the bottom row contained
the items given to his/her partner. Participants were told to
use a scroll bar to express their level of satisfaction or
fairness associated with the illustrated division solution on a
scale ranging from 0 (‘not satisfied at all’ or ‘totally unfair’)
to 100 (‘fully satisfied’ or ‘totally fair’). Note that the
division solutions were presented in a random order. (3)
Participants read a brief description of a given division
procedure and answered three questions assessing their
comprehension. After having correctly answered all
questions, they were submitted to five practice trials during
which they applied the procedure with a fictitious partner
(the computer) whose preferences for the six items were
public. Then, they applied the fair-division procedure with
their partner and evaluated their satisfaction and perceived
fairness toward its division solution. They repeated this
process seven times, one time per procedure. The order in
which each dyad applied the procedures was randomized.

Results
Figure 1 shows the average satisfaction (upper plot) and
perceived fairness (lower plot) measured before (left side)
and after (right side) the implementation of the fair-division
procedures (x-axis). At first glance, these group results
contradict our hypotheses: the solutions produced by the
most sophisticated fair-division procedures are perceived as
less fair and less satisfactory than the ones derived from the
imperfect and simple procedures. Even more surprisingly,
the Strict Alternation produced, on average, the fairest
solutions of all. In order to better understand these
seemingly counterintuitive results, the procedural and
distributive factors will be disentangled with analyses of
variance.
First, a MANOVA was run to evaluate the differences
between both assessment of the dependent variables (TIME)
and possible interactions with the type of fair-division
procedures (PROC). In addition to these three withinsubjects factors (dependent variables (DVs), TIME and
PROC), we also examined the differences between the types
of dyad (either consisting of friends or strangers). Wilks test
revealed no difference between types of dyad
(F(1,81)=0.01, ns) but significant interactions between
PROC and TIME (F(6,81)=19.81, p<0.001), PROC and
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DVs (F(6,81)=40.92, p<0.001), TIME and DVs
(F(1,86)=6.29, p<0.02), and PROC, TIME and DVs
(F(6,81)=13,49, p<0.001). To boost the power of the
analysis, types of dyad were pooled together, and a PROC x
TIME within-subject ANOVA was performed on each DV
separately (type I error was controlled with Bonferroni
adjustments).
The first ANOVA was computed on satisfaction ratings.
Results show a main effect of PROC (F(6,82)=9.53,
p<0.001) and TIME (F(1,87)=42.05, p<0.001) but no
interaction between them (F(6,82)=0.81, ns). This means
that the application of a fair-division procedure, regardless
of its type, increased satisfaction. It also suggests that the
differences between the procedures do not stem from their
implementation per se but from the type of division solution
they produced. In other words, procedures differ from one
another because of their distributive, not their procedural
properties.
A similar ANOVA was computed on perceived fairness.
Results show two significant main effects and a significant
interaction between PROC and TIME (F(6,82)=8.10,
p<0.001). This means that the procedural properties of some
division procedures had an effect on perceived fairness1.
Statistical contrasts were computed at each level of PROC:
we found that the Adjusted Knaster (F(1,87)=46.41,
p<0.001) and the Compensation Procedure (F(1,87)=16.91,
p<0.001) had a significant positive effect on the perceived
fairness. This indicates that even though imperfect and
simple procedures produced the fairest solutions, their
procedural properties had no positive effect on the
perception of fairness. This is also true for the Adjusted
Winner and the Price Procedure. An additional statistical
contrast run on difference scores (‘after’ minus ‘before’)
also revealed that the procedural properties of the
sophisticated procedures had a larger positive effect on the
perceived fairness than the simple ones (t=8.28, p<0.001).
Given that we tested only seven fair-division procedures,
one could wonder if the best solutions they generated were
really the fairest and the most satisfactory. To assess this
question, the solutions of the best division procedures were
contrasted with the MaxSum solutions, that is, the solutions
that maximized the sum of both participants ratings (see
MaxSum in Figure 1). Results show that the MaxSum
solutions were significantly more satisfactory than the
Divide and Choose’s solutions (t(87)=3.23, p<0.002) and
significantly fairer than the Strict Alternation’s solutions
(t(87)=2.61, p<0.02).

Knaster, the Adjusted Winner, the Compensation Procedure
and the Price Procedure) were perceived as more
satisfactory and fairer than simple (the Divide and Choose)
and imperfect procedures (the Balanced Alternation, the
Strict Alternation).

Discussion

Thirty-nine pairs of students divided six $10 gift
certificates between them using seven division procedures.
They rated their satisfaction and their perceived fairness
regarding the 64 possible discrete division solutions; then,
they learned and executed each division procedure; and
finally, they rated their satisfaction and their perceived
fairness regarding the discrete division solution prescribed
by each procedure. This experimental design allowed us to
disentangle the effect of the procedural and distributive

Following Rawls’ theoretical notion of perfect procedural
justice, this experiment tested the extent to which the
distributive and procedural properties of the most
sophisticated fair-division procedures (the Adjusted
1
Note that there was no linear trend between the order in which the
participants applied the procedures and the satisfaction (r=-0.08, ns) or the
perceived fairness (r=-0.06, ns) ratings. Thus, we consider these repeated
measures as being independent from each other.

1

0.6

0.4

0.2

SA

BA

DC

AK

AW

CP

PP

MaxSum

Satisfaction

0.8

0.8

*

*

0.6

0.4

0.2

SA

BA

DC

AK

AW

CP

PP

MaxSum

Perceived Fairness

1

Figure 1. The average satisfaction and perceived fairness ratings (in
percentiles) of seven fair-solutions generated by seven fair-division
procedures, namely the Strict Alternation (SA), the Balanced Alternation
(BA), the Adjusted Winner (AW), the Adjusted Knaster (AK), the Price
Procedure (PP), the Divide and Choose (DC) and the Compensation
Procedure (CP). Left-side error bars represent the first assessment of a
division solution and the right-side error bars represent the assessment of a
division following the implementation of a given division procedure. Error
bars represent two standard errors. MaxSum represents the best tested
alternative solution.
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properties of each fair-division procedure on the satisfaction
and perceived fairness.
Contrarily to our hypothesis, the results show that perfect
procedural justice does not really translate into the
perception of a fairer and more satisfactory outcome and
process. The results also refute the idea that recent
improvements made to the procedural and distributive
properties of fair-division procedures increased their
positive impact on satisfaction and perceived fairness.
More specifically, the expected difference between
sophisticated and imperfect (or simple) division procedures
did not manifest itself in the satisfaction ratings. At the
distributive level, we saw that the most satisfactory
solutions came from simple and imperfect division
procedures. At the procedural level, all division procedures
had a similar positive impact on the satisfaction, suggesting
that the mere application of a procedure, no matter which
one, improved the participants’ subjective well-being.
At first glance, the results on fairness suggest that the
procedural properties of the most sophisticated division
procedures did have a greater positive impact on the
perception of fairness than simple and imperfect procedures.
Notwithstanding, this positive procedural effect did not
compensate for their weaknesses at the distributive level.
By comparison, the simple and imperfect procedures
produced solutions that were perceived as fairer even if it
could not be ascribed to their procedural properties. Note
that this absence of a procedural effect is unlikely to be due
to a ceiling effect because there are more satisfactory and
fairer solutions. In fact, of all the solutions rated by the
dyads, 15.56% had a summed satisfaction higher than the
Strict Alternation’s solution and 16.18% had a summed
perceived fairness greater than the Divide and Choose’s
solution—the two best division procedures.
Table 2. Multiple linear regressions between four distributive factors
(column 1) and the two DVs. Regression coefficients, associated t-values
(in parentheses) and statistical significance (asterisk) are shown.

Predictors

Satisfaction

Perceived
Fairness

Object equality

0.27
(5.56)*

0.39
(9.25)*

Envy-free

-0.05
(-0.82)

0.03
(0.46)

Equitability

-0.07
(-1.26)

0.001
(0.03)

0.001
(0.05)

-0.28
(-4.18)*

Efficiency

These results suggest that the most sophisticated fairdivision procedures have poor distributive justice, that is,
they fail to select solutions that are perceived as fair and
satisfactory. This is surprising given that they implement
mathematically fairer solutions, which are also guaranteed

against the most self-regarding and rational players. Hence,
this raises the question whether the mathematical definitions
of fairness match the implicit conception of fairness used by
the participants. To answer this question, we performed a
multiple linear regression between the criteria of justice met
by the procedures’ solutions (envy-freeness, equitability and
efficiency) and each DV (satisfaction and perceived
fairness).
Table 2 shows the regression coefficients of each factor
and their associated t-values (in parentheses). The asterisks
indicate significant t-values (p<0.0001). The results show
that efficiency is negatively correlated with perceived
fairness. This is consistent with the fact that inefficient
procedures—the imperfect and simple ones—are also
perceived as the fairest. This is also compatible with the
observation of Herreiner and Puppe (2007) that a majority
of participants are willing to sacrifice some efficiency in
exchange of fairness. However, this result needs to be
interpreted with caution because it probably does not
generalize to all division contexts. In fact, although Fehr,
Naef and Schmidt (2006) confirmed that most students were
more concerned with equality than with efficiency, they also
discovered that economics or business students were more
concerned with efficiency than with equality.
Glancing at the best distributive solutions, we noticed that
most exhibited an equal split of objects (i.e. three objects for
each participant). In addition to the three standard criteria of
justice, we thus added object equality—the distance to an
equal split—in our analysis. We found that object equality is
indeed positively correlated with both satisfaction and
perceived fairness ratings. Object equality is usually not
considered as a mathematical criterion of justice since it
does not account for subjective preferences toward the
objects. In fact, object equality does not entail envyfreeness, equitability or efficiency. Even if it is hard at this
point to explain this preference for object equality over
envy-freeness, equitability and efficiency, these results
illustrate the mismatch between the implicit conception of
fairness of humans and the mathematical conception of
fairness.
Altogether, the results of this experiment show that the
solutions from fair-division procedures could still be
improved and that future work on fair-division should
consider the psychological determinants of distributive and
procedural fairness.
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Determining the Representation of Sentences in Memory
Stephen Smith
The Ohio State University

Simon Dennis
The Ohio State University
Abstract: The present research explores the possibility of several types of memory representations for sentences.
A recognition experiment was performed to test participants’ memory for different types of sentences. Two groups
of study sentences were constructed. One group was based around associating pairs of words together in the study
sentences that would also appear together in distractor test sentences. The other group’s study sentences maintained
the same number of words in common with the distractor test sentences, but with fewer associations between them.
It was found that participants were significantly more likely to false alarm to distractor test sentences when they
read sentences containing multiple inter-word associations than when they read sentences containing fewer of those
associations. A second recognition experiment was performed to further manipulate the ratio of associations in the
study sentences and to get a baseline measure of false alarm rates for sentences containing no associations.
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Cross-domain variation in children’s causal reasoning
Elizabeth Seiver
UC Berkeley

Alison Gopnik
UC Berkeley
Abstract: How do children use covariation information to infer causation? In this series of studies, we consider how
the same 2 X 2 covariation pattern is interpreted by 4 and 6 year old children to explain a cause. In the first study,
two dolls played on two activities where their behavior covaried by doll or activity. Children were asked to explain
the cause of the dolls’ behavior and predict future behavior. In the second study, we presented the same covariation
data but instead framed it in terms of physical causality, i.e., the dolls were treated as physical objects that either
stuck or did not stick to the activities. Preliminary results reveal that children think differently about physical and
psychological causes, even with the same covariation pattern. Additionally, they appear to reason about probabilistic
data much more naturally in the psychological than the physical domain.
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Abstract
Researchers disagree on the relationships between gender,
spatial ability and math achievement. Varied results from
studies using different measures and populations fuel the
debate. The present study adds to the gender-spatial-math
literature by examining this relationship in the context of
high-stakes math testing. Results indicate no gender effect on
spatial ability or math achievement, and a spatial/math
relationship that is eliminated once ELA covariates are
introduced.
Keywords: spatial ability, gender, math achievement,
education.

Background
The area of gender differences in mathematics is a contested
topic. Depending on the measures used and populations
evaluated, researchers have found widely differing results
(Friedman, 1995; Hyde, Fennema, & Lamon, 1990). Most
gender differences are found among older children and with
tests implicating higher-order mathematical thinking and are
especially prominent among highly selective or
academically advanced samples (Geary, 2000; Hyde,
Fennema, & Lamon, 1990; Lachance & Mazzocco, 2006).
Among researchers that do find a gender difference in
math achievement, the search for the root of this difference
often leads them to the idea of a spatial ability mediator
(e.g., Casey, Nutall, & Pezaris, 2001). This mediator model
has been adopted by many in the policy community and is
relied upon in calling for educators to utilize spatial thinking
toward advancing learning outcomes (AAUW, 2010;
Committee on Support for Thinking Spatially, 2006,
NCTM, 2000). Much research has been done to illuminate
the specifics of these relationships, but has been met with
inconsistent results.
In considering which measures of spatial cognition were
most related to gender, Linn and Petersen (1985) found that
tests of mental rotation produced the largest male advantage.
Friedman’s (1995) meta-analysis all but dismissed the
gender-spatial-math relationship as folklore, but noted that
spatial abilities may work differently for males and females,
especially among higher-ability groups. Casey, Nutall and
Pezaris (2001) attempted to tease apart the types of math

problems most related to spatial ability and gender, a
proposition that other researchers have supported—many
identifying more complex mathematical problem solving as
displaying a male or high-spatial-performer advantage
(Floyd, Evans, & McGrew, 2003; Geary, 2000).
Researchers such as Voyer and Sullivan (2003) have
emphasized the need to consider relevant control variables
to avoid the suppression of an effect on or of spatial ability.
For example, Johnson and Meade (1987) note that female
verbal precocity may mask a male advantage in spatial
ability among younger children. The same call for relevant
control variables is used to prevent the overestimation of
spatial-gender or spatial-mathematics relationships (Floyd,
Evans, & McGrew, 2003; Friedman, 1995). Failure to
include variables measuring an underlying ability related to
both spatial cognition and math achievement may indicate a
false relationship.
In the above examples and others, exploring genderspatial-math relationships has been done with grades (e.g.,
Voyer & Sullivan, 2003), non-classroom-related tests of
math achievement, such as the Woodcock Johnson III (e.g.,
Taub, 2008), and adapted standardized tests (e.g., Casey,
Nutall, & Pezaris, 2001). Within the current educational
conscience, greater utility might be found from exploring
these relationships among measures of achievement more
relevant to today’s schools. Since the No Child Left Behind
act of 2002, much of the emphasis in American classrooms
has been on standardized tests. These exams have real-world
consequences for students, teachers and schools. Strands
within these assessments often address math problems
thought to be directly (measurement, geometry) or indirectly
related to spatial thinking (Committee on Support for
Thinking Spatially, 2006). Policy-makers and educators rely
on these exams to make important decisions and treat scores
as representative of actual student math achievement.
The goal of this paper is to contribute to the research on
gender, spatial ability, and mathematics by examining these
relationships on a practical and “high-stakes" indicator, the
California Standards Test (CSTs). To explore whether this
relationship differs depending on type of problem, CST
cluster scores relating to different strands of mathematical
skills are also investigated.
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Methods
Participants
Participants in this study were drawn from a larger study on
the effects of an interactive mathematics software (ST
Math), which included all second through fifth graders in 52
schools across two treatment conditions. The schools were
located in Orange County, California and were
predominately Latino with large percentages of English
Language Learners. The average percentage of students on
free or reduced price lunch among the study schools was
over 80%. Further information on the study design is
available in Rutherford et al. (2010).
A sample of students was randomly selected from all
grades and schools to participate in individual testing. 547
students ranging in age from 89 to 146 months were
administered individual assessments (53% male, 77%
Latino, 83% on free/reduced lunch, 58% English Language
Learners, 17% identified as gifted/talented). One special
education student was excluded from the present analysis
because he took an alternative assessment for his state
standardized test. Up to an additional 49 students were
excluded from certain analyses because of missing data on
one or more measure. These students do not differ
significantly in any measured way from those that were
included in the analyses.

Measures
Woodcock-Johnson Tests of Cognitive Abilities, Third
Edition The Block Rotation subtest (Test 28) on the
Diagnostic Supplement to the Woodcock-Johnson Test of
Cognitive Abilities (WJ-III COG) was administered as a
measure of spatial processing abilities. Block Rotation was
chosen for its similarity to the Vandenberg and Kuse (1978)
test that Linn and Petersen specified as most likely to have a
relationship with gender (1985). The WJ-III is an
individually administered, norm-referenced measure of
cognitive processing, based on the Cattell-Horn-Carroll
(CHC) theory of intelligence. The WJ-III Diagnostic
Supplement was standardized on the same norming sample
as the core battery of the WJ-III Tests of Cognitive
Abilities, consisting of over 8800 individuals located in over
100 geographically diverse communities in the United
States, with participants ranging in age from 24 months to
90 years (McGrew & Woodcock, 2001). Raw scores,
standard score, and percentile ranks were obtained using the
WJ-III Normative Update scoring software, which
represents a recalculation of the original norms based on the
2000 U.S. census data. On this task, participants were asked
to match two, rotated three-dimensional patterns from an
array to a target picture. The reported alpha of Block
Rotation is 0.84 (McGrew & Woodcock, 2001).
Among the students in our study, performance on this
measure was comparable, but slightly higher than the
publisher's norming sample (McGrew & Woodcock, 2001),
with a mean standardized score of 103.44 (SD= 14.53) and a
range from 39 to 149.

The California Standards Tests (CSTs) Administered to
students in grades 2 through 11 attending California public
schools, these tests are aligned to the state content standards
and intended to measure math skills important for future
mathematical success (California Standards, 2010).
California chose its math content standards based on
recommendations from the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics (2000)—recommendations used by many other
states in crafting their own standards and assessments (e.g.,
Massachusetts, 2011), and the National Research Council
(2010), which stresses abstract thinking and higher-order
math problem solving. The math portion of the CSTs is
divided into five different reporting/clustering strands, two
of which are associated with Number Sense. The other three
stands include Algebra and Functions, Measurement and
Geometry, and Statistics, Data Analysis, and Probability.
The English-Language Arts portion of the CSTs consists
of 65 questions spanning five reporting/clustering strands:
Word Analysis, Reading Comprehension, Literary Response
and Analysis, Writing Strategies, and Writing Conventions.
Each domain of the CSTs yields an overall scaled score out
of a possible 600 points, which is normed relative to grade
level and percentage of problems correct for each of the
clusters within the domain.
Student Demographics Information on gender, free lunch
(as a measure of SES), English Learner and gifted status
were collected and provided by the districts with the CST
information.

Procedure
Each participant was escorted from their classroom during
the school day to participate in individual testing. The
purpose of the study was explained and students were given
a chance to assent or decline to participate. Those who
assented were given two math subtests within the WJ-III
Test of Achievement along with block rotation and a
measure of math motivation. Testing was conducted one-onone by trained graduate and undergraduate students and
lasted between 30 and 60 minutes. At the end of the testing
session students were escorted back to their classrooms.

Results
No significant association between gender and spatial ability
emerged within the data. Figure 1 displays mean spatial
scores by gender across grade level. Although at each grade
level there are slight differences in spatial ability between
boys and girls, and it appears that after second grade girls
decline in performance relative to boys, none of these
differences are significant. Previous studies (see Hyde,
Fennema, & Lamon, 1990; Lachance & Mazocco, 2006)
have focused on the percentage differences between boys
and girls among groups above/below the mean of spatial
scores or in the highest vs lowest quartile. This analysis
procedure may give a more interpretable result as to the
capacity for advanced study in higher math and sciences.
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With this in mind, Table 1 shows the percent of boys and
girls by grade in the highest quartile of spatial ability.
Results follow no obvious trend with respect to grade-level.
To test the hypothesis supported in Johnson and Meade
(1987) and directly advanced by Voyer and Sullivan (2003)
that spatial ability is more related to verbal ability than
gender, regression analysis was performed. Spatial ability
was regressed on gender, control covariates, and prior
English Language Arts achievement score. Relationship
between gender and spatial ability remained insignificant
(regression results available on file with authors).
Figure 2 shows a gender comparison of math scores over
grade. Scale scores provided by the California Department
of Education were used to compare scores across grades.
Boys transition from scoring below the mean score for girls
to scoring above somewhere between third and fourth grade,
but no differences are statistically significant.

Grade
2nd

3rd

4th

5th

Boys
24%
16%
23%
18%
Girls
40%
21%
14%
30%
To determine associations between gender, spatial ability,
and achievement test scores, correlations were computed as
shown in Table 2. Scale scores were available only for
composite math and ELA achievement scores, and raw
scores available for each subtest varied between grade-level.
To account for differences in numbers of items, z scores
were created from raw scores within each grade for each
subscore and for both composites. In this way, each
student’s z score reflects their relative position to other
students in their grade—only students taking the same test
with the same items are compared. These z scores are used
in the correlations shown and in subsequent regression
analyses.

110.00
Block Rotation
Female

Girls

460.00

100.00
Block Rotation
Male

Mean Math CST Score

Standard Score

120.00

Table 1: Distribution of gender in top quartile
of spatial ability.

90.00

80.00
2nd

3rd

4th

5th

Boys
420.00

380.00

Grade Level
340.00

Figure 1: Spatial scores by grade & gender. Error bars
indicate one standard deviation within girls. Standard
deviation within boys is similar (+/- 2).

300.00
2nd

3rd

4th

5th

Grade Level

Figure 2: Math achievement scores by grade & gender. Error
bars indicate one standard deviation within girls. Standard
deviation within boys is larger (up to ten points).
Table 2: Correlations between spatial ability, gender & achievement test scores.

Gender (Male)
Math Composite
Number Sense
Algebra & Functions
Measurement & Geometry
Statistics & Probability
ELA Composite

Spatial
0.024
0.142**
0.131**
0.132**
0.129**
0.080
0.110*

Male

NS

A&F

M&G

S&P

ELA

-0.065
-0.079
-0.033
0.0049
-0.063
-0.107*

0.956***
0.867***
0.855***
0.629***
0.776***

0.775***
0.736***
0.540***
0.758***

0.696***
0.496***
0.674***

0.502***
0.644***

0.503***

Note. * p<0.05 ** p<0.01 ***p<0.001. Spatial ability is WJ III Block Rotation reported with standardized scores based on age. Math and
ELA scores are z score rank by grade of California Standards Test. Spatial ability was not significantly correlated with English Language
Learner status, use of ST Math software, free lunch status, grade level or age relative to grade-level peers, though was correlated with
gifted status r(501) = .10, p < .05 Correlations of items with male gender status shown, correlations with female gender are the reverse.
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460
440

Scale Score

Significant correlations exist between spatial ability and
almost all achievement scores, including ELA scores. The
one math subscore that did not show a relationship with
spatial ability is the Statistics and Probability cluster, which
involves the analysis and interpretation of data in various
forms, including visual representations. As might be
expected from the descriptive statistics and figures, gender
(male) is not correlated with spatial or math scores within
our sample, but is negatively correlated with the ELA
composite score, suggesting a female advantage in the
subject.
To further explore the relationship between spatial ability
and mathematics achievement, student position in spatial
ability quartile was compared with the CST composite math
score. Figure 3 illustrates differences in math achievement
between high and low performers on the spatial ability
measure, but none of these differences reach significance,
nor do the gaps widen with age as would be suggested from
studies such as those reviewed in Hyde, Fennema, and
Lamon (1990).
Zero-order correlations can under- or overestimate the
relationship between two variables (Voyer & Sullivan,
2003). To determine a truer estimate of the relationship
between spatial ability and different math clusters,
regression analysis was employed. Separate regressions
were run for math composite score and four CST math
clusters for second through fifth graders. Because topics in
clusters one and two, both labeled “Number Sense,” varied
between grades, a composite one/two cluster was created
from scores on both of these clusters and z scored as an
aggregated unit for each grade. To account for differences
between grades, grade-level fixed effects were employed so
that coefficients represented the mean effect across grade.
Standard errors were adjusted by clustering on school site.
Table 3 shows stepwise regression results for math
composite score. Interactions of spatial ability with gender,
grade, age relative to grade-level peers, ST Math use, gifted
and English Language Learner statuses were tested with
ANOVA and found to be non-significant and were therefore
not included in these analyses. In the initial equation, spatial
ability has a significant relationship with math composite
score which diminishes as covariates are added to the
model.
Once English Language Arts composite score is added to
the model, the relationship between spatial ability and math
score is reduced to insignificance and declines from an
effect size of .14 to .08 (coefficient divided by RMSE for
each model as specified in Brooksgunn, Liaw, & Klebanov,
1992). All other cluster scores behave similarly except for
Statistics/Probability, which has a more modest relationship
reduced to insignificance with the addition of only
demographic covariates. Final models for each cluster group
are shown in models five through eight in Table 3.

Quartile 1

420

Quartile 2

400

Quartile 3
Quartile 4

380
360
340
320
300
280
2nd

3rd

4th

5th

Grade Level

Figure 3: Mean math scale score for each quartile of spatial
ability and grade. Scale scores designed to be comparable
across grades. Error bars represent one standard deviation
for Quartile 1 scores, which were the scores with the
smallest standard deviation

Discussion
Bolstering the idea that gender differences are not apparent
in elementary-aged children, we failed to find any sex
advantage for either spatial ability or math achievement.
Researchers in the area of spatial abilities struggle with
consistent definitions of constructs and uniformity of
measures, and this no doubt has a great impact on the
variability in results; however, that we found this null
relationship with a test of mental rotation, the test thought to
be most highly related to gender (Linn & Petersen, 1985), is
an illuminating contribution. Our failure to find a difference
between boys and girls can be interpreted in a number of
ways. As other researchers have suggested, sex differences
may be diminishing over generations (Lachance &
Mazzocco, 2006), or may not appear or appear only
inconsistently in younger populations (Hyde, Fennema, &
Lamon, 1990). Our data indicate no gender differences as
the participants approach 12, an age below that at which
earlier studies had detected gender differences (e.g. Linn &
Petersen, 1985).
Previous speculation has been controversial as to whether
controlling for spatial ability would increase (Voyer &
Sullivan, 2003) or decrease (Hyde, Geiringer, & Yen, 1975)
the relationship between gender and mathematics. Within
our data, adding a spatial ability control did little either way
to the association between gender and mathematics. As with
the gender and spatial ability results, the variation in
measure may have contributed to this finding: different test
items and testing conditions may no doubt display different
relationships to gender. However, the use of a broad math
measure incorporating varied levels and topics in
mathematics adds validity to our findings.
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Table 3: Math composite and cluster scores regressed on spatial ability and covariates.
(1)
Math
Comp

-0.13
(0.09)

(2)
Math
Comp
0.14**
(0.05)
-0.12
(0.09)

(3)
Math
Comp
0.10*
(0.04)
-0.11
(0.08)
0.01
(0.11)
0.75***
(0.11)
-0.36***
(0.10)
-0.24*
(0.10)

0.00
(0.05)
543
0.004

-0.01
(0.05)
503
0.025

0.34***
(0.06)
502
0.174

Spatial Ability
Gender (Male)
Uses ST Math
Is in Gifted
Program
ELL Status
Free Lunch
Status
ELA Composite
Score
_cons
N
R2

(4)
Math
Comp
0.05
(0.03)
0.06
(0.05)
0.09
(0.06)
0.20**
(0.07)
0.08
(0.06)
-0.12
(0.07)
0.74***
(0.03)
0.09
(0.05)
502
0.611

(5)
Number
Sense
0.05
(0.03)
0.02
(0.06)
0.12
(0.06)
0.14
(0.09)
0.12
(0.06)
-0.11
(0.08)
0.74***
(0.04)
0.07
(0.05)
501
0.584

(6)
Algebra &
Functions
0.05
(0.03)
0.10
(0.06)
0.03
(0.07)
0.31**
(0.09)
0.05
(0.08)
-0.16*
(0.07)
0.63***
(0.03)
0.16**
(0.05)
501
0.475

(7)
Measure
& Geom
0.05
(0.04)
0.12
(0.07)
0.05
(0.08)
0.31**
(0.09)
0.08
(0.08)
-0.09
(0.11)
0.62***
(0.03)
0.10
(0.07)
497
0.425

(8)
Statistics
0.02
(0.03)
-0.04
(0.08)
0.05
(0.08)
0.12
(0.09)
-0.06
(0.08)
-0.02
(0.09)
0.47***
(0.04)
0.04
(0.06)
497
0.248

Note. Standard errors in parentheses, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 Spatial Ability is WJ III Block Rotation, z score of standard score.
Achievement test scores are z scores within each grade, 2-5. Fixed effects used for grade-level, standard errors clustered on school site.
Age relative to same-grade peers not shown (zero coefficient). All reported demographics centered on zero, for interpretability of main
coefficients.

Apart from the gender question, spatial ability itself has
been thought to relate strongly to higher math and sciences
and to be integral to the development of our nation’s 21st
century competitive workforce (Committee on Support for
Thinking Spatially, 2006). Drawing on these ideas,
educators, researchers and those with influence on policy
have called for the development of spatial thinking in our
children, including those in elementary school (Committee
on Support for Thinking Spatially, 2006; NCTM, 2000).
The belief in a firm spatial/math connection at all ages
supports these goals, but has been erratically demonstrated
in the literature. While a more robust relationship has been
found between spatial ability and older students, this
relationship often pales when compared to the relationship
between verbal and mathematical achievement (Friedman,
1995). Among the young students in the present study, the
spatial/math relationship is all but completely attenuated by
the addition of a verbal (ELA) control variable to the
regression models. Granted, state standardized assessments
such as the CSTs were not developed to test spatial ability
or likely even those technical skills required in many
spatially-related math and science careers. However, such
high-stakes tests focus on the skills and areas policy-makers
have deemed important to our developing workforce
(Committee on Support for Thinking Spatially, 2006;
NCLB, 2002), and these tests have been theorized to include
clusters and problems related to spatial skills, even at the
young ages included in this study (Committee on Support
for Thinking Spatially, 2006).

If spatial abilities are not significantly related to skills
assessed in high-stakes tests such as the CSTs, perhaps the
tests themselves are flawed. If spatial thinking is a skill that
is valuable and necessary for future innovation and
competence in mathematics, it appears that state
standardized tests are missing a critical assessment of our
children’s progress toward contributing to our nation.
And what of the diminishing relationship of spatial ability
and math once an ELA measure is included? The influence
of spatial ability on math may be merely the result of an
underlying academic skill such as following directions,
attentional control, or working memory. As students age,
perhaps these underlying abilities are parceled out and
specialize into spatial and language-analytic components.
Research using targeted measures and a wide range of
student ages is better-suited to answer this question.
Looking forward, there may be analyses that can find the
link between gender, spatial ability, and math within certain
standardized test problems, such as those that target
complex problem solving, an area more strongly associated
with gender and spatial ability (Geary, 2000). Because the
structure of the CSTs embeds problem solving within all
five math clusters, it was difficult to isolate this skill. Our
study presents initial evidence that both educational goals
and assessments thought to invoke spatial ability may be off
the mark, more focused research can indicate how and when
these areas can be better aligned or can indicate other
cognitive building blocks more highly related to math
achievement.
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The Relationship Between Gesture and Speech Predicts Who Will
Learn to Solve a Chemistry Problem
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Abstract: When children explain their answers to tasks that they have yet to master, some produce gestures that
include additional information not found in their speech. These children are likely to benefit from instruction in the
task. Here we investigate the possibility that different types of gesture-speech relationships might index readiness to
learn for adult novice learners. Adults, naı̈ve to organic chemistry, were asked to create stereoisomers of molecules,
a task that requires mentally transforming and drawing an alternative spatial arrangement of parts of the molecule.
Adults whose gestures added correct information to the information conveyed in speech at pretest were more likely to
learn on the task than adults whose gestures did not add information or added incorrect information. These findings
suggest that, even for adult learners and complex tasks, gesture reveals implicit knowledge about the task at hand
and can be used to identify who is ready to learn.
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Abstract

Imagine a scenario in which two data analysts share a
computer screen and jointly work on the analysis of air
traffic data. The layout of the screen contains several
frames. Each one with a different visual representation of
data for a commercial airline: a map, a table, and a bar
graph. One of the analysts notices a salient bump in the bar
graph and the following interaction unfolds:

Herbert H. Clark’s Joint Action Theory (JAT) has been
groundbreaking for understanding the social and cognitive
mechanisms that allow people to effectively coordinate joint
actions in conversational, face-to-face settings. Using a
method we call “Pair Analytics,” we have extended the
application of JAT to the study of analytical reasoning in
computer-mediated, human-to-human interactions. Pair
analytics (PA) sets a naturalistic scenario in which the social
and cognitive role of human-human and human-computer
interactions can be studied. In this paper, we support the
claim that coupling JAT and PA is an effective research
strategy to capture and study three socio-cognitive
phenomena in collaborative visual analytics: (1) structuring
and navigation of joint analysis; (2) management of joint
attention; (3) and signaling of cognitively demanding tasks.

Ben: Look at this [Ben moves the mouse and places it on the bar in the
chart that corresponds to “December”]
Anna: well, it’s December. You would expect a peak in air traffic.

Keywords: Joint Action Theory, Pair Analytics, Visual
Analytics, Analytic Reasoning.

Introduction
Joint Action Theory, Herbert H. Clark’s theory of language
in use (Clark, 1996), is a well-established psycholinguistic
framework that has been very effective in bridging social
and cognitive understandings of human communication.
One of its basic tenets is that conversational, face-to-face,
interaction is the foundation of human communication and
language. Clark strongly criticizes theories of language that
depart from this foundation by overemphasizing unilateral,
cognitive, technological, or computational accounts that do
not build upon the basic social structure of interaction that
allowed language to emergence: face-to-face interaction.
From a strong foundation on this theory of language, we
have begun to expand the scope of Joint Action Theory
from human-to-human interaction toward computermediated, human-to-human interaction. Our emphasis is on
the use of Graphical User Interface (GUI) objects and
Human-Computer Interactions (HCI) as gestures by which
people mean things for others (Clark, 2005). The best way
to illustrate this is with one example.

In this interaction, Ben uses a deictic expression (“this”) that
requires attention to a specific referent on one of the visual
representations of the data. In regular face-to-face
conversation, deictic expressions are commonly used by
speakers, along with non-verbal signals, such as finger or
head pointing, to direct the attention of listeners to the
referent implicit in the utterance (Clark, 2003). In our
example, Ben uses the mouse as a pointing device to
visually direct the attention of Anne to the exact place in the
GUI where the object of the deictic expression can be
identified without ambiguity. This behavior, equivalent to
finger pointing, makes use of the mouse as a communicative
on-screen gesture rather than as an input device of a humancomputer interaction. In fact, the smaller size of the mouse
pointer makes it more effective than using finger pointing to
direct attention to a specific bar on a common 23-inch
computer screen. The mouse-pointer is small enough not to
block the general view of the bar graph or to point to more
than one bar at a time. According to Clark’s theory, this
specific behavior uses an object of the GUI, the mouse, as a
“material signal” (Clark, 2005), or as we refer to it in this
paper, as a communicative “on-screen gesture.” We claim
that on-screen gestures are some of the most effective
linguistic mechanisms that humans use to coordinate
collocated,
computer-mediated,
human-to-human
interactions. On-screen gestures, just as body gestures
(Clark & Brennan, 1991), reduce the number of words and
interactions that otherwise would be needed to communicate
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Pair Analytics

the same idea making communication less ambiguous and
more effective.
This understanding of HCI in the context of human-tohuman communication makes evident that interactive GUI
components can potentially serve psycho-linguistic
functions that have not been explored and are not currently
well understood in the visual analytics domain. This paper
presents an initial attempt to breach this gap by exploring
the role of on-screen gesturing in three socio-cognitive
phenomena of collaborative visual analytics: (1) structuring
and navigation of joint analysis; (2) management of joint
attention; (3) and signaling of cognitively demanding tasks.

Joint Action Theory and Pair Analytics
Joint Action Theory
Joint Action Theory (JAT) is a structured, socio-cognitive,
theory of “language in use” developed by Herbert H. Clark
(1996). For Clark, language use is an instantiation of a
broader class of human practices: joint actions. In joint
actions, individual participatory actions have to be
coordinated to produce the intended effect. This implies
coordinating content –what the participants intend to do, and
coordinating process –how the participants effectively
coordinate their individual actions to produce the desired
joint effect. From this perspective, language in use is
understood as a social process rather than as a mere
exchange of information between speakers and listeners. For
example, as a social process, the design of utterances is
better approached as a participatory process that does not
depend solely on the individual cognition and actions of the
speaker but also on the cognition and gestures produced by
the listener. When a speaker detects a facial gesture from the
listener indicating confusion in the middle of an utterance,
the speaker proceeds to elaborate or rephrase her wording
without even waiting for an explicit, verbal request. Thus
the construction of the utterance is better approached as a
joint action between speaker and listener rather than the
solely action of a speaker (Clark & Krych, 2004). The
mechanisms that allow communication to be effective and
reduce ambiguity and confusion are the result of a sociocultural evolution of human language that has selected the
most effective ones. Clark argues that humans constantly
employ these mechanisms to solve coordination problems in
joint actions (e.g. turn-taking, accounting for delays,
navigating joint actions, mutual monitoring of
understanding, sustaining joint attention, etc). Since
collaborative visual analysis is an instance of a joint action,
our starting theoretical point to apply joint action theory to
visual analytics is that: humans will use language and will
work together to solve coordination problems in
collaborative, visual analytics.

In order to capture uses of language to solve coordination
problems in collaborative, visual analytics, we have
designed a method called “pair analytics” (Arias-Hernandez
et al., 2011). Pair analytics (PA) is a method that generates
verbal data about thought processes in a naturalistic humanto-human interaction with visual analytic tools. This method
is loosely based on “pair programming” from “extreme
programming” software development methods (Gallis,
Arisholm & Dyba, 2003). Pair analytics requires a dyad of
participants: one Subject Matter Expert (SME) and one
Visual Analytics Expert (VAE). The dyad is given one
analytical task, one data set, and one multi-screen computer
with several visual analytics (VA) tools. The VAE has
technical expertise in the operation of a suite of VA tools,
but may lack the contextual knowledge that would be
required to conduct meaningful analysis of the data set s/he
is working on. The SME, on the other hand, has expertise in
a specific analytic domain, but no knowledge of the VA
tools. The pairing of SME and VAE is designed to generate
a human-to-human dialog that makes explicit the mental
models and cognitive processes of the SME and VAE
during their collaborative visual analysis. For example,
during the analytic interaction, the SME may provide expert
knowledge to suggest visual comparison of relevant
variables, detect patterns, and generate or test hypotheses.
The interaction of the dyad with the VA tool also generates
a human-artifact dialog in which machine-models interact
with human mental models. For example, visualizations
created by the dyad may result in unexpected outcomes that
do not fit into existing mental models due to the way the VA
tool handles the data. The analytical task and the dataset for
pair analytics are selected from previous fieldwork studies
of analytical work in the specific domain of expertise of the
SME. Selecting a currently relevant analytical task and
familiar datasets create a more naturalistic setting for
observations of analytical reasoning. Interactions between
participants, as well as between VAE and visual analytics
tool are captured in video and screen capture.
There are several advantages that PA offers to cognitive
science research in visual analytics with respect to other
commonly used methods, such as protocol analysis
(Ericsson & Simon, 1993) or ethnographic methods
(Schneiderman & Plaisant, 2006). First, it is a non-intrusive
method that takes advantage of the natural and continuous
flow of speech necessary to coordinate joint actions (Clark,
1996). Since communication between participants flows
continuously in PA there is no need for a researcher to
prompt participants to keep talking, as they would do in
think-aloud, protocol analyses. This addresses one of the
limitations of “thinking-aloud” protocols in which once
participants get immersed in the task, reduce or stop their
verbalizations demanding the researcher to interrupt
participants to resume their “thinking-aloud” (Trickett et al.,
2000), affecting reasoning processes such as insight
generation (Schooler et al.,1993). Thus, PA provides more
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complete data about analytical reasoning with less external
intervention. Second, PA provides an empirical entry point
to study not only individual cognitive processes but also
social processes used to coordinate joint actions (e.g. use of
gestures to signal delays in cognitive processes). In this
aspect, PA gets closer to what could be achieved by
ethnographic, studies of cognition “in the wild” (Hutchins,
1995). Similar to field studies, PA is conducted in-situ, in
collaborative settings where domain experts normally
conduct their analytical work. Thus, socio-cognitive
behaviors that occur in collocated, collaborative work
settings also occur in pair analytics. An advantage with
respect to ethnographic field studies of cognition is that PA
maximizes the richness of the data being captured for
content analysis by using screen and video capture.

Using JAT to analyze PA data
We use the video and screen data collected in the PA
sessions to transcribe and code all conversations, joint
actions and HCIs. First, we focus on transcribing all of the
speech, verbal and non-verbal gestures used by participants
of pair analytics. Second, using screen capture data, we
complement the initial transcription with all of the humancomputer interactions. Finally, we separate the transcription
as sequences of joint actions, the basic analytical unit in
JAT. Clark’s methodology requires human-to-human
conversation to be structured as a succession of hierarchical
joint actions; each one with an entry, a body, and an exit
(Clark, 1996; Bangerter & Clark, 2003). After organizing
the transcripts in the hierarchical structure of joint actions,
we move to a coding phase.
From an extensive review of the literature on JAT, we
drafted an initial coding scheme to capture three sociocognitive phenomena in collaborative visual analytics:
navigation of joint actions between different analytical
phases, coordination of joint attention, and use of gestures
to signal delays in joint actions produced by cognitive
workload (Arias-Hernandez et al., 2011). Using the coding
scheme, we code several pair analytic sessions and analyze
the results.

Pilot Study
To test and refine this theoretical and methodological
approach for the study of psycho-linguistic mechanisms
used by analysts to solve coordination problems in
collaborative, visual analytics, we conducted a pilot study.

Setting:
Our study involved four subject matter experts (SMEs) in
aircraft maintenance engineering and two visual analytics
experts (VAEs) from our laboratory. In collaboration with
the SMEs, we agreed to work on a real analytical task that
the aircraft maintenance analysts were struggling with at the
time. The analytical task was open-ended and loosely

structured. The objective was to generate and test
hypotheses that could explain differences of unscheduled
aircraft downtime by models of aircrafts in a commercial
fleet. The maintenance dataset to be used for the analysis
was structured and contained 45 fields and over 90,000
records. One pair analytics session was arranged for each
SME, for a total of four sessions. Pair analytic sessions
were conducted in-situ, over a period of four weeks in
September and October, 2009, and sessions had an average
duration of 2 hours. Tableau®, a visual analytics tool, was
chosen by the visual analytics experts to be used in the pair
analytic sessions. Since the visualizations generated by
Tableau® during the sessions are mostly line and bar charts,
no especial training was required for the SMEs to
understand the visual representations of data. However a
general introduction about the structure of the data and
Tableau® was provided to each subject matter expert at the
beginning of each session.

Results
Our results showed that in effect, communication between
participants flowed continuously during the pair analytics
sessions, and there was no need for a researcher to prompt
participants to keep talking about their strategies, methods,
or findings. We observed no decreasing in the amount of
verbalizations, even when participants were engaged in
cognitively demanding tasks.
The analysis of the JAT-informed coding scheme was
organized around three socio-cognitive phenomena:
Ad-hoc structuring and navigation of the pair analysis:
One classic study by Bangerter & Clark (2003)
demonstrated that in American English people structure and
navigate joint activities by using vertical and horizontal
markers. “Vertical markers” are verbal gestures, such as
“okay,” and “all right,” that signal transitions between joint
activities. “Horizontal markers,” such as “yeah” and
“mhmm,” on the other hand, are used to signal continuation
within a singular joint activity (Bangerter & Clark, 2003).
By using vertical and horizontal markers, people create adhoc structures of joint actions and navigate through them in
an orderly fashion. In our analysis of the pair analytics
sessions, we found ample evidence of the use of vertical and
horizontal markers to navigate pair analytics (AriasHernandez et al., 2011). Moreover, we also found that the
resulting structure being produced by the use of markers
clearly distinguished the different analytical strategies,
methods, and findings of the analysis. Using these markers,
we were able to map all of the different lines of reasoning
being pursued by the participants. We called these lines of
reasoning that corresponded to distinctive joint activities:
“analytical paths.” Each analytical path corresponded to a
complete form of joint action, with markers to signal its
entry, its body, and its exit. The structure of analytical paths
corresponded to a tree-like structure.
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Figure 1. Using “placing-for” gestures in
Tableau®.
During the analysis of human-computer interactions, we
also found that participants accompanied verbal, vertical
markers with non-verbal, on-screen gestures. For example,
Tableau® provides a history feature that allows users to
create a visual timeline of different views that have been
generated during the course of the analysis. Every time
users want to save a view for later recall, they create a
snapshot of the current screen by either generating a new
worksheet or duplicating the currently active worksheet.
This action saves the current state of the analysis and
generates a new thumbnail representing the next analytical
project (Fig. 1). This interaction with the tool is functional,
since its purpose is to save the state of the analysis and
create a linear, visual history of several states saved.
However, during our analysis we found that the VAE
consistently produced this behavior in response to uses of
vertical markers, such as “so,” and “okay,” visually
signaling a vertical transition between different analytical
paths. In doing so, her interaction also had a communicative
effect. By producing the interaction on a visually shared
space and by timing it with vertical transitions, the VAE
communicated to the SME her tacit understanding that a
vertical transition was in effect, and that she was ready to
move to a next phase of analysis. We conceptualized this
“placing-a-new-thumbnail-in-the-history” behavior as an
“interactive marker,” or a computer-mediated marker.
Interactive markers are a subclass of on-screen gestures, and
non-verbal gestures, whose purpose is similar to that of
vertical and horizontal markers. According to Clark (2003,
2005), this particular interactional marker corresponds to the
sub-category of “placing-for” gestures, since it visually
“places” a new snapshot in the history line. Its use
demonstrated that participants of pair analytics extended
their repertoire of body-centric vertical markers to
incorporate human-computer interactions and GUI elements
as “material signals” (Clark, 2005) to help them navigate
their joint analysis. Whether an insight was generated in the
conclusion of an analytical path, or a dead point was
reached, this on-screen gesture, “placing-a-new-thumbnailin-the-history,” served to communicate the tacit
understanding that a milestone in the analysis had been
reached and that a new analytical path was about to begin.
Management of joint attention: Coordinated joint
attention is a pre-requisite for successful participation in a

joint activity. Since participants in joint activities
continuously propose joint projects to each other, the
attention of each participant needs to monitor the continuous
flow of signals. If attention is not focused on the relevant
signal, then the intention behind the signal will not be
communicated and the joint action will fail (Clark, 1996). In
face-to-face settings, participants establish that joint
attention is in place through the use of salient perceptual
phenomena, perceptual co-presence, and gestural indications
such as tone of voice, mutual gaze, finger pointing, and
verbal markers (Clark, 2003). One of the results of our
analysis of on-screen gesturing was that participants used
“mouse pointing” as an extension of more traditional faceto-face mechanisms, either to direct the attention of the
listener or to confirm to the speaker that attention was in the
right place. In both cases, “mouse pointing” was used as a
“directing-to”(Clark, 2003) kind of signal. While in both
cases the mouse was in the hands of the VAE, it was used
for different purposes. In the first case, the VAE, acting as
the speaker, used the pointer to direct the attention of the
listener (SME) to a visual object on the screen. On the other
hand, in the second case, the VAE, acting as the listener,
used the pointer to direct the attention of the speaker (SME)
to the visual object on the screen where the attention of the
VAE had been directed to by SME’s speech.
The first case is equivalent to finger pointing or head
pointing in face-to-face interaction. Its purpose is to indicate
the location of a referent mentioned in speech. In all of its
instances it was executed by the VAE as speaker. Attention
to this signal and proper identification of the object being
signaled was necessary to eliminate ambiguities in the use
of demonstrative pronouns (e.g. this, that) and adverbs (e.g.
here, there) when referring to visible objects in the GUI. In
all of these gestures, the mouse was used to communicate
rather that trigger events in the visual analytics tool. In other
words, “mouse pointing” corresponded to a computermediated human-to-human interaction rather than a humancomputer interaction. Thus, it was better understood as an
on-screen gesture.
The following is an excerpt taken from the transcript of one
of the sessions that illustrates this first kind of “directing-to”
use of mouse pointing:
SME: okay
VAE: [clicks on the orange section of the bar "HOU"]
lots leaving from Houston
SME: So, that's interesting
VAE: yeah ... [clicks on the orange section of "DAL"]
lots leaving from Dallas [clicks on label of the bar
"DAL" on the X-axis]
SME: yeah

The second case of mouse pointing is observed when the
VAE is the listener, not the speaker. Its purpose is to
provide confirmation that the listener’s attention is directed
to the location or object where the speaker intends it to be.
In face-to-face interaction, gaze and body position fulfill a
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similar function. When the speaker points to an object in her
speech, she expects the listener to orient her body and gaze
towards the object. This provides visual confirmation that
joint attention is in place (Monk & Gale, 2002). However,
in our pair analytics data, we found that mouse pointing
provided a more nuanced and a more precise visual
confirmation than that provided by gaze or orientation.
When the speaker (SME) was referring to an object on the
screen (sometimes pointing at it, sometimes not) the listener
(VAE) would use the mouse to point at the object being
discussed. This “confirming” behavior produces a visual cue
that informs exactly where the listener’s attention is located
on the visual display. Gaze and orientation provide a more
general, but less precise, visual cue. Due to the many visual
features, objects, and the size of the screen, gaze and
orientation do not afford the same precision as mouse
pointing, which confirms exactly the object to where
attention is directed. The following excerpt illustrates an
instance of “confirming” joint attention with the mouse:
SME: so ... looking at that ... let's see the ... 200s are the
orange
VAE: [moves the mouse over one of the bars with a
visible orange stack] [inclines his head to read the
vertical labels] yeah, so ...

“Self-talk” and on-screen gestures inform about
cognitively demanding tasks: During our data analysis, we
noticed that some of the joint activities were temporarily
paused by one of the participants. The pauses, however,
were characterized not by participant reducing their
verbalizations, but rather by participants switching to “selftalk.” Once the pause was finished, the participant would
resume her participation in the joint activity. For example,
occasionally the VAE would get a request from the SME to
create a non-trivial view of the data. In response, the VAE
would interact with the computer in solo mode, using selftalk, and conducting several steps to produce the intended
view. Once done, the VAE would resume conversation with
the SME. The SME, on the other hand, also engaged in
similar kinds of behavior. When observing a new view of
the data, the SME would stop interacting with the VAE to
observe features of the view, use self-talk, and return to
conversation afterwards. The following excerpt from one of
the sessions illustrates the VAE using self-talk in one pause
that lasted almost 11 seconds (self-talk in bold):
VAE: why? [unchecks “300” from the checkbox of filters, leaving only
“700” checked. The colors change to purple from green but the view
remains unaltered. Checks and unchecks “300” twice more] (9 sec) …
why those [using his palm to cover his face] overlap like that? (2 sec)

It is important to note that these pauses are not interruptions
in the activity since both participants are still on-task and
advancing the joint activity. These pauses are better
conceptualized as delays caused by the cognitive demands
on participants generated by the ongoing task (Smith &
Clark, 1993). As Smith and Clark (1993) have noted, the
social substratum of joint actions demands that participants
inform each other about problems that they encounter in

their interaction, such as cognitively demanding tasks (e.g.
retrieving information from memory, understanding difficult
questions, etc). When faced with these cognitively
demanding challenges, participants delay their response to
the other participant’s original request. However, due to the
social context in which interaction occurs, the timing of
response is crucial. Any delay in responding is open to
several interpretations by the requester, some of which
could undermine the responder’s self-presentation
(Goffman, 1978). In order to “save face” (Goffman, 1978),
people normally resort to the use of fillers, such as “uh” and
“um” to account for shorter delays, and self-talk to account
for longer delays (Smith & Clark, 1993). According to
Smith and Clark (1993), self-talk is a strategy used in
conversational settings to (1) inform about delays and (2)
inform about engagement in the joint action. Based on this
rationale, we coded for “self-talk” moments in our data and
mapped the activities that participants were doing during
these moments (e.g. task and duration of the task). We
found that most of these activities participants were engaged
with during self-talk corresponded to human-computer
interactions. So, we decided to categorize, time and analyze
each of these by participant.
We found that different than Smith and Clark’s studies on
answering questions, human-computer interactions in pair
analytics during self-talk have the additional advantage of a
shared visual space (i.e. the interface) that provides
additional information about the progression of the task
while the delay is still in place. Every human-computer
interaction that co-occurred with self-talk, visually informed
the requester about the progression of a cognitively
demanding task that was being executed by the responder.
In other words, the combination of self-talk and HCI, not
only served the two purposes theorized by Smith and Clark,
but also served another function: (3) to visually inform
about the progression of the cognitively-demanding task
that originated the delay.
Our analysis also showed that all of the VAE activities
during self-talk involved HCIs. For example, in one instance
of an activity that we coded as: “confronting anomalies in a
generated view,” the VAE had created a bar graph with
information about air traffic in origin and destination
airports. On the x-axis of the bar graph, the VAE plotted
data by origin and destination airports (two variables), and
on the y-axis, she provided a count of annual flight from one
specific origin to one specific destination (one variable).
The SME asked the VAE to sort the bar graph by origin city
(request), and the VAE proceed to select the view and
clicked on the “sort descending” button (initiates response).
However, the resulting view did not corresponded to the
expected sorted result triggering the VAE to initiate self-talk
(delay) while figuring out what was going on:
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VAE: I don't know how it is sorting it there [clicks on the Y-Axis,
selects the whole graph, clicks on sort-descending icon, updates the
view, gets the same result] (7-sec delay)

Our analysis showed that this unexpected result occurred
because two variables had been plotted on the x-axis
creating sub-groups of bar graphs: first, by destination city,
then, by origin city. In effect, sorting was occurring, but its
expected visual result (gradually decreasing bars) was not
visibly salient. In this case, the tool was sorting by the total
values of the first variable (destination city), in a
visualization that had this variable disaggregated by a
second variable (origin city). In other words, sorting was
occurring at the aggregated level of destination city (not
visible), and not at the more disaggregated level of origin
city (visible). One of the visual advantages of sorting simple
bar graphs is that visual perception quickly processes the
differences in size between bars, reducing the cognitive load
of trying to determine the same differences in a non-sorted
bar graph. However, in this case, sorting views with more
than one variable per axis in bar graphs did not produce
“visually-salient” and “intuitively-sorted” bar graphs,
creating confusion and generating a delay. Here, the
unexpected visual outcome of the sorting process and the
consequential interactions to “fix it” were adding more
cognitive load rather than reducing it. This example
illustrates how analyzing the human-computer interactions
that co-occur with self-talk can point out to concrete
instances in which the visual analytic tool is not reducing
the cognitive demands of the task at hand, but rather
creating or increasing these demands.

Conclusion
Joint Action Theory (JAT), the Pair Analytics method (PA),
and the results of the pilot study presented in this paper
show that the JAT/PA research strategy provides a novel
and original approach to understanding some of the psycholinguistics mechanisms that analysts deploy to solve
coordination problems in collocated, collaborative visual
analytics. Future research using the JAT/PA research
strategy will address more directly the specific kinds of
affordances that visual analytics tools offer to enable users
to navigate analytical paths and mark milestones in their
analysis (e.g. structured history of the analysis process
marking precise moments of insights). We will also
continue to explore the role of “self-talk” events during pair
analytics as indicators of cognitive demanding tasks and to
differentiate between cognitive load caused by the demands
of the analytic task from those caused by poor interface
design. Experimental studies will also be conducted to test
the efficacy of pair analytics in comparison to protocol
analysis for keeping constant the flow of verbalization, even
during cognitively intensive tasks.
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Abstract
Previous research has shown that predictable information in
speech is often reduced. The present study aims to find out
more about reduction with regard to speech but mainly
whether reduction also occurs in speech-accompanying
gestures. To this end, a director-matcher task was set up in
which speakers of Dutch took part. In this task the director
had to refer to the same abstract object several times. The
repeated references thus obtained were analysed for their
reduction in speech and gesture. Speech results show that the
number of attributes is reduced and gesture results show that
gestures are reduced with regard to the number of hands that
are used, their size and their precision. Implications for
existing gesture models are discussed.
Keywords: speech; gesture; reduction; repeated references

Introduction
Reduction in repeated references
When speaking, people often produce referring expressions
to describe objects in the world, mostly in order to identify a
target referent to an addressee. For example, a speaker
might point out someone to an addressee by saying “that tall
guy with the glasses” while producing a pointing gesture.
The interaction between the speaker and the addressee is
multimodal: the speaker may use both auditory (speech) and
visual cues (gestures) to ensure that the addressee knows
what he or she is talking about.
In a conversation, it is likely that a speaker refers to the
same object more than once, leading to the production of
repeated referring expressions. From previous research, it is
known that these repeated references lead to reduction in
speech (e.g. Bard et al., 2000; Brennan & Clark, 1996; Lam
& Watson, in press), while reduction in gesture has
remained unexplored.
The Uniform Information Density (UID) hypothesis
(Frank & Jaeger, 2008; Jaeger, 2010; see also e.g. Aylett &
Turk, 2004) states that reduction in language production

serves to optimize the interaction between the speaker and
the addressee. More specifically, the UID hypothesis
predicts that speakers are flexible in the sense that they
lengthen the elements of an utterance with a relatively high
information density, and shorten the elements with a low
information density, which are less important for successful
communication. This process makes the amount of
information that is transmitted more uniform and optimal
for both speaker and addressee. In this way, the UID
hypothesis is in line with Grice’s (1975) Maxim of
Quantity: “Make your contribution as informative as is
required (for the current purpose of the exchange)”.
Arguably, reduction in repeated references follows a
similar pattern: it could be the case that when speakers
repeatedly refer to an object, they tend to only reproduce
those auditory and visual cues of the initial referring
expression that help the addressee to easily identify the
target referent, while the less informative cues are omitted.
In short, this implies that speakers reduce predictable
information, but do not reduce important information.

Reduction in speech
Consistent with the UID hypothesis, previous research has
indeed shown that repeated references lead to reduction in
speech in at least two ways. Firstly, several studies have
found that repeated references contain fewer words than
initial references to the same target (e.g. Clark & WilkesGibbs, 1986). Brennan and Clark (1996) explain this in
terms of people establishing conceptual pacts, which they
define as temporary agreements between speaker and
addressee about how a target is conceptualized. These
conceptual pacts are usually determined by the common
ground between the speaker and the addressee. Since these
conceptual pacts are not established all at once, but during a
series of successive references, as Brennan and Clark (1996)
argue, speakers often shorten their repeated references to
simpler and more efficient expressions (e.g. from an initial
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reference where an object is described as “the purple one
with the curly bit at the end that looks a bit like a snake” to a
repeated reference where the same object is simply
described as “the snake”).
Secondly, among others, Aylett and Turk (2004) and Bard
et al. (2000) have revealed that repeated references are also
reduced acoustically. In their paper, Bard et al. (2000)
measured the intelligibility of initial and repeated target
descriptions, where they regarded utterances as highly
intelligible when the addressee could easily identify the
target. Their results showed that repeated references were
less intelligible than initial ones, because these were uttered
less clearly, even when there was no mutual visibility
between speaker and addressee. In line with this, Lam and
Watson (in press) found a similar effect for reduction in
word duration.

Reduction in gesture
Considering the UID hypothesis (Frank & Jaeger, 2008;
Jaeger, 2010) that predictable information is reduced, and
given that communication does not only consist of verbal
but also of nonverbal aspects, one may wonder whether a
similar reduction process as discussed above also takes
place for gestures produced in repeated references.
In gesture research, there is general consensus that speech
and gesture are closely related (Kendon, 1980, 2004;
McNeill, 1992). Most gesture models are based on the
language production model by Levelt (1989) and agree that
speech and gesture have a shared origin. The difference
between the different gesture models lies in the point at
which the two communication streams (speech and gesture)
part. This means that different gesture models predict
different results with regard to gesture reduction in repeated
references. The gesture model as proposed by De Ruiter
(2000), for example, where speech and gesture are planned
together, would predict that speech and gesture can be
reduced together. The gesture model as proposed by
McNeill (1992), where there is an even closer link between
speech and gesture and where gestures are seen as a direct
“window into the mind”, might predict that speech and
gesture have to be reduced together.
Presently, as far as we are aware, no studies have been
done on gesture reduction in repeated references. Earlier
work on speech reduction has revealed that (a) repeated
references are shorter than initial ones, and (b) that repeated
words are less intelligible. Taking into account the close
relationship between speech and gesture, we hypothesize
that repeated references are accompanied by fewer gestures,
and also that these gestures are less ‘precise’ than those
accompanying initial references. A research question is to
what extent gesture reduction during repeated references is
similar to speech reduction in repeated references.
Even though we are not aware of any studies looking at
gestures during repeated references, some circumstantial
evidence for our hypothesis can be derived from studies

looking at gesture and common ground. In these studies,
common ground was established in repeated story
narrations. Results from most of these studies (e.g. de
Ruiter, Bangerter, & Dings, in press; Holler & Wilkin,
2009; Jacobs & Garnham, 2007) show gesture reduction due
to common ground but results are mainly based on
reduction in the quantity of the gestures. Reduction in
gesture quality has presently not received a lot of attention,
with the exception of two studies. One study, by Holler and
Stevens (2007), found that speakers are less likely to
represent specific information (in this case of size) in
gesture when there is common ground between
interlocutors. Gerwing and Bavelas (2004) found that,
overall, gestures produced when there was common ground
were less complex, precise and informative than gestures
produced when there was no common ground. However, in
this study gestures were not studied pairwise but overall
across story narrations.
Several open questions from above mentioned previous
research can be answered by studying gesture reduction in
repeated references. Firstly, gesture reduction in repeated
references can tell us more about the details of the
relationship between gesture and speech. Secondly, since
previous research has found reduction in speech in repeated
references, it is interesting to see whether a similar process
takes place for gesture. Furthermore, the previous work on
gesture reduction is only based on common ground, not on
repeated references, and has focused on gesture quantity.
Presently, no consensus has been reached on how to study
qualitative reduction of gestures.

The present study
In the present study we will look at speech and gesture
reduction in repeated references. Since there is no consensus
yet on how to study qualitative gesture reduction, one of the
aims of the present study is to develop a methodology with
which to objectively quantify qualitative gesture reduction.
We expect that gestures will become reduced in number and
in appearance, or, in other words, that there will be
quantitative and qualitative gesture reduction in repeated
references. We also want to compare reduction in speech
with reduction in gesture.
To study these aspects of speech and gesture, we
conducted a director-matcher task and a perception test,
details of which will be discussed below.

Experiment I: Data collection and analysis
Method
In order to study reduction in repeated references a data set
was created which consisted of video recordings of
participants taking part in a director matcher task. In this
task, the director had to describe an abstract figure (a
“Greeble”) to the matcher in such a way that the matcher
could identify the correct figure from a range of similar
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looking figures. In the stimuli, there were several figures
that had to be described two or three times, leading to
repeated references to the same item.

Participants

crucial manipulation in the task was that several Greebles
had to be described repeatedly: in each of the picture grids,
two Greebles had to be described twice, and two Greebles
had to be described three times. Repeated references to the
same object were never straight after one another.

Participants were 106 undergraduate students (31 male, 75
female, age range 18-29 years old, M = 21 years and 7
months), who took part in pairs as partial fulfilment of
course credits. From these pairs, data from 5 pairs was left
out because there were technical problems or because the
participants had not understood the experiment, leading to a
data set consisting of data from 48 pairs of participants (48
directors and 48 matchers).

Stimuli
The stimulus material consisted of pictures of Greebles 1,
which are intended to be hard to describe, small yellow
objects, initially designed so as to share characteristics with
human faces. These Greebles vary in terms of their main
body shapes (“Samar”, “Galli”, “Radok”, “Tasio”), their
gender (“Plok”, “Glip”), the different types of protrusions
that they have (“Boges”, “Quiff”, “Dunth”) and in terms of
the shapes and sizes of these protrusions (see Figure 1 for an
example Greeble and see Gauthier & Tarr (1997) for a more
detailed description of the Greebles and their properties).

Figure 2. Example of one of the picture grids presented to
the director. The object with the red square surrounding it is
the target object of that particular trial.

Setup
The experiment was performed in a lab, where the director
and the matcher were seated at a table opposite each other
(see Figure 3 for the setup).

Figure 1. Example Greeble, in this case with the main body
shape “Tasio” and of the gender “Glip”.
The Greebles were selected for their abstractness, their
similarity to each other, and because they differed mainly
with regard to their shape, making it likely that the director
would give detailed target descriptions and that many
gestures would be used. In order to avoid associations with
small puppets (which would make the pictures less abstract),
the Greebles were turned upside down.
Two picture grids containing 16 Greebles were used. Each
picture grid was used for 15 trials, which made a total of 30
trials. In each trial, there was one target object (marked by a
red line), which was surrounded by 15 distractor objects. An
example of a picture grid can be seen in Figure 2.
The order in which the participants were presented with
the picture grids was counterbalanced over participants. The
1

Images courtesy of Michael J. Tarr, Center for the Neural
Basis of Cognition and Department of Psychology, Carnegie
Mellon University. URL: http://www.tarrlab.org/

Figure 3. Setup of the experiment, matcher sits on the left
and director sits on the right.
Both participants were filmed during the experiment: one
camera was positioned behind the matcher (filming the
director) and another camera was positioned to the side of
the director (filming the entire setup). The participants were
given written instructions and had the opportunity to ask
questions, after which the experiment started. The director
was presented with the trials on a computer screen, and was
asked to provide a description of the target in such a way
that it could be distinguished from the 15 distractor objects.
The matcher had a box filled with 16 cards in front of her,
which was not visible to the director. The cards in the
matcher’s box showed the same objects as on the director’s
screen, but these objects were ordered differently for the
director and the matcher. Based on the director’s target
description, the matcher had to pick the corresponding card
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from the box in front of her. Once the correct card was
found, the director went on to the next trial. The matcher
was allowed to ask for more information or to repeat
information that had already been given but there was no
free conversation between the director and the matcher.
After 15 trials, the director was shown a second grid
containing 16 new objects, and the matcher was presented
with a new box filled with stacks of cards of these objects.

Data analysis
Speech and gesture analysis has taken place for the first and
third references to the objects that had to be described three
times The statistical procedure consisted of repeated
measures ANOVAs.
Speech analysis We looked at aspects that would tell us
more about reduction in speech, such as speech duration,
number of words and number of attributes. The number of
attributes shows how repeated references are reduced in
terms of their content. An attribute can be defined as a
property that can be assigned to a target referent. When
constructing the trials, we made sure that all targets could be
distinguished by means of 4 attributes. We designed an
annotation scheme containing over 20 attributes that
speakers could potentially mention when describing a
Greeble. This scheme was based on the basic characteristics
of Greebles (main body shape, gender, protrusions) and was
expanded with attributes describing all other properties that
they can possibly have (mainly concerning the protrusions’
shapes, locations and sizes). The attributes in the annotation
scheme were based on the participants’ descriptions.
Gesture analysis For the gesture analysis we not only
looked at the quantity of gestures (in raw numbers and
proportional use), but also developed several ways to
analyse reduction in the quality of the gestures. For these
qualitative analyses we created a subset of the data. This
subset consisted of all directors (23 out of 48) who produced
at least one gesture for each initial and repeated reference.
We took the following qualitative aspects into account. We
measured the duration of the stroke (main part of the
gesture, see Kendon, 2004 and McNeill, 1992) in seconds.
We measured the visibility of the gesture by coding whether
the gesture was visible for the addressee (code 1) or not
(code 0). We measured the amount of repetition within the
gesture by counting the number of repeated strokes. This
was done because the data set contained many gestures with
repetitive strokes. We measured the size of the gesture by
coding whether the gesture was produced with a finger
(code 1), the hand (code 2), the forearm (code 3) or the
entire arm (code 4). We measured the proportion of gestures
that were produced using two hands. Finally, we studied
whether the gesture was perceived to be more or less precise
in a perception test (discussed in Experiment II).

Results
Reduction in speech As can be seen in Table 1, compared
to initial references, repeated references showed reduction
in speech in several ways. Firstly, it was found that it took
the participants significantly less time (in seconds) to refer
to the target in a repeated reference (M = 27.2, SD = 1.9)
compared to when they referred to the target in an initial
reference (M = 42.5, SD = 1.5) (F(1,47) = 40.752, p < .001).
Note that this effect cannot be explained through a general
reduction of descriptions over time, since non-repeated
references later in the grid were not shortened compared to
the initial references. Also, the number of words that
speakers used to describe a target, was significantly lower
for repeated references (M = 59.8, SD = 5.2) than for initial
references (M = 91.9, SD = 3.4) (F(1,47) = 37.283, p < .001).
The total number of attributes that were mentioned in initial
and repeated references shows how repeated references are
reduced in terms of their content. We found that
significantly fewer attributes were mentioned in repeated
references (M = 7.4, SD = .3) compared to initial references
(M = 9.4, SD = .3) (F(1,47) = 40.614, p < .001).
Table 1. Overview of overall mean results for dependent
variables in speech, for initial and repeated references.

Duration ***
Words***
Attributes***
*** p < .001

Initial (SD)
42.5 (1.5)
91.9 (3.4)
9.4 (.3)

Repeated (SD)
27.2 (1.9)
59.8 (5.2)
7.4 (.3)

Reduction in gesture As can be seen in Table 2, compared
to initial references, repeated references showed reduction
in gesture in several ways. For the quantitative analyses,
results show that speakers produce significantly fewer
gestures during repeated references (M = 3.9, SD = 0.42)
compared to initial references (M = 5.5, SD = 0.46), (F(1,47)
= 22.750, p < .001). Since this could also be due to the
reduction in the number of words in repeated references, we
also looked at the proportional use of gestures (G/W,
number of gestures divided by the number of words) and
here we see a significant increase in the proportional use of
gestures for the repeated references (M = .094, SD = .02)
compared to the initial references (M = .067, SD = .02)
(F(1,47) = 4.037, p = .05). In other words, the reduction in
repeated references is smaller for gestures than for the
number of words.
The qualitative analyses revealed that gestures produced
during repeated references were smaller (F(1,22) = 5.419, p <
.05) than the gestures produced during initial references.
Gestures produced in repeated references were relatively
more often produced with the smaller articulators (finger
and/or hand) whereas gestures produced in initial references
were relatively more often produced with the larger
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articulators (forearm and entire arm). Moreover, we found a
reduction in the percentage of two handed gestures, meaning
that even though overall, most gestures were produced with
two hands, there were fewer two-handed gestures in
repeated references (M = .075) than in initial references (M
= 0.85) (F(1,22) = 8.209, p < .01). The other variables taken
into account (gesture duration, gesture visibility, repetition
within the gesture) were found to be not significant.

produced in descriptions to the same object. No instructions
were given with regard to what they should base this
precision judgment on. The test was a forced choice test and
participants were asked to go with their fist intuition. Each
gesture that was considered to be the most precise received
one point.

Results

Table 2. Overview of overall mean results for dependent
variables in gesture, for initial and repeated references.
Initial (SD)
Number of gestures***
5.5 (.46)
Gesture proportion (G/W)*
.067 (.02)
1.6 (.09)
Gesture duration (sec)
Gesture visibility (0-1)
.93 (.03)
Gesture repetition
.37 (.09)
Gesture size (1-4)*
3.7 (.07)
Two-handed gestures (%)**
0.85
*** p < .001, ** p < .01, * p < .05

Repeated (SD)
3.9 (.42)
.094 (.02)
1.4 (.14)
.93 (.03)
.38 (.08)
3.5 (.11)
0.75

Experiment II: Perception
As part of the qualitative gesture analysis, the aim was to
measure gesture precision. It is difficult to define objective
measures with which to code gestures’ precision, therefore a
perception test was run where participants had to judge
gestures’ precision.

Participants
Twenty three participants (20 female, 3 male, age range 1965 years old, M = 26 years old) who did not take part in the
Greebles experiment took part in the perception test. All
participants were academically qualified but had no
previous knowledge about the Greebles experiment.

Stimuli
For this perception test, 66 pairs of video clips were selected
from the qualitative data subset obtained in Experiment I.
These pairs of video clips contained two gestures (one in
each video clip), produced by the same director, showing
the main shape of the same stimulus item. One video clip
showed a gesture produced in an initial description of a
stimulus item, the other video clip showed a gesture
produced during a repeated description of the same stimulus
item. The order in which the initial and repeated gestures
were presented was counterbalanced.

Setup
The participants were presented with the 66 pairs of video
clips. For each pair of video clips, they had to decide in
which video clip they thought the gesture was “the most
precise”. Participants were not aware that the gestures were

A two-tailed t-test showed that overall, gestures produced
during repeated references (M = 9.23, SD = 6.9) were
considered to be significantly less precise than the gestures
produced during initial references (M = 13.77, SD = 6.9),
(t(65) = 2.658, p < .05). The proportional results, where not
just the gesture that received the most points but the
gesture’s exact scores were taken into account (each gesture
that was considered to be the most precise received one
point from each participant), also show that gestures
produced in an initial reference were considered to be more
precise (M = 0.60, SD = .30) than the gestures produced in
repeated references (M = 0.40, SD = .30). The perception
test has shown that gestures produced in repeated references
are seen as significantly less precise than those produced in
initial references.

Discussion
The results of the two experiments presented in this paper
have shown that speakers reduce their speech and gestures
in several ways when they repeatedly refer to the same
target. These results are in line with our expectations, and fit
the Uniform Information Density hypothesis (Frank &
Jaeger, 2008; Jaeger, 2010). As we have seen in the
introduction of this paper, the UID hypothesis holds that
predictable information is reduced in language production,
and that elements with low information density are likely to
be omitted from an utterance. Our results suggest that the
same goes for repeated references: speakers reduce repeated
descriptions in terms of both their speech and their gestures.
With regard to the speech that speakers produce, our
results show that reduction in repeated referring expressions
occurs in terms of the number of attributes that speakers
mention when describing a target: significantly fewer
attributes were mentioned in repeated references as
compared to initial ones, showing that repeated references
are less informative than initial ones. Besides this, our
results also reconfirmed the findings of, among others,
Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs (1986), by revealing that repeated
referring expressions contain fewer words than initial ones.
With regard to gesture we can now claim two things.
Firstly, we found that repeated gestures are reduced with
regard to their overall number, their size, the percentage of
two-handed gestures, and their perceived precision. These
results show that gestures, as previous findings found for
speech, are reduced in repeated references. There are
parallels with reduction in speech, both in the reduction in
the overall number of gestures, which can be compared to
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the reduction in number of words and creation of conceptual
pacts in speech, and in the reduction in gesture precision,
which is arguably comparable to acoustic reduction in
speech. Secondly, the results also showed that even though
overall, speakers use fewer gestures in repeated references,
the proportional use of gesture increases. In short, there is
more reduction in words than in gestures. This finding, that
speech and gesture are not necessarily reduced together, can
be interpreted as evidence for the fact that speech and
gesture production are, at least to some extent, separate
processes.
The results showed an overall reduction in the duration of
the descriptions. However, the reduction due to repetition
was larger than the overall reduction, showing that the effect
was not simply due to the director’s overall description
practise but mainly due to the communicative situation. The
fact that the communicative situation seems to play such a
large part in the experiment also suggests that the gestures
were mainly produced for the listener. However, it could
still be the case that the gestures serve a speaker internal
purpose as well. In the present study almost all gestures
were visible for the addressee. To be able to say more about
whether the changes in gesture that we found are due to
speaker internal or communicative reasons, we will conduct
a follow-up study with no mutual visibility between
interlocutors. Other future work will include further
developing the present methodology with which to quantify
the quality of the gestures. Aspects of the gestures that have
not yet been taken into account but that might be relevant
are, for example, the handshapes used in the gestures and
the length of the gesture holds.

Conclusion
In conclusion, in this study on reduction in speech and
gesture in repeated references we found for speech that
repeated references are less informative than initial
references. For gesture we found that gestures in repeated
references are reduced in their overall quantity as well as in
several aspects of their quality. We also found that
proportionally, the gesture quantity increases for repeated
references compared to initial references.
The present study contributes to previous research in two
major ways. Firstly, the finding that speech and gesture are
not necessarily reduced together indicates that their
reduction might to some extent be two independent
processes. Secondly, reduction in gesture in repeated
references has not been studied before and to date there has
been no consensus on a methodology with which to study
qualitative gesture reduction. The present study is an
important step in this direction.
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Abstract: This research explored the impact of graphical displays on individuals’ cognitive processes and online behaviors during information search and retrieval. Cognitive science research has demonstrated that a well-organized,
conceptual knowledge organization is a key difference between experts and novices. One method to help novices
move toward more expert-like performance may be to provide them with visual materials that support the development of an organized representation of domain ideas. In this research, participants used graphical versus keyword
interfaces to complete searches for online educational materials; usability software was used to record participants’
on-screen interactions and think-aloud protocols. Results demonstrated that the graphical interface changed overall
patterns of search behaviors and promoted deeper, domain-related processing during search and evaluation. These
findings demonstrate that graphical displays can impact online, self-regulated learning, likely by providing a wellorganized structure of domain concepts that facilitates meaningful evaluation and more effective planning during
online information seeking.
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Abstract: Research on corporal and gestural coordination during conversations has evidenced behavioral matching
and synchronized coordination. Following the hypothesis that coordination phenomena are related to empathy
(Gallese, 2001; Lipps, 1900), we used a motion capture system to follow head movements of 28 pairs of subjects
during conversations. Half the dyads were instructed to know each other (empathic condition). Subjects in the
remaining dyads expected the other to lie (non-empathic condition). Positions were cross-correlated in time for each
dyad. A mirroring-coordination analysis (one moving left equivalent to another moving right) showed that subjects
in both conditions tend to mirror each other within the range of one second. A corresponding-coordination analysis
(one moving left equivalent to the other moving left) yielded a statistically significant difference between conditions:
coordination still appeared in the empathic condition, but disappeared in the non-empathic condition. We discuss
the implications of distinguishing the two kinds of coordination.
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Abstract: The effect of self-explanation was evaluated against an alterative way to spend the same amount of time:
completing additional practice. Self-Explanation was compared against an Additional Practice and a Same Practice
condition. Problem solving strategy use and explanation quality within mathematical equivalence were investigated.
Seventy-five second through fourth grade students received an instructional intervention on solving mathematical
+ 5), while being asked to self-explain six items, complete twelve
equivalence problems (i.e. 2 + 4 + 5 =
items, or only complete six items. Both self-explanation and additional practice increased procedural learning, but
self-explanation resulted in increased procedural transfer at post and retention test. Self-explain students adapted
the most flexible strategy sooner than the non-explain groups. High quality explanations were correlated with
conceptual knowledge at retention test. Microgenetic analyses of strategy use are discussed. Findings highlight the
role of prompting for self-explanation in strategy discovery.
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Abstract

gate the factors which might make learning in these areas difficult (see e.g., (Barker-Plummer, Cox, Dale & Etchemendy
(2008), Cox, Dale, Barker-Plummer & Etchemendy, (2008)).
Our study extends the field in two ways: by separately analyzing the effects of two kinds of visual information (object size and object shape) which are usually treated together,
and by examining how those visual factors interact with each
other and with spatial information.

There is a body of work that suggests that those elements of
the cognitive architecture responsible for processing, on the
one hand, visual information (essentially visual properties of
objects), and, on the other hand, spatial information (spatial relationships between objects), may compete with each other for
resources. In this paper, we explore whether and to what degree the processing of visual and spatial information interferes
with the task of translation from natural language into logic, a
skill that students often find difficult to master. Using a large
corpus of student data, we determine correlations between difficulty and the particular properties used in the sentences, with
implications for pedagogical design.

Background: Human Visuospatial Processing

Keywords: first-order logic, logic teaching and learning, visuospatial reasoning, visuospatial working memory, educational
data mining, instructional design, visual impedance

Introduction
There is widespread agreement that the human visuospatial
cognitive system consists of two dissociated but not entirely
independent subsystems: one for processing visual information (e.g. object size, shape) and another for processing spatial information (e.g. the locations of objects with respect
to each other). There is also the suggestion in the literature that these subsystems are used whether the information is
perceived directly via external stimuli, or derived internally,
via mental imagery (Logie, 1995; Baddeley, 2007). Further
research suggests that particular combinations of visual and
spatial information are more or less easily integrated during cognitive processing, as evidenced by impeded performance on reasoning and text comprehension tasks (Schuler,
Scheiter & Gerjets, 2009). It seems that differences in the
types of source information can lead to competition for cognitive resources in working memory, which in turn leads to
poorer performance. These effects have been shown to occur
whether information is presented as external stimuli, or as the
result of mental imagery, and independently of the modality
in which the information is presented.
Against this background, we investigate whether visual or
spatial impedance effects are observed in a linguistically oriented cognitive task in which students translate natural language (NL) sentences into first-order logic (FOL). The ability
to perform this task is a key skill in learning formal logic and
related fields, such as mathematics, which require the formalization of informally presented information. The work described here is part of an ongoing project in which we investi-

Baddeley’s (2007) model of working memory contains a visuospatial sketchpad (VSSP), a phonological loop (for speech
processing), plus an episodic buffer for holding and integrating diverse types of information. Attentional resources
and rehearsal across the three working memory modalities is
managed by a central executive. The VSSP partitions visuospatial working memory into two components: memory for
spatial location and an object-based short-term memory. The
VSSP is proposed as a storage system capable of integrating
visual and spatial information (Baddeley, 2007; Baddeley &
Hitch, 1974; Logie,1995; Logie & van der Meulen, 2009).
Recent evidence (Klauer & Zhao, 2004) provides support
for dissociation between the visual and spatial subsystems
and provides support for Logie’s (1995) model of the VSSP.
That model proposes a visual cache (for storing features such
as shape, size, and colour) and an ‘inner scribe’ that deals
with spatial and movement information.
Baddeley (2007) assumes that visuospatial information
“may be encoded in the sketchpad either through perception,
from long term memory (LTM), or via a combination of both”
(p. 93). The VSSP, then, provides “a way of integrating visuospatial information from multiple sources” (p.101).
Short term memory for objects encodes features such as
shape, size, orientation and texture. The visual system seems
to readily combine and encode several features of any particular object (e.g.size and shape, shape and texture) as easily
as a single feature of an object. The capacity limitation for
objects in short-term memory (STM) seems to be more for
the number of objects than for the number of features per
object. Baddeley (2007) suggests that, for most people, the
optimal number-of-objects versus number-of-features tradeoff in short-term memory seems to be 16 features distributed
over 4 objects
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Schuler et al. (2009) review research suggesting that written stimuli (text) may be processed in the VSSP in addition to
auditory and phonological processing if it contains spatial information and/or information about visual features of objects
(e.g. De Beni, Pazzaglia, Gyselink & Meneghetti, 2005).

Tasks of this kind have high ecological validity, since they
arise in the sciences and in mathematics when information is
translated into formal notations. The data we use in this study
is collected from students participating in tasks designed for
instruction of this key skill. A more detailed understanding
of the cognitive processes in this task therefore has the potential to inform the design of instructional materials in these
important subjects.

Although the visual and spatial cognitive subsystems are
dissociated to some extent, they are not completely independent, as evidenced by the fact that some combinations of information are more efficiently processed than others. Schuler
et al. (2009) showed subjects coloured drawings of fish accompanied either by written spatial information (The pectoral
fin lies between the two dorsal fins) or written visual information (The pectoral fin has the same light brown color as
the dorsal fins). In one condition of the experiment, subjects
were presented with the visual or spatial information aurally
(spoken), and in another, subjects read the text. Learners
given text with spatial content showed worse recall than those
given visual text content, irrespective of presentation modality (written or spoken).

The Corpus

Knauff & Johnson-Laird (2002) used as stimuli relational
terms of the form The hat is above the cup, The cup is above
the fork, Does it follow that the hat is above the fork? The
stimuli were varied according to information type. Examples
of the kind just given are visuospatial (above–below), while
pure-visual examples used terms such as cleaner–dirtier and
pure-spatial examples used terms such as north–south. A
control condition employed relations such as better–worse.
It was found that visual relational terms were associated with
longer reaction times (RT) in subjects’ reasoning compared
to control relations. Visuospatial relations produced faster
RTs than control relations, with spatial-only relations producing the fastest RTs. There was no difference in error rates
across the four conditions defined in terms of correct assessment of the truth of conclusions to valid and invalid inferences. Knauff & Johnson-Laird (2002) conclude that “. . . the
principal effect is that visual relations slow down reasoning,
relative to the other three relations” (p 368). Those authors
termed the effect that they observed ‘visual impedance’, and
concluded that irrelevant visual detail can impede reasoning.
For Knauff & Johnson-Laird (2002), ‘irrelevant visual detail’
seems to means visual attributes of objects that do not assist
the reasoner in building spatial mental models.
It is interesting to note that the Schuler et al. (2009) study
demonstrated what might be termed ‘spatial impedance’, in
contrast to Knauff & Johnson-Laird’s (2002) reported visual
impedance effect. However, the two studies differed substantially in at least two ways: first in terms of task (recall of
information vs reasoning with information) and, secondly, in
terms of cognitive source (perception vs mental imagery).
In this paper we explore the effects of visual and spatial text
content in a different kind of task, that of translating natural
language sentences into first-order logic. Our aim is to determine whether there is evidence of visual or spatial impedance
effects in this domain.

In order to investigate the presence of visual and spatial
impedance effects, we data-mined a large-scale educational
corpus in the area of logic teaching (Barker-Plummer, Dale,
& Cox, 2011). The corpus consists of student-generated solutions to exercises in Language, Proof and Logic (LPL; Barwise, Etchemendy, Allwein, Barker-Plummer & Liu, 1999),
a courseware package consisting of a textbook together with
desktop applications which students use to complete exercises.1 The book offers an introductory course in formal logic
for early undergraduates. Students may submit answers to
489 of LPL’s 748 exercises2 to The Grade Grinder (GG), a
robust automated assessment system that has assessed more
than 2 million submissions of work by more than 55,000 individual students in the period 2001–10; this population is
drawn from approximately a hundred institutions in more
than a dozen countries.
One type of exercise in LPL involves translating natural
language (NL) sentences into first-order logic (FOL). The
corpus contains a total of 275 sentences which students are
asked to translate and submit to the Grade Grinder. Most of
these sentences refer to a blocks world of objects arrayed on
a checkerboard. The objects may have visual properties such
as shape (cubes, tetrahedra, dodecahedra) and/or size (small,
medium, large). They may also have spatial relationships
with other objects on the grid (in front of, between). The remaining sentences involve completely different vocabularies
involving either numbers, or people and their pets. The Grade
Grinder considers a translation for a sentence to be correct if
it is provably equivalent to a reference solution.3
From the 275 sentences we identified a subset of 129 sentences for study, omitting those that included references to
temporal information and other semantic phenomena that
were idiosyncratic with respect to our current investigation.
In contrast with earlier studies, we investigate the effect of
size and shape information separately. While these are both
types of visual information, shape information is discrete,
while size information is generally considered scalar. So we
partitioned these sentences into eight categories according to
whether size, shape and spatial information are present in the
sentence (Figure 1). In that figure we refer to the type of sentence in row 6 as 101, meaning that the sentences in this class
1 See

http://lpl.stanford.edu.
other exercises require that students submit their answers
on paper to their instructors.
3 There are infinitely many correct answers for any sentence, so a
theorem prover is employed to determine equivalence.
2 The
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Type
000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111

n
10
15
15
25
18
24
6
16

Example NL sentence in category
Max is a student, not a pet
At least one of A, C, and E is a cube
B is larger than both A and E
Everything smaller than A is a cube
C is in back of A but in front of E
B is not to the left of a cube
Either E is not large or it is in back of A
B is to the right of a large cube

Figure 1: Examples of sentences in each of the eight categories. Type indicates the presence or absence of spatial, size
and shape information respectively (so, 111 means all three
are present). n refers to the number of sentences in the category.
Type
000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111

pincorr
.25
.09
.15
.26
.19
.23
.29
.20

SD
.15
.07
.19
.21
.22
.15
.24
.14

Mean no. trans.
6226.80
13173.87
18488.27
10680.08
19009.44
9689.00
15255.33
10170.25

SD
4902.77
10944.13
9578.00
6277.08
7915.24
6232.25
8883.13
8627.53

Figure 2: Proportion of submitted student translations that
were incorrect (pincorr) for each category of sentence with
standard deviations (SD), together with the average number
of translations considered and standard deviations.

the truth of their sentences, providing a way for students to
test their solution.5 Students can determine whether a translation is incorrect if they can build a world in which the NL
sentence has a different truth-value from the candidate FOL
translation, but they cannot definitively check whether a solution is correct. Sentences which contain no size, shape or
spatial information cannot be checked for error in this way,
and we would therefore expect the error rate for these sentences to be higher than that of the other, testable, classes.
This class is also notable for the relatively small number of
subjects translating these sentences.
Given the different levels of error across the eight sentence
types shown in Figure 2, we examined the effect of membership in each of the eight sets using pincorr as a dependent
variable. Of course, it may not be the particular combinations
of visual and spatial information that result in different levels
of difficulty; other possibilities, for example, are the readability and informational complexity of the sentences. Below, we
describe two separate analyses which control for these possibilities using covariates in our analyses. In the first we control for differences in readability across sentence classes using the Flesch readability index (Talburt, 1986) as a surrogate
for sentence comprehension difficulty. In the second we use
the presence of a binary predicate in the sentence as a surrogate for informational complexity.

Analyses
Readability as a covariate

contain spatial information (indicated by the leading digit)
and shape information (indicated by the last digit). In the text
we refer to this class as space+shape sentences.

Method
Measuring Problem Difficulty
Our measure of the difficulty of the translation task for a particular sentence is the proportion of the initial attempts at
translation that are in error, which we label pincorr. Pincorr values range from 0–1, with smaller values indicating
fewer errors. Figure 2 shows the pincorr values for each of
the sets of sentences, and the average (mean, standard deviation) number of subjects contributing to these values.4
Note that pincorr is the proportion of initial attempts by a
subject that are in error. The Grade Grinder places no limit
on the number of times that an exercise may be attempted,
and the corpus contains many attempts by the same subject
at translating the same sentence. These translation attempts
are presumably revised on the basis of GG’s feedback on earlier attempts, so we calculated the translation error rates by
considering only the initial submission of a sentence by an
individual student.
The pincorr value for the class with no size, shape and spatial information (row 1 of the table) must be treated with some
caution. The LPL package includes desktop software which
enables students to build ‘worlds’ in which they can evaluate

A three-way analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was performed. Each of the three factors (size, shape and spatial
information) had two levels (present/absent). This analysis
used the Flesch readability index as a covariate in order to
control for the readability of the sentences. The interaction
plot is represented by both graphs in Figure 3.
In order to further elucidate the components of the interaction, the three-way ANCOVA was partitioned into two separate, two-factor ANCOVAs.
The first analysis was conducted upon sentences that do
not contain spatial information (i.e. the first four rows of Figure 1) and the second on those that contain spatial information
(i.e. the lower four rows of Figure 1).
The two-way interaction graph for non-spatial sentences is
shown in the upper graph of Figure 3.

Informational complexity as a covariate
Spatial information in the LPL blocks language concerns relations between objects. For example, one object may be to the
left of, or it may adjoin, another object. The spatial language
also contains one ternary relation, between. By contrast, visual information in the language predominately concerns the
properties of objects. An object may be a cube (shape) or
small (size). Relations, such as smaller (size) and same shape
(shape), do occur in the language. However, the spatial fragment of the language is exclusively relational, and this offers

4 The tasks completed vary by subjects represented in the corpus.

5 These
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worlds are displayed in a graphical modality.

Figure 3: ANCOVA 3-way interaction plot showing sentences referring only to object shape and size (upper figure)
and sentences referring to spatial location of objects as well
as shape and size (lower figure). The Flesch index of readability was included as a covariate in the analysis; the plotted
values are adjusted means and differ from those in Figure 2.

Figure 4: ANCOVA 3-way interaction plot showing sentences referring only to object shape and size (upper figure) and sentences referring to spatial location of objects and
shape and size (lower figure). For each sentence in each group
the presence of higher arity (binary) predicates was included
as a categorical covariate.

an alternative explanation of variance in difficulty between
spatial and visual sentences.
The distinction between the predominantly relational and
predominantly property fragments of the language is a difference of informational complexity. We use the presence of
a binary predicate as a proxy for this difference. Sentences
containing one ore more binary relations (pincorr: M = .235,
SD = .211) are significantly more difficult to translate (t =
−2.36, p = .02) than sentences that contain no binary predicates (pincorr: M = .166, SD = .118), and the eight groups
differ in terms of the number of binary-predicate-containing
sentences they include.

In order to determine whether the effect that we observed
was due to increased complexity of FOL sentence rather than
visual/spatial impedance, we repeated the analyses using a
binary covariate indicating, for each sentence in every group,
whether or not it contains a binary predicate.
A three-way ANCOVA analysis was performed. The threeway interaction plot is represented by both graphs of Figure 4. The three-way analysis was partitioned into two twoway analyses. For non-spatial sentences, the two-way interaction graph is shown as the upper graph in Figure 4.
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Type
000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111

pincorr (Flesch)
.26
.08
.18
.24
.22
.22
.30
.21

pincorr (Arity)
.30
.14
.15
.29
.16
.21
.25
.16

• In the first analysis, with Flesch as a covariate, the translation difficulty ordering is space+shape < size+shape <
space+size. In the second analysis with arity as the covariate, the relative difficulty of size+shape and space+size are
switched.
A striking effect was that, whereas sentences containing
references to shape but not to either size or spatial information
were the least error-prone to translate (M=.09, SD=.07, row
2 in Figure 2), when spatial information is added, the combination of spatial and shape information (M=.23, SD=.15,
row 6 in Figure 2) significantly increases difficulty (t = -3.42,
p = .002). In sentences without spatial information, combining size information with shape information (M=.26, SD=.21,
row 4 in Figure 2) significantly increases difficulty (t = 3.12, p = .003) compared to only shape information (M=.09,
SD=.07, row 2 in Figure 2).

Figure 5: Summary adjusted pincorr 3-way interaction
means, for each covariate.
A second two-factor ANCOVA was performed on sentences that contained size and/or shape information together
with spatial information (the lower four rows of Figure 1).

Results
The results of both analyses, controlling readability and informational complexity, agree on the following:

Discussion

• The three-way ANCOVAs interaction effects were significant (Flesch: F(1,120)=5.51, p = .02, Arity: F(1,120) =
10.72, p =.001). This indicates that the effects of size and
shape information upon translation difficulty differ at different levels of the spatial factor.
• The two-way ANCOVAs with shape and size as independent variables for sentences with no spatial information
(upper four rows of Figure 1, upper graphs in Figure 3 and
Figure 4) revealed no main effect of size or shape, but a significant size-by-shape interaction (Flesch: F(1,60) = 6.66,
p = .012, Arity: F(1,60) = 13.4, p = .001).
• The two-way ANCOVAs with shape and size as independent variables for sentences with spatial information (lower
four rows of Figure 1, lower graphs in Figure 3 and Figure 4) showed no significant main effects or interactions.
Figure 5 shows the pincorr values from the ANCOVAs with
each of the covariates. Considering these adjusted pincorr
means, and writing ‘<’ to mean ‘easier to translate’, we can
sum up the trends as follows:
• Both of the analyses show that sentences involving only
one type of information have lower values than sentences
involving any combination of information types. Among
these homogeneous sentences, shape < size < space.
• Sentences involving all three information types6 are shown
by both analyses to be the next hardest sentences to translate, i.e. they are more difficult to translate than homogeneous sentences, but easier than any pairwise combinations.
6 We consider visual(size) and visual(shape) to be different infor-

mation types. They are subcategories of visual information which
differ, inter alia, in terms of whether they are discrete properties
(shape) or scalar (size).

The interaction of visual and spatial features of sentences affects sentence translation difficulty with effects that are similar when controlling for each of two potential confounding
factors, readability and informational complexity.
Taken together, the results suggest that the easiest-totranslate sentence types are those that contain just one visual or spatial type of information, with a relative difficulty
of shape < size < space.
Contrary to Schuler et al. (2009) we did not find a simple
negative effect of combining spatial information with visual
information in a sentence. Rather, the type of visual information seems to make a difference: our results suggest that spatial information plus size information tends to produce more
difficult-to-translate sentences than spatial information combined with shape information.
This suggests that research on visuospatial reasoning and
visuospatial working memory needs to distinguish between
subtypes of visual information. Visual features such as size,
shape and perhaps color, may differ in terms of the demands
they place (singly and in combination) upon working memory.
A surprising finding is that the size+spatial and
shape+spatial classes both have higher pincorr values than
that for the size+shape+space class. This result challenges
theories which suggest that impedance effects result from
competition for cognitive resources, since this would suggest
that impedance effects observed in sentences containing two
types of information should not be reduced by the addition of
a third type of information (or of more visual information if
space and shape are to be considered as one type).
Our study is closest in kind to that reported in Knauff &
Johnson-Laird (2002). In both studies, information is presented in the form of sentences to be read, and these sentences
contain different information types. However, our tasks vary
in the number of types of information to be processed, in contrast to the tasks in Knauff & Johnson-Laird, which are each
homogeneous. The implications of our findings for Knauff &
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Johnson-Laird’s (2002) ‘visual-imagery impedance’ hypothesis are not clear. In particular, their hypothesis makes use of
the notion of ‘irrelevant visual detail’, referring to those visual attributes of objects that do not assist with the building of
spatial mental models. In our task, shape, size or spatial information about objects—if mentioned in a sentence—is always
relevant to the task of NL to FOL translation.
The results have implications for logic teaching. Instructors, when creating sentences for NL to FOL translation exercises designed to teach logical connectives, quantifiers, and
concepts like implicature, will be better equipped for the principled design of learning exercises. They could, for example,
consider introducing sentences that refer only to object shape,
then later challenge students with sentences that describe objects in terms of, say, spatial position and size, at a stage when
the student is more practiced and confident.
In further work we propose to address individual differences in cognitive processing of various forms of information. In earlier work we have demonstrated individual differences between students in multimodal (graphical and sentential) logic learning contexts (e.g. Stenning, Cox, & Oberlander, 1995). Students’ analytical reasoning performance on
constraint-satisfaction problems was shown to predict their
propensity to develop flat versus ‘nested’ (broken-into-cases)
styles of logical proof. Stenning et al. (1995) concluded that
‘verbaliser/visualiser’ conceptions of learning style are too
simplistic: rather than preferring visual or verbal reasoning
contexts, Stenning et al., (1995) found that students differed
more in their tendency to stay in one modality (graphical or
sentential) as opposed to switching between modalities. More
recently, Blazhenkova & Kozhevnikov (2009) have proposed
a three-dimensional cognitive style model in which people
are held to differ in their learning style preferences for material containing object imagery, spatial imagery and verbal
content. Exploiting the very large number of student submissions in our corpus, we plan next to study whether we can
identify sub-groups of students who respond exceptionally to
particular information-type configurations. The aim is to statistically identify such student clusters and to establish which
current individual difference theory the cluster patterns support.
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Holographic Reduced Representations and Vector Symbolic
Architectures as Tools for Cognitive Modelling
Matthew A. Kelly
Institute of Cognitive Science, Carleton University

Robert L. West
Institute of Cognitive Science, Carleton University
Abstract: Vector symbolic architectures (VSAs), such as holographic reduced representations (HRRs), can be
understood as schemes for representing knowledge and implementing symbol manipulation in connectionist architectures. We characterize VSAs in terms of five basic operators: similarity, superposition, binding, unbinding, and
permutation. We compare the different VSAs in the literature on space and time complexity and unbinding accuracy,
and on qualitative differences in how their operators function. We find that binary spatter codes, and real-valued
and frequency-domain HRRs compare favourably to other types of VSA. We discuss the advantages of VSAs over
traditional connectionist and symbolic approaches. VSAs retain the expressive power of symbolic approaches with
the added benefit of being lossy representations. The lossy nature of VSAs makes them easily scalable to large
problems and suited to modelling biological memory. Whether VSAs can be applied to problem domains that cannot
be trivially discretized into symbols remains an open question.
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Cross-modal effects in statistical learning: Evidence from the McGurk
illusion
Aaron Mitchel
The Pennsylvania State University

Morten Christiansen
Cornell University

Daniel Weiss
The Pennsylvania State University
Abstract: Statistical learning is assumed to play a vital role in language acquisition, yet it is unknown whether
it is guided by a unitary, modality-general mechanism, or by several sensory-specific mechanisms. Consistent with
the latter view, Seitz et al (2007) tested learners with multimodal input and found that statistical learning in one
modality is independent of input to other modalities. We tested this assertion of independence by presenting learners
with speech streams synchronized with a video of a speaker’s face. We used the McGurk illusion to manipulate the
underlying statistical structure of the speech streams. Contrasting the independence hypothesis, our results suggest
that participants can integrate audio and visual input to perceive the McGurk illusion during statistical learning,
thereby altering the pattern of segmentation. Our results suggest that auditory and visual inputs are not processed
independently, but leave unresolved whether the resulting representations are integrated across modalities or not.
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Productivity and Reuse in Language: a Developmental Study
Timothy O’Donnell
Harvard

Jesse Snedeker
Harvard

Joshua Tenenbaum
MIT

Noah Goodman
Stanford
Abstract: Fragment Grammars (FG) are a computational framework for studying the related problems of linguistic
productivity and reuse (O’Donnell, 2011; O’Donnell et al., 2009). They treat determining which structures should
be computed on the fly and which should be retrieved from memory as an optimal Bayesian inference. Elsewhere, we
show how the model correctly captures the adult patterns of productivity and reuse in English derivational morphology and verbal inflection (O’Donnell, 2011; O’Donnell et al., 2009). Here we evaluate the model’s ability to capture
U-shaped development for the English past tense. We compare performance to several competing computational
models and show that only FG is able to accurately capture key aspects of the empirical data, including low, but
substantial rates of overregularization and gradual improvement in the use of the regular rule (Hoeffner, 1996; Marcus et al., 1992). We discuss the relationship of this work to earlier rule-based, connectionist, and dual-mechanism
accounts.
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Generalization to Novel Consonants in Artificial Grammar Learning
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Abstract
While theoretical phonologists rely on abstract phonetic
features to account for the variety of phonological patterns
that exist in the world’s languages, it is unclear whether such
abstract representations bear psychological reality. Previous
research has shown that learners in artificial grammar
learning experiments are able to generalize a newly learned
phonological pattern to novel segments, suggesting that
learners are able to form abstract, feature-based
representations. However, conflicting results suggest that this
level of abstraction may be restricted to vowels, rather than
consonants. The present experiment extends previous findings
on generalization to novel segments in vowel harmony to an
analogous pattern, consonant harmony. We show that learners
fail to generalize to novel consonants in consonant harmony,
but succeed at generalization to novel consonants in a general,
consonant deletion pattern. Implications for the role of
distinctive phonetic features in phonological learning are
discussed.
Keywords:
phonology.

statistical

learning,

consonant

harmony,

Phonetic Features in Phonology
Phonological processes are systematic patterns of sounds
that govern the way words and phrases may sound in
different languages. Typically, descriptive accounts of these
patterns involve abstract, phonetic features to characterize
the regularities of the sound patterns. Vowel and consonant
harmony is characterized by agreement for a particular
vowel/consonant feature value. For example, in back vowel
harmony (which occurs in several languages such as
Finnish, Hungarian, and Turkish (van der Hulst & van de
Weijer, 1995)), if the first vowel of a word bears the feature
[back] (e.g., [o, u]), all vowels of the word must also bear
the [back] feature. The most concise description of vowel
and consonant harmony makes use of distinctive phonetic
features such as [back].
There are two ways in which phonological processes can
be described without the use of distinctive features. The first
is to characterize phonological patterns in terms of the
individual segments involved. While this can describe the
data, such an analysis misses the generalization that the
vowels involved in harmony are not from arbitrary sets, but
phonetically similar units. A second option is to characterize
the phonological pattern in terms of an exemplar network.
This exemplar network would contain a specialized model
of similarity that would be used to capture the generalization
about the feature involved in the phonological process
without specific reference to features (Pierrehumbert, 2001).
Such exemplar networks can describe the same

phonological processes that make use of features, but are
more complex than a feature-based representation because
exemplar models require networks of association between
all spoken and heard tokens, as well as an algorithm for
computing similarity between exemplars.
Previous attempts at providing evidence for the
psychological reality of distinctive phonological features
have brought mixed results. Using the artificial grammar
learning paradigm, researchers trained participants on a
novel phonological pattern with a limited sound inventory
(e.g., four vowels of a six-vowel inventory). At test, these
participants were given items that contain sounds not
included in the exposure inventory (e.g., the two vowels
held-out of the six-vowel inventory). If learners extend the
newly learned phonological pattern to the novel segments, it
suggests that they learned the pattern in terms of distinctive
phonological features. If they fail to extend the pattern to the
novel sounds, it suggests that the learners used some other
representation to encode the novel pattern (e.g., based on
segment-specific representations). When participants were
exposed to a novel phonological pattern involving vowels
(e.g., vowel harmony), there was significant generalization
to the novel vowels (Chambers, Onishi, & Fisher, 2010;
Finley & Badecker, 2009; Skoruppa & Peperkamp, 2011).
However, when participants were exposed to a phonological
pattern involving generalization to novel consonants,
learners failed to generalize (Peperkamp & Dupoux, 2007;
Peperkamp, Le Calvez, Nadal, & Dupoux, 2006).
There are several important differences between the
studies that did not show generalization to novel segments
and the studies that did. Finley and Badecker (2009) and
Skoruppa and Peperkamp (2011) used a process that
involved vowels, while Peperkamp and Dupoux (2007)
trained participants on a process involving intervocalic
voicing in obstruent consonants (that applied either only to
stops or only to fricatives). It is possible that vowel
representations are more amenable to feature-based
generalization than consonant representations. There are
several reasons why this might be true. The acoustic space
of vowels is more variable and continuous than the acoustic
space of consonants, which are represented in a more
discrete manner. In addition, there is evidence that
consonants are processed differently than vowels. Nespor
and colleagues have argued that vowels tend to have a more
grammatical function, while consonants tend to have a more
lexical function (Bonatti, Pena, Nespor, & Mehler, 2005;
Toro, Bonatti, Nespor, & Mehler, 2007; Toro, Shukla,
Nespor, & Endress, 2008).
Another possibility for the mixed results on generalization
to novel segments is that all three studies used relatively
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different methods for training and testing participants.
Skoruppa and Peperkamp (2011) exposed participants to the
harmony pattern via listening to a story spoken in a novel
accent (Maye, Aslin, & Tanenhaus, 2008). This highly
implicit training procedure may have helped learners form
abstract representations for the phonological pattern. While
Finley and Badecker (2009) and Peperkamp and Dupoux
(2007) both used artificial grammar learning paradigms,
there are several important differences between the two
studies. Specifically, participants in Peperkamp and Dupoux
(2007) were trained via a picture-naming task that required
participants to map form and meaning, while participants in
Finley and Badecker (2009) were trained only on sound
forms with no semantic representations. Using purely
phonological representations may have made the task
slightly easier and thereby made generalization to novel
segments easier.
In order to better understand why previous studies have
failed to show generalization to novel consonants, we
replicated Finley and Badecker (2009) with consonant
harmony. If the differences between Finley and Badecker
(2009) and Peperkamp and Dupoux (2007) are merely
methodological, then participants should generalize to novel
consonants in consonant harmony, when trained and tested
in a manner identical to Finley and Badecker (2009). If
feature-based generalization is based more on the
representation of consonants and vowels, and the nature of
the specific phonological process, learners will not
generalize to novel consonants in consonant harmony.

Participants were divided into three conditions: (Voiceless)
Labial Hold-Out, and (Voiceless) Coronal Hold-Out, and a
matched Control condition (half of participants were
matched to the Coronal Hold-Out condition, and the other
half were matched to the Labial Hold-Out condition).

Experiment 1

Voiceless Coronal Hold-Out Condition Participants in the
Voiceless Coronal Hold-Out condition were given the same
types of training items as participants in the Voiceless
Labial Hold-Out Condition, except that the stem items were
drawn from the set [p, f, b, v, z, d], and, the voiceless
coronal sounds [s/t] were not presented in training.
The test items were similar to those given to the Labial
Hold-Out Condition, except that the New Consonant items
contained [s/t].

Participants
All participants were adult native speakers of English with
no previous participation in any experiment involving
reduplication. Forty-eight University of Rochester students
and affiliates were paid $10 for their participation.

Design
The design of the experiment mirrored Finley and Badecker
(2009) as closely as possible. Participants in the critical
(trained) conditions were exposed to a consonant harmony
pattern. The consonant harmony pattern was based on the
feature [+continuant]. This feature distinguishes between
stops [d, t, b, p] and fricatives [z, s, v, f]. Participants were
exposed to the pattern via pseudo-morphophonological
alternations in which a harmonic stem (CVCV) was
followed by a harmonic suffixed item (CVCV-bi or CVCVvi). The suffix was either [bi] or [vi], depending on the
nature of the consonants in the stem were stops (triggering
[bi]) or fricatives (triggering [vi]).
While consonant harmony based on the continuant feature
is not common among consonant harmony languages
(Hansson, 2001), the continuant feature was chosen
because the English sound inventory has several stopfricative contrasts, making it relatively easy to design an
experiment that tests for generalization to novel consonants.

Voiceless Labial Hold-Out Condition Participants in the
Labial Hold-Out condition were exposed to 24 pairs of
stem, stem+suffix items (repeated five times each), in which
the first item contained a CV.CV word, and the second item
repeated the first word followed by the [-bi]/[-vi] suffix. All
words obeyed the continuant harmony pattern; half the
items contained stops only and took the suffix [-bi], while
the other half of the items contained only fricatives and took
the suffix [-vi]. Training items contained stops and
fricatives from the set [s, t, b, v, z, d]. Specifically, the
voiceless labial sounds [f/p] were not presented in training.
Following exposure, participants were given a twoalternative forced choice task with 36 items, from three
different conditions of test items. 12 of the items were found
in the training set (Old Items), 12 items were not found in
the training set, but contained the same consonants and
vowels as in the training set (New Items), and 12 of the
items contained the held-out sounds [f/p] (New Consonant
Items). The test items were of the form CVCV-vi vs.
CVCV-bi with [-vi] and [-bi] counterbalanced for order of
presentation, (e.g., [bobobi] vs. *[bodevi]). Participants
were told to select the pair of words that best represented the
language they had heard prior to the test.

Control Conditions Two Control conditions were created
in the same manner as Finley and Badecker (2009), one
matched to the Labial Hold-Out condition, and a second
matched to the Coronal Hold-Out condition. Participants in
the Control condition were given items that would not
reflect consonant harmony. The items were a mix of stems
that contained harmonic items (those found in the training
set for the matched critical condition) and disharmonic
items (which were different from the matched critical
condition). There were no suffixed items. At test,
participants were given the same items as those in the
matched critical conditions. While all items are technically
‘new’ (as no suffixed items appeared in training), all
classifications are based on the critical conditions.
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Materials

memorize the words they heard. Following exposure,
participants were given instructions for the test items.
Participants were told that they would hear two words. One
word was from the language they had just heard, and the
other word was not from the language they had heard; if
they believed the first word was from the language, they
were instructed to press the ‘a’ key; if they believed the
second word was from the language, they were instructed to
press the ‘l’ key.

A female native English speaker produced all spoken
linguistic materials. All items were recorded in a soundattenuated booth. The speaker had no knowledge of the
design or purpose of the experiment. All spoken stimuli
contained only CV syllables. Consonants were drawn from
the set: /p, t, b, d, s, z, v, z/ and vowels were taken from the
set /e, i, o, u/. Care was taken so that all of the stimuli were
non-words in English. Examples of training stimuli can be
found in Table 1.

Results
Proportion of correct responses for all conditions are given
in Figures 1 and 2.

Table 1: Training Items.
Voiceless Coronal
Hold-Out
vozo, vozovi
sezi, sezivi
didu, didubi
bupo, bupobi

Voiceless Labial
Hold-Out
vusi, vusivi
sezi, sezivi
didu, didubi
tute, tutebi

Test stimuli were recorded in the same manner as training
stimuli. There were 36 test items, 12 containing pairs of
words that appeared in training (Old Items), 12 containing
items not heard in training (New Items), and 12 items
containing consonant sounds that did not appear in training
(New Consonant Items). Items appearing in the New Items
were drawn from the same set of consonant and vowels as
the training stimuli. Examples of test stimuli are provided in
Table 2.
Table 2: Test Items.
Voiceless Coronal
Voiceless Labial
Hold-Out
Hold-Out
Old Items
*diduvi vs. didubi
*diduvi vs. didubi
vozovi vs. *vozobi vusivi vs. *vusibi

Labial Hold-Out We compared the Labial Hold-Out
Training condition (mean = 0.64, CI ± 0.084) with the
matched Control condition (mean = 0.48, CI ± 0.043) via a
2X3 mixed-design ANOVA. There was a significant effect
of training (F(1,22) = 14.30, p < 0.01). There was
significant effects of test item (F(2,44) = 4.69, p < 0.05),
which was carried by the fact that correct responses to Old
and New items were correct more often than responses to
New Consonant test items (F(1,22) = 6.83, p < 0.05). There
was also a significant interaction (F(2,44) = 4.23, p < 0.05),
which was carried by a significant difference between New
and New Consonant Items in the Labial Hold-Out condition
(t(11) = 3.32, p < 0.01), but not in the Control condition
(t(11) = 0.38, p = 0.71).
To test for generalization to novel consonants, we
compared the New Consonant test items between the Labial
Hold-Out (mean = 0.50, CI ± 0.13) and the Control (mean =
0.48, CI ± 0.082) conditions. There was no significant
difference (t(22) = 0.30, p = 0.76), suggesting that
participants failed to generalize to novel consonants.

New Items
*dibovi vs. dibobi
sesivi vs. *sesibi
zifuvi vs. zifubi
*botevi vs. botebi
New Consonant Items
susovi vs. susobi
fefuvi vs. *fefuvi
*tetivi vs. tetibu
*pepivi vs. pepibi

Procedure
All phases of the experiment were run in Psyscope X
(Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, & Provost, 1993). Participants
were given both written and verbal instructions, and were
debriefed upon completion of the experiment (which took
approximately 20 minutes for participants in the trained
conditions, and 10 minutes for participants in the Control
condition).
All participants were told that they were to be listening to
pairs of words from a language they had never heard before.
They were informed that there would be questions about the
language following exposure, but that they need not

Figure 1: Coronal Hold-Out Results.
Coronal Hold-Out We compared the Coronal Hold-Out
Training (mean = 0.67, CI ± 0.13) condition with the
matched Control condition (mean = 0.42, CI ± 0.056) via a
2X3 mixed-design ANOVA. There was a significant effect
of training (F(1,22) = 16.61, p<0.01), suggesting that
participants learned the harmony pattern. There were no
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significant effects of test item (F<1). There was a significant
interaction (F(2,44) = 7.35, p < 0.01), which was carried by
a significant difference between New and New Consonant
Items in the Coronal Hold-Out condition (t(11) = 2.46, p <
0.05), but not in the Control condition (t(11) = 1.60, p =
0.14).
To test for generalization to novel consonants, we
compared the New Consonant test items between the
Coronal Hold-Out (mean = 0.56, CI ± 0.12) and the Control
(mean = 0.49, CI ± 0.098) conditions. There was no
significant difference (t(22) = 1.26, p = 0.22), suggesting
that participants failed to generalize to novel consonants.

Figure 1: Coronal Hold-Out Results.
Overall Participants were unable to generalize to novel
consonants in the consonant harmony pattern, either for
novel coronal consonants or novel labial consonants. This
failure is not due to a general failure to learn the harmony
pattern, as participants were successful in learning the
harmony pattern for segments that they were exposed to
during training.

Discussion
While Finley and Badecker (2009) showed that adult
English-speaking learners of a vowel harmony language
generalize to novel segments following brief exposure,
participants in the present experiment failed to generalize to
novel segments in consonant harmony. There are several
possible explanations as to why participants might
generalize to novel vowels in vowel harmony but not novel
consonants in consonant harmony. First, representations of
consonants are very different from representations of
vowels. Vowels have a relatively small number of
distinctive features (height, rounding, tense, back), while
consonants can have several different distinctive features
involving both place and manner. The large number of
features required to characterize consonants makes it
possible to form natural classes of a very small set of
consonants. The consonant harmony pattern in the present
experiment (as well as the voicing pattern used in
Peperkamp and Dupoux, 2007) only involved a select set of
stops and fricatives, which is a relatively limited set of
segments.

While natural classes typically involve traditional
distinctive features, there are rules that apply to sets of
consonants that do not form a natural class. This means that
it is possible that learners inferred that the consonant
harmony pattern applied to a restricted class of segments
that excluded the ‘held-out’ consonants. This is much more
likely to occur for consonants than for vowels because the
nature of consonants allows for a large number of small,
very specific constraints to form a natural class (e.g.,
coronals and voiced labials). This is more difficult with
vowels that are represented in a continuous F1/F2
dimension that do not have many features to begin with.
Given that the consonant harmony pattern was highly
unnatural, it is likely that learners were more willing to
assume a disjoint natural class for the harmony pattern.
Nespor and colleagues have found that speakers process
vowels differently from consonants (Bonatti, et al., 2005;
Toro, et al., 2007; Toro, et al., 2008). They hypothesize that
consonants are processed in terms of lexical content, while
vowels are processed in terms of their grammatical function.
If learners are biased to process phonological patterns
involving consonants in terms of lexical processing rather
than grammatical function, learners may be more likely to
infer a more select, strict classification of a consonant
harmony process than a vowel harmony process.
Given that learners were unable to generalize to novel
consonants in consonant harmony, there is a question of
whether learners can generalize to novel consonants after
learning any novel pattern involving consonants, even a
highly general one. If learners are given a process that
applies to all consonants, such as an across-the-board
deletion process, then it is likely that learners will generalize
to the novel consonant.
In Experiment 2, we exposed learners to a highly general
phonological process that does not require representation of
specific feature values (deletion). In a consonant deletion
rule, a constraint against two adjacent consonants causes
one of the consonants (typically the first one) to delete
(Wilson, 2001). Because the constraint is general against all
consonants, and does not involve specific features or feature
pairs, it is more likely that learners will form a general rule
that applies to all consonants. In Experiment 2, we test for
generalization to novel consonants in consonant deletion.

Experiment 2
Participants
All participants were adult native speakers of English with
no previous participation in any experiment involving
consonant deletion. Twenty-six University of Rochester
undergraduate students and affiliates were paid either $10 or
$5 for their participation (participants in the No-Training
Control condition were paid $5).

Design
The design of Experiment 2 mirrored Experiment 1 in that
participants were exposed to a phonological pattern based
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on pseudo morpho-phonological alternations. In Experiment
2, the phonological pattern was a consonant deletion pattern
that was presented to participants in sets of three words: A,
B, and AB (a combination of A and B). The words in A, and
B were of the form CVC and the combined AB form deleted
the final consonant of the A word (e.g., biv mop, bimop).
The deleted consonant was always a fricative or a nasal
from the set /s, z, v, z, f, m, n/, and never a stop consonant.
Following exposure, participants were given a twoalternative forced choice task with 30 items, of the same
types as Experiment 1: Old Items, New Items, and New
Consonant Items. In New Consonant Items, the deleted
item was always a stop consonant /p, t, k, b, d, g/.
Participants were told to select the pair of words that best
represented the language they had heard prior to the test.

We compared the Trained Condition (mean = 0.98, CI ±
0.012) to the No-Training control condition (mean = 0.63,
CI ± 0.11) via a 2X3 mixed-design ANOVA. There was a
significant effect of training (F(1,24) = 44.98, p < 0.0001),
suggesting that participants learned the deletion pattern.
There was no significant effect of test item (F(2,48) = 1.44,
p = 0.25), and no interaction (F(2,48) = 2.00, p = 0. 14).
We also compared the Training (mean = 0.96, CI ± 0.039)
and the Control (mean = 0.63, CI ± 0.15) conditions
specifically for the New Consonant Items, in order to assess
generalization to novel consonants. There was a significant
difference between the Control and the Trained conditions
(t(24) = 4.74, p < 0.0001), suggesting generalization to the
novel consonants.

Discussion

Materials

Participants were able to generalize to novel consonants in
the consonant deletion pattern. This suggests that
generalization to novel consonants can be achieved if the
pattern in question is highly general.

Spoken materials were produced by a female native English
speaker in a sound-attenuated booth. The speaker had no
knowledge of the design or purpose of the experiment.
Consonants were drawn from the set: /p, t, k, b, d, g, s, z, v,
z, f, m, n/ and vowels were taken from the set /a, e, i, o, u/.
Care was taken so that all of the stimuli were non-words in
English. Examples of training stimuli can be found in Table
3, below.

General Discussion

Table 3: Experiment 2 Training Items.
A (CVC)
pim
fev
buf

B (CVC)
bop
sof
ven

AB (CVCVC)
pibop
fesof
buven

Procedure
The procedure of Experiment 2 was identical to Experiment
1, except that participants in Experiment 2 were told that
they were listening to words in sets of three, and the third
word would be a combination of the first two words (just as
‘tooth’ and ‘brush’ combine to form ‘toothbrush’).

Results
Proportion of correct responses for all conditions are given
in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Results.

This paper explored the situations in which learners are able
to generalize to novel consonants in an artificial grammar
learning experiment. Previous artificial grammar learning
experiments have shown that adult learners can generalize
to novel vowels (Chambers, et al., 2010; Finley &
Badecker, 2009; Skoruppa & Peperkamp, 2011), but not
novel consonants (Peperkamp & Dupoux, 2007; Peperkamp,
et al., 2006). Experiment 1 ruled out the possibility that the
difference between vowels and consonants was purely
methodological. Using an identical paradigm to Finley and
Badecker (2009), we exposed learners to a consonant
harmony pattern, and then tested generalization of that novel
consonant harmony pattern; learners did not extend the
harmony pattern to novel consonants. The methods for
consonant harmony learning were identical to those used in
previous vowel harmony learning experiments, and the
consonant harmony pattern was parallel to the vowel
harmony learning paradigm. Therefore, one must conclude
that the representations of the consonant harmony pattern
were subject to different constraints than vowel harmony.
Because vowel harmony typically involves all the vowels in
the inventory (excluding only a small subset of vowels), but
consonant harmony typically only involves a small subset of
consonants (e.g., sibilant consonants), and excludes a large
number of consonants in the language, consonant harmony
patterns are much more likely to be restricted to a small,
relatively idiosyncratic set of consonants. This may lead
learners to form a restrictive set of consonants that follow
the consonant harmony pattern, leading to a failure to
generalize to novel consonants.
If generalization to novel consonants depends on a
phonological pattern that applies to a large set of
vowels/consonants, consonant harmony may not be the most
ideal case. In Experiment 2, we tested learners’ ability to
generalize novel consonants to a highly general deletion
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pattern. In this pattern, the first consonant of a pair of
adjacent consonants was deleted. During training, the
deleted item was always a fricative. At test, learners
generalized to stops, which had not participated in the
deletion process. Participants generalized to the novel stops,
suggesting that the learners had formed a general
representation of the deletion process.
The results of the present set of experiments demonstrate
that the level of generality of representation depends largely
on the type of process in question. A consonant harmony
pattern that requires agreement between pairs of stops and
fricatives is highly specific, and therefore subject to specific
interpretation. Deletion, however, is highly general,
applying to all consonants, and is therefore subject to a
highly general interpretation.
The high degree of specificity found in patterns in
consonant harmony is consistent with the theories of vowels
and consonants put forth by Nespor and colleagues
discussed above (Bonatti, et al., 2005; Toro, et al., 2007;
Toro, et al., 2008). One reason that processes involving
consonants tend to carry more lexical information is that
there is a much higher degree of variation among
consonants than vowels. This means that patterns involving
consonants should be more likely to be subject to specific
representations compared to vowels, which vary on a
smaller number of dimensions compared to consonants.

Conclusions
While previous experiments investigating feature-based
generalization in consonants have failed to show
generalization to novel consonants, the present study
demonstrated for the first time that learners can generalize
to novel consonants when the phonological pattern is highly
general. Learners of a novel consonant deletion pattern were
able to generalize to consonants that had not previously
undergone deletion. However, when exposed to a highly
specific consonant harmony pattern, learners failed to
generalize to novel consonants. This suggests that learners
are able to form highly general representations for novel
phonological patterns when these patterns apply to a wide
range of consonants/vowels.
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Memory limitations alone do not lead to over-regularization:
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Abstract

Although children’s tendency toward over-regularization is
well-established, the reason for the difference between adults
and children is far from clear. The “less is more” hypothesis
suggests that over-regularization may be due to some aspect
of children’s cognitive capacities, such as their poorer memory. Adults do tend to over-regularize more when the input is
complex, when the probabilities involved are small (Hudson
Kam & Newport, 2009), or when lexical retrieval is more difficult (Hudson Kam & Chang, 2009). This may be because
more complex input imposes more of a load on their cognitive
resources. The “less is more” hypothesis is also supported
by computational work (Elman, 1993) suggesting that learning is easier when early input is simpler (although that work
does not speak to the issue of over-regularization). In general,
there has been little computational or experimental research
that directly measures or manipulates memory or processing
speed and evaluates whether these are associated with different degrees of over-regularization in adults.

The “less is more” hypothesis suggests that one reason adults
and children differ in their language acquisition abilities is
that they also differ in other cognitive capacities. According
to one version, children’s relatively poor memory may make
them more likely to over-regularize inconsistent input (Hudson
Kam & Newport, 2005, 2009). This paper investigates this
hypothesis experimentally and computationally. Experiments
in which adults were placed under a high cognitive load during a language-learning task reveal that in adults, increased
load does not result in increased over-regularization. A computational model offers a possible explanation for these results,
demonstrating that over-regularization should occur only in the
presence of memory limitations as well as a strong prior bias
for over-regularization. Taken together, these findings suggest
that the difference in over-regularization between adults and
children may not be attributable solely to differences in memory capacity between the two groups.
Keywords: language acquisition; over-regularization; statistical learning; memory; computational modelling

Introduction
In many ways, ranging from phonetic perception to aspects
of syntax, children are superior language learners than adults.
Some argue that this is because language acquisition in children is guided by language-specific acquisition procedures,
whereas adult acquisition is directed by more domain-general
learning mechanisms (e.g., Bley-Vroman, 1990). However,
there are many other possibilities, since children and adults
also differ profoundly in their cognitive capabilities, knowledge, assumptions, and typical linguistic input. Learning a
second language is made more difficult by interference from
the first language (e.g., Mayberry, 1993; Iverson et al., 2003),
adult brains are less malleable than the brains of children
(Elman et al., 1996; MacWhinney, 2005), and adults and children differ in the nature of the social support (Snow, 1999)
and linguistic input (Fernald & Simon, 1984) they receive.
One hypothesis, often called “less is more”, suggests that
the relative cognitive deficits in children may actually help
with language acquisition, either by enabling them to isolate
and analyze the separate components of a linguistic stimulus (Newport, 1990), or by leading them to over-regularize
inconsistent input (Hudson Kam & Newport, 2005, 2009).
Children do indeed over-regularize while adults do not. Deaf
children exposed to the inconsistent sign language of hearing parents will over-regularize that language and produce
regular grammatical forms (Singleton & Newport, 2004), as
will children exposed to inconsistent input in an artificial language (Hudson Kam & Newport, 2005). By contrast, adult
language learners are known to produce highly variable, inconsistent utterances, even after years of experience with the
language and after their grammars have stabilized (Johnson,
Shenkman, Newport, & Medin, 1996).

In previous work I investigated whether adults placed under cognitive load over-regularized more (Perfors & Burns,
2010). The logic was that if deficiencies in the particular capacities involved in the load tasks are what cause children
to over-regularize, then adults under heavy load should behave more like children in their pattern of over-regularization.
Adults took part in a standard word-learning task, but in some
conditions they also had to solve equations (OPERATIONAL
LOAD ) or read sentences ( VERBAL LOAD ) in between wordlearning trials. People did not over-regularize in any condition, regardless of load. However, because the additional load
tasks were interspersed rather than concurrent, it is possible
that the load tasks did not interfere with memory enough to
have an effect. In the first part of this paper I therefore report
the results of an experiment that address this possibility by
placing adults under concurrent memory load. As before, the
participants failed to over-regularize in all conditions.
The second part of the paper uses a simple computational
model to explain these results. The model systematically
explores how different degrees and types of memory limitation affect over-regularization. It also investigates how
memory limitations interact with prior biases for or against
over-regularization. Results indicate that over-regularization
only occurs when both memory limitations and a strong prior
bias for over-regularization are present; neither alone is sufficient. Taken together with the experimental findings, they
suggest that adult-child differences in over-regularization do
not emerge from differences in memory capacity alone; adults
may additionally have different prior biases about how to respond to inconsistent input.
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Experiment

Results

50 adults were recruited from the University of Adelaide and
surrounding community and were paid $10. Subjects completed a word-learning task in which they were taught 10
novel two-word labels. Interspersed with the word-learning
task was an interference task that required people to memorize a list of letters at the beginning of each trial and report
that list at the end. Subjects in the HIGH LOAD condition
had to memorize six letters each time, and in the LOW LOAD
condition they had to memorize three. These results are compared to performance of an additional 25 subjects in a control
NO LOAD condition, as reported in Perfors and Burns (2010).
The word learning task was modelled after a similar task
described by Hudson Kam and Newport (2009). Their language contained 51 words, taught over the course of 9-12
days. Of critical interest was the evaluation of performance
on the determiners, which were associated with nouns in
an inconsistent fashion: participants heard the main determiner only 60% of the time. Conditions varied according to
how many other determiners there were (always evenly distributed). Participants were asked to provide the noun and
determiner associated with a scene and sentence and the frequency with which each determiner was produced was noted.
In order to remove extraneous elements of the task so as to
focus on the determiner-production aspect, the “language” in
this experiment consisted of 10 nouns, all two-syllable nonsense words mapped to images representing common objects.
Each noun was followed by a one-syllable determiner: the
main determiner occurred 60% of the time, and each of the
four noise determiners occurred 10% of the time.1 The specific image-label mapping and choice of main determiner was
randomized for each participant.
The task consisted of a total of 200 trials of image-label
pairs. On each trial, an image appeared on the computer
screen and at the same time the person heard a female voice
provide the label: for instance, they might see a picture of a
baby and hear churbit mot. In the NO LOAD condition, participants went to the next trial by clicking a next button. In
the two load conditions, each image was preceded by a list of
letters to memorize (six letters in the HIGH LOAD condition
and three in LOW LOAD), which was visible for 2.5 seconds.
The image was displayed for 1.5 seconds and followed by
a response phase in which participants reported the last set
of letters in order. At that point memorization accuracy and
time taken to respond were displayed, and when the participant pressed next the next set of letters to memorize appeared.
Learning was tested with 10 questions every 50 trials, for
a total of 40 test questions. At each test, the participant was
presented with an image and asked to verbally produce the
label for it, which the experimenter (who was blind to the
correct answers) wrote down. No feedback was given.
1 Noun

words used were: dragnip, raygler, churbit, tramdel, shelbin, pugbo, wolid, foutray, nipag, and yeetom. Objects used were:
babies, balls, beds, birds, books, cars, cats, cups, dogs, and shoes.
The five determiners were: mot, ped, sib, kag, and zuf.

There are two natural questions we must answer.2 First, is the
load task difficult enough? Second, did participants in either
of the load conditions over-regularize by producing the main
determiner more than 60% of the time?
Was the load task difficult enough? There are two ways
to evaluate whether the load tasks were sufficiently challenging to the cognitive capacities of the participants, whilst still
being easy enough so that people could acquire at least some
of the image-label mappings in the word-learning task. One
indication that people were taking the load task seriously is
that participants in both load conditions were reasonably accurate in memorizing letters: HIGH LOAD averaged 56% of
letters correct (a mean of 3.4 letters per trial) and LOW LOAD
averaged 85% correct (2.5 letters per trial).3 Another indication is that participants learned fewer noun-image mappings
if they were in the load conditions. Each person’s answers
were coded as correct if the noun they produced was identical to or phonologically similar to the correct noun for that
image (e.g., wolin instead of wolid). Participants performed
above chance in all conditions, but significantly worse in
HIGH LOAD (41%) and LOW LOAD (47%) than in NO LOAD
(67%), suggesting that the interference tasks were, indeed,
imposing significant strain on their cognitive resources.4
Did adults over-regularize more when under cognitive
load? Following Hudson Kam and Newport (2009), participants who did not get at least 9 out of the final 20 nouns
correct on the test trials were excluded.5 Then, on every valid
trial (in which a correct noun was produced), I calculated the
percentage of time either the main determiner, any other determiner (noise), or no determiner was produced. Figure 1
demonstrates that there were no significant differences between conditions in terms of main determiner production:
that is, participants in the load conditions were not significantly more likely to over-regularize.6
2 In Perfors and Burns (2010) we addressed a third question:
whether lower performance on a separate working memory task predicted greater over-regularization in the word learning task. I performed a similar analysis here and found no evidence for such a
relationship, but do not have space to describe this analysis in detail.
3 To ensure that results were not due solely to participants who
did not take the load task seriously, all analyses were repeated after
excluding participants who got fewer than 50% or 70% correct; in
both cases, all results are qualitatively identical.
4 A one-way Anova on nouns correct by condition was significant: F(2, 72) = 7.56, p = 0.001. Post-hoc comparisons using the
Tukey-Kremar test indicated that the mean score for the NO LOAD
condition (M=0.667, SD = 0.05) was significantly different than the
mean for the HIGH LOAD (M = 0.407, SD = 0.05) and LOW LOAD
(M = 0.473, S = 0.05) conditions, but the latter two were not significantly different from each other.
5 This resulted in keeping 23 subjects in the NO LOAD condition,
15 in HIGH LOAD, and 19 in LOW LOAD. All analyses were also performed without this exclusion; results were qualitatively identical.
6 One-way Anova on main determiner production by condition:
F(2, 49) = 2.05, p = 0.1393. To further explore this outcome, a
post-hoc comparison using Tukey-Kramer indicated no significant
difference between any of the conditions compared pairwise.
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Figure 1: Performance by condition in determiner production. There
was no significant difference between conditions in tendency to
over-regularize. Error bars are standard error.

This is suggestive, but because it is an analysis of mean
performances this outcome may be hiding individual overregularization in different directions. To evaluate this possibility, following Hudson Kam and Newport (2009) a “consistency threshold” of 90% was set: each participant was coded
as consistent main, consistent noise, or consistent none if they
produced the determiner type in question on at least 90% of
the valid trials, and not consistent if they did not.7 Figure 2
shows that few participants were consistent in any way, and
differences between conditions were minor. In order to determine if the tendency to over-regularize changed as they
acquired more of the language, analyses for both Figures 1
and 2 were repeated for the first and second half of testing.
Results were qualitatively similar for all analyses.
Hudson Kam and Newport (2005, 2009) hypothesize that
differences in cognitive capabilities between children and
adults may lead to differences in regularization, either because children are less efficient at encoding memories, or because they have more difficulty retrieving specific memory
forms. Either way, the theory suggests that children will overregularize some forms and fail to produce others, but adults
will store and retrieve the memories more veridically.
Another possibility is that children simply have a prior bias
to favor regularization, whereas adults do not. This bias might
be language-specific (e.g., Bickerton, 1984) or more domaingeneral; either way, it would result from something other than
age-related differences in memory capacity. In the next section I use a computational model to investigate the expected
effects of both prior biases and memory limitations, and how
they trade off against each other.

Computational analysis
Most tasks in which there is the potential for overregularization can be described abstractly as tasks in which
there are k possible outcomes and the learner must learn the
distribution over those outcomes. In this experiment there
are six outcomes associated with each noun (five for each of
the determiners, and one for no determiner), while in a typical probability matching task, the outcomes might be the fre7 The

0.7

0.2

0

Consistent noise
Consistent main
Consistent none
Not consistent

0.9

Proportion of all answers

Proportion of time produced

0.9

results do not change if the threshold is 70% or 80%.

No load

High load

Low load

Figure 2: Individual consistency in determiner production by condition. For the most part, few participants showed any consistency
in their pattern of determiner usage, and those in the load conditions
did not tend to be more consistent.

quency of different colors of flashing lights or cards in a deck.
This situation is captured by the multinomial distribution,
where θi denotes the probability of outcome i and ∑ki=1 θi = 1.
In a multinomial, the data for the observed outcomes y are
generated from the underlying θ according to:
p(y|θ) =



k
y1 . . . yk



k

∏ θi i .
y

(1)

i=1

The task of the learner is to reason backward from the outcomes y to infer the nature of the underlying “true” distribution θ. Which distribution is learned will depend on two
things: the nature of the data y and any prior beliefs about
what θ should look like.8 A natural, mathematically elegant,
and widely used prior for multinomial data is the Dirichlet
distribution (Gelman, Carlin, Stern, & Rubin, 2003). This
model uses a symmetric Dirichlet distribution, which imposes
no prior bias in favor of any one outcome more than another
across the whole dataset. Symmetric Dirichlet distributions
have one parameter, α, which captures the degree to which
each item (noun) is expected to be associated with only one
outcome (determiner); it governs the extent of the bias for
over-regularization. If α is very small, there is a strong bias
for over-regularization: the model will assume that each noun
is associated with only one determiner (although, because the
prior is symmetric, it will have no prior bias about which determiner is most likely). When α = 1, there is no bias for
over-regularization; it is assumed that each outcome will occur with equal probability. I evaluate the role of the prior by
considering four values of α: 1 (NO BIAS), 0.5 (WEAK BIAS),
0.05 (MEDIUM BIAS), and 0.005 (STRONG BIAS).
In addition to varying the strength of the prior bias for
over-regularization, it is necessary to also model the effects of
memory. How to do this is less obvious, but the most straightforward possibilities are to capture memory limitations via a
corruption of the observed data y (which, in the uncorrupted
8 A complete absence of prior belief would mean that θ should
always match the observed distribution y precisely; such a learner
would never generalize beyond the input at all. It is possible to have
very mild prior beliefs – e.g., the weak expectation that any outcome
is equally likely – which would still enable some generalization.
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Figure 3: Model performance varying the strength of the prior bias (columns) and the effect of different kinds of memory limitation (rows).
Each graph shows the proportion of consistent classifications out of 50 iterations (on the y axis) as a function of the percentage of memory
affected (on the x axis): n% means that n% of the data are either dropped (DROP), flipped randomly (RANDOM), or reconstructed based on the
prior (PRIOR - BASED). Over-regularization only occurs when memory is limited and there is a medium-to-strong prior for over-regularization.

case, always precisely follows the proportions of the input in
the experiment: one determiner occurs 60% of the time, and
four others occur 10% of the time).
How might memory corrupt the data? One possibility is
to assume, as a first approximation, that memory loss simply
means dropping data at random (the DROP condition). Dropping different proportions of the data would therefore map
onto differences in memory capacity. Another possibility is
to assume that memory limitations result in data being forgotten and then reconstructed by the mind. A trivial way to
reconstruct such data would be to randomly randomly reassign “forgotten” data to any of the possible determiners with
equal probability; this is the RANDOM condition. A more
natural reconstruction method might be to presume that forgotten data is reconstructed according to the prior probability
(the PRIOR - BASED condition). This can be modelled using
the Chinese Restaurant Process:
ni
N +α
α
P(new determiner|previous data) =
N +α
P(determiner i|previous data) =

where ni refers to the number of observations involving determiner i made so far, N is the number of observations total,
and α is the same parameter that captures the prior bias. In
fact, the Chinese Restaurant Process gives the same distribution as draws from a Dirichlet process, which is why it is a
natural way to capture memory loss within this model.
Predictions about the expected distribution over outcomes
given the data and the priors are given by Bayes Rule:9
9 The integral in the denominator is calculated by drawing 10,000
samples of θ from the Dirichlet distribution parameterized by α.

P(θ|y, α) = R

P(y|θ, α)P(θ|α)
′ , α)P(θ′ |α)dθ′
P(y|θ
θ′

(2)

Figure 3 shows expected performance by prior bias and
memory. To make the model results comparable to the experimental findings, consistency is calculated the same way as in
the experiment: e.g., consistent main means that on that iteration the model predicted that 90% or more of the determiners
should be the main one. Each of the stacked bars reflects the
proportion of runs (out of 50) in which the model achieved
any of the kinds of consistency.
There are two striking things about these results. First,
they demonstrate that simply having a prior bias for overregularization is insufficient to cause over-regularization.
This is because the quantity of data must also be small. In
this model, memory limitations had the effect of limiting
the quantity of (accurate) data, but other data-limiting factors might also include bottlenecks in the input or attentional
restrictions. The reason that a prior bias alone is insufficient
is because a sufficient quantity of data will always overcome
any prior; a rational learner should think it much more likely
that a given determiner actually occurs 60% of the time if it
is observed in 600 out of 1000 observations rather than 3 out
of 5. Because quantity of the data matters, a prior bias only
has an effect when there is little veridical data available.
The second implication of these results is that memory
limitations alone do not result in over-regularization either.
Memory limitations must occur along with some sort of prior
bias for over-regularization, whether it comes in when memory is being reconstructed or when interpreting situations
where there are few observations. The reason a prior bias
is necessary is because without it, memory limitations don’t
change the overall pattern of data. For instance, suppose
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a learner was exposed to 10 determiners following the distribution in the data (6-1-1-1-1-0). If the learner randomly
forgot 60% of them, they would be unlikely to forget all of
the noise determiners and more likely to forget some of each
type. Without a strong prior towards over-regularization, the
learner wouldn’t ignore the noise items that remain, and thus
would not over-regularize. Even in the extreme where 90%
of the data is forgotten, over-regularization should not occur:
when there is very little data the prior is weighted more heavily, so without a prior for over-regularization, a learner given
very little data will assume that any outcome is possible.

Discussion
The “less is more” hypothesis suggests that one reason for
the difference between adult and children in language acquisition is due to unequal cognitive capacities: children’s poor
memory may make them more likely to over-regularize inconsistent input. In an experiment building on Perfors and
Burns (2010), adults were placed under a high cognitive load
and the effect of this manipulation was evaluated. Although
the cognitive load was strong enough to impair performance,
increased load did not lead to increased over-regularization.
Modeling work demonstrates that over-regularization should
only emerge if the learner is has both a limited memory and a
strong prior bias for over-regularization.
Taken together, these results suggest that memory limitations are necessary but not sufficient for over-regularization
to emerge, and therefore memory differences between children and adults cannot be the only reason children but not
adults over-regularize. This finding is consistent with other
work showing that children with better memories or faster
processing speed actually do better at learning language (e.g.,
Fernald, Perfors, & Marchman, 2006; Rose, Feldman, &
Jankowski, 2009). It maybe that children do have some sort
of prior bias favoring over-regularization that adults lack, but
it is worth considering possible limitations first.
It is theoretically possible that the load tasks were not difficult enough to limit adults’ memories to the point that any effects would be visible. However, this seems unlikely, for two
reasons. First, the load tasks significantly impaired people’s
ability to learn the nouns, indicating that they placed a heavy
burden on the learners. Second, even in analyses where one
would expect poorer performance (e.g., on just the first half
of test trials, or including even participants who learned very
few nouns) there was no tendency toward over-regularization.
This suggests that the reason adults failed to over-regularize
was not that they simply found the task too easy. For similar
reasons, it is unlikely that the simplicity of the task (learning noun-determiner pairings rather than full languages) is
the reason for the findings; I will pursue this in future work.
On first glance, these findings might appear to contradict
those of Hudson Kam and Chang (2009), who found that
over-regularization in adults could be diminished by improving the ease of lexical retrieval. However, they aimed to make
adults less like children by making the cognitive load easier,

rather than to make adults act more like children by making
it harder. It is possible that there is an inherent asymmetry to adults’ performance: that it is relatively easy to make
adults over-regularize less, but that getting them to regularize
more is difficult. The computational model is consistent with
this possibility, and such an asymmetry certainly exists in
decision-making problems, in which great efforts have been
made to stop adults from probability matching, to little avail
(e.g., Shanks, Tunney, & McCarthy, 2002).
The computational model in this paper was deliberately
chosen to be extremely simple in order to minimize the extent to which the results are dependent on arbitrary modeling
choices. There was only free parameter in the model (α) and
it was systematically varied. The multinomial distribution
is the most obvious and widely-used way of capturing distributional data in which many outcomes are likely, and the
Dirichlet distribution is the most widely-used and mathematically elegant prior for multinomial data. Memory limitations
were modeled simplistically, but in a way that captures to a
first approximation the different ways in which memory constraints might have an effect (either losing information or distorting it in different ways). Moreover, the qualitative results
were driven by model-independent factors: a prior bias is necessary because memory limitations alone do not change the
pattern of data remembered, and some sort of data-limiting
mechanism (like a memory constraint) is necessary because
otherwise any prior bias for over-regularization will be overwhelmed by the inconsistent data in the input. It is therefore
unlikely that incorporating a more realistic memory model
would change these results in any qualitative way, although
this topic is being explored further in my lab.
One assumption inherent in the model is that it is Bayesian,
meaning that it predicts the behavior of a rational learner.
This means that the importance of previous biases (the prior)
and fitting the data (likelihood) are balanced in a particular
way (according to Bayes’ Rule). However, every model needs
to perform some tradeoff between these two factors. Because
of this, models that weigh these tradeoffs differently might
vary quantitatively, but all models except for the most pathological10 should show that over-regularization is more likely
when the input is limited and the prior bias for it is strong.
It is also worth noting that, although the model is Bayesian,
this is not an ideal learning analysis; because the model incorporates different kinds of memory limitations, it should
be more properly understood as a “capacity-limited” rational
model. It thus allows us to investigate what a rational learner
with certain capacity constraints might be expected to do.
This sort of approach is an important step toward bridging
computational-level and process-level accounts of cognition.
One simplification this model makes is that it is incapable
of learning that different kinds of items might be associated
with very different distributions (e.g., that some nouns are
associated with only one determiner, but some are associated
10 “Pathological” models include those that don’t learn at all from
data or never generalize at all beyond the data.
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with many). That extra complexity was unnecessary to model
this experiment, in which all items have the same distribution
of determiners and consistency is calculated across the entire
dataset. Existing models corresponding to an extension of
this one have been used to capture complex phenomena including word-learning biases (Kemp, Perfors, & Tenenbaum,
2007; Perfors & Tenenbaum, 2009) and verb construction
learning (Perfors, Tenenbaum, & Wonnacott, 2010).
How do we interpret the prior bias for over-regularization
in the model? Independent evidence suggests that such a bias
might be domain-general, since children over-regularize but
adults do not even in non-linguistic domains like predicting
which light will flash (e.g., Shanks et al., 2002; Weir, 1964;
Derks & Paclisanu, 1967) or how often a cause will result
in a given effect (Schulz & Sommerville, 2006). That said,
the model incorporates no assumptions about the domainspecificity or domain-generality of the prior. It encodes the
degree to which a bias for over-regularization exists, but the
question of its origin is a matter for future work.
One final important point should be made: these findings
are relevant only to the version of the “less is more” hypothesis that makes reference to over-regularization (Hudson Kam
& Newport, 2005, 2009). The original theory is focused more
on whether linguistic input is broken down into components
or not (Newport, 1990); it suggests that as a result of their superior memories, adults may memorize entire frozen chunks
of the input, while children – who are only able to recall
smaller portions – find it easier to isolate linguistic components. This paper is not relevant to that version of the “less
is more” hypothesis, since it postulates different mechanisms
and applies to different phenomena.
It also remains possible that child-adult differences in overregularization might be driven by cognitive factors that have
effects beyond limiting or distorting input. Such differences
could arise from variations in the ability to use metacognitive
strategies (e.g., Flavell, Green, Flavell, Harris, & Astington,
1995). It may be that adults’ ability to introspect and reason about their own cognition makes them more likely to rely
on explicit rather than implicit learning (Ullman, 2004) – a
difference that has been hypothesized to be the root of childadult differences in language acquisition. A bias for overregularization might result from a generalized preference for
simplicity on the part of children. A great deal of work remains to be done to investigate the many possibilities that
remain open, but this work suggests that memory alone is not
the root of child-adult differences in the tendency to overregularize inconsistent input.
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Abstract
Children are guided by constraints and biases in word
learning. In the case of the shape bias—the tendency to
extend count nouns by similarity in shape—previous findings
have revealed that learning plays an important role in its
development (e.g., Smith et al., 2002). Some have proposed
that children acquire inductive constraints like the shape bias
by making inferences about observed data on multiple levels
of abstraction (e.g., Smith et al. 2002; Kemp et al., 2007). The
current study provides support for this hypothesis by
demonstrating that preschoolers can rapidly and flexibly form
overhypotheses about the role of arbitrary features, not just
shape, in determining how words refer to object categories.
This work suggests that when learning individual words,
children are also learning about words simultaneously.
Children’s ability to “learn to learn” may have implications
for the origins of learning biases in many different cognitive
domains, not just in language learning.
Keywords: word learning; shape bias; inductive constraints;
overhypothesis; rational inference

Introduction
Much of what we know about the world depends on
inductive learning—inferring an underlying general
principle based on limited data. Induction is not a trivial
problem: in principle, there is an infinite set of possible
generalizations that can be made from the same observed
examples (Quine, 1960). For example, in the domain of
word learning, from hearing the word ‘dog’ while observing
a situation involving the presence of a dog, a learner could
hypothesize that the word refers to fur, cute, tail, dog that is
alive, or undetached dog parts, among a potentially infinite
set of possible meanings.
Learning must therefore be constrained by biases of some
sort (Keil, 1981; Markman, 1989). Children rely on
inductive constraints in many cognitive domains, such as
word learning (e.g., Landau, Smith, & Jones, 1998;
Markman, 1989) and physical and psychological reasoning
(Baillargeon, 2008; Carey & Spelke, 1996; Gergely &

Csibra, 2003). Given the early appearance of these
constraints, it seems conceivable that some may be innately
given. It is possible, however, that some of the early
cognitive biases might be learned. For example, 1.5-yearolds can be trained to exhibit a shape bias in word learning,
extending a newly-learned label to a similarly-shaped object
(e.g., Smith et al., 2002; see also Samuelson, 2002).
The acquisition of inductive biases continues through
childhood and adulthood and takes place not only in the
domain of word learning. Based on only a few examples,
toddlers and preschoolers can learn the dimension used in
classification and apply this knowledge to sort new objects
into new categories (Macario, Shipley, & Billman, 1990;
Mareschal & Tan, 2007). From observing causal relations of
an initial set of objects, preschoolers and adults form
abstract causal schemata and use them to make inferences
about the behaviors of newly-encountered objects (Kemp,
Goodman, & Tenenbaum, 2010; Lucas, Gopnik, &
Griffiths, 2010). In all of these cases, learners rapidly
acquire abstract knowledge of some form that helps them
readily learn about novel items or situations based on sparse
data. How do learners acquire knowledge that guides
subsequent learning? How do they “learn to learn”?
A constraint on learning, whether in the form of
perceptual biases (e.g., shape bias) or principles or systems
of relations (e.g., causal schemata), is a type of abstract
knowledge specifying how things work in general, going
beyond individual instances. Having such a constraint thus
requires learners to represent knowledge on multiple levels;
the constraint itself is a form of higher-level knowledge, or
overhypothesis (Goodman, 1955). In the case of the shape
bias, the learner may have some lower-level knowledge that
objects labeled as ‘ball’ are all spherical, but do not seem to
all be white or plastic; this first-order knowledge is about
each individual category. Having the shape bias means that
the learner also has some higher-level knowledge that
objects that share the same name share the same shape, but
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not color or material; this second-order knowledge is an
overhypothesis about how categories in general are
organized. This higher-level knowledge allows learners to
be able to readily extend a newly learned count noun to new
instances.
Several computational models have been proposed to
explain how the acquisition of higher-level knowledge can
account for the emergence of some inductive constraints
such as shape bias. Some models provide a more
mechanistic account of learning (e.g., Colunga & Smith,
2005), while others focus on the computational principles
underlying the acquisition of multi-level knowledge (e.g.,
Kemp, Perfors, & Tenenbaum, 2007; Perfors & Tenenbaum,
2009).
The primary focus of this paper is to examine what factors
influence children’s acquisition of higher-order abstractions,
and to what extent they are able to use such abstractions to
guide subsequent learning. Previous work indicates that
toddlers and preschoolers can rapidly achieve higher-order
generalizations about object dimensions (e.g., shape) in
word extension and in object categorization, based on very
little input (e.g., Smith et al. 2002; Macario, et al., 1990).
Here, we aim to explore the flexibility and limits of such
rapid higher-order learning in children—in particular,
whether children are capable of learning higher-level
knowledge about arbitrary features. Our goal is to shed light
on the kinds of mechanisms children engage in for acquiring
higher-level abstractions and the experimental paradigm we
develop may be helpful in the future to discriminate among
different models of higher-level learning.
This study explores whether children’s rapid acquisition
of overhypotheses requires the target feature to be already
salient (like shape or color). If inductive constraints such as
the shape bias emerge as a general mechanism of acquiring
higher-level knowledge, then we would expect children to
be able to form higher-level abstractions over dimensions
that are not shape. That is, given appropriate statistical
regularities in the input, children should be able to acquire
overhypotheses over dimensions that are less salient than
shape and perhaps even arbitrary dimensions they have
never been exposed to. Recent findings suggest that adults
can do so, forming overhypotheses rapidly over arbitrary
dimensions in learning artificial object categories (Perfors &
Tenenbaum, 2009). It is unclear whether children can do so
quickly with arbitrary and completely novel features.
To test this, we asked two questions. First, can children
form higher-level generalizations about the relevance of
arbitrary dimensions in a word-extension task? Second, can
they do so rapidly, on the basis of small amounts of data –
as quickly as they form first-order generalizations? The task
was modeled after a similar task with adults (Perfors and
Tenenbaum, 2009). Children were shown categories of
animals with novel labels for each category, where the
animals were organized according to symbols on some body
parts. Afterwards, they were asked to extend a trained name
(first-order generalization) and a novel name (second-order
generalization).

A secondary goal of the current study is to examine the
kinds of input that affect children’s ability to form higherlevel generalizations in word learning. While Smith et al.
(2002) provided evidence that toddlers can achieve higherlevel generalizations about the role of shape in word-toobject mapping, it is unclear what aspects of the input most
influenced this. Did the rapid higher-order learning occur
because shape was such a highly coherent feature in the
object categories children were exposed to? In the real
world, there is certainly noise in the input—e.g., chairs are
not always shaped in the same way. As a result, we would
expect children to be able to achieve higher-level
abstractions when the relevant feature is not 100% coherent.
Can they indeed do this? We are also interested in exploring
how category structure—in terms of the number of
categories and the number of total items—might influence
higher-level learning. We addressed these questions in this
study by varying children’s input in terms of feature
coherence and category structure.

Method
Participants
Sixty 4- to 6-year-olds (Mean 58.5 months; range 48.3-79.8;
37 boys, 23 girls), all native speakers of English,
participated. Twelve additional children were eliminated
due to refusal to participate (2), inattentiveness (3), or side
bias (7, see Procedure below). Families were recruited from
the Berkeley area and surrounding communities.

Materials
The stimulus materials consisted of images of artificially
constructed animal categories, presented on a computer
laptop. Within each trial, all instances of the animals in the
training and test phases were of the same overall geometric
shape (see Figure 1). For each instance of animal, each of
four particular body parts (e.g., hump, tail, front leg, and
hind leg) contained a different symbol. Two of these body
parts each contained a symbol that was shared among
animals of the same training category (e.g., ‘δ’ on the hump
and ‘∇’ on the hind leg, in the trial displayed in Figure 1);
these were the relevant features for categorization. The
other two body parts (e.g., tail and front leg) each contained
a symbol that varied among animals of the same training
category; they were the irrelevant features.
The animals from different trials (see Design below)
differed considerably in their appearances in terms of color
scheme and morphology. Moreover, the relative locations of
the relevant and irrelevant features also varied across trials.
For example, in a different trial, the animals were gray and
looked bear-like standing upright, with the front left paw
and right ear as the relevant features, and the tummy and the
right hind paw as the irrelevant features. This was done to
increase stimulus diversity and thus to minimize
perseveration by children across trials. A different set of
novel names was used to label the training categories of
animals in each trial.
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Design
All children received 2 orientation trials and 6 critical trials.
a. Training phase

“bilarks”

questions. In the first-order generalization test, children
were shown an animal instance they had already seen in the
training phase (familiar-target), and were asked which of
two other novel animal instances was of the same name
(Figure 1b). One choice item shared the same marks on the
relevant features (relevant match), and the other choice item
shared the same marks on the irrelevant features (irrelevant
match). The second-order generalization test was structured
similarly, except that the target was a novel animal instance,
with feature values children had not seen before (noveltarget; Figure 1c). Half of the children received the firstorder generalization test before the second-order
generalization test for all trials, whereas the other half
received the tests in the reverse order.
Trial type The trials varied in the coherence of category
features (75% or 100%) and in category structure (16-4, 162, and 8-2). In the 100%-coherence trials, all animals of
each training category shared the same feature value on each
of the relevant features; in the 75%-coherence trials, only
three quarters of the animals did. The 3 types of categorystructure trials varied in the number of training total items in
training and the number of training categories: the 16-4
trials presented 16 total items in 4 categories; the 16-2 trials
with 16 total items in 2 categories; the 8-2 trials with 8 total
items in 2 categories. Each child received a total of 6 critical
trials, from crossing category features (2) and category
structure (3). Figure 1 provides an example of a 100%coherence and 16-2-category-structure trial.

“sarlins”

Procedure

b. First-order generalization

c. Second-order generalization

Figure 1: Example stimuli for a critical trial
Trial structure Each critical trial consisted of 3 phases:
training, the first-order generalization test, and the secondorder generalization test. In the training phase, children
were shown a number of categories of animals and told their
names (Figure 1a). After the training phase, each child was
tested on first-order and second-order generalization

The children were told that they would be playing a sticker
game involving the computer. Each child was seated in front
of a laptop computer, with the experimenter sitting next to
the child and using a mouse to advance the slides on the
computer. The experimenter explained to the child that the
child would see some animals that had marks on their body
parts, be told what the different animals were called, be
asked to point to some animal every once in a while, and
receive a sticker each time they responded.
The experiment then proceeded with 2 orientation trials
and 6 critical trials. The orientation trials were designed to
familiarize the children with the task. They were similar to
the critical trials in structure, consisting of a training phase
and a single test.
In the training phase of the first orientation trial, the child
saw 2 novel categories of animals, on separate slides. The
animals looked identical, except that animals of the first
category had the symbol ‘#’ on their tummy while animals
of the second category had the symbol ‘@’ on their tummy.
While each category of animals was displayed, children
were told a novel name for the animals (e.g., “Look! These
are tomints”) and then saw red circles appear around the
marks (“And they have a mark right there”). Each category
of animals was accompanied by a different novel name
(tomints, lampiles).
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In the test of the first orientation trial, the child saw
shrunk images of the training categories of animals on the
top of a slide and were reminded of what they were (e.g.,
“So, we have the tomints and the lampiles”). The child then
was presented with the target item in test—one example
animal of the first category—accompanied by its name
(“Remember this one? This is a tomint”). Next, the child
saw two animals side by side, one identical to the target
(match) and one identical to the target but without the mark
on the tummy (mismatch). The child was asked to choose
one that had the same name as the target animal (e.g., “Can
you point to another tomint?”). The child was given positive
feedback for her correct choice and received a sticker. In the
rare case that a child chose the mismatch in an orientation
trial, the experimenter would repeat the trial until the child
correctly chose the match. The second orientation trial
proceeded in the same manner, but with a different set of
animals, different marks on a different body part, and
different novel names.
Each of the critical trials proceeded in the same manner as
with orientation trials, except that each critical trial included
two tests (first- and second-order generalization), and that
children received positive feedback regardless of which
choice item they chose on tests. In the first-order
generalization test, children saw the familiar-target and were
reminded of its name (e.g., “Remember this one? This is a
bilark”), then were asked to choose between the relevant
match and the irrelevant match as another instance of the
same category (“Can you point to another bilark?”). In the
second-order generalization test, the children were
introduced to the new target paired with a new novel name
(e.g., “Look at this new one. This is a morple”), then were
asked to choose between the relevant match and irrelevant
match as another example of the same name (“Can you
point to another morple?”).
The 6 critical trials were presented in pseudo-randomized
order, with no more than 2 trials of the same coherence level
in a row. Across the trials, children were presented with a
total of 12 generalization tests. The side of the relevant
match was never the same for more than 3 times in a row.
Children who pointed to the same side 11 or more times out
of the 12 tests were eliminated as exhibiting side bias.

trained name to new instances by the relevant features 63%
of the time (SD = 19), reliably different from chance
(chance = .5; t(59) = 5.34, p < .001). Similarly, in the
second-order generalization tests, children generalized the
novel name to new instances by the relevant features 61% of
the time (SD = 18), also reliably different from chance
(t(59) = 4.90, p < .001). Thus, children were able to
generalize a new novel name to new instances as soon as
they were able to generalize a trained name.

Coding

Children’s generalization did not appear to differ with
coherence level or with category structure. A 2 (coherence:
75%, 100%) by 2 (order-of-generalization: first-order,
second-order) repeated-measures ANOVA revealed no
effects of coherence, order of generalization, or interaction
of the two factors (F’s < 1.03). Similarly, a 3 (category
structure: 16-4, 16-2, 8-2) by 2 (order-of-generalization:
first-order, second-order) repeated-measures ANOVA
revealed no effects of category structure, order of
generalization, or interaction of the two (F’s < 1). As Figure
2 indicates, children performed reliably above chance on
first-order and second-order generalization tests for both
75%- and 100%-coherence trials (Figure 2a; t’s > 2.37, p’s

The percent generalization was calculated as the number of
times the child chose a relevant match out of the total times
the child chose either a relevant or an irrelevant match.
Preliminary analyses of overall percent generalization
revealed no effects of sex, age group (younger versus older
half), or whether children received the first-order or secondorder generalization first. The data were therefore collapsed
across sex, age group, and test order.

Results
As predicted, children’s first-order and second-order
generalization did not differ significantly (t(59) < 1). In the
first-order generalization tests, children generalized the

a. Generalization according category coherence
0.75

first-order
second-order

% correct generalization

0.7
0.65
0.6
0.55
0.5
0.45
0.4
100%

75%
Coherence

b. Generalization according to category structure
0.75

first-order
second-order

% correct generalization

0.7
0.65
0.6
0.55
0.5
0.45
0.4
16,4

16,2

8,2

Category Structure

Figure 2: Children’s generalization performance by
coherence (2a) and category structure (2b). Error bars
represent standard errors. Generalization was above chance
(50%), but did not differ significantly by coherence,
category structure, or level (first vs second-order).
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< .03), and for all three category-structure trials (Figure 2b;
t’s > 2.00, p’s < .05).1

Discussion
These findings show that 4- to 6-year-olds were able to
rapidly acquire an overhypothesis about the role of arbitrary
features (not just shape) governing how words are used to
refer to object categories. With as few as two categories and
eight items in the training input, children in word-extension
tests were able to make abstract (second-order)
generalization as soon as they were able to make first-order
generalizations. That is, in a matter of one to two minutes of
experience with a small set of novel object categories and
novel names, children could quickly learn an abstract
commonality across the categories and the names, and
immediately apply this abstract knowledge to guide
subsequent learning. Moreover, they could do so even when
there was noise in the input in terms of how coherently the
training categories were organized by the relevant feature.
Although this study was somewhat limited in its power
due to the fact that our children were presented with
relatively few trials each, our results do suggest that
children can flexibly and rapidly acquire overhypotheses.
These findings imply that as children learn individual
words, they are simultaneously learning abstract knowledge
about words in general as well.
Yet how is such higher-order knowledge acquired? There
are different proposals with regards to overhypothesis
learning. In what is known as the Attentional Learning
Account, Colunga and Smith (2005) have proposed that
children acquire the shape bias by detecting regularities in
the input. In particular, children first detect associations
among solid objects, count noun syntax, and objects
categories organized by shape. These associations form the
basis for learning about the relations between specific words
and specific categories (first-order knowledge), and are
eventually followed by the emergence of abstract
knowledge about relations between words and categories in
the abstract (second-order knowledge).
Recently, others have proposed that overhypotheses can
be learned via a rational inferential mechanism, as captured
by a hierarchical Bayesian model (Kemp et al., 2007;
Perfors, Tenenbaum, Griffiths, & Xu, in press; Xu, Dewar,
& Perfors, 2009). The idea is that as a learner receives data,
she makes inferences and updates hypotheses on multiple
levels of abstraction simultaneously. For example, given
each additional example of a ball labeled as ‘ball,’ the
learner may, at the first-order level, value more the
hypothesis that objects named ‘ball’ are round and value
less the hypothesis that they are white. At the same time,
each instance of a ‘ball’ also contributes to inferences on the
1

When the 7 children with the side bias were included, all analyses
gave the same result except for one that was no longer significant
(comparing 1st-order generalization on 8-2 trials against chance).

second-order level, allowing the learner to give increasing
weight to the hypothesis that objects given the same name
share the same shape, and less weight to the hypothesis that
objects of the same name share the same color.
These two proposals — the Attentional Learning Account
and the Rational Hierarchical-inferential Approach — are
similar in some respects. First, both proposals consider the
role of statistical regularities in the input in shaping the kind
of bias that emerges; the shape bias emerges not because it
is a privileged perceptual dimension in the first place, but
because of the correlations between shape-based categories
and word usage. Second, both proposals construe the
acquisition of bias as children arriving at some higher-order
abstraction. The proposals differ with respect to the kinds of
mechanisms and principles that allow the learner to make
the leap from statistical regularities in the input to higherorder knowledge. While the Attentional Learning Account
focuses on bottom-up associative processes, the Rational
Hierarchical-inferential Approach focuses on the principles
of multi-level inferences and evaluation of hypotheses.
Given that each instance of data contributes to both lower
and higher-order knowledge, the Rational HierarchicalInferential approach thus predicts that the learner can
rapidly arrive at second-order knowledge as soon as (or
even before) they obtain first-order knowledge (Kemp et al.,
2007), without first needing to learn about many instances
and categories on the lower level.
Our findings are consistent with the Rational
Hierarchical-Inferential approach, which predicts that
abstract inductive biases may be acquired quite rapidly, on
the basis of relatively sparse data. The simultaneous
inference-making on multiple levels allows the learner to
quickly acquire abstract knowledge that goes beyond that
given input and, importantly, guides subsequent learning. It
is theoretically possible that first- and second-order
knowledge are not acquired simultaneously, but are
acquired so rapidly successively (i.e., after only 8 to 16
objects) that they appeared simultaneous in our data. Still,
this is unlikely: performance, though better than chance,
was not close to ceiling, implying that if learning is not
simultaneous, it is only distinguishably different at the very
earliest stages.
Aspects of the current results are also consistent with the
Attentional Learning Account. While the rapidity of
learning and the simultaneous first- and second-order
generalizations might be unexpected, the ability to learn an
overhypothesis involving arbitrary features, given the
statistical regularities in the input, is indeed predicted by the
attentional learning approach. One possible way to examine
the differences in the learning mechanisms is to examine
how learners might be sensitive to not just the input data,
but to how the data is generated (e.g., Xu & Tenenbaum,
2007)—one key feature of rational learners.
While the children demonstrated their ability to acquire
overhypotheses despite noise in the input (as evident in their
performance on the 75%-coherence trials), it was somewhat
surprising that they did not perform reliably worse on the
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75%-coherence trials, compared to the 100%-coherence
trials. This lack of a coherence effect contrasts with a
previous finding with adults, who are influenced by feature
coherence in their overhypothesis learning in a categorylearning task (Perfors & Tenenbaum, 2009). It is possible
that there was not enough power in the current dataset,
given that the children received many fewer trials compared
to the adults in Perfors and Tenenbaum’s study (6 for
children, 30 for adults). It is also possible that coherence
would affect learning more when the learner does not have
precise information about category membership of the
training instances, as with adults. Future work will explore
this possibility with children.
The lack of an effect of category structure in our results is
also interesting. Given the same amount of input, children’s
generalization in the 16-4 trials did not differ from that in
the 16-2 trials. This contrasts with predictions from the
hierarchical Bayesian model’s instantiation of the Rational
Hierarchical-inferential Approach (Kemp et al., 2007) that
overhypothesis learning is more effective based on input
consisting of more categories and fewer members per
category, as opposed to the same amount of input consisting
of fewer categories and more members per category. This
proposed advantage is due to more categories providing
more data for making higher-level inferences. It is likely
that in our task, the difference between the 4-category (16-4
trials) and 2-category set (16-2 trials) was too subtle in
influencing children’s generalization. Future studies will
explore a greater difference in category structure.
Questions remain as to the limits of children’s
overhypothesis learning, with respect to how domain- and
modality-general it is, and how early in development it
begins to emerge. Recently, Dewar and Xu (2010) show that
9-month-old infants can acquire second-order knowledge
about how objects in a setting are organized into groups (by
shape or color). This finding that even pre-verbal infants are
capable of creating overhypotheses suggests that the
mechanisms for overhypothesis learning are in place early
on, and are domain-general, not limited to language
learning. Future research can explore how overhypothesis
formation goes beyond perceptual dimensions, and how it
may be applied by children in learning in other domains.
This paper presents findings of how children can quickly
and flexibly “learn to learn” in a linguistic task. These
results are consistent with the idea that learners approach
learning about something in the world on multiple levels.
They hold implications for the origins of learning biases, in
perhaps different cognitive domains, not just in language
learning. Testing the generality and developmental origins
of the ability exhibited in the current study is an important
next step.
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Do motion and auditory metaphors have unique neural substrates?
Gwenda L Schmidt
Hope College

Elizabeth Miller
Hope College

Stephen Agauas
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Abstract: It may be that semantic representations of both literally and metaphorically used words extend to neural
regions related to their modality. Additionally, it is unclear whether underlying cognitive and neural mechanisms in
metaphor and literal sentence processing are distinct, a confusion due to a lack of control over numerous confounding
factors in previous research (Schmidt et al., 2010). We presented a highly controlled set of literal and metaphorical
sentences ending in words from two modalities, auditory (shriek) and motion (crawl) (Cardillo et al., 2010) to 16
participants. The N400 (a gauge of semantic processing) was calculated based on electroencephalographic recordings
at 64 scalp sites. We found an interaction between quadrant of electrode and modality, supporting modulation of
neural semantic mechanisms by modality. No other main effects or interactions were found with this highly controlled
stimulus set, consistent with the notion that metaphors and literal sentences share similar processing mechanisms.
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Language Brokering Experience Affects Phrase Interpretation and
Sound Segmentation: Evidence from Spanish-English Bilinguals
Kelly Milliken
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Belem Lopez
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Jyotsna Vaid
Texas A&M University

Chaitra Rao
National Brain Research Center,India
Abstract: Psycholinguistic repercussions of early experience in informal translation (language brokering) were
examined in two tasks administered to proficient Spanish-English bilingual adults who had extensive brokering
experience during childhood and proficient bilinguals without prior brokering experience. It was hypothesized that
experience in language brokering leads to a greater sensitivity to non-literal meanings of expressions and a more
analytic orientation to speech sounds in each language. The results supported these hypotheses. Experiment 1
showed that in making plausibility judgments for phrases that had a literal meaning, a non-literal meaning, or an
absurd meaning, bilinguals with brokering experience performed significantly faster than non-brokers in accessing
non-literal meanings. Experiment 2 showed that on a task requiring participants to delete ”the first sound” of crosslanguage homophones, brokers’ performance was sensitive to differences in properties of the sounds in each language,
whereas non-brokers’ performance did not differ across languages.
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Identifying Metaphoric Antonyms in a Corpus Analysis of Finance Articles
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Abstract

in almost all languages. Similar spatial metaphors, of the
kind we examine here, seem to ground many stock-market
reports. Accounts of index, stock-market, and share movements tend to converge around metaphors of rising and
falling, attack and retreat, gain and loss. These concepts
appear to be grounded by core metaphors, with an
antonymic relationship to one another, that could be glossed
as GOOD IS UP and BAD IS DOWN. Lakoff and Johnson
(1980) have pointed to this UP-DOWN metaphor opposition
as underlying accounts of wealth (WEALTH IS UP as in high
class), the rise and fall of numbers (MORE IS UP; LESS IS
DOWN) and changes in quantity (CHANGE IN QUANTITY
IS WAR as in retreating profits and defensive trades).
In the present paper, we look at the distributive structure
of these verbs’ arguments to determine whether there is
empirical support for metaphoric opposites. Specifically, we
try to determine whether the antonyms identified by participants in a psychological study can be shown to meaningfully correspond to a computational analysis of the argument-distributions in our corpus.

Using a corpus of 17,000+ financial news reports (involving
over 10M words), we perform an analysis of the argument-distributions of the UP and DOWN verbs used to
describe movements of indices, stocks and shares. In Study 1
participants identified antonyms of these verbs in a free-response task and a matching task from which the most
commonly identified antonyms were compiled. In Study 2, we
determined whether the argument-distributions for the verbs
in these antonym-pairs were sufficiently similar to predict the
most frequently-identified antonym. Cosine similarity correlates moderately with the proportions of antonym-pairs identified by people (r = 0.31). More impressively, 87% of the time
the most frequently-identified antonym is either the first- or
second-most similar pair in the set of alternatives. The implications of these results for distributional approaches to determining metaphoric knowledge are discussed.
Keywords: Metaphor; corpus analysis; word meaning;
semantics; experimental linguistics; grounding.

Introduction
In recent years, significant progress has been made in
deriving meaning from statistical analyses of distributions
of words (Gerow & Keane, 2011a; Landauer & Dumais,
1997; Michel et al., 2010; Turney & Pantel, 2010). This
distributional approach to meaning takes the view that words
that occur in similar contexts tend to have similar meanings
(cf. Wittgenstein, 1953) and that by analysing word usage we
get at their meaning. For example, the word co-occurrence
statistics derived in Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) seem to
tell us about the structure of the lexicon, as they are good
predictors of reaction times in lexical decision tasks (Landauer & Dumais, 1997). More generally, it has been suggested
that significant insights into human culture and behaviour can
be derived from analysing very large corpora, like the Google
Books repository (Michel et al., 2010). In this paper, we apply
similar distributional analyses to understand metaphorically-structured knowledge underlying the antonyms between
“UP" and "DOWN” verbs from a corpus of financial news
reports. (see Gerow & Keane, 2011b, for an analysis of metaphor hierarchies in the same data.)
Lakoff (1992; Lakoff & Johnson, 1980) have argued that
our understanding of many concepts, such as emotions and
mental states, are grounded in a few ubiquitous metaphors.
The spatial metaphors that structure emotional states –
HAPPINESS IS UP and SADNESS IS DOWN – are found

The Corpus
In January, 2010, we carried out automated web searches
that selected all articles referring to the three major world
stock indices (Dow Jones, FTSE 100, and NIKKEI 225)
from three websites: the New York Times (NYT,
www.nyt.com), the Financial Times (FT, www.ft.com) and
the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC, www.bbc.co.uk). These searches harvested 17,713 articles
containing 10,418,266 words covering a 4-year period:
January 1st, 2006 to January 1st, 2010. The by-source
breakdown was FT (13,286), NYT (2,425), and BBC
(2,002). The by-year breakdown was 2006 (3,869), 2007
(4,704), 2008 (5,044), 2009 (3,960), and 2010 (136). The
corpus included editorials, market reports, popular pieces,
and technical exposés. These three resources were chosen
because they are in English and have a wide-circulation and
online availability. The Financial Times made up the
majority of the articles; however, the spread was actually
much wider as many articles were syndicated from the
Associated Press, Reuters, Bloomberg News, and Agence
France-Presse. The uniqueness of the articles in the database
was ensured by keying them on their first 50 characters.
Once retrieved, the articles were stripped of HTML,
converted to UTF-8, and shallow-parsed to extract phrasal
structure using a modified version of the Apple Pie Parser
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(Sekine, 1997). Each article was stored in a relational database with sentential parses of embedded noun- and verbphrases. Sketch Engine was used to lemmatise and tag the
corpus (Kilgarriff et al., 2004). Sketch Engine is a webbased, corpus-analysis tool that lemmatises and tags
customised corpora with part-of-speech tags using the
TreeTagger schema (Schmid, 1994). A lemma is a singular,
part-of-speech token (e.g., verb or noun) that includes all
tenses, declensions, and pluralizations of a given word. For
example, the one verb lemma “fall” includes instances such
as “fall”, “fell” and “falls”, whereas the noun lemma “fall”
includes “a fall” and “three falls”. Sketch Engine provides
so-called “sketches” of individual lemmas. For example, the
sketch for fall-n (the word “fall” as a noun) is different from
the sketch for fall-v (“fall” as a verb.) With some lemmas,
the differences marked by part-of-speech are large, such as
with store-n compared to store-v. These sketches facilitated
the statistical analysis of the most common arguments of
verbs. For example, one of the most common verbs in the
corpus was “fall,” which took a range of arguments with
different frequencies (e.g., “DJI”, “stocks”, “unemployment”). Throughout this paper, when we refer verbs we take
this to mean verb lemmas.
Table 1: The percentage of the argument-distributions of rise
and fall for their 10 most frequent arguments.
Rise
(Arg)

% of Total
(Freq)

Fall
(Arg)

% of Total
(Freq)

index
share
point
percent
price
stock
yield
cent
profit
rate

7.39%
5.67%
4.83%
2.90%
2.43%
2.00%
1.90%
1.31%
0.91%
0.90%

index
share
point
percent
price
stock
yield
cent
profit
rate

6.97%
6.41%
3.75%
2.97%
2.83%
2.78%
1.77%
1.34%
1.34%
1.24%

automating the generation of semantically resolute phrases
(Brown et al., 2005). Online lexicons, such as WordNet and
LSA, have been used to generate and resolve analogies by
modelling synonymy (Turney, 2006; Veale, 2004). Such
work approaches semantics, and specifically antonymy,
between words and phrases, but avoids conceptual metaphors. Lakoff (1992) offers a cognitive theory of metaphor,
one in which linguistic metaphors are related, but distinct,
from the metaphoric concepts they structure. Deignan
(2005) offers a bridge between concept and language, by
proposing a cline between metonymy (part-whole relationship) and metaphor. Deignan’s link from metonymy to
metaphor is a good example of a corpus-based approach to
metaphor because it preserves the cognitive structures
proposed by Lakoff, while making the link between
semantics (words) and metaphor (thought) explicit. Here,
we explore this link with regard to antonyms.
In this article, we report two studies examining these
issues. Study 1 was a study of participants’ identification of
antonyms in two distinct tasks: a free-generation task
(where one is given rise and asked for its opposite) and a
match-the-opposite task (where one is asked to match rise to
its opposite in a set of words). The word-sets were drawn
from the above corpus and consisted of a set of positive, UP
verbs (e.g., rise, soar, rally) and more negative, DOWN
verbs (e.g., fall, lose, dip; see Table 2). Study 2 examined
the argument-distributions of the antonym-pairs chosen by
participants in Study 1 to see if they were, in any way,
predictive of the choices made. To anticipate our findings,
we find that argument distributions correlate moderately
with the frequencies of antonym choices made by people.
Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the most similar
distribution for an antonym pair corresponds to the pair
most-frequently chosen by people.
Table 2: The UP and DOWN verb used in studies.
UP-verbs
occurrences (% corpus*)

(Nrise = 39,261; Nfall = 39,230).

Metaphoric Antonyms
From a distributional perspective, the arguments of a verb
and its antonym (like rise and fall) should have a definite
structure that identifies their relationship to one another.
That is, the frequency distribution of the arguments taken by
rise should have a lot in common with the argument-distribution of its antonym fall (see Table 1). Furthermore, if we
look at other less-strongly-paired antonyms, like rise-lower
or rise-decrease, then the similarity in their argument distributions should be less. Specifically, we should find that a
computational measure of similarity, such as cosine similarity, between the words’ argument-distributions should be
predictive people’s choice of antonyms.
Within a larger body of work on automated semantic
tagging and semantic parsing, some work has focused on
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DOWN-verbs
occurrences (% corpus*)

rise

29,261 (4.20%)

fall

39,230 (4.20%)

gain

13,134 (1.40%)

lose

12,298 (1.30%)

increase

6,158 (0.67%)

decrease

123 (0.01%)

climb

5,631 (0.60%)

tumble

2,135 (0.23%)

jump

4,960 (0.53%)

slip

3,336 (0.36%)

rally

4,190 (0.45%)

retreat

1,474 (0.20%)

advance

2,385 (0.26%)

slide

2,777 (0.30%)

surge

2,313 (0.25%)

plunge

1,592 (0.17%)

recover

2,165 (0.23%)

worsen

500 (0.05%)

soar

1,649 (0.18%)

plummet

443 (0.05%)

rebound

1,220 (0.13%)

dip

1,322 (0.14%)

alleviate

134 (0.01%)

decline

3,672 (0.39%)

elevate

52 (0.01%)

drop

8,377 (0.90%)

strong

718 (0.07%)

weak

1222 (0.13%)

ease

2,243 (0.35%)

sink

1,339 (0.14%)

Table 3: The percentages of antonym-pairs identified in the two
tasks (T1 and T2) of Study 1 and their cosine similarity scores
(Sim). Total % is the mean percent occurrence across both tasks;
bold words were only generated in the free-response task (T1).
Antonym pair
(prompt-response)
advance-climb
advance-leave
alleviate-worsen
climb-fall
climb-plunge
decline-rise
decline-incline
drop-rise
drop-climb
ease-hard
ease-worsen
elevate-decrease
elevate-fall
exacerbate-alleviate
exacerbate-ease
fall-gain
fall-increase
gain-lose
gain-slide
increase-decrease
increase-drop
jump-fall
jump-tumble
lose-find
lose-win
plummet-jump
plunge-elevate
plunge-fly
plunge-rise
rally-fail
rally-retreat
rebound-retreat
rebound-slip
recover-decline
recover-lose
retreat-advance
rise-fall
rise-sink
sink-elevate
sink-float
slide-climb
slide-stable
slip-advance
slip-slide
soar-fall
soar-plummet
stable-dip
stable-unstable
surge-plunge
surge-decrease
tumble-climb
tumble-rebound
volatile-stable
volatile-strong
weak-strong
weak-stable

Task 1 % Task 2 % Total % Sim
7%
7%
40%
46%
0%
20%
30%
10%
0%
29%
14%
0%
18%
10%
0%
0%
0%
33%
0%
100%
0%
29%
0%
17%
17%
50%
10%
20%
10%
7%
7%
0%
20%
0%
6%
34%
73%
10%
10%
40%
10%
0%
0%
10%
43%
0%
0%
43%
7%
14%
20%
0%
21%
10%
93%
0%

0%
0%
0%
17%
8%
33%
0%
42%
25%
0%
0%
10%
70%
75%
25%
8%
8%
92%
8%
100%
8%
33%
17%
0%
17%
0%
37%
0%
17%
0%
42%
17%
33%
29%
15%
67%
42%
25%
0%
0%
37%
20%
17%
0%
17%
33%
8%
0%
33%
0%
25%
33%
69%
0%
100%
25%

4%
4%
20%
31%
4%
27%
13%
26%
13%
14%
7%
5%
44%
43%
13%
4%
4%
63%
4%
100%
4%
31%
8%
8%
17%
25%
23%
10%
13%
4%
24%
8%
27%
14%
11%
50%
57%
18%
5%
20%
23%
10%
8%
5%
30%
17%
4%
21%
20%
7%
23%
17%
45%
5%
96%
13%

0.98
0.62
0.86
0.98
0.97
0.93
0.42
0.99
0.98
0.12
0.85
0.88
0.79
0.87
0.86
0.96
0.56
0.94
0.98
0.92
0.58
0.98
0.99
0.89
0.87
0.97
0.77
0.80
0.97
0.94
0.94
0.95
0.92
0.87
0.84
0.92
0.99
0.95
0.72
0.53
0.99
0.05
0.97
0.99
0.95
0.97
0.08
0.85
0.98
0.76
0.98
0.93
0.95
0.92
0.96
0.95

Study 1: People’s Antonym Choices
In this study, participants were either given the positive, UP
verbs or the negative, DOWN verbs and asked to perform
two tasks on the set (a free-generation task, always followed
by a match-the-opposite task). The measure was the
frequency with which a particular pair was identified in
either task.

Method
Participants Twelve students at University College Dublin
voluntarily took part in the study; five male and
seven female. All were native English speakers.
Participants were assigned to one of the two conditions; receiving either all UP verbs or DOWN
verbs as prompts in both tasks of the study.
Materials The set of UP verbs and DOWN verbs shown in
Table 2 were used as the materials.
Procedure Participants were given written and verbal
instructions indicating that they would be asked to
carry out two tasks that involved identifying “the
opposites of the presented words”. For the free-generation task (Task 1) they were read the list of
words, one-by-one, and asked to verbally respond to
these prompts. Responses were timed and recorded
during the study and later transcribed by the experimenter. After Task 1 the experimenter presented the
second task. Note there were no constraints on the
responses for the first part of the study.
For the match-the-opposite task (Task 2), participants were given a sheet of paper with two
columns of words. The left column was the list of
prompts from the Task 1, and the right column was
a list of potential opposites. Their job was to draw
lines from the column of prompt-words on the lefthand side to their “best opposite” on the right-hand
side. Note, that they were instructed that they could
indicate more than one word if they were
considered tied for “best opposite”. When this task
was completed, the sheet was collected and participants were debriefed on the rationale for the study.
Scoring Note that whether participants are given the UP or
DOWN verb-sets they tend to produce the same
pairs; that is, one could be given rise and produce
fall, the rise-fall antonym-pair or one could be
given fall and produce rise generating the same
rise-fall antonym-pair. As there were no clear
differences in the pairs identified by participants
who were presented either all UP verbs or DOWN
verbs, the scoring was performed on the two conditions collapsed together. In scoring the data, we
noted the frequency of a particular antonym-pair
produced from a particular prompt (e.g., rise or fall)
as a proportion of the total number of presentations
of that prompt, in either the first or second task.
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Results & Discussion
General Characteristics of the Data. In all, participants
identified 114 unique antonym pairs to the 30 presented
words (combined UP- and DOWN-verbs). On average, a
given prompt-word gave rise to almost five alternative
antonym pairs (M = 4.8) with a range from 2 (for weak,
participants produced weak-strong and weak-stable) or 9
alternative pairs (e.g., elevate-drop, elevate-fall). On
average, in the free-generation task participants suggested
one antonym (M = 1.37) that was not in the opposing set
used in the match-the-opposite task (e.g., when presented
with stable several participants suggested unstable as the
antonym, but readily chose volatile as its antonym in the
matching task). Overall, people vary significantly in the
antonyms identified for a prompt word. However, for a
group of people, there is usually a clear most-frequently-identified antonym. For instance, on average, 96%
of participants chose strong when prompted with weak or
weak when prompted with strong. Table 3 shows the overall
percentage for the top two most frequently identified
antonym-pairs for each prompt word. Note, that a conservative estimate of chance across both tasks would be close
to 5%. This chance-level computation is simply an observation of all available choices in Task 2 along with those freegeneration choices in Task 1 that were not available in Task
2. This means that the chance-level estimation of 5% is
much more conservative because in Task 1, as the entire
English lexicon is available to the participant. Thus, though
some percentages are low, they are well above chance.
The Free-Generation Task. A notable aspect of the data is
how different the percentages are for identified antonyms in
the two tasks. The free-generation task allowed participants
to name whatever antonym came to mind, some of which
were not included in the set for Task 2. However, if one
looks at the most-frequently-identified antonyms, there are
only five cases (out of 60) where “another” antonym was
identified frequently. This means that we can be confident
that the match-the-opposite task was not overly constrained
in the choices given to participants.
The Match-the-Opposite Task. In this task, the choice of
antonym was restricted to the 15 contrasting words, with
participants being given the option to choose more than one.
This is a more constrained task in which to identify
antonyms and produced a generally clearer pattern
of
antonym-pair identification1. There are clear winners in
terms of favoured antonym pairs; notably, increase-decrease (100%), elevate-fall (44%) and alleviate-exacerbate
(43%). Note that some of the low percentages occur because
one of the words in the pair is used by another very
dominant antonym; so, for example, the listings for fallgain and fall-increase are very low (4%; though below
chance) because fall-rise (implicitly listed in rise-fall) has a
high percentage (57%).
In itself, this data is interesting but does not answer the
posed question of whether these patterns of behaviour are
1

By necessity when a word is generated in Task 1 but not present
in Task 2, the percentage has to be 0 in Task 2 (as it was not used
as a word prompt).

predictable from the argument-distributions of the verbs . In
the next study, we turn to this key issue. To reiterate our
hypothesis, we expect that an empirical analysis of the
distributional similarity between verb-arguments will
correlate to the the results of the study presented in this
section.

Study 2: Similarity of Antonym Distributions
Study 1 gives us a set of human data on how people tend to
identify antonyms, in this study we compare these identifications to a corpus analysis of the argument distributions of
the same words. Our hypothesis was that by taking a
distributive approach to knowledge, we might be able to
identify antonyms by analysing the arguments they take.
Study 1 provides a way of validating our computational
analysis of these words’ argument distributions.

Method
Materials All the same words used in Study 1 were used in
this analysis. We also included the words generated
by the participants in Study 1 that were not in our
original material list.
Procedure Taking the 114 antonym pairs in Study 1, we
assembled them into a set of word-vectors by the
frequency of their arguments given by Sketch
Engine (Kilgarriff, 2004). Each verb had anywhere
from 250 to 2,000 arguments in its vector (if a
particular word was found in one vector of a pair,
but not in the other, it was given a frequency of
zero2). We examined a number of similarity measures including Euclidean distance, cosine similarity, and Kullback-Leibler divergence. We also
compared methods of cutting and smoothing the
tails of the distributions to mitigate the effects of
low-frequency arguments. Markedly, the most
successful measure was cosine similarity, in which
the distribution’s tail was not cut or smoothed. This
measure was applied to the vectors of all words in
each of the 114 antonym pairs and similarity scores
noted. Correlations were computed between this
measure and the proportions for different antonympairs in Task 1 and Task 2 separately, as well as the
combined totals (see Table 3).

Results & Discussion
Overall, the argument-distributions of the words provide a
moderately effective means for identifying the most-frequently-chosen antonym pairs.
Correlations to All Antonym-Pairs. The Pearson correlations between the cosine similarity scores and the proportions in each of the tasks and overall, reveal a moderate
correlation (r = 0.31) for Task-2 x Cosine-Similarity . The
other measures reveal low correlations for Task-1 x Cosine
2

Note, we also used 1 instead of 0, a technique that is sometimes
used to control the effects of the tail of the distribution, but it did
not produce notably different results to those reported.
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Similarity (r = 0.10) and Total-% x Cosine Similarity (r =
0.25). It is perhaps not surprising that the best correlation is
found in the more constrained task where people’s choice of
antonym was more restricted. That such correlated regularities could be found for data from a relatively small sample
(n = 12) is, we believe, very encouraging for the veracity of
this technique. However, the correlation only gives us a
general sense of the correspondence; the more demanding
question is whether the most-frequently-identified antonyms
specifically emerge from the computational analysis of
argument-distributions.
Identifying Most-Frequently-Identified Antonyms. Table 3
shows the top-two most-frequently-identified antonyms for
a given prompt word in the UP- and DOWN-verb sets. In
the column showing the cosine similar score (Sim) for an
antonym, when the score is shown in bold it indicates that
this was the highest similarity score for all the alternative
antonym-pairs in the set. So, in 60% of cases the most-frequently identified antonym-pair was also the one with the
highest-similarity score in its set of antonym-pairs. If we
widen this assessment to accept the highest and secondhighest scored antonym pair, then 87% of the pairs that
emerge from the corpus analysis were identified as mostfrequent antonyms by participants. This is a very good
correspondence between the predictions of the computational measure and the results of the human data.

General Discussion
Metaphors, and their linguistic instantiations, structure not
only the way we converse, but the way we think. In this
paper we have shown that a statistical analysis of the argument-distributions can be used to identify antonymic verbpairs – pairs that refer to opposing metaphors in our knowledge (cf. Lakoff, 1992).
The strongest antonyms identified by participants in Study
1 are shown to be predictable by looking at statistical regularities of word-usage in a corpus. In itself, this is an interesting result, but it also lends support to an emerging body
of work on finding meaning behind word-use statistics (see
Turney & Pantel, 2010 for a survey). Specifically, vector
space models, a form of which we employed in Study 2 of
this paper, have been used in computational research on
document summarisation, comparison, information extraction, searching, and indexing. These models, have also
found cognitive relevance in analogy resolution, semantic
priming and comprehension, and word-sense disambiguation. This growing body of work, as well as the current
paper, bridges a gap between words and meaning.
In another paper, using the same corpus, we show that
metaphoric verbs, exhibit a partially-subsumptive hierarchical structure (Gerow & Keane, 2011b). Both papers show
that, in this financial domain, there are clear statistical regularities in word usage that can be used as pointers to the
underlying structure and organization of metaphors. We
believe that this is an important finding. Indeed, both papers
bridge a gap, analogous to the word-meaning gap, between
linguistic and conceptual metaphors.
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Abstract
This paper addresses the question whether possible alternative
constructions and alternative choices of referring expressions
influence the resolution of anaphoric expressions. We present
a questionnaire, a self-paced reading study and a corpus analysis, suggesting that alternative constructions and referring expressions help to constitute preferences for anaphora in referentially ambiguous sentences and also affect on-line sentence
processing.
Keywords: Anaphora resolution, pragmatics, conversational
implicatures, pronouns, sentence processing

Introduction
In many languages, the interpretation of non-reflexive pronouns is sensitive to a variety of factors. On the structural and
syntactic level, there is evidence indicating a general preference for the first-mentioned antecedent (Gernsbacher & Hargreaves, 1988) and for the subject (Järvikivi, Gompel, Hyönä,
& Bertram, 2005), while on the pragmatic/discourse level,
topicality (Givón, 1983), the chain of causality, and general
discourse relations (Sanders, 1997; Kehler, 2002) have been
shown to influence anaphora resolution. One may thus argue that anaphora resolution is driven by the interaction of
grammatical rules and pragmatic constraints, with the former
being language-specific and the latter reflecting general principles of human cognition (cf. Thornton, Gil, & MacDonald,
1998).
One prominent set of pragmatic constraints are the conversational maxims formulated by Grice (1975), which listeners
rely on and speakers exploit to convey meaning beyond the
level of what is actually said. Out of the four maxims, two are
of special interest here: the maxim of quantity (‘do not make
your contribution more informative than is required’) and the
maxim of manner (‘avoid ambiguity’). They are the basis for
most conversational implicatures used to describe the roles
of different referring expressions in anaphora resolution. One
such example is the contrast between pronouns and reflexives
in English (Levinson, 1987): reflexives are more informative
than pronouns in the sense that they entail immediate coreference and are to be bound within the local domain. When
hearing a pronoun, a listener can thus infer that the speaker

does not mean immediate coreference, because if so he would
have used a reflexive.
While most work on conversational implicatures in
anaphora resolution focuses on the role of alternative referring expressions, we would like to suggest that implicatures
can also be formed on the basis of constructions, more specifically on possible alternative constructions that were not used.

Alternative Constructions
For the domain of relative clause attachment one such example of a conversational implicature based on alternative constructions can be found in Frazier and Clifton (1996): in order to explain why in sentences like (1) English shows low
attachment (i.e. the colonel had an accident), while Spanish
and many other languages prefer high attachment (as reported
by Mitchell, Cuetos, & Corley, 1992), one may consider that
English has an alternative construction to unambiguously express high attachment: the Saxon genitive (2). An English
listener can presuppose that the speaker obeys the Gricean
maxim of manner and chooses the most appropriate construction. In the referentially ambiguous sentence (1a), the listener
can thus assume that the speaker intended a low-attachment
reading, because he could have used the alternative construction to unambigously express high attachment. For a Spanish
speaker, on the other hand, there is only one way to express
sentence (1b), and so the listener must assume that the more
‘prominent’ attachment site was intended by the speaker.
(1) a.
b.

The daughter of the colonel who had an accident . . .
La hija del coronel que tuvo un accidente . . .

(2)

The colonel’s daughter who had an accident . . .

First evidence that alternative constructions might also play
a role in anaphora resolution was presented by Hemforth,
Colonna, Pynte, and Konieczny (2004). In a cross-linguistic
comparison they showed that sentences like (3) are interpreted differently in German and French: while Germans
consider the subject ‘Polizist’ (‘policeman’) as the antecedent
of the pronoun, speakers of French prefer the object ‘facteur’
(‘postman’).
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(3) a.
b.

(4)

Le policier a rencontré le facteur avant qu’il rentre
chez lui.
Der Polizist hat den Briefträger getroffen, bevor er
nach Hause ging.
The policeman met the postman before he went
home.

In the remainder of this paper we present two experiments,
a questionnaire and a self-paced reading study, and a corpus analysis. In the questionnaire we investigated the role of
pronouns and alternative constructions as cues to determine
coreference in Portuguese, partially replicating the findings
of Hemforth et al. (2004). In the self-paced reading study we
examined if the effect of alternative constructions on pronoun
resolution also shows up in on-line sentence processing.

Le policier a rencontré le facteur avant de rentrer
chez lui.
The policeman met the postman before going home.

Questionnaire

These differences can be explained in terms of a conversational implicature: in French there is an alternative infinitive
construction (4) for sentences like (3a), which allows to unambiguously express coreference of the subject of the second
verb with the subject of the matrix clause. Therefore, speakers and listeners of French take the object of the matrix clause
as the antecedent of the pronoun, while Germans cannot do
so, because no such alternative construction exists in German.
In order to find out, whether the object preference in French
avant que-clauses may indeed be the result of a conversational implicature, coreference patterns should be investigated in other languages that possess two (or more) interchangeable constructions with different degrees of referential
ambiguity. One such language is Portuguese.
As a closely related Romance language, Portuguese provides the same two before-constructions (5) as French.

The influence of the existence of a referentially unambiguous infinitive construction on anaphora resolution in ambiguous sentences containing the Portuguese conjunction ‘antes
que’ (‘before’) was examined by comparing the antecedent
choices in antes que-clauses with the choices of antecedents
in a referentially ambiguous second main clause, which was
introduced by ‘depois’ (‘after that’), a conjunction expressing
the same temporal configuration, but having no alternative infinitive construction. Additionally, we examined the role of
the referring expression itself by either using or omitting the
pronoun.

Materials and Design

But unlike French, Portuguese is a pro-drop language and allows to omit the pronoun ‘ele’ (‘he’) in (5a). The use or omission of the pronoun constitutes an alternative and may thus
form the basis of yet another conversational implicature, this
time based on the Gricean maxim of quantity.

We constructed 16 referentially ambiguous Portuguese sentences like (6), containing the conjunctions ‘antes que’ (‘before’) and ‘depois’ (‘after that’). The verbs of the (first) main
clauses were chosen to express no implicit causality and not
to explicitly focus on either one of the referents. To minimize possible gender effects, half of the sentences contained
female referents and the two referents in one sentence were
chosen to be comparably stereotypical. Other possible semantic or pragmatic effects were controlled by switching the
grammatical role of the two referents for half of participants.
In addition, we varied whether a pronoun was used or not
in the second clause, thus yielding a 2 × 2 design with the
factors Clause Type (main clauses (‘depois’) vs. subordinate
clause (‘antes que’)) and Pronoun (with pronoun vs. without
pronoun).

Referring Expressions

(6) a.

(5) a.

b.

O polícia encontrou o carteiro antes que ele fosse
para casa.
The policeman met the postman before he went
home.
O polícia encontrou o carteiro antes de ir para casa.
The policeman met the postman before going home.

A rather elaborate formulation of the maxim of quantity for
referring expressions is the Accessibility Scale (Ariel, 1990),
which states that lexically less informative anaphora tend to
refer to more salient antecedents. For the special case of
null pronouns and full pronouns the maxim of quantity was
formulated in purely structural terms as the Position of Antecedent Hypothesis (Carminati, 2002, PAH). It says that null
pronouns prefer to retrieve an antecedent in the (highest) Spec
IP, usually the subject, whereas full pronouns prefer an antecedent in a lower syntactic position. The PAH was formulated using Italian data and seems to be consistent with data
from Spanish (Alonso-Ovalle, Fernández-Solera, Frazier, &
Clifton., 2002), Romanian (Geber, 2006) and Catalan (Perera
& Bel, 2011). And so, one might assume that it holds for
Portuguese, too.

b.

c.

d.

O pintor viu o pescador, antes que ele abrisse a
janela.
The painter saw the fisherman before he opened the
window.
O pintor viu o pescador. Depois ele abriu a janela.
The painter saw the fisherman. After that he opened
the window.
O pintor viu o pescador, antes que abrisse a janela.
The painter saw the fisherman before (he) opened
the window.
O pintor viu o pescador. Depois abriu a janela.
The painter saw the fisherman. After that (he)
opened the window.

In addition to the stimulus sentences, 32 unrelated filler sentences were constructed, containing pronouns in object position or ambiguously attached relative clauses. All sentences
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(7)

Percentage of subject answers
0.6
0.2
0.4
0.8

were followed by a paraphrase of the second clause, containing a gap to fill in:
abriu a janela.

O

Ten native speakers of Portuguese, mainly students from the
Instituto Superior Técnico in Lisbon (Portugal), volunteered
to fill out the questionnaire. The 16 stimulus sentences were
divided into four lists, such that each list contained exactly
one condition of each item, and in any given list, each condition occurred the same number of times. Each list was combined with the filler items and randomized for each participant. The questionnaire consisted of six pages and a cover
sheet, which informed the participants that there were no incorrect responses to the questions and that they were supposed to answer spontaneously.

0.0

Participants and Procedure

with pronoun
without pronoun

antes que

depois
Conjunction

Figure 1: Relative frequencies of choosing subject coreference

Results
The relative over-all distribution of antecedent choices for the
two clause types is shown in Table 1. In the main clauses
(‘depois’) condition, we observe a strong subject preference
for the pronoun (≈ 79 %), while in the subclause (‘antes que’)
condition the object is slightly preferred (≈ 61 %) to the subject. The preferences become clearer when looking at both

effects are based on the z-statistics. Table 2 shows the results
Table 2: Logistic mixed effects model results for the questionnaire data

Table 1: Relative frequencies of choosing subject or object

Object
Subject

subclause (‘antes que’)
0.61
0.39

(Intercept)
Pronoun
Clause Type
Pronoun × Clause

main clauses (‘depois’)
0.21
0.79

factors, as shown in Figure 1. Without pronoun, the subject
preference in the main clauses (‘depois’) condition is very
clear (≈ 95%), while in sentences with pronoun we observe a
strong object preference in the subclause (‘antes que’) condition (≈ 83%). In the other two cases, the main clauses
(‘depois’) condition in sentences with pronouns and the subclause (‘antes que’) condition in sentences without pronouns,
we observe a slight subject preference. To further evaluate
these results, we fitted a logistic mixed-effects model to the
questionnaire data, predicting (subject) answers by the two
experimental factors Clause Type and Pronoun as fixed effects. To account for inter-individual differences among participants and words, we included the random factors participant and item into the model. For the experimental factors,
labels were transformed into numerical values, and centered
prior to analysis, so as to have a mean of 0 and a range of
1. This procedure minimizes collinearity between variables,
and, in combination with sum coding of contrasts, allows coefficients to be interpreted in an analogous way to the main effects and interactions in an Analysis of Variance. The analysis
yields estimates, standard errors and z-values for each fixed
effect and interaction.1 The reported p-values for the main
1 Analyses were carried out using the statistical software R and
the lme4 package for mixed effects models.

Estimate
0.66
-2.55
2.67
-0.36

Std. Error
0.41
0.56
0.53
1.03

z
1.62
-4.59
5.07
-0.35

pz
0.11
0.00
0.00
0.73

of the logistic mixed-effects regression, indicating that there
are reliable main effects of Clause Type (z = 5.07, p < .001)
and Pronoun (z = −4.59, p < .001), but no interaction between the two.

Discussion
Our results show that the existence of a referentially unambiguous alternative construction does influence the resolution
of an anaphor in an ambiguous sentence, thus replicating the
findings of Hemforth et al. (2004). In addition, our results
indicate that the use or omission of a pronoun itself constitutes an alternative that influences the establishment of coreference in a way that a non-subject antecedent is considered
more likely if a pronoun is encountered in a sentence where
it could be omitted. This supports the Position of Antecedent
Hypothesis (Carminati, 2002) and is in line with the above
mentioned results found in other Romance languages. The
two effects, the alternative construction for the conjunction
‘antes que’ (‘before’) and the use of the pronoun seem to
be additive and thus independent. When they both add up,
they yield a strong object preference for the pronoun, which
is comparable to the one found in French by Hemforth et al.
(2004).
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Reading Study
Although the results of the questionnaire suggest that alternative constructions are considered during the process of
anaphora resolution, there is at least one alternative explanations for our findings, namely that anaphora resolution within
and across sentences is governed by different mechanisms
(see e.g. Miltsakaki, 2002). To exclude such an explanation and to investigate, whether the effect of alternative constructions also shows up in on-line sentence processing, we
conducted a self-paced reading experiment, comparing the effect of two different subordinating conjunctions, one of them,
‘antes que’ (‘before’) having an alternative infinitive construction, the other one, ‘quando’ (‘when’), not. Since the
effects of alternative constructions and pronoun use turned
out to be additive, we restricted ourselves to further examining only the effect of the former.

Design and Materials
Twenty-four unambiguous experimental items like (8) were
constructed, varying the factors Antecedent = Subject vs. Object and Conjunction = ‘antes que’ (‘before’) vs. ‘quando’
(‘when’), yielding a 2 × 2 design.

d.

As for the questionnaire, the verbs of the main clauses were
chosen to express no implicit causality and not to explicitly
focus on either one of the referents. To minimize possible
gender effects, the two referents in one sentence where chosen to be comparably stereotypical for their respective gender. In addition to the stimulus sentences, 48 unrelated filler
sentences without any pronouns were constructed.

Participants and Procedure
Twenty-four native speakers of Portuguese, mostly students
from the Catholic University of Portugal in Lisbon, volunteered to participate in the experiment. The sentences were
presented in a stationary window self-paced-reading fashion,
i.e. participants pressed the spacebar to reveal each word of
the sentence. As a new word appeared in the center of the
screen, the preceding word disappeared. After the last word

520

540

Results

Reading times
500
480

c.

We expect effects to occur on the pronoun and the next word
(spill-over), because in self-paced reading, effects often spill
over to the next word (Sanford & Garrod, 1989). Faster reading times are assumed to reflect easier processing and higher
predictability (Levy, 2008), and so we expect reduced reading
times on the pronoun and the spill-over after ‘antes que’ (‘before’) if the pronoun refers to the object, compared to when
the pronoun refers to the subject. After ‘quando’ (‘when’) we
do not expect any difference in reading times between a pronoun referring to the subject and one referring to the object.

460

b.

O polícia encorajou a actriz, antes que ele voltasse
para casa.
The policeman encouraged the actress before he
went home.
O polícia encorajou a actriz, antes que ela voltasse
para casa.
The policeman encouraged the actress before she
went home.
O polícia encorajou a actriz, quando ele voltou para
casa.
The policeman encouraged the actress when he went
home.
O polícia encorajou a actriz, quando ela voltou para
casa.
The policeman encouraged the actress when she
went home.

Hypotheses

Antecedent
Object
Subject

440

(8) a.

of each item, a forced-choice comprehension question was
presented and participants were not informed about the correctness of their responses. The experiment was set up using the self-paced reading software Linger, which recorded
the time between key-presses and the correctness of the responses. Items were randomized and rotated onto four lists,
such that each sentence was presented in only one condition
to each participant and that each condition appeared the same
number of times. Before the experiment started, participants
read a description of the procedure to follow and were told to
read the sentences as naturally as possible and to treat them
as completely independent of one another.

antes que

quando
Conjunction

Figure 2: Mean and standard error of raw reading times on
the pronoun
Mean reading times on the pronoun and the spill-over are
shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively. Residual reading times were calculated by fitting a linear mixed-effects
model predicting logarithm transformed reading times of all
words from word length, correctness of answers and item
type. To account for inter-individual differences and longitudinal effects of training or fatigue, we included the random
factor participant with item position in the experiment as random slope. The estimated residual log-transformed reading
times on the pronoun and the spill-over were analyzed for effects of the experimental factors Antecedent and Conjunction
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faster reading times on the pronoun and the spill-over when
the pronoun referred to the object of the preceding clause and
followed the conjunction ‘antes que’ (‘before’), this might indicate that alternative constructions are being considered and
lead to pragmatic expectations based on the respective conversational implicature. However, our results cannot exclude
the alternative explanation (see e.g. Gennari & MacDonald,
2009) that the effects found here directly mirror the statistical
distributions of coreference preferences for specific constructions. This question will be addressed in the following corpus
analysis.

440

460

Antecedent
Object
Subject
antes que

Corpus Study

quando

In more recent work, Hemforth et al. (2010) report the results
of a questionnaire and a visual-world experiment conducted
in English. Like French, English also has an alternative construction for subordinate clauses starting with ‘before’:

Conjunction

Figure 3: Mean and standard error of raw reading times on
the spill-over

(9) a.
type, using a linear mixed effects model with these two fixed
effects and item as random factor. As in the logistic regression, labels of the experimental factors were transformed into
numerical values, and centered prior to analysis, so as to have
a mean of 0 and a range of 1. The analysis yields estimates,
standard errors and t-values for each fixed effect and interaction. The reported p-values for the main effects are based
on Monte-Carlo-Markov-Chain (MCMC) sampling. Table 3

b.

Table 3: Linear mixed effects model results on the pronoun
Estimate Std. Error
t pMCMC
(Intercept)
0.02
0.01
1.74
0.08
Antecedent
0.05
0.03
1.86
0.06
Conjunction
0.02
0.03
0.68
0.50
Ante. × Conj.
-0.12
0.06 -2.09
0.04

Table 4: Linear mixed effects model results on the spill-over
Estimate Std. Error
t pMCMC
(Intercept)
-0.02
0.02 -1.19
0.24
Antecedent
0.07
0.03
2.18
0.03
Conjunction
0.06
0.03
2.09
0.04
Ante. × Conj.
-0.13
0.06 -2.05
0.04
and Table 4 show the results of the linear mixed-effects model
on the pronoun and the spill-over, respectively. On the pronoun we find a reliable interaction of Antecedent and Conjunction type (t = −2.09, p < .05). On the spill-over, both
Antecedent (t = 2.18, p < .05) and Conjunction (t = 2.09,
p < .05) showed significant main effects and a reliable interaction (t = −2.05, p < .05).

Discussion
The results of the self-paced reading study show that the interpretational preferences of pronouns can be observed during
on-line sentence processing. As participants showed reliably

The policeman met the postman before he went
home.
The policeman met the postman before going home.

A purely Gricean account would thus predict that English patterns with French with respect to pronoun resolution, but the
results of Hemforth et al. (2010) show a clear subject preference for the pronoun, though not as strong as the one found
in German. The authors thus adopt a frequency-based explanation and show that the preferences found in questionnaires
and visual-world experiments match frequencies obtained in
a ‘small-scale’ corpus analysis. Such an explanation can also
be applied to the Portuguese data presented above. However,
it remains to be be explained, where the differing preferences
in different languages originally come from (for a critical discussion of processing theories based on frequency alone, see
Frazier & Clifton, 1996). Conversational implicatures and the
Gricean maxims might provide such an explanation.
One possible reason why English does not show the coreference pattern of French may be that speakers of English do
not perceive the before doing-construction in (9b) as an alternative construction for a subordinate clause starting with ‘before’. One might e.g. argue that the before doing-construction
is preferably found in written registers as opposed to spoken
language.
One necessary condition for a construction to be perceived
as an alternative is to be frequent and so a good start is to examine the frequencies of the alternative constructions in our
three languages. In order to do so, we analyzed the Europarl
corpus (Koehn, 2005), a parallel corpus of approximately 55
million words (per language), which was extracted from the
proceedings of the European Parliament. In the French and
Portuguese part of the corpus, we searched for the strings
‘avant que’, ‘avant qu’’, and ‘antes que’. The number
of hits was interpreted as the number of subordinate clauses.
For the alternative construction, we searched for ‘avant de’
and ‘antes de’, and looked at the word immediately follow-
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ing these strings. If it was either an object pronoun or a word
with an infinitive ending, it was counted as an instance of
the alternative construction. The English part of the Europarl
corpus has an annotation of phrasal nodes, and so subordinate
clauses were counted based on all hits of the string ‘before’
that were not annotated as part of a prepositional phrase (PP),
while for the alternative construction all other hits were used.
Table 5: Corpus counts

subordinate clause
alternative construction
ratio

Portuguese
376
3729
9.91

French
1917
3043
1.58

English
7460
1725
0.23

Table 5 shows the results of our analysis: in both French
and Portuguese, the alternative infinitive construction is more
frequent than the corresponding subordinate clause. This
is in striking contrast to English, where the before doingconstruction is more than 4 times less frequent than a beforeclause. One may therefore assume that the English before doing-construction is not frequent enough not be considered as
an alternative construction for a subordinate ‘before’-clause.

Conclusion
We presented evidence that conversational implicatures based
on alternative constructions and the form of referring expressions influence the resolution of anaphora in referentially ambiguous sentences.
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Abstract
Scalar implicature has served as a test case for investigating
the nature of inference processes in language comprehension.
Specifically, the question of whether or not scalar implicatures
are computed by default has been extensively investigated in
recent years. We argue that the question of default is overly
simplistic and propose instead to think of scalar implicature
computation as a problem of optimal cue combination within a
constraint-based framework. We provide evidence from three
experiments supporting the view that multiple constraints of
differing strength operate in parallel to provide probabilistic
support for or against an implicature.
Keywords: experimental pragmatics; scalar implicature; eyetracking; subitizing

Introduction
Successful communication requires comprehenders to infer a
speaker’s intended meaning from an underspecified utterance.
While some information is transmitted via an utterance’s semantic content, additional meaning is computed by taking
into account pragmatic information about the discourse context, as in the sample discourse in (1).
(1)

Alex: Did you submit your paper?
Thomas: Some of the sections are written.
Thomas didn’t submit his paper.
Some, but not all, of the sections are written.

Here, Alex might infer that Thomas, being a cooperative
speaker, intends to convey both that he hasn’t yet submitted
his paper and that some, but not all, of the sections are written.
The former of these inferences is what Grice (1975) termed
a particularized conversational implicature (PCI), while the
latter is a prototypical example of a generalized conversational implicature (GCI). According to Grice, both of these
inferences arise because comprehenders assume that speakers conform to certain conventions of rational communicative
behavior. The crucial difference between GCIs and PCIs lies
in the role that context plays: PCIs are assumed to arise in
virtue of special features of the context, while GCIs are assumed to arise unless blocked by context. Applied to (1): the
inference that Thomas did not submit his paper is tied tightly
to Alex’s question and would not have arisen if Thomas’s utterance was, for example, an answer to the question whether
Thomas had written the introduction yet. However, the inference that some but not all of the sections are written is taken
to arise independently of the context. This particular kind of
inference, that arises in virtue of a speaker not uttering a relevant stronger alternative, is called a scalar implicature.
In the example there is a stronger statement the speaker
could have made but didn’t (e.g. All of the sections are writ-

ten). Under the assumption that a speaker is being as informative as possible, a weak implicature, that the speaker doesn’t
know whether all of the sections are written, is licensed. If
the hearer further assumes that the speaker is competent with
respect to the truth of the stronger statement, the implicature
that the speaker believes that some, but not all of the sections
are written, is licensed.
In recent years the representation and processing of scalar
implicatures has emerged as perhaps the defining problem in
experimental pragmatics – a subfield of cognitive science that
seeks to combine theoretical proposals from linguistics, computer science and philosophy with state-of-the-art experimental methods.
Importantly for the experimental investigation of the phenomenon, scalar implicatures are cancelable, that is, they are
defeasible inferences. There are cases in which the scalar implicature does not contribute to achieving the discourse goal
(Horn, 1984, Sperber & Wilson, 1995, Levinson, 2000). In
such cases, where all that is relevant or can be known, is the
lower bound (in our example that at least some of the sections
are written), the implicature does not arise. Following Katsos,
Breheny, and Williams (2005), we will call these contexts
lower-bound contexts, and contexts in which pragmatic inference is required to achieve the discourse goal upper-bound
contexts.
Emphasising the GCI-PCI distinction, Levinson (2000) argues that GCIs are pragmatic default inferences that have
evolved to maximize the speed of communication. It is only
in special contexts that the inference has to be cancelled,
where cancellation proceeds in a second, effortful step.
In contrast to this default approach, a variety of approaches
have viewed scalar implicature as a context-driven process
(e.g. Hirschberg, 1991, Sperber & Wilson, 1995). Under
these accounts, scalar implicatures are generated as part of
the same process as PCIs. The strongest formulation of such
accounts is a modular one, whereby pragmatic processing begins only once semantic processing is under way (Huang &
Snedeker, 2009). That is, generating the implicature requires
computing the literal meaning first. A notion of implicit cancellation is not necessary under the context-driven account
since the implicature does not arise in lower-bound contexts
in the first place.
The default and context-driven approach make different
empirical predictions. Under the default model, generating
a scalar implicature should be very rapid, indeed as rapid as
computing an expression’s literal meaning. An increase in
processing effort is predicted only for cases where the implicature is cancelled. In contrast, the modular context-driven
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account predicts increased processing effort for implicature
generation as compared to literal meaning.
Support for the context-driven account comes from
reaction-time experiments (Noveck & Posada, 2003, Bott &
Noveck, 2004), reading-time experiments (Breheny, Katsos,
& Williams, 2006), and visual-world eye-tracking (Huang &
Snedeker, 2009). Response times associated with the pragmatic inference are longer than both response times to the
scalar item’s literal meaning and to other literal controls (typically statements including all or number terms instead of the
scalar item some). For example, Huang and Snedeker (2009)
found that participants’ gaze was slower to converge on a target that required pragmatic inference for disambiguation than
one that did not. Participants saw displays with a contrast
between e.g. a girl with a proper subset of all socks in the display and a girl with all of the soccer balls in the display, and
heard auditory stimuli such as Point to the girl with some of
the socks. If some was automatically enriched to some but not
all, disambiguation should be just as rapid for some as for all.
However, since both girls are compatible referents of lowerbound some, increased looks to the target should be delayed
if the enrichment is not automatic. This is indeed what Huang
and Snedeker (2009) find.
However, Grodner et al. (2010) found evidence of rapid implicature generation. Their design differed from Huang and
Snedeker (2009) in three major ways: first, they did not use
instructions with exact number. Second, each trial began with
a prerecorded statement describing the total number and type
of objects in the display, to draw participants’ attention to the
total cardinality of each type of item. And finally, they included the quantifier none. In this setup, convergence on the
target in the some and all condition was equally fast.
Under an approach to scalar implicatures as either default
GCI or context-driven PCI (in the modular sense), these results are puzzling. If scalar implicatures associated with some
are defaults, there should be no delays. If, however, implicature computation only occurs after an initial stage of semantic processing, the fast implicatures found by Grodner et al.
(2010) cannot be explained.
In other domains of language processing initial arguments
for an encapsulated early stage (Frazier, 1987) of contextfree processing (akin to computing the literal interpretation)
followed by a second stage of evaluation and re-analysis
(akin to a second stage of pragmatic inference) have been
superceded by models in which evidence from multiple constraints is evaluated from the earliest moments of processing
(e.g. Trueswell, Tanenhaus, & Garnsey, 1994, MacDonald,
Pearlmutter, & Seidenberg, 1994). A crucial step in developing these accounts has been to understand and quantify the
relevant constraints.
We propose that the robustness of a scalar implicature and
the speed with which it is computed depends on the strength
and reliability of multiple probabilistic cues that are integrated as soon as they become available; the stronger and
the more reliable the cues to the implicature are, the faster

it should become available and the more robust it should be.
This account raises two related questions. First, what are
the cues that contribute to or inhibit the implicature? And
second, do we see the predicted effect of cue strength and
reliability reflected in measures of processing difficulty?
The cues we investigate are a) the syntactic form of
the some-NP, specifically whether partitive some of the is a
stronger cue to the implicature than simple some; b) the availability of lexical alternatives to some; and c) the set size relative to which some is interpreted. The investigation of the
tradeoff between b) and c) was directly motivated by features
of the studies reported in Huang and Snedeker (2009) and
Grodner et al. (2010).
In both of these studies the referent of the some-NP was
a girl or boy that had a set of objects. The size of this set
was always within the subitizing range (1 - 4 items). In this
range judgments of number are rapid, accurate, and confident (Kaufman, Lord, Reese, & Volkmann, 1949). Number
judgments for larger set sizes require counting, with response
times dramatically increasing for each added item. The crucial difference between the two studies is that number terms
(two, three) were present in Huang and Snedeker (2009) but
not in Grodner et al. (2010). Our studies are motivated by
the following argument: Given that subitizing is accompanied
by a strong sense of number “popping out”, it is conceivable
that number terms are more natural labels for set sizes in this
range. From a Gricean perspective, speakers should use the
most natural label available to establish reference. If instead
a vague quantifier like some is used, it is likely that this will
result in increased processing effort on the comprehender’s
part. This is one potential explanation for the different results found by Huang and Snedeker (2009) and Grodner et
al. (2010). In the former study, number terms were available
to refer to the intended referent, while this was not the case
in the latter study. Thus, the presence of number terms as a
more natural cue to the referent might have led to the delay
in processing of some. In addition, the presence of none in
Grodner et al. (2010) but not in Huang and Snedeker (2009)
might have made the hall, some, nonei scale more salient, potentially resulting in even faster processing of some. Thus, if
it is the case that number terms are preferred over some for referring to sets in the subitizing range, use of some should lead
to processing delays in the subitizing range but not outside of
it. Similarly, if all is preferred over some for referring to unpartitioned sets, use of some for referring to an unpartitioned
set should lead to processing delays.
Experiment 1 asks whether some is indeed dispreferred in
the predicted ranges via naturalness ratings. Experiment 2
asks whether the preferences found in Experiment 1 are reflected in response times. Experiment 3 replicates the finding from Experiment 2 in an eye-tracking paradigm to ensure comparability with the studies reported by Huang and
Snedeker (2009) and Grodner et al. (2010). Experiments 1
and 2 additionally test the effect of the partitive as a cue to
scalar implicature.
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The gumball paradigm
All experiments were conducted in a “gumball paradigm”.
Participants see a display of a gumball machine that initially
has a full upper chamber and an empty lower chamber. After
2.5 seconds a “ka-ching” sound is followed by a new display in which some number of gumballs has “moved” to the
lower chamber. Participants then hear a pre-recorded statement of the form You got X gumballs, where X is a quantifier
or number term. Depending on the task, they are asked to rate
the naturalness of the statement as a description of the scene
(Experiment 1), press a button indicating whether or not they
agree with the statement (Experiment 2), or click on the mentioned gumballs if they agree with the statement while eye
movements are recorded (Experiment 3). Then the next trial
begins.
The flexibility of this paradigm thus allows for manipulating a number of key variables, e.g. the size of the set in the
lower chamber, the quantifier employed in the statement, and
the behavioral measure.

(0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 11, 12, or 13 gumballs) and the quantifier
construction in the statement (some, some of the, all of the,
none of the, one of the, two of the, three of the, seven of the,
eleven of the). Table 1 shows how often each quantifier occurred with each set size. To limit the number of trials, only
a subset of the total range was sampled, and not every quantifier occurred with every set size. See Figure 1 for sample
displays.
Table 1: Number of trials with each set size/quantifier. some
column contains number of stimuli for both simple and partitive some. All other quantifiers occurred only in the partitive.
0
1
2
3
5
7
8
11
12
13

Experiment 1
If number terms are more natural labels than some in the
subitizing range, naturalness ratings should be lower for some
than for number terms. Moreover, naturalness of some should
be lower than that of all for the unpartitioned set of 13 gumballs. In addition, if partitive some of the is a better cue to an
implicature than simple some, naturalness ratings for simple
some should be higher than for the partitive when used with
the unpartitioned set but not with partitioned sets of 1 - 12
gumballs.
Methods
PARTICIPANTS . Twenty undergraduate students from the
University of Rochester were paid to participate. All were
native speakers of English who were naı̈ve as to the purpose
of the experiment.

some all none one two three seven eleven
4
2
4
1
1
1
1
1
2
4
2
2
2
4
4
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
4
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
4
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
4
4
4

No number of gumballs occurred more often with any other
quantifier than with its correct exact number. Table 1 shows
how often each number of gumballs occurred with each quantifier or number term. There were two versions of every visual display to prevent participants from learning the number
of displayed gumballs based on the visual pattern.
Results and Discussion We fitted a series of mixed effects
linear models predicting mean naturalness rating from quantifier (some, some of the, correct exact quantifier or number
term) with random subject intercepts for each range of gumballs (subitizing range: 1-4 gumballs, mid range: 5-8, high
range: 9-12, unpartitioned set: 13). Ratings for some/some
of the were lower in each comparison (see Figure 2), but the
difference was largest in the subitizing range (β = 3.68, SE =
0.48, p < .001) and for the unpartitioned set (β = 3.98, SE =
0.47, p < .001), where we hypothesized the greatest effect of
salient lexical alternatives interfering with the interpretation
of some. As predicted, ratings for partitive some were lower
than for simple some when used with the unpartitioned set (β
= 1.55, SE = 0.39, p < .01).

Experiment 2
Figure 1: Display types in Experiments 1 and 2 (left) and
contrast display types in Experiment 3 (right).
P ROCEDURE AND M ATERIALS . Participants rated the naturalness of the statement they heard as a description of the
scene using a seven point Leikert scale on a total of 112 trials. We varied both the size of the set in the lower chamber

Using the same paradigm and stimuli, we asked participants
to respond to the statements by pressing one of two buttons
depending on whether they agree with the statement or not,
and measured their response times. We predicted that the
availability of more natural alternatives to some as established
in Experiment 1 should result in a delay in response time, regardless of the response itself. This stands in contrast to a
simple modular view of implicature, where a delay is only
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Figure 2: Mean naturalness ratings. For none, all, and number terms only the rating for the correct number of gumballs
is shown (exact). Dotted lines show mean ratings for simple
some and partitive some of the.

ear models predicting log reaction times, with random effects
of speaker and item.
Replicating earlier reaction time results (Bott and Noveck
(2004)), semantic YES responses to some for the unpartitioned set are faster than pragmatic NO responses (β = .14, SE
= .06, p < .01). In addition, pragmatic responses to some, reflecting the implicature, are slower than YES responses to all
for the unpartitioned set (β = 0.18, SE = 0.0004, p < 0.001).
However, it is illustrative to compare mean response times
of YES responses to some in the mid range (5 - 12 gumballs)
vs. the unpartitioned set (where it constitutes a semantic response) and vs. the subitizing range (1 - 4 gumballs). Recall that there are more natural lexical alternatives both in the
subitizing range (number terms) and for the unpartitioned set
(all). YES responses to some are slower both in the subitizing
range (β = 0.08, SE = 0.02, p < 0.001) and for the unpartitioned set (β = 0.13, SE = 0.02, p < 0.001) than in the mid
range. In addition, responses to some in the subitizing range
are slower than to number terms (β = 0.16, SE = 0.02, p <
0.001). These effects are demonstrated in Figure 3.
7.6

Quantifier

expected for the pragmatic response to the unpartitioned set.
Methods
PARTICIPANTS . Twenty-seven undergraduate students from
the University of Rochester were paid to participate. All were
native speakers of English who did not participate in Experiment 1.
P ROCEDURE AND M ATERIALS . The procedure and materials were the same as in Experiment 1, except participants
responded by pressing one of two buttons to indicate that YES,
they agreed with the heard statement, or NO, they disagreed.
Participants were asked to respond as quickly as possible. If
they did not respond within four seconds of stimulus onset,
the trial timed out and the next trial began. Both participants’
judgments and reaction times were measured.
Results and Discussion
Judgments. The condition that replicates the underinformative conditions from Bott and Noveck (2004) is when participants received the unpartitioned set and heard You got some
(of the) gumballs. Under a semantic interpretation of some,
participants should respond YES, while a pragmatic interpretation yields a NO response. The judgment data replicates the
findings from these earlier studies: 99% of participants responded YES to all, while only 58% responded YES to some
of the. Interestingly, 91% of participants gave a semantic response to simple some, which is significantly more than for
partitive some (β = 2.39, SE = 0.4, p < .0001). We conclude
that the partitive is a better cue to the implicature than is simple some.
Response times. Response times ranged from 567 3961ms (mean: 1461ms, SD: 512ms). Response time results for some and some of the are not reported separately,
as they never differed. We fitted a series of mixed effects lin-

all
number
some

Mean log reaction time

7.4

7.2

7.0

6.8

6.6

6.4
subitizing (1-4)

mid (5-12)

unpartitioned (13)

Range

Figure 3: Mean log reaction times for YES responses.
The availability of salient lexical alternatives thus intrudes
even on the semantic, lower-bound interpretation of some.
This result cannot be accounted for by a view in which pragmatic information is not integrated until after an initial stage
of semantic processing.

Experiment 3
This experiment monitored eye movements. Critical trials
contained a contrast between a partitioned and an unpartitioned set in the lower chamber (see Figure 1). Importantly,
we varied whether the target set size was in the subitizing
range. In contrast to the previous eye-tracking studies (where
some always referred to a set that was smaller than the set that
all referred to), this allowed for direct comparison of quantifiers while controlling for size-driven baseline differences
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that have been observed in previous visual world studies (for
discussion see Grodner et al., 2010).
We predict delayed convergence on the target after some
relative to all and number terms within the subitizing range,
where more natural lexical alternatives to some are available.
Methods
PARTICIPANTS . Twenty-four undergraduate students from
the University of Rochester were paid to participate. All were
native speakers of English who had not participated in either
of the two previously reported experiments.
P ROCEDURE AND M ATERIALS . This setup differed from
Experiments 1 and 2 in four ways. First, two colors of gumballs were available to create the contrast between partitioned
and unpartitioned set. This led to a slight modification in the
statement that participants heard, which was modified to contain a color adjective: You got Q of the C gumballs, where
Q was one of some, all, two, or six and C was either blue or
orange. Second, to ensure that participants’ gaze location at
stimulus onset was comparable across trials, the “kaching”
sound was replaced with a visual cue: after viewing the first
display for 2 seconds, the central button on the gumball machine began to flash. Once participants clicked the button the
display changed (the gumballs “moved”). The auditory stimulus began 500ms later.
The third difference is that the upper chamber did not initially contain the same number of gumballs on every trial.
Instead, it either contained six gumballs of each color or two
gumballs of one color and nine of the other. This ensured
that on critical trials the machine’s lower chamber in the second display contained a contrast between two gumballs of one
color and six of the other that was crucially the same for both
display types (see Figure 1). Some was used to refer either
to the small (subitizable) or the big (non-subitizable) set, and
vice versa for all.
Finally, the participants’ task was to respond to the statement by clicking on the set of gumballs in the lower chamber
that had been mentioned if they believed that the person uttering the statement was right. If they thought the person was
wrong, they were instructed to click on the button in the center of the machine.
We manipulated four variables. First, one of four quantifiers occurred in the statement. Second, the lower chamber
either contained a contrast between a set of two and a set of
six gumballs or not, resulting in a hypothesized early (in the
contrast condition) vs. late (no contrast) point of disambiguation. In the no-contrast condition, set size was the same for
both sets of gumballs in the lower chamber (either two for
some/two or six for all/six). The no-contrast condition served
as a baseline: there should be no difference in convergence
time for the different quantifiers when there is no contrast cue
to the intended referent. Third, within the contrast condition,
we manipulated whether some and all referred to the big or
small set and analogously, whether two and six referred to the
partitioned or unpartitioned set. Finally, we included garden
path trials that were either semantically false (e.g. You got all

of the blue gumballs with the symmetric display in Figure 1)
or underinformative (e.g. You got some of the orange gumballs with the same display). The former served as a test that
participants were in fact doing the intended task and were not
just following a strategy of clicking on the gumballs whose
color was mentioned in the statement. The latter served to
establish whether implicature rates are comparable to Experiment 2.
How often the target set occurred on either side of the
chamber was counterbalanced, as was the color of the target set and whether the target set was the big set or the small
set (for some and all) and the partitioned or unpartitioned set
(for two and six), yielding a total of 120 trials. Two versions
of each display type were created to prevent an association of
particular displays with particular quantifiers. Table 2 shows
the distribution of trials over conditions.
Table 2: Number of trials in each condition. Target sets for
some/all were either big or small, for two/six either unpartitioned or partitioned.
Trial type
regular

Contrast Target set
present
absent

garden path

present
absent

big
small
big/small
big
small
big/small

Quantifier
some all two six
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
2

Participants’ eye movements were recorded with an SR
Eyelink II head mounted eye-tracker with a sampling rate of
250 Hz. Auditory stimuli were presented over Sennheiser HD
570 head phones at a comfortable listening level.
Results and Discussion In the underinformative garden
path trials there were 54% pragmatic responses, which is
comparable to the implicature rates found in previous studies.
We fitted a series of mixed logit models (with random intercepts for subjects and items) to the subset of the data in
the contrast condition on which participants were not already
looking at the target at quantifier onset, in order to assess the
probability of switching to the target after hearing the quantifier, given that the target set was either in the subitizing range
or not. We further included control variables coding whether
participants were looking at the target on the previous sample; trial number (to control for learning effects); participants’
predominant response type (pragmatic or semantic); and nonlinear effects of time.
Because we only had two set sizes in the lower chamber,
participants quickly learned that two referred to the small set
and six referred to the big set, resulting in a rapid increase in
looks to the target regardless of whether number was used in
the subitizing range.
Participants were faster to converge on the target for all
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Figure 4: Looks to target for contrast trials on which there
were no looks to target at quantifier onset. Ribbons represent
95% confidence intervals. Solid lines indicate big set, dotted
lines small set target conditions.
than for some when the quantifier referred to the small set,
but not when it referred to the big set (β = 1.12, SE = 0.56, p
< .05, see Figure 4). Similarly, number was faster than some
in the subitizing range, but not when some referred to the big
set (β = 1.13, SE = 0.49, p < .05). Further, looks to big set all
increased faster than to small set some (β = 0.75, SE = 0.36,
p < .05), replicating the finding from Huang and Snedeker
(2009).
We conclude that some may give rise to a rapid implicature
outside the subitizing range (indeed, as fast as number terms
within the subitizing range), but is delayed in the presence of
salient lexical alternatives within the subitizing range.

General Discussion
We identified three linguistic and extra-linguistic constraints
that comprehenders are sensitive to in processing scalar implicatures. The syntactic form of the some-NP affects implicature rate but not response times. The availability of more
natural lexical alternatives inhibits computation of both the
upper-bound and lower-bound meaning of some. And subitizing directly affects the naturalness of some.
These results have both methodological and theoretical
consequences. Methodologically, it is important to either control for or explicitly model the effect of set size
when using visual-world eye-tracking to study scalar implicature. This sheds new light on the findings from Huang and
Snedeker (2009) and Grodner et al. (2010).
Theoretically, our results show that scalar implicatures may
be computed with the speed associated with default inferences if strongly supported by probabilistic constraints, but
may require the processing effort associated with typical PCIs
if constraints are weak or in competition. Thus scalar implicature does not fit neatly into the GCI-PCI dichotomy.
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Does simile comprehension differ from metaphor comprehension? -A
functional MRI studyMidori Shibata
Hokkaido University

Akira Toyomura
Tokyo Denki University

Jun-ichi Abe
Hokkaido University
Abstract: Since Aristotle, people have believed that metaphors and similes express the same type of figurative
meaning, despite the fact that they are expressed with different sentence patterns. In contrast, recent psycholinguistic
models have suggested that metaphors and similes may promote different comprehension processes. In this study, we
investigated the neural substrates involved in the comprehension of metaphor and simile using functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) to evaluate whether simile comprehension differs from metaphor comprehension or not. In
the metaphor and simile sentence conditions, higher activation was seen in the left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 45/47)
and temporal regions. This result suggests that the activation in both metaphor and simile conditions show similar
patterns. The result also suggests that the activation patterns are affected by the properties of words (degree of the
comprehensibility or similarity between a topic and a vehicle) rather than by the different sentence pattern.
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Cross-Linguistic Influence in Chinese-English Bilinguals: An
Eye-Tracking Study
Alexandra Mateu-Martin
University of Alberta

Ruiting Jia
University of Alberta

Patrick Bolger
University of Alberta
Abstract: The present study investigated how learners’ knowledge of a second language (L2) can influence the
processing of their first language (L1). The study recorded the eye movements of 47 L1 Chinese participants with
different L2 English proficiency levels as they read and judged the grammaticality of 240 Chinese sentences (60 anglicized ungrammatical relative clauses, 90 non-anglicized ungrammatical sentences, and 90 grammatical sentences).
Participants were also given a language-background questionnaire (LEAP-Q) to assess their English proficiency. An
analysis using mixed-effects modeling showed that acceptance of anglicized ungrammatical Chinese sentences was
correlated with age of acquisition, L2 cultural identification, and L2 reading skill and exposure. These results suggest
that the L1 is a more flexible system than previously thought, one that can be changed to some degree by the mastery
of an L2.
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Abstract

(1) J’irai chez le boucher, euh non, le boulanger.
J’ai besoin de pain.
I’m going to the butcher, eh no, the baker.
I need some bread.

In two experiments we investigated the comprehension of
sentences with repaired NPs. In our first experiment, we
applied an acceptability task after speeded auditory
presentation of French versions of sentences with and without
repairs like “I will go to (the butcher, uh no,) the baker. I need
some bread/meat”. While repairs led to reduced acceptability
for consistent continuations, the inconsistent continuation was
more acceptable when a compatible but repaired constituent
had been mentioned before, suggesting that the to-be-repaired
constituent was not fully overwritten by the correction. In our
second experiment, the visual world paradigm was used to
auditorily present participants with the stimuli compiled for
Experiment 1, while they looked at corresponding visual
stimuli. This time, evidence from eye fixation patterns
suggests that the to-be-repaired constituent was actually
suppressed online during sentence processing. To settle this
contradicting evidence we would like to suggest that the
acceptability judgments are mainly the result of offline
reconstruction of memory traces following Gimenes et al.,
(2009).
Keywords:
Sentence
Processing;
Disfluencies;
Acceptability Judgments; Visual World Paradigm

Introduction
The human sentence processing system has to be extremely
robust since it does not only have to cope with highly
standardized and edited to correct input, but very often
(probably more often than not) also with deficient input
caused by various, often non-linguistic, situational factors.
In this paper, we will look at the comprehension of repaired
utterances like (1). It has been proposed that disfluencies
such as silent or filled pauses or repairs may lead to
undesirable effects in sentence processing, leaving
misparses harder to detect, possibly by providing cues
which are interpreted as prosodic structuring information
(Bailey & Ferreira, 2003; Maxfield, Lyon, & Silliman,
2009). For repairs, it has been proposed that the to-berepaired constituent may continue influencing listeners’
comprehension, the so-called lingering effect (e.g., Lau &
Ferreira, 2005). It is this latter effect that we investigate in
our experiments.

Disfluencies are highly frequent in natural language
production. They include editing terms such uh and um as
well as repeats (“I – uh - I wouldn’t”, e.g. Clark & Wasow,
1998) as well as revisions. Typically, in spoken language,
disfluencies can be found in about six out of 100 words
(Fox Tree, 1995). In the corpus used by Levelt (1983), 25 %
of the annotated disfluencies were repairs similar to the
structures under investigation in our studies. Of these, 62 %
included editing expressions like Dutch versions of “I
mean” or “that is” or mostly (30 % of all repairs) the Dutch
version of “uh”. Since disfluencies in general and repairs in
particular are so frequent, listeners have to find ways to
process them, they have to detect the disfluency, see what
the problem is, and edit out the part of speech to-be-repaired
to arrive at the intended meaning of the utterance.
Research on error processing in spelling has provided
evidence, that recently processed incorrect information
(Brown, 1988; Dixon & Kamisnka, 2007; Jacoby &
Hollingshead, 1990) may affect subsequent performance
even in cases, where the error has been explicitly recognized
as such (Perruchet, Rey, Hivert, & Pacton, 2006). Editing
out explicitly marked repairs may, equally, not always work
perfectly well. Lau and Ferreira (2005, see also Bailey &
Ferreira, 2003; Ferreira, Lau, & Bailey, 2004) claim that the
to-be-repaired constituent in repetitions and corrections
introduces lexical content and local syntactic structure not
fully overwritten by the correction. They studied a
disfluency involving the repair of a verb (like chosen vs.
selected) in sentences like (2 a, b).
(2) The little girl a. chosen-uh/b. picked-uh selected for
the role celebrated with her parents and friends.
Sentences like these, with verbs like “selected” which are
ambiguous between a main verb and a past participle
reading, usually lead to comprehension difficulty (e.g.,
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increased reading times), on the disambiguating
prepositional phrase (“for the role”), in particular when the
verb is biased for a simple main verb imperfect reading.
This garden-path disappeared when the ambiguous verb was
preceded by an unambiguous past participle (“chosen”).
Although a repaired constituent such as chosen in (2)
should be discarded from the representation of the sentence,
it has been shown across a variety of constructions that they
can influence offline acceptability judgments (e.g. Lau &
Ferreira, 2005). Garden paths as well as semantically
inconsistent sentences are judged as more acceptable when
containing a repaired element that would have rendered
them unambiguous or semantically consistent, respectively.
However, since most of the published studies only
present offline data, we cannot be sure that the acceptability
judgments reflect an online lingering effect of the repaired
element, as previously suggested, or whether they may be
due to offline reconstruction of memory traces. Gimenes,
Rigalleau, & Gaonac’h (2009), for example, show that
positive acceptability judgments do not necessarily mean
that no problem has been detected online. In their study,
conducted in French, they used a self-paced non-cumulative
reading paradigm to present participants with doubly centerembedded object relative sentences. Participants were
asked, among other things, to evaluate each sentence.
Gimenes et al. compared two conditions: In one condition
all three VPs were present in the sentence (3), whereas in
the other one the second VP (VP2) was missing (4).
(3) The Mexican meal that the gastronomic critic that the
journal hired tasted in the new restaurant had a strange
smell.
(4) The Mexican meal that the gastronomic critic that the
journal hired had a strange smell.
While the missing-VP2 sentences were rated as better
than the All-VPs sentences, they presented longer reading
times on the last VP compared to the all-VPs sentences.
This means that participants preferred the sentences with the
VP2 omissions, even though there was still an online
sensitivity to that omission. In other words, the online
difficulty was not reflected in the acceptability judgments.

Aim of current study
In our study we wished to find out whether the influence of
repaired constituents on offline acceptability judgments are
due to online lingering effect (i.e. the parallel construction
of a phrase structure compatible with the repaired element)
or to offline reconstruction. In order to do so, we chose to
first, try and replicate earlier results associated with repairs
in an offline experiment in which acceptability judgments
were collected after presenting participants with speeded
sentence with NP repairs such as “I will go to (the butcher,
uh no,) the baker. I need some bread/meat”. In these
constructions, an inconsistency (I go to the baker. I need
some meat.) is more acceptable when preceded by a

semantically consistent but repaired element (I go to the
butcher, uh no, the baker) (Hemforth, Pynte, & Bellengier,
2007). Second, we used the visual world paradigm in order
to investigate online processing of these constructions.

Experiment I
In our first experiment, we expect to find evidence for the
so-called lingering effect of the to-be-repaired constituent
(Bailey & Ferreira 2003, Hemforth et al., 2007) in the
acceptability judgments.

Design and procedure:
Participants: 24 native French undergraduate students,
from the Paris Descartes University participated in this
experiment in exchange for course credits.
Materials: We constructed 16 items each in four
conditions as in examples (5a, b) and (6a, b).
(5) Consistent/inconsistent target
J’irai chez le boulanger, J’ai besoin de a. pain/b.
viande.
I’m going to the baker, I need some a. bread/b. meat.
(6) Consistent/inconsistent repair
J’irai chez le boucher, euh non, le boulanger.
J’ai besoin de a. pain/b. viande.
I’m going to the butcher, eh no, the baker.
I need some a. bread/b. meat.
In half of the sentences participants were presented with
disfluencies in the form of an NP replacement. The second
experimental factor was the consistency of the last word of
the second sentence with the contents of the first sentence:
The object of the second sentence made this sentence either
consistent (5a, 6a) or inconsistent (5b, 6b) as a continuation
of the first sentence. Specifically, in the repair condition, the
consistent continuation was compatible with the repair,
where as the inconsistent continuation was consistent with
the to-be repaired item. For half of the participants, the NPs
were exchanged to control for plausibility effects.
We presented participants with synthesised sentences
using the Acapela© Text to Speech software in order to
make our experimental design as comparable as possible to
Hemforth et al. (2007). All utterances were produced at 22
kHz, using a female voice (Claire). Two sentences were
synthesized for each item. The second sentence was speeded
up by 30%, using the Audacity® software, keeping all other
basic parameters like frequency unchanged. The synthesized
materials were inspected by the authors as well as several
native speakers of French and judged as highly natural and
easily understandable. In a separate experiment using the
same materials but with comprehension questions,
participants answered questions correctly in more than 97%
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of the cases in all conditions (Shuval & Hemforth,
submitted).
Procedure: Participants were told that they would hear
sentences generated by a computer. For each experimental
item, a visual signal indicated that a sentence would be
played. Once the sentence was completed, the participant
had to judge its grammaticality on an explicit 1-4 scale
where 1 corresponded to a very poor sentence and 4 to a
very good one. Judgments were automatically recorded by
the experimental software (ExperimentBuilder© by SR
Research). Each experimental item was presented in one of
the four experimental conditions across participants. Eight
randomized lists were prepared including 15 fillers. The
filler sentences varied with respect to their syntactic and
semantic acceptability.
Predictions: Based on earlier evidence, we expect to
find that the to-be repaired constituent influences
acceptability judgments, so that sentences with inconsistent
continuations that are, however, consistent with the to-be
repaired constituents, should be judged as more acceptable
than sentences without a replacement. We therefore predict
an interaction of the experimental factors (repair vs. no
repair, and consistent vs. inconsistent).
Results
Acceptability judgments: Repaired sentences were judged
less acceptable than unrepaired sentences, though only
marginally so across participants (F11,23=3.05, p < .10;
F1,15=4.80, p < .05). Inconsistent sentences were generally
judged less acceptable than consistent sentences
(F1,23=39.94, p < .001; F1,15=45.83, p < .001). A reliable
Repair*Consistency interaction (F1,23=10.75, p <.01; F1,15=
41.05, p < .001) was established: Acceptability of consistent
sentences decreased in sentences with repairs (F1,23=16.11, p
< .01; F1,15=30.33, p < .001), whereas acceptability of
inconsistent sentences increased in the Repair condition
though only reliably so across items (F1,23=1.854, p > .18;
F1,15= 6.01, p < .03).

Figure 1: Acceptability judgments

Judgment times: Figure 2 shows the judgment times for
all four conditions. Judging the acceptability took reliably
longer for repaired sentences than for unrepaired sentences
(F11,23=6.15, p < .03; F21,15=7.11, p < .02). No other effects
turned out to be reliable.

Figure 2: Judgments times
Discussion
Obviously, the to-be-repaired items affect the
acceptability of the sentence. Interference is found in
sentences with repairs leading to increased judgment times
(although these judgment times were taken off-line,
increased sentence length in the repaired conditions might
possibly contribute to the increased judgment times). It
shows up in acceptability judgments in the consistent
condition, reducing acceptability, as well as in the
inconsistent condition, enhancing acceptability. Inconsistent
continuations become more acceptable following repairs
presumably due to the interfering constituent, whereas
consistent continuations are becoming less acceptable
possibly for the same reasons. (A plausible alternative
interpretation of the decreased acceptability of consistent
targets following repairs may simply be that repaired
constructions are less acceptable than non-repaired ones.)
Following Lau and Ferreira (2005), this interfering effect
might be due to the lingering of a partial interpretation
compatible with the to-be-repaired constituent.
There are at least two ways to conceptualize “lingering”,
however. One possibility is that the partial interpretations
that should have been suppressed remain active and thus
influence the processing of the sentence at any moment. A
second possibility compatible with the current data would
be that the partial interpretations are actually suppressed
from current working memory staying dormant until they
are reactivated in sentence wrap-up processes in cases of
emergency (garden paths, inconsistencies) or in situations
with heightened cognitive load (such as speeded
presentations). Active lingering predicts that the to-berepaired item interferes measurably with on-line sentence
processing, whereas dormant lingering predicts mostly offline effects. In order to find out whether the to-be-repaired
constituents behave more like secret agents waiting to jump
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in whenever possible or like sleeping beauties, only to be
woken up when necessary, we ran Experiment 2

Experiment II
In this experiment we wanted to tap into the time course of
comprehension of the repaired sentences we used in
Experiment 1. In order to do so, we used exactly the same
items as the basis for a visual world experiment (Tanenhaus,
Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard, Sedivy, 1995). In this
experiment, we made the linguistic input as natural as
possible, using a natural speaker and non-speeded
presentation.
Design and Procedure: In our experiment, 32 native
French undergraduate students, from the Paris Descartes
University with normal hearing and normal or corrected to
normal vision listened to auditorily presented sentences that
were constructed for Experiment 1. This time, they were
recorded by a natural speaker and the critical regions were
cross-spliced using the PRAAT speech software for
Windows© (Boersma & Weenink, 2009) in order to control
for intonation differences between conditions (5, 6; repeated
here).

beginning of the trial. This tone was immediately followed
by an introductory slide that disappeared after four seconds
(see Figure 3b). It was replaced by a blank screen with a
centered fixation cross ‘‘+’’. The participants were asked to
fixate the cross while pressing the space bar in order to
control for the calibration before the critical image (drift
correction). The drift correction also guaranteed that the
very first fixation was always on the center of the screen.
The experimental slide appeared simultaneously with the
beginning of the auditory stimulus. Following the
experimental slide, a multiple choice comprehension
question was presented. Each experimental session took
about 30 minutes.

(5) Consistent/inconsistent target
J’irai chez le boulanger, J’ai besoin de a. pain/b.
viande.
I’m going to the baker, I need some a. bread/b. meat.
(6) Consistent/inconsistent repair
J’irai chez le boucher, euh non, le boulanger.
J’ai besoin de a. pain/b. viande.
I’m going to the butcher, eh no, the baker.
I need some a. bread/b. meat.

Figure 3b: Order of presentation

Each item was accompanied by a visual stimulus depicting
four objects (Figure 3a): the consistent (bread) and the
inconsistent (meat) objects together with a semantically
related object (lettuce) and an unrelated object (glasses).

Figure 3a: Visual Stimulus
We tracked eye movements with an SR Research EyeLink©
II eye-tracker. For each participant the dominant eye was
tracked as determined by the Miles (1930) test. The
participants were presented with the visual stimuli on a 21’’
screen and with the corresponding auditory stimuli via
earphones. Each session started with a calibration of the eye
tracking system.
Each trial set began with a short tone to mark the

Predictions: The active or dormant nature of the lingering
effect of the repaired constituent should be reflected in eye
movement behavior elicited by the inconsistent repair
condition in the following manner: In any case, we expect
more anticipatory eye movements to the consistent object
than to the inconsistent one even before the onset of the
target noun (bread/meat) (Altmann & Kamide, 1999). In the
case of an active lingering effect, we expect more
anticipatory eye movements to the inconsistent objects than
to the related baseline objects (lettuce). Following the onset
of the target noun, eye movement to the inconsistent objects
should be facilitated (start earlier and/or be more frequent)
in the repair condition compared to the non-repair condition.
If, however, the lingering effect is dormant, we expect to see
evidence of suppression as follows: Suppression of the
inconsistent object should lead to similar or lower
proportions of fixations to the inconsistent objects compared
to the related-baseline objects before the onset of the target
noun. After the onset of the target noun, fixations to the
inconsistent objects should be slowed and reduced
compared to the non-repair condition.
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onset of target (means)
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Results:
We calculated the log odds for gazes on the target object at
each time step, using the formula in (7).
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(7) Y = log2( P(CO) / P(ICO) )
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P(CO) refers to the likelihood of a gaze on the consistent
object and P(ICO) to the likelihood of a gaze on the
inconsistent object.
Figure 4 shows the time course of fixations starting with
the onset of the verb of the second sentence. The vertical
line at 663ms marks the mean onset of the target noun.
Values below zero represent a higher number of fixations to
the inconsistent object (meat), values above zero represent
more looks to the consistent object (bread). Error bars mark
the 95 % confidence interval. Comparing the inconsistent
conditions (filled circles: non-repaired, empty circles:
repaired), we do not see any indication of an active
lingering effect. However, we can see clear effects of
inhibition or suppression in the case of sentences with
repairs. The inconsistent target attracts reliably less fixations
in the repaired sentences than in the non-repaired sentences.
Moreover, even before target onset, there are more fixations
on the consistent target in the repair conditions, giving an
additional indication of suppression.
onset of target (means)
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Figure 5: Log2odds of fixation probabilities of
inconsistent/related objects
Discussion
In sum, although acceptability judgments in the
constructions under investigation in this paper show a
lingering effect of repairs, there is no online evidence for
increased accessibility of the inconsistent target in repair
sentences. In other words, there is no evidence for active
lingering. To the contrary, the inconsistent target seems to
be even less accessible in sentences with repairs than in
sentences where no semantic expectation for it has ever
been generated. The inconsistent target is no more
accessible (and at times even less so) than the baseline
object (semantically related to the target objects, but not
predicted by the first sentence). This pattern of results
suggests that the inconsistent target may have undergone
suppression (Gernsbacher, 1990). Shuval & Hemforth
(submitted) present evidence that reducing the quality of the
input by using synthesized speech also reduces the effect of
suppression, so that we can actually conclude that the
naturalness of the materials of the current experiment plays
an important role for our results.

-2

need some

bread/meat

-3

consistent noun

inconsistent noun

consistent repair

General Discussion

inconsistent repair

Figure 4: Log2odds of fixation probabilities of
consistent/inconsistent objects
In Figure 5 values above zero represent more fixations to
the inconsistent object (meat), values below zero represent
more fixations to the related object (lettuce), which serves
as baseline. The vertical line at 663ms marks the mean onset
of the target noun. Error bars mark the 95 % confidence
interval. Comparing the inconsistent conditions (filled
circles: non-repaired, empty circles: repaired), we see
further evidence for suppression in the case of sentences
with repairs. Before the inconsistent target is mentioned, it
is not fixated more often than the semantically related but
unmentioned object (all Fs < 1). In the region between 500
and 1000 ms, it is even fixated less often (F11,31= 4.99,
p<.04; F21,15= 6.85, P<.02).

In this paper we presented two experiments investigating the
processing of repaired versus non-repaired sentences. In the
first experiment, sentences were presented in a speeded-up
version and participants had to provide acceptability
judgments at the end of the sentence. With this paradigm
and task, we found evidence for interference of the to-berepaired constituent in acceptability judgments as well as in
acceptability judgment times similar to the experiments
reported in Hemforth et al. (2007) or Lau and Ferreira
(2005). This evidence would be fully compatible with a
lingering effect of the to-be-repaired constituent.
In our second experiment, we measured online
comprehension of repaired versus non-repaired sentences
using the Visual World Paradigm. In this experiment, the
auditory stimuli were presented in normal speed. The
participants’ task was to listen to the sentences for
comprehension and to answer comprehension questions
following the sentence. In this experiment, we did not find
any evidence for active online lingering of the to-berepaired constituent. To the contrary, the to-be-repaired
constituents seemed to be suppressed or inhibited, as
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fixations to target items associated to them were fewer
following repairs. Inconsistent targets were at times even
less fixated than the semantically related baseline object.
This pattern of results is not compatible with active
lingering, which should have resulted in increasing the
accessibility of the inconsistent target after repairs as well as
compared to the baseline.
Following Gimenes et al (2009), we propose that
offline acceptability judgments do not necessarily reflect the
same processes at stake while a sentence is processed.
During sentence wrap-up, in particular in cases of increased
cognitive load and reduced perceptibility (speeded
presentation) memory traces not active in current working
memory may be reactivated in order to arrive at a decent
judgment. This is to be expected in particular when the
judgment is particularly difficult, as for garden-path
sentences or in the case of inconsistencies. In “ordinary”
circumstances, repairs work highly efficiently. The to-berepaired constituent is actually suppressed from the current
space of interpretations given good quality of the input and
sufficient processing time. In more demanding situations,
comprehenders may just content themselves with “good
enough” representations (Ferreira et al. 2002). This would
be compatible with an “any-time” algorithm rendering good
enough solutions within restricted time as it has been
proposed for a variety of cognitive processes (e.g.: Horsch
& Poole, 1998). Repairs do thus not act as a secret agent,
interfering with online processing, but more like the
sleeping beauty, just to be woken up to make things mend in
the end.
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Abstract
Speakers have been hypothesized to organize discourse content so as to achieve communicative efficiency. Previous work
has focused on indirect tests of the hypothesis that speakers
aim to keep per-word entropy constant across discourses to
achieve communicative efficiency (Genzel & Charniak, 2002).
We present novel and more direct evidence by examining the
role of topic shift in discourse planning. If speakers aim for
constant per-word entropy, they should encode less unconditional per-word entropy (as estimated based on only sentenceinternal cues) following topic shifts, as there is less relevant
context to condition on. Applying latent topic modeling to a
large set of English texts, we find that speakers are indeed sensitive to the recent topic structure in the predicted way.
Keywords: discourse production; topic shift; communicative
efficiency

Introduction
Recent years have seen a surge in accounts motivated by information theory that consider language production to be partially driven by a preference for communicative efficiency
(Aylett & Turk, 2004; Ferrer i Cancho & Dı́az-Guilera, 2007;
Genzel & Charniak, 2002; Jaeger, 2010; Levy & Jaeger,
2007). Here we focus on evidence from discourse production that speakers distribute information across sentence so
as to hold the conditional entropy associated with a word
constant, which would facilitate efficient information transfer
(Genzel & Charniak, 2002). As language production unfolds
over time, information needs to be computed with reference
to conditional (contextualized) probabilities. This raises the
question as to what cues are integrated into contextualized
probabilities, and how they are integrated. This issue so far
has received little to no attention. We investigate whether
shifts in the latent topics of a discourse influence the amount
of information encoded in each sentence.
Previous research on efficiency in discourse production has
revealed an interesting relation between the information content of a sentence and its position in a discourse: on average,
sentences that occur later in a discourse tend to contain more
unconditional information per word than earlier ones (Genzel
& Charniak, 2002, 2003; Keller, 2004; Piantadosi & Gibson, 2008; Qian & Jaeger, 2009). Unconditional information
refers to the information a word (or sentence) carries if only
sentence-internal cues are considered (i.e. without consideration of preceding discourse context). Why would speakers
distribute discourse information in such a way? Information
theoretic considerations about efficient communication provide a possible explanation. Shannon’s noisy channel theorem implies that an efficient communication system should
transmit information at a constant rate close to the channel
capacity (Shannon, 1948). The information of a sentence is

defined as the negative log-probability of a sentence. The difference between unconditional and conditional information
relates to whether sentence information reflects the effect of
discourse context. These considerations led Genzel and Charniak (2002) to propose the Constant Entropy Rate hypothesis,
according to which unconditional sentence information is expected to increase over time if conditional sentence information stays more or less uniform (for more detail, see Qian
and Jaeger (submitted)). Thus, the finding of a positive correlation between unconditional information and sentence position can be taken as evidence for communicative efficiency
of language.
However, the observed positive correlation is a rather weak
confirmation of communicative efficiency, primarily because
it is only a necessary, but not sufficient, condition of the hypothesized uniform distribution of conditional information in
discourses. One way of obtaining stronger results is to estimate the conditional information of sentences and then tests
whether those estimates indeed form a uniform distribution.
This would require one to obtain a discourse-sensitive language model, from which conditional information estimates
can be derived. One can also work with unconditional information estimates and try to identify variables that maximally correlate with discourse context. The effect of sentence position on unconditional information is expected to
be subsumed by such predictors, since they have essentially
compensated for the lack of discourse context in the unconditional estimates of information. Here we present a series
of studies that apply both methods through the use of topic
modeling. We derived two partially conditioned estimators
of sentence information by estimating the topics in the preceding discourse (a fully conditioned estimator would at least
incorporate world knowledge that is relevant to the discourse,
which is almost implausible). At the same time, topic modeling also allowed us to measure topic shifts in a discourse.
When a discourse undergoes a large topic shift, the previously
mentioned materials are less predictive of the upcoming materials, leading to higher information in those sentences. This
intuitively suggests that topic shift will be a good predictor of
sentence information. We test this hypothesis in both studies.
We begin with a review of previous work that motivates the
approach taken here.

Estimating Sentence Information
Previous studies mostly used ngram to estimate how much information a sentence contains independent of discourse context. Under those models, the probability of a word is conditioned on certain within-sentence elements (e.g. the n-1
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preceding words in a sentence for an ngram model). The
probability estimate of a sentence is simply a product of the
probability estimates of its words.
Besides the obvious problem that these estimators of sentence information do not consider the effect of discourse context at all, it is difficult to intuitively understand whether these
estimates represent how much information the speaker has
planned or how much information the listener may perceive.
A hypothesis of efficient language production should distinguish between these two possibilities.
We approach this problem by first considering what information may be privileged to the speaker in the process
of discourse production. One such factor is the topics of a
discourse. In discourse production, the speaker typically has
more information about the intended topics than the listener
before producing the corresponding utterances. The listener,
on the other hand, has to infer the topics of the discourse after
observing the utterances. Thus, the amount of information
that is in a sentence may appear differently to the speaker
and to the listener. This raises the question whether speakers
distribute information, taking into consideration the listener’s
uncertainty about the topic.
We present two studies designed to address this question.
Study 1 proposes a topic conditional estimator of sentence
information, which is an attempt to estimate how much information a speaker has planned in each sentence given the
current discourse topic. Study 2 proposes a latent bigram estimator of sentence information, which marginalizes over all
possible topics to preserve maximal uncertainty – arguably
a rational strategy that the listener might adopt (although an
interpretation in terms of production is also possible, since
speakers may not have perfect certainty about what they said
and how they intend to convey their current message). Because the topics of a discourse usually stretch over a few sentences, these estimators are implicitly sensitive to discourse
context in a limited fashion (see below for more detail).

on their position in the discourse were a better fit.
However, the decay functions in Qian and Jaeger (2010)
only superimposed a general nonlinear pattern onto data
based on the idea of topic shift. The actual sizes of topic
shifts were not measured. Our current studies adopt a more
direct approach by estimating topic shifts throughout the discourse. If topic shift correlates with discourse context, the
positive correlation between sentence position and unconditional estimates of sentence information is expected to disappear. In addition, topic shift itself is expected to be a significant predictor of sentence information. When there is a
large topic shift, the preceding discourse context may not be
so useful in predicting the upcoming sentence, and a rational
speaker should encode less information in the upcoming sentence. Therefore, a negative correlation between topic shift
and sentence information is expected.

Explaining Nonlinear Patterns

The topic of a sentence can influence the predictability of
words. For example, the two words “the wall” are almost
certainly followed by “street” in an article that discusses the
financial market; whereas in a fairy tale, they are much more
likely to be a complete noun phrase. An ngram model, which
only considers the surface dependency of word tokens, will
predict “street” is equally likely in both contexts.
Work in natural language processing uses topic models to
estimate the latent topics of a collection of texts, for example, in order to find “hot” research topics published in journals (Griffiths & Steyvers, 2004). Here, we adopt the generative approach described in Blei, Ng, and Jordan (2003). Each
topic t is defined by a multinomial probability distribution φ
over words w, and each text d is a multinomial distribution θ
of topics:

One additional issue is that many early studies have implicitly assumed a linear correlation between unconditional sentence information per word and sentence position (Genzel &
Charniak, 2002, 2003; Keller, 2004). This assumption is
challenged by recent studies that found sublinear relations
between a sentence’s position in the discourse and its unconditional information (Piantadosi & Gibson, 2008; Qian
& Jaeger, 2009, submitted). Qian and Jaeger (2010) derive
this pattern from the assumption that the informativity of contextual cues on average decays with increasing distance (cue
weight decay hypothesis). This assumption is based on the
intuition that discourses typically consist of several topics so
that contextual cues that have been introduced under Topic A
may have little predictive power over the content of Topic B.
To test this hypothesis, we applied generic decay functions
which lower the predictive power of distant discourse contextual cues, and found that the resulting predictions about the
average unconditional per-word entropy of sentences based

Methods
Data
We used the Brown corpus in the form provided by the Python
Natural Language Toolkit (Bird, Loper, & Klein, 2009). The
data set consists of 500 English articles. We divided the corpus into a training set of 400 articles for building the topic
model, a development set of 50 articles for monitoring the
quality of the trained model, and a testing set of 50 articles
for conducting the studies. Each group has a random mixture of topic categories as labeled in the corpus. To normalize
the lengths of articles, only the first 50 sentences of each article are included in data sets. We excluded all function words
and content words that appeared less than 15 times or more
than 450 times in the training data. This exclusion criterion
aimed to keep only the semantically significant content words
in sentences.

Modeling Topics

w|t, φ ∼ Discrete(φ)
d|θ ∼ Discrete(θ)
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The generative assumption entails that a speaker produces
the content of a discourse by first selecting a mixture of topics θi that they want to convey to their audience, and then
sampling from topic distributions φi for words. In training
the topic model, each individual sentence in the training set
is provided as a single training “document” to the model for
discovering latent topics. The Python package deltaLDA
(Andrzejewski, Mulhern, Liblit, & Zhu, 2007), which implements a Gibbs sampler as described in Griffiths and Steyvers
(2004), was used. To determine the optimal number of latent topics, we monitored the cross-entropy on the development set as the number of topics was varied. The number
was determined to be 80. When the topic model was trained,
two probability distribution were obtained: P(W |T ), which
gives the conditional probability of content words given topics, and P(T |D), which gives the conditional probability of
topics given training documents. The latter distribution will
be useful in computing the marginal probability of a topic:

P(T ) is the prior belief about the distribution of topics; results of using a flat prior and an informative prior will be presented. In either case, the belief about the distribution of topics is updated on-line so that the posterior belief carries over
to be the prior belief at the next sentence.
As a result, topic shifts can be conveniently quantified by
measuring the distance between the posterior and prior belief distributions of topics. One metric for such a distance is
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. The KL divergence between the two belief distributions of topics is computed as:
KL = ∑ log2 p(t|s)
t

p(t|s)
p(t)

(5)

In other words, it’s the logarithmic difference between the
posterior and the prior belief distributions of topics, weighted
by the posterior distribution. This distance intuitively represents the amount of topic shifts between sentences.

Study 1
p(T = t) = ∑ p(T = t|D = d)

(1)

d

which allows us to compute an informative prior on the probabilities of topics.

Estimating Sentence Information
Sentence information refers to the negative log-probability of
a sentence:
I(s) = − log p(s)

(2)

Estimates of per-word sentence information were obtained by dividing sentence information estimates by sentence lengths, yielding a normalized quantity that can be compared across sentences. We describe the detailed methods as
part of the studies.

Methods
We assume that the speaker plans the topic of a sentence
tintended before actually producing the content of that sentence si = {wi1 . . . win } (i.e. we assume that speakers know
with certainty which topic they intend to talk about). Thus,
the amount of information in that sentence, to the speaker,
is an a posteriori estimate, depending on the intended topic:
ˆ i ) = I(si |tintended ).
I(s
The first task is then to infer the topic of a sentence si . Unfortunately, we as researchers (as opposed to the speaker herself) can only estimate this topic in a post-hoc fashion since
we are unable to foretell the speaker’s plan before observing
the production results. Therefore, we take the most probable
topic given the sentence content as the closest estimate of the
speaker’s intended topic:

Measuring Topic Shifts
tˆintended = argmax p(t|s = {w1 . . . wn })

We model the changes in discourse topics using Bayesian
belief updating. At the beginning of a discourse, either the
speaker or the listener is assumed to have an initial belief
about which topics may be likely and which may not based
on their knowledge of probable topics. As the discourse continues, this belief is updated at the end of each sentence to
reflect the most likely topic to date. According to the Bayes’
rule, the posterior belief about the distribution of topics is
proportional to the product of the likelihood function and the
prior:
P(T |s) ∝ p(s|T )P(T )

Equation (6) is a maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of
the topic of a sentence, where

p(t|s = {w1 . . . wn }) =

(3)

The likelihood function p(s|T ) refers to the probability of
the sentence given a particular topic. To simplify the model,
we assume that all words are conditionally independent given
a topic. Thus, the probability of a sentence is the product of
the probabilities of its words:
p(s|T ) = ∏ p(w|T )
w∈s

(6)

t

(4)

p(s = {w1 . . . wn }|t)p(t)
p(s)

(7)

The first term of the numerator in Equation (7) is the probability of a sentence given a topic t, which follows the same
conditional independence assumption as shown in Equation
(4). The second term is the prior probability of a topic. We
used a flat prior for estimating the posterior distribution of
topics for the first sentence in a discourse. When an informative prior was used, differences were minimal and thus were
not reported separately. For each subsequent sentence position, an on-line updating procedure ensues. In some sense,
the probability estimate of a sentence is implicitly sensitive
to the entire preceding discourse, since the belief distribution
of topics has been carried over consecutively.
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w∈s

This sentence information estimate represents the amount
of information that the speaker has planned for the utterance.
Mixed Model Analysis To investigate how speakers organize the content of a discourse, we conducted linear mixed
model analyses.1 Mixed models are regression models that
provide ways to account for potential clusters in the data,
which would otherwise lead to inflated Type I errors (Pinheiro
& Bates, 2000). The dependent variable is per-word sentence information as estimated by the topic conditional estimator. The independent variables (i.e. predictors) are sentence position and topic shift. In addition to these fixed effects, we also included random intercepts for individual differences between writers. As introduced above, we predict
that topic shift will be negatively correlated with sentence information, and such an effect may subsume the effect of sentence position.
To determine the significance of independent variables, we
compared models with and without a given variable in terms
of the χ2 distributed differences in deviance. We compared
the model with two different models, one of which has only
sentence position as the independent variable, the other of
which only topic shift. If the model without sentence position was significantly different from the model with both independent variables, we could conclude sentence position is
significant predictor. We would then look at its coefficient in
the regression model to determine if the effect was in the predicted direction. The same method also applies to the analysis
of topic shift. We report χ2 -based p-values instead of those
associated with error-based t-values in parameter estimation.
This approach avoids problems with inflated standard errors
for collinear predictions.

Results
The prediction that sentence information should be negatively correlated with topic shift is confirmed in the current
study. We found that when the planned content of the upcoming sentence shifts the prior belief distribution of topics by 1 bit, the content will be encoded with 0.43 bits of
information per word less than the case where there is no
topic shift (models with a flat prior for the belief distribution of topics: χ2 = 301.31, p < 0.0001; informative prior:
χ2 = 273.29, p < 0.0001). At the same time, the effect of
sentence position is also significant. Speakers were found to
encode 0.001 more bits of information per word in each subsequent sentence, after the effect of topic shift is controlled
1 Following Qian and Jaeger (2010), we also conducted nonlinear

mixed model analysis, which yielded qualitatively similar results.
Those results are not reported here separately due to space limit.
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Sentence information (topic conditional estimator)

We refer to the corresponding estimator of sentence information (shown below in Equation (8)) as a topic conditional
estimator (TCE) of sentence information. The information
estimate for sentence s based on the TCE is:
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Figure 1: Boxplot shows the actual distribution of sentence
information against sentence position. Blue curve shows the
combined predicted effects of both predictors (random effects
are not shown).
for (flat prior: χ2 = 62.41, p < 0.0001; informative prior:
χ2 = 65.6, p < 0.0001).
Figure 1 summarizes the results graphically. Note that the
predictor topic shift allows our model to fit a high level of
nonlinearities in the profile of sentence information. Previous studies have attempted to fit these nonlinear patterns with
log- or restricted cubic spline (RCS) transformed sentence
position (Qian & Jaeger, 2010). A post-hoc test revealed that
topic shift remained a significant predictor even after these
transformations were applied (for log-transformed sentence
position: χ2 = 303, p < 0.0001; for RCS-transformed sentence position: χ2 = 320.47, p < 0.0001), indicating the nonlinear patterns captured by topic shift are additional to these
general nonlinear functions.

Discussion
The results of Study 1 suggest that speakers are sensitive
to topic shift. When the content of an upcoming sentence
leads to a significant change in the belief of likely topics, the
speaker typically plans less information in that sentence. This
shows that the speaker is aware of the fact that the predictive
power of discourse context is not as powerful as it would have
been if there were no topic shift.
The effect of sentence position can be interpreted in two
ways. One possibility is that topic shift is not a perfect correlate of discourse context. Thus, when topic shift is controlled
for, not all of the effect of sentence position is subsumed. An
alternative view is that the topic conditional estimator of sentence information do not reflect the actual measure of information that speakers use to organize a discourse. In the next
study, we used a different estimator to explore this question.

Study 2
In Study 1, the topic conditional estimator calculates the information of a sentence by conditioning sentence content on
the topic (that we as researchers assume to be) intended by the
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speaker. Since the intended topic of a sentence can only be
known to the speaker, a listener must adopt a different strategy in estimating sentence information. One possible strategy
is to infer the topics of the discourse word by word, and preserve the uncertainty in the inference process by performing
marginalization over all possible topics. We refer to it as a
latent bigram estimator, the details of which are described
below.

∑ − log2 p(wi |wi−1 )

wi ∈s

=

∑ ∑ − log2 p(wi |T = t)p(T = t|wi−1 )

(9)

wi ∈s t

The last step of Equation (9) shows that the probability of
a word wi is obtained by marginalizing over a full distribution of latent topics, which is inferred from the context word
wi−1 . Thus, the latent bigram estimator is different from a traditional bigram estimator that examines only the correlations
between surface tokens. An illustration of the difference is
shown in Figure 2.

12.48
12.46

Iˆlbe (s) =

12.44

Sentence information (Latent bigram estimator)

The latent bigram estimator of sentence information estimates
the information of a sentence s as follows:

12.42

Methods

12.50

effect of sentence position is no longer significant. The estimated slope is close to 0 and is non-significant (flat prior:
p > 0.5; informative prior: p > 0.6). Importantly, when topic
shift is removed from the regression model, sentence position
is a significant predictor on its own. Taken together, these results showed that the effect of topic shift subsumes the effect
of sentence position.
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Figure 3: Sentence information (estimated by latent bigrams)
is negatively correlated with topic shift. Scatterplot shows
the actual distribution. Blue line shows the predicted effect.
Random effects are not shown.

Discussion
(a) Bigrams

(b) Latent bigrams

Figure 2: Regular bigram models vs. latent bigram models.
Inferring the posterior probability of a topic p(T = t|wi−1 )
requires a simple manipulation of the Bayes’ rule:
p(T = t|wi−1 ) =

p(wi−1 |T = t)p(T = t)
p(wi−1 )

Study 2 replicated the predicted negative correlation between
topic shift and sentence information found in Study 1. With
sentence information estimates reflecting how much information that the listener perceives, it shows that the speaker
organizes discourse content in such a way that the listener
would perceive less information when the discourse undergoes a topic shift.

(10)

Terms in Equations (9) and (10) were directly obtained
from the training results P(W |T ). The prior distribution of
topics P(T ) was computed using Equation (1). The probability of the first word of a sentence is conditioned on the last
word of the previous sentence. This sentence information estimates represents how much information that faces a rational
listener in a sentence.

Results
We used the same statistical procedure as in Study 1. Topic
shift remained a highly significant predictor of unconditional
per-word sentence information (as estimated using latent bigrams). On average, speakers encode 0.05 bits less information in a sentence for every 1 bit of topic shift (model
with a flat prior: χ2 = 252.77, p < 0.0001; informative prior:
χ2 = 257.56, p < 0.0001; see Figure 3). Interestingly, the

Partial – Topic shift
Partial – Sent position
Total R2

TCE (Study 1)
13.69%
2.89%
17.10%

LBE (Study 2)
10.32%
0.01%
21.44%

Table 1: Partial and total R2 of the both models.
The fact that the effect of sentence position becomes nonsignificant when topic shift is controlled for implies that topic
shift accounts for the variance that is originally predicted by
sentence position. This might be taken to mean that marginalization over topics is the more appropriate model of what
speakers try to hold constant during discourse production.
This is, however, potentially misleading. While overall more
variance is accounted for in Study 2 (Table 1), the proportion
accounted for by the topic shift predictor out of the overall
variance is actually smaller in Study 2 (48.1%) than in Study
1 (80.1%). In other words, the higher R2 of the model in
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Study 2 is mostly due to more variance being captured by the
random intercepts (which adjust for individual differences between writers). It is hence unclear which of the two models
presented in this paper is more appropriate.

compatible with the hypothesis that speakers plan utterances
from the listeners’ perspective to achieve communicative efficiency.
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Determinants of learning difficulty and boundary uncertainty in
unidimensional category learning
Gyslain Giguère
The University of Texas at Austin

Bradley C. Love
The University of Texas at Austin
Abstract: Many real-world learning and classification problems involve mastering subtle and noisy distinctions.
For example, predicting the winner of a baseball game is challenging due to numerous interactions and inherent
noise in outcomes. One common approach in machine learning to reduce overfitting and boost performance (i.e.,
generalization) on novel test items is to use regularization methods that effectively smooth the training data. One
research question is whether human performance can be boosted by effectively regularizing (i.e., idealizing) the
training set. In the first two studies, participants learned and were tested on perceptual categories. Idealization was
manipulated across conditions in terms of distribution variance and feedback type. In the third study, participants
predicted the outcome of actual baseball games after training on either actual or idealized game results. In all three
studies, participants performed better on generalization tests (involving actual items) when trained on idealized items
than on actual items.
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Abstract
This study investigated the link between expertise for a prototypedefined category and the face inversion effect (which refers to the
decline in performance in recognising faces that are inverted
compared to the recognition of faces in their normal upright
orientation; e.g., Yin, 1969). We aimed to demonstrate an
analogous effect in chequerboards drawn from a familiar category
such that participants had acquired a certain expertise with that
category. Participants in this study were first presented with a
categorisation task in which they were asked to sort a number of
chequerboards (in an upright orientation) into two categories. This
increased their familiarity with these categories. Then, in the next
(study) phase, participants were presented with a set of
chequerboards which included exemplars (some upright, some
inverted) from one of the two categories that participants were
familiar with, plus exemplars (also upright or inverted) from a
novel category. Following this, participants were presented with
an old/new recognition task that included exemplars seen in the
study phase plus new exemplars of the same (familiar and novel)
categories in both orientations (upright and inverted). We
succeeded in obtaining the same pattern of effects reported in
McLaren (1997), i.e. a significant inversion effect for stimuli
drawn from the familiar category, but with standard recognition
procedures. We interpret the results in terms of McLaren and
Mackintosh's (2000) theory of representation development.
Keywords:Inversion; perceptual learning; expertise; faces;
recognition; chequerboards; categorization; latent inhibition.

Introduction
The face inversion effect proper refers to the greater
decline in performance in recognizing faces that are inverted
compared to the recognition of faces in their normal upright
orientation when contrasted with similar manipulations
using other stimuli such as pictures of houses (Yin, 1969).
On the basis of this effect it had been believed that faces
were processed in our brain in a different way to other kinds
of stimuli. The assumption that facial stimuli are special can
be challenged by the demonstration that the inversion effect
in recognition memory can be as strong with images of dogs
as with faces when the subjects are experts in specific dog
breeds (Diamond & Carey, 1986). Thus, this suggests that
the face inversion effect may not be due to the fact that
facial stimuli are separately processed by the brain, but
instead that there are other factors, such as expertise, which
give rise to this effect. Back in 1997 McLaren demonstrated
that we can obtain a significant inversion effect analogous
to that in faces with chequerboards drawn from a familiar

category as long as they possess the appropriate stimulus
structure. Subjects were exposed to a set of chequerboards
and were asked to categorise them into two different
prototype-defined categories. This was followed by a
discrimination task which included two pairs of
chequerboards (one pair in an upright and the other pair in
an inverted orientation) from a familiar category, plus two
control pairs of chequerboards from a novel category (again
one pair upright the other inverted). The results showed that
familiarity with a category defined by a prototype gave
subjects an enhanced ability to discriminate between
exemplars of that category in an upright orientation. This
benefit was lost when the stimuli were inverted, to the
extent that learning of the discrimination involving inverted
familiar exemplars was worse than for appropriate controls.
No inversion effect was found for exemplars taken from a
novel category of chequerboards, or for chequerboards that
were taken from a familiar category that was not prototypebased. In the same study McLaren (1997) tried to extend
those results in a delayed matching task. Each trial of the
delayed matching task involved a category exemplar being
presented for 1 sec in either an upright or inverted
orientation, and finally a second exemplar drawn from the
same category and with the same orientation as the first.
Subjects had to decide whether the second chequerboard
was the same as or different from the first as rapidly as
possible by pressing one of two keys. Trials were
randomized with the constraint that half were positive
(same) trials and half negative (different). Results showed
that subjects presented with exemplars from a familiar
category were significantly better at judging whether upright
exemplars were the same or different than at making the
same decision for the inverted exemplars. Finally
performance on the familiar upright exemplars was
significantly better than that for novel controls. Thus,
experience with a category leads to a significant inversion
effect in a matching task confirming the results obtained in
the discrimination task. However this time performance on
inverted familiar exemplars was not significantly worse than
that on inverted novel exemplars. In the present study we
aimed to replicate McLaren’s (1997) findings using a
standard face recognition paradigm, but with chequerboards
as stimuli rather than faces. The prediction was that
expertise with members of a familiar, prototype-defined
category would lead to an improved ability in distinguishing
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and recognising these members; an improvement that would
be lost on inversion. Finally, as McLaren (1997) showed
that inversion of familiar exemplars may incur some cost in
discriminating those exemplars, we investigated whether
there may be some cost when recognising inverted familiar
exemplars.

Experiment 1a
Experiment 1a aimed to find a significant inversion effect in
an artificial prototype-defined category that participants
became familiar with during the experiment.

Materials
The stimuli were 16 x 16 chequerboards containing roughly
half black and half white squares. Four prototypes were
generated at random but with the constraint that they shared
50% of their squares with any of the other prototypes.
Exemplars were generated from these prototypes by
changing squares at random as described in Figure 1.

A

B

C

D

Figure 1: The prototypes for categories A, B, C and D. On
average, 48 of the squares were set at random to generate
each exemplar, thus, on average, 24 squares would be
expected to alter from black to white or white to black.
There was no special relationship between exemplars
generated from each prototype.

Participants
32 psychology undergraduates at the University of Exeter
took part in the experiment. The study was counterbalanced
by splitting participants into 8 groups.

Procedure
The study consisted of a ‘categorisation phase’ a ‘study
phase’ and an old/new recognition ‘test phase’. In the
categorisation phase, the subjects were instructed that once
they pressed any key on the keyboard, a set of chequerboard
stimuli would appear on the screen, one at a time in random
order. Their task was to sort these stimuli into two
categories by pressing one of the two keys (“x” or “.”), and
they would get immediate feedback as to whether their

response was correct or not. If they did not respond within
4seconds, they would be timed out. The set of chequerboard
stimuli included 128 exemplars of two different categories,
with 64 in each category. Subjects were encouraged to scan
the whole of each chequerboard before categorising it. In
order to counterbalance our stimuli, we used 8 participant
groups. The first 4 of those were presented, during the
categorisation task, with 64 exemplars drawn from category
A and 64 exemplars drawn from category B. The second 4
were presented with 64 exemplars drawn from each of the C
and D categories. After the categorisation phase was
concluded participants proceeded to the study phase. For
each subject, the task was to look at a number of new
exemplars from one of the two familiar categories seen in
the categorisation task, plus an equal number of novel
exemplars from a category not previously seen. Thus, for
example, participant group 1 was presented with a set of
stimuli that included 32 exemplars (16 upright and 16
inverted) drawn from category A (familiar) and 32
exemplars (16 in both orientations) drawn from category C
which was novel for them. To counterbalance this
participant group 5 was presented with 32 exemplars (16
upright and 16 inverted) drawn from category C (familiar)
and 32 exemplars (16 in both orientations) drawn from
category A which was novel for that group. Thus, in the
study phase each participant was shown 4 types of exemplar
each containing 16 stimuli giving a total of 64 exemplars.
These were presented one at a time in a random order for 3
seconds. The exemplar types were: 1-Familiar Inverted
exemplars (1FI); 2-Familiar Upright exemplars (1FU); 3Novel Inverted exemplars(1NI) and 4-Novel Upright
exemplars (1NU). Following the study phase subjects were
given an old/new recognition task. This involved the 64
exemplars seen in the study phase (32 in an upright and 32
in an inverted orientation, as presented in the study phase),
plus 64 new exemplars (32 in an upright and 32 in an
inverted orientation) split across the same four exemplar
types shown in the study phase. The unstudied exemplar
types were: 5-Familiar Inverted exemplars (2FI); 6-Familiar
Upright
exemplars
(2FU);
7Novel
Inverted
exemplars(2NI) and 8-Novel Upright exemplars (2NU).
Each exemplar had a unique identifying number, to make
sure that an individual exemplar never appeared in more
than one condition at a time during the experiment. To
simplify their use in the experiment, the stimuli available
were divided into sets of 16 giving 8 sets of stimuli, and
each participant group was shown a different combination
of the 8 sets as shown in Table 1 below. Subjects in the test
phase were asked to press “.” on the computer keyboard if
they had seen the chequerboard before in the study phase, or
“x” if they had not seen it and had 4 seconds in which to do
so. Data was collected on accuracy and latency in
recognition performance across the test recognition phase.
At the end of the study subjects were debriefed about the
purpose of the experiment.
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There was also a significant interaction between category
type and orientation, F(1,31)=3.63, p<.05 one-tail. The
effect of category type and orientation on recognition was
also analyzed by means of planned comparisons on d’
scores. Familiar upright exemplars were not recognized
significantly better than unfamiliar upright exemplars,
F(1,31)=2.07, p=.08, though there was a clear trend in that
direction. There was also a non-significant trend for familiar
inverted exemplars to be worse than novel ones,
F(1,31)=0.92, p= .17.

Discussion

Table 1: Combinations of the stimuli presented to each
participant group. Exemplars used in the study phase and
the test phase were numbers 64 to128. The first 4 stimulus
groups were the ones seen both in the study phase and in the
test. The latter 4 were seen only during the test phase.

Results
The data from all 32 subjects was used for the signal
detection analysis. In the categorization phase, the mean
percentage correct was 64%. Figure 2 gives the results from
the test phase for the signal detection measure d' by
category type. Following McLaren (1997) we expected an
inversion effect (higher score for upright than for inverted)
for the familiar category, no inversion effect for the novel
category, and a significant difference between the effects of
inversion for familiar and novel categories. Planned
contrasts were used to examine whether these effects were
reliable. As expected, a significant difference in d' was
found for the upright versus inverted familiar category
exemplars, F(1,31)=3.59, p<.05 one-tail. No significant
inversion effect was found for novel category exemplars,
F(1,31)=-1.16, p=ns.

Figure 2: the X axis gives the four different stimulus
conditions, whereas the Y axis shows the mean d' for the
old/new recognition phase in Experiment 1a.

We have replicated the original effect with chequerboards,
but this time using exactly the same recognition paradigm as
is normally used for face recognition studies. There is a
significant inversion effect for the familiar category of
chequerboards, but no inversion effect for novel
chequerboards. An explanation consistent with the results
obtained in Experiment 1a is that stimulus pre-exposure
leads to perceptual learning. The familiar chequerboards
benefit from this and, hence, subjects are better able to
recognize upright exemplars of that category. But an
individual’s performance declines when presented with
exemplars of that ostensibly familiar category in an inverted
orientation because they are not actually familiar with the
stimuli in that orientation (McLaren, Kaye and Mackintosh,
1989; McLaren & Mackintosh, 2000). This leads to the
inversion effect observed with the familiar category, but this
effect is not seen for the novel chequerboards as here there
is no perceptual learning to be lost on inversion. One issue
for this account of Experiment 1a's results, however, is that
the mechanism described predicts such an effect only for
categories defined in terms of a prototype, but we have no
direct evidence for this in these experiments as yet.

Experiment 1b
In Experiment 1b we addressed this issue. The same
procedure was used again but this time there was an
alteration in the method used to generate the stimuli. We
used a variant on the procedure for generating ‘shuffled’
stimuli outlined in McLaren (1997), as this produced stimuli
that were as easy to classify as prototype-defined stimuli,
but they did not average to the base pattern used to generate
them and so did not, as a class, possess a prototype
themselves. Exemplars were constructed by shuffling rows,
a random permutation of 3 randomly chosen horizontal rows
of a base pattern (we used the base patterns from
Experiment 1a) constituting an exemplar of that category.
We only shuffled three rows, to keep the number of squares
that (on average) changed the same as in Experiment 1a
(this was far fewer than the number shuffled in 1997). The
procedure was that two rows were identified at random and
swapped, then a new row was identified, and swapped with
one of the previous two. The result is that, on average, half
the squares in each of the three rows will be altered making
24 in all. Thus, this experiment is, in some sense the control
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for Experiment 1a, though as will become apparent, the ease
of classification produced by using these materials more
nearly matched that of Experiment 2. We predicted no
inversion effect for either familiar or novel category
exemplars in this experiment.

Discussion

Participants
32 psychology undergraduates at the University of Exeter
took part in the experiment. The study was counterbalanced,
as in Experiments 1 and 2, by splitting participants into 8
groups.

Experiment 1b supported our explanation of the inversion
effect, in particular that the inversion effect would only arise
for a category of stimuli based on a prototype. Being able to
categorize stimuli that were not defined by a prototype did
not give the subjects any advantage in recognising
exemplars of that category in their upright orientation, and
did not produce any of the effects observed in Experiment
1a. However, our inversion effect in Experiment 1a is not as
substantial as we would like. This may be because
participants found it too hard to recognize the
chequerboards. Experiment 2 aimed to address this issue.

Results
The data from all 32 subjects was, as for Experiments1a,
used for the analysis.. In the categorisation phase, the mean
percentage correct was 77%. Thus, as we predicted the
stimuli were at least as easy to categorize as stimuli in
Experiment 1a. However as Figure 3 suggests there was no
significant difference in d-prime means for familiar category
exemplars or for novel category exemplars, confirming our
predictions. The crucial interaction, however, is not that
within Experiment 1b, but emerges when we compare the
results of Experiment 1b with those of Experiment 1a. In
McLaren (1997) a similar comparison showed that the
inversion effect, defined as the familiarity by orientation
interaction, obtained with exemplars drawn from a
prototype-defined category was significantly greater than
that obtained with exemplars drawn from a category that
was not defined by a prototype. If we compute the
Experiment by Familiarity by Orientation interaction for
Experiments 1a and 1b we find F(1,31)=5.15, p=.013 (onetail), confirming that this is the case here. Thus we have the
necessary evidence to state that the inversion effect depends
on both the category being familiar and its being prototype
based.

Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was a replication of Experiment 1a but this
time we tried to make the chequerboards more “clumpy”,
with the intention of making the stimuli easier to recognize.
We hoped to obtain a stronger inversion effect for familiar
chequerboards than the one obtained in Experiment 1a.

Materials
In this experiment a randomly chosen 96 squares (up from
48 in Experiment 1a) were set at random to generate each
exemplar, and the prototypes themselves had stronger
differentiation into black and white areas (see Figure 4).

Prototype A
Experiment 1

Prototype A
Experiment 2

Exemplar A65
Experiment 1

Exemplar A65
Experiment 2

Figure 4: The prototypes and example exemplars for
category A in Experiment 1 and for category A in
Experiment 2.

Participants
Figure 3: The X axis shows the four different stimulus
conditions, whereas the Y axis shows the average number of
accurate responses (out of 32) for each of the four
conditions in the test phase of Experiment 1b.

32 psychology undergraduates at the University of Exeter
took part in the experiment. The study was counterbalanced,
as in Experiment 1, by splitting participants into 8 groups.

Procedure
This was exactly the same as that used in Experiment 1a.
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Results
The data from all 32 subjects was used for the analysis. In
the categorisation phase, the mean percentage correct was
77%, indicating that our manipulation of the stimuli had
made them easier to classify at least. Figure 5 gives the
results for the mean d' score by category type. Planned
comparisons were used to examine whether or not there
was a significant inversion effect for familiar category
exemplars. A reliable difference in d' emerged for the
upright versus the inverted familiar category exemplars,
F(1,31)=8.09, p<.01 one-tail. There was also a significant
interaction between category type and orientation,
F(1,31)=4.12, p<.03 one-tail. To explore this further the
effect of category type on the recognition of upright
exemplars was also analyzed. Familiar upright exemplars
were not recognized significantly better than unfamiliar
upright exemplars, F(1,31)=.96, p=.17, but novel inverted
exemplars were recognized significantly better than familiar
inverted exemplars, F(1,31)=4.11, p<.03 one tail.

Figure 5:The X axis shows the four different stimulus’
conditions, whereas the Y axis shows the mean
discrimination in d-prime (out of 32) for the old/new
recognition phase in Experiment 2.

Discussion
Experiment 2 replicated and strengthened the findings
obtained in Experiment 1a.We were able to increase the
inversion effect for chequerboards by making them easier to
recognize. Thus, our results confirm that an inversion effect
can be induced by familiarizing participants with a category.
We are now also able to comment further on the basis for
this effect. The trend for familiar upright exemplars to be
better recognized than novel upright exemplars was not
itself significant (though the effect was numerically in the
right direction), but this time inverted familiar exemplars
were significantly worse recognized than novel inverted
exemplars. This replicates the finding in McLaren (1997),
and indicates that the inversion effect may be as much to do
with a disadvantage for inverted familiar exemplars as it is

with an advantage for upright familiar exemplars. We return
to this point in the General Discussion.

General Discussion
Experiments 1a, 1b and 2 support the hypothesis that
expertise with a category defined by a prototype leads to an
inversion effect in standard recognition paradigms with
stimuli drawn from that category, and this does not happen
after experience with a category that cannot be defined in
terms of a prototype. Before accepting this assertion,
however, we must establish that the pattern of performance
seen in Experiment 1b was not simply a floor effect when
compared to Experiment 1a. In fact, the data argue against
this interpretation. Performance overall in Experiment 1a
was only marginally better than chance F(1,31)=2.64,
p=.057, confirming that our participants found the task very
difficult. Overall performance in Experiment 1b was
significantly above chance, F(1,31)=8.00, p<.005, however,
so if anything the task with the shuffled chequerboards was
easier, as the categorization results also suggest. It is
unlikely, therefore, that the lack of an inversion effect with
the shuffled chequerboards is due to a floor effect.
There is one aspect of the stimulus construction used this
time in the case of the shuffled chequerboards that does
require further discussion. In the McLaren (1997)
experiments, the rows were shuffled a great deal, and as
such the likelihood of any given row remaining in its base
position was rather low. This meant that the average of all
the shuffled patterns was a set of vertical bands of varying
degrees of grey (depending on the proportion of black
squares in any given column), and this average was not
actually a chequerboard, and so could not be considered as a
prototype of the category. In these experiments we only
shuffle three rows, to equate the number of squares changed
(on average) in Experiments 1 a and 1b, and this means that
the chance of a row not being changed from its base position
is rather high. Given this, the average of all the shuffled
exemplars will now approximate a (slightly blurry)
chequerboard, and the claim that this is no longer a
prototype-defined category is harder to sustain.
Nevertheless, there is no doubt that our procedures with
these stimuli lead to a quite different set of results to those
obtained with the standard prototype + noise stimuli used in
Experiments 1a and 2. A more detailed application of the
MKM (McLaren, Kaye and Mackintosh, 1989; further
developed in McLaren and Mackintosh, 2000) model to
these stimuli helps make it clear why this should be so.
Take the stimuli of Experiments 1a and 2 first. Starting
with a base pattern (the prototype), 48 squares are randomly
chosen and then set to black or white at random to create
each exemplar that will, on average, differ by 24 squares
from the prototype. Consider a typical changed square in the
middle of the stimulus. It will be surrounded by 8 squares
that will mostly be those of the base pattern (on average
0.75 of a square of these 8 will have changed). As a
consequence of category pre-exposure, the MKM model
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tells us that the elements of a stimulus associate to one
another, and that this allows them to predict one another,
reduce their error scores, and as a consequence their
salience decreases. But, for a changed
square the
predictions from the surrounding elements (which as near
neighbours will be important predictors of this square) will
be wrong, and so the square will have a very high salience
because of it's very high error score. This facilitates
discrimination and recognition based on these changed
features (which define the exemplars). In the case of the
shuffled stimuli in Experiment 1b, because a row is moved
as a whole, the squares either side of a changed square will
be the same as usual for that square and are the best
predictors of that square, even though its location in the
stimulus has altered. The predictions of the other
surrounding squares (on average 5.75 will be unchanged)
will be less important. The essential difference captured by
this analysis is that shuffling rows makes the squares in a
row the best predictors of one another independent of where
that row is in the stimulus, and this acts in opposition to any
salience increase that would be gained from location
specific prediction effects. Thus category pre-exposure will
not be expected to be so beneficial in the shuffled case.
The basis of the inversion effect obtained with prototypedefined categories seems to be in part due to some
advantage for the upright exemplars from the familiar
category. This was significant in McLaren (1997), and
though not independently significant in the studies reported
here, if we assess Experiments 1a and 2 in combination by
deriving the Z-scores based on their probabilities (1.41 and
0.96), summing them and dividing by 2 to get a final Z
we have Z=1.67, p<.05. The explanation of an advantage for
the upright exemplars drawn from the familiar category has
already been given but bears some repetition. During
! elements common to the
categorization, the prototypical
exemplars of a given category will be routinely exposed,
and so will lose salience according to the MKM model
(McLaren and Mackintosh, 2000). By way of contrast, the
elements unique to each exemplar (which the subjects will
have less exposure to), will still have relatively high
salience. Hence, the structure of this prototype-defined
category will ensure that differential latent inhibition of
common and unique elements can happen. This differential
latent inhibition as a consequence of categorization leads to
perceptual learning, which leads to an improved ability to
recognize upright exemplars of the familiar category
because this depends on using the unique elements of
exemplars rather than the ones they share in common. This
advantage would be lost on inversion because subjects are
not familiar with those exemplars in an inverted orientation,
and hence the unique elements of an exemplar would no
longer enjoy a salience advantage over the elements
common to most exemplars and the prototype. On the other
hand, when subjects are presented with exemplars of a novel
category that they have not been pre-exposed to, no
mechanisms for latent inhibition and hence perceptual
learning can apply (at least not straight away) so there will

not be any benefit in recognizing exemplars of that novel
category in their upright orientation. Thus, no significant
inversion effect would be expected, because an inverted
novel chequerboard is just another novel chequerboard.
This leaves us with the evidence that we now have from two
studies that familiarity with a prototype-defined category
will lead to inverted members of that category being less
easily discriminated (McLaren, 1997) or recognized
(Experiment 2 of this paper) than novel controls. The
implications of this finding are far-reaching, because they
suggest that inversion effects, including those with faces,
could depend on a disadvantage for familiar inverted stimuli
as much as on an advantage for familiar upright stimuli. In
fact, it is only experiments of the type reported here which
can reveal this possibility, as the baseline for standard face
inversion experiments is hard to establish. McLaren (1997)
speculates on the possible basis of such a component to the
inversion effect if it were to be established that such a
component exists. We believe that we have now succeeded
in demonstrating that this effect is real, but the explanation
of the disadvantage brought about by inversion will have to
wait for further research.
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Abstract

what adults do: faced with the same task, adults adopt a
logical strategy that treats meanings as determinate,
individual entities. Gaining a better understanding of the
way children learn word meanings, and the way their
approach differs from that of adults, can help us better our
approaches to teaching the young, while offering insight
into the struggles many adults encounter with second
language acquisition.

The question of how children learn what words mean is one
that has long perplexed philosophers and psychologists. As
Quine famously pointed out, the problem of accounting for
word learning is a deep one: simply hearing a word uttered in
the presence of an object tells a learner next to nothing about
its meaning. Yet somehow, children learn to understand and
use words correctly. How? Here, we find that learning
theory offers an elegant solution to this seemingly intractable
puzzle in language acquisition. To test its predictions, we
administered an ambiguous word-learning task to toddlers,
undergraduates
and
developmental
psychologists.
Intriguingly, while the toddlers’ performance was consistent
with our hypothesis – and with the workings of general
learning mechanisms that would facilitate verbal acquisition –
adult performance differed markedly. These results have
implications both for how our adult intutions inform the study
of early language learning and for problems in secondlanguage acquisition.

A Puzzle for Word Learning

Keywords: Word Learning, Error-Driven Learning, Learning
Theory, Discrimination Models, Language Acquisition

Introduction
How do children figure out the meanings of the words
they hear? How does a child learn that homes are “homes”
and doors are “doors,” and not vice versa? The answer
cannot simply be that children are more likely to hear
“door” when doors are present, because people opening
doors are more likely to say, “Hi Honey, I’m home!” than “I
am now opening the door.” Given this, it seems unlikely
that a child could ever learn the meaning of a word simply
by attending to how often that word is heard in tandem with
an object or event (Gleitman, 1990). Indeed, hearing a word
in the presence of an object tells a learner relatively little
about its meaning: though “door” could be the name of the
object, it might equally relate to its color or texture, an
action that could be taken upon it, or even a characteristic of
the person knocking on it (Quine, 1953)
Here we examine a possible solution to this problem
proposed by the philosopher W.V.O. Quine, who suggested
that rather than learning word meanings individually,
children must instead discover how sensory experience
connects up with systems of words (see also Wittgenstein,
1953). In line with this suggestion, we find that in a novel
word learning task, children judge what is most informative
about words (Shannon & Weaver, 1949), by attending to the
signal-to-noise ratio in their environment. Why then have
researchers traditionally focused on how children learn
‘meanings’ in isolation? (see Smith & Yu, 2008 and Akhtar
& Montague, 1999 for discussion) It may be because that’s

The dilemma a child faces in word learning has often
been framed as a classic induction problem. Faced with a
novel word, the child must select from among multiple –
perhaps even infinite – competing hypotheses as to what the
word means, on the basis of relatively little evidence from
the input (Carey, 1978; Bloom, 2000). This apparent
philosophical conundrum has long been a source of
puzzlement for child development researchers, because in
spite of the presumed difficulty in narrowing the hypothesis
space, children prove remarkably adept word learners.
This puzzle – of how children can learn so rapidly and
so successfully despite the difficulties posed by ‘referential
uncertainty’ – has led many researchers to posit native
constraints on word learning. Proposals in this vein have
ranged from innate concepts and conceptual primitives
(Chomsky, 2000; Fodor, 1988), to syntactic bootstrapping
(Brown, 1957; Landau & Gleitman, 1985; Naigles, 1990)
and strong representational biases (Carey, 1978; Waxman &
Gelman, 1986).
Though there is certainly much to distinguish these
approaches, they share a common focus on high-level
constraints, which are meant to meaningfully generalize
across linguistic development and behavior. While such
constraints may be useful in describing how children tend to
behave as they are learning language, they do little to
illuminate the underlying learning processes. Constraints
still require an explanation involving either innate linguistic
principles or another underlying mechanism that allows
humans to learn (or otherwise deduce) these principles
(Smith, 1995). Yet many theorists in this tradition have
been satisfied to speculate that these default assumptions
exist, without attempting to flesh out how they might be
computationally or neurobiologically instantiated (for
critiques, see Nelson, 1988; Rakison & Lupyan, 2008;
Smith, Colunga & Yoshida, 2010; Ramscar et al., 2010).
To summarize, then, there has been considerable debate
over both how word learning is conceptualized and
understood, and whether proposed constraints are
psychologically real constructs that restrict and delimit
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learning, or underspecified descriptive generalizations that
may obscure underlying processes.

Quine’s Proposal
While many theories of word learning seek to explain
how children learn isolated words, Quine proposed that
children learn the meanings of words against the
background of a system, an idea that is consistent with the
general frameworks of both learning and information
theory. Experimental work in animal learning indicates that
when learning the relationship between a cue and an
outcome, animals do not simply chart how often cues
predict certain outcomes (reinforcement), they also track
how often cues fail to predict potential outcomes (prediction
error). The predictive value of a cue is assessed against an
entire system of cue-outcome relationships.
To give a simple example, if a rat is subjected to
conditioning in which a series of tones is followed by mild
shocks, the rat will learn to respond fearfully to the tones.
However, if tones that do not lead to expected shocks are
added to the tone-shock pairings, rats’ conditioned
responses will weaken in direct proportion to the increased
background rate of tones (Rescorla, 1968).
This is
because rats’ responses depend on how informative the
tones are about the shocks (Kamin, 1969; Rescorla &
Wagner, 1972; Rescorla, 1988).1
Similarly, if children are sensitive to the value of
information in word learning, than rather than simply
tracking how often words and objects are paired together
(e.g., a door is seen and “door” is heard), children might
also track how often a potential pairing does not occur (e.g.,
a door is seen and “home” is not heard). By attending to the
signal-noise ratio in the surrounding linguistic environment,
they could home in on which objects, actions and events in
the world are most informative about which words.

Error-Driven Learning
Why investigate how children learn words from the
vantage point of animal learning? First, there is a wealth of
evidence to support the idea that the neural mechanisms that
underpin error-driven learning in animals are present in
humans, and that they provide us with the same functional
capabilities that are seen and predicted by animal models
(Schultz, Dayan & Montague, 1997; Waelti, Dickinson &
Schultz, 2001; Montague, Hyman & Cohen, 2004;
Samejima et al., 2005; Colunga & Smith, 2005; Ramscar &
Yarlett, 2007; Ramscar et al., 2010). Second, and perhaps
more critically, prior research has made clear that adults’
executive function differs markedly from that of children,
and as a result, adult learning is typically far more strategic
and less information-sensitive (Derks & Paclisanu, 1967;
1

“By itself contiguity between a CS and US is insufficient for
Pavlovian conditioning. Rather, for a CS to become conditioned, it
must in some sense provide information about the coming of the
US; the CS must not only be paired with the US, it must predict its
coming.” (Rescorla, 1972)

Ramscar & Gitcho, 2007; Thompson-Schill, Ramscar &
Chrysikou, 2009). Thus, while simple error-driven models
of learning might not accurately capture adult behavior in all
instances, they could well provide key insights into how
children learn words.
Assuming an error-driven process, word learning
should proceed smoothly so long as the words of a language
are systematically informative. For example, provided that
doors have a higher co-occurrence rate with the word
“doors” (positive evidence) and a lower background rate
(negative evidence), compared to other less reliable
possibilities (such as homes, Honeys or mailmen), then an
error-driven model will learn that doors are most
informative about “doors” (for a review, see Ramscar et al.,
2010). If children co-opt error-driven learning mechanisms
for the purposes of learning words, it would offer a potential
solution to the word-learning puzzle posed at the outset. At
the same time, assuming that adults don’t do this, it would
help explain why Quine’s proposal is at odds with many of
the standard approaches adult researchers have devised to
study language acquisition (Carey, 1978; Markman, 1989;
Bloom, 1994), and with common adult intuitions about the
nature of word meanings.

Experiment
To test the merits of this proposal – and examine the
different ways in which informativity might ‘inform’ word
learning – we trained children and adults on novel word
meanings while manipulating the background rates of the
objects paired with the labels that they learned. Our
participants first saw two different novel objects together (A
and B) and heard them labeled ambiguously as a “DAX”
(Figure 1). Subsequently, B was presented with a new
object, C, and another ambiguous label, “PID.” This training
was repeated, and the participants were then presented with
all three objects, and asked to identify either the “DAX,” the
“PID,” or the “WUG,” which they hadn’t heard before.
Because B occurs with both “DAX” and “PID,” it has
a higher background rate than either A or C, which makes A
more informative about “DAX,” and C more informative
about “PID.” Critically, B’s higher background rate also
makes it less informative about the novel word “WUG” than
A or C, which are both equally informative about “WUG.”
From a purely informational perspective, then, A is a DAX,
C is a PID, and A or C are WUGs (Rescorla, 1968).
Here, we tested whether our participants were sensitive to
information in learning, or whether they adopted a more
‘logical’ approach, and paired B with the novel word
“WUG.” (Which would be consistent with the proposed
‘mutual exclusivity’ constraint on word learning, which
holds that objects that don’t have names will be the most
likely candidates for mapping to a new label; Markman,
1989).
To assess the nature of our subjects’ approaches to word
learning, each participant received training on 3 different
sets of objects and words, and was tested at the end of each
training session, and again at the end of the experiment.
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was conducted using a narrated video. Using video training
also allowed for consistency of length and presentation, and
controlled for unintentional social cues (such as eye gaze).

Figure 1. Sample objects used in Training. The objects were
varied in shape, color, and texture to allow discrimination, and
counterbalanced across our participants to control for
attractiveness.

Participants
21 English-speaking children between 2- and 3- years
(M age = 28 months old) participated in this study, with a
near even balance between genders (12 girls, 9 boys). All
children participants were recruited from Stanford and the
surrounding community. In addition, there were two groups
of adult participants: 14 Stanford undergraduates and 20
Developmental Psychologists.
The Developmental
Psychologists surveyed were faculty and advanced doctoral
students at leading research universities specializing in the
study of children’s language learning.

Materials
3 sets of objects, with 3 toys per set, were created from
craft materials. The objects were designed to look like
possible toys, without appearing too much like any common
objects. Within each set, the objects varied in size, color,
and texture, allowing for easy discrimination between each
object. Pilot testing indicated that within each set, no
particular object was consistently preferred to the other
objects.
A set of syllable-matched novel words was paired with
each set of objects, and matches were counterbalanced
across subjects.

Procedure
The experimental design was modeled on classic word
learning studies in young children (Merriman, 1986;
Woodward et al, 1994), and consisted of: familiarization,
training, short distraction, and a recall test. Training, testing
and coding was conducted by hypothesis-blind
experimenters.
Notably, pilot testing indicated that when children were
presented with physical objects, they would sometimes
reach for the objects or attempt to play with one or more
during the training session. To avoid biased attention
towards any particular object during training, the training

Familiarization
Children were pre-trained on the task using familiar
objects. The first video clip presented two common
household objects (a cup and a pair of sunglasses). While
both objects were onscreen, the narrator talked about the
cup, and then told the child that “my friend” (meaning the
researcher) had some similar objects, and that they would
now play with those objects. The researcher paused the
video and placed the cup and sunglasses on the table in front
of the child. The researcher then asked the child to show
her the cup. Once the child made a choice, the child was
allowed to play with both objects briefly.
This
familiarization period was designed to make the participants
feel comfortable choosing between physical objects after
first seeing them in the video.
All the participants tested answered the familiarization
question correctly and readily, suggesting that the children
understood the nature of the task, and that switching from
video to real objects was not a barrier to performance.
Training
At the start of the training session for each set, the puppet
welcomed the child and announced that she would be
showing the child some of her toys. First, Objects A and B
would appear on screen while the narrator used Label 1
(e.g., DAX); then, Objects B and C would appear while the
narrator used Label 2 (e.g., PID). In both cases, the narrator
would use the Labels conversationally, saying things like
“Do you see the Dax? I really like the Dax.” To keep the
child engaged, the puppet also played a game with the toys
on screen, hiding them and then bringing them back out for
the child to see again. In total, the puppet said the Label
nine times while the objects were visible. Additionally, the
puppet asked the child to repeat the Label; the researcher
paused the video at this point to allow the child to respond.
If the child didn’t immediately respond, the researcher asked
once more, and then resumed the video.
At the end of each training session, the researcher stopped
the video, moved the screen off of the table, and brought out
all three objects. The researcher then asked the child to
“show me the [target label],” and repeated the question
again if the child was hesitant. Once the child chose an
object, the researcher recorded it and encouraged the child
to play with each of the objects briefly, before moving on to
the next training session. This was done for 3 sets of objects
(3 training and testing sessions), such that the child learned
about 6 labels and 9 objects.
Conditions
There were three test conditions: asking for Label 1 (e.g.,
DAX), asking for Label 2 (e.g., PID), or asking for a novel
label, not heard in training, Label 3 (e.g., WUG). Each
child participated in all three conditions, with one condition
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per object set.
The order of the conditions was
counterbalanced across subjects, and all subjects were tested
on each type of label only once. To conclude the
experiment, the researcher repeated the three tests again,
providing a second measure of learning.

Results
From a purely informational perspective, A is a DAX,
C is a PID, and A or C are WUGs. The 21 children (12 girls,
9 boys, M age =28 months) we tested agreed: their pattern
of matching objects to labels matched exactly with the
informativity of each object. ANOVA (Question x Object) =
F(1,12)=2.136, p<0.025); P(DAX=A > chance, M=.67),
t(41)=4.532, p<0.001; P(PID=C > chance, M=.62),
t(41)=3.421, p<0.001; P(WUG=B < chance, M=.17),
t(41)=2.858, p<0.01).

A

Notably, while the children we tested matched objects
to labels on the basis of informativity (Figure 2A), 14
Stanford undergraduates we tested in exactly the same way
did not. They agreed with the children about A and C
(P(DAX=A > chance, M=.86) t(13)=5.401, p<0.001;
P(PID=C > chance, M=.79), t(13)=3.421, p<0.01), but
chose B as the WUG (P(WUG=B > chance, M=.64),
t(13)=2.332, p<0.05; Figure 2B), which is the opposite of
what the children did. Further, when we surveyed a group
of Developmental Psychologists and asked them to predict
children’s behavior in our task, they too thought B was the
WUG (P(WUG=B > chance, M=.80), t(19)=5.089, p<0.001;
P(DAX=A > chance, M=.85) t(19)=6.311, p<0.001;
P(PID=C > chance, M=.95), t(19)=12.34, p<0.001; Figure
2C): meaning they correctly predicted the behavior of the
undergraduates, but not the children.

B

Figure 2. Responses from 21 children. Object B, which had the highest background rate, was chosen at below chance levels across all of
the trails, including the critical “wug” trial. 2A shows average responses over all of the tests, while 2B shows the rate of consistent
responses across the duplicate test trials.

A

B

Figure 3: Data from 14 Stanford Undergraduates (3A), tested in exactly the same way as the children, and 20 Developmental Psychologists
who we asked to predict the behavior of the children. As can be seen, while the psychologists were excellent at predicting the behavior of
the undergraduates, they failed to predict the behavior of the children on the critical “wug” trial.
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Cross-situational Learning: Statistical or Predictive?
These findings have much in common with and are
consistent with other cross-situational approaches to word
learning (Yu & Smith, 2007; Smith & Yu, 2008), which
have established that in word learning tasks, both children
and adults can “rapidly learn multiple word-referent pairs by
accruing statistical evidence across multiple and
individually ambiguous word-scene pairings” (p. 1559).
However, in this experiment, we explicitly tested for
children’s sensitivity to the information provided by cues,
rather than their co-occurrence rates. This choice was made
for two reasons.
First, in many instances, a simple statistical account of
word learning cannot effectively rule out the contribution of
either innate constraints or other learning strategies, because
its predictions overlap to a sufficient degree with markedly
different explanations of the same phenomena, such as
‘hypothesis testing’ (Yu & Smith, 2007 acknowledge this
difficulty). While the predictions of a learning theoretic
account also overlap with those of high-level constraints
such as mutual exclusivity across a wide range of instances,
they diverge in certain, critical aspects. Because of this, we
were able to test the theories against each other with a
highly counterintuitive prediction: that children would
choose informativity over mutual exclusivity (or another
‘logical’ form of inference), even when adults do not.
A second, perhaps more important motivation, was
theoretical: we wanted to assess whether children’s learning
was sensitive to the informativity of cues, and not just
simple cumulative statistics. While it is clear that children
can and do track conditional probabilities across an array of
language learning tasks (Saffran, 2001; Saffran, Aslin, &
Newport, 1996; Saffran, Johnson, Aslin, & Newport, 1999;
Kirkham, Slemmer & Johnson, 2002), if this were the extent
of their learning capabilities, they would not be able to
master overlapping or context-dependent categories (see
Murphy, 2002; Wittgenstein, 1953 for some of the problems
inherent to ‘real-world’ category learning). Our results
suggest that children’s category learning is informed by
competitive, discriminatory processes, which yield
markedly different category representations than do noncompetitive ‘statistical’ ones (for reviews, see Smith,
Colunga & Yoshida, 2010; Ramscar et al., 2010).

Discussion
The pattern of children’s responses indicates that they
can and do use informativity in learning to use words. It
appears that, as Quine suggested, the words children learn
“face the tribunal of sense experience not individually but…
as a corporate body.” This would suggest that word learning
is a systematic, rather than isolated process: what a child
learns about any given word is dependent on the information
it provides about the environment, in relation to other words
(Ramscar et al., 2010). In contrast, it is quite clear that the
adults we tested did not place the same value on
informativity in their learning that the children did. The
adults appeared to reason that if B is not a “DAX” or a

“PID,” it must logically be a “WUG.” Unlike children, it
would seem that adults care more about logic than
informativity. We should note, however, that while the
adult strategy might appear logical in the restricted world
provided by our experiment, in the real world, the same
object might be “Fido,” “a dog,” “a dumb mutt” or “pooch”
depending upon the context. In this case, the logic of
exclusion (Markman, 1990) might not prove to be so
helpful, and the strategy adopted by the children may well
prove to be a wiser one.
The pattern of data we observed in this experiment
further supports the suggestion that young children process
information in ways that are qualitatively different to adults
(Hudsom Kam & Newport, 2005; Hudson Kam & Newport,
2009), and that this benefits their learning of language
(Thompson-Schill, Ramscar & Chrysikou, 2009). The data
we report are also consistent with, and may help to
illuminate, the many struggles that adult learners of new
languages are known to endure (Arnon & Ramscar, 2009).
Both of these insights are derived from models of animal
learning, in which informativity is a key principle.
Animal models are usually considered irrelevant to
language research, and suggesting otherwise can even be
seen as undermining human dignity. We demur: although
human learning is clearly not identical to animal learning
(other animals don’t speak), similar objections could be
raised in many other areas in which animal models have
made valuable contributions to our knowledge. Given that
every speaker of every human language on the planet
learned the vocabulary that he or she uses, and given that
animal models provide our best, most detailed window into
the mechanisms that allowed them to do so, there may much
insight to be gained by applying animal models to language
learning.
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Abstract
The effect of language on perception of the visual world is an
ongoing debate among researchers. According to one account,
labels facilitate categorization by highlighting commonalities
among labeled objects. Yet according to another account,
early in development labels attenuate categorization by
interfering with visual processing. In the current study, 4year-old children were trained on two contrasting categories
that were either labeled or presented in silence. Children were
trained to discriminate the categories by associating them
with a target object (Experiment 1) or with a target label
(Experiment 2). Results demonstrated that children were more
likely to learn the visual categories when images were
presented in silence than when labeled. Furthermore, there
was no evidence that children in the label condition reliably
learned the categories, casting doubt on the idea that labels
facilitate category learning in children.
Keywords: Category Learning; Language; Children

Introduction
Previous research suggests that labels play a useful role in
perceptual and conceptual discrimination of visual
information early in development. For example, researchers
have shown that infants ranging from 3 to 12 months are
often better at learning visual categories when objects are
associated with labels than when the same visual stimuli are
associated with nonlinguistic sounds (Balaban & Waxman,
1997; Fulkerson & Waxman, 2007; Robinson & Sloutsky,
2007; Ferry, Hespos, & Waxman, 2010). And by 18 months,
familiar labels have been shown to facilitate learning of
more abstract categories like spatial relations (e.g.,
Casasola, Bhagwat, & Burke, 2009). In addition, there is
neurophysiological evidence suggesting that labels may
directly influence how the brain processes visual
information. Using EEG recordings, researchers have
yielded evidence that 12-month-old infants displayed
greater cortical responses (e.g., gamma-band activity) when
presented with labeled versus unlabeled objects (Gliga,
Vloein, & Csibra, 2010). Finally, labels also influence the
category structure that infants learn. For example, while
looking at an identical set of visual images, 10-month-old
infants hearing only one label associated with all exemplars

learned one category; whereas, infants hearing two labels
learned two categories (Plunkett, Hu, & Cohen, 2008).
Conversely, alternate research with 8- and 12-montholds suggests that labels can attenuate infants’ learning of
visual categories when performance was compared to
learning of objects presented in silence (Robinson &
Sloutsky, 2007). For pre-linguistic infants, labels (and
sounds) have been shown to interfere with the
categorization of visual input.
What underlying mechanisms can account for the
differential effects of labels on early categorization, and do
these contradictory effects of labels exist later in
development for category learning in childhood? One
mechanism that has been proposed to account for effects of
labels on category learning is that words facilitate
categorization by highlighting the commonalities among
labeled entities (Fulkerson & Waxman, 2007; Waxman,
2003). As a result, labeling helps children attend to
category-relevant information (Waxman, 2004). An
alternative idea is that infants and children have difficulty
processing multimodal information, with labels and sounds
often attenuating visual processing (Robinson & Sloutsky,
2004; Sloutsky & Napolitano, 2003). Therefore by this
account, labels should have no facilitative effect above a
silent condition and may even overshadow visual processing
(Sloutsky & Robinson, 2008). Still, perhaps with
development, labels have more influence on category
learning as children become more efficient than infants at
processing cross-modal information (Robinson & Sloutsky,
2004) and as they become more familiar with the notion that
items belong in categories and labels denote these categories
(Gelman & Coley, 1991; Gelman & Markman, 1986). In
fact, research on the effect of labels on preschool children’s
category learning demonstrates that labels invite children to
compare commonalities among category members while
assessing both commonalities and differences between item
pairs (Namy & Gentner, 2002).
To investigate the effect of labels on children’s
category learning, the current study presented 4-year-olds
with two contrasting categories. In Experiment 1, half of the
children were trained on category members with labels and
half were trained on category members presented in silence.
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Critically, half of the features of each category member
were shared among the category members (i.e., categoryrelevant information); whereas, half of the features were not
predictive of category membership (i.e., category-irrelevant
information). Additionally, unlike previous research designs
that teach infants and children word-category relations and
test them afterward, the current study used multiple blocks
of training and testing trials to examine the rate of category
learning in children.

Current Predictions
If exposure to linguistic input facilitates early category
learning, then effects should be particularly evident when
children learn novel categories with a distinct set of features
common among category members. Specifically, if effects
of linguistic labels on categorization stem from labels
directing children’s attention to category-relevant
information (i.e., through inviting comparison of perceptual
commonalities), then participants who hear labels should
learn the categories faster than participants who do not hear
labels. However, if labels continue to disrupt visual
processing throughout childhood, then participants who hear
labels should be slower to learn the categories than
participants who do not hear labels.

total duration of 5000ms, with the audio beginning with the
onset of the image and lasted 2400ms in duration, and the
remaining 2600ms consisting of silence. In the silent
condition flowers were not labeled (i.e., the speech was
removed entirely), and visual presentations lasted for a total
duration of 5000ms.
Design The experiment had a between-subjects design,
with participants randomly assigned to one of two
experimental conditions (i.e., label or silent). The visual
input was the same for all conditions and was presented in a
random sequence. Only the auditory input differed between
conditions.

Experiment 1
Method
Participants Twenty preschool children (13 boys, 7 girls;
M = 56 months, SD = 3.5 months) were tested, with 10
children per condition. Four-year-old children were
recruited from middle-class, suburban preschools and
childcare centers in the Columbus, Ohio area.
Stimuli Visual stimuli included two contrasting categories
of cartoon flowers with 24 items per category. Each
category member consisted of a four-petal line drawn flower
with colorful shapes inside each petal (see Figure 1). Two
petals contained consistent colored shapes across category
members (i.e., category-relevant features), while two petals
contained colored shapes that were equally likely in either
category (i.e., category-irrelevant features). Flowers were
constructed to be a familiar concept to children; however,
the featural information (i.e., petals) was artificially
manipulated to provide every child with novel exemplars to
learn. Although the cartoon flowers did not resemble real
flowers, it was explained to children in the context of a story
that these flowers grow on a far away planet. Each flower
stimulus was approximately 7.5cm in width and 13.5cm in
height.
Auditory stimuli included novel object labels (e.g.,
zibblers or blickets) recorded by a female speaker within the
context of a carrier phrase (e.g., “Both of these flowers are
called zibblers”). Speech was recorded at 44.10 kHz, 16 Bit,
in stereo and paired with corresponding bitmap images. In
the label condition, the audio-visual presentation lasted for a

Figure 1. Example stimulus pairs from two contrasting
categories. Note. Category-relevant features are circled with
dashed lines on the left exemplar for the reader.
Procedure
A female experimenter tested children with a
laptop computer in a quiet room at their preschool or
childcare center. The experiment was presented as a game in
which children fed flowers to different alien creatures with
the aim that they would learn two visual categories by
associating each kind of flower with a different creature.
Participants were first trained on which flower categories
the creatures liked to eat. The cover story preceding training
trials was as follows:
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The creatures that live on Planet XX eat flowers.
In this game, I need your help feeding the
creatures some flowers. It is very important that
we make sure to feed the creatures the right kind
of flower. If they eat the wrong kind of flower,

they will get a tummy ache. Pay attention to what
the flowers look like. The two kinds of flowers
might look the same, but if you look closely, you
will see that they are different. Are you ready to
see what flowers the creatures like to eat?

Results and Discussion

Training trials each had a two-sequence presentation. First
the creature was shown and children were prompted with a
pre-trial phrase, “Let’s see what flower the yellow (or
purple) creature likes to eat.” Then a pair of flowers eaten
by that creature was shown during the actual training trial.
Only children in the label condition heard different labels
for the two categories during training trials (see Figure 2).
Children in the silent condition heard silence when the
flower pairs were shown. The goal for all children was to
learn to distinguish the two flower categories by mapping
the two different creatures to each category.

Primary analyses focused on children’s learning rates
between conditions as indicated by accuracy at test. To
determine if labels facilitated children’s category learning
over time, we compared mean accuracy for the first half of
the experiment to the second half of the experiment.
Therefore children’s accuracy in blocks 1 and 2 (i.e, test
trials 1 to 12) were compared to children’s accuracy in
blocks 3 and 4 (i.e., test trials 13 to 24) between the label
condition and the silent condition (see Figure 3). Children in
the silent condition significantly improved their response
accuracy from the first half (M = .48, SE = .21) to second
half (M = .63, SE = .26) of the experiment, t(9) = 1.83, p <
.05, one tail, indicating they could learn the categories with
exposure to more exemplars. In contrast, a similar increase
in learning between experimental halves was not
demonstrated by children in the label condition.
Furthermore, children’s accuracy in the label condition
never differed from chance performance throughout the
experiment; however, children’s accuracy in the silent
condition was marginally above chance by the second half
of the experiment, t(9) = 1.65, p = .06 (one-tail).

*

Figure 2. Example training sequence illustrating two of
the four training trials per block.
At test, children were asked to feed the flowers to one of
two creatures so as not to give the creature a tummy ache.
The goal was for children to feed the correct kind of flower
to the creatures (i.e., the yellow creature eats flower
category 1 and the purple creature eats flower category 2).
Test stimuli were novel exemplars from the studied
categories and were the same size as training stimuli. Each
test trial remained visible until children made a verbal
response. All participants completed four blocks, each with
four training trials and six test trials, for a total of 40 trials.
In each block, children were given feedback on the first two
test trials, but not on the remaining four test trials. Examples
of auditory feedback included “Yummy! Thank you” or
“Bleck! I feel sick.” All stimuli were randomly selected
from two contrasting categories. The experimenter recorded
children’s responses on the computer using Presentation
software version 14.4.

Figure 3. Mean accuracy between conditions by first half
(blocks 1-2) and second half (blocks 3-4) of experiment.
Note. The * indicates a reliable difference between
experimental halves, p < .05.

Summary
Experiment 1 found no effect of labels
facilitating category learning compared to silence. Children
presented with labeled category members did not learn
faster than children presented with unlabeled category
members. Furthermore, children in the label condition
demonstrated no learning; whereas, children in the silent
condition demonstrated learning over time. These results
support the idea that labels do not facilitate category
learning and may hinder performance. Still, it is possible
that labels did facilitate learning of the categories; however,
children associated the visual categories with the labels and
not the creatures. To examine this possibility, we conducted
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Experiment 2 in which the game was changed to assess
children’s ability to map two novel labels to two visual
categories without associating categories to creatures.

evidence that children learned the visual categories since
accuracy in the control condition never differed from chance
performance. Children in the control condition of
Experiment 2 were not faster to learn the categories than
children in the silent condition of Experiment 1, with their
performance at chance in both experimental halves (see
Figure 4). In addition, children in the control condition of
Experiment 2, like children in the label condition of
Experiment 1, never differed from chance performance.

Experiment 2
Method
Participants
Fifteen preschool children (9 boys, 6 girls;
M = 53 months, SD = 3.8 months) were tested in the control
condition. Four-year-old children were recruited from
middle-class, suburban preschools and childcare centers in
the Columbus, Ohio area, but did not participate in
Experiment 1.
Stimuli
The cartoon flower category stimuli were
identical to Experiment 1; however, to reduce task demands,
children no longer needed to match the alien creatures with
the flowers as part of the game. The current task required
children to produce the correct category label at test.
Auditory stimuli were identical to that of Experiment 1.

Summary
Experiment 2 found comparable results as
Experiment 1 with regard to the lack of a facilitative effect
of category labels on children’s learning. Children in the
control condition never learned the category labels, and
performed no better than the children in the label condition
of Experiment 1. In fact performance by children provided
with category labels never exceeded performance by
children presented with category members in silence for the
second half of the experiment. Taken together, these results
suggest that labels do not facilitate category learning, and
may actually hinder performance.

Procedure A female experimenter tested children with a
laptop computer in a quiet room at their preschool or
childcare center. The experiment was presented as a game in
which children had to learn the names of two different
flower categories. Participants were first trained by hearing
the flower names paired with flower images. The cover
story preceding training trials was as follows:
The creatures that live on Planet XX eat flowers.
The flowers they eat have funny names. I’m
going to show you two different kinds of flowers
that they like to eat so you can learn the names
of the flowers. Pay attention to what the flowers
look like. The two kinds of flowers might look the
same, but if you look closely, you will see that
they are different. Now it is time to learn the
names of the two different kinds of tasty flowers.
Are you ready to see some flowers?
Then children were tested by asking them to recall only the
flower name when presented with a visual stimulus (i.e., as
opposed to recalling the corresponding alien creature as in
Experiment 1). All participants completed four blocks, each
with four training trials and six test trials, for a total of 40
trials. In each block, children were given feedback on the
first two test trials, but not on the remaining four test trials.
Examples of auditory feedback included “Good job! That
was a blicket” or “Oops! That wasn’t a zibbler.” Each test
trial remained visible until children made a verbal response.
The experimenter recorded children’s responses on the
computer using Presentation software version 14.4.

Results and Discussion
Primary analyses focused on children’s learning rate as
indicated by accuracy at test. Although the current task
demands were lessened from Experiment 1, there was no

*

Figure 4. Mean accuracy between experiments by first half
(blocks 1-2) and second half (blocks 3-4). Note. Means for
silent and label condition as reported from Experiment 1 and
the * indicates a reliable difference between experimental
halves, p < .05.

General Discussion
The current findings provide important evidence regarding
effects of labels on early category learning. Despite that
children are more experienced word-learners than infants,
labeling category members during training did not help 4year-old children to learn the categories faster than children
in the silent condition. Experiment 1 demonstrated that
children can discriminate categories by learning to associate
visual categories with a visual target object, but only when
category members were presented in silence. In fact,
providing novel auditory labels for category members
appeared to prevent learning of the visual categories
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altogether. Experiment 2 demonstrated that when task
demands were lessened, children still could not learn two
categories by associating visual categories with a novel
label (rather than a target object as in Experiment 1).
Because the current study was particularly difficult, it is
possible that children could not learn two related categories
simultaneously. However, given this possibility, then the
children in the silent condition should have been equally as
poor at learning as the children in either the label or control
conditions. It is also possible that the poor performance was
due to children having to monitor multiple dimensions since
the flower categories involved the conjunction of two
features to identify each category, namely shape and color.
However, even if children attended to one of the two
correlated features, they still would have been able to
discriminate the categories. Additionally, previous research
examining category learning of structurally dense categories
(i.e., where multiple features and values predict category
membership), shows that redundancy and correlated
information actually aids learning (Kloos & Slousky, 2008).
Although the current findings do not support previous
evidence of facilitative effects of labels on categorization
(Balaban & Waxman, 1997; Fulkerson & Waxman, 2007),
these findings do support previous evidence of attenuated
visual processing due to auditory input (e.g., Robinson &
Sloutsky, 2007). Studies have shown that labels interfere
with visual processing in pre-linguistic infants (Robinson &
Sloutsky, 2007; Sloutsky & Robinson, 2008); however, the
current study found similar interference results with 4-yearold children. Previous research by Sloutsky and Napolitano
(2003) has demonstrated that 4-year-old children’s attention
to auditory information dominates over their attention to
visual information when both types of input are presented
simultaneously. Auditory dominance, a weakened encoding
of visual input in the presence of audio input, may account
for the results in the label condition as well as in the control
condition if in fact children encoded the auditory stimuli,
but not the visual stimuli. Perhaps children who heard labels
never processed the visual information or they processed the
visual information to some extent, but not sufficiently
enough to accurately learn the categories at the expense of
their preference to first process the auditory labels. Future
research is currently underway to tease apart differences in
the level of processing audio and visual input based on
attentional measures during learning by recording eye
movements during category learning to examine attention
patterns during learning.
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Abstract
Statistical learning, the process by which people learn patterns
of information from their environment that they can apply to
new situations, is central to the development of many higher
order cognitive skills. Despite a growing research literature,
little is still known about how statistical learning operates
across perceptual categories. To investigate this issue we
assessed college students on their ability to learn a
multisensory artificial grammar containing both auditory and
visual elements and both within-categorical and crosscategorical associations. The results of Experiment 1 showed
that participants were sensitive to grammatically correct test
items and ungrammatical test items that contained withincategorical grammatical violations, but were not sensitive to
items that contained cross-categorical violations across
sensory modalities. Experiment 2 showed that participants
were not sensitive to items that contained cross-categorical
violations within the same sensory modality. Our findings
suggest that multisensory integration across perceptual
categories does not occur easily during statistical learning.
Keywords: statistical learning, artificial grammar learning,
multisensory processing, domain-general

Introduction
Statistical learning, the ability to detect statistical
associations in the environment (Perruchet & Pacton, 2006),
appears to be important across a range of cognitive domains,
including language, motor skills, and event segmentation
(Conway, Pisoni, Anaya, Karpicke, & Henning, 2011;
Conway, Bauernschmidt, Huang, & Pisoni, 2010; Leclerq &
Majerus, 2010; Zacks & Swallow, 2007). Despite a growing
body of research investigating different aspects of statistical
learning, little is known about how learning takes place
across perceptual categories and sensory modalities.
To illustrate the importance of multisensory processing in
cognition, we briefly consider its role in speech perception
and production, which require the integration of material
across perceptual categories. Rosenblum (2008) suggested
that spoken language processing is naturally a multisensory
phenomenon, pointing out that infants appear to use visual
speech cues early in life to help perceive speech.
Furthermore, when one sensory modality is insufficient for
perceiving a speech element, the other modality can be
recruited: for example, phonemes that are auditorily similar
tend to be visually distinct in terms of facial and mouth
movements. The importance of multisensory processing in
speech perception is also seen in the well known McGurk
illusion (McGurk, 1976) in which participants see a video of

a person’s mouth verbalizing one syllable, while an auditory
track is played of a different syllable. When the auditory
input does not match the visual input, participants report
perceiving a hybrid syllable constructed from combining the
visual and auditory information.
Clearly, multisensory processing is an important
phenomenon. However, it is still unknown to what extent
cross-categorical inputs can be integrated in the case of
statistical learning. One possibility is that statistical learning
is domain general, and therefore operates equally across all
modalities and perceptual categories. Under this view, one
would expect that multisensory statistical learning would be
robust, and that learning would be comparable across
domains. Indeed, Seitz, Kim, Wassenhoven, and Shams
(2007) used a statistical learning paradigm to demonstrate
that participants learned both audio and visual patterns
independently when presented with audio-visual pairings,
indicating equivalent levels of learning when exposed to
stimuli from different sensory modalities. Several studies
have also demonstrated improved performance when stimuli
are presented in two rather than a single modality (Kim,
Seitz, & Shams, 2008; Robinson & Sloutsky, 2007), which
could indicate that stimuli in different modalities are
integrated together during statistical learning tasks.
Furthermore, several studies have shown transfer between
sensory domains, suggesting that knowledge resulting from
statistical learning processes can be easily integrated across
input domains and perceptual categories (Altmann, Dienes,
& Good, 1995; Manza & Reber, 1997).
On the other hand, recent research suggests that statistical
learning may not be purely domain-general. For instance,
modality constraints exist which bias and affect how
statistical patterns are acquired (Emberson, Conway, &
Christiansen, in press; Conway & Christiansen, 2005). The
presence of these modality constraints suggest that although
learning across perceptual domains might operate using
similar computational principles, each modality may also be
biased to acquire certain types of information better than
others. Even so, whether people are able to learn patterns
when cross-categorical dependencies are employed is a less
explored issue. Conway and Christiansen (2006) showed
that when learning two separate sets of regularities
concurrently, participants demonstrated learning only when
the two sets of stimuli were in different sensory modalities
or perceptual categories. They argued that this demonstrates
that statistical learning relies on stimulus-specific rather
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than abstract representations since no “mixing” of the
information occurred across sensory modalities. These last
findings suggest that to some extent, information across
sensory modalities is not easily integrated during statistical
learning, raising doubts as to a completely domain-general
view of statistical learning.

Reconceptualizing Modality Differences
The previously reviewed findings raise difficulties with
adopting a purely domain-general view of statistical
learning. However, perhaps the problem lies in the
inadequacy of using a strict dichotomous classification of
either purely domain-general versus purely domain-specific
(illustrations of each are depicted in Figure 1) models. In a
domain-general model, all input types and modalities are
treated equally, offering complete integration across
perceptual categories and sensory modalities. On the other
hand, in a domain-specific model, no integration occurs at
all between specific sensory modalities or perceptual
categories. Although there may be some theoretical
usefulness out of depicting these views, sensory integration
is likely more complex than either model would imply.

proposed a shallow integration model, as depicted in Figure
2 (top). In this model, different modality features, such as
shape and color for vision, enter onto different featural
nodes. These nodes feed input into a central processing
mechanism where the various input is integrated, producing
an overall sensory experience. Importantly, in the shallow
model the sensory features do not load onto a modalityspecific node before moving to the central processing
mechanism. Rather, various visual features, such as shape
and color, and auditory features such as pitch and tone all
interact once reaching the central processing mechanism.
Thus, modalities are initially percept specific, but become
integrated at a higher level of processing.
In addition, as an alternative to the domain-specific view,
which proposes that all sensory modalities are completely
isolated from each other, McNorgan et al. (2011) proposed a
deep integration model (Figure 2, bottom). In this model,
an additional level of nodes is introduced. Sensory input
enters and is loaded onto a featural node as before, then
passes onto a modality-specific sensory node, such as
vision, before entering the central processing mechanism.
As an example, according to this model, once a tone of a
particular pitch is perceived, it loads onto the pitch node,
and then is integrated with phonology and other auditory
features before entering the central processor. Here the
auditory information can be further integrated with
information from other sensory modalities.

Figure 1. Domain-general model (top) versus domain-specific
model (bottom) of sensory integration.

Cree and McRae (2003) investigated a similar problem in
the psycholinguistic literature regarding semantic
categorization. These authors reconceptualized the
previously debated question as to whether semantic
categorization is stored in a domain- or knowledge-specific
manner, by statistically analyzing a large corpus of nouns
according to various theoretical categorizational constructs,
such as concept familiarity, word frequency, and visual
complexity, among others. From their analyses, they found
that semantic categorization can actually be conceptualized
as a combination of all of the proposed constructs. Thus,
they suggested a reconceptualization of the traditional
domain-general/domain-specific division, into one that is
more integrative (McNorgan, Reid, & McRae, 2011).
As a variation of the domain-general view, which
suggests that all sensory modalities are processed within a
single cognitive mechanism, McNorgan et al. (2011)

Figure 2. Shallow integration model (top) and deep integration
model (bottom), adapted from McNorgan et al. (2011).

The Present Study
We believe that the perspectives offered from these shallow
and deep integration models can provide insight into better
understanding multisensory statistical learning. The purpose
of the present study is to begin to tease apart which of these
models might offer the most explanatory power for
multisensory/multi-categorical processing in statistical
learning. The present experiments employ an artificial
grammar learning (AGL) paradigm, a common paradigm
used to test such learning (Perruchet & Pacton, 2006; Reber,
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1967; Seger, 1994). The traditional AGL paradigm exploits
the probability between different inputs by using a finite
state grammar. Traditionally, these inputs consist of various
elements in a single modality or perceptual category. Thus,
a particular input sequence may be a series of pictures,
tones, or letters, the order of each element being determined
by the grammatical rules. Our paradigm differed from the
traditional in that instead of using inputs from a single
perceptual category, we used elements from multiple
domains, such that both within-categorical and crosscategorical associations were present. Other studies
(Robinson & Sloutsky, 2007) that have used inputs from
multiple domains have bound them in such a way that when
an element from one perceptual category (e.g. a visual
element) appeared, it always co-occurred with an element
from a different category (e.g. an auditory element). In
contrast, we treated all sensory category inputs as individual
units of the grammar. Thus, in Experiment 1, participants
were exposed to a learning phase in which they heard tones
interspersed with pictures that appeared on a screen (see
Figure 3). Each auditory element could be followed by a
visual or auditory element, and vice versa, creating a unique
grammar consisting of three independent visual and three
individual auditory elements. Importantly, because the
learning phase consisted of both within-categorical and
cross-categorical associations, we could test to what extent
participants can acquire each, which may help us distinguish
between the four possible models of multisensory
integration discussed above. In Experiment 1, we employed
two sets of stimuli from two different sensory modalities
(visual shapes and auditory tones); in Experiment 2, we
employed two categories of auditory stimuli (tones and
nonwords).

Figure 3: Example of a possible input sequence used in the
present study.

Stimulus Materials For the learning task, we used an
artificial grammar consisting of three visual elements and
three auditory elements. The visual elements were abstract
black shapes that were difficult to verbally label. The
auditory elements were three tones generated using
Audacity software having frequencies of 210, 286, and
389Hz. These frequencies were used because they neither
conform to standard musical notes nor have standard
musical intervals between them (Conway & Christiansen,
2005).
We used an artificial grammar with constrained
probabilities to generate the input sequences (see Table 1).
To generate a sequence from such a grammar, one randomly
picks a starting element on the left (A-1, V-2, A-3, V-4, A5, or V6) and then uses the listed probability to generate the
next item. For instance, if V-2 is the starting element, it can
be followed by either A-3 or V-4; if A-3 is the element
occurring next, it can be followed by either V-4 or A-5.
Thus, V-2, A-3, A-5 is an example of a short three-item
input sequence that can be generated by this grammar.
In general, the grammar specifies that each auditory
element has .5 probability of being followed by one other
auditory element and a .5 probability of being followed by a
visual element. Likewise, each visual element can be
followed half of the time by one other visual element, and
half of the time by a single auditory element. Thus, each
element of the grammar could be followed by two other
elements, one of the same modality, and one from the other
modality. For Experiment 1 the within-categorical items
were also within-modal (e.g., auditory-auditory and visualvisual), and the cross-categorical items were also crossmodal (e.g., auditory-visual or visual-auditory). Two types
of ungrammatical items were also generated, within-modal
violations and cross-modal violations. To create withinmodal violation items, all within-modal dependencies were
altered so that they violated the grammar; however, all
cross-modal dependences remained grammatical. For crossmodal violation items, all cross-modal dependencies did not
conform to the grammar; however, the within-modal
dependencies remained grammatical.
Table 1: The probabilities used to formulate grammatical
sequences for the learning phase and test items, which
consisted of visual (“V”) and auditory (“A”) elements.

Experiment 1

A-1
V-2
A-3
V-4
A-5
V-6

Method
Participants Fifteen undergraduate students from Saint
Louis University participated in the study. All participants
received credit toward partial fulfillment of an
undergraduate course as compensation for their time. All
participants reported being native speakers of English with
vision and hearing at normal or corrected to normal levels.

A-1
0
0
0
0
.5
.5

V-2
.5
0
0
0
0
.5

A-3
.5
.5
0
0
0
0

V-4
0
.5
.5
0
0
0

A-5
0
0
.5
.5
0
0

V-6
0
0
0
.5
.5
0

Procedure All participants completed two phases of the
task: a learning phase and a test phase. In the learning phase,
participants were directed to put on a pair of headphones,
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and pay attention to the pictures that flashed on the screen as
well as any sounds they heard through the headphones.
Participants were exposed to a continuous 7-8 minute
sequence of pictures and tones that coincided with the
grammar. In the second phase of the experiment,
participants observed novel six-item sequences and had to
determine if each item was grammatical (i.e., it “followed
the rules” of the sequences they heard during the learning
phase) or ungrammatical (i.e., it “did not follow the rules”).
Participants were given 20 novel grammatical test items, 10
ungrammatical cross-modal violation items, and 10
ungrammatical within-modal violation items, in random
order. Participants made their responses by pressing one of
two buttons on a button box, one signifying grammatical
items, the other signifying ungrammatical items. For each
participant, the auditory and visual tokens were randomly
assigned to the elements in the grammar; thus, for one
participant, A-1 might be the 210 Hz tone, but for another
participant, A-1 might be the 389 Hz tone.

In other words, participants could reliably recognize a
grammatical item as grammatical and could detect withinmodal violations. However, they were unable to detect
statistical violations that occurred between two elements
from two different modalities. These results indicate that
learning statistical associations between two elements may
be more difficult when it takes place across two modalities
compared to when it occurs within the same modality.
Because no cross-modal integration was seen in Experiment
1, we can conclude that the domain-general modal is not an
accurate depiction of the type of processing taking place in
multisensory statistical learning.

Experiment 2

Results and Discussion
The present study serves as an initial test of the domaingeneral and domain-specific models of sensory integration.
If people process statistical information domain-generally,
we expect to see no difference between performance in
detecting within-modal and cross-modal violations. Under
this view, what is important is that there exists a violation to
the grammatical regularities, and participants should
therefore be able to detect such violations, regardless if it is
a cross-modal violation (e.g., detecting that A-1, V-4 is an
illegal transition). However, if statistical learning is domainspecific, with learning focused solely on transitions within a
sensory modality, then it might be expected that participants
should fail to identify cross-modal violations.
Table 2 lists percent correct judgments for each of the
three item types (grammatical, ungrammatical within-modal
violations, and ungrammatical cross-modal violations). A
series of single sample t-tests were run comparing the group
means to chance performance (50%). A group mean
significantly higher than chance would signify learning.
Table 2: Mean performance for Experiments 1 and 2.
Values presented are percentage correct for each condition.
Group
Gram

Mean (SD)
Within-Cat

Cross-Cat

Experiment 1

59.35(11.3)* 65.3(13.0)*

50.7(17.5)

Experiment 2

60.65(9.4)*

51.3(22.3)

78.7(14.6)*

As can be seen from Table 2, learning occurred for the
grammatical items (t = 3.19, p < .01) and the within-modal
violation items (t = 4.56, p < .001). However, no learning
was seen for the cross-modal violation items (t = 0.15, p >
.5).

The results of Experiment 1 show that participants may be
unable to use knowledge gained through statistical learning
to identify sequences that contain a cross-categorical
violation. However, Experiment 1 tells us only how
information is integrated between sensory modalities, but
nothing about how information is integrated within a single
modality. Experiment 2 was conducted to further investigate
to what extent different features from a single modality are
integrated and learned, in order to test the shallow
integration model of statistical learning.

Method
Participants Participants in this study were fifteen
undergraduate students from Saint Louis University. As in
Experiment 1, all participants received credit toward partial
fulfillment of an undergraduate course as compensation for
their time. All participants reported being native speakers
of English with vision and hearing at normal or corrected to
normal levels.
Stimulus Materials For Experiment 2, the stimulus
materials were two different types of auditory stimuli. The
same three tones used in Experiment 1 were used in this
experiment with the addition of two tones, at frequencies
245 and 333 Hz, to give a total set of five tones. As in
Experiment 1, the two additional tones did not conform to
standard musical notes or contain intervals of any standard
musical scale. In addition, five nonsense syllables were
used for the second stimulus type: “vot,” “pel,” “dak,” “jic,”
and “rud” (from Gómez, 2002). For each participant, three
of the tones and three nonsense syllables were randomly
selected and mapped onto the sequences. Thus, each
participant received the same sequences (generated from the
grammar in Table 1), but the actual tones and syllables used
differed across participants.
The grammar used for constructing the learning and test
items was the same as in Experiment 1. The learning
sequence and test items used were nearly identical, except
that two items from the list containing within-categorical
violations and two containing cross-categorical violations
were modified slightly. The test phase again consisted of
three types of items: grammatical, ungrammatical within-
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category violations, and ungrammatical cross-category
violations.
Procedure The procedure was identical to the one
undergone by the participants in Experiment 1.

Results and Discussion
If cross-categorical violations are easier to identify when
presented within a single sensory modality, we would
expect to see improved performance on the cross-categorical
violations in Experiment 2, because the violations span
perceptual categories but are within the same sensory
modality (e.g., tone-syllable or syllable-tone). This finding
would provide evidence in support of the shallow
integration model. On the other hand, if cross-categorical
violations are equally difficult to identify regardless of
whether they are presented in a single or multiple sensory
modality, we should see no evidence of learning for the
cross-categorical items. This scenario would provide further
support for domain-specific processing in statistical
learning.
To test these possible outcomes, a series of t-tests were
run on the data to ascertain if learning was greater than
chance levels for the three types of test items. The means for
each item type can be seen in Table 2. As is evident,
learning was observed for the grammatical items (t = 4.384,
p < .001) and for the within-categorical violation items (t =
7.618, p < .001) but not for the cross-categorical violation
items (t = 0.23, p > .8).
The data from Experiment 2 replicate and extend the
results seen in the previous experiment. Once again,
learning was robust for grammatical items and
ungrammatical items when the grammatical violation was
present between two units of the same feature type (i.e., two
tones or two syllables). However, when the violation
appeared between a tone and a syllable, participants were
unable to identify it as ungrammatical at levels above
chance. Thus, the difficulty seen in Experiment 1 for
individuals identifying grammatical violations in crossmodal situations extends to instances where the grammatical
elements are in the same sensory modality, but in different
perceptual categories.

General Discussion
The present studies investigated categorical integration in a
statistical learning paradigm. Experiment 1 used visual and
auditory elements in a single artificial grammar to
investigate within-modal and cross-modal processing.
Experiment 2 investigated how learning takes place when
two distinct features within a single modality are employed.
The findings were used to evaluate four models of
multisensory integration, based on those recently applied to
linguistic processing (McNorgan, Reid & McRae, 2011).
Taken together, the studies demonstrate that participants
are capable of learning grammatical and within-categorical
violations, but have difficulty with cross-categorical
violations. The discrepancy in performance between within-

and cross-category violations may be due to a tendency to
focus first on within-category patterns, which may be
adaptive. That is, it may be more useful to learn withincategory associations at the expense of cross-category ones,
assuming that only a limited amount of cognitive resources
are available to detect violations. The reasons for this are
currently unexplored, though several possible explanations
exist. It is a possible that it is more cognitively efficient to
look for patterns in stimuli that are more similar before
trying to find rules in patterns that exist across domains.
Perhaps participants would have shown learning if they had
greater exposure to the cross-categorical patterns in the
learning phase, which would support this claim. It is also
possible that within-category associations are encountered
more frequently or are more informative, though this
possibility seems less likely given the infant literature
showing that learning is enhanced when infants are given
stimuli in multiple modalities (Lewkowitcz, 2004).
The two studies presented here provide initial evidence in
support of a domain-specific model of multisensory
integration, suggesting that people have difficulty
integrating sensory input across perceptual domains.
However, this finding is preliminary. Interestingly, this
conclusion does not correspond to the conclusions in
McNorgan et al.’s (2011) initial test of their linguistic
model, in which they determined that the deep model of
processing best accounts for linguistic categorization.
Several reasons for this discrepancy may exist. First, it is
possible that statistical learning is a functionally different
process than linguistic processing, at least as assessed by the
two different tasks used in our study and theirs. One major
difference between our statistical learning task and their
linguistic task is that in the McNogran et al. (2011) study,
participants did not actually perceive stimuli in different
modalities. Instead, they were presented with words that
theoretically appealed to different sensory modalities. If
processing operates differently in these two domains
(linguistic and statistical learning), it is not unreasonable to
assume that a test of linguistic categorization would yield a
different pattern of results than a test of statistical learning.
A second explanation deals with the previously
mentioned issue of exposure time. It is possible that
learning would have occurred if participants had been given
more exposure to the cross-categorical dependencies in the
learning phase. If this were the case, then the shallow and
deep integration models could be directly tested against
each other by integrating multiple features of each sensory
modality into a single grammar. By varying the amount of
exposure time with such a grammar, it could be possible to
determine whether learning associations across different
sensory modalities differs in comparison to learning
associations across different perceptual categories within the
same modality.
An important issue for further study is how these
processes work in infants and children, as it has implications
for multisensory aspects of cognitive processing such as
speech perception. Since speech processing is one of many
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cognitive skills that is considered multisensory, especially
for young infants (Rosenblum, 2008), it is necessary to
determine if they are capable of detecting cross-category
violations. Little is currently known about the
developmental trajectory of multisensory learning in
children. Other cognitive processes not systematically
studied in these experiments may also be involved, such as
to what extent attention is specifically deployed in the
learning phase toward learning the within-modal versus the
cross-modal associations. These are important issues for
future study.
In summary, the present experiments indicate that
statistical learning is a complex process with constraints
present in categorization. Though people are capable of
correctly identifying grammatical information and withincategorical violations, they have difficulty learning
grammatical violations when the violation appears between
elements from two different categories of information.
These categories may be different sense modalities, or
different features within the same modality. On the other
hand, people are very skilled at identifying violations that
occur within a single perceptual category. On the one hand
these findings would appear to suggest a purely domainspecific view of multisensory statistical learning, in which
sensory integration does not occur at all. On the other hand,
there may be other factors not explicitly explored in the
current experiment (e.g., exposure time, attention) that could
instead make cross-modal statistical learning more
amenable.
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Abstract
The Lexical Quality Hypothesis (Perfetti & Hart, 2002)
suggests that the difficulties exhibited by poor readers
cascade from deficient (impoverished, fuzzy) representations
of phonological, semantic, and orthographic dimensions in
lexical memory. If so, readers, even as adults, should vary in
their ability to acquire new lexical representations. In our
study, we examine the role of cross-modal (visual to
phonological) associations in lexical learning. By pairing an
artificial lexicon with novel objects, we aim to see whether
learning implicit associations between new words and visual
features of novel objects can be predicted by participants'
performance in a number of visual and language-related
assessments. We report intriguing preliminary results
suggesting new relationships between recognition memory
and ability for language learning and processing.
Keywords: Language, learning, face recognition.

Introduction
Perfetti and Hart's (2002) Lexical Quality Hypothesis
(LQH) posits that most difficulties with reading
comprehension can be linked causally to difficulties with
the strength and richness of an individual's word-level
knowledge. A high quality lexical representation
incorporates detailed orthographic, semantic, and
phonological information. The theory posits that the
stronger and more specific the information contained within
a lexical representation is, the more efficiently that word can
be accessed during reading. According to this hypothesis,
less skilled readers possess weak or unclear lexical
representations that are not optimal for efficient access,
which cascades to problems with comprehension (Perfetti &
Hart, 2002).
The "triangle model" of reading (e.g., Harm & Seidenberg,
1999, 2004; Figure 1) provides a mechanistic analog to the
LQH. The triangle refers to initially learned connectivity
patterns between phonological and semantic representations,
and later learning of phonological-orthographic and
semantic-orthographic mappings. A model trained with a
typical training regimen learns, for example, to rely most
heavily on the phonological➞orthographic pathways for
regular sound-spelling patterns and more heavily on
phonological➞semantic➞orthographic
pathways
for
irregular sound-spelling patterns. To the degree that
phonological or semantic representations or phonologicalsemantic pathways are noisy or weak prior to orthographic

learning, the model will be at a severe disadvantage when
orthographic training begins.
This begs the question: what kinds of individual
differences in cognitive abilities might lead to noisy or weak
representations or pathways and hence to low lexical
quality? While variation in linguistic ability is a logical
candidate, other factors might contribute, such as memory
ability, associative learning ability, or the ability to map
information across modalities, such as from objects to
names, or from names to print.
One way to examine acquisition of phonological-tosemantic connections is by using a spoken artificial lexicon
(Magnuson, Tanenhaus, Aslin & Dahan, 2003). Utilizing an
artificial lexicon allows us to tightly control properties of
linguistic and visual materials and ensure that each
participant has no prior experience with the stimuli,
minimizing potential differences in lexical dimensions (e.g.,
word frequency) and preexisting semantic associations. The
paradigm also allows us to observe any learning effects
from the very beginning of the experiment. Thus, this
paradigm allows us to put readers who vary in reading
ability on a maximally similar level with regard to prior
knowledge and language experience with our experimental
items.
Recently, this paradigm has been applied to the study of
individual differences across a wide range of reading skill.
Magnuson, Kukona, Braze, Johns, Van Dyke, Tabor, Mencl,
Pugh, and Shankweiler (2010) found that performance on
standard assessments like rapid auditory naming predicted
the degree to which low-literacy adults exhibit lexical
competition effects and how sensitive they are to
coarticulation. However, while that project included dozens
of language measures, it included only a few standardized
assessments of non-linguistic abilities. This leads to
complementary questions we address here:
• What sorts of individual differences will we observe in
linguistic and non-linguistic abilities in a typical college
sample (rather than the low-literacy adults from
Magnuson et al., 2010)?
• Will those differences be compatible with the premises of
the Lexical Quality Hypothesis (that is, will participants

Figure 1: Simple schematic of the triangle model of reading.
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on the low end of linguistic ability similarly lag their
peers in learning novel words)?
• Alternatively, or perhaps in addition, might performance
in learning new words be more strongly associated with
simple learning (recognition memory) across domains
(faces, objects, spoken words)?
We began our line of questioning by exploring the
relationship between semantics and phonology. In our
experiment, we examined whether performance scores on
standardized tests of language ability or visual and
language-related memory tasks could predict readers’ ability
to link new words to concrete visual objects. From the basis
of the Lexical Quality Hypothesis, we predicted that
language ability should be closely related to artificial
lexicon learning. Our design also allows us to ask whether
such differences are specific to language, or might apply
more generally across domains.

Methods
Participants
Forty-six University of Connecticut undergraduates were
participants in the experiment. All participants were native,
monolingual English speakers who reported normal hearing
and normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Apparatus and Materials
Assessments Five assessments were used to measure
individuals' abilities in linguistic and nonlinguistic domains.
These included tests of verbal working memory (the
Reading Span Task [RST] of van den Noort et al., 2008)
and word reading efficiency, both of real words and
pseudowords (Test of Word Reading Efficiency [TOWRE],
Torgeson, Wagner & Rashotte, 1997). We also administered
face, object, and spoken word recognition (old/new) tasks of
our own construction.
The first assessment was the Reading Span Task (RST;
Daneman and Carpenter, 1980; van den Noort et al, 2008),
which is a measure of verbal working memory. In the RST,
participants read multiple sets of 2-6 sentences aloud, with
sentence lengths of approximately 13-16 words. Each
sentence ends in a different word. After each group,
participants are asked to recall the final words of each
sentence in the group. Participants were tested on a total of
60 sentences (see van den Noort et al. for details).
The second assessment administered was the Test of
Word Reading Efficiency (TOWRE; Torgeson, Wagner &
Rashotte, 1997), which tested participants' word-level
reading skills. This timed measure, normed for participants
up to 24 years of age, quickly assesses the speed and
accuracy of decoding and word recognition. It consists of
two subtests. In the Sight Word Efficiency (SWE) subtest,
the participant is presented with a list of printed real words
and instructed to read aloud as many as possible in 45
seconds. Words in this subtest are arranged in order of
decreasing frequency and increasing length. In the Phonetic
Decoding Efficiency (PDE) subtest, the participant is

presented with a list of pronounceable pseudowords and
asked to decode aloud as many as possible in 45 seconds.
The pseudowords in this list represent a variety of
grapheme-phoneme correspondences and increase in
difficulty as the test progresses. Thus, both subtests are
designed to increase in difficulty while taxing the
participant with added time pressure. Further, from the point
of view of the Lexical Quality Hypothesis, the SWE subtest
of the TOWRE should shed light on participants' ability to
quickly access pre-existing lexical representations.
For the face recognition task, the stimuli were 50 faces
taken from Nestor and Tarr (2008), which were
approximately balanced in terms of gender and race. During
the exposure phase, participants were shown 25 faces for
duration of 300 ms each, with a 300 ms inter-stimulus
interval. During testing, participants were shown a total of
50 faces, and pressed a key to indicate whether s/he saw the
face during exposure. Twenty-four of the faces (12 old, 12
new) during testing were presented in an alternate
orientation (i.e., with a left- or right-facing profile of either
30, 45, or 60 degrees).
The object recognition task included 150 realisticallyrendered images of objects from the Tarr Object Databank
(images courtesy of Michael J. Tarr, Carnegie Mellon
University, http://www.tarrlab.org). Roughly equal numbers
of objects were selected from 12 taxonomic categories (~12
from each), and were judged by the experimenters to be
roughly similar in visual salience. During the exposure
phase, participants were shown 75 objects for a duration of
300 ms each, with a 300 ms inter-stimulus interval. During
testing, participants were shown a total of 150 images, and
pressed a key to indicate whether s/he saw the object during
exposure. Half of the objects during testing were presented
in an “alternate” orientation (rotated 90- 180 degrees).
Thirty-eight of the alternate orientations were of old objects,
and 37 were new.
Finally, the old/new spoken word recognition task was
constructed as follows: a total of 152 spoken words were
recorded by two female speakers (words were 1-7 syllables;
average syllables= 2.4). Each of the speakers spoke half of
the items for both the old and new sets (76 items total per
speaker). Old items were categorized into a “same” or
“different” condition -- i.e., the speaker during the exposure
phase either was or was not the same speaker during
recognition testing. The instructions made clear that a word
should be considered "old" even if the voice were not the
same. During exposure, participants listened to 76 spoken
words (300 ms inter-stimulus interval). During testing,
participants heard 152 words and were instructed to press a
key indicating whether the spoken word was heard during
exposure or not.
Note that space limitations preclude us from presenting
results from these old/new tasks in terms of altered
orientation or voice. We will simply report d' performance
collapsing across these factors.
Artificial lexicon experiment The primary task was to
learn the names of nine mushrooms. The mushrooms varied
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Table 1: Illustration of visual feature-syllable pairings. C1 = cap 1, S1 = stem 1, C2 = cap 2, etc.
Feature and
artificial lexical
item pairings

C1S1:pile
C2S1:dole
C3S1:gule

Correlated condition
C1S2:piva
C1S3:pisae
C2S2:dova
C2S3:dosae
C3S2:guva
C3S3:gusae

in two visual dimensions: they had one of three caps and
one of three stems (see Figure 2). Each mushroom had a
two-syllable name, such as /pile/ ("pea-lay"). The names
were combinations of three possible first syllables (/pi/
[pea], /do/ [dough], /gu/ [goo]) and three possible second
syllables (/le/ [lay], /va/ [vah], /sae/ [as in "sat"]). The
relationship between visual and phonological features was
manipulated between participants. For participants in the
"correlated name" condition (n=25), the syllables mapped
directly onto visual properties of the mushrooms, such that
the first syllable named the cap and the second named the
stem (thus, the name of any mushroom with a particular cap
would begin with the same syllable, and the name of any
mushroom with a particular stem would have the same
second syllable). In the "uncorrelated" condition (n=21),
visual and phonological features were completely
uncorrelated, such that mushrooms with the same cap or
stem had no phonological overlap in that dimension, and
mushrooms with the same first or second syllable had no
visual overlap in that dimension. Table 1 lists the specific
feature-name pairings for each condition.

C1S1:pile
C2S1:guva
C3S1:dosae

Uncorrelated condition
C1S2:dova
C1S3:gusae
C2S2:pisae
C2S3:dole
C3S2:gule
C3S3:piva

they heard an instruction to "try again." When the
participant clicked on the correct item, the incorrect item
disappeared, and they heard feedback like "that's right, that's
the pile," and then the trial ended. To begin the next trial,
participants clicked on a fixation cross in the center of the
computer screen. Every 24 trials, a progress report was
displayed on the screen, telling the participant his/her
percentage correct over the preceding 24 trials, and offering
them an opportunity to take a break. Experimental blocks
consisted of 72 trials; over the course of a block,
participants were tested on each possible stimulus pairing.
Trial order was pseudo-randomized in each block so that
each stimulus type was distributed equally over the block.
There were 5 blocks, for a total of 360 trials.

Procedure
The testing session began with the assessments and the
exposure phases of the old/new tasks. This was followed by
the artificial lexicon experiment and then the test phases of
the old/new tasks.
Participants were assigned randomly to the experimental
conditions. Participants were not informed about possible
correlations in the materials in either condition. They were
simply told to learn the names of the objects, in a 2alternative forced choice task.
Phonological stimuli were presented auditorally, in the
form of instructions such as “Find pile.” Participants
responded by clicking on one of the mushrooms. Initially,
they just had to guess. If they clicked on the incorrect item,

!

Figure 3. Accuracy (top) and mouse-click reaction time
(bottom). Left-most panels compare accuracy and RT for
correlated and uncorrelated conditions, collapsing over item
types. The center and right panels show correlated and
uncorrelated condition results by item type. Labels such as
v0p0 indicate overlap in visual (v) and phonological (p)
dimensions; v0 = no visual overlap, v1 = same cap, v2 = same
Figure 2: Example mushrooms. There are three possible stem; p0 = no phonological overlap, p1 = same first syllable,
caps and three possible stems. Among these examples, the p2 = same second syllable. As described in the text, identical
first and second have the same cap, and the first and third similarity relations cannot occur in correlated and
uncorrelated conditions.
have the same stem. No others overlap in stem or cap.
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Results
Artificial lexicon experiment
Figure 2 shows accuracy and reaction times (RT to click on
the target item with the computer mouse only for correct
trials) for both experimental conditions across all five trial
blocks. Unsurprisingly, participants showed higher accuracy
and faster RTs in the correlated condition over the
uncorrelated condition for all five blocks. An ANOVA on
accuracy by correlation condition and block (collapsing
across stimulus type) revealed reliable main effects of
correlation condition (correlated = 0.92, uncorrelated =
0.73; F(1,45)=63.2, p<0.001) and block (F(4,180)=122.1,
p<0.001), as well as a significant interaction of correlation
condition and block (F(4,180)=11.8, p<0.001). The
interaction follows from the earlier plateau in the correlated
condition. For RT, there were significant main effects of
correlation condition (correlated=1323 msecs, uncorrelated
=1772 msecs, F(1,45)=20.4, p<0.001) and block
(F(4,180)=23.4, p<0.001), confirming the trends apparent in
Figure 2. The interaction was not significant.
Now let's consider effects of stimulus type within each
correlation condition. In the correlated condition, an
ANOVA on accuracy revealed reliable main effects of block
(F(4,88)=82.7, p<0.001) and stimulus type (F(2,44)=16.7,
p<0.001), and a reliable interaction (F(8,176) = 2.1,
p<0.05). In the interest of space, we will not unpack all of
these in detail, but will simply note that cohort trials (where
items shared caps and first syllables) were reliably less
accurate than rhyme or unrelated trials, which did not differ
from each other. The interaction of block and condition
followed from reliable differences between rhyme and
unrelated conditions in early blocks that disappeared by

block 3. An ANOVA on RT confirmed that there were
reliable main effects of block (F(4,88)=27.7, p<0.001) and
stimulus type (F(2,44)=33.0, p<0.001), though the
interaction of these factors was not significant. The
significant effect of stimulus type followed from reliably
slower responses in the cohort condition than in rhyme or
unrelated conditions (which did not differ from each other).
Accuracy and RT are less differentiated among the trial
types in the uncorrelated condition. For accuracy, the main
effect of stimulus type was not significant (F(3,69) < 1), but
there was a significant effect of block (F(4,92)=62.4,
p<0.001) and a significant interaction of block and stimulus
type (F(12,276)=1.8, p<0.05). Post-hoc tests confirmed that
the interaction followed from reliably lower accuracy in
v1p0 in blocks 1 and 2 and for v0p1 in block 4. For RT,
block was significant (F(4,92)=6.1, p<0.001), as was the
main effect of stimulus type (F(3,69)=4.1, p<0.05). Post-hoc
tests confirmed that the latter effect was due to reliably
faster responses in v0p1 than in v2p0 and v1p0, indicating
that visual overlap inhibited learning more than
phonological overlap.
Note that the same similarity relationships cannot apply in
correlated and fully uncorrelated conditions. To achieve full
absence of correlation, items can overlap in cap, stem, first
syllable, or second syllable, but never in two of these
features. A trend worth noting is the step-like function
present for visual overlap trials, as the accuracy was lowest
in the first two blocks and rose sharply to be among the
highest for the last two blocks.

Table 2: Correlations between experimental and assessment tasks. RST=Reading Span Task, SWE=TOWRE sight word
efficiency, PDE=TOWRE pseudoword decoding efficiency; Faces, Objects, and Words = recognition memory in those
domains (using d' as a measure of sensitivity). Correlations reliable at p<0.01 are bold with "**", p<0.05 are bold with "*",
and with p<0.10 are bold with "+".

Overall

Uncorrelated

Correlated

SWE
PDE
Faces
Objects
Words
SWE
PDE
Faces
Objects
Words
SWE
PDE
Faces
Objects
Words

RST
0.47**
0.42**
0.23
0.17
0.27+
0.56*
0.49*
0.33
0.01
0.26
0.32
0.24
0.42+
0.34
0.28

SWE

PDE

Faces

Objects

0.50**
0.13
0.11
0.34*

0.43**
-0.01
0.38**

-0.35*
0.13

0.63**

0.49*
0.22
0.14
0.41*

0.33
-0.05
0.41*

0.38+
0.48*

0.54**

0.54*
-0.04
0.10
0.27

0.06
0.02
0.38

0.52*
0.56**

0.70**
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Individual differences
Table 2 presents correlations among the assessment scores.
Results are first presented collapsed across correlation
conditions, then by uncorrelated and finally by correlated
condition. Performance on the recognition tasks was
quantified as d' (sensitivity).
The first thing to note is that correlations are generally
weaker for the correlated condition. Unsurprisingly, the two
TOWRE subtests, SWE and PDE, correlate with one
another. Also unsurprisingly, there are strong mutual
correlations among the memory measures. Interestingly,
better face recognition is correlated with better RST
performance, a measure of verbal working memory.
In the uncorrelated condition, many more relationships
emerge. Language measures are more strongly mutually
related (including RST with the TOWRE subtests), as are
memory measures. Additionally, we found significant
correlation between spoken word recognition memory
performance and the TOWRE subtests.
There is no reason to expect the correlated and
uncorrelated groups to differ on relationships other than
those with artificial lexicon measures. While similar
associative trends are apparent for most pairs of measures
for both groups, there are a few differences involving the
recognition memory measures. It is possible that these
differences are the result of greater fatigue in the more
challenging uncorrelated condition by the time participants
completed the recognition memory tests.

When we seek to increase power by collapsing across
conditions, a few additional details emerge. Language
measures correlate strongly with one another. Face and
object recognition correlate with one another, as do object
and spoken word recognition. However, face and word
recognition do not correlate significantly with one another.
Curiously, face and object recognition correlate negatively.
Face recognition correlates strongly with the TOWRE PDE
subtest, while spoken word recognition memory correlates
with the TOWRE subtests (and is approaching significance
with RST).
Recall that our goal in assessing individual differences in
language and memory was to test predictions that follow
from Perfetti and Hart's (2002) Lexical Quality Hypothesis.
If variation in reading ability cascades from differences in
the strength and organization of lexical representations, then
performance in a lexical learning task should relate to basic
assessments of reading-related skills.
To test this, we used multiple regressions to explore
potential relationships between task and assessment
performance (specifically, average response time in the final
experimental block, and average accuracy over all
experimental blocks), with all predictors entered
simultaneously. Table 3 summarizes the results of the
separate analyses we conducted on RT and accuracy for the
correlated and uncorrelated conditions. None of the models
we tested was significant (though the model for correlated
RT was marginally reliable).
For the purposes of exploring this data and its

Table 3: results of multiple regressions with all predictors entered simultaneously. Reliable and marginally reliable
predictors are indicated by bold font.
Accuracy
Correlated Condition
F(6,14) = 1.101, p = 0.409
t
1.716
1.002
-.750
-1.387
.601
.009

Sig.
.108
.333
.466
.187
.557
.993

Response time
Correlated Condition
F(6,14) = 2.178, p = 0.108

Partial
correlation
.417
.259
-.196
-.348
.159
.002

RST
SWE
PDE
Objects
Words
Faces

Std. beta
.463
.280
-.220
-.476
.234
.003

RST
SWE
PDE
Objects
Words
Faces

Accuracy
Uncorrelated Condition
F(6, 18) = 2.079, p = 0.107
Partial
Std. beta
t
Sig. correlation
.246
1.039 .312
.238
-.365 -1.521 .146
-.337
.482
1.991 .062
.425
-.143
-.603 .554
-.141
.141
.539 .596
.126
.144
.651 .523
.152
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t
-.849
-.543
-.097
2.548
-.601
-2.036

Sig.
.410
.596
.924
.023
.557
.061

Partial
correlation
-.221
-.144
-.026
.563
-.159
-.478

RST
SWE
PDE
Objects
Words
Faces

Std. beta
-.200
-.132
-.025
.763
-.204
-.541

RST
SWE
PDE
Objects
Words
Faces

Response time
Uncorrelated Condition
F(6, 18) = 0.847, p = 0.551
Partial
Std. beta
t Sig. correlation
.007
.027 .979
.006
.277
1.004 .329
.230
.157
.565 .579
.132
-.264
-.964 .348
-.222
.056
.187 .854
.044
.073
.288 .776
.068

implications for the Lexical Quality Hypothesis, we
examined which predictors contributed reliably (or
marginally reliably) within each model. Surprisingly,
language assessments were not strongly related to artificial
lexicon learning, with marginal contributions from RST for
correlated accuracy and pseudo-word decoding efficiency
for uncorrelated accuracy. In the only model that
approached significance (correlated RT), the strongest
predictors were recognition memory for objects and faces. A
somewhat puzzling aspect of this result is that the
correlation between objects and RT was positive; as
sensitivity increased in object recognition, RT lengthened.
The expected relationship (a negative correlation) held for
face performance.

general memory access efficiency. If this were the case,
though, we might also expect RST to predict correlated RT.
It may be instead that object and face recognition predict
correlated RT because all three index efficiency of
configural learning and processing.
Our next steps will include testing these speculations
about the relationship of face recognition and lexical
learning using neuroimaging. We will also extend the
current approach with artificial lexicons where visual
referents are orthographic rather than pictorial, in order to
test whether these results generalize to orthography. Similar
results might suggest that one aspect of linguistic learning -linking material across modalities -- may be a source of
specific weakness in some learners.

Discussion

Acknowledgments

In this study, we assessed participants' abilities on a
number of visual and language-based tasks, and examined
how they related to performance in an artificial lexical
learning task. Our goal was to discover to what degree
performance on standard language assessments and other
nonlinguistic tasks was related to performance in our
learning experiment, which stressed phonological-semantic
(in this case, visual) relationships. Our starting point was the
Lexical Quality Hypothesis (Perfetti & Hart, 2002), which
posits that variation in reading ability follows from variation
in the strength and detail of lexical representations, and
consequent differences in efficacy of lexical access.
Unsurprisingly, performance in the experiment was better
when the nature of the relationships was relatively
transparent (when visual and phonological features were
correlated). The absence of correlation in the uncorrelated
condition resulted in slower learning and slower access.
These results are in line with the Lexical Quality
Hypothesis, as the mutually reinforcing correlations
minimized competition and therefore potentially sped
learning and facilitated access.
But what predicts individual variation in learning within
these conditions? Our individual differences analyses
provide some intriguing possibilities (though they must be
considered with caution, given the weak overall regression
results). Language assessments were less correlated with
artificial lexical learning than one might have expected, with
just two measures showing marginal predictions of
accuracy. On the other hand, object and face recognition
performance were modest predictors of RT in the correlated
condition. The correlation with face recognition is
intriguing: intuition would suggest that, of the assessments
we used, face recognition would be the least related to the
experimental task. What connection might there be between
these seemingly distant aspects of memory and learning?
Consider the fact that the correlated condition is where
highest efficiency is achieved in the artificial lexicon task.
Perhaps object and face recognition predict RT in the
correlated condition because they are indexing domain-
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Detecting Student Metacognition and Learning in Problem Solving
with Biologically Inspired Cognitive Architectures
Alexei V. Samsonovich
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Ellen O’Brien
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Kenneth A. De Jong
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Abstract: In order to study the role of metacognition and self-regulation in student learning, college students were
asked to solve problems in mathematics using an ITS assisting metacognition at the forethought stage. Activity
involved selecting relevant facts and strategies and connecting them by arrows.
It is found that patterns of arrow drawing have significant correlates in student performance and cognitive states.
(i) Forward chaining is significantly more predominant during problem solving than during initial exploration that
is not goal-driven. (ii) Students scoring in the middle are more likely to enter convergent pairs of arrows compared
to students who scored low or high (P<0.00005).
These findings enable diagnosing student problem solving and imply constraints on selection of cognitive architectures for modeling student learning. While no significant effect of the intervention on student scores was observed
compared to controls, many students reported that the tool helped them to learn how to solve problems.
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Retrieving semantic information from faces and voices.
Catherine Barsics
University of Liège
Abstract: Semantic information is more likely to be retrieved from recognized faces than from recognized voices.
Earlier studies which investigated the recall of biographical information following person recognition used famous
people’s voices and faces. The present study was designed with the aim of controlling more strictly the exposure
frequency to both domains of stimuli (voices and faces). Participants had first to associate semantic information
(i.e., occupation) with unknown faces or voices. As stimulus distinctiveness could improve semantic information
retrieval, participants were presented with typical versus distinctive stimuli from either domain. When later cued
by the targets faces or voices, participants provided significantly more semantic information from faces than from
voices. Moreover, distinctive stimuli yield to a significantly better recall of occupations than typical stimuli. No
significant interaction appeared between Domain of stimuli and Distinctiveness. These results and their implications
for current Interactive Activation and Competition person recognition models are discussed.
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Verbal descriptions hurt face recognition in children and adults
Valentine Vanootighem
University of Liège

Serge Brédart
University of Liège

Hedwige Dehon
University of Liège
Abstract: The verbal overshadowing effect (VO), first demonstrated by Schooler and Engstler-Schooler (1990),
indicates that providing a verbal description of a previously seen face may impair its recognition on a subsequent
lineup identification task. This phenomenon, widely demonstrated in adults, was investigated in children only once
(Memon & Rose, 2002): no VO effect was found with 8-9 years old participants. However, some procedural details
were not controlled in this experiment and the absence of a control adult group did not allow determining whether
the procedure used was able to induce a VO effect. Current experiments examine the VO effect in several groups
of children (7-8, 10-11, 13-14 years old) and adults to determine the developmental trajectory of the phenomenon
across the ages. In both experiments, verbalization interfered with identification performance in all children’s and
adults’ groups. The influence of descriptors’ quality provided by subjects was analyzed and discussed.
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Trial-by-trial variance in visual working memory capacity estimates as
a window into the architecture of working memory
Timothy Brady
Dept. of Brain and Cognitive Sciences, MIT
Abstract: Nearly all models of visual working memory have focused on fitting average memory performance across
many simple displays of colored squares. Unfortunately, fitting average performance can mask an underlying failure
of the model to account for performance by particular observers in particular displays. We had N=475 observers
perform exactly the same set of continuous color report trials (e.g.,Zhang&Luck,2008), and found a significant amount
of observer-to-observer consistency in which displays are hardest and easiest to remember items from. While existing
models of visual working memory fail to explain this variance, we present an expanded model that accounts for
perceptual grouping, the encoding of summary statistics, and attentional selection, and show that such a model
considerably improves the fit to the data. We suggest that in order to understand the architecture and capacity of
visual working memory, models must take into account differences in the information observers encode about each
particular display.
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The Coexistence Theory: Support from an Activation-Based Memory
Model
Leamarie Gordon
University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth

Amy Shapiro
University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth
Abstract: The misinformation effect is a well-established phenomenon in false memory literature, with debated
explanations. The present study adopts an activation-based account of the misinformation effect in order to support
the hypothesis that true and suggested information can coexist in memory. After exposure to misinformation,
participants were primed with semantic associates of either the true or suggested item. Misled participants who
were primed for the true item performed better on a final memory test than misled participants primed for neutral
information. The results indicate that true and suggested information coexist, and retrieval is influenced by how
activated each concept is at test. Implications for other theories within false memory research are discussed.
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The Impact of Musical Experience on Statistical Language Learning
Anthony Shook
Northwestern University

Viorica Marian
Northwestern University

James Bartolotti
Northwestern University

Scott Schroeder
Northwestern University

Sarah Chabal
Northwestern University
Abstract: Musical experience has been found to improve language (Schön, et al., 2007) and literacy skills (Anvari,
et al., 2002). Here, we consider whether musical experience contributes to an important component of language
learning, namely segmentation of novel sound sequences. Participants with varying degrees of musical experience
were exposed to two statistically-defined languages, one consisting of Morse-code sequences and one of pure-tone
sequences. In addition, conflicting cues were introduced to determine which auditory features musicians use when
learning a novel language. Results show that participants with a higher degree of musical experience were more likely
to learn Morse- and tone-based words, and those that learned did so primarily via temporal information. Effective
temporal processing is likely to be useful in natural language learning (e.g., acquisition of voice-onset time and vowel
length discriminations). We conclude that the mechanisms that underlie successful musical processing may also play
a key role in language learning.
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An electroencephalographic examination of the origin of cognitive
decline in aging adults during the colour word Stroop task
Clare Killikelly
University of Cambridge

Denes Szucs
University of Cambridge
Abstract: It is consistently found that aging adults are limited in their ability to ignore distracting information
while performing a cognitive task. To delineate the origin of this cognitive decline electroencephalography (EEG) was
used to examine the brain activity of young adults (aged 20-30) and older adults (aged 45-65) as they performed a
Stroop task. This task was designed to isolate stimulus and response level processing. Young adults and older adults
showed similar behavioural results however, the underlying brain activity was significantly different in older adults.
Specifically the P3a component was significantly larger and delayed in older adults indicating additional processing
was required for reorienting attention. Additionally the N450 was enhanced over the parietal region in older adults.
These results indicate that with age additional processing is required however there is not a general compensatory
process but different compensatory mechanisms to serve specific stimulus or response related functions.
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Theory of Mind brain regions are sensitive to the content, not the structural
complexity, of belief attributions
Jorie Koster-Hale (jorie@mit.edu) and Rebecca R. Saxe (saxe@mit.edu)
Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MA 02139
Abstract
A distinct group of brain regions, the ‘Theory of Mind (ToM)
network’, is implicated in representing other people’s mental
states, yet we currently know little about which aspects of
mental state attribution are represented or processed in these
regions. Using fMRI, we investigated whether ToM regions,
compared to language-processing regions, are sensitive to two
dimensions along which mental state attributions vary: (1)
structural complexity and (2) social content of the attributed
thought. In short vignettes describing a character's belief, the
belief structure was either first-order or higher-order, and the
content was mundane or socially-relevant. All ToM regions
showed sensitivity to distinctions in content; no ToM region
showed sensitivity to structural manipulation. By contrast,
language regions were sensitive to both manipulations. We
conclude that while increased structural complexity of belief
attributions modulates language processing, this type of
complexity is not part of the representational space of the
ToM-network.
Keywords: Theory of Mind; False Belief, Language, fMRI

Introduction
Mental state attribution exists in a very rich conceptual space
– without much effort, we can ascribe a variety of mental
states to other people, and make quick and subtle judgments
about them. Moreover, we can easily characterize a mental
state along a number of dimensions, such as who holds it,
what kind of mental state it is (e.g. a belief, desire, or doubt),
what the belief is about, how reasonable we find it, whether
the content is relevant to our own lives, and how probable it
is that it will be believed next week.
Yet despite the range and flexibility of these inferences,
mental state attribution gives rise to a surprisingly uniform
neural response. A specific set of regions, often called the
Theory of Mind network, consisting canonically of the
bilateral temporo-parietal junction (TPJ), right superior
temporal sulcus (rSTS), medial precunius (PC), and medial
prefrontal cortex (MPFC), shows robust and systematic
response to a variety of stimuli that invoke a mental state
attribution, including stories and cartoons (Fletcher et al.
1995; Goel et al. 1995; Gallagher et al. 2000, 2002; Mitchell
et al. 2002; Saxe and Kanwisher 2003; Perner, Aichhorn,
Kronbichler, Wolfgang, & Laddurner, 2006; Gobbini,
Koralek, Bryan, Montgomery, & Haxby, 2007; Van
Overwalle 2009, Walter et al 2010).
This combination of cognitive flexibility coupled with a
robust and seemingly invariant neural response provides
chance to examine the mapping between the neural response
and final cognitive product: though we currently know very
little about which aspects of mental state attribution are
represented or processed in theory of mind regions, or what
that representation looks like, we have the means to

manipulate the cognitive representation at a fairly high level,
and a precise place to look for changes in the neural
representation.
Thus, to begin answering these questions, we investigated
the extent to which brain regions involved in theory of mind
processing show sensitivity to features that vary within the
space of mental state attribution. We asked whether ToM
regions are sensitive to two broad dimensions along which
mental state attributions can vary: (1) the structural (or
syntactic) complexity and (2) the content of the attributed
belief. We manipulated structural complexity by
manipulating the first versus higher-order status of the belief
– a manipulation that has often been employed to increase
the difficulty of ToM tasks. We manipulated the content of
the belief by varying its the social relevance.
As well as varying features within the space of belief
attribution, these manipulations vary along linguistic
dimensions – saliency and syntactic complexity. Thus, to
serve as a comparison, we asked whether high-level
(sentence-level) language processing regions show
sensitivity to these manipulations, and if so, whether the
response profile in the ToM regions differed from the
response profile in the language regions.
We tested each of these possibilities in two steps. First, we
used a functional localizer to identify language processing
and Theory of Mind regions within the same set of
individuals (Experiment 1). Second, we examined the effect
that our manipulations of the structure and content of belief
attributions had on the brain regions implicated in language
and ToM (Experiment 2).

Methods
Participants:
Twenty naïve right-handed adults (aged 21-44, mean 27; 15
females) participated in the study for payment. All
participants were native English speakers, had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision, and gave written informed
consent in accordance with the requirements of the internal
review board at MIT. All 20 participants did both
Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 in a single scan session. Two
participants’ data were excluded due to excessive movement.

Stimuli and Design:
Experiment 1: ToM and Language Localizer
The stimuli consisted of 24 short stories and 12 lists of nonwords. Twelve of the stories were described a situation in
which someone held a false belief, e.g.:
After going to the gym, Kevin returned to his new apartment, which
he had just recently moved into. He got upstairs and threw off his
sweaty clothes, ready for a hot, steaming shower. Regrettably,
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Kevin's roommate had thrown out an important note from the
plumber, so Kevin didn't know that the pipes had broken and were
currently full of cold pond water.

The remaining 12 stories were false photograph stories,
describing a situation in which there was a false physical
representation of the world, such as an out-of-date
photograph or advertisement, e.g.:
Last week, many fliers and signs were posted, advertising the open
house of an apartment building that had just been built downtown.
The ads had pictures of the granite counters, the balconies, the
huge swimming pool, the art gallery, and the gym. Regrettably,
before the open house, the building caught fire, and today's paper
reported that most of the building was destroyed.

Both of these kinds of story require the reader to deal with
incorrect or outdated representations of the world, and so are
similar in their meta-representational and logical complexity;
however, they differ crucially in whether the reader is
building a representation of someone else’s mental state, and
thus comparing them serves to localize those regions
recruited particularly for processing mental states. See Saxe
and Kanwisher (2003) and Dodell-Feder et al (2010) for
further discussion.
To control for low-level linguistic properties and possible
processing confounds, the conditions were additionally
matched for number of words, number of syllables per word,
Flesch reading ease, number of noun-phrases per sentence,
lexical frequency, log-transformed lexical frequency, number
of negations, and general syntactic form (e.g. number of
relative clauses), all p >> 0.1
From each matched pair of stories, a word-list was created,
consisting of a random subset of the unique words from each
story. A matched non-word list was created by selecting
legal bigram combinations that were matched to each word
on length, number of syllables, and bigram frequency.
Processing pronounceable non-words engages many of the
low-level processes required for (visual) language
processing, such as visual processing, phonological
recognition and composition, and working memory, without
recruiting higher-level processes, such as lexical access,
word and sentence level composition, syntactic structure
building, or semantic computation. Processing sentences, on
the other hand, engages both low-level visual and
phonological processing and also higher-level linguistic
processes.
Thus, comparing sentences to lists of
pronounceable non-words serves to localize those regions
specifically recruited for language processing on the word
and sentence level (Fedorenko et al 2010, Cutting et al. 2006;
Friederici et al. 2000; Hagoort et al. 1999; Heim et al. 2005;
Humphries et al. 2006, 2007; Indefrey et al. 2001; Mazoyer
et al. 1993; Petersen et al. 1990; Vandenberghe et al. 2002).
All stimuli were presented one word at a time (screen
center) for 350 ms each, following the procedure of
Fedorenko et al (2010). At the end of each story/list of nonwords, a probe word was presented for a 2s answer period.
Participants were asked whether the probe word appeared in
the preceding story/list (a match-to-sample task): 50% of the
probes were matches and 50% were novel, drawn from an
unseen stimulus in the same condition. Participants were also
told to read the stories for content, and asked to think about
and visualize the scene. Trials were separated by 12-18

seconds of fixation. The text of each story was presented in a
white 40-point font on a black background, using Matlab
7.10 running on an Apple MacBook Pro, and the order of
conditions was counterbalanced across runs and participants.
Experiment 2: Structure and Content
The stimuli consisted of 40 short vignettes, which introduced
two people and a context, and then described a belief that one
of the characters held. The content of the belief itself was
either mundane (thoughts about e.g. housework, haircuts,
paint colors) or socially relevant (e.g. scandal, drugs, sexual
relations). The form the belief description was either firstorder (‘John thinks that …’) or higher-order (‘John thinks
that Mary suspects that he knows that…’). Each vignette
appeared in all four conditions, counter-balanced across
participants; each participant saw one of the four versions of
each vignette for a total of 40 stories, e.g.:
Jessica was just hired as the new program director at a local nonprofit that works on [1st: raising money and recruiting volunteers
for] special needs education.
When, Steve, the on-site manager, met her, he was very
impressed, mostly because he thinks that [higher: Jessica suspects
that he believes that] …
[mundane: as a trained negotiator and long-time networker,
Jessica will be successful at bringing in new grant money.]
[social: as a very attractive and large-chested woman, Jessica
will be successful at bringing in new grant money.]

Each condition was matched for word count, number of
syllables per word, Flesch reading ease score, number of
noun-phrases), lexical frequency, log-transformed lexical
frequency, and general syntactic form (e.g. number of
relative clauses), such that there was no significant difference
between mundane and socially-relevant stories or between
first-order and higher-order ones (all p >> 0.1).
Stories were presented in a pseudo-randomized order, with
the order of conditions counterbalanced across runs and
participants. Full stories were presented all at once for 20
seconds, followed by 12 s of fixation on a black screen. 10
stories were presented during each of four runs for a total run
time of 22 min and 56 seconds. Each story was presented in a
white 40-point font on a black background, using Matlab
7.10 running on an Apple MacBook Pro. Participants were
asked to press a button when they were done reading.
Participants were informed that after the scan there would
be a memory task; they were told to not try to memorize the
details of the stories, but to read the stories as fully and
deeply as possible, as if they were reading a novel.
After scanning, participants were presented with a selfpaced memory task in which they saw the same 40 stories
that they saw in the scanner, presented in a pseudorandomized order. Half of the stories (distributed evenly
across conditions) were slightly modified, with a change to
e.g. one of the main character descriptions, the location of
the story, or the belief content. Participants were asked to
determine whether this version of the story was the same
version that they saw in the scanner.

fMRI Data Acquisition
fMRI data were collected in a 3T Siemens scanner at the
Athinoula A. Martinos Imaging Center at the McGovern
Institute for Brain Research at MIT, using a 12-channel head
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coil. Using standard echoplanar imaging procedures, we
acquired blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) data in 30
near axial slices, using 3 x 3 x 4 mm voxels (TR = 2 s, TE =
30, flip angle = 90◦). To allow for steady state magnetization,
the first four seconds of each run were excluded.
Data processing and analysis was performed using SPM8
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) and custom software. The
data were realigned, normalized onto a common brain space
(Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template), spatially
smoothed using a Gaussian filter (5 mm kernel) and
subjected to a high-pass filter (128 Hz).

from presentation time to account for hemodynamic lag – to
get a single PSC for each condition, in each ROI, in each
participant (Poldrack, 2006). These values were then
averaged across subjects to get a PSC value for each
condition for each ROI.
Exp. 2: Structure and Content
In each of the individual regions of interest (ROIs) defined
using the localizer, we calculated the average percent signal
change (PSC) as in Experiment 1, to get a PSC value for
each condition for each ROI.

Results and Discussion

fMRI Analysis:
Both experiments were modeled using a boxcar regressor,
convolved with a standard hemodynamic response function
(HRF). The general linear model was used to analyze the
BOLD data from each subject, as a function of condition.
The model included nuisance covariates for run effects,
global mean signal, and an intercept term.
Exp. 1: ToM and Language Localizer
A second-level random effects analysis was performed on the
contrast images generated for each individual to identify
brain regions showing reliable differences between belief and
photo stories (‘Theory of Mind’ regions) and between photo
stories and nonwords (‘Language’ regions; thresholded at
p<0.001, uncorrected, k>10). Based on the results of the
whole-brain analysis, functional regions of interest (ROIs)
were defined for each individual, as a set of at least 10
contiguous voxels that showed a significant difference
between conditions (thresholded at p<0.001, uncorrected).
To measure the response of these ROIs to the localizer
stimuli without the bias of non-independent data, we used a
cross-validation technique. Individual subject ROIs were
defined using two runs of data, and the response was
extracted from the excluded, independent run. This process
was iterated over all three runs, allowing us to calculate, in
each of the individual regions of interest (ROIs) defined
using the localizer, the average percent signal change (PSC)
relative to baseline for each time point in each condition,
averaging across all voxels in the ROI and across all blocks
in the condition, where PSC(t) = 100 × (average BOLD
magnitude for condition (t) – average BOLD magnitude for
fixation) / average BOLD magnitude for fixation. We
averaged the PSC across the entire presentation – offset 6s

Experiment 1: ToM and Language Localizer
Theory of Mind regions:
A whole brain random effects analysis revealed five main
regions that showed greater activation for false belief stories
compared to false photograph stories (uncorrected, p <
0.001, k > 10): right and left temporo-parietal junction, right
superior temporal sulcus, medial precuneus, and dorsal
medial prefrontal cortex. Identifying the set of brain regions
that are considered a core part of the Theory of Mind
network, these results replicate a number of studies using a
similar functional localizer task (e.g. Saxe & Kanwisher,
2003). These ROIs were then identified in each individual,
using the same threshold: RTPJ (identified in 18/18
individuals), LTPJ (15/18), RSTS (14/18), PC (15/18), and
DMPFC (12/18), (Figure 1a).
The results from the cross-validation were analyzed using
pair-wise comparisons of the response to false belief stories,
false photograph stories, and non-word lists. Paired-sample
t-tests revealed that all of the individually localized ToM
regions show a significant difference between false belief and
false photograph (all p<.05), and between false belief and
non-words (all p<.05), but no difference between false
photos and non-words (all p>.05), (Figure 2).
Language regions:
A whole brain random effects analysis revealed eleven
cortical regions that showed greater activation for false
photograph stories compared to non-words (uncorrected,
p<0.001, k>10); these same regions were then identified in
individual subjects’ data as ROIs using the same threshold:
left angular gyrus (identified in 18 out of 18 individuals), left
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Figure 1a,b: Functional localizer results – ToM (left) and Language
(right). Brain regions in which the bold signal was higher for stories
about mental representations compared to stories about physical
representations; and for physical representation compared to non-words
(N = 18, random effects analysis, p < 0.001, uncorrected.)
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Language	
  Regions	
  

Figure 2: Functional localizer – Cross-Validation results.
Average percent signal change in ToM and Language regions
for stories about false beliefs, stories about false physical
representations, and non-word lists.

lobe (mPTL), and left and right posterior temporal lobe
(PTL) (uncorrected, p < 0.001, k > 10). None of the voxels in
this analysis overlapped with ToM regions. Additionally, we
see activation in the area in left IFG located between the left
IFG region and left IFG orbital region, as well as in the right
counterpart – areas argued to be implicated in response
inhibition and working memory (e.g. Aron et al, 2004;
Bunge et al 2003, Chikazoe, et al, 2007), the frontal eye
fields, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, and the dorsal anterior
cingulate area.
ROI Percent Signal Change Analysis: Supporting the
results of the whole brain analysis, a 2x2 repeated measures
ANOVA (Content by Structure) revealed that most of the
individually-defined language ROIs were sensitive to the
structure of belief stories. Higher-order beliefs elicited a
significantly higher response than first-order beliefs in left
IFG, left IFG-orbital, left MFG, left mPTL, and left PTL (all
F>5, p<0.01, η2>0.25). The left ATL and right mPTL
showed marginal effects in the same direction (both F>3,
p<0.1). One language ROI showed the opposite profile: firstExperiment 2: Structure and Content
order beliefs elicited a higher response than second-order
ones: the left angular gyrus (F>5 p<0.05, η2>0.25)
Structure:
By contrast, none of the ToM regions showed a differential
Whole brain analysis: A whole brain random effects
response
to second-order compared to first-order belief
analysis, contrasting higher-order with first-order beliefs,
attributions
(all p >> 0.1).
revealed activity in eight of the eleven previously identified
These
analyses
together clearly indicate that the structure
language regions: the left inferior gyrus (IFG) left inferior
of
a
belief
attribution
– as encoded by varying the number of
orbital gyrus (IFGorb), left middle frontal gyrus (MFG), left
embeddings
–
is
not
an aspect of belief attribution that
anterior temporal lobe (ATL), left middle posterior temporal
affects ToM brain regions. Unlike the ToM regions, most of
the language regions show some differentiation between
0.5	
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first-order and higher-order stimuli. Moreover, we see that
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mundane	
  
four of the eleven regions show robustly stronger responses
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analyses: left inferior orbital gyrus, left middle frontal gyrus,
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suggests that this type of structure is an aspect of linguistic
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   stimuli that is represented or processed in a portion of the
language processing network, but not the Theory of Mind
social	
  
-‐0.1	
  
network.
ToM	
  Regions	
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  Regions	
  	
  

PSC	
  

inferior frontal gyrus (18/18), left inferior orbital gyrus
(18/18), left medial gyrus (18/18), left superior gyrus
(18/18), left anterior lobe (18/18), left middle anterior lobe
(18/18), left middle posterior lobe (18/18), left posterior
temporal lobe (18/18), right middle anterior lobe (18/18), and
right middle posterior lobe (17/18). These regions are those
also implicated in a series of previous studies contrasting
activation for sentence processing compared to nonsense
word processing and to backward speech (Fedorenko et al
2010) (Figure 1b).
As in the ToM regions, the results from the crossvalidation were analyzed using pair-wise comparisons of the
response to false belief stories, false photograph stories, and
non-word lists. Paired-sample two-tail t-tests revealed that all
of the individually localized language regions show a
significant difference between false belief and non-words (all
p<.05), and between false photograph (all p<.05), and nonwords, but no difference between false belief and false
photograph (all p>.05) (Figure 2).

Figure 1 (top): Structure and Content ROI analysis. Average percent
signal change in ToM and Language regions for stories varying in
their Structure (first-order and second-order) and their Content
(mundane and socially relevant)
Figure 2a,b (bottom): Structure and Content whole brain analyses –
Embedding (left) and Social Relevance (right). Brain regions in
which the bold signal was higher for stories with embedded structure
compared to matched stories with first-order structure; and with
socially relevant compared to mundane content (N = 18, random
effects analysis, p < 0.001, uncorrected.)

Content:
Whole brain analysis: A whole brain random effects
analysis, contrasting socially relevant with mundane beliefs,
revealed activations that overlapped with four of the five
previously identified ToM regions (uncorrected, p < 0.001, k
> 10): left temporo-parietal junction, right superior temporal
sulcus, precuneus, and dorsal-medial prefrontal cortex. In
addition, there was also activation overlapping with one
language region, left inferior frontal gyrus, as well as in the
thalamus.
ROI Percent Signal Change Analysis: A 2x2 repeated
measures ANOVA (Content by Structure) revealed that all
five of the ToM regions identified in the functional localizer
showed a main effect of Content, with a significantly higher
response to beliefs with socially-relevant content, compared
to beliefs with mundane content. These regions included the
right and left TPJ, RSTS, precuneus, and DMPFC (all F>4,
p<0.05, η2>0.25).
Nearly all of the language regions also showed a higher
response to socially-relevant beliefs compared to mundane
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ones (all F>4, p<0.05, η2>0.25); none of the ROIs showed an
interaction between Content and Structure.

General Discussion
We functionally localized both Theory of Mind and higherlevel language processing regions in the same individual
subjects, and then asked whether changing two distinct
aspects of stories describing beliefs modulated the neural
response of these two networks. We found that the ToM
network is sensitive to the content, but not structural
complexity, of stories about beliefs. By contrast, brain
regions involved in language processing respond to both the
structural complexity and, to some extent, the social
relevance of the stories.
In Experiment 1, we presented a new functional localizer
for language and Theory of Mind regions, using false belief
stories, false photograph stories, and lists of non-words.
Following previous work in the Theory of Mind literature,
(e.g. Saxe and Kanwisher 2003), we used the contrast of
false belief stories over false photograph stories to localize
the Theory of Mind network. In the current localizer, unlike
previous ToM localizers, we controlled for a variety of lowlevel linguistic features, matching the false belief and false
photograph stories on qualities that affect language
processing difficulty and linguistic complexity. Despite this,
we found all of the classic Theory of Mind regions, including
bilateral TPJ, RSTS, PC, and DMPFC, suggesting that these
results, and previous results using this type of contrast, are
not driven by confounding low-level language features, but
rather by the genuine contrast in content – other people's
(outdated) mental states versus (outdated) physical
representations of the world.
Similarly, following previous work in the neurolinguistics
literature (e.g. Fedorenko et al, 2010), we localized regions
sensitive to word- and sentence-level processing by doing a
sentences to non-words contrast, using only the false
photograph stories for the sentences. By matching the false
photograph stories and non-words lists on additional lowlevel features (bigram frequency and length) and excluding
false belief stories, we ensured that the localizer was (a) not
showing a contrast due simply to increased difficulty in
linguistic processing, and (b) not picking out regions that
specifically process belief/social information. Using this
contrast, we identified eleven cortical regions previously
implicated in high-level language processing, including the
left IFG, MFG, and SFG, left and right ATL, left PTL, and
left angular gyrus.
Finally, by localizing the ToM and language networks in
the same participants, we found that the ToM network and
language-processing network are both spatially and
functionally distinct: ToM regions show a strong BOLD
response to false belief stimuli, but not to either false
photograph or non-word stimuli; the language regions show
an equally strong response to both false belief and false
photograph stories, but not to non-word lists.
In Experiment 2, we find that these regions also show
different profiles of response to manipulations of the
structure and content of stories about belief. We identified
two principle dimensions along which descriptions of

someone’s thoughts can differ, affecting both the mental
state itself, and the associated linguistic representation. The
first dimension was the content of the thought; here, we
manipulated the social relevance of the mental states and
events being considered. The second dimension was the
structural complexity of the attribution; in this study, we
manipulated the number of levels of embedding of the target
thought.
We asked whether either (or both) of these dimensions are
represented in, and would therefore modulate, the activity of
brain regions previously implicated in Theory of Mind and
high-level language processing. We found that while both
sets of regions were modulated by content, only language
regions were affected by the story structure.
Specifically, both whole brain and regions of interest
analyses indicated that there was greater activation in Theory
of Mind brain regions (temporo-parietal junction, superior
temporal sulcus, medial precuneus and dorsal-medial
prefrontal cortex) for socially relevant mental states than for
mundane mental states, suggesting that the ToM network
appears to be particularly sensitive to the socially relevant
stimuli. However, this result must be interpreted with
caution, given the similar (if weaker) pattern observed in the
language regions in the ROI analysis. The socially-relevant
stories in the current experiment were both more arousing
and more surprising than the mundane stimuli. Moreover,
socially relevant (and in fact, scandalous) information is
likely to be more informative, both in making judgments
about the belief-holder, and about the world. As a
consequence, generally higher responses to the socially
relevant stimuli might reflect overall higher arousal or
attention, and/or specific representations of the belief
content. We are currently doing further work to tease apart
the effect of content manipulations in ToM and language
regions, and ask what features of "social relevance" might be
driving this effect.
In contrast, both whole brain and regions of interest
analyses indicated that nearly all of the language regions
show sensitivity to the manipulation of structure – left IFG
and left orbital IFG, left MFG, left ATL, left and left middle
PTL, and right middle PTL. Seeing this effect spread across
the extended language network is not very surprising, as the
manipulation likely affected a number of different languagerelated processes, including working memory, syntactic
complexity, and semantic complexity. Our results largely
converge with Shetreet et al. (2009), who contrasted
constructions with no embedding to those will full sentential
embedding, and found increased activity in left IFG, bilateral
STG (mPTL), bilateral SMG (PTL), left SFG, and left MFG.
In light of this large and general response in the language
regions, and the cross-network response to content
manipulation, the most interesting result of this paper is the
absence of sensitivity to belief structure in the ToM regions.
Neither whole brain nor regions of interest analyses found
evidence that Theory of Mind brain regions’ responses are
differentially affected by the structural complexity of
attributed beliefs.
The fact that language regions, but not ToM regions, show
sensitivity to multiple embeddings is particularly surprising
given a common assumption that higher-order belief
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attributions should invoke more ToM processing – higherorder beliefs require additional meta-representation (the
representation of Steve's representation of Jessica's mental
state), the representation of more individual thoughts (both
Steve and Jessica's), and successful processing of a more
complex thought (Steve's) – all things that seem crucially
related to ToM representation. Second-order false belief
tasks are significantly harder for children than first-order
false belief tasks (and are often successfully passed 2-3 years
later than first-order false belief tasks) (Apperly et al, 2007;
Hollebrandse et al, 2007), have been shown invoke less ToM
activation in children (Kobayashi et al., 2007) and been
shown to be significantly more difficult for patients with
brain damage (Fine, Lumsden, & Blair, 2001) and for
individuals with autism or schizophrenia (Baron-Cohen,
1989; Pickup & Frith, 2001).
Thus, given the ToM network’s selective response to
mental state attributions, we would expect that, if the
difference between first-order and higher-order ToM
attributions is due to increased complexity of mental state
representation, the Theory of Mind network would respond
to exactly that sort of complexity. However, while there is
clear evidence that an increase in embedding does increase
overall processing difficulty and here modulates a variety of
language processing regions, we do not see this increased
difficulty reflected in the activation of Theory of Mind
network.
The fact that an increased number of embeddings does not
lead to additional activity in the Theory of Mind regions
suggests that the differences between these two types of
stimuli, including differences in syntactic complexity, the
number of mental states, and meta-representational
complexity do not directly drive ToM activity. Rather, we
see these differences between first-order and higher-order
mental state attribution reflected in increased activation in
the areas associated with language and domain general
processing. This finding converges with results from patient
populations showing that failure to pass second-order false
belief tasks may in fact be due to domain-general
impairment, rather than diminished theory of mind
processing (e.g. Zaitchik, Koff, Brownell, Winner, And
Albert, 2006).
This dissociation between mental state embedding and
Theory of Mind activation raises questions both cognitively
and neurally – are there dimensions of mental state
attribution do directly modulate theory of mind processing,
do tasks using second-order ToM invoke more theory of
mind processing, what parts of belief representation are
crucially represented in the ToM network, and what does that
suggest about the cognitive architecture of ToM attribution?
Together, our results have started to define and narrow the
possible space of Theory of Mind representation. In
Experiment 1, we've shown that the neural regions
underlying belief attribution are distinct from general
language processing regions. In Experiment 2, we show that
two dimensions relevant to both belief attribution and
language processing affect Theory of Mind and language
regions differently. While on one hand, the results suggest
that the theory of mind network shows sensitivity to content
within the belief attributions, they also clearly show that,

despite the obvious link between embedding and mental state
attribution, this type of structural complexity does not seem
to be part of the representational space of the ToM network.
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Abstract

extrapolation informed by a clinical knowledge of HFA
(Graetz & Durbin, 2009; Deeley, 2009).
Given this gap in the literature, two studies examined the
thesis that HFA people's unique cognitive and socioemotional profile influences their religious behaviors and
beliefs. In Study 1, content analysis was conducted of
online discussion forum postings. Study 2 consisted of a
Questionnaire which directly asked questions about
religious belief and included scales measuring thinking
styles.

The cognitive science of religion is a new field which
explains religious belief as emerging from normal cognitive
processes such as inferring others' mental states, agency
detection and imposing patterns on noise. This paper
investigates the proposal that individual differences in belief
will reflect cognitive processing styles, with high functioning
autism being an extreme style that will predispose towards
nonbelief (atheism and agnosticism).
This view was
supported by content analysis of discussion forums about
religion on an autism website (covering 192 unique posters),
and by a survey that included 61 persons with HFA. Persons
with autistic spectrum disorder were much more likely than
those in our neurotypical comparison group to identify as
atheist or agnostic, and, if religious, were more likely to
construct their own religious belief system. Nonbelief was
also higher in those who were attracted to systemizing
activities, as measured by the Systemizing Quotient.

Prior findings in cognitive science of religion
•
•

Keywords: Cognitive science of religion; autism; cognitive
styles; individual differences

Introduction
On a discussion forum for Christian parents, a mother
conveys her frustration because her 14 year-old high
functioning autistic (HFA) son does not believe in God and
refuses to write a paper for his confirmation class. On
wrongplanet.net and other discussion boards for autistic
spectrum individuals, posters denounce supernaturalism,
proclaim the merits of their self-constructed theistic belief
systems and argue the logical appeal of Buddhism. These
observations, combined with recent commentaries about the
likely religious beliefs of HFA individuals (Delay, 2009;
Graetz & Durbin, 2008), suggest that these individuals’
beliefs may be influenced by their intellectual strengths (e.g.
emphasis on logic and attraction to systematizing
observables) and their social-emotional deficits (e.g.
reduced automatic inferences about mental states and
decreased orientation to social rewards).
There is currently no systematic study of the religious
beliefs of autistic spectrum individuals who have normal or
near-normal intelligence (i.e., those with high functioning
autism and Asperger's disorder, which we jointly label HFA
for descriptive convenience, following Attwood, 2001).
Current research is limited to personal observations (Isanon,
2006), case studies (Graetz & Durbin, 2006) and

•

•

•

These exploratory studies are grounded on the
following assumptions.
Religiosity is a multidimensional phenomenon
encompassing behaviors, beliefs, and experiences
(Fetzer, 1999). Religiosity is thus diverse enough to be
a meaningful descriptor for people possessing a range
of intellectual abilities, emotional sensitivities, and
learning styles.
Individual religious beliefs are the outcome of multiple
causes, including personality, reasoning style, family
socialization, and views of larger society (CaldwellHarris et al., 2008).
The diversity of individuals’ religious beliefs reflects
evolved psychological mechanisms, with at least some
differences representing diverse tools in humanity's
adaptive tool kit.
The thinking styles of individuals with HFA are on a
continuum with normal functioning and represent a
difference, not a deficit (Atwood, 2006).

Table 1 lists some specific ways in which known
characteristics of HFA may co-occur with distinctive
patterns of religiosity.
To avoid oversimplifying HFA, religion, and the
interactions between HFA and religion, our research will be
exploratory, rather than hypothesis-driven. Our framework
recognizes the potential for diversity in religious beliefs
among HFA individuals, while still supporting the claim
that HFA makes a distinctive, measurable, and predictable
difference in religiosity.
To guide us in the investigation of these hypotheses, we
developed a set of "Thinking Traits" that have been shown
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by researchers to be typical of the HFA population (BaronCohen et al. 2003; De Martino et al. 2008; Frith 1991; Frith
and Happe 2005; Kohls 2009; Shore 2001). Prominent
among these is systemizing, which Baron-Cohen (2003)
defines as the drive to analyze, explore and construct a
system. Others are norm-rejection (Frith 1991), emphasis
on rationality, social disinterest, social discomfort, literal
mindedness, and need for structure.
Table 1: Correlations predicted from the literature
Characteristics of High
Functioning Autistics
Hypoactive agency detection
Concrete; literal-minded;
discomfort with symbolic
fluidity; local processing bias;
attraction to scientism
Need for sameness and
predictability
Difficulty navigating new
social relations

Correlated pattern of
religiosity
Avoid supernaturalism
(Deeley, 2009)
Preference for logical
beliefs; avoid metaphoric
construals of religious
texts
Rigid and doctrinaire
(Graez & Dubin, 2009)
Appreciation of socially
welcoming religious
community (Graez &
Dubin, 2009)

Personality psychologists have identified two styles of
reasoning: emphasis on logic and emphasis on intuition
(Demaria, Kassinove & Dill 1989). As the Autism Spectrum
Disorder (ASD) thinking traits are indicative of a logical
cognitive style, we developed a set of thinking traits that
would be represented in postings by neurotypical (NT)
individuals.
The NT thinking traits embody the
complimentary attributes of the ASD thinking traits. For
example the NT thinking trait "emphasis on intuition" was
developed to compliment the ASD thinking trait "emphasis
on logic". The NT thinking traits looked for in the postings
were emphasis on intuition, oriented towards social rewards,
empathizing, symbolic fluidity/gestalt thinking, and
openness to experience. The presence or absence these
thinking traits are proposed to influence the religious beliefs
of individuals across both populations, placing individuals
on a continuum of cognitive styles that influence religiosity.

Study 1: Analysis of Discussion Forums
Method
The public discussion forum wrongplanet.net was
designed for persons with autistic spectrum disorder (HFA).
It currently has over 25,000 members from English
speaking countries, although the majority are located in the
United States. The forum boards have topics specific to
autism, such as General Autism Discussion; Autism
Politics, Activism, and Media Representation; Adult Autism
Issues; Adolescent Forum. The site allows users to post
profiles including a "diagnostic description" category;
possible descriptions include : AS Diagnosed, AS

undiagnosed, "not sure if I have it or not", Other HFA, NT
(Neurotypical).
The neurotypical forum analyzed was golivewire.com/
teen forums. Because discussion forum websites are usually
formed on the basis of some common interest (such as cat
lovers, sports, political affiliations) we needed to find a
website that was likely to share a common age demographic
with wrongplanet.net but did not otherwise specify a
specific group; golivewire.com/teenforums fit this criteria.
The population of this website was mainly based in the
United States.
On each of these two forums, the authors and research
assistants read through the forums for discussions about
religion. On wrongplanet the forum that was analyzed was
titled Religion/Philosophy/Politics; on golivewire the one
analyzed was titled Religion and Philosophy.
Participants
To ensure that posts were analyzed in a systematic
fashion, we planned to included in our content analysis 200
consecutive posts. We ended up with 192 posts from
different users who identified themselves as individuals
with HFA, and 195 users from golivewire.com (the NT
group). All posts were collected within a year time frame
(February 2009-March 2008). For each user, we included
the first post containing a clear expression of religious
beliefs, as defined by a coding protocol (more details below;
full protocol available from the authors).
Coding Religious Beliefs
Users from the discussion forums were coded for
religious categories using the method of ethnographic
content analysis (Altheide, 1987). Each individual was
assigned one of the following categories: Agnosticism,
Atheism, Christianity, Other Theistic, Own Construction,
Neo-Pagan, Non-theistic, and Other. Coding was easiest
when users explicitly used one of these labels or a related
term (e.g., it is straightforward to coded "I'm Catholic" as
Christian). Due to the debates over conceptual overlap
between non-belief categories, our group developed a series
of semantic clarifications between atheist, agnostic, and
"nontheistic not further specified". Coders were trained
through practice with example quotes from discussion
forums that were not used in the final forum analysis. Upon
completion of the practice quotes, coders met together to
resolve discrepancies. Coders were blinded to the diagnosis
category of each user during all coding.
Inter-rater
reliability for religious beliefs was 93%.
Coding Thinking Traits
It was not required that each participant be assigned a
thinking trait as it is expected that these will be exhibited
spontaneously. Because the length and depth of religious
description varied among the users, it was possible for some
users to be assigned no thinking traits while others
demonstrated multiple thinking traits. Coders were trained
with practice quotes from online forums that were not used
in the forum analysis portion of our experiment. Group
discussions followed the completion of practice quotes to
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Summary

ensure a full understanding of the thinking trait categories.
Inter-rater reliability was 90%.
Data Analysis
The distribution of religious orientations across the NT
and HFA samples were analyzed using a Chi Square test.
The distribution of HFA and NT thinking traits were
analyzed across populations using the Mann Whitney U test.

Results
Religious Beliefs
Religious beliefs were found to differ significantly
between the HFA and NT populations, χ² (12, N=387)=
43.69, p < .01. As shown in Figure 1, individuals with HFA
were less likely to belong to an organized religion than their
NT counterparts and were more likely to create their own
religious belief system. The "own-construction" category
comprised 16% of the HFA population as compared to only
6% of the NT population. HFA individuals also
demonstrated higher rates of non-belief identities such as
Atheism (26%) and Agnosticism (17%). In the NT group,
only 17% of the population were Atheists and 10% were
Agnostic.

We hypothesized that traits typically displayed among
HFA individuals such as attraction to scientism and hyper
rationality would render these individuals less likely to
embrace supernaturalism and religious belief. Consistent
with this, Atheism and Agnosticism were more frequent in
the HFA group than the NT group. Previous research has
established systemizing (Baron-Cohen et al. 2003) and lowconformity (Frith 1991) as prominent traits among HFA
individuals. We proposed that HFA individuals would be
likely to construct their own belief systems, drawing on
their interest in systemizing and lack of need to conform to
approved social behaviors. The belief orientation category
of "own Construction" was more frequently endorsed by
individuals in the HFA sample as compared to the NT
sample.
Although most of the Autism Spectrum Disorder
Thinking Traits did not differ between the two groups,
emphasis on rationality was notably higher for wrongplanet
users. Social discomfort and social disinterest was also
slightly higher for the HFA and NT populations.

Study 2: Internet Questionnaire
Method

Figure 1: Religious Belief by Group, Forum Analysis
Thinking Traits
The Mann Whitney U comparison between groups was
significant for emphasis on rationality, (z=-5.26, p<.05),
social discomfort (z=-2.27, p<.05), and social disinterest
(z=-2.02, p<.05), but not for any other thinking trait
category, although the trend was in the expected direction
for literal mindedness see Figure 2). NT thinking traits did
not vary across the two groups.

Figure 2: Thinking Traits by Group, Forum Analysis

Participants
Sixty-one participants who identified themselves as
individuals with an Autism Spectrum Disorder completed
our survey. Respondents gained access to our survey from
links posted on popular online autism communities and did
so on a voluntary basis. One hundred-and-five individuals
consisting mainly of undergraduates at a northeastern
university taking psychology classes comprised our
neurotypical (NT) comparison group. Demographically, the
HFA and NT populations were similar except greater ethnic
diversity was demonstrated by the NT population in
comparison to the HFA group which included primarily
Caucasian participants. Although participants in the HFA
group demonstrated a wider age range than the NT group,
the majority of both populations were younger than 30 years
old.
Questionnaire
Diagnostic Information. Participants were asked whether
they had obtained a diagnoses of Autism Spectrum
Disorders as well as any other emotional, behavioral, or
cognitive conditions they might have.
Religious Belief. Participants wrote their religious
orientation, briefly described their beliefs and rated the
intensity of their beliefs on a scale of 1 to 5. (1 = only
slightly, 2 = somewhat, 3 = moderately, 4 = quite religious,
5= deeply religious). Questions included the presence and
frequency of the individual's current and childhood religious
practices, including education.
Information regarding
parent's religious beliefs and practices both presently and
during the participants' childhood was also collected.
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Autism Quotient. Baron-Cohen's Autism Quotient is
comprised of 50 Likert statements. This measure can be
used to define a continuum between autism and
neurotypicals, with prior data on AQ scores showing that
autism > Asperger’s > mathematicians > scientists > college
professors > all males > all females (Baron-Cohen et al,
2001a).
Reading the Mind in the Eyes Test. Participants were
presented with 36 different photos of eyes and asked to
identify the emotion from a set of 4 choices (Baron-Cohen
et al., 2001b). This test measures facial affect recognition
and is considered a sensitive index of emotional
intelligence, including theory of mind.
Systemizing Quotient Revised.
This scale requires
participants to rate their degree of interest in different types
of systemizing including collecting facts and figuring out
how mechanical objects work (Baron-Cohen, Richler,
Bisarya, Gurunathan, & Wheelwright, 2003).
Data Analysis
Religion between populations. Frequencies of religious
orientations for each population were compared using a Chi
Square analysis. One way ANOVAs were used to compare
mean scores for each measure across religious categories,
followed up by Tukey post hoc comparisons to detect
specific differences between the religious categories.
AQ, SQ and Reading the Mind in the Eyes. The scores of
each participant for the AQ, SQ, and Reading the Mind in
the Eyes test were all correlated to determine the feasibility
of a continuum from neurotypical to autism.

Results
Religious beliefs were found to differ significantly
between the HFA and NT populations, __ (12, N= 166) =
22.698, p < .01. As was found in the content analysis of
discussion forums, HFA questionnaire respondents were
less likely than their NT counterparts to belong to an
organized religion. HFA individuals were more likely to be
atheist than were NT individuals. The "own construction"
belief category was also found to be proportionally greater
in the HFA population than in the NT population (see
Figure 3).

and Atheist groups, χ² (1, N= 86) = 12.65, p< .001, and
Atheist and Jewish groups, χ² (1, N= 47) = 11.47.
One way ANOVAs were used to test for significant
differences in scores between religious categories.
Autism quotient. Across both populations AQ scores
differed significantly between religious categories, F (7,141)
= 4.33, p < .001 (see Figure 4). Tukey post hoc comparisons
of the religious categories indicate that Atheists (M = 32.89,
95% CI [28.55, 37.23]) scored significantly higher on the
AQ than Christians (M = 22.98, 95% CI [19.91, 26.04]) and
Jewish individuals (M= 15.57, 95% CI [10.82, 20.33]). In
addition, individuals in the Own Construction category (M
=28.07, 95% CI [22.12, 34.01]) scored significantly higher
than Jewish individuals (M= 15.57, 95% CI [10.82, 20.33]).

Figure 4: Autism Quotient for Religious Identity
Systemizing quotient. Atheists had higher SQ scores (M=
44.38, 95% CI [36.69, 52.06]) scores than other respondents
(M=27.61, 95% CI [20.63, 34.6]).
Reading the Mind in the Eyes Test. Although scores on
the Eyes Test were higher for neurotypicals than for HFA
respondents, no significant differences were found between
religious categories within the HFA and NT populations.
AQ, SQ, Reading the Mind in the Eyes Task. A Pearson
correlation was conducted among the three quantitative
measures to demonstrate internal validity. Results indicated
a significant relationship between the AQ and the Reading
the Mind in the Eyes Task, r = -.36, n= 153, p < .001, as
well as between the AQ and the SQ, r =.47, n=153, p <.001.
No significant relationship was found between the SQ and
the Reading the Mind in the Eyes Task.

Summary

Figure 3: Religious Belief by Group, Questionnaire
To further investigate these findings, chi square tests were
used to detect differences between populations regarding
specific religious orientation pairings that were of "a priori"
interest. A significant difference was found between HFA
and NT groups when comparing distribution of Christian

Results were consistent with the content analysis of the
forum postings. In addition, we demonstrated that the
autism quotient covaries with religious belief, combining
over the HFA and NT groups, consistent with the proposal
of a continuum in thinking styles from NT to high
functioning autism.

Conclusions
Historically the study of religious belief was as far from
the purview of cognitive science as any topic in human
behavior could be. This has changed over the last decade as
cognitive science has come to be the field where it is
legitimate to combine in a single research program disparate
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disciplines, even when they are outside the traditional
cognitive science area of computer modeling of information
processing tasks. Recently, the "cognitive science of
religion" has emerged as a research program in which
religion is understood as a product of cognitive aspects of
the mind, such as an exaggeration of the normal human
ability to infer agency, impose patterns on noise, and infer
others mental states (Guthrie, 1993; Barrett, 2004). We
suggest that individual differences in cognitive styles is an
important predictor of human belief systems, including
religious belief. An extreme type of cognitive style is high
functioning autism. The 2 studies reported here found that
individuals with HFA have a higher rate than neurotypicals
of endorsing atheism and agnosticism. HFA individuals
thus resemble another group of high-systemizers
(scientists), who also reject religious belief at a relatively
high rate.
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Abstract: Our learning environment Science Assistments (www.scienceassistments.org; NSF-DRL# 0733286; NSFDGE# 0742503; NSF-DRL# 1008649; U.S. Dept of Ed.# R305A090170) scaffolds middle school students’ scientific
processes, namely, hypothesizing, design of experiments, data interpretation, warranting claims with evidence, and
communicating findings for Physical Science, Life Science, and Earth Science. We extended the logging functionality
of Math Assistments (www.assistments.org) to capture students’ fine-grained actions within interactive microworlds.
In addition, we developed inquiry tools to support students’ inquiry. The logging functionality, inquiry tools, and
data mining techniques provide the basis for adaptive scaffolding of students’ inquiry in real time. By reacting in real
time, we test whether and how can affect both students’ science process skills, shown by more goal directed inquiry
and more systematic experimentation measured through log files, and in turn, their content learning. We are testing
our adaptive scaffolding in a series of randomized controlled studies in our partner schools.
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A Dynamical Systems Reformulation of the Normalized Recurrence
Algorithm
Bo Pedersen
Rosetta Stone Labs
Abstract: The Normalized Recurrence Algorithm is a kind of localist attractor network describing the temporal
dynamics in continuous and recurrent information integration emerging in experimental psychology data (The Continuity of Mind, Michael Spivey, 2007). Despite the fact that this algorithm successfully models time series data,
it is somewhat unsatisfactory to deal with an algorithm within a dynamical systems context and furthermore it is
difficult to prove conjectures, so we suggest this description: E(t+1)=E(t)+E(t)xC*E(t), where t is time, E is all
the different activity vectors pooled together and C is a connectivity matrix (x and * is the matrix and hadamard
product respectively). The normalization is performed post hoc only, and with this reformulation we can now prove
the set size/convergence linearity hypothesis (p220), and reject the indirect crosstalk hypothesis (p103), and more
importantly open up this model to comparisons within the field of dynamical systems where it truly belongs.
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The effect of confidence hysteresis on number perception and decision
making
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Abstract: Perceptual decision making requires acquiring perceptual evidence and judging the reliability of such
evidence. Thus, the confidence one has in the signal at hand affects perceptual decisions. Here we demonstrate that
this form of confidence also dynamically depends on the perceivers’ previous task performance – a form of ”confidence
hysteresis”. Both children and adults performed a numerical discrimination task in which the order of trials was
either from the hardest trials (e.g., 10 vs. 9 dots) to the easiest (e.g., 10 vs. 5 dots), or vice-versa. The order of trials
had a pronounced effect on later discriminations, and especially for children in the hard-to-easy condition, whose
performance at easy ratios was so poor that it resembled the discrimination ability of 9-month-old infants. These
results are consistent with a variety of diffusion models with parameters for the rate of information (e.g., drift rate)
accrual and time-limited criterion for generating an answer.
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Cognitive Bubbles and Firewalls: Epistemic Immunizations in Human Reasoning
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Abstract
John Woods defined the epistemic bubble as the inescapable
state of first-person human rationality. In this paper we will
propose, at a seminal level, how the fertility of such approach
can be expanded beyond the logical-epistemic dimension: the
emotional sphere as well seems to be deeply affected by selfimmunization dynamics so that the cognitive bubble – rather
than just epistemic – could define a characteristic framework
of human cognition.
Keywords: Cognitive bubbles; immunization; doubt; emotions; religion; abduction.

Introduction
Different fields of human reasoning are characterized by what
could be roughly indicated as epistemic or cognitive immunizations. A recent monograph has surveyed the areas, mostly
pathologic, in which a decoupling between effective knowledge and the feeling of knowing takes place (Burton, 2008):
our intent is to extend the investigation of such kind of decoupling to other, more common aspects of human cognition, and
point to a logical, epistemic and cognitive theoretic modeling
of how it functions.
We will analyze cognitive immunizations making use of
the Epistemic Bubble Thesis as suggested by Woods (Woods,
2005), expanded into a Cognitive Bubble thesis (section 1).
We will test the extendability of the cognitive bubbles to a
shared dimension instead of concentrating on the individual
level (section 2), then try to apply our conceptualization to
fields of human cognition in which immunization processes
seem frequent: the first presented case deals with moral reasoning (section 3), while the second with religion and belief
in supernatural agents (section 4).

The Epistemic Bubble
American philosopher Charles Sanders Peirce had pointed
out how belief formation rests on an emotional factor which
cannot be ignored: the irritation of doubt. Such irritation occurs whenever we are in need of knowing something we don’t
know, or trying to make sense of some new unexplained signs,
and so on. The basic concept of doubt can be considered as a
red line connecting the most primitive kind of pragmatic perplexities with the highest intellectual and philosophical attitudes. The cognitive irritation coming from doubt is the state
of cognition that prompts us to advance hypotheses and believe them in a wide range of situations: it happens when an
agent wonders about who or what produced that crackle she

just heard in the bush behind her, but also when she thinks
about how to improve the reception of the cellphone she just
bought, or when she keeps coming back to guessing what
caused the bruises on her neighbor’s forehead.1
In Peirce’s account, thought is an inferential activity, that
operates upon signs, whose output – belief – has the main
purpose of placating an irritated cognition: “[t]he action of
thought is excited by the irritation of doubt, and ceases when
belief is attained; so that the production of belief is the sole
function of thought” (Peirce, 1987, p. 261).
The Peircean perspective was further developed by logicians John Woods and Dov Gabbay, promoters of the agentbased approach to logics: what human reasoning is mostly
about is achieving cognitive targets, which are marked by
cognitive irritation. No matter the entity or complexity of
the target, human cognition is essentially a more or less advanced problem-solving activity: examples of cognitive targets are knowing whether it is a bear or a boar hiding in the
cave, or what powerful entity could have shaped that ridge
so that it looks like a human face, or which combination of
buttons, if pressed, can get our computer to run faster, but
higher theoretical targets can be considered as well. A belief
is what satisfies a cognitive target. The central issue is that
a cognitive agent is very likely to take any kind of belief for
knowledge: furthermore, Woods argues that belief can only
coincide with a first-person attribution of knowledge (Woods,
2005).
(Belief as knowledge ascription). Whenever it is true for
Y to say of X that X believes that P, it is also true that X
takes himself as knowing that P (Woods, 2005, p. 738).
Of course the basic philosophical assumption is that knowledge and belief do not share the same epistemic status: even
a true belief is different from knowledge insofar as knowledge presupposes the possibility of providing the statement
with sufficient, relevant reasons. That is, “[o]ne knows that P
only if one has at one’s disposal a case of requisite strength
to make for P”(Woods, 2005, p. 735).
Such distinction, that seems perfectly clear from a thirdperson perspective, is immaterial from the agent’s first-person
1 It is commonly debated whether Peirce’s definition of doubt
comprises only mundane matters or can be extended to higher theoretical fields. The authors of this paper endorse the second possibility.
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perspective. If we agree with Peirce’s intuition about the nature of thought, if follows that knowledge is by no means
required to placate cognitive irritation. The ideal model of
target-attainment would require one and only one epistemic
state to satisfy the cognitive target. Actually, from the realagent’s perspective, a poorer epistemic state can be embraced
as long as it fosters the feeling of having attained the target
by simply discharging (or placating) the original irritation.
Woods, by introducing the concept of epistemic bubble,
points out how, even though the satisfaction of the cognitive
quest is met by a positive final emotional appraisal (i.e. relief
from irritation), such a positive appraisal is hardly a symptomatic sign of the proper attainment of the target:
(Fugitivity of truth). [From a first person perspective]
truth is a fugitive property. That is, one can never attain
it without thinking that one has done so; but thinking
that one has attained it is not attaining it (Woods, 2005,
p. 746).
It is significant to observe how this fallacious inference
routinely performed by our cognitive systems is actually an
innate kind of abduction (Magnani, 2009), which could be
modeled as follows:

Cognitive-Epistemic Bubble Thesis and eventually investigate some of its social implications?
The Cognitive Bubble is clearly a consequence of our cognitive systems dealing with bounded information, lack of
time and limited computational capacity: still, another consequence of such limitations is Simon’s concept of docility, that
is “[...] the tendency to depend on suggestions, recommendations, persuasion, and information obtained through social
channels as a major basis for choice”. Thanks to docility,
humans can cope with their bound rationality and finite potentials by reducing the importance of first hand experience,
on the basis that “(a) social influences will generally give us
advice that is for our own good and (b) the information on
which this advice is based is far better than the information
we could gather independently”, thus relying on a more distributed concept of experience (Simon, 1993, p. 156).
Peirce considered three main strategies aimed at the fixation of belief: the method of tenacity, that of authority and
the method of science. Let us focus on the two first ones:
needless to say that the method of authority relies on a social
basis, but it can be argued that the method of tenacity as well
may benefit of a social ground, as we mean to show.
The instinctive dislike of an undecided state of mind, exaggerated into a vague dread of doubt, makes men cling
spasmodically to the views they already take. The man
feels that, if he only holds to his belief without wavering, it will be entirely satisfactory. Nor can it be denied
that a steady and immovable faith yields great peace of
mind. It may, indeed, give rise to inconveniences, as if a
man should resolutely continue to believe that fire would
not burn him, or that he would be eternally damned if he
received his ingesta otherwise than through a stomachpump. But then the man who adopts this method will
not allow that its inconveniences are greater than its advantages (Peirce, 1877).

• Premise 1: If I know target P then My irritation about P is
relieved;
• Premise 2: My irritation about P is relieved;
• Conclusion: I know target P
For an agent-like-us, knowing and thinking of knowing can
hardly be told one from the other, but they are clearly not the
same thing. This leads to the formulation of the Epistemic
Bubble Thesis:
When in an epistemic bubble, cognitive agents always
resolve the tension between their thinking that they
know P and their knowing P in favour of knowing that
P (p. 738) [. . . ] A cognitive agent X occupies and epistemic bubble precisely when he is unable to command
the distinction between his thinking that he knows P and
his knowing P (Woods, 2005, p. 740).
Woods is careful at stressing how this is a constitutive constraint of human beings, and not a matter of being more or
less intelligent or cognitively unfit. Such disposition can be
recognized theoretically and only in a hindsight dimension,
but an awareness of the Bubble Thesis can never be operationalized with the scope of avoiding further embubblements.
Considering the semi-transparency of the Bubble Thesis, and
the inherence of its object to every aspect of human inferential
activity, we shall from now on refer to it as cognitive bubble.

Cognitive Bubbles, the Fixation of Belief and its
Intersubjective Dimension
Woods’ account of our cognitive constraints concentrates on
individual, isolated agents: could it be possible to enrich the

Tenacity could be seen as strictly related to Woods’ embubblement. Our constitutive eagerness to take as true something that, in spite of being implausible, is able to calm our
cognitive irritation as something true would, results in our reluctancy to easily discard such a belief. It can be suggested
that not only this is what happens a from cognitive perspective: we also like and need this to happen, because no one
would be comfortable about spending her life deeply wondering about everything, in a state of perennial indecision.
According to this perspective, the Bubble Thesis can be
understood not necessarily as an impairment but rather as a
neuron-cognitive architecture benefitting our cognitive welfare. Some cases of pathological indecision may show the
impossibility of proper activation of an epistemic bubble: in
an evolutionary perspective, Haig speculatively connects the
presence of apories within human decision-making systems
with the different development (and fitness-related behavior)
of genes inherited from one’s mother or from one’s father,
so that as for certain matters, “[some effects] of maternal
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genes would be opposed by adaptations of paternal genes to
increase the suasive power of conscience” (Haig, 2005, p. 2122). On a different note, van Randenborgh, de Jong-Meyer,
and Hüffmeier bring experimental results suggesting how in
particular psychological states (such as dysphoria) processes
of rumination – “a phenomenon at the intersection of cognitive and affective processes” (p. 230) – may foster severe
indecision and less confidence in one’s hardly-reached decisions, triggering states of deeper depression (van Randenborgh et al., 2010): such results seem to avail the necessary
nature of the epistemic bubble as a protective mechanism in
human cognition.
The obstinacy-defense we just sketched out seems corroborated by the fact that, notwithstanding discrete difference in
individuals’ abilities, human cognitive systems are structured
and endowed in a roughly similar way. It is then possible to
notice how embubblement, in spite of being a characteristic
trait of individuals, can display mechanisms of mutual positive feedback favored by the social background: every agent’s
cognitive bubble is different and exclusive, but many bubbles
can show similar traits, and such similarities are reinforced
by their very presence.
Such a possibility of a common embubblement might help
shedding light upon a characteristic of many kinds of arguments, such as the religious ones. Philosopher Jennifer Faust
examined to what extent they manage to be persuasive (Faust,
2008). The problem with arguments about the existence, or
the non existence of supernatural beings, but also about differences between cults and confessions, or between political
ideologies, is that they often fail to persuade, that is to say,
the fail in being recognized as good arguments by the other
party.2
We can propose Faust’s account using Woods’ logical
modeling. If we consider parties X and Y:

• According to our initial definition, an agent knows P if and
only if he can provide a case of requisite strength to make
for P.
– From group X’s defining epistemic bubble B1, any case
supporting B2 cannot be accepted as endowed with the
requisite strength to sustain P2.
– From group Y’s defining epistemic bubble B2, any case
supporting B1 cannot be accepted as endowed with the
requisite strength to sustain P1.
Within each group, every agent is locked in his first-person
perspective and unaware of his occupying an epistemic bubble, but he can readily individuate the very same condition as
far as members of an opponent group are concerned, assessing it by a third-person perspective.
According to Faust, this is not the case of question-begging
theses: they do not assume what they aim at demonstrating as
an hypothesis, but rather they “beg the doxastic question”.
An argument is accepted as sound with respect to its conclusions only inasmuch one already believes the very conclusions: instead of persuading the opposite party (that is, those
who do not already believe in the conclusion), dialectic confrontation between differently configured cognitive bubbles
produces escalating irritation.
One has little difficulty to imagine such a situation if she
considers religious, ethical or political issues. Nevertheless,
particular fields of scientific research, often with a high social
impact, seem to be however prone to develop mechanisms
akin to religion, such as “begging the doxastic question”,
or displaying incommunicability between opposing opinions:
for instance nuclear energy, animal research and experimentation, genetically modified organisms.

Moral Bubbles and Their Collective
Implementation in Ideologies

• Agent x and his peers occupy an epistemic bubble B1 with
respect to matter P.
– Within the epistemic bubble, Agent x knows that P1, as
his feeling of knowing is activated by belief p1.
– Agent x is unable to command the distinction between
his knowing that P1 and his thinking of knowing that
P1.
• Agent y and his peers occupy an epistemic bubble B2 with
respect to matter P.
– Within the epistemic bubble, Agent y knows that P2, as
his feeling of knowing is activated by belief p2.
– Agent y is unable to command the distinction between
his knowing that P2 and his thinking of knowing that
P2.

In the precedent sections we spelled out the Bubble Thesis
and some of the cognitive dynamics to which this modeling
can be applied. We shall now attempt, more specifically, to
extend the application of Bubble Thesis to one of the most
characteristic fields of human cognition, that is moral reasoning, and apply the definition of a Moral Bubble introduced in
(Magnani, 2011).
The moral embubblement would in fact be homomorphic
to the epistemic one: it is the result of impossibility of knowledge as relevant case-making and the result of a strategic cognitive need to reduce doubt and uncertainty as much as possible. Its very structure reflects the self-immunization postulated in Woods’ Bubble Thesis.

2 Epistemological and folk-epistemological considerations about
an agent’s appraisal of her own knowledge cannot be fully separated from the argumentative and rhetorical sphere (Hardy-Vallée &
Dubreuil, 2010).
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(Immunization) Although a cognitive agent may well be
aware of the Bubble Thesis and may accept it as true,
the phenomenological structure of cognitive states precludes such awareness as a concomitant feature of our
general cognitive awareness (Woods, 2005, p. 742).

Being constitutively and easily unaware of our errors is
very often bound with the self-conviction that we are not at all
aggressive in our performed argumentations. Unawareness of
our error is often accompanied by unawareness of the deceptive/aggressive character of our speeches (and behaviors).
It is important to notice how our Moral Bubble hypothesis would provide a cognitive account, and not yet another
moral one, to the problem of moral violence and its opaqueness, and particularly to a person’s self-immunization to her
own moral violence (Magnani, 2011). Within the moral bubble, the moral agent perceives his own moral principles as a
given, just as much as a cognitive agents takes his beliefs as
positive, genuine truth. We think we know the genuineness of
our beliefs but actually we believe them just out of tenacity,
customs and authority. An attack on our religious, moral or
political beliefs triggers an immediate violent response, but
not only of a dialectical kind: an overly zealous questioning
of beliefs may hit on the hollow foundation on which they
stand, thus threatening to pop the bubble. Cognitive bubbles
are strategically vital to beings-like-us: a threat to our embubbled and embubbling beliefs is a direct, major threat to
our state of cognitive quiet.
In our moral bubble hypothesis, the agent is minimally
aware of his violence only as far as the dialectic level is concerned and she agrees to strike back on the same argument:
this can happen in a polite and controlled way, but it is only
the tip of the iceberg. The majority of the violent response
is not a defense of the content of the questioned beliefs, but
of the cognitive tranquillity that those beliefs allow, within
the moral embubblement. As stated by Peirce “the instinctive dislike of an undecided state of mind, exaggerated into
a vague dread of doubt, makes men cling spasmodically to
the views they already take”(Peirce, 1877). Once a moral belief has been corrupted by doubt, the deployment of a vast
amount of cognitive and emotional resources is required: the
purpose is to individuate another fitting belief that can restore
the previous state of mental welfare.3 Such violent outburst
is not perceived by the agent who performs it, because it is
obliterated by the unquestioned conviction of the righteousness of her own principles. That is why we are extremely
aware of other agents’ violence (because they clash with our
own bubble) but we are virtually immunized to our own. Furthermore, such description applies to “relativists” or, in a religious framework, to more or less “militant” atheists: willynilly, positions like relativism and tolerance presume as vast
an assumption of beliefs as that of any positive credo. And
the reason for this is that any moral position, as any theological one, is necessarily “doxastic”: no relevant case can
be provided to sustain the belief in God’s existence, just as
no case of the same nature can be presented to prove God’s
3 Coherently

with the view we are putting forward, Woods suggests that a revision of one’s epistemic bubble is de facto impossible:
one could only change her bubble with another, without actually
performing a belief revision: that is possible only for institutional
agents (i.e. science) which able to transcend the individual embubbled perspective (Woods, 2005).

non-existence. Similarly, any moral of tolerance, or even an
amoral position, is ultimately as moral as any other positive
one, thus prone to the dynamics of embubblement and selfimmunization to one’s own violent response to contrasting
positions, with the scope of reducing as much as possible the
agent’s distress caused by epidemic doubt and irritation.
Within the moral bubble, the moral agent can only perceive
his own moral principles as a given, just as much as a cognitive agents takes his beliefs as positive, genuine truth. Ideologies project a clear coalition level, in which each embubbled
individual assures and corroborates the beliefs of his fellows.
The whole ideology-projected group becomes blind to their
own violence and are able to respond to instances of doubt
with the synchronism of one organism and the power of several.
In extremis, should it be impossible to suppress the corrupting belief, the solution rests in the (often physical but sometimes metaphorical) suppression of the corrupted believer: if
violence perpetrated outside of the group does not succeed in
its scope, it can target one of weakest members of the group
itself, labelled as a deviant or a traitor, as contended by Bandura (1999).
As a matter of fact, it is interesting to remember how the
epistemic bubble is already a cognitive structure aimed at
the reduction of irritation caused by doubt: consequently,
any willing or unintentional behavior that clashes with one
agent’s bubble originates a negative emotional appraisal, that
can sublimate in the denial of factual evidence4 contrasting
with the bubble. Over and above that, when the embubblement concerns several individuals united in a single group,
the effect of any behavior, perceived as attempting to intrusively pop the bubble, can spark in human agents a particularly violent reaction, that can go beyond a cognitive and
dialectical violence.
It is worth noticing how such violent consequences of common embubblement can be easily spotted in dynamics like religion, or politics, and less in science: this is not to say that
in science they are totally absent, but the possibility of casemaking, of displaying knowledge provided with better epistemic strength and factual experiences to sustain it, reduces
the need for a heavy cognitive bubble; conversely, whenever
cornered, religion and politics have to recur to the ultimate
weapon of morals, as the strategy of case-making is out of
their reach: in fact, requiring believers to provide cases, reasons for their beliefs is usually perceived by the very believers
as morally evil.
It can be argued that, even if we accept that religious belief display an intrinsically cognitive-perceptional origin and
not a moral one (Bertolotti & Magnani, 2010), their unquestionable moral relevance for beings-like-us allows us to label it as a “moral bubble”. Religious beliefs most often
enclose more or less explicit moral prescriptions, templates
4 Denial can attend a perceptive and hence, unconscious level.
Against, it’s not necessarily the case of short-mindedness or stubborn obstinacy.
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(Magnani, 2007) or guidelines according to which a believer
should behave. Those moral beliefs, shared by the majority
of members of the community, can seldom benefit of any relevant epistemic foundation, but on the other hand they seem
perfectly sound to those who practice them, and appear to regulate the life of the community: such positive emotional appraisal subtly persuades agents about the truthfulness of their
beliefs.
Consider ideology: it is something available “out there”,
stored in external devices and supports (other people, books,
media, etc.) of a given social collective. People readily pick
up external ideological “tools” of this kind, then re-represent
them internally. The signaling consisting in swastikas, red
stars, parades, styles of speech and even clothing fashions
does not only posses a propagandistic meaning, but it mostly
enforces and empowers those who already believe in it. The
historical topos about the difference between an army and an
armed mob should be clarifying: it is the army ideology that
allows its superiority. It can be argued that even the military
training is only afforded by the presence of a distributed ideology embedded in signs, flags, words, hierarchies and, last
but not least, uniforms: the very term uniform is significative.
The uniform is the same for everyone, making every subject
feel similar, both exteriorly and psychologically equal to the
others (Bollas, 1993).
That stated, we can further analyze this dimension that
characterizes the moral bubble: ideologies rely on the distributed dimension of moral bubbles and on the mutual reinforcement of moral beliefs. Uniformed individuals (the oxymoron is not intentional but very significative), each in their
own individual moral bubble, act together and combine their
roughly similar moral belief into a collective moral bubble,
which dramatically empowers its ordinary mechanisms. This
collective bubble aims at defusing systematically all potential
doubts, adding the action of one individual upon the other to
the self-immunization with respect to violence, typical of the
moral bubble. To sum it up quite briefly, it could be suggested
that external (and therefore distributed) socio-cognitive structures are in fact nothing but a mirroring distribution of cognitive structures such as the embubblements we have been dealing with so far: could ideologies, and many other collective
phenomena, be indicated as eco-cognitive embubblements?

The Relationship between Cognitive Bubbles
and Cognitive Firewalls: the Case of Religion
In this final section of our paper, we mean to explore whether
the Bubble Thesis can be applied to another typical dimension of human cognition: its propensity to hold and maintain
beliefs in supernatural agency. Our contention is that such an
application is possible insofar as religion seems characterized
by a selective switching of certain beliefs with the varying of
their application field.
Considering religion, we can witness how magic supernatural concepts – once they become part of the cultural patrimony of a group – come to constitute its religion by crystal-

lizing into a set of more or less fixed narratives (Bertolotti &
Magnani, 2010). These narratives play a role in the society
as far as they support norms and commitments, which partially explains the persistent success of religion (Boyer, 2001)
(Wilson, 2002) (Atran, 2005) (Bulbulia, 2009).
For religion to be effective, though, believers are expected
to sincerely believe and commit themselves to the positive ontological and moral core of their credo. The problem is that
a positive commitment to ontological oddities such as supernatural beings, in spite of the social advantages, can be rather
dangerous. Atran stresses how this commitment to counterfactual entities should have proved particularly maladaptive
for mankind: “[. . . ] to take what is materially false to be true
(e.g. people think and laugh and cry and hurt and have sex
after they die and their body disintegrate) and to take what
is materially true to be false (e.g., people just die and disintegrate and that’s that) does not appear to be a reasonable
evolutionary strategy” (Atran, 2005, chapter 1). The key to
solve this issue seems to be that humans usually know when
to believe (and behave) as if counterfactual entities really belonged to their ecologies and when to suspend this belief. As
for this matter, Bulbulia claims that religious beliefs are characterized by a mental R IMAGINE marker, thus illustrated:
R IMAGINE [Zugroo is

Lord Creator]

practical inference: NOT TRUE [Zugroo is Lord Creator]
workspace inference: CERTAINLY TRUE [Zugroo is
Lord Creator] (Bulbulia, 2009, p. 63).
The IMAGINE marker allows us to introduce a further kind
of cognitive embubblement, that is the Religious Bubble. If
the simple cognitive bubble had an illusional dimension, the
religious bubble has a necessary self-deceptive dimension,
which acts to reinforce the ontological commitment onto the
belief itself, but simultaneously it defuses the practical inferences about our ecology, enhancing the moral ones.
Further studies should be carried on about this subject, still
we mean to suggest that the solution to this conflict could
have been coupled with the confinement of the supernatural to the dimension of the holy. Thus religion maximized
the benefits (for the group) of (individual) commitment to supernatural agents reducing the ecological risks caused by an
adoption of magical thinking as a strong cognitive bubble.
The relegation of what is holy to a well-defined dimension of
social life, a delineation that is conveyed through education
as well, is reflected in the rise of specific cognitive firewalls5
that prevent magical-supernatural concepts and inferences to
5 The notion of “cognitive firewall” belongs to a computational
representation of the mind: Cosmides and Tooby define them as
“computational methods for managing the threat posed by false, unreliable, obsolete, out-of-context, deceptive, or scope-violating representations. Cognitive firewalls - systems of representational quarantine and error correction - have evolved for this purpose. They are,
no doubt, far from perfect. But without them, our form of mentality
would not be possible” (Cosmides & Tooby, 2000, p. 105).
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flood the areas of our mind-brain system dedicated to ecological survival.
Objects of belief in supernatural display an inferential richness, i.e. they “invite individual and collective elaboration”
(Barrett & Lanman, 2008, p. 115), so they can be easily
shared within a community. The community cannot warrant for the religious bubble as much as it does for the moral
bubble: moral bubbles rest entirely on a group dimension,
while the cognitive firewalls preventing the overflow of religious beliefs seem to evolve differently on an individual base.
As a matter of fact, people display different strength as for
cognitive firewalls, and even present-day religious believers
may belong to a magic dimension - that is, deprived of any
cognitive firewall. It must be pointed out that, even if such
individuals remain in an ancestral magic dimension as for
themselves, for the whole religious group they act as a further costly commitment (Atran, 2005), further enforcing the
beliefs of the rest of the groups, but without affecting their
individual way of coping with ecological material reality.

Conclusion
In this paper we have analyzed a series of rational domains
in which cognitive and epistemic immunizations are fundamental. We challenged the original definition of Epistemic
Bubble, in an attempt to shape a broader concept that we
defined Cognitive Bubble, to highlight its fundamental presence in most kinds of human cognitive processes. We described how, consistently with other claims about constraints
displayed by human rationality, the cognitive bubble is not a
phenomenon concerning only isolated individuals but can instead be augmented by mechanisms of positive feedback so
to form a kind of collective embubblement, which clearly appears in the rhetorical dimension characterizing social interactions. Such a theoretical apparatus could be applied to other
dimensions of human reasoning in which immunizations and
selective switching of acquired knowledge seem to play a crucial role: moral reasoning and religion. As for the former, the
Moral Bubble hypotheses provides cognitive and emotional
arguments for the (hard to perceive yet irrefutable) doxastic
nature of moral stances, and for the opacity of those violent
behaviors that moral beliefs trigger so easily; whereas, as for
the latter, the presence of a Religious Bubble can be hypothesized to provide an account of the undying presence of counterfactual – and yet relatively harmless – beliefs concerning
supernatural agents.
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Abstract
Using a hierarchical-systems analysis, this paper supports the
orthodox view of the mind. We claim that the orthodox mind
– bounded by brains or bodies – is organized into various
system levels, each of which is emergent from the dynamics
of level below it. We see the extended mind hypothesis as
borrowing terms from a high-level system of the orthodox
mind and applying it to interactions between high levels of
separate hierarchical systems, without providing any lower
levels on which to ground it.
Keywords: transduction, extended mind, levels.

Introduction
Following Herbert Simon‟s analysis of complex systems
(Simon, 1962) and Newell‟s related chapter on system
levels (Newell, 1990); this paper supports the orthodox view
of the bounds of the mental (the mental is bounded by the
body) in a non-question begging way. Recognizing that
minds (high-level systems, defined by lower-level
dynamics) interact with other minds or objects in the world,
not through direct interaction of mind-level (high-level)
systems, but through a physical intermediary at a lowerlevel, we show that it is incorrect and misleading to
incorporate within our definition of mind that which extends
with other minds or external objects. The orthodox mind is
grounded empirically on the levels which emerge from
some fundamental level, while no such hierarchy exists in
support of minds hypothesized to extend into other minds or
objects. In this paper we argue that cognitive systems are
bounded by the transduction processes that give rise to the
dynamics upon which the hierarchies are based.

Dynamics
In Simon‟s paper on complex systems (1962), he argues
that most (if not all) complex systems are hierarchical
systems: a system “that is composed of interrelated
subsystems, each of the latter being, in turn, hierarchic in
structure until we reach some lowest level of elementary
subsystem” (p. 468). As Simon points out, hierarchical
systems share a common trait: near decomposability. Near
decomposability simply means that higher-level subsystems
of a hierarchy are composed of lower-level subsystems. As
a result, higher-level subsystems can be decomposed into
the lower-level subsystems that make them up. One thing
that follows from this is that higher levels have longer times

scales, as the events at higher levels depend on the events of
lower levels. On the larger time scale of the higher-level
subsystem, the subsystem description of the lower level
becomes superfluous, provided that the high-level
subsystem is decomposable. This feature of hierarchies is
what Newell refers to when he describes a `strong‟ system
level. While for Simon hierarchical systems all share the
property of near decomposability, Newell suggests that
some system levels can be „weak‟. Essentially, a system
level is weak when it does not perfectly predict behavior at
the level to which it belongs in the hierarchical system. A
weak level may be simpler than sublevels but if it is not
decomposable into the sublevels, one may have to recruit
the sublevels in order to explain certain phenomena.
Important in Newell‟s and Simon‟s analysis is that for each
system-level there is also some appropriate language for
describing that level.
Each subsystem (system-level) in a hierarchy is
characterized by the interactions of the components of that
system-level. The stability of these interactions, what we
refer to as the dynamics of the system-level, is what allows
us – in physical systems at least – to identify those levels. A
system-level, defined by its dynamic, should always be
distinguishable via some observational measure. Consider,
for example, a tornado1. The dynamics of a tornado (e.g.,
the interaction of the air molecules) can be visibly identified
from the surrounding system (non-tornado air). A tornado
is, then, a plausible candidate of an example of a
hierarchical system. At a low level there are interactions
between air molecules which, presumably, are travelling at
certain speeds, and following certain paths, etc.; at an
intermediary level we may distinguish small localized wind
currents which are formed by aggregates of coherent
molecules; while at an even higher level there is the entire
tornado. The description of a tornado in hierarchical terms
is particularly useful when high-level. Longer time scale
analysis allows the identification, say, of its general location
and itinerary over time and monitor or even predict its
destructive effects. Without this high-level, low-frequency
description it would be nearly (if not actually) impossible to
mathematically describe the activity of the tornado
throughout its lifetime with a system analysis at the
molecular level (of course this does not include the
possibility of accurate simulation). In the particular case of
1
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Simon‟s own example is of an organelle in a cell.

tornados, however, experts have found it notoriously hard to
determine from global properties alone the future location
and size of these natural phenomena. Therefore, these may
not qualify for a strict high-level analysis for the reason that
their higher-level qualities do not belong to a hard level. In
reality, an accurate prediction as to their lifetime, precise
trajectory and growth/dissipation rates may require higherfrequency levels of analysis combined with simulation.
Indeed, it has become increasingly clear over the past
decades that complex (non-linear, multi-variate) lower level
phenomena that may be mathematically intractable
analytically can be solved via computer simulation given
adequate model pre-conditions. Hence the degree to which a
level of analysis gives rise to a set of identifiable or
ascribable features that have reliable (stable) implications
for the description and prediction of the system‟s behaviour
at that level will ultimately determine the degree to which
this level is strong or weak. This suggests that determining
the degree of strength of a level is relative to its degree of
reliability. Notably, this comes in sharp contrast with what
we would call realism about system levels. Although we do
not dismiss the fact that hierarchical systems are physical
systems, we do not need to (nor want to) talk about how real
any level of the system is; especially given the lack of
criteria which could tease apart those layers that manifest
real phenomena from those that do not. Instead, we want to
emphasize the sufficiency of arguing in terms of levels of
analysis within their corresponding language. In particular
we will show how the degree of reliability that a level of
analysis offers, which determines its degree of strength, can
be evaluated based on the types and number of errors it
cannot address.

Neurons to Minds
Newell‟s chapter on system-levels provides a good
discussion of the hierarchical system of the mind. Without
reproducing his work here, we will provide a brief overview
of what Newell talks about in that chapter.
From Unified Theories of Cognition, Newell‟s chapter,
Human Cognitive Architecture, aims to describe the systemlevels of the hierarchical system of human cognition. He
does so by outlining the various time scales at which it is
appropriate to study the system-levels of the human
cognitive architecture, organizing the time scales into time
bands: biological band, cognitive band, rational band, and
social band. Each of these time bands are subdivided into
the various system-levels of the human cognitive
architecture: neuron, neural circuit, deliberate acts,
operations, unit tasks, and so on. Newell describes the
various system-levels in terms of the interactions of their
components. For instance, Newell explains how, through
the interaction of single neurons at a frequency of ~1ms, the
emergence of neural group behavior arises (neural circuit) at
the frequency of ~10ms. The story goes on, further and
further up system-levels, eventually leading to operations,
unit tasks, and tasks. (Newell, 1990) Newell‟s discussion
reminds all of us within the cognitive sciences of what we

all keep at the back of our minds (assuming materialism),
that minds are not abstract entities but are, rather, grounded
in the physical (as neurons).
While, as mentioned above, there should be languages
which describe each system-level, it seems that no such
agreed upon language has been described in cognitive
science. While there are many candidate languages such as
intentionality, production systems, information processing,
dynamical systems etc., it‟s not clear that the candidate
languages are either complete, that they can be applied to all
system-levels of the human cognitive architecture or that
they, taken together, handle all relevant levels. While we
offer no analysis of mind-level languages, we do believe
that most of these languages can play a useful role in the
analysis of what Newell calls the Cognitive and Rational
band. We assume, for the purposes of this paper, that all
such languages can be equally applied to an abstract „mindlevel‟(i.e. the point at which we begin to identify minds
abstracted from their physical components, or the
interaction thereof).

Problems with the Extend Mind Hypothesis
We see the Extended Mind Hypothesis (EMH) as a sort of
systems theory. Like both Simon and Newell, proponents
of EMH seem to delimit the mind by the dynamics of mindlevel components. An obvious example of this is Dynamical
Systems Theory (DSTs) which gives temporally based
mathematical descriptions of interactions that “span the
nervous system, the body, and the environment” (van
Gelder & Port 1995, p. 34). In a different manner Clark
and Chalmers (1998) use intentional terms to capture a
relationship between components of the mind. They aim to
show how, using the language of belief states, that the
dynamics of components of the orthodox mind (the one
bounded by brains or bodies) are functionally equivalent to
dynamics of components in a mind that spans bodies and
objects in the world. In their famous thought experiment,
Otto, an amnesiac, relies heavily on his notebook as a
source of information that he would have otherwise forgot.
Clark and Chalmers show how, if the information in Otto‟s
notebook can be considered beliefs, the notebook is
functionally equivalent to a normal person‟s memory.
Critics of the EMH defend the orthodox view by
appealing to differences in types of processes, or a special
form of representation involved in cognitive processing
which does not, as a matter of contingent empirical fact
exist outside the brain (Adams & Aizawa, 2010). However,
without appeal to these, we aim to show in the following
how interaction between what has been traditionally viewed
as different systems always occurs at a physical level and
that there is no mind-level dynamics which captures both
the physical-level components of separate hierarchical
systems, as well as the physical-level components which
mediate their interaction.
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Figure 1: A hierarchical system showing how components
of higher levels are defined by the interaction of
components at a lower level.
As an illustration, let us first develop a picture of mind
and notebook interaction in accordance with hierarchical
systems theory. Figure 1, is an illustration of a hierarchical
system and you can assume as many layers as you‟d like
until the top layer captures what is meant by „mind‟, such
that the components there within are whatever the
components of a mind are. What those components are
exactly is not important for our purposes here.

Figure 2: Two hierarchical systems interacting at a lowlevel.
Figure 2 is an illustration of what happens when two
hierarchical systems interact. Consider, for example, what
happens when an agent and a notebook interact. Let‟s
assume, for the purposes of this illustration, that intentional
terms adequately capture a system-level. In the notebook
this would be some sort of information such as, „MOMA is
on 53rd Street‟. What we can observe with the hierarchical
system analysis is that „MOMA is on 53rd Street‟ is a
product of ink markings, in a certain configuration (the
down arrow). Without going too low-level, the normal way
for notebook-to-mind communication to happen is that light
bounces off the paper, reflects differently when it hits the
ink, and then eventually enters your eye. Once they hit the
eye, dynamics of the lower levels instantiate the dynamics
of the higher levels (the up-arrow), and we can use terms
like „belief‟ to summarize this interaction. The accuracy of
that explanation aside, we can observe that interaction
between the notebook and hierarchical cognitive system
occurs at a low, physical level. In our view, this is the
correct understanding of how systems interact.

Figure 3: Two hierarchical systems interacting at a
higher-level.

Figure 3 illustrates what EMH proponents seem to
support: direct high-level interaction in which, using the
same example, belief states in a notebook (allowing that
such a thing makes sense) affect mental states. For
example, „MOMA is on 53rd Street‟ as written in the
notebook directly influences Otto‟s belief state. Our claim is
not that descriptions of this kind of interaction are not useful
metaphorical shorthand but rather that the dynamical
interaction they seemingly summarize does not exist. While
it is convenient to talk about the contents of a notebook, say
the sentence, „MOMA is on 53rd Street‟; interacting in some
belief-state-to-action calculus, it is inappropriate to suggest
that such an interaction defines an interaction between
components of a mind-notebook system.
Accepting (for the moment) that the intentional stance
(Dennett, 1987) is a plausible candidate of a weak level of
(human) cognitive agents, it is understandable why we
might want to borrow terms like „belief‟for describing other
interactions as well. This usage of intentional terms occurs
perhaps most notably by Clark and Chalmers (1998) when
they suggest that Otto‟s beliefs are contained in his
notebook. One benefit of borrowing high-level terms, which
describe one hierarchical system, and using them to describe
other types of interaction at a high-level, is that we get to
use terms for which we feel we already have a grasp of. It
also may be that the use of such terms actually helps us
capture whatever it is we are trying to explain when we
employ them. This is particularly true when the level of
description we would otherwise have to use is low-level
and/or noisy. Borrowing terms in this fashion can have
certain informative advantages and under this interpretation
we agree that EMH can be vindicated on this informational
basis. It seems, however, that proponents of EMH have
never favored this interpretation explicitly but have instead
attempted to make a much stronger ontological claim
regarding mental extension. The reason for this may be that
a mere informational view of EMH significantly reduces the
intellectual contribution that the hypothesis was originally
attempting to achieve. As we will illustrate below, we
believe that such ontological claims are unfounded and are
even potentially detrimental to scientific pursuits in
Cognitive Science because they undercut the lower-levels of
the hierarchical system.

An example
Let‟s take as an example a digital computer. The digital
computer is a favourite example in Cognitive Science and
fits perfectly for our purposes here because the digital
computer seems to be engineered to have decomposable
system levels in the way described by Simon. If we draw
upon the already heavily used analogy between what Newell
calls the Cognitive Band and might be referred to as the
Software Band in digital computers, we can see that
software-level descriptions (e.g., interactions between
certain programs) subsume hardware descriptions. This
works well in digital computers because the linkages
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between the levels have been engineered to be
decomposable. In brains, the analogous linkages are in fact
linking theories which attempt to describe the relationship
between higher and lower levels. Perhaps one reason
Cognitive Science is slow in developing theories of the
dynamics of the cognitive (the interactions of the cognitive
machine, if you will) is that the mental is a weak level and
thus components of the cognitive system cannot be isolated
from the interaction of components at a lower level.
Regardless of whether levels are weak or strong, in order to
confirm the existence of some cognitive-level component,
one needs to both identify the lower-level components, as
well as the linking theories between the levels.
With a Software Band in place, describing interactions of
the digital computer becomes more accessible. Most
computer users can at least give high-level interaction
descriptions (e.g., I pressed button x and the program did y)
which correspond to progressively lower-level subsystems
such as the programming-level, operating system level, and
the hardware level. Now, to push the analogy a little further,
let us suggest that there could be a science of computing 2.
To make this analogy work, let us also pretend that we do
not already have the linking theories of computing, that
there is some mystery about how computers work.
Furthermore, let‟s set this illustration sometime in the
cyberpunk future (as Clark might say) when word
processing programs allow for collaborative work over the
Internet. Could we argue that there is an extended word
processor? Does it make sense to talk about word processor
processes spanning the Internet? In order to answer those
questions, let‟s first take a look at the hierarchical structure
of a computer system.
Taking the hardware layer as the base unit of analysis, an
interaction of logical gates (usually transistors) form groups
of logical gates, or circuits. Interactions between circuits
realize groups of circuits (circuit boards, chips, etc.). As you
move up the layers, we eventually arrive at layers most
people are familiar with: software layers. We can think of
the software layers as composed of two layers: the
programming layer and the user-interface layer. The
programming layer is the layer at which programs are
written, i.e. the code behind the user-interface layer. Again,
it is the interactions or dynamics at the programming layer
that realize the user-interface layer. We may also observe
that these layers form hard layers. It is the consistency of the
programming layer that makes the user-interface layer
reliable. We can also give descriptions of the interactions
from a user-interface level. For instance, in a word
processor we can say that clicking the bold button caused
the text to become bold.
Now let‟s imagine that a collaborative word processor
where user-interface changes on one computer (WP A) have
parallel effects on another computer (WP B) over the
Internet. If a user on WPA presses the bold button, turning
text bold on their screen, the user on WPB would have the

same text bolded on their screen as well. One could
imagine that in such a cyberpunk future the language used
to describe relations between the two word processing
systems would be highly correlated with the language used
to describe a single system. It seems likely that one would
simply say that the bold button on WP A caused bolding on
both WPA and WPB. Our argument is that while such
language would be a convenient short-hand for describing
the interaction of the two systems, it also undercuts the
hierarchical system in a way that using a high-level
language for describing an orthodox single system does not.
This undercutting of the hierarchical system would have
severe consequences in our imagined science of computing.
To explain what we mean, let‟s carry the analogy a little
further and try to explain what would happen if an error
occurred in the interaction between WP A and WPB.
Suppose that whenever the name Otto appeared in a
sentence the bold function did not work quite as it should.
Let‟s imagine that in this scenario the text on WP A‟s screen
turned bold properly but the text on WP B‟s screen did not.
How will our imagined science of computing explain this?
We can immediately see that any supposition of an extended
word processing or extended computing system would have
to be abandoned. Because the extended word processing
system hypothesis posits that the base units of an extended
word processing system is realized through the dynamics of
the user-interface level across the internet (i.e. Figure 3
applied to our example), there exists no cross-internet layer
below, in this view, which can account for this error. What
in fact is the case is that information is encoded, sent across
the hardware of the Internet, and decoded at the other end.
The fact that WPB‟s sentence did not get bolded can be
explained either within WPA‟s or WPB‟s layers or at the
lower level at which signal transmission occurs (a
transmission error). The answer to both our questions above
is: although it may be useful to speak as if there is an
extended system, such a description would be misleading
for our science of computing. Errors manifested at a highlevel can only be explained through decomposition and, of
course, that can only be facilitated when there are levels
below to decompose to. In this example, ontological claims
about extended computer systems are misleading for our
fictional science of computing. In the same way, ontological
claims about extended minds can be misleading, especially
in fields like Cognitive Science that aims to provide linking
theories between system levels of cognitive agents.
Cognitive Science seems to rely on the fact there are
emergent levels and that these levels are decomposable (in
the weak or strong sense) to the various levels below.
But, you might object, that the two systems are extended
across the hardware of the Internet. We admit that we
would have to accept such an objection but only so far as we
accept that, at some low-enough level, everything is
extended to everything else. It would remain an open
question as to whether cross-Internet dynamics would scale
up. Furthermore it‟s not clear whether our imagined science

2
Believe it or not, there are actually people who call themselves
computer scientists!
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of computing (of computer systems or word processor
systems) is really after such descriptions at all.

Transduction as a boundary
Up to here we have defended the explanatory power of
hierarchical systems. However, the identification of a
system‟s boundaries cannot be assumed a priori. Instead, it
is necessary to establish an adequate delineating process by
which systems can be distinguished. For this, we propose
that signal transduction can serve at a sufficiently low
enough level to count as a mechanism of system
boundedness. Signal transduction occurs when change in
signal results in a change of dynamical properties. For
instance, with an electrical motor we find a change from
electrical dynamics to mechanical dynamics. From this we
can make use of transduction as the fundamental level upon
which hierarchical systems can be based. With transduction
as a boundary, we do not need other mechanisms for
boundedness. Furthermore, transduction avoids imposing
limitations on the complexity of the system. Hence, errors
that appear to occur at high levels can be accounted for by
lower level interpretation as long as this level is identifiable
via transducing boundaries.
This idea, we feel, is nothing new. We suspect that for
most outside of the EMH debate, this idea has been
implicitly accepted. A very similar idea, curiously enough,
was presented by David Chalmers (2008), in the Forward to
Andy Clark‟s book on the EMH, Supersizing the Mind.
Chalmers suggests that perception and action forms the
bounds of cognitive systems and are the interfaces of the
mind from and to the world. This is precisely what we mean
by transduction: the process that facilitates perception and
action.
Transduction processes are fundamental (non-question
begging) because the dynamics upon which they are based
forms a plausible candidate for highest-level description of
the interaction between hierarchical systems. Indeed signals
of one form or another is a common currency between
interconnected systems and the point at which the dynamics
of these signals change, is the point at which the dynamics
of the higher-levels begin to diverge. This divergence, we
suggest, is precisely what separates systems and, following
Simon (1962), the emergence of a hierarchy is what renders
these systems intelligible.

systems, can impede on scientific pursuits as it undercuts
the structural levels which make up the separate hierarchies.
We accept that borrowing terms can be informative by
providing a more intuitive understanding of the interaction
between systems. We also accept the point made by
dynamical systems theorists, phenomenologists, and the
situated cognition folks, that we have to, in our analyses
remember that the mind is tightly coupled with its
environment. What we reject, however, is the ontological
claims that the mind (as an abstract entity, grounded in the
physical) is extended with objects in its environment or
other minds. Although a notebook may function as if it were
a belief storage device, beliefs themselves are entities of the
hierarchical system of the mind, dependent on the
subsystems which realize them. In so far as an analogous
entity can be realized on a piece of paper (and we suspect
that they cannot), that entity would be a product of its own
hierarchy, communicated at a low-level (as some complex
of signals) between different systems.
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Conclusion
Our argument in the preceding has been aimed at
providing a principled account of the boundaries of the
mind. Our claim is that transduction processes form the
boundaries of minds because the dynamics which result
from these processes form the basic system levels of the
mind viewed as a hierarchical system. We have discussed
how although it may be useful to talk as if minds extend into
other minds or objects, we also warn that doing so may be
misleading. We also demonstrated how borrowing highlevel terms which describe one hierarchical system to
describe other types of interactions, i.e. those between
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Abstract

Background

Moral reasoning plays a significant but poorly understood role in human action and interaction. Although
studied by philosophers for millennia, considerable confusion surrounds the topic. Computational cognitive architectures hold promise for shedding insight on how
agents act and reason morally. We present a view of
moral cognition and examine one implementation of that
view in Icarus, a theory of the human cognitive architecture. This approach to moral behavior and reasoning
leads us to suggest that morality is a special case of everyday cognition. We discuss the implications of this
view and outline our continuing research on these and
related questions.
Keywords: Machine ethics; Moral reasoning; Philosophy; Cognitive architectures.

In this paper, we describe our attempt to model moral
cognition within an integrated cognitive architecture. As
such, we draw upon work in three distinct disciplines –
philosophy, psychology and computer science – each of
which has its own body of literature. In this section we
point to a very small sample of work that has influenced
our thinking.
Although a distinction may be made between ethics
and morals, for our present purposes we will use the
terms interchangeably. The point of an ethical theory
is to provide guidelines for how to live “the good life”.
As such, an ethical theory should identify the nature
of the good as well as provide a system for acting so
as to achieve the good. Here we are not advancing a
particular theory, but rather exploring how a specific
cognitive architecture could support moral reasoning of
different types. However, it will help readers to have at
least a basic familiarity of the main ethical theories for
discussions in later sections.
The three dominant ethical theories and their primary
initiators include the virtue ethics of Aristotle, deontological systems descending from Kant, and consequentialist theories following from Hume, Bentham, and Mill.
In virtue ethics, one lives the good life by behaving in a
balanced manner, thereby exhibiting the virtues – neither too much nor too little of a given quality. Deontological systems place value on fulfilling one’s duties or
obligations; commonly, this is viewed as following certain rules that prescribe how one ought to behave. Consequentialist theories assign different values to different
states and prescribe courses of action that result in states
with the best values; utilitarianism is one particular form
of consequentialism where actions are selected so as to
maximize the total good across the entire population.
One approach to understanding moral reasoning is
to observe and explain what people do when they are
faced with morally charged decisions (Baron & Ritov,
2009; Waldmann & Dieterich, 2007). In contrast to the
philosophical theories that prescriptively indicate what
“ought” to be done, this approach attempts to characterize what actually takes place and why. Such studies
provide hints and constraints on determining the nature
of moral decision making in humans (Spranca, Minsk, &
Baron, 1991). For example, many of these studies suggest that people operate using a hybrid of deontic and

Introduction
Moral reasoning has been a focus of study for millennia.
The human condition stems in large part from the collective judgments and decisions that can be said to have
moral valence. This suggests that it would be desirable to study this topic carefully. Nevertheless, our understanding of morally charged cognition is still incomplete and uncertain. Since the introduction of computers, many people have been fascinated with the prospect
of writing programs that exhibit human intelligence. As
with other aspects of intelligence, computational models can provide many insights into the nature of moral
cognition.
Although generally treated as a topic distinct from
generic reasoning, we suggest here that moral cognition is better viewed as a special case of practical cognition. Depending on the ethical approach one takes,
moral dilemmas might be nothing other than the consequence of bounded rationality. Perhaps our subjective
experience when deliberating over a moral dilemma has
more to do with an emotion than with the properties of
the problem that we are trying solve. These two factors
– bounded rationality and emotional states – may be the
actual source of moral dilemmas.
We start by distinguishing between three types of
moral cognition: moral behavior, moral interpretation,
and moral decision making. Next we review Icarus, the
cognitive architecture we have used to implement agents
that exhibit forms of moral cognition. We discuss our
experiences with these agents and their broader implications for accounts of this class of phenomena. In closing,
we suggest directions for future research that should further clarify our understanding of moral cognition.
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consequentialist methods. The exact character of those
hybrids, in terms of both structure and process, continue
to be questions of interest without clear answers.
Numerous AI researchers have considered the problem
of designing and implementing computational systems
that embody ethical theories and perform their actions
according to an ethical theory. A body of work in machine ethics has grown around this problem (M. Anderson & Anderson, 2007; Moor, 2005; Powers, 2005; Grau,
2005). Much of the interest has centered on how computational systems may be equipped to act ethically; the
approaches that have been suggested naturally span the
range of ethical theories. However, some have explored
how the process of implementing computational models of ethical reasoning sheds light on theories of ethics
in general (Guarini, 2005; Dehghani, Tomai, Forbus, &
Klenk, 2008; McLaren, 2005), which is our present concern. But unlike previous efforts, which have added new
mechanisms to account for moral reasoning, our work
suggests that moral cognition is rather a variation of
everyday cognition. In the remainder of the paper, we
attempt to explain this conclusion.

Categories of Moral Cognition
We adopt three categories of cognition related to morality. These provide a framework for thinking about computational models of morality in our ongoing and future
work. These three categories may be thought of as layers,
where each provides prerequisite capabilities for subsequent types of cognition. We will refer to these categories
as moral behavior, recognition, and decision making. Our
framework bears similarities to distinctions that have
been made elsewhere (McNaughton, 1988; Moor, 2005;
Guarini, 2005).

Moral behavior
We start by defining moral behavior to be actions taken
by an agent that may be evaluated by an observer as
having moral value (positive or negative). That is, the
action may be viewed as conforming (or not) to certain
moral standards. This observer-based approach obviates the inference of motives or even cognitive states in
the actor. Likewise, it potentially encompasses a broad
range of behaviors as having moral values. As such, the
category serves more as a foundation or starting point
than as a selective and insightful distinction.
However, we stress that the category does include the
universe of behaviors that we would want to consider
when studying moral acts. Our observer can be either
another agent in the environment in question or a privileged observer with a god’s eye view. Furthermore, this
definition excludes those behaviors that we would not
want to consider in this context. By definition, if no observer deems a particular behavior to have moral value
then we do not want to consider it in this category, although in principle any behavior can have moral valence.

Moral interpretation
Although our concept of moral behavior need not include every conceivable action, the definition intentionally provides wide latitude in coverage. Building on this
notion, we introduce moral interpretation as a conceptual classification, or judgment, over agent behaviors
(McNaughton, 1988). Such a classification requires a
cognitive capacity to recognize and distinguish moral behavior from behavior that is amoral, and in addition the
ability to distinguish positive moral behavior from that
which is negative. The behavior being observed and classified may be produced another agent or it may be generated by the observer itself.
Having effectively defined moral behavior as those actions over which some agent can apply moral interpretation, we should clarify the distinction between them.
First, moral behavior applies to an observable action
whereas moral interpretation applies to the cognitive
process that makes sense of the observed action. Typically, we think of the observable action as happening
in the physical environment and the cognitive process as
happening in the mental states and their transitions; but
technically the cognitive processes could themselves be
observed and would therefore be subject to moral interpretation. Although a special case could exist in which
the observed mental process is the very one making the
interpretation, in general the distinction is between two
quite different activities. Second, this distinction between moral interpretation and moral behavior lets us
decompose the problem of designing moral agents into
the problem of generating skills or behaviors that have
moral associations and the problem of providing cognitive resources to appropriately interpret such behaviors.
Furthermore, it underlines the conceptual component of
morality apart from the behavioral component.

Moral decision making
Once we have an agent that can recognize and categorize
the behaviors exhibited by agents, we have the possibility of making choices through moral decision making.
In this context, agents use their moral awareness during
problem solving to formulate or choose intentions that
reflect their own held moral values or behavioral norms.
This moral reasoning would look different from agent
to agent depending on the moral theories under which
they are operating. For example, a deontological agent
would prefer certain skills and actions while ruling out
others; this framework provides search pruning at the action level. Alternatively, a consequentialist agent would
adopt particular intentions based on an evaluation of
the outcomes; instead of directly pruning the operators
in the search space, this approach provides an evaluation function over outcomes that guides the selection of
a course of action. Thus, multiple ethical theories are
captured within our definition of moral reasoning.
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As a consequence of this broad approach to moral cognition, we are led to consider the possibility that moral
reasoning is merely a special case of everyday reasoning. We explore this question in greater depth below,
and simply note here the outlines of this thinking. The
mechanics of reasoning or problem solving as we think
of them are unaffected by and completely unrelated to
an agent’s moral values or restrictions on actions. In
other words, the reasoning process conducted by an
agent would be identical whether it is reasoning about
recharging its energy source or about helping or harming another agent. However, this equivalence of process
cuts in both directions; we can also conclude from this
that reasoning about how to obtain an energy recharge
is actually a moral problem.
Before closing our introduction of these three categories of moral cognition, we note that our definitions
primarily refer to actions – performing them, interpreting them, and planning them. We can relax this reference so as to apply our definitions to states as well.
That is, we might think of moral behavior as being in a
state that may be viewed by an observer as having moral
value. Likewise, moral interpretation can refer to the
conceptual capacity to recognize such states and moral
reasoning may involve evaluating states rather than actions with respect to moral values.1 This broader sense
of these categories lets us explore moral issues in the
context of Icarus (Langley & Choi, 2006; Stracuzzi, Li,
Cleveland, & Langley, 2009), an architectural theory of
cognitive structures and processes to which we now turn.

An Overview of Icarus
We have explored moral cognition in the context of
Icarus, a unified theory of the human cognitive architecture (Newell, 1990) that imposes constraints on memory, performance processes, and learning mechanisms.
Within these constraints, the framework lets one design
and implement intelligent agents that accomplish a variety of tasks within many different domains. In these
respects, Icarus is similar to other cognitive architectures such as Soar (Laird, Rosenbloom, & Newell, 1986)
and ACT-R (Anderson, 1993).
Among a number of distinctions from these earlier architectures, Icarus posits separate long-term memories
for storing concepts and skills. Conceptual inference is
the primary means by which Icarus agents make sense
of the world. Conceptual memory comprises a set of
rules, each of which specifies a head and a body, the latter containing a set of percepts, a set of conceptual relations, and a set of Boolean tests. Nonprimitive concepts
may refer to other concepts in their bodies, imposing a
hierarchical organization on memory. As in languages
1

The distinction between event and state is less clear than
it may seem; for example, qualitative reasoning about physical systems may involve thinking about extended periods of
time as single states.

like Prolog, the architecture infers a belief that instantiates a rule’s head whenever the body matches the current situation. However, inference in Icarus operates in
a bottom-up manner that is driven by perceptions rather
than by top-down queries.
The architecture’s processes for skill execution, which
build on the results of conceptual inference, let it carry
out complex activities in the environment. Skill memory
consists of a set of skills, each with a head that specifies the skill name and arguments, along with a body
that states conditions for application, a set of ordered
subskills, and a set of expected effects. Nonprimitive
skills refer to other skills, again placing a hierarchical
structure on memory. Unlike inference, the execution
process operates in a top-down manner, attempting to
find paths through the skill hierarchy that let the agent
make progress toward completing its current task.
Skill execution supports routine activities, but it cannot handle unfamiliar situations. For this purpose,
Icarus includes a problem-solving mechanism that operates over both the skill and conceptual memories. This
involves using a variant of means-ends analysis that identifies differences between the agent’s current beliefs and
its desired goals, retrieves skill instances that would
achieve one or more of the unsatisfied goals, and selects one from this set. If the skill instance is applicable,
then Icarus executes it in the environment, generates
a revised set of beliefs, and continues problem solving
if necessary. If the skill’s conditions are not satisfied,
the architecture generates a subproblem to achieve these
conditions and calls the problem solver recursively. If the
system cannot retrieve any relevant skills, it chains off a
conceptual clause instead. Successful solution of a subproblem leads to continuation on the original task, with
Icarus backtracking when one of its selections does not
bear fruit.2
In addition to offering a computational theory of cognition, Icarus provides a programming language for developing intelligent agents. Unlike other architectures,
it requires that such agents operate in an external environment, typically simulated, that ground its concepts
in observable percepts and that ground its skills in executable actions. Icarus developers have constructed
agents for a variety of such environments, including traditional cognitive tasks like multi-column subtraction
and the Tower of Hanoi to more complex environments
that we will discuss shortly. In the next section, we
report our experiences with Icarus in a number of environments that provide opportunities for moral cognition,
along with their implications for this important aspect
of mental processing.
2

The architecture also includes a module for learning new
skills from successful problem solving, but it is not relevant
to the current discussion. Langley and Choi (2006) provide
more details about Icarus’ representations and mechanisms.
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Moral Cognition in Icarus
Our first foray into moral cognition involved Twig
(Horswill, 2008, 2009), a physical simulator that supports a variety of object types, including humanoid
agents that carry out low-level reactive behaviors like
approaching a tree or picking up a nearby doll. We developed a number of Twig scenarios, one in which some
people were surrounded by multiple dolls while others
had none. We created Icarus concepts recognizing rich
and poor people and associated skills for redistributing
the wealth. As expected, this ‘Robin Hood’ agent repeatedly approached a wealthy person, carried one of
his dolls to a less fortunate person, and left it there.
Clearly, the Icarus agent in this scenario carries out
moral behavior, at least from some viewpoints, but its
activities are entirely routine and rule governed. The
system executes hierarchical skills in a conditional manner to carry out complex activities, but the agent does
not think about their outcome, making it an example
of deontic processing. However, we can also run the
architecture in a different mode, where we provide the
agent with one or more problems to be solved. In this
case, the problem to be resolved is that no person should
have fewer than one doll when others have two or more.
In this setting, the Icarus problem solver detects the
unsatisfied goals, retrieves high-level skills that would
achieve them, executes a subset of them in turn. This
variant comes closer to the consequentialist view, although the details of skill execution remain rule guided.
Thus, Icarus supports a hybrid account of moral behavior that incorporates ideas from both frameworks.
Now let us consider moral interpretation, that is, recognizing whether another agent’s behavior satisfies or
violates one’s moral tenets. We have not tested Icarus
for this ability directly, but elsewhere we have reported
an extension to the architecture that lets it recognize instances of complex temporal concepts (Stracuzzi et al.,
2009). More specifically, we introduced mechanisms for
recording episodic traces of when beliefs become true
and false, along with processes for matching temporal
concepts against these traces. We demonstrated their
use in recognizing instances of plays in simulated football, a domain in which behavior is highly rule governed.
Although this work focused on the representation and interpretation of legal plays, we could have used the same
means to recognize football behavior that was illegal.
We can adapt this approach, in a fairly direct manner,
to support moral interpretation. Clearly, this scheme
would reflect a deontic view, since it relies centrally on
using rules to determine the moral valence of an observed
behavior stream. However, in related work, we have also
shown how one can adapt means-ends problem solving to
explain the reasons for such behavior by chaining backward from known goals through the episodic trace, which
provides a consequentialist overlay. As before, we see

that this traditional distinction becomes less clear when
one embeds it in a cognitive architecture that offers a
variety of representations and mechanisms.
The task of moral decision making, in which the agent
must choose between two or more courses of action, introduces additional complications. Within Icarus, this
situation arises most naturally in the context of problem solving, when the architecture must select among
different skill instances that would achieve unsatisfied
goals. At first glance, this appears to embody a consequentialist view, but earlier versions of Icarus made
such choices randomly, and the current implementation
bases them on how many goals a skill achieves and how
many of its conditions match. Thus, the problem solver
takes consequences into account in generating candidate
actions, but not in selecting among them. Danielescu
et al. (2010) explain how this can lead to undesirable
situations in a simulated driving environment.
One reasonable response involves associating numeric
values with conceptual predicates, including the goals
and beliefs they support, as done in recent variants on
the basic Icarus architecture (Choi, 2011; Asgharbeygi,
Stracuzzi, & Langley, 2006). Taking these numeric annotations into account when selecting skills during problem
solving would seem closer to a consequentialist treatment
of moral decision making. However, Choi and Ohlsson (2010) have explored another way to guide choice
in Icarus using constraints, which specify conceptual
relations that should (or should not) hold under certain conditions. They have extended the architecture
to carry out limited lookahead to determine whether a
course of action would violate any constraints and, if
so, to avoid it. This variation has a decidedly deontic
character, yet one can also imagine a modulation on this
idea that places numeric weights on constraints and uses
them to guide decisions. This hybrid approach would,
again, incorporate aspects of both moral frameworks.
Our discussion so far has dealt entirely with moral
cognition that is tied to domain predicates that denote
spatial relations to objects and specific physical activities. However, some moral tenets revolve around more
generic relationships. Examples include the golden rule
and Kant’s categorical imperative not to use other humans as means to ends. These appear to require more
abstract relationships that avoid reference to domainspecific predicates, and Icarus lacks both the ability to
encode them or the mechanisms to operate over them.
One might argue that interpretation and decision making about such abstract morals depends on a form of
metacognition (Cox, 2005) that operates over traces of
the agent’s mental processes, rather than over descriptions of domain events. Other kinds of higher-level moral
cognition, such as not misleading another intentionally
or not causing unnecessary disappointment, depend on
the ability to ascribe beliefs, goals, and expectations to
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other agents. This is another arena in which we must
extend Icarus before it can provide complete coverage
of moral cognition.

Discussion
Experience with constructing Icarus agents in a number of simulated environments suggests that the architecture can support routine moral behavior and at least
limited forms of moral interpretation and decision making, although it also revealed that the framework cannot currently handle more abstract kinds of moral cognition. Whether other cognitive architectures like ACT-R
and Soar have similar capabilities remains to be seen,
but we suspect they have analogous strengths and weaknesses. Our analysis also suggested that Icarus can
model important aspects of both deontic and consequentialist views of moral cognition, although it most naturally embodies a hybrid approach that incorporates ideas
from both traditions.
Our examples relied primarily on structures and processes that Icarus already supports for other purposes.
This suggests that, overall, moral cognition requires little or no additional representations or mechanisms that
do not already serve another architectural need. We
noted the benefits of associating numeric values with
conceptual predicates in accounting for the direction and
strength of moral responses, as well as uses of conditional
constraints in judging the acceptability of environmental
states. But again, these have been introduced into versions of Icarus for reasons unrelated to moral cognition.
These observations are consistent with our initial
claim that, despite the special treatment it has received
in the literature, moral cognition does not differ in substantive ways from everyday cognition. Many will find
this conclusion surprising, but we believe that it merits
further consideration. An alternative phrasing that may
be even more controversial is that all reasoning is an instance of moral reasoning. We hope to explore this and
related issues in future research.

Concluding Remarks
We plan to extend our models of moral cognition in several directions. We are developing an improved inference
module that uses abductive reasoning to support plan
understanding from partial observations, which should
improve Icarus’ ability to carry out moral interpretation. We are also developing mechanisms that generate
new problems in appropriate environmental situations,
that prioritize them dynamically, and that abandon intentions when circumstances change or when repeated
attempts have not succeeded. Most important, we plan
to incorporate both numeric annotations on conceptual
predicates and conditional constraints, both of which will
be useful in evaluating states.
We intend to use these extensions to construct new
Icarus agents that exhibit moral interpretation and de-

cision making in Twig and other domains. Experience
with these agents should shed additional light on the
hypothesis that moral cognition and everyday cognition
are, to all intents and purposes, equivalent. Nevertheless, this remains a hypothesis, and we will look for scenarios that raise genuine distinctions between the two
modes of thought.
Although considerable work remains, our approach
has already produced some encouraging insights. We
identified three categories of moral cognition and found
that each of them is supported, to some extent, by the
Icarus architecture, although we also identified aspects
that it does not currently address. We also found that
one can construct Icarus agents that reflect a deontic
or consequentialist view, as well as hybrid models that
incorporate ideas from both frameworks. We hope that
future research will let us clarify and expand on these
initial insights.
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Representation Based on Goal-Achievement: Explaining Motor
Intentionality
Hsi-wen Daniel Liu
Providence University
Abstract: Whether motor intentionality needs representation is debated, and what sense of representation it is
needs clarification. Dreyfus (2000, 2002) interprets Merleau-Ponty’s notion of motor intentionality as different significantly from that in traditional cognitive science, and argues for intelligence without representation. The involving
intelligence is demonstrated in Freeman’s (1991) attractor theory. By contrast, Clark (1997, 2002, 2003), Christensen
& Hooker (2000, 2002), Grush (2004), Keijzer (2001), and Pezzulo (2008) argue for the need of representation for the
motor intentionality. In the debate, a question needs answer: is there a naturalistic account of the motor intentionality? To answer this question, the present project raises a naturalistic account of motor intentionality, on grounds
of goal-setting and goal-achievement with recourse to the bodily movement. The present project argues that the
motor representation can even be demonstrated in an architecture based on the dynamic field theory, a version of
the attractor theory.
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Simultaneous Prediction and Reaction in Sequence Learning
Ronni Jupson
The University of Memphis

Rick Dale
The University of Memphis
Abstract: Prediction, in its simplest meaning, is a claim that a certain event will happen in the future. Reaction,
in contrast, is a response from some eliciting event. We look at the concepts through an online reaction-time game.
Thirty-three participants rapidly clicked on circles appearing on different corners of the computer screen according
to statistical regularities. Although a reactive strategy was dominant, a mixed predictive/reactive mode began to
emerge towards the task’s conclusion. We hypothesize that through extensive exposure to sequences, participants
were quicker to interchange between the two stable modes, potentially yielding an optimal predictive/reactive mode.
Additionally, a predictive strategy aided in recall test. Results suggest that processes underlying basic sensorimotor
sequencing are both predictive and reactive, interleaving by task context and training. Our findings provide insight
into the nature of prediction and reaction as mental processes and also allow us to explore how strategy manifests
in low-level cognitive tasks.
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Abstract

contexts, for reasons of politeness; but they did not elucidate
how individuals adopted this interpretation. This is the question we will address.

Depending on politeness considerations, the quantifier ‘some’
can receive a broad interpretation (some and possibly all) or
a narrow interpretation (some but not all). Face-threatening
statements such as ‘some people hated your speech’ encourage the broad interpretation that everyone hated the speech.
Because previous research showed that broad interpretations
are normally faster and easier, politeness should be easy to
process, since it would encourage what is normally the easier interpretation of the statement. Using response time measures and a cognitive load manipulation, this research shows
that just the opposite is true: Face threatening contexts encourage the broad interpretation of ‘some’ while making it longer
and more difficult to reach. This result raises difficulties for
current cognitive theories of pragmatic inferences.
Keywords: Scalar inference; politeness; processing; response
time; cognitive load.

Face-Threatening Contexts
Face is a sense of public self-esteem that all of us project,
and are motivated to support, in social interactions. Many
actions, called face-threatening acts, can induce a loss of face
(e.g., apologizing, or criticizing). Performing such an action
often requires the use of a politeness strategy that mitigates
the face threat (Brown & Levinson, 1978/1987).
One of these strategies is to hedge by means of a scalar
term. For example, instead of bluntly asserting (2-a), speakers may politely hedge as in (2-b):

The Inference from ‘Some’

(2)

Experimental pragmatics engages in an experimental investigation of the mental processes involved in inferring what
people mean from sentences, contexts, and the implicit principles that govern the use of sentences in context (Noveck &
Reboul, 2008). The drosophila of experimental pragmatics
is the contextual inference from ‘some’ to some but not all.
Although ‘some’ is semantically consistent with the broad interpretation some and possibly all, it is commonly given the
narrow interpretation some but not all. For example, most
adult speakers of English would assume the assertion of (1-a)
to convey that the speaker believes (1-b):
(1)

a.
b.

Some of the guests brought wine.
Not all of the guests brought wine.

The inference from (1-a) to (1-b) is a scalar inference (Horn,
1984), stemming from the ordered informativeness scale <
some, all >. From a Gricean perspective (Grice, 1989), if a
cooperative speaker were in a position to assert (1-b), he or
she would do so, and would not use the less informative (yet
logically consistent) wording (1-a).
A key theoretical issue within experimental pragmatics is
to explain why and how people adopt the narrow interpretation of ‘some’ in some contexts but not in others. Bonnefon,
Feeney, and Villejoubert (2009) in particular showed that
broad interpretations were more likely in face-threatening

a.
b.

You are wrong.
You are possibly wrong.

When they hear (2-b), individuals tend to interpret ‘possibly’
as denoting a high probability, because they do not construe
this term as a genuine expression of uncertainty, but rather as
a polite way to preserve the face of the listener (Bonnefon &
Villejoubert, 2006; Pighin & Bonnefon, in press). In a sense,
people usually adopt a narrow interpretation of ‘possibly’ that
eliminates high probabilities, but they switch to a broad interpretation (that includes high probabilities) in face-threatening
contexts.
Comparably, instead of bluntly asserting (3-a), speakers
may politely hedge as in (3-b):
(3)

a.
b.

All of the guests hated the meal you cooked.
Some of the guests hated the meal you cooked.

When they hear (3-b), individuals tend to disregard the scalar
inference attached to ‘some’ and to reach a broad interpretation. That is, when X in ‘some X-ed’ threatens the face of
the listener, individuals find it likely that the speaker might
have meant that all X-ed, but used the scalar term nonetheless, out of politeness (Bonnefon et al., 2009). As we will
now explain, the current article aims at elucidating the time
and effort it takes to reach that interpretation, and thus at elucidating whether politeness is easy or hard to process.
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Processing Scalar Inferences
Experimental pragmatics has devoted considerable attention
to the cognitive processes underlying broad and narrow interpretations of ‘some’. This experimental work stemmed from
the controversy between generalized and particularized approaches to scalar inferences. Generalized approaches (e.g.,
Levinson, 2000) claim that scalar inferences are endorsed by
default, but then canceled in some contexts: Narrow interpretations should thus be faster and easier than broad interpretations. Particularized approaches, not limited to but often identified with Relevance Theory (Sperber & Wilson, 1986/1995),
claim that scalar inferences are not derived by default, but
rather triggered in some contexts and not in others: Broad
interpretations should thus be faster and easier than narrow
interpretations.
The extant evidence broadly supports the particularized
view. The narrow interpretation appears to take longer than
the broad interpretation (Bott & Noveck, 2004; Noveck &
Posada, 2003), the narrow interpretation is less frequent when
participants must respond quickly (Bott & Noveck, 2004),
and it is less frequent when participants must carry out a
secondary task (De Neys & Schaeken, 2007). Finally, the
processing time of ‘some’ decreases in contexts that make
the narrow interpretation inappropriate (Breheny, Katsos, &
Williams, 2006). Prior data thus suggest that broad interpretations of ‘some’ are faster and easier than narrow interpretations.
The question remains, though, of whether this pattern of
results will hold in face-threatening contexts. As summarized in the previous section, we already know that facethreatening contexts encourage broad interpretations. If we
show that broad interpretations remain faster and easier in
face-threatening contexts (as they are in other contexts), then
we will be in a position to argue that politeness is easy to process: Politeness considerations would quickly direct people
to the easy interpretation of ‘some’. The possibility arises,
however, that politeness is in fact hard to process. Stephan,
Liberman, and Trope (2010), in particular, provided data suggesting that politeness was associated with abstract levels of
cognitive construal, which are assumed to tap into effortful
cognitive processes. If really politeness is hard to process,
then people should slowly and effortfully reach the broad interpretation of ‘some’ in face-threatening contexts, in contrast
to standard results.
The question of whether face-threatening contexts make
broad interpretations easier or harder is an important one
for experimental pragmatics. The particularized approach to
scalar inferences (currently supported by most available data)
assumes that any context that prompts a broad interpretation
results in easier processing. Showing that face-threatening
contexts encourage broad interpretations whilst making them
harder would require to revisit this basic assumption.
In the rest of this article, we provide experimental data
investigating whether face-threatening contexts make broad
interpretation easy and fast, or difficult and slow. We con-

trast face-threatening statements (e.g., some people hated
your speech) with their control version (e.g., some people
loved your speech). We record response times associated with
broad and narrow interpretations of some, for both types of
statement. Previous research suggests that broad interpretations will be faster for ‘love’ statements. If politeness is easy
to process, this result will extend to ‘hate’ statements; but if
politeness is hard to process, this result will be reversed for
‘hate’ statements.
In parallel, we record the percentage of broad interpretations of ‘love’ and ‘hate’ statements reached under cognitive load, to that reached without cognitive load. Previous
research suggests that cognitive load will increase the proportion of broad interpretations for ‘love’ statements. If politeness is easy to process, this result will extend to ‘hate’
statements; but if politeness is hard to process, this result will
be reversed for ‘hate’ statements.

Method
A total of 356 first-year psychology students of the University
of Leuven participated in return for course credit.

Scalar interpretation task
Participants were presented with two problems (the ‘trip’ and
‘speech’ scenarios), in random order for each participant.
Half of the participants read a face-boost version of the two
scenarios whereas the other half read a face-threat version of
the two scenarios. Below is an example of the face-boost version (‘trip’ scenario), translated from Dutch :
Imagine you organized a group trip. You are discussing
the trip with Alice, who was in the group. There were 6
other people who went on this trip. You are considering
whether to recommend the trip to some friends.
Hearing this, Alice tells you that ‘Some people loved
the way the trip was organised.’
Given what Alice tells you, do you think that it is possible that everybody loved the way the trip was organized?
1. Yes
2. No
A ‘Yes’ response indicates a broad interpretation, and a
‘No’ response indicates a narrow interpretation. In the facethreat condition, the word ‘loved’ was replaced with the word
‘hated’.
In its face-boost version, the The ‘speech’ scenario read:
Imagine you gave a speech at a small political rally. You
are discussing your speech with Denise, who was in the
audience. There were 6 other people in the audience.
You are considering whether to give this same speech to
another audience.
Hearing this, Denise tells you that ‘Some people loved
your speech.’
Given what Denise tells you, do you think that it is possible that everybody loved your speech?
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that they had to remember the complete pattern correctly. The
load procedure was clarified with two practice items. Instructions stressed that it was crucial that the dot patterns were
reproduced correctly in the upcoming task.

~
~
~

Results

~

Dot memory task
The dot memory task was properly performed, with an average of 3.5 dots correctly localized.

Figure 1: Example of dot pattern in the load group.

Percentage of narrow interpretations
Figure 2 displays the percentage of scalar inferences (as measured by a narrow interpretation of ‘some’) as a function of
cognitive load, in the face-boost context as well as in the facethreat context. An analysis of variance1 failed to detect any
main effect of load, F(1, 352) < 1, p > .25 (unless otherwise
mentioned, p values are 1-tailed), but detected a main effect
of context, F(1, 352) = 10.4, p < .001, reflecting the fact that
narrow interpretations were more frequent in the face-boost
context, overall, than in the face-threat context.

1. Yes
2. No
A ‘Yes’ response indicates a broad interpretation, and a
‘No’ response indicates a narrow interpretation. In the facethreat condition, the word ‘loved’ was replaced with the word
‘hated’.
The problems were presented on a computer screen. Participants first read the background information (text in italics in
the example above). When they were finished, they pressed
the ENTER-key and the remaining part of the scenario was
presented. Response time was measured starting at the moment participants pressed the key, and thus does not include
the time participants spent reading the background information.

Narrow interpretations (%)

Face Boost

Dot memory task
Cognitive load was manipulated by asking half of the participants in the face-threat and face-boost conditions to memorize a dot pattern while making their scenario judgments. A
3 × 3 matrix filled with a complex 4-dot pattern (see Figure 1)
was briefly presented after participants had read the background information of the scenario. Storage of these complex
dot patterns has been shown to tap executive resources (De
Neys, 2006; Miyake, Friedman, Rettinger, Shah, & Hegarty,
2001). Participants memorized the pattern and were asked to
reproduce it after they had entered their response to the scenario question.

Procedure
Participants were tested in groups of 18 to 31. Approximately
half of the participants were assigned to the face-threat and
face-boost group. Within each group half of the participants
were assigned to the load and control condition. In the load
condition the dot pattern was presented for 850 ms after participants indicated that they were finished reading the background information by pressing the ENTER-key. Next, participants were presented with the remaining part of the scenario
and entered their response. No specific instructions were
given to participants as to how long they should think about
their response. After participants had entered their response,
an empty matrix was presented and participants had to reproduce the dot pattern. They received feedback on whether
the pattern had been reproduced correctly and were reminded

Face Threat

70
60
50
40
30

Control

Load

Control

Load

Figure 2: Percentage of scalar inferences, as measured by a
narrow interpretation (‘No’ responses) of ‘some’. Cognitive
load decreases the proportion of scalar inferences in the faceboost context, but it has the opposite effect in the face-threat
context.
Critically, this main effect was qualified by a significant
interaction between load and context, F(1, 352) = 9.9, p <
.001. As already apparent from the visual inspection of
Figure 2, planned comparisons revealed that load had opposite effects in the face-boost and face-threat contexts. In
the face-boost context, load significantly decreased the frequency of narrow interpretations (from 73% down to 56%),
F(1, 352) = 7.0, p < .01. In contrast, in the face-threat context, load increased the frequency of narrow interpretations
(from 45% up to 56%), F(1, 352) = 3.2, p < .05.2
1 Because each participant saw two scenarios, the dependent variable in this analysis is the average individual number of narrow interpretations. No differences were detected between the responses
to the two scenarios.
2 The rate of narrow interpretations in the load condition remains
significantly above chance level, t = 1.93, p = .05 (two-tailed), ruling out the possibility that participants in the load condition responded randomly under cognitive load.
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Response times in the control condition
Face Boost
Narrow Interpretations(%)

Because caution is required in interpreting response time data
under load, we focus our analyses on the response time data
in the control condition.3
Table 1: Average response time (in seconds) for broad and
narrow interpretations, in the face-boost and face-threat contexts. Standard deviations are included in parentheses.

Face-Boost
Face-Threat

Broad Responses

Narrow Responses

11.1(5.9)
13.9(6.8)

10.1(4.1)
10.2(4.2)

Discussion
The quantifier ‘some’ is commonly given the narrow interpretation some but not all rather than the broad interpretation some and possibly all, but this tendency varies across
3 The pattern of response time in the load condition was similar
to that we report for the control condition, it is left out only because
its interpretation would require multiple qualifications. In the faceboost condition, broad interpretations of ‘some’ took about the same
time as narrow interpretations (12.4 s vs. 12.1 s); and in the facethreat condition, broad interpretations of ‘some’ took longer than
narrow interpretations (13.3 s vs. 11.6 s).

60

40

20

Fast

Table 1 displays the time taken to reach narrow or broad
interpretations of ‘some’, in the face-boost and face-threat
contexts. An analysis of variance detected a main effect of
the type of response, F(1, 217) = 10.1, p < .01, reflecting
the fact that broad responses took overall longer than narrow responses, and a main effect of context, F(1, 217) = 3.8,
p < .05, reflecting the fact that participants in the face-threat
context took longer to respond. These two main effects, however, were qualified by an interaction effect, F(1, 217) = 3.1,
p < .05, which could readily be anticipated from Table 1.
The difference in response time between the broad and the
narrow interpretations was only significant in the face-threat
context. In the face-boost condition, broad interpretations of
‘some’ took about the same time as narrow interpretations,
t(43.2) = 1.1, p = .30 (corrected for unequal variances). In
the face-threat condition, however, broad interpretations of
‘some’ took much longer than narrow interpretations, and this
difference achieved significance, t(109.4) = 3.5, p < .001
(corrected for unequal variances).
For an alternate view of the response time data, Figure 3
displays the proportion of narrow interpretations in the two
contexts, as a function of response speed (equal-width intervals of 7 s). In the face-boost condition, the proportion of narrow responses was not detectably different as a function of response speed, F(2, 93) < 1, p = .68. Results in the face-threat
condition, however, clearly suggest that the broad interpretation was slowly acquired, with narrow interpretations being less and less likely for slower responses, F(2, 93) = 5.7,
p < .01.

Face Threat

Moderate

Slow

Fast

Moderate

Slow

Figure 3: Percentage of narrow interpretations (‘No’ responses) as a function of response speed, in the no load condition. In the face-boost condition, narrow interpretations dominate however fast or slow the response. In the face-threat
context, narrow interpretations dominate among fast responders, but broad interpretations are gradually preferred as responses get slower.
contexts. In particular, it is inverted in face-threatening contexts, wherein the broad interpretation of ‘some’ threatens the
positive self-image of the listener. Up until now, research in
experimental pragmatics always found that the broad interpretation of ‘some’ reflected faster and less demanding cognitive processing than its narrow interpretation. This article
aimed at investigating whether this result would reverse in
face-threatening contexts, in line with the hypothesis that politeness is hard to process. We asked 356 participants to interpret ‘some’ statements in a face-threatening context, or in a
control, face-boosting context. In both contexts, we recorded
the response time associated with the narrow and broad interpretations of ‘some’. Furthermore, and still in both contexts,
we assessed the effect of cognitive load on the interpretation
of ‘some’.
Results in the face-boost condition were consistent with
previous findings. Cognitive load did reduce the frequency
of narrow interpretations (De Neys & Schaeken, 2007), although narrow interpretations were not reliably associated
with a longer response time (Bott & Noveck, 2004; Noveck
& Posada, 2003). It is possible that our response time measure was not sensitive enough to capture an effect that previous findings suggest to be small, and not always reproducible
(Feeney, Scrafton, Duckworth, & Handley, 2004; Grodner,
Klein, Carbary, & Tanenhaus, 2010).
In the face-threat context, though, cognitive load increased
the frequency of narrow interpretations, and broad interpretations took longer. Taken together, these findings suggest that
broad interpretations are no longer quick and easy to reach
when the context is face-threatening, but that they rather require slow and effortful processing. We draw this conclusion with due caution, for we only used two scenarios in this
experiment, which makes it difficult to control for noisy response time measures. In the rest of this article, we examine
the theoretical implications of this finding for the particularized approach to scalar inferences, and more specifically to
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one of its best-established models, Relevance Theory.

Theoretical implications
Previous work suggested that contexts which increased the
frequency of broad interpretations also made such interpretations easier (Breheny et al., 2006). Clearly, face-threatening
contexts do not work that way. On the contrary, they appear to
encourage broad interpretations whilst making these very interpretations more difficult. Politeness, thus, is not processed
in a fast and effortless way; it rather appears to add a layer of
complexity to the usual processes involved in the interpretation of ‘some’. The question is whether these processes can
be captured by current cognitive models of scalar inference.
Relevance theory (Sperber & Wilson, 1986/1995) is among
the best-established of these cognitive models. Relevance
theory assumes that people settle on the optimally relevant
interpretation of a statement, which requires that (a) the statement achieves cognitive effects that are large enough to make
it worth processing; and (b) these effects could not have been
achieved by another statement, that would be easier to process and compatible with the communicator’s abilities and
preferences.
Relevance theory can explain why a broad interpretation
of some is optimally relevant in a face-threatening context. It
is a plausible assumption that the cognitive effect of reaching a face-threatening interpretation (e.g., everybody hated
your speech) is worth what our data suggest to be a considerable processing effort, and although this cognitive effect
might be achieved for less effort, by bluntly stating the facethreatening fact, this would go against a plausible preference
of the speaker, that of being nice.
One issue remains, though. Relevance theory assumes that
people adopt a path of least effort to interpretation, and that
they stop at the first optimally relevant interpretation. Our
data show that in face-threatening contexts, the narrow interpretation of ‘some’ requires less time and effort than its broad
interpretation. That the broad interpretation be optimally relevant is therefore not enough to explain why people adopt it,
as it is also necessary to explain why they do not stop first at
the narrow interpretation. Only two theoretical possibilities
arise: (a) the narrow interpretation is not optimally relevant
in face-threatening contexts; or (b) the narrow interpretation
is optimally relevant, but people still continue searching for
another interpretation, and eventually settle on the broad interpretation.
Both options come with their own set of difficulties. The
first option would require us to explain why, processing costs
being equal, the cognitive effects of a narrow interpretation
would be weaker in face-threatening contexts, as compared to
other contexts. The second option is consistent with the view
that politeness contexts prompt people to look for covert, indirect meaning (Demeure, Bonnefon, & Raufaste, 2008), but
it would require to let go of a fundamental assumption of Relevance theory. It would indeed require to accept that listeners,
when cued that politeness is required by the situation, do not

stop at the first equilibrium between effect and effort, but tentatively engage in a second push towards another equilibrium.
We can attempt to capture the processing consequences of
this last option by fitting a simple mathematical model to our
data. We start by assuming that a given proportion P1 of participants is likely to make the first move to a narrow interpretation of ‘some x-ed’, whether X is a face threat or a face
boost. Let us now assume that when X is a face threat, some
proportion P2 of participants not only make the first move to
the narrow interpretation, but also a second move to the polite broad interpretation. Let us finally model concurrent load
with two parameters α < 1 and β < 1, such that only α × P1
of the participants are able to overcome load when making
the first move, and only β × P2 of the participants are able to
overcome load when making the second move. Fitting this
simple model to our data, we arrive at P1 = .73, P2 = .28,
α = .77, and β = 0.
According to these parameter values, our data would suggest that arriving at the first equilibrium associated with the
narrow interpretation is relatively easy and natural: Three
quarters of participants would make it under control conditions, and three quarters of these would continue to do so
under load (note that the relative easiness of this move is consistent with our response time data). However, arriving at
the second politeness cued equilibrium is much more effortful. Only a quarter of participants would reach this second
equilibrium when there is no load, and none would be able to
reach it under load.
Our data cannot, on their own, help decide whether Relevance Theory should be modified in line with this model,
or whether it should be modified so as to argue that narrow
interpretations are not optimally relevant in face-threatening
contexts. Rather, they put the theory at an exciting crossroad,
where each route comes with its set of theoretical obstacles.
This is, one might argue, a success for experimental pragmatics. Not only can linguistic theories be tested through experimental data, but experimental data can also sometimes force
hard choices on a well-tested theory.
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Learning Affects Strategic Processing on Raven’s Advanced
Progressive Matrices
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Abstract: Eye-movement patterns contain important information about strategic information processing. Using
the successor representation (SR, Dayan, 1993, Neural Computation) to capture statistical regularities in temporally
extended fixation sequences we were able to assess strategic shifts in eye-movement patterns and predict scores
on Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices (APM) test. Thirty-five participants completed two subsets of APM
items on two separate days. Principal-component analysis of the SRs revealed individual differences in scanning
patterns. The strongest principal component quantified the tendency to systematically scan the Raven matrix by
rows; another component quantified the tendency to toggle to and from the response area. Leave-one-out cross
validation demonstrated that these two components predicted 41
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Abstract
The influence of Need for Cognition, cognitive abilities and
expertise on complex problem-solving was examined. A ‘Need for
Cognition’ questionnaire, a cognitive abilities test and five
complex problems were presented to a group of experts
(Experiment 1) and to a group of novices (Experiment 2).
Generally, experts performed better on the complex problems than
did novices. Experts low in cognitive ability solved complex
problems better than those high in cognitive ability; in addition,
experts high on NfC solved complex problems better than those
low on NfC. Furthermore, experts low on cognitive ability and
low on NfC did best. Within the group of novices, no effect of
cognitive ability and NfC on the complex problems was observed.

Petty (1982) showed that individuals with a high NfC
consider a larger number of possibilities, generate a higher
number of task relevant thoughts and try out more
alternative hypotheses during the problem-solving process
than individuals with a low NfC.
To date, the influence of NfC on the solving of complex
problems has only been studied by Nair and Ramnarayan
(2000). They found that individuals with a high NfC (1)
were much more likely to solve the problems, (2)
considered more informative elements of the problem, and
(3) found the problems easier, compared to individuals with
a low NfC."

Cognitive abilities

Introduction
Problems can be situated on a continuum ranging from
well-structured to ill-structured, according to whether the
initial states and goal states are well-defined or looselydefined in the problem statement Problem-solving has been
an important research area since several decades, but rather
little research has been conducted on the solving of
complex problems, the problems we will focus on.
Amongst others, three major variables influence the
capacity to solve this kind of problems: cognitive style,
cognitive abilities and expertise.

Cognitive style
Cognitive style is described as the individual variation in
modes of perceiving, remembering and thinking, or as
distinctive ways of apprehending, storing, transforming,
and utilizing information (Capitiano & Mason, 2000;
Kogan, 1971). One of the most important requirements for
an individual to solve complex problems is his motivation
to understand and actively structure the relevant variables
constituting the problem in meaningful, integrated ways.
This kind of intrinsic motivation can be construed as the
personality trait ‘Need for Cognition’ (NfC).
Cohen, Stotland and Wolfe (1955) defined NfC as “a
need to structure relevant situations in meaningful,
integrated ways” (p. 291) and Cacioppo and Petty (1982) as
“the tendency for an individual to engage in and enjoy
thinking” (p. 116). Both the concept NfC as well as its
influence on information processing has been studied
extensively. Over the years, there has been an accumulation
of research results indicating a significant relationship
between NfC and various cognitive performance measures.
Cohen (1957) reported that individuals with a high NfC are
more likely to organize, elaborate on and evaluate the
information they are presented. Furthermore, Cacioppo and
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The capacity to solve complex problems does not only
depend on the individual’s NfC, but is also influenced by
the cognitive abilities one has at his disposal. Whereas
cognitive style bears on the individual differences in the
way people process information, cognitive abilities that are
related to the diffuse concept ‘intelligence’, refer to the
level of skill by which information is processed (Kogan,
1971).
Gottfredson (1997, p. 13) asked 52 professors, all experts
in the field of intelligence, to state their meaning of the
concept. Their response was the following: “Intelligence is
a very general mental capacity that, among other things,
involves the ability to reason, plan, solve problems, think
abstractly, comprehend complex ideas and learn quickly
from experience”. In his influential triarchic theory of
intelligence, Sternberg (1985) and Cianciolo and Sternberg
(2004) stressed experience and adaptation to various
environmental contexts as highly important.
Despite the lack of consensus in the literature on the
questions what intelligence exactly involves and whether
there are one or more types of intelligence, it is clear that
problem-solving and the ability to learn, make up two
crucial components of cognitive ability.

Expertise
Regarding complex problems, consistently superior
performing problem solvers are referred to as experts
(Ericsson & Lehmann, 1996). It is widely accepted that
experts not only have more knowledge at their disposal,
but that this knowledge is also better organised. Before
they actually apply solving strategies to the stated
problem, experts go through an elaborate qualitative
analysis of the problem. Novices on the other hand analyze
a problem in terms of superficial features, resulting in a

poor problem representation and weak solving strategies
(Chi, Glazer, & Rees, 1982). Based on his theory of
human abilities, Sternberg (1995) presented a triarchic
view of expertise, in which context and experience play a
crucial role.
Although expertise is often attributed to the gross
amount of experience in a specific domain, Hatano (1982)
proposed a distinction between routine expertise, restricted
to the domain of expertise, and adaptive expertise,
transferable to novel domains and problems. Holyoak
(1991, p. 310) characterises the consequences of this
difference as follows:”Whereas routine experts are able to
solve familiar types of problems quickly and accurate, they
have only modest capabilities in dealing with novel types
of problems. Adaptive experts, on the other hand, may be
able to invent new procedures derived from their expert
knowledge”.
The aim of this study is to shed light on the influence of
cognitive style, cognitive abilities, expertise and the
interactions between these variables, on one’s ability to
solve complex problems. Therefore, we investigate to what
extent cognitive style and cognitive capacities contribute to
the capacity to solve complex problems, and this within a
group of expert problem-solvers (Experiment 1) and within
a group of novices (Experiment 2), after which we will
compare the performance of both groups. Moreover, in
Experiment 1 we will examine whether the experts’
knowledge is transferable to problems outside their domain
of expertise.

Cognitive Style The NfC questionnaire was a Dutch
adaptation (Pieters, Verplanken en Modde, 1987) of
Cacioppo and Petty’s (1982) 34-itemscale, consisting of
15-items. All items measured participants’ intrinsic
motivation to engage in reasoning and problem solving and
had to be judged on five-point scales ranging from A
(strongly agree) to E (strongly disagree). Items looked as
follows:
⋅
I really enjoy a task that involves coming up with new
solutions to problems.
⋅
I tend to set goals that can be accomplished only by
expending considerable mental effort.
⋅
I take pride in the products of my reasoning.
⋅
I don't usually think about problems that others have
found to be difficult.
⋅
…

Experiment 1

Complex Problems Five one-page complex problems
exceeding domain specific knowledge of the consultants
were constructed (for an example of a comparable complex
problem, see Barnett & Koslowksi (2002). All problems
consisted of an equal amount of 15 informative elements.
There were three management-related problems, about (1)
a restaurant loosing clients due to the opening of a new
restaurant in the neighborhood, (2) a high-school with a bad
reputation needing to suspend specializations and (3) a
chemicals factory with unsatisfied employees due to
pressure of work and interpersonal conflicts). The two
everyday-problems dealt with (1) about a young couple
having trouble deciding where to live and (2) a boy with an
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder causing tension at
school and in his family.

Barnett and Koslowski (2002) reported that, given their
experience with the solving of management-related
complex problems, business-consultants are considered as
experts. This is why we investigate the role of NfC and
cognitive abilities in the process of complex problemsolving within a group of business-consultants.
We hypothesise a positive relation between the NfC and
the performance on the complex problems. More exactly,
we expect the consultants with a high NfC to achieve a
higher quality- and quantity-score on the complex
problems, than the consultants with a low NfC.
Furthermore, we expect the participants with more
cognitive abilities to score better on both types of complex
problems than participants with less cognitive abilities. The
consultants are given two types of complex problems: three
management-related problems, contiguous to their domain
of expertise, and two everyday-problems. When they solve
both types of complex problems equally well, this bears
evidence of the hypothesis that their expertise is
transferable to novel domains.

Method
Participants 14 business consultants (8 male, 6 female)
with a minimum of 5 years (range 5 -21 years) of
professional experience as a management consultant for
organizations, took part on a voluntary basis.

Cognitive Ability The test assessing cognitive abilities was
a set of 35 well-defined problems, selected from the Dutch
intelligence test ‘Combined Test for Intellectual adults’.
The items were selected in order to assess the capacities
needed to solve our selection of complex problems. The test
included the following categories: ‘diagnostic reading’ (the
capacity to extract critical information from a text), ‘logical
reasoning’ (deductive reasoning with syllogisms), ‘digit
spans’ (arithmetic), ‘word classifications’ (verbal
comprehension),
‘mathematical
problems’(analytical
thinking and numerical skills), ‘sorting out words’
(chronological ordering of social situations), ‘proverbs’
(associations and verbal comprehension) and ‘analogies’
(inductive reasoning with word series).

Procedure All participants were tested individually and the
tests were presented in the same order. They had 5 minutes
to complete the NfC questionnaire. Next, they were given
the set of 35 well-defined problems, which had to be
resolved within 30 minutes. The well-defined problems
were presented in a fixed order. It was explicitly mentioned
not to write anything down during the problem-solving.
After completing the well-defined problems, participants
were presented with the five complex problems in
randomized order. They had 12 minutes per problem to
write down as many elaborated solutions to the problem as
possible. All parts of the experiment were presented in
Dutch.
Coding For the 35 well-defined problems, a score of one
point was attributed to each correct answer. Coding the

Material
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complex problems, a quality- as well as a quantity-score
was calculated. The quantity-scores were obtained by
attributing one point a) to each proposed solution, b) to
each element of information used in that solution, c) to each
element of information the participant thought that was
missing in the problem statement and necessary to solve the
problem. The quality-scores were calculated by attributing
one to three points, according to their degree of elaboration,
to each proposed solution, as well as to each of the
elements. To this quality-score, a score ranging from one to
five was added, depending on the degree of integration of
the global answer. Pilot work showed that the scoring was
reliable: The quality- and quantity-scores were determined
by two independent raters, with the interrater correlation
ranging from .89 to .97.

Results and discussion
We analysed the relation between the NfC scores and the
scores on the well-defined problems on the one hand, and
the performance on the complex problems on the other
hand. For this purpose we conducted two analyses of
variance with repeated measures. The dependent variables
were the quality-score respectively the quantity-score on
the two types of complex problems. The independent
variables were the categorical predictors NfC and cognitive
abilities, both made up of two levels (1 = low-group, 2 =
high-group). This division into a low-group and a highgroup was performed by a median split. All variables were
tested within-subjects. Finally, we compared the
performance on the management-related and the everyday
complex problems by means of a t-test, in order to examine
the adaptiveness of the consultants’ expertise.
The relation between the NfC scores and the experts’
quality- and quantity-scores on the complex problems was
in the expected direction (the higher the score on NfC the
better the performance) but did not meet the .05
significance level. This can be put in perspective as
follows: Since our participants chose for a job as a
business-consultant, we infer that their search for problemsolving strategies is satisfactory. Moreover, we contacted a
large group of consultants with the request to participate in
this study, and only 14 individuals took part entirely free of
charge. So we are dealing with a select group of
participants having a maximal NfC. In addition, the
consultants filling in the NfC items used a reference-group
(their colleagues) with a higher NfC than average.
Therefore, in a second experiment we will select a ‘low
group’ and a ‘high group’ on this variable.
The global score on the variable cognitive abilities
affected the quality- and quantity-scores on the complex
problems in the expected direction, although not
significant. Concerning the cognitive abilities, we are also
dealing with a select, homogenous group: individuals with
one or more university diplomas. Within the general
population, the range of cognitive abilities is larger, thus a
positive relation between their cognitive abilities and the
performance on solving complex problems is to be
expected. The difference between convergent thinking, as
measured by the well-defined problems, and divergent
thinking, which is needed to solve complex problems,
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might be another explanation. We come back to that in the
general discussion.
Both types of complex problems were solved equally
well. There was no significant difference between the
scores on the management-related and the everydayproblems, neither concerning the quality-scores, nor
concerning the quantity-scores. Even within the low-group
and the high-group of both NfC and cognitive abilities, no
significant difference between the two types of complex
problems was found. This bears evidence of the hypothesis
that the participating consultants are no routine experts but
adaptive experts.

Experiment 2
It is possible that the relation between the scores on NfC
and cognitive abilities on the one hand, and the scores on
the complex problems on the other hand, is masked by the
expertise the consultants have at their disposal, cancelling
out the smaller effects of NfC and cognitive abilities. In
order to examine this supposition, the same hypotheses are
tested within a group of novices in problem-solving:
undergraduate students.

Method
Participants A total of 145 first year psychology students
filled in the NfC questionnaire. The 30% students with the
highest score and the 30% with the lowest score were asked
to take part in the continuation of the experiment. 21
individuals from the low-group and 26 from the high-group
accepted.
Material The same material as described in Experiment 1
was used.
Procedure and coding The procedure and coding were
identical to those described in Experiment 1. The
participants were pre-tested for NfC. They first solved the
well-defined problems, next the ill-defined problems.

Results and discussion
Within this group of novices we analyzed, similar to
Experiment 1, the relation between NfC and cognitive
abilities on the one hand, and the performance on the
complex problems on the other hand. We conducted the
same two analyses of variance with repeated measures,
with respectively the quality-scores and the quantity-scores
on the two types of complex problems as dependent
variables. The independent variables were the categorical
predictors NfC, and cognitive abilities, both made up of a
low-group and a high-group-level. This division into a lowgroup and a high-group was executed according to a
median split. All variables were tested within-subjects. For
this group of participants we also compared their
performance on the management-related and the everyday
complex problems by means of a t-test.
We found a pattern of results similar to the one observed
within the group of consultants. The influence of the NfC
scores on the quality- and quantity-scores for both types of
complex problems, did not meet significance, but was in
the right direction. The same goes for the relation between

Experts versus novices
In order to draw a straight comparison between the novices
and the experts regarding their scores on the NfC
questionnaire, on the well-defined problems and on both
categories of complex problems, we will conduct the same
analyses on the pooled. The hypotheses are as follows:
Given their professional activities, we expect the
consultants to have a higher NfC than the average student.
Regarding the students from the high-group for NfC, we
expect their score to approximate to the score of the
consultants. Concerning the well-defined problems, we do
not expect the performance of the students and consultants
to be widely divergent. All participants have a universitylevel and have therefore already proven to have disposal of
the needed cognitive abilities. In the view of their expertise
and experience with problem-solving, we expect the
consultants to perform better on the complex problems than
the students. When they are only better at solving the
management-related problems, we can infer that the
consultants are routine experts, but when they also achieve
a higher score on the everyday-problems, this constitutes
evidence for the adaptiveness of their expertise. Finally, we
examine once more the relation between NfC and cognitive
abilities on the one hand and the performance on the
complex problems on the other hand. We hypothesise the
participants with a high NfC to obtain a higher score on the
complex problems than the participants with a low NfC,
and we expect the participants with high cognitive abilities
to score better on the complex problems in comparison to
those with low cognitive abilities.

Results
The consultants generally scored higher on NfC than the
students (60.0 > 49.04, t(59) = -3.95, p < .01), both groups
having a comparable range (9.25 ≈ 8.57). The consultants
and the students did not differ regarding their cognitive
abilities (22.14 ≈ 22.36), nor did the range (4.14≈ 4.17).
The consultants had only a marginally significant higher
NfC score than the students from the high-group, 56.5 ≈ 60,
t(38) = -1.754, p = .09, and achieved virtually the same
score on the well-defined problems than the students, 22.4
≈ 22.1, t(59) = .172, p = .864.
We wanted to examine the relation between the
participant’s status (novice or expert), their score on the
variables NfC and cognitive abilities on the one hand and
their score on the complex problems on the other hand. For
this purpose, we conducted two analyses of variance with
repeated measures: the first for the quality-scores on the
management-related and everyday complex problems, and

the second for the quantity-scores. Categorical independent
variables were expert status, NfC and cognitive abilities.
The analysis of variance with the quality-score on the
complex problems as a dependent variable yielded a maineffect of expert status. The consultants’ score on the
complex problems was significantly higher than the
students’ score, 20.9 > 13.9, F(1, 53) = 61.22, MSE =
1020.20, p < .01. This goes for both the managementrelated problems, 21.3 > 14, F(1, 53) = 62.686, MSE =
547.927, p < .01, and for the everyday-problems 20.5 >
13.8, F(1, 53) = 40.892, MSE = 473.627, p < .01. The
interaction NfC x cognitive abilities was also significant,
F(1, 53) = 4.147, MSE = 69.11, p < .05. Both effects were
involved in a significant three-way interaction expert status
x NfC x cognitive abilities (see Figure 1), F(1, 53) = 9.337,
MSE = 155.59, p < .01. Within the group of novices, there
was neither a significant relation between the NfC and the
quality-score, nor between the cognitive abilities and the
quality-score. Within the group of consultants, we observed
another pattern of results: Regarding the low-group on
cognitive abilities, the consultants from the low-group on
NfC obtained a higher quality-score than the consultants
from the high-group on NfC. This difference was
significant, both for the management-related problems, 25.1
> 19.6, F(1, 53) = 5.19, MSE = 45.375, p < .05, and for the
everyday-problems, 25.7 > 18.1, F(1, 53) = 7.63, MSE =
86.26, p < .01. Regarding the high-group on cognitive
abilities, the consultants with a high NfC achieved a higher
score on the complex problems than did those with a low
NfC. This effect was marginally significant for the
management-related problems, 22.2 > 18.3, F(1, 53) = 3.51,
MSE = 30.681, p = .067. The difference in quality-score
between the two NfC-groups was not significant
concerning the everyday-problems.
The analysis of variance with the quantity-score on the
complex problems as a dependent variable yielded a pattern
of results similar to the analysis with the quality-scores as a
dependent variable: There was a main-effect of expert
status, with the experts achieving a significant higher
quantity-score on the complex problems than the novices,
12.9 > 9, F(1, 53) = 38.135, MSE = 314.63, p < .01. The
interaction was significant for the management-related
problems, 13 > 9.3, F(1, 53) = 38.43, MSE = 144.207, p <
.01, as well as for the everyday-problems, 12.9 > 8.8, F(1,
53) = 24.967, MSE = 170.992, p < .01. The interaction NfC
x cognitive abilities was also significant, F(1, 53) = 5.078,
MSE = 41.9, p < .05. Similar to the previous analysis of
variance, these effects were involved in the significant
higher order interaction expert status x NfC x cognitive
abilities, F(1, 53) = 8.203, MSE = 67.68, p < .01.
28
26
24
22
20
18
16
14
12
10
'Cogn ab'

Mean quality-scores
complex problems

the score on the variable cognitive abilities and the qualityand quantity-scores on the complex problems. We come
back to possible explanations in the general discussion
Students solved the management-related and the
everyday-problems equally well, and this adds for both the
quality- and the quantity-scores. Within the low- and highgroup of both NfC and cognitive abilities, no significant
difference between the two types of complex problems
occurred.

Low

High

Students

'Cogn ab'

NfC Low
NfC High
High

Low

Consultants

Figure 1. Quality-score: Interaction between expert status,
NfC and cognitive abilities.
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Within the group of novices, no significant relation
between NfC and the score on the complex problems was
observed, neither was there a significant relation between
cognitive abilities’ and the performance on the complex
problems. Regarding the consultants, results similar to the
quality-scores were observed. Within the low-group on
'Cognitive abilities, the experts from the low-group on NfC
achieved a higher quantity-score than the experts from the
high-group on NfC. This contrast was significant, both for
the management-related problems, 14.3 > 11, F(1, 53) =
4.29, MSE = 16.116, p < .05, and for the everydayproblems, 15.9 > 10.3, F(1, 53) = 7.03, MSE = 48.167, p <
.05. Within the high-group on cognitive abilities, there was
a significant difference in quantity-score between the two
groups on NfC regarding the management-related
problems: The consultants from the high-group on NfC
achieved a higher score than the ones within the low-group,
14.8 > 11.8, F(1, 53) = 4.93, MSE = 18.503, p < .05. This
difference was not significant regarding the everydayproblems.

Discussion
The first result catching the eye is the superiority of the
consultants compared to the students regarding both the
quality- and quantity-scores on the complex problems. This
shows that the expert status is an important factor in the
solving of (complex) problems, over and above intelligence
and intrinsic motivation.
The experts perform better than the novices, both on the
management-related problems, contiguous with their
domain of expertise, and the everyday-problems, not
related to their domain-specific knowledge. This bears
evidence of the adaptive nature of the consultants’
expertise.
We infer the following from the significant expert status
x NfC x cognitive abilities interaction (see Figure 1):
Regarding the students, there was no significant relation
between NfC, and cognitive abilities on the one hand and
their performance on the complex problems on the other
hand. Similar results were already discussed in Experiment
2. Regarding the consultants, we observe other quality- and
quantity-scores on the complex problems. Concerning the
low-group on cognitive abilities, consultants from the lowgroup on NfC perform, against all expectations, better on
the complex problems than the consultants from the highgroup on NfC. The experts within the high-group on
cognitive abilities did perform as hypothesised on the
complex problems: the consultants with a high NfC score
better than those with a low NfC. In our opinion, this
pattern of results can be explained as follows: The
consultants having disposal of high cognitive abilities,
make good use of these skills, but especially when they are
motivated (having a high NfC). The consultants with low
cognitive abilities, who in addition are not motivated, are
exactly the ones who will use resources facilitating the
problem-solving process. This are external resources such
as pen and paper compensating their lack of cognitive
abilities. Experts having disposal of more cognitive abilities
make less use of these external resources since they trust in
their own abilities. That is why they sometimes perform
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less well in comparison to situations in which they would
make use of these resources. We will come back to this
tentative explanation in the general discussion.

General Discussion
In the conducted experiments, we investigated to what
extent cognitive style, operationalised as NfC, and
cognitive capacities, assessed by means of well-defined
problems, contribute to the capacity to solve complex
problems. This was examined within a group of consultants
(experts) and within a group of students (novices). We
hypothesised the participants with a high NfC-score to
perform better on complex problems. Moreover, we
expected those with much cognitive abilities to achieve a
higher score on the complex problems.
Neither in Experiment 1, nor in Experiment 2 the
hypothesised relation between NfC and the score on the
complex problems was found. A possible explanation for
this is in terms of motivation: Cacioppo et al. (1996)
describe NfC as a more or less stable, intrinsic motivation.
The test situation however, and the instructions
accompanying the complex problems to write down as
many as possible elaborated solutions within a span of 12
minute, make up a source of extrinsic motivation. The
influence of adding extrinsic motivation to already existing
intrinsic motivation has been investigated extensively (for a
review, see Deci, Koestner & Ryan, 1999). The general
conclusion is that intrinsic and extrinsic motivation are not
necessarily additive, but that the addition of extrinsic
motivation can undermine and replace existing intrinsic
motivation. Applied to our experiments, it is not
inconceivable that we do not find a significant influence of
NfC, because this intrinsic motivation was cancelled out by
the extrinsic directions and limitations characteristic to the
test situation and the instructions.
In both conducted experiments, no significant relation
was found between the participants’ cognitive abilities
(their score on the well-defined problems), and their score
on the complex problems. Next to restriction of range,
another explanation is worth considering: Well-defined
problems require convergent thinking or the application of
particular rules in well-defined situations to find the one
correct solution. In order to solve the complex problems
presented to the participants, not only convergent but also
divergent thinking is necessary, since the given information
has to be processed in a creative manner to obtain various
elaboration solutions. In the psychological literature,
divergent thinking and creativity are often put on the same
level. Creativity can be defined as the capacity to come up
with new and applicable solutions to a problem (Lubart,
1994). This property is required to achieve a high score on
the complex problems in our experiments, but is not
necessary to solve the well-defined problems.
When we take a look at the results from the analyses on
the pooled dataset, the most striking finding is that the
consultants perform better on the complex problems than
the students although their performance on well-defined
problems it al level with the students. This bears evidence
of the fact that experience with complex problems plays an
important role in the performance to do so. Considering the

global results, we also revealed a remarkable interaction
between expert status, NfC and cognitive abilities. Within
the students there is no relation between NfC and cognitive
abilities on the one hand, and the score on the complex
problems on the other hand. Possible explanations were
described above. Within the group of consultants however,
we observe a surprising pattern of results. The consultants
with a low score for both NfC and cognitive abilities
perform better on the complex problems than those with a
high NfC. The consultants with much cognitive abilities
perform equally well on the complex problems, but only
when they have a high NfC. The consultants with little
cognitive abilities and a low intrinsic motivation, choose
the line of the least resistance and solve the complex
problems by means of external resources as pen and paper.
The consultants with more cognitive abilities make less use
of these written elaborations, since they know from
experience they have enough cognitive abilities to perform
a large amount of mental operations without the help of
external resources. When they are intrinsically motivated,
they achieve a high performance; otherwise they easily
overestimate their competence and perform worse. Since
we scored the written elaboration coding the answers, the
compensatory use of external resources may lead to a
higher performance-level.
Finally, our experts solved the everyday-problems
equally well compared to the management-related
problems. Moreover, comparing the score of the students
and the consultants, we observe that the consultants
perform considerably better than the students and this on
both types of complex problems. From this we can
conclude that our consultants are adaptive experts since
they are capable to transfer their domain specific
knowledge to novel problems.
A concluding practical advice to the consultancy firms:
Keep your most intelligent consultants motivated and stress
the others to rely on external resources.
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Distracting the Hands: The effect of visuospatial interference upon
iconic gesture production and speech
Lisa Smithson
University of Alberta

Elena Nicoladis
University of Alberta
Abstract: Iconic gestures are hand movements that represent shapes, objects and functions of a referent. When
gesture is restricted, imagery decreases and speech dysfluencies (which are most pronounced when communicating
spatial information) increase. Since gesture restriction adversely affects both imagery and the communication of
spatial information, many theorists have argued that visuospatial working memory (VSWM) underlies iconic gesture
production. Although studies have suggested that there is a strong relationship between iconic gesture production
and VSWM, a study has yet to be conducted which tests the effects of visuospatial manipulation upon subsequent
iconic gesture production. The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between VSWM and iconic
gesture production by manipulating the degree of visuospatial distraction without imposing restriction upon the
hands. Preliminary findings suggest that the presence of a visuospatial distractor affects narrative production and
that more distracting visual stimuli are associated with lower iconic gesture rates.
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Abstract
Neural network models have been used extensively to model
perceptual learning and the effects of discrimination training
on generalization, as well as to explore natural classification
mechanisms. Here we assess the ability of existing models to
account for the time course of generalization shifts that occur
when individuals learn to distinguish sounds. A set of
simulations demonstrates that commonly used single-layer
networks do not predict transitory shifts in generalization
over the course of training, but that such dynamics can be
accounted for when the output functions of these networks are
modified to mimic the properties of cortical tuning curves.
The simulations further suggest that prudent selection of
training criteria can allow for more precise predictions of
learning-related shifts in generalization gradients in
behavioral experiments.
Keywords:
discrimination
learning,
representation,
similarity, perceptual learning, neural network, peak shift

Introduction
When an organism learns that a stimulus results in some
consequence, it will often generalize that learning to similar
novel stimuli (Shepard, 1987). For instance, Watson and
Raynor (1920) famously demonstrated in experiments with
Little Albert that fear associated with a white rat can
generalize to other stimuli such as a rabbit, a fur coat, or
even a piece of cotton. Numerous theoretical efforts have
focused on explaining and predicting generalization
patterns, with varying degrees of success. Computational
models of discrimination learning recently have proven to
be adept at simulating many of the empirically observed
differences in generalization that relate to differences in
stimulus similarity and training variability (e.g., Ghirlanda
& Enquist, 1998; Livesey, Pearson, & McLaren, 2005;
Saksida, 1999; Suret & McLaren, 2002).
Such
computational models are becoming increasingly useful
tools for generating hypotheses about the mechanisms and
cues that participants use during learning and generalization.
In the current study, we assessed the ability of existing

perceptron models of discrimination learning and
generalization to account for recent observations of
learning-related shifts in generalization observed during an
auditory learning task.
A phenomenon commonly observed after discrimination
training is that the highest levels of responding may occur
for stimuli other than those experienced during training.
Generally, peak shift results when a participant is trained to
respond to one stimulus (S+) and not to some other stimulus
(S-) that varies along a common dimension. When
generalization is measured after training, responding is
strongest not to the trained S+, but to a stimulus that is
shifted along the dimension even further from S-. In a
classic example of this Hanson (1959) trained pigeons to
peck a key when presented with a 560 nm light (S+), but not
when presented with a 570 nm light (S-).
During
generalization tests, pigeons responded most strongly to
wavelengths other than 560 (such as 540 nm) that were
farther along the dimension from the trained S-, 570 nm
light.
Most of the experimental studies of peak shift have
focused on the presence, size, or generality of the effect.
For instance, it is known that the size of peak shift (i.e., the
degree of displacement of maximal responding away from
the S+) depends upon the similarity of the S+ and S- during
training such that the more similar the training stimuli are,
the further the learner will shift (Purtle, 1973). Additionally,
work shows that peak shift occurs along simple, single
dimensions like wavelength (Hanson, 1959), and sine wave
frequency (Baron, 1973), as well as along more complex
acoustic (Guillette et al., 2010; Verzijden et al., 2007;
Wisniewski et al., 2009; 2010), and visual dimensions
(Spetch, Cheng, & Clifford, 2004; Livesey et al., 2005).
Theories of discrimination learning and peak shift have
focused on explaining basic experimental effects and
species differences.
For instance, several associative
learning theories (Blough, 1975; Spence, 1937; McLaren &
Mackintosh, 2002) adequately explain the direction of shift
and the changes to the size of the effect that result from
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variations in stimulus similarity. Other theories have posited
that people learn rules during discrimination and that this is
what causes peak shift in humans (Thomas, Mood,
Morrison, & Wiertelak, 1991). Computational models have
been used to test how well different theories explain peak
shift and related generalization phenomena across species
and conditions.
Although there has been much work exploring the basic
predictions of current theories regarding peak shift,
relatively few studies, experimental or theoretical, have
looked at the dynamics of generalization over time. A few
studies have shown that extinction can occur during testing,
such that shifts in generalization dissipate as more nondifferentially reinforced testing trials are experienced
(Cheng et al., 1997; Purtle, 1973). For instance, pigeons
that exhibit a strong peak shift in the first block of testing
show a reduction in the strength of that shift in the
following test blocks (Cheng et al., 1997). Other studies
have shown that in both humans (Wisniewski et al., 2009)
and nonhumans (Moye & Thomas, 1982), peak shift is
stable over time in that it lasts at least 24 hours postdiscrimination training. Very few studies, however, have
looked at how the extent of training impacts peak shift.
Recent work suggests that peak shift can be a transitory
effect related to differential amounts of discrimination
learning. Wisniewski et al. (2010) trained humans for 60,
100, 140, 180, 220, or 260 trials on a task requiring the
discrimination of two complex sounds that varied in the rate
of periodic frequency modulation. Participants who were
trained with the fewest trials (60 or 100) or the most trials
(220 or 260) did not show a peak shift effect. However,
participants who were trained with an intermediate number
of trials (140 or 180) did exhibit peak shift. These results
suggest that in at least some training conditions, peak shift
may only occur at intermediate levels of learning.
The dynamics of generalization have been analyzed in
past computer simulations of generalization. For example
the shape of generalization gradients produced by
connectionist networks shift from being Gaussian to
exponential as more training iterations are experienced
(Shepard, 1990; Staddon & Reid, 1990). However, to our
knowledge, simulations investigating the dynamics of shifts
in generalization gradients have not been closely analyzed.
The current study assessed whether existing
connectionist approaches can capture the quadratic trend in
peak shift that occurs over the course of auditory
discrimination training in humans (Wisniewski et al., 2010).
Toward this goal, variants of a previously developed
perceptron model (Dawson, 2004; 2005) of auditory
perception in chickadees that is known to exhibit peak shift
effects (Guillette et al., 2010), were used to model human
learning. The hypothesis was that the neural networks
would show transitory peak-shifts in generalization,
comparable to those seen previously in humans (Wisniewski
et al., 2010). Given that this model was not originally
developed to account for human discrimination, similarities
between the simulations and experimental data would

provide support for general learning mechanisms mediating
the peak shift effect in humans (Ghirlanda & Enquist, 2006;
Mercado, 2008; Spetch et al., 2004; Wisniewski et al.,
2009), as opposed to rule-based mechanisms not used by
non-humans (Thomas et al., 1991).
Also, because past
studies of generalization shifts have used different amounts
of training (Bizo & McMahon, 2007; Baron, 1973; Derenne,
2010; Galizio, 1980; Lewis & Johnston, 1999; Newlin et al.,
1979; Thomas, Mood, Morrison, & Wiertelak, 1991;
Wisniewski et al., 2009; 2010), and because there can be
large individual differences in improvements during training
and generalization (Nicholson & Grey, 1972; Withagen &
van Wermeskerken, 2009), we assessed how different
criteria for ending training affected the variability of
generalization gradients.

Methods
Networks were single layer perceptrons with an input
layer consisting of 54 units. Each unit in the input layer was
connected to a single output unit. Either sigmoid or value
output units were used (see Dawson, 2004; 2005). Sigmoid
units are often used in connectionist models and have been
used extensively to model generalization and peak shift
(Dawson, 2004; 2005; Ghirlanda & Enquist, 1998; 2006;
Guillette et al., 2010; Livesey et al., 2005, Suret &
McLaren, 2002; Tanaka & Simon, 1996). Previous results,
however, showed that using such units in discrimination
training can yield gradients that are biased to one side of the
generalization distribution, especially when networks are
trained extensively (Tanaka & Simon, 1996). We also tested
networks using value units. Value units use a Gaussian
rather than a sigmoid activation function to convert the sum
of the weighted values from each input unit into an output
value that ranges between 0 and 1. Like a dose response
curve, both very low and very high sums produce smaller
outputs than intermediate sums. This allows units to
become selective to a range of input values, as is seen in the
receptive fields of many cortical neurons (e.g., Elhilali,
Fritz, Chi, Shamma, 2007). In contrast, the sigmoid
activation function is monotonic. Testing networks using
units with different activation functions can thus yield
insights into how stimuli are represented and/or what types
of receptive fields are important in learning discriminations
of complex sounds (Enquist & Ghirlanda, 2005). A detailed
description of both the sigmoid and value unit types can be
found in Dawson (2004). A 2 (output unit type) x 6 (training
criteria) design was used to test how networks with different
output unit types and levels of training performance would
generalize. Five networks were trained per group.

Stimulus Representations
Wisniewski et al. (2010) tested participants with a set of 8
repetition rates of frequency-modulated sweeps, rank
ordered 1-8 (from slow to fast), with rank 5 used as the S+
and rank 4 used as the S-. Two additional sounds, that were
not part of the generalization distribution, were used during
pre-training. Here, we use overlapping patterns of Gaussian
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shaped inputs to represent these stimuli. The inputs had a
variance of 5 and a maximum value of 1. The inputs are
distributed representations of time-varying sounds in which
each input value can be viewed as a population of neurons
with selectivity to a particular modulation rate (Gluck,
1992). Similar representations have been used previously in
models of peak shift for stimuli that are complex in nature
(Livesey et al., 2005; Suret & McLaren, 2002). The input
stimulus sets used are shown in Figure 1.

was set at 1 for the S+ and 0 for the S-. In order to compare
each model’s generalization after different levels of training
experience, we trained groups of networks to 6 different
criteria that were defined by (SSE) in the output unit. The 6
criteria were SSEs of 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, and 0.02.
Network training was stopped after the respective SSE level
was reached. SSE was used instead of the number of
training trials because networks with different unit types
learn at different rates (Dawson, 2004; 2005), and we
wanted to make sure that networks in different unit
conditions reached similar levels of performance on the
S+/S- discrimination.
After training, generalization was assessed by presenting
networks with the S+, the S-, and 6 novel stimuli with no
feedback. The output unit’s activations to presentations of
test stimuli in each group of networks are reported. Since
the quadratic trend in shift over the course of learning has
not been modeled before, our main focus was on examining
how the performance of different models qualitatively fit the
data. The behavioral results from Wisniewski et al. (2010)
are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Representations of stimuli used in a) pre-training;
b) S+/S- discrimination and c) generalization testing. X-axes
depict the unit in the input layer. Y-axes depict the
activation in each unit for each pattern. The thicker solid
line corresponds to the target stimulus, dotted lines are nontargets, thinner solid lines are novel stimuli.

Training and Testing
All networks were trained using the Rosenblatt learning
algorithm (Dawson, 2004; 2005). Initial network weights
were set at random between -0.1 and 0.1. Networks were
pre-trained with the desired response to S+ as 1 and the
response to stimuli displaced on either side of the
generalization distribution as 0. Network pre-training
continued until the sum of the squared error (SSE) for the
single output unit was less than 0.05. SSE provided a
measure of the difference between the model’s output and
the desired output. The pre-training procedure was
analogous to pre-training used previously in experimental
studies (Spetch et al., 2004; Wisniewski et al., 2009; 2010)
and served mainly to initialize the perceptron (FernándezRedondo & Hernández-Espinosa, 2001; Li, Alnuweiri, &
Wu, 1993). This initialization enabled the networks to
perform the S+/S- discrimination at levels above chance
early in training, as is seen experimentally, rather than
starting from a completely naïve state.
After pre-training, all networks were given S+/Sdiscrimination training. The desired output for networks

Figure 2. The generalization gradients reported by
Wisniewski et al. (2010) for groups of participants trained
for different amounts of trials. The y-axis depicts the
proportion of times participants indicated a stimulus was the
S+. The x-axis shows each stimulus in the generalization
distribution. Solid vertical line is the S+; dashed line is the
trained S-.

Results
The mean generalization gradients for networks in each
group are shown in Figure 3.
Sigmoid Output Units: Perceptrons with sigmoid units
showed an increase in shift as SSE decreased on the S+/Sdiscrimination. The peak activation of the output unit
shifted away from the S+, even in the most extensively
trained group of networks.
Value Output Units: Conversely, the single layer
perceptrons made up of value units that were trained to an
SSE of 0.05 and 0.02 were most strongly activated by the
S+. Value unit networks that were trained to the criterions
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of 0.2 and 0.10 SSE showed shifts in peak activation to
stimulus 6.

levels 1-4. Criterion levels 5 and 6 showed similar standard
deviations for networks trained to a criterion defined by
SSE and number of trials.

Discussion

Figure 3. Shown are (top) the generalization gradients for
sigmoid unit networks, and (bottom) gradients for networks
trained with value units. Solid vertical line is the S+; dashed
line is the trained S-.

Training to criteria based on number of trials vs.
performance levels
Many studies of generalization and peak shift involve
training participants for a specific number of trials (Bizo &
McMahon, 2007; Baron, 1973; Galizio, 1980; Lewis &
Johnston, 1999; Newlin et al., 1979; Thomas et al., 1991),
rather than to specific discrimination performance criteria.
Recent experimental data (Wisniewski et al., 2010) and the
simulations presented here, however, showed that
generalization differs strongly and nonlinearly with changes
in discrimination performance. Therefore, training to a
specific trial criterion may lead to more variability between
participants in generalization than training to a performance
criterion. To examine this possibility, single layer networks
of value units were trained to the 6 criteria levels, rankordered from lowest to highest, and defined by the
previously used SSEs or for a pre-specified number of
training trials (10, 160, 320, 640, 1280, or 2560 trials).
Learning rates of 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, and 0.08 were used to
simulate individual differences in learning capacity. Three
networks were trained per learning rate and per criterion
level defined by SSE or number of training trials. The
standard deviation of generalization gradient means was
higher for networks that were trained for a specified number
of trials than for networks that were trained to criterion

The current simulations demonstrate that perceptron models
of discrimination learning can replicate the quadratic trend
for shifts in generalization gradients reported by Wisniewski
et al. (2010), in which a peak shift effect emerges and then
dissipates during the course of learning. However, networks
constructed with a sigmoid output unit were not successful
in capturing this trend. Sigmoid units have been popular in
previous perceptron models of peak shift, which is
understandable given that they predict peak shift and are
consistent with theories of how stimulus characteristics are
associatively reweighted after learning (more informative
characteristics gain more weight) (Ghirlanda & Enquist,
1998; 2006; Livesey et al., 2005; Suret & McLaren, 2002;
Tanaka & Simon, 1996). Here, however, they appear to
result in stronger shifts with greater learning on the S+/Sdiscrimination. In contrast, networks trained with value
units qualitatively replicated the quadratic trend in gradient
shifts. Shifts in gradients only occurred after intermediate
levels of performance were reached on the S+/Sdiscrimination. Discrimination performance on the S+/Sdiscrimination that was too poor, or too good, led to little or
no shift in the generalization gradients of networks. Because
the value, but not sigmoid units were successful in capturing
the quadratic trend in generalization with perceptrons, it
could be the case that, during learning, elements of a
stimulus are not always reweighted in the manner proposed
by previous theory. A connectionist architecture more
complicated than a single-layer perceptron may be capable
of simulating the behavioral data using only sigmoid units,
but previously proposed perceptron models are not.
Value units may have been better for simulating the
empirical results of Wisniewski et al. (2010) for a couple of
reasons. First, the receptive fields of many neurons in
cortex that code for the features of sound selectively
respond to specific features of an input with response
decreasing to properties that are dissimilar to those features
(e.g., Elhilali et al., 2007; Linden et al., 2003). It could be
that Gaussian activation functions simulate these types of
receptive fields and that these receptive fields are important
for discrimination training. Second, Wisniewski et al.
(2010), and many others studying generalization (Baron,
1973; Bizo & McMahon, 2007; Lewis & Johnston, 1999;
Spetch et al. 2004; Thomas et al., 1991; Wisniewski et al.,
2009), used a task for which participants were told to make
a response only to the trained stimulus and nothing else. In
single-layer perceptron models Gaussian activation
functions may be best for modeling types of tasks for which
responses should be withheld in the presence of stimuli that
are different from the trained stimulus in both directions on
the dimension. In contrast, sigmoid functions may be best
at modeling tasks for which participants are instructed to
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generalize responses to novel stimuli as done in studies of
the caricature effect (Tanaka & Simon, 1996).
We also found that generalization was more variable
when networks were trained to a criterion based on the
number of training trials than to a criterion based on
discrimination performance. This finding suggests that
when investigating trajectories of changes in generalization,
the method of training for a certain number of trials (Bizo &
McMahon, 2007; Baron, 1973; Derenne, 2010; Galizio,
1980; Lewis & Johnston, 1999; Newlin et al., 1979; Thomas
et al., 1991; Wisniewski et al., 2009; 2010) may be less
effective than training to a performance criterion (Spetch et
al., 2004; Thomas, Svinicki, & Vogt, 1973; Wills &
Mackintosh, 1998). In addition, there are large individual
differences in how participants generalize (Landau, 1968;
Guttman & Kalish, 1956; Nicholson & Gray, 1972). Some
of the previously reported differences in generalization may
stem from participants not reaching similar levels of
performance.
Finally, the fact that we were able to simulate the
temporal dynamics of human generalization with a model
that can model songbird perceptual discriminations of
naturally occurring stimuli strongly suggests that there are
similar mechanisms for human and nonhuman
generalization and learning (Ghirlanda & Enquist, 2006;
Mercado, 2008; Spetch et al., 2004; Wisniewski et al.,
2009). Some have argued that different mechanisms
account for the peak shift effect in humans versus
nonhumans (Bizo & McMahon, 2007; Thomas et al., 1991),
whereas others have challenged this idea (Ghirlanda &
Enquist, 2006; Livesey et al., 2005; Spetch et al., 2004;
Suret & McLaren, 2002; Wisniewski et al., 2009). The fact
that simple perceptron models can adequately model
learning and generalization across species is consistent with
the involvement of common underlying mechanisms.
In conclusion, the simulations presented here suggest that:
1) it is important to consider how stimuli are neurally coded
as well as task design when simulating behavioral data from
discrimination learning experiments; 2) equalizing
subjects/participants on performance leads to less variable
generalization than equalizing trial numbers; and 3)
common learning mechanisms, shared between human and
nonhuman species, likely mediate the peak shift effect.
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Abstract
Previous bilingual studies showed reduced hemispheric
asymmetry in visual tasks such as face perception in bilinguals
compared with monolinguals, which suggested that
hemispheric asymmetry in visual tasks could be modulated by
experience in reading one or two languages. Here we examined
whether difference in hemispheric asymmetry in visual tasks
can also be observed in bilinguals who have different language
backgrounds. We compared the behavior of three language
groups in a tachistoscopic English word sequential matching
task: English monolinguals (or alphabetic monolinguals,
A-Ms), bilinguals with an alphabetic language L1 and English
L2 (alphabetic-alphabetic bilinguals, AA-Bs), and bilinguals
with a logographic language (Chinese) L1 and English L2
(logographic-alphabetic bilinguals, LA-Bs). The results
showed that AA-Bs had a stronger right visual field/ left
hemispheric (LH) advantage than A-Ms and LA-Bs,
suggesting that different language learning experiences can
influence how visual words are processed in the brain. In
addition, we showed that this effect could be accounted for by
a computational model that implements a theory of
hemispheric asymmetry in perception (i.e. the Double Filtering
by Frequency theory, Ivry & Robertson, 1998); the modeling
data suggested that this difference may be due to both the
difference in participants’ vocabulary size and the difference in
word-to-sound mapping between alphabetic and logographic
languages.
Keywords: Hemispheric asymmetry; bilingualism; visual
word recognition; computational modeling.

Introduction
Researchers have found different functional dominance
between the two hemispheres. One of the most salient
functional differences is the superiority of the left and right
hemisphere (LH and RH) in language processing, especially
in phonology processing (Corina, Vaid, & Bellugi, 1992),
and in visuospatial processing and face processing
(Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997) respectively.
Despite the converging evidences showing the RH
superiority in specific tasks such as face recognition and
visuospatial tasks, there have been studies showing reduced
lateralization in these well-known RH tasks in bilinguals
compared with monolinguals. Back in the 1980s, Sewell and
Panou (1983) observed the typical right visual field (RVF)/
LH advantage in accuracy in an English word naming task in
both bilinguals and monolinguals; in contrast, the typical left
visual field (LVF)/ RH advantage in a spatial dot localization
task was only found in monolinguals but not in bilinguals. In
this task, a 4x5 grid with a dot in one of the boxes was shown
unilaterally, and participants were required to report the

location of the dot. Therefore, Sewell and Panou’s results
(1983) suggested that the processing of some visual tasks
such as spatial dot localization may be influenced by
participants’ language experiences. About 20 years later,
Hausmann et al. (2004) examined performance of bilinguals
and monolinguals in visual tasks and found consistent results.
They showed that in the accuracy data of both groups, a
typical RVF/LH advantage was found in a sequential
word-matching task whereas a typical LVF/RH advantage
was found in a face detection task; however, the respond time
data revealed a significant LVF/RH advantage in the face
detection task only in monolinguals but not bilinguals. This
result suggested that the RH visual processing abilities may
be affected by language experience.
The above results seemed to suggest that hemispheric
asymmetry in RH dominant visual tasks such as face
perception and spatial localization could be affected by
language experience, but not for LH dominant visual tasks
such as visual word recognition. However, some difference
between the bilinguals and monolinguals was observed in
Sewell and Panou’s study (1983). In their word naming task,
words were presented unilaterally and the participants were
required to report the word they perceived; the display time
was 20ms and 40ms for monolinguals and bilinguals
respectively. The authors selected these display times where
the two groups made approximately the same number of
errors. This suggested that bilinguals might process the
words differently compared with monolinguals. In addition,
in the word sequential matching task in which Hausmann, et
al. (2004) did not find performance difference between
bilinguals and monolinguals, a centrally presented word was
followed by a unilaterally displayed word; the exposure
time was 175ms for both groups. As the same display time
was used for both groups and performance level between
groups was not controlled, the results from the word
sequential matching task of Hausmann, et al. (2004) might
not completely reflect the difference between bilinguals and
monolinguals in visual word processing. Therefore, in this
study, we aim to control for the performance level in the
sequential word matching task employed by Hausmann et al.
(2004) for investigating the impact of language experience
on hemispheric asymmetry in visual word recognition.
Moreover, as all the previous studies investigated only the
population of alphabetic language users, here we aim to
investigate hemispheric asymmetry in visual word
recognition in the following three groups of people with
different language experiences: (1) alphabetic monolinguals
(A-Ms), who know only one alphabetic language; (2)
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alphabetic-alphabetic bilinguals (AA-Bs), who are
proficient in two alphabetic languages; and (3)
logographic-alphabetic bilinguals (LA-Bs), who acquire a
logographic language (e.g. Chinese) and an alphabetic
language with high proficiency in both. We believe that an
investigation on the behavioral difference between AA-Bs
and LA-Bs will provide a broader view on how different
language experiences modulate hemispheric asymmetry in
visual word recognition. We describe the differences
between alphabetic and logographic languages below.
In alphabetic language processing, functional MRI studies
revealed a specific region in the LH (i.e. the visual word
form area) that responds to words selectively (McCandliss,
Cohen, & Dehaene, 2003); some researchers (Maurer &
McCandliss, 2007) suggested that the observed LH
lateralization in alphabetic language processing is due to the
application of grapheme-phoneme conversion (GPC) rules
during learning to read. Behavioral studies also found a
RVF/LH advantage in reading words in alphabetic
languages in tachistoscopic recognition (Bryden & Rainey,
1963). In short, the superiority of the LH in processing
alphabetic languages has been consistently reported.
In contrast to alphabetic languages, the relationship
between written and spoken logographic languages, such as
Chinese, is more opaque due to its morphosyllabic features.
Moreover, stroke patterns in Chinese characters do not map
to phonemes in the pronunciation, so GPC rules in
alphabetic languages do not apply to Chinese reading.
Functional MRI studies (Tan et al., 2001; Tan et al., 2000)
showed more activation in the visual areas in the RH than
the LH in reading Chinese characters, and this effect has
been argued to be due to elaborated visual analysis required
for processing spatial information and locations of strokes.
In behavioral studies, a LVF/RH advantage was observed in
tachistoscopic recognition of Chinese characters (Tzeng,
Hung, Cotton, & Wang, 1979); in a recent study, Hsiao and
Cottrell (2009) showed a left side bias effect in Chinese
readers but not in non-Chinese readers in a Chinese
character perception task, suggesting more RH involvement
in Chinese characters recognition. In sum, the superiority of
the RH in processing the orthography of logographic
Chinese, a logographic language, has been consistently
reported.
Due to the dramatic differences in orthographic
processing and hemispheric lateralization between
alphabetic and logographic languages, we predict that in
visual word recognition, (1) as alphabetic reading involves
more LH processing, and AA-Bs have acquired one more
alphabetic language than A-Ms, AA-Bs may have a stronger
LH lateralization than A-Ms; and (2) although both AA-Bs
and LA-Bs acquired two languages, logographic reading
involves more RH processing, and thus AA-Bs may show a
stronger LH lateralization than LA-Bs.

Behavioral Study
We examined hemispheric asymmetry in visual word
recognition in three groups of participants with different

language backgrounds, namely, A-Ms, AA-Bs, and LA-Bs,
using a divided visual field word sequential matching task
modified from Hausmann, et al. (2004).

Participants
66 participants were recruited; all were right-handed
according to the Edinburgh handedness inventory (Oldfield,
1971), and had normal or corrected to normal vision.
Participants were undergraduate or postgraduate students at
the University of Hong Kong and were divided into three
groups of equal size (n=22) according to their language
background: English monolinguals (A-Ms), bilinguals with
an alphabetic language L1 and English L2 (AA-Bs), and
bilinguals with Chinese L1 and English L2 (LA-Bs). The
A-Ms spoke English as their L1 and could not fluently use
any other languages. The AA-Bs learnt a non-English, west
European alphabetic language as their L1 (i.e., French,
Spanish, Dutch, German or Italian), and English as their L2
during schooling; they were proficient in both their L1 and
English. Both A-Ms and AA-Bs had none or very limited
knowledge about logographic scripts such as Chinese
characters. The LA-Bs were local Hong Kong students who
learnt Chinese as their L1 and English as an L2 since
kindergarten in formal education; they were proficient in
both Chinese and English. Average age of acquisition of
English was 3.3 for LA-Bs and 7.4 for AA-Bs.

Stimuli & Procedures
We used an English word sequential matching task to
measure hemispheric lateralization in English word
processing in the three groups. A hundred pairs of English
words were selected as the test stimuli from the SUBTLEXUS
corpus (Brysbaert & New, 2009). In each pair, the two words
had the same number of letters and the same initial and final
letters, and were matched in word frequency. The length of
the word stimuli ranged from four to seven and the average
frequency of the word stimuli was 407.57 per million words
in the SUBTLEXUS corpus.
The task consisted of a pre-test and a test. In the pre-test,
the staircase method was employed to determine a perceptual
threshold for each participant in the word matching task, in
which the participant achieved reliably 80% accuracy. A
1-up 3-down staircase rule was applied (Hartmann, 2004).
That is, for every three consecutive correct responds, the
display time was decreased by one refresh rate, and every
single incorrect response made the display time increased by
one refresh rate. Three staircases were run in each pre-test,
and each run proceeded until eight turnarounds had occurred.
Only the third to the eighth turnarounds were averaged and
used as the estimate of the threshold. The display time for the
English words in the subsequent sequential matching task
was then calculated by averaging the estimated thresholds of
the three runs 1. The pre-test followed a similar procedure as
the test except all the stimuli were presented at the center of
1
Note that average threshold for A-Ms (53ms) were slightly
lower than LA-Bs (59ms) and AA-Bs (62ms).
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the screen. The stimuli used in the pre-test were not used
again in the test.
There were 100 trials in the test. In each trial, after a
1000ms central fixation, the first stimulus was presented
either in the LVF or RVF, at about 1.5o to 5o of visual angle
away from the centre (thus the size of the stimulus was about
3.5o), for the display time obtained in the pre-test. The second
stimulus was then presented at the center of the screen after
another 1000ms central fixation. There were equal numbers
of stimuli presented in the two visual fields. The presentation
order and condition (LVF or RVF) was randomized.
Participants were asked to judge whether the two stimuli
were the same by pressing corresponding keys on the
keyboard.

Results
Here we define the variable hemisphere lateralization as the
performance difference between the LVF/RH and the
RVF/LH conditions in terms of accuracy; therefore, positive
and negative indices reflect RH and LH lateralization
respectively. One-sample t-test against zero and ANalysis
Of VAriance (ANOVA) were used for the analysis.
Hemispheric lateralization was the dependent variable and
language background was the independent variable.
Hemispheric Lateralization

RH
0%
-2%
-4%
-6%
-8%
-10%
-12%

LH

*
Alphabetic
Monolingual

Computational Modeling
Here we aimed to account for the behavioral results through
computational modeling. We hypothesized that the
hemispheric lateralization difference in English word
processing among the three groups may be due to two
factors: (1) bilinguals have a larger vocabulary size, and (2)
reading in alphabetic and logographic languages involve
different word-to-sound mappings. We applied the
intermediate convergence model proposed by Hsiao, Shieh,
and Cottrell (2008) to model bilingual visual word
recognition. Hsiao et al. (2008) showed that this model was
able to account for the left-side bias effect in face perception
observed in human data (Brady, Campbell, & Flaherty,
2005). The model incorporates several known observations
about visual anatomy and neural computation and
implements a theory of hemispheric asymmetry in
perception, Double Filtering by Frequency (DFF, Ivry &
Robertson, 1998), but does not assume a LH localized
language center. The DFF theory posits that visual
information is captured by frequency-based representation
at multiple scales, and the frequency information is filtered
at two stages; in the first stage, a task-relevant frequency
range is selected through attention processes; and at the
second stage, asymmetric filtering processing is applied to
the two hemispheres: The LH amplifies high spatial
frequency (HSF) information, while the RH amplifies low
spatial frequency (LSF) information. We describe our
modeling details below.

*
**
AlphabeticAlphabetic
Bilingual

LogographicAlphabetic
Bilingual

Figure 1: Results from the behavioral experiment. (* p
< .05, ** p < .01). Error bars show one standard error.
The results from a one-sample t-test against zero showed
a significant LH lateralization among all the participants
(t(65) = -3.538, p = .001). For individual groups, a
significant LH lateralization was found only in AA-Bs (t(21)
= -3.598, p = .002), while A-Ms showed a tendency of a LH
lateralization (t(21) = -1.830, p = .082) and LA-Bs did not
exhibit any significant LH lateralization (t(21) = -.478, n.s.).
ANOVA also showed a significant effect of language
background on hemispheric lateralization (F(2, 63) = 4.625,
p = .013); post hoc analysis showed that the LH
lateralization was significantly stronger in AA-Bs than the
other two groups (independent t-test, A-Ms: t(42) = -2.030,
p = .049; LA-Bs: t(42) = -2.717, p = .01).
These results are consistent with our predictions that in
the English word sequential matching task, AA-Bs have
more LH lateralization than both A-Ms and LA-Bs. Thus, it
suggests that hemispheric lateralization in visual word
recognition may be affected by language experience and
also the orthographic processing of the languages.

Figure 2: Hsiao et al.’s hemispheric processing model
(2008)
In the model, each input image (35x60 pixels) was first
filtered with a rigid grid (5x10) of overlapping 2-D Gabor
filters (Daugman, 1986) at five scales and eight orientations.
Gabor filters were used to simulate neural responses of
complex cells in the early visual system (Lades et al.,
1993), and the frequency range represented the task-relevant
frequency range in DFF theory, as the five scales
corresponded to 2 to 32 (i.e., 21 to 25) cycles per word
whereas our image height was 35 pixels. After the Gabor
filters, each input image was transformed into a vector of
size 2000 (5x10 sample points x 5 scales x 8 orientations).
A base-line condition and a biased condition were then
created. The second stage of the DFF theory was only
applied to the biased condition, in which the Gabor
responses of the left and right half of the word were biased
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to low and high spatial frequencies respectively by applying
a sigmoidal weighting function. In contrast, in the base-line
condition, equal weights were given to the Gabor responses
of different scales. The Principal Component Analysis
(PCA), a biological plausible linear compression technique
(Sanger, 1989), was then applied to the Gabor
representations of the left and right half-words separately to
compress each representation into a 50-element
representation (i.e., 100 elements in total). This PCA
representation was then used as the input to a two layer
neural network (See Hsiao et al., 2008, for more simulation
details).
Our model was trained to recognize the input images until
the performance on the training set reached 100% accuracy.
The training algorithm used was gradient descent with an
adaptive learning rate. To test hemispheric asymmetry
effects, we used left or right half damaged inputs, which
were generated by setting one half of the PCA
representation to zero. When mapping damaged inputs to
their corresponding outputs, only the representation from
one of the visual fields was informative in recognition. Thus,
in the biased condition, a right-damaged word carried only
LSF/RH information and a left-damaged word carried only
HSF/LH information. The RH (LSF) lateralization effect
was then measured as the accuracy difference between
recognizing a right-damaged word and a left-damaged word
as the original word. The model was run 40 times in each
condition in the analysis.
We created artificial lexicons for the current examination.
Each word consisted of three letters. The task of the model
was to map each word input to its pronunciation with a
consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) structure. Each lexicon
consisted of an alphabet of size 13; eight letters were
randomly assigned as consonants and the rest five letters as
vowels in the pronunciation. Eight different fonts of the
words were used as input images; four of them were used as
the training set and the other four as the testing set. The
output layer was divided into three parts; each part
corresponded to a position in the CVC structure, and each
node corresponded to a phoneme in that position. To
counterbalance the information available in the left and right
side of the input images, in each lexicon, the frequency of
each letter in the first and third position was kept equal;
mirror images were used in half of the simulation runs.
In order to compare with the behavioral data, we built
three models of visual word recognition with different
vocabulary sizes and different orthography-to-phonology
mappings to capture the behavioral differences among our
three groups of participants, as describe below.
Alphabetic Reading Model (A-model) We simulated
alphabetic reading by mapping each letter in a word
systematically to each phoneme in the pronunciation; in
addition, we examined the effect of vocabulary size by
varying the number of words in the artificial lexicons from
16 to 40 (while keeping the alphabet size 13). As both our
A-Ms and AA-Bs were experts in alphabetic reading, and

the two languages acquired by our AA-Bs have similar
alphabets (i.e. one was English and the other was a
west-European language), we assumed that the behavioral
difference between the two groups was mainly due to a
larger vocabulary size in AA-Bs compared with A-Ms.
Logographic Reading Model (L-model) We simulated
logographic reading by randomizing the mapping between
each word and its pronunciation (i.e. no systematic
letter-to-phoneme mapping). We also varied the vocabulary
size from 16 to 40 and compared the results with the
A-model to examine the difference between logographic and
alphabetic reading.
Logographic-Alphabetic Model (LA-model) This model
was trained to perform both alphabetic and logographic
reading, so that its behavior could be compared with the
LA-Bs in the behavioral data. Two alphabets were used in
each simulation run, in which letters in one of the alphabet
were systematically mapped to phonemes in the
pronunciation, whereas in the other alphabet there was no
systematic mapping. The assignment of mapping method to
the two alphabets was counterbalanced among the runs. The
range of the vocabulary size (half from each lexicon) also
ranged from 16 to 40.

Our Hypotheses
In a recent study adopting also the intermediate convergence
model (Hsiao, et al., 2008), Cheung and Hsiao (2010)
demonstrated two factors that lead to more LH bias in visual
word recognition: (a) visual similarity among word stimuli
in the lexicon: more HSF information is required when the
visual stimuli look more alike; (b) the task requirement to
decompose visual stimuli into smaller parts for performing
grapheme-phoneme conversion.
Here we hypothesize that (1) The LH (HSF) lateralization
of the A-model will increase with vocabulary size, since the
similarity of words increase with vocabulary size; this
prediction is consistent with our behavioral data showing
that AA-Bs exhibited a stronger LH lateralization compared
with A-Ms; (2) the A-model (alphabetic reading) will show
more LH (HSF) lateralization than the L-model
(logographic reading), since decomposition of words is not
necessary in the L-model; (3) When performing alphabetic
reading, the LA-model will show less LH (HSF)
lateralization than the A-model, since during learning,
decomposition of words is required in only half of the times.

Results
In Figures 3 and 4, hemispheric lateralization represents the
performance difference between correctly recognizing a
right-damage word and a left-damaged word as the original
word, in the biased condition over the base-line condition.
Vocabulary Size Both the A-model and the L-model
showed an increase in LH (HSF) lateralization with
increasing vocabulary size (Figure 3), and the LA-model
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exhibited a similar pattern as the L-model. For all three
models, significant but weak positive correlations were
observed between LH (HSF) lateralization and vocabulary
size (A-model: R2 = .054, p < .001; L-model: R2 = .070, p
< .001; LA-model: R2 = .083, p < .001). These results
showed that in all three models, LH (HSF) lateralization
increased with vocabulary size 2.
Mapping Method Results from Figure 3 showed that the
L-model (logographic reading) had a weaker LH (HSF)
lateralization than the A-model (alphabetic reading) (p < .01,
except for vocabulary size of 16).
A-model

Hemispheric Lateralization

RH
25%

*** ***

L-model

*** *** *** ***

20%

** *** ** ***
*** ***

15%
10%
5%

Discussion & Conclusion

0%
LH

16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40

Vocabulary Size

Figure 3: Results from computational modeling:
hemispheric lateralization in alphabetic (A-model) and
logographic reading (L-model). (* p < .05; ** p < .01;
*** p < .001).
Model Comparison In performing alphabetic reading, the
behavior of the LA-model was more similar to logographic
reading in the L-model than alphabetic reading in the
A-model; the LA-model showed a significantly weaker LH
(HSF) lateralization than A-model (p < .01, except for
vocabulary size of 16), but no significant differences from
the L-model.
A-M

RH
Hemispheric Lateralization

Comparison with Behavioral Data The modeling data and
behavioral data are compared in Figure 4. We assumed that
the vocabulary size of AA-Bs’ was twice of the A-Ms’. In the
three comparisons, A-M data was derived from the A-model
of vocabulary size of 16, 18 and 20; data for AA-Bs and
LA-Bs were obtained from the A-model and the LA-model of
vocabulary size of 32, 36 and 40 respectively; for the
LA-model, the presented data consisted of the behavior of
alphabetic reading only, to match the behavioral study.
The modeling data fit with the behavioral data well. All
three comparisons exhibited a significant group difference
(1: F(2, 117) = 3.721, p = .027; 2: F(2, 117) = 6.397, p
= .002; 3: F(2,117) = 5.822, p = .004); post hoc showed a
stronger LH (HSF) lateralization in AA-Bs than LA-Bs (1:
t(78) = -2.980, p = .004; 2: t(78) = -3.574, p = .001; 3: t(78)
= -2.070, p = .042). AA-Bs also showed a stronger LH (HSF)
lateralization than A-Ms in comparison 2 and 3 (2: t(78) =
-2.620, p = .011; 3: t(78) = -3.531, p = .001).

**

20%

AA-B
*

LA-B
***

***

*

15%
10%
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0%
LH

1

2

Comparison

3

Figure 4: Results from computational modeling:
hemispheric lateralization in alphabetic reading. (* p
< .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001). Error bars show one
standard error.

2
Note that the RH lateralization of the model, in contrast to the
LH in the human data, was because the stimuli used (3-letter words)
were simpler and the vocabulary sizes used were much smaller
than the English lexicon (see Cheung & Hsiao, 2010). Here we
examined relative changes in lateralization between different
models rather than the absolute lateralization.

In this study, we examined how hemispheric asymmetry in
visual tasks can be modulated by language experience.
Previous studies found that compared with monolinguals,
bilinguals have a reduced hemispheric lateralization in RH
dominant visual tasks such as face perception, but not in LH
dominant visual tasks such as word naming or word
matching. However, we suspected that the lateralization
difference between the two groups in the LH visual tasks did
not emerge because the performance level between the two
groups was not matched.
Therefore, in the behavioral study, we used a perceptual
threshold match in an English word sequential matching task
and investigated lateralization difference among three groups
of people with different language experiences: A-Ms, AA-Bs,
and LA-Bs. We found a stronger LH lateralization in AA-Bs
over both LA-Bs and A-Ms. We hypothesized that this effect
may be due to at least two factors: (1) vocabulary size: in the
study the languages acquired by A-Ms and AA-Bs used a
similar alphabet, but AA-Bs learned more words overall than
A-Ms; and (2) the application of GPC rules in alphabetic
reading but not in logographic reading: alphabetic reading
required decomposing a word into letters in order to map
them to phonemes, and thus involved more LH (HSF)
processing.
To verify our hypothesis, we applied the hemispheric
processing model (Hsiao et al., 2008) on visual word
recognition; the model implements the DFF theory (Ivry &
Robertson, 1998) and does not assume any influence from
the LH-lateralized language processing. The modeling data
fit well with the behavioral data, explaining the above two
factors: (1) vocabulary size: when the vocabulary size
increases, the words in the lexicon look more similar to each
other, thus more HSF information is required to distinguish
words; (2) the application of GPC rules in alphabetic
reading but not in logographic reading: since half of the
words in LA-Bs’ lexicon involve logographic mapping and
thus do not require the application of GPC rules, compared
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with AA-Bs, LA-Bs’ behavioral might be influenced by
their logographic mapping experience and thus exhibited
less LH (HSF) lateralization even in alphabetic reading.
Thus, our results showed that differences in hemispheric
lateralization between bilinguals and monolinguals can also
be observed in LH dominant visual tasks; in addition, this
effect can further be modulated by different bilingual
experiences. This result suggests that our expertise domains
(e.g. expertise in different languages) can influence each
other, and is consistent with recent research on perceptual
expertise, showing that similar brain areas are recruited for
different expertise domains, and thus these domains may
influence each other (e.g. Gauthier, et al., 2000).
In addition to the two factors we examined in the
modeling, there are some other factors that may also
account for the observed difference among the three
language groups, such as the difference in word/character
features between different languages, as well as the age of
acquisition of the second language in the bilinguals; thus,
further investigations are required to examine these factors.
In summary, here we show that hemispheric asymmetry
in English word sequential matching can be modulated by
bilingual language experience, and our modeling data
suggested that at least two factors may account for this
effect: (1) larger vocabulary size in bilinguals, and (2) the
difference in word to sound mapping between alphabetic
and logographic languages.
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In search of the elusive Initial model
Hugues Lortie Forgues
Universite du Quebec A Montreal

Marie-Laurence Brunet
Universite du Quebec A Montreal

Henry Markovits
Universite du Quebec A Montreal
Abstract: A key assumption of Mental Model theory (Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 2002) is that additional models
increase working memory load. Accordingly, reasoners should tend to reason with a minimal representation (i.e.,
Initial Model: IM) when overburdened. This has never been demonstrated. In three studies, we presented adult Ps
with conditional inferences, and burdened processing by restricting the time allotted (5 s. or 7 s) and by varying the
degree of arbitrariness of the conditionals. With familiar conditionals, a small but significant (6.25
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Inductive selectivity and integration of information from multiple
sources
Nadya Vasilyeva
Northeastern University

John Coley
Northeastern University
Abstract: Inductive selectivity is well-documented: when people make inductive inferences from categorical
premises, they reason differently about intrinsic versus contextual properties. However, the mechanism yielding
this pattern remains unknown. We examined how people integrate knowledge about given premise categories with
their knowledge about properties when they generate inductive inferences. By varying property and measuring participants’ beliefs about premise categories, we found that the integration process is markedly different for different
kinds of properties. Specifically, we find that when the property is taxonomically biasing, the tendency to generate
taxonomic inferences is largely independent of the salience of knowledge about premise categories, and is driven
by the property alone. In contrast, when the property is contextually biasing, the tendency to generate contextual
inferences depends on both the property and the salience of knowledge about premise categories. Thus, selectivity
involves differences in how we integrate information as well as what inferences we generate.
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Accidental Proximal Events of Teleological Scenarios Increase
Counterfactual Reasoning
Jae Hyuk Choi
Sungkyunkwan University, Seoul 110-745, KOREA

Kyung Soo Do
Sungkyunkwan University, Seoul 110-745, KOREA
Abstract: Participants were asked to rate the sufficiency and the necessity of the distal and the proximal causes
of two scenarios which involve double prevention, to test the idea of causal explanatory pluralism (Lombrozo, 2010)
which emphasizes the mode of explanation, and the judgment dissociation theory (Mandel, 2003) which emphasizes
the goal of causal reasoning. The events in one scenario were related with the goal, whereas the events in the
other scenario were merely mechanical. In addition, the proximal cause’s action was described either intentional or
accidental. If causal pluralism is more relevant, the effects of intentionality of the proximal actor’s action would
be different between the two scenarios and the same between sufficiency and necessity judgments. If JDT is more
relevant, the effects of intentionality would be different between the two judgments. Results of the experiments were
more in accordance with the JDT theory.
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Individual Performance in Optimal Bayesian Inference
Rakesh Patel (rakesh_patel_1@brown.edu)
Department of Cognitive, Linguistic, and Psychological Sciences, Brown University
Providence, RI 02912 USA
Abstract
Applications of Bayesian inference to human decisionmaking have met with mixed success, but new theoretical
developments and experimental paradigms are helping to
form a clearer picture of the role that inference plays in
human cognition. We combine the latest ideas to provide
evidence that at a computational level, the mind’s ability to
make predictions may be grounded in Bayesian theory. Our
results support the idea that the mind’s capacity for statistical
reasoning is more sophisticated than previously hypothesized.
Keywords: Bayesian inference; iterated learning; prediction;
prior distribution.

Introduction
Imagine trying to predict your final grade in a math course,
given only your grade on one homework assignment of
many. Or consider being stuck in a traffic jam for 30
minutes, and deciding whether to wait until the traffic
subsides or to exit the freeway and take slower surface
streets. On a daily basis, we are bombarded by these types
of situations in which we must make a decision on the basis
of a very sparse set of data, often just one relevant
observation. A powerful paradigm in cognitive science is
the heuristics and biases approach (Gigerenzer, 1991, p. 84),
which suggests that humans have difficulty making
probability assessments. In particular, Tversky (1974)
suggests that people cannot produce correct posterior
probabilities on a simple Bayesian inference task with just 2
hypotheses (p. 1125). Instead, he claims, they produce
estimates by transforming given data with simple linear or
constant functions, a phenomenon known as the anchoring
bias. He cites an experiment in which subjects were given
either the number 10 or the number 65, and were asked if
the number under- or over-estimated the percentage of
African countries in the United Nations. Those who were
given 10 as a starting number gave an average of 25 as the
true answer, and those who started with the number 65 gave
an average of 45 as the true answer. The anchoring effect
explains this bias, Tversky claims, because people’s
responses depended heavily upon initial values.
Not content with Tversky’s classical view, some
researchers now believe that people use given data and prior
knowledge to make intelligent estimates in accordance with
statistical theory. After all, if somebody asks you a question
such as, “Do you think the population of Russia is greater or
fewer than 180 million?” you assume that the person’s given
estimate, 180 million, is not purely random and serves as a
reasonable initial guess at the true answer. The estimate of
180 million is the only information you have, so why not
make use of it by treating it as given data?

When results such as these are analyzed from the
perspective of Bayesian inference, many of the biases
disappear. To perform a Bayesian inference on a set of data,
one first hazards a guess on the distribution of the data.
After observing some real-world data, the guessed
distribution is then revised – its mean, density, and overall
shape may differ considerably from the initial guess. When
the real-world data consists of a single datapoint, known as
a probe value, the median of the revised, or posterior,
distribution given the data is the optimal prediction.
Tenenbaum and Griffiths (2006) tested 350 college
students’ ability to predict the outcome of everyday events
(p. 767) by asking them questions such as such as, “Suppose
that in 2000 B.C. a certain pharaoh has been ruling Egypt
for 11 years. How long do you predict the total length of his
reign to be?” After aggregating the results, they found that
people’s responses closely matched the optimal predictions
given the single datapoint contained in the question. The
finding is remarkable because different phenomena have
wildly different distributions and thus very dissimilar
optimal prediction functions. Life spans are normally
distributed, movie run times follow a power-law
distribution, and durations of pharaoh reigns follow an
Erlang distribution, for example (see Figure 1). Tenenbaum
and Griffiths concluded that people implicitly store
knowledge of the distributions of these everyday
phenomena (p. 771), and use this knowledge to make
optimal predictions.
Mozer, Pashler, and Homaei (2008) presented the first
theoretical challenge to these findings. They claimed that
people’s responses followed real-world distributions only
when aggregated, as in Tenenbaum and Griffiths’ analysis
(p. 1134). As a demonstration of this effect, Mozer et al.
recalled a country fair in which hundreds of people were
asked to give the weight of an ox, and the average of their
responses differed from the true value by just one pound (p.
1134). Their minimum-of-k-samples, or Min(k), algorithm
produced the same results as in Tenenbaum and Griffiths’
experiment, even though it provided responses by simply
choosing the minimum value from a very sparse (just 2 or 3)
number of samples. Because the collection of everybody’s
limited number of real-world samples must match the actual
distribution of real-world data, their responses should also
match the appropriate distributions when aggregated. When
tested hundreds of times on Tenenbaum and Griffith’s
questions, the Min(k) algorithm’s responses gave nearoptimal predictions (p. 1145), even when assuming that
each person might have access to just 2 samples.
But because this algorithm assumes that prior knowledge
is contained in just 2 or 3 samples, it should perform poorly
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when one set of samples (i.e. one person) is used to answer
a large number of prediction questions – it would select
identical answers to almost all questions. To test this idea,
Griffiths and Kalish (2005) introduced iterated learning (p.
1), a paradigm in which a subject is repeatedly asked
prediction questions about one distribution. They argued
that in the perpetual process of gathering data, forming a
hypothesis, gathering more data, and refining the
hypothesis, the generation of each successive hypothesis
depends only upon the current hypothesis and the current
data. Thus, the hypotheses form a Markov chain whose
transitional probabilities eventually converge to the true
prior probability distributions, meaning that a subject’s
responses to successive prediction questions will approach
optimal predictions. In an iterated learning experiment,
Lewandowsky, Griffiths, and Kalish (2009) asked each of
35 subjects 160 prediction questions about 8 possible
distributions, randomly generating each question’s probe
value from between 1 and the previous question’s response
(p. 976). They claimed that only sampling from the true
prior distributions could have produced their finding that
each individual made optimal predictions. They also
considered the performance of the Min(k) algorithm, whose
responses ultimately failed to replicate the subjects’
performance on these prediction questions. As predicted,
Min(k) was only capable of producing identical answers for
most questions, whereas individual subjects’ predictions
demonstrated their knowledge of the true prior distributions.
However, Lewandowsky et al.’s analysis of individual,
and not aggregate, performance on prediction tasks was
limited by the fact that only 35 students participated, which
was enough to demonstrate that their paradigm could
discredit Min(k), but still not enough to thoroughly
understand the nature of individual performance on these
prediction tasks. Encouraged by their findings, we will
perform an experiment with a method very similar to theirs,
but with more participants and fewer experimental trials.
More participants will allow us to more clearly visualize the
distributions from which subjects selected their responses.
We use fewer experimental trials because Lewandowsky et
al. demonstrated that subjects were able to make optimal
predictions after only 4 or 5 trials for each distribution – this
means that the transition probabilities in the Markov chain
of hypotheses converges rapidly for these prediction tasks.
A web-based experiment will allow us both to reach more
participants and to consider responses from those who only
partially completed the experiment.

Experiment
Method
Participants 72 anonymous subjects participated in the
Web-based experiment, which was advertised on a popular
social networking site. It is likely that many of the
participants were college students. Further, analytics
revealed that the majority of participants were accessing the
internet through Brown University servers. 37 subjects

completed the experiment in full; the remaining 35 subjects,
who answered at least one question, responded to an
average of 9.8 questions each.
Apparatus and Design The experiment was implemented
using a PHP web application which stored responses in a
MySQL database. Subjects were presented with 4 chains of
10 prediction questions each. The 4 chains corresponded to
the 4 distributions: life spans of males, total movie box
office grosses in US dollars, length of pharaohs’ reigns in
ancient Egypt, and U.S. Representative term lengths. Each
question contained a statement and a probe value, t. An
example question for the movie grosses distribution with
t=6 would be, “Imagine you hear about a movie that has
taken in 6 million dollars at the box office, but don’t know
how long it has been running. What would you predict for
the total amount of box office intake for that movie, in
millions of dollars?” The first question in each chain was
seeded with a value randomly chosen from the set of 5
possible seed values for the chain, given in Table 1. The
value of t for the nth question in each chain was an integer
randomly selected from the interval [1, tn-1], where tn-1 was
the value of t for the (n-1)th question in the chain. Finally,
questions from all chains were mixed and presented in
random order.
Table 1: The 4 phenomena, their distributions in nature,
and the seed values used to initiate the chains.
Chain
Life Spans
Movie Grosses
Pharaohs’ Reigns
U.S. Rep. Terms

Distribution
Gaussian
Power Law
Erlang
Erlang

Seed Values
18, 39, 61, 83, 96
1, 6, 10, 40, 100
1, 3, 7, 11, 23
1, 3, 7, 15, 31

Procedure Upon visiting the website where the web
application was hosted, subjects were greeted with a
welcome page indicating that the experiment consisted of 40
questions that should be answered in no more than a few
seconds each, and that all responses would be kept
anonymous. If they agreed to these terms, they clicked on a
link that took them to the first question. Subjects entered
their answers in a text box and were then taken to the next
question’s page. After completing all 40 questions, the
subject was taken to a page containing a brief thank-you
message.

Results
Responses from every subject who answered at least one
question were included in the analyses of aggregate
performance, but only those subjects who fully completed
all 40 questions were considered in the individual analyses.
Website analytics revealed that, excluding the first five
questions and the last question, subjects spent an average of
9 seconds on each question (the figure includes page
loading time, which may have been 1 second or more). The
web-based experiment included basic controls to ensure
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Figure 1: On the top row are the actual distributions of the
phenomena. On the bottom row are the distributions of the
1,823 datapoints entered by participants.
high-quality data. For example, subjects could not leave a
question blank, or enter a response that was less than the
probe value. In total, 1,828 responses to questions were
recorded. Of these, 2 responses to pharaoh reign questions
and 3 responses to U.S. representative questions were
greater than 100 and were removed. All of the remaining
1,823 responses were considered in the analyses of
aggregated data.
Though it is difficult to enforce the rule that each person
should participate in the experiment only once, the nature of
this experiment allows the same person to repeatedly
participate and still generate prediction data that can be
analyzed. Participants were never given the correct
(optimal) predictions after answering each question, so the
act of taking the experiment does not improve their ability
to make predictions. Only 2 IP addresses were duplicated
among those who answered at least one question, and these
could still each be 2 different participants using the same
computer.
We wanted to test both the hypotheses that the wisdom of
crowds effect would still hold across a variety of
distributions, and that each individual’s responses
represented optimal predictions. Figure 1 shows the
distributions of all responses entered by all participants
underneath the true distributions of the phenomena, which
appear to moderately correspond. To verify this
correspondence, we created quantile-quantile, or Q-Q, plots
of the 4 phenomena, to help us compare the observed and
true distributions. In a Q-Q plot, the quantiles of the first
dataset are plotted against the same quantiles of the second
dataset – if the plotted points lie on the line y = x, then the
data very likely have the same distribution. These Q-Q plots
are shown in Figure 2.

That people’s responses and real-world datapoints come
from similar distributions is confirmed by the correlation
coefficients between 25-quantiles of the observed and true
distributions for each type of phenomena: R2 = .95 for
lifespans, 0.99 for movie grosses, 0.95 for pharaoh reigns,
and 0.97 for representative term lengths.
An optimal prediction curve for a given distribution is a
function whose input is an actual instance from the
population, and whose output is the predicted “total life” of
that instance, based on the population’s distribution. We
define the total life to be the median of the posterior
distribution when Bayesian inference is performed using the
input value as the sole observed datapoint.
Different distributions produce wildly different optimal
prediction curves. A simple application of Bayes’ Law with
a power-law prior reveals that the optimal prediction curve
is a straight line passing through the origin, with slope
dependent on the parameter of the power function
(Tenenbaum and Griffiths, 2006, p. 773). Similarly, the
optimal prediction curve for Erlang-distributed data is a
straight line with slope 1 and y-intercept dependent on the
Erlang parameter. The optimal prediction curve for
normally-distributed data has no simple analytical form. We
should expect optimal prediction curves with shapes similar
to these for our real-world data. Figure 3 shows all of the
ordered pairs of datapoints, with the probe value in the
question as the independent variable, and the subjects’
response as the dependent variable. We fit a cubic
polynomial to the lifespan data as an approximation for its
optimal prediction curve. That it reasonably matches the
true optimal prediction curve for actual lifespan data,
despite the curve being fit to over 450 datapoints, supports
the idea that people are capable of making optimal
predictions about life spans. We performed a linear
regression on the movie grosses, pharaoh reigns, and
representative term length data, since we expect their
optimal prediction curves to be linear. For movie grosses,
we obtained a line with y-intercept 2.1379. Considering the
range of data values, this line very nearly passes through the
origin. However, it is much steeper than the true optimal
prediction curve. This is representative of a power-law
distribution with a longer tail – one in which more movies
earned large amounts of money. The real-world movie data
were gathered in 2003, so it is not unreasonable to expect
that people’s prior distributions for movies have been
adjusted recently to account for the growing number of
billion-dollar blockbusters. For pharaohs and representative
term lengths, we obtained lines with slopes 1.0223 and
1.2398, respectively, both of which do not pass through the
origin. The observed prediction curve for pharaohs is
consistently above the prediction curve for the actual data –
Tenenbaum and Griffiths (2006) also found that people
consistently but reliably overestimated the length of pharaoh
reigns (p. 771), explaining that they most likely did not
realize how low the average life span was in ancient Egypt,
which produced subjects’ overestimated predictions for the
length of pharaoh reigns.
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Figure 2: Q-Q
Q plots of the distributions of responses entered by participants (observed) against
gainst the actual distributions (true)
for each phenomenon. We removed the top and bottom 3% of each distribution and used 4% increments to plot the quantiles.
If the points lie on the line y = x,, then the two distributions are virtually identi
identical.
cal. Any sort of linear correspondence,
however, indicates that the data may still come from similarly
similarly-shaped
shaped distributions with different parameters.
The nature of the Min(k) hypothesis suggests that the few
values in the long tail for movie distributions might just be
outliers that subjects enter for lower probe values, and not
optimal predictions. We counter by noting that for all
subjects whose seed value for movie questions was 1, the
highest probe value was 6 and the highest respons
response was 10.
The responses for modest-grossing
grossing movies resemble a
power-law
law shape, with no outliers, suggesting that people do
sample from a power-law
law distribution even when the probe
values come from the densest part of the power law graph.
We must now test whether
hether individual subjects were able
to make optimal predictions. For all 37 subjects who
completed the experiment, we should expect that even
though their prior distributions may not have the same
means, the line of best fit through their prediction data
should have positive slope. We would expect this even for
life span data, despite the fact that the optimal prediction
curve for normally-distributed
distributed data is not linear. We
performed linear regression on all 37 subjects for each of
the 4 chains, and found that the mean slope of the regression
line was above zero for all 4 chains. The results and
associated statistics are shown in Table 2. Moreover, the
slope for representative term lengths is very close to 1, in
accordance with the fact that the optimal pre
prediction curve
for an Erlang distribution has slope 1. We were not able to
observe such remarkable results for pharaoh reigns, but we
note that the mean slope for subjects’ prediction curves for
pharaohs is significantly above 0. The mean slope for
lifespan prediction curves is slightly positive (0.1765) with
y-intercept
intercept approximately 69, which is expected if the true
optimal prediction curve is horizontal but tends slightly
upward for ages close to and greater than the mean of 76.
We observed dramatically higher
igher levels of significance (as
indicated by the respective p-values)
values) than Lewandowsky et
al. (2009) when they performed the same analysis for their
data (p. 988).

Discussion
Our experiment is but the most recent in a line of studies
that demonstrate people’s
le’s ability to make optimal
predictions when presented with a single datapoint. This
finding holds across data with different distributions, and
suggests that people might be able to perform quite
sophisticated Bayesian inference even without conscious
awareness.
areness. The first important conclusion from this
experiment is that because the 1,823 responses entered by
subjects closely matched the true distributions of the
respective datasets, we cannot attribute their responses to
the Wisdom of Crowds effect – subjects
sub
must have had at
least some familiarity with the true prior distributions of
data, beyond just a few relevant examples, in order to
consistently enter data that matched the real-world
real
distributions.
Both the large number of subjects and the number of
questions each subject answered allows us to more
accurately determine the methods by which humans make
predictions. Individual subjects’ prediction curves closely
resembled true optimal prediction curves, even with a
variety of seed values and probe values
valu from each end of the
respective distributions, and the iterated learning paradigm
produced rapid convergence to prior distributions – even for
subjects who partially completed the experiment. This lends
some support in favor of the idea that humans store
stor implicit
statistical knowledge about real-world
world distributions of data,
and then recall this knowledge to make predictions when
asked. More experimentation with this paradigm should
help form a clearer picture of the powers and limits of
human statistical inference.
Most subjects had at least some familiarity with the realreal
world distributions used in these and previous experiments.
An important extension of these results would be the use of
the iterated learning paradigm to capture people’s statistical
knowledge
wledge for unfamiliar distributions, including data for
which it is difficult or impossible to determine a real-world
real
distribution. The proliferation of online prediction markets,
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Table 2: Summary of individual linear regression statistics for the 37 subjects who fully completed the experiment. We give
the mean slope and y-intercept of the 37 regression lines for each chain; the associated t-statistics with 36df; p-values for the
hypothesis that the mean slope is 0 against the hypothesis that it is different from 0; 95% confidence intervals for the slope;
and in the last column, the number of individuals for whom the line of best fit had non-positive slope.
Chain
Life Spans
Movie Grosses
Pharaohs’ Reigns
U.S. Rep. Terms

Mean Slope
0.1785
1.1277
0.6514
0.9524

Mean Intercept
69.3968
22.0560
17.6097
6.6026

1-sample t
4.3850
10.4560
7.3599
15.0075

and their relatively high degree of success in making
predictions about unknown parameters, might serve as the
ideal place to test the power of iterated learning beyond
tightly-controlled experiments. Making use of our
individual capacity to perform optimal statistical inference
could dramatically improve collective prediction making,
and consequently our ability to make decisions in uncertain
conditions. After all, the intelligence of crowds depends
solely upon the intelligent individuals that constitute them.
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p-value
< 10-4
< 10-11
< 10-7
< 10-16

95% CI
(0.0959, 0.2610)
(0.9090, 1.3465)
(0.4719, 0.8309)
(0.8237, 1.0811)

Slope ≤ 0
6
2
5
0

Figure 3. Red circles are question values (t) vs. subjects’ responses (ttotal). Solid blue lines represent true optimal prediction
curves for the real-world data. Dashed grey lines represent best-fit curves for experimental data. For normally-distributed
data, the optimal prediction curve has no simple analytic form, so we fit a cubic polynomial as an approximation. Optimal
prediction curves for the other 3 distributions are linear, so we fit lines for these distributions.
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Abstract
The hypothesis generation process is divided into two phases:
the search phase and the decision phase. In the former phase,
many possibilities for the hypotheses are considered; and in
the latter phase a focal rule is decided upon. In the current
study, we investigated the search phase using eye movement
data. We detected two types of search strategy: one strategy
was a spread-attention search in which participants spread their
attention over a broad area in rule space; and the other was
a focused-attention search in which participants concentrate
their attention on a narrow area in rule space. Results of our
experiment showed that the focused-attention search strategy
was more effective for rule discovery than the spread-attention
search strategy.
Keywords: Rule discovery; hypothesis generation; eyetracking; search strategy

Introduction
Various aspects of the processes of reasoning and discovery
have been focused on in a considerable number of studies
(e.g., Klahr, 2000; Mynatt, Doherty, & Tweney, 1977; Qin
& Simon, 1990; Haverty, Kiedinger, Klahr, & Alibali, 2000).
The process of discovery is divided into two phases: hypothesis generation and hypothesis testing. Although there have
been many studies about hypothesis testing, only a few studies have focused on the mechanisms of hypothesis (rule) generation. In this study, we investigate the hypothesis generation process, dividing it into the search phase and the decision
phase. The decision phase is the final part of the hypothesis
generation process. In this phase, participants produce a focal rule by which they predict an instance for verifying the
hypothesized rule. The search phase precedes the decision
phase. In this phase, participants search in rule space checking various possibilities for rules before producing their focal
rule. Almost all studies about hypothesis generation have investigated the focal rule produced in the decision phase. Only
a few studies have examined the search process in the search
phase, due to the difficulties of observing and recording this
process.
One index for observing the search process is participants’
protocols during hypothesis generation (e.g., Mynatt et al.,
1977; Qin & Simon, 1990; Haverty et al., 2000). Verbal
protocols are actually useful for understanding participants’
thoughts during the discovery processes. However such protocol data are very coarse-grained and contain only conscious
thoughts. Participants may say nothing or make long pauses
because they cannot externalize all thoughts while engaging
in a task. In this study, we use eye movements as a way to
record the participant’s search process in the search phase. In
recent studies of category learning or insight problem solving,

researchers have begun to use eye movement data as a useful
index (Knoblich, Ohlsson, & Raney, 2001; Rehder & Hoffman, 2005). We assume that eye movements provide good
information about the participants’ attention during a task.
Compared with other indexes such as verbal protocols, eye
movements give us more fine-grained data about the search
process without hindering the participant’s activity.
We focus on the spread of attention in the search phase.
First, let us consider the relation between the spread of attention and search strategies in the search phase. A rule is generated through a search of rule space that contains all available
rules (Simon & Lea, 1974). These rules are subdivided into
some sets, the members of which are rules that have the same
or similar attributes (Figure 1). In this study, we define each
set as a “hypothesis set.” Similar rules characterized by identical attributes are contained in an identical hypothesis set.
We assume that two search strategies in the search phase
are defined based on to what degree the participants spread
their attention when searching in rule space. One strategy
is the spread-attention search strategy in which the participant’s attention is broadly spread in rule space. Participants
who use this strategy search in more than one hypothesis set
before they finally produce a focal rule (Figure 1(a)). They
search various rules belonging to various hypothesis sets and
then produce a focal rule(s). Another strategy is the focusedattention search strategy in which the participant’s attention
is concentrated on one (or a few) hypothesis set in rule space.
Participants who use this strategy search in only one hypothesis set before they produce a focal rule (Figure 1(b)). They
selectively search similar rules belonging to an identical hypothesis set and then produce a focal rule(s).
Our question is which of these strategies is effective for

(a) spread-attention search

(b) focused-attention search

Figure 1: Concept diagrams of two search strategies
A square is a hypothesis space and each non-filled circle
in a square is a hypothesis set. (a) Participants who use
the spread-attention search strategy search for hypotheses
across multiple hypothesis sets. (b) Participants who use
the focused-attention search strategy search for hypotheses
within one hypothesis set.
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select button!

trial starts
consider rule(s)!
express output-rule(s)!
feedback
check target button!
next trial starts!

Figure 2: Example screen shot of task display in this study
The upper panel is the arrow panel, the lower left panel is the compass panel, and the lower right panel is the number panel.
The nine squares with numbers in the center are buttons for prediction. The rule was consistent through the task.
rule discovery. In terms of producing a focal rule in the
decision phase, some studies using Wason’s 2-4-6 task suggested that a variety of generated rules was important for rule
discovery (Gale & Ball, 2009; Vallée-Tourangeau, Austin,
& Rankin, 1995). Generation of a variety of rules means
that the produced focal rules are scattered in a broad area in
rule space. Turning now to the search phase, which strategy
should be used to find the correct rule: the spread-attention or
the focused-attention search?
Two opposite answers are possible. The first answer is
that the spread-attention search will be more effective. Participants who use the spread-attention search will be able
to reach a hypothesis set that contains a correct rule more
quickly because they search a broader area of rule space at a
time. Additionally participants who use the focused-attention
search may fall into an area of restricted interest, searching in
an irrational hypothesis set that involves irrelevant rules. This
possibility will be minimized if participants search more than
one hypothesis set at a time.
In contrast, the alternative answer is that the focusedattention search will be more effective. Participants who use
the focused-attention search can systematically search each
hypothesis set one by one. Furthermore due to the limit of
cognitive resources, even though participants use the spreadattention search, they might not to be able to use all of rich
information drawn from searches in various sets. We refer
again to this point in detail later. To verify which of these
two possibilities is correct, we observe the degree of spread
of participants’ attention using the eye-tracking method and
investigate the relation between the search strategies and possibilities of reaching successful rule discovery.
To investigate the effectiveness of the spread-attention
search, we also analyze the relation between the hypothesis
sets searched in the search phase and the sets containing the
produced focal rule(s) in the decision phase. From a normative point of view, if participants search multiple hypothesis
sets using the spread-attention search, they should produce
various types of focal rules from all of the hypothesis sets
they search. In contrast, if participants search only one hy-

pothesis set using a focused-attention search, they can be expected to produce a single or multiple focal rules from the
one hypothesis set they search.
In summary, we have three main objectives in the current
study. First, by using eye movements as an index for observing the search process of hypothesis generation, we expect to
detect two types of search strategies characterized by the degree to which attention is spread in a rule space search. One
strategy is the spread-attention search in which participants
spread their attention over a broad area in rule space. They
search more than one hypothesis set before they produce a
focal rule. Another strategy is the focused-attention search
in which participants concentrate their attention on a narrow
area in rule space. Typically, they search only one hypothesis set before they produce a focal rule. The second goal is
to examine which strategy is effective for rule discovery. To
do so, we investigate the relation between the search strategy
and successful rule discovery. The third goal is to explain the
effectiveness of the two search strategies based on the relation between the focal rule(s) produced in the decision phase
and the hypothesis sets searched in the search phase.

Task
To observe the spread of attention in the search phase by eyetracking, we developed a new rule discovery task in which the
search in each hypothesis set as a mental process corresponds
to the focusing of eye movements on a local space in the task
display. Figure 2 shows an example screen shot of the task
display in this study. The task display consists of three panels (arrow, compass, and number panels) and nine buttons.
One of the nine buttons is a target button. Which of the nine
buttons is the target button can be correctly inferred from the
objects displayed on one of three panels. The participants are
asked to find a rule, as quickly as possible, which correctly
predicts the target button.
The experimental procedures are as follows. First, the participants predict the target button from the objects on the panels and select one of the nine buttons. Second, as soon as they
select the button, they are prompted to report the rule(s) they
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used for their prediction. We refer to this rule as an “outputrule.” Third, after they report their output-rule(s), the correct
target button is presented. At this time, the objects on all panels are erased so that the participants cannot refer to them.
The procedures above constitute one trial in the experiment.
After the participants check the correct target button, the next
trial starts. For the next trial, the objects on each panel are
newly constructed and changed from those of the previous
one. The location of the target button is also changed regardless of the success or failure of the participants’ prediction.
The amount of trials is not controlled. When the participants
make four successive references to the correct rule and correctly predict the target button, the task is terminated. The
participants are given seven minutes to find the rule. The period during which the participants express their output-rule(s)
is eliminated from this time. One block starts when the task
starts and ends when the participants find the rule or seven
minutes elapsed.
The following are example rules that the participants may
infer.
In the number panel, one can predict the target button by
calculating the sum or difference of two numbers selected on
the panel. One example rule in Figure 2 may be: use the
sum of the two numbers shown in upper left and upper right
positions. In this case, the target button is Button 5 because
that is the sum of 3 (upper left) and 2 (upper right).
In the compass panel, one can predict the target button by
combining two directions selected on the panel. Each of Buttons 2, 6, 8, and 4 corresponds to one of four directions, north,
east, south, and west, respectively. An example rule in Figure 2 is: upper right and lower right directions on the panel
predict the target button. The target button is the southeast
(i.e., Button 9) because the upper right and lower right buttons are east and south. On the compass panel, one direction
colored with red sometimes plays a specific role for describing a rule.
In the arrow panel, one can predict the target button by
the transition of a pointer guided by the arrows on the panel.
The pointer starts at the center of the nine buttons as an initial position (i.e., Button 5). One example rule in Figure 2
is: use four arrows in a clockwise direction from the upper
right arrow. In Figure 2, the pointer moves from Button 5 to
Button 6 (by right pointing), stays at Button 6 (by upper right
pointing), moves to Button 4 (by left pointing), and moves
to Button1 (by up pointing). Therefore the target button is
Button 1.
In this study, we assume that each output-rule reflects a focal rule produced in the decision phase and eye movements
before reporting the output-rule(s) reflect the search process
in the search phase. Rules drawn from the objects in an individual panel are characterized by similar attributes and construct a single hypothesis set: i.e., rules in the arrow panel
construct the arrow hypothesis set, the rules in the compass
panel construct the compass hypothesis set, and the rules in
the number panel construct the number hypothesis set in rule

space. Eye movements on a certain panel are interpreted as a
search of the hypothesis set corresponding to that panel.
When the participants use the spread-attention search strategy, they search more than one hypothesis set. In this case,
eye movements focusing on more than one panel are observed
before participants report an output-rule(s). When the participants use the focused-attention search strategy, they search
only one hypothesis set. In this case, eye movements are fixed
on a single panel.

Experiment
Method
Participants Twenty-two undergraduates participated in
the experiment.
Apparatus We presented the task display on a 17 in. monitor with a resolution of 1280 × 1024 pixels. The participants were seated approximately 60 cm away from the monitor. The panels equaled approximately 7.9◦ × 7.9◦ of visual
angle. The center of each panel was set 21.7◦ away. The
participants’ eye movements were recorded using the Tobii
T60 eye tracker. The participants were allowed to move their
heads naturally.
Procedure Before starting the reasoning task, all participants received some basic instructions about the operations
of the experimental system and example rules. They sufficiently learned example rules for complete understanding of
the structures of rules used in the experiment. All participants engaged in a total of five blocks. Table 1 shows the
rules used in the experiment. The easy rules were similar to
the example rules learned in the instruction phase and the difficult rules were relatively different from the example rules
and more complex than the easy rules.
The training phase consisted of three blocks. The rules
used in this phase were three easy rules. Each rule was incorporated into in one of the three hypothesis sets respectively.
After a brief break, the test phase consisting of two blocks
followed. Two rules were selected randomly from the three
difficult rules. In both training and test phases, the order of
the rules and the positions of the panels were decided randomly. Calibration for recording eye movements was conducted before each block started. After each block, we told
the participants the correct rule regardless of whether they
had been able to find the rule or not.
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Table 1: The rules used in this study
hypothesis
set
arrow
compass
number

easy

difficult

clockwise from
upper-right arrow
upper-left and
lower-left
difference between
lower-left and lower-right

N shape from
lower-left arrow
red letter
and next to it
sum of upper-left
and lower-right

Table 3: Discovery rate of each group in each phase
spread
focused
all
arrow
0.18 (2)
0.64 (7)
0.41 (9)
training compass 0.36 (4) 0.91 (10) 0.64 (14)
number
0.91 (10) 0.73 (8) 0.82 (18)
all
0.48 (16) 0.76 (25) 0.62 (41)
arrow
0.13 (1)
0.17 (1)
0.14 (2)
test
compass 0.13 (1)
0.63 (5)
0.38 (6)
number
0.83 (5)
0.88 (6) 0.79 (11)
all
0.32 (7) 0.55 (12) 0.43 (19)
overall
0.42 (23) 0.63 (37) 0.56 (60)
We show the number of participants who found the rule in
parentheses. The all number of each block was eleven in
training phase and six or eight in test phase.

Results
Two Strategies in the Search Phase First, we investigated
what strategy participants used in the search phase before
they decided on a focal rule(s), was effective for rule discovery. For categorization of the participants’ search strategies
in the search phase, we defined an index that represented to
what degree the participants spread their attention. We used
eye movement data from each participant for this index. We
used only the data from the beginning of one trial starting after the participants failed to predict the target button through
the point they reported an output-rule(s). When the participants predicted the target button correctly, we excluded the
data from the analysis because after their correct prediction
they did not generate a new rule so that their attention was
fixed to one hypothesis set containing the maintained rule for
verification.
The adjusted entropy was defined as follows where pi (i =
1, 2, and 3) means the proposition of fixation time of eye
movements in each of the three panels.
adjusted − H = −

∑ pi · log pi
log 3

(1)

A large value for the adjusted-H means that the participants
searched multiple panels; in other words, they spread their
attention over a broad area in rule space. A small value for
the adjusted-H means that the participants concentrated their
attention on one panel, i.e., one hypothesis set. The adjustedH increased to the maximum value 1 when the participants
spread their attention equally over three panels. The adjustedH decreased to the minimal value 0 when the participants concentrated their attention on only one panel.
First of all, we verified the consistency of the search strategies used by the participants. Table 2 shows correlations of
the averages of the adjusted-H among five blocks. All values
between any set of two blocks were higher than .5, suggesting that each participant used a consistent strategy throughout
the five blocks. In particular, the correlations among the third
block in the training phase and two blocks in the test phase
exceeded .8, meaning a very strong consistency. Since each
participant seemed to use a consistent strategy, we categorized the participants into two groups using the mean value of
adjusted-H for the two blocks in the test phase.
The criterion for categorization was the median of the
mean values. The median value was 0.216. The focused
group consisted of the participants whose mean adjustedH values were below 0.216; the spread group consisted of
those whose values were above 0.216. The participants in
Table 2: Correlations between the mean of adjusted-H
1
2
3
1
2

training 1 training 2 training 3
1.000
.729∗∗∗
1.000
.838∗∗∗
.661∗∗
1.000
.752∗∗∗
.620∗∗
.889∗∗∗
.636∗∗
.668∗∗
.809∗∗∗
∗∗ : p < .01,∗∗∗ : p < .001

test 1

test 2

1.000
.896∗∗∗

1.000

the focused group tended to use the focused-attention search
strategy; those in the spread group used the spread-attention
search strategy. For confirmation, the mean adjusted-H of
the participants in the spread group was 0.477, significantly
higher than 0.078 in the focused group (t(11) = 6.730, p <
.001).
Discovery Rate The discovery rate means the proportion
of the blocks in which the rules were successfully found (Table 3). The discovery rate through all five blocks was .56.
For each phase, the discovery rate was .62 in the training
phase and .43 in the test phase. The difference between the
two phases revealed marginal significance (χ2 (1) = 3.819,
p = .051). As expected, the proportion of successful rule
discovery in the test phase during which relatively difficult
rules were used, was lower than the proportion in the training
phase. The effect of the rule type also reached significance.
The discovery rate for the number rule was the highest and the
discovery rate for the arrow rule was the lowest in each phase.
The discovery rates for arrow, compass, and number rules in
each phase are as follows respectively; .41, .64, and .82 in the
training phase (χ2 (2) = 18.236, p < .001), .14, .38, and .79 in
the test phase (χ2 (2) = 7.856, p = .020), and .31, .56, and .81
in whole blocks (χ2 (2) = 12.122, p = .002). In particular, the
discovery rate for the arrow rule in the test phase was only
.14, meaning that the rule was extremely difficult.
Table 3 shows the discovery rates for each group. Through
five blocks the participants in the focused group found the
rules more frequently than the participants in the spread group
(χ2 (1) = 7.187, p = .007). The same tendency was observed
in the training phase in which the discovery rate was spread
in the focused group than that in the spread group (χ2 (1) =
5.216, p = .022). However, there was no significant difference between the two groups during the test phase (χ2 (1) =
2.316, p = .128). For a detailed analysis, we compared the
discovery rate for each rule in the test phase. For the compass
rule, the difference between the spread and focused groups
reached marginal significance (p = .059, Fischer’s exact test).
For the arrow and number rules, there was no difference between the two groups (ps > .50). The arrow rule was too difficult; only one participant in each group could find the rule.
On the other hand, the number rule was too easy; five out
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Discussion and Conclusion
Search Strategy and Eye Movement
In this study, by using eye-tracking data, we succeeded in
detecting two search strategies during the search phase. We
performed further analysis of eye movement data to obtain
more detailed patterns of each participant’s search process.
The participants in each of the spread and focused groups
could be subdivided into two types based on the transition
pattern of their adjusted-H values. The categorization was
performed based on the degree of variation in the transition of the adjusted-H values. Some of the participants indicated consistent values for the adjusted-H, and others indicated fluctuant values in the transition. For this analysis, we

adjusted-H

adjusted-H

0

(a) spread-consistent
(P13 test 1)

1

0
0

trial
(c) focused-consistent
(P07 test 1)

1

0
0

trial

trial

(b) spread-fluctuant
(P18 test 2)

adjusted-H

Search Strategy and Output-Rule Finally for the third
goal of this study we investigated whether the participants’
focal rules in the decision phase normatively corresponded to
their search in the search phase. The analysis was performed
based only on the data from the test phase because of its good
consistency. The output-rules in each trial were divided into
two types: a single set and multiple sets. Regardless of the
number of the output-rules they produced, when the outputrules in a trial belonged to an identical hypothesis set, they
were categorized as the single set type. When the outputrules in a trial belonged to different hypothesis sets, these
were categorized as the multiple sets type. We grouped the
participants into those who always produced the single set
type output-rules and those who produced the multiple sets
type output-rules.
If their focal rules during the decision phase corresponded
to the searched hypothesis sets in the search phase, then (1)
the participants in the spread group who tended to search
more than one hypothesis set in the search phase would be
categorized as the latter participants, and their focal rules
would be expected to come from the hypothesis sets that they
had searched during the search phase, and (2) the participants
in the focused group who searched only one hypothesis set in
the search phase would be categorized as the former participants whose focal rule corresponded to the one hypothesis set
that they searched in the search phase.
The number of participants who produced the multiple sets
type output-rules was significantly larger in the spread group
than the number in the focused group (5/11 and 0/11; p =
.018, Fischer’s exact test). In the focused group, all participants produced only a single set output-rule(s) in the decision
phase. However, contrary to our expectation, in the spread
group, only half of the participants produced output-rules in
multiple sets.

1

0

adjusted-H

of six participants in the focused group and six out of eight
participants in the spread group found the rule. In summary,
the participants in the focused group were more successful in
finding the rule than those in the spread group, strongly suggesting that the focused-attention search strategy in the search
phase was a more effective strategy for rule discovery than the
spread-attention search strategy.

1

0
0

trial

(d) focused-fluctuate
(P11 test 2)

Figure 3: The transition pattern of adjusted-H
The pattern of spread group is presented in upper row and
focused group is presented in lower row. The consistent type
is presented in left column and the fluctuate type is presented
in right column. Each panel is the actual transition of the
participants who showed most typical pattern. The x and y
axes indicate the trials and the adjusted-H respectively. We
show the ID number of participants and the block number in
parentheses.
used the transition patterns in two blocks in the test phase.
Two participants in the spread group and one in the focused
group were excluded from this analysis because two transition patterns in the two blocks were inconsistent. See Figure 3. Five participants in the spread group were categorized
into the fluctuant subgroup (Figure 3(b)) and four were categorized into the consistent subgroup (Figure 3(a)). The latter four participants seem to have used the spread-attention
search strategy throughout the blocks. Note that four of the
five participants who produced multiple sets type output-rules
were involved in this subgroup. On the other hand, the former
five participants basically used the spread-attention search
strategy but sometimes focused their attention into one or
two target hypothesis sets. In the focused group, seven participants were categorized into the fluctuant subgroup (Figure 3(d)) and three were categorized into the consistent subgroup (Figure 3(c)). The participants’ search strategy in the
search phase in the focused group was basically the focusedattention search. Actually, the latter three participants used
the focused-attention search strategy throughout the blocks.
However the former seven participants searched multiple hypothesis sets in some of trials of each block. By doing so,
they may have been trying to find the next target hypothesis
set for the following trials.
The above analysis using eye movement data promises
high reliability. Analysis based on verbal protocol data has
some limitations. For example, the amount of verbalization
varies among participants, and no verbal data is produced
when participants verbalize nothing. When we try to capture
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the individuality of participants in the rule (hypothesis) space
search, these limitations become crucial. We believe that eye
movement analysis will play a central role in the further studies of hypothesis generation.

Search Strategy and Discovery
The results of this study showed that the focused-attention
search strategy in which the participants concentrated their attention on one hypothesis set was more effective for rule discovery than the spread-attention search strategy in which the
participants spread their attention to more than one hypothesis set. The reason for this result may be due to the limitation
of participants’ cognitive resources (Dougherty & Hunter,
2003). The half of the participants who used the spreadattention search strategy did not produce multiple sets type
focal rules from all the hypothesis sets they had searched;
their output focal rules were limited to a part of the multiple
hypothesis sets. This result suggests that their focal rules did
not reflect their search during the search phase. They had to
temporally keep the assumed focal rules and the predictions
from the rules in mind while searching in rule space. Their
cognitive resources were insufficient to conduct such activities simultaneously; therefore the participants could not take
advantage of the spread-attention search strategy. This limitation was also observed in the participants who generated
multiple sets type focal rules belonging to different hypothesis sets. When participants test several rules or hypotheses at
a time, a set of diagnostic hypotheses each of which predicts
a different instance is effective for rule discovery. However,
four of the five participants who expressed the output-rules
from the multiple sets did not generate such hypotheses or
rules. All of the output-rules they expressed in one trial made
one identical prediction, thus saving their cognitive resources.
On the other hand, the participants who used the focusedattention search strategy effectively utilized their search in
forming their focal rule(s). They searched each hypothesis set
individually under the constraint of their cognitive resources.
This systematic search in each hypothesis set allowed them
to find a correct rule more effectively. Note that this result of
our study and the findings of preceding studies are not mutually inconsistent. In preceding studies, the participants had
to generate the focal rules from a broad area in rule space in
the decision phase (Gale & Ball, 2009; Vallée-Tourangeau et
al., 1995). Conversely in our study, the participants had to
concentrate their attention on a narrow area in rule space in
the search phase. Actually, participants could generate the
focal rules spread in a broad area in rule space while accumulating the search results in the search phase by using the
focused-attention search strategy. Through the results of our
experiment, we propose an effective process of rule discovery. In the search phase, participants concentrate their attention on one perspective to search each hypothesis set individually and produce a focal rule(s) and test it in experimentation. Additionally, at an adequate timing, they should also
shift their attention from one hypothesis set to another one
to produce various types of focal rules from a broad area in

rule space. This perspective may be interesting because the
effective strategy is different for each of the two stages of hypothesis generation: the search phase and the decision phase.
Further studies are needed to understand in more detail the
nature of hypothesis search strategies in the two stages.

Limitation and Future of This Study
The task used in this study had several limitations. The most
crucial limitation was that the task was not a discovery task
in which participants had to find out what perspective they
should use to decide what hypothesis set they should search.
The nature of our task was attributed to a search task where
participants were given perspectives to search, and the search
space was initially decided. The participants could, in principle, reach the correct rule by comprehensive search; but this
may be impossible in practice because of the time limitation.
The participants in our experiment completely learned three
sets of hypotheses containing a correct rule. However a post
interview indicated that the participants could not evaluate the
number of rules involved in each hypothesis set. In the future,
we would like to develop a discovery task that can be used under our experimental paradigm to try to understand the nature
of search strategies in hypothesis generation processes using
such an experimental task.
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Early Exposure to Pictures Facilitates Development of Referential
Understanding
Caren Walker
University of California, Berkeley

Lisa Walker
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Abstract: Exposure to representational media is common for infants in western culture, and previous research has
shown that soon after their first birthday, infants can acquire and extend new information from pictures to objects.
Here we explore the extent to which lack of exposure to symbols affects children’s learning from pictures. Infants
were recruited from a rural village in Tanzania and had no experience with symbols. After a picture book interaction
during which a novel depicted object was labeled, we assessed infants’ learning and transfer of the label from pictures
to their referents. In a second study, we assessed infants’ learning and generalization of labels using real objects.
There was a significant difference in learning and generalization from pictures, but not objects, when compared with
infants in western culture. Findings provide evidence for the role of early experience with symbols in children’s
ability to use pictures as a source of information.
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Abstract
Two experiments examined the differential effects of grounded and formal representations on learning of mathematics.
Both involved combinatorics, using outcome listing and combinatorics formulas as examples of grounded and formal representations, respectively. Experiment 1 compared performance on near and far transfer problems following instructions involving listing or formulas. Instruction in formulas led
to more near transfer, while far transfer performance did not
differ by condition. Experiment 2 compared performance following four types of instruction: listing only, formulas only,
listing fading (listing followed by formulas), and listing introduction (formulas followed by listing). The listing fading
condition led to performance on par with the formulas only
condition, and for near transfer problems, significantly higher
than the listing introduction and pure listing conditions. The
results support the inclusion of grounded representations in
combinatorics instruction, and suggest that such representations should precede rather than follow formal representations
in the instructional sequence.
Keywords: mathematics; formalisms; grounded representations; transfer; analogy; education

Background
Alternate Representations in Mathematics
Mathematical ideas often admit of alternate representations. Much research has investigated the differential effects
of mathematics instruction based on formal representations,
such as equations, or more grounded representations, such
as diagrams. Formal representations such as algebraic equations have been found, in some contexts, to promote learning and transfer better than grounded representations. One
possible reason is that idealized or abstract representations
may better draw attention to underlying logical structure,
while perceptually rich representations distract from it
(Sloutsky, Kaminski, & Heckler, 2005). There is also evidence that using concrete problems to learn mathematical
concepts may inhibit transfer (Bassok & Holyoak, 1989).
Additionally, it is possible that problems represented in
abstract symbolic form are simply easier to solve than those,
such as story problems, that refer to concrete entities. This
view seems prevalent among educators: in one survey of
primary and secondary mathematics teachers, a majority
believed that their students found story problems more challenging than mathematically isomorphic equation problems
(Nathan, Long, & Alibali, 2002). The same belief is reflected in the equations-before-story problems sequence prevalent in mathematics textbooks. The rationale seems to be

that story problems must be converted into equations in order to solve them, making equation problems a priori easier.
In reality, however, primary and secondary school students perform better on simple story problems than on
mathematically equivalent equation problems (Koedinger &
Nathan, 2004), while the reverse trend obtains only for more
complex problems (Koedinger et al, 2008). Story problems
seem to encourage the use of certain intuitions and informal
solution strategies that, relative to standard algebraic procedures, lead to greater success on simpler problems. Algebraic procedures lead to greater success on more complex problems for which informal strategies are less feasible. In this
domain, neither grounded nor formal representations are
simply preferable to the other; each has its own strengths.
If simpler problems are facilitated by grounded, and complex problems by formal, representations, then beginning
with grounded representations and proceeding to more formal representations may be a sound pedagogic strategy.
Such an approach has been advocated by Freudenthal
(1991) and also derives support from research on “concreteness fading,” in which learners are exposed first to concrete
instances of concepts, and later to more idealized representations. McNeil and Fyfe (2010) trained students on the idea
of modular arithmetic using either concrete, idealized, or
concrete followed by idealized, representations. Students in
the last condition showed the best performance on novel
transfer problems. Similar benefits of concreteness fading
have been shown for understanding of complex systems
principles (Goldstone & Son, 2005).

The Combinatorics Domain
The present study uses the domain of combinatorics as a
testing ground to examine the differential effects of instruction using formal and grounded representations on learning
and transfer. From a pedagogic standpoint, combinatorics
plays an important role both in mathematics education and
in education more generally. In mathematics education,
combinatorics is fundamental to the theory of probability
and statistics, which has a wide range of practical applications. More generally, insofar as combinatorics requires a
systematic consideration of what is possible, independent of
what actually is, its mastery is considered to be one step in
in the general development of abstract reasoning capabilities
(Inhelder & Piaget, 1958).
Figure 1 shows an example of one type of combinatorics
problem: sampling with replacement (SWR). SWR problems may be solved by using the formula mn, where m is the
number of items in the set being sampled, and n is the number of times sampling occurs (Figure 1a). In addition to such
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formal expressions, mathematics students often employ a
range of more grounded visual representations to solve such
problems (Corter & Zahner, 2007). One such representation
is outcome listing (Figure 1b). A complete list of outcomes
may be generated through a systematic strategy such as the
“odometer” strategy, which involves exhaustively varying
the outcome for a single sampling event while holding the
outcomes of all the other sampling events constant. Another
category of combinatorics problems is permutations (PER)
problems. PER problems, like SWR problems, admit of
solution either by a formula – m!, where m is the number of
items being permuted – or by a systematic listing strategy.

Figure 1. A combinatorics problem.
The distinction between standard combinatorics formulas
and outcome listing corresponds to the more general distinction between formal and grounded representations in mathematics. Clearly, combinatorics formulas constitute formal
representations. By contrast, lists of possibilities are more
grounded than formulas, because the former involve actual
numerosities, the latter only number symbols – for example,
where the formulas use the numeral 3, the lists actually
show three different letters. (The fact that letters are also
symbols does not detract from the general point that outcome lists represent number in a more grounded way than
do combinatorics formulas.) The present study explores the
effects of instruction employing these alternate representations on learning and transfer.

Experiment 1
In this experiment, participants were shown worked examples of combinatorics story problems belonging to one
category – either SWR or PER. Subsequent performance on
novel problems of the same category was used as a measure
of “near transfer,” while subsequent performance on the
other category was used as a measure of “far transfer.” Near
transfer, thus defined, is not trivial: even if the transfer problems belong to the same category used during instruction,
differences in their “stories” can make the transfer problems
challenging. Far transfer, thus defined, is still more difficult:
it requires participants not only to navigate differences between the stories of the worked examples and those of the
transfer problems, but also to derive entirely novel solution
methods, presumably by adapting the methods shown during instruction. Such adaptation might be possible due to the
structural similarities between the two problem categories
(Figure 2). The formal solutions for both categories involve
multiplying a sequence of numbers beginning with the
number of elements in the set from which selections are

made, with the total number of multiplications equal to the
number of elements selected.

Figure 2. Correspondence between SWR and PER formulas.
This experiment was designed to investigate the differential effects of formula- and listing-based instruction on near
and far transfer performance. Insofar as combinatorics formulas make explicit the mathematical structure common to
all problems of the same category, while outcome listing
does not, we might expect instruction in formulas to result
in more near transfer than instruction in outcome listing. As
for far transfer, however, formal instruction might fare less
well. It is not at all evident how to derive the PER formula
from the SWR formula or vice versa. Adaptation of the corresponding listing procedures may prove easier for learners.
Many aspects of a systematic listing strategy apply equally
well to either problem type, and any adaptation required
may be relatively intuitive based on the common everyday
experience of arranging physical objects in sequence.
This experiment also tested a secondary prediction regarding the effects of formula- and listing-based instruction
on problems of varying degrees of complexity. Koedinger et
al’s (2008) results suggest that formal solution methods
might show an advantage on relatively complex combinatorics problems. By contrast, the more intuitive approach of
listing outcomes might be more effective for simpler problems. In sum, formula-based instruction was predicted to
lead to better performance on near transfer and complex
problems, while listing-based instruction was predicted to
show an advantage on far transfer and simple problems.

Materials and Methods
Participants. 126 undergraduate and graduate students from
Indiana University participated in the experiment, including
78 students who participated for course credit, and 48 students who participated for a financial incentive.
Materials. Two sets of combinatorics story problems were
developed for testing participants. Each set consisted of four
problems: two SWR and two PER, with one “simple” and
one “complex” problem for each category. The complex
problems required solution of three simple sub-problems
followed by summation of their solutions. For example,
finding how many sequences of the notes C, E, and G are
possible that are 5 notes long (answer: 35=243) constitutes a
simple SWR problem, while finding how many such sequences are possible that are 3, 4, or 5 notes long (answer:
33+34+35=351) constitutes a complex SWR problem. The
two test problem sets were mathematically isomorphic, but
used different cover stories.
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In addition to the test problem sets, several training sequences were developed. Each sequence consisted of three
story problems, all belonging to the same category, and a
Powerpoint slideshow presenting worked solutions. The
sequences differed in terms of problem category – SWR or
PER – and method used in the worked solutions – either
combinatorics formulas or outcome listing, as described in
the Background. For a given problem category, the same set
of problems were used for the formula and listing versions.
There were thus four training sequences altogether: one for
each possible combination of category and solution method.
Procedure. The study employed a pretest – training – posttest design. Participants were given paper questionnaires
consisting of one of the test problem sets, referred to as
“pretest,” one training problem set, and the other test problem set, referred to as “posttest.” Which test problem set
was used as pretest and which as posttest, and which problem category was used for the training problem set, were
assigned randomly. Participants were randomly assigned to
view either the formula or the listing version of the worked
solutions to their training problem set, and worked in front
of computers containing the appropriate Powerpoint
slideshows. The type of solution method viewed constitutes
the principal between-subjects variable of the study, and is
henceforth referred to as “training condition.”
Participants were asked to solve the problems in order and
not to return to any problems after completing them. They
were encouraged to show their work as much as possible.
Participants were instructed to view the slideshows on the
computers when directed to do so by the paper questionnaire
(i.e. when solving the corresponding training problems).
Coding. Pretest and posttest responses were classified as
either correct or incorrect. Numeric expressions that evaluated to the correct answer, such as “3×3×3×3×3” for “243”,
were accepted as correct. Correct answers were assigned a
value of 1, and incorrect answers a value of 0. A transfer
score was calculated for each of the four test problem types
by subtracting the scores for the pretest problems from those
for the corresponding posttest problems. Thus, each participant received a transfer score for each problem type ranging
from -1 (decrement) to 0 (no change) to 1 (improvement).
Transfer performance data was re-categorized according
to transfer distance without regard to problem category. In
other words, the data for PER problems were classified as
near transfer for participants trained on PER and as far
transfer for those trained on SWR, and vice versa for SWR
problems. Thus, each participant received four transfer
scores: one for each combination of transfer distance (near
or far) and problem complexity (simple or complex).

Results and Discussion
Results. Mean transfer performance data is shown in Figure
3. One-sample two-tailed t-tests conducted for each problem
type found that transfer performance was significantly
greater than 0 (with the criterion α=.05) for both near trans-

fer problems, but not for either far transfer problem. Within
each training condition, improvement was significant in the
formula condition for simple near transfer only, and in the
listing condition for complex near transfer only.

Figure 3. Mean Transfer Performance.
The data were entered into a linear mixed model, with
performance change as the dependent variable, transfer distance and problem complexity as within-subjects variables,
training condition as a between-subjects variable, and pretest score as a covariate. There was a significant effect of
distance, indicating more improvement for near transfer
(0.16) than for far transfer (0.04), F(1,361.1)=24.6, p<.001.
The main effects of problem complexity and training condition were not significant. However, there was a significant
interaction between distance and condition, F(1,360.3)=4.5,
p=.035, reflecting an advantage of the formula condition on
near transfer (formula: 0.19, listing: 0.13) but little difference between conditions on far transfer (formula: 0.04, listing: 0.05). No other interactions reached significance.
Discussion. For near transfer problems, both formula and
listing instruction resulted in significant posttest improvement, and the observed interaction effect suggests a relative
advantage for formula instruction, consistent with our predictions. For far transfer problems, significant posttest improvement was not observed in either condition. This apparent floor effect precludes any claim as to the superiority of
either type of instruction for promoting far transfer.
Aside from the sheer difficulty of the far transfer problems – an issue addressed in the next experiment – there are
several possible explanations for why listing training failed
to show the predicted advantage over formula training. First,
it is possible that participants actively resisted the outcome
listing approach. Although some participants in the listing
condition did produce outcome lists on posttest, many did
not, preferring to use purely numerical calculations. One
such participant commented that she would have preferred
simply being told how to do the problems – that is, how to
solve them with formulas – reflecting a belief that outcome
listing was not a “real” solution method. Such a belief might
relate to the greater efficiency of formulas, or to a greater
emphasis on formulas in previous education.
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Second, participants in the listing condition may have
been impeded by the need to integrate lists with numerical
calculations. The test problems (though not the training
problems) involved numbers sufficiently large that solution
by outcome listing alone was not feasible in the time provided. Use of outcome listing would require creation of a
partial list followed by some form of numerical operation,
such as multiplication of the partial list size by the number
of partial lists that would occur in a complete list. This additional step might be challenging, either simply by virtue of
being an additional step, or because it requires integration of
two very different modes of thought: grounded and formal.

Experiment 2
Although it is useful to know how instruction based on
formalisms alone compares to instruction using only
grounded representations, actual classroom instruction often
involves a mixture of both types. Some existing research has
supported this approach, showing a learning advantage for
instruction involving both concrete and idealized representations over instruction involving only one or the other (Goldstone & Son, 2005; McNeil & Fyfe, 2010). Goldstone and
Son (2005) additionally found effects of order: “concreteness fading,” i.e. beginning with concrete representations
and proceeding to idealized ones, worked better than the
reverse sequence, “concreteness introduction.” Van Reeuwijk (1995) employed a similar “progressive formalization”
approach, beginning with grounded representations and proceeding to algebraic formalisms.
Experiment 2 explored the effectiveness of such approaches in the context of combinatorics, using the same
instances of grounded and formal representations as in Experiment 1: outcome lists and combinatorics formulas. Two
specific hypotheses were suggested by the above-mentioned
literature on concreteness fading and progressive formalization. First, better transfer performance was predicted after
instruction incorporating both lists and formulas than after
instruction employing only one or the other. Second, for
instruction employing both lists and formulas, better performance was expected when lists were introduced before
formulas rather than after.

Materials and Methods
Participants. 111 undergraduate students from Indiana
University participated in the experiment for course credit.
Materials. Like Experiment 1, this experiment employed
two test problem sets and a training sequence. All four test
problems belonged to the PER category and involved the
same cover stories used for this category in Experiment 1.
The first two problems were categorized as “near transfer”
because they could be solved by direct application of the
solution method shown during training. The first of these
was mathematically isomorphic to one of the training problems, while the second was identical to the “simple” PER
problem used in Experiment 1. The next two problems were
categorized as “far transfer” because they required some

adaptation of the solution method shown in training. The
first of these was identical to the “complex” PER problem
used in Experiment 1, while the second was a novel problem
requiring permutation of a partial subset – a less “distant”
far transfer problem than that used in Experiment 1.
As in Experiment 1, the training sequences consisted of
combinatorics story problems accompanied by Powerpoint
slideshows. The sequences involved four story problems, all
belonging to the PER category, the first two using one cover
story and the second two using a different cover story. There
were four versions of the accompanying slideshows. (1) The
pure listing version demonstrated solution of all four problems by systematic listing of possible outcomes. (2) The
pure formula version demonstrated solution by numerical
computation. (3) The listing fading version used outcome
lists for the first two problems and formulas for the latter
two. (4) The listing introduction version employed the same
content as in (3), but in the reverse sequence. Both formula
and listing solution methods were presented in a slightly
different way from that in Experiment 1.
Procedure. The study employed a pretest – training – posttest design similar to that used in Experiment 1, with two
important differences. First, SWR problems were not used,
so all participants received only PER problems in both the
test and training problem sets. Second, the internal sequence
of training problems was rotated among participants, independently of the type of training received, by randomly assigning which pair of problems came first and which second. The method of data collection was also similar to that
used in Experiment 1, with two important differences. First,
all problems were presented via computer, and participants
were asked to show their work and enter their answers directly into the computer. Second, participants were allowed
to use calculators, which were shown on the computer
screen beside the experiment interface.
Coding. Pretest performance, posttest performance, and
transfer performance were calculated for each test problem
in the same way as for Experiment 1. The data from the first
two test problems were combined to derive aggregate scores
for near transfer, and those from the second two problems to
derive scores for far transfer. Additionally, participants’
shown work for each problem was assigned one or more
codes according to the solution method(s) used. The analysis presented here concerns only two of the codes employed
for this task: “numerical calculation” and “outcome listing.”

Results and Discussion
Results. Mean transfer performance data are shown in Figure 4. One-sample two-tailed t-tests conducted for each
transfer distance and training condition found that transfer
performance was significantly higher than zero for all conditions except listing introduction for near transfer, and for
all conditions except pure listing for far transfer, using the
criterion α=.05.
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Figure 4: Mean Transfer Performance.
The data were entered into a linear mixed model, with
performance change as the dependent variable, transfer distance as a within-subjects variable, training condition as a
between-subjects variable, and pretest score as a covariate.
There was a significant effect of distance, indicating more
improvement for near transfer (0.22) than for far transfer
(0.12), F(1,125.6)=42.2, p<.001. The main effect of training
condition was not significant, but there was a significant
interaction between distance and condition, F(1,107.2)=4.3,
p=.006. The same model run for near transfer problems only
showed a significant effect of training condition,
F(3,106)=2.9, p=.04. Pairwise comparisons between conditions for near transfer showed significantly greater transfer
performance in the listing fading (0.36) than the pure listing
(0.22) and listing introduction (0.05) conditions,
F(1,52)=4.4, p=.040 and F(1,54)=6.5, p=.013 respectively.
No other pair of conditions differed significantly for near
transfer. The same model run for far transfer problems only
found no significant effect of training condition.
Finally, the codes assigned to participants’ shown work
were analyzed to determine whether participants actually
used the methods they were instructed to use on the training
problems. Participants were considered to have followed
instructions if they used the instructed method at least once
for both the first and second pairs of training problems. By
this standard, participants followed instructions most in the
pure formalism condition (100%), followed by listing fading
(57%), pure listing (52%), and listing introduction (28%).
The difference among conditions was significant, p<.001 by
Pearson’s Chi-Square, and was primarily driven by low usage of outcome listing in the latter three conditions.
Discussion. This experiment was designed to explore the
effectiveness of a listing fading approach to combinatorics
instruction, in which a grounded representation – outcome
lists – precedes a corresponding formal representation – a
combinatorics formula. Consistent with our predictions,
listing fading led to the highest average transfer performance of the conditions tested, and for near transfer problems, showed a significant advantage not only over pure
listing, but also over listing introduction. The latter advantage is striking because listing fading and listing intro-

duction employed the same materials, differing only in the
sequence of presentation. These results suggest that listing
fading is indeed a viable instructional approach in combinatorics, and are consistent with the general view that “fading”
from grounded to formal representations is an effective
strategy, especially in comparison to the reverse sequence.
However, this conclusion must be qualified in two respects. First, despite its strong performance, the listing fading condition showed no advantage over the pure formula
condition. Thus, the results do not support a strong claim as
to the necessity of including outcome listing in combinatorics instruction. Second, for far transfer problems, no significant effect of training condition was found. Thus, the results
do not support any claim that listing fading leads to more
flexible knowledge and thus greater far transfer than either
pure formula or listing introduction instruction.
During training, while participants virtually always followed instructions to use numerical calculations, they often
did not use outcome listing when instructed to do so. This
apparent resistance to outcome listing may result from simple unfamiliarity, or from a belief that numerical methods
are superior and/or more appropriate for problems in this
domain. Resistance to grounded representations by students
with prior exposure to formal methods has also been found
in the domain of algebra equation solving (van Reeuwijk,
1995). Thus, students may not spontaneously reap whatever
benefits are to be gained from exposure to grounded representations in combinatorics. Teacher intervention may be
crucial to realizing any such benefits.

General Discussion
The two experiments described herein investigated the effects on near and far transfer performance of instruction
employing grounded and formal representations in the
mathematics of combinatorics. Outcome listing and combinatorics formulas were taken as examples of grounded and
formal representations, respectively. Instruction involving
formulas only led to rates of near and far transfer equal or
superior to the best results produced by instruction involving outcome listing. Other studies of combinatorics learning
have also found either no advantage of grounded representations, or even an actual advantage for formulas (e.g.
Kolloffel, 2008). Clearly, formulas remain an effective,
probably essential, element of combinatorics instruction.
Nevertheless, the present results do suggest that grounded
representations such as outcome listing may have potential
benefits as well. Instruction employing only outcome listing
resulted in moderate or poor transfer in both experiments.
However, in the listing fading condition of Experiment 2,
instruction using both listing and formulas resulted in as
much transfer as that using formulas only, and more near
transfer than that using listing only. It is reasonable to ascribe some positive effect to the listing part of that instruction, because if it had none – if only the formula part was
effective – then its effects on transfer should have been inferior rather than equal to those of pure formula instruction,
which included twice as much exposure to formulas.
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The listing fading condition of Experiment 2 also led to
more near transfer than the listing introduction condition.
This result is consistent with the general view that introducing grounded representations before, rather than after, formal ones leads to better learning outcomes (Goldstone &
Son, 2005; Koedinger et al, 2008). One possible explanation
is that grounded representations provide learners with intuitively comprehensible scaffolding on which they can subsequently build formal knowledge. Another explanation, discussed further below, is that learners, if first exposed to
formal representations, may perceive grounded representations as irrelevant and consequently ignore them. Of course,
these two possibilities are not mutually exclusive.
Instruction involving outcome listing was predicted to
promote far transfer more than formulas-only instruction, on
the grounds that learners would find lists more intuitive and
flexible than formulas. One might also make the same prediction on the basis that, relative to formulas alone, outcome
lists should promote greater conceptual understanding, on
which far transfer presumably relies (Rittle-Johnson &
Alibali, 1999). However, this prediction was not confirmed.
Rates of far transfer did not differ by training condition in
either of the experiments reported. This negative result
might have been caused by a floor effect in Experiment 1,
but not in Experiment 2, in which significant far transfer
was observed. Outcome listing seems to have conferred no
particular advantage for far transfer.
The absence of such an advantage may indicate that outcome listing simply does not, as supposed, conduce to more
flexible knowledge or greater conceptual understanding of
combinatorics. However, it is also possible that the potential
cognitive benefits of outcome listing were diluted by resistance to this representation on the part of some participants. Consistent with this interpretation, participants in
Experiment 2 often did not use outcome listing when instructed to do so, especially after prior exposure to formulas.
Understanding the degree to which such resistance exists,
and the reasons behind it, would be crucial to successful use
of outcome listing in combinatorics instruction, and by
analogy, of grounded representations in instruction in other
areas of mathematics as well.
One possible reason why learners might resist the use of
outcome listing in combinatorics is that they perceive it as
non-mathematical and irrelevant to the “real” (i.e. formal)
solution methods. However, outcome lists must be relevant
to combinatorics formulas at least in the sense that the two
interact in learners’ minds, as if they did not, it would not
matter in what order they were encountered. In Experiment
2, such interaction was relatively uncontrolled: participants
in the mixed conditions were simply exposed to both representations in sequence. Instruction that more actively encouraged learners to integrate their knowledge of alternate
representations to form coherent conceptual understanding
would likely increase the benefits of using both representations. Such integration might be achieved through drawing
explicit connections between corresponding elements of
alternate representations and / or by practice in translating

from each representation to the other. The potential of such
methods to increase the benefits of grounded representations
to mathematics instruction is likely to be a fruitful direction
for further research.
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Abstract
The spatial-numerical association of response codes
(SNARC) effect provides evidence for perceptual simulation
of symbols. That is, parity judgments with one’s left hand are
faster for lower numbers than for higher numbers (with one’s
right hand, judgments are faster for higher numbers than for
lower numbers). A perceptual simulation account of the
SNARC effect leaves little room for a non-embodied
explanation, even though recent studies have demonstrated
that statistical linguistic data can explain findings from
various embodied cognition studies. The current study
explored whether such linguistic factors could also explain
the SNARC effect. In a response time experiment,
participants were asked to make parity judgments of number
words. Frequencies of those number words explained the
results just as well as a perceptual simulation explanation.
Moreover, collocation frequencies (the previous number word
and the following number word) also explained response
times, further demonstrating that linguistic factors might play
an important role in number processing. The results of this
experiment show that language encodes information that
could also be attributed to perceptual simulations.
Consequently, language users might well be using these
linguistic cues during number processing.
Keywords: SNARC; numerical cognition; mental number
line; mental representations; perceptual simulation; embodied
cognition; number processing

Introduction
Intuitively, number manipulation seems more symbolic than
perceptual in nature. The computing of numbers, after all,
does not require references to the symbols being
manipulated or a visual representation of the manipulation
process. Nevertheless, a spatial representation of numbers is
often thought to facilitate our understanding (Semenza,
2008). When participants are presented with small (1, 2, 3,
4) and large (6, 7, 8, 9) numbers, and are asked to make a
parity judgment, they are faster to respond to small numbers
with their left hand, and large numbers with their right. This
finding is known as the SNARC (spatial-numerical
association of response codes) effect (Dehaene, Bossini, &
Giraux, 1993; Wood, Nuerk, Willmes, & Fischer, 2008) and

suggests that comprehenders perceptually simulate the
representation of numbers. Importantly, subjects are not
making judgments that would call attention to number
magnitude, but instead, they are making a speeded parity
judgment. Purportedly, the SNARC effect occurs because
participants use mental representations to spatially represent
numbers on a number line. Furthermore, the SNARC effect
always seems to occur in the same direction as the
directional reading conventions of the subject’s culture (i.e.,
English speakers show a left-to-right SNARC effect while
Arabic speakers show the reverse effect) (Shaki, Fischer, &
Petrusic, 2009).
Researchers have replicated and modified the original
SNARC experiment to also demonstrate vertical effects (Ito
& Hatta, 2004), as well as right-to-left effects (i.e., opposite
of what is expected for English speakers) (Shaki et al.,
2009; Zebian, 2005) for other language groups. In fact,
Israelis, who read text from right-to-left and who read
numbers from left-to-right, show no SNARC effect at all
(Shaki et al., 2009). In addition, illiterate Arabic speakers
fail to show any SNARC effect (Zebian, 2005). Andres,
Ostry, Nicol, and Paus (2008) have shown that physical
manipulations of the subject (e.g., crossing hands, or using
grasping motions) do not influence the direction of the
effect. Yet others have found that the SNARC effect holds
when subjects are presented with two-digit numbers
(Dehaene et al., 1993; Reynvoet & Brysbaert, 1999) and
number words (Fias, 2001), however it is noted that in some
cases number word processing may increase response times
(RTs) relative to Arabic numeral processing (Dehaene et al.,
1993). Furthermore, although the effect may exist for
numbers, no such magnitude-based mental organizational
system is found for alphabetic letters (e.g., A, B, C, etc.)
(Zorzi, Priftis, Meneghello, Marenzi, & Umilta, 2006).
Interestingly, the SNARC effect does seem to be influenced
by processing strategies employed during the experimental
task. Subjects asked to imagine distance on a ruler
demonstrate a typical SNARC effect, whereas those who
instead imagine numbers representing time on a clock face
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show no such effect (Suzuki, Sugimoto, Tsuruo, Bachtold,
Baumuller, & Brugger, 1998).
Apart from simply expanding upon instances in which the
SNARC effect occurs and does not occur, various theories
explaining the effect have been offered. As number
representation is thought to be somewhat independent of
other language processes (Semenza, 2008), many
researchers have proposed a spatial representation
explanation of the SNARC effect. In other words, the
SNARC effect occurs because the mental representations of
numbers are spatially organized according to number
magnitude (i.e., numbers are placed on a mental number line
with small numbers on the left and large numbers on the
right) (Zorzi, Priftis, & Umilta, 2002). Although such an
explanation is succinct and even empirically supported
through neurological research (Zorzi et al., 2006), it fails to
account for how numbers are represented for language users
of specific groups that fail to show any SNARC effects
(e.g., Israelis and illiterate Arabic speakers).
Dehaene and colleagues (1993) have suggested that
instead of spatial representation being inherent in the
numbers themselves, the SNARC effect may be caused by
directional reading conventions. Further development of this
theory hypothesizes that the direction of recent spatial
processing be considered in addition to culturally
constrained conventional reading directions (Fischer, Shaki,
& Cruise, 2009).
Proctor and Cho (2006) claimed that the SNARC effect
occurs through the consideration of stimuli polarity.
According to a theory of number representation, small
numbers have a negative polarity whereas large numbers
have a positive polarity. Thus words and numbers are
represented along a positive-negative dimension in space. In
the instance of SNARC, the right side and large numbers are
associated with a positive polarity and the opposite is true
for the left side and small numbers. Bächtold, Baumüller,
and Brugger (1998) have posited that the SNARC effect
might be due to a learned embodied association between
numbers and actions (i.e., common patterns of motor
activation make use of the knowledge that the left side of a
keyboard possesses only small numbers whereas the right
possesses large numbers).
Even others suggest that two different processing routes
(a top-down conditional route and an automatic
unconditional route) work together simultaneously to help
us understand the stimuli being presented, therefore
accounting for RT differences among various numbers
(Gevers, Cassens, & Fias, 2005; Gevers, Lammertyn,
Notebaert, Verguts, & Fias, 2005). It is important to note
that despite differences between theories, most agree the
SNARC effect is, at least in some way, further evidence for
perceptual simulation during cognition.

Symbolic and Embodied Cognition
Many studies have demonstrated that cognition is embodied
(Barsalou, 1999; Glenberg, 1997; Pecher & Zwaan, 2005;
Semin & Smith, 2008). Proponents of the embodied

cognition account suggest that concepts and percepts are
understood through perceptually simulating external
experiences. In other words, according to this view, mental
representations are thought to be modality specific neural
reenactments of perception and action. Further, embodiment
theorists argue there is little room for the utilization of
symbolic representations during conceptual processing, such
as statistical linguistic variables, because mental
representations must always be grounded in bodily
experiences (Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002; Lakoff, 1987).
A number of perceptual features have been found to
facilitate conceptual comprehension. Implied perceptual
features such as shape, location, modality, orientation, and
direction (Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002; Šetić & Domijan,
2007; Stanfield & Zwaan, 2001; Zwaan & Yaxley, 2004)
that facilitate language comprehension have led to views of
embodied cognition that reject symbolic accounts (Glenberg
& Kaschak, 2002; Lakoff, 1987; van Dantzig, Pecher,
Zeelenberg & Barsalou, 2008). The ready dismissal of nonperceptual explanations in cognition is somewhat surprising,
given the evidence summarized in Paivio’s (1986) Dual
Coding Theory. Paivio and colleagues demonstrated in a
range of experimental studies that cognitive processes
involve both verbal and non-verbal representations.
Accordingly, words may be stored in memory as a set of
embodied simulations or as a set of abstract linguistic
representations, based on a variety of factors (e.g.,
individual differences, concreteness, task demands, etc.).
Louwerse (2007; 2010) proposed the Symbol
Interdependency Theory. According to this theory language
encodes perceptual relations (Louwerse, 2008), and
language users take advantage of these linguistic cues
during cognition. For shallow processing, language users
primarily rely on linguistic representations, whereas for
deep processing they rely more on perceptual simulations
(Louwerse & Jeuniaux, 2010). For instance, Louwerse
(2008) tested whether the finding that the word pair flowerstem, presented one above the other, yielded faster response
times because participants were perceptually simulating the
word pair, or because of the word order. Spatially higher
items were found to precede lower items (the frequency of
word pairs such as flower-stem is significantly higher than
word pairs stem-flower), and the linguistic frequencies
explained response times better than perceptual ratings.
Louwerse (2008) replicated the effect for linguistic
frequencies when the two words were presented
horizontally, next to each other.
The experimental evidence supporting the Symbol
Interdependency Theory allows for the possibility that the
SNARC effect could also be attributed to statistical
linguistic factors. To test for this possibility, we conducted a
SNARC response time study. As in most SNARC studies,
we asked participants to evaluate whether numbers were
even or odd, by responding using their left or right index
finger. However, instead of presenting Arabic numerals we
opted for number words.
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The rationale for using number words was that a) if the
SNARC effect could have a linguistic basis, we should be
able to first and foremost find it in words and b) although
making parity judgments regarding number words may
seem to be more difficult than making parity judgments
about Arabic numerals, still number words have shown to
yield a SNARC effect (Fias, 2001).
Admittedly, there is evidence that number words and
Arabic numerals are processed in different ways (Damian,
2004; Fias, 2001). However, past research has suggested
that number word presentation shows few differences from
traditional Arabic numeral presentation in a SNARC
experiment (Nuerk, Iversen, & Willmes, 2004).
Furthermore, as we exclusively presented number words,
any variations in RTs should be systematic across all parity
judgments, and are thus of little consequence.
Because language encodes embodied representations, we
hypothesized a strong correlation between the perceptual
ordering of the numbers and their frequencies. Moreover,
we hypothesized that these frequencies would explain the
results as well as (or better than) a perceptual simulation
account. Finally, we hypothesized that if linguistic factors
explain the SNARC effect, the collocation frequencies of
paired number words (e.g., one preceding two, one
following two) would also impact processing time.

Procedure
In both conditions, number words were presented in the
center of an 800x600 resolution computer screen running Eprime software (Psychology Software Tools, Inc.,
Pittsburgh, PA). Participants were asked to make a parity
judgment as quickly and as accurately as possible after each
number word was presented on the screen. Depending on
which condition they were assigned to, participants
responded to either even or odd number words with the left
index finger (by pressing the ‘F’ key) and with the right
index finger (by pressing the ‘J’ key).
Once a participant responded, the symbol ‘+’ would
appear as a fixation point in the center of the screen for
1000 msecs, then the next number word would appear.
Trials consisted of two separate number word presentations
followed by a short beep. Participants were instructed to
press the spacebar when they heard the beep to progress to
the next trial pair. Number words within an experimental
session were randomly presented for each participant in
order to negate any order effects. Each participant saw every
combination of number word pairs one through nine
(excluding five) in each condition. To ensure participants
understood the task, a session of six practice trials preceded
the experimental session.

Results

Experiment
The current experiment investigated whether linguistic
factors could be considered as a possible alternative
explanation for the SNARC effect. Subjects participated in a
standard SNARC experiment by making parity judgments
about number word stimuli while their response times with
their left and right hand were recorded.

Methods
Participants
Fifty-seven University of Memphis undergraduate students
participated for extra credit in a psychology course. All
participants had normal or corrected vision, were right
handed, and were native English speakers. Twenty-seven
participants were randomly assigned to respond to even
numbers with their left hand and to odd numbers with their
right hand, and thirty participants were randomly assigned
to respond to odd numbers with their left hand and to even
numbers with their right hand.

Stimuli
Each experiment consisted of 130 trials, with each trial
including one number word. Number words included ranged
from one to nine, but, as is convention in SNARC
experiments, five was excluded (Tzelgov, Meyer, & Henik,
1992). Importantly, trials were paired such that each number
word was paired with every other number word, in both
orders (i.e., participants would see one followed by three, as
well as three followed by one).

Five participants were removed from further analysis
because >14% of their answers were incorrect. The total of
52 participants were now equally distributed between the
response conditions, with 26 participants in each condition.
The average error rate was 5%. In addition, outliers were
identified as 2.5 SD above the mean RT per participant per
condition. Errors and outliers were removed from the
analysis, affecting 6.5% of the initial data.
A mixed-effect regression model was conducted on RT
with response side and number magnitude as fixed
predictors and subject and item as random predictors
(Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008; Richter, 2006). The
model was fitted using the restricted maximum likelihood
estimation (REML) for the continuous variable (RT). F-test
denominator degrees of freedom were estimated using the
Kenward-Roger’s degrees of freedom adjustment to reduce
the chances of Type I error (Littell, Stroup, & Freund,
2002).
A main effect was found for response side with faster
response times for right handed responses compared to left
handed responses, F(1, 5815.85) = 6.57, p = .01. This result
is not surprising, given that all participants were righthanded.
As described earlier, the SNARC effect stems from the
interaction between faster responses for lower numbers with
the left hand, and faster responses for higher numbers with
the right hand. This is exactly what was found. An
interaction between response side (left or right handed
response) and number magnitude (one, two, three, … nine)
reached significance, F (1, 5816.93) = 3.26, p = .04.
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Figure 1: RT results (right-hand results – left-hand results) curve-fitted to a 3rd degree polynomial model. Numbers 1-9 are
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Figure 2: RT results (right-hand results – left-hand results) curve-fitted to a 3rd degree polynomial model. Log frequencies
are plotted sequentially along the x axis.
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Figure 3: RT results (right-hand results – left-hand results) curve-fitted to a 3rd degree polynomial model. Ten percentiles
of the log frequencies are plotted sequentially along the x axis.
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Testing Cratylus’ Hypothesis: Aspectual Iconicity
Daniel Klenovsak
LMU Munich

Dietmar Zaefferer
LMU Munich
Abstract: Cratylus famously claimed that there is a kind of inherent correctness in names, the same for all men.
This entails that some codings are better for a given content than others and that coding preferences could be part of
UG (under a modern view: ’analytic biases that prefer certain language types over others’). Since verbs tend to code
events and pronouncing a verb is also an event we call aspectual iconicity the identity of continuity values in both:
English ’to stop’ involves stop consonants and therefore codes termination iconically, German ’aufho&#776;ren’ does
not. We used an artificial language together with purported German translations in order to test the hypothesis that
aspectual iconicity is part of UG and observed a significant effect: Presented with a German sentence describing a
(dis-)continuous event participants preferred a purported translation (to be read aloud) when articulation event and
described event matched in continuity.
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Abstract
Semantic space models of lexical semantics learn vector
representations for words by observing statistical
redundancies in a text corpus. A word’s meaning is
represented as a point in a high-dimensional semantic space.
However, these spatial models have difficulty simulating
human free association data due to the constraints placed
upon them by metric axioms which appear to be violated in
association norms. Here, we build on work by Griffiths,
Steyvers, and Tenenbaum (2007) and test the ability of spatial
semantic models to simulate association data when they are
fused with a Luce choice rule to simulate the process of
selecting a response in free association. The results provide an
existence proof that spatial models can produce the patterns of
data in free association previously thought to be problematic.
Keywords: Semantic space model; latent semantic analysis;
semantic networks; word association; metric axioms.

1. Introduction
A longstanding belief in theories of lexical semantics
(dating back at least to Osgood, 1952) is that words can be
represented as points in a multidimensional semantic space.
Similarity between words is then defined as some function
of their distance in space. This classic notion of mental
space has had an obvious impact on modern computational
semantic space models, such as Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA; Landuaer & Dumais, 1997). Models such as LSA
borrow techniques from linear algebra to infer the semantic
representation for words from their contextual cooccurrences in linguistic corpora. In the resulting space, a
word’s meaning is represented by a vector over latent
dimensions. Inter-word similarity is based on Euclidean
geometry: Words that are more similar are more proximal in
the learned space.
In contrast to spatial models, the recent popularity of
probabilistic models of cognition has led to the development
of Bayesian models of semantic representation, such as the
LDA-based Topic model of Griffiths, Steyvers, and
Tenenbaum (2007). In the Topic model, a word’s
representation is a probability distribution over latent
semantic “topics.” Given that LSA and the Topic model
provide similar quantitative accounts of many semantic
tasks, a popular misconception is that the models are
isomorphic and that the Topic model is simply a more
modern and generative version of LSA. However, the issue
of whether humans represent meaning as a coordinate in
space or as a conditional probability is a fundamental
question in cognitive science, and has implications for
downstream models that make use of these representations.

Tversky (1977) has noted that spatial models must
respect several metric axioms. Firstly, in a metric space the
distance between a point and itself must be zero by any
Euclidean metric, 𝑑 𝑥, 𝑥 = 0 (non-negativity). Secondly,
distance must respect symmetry: 𝑑 𝑥, 𝑦 = 𝑑 𝑦, 𝑥 . Thirdly,
distance must respect the triangle inequality: If x and y are
proximal and y and z are proximal, then x and z are likely to
be proximal points as well (specifically, 𝑑 𝑥, 𝑧 ≤
𝑑 𝑥, 𝑦 + 𝑑 𝑦, 𝑧 ). As Tversky & Gati (1982) have
demonstrated, human judgments of similarity routinely
violate these axioms (specifically, symmetry and the
triangle inequality). Tversky used human violations of the
metric axioms to argue against spatial models of similarity,
and instead proposed an additive feature comparison model.
The spatial debate, however, has a long history in cognitive
science, with Tversky’s work being followed by
explanations of how metric spaces could produce violations
of metric axioms (e.g., Krumhansl’s (1978) notion of
density or Holman’s (1979) similarity and bias model).
Griffiths et al. (2007) note that word association norms
also violate metric axioms, making them problematic for
semantic space models such as LSA. Probabilistic
representations, however, are not subject to the same metric
restrictions as spatial representations, and Griffiths et al.
provide an elegant demonstration of how their Topic model
can naturally account for the qualitative nature of these
violations that LSA cannot.
Word association norms contain a significant number of
asymmetric associations: For example, the probability of
generating baby as a response to stork as a cue is much
greater than the reverse. Part of this effect is due to a bias to
respond with a high frequency target independent of the cue,
but part appears to be due to some sort of asymmetry in
similarity. In addition, word association norms contain
apparent violations of the triangle inequality axiom: To use
the example from Griffiths et al. (2007), asteroid is strongly
associated with belt, and belt is strongly associated with
buckle, but asteroid and buckle have little association.
Finally, Steyvers and Tenenbaum (2005) demonstrate that
association norms contain neighborhood structure that is
incompatible with spatial models. If one constructs an
associative network with nodes representing words and
connecting edges based on nonzero association
probabilities, the resulting networks are scale-free: they
have power law degree distributions and high clustering
coefficients. Griffiths et al. demonstrate that while LSA
(based on a thresholded cosine) cannot reproduce this
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network structure, the Topic model naturally produces
scale-free and small-world networks.
However, it is important to recall that an observable
behavior such as free association is the product of a
cognitive process operating on a memorial representation
(Estes, 1975). This notion is ubiquitous in cognitive science.
For example, Nosofsky (1986) uses a spatial representation
of stimuli, but the complex classification behavior of his
model is the result of applying a simple choice rule to this
spatial representation, not spatial distance itself. Similarly,
semantic space models are models of memory structure; the
structural model should not be expected to simulate a
complex behavior like memory retrieval without the benefit
of a process account to explain how the memory structure is
used in a particular task. This also enhances the models’
generalizability across different tasks that tap semantic
structure, and is particularly appealing given the low
correlation between different tasks thought to utilize the
same semantic structure (Maki & Buchanan, 2008).
Griffiths et al. (2007, p. 224) imply that a “more
complex” spatial metric based on LSA (similar to
Nosofsky’s 1986, 1991 use of a similarity-choice function)
could potentially account for the metric axiom violations in
association norms. We return to the issue of complexity
with regard to spatial and probabilistic models in the
discussion. The bulk of this paper will be focused on
evaluating their suggestion by fusing spatial semantic
models with a parameter-free version of Luce’s (1959)
similarity-choice model to evaluate their ability to account
for the problematic data identified by Griffiths et al. In
doing so, we provide an existence proof that semantic space
models can indeed produce asymmetries, violations of the
triangle inequality, and scale-free network structure with an
appropriate process rule. It is premature to reject spatial
models of semantic representation based on violations of
metric axioms in association data.

2. A Generic Spatial Choice Model
In this paper, we evaluate the application of Luce’s (1959)
choice rule to simulate the cognitive process involved in the
task of free association when applied to various (metric)
semantic space models, gradually increasing in complexity.
Although similarity and distance in the semantic spaces
respect the metric axioms, the behavior of the choice rule
applied to these spaces need not (cf. Nosofsky, 1991). The
Luce choice rule was selected as our generic output model
here due to its ubiquity in models of cognitive phenomena;
it has been successfully applied to choice behavior ranging
from low-level neural networks to high-level economic
models of group choice behavior.
The Luce choice rule simulates how humans select from
possible choice alternatives given a stimulus similarity
space, governed by probabilities conditioned on the choice
set. Given a set of stimulus similarities (where similarity is
defined as an inverse monotonic function of psychological
distance) the Luce choice rule states that the probability of
responding to stimulus Si with response Rj is defined as:

p(𝑅! |𝑆! ) =

𝛽! 𝜂!,!
!"# 𝛽! 𝜂!,!

(1)

where βj is the response bias for item j, and ηi,j is the
similarity between stimuli i and j. Given the restrictions of
metric spaces, the total probability over all responses sums
to one. Most applications of the choice rule include
exponential scaling of similarity based on Shepard’s (1987)
universal law of distance and perceived similarity. Hence,
this general formula is often referred to as the Shepard-Luce
choice axiom:

p(𝑅! |𝑆! ) =

𝛽! 𝑒 !!"(!! ,!! )
!"# 𝛽! 𝑒

(2)

!!"(!! ,!! )

where d is a psychological distance function, and λ is a free
parameter for the slope of the exponential (indicating a
subject’s sensitivity to stimulus differences).
Due to computational complexity that would be required
to fit free parameters in the choice rule for our simulations,
we evaluate a very simple parameter-free version of the
choice rule here. Firstly we assume λ = 1, and ignore
exponential scaling. Secondly, although it is reasonable to
fix β to normative log word frequency for each word in the
lexicon, we also ignore bias in our application here to make
the similarities easily comparable to previous work. Hence,
given a semantic similarity matrix for all words in the
lexicon (for example, using LSA cosines) we simulate the
probability of producing a target word in response to a cue
word in free association as:

p(target|cue) =

cos (cue, target)
(cue, word[i])

(3)

!
!!! cos

where τ is a threshold parameter. Hence, this is a very
simple version of the Luce choice rule, and performance
should only be seen as a baseline—the model could
obviously produce better predictions with parameter fitting.

3. Testing the Semantic Choice Model
In this section, we test the ability of the simple Luce
choice rule (free of parameters except for a maximum
candidates threshold in the denominator) to account for
violations of the metric axioms. Each of the metric spaces
conform to the metric axioms, but the simple behavior of
making a choice in this space does not.

3.1. Training Corpus
We trained each semantic space model on the standard
TASA corpus (Landauer & Dumais, 1997), and duplicated
the modifications to the corpus made by Griffiths et al.
(2007) for easy comparison to their results. The models
were restricted to words that occurred with a frequency of at
least 10, and were not contained on the standard LSA
stoplist of function words. This reduced the model
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vocabularies to 26,240 words with ~4.2 million tokens in
the modified TASA, consistent with the version used by
Griffiths et al.

3.2. Semantic Space Models
We tested three semantic space models, ranging in
assumptions and complexity: LSA, POC, and BEAGLE.
The semantic spaces produced by each of the models
conform to the three metric axioms (non-negativity,
symmetry, and the triangle inequality).
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA): LSA spaces were
constructed based on a word-by-document (W x D) cooccurrence matrix, in which each word is initially
represented as a frequency distribution over documents.
Entries are then weighted inversely proportionate to the
word’s frequency and entropy (− 𝑝 log 𝑝 ) over
documents. Singular value decomposition was applied to
this matrix, and only the components with the largest
eigenvalues were retained. The resulting word vectors are
thought to represent the latent semantic dimensions which
best explain the co-occurrence pattern of words over
contexts.
We constructed LSA spaces using both 300 and 700
dimensions. Similar to Griffiths et al. (2007), we found little
difference in performance on the association task as a
function of dimensionality. Our 300-dimensional version
matched the version on the LSA website. However, we use
the 700-dimensional version here so our results are directly
comparable to Griffiths et al.
Proportion of Co-Occurrence (POC): We also tested a
much simpler direct co-occurrence metric based on mutual
information, as recent work has demonstrated superior
performance on some semantic tasks using simple models
based only on the surface form of language (e.g., Recchia &
Jones, 2009), suggesting that “deep” models like LSA may
be over-thinking the problem of human semantic learning.
Here we use proportion of co-occurrence (POC), a variant
of mutual information metrics:

POC!,! =

𝑓!"
𝑓! + 𝑓! − 𝑓!"

(4)

where 𝑓! and 𝑓! are the raw frequencies of words i and j,
respectively, and 𝑓!" is the co-occurrence frequency of i and
j together in the same document. POC is essentially the
intersection of the Venn, and can be applied efficiently to
the same W x D matrix LSA learns from, but without the
complexity of inferring latent semantic dimensions.
BEAGLE: In addition to LSA and POC, we use a model
intermediate to the two in complexity—the context learning
mechanism from the BEAGLE model of Jones and
Mewhort (2007), which is similar in spirit to other random
accumulation models (Kanerva, 2009). BEAGLE begins by
assigning initial random vectors to all words in the corpus,

with elements sampled randomly from 𝑁 0, !! , where D is
an arbitrary vector dimensionality. As BEAGLE
experiences sentences, the model updates the memory
vectors for each word in the sentence as the sum of the
random initial vectors representing each other word in the
sentence. Across learning, semantically similar words
naturally develop similar distributed vector patterns because
they have had common random vectors summed into their
memory representations. This has the effect that words
which frequently co-occur develop similar vectors (a pattern
learned by POC), but also that words which occur in similar
sentences develop similar vectors (a pattern learned by
LSA), even if they never directly co-occurred. Note that the
original BEAGLE model of Jones and Mewhort (2007) also
uses holographic binding to learn grammatical information
about word usage—however, here we just use the very
simple random vector summation to learn semantic structure
in TASA (the convolution-based holographic learning
mechanism would introduce unnecessary complexity, as
grammatical similarity is unlikely to play a large role in free
association). Here, we use BEAGLE trained with 1024
dimensions trained on TASA using context learning only.

3.3. Simulating Asymmetric Associations
We do not bother with simulations based on the raw
semantic spaces here, as they are obviously unable to
simulate asymmetries in free association (i.e., cos(A,B) =
cos(B,A)). However, a choice rule applied to these spaces to
simulate the process of free association need not respect
symmetry. The reason for this is very similar to
Krumhansl’s
(1978) notion of similarity density. In
addition, the density asymmetry in semantic space models
has been previously identified and discussed elsewhere
(Burgess & Lund, 2000; Jones & Kintsch, 2006).
Although the distance between baby and stork is equal in
either direction, the structure of the landscape is not. If one
computes and ranks the similarity of every word in the
lexicon to baby and stork, baby is the 22nd most similar
word to stork, but stork is only the 9,279th more similar
word to baby (cosines from BEAGLE). Hence, while the
numerator of the choice rule is the same for both baby-stork
and stork-baby, the denominator changes drastically
depending on the ratio of similarity to other competitors.
When a simple choice rule is applied to a metric space, baby
comes to mind easily when cued with stork, but it is
extremely unlikely to respond with stork when cued with
baby due to strong competition from the many other words
that come to mind more easily.
We reproduced Griffiths et al.’s (2007) method of
selecting asymmetric pairs from Nelson’s association
norms. Two words were asymmetrically associated in the
norms if 1) one word was produced as a response to the
other with greater than zero probability, and 2) the forwardbackward ratio of cue-response probability was greater than
an order of magnitude. This procedure produced 38,740
asymmetric associations.
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% Assymetries Predicted

We then tested the ability of the choice rule to correctly
predict the direction of the asymmetry in these pairs. Note
that the raw semantic space models would produce baseline
chance of ~50%. For each model we varied the threshold
parameter τ in the denominator of the choice rule. This
represents the τ most similar words to the cue considered as
competitors to the target—τ was fixed across pairs within a
given simulation (so all had the same threshold).
Performance did not vary widely depending on τ anyways,
so we present only performance with the best τ per model
here (with τ hand fit).
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Figure 1. Percentage of asymmetries in association norms
predicted by each choice model (horizontal line is chance).
Figure 1 shows the percentage of asymmetric pairs for
which the choice model predicted the correct direction,
varying semantic space. For comparison, the horizontal line
is chance performance without a choice model, and we have
inserted Griffiths et al.’s (2007) Topics model performance
for the same pairs, and raw frequency of the target word.
The first pattern to notice in Figure 1 is that LSA did not
perform any better with a choice rule than it could without.
We found this puzzling, but consistent across a wide range
of τ (and the model often did worse than chance). While this
could be taken as evidence against spatial models in
isolation, notice that both POC and BEAGLE improve
considerably with the choice rule; both perform as well as
word frequency and the Topic model. This is particularly
intriguing given that POC is not a “deep” inductive model.
When fused with an appropriate process model to simulate
the task of free association, however, it easily predicts the
correct pattern of asymmetry in the association norms.

3.4. The Triangle Inequality
The triangle inequality is more difficult to test because there
is disagreement about what constraints it places on a
semantic similarity space, and how these constraints should
be manifest in a free association task. The triangle
inequality comes from Euclidean geometry, in which the
shortest path between two points is a line. Given this
observation, the inequality states that the length of any side
of a triangle must be less than the sum of the other two
sides. Hence, when translated to proximities among three

words in a metric semantic space, the distance between any
pair of words in a triple may be no greater than the sum of
the distances of the other two pairs, d(x,z) ≤ d(x,y) + d(y,z).
Tversky has demonstrated violations of the triangle
inequality in similarity judgments of low-dimensional
stimuli, in which humans weight feature matches more
heavily than geometry suggests they should. However, it is
difficult to determine what hard constraints the triangle
inequality places on semantic similarity spaces. Griffiths et
al. (2007) interpret the triangle inequality as implying that if
x is similar to y and y is similar to z, then x must be similar
to z. In word association, this leads to the expectation that if
P(w2|w1) is high and P(w3|w2) is high, then P(w3|w1) must be
high. However, they note that this constraint is violated in
free association norms—as P(w2|w1) and P(w3|w2) are
selected to exceed an increasing threshold, P(w3|w1) remains
unaffected. To use their example, although asteroid is
highly associated with belt, and belt is highly associated
with buckle, asteroid and buckle have little association.
It is important to note, however, that the triangle
inequality is difficult to explore (and impossible to test)
with association data. The inequality does not state that if x
and y are close points and y and z are close points, then x
and z must also be close points; it simply states that x and z
may be no further apart than the sum of the distances
between x-y and y-z. Hence, the triple asteroid-belt-buckle
in free association may conform to the triangle inequality
(rather than being a violation). Asteroid and buckle need not
be similar under the inequality, just not dissimilar.
It is difficult to determine from free association data
whether the triangle inequality has been violated because
association is a coarse indicator of similarity—a word is
produced in response to a cue word or not. But the fact that
a target is not produced in response to a cue is not evidence
that they have no similarity, nor is it evidence of violating
the triangle inequality. Griffiths et al. (2007) demonstrate
that even as P(w2|w1) and P(w3|w2) increase in the norms,
there are still many cases in which P(w3|w1) = 0. While they
are careful to note that this only suggests a violation of the
triangle inequality, we worry about the reliance on zero
probabilities in this type of analysis. A zero probability
association simply means that the event did not occur. It can
be problematic to make inferences based largely on events
that were unobserved (although this is a strength of
Bayesian models). In addition, the practice assumes that all
word pairs with zero probability (unobserved) have equal
similarity, an assumption that is certain to be wrong.
We duplicated the thresholding analysis conducted by
Griffiths et al. (2007), but instead used only triples for
which all three pairs exist in the association norms. Hence,
all probabilities in our analysis are nonzero, and we can
examine whether P(w3|w1) is related to systematic increases
in P(w2|w1) and P(w3|w2), relying on variance of observed
events only. Our selection resulted in 80,212 triples. We
systematically increased the threshold τ above which
P(w2|w1) and P(w3|w2) were required to lie, and examined
the distribution of P(w3|w1) values. In the analysis by
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Griffiths et al. (2007) which included zero probabilities,
they essentially found that P(w3|w1) was uncorrelated with τ.
However, in our data (which excluded zero probabilities),
we observed a significant correlation between the median of
the P(w3|w1) distribution and τ, r = 0.42. This indicates that
the triangle inequality may indeed apply to association data
when missing values (zero probabilities) are removed.
With the Luce choice rule applied to simulate the process
of selecting a response in a free association task given a
spatial semantic similarity space, metric models can produce
violations of the triangle inequality. However, given that it
is unclear whether humans violate this axiom in free
association, it is important to note that metric models also
can conform to the inequality. This is particularly important
given that we are still uncertain as to whether or not human
free associations actually contain evidence of a mental space
that violates the inequality. In addition, it would seem from
other types of semantic data that the triangle inequality is
alive and well in the head. For example, mediated priming is
a well-established semantic phenomenon that relies on
triangulation: priming with lion facilitates recognition of
stripes due to their mediated relationship through tiger.

distributions and clustering properties that closely matched
association networks. It is unclear, however, whether LSA’s
failure to reproduce the structure of the association network
is common to all spatial models, or whether LSA would fail
to produce the correct structure if it had the benefit of the
Luce choice rule to simulate the process of free association.
We constructed semantic networks analogously to
Griffiths et al. (2007) both for LSA based on raw cosines as
they did, but also for LSA, POC, and BEAGLE with the
addition of the Luce choice rule to simulate free association.
Here, we discuss only undirected networks. Only normed
words were used to create the networks. For each model, a
threshold was set to determine whether to connect two
nodes in the network (based either on cosine for raw LSA,
or cue-target probability predictions from the Luce rule for
the others). For each network, we fit the degree distribution
to both a power and exponential function, and computed the
clustering coefficient (Watts & Strogatz, 1998). The results
are displayed in Table 1 (LC = Luce choice rule applied to a
similarity space). For comparison, we have also added the
network properties from the free association norms in the
first row of Table 1.

3.5. Semantic Network Structure

Table 1. Network structure statistics for word association
norms, raw LSA, and spatial + choice models (LC).

In addition to constraints from metric axioms, the
neighborhood structure of semantic spaces (specifically
LSA) is inconsistent with what is suggested from word
association. To create the mental connectivity structure
necessary to produce association norms, LSA would need
more words with extremely dense semantic neighborhoods
than it appears to have. For example, Steyvers and
Tenenbaum (2005) created network graphs based on free
association norms and then investigated the ability of
different growth models to produce this structure, as well as
the network graphs of WordNet and various thesauri.
Steyvers and Tenenbaum (2005) created graphs based on
association norms in which each word is a node and nodes
are connected if they have nonzero probability of
association. The resulting graphs are scale-free, a common
property of connectivity in nature. If a word’s degree k is
defined as the number of other words connected to it, a
scale-free network is one in which the distribution of
degrees over all nodes follows a power law, 𝑃(𝑘) ~𝑘 !!
where γ is the constant rate of the power function. If
both 𝑃(𝑘) and k are plotted on a log scale, the result is a
straight line with a slope of – γ. In addition, Steyvers and
Tenenbaum found that association networks had much
higher clustering of interconnected nodes than would be
expected in a randomly constructed network. LSA was
unable to reproduce this scale-free small-world structure for
a variety of generation methods attempted by Steyvers and
Tenenbaum: LSA produces degree distributions that fall off
too slowly for small values of k and then too steeply as k
increases, and LSA’s clustering properties are both too high
and are qualitatively distinct from association networks.
In contrast, Griffiths et al. (2007) found that networks
created from the Topic model produced power law degree

Power R2
.877

Exp R2
.571

CC
.187

CC/CCer
42.59

LSA-Raw

.882

.872

.449

85.41

LSA-LC

.830

.909

.352

72.58

POC-LC

.952

.939

.092

18.81

BEAG-LC

.882

.550

.290

59.03

Network
Association

Although the degree distribution for raw LSA was
slightly better fit by a power function than an exponential, it
shows little preference between the two, and the clustering
properties of LSA are several orders of magnitude greater
than the association network. The final column in Table 1
gives the ratio of the clustering coefficient in the model’s
network to the clustering coefficient expected in a random
Erdos-Rényi graph constructed with the same density. The
CC/CCer ratio for raw LSA is much greater than that
observed in the association network. As with the asymmetry
simulation, the Luce choice rule integrated with LSA
actually produces network structure more incompatible with
the association network than did the raw LSA space,
producing an exponentially distributed degree distribution.
In contrast, POC-LC produces relatively weak clustering.
When fused with the Luce choice rule, BEAGLE
produces network structure that is remarkably similar to the
structure observed in the association network. The degree
distributions show a strong preference for a power function
over an exponential, and the slope of the power function for
BEAGLE (γ = 2.22) is very close to that of the association
network (γ = 2.25). For comparison, the slope of the power
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fit for LSA-LC was γ = 3.96. Figures 2 and 3 show the loglog degree distributions for the Luce choice version of LSA
and BEAGLE, respectively. Recall that the log-log degree
distribution of the association network is linear with a slope
of γ = 2.25. Hence, while network connectivity structure is a
more difficult test for these models, BEAGLE demonstrates
that it is certainly possible for a spatial model to produce the
connectivity structure observed in association norms with
the benefit of a process model to simulate the task of free
association.

γ = 3.96

asymmetry, the triangle inequality, and can produce
association networks that are small-world and scale-free.
As an existence proof, these results should not be taken as
evidence against any particular model. Even with the Luce
choice rule, LSA had difficulties with network structure and
the violations of metric axioms. However, this may be due
to our assumptions when fixing parameters of the choice
model. The choice rule should be able to reproduce the
behavior of the raw space (with free parameters), so it is
suspect that it did worse than raw LSA on occasion. Fitting
the sensitivity and bias parameters to the data may well have
produced a model that performed very well when applied to
LSA. Nonetheless, the performance of the simpler
BEAGLE-LC and POC-LC models make it clear that spatial
representations of semantics are still viable models.
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Abstract: This study examined whether culture related factors influence university students’ critical thinking use.
The participants were 363 students from Kyoto and Okinawa in Japan, and Auckland in New Zealand. They completed a questionnaire assessing critical thinking use, study self-efficacy, adherence to authority, regulatory mode
(assessment/locomotion), and self-construal (independence/ interdependence). Critical thinking was found to correlate with self-efficacy, locomotion, and independence. The Auckland group scored higher than both Japanese groups
in these factors. In contrast, the Okinawa group scored higher than the other two groups in adherence to authority
and interdependence. Compared to either or both Japanese groups, the Auckland students also scored higher in the
following critical thinking measures: objectivity in writing, logical thinking, and reliance on evidence. A hypothesis
is proposed that self-construal is linked to regulatory mode and self-efficacy, and these in turn are linked to critical
thinking use. The result of structural equation modeling supports this hypothesis.
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Having an Interdependent Self-Construal Leads to Greater Weighting
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Abstract: People’s causal judgments show systematic biases, including over-weighting of confirming information,
and favoring prior beliefs over data. We investigated the effects of self-construal on data-weighting in causal judgments. We primed participants with interdependent or independent self-construals (interdependent people define
themselves through relationships; independent through individual traits). On 56 trials, each containing complete frequency information (i.e., frequency of presence/absence of the cause and presence/absence of the effect), participants
judged the ability of a cause to produce an effect. We observed a main effect of prime: Interdependent participants’
judgments covaried more with frequency information, suggesting they make greater use of data. Furthermore, on
non-contingent trials, interdependents weighted all frequency data equally (independents did not). However, being interdependent did not perfectly ameliorate biases in the weighting of data: on contingent trials, both groups
weighted the data unequally, favoring confirming, cause-present information. Thus, independents only sometimes
demonstrated extra sensitivity to background information.
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Top-down and Bottm-up Process of Animacy Perception: An ERP
study
Haruaki Fukuda
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Abstract: We investigated neural mechanism for animacy perception by Event-Related Potentials (ERPs) during
reaching action. Participants were asked to observe an object, either of an animate thing (turtle) or an inanimate
thing (robot), which was veiled so that they had to judge only by its motions, not appearance, what it was. We
compared ERPs between the condition they felt it as animate and the condition they felt it as inanimate. We found
that ERPs in left infero-frontal region was significantly different between the two conditions. Next, we changed the
similarity of robot motion with turtle motion and compared ERPs. We found that ERPs in right occupito-temporal
region changed with robot motions. These results suggest that the attribution of animacy and the processing of
animate motion are related to the activation in left infero-frontal and right occupito-temporal region, respectively.
This implies that animacy perception consists of two neural mechanisms.
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Expanding the Space of Cognition via Multi-scale Entrainment: A
Medium for Education and Enculturation
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Abstract: Data indicate that mirroring and anticipation constitute design principles of the brain. Mirroring resides
in the sensory properties of neural systems previously believed to be purely motor (i.e., mirror systems), while anticipation resides in the fact these mirroring centers are involved in cerebellar-cortical circuits that are able to embody
command-feedback regularities and, as a result, simulate action-effects faster than the speed of sensory feedback.
Such anticipatory mirroring circuits are at work at the scale of action, perception, and cognition and constitute
a medium by which interacting humans anticipatorily couple at multiple scales simultaneously as the movements,
goals, and thoughts of another ”hijack” ones own mirroring/planning systems. The present poster presents results
of experiments that reveal the role that multi-scale anticipatory coupling (i.e., multi-scale entrainment) plays in
decreasing stereotypes, increasing projection (i.e., attributing ones own personality traits to another), and learning
anecdotal versus abstract information.
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Rolling Down South: A Topographical Heuristic Guiding Navigation
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Abstract: We use many strategies to efficiently navigate through our environment, such as selecting routes based on a
minimization of number of turns, number of landmarks, and angular deviation from a goal destination. Additionally,
recent research indicates a southern preference in route planning, which may derive from a spatial heuristic that
links cardinal north with higher elevations (the north-is-up heuristic; Brunye et al., 2010). In two experiments we
used an adapted Implicit Association Test (IAT) to measure the possibility that participants automatically associate
high and low elevation with attribute representations of north and south. Our results provide unique evidence for an
implicit association between north/south and high/low elevation (respectively), demonstrating a heuristic that biases
decision-making during navigation. Given the powerful influence of heuristics during spatial decision-making, these
results carry implications for successfully predicting behavior in many applied contexts, including computational
modeling of human behavior and developing algorithms for robotic navigation.
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Individual Differences in Mental Rotation : Piecemeal vs Holistic
Processes
Peter Khooshabeh
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Abstract: Although there is good evidence that mental rotation is an analog process, the question of whether objects
are rotated holistically or piecemeal has remained controversial. This study examined differences in mental rotation
strategies between good and poor imagers, defined by accuracy on the Shepard and Metzler (1971) mental rotation
task. In two experiments, participants performed the mental rotation task with either complete or fragmented figures
(figures with some missing cubes). Poor imagers performed similarly on fragmented and complete figures. Good
imagers were more accurate and faster in general, but had longer reaction times on fragmented figures than on
complete figures. These results suggest that good imagers use holistic mental rotation strategies, while poor imagers
use piecemeal strategies.
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Decay of Information in Spatial Mental Images
Don Lyon
L3 Communications at AFRL
Abstract: Why are mental images so fragile? Results using a new method for measuring mental image accuracy
(Lyon, Gunzelmann & Gluck, Cognitive Psychology, 57, 2008) suggest that spatial interference – similar to lateral
interference in vision – is an important factor, but not the only factor. We ask people to visualize a path through
a 7x7 grid, indicating when the path revisits a location. Each path is described by spoken, segment-by-segment
instructions (Right 1; Up 1; etc.). We define ’lag’ as the number of path segments intervening between visits to a
path location. Longer lags produce lower accuracy. This could be explained by either decay or associative interference
(from additional path segments). Results indicate that, when lag is held constant, there is no effect of number of
path segments, whereas when number of segments is held constant, the lag effect is undiminished. This suggests that
decay is the more likely explanation.
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Is location memory biased towards a spatial or a functional prototype?
Paula Engelbrecht
Ordnance Survey
Abstract: The category adjustment (CA) model predicts that memory for items in a spatial category is biased
towards the centre of the category (i.e. the category prototype) and away from the category boundaries (Huttenlocher,
Hedges, & Duncan, 1991). These predictions are supported by studies that assess memory for dot locations within
a circle. The current study tests whether memory for places in a large scale environment is similarly biased. Fortythree residents of Southampton (a UK city) were asked to locate 22 places in Southampton on a map. No significant
bias was found towards the geographical centre. A second analysis, which tested whether remembered locations
where biased towards the commercial centre, was significant. However, the results were not as predicted: places were
remembered further away from, rather than closer to, the commercial centre. These findings suggest that the CA
model needs to be refined to account for location memory in large-scale places.
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Handedness and Object Type
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Abstract: Previous research suggests that individuals show orientation preferences when perceiving or judging
pictures of objects. Such preferences are typically attributed to cerebral lateralization effects. However, a laterality
account cannot explain differences in orientation preferences for different types of objects. In the present study of
aesthetic preference, 60 right-handed and 30 left-handed English-speaking participants were asked to photograph
six different objects—-iron, car, rhinoceros, airplane, teapot, and statue bust—-in what they thought was the most
aesthetically pleasing orientation. The objects were selected to differ in their implied motion, graspability, and
animacy. Across handedness groups, an overall rightward facing preference was found for objects with implied
motion and for animate objects; only one item (teapot) showed a differential effect of handedness (X2 = 5.383, p =
.020). Planned analyses will investigate more carefully the degree of object orientation in relation to handedness and
stimulus type (implied motion vs. graspable vs. animate).
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Knowledge of the kind of abstract structures that speakers
can be primed to repeat is informative about the nature of
the representations that are accessed during language
production. Bock & Loebell (1990) demonstrated, for
example, that speakers are more likely to produce a passive
sentence like ―The church was struck by lightning‖ when
they are first asked to repeat another passive sentence (1a)
or an active sentence that shares the same surface syntax as
the passive (1b) than when they are primed with an active
sentence that does not share the syntactic structure of the
passive (1c).

Abstract
This priming study investigates the role of conceptual
structure during language production, probing how English
speakers encode information about motion events.
Participants read prime sentences aloud before describing
dynamic motion events. Primes differed in 1) syntactic frame,
2) distribution of manner and path elements within frames,
and 3) degree of conceptual overlap with target events.
Results demonstrate that the conceptual level of
representation matters during production: structural priming
decreased as degree of conceptual overlap between primes
and targets decreased, and became nonexistent when there
was no overlap. Conceptual overlap also weakly licensed
priming of the mapping of event components to syntactic
positions.

(1)

Keywords: syntactic priming; event structure; motion events.

Introduction
When producing sentences, speakers have to make choices
about how they want to map elements from the conceptual
representation of their message—the idea they want to
convey—onto linguistic representations, and ultimately,
onto the utterances we use to convey messages. Different
mapping choices may result in utterances that convey
roughly the same information but that differ in the way that
information is linguistically encoded and, as a result, in the
pragmatic implications of the utterance. In the current study,
we investigate the way that conceptual structure comes into
play as speakers formulate utterances.
The structural priming paradigm provides a useful means
for probing the representations that speakers access during
language production. This paradigm builds on the
observation that speakers tend to repeat linguistic structures
that they have recently used or observed others using.
Repetition of linguistic structure is well-documented in
corpora of natural speech (e.g., Gries, 2005), and
experimental work has shown that speakers can be induced
(or ―primed‖) to repeat particular structures in controlled
settings as well (e.g., Bock, 1986; Bock & Loebell, 1990;
Hartsuiker, Kolk & Huiskamp, 1999; Pickering & Branigan,
1998; see Pickering & Ferreira, 2008 for an overview).

a. The man was hit by the bulldozer.
b. The man was walking by the bulldozer.
c. The man drove the bulldozer.

These findings are widely accepted as evidence that
speakers can be primed to produce a particular syntactic
structure independent from the meaning it conveys, and
hence, that syntactic structure is an independent level of
representation that speakers access during language
production.
It is important to point out, however, that in many studies
of structural priming there is significant overlap in the
semantic and/or conceptual nature of the events being
evoked in primes and targets. For example, studies that
investigate priming of the English ditransitive (2a) and
prepositional dative (2b) are hampered by the fact that in
English, the use of these frames is so tightly tied to the class
of events they describe (i.e., transfer events) that prime
sentences must describe situations that have the same event
structure as targets.
(2)

a. The girl gave the dog some ice cream.
b. The girl gave some ice cream to the dog.

Given this tight mapping between syntactic and
semantic/conceptual structure, it is not clear whether
successful priming in studies like these is based solely on
repetition of syntactic structure, or whether priming is also
driven by overlap between the kind of event evoked in
primes and targets. Indeed, it has been well-established that
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syntax is not the only level of linguistic representation that
plays a role in priming the structure of an output sentence.
Pickering & Branigan (1999) demonstrated, for example,
that the effects of syntactic priming are enhanced by lexical
overlap between primes and targets—specifically, between
the particular verb used in primes and targets. And the
success of priming is also affected by overlap of semantic
structure in primes and targets, e.g., the mapping of thematic
roles onto structural positions (Bernolet, Hartsuiker &
Pickering, 2009; Chang, Bock & Goldberg, 2003; Hare &
Goldberg, 1999; Hartsuiker et al., 1999; Hartsuiker &
Westenberg, 2000).
In the current study, we extend this line of research to
examine the influence of an even more abstract source of
information on structural priming, probing the effects of
overlap of conceptual event structure between primes and
targets. To do this, we focus on motion events, which offer
an event structure that allows for a relatively flexible
mapping between event components and structural
positions. Following Talmy (1985), we define a motion
event as one in which a Figure experiences a change in
location with respect to some Ground object. The details of
a motion event may be elaborated by optionally specifying
the Manner in which the Figure moves (e.g., bounce, drive)
or the trajectory, or Path, that the Figure takes in relation to
the Ground object (e.g., circle, exit, down). When
describing a motion event, speakers make choices about
which of these event components they want to mention and
how they want to package information about those
components in the sentence they produce. Some examples
of motion event descriptions are given in (3): note that both
manners and paths of motion may be encoded in a variety of
different structural positions, if they are mentioned at all.
(3)

Methods
Participants
Data were collected from 70 adult monolingual speakers of
American English. Participants were students at the
University of Delaware or the University of Pennsylvania
and received either $8 or course credit as compensation for
participation.

Materials
Two kinds of stimulus items were constructed: 1) dynamic
videos for elicitation of motion event descriptions and 2)
prime sentences to be presented before each video.
Videos were created by animating clip-art images. Target
events depicted 12 simple motion events in which an
animate agent used an instrument or vehicle to move in a
particular manner to a visible path endpoint. A still frame
from one of the target events is given in Fig. 1: in the
animation this still frame is taken from, the alien rides the
car across the screen and into the mouth of the cave. Sixteen
filler videos depicted animate agents involved in events that
did not include a specific endpoint, like flying a kite.

a. The ball bounced (around the tree).
b. The (bouncing) ball circled the tree.

English speakers usually prefer to use a sentence like (3a)
when describing motion events, with information about
manner of motion encoded early in the sentence (usually in
the verb) and path information mentioned later (usually in a
post-verbal prepositional phrase) or not at all, but this is a
language-specific bias, and not a strict rule (Talmy, 1985).
Using events with this kind of flexibility in the mapping
of event components to syntax allowed us to ask whether
conceptual overlap between primes and targets boosts
structural priming, just as linguistic overlap does. In
addition, we asked whether speakers could be primed to
produce dispreferred mappings of event components to
linguistic structure. If it is possible to prime the way that
speakers distribute information about events with in a
syntactic frame, this will provide additional evidence that
they are taking conceptual structure into account as they
prepare utterances.

Figure 1: Still frame taken from a target event.
Six different sets of prime sentences were created that
differed in their syntactic frame and in the degree to which
they overlapped conceptually with the target event to which
they were matched (Table 1). Two different syntactic frames
were used in prime sentences. In the Complex Subject
frame, the noun that labeled the agent of the event (i.e., the
subject) was always modified by a prepositional phrase:
[N_PP]_V_NP. The Complex VP frame had a simple noun
phrase (NP) subject, but an additional structural position
within the verb phrase (VP): NP_V_NP_PP.
Each frame was used to construct three different types of
prime sentences that differed in their conceptual overlap
with target events: Same Motion, Different Motion, and
Syntax Only primes. Same Motion prime sentences
overlapped with target events in two ways: they described
an event of the same type as the target video (a motion
event; conceptual overlap), and they included a verb that
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Table 1: Types of prime sentences
All of these prime sentences were associated with the event pictured in Fig. 1
Complex Subject primes
Same motion
Different motion
Syntax only

[N_PP]_V_NP
manner in subject, path in verb
The zebra on the motorcycle entered the garage.
The man in the helicopter circled the tower.
The nurse with the freckles baked a pie.

Complex VP primes

NP_V_NP_PP

Same motion
Different motion
Syntax only

path in verb, manner in postverbal prepositional phrase
The zebra entered the garage on a motorcycle.
The man circled the tower in a helicopter.
The nurse baked a pie with skill.

could also be used to describe the target event (lexical
overlap). Different Motion prime sentences also overlapped
with targets in event type (they described motion events),
but the verb in these sentences could never be used to
describe the target. Syntax Only primes used the same
syntactic frames as Motion primes, but described events that
did not overlap with the target either in event type (they did
not describe motion events) or in the particular verb used.
For Motion primes (Same Motion and Different Motion),
syntactic frame determined the distribution of manner and
path elements to structural positions. Complex Subject
frames preserved the manner-before-path ordering of
information used in canonical English motion event
descriptions, but encoded each element in a noncanonical
structural position, with path encoded in the verb and
manner information in the prepositional phrase that
modified the subject NP. In Complex VP frames, motion
event components were presented not only in dispreferred
structural positions, but also in a dispreferred order of
mention, with path encoded in the verb and manner encoded
in a post-verbal prepositional phrase.

be asked to participate in a memory task after viewing all of
the stimuli. The design and results of the memory task are
not discussed here.

Coding and Data Analysis
Participant descriptions of target events were transcribed
and coded by hand. Utterances were coded for two
dependent variables: syntactic frame use and structural
position of first manner mention.
Data are presented for the use of three syntactic frames:
the canonical frame used by English speakers for describing
motion events (4a), and the frames used in Complex Subject
(4b) and Complex VP (4c) primes.
(4)

Procedure and Design
Prime sentences and dynamic events were presented on a
computer screen. At the beginning of each trial, a prime
sentence appeared on the screen. Participants read the
sentence aloud, and then hit the spacebar to move on to the
next item. After the sentence disappeared from the screen, a
crosshair displayed briefly to redirect attention to the center
of the screen, and then the video began. Participants
watched the event unfold, and then viewed a still image of
the final frame of the animation as they provided a
description of the event. Event descriptions were recorded
by the experimenter using a digital audio recorder.
Experimental conditions differed between subjects and
were distinguished by the type of prime sentence presented
before video stimuli. There were seven experimental
conditions: one for each of the six types of prime sentence
(Table 1) and a control condition in which no prime
sentences were presented before videos were viewed and
described. To encourage them to pay attention to the stimuli,
participants in all conditions were informed that they would

Coding of syntactic frames
a.

Canonical frame
NP_V_PP
The alien drove into the cave.

b.

Complex Subject
[N_PP]_V_NP
The alien in the car entered the cave.

c.

Complex VP
NP_V_NP_PP
The alien entered the cave in a car.

Coding of syntactic frames was strict: in particular,
sentences with complex subjects (more than just a
determiner and a noun) were excluded from counts of
Canonical and Complex VP frames.
Words or phrases that referred to instruments (e.g., ―car‖)
or the agent’s manner of motion (e.g., ―driver,‖ ―driving,‖
―riding‖) were coded as Manner mentions. Manners were
coded as appearing in subject position—either as a subject
modifier or encoded in the subject itself (5a), as the main
verb of the sentence (5b), or in a post-verbal position (5c).1

1

While it is true that neither of sentences (5b) and (5c) provide
explicit encoding of the Manner of the motion event described
(i.e., in both cases the alien could be trapped in the trunk of a
moving car rather than driving it), in both sentences Manner of
motion can be inferred from the information provided.
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(5)

Coding of manner location
a. Manner in subject
The alien in the car … / The driver …
b.

Manner in verb
The alien drove …

c.

Post-verbal manner
The alien entered the cave in a car.

Results
Syntactic Priming
Figure 2 shows the proportion of use of coded syntactic
frames in participants’ motion event descriptions. In the
absence of a prime sentence, speakers produced the
Canonical frame more often than any other frame; they
never produced sentences that used the Complex Subject
frame; and they used the Complex VP frame about 14% of
the time. When primed with the Complex Subject frame
(Fig. 2A), participants significantly increased their use of
this frame only in the two motion event priming conditions.
Use of this frame decreased as the degree of conceptual
overlap between primes and targets decreased, and there
was no evidence of priming in the Syntax Only condition,
where there was no conceptual overlap. When primed with
the Complex VP frame (Fig. 2B), participants increased
their use of that frame only in the Same Motion condition,
which overlapped with the target event both in event
structure and in verb use. Again, there was no priming of the
use of this frame in the Syntax Only condition.
These observations were tested using multilevel mixed
logit modeling with crossed random intercepts for Subjects
and Items. Binary values at the trial-level for use of the
Complex Subject and Complex VP frames were modeled
using Condition (Control, Same Motion, Different Motion,
Syntax Only) as a first-level fixed factor. Modeling revealed
a main effect of Condition for each primed frame: use of the
Complex Subject frame was significantly higher than its use
in the control condition in both the Same Motion and
Different Motion conditions (both p<0.001), and use of the
Complex VP frame was significantly higher than its use in
the control condition only in the Same Motion condition
(p<0.05).

Event Component Mapping
Figure 3 shows the proportion of utterances in which
participants first mentioned the manners of motion events in
the three coded locations: subject, verb, and post-verb. In
the control condition, participants mentioned the manner of
target events most often in the verb and less often in the
subject and in post-verbal positions. Participants in the
Complex Subject conditions (Fig. 3A), who were primed
with sentences in which manner information appeared in the

Figure 2: Use of primed syntactic frames in the Complex
Subject (A) and Complex VP (B) conditions versus the No
Prime control condition. Details about syntactic frames are
given in in the text (ex. 4). Proportion use is calculated from
all syntactic frames used in event descriptions. Data from
the control condition are repeated across graphs for ease of
comparison. Use of this frame is significantly different from
its use in the control condition: *p<0.001, #p<0.05
subject of the sentence, were more likely to encode manner
in the subject only in the Same Motion condition, in which
primes provided both a lexical and a conceptual boost.
Speakers in this condition who were successfully primed to
produce the Complex Subject frame, then, were producing
sentences like (6), in which manner information is encoded
in the subject and path information in the verb.
(6)

The alien in the car entered the cave.

Participants in the Complex VP conditions (Fig. 3B), who
were primed with sentences in which manner was encoded
in a post-verbal phrase, did not exhibit any effects of
priming on event component mapping. Participants in this
condition who were successfully primed to produce the
Complex VP frame, then, were not producing sentences like
(7a), in which path information is encoded in the verb and
manner information after the verb. Instead, these speakers
repeated the syntactic frame they were primed with, but
mapped event components to that frame in their preferred
order of mention, producing sentences like (7b), in which
manner is encoded in the verb and path in a post-verbal
modifier.
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(7)

a. # The alien entered the cave in a car.
b. The alien drove a car into the cave.

Conclusions

Multilevel logit modeling was performed as described
above on binary values at the trial-level for production of
manner in subjects, verbs, and post-verbal positions using
Condition (Control, Same Motion, Different Motion) as a
first-level fixed factor. Separate sets of models were run for
Complex Subject and Complex VP primes. Modeling
revealed a main effect of Condition for the Complex Subject
primes. Production of subject manners in the Same Motion
condition was significantly higher than in the Control
condition (p<0.001). In addition, production of manners in
verbs (p<0.001) and in post-verbal positions (p<0.05) was
significantly lower in the Same Motion condition vs.
Control. Location of manner encoding in the Different
Motion condition was not significantly different from
Control for the Complex Subject primes, and no effects of
Condition were found for location of manner encoding in
the Complex VP primes.

Syntactic priming in this study was successful only when
primes and targets overlapped in event structure. If the
prime overlapped with the target both in verb and in event
type, use of the primed syntactic structure was most likely,
and if the prime and the target shared some more general
conceptual structure—i.e., if they were both motion
events—priming of syntactic structure was also boosted.
When there was no conceptual overlap between primes and
targets, syntactic structure was not primed.
In addition, priming of the mapping of event components
to linguistic structure was successful when there was
conceptual overlap between primes and targets. However,
speakers were only willing to deviate from canonical
mappings when event components were mapped to syntax
in the preferred order. As long as primes respected the
English bias to mention manners before paths, speakers
were willing to put that manner information in a
noncanonical position in the sentence, but they were
unwilling to violate that bias to produce a structure in which
paths were mentioned before manners.
Taken together, these results demonstrate that the
conceptual level of representation matters during language
production. In addition, they suggest that we should take a
second look at studies that have claimed to find evidence of
syntactic priming without controlling for possible sources of
conceptual overlap.
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Abstract
In previous research, we found that twelve hours of 3-D
spatial training, compared to a randomized control condition,
improved the spatial skills and physics exam scores of gifted
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM)
undergraduates (n = 55) directly after training. This paper
reports on longitudinal findings of this training study. After
eight months, training differences did not exist for spatial
skills, physics grades, or physics self-efficacy. Large gender
differences, favoring males, existed for some spatial skills,
physics self-efficacy, and physics grades. Correlational
analyses found that mental rotation performance, not spatial
working memory, predicted physics self-efficacy and some
physics learning outcomes. These results suggest that
sustained exposure to spatially enriching activities over
several semesters or years may be necessary to address
concerning gender gaps in spatial skills among those most
likely to pursue advanced educational and occupational
positions in physics.
Keywords: spatial thinking; physics problem-solving; skill
acquisition; individual differences

Introduction
Although frequently neglected in traditional education, 3-D
spatial skills are critical to success in science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM) fields (Wai,
Lubinski, & Benbow, 2009) especially physics (Hake, 2002;
Kozhevnikov, Motes, & Hegarty, 2007). Based on decades
of evidence, a recent National Science Board (NSB, 2010)
report concluded that individuals skilled in spatial thinking
are “an untapped pool of talent critical for our highly
technological society” (p. 20). Men consistently outperform
women on many spatial tasks especially mental rotation
(Silverman, Choi, & Peters, 2007; Voyer, Voyer, & Bryden,
1995); these results present alarming concerns to STEM
educators and policy makers who aim to increase the
proportion of women in STEM fields (Halpern et al., 2007).
Fortunately, recent research has found that spatial
experience such as action video games (Feng, Spence, &
Pratt, 2007) and formal spatial coursework (Sorby, 2009)
can robustly improve spatial skills. However, most prior
research has failed to investigate how long these effects last
and how spatial training can improve outcomes for students
majoring in STEM fields (Uttal et al., under review).
With several self-selected cohorts of undergraduate
engineering students, Sorby (2009) found that spatial

training was associated with higher engineering retention
rates for women and higher grades in future STEM courses
including engineering graphics, calculus, and physics.
However, Sorby’s studies were mostly quasi-experimental
and therefore confounded the effects of self-selection (and
hence also motivation, diligence, etc.). Similar differences
in GPA and retention rates were found for randomized
studies although as Sorby noted, “sample sizes for the
randomly selected groups were generally too small to infer
statistical significance” (p. 476).
Therefore, in Miller and Halpern (2010), we randomly
assigned gifted STEM undergraduates from a highly
selective science and engineering college to either a training
condition that completed twelve hours of spatial training or
a control condition. Results indicated that that twelve hours
of spatial training (1) improved the skills to mentally rotate
and visualize cross-sections of 3-D objects, (2) narrowed
gender differences in spatial skills perhaps because of
ceiling effects, and (3) improved examination scores in
introductory calculus-based Newtonian physics by nearly
one-third of a letter grade (d = 0.38) but not for other STEM
courses. This paper reports on longitudinal research that
investigated (1) whether these training effects are stable
across eight months and (2) how to further explain the
improvements in physics examination scores.
As Uttal et al. (under review) noted, demonstrating stable,
durable training effects is critical for designing effective
spatial curriculum and educational policies. Out of the 217
research studies reviewed by Uttal et al., only three studies
measured spatial performance more than one month after
training. These studies are two randomized studies with
non-STEM undergraduates (Feng, Spence, & Pratt, 2007;
Terlecki, Newcombe, & Little, 2008) and one withinsubjects study (with no control condition) with middle
school and high school atmospheric science students
(Hedley, 2008). These three studies found large, durable
training improvements (average d = 0.67) for three to five
months after training. Furthermore, these longitudinal
studies found little decrement in spatial skills between the
immediate and delayed spatial post-tests suggesting these
effects could persist for even longer than five months.
Perhaps most encouragingly, Terlecki et al. (2008) found
durable transfer to untrained spatial tasks (e.g., the stimuli
in the transfer test bore little resemblance to the stimuli in
the training tasks). These longitudinal results strongly
suggest that improvements in spatial skills can be longlasting up to at least five months, although it remains
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unclear whether these effects would also generalize to gifted
STEM undergraduates. We contribute to the durability
literature by measuring spatial performance eight months
after training and measuring physics learning outcomes ten
months after training.
In this paper, we also aimed to further understand the
improvements that we previously found in physics course
grades. Kozhevnikov and colleagues (Kozhevnikov,
Hegarty, & Mayer, 2002; Kozhevnikov, Motes, Hegarty,
2007; Kozhevnikov & Thornton, 2006) have provided
insightful data regarding the role of spatial thinking in
physics learning. With quantitative, protocol analysis, and
eye fixation data, Kozhevnikov et al. (2007) argued that,
“multidimensional
physics
problems
and
spatial
visualization tasks require the problem solver to
simultaneously process multiple pieces of spatial
information that tax the supplies of visual/spatial working
memory resources” (p. 576). In explaining the correlation
between spatial skills and physics problem solving,
Kozhevnikov et al. downplayed the importance of the
unique skills required for individual spatial skills tests and
instead focused their theoretical explanations on the variance
that general spatial working memory shares with spatial
skills tests and physics problem solving. We call this
explanation the working memory hypothesis. Although this
remains an interesting hypothesis, Kozhevnikov et al. did not
measure spatial working memory and, to our knowledge, no
prior study has directly investigated the relationship between
spatial working memory and physics problem solving.
Alternatively, the correlation between spatial skills and
physics problem solving could be in part explained by
common specific strategies and cognitive skills. We call this
explanation the specific spatial skills hypothesis. In this
vein, the choice of spatial tests and physics outcomes
matters greatly when investigating the role of spatial

thinking in physics. In Miller and Halpern (2010), we found
an interesting result regarding the type of physics outcome
we analyzed: for the training group, we found improvements
in physics course exam performance, but no improvements
on the Force Concept Inventory – a commonly used
measure of qualitative, conceptual understanding of physics
(Hestenes, Wells, & Swackhamer, 1992). These two types
of assessments require substantially different processes for
applying physics knowledge; for instance, the course
examination questions required extensive application of
mathematical problem solving skills including calculus (see
Figure 1). In contrast, the conceptual questions assessed
students’ qualitative, not mathematical, understanding of
physics principles. With regards to spatial thinking, the most
important differences between the two assessments are: the
course examination problems often provided no visualspatial diagrams of the physical situations (students would
have to generate their own diagrams, or attempt to solve the
problems without such diagrams) and typically involved
more complex motion (including rotational and sometimes
3-D motion) compared to the conceptual questions.
Furthermore, the role of spatial thinking in physics might
be highly dependent on specific physics courses and topics.
All of the research discussed previously investigated the
role of spatial thinking in specifically kinematics which is
the physics of how objects move in space over time.
Research on other physics topics have suggested that
specifically mental rotation may play a small and sometimes
nonsignificant role in learning introductory electricity and
magnetism (Saglam, & Millar, 2006; Watkins, Dowd, &
Mazur, 2010).
This current research investigated the longitudinal
impacts of spatial training. We hypothesized that, after eight
months, the training group would continue to have higher
spatial skills and higher physics grades compared to the

Figure 1: Example qualitative, conceptual kinematics problem (left – from Kozhevnikov, Motes, & Hegarty, 2007)
and a typical mathematical, physics examination problem (right).
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control group. We collected grades data for introductory
electricity and magnetism - the course directly following
introductory Newtonian physics. Furthermore, to help better
understand the improvements in physics, we hypothesized
that the training group would have higher self-efficacy for
solving highly spatial physics problems. For instance, it is
possible that spatial training could have improved students’
self-efficacy for applying spatial strategies on highly spatial
physics problems which could have improved physics exam
scores (Bandura, 1997; Cooke-Simpson & Voyer, 2007).
Finally, to test the working memory and specific skills
hypotheses, we had students complete a measure of spatial
working memory. The working memory hypothesis would
predict that spatial working memory and physics learning
outcomes would share unique variance, and the specific
skills hypothesis would predict that individual measures of
spatial skills and physics learning outcomes would share
unique variance.

Students were randomly assigned to a training condition (12
female, 18 male) in which they completed six two-hour
spatial training sessions (one session per week), or a control
condition (10 female, 15 male) in which they did not. The
spatial training heavily emphasized developing spatial skills
by sketching 3-D objects (see Figure 2); these materials
were developed and tested by Sorby (2009). Sorby has found
large improvements in spatial skills with engineering
undergraduates with initial low spatial skills. Students
completed measures of spatial skills prior to training (pretest),
one week after the last spatial training session (immediate
posttest), and eight months after training (delayed posttest).
This paper reports on the delayed posttest data.

Method
Participants
STEM undergraduate majors (22 women, 33 men) were
recruited during their first-year at a small, highly selective
liberal arts college with a strong STEM focus. Forty-nine
percent of students' mothers and 60% of students' fathers
had received an advanced graduate or professional degree.
All participants were either 19 years old (n = 45) or 20 years
old (n = 10) at the time of this longitudinal assessment. SAT
– Mathematics (M = 762, SD = 39), SAT – Critical Reading
(M = 728, SD = 49), and SAT – Writing (M = 710, SD = 57)
scores indicated exceptionally high academic aptitude.
Furthermore, pre-test scores on standardized measures of
spatial skills indicated substantially higher initial spatial
skills compared to more average populations (Miller &
Halpern, 2010). We choose to focus on such an extremely
gifted STEM population because such undergraduates are
disproportionately more likely to become future STEM
innovators (NSB, 2010). For instance, Wai, Lubinski, and
Benbow (2009) found that 45% of all STEM PhDs in their
longitudinal study (n = 400,000) were within the top 4% of
spatial skills in high school. Our longitudinal subsample
represented 71% of the original pre-test sample (n = 77) and
missing data analyses indicated that retention rates did not
significantly differ in terms of experimental assignment
(χ2(1) = 1.17, p = .280), gender (χ2(1) = 1.10, p = .294),
initial spatial skills (all F’s < 1), or SAT scores (all F’s < 1).
With a fixed significance level of 0.05, power analyses
showed that 23 students per condition yield a statistical
power of 80% or greater for detecting an effect size of d =
0.74 or greater for a one-tailed independent samples t-test.
Analyses also revealed 72% power for detecting the average
effect size of d=0.67 found in previous longitudinal studies.

Materials and Procedure

Figure 2: Sample workbook problem from the spatial
training. On 2-D sketch paper, students are asked to
mentally rotate the left 3-D object 90 degrees around the
indicated axis and sketch the correct rotation (shown in
red) on the dot paper to the right (from Sorby &
Wysocki, 2003).

Measures
Spatial skills – Mental rotation. The Mental Rotation Test
(Peters et al., 1995, Form C) measured students’ skills to
mentally rotate 3-D objects about two or more axes. Students
completed Form A of the Mental Rotation Test during preand post-testing and hence have not encountered the specific
stimuli on Form C before. For the immediate posttest, we
previously found greater improvements on Form A for the
training group. The test consisted of 24 problems.
Spatial skills – Mental cutting. The Mental Cutting Test
(CEEB, 1939) and Novel Cross-Sections Test (Hegarty et
al., 2009) measured students’ skills to visualize crosssections of 3-D objects cut by a specified 2-D plane.
Students completed the Mental Cutting Test during pretesting and post-testing and hence were familiar with the
specific stimuli on that test, but not familiar with the Novel
Cross-Sections Test. For the immediate posttest, we had
found greater improvements on the Mental Cutting Test for
the training group. We included the Novel Cross-Sections
Test to test whether spatial training improved the construct
of mental cutting, not such test performance on one specific
test. Each test consisted of 10 problems.
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Spatial working memory. The Spatial Working Memory
test (Kane et al., 2004, complex rotation span) measured
participants’ cognitive capacity to simultaneously process
and store novel spatial information. On computers, students
judged whether a set of individually presented letters were
normal or mirror-imaged (processing task) while
simultaneously remembering the locations of a sequence of
short and long arrows radiating from the center of a
computer screen (storage task). At the end of a trial, the
students recalled the positions of the arrows in the order
they were presented. Set sizes ranged from two to six letterarrow displays per trial (with 3 trials per set size for 15 trials
total). We scored the recall data using the partial credit
procedure advocated by Conway et al. (2005).

validity. Because of these solid psychometric properties, we
computed a composite physics self-efficacy scale by
summing the standardized z-scores for each scale.

Results
Table 1 contains intercorrelations, internal consistencies
(Cronbach’s α), and descriptive statistics for all four spatial
measures. Notice the low internal consistencies for the
Mental Cutting Test and Novel Cross-Sections Test.
Furthermore, those two scales were only modestly
correlated with one another (r = .30) although they aim to
measure the same construct. For these reasons, we interpret
results with those two measures cautiously.
Measure
1. MRT
2. MCT
3. NCST
4. SWM
α
M
SD

Physics outcomes. Final grades in introductory electricity
& magnetism were converted to numerical scores by
assigning “A” = 4.0, “A-” = 3.667, and so on; these grades
reflect student work completed six to ten months after
training. From the previous semester, we also had physics
examination scores and pre/post measures of physics
conceptual understanding (Hestenes, Wells, & Swackhamer,
1992, Force Concept Inventory) for introductory Newtonian
physics/kinematics. For this previous semester, physics
examination scores contributed 80% of the final mechanics
course grades; these mechanics scores reflect student work
completed during training to two months after training.
Physics self-efficacy. Three different Likert scales
measured student’s self-efficacy for solving physics
problems. Two of these scales asked for students’ strength
of agreement with different statements such as, “If I get
stuck on a physics problem on my first try, I usually try to
figure out a different way that works” (Adams et al., 2006,
Colorado Learning Attitudes about Science Survey –
Problem Solving Confidence Subscale, 4 items; Çalişkan,
Selçuk, & Erol, 2007, Physics Self-Efficacy Scale – Solving
Physics Problems Subscale, 10 items). Furthermore using
recommendations specified by Bandura (1997), we
constructed a physics problem solving self-efficacy scale by
presenting students with four math-intensive kinematics
problems (the problem on the right of Figure 1 is one of
those problems) and asked students to rate on a 1-10 scale
their confidence in “correctly solving the above problem
during a physics examination in which an equation sheet is
provided.” All the physics self-efficacy scales showed good
internal consistency (α’s = .74 to .93) and were highly
correlated with one another (r’s = .64 to .87) demonstrating
convergent validity. All of the scales significantly correlated
with SAT – Mathematics scores (r's = .34 to .41, all p's <
.01) which is expected since physics problem-solving is
often highly mathematical. However, none of the scales
significantly correlated with SAT – Critical Reading and
SAT – Writing scores (r’s = -.01 to .23, all p’s > .05)
demonstrating discriminate validity. Furthermore, all selfefficacy scales highly correlated with the physics outcomes
described above (r’s = .49 to .71) demonstrating criterion

1

2

3

4

.41**
.41**
.48**
.81
72.1
13.0

.30**
.10**
.57
86.0
15.3

.44**
.61
70.2
21.3

.78
57.7
13.9

Table 1: Intercorrelations, internal consistencies
(Cronbach’s α), and descriptive statistics for all four
spatial measures. MRT = Mental Rotation Test,
Spatial
dataCutting
on the Test,
four dependent
measures
MCT =skills
Mental
NCS = Novel
Cross-of
Sections Test, SWM = Spatial Working Memory.
*p<.05 (one-tailed), **p<.01 (one-tailed). All scores
have been normalized to maximum score of 100.
The four spatial dependent measures were analyzed with a
two-factor between subjects 2 × 2 (Assignment [control,
training] × Gender [men, women]) multiple analysis of
variance (MANOVA). Results indicated a main effect of
gender (F(4, 48) = 2.74, p = .039) but no main effect of
assignment (F < 1) or interaction Assignment × Gender (F <
1). For individual measures, the effect sizes for training
differences were generally small: Mental Rotation Test (d = 0.09), Mental Cutting Test (d = 0.08), Novel Cross-Sections
Test (d = 0.05), and Spatial Working Memory test (d = 0.37). A positive effect size indicates an advantage for the
training group. Since the main multivariate effect of gender
was significant, we conducted a set of one-factor ANOVAs
to analyze the main effects of gender across the four tests.
Results indicated that men outperformed women on the
mental rotation test (F(1, 53) = 6.40, p = .014, d = 0.71) and
mental cutting test (F(1, 53) = 8.46, p = .005, d = 0.82) but
not on the novel cross-sections test (F(1, 53) = 1.49, p =
.228, d = 0.34) or spatial working memory test (F < 1).
A similar set of Assignment × Gender ANOVAs
indicated no main effect of assignment or interaction
Assignment × Gender on either physics self-efficacy or
electricity and magnetism grades. However, results
indicated a main effect of gender on physics self-efficacy
(F(1, 51) = 5.59, p = .022, d = .70) and electricity and
magnetism grades (F(1, 50) = 8.69, p = .005, d = .85).
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Physics
Measure
Force Concept Inventory – Pre
Force Concept Inventory – Post
Newtonian Physics Exam Score
Physics Self-Efficacy
Electricity & Magnetism Grades

Spatial Measure
SWM
MRT
.16
.55**
.02
.53**
.17
.42**
.11
.42**
.05
.20

Table 2: Correlations between physics outcome measures
and spatial working memory (SWM) and mental rotation
(MRT). *p<.05 (one-tailed), **p<.01 (one-tailed).
To investigate the working memory and specific skills
hypotheses, hypotheses, we correlated physics outcomes
with working memory and spatial skills measures (see Table
2). For these analyzes, we only used mental rotation as an
indicator of spatial skills because of the questionable
construct validity of the two mental cutting measures. As
shown in Table 2, spatial working memory correlated with
none of the physics outcomes, in direct opposition with the
working memory hypothesis. However, mental rotation
correlated with all physics outcome measures except for
electricity and magnetism grades. Except for introductory
Newtonian physics grades, correlations between mental
rotation and physics outcome measures remained significant
after controlling for SAT – Mathematics, SAT – Critical
Reading, and SAT – Writing scores. Hence, the significant
correlations between mental rotation and some physics
outcomes were not because of general academic aptitude,
bolstering the specific skills hypothesis.

Discussion
Although the training group, compared to the control group,
had higher spatial skills and physics examination scores
directly following training (Miller & Halpern, 2010), these
training effects did not persist after eight months. However,
after eight months, men substantially outperformed women
on some spatial measures, had greater physics problemsolving self-efficacy, and achieved higher grades in
electricity and magnetism. These results match other studies
that have found particularly large gender differences in
physics learning (AAUW, 2010, p. 9), although some
empirically validated approaches can narrow these gender
differences (Miyake et al., 2010). This study adds to this
literature by finding that gender differences in mental
rotation shares variance with gender differences in physics
self-efficacy and some measures of physics learning
(although perhaps not for electricity and magnetism grades).
However since we did not find long-term improvements in
spatial skills, these data are correlational and therefore we
cannot make strong conclusions regarding the causal
relationship between mental rotation and physics outcomes.
This study has important theoretical implications for the
role of spatial thinking in physics and possibly for other
STEM fields. This study’s results suggest that specific

spatial skills, not general spatial working memory, may
affect physics self-efficacy and some physics learning
outcomes. This result opens up a wide body of research to
investigate the relationships between specific spatial skills
measures and specific physics topics. However, we are
cautious in generalizing our results to other populations
because of this study’s group of extraordinarily gifted
STEM undergraduates; results may differ for more average
populations.
Why did we find no evidence of lasting improvements
when other researchers have? For example, past longitudinal
research with about ten hours of training (Feng et al., 2007;
Terlecki et al., 2008) has found little decrement in spatial
skills after four months; this suggests that the improvements
were stable and likely to last for eight months as well.
Furthermore, Sorby (2009) found long-term improvements
in STEM course grades and engineering retention rates,
although those results could be because of self-selection
effects. Our extraordinarily talented STEM population may
help explain this divergence from past research. Our sample
had extremely high initial spatial skills and students with
more average spatial skills may have benefited more from
the same amount of spatial experience.
One general limitation of this study is its small sample
size. Hence, the null results for non-physics courses and the
null results for the 8–10 month longitudinal data could
perhaps be explained by a lack of statistical power. However,
we note that the effect size magnitudes for these null results
were typically small (most d < 0.20) and varied in direction
(e.g., the control group sometimes nonsignificantly
outperformed the training group), suggesting a lack of
statistical trends for these null results. Furthermore, power
analyses indicated that our statistical tests were sufficiently
powered to detect the large average effect size of d = 0.67
found in previous longitudinal training studies (Feng et al.,
2007; Hedley, 2008; Terlecki et al., 2008).
Interestingly, in online surveys, participants reported that
the training exercises were challenging and appropriate to
their learning needs (Miller & Halpern, 2010); this study
finds that the activities were challenging enough to produce
short-term, but not long-term, improvements. This result
suggests that sustained exposure to spatially enriching
activities over several semesters or years may be necessary
to address concerning gender gaps in spatial skills among
gifted STEM populations. A promising direction for future
research is to investigate how spatial enriching activities
like sketching can be integrated into existing STEM courses
like physics; such an approach could help learners
systematically improve their spatial skills over an extended
period of time and also help improve STEM learning
outcomes (National Research Council, 2006; Newcombe,
2010). This study suggests that such a sustained and
systematic approach may be necessary to improve long-term
outcomes and narrow gender gaps among students who are
the most likely to pursue advanced STEM educational
degrees and occupational positions.
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Abstract

Knauff et al., 1994; Ligozat, 1998; Ragni et al., 2005), and
spatial updating (Klatzky et al, 1998; McNamara, 2003;
Mou & McNamara; Wang & Spelke, 2000; Wang, Sun,
Johnson, & Yuan, 2005). One robust finding from the latter
group is that certain types of alignments between a reference
system in spatial memory and an externally available (e.g.,
environmental) one are easier to cognitively process than
others, particularly when body orientation or movement
play a role. In general, orientations that align with salient
axes, such as up/down, left/right, North/South, or front/back,
are processed faster than “derived” orientations (e.g.,
diagonal axes), such as up right/bottom left or Northeast/Southwest. In “you-are-here” maps, for instance,
Levine (1982) provided arguments for a mapping in which
ahead in the environment should correspond to up on the
map to facilitate orientation. Other research has looked into
more dynamic tradeoffs in navigation between track-up and
consistent north-up alignments for maps (e.g., Aretz, 1991).

We present results from an experiment studying how people
mentally integrated partial configurations of objects shown
across a sequence of displays with varying matches between
frames of reference. Consistent with previous research on
spatial updating, performance was better when the frame of
reference in the final display aligned with the main display
axes (up/down, left/right) than when it aligned with the
diagonal axes. However, we also found that spatial updating
was more efficient when the sequence of presentation of
objects was consistent with the final frame of reference from
which objects were integrated. Results suggested that spatial
updating depended on the sequence of spatial operations
required to integrate new spatial information into existing
ones. Implications to theories of spatial updating in reasoning
tasks are discussed.
Keywords: Spatial reasoning; spatial updating; frames of
reference; sequential integration; spatial abilities.

Introduction
Many spatial tasks involve situations in which spatial information will only become available over time and in parts,
and in which the person will need to mentally integrate the
parts to reason with the distributed spatial information.
Think, for example, of how a smart phone may allow you to
access a large map on a small display by moving the
display’s focus across the map. In such cases, people not
only have to mentally integrate a sequence of partial
configurations, but also align the potentially different
frames of reference to infer the spatial relations among
objects in multiple representations.
There are two main challenges in this kind of a spatial
updating task. First, spatial relations among objects in each
partial configuration need to be encoded into memory using
some forms of spatial representations. These representations
are often sensitive to the intrinsic frames of reference that
emerge from the object locations (e.g., a chair is on the left
of the table, or a building is above the subway station on a
map), or the allocentric frames of reference with respect to a
global reference axis (e.g., North/South). Second, given that
the spatial frame of reference between different
configurations may not be identical, mental rotation and
integration is needed to align and combine partial
configurations to infer the relative locations of objects in a
specific frame of reference. The current study explores
factors that influence the representations and processes
underlying such spatial updating in reasoning tasks, and the
extent to which they are related to general spatial abilities.

Main and Diagonal Axes
Previous research has examined a number of aspects of
human spatial reasoning (Barkowsky, 2007; Bertel, 2007;

Spatial Representations and Spatial Updating
When humans learn object locations in a new environment,
the initial egocentric experience (e.g., provided by the perspective of the first view), is found to regularly dominate
the mental reference system during navigation (Wang &
Spelke, 2000). Often, the initial reference system will be
kept also for subsequent views, unless these are better
aligned with prominent natural features or axes; in that case,
an updating of the mental reference system may occur
(McNamara, 2003). Related memory models elaborate,
among other aspects, relationships between choice of
reference systems and viewpoint dependency or viewpoint
invariance (Huff et al., 2007). The degree of alignment of a
spatial relation between two objects with a represented
intrinsic reference direction is then thought to influence how
well that relation will get represented in spatial memory
(Rump & McNamara, 2007). However, it is still not
sufficiently clear how a sequential presentation of partial
configurations of objects will be represented, integrated, and
updated in spatial reasoning tasks. The current study focuses
on investigating for a directional reasoning task how (a) the
constructed mental representations will be influenced by
changes in the alignment between display orientations and
orientation of content in a global reference system, and (b),
whether the updating process will be influenced by the order
of presentation of objects.

General Study Design
The current study addresses issues of reference systems in a
directional reasoning task. Specifically, we target spatial
reasoning about relative locations between objects with
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respect to an allocentric frame of reference. Human subjects
were presented with a series of two premise screens, each
offering a partial view of an overall 2D spatial configuration
with four colored, rotationally symmetric objects. The
partial views differed from one another in two ways: first, in
which part of the overall configuration they displayed, and
second, in their respective rotational alignment with an
underlying cardinal orientation system, which provided the
allocentric frame of reference (made explicit by the North
arrows in the displays shown in Fig. 1). In a third screen, we
tested participants’ spatial updating and spatial reasoning
abilities by asking them to name cardinal direction relations
for selected pairs of presented objects (see bottom screen in
Fig. 1). As the task required a spatial updating of the
sequentially presented displays, we refer to it as the
Sequential Spatial Updating and Reasoning Task (SSURT).
In the current study, we were chiefly interested in three
aspects: First, whether SSURT performance can be
explained by individual differences on spatial abilities. If so,
which aspects of spatial ability explain SSURT performance
best? Does SSURT depend more on the ability to reorient
one’s imagined self or to spatially manipulate imagined
objects in mind (Kozhevnikov & Hegarty, 2001)? Will selfreported spatial measures also be predictive (e.g., as found
for certain non-reasoning, spatial updating tasks; Kozlowski
& Bryant, 1977; Hegarty et al., 2002)?
Second, we were interested in effects induced by how the
display and allocentric reference frames aligned on the first
premise display and the test display. We used an 8-sector
cardinal direction system and created two alignment classes,
“main” and “diagonal”, depending on whether the depicted
north arrow was parallel with a main display axis (0º, 90º,
180º, 270º; 0º = up) or with a diagonal display axis (45º,
135º, 225º, 315º). In line with some of the basic assumptions
about spatial updating discussed above, we postulated that
more use of main displays would lead to higher
performance on SSURT than diagonal displays.
Third, we were interested in whether there was an effect
of sequence on the spatial updating process. In order to
examine this, we analyzed the data based on the temporal
sequence on the premise screens of the reference object (the
object presented at the center in the test display) and the test
object (the object presented at the question in the test
display). We expected that, if spatial updating depended on
the temporal sequence of object presentation, a pair of a
reference objects from the first premise display and a test
object from the second premise display would lead to better
performance than a pair of a reference object from the
second premise display and a test object from the first
premise display.

Method
Participants. Twenty-eight participants (13 females) from
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign were paid to
participate in one and a half hour session. All participants
had normal or corrected-to-normal near and far visual acuity
and were unaware of the purpose of the experiment.

Stimuli. All stimulus images were presented on a white
background. As with the examples provided in Fig. 1,
premise screens consisted of 3 colored circles and a black
arrow indicating the direction of North. The objects were
each measuring ~2° of visual angle in diameter and were
positioned on a grand circle (see Fig. 1). The distance
between adjacent objects was ~3°. The black arrow was
measuring ~1.7°. The first premise screen was centered 6°
left of the center of display, and the second premise screen
was centered 6° right of the center of display. The color of
the objects was randomly chosen from a set of four colors
('red', 'green', 'blue', 'yellow'). The object at the center of the
grand circle was the same on both premise screens, while
north arrows on premise screens pointed to different
directions. The displayed configuration in the second
premise display was rotated to match the offset between the
arrows. The test screen consisted of a reference object at the
center and numbers 1 to 8 around the reference color
towards the eight possible test object locations. It also
contained a black arrow indicating the direction of North. A
question was presented at the bottom of the test screen that
read “Type in the direction of <object>” The reference and
test objects were chosen from among the non-center objects
from either first or second premise screens.
Procedure details. Participants were administered a
battery of assessment tasks in order to measure their spatial
abilities: Paper-folding test (PFT; French et al., 1963). In
each trial, a square piece of paper which was being folded
was presented, and a figure with a circle drawn on it to show
where the paper has been punched. Participants were
instructed to select the correct one among five drawings of
the fully unfolded paper. PFT has been found to be
indicative of one’s ability to spatially manipulate objects in
mind (Kozhevnikov & Hegarty, 2001).
Mental rotation test (MRT; Vandenberg & Kuse, 1978).
In each question, participants were given an object and were
asked to find the object when it was presented at different
rotational offsets within a set of dissimilar objects.
Spatial orientation test (SOT; Hegarty & Waller, 2004).
On each question, participants saw a picture of an array of
objects. Participants imagined that they were standing at an
object in the array facing another object, and indicated the
direction to a third object from this position and orientation.
Object perspective tests such as the SOT have been found to
strongly predict the ability to spatially reorient one’s
imagined self (Kozhevnikov & Hegarty, 2001).
Santa Barbara Sense of Direction (SBSOD; Hegarty et al.,
2002). Participants self-reported about spatial and
navigational abilities.
Sequential Spatial Updating and Reasoning Task (SSURT).
The procedure of a single trial is shown in Fig. 1. The first
premise screen was presented with three objects.
Participants were instructed to remember their relative
locations and to proceed to the next premise screen by
pressing a key. On the second premise screen, one of the
previously displayed objects was removed and a new object
was presented. This display’s orientation changed with
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respect to the direction of the North arrow, while the central
object remained fixed. Participants were instructed to
remember all presented objects and then to proceed to the
next screen. On the following screen, the test screen,
participants were asked to determine the cardinal direction
of the object shown in the question (test object) as seen
from the object presented at the center (reference object),
and to respond through keys 1 to 8 from the upper row of a
standard keyboard. The keyboard’s number pad was not
accessible, nor visible to reduce potential interferences of its
main orientation axes with those in subjects’ mental
representations of the configuration, or with their choices of
answers. For the same reasons, we selected a circular
mapping of numbers to directions; it was learned, and
learning was tested, before the main experiment.

given 8 training trials that were different from the main
experiment. There were 44 trials in the main experiment.

Results
The general accuracy of the SSURT in this study was 54%
(ranged from 9%-98%). Five participants’ data were
excluded from the analysis because of low general accuracy
(less than 20%). The exclusion of these five participants’
data did not change the general pattern of the results.
Spatial ability measures. First, in order to examine how
well the current experiment can be explained by the
participants’ general spatial ability, we ran a multipleregression analysis with the general accuracy of the SSURT
as a dependent variable and scores from the selected spatial
ability measures (MRT, PFT, SOT, SBSOD) as predictor
variables. A linear regression analysis revealed a good fit
(R2=.485), and an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
confirmed that the overall model was significant (R=.697)
(F (4,22)=4.24, p<0.05), sugesting that our SSURT task is
tapping into spatial abilities. Performance on SSURT was
especially predicted by paper-folding (see Table 1, step 2),
indicating that spatially manipulating objects in mind may
be is especially important for SSURT. The result might stem
from procedural and representational similarities between
our task and the PFT: Both require temporal and spatial
updating of a mental spatial representation either by the
sequence of premise screens or by a folding sequence, as
well as the representation’s manipulation by adding an
object (either a colored object or a hole). Table 2 shows the
correlations between accuracy in our SSURT and the
adminstered spatial ability tests.
Table 1. Regression results with general accuracy of
experiment as a dependant measure and scores of spatial
ability battery as predictors. [Note: For step 1, R2 = 289, for
step 2, R2 = .485. ∆R2 = .196, ^ p<.10* p<.05, two tailed.]

Figure 1. The procedure of the experiment. First premise
screen with class “main” North direction (top), second
premise display with “diagonal” North direction (middle)
and test display (bottom) with “main” North direction.
Conditions. (a) There were two conditions each (main and
diagonal) of the directions of the first premise screen and of
the direction of the test screen. The directions of the first
and second premise displays were always different. (b) An
additional condition coded whether the display orientation
in the test screen repeated that of one of premise screens, or
whether it was different from that of both (repeat and norepeat). (c) There were three conditions each on the origins
of the reference and test objects (first screen only, which is
an object only shown on the first screen, both screens,
which is an object presented on both premise screens, and
second screen only, which is an object newly added on the
second premise screen). The trial in Figure 1 depicts a
direction repeat condition between premise and test screens
with the reference color from the first screen only and the
test color from the second screen only. Participants were

Category
Step 1
MRT
SOT
SBSOD
Step 2
PFT
MRT
SOT
SBSOD

B

SE B

Β

.022
.008
.001

.012
.011
.004

.454^
.172
.061

.735
.004
.007
-.003

.281
.012
.010
.004

.554*
.088
.158
-198

Pearson’s correlations revealed that some of the predictor
variables were significantly correlated. Although, for our
model the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) values were all
well below 10 (Myers, 1990) and the tolerance statistics
were all well above 0.2 (Menard, 1995), suggesting that
there was no colinearity within our data, there is still the
possiblity that the effects from MRT, SOT and SBSOD
were muffled because of high correlation between those
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predictor variables and the paper folding task. In order to
test if PFT accounted for SSURT performance
independently of other predictors, we ran another two-step
multiple regressions analysis, step one with the general
accuracy of the SSURT as a dependant variable and scores
for MRT, SOT, and SBSOD as predictors, and step two
with PFT scores included on the previous model. We were
interested in seeing if the inclusion of PFT on the previous
model could produce a significant contribution of PFT on
the score of SSURT independent of the other ability tasks.
Results showed that step 1 was marginally significant
(R=.538, F (3,22)=2.57, p=.084), and step 2 was significant
(R=.697, F (4,22)=4.24, p<0.05). Most importantly, the
change in F values from step 1 to step 2 was significant,
p=.017, showing that adding paper-folding as a predictor
accounts for a significant amount of variation in SSURT.
Table 2. Correlations between experiment (SSURT)
accuracy and scores of MRT, PFT, SOT, and SBSOD
[Note: * p<.05, ** p<.01, one tailed].

SSURT
MRT
PFT
SOT
SBSOD

MRT
.518**
1

PFT
.596**
.446*
1

SOT
.396*
.552**
.189
1

SBSOD
-.23
-491**
.132
-428**
1

What are the plausible explanations for this finding? First,
as suggested above, we believe that our SSURT task and
PFT may share more properties with regard to mental
processing than other spatial tasks, namely MRT and SOT.
For both the SSURT and paper folding, an initial spatial
representation of the configuration needs to be encoded that,
subsequently, not only gets updated (i.e., transformed to
reflect the results of folding operations or rotations), but its
content is also directly manipulated through additional
operations (e.g., adding new objects to the mentally
represented set of objects in a specific frame of reference).
In contrast, MRT and SOT do not require this latter kind of
operation, participants are asked to perform operations on a
static display continuously visible during the task. Secondly,
and perhaps more importantly, it seems likely that
performance in both SSURT and PFT can benefit from
being well able to maintain the temporal sequence of past
spatial transformations in memory. In the PFT, this
corresponds to memory about the folding sequence, which
should help in mentally performing the unfolding operations
and infer the location of the hole; in the SSURT, it
corresponds to memory about the presented configuration
from previous partial displays. We will see further down in
this analysis that our data did indeed point to differences in
the ways in which objects from the first and the second
display were encoded. Such differences can be well
explained by a mental representation that encodes more
details than just the current state after mental
transformations, notably details regarding the relative

locations of objects in the sequence of partial configurations
and the sequence of operations required to update the
integrated representation. Neither MRT nor SOT would
benefit from such memory traces. Third, it may be that the
SSURT and PFT are simply cognitively more demanding
than the other spatial tasks. Whereas, in the MRT, it is
sufficient to compare a current mental model to an external
representation, SSURT also requires querying the mental
representation for a relation and – following our previous
discussion – may potentially benefit from keeping track of
how the current configuration came about. Measuring the
correlation between performance and working memory
capacities, especially for visuo-spatial working memory
capacities, should help to shed more light on this issue.
Main vs. diagonal axes. Next, we tested the effect of axis
alignment type of the first premise and test screens. Mean
accuracies were analyzed via a within-subject analysis of
variance, with the orientation of the first premise and the
question screens (main axes and diagonal axes) as
independent variables. The main effect of the orientation of
the first premise screen was not significant, F(1,22)=.20,
p>.1, while the main effect of the orientation of the question
screen was significant, F(1,22)=9.04, p<.01. In other words,
participants showed better performance with main than with
diagonal axis orientation on the question screen. The
interaction between the first premise and question screens
was not significant, F(1,22)=1,67, p>.1 (see Table 3).
Clearly, an alignment of main axes in the configuration’s
cardinal direction system with main display axes was
beneficial to performance. This seems consistent with
previous findings about spatial updating on advantages to
cognitive processing of those mental representations that are
aligned with salient external axes over those that are not.
However, as neither an interaction of display orientations,
nor the orientation of the first display significantly predicted
performance, our data did not support the hypothesis that
the initially constructed mental representation was based on
the orientation of the first display. Rather, it supports the
notion that mental representations (and processes) were
preferred when the main axes of the two (intrinsic and
allocentric) reference systems matched, independent of
whether the first display also had this property.
Table 3. The accuracy results based on the first premise and
test screen orientations (standard deviations in parentheses).

Test Screen main
Test Screen, diagonal

First Screen
main
66 (31.0)
59 (25.5)

First Screen
diagonal
68 (25.9)
55 (31.3)

Considering the high variation of participants’
performance on our SSURT task, there might be a
possibility that participants recruited different strategies to
perform the SSURT and led to differences in performance.
In order to examine this possibility, we formed two groups
based on the performance level (high and low) by way of a
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median split. Mean accuracies were analyzed with the
orientation of the first premise and the question screens
(main and diagonal axes) as within-subject factors and with
performance level as between-subject factor. The result
showed that there was no significant interaction between
orientation of the first and the question screen, and
performance group, F(1,21)=2.19, p>.1. We thus found no
qualitative differences between the performance groups in
terms of the orientation of the first and question screens.
Repetition of orientations. In order to further assess the
influence that rotational updating had on our SSURT task,
we tested if the repetition of an orientation from one of
premises displays in the question display would help
performance. Mean accuracies were analyzed with withinsubject analysis of variance, with the repetition of
orientation as a factor (accuracies with standard deviations
in parentheses: repeat, 63 (26.8); no-repeat, 61 (25.3)). The
main effect of the repetition of orientation was not
significant, F(1,22)=.786, p>.1, showing that pure repetition
of the orientation of any of the premise displays in the test
display did not improve task performance. Processes of
rotational updating of the mentally held representation thus
did not seem to play an overly important role in determining
the accuracies in the SSURT. This further supported the
findings that the mental rotation and SOT tasks were only
relatively poor predictors of task performance. Second, this
result suggests that rote memory retrievals of displays
(retrieval without mental rotation) may not have played as
strong a role in this task as speculated above, even though
memory processes were necessary to maintain the
representations. If it had been, we should have found
increased task performance when the questions displays
repeated a previous orientation. It was therefore possible
that the operations performed on the encoded
representations in memory were more critical for
performance in the current SSURT than memory retrievals,
possibly because the number of objects was small.
Cross-display integration. In order to further examine the
role of being able to keep track of how the configuration
changes across the display sequence, the origin of the two
objects that were queried on the question display was
examined (first screen only, both screens and second screen
only, see Table 4). Again, the reference object is the one
presented in the center of the question screen; the test object
is given in the question at the bottom. Results showed that
the condition in which the reference object stemmed from
the first display and the test object from the second showed
higher performance (66.7%) than the condition in which the
reference object came from the second display and the test
object from the first display (57.6%), F(1,22)=6.66, p<.01.
These results again suggest that the process of spatial
updating and reasoning might depend on the temporal
presentation sequence of reference and testing objects.
The main effect of the origin of the reference object was
significant, F(2,44)=3.28, p<.05. Participants showed
highest accuracy on the task with the reference object
presented on both the first and the second screens (67%),

followed by the reference object from the first screen only
(65%). Performance was worst when the reference object
was from the second screen only (58%). Planned comparisons showed that the differences between the second screen
only and the first screen only, and that between the second
screen only and both screens were significant (p=.028,
p=.055, respectively). The main effect of the origin of test
color was not significant, F(2,44)=1.44, p>.1.
These findings do point to an asymmetry of how objects
from the first and second screens are represented in
memory. Presenting the task on the question screen in a way
that mimics the temporal sequence of the premise screens’
presentation (e.g., such that the first-screen object is used as
the reference object from which the second-screen object is
seen) helps performance. We interpret this as evidence that
when subjects reached a question screen, their memory of
the configuration did not just reflect the spatial properties of
the most recently updated configuration – it also structurally
reflected the sequence of information presentation.
Retrieving contents from working memory in congruence
with that the sequence of presentation was believed to be
easier as it led to higher accuracy than retrieving content
against the flow of events (Anderson, Bothell, Lebiere,
Matessa, 1998). Memory for spatial transformation
sequences was also important for performance in the paperfolding task, which explains why PFT was such a good
predictor for task performance in our task. Given that it was
not as important for performance in MRT and SOT,
performance in these tasks therefore did not predict
performance in the SSURT as well.
Table 4. Accuracy results based on the origin of reference
and test objects. Standard deviations in parentheses.

Reference
color
Test color

First only
65 (24.8)

Both
67 (26.5)

Second only
58 (29.6)

60 (28.3)

59 (34.3)

65 (23.3)

Conclusions and Discussion
This paper presented original work on spatial reasoning in a
sequential updating task, which required the integration of
information across partial spatial representations and the
drawing of spatial inferences. Consistent with previous
work, we found that an alignment of the main display axes
in the test screen of our experiment with the main axis of an
underlying allocentric frame of reference in the displayed
content improved performance. In addition, the order of
object presentation was found to influence performance on
the spatial inference task: Performance was improved if the
reference object came from the first premise display. We
believe that this effect is, to a large part, due to a mimicking
of the original presentation order by the inference task, to
the extent that the object presented first is used as the
reference object from which the relative direction of a later
presented object needs to be determined. Such sequence-
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based interpretation also offers a plausible explanation of
the third finding that PFT performance predicts SSURT
performance much better than performance on the other
included spatial ability measures. Performance in both PFT
and SSURT seems to highly depend on subjects’ abilities to
spatially manipulate objects in mind.
This paper introduced the SSURT task and it shed new
light on spatial updating for sequences of partial spatial
representations that are used for spatial reasoning.
Particularly, our finding on object presentation order for
reasoning performance has interesting implications to our
understanding of how objects are mentally represented
depending on when they are introduced in a display
sequence. The finding that objects which were introduced
earlier are better suited for the role of a reference object than
later ones suggests that not all steps in a sequential
directional reasoning task lead to object representations that
can be used equally well in the different roles of a spatial
query. We argue that, by the time participants see a test
screen, the processes involved in reading off a directional
relation from the integrated mental representation fit the
structure of that representation better when the reference
object in the query had been introduced early on.
Assuming that future research on SSURT tasks will
expand the validity of the current findings (e.g., by
investigating other spatial inference tasks, longer sequences,
more objects, or different spatial perspectives of the
displays), our current findings have additional implications
for the design of multimodal system in human-computer
interaction for spatial tasks: the order of the original object
presentation and the orientation of displays may, for
instance, be of relevance for effectiveness and efficiency of
interactions with map-based navigation systems which also
verbally communicate spatial relations among objects that it
reads off from the map.
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Abstract
New information sometimes contradicts what is believed
about certain states of the world. To integrate contradicting
information, reasoners have to revise existing beliefs. In the
course of belief revision they need to decide which beliefs to
retain and which ones to retract in order to regain consistency
within current belief states. What guides belief revision has
been studied in the non-spatial domain. Based upon previous
work on spatial reasoning, we develop hypotheses about the
cognitive processes of belief revision in spatial reasoning.
Spatial beliefs are considered to be based on spatial mental
models that are subject to variation during revision. We
provide empirical evidence that models are varied according
to information provided by inconsistent statements rather than
processes vital for construction of initial models. Furthermore
we show that revising spatial models follows dissociable
principles from constructing initial spatial models.
Keywords: Spatial reasoning; mental models; belief revision;
spatial cognition; relational reasoning; spatial relations

Introduction
Imagine the following situation. You look for an apartment
to buy when two friends of yours tell you about a nice place
offered by the local real estate agency.
A says: “There is parquet floor either in the lounge or in
the bed room, but not in both rooms.”
B says: “There is parquet floor in the bed room.”
As a matter of fact you get the information from the real
estate broker: “There is parquet floor in the lounge.”
Given the broker knows what he sells, either A´s or B´s
statement must be wrong. Which statement do you believe
is true – A´s or B´s? Whom do you believe – A or B?
Processes that guide this decision are subject to belief
revision research. Belief revision is an everyday task that
describes the process reasoners perform in order to regain
consistency when confronted with new information that is
inconsistent with existing beliefs. Generally, it requires
knowledge about the entities reasoned about, e.g. such that
two entities cannot reside within the same spatio-temporal
coordinates. Furthermore, belief revision might be affected
by numerous factors such as familiarity with the entities or
trustworthiness of speakers uttering the information (Wolf
& Knauff, 2008).

Here, we study belief revision in reasoning about objects
that are neutral regarding these factors. Specifically, we
look at factors that play a role in the initial construction of
spatial mental models and carefully examine their potential
role in processes during revision of these initially
constructed models.
The processes that guide belief revision in the spatial
context have not been investigated so far. Based on what is
known about reasoning with spatial mental models (De
Vooght & Vandierendonck, 1998; Klauer, 1998; Byrne,
1998; Schaeken, Girotto, & Johnson-Laird, 1998; Goodwin
& Johnson-Laird, 2005), we develop hypotheses about
cognitive processes that might be vital for belief revision in
spatial reasoning.
Empirical evidence culminates to the assumption that
spatial reasoning relies on the construction, inspection, and
variation of spatial mental models (Knauff, Rauh, &
Schlieder, 1995; Rauh, Schlieder & Knauff, 1997, Knauff
Rauh, Schlieder, & Strube, 1998). We briefly summarise
relevant work on spatial reasoning and come up with
hypotheses about belief revision in the spatial domain.
Subsequently, we report empirical evidence from two
experiments that tested these hypotheses and discuss
implications of the results.

Construction and inspection of spatial mental
models
Consider the following spatial description that determines
the linear arrangement of three objects:
(1)
(2)

The apple is left of the pear.
The mango is left of the apple.

Sentences of this kind are called premises, from which a
mental model can be incrementally constructed by
successively integrating information. Starting with the first
premise (1), the two objects are arranged according to the
relations and result in the following model (M1),
(M1)

apple – pear

Successively, the information from the second premise (2) is
integrated, resulting in the model (M2):
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(M2)

mango – apple – pear

By inspection of this model new information can be
inferred. Relational inference processes enable reasoners to
make decisions about whether the following statements are
true.
(3)
(4)

The mango is left of the pear.
The pear is left of the mango.

The sentences (3, 4) that have to be checked for validity are
usually referred to as conclusions. Conclusion (3) is valid,
i.e. it is consistent with the information provided by the
premises and the model (M2), while as a conclusion (4) is
invalid, i.e. it is inconsistent with the information of one of
the premises and the model.

Inconsistency detection
An inconsistency typically arises from a conflict between a
(valid) conclusion (e.g. “the mango is left of the pear.”) and
contradicting evidence (e.g. if you know that as a matter of
fact “the pear is left of the mango.”). Reasoners are able to
detect inconsistency by inspecting the mental model (e.g.
Knauff et al., 1996; Johnson-Laird, Legrenzi, & Girotto,
2004). Inconsistency detection is a prerequisite for belief
revision.

Cognitive processes underlying variation of spatial
mental models
The question is: what guides revision? Imagine a reasoner
realises that his or her conviction about the arrangements of
objects in space must be invalid. This problem is
presumably solved by varying the initially constructed
mental models (Rauh et al., 1997). Knauff et al. (1995),
Ragni, Knauff, and Nebel (2005), Rauh et al. (2005), and
Rauh et al. (1997) showed that reasoners deal with
increasing complexity induced by ambiguous spatial
descriptions that allow for more than one model to be
constructed by focusing on only a subset of possible models
and often just a single one. If reasoners are asked to create
an alternative model that also coheres with the description,
they use the following principle: Instead of abolishing the
initially constructed model and create a new one from the
scratch, alternative models that also cohere the description
are preferably created by minor variations of the initially
constructed model. We thus assume that mental model
revision is accordingly based on variation. Further, we
assume that initial models are varied just as much as
necessary to obtain a model that is consistent with all
propositions. Conserving as many information as possible is
in line with a “minimal change principle” (Harman, 1986;
Gärdenfors, 1984). In the present paper, we investigated
whether information that guide the construction of initial
mental models play a role during the variation of these
models.

There is evidence that verbatim information from the
premises describing a determinate arrangement (i.e.
allowing for only one model to be constructed) is not
reliably retrievable from memory (Mani & Johnson-Laird,
1982), bolstering the assumption that mental models rather
than sentences are stored in memory. That makes sense
when taken into account that storing the representation of
information in compact models is more parsimonious
compared to storing the original information from the
description. Thus, storing models facilitates manipulation in
memory. However, there is evidence that nevertheless not
only the “end product” of a construction process, i.e. an
integrated mental model is kept in memory but also vital
steps of its construction process (Payne, 1993; Payne &
Baguley, 2006). Payne (1993), Payne & Baguely (2006)
argue that memory retrieval of spatial arrangements is
primarily supported by an “episodic construction trace”. The
trace records the mental operations used during vital steps of
the construction process, such as the order of objects
inserted into the mental model. Subsequent to construction,
the inspection phase starts. A verisimilar assumption is that
the starting point for inspection is the object last inserted
into the model. This had been shown for spatial mental
models using Allen´s calculus (Knauff et al., 1998),
providing evidence that operations of construction influence
inspection. The question is whether these operations also
influence variation. In this case we would assume that
variation is based on the relocation of the object last inserted
into the model during the construction phase.
However, it is also possible that the revision is not
influenced by the construction process. Then the variation of
an initially constructed mental model would rely solely on
spatial information provided by an inconsistent fact. In each
spatial array the spatial information is represented in
relational terms. The binary spatial relations are defined as a
triplet (X, r, Y) in which X is called the “to-be-located
object” (LO) and Y the “reference object” (RO) (Miller &
Johnson-Laird, 1976). LO and RO are located relative to
relations “r” such as “left of”, “right of”, and “next to”. If
we assume that the revision process is guided by the
essential distinction between an LO and an RO stated in a
sentence that convey the inconsistent information, we would
expect that variation is based on the relocation of the LO
while the RO remains located at its initial position.
Experiment 1 was designed to test whether revisions are
accomplished by following either of the two principles:
1.
2.

Relocation of the object last inserted into the model
vs.
Relocation of the LO of the inconsistent fact

In this experiment, the objects´ arrangements described by
first and second premises were structured as follows: From
the description of the first premise, an arrangement of the
two objects and the relation “left of” (e.g. “apple left of
pear”) was constructed. The second premise yielded the
information to insert a third object into the model such that
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it was located to the leftmost side of the model (e.g. “kiwi
left of apple”, resulting in the model “kiwi – apple – pear”).
Thus, the location of the object last inserted into the mental
models constructed from the two premises was always in the
leftmost position of the arrangement. Consistent conclusive
facts (e. g. “kiwi left of pear”), presented in half of the items
confirmed the constructed mental models. Inconsistent
conclusive facts (e.g. “pear left of kiwi”) required
inconsistency detection followed by model revisions. The
facts´ structure resembled the premises´ structures. Facts
also described arrangements of two objects related to each
other by using the relation “left of”.

Experiment 1
Method
Participants. 23 participants (7 male; age: M = 22.57; SD =
2.92) with the exception of one all students (among them 6
students of psychology) from the University of Giessen, all
reporting normal or corrected-to normal visual acuity, gave
written informed consent to participation. Participants were
tested individually and were paid at a rate of 8 Euro per
hour.
Materials, procedure, and design. 32 items were
presented randomly. The items followed a tripartite
structure as follows.
Model construction:. Two premises (presented sequentially
in a self-paced manner) described a one-dimensional (linear)
order of three (small, equal-sized, disyllabic-termed)
objects, belonging to either one out of four categories (tools,
stationery, vegetables, and fruits). Subsequently to premise
presentation, participants were instructed to choose the
correct order from two alternative orders (correct order and
correct order mirrored) that were presented on the left and
right side of the computer screen, indicating their choice by
pressing a left or right response button with the left or right
hand, accordingly. Left and right locations for correct and
incorrect orders were counterbalanced across the
experiment. Number of correct decisions and corresponding
decision times were recorded.
Example:
1st premise: “The apple is to the left of the pear”
2nd premise: “The kiwi is to the left of the apple”
spatial mental model: Kiwi – apple – pear
Inconsistency detection: Subsequently to the participant´s
decision, a conclusive fact1 (font colour red to contrast the
fact with the premises) that was either consistent (in half of
the items) or inconsistent (in the other half of the items)
with the information provided by the premises, (hence with
the order of objects) was presented. In all premises and
conclusive facts, we used only the relation “left of”.
1

Facts conveyed implicit information not directly provided by
the premises (e.g. “Kiwi left of pear” (consistent) or “Pear left of
apple” (inconsistent) with the premises: “Apple left of pear” and
“Kiwi left of apple”.

Participants were instructed to decide whether the
conclusive fact was consistent or inconsistent with the order
of objects, indicating their decision by pressing the
respective response button (“yes” or “no”) with the left or
right hand, accordingly. Successful inconsistency detection
and corresponding detection times were recorded.
Example:
Consistent fact: “The kiwi is to the left of the pear.”
 requires confirmation of the model as correct answer
Inconsistent fact: “The pear is to the left of the kiwi.”
 requires inconsistency detection as prerequisite for
belief revision
Belief Revision: If a participant´s decision was “no” (i.e.
decision that the fact was inconsistent with the information
yielded by the premises), he or she was subsequently
instructed to indicate how the initial order of the objects
would have to be revised in order to be consistent with the
inconsistent fact. Participants chose a preferred revised
order from two orders presented on the left and right side of
the computer monitor by pressing the respective response
button. Presentation locations of the two models were
counterbalanced across the experiment. In fact, both orders
were equally consistent with the information yielded by the
conclusive fact and one of the premises (either the initially
presented 1st or 2nd premise) while contradicting the
respective other premise, complementary. However, they
were revised according to different revision strategies. One
order resulted from a variation by relocating the object that
was last inserted during the construction phase, referred to
as “relocation of last object” in the following. The
alternative order was obtained by variation of the initial
model according to the inconsistent fact, more precisely by
relocation of the inconsistent fact´s LO into the direction
indicated by the fact´s relation (“left of”). This revision
principle is referred to as “relocation of LO” in the
following. Models chosen according to the respective
revision principle and corresponding revision times were
recorded.
Examples of revised orders:
Apple – pear – kiwi (“relocation of last object”) vs.
Pear – kiwi – apple (“relocation of LO”)
Four practise trials (not analysed) preceded the experimental
trials. All stimuli were generated and presented using
Superlab 4.0 (Cedrus Corporation, San Pedro, CA, 1999)
with an RB-530 response pad running on a standard
personal computer with a 19’’-monitor.

Results and discussion
Based on the information provided by the premises
participants chose the correct order of objects in 98.64%
(SD = 2.27) of the trials within 1.97s (SD = 0.75). Erroneous
trials were excluded from further analysis.
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Inconsistency detection was successful in 91.75% (SD =
13.80) of the trials and took 1.09s (SD = 0.36) on average.
Erroneous trials were excluded from further analysis.
Percentages of revised orders based on “relocation of last
object” vs. “relocation of the LO”, respectively and
corresponding revision times were compared calculating
separate ANOVAs. Level of significance was 5 %.
ANOVAs revealed a significant difference for
percentages of revision strategies applied [F(1, 22) =
158.71; p < .001; ƞ2 = .88] and revision time [F(1, 14) =
6.73; p < .05; ƞ2 = 33]. Revision was significantly more
often based on “relocation of the LO” (M = 87.78 % SD =
14.38) as compared to “relocation of the last object” (M =
12.22 %; SD = 14.38; t(22) = 12.60; p < .001). Accordingly,
“relocation of the LO” (M = 4.82 s; SD = 2.01) was
significantly faster than “relocation of the last object” (M =
9.56 s; SD = 8.25; t(14) = -2.59; p < .05). Results indicate
that compared to models based on “relocation of the last
object”, models based on “relocation of the LO” were
clearly preferably and faster created (see figure 1).
This suggests that revision processes operate on fully
integrated mental models of the spatial arrangements and
are varied in accordance with the inconsistent information.

Figure 1. In experiment 1, revision was mainly based on the
relocation of inconsistent facts´ LOs. Error bars show
standard errors.
However, from experiment 1 we cannot rule out that
revision was based on an order effect thus that the object
first mentioned in the sentence that conveyed the critical
spatial information for the revision task at hand (i.e. the
inconsistent fact) guided the variation of the mental model.
In order to test for order effects we conducted experiment 2.
Here, we varied the sentence structure of premises and facts
in that way that the first mentioned object was not
necessarily the LO of a sentence. This experiment actually
aims to investigate decisive factors of spatial belief revision.
For that purpose it will be reported in detail elsewhere
(Bucher, Krumnack, Nejasmic, & Knauff, submitted). Here,
we report a detailed analysis that tested for order effects
during the construction part compared to the revision part of
the experiment. This analysis was done specifically for the

present context in order to compare principles applied
during construction and revision, respectively.

Order effects during construction and variation of
spatial mental models
We investigated whether construction and/or variation of
objects would follow the order of objects as they appear in
the sentences conveying the relevant spatial information for
the task at hand (i.e. 1st premises for construction and
inconsistent facts for revision).
Participants´ task was to physically construct spatial
arrangements based on verbal descriptions and subsequently
modify these arrangements after receiving inconsistent
information. The physical arrangements allowed us to
observe the principles participants applied during
construction as compared to revision when manipulating
objects within spatial arrangements.

Experiment 2
Method
Participants. 22 participants (5 male; age: M = 22.59; SD =
3.16) all students (among them 5 students of psychology)
from the University of Giessen, all reporting normal or
corrected-to normal visual acuity, all but two (one lefthanded, one ambidexter) were right-handed, gave written
informed consent to participation. Participants were tested
individually and were paid at a rate of 8 Euro per hour.
Materials, Procedure, and Design. 32 items were
presented, each consisting of two premises and an
inconsistent fact on a 19``-computer screen, using Microsoft
PowerPoint (Version 2007) running in the windows
environment XP on a standard personal computer.
PowerPoint slides were presented by the experimenter in a
sequentially and individually adapted manner according to
participants´ performance.
In 8 items, the two premises and the contradictory fact
(presented in red) had the surface structure (referred to as
sentence structure 1) as follows: First mentioned object (and
LO) - relation (either “left of” or “right of”) –Second
mentioned object (and RO).
Example: “Yellow is to the left of red”.
In 8 items, the two premises and the contradictory fact had
the sentence structure (referred to as sentence structure 2):
Relation – First mentioned object (and RO) – Second
mentioned object (and LO).
Example: “To the right of yellow is red”.
In 8 items the two premises followed sentence structure 1
while the fact followed sentence structure 2. In 8 items the
premises followed sentence structure 2 while the fact
followed sentence structure 1. The relations “left of” and
“right of” were used in the premises and in the facts, with
the orders as depicted in table 1 below.
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Table 1. Relations used in the premises and facts presented
in experiment 2
1st premise

Relations „left of“ and „right of” in the premises
and facts in items of experiment 2
left of
left of
right of
right of

2nd premise

left of

right of

left of

right of

Fact
(inconsistent)

left of /
right of

left of /
right of

left of /
right of

left of /
right of

Participants were provided with wooden square blocks
(size: 2.5 x 2.5 x 2.5 cm), red, green, yellow, and blue
coloured on a plate in front of them. They were instructed to
pick up the coloured blocks, one at a time using one hand,
and arrange them according to the information provided by
the premises into a linear one-dimensional order. The
premises informed about the determinate order of the
coloured blocks with the blocks represented by the
respective colours (red, green, yellow, and blue).
Example:
1st premise:
“To the right of red is blue”
2nd premise: “Green is to the right of blue”
Spatial arrangement: Red – blue – green
All items were constructed such that the third object of an
arrangement (whose location was described in the 2nd
premise) was located on the rightmost side of an
arrangement. However, based on the description of the 1st
premise there were two possibilities for constructing the
arrangements:
1.

2.

Starting on the left side and continue to the right,
e.g. (consider the 1st premise from the above
example) putting down the red block first and
placing the blue block to the red one´s right side
Starting on the right side and continue to the left,
e.g. putting down the blue block first and placing
the red block to the blue one´s left side

The resulting orders are describable as 1 – 2 – 3 and 2 – 1 –
3, with the numbers indicating the order by which objects
had been put down; e.g. red first – blue second – green third
(order 1 – 2 – 3) and red second – blue first – green third
(order 2 – 1 – 3).
Subsequently after participants had constructed the order
of three coloured blocks, they were asked to revise their
order according to an inconsistent fact (e.g. green is to the
left of red). Participants were free with the revision of their
initially constructed arrangements. The question was
whether there would be order effects when constructing or
revising the arrangements. If there were, construction would
follow the order of the objects as mentioned in the
1st premise. The object mentioned first would be put down
first, followed by the second mentioned object. During

variation, the object of relocation would be the first object
mentioned in the inconsistent fact.
Four practise trials (neither recorded nor analysed)
preceded the experimental trials. After each trial, the
wooden blocks were put back onto the plate by the
experimenter. Performance was recorded online on a video
tape by the experimenter and analysed offline after the
experimental session.

Results and discussion
Model construction: Mean percentage rate of correctly
constructed models was 97.16 % (SD = 3.47). Erroneous
trials were excluded from further analysis. Participants
constructed order 1 – 2 – 3 (M = 50.89 %; SD = 4.25)
comparably often as order 2 – 1 – 3 (M = 49.11 %; SD =
4.25) [F(1, 21) = .96; p = .34; ƞ2 = .04).
To test whether the construction order was contingent on
the objects as mentioned in the 1st premise we conducted an
ANOVA with the factor First mentioned object. The
ANOVA revealed a significant main effect [F (1,21) =
82.84; p < .001]. Orders were constructed by putting the
first mentioned object of the 1st premise (M = 83.28%; SD =
17.15) before the second mentioned object (M = 16.72%;
SD = 17.15).
This clearly shows that the principle applied during
construction of an initial arrangement was based on the
order of objects as mentioned in the 1st premise.
Belief revision: Mean percentage rate of correctly revised
orders was 98.42 % (SD = 3.18). Erroneous trials were
excluded from further analysis.
We tested whether an order effect was also present in the
variation phase. If it was the first mentioned object of the
relevant information (i.e. the inconsistent fact) would be
subject to relocation during variation.
However, first mentioned objects of inconsistent facts
were relocated comparably often (M = 51.26 %; SD = 7.77)
as second mentioned objects (M = 48.74 % SD = 7.77; [F(1,
21) = .58 p = .46; ƞ2 = .03).
Dissimilar to the construction phase, processes of
variation did not rely on order effects, implying that
different principles were applied for revision as compared to
construction. Figure 2 depicts the results of the construction
and the revision phase.
Indeed – consistent with results of experiment 1 – we
found the principle of revision to be based on the relocation
of the inconsistent fact´s LO (M = 89.52 %; SD = 11.30).
Details are reported in Bucher et al. (submitted).
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Figure 2. First mentioned objects of relevant spatial
information were manipulated first during construction,
reflecting an order effect. This order effect was not present
during revision. Error bars show standard errors.

Conclusion
We investigated what processes guide belief revision in
reasoning with spatial mental models. We focused on the
question whether revision of initial models is guided by
vital steps remembered from the construction phase or
whether they solely rely on spatial information provided by
inconsistent facts. Further, we examined principles applied
during the construction of spatial mental models as
compared to the variation of these models.
Our results suggest that when forced to revise initial
beliefs about the arrangement of objects in space in the light
of contradicting facts, reasoners integrate new pieces of
information by modifying fully integrated initial mental
models. Variation processes are not influenced by
information used during the construction phase. This is in
accordance with the notion of informational economy and
provides evidence that manipulating mental models is more
parsimonious than storing initial descriptions and vital steps
used to construct these models (Exp. 1). Construction
processes followed the order of objects as they were
mentioned in the relevant spatial description, i.e. there was a
clear order effect. This order effect did not occur during
variation. This implies that different principles are applied
during the construction and the variation phase,
respectively, suggesting distinct underlying cognitive
mechanisms, accordingly (Exp. 2).
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Abstract
Induction is the process by which seen data becomes the
basis for prediction of unseen data. There has long been
a desire to explain the procedure in a context-free way.
But Hume’s circularity problem and the no-free-lunch
theorems both seem to suggest the logical impossibility
of any context-free mechanism. Machine Learning takes
the position that no such mechanism exists. But an alternative comes from Epistemology. Popper’s falsificationist theory holds that there is a general mechanism,
but that it does not perform induction. Inductive effects arise implicitly, through pursuit of a non-inductive
goal. Less plausibly, the mechanism is taken to be uninformed exploration of hypotheses. But as the paper
shows, Popper’s solution can be reworked using information theory. Increasing the informational efficiency with
which representations predict seen data can be shown
to produce inductive effects. With representation optimization taking the place of hypothesis-search in the
argument, it then becomes possible to explain induction
in a context-free way.
Keywords: problem of induction; no free lunch (NFL);
cognitive informatics; theoretical cognitive science

Introduction
Induction has traditionally been equated with the way
scientists use observations to form predictions. But a
broader view is now taken. Induction is understood to
be any process by which seen data comes to be used
for prediction of unseen data. On this basis, the procedure is understood to play a key role not only in science,
but also in cognition. Embedded inductive functionality is also observed in sensory, perceptual and adaptive
phenomena (Smith, 2000). We even see inductive effects in the behaviour of certain forms of plant life. The
behaviour of young sunflowers, for example, exhibits heliotropism (sun-tracking), involving implicit prediction
of the sun’s trajectory across the sky.
But recognizing that inductive functionality can be
expressed in a number of different ways does not significantly improve the prospects for explaining how it
works. Understanding induction to involve use of seen
data for predicting unseen data, we are led to envisage
a mechanism that exploits the latter being in some way
uniform with the former. Unfortunately, any attempt to
explain the process in these terms runs into difficulties.
First, there is Hume’s ‘circularity’ problem. Any understanding about uniformity between seen and unseen data
must itself be inductively derived. An argument which

references that understanding is necessarily circular. As
Hume noted, such explanations 1 end up ‘going in a circle, and taking that for granted, which is the very point
in question’ (Hume, 1988/1748, p. 80).
In the modern era, the no-free-lunch (NFL) theorems (Wolpert and Macready, 1997; Wolpert, 1996),
and conservation law of generalization (Schaffer, 1994)
have added fuel to the fire, making it doubtful that any
context-free principle could exist. Any such principle
should yield induction in all possible scenarios, it is observed. But any principle tested in all possible scenarios is found to perform at the level of random guessing
on average. A completely general principle of induction
would then seem to have no value for induction in general. Again, the implication seems to be that no such
principle can exist.
As a result of such arguments, it has become widely
accepted that there can be no context-free basis for
preferring one inductive model over another (Langley,
1996; Mitchell, 1997). The outcome has been readily accommodated in machine learning. The fact that
multiple models can be derived in different ways from
given data (Michie et al. 1994) is seen to be the reason
why each ‘learning algorithm has a different inductive
bias, makes different assumptions, and defines a different objective function’ (Alpaydin, 2010, p. 309). Neither has the problem held back theoretical work. The
uniformity assumption that Hume sees as problematic
becomes a methodological requirement in computational
learning theory (Bishop, 2007). This allows induction to
be treated as the problem of sampling in a known (e.g.,
IID) distribution (Mackay, 2003).
In other areas, more difficulty is encountered. Consider the effect on Epistemology. The lack of a universal principle for induction means there can be no
assumption-free basis for inductively-derived knowledge.
All of science then seems reduced to the status of guesswork. Russell appraises the situation in vivid terms. Our
inability to identify any general principle of induction
suggests ‘there is no intellectual difference between sanity and insanity’, and that scientists are on an equal footing with ‘the lunatic who believes that he is a poached
egg’ (Russell, 1946, p. 673).
1
Hume referred to predictions of cause/effect relationships
rather than induction in general.
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The difficulties are not merely epistemological in nature, however. The idea that induction performed in
a context-free way is necessarily unprincipled leads to
counter-intuitive conclusions. Any agent (or embedded
module) embarking on the process must then be making
some kind of random choice between context-sensitive
approaches. This seems at odds with what is observed
in the natural world.
Such are some of the problems stemming from
the much-debated problem of induction (Sloman and
Lagnado, 2005). Can any viable solution for the problem
be worked out? Prominent among the proposals put forward is Popper’s falsification framework (Popper, 1959;
Popper, 1979). This solve’s Hume’s circularity problem
by showing how quasi-inductive effects can arise implicitly, through application of a procedure that makes no
assumptions about uniformity. The vehicle proposed is
falsification: systematic elimination of refuted hypotheses. This is put forward as a fully context-free method for
achieving (implicitly) inductive results without requiring
any (explicitly) inductive step to be taken. There is then
‘no need even to mention induction’ (Popper, 1979, p.
315) in explaining how it works.
A difficulty for Popper’s proposal is that hypothesis
falsification is not seen to be a plausible vehicle for induction in general. It does not reflect the real practices
of science (Kuhn, 1962; Lakatos, 1970), is unworkable
where the number of hypotheses is large (Hempel, 1945;
Churchland, 1986; Duhem, 1954/1914; Putnam, 1974;
Quine, 1953)2 and seems highly inappropriate as a description of the behaviour of more primitive forms of
agency. On the other hand, there seems nothing wrong
with Popper’s strategy. If science can be shown to be applying a certain procedure that yields inductive success
without a uniformity assumption being made, Hume’s
circularity is eliminated. The problem is that falsification doesn’t quite fit the bill. Is there a way to reconstruct the argument using some other vehicle?
Turning to the machine learning literature for ideas
about what this vehicle could be, we find a promising
candidate in the form of data compression. Identification of compression as a vehicle for induction has long
been a key part of thinking on learning. Through the
work of researchers such as Solomonoff (1964), Watanabe (1969), Wolff (1980), Rissanen (1978), Chater (2003)
and many others, the idea has been developed into a
major paradigm of the field. Given the general workability of compression as a vehicle for induction, can we
strengthen Popper’s proposal by replacing falsification
with compression?
Unfortunately, this move still leaves a residue of descriptive implausibility. Taking inductive behaviour to
2
Modern Bayesian approaches to inductive confirmation
follow the practice of Machine Learning in use of closed-world
assumptions (Earman, 1992; Horwich, 1982; Howson and Urbach, 1989).

entail data compression is more general than taking it
to entail hypothesis elimination, but not much. Referencing the principle of Occam’s Razor, we might argue
that data compression is what scientists are really doing when they believe they’re doing induction. But even
if this proposal is accepted, the assumed complexity of
information processing seems incompatible with observations about ways more primitive agencies behave. Ultimately, the proposal seems to break down. The idea
that sunflowers produce inductive effects by means of
data compression, for example, seems outlandish.
As the present paper argues, there is a version of this
argument that can be made to work, however. Instead
of taking the inductive vehicle to be compression, we
can take it to be representation optimization. Deploying
concepts of information theory (Shannon, 1948; Shannon and Weaver, 1949), inductive effects can be shown
to arise when there is any increase in the informational
efficiency with which representations predict seen data.
Representation optimization can then be viewed as a
principled, well-motivated but non-inductive procedure
that yields inductive effects implicitly. As such, it is able
to take the place of falsification in Popper’s argument.
The workability of representation optimization as a
vehicle for induction can be demonstrated in two ways:
either directly, using illustrations, or indirectly, by showing the process to be an implicit compression method.
The improvement in descriptive plausibility is more readily apparent. Agents are no longer envisaged to be
engaging in complex forms of information processing.
Rather, they are seen to gravitate towards more efficient
representation of seen data. In then becomes possible
to give an account of inductive behaviour that more successfully generalizes the activities of scientists with more
primitive forms of agency.
The paper sets out the proposal in more detail.
The following section sets out the information-theoretic
model through which representation optimization is
shown to produce inductive effects implicitly. Following
that, there is a section presenting illustrative examples.
The paper then concludes with a brief discussion of implications.

Efficient reconstruction of symbolic data
The proposal is that increasing the informational efficiency with which representations predict seen data produces inductive (and compressive) effects implicitly. In
order to demonstrate the effect, some basic definitions
are needed. In what follows, D will represent a particular set of symbolic data. D is assumed to comprise
constructs whose constituents are symbols drawn from
an alphabet of n elements. Letting |D| denote the total
number of symbols in D, we can obtain the total information content using Shannon’s logarithmic measure.
Given a symbol with n possible values expresses log n
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bits of information,3 the total content of D is then
I(D) = |D| log n

(1)

It is assumed that constituent symbols in constructs of
D can be indexed, and that where two or more constructs
have the same structure, the combination of those constructs can be referenced explicitly. Such combinations
are named unions. If x represents a union, |x| denotes
the number of symbols it utilizes, and xi is the set representing the choice of symbols for the i’th element of the
(common) structure.
D′ is then used to denote a reconstruction of D. This
is defined to be a modification of D, in which some constructs are replaced with symbols representing unions.
Replacement is deemed feasible just in case the construct is within the represented union. Where replacements introduce choice (multiple symbols for the same
constituent) there is a well-defined loss of information.
The loss resulting from a replacement by union x is
H(x) =

X

log |xi |

(2)

i

Equivalently, the loss may be defined as the log of the
combinatorial product of x’s choices:
H(x) = log

Y

′
¯ ′ ) = I(D) − H(D )
I(D
c(D′ )

|xi |

(3)

The informationally optimal reconstruction of D is
then that reconstruction that maximizes mean information. Termed the first refinement of D,4 this is denoted
r(D):
¯ ′)
r(D) = argmax I(D

H(D′ ) =

X

H(Di′ )

(4)

i

Here, H(Di′ ) is zero if Di′ is an original symbol, and
the information loss of the represented union otherwise.
Where replacement of constructs has the effect of reducing the total number of symbols in use, the symbol
cost of the reconstruction must be less than |D|. The
actual value can be calculated as the number of symbols
used in the reconstruction itself, added to the total number of symbols used in referenced constructs. This cost
is denoted c(D′ ):
c(D′ ) = |D′ | +

X

|x|

(5)

x∈D′

Here, x ∈ D′ enumerates the set of unions referenced
by D′ .
Combining the reconstruction loss with the reconstruction cost, it is then possible to define the informational efficiency of a reconstruction. This is the mean
information content of symbols, i.e., the net information
content divided by symbol usage:
3

Logarithms are taken to base 2 in all cases.

(7)

A constraint on this is that the mean information of
r(D) can be no less than that of D itself. Were this to
be the case, D would be its own optimal reconstruction
by definition. Given r(D) 6= D, it must be the case that
¯
¯
I(r(D))
> I(D)
which further dictates that
c(r(D)) < |D|.

(8)

Increasing the mean content of symbols above the level
they have in D itself must involve reducing their number. Any reconstruction of D must therefore use a lesser
number of symbols than D itself. Forming a more efficient reconstruction of D thus necessarily produces the
effect of compressing D, as we would expect.

i

The total information lost in a reconstruction is thus
the sum of information losses of its constituent symbols:

(6)

Inductive properties of reconstructions
Within the analysis, data D and all its reconstructions
are ways of predicting D under different levels of information loss. All represent the same content. Deriving a
reconstruction of D that has higher efficiency than D itself, is thus the act of increasing informational efficiency
in representation of D’s content. By Eq. 8, this must
have the effect of reducing the number of symbols in
use. This can only be achieved through replacement of
two or more constructs with a union. The informational
cost of this replacement then depends on the degree to
which the replaced constructs differ in their constituent
symbols. The greater the similarity between constituent
symbols in replaced constructs, the lower the information cost, and the greater the efficiency of the resulting
representation.
Unions can thus be viewed as implicit generalizations,
whose informational value increases with the constituent
similarity of the constructs they replace. The informational efficiency of a representation is increased through
the introduction of what are, in effect, ‘similarity exploiting’ generalizations. Putting it another way, increasing
the efficiency of a representation has the effect of identifying (more) effective ways of exploiting commonalities.
4
Not covered in this paper is an extension of the model
to deal with recursive enhancement, a regime that typically
produces a series of refinements.
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We then begin to see how increasing informational efficiency produces implicit inductive effects. Any reconstruction embodies a certain number of unions, and every
union specifies a choice of symbols for each of its constituents. The reconstruction represents the content of
the original D with a certain loss of information. At the
same level of loss, however, it represents the content of
any other body of data whose constructs conform to the
embodied symbol choices. This can be formulated as a
rule:
Di′ |= Dj if ∃ Dj′ : Dj′ = Di′

(9)

Di′

This asserts that reconstruction
generalizes data
Dj just in case there is a reconstruction of Dj which
is identical to a reconstruction of Di . The predictive
properties of a reconstruction may be formalized in the
same way. D′ generalizes and thus (implicitly) predicts
all bodies of data in the set
{ d | D′ |= d }

(10)

Increasing the efficiency of a representation generates
reconstructions that implicitly predict unseen bodies of
data. Such predictions will be valid just to the extent
that unseen data exhibit constructs that are similarly
structured. Representation enhancement thus implicitly
predicts unseen data that exhibit structural uniformity
with D.

Illustrative example
The scenario long favoured for examining induction is
the case of ‘white swans’. In this example, observations
of white swans lead to the conclusion that ‘all swans are
white’. To examine the way in which this conclusion
might arise implicitly from representation enhancement,
we envisage data in the form of attribute vectors:
large
large
small
medium
small

white
white
white
white
white

flying
swimming
flying
swimming
swimming

swan
swan
swan
swan
swan

Each vector is placed on a separate line here. In leftto-right order, the attributes are size, color, behavior
and type. The attribute of color is always ‘white’, while
other attributes vary, reflecting the observed regularity
that all observed swans are white. Taking each attribute
to have four possible values, the information content of
each original symbol is 2.0 bits. This yields a total information content of 40.0 bits for the data.
Taking constructs to be complete attribute vectors,
any union must combine two or more vectors. Constituents of unions are thus choices of symbols for the
four attributes. On this basis, we might build a reconstruction as follows.

-2.0
-2.0
-2.0
-2.0

$0 = small/large white flying/swimming swan
$0
$0
medium white swimming swan
$0

-8.0

(40.0-8.0)/12 = 2.67 bits per symbol

The reconstruction is set out schematically. The first
five lines represent the reconstruction itself, with the vertical ordering corresponding to the listing of the data.
Where a replacement is made, we see the relevant information loss on the left, followed by the symbol generated ($0 being the only one used here) to represent
the construct. In the final line of the listing, we see the
calculation of mean symbol information. Deducting the
aggregate information loss of 8.0 bits from the original
content of 40.0 bits, and dividing by the 12 symbols in
use, we obtain a mean of 2.67 bits. The reconstruction
increases informational efficiency (mean symbol content)
by 0.67 bits.
A still more efficient reconstruction can be obtained,
however. Consider
-2.58
-2.58
-2.58
-2.58
-2.58

$1 = medium/large/small white flying/swimming swan
$1
$1
$1
$1

-12.9

(40.0-12.92)/9 = 3.01 bits per symbol

This yields a mean of 3.01 bits, with the introduced symbol ($1 here) representing the union
‘medium/large/small white flying/swimming swan’.
In both reconstructions, we see effects of implicit induction. The content of the original data is represented
in terms of unions that create choice about (i.e., generalize) properties of size and behavior. The more efficient of
the two embodies the expected generalization ‘all swans
are white’. This is predictive in the sense of predicting
the observation ‘medium white flying swan’, a case not
contained in the original set.
Illustrating the same effect in a slightly more complex way is the example below. This takes the previous
data and mixes in additional vectors representing observations of black ravens.
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medium
large
small
medium
small
large
large
medium
small

black
white
white
black
white
black
white
white
black

flying
flying
flying
perching
perching
flying
perching
perching
flying

raven
swan
swan
raven
swan
raven
swan
swan
raven

An efficient reconstruction in this case is

-2.58
-2.58
-2.58
-2.58
-2.58
-2.58
-2.58
-2.58
-2.58

$2 = medium/small/large black perching/flying raven
$3 = medium/large/small white perching/flying swan
$3
$2
$3
$2
$3
$3
$2

-23.26

(72.0-23.26)/17 = 2.87 bits per symbol

Here, the original content comes to be represented in
terms of two unions, one of which captures the general
properties of white swans, and the other of which captures the general properties of black ravens. Implicitly,
the result embodies two inductive generalizations: ‘all
swans are white’ and ‘all ravens are black’. This generalizes the vectors ‘medium white flying raven’ and ‘small
black perching raven’, neither of which are in the original data. Again, we see the effect of implicit inductive
prediction.

Discussion
While the difficulty of establishing a universal basis for
induction has plagued Epistemology for centuries, it is
now also a source of counter-intuitive conclusions regarding induction, broadly defined. Referencing the NFL
results particularly, we have to assume context-free inductive behaviour necessarily commences with a random
selection of a context-sensitive bias. Referencing Hume’s
problem of circularity, we have to assume that a universal principle — were it to exist — could not be given any
coherent definition.
Popper gets around Hume’s problem of circularity by
assuming induction is achieved through a non-inductive
vehicle. But the implausibility of the vehicle as a general
description of inductive behaviour poses a difficulty. In
the present proposal, this is resolved by replacing falsification with representation optimization. As an implicit
form of data compression, this has reasonable inductive
credentials. As a vehicle for implicit induction, it more
easily accommodates the full range of processes and behaviours we recognize to be involved. A non-circular
account is then forthcoming for a context-free inductive
methodology that has the potential to accommodate all
levels of functionality, including the behaviours of scientists and sunflowers.
The original Popperian version of the explanation
refers to scientists, and our observations of how they
seem to use induction to predict future (or otherwise unseen) data. Popper resolves the worry that this process
can have no non-circular explanation by arguing it is not
really happening. Scientists are really engaged in systematic elimination of refuted hypothesis. The inductive
element is pure interpretation. Induction is explained by
showing it to be an interpretation of a process that is
principled, advantageous but strictly non-inductive.
In the proposed revision, the scope of the explana-

tion is broadened but the final effect remains the same.
We now focus on inductive functionality broadly defined,
taking into account the possibility of it being expressed
in different forms of agency, and at multiple levels of
organization. The difficulty of explaining how such processes can predict unseen data is again resolved by showing that prediction is not really what is happening. Such
processes are adopting efficient representations of seen
data, no more. The inductive effects that loom large
in our interpretation are then recognized to be implicit.
Provided the world exhibits uniformity they will be predictively successful, however, giving the impression of
effective induction.
The strategy of explaining induction by ‘not mentioning it’ thus yields a reasonable accommodation of the
philosophical problem of induction. Rather than being
a flaw in our understanding, it begins to seem more of
an artefactual difficulty, resulting from imposition of anthropocentric interpretations. The salience that the notion of prediction has within human concerns may be the
origin of a tendency to frame interpretations of adaptive
functionality around this particular concept. Adopting
a more neutral position then has the effect of addressing
some of the difficulties arising.
One other feature of the proposal is worth highlighting. It is an implication of the framework that induction involves compression by definition. The process is
then understood to be feasible only with data which
can be compressed. On the Kolmogorov criterion (Li
and Vitänyi, 1997), purely random data cannot be compressed, meaning such cases are implicitly ruled out. The
proposed method is definitionally incapable of addressing them. The NFL objection, which relates to average
performance in all possible scenarios, is then avoided. Induction under the present proposal is understood to be
universal, but not in the sense of accommodating random data.
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Abstract
Understanding problem-solving strategies and how different
tools support problem solving is an important but difficult
problem in cognitive science. Cognitive modeling provides
one way of understanding and predicting problem solving and
the impact of supporting software tools. Modeling typically
requires tradeoffs between fidelity of result and difficulty of
model building. We used CogTool to explore how well a
limited modeling approach can predict performance
differences between two applications that support problem
solving, specifically, for planning attitude of the International
Space Station. We develop a modeling policy for modeling
complex behavior using a coarse-level tool with reduced
expressive power; then we compare model predictions with
experimental data to assess its ability to identify performance
differences across systems, tasks, and strategies.
Keywords: problem-solving, strategies, HCI, modeling.

Introduction
Problem solving in the context of human-computer
interaction both provides a resource for developing and
testing cognitive models and generates complex situations
of practical importance (Gray, 2008). The value of modeling
problem solving outcomes and strategies in HCI is
particularly high because empirical data may be impossible
to collect at the point it would be most valuable.
Specifically, a designer would like to know how design
choices impact performance in advance of implementing a
design. Thus, when performance data has its highest value,
it can only be generated by model, not observation.
The need to predict performance has motivated
development of several tools for HCI (Card, Moran, &
Newell, 1980; John et al., 2004; Kieras, 2006; Patton &
Gray, 2010). Most tools support model construction by
providing a framework in which low-level component
actions can be combined to represent larger problem solving
tasks. Such tools can vary in the granularity of the low-level
components it provides, in whether predictions are
stochastic or deterministic, and in the complexity of tasks
the tool can effectively model. Models also differ in whether
the model generates alternative strategies (Smith et al.,
2008) or more frequently, requires the modeler to specify
the strategies to be modeled.
In selecting a modeling approach there is typically a
tradeoff between the fidelity of the resulting model and the
complexity of building it. Often, the cost of learning and

constructing models is too high to justify the benefits of
estimating performance times. CogTool (John et al., 2004;
http://cogtool.hcii.cs.cmu.edu/) is an easy-to-use modeling
tool that supports a simplified modeling process, while
drawing on a well-vetted cognitive architecture, ACT-R
(Anderson & Lebeire, 1998). The research reported here
investigates how and how well a simplified modeling
approach like that used by CogTool can predict performance
times of complex problem-solving across systems, tasks,
and strategies. We develop a method, our modeling policy,
for modeling complex behavior using a coarse-level tool
with reduced expressive power. We evaluate the strengths
and weaknesses of this method by comparing model
predictions with experimental data.
We first describe the work and tasks being modeled,
planning by a NASA Mission Control group, Attitude
Determination and Control (ADCO). Next we describe
CogTool and why we selected it. We lay out the highlights
of our modeling process, and describe a modeling policy,
which we found helpful to consistently model a large and
complex set of behaviors. We present results of comparing
predicted and actual performance times. We conclude by
discussing where and why modeling successes and failures
occurred and what this suggests about using models to
understand performance in complex HCI work.

ADCO Planning Domain & Software
ADCO controls the attitude (yaw, pitch, & roll) of the ISS
(International Space Station). The operators monitor and
command attitude in real-time and also develop plans in
advance of real-time operations. ADCO plans specify the
high-level activities (e.g. docking a Soyuz) and the actions
(e.g. changes in control, maneuvering to a new attitude) that
are needed to carry out the activity. ADCO currently uses
legacy software (hereinafter called LEGACY; see Figure 1),
which functions as a form-based text editor. Operators open
a file for each activity and type in the parameters for each
action within that activity. If an activity is rescheduled, the
start and stop times of each action must be changed.
After analyzing needs (Billman et al., 2010), a new
prototype planning application (hereinafter called NEW; see
Figure 2) was designed. NEW provides better
representations and operations, particularly for temporal
relations. NEW allows rescheduling an activity as a whole,
by sliding the activity in the timeline or by typing in new
start times in the editing panel.
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Figure 2. Screenshot of NEW system. Revision is done by
dragging and dropping selected events on the timeline or
by typing values in the panel on the right.

Figure 1. Screenshot of LEGACY system. Revision is done
in lower right panel, by typing values into text boxes. (The
attribute values shown do not reflect a real event.)

The experimental data to which we compared model
predictions was a subset of an extensive experiment in
which users performed a series of checking and editing tasks
over two days, separated by one week. A between-subjects
experiment compared performance using the two systems; 7
engineering students participated in LEGACY and 8 in
NEW. We taught users about possible strategies to complete
the tasks but left strategy choice open. In this paper, our
experimental data draws from a particular set of editing
tasks performed on the second day after 7-12 cumulative
hours of practice on the system.
The particular set of interest consisted of 12 tasks,
requiring users to shift the times of various events: 1) one
action, 2) one activity, 3) a set of actions within one activity,
or 4) a set of actions that span activities. The first two
changes are common and the second two less so. We model
performance on these time-shift tasks. Solving a “shift”
problem requires the user to: 1) encode the problem; 2)
select the event(s) to change, as one set or in subgroups
depending on problem and strategy; 3) mentally compute
the new start time; 4) set to this time. Steps 2-4 may iterate
for subgroups. The user may check results or refer back to
the problem description.

potential power of this modeling approach is that widgets
and transitions can be linked together to generate
predictions about complex sequences of behavior.
To build a model, a series of screenshots create a
storyboard of frames.
Each frame is overlaid with
interactive widgets, and transitions representing user actions
link frames to represent moving from one state to another.
Each model represents a specific sequence of actions (such
as a particular strategy on a particular task) that are
demonstrated by clicking through successive frames. Based
on the demonstration, CogTool constructs a Keystroke
Level Model of how a skilled user would execute the task
and it computes a predicted time. The resulting model built
from demonstration can be modified by inserting additional
components such as “look-at” or “think”.
While CogTool is capable of modeling unusual interfaces,
its strength lies in prototyping standard widgets like menus,
and buttons. For this experiment, constructing a model of
LEGACY was very straightforward because the system
utilized only standard widgets. However, we encountered
many challenges in modeling NEW because it used complex
interactions not directly supported by the CogTool library.

Modeling Policy
Modeling Environment: CogTool
Many tools have been developed to support modeling HCI
tasks. One example is CogTool – a general purpose user
interface prototyping tool that generates quantitative
predictions of human performance, specifically response
times of skilled performance. This paper is not an evaluation
of CogTool, per se, but rather CogTool’s simplified
approach to modeling behavior. We selected CogTool
because it provided a good balance between required
modeling effort and fidelity of result. It aims for simplicity
by providing prepackaged interactive widgets (i.e. buttons,
links) and transitions (i.e. click, hover) that connect between
different states. It aims for validity by deriving the behavior
of each component from ACT-R at the perceptual,
cognitive, and motor level to predict time on task. The

Our goal was to build a set of models that are individually
accurate and collectively consistent, without excessive
tailoring. Because we are trying to show adequacy of a
limited modeling approach, demonstrating accuracy and
consistency is difficult for two reasons. First, CogTool
generates a separate model for every combination of task
and strategy, thus requiring a large set of models to cover
the behavior of interest. Second, the interactions in NEW
cannot be modeled with CogTool widgets in a standard way.
This leaves room for case-by-case variation in how to
extend or apply CogTool. Consistency and low-tailorabilty
are important and instrumental to validity. If individual
models are tailored for each circumstance they are unlikely
to generalize, to predict as well as post-dict, or to provide a
valid model.
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We formulated a modeling policy to help manage
complexity, limit tailorability, and ensure consistency. The
policy characterizes what situations fall within the scope of
modeling and how models should be constructed scope.

Scope of Modeling
Users: Identifying what skill level the model represents is
important for interpreting and applying its predictions.
CogTool models the “skilled” user. To calibrate the models,
each author performed blocks of simple tasks to generate
various levels of skilled performance data. Comparing this
data to CogTool’s predictions, the appropriate skill level
emerges where users are making few errors and are familiar
with the system, but tasks require deliberation and are not
automatic. We found that performance of our participants on
the last block of the second day aligned with skill level
appropriate for CogTool.
Tasks: Understanding a model’s bounds in terms of task
type and task complexity is important for deciding which
tasks to model. With its library of vetted widgets and
storyboard of discrete states, CogTool is best at modeling
tasks using discrete “button pressing” actions, though it can
be manipulated to represent continuous actions. The task
complexity that CogTool can model is bounded by the
granularity of available widgets and transitions. In selecting
tasks to model, we started with simple discrete tasks and
progressed toward continuous tasks of greater complexity.
Strategies: A strategy is an ordered set of actions to
accomplish a task. Depending on the task, the set of
strategies could range from a few to a very large number;
thus, it is important to establish the scope of strategies to
model. A CogTool model represents a single strategy for a
single task as demonstrated by the modeler. Hence,
CogTool can model simple tasks with little strategy
variation, but any larger strategy space falls beyond
CogTool’s scope of practical usage. Recognizing CogTool’s
limitations in representing strategy for complex tasks, we
chose to focus on strategies we observed participants using.
Cogtool only directly predicts response time, not reasoning,
decision making, or strategy selection. In many cases, users
shift to efficient strategies with practice. Thus, speed of use
may be a powerful predictor of strategy choice.
Environment: Characteristics of the system influence
what types of interactions need to be modeled. CogTool is
good at modeling interactions in discrete and stable
interfaces.
If users can change the display during
interaction, modeling is more difficult; particularly,
continuous change in the display is difficult for CogTool to
model as it depends on a demonstration on a static display
to capture and predict actions. We minimized this issue for
CogTool by modeling selected items in which the display
was not likely to vary across users or change within task.

Requirements on Model-Building
Our policy for model construction provides rules for
breaking tasks down into component elements, and for how
elements should be composed to model tasks and strategies.

The components for standard interactions such as button
presses have widgets provided and can be modeled easily.
For nonstandard interactions, modelers need to provide a
fixed model component for the interaction type. Further,
the modeler should construct models from existing
components that are as similar as possible, to maximize
consistency.
Here are two examples of rules for
components in nonstandard interactions:
Motor. The NEW system supports a drag-and-drop
interaction in which the entity is dragged along a timeline
and dropped at a specific time. Because the end location is
very specific, this task requires fine motor control. Through
the iterative modeling of experimenter-data on simple tasks,
we developed a rule to model this end location as a very tiny
widget; this was a modification made to the standard dragand-drop model.
Perceptual. While most drag-and-drop interactions
involve dragging an entity and dropping it at a visible target
area, users in NEW have no visual cue for where to drop the
entity. They instead rely on a separate, dynamically
updated numeric display that indicates their progress toward
the target. The standard drag-and-drop model was again
modified to reflect this by inserting a “look-at” [time
display] transition between the drag and the drop
components.
After the components have been specified, they can be
composed into sequences predicting more complicated
behavior.
Because CogTool components cannot be
composed in parallel, it is important to select tasks that do
not require parallel actions, or have overlapping actions that
can be treated as sequential. In our case, even though dragand-drop entails simultaneously moving the mouse while
watching a target, the actions for this sequence could be
reasonably stretched out and treated sequentially.
When modeling strategies for simple tasks, select
strategies that are as general as feasible. This has the
advantage that the strategy will be maximally reusable over
task variations. We applied this policy to simplify models
for typing in start times, by relying on an average strategy.

Process for Adhering to Policy
We used a structured method of incrementally extending
and testing components. We verified the functionality of
standard components in standard domains; we modeled new
interactions by first testing single components in simple
tasks and systematically incrementing the complexity of
tasks, strategies, and components; we adjusted internal
structure as needed. When comparing user data to model
predictions, we prioritized the model’s ability to predict
patterns of difficulty, not absolute times, because modeling
individual differences in CogTool increases complexity and
requires tailoring individual models. Adhering to our
modeling policy was critical for ensuring the validity and
consistency of model components and their composition.
Further, this makes the resulting model set and its
predictions easier to understand.
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Figure 4. Times on four item types for users of NEW
plotted against CogTool’s predicted times.

Figure 3. Times for users of NEW and LEGACY systems
plotted against CogTool’s predicted times.

correlation (r=0.999) between CogTool’s predicted times
and the experimental data in performing activity shifts and
action shifts across systems. This affirms CogTool’s ability
to post-dict dramatic differences between two systems both
on an absolute and relative scale.

Modeling Goals
Guided by the modeling policy, we constructed models at
the system level, item level, and strategy level and
compared them to experimental data. Generating models at
these three levels of granularity provides insight into the
practical value of modeling at different stages of the design
process, and also provides a framework through which we
can assess the strengths and weaknesses of the proposed
modeling policy. Furthermore, how useful a model is
depends on how well the model represents behavior. Having
access to data from participants provides a way of assessing
the validity of models.

Modeling Item Type Differences

Modeling System Differences
To compare the NEW and LEGACY systems, we modeled
the two most common editing tasks – shifting an activity
and shifting an action. We used data from skilled and
errorless users, the four fastest participants on each system.
(One outlying data point of 140s was dropped.) We created
two CogTool models for NEW and two for LEGACY,
modeling one activity shift item and one action shift item.
The model for each condition used the most common
strategy.
The predictions generated by the models were consistent
with the user performance on NEW and LEGACY (Figure
3). NEW users (red & orange) were much faster than
LEGACY users (blue & green) in both shifting activities
and shifting actions and CogTool correctly predicted this.
For NEW, activity shifts were slightly faster (users 13s
(SE=1.8); CogTool 11s) than action shifts (users 16s
(SE=1.5); CogTool 14s). For LEGACY, activity shifts were
dramatically longer (users 83s (SE=18.7); CogTool 85s)
than action shifts (users 28s (SE=4.8); CogTool 29s).
We were interested in CogTool’s ability to post-dict
overall performance difference between systems (though we
had just four points to compare). Overall, there was a high

To determine CogTool’s ability to predict differences item
types, we compared experimental data of four item types in
NEW to their corresponding models. These four types were
shifting actions, activities, actions within an activity, and
actions across activities. We modeled NEW because it is
both of practical interest and of greater complexity. We
used data from the four fastest errorless users on NEW.
(One outlying data point of 108s was dropped.)
We created CogTool models for each type of item. Each
model used the strategy of the overall fastest user for the
entire block; these strategies were commonly shared by
other fast users. The fastest strategy for each task happened
to be selecting the entities and editing the start times by
typing in the details pane. In line with the modeling policy,
we maintained consistency by modeling all time edits using
the backspace key followed by typing in digits.
Average user performance was still highly correlated
with the models’ prediction times by item type (r=0.945)
(see Figure 4). However, the order of difficulty was
imperfectly predicted. For frequent items, CogTool
correctly predicted that action shifts (users 13s (SE=1.8);
CogTool 11s) would take longer than activity shifts (users
16s (SE=1.5); CogTool 14s). For the less typical items,
CogTool’s predictions were reversed (for actions: users 38s
(SE=4.5); CogTool 40s versus for activities: users 47s
(SE=4.4); CogTool 36s).
Despite the switched order for two of the item types, the
values generated by the four CogTool models were broadly
consistent with the experimental values for the four types of
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Figure 5. Left: Predicted choices: only fastest strategies chosen.
Right: Actual strategy choices. Circle size shows number of users.

items. This shows that CogTool can do an adequate job of
predicting item type differences, especially for items that are
structurally very different from each other. The order
reversal for two tasks indicates possible weaknesses in
modeling complex tasks. Two limitations of CogTool
probably contribute to the failure to correctly predict the
relative times of these two tasks. First, these tasks are more
complex. As a result, there is greater variation in strategy
even among skilled users, reducing the accuracy of
modeling item difficulty with a single strategy. Second,
CogTool models are purely mechanical and do not represent
cognitive differences.
In this case, shifting between
activities is more cognitively taxing than shifting within an
activity because there are more parts to keep track of.
CogTool could be tailored, post-hoc by increasing “think”
operators as needed, but this is inconsistent with our
predictive modeling policy.

Modeling Strategy Differences
Turning to a finer granularity of modeling, we were
interested in CogTool’s modeling of strategy. First, we
wanted to see if CogTool could predict strategy choice,
from a collection of identified strategies. That is, is the
strategy that CogTool predicts to be most efficient, the
strategy preferred by fast, practiced users?
Second, we wanted to see how well CogTool could
predict the actual times for those strategies. In order to
compare the efficacy of various strategies, we used data
from all eight NEW participants on each of the four items
(representing the four item types). We removed data for
responses with errors, outlying times, or other irregularity
(such as redoing).
We then built models for each of these strategies using the
Modeling Policy. Because CogTool cannot generate
strategies, we created models post-hoc based on strategies
chosen by users. For each type of item, we modeled every
strategy used to complete the item plus a few additional

Figure 6. Average user times for strategy vs predicted time

strategies that we had (incorrectly) expected would be used.
A total of 24 models were created, varying from 4 for the
simplest task to 9 for the most complex. We also tallied the
overall frequency with which strategies were used.
First, we wanted to see if CogTool could predict strategy
selection. We took the strategy times generated by each
CogTool model and ordered them from fastest to slowest for
each item type. Because skilled users tend to shift toward
faster times and CogTool can only predict time on task, we
expected that if CogTool is a good predictor of strategy
choice, most people would use strategies that CogTool rates
as fast. For example, all users might select the fastest 2 or 3
strategies, as illustrated in the left panel of Figure 5.
However, our findings showed that CogTool seldom
predicted the use of strategies. For every item type, the
strategies judged fastest by the CogTool model were not the
ones commonly used (Figure 5, right panel). For the
simplest items, the strategies that CogTool predicts are least
efficient are the ones most chosen. For the more complex
items, strategy choice is highly varied with little preference
for strategies CogTool predicts to be fast.
Second, for those strategies that were used, how well did
CogTool predict the time to use a given strategy? For each
strategy used by any of the 8 NEW users, we found the
average time and correlated the average data with the time
predicted by the model. In comparing the times of strategies
produced by users to analogous times predicted by
CogTool, the correlation is modest (r=0.546), as shown by
the wide scatter in Figure 6. (One dot may represent
different numbers of users.) One key aspect of poor
prediction is that all drag and drop strategies are lower than
they should be.

Discussion
Summary of Results
We modeled performance on planning tasks by users
working with two very different planning systems: one a
legacy system currently in use by a Mission Control group
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and one a new system designed to match the work structure.
We compared CogTool models to experimental data at the
system, item, and strategy levels. The core strength of our
approach was that by selecting CogTool and following our
modeling policy, it was feasible to represent and get time
predictions for a varied set of problem solving situations.
The models could predict the large performance
differences between the very different systems, which
provide different interfaces, interactions, and strategies. In
addition, our models also provided reasonable correlations
with data for different item types. It predicted simple
differences between items that had clearly different
interactions (activity vs action shifts), but was not as
successful in predicting item differences for more complex
items with overlapping strategies and characteristics. With
respect to strategies, CogTool was not an adequate predictor
of strategy choice selection nor did it do a good job of
predicting strategy times.

Value of Validation
Detailed validation of a model in a complex work domain is
difficult and rare (Gray, John, & Atwood, 1993). We
selected a challenging work environment, which required
interaction forms not previously supported in CogTool. For
our model development, we vetted new components in
simple models applied to one set of tasks and users (the
authors), and applied this to a different, complex set of tasks
and users (experiment subjects). Thus, we did not tailor the
models to the data we sought to predict. We succeeded in
accurately modeling behavior at a coarse but not fine level.
Successful prediction at a fine level would, indeed, be
very useful from a practical perspective. It would be
valuable to predict accurately and in advance what strategies
are optimal, as we could then have taught these to users, to
increase the likelihood that each system was being used to
best advantage. With fine-grained accuracy, modeling
could also be used to adjust design; for example, there are
tradeoffs in design of the timeline layout between precision
and scale; accurate models would allow exploring design
alternatives to find best configurations.

Modeling Challenges
Our modeling policy highlighted several broad modeling
challenges. 1) Behavior-based models (such as CogTool)
have difficulty modeling working memory burden,
presumably because this is least directly controlled by the
task. Our problems differed in difficulty computing target
times (add an hour vs 25 min), which affected component
times and whether users included checking operations.
Limited modeling of WM restricts the ability to distinguish
between systems that impose different working memory
burdens, a critical need for software supporting problem
solving. 2) Assessing when a model of a component will
compose cleanly in a larger model is difficult. Though our
drag & drop models fared well on our simple test-bed tasks,
when this component was included in larger models, these
consistently underpredicted times. 3) Identifying when

components will compose cleanly, without interaction, is
critical. Problems with drag & drop models may have
stemmed from interaction with other processes in the more
complex models. While a richer modeling space can
evaluate positive (e.g. parallel execution) and negative (e.g.,
competition for WM) interaction among components (Gray
2008; Smith et al, 2008), these models target simpler
behaviors and hence entail greater complexity in building up
to models of problem solving behavior. 4) Modeling
human-computer, or human-automation, interaction requires
a good model of the device. The default model of
responsiveness and precision of mouse movements may
have been inadequate.

Value of HCI Modeling
Modeling human-computer interaction provides both
practical results and a test-bed for evaluating and
developing modeling methods. Behavior here is constrained
by the affordances of the interface, while still exhibiting a
very rich range of problem solving phenomena.
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A hybrid cognitive architecture based on the relationship between
consciousness, memory and attention
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Abstract: To discern what characteristics an information processing architecture should have to achieve the full
range of human cognitive tasks, it might be helpful to explain the relationships between consciousness, memory and
attention, which could operate independently as well as dependently. In this case consciousness would be a subjective
awareness of momentary experience and also have the characteristics of an operating system performing control and
consolidation information processing , Mental architecture could be composed of hierarchical parallel processing,
the recursive embedding of models, and the high-level model of the system itself. Modules as processors in the
hierarchical parallel processing architecture both employ and are based on the relationship between consciousness,
memory and attention in a basic common mechanism which should be well enough understood to be used in an
explanation of mental architecture. Some theoretical and empirical evidence instanced in the areas of metacognition
and language processes
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Abstract: In geometry, students are frequently required to split their attention across verbal and visual information.
We measured the impact of the split-attention effect on geometry problem solving by analyzing log-file data generated
by students who used two versions of Carnegie Learning’s intelligent tutoring system for geometry. The original
version split students’ attention across a table and diagram, while the revised version integrated the same information
into a single interactive diagram. Although the number of hints and errors remained comparable (Cohen’s d = -.05),
students using the revised version (M = 9.30 min., SD = 8.23) spent significantly less time solving each problem
than those using the original version (M = 11.77 min., SD = 14.85), F(1, 9361) = 92.64, p < .001, d = .20. Reducing
the split-attention effect therefore increased problem-solving efficiency. Our findings illustrate how instructional
technologies can be improved through the application of cognitive science principles.
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Top down predictions moderate visual appearance of attended objects
Lisa Bauer
City University of New York, Graduate Center

Marjan Persuh
City University of New York, Graduate Center

Mabel Gomez
City University of New York, City College

Robert Melara
City University of New York, City College
Abstract: Early experiments on iconic memory suggested that people initially experience a detailed visual image
but can report only a few cued items. We hypothesized that strong top down predictions would allow for visual
experience of only task relevant information. In a change detection task we manipulated the appearance of visual
stimuli in the critical part of the experiment by removing up to 70
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Category Learning From Alignable Examples: An Application to
Structural Geology
Benjamin D. Jee
College of the Holy Cross

Chad Desharnais
College of the Holy Cross
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College of the Holy Cross
Abstract: Geological forces shape the earth’s crust. Normal faults, for example, form when extensional forces pull
blocks of rock apart along a plane, whereas reverse faults are formed by compressional forces. Geologists classify faults
to retrace the forces that have acted on an area; however, normal and reverse faults often look similar. In this study
we investigated whether viewing superficially similar (highly alignable) images of a normal and reverse fault would
help people learn to distinguish the two categories. Highly alignable examples highlight alignable differences—in this
case, spatial relations that distinguish normal from reverse faults (e.g., Gentner & Markman, 1994). Participants
were presented with two fault images—one normal, and one reverse—embedded in a text about faults. The images
were either high or low in alignability. Participants then completed a 22-item fault classification test. Consistent
with our predictions, participants who initially saw highly alignable images classified faults more accurately.
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What is more influential in idea generation for innovation: information
or individual adoption category?
Kazuhiro Ueda
The University of Tokyo / JST, CREST

Yuichi Washida
Hakuhodo Inc.
Abstract: Contrary to our naı̈ve understanding that ideas for innovation are generated by supply-side such as product developers, studies suggest that ideas can be generated by consumers, especially the group of users called ”early
adopters” who behave differently from product developers in regard to product adoption and general knowledge.
This research includes an experiment with consumers to test what is more influential in idea generation for innovation: information, i.e. previous ideas about new uses of a product, or individual adoption category, i.e. innovator or
early adopter. The result suggests that ”information” is more influential in generating creative ideas for innovation,
and early adopters, rather than innovators, make effective use of information in idea generation. An additional
experiment for information retrieval suggests that innovators tend to avoid communication with non-innovators and
focus more on the function and specifications of the product, potentially decreasing their performance in creative
idea generation.
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Contingent Uncertainty, Strategic Uncertainty, and Coordination
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Abstract: Uncertainty about the coordination of common efforts (e.g. team projects, alliances) often coexists with
uncertainty about other variables (e.g. weather, market fluctuations, political instability). In certain coordination
games in which equilibria can potentially arise at any common effort level, ex ante equilibrium selection (particularly
of high-effort, high-payoff equilibria) has been a persistent game theoretical challenge. This is largely due to the
strategic uncertainty of each participant about the behavior of others, in the absence of communication and credible
commitment. We performed experiments in which exogenous noise was added to the decisions of participants in
a minimum-effort coordination game. Results indicate that this added contingent uncertainty can prevent perfect
coordination at the lowest-payoff equilibrium, and thus make coordination at higher-payoff equilibria possible.
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Iconicity in language processing: What signed languages reveal
Robin L. Thompson
University College London Deafness, Cognition and Language Research Centre Cognitive,
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Abstract: The visual/gestural modality of signed languages allows meaningful form/meaning mappings (iconicity)
across numerous basic concepts. Some previous studies show that iconicity affects sign language processing. However
work to date does not provide a clear answer about the mechanisms driving such an effect. In three experiments we
found differential effects of iconicity in British Sign Language such that iconicity facilitates decisions on a meaningrelated task (for phonological decisions about features motivated by iconicity), but slows responses when the task is
not related to meaning (decisions about unmotivated features for the same signs). Further in a language production
task, picture naming is facilitated for iconic signs. The findings suggest that iconic signs activate meaning representations more quickly than non-iconic signs regardless of the task (meaning-based or not) for both comprehension
and production, whereby decisions related to that meaning are aided, but decisions not related to the meaning are
hindered.
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Evaluating the Divergent Auto-Encoder (DIVA) as a Machine Learning
Algorithm
Kenneth Kurtz
Binghamton University (SUNY)

Xavier Oyarzabal
Binghamton University (SUNY)
Abstract: The divergent auto-encoder (Kurtz, 2007) offers an alternative to the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) for
classification learning via back-propagation. The artificial neural network classifies based on its success reconstructing
the input features (from shared, reduced dimensionality recodings) in terms of a generative model of each category.
Successful simulations of rapid human learning of elemental, non-linearly separable category structures suggest
potential in machine learning. In a series of simulation studies using benchmarks problems from the UCI database,
the divergent autoencoder showed learning and generalization performance comparable to state-of-the-art algorithms
with several major advantages: no evidence of overfitting, low sensitivity to parameter settings, and fast runtimes.
Discussion focuses on three issues: (1) for what types of problems is the divergent autoencoder better or worse than
leading algorithms; (2) comparison with MLP as the default architecture for classification learning with artificial
neural networks; (3) comparison with other (Bayesian) generative methods for classification learning.
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General Magnitude Representation and Mathematics: How Number
and Area Acuity Relate to Math Ability
Justin Bonny
Emory University
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Abstract: Recent research points to a relation between non-verbal number estimation and knowledge of formally
taught mathematical principles and operations, with more accurate estimation (i.e., number acuity) predicting better
performance on standardized math tests (Halberda et al., 2008). Here we asked whether math ability relates to acuity
for magnitude more generally, as might be predicted by a system of generalized magnitude representation (Walsh,
2003). Thirty-five undergraduates were given two standardized math tests (Woodcock-Johnson and KeyMath) and
two non-verbal estimation tasks (which measured acuity for number and cumulative area). Analyses revealed both
general associations between magnitude acuity and math ability (ranging from r = .368 to .488, ps < .05), as well
as more specific associations between each type of acuity (number vs. area) and math (r = .383 - .511, ps < .05).
These results suggest both common and more distinct connections between magnitude estimation and math.
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Going through the Motions: Skill Differences in the Representation of
Arithmetic Operations
Marcie Penner-Wilger
Franklin & Marshall College

David H. Landy
University of Richmond

Xiaoyu Zhang
Franklin & Marshall College

Alison Weitzer
Franklin & Marshall College
Abstract: How do adults represent arithmetic operations? One proposal is that addition is represented as rightward
movement along a left-right mental number-line, whereas subtraction is represented as leftward movement (Hubbard
et al., 2005). To test this proposal, 24 college students solved single-digit arithmetic problems displayed on a
computer screen along with rightward- or leftward-moving dots. We hypothesized that that for addition, rightward
motion would facilitate problem solution (as it is congruent with the mental representation of movement along a
mental number-line) and that leftward movement would interfere with problem solution (as it is incongruent). For
subtraction, the expectations of facilitation and interference were reversed. We found that the response times of
students with lower levels of mathematical skill, though not with higher levels, showed the hypothesized operational
momentum effect. This research has implications for the development of math pedagogy, especially for how operations
are conceptually introduced.
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Context dependency and systematicity in connectionism
Jordi Majà
University of Edinburgh
Abstract: I argue that connectionist models are well prepared to deal with the problem of context dependency. I
understand the problem of context dependency in the case of language processing and in relation to the problem of
systematicity as follows: if the meaning of a word in a sentence is context dependent, then the systematicity of our
cognitive capacities could not be explained, since the same word in a new sentence (though being the same) would
not have the same meaning as in the initial sentence, and then, concerning systematicity, our ability to produce
or understand a new sentence would not depend on our ability to produce or understand the initial sentence. A
correctly trained network should be able to distinguish them as different meanings precisely because the meaning is
always differently determined in the network. I will discuss to which extent systematicity would be a problem for
connectionism.
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Abstract
Creative processes are widely believed to involve the
generation of multiple, discrete, well-defined possibilities
followed by exploration and selection. An alternative,
consistent with parallel distributed processing models of
associative memory, is that creativity involves the merging
and interference of memory items resulting in a single
cognitive structure that is ill-defined, and can thus be said to
exist in a state of potentiality. We tested this hypothesis in an
experiment in which participants were interrupted midway
through solving an analogy problem and asked what they
were thinking in terms of a solution. Naïve judges categorized
their responses as AP if there was evidence of merging
solution sources from memory resulting in an ill-defined idea,
and SM if there was no evidence of this. Data from frequency
counts and mean number of SM versus AP judgments
supported the hypothesis that midway through creative
processing an idea is in a potentiality state.
Keywords: analogy, creativity; divergent thinking;
education; ill-defined idea; insight; interference; intuition;
potentiality; structure mapping.

Introduction
Creative ideas take time to mature. It is widely assumed
that this process involves searching through memory and/or
selecting amongst a set of predefined candidate ideas. For
example, computer scientists have modeled the creative
process as heuristic search (e.g. Simon, 1973, 1986). In
psychology, there is much evidence for, and discussion of,
the role of divergent thinking in creativity (Guilford, 1968;
for a review see Runco, 2010). Divergent thinking is
presumed to involve the generation of multiple, often
unconventional possibilities. Thus construed, it necessarily
goes hand-in-hand with selection, since if you come up with
multiple alternatives you eventually weed some of them out.
Many well-known theories of creativity, such as the
Geneplore model (Finke, Ward, & Smith, 1992), and the
Darwinian theory of creativity (Simonton, 1999) involve
two stages: generation of possibilities, followed by
exploration and ultimately selective retention of the most
promising of them. However, the generation stage of
creative thinking may be divergent not in the sense that it
moves in multiple directions or generates multiple
possibilities, but in the sense that it produces a raw idea that
is vague or unfocused, that requires further processing to
become viable. Similarly, the exploration stage of creative
thinking may be convergent not in the sense that it entails
selecting from amongst alternatives but in the sense that it
entails considering a vague idea from different perspectives

until it comes into focus. The terms divergent and
convergent may be applicable to creative thought not in the
sense of going from one to many or many to one, but in the
sense of going from well-defined to ill-defined, and vice
versa. We hypothesize that although a creative process may
involve search or selection amongst multiple possibilities, it
need not, and selection need not figure prominently in a
general theory of creativity (Gabora, 2005, 2010).
A central and ubiquitous facet of human creativity is
analogy (Gentner, 2010; Holyoak & Thagard, 1995;
Mitchell, 1993). Analogies are believed to involve two
elements: a source, which is well understood, and a target,
which is less well understood but which shares elements
with the source. One might suppose that because analogy
does not (in general) require that one come up with
something new so much as find a source in memory that is
similar to the target, it is the creative process most likely to
involve search or selection. Thus if we can show that even
analogy problem solving involves not search or selection
amongst predefined alternatives but the resolution of illdefined states of potentiality, we have fairly strong evidence
for the hypothesis that potentiality states figure prominently
in the creative process. This paper presents an analogy
problem solving experimental test of this.

Rationale for the Approach
Ontologically, selection amongst multiple well-defined
entities entails a different formal structure from actualizing
the potential of a single, ill-defined entity (Gabora, 2005;
Gabora & Aerts, 205, 2007). Cognitively, thinking of a
single vague idea seems relatively straightforward, whereas
it is not obvious that one could simultaneously hold in one’s
mind multiple well-defined ideas. But perhaps the strongest
reason to suppose that creativity involves, in the general
case, not selection amongst multiple ideas but the honing of
a half-baked idea, is that it is consistent with the structure of
associative memory (Gabora, 2010). Because memory is
sparse, distributed, and content-addressable, knowledge and
memories that are relevant to the situation or task at hand
naturally come to mind (e.g. Hinton, McClelland, &
Rumelhart, 1986; Kanerva, 1988). Neural cell assemblies
that respond to the particular features of a situation are
activated, and items previously encoded in these cell
assemblies (that have similar constellations of features and
activate similar distributed sets of neurons), are evoked.
Both the vagueness of a ‘half-baked’ idea and the sense that
it holds potential, as well as its capacity to actualize in
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different ways depending on how one thinks it through, may
be side effects of the phenomenon of interference. In
interference, a recent memory interferes with the capacity to
recall an older memory. A similar phenomenon occurs in
neural networks, where it goes by different names:
‘crosstalk’, ‘superposition catastrophe’, ‘false memories’,
‘spurious memories’, and ‘ghosts’ (Feldman & Ballard,
1982; Hopfield, 1982; Hopfield, Feinstein, & Palmer, 1983).
Interference is generally thought of as detrimental, but it
may be of help with respect to creativity. A half-baked idea
may be what results when two or more items encoded in
overlapping distributions of neural cell assemblies interfere
with each other and get evoked simultaneously. We will
refer to the phenomenon of interference leading to creative
ideation as creative interference. When an idea emerges
through creative interference, the contributing items are not
searched or selected amongst because together they form a
single structure. This structure can be said to be in a state of
potentiality because its ill-defined elements could take on
different values depending on how the idea unfolds. It is
proposed that this unfolding involves disentangling the
relevant features from the irrelevant features by observing
how the idea looks from sequentially considered
perspectives. In other words, one observes how it interacts
with various contexts, either internally generated (think it
through) or externally generated (try it out).
Theoretical and experimental support for the notion of
potentiality states in creative cognition comes from work on
concept combination. A mathematical model of concepts
that includes potentiality states as a central notion accurately
predicts the shifts in applicabilities of properties of concepts
when they are placed in different contexts (Aerts & Gabora,
2005a,b).
Experiments
on
concept
combination
(summarized in Ward & Kolomytz, 2010) show that the
more dissimilar the contributing concepts, the more original,
yet potentially the less practical, the resulting idea. This
suggests that the more ill-defined the unborn idea, the
greater the extent to which it exists in a state of potentiality,
and the more processing it requires to become viable. Realtime studies of artists and designers indicate that creative
ideation involves elaborating on a ‘kernel idea’ that goes
from ill-defined to well-defined through an interaction
between artist and artwork (Locher, 2010; Tovey & Porter,
2003; Weisberg, 2004). This too is highly consistent with
the notion of potentiality states.

Theories of Analogy
In tests of analogy solving, the target is presented as a
problem that can be solved drawing from the source (Gick
& Holyoak, 1983). It is believed that the source tacitly
informs the participant, prompting a solution. We now
summarize a preeminent theory of how this happens known
as structure mapping, which has been implemented
computationally as the Structure Mapping Engine, or SME.
We then present an alternative that involves the resolution
of cognitive states of potentiality.

Structure Mapping
Structure mapping, in its original formulation, posits that
analogy generation occurs in two steps (Gentner, 1983). The
first step involves finding an appropriate source in memory
and aligning it with the target. The second step involves
mapping the correct one-to-one correspondences between
the source and the target. Thus structure mapping assumes
that once the correct source is found, the analogy making
process occurs in isolation from the rest of the contents of
the mind. A key principle of structure mapping is the
systematicity principle, according to which people prefer to
connect structures composed of related predicates.
According to more recent formulations of the theory, the
process occurs in three stages (Forbus, Gentner, & Law,
1995; Gentner, 2010). The first stage entails finding all
possible source-to-target matches through a quick and dirty
process that emphasizes surface similarity. Structural
alignment and mapping occur in the second and third stages.
An ‘Actualization of Potential’ View of Analogy
While we believe that the basic principles of structure
mapping are sensible and well supported, we call into
question some of its underlying assumptions. First, we
propose that the first phase is not, as Gentner (2010) puts it,
a “structurally blind free-for-all” (p. 753) but rather,
constrained by content-addressable structure of associative
memory to naturally retrieve items that are in some way
(although not necessarily the right or most relevant way)
structurally similar (Gabora, 2010). A related assumption
we call into question is that alignment and mapping work
with discrete, predefined structures. We propose that an
incomplete analogy exists in a state of potentiality due to the
phenomenon of creative interference. The source may be an
amalgam of multiple items that have previously been
encoded to the neural cell assemblies activated by the target,
and that in the present context cannot be readily separated
from one another. The analogy is in a potentiality state
because relevant aspects of these items have not yet been
disambiguated from aspects that are irrelevant.

Contrasting the Predictions of Structure Mapping
versus Actualizing Potentiality
We have examined two theories concerning the creative
process of analogy making. Structure mapping is related to
search/selection theories of creativity in emphasizing the
challenge of finding a suitable predefined structure. In
contrast, according to the ‘actualization of potentiality’
view, because of the distributed, content-addressable
structure of associative memory, suitable pre-defined
structures come to mind for free, not as separate and discrete
items but merged together, and the challenge is disentangling the relevant from the irrelevant.
The two theories give different predictions as to the state
of the mind midway through analogy formation. This is
schematically illustrated in Figure 1. Structure mapping
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predicts that early on, multiple distinct and separate sources
may be identified. Eventually an appropriate source is
chosen, but the analogy is still unfinished because not all the
correspondences between source and target have been
found. There is no reason to expect that the incomplete
solution will contain extra material.
According to the ‘actualization of potentiality’ view,
however, the incomplete solution is expected to contain
extra material that would perhaps be correct for similar
problems but that is not appropriate for this one. The
unfinished solution is ill-defined because irrelevant
characteristics of the contributing sources have not yet been
disambiguated from characteristics that are relevant.
Structure Mapping

Actualization of
Potentiality

Early

Sources

Target

Source

Target

Late

Source

Target

Source

Target

Source

Target

Source

Target

Complete

Figure 1. Highly simplified illustration of the relevant
differences between analogy solving by structure mapping
versus by actualization of potentiality.

they are thinking (Bower, Farvolden, & Mermigis, 1995),
was adapted to analogy problem solving.

Participants
Eighty-five
University
of
British
Columbia
undergraduates who were taking first year psychology
course participated in the experiment. They received course
credit for their participation.

Materials and Procedures
The source and target for this analogy solving experiment
are, respectively, The General, and the Radiation Problem,
commonly used one-paragraph-long stories in the analogy
literature (Gick & Holyoak, 1983). The General involves a
fortress that cannot be captured if all soldiers come from the
same direction but that can be successfully captured by
dividing the army into small groups of soldiers that
converge on the fortress from multiple directions. (The story
is provided in Appendix A). The Radiation Problem
involves finding a way to destroy a tumor without killing
surrounding tissue. (The story is provided in Appendix B).
The solution to the Radiation Problem is analogous to the
solution to The General; the tumor is destroyed using
multiple low-intensity X-rays from different directions.
The experimental procedure consisted of the following:
Phase One In the first phase, the exposure to source
phase, the participants were given five minutes to study The
General. They were asked to summarize the story as a test
of their story comprehension.
Phase Two In the second phase, the problem solving
phase, the participants were presented with the target, the
Radiation Problem. They were given no indication that the
story from phase one could help them solve the problem.
Since pilot studies showed that the minimum time required
to solve the Radiation problem is two minutes, the
participants were interrupted after 100 seconds and told they
had 20 seconds to write down whatever they were currently
thinking in terms of a solution.
Followup In a questionnaire distributed immediately
afterward participants were asked whether they noticed a
relation between The General and The Radiation Problem,
and if so, at what point they noticed it.

Judging

Note that for completed analogies it is not possible to
distinguish which theory provides a better explanation of
how the analogy was produced. Only for incomplete
analogies do the two theories give different predictions.

Method
We now examine an experimental test of the hypothesis
that midway through analogy problem solving the mind is in
a state of potentiality. In the following experiment, a
procedure that involves stopping participants midway
through a problem solving session and asking them what

Results of both phases were assessed by six judges who
were naïve as to the theoretical rationale for the experiment.
The story summaries produced in phase one were judged for
comprehension on a three-point scale: poor, fair, or good.
Since we were interested in the nature of cognitive states
midway through a creative process, participants who
correctly solved the problem in the allotted time were
removed from the analysis (N = 34). They were deemed to
have correctly solved the problem if they found all three of
the correspondences provided in Table 1.
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Table 1: The necessary correspondences for a complete
analogical solution.
The General (Source)

Radiation Problem
(Target)

1. Multiple groups of soldiers

1. Multiple rays

2. Small groups

2. Low intensity

3. Groups converge from
different directions

3. Rays converge from
different directions

In this answer, one of correspondences has been found
(correspondence 2: low intensity ray). Since the other two
correspondences were not found (multiple rays and different
directions) the solution is incomplete. Since the answer
provides no evidence that the participant’s current
conception of a solution consists of multiple items jumbled
together in memory, it was classified as SM.
We now present two examples of answers that were
categorized as AP. The first example is:
“First, what kind of tissue will be destroyed with the ray
treatment? Can it be replaced using skin graft? How much
tissue will be destroyed in the surrounding area? Will the
cost outweigh the benefit? This needs to be considered if
using the full strength ray.”

The judges were asked to categorize each of the
remaining incomplete solutions as either Structure Mapping
(SM) or Actualization of Potentiality (AP) according to the
characteristics of each provided in Table 2.

In this incomplete solution, none of the three
correspondences has been found. However, the phrase “if
using the full strength ray” indicates that the participant has
considered, or is about to consider, the possibility of using a
ray that is less than full strength, which suggests that
correspondence 2 is within reach. It was classified as AP
because it includes irrelevant information (such as concern
about the kind of tissue) activated by the target that is
unnecessary to generation of the correct solution.
A second example of an answer that was categorized as
AP is the following:

Table 2: Characteristics used to judge incomplete analogy
solutions as Structure Mapping (SM) versus Actualization
of Potentiality (AP).
Structure Mapping (SM)

Actualization of
Potentiality (AP)

1. If multiple solutions are
given they are considered
separate and distinct (for
example, separated by the
word ‘or’)

1. If multiple solutions are
given they are jumbled
together

2. Does not contain extra,
irrelevant information

2. Contains extra
information that would
be relevant for related
problems but that is not
relevant for this one

“The high intensity ray is necessary to kill the tumor so
maybe shooting it in short successive bursts from
different angles will kill the tumor without killing too
much healthy tissue.”

A possible concern is that an answer might contain
extraneous information because it was elaborated following
retrieval, rather than because of creative interference. There
is evidence that analogy making does in some cases involve
adapting or elaborating the source to improve the match
(e.g. Ross, 1987). Structure mapping does not emphasize
this kind of elaboration, but it allows for and is not
incompatible with it. However, in the analogy used here, no
elaboration of the source was needed to generate a complete
and correct solution. If the source (The General story) was
found, it could be used as is, without elaboration. Therefore,
if extraneous information is present it is reasonable to
believe that it was due to creative interference.
An example of an answer that was categorized as
structure mapping (SM) is:
“No idea. Don’t know much about science. Maybe try to
have a low-intensity ray that would sufficiently kill the
tumor but not destroy healthy tissues.”

In this incomplete solution, one of the correspondences
has been found: different directions (correspondence 3). It
was classified as AP because it also includes irrelevant
information (the notion of “short successive bursts”)
activated by the target that is unnecessary to generation of
the correct solution.

Results
The intraclass correlation for the degree of agreement
concerning ratings of story comprehension across the judges
was .704, which indicates that they are reliable. 36
participants responded that they saw a relation between the
story and the problem, and 15 said they did not. A KruskalWallis test was conducted to determine whether there was
an interaction between the poor, fair, and good ratings of
story comprehension, and which theory was supported by a
particular incomplete analogy. The test was not significant,
χ2(2,N = 50) = 3.65, p = .16, r = .27. This indicates that
there was no interaction between story comprehension and
which theory was supported by a response.
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Each of the 51 incomplete solutions (those that remained
after complete solutions were removed from the analysis)
was classified as supportive of structure mapping if 4 or
more judges judged it as structure mapping, and as
supportive of actualizing potentiality if 4 or more judges
judged it as actualizing potentiality. In cases where judging
was tied (N = 8) random number generation was used to
assign case values. As shown in Figure 2, 39 were classified
as supportive of actualizing potentiality, and 12 were
classified as supportive of structure mapping. A one-sample
chi-square test was significant, χ2(1,N = 50) = 1.43, p <
.001. Thus the frequency count data support the hypothesis
that analogies are generated by actualizing potentiality.

multitude of potentially relevant structures that present
themselves. What comes to mind may be quite unlike
anything that has ever been experienced. Both the data from
frequency counts and mean number of SM versus AP
judgments support the prediction that an incomplete analogy
exists in a state of potentiality, in which the constituent
items creatively interfere, as opposed to a collection of
candidate items each in the separate and distinct form in
which they were originally encoded in memory. The
vagueness or ‘half-baked’ quality reflects that it is still
uncertain how, in the context of each other, these elements
come together as a whole.
Future studies will investigate the role of potentiality
states in other analogy solving tasks, as well as other
creative processes, and in learning and cognition more
generally. We will also assess the ability of computer
models such as SME, LISA (Hummel & Holyoak, 1997)
and their descendents, to capture states of potentiality
midway through analogy problem solving.
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Appendix A: The General
The following story, referred to as The General, was used
as the source in this analogy solving experiment:
A small country was ruled from a strong fortress by a
dictator. The fortress was situated in the middle of the
country, surrounded by farms and villages. Many roads
led to the fortress through the countryside. A rebel general
vowed to capture the fortress. The general knew that an
attack by his entire army would capture the fortress. He
gathered his army at the head of one of the roads, ready to
launch a full-scale direct attack. However, the general
then learned that the dictator had planted mines on each of
the roads. The mines were set so that small bodies of men
could pass over them safely, since the dictator needed to
move his troops and workers to and from the fortress.
However, any large force would detonate the mines. Not
only would this blow up the road, but it would also
destroy many neighboring villages. It therefore seemed
impossible to capture the fortress. However, the general
devised a simple plan. He divided his army into small
groups and dispatched each group to the head of a
different road. When all was ready he gave the signal and
each group marched down a different road. Each group
continued down its road to the fortress so that the entire
army arrived together at the fortress at the same time. In
this way, the general captured the fortress and overthrew
the dictator.

Appendix B: The Radiation Problem
The following story, referred to as The Radiation
Problem, was used as the target in this experiment.
Suppose you are a doctor faced with a patient who has a
malignant tumor in his stomach. It is impossible to
operate on the patient, but unless the tumor is destroyed
the patient will die. There is a kind of ray that can be used
to destroy the tumor. If the rays reach the tumor all at
once at a sufficiently high intensity, the tumor will be
destroyed. Unfortunately, at this intensity the healthy
tissue that the rays pass through on the way to the tumor
will also be destroyed. At lower intensities the rays are
harmless to healthy tissue, but they will not affect the
tumor either. What type of procedure might be used to
destroy the tumor with the rays, and at the same time
avoid destroying the healthy tissue?
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Abstract

the examples you have heard. Mandool inherits its
interpretation from the echoes of the verbs that occupy
this VAC – words like come, walk, move, ..., scud, skitter
and flit - in just the same way that you can conjure up an
idea of my dog Phoebe, who you have never met either,
from the conspiracy of your memories of dogs.
Knowledge of language is based on these types of
inference, and verbs are the cornerstone of the syntaxsemantics interface. To appreciate your idea of Phoebe,
we would need a record of your relevant evidence (all of
the dogs you have experienced, in their various forms and
frequencies) and an understanding of the cognitive
mechanisms that underpin categorization and abstraction.
In the same way, if we want a scientific understanding of
language knowledge, we need to know the evidence upon
which such psycholinguistic inferences are based, and the
relevant psychology of learning. These are the goals of
our research. To describe the evidence, we take here a
sample of VACs based upon English form, function, and
usage distribution. The relevant psychology of learning,
as we will explain, suggests that learnability will be
optimized for constructions that are (1) Zipfian in their
type-token distributions in usage (the most frequent word
occurring approximately twice as often as the second
most frequent word, which occurs twice as often as the
fourth most frequent word, etc.), (2) selective in their verb
form occupancy, and (3) coherent in their semantics. We
assess whether these factors hold for our sample of VACs
in a large corpus of usage. Parallel psycholinguistic
experiments demonstrate the psychological reality of
these constructions in language users.

Each of us as learners had different language experiences, yet
we have converged on broadly the same language system. From
diverse, noisy samples, we end up with similar competence.
How so? Some views hold that there are constraints in the
learner’s estimation of how language works, as expectations of
linguistic universals pre-programmed in some innate language
acquisition device. Others hold that the constraints are in the
dynamics of language itself – that language form, language
meaning, and language usage come together to promote robust
induction by means of statistical learning over limited samples.
The research described here explores this question with regard
English verbs, their grammatical form, semantics, and patterns
of usage. Analyses of a 100-million-word corpus show how
Zipfian scale-free distributions of usage ensure robust learning
of linguistic constructions as categories: constructions are (1)
Zipfian in their type-token distributions in usage, (2) selective in
their verb form occupancy, and (3) coherent in their semantics.
Parallel psycholinguistic experiments demonstrate the
psychological reality of these constructions in language users.
Keywords: Language as a Complex Adaptive System, Zipf’s
law, Verb Argument Constructions; Syntax-semantics interface;
Usage-based models.

Verb Argument Constructions in Usage,
Acquisition, and Mind
As a child, you engaged your parents and friends talking
about things of shared interest using words and phrases
that came to mind, and all the while you learned language.
We were privy to none of this. Yet somehow we have
converged upon a similar-enough ‘English’ to be able to
communicate here. Our experience allows us similar
interpretations of novel utterances like “the ball mandoolz
across the ground” or “the teacher spugged the boy the
book.” You know that mandool is a verb of motion and
have some idea of how mandooling works – its action
semantics. You know that spugging involves transfer, that
the teacher is the donor, the boy the recipient, and that the
book is the transferred object. How is this possible, given
that you have never heard these verbs before? Each word
of the construction contributes individual meaning, and
the verb meanings in these Verb-Argument Constructions
(VACs) is usually at the core. But the larger configuration
of words carries meaning as a whole too. The VAC as a
category has inherited its schematic meaning from all of

Construction grammar and Usage
Constructions
are
form-meaning
mappings,
conventionalized in the speech community, and
entrenched as language knowledge in the learner’s mind.
They are the symbolic units of language relating the
defining properties of their morphological, lexical, and
syntactic form with particular semantic, pragmatic, and
discourse functions (Goldberg, 2006). Verbs are central in
this: their semantic behavior is strongly intertwined with
the syntagmatic constraints. Construction Grammar
argues that all grammatical phenomena can be understood
as learned pairings of form (from morphemes, words,
idioms, to partially lexically filled and fully general
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phrasal patterns) and their associated semantic or
discourse functions. Such beliefs, increasingly influential
in the study of child language acquisition, emphasize
data-driven,
emergent
accounts
of
linguistic
systematicities (e.g., Tomasello, 2003).
Frequency, learning, and language come together in
usage-based approaches which hold that we learn
linguistic constructions while engaging in communication
(Bybee, 2010). Fifty years of psycholinguistic research
substantiates usage-based acquisition through its
demonstrations of language processing being exquisitely
sensitive to usage frequency at all levels, from phonology,
through lexis and syntax, to sentence processing (Ellis,
2002). Frequency is a key determinant of acquisition
because ‘rules’ of language emerge as categories from the
conspiracy of concrete exemplars of usage following
statistical learning mechanisms relating input and learner
cognition.
Psychological analyses of the learning of constructions
as form-meaning pairs is informed by the literature on the
associative learning of cue-outcome contingencies where
the usual determinants include: (1) input frequency (typetoken frequency, Zipfian distribution), (2) form (salience
and perception), (3) function (prototypicality of meaning),
and (4) interactions between these (contingency of formfunction mapping) (Ellis & Cadierno, 2009).

the category are defined later by experience of the full
breadth of exemplar types.
Ellis and Ferreira-Junior (2009) investigate effects upon
naturalistic second language acquisition of type/token
distributions in the islands comprising the linguistic form
of three English verb-argument constructions (VL verb
locative, VOL verb object locative, VOO ditransitive).
They show that VAC verb type/token distribution in the
input is Zipfian and that learners first acquire the most
frequent, prototypical and generic exemplar (e.g. put in
VOL, give in VOO, etc.). Their work further illustrates
how acquisition is affected by the frequency and
frequency distribution of exemplars within each island of
the construction (e.g. [Subj V Obj Oblpath/loc]), by their
prototypicality, and, using a variety of psychological and
corpus linguistic association metrics, by their contingency
of form-function mapping. The fundamental claim that
Zipfian distributional properties of language usage helps
to make language learnable has thus been explored for
these three VACs, at least. It remains important to explore
its generality across a wider range of the constructicon.
We do this here for a sample of 23 constructions.

Corpus analyses of 23 VACs in 100-million
words of usage
Because our research aims to empirically determine the
semantic associations of particular linguistic forms, it is
important that such forms are initially defined by bottomup means that are semantics-free. Therefore we use the
definition of VACs presented in the Verb Grammar
Patterns that arose out of the Cobuild project (Hunston &
Francis, 1996). There are over 700 patterns of varying
complexity in this volume. In subsequent work we hope
to analyze them all in the same ways. Here we take a
convenience sample of 23 VACs, most of which follow
the verb – preposition – noun phrase structure, such as V
into n, V after n, V as n (Goldberg, 2006), but we also
include other classic examples such as the V n n
ditransitive, and the way construction.

Determinants of construction learning
In natural language, Zipf’s law (Zipf, 1935) describes
how the highest frequency words account for the most
linguistic tokens. Zipf’s law states that the frequency of
words decreases as a power function of their rank in the
frequency table. If pf is the proportion of words whose
frequency in a given language sample is f, then pf ~ f -b,
with b ! 1. Zipf showed this scaling relation holds across
a wide variety of language samples. Subsequent research
generalises this law as a linguistic universal: it holds
acrioss many language events (e.g., frequencies of
phoneme and letter strings, of words, of grammatical
constructs, of formulaic phrases, etc.) across scales of
analysis (Solé, Murtra, Valverde, & Steels, 2005).
Goldberg, Casenhiser &
Sethuraman (2004)
demonstrated that in samples of child language
acquisition, for a variety of verb-argument constructions
(VACs), there is a strong tendency for one single verb to
occur with very high frequency in comparison to other
verbs used, a profile which closely mirrors that of the
mothers’ speech to these children. They argue that this
promotes acquisition since the pathbreaking verb which
accounts for the lion’s share of instances of each
argument frame is the one with the prototypical meaning
from which the construction is derived. In the early stages
of learning categories from exemplars, acquisition is
optimized by the introduction of an initial, low-variance
sample centered upon prototypical exemplars. This low
variance sample allows learners to get a fix on what will
account for most of the category members. The bounds of

Method
Step 1 Construction inventory: Cobuild Verb Patterns
The VACs described in Verb Grammar Patterns take the
form of word class and lexis combinations, such as V
across n:
The verb is followed by a prepositional phrase which
consists of across and a noun group.
This pattern has one structure:
* Verb with Adjunct.
I cut across the field.
Step 2 Corpus: BNC XML Parsed Corpora
To get a representative sample of usage, the verb typetoken distribution of these VACs was determined in the
100 million word British National Corpus (BNC, 2007)
parsed using the XML version of the BNC using the
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RASP parser. For each VAC, we translated the formal
specifications from the Cobuild patterns into queries to
retrieve instances of the pattern from the parsed corpus.
Step 3 Searching construction patterns
Using a combination of part-of-speech, lemma and
dependency constraints we constructed queries for each of
the construction patterns. For example, the V across n
pattern was identified by looking for sentences that have a
verb form within 3 words of an instance of across as a
preposition, where there is an indirect object relation
holding between across and the verb and the verb does
not have any other object or complement relations to
following words in the sentence.
Step 4 A frequency ranked type-token VAC profile
The sentences extracted using this procedure outlined for
each of the 23 construction patterns produced verb type
distributions like the following one for the V across n
VAC pattern:
come 483
walk 203
cut
199
...
run
175
veer
4
...
slice
4
...
...
navigate 1
scythe
1
scroll
1

Figure 1 Type-token distribution for V across n

These distributions appear to be Zipfian, exhibiting the
characteristic long-tailed in a plot of rank against
frequency. We generated logarithmic plots and linear
regression to examine the extent of this trend using
logarithmic binning of frequency against log cumulative
frequency. Figure 1 shows such a plot for verb type
frequency of the V across n construction, Figure 2 shows
such the same type of plot for verb type frequency of the
ditransitive V of n construction. Both distributions
produce a good fit of Zipfian type-token frequency with
R2 > 0.97 and slope (!) around 1. Inspection of the
construction verb types, from most frequent down, also
demonstrates that the lead member is prototypical of the
construction and generic in its action semantics.
Since Zipf’s law applies across language, the Zipfian
nature of these distribitions is potentially trivial. But they
are more interesting if the company of verb forms
occupying a construction is selective, i.e. if the
frequencies of the particular VAC verb members cannot
be predicted from their frequencies in language as a
whole. We measure the degree to which VACs are
selective like this using a chi-square goodness-of-fit test
and the statistic ‘1-tau’ where Kendall’s tau measures the
correlation between the rank verb frequencies in the
construction and in language as a whole. Higher scores on
both of these metrics indicate greater VAC selectivity.
Another useful measure is Shannon entropy for the

Figure 2 Type-token distribution for V of n
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distribution. The lower the entropy the more coherent the
VAC verb family.

by chance in terms of the association of their grammatical
form and semantics. We show such comparisons for the
VACs and their yoked CECs later in Table 1.

Step 5 Determining the contingency between verbs
and VACs
Some verbs are closely tied to a particular construction
(for example, give is highly indicative of the ditransitive
construction, whereas leave, although it can form a
ditransitive, is more often associated with other
constructions such as the simple transitive or intransitive).
The more reliable the contingency between a cue and an
outcome, the more readily an association between them
can be learned (Shanks, 1995), so constructions with more
faithful verb members should be more readily acquired.
The measures of contingency adopted here are (1)
faithfulness – the proportion of tokens of total verb usage
that appear this particular construction (e.g., the
faithfulness of give to the ditransitive is approximately
0.40; that of leave is 0.01, and (2) directional mutual
information (MI Word ! Construction: give 16.26, leave
11.73 and MI Construction ! Word: give 12.61 leave
9.11), an information science statistic that has been shown
to predict language processing fluency.

Step 8 Evaluating semantic cohesion in the VAC
distributions
The VAC type-token lists shows that the tokens list
captures the most general and prototypical senses (come,
walk, move etc. for V across n and give, make, tell, for V
n n), while the list ordered by faithfulness highlights some
quite construction specific (and low frequency) items,
such as scud, flit and flicker for V across n. Using the
structure of WordNet, where each synset can be traced
back to a root or top-level synset, we compared the
semantic cohesion of the top 20 verbs, using their
disambiguated WordNet senses, from a given VAC to its
matching CEC. For example, in V across n, the top level
hypernym synset travel.v.01 accounts for 15% of tokens,
whereas the most frequent root synset for the matching
CEC, pronounce.v.1, accounts for just 4% of the tokens.
The VAC has a more compact semantic distribution in
that the 3 top-level synsets account for 25% of the tokens
compared to just 11% for the CEC.
We use various methods of evaluating the differences
between the semantic sense distributions for each VACCEC pair. First, we measure the amount of variation in
the distribution using Shannon entropy according to (1)
number of sense types per root (V across n VAC: 2.75
CEC: 3.37) and (2) the token frequency per root (V
across n VAC: 2.08 CEC: 3.08), the lower the entropy the
more coherent the VAC verb semantics. Second, we
assess the coverage of the top three root synsets in the
VAC and its corresponding CEC. Third, we quantify the
semantic coherence of the disambiguated senses of the top
20 verb forms in the VAC and CEC distributions using
two measures of semantic similarity from Pedersen et al’s
(2004) Perl WordNet::Similarity package, lch based on
the path length between concepts in WordNet Synsets and
res that additionally incorporates a measure called
‘information content’ related to concept specificity. For
instance, using the res similarity measure the top 20 verbs
in V across n VAC distribution have a mean similarity
score of 0.35 compared to 0.17 for the matching CEC.

Step 6 Identifying the meaning of verb types
occupying the constructions
Our semantic analyses use WordNet (Miller, 2009).
WordNet places words into a hierarchical network. At the
top level, the hierarchy of verbs is organized into 559
distinct root synonym sets (‘synsets’ such as move1
expressing translational movement, move2 movement
without displacement, etc.) which then split into over
13,700 verb synsets. Verbs are linked in the hierarchy
according to relations such as hypernym and hyponym.
Various algorithms to determine the semantic similarity
between WordNet synsets have been developed which
consider the distance between the conceptual categories
of words, as well as considering the hierarchical structure
of the WordNet (Pedersen, Patwardhan, & Michelizzi,
2004). Polysemy is a significant issue when analyzing
verb semantics. For example, in WordNet the lemma
forms move, run and give are found in 16, 41 and 44
different synsets respectively. To address this we applied
word sense disambiguation tools specifically designed to
work with WordNet (Pedersen & Kolhatkar, 2009) to the
sentences retrieved at Step 3.

Results
Our core research questions concern the degree to which
VAC form, function, and usage promote robust learning.
As we explained in the theoretical background, the
psychology of learning as it relates to these
psycholinguistic matters suggests, in essence, that
learnability will be optimized for constructions that are
(1) Zipfian in their type-token distributions in usage, (2)
selective in their verb form occupancy, (3) coherent in
their semantics. Their mean values on the metrics we have
described so far are contrasted for the 23 VACs and their
yoked CECs in Table 1.

Step 7 Generating distributionally-matched, control
ersatz constructions (CECs)
Because so much of language distribution is Zipfian, for
each of the 23 VACs we analyze, we generate a
distributionally-yoked control which is matched for typetoken distribution but otherwise randomly selected to be
grammatically and semantically uninformed. We refer to
these distributions as ‘control ersatz constructions’
(CECs). We then assess, using paired-sample tests, the
degree to which VACs are more coherent than expected
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Discussion

Table 1: A comparison of 23 VACs and CECs for
distribution, contingency, and semantic cohesion
Pattern

Mean
VACs

Mean
CECs

We have shown for these 23 constructions:
• The frequency distribution for the types occupying the
verb island of each VAC are Zipfian.
• The most frequent verb for each VAC is much more
frequent than the other members, taking the lion’s
share of the distribution.
• The most frequent verb in each VAC is prototypical of
that construction’s functional interpretation, albeit
generic in its action semantics.
• VACs are selective in their verb form family
occupancy:
o Individual verbs select particular constructions.
o Particular constructions select particular verbs.
o There is greater contingency between verb types and
constructions.
• VACs are coherent in their semantics.
• Grammar and semantics are not dissociated.
Psychology theory relating to the statistical learning of
categories suggests that these are the factors which make
concepts robustly learnable. We suggest, therefore, that
these are the mechanisms which make linguistic
constructions robustly learnable too, and that they are
learned by similar means.

t value for
paired t-test
(d.f. 22)
***=p<.001
6.49 ***
6.04 ***
4.09 ***
25.94 ***
5.76 ***
5.13 ***
3.53 ***
10.79 ***
5.01 ***

R2
0.98
0.96
!
-1.00 -1.12
"2
69412
698
1-#
0.76
0.21
Entropy
4.97
5.54
Faithfulness
0.016 0.002
Mean MIw-c
14.16 12.80
Mean MIc-w
14.11 10.86
Type entropy per
3.1
3.51
root synset
Token entropy
2.41
3.08
5.51 ***
per root synset
Proportion of
0.26
0.11
5.23 ***
tokens covered
by top 3 synsets
lch
0.134 0.094
4.30 ***
res
0.237
0.22
4.45 ***
These results demonstrate:
(1) Type-token usage distributions All of the VACs
are Zipfian in their type-token distributions in usage
(VACs: M ! = -1.00, M R2 = 0.98). So too are their
matched CECs (M ! = -1.12, M R2 = 0.96). Inspection of
the graphs for each of the 23 VACs shows that the highest
frequency items take the lion’s share of the distribution
and, as in prior research, the lead member is prototypical
of the construction and generic in its action semantics.
(2) Family membership and Type occupancy VACs are
selective in their verb form family occupancy. There is
much less entropy in the VACs than the CECs, with fewer
forms of a less evenly-distributed nature. The distribution
deviation ("2) from verb frequency in the language as a
whole is much greater in the VACs than the CECs. The
lack of overall correlation (1-#) between VAC verb
frequency and overall verb frequency in the language is
much greater in the VACs. Verbs are more faithful to
VACs than to CECs. Individual verbs select particular
constructions (M MIw-c) and particular constructions
select particular words (M MIc-w). Overall then, there is
greater contingency between verb types and
constructions.
(3) Semantic coherence VACS are coherent in their
semantics with lower type and token sense entropy. The
proportion of the total tokens covered by their three most
frequent WordNet roots is much higher in the VACs.
Finally, the VAC distributions are higher on the Pedersen
semantic similarity measures (lch and res).

Assessing the Psychological Validity of VACs
We have shown these structural properties of VACs in
usage. But are these also the structural properties of VAC
representations in the minds of language users? Are these
structural properties psychologically valid? We used free
association tasks to have people think of the first word
that comes to mind to fill the V slot in a particular VAC
frame. The range of the verbs that they generate, and their
speed of access, inform us about the representation of
these VACs in the human mind.

Method
A convenience sample of 274 native English speakers
volunteered for a free-association task over the internet.
They were asked to type the first verb that came to mind
to fill frames for 20 VACS given as pronoun_vslot_determiner frames such as he __ across the... , it __
across the... , he __ of the... , it __ of the..., etc. Their
responses were collated across VACs and the
distributions assessed for the degree to which they
accorded the usage statistics detemined in the previous
corpus analyses.

Results
There were strong correspondences between people’s free
associations to particular VAC frames and the frequencies
of verb exemplars in natural usage. We illustrate this in
Figures 3 and 4 with the data for the V across n and V of
n VACs. The fact that frames even as apparently abstract
as v of n generate clusters of appropriate mentation verbs
such as think, know, perception verbs such as speak, hear,
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tell, and perception verbs such as smell, reek make it clear
that there are strong psychological associations between
particular verbs semantics and particular VAC
syntagmatics, i.e., that VACs are psychologically real.

language emerges as a consequence of its dynamics as a
complex adaptive system (Beckner et al., 2009).
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Conclusions – Robustness in Language and
Other Complex Adaptive Systems
We have shown that Zipfian scale-free type-token
distributions
in
language
focus-forge
together
characteristic semantic functions and characteristic
syntactic frames, both in language usage and in language
cognition. Complex systems are characterised by their
robustness to different kinds of perturbations, by their
scale-free properties, and by their structures emerging
from the interactions of agents and components at many
levels (Page, 2009). We believe that the robustness of
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Abstract
Contradictory evidence has been reported on the effects of
discovery learning approach and the role of instructional
explanations. By manipulating the presence of instruction
(verbal explanation) and transparency of problem structures,
we investigated how effects of instructional explanations
differed depending on the transparency of problem structure.
We developed an auxiliary representational task that made
certain aspects of the problem structure more transparent.
Instruction proved irrelevant to those aspects of the problem
made transparent by the representation but facilitated learning
of those aspects that were left obscure. We suggest that the
critical role of instruction is not specifying the steps in
solving a problem, but rather making salient the features that
are critical to student’s ability to infer the steps from
examples.
Keywords: discovery learning, instruction, explanation,
transparency of problem structure, representation.

Introduction
One of the central controversies in education is how much
instructional guidance needs to be provided in a learning
environment. Even if an optimal amount of instruction is
identified in one learning environment, the effect might
differ based on the use of other instructional factors. This
study investigated how effects of instructional explanations
differed in different instructional conditions.

Debate over discovery learning and direct
instruction
Is it better to give students instructions about how to solve
problems or is it better to allow students an opportunity to
discover the knowledge for themselves? This question led to
a long debate over effects of discovery learning versus
direct instruction approach. Discovery learning approach is
based on a constructivist theory of learning (Piaget, 1970)
and it emphasizes learners’ active engagement in
constructing their own knowledge. Learners are believed to
be able to generate their own examples and explore them for
learning.
On the other hand, some researchers argue that the
discovery learning approach has continuing advocates but
without sufficient evidence (e.g., Mayer, 2004) and
instructional guidance is critical to successful learning. In
discovery learning students in effect have to generate their
own worked examples by discovering solutions and making
sense of their own solution steps. This can be at a
disadvantage to providing instruction in that it can be costly
both of time and working memory (e.g, Sweller, 1988) to

generate the examples. Also, it can be at a disadvantage to
providing instruction in that the structure of the solution is
not explained. This often increases floundering thus students
may never be able to discover what they are to learn
(Ausubel, 1964).
Both positive and negative effects of discovery learning
have been reported in many different domains. Several
studies demonstrated when students invented their own
solution procedures, they showed better understanding of
the domain than those who simply followed instructed
solution procedures (e.g., Hierbert & Wearne, 1996; Kamii
& Dominick, 1998). However, Rittle-Johnson (2006)
reported an opposite finding. She found students who were
directly taught a correct procedure showed better procedural
transfer than those who were told to think of a new way to
solve the problem without instruction.
In the science domain, Klahr and Nigam (2004) showed
direct instruction on control of variable strategy (CVS) led
to better learning outcome and in turn subsequent transfer.
However, Dean and Kuhn (2006) demonstrated direct
instruction was neither necessary nor sufficient and instead
practice appeared more important for enhancing students’
scientific inquiry skill. The benefits of direct instruction
quickly disappeared without a long term engagement.
Consistent with this finding, Brunstein, Betts, and Anderson
(2009) also reported that discovery learning was more
effective than direct instruction only when combined with
high levels of practice in the domain of Algebra learning.

Worked examples and instructional explanations
In contrast to contradictory evidence with respect to direct
instruction, there is strong evidence that learning is
facilitated by the provision of worked examples (e.g.,
Carroll, 1994; Tuovinen & Sweller, 1999). Worked
examples are believed to help students focus on relevant
solution steps by reducing search activity that is irrelevant
for problem schema acquisition. Provision of instruction and
worked examples can be seen as orthogonal factors with
discovery learning being the situation where the student has
to generate solutions without the benefit of either examples
or instruction. Even when worked examples are provided, if
underlying solution steps are not explained and/or relevant
features are not appropriately highlighted, students are left
to generate own explanations to understand worked
examples and discover relevant features for their learning.
This process is not always successful. Sstudents often show
illusion of understanding and fail to solve comprehension
problems without instructional explanations (Renkl, 2002).
However, instructional explanations can be also
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detrimental by preventing learners from actively making
sense of learning materials. For example, Schworm and
Renkl (2006) found that provision of instructional
explanations reduced learner’s self-explanation activities
and in turn learning outcomes. Also, when instructional
explanation was not presented in an integrated format, it can
impair learning by increasing cognitive load (split-attention
effect, Ward & Sweller, 1990).
This suggests that provision of instructional explanation
does not always guarantee a positive learning outcome (for
review, see Wittwer & Renkl, 2008). For instruction to be
helpful, it is not enough to simply specify solution steps.
More importantly, it should reveal any hidden structure in a
problem by making salient relevant features in the
examples. When instruction fails to perform this function,
students will be left in a situation analogous to discovery
learning and could well flounder. In this case, provision of
instruction will have little effect or even a detrimental
effect. At the same time, if this function can be performed
by other scaffolding means, instruction may be irrelevant.
We hypothesize that with appropriate scaffolding
discovery learning becomes, in effect, a worked example
condition where students provide their own worked
examples and the scaffolding makes transparent critical
features of the examples. To test this hypothesis, we
developed an auxiliary representation task that made certain
aspects of problem structure more transparent to learners
and investigated how effects of instruction differed
depending on the transparency of problem structure. We
expect when the representation task reveals the hidden
problem structure, provision of instruction will have little
effect. On the other hand, when obscure relationships are
not revealed, instruction will play a critical role and
facilitate learning of those aspects that were left obscure.

24), then 6 in the tile above it (equivalent to rewriting this as
x = 6), and finally 6 in the top unknown box. However, in
cases like 1(a), where two paths converge in a result, this
simple procedure is not possible and at this point students
must transform the graph in Figure 1(a) into the form in
Figure 1(c). This step, called linearization, is the major
conceptual hurdle in this artificial curriculum.

Experiment

Instruction: “The answer to this box is 4 because -1 + 5 is
4”; “The answer to this box is 5.”
(A corresponding arrow appeared for each statement.)

We adapted the computer-based tutoring system used by
Brunstein et al. (2009). In this system, isomorphs of
algebraic expressions are represented as data-flow diagrams
with multiple boxes and arrows. The task involved selecting
a part of boxes and filling in values into an empty portion of
the box. This system allowed us to study college students
learning anew the equivalent of algebra.
Figure 1 illustrates stages of an example problem used in
the tutor. An unknown number flows from the top box into
the boxes below, the arithmetic operations are performed,
and the final result is the 29 at the bottom. The student’s
task is to determine what the unknown number is. The
diagram in Figure 1(a) is equivalent to the algebraic
expression, (5 - x) + (5 * x) = 29 while the diagram in
Figure 1(c) is equivalent to 5 + 4x = 29.
To solve these problems students can click on empty tiles
in the boxes and enter values. In the case of problem 1(c)
the unknown value can be simply determined by
“propagating” the number up from the bottom, unwinding
the arithmetic operations – placing 24 in the empty tile
above the 29 (equivalent to rewriting 5 + 4x = 29 as 4x =

(a) Selection task: Equivalent of (5 - x) + (5 * x) = 29

Instruction: “Select the rectangular box with two little,
empty boxes along with the rectangular box connected to
it because they are in a loop connecting to a common
rectangular box above.”
Discovery: “Select three rectangular boxes.”
(Arrows were not provided.)
(b) Execution task

Discovery: “Click a box and enter a number.”
(Arrows were not provided.)
(c) Result of linearization: Equivalent of 5 + 4x = 29

Figure 1: Stages of an example problem. Depending on the
instructional conditions, different hints were provided and
examples are shown below the figures for direct instruction
and discovery condition.
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The linearization always involved two major subtasks:
selection and execution. First, in the selection task, students
have to select the appropriate rectangular boxes to
“linearize”. In Figure 1(a), the correct boxes are indicated
by arrows. After selecting these three boxes, clicking a
linearize button transforms the data-flow diagram into the
intermediate state in Figure 1(b). The challenge in this
selection subtask is to determine what boxes have to be
selected. Diagrams vary in structure and Figure 1 is just one
possibility. Participants have to find a loop that connects
from the top unknown value to the bottom box with empty
values and select all of the boxes in the loop except the top
box of the loop. In the example in Figure 1(a), the loop
starts from the top unknown box where two arrows diverge.
Then the loop continues all the way down to the bottom box
where the right and left branches finally rejoin. This
convergence enables summation of left and right branches.
Second, in the execution subtask, participants have to find
what values to fill in on the transformed tree. Essentially
they need to find the coefficient that multiplies the top
unknown value and the constant. In this example, the
selected boxes for linearization are simplified into the
equivalent of (4 * x) + 5. The coefficient 4 (-1x + 5x = 4x)
goes to the box next to “*” operator and the constant 5 goes
into the box next to “+” operator. After filling in these two
values, the diagram has been transformed into the linear
form in Figure 1(c) and now users can apply the simple
propagating strategy. The general characterization of the
selection and execution rules worked in the same way across
all problems.
Above we have tried to explain the solution of these
problems by reference to algebraic transformations.
Students find propagating numbers easy and intuitive and do
not seem to need any reference to algebra. One student
described this as “like doing sudoku”. On the other hand,
students find it hard to master linearization and reference to
algebra seems to make this easier to explain and understand.
By changing a representation format, from visual
representation of a data flow diagram into a symbolic
representation of an algebraic equation, the hidden structure
of the problem is revealed and the required computations
become a lot easier.
The current study used this relation between data-flow
structure and algebraic expression to manipulate the
transparency of problem structure. We did this with an
additional representation task. By having students rerepresent certain parts of the diagram into an algebraic form
or an equivalent data-flow tree, the problem structure could
become apparent or remain ambiguous. In particular, we
expected that seeing algebraic equivalents would make the
execution part of the linearization more transparent by
showing the relationship between simplifying an algebraic
expression and determining the values to be entered into the
linearized diagram. It was less clear that showing students
this representation would help them select the boxes for
linearization because there is not a simple relationship
between this selection task and simplifying algebraic

expressions. So, our specific hypothesis is that providing
algebraic expressions will make instruction less important
for the execution portion of linearization.

Method
Participants Fifty undergraduate students (29 male and 21
female, M = 21 years, SD = 2.2 years) at the Carnegie
Mellon University participated in the study. Participants
received $10/hour plus performance based bonus.
Design, materials, and procedures
The study consisted of two sessions, learning session and
transfer session. Each session lasted 2 hours and the transfer
session occurred 2 days after the first session. Transfer task
was identical across all experimental conditions and
experimental manipulations occurred only during the
learning session. The learning session had three different
problem sections – propagate, easier linearize, and harder
linearize problems. In the propagate problems, participants
learned to propagate numbers up or down. These problems
did not involve the use of linearize function and could be
easily solved with simple arithmetic calculations. The easier
and harder linearize problems involved the use of
linearization and these two sections differed in terms of size
of a loop. Although both sections required only single
linearization, the latter had a larger loop. That is,
participants had to select more boxes and this in turn made
computation more complicated. Each subsection had one
single demo problem (i.e., worked-example) and 30
problems. Among the 30 problems, for the only first
problem hints were always provided for each solution step
and for the rest 29 problems hints were provided on request.
A 2 x 2 between-subjects study was designed by crossing
provision of instructional explanation (direct instruction vs.
discovery) and representation task (algebraic expression vs.
data-flow tree). First, there were two instructional
conditions, direct instruction versus discovery. In the direct
instruction condition, participants were given a workedexample with verbal explanations about each solution step.
By clicking the forward button, participants observed how a
problem was solved in a sequential way. Text explanations
appeared at the bottom of the page and provided general
characterization of an action taken in each step (e.g., why
certain boxes need to be selected, why a certain value is
filled). This instruction was also available for later problems
by clicking a hint button.
In the discovery condition, verbal explanation was not
provided although the identical step-by-step workedexample was provided in the beginning of the learning
session. Because no characterizations of actions were
provided, participants were left to discover transformations
by themselves. In this condition, participants could also use
a hint button. However, the provided texts did not explain
underlying principles of either selection or execution task.
Instead, the hints simply provided instruction on interface
issue such as “click a box and enter a number”. Examples of
hints provided in direct instruction and discovery conditions
are shown in Figure 1.
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Across all conditions and all sessions, error messages
appeared whenever participants made a mistake. In the
direct instruction condition, participants could then find the
correct answer by clicking the hint button. In the discovery
condition, however, the hints only provided interface
information and thus participants had to figure out the
answer for themselves. The discovery learning condition
was not pure discovery in that a demo problem was
provided in the beginning of the learning session, hints on
interface of the tutor were available on request, and
immediate feedback was given via an error message. There
never were any explanations and these features were present
to minimize the floundering in discovering a solution. The
distinction between two instructional types should be
understood as a continuum and the most critical difference
between these two conditions was presence or absence of
verbal explanations.
Second, the type of representation task was manipulated
to manipulate the transparency of the problem structure.
Students were asked to re-represent certain parts of the dataflow diagrams either in an algebraic expression or in a dataflow tree. In the expression condition, participants were
asked to fill in algebraic expressions by copying numbers
and operations from a diagram to an expression. Unknown
values were already filled in as an X in the task. This task
was to help students understand the problem structure by
revealing the relation between the diagram and algebraic
expression. In the tree condition, participants were asked to
simply copy numbers and operators from a diagram to a
tree. Figure 2 shows an example of each representation task.
Students were asked to fill in empty tiles either in the
algebraic expression (a) or in the tree (b). This
representation task appeared whenever participants made an
execution error (i.e., filling in wrong values in the
linearization). In the demo problem or worked-example, the
representation task was automatically performed by the
system right after the diagram was transformed, between
selection and execution task. Only in the direct instruction
condition, the completed representation was used as part of
instruction. Verbal explanations were given by highlighting
relevant parts of the expression or tree. In the discovery
condition, neither verbal explanation nor highlighting was
provided.
For each correct solution step, participants could earn
money. To prevent people from relying on hints without
efforts to solve problems, whenever people asked for hints,
4 cents were deducted from their earned money. Also, when
a linearization error was made, 2 cents were deducted. Until
all parts were solved correctly, participants could not move
on to the next problem. Time-on-task was controlled as 2
hours for learning session therefore each participant solved
different numbers of problems. Performances varied largely
across participants and only some of the participants could
finish all three problem sections on the first day of the
study. Regardless of whether students could finish all or part
of the sessions on the first day, they were given identical
transfer test on the second part of the study.

(a) Algebraic Expression

(b) Data-flow Tree

Figure 2: Examples of the representation task. Students
were asked to fill in the empty portion of either an algebraic
expression (a) or a tree (b) with numbers and operators.
Given are the forms of the task before and after completion.
On the second day session, identical transfer problems
were given across all conditions. No worked examples and
hints were provided. Like the first day session, an error
message appeared when an error was made. There was only
one problem type, multiple linearize problems, and this
required multiple uses of linearization to solve the problem.
On the first day, all problems involved only one single use
of linearization. This made it a good bit more difficult to
decide what boxes to select and what numbers to combine
for a particular linearization. There were a total of 40
problems and participants solved problems for 2 hours.
At the end of the study, participants were given a
questionnaire for demographic information and background
in mathematics learning. Also, students were asked to
verbally explain difficulties they had during the task and
rules or strategies they used for selection and execution task.

Results
Out of 50, three participants felt lost and wanted to give up
in the middle of the study. These participants were one from
instruction-tree, one from discovery-expression, and one
from discovery-tree and were excluded from the data
analysis. Performance during the learning session varied in
terms of problem solving speed, number of solved problems
and use of hints. Especially, students in the discovery-tree
condition solved the fewest problems. Therefore, we
focused on the performance of transfer test. In this way, we
can understand what 2 hours of practice under different
instructional conditions mean for performance in a constant
condition-transfer task. Please note that all participants were
exposed to identical transfer conditions (no demo problem
and no hints) regardless of the instructional conditions.
On the transfer test, there were again large individual
differences. Some participants could finish all 40 problems
within 2 hours, but some could solve just less than 10
problems. Like the pattern observed in the learning session,
the discovery-tree condition had particular difficulty and
could solve about 7 problems less than the other conditions.
Due to the observed individual differences in terms of the
number of solved problems, only the first 12 problems out
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of 40 problems were chosen for analysis and the data from
two participants who solved less than 12 problems were
excluded from the analysis. One was removed from
instruction-expression and the other was removed from
discovery-expression condition. As a result, data from 45
participants were analyzed: 12 from instruction-expression,
11 from instruction-tree, 10 from discovery-expression, and
12 from discovery-tree condition.
Most of the errors participants made were from one of
two categories. First type of the error was selection error
and this error occurred when participants selected wrong
combination of boxes for linearization. The second type of
error was execution errors. Execution errors occurred when
students filled in wrong values into a box. This could occur
when students did not understand the rules to fill in boxes
after linearization or made a computation error. Analyses of
covariance were performed using SAT math score reported
by participants. To avoid undue effects of extreme values,
numbers of selection errors and execution errors greater
than 20 were recoded as 20. Although the data
transformation did not change the overall pattern of the
reported results, the recoded values tended to be from the
discovery-expression condition.
Table 1(a) shows adjusted mean number of selection
errors (SE in parentheses) on the first 12 problems of the
transfer test. Regardless of the type of representation task,
students who received direct instruction made significantly
fewer selection errors than those from discovery condition,
F(1, 40) = 8.14, p = .007. There was no overall effect of
representation, F(1, 40) = 0.92. It is clear that the expression
representation did not help the instruction subjects as the
instruction-expression condition has slightly more errors
than instruction-tree. On the other hand, there was some
advantage in the discovery condition for expression
representation, but the instruction-by-representation
interaction was not significant, F(1, 40) = 1.58.
Execution errors in Table 1(b) show an opposite pattern
from the one observed in selection errors. Regardless of
instruction type, students who represented diagram in an
algebraic expression made significantly fewer execution
errors than those who did in a tree, F(1, 40) = 7.85, p = .008.
There was no overall effect of instruction F(1, 40) = 0.31.
For this measure, it is clear that instruction offered no
further benefit to participants who saw the expression
representation since the instruction-expression participants
made more errors than the discovery-expression
participants. On the other hand, participants who had the
tree representation seem somewhat helped by instruction,
but again the instruction-by-representation interaction was
not significant, F(1, 40) = 2.02.
The expression representation task was intended to make
apparent how to determine the values from the prelinearized diagram to place in the linearized diagram. It
seems that providing such a task eliminates the need for
instruction. With the algebraic expression in hand,
participants were able to determine from the examples what
the rules were. On the other hand, the algebraic expression

Table 1: Adjusted mean number of selection errors and
execution errors (SE in parentheses) by instruction type and
representation type.
(a) Selection
Instruction
Discovery
Average
Expression
3.06 (0.54)
3.96 (0.60)
3.51
Tree
2.90 (0.57)
5.21 (0.54)
4.05
Average
2.98
4.58
(b) Execution
Instruction
Discovery
Average
Expression
4.12 (1.73)
2.58 (1.90)
3.35
Tree
6.67 (1.82)
10.19 (1.72)
8.43
Average
5.95
6.39
provided little insight into how to select the boxes for
linearization and here instruction was critical.
In both error measures, there was the suggestion that
participants who had access to neither the algebraic
expression or instruction had particular difficulty, although
in neither case was the interaction significant. Looking at
total errors participants made 7.18 in the instructionexpression condition, 6.54 in the discovery-expression
condition, 9.57 in the instruction-tree condition, and 15.40
in the discovery-tree condition. There was no significant
difference among the first three error totals, F(2, 29) = 0.35,
while the discovery-tree condition was significantly worse
than each of the other conditions. When there was nothing
to reveal hidden problem structure (neither expression
representation nor verbal instruction), students had
particular difficulty. Many participants in this condition
approached the solution by trying numbers randomly and
this strategy particularly increased the number of execution
errors.

Conclusions
To summarize the results, there were two major findings.
First, direct instruction (verbal explanation) helped students
find rules for selection as shown in fewer selection errors
for students who were provided with instruction than those
who were left to discover selection rules for themselves.
Representation task did not have a significant affect on this
aspect of problem solution. Second, only type of
representation task (expression rather than tree
representation) affected student’s success in finding rules
for execution. Regardless of instruction type, students who
re-represented a diagram into an algebraic expression
showed fewer execution errors than those who copied a
diagram into a tree.
The most striking outcome of the experiment was the
equivalent performance of instruction and discovery
students with respect to calculation in the execution task
given a representation that revealed the intermediate steps in
performing the representation. When an algebraic
expression was provided, structure of the problem appeared
to become transparent and the instruction (verbal
explanation) seemed irrelevant. Students were able to find
rules for execution using algebraic expressions and this led
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to better learning outcome. This finding is also interesting
in that symbolic representation is able to help understanding
of visual representation. It is well known that many teachers
use visual representation to help students understand
mathematical symbolic notations. When learners are capable
of symbolic reasoning like college level students in our
study, symbolic representation also can be used to help
understanding of other representations. This is consistent
with the idea of “power of symbols” (Arcavi, 1994).
In contrast to performance in the execution task, verbal
explanation played an important role in finding rules for
selection task. Without instruction, there was nothing to
uncover the obscure rules for selecting boxes for
linearization. Without verbal explanation, it was hard to
notice the existence of loop (from the unknown top value,
two paths converge at the box with two empty values).
Provision of instruction seemed to highlight features that are
critical to selection task and guide students to follow the
verbal instruction and practice them. This conjecture was
consistent with verbal reports provided in the debriefing
session. When participants were asked to explain the rules
of selection and execution, only students who were given
verbal explanation used the word “loop” to describe their
selection rules. In contrast, many students from discovery
condition reported they could not really understand a rule
for selecting boxes and simply tried to select different
combinations of boxes in a trial-and-error manner.
While not significant, the discovery-expression students
showed the fewest execution errors. Their success depended
on two features. First they were provided enough guidance
that they did not suffer undue floundering in discovering the
solutions. Second, the presence of the expression made it
possible to infer the correct rules from their solutions.
Thus, instruction is irrelevant if the principles of solved
examples (worked or discovered) are transparent. On the
other hand, when the structure is not transparent instruction
serves in effect to annotate the examples with the features
critical to their solution. On this view, students learn from
solved examples and not instruction; instruction or auxiliary
representations can make transparent critical aspects of
these examples.
It should be possible to achieve the same equivalence of
instruction and discovery students with respect to selection
task by using a representation of the intermediate steps in
selection. If relevant hidden steps were revealed by the
tutoring system (e.g., visual loop highlighter so that students
can actually identify the existence of a loop), it is expected
that instruction would prove unnecessary for this aspect of
the task as well. On this view, the major limitation of guided
discovery is that students cannot always determine hidden
structure. However, we should note in closing that this
analysis does not imply any superiority for discovery
learning, nor indeed were we able to find any statistically
significant advantages.
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Abstract

1. Inflectional morphology expresses semantic content
that is required for successful communication.

I present a study on the morphological complexity of
six European languages. A theory-free measure of the
complexity of a language’s inflectional morphology, is
derived from Gell-Mann’s concept of Effective Complexity. Using a parallel corpus, I show that disconsidering
word order information results in the classical gradation
of inflectional complexity: Languages in which words
have more inflected variants seem to be more complex
than languages with fewer variants. It also appears that
the presence of the inflectional system increases the complexity of languages. However, when word order information is explicitly considered, the apparent gradation
in complexity across languages vanishes. Furthermore,
it becomes clear that the presence of inflections reduces
the overall complexity of languages. In sum, inflection
is used whenever its presence simplifies a language’s description. Inflectional morphology is not a capricious
feature, as some argue, but rather an effective tool for
complexity reduction.
Keywords: Effective Complexity, Entropy, Morphology

2. The presence of inflectional categories and markers reduces the overall complexity of a language.

What is morphological complexity?

Introduction
Words are usually accepted as being the fundamental
units of syntax. However, in many (or most) languages,
words can be related to each other by (quasi-)regular relations between their orthographical forms, their grammatical functions, and their meanings. These intralexical regularities are referred to as morphological structure, and constitute one of the main areas in the study
of human languages, both from a linguistic and a psychological perspective.

Morphology: ‘By itself ’ ?
The classical structuralist position on inflectional systems is that they are largely random classifications that
need not serve any useful function within the overall linguistic system. This is still a common view both among
linguists (e.g., Aronoff, 1994; Bloomfield, 1933) and psychologists (e.g., Maratsos, 1979). For instance, Aronoff
(1994) argues that morphology must be considered ‘by
itself’, not merely from the perspective of its interface
with syntax, phonology, or semantics, and that linguistic theory should therefore consider a separate and autonomous morphological component. In contrast, supporters of ‘functionalist’ theories of grammar would argue that the presence of inflectional systems must be
useful from a communicative perspective. Otherwise, in
line with Zipf (1949)’s ‘Principle of Least Effort’, the
cognitive system would have discarded them for requiring unnecessary efforts. From this perspective, the presence of inflectional morphology is only justified if one or
both of the following conditions apply:

Notice that the discussion above assumes that some objective quantification of the complexity of a morphological system is available. However, no definition or
quantification of the complexity of a linguistic system
is widely accepted. The concept of complexity has central importance for theories of language structure and
processing. For instance, McWhorter (2001) raised an
interesting controversy over his claim that pidgin and
creole languages are intrinsically less complex than other
languages, reflecting the very early stage in their development. However –despite its frequent invocation– linguistic complexity remains a rather ill-defined concept.
Indeed, much previous research has been aimed at providing a concise and workable definition of linguistic –
and morphological– complexity (e.g., Goldsmith, 2001;
Greenberg, 1954; Juola, 1998, 2007; Malvern, Richards,
Chipere, & Durán, 2004; McWhorter, 2001; Nichols,
2010; Shosted, 2006; Siegel, 2004; Vulanović, 2007; Xanthos & Gillis, 2010). Many of these studies define complexity in terms of either counting forms, or detecting
the presence or absence of certain morphological phenomena or structures that are chosen as representative
of complexity based on some theoretical premises, an approach which was also used by Lupyan and Dale (2010).
However, such theory-bound measures can result in considerable vagueness and subjectivity with regard to what
is more or less complex (see, e.g., McWhorter, 2001;
Nichols, 2010; Shosted, 2006, for debate on this issue).
To obtain more objective estimates, some have measured
the complexity of inflectional paradigms as the number of inflected variants that can be formed for a single word (e.g. Malvern et al., 2004; Xanthos & Gillis,
2010). This simple approach presents the problem that
it ignores that there are sometimes very regular relations
between different inflected forms (e.g., the plural of an
English word is in most cases the same as the singular
plus an ‘s’), and not much information is required to
encode this (what some term the Paradigm Cell Filling
Problem; cf., Ackerman, Blevins, & Malouf, 2009). To
avoid this, some have taken a theory-free approach investigating to what extent linguistic utterances or structures can be compressed (Goldsmith, 2001; Juola, 1998,
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2007). The irreducible information that is left after compression provides a useful index of the informational content of the signal; its Algorithmic Information Content
(AIC; Chaitin, 1987; Kolmogorov, 1965), and can thus
be taken as a theory-free measure of complexity.1 Notice
that, by themselves, AIC approaches based on the compressibility of a corpus (such as Juola, 1998, 2007) do not
in fact constitute measures of complexity; it is easy to see
that AIC would rate an incompressible totally random
corpus as being more complex than the complete works
of Shakespeare, as the latter can be compressed to some
degree. In contrast, the approach of Goldsmith (2001)
overcomes this limitation. It does not measure the compressibility of the corpus, but rather, the compressibility of its formal regularities (a random text would have
no regularities to compress). However, by summarizing paradigms as sets of forms and affixes, Goldsmith
(2001)’s approach overlooks the crucial role that can be
played by the actual functions served by each inflected
variant, as these relate to the complexity of the system,
and have been shown to be of crucial importance for the
cognitive system (Kostić, Marković, & Baucal, 2003).

Outline
In what follows, I start by using the definition of the
Effective Complexity of language (Moscoso del Prado
Martı́n, submitted) to derive a measure of inflectional
complexity. This is followed by a corpus-based analysis
of the inflectional complexity of six European languages,
investigating the variation in morphological complexity
according to different measures. I conclude by discussing
the theoretical implications of the results.

Formulation & Computational Methods
Effective Complexity of Language

be the size of the shortest grammar that could fully describe it (Goldsmith, 2001; McWhorter, 2001). As a
starting point, let us assume that the regularities that
need to be accounted for correspond to all the sentences
that appear in an arbitrarily large reference corpus of
a language. This is to say, the definition of grammatical complexity rests on a reference corpus containing N
characters (or phonemes, etc.), and corresponds to the
length of the shortest possible grammar that can generate all the sentences in that corpus (i.e., it is complete)
and only those (i.e., it does not over-generate). Notice
this definition leaves open the grammatical theory or formalism in which the grammar is expressed: Any formal
mechanism that is able to generate the sentences in a
language is valid candidate. Let us denote the length of
that optimal grammar as G(N ). In parallel to the definition above, one can also consider the AIC of the reference
corpus, that is, the length of the shortest possible algorithmic description enabling its full reconstruction and
denote the length of that optimal compression by H(N ).
On the one hand, the grammar that determines G(N )
needs to be able to generate all sentences in the corpus.
On the other hand, the compressed version of the corpus also needs to generate all those very sentences, with
only the additional burden of having to reconstruct their
actual ordering and frequencies of occurrence. As both
H(N ) and G(N ) are defined in terms of ideal ‘optimal’
methods that do not waste any space, one can decompose
H(N ) = G(N ) + Hs (N ),
(1)
where Hs (N ) ≥ 0 denotes the additional information
that needs to be coded in the AIC. It is useful to think
of G(N ) and H(N ) in terms of per-character rates; their
relation to the size of the reference corpus:
1
G(N ) =
N
1
=
[H(N ) − Hs (N )] = h(N ) − hs (N ).
N

As in Moscoso del Prado Martı́n (submitted), the definition of linguistic complexity is derived from Gell-Mann
(1995)’s general definition of Effective Complexity:
A measure that corresponds [. . . ] to [. . . ] complexity [. . . ] refers not to the length of the most concise
description of an entity (which is roughly what AIC
is), but to the length of a concise description of a
set of the entity’s regularities. Thus something almost entirely random, with practically no regularities, would have effective complexity near zero. So
would something completely regular, such as a bit
string consisting entirely of zeroes.
For human languages, such descriptions of the system’s
regularities are grammars. Indeed, many have advocated
that the best measure of a language’s complexity would

g(N ) =

If a finite grammar for a language does exist, then, for
increasingly large corpora, the grammar should come
closer to being ‘complete’. That is to say, from some
large N onwards, G(N ) should grow much more slowly
than N itself. One can now take the idealization a step
further, and require that the ideal grammar be able to
generate all sentences (and only those) that could eventually happen in the language (i.e., they have non-zero
probabilities of occurrence). This is equivalent to taking the limit of an infinite corpus size. In this way, one
defines the grammatical complexity of the language as
G = lim G(N ).
N →∞

1

The approach advocated by Goldsmith (2001) is not completely theory-free, as it requires the parsing of words into
stems and affixes, which is in itself a strong theoretical commitment.

(2)

(3)

At this extreme, the finite grammar should be complete,
hence its size would become negligible compared to that
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of the corpus. Defining the grammatical density of the
language as the infinite corpus size limit of g(N ),
g = lim g(N ) = lim
N →∞

N →∞

G(N )
.
N

(4)

If G is finite, one should find that
g = lim

G(N )
= 0.
N

(5)

where Ls denotes the mean length of a sentence in
whichever units (characters, phonemes, . . . ) g was computed. This new measure provides a finite index of
the complexity of a language, precisely measuring how
much grammatical knowledge is provided by each new
observed sentence.

Inflectional complexity

That is to say, for a language to have a finite grammar,
its grammatical density should be zero so that the limits
in Eqs. 3–5 converge. One can also extend this limiting
condition to the compressibility measures, and write

Assuming that one can somehow separate the different
contributions to the per-sentence grammatical density
that are provided by the different components of the
grammar (below the sentence level) one could decompose gs into something like

g = lim g(N ) = lim [h(N ) − hs (N )] = h − hs = 0.

gs = gslexicon + g inflection + gsderivation + gssyntax + . . . . (8)

(6)
On the one hand, h reflects the rate of compressibility of
the original corpus, taken to the limit of infinite corpus
size. On the other hand, hs is the rate of compressibility of a manipulated version of the corpus, where the
sentence identities, frequencies, and orderings are maintained, but their actual internal structure is lost. For
stationary2 ergodic sources, it is guaranteed that h and
hs are actually the source entropies (Shannon, 1948) of
the original and modified versions of the corpus (Chaitin,
1987; Kolmogorov, 1965).
Moscoso del Prado Martı́n (submitted) found that, for
human languages g > 0, and therefore no finite grammar can ever be found that fully accounts for all sentences in the language without generating impossible
sentences. In other words, the grammatical complexity G of languages is not finite, but rather keeps growing
for a growing reference corpus. In contrast, the grammatical density measure g provides a finite value that
can be compared across languages, corresponding to the
average information that is provided by each new character or phoneme in the large corpus size limit. This
is to say, even if the actual grammatical complexity is
not finite, one can compare the speed at which the complexity increases with increasing corpus size. Different
languages can be encoded with more or less transparent
orthographies, or may make use of longer, but very predictable expressions. Therefore, it is important to consider the grammatical density, not in terms of characters
or phonemes, but using instead the basic unit that is being considered for the grammar, that is, the sentence.
We can therefore define the per-sentence grammatical
density of the language as:

Consider now that one could erase from the corpus all
inflectional information without disturbing any of the
other levels. In this case, one would obtain a new version of the grammatical densities that would discount all
inflectional information,

gs = Ls · g,

Estimation of h: Asymptotic Lempel-Ziv complexity The source entropy h indexes the compressibility of the corpus. Although knowing what is the shortest
possible (the most compressed) version of a sequence is
impossible unless one explicitly knows the dynamics of
the process that generated it, some specific lossless compression algorithms are guaranteed to converge to this

N →∞

N →∞

N →∞

(7)

2
Stationarity is not a property of linguistic corpora, but
it can be enforced by simply randomizing the order of the
sentences in the corpus (Moscoso del Prado Martı́n, submitted). This discards all supra-sentential information, but we
are assuming that the grammar must produce all well-formed
sentences, and information beyond the sentence is thus not
relevant here.

gs0 = gs0lexicon + gs0derivation + gs0syntax + . . . ,

(9)

such that one can write,
gsinflection = gs − gs0 .

(10)

I refer to gsinflection as the inflectional complexity of a language, and it measures the average amount of information required to describe the new inflectional structures
contained by a newly observed sentence. This measure
is readily computable, and it enables direct comparison
of the inflectional systems of different languages. Notice
also that its actual values are themselves meaningful. A
positive gsinflection indicates that the presence of the morphological system increases the size of the grammar that
is required to describe the language. On the other hand,
were gsinflection to be negative, it would indicate that the
presence of the inflectional structures in fact simplifies
the grammar of the language; the grammar would be
more complex if the inflectional structures were absent.

Computations
The discussion above assumes that the entropy measures
h and hS can be accurately estimated from corpora.
Here, I provide a summary of the methods used for estimating these magnitudes, see Moscoso del Prado Martı́n
(submitted) for a more detailed discussion of these methods and their accuracy.
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maximum in the long length limit. Of these, a particularly simple choice is to use the Lempel-Ziv algorithm
(LZ76; Lempel & Ziv, 1976). For very long sequences,
the Lempel-Ziv complexity almost surely converges to
the entropy of the source (Ziv & Lempel, 1978). Hence,
the LZ76 algorithm can be used for estimating the source
entropies h. However, one should take into account that,
although the LZ complexity asymptotically approaches
h, estimates of h based directly on some large corpus
are still subject to finite sample effects. To a large degree however, the finite sample error in estimation can
be corrected for by modelling the convergence of the
Lempel-Ziv measure. In this respect, Schürmann and
Grassberger (1996) found that the convergence of the
Lempel-Ziv measure (L[n]) as a function of the corpus
size n can be very accurately modelled by a three paramater power-law expression, and one of these parameters
corresponds to the asymptotic value of the entropy h.
These three parameters can be fitted from data. Given a
finite size corpus, one can compute the Lempel-Ziv complexity using different subsets of the corpus of increasing
length, and fit a simple non-linear regression provides
the estimate of h. This approximation has been found
to perform extremely well (Moscoso del Prado Martı́n,
submitted; Schürmann & Grassberger, 1996).
Estimation of hs : Chao-Shen estimator The other
entropy rate factor, hS corresponds to the per-character
entropy rate of a sequence which preserves the identity
and ordering of the sentences, but lacks their internal
structure. A simple way to estimate this is to consider
the corpus as a sequence of Ns symbols S1 S2 . . . SNs ,
each of which corresponds to a full sentence. Note here
that the alphabet on which this sequence is defined is
unknown and possibly not even finite. Having such a
large, perhaps infinite alphabet, makes the use of the
Lempel-Ziv method inappropriate. For the LZ76 algorithm to begin to converge towards the source entropy,
one needs to have observed at least a great proportion
of the symbols in the original alphabet. However, even
in extremely large corpora, a great majority of the sentences will occur exactly once, and a great many more
possible sentences will not be in the corpus at all. On the
other hand, as the sequence S1 S2 . . . SNS originates from
a corpus in which the order of the sentences has been
randomized, it is clear that the sequence is an ensemble of NS independent and identically distributed random variables. To solve such type of problems, Chao
and Shen (2003) developed an estimator that takes into
account the contribution of unseen items to the overall entropy. The Chao-Shen estimator performs remarkably well in sequences originating from infinite alphabets (cf., Moscoso del Prado Martı́n, submitted). The
estimator relies on a Good-Turing (Good, 1953) adjustment of the frequencies of occurrence of the sentences.
The entropy is then computed on the adjusted values

of the sentence frequencies, and the obtained estimator
is further adjusted to account for the yet unseen sentences. Although the Chao-Shen estimate converges relatively rapidly to the true entropy value, in this case
it still tends to underestimate the true value of the entropy. However, Moscoso del Prado Martı́n (submitted)
found that an asymptotic correction of the Schürmann
and Grassberger (1996) type is very accurate in this case
as well.

Materials and Methods
I used the Dutch, English, French, German, Italian, and
Spanish sections of the Europarl Corpus (Koehn, 2005),
version 5. This corpus contains transcripts of sessions of
the European Parliament between 1998 and 2009, transcribed (some partly) in eleven of the official languages
of the E.U. For each language, the sessions of the Parliament were collapsed into eleven files, each corresponding to one individual year, and all computations were
repeated for each year, as to provide multiple estimates
for each language, all equivalent across the six languages.
Within each of the eleven files in each language, the order
of the sentences was randomized to ensure stationarity.
In order to provide versions of the corpora that preserved all linguistic information except for that corresponding to inflectional structures, I also created new
versions of each corpora that had been tokenized, that
is, all inflected forms were replaced by their base forms
(i.e., “cars” was replaced by “car”, “ate” was replaced
by “eat”, etc.). Notice that this manipulation preserves
all orthographic, lexical, syntactic, and semantic structure, but lacks only the inflectional details. The tokenizing was performed using the TreeTagger software
(Schmid, 1994) with the available scripts for each of the
languages.3
Finally, to investigate the effect that functional information about syntax and semantics has on inflectional
complexity, additional versions of all corpora (original
and tokenized) were created by randomizing the order
of the words (including sentence breaks) in each corpus.
This produces versions of the corpora which retain most
lexical and ortho/phonological information as well as the
same diversity and probability distribution of inflectional
forms that was present in the originals. The measures of
inflectional complexity obtained from these randomized
corpora therefore consider the information about diversity of inflectional forms, the regularity of their formation, and the homogeneity of their probability distributions. They do not consider any information regarding
the functions that each inflectional form serves in the
text, or the particular cell in the inflectional paradigms
they occupy.
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3

http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/corplex/TreeTagger/

Results and Discussion
Figure 1 summarizes the resulting inflectional complexity values that were obtained for the different corpora.
The upper panel plots the distribution of complexity values for the corpora in which the word order was left intact. Notice that, in this case, there was no significant
heterogeneity in the distributions of complexity across
the six languages compared. All complexity values seem
to arise from a single distribution. More importantly,
the inflectional complexity values tended to be negative
for all languages but Dutch, for which it was not significantly different than zero. In other words, considering
word order information, the inflectional morphology systems in fact simplify the grammar of the languages.
In contrast, the lower panel plots the estimated distributions of inflectional complexity when the word order
information has been disregarded. In this case, there
is indeed significant heterogeneity in the complexity of
the different languages, and this variation fits well with
the intuitions that one would obtain from form-counting
measures of inflectional complexity: English ≤ Dutch <
German ≤ Romance Languages. Whereas English and
Dutch have very limited inflectional systems, German
makes use of a relatively complex nominal declension
system, and Romance languages have rather complex
verbal conjugation mechanisms including tens of forms.
Furthermore, if word order is disconsidered, the complexity values are in all cases significantly positive, this
is to say, the inclusion of the inflectional system makes
the description of the languages more complex. Notice,
however, that this differences in morphological complexity are but a mirage produced by not considering the
actual functions served by each form.
I have introduced an objective and theoretically motivated measure of inflectional complexity. This new measure overcomes all the problems that were detailed in
the introduction: it considers the diversity of forms, the
regularity of their relations, the position that each form
occupies in the paradigm, the frequency distribution of
forms, and the function that each forms serves. Furthermore, the measure relies on an adequate concept of
complexity, in contrast with the plain randomness that
is reflected by raw measures of corpus compressibility.
Finally, by extrapolating to infinite corpus size, one attenuates the innacuracies that are introduced by making
inferences on finite-sized corpora.
These results highlight the strong degree of mutual
dependence between morphological and syntactic information. In line with the behavioral results of Kostić
et al. (2003), the structure of the morphological system
cannot be considered independently of the actual functions that the different forms serve. In fact, considering
the presence of these functions, inflectional morphology
serves a role in reduction of uncertainty, simplifying the
description of the whole grammar. Therefore, the pres-

ence of inflectional morphology does not seem to be in
any way capricious, but instead it reflects a delicately
optimized system.
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due to the tutors’ inexperience in teaching skills (Kim et al.,
2003). Peer tutoring also has restrictions in space and time,
while unnecessary interactions between tutor and tutee,
which can interfere with the learning process, might occur
with younger participants.
Various highly developed fields of information and
technology are presently available. Accordingly, with the
development of computers and communication technologies,
students are growing up with technology. It is therefore
desirable to effectively utilize such technologies in
education. In fact, the traditional computer assisted learning
(CAL) system has been utilized in educational settings for a
long time. However, CAL systems such as the intelligent
tutoring system (ITS) are based on passive learning
activities in which the students are provided with learning
materials and required to memorize them repeatedly via
CAL. Thus, many researches have criticized the iterative
and passive practice problems of CAL. In addition,
traditional CAL does not reflect individual differences such
as learner’s cognitive ability and motivational aspects.
Actually, the use of an identical interface, regardless of the
individual differences, might be not only less effective in
cognitive aspects of learning but also less interesting in
terms of motivation.
To overcome the limitations of peer tutoring and CAL,
Schwartz et al (2000) proposed the new concept of learning
by teaching through an agent called the Teachable Agent
(TA). TA is a computer program in which students teach the
computer agent to enhance their motivation and cognitive
ability based on the instructional method of ‘learning by
teaching’. That is, a computer-based system utilizing the
benefits gained from the act of teaching has been developed
to use TA as one of the ITS programs. In this TA, the agent
provides student tutors with an active role and positive
attitude toward the subject matter. Thus, learners are
enabled to organize and acquire problem solving knowledge
about various domains for instructing an intelligent agent
(Biswas et al., 2001)
In this study, we developed a kind of TA, the KORea
university intelligent agent (KORI) (Kim et al., 2005a,
2005b), and investigated its effectiveness in comparison
with peer tutoring on students’ task performance and
interest according to their level of self-efficacy.

Abstract
This experiment was conducted to compare the effects of peer
tutoring with an intelligent teachable agent (TA), the Korea
university intelligent agent (KORI), on students’ interest and task
performance according to their level of self-efficacy. The results
showed a significant interaction effect on interest between the peer
tutoring/KORI and the level of self-efficacy. The high selfefficacious group had greater interest in peer tutoring than in KORI,
whereas the low self-efficacious group had greater interest in
KORI than in peer tutoring. Analysis of the task performance
revealed that there was a main effect of peer tutoring/KORI and
interaction effect on the task performance between peer tutoring/
KORI and the level of self-efficacy. The participants with high
self-efficacy received high scores in both peer tutoring and KORI,
whereas the participants with low self-efficacy gained higher
scores in KORI than in peer tutoring.
Keywords: teachable
performance

agent,

peer

tutoring,

interest,

task

Introduction
Peer tutoring is an effective learning method based on the
concept of learning by teaching. Previous studies have
provided plenty of evidence that peer tutoring is an effective
method of learning for both tutor and tutee (e.g., Kulik &
Kulik, 1982). Ginsbug-Block and Fantuzzo (1997) reported
that peer tutoring enhanced the tutee’s academic
achievement, social relationship, self-concept and
motivation to learn, while simultaneously promoting the
tutor’s patience and ability for task performance, selfcontrol, and motivation. Furthermore, peer tutoring
increased the tutor’s positive attitude toward the tutee and
basic understanding of the subject areas (Cohen et al., 1982).
Thus, peer-tutoring activities have been regarded as a
meaningful learning method for improving cognitive ability
and academic motivation for both tutor and tutee.
Despite these potential benefits, peer tutoring has some
limitations in practical learning settings. In face-to-face peer
tutoring, tutors can experience a cognitive burden because
of the large amount of information they are required to
remember for effective teaching, and thus lose confidence in
tutoring. In addition, we can’t completely rule out the
possibility that tutees don’t perfectly understand what tutors
teach and even worse may learn misconceptions because
1
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Interface Design of the Teachable Agent (TA),
KORI
KORI is a new TA developed to enhance the students’
academic motivation and facilitate learning, and was applied
in this study to students learning about the rock cycle.
Similar to the typical TA, KORI consists of four
independent modules: planning, teaching, testing and
resource. Unlike previous TAs such as Betty, Milo and
Orbo which were developed at AAA lab in Stanford
university, KORI contains a narrative structure and various
learning activities, which were designed to enhance learning
motivation. As the story-like context of KORI (e.g., travel
story) is presented, the student tutor perceives that the
interaction with KORI is more like a game than boring
instructions (Figure. 1).

Figure 2: Lesson Plan to Teach KORI
Teaching module The teaching module consists of two
units: concept teaching and relation teaching. In the former,
the student can teach the true propositions to KORI and
correct the false propositions in KORI’s knowledge
structure by using the teaching tools (Figure. 3). In the
concept teaching activity of this study, the student teaches
the basic concepts of three kinds of rock: igneous,
sedimentary, and metamorphic. KORI is taught by inserting
five correct propositions and removing five incorrect
propositions among 15 given propositions. While teaching
KORI, students can also use the resource module whenever
they need information.
In relation teaching, as shown in the concept map
interface of Fig. 4, the students can teach KORI by drawing
the concept map by using the tool box. Like concept
teaching, the students can also use the resource module
while interacting with KORI.

Figure 1: Basic Interface
Planning module. The planning module asks the students
to write the teaching plan for three rocks and the rock cycle.
There are four empty boxes to type their own teaching plan
on the three kinds of rock and their transformation cycle.
This module introduces the students to the role of a tutor,
involves them more deeply in the teaching situation, and
increases their responsibility. In this module, the students
can make a teaching plan by themselves, which includes
collecting and sorting the learning materials to teach from
the learning resource, depending on the order of teaching
certain materials, the amount of teaching time, the
frequency of teaching, and the key points. Particularly,
planning activities might improve the learners’
metacognitive ability, which is the main skill for
formulating and following through on plans (Figure. 2).

Figure 3: Rock’s Concept Teaching
Testing Module: KORI’s knowledge is evaluated in the
testing module. KORI sets a quiz at the end of each teaching
session that consists of 6 questions on the content KORI
was taught. Although KORI appears to be taking the quiz, it
is in fact evaluating the student tutor’s level of knowledge
and comprehension. Since KORI’s answers on the quiz are
based on the information taught by the student tutor,
KORI’s achievement level reflects the cognitive learning
outcome of the student.
2
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The basic learning material was an eight-page long text
on the ‘rock cycle’ extracted from the 7th grade textbook.
Since the ‘rock cycle’ is the content for seventh graders, the
text of the ‘rock cycle’ was revised to be suitable for fifth
graders.
A revised version of the scale of academic self-efficacy
developed by Kim et al (2003) was used (Cronbach’s α=.85).
The questionnaire to measure interest comprised 9 items: 6
regarding the enjoyment and interest in the activity and
content and 3 regarding the feeling of satisfaction and
challenge. The reliability coefficient of interest in the
questionnaire was .75. The test score for task performance
was composed of 20 true-false questions on the ‘rock cycle’.
Figure 4: Relation Teaching

Procedure

Resource Module The students can access this module
by clicking the icons whenever they want to know more
about rocks while teaching KORI. The resource is made of
hypertext that links the basic concepts to concrete images
and examples. There are two different levels of learning
resource: basic and additional. The former is essential
knowledge about rocks and the rock cycle for teaching
KORI. The latter is practical knowledge about rocks and the
rock cycle to satisfy student’s curiosity in real life.
In order to develop an adaptive system in the new
generation of ITS to enhance academic motivation and
cognitive ability, individual differences were accounted for.
Self-efficacy among individual differences related to
motivation to learn is one of the main variables. Connell and
Wellborn (1991) reported that many people have three
fundamental needs, competence/self-efficacy, autonomy and
relatedness, of which the first is the most critical factor in
learning. Self-efficacy is individual’s belief as being capable
of producing desired outcomes and having the expectation
of success (Bandura, 1997).
The main purpose of this experiment was to examine the
effectiveness of the newly developed intelligent
TA, KORI, and to determine the best method to provide
learners with KORI or peer tutoring in terms of improving
interest and task performance. We therefore compared
KORI with peer tutoring according to the level of selfefficacy.

Before the experiment, all participants took a 30-minute
lesson on the ‘rock cycle’ together to acquire the base
knowledge in the domain. They then took a previous test on
general science including the rock cycle.
The participants were randomly assigned to one of the
two experimental conditions: peer tutoring and KORI. Next,
the participants of each condition moved into a separated
place and performed their own learning activity.
Participants in the peer tutoring condition were paired
based on their previous science test score and were asked to
teach each other by playing the role of either tutor or tutee.
The experimenter assigned tutor and tutee roles for those
with higher and lower science test scores, respectively,
because previous studies have shown that students with less
ability tend to have serious difficulty in peer tutoring (King,
1998). Both tutor and tutee believed that they were
randomly assigned to the role although, in fact, their role
was predetermined based on test score. Both tutor and tutee
were given the same text and asked to read it for 10 minutes,
after which the tutors were instructed to teach their tutees
freely for at least 20 minutes.
In the KORI condition, each participant was asked to
teach KORI individually and was informed of KORI’s basic
concept and method of use. Participants taught KORI for
approximately 30minutes, using the concept teaching and
map modules.
After finishing all of the learning activities in each
condition, all participants were asked to complete the items
for measuring self-efficacy, to rate their interest using a 5point scale on their own learning activity and learning
material, and were given the test for checking the ability of
the task performance.

Methods
Participants and Design
The sample consisted of 41 (22 male and 19 female) fifth
graders who were randomly assigned to either peer tutoring
or KORI. The independent variable, peer tutoring and KORI,
was manipulated while interest and task performance were
chosen as the dependent variables. The level of self-efficacy
was an individual variable.

Results
We conducted two-way (anal ysis of covariance)
ANCOVA to test the main effect and interaction effect on
interest and task performance, using the participants’
previous test scores as a covariate. The means and standard
deviation of interest are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 5.

Materials and Measures
3
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Interest
Table 2. Means and Standard Deviation for Task
Performance

There was a significant, two-way interaction effect on
interest between conditions such as peer-tutoring and KORI
and the level of self-efficacy [F(1, 35)=9.79, p<.01]. To
explicate the exact interaction effect, the simple main effect
(SME) was analyzed. Participants with high self-efficacy
revealed higher interest in the peer tutoring condition than in
the KORI condition [t(18)=2.204, p<.05], whereas
participants with low self-efficacy were more interested in
the KORI condition than in the peer tutoring condition
[t(19)=-2.219, p<.05].

Conditions
Peer tutoring
(N=20)
Teachable
agent(TA),
KORI(N=21)

Selfefficacy
High

MEAN

SD

N

16.50

1.64

10

Low

13.75

.05

10

High

16.62

2.20

10

Low

17.37

1.99

11

20
19

Table 1. Means and Standard Deviation for Interest

18
17

16.5

Self-efficacy

MEAN

SD

N

16

16.62

Peer tutoring
(N=20)

High

4.23

.31

10

15

Low

3.73

.40

10

14

Teachable
agent(TA),KORI
(N=21)

High

3.82

.43

10

13

Low

4.34

.38

11

12

Conditions

17.37

Peer tutoring
Teachable Agent, Kori
13.75

11
10

High

Low
Self-efficacy

5
4.5

Figure 6: Task performance’s scores by peer tutoring/KORI and
self-efficacy

4.21

4.33

4

Conclusions

3.73
3.5

3.82

Peer tutoring
3

Peer tutoring and the TA, KORI, were compared in terms
of interest and task performance according to the level of
self-efficacy. The high self-efficacious group showed more
interest in peer tutoring than in KORI, while the low selfefficacious group exhibited a reverse interest. In task
performance, participants with high self-efficacy received
higher scores in both peer tutoring and KORI, whereas
participants with low self-efficacy gained higher scores in
KORI than in peer tutoring. Actually, previous studies have
demonstrated positive effects on academic achievement and
motivation to learn (Cohen et al., 1982). However, our
findings were inconsistent with such prior research,
particularly in the low self-efficacious group.
We can infer that face-to-face peer tutoring might provide
students who have a low self-efficacy with an excessive
cognitive burden due to the need to memorize lots of
teaching contents (Kim et al., 2003), whereas KORI might
make students less anxious and more comfortable with the
teaching activity due to the inclusion of various resources
and experts able to help the participants. Thus, participants
with low self-efficacy revealed higher interest and task
performance in KORI, whereas the high self-efficacious

Teachable Agent, Kori

2.5
2
1.5
1

High

Low
Self-efficacy

Figure 5: Interest rating by peer tutoring/KORI and self-efficacy

Task Performance
There was a significant main effect of conditions and
interaction effect of conditions such as peer-tutoring/KORI
and the level of self-efficacy [F(1, 35)=5.09, p<.05]. The SME
result indicated that participants with low self-efficacy
showed higher scores of task performance in KORI than in
peer tutoring [t(19)=-2.807, p<.05], whereas there was no
significant difference between conditions in high selfefficacy [t(18)=-.138, p>.05].
4
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group had low interest in KORI, possibly because they felt
monotonous and boring with the teaching activity in KORI.
Accordingly, students with high self-efficacy should be
provided with a challengeable situation featuring
complicated and dynamic, teaching activities.
The present study suffered several limitations. The sample
size was small in each condition, and we only examined
self-efficacy among individual differences. Future research
needs to be expanded to cover other grades and domains
such as social studies and science, and also to examine the
effect of KORI on other individual variables such as
metacognition, goal orientation, cognitive ability in order to
continue the development of KORI as an individualized
intelligent TA.

Schwartz, D. L., & Lin, X. D. (2000). Computers,
productive agency, and the effort after shared meaning.
JournalofComputinginHigherEducation,12, 3-33.
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Abstract
We propose that the unique ability of humans to have
separate mental representations for each finger and to
move them in different sequential orders were
redeployed for arithmetic. We tested our hypothesis
with a behavioral dual-task experiment, where subjects
(N=46) solved addition problems (primary task) and
performed a sentence comprehension task (control
task), while concurrently tapping their fingers
(secondary task). We examined two sequential finger
tapping tasks: one that was more automatic and
followed the anatomical finger order (simple) and one
that relied heavily on sequence processing (complex).
The results revealed that both simple and complex
finger tapping differentially interfered with addition
compared to sentence comprehension. These results
provide support for a finger-based representation of
numbers and shared use of sequence processing
resources for finger movements and addition.
Keywords: fingers; embodied cognition; mathematical
cognition; arithmetic; number processing; dual task;
sequence processing

The Relationship Between Fingers and
Number Processing
A relation between fingers and number processing was
first formulated in 1924 when Josef Gerstmann diagnosed a
condition, now named Gerstmann’s syndrome, with four cooccurring symptoms: finger agnosia (loss of finger sense),
acalculia (inability to carry out simple mathematical
calculations), left-right disorientation and agraphia (inability
to write). Gerstmann found that the condition was most
commonly due to a lesion in the left angular gyrus
(Gerstmann, 1940). He believed that the main symptom was
finger agnosia, a specific type of body schema impairment
(autopagnosia) affecting the mental representation of hands
and fingers. He proposed that the loss of finger sense
combined with the left-right disorientation caused
acalculia,(Butterworth, 1999, p. 219). There have been a
number of studies reporting data to support Gerstmann’s
theory. For example, a study examining patients with
tumors in and around the angular gyrus found that these
patients had impairments in writing, calculating, and finger
recognition (Roux, Boetto, Sacko, Chollet, & Tremoulet,
2003). Also, in an rTMS study of healthy subjects it was
found that disruption of the left angular gyrus impaired

access to the finger schema and number magnitude
processing (Rusconi, Walsh, & Butterworth, 2005).
Additionally, a series of behavioral studies have consistently
shown that finger gnosia in younger children is a predictor
of numerical abilities; pointing to a functional relation
between finger representation and number processing (Noel,
2005; Penner-Wilger et al., 2007).
While there is evidence to support Gerstmann’s theory, an
opposing theory suggests that acalculia in Gerstmann’s
syndrome is due to an impairment in mental manipulation of
images and not to a deficit in the representation of hands
and fingers (Mayer et al., 1999). In a study with healthy
patients rTMS to the angular gyrus disrupted both a visual
search and a number comparison task (Gobel, Walsh, &
Rushworth, 2001). However, this finding only partially
supports the opposing theory because the effects of rTMS
on finger schema representation were not tested.
The question of whether acalculia in Gerstmann
syndrome is due to finger representation or visuo-spatial
processing impairments characterizes a general discussion:
To what extent is number representation body-based?
Fischer (2008) explored whether finger-counting habits
interact with the SNARC (Spatial-Numerical Association of
Response Codes) effect, which is an association of small
numbers with the left visual field and big numbers with the
right visual field (Dehaene, Bossini, & Giraux, 1993). The
results revealed that subjects who are left-starters show a
SNARC effect significantly more than right-starters. Di
Luca, Grana, Semenza, Seron and Pesenti (2006) asked
subjects to identify Arabic digits by pressing one of 10 keys
with all 10 fingers. The configuration of response buttons
varied both in terms of the global direction of the hand-digit
mapping and the direction of the finger-digit mapping
within each hand, from small to large digits or vice versa.
The results showed that subjects performed better when
there was a congruency between the reported fingercounting strategy of the subject and the mapping of the
response buttons. Both studies (Di Luca, et al., 2006;
Fischer, 2008) provide evidence for the dominance of a
finger-based number representation compared to a spatial
one.
Although arithmetic, and more generally number
processing, involves sequential manipulation of numbers the
role of sequence processing in number processing is not
well understood. Neuroimaging evidence suggests a relation
1
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based on the neural overlap between visual-motor
sequencing (Buhusi & Meck, 2005) and number processing
(Dehaene, Spelke, Pinel, Stanescu, & Tsivkin, 1999),
particularly in cerebellum and IPS (Intra-parietal sulcus)
(Sakai, Ramnani, & Passingham, 2002). Both visuo-spatial
and motor simulation strategies used in calculation require
sequencing under conditions with time constraints and this
might explain the cerebellar activity in calculation tasks
(Arsalidou & Taylor, 2010).
In this study we test claims about a finger-based
representation of numbers from a performance based
perspective. If numbers are grounded in a system that is
originally used for finger processing, than we hypothesize
that movement of fingers should interfere with number
processing differentially compared to a non-numerical
control task, since finger movement would demand more
overlapping resources with number processing. Arithmetic
often requires representation and manipulation of different
numbers. Similarly, finger tapping with multiple fingers
require activation of finger representations in different
sequences. Therefore, arithmetic and sequential finger
tapping might use a shared sequence processing system. Our
second hypothesis is that manipulation of the complexity of
the finger tapping sequence should differentially modulate
the interference with arithmetic compared to a sentence
comprehension control task. We used a dual-task design to
test these two hypotheses.
We manipulated the task difficulty for addition to
investigate the differential effect of finger processing on the
retrieval of arithmetic facts (easy) and calculation (hard).
The comparison of single conditions with dual conditions
involving simple tapping (dual-simple) allowed us to
determine whether finger processing resources are shared
with number processing. The manipulation of the
complexity of finger tapping allowed us to determine
whether sequence processing resources are shared between
addition and finger tapping.
We predicted that addition would be differentially
affected by both simple tapping and complex tapping
compared to sentence comprehension, due to: first, a fingerbased representation of numbers and, second, involvement
of sequence processing both in addition and finger tapping.
We also predicted the finger tapping interference on easy
and hard addition questions to be comparable for the simple
tapping condition, and higher for hard addition questions for
the complex tapping. Previous research shows that
arithmetic questions answered from rote memory use
fundamentally different brain networks compared to
questions requiring calculation (Dehaene & Cohen, 1997;
Lee, 2000) therefore we expect rote memory operations to
be less affected by sequential finger tapping compared to
calculation.

Methods
Participants
46 adults (age 18-28, M=19.90, 35 females, all right
handed) were recruited from the Indiana University
community. None of the subjects reported any
neuropsychological conditions except one with dyslexia.
Data from four subjects were excluded due to low (lower
than 3 standard deviations below the mean) finger tapping
or arithmetic performance.

Stimuli
The experiment utilized a dual-task paradigm. The
primary task was addition. The addition problem was
presented at the top of the screen with 4 possible answers at
the bottom. There were two levels of difficulty. Easy
questions involved addition of three numbers between 1 and
4, and hard questions involved the addition of two numbers
between 11 and 99, excluding multiplies of 5. The
secondary task was finger tapping involving the four fingers
of the right hand (no little finger), with two levels of
complexity. The simple sequence followed the anatomical
order of fingers (ring, middle, index and thumb), and the
complex sequence followed the “ring, thumb, middle and
index” order. It was previously shown that learning to tap
sequentially at a given rhythm allocates additional resources
compared to sequential tapping with an uncontrolled
rhythm. Therefore, the subjects were told to tap
rhythmically at a self-controlled and comfortable pace
(Sakai, et al., 2002). We had a control language task; a
sentence comprehension task. In the comprehension task
subjects were presented with a sentence at the top of the
screen, and a true/false comprehension probe at the bottom.
The comprehension task also had two levels of difficulty,
with active sentences used in the easy condition and passive
sentences in the hard condition.
Finger tapping complexity was presented in two separate
blocks such that the dual task condition in one block
involved tapping with the simple sequence while the other
block involved the complex sequence. The order of the
blocks was counterbalanced across subjects. Each block
consisted of 20 trials of single addition, single
comprehension,
dual
addition-tapping
and
dual
comprehension-tapping conditions. In addition, single finger
tapping trials were included which consisted of 15 secs of
tapping while a fixation crosshair was presented on the
screen.
While finger tapping was performed with the right hand,
subjects responded to the addition and comprehension trials
with their left hands. Subjects responded to the addition
trials by pressing the “a”, ”s”, ”d”, and “f” buttons on the
keyboard (matching with A,B,C,D choices), using their
little, ring, middle and index fingers respectively. They used
“a” (true) and “s” (false) keyboard buttons, matching with
middle and index fingers respectively, to respond to the
comprehension probe.
2
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We designed
d a task to test if having four response butto
ons
ffor addition and two responsee buttons for comprehension
c
n is
a confound in terms
t
of the in
nteraction betw
ween the left haand
ffinger movemeent to give a response and
d the right haand
ffinger tapping. We thought th
hat using one of
o four fingers to
rrespond might interfere moree with finger taapping than usiing
tw
wo. During thee task the subjeects (N=5) werre presented with
w
eeither four (“A
A) B) C) D)”) or
o two (“T) F)”) choices. Affter
cchoices stayed on the screen for 3 secs onee of them turn
ned
yyellow and the subject clicked on the button
n for that choicce.
S
Subjects were also asked to tap their fingeers both with the
t
ssimple and co
omplex finger tapping seq
quences in tw
wo
sseparate blockss. There were 30 trials per condition with
ha
tootal of 120 trials. The resullts showed thaat there were no
ssignificant diffferences betw
ween four and
a
two choiice
cconditions in teerms of RT, response accuracy, and tappiing
pperformance, across
a
both tapping complex
xities (Table 1).
B
Based on the results we co
oncluded that having differeent
rresponse settin
ngs for the tw
wo task cond
ditions had litttle
im
mpact on the results.
Simple
ABCD
M
RT

SD

Filteriing
All trrials with RT vvalues outside the M ±2 SD rrange were
filteredd from the ressults (6%). Thhe range was calculated
separattely for each ssubject/block. Dual trials in which the
subjectt did not tap fingers were aalso filtered oout (1.4%).
Finallyy, trials with incorrect respponses were ffiltered out
from annalysis of RT aand tapping perrformance (9.77%).

Reactiion Time

C
Complex

True//False
M

dual conditions wheere the subjeect answers aaddition or
compreehension quesstions while tapping thee complex
sequencce.

SD

ABCD
D
M

S
SD

True/False
M

SD

Figure 1. Average RT
T (seconds)

3.62 0.58 3.65 0.56 3.76 0.73 3.89 0.48

Accuracy 0.93 0.26 0.90 0.30 0.93 0.25 0.91 0.29
Tap Perf. 4.77 1.82 4.66 2.44 2.83 0.87 2.82 0.76
Table 1. Resu
ults from the confound task

P
Procedure
After subjectts were given general inform
mation about the
t
eexperiment they went through
h a training session where th
hey
w
were presented
d with a shortened version off the experimeent.
T
The finger tapp
ping combinatio
on used during
g the training was
w
ddifferent than the two tappiing combinations used in the
t
eexperiment. After
A
the trainiing the subjeccts completed
d a
ffinger tapping
g training where they fing
ger tapped at a
rrhythmic and comfortable pacce using the seequence for blo
ock
11. A blinking
g green ellipse, was presen
nted when th
hey
ccompleted a seequence correcctly. They weree to complete 25
cconsecutive taapping sequen
nces successfu
fully before the
t
trraining ended.
Before the ex
xperiment startted the subjectss were told to tap
t
thheir fingers ass rhythmically
y as possible in
i a comfortab
ble
ppace. They weere also remin
nded that therre were no tim
me
cconstraints and
d accuracy waas more imporrtant than speeed.
T
They were instrructed that durring the dual trrials they were to
ccontinuously taap, even when responding to the addition and
a
ccomprehension
n trials.

Ressults
We use the terms
t
“simple”” and “complex
x” to refer to the
t
ccomplexity of the
t tapping seq
quence, and “eeasy” and “harrd”
too indicate the task difficulty
d
for addition and
a
ccomprehension
n. For examplle dual-compleex refers to the
t

For the simple taapping conditiion, we perfoormed a 2
(single vs. dual-simpple) x 2 (addition vs. compreehension) x
2 (easyy vs. hard) with
thin subjects A
ANOVA on reaaction time
(RT) (F
Fig. 1). Analyssis revealed a m
main effect of single/dual
such thhat RT was hiigher for duall compared to the single
conditioons [F(1,45) = 20.67, p<0.00001]. There w
was also a
main e ffect of difficuulty, hard quesstions taking llonger than
easy qquestions: [F(11,45)=310.28, p<0.0001].A significant
interacttion
betweeen
single/duual-simple
aand
task
[F(2,455)=13.51, p<00.001] was foound. Post-hooc analysis
revealeed that the diffi
ficulty-collapseed single and ddual-simple
RT vallues were siggnificantly diffferent both foor addition
[(M=3..15,
SD=0.775),
(M=3.776,
SD=0.997)]
and
compreehension [(M=
=3.41, SD=0.788), (M=3.70, S
SD=0.99)].
The efffect size was bbigger for adddition (0.85) coompared to
compreehension (0.38)), showing thaat, based on RT
T, the dualtask ddemands of simple tappingg interfered m
more with
was also a
additionn more than comprehensiion. There w
significcant interactiion between task and difficulty
[F(2,455)=80.59, p<00.0001]. Accoording to thee post-hoc
analysiis the single/ddual-simple collapsed averrages were
significcantly differennt between eaasy (M=2.63, SD=0.54),
and harrd (M=4.35, S
SD=1.14) addiition, and easyy (M=3.24,
SD=0.772) and hard (M
M=3.90, SD=00.91) compreheension. The
effects size for addiition (2.29) w
was bigger thann it is for
compreehension (1.08) showing thatt the interactioon was due
to a biggger differencee between easyy and hard connditions for
additionn.
We cconducted a 2 (single vs. duaal-complex) x 2 (addition
vs. com
mprehension) x 2 (easy vss. hard) withiin subjects
ANOV
VA to investigaate the effects of complex tappping. The
3
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aanalysis reveaaled a main effect
e
of sing
gle/dual-compllex
[F(1,43)=72.75
5, p<0.0001] with
w single con
nditions showiing
hhigher accuraacy; and off difficulty [F(1,45)=110.2
29,
pp<0.0001] with
h easy trials having a high
her accuracy. A
ssignificant inteeraction betweeen single/dual--simple and taask
[F(2,45)=21.57
7, p<0.0001] was
w found. Post-hoc
P
analy
ysis
rrevealed that the difficulty
y-collapsed siingle and du
ualccomplex RT values
v
were siignificantly diifferent both for
f
aaddition [(M=3.15, SD=0.75), (M=5.17, SD=1.62)] and
a
ccomprehension
n [(M=3.41, SD
D=0.78), (M=4
4.72, SD=1.49
9)].
T
The effect sizee was bigger fo
or addition (1.50) compared to
ccomprehension
n (0.94), showin
ng that, based on RT, the du
ualtaask demands of complex tapping interffered more with
w
aaddition than comprehension
c
n. There was also
a
a significaant
innteraction bettween task and
a
difficulty [F(2,45)=37.6
65,
pp<0.0001] due to a bigger diffference between easy and haard
cconditions for addition.
a
A 2 (dual-simple vs. duaal-complex) x 2 (addition vs.
v
ccomprehension
n) x 2 (easy vs. hard) within subjects
s
ANOV
VA
w
was used to in
nvestigate the effects
e
of sequ
uence processiing
looad on RT (Fiig. 1). Main efffects of complexity [F(1,43)) =
773.22, p<0.000
01] and difficullty [F(1,43) = 91.88,
9
p<0.000
01]
w
were found, hard
h
and duaal-complex co
onditions haviing
hhigher RT than easy and dual-sim
mple conditio
ons
rrespectively. An
A interaction between com
mplexity and taask
w
was found [F((1,43) = 2.401
1, p=0.043]. Post-hoc
P
analy
ysis
sshowed that th
he difficulty-co
ollapsed dual-ssimple and du
ualccomplex RT values
v
were siignificantly diifferent both for
f
aaddition [(M=3.76, SD=0.97), (M=5.17, SD=1.62)] and
a
ccomprehension
n [(M=3.70, SD
D=0.99), (M=4
4.71, SD=1.49
9)].
H
However, the effect size was
w bigger forr addition (1.3
33)
ccompared to co
omprehension (0.92), showin
ng that, in term
ms
oof RT, the additional
a
sequ
uence processsing demand in
ccomplex tapping interfered
d more with
h addition th
han
ccomprehension
n. Additionally
y, there wass an interactiion
bbetween task an
nd difficulty [F
F(1,43) = 34.22
2, p>0.0001] due
d
too the bigger RT differencee between eassy and hard for
f
aaddition compaared to compreh
hension.

T
Task Accuracy

revealeed a main effeect of single/ddual-simple[F(11,45)=7.46,
p=0.00 9]with single cconditions showing higher acccuracy; of
task [F(1,45)=18.40, p<0.0001] witth addition havving higher
accuraccy; and of diffficulty [F(1,45)=48.82, p<0.00001] with
easy triials having a hhigher accuracyy. There was a significant
interacttion between task and diifficulty [F(2,445)=18.40,
p<0.00 01]. Accordinng to the post-hoc analysis w
while there
was noo significant diifference betweeen single-duaal collapsed
averagees of easy (M
M=0.96, SD=0.04) and hardd (M=0.95,
SD=0.005) addition, tthe difference was significannt for easy
(M=0.992, SD=0.07) and hardd (M=0.84, SD=0.12)
compreehension. Notaably there wass no interactioon between
single/ddual and task [[F(2,45)=0.0066, p=0.941] shhowing that
both adddition and coomprehension accuracy werre affected
similarlly from simplle finger tappping comparedd to single
conditioons.
We cconducted a 2 (single vs. duaal-complex) x 2 (addition
vs. com
mprehension) x 2 (easy vss. hard) withiin subjects
ANOV
VA to investigaate the effectss of complex ttapping on
accuraccy (Fig. 2). W
We found a maain effect of ssingle/dualcompleex [F(1,43)=
=30.207, p=<
<0.0001] witth single
conditioons having hiigher accuracyy; of task [F(11,45)=7.02,
p=0.01 1] with additiion showing ggreater accuraccy; and of
difficullty [F(1,45)=30.68, p=0.009] due to easy conditions
having higher accuraccy. The only siignificant interraction was
betweeen task and diffficulty [F(1,455)=9.18, p=0.0004] due to
larger accuracy diffference betweeen easy and difficulty
compreehension condiitions compared to addition.
A 2 (dual-simple vs. dual-com
mplex) x 2 (adddition vs.
compreehension) x 2 ((easy vs. hard) within subjectts ANOVA
was coonducted to investigate thhe effects off sequence
processsing load on aaccuracy (Fig.. 2).The resultts revealed
main eeffects of compplexity [F(1,433)=12.99, p=00.001], task
[F(1,433)=8.05, p=0.0007], and diifficulty [F(1,443)=40.23,
p<0.00 01].There waas an interacttion between task and
difficullty [F(2,45)=4.593, p=0.038]. Notably, theere was no
interacttion between complexity aand task [F(11,43)=0.62,
p=0.43 6], showingg that the seqquence processsing load
milarly.
affectedd addition and comprehensioon accuracy sim

Tappiing Performaance

Figure 2. Average task accurracy (correct / total responsess)
Fiigure 3. Tappinng performance (corrects taps/sec)
We performeed a 2 (single vs. dual-simple) x 2 (additiion
vvs. comprehen
nsion) x 2 (eaasy vs. hard) within subjects
A
ANOVA on task
t
accuracy to investigatee the effects of
ssimple finger tapping on acccuracy (Fig. 2). The analy
ysis

The tapping perfoormance measuure was the nnumber of
correct taps per seconnd. A correct taap is one that ffollows the
order oof the assignned tapping ssequence. This measure
4
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combines both the speed of tapping and accuracy. We
performed a 2 (simple vs. complex tapping) x 2 (addition vs.
comprehension) x 2 (easy vs. hard) within subjects ANOVA
on tapping performance to investigate the effects of
sequential processing load on tapping performance. The
analysis revealed a main effect of complexity
[F(1,45)=123.99, p<0.0001] and task [F(1,45)=12.28,
p=0.001] (Fig. 3).
There was an interaction between complexity and task
[F(2,45)=0.320, p=0.574].The post-hoc analysis revealed
that while there was a significant difference between
difficulty collapsed tapping performance averages for
simple tapping addition (M=5.76, SD=2.24) and
comprehension (M=6.06, SD=2.20) values, there were no
significant differences between addition (M=2.82, SD=0.87)
and comprehension (M=2.87, SD=0.84) for complex
tapping conditions. Therefore the interaction is due to the
relatively bigger interference of addition on simple-finger
tapping compared to comprehension.

Discussion
Our overall motivation in this study was to explore the
embodiment of number processing. We aimed to determine
whether arithmetic shares resources with finger movement
processes from a performance based perspective. Within a
dual-task paradigm we compared addition to a control,
sentence comprehension task.
Task accuracy for addition and comprehension failed to
show interference effects. However, tapping performance
results(for the simple sequence) showed that addition
affected simple tapping and revealed differential effects in
that performance was lower when solving addition problems
than during sentence comprehension. There was no
differential effect for the complex sequence.
Finger tapping interference was observed for both tasks
when examining RT. Participants were told to answer all
questions as accurately as possible and not to sacrifice from
tapping performance or task accuracy during the dual-trials
but to weigh accuracy higher. Therefore results are
compatible with the instructions given to the participants
and the discussion will focus on the RT results.
One of the predictions was that addition would be
differentially affected by both simple tapping and complex
tapping compared to sentence comprehension. This was
observed here. For both the simple tapping and complex
tapping a significant interaction between dual/single and
task was observed which indicated that addition
performance was more affected by tapping. We argue that
one reason for this increased interference is that both finger
tapping and addition rely on a finger-based representation.
The participants in this study were all adult, college students
therefore it is not likely that they used finger counting
strategies to solve the addition problems. Instead, we argue
that the finger representation is tied to and facilitates
processing of number and this is seen in the results
presented.

Second, we predicted that when the demand on sequence
processing increases in the finger tapping task the
interference with addition would also increase. This was
also observed here. Sequence processing is an important
aspect of arithmetic. This includes finger counting to the
algorithms typically used in adding two or more digits.
However unexpectedly, both easy and hard addition were
affected by the additional sequencing load. This might be
because although the majority of the operations taking place
in easy addition involve rote memory retrieval, the solution
still involves taking multiple executive steps, which might
require sequence processing resources.
It should also be noted that aspects of sentence processing
also involves sequence processing, particularly syntactic
processing. For example, Pulvermuller (2003) suggests that
syntax is built on serial-order mechanisms. As a result, it
was expected that the complex finger tapping sequence
would affect comprehension more so than the simple
sequence and the data presented does hint at this.
The increase in process overlap between finger tapping
and addition compared to comprehension implies that these
two tasks may also share neural resources. Previous
neuroimaging research showing shared neural resource
allocation for finger representation and number processing
supports this interpretation (Sato, Cattaneo, Rizzolatti, &
Gallese, 2007; Zago et al., 2001). From a functional
standpoint the results provide support for the previously
established relation between the mental representation of
fingers and numerical quantity (Noel, 2005; Penner-Wilger,
et al., 2007). In addition we propose that sequence
processing resources are also shared between finger motor
processes and number processing.

Limitations & Future Directions
An alternative interpretation for the results would be that
addition is more prone to dual-task interference compared to
sentence comprehension, independent of the nature of the
secondary task. Therefore future experiments should focus
on testing if other motor tasks (e.g. jumping) would also
show differential interference for addition. Based on our
hypotheses we would predict that a non-hand or finger
related secondary motor task not cause differential
interference for addition. Additionally a double dissociation
of addition and comprehension can be established by
finding a motor task that differentially interferes with
comprehension, which would provide further support for
our claims. Nevertheless, there are practical limitations
about capturing non-hand related motor movements. Also
due to lack of previous research on motor task interference
in mathematics or sentence comprehension it is challenging
to narrow down the secondary task possibilities.
Previous research shows that the motor system is involved
in semantic language processing (Buccino et al., 2005;
Kemmerer & Gonzalez-Castillo, 2008), therefore it is
possible that finger tapping interference is modulated by the
relevance of sentence semantic content to hand/finger
related movements. Although we did not control for the
5
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semantic content, none of the sentences involved
hand/finger related verbs (e.g. grasp, tap, squeeze).
We are currently conducting an fMRI adaptation of the
same experiment to investigate the neural dynamics of the
finger tapping and addition relation. This study will allow
for the assessment of the neural overlap between these two
tasks which would provide strong evidence to support the
embodiment of arithmetic.

Conclusion
Mathematics is a representation hungry knowledge
domain presenting challenges for the idea of embodied
cognition. In this study we explored the embodiment of
arithmetic by investigating the shared resource usage
between addition and finger tapping. We found evidence for
shared use of resources between addition and finger tapping
at different levels of complexity. This study is unique in two
aspects: First, we focused on the role of sequence
processing in the interaction between finger movements and
arithmetic, which has not been studied before. Second, by
studying dual task interference we adopted a performance
based approach to explore the interaction between motor
and arithmetic processes.
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generalization to unseen article-noun pairs reveals that the
network goes beyond learning simple sequential dependencies in the input—as current models of lexical access do—and
has learned an abstract notion of gender which influences the
earliest stages of lexical access.

Abstract
We present a computational model of the influence of lexicosyntactic gender on spoken-word recognition, and demonstrate
the ability of the model to account for relevant findings obtained with eye tracking (Dahan, Swingley, Tanenhaus, &
Magnuson, 2000). The model is a Simple Recurrent Network
(Elman, 1990) trained on article-noun phrases input phonemeby-phoneme. It learns to incrementally map this input to object
concepts beginning with those sounds. After training, it exhibits a behavior similar to French native speakers using gender to constrain lexical access: When the article preceding a
noun is ambiguous in gender, all possible nouns are considered
during lexical competition, but when a noun is preceded by a
gender-marked article, only nouns belonging to that particular
category are considered as potential lexical candidates. In the
evaluation, the model is shown to generalize well to novel data
including unseen article-noun combinations, leading us to conclude that it has in fact learned an abstract notion of gender and
discovered the broader gender patterns in French article-noun
sequences.
Keywords: computational model; lexico-syntactic gender;
spoken-word recognition; lexical access; eye tracking

Experimental Evidence

Approximately half of the world’s known languages subdivide nouns into relatively arbitrary categories known as “gender” classes. In these languages, each noun is assigned to a
category which is a lexico-syntactic, intrinsic property of the
noun itself and often cannot be determined from the noun’s
form or from its semantics alone. Moreover, depending on
the gender of a noun, words that are associated with it change:
In French, for example, the singular definite article before
masculine nouns is “le”, but it is “la” before feminine ones.
Therefore, in principle, after hearing a singular definite article
in this language, only half of the nouns in the mental lexicon
come into question, because the gender of the noun is foretold
by its article. It has been argued, however, that listeners do
not make use of gender information in spoken-word recognition because it would be inefficient due to the large number of
nouns that would need to be pre-activated (Tanenhaus, Dell,
& Carlson, 1987; Jescheniak, 1999). Alternatively, however,
pre-activation could be seen as very efficient, since it effectively reduces the search space in the lexicon by half in languages with two gender categories.
Indeed, the bulk of research on gender clearly supports the
idea that listeners of gender-marking languages use gender
online to facilitate spoken-word recognition. In this paper,
we present a model of a mechanism by which gender can
constrain lexical access. The model is trained on a corpus
of French nouns preceded by singular, gender-marked, and
plural (gender-neutral) articles, and learns to simulate the behavior of French natives using gender in spoken-word recognition. Analysis of the model further suggests it does indeed
pre-activate nouns based on the article alone. Additionally,

Over the past 20 years, findings have consistently demonstrated that speakers of many languages draw on gender information during spoken-word recognition. Both facilitatory and inhibitory effects have been found in several lexical decision experiments in French, Spanish and Russian:
Listeners in general were faster at deciding whether a letter or sound sequence was a word or not when the stimuli
were preceded by gender-congruent determiners, and slower
when they were preceded by gender-incongruent determiners (Grosjean, Dommergues, Cornu, Guillelmon, & Besson,
1994; Faussart, Jakubowicz, & Costes, 1999; Akhutina, Kurgansky, Polinsky, & Bates, 1999). Similar conclusions have
also been reached using several other methods (e. g. crossmodel priming, Spinelli & Alario, 2002), in other languages
(Serbo-Croatian: Gurjanov, Lukatela, Lukatela, Savic, & Turvey, 1985; German: Röder, Demuth, Streb, & Röder, 2003,
inter alia), with other types of words providing gender information prior to the noun (e. g. demonstratives and possessives,
Jakubowicz & Faussart, 1998), in the written modality (i. a.
Gurjanov et al.), and recently even with children only 6–7
years old (Roulet, 2007).
Two explanations of the effects have been discussed in the
literature by several authors: On the one hand, an interactiveactivation model in which the article would pre-activate all
congruent nouns, giving them an early advantage over other
nouns when they compete for recognition, and on the other
hand a post-lexical syntactic congruency-checking mechanism in line with a modular view of lexical access (Grosjean et
al., 1994; Bates, Devescovi, Hernandez, & Pizzamiglio, 1996;
Friederici & Jacobsen, 1999).
In several recent studies, eye tracking has been shown to
be highly sensitive to online lexical access mechanisms. During the recognition of spoken words, listeners are thought to
first activate all words matching the onset of the partial input, then gradually eliminate those which become inconsistent with acoustic information. In eye-tracking studies, this
appears in participants’ eye movements to objects with similar
names: For example, Dahan et al. (2000) showed that when
gender is of no import, French listeners asked to click on a picture depicting some ‘buttons’ (boutons, /butõ/) also initially
looked at ‘bottles’ (bouteilles, /butɛj) because the ambiguous
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(b) Different Gender

Figure 1: Replication of the Dahan et al. (2000) study using a different design and illustrating two types of eye-tracking curves,
with and without competition effect. Statistically, it is the fixations to the competitor and to the averaged distractors which are
compared. Competitions effects are characterized by more fixations to the competitor than to the distractor, as seen on the left.
noun onset and the neutral French plural definite article allowed both nouns to compete for recognition early on.
However, the picture changed drastically when gender became involved. The authors found that if a singular, gendermarked article came before the noun, the above effect disappeared. Despite the phonological similarity of bouton and
bouteille, when the article preceding the noun in the carrier
sentence did not agree with the second picture, the latter was
not fixated any more than distractor pictures: When French
listeners heard “le[masc] bou...[ton]”, they did not consider
the picture of a bottle (bouteille[f em] ) because bouteille cannot be preceded by “le” in French.1
Importantly, although this finding confirmed results obtained with other methods, it also contributed crucial information about the time-course of the effect and its locus: In
the data, it became apparent that gender-inconsistent phonological competitors were eliminated from the very beginning
of the noun, thereby supporting the idea of an interactiveactivation account over a post-lexical congruency check.
Surprisingly however, it also appeared that gender was not
drawn upon prior to noun onset. In another group of trials, the
authors presented participants with four pictures beginning
with different sounds, of which two feminine and two masculine. This time, the statistical analysis revealed no difference between fixations to the distractor belonging to the same
gender as the target and to the distractor of the opposing gender. This was taken to mean that gender only begins to influence recognition at noun onset and not earlier, which seems to
speak against a pre-activation account in which nouns would
be very lightly activated by congruent articles, later giving
them an advantage during noun recognition.
Given that the contrast between cases with and without
competition will be important for the evaluation of our model,
let us now take a closer look at a partial replication of Dahan et

al. (2000). Instead of presenting the same items with the plural and singular definite articles to two groups of participants,
two types of trials were displayed to the same participants.
In both cases, the target and competitor nouns overlapped at
onset, but in the first, target and competitor had the same gender, whereas in the second they did not. The results are presented in Figure 1. When target and competitor were of the
same gender, making it impossible for gender to rule out the
competitor, a competition effect was observed: At first, all
four pictures were fixated equally, then once the noun onset
became available, both target and competitor curves started
rising while fixations to the distractors decreased.2 Finally,
when the disambiguating point in the input was reached, the
competitor was excluded, and its curve began to drop, rejoining that of the distractor (Figure 1a). By comparison however, when gender information could be used immediately to
exclude the competitor, the competitor was not fixated significantly more than the distractors, both curves remaining low
all the way throughout (Figure 1b).

1
Similar findings have recently been achieved by Lew-Williams
and Fernald (2007) with Spanish-speaking adults and children as
young as three years old.

2
Due to the time necessary to launch a saccadic eye movement,
it is common in eye tracking to observe a 150–200ms delay between
acoustic input and fixation data.

Modeling the Effect of Gender
Considering the extreme earliness of the effect in Dahan et
al. (2000), it seems that their findings would be most naturally accounted for by an interactive-activation or connectionist model. Well-known models of spoken-word recognition
such as TRACE (McClelland & Elman, 1986) and Shortlist
(Norris, 1994) can explain a variety of experimental results at
the word level and below, but they do not include any mechanism to integrate the influence of context beyond the word.
Moreover, their settings are derived in advance by the modelers from linguistic data and pre-wired into the system, without
any explanation of how the model might actually acquire such
an organization.
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conceptual representations of objects
(localist, 207 units)

tial word candidates corresponding to the input—akin to when
participants look at several objects during the ambiguous part
of an instruction in an eye-tracking experiment.
On the second output group, the model does next phoneme
prediction. Here too, a localist encoding is used. This contrasts with representation of phonemes on the input group, the
reason being to facilitate the interpretation of the resulting activations when we evaluate the model (see Evaluation).

next phoneme
prediction
(localist, 42 units)

hidden layer (32 units)
context layer (32 units)
phonemic input (distributed, 15 units)

Training
Figure 2: The architecture of the network
In the present research, we were interested in modeling the
influence of gender-marked articles on the recognition of subsequent nouns. Therefore, we turned to a type of architecture
which is known to be able to deal with syntactic dependencies. Our model is a Simple Recurrent Network (SRN, Elman,
1990, 1991), a type of connectionist network in which the activations of intermediary ‘hidden’ layers are fed back into the
network together with the next input. At each step, the hidden units are copied to a context layer and on the next step
fed back into the hidden layer, thereby providing the network
with a temporal memory and enabling it to learn sequential
dependencies in the input.
In addition, SRNs belong to the class of connectionist models which learn from experience. During training, they are
presented with examples of input (in our case article-noun sequences), allowed to generate an output, and then corrected by
comparing the generated output with the expected one. Based
on the discrepancy between the generated output and the correct one, they gradually learn to produce an output which is
closer to the desired one.

Network Architecture
The model is trained on article-noun phrases which are input phoneme-by-phoneme, and learns to map the input it has
just ‘heard’ with the concepts of objects whose names begin
with those sounds. In addition, the network also learns to predict the next phoneme based on the current input, a secondary
task which was added following early simulations in which it
was found to noticeably improve the performance of the architecture, presumably because it encourages the network to
identify sequential dependencies in the input.
On the input group, the representation of the phonemes
is distributed, using a feature description adapted from
Chomsky and Halle (1968; see the network architecture in
Figure 2). The heart of the network consists in a group of 32
hidden units which connectionist networks use to solve their
task by recoding the input patterns in an appropriate way.
There are two localist output groups, one for each of the
model’s tasks. The first encodes a conceptual representation
of the objects contained in the network’s vocabulary, in which
each unit stands for one concept. It is here that we can observe
what happens during lexical competition: When acoustic input is ambiguous, the model is expected to activate all poten-

The complete corpus used to train the model contained 207
nouns, namely all nouns used by Dahan et al. (2000)3 and
an additional 80 nouns added by us. Each noun was paired
with the correct definite article (le or la), the correct indefinite
article (un or une), and the gender-ambiguous plural definite
article les, giving us a total of 621 patterns, which were split
into a training and a test set as follows:
• All nouns were presented to the network with the indefinite
article during training.
• In addition, the network saw half of the nouns used by
Dahan et al. (2000) in their experiments and all additional
nouns (approximately 85 % of all nouns) accompanied by
their singular definite article and by the plural definite article.
• The remaining materials from Dahan et al. (2000; 15 %
of the total) were held out during training to enable us to
later test on unseen singular definite and plural article-noun
pairs whether the network learned the generalized concept
of gender accurately or not.
We hoped that by presenting 85 % of the nouns with all three
articles, the network would have the opportunity to learn the
regularity patterns present in the French gender system, i. e.
to learn that nouns occurring with un can also occur with le
(and therefore belong to the category which we call “masculine”), that nouns occurring with une can also occur with la
(for feminine nouns), and that all nouns independent of their
gender can occur with les.
The network was trained using back-propagation through
time and bounded momentum descent using the Lens simulator (Rohde, 1999). The complete training materials were
presented 200 times during training, the examples from the
training file being selected at random by the Lens simulator.
The softmax activation function and the cross-entropy error
function were used on the output groups to obtain probabilities comparable to the probabilities of fixating each displayed
object during an eye-tracking experiment. Successful parameters were identified (learning rate 0.75, momentum 0.9) and
the model re-run ten times to ensure its reliability.
3

The noun ballon, which was used twice in different conditions
by Dahan et al. (2000) with different meanings (‘ball’ and ‘balloon’)
and therefore depicted by different objects, only occurred once in
our materials. Therefore the number of nouns from the Dahan et
al.’s second type of trial in Experiment 1 included in our corpus was
63 instead of 64.
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bague (f)
balai (m)
balance (f)
baleine (f)
ballon (m)
banane (f)
banc (m)
barre (f)
bateau (m)
bille (f)
bocal (m)
bougie (f)
bouteille (f)
bouton (m)
boîte (f)
brosse (f)
bureau (m)
bus (m)

/a/ /ã/
/w/
/i/ /y/ /u/
/R/

Figure 3: Activations on the concept and phoneme prediction
output groups after presentation of the third phoneme in “la
bouteille” (wrapped vectors of respectively 207 and 42 units).
Concepts are sorted alphabetically; therefore nouns beginning
with /b/ are grouped in the upper left corner (here labeled with
noun and gender). Only feminine /b/-nouns are activated,
whereas masculine units are inactive. On the phoneme prediction group, activations closely reflect the probability distribution of phonemes after /b/ in the training corpus.

Evaluation
Figure 3 shows an example of the network performance after
training. The model was evaluated by computing the cosine
between the network activations and the probability distribution of concepts or upcoming phonemes in the training data,
at each phoneme in the input, resulting in a similarity measure for the two vectors contained between 0 and 1.4 For the
concepts’ group, we expected all possible lexical candidates
to be equally activated, assuming a uniform frequency distribution. For example, after presentation of the sequence /lɛbu/
(les bou...), three words in the corpus should remain in the
competitor set, gender notwithstanding: bouton, bouteille and
bougie (‘candle’). Therefore, each of the three units representing those objects should have an activation of 0.333, and
all other units should be inactive. For the phoneme prediction
group, we calculated the probability of each phoneme following the current input: After /lɛbu/ only two possible phonemes
remained, /t/ and /ʒ/, but /t/ occurred twice and /ʒ/ only once
in the corpus, so that the unit for /t/ was predicted to have an
activation of 0.666 and the unit for /ʒ/ of only 0.333.
On the training set, the average cosines over ten runs after 200 training epochs was 0.944 for the concept group and
0.969 for the phoneme prediction group. On the test set (the
subset of nouns from Dahan et al., 2000, which were shown to
the network only with the indefinite singular or definite plural
article during training), the values were 0.887 and 0.975, respectively. This shows that the model generalized well from
seen to unseen data: After being trained, it knew that words
it had seen only with un or une, depending on their respective genders, could also occur with le or la, and that any noun
could also be preceded by les.

Comparing Model Output and Experimental Data
In addition to cosine evaluation, we also plotted the average
activations on the concepts output group when the network
was presented with the left-out testing materials from Dahan
et al. (2000), averaging over ten runs and using the same counterbalancing of materials as in the original experiments. The

results can be seen in Figure 4. Two kinds of graphs are reported: In the first, the activations from the model were plotted directly, without transformation. The y-axis thus represents the model’s estimation of the probability of each concept
being the target mentioned in the input, when taking all 207
nouns in the lexicon into consideration. In the second type of
graph, the activations were converted to proportions for the
four nouns presented on the screen in the experiment, as is
usually done with eye-tracking data.
Overall, the shape of the obtained curves was very similar
to what is commonly observed in eye-tracking experiments
(see Figure 1): As long as the acoustic input remains ambiguous, all objects are fixated equally often, but as soon as
more information becomes available, fixations to the target
start rising with every incoming phoneme, while at the same
time looks to the distractors decrease. When a competition
effect is observed, the competitor rises at first with the target, then falls away and rejoins the distractor curve once the
participants can tell which object they are being asked to find.
Figure 4a shows the simulation results for the first type
of trial in Dahan et al. (2000), in which the plural, genderunmarked, article les was used. On the first and second
phoneme, the article does not allow any distinction between
the four pictures, and therefore no difference is present between the activation levels of the four pictures (phoneme 1:
mean competitor activation 1.5648 × 105 , mean activation of
averaged distractors 2.8612 × 105 , t(9) = −2.239, p > 0.05;
phoneme 2: 2.6268 × 103 , 2.6279 × 103 , t(9) = −0.032,
p > .9). However, the third phoneme is the onset of the
noun. At that point, the input is ambiguous between two objects, the target and the competitor, which both start with the
same sound, but the distractor is eliminated by the noun onset. Therefore, target and competitor curves start to rise together. This goes on until the end of the overlap, when the
competitor begins to drop. The difference between competitor and distractor from phoneme 3–5 is significant (competitor: 0.356086682, distractors: 1.2952 × 105 , t(9) = 51.326,
p < 0.001). After that, the competitor curve gradually drops
due to the averaging over items, because the duration of the
overlap in terms of phonemes varies.
By comparison, Figure 4b presents the plots for the trials in
which the same nouns were preceded by the gender-marked
singular definite article. Again all pictures were activated
equally at first (1.5648 × 105 , 2.8612 × 105 , t(9) = −2.239,
p > 0.05), but on the second phoneme, when gender information became available, it is obvious from the proportions
in the graph on the right that only the target went up, whereas
the activation proportions for the competitor remained similar to those of the distractor: Objects of the opposed gender
were thus not activated by the model (mean activations from
phoneme 2–5 for the competitor 1.4089 × 102 , for the distractor 1.6407 × 104 , t(9) = 1.147, p > 0.05).
Finally, let us take a look at what the model did in the case
4

Although we adopt Elman (1990)’s evaluation method, alternative similarity measures, such as KL-divergence, could also be used.
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Figure 4: Simulation of the Dahan et al. (2000) experiments: Plots of the average unit activations on the concept output group
for the pictures used in the experiments when the model was presented with the same target nouns as input as in the experiments.
In each pair of graphs, the left graph presents the raw activations and the right graph the activation proportions, after application
of the transformation commonly used in eye-tracking experiments.
of four pictures with non-overlapping names, two of one gender and two of the other (Figure 4c). In the raw activation
plot, no difference is visible between gender-matching and
gender-mismatching distractors at phoneme two, as was observed by Dahan et al. (2000) in their experiment. However,
as is always the case with null-effects, it is also possible that
the effect was simply too subtle to be detected statistically. Indeed, when the activations from the model were transformed
to proportions, an effect did appear at phoneme 2 which was
not previously visible (competitor activation 3.9257 × 103 ,
distractor 1.4319 × 103 , t(9) = 4.861, p <= 0.001).
This is in accordance with the results obtained in a similar
eye-tracking study of gender in German conducted by Paris,
Weber, and Crocker (2006), in which an adjective was introduced between article and noun, thereby extending the delay
between article and noun and making a subtle effect statistically detectable. In this experiment, an activation difference between competitor and distractors was found immediately after article offset, several hundred milliseconds before
the onset of the noun. This provides additional support for
an account of the gender effect in which gender pre-activates
all congruent nouns in the lexicon, giving them a very slight
boost, so that they later have an advantage in comparison to
other nouns during the process of lexical competition.
It should be noted that the two types of graphs we present
appear to be complementary: The similarity with eye-tracking
results is more apparent when the activations are plotted
straight from the model, but subtle differences are enhanced
by the transformation to proportions, thereby highlighting
some effects which are not manifest in the plots of raw ac-

tivations. The reason why some differences do not appear in
the raw activations (e. g. between competitor and distractor at
phoneme 2 in Figure 4b, and between target and the two other
pictures at phoneme 2 in Figure 4c) is obvious: Given the
number of concepts in the model, the activations are divided
by a large number, resulting in near-zero values. This is reminiscent of a frequent argument against eye tracking, which
argues that observed effects may crucially be enhanced by the
small number of possible visual targets. The comparison between graphs in this study seems to support the refutation offered by proponents of eye tracking, namely that eye tracking
does nonetheless reflect more general mechanisms of spoken
lexical retrieval.

Discussion
We have presented a model of how gender can constrain lexical access in spoken-word recognition. The model is an SRN,
a connectionist architecture which learns from data and has
previously been shown to be able to deal with temporal sequences and syntactic relations. The model generalizes well
from seen to unseen data after training, allowing the conclusion that it has learned the concept of gender, i. e. knows about
the patterns in article-noun sequences in French. In addition,
the model closely simulates the results obtained by Dahan et
al. (2000).
We would like to emphasize that the model is not intended
to compete with specialized models of lexical access, but
rather should be seen as the next step toward modeling the
online influence of top-down lexico-syntactic constraints on
lexical access.
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Another interesting characteristic of SRNs and connectionist networks in general which has not been explored here is
that they are known to be able to discover classes among the
input they deal with and to categorize data. For example, in
Elman (1990), it was shown that they could discover part-ofspeech categories such as nouns and verbs from the superficial
but grammatically structured input they received. In Elman,
this was demonstrated after training had been completed by
a cluster analysis of the hidden unit activations during a test
run. In Elman (1991), the more advanced technique of Principal Components Analysis was used. It would certainly be
interesting to apply such techniques to the hidden unit activations of our model to see if they cluster according to gender
and if any particular unit or set of units in particular on the
hidden layer can be said to encode noun gender, but we leave
such an analysis for future work.

Conclusion
In sum, we present a computational model of how lexicosyntactic gender constraints can influence online spoken lexical access, and demonstrate the ability of the model to account for relevant experimental findings. The model simulates the strong effect of gender in lexical competition when
onset overlapping competitors are present, but also more subtle effects of pre-activation when there is no overlap, and explains the mixed experimental findings regarding the latter.
Importantly, the fact that we observe gender constraints for
previously unseen article-noun sequences strongly suggests
that the network is generalizing beyond seen phoneme sequences exploited by existing computational models of competitor activation, but rather is learning an abstract notion corresponding to human gender categories that is able to influence the earliest stages of lexical access.
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Abstract
The current paper reports analyses of the structure of
variability in a time-estimation task. Children between
5 and 11 years pressed a button each time they judged
that a brief time interval had passed. In two conditions,
children either picked their own time interval, their
preferred pace, or they were given an imposed pace of
400 ms (2.5 Hz). The resulting trial series were
subjected to detrended fluctuation analysis to estimate
the complexity of the temporal coordination between
child and task. Results show a developmental trend,
from an overly random to more clearly fractal
performance when the target time interval was
predetermined by the experimenter, but not when the
target time interval was chosen spontaneously.

in task performance require a coordination of mind and
body with the task demands of the environment. In
particular, we assume that mind and body conjoin in
interaction-dominant dynamics, such that changes on any
one timescale of mind or body are reflected across all the
timescales of the mind and the body (within available
constraints). Interaction-dominant dynamics allows the
coordination of mind and body with task demands to be
perpetually updated, and thus to reside in a state of
preparedness, poised to anticipate the available possibilities
for behavior within the task environment (Kloos & Van
Orden, 2010; Van Orden, 2010; Van Orden, Kloos, &
Wallot, in press). The question addressed in this paper then
pertains to the development of such coordination.

Coordination and the Structure of Variation in
Repeated Measures
5B

Keywords: pink noise; cognitive development; time estimation

Introduction

0B

Central to cognitive development is the question of how to
best characterize the progression from a young mind to a
more mature one. Does the trajectory include a progression
from undifferentiated to differentiated thought, from
implicit to explicit thought, from local to global thought,
from isolated to interrelated thought, or from concrete to
abstract thought? Or is it the other way around? While such
developmental proposals differ in a variety of ways, they
have one thing in common: They focus exclusively on
changes in mental entities, thus baring an important
limitation: In discounting the intricate coordination between
mind and task environment, these accounts cannot address
how such coordination might develop.
The current research uses the development of motor
coordination as a model to understand the development of
cognitive performance (cf., Riley, Shockley, & Van Orden,
in press). Our assumption is that developmental differences

Before a behavior can take place, the mind and body must
be coordinated to meet the immediate demands of a task
performance. Some of the parts that must be coordinated are
changing on fast timescales (e.g., metabolic cell activity),
while others are changing on slower timescales (e.g., the
movement of the limbs), and still others change even more
slowly (e.g., the overt intention to perform as instructed).
For adaptive and flexible performance to be possible, all
changes must be coordinated to remain consistent, one with
another, within limits, and no single timescale should
dominate coordination. Thus, in the ideal, a participant
maintains a balance among tendencies toward
uncoordinated changes, versus tendencies toward overly
coordinated changes, in a flexible coupling across the mind
and body.
Idealized interaction-dominant dynamics predicts longrange correlations in repeatedly measured response-time
data. Such long-range correlations can be visualized as
fractal patterns known as pink noise (Van Orden, Holden, &
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Turvey, 2003). Pink noise has been demonstrated in the
variability of reaction time for a wide array of motor and
cognitive tasks, including repeated aiming, walking, tapping
to the beat of a metronome, time estimation, reading,
searching for a target, or categorizing letter strings (Aks,
Zelinsky, & Sprott, 2002; Diniz, Wijnants, et al., 2010;
Chen, Ding, & Kelso, 2003; Ding, Chen, & Kelso, 2002;
Gilden, 2001; Hausdorff, Zemany, Peng, & Goldberger,
1999; Kello, Beltz, Holden, & Van Orden, 2007; Kello,
Brown, et al., 2010; Wijnants, Bosman, Hasselman, Cox, &
Van Orden, 2009).
Idealized pink-noise dynamics can be contrasted with
dynamical patterns in variation that are either uncoordinated
and overly random dynamics or overly regular and rigid
dynamics. In particular, if coordination is not sufficiently
constrained, performance variation will tend towards overly
random white-noise fluctuations. In this case, the
coordination takes place among overly independent
components. If, on the other hand, coordination becomes too
constrained, performance variation will tend toward overly
regular brown-noise fluctuations. This is consistent with a
coordination dominated by components that have slow highamplitude changes. Both cases may depart from pink noise,
a signature of the loss of complexity when the tendencies
depart too far from a balance in behavior (Van Orden, et al.,
in press).

intervals converged within a narrower range near pink noise.
In other words, while the final performance in both the
adults‟ precision-aiming task and stride intervals of
children, trended toward pink noise, the convergence came
from opposite directions, whiter noise in the training task
and browner noise in stride intervals –– white to pink versus
brown to pink, respectively.
The current project took these findings as starting points
to investigate coordination in the model task of time
estimation. Time estimation has sometimes been seen as a
combination of cognitive and motor activity that could be
divided cleanly (e.g., Gilden, 1997; Wing & Kristofferson,
1973). More recently, however, time-estimation data with
adults was shown to reflect interaction-dominant dynamics.
We therefore use this task as a model to investigate the
development of mind-body-task coordination in children.
Children from 5 to 11 years of age estimated a short time
interval repeatedly. In the preferred-pace condition,
children pressed a button, repeatedly, at a pace that they
chose to be comfortable for them. In the imposed-pace
condition, children estimated repeatedly an imposed target
interval of 400 ms. We expected to see a cross-section of
changes in the development of coordination, especially in
the imposed pace condition. The preferred pace condition
allows idiosyncratic compensation that may, or may not,
appear in a cross-section of development.

Development of Coordination in Performance

Method

6B

1B

As discussed above, changes in the patterns observed in
variability, across a repeatedly measured performance,
signify changes in the capacity for coordination among
mind, body and task demands. Changes toward less random,
coordination, or vice versa towards more regular
coordination, can tell us about changes in the respective
balance among tendencies.
How then do changes in coordination present themselves
in development? A first hint comes from a study of adults in
a speeded precision aiming task, the Fitts task (Wijnants et
al., 2009). Over five blocks of practice, participants held a
stylus with their non-dominant hand and moved it back and
forth, touching one of two target dots, at each extreme. As
movement times got faster, while sustaining accurate
touching of the target dots, the movement times across trials
became more long-range correlated. Most important, the
variation across movement times changed from overly
random, whiter noise converging on the fractal pattern of
pink noise. Practice yielded a more constrained yet flexible
dynamic in the coordination.
A second hint comes from a developmental study of
stride-to-stride variability human gait (Hausdorff et al.,
1999). Children between 3 and 14 years of age walked on a
treadmill while stride intervals were measured using forcesensitive switches in participants‟ shoes. Unlike the novice
participation in the precision-aiming task, the less practiced
performance of the youngest children spanned a range
extending from overly regular brown-noise variation to pink
noise. With increasing age, however, the variation in stride

Participants

7B

Participants (33 girls and 37 boys, total) were 5-year-olds (N
=12; mean age = 70 months), 7-year-olds (N = 20; mean age
89.7 months), 9-year-olds (N = 18; mean age = 113.1
months) and 11-year-olds (N = 20; mean age = 136.2
months). They were recruited from daycare centers and
elementary schools in the greater Cincinnati area to
participate in either the preferred-pace condition or the
imposed-pace condition (N = 35 per condition).

Apparatus

8B

The button used to record a child‟s time estimates was a
force sensor (Biometrics Ltd., Ladysmith, VA), attached to
the top of a round Macintosh computer mouse. The mouse
was small enough to fit easily into a child‟s hand. Data were
collected and recorded on a PC computer using DataLINK
PC Software v. 3.00 (Biometrics Ltd., Ladysmith, VA).

Procedure

9B

Participants were tested individually, either in the lab or at
their school. The cover story involved a robot that needed
power to return to its planet (see Figure 1). He can get
power through a power pod (the force sensor), provided the
power pod is pressed at the exact rate of the robot‟s energy
pulse. For the duration of the task, a power-point display
was used with a grid of 30 stars, arranged in five rows of
six. Each star contained the prompt „Give Me Power‟.
Children were told that the give-me-power stars would turn
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into robot food, as they repeatedly pressed the button. The
robot could return to his planet once all of the stars are
replaced by robot food.

'Power,' the robot appeared, smiled, and then flew off to its
planet.

Results

Figure 1: Example of the introduction slide, depicting the
robot with „no energy‟.
Children participated in one of two conditions. In the
preferred-pace condition, children were told that the robot
would get power if the button was pressed at a constant pace
that suited the child. The robot would get no power were the
button to be pressed too fast, or pressed too slowly. To set
the pace, children pressed the button in about 30 time
estimates, in which they found their preferred pace. Once
the child had found a rhythm, the researcher reminded the
child how important it was to keep pressing that way until
the end of the game, after which data collection began.
In the imposed-pace condition, a metronome was sounded
during the initial phase, set to 400 ms (2.5 Hz). The
researcher explained that the metronome pace is the energy
pulse of the robot and asked the child to press the button at
the same pace as the energy pulse. After about 30 button
presses, with the metronome turned on, the metronome was
switched off, and the child was asked to “remember in their
head” when to press the button, and to continue pressing the
button, at the same pace, until the end of the game. Data
collection started when the metronome was switched off.
With the start of data collection, a PowerPoint display
was initiated, which continued for 10 minutes, to provide
participants with a sense of their progress through the
experimental session. The PowerPoint appeared on a
computer screen, displaying a horizontal bar near the bottom
of the screen, which filled in from left to right, taking 20
seconds to accumulate continuously. The fill-in rate was
independent of the participant‟s button presses to avoid
feedback about the child‟s time estimates.
Each time the bar filled to its right-most point, a „GiveMe-Power‟ star changed to become a circle that bore the
word 'Power.' A star at the top left of the screen changed
first, followed next by its adjacent star to the participant's
right, and so on, left-to-right and top-to-bottom. Once the
first row of stars had all changed to 'Power,' a „Level 1‟ sign
appeared, followed by “Level Up!” When the second row of
stars had all changed to 'Power,' a „Level 2‟ sign appeared,
again followed by “Level Up!”, and so on, through Level 4.
After the fourth row was complete, a „Level 4‟ sign
appeared, followed by “Expert Level”. At the end of the
session, when the last row of stars had all changed to

Trial series consisted of pressing the button, releasing the
button, pressing the button again, releasing the button again,
and so on. The time between two button presses (and two
button releases) is composed of two events: the time
between releasing the button and pressing it again (referred
to as „button press time‟) and the duration that the button
remains in contact before being released (referred to as
„button contact duration‟) For both of these measures, the
analyses required several hundred data points and
participants ranged from 400-1500 data points. Fewer data
points yield less stable estimates of the δ statistic.
Kello, Anderson, Holden and Van Orden (2008) had
found previously that button press times can vary
independently of button contact durations and their patterns
of variation can be manipulated independently (see also
Holden, Choi, Amazeen and Van Orden, in press). Thus, the
response-component of removing the finger from the button
(button contact duration) appears to reflect different task
constraints than the response component of pressing the
button (button pressing time).
Developmental differences in time estimation may be
more closely associated with the act of pressing the response
button than releasing the button, or so we anticipated from
previous findings. Consequently, for the analyses, we
created a button contact-duration data-series and a button
press-time data-series, for each child, and subjected these
data to detrended fluctuation analysis (a measure of the
pattern of the structure of the variation across a data series).
The resulting statistic, δ reveals the scaling relation between
magnitude of change and frequency of changes at particular
magnitudes (Peng, Havlin, Stanley, & Goldberger, 1995).
The statistic δ in the presence of random white noise would
be approximately δ = 0.5, for pink noise it would be
approximately δ = 1.0, and for brown noise it would be
approximately δ = 1.5. The δ statistic can be transformed
into a fractal dimension (FD); A FD = 1.5 indicates white
noise, and a FD = 1.2 indicates pink noise. We are most
interested, as described, in the direction of change in the
noise structure across the cross-section of development.
Figure 2 shows the mean δ for button contact durations,
as a function of age and condition. Consistent with previous
findings, there was no reliable change in δ for button contact
durations, due to condition, and this null result extended as
well to age (and there was no reliable age x condition
interaction, Fs < 1). Indeed, the correlation between age and
δ was low for both of the pace conditions (preferred pace: r
= .004, imposed pace: r = .20). Also consistent with
previous findings, mean δ (M = 0.74) was relatively closer
to the δ = 1.0 of pink-noise, than to white noise (cf. Kello et
al., 2008; Holden et al., in press).
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Figure 2: Mean DFA for button contact durations.

How did coordination differ between releasing the button
(button contact duration) and pressing it once again (button
press time)? Figure 3 portrays the mean δ statistic across
these data series as a function of age and condition. Planned
contrasts revealed that age did not reliably affect the δ
statistic in the preferred-pace condition, r(33) =.17, p > .05),
but produced a reliable developmental trend in the imposedpace condition, r(33) = .45 p <.01), this despite the
imbalance of numbers of participants, with fewer children
represented at age 5. Older children exhibited less random
'pinker' variation in data series compared to younger
children in the imposed-pace condition.
Button Press Time

Preferred Pace
Imposed Pace

0.80

DFA Exponent

0.70
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0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20
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Figure 3: Mean DFA for „button press time‟ data series.

Discussion

2B

Developmental questions that focus exclusively on
hypothetical changes in mental entities, share a common
limitation: they do not show substantive interest in the
interaction and coordination of mind and body to keep pace
with changing demands in a task environment. Further, they
cannot address how such coordination might develop. This
becomes particularly salient in a contrast with respect to
general systems theory or complexity theory, where the first
question one must ask, to decide methods and analyses, is

“How do the system‟s components interact?” (Holden et al.,
2009).
The question was posed here, as concerns the
development of the coordination among mind, body and
task demands. Children of different ages performed time
estimations, repeatedly, at their preferred pace or at an
imposed target pace of 400 ms (2.5 Hz). Results showed
that children across the age-range could perform the task,
and all produced variation in performance near the pink
noise predicted by interaction-dominant dynamics. The
locus of developmental changes was in the time between
releasing a response button and pressing it again for the next
judgment. Also, the developmental trend that appeared,
appeared only in the condition of an imposed pace.
Interestingly, the fractal structure of variation changed in
development as a trend from whiter noise for younger
children to pinker noise for older children. Thus the
development trend in the imposed pace may suggest an
increase in the capacity to follow instructions, stay on task,
and capitalize on the constraints inherent in an imposed pace
of responding. It is even possible that the developmental
changes, in the direction of pink noise, coincide with an
increase or a refinement in the capacity for voluntary
control. The same account, however, could accommodate
the same result as a change in involuntary control that
decreases tendencies toward random variation. The more
basic idea that is entailed is the tradeoff among the
tendencies toward random or overly regular dynamics in the
coordination of the mind and body with task demands
(Kloos & Van Orden, 2010; Van Orden, 2010).
Our results describe how development of time estimation
performance proceeds from younger to older children:
Stronger long-range correlations that indicate more strongly
coupled component interactions, giving rise to a more
pronounced fractal pattern in the observed performance.
That is, the organization of body and mind becomes more
closely intertwined, yielding a more regular coordination
through development compared to the more random
variation in the performance of younger children.
Perhaps, the embodiment of component dynamics in
younger children is not yet sufficiently coupled, voluntarily,
to sustain reliable adjustments to the changing task
demands, across the repeatedly measured time estimates, at
the imposed pace of the target, distinguishing one judgment
from the next. This issue is less salient when the child
responds at their preferred pace, which may better reflect or
compensate for their developmental status, at every age of
development.
It is known, for example, that the optimal pace for time
estimation, at an imposed pace, changes throughout the
lifespan (McAuley, Jones, et al., 2006). In this light, the
demands of keeping a fixed imposed pace supplies
unsystematic perturbations of time estimates, reflecting the
distance from preferred pace, and whiten the variation in
performance. The latter hypothesis would also suit changes
due to practice, from Wijnant et al., (2009). The change to
pinker noise, in that case, could be due to compensation for
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the deviations from preferred pace, which would have
remained constant, presumably, throughout the blocks of
practice. Again these two kinds of hypotheses are not
distinguished in the present data, and will be pursued soon
in our future research. The sole hypothesis that is
distinguished clearly in these data is the tradeoff among
tendencies toward random variation with tendencies toward
regular variation, and its prediction of the developmental
trend that we have observed.
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Abstract

and non-humans and may perhaps rely on a
common mechanism (e.g., Bueti and Walsh,
2009; Cantlon et al., 2009; Meck and Church,
1983; Walsh, 2003). Despite this burgeoning
body of work documenting the similarities
between numerical and temporal processing, a
distinct gap in our knowledge of number
representation remains: What is the effect of
emotion on numerical representations?

Research has demonstrated that both attention
and emotion influence temporal perception.
Even though behavioral findings support a
common system for temporal and numerical
estimations, no research has investigated the
impact of emotion on numerical estimation or
the role that attention plays in that process.
Using a numerical bisection task, the current
research investigated enumeration of emotional
events (Study 1) as well as the influence of
attentional distraction (Study 2). Overall, (1) the
number of emotional faces is underestimated
compared to the number of neutrally valenced
faces, and (2) when attention is divided, the
number of negatively valenced faces is
underestimated. Emotional stimuli may capture
attention more rapidly, and as such, increase
enumeration accuracy.

Common Representation of Number and Time
Different
magnitudes
may
be
represented similarly in both behavioral and
neural systems by humans and non-human
animals, such as brightness, size, time, length,
and number, with Weber’s Law underlying the
format of all such nonverbal representations.
(e.g., Cantlon et al., 2009; Hubbard et al., 2005).
One possibility for a mechanism that organisms
use to represent both time and numerical stimuli
is the mode-control model, a serial process that
represents continuous magnitudes directly
analogous to the quantities they represent (Meck
and Church, 1983; Meck, Church, and Gibbon,
1985). Comprising this model are a pacemaker,
an accumulator, a working memory buffer,
reference memory, comparator, and a mode
switch that allows the model to either time or
count. First, pulses are gated into the
accumulator at stimulus onset by one of three
different modes, depending on the nature of the
stimulus: (1) In the run mode, the initial
stimulus starts an accumulation process that
continues until the end of the signal or trial
(allowing the organisms to estimate duration);
(2) in the stop mode, the process occurs

Introduction
Emotions play a critical role in human
functioning and have been considered by some
as the primary motivational system in humans,
involved in organizing cognition, perception,
and action (e.g., Izard, 1977; Tomkins, 1962,
1963). Because of the important role emotions
have been hypothesized to serve in assisting
individuals with successfully navigating their
physical and social environments, certain
researchers have addressed how emotions affect
perception. It is known that time and number
share common behavioral signatures in humans
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whenever the stimulus is physically present
(allowing the organism to estimate duration); (3)
in the event mode, each onset of the stimulus
produces a relatively fixed duration of the
process regardless of stimulus duration
(allowing the organism to represent number). All
three of these different modes illustrate how the
mode control model is used for both temporal
perception and enumeration of stimuli. Next, the
accumulator value is transferred to working
memory or reference memory. Finally, the
organism subsequently compares the current
value in the accumulator with the value(s) in
reference memory to determine what type of
response- either temporal or numerical- is
appropriate.
Evidence that the same mechanism, the
mode control model, could be used for both time
and number can be found across a variety of
animal species (e.g. Fetterman, 1993; Meck
&Church, 1983; Meck, Church & Gibbon, 1985;
Roberts, Coughlin, & Roberts, 2000; Santi &
Hope, 2001). Meck and Church (1983) showed
that rats encode both time and number when the
two dimensions are confounded. Rats were
trained on a duration bisection task that
confounded the number of cycles of each stimuli
with the duration of each stimuli in seconds.
During test, (1) the duration of the stimuli was
held constant while the number of cycles varied
or (2) number of cycles was held constant while
duration. Rats’ behavior in either scenario was
modulated by whichever stimulus dimension
varied, showing that they had encoded both
duration and quantity of the stimuli.
In the mode control model, an
attentional
system—which
can
allocate
differential resources to incoming stimuli—is
added to the mode switch, helping explain
erroneous estimations of time and number. For
example, research suggests that attentional
distraction can either delay the mode switch
closing or prematurely open it, resulting in a net
loss of pacemaker pulses. Buhusi and Meck
(2005, 2006, 2009) reported that when
reallocation of attention occurs- through the use
of distracters and/or gaps- timing is delayed.
This loss of pulses in the accumulator results in
a consistent underestimation of time (Buhusi &
Meck, 2006, 2009; Coull, et al., 2004; Meck &
MacDonald, 2007). Overall, these results

support a common system of timing and
number- the mode control model- that is
influenced by attention distraction through the
mode switch, causing underestimation of
duration.
Effects of emotion on attention and temporal
processing
Emotional salience can significantly
impact attentional priority, with highly
emotional stimuli directing both conscious and
unconscious attention away from neutral stimuli
(Taylor & Fragopanagos, 2005). Emotional
stimuli have been shown to: (a) be more
accurately and rapidly detected than neutral
stimuli, regardless of the number of neutral
distracters (Ohman, Flykt, & Esteves, 2001), (b)
remain more detectable within an attentional
blink paradigm, even persisting past the point at
which neutral stimuli become minimally
detected (Anderson & Phelps, 2001), and (c)
capture automatic attention earlier than neutral
stimuli when measured by event-related
potentials (Carretie et al., 2004). Overall,
previous findings demonstrate how both
detected and undetected emotional stimuli
impact cognitive and neural processes involved
with attention.
Recent
findings
have
provided
substantial evidence that emotions also impact
temporal processing by causing overestimation
of the duration of emotional: (a) events (Meck,
1983; Stetson, Fiesta, & Eagleman, 2007), (b)
faces (Droit-Volet, Brunot, & Niedenthal, 2004,
Gil, Niedenthal, & Droit-Volet, 2007), and (c)
other stimuli (Angrilli, et al., 1997). When
experiencing stressful events, such as foot
shocks (Meck, 1983), and forcing eye contact
with an angry face (Schiff & Thayer, 1970),
higher arousal level is hypothesized to increase
the pacemaker’s speed, thereby impacting the
number of pulses acquired in the accumulator.
Droit-Volet and colleagues (2004, 2007) have
investigated how perception of emotion (anger,
happiness, or sadness) in human facial
expression impacts temporal perception in a
duration bisection task. Participants are first
trained to discriminate between two anchor
durations (short vs. long). They are then required
to classify intermediate durations as being more
similar to the short or long anchor durations.
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Participants consistently underestimated neutral
compared to emotional faces. Overall, research
supports that emotional stimuli are timed
differently than neutral stimuli (e.g., Angrilli,
Cherubini, and Pavese, 1997; Droit-Volet,
Brunot, and Niedenthal, 2004; Gil, Niedenthal,
and Droit-Volet, 2007; Watts and Sharrock,
1984). but enumeration of emotional events has
not been investigated.

presented in testing trials consisted of the same
small, medium, and large sizes used in the
practice but included (1) angry, (2) happy, and
(3) neutral female faces. All faces used had been
previous coded for purity of expression (Tracey,
et.al., 2009). In both phases, varying the position
of presentation on an invisible 12 x 12 grid
randomized the position of the stimulus.
Procedure
Participants were instructed to sit
comfortably in front of the keyboard and to use
two hands when responding to the task. A
numerical bisection task was presented with two
trial phases: (1) practice, and (2) testing.
Participants pressed the space bar to initiate each
trial.
In the practice phase, neutrally valenced
stimuli were presented in a large (24) or small
(6) quantity. Participants were instructed to press
the ‘d’ key if the quantity of stimuli was closer
to 6 or the ‘k’ key if the quantity was closer to
24. Twelve trials were presented for each
quantity, and feedback was given after each trial.
Positive feedback consisted of a visual display
of “Correct!” on the screen for 1500 ms, while
negative feedback consisted of “Incorrect” for
1500 ms. Participants were then instructed to
press the spacebar to begin the next trial. In the
testing trials, feedback was eliminated, and
valenced faces were also presented as the stimuli
to be enumerated. Nineteen quantities, ranging
between 6 and 24, were presented in random
order. Each quantity had four presentations of
each valence (angry, happy, and neutral), 12
trials for each quantity, for a total of 228 test
trials.

Current Research
While
previous
research
has
demonstrated that (a) duration of neutral events
are underestimated compared to emotional
events, (b) attentional distraction influences time
causing underestimation, and (c) a common
mechanism may be used for both time and
number, no research has investigated
enumeration of emotional events or the role that
attentional distraction plays in this process.
Using a numerical bisection task, the current
research investigated enumeration of emotional
events (Study 1) as well as the influence of
attentional distraction (Study 2).
Methods-Study1
Participants
Participants (n = 61) consisted of
undergraduates in psychology classes at Utah
State University. Participants received course
credit for participating.
Materials: Apparatus and Stimuli
All participants completed a computerbased numerical bisection task that presented
facial stimuli and recorded keyboard responses
using E-Prime over the course of approximately
30 minutes. The experiment was run on a Dell
Optiplex 755 computer with a 21-inch monitor
in a dimly lit room.
Participants sat
approximately 45 cm from the display.
Participants made all responses using a
keyboard.
So that numerosity did not always covary with other quantitative properties such as
surface area, three stimulus sizes were used
within each stimulus set. The stimuli presented
during the practice trials were neutrally valenced
and consisted of small (8 x 11 cm), medium (22
x 16 cm), and large (44 x 32 cm) female face
photographs (Tracy, et.al., 2009). The stimuli

Results
For the training phase, all participants
performed on or above 90% demonstrating an
understanding of the task. For the testing phase,
the proportion of large responses was calculated
for each participant separating each score by
quantity and stimuli valence (i.e. 6 angry
stimuli). To evaluate any significant differences
between numerical estimations of different
emotional facial expressions, a non-linear
regression analysis was performed for each
group of emotionally valenced stimuli (happy,
angry, and neutral) [model: Y=1/(1+[x/T50]^-
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E)] to acquire the numerical sensitivity (slope,
E) and bias (point of subjective equality, PSE)
for each participant. These values were
compared using a repeated measures ANOVA.
Consistent with previous timing
literature, no significant differences in
sensitivity to change in number (k) were found
(p = .1621). A significant difference in PSE was
found (F (2,60) = 6.459, p = .0022) with angry
faces being significantly underestimated
compared to numerical estimations of neutral
faces (t(60) = 2.800 , p< .05.; angry: M = 12.90,
neutral: M = 12.47) and (b) happy faces
significantly underestimated compared to
numerical estimations of neutral faces (t(60) =
3.352, p<.05 ; happy: M = 12.98, neutral: M =
12.47). No significant differences between angry
and happy faces were found (t (60) = 0.5521,
p>.05). Overall, higher estimations of number
were found for emotionally valenced faces
compared to neutral ones supporting that
perception of emotion causes a rightward shift of
psychophysical functions of participants’
numerical estimation.

Materials: Apparatus and Stimuli
All participants completed the same
computer-based numerical bisection task used in
Study 1. A concurrent attentional distracter task
was run on a Dell Latitude D830 laptop with a
15.4-inch monitor. Two numbers, between 1 and
9 (e.g. 4 5), were presented in 18 size font on the
center of the screen. Participants were instructed
to press the spacebar every time the numbers
added up to 10 or more. Once the spacebar was
pressed the number immediately progressed to
the next set. If the numbers did not add up to 10
or more the numbers automatically progressed to
the next set after 2000 ms. Participants made all
responses using the laptop keyboard.
Procedure
Similar to Study 1, participants were
asked to sit comfortably in front of both
computers. Prior to the numerical bisection task
each participant was given verbal instruction on
the attentional distraction task and asked to
complete five practice trials with feedback
presented for 1500 ms. Feedback consisted of
“Correct!” every time (a) the two numbers added
up to 10 or more and the spacebar was pressed
or (b) the numbers did not add up to 10 or more
and the participant waited for the next number
set to be presented. Feedback of ‘Incorrect” was
presented for all other trials. The feedback was
eliminated in test. Next, participants completed
the numerical bisection task practice trials. Upon
completion of each practice session the
researcher instructed the participant that they
would be performing both tasks concurrently.
Furthermore, the participant was instructed to be
as accurate as possible on the attentional
distraction task. When the numerical bisection
task was complete the session was finished.

Discussion
Study 1 found that emotional stimuli
produced underestimation of number. Emotional
stimuli capture attention more rapidly than
neutrally valenced stimuli (Baumeister et al.,
2001; Ito et al., 1998), possibly accounting for
the similarities between attentional distraction
and perception of emotion on enumeration.
Study 2 was thus designed to tax attentional
allocation to stimulus enumeration and therefore
evaluate the role of attention on enumeration of
emotional stimuli. Furthermore, the small mean
difference found between enumeration of
emotional and neutral stimuli in Study 1 may be
due to a possible ceiling effect. As such,
attentional distraction will increase the difficulty
of the task.

Results
Again, all participants performed on or
above 90% in practice demonstrating an
understanding of the task. For the testing phase,
within-subject analyses found significant
differences in PSE (F(2,27)= 5.093, p = .00094)
with (1) happy faces being significantly
overestimated compared to angry faces (t(27) =
4.040, p < .05; angry: M = 12.37, happy; M =
11.60), (2) happy faces being significantly
overestimated compared to neutral faces (t(27) =

Methods- Study 2
Participants
Participants (n= 28) consisted of
undergraduates in psychology classes at Utah
State University. Participants received course
credit for participating.
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3.763, p <.05; happy; M = 11.60, neutral; M =
12.32), and (3) no significant difference between
angry and neutral faces (t(27) = .02770, p >.05).
Post hoc rating (1 being negative, 10 being
positive) of the three emotional faces suggests
that participants perceived neutral faces (M =
5.2) to be closer in valence to angry (M = 2.5)
than happy (M = 9.5) with a larger difference
between neutral and happy (4.0) compared to
neutral versus angry (2.9).
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Discussion
Study 2 taxed attentional allocation and
found significant underestimation of the number
of neutral and negative faces compared to happy
faces. Furthermore, a post hoc rating suggests
that the neutral stimuli were perceived to be
closer to angry than happy, creating a possible
explanation for the similarity in enumeration of
angry and neutral faces.
The tendency for negative faces to
capture attention more rapidly is seen in the
literature
with
participants
attending
preferentially and being more sensitive to
negative over other types of information
(Baumeister, et. al., 2001). Furthermore, extreme
negative images produce larger amplitude late
positive potentials as measured by ERP’s than
do equally extreme positive images in young
adults (Ilt, et al., 1998).
Future studies can further investigate the
role of attention and emotion on the modecontrol model by evaluating attentional
distraction during temporal perception of
perceived emotion.
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Abstract
This work studies melodic lines of western art music tradition
from frequency of occurrence of their constitutive elements.
The model of analysis uses pairs of successive sounds as the
minimal structural elements of a melody. Each pair of
possible sounds in a musical instrument is associated to a
quantity related to the difference of acoustic energies of the
sound waves. This quantity expresses consonance properties
that have been studied in experiments about the perception of
combinations of sounds. We find statistical distributions of
this quantity that show the existence of preferences for certain
elements in a given melodic line. This preference can be
interpreted as a consequence of the use of both formal
musical theory rules and the creativity of the composer in
order to create pleasant sensations in the listener.
Keywords: Consonance; Melody; Music composition;
Perception; Cognition; Tempered scale.

Introduction
George Kingsley Zipf explored the relationship between the
usefulness of a word and its frequency of occurrence in a
text (Zipf, 1932). He defined rank (r) as the position of a
word in an ordered list that goes from 1, for the most
frequent word, to the number of words that differ
“phonetically”. The relation between rank and frequency of
occurrence (f) of a word in the Ulysses from James Joyce
resulted into a power law with exponent -1, that can be
expressed as
where c is a constant. Zipf observed
the same phenomenon in other human systems and
enunciated a law of human behavior driven by a Principle of
Least Effort (Zipf, 1949) that he obtained in analogy to
mechanics in physics.
Zipf also studied the case of melodic lines and reported a
power law relationship between the length of musical
intervals, defined as the number of notes between two notes
that are played successively (Zipf, 1949), and the frequency
of occurrence of each interval. In other words, the
probability of finding an interval in a melodic line is
inversely proportional to its length. He found the same
result for ascending and descending intervals and combined
both of them in the analysis.
Benoît Mandelbrot (1966) extended Zipf’s work and
found a more general form of power law that also describes
other phenomena as Pareto’s rule. Most recently, Statistical
mechanics has been used to describe the statistical
properties of many systems, ranging from financial markets
and wealth distribution to complex networks, which present

either exponential or power law distributions. Power law
distributions are frequently associated to self-organized
criticality and scale invariance, while exponential
distributions are associated to equilibrium processes and to
the occurrence of an absolute scale that is similar to
temperature in Statistical physics.
Further studies of musical pieces using probabilistic
aspects of musical styles and uncertainty in musical
communication have been done in Information theory
(Abdallah & Plumbley, 2009; Cohen, 1962; Cox, 2010;
Meyer, 1957). These studies capture fundamental aspects of
perception as sensation and meaning. This perspective needs
some basic mathematical assumptions such as stochasticity,
ergodicity, stationary and Markov consistency of the source
(i.e. the piece of music itself), as well as an infinite memory
capacity of the encoder (i.e. the human brain) (Cohen,
1962). These studies use quantities such as the mean and the
variability of statistical distributions of sequences of sounds.
Recent studies show that some statistical properties of
musical compositions can be treated using concepts and
analytical tools developed for studying complex systems by
applying Statistical physics. Liu, Tse and Small (2010)
found that successive notes in musical pieces can be
represented as complex networks that exhibit power law
distributions for some connectivity properties. Gündüz and
Gündüz (2010) studied melody formation in musical pieces
and found that during the progress of a melody the entropy
grows with each new note until it takes a limiting value that
is smaller than the entropy of a random composition.
This paper explores the relation between microscopic
properties of consonance in a melodic line and the
macroscopic properties resulting from the composition
process. Its aim is to establish links between pleasant
sensations at the microscopic level with the ordering process
which is needed to compose a musical piece. It presents the
physical model for describing consonance, probability
distributions for pitch structures and a discussion about
some implications.

Paths between cognition and physics
A piece of music is a mentally constructed entity that is
usually described as segmented in unites of all sizes. In
order to ascribe some sort of reality to the internal structure
of musical pieces one must treat them as mental products
imposed or inferred from physical signals (Lerdahl &
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Jackendoff, 1983). Physics and music deal with sound from
two different perspectives that cross each other in the
cognitive processes related to perception and creativity.
Pythagoras posted that two sounds produced simultaneously
by strings of equal tension and density and with lengths (i.e.
frequencies) related by small Natural numbers produce a
pleasant sensation (Rossing, 1989). Pythagoras’ postulate
relates subjective qualities to physical parameters and
allows to define consonance as a subjective appreciation
about pleasure (Plumb & Levelt, 1965). The theory of sound
in physics states that a musical note is characterized by a
fundamental frequency, timbre, loudness and duration. The
fundamental frequency is the lowest frequency present in
the sound. Timbre depends primarily on the spectrum of the
stimulus. Loudness depends mainly on sound pressure and
duration refers to the interval of time (Rossing, 1989). When
two sound waves are superposed the physical properties of
the resulting wave depend upon the frequency structure of
the original waves (Helmholtz, 1862). Then, the level of
consonance of two sounds played simultaneously (harmony)
or in a rapid succession (melody) can be treated formally in
terms of physical quantities.
Statistical properties of systems with many parts follow
new laws different from those of mechanics. The study of
these systems requires only of the knowledge of system
composition and statistical distributions of the properties of
the parts (Landau & Lifshitz, 1980). These applications
involve social, natural and artificial systems and range from
financial markets to complex networks and music.
On this new framework that involves both Information
theory and Statistical mechanics to study musical pieces,
physics acquires a new role in cognitive sciences by
exploring both perception and the composition process
based in formal composition rules and creativity of the
composer.

Method
Melodic lines result from formal voice conduction and
rhythm rules established in Music theory as well as from
creativity of the composer (Aldwell & Schachter, 1989).
Voice conduction rules involve both harmonic and melodic
motion in a specific musical style, while rhythm involves
time structure (bar) and the organization of the beats. These
rules are the formal constraints for the composer. From this
perspective, creativity of the composer is embedded in the
freedom left by voice conduction and rhythm rules.
Voice conduction rules and the rhythmic structure of the
formed melodic lines cannot be considered strictly as
independent (Korsakov, 1930), however as rhythm has to do
mainly with the duration and the intensity of sounds (beats)
while voice conduction rules are related to perception of
combinations of sounds, by ignoring the bar (i.e. the
organization of the beats) we decouple the problem into
pitch and rhythm figures problems. Our analysis centers in
the pitch structure of melodic lines. Pitch is a subjective
quality of sound related strongly with the fundamental
frequency of a note and weakly related with pressure,

spectrum, duration and envelope, all of them physical
parameters (Rossing, 1989). On this work we use the
fundamental frequency of a note in order to describe pitch.
The pitch structure is studied in musical theory through
the succession of notes (Korsakov, 1930; Liu, Tse & Small,
2010). A note contains information about pitch and duration
that can be distinguished in the score of a piece. At the
microscopic level, Paul Hindemith (1942) used the length of
musical intervals to characterize the consonance properties
of simultaneous musical notes (i.e. related to harmony) and
rapid successions (i.e. related to melody). The analysis made
by Zipf (1949) uses the length of musical intervals between
pairs of successive notes to characterize a melody at the
macroscopic level.
Consonance has been studied formally in Music theory
(Aldwell & Schachter, 1989) as well as in physics
(Helmholtz, 1862; Plumb & Levelt, 1965; Rossing, 1989).
From physics perspective and using physiological
arguments, the difference and the ratio between
simultaneous pure tones (i.e. sounds with just one
frequency) have been used to study consonance (Helmholtz,
1862; Plumb & Levelt, 1965; Rossing, 1989). Plumb &
Levelt (1965) made detailed experiments to relate the
difference of frequencies of two simultaneous pure tones
with the sensation of pleasure associated to
consonance.
A natural extension of Zipf’s analysis is to distinguish
between all possible frequency transitions that can be
related to each musical interval. Thus, any ordered pair of
notes must be associated to only one transition containing
information about the difference of frequencies and tone
heights, as both are important for the listener’s perception
(Patterson, 1990; Plumb & Levelt, 1965). The product
contains information about consonance
and tone heights. It is positive for ascending transitions and
negative for descending ones. This quantity is extremely
appealing, as it corresponds to the difference of average
sound energy density carried by two waves with the same
amplitude and frequencies , , thus
. The average sound energy density is
, where
is the density of air and
is the
maximum amplitude of the displacement of particles (Pain,
1992). In the case of simultaneous pure tones the
superposition of two waves with frequencies < produces
a wave with a fast frequency
and a modulation
frequency
. It means that this quantity is
meaningful for both melodic and harmonic intervals.
In order to perform the data analysis we transformed the
MIDI codes to a sequence of frequencies in the Tempered
scale as presented by Rossing (1989). Then, we found the
set of values for the transitions
and, in order to find
the distributions for this quantity, we defined bins or
steps
of equal size in such a way that any of them
would contain at least one transition
for the full
combination of the notes in the Tempered scale. The reason
to define the bins in this way is twofold: First, to account for
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In Figure 1 the bin size is 15000 Hz2 and R2=0.993. In
Figure 2 the bin size is 16000 Hz2 and R2=0.992. The
difference of 1000 Hz2 in the bin size is due to the change in
the tessitura between contralto and soprano, as transitions
for soprano are larger than for contralto. Figure 3 shows
that ascending and descending transitions have similar
distributions for this piece. Figure 4 combines ascending
and descending transitions for the four voices. Bin size in
Figures 3 and 4 is 15000 Hz2.

the tessitura of the instrument. Second, in most cases the
number of possible transitions
for an instrument in
the Tempered scale is larger or of the same order as the
actual number of transitions in a musical piece. For
comparison purposes, we normalize all distributions from
the frequency of occurrence to probability distributions.

Experimental data
The selected pieces for this study are characterized by the
internal coherence of their melodic lines. For all the pieces
we used reduced Musical Instrument Digital Interface
(MIDI) tables, obtained either from the scores or from
available MIDI files. The only treatment made to the data
was cutting melodic lines at the end of a section or when a
rest (interval of silence) is found.
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The polyphonic texture of this piece shows a relative
independence between melodic lines, each one played by a
different musical instrument. This piece has eleven
instruments. Data acquisition was carried directly from the
score.

Figure 1: Probability distribution for the ascending
transitions of the contralto voice of the Missa Super Dixit
Maria.
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Suite No. 1 in G major BWV 1007 and Suite No. 2
in D minor BWV 1008 (Johann Sebastian Bach)
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t1
= 36762.17 ± 1610.27
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These pieces were written for a melodic instrument (Cello)
and the melodic lines can be distinguished without any
ambiguity. Data acquisition was carried directly from the
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Arrangement for flute of Entr'acte of the Act 4 of
“Carmen” (Georges Bizet)
This arrangement for flute has just one melodic line. The
MIDI file was downloaded the 6th of July of 2010 from
http://www4.osk.3web.ne.jp/~kasumitu/eng.htm.

Figure 2: Probability distribution for the absolute value of
the descending transitions of the soprano voice of the Missa
Super Dixit Maria.
Ascending transitions
Descending transitions
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Results
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All probability distributions for individual melodic lines fit
well to exponential functions of form: g
. We
have taken the absolute value for descending transitions. For
the superposition of all melodic lines in the Missa Dixit
Maria the probability distribution also follows an
exponential function, however for Brandenburg concerto it
describes a power law.

Missa Super Dixit Maria
Figures 1 and 2 show the probability of occurrence of the
ascending transitions for the contralto and soprano voices.
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Figure 3: Probability distribution for the ascending (squares)
and descending (circles) transitions for the superposition of
the four melodic lines of the Missa Super Dixit Maria.
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-1

1xe

Table 1: Relevant parameters for the probability
distributions of the Brandenburg Concerto No. 3.
Instrument
t1
R2
Bin (Hz2)
Violin 1
110198,69 ± 3257,91 0,995
50000
Violin 2
99858,85 ± 4438,80 0,989
50000
Violin 3
79525,72 ± 2619,57 0,995
50000
Viola 1
44936,96 ± 2601,48 0,984
20000
Viola 2
33832,24 ± 1847,97 0,987
20000
Viola 3
32656,70 ± 1564,20 0,990
20000
Cello 1
7656,90 ± 344,27 0,991
5000
Cello 2
7648,09 ± 335,76 0,991
5000
Cello 3
7426,44 ± 324,27 0,991
5000
Violone
1573,07 ± 63,94 0,992
1200
Harpsichord 6527,52 ± 279,40 0,992
5000

Model: ExpDec
2
R
= 0.9965
A1
= 0.73 ± 0.02
t1
= 20776.38 ± 616.57
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Figure 4: Probability distribution for the combined
ascending and descending transitions for the four melodic
lines of the Missa Super Dixit Maria.

Brandenburg Concerto No. 3 in G major, BWV
1048 (Johann Sebastian Bach)
In Figure 5 we have the exponential distribution for the
combination of ascending and descending transitions of the
melodic line for the first violin. The bin size is 50000 Hz2.
Table 1 contains the relevant parameters of the fit for each
melodic line of the Concerto for the combination of both
ascending and descending transitions.

Figure 6 contains the distribution for combined ascending
and descending transitions for the eleven melodic lines of
the Brandenburg Concerto No. 3. The bin size is
. This distribution can be analyzed in two parts:
The first one goes from the smallest transitions to
and the second one from
to the end. The first
part exhibits a power law of the form:
and the
second part shows a fat tail. This behavior is frequent in
complex systems (Liu, Tse & Small, 2010).
Power law
Fat tail
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Figure 6: Probability distribution for combined ascending
and descending transitions for the eleven melodic lines of
the Brandenburg Concerto No. 3.
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Figure 5: Probability distribution for combined ascending
and descending transitions in the melodic line of the first
violin of the Brandenburg Concerto No. 3.

Suite No. 1 in G major BWV 1007 and Suite No. 2
in D minor BWV 1008 (Johann Sebastian Bach)
Figure 7 shows the probability distributions for combined
ascending and descending transitions for Suites Nº1 y Nº2
of J.S. Bach. The bin size is 8000 Hz2. The fit parameters
are A1 =0,53±0,03, t1=15692,28±1140,61 and R2=0,977 for
Suite N°1, and A1=0,60±0,01, t1=13372,73±224,60 and
R2=0,999 for Suite Nº2.
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For a first approach to this issue we analyze the effect of
musical scale in a composition. For Tempered scale the
distribution of musical intervals becomes “uneven” if they
are expressed in terms of frequencies and it transforms into
an exponential distribution. This is due to the fact that there
are more
in a given
for some small
in
contrast to the for large ones. Figure 9 contains the
distribution that results from all possible
of frequencies
that Bach used for the first violin of the third Brandenburg
concerto as well as the actual distribution for melodic line.
The effect of the Tempered scale contributes to the
measured distribution of the melodic line but it does not
explain the results observed. We interpret the contribution
from the tempered scale as coming from its natural
consonance properties. We hypothesize that the difference
between both distributions must be related to formal
composition rules and creativity of the composer, both of
them are relevant to obtain a pleasant melodic line.
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Figure 7: Probability distribution for combined ascending
and descending transitions for Suites N°1 and N°2 of
Johann Sebastian Bach.

First movement of Partita in A minor &
Arrangement for flute of Entr'acte of the Act 4 of
“Carmen”
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Figure 9: Probability distribution for a melodic line of the
first violin of third Brandenburg concerto (squares), and the
effect of Tempered scale (circles).
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Figure 8: Probability distributions for combined ascending
and descending transitions for Partita en A minor of J.S.
Bach and Arrangement for flute of Entr'acte of the Act 4 of
“Carmen”.
Figure 8 shows the probability distributions for the
combined ascending and descending transitions for Partita
in A minor of J.S. Bach and Arrangement for flute of
Entr'acte of the Act 4 of “Carmen”. The bin size is 1,1x105
Hz2. Fit parameters to exponential functions are
A1=0,58±0,01, t1=190443,48±4989,61 and R2=0,997 for
Partita
in
A
minor,
and
A1=1,05±0,03,
t1=111013,48±3598,58 and R2=0,997 for Entr'acte of the
Act 4.

Discussion
Results show that all melodic lines exhibit exponential
behavior for probability distributions of transitions
.

Figure 3 shows that ascending and descending transitions
have the same behavior. Zipf (1949) obtained the same
result for musical intervals. Figure 6 shows a power law
distribution for the combination of the eleven melodic lines
of third Brandenburg Concerto. Chu-Shore, Westover and
Bianchi (2010) studied the conditions for the formation of a
power law distribution from three exponential functions. In
order to compare their analysis, we group melodic lines
based on the tessitura of the instruments. The first group
contains three violins, the second one violas and the third
one cellos, violone and harpsichord. Figure 10 shows the
frequency distribution for the three groups and for the full
composition. Figures 7 and 8 compare some pairs of
melodic lines in the same tessitura. We observe that the two
Suites for cello of J.S. Bach have a similar behavior (Figure
7), while the Partita in A of J.S. Bach and Entr'acte of the
Act 4 of “Carmen” exhibit clear differences.
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Conclusions
The physical quantity
, defined for transitions
between successive notes instead of musical intervals used
by Zipf (1949) involves information that is related to the
consonance properties contained on the difference between
frequencies
and the “tone height” of both notes
. Since
, this can be
related to both, melody (succesive sounds) and harmony
(simultaneous sounds) as well. This quantity comes from
the difference of the sound energy density of two waves
with equal amplitudes and therefore it is a relevant quantity
for musical analysis rooted in physics.
All the studied melodic lines are characterized by
exponential distributions of quantity
. On this work
we have not discussed about this result from the perspective
of Statistical physics however it has to be stated that there is
a close relationship between this type of distributions and
the conservation laws.
Consonance properties of Tempered scale are reflected in
the fact that small values of the quantity
are more
frequent than the large ones. This phenomenon is reinforced
by the composer in all studied pieces and indicates that it is
related to the sensation produced in the listener by the
ordering process involved in the selection of the elements in
a musical piece. The difference between the effect of the
Tempered scale and the actual distributions for pieces
studied can be explained by the use of formal composition
rules and creativity of the composer. Both related to the
cognitive process involved in the composition of pleasant
melodic lines.
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Abstract
Infants’ imitation is influenced by causal and intentional cues.
Here we examine whether imitation is influenced by prior social
expectations. Infants (mean age = 27 months) first played one of
three games either: 1) copying the experimenters’ gestures, 2)
establishing and working toward a shared goal or 3) a
non-interactive control. They then participated in a separate
imitation task involved both causally necessary and unnecessary
actions and a goal. Infants who began by copying the experimenter
were more likely to imitate causally unnecessary actions, infants
who played a game with a shared goal were more likely to only
perform causally necessary actions. Infants in the non-interactive
control had no preferred response, and were least likely to achieve
outcome as demonstrated. These results implicate the broader
social context as an important factor guiding the actions infants
choose to imitate, and have implications for the role of imitation in
early learning.
Keywords: infant; faithful imitation; emulation; prior
expectation; social context; social cognition.

Introduction
The tendency to imitate others plays an important role in the
behavioral repertoire of infants and young children.
Newborns imitate facial and manual gestures as part of their
earliest affiliative interactions (Meltzoff & Moore, 1977,
1989). By 6 months, infants begin to imitate sequences of
object-related actions as well. Increasingly over the first few
years of life, imitation becomes more than a way to affiliate
with others; it becomes an important mechanism for
learning about the world (Meltzoff, 1995).
But infants do not always imitate faithfully. In fact, one
important observation is that, in some cases, infants only
copy the goals of another person’s action, ignoring the exact
means of producing those goals (termed "emulation",
Tomasello, 1996). In other cases, infants reproduce whole
action sequences faithfully (Lyons, Young, & Keil, 2007;
McGuigan, Whiten, Flynn, & Horner, 2007; Nielsen &
Tomaselli, 2009; Want & Harris, 2002). Studies show that
which of the two behaviors – emulation or faithful imitation
– infants engage in depends on several factors, including
their understanding of physical causality, their ability to
read intentional and pedagogical cues, and also on their
assumptions that agents behave rationally in the pursuit of
goals (Brugger, Lariviere, Mumme, & Bushnell, 2007;
Carpenter, Call, & Tomasello, 2005; Gergely, Bekkering, &
Király, 2002; McGuigan & Whiten, 2009; Meltzoff, 1995).
In this paper, we offer evidence of an additional factor
that might drive imitative behavior, namely prior social
expectations. We know from previous work that children
can read and track others intentions during social

interactions (Malle, Moses, Baldwin, & Bruner, 2003).
These understandings could cause infants to form
expectations which guide their action strategies broadly in
the context of social interactions, and specifically, these
expectations could result in different imitative behaviors
even when controlling for other causal and intentional cues.
To investigate this, we assigned groups of 27-month-old
infants to play one of three games prior to participating in an
imitation task. The first game involved mimicking the hand
gestures of the experimenter (playing “copy me”). The
second game involved taking turns finding and putting
pieces in a puzzle, and thus established a shared goal. The
final game was non-interactive, and served as a control.
Critically, none of these games involved the toys used in the
imitation task, but rather were used to establish the tenor of
the overall social interaction with the experimenter.
We selected a set of toys for use in the imitation test
which in previous work (Brugger et al, 2007) were shown to
be easy to operate and also causally transparent to infants of
this age. A two action sequence was demonstrated towards
toys, which led to an interesting effect. Of these two actions,
the second (action B) was always necessary for producing
the effect, but the first (action A) was only necessary for
half of the toys. The other half of the time it was causally
unnecessary. For example, in the “flowerbox”, action A was
to remove a Velcro latch, and action B was to open the lid.
In the Necessary condition the Velcro latch was attached on
the lid and held it close, whereas in the Unnecessary
condition the Velcro latch was on the other side of box and
did not hold the lid close. The critical imitation task, then,
occurred when action A was demonstrated but was causally
unnecessary, we could see whether infants’ prior
expectations would be more likely to lead to faithful
imitation, emulation, or some other response.
Using a similar method, Brugger et al (2007) showed that
15-month-old infants were not likely to perform the first
action (action A) when it was unnecessary, despite it was
part of the demonstration. Thus we could expect that,
minimally (in the absence of social cues which would elicit
faithful imitation), infants in our study would also likely
perform only the actions necessary to produce the desired
outcome. Critically, then, the ability to understand the
causal properties of the toys was readily available to infants
and held constant across conditions.
Also held constant across conditions were the social cues
during the imitation task. This was important because in
previous work such cues (e.g. pedagogical intent) have been
shown to influence children’s tendency to faithfully imitate
(Brugger, et al, 2007; Király, 2009; Lyons et al, 2007;
Nielsen, 2006). In our imitation task, all demonstrated
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actions were performed with pedagogical intent.
Consequently any differences in imitation could be
attributed to participating in one of the three initial games,
and not to the social cues during the imitation task itself.
Our hypothesis was that the prior expectation (as established
in the initial game) would influence the infant’s action
strategy during imitation. That is, playing a game that
emphasized mimicking hand gestures would lead to more
faithful imitation, whereas playing a game that emphasized
a shared goal would lead to more emulation. More critically,
our goal was to demonstrate that different actions across the
two contexts are due to infants’ different social inferences
about the game being played (i.e. copying actions vs.
sharing goals), rather than to different levels of social
engagement. Thus, we included controls for level of
engagement both within conditions and at baseline.
Comparisons between Necessary and Unnecessary
conditions allowed us to check for the possibility that prior
game context could simply cause different levels of
engagement or attention. If prior game context leads to
different social inferences, then we expect it to influence the
imitation of causally unnecessary actions but not to affect
the execution of causally necessary ones. Furthermore, a
separate group of infants began with a non-interactive prior
game to measure imitation at baseline (i.e. with only the
social cues available during the imitation task).

Toy
Condition

Birdhouse
Necessary

Unnecessary

Initial state
latches

the latch locked the
door

the latch was on the
door but did not lock
the door

Action A
turn the latch around

Action B
open the door

Method

Retrieve
the toy

Participants
Participants were 36 healthy infants (19 males, mean age =
27 mo, range = 23-33 mo) recruited from an infant database
in a small town in upstate NY. Five additional infants were
recruited but were not able to complete the test. According
to parental report, 69% of the included infants are Caucasian,
50% have siblings, 50% had attended day care (median
length = 18 mo), 97% of their mothers have college degree
or higher. Equal group of infants (n = 12) were randomly
assigned to one of three prior games. The average age for
the copy-me, find-the-piece and drawing games are 27.1,
27.5 and 26.6 months respectively. All infants received a gift
for their participation.

Material
Five toys were used in the imitation game: the box, the ramp,
the rake (these three were adapted from Brugger, et al., 2007)
and two versions of the birdhouse (see Fig. 1). For the first
three toys, each could be set up so that the first action
(action A) was either necessary for retrieving the piece or
unnecessary. Detailed descriptions of these three toys can be
found in the original study (Brugger, et al., 2007). We
constructed two versions of the birdhouse (one used in
Necessary condition and one used in Unnecessary condition)
following the same logic. Importantly, like the toys taken
from Brugger et al (2007), the causal properties of the
birdhouses were designed to be transparent to infants of this
age.

get the piece
Figure 1: The birdhouses used in the imitation game. Two
versions of birdhouses were built: one version (Necessary
condition) required two causal actions (i.e., unhook the latch,
open the door) to open and retrieve a puzzle piece, whereas
the other toy (Unnecessary condition) was perceptually
identical except that only the second of these two actions
was necessary (i.e., the latch did not lock the door, so
turning the latch was not necessary for retrieve puzzle
piece).
The objects to be retrieved from the toys (8 in total) were
all puzzle pieces in the shape of baby animals, roughly 2
inches in diameter.

Procedure
The study used 3 (prime game: copy-me, find-the-piece,
drawing; between-subjects) × 2 (condition: Necessary,
Unnecessary; within-subjects) design. Infants were tested in
a quiet room with one table and three chairs. They sat next
to their parents at the table. If they felt uncomfortable, they
could sit on their parents’ lap. The experimenter sat across
the table, facing the infants. The entire session was
videotaped. Infants participated in a familiarization session
first, followed by one of three prior games, and then they
played the imitation game.
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Familiarization The familiarization session was designed
to make sure that infants were familiar with the causal
properties of all toys used in the imitation game. A male
experimenter sequentially showed infants the four empty
toys (the box, the ramp, the rake, and Necessary version of
the birdhouse). The order of the toys was counterbalanced
across participants. For each toy the experimenter said
“Look! Have you seen this toy before? You can play with
it”, and pushed the toy to them. Infants played with each toy
for up to 1 minute. If they did not explore all causal actions
related to the toy (action A and B) before shifting attention
away, the experimenter would point out the related parts on
the toy and let infants try these actions.
Prior Games Following familiarization, the infants were
randomly assigned to one of three games. The copy-me
game involved mimicking the hand gestures of the
experimenter. The experimenter started by saying “(Infant’s
name), let’s play a game called ‘copy-me’. I will do some
actions, and you will follow me and do the same.” He then
demonstrated the first “clap-slap” action, and prompted the
infants to do the same thing. After the infants followed
correctly for about 5 seconds, the experimenter moved on to
demonstrate the second action. The infants copied a total of
four actions, including “clap-slap” (alternately clapping
hands and slapping hands on the table), “open shut”
(alternately opening and shutting two hands), “rub hands”
(rubbing hands slowly) and “flying” (crossing the thumbs of
two hands and flapping the other fingers as a bird flapping
wings).
The find-the-piece game involved establishing a shared
goal. The experimenter first presented a puzzle board with
eight sockets on it (four mom animals, four baby animals).
These sockets could be fitted by different pieces with animal
drawings. Four of the pieces (mom animals) were placed
beside the board, and the other four (baby animals) were
hidden in the toy boxes and served as the pieces to be
retrieved during imitation game. The experimenter started by
saying “(Infant’s name), look at this! What are these
animals?” After infants identified the animals, the
experimenter drew their attention to the pieces beside the
board and said “Look, the mom elephant is outside! Let’s
help the mom elephant go back home!” He then picked up the
mom elephant piece, and put it back to the right spot with
little hops indicating walking. Then he turned to the infants
and said “Now let’s see, who else is outside? Could you help
the mom giraffe to get back to her home?” He encouraged
infants to pick up and fit in the other three pieces of mom
animals. After they did so, the experimenter said “Good job!
But look, the baby animals are still missing. Let’s find the
baby animals.”
The drawing game served as a non interactive control. The
experimenter took out a crayon and a piece of paper, and said
“Let’s play a drawing game. You can draw whatever you
want”. He then gave infants the crayon and paper to draw,
and did not interact with them during drawing.

Imitation Game Immediately after they had played the
prior game, infants participated in the imitation game. The
imitation game was comprised of 8 trials, 4 in Necessary
condition and 4 in Unnecessary condition. The order of toys
and conditions were staggered within participants and
counterbalanced between participants. For each trial, the
experimenter took out the toy box and placed it out of the
infants’ reach. He said “Watch me”, and performed the three
actions (action A, action B, and retrieving the puzzle piece)
in a slow, deliberate fashion. At the end he took out the
puzzle piece and showed it to the infants. He then removed
the toy from the infants’ view and placed the piece back
inside. He again presented the toy to the infants, saying
“Now your turn!” The infants were allowed to play with the
toy until they had retrieved the piece or until 1 minute had
passed.

Coding
All videos from the imitation games were coded by two
research assistants blind to the purpose of the study. Prior to
coding, all information related to the prior game was clipped
out from the video, to ensure that the coders were
condition-blind as well. For each trial, the coders first
recorded whether the infants retrieved the puzzle piece. For
those trials in which the piece was retrieved, infants’
retrieval time (time period from first touching the toy to
getting the piece out) and action strategy were also coded.
For action strategy, the coders first coded infants’ individual
actions along the timeline. Individual actions were coded as
one of the following: action A, action B, the action of
retrieving the piece, other actions aiming at getting the piece
out, other actions with the toy (not aiming at getting the
piece out), actions directed at the demonstrator, and actions
directed at parent. Then, the sequence of actions was
converted to one of three retrieval strategies: “A+B”
described an action sequence of action A, then action B,
followed by retrieving the piece, with no other actions
inserted among them. This represented faithful imitation of
the demonstrator’s action sequence. “B only” described a
sequence of action B, followed by retrieving the piece,
without action A or any other actions. This represented
emulation of the demonstrator’s goal to get the piece (note
that this sequence was only possible in the Unnecessary
condition, since in the Necessary condition it was not
possible to retrieve the piece without completing both A and
B). Finally, “other” included all performances that couldn’t
be characterized as “A+B” or “B only”. This could have
involved either reversing the order of A and B, adding
additional actions into the sequence, or retrieving the toy in
a way different from the demonstration. All of these “other”
responses occurred roughly an equal proportion of the time
(9.0%, 7.6%, 10.4% of total responses, respectively).
Inter-rater reliability was high for all measurements (for
whether the piece was retrieved, percentage of agreement =
99.0%; for retrieval time, inter-rater correlation = 94.8%, for
action strategy, Cohen’s Kappa = 80.4%).
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The results showed that infants’ action strategy (action A+B,
action B only, other action) in the Unnecessary condition
differed by the prior game they played (Fig. 2). We
analyzed the number of responses in a 3 (prior game) × 3
(action strategy) ANOVA. Results showed a main effect for
action strategy (F (2, 32) = 14.41, p < .001, η2p = .47), and
an interaction effect between prior game and action strategy
(F (4, 66) = 4.56, p = .003, η2p = .22). The main effect was
largely due to the small number of “other” responses across
conditions. Critically, the interaction effects demonstrated
that infants’ action strategy differed significantly depending
on the expectations from the prior game. Infants who played
copy-me game performed more “A+B” responses than “B
only” and “other” (ps < .02, ds > 0.82). This group also
performed significantly more “A+B” responses than infants
who played find-the-piece and drawing games (ps < .01,
ds > 1.15). Infants who played find-the-piece game
performed “B only” marginally more than “A+B” (p = .064,
d = 0.59), and significantly more than “other” action (p
= .002, d = 1.14). They also performed more “B only” then
those in copy-me game (p = .018, d = 1.05). Infants who
played drawing game did not show a preference for any
particular strategy (ps > .5, ds < 0.2), but they performed
more “other” types of responses then those in copy-me and
find-the-piece games (ps < .03, ds > 0.95). In sum, infants
who played copy-me game tended to faithfully imitate the
causally unnecessary actions, whereas infants who played
find-the-piece game tended to perform only the actions
necessary to achieve the desired outcome.
4

Action strategy

Number of trials

3

other
2
B only
A+B

1

0
Copy-me

Find-the-piece

Drawing

Figure 2: Infants’ action strategy in Unnecessary condition.
Infants who played copy-me game were more likely to
reproduce the whole action sequence (“A+B”) than the other
two groups (ps < .01); Infants who played find-the-piece
game were more likely to use the most direct way to get the
puzzle piece (“B only”) than those played copy-me game (p
= .018); Infants who played drawing game were more likely
to use a way different from the demonstration (“other”) than
the other two groups (ps < .03).
We also analyzed infants’ action strategy in the Necessary
condition (Fig. 3) to make sure that the prior games did not

simply influence overall level of social engagement. The
results in the Necessary condition showed no significant
differences in action strategy across the three game contexts
(F (2, 33) = 1.88, p = .17). Additionally, for both Necessary
condition and Unnecessary condition, infants playing three
prior games did not differ in total number of retrievals or
average retrieval time (ps > .2), indicating equal levels of
engagement in the task.1
4

3
Number of trials

Results

Action strategy
2

other
A+B

1

0
Copy-me

Find-the-piece

Drawing

Figure 3: Infants’ action strategy in Necessary condition.
Action strategy did not differ significantly by prior games.
When both actions were causally necessary, infants tended
to imitate faithfully the experimenters’ actions.

Discussion
In this study, 27-month-old infants played an imitation
game after they played one of three prior games. In the
imitation game itself, actions were demonstrated with clear
pedagogical intent. Nonetheless, the different emphasis
placed on copying actions vs. sharing goals in the prior
games significantly influenced infants’ action strategies
during imitation. Infants who played “copy-me” were more
likely to faithfully imitate the experimenter’s causally
unnecessary actions. In contrast, infants who played
“find-the-piece” were more likely to avoid unnecessary
actions and instead only copy necessary ones. Infants who
played a non-interactive control game, but again saw the
same pedagogical demonstration during the imitation task,
were equally likely to faithfully imitate, emulate, or explore
their own way of achieving the goal.
Importantly, we also found that different action strategies
across the two contexts could not be explained by different
levels of attention or social engagement. Instead, our results
suggest that different action strategies were due to infants’
different social inferences about the game being played (i.e.
copying actions vs. sharing goals). Previous studies show
1

Infants’ “A+B” and “B only” responses did not differ between
the first time and second time they played with one toy (ps > .2).
This is true for both Necessary and Unnecessary condition
(ps > .2), and for the three prior games (ps > .05). However, infants
performed more “other” responses in the first time then in the
second time (p = .014), and they were more likely to get out the
piece in the first time (p < .001).
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that infants can learn differential action strategies from
different intentional cues before and during imitation
(Brugger, et al., 2007; Carpenter, Call, & Tomasello, 2002;
Carpenter, et al., 2005; Gergely, et al., 2002). Similarly, we
suggest the initial games caused infants to form expectations
about the entire social interaction. Thus, we provide
evidence that infants’ inferences about global social context
influence local social behavior.
However, the nature of infants’ inference is still an open
question. For example, it may be that infants understood the
prior game as the demonstrators’ preference to play in a
particular way. On the other hand, infants might have
understood the prior game as setting up rules to be followed
(Rakoczy, 2008). One possible way to examine whether
infants’ inferences were about a particular individual or
about the game context is to test their imitative response in
the demonstrator’s absence, or in the presence of a new
person. It is also possible that the expectation could be
interpreted differently across development, in particular as
children form more advance social cognitive theories about
the causes of others’ behaviors. Such questions need to be
addressed in future research.
The current results also have implications for early
learning. Of particular interest is the fact that infants in the
non-interactive control were less likely than infants in either
interactive group to perform either of the demonstrated
action. Thus, it seems that when social expectations of any
sort are absent, infants are less likely to learn from others’
actions. It is important to note that the children in the
non-interactive control group were not less engaged or
attentive, but rather were more likely to explore their own
way of acting on the objects. This is consistent with
evidence from preschool children demonstrating trade-offs
between exploratory play and imitative learning (e.g.,
Bonawitz et al., in press).
In sum, our results demonstrate that, beyond causal and
intentional understandings, prior social expectations can
also guide infants’ social inferences, and thus their choice of
action when learning from others. Our findings implicate the
broader social context as an important factor in imitative
learning.
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Abstract
How listeners understand spoken words despite massive variation in the speech signal is a central issue for linguistic theory.
A recent focus on lexical frequency and specificity has proved
fruitful in accounting for this phenomenon. Speech perception, though, is a multi-faceted process and likely incorporates
a number of mechanisms to map a variable signal to meaning.
We examine a well-established language use factor — lexical
frequency — and how this factor is integrated with phonetic
variability during the perception of accented speech. We show
that an integrated perspective highlights a low-level perceptual
mechanism that accounts for the perception of accented speech
absent native contrasts, while shedding light on the use of interactive language factors in the perception of spoken words.
Keywords: speech perception, cross-accent perception, lexical frequency, phonetic variation.

Introduction
A single word is produced differently each time it is uttered by one speaker. A single speaker naturally produces
a wide array of sound tokens that differ greatly in any
number of acoustic values — amplitude, F0 , duration, formant transitions, and so on. Each of these acoustically
distinct tokens must be understood sometimes as a single
sound (within-category), and other times as different sounds
(across-category). A central issue is how listeners, oftentimes
with no prior experience with a speaker, learn to navigate
through this variation to perceive two variants of a token as
instances of the same word or two different words. This is
particularly challenging considering that minimal differences
between words are oftentimes meaningful.
Theories of speech perception that are sensitive to variation, both phonetic and phonological, have typically focused on language use factors to explain how listeners accomplish the task of mapping a variable signal onto meaning (Goldinger, 1996; Johnson, 1997; Newman, Clouse, &
Burnham, 2001; Pierrehumbert, 2002). One factor that plays
an important role in this mapping task is frequency, or how

often a linguistic unit is produced (or experienced by a listener). We know that frequently produced units come with
perceptual benefits, e.g., in recognition time, (Dahan, Magnuson, & Tanenhaus, 2001; Forster, 1976; Fox, 1984; Grosjean, 1980; McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981). For example,
Fox (1984) found that listeners made more b responses to
words in a bad–dad continuum than to syllables in a ba–
da continuum when asked to identify the initial sound in the
word. He attributed this to a categorization bias toward frequent lexical items, showing that we can get Ganong-like
(lexical bias) effects with lexical frequency over and above
categorical word/non-word effects. Similar effects have been
shown for units smaller than a word (e.g., frequent phonological variants, Connine, 2004; Deelman & Connine, 2001)
and units larger than a word (e.g., chunks of commonly cooccurring words, Arnon & Snider, 2010).
Lexical frequency is also a factor shown to influence both
the production and perception of spoken words. For example,
Jurafsky, Bell, Gregory, and Raymond (2001) showed that
frequent words are shorter in duration than infrequent words.
Examining the perception of lexically-specific phonological
variants, LoCasto and Connine (2002) found that frequent
words that typically occur with a reduced vowel in the first
syllable (e.g., police) are recognized faster and more accurately with a reduced vowel than with a full initial vowel. On
the other hand an infrequent word, like obese, that is most
often produced with a full vowel, is recognized faster and
more accurately with a full vowel. Their study thus shows
that listeners are sensitive to phonological variant frequency
differences across words of a similar phonological shape.
These behavioral patterns are the result of years of experience and exposure with a native language (English). As
listeners, we must also map variable speech with less familiar speech patterns, and these speech patterns oftentimes use
contrasts that are novel to listeners. To circumvent this issue,
a number of studies have examined the perception of regional
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and non-native accented speech after large training sessions,
providing context for and experience with a novel contrast
(Barcroft & Sommers, 2005; Bradlow & Bent, 2008; Lively,
Logan, & Pisoni, 1993; Logan, Lively, & Pisoni, 1991; Clark
& Garrett, 2004). A robust result stemming from this research
is that highly variable training stimuli yield improved learning (where high variability is achieved via multiple speakers).
Factors such as lexical frequency, phonological and phonetic variability, and cross-accent speech perception are oftentimes examined independent of each other. In our everyday linguistic interactions, though, it is not unlikely that
these factors are rapidly integrated during speech perception.
We believe that further insight into the basic mechanisms underlying the perception of speech can be gained by examining the established effects of lexical frequency in combination with other language use factors — in this case, phonetic
variability. In this paper, we examine the perception of nonnative accented speech. We focus on the perception of accented speech that is missing a particular native contrast (final voicing contrast), to better understand the roles frequency
and phonetic variability have collaboratively in speech perception. We show that listeners rely on both in order to understand spoken words, and this utility surfaces by examining
accented speech with novel, unfamiliar contrasts.
Specifically, we show that as lexical frequency increases,
listeners increasingly rely on phonetic variability to map
sound to meaning. And, when understanding accented
speech, an invariant, but representative, token of a word produced in French-accented English is more costly than three
variable productions of that word. We consider two accounts
of this result — a cost of phonetic invariance and a benefit of
phonetic variance.

we examine the joint effect of variability in word production
and lexical frequency on the recognition of accented spoken
words.

Production experiment
Participants. Eleven native speakers of Belgian French
participated in the study (7 female, 4 male). Participants were
between the ages of 25 and 61. Exposure to English varied among the participants. In addition, as a native baseline,
eleven speakers of American English were recorded with the
same stimuli.
Stimuli. Productions were elicited from a reading passage
and a word list. Embedded in the passage were fourteen critical pairs differing in the voicing of the word-final stop (e.g.,
tack – tag). Critical items were all monosyllabic. Monosyllabic words provide more control over differences in stress,
while offering more minimal pairs for the perceptual experiment than bisyllabic pairs.
Procedure. Participants were asked to read the passage and
reading list four times at a comfortable speaking rate. All
recordings were made in a quiet room.
Acoustic measurements. Words ending in final stops were
extracted from the narrative and the reading list. Words were
annotated for vowel onset, vowel offset, and release onset,
and were measured with the Praat speech editor (Boersma &
Weenink, 2004).

Final devoicing in French-accented English
Contrast is language-dependent, and phonetic cues signaling
contrast may be lost in the speech of a non-native speaker.
This loss of contrast may require an adaptation on the part of
the listener: the use of a different cue to signal contrast, perhaps ultimately resulting in new mapping strategies. In this
paper, we are interested in the loss of the voicing contrast in
English words like bet – bed when produced by native speakers of French. Both of these productions sound like bet to English listeners (Hazan & Boulakia, 1993). Our interest in this
loss of contrast is to understand how listeners move from understanding a two instantiations of a word as instances of one
word to understanding two instantiations as different words.
We believe greater understanding will result from examining
the recognition of the variable and invariable acoustic values
in words collectively with the influence of lexical frequency.
First, we collected productions of voiceless-voiced minimal
pairs from native French speakers of English to have a better
understanding of both the loss of contrast and the natural phonetic variability that is inherent to voiced final and voiceless
final words. The results of this production experiment were
then used to create the stimuli for a second experiment, where

Results. The average vowel duration, final consonant duration, as well as the computed V/C ratio of the rhyme, show
gross difference between the native baseline and the Frenchaccented speakers of English. The average duration of the
vowels and consonants for voiced-final and voiceless-final
words are shown in Figure 1. For the native English speakers,
the V/C ratio of voiced-final words is 3.69, and 2.05 for the
voiceless-final words. The native French speakers had shorter
vowels overall, and nearly identical V/C ratios for the voicedand voiceless-final words (1.08 vs. 1.06).























Figure 1: Average vowel (black) and consonant (gray) duration for voiced-final and voiceless-final words for native English speakers and French-accented speakers.
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Perception experiment
We examined the effect of within-speaker variability in V/C
ratios and the interaction of this variability with lexical frequency in the perception of accented speech. The speech
reflects naturally occurring variation in French-accented English, but is very different from the sound patterns of English.
The patterns that surfaced from our production study suggest
that native English listeners should be biased toward perceiving a voiced-final word (e.g., tag) as voiceless (e.g., tack). We
are specifically interested in whether listeners are more likely
to shift away from this bias and correctly identify these tokens
as voiced-final. More critical, though, is the potential effect
variability (or the lack of variability) on well-established effects of lexical frequency.
We used a click-on paradigm in which participants saw two
pictures (e.g., a picture of a tag and a tack), heard a word,
and were asked to click on the picture corresponding to the
auditory stimulus.
Participants. Forty-eight native English speakers participated in this experiment. All subjects were undergraduate
students at Stanford University. None had any explicit exposure to French or Spanish (in their education, friends, and
family).
Stimuli. As critical items for the auditory stimuli, we used
twenty monosyllabic words ending in voiced consonants.
Each word is a minimal pair to its voiceless counterpart (e.g.,
tag – tack). We used words that are easily identifiable in
pictures. Important to our investigation of lexical frequency
and variation, we included a range of frequency values for
both the produced words and their minimal pair counterparts
(voiced-final: 0.16 – 415 msec, voiceless-final: 0.17 – 302
msec). In addition to the 20 critical pairs, we included 60
filler pairs. Forty of the pairs differed word-initially by one
sound (lush – rush), and twenty pairs differed word-finally
by one sound (moss – moth), to balance the location of the
disambiguating sound. In total, we had 80 auditory items.
We recorded all the items produced by a male, native speaker
of Belgian French with an obvious accent in English. Target
pictures representing each word were used (160 pictures total). The pictures were normalized for color, size of the object
in the picture, and mode of representation (i.e., photography,
drawing).
Critical manipulations. The critical words were manipulated to form two experimental conditions: one in which we
varied the V/C ratio of the words (Variance) and one in which
we left the ratio constant (NoVariance). Our manipulations
were based on the production patterns of the native French
speakers of English in our production study. For each speaker,
we computed the average duration for each vowel-consonant
pair (e.g., the V/C ratio for /ed/, /eg/, etc.). For some vowels
and consonants, the range of averages per speaker was quite
large. Taking the average of these averages did not result in a

duration close to one that was naturally uttered. Thus to avoid
the unintentional use of idiosyncratic patterns, we categorized
the vowel and consonant duration averages from each speaker
into bins (0.03-0.04, 0.04-0.05, . . . , 0.26-0.27), and took the
averages of the values falling in the median bin. Based on
these values, we created our stimuli. For each average V/C
pair, we created three variants: Lo, Med, High. To do this,
we modified the natural tokens recorded by our speaker. The
Med stimuli were generated using the median durations of
vowel and consonant. For the Lo and Hi variants, we altered
the consonant duration using PSOLA in Praat. We lengthened
or shorted the consonant durations by half of the standard deviation of the speaker averages resulting in a range of V/C
ratios from 0.831 – 2.627 for Lo variants, 0.707 – 1.802 for
Med variants, and 0.631 – 1.372 for Hi variants. In the Variance condition, subjects heard variable ratios: the Lo, Med
and High versions of each word. The NoVariance condition
contained only the Med variant.
Design. The experiment contained three blocks. Each block
contained the 80 words, but the presentation order was randomized. In the Variance condition, each variant of a word
(Lo, Med, Hi) was randomly assigned to one block. In the
NoVariance condition, a Med variant of the words was presented in each block. Participants heard each lexical item
three times by the end of the experiment, but in one condition (NoVariance) they heard only the median V/C ratios and
in the other condition (Variance), they heard three different
V/C ratios for each lexical item.
Procedure. The procedure consisted of a picture familiarization phase followed by the main task. Participants first
took a familiarization phase for all 160 target pictures. For
each word, they saw a picture and the word the picture represented written next to the picture. Subjects went through this
phase at their own pace, clicking on a key to see the next item.
This familiarization procedure was used to give the participants an opportunity to see the pictures before the task began.
No auditory stimuli were presented during the familiarization
phase.
Following familiarization, participants began the main
task. Listeners were presented with two target pictures followed by an auditory stimulus 100 msec after the onset of the
pictures. They were asked to click on the picture representing the word they heard. Before each trial, the mouse was
moved to a neutral prompt in the bottom center of the screen
(Freeman & Ambady, 2010). There was 1 second of silence
before the next trial began. If no response was made after
3 seconds, the next trial began automatically. Participants responded to all three blocks of 80 pairs. The pictures were 225
x 225 pixels and appeared at either side of the screen. Each
picture was 1/5 of the way up the screen and 1/5 the length of
the horizontal axis. To assure that participants did not develop
a strategy for selecting targets across blocks, the picture presentation order (either left of right) was counterbalanced for
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both fillers and targets across the three blocks.
Results. In the regression analyses reported, we excluded
two items (cod and cad) as listeners were unable to recognize any variant as voiced. Examining the reaction times,
we removed every data point above 2.5 standard deviations
from the overall mean and every data point below 500 ms.
Based on these criteria, 10% of the data were excluded from
all analyses. To examine the interaction of lexical frequency
and phonetic variability, we ran a mixed-effect logistic regression predicting voiced responses on all the subjects (with subject and item as random effects). The condition (Variance or
NoVariance), the ratio of lexical frequencies of the words in
the pair (FreqRatio), the lexical frequency of the word clicked
on by the participant (FreqChoice), and the lexical frequency
of the word not chosen (FreqOther) were included as fixed
effects. The fixed effects of the model, as well as the interaction between the variance condition and the frequency ratio,
are presented in Table 1.
We found significant main effects of the frequency ratio of
the words in the pair (voiced word frequency/voiceless word
frequency) as well as the frequency of the word clicked on
by the subject. Importantly, the interaction between the frequency ratio and the variability condition just missed significance at p = .057. One critical factor not to be overlooked in
this experiment is the fact that in the variable condition, the
Lo items (with a short consonant), by nature have a V/C ratio that is closer to the native English ratio. This alone could
bias the participants toward the voiced-final words in the variable condition. To rule out this bias, we ran two regressions,
one with only Lo and Med items, and one with only Med and
Hi items. The interaction effect goes away with the Lo/Med
analysis (p = 0.118) suggesting that the variant closest to
the natural bias is not driving this effect. Excluding these
items, the analysis of Med/Hi items results in a significant interaction (p < .001). Figure 2 compares the two conditions
(Variance and NoVariance) and shows that variability leads to
more percent voiced responses as the frequency ratio between
voiced and voiceless words becomes bigger.
Table 1: Experimental fixed effects
Factor
Variance
Log(FreqRatio)
Log(FreqChoice)
Log(FreqOth)
Variance
x log(FreqRatio)

Coefficient
0.1098
0.3111
0.2951
-0.1358
-0.1112

SD
0.2864
0.0809
0.0548
0.556
0.0585

P-value
0.7014
0.0001 ***
0.0000 ***
0.0146 *
0.0574

General discussion
In this paper, we examined the interaction of lexical frequency and phonetic variation in the perception of accented
speech. The result, excluding variability, is a Ganong-like

Figure 2: Percent voiced responses dependent on frequency
ratios (voiced word/voiceless word).

pattern in which listeners choose a picture corresponding to a
voiced-final word as the lexical frequency of the voiced-final
words increases (Fox, 1984; Ganong, 1980). In other words,
listeners are biased toward interpreting an ambiguous stimulus as the more frequent word of the pair. More interesting,
though, is the split that variability introduces as the frequency
of the voiced-final words increases. We consider two potential accounts of this effect, and explore implications for current theory.

Experience in production and perception
One question that arises from this study is whether frequent
words are more variable phonetically than infrequent words.
Unfortunately, we do not know the answer to this. We do
know that frequent function words have more pronunciation
variants (Keating, 1998), but whether the standard deviation
of a cloud of phonetic variables is larger for frequent words
than infrequent words, to our knowledge, has not been explored. This is an important consideration in linking language use factors in production to behaviors in perception.
More variable words could, in an experience-based model of
speech perception, predict greater perceptual flexibility in the
perception of spoken words, as there are more potential candidates matching varied productions.
This idea may go a long way in explaining the increase
in voiced responses when variability was introduced in the
experiment, but unfortunately falls short in explaining the inability of listeners to identify items as the voiced-final mem-
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ber of a pair when they were constantly produced the same
way. In any consideration of distributions of values, the Med
variant should always be the best. There is no reason a priori
for a difference between the two conditions (especially since
the interaction is driven by the Med and Hi variants) with this
type of explanation. This leads us to ask not why there is a
split, but whether the split is indicative of a benefit of variance
or a cost of invariance.

Facilitation or inhibition?
Whether variance improves a listener’s ability to identify the
appropriate item, or invariance worsens this ability is hard to
determine from this study. Having said that, we do believe
that the answer is both. To support this interpretation, we
consider first the NoVariance condition. Listeners are biased
by lexical frequency on par with the Variance condition to
a point. At the high frequency range, listeners plateau at approximately 60% voiced responses. One possible explanation
is that a ceiling exists because on first presentation, listeners
initially identified these tokens as voiceless final, and listeners
are reluctant to shift from that classification upon subsequent
presentations of the same item. If this were the case, why
would this only occur to the frequent lexical items? Recalling work by Connine and colleagues, perhaps the reduction
typical of frequent words is not present, and listeners shift toward the infrequent variant. This could be viewed as a cost of
invariance.
Why then, do listeners continue increasing voiced responses for variable items as lexical frequency increases?
Sumner (2011) has recently shown that for accented speech
sounds that map onto an unintended category (e.g., unaspirated [p] in Spanish-accented English is great match for English /b/), listeners are able to shift their categorization of that
sound only when phonetic variability is infused into the stimuli, outperforming consistent exposure to invariant tokens.
The listener behavior here exhibits a similar pattern. Why
might variability facilitate identification of frequent voicedfinal words? Taken together with the account of inability to
shift, the addition of variable items might trigger a low-level
matching mechanism in which the presence of a close-enough
sound enables a listener to treat a variety of sounds as similar when they otherwise might not. While the interaction
was not driven by the Lo tokens, this does not mean that the
presence of these tokens had no effect on the perception of
the Med/Hi items that might otherwise be categorized as the
voiceless member of a pair. On the contrary, we suggest that
the presence of these Lo items enabled listeners to interpret
the other two variants as similar enough to be mapped to the
same lexical item.
Again, though, we need to consider why this is the case
with highly frequent words only. The trajectory we see when
variability is introduced is what one would expect given the
well-established Ganong effect. Listeners are constantly exposed to variable speech, and the presence of this variation
does not alter the expected patterns based on lexical frequency. A low-level similarity metric may be used by lis-

teners constantly during speech perception. This pattern is
only detectable once we compare regular, variable speech to
an invariant, but potentially exemplary token. In other words,
the absence of this regular variation results in a reversal from
the norm.

Conclusion
Our goal in this paper was to begin to understand the interaction of one major language use factor — lexical frequency —,
with another language use factor — phonetic variability — in
the perception of accented speech. We show that phonetic
variation and lexical frequency interact in speech perception,
highlighting both an inability of listeners to shift from one
interpretation of a token based on production expectations
driven by frequency and the constant reliance of listeners on
phonetic variability in the perception of spoken words.
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Abstract
The paper describes a computational approach for guessing
the meanings of previously unaccounted words in an
implemented system for natural language processing.
Interested in comparing the results to what is known about
human guessing, it reviews a largely educational approach,
partially based on cognitive psychology, to teaching humans,
mostly children, to acquire new vocabulary from contextual
clues, as well as the lexicographic efforts to account for
neologisms. It then goes over the previous NLP efforts in
processing new words and establishes the difference—mostly,
much richer semantic resources—of the proposed approach.
Finally, the results of a computer experiment that guesses the
meaning of a non-existent word, placed as the direct object of
100 randomly selected verbs, from the known meanings of
these verbs, with methods of the ontological semantics
technology, are presented and discussed. While the results are
promising percentage-wise, ways to improve them within the
approach are briefly outlined.
Keywords: guessing word meaning, natural language
understanding, ontological semantic technology

Unknown Words in Text
Along with ambiguity, unattested input is one of the major
problems for natural language processing systems. An NLP
system is robust only if it can deal with unknown words.
Yet, to deal with such words only makes sense when the rest
of the sentence is understood. We take an approach here
similar to that of a human learner that encounters an
unfamiliar word and is able to approximate its meaning
based on the rest of the sentence or its subsequent usages in
other sentences.
There are some suggested strategies in the human
acquisition and understanding of unknown words. Some
cases stand out as easy and almost self-explanatory. One of
these cases is when a word is immediately explained. Such
an explanation may be introduced by a that is phrase (To
lose weight, one may have to follow a diet, that is, to limit
the amount of food and to avoid eating certain foods.), or by
apposition (Computers programs follow algorithms, ordered
lists of instructions to perform.), or by examples (The
earliest records of felines, for example, cats, tigers, lions, or

leopards, are from millions of years ago.), or by providing
the presumably known opposites for comparison through
words like but, rather then, not (It is frigid outside, rather
than warm and comfortable like yesterday.).
Both in the case of human acquisition of new vocabulary
and the machine attempt at guessing its meaning, these
somewhat trivial instances, where the meaning of a new
word is immediately explained, either by giving its
definition or by examples, present no particular interest for
us here. Besides, such cases are rather rare in regular
expository texts because most writers do not bother to allow
for vocabulary deficiency with regards to words with which
they are well familiar themselves. Thus, it is the non-trivial
cases, those without an attached explanation or description,
that it is necessary to address when one is interested in
designing a computer system for natural language
understanding.
On the other side of the spectrum lie words that can only
be guessed through their functional description, not
necessarily following the first use of an unknown word.
These functional descriptions should be gathered throughout
the document, or a number of documents, narrowing the
original functional description, if necessary, or supplying
other facets of it. For example, They used a Tim-Tim to
navigate their way to the cabin on the lake. It took them
almost half a day. They hadn’t checked if the maps had been
recently updated on the device, and spent hours looking for
roads that no longer existed. From the clues in the first
sentence, Tim-Tim can be understood as a navigation
instrument (including an atlas or a map) through an inverse
function of the instrument of navigation. Since no other
devices are mentioned, this navigation instrument can be
considered the device from the third sentence whose maps
can be periodically updated. It is essential, therefore, in
situations of dispersed clues that co-reference (or
antecedence) be established correctly—in this case, between
device and Tim-Tim.
Towards the middle of the spectrum are the cases where
the description may immediately follow the first use of the
word but without being helpfully triggered by phrases like
for example or that is (He was rather taciturn. He didn’t like
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small talk, rarely spoke in society, hardly said anything
other than hello when meeting people.). The word taciturn
in the first sentence is used as a description of he. The
second sentence continues the description of the same
person. We could assume that taciturn somehow overlaps
with this description, and then, at the very least, we know
that the unknown word refers to a person’s temperament
and/or communication style, and it is on the quiet side.
The difference between this text and the previous example
is that the former consistently describes a person, to the
point that that is could be added in (He was rather taciturn,
that is, he didn’t like small talk, rarely spoke in society,
hardly said anything other than hello when meeting
people.). The latter one does not contain a focused
description but rather disperses the clues throughout the
short narrative, and the meaning of the word has to be
derived based on what function it could play in the situation.
We are ultimately interested in the more challenging case
of dispersed clues, where the functional details must be
collected to identify the meaning of the unknown word. This
paper describes an experiment where functional details of a
single sentence determine the meaning of the word.

Previous Research on Unknown Words
Human Vocabulary Acquisition
The problem of understanding unknown words has been
addressed both with regard to humans, in first and second
language acquisition, and to computers. With humans, it is
known as vocabulary acquisition and enrichment. As
children and second language learners increase their
vocabulary, enabling as well as expediting this process has
been an important educational goal. Both methodologies for
helping children and students guess the meanings of the
unknown words from contextual clues and the metrics for
evaluating such methodologies have been discussed in detail
(see, for instance, Bransford and Johnson, 1972; Gipe, 1979;
McKeown, 1985; Nagy et al., 1985; Rankin and Overholser,
1969—but cf. Schatz and Baldwin, 1986; and for a more
contemporary perspective, Wagner et al., 2006).
There is also a number of useful anonymous websites
with exercises and helpful tips for guessing the meanings of
unknown words without looking them up in dictionaries or
encyclopedias1.
When dealing with human vocabulary acquisition, four
types of situations are typically recognized (cf. Nagy et al.,
1987):
o words that are in the oral vocabulary but not in the
reading vocabulary
o new meanings for words that are already in the reading
vocabulary with one or more other meanings
o words that are in neither the oral vocabulary nor their
reading vocabulary and for which there is no concept
available but for which a concept can be easily built
1

English-Zone.com, www.sinclair.edu/centers/tlc/...
/learning_words_from_context_clues.pdf

words that are neither in the oral vocabulary nor the
reading vocabulary, for which there is no concept
available, and for which a concept cannot be easily built
Concepts are used in this kind of research in an
undefined, somewhat pre-scientific sense of general ideas,
possibly underlying synonyms (see, for instance,
Wisniewski, 1996, 1997a,b, 2000), the sense that came to be
used in much later ontologies as means to control
terminological usage (see Raskin et al., 2008).
Metrics are created to measure the strength of contextual
support, determined on the basis of raters’ judgments as to
how much information the text provides about the meaning
of an unfamiliar word (see Nagy et al., 1987). Success is
also seen as depending on the readability of a text, a
controversial measure, usually defined in terms of sentence
length and difficulty of words, and on the “density of hard
words.”
These parameters of human cognition pertain clearly to
the computation of learning new words. Thus, to compare
with the four learning situations considered in human
learning above, two different types of unattested input can
be encountered in computational systems: unique unattested
words with no other (related or unrelated) senses already
known and new senses of known words. For each of those, a
concept may be available in the existing ontology or needs
to be acquired, thus resulting in similar four situations.
o

Lexicography
Partially, the NLP effort concerning unknown words
overlaps with another human effort, namely, dealing with
neologisms, a traditional concern of lexicography, the art—
rather than the science—of dictionary making. Algeo (1977,
1980, 1991, 1993) provides frequently cited information on
the source and typology of words entering the language (cf.
also Barnhart, 2007; Lehrer, 2003; O’Donovan and O’Neil,
2008; Sheidlower, 1995; Simpson, 2007). Recent
developments in electronic media have led to new spellings
of known words (e. g., 4 u), their new forms or senses (to
(un)friend) and new words (twitter). This has engendered a
recent concern for the normalization of e-mail/SMS text
(Aw et al., 2006; Choudhury et al., 2007).

Natural Language Processing
While some NLP efforts focus on determining just the partof-speech (POS) of an unknown word (Mikheev, 1997;
Murawaki and Kurohashi, 2008; Ciramita, 2002), others
attempt to guess its lexical/semantic class, most prominently
if it is a proper name (Smarr and Manning, 2002; Bikel et
al., 1999; Collins and Singer, 1999; Cucerzan and
Yarowsky, 1999; Buchholz and Van Den Bosch, 2000,
Nadeau and Sekine, 2009). This results in a large-scale
effort in named entity recognition, especially in languages
like Chinese and Korean, where there is no helpful
capitalization, and many names, including foreign ones,
utilize the characters for regular words, using their phonetic
values to approximate the foreign pronunciation. Most NLP
work on unknown words is done in the statistical and/or
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machine learning paradigm (Weischedel et al., 1993:
Campbell and Johnson, 1999: Ciaramita and Johnson, 2003;
Curran, 2005), without ‘understanding’ the contextual clues.

Guessing Meaning of Unknown Words With
the Ontological Semantic Technology
In this section, we will demonstrate in somewhat simplified
non-proprietary technical detail, how the meaning of an
unknown word is determined on the basis of the full understanding of everything else in the sentence. This will be
done with the methods and resources of the Ontological
Semantic Technology (OST—see Raskin et al., 2010,
Taylor et al., 2010, and Hempelmann et al., 2010).
At the core of OST are repositories of world and linguistic
knowledge, acquired semi-automatically (Hempelmann et
al., 2010, Taylor et al., 2010) within the approach and used
to disambiguate the different meanings of words and
sentences and to represent them. These repositories, also
known as the static knowledge resources, consist of the
ontology, containing language-independent concepts and
relationships between them; one lexicon per supported
language (for example, English), containing word senses
anchored in the language-independent ontology which is
used to represent their meaning; the Proper Name
Dictionary (PND), which contains names of people,
countries, organizations, etc., and their description
anchoring them in ontological concepts and interlinking
them with other PND entries; and a common sense rules
resource. A conforming lexicon and ontology, as well as
PNDs and common sense rules, are used by the Semantic
Text Analyzer (STAn), a software, developed by RiverGlass
Inc., that produces Text Meaning Representations (TMRs)
from the text that it reads. The format of TMRs conforms to
the format and interpretation of the ontology. The processed
TMRs are entered into InfoStore, a dynamic knowledge
resource of OST, from which information is used for further
processing and reasoning.
Thus, just as in cognitive psychology, underlying some of
the pedagogical research on vocabulary acquisition, where
“the reader is seen as building a mental representation of the
textual meaning based on information contained in the text
and on the activation of complementary knowledge
resources (van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983, Johnson-Laird, 1983)”
(Rieder, 2002: 54), STAn is constructing TMRs by
processing text with the help of the OnSe knowledge
resources. From this perspective, the unknown word tasks
can be seen as finding a formalized solution to a cloze test
(Taylor, 1953), where every nth word of a test is deleted and
the participant is asked to reconstruct these omitted words.
Because this “inferencing” of the meaning of an unknown
word is done by humans on the basis of context as well as
language and world knowledge, OST models context as the
syntactic environment of the unknown word mapped onto
the concepts found in this environment and the constraints
these concepts place on the word. The concepts and their
properties represent the world knowledge required for the
task.

As such our approach a more mature version of work on
unknown words in NLP like that of Granger (1977),
‘mature’ here meaning not only that our resources are much
richer, but also that the unknown word task is only one of
the many that OST undertakes in the course of its
processing of text towards the representation of its meaning.
In this paper, we are illustrating our approach by the
inferencing of noun meanings in relation to the meaning of
the verbs of which they are direct objects, like Granger
does. More recent approaches in the same vein include
Cardie (1993), Hastings and Lytinen (1994), and not least
the work by Wilks and colleagues on “lexical tuning”
(Wilks, 1978; Wilks and Catizone, 2002), much in the spirit
of very rich semantic resources underlying OST.
While other NLP approaches emphasize neologisms as
the focus of their unknown-word effort (for a very recent
overview see Cook, 2010), we realistically expect unattested
input to contain existing words which have not yet found
their way into our lexicon. Even with a 100,000-sense
lexicon, only 10% or so of the lexical resources of a natural
language would be covered, and unlike native speakers who
make do with well under 50,000 words in their vocabularies
(cf. Nation, 2006), a contemporary NLP application will
typically go into highly specific technical terms or seek the
explanation of a very rare word.

Computational Experiment
To guess any word in any syntactic position is an overly
complex task. We simplified it for this paper by considering
only those words that play the role of the direct object of a
transitive verb, as a starting point. The selection task was
twofold: we needed to select a number of verbs to test, and
then we needed to select sentences that we could test these
verbs in.
The description of the senses in the English OST lexicon
contains an annotation field for the purposes of providing a
human-readable definition and an example of the word
sense in a sentence. The annotation fields were filled in the
process of a sense acquisition, long before the experiment in
this paper was thought of, and the acquirers did not have
any constraining instructions in producing the examples.
The format of the definition and example is not much
different than that of any dictionary. It serves no purpose for
the computer, which reads machine readable syn-struc, semstruc and extracts the needed information from there.
The annotation examples are considered to be exemplars
of sentences that the software should be able to process.
Since the examples are free creations by acquirers,
independent from our task, we considered them to be as
appropriate for the task as any corpus selection, and it saved
us the effort of looking for one verb match within a corpus.
Thus, we selected these examples as the test sentences and
replaced the direct object in each example with a word zzz–
an unknown word to the system. The computer’s task was to
find ontological concepts that could be an interpretation of
the word, based on the provided sentence.
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Our lexicon contains 4469 senses of transitive verbs, not
including verbs that could be either transitive or intransitive.
From among the 4469 candidates, we randomly selected
verbs until we reached 100 that could be processed using the
example sentences that resulted in correct sense
interpretation of the verb. We considered 189 verb senses,
59 of which contained no examples, and 30 of which
produced an interpretation of a verb unacceptable to a
human expert. In other words, the computer misunderstood
the verb meaning.
The remaining 100 verbs whose example sentences
passed the acceptability rating were considered for the
unknown word test. Each direct object, defined by the synstruc, was replaced in the example sentence with zzz. For
example, the sentence for the verb rethink, She decided she
would rethink the new curtains before buying them for the
whole house became She decided she would rethink zzz
before buying them for the whole house.
We added a file to our English lexicon with the word zzz
and over 2000 senses of it, one for every event and object in
our ontology. Thus, when processing the altered examples,
STAn was able to consider every object and event as
possible meanings of the unknown word zzz. To detect the
meaning of zzz, the system should interpret the rest of the
sentence, according to its ontological knowledge, while
filling possible interpretations of zzz. The text-meaning
representation (TMR) of the original sentence is:
(DECIDE
(AGENT(HUMAN(GENDER(FEMALE)))
(THEME(CONSIDER-INFO(ITERATION(MULTIPLE))
(AGENT(HUMAN(GENDER(FEMALE)
(THEME(INFORMATION
(HAS-TOPIC(CURTAIN(NOVELTY(HIGH))))))
(BEFORE(BUY
(THEME(CURTAIN(HAS-LOCALE(HOUSE))))))
)))

When zzz is inserted, the TMR becomes:

(DECIDE
(AGENT(HUMAN(GENDER(FEMALE)))
(THEME(CONSIDER-INFO(ITERATION(MULTIPLE))
(AGENT(HUMAN(GENDER(FEMALE)
(THEME(???))
(BEFORE(BUY
(THEME(???(HAS-LOCALE(HOUSE))))))
)))

Looking at the above TMR, the semantic text analyzer
needs to find the concepts that can satisfy the following:
o it is something that a human can rethink or it is
information about something that a human can
rethink
o it is a theme of BUY
o it is located in a HOUSE
Combining these clues, we have limited knowledge for
determining a narrow sense of zzz—anything that fits into a
house and can be bought can work here: furniture,
decorative items, wall paint, china, etc. The resulting broad
categories highlight the difficulty that a system faces: a
concept denoting all décor works as well as that for a
miniature.

Note that the first clue of the sentence about rethinking is
practically useless: any object (physical, mental, or social)
that can serve as THEME for thinking works. She could be
rethinking a party, a paper topic, or curtains (the first and
the third theme require the handling of ellipsis). Thus,
without the second and the third clues, the interpretation
could have been left as wide as any object or event.
We consider (native-speaker-) acceptable any interpretation that is reasonable within the context of the sentence,
without any outside knowledge or emphasis. Thus, we
consider it possible for a football player to be infuriated
when a dog barks, for plants to be imported, and for water
vehicles to be caulked.
As demonstrated above, the task did not necessarily
restrict possible interpretations to a small number of
concepts. To get a better handle on what the analyzer
offered as its guesses, we considered the top five
interpretations (TMRs) for each sentence, if the output
contained at least five, and all of the interpretations when
there were less than five. We then took the fraction of
correct and incorrect interpretation of zzz in this sentence
compared to the overall number of meanings considered
(the largest overall number could be, of course, 5). Thus, if
the system suggested 2 acceptable results and 3
unacceptable ones, we reported 0.4 and 0.6 respectably. If
the system suggested only 1 result and it was acceptable, it
was still counted as 1.
We found that the system suggested unacceptable
meanings of zzz for 34.4% of the 100 senses. Out of the
65.6% acceptable meanings, 13% were considered to be no
worse than a human could do.
In some cases (n=5), the analyzer used the intended
meaning of the verb in the sample sentence, but switched
the meaning of the verb when zzz was inserted. When the
sentence made more sense with a different meaning of the
verb with the chosen interpretation of zzz (n=2), it was
counted as acceptable.
STAn generally prefers finer grain concepts to the coarser
grain. Such a preference achieves the selection of, for
instance, a human female over a general animal female in
the resolution of an unreferenced usage of the pronoun she.
Such a preference, however, usually backfires with the
unknown word task, where it would be smarter to select the
most generic concept for the constraints and narrow it down
further only when more details are available. It is the
selection of fine grain concepts that dominated the category
of the acceptable but not preferred meanings. Thus, the
example sentence The constantly barking dog infuriated the
neighbors, once the word neighbors was substituted with
zzz, led to ‘the constantly barking dog infuriated the wide
receiver’ as the first interpretation. ‘Wide receiver’ here
refers to a player position in American football, and one can
imagine, in principle, a situation where that fury could be
quite possible. The corresponding TMRs for the original
example sentence and the zzz are shown below.
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(anger(experiencer(personal-role))
(cause(make-noise(volume(high))(pitch(low))
(agent(dog))(iteration(multiple))

)))
(anger(experiencer(wide-receiver))
(cause(make-noise(volume(high))(pitch(low))
(agent(dog))(iteration(multiple))
)))

A perfect solution was achieved on sentences like He
shucked the corn, with the original sentence and the zzzreplacement interpreted by STAn as:
(remove(theme(plant-part))
(agent(human(gender(male))))
(start-location(grain)))
(remove(theme(plant-part))
(agent(human(gender(male))))
(start-location(seed nut grain)))
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At the opposite end of spectrum lie the sentences that
were not interpreted by STAn at a level acceptable for a
human judgment. One such sentence was The engine
emitted steam and the substituted version The engine
emitted zzz. The unacceptable interpretation of zzz was that
of shampoo, beer, wine, and yogurt. Such misinterpretations
are typically caused by the unnecessarily relaxed ontological
constraints on some events. In this case, the event EXUDE
(anchoring concept of this sense of emit) has a default theme
of GASEOUS-MATERIAL, or LIQUID-MATERIAL, resulting in
the acceptability of the above substances. On the other hand,
the almost 2:1 ratio of the acceptable interpretations
suggests that most of the ontology is well constrained.
We also wanted to know whether direct objects could be
found using n-grams or other techniques that would take a
subject and a verb of the sentence as input and return a
possible direct object. We randomly selected ten verbs from
our sample and ran a subject + verb query against a database
of English concordances using the Brown, BNC written and
BNC spoken2 corpora. Only one query out of ten produced a
non-zero result. Reducing the query to a single word,
indicating the verb, produced seven non-zero results.
A similar search on Google produced many results, thus
lowering a possibility that the selected verbs are not used in
common speech. While the small number of attempted
queries against the corpora should not be taken as a
conclusive result, the number can be used as an indication of
failure of finding appropriate words using non-conceptual
representation (even for computational purposes). Thus, at
least in guessing unknown words, some form of conceptual
representation and conceptual hierarchy should be used for
an attempt of approaching human-level competence.

Summary
We have demonstrated on an admittedly restricted purview
that a meaning-based computational system of language
understanding is capable of guessing the meaning of
unknown words from the context, with the clues determined
similarly to the way humans approach it. In the illustrated
case, the context consisted primarily of the ontologically
defined meaning of the known words directly related to the
target word syntactically. Further improvements in the
2

http://www.lextutor.ca/concordancers/concord_e.html

ontology and the lexicon as well as better grain size
management within the software should improve the
guessing results within a single sentence. Coreference and
ellipsis resolution will facilitate bringing several sentences
with their clues together and thus further improve the
processing and interpretation of unknown words within the
approach.
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The cognitive impact of chronic low back pain: positive effect of
multidisciplinary pain therapy
Haili Wang
University of Heidelberg

Simone Gantz
University of Heidelberg

Marcus Schiltenwolf
University of Heidelberg
Abstract: Die Identification of cognitive deficits may contribute to the therapy success. The present study compares
cognitive function of patients with chronic low back pain (cLBP) before and after multidisciplinary pain therapy
(MDTP). 32 patients with cLBP and 25 healthy controls were assessed with the Cambridge Neuropsychological
Test Automated Battery (CANTAB). The Trail Making Test (TMT), Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) and
multiple choice vocabulary test (MWT-B) were used to evaluate the intelligence quotient (IQ) in parallel. Before
MDTP, patients needed significantly longer time in TMT–A and TMT-B, in comparison to HC. Three weeks and 6
months after MDTP, the reaction time in TMT-A and MWT-B results of patients was significantly improved after
MDTP. These findings provide new insights into impairment in information processing and executive function in
people with cLBP and dysfunction of working memory. The MDTP showed clearly long-term effect on cognitive
impact of patients with cLBP.
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Recommendation Systems that Establish New Forms of
Representational Reality through Journalistic Content
Walter Teixeira Lima Junior
Cásper Lı́bero Foundation
Abstract: The abstract aims to connect various fields of knowledge, including journalism, information sciences,
and human cognition. It analyzes Recommendation Systems (RS) on the Web in order to understand how they are
changing user-experiences and, consequently, affecting the fundamental structures of journalism. Today’s networks
are decentralized with few barriers to entry. They provide new ways of consuming journalistic production, and have
altered the system established by broadcasting, transforming the relationship between audience and informational
preferences. New possibilities are emerging that will define how the information emitter provides social relevance to
its audience. Relevance is the basis of RS and for the algorithms that, unseen by their audience, operate invisibly and
transparently. New information ecosystem is eliminating the dividing line between information emitter and receptor
of journalistic information. This represents a unique visualization and availability context that does not differentiate
between direct human actions and the actions of computer programmed algorithms.
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(How) Are features Inherited?
Sandeep Prasada
Hunter College, CUNY

Samuel Pitt-Stoller
Hunter College, CUNY
Abstract: Two experiments provide evidence that our conceptual systems represent hierarchical relations between
concepts in more than one way. Specifically, hierarchical relations may be represented via criteria inclusion or kind
specification. The experiments provide the first evidence that these two ways of representing hierarchical relations
mediate feature inheritance in systematically different ways. Furthermore, it appears that the inheritance of kproperties differs in systematic ways from that of t-properties
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